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PREFACE

FOURTEEN years ago the present Editor wrote the preface to Volume I of the

Cyclopedia of American Horticulture. The purpose of that work was ‘To make

a complete record of the status of North American horticulture as it exists at

the close of the nineteenth century;” it was the effort to include “all the species

which are known to be in the horticultural trade,” together with outlines of “the horti-

cultural possibilities of the various states, territories and provinces,” to present bio-

graphical sketches of eminent American horticulturists not then living, and in general

to discuss the cultivation and handling of horticultural crops. In the preface to Volume

IV of that work the Editor expressed the hope that the Cyclopedia would never be

revised. “If new issues are called for, mere errors should be corrected; but beyond this,

the plates should be left as they are,” for it was the purpose of the book that it should

stand as a measure of that time. The different volumes have been separately reprinted,

but about eight complete re-issues of that Cyclopedia have been made, with such

corrections of errors as have been reported; in one restricted edition, published by

Doubleday, Page & Co., the same work was bound in six volumes, together with an

enlarged preface and a key to the families and genera.

The present Cyclopedia, although founded on the former compilation,, is a new work

with an enlarged scope. While the older work will no longer be published, it neverthe-

less stands by itself; and the two should be quoted as independent cyclopedias. The

geographical boundaries are wider in the present work, due to the fact that the United

States and Canada have both acquired new tropical connections and interests in recent

years. It has not been the effort to cover completely the horticultural floras of Porto

Rico, Hawaii, and other islands, for that would involve the tropical flora of the

globe; but it is the intention to include the most outstanding species grown in a horti-

cultural way in those islands. A fuller treatment has also been given of the plants grown

in southern Florida, southern California, and the other southernmost areas of the

continental United States.

The treatment in the former Cyclopedia was confined closely to species in “the

trade,”—to those plants “sold in the United States and Canada.” The present work

accepts this basis in general, for the lists of nurserymen, seedsmen, and fanciers indicate

very closely the plants that actually are grown, and it would manifestly be impossible as

well as undesirable to include all the plants that may be found in botanic gardens, or in

the grounds of specialists and amateurs who collect specimens from original sources,

or those introduced for purposes of experiment or test or only for scientific study

:

but “the trade” is interpreted more liberally in this work, to include the offerings ot

(v)
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many European dealers because those dealers supply American customers, to account

for species mentioned prominently in European horticultural periodicals as well as in

American periodicals, and to insert such plants as are known to be subjects of exchange

or to be frequently in cultivation in any region, even though their names may not be

found in a commercial list. While it is intended to account for all the species in the

trade, it is not intended to name the garden varieties; for the variety lists change too

rapidly for discussion in cyclopedic works. The mention of varieties in the leading

group-articles is more a matter of record than of recommendation.

Care has been exercised to exclude species that are evidently not now of interest

to horticulturists, even though their names may be found in the literature; for the

introduction of many dead entries would not only violate the purpose to make a current

record, but would make the books too voluminous and would confuse the student with

too many names and details. It is desired that the treatment shall be contemporaneous,

and that it shall be rescued as far as desirable from the older glasshouse method of

transatlantic work. The Cyclopedia aims to account for the plants horticulturally

grown within its territory which are now the subjects of living interest or likely to be

introduced, to discuss the best practices in the growing of the staple flower and fruit

and vegetable crops, to depict the horticultural capabilities of the states and provinces,

to indicate the literature of the field, and incidentally to portray briefly the lives of

the former men and women who have attained to a large or a national reputation in

horticultural pursuits.

The method in the Cyclopedia, in other words, turns about two purposes,—the

identification of species, and the cultivation of plants. Both are essential to an

understanding of horticulture. The former lends itself readily to usual cyclopedic

treatment, the latter expresses itself as a manual of practice. The combination pro-

duces an irregular literary product, but it is hoped that the result is not inharmonious.

The cultural details involve special difficulties. The North American continent

presents so many conditions that advice for outdoor work cannot be too specific in a

work of this kind without leading to serious mistakes. What is advised by a good

grower in one place may be contradicted by a good grower in another place. Even in

under-glass treatment, in which conditions are largely artificial, difficulties often arise

in trying to apply in America the instructions given for European practice. It is not

possible for one to grow plants by a book; in this work the cultural details are not

directions so much as statements of standard practice: this practice will need to be

considerably modified in many cases if the best result for special conditions or objects

is to be secured. In the former Cyclopedia the culture was often presented by two

persons of unlike experiences for the express purpose of meeting the needs of amateurs;

but readers seem to think this to be confusing and the practice has not been followed

in the present work. However, special effort has been made to secure the best cultural

advice for the plants requiring peculiar or particular handling, and this advice will be

found in the discussion of the different crops and plants under their respective heads
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and in addition many practical class-articles have been prepared for the aid of th?

cultivator and designer. These class-articles are mostly as follows:

Alpine Plants Cuttings Greenhouse Nuts
Annuals Design, Floral Hedges Orcluds
Ants Diseases and Insects Herbs Packages
Aquatics Drainage Horticulture Palms
Arboretum Dwarfing Hotbeds and Coldframes Perfumery-Gardening
Arboriculture Evaporating Fruit House-Plants Pergolas

Autumn-Gardenmg Evergreens Inspection Planting

Banks Everlastings Irrigation Potting
Basket Plants Exhibitions Kitchen-Garden Pruning
Bedding Ferns Labels Railroad-Gardening
Bees Fertilizers Landscape-Gardening Rock-Gardening
Biennials Floriculture Layers Seeds and Seedage
Birds Florists’ Plants Machinery and Implements Storage
Border Forcing Manure Transplanting
Botanic Garden Foiestry Market-Gardening Transportation
Bouquet Frost Marketing Vegetable-Gardening
Bulbs Fruit-growing Muckland-Gardening Walks, Drives and Path-
Conservatory Fungi Mushrooms Watering [wa
Culinary Herbs Grafting Nursery Windbreaks
Cut-Flower Industry Grasses Nut-Culture Window-Gardening

There is marked growth in outdoor horticulture in North America. The largest

extension in the present Cyclopedia, so far as taxonomic work is concerned, is in the

description of trees and shrubs. There is widespread interest in these subjects. We are

beginning to realize our native resources in woody plants, to understand how to make

use of our many climates and natural conditions; and to incorporate freely into our

cultivated flora many of the trees and shrubs of China and other regions, under the

stimulus of the Arnold Arboretum and other agencies. The resources of the Arboretum

have been placed at the command of the Cyclopedia through the careful and original

work of Alfred Rehder. Similar aids have been extended from other sources, and

particularly from the Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction service of the United

States Department of Agriculture.

While hardy plants and outdoor gardening seem to be increasing rapidly in

favor, there is a decided tendency toward the breaking-up of large fanciers’ collections,

in private establishments, of old-time glasshouse plants. It is now quite impossible,

for example, to find in this country any large private collections of the species of

begonias or of the varieties of camellias or of the show pelargoniums; orchid collections

of notable extent are few. The demand of the trade is for relatively few species, and the

commercial collections are mostly concerned with a few stock kinds and florists’ plants,

together with a small addition of annual novelties, rather than with the former long

lists of many separate and interesting species and varieties. Even private places,

especially private greenhouses, are devoted very largely to cut-flowers and florists’

plants. It is incumbent on a cyclopedia of this kind, however, to preserve the accounts

of these begonias, orchids, palms, cacti, succulents, “stove plants,” and others, even

though many of them may be known to very few; and the Editor hopes that the

amateur will regain his ascendancy and that collections of plants because they are

plants may not perish from amongst us.

There has been great extension in recent years in commercial floriculture and in the
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forcing of vegetables. We now think in terms of cropping under glass. The range of

species of plants involved in these industries is relatively small, but the areas are large,

the business is receiving the attention of able men and women, and the glasshouse

industries are making important contributions to the lives of the people. The recent

growth of the commercial fruit-growing industry is also notable. Once largely restricted

to narrow regions and to “fruit belts,” the growing of fruits for market has now

assumed the proportions of a great industry comparable with the staple agricultural

productions. An effort has been made to catch something of the spirit of all these

large efforts, as well as to provide information and advice for the amateur and the

home gardener.

When the Cyclopedia of American Horticulture was made, there were few special-

ists in the systematic botany of cultivated plants. The Editor hopes that the publica-

tion of that Cyclopedia has contributed something to the acceleration of interest in this

long-overlooked subject. Howbeit, the number of competent specialists, and of

those intelligently interested in the subject, is now large enough to have enabled the

Editor to cover many of the important groups. The cacti have been placed mostly in

the hands of J. N. Rose; a number of tropical plants have been handled anew by

W. E. Safford; the orchids, aroids and bromeliads by George V. Nash; euphorbiads

by J. B. S. Norton, Citrus and related genera by Walter T. Swingle, Nymphseaceae by

H. S. Conard; the ferns by R. C. Benedict; most grasses by A. S. Hitchcock, special

groups by Norman Taylor, chiefly among the composites, palms, and tender araliads;

suggestions on cultivated forms and on cultivation have been contributed by C. P.

Raffill, of the tropical department, Kew; the survey of families of plants and most

of the editorial work on the general introductory key have been in the hands of

K. M. Wiegand; and many small groups and special genera have found new treatment

by persons who have given them careful study over a considerable period of time.

The results of modern scientific studies are now beginning to be positively reflected in

the identification of garden plants, and in the advice for the cultivation and handling

of horticultural crops and products. With so many persons partaking, it is of course

impossible to secure uniformity of taxonomic handling in the various groups, but the

gain of having the contributions of specialists will abundantly offset this small

technical disadvantage.

And yet, it is true that very much of the work is necessarily compiled from litera-

ture rather than constructed from a direct study of the plants themselves. There is no

herbarium or other complete and authentic repository of all the species of plants sold by

dealers. The best that can be done in very many cases is to accept the name appearing

in a catalogue and to attach to it the most authentic or most adaptable description of

a recognized botanical species of the same name; there is no telling whether the dealers’

plant is properly determined or whether it represents the botanical species bearing the

same name. It is impossible now to know how many wrong determinations, inaccurate
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and insufficient descriptions, and faulty judgments have been perpetuated from author

to author through long series of years. All these matters must be worked out in years

to come, when the horticultural plants in the various groups shall have been systemati-

cally studied with care. The Editor repeats the hope expressed in the preface written

fourteen years ago “that every entry in this book will be worked over and

improved within the next quarter century.”

Many persons aside from the leading authors have contributed to the enterprise in

the most helpful spirit. The Editor's daughter has borne much of the burden of the

office and editorial detail. Gardeners, fruit-growers, florists, vegetable-growers, teachers

and experimenters, botanists, and the printers, have responded with good fellowship

and with something like patriotic pride. Their names will be recorded in the concluding

volume; and the public that uses the book will reward them with its gratitude.

Nor should the institutions that have afforded all these persons the opportunities to

make their contributions be overlooked. Aside from those agencies already mentioned,

the Cyclopedia is under special obligation for the use directly or indirectly of books and

collections to Cornell University, the United States Department of Agriculture, the

New York Botanical Garden, the Brooklyn Botanic Garden, the Missouri Botanical

Garden, the Gray Herbarium, the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, the agricultural-

colleges and experiment stations, and others. Seed merchants, nurserymen, and other

commercial establishments of standing, have been very ready with suggestions and help.

Many new illustrations have been added, representing the work of several artists.

Most of the new work has been made by B. F. Williamson, New York City; F. Schuyler

Mathews, Cambridge, Mass.; Miss M. E. Eaton, of the New York Botanical Garden;

Mrs. M. W. Gill, Washington; C. H. L. Gebfert, Boston; and Miss Matilda Smith, of the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, England, whose initials will be recognized on the plates

of the famous Botanical Magazine. By permission of Professor Sargent, much of the

accurate and beautiful work of C. E. Faxon and others in Garden and Forest, a journal

that was discontinued more than fifteen years ago and is now out of the market, has been

adapted and made available for the present reader; record is made in the text of the

pictures of species, at the places where they are used. Some of the work in the old govern-

ment surveys of the great West has also been brought to the use of the general public.

It is not wholly with satisfaction that one puts forth a work of this magnitude. The

responsibility increases with the largeness of the enterprise, for users do not readily

purchase new and corrected editions of a work of this extent. Every care has been

taken to present an accurate and faithful account, and this is as far as the responsibility

can extend. The Editor can not expect to make another cyclopedia of horticulture;

but he hopes that these six volumes will comprise another step in the collecting, assort-

ing and appraising of our horticultural knowledge.

Ithaca, New York.
December 80. 1918.

L. H. BAILEY.
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I
N THE five years that have intervened since the Standard Cyclopedia of Horti-

culture was completed and published, relatively little change has occurred in the

general introduction of plants new to cultivation in North America. Many species

have been disseminated in an experimental way, as by the Office of Foreign Seed

and Plant Introduction of the United States Department of Agriculture, and other

agencies, but for the most part they have not yet become a regular part of the commerce

in horticultural plants although many of them promise important results. The exten-

sive discoveries of E. H. Wilson, exploring in China and elsewhere for the Arnold

Arboretum of Harvard University, are likely to add many riches to our horticulture

as they become distributed and known. The unrecognized or improperly named species

long in the country are probably many, and it is the part of investigators to uncover

them. The introduction of plants from many parts of the world into Florida, southern

Texas, California, and other mild regions newly settled has been rapid within the

past generation, and the material has not been sufficiently studied. The cultivated

flora as a whole is in need of careful exploration. The more than 27,000 Latin-named

species and varieties admitted in the Cyclopedia comprise in themselves an extensive

flora. How many of these things are now in active cultivation, what their adaptabilities

may be, what satisfaction is gained in the growing of them, are problems awaiting the

attention of thoughtful students.

If to this imperfectly known flora are added the probabilities of introductions

in the future to supply the vast domain of the continent, together with the wide varia-

tions and the hybridizations likely to result, the imagination scarcely runs to the limits

of the subject. In the marginal regions, as along northern and southern boundaries

and in the developing semi-arid parts, great experiments are still to be made in the

adaptability of plants, undoubtedly calling for the introduction of species yet strange

to us. Species of the native flora are now regularly collected, grown, and introduced

to the public, and many of these will probably yield important variations and changes

in the future.

The lists of horticultural varieties of fruits, vegetables, and flowers undergo constant

changes and fluctuations. Varieties are supplanted by new and often by better ones;

fashions and demands change; the legitimate desire for novelty must be met. It is

fortunate that the vegetable kingdom is plastic. As these horticultural varieties are

often fugitive, and as their adaptation varies so widely in different parts of the country,

they are purposely not treated in this Cyclopedia, as well as because the space at the
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command of the volumes precludes such extended discussion. Yet, even if the varieties

come and go, they are nevertheless one of the first concerns of the horticulturist, par-

ticularly in these days when it is so necessary to meet specific requirements of markets

and connoisseurs. This knowledge of varieties is to be obtained as other current informa-

tion is acquired, whether in horticulture, engineering, zoology, or medicine,—by means

of the trade periodicals, publications of commercial firms and of institutions, corres-

pondence, discussions in societies, and other kinds of alertness.

The special mark of the horticulture of this day is its strong commercial trend.

This means that the demand is good for plants and their products. Floriculture, once

the exclusive domain of amateurs, has now become a staple industry and a source of

national wealth. The same is true of fruit-growing and other fields, although they

developed earlier. The investigations of experiment-stations have supplied a base

of fact and determinable knowledge on which to build and to protect these industries.

Machines and many clever devices have aided their extension. The facilities for com-

munication, transportation, storage, and distribution have aided them as they have

assisted other activities. The publication of technical and trade journals tends always

to standardize the industries and to make men resourceful. The commercial movement

in horticulture tends to reduce the number of species and varieties, as compared with

an unorganized amateur activity.

The amateur interest in horticulture preserves the species and the miscellaneous

varieties, inasmuch as the plants are grown for the human interest in them. This

amateur activity is large. Probably it is larger than ever before, although it may be

distanced by the commercial activities and by the market movements. In fact, to a

large extent, the amateur is the market. This is true of the trade in species and varieties

of iris, peonies, gladioli, and others. By every means, the amateur spirit in horticulture

is to be encouraged as a resource to the people and as one of the means of providing a

satisfying background to life.

The first volume of this Cyclopedia was published in 1914 and the sixth in 1917.

Those years saw considerable activity in the introduction of plants. These introductions,

numbering 89 species and Latin-named varieties, are described in the addendum to

Vol. VI, pages 3565-3573. This is much less than one-half of one per cent of the total

number described in the Cyclopedia. In 1917, the United States entered the World

War, and Canada was already in. We are not to expect so great activity in plant

introduction in those fateful years. It would scarcely be worth while to revise the

Cyclopedia throughout for the purpose of entering the novelties.

Attention should be called to the Finding-List, published as a supplement to

Vol. VI, beginning page 3575. This list was made for the purpose of harmonizing

current trade names with the botanical names in the Cyclopedia. It was compiled

in cooperation with the American Joint Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature

representing the national horticultural associations of the country, and it was separately

published by the Committee. The Finding-List is practically a current trade index
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to the Cyclopedia, and it also includes a few changes in nomenclature. The user of the

Cyclopedia should understand the significance of this List.

In the present issue of the Cyclopedia, certain typographical corrections hav6

been made. It has not been thought necessary to introduce such changes in nomen-

clature as have resulted from new studies of certain genera by different authors, par-

ticularly as some of the changes are of doubtful significance in horticulture.

L. H. BAILEY.
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EXPLANATIONS
The main account of each genus, in large type and

separate paragraph for each species, represents the

plants probably now in cultivation or at least of major
importance.

The “supplementary lists” in smaller type at the end

of the articles mclude names of plants not known to be

m the trade but which may be mentioned in horticul-

tural literature, and also such Latm-form names of

the trade as are imperfectly understood and cannot be

placed under their proper species. These parts are less

critical finding-lists of other or extra species.

The Cyclopedia undertakes to account for the

species m cultivation within its territory to the close

of the year 1912; but in practice the introductions are

included to the date of the closing of the different

pages.

The size-marks on the illustrations, as (x lA)>
indicate the amount of reduction as compared with

natural size, this scale being determined merely by
measuring the flat diameter of a drawing and not

representing bulk or perspective.

AUTHORSHIP

The practice of the Cyclopedia of American Horti-

culture in signing the leading and most important

articles with the name of the author is here retamed.

The original author, so far as living or as he has desired,

has revised or rewritten his articles for the present work.

In very many cases, another person has now revised the

articles, and the name of the reviser is mdicated by a

dagger (f) If the revision has amounted practically

to a complete rewriting of the article, the original

author’s name may not appear, even though some small

parts or features of the original article may be retained;

this is for the purpose of safeguarding the original

author as well as recognizing the work of the present

author: the first Cyclopedia stands as the record of its

own work.

A name in parentheses, as “(G. W. Oliver),” at the

close of a paragraph, indicates that the person is the

author of that particular paragraph and of no other in

the article. When a person is responsible for more than

one paragraph m an article, his part is set off by a sepa-

rate heading in such a way that it cannot be mistaken.

It is desired to secure experts and specialists for the

articles; when this has not been accomplished, the task

of revision has fallen to the Editor.

Effort has been made to bring the different parts of

the work into as much uniformity of plan and treatment

as is possible in an undertaking of this kind
;
references

have been eompared; propfs have been submitted to

two or morepersons m case of difficult -or doubtful sub-

jects; and the advice as to cultivation has been checked

by practical growers.

NOMENCLATURE
The nomenclature follows m the mam the regu-

lations of the “Vienna code,” being the principles

adopted by the International Botanical Congress held

in Vienna in 1905. This code was adopted by the

International Horticultural Congress held at Brussels

m 1910, with adaptations to horticultural practice.

When no combination has yet been made under the

Vienna code, the prevailing usage for the particular

genus (as expressed m latest monographs) is followed.

That is, there is no attempt to reduce all names to one

system except so far as combinations have already

been made under the international rules, both because

a cyclopedia of horticulture is hardly the place in

which to make original combinations (except inci-

dentally), and because there is little likelihood that

any of the formal systems will have permanency The
subject of nomenclature, and the attitude of the Editor,

will be discussed under “Names and Nomenclature”

in Vol. IV. Botanical names should not be changed

lightly, or for the purpose of regularizing any particular

scheme or plan, or to make them always conform to

an arbitrary set of rules Botanical names do not be-

long to botanists, to do with them as they will. The
public has good rights in these names; and this is par-

ticularly true in the names of cultivated plants, for they

may then have standardized commercial value. The
only stability, of course, is usage

;
and usage can rarely

be forced into hard-and-fast regulations In this Cyclo-

pedia, the interest is in stability of names rather than

m priority of names, therefore it accepts the principle of

the “nomma conservanda” of the Vienna code, so far as

it retains generic names that have been established in

general usage for fifty years following their publication,

even though the particular names m that list may not

have been adopted in every instance.

Not all the changes in names arise from the applica-

tion of rules of nomenclature. Many of them are the

results of taxonomic studies, which make new definitions

for genera and species. In this Cyclopedia, there are

marked examples of such changes in the citrus genera,

in the cacti, and other groups. These changes are to

be expected as a result of closer studies of the various

groups, of accumulation of specimens from many
regions, and the progressive modification of views as

to the constitution of genera and species; they are

expressions of a living botany. Such changes will be

particularly demanded m horticultural plants, for

most of these groups have not yet been studied with

critical care.

(xv)
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PRONUNCIATION

Attention is called to the fact that the names of

genera and species in this work are marked to indicate

the accepted pronunciation. The indications are accent

marks placed over a vowel. The accent designates (1)

stress, or the emphatic syllable, and (2) the length of

the emphatic vowel. Following the American custom,

as established by Gray and others, a grave accent (')

is employed to designate a long vowel, and an acute

accent (') a short vowel

Thus officindle is pronounced offici-najy-li; micro-

cdrpus is pronounced micro-cdr-pus. It should be

remembered that the final e terminates a separate

syllable, as commii-ne
,
mdga-re, gran'-de This final e

takes the short sound of i, as in whip

Ordinarily in diphthongs the mark is placed over the

second letter. Thus, in aurea the au is meant to have

its customary long sound, as if written awe. In eu-

lt has practically the long sound of u, as m Pseiido-

Quina, Pseiid-Acacia Double vowels take their cus-

tomary English sounds, as ee and oo. Thus, the oo in

Hodken is to be pronounced as m hook. In most cases,

the letters oi (from the Greek, meaning like to) are to

be pronounced separately* if the i is the penultimate

syllable (next to the last), it is long, as m yuccch-de $;

if the i is the antepenultimate syllable (third from the

end), it is short, as in rhombol-dea In dioicus and

monoicus, however, the oi is a true diphthong, as in

moist

These pronunciations follow, in general, the common
English method of pronouncing Latin names. However,

many of the Latinized forms of substantive and per-

sonal names are so unlike Latin in general construction

that the pronunciation of them may not follow the rule

As a matter of fact, biological nomenclature is a lan-

guage of itself thrown into a Latin form, and it should

not be a source of regret if it does not closely follow

classical rules in its pronunciation of outlymg or non-

Latin names.

It has seemed best to make an exception to strict liter-

ary rules in the case of personal commemorative names
in the genitive: we retain, so far as possible, the pro-

nunciation of the original name. Thus, a plant named
for Carey is called Cd-reyi, not Carby-i; for Sprenger,

SprSng-eri, not Sprenghr-i; for Forbes, Forbs'-ii, not

Forbbs-ii. It cannot be expected that uniform consis-

tency has been attained in this matter. It is not

always known how the person pronounced his name;

and many personal names do not make conformable

Latimzed words No arbitrary method of pronouncmg
personal names is likely to be satisfactory.

It may be well to add what are understood to be

the long and short sounds of the vowels

& as in cane b as in cone.

& as in can 6 as in con.

b as in mete. A as in jute.

6 as in met. ii as in jut.

1 as in pine,

i m in pin.

y is often used as a vowel instead of i.

SPELLING

The original spelling of generic and specific names
is preferred; that is, the spelling used by the person

who made the name. In some cases this original

orthography does not conform to the etymology of

the name, particularly if the name is made from that

of a person Such a case is Diermlla, named for Diere-

ville. Ideally, the name should be spelled Dieremllea.

but Tournefort and Linnaeus did not so spell it

In accordance with the best authorities, the digraph

se is used in the words ca?rulca, caerulesccns, caespitosa,

cacsia, ce is used in ccclcstis and ccelestinum.

The type ligatures x and ce have been dropped from

Latin-made names that have come into the vernacular.

Thus, as a common or English name, Spiraea becomes
spirea, Paeonia becomes peonia or peony, Brodiaea

becomes brodiea, Crataegus becomes crategus.

THE KEYS

There are two groups of keys in the Cyclopedia,

—

the main key, m Vol I, to leading families and genera,

and the keys to the species in the different genera in

all the volumes. The user of the Cyclopedia should forth-

with familiarize the method of the keys Page 79

To facilitate the study of the plants, the species

have been arranged systematically or horticulturally,

under the genus, rather than alphabetically, and m
large or complex genera, an alphabetical index has

been supplied for rapid reference The grouping of the

species is founded preferably on horticultural rather

than on botanical characters, so that the arrangement

does not always express botanical relationships.

The species-keys are arranged primarily to aid the

gardener in making determinations. Every effort is

made sharply to contrast the species rather than to

describe them A word of explanation will facilitate

the use of the keys The species are arranged in coordi-

nate groups of various ranks, and groups of equal rank

are marked by the same letter. Thus, group a is

coordinate with aa and with aaa, and group b with bb
and bbb; and the b groups are subordinate to the a
groups, and the c groups to the b groups, and so on.

Moreover, whenever possible, the coordinate keys

begin with the same catchword: thus, if a begins

“flowers,” so do aa and aaa; and this catchword is

not used for keys of other rank. As an example, refer

to Abutilon, page 177. Look first at a, beginning

“Lvs.,” then at aa, also beginning “Lvs.” Under aa
are the coordinate divisions b and bb, each with

“Foliage” for the catchword. Under b there are no
subdivisions, but under bb there are divisions c and

cc, each with “FIs.” for a catchword. Under c there are

no subdivisions, but cc has two coordinate divisions,

d, dd, each with “Blossoms” for a catchword. Again, d
happens to have no division, but dd has the divisions

e and ee with “Lf.-blades” as the catchword. In other

words, if the plant in hand does not fall under a, the

inquirer goes at once to aa. If it falls under aa, then he

determines whether it belongs to b or to bb, and so on.



EXPLANATIONS

A display of a scheme would stand as follows:

A. Leaves, etc.

b. Flowers, etc.

c. Fruits, etc.

d. Pods, etc.

dd. Pods, etc.

e. Seeds, etc

ee Seeds, etc.

cc. Fruits, etc.

bb Flowers, etc.

aa. Leaves, etc.

b. Roots, etc.

c. Flowers, etc

d. Margins of leaves, etc.

dd Margins of leaves, etc

cc. Flowers, etc.

bb. Roots, etc.

BBB. Roots, etc.

aaa. Leaves, etc.

When the genus is large or the treatment is compli-

cated, the key may be placed separately at the begin-

ning rather than to be divided among the paragraphs;

this allows the student to see the entire scheme or

plan at once. See Acer, page 196

ABBREVIATIONS OFBOTANICAL TERMS
AND GENERAL EXPRESSIONS

caps . capsule.

cult . cultivated, cultivation.

diam . diameter.

E . East.

fi . flower

ft* flowers.

fid flowered (as few-fld.).

fr fruit.

/« . fruits

ft foot, feet.

in inch, inches

wcl . including.

mfl . inflorescence (cluster)

.

intro . introduced.

U . leaf

1ft . leaflet.

Ifts . leaflets.

Ivd . leaved.

Ivs . leaves.

N . North.

Prop . propagated, propagation.

S . South.

segm., segms. . . segment., segments.

8t . stem.

sfs . stems.

8ubfam . subfamily.

syn . synonym.

Trop . tropics, tropical.

var . variety.

W . West.

t . reviser (of an article).

00 (sign of infinity)

.

. numerous, many.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

To aid the student in the verification of the work,

and to introduce him to the literature of the various

subjects, citations are made to the portraits of plants

m the leading periodicals to which the American

referrer is most likely to have access These references

to pictures have been venhed, as far as possible, both

m the MS and in the proof A uniform and regular

form of citation is much to be desired, but is extremely

difficult to secure because periodicals rarely agree m
methods. It w as decided to omit the year in most cases,

because of the pressure for space, but the student who
lacks access to the original volumes may usually

ascertain the year by consulting the bibliographical

notes below.

An arbitrary and brief method of citation has

been chosen. At the outset it seemed best to indicate

whether the cited picture :s colored or not. This ac-

counts for the two ways of citing certain publications

containing both kinds of pictures, as The Garden,

Revue Horticole, and Gartenflora The figures given

below explain the method of citation, and incidentally

give some hints as to the number of volumes to date,

and of the number of pages or plates in one of the latest

volumes

Standard works on the bibliography of botany

are Pritzol’s “Thesaurus” and Jackson’s “Guide to

the Literature of Botany,” also, Jackson’s “Catalogue

of the Library of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew ”

Rehder’s “Bradley Bibliography,” a guide to the

literature of the woody plants of the world, is invalu-

able The Catalogue of the Library of the Arnold

Arboretum, Harvard University, now being printed,

will afford an excellent guide to the literature of botany,

particularly as it relates to woody plants

A F. ... The American Florist Chicago A trade
paper founded August 15, 1885 The vol-
umes end with July Many pictures re-

peated in “Gng ” (14 1524~vol and page )

A.G. . . . American Gardening New York. Represents
14 extinct horticultural periodicals, includ-
ing The American Garden (1888-1890)
(20*896—vol and page )

B The Botanist Edited by Maund No years
on title pages Founded 1839 Eight, vols

,

50 colored plates in each vol (8.400—
vol and col plate.) Cumulative index

B B ... Britton & Brown An Illustrated Flora of the
Northern U S

,
etc New York, 1896-98

Ed 2 in 1913 (3 5H8=vol and page of ed
1, (ed 2) 3 —v ol and page of ed 2)

B.H. ... La Belgique Horticole Ghent. 35 vols.

(1851-1885).
B.M. . . . Curtis’ Botanical Magazine. London.

Founded 1787 The oldest current peri-

odical devoted to garden plants The vol.

for 1912 is vol 138 of the whole work.
Index to first 107 vols by E. Tonks.
London (7690 =col plate.)

B.R. . . . Botanical Register (1815-1847) Vols 1-14
edited by Edwards, vols 15-33 by Lind-
ley In vols 1-23 the plates are numbered
from 1-2014 In vols 24-33 they are num-
bered independently m each vol. There are

688 plates in vols. 24-33. “An Appendix to
the First Twenty-three Volumes” (bound
separately or with the 25th vol.) contains
an index to the first 23 vols. An index to
vols. 24-31 maybe found in vol. 31. (1198—
col. plate. 33:70—vol. and col. plate.)
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B.S.D. . . Bulletin de la Soci6t6 dendrologique de Francs
Pans. Founded 1906. One vol. each year.
Illustrated (1907: 198—year and page.)

B.T. . . . Britton. North American trees. New York.
1908 All American trees illustrated

C.L.A.. . . Country Life in America. Founded Nov. 1901.
Two volumes a year. (12:75— vol and
page )

C.O. . . . Cogmaux Dictionnaire Iconographfque des
Orchid6es Colored plates, with descriptions.
(6=col plate )

Em Emerson, G B Trees and Shrubs of Mas-
sachusetts. Boston. 2 vols. 149 plates

F Tho Florist London 1840-1884 (1884:
192—year and page opp col plate ) Edi-
tors and title pages changed many times.
Known as the Florist, Florist’s Journal
and Florist and Pomologist. Sometimes
improperly called British Florist.

F.C. . . . Floral Cabinet Knowles & Westcott. Lon-
don 1837-1840 3 vols , 4to

F.E. . . . The Florists’ Exchange New York A trade
paper, whose pictures sometimes are re-

peated in “A G ” Founded Dec 8, 1888.
(11 : 1298—vol and page )

F.M. . . . Floral Magazine London Series I 1861-
1871, 8\o Series II 1872-1881, 4to.
(1881 450 —year and col plate )

F.R. . . . Florists’ Review Chicago A trade paper.
Vol 1, Dec. 2, 1897, to May 26, 1898. Two
vols a year (4 600—vol and page )

F.S. . . . Flore des Sei res. Ghent (1845-1880) Incon-
sistent in numbering, but the plate numbers
are always found on the plate itself or on the
page opposite Valuable but perplexing
indexes in vols 15 and 19 23 vols. (23 : 2481
—vol and col plate )

F.S.R. . . Flora and Sylva London 1903-1905 Edited
by W Robinson 3 vols (2.24=vol and
page opposite colored plate 2, p. 31=vol.
and page containing black figure )

F.W. . . . The Floral World and Garden Guide Lon-
don Edited by Shirley Hibberd 1858-
1880 No plates until 1868 (1875.33=year
and col. plate )

G Gardening, Illustrated London Founded
March 1, 1880 Vols begin with the March
number (10.25=vol and page )

G.C. . . . The Gardeners’ Chronicle London. Series I.

(1841-1873) is cited by year and page.
Senes II or “New Series” (1874-1886), is

citod thus II 26.824=senes, volume and
page Series III is cited thus III 26*416.
Two vols a year, beginning 1874 A select

index is scattered through 1879 and 1880.
Consult II. 12. vm (1879), and similar places
in subsequent vols.

G.F. . . . Garden and Forest New York. 1888-1897.
(10*518=vol. and page )

G L. ... Garden Life London Incorporates The
Gardening World after May 1, 1909 Cited
only from vol 16 (16.54=vol and page )

G.M. . . . Gardeners’ Magazine London Ed by
Shirley Hibberd Founded 1860 Cited
from vol 31 on. (42 872—vol and page )

Gn The Garden London Founded 1871 Two
vols. a year through 1906 Since then
one vol (56: 458=vol. and page opp.
lol. plate. 56, p 458=vol and page con-
taining black figure ) An Index of the first

20 vols was separately published Com-
plete Index of Colorod Plates to end of 1897
in vol. 54, p 334.

Gng. . . . Gardening. Chicago. Founded Sept. 15.

1892. Vols. end Sept. 1. (7:384=vol. and
page.)

Gn. M. . . The Garden Magazine. Garden City, N. Y.
Founded 1905. (7:543=vol. and page.)

Gn. W. . . Gardening World. Founded 1884. Incorpora-
ted after 1909 in Garden Life. (7:ll8=vol.
and page.)

G.O.H. . . Guimpel, Otto A Hayne. Abbildungen der
fremden in Deutschland ausdauernden Hol*-
arten. Berlin, 1825. 144 ool. plates.

Gt Gartenflora. Berlin. Founded 1852. (Gt.
48:1470=vol. and col. plate. Gt. 48, p.
670=vol. and page containing black
figure )

G.W. . . . Die Gartenwelt. Founded 1896 The first

year it appeared under the title “Hesdorf-
fers Monatshefte fur Blumen- und Garten-
freunde ” (13.58=vol and col plate. 13,
p. 58=vol and page )

G.W.H. . . Guimpel, Willdenow and Hayne Abbildung
der deutscher Holzarten. 2 vols Berlin
1815-20 216 col. plates.

G.Z. . . . Illustnrte Garten-Zeitung. Founded Oct 1856.
One col plate in each month. (4:88=vol.
and col* plate.)

HBK. . . . Humboldt, Bonpland & Kunth. Nova Genera
et Species, etc. Paris. 1815-25 7 vols
Folio

H.E. . . . Hooker, Exotic Flora. London, 1823-7. 232
col plates

H.F. . . . L’ Horticulteur Francais 1st series 1851-
1859 2nd series 1859-1872 (1853 273=
1st senes, year and col plate II 1860 381
=2nd series, year and col plate )

H.H. . . . Hough, Handbook of Trees of the Northern
States and Canada Lowville, N Y 1907
All trees of the region illustrated, all parts
of the trees, including bark represented by
photographic reproductions

H.I Hooker’s leones Plantarum London.
Founded in 1837 Contains up to 1913
3,000 black plates in 30 vols The plates
with botanical descriptions in Latin

H.U.. . . . L’Horticulteur Universel Pans 1839-1845.
8 vols with col plates The first 6 vols
edited by C Lemaire Vol 7 and 8 called
Deuxifeme and Nouvelle s6ne (7. 28=vol.
and plate )

H.W. . . . Hempel and Wilhelm Baume und Str&ucher
desWaldes Wien, 1889-99 3 vols 60 beau-
tiful col plates and numerous black illustra-

tions in the text (3.45=vol and col plate,

3, p 113=vol and page containing black
figure).

I.H. . . . LTllustration Horticole Ghent (1854-1896 )

(43 72=vol and col plate ) The volumes
were numbered continuously, but there were
6 series. Series 1= 1854-63 Series 11=
1864-9 Senes 111=1870-80 Series IV
=1881-6 Series V= 1887-93 Series VI
=1894-6 The plates were numbered con-
tinuously in the first 16 vols from 1 to 614
m vols 17-33 they run from 1 to 619 in
senes V from 1 to 190 in Series VI they
begin anew with each vol Valuable indexes
in vols 10 and 20 Senes V m 4to, the rest

8vo.

I.T leones Seiectee Horti Thenensis Bruxelles,
1899-1909. 6 vols with 240 plates (6 220=
vol and black plate )

J Jardin, journal bi-mensuel d’horticulture g6n-
6rale Pans Founded in 1887 (10 36
=vol and page opp col plate, 10, p 345
=vol and page containing black figure )

J.C.T. . . Journal of the College of Science, Imperial Uni-
versity Tokyo, Japan Founded in 1886, 33
vols up to 1913 Contains black plates and
figures in the text of plants of E. Asia.

(0:3=vol. and plate )

J.F Le Jardin Fleunsto Ghent 1851-1854.
Edited by C Lemaire 4 vols with 430
col plates and black figures in the text.

(4.421=vol and col plate, 4, p 66=vol
and page containing black figure.)

J.H Journal of Horticulture. London Founded
in 1848 as The Cottage Gardener. Series

III only is cited, beginning 1880 (III.

39:504=senes, vol
, page )

J.H.F. . . Journal de la Soci6t6 d’horticulture de France
Pans. Founded in 1827 as Annales et Jour-
nal de la Soci6t£ roy d’horticulture de Pans.
Only series IV is cited, beginning 1900 (IV
1 : 209 “series, vol. and page containing
black figure.)
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JJELS. . • Journal of the Horticultural Society of Lon-
don. Founded in 1846. 9 vols. from 1846-
65. A new senes started in 1866 The earlier

series is cited by the year, the new senes by
the volume (1846. 188—year, page opposite
plate, 28.394, fig. 96—vol

,
page opposite

black plate or containing black figure, and
fig in case of several figures )

L.B.C. . . The Botamcal Cabinet Loddiges 1817-
33. 100 plates in each vol Complete index
in last vol (20 . 2000 —vol and col. plate.)

L.D. . . . Loiseleur-Deslongschainps, Herbier g6n6ral
de l’amateur Pans, 1816-27. 8 vols with
574 col plates There is a second series,

1839 -44 in 4 vols with 309 plates which is

very rare and not quoted

L.I. . . . Lavall6e, Arboretum Segrezianum; leones
selectae Paris, 1880-5 36 black plates
of trees and shrubs

Lind . . . Lindema Ghent Founded 1885. Folio.
Devoted to orchids

Lowe. . . . Beautiful Leaved Plants E J Lowe and
Howard London 1864. (60—col plate )

M. . . . A. B. Freeman-Mitford The Bamboo Gar-
den London 1896 (224—page )

M D. ... Mitteilungen der Deutschen dendrologischen
Gesellschaft Bonn Founded in 1892.
(1912, p 161—year and page containing
black figure, 1910.1 —year and page opp.
col plate )

M D.G. . . Moller’s Deutsche Gartner-Zeitung Erfurt.
Founded 1886 (1897 425—year and page )

Mn .... Meehan’s Monthly Germantown, Phila-
delphia Founded 1891 (9 192—vol and
page opp col plate )

Mn N. . . Meehan The Native Flowers and Ferns of the
United States Philadelphia 1878-80. 4 vols.

in 2 series (II 2 3—senes, vol and plate.)

Mx Michaux Histoire des arbres forestiors de
l’Am^rique septentnonale Pans, 1810-13
3 vols with 138 plates The English trans-
lation under the title The North American
Sylva has 156 plates (3 4—vol and plate)

N.D. . . . Nouveau Duhamei Trait6 des arbres et

arbuste-s Pans, 1801-19 7 vols with 488
col plates The first edition by Duhamei du
Monceau was published in 1755 and contains
only 250 black plates, the second edition
was edited by several botanists and is really
an entirely new work (7 33 —vol and plate )

O Orchis Beilage zur Gartenflora (1910 88—
year and col plate 1910, fp. 88—year and
page )

O.R. . . . Orchid Review London Founded 1893. (18:
169= vol and plate.)

PG ... Popular Gardening Buffalo. 1885-90. (5:270
=vol and page )

P.M. . . . Paxton’s Magazine of Botany. London. 1834-
49 (16 376—vol and page opposite col.

plate ) Vol 15 has index of first 15 vols.

R Reichenbachia Edited by Fred Sander. Lon-
don. Founded 1886 Folio.

R.B. . . . Revue de 1’ Horticulture Beige et Etrangfere.
Ghent Founded 1875. (23 : 288 —vol and
page opp col. plate )

R.F.G. . . Reichenbach leones Florae Germanicae et Hel-
veticae Leipzig. Founded in 1834 25
vols. with more than 3,000 col. plates
issued up to 1913.

R.H. - . . Revue Hortioole. Dates from 1826, but is

now considered to have been founded in

1829. (1899:596—year and page opp. col.

plate 1899, p. 596—year and page opp.
black figure.)

S Schneider. The Book of Choice Ferns. Lon-
don. In 3 vols. Vol. 1, 1892. Vol. 2, 1893.
Vol. 3, 1894. (1 390—vol. and page )

S.E.B. . . Sowerby, English Botany Ed. 3. London,
1863-1902. 13 vols. with 1952 plates The
first edition was published 1790-1814 in 36
vols. Only the third edition is quoted.

S.H. . . . Sexnaine Horticole. Ghent. Founded 1897.
(3 : 548—vol and page.

)

S.I.F. . . . Shirasawa Iconographie des essences fores-
ti&res du Japon. Tokyo. 1900-8. 2 vols.
with 161 col. plates. (2:73— vol. and
plate.)

S.M. . . . Sargent. Manual of the Trees of North
America Boston and New York, 1905.
(810—page containing black figure.)

S.O.B. . . Schmidt Oesterreich’s allgemeine Baumzucht.
Wien, 1792-1822 4 vols with 240 col.
plates. (4.237—vol and plate.)

S.S Sargent. The Silva of North America. 13
vols. Vol 1, 1891 Vol 12, 1898 (12:620—
vol and plate, not colored )

S.T.S. . . . Sargent Trees and Shrubs Boston and New
York, 1902-13 2 vols 200 black plates
of trees and shrubs, native and foreign.
(2: 147 —vol and plate )

S.Z Siebold & Zuccarim. Flora Japonica. Vol.
1,1835-44 Vol 2 partly by Miquel, 1845-70.
(2 . 150 —vol and plate )

V Vick’s Magazine Rochester, N Y. Founded
1878 Vols numbered continuously through
the 3 series Vols begin with Nov. (23.250
—vol and page )

V.F. . . . Vilmonn & Bois Fruticetum Vilmorimanurn.
Pans, 1904 (205 —page containing black
figure )

V.O. . . . James Veitch & Sons A Manual of Orchida-
ceous Plants, cultivated under glass in
Great Britain London 1887-94.

W.D.B. . . Watson, Dendrologia Bntannica London, 1825
2 vols. with 172 col. plates (2: 160—vol. and
plate.)

THE AUTHORS OF BOTANICAL NAMES

By common consent, the Latin name of a plant, in

order to be considered by botanists, must first be

regularly published by a reputable author in a rep-

utable book or periodical As an index to this name,

the name of its author is published with it whenever an
accurate account of the species is given Thus, uHer-

berts anstata, DC.” (p. 490) means that this name was
made by De Candolle. This citation at once dis-

tinguishes De Candolle’s Herberts aristata from any
other Berberts artstala,—for example, from Sims’

(p. 492). It is always possible that some other author

may have given the same name to some other plant,

m which case the older name must stand In some
cases, the fact that there are two plants passing under

one name is mdicated m the citation.
“
Herberts stnensts,

Hemsl., not Poir ” (p. 490, nos. 10, 11) means that

Hemsley and Poiret applied the name H. stnensts to

different plants. H ilicifolta, Forst ,is not the same aa

B.tlicifoha, Hort. (p 492, nos 27, 31); “Hort ” means
that the particular name is one in use amongst horti-

culturists,—that it is a garden name.

The citation of authorities gives a clue to the time

and place of publication of the species It is an mdex
to the literature of the subject. It is no part of the idea

merely to give credit or honor to the man who made
the name. It is held by some that the authority is an

integral part of the name, and should always go with

it; but common usage dictates otherwise, for the

authority is never pronounced with the Latin words

in common speech. The authority is a matter of iden-

tification, not of language.
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Following are the authors most frequently cited m
this Cyclopedia:

Adans Michael Adanson, 1727-1806 France.

Ait. William Alton, 1731-1793 England

Ait f. William Townsend Alton, the son, 1766-1849.

England.

All. Carlo Allioni, 1725-1804. Italy.

Anders , T. Thomas Anderson, Director of Botanic Gar-

den in Calcutta

Andr Henry C. Andrews, botanical artist and engraver,

conducted The Botanists’ Repository from 1799-

1811, and illustrated books on heaths, geraniums and

roses

Andre Edward Andr6, 1840-1911, first editor of Illustra-

tion Horticole, later editor-in-chief of Revue Horticole.

Ant. Franz Antoine, director of the royal gardens at

SchOnbrunn, 1815.

Arn. George Arnold Walker Arnott, 1799-1868. Scot-

land.

Aschers Paul Ascherson, professor of botany, Berlin.

1834-1913

Aubl. J B C F. Aublet, 1720-1778 France.

Auct , Auth. Authors, referring to usage by various or

many writers.

Backh J. Backhous, English botanist and traveler.

Baill H Baillon, author of the great natural history of

plants m French

Baker John Gilbert Baker, formerly keeper of the Her-

barium of the Royal Gardens, Kew, England.

Balt Charles Baltet, frequent contributor to Revue
Horticole

Bart William P. C Barton, 1787-1856 Pennsylvania.

Bartr William Bartram, 1739-1823 American botartist.

Batem James Bateman, writer and student of orchids.

England.

Beauv. Ambroise Mario Francois Joseph Palisot de

Beauvois, 1755-1820 Franco.

Becc O. Beccan, Italian botanist and writer on E Indian

botany

Beck Lewis C Beck, 1798-1853. New York.

Beissn. L Beissner, Inspector of the Botanic Gardens

at Bonn, and Instructor at Poppelsdorf. Pub. “Hand-
buch der Nadelholzkunde ”

Benth George Bentham, 1800-1884, one of the dis-

tinguished botanists of England, one of the authors

of Bentham & Hooker’s "Genera Plantarum ”

Benth <t Hook. George Bentham and J. D. Hooker
authors of "Genera Plantarum.’’ England.

Berger. Ernst Berger, died 1853. Germany.
Bernh Johann Jacob Bernhardi, 1774-1850 Germany.
Bert Carlo Guiseppe Bertero, 1789-1831. Died between

Tahite and Chile.

Bieb Friedrich August Marschall von Bierberstem, 1768-

1826 German botanist, lived later in Russia.

Bioel Jacob Bigelow, 1787-1879. Massachusetts

Blume Karl Ludwig Blumo, born 1796 at Braunschweig,

died 1862 at Leyden. Wrote much on Juvan plants.

Bois. D6sir6 Georges Jean Marie Bois, editor of Revue
Horticole Paris.

Boiss Edmond Boissier, 1810-1886 Switzerland. Author
of "Flora Onentalis” and other works.

Bojer W Bojer, 1800-1856, author of a Flora of Mauri-
tius Austria.

Bonpl Aim6 Bonpland. 1773-1858. France.

Borkh. Montz Balthasar Borkhausen, 1760-1806. Ger-
many

Br., N. E. N. E. Brown, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew;
England.

Br., R. Robert Brown, born 1773, Scotland, died 1858,

London Author of many important works.

Brit. Nathaniel Lord Britton, Director of New York

Botanical Garden, New York City.

Bronon Adolpho Th6odore Brongmart, 1801-1876.

France.

Buch.-Ham Francis Buchanan, later Lord Hamilton,

wrote on Indian plants.

Buckl Samuel Botsford Buckley, 1809-1884. United

States

Bull William Bull, plant merchant London.

Bull. Pierre Bulliard, 1742-1793, author of the great

“Herbier de la Franco” in 12 folio volumes, with 600

plates

Bunge Alexander von Bunge, 1803-1890 Russia.

Burm Johannes Burmann, 1706-1779, professor at

Amsterdam, wrote on plants of Ceylon and Malabar.

Burm f Nickolous Laurens Burmann, 1734-1793. Son
of Johannes

Carr. Ehe Abel Carrifere, 1816-1896, distinguished French

botanist aud horticulturist, editor of Revue Horticole.

Casp Robert Caspary, professor of botany at University

of Komgsberg 1818-1887

Cass Alexandre Henri Gabriel Cassini, Comte de 1781-

1832 France

Cav Antonio Jos6 Cavamlles, 1745-1804. Spam.
Cerv Vincente Cervantes, 17590-1829 Spanish botanist.

Cham. Adalbert von Chamisso, poet and naturalist,

1781-1838 Germany
Chapm Alvan Wentworth Chapman, 1809-1899, authoi

of "Flora of the Southern United States
”

Chois Jacques Denys Choisy, 1799-1859 Switzerland.

Clos Dominique Clos, professor of botany and director

of the gardens at Toulouse Born 1821.

Coon Alfred Cogniaux, French botanist.

Colebr Henry Thomas Colebrooke, 1765-1837. England.

Colla Luigi Colla, 1766-1848 France

Coulter John M Coulter, University of Chicago

Cunn Richard Cunningham, 1793-1835 Colonial bot-

anist in Australia

Cunn , A. Allan Cunningham, horn 1791, Scotland, died

1839, Sidney, Australia Brother of Richard

Curt. William Curtis, 1746 1799 England Founder
of the Botanical Magazine, now known as Curtis’

Botanical Magazine
Curtis. Moses Ashley Curtis, 1808-1873. North Car-

olina.

DC Augustin Pyramus De Candolle, 1778-1841, projec-

tor of the Prodromus, and head of a distinguished

family Alphonse De Candolle, the son (1806-1893),

and Casimir De Candolle, the grandson, are also

quoted in this work.

Decne. Joseph Decaisne, 1809-1882. France.

D Don. See Don, D.
Dksf. Ron6 Louiche Desfontaines, 1750-1833. France.

Desv. Augustin Nicaise Desvaux, 1784-1856. France.

DeVb Willem Hendrik de Vriese, 1807-1862, professor

of botany at Leyden Wrote on medical plants and
plants of the Dutch East Indies.

Dicks. James Dickson, 1738-1822, Scotch writer on
flowerless plants

Diels Ludwig Diels, professor of botany, Marburg,

Germany.
Dill. Johann Jacob Dillenius, professor of botany in

Oxford. 1687-1747.
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Dipp. Dr. L. Dippel, of Darmstadt, Germany. Den-
drologist, pub. "Handbuch der Laubholzkunde ”

Don. George Don, 1798-1856 England.

Don, D. David Don, brother of George, 1800-1841.

Scotland.

Donn. James Donn, 1758-1813, author of “Hortus Can-
tabngiensis ” England.

Douglas David Douglas, 1799-1834, collector in north-

western America Scotland

Drude Prof O. Drude, of Dresden, Germany.
Dry Jonas Dryander, 1748-1810 Sweden.
Duchesne Antoine Nicolas Duchesne, 1747-1827.

France.

Dumort. BarthGemy Charles Dumortier, 1797-1878.

Belgium

Dunal. Michel Felix Dunal, 1789-1856 France.

Dunn. Stephen Troyte Dunn, Kew, England
Dyer W T Thistlcton-Dyer, Director of Kew Gar-

dens, 1885—1905, editor of the Flora of Tropical Africa,

etc

Eaton, A Amos Eaton, 1776-1842, author of a “Manual
of Botany for North America,” 1st ed. 1817; 8th ed.

1841

Eaton, D C Daniel Cady Eaton, professor at Yale Col-

lege, and writer on ferns

Ehrh. Friedrich Ehrliart, 1742-1795 Germany.
Ell Stephen Elliott, 1771-1830 South Carolina.

Ellis John Ellis, 1711- 1776 England

Endl Stephan Ladislaus Endlioher, 1804-1849, profes-

sor at Vienna Numerous works

Enqelm George Engelmann, 1809-1884 Missouri.

Engler Prof A. Engler, of Berlin, joint author of

Engler and Prantl’s “Naturhchen Pflanzenfamilien.”

Esch Johann Friednck Eschseholz, 1793 1831 Germany.

Fee Antoino Laurent Apollinaire F6e, 1789-1874.

France

Fenzl Edward Fenzl, professor and custodian of botani-

cal museum at Wiens, 1808-1879.

Fern Merritt Lyndon Fernald, assistant professor of

botany, Cambridge, Mass
Fisch Friedrich Ernst Ludwig von Fischer, 1782-1854.

Russia

Forb John Forbes, catalogued heaths, willows, coni-

fers, and other plants at Woburn Abbey
Forsk Pehr Forskal, 1736-1768, collected in Egypt

and Arabia

Forst Johann Reinhold Forster, 1729-1798 Germany.
(Also Georg Forster, the son )

Franch. A Franchet, Jardin des Plantes, Pans 1834-

1900.

Fraser John Fraser, 1750-1811, traveled in America
1785-96 Had a son of same name

Froel Joseph Aloys Froelich, 1766-1841 Germany.
F v. M Ferdinand von Mueller, royal botanist of

Australia, author of many works on economic plants.

See Muell.

Gabrtn. Joseph Gaertner, 1732-1791 Germany.
Gagnep. Francois Gagnepain. French botanist, wnting

chiefly on Asiatic plants.

Gaud. Charles Gaudichaud-Beaupr6, 1789-1864 France.

Gawl. See Ker.

Gmel. Samuel Gottlieb Gmelm, 1743-1774. Russia.

Goefp. Heinrich Robert Goeppert, 1800-1884, professor

at Breslau. Wrote much on fossil botany.

Gord. George Gordon, 1806-1879, author of the “Pine-

tum,” London, 1858.

Graebn Paul Graebner, professor of botany Berlin

Gray. Asa Gray, 1810-1888, Harvard University, Massa-

chusetts. America’s most noted botanist

Greenm. J. M. Greenman, writes from Harvaid Uni-

versity on Mexican plants. Now at the Field Museum,

Chicago

Griff William Griffith, 1810-1845 England.

Griseb ,
Gris Heinrich Rudolph August Gnsebach,

1814-1879 Germany
Harms Prof Hermann Harms Berlin.

Hasbk Justus Karl Hasskurl, born 1811 Germany.
Hayne. Friedrich Gottlob Hayne, 1763-1832, professor

at Berlin Medicinal plants, trees and shrubs

Haw Adrian Hardy Haworth, 1772-1833 England

HBK Friedrich Alexander von Humboldt, 1796-1859.

Germany. Aim6 Bonpland, 1773-1858 France Karl

Sigismund Kunth, 1788-1850 Germany Authors of

a great work on plants of the New World
Hemsl. W. Botting HemsJey, Keeper at Kew, has written

many reviews of genera of horticultural value in The
Gardeners’ Chronicle and elsewhere

Henfr. Arthur Henfrey, 1819-1859 English botanist.

Henry Augustine Henry, collector of Chinese plants.

Cambridge, England

Henry, L. Prof Louis Henry Writer on woody plants.

Paris.

Herb. William Herbert, 1778-1847 England.

Hochst Christian Friedrich Hochstetter, 1787-1860,

described many African plants

Hoffm Georg Franz Hoffmann, 1761-1826 Germany.
Hook. William Jackson Hooker, 1785-1865. England.

Hook, f Joseph Dalton Hooker, the son, 1817-1911

England.

Hort. Hortorum, literally of the gardens Placed after

names current among horticulturists, but not neces-

sarily all horticulturists Often used with less exact-

ness than names of authors Frequently indicates

garden or unknown origin Many of these plants have

never been sufficiently described

Host Nicolaus Thomas Host, 1761-1834 Germany.

Jacq Nicolaus Joseph Jacquin, 1727-1817 Austria

Jaub Ilippolyte Francois de Jaubert French botanist.

Born 1798

Juss Antoine Laurent Jussieu, 1748-1836, the first to

introduce the natural families of plantB France.

Karsten Hermann G K W. Karsten German botanist,

1817-

Karw Wilhelm Karwinsky von Karwin, collector in

Brazil
,
died 1855

Kaulf. Georg Friedrich Kaulfuss, professor at Halle, died

1830 He described the ferns collected by Chamisso

Ker. John Bcllonden Ker, 1765 C^)—1871, botanist, wit

and man of fashion First known as John Gawler.

In 1793 was compelled to leave army because of sym-
pathy with French Revolution His name was changed

m 1804 to John Ker Bellendcn, but he was known to his

friends as Bellenden Ker First editor of Edwards’

Botamcal Register

Ker-Gawl. See Ker.

Kirchn G. Kirchner, writer of the botanical part of

“Arboretum Muscaviense ”

Klatt Friedrich Wilhelm Klatt, a German botanist.

Klotzsch. Johann Friedrich Klotzsch, 1806-1860, cu-

rator of Royal herbarium at Berlin, monographer of

Begoniaceae.

Koch. Karl Koch, 1809-1879 Germany.
Koehne Emil Kochne, professor at Berlin. Pub.

"Deutsche Dendrologie.”
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Komab. Vlademir Leontyevitch Komarov, writer on
plants of eastern Asia St. Petersburg.

Kost Vmcenz Franz Kosteletzky. Bohemian botanist.

Kotschy Theodor Kotschy, assistant curator at Vienna,

1813-1866. Wrote on oriental plants.

Kranzl F. Kranzhn, Berlin, writes on orchids in The
Gardeners’ Chronicle.

K. Sch See Schumann.
Kunth See HBK.
Kuntze Otto Kuntze German botanist; chiefly known

as a strong advocate of priority in nomenclature.

1843-1907

Lag. Manano Lagasea, 1776-1839, one of Spain’s most
distinguished botanists.

Lam Jean Baptiste Antoine Pierre Monnet Lamarck,
1744-1829, author of the Lamarckian philosophy of

organic evolution France

Lanos Georg Heinrich von Langsdorf, 1774-1852, Rus-
sian consul-general in Brazil

Lauth Thomas Lauth, 1758-1826, professor of anatomy
at Strassburg, wrote a 40-page monograph on Acer
in 1781

Lecq Henry Lecoq, born 1802, once professor at Cler-

mont-Ferrand, wrote an elementary botany, a dic-

tionary of botanical terms, a book on hybridization, etc.

LeConte John Eaton LeConte, 1784-1860 Pennsylvama.
Ledkb Karl Fnednch von Ledebour, 1785-1851.

Russia

Lehm Johann Georg Christian Lehmann, 1792-1860,

professor at Hamburg, wrote several monographs, and
described many new plants

Lehm , F C. F C. Lehmann, German collector in

South America
Leioht. Max Lexchthn, horticulturist, Baden-Baden,

Germany
Lem Charles Lemaire, 1800-1871, works on cacti and

botany of cultivated plants Belgium.

Leveille Augustine Abel Hector L6veill6, professor of

botany, Le Mans, France

L’Her C L L’H6ntier de Brutelle, 1746-1800 France.

Lichtbt. August Gerhard Gottfield Lichtenstein, 1780-

1851 Germany
Lind <fe Rod L Linden and E Rodigas, once adminis-

trator and editor, respectively, of L’lllustration Hor-

ticole

Lind J Linden, 1817-1898 Belgium. For many years

director of L’lllustration Horticole.

Lind , L Lueien Linden, associated with J. Linden for

some years on L’ Illustration Horticole

Lindl John Lindley, 1799-1865, one of the most illus-

trious of English horticulturists.

Lingelsh Alexander Lmgelsheim Breslau, Germany.
Link Heinrich Fnednch Link, 1767-1851. Germany.
Linn Carolus Lmnseus (Carl von Lmn6), 1707-1778,

the “Father of Botany,” and author of binomial

nomenclature Sweden
Linn, f Carl von Linn6, the son, 1741-1783. Sweden.

Lipsky Vladimir Ippolitovitch Lipsky, writer chiefly

on plants from Central Asia. St. Petersburg.

Lodd Conrad Loddiges, nurseryman near London, con-

ducted Loddiges’ Botanical Cabinet from 1817-33,

20 vols
, 2,000 colored plates.

Lobs Theodor Loesener, professor of botany, Berlin.

Loisel Jean Louis Auguste Loiseleur-Deslongchamps,

1774-1849 France

Loud. John Claudius Loudon, 1783-1843, an extremely

prolific English writer.

Lour. Juan Loureiro, 1716-1796, missionary in China.

Portugal.

Makino Tomitaro Makino. Tokyo, Japan.

Marsh. Humphrey Marshall, 1722-1801. Pennsylvania.

Mart. Karl Fnednch Philipp von Martius, 1794-1868,

professor at Munich, monographer of palms, founder of

the great Flora Brasiliensis, and author of many works.

Mast. Maxwell T. Masters, late editor of The Gardeners'

Chronicle, wherein ho has described great numbers of

new plants of garden value, author of “Vegetable

Teratology,” etc 1833-1907

Matsum Jinzo Matsumuro Tokyo, Japan
Maxim. Karl Johann Maximowicz, 1827-1891, one of the

most illustrious Russian systematic botanists; wrote

much on Asian plants

Medikus Fnednch Casmir Medikus, 1736-1808, director

of the garden at Mannheim, wrote a book of 96 pages

in German on North American plants in 1792

Meisn. Karl Friedrich Meisner, 1800-1874 Switzer-

land.

Mett. Georg Heinnch Mettenius, 1823-1866, professor at

Leipzig, wrote on flowerless plants

Mey. Ernst Heinnch Fnednch Meyer, 1791-1851.

Prussia

Mey , C A Carl Anton Meyer, 1795-1855, director

botanic garden at St. Petersburg, wrote on Russian

botany

Mez. Dr Karl Mez, director of the botanic garden at

Kbmgsberg, monographer of the bromehads
Michx Andr6 Miehaux, 1746 1802 France, but for

ten years a resident of North America
Michx f. Francois Andr6 Miehaux, the son, 1770-1855.

France

Mill Phillip Miller, 1691-1771, of Chelsea, England,

author of a celebrated dictionary of gardening, which

had many editions

Miq Fncdrich Anton Wilhelm Miquel, 1811 1871.

Holland

Mitford. A B. Freeman-Mitford, English amateur,

author of “The Bamboo Garden ”

Moench Konrad Mocnch, 1744-1805 Germany
Monch See Moench
Moore Thomas Moore, 1821-1887, curator of Chelsea

Botanic Garden, author of “Index Filieum,” and other

well-known works.

Moq Alfred Moquin-Tandon, 1804-1863 France

Morr Charles Jacques Edouard Morren, of Ghent.

1833-1886

Mott S Mottet, frequent contributor to Revue Hor-

ticole, tianslutor of Nicholson’s “Dictionary of Gar-

dening
”

Muell Aru Jean Mueller, of Aargau, 1828-1896, wrote

for De Candolle’s “Prodromus,” vol 16

Muell
,
C Carl Mueller, 1817-1870, who edited vols.

4-6 of Watpers’ “Annuals ”

Muell
,
F Ferdinand von Mueller, royal botanist at

Melbourne, has written much on Australian and
economic botany 1825-1896

Muhl. Henry Ludwig Muhlenberg, 1756-1817. Penn-

sylvania

Murr. Johann Andreas Murray, 1740-1791 Germany
Mubr., A. Andrew Murray, 1812-1878, author of “The

Pines and Firs of Japan.” London, 1863

Naudin. Charles Naudin, 1815-1899, botanist, frequent

contributor to Revue Horticole

N. E. Br. N. E. Brown describes many new plants in

Gardeners’ Chronicle. See Br., N E.
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N be8. Christian Gottfried Nees von Esenbeck, 1776-

1858 Prussia

Nichols George Nicholson, curator at Kew, author of

“The Dictionary of Gardening.” 1847-1908

Nutt Thomas Nuttall, 1786-1859 Massachusetts.

O’Brien James O’Brien, current writer on orchids in

The Gardeners’ Chronicle

Oliv Daniel Oliver, once curator at Kew, and founder

of the Flora of Tropical Africa

Orph Theodor Georg Orphanides, professor of botany at

Athens Died 1886.

Ortega, Ort. Casmuro Gomez Ortega, 1740-1818.

Spain

Otto Friedrich Otto, 1782-1856 Germany.
Pall. Peter Simon Pallas, 1741-1811, professor and

explorer in Russia Germany.
Pampan Renato Pampanmi, writer on Chinese plants.

Florence, Italy

Pav See Ruiz & Pav
Pax Ferdinand Pax, professor at Breslau, Germany.
Paxt Joseph Paxton, 1802-1865 England
Peus Christian Hendrick Persoon, 1755-1837 Germany.
Phil Rudolph Amandus Philippi, 1808-1904. Santiago,

Chile

Planch Jules Emile Planchon, professor at Mont-
pellier France 1833-1900

Pohl Johann Emmanuel Pohl, 1782-1834, professor at

Vienna, wrote a large book on travels m Brazil

Poir Jean Louis Mane Point, 1755-1834 France.

Prain Sir David Pram, Director of the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Kew, since 1905

Presl Karel Bonw eg Pr< si, 1794-1852 Bohemia
Pursh Frederick T Pursh (or Pursch), 1771-1820.

Germany, but for twelve years in the United States.

Raddi Giuseppe Raddi, 177tP 1829 Italy

Raf Constantino Samuel Rafiiu s<pie-Schmaltz, 1784-

18-t2. Professor of Natural history, Transylvania

University Lexington, Kentucky
R Bit Robert Blown born 1773, Scotland, died 1858,

London Author of many impel tant works
Regel Eduaid von Regel, 1815-1892, German, founder

of Gaibnflora, Director Botamc Garden at St Peters-

burg

Rehd Alfred Relider, Arnold Arboretum, Massachu-

setts

Reichr Heinrich Gottlieb Ludwig Reichenbaeh, 1793-

1879 Germany
Reichb f Heinrich Gustav, 1823-1889, son of the pre-

ceding Orchids

Rich John llu hardson, 1787-1865. Scotland.

Richard Louis Claude Marie Richard, 1754-1821.

France

Riddell John Leonard Riddell, 1807-1865, professor of

chemistry m Cincinnati and New Orleans

Rob. B L Robinson, Director Gray Herbarium of Harvard
University is editing “The Synoptical Flore of North
America ”

Rod Emile Rodigas, for some years connected with

L’lllustration Horticole.

Rodr. J. B Rodrigues, Brazilian botanist, writer on
palms and Brazilian botany

Roem. Johann Jacob Roemer, 1763-1819. Switzerland

Also M J Roemer
Roscoe William Roscoe, 1753-1831 England
Rose J. N Rose, assistant curator, Umted States

National Herbarium, Smithsonian Institution. Mexi-
can plants.

Roth. Albrecht Wilhelm Roth, 1757-1834. Physician at

Vegesack, near Bremen.

Roxbg. William Roxburg, 1759-1815 India

Royle John Forbes Royle, born 1800, at Cawnpore,

died 1858 London. Professor m London. Plants of

India.

Ruiz & Pav Hipohto Ruiz Lopez, 1764-1815, and Jos6

Pavon, authors of a Flora of Peru and Chile. Spam
Rupr Franz J Ruprecht, 1814 -1870 Russia

Rydb Per Axel Rydberg New York Botanical Garden.

S. <fe Z. Sec Sieb & Zucc

Sabine Joseph Sabine, 1770-1837 England

Safford W. E Safford, Umted States Department of

Agriculture, Washington

Sali3B Richard Anthony Salisbury, 1761-1829 England.

Salm-Dyok Joseph, Prince and High Count Salm-

lteifferscheidt-Dyck, born at Dyck, 1773, died 1861.

Wrote on Aloe, Cactus, Meseinbryanthemum

Sabo Charles Sprague Sargent, Director Arnold Arbo-

retum, author of “Silva of North America ”

Sav L Savatier, writer on Japanese plants

Savi Gaetano Savi, died 1841 Italy

Scheidw. Michael Joseph Scheidweiler, 1799-1861, profes-

sor of botany and horticulture at Horticultural Insti-

tute of Ghent
Suhk Christian Schkuhr, died 1811 Germany
Schlecht Dicdnch Franz Leonhard von Schlechten

dahl, 1794-1806. Professor at Halle, wrote several

memoirs in Latin and German
Sohneid Camillo Schneider, author of “Handbuch der

Laubholzkunde ” Vienna

Schott Heinrich Wilhelm Schott, 1794-1865 Wrote
much on aroids with Nyman and .Kotschy

Schrad. Heinrich Adolph Schrader, 1767-1836 Germany.
Schult Joseph August Schultes, 1773-1831 Germany
Schum Christian Friedrich Schumacher, 1757-1830

Germany.
Schumann Karl Moritz Schumann, 1851-1904, professor

of botany, Berlin Wrote much on Cactacea?

Schur Philipp Johann Ferdinand Schur, 1785-1848

Germany.
Scuw , Schwein Lewis David von Schweimtz, 1780-

1834 Pennsylvania

Schweinf. George Schwemfurth Germany Born 1836.

Schwer. Graf Fritz von Schwerm, German authority on
Acer.

Scop Johann Anton Scopoli, 1723- 1788 Italy

Seem Berthold Seemann, Hanover, 1825-1872 Wrote
on palms, and botany of the voyage of the Herald

Sibth. John Sibthorp, 1758 1796, author of a Flora of

Greece England
Sieb. & Zucc Philipp Franz von Siebold, 1796-1866, and

Joseph Gerhard Zucearmi, 1797-1848 Germany
Sims John Sims, 1792-1838 England, for many years

editor of Curtis’ Botanic al Magazine

Small. John Kunkel Small. New York Botanical Garden.

Smith. James Edward Smith, 1759-1828 England.

Soland Daniel Solander, 1736-1782 England

Spach. Eduard Spach, born 1801 Strassburg, died 1879.

Author of “Histoire Naturelle des Vegetaux.”

Spaeth. L Spaeth, Berlin, nurseryman, died 1913. H. L.

Spaeth, the present head of the firm

Spreng. Kurt Sprengel, 1766-1833 Germany.

Steud. Ernst Gottlieb Steudel, 1783-1856. Germany.
Stev. Christian Steven, 1781-1863. Russia.

St. Hil. Auguste de Saint Hilaire, 1779-1853. France.

Swartz. Olof Swartz, 1760-1818. Sweden.
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Sweet. Robert Sweet, 1783-1835, author of many well-

known works, as “Geramacese,” “British Flower Gar-

den ”

Swingle Walter T Swingle, United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Washington

Tausch Ignaz Friedrich Tausch Died 1848. Austria.

Tenore. Michele Tenore, 1780-1861 Italy.

Thore Jean Thore, 1702-1823, physician at Dax.

Thunb. Carl Peter Thunberg, 1743-1822, wrote “Flora

Japonica” (1784) Sweden.

Tod. Augustino Todaio, director of the botanic gardens

at Palermo 1818-1892

Tork John Torrey, 1796-1873 New York
Trautv Ernst Rudolph von Trautvetter.

Trel William Trelease, professor of botany, Univer-

sity of Illinois

Tuckm Edward Tuokerman, 1817-1886 Massachusetts.

Turcz Nicolaus Turezamnow Died 1864.

Underw Prof Lucien M Underwood, Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, N. Y , has written much on ferns,

etc

Urban Ignatius Urban, of the Kongl Bot. Garten, near

Berlin, writer on Brazilian and West Indian plants.

Vahl. Martin Vahl, 1749-1804 Denmark
Van Houtte. Louis Van Houtte, 1810-1876, founder

and publisher of Flore des Serres.

Veitch John Gould Veitch, 1839-1867, and successors,

horticulturists at Chelsea, England.

Vent Etienne Pierre Ventenat, 1757-1808 France.

Verl B Verlot, contnbutoi to ltevue Horticole

Versch Ambroise Verschaffelt, 1825-1886, founder and
publisher of LTllustration Horticole at Ghent, Belgium.

Vill Dominique Villars, 1715-1814 France

Vilm Several generations of the family of Vilmorm,

Paris, seedsmen and authors of many books and
memoirs on botany and horticulture Pierre Philippe

Andr6 Leveque de Vilmorm, 1746-1804 Pierre Vil-

morin, 1810-1860 Henry L de Vilmorm, died 1899

Voss. A. Voss, author of botanical part of Vilmorin’s

Blumengartnerei

Wahl Georg Wahlenberg, 1781-1851. Sweden.
Waldst. Franz Adam, Graf von Waldstem, 1759-1823.

Austria.

Wall. Nathanael Wallich, born 1786, Copenhagen, died

1854 London Wrote on plants of India and Asia.

Walp Wilhelm Gerhard Walpers, 1816-1853.

Walt. Thomas Walter, about 1740-1788, author of

“Flora Carolimana ’’ South Carolina

Wang. Friedrich Adam Julius von Wangenheim, 1747-

1800. Germany
Wangn. Walter Wangenn, monographer of Cornacea.

Germany
Warscz Joseph Warseewiez, 1812-1866

Wats. Sereno Watson, 1826-1892 Harvard University.

Web Friednch Weber, 1781-1823 Germany
Wedd H A Wcddtll, wrote for De Candolle’s “Pro-

dromus,” vol 16, etc

Welw. Friedrich \Y elwitsch, 1806-1872.

Wendl. Hermann Wendland, Director Royal Botanic

Garden at Herrenhausen, one of the chief writers on
palms.

Wight. Robert Wight, writer on Indian plants. 1796-

1872.

Willd. Karl Ludwig Willdenow, 1765-1812 Germany
Wilson. Ernest II Wilson, collector of Chinese plants.

With , Wither. William Withering, 1741-1799 Eng-

land.

Wittm. Max Karl Ludwig Wittmack, editor of Gar-

tenflora. Professor at Berlin.

Wood. Alphonso Wood, 1810-1881 Of his “Class-Book

of Botany,” 100,000 copies have been sold in

America.

Zabel Hermann Zabel, wrter on woody plants, 1832-

1912. Germany
Zucc Joseph Gerhard Zuccarim, 1797-1848, professo”

at Munich.
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A SYNOPSIS OF THE PLANT KINGDOM
By KARL M. WIEGAND

Most modern botanists, as well as zoologists, now think that organisms have descended, through the ages,
from ancestors which differed in many ways and often markedly from the present organisms, but were in general
of a less specialized type It is, indeed, thought that the original life was of an exceedingly simple nature, and that
during the countless ages its descendents have gradually diverged from one another much as the branches of a tree
diverge from its trunk, until we have the enormous wealth of species and extreme diversity, and great complexity
of structure exhibited by the plants and animals existing today Just as through descent m the human race we
have groups of individuals called families, the members of which are more closely related to each other by descent
than to other individuals, so we have groups of related species and genera forming similar natural families The
attempt of the so-called systematic botanist of the present day is to interpret the evolutionary history of plants,
to discover these natural families, and to represent this knowledge of history and relationship m a synopsis of the
plant kingdom Such a synopsis, therefore, attempts to show’ an actual “blood relationship/’—the real genealogy
of the plant kingdom Before the theory of evolution became widely accepted as a result of Darwin’s labors,

systems of classification were either wholly arbitrary and planned simply for convenience in dealing with the vast
number of existing organisms (eg, the sexual system of Linnaeus), or they were based on the morphological
relation of the flower to a certain floral plan Since, however, the floral plan depends largely on descent, these last-

named systems often accidentally approached in many respects very closely to the natural systems based on
evolution Instead of placing the “highest” types of plants (the most recent) last in their classification, as is now
done, the idealists placed them first,—lienee the Ranunculacea', with parts separate and hypogynous, and there-

fore most ideal, is found first in such a classification The fusion of parts in the Composita?, and the union of parts
in the Gamopetahr wFere thought to represent a less perfect condition Likewise, the Apetalie, with parts lacking,

were still less peifect, and therefore were placed later The Gy mnosperms were somewha* arbitrarily placed next,
followed by the Monocotyledons, m which the grasses were placed last. These in turn were fallowed by the ferns

and the lower groups This was the system used m Bentham and Hooker’s “Genera Plantarum,” a great work
which, notwithstanding the change in system, is still a standatd authority in descriptive botany

In the system adopted for the present synopsis, that used by Kngler and Prantl in the gieat German work,
“Die Naturliehen Pflanzenfamihen, the sequence is from the most primitive and the most ancient toward the most
specialized and most modern,—from the lower alga; to the fungi, mosses, liverworts, ferns,. gy mnosperms, and
flowering plants Here the Monocotyledonous line culminates m the highly specialized Orchidaceje, and the
Dicotyledonous tine in the equally specialized Composite These two families, therefore, are now thought to repre-
sent the present culmination of nature’s handiwork m the two great lines of development in flowering plants.

In the present synopsis of the Ptendophvta and Spermatophyta, the treatment of large groups, sequence
of families and family limits, is, except m a few cases, that of our most recent great wTork edited by Engler and
cited above Among the mosses and lower plants, an abridgment of the system used m Strasburger, Noll, Schenk
and Karsten’s “Text-Book of Botany,” and other text-books, has been used The statistics as to genera
and species are taken from Engler and Prantl, and me intended as general information, and may not in all cases

conform to the limitations as worked out by the difteicnt authors m the Cyclopedia In some cases, particularly

in Cactacese, other authorities have been followed
As no genera of the Thallopliyta or Biyophvta are definitely treated in the body of the Cyclopedia, these two

groups have been introduced into the synopsis largely as a background and as a proper perspective to the plant
kingdom Therefore, in these groups no divisions smaller than classes have been considered In the Ptendophyta
and Spermatophyta, the plan has been to include in the synopsis every famil\ that has at least one genus repre-

sented in the body of the original Cyclopedia A few other families of minor horticultural value have found

E
lace in the present Cyclopedia and are not included in this synopsis Although the tieatment m each case has
een of necessity reduced to great brevity, it is hoped that the condensed account of important structural char-

acteristics, size of family, range, and economic value will be of aid m forming a conception of what each family

represents To render this conception more vivid, a list of the important cultivated genera and their common
names has been appended to the treatment of each family

The number of species m the plant kingdom is not definitely known. It has been estimated that more than
120,000 species of Spermatophvta and more than 00,000 species of lower plants are described According to the

treatment m Engler and Prantl, these legions are classified in 640 families, of which 278 are of the higher plants

and 362 of plants below the Spermatophyta The number of known species, however, is being rapidly increased

as research and exploration progress, so that the numbers given above are at best only approximate. The fig-

ures are also modinod by disagreement as to what are species and what arc varieties, some persons recognizing

more or fewer species than others m a given genus or group
The names of the natural families are mostly derived from the names of a leading genus (as Verbenacex.

Ranunculacex) or from some marked characteristic of the group as a whole (e g ,
Composite, composite or com-

pound flowers, Cruciferx, cross-like flowers). Commonly the family name terminates in the form aceae, with

the accent long on the antepenultimate syllable (e g ,
Rosacex, pronounced lto-saiy-si-ee) . The simple termina-

tion x is used mostly for subfamilies and tribes, but there are marked exceptions, as m Leguminosx
The illustrations accompanying this text are designed to show mainly such structural characteristics as are

of importance in the separation of families For this reason, floral diagrams have been freely introduced These

1 ( 1 )



2 A SYNOPSIS OF THE PLANT KINGDOM
diagrams are idealized cross-sections of the flower, and show particularly the number of parts m each floral set and
their exact position, both of which are very frequently of diagnostic importance The illustrations have been
prepared by F. Schuyler Mathews under the direction of the writer. They were in part drawn from life, and
in part adapted from standard texts The most frequent * urces are Baillon, “Natural History of Plants”:
Engler and Prantl, “Die Naturlichen Pflanzenfamilien, Strs urger, Noll, Schenk and Karsten, ‘Text-Book of
Botany”; Warming, “Systematic Botany.”
The following is an outline of the vegetable kingdom as tre id in the succeeding pages:

Division I. Thallophyta.

Class I 'Bacteria

II. Cyanophyce®.
III. Flagellata.

IV. Myxomycetes.
V. Peridme®.
VI. Conjugat®.
VII Diatome®.
VIII. Heterocont®.

IX Chlorophyce®.
X. Charace®.
XI. Ph®ophyce®.
XII Rhodophyce®.
XIII. Phycomycetes.
XIV. Eumycetes.
XV Lichenes

Division II. Bryophyta.
Class I Hepatic®.

II Musci
Division III Pteridophyta.

Class I Fihcinae

Sub-class I Eusporangiatae.
Order 1 Ophioglossales.

Family Ophioglossaceac, page 7.

Order 2 Marattiales,

Family Marattiaceae, 7
Sub-class II Leptosporangiat®.

Order 3 Fihcales

Family Hymenophyllaceae, 8.

Cyatheaceae, 8
Polypodiaceae, 8
Ceratopteridaceae, 8.

Schizacaceae, 9
Gleichemace®, 9
Osmundaceae, 9

Order 4 Hydropteridalcs.
Family Marsiloace®, 9

Salvimacc®, 10.

Class II Equisetinae
Order 5 Equisetales

Family Equisetace®, 10
Class III. Lycopodin®

Order 6 Lycopodiales
Family Lycopodiaceae, 10.

Order 7 Selaginellales

Family Selaginellaceae, 10
Division IV Spermatophyta or Siphonogamia (Pha-

nerogamia)

.

Sub-division I Gymnosperm®.
Order 8 Cycadales
Family Cycadaceae, 11.

Order 9 Gmkgoales
Family Ginkgoacese, 11.

Order 10. Comferales.
Family Taxaceae, 11.

Pinace®, 12.

Order 11 Gnetales.
Family Gnetaceae, 12.

Sub-division II Angiosperm®.
Class I Monocotyleaone®

Order 12 Pandanales
Family Typhaceae, 13.

Pandanaceae, 13.

Order 13. Helobi®
Family Naiadaceae, 13.

Aponogetonace®, 13.

Family Alismace®, page 13.

Butomaee®, 14.

Hydrochantace®, 14.

Order 14. Glumiflor®.
Family Gramme®, 14

Cyperace®, 15.

Order 15 Principes
Family Palmaee®, 16.

Order 10 Synanth®.
Family Cyclanthace®, 17.

Order 17 Spathiflor®.
v>i>

/'
Family Arace®, 17

T®mnace®, 18.

Order 18 Farinos®
Family Bromehace®, 18.

Commelinace®, 18.

Pontederiace®, 18,

Order 19 Lihflor®
Family Juncace®, 19 .

Liliace®, 19

Amarylhdaee®, 20.
Taccace®, 20
Dioscoriace®, 20.

Indaee®, 21 /
Order 20 Scitamme® 8^

Family Musaee®, 21
Zmgiberacc®, 21.

Cannaee®, 22
Marantace®, 22

Order 21 Microsperm® S
Family Orchidace®, 22.

Class II Dicotyledone®
Sub-class I Archichlamyde® (Chonpetal® and

Apetal®).
Order 22 Verticillales

Family Casuarmace®, 23
Order 23 Pipcrales

Family Saururace®, 23.

Piperace®, 23
Cnloranthaee®, 24.

Order 24 Sahcales
Family Sahcace®, 24

Order 25 Myricales
Family Myricace®, 24.

Order 26 Juglandales
Family Juglandace®, 25.

Order 27 Fagales
Family Betulace®, 25.

Fagace®, 25.

Order 28 Urticales

Family Ulmace®, 25.
Morace®, 26. v

Urticace®, 26.

Order 29 Proteales.

Family Proteace®, 27.

Order 30 Santalales
Family Loranthace®, 27.

Santalace®, 27
Olacace®, 27.

Order 31 Anstolochiales
Family Anstolochiace®, 28

Order 32 Polygonales.
Family Polygonace®, 28

Order 33 Centrosperm®.
Family Chenopodiace®, 29/'*

Amarantace®, 29
Nyctaginace®, 29
Phytolaccace®, 30
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Family Aizoace®, page 30.
Portulacace®, 30.
Basellacese, 30.
Caryophyllace®, 31.

Order 34 Ranales. *

Family Nymph®ace®, 31.^
Trochodendrace®, 32.
Rauunculaoe®, 32.

Lardizabalace®, 33.
Berbendace®, 33
Memspermace®,
Magnohaceae, 33
Calycanthace®, 34.^
Annonace®, 34
Myristicace®, 35.
Mornmiaccae, 35.
Lauracc®, 35

Order 35 Rhoeadales S
Family Papaverace®, 35. ^

Fumanaoe®, 36. ^
Crucifer®, 36
Capparidace®, 36.
Resedace®, 37
Moringace®, 37.

Order 36 Sarraeeniales.
Family Sarraoemace®, 37.

Nepenthace®, 38.
Droserace®, 38.

Order 37 Rosales
Family Crassulace®, 38.

Cephalotace®, 38.

Saxifragace®, 39.
Pittosporace®, 39.
Cunoniace®, 39
Bruniace®, 39
Hamamelidace®, 40.
Platanace®, 40.
Rosace®, 40.

Leguminos®, 41.
Order 38 Gcramales.

Family Geraniaceie, 42.
Oxalidace®, 43.

Trop®olace®, 43.
Linace®, 43
Erythroxylace®, 44.
Zygophyllace®., 44^^*
Rutace®, 44. '—

^

Simarubace®, 44.
Burserace®, 45.
Meliace®, 45
Malpighiace®, 45.
Tremandrace®, 46.
Polvgalaceae, 46.
Euphorbiace®, 46.

Order 39 Sapindales
Family Buxace®, 47.

Empetrace®, 47.
Corianace®, 47.
Limnanthace®, 48. >>

Anacardiace®, 48.^
Cyrillace®, 48
Aquifoliace®, 48.
Celastrace®, 49.
Stackhousiace®. 49.
Staphyleace®, 49.
Acerace®, 49
Hippocastanace®, 50.
Sapindace®, 50
Melianthace®, 50.

Balsammace®, 50.
Order 40 Rhamnales

Family Rhamnace®, 51.
Vitace®, 51.

Order 41 Malvales.
Family El®ocarpaceae, 51.

Tiliace®, 52.

Family Malvace®, page 52
Bombacace®, 53.
Sterculiace®, 53. C

Order 42 Parietales
Family Dillemace®, 53.

Ochnace®, 53.
Ternstrcemiace®, 54.

Guttifer®, 54
Hyperieace®, 54
Tamaricace®, 55
Fouquienace®, 55.
Cistace®, 55.
Bixaee®, 55
Violace®, 56
Flacourtiace®, 56.
Stachyurace®, 56.
PassiHorace®, 56.
Carieaee®, 57
Loasace®, 57
Begun i ace®, 57.

Order 43 Opuntiales
Family Caetaoc®, 57.

Order 44 Mvrtiflor®
Family Thymel®ace®, 58.

Elaxignace®, 59.
By t hrace®, 59
Pumeace®, 59
Leeythidace®, 59
Rhizophorace®, 59.
Combret ace®, 60.
Myrtace®, 60
Melastomace®, 60.
Onagraee®, 61

Hydrocai > uce®, 61.
Haloragidaceie, 61.

Order 45 Umbcllifloi® *

Family Araliace®, 62
Umbellifei®, 62.'"'

Cornace®, 63
Sub-class II Metachlamyde® or Sympetalffi.

Order 16 Ericales
Family Clethrace®, 63.

Pyrolace®, 63
Monotropace®, 63.
Ericace®, 64
Epacndace®, 64
Diapensiace®, 64

Order 47 Primulales
Family Myrsmace®, 64

Pnmulace®, 64
Plumbaginace®, 65.

Order 48 Ebenales
Family Sapotacc®, 65

Ebenace®, 65
Styracace®, 66
Symplocace®, 66.

Order 49 Contort®
Family Oleace®, 66

v“^
Loganiace®, 67.
Gentianace®, 67
Apocynace®, 67
Asclepiadace®, 67.'—

^

Order 50 Tubmor®
Family Convolvulace®, 68.

Polemomace®, 68
Hydrophyllace®, 68.
Boraginace®, 69. v—^7
Verbenace®, 69.
Labiat®, 70 —
Nolanace®, 70.
Solanace®, 70 v— ^
Scrophulanace®, 71.
Bignoniace®, 71
Pedahaee®, 72
Martymace®, 72.
Gesnenace®. 72.
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Family Lentibulariaceae, page 73.

Globulariace®, 73. ^
Acanthaceae, 73. s./
Myoporace®, 74.

Phrymace®, 74.

Plant aginales.
Plantagmace®. ..

Rubiales
Rubiace®, 74
Caprifoliace®, 74.

Valerianace®, 75
Dipsacace®, 75 /
Campanulales /
Cueurbitace®, 75
Cainpanulacea*, 76
Composite, 7C

Order 51.

Family
Order 52

Family

Order 53.

Family

DIVISION I TIIALLOPHYTA

Plants characterized rather indefinitely by the absence
of an archegonium around the egg, and the absence of

the type of antheruiturn found among the highei plants
The plant body is rarely dilfi rentiated into organs
simulating stem and leaves, and no true vascular
tissue is found in the group Formed} the Thallophyta
were divided into the Algje, Fungi, and Lichens, but
this, though a good classification on philological
grounds, does not indicate actual relationship so well

as the modern division into fifteen classes founded on
structure, as follows

CLASS IV MYXOMYCETES (Slime Molds)

A very distinct and independent group, formerly
often classified in the animal kindgom. The plants
consist of naked masses of protoplasm called plasmodia,
which contain many nuclei but no chlorophyll These are
found in forests and damp, shady places When ready
to fruit, the plasmodia move toward the light and away
from the water, hence ascend grass stems, stumps and
logs, where they transform into elaborately constructed
sporangia The asexual spores, each enclosed by a cell-

wall, are distnbuted by the wind, germinate, produce
a ciliated bit of naked protoplasm which swims in the
soil moisture, multiply by division and at length fuse
with neighboring protoplasts to form the plasmodium,
which latter may be sometimes a foot in breadth Dur-
ing unfavorable weather, the plasmodia are often trans-
formed into sclerotia Plasmodiophora bra^sicj?, which
rs the cause of the club-root of cabbage, is the only
Myxomycete of great economic importance

CLASS V PERIDINE^E

A small group mostly inhabiting the sea, more rarely

fresh water They are unicellular, free-swimming
organisms with nucleus, vacuole, chromatophores, and
cilia The cell is usually surrounded by a cellulose,

sculptured, or pitted and transversely furrowed, wall.

Reproduction is by cell-division and swarm-spores
Sexual reproduction has recently been discovered
The Peiidme® often form an important part of the
plankton in the sea

CLASS I BACTERIA

Unicellular or filamentous organisms without green

color, possibly
‘ ‘degenerated” from the Cyanophyce®,

with no true nucleus, the cell-wall often gelatinous repro-

duction wholly asexual by division into two equal. por-
tions and subsequent separation (fission), or by asexual
spores, one of which may be produced in each cell Bac-
teria are probably the smallest known organisms, some
being not over .00003 inch in diameter In form, the
cells are either oblong, spherical or spiral, and may be
separate or united in groups or chains, and may be either

motile by means of cilia or non-motile Bacteria, while
showing little structural diversity, have become highly
specialized physiologically, and it is on this basis that
the species are usually distinguished Many cause disease
among animals and human beings, while others cause
disease among plants. Nitrifying bacteria in the soil are
of vital importance to higher plants Bacteria and fungi

are the causes of decay

CLASS II CYANOPHYCEA2 (Blue-green Alg®)

Unicellular or filamentous algae of blue-green color;

true nuclei wanting cell-wall often gelatinous
reproduction wholly asexual by fission or by asexual
spores borne as in the bacteria The blue-green alga*

inhabit water, damp soil, damp rocks, or damp tree

trunks, where they often form filamentous or gelatinous,

dark green patches The aquatic forms prefer water
containing much organic matter and hence are abun-
dant in sewers. Certain species inhabit flower-pots in

greenhouses, and brick walls

CLASS III FLAGELLATA (Flagellates)

Simple unicellular aquatic organisms intermediate
between the Thallophyta and Protozoa During a por-
tion of their life they possess no cell-wall, and often show
amoeboid movements The cells contain a nucleus,
pulsating vacuole, and chlorophyll; and one or more
cilia are preseht Some reduced forms are colorless

and saprophytic Reproduction is wholly asexual by
fission and thick-walled resting spores Found in

waters of ponds and streams.

CLASS VI CONJUGATE
Green filamentous or unicellular fresh-water alga}:

cell-wall and nuclei present . reproduction by division

of the plant body, and bv sexual spores, which latter

result from the union of two body cells by means of a
connecting tube (conjugation) Plants of the sub-group
Desmidiace* are not filamentous, but often star-

shaped, lunate, or geminate m outline The Zygne-
maceae are filamentous with star-shaped (Zygnema),
spiral (Spirogyra), or plate-like chloroplastids The
Conjugat® are of little economic importance

CLASS VII DIATOMEA3 (Diatoms)

Unicellular algae of very peculiar and interesting

habit The wall consists of twro silicious valves, one of

which fits over the other like the lid of a box These
valves are frequently very beautifully sculptured
Through division, new cells and new walls are formed,
which are always smaller than before, until finally as a
limit a sexual spore is produced which reestablishes the
si/e of the cell Diatoms inhabit stagnant water, wet
rocks, and the sea They are either free-floating or

pedicelled and attached The silicious walls will resist

miming Diatoms contain little, if any, chlorophyll,

and are mostly saprophytic A large part of the oceanic
plankton is composed of Diatoms

CLASS VIII HETEROCONTvE, or CONFERVAS

A small group of green alga}, inhabiting wet soil or

water, but of little, if any, economic importance The
zoospores have unequal cilia, and the chloroplastids

are yellowish green and oil-producing Asexual resting

spores also occur Conjugating zoospore-like gametes
are found in some genera Botrydium and Confervi
are examples of this class

•CLASS IX CHLOROPHYCEiE

A large and important group of fresh-water, or rarely

marine, algse Plant body unicellular, filamentous, or
even thalloid the cells contain chloroplastids and pro-
duce starch reproduction sometimes vegetative, but
also by asexual zobspores; sexual reproduction con-
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sists of the the fusion of two zodspore-like gametes, or

the fusion of one such gamete and a specialized non-
motile egg The latter condition is characteristic of

the higher forms m nearly all the sub-groups of the

Chlorophyeeae The plant body in the Order Siphonales
is peculiar m that it consists of a continuous tube with-

out cross-walls. Some common genera in this class are

Volvox, Chlamydomonas, Pandorina, Protococcus,
Pediastrum, Scenedesmus, Ilydrodictyon (Water-net),
IJlothnx, Ulva (Sea-lettuce), (Edogonium, Cladophora,
Caulerpa, and Vaucheria

CLASS X. CHARACE/E (Stoncworts)

Attached plants (1 inch to 1 yard in length) of fresh

or brackish water, consisting of a slender stem, which
bears at each node a whorl of branches, usually again
bearing whorled branchlets The internodes consist of

one immense multinucleated cell often as much as

3 inches long, which is naked or inclosed m a sheath
of smaller cells The branches are similarly constructed
though the cells are correspondingly smaller Asexual
spore-reproduction is absent Sexual reproduction is

by means of an egg-cell inclosed in a jacket of spiral

wall-cells, and of sperm-cells inclosed in an antheridium
which has a multicellular wall These sexual organs
are borne at the nodes of the branchlets The fertilized

egg and its investment becomes a thick-walled resting

structure Many species of Chara and Nitella, the
only two genera, have the power to deposit lime from
solution, and thus become mcrusted with that substance,
hence the popular name In this way the Characeai
have played a part in the filling up of calcareous lakes
and the production of new land They arc mostly in-

habitants of calcareous waters

CLASS XI PILEOPHYCEiE (Brown Seaweeds)

A large group of salt-water alga>, well known in all

waters of the globe, but most abundant in the colder
regions Plant boay attached, usually thalloid and
branched, but very diverse, in some cases filamentous,
in others disk-shaped or globular The larger forms of

Laminaria are sometimes 200 feet long The chroma-
tophores of the Phaeophyce® contain a brown pigment
which gives to these plants a brown or yellowish color
instead of green The thallus is often very tough and
cartilaginous, to resist the waves Zoospores are often
produced In sexual reproduction, the gametes are
either similar and motile, rarely non-motile, or more
often the sperm is motile while the egg is much larger

and non-motile Details of structure in respect to
reproduction, however, are very great
The thallus of various species of Pha*ophycesc yields

iodine and soda Some species (e g ,
Laminaria sac-

channa) yield mannite anu are used m the Orient for

food. The dried stalks of L. digilata and L. Clouxtoni

have been used m surgery. Fucus and other genera
are used as manure.
One species, Sargassum bacciferum, has accumulated

in great quantities in the Atlantic Ocean between the
Bermuda Islands and the Spanish coast, m the so-called

“Sargasso Sea ”

CLASS XII RHODOPHYCE/E (Red Seaweeds)

Mostly marine alga;, a few only inhabiting fresh

water, widely distributed, but most abundant in the
tropics and temperate region at lower depths. The
thallus is very diverse, filamentous, branched, often
thalloid, attached by holdfasts, and red, violet, or

purple in color, rarely green. True starch is not found
Asexual spore-reproauction is frequent These spores
are non-motile and produced in fours (tetraspores).

Sexual reproduction is by dissimilar gametes, the
antheridium becoming without change a single non-
motile sperm-cell. The egg-cell is prolonged upward
into a slender tube (tnchogyne). The fertilized egg

by division gives rise to a globular mass of short fila-

ments (cystocarp) which produce asexual spores. These
spores in turn give rise to the mature plant The
cystocarp and its spores, thus following fertilization,

suggest the alternation of generations found in the
mosses and liverwortH and all higher plants. About
300 species of Rhodophyceae have been described.

Carragheen, or Irish moss, used m jellies and pud-
dings, is the dried thallus of Chondrus enspus and Gigar-
tina mamillosa of northwestern Europe Agar-agar,
used in the preparation of culture media in bacteriology
and mycology, is obtained from various species of this

group
CLASS XIII PHYCOMYCETES

A large group of parasitic or saprophytic organisms
(fungi), without chlorophyll' thallus (mycelium) of

much-branched filaments (hypha?), usually without
cross-walls (non-septate), as in the algal group Si-

phoneae* asexual reproduction by motile or non-motile
spores which are usually borne m sporangia, and by
comdia which are cells abstrietcd from the tips of

specialized hyphae sexual reproduction diverse, either

by the conjugation of similar gametes, or bv tne con-
jugation of a specialized anthcndial branch (male) and
an enlarged oogonial branch (female) which contains
the egg, free sperm-cells are rare The order 08my-
cetes, with differentiated gametes, contains the following

important fungi Saprolegma (water-mold), a whitish,

aquatic mold growing on decaying plants, insects, or

living fishes, Olpidium brassies?, parasitic in cells at the
base of the stem of young cabbage plants causing their

death, Phytophthora mfestans (potato disease), Plasmo-
p/ira viticola, downy or false mildew of the grape, Albugo
Candida, white rust of Crucifer®, Pythiumde Baryanum,
causing damping off of seedlings Order Zygomycetes,
with similar gametes, contains Mucor mucedo, white
mold of bread, fruits, etc

,
Rfnzopus-mgricans, a mold

on bread, fruit, etc
,
Empusa musex. parasitic on

houseflies, causing their death and producing a white
halo about them on the surface where they die.

CLASS XIV EUMYCETES
A very large and important group of saprophytic or

parasitic organisms (fungi) without chlorophyll' thallus

(rn>eelium) composed of fine tubular threads, which are
septate sexual organs usually obscure or apparently
wanting asexual reproduction by spores or by comdia,
a modified form of which is termed basidia The
comdia and basidia do no , always represent homolo-
gous organs The group is divided into Ascomycctes
and Basidiomycetes The Ascomycetes are character-
ized by a group of usually 8 spores inclosed m a unicel-

lular sac (ascus), which is produced immediately after

the imperfect sexual fertilization The asci are borne in

spherical bodies (pentheeia) orin open cups (apothecia)

The Perisporiacea;, Discomycetes, Pyrenomycetes, and
Tuberace® are orders within this sub-class Among the
many important economic fungi belonging here are
the following Erysiphe® (Downy Mildews); Aspergil-

lus and Pemcillium (Fruit Mold, Blue Mold); Mor-
chella (Morel), edible, Nectna (Currant Cane Rust and
Tree Canker)

;
Clnvicepx purpurea (Ergot), parastic in the

ovaries of grams, Taphrma (including Exoascus), caus-
ing witches’ broom, leaf curl of peach, plum pockets,
etc

,
Saccharomyces (Yeast), causing fermentation

m saccharine solutions The Basidiomycetes are

characterized by the production of four spores on a
special hyphal tip or thread (basidium). Each spore
is raised on a minute slender stalk (stengma) These
spores, in some cases, if not in all, follow immediately
after a nuclear fusion, which probably represents a
reduced sexual act. In this group are the Ustilaginece

(Smuts), infesting the ovaries of grains, etc
,
the Ure-

dine® (Rusts), which infest a wide variety of culti-

vated and wila plants, and among which may be men-
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tooned the wheat rust; the Hymenomycetes (Mush-
rooms, Toadstools, and Bracket Fungi), which are
saprophytic or inhabit timber, and the Gasteromycetes
(Puff-balls), which are saprophytic. The rusts exhibit

alternation of generations to a most remarkable degree,

the different generations often inhabiting different host
plants and possessing a wholly different appearance, as

well as a wholly different method of spore-formation
The Hymenomycetes are saprophytic, except the genus
Exobasidium which inhabits the living foliage of various
plants, the genus Armillaria which infests living tree-

trunks, and many genera of the Polypoiaee* (Bracket
Fungi) which also attack the wood of living trees The
last-mentioned fungi, including Armillaria, inhabit the
trunks and branches of forest trees, causing their death

CLASS XV. LICHENES (Lichens)

Green, gray or highly colored plants of very diverse
habit and habitat, either thalloid, fruticose or crusta-

ceous, and growing on the soil, bark of trees, rocks, or
rarely on foliage, propagation by division of the thallus

or by the separation of special minute powdery parts
(soredia) spore-reproduction by aseospores borne in
penthecia or apothecia, rarely by basiaiospores. Tho
lichen thallus is not a single organism, but is prob-
ably a symbiotic structure, comprised fundamentally
of fungus hyphee between which many unicellular green
alga) are distributed, usually in a definite fashion
The fungi belong to the Aseomyeetes in the great
majority of cases, rarely to the Basidiomycetes The
algae may belong to the Chlorophyceae, in which caso

they are unicellular, or to the Cyanophyccac, in which
case they are either unicellular or in chains Because
the symbiotic structure behaves as a unit, it has been
decided to continue to treat the lichens as a class by
themselves, rather than to consider the algal and fungal
components independently m their respective groups.
Except as soil-producers, lichens are of little economic
importance' Cetrarm islandica furnishes Iceland moss;
Sticla 'pulmonana was once used m medicine

,
Cladonia

rangifenna furnishes the main food of the reindeer in

Lapland, and, possibly, of other arctic animals; Roccella

hnctoria of Africa and the East Indies is the source of

the chemical indicator, litmus and of the dye orchil or
orseille.

DIVISION II BRYOPHYTA
(Mosses and Liverworts)

Small green plants of simple structure, either thalloid

or differentiated into stem and leaves true roots
wanting vascular tissue absent alternation of gen-
erations well developed, the gamete-bearing generation
dominant female gamete (egg) inclosed m a flask-

shaped multicellular archegonmm male gametes (sperm-
cells) inclosed within a multicellular anthendial wall:

fertilized egg producing the spore-bearing generation
(sporogomum) which consists of a parasitic or semi-
parasitic capsule usuallv borne upon a seta.

The Bryophytes are divided into two great classes,

namely the Hepatic® (Liverworts) and the Musci
(Mosses) Each of these in turn is divided into several
orders, whichj as usual, contain one or more families.

Mosses and liverworts are widely distributed over the
earth, the latter seeming to prefer limestone regions
The Hepatic® are characterized by a spore-bearing

generation consisting of a stalked or sessile simple cap-
sule, which contains spores and elongated sterile elaters,

and splits into teeth or valves at maturity. 1'he
plant body (gamete-bearing generation) consists either
of a thalloid, algal-like, dichotomously branching,
ribbon-like structure, or of a slender axis bearing the
very thin leaves, one cell m thickness, and destitute
of a midrib. The leaves are usually arranged in two
lateral lows, with often a third row of small dissim-

ilar leaves on the under side, so that the shoot is

strongly dorsi-ventral. The lateral leaves frequently
bear at the base a curious lobe that is infolded or
even flask-shaped, and probably aids in the conserva-
tion of water on the dry rocks and tree trunks which
many of these plants frequent. The under side of the
stem or thallus is usually provided with rhizoids that
take the place of roots The thalloid livei worts are
inhabitants of damp or wet situations, some being
aquatic, m the North, they are found on damp soil, wet
rocks, or among damp moss The majority of fohose
liverworts inhabit similar places, only comparatively
few genera and species being xerophytie Filaments of

the alga, Nostoc, pencil ate the cavities in the thallus

of Antnoceros and there form endophytic colonies Veg-
etative reproduction is accomplished by the branching
of the thallus, or by the production of special buds,
called gemma), either on the edge of the leaf or thal-

lus, or in special cup-like receptacles borne on the sur-

face of the thallus

The Hepatic® are divided into four principal orders
as follows Older I —Ricciales. Thalloid, floating or
amphibious sexual organs sunken in the thallus.

capsule sessile, thin-walled, endophytic, nregularly
dehiscent Order II —Marchantiales. Thalloid arch-
egonia and antheridia usually borne on special branches
of the thallus capsule often stalked, usually regularly

dehiscent Marclnuitia was foimerly used as a remedy
in diseases of the liver, hence the name liverwort.

Order 111 —Anthocerotales. Thalloid one chloroplast
in each cell sexual oigans superficial capsule very
slender, chlorophyll- and stomatc-beanng, continuing
to elongate by bafyal growth Order IV --Jungerman-
males. Thalloid or fohose capsule usually splitting

to the base into four valves
The Musci (Mosses) differ from the Hepatic® mainly

in the more elaboiate capsule, which in the young
state commonly contains chloiophyll, is provided with
stomat es, ami contains a central column of sterile

tissue (columella) enencled by the spore -bearing
chamber The dehiscence of the capsule is apical and
transverse, and consists m the formation of a lid (oper-
culum) which falls off exposing the mouth of the an-
nular spore-chamber This mouth is surrounded by a
single or double low of numerous hygroscopic teeth
(peristome), which, by their bending, regulate the
escape of spores m wet and dry weather No elaters

are produced The sporogomum of the moss is, there-
fore, not onlv a more independent structure from the
standpoint of nuintion than is that of most liverworts,

but is constructed along wholly different lines On the
summit of the capsule is usually found a delicate,

diversely shaped, hood-like cap not organically con-
nected with it and easily detached, called the calyptra
This is the enlarged upper portion of the archegonium
which, after rupture, i» borne aloft on the summit c/

the growing sporogomum. The plant-body (gamete-
bearing generation) is never thalloid; and the leaves,

which are provided with a midiib, are frequently of

several cells in thickness The germination of the spore
does not result at once m a moss plant, but produces
a creeping filamentous branched, algal-like growth
(nrotonema) on which at length are borne the buds
that give rise to the moss-stern proper
The Musci are subdivided as follows: Order I —

Sphagnales (Bog or Peat Mosses) . Structure of stem
and leaf peculiar, consisting of dead, tracheid-like cells

without protoplasm and provided with pits or thicken-
ing bands, regularly interspersed among slender, living
cells contaimng protoplasm and chloroplastids. Under
ordinary conditions, the tracheid-like cells are filled

in part with air, and hence the plant has a grayish
hue. In the presence of rain or abundant soil-water,
the water is drawn into tho cells by capillarity until
the still apparently dry plant contains a surprisingly
large quantity of water, which will flow out on squeezing
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in the hand. The capsule possesses no peristome, and
the spore-sac is continuous over the top of the colu-

mella Peat mosses are large, branched plants growing
in extensive colonies in wet or damp situations in

northern countries They are especially abundant on
the floating moors which surround certain small ponds,

and by their decay play an important part in the filling

m of these ponds They continue to thrive in these

“bogs” until the conditions at length become too dry.

Peat mosses, therefore, form a large component of

“peat,” and m this way the Sphagnales have played a
very interesting part in the evolution of the present
surface of the earth Because of the power to retain

water, sphagnum is of economic importance to nursery-
men and florists, who use this moss extensively in pack-
ing stock for shipment, in germinating seeds, and for

other purposes Some species of sphagnum are eaten
m Lapland by the icindeer Mixed with the hair of the
reindeer, they are used for stuffing mattresses Order
II —Andreales. A small group of rock mosses. The
spore-chamber is continuous over the summit of the
columella, and the capsule dehisces by four longitudinal

slits Order 111 —Phascales. A small group of minute
terrestrial mosses with few leaves, but a persistent

protonema capsule mdehiseent, at length decaying.
Order IV —Bryales. A large group containing the
majority of the mosses capsule dehiscing by an oper-
culum, peristome present, spore-sac interrupted at
the summit by the columella Certain species were
formerly used as astungents and diuretics Leaked
seneea has been used to stop the flow of blood from
wounds Species of Hypnum and Fontenahs are used
in Norway and Sweden, by the peasants, to fill cracks
m the walls of huts Hypnum triquetrum is sometimes
used m place of sphagnum for packing plants
With the exception of sphagnum, the mosses and

liverworts do not seem to be in the trade.

DIVISION III PTKUIDOPIIYTA

Eggs borne in arehegonia sperm-cells in antheridia:
alternation of generations clearly evident, the spore-
bearing generation dominant true vascular tissue

present, also true roots

CLASS I FILKTNiE (Ferns)

Sub-class I. Euspomngmtar Sporangial wall several

cells m thickness

Order 1 Opiuoolossales

1 Ophioglossaceae (from the genus Ophioglossum,
adder's tongue, in reference to the fruiting spike).

Adder’s-Tongue Family lug 1 Plants small or of

medium size, often somewhat fleshy leaves various,
entire or often much divided, not circulate in vernation;
veins forking oi netted, base of leaf cap-like, enclosing
the succeeding leaf sporangi i scattered, borne on the
margin of the much modified fertile portion of the
leaf, which is usually separated from the sterile by a
stalk, globular in form, the walls several cells in thick-
ness, annulus wanting, dehiscence by a straight hori-

zontal or vertical fissure prothallium subterranean,
tuber-like, chlorophylless, containing mycorrhizal fungi,

saprophytic.
Three genera and about 50 species occur, of general

distribution Several species of Botrychium and one of
Ophioglossum are found in the eastern United States,
The sheathing base of the leaf, the solitary, thick-
walled sporangia without an annulus, and the subter-
ranean saprophytic prothallia are important character-
istics

Two genera are sometimes grown in North America.
Botrychium (Moonwort Ferns, Grape Ferns) and
Ophioglossum (Adder’s Tongue)

Order 2. Marattiales

2 Marattiaceae (from the genus Marattia, named in

honor of Maratti, Italian botanist). Marattia Fam-
ily Fig 1. Stately tropical ferns with thickened,

often erect, stems leaves usually very lar$e, from nearly

entire to several times pinnate, circinate, inclosed when
young by the prominent stipules mdusium present or

absent sporangia in son on the under face of the leaf,

either separate or united into a capsule-like body (syn-

angium); the walls several cells in thickness, annulus
wanting, or greatly reduced

,
dehiscence by clefts, pores,

or, in case of the “synangia,” first by valves and then
by slits prothallium a gieen heart-shaped thallus on
the surface of the soil, sometimes branched

Four genera and about 23 species are found in

tropical regions, but extend into the south temperate

1. Marattiace® 1 Angioptcm, t.orus 2 Marattia, synan-
gium OpHioai.os*ACE,E 3 Ophioglossum, a, whole plant, b,

dehiscing sporangia 4 Botrychium, sporangia Equisetace®
5 Equisetum, a, cross-section stem, b, fruit stem, c, sterile stem,
d, sporophyll and sporangia, e, spore and elater Licopodiace®.
6 Lycopodium, a, fruit branch, 6, sporophyll and sporangium
Selaqinellaceb 7. Selauginella, a, fruit spike, b, spore showing
prothallium and arehegonia

zone. The fem-like habit, the prominent stipules, the
thick-walled sporangia borne in son or synangia, the
absence of a well-developed annulus, and the green
th&Uoid omersed prothallia, are important characteris-

tics. The family is probably very old geologically
The thick, starchy stem of Angioptens and some

Marattias are locally used for food The fleshy stipules

of Marattia fraxinea are eaten, the spicy leaves of some
species are used to season food. The slime from the
stipules of M Douglasn is used medicinally by the
Hawanans

Three genera are known to American horticulture
and are occasionally grown as ornamental greenhouse
plants Angioptens, Danaia, and Marattia, represent-
ing less than a half-dozen cultivated species
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Sub-class II. Leptosporangmtse Sporangia! wall
one cell in thickness

Order 3. Filicales

3. Hymenophyllacece (from the genus Hymeno-
phylium, signifying membrane-leaved). Filmy-Fern
Family. Fig 2 Very delicate ferns, small or minute in

size, frequently epiphytic leaves entire, 1-3-pinnate. or
dichotomously divided, rarely thalloid or orbicular,
reduced in thickness to a single layer of cells between
the veins, and thus often resembling the leaves of
mosses, stomates absent; ultimate or all veins dichoto-
mous. sori marginal, raised on a slender columnar pro-

2 Hi MbNOi'HYLLAi E v 1 Hynit*nophyllum, hoc! .on of norm
CyatheaC fs 2 Alsophila, sporangium Polyfodiac e,® .1 As-
pulium, a, pinnule with non, b, section of sorus 4 Adiantum,
prothallium with young fern plant 5 Polypodium, a, archego-
nium, 6, anthendium, c, sperm 6 Peranema, sporangium. Gleich-
eniauga 7 Gleichonia, sporangium.

jection of the veinlet. indusium cup-shaped: sporan-
gium thin-walled; dehiscence vertical or oblique;
annulus complete, horizontal: prothallium thalloid or
filamentous, often much branched.

There are 2 genera and about 200 species growing
upon rocks and trees m the damp, shady forests of the
tropics, and in New Zealand. One species reaches
central Europe and another reaches Kentucky. The
family is readily distinguished by the delicate leaf,

pedicelled sorus and equatorial annulus.
The Hymenophyllacece require a warm and very

humid atmosphere, and, therefore, most species are
difficult to cultivate

Several species of Hymenophyllum and Trichomanes
are m cultivation m America.

4. Cyatheaceae (from the genus Cyathea
,
signifying

cup+cantmn
,
m reference to the cup-shaped indusium).

Cyathea Family Fig. 2. Usually tree ferns with
large, much-compounded, circulate leaves, son globu-
lar, borne on the under side of the leaf: veins forking:
indusium usually present, bi-valvular, cupular or uni-
lateral: sporangia thin-walled, sessile or short-pedi-
celled, obovoid

;
annulus complete at the pedicel,

oblique, dehiscence transverse: prothallium ordinary,
green.

This family has 7 genera and about 300 species, of
which 115 belong to Cyathea, 112 to Alsophila, and 44
to Hemitelia They are distributed in the tropics of

both hemispheres The Cyatheaceae is closely related
to the Polypodiace© from which it differs only in the
slightly oblique annulus which passes just at one side
of the insertion of the pedicel, and is therefore unin-
terrupted at that point
The dense, woolly covering of the stem of many species

is sometimes collected for stuffing pillows The starchy
pith of some New Zealand Cyatheaceae was formerly
used for food In India, an intoxicating drink is pre-
pared from the pith. Several species are important
greenhouse ferns

Five genera at least are listed m the American
trade. Alsophila, Cibotium (Scythian Lamb), Cyathea,
Dicksonia, Hemitelia.

5 Polypodiaceae (from the genus Polypodium, signi-

fying many feet, m allusion to the branched rootstock
of some species) Polypody Family Fig 2 Ferns of
very diverse habit, rarely arborescent leaves of nor-
mal texture, entire or pinnatifidor multisect, circinate;

veins forking- son mostly on the under side of the leaf,

indusium peltate, fringed, capillary, cupular, elongated,
unilateral or wanting sporangia thin-walled, long- or
short-stalked; annulus vertical, interrupted by the
pedicel; dehiscence transverse prothallium thalloid,

green, growing upon the surface ot the soil, mostly
bisexual

Polypodiacca' has more than 100 genera and about
4,000 species of wide distribution, especially abundant
in humid regions and in forests The largest genera are.

Dryoptens (or Aspidium), 450 species, Polypodium,
500 sp

,
Asplenium, 150-200 sp

;
Elaphoglossum, 80-

100 sp
;

Adiantum, 80 sp
,
and Pteris, Blechnum,

Polystichum and Aspidium about 50-70 species each
The family is most closely related to the Cyatheaceae
The presence of son, the thm-wallcd sporangium with
vertical interrupted annulus and transverse dehiscence
are distinctive This comprises the larger number of

ferns, and is often called the Fern Family
Some of the most striking variants are the walking-

leaf fern with undivided lanceolate leaves which take
root at the apex and repeat the process several times,

all the plantlets remaining for a time connected ,
the

hart’s -tongue fern with broadly lanceolate - oblong,
entire frond; the epiphytic staghorn fern with erect,

forked, fertile fronds and orbicular entire, sterile fronds
closely imbricated over the short stem and support In
many species the fertile and sterile fronds are dimorphic
The stems of some species are slender and climbing,
others long, slender and creeping, some are very stout
and erect (tree ferns)

The ferns are of little economic importance except
as ornamental plants The starchy rootstocks of some
species are eaten locally, as are also the young shoots

The rootstock of Dryoptens (Aspidium) Fihx-mas is a
reputed vermifuge.
About 60 species are in cultivation in America

Among these are* Adiantum (Maidenhair Fern),
Aspidium (Shield F.)

;
Asplenium (Spleenwort)

;
Camp-

tosorus (Walking-leaf F.); Dennstacdtia (Dicksonia)

(Fragrant F.); Onoclea (Sensitive F, Ostrich F.);

Peilaja (Cliff Brake)
;
Phegopteris (Beech F ) ;

Platyce-

rium (Staghorn F); Polypodium (Polypody F.),

Polystichum (Holly F
,
Christmas F.)

,
Pteris (Common

Brake); Scolopendnum (Hart’s-tongue F.).

b. Ceratopteridaceee (Parkenaccai) (from the genus
Ceratopteris, meaning horn-fern). Ceratopteris
Family Aquatic ferns rooting m the mud- leaves of

two sorts, the ones less divided with broader segments
and veins more or less anastomosing; the more aerial

fertile ones much divided, with narrow segments, and
revolute margins which later almost completely inclose

the scattered sporangia: indusium wanting, sporangia
globular, thin-walled with a very diverse broad nearly

complete or nearly wanting annulus; rarely the annulus
wanting; dehiscence transverse: prothallia unisexual,

thalloicl, antliendia not superficial.
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Only one genus and a few species of tropical distri-

bution are known, the only aquatic species among the
true ferns The habit, the absence of son, the variable
annulus, and the sunken anthendia are distinctive.

This fern is sometimes cooked and eaten as greens.

One or two species are frequently grown for aquaria
and aquatic gardens.

7. Schizaeace® (from the genus Schizxa, cleft, alluding

to the leaves) Curly-Grass Family. Fig 3. Ferns
of very diverse habit, some extremely small, others
climbing, stem mostly oblique or horizontal* leaves
very diverse, usually pinnate or palmate: veins forking *

sporangia thin-wallen, usually scattered, at first mar-
ginal. later sometimes exceeded by the margin of the
frond, often appearing spiked or paniclcd, sessile, no
apparent indusium, annulus transverse, apical, com-
plete, dehiscence vertical, fertile portion of the frond
usually much modified prothallium of all genera ex-

cept Schizaea ordinary, that of the latter genus fila-

mentous and extremely branched, resembling that of

the filmy ferns

In this family are 4 genera and about 70 species,

mostly tropical, rare in the colder regions Two species

reach the eastern United States, one of which extends
to Newfoundland. The solitary sporangia and trans-

verse apical annulus arc important characteristics.

The curly grass (Schizxa pusilla ) inhabits bogs,
where it may form extended mats of dry, woolly
"grass” 1-3 inches high The sterile leaves are without
laminae. Lygodium palmatum is the "climbing fern”

of eastern America The leaf, not the stem, of this

plant has unlimited growth, and twines.

Four genera are in the American trade. Anemia.
Lygodium, Mohna, and Schizsea.

8 Gleicheniaceae (from the genus Gleichenia, named
in honor of W. F. Von Gleichen, 1717-1783) Gleich-
enia Family. Fig 2. Terrestrial ferns with peculiar

foliage leaves several times forking owing to the
arrested growth of the main divisions which develop in

succeeding seasons, only the ultimate branches pinnate
(except in one genus) indusium none sporangia m son
on the under side of the leaf, thin-walled, sessile, pear-

shaped, annulus complete, running obliquely around
the back and over the top, line of dehiscence extending
vertically down the ventral side from, a constricted

apical place m the annulus prothallium ordinary, green.

Two genera and about 26 species occur in tropical lands
and the south temperate zone The family is related

to the Schizueacese but the habit, is very different. The
peculiar forking of the leaves, as well as the unusual
annulus and peculiar dehiscence, are characteristic.

A few species of Gleichenia are m cultivation m
North America.

9. Osmundacese (from the genus Osmunda, derived
from Osrnunder

,
the Saxon name of the god Thor).

Osmunda Family Fig 3 Ferns of ordinary habit,

rarely aboiescent* rhizome mostly vertical, thick: leaves

large, circulate, 1-3-pmnate, rarely thin and stomate-
less, petiole somewhat sheathing at the base, fibro-

vascular bundle 1; veins forking* mdusia wanting:
sporangia scattered on the under side of the ordinary
leaf, or on the margin or on both sides of modified
fertilo portions of the leaf, thm-walled, short-stout-

pedicelled, globular; annulus imperfect, consisting of a
group of cells on one side; line of dehiscence vertical,

extending from this group up over the summit: prothal-
lium ordinary, green.
There are 3 genera and 10 or 12 species of general

distribution, and others m the Australian region Three
species occur m the eastern United States The family
is related to the Gleicheniaceae and Schizaeacese. The
peculiar dehiscence, and the scattered sporangia with
the annulus consisting of a group of cells, instead of a
ring, are distinctive

The family has practically no economic importance,
except as ornamental plants, except that the root

masses are used as matrix on which to grow orchids
and other epiphytic plants (see Osrnundme) Some
have been used m medicine, although their virtues are
questionable. The family contains some of our most
stately native ferns.

All three genera are m American horticulture:

Leptoptens (leaves thin and no stomates); Osmunda
(Royal Fern, Cinnamon Fern), Todea (Grape Fern).

Order 4. Hydropteridales

10. Marsileaceae (from the genus Marsilea, in honor
of Giavanni Marsigli, or Abysms Marsili, Italian natural-

ists ) Marsilea Family Fig 3 Perennial marsh or

aquatic plants with filiform and creeping rhizomes,
leaves all from rootstocks, eireinate, rachis without
blade or with four leaflets borne together at the apex;
leaflets, when present, fan-shaped, rounded at apex;
veins dichotomous sporangia of two sorts, macro-
sporangia bearing macrospores which give rise to egg-

cells, and microsporangia bearing microspores which
give rise to sperm-cells, both borne together m tiny
chambers (sori) in globular capsule-like conceptacles
(sporocarps) which arise from the rootstock or lower
portion of the leaf, and arc either stalked or sessile:

3. Schiz.«ace.b 1 Aneimia, sporangium Osmcndace.® 2
Osmunda, sporangium, a, front view, b, back view Salviniace*
3 Salvima, a, whole plant, b, section of sporocarps showing
sporangia Marsileackas 4 Marsilea, o, whole plant, b, sporo-
carp germinating, c, sporocarp emitting gelatinous thread with
son 5 Pilulana, a, cross-section of sporocarp, b, sporocarp
emitting sporangia

male and female prothallia very much reduced, remain-
ing inclosed within the spore-wall, which in the case of

the macrospores early becomes ruptured on one side to

expose the archegoma
Two genera (Marsilea and Pilularia) and about 60

species occur, of which 52 or 54 belong to Marsilea.

The distribution is general, though mainly tropical.

Marsilea is represented m the United States by one
native and one introduced species The family is closely

related to the Salviniacese, but the peculiar habit anq
unusual sporocarps are distinctive.
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At maturity, a gelatinous mass escapes from the
sporocarp, and on this mass the son are borne m
somewhat characteristic fashion m different species.

The leaflets of the clover-like leaves of Marsilea, in

emersed forms, show sleep movement, as do those of

clover. These leaflets float upon the water to the vary-
ing depths of which the petioles accommodate them-
selves; but the plant may grow emersed on mud, in

which case the petioles are erect like clover The leaves
of Pilulana are filiform, pointed, and destitute of blade.

In Australia, the sporocarps of Marsilea Nardu and
M Drummondn, which contain much starch and other
nutritious material, are used by the natives for food.

They are ground into a powder, mixed with water and
baked. Fish and marsilea ‘'fruits’* form almost the
sole food of some tribes.

One species, Marsilea quadnfolia, is in cultivation

in America for aquatic gardens.
11 Salviniaceee (from the genus Salvima in honor of

A M. Salvini, Italian scientist) Salvinia Family.
Fig. 3. Small, floating aquatic plants, resembling large

Lemnas (Salvima) or foliaceous liverworts (Azolla).

stem reduced -or wanting leaves few, orbicular or oval
(Salvima)

;
or numerous, minute and imbricated

(Azolla) sporangia and spores of two sorts as in Mar-
silea, but borne on basal columns in the single cavity
of the sporocarp; at first both sorts of sporangia are
present but only one kind matures so that the sporo-
carp becomes entirely “male” or entirely “female.”
prothallium partly endosporous, only a portion of either

the male or female prothallium emerging from the
spore wall.

The family has 2 genera and about 15 species, of

which 11 belong to Salvima; generally distributed but
principally tropical Each genus is represented in the
eastern United States by one native species The
family is related to the Marsileacea*, but the habit, the
structure of the sporocarps, and the separation of

macrosporangia ana microsporangia m different sporo-
carps are distinctive

The “roots” of Salvima represent a modified leaf

Each leaf of Azolla is two-lobed, one lobe floating,

the other submerged. A small cavity inclosed by the
upper lobe is always inhabited by a nostoe-like alga,

between which and the Azolla there is indication of a
symbiotic relationship Azolla possesses true roots.

The family is of almost no economic importance
One species of Salvima and two species of Azolla

are occasionally grown in water-gardens.

CLASS II EQUISETINA3

Order 5. Equisetales

12.

Eauisetacese (from the genus Eqmsetum, meaning
horse-bristle). House-tail Family Fig 1 Plants of

striking appearance, often with rhizomes and with a
straight, aerial, striated axis bearing whorls of connate,
scale-like leaves at the nodes* from the nodes also fre-

quently arise slender branches of different structure
which bear different but still scale-like leaves the stem
is hollow, and besides the central canal often contains
numerous additional large canals imbedded in the
outer tissue . spores of one kind (not rmcrospores and
macrospores) sporangia 5-9, borne on the under
surface of peltate, polygonal scales which form a
terminal cone, dehiscence longitudinal; spores green,

provided with several hygroscopic “elaters” which aid

m dissemination prothallia green, unisexual, the female
largest, branched.
A single genus and about 24 species are known, of

which one section is tropical, the other of temperate
distribution. Ten species are native in the eastern
United States The family is very distinct and shows
no definite relationship to any existing plants The
habit, the undifferentiated spores, the peltate sporo-
phvlls. and the dioecious emergent protnalha are dis-

tinctive The arrangement of the canals and also

of the stomates along the stem are important m the
distinction of species.

The stems of E. hiemale, rich m silica, were formerly
much used for scounng and for polishing woods, and
are still used to some extent. E. arvense and E. sylvati-

cum have been used for polishing tin vessels, hence the
name “tinweed ” Several species have been used in

medicine, as diuretics. E. giganteum is employed as an
astringent. E arvense and E. palustre are bad weeds
in parts of Europe.

Several species have been advertised by American
dealers m native plants.

CLASS III. LYCOPODINiE
Order 6. Lycopodiales

13. Lycopodiaceae (from the genus Lycopodium, wolf-
foot, from a fancied resemblance) Club-Moss Family.
Fig 1. Branched plants of moderate size, stems often
erect when short, usually prostrate, pendent, or creep-
ing leaves very numerous, small, subulate or oblong,
moss-like, often imbricated, rarely the leaves all basal
(Phylloglossum) sporophylls either similar to the
leaves, or much modified and forming terminal “cones.”
sporangia and spores of one sort (not macrospores and
microspores), the former remform, borne at the base
of a leaf on the upper side, dehiscence longitudinal

prothallia more or less cylindrical or amorphous, in some
species green, in others colorless, saprophytic, sub-
terranean or subcortical
The club-moss family contains 2 genera and about

100 species, all but one of which belong to Lycopodium,
distributed in all parts of the world except tne very
dry regions The majority of the epiphytic species

are tropical, but several terrestrial species extend to

the arctic circle Twelve of the species are native in the
eastern United States The family is not closely related

to any other The habit, the undifferentiated spores,

and the prothallium are distinctive.

The branching of Lycopodium is of two types, the
dichotomous, and the monopodial (a central axis from
which lateral blanches arise). On these types sub-
genera are based.
The spores of Lycopodium (principally of L clava-

tum), which are produced in great quantities, are used
by apothecaries for coating pills, ana by metal-workers
These spores are highly inflammable and were formerly
used in theaters to produce flashlights. L. Selago is

emetic, drastic, vermifugal, and emmenagogue. L.
myrsmihs and L. catharhcum are purgative Several
other species have been used locally for various com-
plaints The creeping stems of L. clavatum and L.
complanatum are often used for Christmas and church
decorations

Several species of Lycopodium (Club-moss, Ground
Pme, Creeping Pme) are gathered or protected in

America for decorative purposes or for the spores.

Order 7. Selaginellales

14. Selaginellaceae (from the genus Selaginella
,

diminutive of Selago, ancient name of Lycopodium).
Selaginella Family. Fig 1. Moss-hke or lycopodium-
hke plants, often of moderate size, usually profusely

and dichotomously branched, more rarely monopodial;
creeping, pendent or erect, sometimes climbing and
several meters long, or minute and 1-3 cm. long:

leaves moss-like, very small, usually densely placed,

often imbricated, often of two sizes (the branches
therefore strongly dorsiventral)

;
ligule present, borne

at the base of the leaf on the upper side roots borne on
“rhizophores” which are probably modified branches:

spores of two sorts (microspores and macrospores) in

separate sporangia, borne m the leaf axils: sporophylls

frequently modified, forming a cone or spike: protnalha
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endosporous, the spore wall of the macrospores soon
rupturing and exposing the archegoma
The one genus

;
Selaginella, and about 500 species

are widely distributed, but mostly tropical The
majority prefer damp forests, but some (e g , S rupes-

tri8

)

are xerophytic Three species are native in the
eastern United States The family is related to the
Lyeopodiaceie superficially, but not m the spores and
in the prothalha, which are more closely allied to

another family, the Isoetace® The habit, the foliar

ligule, the undifferentiated spores, and the endosporous
prothalha are distinctive

The spores of Selaginella have been used in the same
manner as those of Lycopodium, but are less easily

obtainable S concinna and S obtusa have been u^ed
for diarrhea and dysentery Several Mexican species

are used locally for medicine. S. convoluta is employed
in the East Indies as an aphrodisiac The rosette-like

S’, lepidophylla of Mexico is the best-known “resur-
rection plant ” When dry, it rolls into a ball and
becomes brown, when the air is humid, the branches
spread out and the green upper surfaces are exposed
Many species of Selaginella are in choice American

collections, but very few are commonly in the trade
They are mostly grown for greenhouse and for table
decoration under the name of “lycopodium.”

SPERMATOPHYTA or SIPHONOGAMIA
(PIIANEROGAMIA)

SUB-DIVISION I GYMNOSPERMJE
Order 8 Cycadales

15 Cycadace® (from the genus Cyca s, the Greek
name of a certain palm) Cycvs Family Fig 4 Moic
or less woody plants, with thick, unbranched, columnar
or tuberous stem leaves alternate, pinnate stamens
and carpels borne in cones or in temporarily terminal
clusters scales of the staminate cone bearing veiy
many scattered anthers on the under side the caipels

open, not forming a closed ovary, either leaf-like pin-

natifid and bearing maiginal ovules, or peltate with 2 or
more suspended ovules, the latter very large, often 1

inch long, orthotropous, with 1 integument, becoming
drupe-like

Cycadaceae has 9 genera and about 85 species, dis-

tributed in tropical and subtropical regions Zamia
is the largest genus, with 30 species The family stands
isolated among the gymnosperms The palm-like
habit, pinnate leaves, veiy numerous scattered stamens,
and, in Cycas, the leaf-like carpel, aie distinctive

Differences more important to the morphologist aie t<?

be found in the embryology, especially in the fertiliza-

tion by motile sperm-cells The leaves are circulate

when unfolding, like those of a fern The Cy cadaeeae
represent an ancient family far more numerous in past
geologic ages Many fossil species aie knowm

Various species of Cycas in the Moluccas and Japan,
especially C revolubt, yield a sago in the pithy part of

the stem which the natives bake into bread The
Hottentots eat the pith of Encephalartos, making
from it “Kafir bread ’ The seeds of Cycas and Zamia
are edible The leaves of Cycas are used at funeials

and church festivals as “palm branches ”

Several genera are in cultivation m America for

greenhouse use and outdoors in the South These are
Bowema, Ceratozamia of Mexico, Cycas (Sago Palm) of

the far East; Dioon of Mexico, Encephalartos of South
Africa, Macrozamia of Australia, Stangena of South
Africa, Zamia (Coontie, Comptie) of tropical America

Order 9 Ginkgoales

16. Ginkgoace® (from the genus Ginkgo, the Japanese
name). Ginkgo Family. Fig 4. Much-Dranched tree

with deciduous leaves secondary wood without true
vessels

,
resin-tubes present leaves alternate, fan-shaped

like the pinnules of Adiantum, veins forking, anthers
borne in pedicelled pairs on a slender axis, without
bracts, the whole somewhat catkin-like no true pistil-

late cone, ovules borne m pairs at the summit of

branched peduncles, each ovule surrounded at the base
by a fleshy ring, fruit drupaceous Fertilization is by
means of motile sperms
A single genus of one species occurs in China and

Japan Fossil species are known. The family is dis-

tantly related to the Conifer®, but the peculiar foliage,

as well as the absence of cone structure and the great
reduction of sporophylls, is distinctive

(hnkqo biloba (ginkgo, maidenhair tree, Kew tree),

the only species, is grown as a park tree.

4 ('i< u>ace« 1 Cycas, a, loaf, b, carpel with ovules, c, male
se Uc with anthers 2 Zamia, ft male cone Ginkgoacea: 3
Ginkgo, a, leaf, b, ovules, c, stamen

Order 10 Coniferales

17 Taxace® (from the genus Taxus, the classical

name, probably from the Greek meaning bow, for which
the w'ood is used) . Yew Family Fig. 5 Much-branched
trees or shrubs, with resin-tubes in the bark and no
tiue vessels in the secondary' wood leaves alternate,

needle-like or seale-like, persistent stamens borne on
the protected portion of more or less apieallyr thickened
or peltate scales (sporophylls) forming a small cone
pistillate cones wanting, ovules borne singly or two
together on a fleshy or rudimentary' carpel (sporophyll),

invci ted or straight, the outer integument forming an
arillus fnut a div seed surrounded bv the fleshy' often
lnghlv colored anllus, the receptacle also often enlarged

and foinnng a fleshy part of the fruit

Taxace® has 8 genera and about 70 species widely
distributed, of which 40 belong to the genus Podoearpus
The family is related to the Conifer®, but differs in the
reduction of the pistillate cone to a single ovule, in

the modification or suppression of the sporophyll, and
in the aril or arillus The closely related Ginkgoace®
has a different staminate inflorescence fertilization is

by means of pollen-tubes
The timber produced by the tropical eastern species

of Podoearpus and of Dacrydium (heron pine ami
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damion pine) is highly valued. The yew wood is

hard anti susceptible of a high polish. It is used in

cabinet work and for bows. The seed and shoots of yew
are said to be poisonous, but the anllus is harmless.

In cultivation m America are a few genera foi orna-

mental purposes 1 Ccphalotaxus, East Asia, Podocar-
pus, Chile, Japan, Australia, grown in the South, Taxus
(Yew), Europe, Asia, North America; Torreya (Cali-

fornia Nutmeg), California to Florida
18. Pinaceae (from the genus Pmus, the classical

Latin name) Pine Family Fig 5 Tiee or shrub, with
no true vessels in the secondary wood, but with resm-
tubes. leaves linear, or needle-like, or scale-like,

alternate or opposite, evergreen or deciduous anthers

and ovules both in true cones plainly subtended by
scales (sporophylls)

;
the stominate scales usually

bearing 2-6, rarely more, anthers on the under side;

the pistillate bearing 1-2, rarely many, ovules on the
upper side, or peltate and ovule-bearing under the
crown or at its base; ovules with 1 integument: fruit

5 Taxacee 1 Taxu**, a, male cone, b, fruit (seed and aril)

Pinace* 2 Tsuga, female cone 3 Picea, female cone-scule with
ovules. 4 Pseudotsuga, female cone 5 Chamiecynaris, female
cone 6 Sequoia, female cone 7. Jumperus, a, female cones
(berries), b, cross-section berry Gnetace^s. 8 Ephedra, a,

female inflorescence, 6, male inflorescence

a dry woody cone with dry, often winged seeds between
the scales; or berry-like through the union of the fleshy

cone-scales

Sub-family 1 Cupressinese—Cone-scales opposite;

ovules erect leaves opposite or whorled.
Sub-family 2. Abietmea? —Cone-scales alternate;

ovules inverted leaves alternate
There are 25 genera and about 240 species, widely

distributed but most abundant in temperate legions

The largest genus is Pmus with 70 species. The family

is related to the Taxaceie and Ginkgoaceae, from which
it differs in the presence of true staminate and pistillate

cones It also differs from the latter in the absence of

motile sperm-cells.

The Pmaceae, like other Gymnosperms, is an old

group, more abundant in former geologic ages Many
fossil species are known The Sequoias of California

were formerly more abundant, extending to Greenland.
The young plants of many Cupressineae possess foliage

quite different in appearance from the mature foliage,

the leaves being longer and more spreading These
juvenile forms have been called Retmisporas, a name
which has been applied also to all cultivated species of

Chamcecyparis Juniper “berries’' are fleshy cones
with peltate, fused scales The leaves of Larix, Pseu-
dolanx and Cedrus are deciduous. The branchlcts and
leaves are deciduous in Taxodium. The cone-scales
of many Abietmea} are double, an outer thinner 3-

toot.hed scale, and a thick inner scale that bears the
ovules (sec Pseudotsuga

)

Among the Pinace® are some of our most valuable
timber trees, e g ,

cedar, arborvit®, spruce, fir, hem-
lock and redwood The resin from various pines when
distilled yields spints of turpentine and rosin, when
dry-dist filed, it yields tar Venice turpentine is the
resinous exudation of European larches Canada
balsam that of Abies balsamea Dammar resin is from
the Malayan Agathis Damrnara Kauri resin is the
semi-fossilized resin of Agathis australis of Australia
and New Zealand Sandarac resin is from Callitris

quadrivalms of Northwest Africa Amber is the fos-

silized resin of prehistonc conifers around the Baltic.

Oil of savin is from the leaves and twigs of Jumperus
sabina, and oil of cedar from Thuya occidentals Juniper
berries, from J communis of Europe and Amenca, are
diuretic and also used for flavoring gin. Edible seeds
are produced by Pmus Ptnea (stone pine) of the
Mediterranean, P Cembra of Europe and Sibena, P.
Parryana and P edulis of the southwestern United
States, Podocarpus nemfolia of the East Indies, Arau-
caria braziliana of Brazil, and A Bidwilln of Australia
Bread is made by the Laps and Eskimos from the
inner bark of Pmus sylvestris and Abies alba, also from
various Pinacece by our northwestern Indians Deodar
(Cedrus Deodnra) is sacred to the Hindoos Cedrus
Libani is the cedar of Lebanon. Pine bark was form-
erly used for tanning.

Many genera are in cultivation in America Among
these are Abies (Fir, Balsam); Araucaria (Norfolk
Island Pine, Monkey Puzzle), Callitris (Cypress Pine),
Cedrus (Cedar of Lebanon, Deodar), Chama'cypans
(White Cedar, Yellow Cedar, Hinoki Cypress, Sawara
Cypress, Itetinispora, Japanese Cedar), Cryptomena;
Cupressus (Cypress, Monterey Cypress), Jumperus
(Red Cedar, Juniper, Savin); Lanx (Larch, Tamarack,
Hackmatack): Libocedrus (Incense Cedar, White Ce-
dar), Picea (Spruce); Pmus (Pine, Pmnon, Soledad);

Pseudolanx (Golden Larch), Pseudotsuga (Douglas
Spruce, Red Fir); Sciadopitys (Umbrella Pine), Se-

quoia (Big Tree of California, Redwood), Taxodium
(Bald Cypress, Deciduous Cypress)

;
Thuya (Arborvi-

ta
),
White Cedar)

;
Thuyopsis, Tsuga (Hemlock Spruce).

Order 11. Gnetales

19. Gnetaceas (from the genus Gnetum, derived from
Gnemon, said to be the old Malay name of the plant).

Gnetum Family. Fig 5 Very peculiar semi-woody
plants of diverse habit leaves large and broad, or modi-
fied, or reduced, or opposite, or whorled no resin-tubes

in the stem, secondary wood containing true vessels,

true flowers present, with a 2-4-parted perianth,

unisexual, rarely bisexual; stamens 2-8; pistillate

perianth becoming juicy or wing-like m fruit and inclos-

ing one naked orthotropous seed with 1 or 2 integu-

ments
The family consists of 3 genera and about 35-40

species, widely distnbuted. It is distinguished from
the Conifer® by the presence of a perianth, the absence
of resin-tubes, and the presence of vessels in the

secondary wood The endosperm development, also,

approaches that of the Angiosperms. The fertilization

is by means of pollen-tubes. The three genera are

very distinct. Ephedra, of the tropics of both hemis-

pheres, is much branched, with slender jointod striate
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equisetum-like sterns, leaves scale-like at the distant

nodes; Gnetum of South America, except one species,

is a group of vines or shrubs with large broad leaves
like those of an Angiosperm, Welwitschia of South
Afnca is a desert plant with a thick subterranean stem
bearing two nbbon-like leaves 6 feet long, lying flat

on the ground, and with a terminal cluster of cone-like

flower-spikes
It is doubtful whether any of these are regularly in

the American trade

SUB-DIVISION II. ANGIOSPERMJE

CLASS I MONOCOTYLEDONEA2
Order 12 Pandanales

20 Typhaceae (from the genus Typha, the old Greek
name). Cattail Family Fig, 6 Perennial maish
herbs, with creeping rootstocks, and long-linear, erect,

mostly basal leaves flowers monoecious, naked, in a
dense terminal spike, which is staminate above and
pistillate below, each sex subtended by one bract-like

spathe, perianth 0, stamens 2-5, filaments connate,
bearing long, silky hairs, carpels 1, ovaiy 1-celled,

raised on a stipe which also riears long, silky hairs:

ovule 1, suspended; style slender, fruit a nutlet; scea
albuminous
A single genus and about 12 species occur in the

tropical and temperate zones Fossil species are known.
The family is closely related to the Spargamacetc, with
which it was formerly united These two families con-
stitute a very distinct group of simple-flowered Mono-
cotyledons The habit., the flowers borne m spikes with-
out perianth, the hairy pedicels, the absence of bracts,

and the simple pistil, aie together distinctive.

The starchy rootstocks are sometimes used for food
The leaves are woven into matting, and into chan-
bottoms, and are used for calking barrels The pollen

has been used as a substitute for the spores of Lyco-
podium The rootstock is used in East Asia for djser.-

tery and urethritis, and the leaves m various localities

for thatching cottages A vain attempt has been
made to utilize the silky hairs of the fruit for making
velvet
Two species of Typha (Cattail Flag, Reed Mace),

both native, are in the American trade for water-gar-

dens
21 Pandanaceae (from the genus Pandanw>, derived

from a Malay name) Screw-Pine Family Fig 6
Shrubby or arborescent plants stems simple or
branched, with prop-roots leaves spirally arranged,

densely placed, sword-shaped, often canaliculate, clasp-

ing, stiff, edges and midrib often spiny-serrate flowers

on simple or branched spadices, dioecious, naked,
spathes caducous, stamens densely packed, separated
or united in fascicles, scattered over the spadix, and
not m definite flowers, pistillate spadix simple, ovanes
numerous, coherent in bundles, or isolated, not m real

flowers, stigma sessile, ovules solitary or several fruit

drupaceous, cohering in multiple fruits, seed albumi-
nous.

There are 3 genera and about 350 species, natives of

the tropics of the Old World The family is unique.
The floral structure, while much like that of Typha,
suggests also the Palmacea* As in Typha, actual flowers

cannot here be distinguished.

The fleshy pericarps of some are eaten The strong
odor of the staminate flowers is either agreeable or dis-

agreeable, depending on the species, m the former ease
the flowers are used for perfumery. The leaves of Pan-
danus utilis are made into bags for shipping coffee,

and the plant is now cultivated for that purpose in

the West Indies
Ten to 15 species of Pandanus (Screw Pine, Cande-

labrum Tree, Chandelier Tree) are in greenhouse cul-

tivation in America.

Order 13. Helobi^e

22. Naiadaceae (from the genus Naias, denved from
the Greek, meaning a water nymph) Pondweed
Family Fig 6 Immersed aquatic herbs leaves
mostly caulinc, opposite or alternate, the floating often
differing from the submerged m shape and texture:

flowers axillary or spicate, bisexual or unisexual, peri-

anth of 4 herbaceous segments, or wanting, stamens
1-1, rarely more, carpels 1-0, mostly distinct, 1-celled,

1-ovuled fruit a nutlet, endosperm none, embryo
curved, rarely straight.

Naiadaceai has 10 genera and about 100 species

widely distributed, but most abundant in temperate
regions. The largest genus is Potamogeton with 50
species The family is a very heterogeneous one which
has been divided or united in many ways by different

authors As here treated it is distinguished by the
aquatic habit, greenish, often reduced perianth, few
stamens, and few, separat e, 1-seeded carpels A spathe-
hke bract usually incloses the inflorescence

The dried leaves of Zostera and Posidorna have been
used since ancient times in Venice to pack glassware.

Thev are now widely used for packing Plants of

Potamogeton and Zostera are employed as manure.
Several species of Potamogeton (Pondweed) and

one of Zanniehelha are possibly in the American trade,

lor water-gardens

acf« 3 Naiaa, a, male flower, b, female flower. 4 Potamogeton,
a, flower, 6, vertical section nutlet

23 Aponogetonaceae (from the genus Aponogeton,
derivation obscure) Aponogeton Family Aquatic
herbs with tuberous rhizomes, and basal, submerged
or floating leaves, blade linear to oval, palmately
parallel-veined, with transveisc vemlets, the general
tissue between the veins often wanting, thus producing
a remarkable openwork latticed effect, flowers spicate,

bisexual, regular, hypogynous perianth of several petal-

oid parts; stamens usually 6, rarely more; carpels
mostly 3, rarely 4-6, separate, ovules 2-6, mostly basal,
anatropous’ fruit pouch-hke, endosperm none
The single genus, with its 15 species oocurs m Africa,

Madagascar, tropical Asia and Australia The family
is related to the Naiadaceae, with which it was formerly
united, and from which it is distinguished by the petal-

oid perianth, several ovules, and straight embryo.
Tne roots are sometimes eaten by natives.

A ponogeton distachyus (Cape pondweed, water haw-
thorn) is cultivated m water-gardens

24 Alismaceae (from the genus Ahsma
,
the Greek

name). Water-Plantain Family. Fig. 7. Herbace-
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ous marsh plants with milky juice loaves mostly basal,

sheathing, with a scale in the axil
;
blade various, float-

ing' or erect, often sagittate, varying in size and width
with the depth of the water, palmately parallel-veined

with cross veinlets flowers bisexual or unisexual, reg-

ular, hypogynous, in whorls of 3, sepals 3, more or less

hyaline, petals 3, white and petaloid, stamens 0 to
many, in several whorls, carpels very many, separate
or rarely coherent, spirally arranged or in a whorl,

1-ovuled, rarely 2-5-ovuled fruit dry, rarely dehiscent,

seed basal, anatropous, exalbuminous, embryo curved.

The family has 10 genera and about 50 species, dis-

tributed throughout the warmer and temperate zones
The family is related to the Butomacese and Junea-
ginaceac, which are all peculiar in having an axillary

lntravagmal scale The whorled flowers, differentiated

perianth, numerous carpels, and mostly solitary, basal,

exalbuminous seeds are distinctive

The acrid juice formerly led to the occasional use of

these plants in medicine The tubers and rhizomes of

tSagittaria were eaten by the American Indians as

wappato, and are cultivated in China They are said

to come into the Chinese market at San Francisco, pre-

served in liquid.

Two genera axe in cultivation for water-gardens:
Ahsma (Water Plantain), native, and Sagittana
(Arrowhead), some native
25 Butomaceae (from the genus Butomus, signifying

ox -f- to cut, m reference to the rough leaves) Fig 7

Aquatic or marsh herbs leaves basal, with an axial

scale, sometimes with milky juice blade linear or

oval, veins palmately parallel with cross veinlets, or

nearly vemless. flowers solitary or umbelled, bisexual,

regular, hypogynous, sepals 3, subherbaceous, petals 3,

colored, imbricated, stamens 9 or more, whorled,
carpels 6 or more, separate, ovules numerous, borne

7 Ausma< ejk 1 Alisma, a, inflorescence, b, flower, c, floral

diagram, d, truit 2 Sagittana, a, truit, b, achene Butomackb*
3 Butomus, flower Ila drocharit*! e« 4 Elodea, female flower
branch 5 Vallisnerm, a, halHi an'l flower, b, female flower.

between the rraigins and midrib of the carpel* fruit

dry, dehiscent, seed anatropous, exalbuminous, embryo
straight or 3urved
The family contains 4 genera and about 5 species,

natives of the temperate and tropical zones of the Old
World, and the tropics of the New World The family
is related to the Ahsmaceae and Juncaginaceae, from
the former of which it differs principally in the numerous
ovules and their peculiar position

The roots and seeds of Butomus were once used as

emollients The baked roots of Butomus are eaten in

North Asia.

Two genera are in cultivation for water-gardens:
Butomus (Flowering Rush), and Limnocharis (Water
Poppy)
2d Hydrochantaceae (from the genus Hydrochans

,

derived from the Greek meaning wale' and rejoice).

Frog’s-Bit Family. Fig 7 Submerged aquatic herbs,
rarely floating, the flowers usually at first inclosed by
a 2-bracted spathe. leaves alternate or opposite, very
divcise, cordate, linear or ribbon-like flowers usually
unisexual, regular, epigynous, perianth in 2 series,

composed of 3 imbricated or valvate, calicoid parts,
and 3 convolute petaloid parts, rarely of only 3 divisions,
stamens in 1 to several series of 3, some often stami-
nodia, carpels 2-15, ovary interior, 1-celled with parie-
tal placentae, or imperfectly several-celled, stigmas 3-
6 fruit not regularly dehiscent, submerged, some-
what fleshy; seeds many, exalbuminous
There aie 11 genera and about 40 species widely

distnbutcd The family is related to the Ahsmace®
and Naiadacea' The differentiation into calyx and
corolla, the usually numerous stamens, the inferior,

1-celled ovary with parietal placenta*, and the exalbumi-
nous seeds are together characteristic The plants of

this family are very diverse in appearance and often
striking Fossil species are known The pollination of
Valhsneria is very remarkable (See Kerner and Oliver,
“Natural History of Plants”)

Elodea canadensis, introduced into Europe from
America, has there become so abundant as to impede
navigation The plants of Hydrochans, Stratiotes, and
Elodea are used as fodder and as manme in Europe
The starchy rootstocks of Ottelia and Boottia are
eaten in India as pot-herbs, also the tubers and fruits

of Enalus The fibers fiom the leaves of Enalus are
used in India Vallisntria altermfolia is employed in

India in the pieparation of sugar.
Five genera are in cultivation in America, mostly for

aquaria Elodea(Waterweed, Ditch-Moss, Water Thyme,
Water Pest)

;
Hydrochans (Frog’s-Bit)

,
Limnobium

(American Fiog’s-Bit), Stratiotes (Water Soldier, Water
Aloe), Valhsneria (Eel-Grass, Tape-Grass)

Order 14 Glumiflorac

27. Gramineae (from the Latin signifying grass)

Grass Family Fig 8 Herbs or somelimes almost
tiee-hke stems hollow or solid leaves usually linear, in

2 ranks, composed of a sheath which is usually open
down the front, a sessile blade, and a ligule at the
junetuie of blade and sheath flowers bisexual or uni-

sexual, naked
?
or with the perianth reduced to 1-3 tiny

scales, borne in specialized spikclets composed of 3 oi

more 2-ranked scales, the first 2 empty (called empty
glumes), the others tenned flowering glumes or lem-
mas, and 1 scale on each secondary flower-bearing

axis, called a palet or palca, stamens 2-3, -*xserted for

wind-pollination, carpel 1; ovary 1, 1-celled, 1-ovuled,
stigmas feathery, usually 2 fruit a caryopsis, seed
with endosperm, and embryo with an absoibing organ

Gramineje is a family of 300-400 genera and per-

haps 5,0(H) species distributed all over the eaith The
largest genera are Panieum with 300-400 species, Pas-
palum with 100 species, and Poa with 100 species The
Grammes? and Cyperacea? form a verv distinct group
The usually hollow stem, the open sheaths, the ligule,

the 2-rankcd leaves, and the peculiar spikelet-structure

are the best characters to separate Gramineae from Cy-
peracea? The Indian corn is one of the most modified of

grasses It is monoecious The staminate spikelets are ar-

ranged on finger-like branches of the tassel at the sum-
mit of the plant

,
the pistillate spikelets are borne on the

cob, which is supposed to be composed of similar finger-

hkc portions grown together. Each spikelet is 2-flowered,

but only 1 flower bears an ovary. The kernel is this

ovary, and the chaff on the cob represent the glumes
and palets. The grasses are divided into 13 tribes.
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The grasses are among the most useful of plants.

The following, among others, are, or have been, used

as medicine Rhizome of Agropyron repens (quiek- or

quack-grass) is emollient, and aperient (several other

grasses have the same properties) Root ofArundo Donax
(reed) is diuretic and sudorific Phragrrules communis
was formerly considered dcpurative and anti-syphilitic.

Calamagrostis was used by the French peasants as a
diuretic Perotis latifolui is used m India for the same
purpose, as are also the seeds of Coix Lacryma-Jobi m
China. The roots of Manisuris granulans are used in

India for intestinal troubles. The aromatic, fragrant

roots of various Andropogons (or Cymbopogons) are

used for medicine and for perfume in India and else-

where, eg
,
A. Nardus (false spikenard, citronella), A.

citratus (lemon-grass). A lamer and A Schcenanthus

(sweet rush, ginger-grass, geranium-grass) are used in

Africa and Arabia as a stimulant, antispasmodic and
diaphoretic, and for perfume.
The following are used for food. Seeds of wheat,

barley, rye, oats, rice, Indian corn and millet, also seeds

of Andropogonarundmaceus var vulgare (sorghum), and
var l)urra (durra) Pennineturn amencanum (pearl

millet) is an important food of the negro races, and Poa
abqssinica and Eleusine are important in East Africa
Sugar is obtained fiom the stems of several species,

most important of which arc Saecharum officinal um
(sugar-cane), and Andropogon arundinaceus var sac-

ckarat us or A Sorghum (sugar sorghum)
Many grasses are used as fodder for cattle, as, for

instance, our pasture anti hay grasses Poa pratensis

(June grass, Kentucky blue grass), Phleum pruttnse

(timothy), Festuca orinn, etc (fescue), Agrostis alba

(red-top), Dactylis glomerata (orchaid-grass), Cynodon
Daclylon (Beimuda-giass) Some grasses are poisonous
to stock, eg, Lolium tnnulcntum (darnel), and the
Peruvian Festuca qundndintata
Straw from cereals is used for matting, upholstery,

bedding, hats and for making paper
The bamboos yield very important building material

in the East Like the palms, the bamboos are used for

almost every coneeiv able purpose, and are among the
most useful of plants

Several grasses, ( ther than those above mentioned,
contain a fragrant principle, e g, roots of Yttivena
zizamoidcs (vetiver or kus-kus of India) used to

perfume rooms, and to keep insects out of clothing
Iherochloe odorata (vanilla- or holy-grass) is used m
Europe m religious ceremonies, and by the American
Indians for making baskets Anthoxanthum odoratum is

the European sweet-grass, now introduced into America.
The most important ornamental species are Phalnns

arundinacea, Stipa pemuita, Cortaderia arqentea, Laqurus
ovatus. Ilordeum jubatum, Miscanthus sinensis, Briza,

Arundo, Phragmitcs, Erianthus, Penmsetum, Th\sa-
noliena, and Bamboos

In America 70-80 genera are cultivated, or are
important as natural fodder plants or weeds Among
these are Agropyron (Quack-Grass, Coueh-G

,
Quiek-

G ) ,
Agrostis (Bent-G

,
Red-Top, Cloud-G

,
Tiekle-G

,

Fly-away-G ) ,
Aira (Hair-G ) ,

Andropogon (Silver-

beard-G
,

Johnson-G
,

Lemon-G ), Anthoxanthum
(Sweet Vernal-G.)

,
Ammophila (Beach-G

, Marram-G )

,

Arundmana (Large Cane, Switch Cane, Scotch Cane),
Arundo (Giant Reed); Avena (Oats); Bamboo, Briza
(Quaking-G); Bromus (Brome-G

,
Rescue-G.), Cala-

magrostis (Reed Bcnt-G
,

Blue-joint-G., Pony-CL);
Calamovilfa (Purple Bent-G ) ,

Cenchrus (Sand-bur,
Bur-G ); Chlons (Fmger-G ); Cinna, Coix (Job’s Tears,
Tear-G

,
Corn Beads); Cortaderia (Pampas-G ), Cyno-

don (Bermuda-G ) ;
Cynosurus (Crested Dog's-tail,

Silky-awned Dog’s-tail); Dactylis (Cock’s-foot, Or-
chard-G); Dactyloctenium (Crowfoot-G.); Desmazena
(Spike-G ): Deschampsia (Hair-G

,
Hassock-G.); Dig-

ltana (Crab-G
,
Finger-G ); Distichlis (Salt-G., Marsh

Spike-G.), Echmochloa (Bamyard-G ); Eleusine (Crab-

G
,
Yard-G

,
Dog’s-tail, Wire-G., African Millet); Ely-

mus (Lyme-G
,
Wild Rye, Terrel-G ), Eragrostis, Eri-

anthus (Woolly Beard-G
,
Plume-G

,
Wool-G

,
Ra-

venna-G.); Euchkena (Teosinte); Festuca (Fescue-G ),

Glyceria or Paniculana (Reed Meadow-G
,
Manna-G );

Coitadena, Hierochloe (Vanilla-G
,
IIoly-G

,
Seneca-G

,

Sweet-seented-G ) ,
Holcus (Meadow Soft-G ) ,

Hordeum
(Squirrel-tail-G

,
Wild Barley, Barley); Hystrix or

Asprella (Bottle-G.); Lolium (Darnel, Rve-G ); Milium
(Wild Millct-G), Miscanthus (Eulalia, Himalaya
Fairy-G ), Oplismenus; Oryza (ltice); Oryzopsis (Moun-
tain Rice); Pamcum (Panie-G

,
Old-AVitch-G

,
Millet.

Broom Corn Millet), Penmsetum (Pearl Millet); Pha-
lans (Canary-G .Gardener’s Garters)

,
Phleum (Timothy-

G
,
Hcrd’s-G ), Phragrmtes (Common Reed); Phyllos-

taehys (Bamboo, in part), Poa (Blue-G
,
Kentucky

Blue-G
,
Meadow-G ); Saecharum (Sugar-cane), Secale

(Rye) ,Setaria (Millet, IIunganan-G
,
Fo\tail-G

,
Pigeon-

G ), Spartma (Cord-G ), Sphenophohs, Stenotaphrum
(St August ine-G ); Stipa (Feathered-G

,
Esparto-G

,

Porcupine-G ), Tripsaeum (Gama-G., Sesamc-G.);
Tnticum (Wheat, Spelt)

28 Cyperaceae (fiom the genus Cyperus, the ancient
Greek name) Sedge Family Fig 9 Herbaceous plants
with grass-like habit and solid stems leaves alternate,

in 3, rarely 2, vertical rows, linear, sheaths closed

flowers bisexual or unisexual, regular, hypogynous.
boine in variously disposed spikelets, subtended and
hidden by overlapping scales none of which are regu-

larly empty as in the grasses, no true palets, perianth
reduced to bristles, scales, or 0, stamens 2-3;
carpels 2-3; ovary 1-celled, 1-ovulcd; style 1; stig-

mas 2-3 fruit an aehene; seeds basal, anatropous,
albuminous
There are Gf> genera and about 3,000 species, inhabit-

ing the whole earth More than 500 species belong to

the genus Carex, 400 to Cyperus, and 200 to Scirpus
They are abundant in swampy regions The family
is closely related to the Grammeae, from which it differs

in the often 3-ranked leaves, solid stem, the absence of

palets and of regular empty glumes, and the presence,

m most cases, of a perianth and 3 carpels Most
divergent from the ordinary is Carex, the flowers of

which are monoecious, and the pistillate, though naked,
are inclosed m a flask-shaped structure called a peri-
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gynium, which probably corresponds to the modified
palet of the grass spikelet The elongated perianth forms
the wool of the wool-grass or cotton-grass The scales

of the spikelet are in 2 ranks in Cyperus and Dulichium;
in many ranks in the other genera
The Cypcracese are of far less economic importance

than the Gramme® The rhizomes of several species

of Carex were formerly used as a remedy m syphilis.

Scirpus lacustris is astringent and diuretic, but other

9 Cyperacee, 1 Surpus, a, poition of inflorescence, b, flower
2 Eriophorum, spikelet 3 Carex, a, inflorescence, b, vertical
section pengymum Palmacee 1 Chamscrops, a, spathe and
spadix, b, floral diagram Cyclani haceas. 5. Cyclanthus, mflo-
reuceuce b. Carludovioa, inflorescence.

g
iecics also possess this property. The fol.age of
riophorum has been used lor dysentery The spongy

pith of the Eriophorum stem was used by German
peasants for tapeworm. The tubers of Cyperus esru-

lentus, now a weed m all countries, were cultivated
by the Egyptians for food The leaves of many species

of Cyperace® have been woven into mats, chair-

bottoms, and the like The Egyptians made parchment
from the pith of Cyperus Papyrus The rhizomes of

Eleocharis tuberosa are used in the manufacture of

starch, in China and India Cyperus scanosus and C
pertenuis, of India, are fragrant and used m making
perfumery Some cances are used in making rugs

Several genera are m cultivation in America, mostly
for water-gardens, table decorations, and the con-
servatory Carex (Sedge); Cyperus (Umbrella Palm,
Egyptian Paper Plant, Egyptian Papyrus, Chufa);
Dulichium, Eleocharis, Eriophorum (Cotton-Grass,
Wool-Grass); Mapania; Scirpus (Bulrush Sedge).

Order 15 Principf.s

29 Palmaceae (from the Latin name palma)
Palm Family Fig 9 Woody plants of various habit,

low, or arborescent, or climbing, usually unbranched,
sometimes spinescent - leaves forming a crown at summit
of stem except m Calamus, alternate, coriaceous, pal-

mately or pinnately veined, entire or pmnatind or
palmatifid, often very large, inflorescence a simple or

much-branched spadix, with or without a subtending
spathe, the latter often woody, flowers unisexual,
rarely bisexual, often sunk in the spadix, perianth of

6 parts in 2 series, greenish, often woody, valvate m
the staminate, imbricated or convolute m the pistillate

flower; stamens 6, raiely 3 or many, on or around a
disk, separate or united, carpels 3, larely fewer, sepa-
rate or forming a 1-3-celled ovarv, each cell 1-ovulcd,
but all except one seed in the ovaiy may abort, stigmas
usually 3 fruit a berry or diupe, pericarp fleshy or
fibrous; seeds albuminous.
Palmacc® has 12H genera and about 1,000 species of

tropical distribution, 10-15 species are found in the
southern United States The laigest genera are
Calamus with about 200 species, Bactiis with 90
species and Chamiedorea with 60 species The family
is very distinct, having no close relatives, but it evi-

dently belongs to the spathe- and spadix-bearing group.
Th" habit, conaceous plicate leaves which are entire

in the bud, the woody flowers and inflorescence, the
3 sepals and 3 petals, the usually 6 stamens, and the
3 carpels, each with 1 seed, are together distinctive

Palm leaves are always entire in the bud, and if

later pinnatifid or palmatifid, become so on unfolding
In this respect the palms are unique The leaves are

plicate in the bud, and, on opening, the plates of the fan
expand and either remain united or, more frequently,

split down along the folds In the pinnate species

the raehis between the folds elongates so that the
divisions are separated, and the well-known palm leaf

is produced The splitting may be at the top of the
fold, or at the bottom, depending on the genus, and
is an impoitant characteristic in classification Some
of the largest seeds in the plant kindgom belong to the
Palmaeea?, as, for example, the coconut This fiuit is

produced from an originally 3-celled ovary, 2 cells of

which abort
Next to the grasses, the palms are the most, generally

useful of all plants It is said that probably there is

not a species but that is useful in some way Many
yield textile fibers The wood is used to build houses
and the leaves to thatch the roofs The loaves are also

made into mats, baskets, hats, and the like The
fibrous bud-sheaths are used as hats, or for fiber Some
species contain starch or sugar m the trunk The flints

of many contain sugar, protein, starch, or oil Compara-
tively few are medicinal “The palm is called King of

Plants and is said to supply all the wants of an inhabi-

tant of the tropical zone It yields sugar, milk, solid

cream, wine, vinegar, oil, cordage, cloth, cups, wood
for building, thatch and other products ” Coconuts,
the fruit of Cocos nueifera

}
form one of the most im-

portant foods of the tiopics The date fruit ( Phoenix

dactylifera of the Sahara) is also impoitant, Metroxylon
Rumphn, and other species, yield sago A feimented
liquor known as palm wine, laymi or arrack, is made
from the juice of Arenga saechanfera, Borassus flabelli-

formis, Metrocylon Rumphu, Mauntia vinifern
,
and

others The central bud of the cabbage palm and
others is used for food Most palm oil is from the fruit

of Eleeis gumeensis of West Africa, which is now culti-

vated m America It is used like olive oil
,
or m the

North for making soap Vegetable wax is obtained
from the leaves and stems of Ceroxylon aruheolum of

Peru, also from Copermeia cerifera (carnauba wax).
The famous Igiant double coconut is from Lodmeea
sechellarurn of the Seychelle Islands The fruit of

Areca Catechu of the East Indies and India yields an
astringent juice which, mixed with the leaves of the
betel pepper and lime, is chewed by the inhabitants

of tropical Asia Coconut fiber is important for making
ship cables. The very slender stems of Calamus, often

300 feet or even 500 feet long (it is reported 1,200 or

1,800 feet, but not verified) and scarcely larger than a
pipe-stem or a finger, are called rattan, and used for

furniture. Much ot the dragon’s blood of the druggists
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is the rod juice of the fruit of Calamus Draco Palm-
leaf fans are made from the palmately veined leaves of

several species The saw palmetto (Sabal serrulata)

of the southern states is medicinal The seeds of Phy-
telcphas matrocarpa have a very hard endosperm
known as vegetable ivory, used for carving as a sub-
stitute for ivory

Probably 100 genera are in the trade Except in the
tropics, they are almost entirely ornamental greenhouse
plants Among these are. Areca (Betel Nut), Attalea,
Bactris, Calamus, Caryota (Fish-tail Palm, Wine
Palm, Toddy Palm); Ceroxylon (Wax Palm), Chaime-
dorea, Cocos (Coco Palm, Coconut, Pindo Tree),
Corypha (Talipot Palm), Daimonorops, Elam (Oil

Palm), Erythea (Blue Palm), Geonoma, Hedyscepe
(Umbrella Palm), Howea (Flat Palm, Thatch Leaf
Palm, Curly Palm), Livistona, Oreodoxa (Royal Palm,
Cabbage Palm), Phoenix (Date Palm); Phytelephas
(Ivory Palm); Rhapis, Rhapidophyllum (Blue Pal-

metto, Needle Palmetto); Sabal (Dwarf Palmetto,
Blue Palm, Cabbage Palmetto), Serenaea (Saw Pal-

metto), Thrmax, Trachycarpus (Fortune’s Palm);
Washingtoma or Pntchardia (Weeping Palm).

Order 16 Synantile

30 Cyclanthace® (from the generic name Cyclan-

thus, which has reference to the spiral arrangement of

the flowers) Cyclantiius Family Fig 9 Stemless or
caulescent, palm-1 ike, somewhat woody plants, often
climbing leaves alternate, coriaceous, cleft or parted,

flowers in a dense terminal unbranched spike (spadix),

with several bract-like spathes beneath, stammate flow-

ers grouped in 1 bundles accompanying the pistillate,

or both in conspicuous alternating spirals, stammate
perianth reduced and fimbriate, or 0, stamens 6 to

many, borne in groups, perianth of the pistillate flower

0, or ot 1 fleshy parts accompanied by 4 long, twisted,

exerted xt.iminodia, carpels 4, united below7

,
sunken in

the spadix, ovary 1-celled, many-ovulcd, with parietal

placental fruit multiple, a berry-like spike The tissue

of the spadix splits into valves, coiling up from the base
to apex and thus inclosing the fruitlets which deli-

quesce
This family has 5 genera and about 50 species, of

which 35 belong to Carludovica They are confined to

the tropics of America, and stand intermediate between
the Palmace.c and Aracea7 The family is distinguished

by the combination of palm-like foliage, numerous
ovules, thick spadix, and closely associated stammate
and pistillate flow'crs

The flowers of Cyclanthus bxpartilus of Brazil are

vanilla-scented, cultivated, and cooked with meat as an
aphrodisiac The leaves of Carludovica palmata furnish

tne material for the panama hats
Several species of Cai ludovica are in the American

trade as greenhouse plants

Order 17 Spathifloile

31 Aracese (from the genus Arum, the ancient name
of these plants) Arum Family Fig 10 Herbs, shrubs,

or t rees, of the most diverse habit and appearance, often

climbing, or epiphytic with aerial roots, rarely floating,

usually subfleshy, juice sometimes milky leaves ensi-

form or broad, parallel- or netted-vemed, entire or

variously cut flowers bisexual or unisexual, rarely

reduced to a single stamen and carpel, regular, hypogy-
tious or epigynous, disposed on an unbranched fleshy

axis (spadix), which is usuallv subtended by a special

bract (spathe); perianth 0, or of 4-8 parts, stamens
1 to many, carpels 1 to several; ovary superior or in-

ferior, 1 to several-celled, 1 to many-ovuled; style and
stigmas various’ fruit a berry; seeds albuminous, outer
integument fleshy

Araceac has over 100 genera and about 900 species,

widely distributed, but most abundant in the tropics,

2

especially as epiphytes in the deep, damp forests The
majority in the temperate regions are swamp-plants.
The largest genera are Philodendron with 100 species,

and Anssema with 50 species The family stands as
the type of the spathe-bearmg plants Its close relatives

are the Lemnaceie, Palmaceae, and Cyclanthacece, from
which it is distinguished more by general habit and
texture than by structural details

The pollination of the Araceoe is often complicated
and remarkable (see Kerner and Oliver) The transfer
of the pollen is mostly accomplished by flics, which
are freauently attracted by lurid color and carrion
scent The leaves of Monstera are remarkable for
their peculiar perforations, while the massive petioles
of other Araceae are sometimes mottled like snakeskin
Pistia is a much-reduced floating aquatic, transitional
to the Lemnaceae The aerial roots of the epiphytic
species are frequently covered with a special water-
absorbing tissue The unfolding spathes of the Aracese
are noted for the heat evolved The tissues are usually
very mucilaginous and filled with needle-hke crystals
of calcium oxalate These crystals are supposed to
give the pungent flavor to Indian turnip simply by
mechanically penetrating the tongue
Many species have been used locally for medicine.

Layenandra loxxcarxa of Ceylon is extremely poisonous.

10 Arace.® 1 Arisicma, spathe and spadix 2 Arum spadix
with male and female Hewers Lemnalea 3 Lemna, a, whole

g
iants, b, male and female floweis, and spathe Brome liace ® 4
ronicha, flower 5 Ananas, a, fruiting inflorescence, b, floral

diagram. Commelinaci « G Commclina, flower 7 Tradcscantia,
flower.

Dieffcnbachm Segume and Ansiema tnphyllum are
violent irritants when chewed, causing the mouth to
swell Arum maculatum of Europe was used by the
ancients as an excitant The roots of Symplocarpus
have been used for asthma and colds The roots of
Acorus Calamus (sweet flag) are aromatic and used
for coughs, colds, and the like The thick rootstocks
and roots of many have been used for food, e. g ,

Oron-
tium aquaticum of North America, Colocasia antiquo-
rum of India, Alocasia macrorhiza (taro) of the Pacific

Islands, and Pellandra mrginica of North America.
The rhizomes of Anssema maculatum and Calla valu*

-
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tris, mixed with cereals, according to Linnscus, serve
for food among the Laps and Finns. Portland arrow-
root is derived from Arums The dehcately flavored,

micy fruits of Monstera deliciosa are eaten in Mexico.
The shoots of Xanlhosoma sagittifolium

,
called caraibe

cabbage, are eaten as a vegetable in the Antilles. The
aerial roots of aroids are used to tie bundles of sarsa-

parilla sent to Europe and America.
Because of their odd habit and strange appearance,

as well as, in some cases, for real beauty, many Aracese
are in cultivation, mostly as conservatory plants.

Many genera are in the American trade Among these

are: Acorus (Sweet Flag); Alocasia; Amorphophallus
(Devil’s Tongue, Snake Palm, Stanley’s YVash-Tub),
Anthunum, Ansama (Indian Turnip, Jack-in-the-
Pulpit, Dragon Root, Fringed Calla), Arum (Black
Calla, Solomon’s Lily, Lord and Ladies, Cuckoo Pint,

Wake-Robin of England); Biarum, Caladium, Calla;
Colocasia, Dieffenbachia; Helicodiceros (Hairy Arum),
Monstera (Cernnan, Shingle Plant), Nephthytis; Oron-
tium (Golden Club); Peltandra (Water Arum); Pistia

(Water Lettuce, Tropical Duckweed); Pothos; Sauro-
matum; Sch'izmatoglottis, Spathiphyllum, Symplocar-
pus, or Spathyeina (Skunk Cabbage)

,
Xanthosma

(Malanga), Zantedeschia, or Richardia (Calla Lily,

Lily-of-the-Nile)

32 Lemnaceae (from the genus Lemna, an old Greek
name of uncertain origin) Duckweed Family Fig 10.

Tiny aquatic plants floating or submerged, the plant
body reduced to an oval or oblong, flat or globular thallus,

which multiplies rapidly by marginal buds, and may or
may not bear 1 or more roots on the under side: flowers
unisexual, naked, monoecious, the stammate consisting

of 1 stamen; the pistillate of 1 flask-shaped, 1-celled

pistil, with several ovules, the latter ortnotropous or
anatropous, the micropyle transformed into a cap. fruit

a several-seeded utricle

There are 3 genera and about 25 species, distributed
over the whole earth, except the arctics The family is

related to the Araccac, from which it is supposed to
have degenerated. The flowers, which rarely occur, are
borne m minute pits m the edge or upper surface of

the thallus, either 1 stammate and 1 pistillate, or 2
stammate and 1 pistillate together; in some genera
provided with a spathe corresponding to the spathe m
the Aracca?. The roots, when present, are balancing
organs to resist the upsetting of the plant by the waves
Wolffia is the tiniest flowering plant, the whole
plant sometimes in size only half the diameter of a
pinhead.
By the very rapid vegetative multiplication of some

species, ponds are often completely covered with a
green coating, and these plants may then become of

economic importance
Lemna ana Spirodela are often grown m aquaria.

Order 18. Farinosas

33. Bromeliacese (from the genus Bromelta, in honor
of Olaus Bromel, a Swedish botanist). Pineapple
Family. Fig 10. Herbs or subshrubs, mostly epiphytic:
leaves usually basal, alternate, linear, trough-like,

sheathing at the base, mostly stiff and spmy-serrate,
usually covered in part or all over with peltate scale-like

hairs or glands, flowers m spikes, racemes, panicles or
heads, often in the axils of imbricated, highly colored,

bracts, usually bisexual, regular, epigynous or hypogy-
nous; perianth of 6 parts, definitely differentiated into

calyx and corolla; parts free or united; stamens 6, often
borne on the perianth; anthers introse; ovary inferior

or superior, 3-celled; ovules many; style 1; stigmas 3.

fruit a berry or capsule, more or less surrounded by
the persistent perianth; seeds albuminous
The family has 40 genera and about 900 species,

almost exclusively of tropical and subtropical Amer-
ica. Tillandsia usneoides reaches Florida and Texas.

Tillandsia is the largest genus with 120 species. The
family is closely related to the Lihaceae and Amaryl-
lidaceae. The peculiar stiff leaves, the conspicuous
bracts, the herbaceous calyx, the mealy endosperm,
and, in general, the epiphytic habit, are distinc-

tive. There are few families more easily recognized
than this.

The most important economic species is the pine-
apple (Ananas sativus), the fruit of which is an impor-
tant article of commerce. Its unripe juice is used as a
vermifuge and diuretic. Florida or Spanish moss
( Tillandsia usneoides) is used in the preparation of

a stiptic ointment It is also used to stuff mattresses,
under the name of vegetable hair BiLlberqia tinetona is

the source of a dye The leaves of pineapple yield a
beautiful fiber Bromeha Pwgum is a vermifuge em-
ployed in the West Indies.

There are several genera grown in America, all for

ornamental purposes except the pineapple. Among these
are: .Echmea, Ananas (Pineapple)

;
Billbergia, Bromeha

(Pinguinof Jamacia, Wild Pine), Cryptanthus, Dyckia;
Guzmannia; Nidularmm, Pitcairnia, Tillandsia (Span-
ish Moss, Florida Moss, Long Moss), Vnesia

34 Commelinaceae (from the genus Comrnehna dedi-
cated to J. and G Commelin, Dutch botanists of the
early 18th century). Spiderwort Family Fig 10 Herbs
with knotty stems, and somewhat sheathing, alternate,

flat or channeled, cauline leaves flowers usually bisexual,

almost or quite regulai, hypogynous, perianth of 6
parts, m 2 series, differentiated into a green calyx and
colored corolla; the petals separate or united into a tube,
mostly quickly disappearing, and dissolving into a viscid

hquid; stamens 6, or reduced to 3, with or without
staminodia; some anthers often sterile and altered, the
filaments usually provided with characteristic long
hairs, ovary superior, 2-3-eelled, few-seeded, style 1,

stigma usually captitatc fruit a capsule.

Twenty-five genera and about 300 species occur,
widely distributed in the tropics and subtropics
Eleven species reach the northeastern United States.

The largest genus is Comrnehna, with 88 species The
family is not closely related to any other The general
habit, the complete differentiation of the perianth into

calyx and corolla, the slight irregularity of the flower,

the peculiar stamen-hail s, and the transformed anthers,

are together distinctive The peculiar deliquescent

character of the petals in many genera is of interest

The rhizomes of several species of Comrnehna con-
tain starch, besides the mucilage, and are eaten The
rhizome of C Rumphn is an emmenagogue The tubers
of Aneilerna medicum are used in China for coughs
and lung diseases A decoction of Cyanolis axillaris

is used by the Indians for diopssy The family is

most important from the point of view of orna-
mental use.

Several genera are grown in America, all for ornament
Among these are 1 Aneilerna, Cochliostema, Commelina
(Day Flower); Dichonsandra, Tradescantia (Spider-

wort, Wandering Jew); Zebnna (Wandering Jew)
35. Pontederiaceae (from the genus Pontederia,

named in honor of Pontedera, professor at Padua in

the 18th century) Pickerel-Weed Family Fig 11.

Upright or floating, fleshy, water- or swamp-plants*
leaves alternate, petioles sheathing; blade cordate,

oval, or orbicular, or reduced to tne linear flattened

petiole: flowers not bracted, bisexual, irregular, hypogy-
nous; perianth of 6 similar parts, in 2 whorls, more or

less connate, persistent; stamens 3 or 6, rarely 1, inser-

ted unequally on the perianth-tube; anthers introse;

ovary superior, 3-celled and ovules many, or 1-celled

and 1-seeded, style 1; stigmas 3* fruit a capsule, or an
achene enveloped by the fleshy persistent base of the
perianth; embryo as long as the endosperm.
The family contains 6 genera and about 20 species, of

which 9 belong to the genus Heteranthera, and about
5 to Eichhornia. They are distributed in the swamps of
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the warmer parts of the earth, except Europe The
family is most closely related to the Liliaeeae, from which
it diners in the irregular flowers, in the sympodial
method of growth, in anatomical characters, and
principally in the abundant mealy endosperm
A decoction of the root of Monochoria vagm tits of the

Far East is used for liver and stomach complaints, the
root is chewed for toothache; pulverized and mixed
with sugar it is used for asthma; the leaves bruised

and mixed with milk are used for cholera, and the

shoots are edible. Eichhorma crassipes is a floating

fleshy plant with beautiful flowers It has become so

abundant in Florida as to interfere seriously with steam-
boat navigation in the rivers The large violet flowers

of both Eichhorma and Pontedena are valued m
cultivation for water-gardens
Two genera are frequent in cultivation* Eichhorma

(Water Hyacinth), from South America; and Ponte-
dena (Pickerel-weed), native

Order 19 Liliflouzk

36 Juncaceae (from the genus Juncus, classical name,
derived irom jungere, to join) Rush Family Fig 11

Rush-like or grass-like herbs or shrubs flowers numer-
ous, very small, bisexual, regular, hypogynous, perianth
of 6 similar, separate parts, greenish or brownish,
chaffy; stamens 3 or 6 m 2 whorls, carpels 3, ovary 1-

11 Pontedkri a< ea 1 Pont oiler a, floral lllJJM im It V
CEt, 2 I.u/ul.i, flown 3 Junous a, flowtr, b, tioial diagram
Liliacia. 1 Drnrscn.i, flower *> i'ritillarm, floi<d diagram
Am aryi i idacf & 0 Loucoium, a, flower, 6, floial diagram 7
Narcissu 1

!, flower

or 3-celled, ovules 3 to many, stigmas 3* fruit a cap-
sule; seeds mostly very small, albuminous, anatropous

Juncacea' has 7 genera and about 175 species, of

which 160 belong to the genus Juncus, widely distrib-

uted in temperate and coltl regions, both north and
south, but rare in the tropics The family is closelv

related to the Lihaeeie, from which it differs only in

the rush- or grass-like habit and scanous perianth
Fossil species are known The leaves are sheathing
and the blades are either flat, or tubular and nodulose
Distichia of the Andes is densely heath-hke or moss-
like

The stems and leaves of many species are used for

binding, or for weaving into mats Light hats are
made from the pith of certain species in India and
China The pith is also used for candlewicks

In cultivation in America are 2 genera for water-
gardens Juncus; Priomum, woody. Xanthorrhoea is

transferred to the Lihaeeie

37. Liliaeeae (from the genus Lilium, classical Latin

name). Lily Family Fig 11 Herbs, shrubs, or trees,

usually with lootstocks or bulbs, sometimes climbing
leaves alternate, rarely with petiole and blade flowers

bisexual, rarely unisexual, regular, hypogynous, rarely

epigynous, not subtended by spathes; perianth petaloid,

of 6 similar parts, in 2 series, the parts separate or
connate, rarely differentiated into a green calyx and
colored corolla; stamens 6, rarely fewer, hypogynous, or
borne upon the perianth; carpels 3, rarely more or fewer,

united, rarely free, ovary usually 3-celled, ovules
1 to many in each cell, styles and stigmas 1-3 fruit a
capsule or berry
There are about 200 genera and 2,000 species, distrib-

uted m all parts of the world The large genera are

Smilax with 200 species, Allium with 250 species,

Asparagus with 100 species, Aloe with 85 species and
Scilla with 80 species The Lihaeeie, taken in the

broader sense, as is done by Bentham & Hooker, and
by Engler, is an easily leeogni/ed group except in unu-
sual case*s The regular, 0-parted perianth, 6 stamens,
and 3-celled superior ovary are distinctive The familv
has been divided by Engler into 1 1 tribes The Lihaeeie

furnishes a host of cultivated plants
The following plants, among others, have been or are

used in medicine Amianthium muscaloxicum of North
America as a narcotic and a fly poison, various species

of Uvularia of North America as a gargle and for rattle-

snake bites, the root of Pol} gonatum sp in Europe as

a vulnery, and the berries as an emetic and purgative,
the berries of Smilacma raccmosa of North America as

a tonic, the root of Convallarui majalis of Europe as a
purgative, the leaves of Strcptopus amplexicaulis of

North America as a gargle, the roots of lluscus of

Europe as a diuretic and emmenagoguc, the roots of

Smilax sp of the tropics (the sarsapanllas of commerce)
as a tonic and diuretic, the roots of Asparagus officinalis

m Europe as an aperient, the berries ^as a diuretic and
aphrodisiac, and the shoots as a sedative and cardiac,
the roots of Cordylme of the southern tropics for

dvsentery, the flowers of C deflexa as an emmenagoguc,
the resin from Xanihorha,a hastilis (Botany Bay gum,
with a fragrance like benzoin) m Australia for throat
troubles, the rosm of X australis (grass tree gum,
eaith shellac, or nut pitch) for various purposes, the
tubers of Oplnopogon japonic us (serpent’s beard) in

China and Japan for abdominal troubles; the bulbs of

CJage.i of Europe as an emetic, the flowrers of Hemero-
eallis of Europe as a cordial, the leaves of species of

Aloes of the Old World as a tonic, puigative, and em-
menagoguc {A Peiuji is Socotrine aloes, A veui is

Baibadoes aloes, ami A spicata is Cape aloes), the
bulb of Urginea maritima (.squills) of the Mediterra-
nean as a diuretic, expectorant, and emetic; Allium sp
as a vermifuge and carminative, the bulbs of Hya-
cinthus, Muscat i, and Ornithogalum of Europe as
purgatives and diuretics, Ornithogalum altissimum of

the Cape as a remedy for asthma and catarrh; Antheri-
cum and Asphodelus as diuretics and emmenagogues;
Tulbaghia of the Cape as a vermifuge and for phthisis;

the poisonous root of Vcratrum album (white helle-

boie) of Europe as a violent purge and emetic, and to
exterminate vermin, V nigrum (black h ) of Europe,
and V vinde (green h ) of the United States, occasion-
all}, for the same purpose; Schcenocaulon officinalis

(cavadilla or sabadilla) of Mexico for vermin and as a
vermifuge, the narcotic, poisonous root and seeds of

Cohhicum officinale of Europe as a cathartic, emetic,
and sedative, and Ilclonias bullata of North America
as a vermifuge The roots of Glonosa, also, are poison-
ous Drachma Draco, the dragon tree of the Canaries
and Tenenffe, famous for the extreme age and size of

the trees, was superstitiously revered by the ancients
The red resinous astringent exudation of these plants
was called di agon’s blood
The following have been used for food Bulbs of

Camassia esculertta, western United States, bulbs and
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leaves of Allium sp. (onion, leek, eschalot or shallot,

rochambole); shoots of Polygonatum, Europe, United
States; shoots of Asparagus officinalis, roots of Cordy-
line sp . m South Sea Islands, and there called ti. The
seeds of Ruscus are a substitute for coffee.

A few have been used for other purposes: Roots of

Yucca for soap; fibers of New Zealand flax (Phormium
tenax) for fabrics; and the fragrant root of Dianella
nemorosa for incense.

For ornament, great numbers of genera and species

arc in cultivation.

Very many genera are m cultivation, some common,
for ornamental purposes unless otherwise stated Among
these are Agapanthus (African Lily, Lily-of-thc-Nile);

Aletns (Colic Root), native, Allium (Onion, Chives,
Gives, Garlic, Leek, Shallot), ornament and food;
Asphodehne (True Asphodel, King’s Spear); Asphodelus
(Branching Asphodel;, Bessera (Mexican Coral Drops);
Brevoortia (Floral Fire-Cracker)

,
Broduea, Calochortus

(Star Tulip, Globe Flower, Mariposa Lily, Butterfly
Tulip); Camassia (Camass); Chionodoxa (Glory-of-the-
Snow); Chlorogalum (Soap Plant, Amole), Chntonia,
native: Colchicum (Meadow Saffron, Autumn Crocus);
Cordyline (Dractena)

,
Dasylirion; Draciena (Dragon

Tree); Erythromum (Dog’s-tooth Violet, Adder’s
Tongue); Eucomis (Royal Crown, Pineapple Flower):
Fntillana (Crown Imperial, Black Lily, Checkered
Lily); Funkia (Day Lily, Plantain Lily), Galtoma
(Giant Summer Hyacinth), Gastena; Glonosa (Climb-
ing Lily); Haworthia, Helomas (Swamp Pink, Stud
Pmk), Hemerocallis (Yellow Day Lily, Lemon Lily),
Hyacinthus (Hyacinth); Kmphofia (Red-hot-poker
Plant, Torch Lily, Flame Flower), Lachenaha (Cape
Cowslip) . Lapageria (Chilean Bellflower)

;
Leucocrinum

(Sand Lily)
;
Lilium (Lily, Easter Lily, Madonna Lily,

Tiger Lily, Japan Lily, Turk’s-cap Lily); Littoma
(Climbing Lily), Maianthemum (False Lily-of-the-
Valley, Two-leaved False Solomon’s Seal), native;
Medeola (Indian Cucumber Root), native; Melanthium
(Bunch Flower)

;
Milla (Mexican Star, Mexican Star of

Bethlehem, Frost Flower, Floating Star), Muscan
(Grape Hyacinth, Musk Hyacinth, Feathered Hya-
cinth); Narthecium (Bog Asphodel)

,
Nohna, Nothos-

cordum (Yellow False Garlic, Streaked-leaved Garlic);

Oakesia (Wild Oats), native; Ornithogalum (Star of
Bethlehem)

;
Paradisea (St. Bruno’s Lily, St Bernard’s

Lily), Paris (Herb Pans, Love Apple, True Love);
Phormium (New Zealand Flax); Polygonatum (Solo-

mon’s Seal); Ruscus (Butcher’s Broom); Sanseviena
(Bow-string Hemp)

;
Scilla (Squill, Wild Hyacinth, Blue-

bell, Harebell, Spanish Jacinth, Sea Onion, Starry Hya-
cinth, Cuban Lily, Hyacinth of Peru, Peruvian Jacinth);
Semele (Climbing Butcher’s Broom); Smilaeina (False
Solomon’s Seal), native; Smilax; Strcptopus (Twisted
Stalk), native; Tricyrtis (Toad Lily), Trillium (Wake-
Robin, Birthroot, Bethroot, White Wood Lily, Ground
Lily), native; Tntelcia (Spring Star-Flower); Tulipa
(Tulip); Urginea (Sea Onion, Squills)

,
Uvulana (Bell-

wort, Wild Oats), native; Veratrum (False Hellebore,
White Hellebore, Green Hellebore, Black Hellebore,
Indian Poke)

;
Xanthorrhcea (Grass Tree, Grass Gum,

Black Boy); Xerophyllum (Turkey’s Beard); Yucca
(Spanish Bayonet, Adam’s Needle, Bear Grass, Silk

Grass); Zygadenus (Fly-poison).

38

Amaryllidace® (from the genus Amaryllis
named for a nymph celebrated by Virgil) Amaryllis
Family. Fig. 11. Caulescent or acaulescent herbs, bul-
bous- or fibrous-rooted, leaves alternate, elongated,
entire: flowers bisexual, regular or irregular, epigynous,
usually borne singly or in clusters from a spathe-like
bract; perianth of 6 similar parts m 2 series, usually
connate below into a tube and sometimes with a tubular
or cup-shaped crown in the throat; stamens 6, some
occasionally staminodial, anthers introrse; ovaryinferior,

3-celled; ovules numerous, anatropous; style 1; stigmas
1-3 fruit a capsule, rarely a berry; seeds albuminous.

There are 71 genera and about 800 species, widely
distributed but most abundant in the steppe regions
of the tropics and subtropics Five species are found in

the northeastern United States The largest, genera
are Crinum with 60 species, and Ilypoxis, and Hip-
peastrum with 50 species each The family is most
closely related to the Liliaceae; less closely to the
Ii idace® The 6-parted perianth, 6 stamens with
mtrorse anthers, and inferior 3-celled ovary, are together
distinctive.

The bulbs or rootstocks of some species have been
used in medicine Those of Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus
and Leucounn vernum arc vigorous emetics Those of

Cnnum zeylamcum of the Moluccas, Amaryllis Bella-

donna
,
of the Cape of Good Hope, and Buphane toxi-

cana of South Africa are violent poisons The latter

is used by the Kafirs to poison their arrows In South
America the farinaceous tubers of the Alstrceineriuo are
eaten. The most important plants are the Yuccas
From the terminal bud of these, a sugary liquid is

obtained which by the Mexicans is made into a fer-

mented drink, called pulque, when distilled this drink
is called mescal The juice of the leaves has been used
for syphilis, scrofula, and cancers The leaf-fibers

yield vegetable silk or sisal hemp, and are also made
into paper Razor-strops and cork are made from the
pith The flowers are somet lines boiled and eaten

Forty or more genera are in cultivation in America, as

ornamental plants in greenhouse and garden Among
these arc. Agave (Century Plant, Sisal Hemp, Pulque
Plant), Alstroemena, Amaryllis (Belladonna Lily),

Beschornena; Bomarea, Bravoa (Mexican Twin
Flower)

,
Coopena (Evening Star, Giant Fairy Lily);

Crinum (St John’s Lily, Flonda Swamp Lily)
,
Euchans

(Amazon Lily, Star of Bethlehem), Eurycles (Brisbane
Lily), Furcraia, Galanthus (Snowdrop), Griffima (Blue
Amaryllis), Hjemanthus (Blood Lily), Ilippeastrum
(Amaryllis, Lily-of-the-Palace, Barbadoes Lily), Hy-
menocallis (Spider Lily, Sea Daffodil); Hypoxis (Star

Grass), native, Leucoiuin (Snowflake), Lycons (Golden
Spider Lily); Narcissus (Narcissus, Jonquil, Daffodil,

Pheasant’s Eye)
;
Nerine (Guernsey Lily)

,
Pancratium

(Spider Lily, Spirit, Lily); Polianthes (Tuberose);
Sprekeha (Jacobean Lily); Tecophilsea (Chilean Cro-
cus), Vallota (Scarborough'Lily)

,
Zephyranthes (Zephyr

Flower, Fairy Lily, Atamasco Lily)

39 Taccaceae (from the genus facca, from the Malay
name) Tacca Family Fig 12 Herbaceous plants
leaves large, entire, or commonly pinnatifid or bipinna-
tifid, all basal* flowers saucer- or urn-shaped, bisexual,

regular, epigynous, penanth of 6 nearly separate simi-
lar parts in 2 series, stamens 6, borne on the base
of the perianth

;
filaments queerly broadened and

cucullate, ovary inferior, 1-celled, or incompletely 3-

cclled, ovules numerous; placentae parietal; style um-
brella-like, the terminal disk variously lobed, and bear-
ing the peculiar stigmatic pores beneath: fruit a capsule
or berry; seed albuminous.

Taccaceae has 2 genera and 10 species, inhabitants
of the tropics of both hemispheres, mostly of the
Malay archipelago. A very distinct, family of doubtful
relationship, even suggesting several Dicotyledonous
families, but probably close to the Dioscoriaccse and
Amaryllidacese. The acaulescent habit, the epigynous
bisexual flowers, the six queer stamens, and the 1-celled,

many-ovuled ovary, are together distinctive.

Several species of Tacca, c. g., T. pinnatifida, possess
tubers from which a starchy meal, called arrowroot, is

made m the East, Straw hats are made from the stems
of Tacca by the Tahitians.

Tacca pinnatifida and T. cristata are cultivated
sparingly m America

40 Dioscoreace® (from the genus Dioscorea, named
in honor of Dioscondes). Yam Family. Fig. 12.

Chmbine or twining herbs or shrubs* leaves alternate,

mostly arrowhead-shaped, flowers bisexual or unisex-
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ual, regular, small, and inconspicuous; perianth of G
similar parts, in 2 series; stamens usually 6, or the 3
inner staminodia, ovary inferior, 3-celled, rarely 1-

celled, placenta) axile or parietal; ovules 2 in each
cell, superposed, anatropous, stigmas 3, or each 2-

parted. fruit a capsule or berry, seed albuminous
Nine genera and about 170 species, of which 150

belong to the genus Dioscorca, are distributed very
generally in the tropics and m the subtropics, and
extend sparingly into the north temperate zone They
are most abundant in South America and the West
Indies One species reaches north to southern New
England The family is related to the Amarylhdaeea)
and Liliaeea) The climbing habit, peculiar leaves,

definite stamens, inferior 3-celled ovary, and 2 albumi-
nous seeds are distinctive Most Diosconaceae spring
from a tuberous base, which is sometimes \ery large
and conspicuous Odd tubers arc borne m the leaf-

axils of species of Dioscorca and Ilajama.
The tuberous root of Dioscorca Batatas yields the

yams of eastern commerce, a very important article

of food in the Far East Those of several other species,

including our own native D villosa, are also cultivated
in vaiious parts of the tropics. The leaves of some
species are used in intermittent fevers The tubers of
Tamils communis were formerly employed as a pur-
gative, and were also applied to bruises, hence the
nanc' “beaten woman’s herb.” The shoots are eaten
like asparagus
Two genera are in cultivation in the United States,

mostly in the South Dioscorca (Yam, Chinese Potato,
Cinnamon Vine, Air Potato), Testudinaria (Hottentot’s
Bread, Tortoise Plant, Elephant’s Foot), rarely grown

41. Iridaceae (from the genus Iris, the rainbow)
Iris Family. Fig. 12 Herbs or sub-shrubs with fibrous
roots or often tuberous rootstocks (corms) leaves
mostly basal, equitant, linear flowers usually showy,
bisexual, regular or irregular, epigynous, each with 2
spathe-like bracts, perianth of 0 petaloid parts in 2
series, usually unlike, generally connate into a tube;
stamens 3, the inner whorl wanting, separate or con-
nate, anthers extroise, ovary inferior, 3-celled, rarely
1-celled, ovules few to many, anatiopous, style 1, stig-

mas 3 fruit a capsule, seeds albuminous
The iris family has 57 genera and about 1,000 species

of wide distribution The two main centers are the
Cape of Good Hope and subtropical America The
family is not plainly related to any other, perhaps most
closely to the Amarylhdaeea? The ensiform equitant
leaves, the 6-parteu showy perianth, the 3 extrorse

stamens, and the inferior 3-celled ovary, are together
characteristic

The rootstocks of many Indacea? arepurgati\o and
diuretic, e g ,

Iris florcntina, I germamea
,

I pallida,

and I. versicolor. The rootstock of I. florentina is

fragrant and used for sachet peifume and tooth-powder
(orris root). I Pseudacorus and / versicolor have been
used for dropsy and diarrhea I. factidissima was an
ancient remedy for scrofula and hysteria. The stigmas
of Crocus satwus have been renowned since earliest

times as an emmenagogue, they are deep orange in

color, and used also m dyeing and as a condiment. Iris-

green of the painters was prepared by treating violet

ins flowers with lime The seeds of /. Pseudacorus have
been used as a substitute for coffee. The rootstocks of

Homeria collma of South Africa are very poisonous The
family contams many well-known ornamental plants.

In America, many genera are m cultivation, all for

ornamental purposes Among these are: Belamcanda
(Blackberry Lily, Leopold Flower); Crocus; Freesia;

Gladiolus; Hermodactylus (Snake’s-head Ins); Ins
(Fleur-de-lis, Iris, Gladwin); Ixia; Mora'a (Wedding
ins)

;
Schizostylis (Crimson Flag)

;
Sisyrinchunn (Blue-

eved Grass, Satin Flower, Hush Lily)
;
Sparaxis (Wand

Flower)
,
Tigndia (Tiger Flower, Shell Flower)

,
Tri-

toma (Blazing Star).

Order 20. Scitamine.®

42. Musaceae (from the genus Musa, the Arabic
name) Banana Family. Fig 12 Large, semi-ligne-
ous herbs, the stout stem enveloped at base by the
sheathing petioles, unbranched leaves alternate, entire,
convolute, ninnately parallel-veined: flowers bisexual,
or unisexual, irregular, epigjnous, borne in the axil of
a bract in spikes with subtending spathes, nectaries
ovarian, perianth of 6 parts, in 2 series, the parts un-
equal in size and shape, separate or variously united,
stamens G, 5 fertile and 1 staminodium, ovary inferior,

3-celled; ovules solitary and basal, or numerous and
axile, anatropous, style 1; stigmas usually 3 fruit

12. T4.cca.ceb 1 Tacca, flower Dioscore4.ce e 2 Dios-
corea, leaf and fruit Iridacee 3 Crocus, a, vertical section
whole plant, b, floral diagram 4 Sisynnchium, flower Musa-
ci e 5 Musa, a, flower, it

, stamen, b, floral diagram Zin-
ointRAc ee 6 Zingiber, a, flower, st , stamen, b, floral diagram

fleshy and pulpy or drupaceous, mdehiscent, dehiscent
or separating into fruitlets, seeds with pensperm;
embryo straight.

Six genera and about 60 species occur, 30 of which
belong to the genus Heheoma and 20 to Musa, of gen-
eral tropical distribution Fossil species are known.
The family is related to the Marantacea), Zingiberaceae

and Cannaceae; with the la.st it is often united These
families all have irregular flowers of the same type, and
inferior ovaries; but the Musacea? differ in their

slightly differentiated calyx and corolla, in the 5 fertile

stamens, and in the absence of aromatic principles

The banana (Musa paradisiaca, M sapientum, etc )

is the most important economic plant, the fruit of

which is widely used for food. The pith of the stem,
top of the floral spike, and also the shoots, are eaten aa

vegetables The fibers from the petioles of Musa textilis

are made into thread and fabrics The leaves are used
to thatch huts. The traveler’s tree (Ravenala mada-
gascariensis) holds sufficient water at the leaf bases to
serve for drink The water is obtained by boring the
sheath The seeds of this tree are eaten
Four genera are in cultivation in the South and in

conservatories, for ornament; and one also, Musa, for

the fruit Heheoma (Balisier, Wild Plantain)
,
Musa (Ba-

nana, Plantain Tree, Chumpa, Adam’s Fig) ; Ravenala
(Traveler’s Tree); Strelitzia (Bird of Paradise Flower).

43. Zingiberaceae (from the genus Zingiber, the Indian
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name). Ginger Family Fig 12. Herbs with creeping
or tuberous rhizomes, rarely with fibrous roots leaves
basal or cauline, alternate, sheathing, blade with ligule

at top of petiole, linear or elliptic, the pinnately
parallel veins strongly ascending flowers bisexual,

irregular, epigynous, perianth of 0 parts, in 2 series,

differentiated into a tubular 3-toothed or spathiform
somewhat herbaceous calyx, and a tubular unequally
3-lobed corolla, 1 stamen only us fertile, opposite this is

a large petaloid stammodium, and there are sometimes
other smaller ones, ovary inferior, 3-celled, rarely 1-

eelled, ovules manv in each cell, style 1, stigma usually
1 fruit a capsule, seed with largo pensperm, small
endosperm, and straight embrjo

There are 24 genera and about 270 species, distributed
in the tropical regions of the eastern hemispheie Only
2 genera are in America. The largest genera are Amo-
mum, with 50 species, and Alpima, with 40 species

The family is related to the Musaceae, Marantace.c
and Cannaccau but diffeis in the ligule, the aromatic oil,

the sharp differentiation of the perianth, the single
stamen, and the large single stammodium
To the spicy aromatic flavor of the rhizomes and

fruits the family ow'os its useful qualities Ginger is

from the rhizomes of Zingiber officinale, cultivated from
India Cardamon fruits are from Elettima Cardamo-
mum of farther India Curcuma or turmeric is from
the rhizomes of Curcuma longa, cultivated from south-
east Asia This is used in medicine, and for flavor-

ing pickles In it is a >cllow dye The seeds of Amo-
mum Melegueta of west Africa aie the grains of paia-

13. Candace® 1 Canna, a, flower, ft, floral diagram
MarantacE/E 2 Maranta, a, flower, pistil removed, ft, floral

diagram Orchidace.®: 3 Lycasto, a, flower, ft, column, front
view, r, pollima and gland, d, floral diagram 4* Cypnpedium,
a, flower, ft, column, under side, c, column, side view, d, floral dia-
gram (at ,

fertile stamen, ater , sterile stamen, atig , stigma, g,

gland, p., pistil).

dise of commerce. Galangal, used in perfumery, is the
rootstock of Alpima Galanga of the East Indies.

Heveial genera are in cultivation in America, mostly
grown for ornamental purposes in greenhouses and
principally in the South. Among these are Alpima
(Shell Flower); Amomum; Curcuma (Curcuma, Tur-
meric), Klettana (commercial Cardamon seeds), He-
dyehium (Butterfly Lily, Ginger Lily, Garland Lily);

Kuempferia, Zingiber (Ginger)

44 Cannacese (from the genus Canna
,
the origin of

the name not clear) . Canna Family. Fig 13 Similar
to the Marantaceie m all but the following structural

details no joint nor ligule at summit of petiole, ovules
many in each cell of the ovary, embryo stiaight

Tins family contains a single genus and 25-50 species

of tropical and subtiopical America
The starchy rhizome of C edulii> is grown and eaten

in the West Indies and Australia The arrowroot
standi of the English and French is derived from C
cocnnca of the West Indies and South America The
cannas are popular ornamental garden plants

45 Marantaceee (from the genus Maranta
,
named

for Maranti, a Venetian botanist and physician of the
10th century) Arrowroot Family Fig 13 Herbs with
rhizomes leaves mostly basal, with an articulation at

the summit of the petiole, blade linear to oval, pinnately
patallel-veined inflorescence usually surrounded by
spathe-hke bracts; floweis bisexual, irregular, epigynous,
perianth of 0 parts, plainly differentiated into calyx ami
coiolla, the latter somewhat irregular, one stamen of the
inner set fertile, petaloid, with lateral anther, the two
others of the inner whorl tiansformed into enlarged
stammodia, usually 1 or 2 of the outer whorl also

present as petaloid stammodia, ovary inferior, 3-celled,

rarely 1-2-ceIled, ovule 1 in each cell; style flat anti

twisted or lobed fruit a capsule or bony, seeds with
perisperm, and aril, embryo curved

Marantaceie has 12 genera and about 160 species, of

damp situations in the tropics, mostly American The
hugest genus is Calathea wuth 00 species The family
is related to the Cannaceje, Zingiberaceic, and Musa-
eejc The joint at the summit of the petiole, the typo
of stamen-irregularity, the 1-sceded cells of the ovary,
and the curved embryo are distinctive

The rhizome of Maranta arundmacea is cultivated in

t ropieal America, and furnishes themarant a arrowroot of

commerce, rhizomes of some other species are eaten
Many species are ornamental, mostly for conservatory.

Five or 6 genera are in cultivation in America, as

Calathea (Rattlesnake Plant), Maranta, Phrymum;
Stromanthc; Thalia

Order 21. Microspermaa

46 Orchidaceae (from the genus Orchis, an ancient
name of these plants) Orchid Family Fig 13 Her-
baceous plants of very diverse habit and structure* ter-

restrial, epiphytic or saprophytic, sometimes climbing;
the terrestrial with fibrous roots or with thickened tuber-

like roots, the epiphytic often with the base of the leaf

and adjoining stem swollen, forming a pseudobulb; the
saprophytic without chlorophyll

,
the epiphytic often with

aerial hanging roots are provided with a water-absorb-
ing layer (velamen) leaves alternate, succulent, coria-

ceous or membranous, linear to oval flowers bisexual,

rarely unisexual, irregular, epigynous, perianth of 6
parts, in 2 series, usually all petaloid; one petal larger,

forming the lip (labellum)
;
stamens originally 6, but all

except 1 or 2 wanting, or reduced to staminodia, united
with the pistil, pollen-grains compound, granular, or
aggregated into masses (pollima) which are either free

m the anther or attached by a stalk to a viscid apical or

stigmatic gland; carpels 3; ovary inferior, 1- or 3-celled;

ovules very numerous, style united with the stamens to

form the column; stigma in the front of the column, or

on a projecting lobe, fruit a capsule, seeds very minute.
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This is an important family of more than 400 geneia
and between 0,000 and 10,000 species Orchids are very
widely distributed, except in the arctics, but are most
numerous in the tropics Those of temperate regions
are mainly terrestrial, those in the tropics commonly
epiphytic The large genera are Epidendrum, 500 spe-
cies; Habenaria, Dendrobium, Bulbophyllum, and On-
cidmm, 200-600 species each; Masdevallia, Odonto-
glossum, and Maxillaria, each 100 or more species

From the standpoint of the intricate and very special

mechanisms evolved in order to insure cross-pollination,

the orchids are the most wonderful of our insect-

pollinated plants For a detailed account see Darwin’s
“Fertilization of Orchids,” or Kemer and Oliver’s “Natu-
ral History of Plants ” In general, the insect visiting the
showy flower for the honey comes m contact with the
sticky gland above the stigma, thereby pulling it out,

along with the attached pollen masses While the insect

is going to another flower, the pollen masses dry and
bend down until they are in position to strike the viscid

stigma, which tears away and retains some of the pollen.

The method of pollination in Cypnpcdium is fundamen-
tally different Some orchids (c g ,

Catasetum) possess a
sensitive explosive mechanism that forcibly ejects the
pollen mass, often to the distance of 2 or 3 feet The
minute seeds of the orchids are well adapted to be
disseminated by the wind and find lodgment in the
crevices of the bark of trees and on other supports.

Orchids are divided into large groups as follows
Group I Diandric The two lateral stamens of the

inner whorl fertile, the dorsal of the outer whorl
staminodial or fruitful, the others absent Cypripc-
dium, Solempcdium, Paphiopedilum, and others
Group II Monandrm The dorsal stamen of the

outer whorl fruitful, all the others wanting By far

the majority of the species belong here Subgroup I.

Pollmia connected by eaudieles with a gland at base
of anther near stigma Subgroup 2. Pollen without
eaudieles or with these attached to a gland at apex of

anther
The family is very distinct and easily distinguished

Its only near relatives aie the Burmanniaceai The
peculiar structure of the stamens and pistil, together
with the minute exalbuminous seeds arc distinctive

The Orchidacea* is perhaps the most important
family from the standpoint of ornamental gardening.
To grow these singular, fantastic, showy, and often

sweet-scented flowers has in recent years become almost
a craze. It is estimated that, whereas Linnams knew
but a dozen exotic orchids, at the present day more
than 2

;
500 are known to English horticulturists.

Plants in the family useful for other purposes are few.
The most important is vanilla, derived from the capsule
of Vanilla planifolia of Mexico, and now widely culti-

vated in the tropics Faham (Angnecum fragrans of

Bourbon) has a fragrant, bitter-almond-like taste, the
leaves are used for indigestion and tuberculosis, and aro
known as Bourbon tea. Salop is derived from the
roots of various terrestrial orchids of the Mediterra-
nean region The roots of hcllcborine (Epipactis lati-

folia) are used for rheumatism. The root of Spiranthes
diuretica of Chilo is renowned as a diuretic. The flow-

ers of Habenaria conopsea are used for dysentery. Spi-
ranthes autumnalis and Habenaria bifoiia are said to

be aphrodisiac. The roots of Cypnmedium parmflorum,
var. pubescens are frequently used m America as a
substitute for valerian.

CLASS II DICOTYLEDONE^E
Sub-class 1. Archichlamydese (Choripetalae and Apetalae)

Order 22. Verticillales

47 Casuarinace® (from the genus Casuanna
,
de-

rived from the resemblance of the branches to the
feathers of the bird cassowary). Casuarina Family.

Fig 14. Shrubs, or much-branched trees, with the habit
of the horse-tail (Equisctum) or Ephedra branches
whorled, jointed, striate leaves replaced by striate,

many-toothed sheaths flow'ers monoecious or direcious,

the staminate in spikes, the pistillate in heads, perianth
of the staminate flower of 2, rarely 1, bract-like parts;
stamen 1

;
perianth of the pistillate flowrer 0, ovary

1-celled, rarely 2-celled, 2-4-ovuled, stigmas 2. fruit

14 CAsnARiVACKAc 1 Catarina, a, portion of male inflores-

cence, 6, diagram of whorl of flowers, c, female flower, d, female
flower, cross-section S^lburk 2 Saururus, a, flower, 6,

floral diagram Piperack e 3 Piper a inflorescence in fruit, 6,

portion of spike with flowers, r, female flower, vertical section
Chloranthacf k 4 Chloranthus, a, flower, vertical section, b,

floral diagram

dry, often samaroid, inclosed by the woody valve-like

bracts, seeds 2, or 3-4, orthotropous, ascending
A single genus containing about 20. species occurs in

Australia and the neighboring islands, extending to

Madagascar and to southeast Asia The family is very
distinct and its relationships are in doubt It is placed
here m the system because of the simple flowers The
peculiar habit, reduced staminate flowers, and peculiar
fruit are characteristic

The wood of Casuanna cquuseUfolia is very hard, and
called ironwood It is used in ship-building, and by the
Indians for war-clubs, the powdered bark is used to
dress wounds, or for diarrhea A brown dye is obtained
from the same plant
A few species of Casuanna (Beefwood, She Oak) are

cultivated in the South for timber and ornament

Order 23 Pipekales

48 Saururace® (from the genus Saururus, meaning
lizard's tail, in allusion to the long slender spike).

Lizard’s-Tail Family Fig 14 Herbs leaves alternate,

large and broad flowers bisexual, regular, in a long,

dense spike, perianth 0, stamens 6 or fewer, hypo-
gynous or united with the pistil; carpels 3-4, separate,

or united in to a 3-4-cellcd ovary, ovules 2 to several,

f

ianetal; stigmas as many as the carpels: fruit of

ollicles, or a lobed berry
Three genera and about 4 species are found in tem-

perate or subtropical Asia and North America The
family is related to the Pipcrace®, with which it is

frequently umted From that family it differs in

having several carpels m each flower and several

parietal ovules for each carpel
Saw urns cemuus (lizard’s tail), a native herb, is

m the trade as a garden plant for wet soil

49 Piperace® (from the genus Piper, an ancient
name of pepper). Pepper Family Fig 14 Herbs,
shrubs, or rarely trees, leaves alternate, rarely opposite
or whorled* flowers in dense spikes, bisexual, or uni-

sexual, regular, perianth 0, stamens 1-10, ovary
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l-celled, ovule 1, basal; stigmas 1-4, rarely more, sessile:

fruit a dry or fleshy berry
There are 9 genera and about 1,025 speeies, confined

to the tropics The largest genera are Piper with 600
species and Peperomia with 400 species The family is

related to the Saururacea), with which it is often united;

otherwise it. stands alone as a distinct type, the system-
atic position of which is uncertain The spicate inflores-

cence, naked flowers, and l-celled, 1-seeded ovary are

distinctive

The unripe fruit of Piper nigrum (Java, etc ) yields

black pepper The ripe fruit of the same plant yields

white pepper Long pepper is the whole spike of

P longum of India The drug cubebs is obtained
from P Cubeba Betel consists of the leaves of

P Belle
,
which in India arc mixed with the areca nut

and masticated (p 16) From an extraction of the roots

of P methysticum (ava, or kava-kava), mixed with
the milk of coconuts, an intoxicating drink is made m
the Pacific Islands Some species of Peperomia are
eaten as salads, others chewed as betel

Some genera are m cultivation m America as green-
house foliage plants Peperomia, 10 or more species,

Piper (Pepper, Black Pepper, Japanese Pepper)

50 Chloranthaceae (from the genus Chloranthus,
signifying green flowers) Chloranthus Family Fig
14 Herbs, shrubs or trees leaves opposite flowers

bisexual or unisexual, regular, very small, subtended
by bracts, and mostly borne in spikes; perianth 0,
stamens in the bisexual flowers 1-3, united with each
other and with the ovaiy, m the stammate inflorescence

inserted on a common axis and forming a spike;

carpels 1, with 1 pendent ovule, stigma sessile, fruit

drupaceous
Three genera and about 35 species occur, in tropical

America, East Asia, and the islands of the Pacific

Ocean The family is related to the Piperacea? and
Saururacea) The opposite leaves, the few starrtens.

which are often unilaterally united with the 1-ccllecl

ovary, and the suspended ovule, are peculiar
The roots of Chloranthus ojjicmalis have a camphor-

like odor, and are used in the East as a febrifuge

One species of Chloranthus is grown in greenhouses
for foliage and berries

Order 24. Salicales

51. Salicacese (from the genus Salix, the classical

Latin name) Willow Family Fig 15 Shrubs or
trees, creeping m the arctics’ leaves alternate, simple:
flowers dioecious, both sexes in catkins, 1 flower to each
scale; perianth 0; disk piesent, cup-shaped or finger-

like, stamens 2-many, separate or united, ovary often
pcdicelled, 1-celled, placenta; 2, parietal, ovules numer-
ous; stigmas 2, often each 2-lobed fruit a capsule;
seeds with a basal tuft of long hairs

Sahcacea; has 2 genera and about 180 species, of
which 160 belong to the genus Salix, inhabitants of
the north temperate and arctic zones

;
a few in the

tropics and in South Africa The family is not definitely

related to any other family, though possibly to the
Tamaricaceee The flowers of both sexes in catkins,

the glandular disk, and the dehiscent many-seeded
capsule with comose seeds, are distinctive

The bark of many species has been used for inter-

mittent fevers and for tanning leather A yellow dye
occurs in the bark of Populus alba and P tremula,

also in Salir alba, S. daphrtoides, and others The
resinous buds of P balsamifera, or tacamahac, furnish
American balm of Gilead The stammate catkins of

S xgyptiaca are odoriferous and are used in the East
m medicinal waters, as a cordial, and as a sudorific

Willow and poplar wood is soft and light The twigs
of several species of Salix are universally used m
basket-making
The two genera are in cultivation in America, as

ornamental plants and for shelter-belts and basket-
work and sometimes for timber Populus (Poplar, As-
pen, Tacamahac. Balm of Gilead [not the original].

Cottonwood, Abele); and Salix (Willow, Osier).

Order 25. Myricales

52 Myricaceae (from the genus Mynra, the ancient
name of the Tamarisk). Sweet Gale Family Fig 15
Shrubs or trees leaves alternate, usually simple, resin-

ous’ flowers monoecious or dioecious, in catkins or
spikes, single for each bract, perianth 0, stamens 4-6,

or 16, m the axil of the bract (scale), ovary l-celled,

1-ovuled, stigmas 2 fruit a drupe, usually slightly

horned by union with the braeteoles, seed solitary,

orthotropous, basal

15. Salicaoe,® 1 Salix, a, mule flower, b, female flower, c.

eross-scctiou ov ary Z Populus, a, male flowt r, b, deluding fruit,

Miruacee J Mynca, a, male flowir, 6, female flower Jco-
I ANDA< E*. 4 Julians, a, diagram male flowci

,
b, diagram female

flower, c, vertical section female flowir Bb.tul.ai kx. 5 C'orylus,

a, diagram mule flower, b, diagram fern tie flout rs b Betulu, «,

male flowers, b, female flowers, c, diagram male flowers, d, diagram
female flowers 7 Alnus, a, male flowers, b, female flowers, c, dia-

gram malo Aow’cre, d, diagram female floweis (?, scale, a, b, and c,

bractiolea of the first, second and third orders, p, perianth, y,

gland )

One genus with about 35 species is generally dis-

tributed over the more temperate parts of the earth

The Myncaceie are related to the other amentiferous

families, eg, Juglandaceue. Fagaceue and Betulaceae

The mdehiscent, 1-seeded fruit, basal seeds, two
carpels, absence of perianth, and simple leaves are
characteristic of the family
Myrxca Gale and other species are used for tanning

leather. M Gale has also been used in the preparation

of beer. The wax from the drupelets of M cerijera

and M. enrolments is used for making candles The
fruit of M 8apida and M Nagi is edible, M (Comp-

Ionia) asplenifolui has been used as a tonic A volatile

oil is obtained from the fruits of M Gale The root

of M cerijera is emetic and purgative

M. Nagi is cultivated in California for the edible

fruit M a8plemfolia, native m the United States, is

grown for ornament. Other species are sometimes
planted.
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Order 26. Juqlandales

53. Juglandaceae (from the genua Juglans, a con-
traction of the Latin Joins glans, the nut of Jupiter).

Walnut Family. Fig 15. Trees or shrubs, often resin-

ous leaves alternate, exstipulate, pinnately compound:
flowers monoecious, small; the stanunate in drooping
catkins with single perianth of 4 parts, or rarely 0, one
flower for each bract, the pistillate 2-3 together, with
perianth of 4 parts adherent to the ovary as are also

the bract and bracteole; ovary inferior, 1-celled; ovule

1, basal, orthotropous; stigmas usually 2- or 4-branched:
fruit a nut with a fleshy exocarp, or bursting irregularly,

or 4-valved, or winged
In this family arc 6 genera and about 35 species of

the north temperate zone The largest genus is Carya
with 10 species The family is related to other Amen-
tifenn, e g., Myricaceai, Fagaccai, and Betulaceic. The
indehiscent, 1-seeded fruit, basal seeds, 2 carpels,

perianth and pinnate leaves are distinctive. Fossil

species are known
The wood of English walnut is highly valued, but

that of Juglans nigra (black walnut) is one of the
most valuable of woods Hickory wood is prized for

its hardness and toughness The fruits of the English
walnut (J regia), butternut (J . cmerea), and of

species of Carya (hickory) are among the most im-
portant food-nuts The leaves and bark of Carya and
Juglans are purgative Green dyes are obtained from
Carya iomaitosa

,

and yellow from C ovata, C sul-

cata
,
and C glabia. Walnut oil and hickory oil are m

the trade
The cultivated genera in America are Carya or

Hicoria (Hickory, Pecan, Bitternut, Pignut, Mockernut,
Shellbark, Kingnut), native and hardy; Juglans
(Walnut, Butternut, English Walnut), ornamental, fruit,

and timber, Platycarya, ornamental, Pterocarya, orna-
mental.

Order 27 Fagales

54. Betulacese (from the genus Betula, the ancient
Latin name of the birch) Biuch Family Fig 15 Trees
or shrubs, leaves alternate, simple, mostly pinnately
parallel]-veined: flowers monoecious, regular, much
reduced, the stammate in slender catkins; the pistillate

m short spikes, rarely in flexuous catkins or geminate;
3 flowers, rarely by reduction 2 or 1 flower behind each
bract; perianth of the stammate flower single, 2—4-lobed
or 0; stamens 2-10; perianth of the pistillate flower

absent in Betula and Alnus, in other genera an epigy-
nous crown of several tiny scales; ovary inferior, origi-

nally 2-cclled and each cell 1-ovuled, but only one cell

and 1 seed maturing; stigmas 2: fruit an indehiscent
nutlet, often winged; either separating from the bract
and bractcoles (Alnus, Betula), or falling with them, in

which case these organs form a protective involucre
(Corylus), or a winged or bladdery organ concerned in

seed -dissemination (Carpinus, Ostrya); seeds anatro-
pous, cxalbuimnous.

Six genera and about 75 species inhabit the extra-

tropical northern hemisphere; many are arctic, some of

which are creeping. Fossil species are known The
family is related to the Fagaceie and other amentif-
erous families. The pistillate flowers m spikes, the
presence of a perianth in one or the other sex, the
cymose group of flowers for each bract, the 2 carpels,

and the single integument of the seed are characteristic.

The wood of Alnus and Betula is prized by wagon-
makers, cabinet-makers and turners; charcoal for gun-
powder is made from this wood Tne twigs of Betula
are made into brooms. The bark of Betula papynfera
strips off m thin plates and is used for making canoes
and for writing-paper. The very thm bark-layers of B
Bhojpattra of India also furnish writing-paper. Vinegar
and beer are made from the sugary sap of Betula, which
is also considered an efficient antiscorbutic. The bark

of Alnus and Betula is used in tanning Russia leather,

and other kinds Hazelnuts are the fruit of Corylus;
filberts of Corylus Avellana. Oil of betula has a flavor

like wintergreen. The wood of Ostrya is very hard and
prized for Beetles. The wood of all the Betulacese is

good for firewood.

Several genera are in cultivation in America for orna-
ment or for the fruit (Corylus) such as Alnus (Alder)

;

Betula (Birch), Carpinus (Hornbeam Tree, Blue
Beech, Water Beech)

,
Corylus (Hazel, Filbert, Cobnut)

;

and Ostrya (Hop Hornbeam, Ironwood, Leverwood).

55.

Fagaceae (from the genus Fagus, the classical

name, in allusion to the esculent nuts). Beech Family.
Fig 16. Trees or shrubs leaves simple, alternate flow-

ers monoecious, the stammate in slender catkins, one
flower with each bract and a perianth of 4-6 parts, the

pistillate solitary or in groups of 3, epigynous, the
perianth reduced, ovary mostly 3- or 6-celled; ovules

2 m each cell, suspended, all but one in the ovary
aborting, integuments 2, stigmas 3 fruit a 1-seeded
nut, which singly, or in a group of 2-3, is surrounded by
a special involucre.

The family has 5 genera and about 600 species, all

natives of the subtropical and temperate northern
hemisphere, except the antarctic genus, Nothofagus
The largest genera are Quercus with 200 species, and
Pasama with 100 species The family is related to the

Bctulaceue and other amentiferous famihes, but the

stammate flowers alone in catkins, the indehiscent 1-

seeded fruit, the 3 carpels, and the special involucre

are distinctive There has been much debate as to the

morphology of the involucre,—whether it is composed
of the bracteoles of the little dichasium, or represents

sterile scales of the condensed catkin, or is a wholly
new outgrowth of the subfloral axis The latter is a
recent view of Engler This involucre becomes the

bur in beech and chestnut, and the cup in the oak.
The wood of whiteoak, red oak andmany other species

is very valuable, as is also that of beech and chestnut.

The bark of Querent. Subcr of Spain yields bottle-cork

The bark of Q vdutina of America is called quercitron,

and is used to dye yellow The kermes insect, which
furnishes a crimson dye, lives on Q coccifera of the
Mediterranean The stings of gall insects produce the

commercial oak-galls from which tannic and gallic

acid are obtained, and from which ink was made Offici-

nal creosote is distilled from the tar of species of Fagus.
The nut-like fruits of Castanea, Fagus, Quercus Ilex,

Q Robur, and Q Aigilops are eaten. The cups of Q.
xEqilops are sold for dyeing black and for tanning The
bark from many species of this family is used for tan-

bark
In America several genera are cultivated for ornament,

food, and timber: Castanea inc (Chestnut, Chinqua-
pin); Castanopsis Fagus (Beech); Nothofagus, little

known; Quercus (Oak, Black Jack).

Order 28. Urticales

56.

Ulmaceae (from the genus Ulmus
,
the classical

name). Elm Family. Fig 16. Trees or shrubs with-
out milky juice’ leaves alternate, usually oblique* flow-

ers bisexual or unisexual, regular, small; perianth simple;

parts 4-5, rarely 3-7; stamens of the same number
opposite the sepals, rarely twice as many, not elasti-

cally incurved; ovary superior, 1-cellod, 1-ovuled; the

ovule suspended, anatropous; stigmas usually 2. fruit

nut-like, drupaceous, or winged.
Thirteen genera and about 140 species are generally

distributed in all but the polar regions. The largest

genus is Celtis, with 60 species. The family is closely

related to the Urticacese and Moracesc. Its non-
clastic stamens, and suspended anatropous seeds are

important distinguishing characters
The seeds of some species of Celtis are edible. The

wood is used to make wind instruments, and the like.
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Elm wood is of use in the crafts. The mucilaginous
bark of slippery elm ( Ulmus fvlva] is used for poultices
and coughs The fragrant wood of Planera Abelicea of

Crete is false sandalwood
There are several genera m cultivation m America.

Among these are. Aphananthe, ornamental; Ceitis (Net-
tle Tree, Hackberry. Sugarberry), hardy, ornamental;
Planera (Water Elm), ornamental, Ulmus (Elm), orna-
mental, and for timber; Zelkova, ornamental.

57 Moraceae (from the genus Morus
,
the classical

name) Mulberry Family Fig 16. Herbs, shrubs, or
trees, sometimes climbing

•
juice milky: leaves alternate:

flowers dioecious or monoecious, regular, small, mostly
in heads or spikes, or lining the hollow pvriform fleshy

axis of the inflorescence (Ficus)
;
perianth single, of 4.

rarely 2-6, imbricated parts, more or less united ana
fleshy in the pistillate flower, stamens of the same num-
ber and opposite the sepals, usually inflexed in the bud
and elastic; ovary superior, sessile or stipitate, 1-celled,

1-ovuled; the ovule suspended, amphitropous, rarely

16. Faqace.® 1 Quercus, a, male flowers, 6, female flower,
c, diagram female flower, <1, fruit 2 Castanea, a, diagram female
flower, b, involucre and 3 fruits Ulmace® 3 Ulmus, a, flower,
6, fruit Morack.® 4 Morus, a, male flower, b, fruit 5 Humu-
lus, o, female flower, b, vertical section fruit G Cudrania, pistil

7 Ficus, vertical section female inflorescence (for explanation of
letters see Fig 15)

basal, stigmas 1-2 fruit an achene or drupe envel-
oped by the fleshy perianth, or on a flesny gyno-
phore, or composed of achenes in a fleshy hollow com-
mon receptacle

Moraceae contains 55 genera and about 950 species,

mostly of tropical distribution, 6 species of which are
native in the eastern United States. The largest genus is

Ficus with 600 species. The family is frequently united
with the Urticaceae and differs from that family only
in the presence of milky juice, in the two stigmas, and
m the usually suspended seed From the Ulmaceae it

differs in the inflexed elastic stamens
The fruit of the black mulberry (Morus nigra) has

been eaten since earliest times Those of M. mbra (red

mulberry), and M alba are also used for food The
bread fruit (Artocarpus mcisa) of the South Sea
Islands is now cultivated for food everywhere in the

tropics The leaves of Morus indica are eaten in India:

those of M . rubra in America M serrata is cultivated

for fodder The fig is the fleshy receptacle of the inflo-

rescence of Ficus Canca. For the structure and pollindr

tion of this remarkable plant see Kerner and Oliver’s

“Natural History of Plants.” The leaves of Morus are
diuretic and anthelmintic The juice of Antiaris toxv-

cana is used by the Javanese to poison arrows Hops
are used in medicine, also to flavor beer Hashish,
bhang or Cannabis indica is obtained from Cannabis
sativa, and is much used in the East as a narcotic to

chew and smoke like opium The fibers of C sativa are
hemp. The bark of Broussonetia furnishes clothing to
the South Sea Islanders The wood of Maclura auran-
tiaca is flexible, the yellow juice of the fruit, of this

plant was used by the Indians to paint their faces.

Cudrania javanensis yields a dye The milky juice of

Ficus elashca and other species yield commercial rub-
ber. F. indica is a banyan tree of India F religi^

osa is the sacred fig The leaves of various species of

mulberry are used to feed silkworms Shellac is ob-
tained from a small hemipterous insect which lives on
F. laccifera and F. rehyiosa in India

Several genera are in cultivation in America, the
majority in the far South Among these are Arto-
carpus (Bread Fruit, Jack Fruit), cultivated in the
West Indies and in botanical gardens, Brosimum
(Bread Nut), tropical, Bioussonetia (Paper Mul-
berry), ornamental, semi-hardy; Cannabis (Hemp),
rown for fiber or ornament, Cudrania, grown for

edges; Ficus (Fig, India Rubber Plant, Banyan
Tree, Creeping Fig, Peepul Tree), grown in warm re-

gions and m the greenhouses, Humulus (Hops), grown
for the fruit, Maclura (Osage Orange), for hedges;
Morus (Mulberry), for fruit, anti leaves for silkworms

58. Urticaceae (from the genus Urtica, the classical

Latin name of the plant, signifying to burn) Nettle
Family Fig 17 Herbs, shrubs or trees, rarely climb-
ing leaves alternate or opposite flowers unisexual,

regular, perianth single, rarely 0, usually green, con-
sisting of 4-5, rarely 2 3, separate or united parts, im-
bricated or valvate, stamens as many, and opposite
the segments, inflexed and uncoiling elastically, ovary
sessile, or pedicelled, or rarely united with the perianth,

1-celled, 1-ovulcd, style 1; stigma feathery fruit an
achene or drupe; seeds basal, orthotropous; embryo
straight

The 41 genera and about 475 species are mainly
tropical, a few in North America and fewer in Europe.
The largest genus is Plica, with 100 species. The family

is very closely i elated to the Morace® and Ulmaceae,

with which it was formerly united The apetalous
anemophilous flowers, with elastic stamens opposite
the sepals, and the 1-cellcd ovary, with a single basal,

orthotropous seed, are distinctive Many of the Urti-

caceae arc covered with stinging hairs containing formic
acid The common nettles are examples Cystohths
are common in the leaves

Paridaria diffusa and P. erecta contain niter, and
have been used as diuretics Nettles were used by
doctors to flog patients in order to pioduce a counter
irritation of the skin, a practice called “urtication.”

Other species have been used locally as medicine.
Laportea stimulans has been used as a fish-poison The
bast fibers of many species aro useful

;
e g ,

Urtica dioica
,

U cannabma, Laportea canadensis, and especially the
China grass or ramie (Bcehmena nwea). The fibers of

this latter have long been used m the Netherlands The
young foliage of many Urticaceae is used as spinach.
The tuberous root of Pouzolzia tuberosa is eaten
The following are in cultivation in America; three of

them are ornamental: Pellionia, a greenhouse creeper;

Pilea (Artillery Plant), a garden ana greenhouse plant;
and Urera, a greenhouse shrub The other genus,
Urtica (Nettle), is grown for fiber, and Boehmena
occurs occasionally in cultivation
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Order 29. Proteales

59. Proteaceae (from the genus Protea
,
from Proteus,

a self-transforming sea-god, in allusion to the great di-

versity of the genus). Protea Family Fig 17 Shrubs
or tiees, rarely herbs leaves alternate flowers bisexual,

rarely unisexual, regular or irregular, perianth of one
series, paits 4, separate or variously united, or labiate,

valvate; stamens 4. opposite the perianth parts,

hypogynous or inserted on the perianth; hypogynous
stalk (gynophoro) usually developed, often bearing a
ring of scales, or swellings, or a cup, carpel 1, ovary
superior, l-oelled, ovules 1 to several, style slender,
stigma slender or enlarged fruit unsymmetrienl, capsu-
lar, drupaceous, or nut-like, or a samara or follicle,

seeds sometimes winged
There are 49 genera and about 1 ,000 species, mostly

Australian, but many also in South Africa, and a few
m South America The largest genet a are Grevillea,

with 160 species, and ITakea, with 100 species The
family is perhaps distantly related to the Loranthacem,
Santalaceie, and Urtieacea?, but the relationship is

little understood The 4 valvate .sepals, 4 stamens,
and the unsymmetrienl, 1-cclled ovary, raised on an
appendaged gynophore are distinctive The small
flowers are usually aggregated in heads or spikes
surrounded by biacts The Proteacea?, for the most
part, inhabit counti les m which a very dry windy season
alternates with a rainv season, and many of them are
white-hairy
GnviUea robusta, Kmghtia exerha, Embothnum

coccmeum, hi uco^permum connear/)urn (redwood), and
Protea grandiflora (wagon-boom) are useful for timber.
The wood of the last species is used for wagon-
wheels The seeds of se\ end species are eaten A bit-

ter punciple is found in Ia uiaduuhon argenteum of
Alnca; a gum resin in Grevillea robusta of Australia

A golden d\e is obtained from the Australian Pcrsoonia
sacco ta Gcvuina avellana (Chilean hazelnut) furnishes

an edible fruit, as dot's also Brahenon stellahfolium
(wild chestnut of South Africa), and Mucndamia
terrnfoha (Queensland nut) Banksia and Protea fur-

nish important bee-plants
The genera m cultivation in America are mostly the

following Banksia, Gevuina (Chilean Nut, Chile Hazel),

grown in California, Grevillea (Silk Oak), in greenhouse
and California, Leucadendron (Silver Tree of the Cape),
grown in California, Maeadamia (Australian Nut), m
southern California, Protea, m southern California;

Telopea (Waratah, Warratau), m California

Order 30. Santalales

60 Loranthacese (from the genus Loranthus, meaning
thongflower, significance not clear) Mistletoe Family
Fig 17 Herbs or subshrubs, parasites or half-

parasites, with or without chlorophyll, rarely rooted
in the earth leaves usually opposite, randy alternate,

thick and green, or reduced to scales flowers bisexual

or unisexual, usually regular, receptacle of the pistillate

flower cup-shaped, united with the ovary, perianth
undifferentiated, usually in 2 series of 2 or 3 parts each,

of which the outer may be calyx and the inner corolla,

stamens as many as the parts of the perianth and oppo-
site them, free, or united with the perianth, ovary 1-

celled, inferior; ovule 1, orthotropous; stigma 1, often
sessile* fruit a 1-seeded berry.

The 21 genera and about 600 species are mostly
inhabitants of tropical countries, but extend into the
temperate zone. One species reaches Newfoundland.
Loranthus, the largest genus, contains 200 species, and
Phoradcndron contains 80 species The family is

related to the Santalaceae and Proteaceie The habit,

the cup-shaped receptacle, the position and number of

the stamens, and the 1-celled, 1-seeded fruit are dis-

tinctive The fruits are often very viscid and easily

become fastened to the branches of trees where they

germinate and grow The inflorescence is often much
reduced and inconspicuous.
The viscid substance of the fruit is called birdlime,

and is used for catching small birds. Various species
have been used locally as medicine The mistletoe
( Viscum album ) of Europe was worshipped by the
Gauls When gathered from the oak it was considered
sacred by the Druids.

Phoradendron flmescens (American mistletoe) is

gathered and sold in the market
61 Santalaceae (from the genus <Stantalum, the

Latin name for sandalwood) Sandalwood Family.
A family closely related to the Loranthacese, from which
it differs only in the more numerous ovules and the
general habit The Santalacea? are commonly inde-
pendent plants or root parasites, while the Loranthacese
are usually aerial parasites

The Santalaceae consists of 26 genera and about 250
species, m the temperate and tropical regions

17. Urticace® 1 Urtica, a, male flower, b, female flower, c,

female flower, vertical section Proteace® 2. Bankaia, a, in-
florescence, b, flower 3 Protea, flower 4. a and b, pistils of Pro-
teaceao Loranihack® 5 Phoradendron, a, inflorescence, b,

vertical section inflorescenoe. Olacack® 6 Lmosma, flower 7.

Linosma, floral diagram.

The aromatic and sweet-scented wood of the tree,

Santalum alburn, has been used medicinally, and is

used in perfumery and cabinet-making Other species

of Santalum, also of Fusanus, Acanthosyris, Colpoon,
and Exocarpus are also used in cabinet work The
sweet flesh of the fruit of some species, the thickened
pedicels or oily seeds of others, are edible

Queer tendril-like brushes on the fruits of the reduced
aerial genus Myzodcndron of South America serve as

flying organs and later twine about the support
Bucklcya of the southeastern United States is some-

times cult lvated
,
also Pyrulana

62 Olacacese (from the genus Olax, signifying a fur-

row, application unknown) Olax Family Fig. 17.

Trees or shrubs, sometimes twining or climbing, with
alternate, entire leaves flowers mostly bisexual, regu-

lar, perianth single, the divisions (sepals?) 4-5, rarelv fi
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valvate; stamens 4-10, often adnate to the perianth

or connate, disk present, diverse, carpels 3, rarely 2-5;

ovary superior, 1-celled, rarely falsely 3-5-celled,

ovule 1; style 1: fruit usually a drupe inclosed m the
accrescent and persistent perianth, seed albuminous

Olacaceie has 25 genera and about 140 species of

tropical distribution, two of which reach southern
Florida Olax is the largest genus The Olacaceie are

related to the Loranthaceae and Santalaceaj

seed. 8 Achyranthe^, flower

The family is of little economic importance Some
species are valuable for their hard timber The drupes
of Ximenia are eaten in Senegal. Olax zeylamca has a
fetid wood, used locally for fevers.

One species, Ximenia amcncana (hog plum) is

native in Florida and the tropics, and is of moderate
value for the fruit

Order 31. Akistolochiales

63 Aristolochiaceae (from the genus Anstolochia,

in reference to its supposed medicinal properties in

connection with child-birth) Bikthwort or Dutch-
man’s Pipe Family Fig 18 Herbs or woody plants,

the latter mostly twining leaves alternate, usually

broad and entire flowers bisexual, epigynous, regular

or irregular, perianth of one series, the parts mostly 3,

connate, often petaloid, very diverse, sometimes regu-
lar with the parts nearly separate, sometimes with a
long tube which is swollen below, abruptly curved
above, and with an abruptly spreading entire border,

stamens 6-36, separate and inserted on the ovary, or
united with the style, ovary inferior, rarely superior, 4-

or 6-, rarely 5-, celled, ovules many, style 1; stigmas
4 or 6. fruit a capsule

Five genera and about 210 species are known, 180
species of which belong to Anstolochia They are dis-

tributed in the warm parts of the earth, but are most
numerous in South America Seven or 8 species are

native in northeastern North America. The family is

not definitely related to any other, but is placed pro-
visionally near the Polygonaceic, not however because
related to that family, but because equally simple m
structure Three scale-like organs between the perianth
and stamens in Asarum are probably tine petals The
flowers of most Anstolochiaceai are lurid in color and
pollinated by flies Many are cai l ion-scented and afford
an additional attraction for these insects The perianth
in Anstolochia assumes remarkable shapes, some ot

which have led to the name “Dutchman’s pipe
”

The rootstock of Asm um cmuidensc (Canada snako-
root or wild ginger) is aromatically peppeiy, and used
to flavor wines, the breath, and the like Anstolochia
reticulata

,
of Arkansas, and Anstolochia Serpentaria, of

the eastern United States, furnish the serpentaria of
medicine, used as a tonic and as a febrifuge The
latter plant is Virginia snakeroot The common name
arises from the reputed efficacy of these plants and
other species of the family as remedies for snake-bites
The genera in cultivation in America are Anstolo-

chia (Buthwort, Virginia Snakeroot, Dutchman’s Pipe,

Pehcan Flower, Goose Flower), hardy or greenhouse
twiners, Asaruin (Wild Ginger, Canada Snakeroot),
low hardy border herbs.

Order 32. Polygonales

64. Polygonacese (from the genus Polygonum, de-

rived from the Greek meaning many knees in reference

to the swollen joints of some species) But kwheat
Family Fig 18 Herbs, shrubs, or trees, sometimes
twining stem often knotty leaves alternate, rarely

opposite, simple, usually with a sheathing stipular

growth (ochrea) at the base flowers bisexual or unisex-

ual, regular, perianth apparently of one set, though
sometimes in 2 whorls, the parts usually 3, 5, or 6, dis-

tinct or connate at base, the inner set sometimes much
enlarged and modified with hooks, spines, wings, or
tubercles, stamens 1-15, usually 6, 8, or 9, usually op-
posite the perianth parts, mostly separate and hypogy-
nous, ovary superior or nearly so, compressed or 3-

angled, of 2- 1-carpels, but 1-celled or falsely 3-celled,

ovule solitary, styles and stigmas 2-4 fruit a flat, an-
gled, or winged achene, seeds usually not inverted
(orthotropous)
Thirty genera and about 700 species occur, mostly

in the noit-h temperate zone of both continents The
largest genera are Polygonum, 150 species, Coccoloba,
125 species, Enogonum, 120 species, and Rumex with
100 species The family is not closely related to any
other, but is usually placed near the Chenopodiaceae
because of its simple floral structure and for want of a
better place The stipular sheaths or, when absent, the
mvolucrate heads (Eriogonum), and 1-celled fruit with
a single orthotropous seed, aie distinctive.

The foliage of the Polygonaceai contains an acid, for

which reason it is frequently eaten as salads or pot-herbs.

Among plants used for this purpose are several species

of Rumex, petioles of Rheum Rhaponticum, and Oxyria.

The seeds of buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum) con-
tain much starch and are made into flour In medi-
cine, rhubarb (Rheum ojjicinale), employed as a purge
and tonic, has been in use since earliest times, and its

origin is lost in antiquity, though probably it is a na-
tive of China Yellow dock (Rumex crispus) is a tonic.

Smartweed {Polygonum Hydropiper) has an acrid juice

that will produce a blister. A blue dye is obtained
from P. tmetonum of China. The roots of Calligonum
Pallasia are used in Siberia to stay hunger, and the
fruits to quench thirst The astringent, drug, bistorta,

is from P Bistorta The leaves of P. orientale are

smoked like tobacco in China
Several genera are m cultivation in America for

ornament and food. Among these are Antigonon
(Mountain Rose, San Miguelito), very showy climbers,

Coccoloba (Sea Grape, Shore Grape, Pigeon Plum),
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trees both of greenhouse and the South, used for timber
and edible fruit, Eriogonum, garden plants, Fagopyrum
(Buckwheat), grain, Mueidenbeckia (cultivated as

Coccoloba or Tapeworm Plant), greenhouse, Poly-

gonum (Smartweed, Jointweed, Knotweed, Prince’s

Feather, Kiss - me - over - the-gaiden - gate, Lady’s
Thumb, Mountain Fleece, Secalme), hardy ornamental
herbs, Rheum (Rhubarb, Pie-plant. Wine Plant), food,

medicine, and ornament, Rumex (Dock, Sorrel, Sheep
Sorrel, Canaigre, llais Colorada, Herb Patience, Spm-
age Dock, Curly Dock), ornamental plants, food-plants
and weeds.

Order 33 Centrospermoe

65 Chenopodiaceae (from the genus Chenopodium
,

which means goose foot
,
from the shape of the leaves).

Goosefoot Family Fig 18. Herbs, shrubs, or rarely

small trees, often very fleshy with reduced branching
and foliage, and very diverse and remarkable in form
leaves alternate, rarely opposite, often fleshy or reduced
to scales flowers bisexual or unisexual, regular, very
small, perianth of one series, the parts 1-5, separate
or united, greenish, imbricated, persistent, stamens as
many as the perianth parts, or fewer, opposite them,
hypogynous or borne on the perianth, often connate,
hypogynous disk usually present, ovary superior,
1 -celled, 1-ovuled, style and stigmas 1--4 fruit dry,
rarely fleshy, usually indehiscent, inclosed m the very
diverse perianth which is often hard, or fleshy, or
thorny, or hooked, embryo coiled

This family contains 73 genera and about 550
species, distiibuted all over the world, but principally
confined to saline or alkaline habitats A few nave
become weeds in good garden soil The family is

closely related to the Amaiantaceai, Phytolaccaceie,
Caryophvllacea' and Port ulacaceie, all of which have
an annular embryo The fleshy habit, absence of

ecarious bracts, 1-celled, 1-seeded ovary, and coiled

embryo arc distinctive \ remarkable family of lit-

toral plants, often with water-storing tissue, spines,

queer fruits, and the like

The most important economic species is the beet
(Beta vulgaris), the enlarged loot of which is used for

food and for sugar, the foliage as a pot-herb Species
of Chenopodium, Atuplex, Spmacia and others are
eaten as greens Of these spinach is the most famous
The voung shoots of Salicornia (glasswort, marsh sam-
phire) are eaten as a pot-herb and are pickled. These
shoots are also used foi making glass and soaps be-
cause of the soda contained The seeds of Chenopodium
Qumon are made into flour in Peiu The foliage of Chen-
opodium Botiys and ('henopodium ambrosioules is fra-

grant-scented The seeds of Chenopodium anthehmnti-
cum (worinseed) are a well-known vermifuge Cheno-
podium mexicanum yields saponin Atriplex hortensis

(orach) of Europe and Asia, yields an indigo dye, and
the leaves are edible Soda is obtained by burning
many species Salsola Kali var tenuifolia (Russian
thistle) is a bad weed

Several genera are in cultivation in America, largely

for food, but some for ornament Among these are:

Atriplex (Orach, Sea Purslane), food and ornament;
Beta (Beet, Mangel-wurzel, Mangel, Chard, Swiss
Chard, Spinach Beet), food and ornament, Chenopodium
(Good King Henry, Mercury, Markery, Feather Gera-
nium, Jerusalem Oak, Wormseed, Mexican Tea), orna-
ment, food, medicine; Cycloloma (Cyclone Plant),
ornament, Kochia (Mock Cypress), ornament; Spinacia
(Spinach, Spinage), food
66 Amarantaceae (from the genus Amarantus

,
de-

rived from the Greek, signifying unfading, the bracts
are scanous and unchanging) Amaranth Family. Fig.

18 Herbs, shrubs, or rarely trees leaves opposite or
alternate, rarely fleshy: flowers bisexual or unisexual,
email, regular, usually surrounded by scarious bracts;

perianth simple, in one series of 5, rarely 1, 2, 3, or 4,

separate or united parts, stamens opposite the perianth
parts, of the same number or fewer, rarely more nu-
merous, hypogynous or pengynous, separate or united,

the stamen-tube often with fringed appendages at the
top, hypogynous disk usually present; ovary superior,

free or slightly united with the perianth, 1-celled,

1 to many-seeded, style 0, or 1, or several, stigmas vari-

ous fruit a berry, an achene, or dehiscent by a lid;

usually surrounded by the perianth, embryo coiled

The 40 genera and about 450 species are distributed

everywhere except in the arctics; most abundant
within the tropics The family is very closely related

to the Chenopodiaccie and Phytolaccaceie, also to the
Caryophyllaceic and Portulacacea*. The single peri-

anth, scarious persistent bracts, and 1-seeded fruit

are distinctive

Many species of Amarantus are eaten as greens.

Gomphrena arborescens is a tonic Many Amaran-
taccie are weeds in cultivated grounds Some are im-
portant ornamental plants The garden forms of

Celosia cruslata are remarkable for their fasciated

inflorescence

In cultivation in America are Amarantus (Love-
lies-bleeding, Prince’s Feather, Joseph’s Coat), gar-

den annuals, Bosea, ornamental, Celosia (Cocks-
comb), garden annuals; Gomphrena (Globe Amaranth,
Bachelor’s Button), garden annual; Ircsine or Achy-
ranthes, bedding plants; Telanthcra (Alternant hera),
bedding plants, Trichinimn or Ptilotus, greenhouse.

67

Nyctaginaceae (from the generic name Nyctago,
a synonym of Mirabihs, meaning night, in reference to

the crepuscular or nocturnal flowering of the Four-
O’clock). Four-O’ct/x k Family Fig 19 Herbs,
shrubs, or trees leaves usually opposite, entire* flowers

bisexual, rarely unisexual suriounded by an involucre
of separate or united bracts which incloses 1 or several

flowers, corolla absent; perianth parts united, very
diverse in consistency, form and color, often petaloid,

19 Nyctaginaceb 1 Mirabihs, a, flower; 6, floral diagram,
2 Neea, flower Phytolaccace® 3 Phytolacca, a, flower, 6.

floral diagram, c, vertical section of seed Aizoacead 4 Mollugo,
a, flower, 6, vertical section of seed 5 Aizoon, floral diagram 6.

Mesembryanthemum, flower. Portulacace® 7. Calandnma,
flower
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valvate or plicate persistent after flowering, and often
woody or leathery, enveloping the fruit, stamens 1-30,

united at the bas?, unequal, hypogynous, ovary of 1

carpel, 1-celled, 1-ovuled; style 1, stigma 1. fiuit an
achene.
The family has 18 genera and about 150 species,

principally natives of America from Colorado to Chile.

A few are scattered in other parts of the world The
largest genus is Pisoma with 40 species, Neea has 30
species The family is related to the Phvtolaecaccse.

The floral bracts, absence of corolla, peisistent peri-

anth enveloping the very thin-walled fruit, and the
1-seeded, 1-celled ovary, are distinctive

The roots of Boerhavni and of Mxiabilis Jalapa are
purgative, and are sold as a substitute for jalap The
foliage of several species of Bceihavia is used as vege-
tables The natives of the Hawaiian Islands catch
birds with the very sticky fruits of the native species

The leaves of Neea thnfcra are used as tea in Biazil,

also as a black dye
In America 3 genera are in common cultivation

Abronia, gafden annuals; Bougamvilkea, gieenhouse
shrubs, Mirabilis (Four-o’clock, Marvel of Peru).

68 Phytolaccaceae (from the genus Phytolacca, de-
rived from the Greek meaning plant and lac, in refer-

ence to the red juice of the fruit) Pokeweed Family.
Fig 19 Herbs, shrubs, or trees leaves mostly alter-

nate, simple flowers bisexual, rarely unisexual, regu-

lar; perianth of one series, divisions 4-5, separate, per-

sistent, not modified in fruit; stamens of the same
number as the parts of the perianth and alternate with
them, or more numerous, often connate at base, hypog-
ynous, disk obscure or annular, ovary usually supe-
rior, rarely inferior, caipels 1 to many, fiee, or united
into a several-eelled ovaiy, ovules I for each carpel,

styles as many as the caipels fruit a berry, utricle,

nut, or samara; embryo curved.
The pokeweed family contains 22 genera and about

100 bpecies, mostly of tropical and subtropical America
and South Africa One species reaches the eastern
United States All the genera are small The family is

related to the Aizoaoese, also to the Caryophyllaceie,
Chenopodiacea), Nyctaginacea?, and other families

with curved embryos. The several 1-seeded carpels

and noil-accrescent perianth are usually distinctive

The red juice of the fruit of Phytolacca dccandra was
used by the American Indians for staining baskets, and
the like The roots of this plant are medicinal (emetic,

cathartic), and the young shoots are eaten

A few genera are in cultivation in America Among
these are Phytolacca (Pokebeny, Pokeweed, Scokc,
Garget, Pigeonberry, lnkberry), native, hardy, rarely

cultivated as a pot-herb, and Rivina (Hough Plant),

ornamental garden and greenhouse plants

69 Aizoaceae (from the genus Aizoon, derived from
the Greek meaning always alive, in reference to the
persistence of life in desert habitats) Carpet-weed
or Ice-Plant Family Fig 19 Erect or prostrate,

often fleshy herbs or sub-shrubs, either the stem or the
leaves, or both, curiously modified to reduce surface

and store water; rarely ordinary herbaceous plants:

leaves opposite, alternate or whorled, simple and mostly
entire* flowers bisexual, regular, hypogynous or epigy-
nous, perianth of one set of 4-5 separate or united
parts, stamens 5, alternating with the penanth parts,

or by the splitting up of each becoming very numer-
ous, in which case many of the outer are changed into

long, showy, petaloid staminodia, the whole then some-
what resembling the head of an aster; ovary 2 -20-eelled,

superior or inferior; placenta) axial, basal, or parietal,

ovules mostly numerous, stigmas 2-20: fruit capsular
or nut-like; embryo curved or annular.

Eighteen genera and about 500 species are known,
of which 300 belong to the genus Mesembryanthemum;
mostly inhabitants of the desert or, at least, dry por-
tions of tropical and south-tropical regions The large

genus, Mesembryanthemum, is almost exclusively South
African, but reaches the Mediterranean One species
of Aizoaceie (Sesuvium) is native in the eastern United
States The family is related through some genera
to the Phytolaccaceic, through others to the Caryophyl-
lacea) and Poitulacaceie The annular embryo places
the Aizoacca) in this group The apetalous, often
falsely polypetalous, flowers, with several-eelled ovary,
and curved embryo, are characteristic

The fruits of Mesembryanthemum edule (Hottentot
fig) are edible The leaves of Mesembryanthemum are
used as a vegetable on the borders of the African
desert Tctragoma exnansa (New Zealand spinach) is

cultivated as a pot-nerb Mesembryanthemum crys-

talhnum (ice-plant) of the Mediterranean region, with
leaves covered with peculiar vesicular hairs filled with
a viscid liquid, which sparkles in the sunlight like frost,

is cultivated as a cunosity Other species are cultivated
for their strange appearance
Many species of Mesembryanthemum (Fig Mari-

gold, and Ice-plant) are moie or less cultivated in

America, also one species of Tetragonn (New Zealand
Spinach, New Zealand Ice-plant)

70 Portulacacese (from the genus Portulaca, an old
Latin name of unknow'n origin) Purslane Family
Fig 19 Herbaceous or suffrutieose leaves often fleshy,

sometimes connate flow'ers bisexual, usually regular,

sepals 2, petals 4-5, raiely more, sometimes connate
at the base, fugaceous, stamens in 1 or 2 whorls, hy-
pogynous (except in Portulaca), equal in number to the
petals and opposite them, or double the number and
alternating with them, or fewrer, or, by multiplication,

very many
,
ovary 1-celled, with a nee-central or basal

placenta; ovules 2 to many
,
style 2-3-parted fruit a

capsule, opening by a valve or lid, rarely indehiscent,

embryo curved or annular
Most of the 17 genera and about 150 species are

inhabitants of the warmer, dry or and regions, for

which their fleshy stmeture and frequently prostrate

or caspitose habit are an adaptation They are most
abundant m South America and the Cape of Good
Hope, also common in western North America The
Portulacaccae are most closely related to the Carvo-
phyllace® and Aizoaceae The 2 sepals, 1-celled ovary
with central placenta, seveial styles, and curved or

coiled embryo are distinctive In the common pur-
slane and a few other species, the capsule opens by a
terminal lid. which, sepaiatmg along a transveise line,

falls off and thus allows the seeds to escape In Por-
tulaca the ovary is partly inferior

Most of the Portulaeacetc are mucilaginous, some are

slightly bitter and have been used as a mild tonic The
herbage of Portulaca oleracea is eaten as a salad or as

greens, and is also said to be sedative and an antidote

for scurvy Several species of Calandnma, Talinum
and Clayton la, are used as pot-herbs The roots of

Claytoma luberosa of Siberia are edible, as are also the

roots of the western Lewisia
About one-third of the genera are in cultivation m

America. Portulaca grandijlora (Hose Moss) is orna-

mental, P. oleracea (Purslane or Pusley) is a pot-herb,

the Montias are also pot-herbs Lewusia, Talinum,
Spraguea and Claytoma are mostly ornamental

71 Basellaceae (from the genus liasella, the Malabar
name of the plant) Basella Family Fig 20. Climb-
ing, perennial heibs, rarelv slightly woody leaves alter-

nate, broad, often fleshy, flowers bisexual, regular, 2
bracteolate, sepals 2, petals 5, separate or connate,
imbricated, peisistent, stamens 5, opposite the petals

and attached to their base; ovary superior, 1-celled,

ovule 1, basal, curved; style and stigma 1-3* fruit

indehiscent, inclosed in the corolla; embryo spiral.

There are 5 genera and about 15 species, all except
one species being confined to tropical America, mostly
m the Andes Boussingaultia, the largest genus, con-
tarns 10 species. The family is related to the Cheno-
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podiace® with which it has been united; also to the
Polygonaceae and Portulacaceae. The twining stem,
and the two sets of floral envelopes, together with the
1-celled ovary and single seed, are distinctive.

Basella alba (red and white spinach) is eaten as a
pot-herb. The starchy root of Ullucus tuberosus is

eaten in Peru It is used as a substitute for the potato,

which it resembles
The genera apparently in cultivation in America are.

Anredera; Basella (Malabar Nightshade), grown as

ornamental greenhouse plants, or eaten as spinach, and
Boussingaultia (Madeira Vine, Mignonette Vine), orna-
mental garden or greenhouse plants

72 Caryophyllaceae (from the genus Caryophyllus, an
old botanical name for the clove pink [Dianthus], the

application of the name obscure) Pink Family Fig
20 Herbs, rarely suffruticose, with opposite entire

leaves* flowers bisexual, rarely unisexual, regular; se-

pals 5, separate or united, petals 5, rarely wanting,
stamens twice as many as the petals, rarely fewer, hy-
pogynous or porigynous, carpels 3-5; ovary superior,

1-celled with a tree-central or basal placenta, ovules 1

to many, styles 3-5* fruit a capsule, rarely a berry,

opening by valves or mdehiscent; seed albuminous,
embryo strongly curved or coiled

The pink family consists of 70 genera and from
1,200-1,500 species, distributed over all parts of the
earth, though most abundant m the temperate and sub-

20 Bakseli.acejE 1 Boussingaultia, flovu*r calyx romo\e<l
Cakyophyllac.ee 2 Silene, flower i Agrosteimna (Lyehnis).

Reed 4 Arenarm, flower 5 Sagma, flower 6 Spergula, floral

diagram 7 Paronychia, flower

arctic zone Many have become weeds in cultivated

ground and are now very widely dispersed. The
Caryoph} llacea4 are related to the Chenopodiacca>,
Amarantaceie, Phytolaeeacese, Portulacaceir, Nyctagi-
naceaj and Aizoacca?, all of wrhich have a coiled, curved
or annular embryo Of these, the Phytolaccaeeie proba-
bly represent more nearly the ancestral type By most
recent authors (see Pax) the lllecebraceaj (Paronychia,

Anychia, Sclcranthus and Hermana) are included in

the Carvophyllacejc The curved embryo, the 1-celled

ovary with several styles and central placenta, the 10

stamens, the 5 separate petals and the opposite entire

leaves are together distinctive

The family is very naturally divided into two dis-

tinct tiibcs. Tribe I Silenoidese—Sepals united form-
ing a tubular calyx; stamens hypogynous This in-

cludes Silene, Lychnis, Dianthus, Tunica, Saponana
and Gypsophila.

Tribe II. Alsmoidese—Sepals separates stamens
mostly pengynous Includes Spergula

;

Ccrastium,
Stellana, Arenana, Sagma, Paronychia, Anychia,
Hermana and Scleranthus

In the Silenoideae, the long-clawed petals often have
a scale at tire top, the five together forming a tiny

crown Some species of Silene and Lychnis flower only
at night or in cloudy weather, and are pollinated by

night-flying moths The bracts at the base of the flower
m Dianthus are distinctive. The petals of chickweed
are curiously 2-parted, simulating 10 petals.

The Caryophyllacese are of little economic impor-
tance. Some were formerly used in medicine, but have
fallen into disrepute The roots of Saponana officinalis

contain a saponaceous substance, saponin, and have
been used for washing, whence the common name
“soapwort ” Saponin is a powerful local irritant, and,
if applied strong, is said to kill either muscular or ner-
vous tissue Spergala arvtnsis has been used as a
fodder plant. Many members of the family are well-

known ornamental plants, of which the most famous
is Dianthus Caryophyllus, the carnation pmk.

Perhaps 20 genera (including Illecebraceae) are
grown, mostly for ornament Among these are* Are-
nana (Sandwort), Ceraslium (Mouse-ear Chickweed),
Dianthus (Carnation, Clove Pmk, China Pink, Plumed
Pmk, Sweet William, Picotee, Grenadine). Gypsophila
(Baby’s Breath), Lychnis (Ragged Room, Maltese
Cross, Dusty Miller); Paronychia (Whitlow-wort),
Sagma (Pearl-wort)

,
Saponana (Bouncing Bet, Soap-

wort, Cow Herb); Silene (Catchfly, Campion, Wild
Pmk), Spcrgula (Spurry), Stellana (Chickweed, Star-
wort); Tunica.

Order 34 Ranales

73 Nymphaeaceae (from the genus Nymphsea, a
name intended for the white water-lilies; dedicated by
the Greeks to the water nymphs) Water-Lily Fam-
ily Fig 21 Aquatic herbs leaves alternate flowers

usually bisexual, regular, the organs, in part at least,

spirally arranged; sepals mostly 4, rarely 3, 5, 6, or 12,

petals 3-many, usually very numerous, hypogynous,
or more or less epigynous, often a distinct transition

to the stamens, stamens very numerous (rarely 6),

inserted with the petals, carpels rarely 3-4, usually
many, rarely distinct, usually cohering m a whorl or

sunken in the enlarged receptacle; stigmas radially

arranged on a sessile disk (as in poppy) or single

fruit mdehiscent or irregularly dehiscent, usually
fleshy, seeds several.

Nymphecacese has 8 genera and about 60 species,

distributed in all parts of the world, but more especially

in tropical South America The family is closely

related to the other families with spiral structure of the
flower, as the Ranunculacea?, Magnoliacese and Dille-

niacere There is also a relation to Podophyllum oi

the Berbcndaceae, and to the Papaveraceai The habit,

spiral arrangement of floral parts, when present, the
numerous stamens, the usually coherent carpels, and
the type of fruit, are characteristic

The leaves of Nelumbo are raised on long petioles,

those of Nymphsea usually float, those of Brasema are
covered with a thick layer of slime, those of Victoria

rcqia are 5-8 feet in diameter and floating. The recep-
tacle of Nelumbo in fruit is like an inverted top with
the ripe 1-seeded carpels loosely rattling in small cavi-

ties on the flat surface. The Nymphseacea? in stem
structure and character of the embryo shows a transi •

tion to the monocotyledons
Because of their unique appearance among plants,

some species were venerated by the ancients. The lotus

of the Egyptians, represented on their monuments
and statues of their gods 5,000 years ago, was
Nymphsea cserulea or N. IjoIus, though Nelumbo
nucifera has long passed under that name. (See arti-

cle on Nympha?a ) The rootstocks of the Nymphsea-
ceac contain abundant starch, mucilage and sugar,

which render them nutritive The seeds are edible

and the negroes of the Nile used them as millet. The
Egyptians still eat the seeds and rootstocks The
seeds and rootstocks of Euryale ferox are cultivated
and eaten in China.

In the American trade a few genera appear. Cabomba
(Fish-Grass), with dissected submerged leaves and
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white flowers, is grown in aquaria; Brasenia (Water
Shield) is grown in aquatic gardens, as are also various
species of Nuphar (Yellow Water-Lily, Spatterdock,
Cow Lily); Nymphffia (White Pond-Lily); Nelumbo
(Indian Lotus, so-called Egyptian Lotus, and Water
Chinquapin); Victoria regia, and the similar Euryale
fercx. The white water-lilies have latterly been called

Castalia, but the name Nymph®a as applied to them
has good historical standing and is retained in this

work, Nuphar is still held for the yellow pond-lilies.

74. Trochodendrace® (from the genus Trochoden-

dron
,
from the Greek wheel

,
plus tree) Trochoden-

dron Family Trees or shrubs leaves alternate or
opposite, with oil-glands: flowers bisexual or unisexual,

21. Nymph*ace.®: 1. Nelumbium, fruit 2. Nymphsea, flower

3 Nuphar, fruit Ranunculaceae 4 Ranunculus, a, flower, b,

fruit 6 Aquilegia, fruit 6 Clematis, fruit 7 Petals of various
genera, a, Coptis , 6, Eranthis

, c, Ranunculus, d, Aquilegia, e,

Aconitum

regular, hypogynous or perigynous; sepals and petals

wanting; stamens numerous, spirally arranged, car-

pels separate, sometimes halt immersed m the recep-

tacle, 2 to many in one whorl; ovules 1 to many, fruit a
follicle, or mdehiscent.
Only 3 genera and G species are known, all of Eastern

Asia. The family is closely related to the Magnoli-
ace®, in which it has been included by many authors.

It has the same spiral structure of the flower, and sepa-

rate carpels, but the perianth is wanting
Trochodendron is one of the very few angiosperms

in which the secondary wood is made up entirely of

tracheids with bordered pits, without true vessels, as

in the Conifer®.
The family is of little economic value The wood of

some species is used locally. In America, Cercidiphyllum
japonicum and Euptelea polyandra are m cultivation

as hardy, ornamental woody plants
75. Ranunculaceae (from the genus Ranunculus,

from the Latin signifying a little frog, because many of

these plants are aquatic or marsh plants) Buttercup
Family. Fig. 21. Herbs or shrubs of diverse habit * flow-

ers bisexual rarely unisexual, spirally constructed except
often the perianth, regular or irregular; sepals 3 to

many, usually 5, separate, often petaloid; petals 3 to

many, or 0, often m the form of honeyglands; stamens
usually very numerous, hypogynous, carpels 1 to many,
usually separate fruit an achene or follicle, rarely a
capsule or a berry, seeds with endosperm
The 27 genera and about 680 species are distributed

mainly in the north temperate and subarctic regions.
Clematis, Anemone and Delphinium cross the equator
southward The largest genus is Ranunculus The
family is related to the Magnohace®, Annonace®, Dil-
lemace®, Nymphaeaceae, and other families with
acyclic flowers and numerous carpels The spiral

floral structure, the numerous hypogynous stamens,
and the usually separate carpels are the most dis-

tinctive characteristics The Ranunculaceae is proba-
bly a very old familv, and by some authors is thought
to represent more closely than others the stock from
which the dicotyledons have sprung
The floral structure is very interesting and very

variable The petals, when not wanting, are rarely
normal In one senes a transition is shown from the
staminode-like nectary of Coptis to the petal-like

nectary of Ranunculus, in another series the nectar-
bearing petals are spurred or variously irregular, as in

Aconitum, Delphinium and Aquilegia In the last

two genera, the flowers also have become extremely
irregular. The fruits show an equally great diversity.

Fiom the primitive follicular type, they have become
modified into achenes with a suspended or erect ovule,

into a berry, or, in Nigella, even into a scvcral-celled

capsule bv the fusion of the carpels The wind-pol-
linated Thalictrum shows great reduction and modi-
fication on that account The stalked carpels of Coptis
.simulate an umbel of separate fruits Finally the foliage

of several species of Ranunculus has become very much
dissected on account of the aquatic habit, and the
plants, therefore, simulate a Mynophyllum
The Ranunculace® is divided by Prantl into three

tribes as follows*

Tribe I. Fruit follicular, carpels fleshy, outer seed-

coat long, e g Laconia and Hydrastis
Tribe II Fruit usually follicular, carpels rarely fleshy,

outer seed-coat not longer than the inner, e g ,
Caltha,

Helleborus, Coptis, Act®a, Aquilegia, Delphinium, etc

Tribe III Fruit an achene, e g , Anemone, Clematis,
Ranunculus, Thalictrum, etc.

The family contains many plants useful to mankind.
Many are cultivated for tneir ornamental flowers

The seeds, leaves and roots contain a bitter acid
principle which is very irritating and in many cases

poisonous. Because of this, many species of Anemone,
Clematis, and so on, have been used to produce blisters,

and beggars are said to have made use of C Vitalba to

produce artificial sores and thus excite pity The
roots of Coptis (gold-thread) are bright yellow, and
have been used both as bitters and for the dye-stuffs

contained Hydrastis (golden seal) is a well-known
tonic and stomach corrective Aconite is a powerful
narcotic drug much used to allay fever Slow cooking
usually dissipates the poisonous properties of the Ran-
unculace®, thus enabling the vegetative portion m
many cases to be eaten as greens. Ranunculus Thora
and R sceleratus were named by the Romans “sar-

donia” because they are said to excite convulsive
sardonic laughter.

Two dozen or more genera are in cultivation in

America, almost entirely for ornamental purposes.

Among these are Aconitum (Aconite, Monkshood,
Wolfsbane); Act®a (Baneberry, Red and White Co-
hosh); Adonis (Pheasant's Eye, Adonis); Anemone
(Anemone, Windflower, Patens, Pasaue Flower); Aqui-
legia (Columbine)

,
Caltha (Marsh Marigold, American

Cowslip); Clematis (Virgin’s Bower); Coptis (Gold-
thread)

;
Delphinium (Larkspur) ; Eranthis (Winter Aco-

nite)
;
Helleborus (Christmas Rose)

,
Hydrastis (Golden

Seal, Orange Root); Nigella (Love-m-a-Mist, Devil-in-

a-Bush, Fennel Flower); P®onia (Peony, Piney);
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Ranunculus (Buttercup, Crowfoot)
,
Thalictrum (Mea-

dow Itue); Trautvetteria (False Bugbane); Trollius

(Globe Flower), Xanthorrhiza (Shrub Yellow Root).

A considerable industry has recently sprung into

existence in which Hydrastis is grown for the medici-
nal value of the roots

76 Lardizabalaceee (from the genus Lardizabala,

named in honor of a Spanish naturalist, Lardizabala y
Uribe) Lardizabala Family Mostly twining plants

with palmately compound leaves flowers polygamous or

unisexual, rudiments of the other sex organs present,

regular, hypogynous, sepals 6, petaloid, in two whorls,

petals hone, stamens 6, hypogvnous; usually with
nectaries between stamens ana petals, carpels 3,

rarely 6-9 or numerous, separate, ovules many rarely

one, parietal; fruiting carpels baccate, indehiscent or
dehiscent

This family has 8 genera and 18 species, inhabitants
of the Himalayas, China, Japan, and Chile The family
is related to the Berberidace®, with which it was for-

merly united, and to the Menispermacc®, from both of

which it is distinguished by the several-seeded fruit

and by other characters
The fruits of most species arc edible. The stems of

Boquila and Lardizabala are used as cordage
Lardizabala, Stauntoma, Akebia and Sargentodoxa

are in the Amencan trade
77 Berberidaceae (from the genus Berbens, derived

from Berberys which is the Arabic name of the fruit)

Barberry Family Fig. 22 Herbs or shrubs with
large, compound leaves, or small and simple, or spine-

like leaves flow ers bisexual, regular, hypogynous, sepals
3-9 in 1-3 series, petals 4-9 or more, in several whorls,

often changed to nectaries, stamens as many as the
petals and opposite them, rarely twice as many, anthers
peculiar, opening by valves which roll upward, ovary
1-celled with several ovules, style almost 0, stigma
mostly peltate fruit a beiry or capsule
The family Berberidace® has 8 genera and about.

200 species, distributed through north temperate
Europe, Asia and America Berbens extends along the
Andes to the Straits of Magellan Fossil species in the
Tertiary are known The family is related to the
Ranunculace®, Papavcraceie and Fumariaeea? There
is also an evident relation to the Magnoliacese and
Annonacea' The cyclic flowers, definite stamens
opposite the petals, the solitary carpel, and usually
the dehiscence of the anthers are distinctive In
Podophyllum, the anthers open longitudinally in the
ordinary way, and the stamens are twice the number
of the petals The stamens of Berbens are irritable,

flying toward the stigma when touched, and then
scattering the pollen
The fruit of the common barberry (Berbens vulgaris)

contains oxalic acid and is used as a preserve, the yel-

low inner bark and stems are astringent and yield the
yellow “berbenne,” which is also a purgative This
yellow color formerly induced doctors to administer
Berbens for jaundice The fruits of the mahonias of

California are also eaten as a preserve The wood of

the Indian and South American species of Berbens
is used as a dye The root of Podophyllum (mandrake
or May apple) is purgative and poisonous, the ripe

fruit of this plant is fleshy and edible Many other
species have been used for medicine in various parts of
the world Berbens vulgaris is the famous host-plant
of the secidial stage of the wheat rust

The genera that are in the American trade are
mostly grown as unusual herbaceous plants in gardens
and are not widely known Many species of the
shrubby and spiny Beibens, and also of Mahoma,
are grown for ornamental purposes Akebia, a well-
known woody twiner with palmate leaves and curious
purple flowers, is now placed in the Lardizibalace®.

78 Menispermace® (from the genus Memspermum,
derived from the Greek meaning moonseed). Moon-

3

seed Family. Fig 22. Woody climbers, leaves alternate:
flowers dioecious, regular, sepals usually 6, in 2 series;

petals 6, in 2 senes, stamens 6, hypogynous, opposite
the petals, sometimes monadelphous; carpels usually

3, rarely more, separate, 1-ovuled, much curved m
fruit, seed half-inverted, embryo usually curved: fruit

compound of sessile or stipitate drupelets
There are 56 genera and 150 species, distributed

mostly in the tropical and subtropical portions of both
hemispheres None are found m Europe Three species

are native m the northeastern United States The
Memspermacese are related to the Berberidaceae, the
Annonace® and the Magnohace® The numerical plan
of 3, the 2 whorls of sepals and petals, the curved seed,

the drupelets, and the absence of oil-glands, are dis-

tinctive. Cross-sections of the twining stems often
present peculiar patterns due to the unequal growth
of the cambium

Several species are used m medicine Jaleorhiza
palmatus of tropical Africa has a turnip-shaped root
which was much used as a tonic The roots of species

of Cissampelos are administered m Brazil in cases of

snake-bites The bark of several species yields a yellow
dye Anamirla Cocculus of tropical Asia has extremely
poisonous fruits (fish-berries or cocculus) used to
intoxicate and poison fish which are thus obtained m
abundance, but are sometimes dangerous to eat The
narcotic principle, picrotoxine, is almost as poisonous
as strychnine In England, beer is said sometimes to

22 Berberidace*; 1 Berbens, flower Menirpermace*:
2 Memspermum, fruit Maonoliace*; 3 Magnolia, a, flower;
b, floral diagram, c, fruit Calycanthace-b 4 Calycanthus, r
flower, b, fruit

be adulterated with the fruit (called cocculus mdicus)
of this plant.

Few genera are m cultivation m America for orna-
mental purposes, mostly in the southern states, and
especially Florida. Cissampelos (Velvet Leaf or Pareira
Brava), tonic and diuretic, in Florida, Memspermum
(Moonseed Vine, from the curved fruit), hardy, native;
Cocculus carohnus of the southeastern United States,

semi-hardy; C tnloba, E. Asia, hardy

79

Magnoliaceae (from the genus Magnolia
,
which

was dedicated to P. Magnol, a professor of Botany at
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Montpellier in the 17th century.) Magnolia Family.
Fig 22 Woody plants with alternate, entire or lobed
leaves, and usually large stipules, each pair of which
forms a hood over the young growth above, the outer
pair of stipules serving as bud-scales, and each pair leav-

ing a scar which completely encircles the stem flowers

usually bisexual, regular, hypogynous, the parts
spirally arranged except sometimes the sepals and
petals; sepals 3, petals 6 to many, separate, stamens very
numerous, carpels usually many and usually separate;

ovary 1-celled, 1- to several-seeded, arranged spirally or

in a whorl (Illicium) at the top of the receptacle fruit

a follicle, or samara, or indehiscent and fleshy

Ten genera and about 80 species are distributed
principally in the subtropical and temperate portions of

Asia and America, but are absent in Africa, Europe and
the arctic regions The Magnoliaceie are most closely

related to the Annonacca) and Calycanthacese The
peculiar stipules, the spiral structure of the hypogyn-
ous flower, and the separate carpels are distinctive

In Magnolia, the outer seed-coat is fleshy and red,

when ripe the seeds fall out bu u remain suspended by
the uncoiled spiral vessels of the raphe and funiculus
The wood is generally valuable for timber, while all

parts, such as leaves and bark, contain a bitter resin,

which in some species is fragrantly aromatic Michelia
Champaca is cultivated in tropical Asia for its sweet
flowers which are carried about as a perfumery Its

aromatic and acrid bark and buds are used m rheuma-
tism. The bark of Talauma degam is used in Java as a
stomachic. The seeds of Magnolia Yulan have been
used from prehistoric times in China as a febrifuge It

is said that the aromatic bark of the tulip tree is a
substitute for cascanlla and quinine Dnmys Wmten
has long been used as a stimulant in Central and South
America, and, by importation, in Europe The fruit

of Illicium verum, a Chinese shrub, is very pleasantly
aromatic, resembling anise, from which, and its remark-
able star-like whorled carpels, it is called “star anise

”

It is much used as a condiment in oriental countries.

The bark of Illicium anisatum (/ religiosum) was
formerly burned as incense in the temples of Japan
For a long period the name Illicium amsalum was
thought to apply to the star anise, but this mistake was
rectified in the B M. 7005 Liriodendron Tulipijera

furnishes the valuable “whitewood” or “yellow poplar”
of commerce. The wood of various species of Mag-
nolia is used in cabinet-work

Several genera are in cultivation in America, all except
Illicium as ornamental trees and shrubs. Among these

are Illicium (Star Anise); Liriodendron (Tulip Tree);
Magnolia (Magnolia, White Bay, Beam Tree, Cucumber
Tree)

;
and Schizandra, a procumbent warty shrub

80 Calycanthacese (from the genus Calycanthus,
derived from the Greek, which means a cup and flower,
referring to the peculiar receptacle) Calycanthus
Family. Fig 22 Shrubs with opposite leaves and aro-
matic bark flowers bisexual, regular, pengynous, spirally

constructed, parts of the perianth numerous, petaloid,

not clearly differentiated into calyx and corolla,

stamens 10-30 (5 in Meratia); carpels numerous, sepa-
rate, inserted on the inner face of the hollow receptacle,
each 1-2-ovuled, in fruit forming 1-seeded achenes,
which are completely inclosed by the fleshy recep-
tacle; seeds, exalbuminous, cotyledons spirally rolled.

Calycanthus, with 4-6 species, is confined to the south-
ern United States and California, Meratia has two
species in China and Japan The family is related to
tne Magnoliaceae and the Annonaceae in the spiral

structure of the flowers, but differs in the exalbuminous
seed, the pengynous flowers and the opposite leaves.

By some authors the family has been placed near the
Rosacea) because of the pengynous flowers, but the
spiral arrangement is not that of this latter family.
The aromatic bark, the magnolia-like flowers, and the
peculiar rose-like fruits are distinctive.

The bark of Calycanthus flondus is used in America
as a tonic under the name Carolina allspice.

All the species are in cultivation in the northern
United States as ornamental shrubs

81. Annonaceae (from the genus Annona, which is

from Monona, its Banda name) Custard-Apple
Family Fig 23 Tieos or shrubs, with simple and en-

tire alternate leaves flowers usually bisexual, regular,

hypogynous; sepals 3; petals usually 6, commonly
valvate, rarely imbricated; stamens spirally arranged;
numerous, carpels usually numerous and separate

(united in Monodora), 1- to sevcral-ovuled fruit berry-
like, rarely capsular, often constricted between the
seeds.

From 500-600 species in 46 genera are found
mostly in the tropical regions of Asia, Africa and Amer-
ica, the majority occurring in the Old World. Only

23. Annonace/s 1 Asimina, o, flower; b, floral diagram 2

Annona, fruit MyiaariOACE* 3 Myristita, «, male flower, 6,

female flower, c, seed with arillua Monimiaci a. 4 Monimia, a,

male flower, 6, female flower Lauraceac 5 Cinnamomura, a,

flower, 6, floral diagram 6 Benzoin, female flower

the genus Asimina is extra-tropical m Atlantic North
America and in Australia The family is most closely

related to the Magnoliacea), but also to the Mynsti-
caceae, Menispermacea), Calycanthacese and Dillem-

acese The plan of 3 m calyx and corolla, the nu-
merous spiral stamens, the usually separate carpels, the

berry-like fruit and ruminate endosperm are dis-

tinctive There is great structural diversity in the
family
The Annonaceae is rich in useful plants. The Malayans

use the bark of several species for rheumatic pains,

and the fruit of others as a stomachic With the

flowers of Uvana they prepare an ointment to ward off

fevers European women m India formerly usod the

scented flowers of this plant in hair-oil Many species

of Annona and Asimina produce edible fruit, as for

example, the sweet-sop (Annona squamosa), the sour-

sop (Annona muncata), the custard-apple (Annona
reticulata), and the northern papaw (Asimina tnloha).

A few genera are m cultivation in America, mostly
in Florida and southern California. Annona, cultivated
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for the fruit; Asimina, ornamental, in the North; Arta-
botrys, climbing, ornamental, sweet-scented, used for

perfume, Duguetia, cultivated for the fruit in Florida
82 Myristicacese (from the genus Myristica, mean-

ing an anointing medium
,
in reference to the fragrant

fruit). Nutmeg Family. Fig 2d. Trees or shrubs
leaves alternate, coriaceous, entire flowers dioecious,

regular, small, perianth of one series, the 3 parts con-

nate, 3-lobed, stamens 3-18, monadelphous, carpel 1,

superior, ovary 1-celled, ovule 1, stigma sessile, entire

or lobed. fruit a fleshy capsule, seed with a fleshy,

laeiniate aril

The family contains 1 genus and about 80 species,

of tropical distribution, principally in tropical Asia

The family is most closely related to the Announce*
The dioecious flowers with only one set of floral envel-

opes, and that consisting of 3 parts, the monadelphous
stamens, the 1-celled, 1-ovuled ovary and the aril are
distinctive

All parts of Myristicacese contain a fragrant oil,

which, however, is most abundant in the fruit The
seeds of Myristica fragrans, of the Moluccas, furnish

the well-known nutmeg, used as a condiment The
aril of the same fruit is mace The fruits of other
species are also sparingly used as condiments

Myristica fuigrans is cultivated and naturalized in

the West Indies

83 Monimiaceae (from the genus Mommia, named
for the wife of Mythridates) Mommia Family Fig 23
Trees or shrubs with aromatic glands leaves opposite
or whorled, randy alternate flowers usually bisexual,

regular, perigjnous, the more or less cup-shaped
receptacle conspicuous, variously formed; perianth
of 1 or 2 whorls, inconspicuous, stamens numerous,
rarely few, scattered over the inner face of the recep-
tacle, anthers often opening by uplifting valves, caipels
numerous, all separate, also scattered over the rccep-
tacular cup, ovaries 1-ovuled, style and stigma 1 for

each carpel fruit an achene or drupe, borne on the
receptacle and sessile or pedicelled, or immersed in the
fleshy often urn-shaped receptacle which becomes part
of an aggregate accessory fruit and frequently com-
pletely incloses the aehcncs

Contained in this family arc 31 genera and about
150 species, of tropical and subtropical distribution,

principally of the South Sea Islands and Australia:

some, however, reach South America, Africa, ana
other countries The largest genus is Siparuna, con-

taining GO species The family is related to the Caly-
canthacea*, as is plainly evident in the fruit The usu-

ally enlarged receptacle, the peculiar fruit, and the

1-

seeded carpels are distinctive

The Mommiacesr have stimulating properties Peu-
mus leaves are used to promote digestion, like tea

and coffee The fruits of this plant are edible, as are

also those of Lauretta stmpeivirens The wood of

Atherospcrma mosthaium is much sought for ship-

building, the bark is a substitute for tea

Peuinus (Chilean Boldo) is advertised in California:

valuable for its timber, edible fruits, and ornamental
qualities

84

Lauracese (from the genus Laurus, the old Latin
name). Laurel Family Fig. 23 Trees or shrubs
with feud or aromatic bark leaves alternate, rarely

otherwise, sunple, punctate flow’ers bisexual or unisex-

ual, regular, parts of the perianth similar, usually 6, in

2 whorls; stamens in 3-4 whorls of 3 each, perigynous
or epigynous, some often stammodial and glandular;

anthers opening by uplifting valves, ovary superior or

very rarely inferior, 1-celled, 1-ovuled, style 1, stigma

2-

3-lobed fruit a berry
;
drupe, or dry, often seated on

a thickened pedicel or inclosed in a hollow receptacle

The 39 genera and about 900 species inhabit mostly
tropical regions, but extend into the temperate re-

gions Six species are found in the northeastern United
States Tin* largest genera are Ocotea with 200 species.

and Litsea with 100 species The family is related to
the Mommiaceai, and stands between that family and
the Thymelaeace* The undifferentiated perianth, nu-
merous stamens with uplifting valves, and 1-celled,

1-seedcd ovary are distinctive

The Lauracete are useful on account of the aromatic
oil The leaves of laurel ( Laurus nobilis ) are used for

flavoring and for packing figs Cinnamon is from
the bark of Cinnnmomum zt ylanicum. Cmnamomum
Cassia yields cassia cinnamon The bark of the root
of Sassafras varufolium is the sassafras of commerce
Camphor is obtained by distillation from Cmnamomum
Camp'tora The fruit of Persea gratissima is the avo-
cado of South America, eaten by both men and
animals Many fragrant woods are obtained from
this family, as, for example anise wood (Ocotea
cyntbarum), bebeeru wood, greenheart ( Nectandra
Rodifpi), or clove -cassia pepper w'ood ( Dicypellium
caryophyllaturn) so named because of the pungency of

the dust, Madeira mahogany ( Persea mdica), fetid till

(iOcotea fieteris), sweetwood ( Nectandra exaltata), and
stinkwood (Ocotea bullata)

Among tha genera in cultivation in this country
are Benzoin (Spice Bush, Benjamin Bush, Wild All-

spice, Fever Bush), native, ornamental, Cmnamomum
or Cainphora (Camphoi Tree), introduced in Florida
and California, Cmnamomum (Cinnamon, Cassia
Buds), cultivated under glass, Laurus (Sweet Bay),
ornamental, conservatory, Persea (Red Bay, Bull Bay,
Avocado), greenhouse and South, Sassafras, native
ornamental, and Umbellulana (California Laurel),

ornamental, in the South and California.

Order 35. Rhceadales

85

Papaveraceae (from the genus Papaver, derivation
obscure) Poppy Family Fig 24 Annual or perennial
herbs, or rarely shrubs, with >ellow (Chelidonium),
white (Papaver), or red (Sangumana), or rarely watery
(Usohscholtzia) mice leaves usually alternate, often
crenately toothed or lobed or divided flowerb bisexual,

regular, sepals 2, rarely 3, petals 4, rarely 6 or more,
rarely wanting, stamens numerous in many whorls,

h>pogynous, carpels 1 to many, connate into a 1-celled

ovary, with the parietal placentae .os many as the stig-

mas, ovules 1 to man>, styles as many as the carpels,

usually wanting, stigmas distinct, or in a radiate disk,

or lobed fruit capsular or sihquose, seed albuminous
The 23 genera and about 80 species are widely dis-

tributed in the north temperate zone, but are especially

numerous in central and eastern Asia, the Mediter-
ranean region and western Noith America One species

of poppy is found in the south temperate region in

South \fnca and Australia The family is closely

related to the Fumariaceie (which see), with which it is

united by many Eunmean authors It is also related

to Capparidace* and Crucifer* There is, on the other
hand, an affinity with the Berberidaceie The milky
juice, numerical plan of 2 or 3 in the perianth, numerous
stamens, and 1-celled ovary with parietal placentae are

characteristic.

In Papaver, an orbicular disk crowns the ovary on
the top of which radiate the numerous stigmatic lines

The capsules open by means of small valves between
the placenta* and underneath the disk The capsule

of Chelidonium is like a mustard fruit (silique), m
being long and slender and the lateral walls springing

upward as valves, leaving the placentae exposed
Many of the Papaveraceae are cultivated as orna-

mental plants Some poppies are bad wreeds in cul-

tivated ground in Europe Papaver sommferum, a
native of Asia, furnishes the opium of commerce,
which is obtained by incisions made in the capsules

Poppy oil is derived in France from the seeds of

Papaver sommferum Sangumana root is used in

medicine as a sedative
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A score of genera are m cultivation in America, all

as garden plants Some of these are Boccoma (Plume
Poppy of eastern Asia), Chelidonium (Celandine),

a weed from Europe; Dendromecon, shrubby, Esch-
srholtzia (California Poppy), Mecanopsis (Welsh
Poppy of western Europe), Papaver (Poppy); Platy-

stemon (Cream Cups), Plat ystigma, Sanguinana
(Bloodroot), native, Stylophorum (Celandine Poppy),
native

86. Fumariaceee (from the genus Fumana
,
which is

from the Latin fumus, smoke, presumably referring to

the nitrous odor of the roots when pulled from the

ground). Fumitory Family. Fig 24. Herbaceous
plants with alternate, dissected leaves flowers bisex-

ual, regular or irregular, hypogynous; sepals 2, petals

4, free or connate, in 2 unlike pairs, outer pair larger,

either one or both petals of which are spurred or gib-

bous, the two inner crested and united over the an-

thers and stamens; anthers 6, borne on 2 filaments,

carpels 2, united; ovary 1-cellod, 1- to many-seeded,
fruit a silique, vesicular or indehiscent, or transversely

jointed, seeds albuminous.
There are 6 genera and 130 species, mostly from the

north temperate regions The family is closely related

to the Papaveraccse with which it is often united The

types of embryos, a, uccmnbent, b, incumbent, c, conduplicate.
Capparidaci!,jE 8 Cleome, flower

bleeding-heart-like flower, the plan of 2, the 6 anthers
on 2 filaments, the 1-celled ovary, and the absence of

milky juice are distinctive

Fumana officinalis and some species of Corydalis
have been used as medicine, but the family is of little

economic importance, except for the few ornamental
species

Following are the genera best known in cultivation:

Adlumia (Allegheny Vine, Climbing Fumitory), a
graceful native garden climber; Corydalis, with 1-

spurred corolla; Dicentra (Bleeding Heart, Squirrel
Corn, Dutchman’s Breeches), with 2-spurred corolla,

and Fumaria (Fumitory), with 1-spurred corolla.

87 Crucifer® (from the Latin signifying cross-

bearers, in reference to the cross-like appearance pro-
duced by the four petals) Mustard Family Fig 24
Herbs, rarely shrubby leaves usually alternate, simple,
often varying from entire to palmate or pinnatifid

within the same genus flowers bisexual, regular, se-

pals 4; petals 4, larely wanting, stamens 6, 4 long and
2 shorter (tetradynainous), rarely fewer, very rarely
more, hypogynous, carpels 2, united, ovary superior,

2-, rarely 1-, celled with 2 parietal placentae at the
edges of the septum fruit a silique (long), or a silicle

(short), randy indehiscent, seeds exalbummous; the
embryo variously curved and folded

In the family are 208 geneia and 1,600 species, dis-

tributed throughout the cold and temperate parts
of both hemispheres, but especially abundant around
the Mediterranean Sea, a few are tropical The Crucif-

er® are closely related to the Capparidace®, Papaver-
aceie, and Fuinanacea* The 4 sepals, 4 petals, 6 sta-

mens (4 long and 2 short), and the peculiar fruit are

distinctive

The 6 stamens probably represent a reduction from
2 sets of 4 each In Lepidium and other genera, there

may be only 2 stamens The septum of the fruit re-

mains upon the plant when the seeds and valves fall

The silicles are often flattened, either perpendicular or

parallel to the partition (in different genera) The
embryos in the seed are folded so that the hypocotyl
(radicle) and cotyledons lie side by side Distinct pat-

terns are thus produced which are so constant as to be
of great value m the classification within the family
Three principal types are recognized cotyledons ac-

cumbent, when the edges of the cotyledons are applied

to the hypocotyl, incumbent, when the back of one
cotyledon is applied to the hypocotyl; and conduplic-
ate. when the cotyledons themselves are also folded
and enwrap the hypocotyl. In Leavenworthia, alone,

the embryo is straight

The flower of Crucifer® is of little value in classi-

fication within the family; the important characters
are in connection with the fruit and seeds.

Many have become well-known weeds as, for exam-
ple, charlock ( Brassica arvensis), shepherd’s purse
(Capsdla Bursa-pastoris), pepper grass (Lepidium),
spring mustard (Barbarea), wild radish ( Raphanus
Raphamstrum). Many others are among the well-

known old-fashioned ornamental plants of the garden,

eg, rocket (Uespens rnatronali s), stock or gilli-

flower (Matthiola), wallflower (Cheiranthus), honesty
(Lunaria) with large orbicular flat pods, candytuft
(Iberis), sweet alyssum (Alyssum) Others are used as

food, of which lirassica oleracea, a very v ariable species,

is the most important, furnishing cabbage, cauliflower,

kohlrabi and Kale. Brassica campcstri s furnishes the

various forms of rutabaga Brassica alba furnishes

white mustard, and Brassica nigra, black mustard
Radicula Nasturtium-aquahcum is water-cress; Radi-

cula Armoracui is horse-radish The rootstocks of

Dentaria are eaten in America under the name “crinkle

root ” Raphanus sativus is the garden radish
;
Lepid-

ium sativum is garden cress The various organs of

most Crucifer® contain an oily substance which is

very pungent to the taste and which gives the peculiar

flavor to the various cresses This oil is abundant m
the seeds from which it is extracted (oil of mustard).
The foliage of the various maritime Crucifer® have
been found a useful article of diet in counteracting

scurvy, for which reason the arctic Cochlearia is called

“scurvy-grass ” The leaves of the woad of western
Europe ( Isatis hnctoria) yield a blue dye Anastatica

Hierochuntica is the original “rose of Jericho,” the

branches of which close and open when alternately

dried and wetted. (See article on Resurrection Plants )

88. Capparidace® (from the genus Cappans, the
Greek name, from the Arabic kapar, capers). Caper
Family. Fig 24. Herbs or rarely shrubs, flowers bisex-
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ual, more or less irregular, sepals 3-8, usually 4; petals

4-8, rarely 0, hypogynous or pengynous, disk ring-like

or scale-like or tubular at the base of the petals, sta-

mens 6, rarely 4 or many, carpels 2 or more, ovary
1- to sovoral-celled, usually raised on an outgrowth
(gynophore) of the pedicel-like axis, which may become
much elongated in fruit, ovules numerous, style 1 or();

stigmas 1 to several fruit a capsule, silique, berry or
drupe, embryo usually coiled.

Thirty-four genera and about 350 species occur,

mostly of tropical and subtropical distribution The}'
extend to Australia, the African deserts and into the
western and eastern United States The family is very
closely related to the Crueifera* and certain forms are
difficult to distinguish from that family The non-
tetradynamous stamens, and commonly 1 -celled ovary
are distinctive The gynophore is often very long,

slender and conspicuous, anti sometimes (Gynandrop-
sis) carries up the stamens along with the pistil The
detailed variation in the flower is very intricate

Several genera are cultivated as ornamental plants

The acrid oil in the fruit is stimulating, as in the Cruel-
ferae, and for this reason seveial genera have been used
in medicine (Cleome, Polamsia, Oappans, etc) Cap-
pans spmosa of the Mediterranean region furnishes the
capers of commerce, which are flower-buds preserved
in salt and vinegar
As garden plants, a few genera are in the American

trade Cleome (Bee or Spider Plant), ornamental,
Gynandropsis, ornamental, Cappans (Caper Plant),
shrubby, growrn in this < ountry for ornament as well as
for food, and Cratccva, shrubby, grown m southern
California

89. Resedaceae (from the genus Rest da which is from
the Latin, to calm, in allusion to supposed quieting
properties) Mignonfttl Family Herbs or shrubs:
leaves usually alternate flowers rnostlv bisexual, more
or less irregular, cal>\ persistent, 4-8-part ed, irregu-

lar, petals 0-8, alternating with the sepals, stamens
3-40, inserted w'lthin an irregular fleshy disk, carpels

2-

6, free, or united into a 1-celled ovary which is often
imperfectly closed at the top, placenta; 2-0, parietal;

ovules many, st>les or sessile stigmas 3-0 fruit usually
a dehiscent capsule, rarely a berry, or composed of
separate follicles; seeds reniform, without endosperm;
embryo curved

About 15 species and 0 genera occur, mainly dis-

tributed about the Meditenanean Sea This family is

allied to the Cruciferse and Cappandaceie, from which
it differs principally in general character The extra-

stammal disk, t he numerous stamens, the 1-celled

ovai v or ovai les with parietal placenta;, and the usually
gaping summit of the ovary aie distinctive

Reseda Lulcola (Dyei’s weed) fields a yellow dye
which was formerly much used R odorata (mignon-
ette), a plant cultivated since early times, and whose
origin was long considered unknown, although probably
Egyptian, is extensively cultivated for the fragrance of

its flowers

90 Moringaceae (from the genus Monnga, derived
from the Malabar name of the plant) Moringa
Family Trees, with 2-3-pinnate alternate leaves:

flowers bisexual, irregular, perigjnous, sepals 5,

imbricated, petals 5, imbricated, unequal, lower
reflexed, stamens 8-10, separate or united at the base,

alternate ones shorter or reduced to staminodia; sub-
ovarian disk present, lining the cup; ovary borne on a
gynophore, 1-celled, placenta; 3, ovules numerous,
style 1. fruit a silique-hke capsule

There is but one genus, containing 3 species, natives
of northeastern Africa and India The family is dis-

tinct, not related closely to any other, perhaps dis-

tantly related to the Bignomaceie, the Capparidacese.
the Violaceae, or the Legummosese Provisionally placeu
by Engler and Frantl between the Poppy group of

families and the Rose group.

Moringa arabica of Arabia (ben-nut) yields a useful
oil which does not become rancid The root of one
species is used in intermittent fevers. A tragaeanth-
like gum exudes from the bark of M oleifera.

M oleifera (horse-radish tree) is grown sparingly
in the southern United States. The fruits and the
roots are edible.

Order 36 Sarraceniales

91 Sarraceniacese (from the genus Sarracenia . in

honor of Dr Sarracin, an early physician of Quebec,
who sent the northern species to Europe). Pitpiter-
plant Family Fig 25 Perennial herbs inhabiting
bogs leaves all basal, tubular scapes 1-flowered, flow-

ers bisexual, regular, sepals 4-5, imbricated, petals 5,

hypogynous, or 0, stamens many but not apparently
either cyclic or spiral, ovary superior, 3-5-, rarely 6-,

celled, ovules numerous, style 1, stigmas 1-5 fruit a
capsule
The Sarraceniacese has 3 genera and 8 species, of

which 6 belong to the genus Sarracenia, all American.
Hchamphora is in British Guiana, Darhngtonia m
California, and Sarracenia in Atlantic North America
from Newfoundland to Florida The family is most
closely related to the Droseraceae and Nepenthaceae,
but also to the Papaveraeeje and Nymphueaoea;
The Sarraceniacese are far-famed as insectivorous

plants The pitchers are partly filled with a liquid con-
taining a digestive enz>me Small insects which fall

into the liquid, or are attracted by a sugary secretion,

and are unable to escape because of various devices,

are at length digested and absorbed Like the sun-

25 Sarracenuceb 1 Sarracenia, a, flower, b, leaves Nepen-
thaceb 2 Nepenthes, a, female flower, b, leaf Droseraceae
3 Drosera, a, flower, b, floral diagram

, c, leaf 4 Dionaea, leaf 5
Aldrovanda, leaf

dews, these plants can inhabit soils poor m nitrates.

The remarkable umbrella-shaped style, and fiddle-

shaped petals of Sarracenia are part of a very interest-

ing mechanism for cross-pollmation
The family is of little economic importance. The

rhizome of Sarracenia purpurea wras used m Canada as

a specific against smallpox, but did not prove of value.

Darhngtonia califarnica and species of Sarracenia
are in the trade because of their peculiar habits and
structure, and their botanical interest. They are grown
mainly in the greenhouse.
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92. Nepenthace® (from the genus Nepenthes, de-

rived from the Greek signifying a magic potion, prob-

ablym reference to the pitchers) Nepenthes Family.
Fig. 25 Slightly woody or herbaceous plants, leaves

alternate, consisting of a winged basal portion, a slender

stalk-like intermediate portion, and a terminal urn-

shaped pitcher with a rolling fluted border and a lid,

the pitcher containing a watery fluid flowers dioecious,

paniculate, regular, perianth of 4 parts, possibly 2
sepals and 2 petals, imbricated, stamens 4-10, mona-
delphous, ovarv superior, 3-4-celled, ovules numerous
in each ooll, stigma sessile, discoid fruit a capsule

A single genus with about 40 species occurs m the

East Indies, Madagascar, the Seychelle Islands, and
New Caledonia. Borneo has the gieatest number of

species The family is related to the Sairaceniacea; and
Droseracese, although formerly considered related to

the Anstolochiaceir The habit, the undifferentiated

penanth, the monadelphous stamens, and tin* 3-4-celled

ovary, are distinctive A remarkable family of insectiv-

orous plants. Along with the water secreted in the
cavity of the pitcher is a pepsin-like substance, by the

aid of which insects arc digested, the dissolved material

being later absorbed The slender part of the leaf

in some species coils and serves as a tendril by means
of which the plant climbs.

Saxifraga, flower 3 Ribes, a, floral diagram, b, flower 4 Par-
nassia, a, floral diagram, b, flower Cephalotace.*. 5 Cephalo-
tus, leaves

In American greenhouses, many kinds of Nepenthes
(Pitcher Plants), some of hybrid origin, are cultivated
because of their curious habit

93

Droseracese (from the genus Drosera
,
derived

from the Greek, meaning dewy) Sundew Family. Fig.

25 Very glandular herbs or sub-shrubs with alternate
leaves flowers bisexual, regular, hypogynous, rarely
pengynous, sepals 4-5, imbricated, petals 5, imbri-
cated; stamens in 1 or more whorls of 5; carpels 2-5;
ovary superior, 1-3-celled. fruit a capsule with nu-
merous seeds
The 6 genera and about 100 species, 90 species of

which belong to the genus Drosera, arc widely scat-
tered over tne earth. The family is related in floral

structure to the Cistaceie and Violaceae, and to the
Saxifragaceaj.

The Droseracese are noted as insectivorous plants.
Drosera has a rosette of small basal leaves covered
with sensitive motile tentacles that secrete a terminal
drop of clear sticky fluid, the so-called dew, m which
small insects are caught as on sticky fly-paper A
digestive substance is then secreted and the organic
matter absorbed. The leaves of Dionaea (the famous
Venus’ fly-trap of Carolina; have a conduplicate ter-

minal lobe which closes violently when a fly alights upon
the upper (inner) surface A marginal fringe prevents

the escape of the insect; and it is m time digested

Aldrovanda of South Europe has tiny traps similar

to those of Dionaea, but the whole plant is aquatic, and
resembles lltncularia

Drosophyllum and Roridula arc said to be used in

Portugal and the Cape for the practical capture of

flies in the house The leaves of some Droserae yield

a purple dye. The liquids known as aqua-auri and
rosoglto (Italian) contain Drosera rotundifolia as an
essential ingredient.

Drosera and Diona'a arc in the American trade,

mostly grown as greenhouse curiosities.

Order 37. Rosales

94 Crassulaceee (from the genus Crassula

,

diminu-
tive of crassus, meaning thick) Orpine Family Fig.

20 Herbs or sub-shrubs leaves mostly alternate, com-
monly fleshy flowers mostly bisexual, regular, sepals

5, rarelv 3-30, imbricated, petals as many, rarely con-
nate, stamens as many or twice as many as the petals,

epipetalous or hypogjnous, rarely pengynous, separate,
eaipels as many as the petals, separate with a scale

at the base of each, ovules numerous, rarely few or
one fruit a gioup of follicles, rarely the carpels some-
what united and ovary half-mfeuni

Thirteen genera and about 500 specie's inhabit the
drier parts of the earth, but principally South
Afnca and South Europe The genus Sedum contains
140 species, and Crassula 120 spec ies This is a very
definite familv, but closely related to the Saxifragacex',

from which it differs in the regular numerical plan,

almost constantly separate ovaries, and predominat-
ingly fleshy habit
The Crassulaeeie are well adapted to a dry climate

The fleshy leaves are provided with water-storage
tissue and a thick cuticle, and are often odd in shape
and appearance These leaves lose water very slowly
when separated from the plant, and wall often remain
fresh for weeks \\ hen pinned to the wall, the leaf of

Bryophyllum sends forth plant lets from the margin,
and the stem of live-forev er may grow and flow or, so

efficient is the protection against loss of water aiToided
by the cuticle These plants, likewise, will grow for

weeks or months in the collector's press
The herbage contains much tannin and sometimes

acid A refreshing dunk has been made from Sem per-

ineum tectorum (houseleek) The fleshy leaves of tho
Crassulaceae are cooling to wounds and burns Sedum
Tdephium was formerly cultivated as a pot-herb
Other species have been used for neaily similar pur-
poses

Several genera are m cultivation in America Of
these, Scmpervivum is the well-known Houseleek or
Old-hen-antl-chickens, Cotyledon is somewhat similar

in growth, Sedum aae is Moss Stonecrop, and Sedum
tnphyllum {S Telephium) is Live-forever, or Orpine.

95 Cephalotace® (from the genus Celphalotus, derived
from the Greek meaning headed, said to refer to the
capitate hairs at the base of the flower) Cechaloti s

Family Fig 26 Perennial scapose herbs leaves of 2
kinds in a basal rosette, one lanceolate and ordinary,

the other a petioled pitcher with winged sides, fluted

mouth and a lid . flowers bisexual, regular, pengynous,
perianth of 6 parts, apparently m one series, valvate.

stamens 12, m 2 wnorls, carpels 6, separate, arranged
around the woody apex of the axis; 1-2 basal ovules in

each: fruit dry, somewhat inflated.

The family consists of but 1 genus and 1 species
(Cephalotus folhcularis) ,

found in the swamps of King
George’s Sound, West Australia This family is related

to the Saxifragacece, and was formerly united with that
family, but differs in the peculiar habit, the wholly
separate carpels arranged around the apex of the axis,
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and the basal seeds, related also to the Crassulaee®,
but lacks the hypogynous scales and has basal seeds

This remarkable little insectivorous plant is culti-

vated in greenhouses as a curiosity.

96 Saxifragaceae (from the genus Saxifraga

,

derived
from the Latin signifying to break rocks, in allusion

to the habit of growing in the clefts of rocks). Saxi-
frage Family Fig 26. Herbs, shrubs, or small trees

leaves alternate, rarely opposite flowers bisexual, usu-
ally regular, hypogynous or perigynous, rarely epigyn-
ous, sepals 4-5, rarely more or fewer; petals usually of

the same number, valvate or imbricated, inserted with
the stamens at the edge of a receptacular nectariferous
disk, stamens of the same number as the petals and
alternate with them, or twice as many and the outer
opposite the petals, carpels 2, rarely 5, partly united,
rarely separate, superior or half inferior, ovules nu-
merous, styles and stigmas as many as the carpels fruit

a capsule or berry
There are about 70 genera and some 700 species,

widely distributed but more abundant m temperate
regions Many reach the arctics Some are fossil

Saxifraga is the largest genus, with 200 species in the
north temperate, arctic and Andean regions. Ribes
has 50 species The family is closely related to the
Rosacea', differing m the more abundant endosperm
and constantly few carpels and few stamens, related

also to the Crassulacese, which has a regular numerical
plan and hypogynous scales; and to the Cunomaceai
and IIamamehuacea>
The ovaries of Ribes, Philadelphus, Chrysosplemum,

Deutzia, Hydrangea, and some Saxifragas, and a few
other genera are almost wholly inferior Parnassia has
staminodia in dusters at the base of each petal The
fruit of Ribes is a berry Some Heucheras have irregu-

lar flowers, also some Saxifragas, some Hydrangeas
and Tollmens The peripheral flowers of Hydrangea
often have enlarged corollas and are sterile Water-
glands in the axils of the foliar teeth of some Saxifragas
secrete a deposit of lime.

The rough leaves of Deutzia scabra are used in Japan
to polish wood The fruits of several species of Ribes
are edible, R vulgar

e

yields the red currant, R.
Grossularia, the English gooseberry, and also native
goosebemes, R nigrum, the black currant Otherwise
the family is of economic importance only for its

ornamental species, which are numerous and largely

hardy
Many genera are in cultivation m this country.

Among these the following well-knowm names mav be
noted Deutzia, Decumana, climbing shrub, Golden
Saxifrage (Chrysosplemum), Astilbc; Hydrangea;
Mock-orange or Synnga (Philadelphus), Currants and
Gooseberries (Ribes), False Mitrewort or False Bish-

op’s-eap or Foam-flower (Tiarella), Grass of Parnassus
(rarnassia); Mitrewort or Bishop’s-cap (Mitella);

Alum Root or Coral Bells (Heuchcra); Saxifrage and
Strawberry Geranium (Saxifraga)

97 Pittosporaceae (from the genus Pittosporwn,

the name referring to the viscid coating of the seeds)

Pittosporum Family Trees or shrubs, often climb-
ing* leaves alternate, mostly leathery * flow ers bisexual,

regular; sepals or divisions of the calyx 5, imbricated;
petals 5, imbricated m the bud, claws often conniv-
ent or coherent

,
stamens 5, alternating with the petals,

hyDCgynous, no disk at the base; carpels 2, rarely 3-5;

ovary* 1- to several-celled, placental parietal or axial;

style 1; stigmas 1 to several fruit a capsule or berry:

seeds numerous or few*, nnmeised in a pulp or viscia

juice.

All the 9 genera and about 90 species are natives of

Australia, except the genus Pittosporum, which, how-
ever, is of the Old World. The hugest genus is Pittos-

porum containing 70 species The relationship of the
family is doubtful. Though m the past supposed by
different authors to be related to the Celastraceie,

Polygalaceae, Caryophyllaceaj, Rutaceae, Saxifragaceae,

Ericaceae, and so on, it is, according to Pax, most
closely related to the Saxifragaceae.

The Pittosporaceae all contain resinous aromatic
bitter material in organized resin-canals or chambers.
These give the fruit a disagreeable flavor. In spite of

this disagreeable taste, it is said (Lemaout and De-
caine) that, *‘The natives of Australia, who to ap-
pease their hunger are reduced to filling their stom-
achs with clay mixed with organic detritus, eagerly

devour the fleshy fruits of this family.”

Most of the genera are m cultivation* Bellardiera;

Bursana, a spiny shrub; Hymenosporum, a shrub w*ith

yellow flowers, Pittosporum (Pittosporum, Karo, Taw-
hiwhi, Tarata, Tobira), evergreen, fragrant shrubs;

Sollya (Australian Bluebell Creeper).

98

Cunoniaceae (from the genus Cunoma, named
after John Christian Cuno, an Amsterdam botanist of

the 18th century) Cunonia Family. Fig 27 Trees
or shrubs: leaves opposite or whorled, simple, ternate

or pinnate: flowers small, densely crowded, usually

bisexual, hypogynous, sepals 4-5, rarely 6, usually val-

vate, petals 4-5, small, usually wanting; stamens twnce

as many as the sepals, rarely just as many or more nu-

27. Cunoniaceb 1 Cunonia, o, flower, b, floral diagram
Brumaceai 2 Bruma, a, flower branch, b, flower Hamamflidace <e

3 Hamamclis, a, flower, b, floral diagram, c, fruit 4 Liquidam-
bar, fruit

merous, exserted, attached near the edge of an mtra-
staminal disk, ovary mostly 2-celled, superior; ovules
numerous, rarely few, styles 1-2; stigmas 2. fruit

usually a capsule, rarely a drupe or nut.
Nineteen genera and 120 species are known, 70 spe-

cies of which belong to Wemmanma; all of South
America or the Australian region, except one m South
Africa.

The family is closely related to the Saxifragaceae,
with which it was formerly united, but because of the
uniform floral structure and the position of the leaves,

as w*cll as the geographical distribution, it is now
treated as distinct.

The wood of some species is useful; otherwise the
Cunoniaceae are of little economic importance Aero-
phyllum venosum, an Australian evergreen shrub, is

cultivated in greenhouses

99. Bruniaceae (from the genus Bruma, named in

honor of Cornelius Brun, a traveler m the East).
Brunia Family Fig 27. Heath-hke shrubs* leaves
alternate* flowers bisexual, regular, epigynous; sepals

4-5, imbricated, petals 4-5, imbricated, stamens 4-5,
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alternating with the petals, free or united with the

petals, or with each other, rarely an mtrastammal disk

present; ovary inferior, 1-3-celled; ovules 1-2 in each
cell: fruit dry, indehiscent, or capsular.

Twelve genera and about 50 species occur, all natives

of South Africa. The family is related to various fami-

lies of the Saxifrage group, as for instance, the Hama-
melidacese, but is distinct because of its heath-like

habit The flowers are mostly in dense heads
The family is of no economic importance. One

species of Audoumia (A capitata ) is said to be some-
times in cultivation as Diosma capitata

100 Hamamelidace® (from the genus Hamamehs,
an ancient Greek name applied to some tree). Witch-
hazel Family Fig 27 Trees or shrubs leaves simple,

alternate, flowers unisexual or bisexual, hypogynous,
pengynous or epigynous; sepals 4-5; petals 4-5, or 0;

stamens 4-5, rarely more, sub-ovarian disk rare, ovary
2-celled; ovules 1 or several in each cell, fruit a woody,
2-valved capsule, with a separating inner layer of dif-

ferent texture, seeds often winged
Twenty .genera and 50 species are known, widely

distributed in subtropical or warm temperate regions

of both hemispheres It is an ancient family more
abundant in former ages, related to the Saxifragaceie,

and by some considered related to the Cornaceac or
Araliaceae. Many fossil species are known The peculiar
fruit is distinctive

In some genera, as in Hamamehs, the seeds are
forcibly expelled when the fruit opens, often to a dis-

tance of 10 feet or more, much as wet apple seeds may
be shot from between the thumb and finger.

The family is of little economic importance Extract
of the bark of Hamamehs is used as a liniment
(witch-hazel) The twigs are supposed to have super-
normal properties, especially in the detection of water
in the earth They are frequently used in rural districts

in the attempt to detect underground springs. Liquid-

ambar Styraeijlua (sweet gum), of the southern
United States, yields a balsam The onental balsam,
Styrax, is obtained from the eastern L. onentalis. This
was formerly used in medicine.

Perhaps half the genera are m cultivation, all for

ornamental purposes Of these, Fothergilla, Corylopsis
Hamamehs, and Liquidambar are the best known.
Most of the species are hardy

101 Platanaceae (from the genus Platanus, the ancient
name of the tree, signifying broad) Plane-Tree Fam-
ily Fig 28 Trees with alternate, broad, palmately
veined leaves, flowers in dense heads, monoecious, regu-
lar, pengynous, sepals usually 3-8, separate, thick, often
with bracts at the base, petals of the same number,
glabrous, stamens of like number alternating with the
petals, connective peltate at the top; extra staminodia
often present; carpels several, distinct, 1-seeded.
fruit a caryopsis, angled from pressure, and truncate
at top, surrounded by long hairs at the base; seed
orthotropous.
A single genus and about 6 species are distributed m

southern Europe, southern Asia, and in North Amenca.
The family is related to the Saxifragacese and Hama-
mehdacea; The polypetalous pengynous flower,
with as many stamens as petals, the separate carpels,

and especially the peculiar inflorescence and leaf, are
distinctive Fossil species are known
The wood of Platanus is similar to maple and of

value, but the most important use is for ornament Two
species of Platanus (Plane-Tree, Buttonwood, Button
Ball, Oriental Plane, Sycamore) are m cultivation m
America.

102 Rosacese (from the genus Rosa, the ancient name
of the rose) Rose Family. Fig 28. Herbs, shrubs, or
trees, often thorny, sometimes climbing leaves alter-

nate, rarely opposite flowers bisexual, rarely unisexual,
usually regular, pengynous; calyx of 4-5 imbneated
or valvate sepals; corolla of as many imbneated petals,

or 0; stamens 5 to many, in whorls of 5, borne on the
cup of the receptacle at some distance from the carpels;

cup lined with a glandulai disk; carpels 1 to many,
separate and supenor or united and inferior, ovaries

1 to several-ovuled
;
styles as many as the carpels . fruit

a follicle, achene, drupe, pome, or hip: seeds usually

exalbummous
There are about 90 genera and 1,500 species, widely

distributed in all parts of the world, most abundant,
perhaps, in the temperate regions The largest genera
are Rubus, 180-200 species, Potentilla, 200 species;

and Rosa, 100 species. The family is related to the
Saxifragaceae and the Leguminosie, also to the Caly-
canthacecc The pengynous flower with cup lined by
the glandular disk, the numerous cyclic stamens, and

28 Platanace^’ 1 Platanus, a , flower, b , floral diagram
Rosacea 2 Fragana, a, flower, 6, fruit 3 Geum, fruit 4

Rosa, o, floral diagram, b , fruit 5 Spiraea, fruit 6 Prunus, a ,

flower, 6, fruit. 7. Pyrus, a , flower, b , fruit Leguminosac 8.

Pisum, a , flower, b, flower, petals removed, c, fruit 9 Des-
modium, fruit 10. Cassia, flower. 11. Acacia, flower

the separate, usually cyclic, carpels, are distinctive.

The Ranunculaceie is similar, but acyclic and hy-
pogynous.
The family is divided into 6 very distinct sub-

families, some of which, by certain authors, are con-
sidered of family rank, as follows: I Fruit follicular,

e g ,
Spiraea, Physocarpus. Aruncus, Sorbana, and

so on II Ovary compound, inferior: fruit fleshy, e g.,

Pyrus, Crataegus, Cotoneaster, Cydonia, Amelanchier,
Mespilus, and the like III Fruit of achenes or

separate drupelets, eg, Rubus, Fragana, Potentilla,

Geum, Cercocarpus, Ulmana, Alchemilla, Agnmonia.
Sanguisorba, and Rosa. IV Carpels connate, and
adnate to the hollow, but dry, receptacle, e g ,

Neurada
and Gnelum. V. Carpel 1, superior: fruit a drupe:
style terminal, e g., Prunus. VI. Same as the last, but
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tyle basal and flowers often irregular, e.g
,
Chryso-

lalanus.

The fruitlets of Rubus have a fleshy ovarian wall and
j*e drupelets The strawberry has a fleshy receptacle
vith dry achenes scattered upon it. The rose fruit

onsists of a hollow, fleshy receptacle bearing achenes on
ts inner face, that of Pyrus is similar, but the reeep-

acle and carpels have grown together into one struc-

ure. The peach, cherry, and plum are each the pro-
luct of one superior carpel.

The following plants are cultivated for their fruits,

ipple, pear, quince, cherry, plum, apricot, peach,
ilmond, raspberry, blackberry, strawbeiry, and medlar
These fruits are eaten fresh, preserved in sugar, or
ermented into vinegar or cider Rose fruits are also

ireserved, and the fruits of mountain ash are used for

naking a spirituous drink The petals of Rosa darna-

\cena and R. gallica are macerated with oil of sesame to

orm attar of roses The petals themselves yield

ill of rose, from which rose-water is made. Many species

lave been used in medicine, e g ,
rose, the seeds of which

ire vermifugal Quince seeds contain mucilage and
ire emolhent The conserve of rose is astringent

\gnmony is nephritic, and is also used for pulmonary
’at.arrh and angina Alchemilla is astringent and v ul-

lerary. The root of Fragaria is diuretic and astringent

Flowers of Hagema abyssimca are a famous remedy
or tapeworm Flowers of Ulmana are used to give a
jouquet to wine, also as a sudorific and cordial The
3ark of Prunus serotina (wild cherry bark) is tonic and
jectoral. The bark of Qudlajn Saponaria (soap-bark
^ree) of Chile, is a stunulant, diuretic and irritant, con-
tains saponin, and is used for washing delicate fabrics

Dummy exudations from the bark of cherry are some-
times used in medicine Sanguisorba has been used for

forage, and as a condiment The seeds of many species of

Prunus and others yield oil in quantity
Fifty or sixty genera are cultivated in America.

Among these are Agrimoma (Agrimony), Alchcmilla
(Lady’s Mantle), Amelanchier (Shadbush, Juneberry,
Service-berry), Aroma (Choke-berry)

,
Aruncus, Ccrco-

carpus; Chrysobalanus (Cocoa Plum), Comarum
(Marsh Cinquefoil); Cotoneaster, Crattegus (Haw-
thorn, Scarlet Thorn, Washington Thorn); Enobot-
rva (Loquat, Japan Plum), Exochorda (Pearl Bush),
Fragaria (Straw'berry)

,
Goum (Avens), Gillema or Por-

teranthus (American Ipecac^ Bowman’s Root), llolo-

discus or Schizonotus, Kcrna (0« lobe-flower, Japanese
Rose); Margyncarpus (Pearl Fruit), Mespilus (Medlar,
Mespil); Ncviusin (Snow Wreath), Photima (Toyon,
Tollon); Physocarpus (Nmebark), Potent ilia (Cinque-
foil, Five-finger, Silver-weed)

,
Pyracantha, Pyrus (Pear,

Apple, Crab), Quillaja (Soap-bark Tree); Raphiolepis

(Indian Hawthorn), Rosa (Rose, Eglantine, Sweet-
brier); Rubus (Bramble, Blackberry, Raspberry, Cloud-
berry, Baked-apple Berry, Yellow Berry, Salinonberry,

Wineberry, Blackcap, Thimbleberry, Dewberry) ;
San-

guisorba (JBurret); Sorbana; Sorbus, (Mountain Ash,

Rowan Tree, Dogberry, Service Tree, WT
hitc Beam-

tree); Spiraea (Queen of the Meadows, Meadowsweet,
Hardhack, Steeple-bush, Bridal Wreath); Ulmaria
(Meadowsweet, Queen - of - the - Prairie, Queen-of-the-
Meadows); Waldsteima (Barren Strawberry, Yellow
Strawberry).

103. Le^iuninosae (from legume
,
the name of the

type of fruit characteristic of this family) Pea Family.
Fig 28. Herbs, shrubs, or trees, often twining leaves

alternate, compound, rarely simple 1 flowers regular or

irregular, usually bisexual, hypogynous or perigynous,
fundamentally polypetalous; sepals 5, more or less con-

nate, often unequal
;
petals 5, rarely fewer, nearly equal, or

unequal, or more commonly papilionaceous (1 . e
,
1 dor-

sal standard, 2 lateral cleaver-shaped wings, and 2 ven-
tral, more or less connate, petals forming the keel);

stamens 10 or very numerous, rarely 5, included or

exserted, often inserted around a glandular disk, mona-

delphous, 9 united and 1 separate, or all separate; car-

pel 1, rarely 2-15, superior; ovary 1-celled, inequilat-
eral, the single parietal placenta ventral but turned
dorsally, ovules 1 to many fruit a legume, or, by re-

duction, mdehiscent, or follicular, or fleshy, often
jointed between the seeds, and sometimes filled with
pulp, seeds exalbuminous

Lcguminosai contains 429 genera and about 7,000
species, distributed over the whole earth, but most
abundant in the tropics. This family and the Orchida-
cese are, next to the Composite, the largest families

of flowering plants The large genera winch contain
100 or more species are Astragalus, 1,200 species,
Acacia, 450 sp

, Cassia, 380 sp
,
Mimosa, 300 sp

,
Cro-

tolaria. 250 sp , Indigofera, 250 sp.; Trifolium, 250 sp
,

Bauhinia, 150 sp
;
Aspalanthus, 150 sp

;
Oxytropus,

150 sp
;
Desmodium, 150 sp

, Inga, 140 sp
;
Tephrosia,

120 sp
,
Vicia, 120 sp

,
Pithecolobium, 110 sp

,
Lupi-

ihls, 100 sp
, Psoralea, 100 sp

,
Dalea, 100 sp

,
Lathy-

ruh, 100 sp
,
Rhynchosia, 100 sp

;
and Phaseolus, 100

sp Taken in the broad sense, the family is a very nat-
ural one, the nearest relatives being the Chrysobalanus
section of the Rosacea; The most constant distin-

guishing character is the leguminous type of fruit

When this occasionally vanes, the papilionaceous
corolla, or the general Mimosa type of flower, is distinc-

tive Except in the fruit, the family is very diverse,

and the following sub-families have often been treated

as distinct families

Sub-family I Mimosa; —Flowers regular; corolla

valvate, stamens 5-10, or very numerous, exserted.
e g , Pithecolobium, Albizzia, Mimosa, and Acacia

Sub-family II Caisalpuur —Flowers irregular, not
papilionaceous, stamens 10 or fewer, not conspicuously
exserted, corolla imbricated e g , Copaiba, Tamarindus,
Cercis, Bauhmia, Cassia, Gleditsia, Gymnocladus,
Ctesalpmia, and the like

Sub-family III Papilionatese —Corolla papiliona-

ceous, imbricated; stamens 5-10, included e g ,
Pisum,

Lathyrus, Robinia, Vicia, Phaseolus, and so forth
The leaves of many liCgurmnosae are motile Mimosa

pudica, Cassia mctilans, and others, are sensitive to
touch, the leaflets, and often the leaves, quickly drooping
when disturbed A great number show sleep movement,
the leaflets drooping at nightfall The motile organ is

the pulvinus at the base of the leaflet or leaf The lat-

eral leaflets of Desmodium gyrans are rhythmically and
spontaneously motile The pollination of the papiliona-
ceous flowers is complicated and interesting (See Kerner
and Oliver’s “Natural History of Plants ”) The legumes
of Desmodium separate into l-seeded joints which are
covered with hooked hairs, and, therefore, bur-hke
The roots of the Legummosa; commonly bear tubercles
containing nitrogen-fixing organisms, the product of

which is used by the plant
The economic plants are almost innumerable. The

following are the most important.
Plants used for food' Detanum senegalense of Sene-

gambia, edible drupe, Caslanospermum australe (Aus-
tralian chestnut), Dolichos Lablab (black bean),
Phaseolus vulqans (bean), Cicer anetmum (chick pea),

Pisum sativum (pea), Ervum Lens (lentil) and Lupinus
sps

,
all have edible seeds, Apios tuberesa, Psoralea

hypogiea, and P. esculenta, edible tubers; Arachis hypo-

gsea (peanut), and Voandzeva suhterranea, subterranean
seeds; Lathyrus tuberosa, sugary tubers, much used
before potatoes were known; and Cytisus scopanus,
buds used as capers.

Plants used as forage: Ceratonia Siliqua (St. John’s
bread), Onobrychis saliva (sainfoin), Vicia saliva

(vetch), Medicago saliva (alfalfa), Medieago lupidma
(medick), Trifolium species (clover), Glycine hispida

(soy bean), Vigna, Catjang (cowpea), Lotus corni-

culatus
,
Lupinus sps

,
Anthyllis Vulnerana, Hedy-

sarum coronanum
,
Oriuthopus sahvus, Pisum sativum

,

Ulex europseus
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Plants used for medicine: Acana Senegal (gum aca-

cia); A Catechu (catechu), astringent, tonic; Swartzia
lomentosa, sudorific; Copaiba Langdorfu (balsam of

Copaiba), of Brazil, for catarrh, Cassia sps
,
Orient,

India, etc., leaves purgative; Tamanndus indica

(tamarind), pulpy pods used; Sophora tomentosa
,

India, seeds arrest choleric vomiting, Toluifera Balsa-
mum (balsam of Tolu), South America, bronchial;

Andira sps
,
tropical America, emetic, purge, narcotic,

vermifuge; Ptcrocarpus Draco (dragon’s blood), West
Indies, astringent; P. Marsupium (gum kino)

,
Butea

frondosa (eastern kmo), Asia, Mucuna prunens (cow-

itch or cowage), India, stinging hairs on pod, anthel-

mintic, Astragalus gummifer (gum tragacanth), of the
Orient; Colulea arborescens (bladder senna), purgative,

emetic; Glycyrrhiza glabra, (licorice), Europe, emol-
lient, Genista tmetona

,
purgative; Cytisus scopanus.

diuretic, Tngonella Faenum - grseturn (fenugreek), Old
World, food, condiment, horse-remedy, and so on;

Anagyns feztida (stinking wood), purgative and poi-

sonous, Physostigma venosum (calabar bean), sedative,

contracts the .pupil, poisonous; Astragalus sps
,
and

Crotalana sps are loco-weeds, and poisonous to cattle;

arrow-poisons are furnished by Erythrophheuin,
Afzeha, and Pithecolobium Fifteen genera furnish

fish-poison

Dye-stuffs Cxsalpima echmata yields brazilme;

Sophora japonica yields yellow dye, Indigofera tine-

tona yields indigo, Genista tmetona, yields a dye;
Hsematoxylon campechianum yields logwood and hema-
toxylin Pterocarpus santahnum yields red sandal-

wood, a brown dye
Other purposes Copal varnish from Hymenaea sps

,

Trachylonium sps
,
and Copaiba sps Many species are

valuable timber trees A snuff-perfume is obtained
from seeds of Coumarouna (tonka bean) Rosewood
is from Dalbergia nigra, and other species African

rosewood is from Pterocarpus ennaceus Red seeds of

Abrus precatonus (jequirity) are used for necklaces, as

are also those of Adenanthera Pavomna (Circassian

seeds). Branches of Cytisus scopanus (broom) are used
for basket-work. Ulex europsus (furze) is used as fire-

wood m France Many species furnish fibers for spin-

ning Oil is obtained from seeds of peanut and others.

Many are ornamental
About 150 genera are cultivated in America, or are

important to American agriculture Many of the spe-

cies are among our most valuable ornamental and
food-plants Some of these genera are Abrus (Crab’s-

eye Vine, Weather Plant); Acacia (Wattle, Kangaroo
Thorn, Weeping Myall, Australian Blackwood, Mulga,
Popinac, Opopanax, Cassie, Iluisache, Espino, Cavan,
Gum Arabic Tree); Adenanthera (Red Sandalwood);
Albizzia; Alhagi (Camel’s Thorn), Amphiearpaea (Hog
Peanut)

;
Amorpha (Lead Plant, Bastard Indigo)

, An-
thyllis (Kidney Vetch, Sand Clover, Woundwort, Jupi-

ter’s Beard); Apios (Groundnut, Wild Bean); Aracnis
(Peanut, Goober); Astragalus (Milk Vetch); Baptisia
(Wild Indigo), Bauhmia (Mountain Ebony), Qesal-
pinia (Brasilleto, Barbadoes Pride, Barbadoes Flower-
fence, Dwarf Poinciana); Canavalia (Jack Bean.
Chickasaw Lima); Caragana (Pea Tree); Cassia (Wild
Senna, Partridge Pea, Pudding Pipe Tree)

;
Centrosema

(Butterfly Pea)
;
Cercis (Judas Tree, Red Bud) , Chori-

zema; Cicer (Chick Pea), Cladrastis (Yellow-wood);
Clianthus (Glory Pea, Glory Vine, Parrot’s Bill); Cli-

tona (Butterfly Pea)
;
Colutea (Bladder Senna)

,
Coro-

mlla (Crown Vetch, Scorpion Senna), Crotalaria (Rat-
tle-Box), Cytisus (Broom, Genista); Desmodium (Tick
Trefoil, Telegraph Plant); Dolichos (Hyacinth Bean,
Taukok, Black Bean), the species still much con-
fused; Erythrma (Coral Tree); Galega (Goat’s Rue);
Genista (Dyer’s Greenwood); Gleditsia (Honey Lo-
cust, Sweet Locust, Three-thomed Acacia); Glycine
iSoy Bean)* Glycyrrhiza (Licorice); Gymnocladus
(.Kentucky Coffee Tree); Halimodendron (Salt Tree);

Hedysarum (French Honeysuckle); Hosackia, Indigo-
fera (Indigo); Kennedya, Laburnum (Golden Chain,
Bean Tree, Scotch Laburnum), Lathyrus (Sweet Pea,
Tangier Scarlet P

,
Pride of California, Everlasting P

,

Two-flowered P., Flat P, Perennial P, Lord Anson’s
P

,
Marsh P

,
Sea P

,
Beach P

,
Prairie Vetehling, Black

P., Black Bitter Vetch, Spring Bitter Vetch), Lens
(Lentil); Lespedeza (Bush Clover, Japan Clover, lloop-
koop), Leuciena (White Popinac); Lotus (Bird’s-foot

Trefoil, Babies’ Slippers, Winged Pea), Lupinus (Lu-
pine, Sundial, Deer Cabbage), Millettia (Ironwood);
Medicago (Alfalfa, Lucerne, Black or Hop Medick,
Nonesuch, Snails, Tree Alfalfa, Moon Trefoil), Meli-
lotus (Sweet Clover), Mimosa (Sensitive Plant, Hum-
ble Plant), Mucuna (Cowitch, Cowage, Velvet Bean,
Banana Bean), Onobryrhis (Sainfoin, Holy ('lover);

Ononis (Rest-Harrow, Goat Root), Parkmsoma (Jeru-

salem Thorn); Paroclietus (Shamrock Pea, Blue Oxa-
lis), Petalostemon (Prairie Clover), Phaseolus (Bean,
Caracol, Snail-flower, Corkscrew Flower, Scarlet-run-
ner, Dutch Caseknife B

,
Metcalfe B

,
Moth B

,
Gram,

Silva B., Civet. B
,
Lima B

,
Kidney B

,
Bush B ); Pis-

cidia (Fish-poison Tree, Jamaica Dogwood), Pisum
(Garden Pea, Field P ), Pithecolobium, Prosopis (Mes-
quite, Screw Bean, Tornillo), Poinciana (Royal Poin-
ciana, Peacock Flower, Flomboyant), Psoralea (Scurfy
Pea, Pomme Blanche), Puerana (Kudzu Vine), Robi-
nia( Locust, False Acacia, Black Locust, Rose Acacia,
Clammy Locust), Schrankia (Sensitive Brier); Sophora
(Japan Pagoda Tree); Spartium (Spanish Broom);
Sutherlandia (Bladder Senna), Swainsona (Winter
Sweet Pea); Tamanndus (Tamarind); Templetonia
(Coral Bush); Tephrosia (Goat’s Rue, Catgut, Wild
Sweet Pea. Hoary P.); Thermopsis, Trifolium (Clover,
Alsike, Cowgrass); Tngonella (Fenugreek), Ulex
(Gorse, Whin, Furze), Vicia (Vetch, Tare, Broad Bean,
Windsor B

,
English Dwarf B ); Vigna (Cowpea, Black

Pea, China Bean), Wistaria (Chinese Wistaria, Kid-
ney-bean Tree).

Order 38. Geraniales

104 Geraniaceae (from the genus Geranium, Crane's-
bill, from geranos, a crane, in allusion to the cranelike
beak of the fruit) Geranium Family. Fig 29 Herbs
and shrubs, sometimes fleshy * leaves opposite or alter-

nate, very diverse flowers bisexual, regular or slightly

irregular, sepals 3, imbricated, persistent; petals 5,

rarely fewer, imbricated or convolute; stamens usually

10, rarely more, hypogynous or pengynous, the outer
set opposite the petals, some frequently antherless,

somewhat inonadelphous below, often glandular at the
base, carpels 5, ovary 5 -celled, rarely 2-3-celled, fi-

lched, prolonged into a beak terminatd by the 5 styles;

ovules 1 to many in each cell fruit rarely a capsule,

more commonly splitting into 5 beaked sections, seeds
with endosperm, straight or curved
The family has 10 genera and 360 species, widely

distributed over the whole globe The largest genera are
Pelargonium (South Africa) with 175 species, and Ge-
ranium with 160 species. Some fossil fruits of Gerani-
aceae are known. The Geraniaceae are related to the
Oxalidaceae, Tropaeolaccae and Balsaminaceae

,
also to the

Lmaceae and Rutaceae The 5 sepals and petals, the
10 stamens, the 5 carpels, and the more or less beaked
or lobed fruit with its peculiar dehiscence, are together
distinctive

The flower of Pelargonium is slightly irregular, with
a dorsal receptacular spur at the base of the calyx The
fruits of all but 40 Geraniaceae dehisce elastically,

throwing the seeds to a distance. The 5 carpels
split away at base, coil up violently, and remain
attached to the summit of a column which projects

from the receptacle This method of dehiscence, when
present, is characteristic of the Geraniaceae.
The Geraniaceae are astringent, several contain

resin, and others contain free acids Several species of
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Geranium have been used as remedies for wounds,
others for dysentery, and the like, some have been used
as stimulants. Erodium mohihntum is valued because of

a very strong odor of musk The resinous stems of Mon-
sonia (South Africa) bum readily, and have been used
for torches The most important economic genus is

Pelargonium, cultivated for ornament The foliage of

some Pelargoniums is glandular and very fragrant
(“rose geraniums”) Some species of Geranium also

are ornamental The awn-like beak of Erodium fruits

have been used as hygrometers
Few genera arc in cultivation in America as orna-

mental plants Erodium (Stork ’s-bill)
,

Geranium,
(Crane’s-bill), Pelargonium (so-called “Geraniums”)
Several cultivated genera, formerly ineluded in the
Geraniaeea?, are now placed in separate families, which
see, eg, Impatiens (Halsammacea*), Tropa*oluin (Tro-

paiolaeeie), Oxalis and Averrhoa (Oxalidacea?)
105 Oxalidaceae (from the genus Oxalis, signifying

acid, from the sour taste of the foliage) Oxalis Fam-
ily Herbs, rarely shrubby leaves usually compound,
flowers bisexual, regular, sepals 5, persistent, imbri-
cated, petals 5, convolute or imbricated, rarely united
at the base, stamens 10 m 2 whorls, the outer set oppo-
site the petals, filaments coherent below, those of the
outer set shorter, one or both sets with external glandu-
lar appendages at the base, hypogynous, ovary superior,

5-celled, with a persistent central column (as m Ge-
raniaeea*), stylos separate fruit an ordinary capsule
with each cell dorsal ly dehiscent, or a berry
The Oxalis family contains 7 genera and about 230

species, of which 220 belong to the genus Oxalis They
are mostly of tropical and subtropical distribution.

Oxalis occurs chiefly in South Africa and South
America The Oxalidacea} were formerly united with
the Geraniaeea*, but differ in the fruit, which is a dehis-
cent capsule or a berry and does not break up into
separate carpels

The species of Oxalis are often bulbous or tuberous,
or the roots arc enlarged as water-storage tissue The
leaflets usually have a sensitive cushion at the base
(pulvinus) and show sleep-movements The flowers of
many are dimorphic or trimorphie, i e

,
have stamens

or styles of 2 or 3 lengths in the same species The
seeds are forcibly ejected through the dorsal suture of
the capsule by the elastic separation of the outer layer
of the testa

Oxalis contains much oxalic acid, which may be
extracted for economic purposes It is somewhat seda-
tive, and the sour taste has made some species useful
as salads The starchy roots of some South American
species are used for cattle-fodder The fruits of Aver-
rhoa are used in the tropics as a substitute for goose-
berries, which they resemble m flavor

Two genera are grown in America Averrhoa (Caram-
bola), 1 species grown for shade and fruit, and Oxalis.

10t) Tropaeolaceae (from the genus Tropacolum, from
tropaion, a trophy, the leaves are shield-like, and the
flowers resemble a helmet ) Na&turtium Family F'g
29 Diffuse or climbing succulent herbs with alternate,

peltate or lobed leaves flowers bisexual, irregular,

spurred; sepals 5, imbricated, petals 5, imbricated,
the upper two differing in shape from the lower three;
stamens 8, separate, somewhat pengynous, ovary
superior, 3-celled, 3-lobcd, each cell 1-seedcd, style 1;
stigmas 3 fruit splitting into 1-seeded, mdehiscent
nutlets or drupelets.
A single genus of about 35 species is found m the

mountainous regions from Mexico to Chile The family
was formerly included in the Geraniaeea), but is dis-

tinguished by its separate stamens, its mdeniscent fruit-

lets, and a very peculiar method of embryo develop-
ment, in which the suspensor divides into three parts,
one part growing into the placenta, another out into
the ovarian cavity, and the third producing the embryo
on its apex. The spur of the flower is an outgrowth of

the obliquely cup-shaped receptacle at the base of the
calyx, as in Pelargonium
The herbage of Tropieolum has an acrid taste like

cress, and is often used for salad, hence the common
name “nasturtium” or “Indian cress.”

In America, several species are grown for their showy
flowers Trop'X’olum majus is the most widely known
species T peregnnum is the “canary-bird flower

”

107 Linaceae (from the genus Linum, the Latin name
for flax, from the old Celtic llin, a thread) Flax Fam-
ily Fig 29 Woody or herbaceous plants leaves alter-

nate or opposite, rarely whorled, simple, entire flowers

bisexual, regular, calyx of 5, persistent, imbricated
sepals, rarely 1-parted, with 3-hd lobes, petals 5, rarely 4,

convolute, clawed, the claw sometimes crested, stamens
5, alternate with the petals, with sometimes 5 additional

staminodia, or 10, 15. or 20, hypogynous, usually united

at the often glandular base, ovary 5-, rarely 3- or 4-,

celled or falsely 10-celled by the intrusion of the mid-
rib, ovules few, styles as many as the cells of the
ovary fruit a capsule or drupe

There are 9 genera and about 120 species, of w hich 90
species belong to Linuin Tin* Linacea* are related to

29 G)ranivce.e 1 Geranium, n, floral (Ingram, b, fruit,

c, fruit dehiscing Tropalolac e e 2 Tropieolum, flower Lina-
ceas 3 Linum, a, flower, b, floral diagram

the Geraniaeea? and Oxalidacea*, but also show* a rela-

tion to the Silenes m the Cary ophv llacea* The many-
stamened genera suggest the Ternstroemiacea* Tne
family' is most easily recognized by the simple, regular
pattern of the flower, and the numeiical plan of 5 (or 4)

which is carried through all the floral parts For this

reason, the flax was taken by the older botanists as a
pattern flower.

Linum catharticum (Europe) wras formerly used as a
puigative A fixed oil is exti acted from the seeds of the
common flax (Linum usitatissimum)

,

which is used in

medicine as an emollient The most extensive use of this

oil is m painting, its value being due to the property of
drying into a hard, waterproof coating Flaxseed meal,
from which the oil has been expressed, is used for fodder
and for poulticing The seed-coats of flax become very
mucilaginous when soaked, on which account flaxseed

has also been used as an emollient in the treatment of
coughs and colds The cortical bast-fibers of the flax

have been used since earliest times in textile industries

As the basis of linen cloth, flax is one of the most useful
of cultivated plants Flax was probably Asiatic in its

origin Many species of Linum are ornamental, but
are little grown.
Two genera are cultivated in America* Lmum,

with species of annual garden plants; and Rcmwardtia,
with species of conservatory sub-shrubs from India.
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108 Erythroxylaceae (from the genus Erythrotylon,

the name signifying red wood, the wood of some species

being red). Coca Family Fig 30 Shrubs and small
trees, leaves alternate flowers bisexual, regular, incon-
spicuous, sepals 5, persistent, imbricated or valvate;

petals 5, convolute or imbricated, with appendages on
the inner face, or with projecting callosities, stamens 10,

in 2 whorls, more or less connate into a tube, and
externally glandular, ovary 3-4-celled, usually but
1 cell developing m fruit, 1-2 ovules m each cell; styles

3-4. fruit drupaceous, 1-2-seeded.

Two genera and about 90 species arc known; all

tropical, and reaching their greatest development in

30. Erythroxylacei 1 Erythroxylon. a, flower of E
pulchrum, b, flower, perinnth icmoved, of E Coca Zyoophyi lacea:
2 Zygophyllum, a, flower, b, floral diagram Rutacfe 3 iiuta,
a, flower, 8 , floral diagram, c, leaf.

tropical South America, but extending northward to
Mexico and southward m the Old Woild to Natal
The family is closely related to the Lmacesc with which
it. was formerly united, but differs in the more promi-
nent stamen-tube, the appendages on the petals, and
the drupaceous non-eapsular fruit.

The only important economic plant is the coca plant
(Erythroxylon Corn), a shrub famous as the source of
cocaine Its origin is unknown, but it. was eaily used by
the Peruvians as a stimulant Coca is now grown to
a limited extent in southern Florida and southern Cali-
fornia, as well as m most tropical countries

109. Zygophyllaceae (from the genus Zygophyllum,
dern ed from the Greek signifying a yoke and leaf, the
leaflets are in pairs) Caltrop Family Fig 30 Herbs,
shrubs, or trees leaves opposite, rarely alternate, mostly
pmnately compound, flowers bisexual, regular, rarely
irregular, r«pals 4-5, persistent, imbricated or rarely
valvate; petals 4-5, rarely 0, imbricated, rarely valvate;
disk present., diverse, rarely wanting, stamens usually
8 or 10, hypogynous, the outer opposite the petals,
usually scales at the base of the filaments, ovaiy supe-
rior, 4-5-celled, rarely falsely many -celled, ovules
2 to several in each cell, style and stigma 1 fruit a
capsule or sepaiating into fruitlets

Twenty-one genera and about 150 species occur as
natives of the wanner paits of the world, especially
the diicr desert, regions They are especially abundant
in North Afnca and the Mediterranean region This
family is very closely related to the Itutaceie, fiom which
it diffeis in th<* absence of glandular dots and oil, and
in the presence of stipules The fruits are usually more
or less lobed and sometimes winged or covered with
prickles

The hard, faintly aromatic wood (lignumvitai)
of Guauicum officinale is used for cabinet work and
for pulleys The wood of this plant yields a resin used
as a diaphoretic and purge The flower-buds of one
species of Zygophyllum arc used in place of capers.
The Arabs use Z simplex to remove freckles. The

fetid smell of this plant is so strong that even camels
are said to reject it. Soda is obtained from species of
Nitrana, which inhabit alkaline soil.

Gtuiiacurn officinale is sometimes grown in southern
Florida and southern California for ornament. Zygo-
phyllum may be in cultivation

110 Rutaceae (from the genus Hula, the ancient
name) Rue Family. Fig 30 Herbs, shrubs, trees:

leaves usually alternate, simple or variously cut or com-
pound, usually with pellucid dots flowers bisexual,

usually regular, sepals 4-5, often coherent, imbricated,

petals 4-5, imbricated or valvate, usually sepal ate; sta-

mens 8-10, rarely 15, inserted at the base of a thick disk,

usually distinct; ovary superior, 2-5-lobed, 2-5-celled,

each cell 1 to inany-ovuled, laised on a prolongation of

the receptacle, a glandular disk at its base, styles

usually connate, fruit a capsule opening by valves, or
fleshy and indehiscent, or sepaiating into fruitlets,

rarely winged.
Rutaeem contains over 100 geneia and about 900

species, mostly of tropical countries but extending into

temperate parts of Europe and Ainenca Fagara, with
more than 130 species, is the largest genus The lluta-

ceai are related to many of the Geranium group, especi-

ally to Himarubaceae, Zygophyllaceie, and Mehaeeu'
The transparent dots m the leaves, the numerical plan,

and especially the lobed ovary raised on the disk or

stalk, aie together distinctive Tin* disk is often much
developed and very diversely constructed The outer
stamens are usually opposite the petals, not alternate

with them as might, be expected In some cases the

carpels aie entirely free below and united only by the

styles or stigmas The seeds, except, in the berry fruits,

are only 1 or 2 The groat development of oil-glands

containing a fragiant oil is one of the most character-

istic features of the family These glands aie produced
on all parts of the plant, ev on on the floral parts and sur-

face of the fiuits The orange and lemon are examples
of Itutaceie with berry fruits, and they are widely cul-

tivated and peiplexingly vanablc
The volatile oil of the Rutacea' has been used to some

extent foi medicine and also for perfumeiy Ext i act

of me has been used as a vermifuge The Romans
used rue as a condiment Some species of me are so

pungent as to produce a poisoning of the skin sunilai to

that piodmed by poison ivy The volatile oil is so

copious m Dictamnus as to ignite readily Several

species of Barosma (buchu) are tonic and dnnetic 'The

genus Citrus is the most useful It includes the orange,
the bitter orange

;
the citron, the lemon, the lime, the

grape-fiuit, the kid-glove mange or tangerine, and the
bergamot from the rind of which bergamot oil is manu-
factured, used in perfumery The biuk of the prickly

shrub, Zanthoxylum, is sometimes used as a tonic

The seeds of some species of Zanthoxylum are used to
poison fish

In cultivation in America or worthy of trial are 20
to 30 genera, used mostly for ornament and fruit.

Among these are’ Adenandra (Breath of Heaven);
iEgle (Bad Fruit, Bengal Quince); Atalantia, Balsam-
ocitrus (African Bael-Fiuit); Calodendron (Capo
Chestnut); Casimiroa (White Sapota), Citrus ((Range,
Lemon), Dictamnus (Dittany, Gas Plant, Burning
Bush), Fagara (Prickly Ash), Feronia (Wood Apple);
Murraya (Orange Jessamine, Sat inwood), Phelloden-
dron (Chinese Cork Tree), Poneirus ("Trifoliate

Orange), Ptelea (Hop Tree), Rut a (Rue), Triphasia
(Bergamot Lime, Lime Berry), Zanthoxylum (Prickly

Ash, Chinese or Japanese Pepperwood, Toothache
Tree)

111 Simarubaceae (from the genus Sunaiuba
,
which

is the Caribbean name of Sirnaruba officinalis ) Quas-
sia Family. Fig. 31 Shrubs or trees leaves alternate or
rarely opposite, pinnate, rarely simple, dotless flowers

unisexual, regular; sepals 3-5, more or less connate,
imbricated or valvate; petals 3-5, rarely 0, free or con-
nate, vaiiouslv arranged m the bud, disk prominent,
very diverse, laiely 0, stamens usually twice the petals,

filaments naked or with a scale; carpels 2-5, free, or
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connate at tlie base or by the styles, or completely
united into a 2-5-cclled, supenor ovary; each cell 1-,

rarely several-, ovuled; carpels m fruit drupe-like,

rarely forming a berry or samaras
About 28 genera and 140 species are generally distrib-

uted in the tiopics, but extend into the temperate
regions. The center of distribution is in tropical

America Some fossil species are known. The family
is closely related to the Rutaceie, but differs m the
absence of foliage-glands and in the presence of scales

on the filaments It is also closely related to the Zygo-
phyllaeeie

Most of the Simurubacea* contain a bitter principle,

also, sometimes, a iesmous matter and an oil which is

of value as a tonic Qua ssia aniara of tropieal America
furnishes the quassia wood, famous as a bitter tonic

Purasma eta Isa
,
of Jamaica, also furnishes quassia

of equal quality Brandies of quassia and the pulver-
ized bitter wood of specie's of Snnaruba are used in

tropical America to drive away insects The seeds
of Sunaruba Catron are used for the same purpose
Various species are used for snake-bites The leaves

and sap of species of Piiramma furnibh a beautiful

violet dye
Very few are in cultivation m America* Picrasma, a

serm-haidv shrub, and Ailanthus (Tree of Heaven), a
well-known tree

112

Burseraceae (from the genus Bvrsera
,
named in

memoiy of Joachim Bursei, a botanist m Naples).
Buusf.ua Famity Fig 31 Trees or shrubs, often very
large, with usually alternate compound leaves flowers
bisexual, regular, usual!} small and \ery numerous;
sepals 8-5, mote or less connate, imbricated or often
valvate, petals 3-5, usuall} separate, imbricated or val-

31 Siwarub\cf* 1 Ailanthus, a, flower, section h, flower,

lookuiK in, c, fruit Buhsirao « 2 Burseru, o, flower, \ floral

diagram Miiiaikic 3 Swietenia, flower 4 Cedrela, lower
5 Melia, floral diagram Malpighiac®.® G Camarea, flower.

7 Malpighia, floral diagram

vate; stamens usually twice as many as the petals, hy-
pogynous, sometimes unequal, separate, the outer oppo-
site the petals, disk present, annular or cup-shaped,
rarely 0, sometimes adnate to the calyx, ovary superior,

2-5-celled, ovules usually 2 in each cell, style 1 or 0.

fiuit drupe-like with 2-5 stones or with a bony endo-
carp or a capsule with the cpicarp opening and expos-

ing the connate bony pits, seeds exalbuminous
The 1G genera and about 270 species are widely dis-

tributed in tropical regions One species of Bursera
reaches Florida The family is related to the Rutaceie
and Simarubaceae, from which it differs in the presence
of resin-chambers in the bark. It is also very closely

related to the Anacardiaceae.

The family is very rich in resin and. therefore, is of
considerable economic importance These resins are
frequently aromatic or fragrant, hence many have been
used as incense The resin myrrh is obtained from species

of Commiphora of Arabia and Africa Mecca balsam
is from the same genus Olibanum incense is derived
fiom trees of the genus Boswellia, of India Frankin-
cense is either this olibanum or the resin from Bos-
wellia Carlen A substitute foi dammar and copal
has been obtained from the Burseraceae.
Few species of the Burseraceae are in cultivation in

America* Bursera Sinunuba, as an ornamental green-
house tree, and (iaruga pinnata, which is grown in
Florida and California for the gooseberry-like fruit,

113 Meliaceae (from the genus Melia
,
the Greek

name of the somewhat similar manna-ash). Mahogany
Family. Fig 31 Trees or shrubs leaves usually alter-

nate, pinnate or rarely simple flowers bisexual, rarely
unisexual, panicled, sepals 4-5, usually partly connate,
imbricated

,
petals 1-5, rarely 3-8, separate, or con-

nate or adnate to the stamens, stamens 8-10, rarely

5. or numerous, hypogynous, filaments usually connate
into a tube which is entire or lacerate, rarely free, disk
present; ovary superior, 2-5-celled, rarely l- or many-
celled, each cell 2-, raicly several-, ovuled, style and
stigma 1 fruit a drupe, berrv, or capsule

There are 42 genera and about bOO species, all con-
fined to the tropics They enter the United States
only m southern Florida Some fossil species are
know’ll The family is related to the Rutaceie, but
lacks the resin and oil-glands It is closely related to all

of the disk-bearing families, but is distinguished by the
peculiar stamen-tube with teeth and fringe

There is the greatest diversity m the arrangement
of the anthers on the stainmal tube and the dentation
or fringing of the latter Very commonly there are 2
stipule-like teeth just below the anthers The seeds
are sometimes winged (in mahogam ) *The leaves are
rarely transparent-dotted (Flindersia).

Melia Azeelareieh, an Asiatic tree, is bitter, and has
been used in medicine as a purgative and vermifuge.
Other species of Mehaceai are purgative and emetic, or
arc used for hcaitbum, and the like Sonte have the odor
of garlic The bark of the Asiatic Wahura piscidia is

used to stupefy fish The pulp of the fruit of Aglaia
eehdi s is said to be delicious The bitter bark of mahog-
any has been used m place of quinine. The most cele-

brated member of the family is Swietenia Mahogam of

the West Indies and Peru, which furnishes the mahog-
any timber of commerce The wrood of the West, Indian
Cednla odorala is fragrant, and is the so-called cigar-

box cedar, fiom which these boxes are made The
sawdust of the South African sneezewood ( PLcrorylon
obliquum) causes sneezing, hence the popular name

Five or more genera are in cultivation in Amcnca, all

confined to southern California and southern Florida,

except Melia, which is common throughout, the southern
states, and Cedrela sinensis, hardy in Mass Among
these are Cedrela (West Indian Cedar), Melia (Pride

of India, China-berry Tree, Texas Umbrella Tree),

Ptseroxylon (Sneezewood), Swietenia (Mahogany)
114 Malpighiacese (from the genus Malpighia, in

honor of Marcello Malpighi, once professor of medi-
cine at Pisa) Malpighia Family Fig 31 Trees or

shrubs, most often climbing leaves usually opposite,

often with petiolar glands and jointed petioles flowers

commonly bisexual, usually obliquely lnegular, sepals 5

mostly separate, some or all with large glands, petals

5, fringed or toothed, slcnder-claw’cd, stamens 10, m
part staminodial, rarely fewer, the outer opposite the
petals, hypogynous or nearly so, usually connate below,

anthers very diverse and odd; ovary superior, 2-3-

cclled and lobed, rarely 5-celled, the cells 1-ovuled,

styles 2-3, rarely connate fruit commonly separating

into 2-3 nut-hke portions which are entire, or pectinately

winged, or naked, rarely a single nut or drupe, seeds
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exalbummous; embryo variously curved or spiral,

rarely straight.

This family has 55 genera and about 650 species,

generally distributed in the tropics, but reaching to

Texas and California in North America, and Port
Natal in Africa They are most abundant in the tropi-

cal forests of South America The family is closely

related to the Zygophyllace®, Sapindacea;, and Ery-
throxylaccae, as shown by the lobed and winged fruit,

or clawed petals. The glandular calyx, clawed petals,

the outer stamens opposite the petals, peculiar anthers,

queer fruit, and curved embryo are together distinctive.

The family is of little economic importance Various
coloring matters and astringent tannins are contained
m the bark, for which reason some of the Malpighiaceae
have been used for dysentery and intermittent fever.

Some are used as a remedy for snake-bites The fiuits

of certain Malpighiacese are sour, juicy and refreshing.
Few species are in cultivation m North America,

all in California, Florida or the West Indies. Gal-
phimia and Stigmaphyllon are ornamental, Malpighia
glabra is the.Barbadoes cherry, cultivated in the West
Indies for the cherry-like fruit

115 Tremandraceae (from the genus Trcmandra,
which is from the Latin tremble and the Greek male,
probably in allusion to the anthers) Tremandra
Family Fig 32 Shrubs or sub-shrubs, with opposite,
whorled or alternate leaves, flowers bisexual, regular;

sepals 4-5, rarely 3, valvate, petals of the same number
as the sepals and alternating with them, colored, entire,

separate induplicate-valvate, stamens 8 or 10, rarely

6, hypogynous, m 1 or 2 whorls, anthers opening by a
transverse terminal valve, or more or less prolonged
into a beak with terminal pores, ovary superior,

2-celled, style 1, stigma 1. fruit a capsule; seeds 1 or 2
m each cavity

In this family are 3 genera and about 23 species, of
which 20 belong to the genus Tetratheca All are
native of south and west Australia. The family is very
similar to the Polygalacese, and separated from that

32 Tremandracfas 1 Platytheca, floral diagram Poly-
oalacea5 2 Polygala, a. flower, 6, flower, vortical section; c, floral

diagram Ecphohjbiace,® 3 Euphorbia, a, involucre and flowers,
b, involucre, vertical section 4 Croton, a, flower, b, floral dia-
gram, male flower, c, floral diagram, female flower

family only by the regular flowers. Platytheca is

remarkable in having the four anther cells all in one
plane
Two genera are m the American trade, both tender

heath-like plants Platytheca, and Tetratheca.
116 Polygalacese (from the genus Polygala

,
an old

Greek name applied later to this genus by botanists
because of the supposed stimulative action of the plant
on the lactation of cattle). Milkwort Family. Fig. 32

Herbs, shrubs, or small trees, sometimes climbing or
twining leaves mostly alternate, flowers bisexual, irreg-

ular
,
sepals 5, imbricated, separate or somewhat coher-

ent, the 2 inner largest and often winged or petaloid

;

petals rarely 5, commonly 3, at least the 2 upper, anti

sometimes all more or less coherent with each other and
with the stamen-tube, inner petal concave and often

with a fringed crest (keel)
,
stamens 8, rarely fewer, in 2

whorls, hypogynous, usually adherent to the keel petal

and coherent into a tube which is slit dowa and open
behind; anthers usually opening by terminal pores or

shts, ovary superior usually 2-celled, ovule usually

1 in each cell; style 1, dilated above; stigmas 1-4:

fruit usually a capsule, rarely a drupe or samara, seeds
pendulous, albuminous.

Polygalacese has 10 genera and about 500 species,

450 of which belong to the genus Polygala, widely dis-

tributed over the earth but absent in New Zealand,
Polynesia, arctic North America and arctic Asia The
family is not closely related to any other. The peculiar

perianth and stamens, and the 2-celled ovary, are to-

gether very distinctive The floral parts, though simu-
lating those of the Leguminosa;, are not homologous
A hitter principle gives the rolygalacea* tonic and

astringent properties Some species arc emetic The
root of Polygala Senega (North America), so-called

“Senega or Seneca snakeroot,” is used as an emetic
and cathartic, but more especially as an expectorant
This and many other species of Polygala are reputed
antidotes for snake-bites, hence the name “snakeroot ”

Only the genus Polygala is in cultivation in N Amer-
ica, of which 9 or 10 species are f*rown for ornamental
purposes. Some are shrubs and 1 is an evergreen trailer

117. Euphorbiaceae (from the genus Euphorbia
,

named in honor of Euphorbus, physician to King Juba)
Spurge Family Fig 32 Herbs, shrubs or trees, of

greatly varying habit, sometimes fleshy and eactus-like,

often with milky juice: leaves mostly alternate flowers

monoecious or dioecious, regular or irregular, both
calyx and corolla present, or the latter absent, or
both absent, or both much reduced, valvate or imbri-

cated, the parts free, rarely united, intrastaminal
disk usually present in the staminate flowers, often

changed to glands; stamens as many as the sepals, or

twice as many, or reduced to 1, separate or monadel-
phous; hypogynous disk in the pistillate flowers

annular or cup-shaped or m-the form of glands, ovary
superior, usually 3-celled, rarely 1-, 2-, or 4-celled,

style and stigma various, ovules 1-2 in each cavity,

side by side, suspended, anatropous; micropyle external,

covered with a caruncle fruit splitting into three
portions, leaving a central column, rarely indehiscent
and berry-like, or drupaceous, seeds albuminous
The 208 genera and about 4,000 species arc widely

distributed, mainly in the tropics, but extend into

temperate regions The largest genera are Euphorbia
with about 700 species, Croton with 500-600 species,

and Phyllanthus with 400 species. The family is

related to the Geramales, as shown by the fruA. The
only constant characters of this great polymorphic
family are the collateral anatropous ovules with micro-
pyle external, the caruncle, the usually persistent axis

of the fruit, and the albuminous seeds In Euphorbia,
some sessile staminate flowers and a pedicelled pistillate

flower are inclosed m a common involucre which bears
various horn-like, or gland-like, or petaloid appendages.
The variation in the inflorescence and floral structure

throughout the family is very intricate

The family is of great economic importance. Only
the most important plants can be mentioned here The
following are used in medicine The juice of Euphorbia
Esula, E Cyparismas, E. Lathyns, E helioscoma, and
others, is purgative, as is also that of Mercurialis Cro-
ton Tiglium yields the purgative croton oil. Ricmus
communu yields castor oil Jatropha Curcas (physic
nut) is purgative. Euphorbia Hybema, Jatropha
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officinalis, Croton, and Stillr.^gia sylvatica (queen's

root) are used for syphilis Euphorbia corollata and E.
Ipecacuanha are emetic E. thymifolia is used aa a ver-

mifuge in India. Croton Eluteria yields cascanlla bark,

a tonic The hairs of the capsule of Mallotus phihp-
pmensis are in the trade as kamala The juice of E
cotmijolia is used by the Canbbeans to poison arrows;
that of Exaecana Agallocha (blinding tree) is so acrid

as to blind the eye into which it may chance to fall

The juice of E balsamifera, of the Canaries, is cooked
and eaten as jelly. The seeds of Aleurites triloba are

called “almonds," and eaten, as are also those of Con-

ceveiba guyanensis. The fruit of E disticha is edible

E. Embliea has fleshy, sweet fruit The most useful

as food are the tuberous roots of the sweet manioc
(Mamhot palmata var Aijm), eaten cooked or raw, and
of the bitter manioc (M utilissima), which is poisonous
when raw, but when cooked is very widely used for

food in the tropics This root is the source of cassava
bread, and tapioca. Phosphorescent juice is obtained
from E phosphorea of Brazil The fruit of Hura crepitans

(sand-box) opens with a report like a pistol. It is

cooked in oil to prevent dehiscence, and used as a sand-
box India rubber is obtained from the juice of Hcvea
guyanensis, and other species Ompkalta truindra yields

a blackening juice used as ink Soap is made from the
Bemmal oil of Jatiopha ('ureas On from the seeds of
Aleurites cordata (Japanese oil tree) is used for light-

ing. Turnsole (Crozophora tmetona), of the Mediter-
ranean, yields a dye used to color Dutch cheese Other
Euphorbiaceae yield dves Sapium sebiferum (Chinese
tallow tree) yields a fat used for burning, and other
purposes.

Twenty to 30 genera are in cultivation m N. America
for various purposes. Among these are: Acalvpha,
ornamental; Aleurites (Candlcnut, Candleberry Tree),
California, Oodueum (Croton), ornamental; Euphorbia
(Spurge, Snow-on-the-Mountain, Scarlet Plume, Poin-
settia, Mexican Fire Plant, Hypocrite Plant, Painted
Leaf, Fire-on-the-Mountain, Crown of Thorns,
Medusa’s Head, Caper Spurge, Mole Plant), green-
house, garden, ornamental, Hevea (South Ameri-
can Rubber Tree), botanical gardens and Florida,

Jatropha (French Physic Nut), South; Mamhot
(Ceara Rubber Tree. Cassava, Manioc Plant), South,
food and ornamental, Pedilanthus (Bird Cactus, Jew
Bush), greenhouse, Phvllanthus (Snow-bush, Emblic
Myrobolan, Otahcite Gooseberry), greenhouse, garden,
Putranjiva (Indian Amulet Plant), South; lticinus

(Castor-Oil Plant, Palma Chnsti), garden, ornamental;
Stilhngia (Queen’s Root, Queen’s Delight); Sapium
(Tallow Tree), South.

Order 39 Sapindales

118.

Buxaceee (from the genus Buxus. the ancient
name of the box). Buxus Family. Herbs, shrubs or
trees leaves opposite or alternate flowers monoecious,
inconspicuous, hypogynous disk wanting; corolla absent,
calyx 4-parted, or m the pistillate flower 4-1'2-parted
or 0, imbricated

;
stamens 4, opposite the lobes of the

calyx, or numerous, ovary superior, 3-celled, rarely 2-4-

celled, ovules 2, collateral, rarely 1, suspended, micro-
pyle turned toward the axis; styles 2-3 fruit capsular
and opening elastically, or fleshy; seeds with endo-
sperm, with or without a caruncle.

About 6 genera and 30 species inhabit the tropics and
subtropics One species is native in the southeastern
United States. The largest genus is Buxus with 19
species Fossil species are known. The family is related

to the Euphorbiaccie, with which it is united by some
authors, and to the Celastracece and Empetrace®.
The absence of milky juice, the calycoid perianth, the
3-celled ovary with collateral suspended albuminous
seeds, and the axially directed micropyle are together
characteristic.

The wood of the box (Buxus sempervirens) of Europe
is close-grained and homogeneous; used for engraving
and for the manufacture of musical instruments. A
decoction of the wood was formerly used in medicine
for fevers. Its leaves and seeds are purgative. Oil

from the seeds of Simmondsia is used as a hauvtomc.
Four or more genera are in cultivation m America.

These are* Buxus (Box) ornamental; Pachysandra

33 Empetracee 1 Empetrum, a, flower, 6, floral diagram.
CoriariacejK 2 Conaria, a, flower, 6, floral diagram Ana-
cardiac e.k 3 Rhus, a, flower, b, floral diagram 4 Anacardium,
fruit Cyrillacea 5 Cynlla, flower

(Mountain Spurge), garden, ornamental; Sarcococca,
greenhouse, ornamental; and Simmondsia, California,

fur oil.

119. Empetraceae (from the genus Empetrum, an
ancient name signifying upon a rock) Crowberry
Family. Fig 33 Small encoid shrubs, leaves alters

nate, deeply furrow ed beneath flowers polygamous or
dioecious, small, regular, hypogynous^ disk wanting,
sepals 2-3, imbricated, petals 2-3, or 0, stamens of

the same number as the petals and alternate with them;
ovary superior, 2-9-eelled, each cell 1-ovuled, style-

branches 2-9, often fringed or toothed, fruit drupa-
ceous, seed ascending, anatropous, albuminous, micro-
pyle turned toward the outsiae.

In the north temperate and arctic regions, and in the
Andes, are found 3 genera and about 5 species. The
family is related to ihe Buxaccae, and more distantly

to the Euphorbiaceie and Celastraccae. The habit,

the reduced or absent corolla, the few stamens, the
1-seeded ovary, the external micropyle, and the absence
of the disk and aril are together distinctive

The acid berries of Empetrum are eaten m north
Europe and Kamtschatka, and also used to prepare a
drink The fruit of Corema album has been used as a
fever remedy, An acid drink is prepared from it in

Portugal
In North America, 2 genera are in cultivation* Cera-

tiola, not hardy; and Empetrum (Crowberry), grown
m rock-gardens

120. Coriariace® (from the genus Conana
,
derived

from the Latin meaning a hide, used for tanning).

Com \ria Family. Fig 33. Shrubs with opposite or

whorled, entire leaves, flowers bisexual, or unisexual,

regular, sepals 5, imbricated; petals 5, smaller, but
enlarging in fruit, fleshy, keeled within and pressed

between the carpels; stamens 10, hypogynous; carpels

5-19, superior, separate: fruitlets indehiscent, 1-seeded,

dry.
This family consists of a single genus containing 8

species, widely distributed in warm-temperate zones.

Conanacese is not closely related to any other family;
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perhaps most closely to the Empetrace®. Some authors
place it near the Sapmdacc® or Phytolaocace®, or

Rutace® It represents an ancient group. Fossil spe-

cies are known.
Conana myrtifolia (myrtle-leaved sumach) of the

West Mediterranean region, contains much tannin and
is used by curriers; its leaves and fruits are poisonous
The fruit of C. ruscifolia of New Zealand contains a
vinous juice, which is drunk as a beverage, but its

seeds are poisonous. C ruscifolia also yields a black

color used by shoemakers
Two species are grown for ornamental purposes in

eastern North America They are semi-hardy
121. Limnanthace® (from the genus Limnanthus, the

name signifying marsh flower) Limnanthus Family.
Herbs with alternate leaves, flowers bisexual, regular;

sepals 3 or 5, valvate, petals 3 or 5, convolute, separate;

stamens twice as many as the petals, the outer opposite
the petals, often glandular at base; ovary superior, 3-

or 5-lobed, 3- or 5-celled, ovules 1 m each cell, ascend-
ing, micropyle directed downward and outward, stig-

mas 3 or 5: fruit dry, separating into segments
This is a small family of 2 genera and 5 species, all of

North America. The family was formerly united with
the Geramace®, to which the floral structure bears a
superficial resemblance It is also related to the
Anacardiace® and Sapindace® It may be said to pos-

sess the general floral structure and lobed ovary of the
Geramaceae, but the seed position of the two families

last named
Limnanthus Douglasii, of California, is grown for

ornamental purposes.
122, Anacardiaceae (from the genus Anacardmm, the

name meaning heart-like, in reference to the shape of

the nut) Cashew Family Fig 33 Trees or shrubs
with resinous bark, and alternate, simple or compound
leaves* flowers bisexual or unisexual, regular, snpall,

and numerous, epigynous, pengynous or hypogynous;
sepals 3-5; petals 3-5, mostly imbricated, or 0, sta-

mens 5 or 10, rarely many, inserted with the petals at
the edge or base of an annular, intra-staminal disk;

ovary 1-, rarely 2-6-, celled, with 1 ovule in each cell;

styles 1-6 fruit a drupe or nut, rarely dehiscent; seeds
usually exalbuminous
There are 58 genera and about 400 species, most

abundant in the tropical zone of both hemispheres, but
represented by the genus Rhus as far north as Europe
and the United States. Rhus is the largest genus,
containing 120 species. The family is related to the
Sapindace®, but contains resui, and has an mtra-
stammal disk. It is also related to the Burserace®
and Simarubace®
The disk m some genera becomes elongated into a

stalk on which the ovary is raised. The drupe is some-
times edible (Mangifera). In Anacardium, the nut-
like fruit is situated on top of a fleshy edible receptacle.

Sometimes the nut is surrounded by the edible recep-
tacle In Cotinus. the pedicles become plumose and
the whole much-branched inflorescence breaks off,

and blows about, distributing the seeds. In Swin-
toma, the calyx or the corolla becomes enlarged and
persistent and serves as a parachute in seed-dissemi-
nation. Rhus Toxicodendron (poison ivy) and R Verrax
(poison sumach, poison elder, poison dogwood) con-
tain in all their parts an oily, extremely irritating

substance, which often produces a very painful vesic-

ular eruption that may last for several days.
The Anacardiaceae is a family of considerable eco-

nomic importance Because of the resinous juice, it

yields medicinal substances and varnishes. It also
yields important edible fruits. Pistacia vera of Syria
furnishes the pistachio nut; Pistacia Terebinthus of the
Mediterranean yields Cyprus turpentine, formerly medi-
cinal. The leaves of Rhus Conana of the Mediterra-
nean are used for tanning fine leather. Rhus succedanea
of Japan yields vegetable wax, which coats the seed

within the capsule Melanorrhoea usitata yields a cele-

brated black varnish of Burmah Mangifera mdica of

the East Indies is the mango tree, the fruit of which
is large, juicy, sugary-acid and agreeable. Anacardium
occidentals of tropical America is the cashew. This
plant yields edible nuts and an edible receptacle. From
it vinegar is made, also a peppery oil used as a condi-
ment; and the trunk yields a valuable acacia-like gum.
The seeds of Semecarpus (marking-nut tree) give an
indelible black dye used m marking linen. Spondias
purpurea is the so-called Spanish plum of the West
Indies The fruit of Spondias dulcis of the Pacific

Islands is also frequently eaten Other species furnish

the hog plum of the West Indies The mastic, a fra-

grant gum-resin of the pharmacist, is obtained from
Pistacia Lentiscus of the Orient

Eight to 12 genera are in cultivation in N. America,
but with the exception of Rhus and Cotinus, mostly in

the southern states, especially in southern Florida and
southern California Among these are: Anacardium
(Cashew Tree), Cotinus (Smoke-bush); Cyrtocarpa,
fruit edible; Mangifera (Mango); Pistacia (Pistachio

Nut); Rhus (Sumach, Poison Ivy, Poison Oak, Poison
Elder, Poison Dogwood), 15 species; Schinus (California

Pepper Tree, Peruvian Mastic), Semecarpus (Marking-
nut Tree).

123 Cyrillace® (from the genus Cyrilla, named in

honor of Domimco Cyrillo, a professor of medicine at

Naples). Cyrilla Family. Fig 33. Shrubs with
alternate, entire leaves flowers bisexual, regular, small,

sepals 5, often enlarged in fruit, imbricated; petals 5,

imbricated, slightly connate at base or separate; sta-

mens 5 or 10, hypogynous, the inner sometimes want-
ing, filaments dilated; ovary superior, 2-4-celled,

ovules 1, rarely, 2-4 in each cell; style short; stigmas
2* fruit a fleshy or dry capsule, or nearly dry drupe
with wings, seeds albuminous.
The 3 genera and only 5 species are all American,

ranging from Virginia to Brazil The relationship of

the Cyrillace® is doubtfully understood. It is probably
closely related to the Aquifoliace®, although some have
placed it with the Ericaceae. The small polypetalous
flowers, the few stamens, the several-cel led, few-seeded
ovary, the dry fruit and the non-arillate seeds are

important characteristics.

Cynlla racemiflora (leatherwood, black ti-ti) of

the southeastern United States is occasionally culti-

vated for ornamental purposes.
124. Aquifoliaceae (from A quifolium, Tournefort's

name for the genus Ilex, application obscure) Holly
Family. Fig 34 Trees or shrubs, with alternate or
opposite, simple, often evergreen leaves flowers bisex-

ual, rarely unisexual, very small, axillary, solitary or
fascicled, rarely cymosc, sepals 3-6, more or less con-
nate; petals 4-5, nearly separate, imbricated, stamens
4-5, alternating with the petals, and sometimes adher-
ing to them, hypogynous disk wanting; ovary superior,

3 to manv-celled, each cell 1-2-ovuled, stigma subses-
sile, lobed. fruit berrv-hke, seeds albuminous

Three genera are known and about 280 species, of

which 275 belong to the genus Ilex. These are widely
distributed, but rare in Europe, the center of distribution

being in Central and South America. Ten species are
found wild in the northeastern United States. The
Aquifoliace® are related to the Celastrace® and the
Anacardiaceae, from which they are distinguished by the
absence of the hypogynous disk and by the general

appearance.
Ilex Aquifolium of Europe is used there for hedges

and for indoor decoration. I. ovaca is used for indoor
decoration in this country. The leaves of both are

thick, glossy, evergreen and spmy-toothed. I. para-

guanensis furnishes mat5, which is the tea of South
America It was early cultivated by the Jesuits (1609-

1768), and is even yet one of the most important culti-

vated plants of South America. Other species of Ilex
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have been used in various parts of the world for medi-
cine because of their astringent qualities and bitter

principle.

Many species of Ilex (Holly, Dahoon, Cassena,
Yaupon, Winterberry, Black Alder), and one of Nemo-
panthus (Mountain Holly) are grown as cultivated

plants in America, all for ornamental purposes.

125

Celastrace® (from the genus Celastrus
,
an ancient

Greek name). Staff-Tree Family. Fig. 34. Shrubs or
trees, often climbing: leaves alternate or rarely opposite,

simple, not lobed. flowers bisexual or unisexual, small

and greenish, regular; sepals 4-5, imbricated; petals

4-5, imbricated
;
stamens 4-5, alternate with the petals,

rarely 10; disk present, lining the bottom of the calyx,

sometimes adnate to the ovary, ovary superior, 2-5-

celled, buried m the disk, or distinct and disk small;

1-2 ovules m each cell; style 1, short; stigmas 2-5-lobed:

fruit a drupe, or samara, or a capsule; seeds albuminous,
usually with a pulpy aril.

Thirty-eight genera and about 375 species are dis-

tributed in all parts of the world except the arctic zone.

They are especially numerous in the tropics. Euony-
mus, Maytenus, and Celastrus are the largest genera
The Celastrace® are m some respects related to the
Cynllace®, in others to the Aquifoliace® and Rhamna-
ce®. The small greenish flowers, the stamens alter-

nating with the petals, the ovary sunken in the disk,

and the anl are in general distinctive. There are excep-
tions to all these characters
The capsule of Celastrus and Euonymus frequently

remains on the plant through late fall and early winter.

It splits into from 3-5 valves, which become reflexed

and expose the aril of the seeds The contrast in

color between aril and pericarp is often very striking

and ornamental The Celastrace® are mostly pollinated

by ants and flies which run over the disk for the honey.
The Celastraceai are of but slight economic impor-

tance Some have been ubed for their emetic and pur-
gative properties. Catha edulis of East Africa has been
long cultivated by the Arabs under the name khat; the
leaves produce an agreeable excitement and it is con-
sidered a very valuable remedy for plague The drupes
of an Elseodendron are said to be eaten m South Africa.

The wood of some Celastrace® ismuch valued for carving.

In North America 6 or more genera of Celastrace® are
grown for ornamental purposes Elaeodendron m warm-
houses and in southern parts, Euonymus, hardy North;
Gymnospona and Maytenus grown in southern regions;

Paohistima, hardy, and Celastrus, a hardy vine
126 Stackhousiace® (from the genus Stackhousia,

named in honor of John Stackhouse, a British botanist)

Stackhousia Family Fig 34 Herbs with rather thick,

alternate leaves flowers bisexual, regular, in spikes, ra-

cemes or fascicles, sepals 5, imbricate*!
;
petals 5, more or

less, pengynous, long-clawed, the claws separate below,
connate above; disk thm, clothing the insiae of the cup-
shaped receptacle, stamens 5, perigynous, alternating
with the petals, often unequal; ovary superior, 2-5-

lobed, 2-5-celled, each cell 1-ovuled, styles 2-5, free or
connate fruit of 2-5 separate, globose, angular, reticu-

lated or winged, mdehiscent portions which separate
from a central persistent column

,
seeds albuminous

This is a very small family of 2 genera and 14 species;

natives of Australia and adjacent islands It is probably
related to the Celastraceae more closely than to any
other family.

One species of Stackhousia is grown for ornamental
purposes in California.

127 Staphyleaceae (from the genus Staphylea, de-
rived from the Greek meaning a duster, probably in

reference to the flower-cluster) Bladdernut Family.
Fig. 34. Trees or shrubs: leaves opposite or alternate,

pinnately compound, stipulate: flowers bisexual, regular;

sepals 5
;
imbricated, petals 5, imbricated; stamens 5,

alternating with the petals, inserted outside the large,

cup-shaped disk; ovary usually 3-celled; styles 3, sepa-

rate or connate: fruit a capsule, often deeply lobr/t,

sometimes mdehiscent and berry-like; seeds usually

many in each cell, albuminous, sometimes with an aril.

This family contains 5 or 6 genera and about 22
species, in the north temperate zone, extending rarely

to northern South America and to the Malay region.

Fossil species are known The family is closely related

to the Sapindace®, in which it was formerly included,
and from which it is separated by the abundant endo-
sperm, the lntra-staminal disk, the more numerous
seeds, the straight embryo, and various anatomical
differences. The fruits of the bladdernut are an inch
long, membranous and bladdery; the seeds become
loosened and the fruit then is interesting to children

as rattle-boxes.

The family is of little economic importance. Three
genera are cultivated in North America for ornamental
purposes. These are: Euscaphis, Staphylea (Bladder-
nut), and Turpima.

128. Acerace® (from the genus Acer, the classical

name of the maples, from the Celtic meaning hard).

34 . Aquifoliaceab* 1 . Hex, a, flower; b, floral diagram Celab.
traceac 2 Euonymus, o flower, b, floral diagram Stackhocbi-
ace« 3 Stackhousia, flower. Staphyleace.® 4 Staphylea, a,

flower, b, fruit.

Maple Family. Fig. 35. Trees or shrubs* leaves oppo-
site, exstipulate, simple or compound, flowers mostly
unisexual, often bisexual ones intermixed, regular;

sepals 4-5, separate or somewhat connate, imbricated;
petals 4-5, or 0, imbricated, disk either extra-staminal

or intrastaminal, usually flat, and sometimes lobed or
divided, stamens 4-10, mostly 8, separate, inserted at

the edge of the disk, ovary superior 2-cclled, 2-lobed,
much flattened contrary to the partition, style 1, stig-

mas 2 fruit splitting into two portions, each a samara;
seeds 2 in each cell, exalbuminous.

There arc 2 genera and about 110 species; all but
1 belong to the genus Acer They are mostly natives
of mountainous or upland countries of the northern
hemisphere Some fossil species have been discovered.

The Acerace® are closely related to the Sapindace®,
with which they w*ere formerly united, and from which
they differ m the opposite, usually palmate leaves, the
peculiar fruit, and regular flowers In position, the
disk shows a transition between the Sapindace® and
other families. The family is easily recognized by the
opposite, exstipulate leaves, and peculiar fruit

The wood of Acer saccharum (sugar maple, hard
maple) is of great value for timber Bird’s-eye maple
and curly maple are forms of this species in which the
growth of the cambium is irregular The manufacture
of sugar from the sap of the sugar maple is an important
industry in the northern states in early spring The
sycamore of England is Acer pseudoplatanus

;
that of

America is a species of Platanus The juice of Acer
plntanoides (Norway maple), and probably of others,

is milky.
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Forty or more species of Acer (maple) are in cultiva-

tion inN . America forornamental purposes. A cer Negun-
do (box elder) is exceptional in having compound leaves.

129. Hippocastanaceae (from the genus Hippocas-
ianwn, the old generic name of the genus yEsculus,

derived from the Greek meaning horse and chestnut).

Horse-Chestnut Family. Fig. 35. Trees or shrubs:

leaves opposite, exstipulate, palmately 3-9-foliato' flow-

ers, some bisexual, some stammate, irregular, sepals 5,

separate or connate, imbricated, petals 4-5, unequal,
clawed; stamons 5-8, separate; disk present, extra-

stammal, often inequilateral; ovary 3-celled; ovules 2
in each cell; style and stigma 1: fruit usually 1-cellcd

and 1-seeded, capsular, 3-valved; seeds very large,

exalbummous.
There are 2 genera and 22 species of general dis-

tribution in the north temperate zone. Tho family is

closely related to the Sapmdaceae, with which it is often
united, and from which it differs only in its larger

flowers, palmately compound leaves and large seeds
The Hippocastanacece, Sapmdaceae, Mchanthaceae,

35. Aceraceat 1 Acer, a, flower, b, fruit Hippocastanace «•

2 iEsculus, a, flower, b, floral diagram, c, fruit Sapindace*
3 Sapindua, flower 4. Kcelreutena, vertical section fruit

and some Aceraceae are almost the only plants with
extra-stammal disks.

The horse-chestnut (AEsculus Hippocastanum) is a
well-known shade tree, said to have been introduced
into Europe by CIumus m 1575. The seeds, rich in

starch, have been used for fodder. They have also been
used to form the principal part of a certain kind of

snuff, and the oil contained has been used to a slight

extent m medicine The roots of jEscuIus contain sapo-
nin and have been used, like soapberry, for washing

Several species of ASseulus are m cultivation in

N. America. M glabra and M octandra, natives of the
central United States, are called buckeyes

130 Sapindaceae (from the genus Sapindus, a con-
traction of the Latin sapo-indicus, Indian soap). Soap-
berry Family. Fig 35. Trees or shrubs, rarely herbs,

often climbing* leaves usually alternate, mostly com-
pound, sometimes ternately, sometimes pinnately de-
compound* flowers unisexual or polygamous, regular or
irregular (i.e. obliquely unsymmetncal), small; sepals

4-5 ,
imbricated or rarely valvate; petals 4r-5, small or

wanting, usually with scales or hairs at the base inside:

disk well developed, situated between the petals ana
the stamens (extrastaminal)

;
stamens usually 10 m 2

whorls, more or less united at the base; ovary superior,

mostly 3-celled and deeply 3-lobed; ovules typically

1 in each cell; style 1* fruit very diverse, a firm or
bladdery capsule, a berry, nut, or winged fruit; seeds
without endosperm.
The 118 genera and about 1,000 species are of trop-

ical distribution. Only one species reaches northward
as far as Kansas. The family is closely related to the
Staphyleacea?, Ilippoeastanacoa*, and Aceraceae, which
see for differences; and more distantly to the Celastra-
ceae. The small flowers, usually appendaged petals,

10 stamens, extra-staminal disk, and 3-celled, few-
seeded fruit aro usually distinctive.

The climbing Sapindacea? often have very peculiar
stems in which many separate cambium rings have
taken part. This renders the cross-section very peculiar,

making it appear sometimes as a bundle of woody
ropes tied together, with bark between them
The Sapindaceie are of considerable economic impor*

tance. The fruits of many are used locally for food,

sometimes the flesh of the fruit, sometimes the aril

being of importance The seeds of Sapindus and other
genera are often roasted and eaten as food Oil is

obtained from the seeds of others Some are used locally

for medicine. The seeds and other parts of many species
are very poisonous, the fruits of species of Sapindus be-
ing used to poison fish The juice of Paullmia pinnata
(cururu) is used by savages in Guiana to poison their

arrows The Lechcheuquana bee collects honey from
Serjama lethahs which, when eaten even in small
quantities, produces raving madness or even death
The bark and berries of many species (e g ,

the soap
tree, Sapindus) contain saponin which reacts like soap,

on which account they are used for washing Yellow
and black dyes, used as cosmetics, are obtained from
certain species. The very hard wood of certain

Sapindaccie is much prized for timber Tho hard,
spherical, black seeds of Sapindus Saponaria are strung
as beads.
There are 15 or more genera of true Sapindaceae grown

m America Koelreutena (Varnish Tree) is hardy and
ornamental Cardiospermum (Balloon Vine) is a tender
annual with queer fruit Xanthoeeras is a hardy orna-
mental tree Paullmia is a greenhouse climbing shrub
The following are grown only in the southern states or

California Greyia, Molieocca (Spanish Lime); Blighia
(AkeeTree), Dodona'a, Ungnadia (Mexican or Spanish
Buckeye)

,
Sapindus (Soapberry)

The following cultivated genera are now referred to

other families. Melianthus (Mchanthaceae), iEsculus

(Hippocastanaceae); Acer (Aceraceae), Ptarrovylon

(Meliaceae); Staphylca (Staphyleacea1

) ;
Euscaphis

(Staphyleacese), Turpinia (Staphyleacea?)

131 Melianthaceae (from the genus Melianthus,

derived from the Greek meaning honey and flower).

Melianthus Family. Shrubs or trees* leaves alter-

nate, entire or pinnate* flow’ers bisexual, irregular,

soon inverted, sepals 5, imbricated, petals 4-5, sta-

mens 4-5, or 10, free or slightly connate at the base,

alternating with the petals, disk present, extrastaminal,

crescent-shaped, or annular with 10 projections, carpels

4-5, ovary 4-5-celled, ovules 1 to many in each cell,

style 1, stigma 4-5-lobcd fruit a capsule, seeds albu-

minous, sometimes arillatc

All the 3 genera and 17 species are natives of Africa

The Melianthacea? were formerly united with tho

Sapindacea?, with which they agree in the extra-

staminal disk, but they differ m the vertically Asym-
metrical, not obliquely Asymmetrical, flowers, and
more abundant endosperm.

In southern California, species of Melianthus are

grown for ornament
132. Balsaminaceae (from Balsamina, the old name

of the genus Impatiens, probably derived from balassan
,

the Arabic name of these plants). Balsam Family Fig.

36 Herbs, very rarely epiphytic * leaves various * flowers

bisexual, irregular, spurred, nodding; sepals 3-5, irreg-

ular, imbricated often petaloid, the posterior very
large and sack-like, and gradually prolonged backward
mto a honey-spur; petals 5, alternate with the sepals,

separate, or united so as to appear as 3, lower petals

much the larger, stamens 5, hypogynous, closelv
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covering the ovary like a hood; anthers coherent;
ovary superior, 5-celled; ovules 3 to many in each cell,

stigmas sessile, fruit a 5-valved capsule, the valves of

which coil up elastically and forcibly distribute the
seeds, or sometimes a 5-celled drupe-like structure

Contained in this family are 2 genera and about 220
spceies, of which all but 1 belong to the genus Impa-
tiens, widely distributed, but most abundant in the
tropics of the Old World, wanting in South America
The family is closely related to the Geramaceac, with
which it was formerly united, but is distinguished by
the 5 peeuliar hypogynous stamens The honey-spur
in this family is an outgrowth of the sepals, and not of
the receptacle as m Pelargonium and Tropieolum.
There are extra-floral nectaries on the foliage of some
species, which attract protective ants
The sap of several species of Impatiens has been used

as a dye to color red or yellow that of I Inflora (North
America) staining > ellow

,
that of I. Balsamina (India)

staining red, and used to color the skin and finger-

nails The tubers of I tmcloria of Abjssmia are used
for dyeing the feet and hands red or black Some species

have been used as medicine Many are ornamental.
There are several species of Impatiens m the North

American trade I aurea and I biflora are the east

American touch-me-nots or jewel-weeds; /. Balsamina
is the garden balsam; the other species are greenhouse
plants

Order 40. Riiamnales

133 Rhamnaceae from the genus Rhamnus. the old
Greek name) Buckthorn Family. Fig 36 Trees or
shrubs, rarely herbs, sometimes spiny or climbing:
leaves simple, mostly alternate flowers bisexual or
unisexual, regular, perigynous, small, greenish, mostly
axillary, sepals 5, rarely 4, valvatc, petals 5, or 4,

alternate with the sepals, •stamens of the same number
as the petals and opposite them; an intrastaminal disk
lining the cup-shaped receptacle; ovary 2-4-celled,

superior or inferior, cells 1-, rarely 2-, ovuled, styles

2-4, more or less connate fruit drupaceous, or winged,
or capsular

Khamnaeea* has 46 genera and about 550 species

very generally distributed over the earth Rhamnus is

the largest genus (70 species), and the most widely
distributed The family is represented by 6 native
species in northeastern North America It is most
closely related to the Vitaeea* and Celastraceir, differing

from the former in the simple entire leaves and
strongly perigynous flowers, and from the latter in the
stamens being opposite the petals
The family is not of great economic importance The

berries and bark of Rhamnus cathartica (buckthorn)
contain a bitter principle which is purgative. The
fruits of some species of Rhamnus yield yellow or green
dyes of some importance It dahurica and R. tinc-

toria give Chinese irreen The bark of R cathartica

and R Franqula (Europe) is used to dye yellow R
Purshiana (California; is the cascara segrada of

medicine, a strong purgative The fruits of Zizyphus
Lotus arc pulpy and agreeable, and were much prized

by the ancients The fruits of several species of Zizy-
phus are eaten m various parts of the Old World The
spiny branches of Palmrus Spina-Chnsti or Zizyphus
Spina-Christi are thought to have been those from
which the crown of thorns wras made.

Nine or more genera are in cultivation in N America
for ornamental purposes These are. Ceanothus (New
Jersey Tea); Berchemia (Supple Jack); Gouania;
Hovema, Paliurus, Pomaderns, Rcynosia; Rhamnus
(Buckthorn), Zizyphus (Jujube)

134 Vitacese (from the genus Vitis, the classical

name) Grape Family Fig 36 Mostly climbing shrubs
with tendrils, seldom upright shrubs or small trees,

leaves alternate or opposite, very diverse, flowers bisex-

ual, or unisexual small, numerous, regular; sepals 4-5,

rarely 3-7, minute or obsolete; petals 4-5, rarely 3-7,

valvate, separate (gamopetalous m Leea), stamens
4—5, rarely 3-7, opposite the petals, somewhat pe-
rigynous; disk evident annular or of separate lobes;

ovary superior, 2-, rarely 3-6-, celled, with 2, or rarely

1, ovule in each cell; style 1 or 0, stigma capitate or
peltate fruit a berry: seeds albuminous.
The 11 genera and about 450 species are mostly of

tropical and subtropical distribution. Fourteen species

reach the northeastern United States The largest

genus is Cissus with 250 species. Some fossil forms
are known The Vitaceie are closely related to the
Rhamnaceae. The climbing habit, the few stamens
opposite the petals, the 2-carpelled berry, and the
capitate stigma are distinctive

The petals in Vitis remain connate at the tip as m
the buck but separate from each other at the base, and
fall off as a cap The tendrils of the Vitacese are borne
at the nodes and opposite the leaves There has been
much discussion as to whether the tendrils are apical or

36 Bais\minace^3 1 Impatiens, a, flower, b, fruit Rham-
nacfjs 2 Rhamnus, a, flowtr, b, floral diagram Vitace.e:
3 \nis, flower Tiuacee 4 Tilia, a, flower, b, floral diagram
c, fruit.

lateral, 1 e
,
whether the plant is sympodial or mono-

podial The tips of the tendrils are in some species

expanded into disk-like holdfasts The species of Cis-
sus are mainly desert plants They arc often cactus-

like, with fleshy, angled, jointed, or terete stems, or
have tubers or tuberous bases.

The most important economic plant in the family is

the grape (Vitis), which has been cultivated since early

times V vimjera is the wine grape of Europe and
southern California, and has given rise to our green-
house grapes; not hardy. V . Lahru sea is one of the
parents of most of our hardy grapes V vulpma and
V cordifolia are frost or fox grapes Several species

of Vitis are grown for ornamental purposes only. Rai-
sins are the dried fruit of certain species of Vitis, mostly
V vimfera Virginia creeper or woodbine (Parthenocis-

sms [Ampelopsis] quinquifolia) and Boston ivy or Jap-
anese ivy (P tncusjndata) are ornamental.
A few genera are in cultivation m America: Ampe-

lopsis, Parthenocissus or Psedera; Cissus (Kangaroo
Vine), and Vitis.

Order 41. Malvales

135. Eleeocarpaceae (from the genus Eheocarpus .

derived from the Greek meaning olive-fruit)

.

El^eocar
pus Family. Trees or shrubs, with entire alternate or

opposite leaves without slime-cells flowers usually bi-

sexual, regular, hypogynous, involucre 0; sepals 4-5,
separate or connate, valvate, petals 4-5, or 0, separate,

rarely connate, usually valvate, often incised; stamens
many, anthers opening by terminal pores; hypogy-
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nous mtra-staminal disk present; ovary superior, 2- to

many-celled, rarely 1 -celled, ovules many m each cell;

style 1 ,
stigmas 1 to several fruit capsular or drupaceous.

Seven genera and about 120 species are distributed

m the tropics of both hemispheres. Elaeocarpus contains

60 species and Sloanea 44 species. The family is

closely related to the Tihacese, with which it is often
united and from which it is distinguished by anatomical
characteristics, and usually also by the often hairy and
firm, or incised, petals, or by the absence of petals.

A vegetable ivory used in carving is obtained from
the large stone of the drupe of Elacocarpus snhaericus of

India. Those of E. tuberculatus (India ana Java) are
worn as amulets. The seeds of Sloanea dentata of

Guiana arc eaten like chestnuts The bark of Cnno-
dendron Patagua of Chile is used for tanning The wood
of Anstoteha Maqui of Chile is variously used Its

leaves are medicinal and its berries are edible

Two genera are cultivated in North America: Aris-
toteha, California; Elaeocarpus, not hardy

136. Tiliaceae (from the genus Tilia, the ancient
Latin name of the Linden) Linden or Basswood
Family. Fig 36. Trees, shrubs, or herbs, leaves
mostly alternate, entire or variously lobed* flowers

bisexual, regular: sepals 5, rarely 3 or 4, free or con-
nate, usually valvate; petals as many as the sepals,

convolute or imbricated, or valvate, rarely wanting or
modified, stamens 10 or more, hypogynous, usually
very numerous, filaments separate, or connate only at
the base, or in 5-10 fascicles, some may be stami-
nodia; anthers 4-celled, opening by slits or pores; ovary
superior, 2-10-celled; ovules 1 to several in each cell;

style 1; stigma rayed: fruit a capsule, or mdehiscent
and nut-like, or a drupe, rarely a berry, or separating
into drupelets; seeds usually albuminous

Most of the 35 genera and 270 species are tropical.

The most important extra-tropical genus is Tiha
(linden, basswood), which is widely distributed.

Fossil species are known The Tihaceaj arc related to
the Malvaceae and Sterculiacese, from which they are
distinguished by the nearly distinct stamens, and
4-celled anthers The stamens are sometimes borne,
along with the ovary, on a long stipe-like projection of

the receptacle, sometimes cover the whole surface of a
discoid receptacle, and sometimes are enveloped by
the petals

The Tihaceie, like the Malvaceae, are mucilaginous.
For this reason, many have been used more or less in

medicine The genus Tilia and other arborescent genera
furnish very valuable timber; that of Grewia asiatica

is flexible and used for bow-making In the tropics

the foliage of Corchorus ohtorius is used as a pot-herb.
The fruits of species of Grewia are used in India as

a sherbet because of their agreeable juice Home mem-
bers of the family yield cordage The beautiful seeds of

many species are made into necklaces by the Indians.

In North America 6 or more genera are in cultivation.

Thev are all warmhouse plants, or are grown m south-
ern California, except the Tilias (Basswood, Lime, Lin-
den), of which many species are grown in America
The Tilias furnish some of our best-known hard\

,
orna-

mental trees. Other genera are Entelea, Luehea,
Grewia (with some half-hardy species)

,
and Sparmanma

137. Malvaceae (from the genus Mallow
,

altered
from the Greek, in allusion to the mucilaginous emol-
lient qualities). Mallow Family Fig 37 Herbs,
shrubs or trees, with alternate, simple, usually pal-

matcly veined leaves flowers bisexual, regular, sepals

5, often united, valvate, frequently bracteolate at the
base; petals 5, convolute, often adnate to the stamens,
stamens very numerous, hypogynous, the filaments
united into a tube (monadclphous), anthers 1-celled,

pollen spiny; ovary superior, 2 to manv-celled, rarely

1-celled, ovules in each cell 1 to many; styles and stig-

mas usually as many as the carpels' fruit a capsule or

separating into drupelets, very rarely fleshy.

The Mallows include 39 genera and from 800 to

900 species, distributed over the whole earth, except
in the arctic zone, but most abundant in tropical

America. The Malvaceae are closely related to the

37. Malvace.® 1 Malva, a, flower, b, floral diagram, c, fruit;

d, cross-section fruit 2 Hibiscus, flower Bomba cace* 3
Adansoma, flower Sterccuace® 4. Theobroma, flower Diu-
leniace® 5 Dillema, flower

Sterculiaceie and Tiliaceae From the former they are

distinguished by their 1-celled anthers and lough pollen,

and from the latter by their monadelphous stamens as

well as the 1-celled anthers The hollyhock-like flower

is characteristic

The foliage, stems, and seeds of most Malvaceae con-

tain abundant mucilage for which, in some countries,

they have been used as medicine Pungent and poi-

sonous properties are apparently wanting Althaea offici-

nalis (marsh mallow of Europe), Malva sylveslns and
M. rotundifolia, both of Europe, have been used as

emollients Hibiscus Sabdariffa and H digitalus (white

and red ketmies of tropical Africa) have acid juice

and are used in the preparation of refreshing drinks

The capsule of II. (Abelmoschus) esculentus (okra or

gumbo) of the tropics is eaten in soup, or cooked and
seasoned The .seeds of H. Abelmoschus of India, now
widely cultivated in the tropics, are used for perfum-
ery H Rosa-sincnsis (Chinese hibiscus or shoeblack

plant) contains a coloring matter in the flower with

which the Chinese blacken shoes and eyebrows Al-

thaea cannabina of southern Europe has fibers which
may be used m place of hemp. The fibers of Urena
lobata, Abutilon indicum, Sida, Hibiscus cannabmus, II

tiliaceus
,
and others, are also used. The most useful

genus is Gossypium (cotton) of Egypt, India, and trop-

ical America, the abundant, long, woolly hairs on the

seeds of which furnish the cotton of commerce. Cot-
ton seed yields an oil which is used for fuel, cattle-food,

soap, artificial butter, and many other purposes. Sev-
eral mallows are weoay plants.
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Many of the genera in cultivation in N America arc

among the most important old-fashioned cultivated
garden plantR Among these are* Abutilon (Indian
Mallow, Velvet Leaf); Althaea (Marsh Mallow, Holly-
hock), Calhrhoe (Poppy Mallow), Gossypium (Cot-
ton); Hibiscus (Bladder Ketmia, Roselle, Jamaica
Sorrel, Okra, Gumbo, Rose of Sharon, Mountain
Mahoe, Shoeblack Plant), Malope, Malvastrum; Pavo-
ma, Sida; Sphaeraleea

138 Bombacaceae (from the genus Bombax, from
the Latin meaning silk or cotton ) Bombax Family
Fig 37 Trees leaves mostly alternate, entire or digi-

tate, often with shine-rolls and stellate hairs flowers

bisexual, regular or slightly irregular, involucre often
present, sepals 5, separate or connate, valvate, petals

5
,
twisted in the bud, stamens 5 to many, separate or

monadelphous, anther cells 1 -2 or more, pollen smooth;
staminodia often present

,
ovary superior, 2-5-cclled,

ovules 2 to many; style 1, stigmas 1-5. fruit dry or
fleshy, dehiscent or indehiscent
There are 20 genera and about 100 species, of tropical

distribution, mostly in America The family is closely

related to the Malvaceae and often united with that
family It is distinguished most easily by the smooth
pollen and the often several-celled anthers
Many Bombacaeeie are very large trees The trunk

of the baobab tree, or monkey’s bread tree (Adansoma
digitato) of tropical Africa is often 100 feet in circumfer-
ence The wool produced in the fruit is of little value.
The fruit of Duno zibethinus contains a cream-like sub-
stance and is eaten 'The- seeds of the green fruit of

Malisia cordnta of the Andes is edible The sour cucum-
ber tree or cream of tartar tree is A dan sonia Grcgorn
The fruit contains tartaric acid

Five or (3 genera arc m cultivation in this country m
the South and in greenhouses Adansoma (Boabab
Tree, Monkey’s Bread), Bombax (Silk Cotton Tree);
Chorisia (Floss-silk Tiee), Fnodendron; Paehira

130 Stercuhaceae (from the genus SUnuha, deriva-

tion obscure; Stekctli \ Family Fig 37. Trees,
shrubs, or herbs, sometimes \ines leaves alternate,

simple or digitate flowers bisexual or unisexual, usu-
alh regular, sepals 3-5, somewhat united, valvate;
petals wanting or reduced, stamens very remarkable
and wonderfully diverse, in 2 whorls, those opposite
the sepals reduced to staminodia or wanting, the 1 to

nianj others united into a tube, the anthers frequently
alternating with sterile teeth, or variously arranged
on the back of the tube, ovary superior, 4-5-celled;

ovules several, stales 4-5, distinct, or connate fruit

dry, raiely fleshy, or splitting into separate berries

The 48 genera and about 750 species are almost
entirely confined to the tropics The family is related
to the Malvacea? in the monadelphous stamens, but
differs in the 2-celled anthers, also related to the Bom-
bacacea* and Tihaeeie The valvate sepals, reduced
petals, 4-5-celled ovar>, and especially the peculiar
stamens, are distinctive

The StereuliacesB, like the Malvaceae, contain abun-
dant mucilage They also contain a oitter principle

which renders them emetic and stimulant. The seeds
of Theobroma Cacao

,
native of central and northern

South America, furnishes cocoa, chocolate, and cocoa-
butter Cola acuminata of Africa furnishes the cola
nut, now very popular as an ingredient in a mildly
stimulating drink It is said to form the main con-
stituent of the drink called “coco-cola ”

There are about 12 genera in cultivation m America,
all either in tropical agriculture or m greenhouse cul-

ture Ruhngia, Reevesia, and Pterospermum in south-
ern California; Stereulia (Japanese Varnish Tree, Chi-
nese Parasol Tree, Flame Tree), Fremontia and Gua-
zuma in the South; Theobroma and Cola in the West
Indies; Abroma, Dombeya, and Maherma (Honey Bell)

mostly m the greenhouse. All are grown for orna-
mental purposes except Theobroma and Cola.

Order 42. Parietales

140 Dilleniaceae (from the genus Dillenia, m honor
of John James Dillemus, a professor of botany at

Oxford). Dillenia Family Fig 37 Trees or shrubs,

often climbing, leaves alternate, very rarely opposite -

flowers bisexual, regular, hypogynous, sepals 5, rarely

more or fewer, imbricated, persistent, petals 5 or fewer,

imbricated, deciduous, stamens numerous, often very
numerous, free or united in groups, anthers opening by
slits or pores, carpels several, usually distinct, but
often united, ovules numerous fruit a follicle, or a
berry or a capsule, or inclosed in a fleshy calyx, which
simulates a berry, seed albuminous, usually with
an aril

Nearly all the 11 genera and about 200 species are

tropical, distributed chiefly m Australia, India, and
tropical America, rarely in Africa Of these Dillenia,

Hibbertia and Tetracera are the largest genera The
family is relat ed to the Ranunculaceaj and Magnolia-
ce^E on the one hand, and to the Theaceae on the other.

Its closest affinity is W'lth the latter family. The woody
habit, polypetalous flowers, very numerous stamens,

usually separate carpels, albuminous seeds with arils,

and straight embryo, jire characteristic

The Dilleniacea? are astringent, for which reason some
are used medicinally, the fruits of some are eaten

because acid, others are used as tonics Davilla of

Brazil has been used for wounds; Curatella for ulcers;

Tetracera a<spera of Guiana as a sudorific and diuretic,

also for syphilis, intermittent fevers and scurvy The
astringent bark of a species of Dillenia is said to have
been used in Asia for ulcerated sores The acid and
inedible fruit of Dillenia speciosa serves to season

dishes, and a syrup of the juice of the unripe fruit

allays coughs, assists expectoration and is said to cure
angina, the bark is also used for tanning Many species

of Dillenia furnish timber in the Indo region The rough,

silicious leaves of many of the tribe Tetracera?, espe-

cially Curatella ameruana, have been used m Brazil

to polish wood in place of sandpaper Some of the
climbing species furnish drinking-water by incisions in

the stem
The flowers of many species are very beautiful, but

few forms are m cultivation In this country the only
one apparently is Dillenia indica, a large magnolia-like
tiee with flowers 9 inches in diameter, grown m south-
ern California and m Florida
By recent authors (Gilg, m Engler and Prantl),

Actmidia, a genus of vines from eastern Asia, has
been placed in this family, although formerly included

m the Theacea* A few species of Actmidia are in the
American trade

141. Ochnaceae (from the genus Ochna, which is

from ochne, the Greek name of a wild pear tree; the

38. Ochna.ce2e: 1 Oclma, fruit Ternbtrcemiace.e 2. Gordonia,
flower 3 Thoa, floral diagram

resemblance is probably in the foliage). Ochna Family.
Fig 38. Shrubs or trees, with alternate, simple or pin-
nate, coriaceous leaves - flowers bisexual, regular, sepals

4-5, imbricated, rarely 10; petals 5, rarely 3-4, or 10,

usually convolute; stamens 1-3 times the number of

the petals, sometimes with 1-3 series of staminodia,

hv pogynous, separate; anthers usually opening by
terminal pores; an hypogynous stipe usually present
(gynophore); ovary 4-5-celled, often deeply lobed,
ovules 1 to many in each cell; style and stigmas 1-5:
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fruit coriaceous and mdehiscent, or fleshy, or a capsule,

or composed of the 1-seeded drupe-like lobes of the

ovary which arc whorled on the enlarged fleshy recep-

tacle (Ochna).
The family has 17 genera and 100 or more species, dis-

tributed in the tropical regions of both hemispheres,

most abundant perhaps m Brazil, but also abundant in

Afnca The family is not closely related to any other but
seems to stand between the Ranunculus group and the

Hypericum group of families The many sepals, petals

and stamens, the gynophore, and usually tho lobed

ovary, are distinctive

The wood of some species of Ochnaceie has been
used locally for timber, and, because of the pronounced
astringent properties of some species, they have been
used locally for fly-bites, ulcers, and so on
Ochna multiflora

,
of Upper Guiana, is cultivated m

America This is grown occasionally in greenhouses
because of the peculiar fruit, for an account of which see

the article on Ochna

142

Ternstrcemiaceae (or Theacese) (from the genus
Temstrcemru, in honor of Ternstroem, a Swedish natuial-

lst and traveler who died in 1745). Tea Family Fig 38
Large or small trees, with alternate, entire, leathery
leaves flowers .solitary or scattered, usually bisexual, reg-

ular, sepals 5-7, imbricated, persistent, petals 5,raiely4
or more, nearly or quite separate; stamens very' many,
rarely 15 or fewer, usually hypogynous, separate or

united at the base, or m 5 fascicles, usually adnate to

the corolla below; ovary superior, 2-10-celled, ovules 1

to many in each cavity; styles as many as the cells of

39. Hypericace,® 1 Hypericum, species, a, flower, b, flower,
petals removed, c, fruit 2 \ ismia, floral diagram CluTTiFERiE
3 Garcima, a, flower, 6, flower, perianth renio\ed Tamaujcace.®
4 Tamanx, a, flower, b, flower, perianth removed, c, floral diagram

the ovary, or united into one fruit a capsule or inde-
hiscent, dry or drupaceous; embryo more or less curved.

In this family are 16 genera and 174 species of tropical

and subtropical distribution. Stuartia reaches Vir-

ginia and Kentucky, and Gordonia reaches Virginia
This family is related to the Hypericaceic and Gut-
tifene, also to the Dillernacea) From it are now usually
excluded several genera which were formerly included.

Of importance to us in this connection are Actimdia
(transferred to the Dillemaceae), and Stachyurus

(transferred to the Stachyuraceae). The very numerous
stamens, the type of ovary and the curved embryo are
distinctive The numerous stamens have probably been
produced by the splitting up of one set of 5, as in the
Ilypericaceie

Various glucosides and alkaloids are found m the
foliage, on account of which Gordonia has been used
for tanning leather, and other species have been used
m medicine Tho most important species is Thea
chincrisis (tea) The bitter taste of tea is largely duo
to a glueoside, and the stimulating properties to an
alkaloid, theme

Exclusive of Actimdia and Stachyurus, 8 or 10 genera
are in cultivation in N America Stuart la and Gordonia
(Loblolly Bay) aie hardy Vistiea, Ternstroemia and
Cleyera are grown in Florida Eurya and Sehuna are
Camellia-like warmhouse shiubs Camellia (Thea) is

a famous genus of old-fashioned greenhouse shrubs
143 Guttiferae (from the Latin signifying drop-

bearing, m allusion to the resinous exudation) Gar-
cinia Family Fig 39 Trees or shrubs, with opposite
or whorled, rarely alternate leaves flowers legular,

usually some bisexual and others unisexual on the
same plant, rarely all bisexual, styles usually united
and stigmas sometimes shield-shaped,—otherwise as in

the llypericacea1

,
to which family it is closely related,

and with which the Guttifeia' is united by many authors
Thirty-five genera and about 370 species inhabit

the tropical regions of both hemispheres Clusia
(America), with 80 species, and Garcima (Old World),
with 150 species, are the largest genera Many species

are tropical trees of majestic size and handsome form,
useful for timber The Clusias are mostly epiphytic
shrubs with aerial roots and evergreen leaves

The Guttiferae yield a >
rellow or greenish resinous

juice when incisions are made Gamboge is an intensely
yellow resinous pigment extracted from Oararua
Manila (Ceylon) It is also a powerful purgative.
The blackish bitter juice of Clusia rotaa (West Indies)

is also a purgative The juice of species of Clusia (West
Indies) may be used as a vainish The resin ol C flam
(hog-gum) is a w'ound remedy Wounded swine smear
themselves with the gum by rubbing against the plant,

hence the name The pulpy fruit of (larcima Manga-
tana (“mangosteen” of the Moluccas), and Mammea
amencana (West Indies) are delicious to many people.

There are 3 or 4 genera m cultivation in warm Amer-
ica Garcima includingthe Mangosteen, eulti\ ated in the
West Indies, and the Gamboge Tiee cultivated in the
West Indies and Florida, Calophyllum, cultuated in

southern Florida and southern California, Mammea
amencana (Mammee Apple or St Domingo Apricot),

cultivated in southern Florida and southern California
144 Hypencacese (from the genus Hypericum, an

ancient Greek name of unknown origin) St John’s-
wort Family Fig 39 Herbaceous or woody plants

leaves opposite or whorled, often pellucid punctate or

black-punctate flowers bisexual, regular, eymose
,
sepals

4-5, more or less connate, the outer smaller, rarely 4,

with the 2 outer much larger, petals as many as the
sepals, sessile or clawed, clawr naked or with a honey-
furrow or -pit; stamens many, hypogynous, usually in

3-5 bundles the members of which are often more or

less united, rarely monadclphous; ovary superior 3-5-,

rarely 1-, celled, placentae usually parietal, ovules
numerous, styles 1-5, usually 3-5. fruit a capsule,

rarely fleshy.

About 8 genera and 260 species are known, of which
200 are in the genus Hypericum, of the tropical and
temperate regions throughout the world, but especially

abundant in the north temperate zone The family is

very closely related to the Guttiferae, with which it is

united by Engler and Prantl under the latter name,
also related to the Ternstrcemiacea? (Theacea') The
fascicles of stamens probably represent individual

stamens, each of which has become divided into many.
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The opposite pellucid-dotted leaves, fascicled sta-

mens, and 3-5-celled ovary with separate styles are
characteristic.

The balsamic exudations from the bark and wood,
especially of the shrubby species, were formerly used
to some extent m medicine as an astringent.
The genera in cultivation in America for ornamental

purposes are. Ascyrum (St Andrew’s Cross, St. Peter’s-
wort), and Hypericum (St John’s-wort) Some of the
species are herbaceous and some are shrubby. Some
of the Hypericums are very showy

145. Tamaricaceae (from the genus Tamanx, said to
have been named from the river Tamaris, now Tambro,
on the border of the Pyrenees). Tamarisk Family.
Fig 39 Shrubs or small trees, with alternate, mostly
needle-like or scale-like, encoid leaves flowers bisexual,
regular, sepals 4-5, petals 5, imbricated, withering
and drying persistent, stamens equal to and alternate
with the petals or double the number, inserted on a
more or less evident disk, ovary superior, 1-celled, with
3-4 parietal placentae, or placenta basal, ovules 2 to
many, styles 3-4, or stigmas sessile, seeds densely
bearded at distal end, rarely winged fruit a capsule, some-
times becoming falsely and incompletely several-celled.

The 5 genera and about 90-100 species are mainly
distributed in the Mediterranean region and m central
Asia The family is related to the Frankcnnieese and
Elatmaceie, possibly also to the Salicace® The en-
coid habit, withering-persistent petals, definite sta-

mens, 1-celled ovary and bearded seeds arc distinctive.
By means of small leaves, sunken stomata, water-
storing tissue, and other contrivances, the Tamanca-
ce® are adapted for life in the dry saline regions in which
they live Foliage-glands excrete an excess of absorbed
mineral matter, and this verv hvgroscopic excretion
accumulates on the surface of the plant
The Tamaricace® contain much tannin, resin and

oils, which render them bitter and astringent The
bark of Myritarxa germanua has been used for jaund’ce;
the galls of some species are used because astringent
Tamanx mannifera, “which grows on Mount Sinai
and elsewhere in Arabia, secretes, as the result of the
uncture of a cynips, a saccharine matter, supposed

y some to be the manna which fed the Hebrews m the
desert ” (See also Fraxmus Ornus )

None of the genera m cultivation m N America is

very hardy Tamanx (Tamarisk)
,
M> ricana, all grown

for the queer, fluffy foliage, and small, abundant flowers
146 Fouquieriaceae (from the genus Fouquiena

,

named in honor of Pierre E Fouquier, professor of
medicine at Paris). Canolewood F\mily Similar to
the Tamaricaceae and formerly united with that family,
but differing in the gamopetalous corolla, the ligule-

beanng, hairy stamens, partially united styles, median
ovules instead of basal, and leaves without crystal
glands or epidermal glands.
The single genus and about 4 species are natives of

Mexico and the southwestern United States.

F splendens is the ocotilla, coach-whip cactus, vine
cactus, or Jacob’s staff of the Southwest, a spiny
cactus-like shrub used by the Mexicans to make un-
penetrable hedges A useful wax is obtained from
the cortex of this species. The cortex is also used
medicinally This species is m cultivation in the larger
rockeries of California

147 Cistaceae (from the genus Cistus
,
derived from

the Greek, meaning a box or capsule, on account of the
shape of the capsule) Rock-Rose Family. Fig. 40.
Herbs or shrubs leaves mostly opposite’ flowers bisex-
ual, regular; sepals 3 or more, in | phyllotaxy; petals 5,

rarely 3 or 0, quickly falling; convolutions of corolla
and calyx m opposite directions; stamens numerous,
hypogynous; ovary superior, 1-celled, with 3-10 pa-
rietal placentae, or falsely 5-10-celled by ingrowing
partitions; ovules 2 to many, orthotropous, style 1;

stigmas 1-3: fruit a capsule.

In North America and around the Mediterranean
Sea, 4 genera and about 70 species are distributed, also

a few species m eastern Asia and in South America,
The family is most closely related to the Violace®
and the Bixace®, and more distantly to the Hyperi-
caceae. The quickly falling convolute petals, many

40. Cibtaceas 1 Helianthemum, flower 2. Cistus, floral

diagram Bixace* 3 Bixa, floral diagram Violace* 4.

Viola, o, flower, b, flower, perianth removed, r, fruit, d, floral dia-
gram Pabhiflorace-S. 5. o, flower, 6, oross-section of ovary.

hypogynous stamens, 1-celled, many- seeded ovary,

parietal placental and copious endosperm are dis-

tinctive features.
In the dry region about the Mediterranean, the

shrubby forms, especially Cistus ladaniferu

s

and
C monsptliensis take part m forming extensive

“maquis,” or impenetrable evergreen thickets, where
they alone form great stretches of vegetation. The Cis-

taceje prefer dry, sunny, sandy or alkalme soil. In
America, Hudsonia forms carpets on the sand-dunes
which are often strikingly beautiful when in flower.

The family includes also Lechea (pmweed), and Helian-
themum (rock-rosc)

In North America several species of Cistus, all

shrubs, and of Helianthemum, are grown for orna-
mental purposes, although they have no marked
importance in tins country.

148 Bixaceae (from the genus Bixa, a name of South
American origin) Bixa Family. Fig 40. Trees or
shrubs leaves alternate, simple or compound, flowers

unisexual or bisexual, regular, 'sepals 4-5, imbricated:
petals 4-5, large and colored, imbricated and twisted
in the bud, stamens numerous, anthers opening by
slits, or rarely by pores (Bixa), hypogynous; carpels

I to several, united, ovary 1-celled, with 1 to several

parietal placentae, or falsely 3-celled; seeds many, with
endosperm fruit fleshy or dry, mdehiscent or val-

vular, in Bixa large and bristly-prickly all over
All the 4 genera and 19 species (excluding the Fla-

courtiace® and other small families often here included)

are tropical, from Mexico to Brazil and in Africa,

Madagascar and Australia Bixa is now widely dis-

tributed through the tropics. The Bixaceae are related

to the Violace® and Cistace®, as well as to the Tiiiace®.

The numerous stamens, compound but 1-celled ovary
with many placent® are all important distinguishing

characters
Bixa Orellana furnishes the coloring matter known

as “anatto,” extracted from the pulp around the seeds,
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which is much used to give butter a rich yellow color

and is also used in dyeing silks. The Canbbeans formerly
tatooed themselves with this dye in order, it is said, to

prevent mosquito-bites. The wood is very soft and
serves only for tinder; the roots are aromatic and have
been used to color and flavor soups. Maxvmilianea
Gossyptum furnishes a substitute for gum tragacanth
m farther India.

Bixa Orellana is in cultivation in the West Indies,

where it is grown for the fruit. Several other genera
in the American trade, which were formerly included
in the Bixaceae, are now placed by Warburg in the
Flacourtiaceae.

149. Violacese (from the genus Viola, the ancient
Latin name). Violet Family. Fig. 40 Herbs, shrubs
or small trees, rarely climbing leaves usually alternate:

flowers bisexual, regular or irregular, sepals 5, separate
or nearly so; petals 5, 1 often spurred, stamens 5,

hypogvnous or slightly pengynous, closely connivent
around the style, similar or dissimilar (2 spurred);
ovary 1-celled; placentae 2-5, usually 3, parietal; ovules
many; style 1: fruit a firm capsule with placentae on the
middle of the, valves, rarely a berry and mdehiscent.

Violaceae has 15 genera and about 300 species, of

which about 200 belong to the genus Viola These
genera are grouped in three tribes the Violeae

;
with

irregular flowers, found chiefly in Europe, Siberia and
North Amenca

;
although the woody species are mainly

natives of tropical America; the Paypayroleae and Rin-
oreeae

?
with regular flowers, are principally found in South

America, Africa and Australia The family is closely

related to the Cistaceae. The tendency to irregular

flowers, the peculiar stamens, the 1-celled ovary with
usually 3 parietal placenta), and the anatropous ovules,

are distinctive

In the genus Viola and some other genera, a finger-

like curved nectar-secreting horn projects backward
from the connective of each of the two lower anthers
into the spur of the lower petal In many species of

Viola, almost all the seeds are produced by small
apetalous cleistogamous flowjrs on short pedicels near
the ground m midsummer, after the normal flowering

period is over These are very fertile, and quite

diverse in structure, and, therefore, useful in classifica-

tion Cleistogamous flowers are also produced in the

genus Hybanthus. The capsules of most Violacea)

open elastically when ripe, the valves springing back
and at the same time folding on the midrib so that the
seeds are forcibly ejected as one would shoot a wet
apple seed from between the fingers.

The Violacea) have been used to a certain extent in

medicine, their virtues being due to an alkaloid having
emetic and laxative properties Hybanthus ipecacuanha
(“white ipecacuanha” of commerce) furnishes a substi-

tute for ipecac. Various species of Viola and other
genera have been used m many countries for skin

diseases, as emetics, laxatives, and the like. Several
species are ornamental

'

Three genera are m the American trade: Comiostylis
or Calyptnon, a species of greenhouse woody climbers;

Hybanthus or Solea, of the garden; and Viola (Common
Pansy, Horned Pansy, Sweet English Violets, Wild
Violets)

150 Flacourtiaceae (from the genus Flacourtia,

named in honor of E de Flacourt, a governor of

Madagascar). Flacourtia Family. Trees or shrubs,

rarely climbing: leaves usually alternate and in 2 ranks:
flowers bisexual, rarely unisexual, regular; sepals 2-6,

commonly 4-5, unbncated, rarely otherwise, petals

0, or equal to the sepals, or many, imbricated or con-
volute; stamens numerous, hypogynous or pengynous;
receptacle enlarged and vanously modified, often sur-

mounted by a diversely formed disk; ovary superior

or nearly so, 1-celled; placenta) parietal; ovules numer-
ous; styles and stigmas 1 to several: fruit dry or fleshy,

dehiscent or mdehiscent.

There are 70 genera and more than 500 species of
tropical distnbution. The family is related to the
Violacea), Passifloraceae, and other families with similar

S
arietal placentation

;
but is most closely related to the

lxaceae with which it has often been united, and from
which it differs mainly in the absence of slime-cells.

In general, the peculiar ovary, the numerous stamens,
the regular flower, and the enlarged receptacle are
characteristic.

The sour fruit of several species is eaten, or preserved,
in the tropics The seeds of Pangium edule are roasted
and used for baking. The leaves of Caseana esculenta

are eaten m India. The wood is httle used. The bark
of Neumannia theiformis is used like ipecac in Madagas-
car. Chaulmugra oil is obtained probably from Gyno-
cardia odorata of farther India. A peculiar resin is

secured from species of La)tia of Cuba. Coccos oil,

used m perfumery, is obtained from the Polynesian
genus Myroxylon. The fixed oil of species of Pangium
is used in cooking.

Probably 5 or 6 genera are in cultivation m the
warmer parts of North America* Aberia (Kei Apple);
Azara; Carriena; Flacourtia (Rambustan, Governor’s
Plum); Idesia, hardy m Mass., Oncoba; Xylosma.

151. Stachyuraceae (from the genus 'tachyurus, signi-

fying .spike-tail, in reference to the form of inflorescence).

Stachyurus Family. Shrubs or small trees with alter-

nate leaves* flowers bisexual or polygamous, regular;
sepals 4, imbricated, petals 4, imbricated, stamens 8,

separate; carpels 4, ovary superior, 1-celled. or falsely

4-celled by the intrusion of the large parietal placentae;
style and stigma 1, ovules many: fruit berry-like,

pericarp leathery
Only one genus and 4 species occur in Japan, China,

and the Himalayas The family is closely related to the
Temstroemiacej) with which it was formerly united
and from which it differs in the fewer stamens, 1-celled
ovary and entire stigma Useful apparently only as
ornamental plants
Two species are occasionally cultivated in America.
152. Passifloraceae (from the genus Passiflora

,
early

travelers thought they had found emblems of the cruci-
fixion in the flower, for a detailed account of which see
article on Passiflora) Passion-Flower Family Fig 40.

Herbaceous or woody plants, usually climbing by
axillary tendrils leaves alternate, simple or compound:
flowers bisexual, or unisexual, usually involucrate,
pengynous, calyx and corolla sometimes similar, sepals
4-5, imbricated, often petaloid, petals 4-5, rarely 0,
imbricated, often smaller than the sepals, sometimes
fringed; a crown (outgrowth of receptacle) of many
filaments between the petals and stamens, sometimes
tubular or scale-like; stamens 4-5, usually opposite
the petals, inserted on the edge of the cup-shaped
receptacle, or at the base of the corona, or at the base of
the pistil at the summit of a long gynophore, separate
or connate; ovary superior, raised on a more or less

distinct stalk (gynophore), 1-celled with 3-5 parietal
placentae, ovules numerous; styles 3-5: fruit a berry or
capsule.

This family contains 18 genera and about 350 species,

inhabitants principally of tne tropical regions, especially
of the New World Two hundred and fifty species be-
long to the genus Passiflora, which extends as far north
as southern Pennsylvania. The family is not closely
related to other families, but finds its nearest affinities

in the Loasacea), Turneracese and Begomaceae. The
remarkable floral structure is distinctive.

The pulpy aril of the seeds of Passiflora is used
m tropical America in the preparation of cooling
drinks. The flowers and fruit of P. rubra are narcotic.
The roots of P. quadrangulans are very poisonous and
sometimes used in small doses as a vermifuge. Many
Passifloras are cultivated m the tropics as fruit plants.
Many are in cultivation m America, namely Passi-

tiora and Taosoma (Granadilla, Jamaica Honeysuckle^
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Water Lemon, May-Pop), some for the beautiful and
odd flowers, some, especially m the South, for the fruit.

153.

Caricaceae (from the genus Carica, erroneously
supposed to be a native of Caria; or from the Latin
meaning a kind of dry fig). Pawpaw Family. Fig. 41.

Peculiar trees with straight, rarely branched, palm-like
trunks, very abundant milky juice, and a terminal crown
of very large, alternate, palmately-lobed, rarely entire,

leaves, flowers unisexual, small, nearly regular, sepals

5; petals 5, in the staminate flowers connate, m the
pistillate nearly separate; stamens about 10, inserted

on the corolla; ovary superior, 1- or 5-cclled, many-
seeded; styles 5: fruit a large melon-like berry.

This is a small family of 2 genera and 27 species, con-
fined to tropical and subtropical America; most abun-
dant m the Andes. The Carieace® is united with the
Passifloraceae by some authors, but is similar only m

41 Caricace.® 1. Carica, one form of flower opened Loasa-
ce.b 2. Loasa, a, flower, b, floral diagram 3 Mentztliu, a,
flower, 6, c, and d, types of foliage hairs Hegoniaceas 1 Begonia,
o, male flower, b, female flower, c, cross-section ovary Cactace*.
5. Pilocercus, flower. 6. Opuntia, flower

the fruit. It is also related to the Cucurbitace® by the
fruit. The peculiar habit and abundant milky juice are
very distinctive.

The large melon-like fruits of Carica Papaya are now
cultivated and eaten throughout the tropics; those of

other species are also eaten. The milky juice of C.
Papaya contains a pepsin-like substance which will

curdle milk. This substance will separate the fibers of

meat, and hence the leaves and fruit are cooked with
too fresh tough meat to make it tender. The juice

has also been used as a remedy for dyspepsia
Canca Papaya (South American pawpaw) is com-

monly grown in greenhouses; and it, as well as two
other species, are grown in southern California and
Florida m the open.

154.

Loasaceee (from the genus Loam, the meaning
unknown). Loasa Family. Fig. 41. Erect or climbing
herbs, rarely shrubby, with very peculiar and character-

istic nairs, some hooked, some stinging: leaves oppo
site or alternate, very diverse: flowers bisexual, regular,

mostly pengynous (1 e
,

receptacle usually extended

beyond the ovary); sepals 4-5, imbricated, petals

4-5, flat or cucullate; stamens 4-5, alternating with th<

petals, or more commonly very numerous through
doubling, the outer often converted into stammodia
which resemble the petals; ovary usually inferior, and
1-celled, with 3 parietal placentae; ovules numerous,
fruit a capsule, rarely mdehiscent, often spirally con-
structed.

There are 13 genera and about 120 species confined
to America from the Great Plains to Chile; most abun-
dant in South America. This is a distinct family dis-

tantly related to the Passifloraceae and the Begomace®
The very peculiar hairs constitute a good recognition
character On Mentzelia there are three types of hairs:

(1) Chinese pagoda-like, broad at the base, (2) tuber-
culate stem and harpoon-like top; (3) smooth stem and
harpoon top The flowers with many stammodia are
often large and cactus-like Very queer, grotesque, com-
plex scales are produced in the flowers of certain genera
(e g ,

Loasa) through the union of several stammodia
Mentzelia hispida is a strong purgative, and is used

by the Mexicans for syphilis.

A few genera are in cultivation in North America Of
these, Loasa is like a nettle, and the sting is very painful,

but the flowers are queer and interesting. Mentzelia
comprises a number of garden annuals or biennials

often writh large showy flowers

155. Begoniaceae (from the genus Begonia
,
named m

honor of Michael Begon, a French promoter of botany).
Begonia Family. Fig 41. Herbs, rarely shrubby,
hairs usually scale-like or branched leaves alternate,

usually oblique* flow ers monoecious, regular, epigynous,
cymose, the staminate opening first, perianth of the
staminate flowers of 2 valvate sepals and 2 petals, all

petaloid; perianth of the pistillate flowers of 2 to many
similar petaloid parts, stamens numerous, separate or
nearly so; ovary inferior, 2-3-celled, usually sharply
angled and wonged, ovules numerous; styles 3, more or
less branched and bearing very peculiar crescent-

shaped, kidney-shaped, or, more often, spiral, velvety
stigmas, rarely straight fruit a capsule, rarely a berry
The Begonia family has 4 genera and about 500

species, most of which belong to the genus Begonia
They are widely distributed throughout the tropics, but
perhaps most abundant m JSouth America along the
Andes to Mexico, and in the eastern Himalayas south-
eastward to the Malay Peninsula The Begomaceae
constitute a distinct group remotely related to the Cac-
taccie, Loasace®, Passiflorace® and Cucurbitace®
The family is of little economic importance except

for ornamental purposes Many species contam oxalic

acid and are eaten as salad, and as a remedy for scurvy.
The roots of some are astringent; others have a purga-
tive root, used in certain tropics for syphilis and scrofula.

The Begonlaccse is one of the most important orna-
mental families

Very many species and hybrids of Begonia are grown
for greenhouse and bedding purposes, both for the
flowers and the foliage.

Order 43. Opuntiales

156. Cactaceae (from the old Linn®an genus Cactus.

a name used by the ancients to denote any spiny plant).

Cactus Family. Fig. 41. Fleshy plants witn w*atery or
milky juice, a great reduction or complete absence of

foliage, and very thick, rather sparingly branched, rarely

unbranched stums, which are cylindrical, globular,

flattened, or fluted, and often constricted or jointed

leaves alternate, flat and leaf-like m Pereskia. scale-like

or absent m other genera, usually bearing Dundles of

spines in the axils, which are tnehomes, and which are

of two kinds, long and stout, or minute and needle-hke*
lowers bisexual, mostly regular, pengynous or epigy-
nous, sepals and petals rarely 8-10, usually very many,
similar, stamens many, inserted spirally or in group?
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on inside of the receptacle; ovary inferior, 1-celled,

with 3 to many parietal placentae; ovules numerous;
style 1; stigmas as many as the placentae fruit a berry;

embryo straight or curved.
The Cacti are almost entirely confined to the dry

regions of tropical and subtropical America Mexico
is the center of this distribution, but the Cactacese ex-

tend from New York to Patagonia. A species of Rhip-
sahs has lately been found indigenous in West Africa.

The family is related to the Begomaceie, Loasaceae, and
Passifloraceae. The peculiar habit, perianth of many
similar parts, many stamens, and inferior 1-cclled ovary
are distinctive. The Cactacese is divided into three
groups: (1) Cereus group, with receptacle extended in

a tube beyond the ovary (pengynous), and no hooked
spines, (2) Opuntia group, tube of the receptacle want-
ing, hooked spines usually present; (3) Pereskia group,
with fohaceous leaves, pamcled flowers, and no hooked
spines.

The seeds of Rhipsalis, an epiphytic genus, arc often
viscid so as to adhere to tree trunks and the like. The
ovaries of some Cactacese are imbedded in the tissue

of the stem In this family, the thick stein is a water-
stonng organ. Th^flatttened or fluted condition of the
stem of most species is probably an adaptation which
allows these stems to swell when water is abundant
and contract when it is scarce without danger of
rupturing the cuticle The variation in size and form
among cacti is very great. The largest species is

Camegiea giganteus of Mexico, candelabra-like, 60 feet

high.

The fruit of Opuntia Ficus-mdica
,
now naturalized

in the Mediterranean region, is there eaten under the
name of Indian fig. Opuntia Tuna of tropical America
is the prickly pear, an edible fruit Opuntia vulgaris of

the eastern United States is also eaten under the name
of prickly pear or Indian fig Fruits of Cereus trian-

gularis, C giganteus, and C Thurben are much prized.

The stem and flowers of C. grandiflorus are used in

medicine, producing an action on the heart Vermif-
ugal properties are found in many Cactaceae An
alcoholic drink is made by the Mexicans from the sap of

species of Cereus The cochineal insect, a scale insect

yielding the wrell-known dye, cochineal, lives upon spe-
cies of Opuntia, Pereskia, and Nopalea, in tropical

America.
The total number of genera of Cactacese which have

been described up to the present time is about 70.

although Dr. Karl Schumann, who monographed
the family in 1899, recognized but 21. Of the many
genera described, most are good and will probably
stand A rational and uniform treatment of the family
will doubtless show that there are no less than 75 ten-
able genera The total number of names published is

something over 3,800 This includes many species that
have been transferred from one genus to another. The
number of species recognized by Schumann is some-
thing less than 700 Many of these species of Schumann,
however, are known to be aggregates, and it is not
unlikely that there are about 1,200 species in the
family
The number of genera treated in this work is 35.

They are m cultivation in America as odd plants for
desert gardens, and as greenhouse curiosities Many
have beautiful showy flowers, those of Cereus grandi-
florus (night-blooming cereus) being nearly one foot
across, and opemng only in the night.
The reader will find the cacti described m this

Cvclopedia under the following names: Acanthocereus;
Anhalomum = Anocarpus; Aporocactus: Ariocarpus;
Bergerocactus, Cactus; Camegiea; Cephalocereus;
Cereus, Disocactus; Ecninocactus; Echinocereus; Echi-
nopsis; Epiphyllum = Zygocactus; Escontna, Hanota;
Harrisia, Heliocereus; Hylocereus; Lemaireocereus;
Leptocereus; Leuchtenbergia; Lophophora; Mamil-
l&na; Melocactus = Cactus, Myrtiflocactus: Nopalea;

Opuntia; Pachycereus; Pelecyphora; Pereskia; Per-

eskiopsis; Phyllocactus = Epipnyllum; Pilocereus =*

Cephalocereus, Rathbuma; Selemcereus; Schlumber-
gera; Wilcoxia, Wittia; Zygocactus.

Order 44. Myrtifloras

157. Thymelaeaceae (from the generic name Thym»
elsea, a Greek name meaning thyme + oh"e or oil). Me-
zereum Family. Fig 42 Shrubs or *rees, raicly

herbs leaves alternate or opposite, simple, entire:

flowrers bisexual or unisexual, regular, receptacle devel-

oped into a long tube which bears appendages in the
throat, perianth undifferentiated, often petaloid, parts
4-5, imbricated, perigynous, stamens as many as the
sepals and alternate with them, or twice as many, or

42 Thymeljfacee 1 Daphne, flower. Ei.eagv*ce.e. 2.

Elsragnus, a, male flower, 6, bisexual flower, c, floial diagram, d
and e, hairs from surface of leaf. Lythracfe 3 I ythrum, a,
flower, b, tnmorphic flowers of L Saluaria, c, floral diagram.
Puvif aofjE. 4. Punica, a, flower, b, fruit, upper story, c, fruit,

lower story.

reduced to 2, perigynous; ovary superior, 1-celled,

rarely 2-celled; ovule solitary, pendulous; style 1 or 0,

stigma 1: fruit mdehiscent, a nut, drupe, or berry;

rarely a capsule.

About 37 genera and 425 species are widely distrib-

uted over the earth. One species is native in north-
western North America. The largest genera are Gmdia
with 80-90 species, and Pimelea with 75 species The
family stands between the Myrtiflorae and the Caetales,

and also somewhat suggests the Passifloraceae The
single perianth, the tubular receptacle, perigynous, defi-

nite stamens, the appendages m the tube of the recep-

tacle, and the superior 1-celled, 1-ovuled ovary are
distinctive

Gnidia carmata of South Africa and Daphne Meze

-

revm (mezereon) of Europe have been used as a purge;
as has also the spurge flax (Daphne Gnidium ) of

South Europe, the caustic juice of which is used in a
blistering ointment A blistering principle is obtained
from the bark of Fumfera utilis of Brazil; also from
Dirca paluslris The roots of Thymelxa tinctona yield

a yellow dye. Paper is made from the cauline fibers of
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several species, e.g
,
Daphne cannabtna of India, Dirca

palustns of the United States, Gnidia of Madagascar,
and Lagetta of Jamaica. Cord is made from Lagelta

fumfera and L hnteana of South America The wood
of Aquilana Agallocha of India is aromatic, called

aloewood One Pimelea yields a balsam. Lace-bark is

the product of Lagetta hnteana.
Six or more genera are m cultivation in this country

for ornament Among these are Daphne (Mezereon),
greenhouse and garden, Dirca (Leatherwood, Moose-
wood), native, hardy; and Pimelea (Rice Flower),
greenhouse.

158 Elaeagnace® (from the genus Elseagnus
,

de-
rived from the Greek name of the olive combined with
that of the Chaste tree). Oleaster Family. Fig 42
Trees and shrubs, covered with silvery and brown, pel-

tate or stellate scales leaves alternate or opposite, sim-
ple, entire flowers bisexual or unisexual, regular, peri-

gynous, receptacle developed into a long tube beyond
the ovary, more or less persistent, and inclosing the
fruit, perianth of 1 senes, parts 4, rarely 2 or 6, val-

vate, stamens of the same number or double the num-
ber, inserted in the tube; perigynous disk prominent,
lobed; ovary superior, 1-celled, 1-ovuled, style 1;

stigma 1 real fruit dry, mdehiscent, but appearing
drupe-like because of the fleshy investing receptacle.

Three genera and about 30 species are found, of

which about 25 belong to Ekeagnus, mostly steppe or
rock plants, chiefly of south Asia, Europe and North
America The family is closely related to the Thymen-
ace®, which see for further relationship. The peculiar

scales, the perigynous flowers, the 1-celled, l-seeded
ovary, and the fleshy but free receptacle are distinctive.

The acid fruits of Elseagnus angustifoha of Persia are
eaten, also those of E latifolia of India, and the seeds
of Shephtrdia argentea of North America

There are 3 genera in cultivation in America, prin-

cipally as hardy ornamental plants with silvery foliage:

Elseagnus (Oleaster, Goumi), Hippophae (Sea Buck-
thorn, Swallow Thorn), Shepherdia (Buffalo Berry)

159 Lythrace® (from the genus l/ythmm, derived
from the Greek meaning blood, in reference to the pur-
ple flowers) Loosestrife Family Fig 42 Herbs,
shrubs, or trees leaves usually opposite or whorled
flowers bisexual, usually regular, perigynous, recepta-

cle (“calyx-tube”) tubular, ribbed, free from the ovary,
bearing the 4 or 8 valvate sepals on its margin; petals
of the same number as the sepals, or 0, and inserted with
them, imbricated, stamens usually twice as many as
the petals, rarely more (up to 200), or fewer (to 1),
outer set alternate with the petals, and inserted some
distance below them; ovary superior, 2-6-celled, many-
ovuled fruit a capsule, rarely indehi&cent.

There are 22 geneia and about 450 species known;
generally distributed, but more abundant m the trop-
ics, especially in America. The largest genus is Cuphea
with about 160 species The family is closely related
to the Onagracea1

,
but differs in the superior ovary; it

is also related to the Melastomace®, but the sta-

mens are normal
Lythrum Snlicana has been used as an astringent;

Heimia and Cuphea have been used as purgatives and
emetics Lawmnxa inermis of Egypt is the famous
henna, the perfume of the flower of which is renowned
throughout the East, with an orange-red dye obtained
from the leaves of this plant, women of the orient dye
hair and nails Pemphis acidula is used as a pot-herb
in Asia The flowers of Woodfordm flonbunda yield the
red dye of India called dhak. Lagerstroemia furnishes
very valuable timber

In cultivation in N America are several genera* Cu-

E
hea, species of garden annuals, Decodon (Sw*amp
oosestnfe), native, but used for water-gardens

;
Lyth-

lum (Loosestrife); Lawsoma (Henna), cultivated m
southern Florida and southern California; Lagerstrae-
mia mdica (Crape Myrtle) cultivated in the South.

160. Punicace® (from the genus Punica, derived
from the Latin m reference to Carthage, near which
city the plant is said to have grown, or from the Latin
meaning scarlet

,
in reference to the flowers) Pome-

granate Family. Fig 42 Shrubs or commonly small
trees, leaves mostly opposite, flowers bisexual, usually

perigynous; receptacle campanulate or tubular, thick-

ened above the ovary; sepals 5-8, fleshy, valvate;

petals 5-7, imbricated, inserted with the sepals on the
txlge of the receptacle, stamens very numerous, clothing

the tube of the receptacle; carpels in 1-2 (rarely 3)

superimposed series, 3 m the lower and usually 5-7 in

the upper, ovary more or less inferior, with as many
cells as carpels; placenta; of the lower series axile, of the
upper parietal, the cells many-ovuled; style and stigma
1 fruit a berry, the pulpy central mass of which is

formed from the fleshy outer seed-coats.

This is a family of only 1 genus and 2 species, na-
tives of the Mediterranean region and eastward to the
Himalayas It was formerly united with the Lvthra-
ee®, but the peculiar ovary is unique. Punica Grana-
tum is the famous pomegranate, cultivated for its fruit

since the earliest times, and now widely spread over
the tropics. This species is cultivated m the southern
states and in greenhouses It has escaped in Florida

161 Lecythidace* (from the genus Leeythia, derived
irom the Greek meaning an oil-jar, in reference to the

fruit) Lecythia Family Fig 43. Trees, leaves alter-

nate, large and striking flowers bisexual, regular, perigy-

nous or epigynous, sepals 4-6, rarely fewer, valvate;

petals 4-6, imbricated, rarely more or fewer, stamens
very numerous, somewhat monadelphous, many anther-
less; intra-staminal disk often present, ovary inferior,

2-6-celled, several ovules in each cell* fruit a hard-
shelled berry or a capsule dehiscing by a lid

The family has 18 genera and about 225 species,

with a somewhat isolated distribution in various parts
of the tropics, e g ,

North Brazil, west coast of Africa,

Malay Peninsula, Mozambique, and Samoa. The fam-
ily was formerly muted with the Myrtace® but is dis-

similar in some important details of vascular structure,

and in the absence of volatile oils

The most important economic plant is the Brazil-

nut or para-nut (Bertholletia excelsa) of northern
South America, the oily seeds of which arc an impor-
tant article of food. The seeds are in a box-like capsule,

the lid of which falls off. The oily seeds of several other
species are eaten, e g ,

the monkey-pot tree (Lecythis).

The fruits and roots of a number of species of Bar-
ringtoma are used in Java and China to stupefy fish.

The flowers of Gnas cauliflora of the West Indies are
used for tea. A cooling drink is made from the fruit of

Couroumta quiancmis of the West Indies.

The Brazil-nut or nigger-toe is sparingly planted m
southern California, Florida and the West Indies.

162. Rhizophorace® (from the genus Rhizophora
,

root-beanng, because of the numerous aerial roots).

Mangrove Family. Fig 43. Trees or shrubs* leaves
usually opposite, coriaceous flowers bisexual, epigynous
or pengynous; sepals 3-14, more or less connate, valvate;
petals of the same number, small, often lacerate;

stamens 2-4 times as many, often m pairs opposite the
petals; ovary inferior, usually 2-5-celled: fruit some-
what juicy, crowned with the calyx, rarely dehiscent,
usually a berry, rarely a drupe
The 15 genera and about 50 species are distributed

throughout the tropics The family is related to the
Combretace® and Lythrace®; more distantly to the
other families of the myrtaceous group.

This is a small family of remarkable plants, mostly
inhabiting mud-flats along the coast in the tropics.

The stem soon perishes at the base and then the plant
is supported by its numerous prop-roots alone The
mud is so soft that otherwise the plants could probably
not remain erect. The genus Rhizophora is almost
unique in the vegetable kingdom because the seeds germi-
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natr on the plant. The hypocotyl may reach the

length of 3 feet, although usually less; it is club-shaped
and heaviest at the apex, so that when the seedling

eventually falls from the tree, it sticks in the mud
vertically, with the h>pocotyl down, ready to glow.
The Rhizophoraeea; are ot little economic importance

Land is held in place and protected from the waves by
the mangrove The fruits of Amsophylluin are plum-
like but poor. The mangrove grows wild on the
Florida, Texas, and Mississippi coast, and has been
offered for sale in California

163

Combretacese (from the genus Combretum, a
name given to this plant by Pliny). Comkkltum Fam-
ily. Fig 13 Trees or bhrubs, erect or climbing leaves

43 I.FCYTHIDACE /E " 1 LocythlS, flower ItniZOFHOHAOB.*::
2 Rhizophora, a, flowpr, b, gerirnnatinK fruit Combreiwoi e
3 Combretum, a, flower, 6, floral diaisram Myrt^ce*. 4.

Jambosa, a, flower, b, verticil at i lion flowc r-butl r
> Eucalyptus,

a, flower-bud anil lid, />, \ertical section flower-bud. AIilab-
tomaceas 0 Melautoma, a, flower, b, floral diagram.

alteniate or opposite, simple or coriaceous* flowers

bisexual or unisexual, regular, usually perigynous

,

receptacle enveloping the ovarv and often projecting
into a slender tube; sepals 4-5, valvate, connate, petals

4-5, or 0, stamens 4-5, alternating with the petals, or
twice or thrice as many; ovary 1-celled, mfenor, 2-4-

ovuled’ fruit a drupe, or dry and winged, rarely
dehiscent

In this family are 15 genera and about 280 species,

mostly confined to the tropics of both hemispheres.
The family is related to the Cornaceir and the Rhi-
zophoraceie, as well as more distantly to the Onagraceie.
The trees are valuable for their hard, close w*ood;

the tannin-containing bark and galls are used locally

for tanning leather The seeds Known as myrobalans
(Tcrminalia Chebula and T. Catappa) are much eaten
m India A useful oil is obtained from these seeds.

Black and yellow dyes are furnished by several species.

Four to 6 genera are in cultivation in the Southern
States and the West Indies Tcrminalia Catappa
(tropical almond, myrobalan) is grown for nuts and

shade Poivrca is a red-flowered shrub grown in

southern Florida. One species of Combretum is a
warmhouse climbing shrub Quisquahs, or rangoon
creeper, is a peculiar climbing shrub grown m the
warmhouse. It is at first erect, later climbing

164 Myrtace® (from the genus Myrtus derived
from the classical name myrtle

;
which probably meant

perfume) Myiitle Family Fig 43. Usually shrubby
or aiborescent aromatically fragrant plants leaves usu-
ally opposite, thick, entire and pellucid-dotted flowers
bisexual, regular, rarely pengynous; sepals mostly
4-5, imbricated, petals 1-5, imbricated, stamens very
numerous by splitting, often in fascicles which are
opposite the petals, ovary inferior, 1- to many-eelled
fruit usually a berry, rarely a drupe or nut, seeds
1- to many
The 72 genera and 2,750 species are confined almost

entirely to the tropics, but with two great centers of

distribution, one in tropical America and the other in

Australia Eugenia contains 625 species, and Euca-
lyptus mote than 130 species This is a laige family re-

lated to the Melastomame, Onagraceae, and Lythiaceie
The very numeious stamens, derived by the snlitting of

the few original stamens, and the oil-glands are dis-

tinctive The petals of Eucalyptus remain firmly grown
together, and, when the flower opens, they separate
along a transverse line and are thrown off as a lid

The Mvrtacese are rich in volatile oils, also in tannin,

acids, sugars, mucilage, and fixed oils. Cloves are the
flower-buds of Jambosa caryophyllas 'The fruit, of

Pimento offianah s i-* thought to combine the flavors

of the nutmeg, cinnamon, and clove, and is therefore
termed allspice Psuhum (tuajava is a tree cultivated

in the tiopics for the mueh-pnzed fruits Oil of mj rica

is obtained from the leaves of Pimento arris of the
West Indies, and is used in making bay rum Oil of

cajeput, a fragrant oil used in medicine, is secured
from the leaves and twigs of the East Indian Melaleuca
Leucadtndion The leaves of the European myrtle
(Myrtus communis) yield a distilled preparation known
as eau-d’ange, used as a toilet article Other edible

fruits are ro*»e apples (Jambosa malaccensis and J vul-

garis) of the East Indies and Pacific Ocean Jambos
berries are obtained from Jambosa vulgaris, which is

extensively cultivated in the tropics Oil of eucalyptus
is an important aromatic oil obtained from the foliage

of various species of that genus The wood of Eu-
calyptus is hard, firm and elastic, and is much prized
in wood-carving Many other species of this family
are in use locally for food, condiments, medicine,
timber, and so on
About 20 genera are in cultivation in North America,

mostly in the South or Southwest Among these are
the Bottle-brush (Calhstemon), Cajaput Tree (Mela-
leuca), Eucalyptus or Australian Blue-gum, Rose Apple
or Jambos (Jambosa), Cayenne Cherry (Eugenia),

Myrtle (Myrtus), Guava (Psidium), Allspice, Pimento
(Pimenta), Brisbane Box (Tiistama), Turpentine Tree
(Syncarpia), and Downy Myrtle (Hhodomyrtus)

165 Melastomaceae (from the genus Melastoma,
derived from the Greek black-mouth, because the berries

of some of the species when eaten stain the mouth
black) Melastoma Family. Fig 43 Herbs, shrubs
or trees, erect, climbing or epiphytic branches often 4-

sidcd leaves opposite or whorled, simple, mostly entire,

usually palmately nerved throughout with transverse

nervelets. flowers bisexual, regular or slightly irregular,

often perigynous, sepals 3-6, mostly 5, valvate, im-
bricated or united into a calypt ra-like hood, petals

commonly 5, convolute; stamens usually twice as

many as the petals, rarely just as many; anthers mostly
opening by terminal pores, inflexed in the bud, often

curved, connective very peculiar and diverse, with
various appendages; often one anther cell wanting, the
other mounted on the end of the lever-like, versatile,

curved connective, ovary usually 4-5-celled, more or
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less inferior; ovules numerous m each cell; style and
stigma 1' fruit a berry, drupe or capsule, or dry and
indehiscent, usually inclosed in the calyx
Most of the 148 genera and about 2,800 species, are

found in tropical America, wheic the species are very
abundant and form a characteristic component of the
vegetation; represented in the eastern United States
by 4 species of Rhe\ia (deer-grass, meadow beauty)
Melastomacea* is a very distinct, staking and pecu-
liar tropical family related to the Mvrtaceaca* and the
Lythraceae, recognized by the venation of the lea\es,

and the unusual stamens The so-called “cauliflower’'

species, with the flowers borne dneetly on the tree-

trunks, are pollinated by butterflies m the deep tropi-

cal forests. Some Mclastomacejc are myimecophilous,
l e

,
furnish habitations or food for ants, which in turn

protect the plant

The fruits of several species are eaten The berries

and bark of some yield coloring matter of some uiipoi-

tanee A jellow dye is obtained from the leaves of

Memecvlon of the East Indies and Africa, ml and
black dyes are seemed from the berries of Tamonea
(tropical America), Melastoma (East Indies), and so on
The leaves of Tamonea ifunrznns are used by the
Peruvians in place of tea Some, because of astringent
properties, are locally used as medicine The most
important use of the Melastomacea) is ornamental
The large', showy, queer flowers and striking foliage

render them popular greenhouse plants m the North
Some 20 geneia are cultivated m N America, mostly

as warmhouse decorative plants, or foi summer bed-
ding Few, if any, ha\e popular names

106 Onagr&ceas (from the genus Onat/ra
,
now a part

of (Enothera, domed fiom the Greek, a null ass,

m reference to a fancied resemblance between the
eais of that animal and the* lea\os of these plants)

Evening Primrose F vmily Fig 11 Mostly heibs,

rarely shrubs loaves opposite or alternate flowers

bisexual, regular, perigjnous oi epigvnous, sepals 1,

rarelv 2-3, separate or united, valvate, petals 4, or
rarelv 2 or 0, mostly cl iwod, convolute, stamens of the
same number as the petals or twice as nuiiv, outer
alternate* with the* petals, ovarv 2-4-celled, inferior;

ovules numerous, stvle 1, stigmas 1-1 fruit a capsule,

rarely a bony or nut
The 30 genera and 170 sp< <*ios are mostly natives of

the temperate portion of the New \\ orld (western United
States and Mexico), but an* also abundant in South
America Epilobium, containing 100 species, is widely
distributed in the* cooler legions of both hemispheres
This is a distinct familv, recognized bv the numerical
plan of 2 oi 1, the usti illv perigvnous flowers, and the
inferior ovarj with many ovules It is i elated to

Lvthraccxr, Melastomacea', Mv rtaccve, and other fami-
lies of this group

Fuchsia is shrubby or even arborescent, and its

fruit is a berry The tubular receptacle is piolonged
beyond the ovaiy m most gc*nera, but not in Jussieua,
Ludwigia, and Epilobium The seeds of Epilobium are
comose, and are distributed, paiachut e-like, by the
wind. The flowers of a number of species of (Enothera
open only at night or m dark weather, and are pollinated

by night-flying moths; hence the name evening pruu-
rose
The wrood of several species of Fuchsia furnishes ink

and a black dye Jvssuua pilosa jiclds a yellow dve.
The berries of many Fuchsias are eaten, and preserved
with sugar The young shoots of E{niobium lahfolium
are eaten as gieens The roots of (Enothera biennis
have been improved in Europe and furnish “rha-
pontic” roots, which are eaten like celery The coma
of the seeds of Epilobium has been used In Lapland to
make lamp-wicks and has been spun into cloth, but
without great success Many genera are cultivated for

ornamental purposes because of the showy flow*ers

About a dozen genera are cultivated in N America,

among which are the following* Circaea (Enchanter’s
Nightshade), Epilobium (Willow Heib, Fire Weed),
Fuchsia, Ludwigia (Water-purslane, Seed-box or Hat tie-

box), Clarkia, (Enothera (Evening Primrose, Sundrops),
and Godetia These are mostly grown in the open as an-
nuals or as hardy perennials, except Fuchsia, w Inch is a
greenhouse plant but often bedded out in summer

167 Hydroc aryaceae (from the Greek signifying
water-walnut) W vi ek Ghi si nut Family Herbaceous,
aquatic plants mostlv floating stems slender, clothed
with opposite, pmnatif'd roots leaves alternate

crowded at the summit of the stem, floating, rhomboid,
petiolcd, petioles foiming thick, hollow floats flowers

bisexual, regular, slightlv perigynous, axillary, sepals

4, petals 1, stamens 1, all sets alternating, ovary sur-

rounded bv an erect, corona-hke disk, half-inferior,

2-celled, cells 1-ovuled, st\le and stigma 1 fiuit a
woody 1 -celled, 1-smled nut bearing on the surface

the four divergent aoody horn-like sepals and capped
by the woody disk

A single genus and 3 species occur, dist nbuted m the
Mediterranean region and eastw aid to eastern Asia.

This is an ancient family, more common m the tertiary.

The family is related to the Onagraceie, with which
it is frequent Iv united, and to the Ilaloragidaceee,

and is somewhat intermediate between these two
families The fruit, disk, and habit are peculiar

The starchy seeds have a chestnut-like flavor and
are eaten raw or cooked, for which reason the plants

aie often cultivated The fruits are regul.it lv sold

44 Onvgra.0 jt 1 (Enothera, a, flower, b, floral diagram
2 Epilobium, a flewer, b, dehiscing fruit, c, need 3 Circa*a,

flood diagram H lumu.uuct «. 4. Mynophyllum, a, portion
of flowering plant, b, female flower, c, male flower, petals removed

in the markets of India; those of Trapa natans var.

vabanensis are used as beads
Trapa natans (\\ ater Chestnut, Water Caltrops)

and T bispino<ta (Smghara Nut) are giown in this

countiy as aquarium plants See article on Trapa
168 Haloragidaceee (fiom the genus Haloragis

,

meaning sea -(- a beiry) Water Milfoil Family.
Fig 44 Heibs, aquatic or terrestrial, of very diverse

appearance* leaves opposite or alternate, often in the

same genus, pectinate (aquatic) to very large and
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divided: flowers uisexual or unisexual, regular; sepals

4, petals 4 or 0; stamens 8, the outer opposite the
petals, or 4, rarely fewer; ovary inferior, 1-4-celled,

each cell 1-ovuled: fruit nut-like, often crowned by the
calyx.

Eight genera and about 100 species are known, of

general distribution. These are most abundant in the
southern hemisphere of the Old World. They are repre-

sented In South America and elsewhere by the queer
Gunnera and m the eastern United States by Hippuris,
Myriophyllum and Proserpinaca. The family is closely

related to the Onagracea;, but differs m having but 1

ovule in each cell of the ovary.
The aquatic forms are Utnculana-hke and floating,

with slender stems and either finely pectinate leaves

with filiform divisions (Myriophyllum) or linear and
entire leaves (Hippuris). Gunnera of South America
has broad kidney-shaped leaves varying from small to
gigantically large. The leaves of this genus in Costa
Itica are said to be so large as to give shelter to three
men on horseback.
The fruits of Gunnera macrophylla are used as a

stimulant in Java. The giant leaves, six feet broad
?
of

Gunnera chilensis are used in Chile for tanning skins.

Two species of Gunnera are almost, or quite, hardy
in the mid-eastern United States, and are grown for

luxuriant lawn foliage. Several species of the aquatic
Myriophyllum are m cultivation, one of which is

parrot’s feather (M . proserpinacoides).

Order 45. Umbelliflora;

169 Araliacese (from the genus Araha, the meaning
of which is unknown). Ginseng Family. Fig 45. Herbs,
shrubs, or trees, often prickly or climbing, stems solid,

pithy leaves usually alternate, simple, or pinnatelv
or temately compound' flowers bisexual or unisexual,

small, regular, epigynous, commonly in umbels; sepals
minute, often almost wanting; petals 5, rarely more,
valvate or imbricated, sometimes cohering at the apex

45 Arauace/E 1 Aralia, a flower; 6, floral diagram. 2
Hedera, portion -'f inflorescence Umbelufere* 3 Ciouta,
inflorescence 4 Foemculum, a, flower, b, dehiscing fruit 5
Artedia, fruit 6 Apium, fruit 7. o, 6, and c, fruits of UmbeJ-
kferse, crose-aectiofa

and deciduous as a cap; stamens usually 5, alternate
with the petals, and inserted at the edge of an epigynous
disk, rarely twice or thrice as many; ovary inferior,

2-15-celled; cells 1-ovuled; styles as many as the car-
pels : fruit a berry, rarely splitting into segments.

Fifty-one genera and about 400 species are dis-

tributed m tropical and temperate regions of both
hemispheres. The two great centers of distribution are
tropical America and the Malay Peninsula. The family
is very closely related to the Umbellifer®, but differs m
the berry-hke fruit with more numerous carpels.

The leaves of the English ivy ( Hedera Helix) were
used in medicme in olden times. The roots of ginseng
( >nnax Ginseng and Panax qwnqut folium) arc, muw,
prized in China where they are carried about on the
oerson as a charm against disease These roots are
now extensively and profitably cultivated in America
for the Chinese trade. The roots of Aralia muhcuxdis
(American sarsaparilla) are considered a tonic Chinese
rice-paper is made from the pith of Tetrapanax papyn-
ferum simply by cutting the pith spirally into thm sheets.

Many Araliacea) are grown as ornamental plants.

Many genera arc cultivated in America. Among
these are Acanthopanax; Araha (including Spikenard,
Hercules’ Club or Devil’s Walking-club, Wild Sarsapa-
rilla, Bristly Sarsaparilla, Chinese Angelica Tree);
Dizygotheca, Fatsia, Oreopanax, Polyscias, Pseudo-

panax; Hedera (English Ivy), and Panax (Ginseng)
170. Dmbelliferse (from the predominating type of

flower cluster). Parsley Family. Fig 45 Herbs or
rarely shrubs stems often hollow, leaves alternate,

rarely simple, usually temately or pinnately compound

.

flowers minute, bisexual, regular or the outer irregular,

epigynous
;

borne m sunple or compound umbels;
sepals minute or wanting; petals 5, valvate and
incurved in the bud; stamens 5, alternating with the
petals, inserted around an epigynous disk, ovary
2-celled, inferior, each cell 1-seeded, styles 2 fruit

very special, consisting of 2 dry, ribbed or winged,
1-seeded, indehiscent carpels (mericarps), which sep-
arate at the base but remain attached at the top to a
very slender and flexuous Y-shaped stalk (carpophore)
from which they dangle; between or under the ribs

are oil-tubes.

About 231 genera imd 1,500 species are very com-
monly found m all boreal temperate and subtropical
lands, but are rare m the tropics except in the moun-
tains. The Umbelhferse is a distinct family, closely

related to the Araliacese, and more distantly to the
Comaceae. The umbels, the inferior ovary and the
peculiar fruit are distinctive.

The leaves are exceedingly diverse in size, shape
and extent to which compounded Those of Eryngium
are sword-shaped, or yucca-hke, often spiny, those of

Hydrocotyle are simple aud often peltate. Azorella

of the Andes and New Zealand is turf-like or cushion-
like, a xerophytic adaptation Some species of Angelica
are immense herbs many feet high with enormous
leaves. The flowers, in general, are uniform in structure

and appearance, the greatest diversity being in the fruit

Economic plants are abundant m the Umbellifera';

between 40 and 50 have been listed by some authors
Various alkaloids and other compounds, some very
poisonous, together with many kinds of resins, pro-
duced in the foliage, roots or seeds, form the basis of

their economic importance. Plants used for food are

celery (Apium graveolens), carrot ( Daucus Carota ), and
parsley (Petroselmum sativum). Those used for flavoring

are caraway (Carum Carui), anise (Pimptnella Anisum),
sweet Cicely (Osmorhizaor Scandix). chervil (Anthnscus
Cerefohum), dill (Anethum graveolens), fennel (Foemculum
vulgare), lovage (Lemsticum officinale) Very poisonous
plants are poison hemlock (Conium maculatum), fool’s

parsley (JSthusa Cynapium) and others The following
drugs are obtained from this family, coriander (Conan-

drum sativum), ammoniac resin (from Dorema Ammon-
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tttcum), galbanum (a rosin from species of Ferula).

From various spccios of Ferula is obtained the vile-

smelling gum-resin asafetida, usod in medicine, which
the Persians are said to pi also as a delicious condiment,.

There are 40-50 genera in cultivation in America,
mostly hardy Some are grown for food, others for

ornament Sea Holly (Eryngium), Sample, or

locally Black Snakeroot (Sanicula), Carrot (Daucus),
Coriander (Conandrum)

;
Cumin (Cuminum), Celery

(Apium), Caraway (Carum), Gout-weed (vEgopodium),
Sweet, Cicely (Osmorhi/a), Myiih (not of medicine) or

European Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis or, more properly,

Scandix), Fennel (F(emculuni), Lovage (Levistieum),
Angelica (Angelica). Cow-parsnip (lleiacleum) Poison
hemlock (Comum) is a roadside weed

171 Cornaceae (fiom tin* genus Cornus, derived
from the Latin horn, referring to the hardness of the
wood) Dogwood Family Trees or shrubs, rarely

herbs leaves opposite or alternate, entire, exstipulate

flow eis bisexual, larely unisexual, regular, epigynous,
sepals 1, minute or absent, petals 1, usually valvate,
stamens commonly of same number as petals and
alternate with them, separate, epigynous disk usually

present, ovary inferior, 2-eellod, rarely 1-10-celled,

ovules in each cell 1, rarely 2 fruit a drupe or berry
The 15 genera and about 120 species, of which 45

species belong to the genus Cornus, are distributed in

tne temperate portions of the northern hemisphere,
principally in North America and Asia, some, how*-

e\er, occur in South Afrna and New' Zealand. The
relationships of the fannlv aie doubtful Cornus is

related to the Capiifoliacea*, but some other genera
suggest, the Aralmme The woody or sub-ligneous

habit, 4-merous, poly pet alous, epigynous flowers and
the berry-like fruit with one seed in each cell are dis-

tinctive.

Many species of Cornus have capitate flowers sur-

rounded by a large pctaloid imolucre (eg, Cornus
mms, C fhtnda, (' < anad< usis) C umtuhnsis and C.

sinned are horbaieous dogwoods I/ilinnqni i mv ijlora,

of China and .Japan, is a most remarkable plant with
flowers borne at the cent is of the leaf-blade attached to

the midiib on t lie upper side

Ihe acid fruits of C mas are edible, and are used
as a sherbet in the East '[ hose of C cn pi lata of the
Himalayas have a flavor like strawberries and are
eaten Manv Cornaee.e art* ornamental woody plants

Several genera sue in cultivation here, of which mav
be mentioned Cornus (Dogwood, Osier Dogwood),
Aucuba, fiom Japan, Garry a from southern United
States, Grisehma from New' Zealand, Nyssa (Sour
Gum, IVpperidge, Tupelo) from the eastern United
States Garry a, Nyssa ind otheis have been separated
by some into other families

Sub-class II MdachUnmj(h<r, or Synipetalx

Order 40 Eric vi i s

172 Clethraceae (fiom the genus Clilhra
, the ancient

Greek name of Alder) Plpperbi sh, or \\ iiite Alder
Family Fig 40 Tall shrubs or low trees leaves
alternate* flowers bisexual, regular, lnpogvnous, disk
absent, calyx 5-paited, persistent, coiolla sauter-
shaped, of 5 separate petals, stamens 10, hypogy nous,
anthers opening by teinunal poies, at first inverted,
later erect; ovary superior, 3-eelled, style 1, stigmas

3; ovules numerous fruit a capsule
A single genus and about 30 species are distributed

in the tropical and subtropical regions of both hemi-
spheres, mostly* American Two species reach the
eastern United States The family is closely related
to the Pyrolaceai and Erieacea? The polvpetalous
corolla, temporarily inverted anthers and the 3-celled
ovary are important characteristics There is one
fossil species known
A few species of Clethra are grown m North America

for ornamental purposes C alnifoha is the native
white alder or sweet pepperbush

173 Pyrolaceae (from the genus Pyrola, diminutive
of Pyrus, possibly a resemblance in the foliage) Shin-
leaf Family. Fig. 46 Very low perennial herbs:

46 Cllthracet:' 1 Clethra, a, flower, b, cross-section ovary.
riKOUctE 2 Pyrola, «, flower, b, floral diagram Erica-
(it .1 \ndronnda, flower 4 Kalnna, flower 5 Rhododen-
dron, flower 0 Lnea, stamen 7 Vaceimum, o, flower, 6, stamen.

leaves alternate, basal or scattered, thick and ever-
green in most species flowers bisexual, regular, with or
without a hypogy nous disk, calyx 5-parted, persistent;

corolla yvaxv, saucer-shaped, of 5 separate petals, sta-

mens 10, hypogy nous, anthers opening by terminal
pores, mveited, ovary superior, 5-celled, many-ovuled;
sty le and stigma 1 fruit a capsule

Theie are 3 genera and 20 species distributed in the
boreal and temperate parts of Europe, Asia and
America The poh’pct alous flowers, inverted anthers
anil 5 carpels are characteristic The family is closely

related to the Erieacea1 and Clethraceae
Two species of Chimaplnla (Pipsissewa, Prince’s

Pine), one species of Moneses (One-flowered Pyrola),

and a few species of Pyrola (Shmleaf) ^re offered in the
American trade for ornamental purposes. Otherwise
the family'’ is of no economic importance

174 Monotropaceae (from the genus Monotropa,
meaning one turn, m reference to the nodding flower).

Indian-Pipe Family Low, saprophytic herbs, without
chlorophyll, white, yellowish, brownish, or blood-red
m color leaves alternate, reduced to scales flowers

1 to several, bisexual, regular, a lobed, hypogynous disk
sometimes present, calyx 5-parted, rarely 0, corolla of

4-5, separate, gibbous petals, these rarely coherent;
stamens 8-10, hypogynous; anthers opening by slits,

1-2-celled, often appendaged, ovxary 4-5-celled, supe-
rior, many-ovuled; style and stigma 1 fruit a capsule.

The Indian-pipe family contains 8 genera and about
12 species, all North American except 1 Himalayan
species and 1 found in both Europe and America;
most abundant in the West The family is closely

related to the Ericaceae, Pyrolaceae and Clethraceae,

from which it differs mainly m method of nutrition.
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Sarcodes sangutnea, the Sierran snow plant, is bright

red in color

The Monotropace® are not known to be in cultiva-

tion.

175 Ericaceae (from the genus Erica, the ancient
name of the heath, from enco, to break). Hkatii
Family. Fig 46 Shrubs or sub-shrubs leaves alter-

nate, often evergreen, flowers bisexual, regular or
slightly irregular, calyx 4-5-fid, persistent corolla

gamopetalous, rarely polypctalous, often urceolatc, 4-
5-lobed, convolute or imbricated, stamens alternate

with the petals, of the same number o- double the
number, inserted at the base of a hjpegynous disk,

not epipctalous, anthers sometimes appendaged, open-
ing by terminal pores, rarely by longitudinal slits,

ovary superior or infoiior, 4-5-celled or falsely 10-

cclled, many ovuled, style and stigma 1 fruit a cap-
sule, rarely a berry or drupe
The 67 genera and about 1,400 species are very gen-

erally distributed Erica, the largest genus, with 420
species, is confined to the Old World The family is

closely related to the Pyrolaee® and Clethrace®, also

to the Epacridace® and Diapensiace® The northern
Erieace® are largely evergreen and variously adapted

47 DiAPENSiAcr^E 1 Diaponsia, a, flowor, b, floral diagram
Primtilace,*; 2 Primula, a, flower b, floral diagram Pu \t,

b\ginacf« 3 Armona, flower 4 Statice, calyx o Plun bago,
floral diagram

m foliage to a xerophytic habitat Ledum is polypeta-
lous Rhododendron has a funnel-form corolla, Kal-
mia, a cup-shaped corolla with elastic stamens in pock-
ets The anthers of Epig®a dehisce longitudinally.

Arctostaphylo* Uva-Uri>i (bearberry) of Europe and
America is medicinal The volatile oil of wmtcrgieen is

obtained from the leaves, and stems, of the North
American Gaultheria procumbent! A very poisonous
substance is found m some species of Rhododendion,
Lyonia and Leucothoe, and possibly the poisonous
quality of Kalmia and Rhododendron honey is due to
this Species of Gaylussacia (North America) yield
huckleberries, species of Vaccimum yield blueberries
The fruits of V Myrhllus (Europe) are bilberries The
European heaths furnish commercial honey Cranber-
ries are the fruit of V macrocarpon and V Oxycoccus
Many species of Encaceie are ornamental
Forty to 50 genera are m cultivation m N America.

Among these are the Strawberry Tree or Madrona
(Arbutus), Bearberry (Arctostaphylos), Heather (Ca-
luna); Heath (Erica), Trailing Arbutus or Mayflower
(Epigsea)

,
Labrador Tea (Ledum)

;
Sourwood or Sorrel

Tree (Oxydendrum), Azalea, Rhodora, Rhododendron
or Pmxter Flower (Rhododendron), Laurel (Kalmia);
Blueberry and Cranberry (Vaccimum); Huckleberry
(Gaylussacia)

,
also Menziesia, Chamacdaphne, Cassiope,

Andromeda, and others

176. Epacridace® (from the genus Epacns, derived
from the Greek meaning on the top, many species grow-

ing on hilltops). Epacris Family. Shrubs or small
trees, leaves alternate, usually stiff, small, and heath-
like flowers bisexual, regular, hypogynous, disk pres-

ent; calyx of 4-5 sepals, bracted at the base, corolla

gamopetalous, 4-5-lobed, stamens 4-5, hypogynous or
epipetalous, anthers opening by longitudinal slits;

carpels 4-5, ovary superior, 1-10-ccllcd, ovules solitary

or many; style and stigma 1. fruit a drupe or capsule.

The 21 genera and about 300 species are almost
exclusively confined tc Australia and New Zealand.
One species is found in South America The family is

closely related to the Ericace®, but has one whorl of

stamens. The genus Styphelia contains 172 species.

S. papula furnishes edible berries

A few species of Epacris are grown as ornamental
plants in the greenhouses of North America.

177 Diapensiace® (from the genus Diapensia, the
derivation of which is obscure). Diapensi\ Family
Fig 47 Low shrubs: leaves alternate, evergreen, rem-
form or imbricated or moss-like flowers bisexual, reg-

ular, hypogynous, disk absent, calyx of 3-5 sepals;

corolla with 5 separate petals, or gamopetalous, lobes

imbneated; stamens 5, epipetalous or hypogynous, al-

ternating with the corolla lobes, often also alternating

with 5 staminodia, anthers opening by a longitudinal

slit, ovary superior, 3-eelled, ovules very numerous,
style 1, stigmas 1-3 fruit a capsule

Diapensiace® has 6 genera and about 10 species

of circumpolar distribution, extending southward to
Carolina and the Himalayas The family is related to

the Ericaceae, and to the Epacridace® The 3 carpels and
5 stamens are important distinguishing characteristics.

Four or more genera are in cultivation in America;
of these, Galax aphylla (Galax) of North Carolina has
reniform leaves; Pyxidanthera barbulata (Pyxie, Flow-
ering Moss, or Pine-barren Beauty) of southern New
Jersey has subulate leaves; Short la, of North Carolina
and Japan, and Schizocodon soldanelloides (Fringed
Galax) of Japan both have orbicular leaves.

Order 47. Primulales

178. Myrslnace® (from the genus Myrsme, the
Greek name of Myrrh). Myrsine Family. Trees or

shrubs leaves usually alternate, coriaceous, glandular-

dotted. flowers bisexual or unisexual, regular, often

very glandular; calyx 4-5-parted, peisistent, corolla'

gamopetalous, rarely of separate petals, 4-5-lobed;

stamens 5, opposite the lobes of the corolla, mostly
epipetalous, separate or monadelphous; alternating

staminodia often present, ovary superior or inferior,

1-eelled, placenta basal or free-central, ovules few or
numerous, style and stigma 1. fruit a few-seeded berry
or drupe
Widely distributed in the tropics are 32 genera and

about 550 species. Two species reach Florida. The
family is related to the Pnmulace®, but is woody,
glandular, and has mdehiscent fruits, also related to
the Sapotace®
The leaves of Jaequmia are used in America to

stupefy fish
,
the fruits of this genus are poisonous.

The fruits of some species of Ardisia are edible. Bread
is made in San Domingo from the crushed seed of

Thcophrasla Jmsiern
About a half-dozen genera are in cultivation in this

country, but are little known. Jaequmia and Myrsine
are grown in southern Florida and southern California;

Ardisia is a genus of greenhouse shrubs. The species

ascribed in the trade to Theophrasta on further study
have been referred to other genera

179 Primulace® (from the genus Primula, from
Latin primus (first), in reference to the early flowering
of some European species). Primrose Family Fig 47.

Herbs leaves mostly opposite or whorled, otten dotted
or mealy flowers bisexual, regular, rarely slightly irreg-

ular, calyx not bracteate, mostly 5-parted; corolla
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gamopetalous, 5-lobed, rarely of separate petals;

stamens 5, epipetalous, opposite the corolla lobes, often
alternating with staminodia; ovary superior, rarely

half-inferior. 1-celled, many-ovuled, placenta free-

central, style and stigma 1 fruit a capsule opening
by valves or by a transverse lid

The family has 28 genera and about 320 species of

more or less cosmopolitan distribution, but most
abundant m north temperate regions It is most
closely related to the Myrsmacea? and Plumbaginacea:
The herbaceous habit, dehiscent fruit, and many seeds

are important distinguishing eharat teristics The flow-

ers of this family often have styles and stamens of

different lengths in the same species (heteromorphie),

e g ,
Primula The free-central placcntation is charac-

teristic of this and related families

Rhizomes of Primula tfere formerly used for diseases

of the bladder Primrose wine is made from the floweis

of Primula officinalis and P vulgaris Rhizomes of

Cyclamen are purgative and emetic In some countries

these rhizomes are used to stupefy fish, roasted they
become good food for pigs (sowbread of Europe)
Other species have been used in medicine Many are

ornamental plants
Twelve to 18 genera are in cultivation in North

America Among these are the following well-known
names Cyclamen, Dodecatheon (Shooting-star), An-
drosace (Rock Jasmine); Anagallis (Pimpernel, Poor
Man’s Weather-glass); Ilottonia (Featherfoil, Water-
Violet, Water-Yarrow) with aquatic inflated stems
and fine leaves; Lysimachia (Loosestrife, Moneywort,
Creeping Charlie), Primula (Primrose), Soldanella,

Stieronema (Loosestrife); Trientalis (Star Flower)

180 Plumbaginaceae (from the genus Plumbago,
from plumbum, lead, perhaps in reference to the lead-

like stain given by the roots to the fingers) Leadwokt
Family. Fig 47. Herbs or shrubs leaves alternate,

linear or lanceolate flowers bisexual, regular, ca’yx
bracteate, 5-fid, usually scanous, and plicate, angled or
winged, sometimes colored, persistent, corolla gamo-
petalous, or of 5 nearly separate petals, mostly con-
volute, stamens 5, epipetalous, opposite the lobes of

the corolla; ovary superior, 1-celled, ovule 1, basal,

styles 5 fruit a capsule or utricle, invested bj the calyx

The ten genera and about 250 species, of almost
cosmopolitan distribution, are found usually inhabiting

seacoasts and alkaline regions, they are most abundant
in the Mediterranean region, and in Central Asia The
family is closely related to the Primulacea?, but has only
one seed
A fatty substance m the root of certain Plumbagos

gives a lead-colored stain to the fingers and paper
These roots were formerly used for toothache, ulcers,

and the like Beggars are said still to use them to
produce sores The roots of Statice latifolm of Russia
contain tannin and have been used for tanning
There are 5 or 6 genera m cultivation in North

America, Acanthohmon from Armenia, hardy
,
Armeria

(Sea Pink, Thrift) of Europe and Asia, hard>
,
Ccra-

tostigma of China, hardy, Plumbago (Leadwort), of

Asia, Africa, Australia, mostly of the greenhouse, Statice

(Sea Lavender), of Europe, Asia, North America,
hardy Some species of this family are used for dry
bouquets.

Order 48 Ebenales

181 Sapotace® (from the old generic name Sapota,
derived from a native name of Achras Sapola ) Sapo-
dilla Family Fig 48 Trees or shrubs

,
juice milky

leaves alternate, entire, coriaceous flowers usually bi-

sexual, axillary, regular, calyx mostly of separate sepals

in two whorls of 2, 3, or 4, or in one whorl of 5, corolla

gamopetalous, lobes as many as the sepals, or twice as

many, m one or two series, imbricated, sometimes with
appendages which simulate extra corolla-lobes; stamens
as many as the lobes of the corolla and opposite them,

sometimes with intermediate staminodia, or twice ae

many, epipetalous, ovary superior, 4- to many-celled

;

ovules 1 in each cell, basal, style and stigma 1 fruit

a berry.

There are 31 genera and about 400 species, of tropica/

distribution, rarely reaching the warm temperate zone
One species extends to Virginia and two to Illinois.

This is a distinct family, distantly related to the
Myrsinace®, Ebcnace.c, and Styracaceie
The fruits of Luuuna mammosa (marmalade plum)

and Achras Sapota (sapodilla), are very agreeable.

Fruits of Illipe and Mnnusops, both Asiatic, are

edible The oil from the seeds of the oriental Illipe

butyracea and of other species is galam butter, and shea
butter It is used for food and soap The wood of

many species is very hard and valuable—so-called

ironwoods Several species of Palaquium of the East
Indies yield gutta percha, as do other species of the

family Gum chicle is obtained from Achras Sapota.

Star-Apple is Chryiophyllum Cainito. West Indian
medlar is Mimusops Elengi

Six to 10 genera are in cultivation in North America,
mostly in the warmer parts Mimusops, Lucuma (Mar-

malade Plum) and Sideroxylon are grown in southern
California and Florida, Dichopsis or Palaquium (wrongly
called Isonandra), the commercial gutta percha tree, is

cultivated in the South Bumelia and Chrysophyllum
are ornamental, the former hardy to Massachusetts

182

Ebenace® (from the Latin ebenus, meaning
ebony ) Ebonx Family Fig 48 Trees or shrubs leaves

alternate, coriaceous, entire flowers rarely bisexual,

usually dioecious, regular, calyx 3-6-parted, persistent;

corolla 3-6-lobed, hypogynous, gamopetalous, urceo-

late, coriaceous, mostly imbricated and twisted;

stamens short, usually double the number of the corolla-

lobes, rarely as many or more numerous, hypogynous or

epipetalous, separate or united in pairs, ovary superior,

2-lG-celled, with 1-2 suspended ovules in each cell,

styles and stigmas 2-8 fruit berry-like, rarely sub-

dehiscent
In this family are 5 genera and about 280 species,

of which 180 belong to the genus Diospyros, they are

inhabitants of tropical and subtropical regions,

principally of the eastern hemisphere The greatest

development of the family is in the East Indies and
Malay Archipelago One species of Diospvros occurs

in the eastern United States, from Rhode Island south-

ward. The family is related to the Styracacese, Sym-
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plocaceae and Sapotacese. The superior several-cclled

ovary, unisexual flowers and absence of milky juice

are important distinctive characters.

The wood of many species, especially of the genus
Diospyros, furnishes the ebony of commerce The
fruit of Diospyros Lotus is known as date plum in

Asia The fruit of the persimmon (Diospyros virgm-
lana) is also edible The bark of persimmon is some-
times used in medicine

Three or 4 genera are m cultivation in North America
for ornamental purposes Maba, from Natal, and
Royena, from South Africa, are not haidy Diospyros
(Common Persimmon and Kaki), hardy or tender,

depending on the species, is grown for ornament or fruit

183 Styracaceae (from the genus Styrax, the ancient
Greek name of the storax tree) Storax Family Fig
48. Shrubs or small trees leaves alternate, simple flow-

ers bisexual, regular; calyx 4-5-cleft, corolla mostly 4-5-

lobed, the lobes almost separate, imbricated or valvate;
stamens in one series, hypogynous or epipetalous,

twice as many as the lobes of the corolla, rarely just as
many, separate or more or less united, ovary superior,

rarely half-inferior, 1-celled at the top, 3-5-celled at
the bottom, 1, rarely several, ovules m each cell, style

1, stigmas 1-5 fruit a capsular diupe
Six genera and about 100 species are distnbuted in the

warmer regions of South and Central America, south-
eastern United States, eastern Asia, and the Mediter-
ranean region The family is very closely related to the
Symplocacea;

,
also to the Ebenaceie and Sapotacea*.

The superior, imperfectly several-celled ovarv, bisexual
flowers and absence of milky juice are distinctive

Fossil species are known
Styrax Benzoin of the East Indies yields the fragrant

resin known as benzoin It is a pathological product
of the tree Some Brazilian species of Stjiax and some
species of Pamphilia also yield a fragrant resin which
is burned as incense in the churches The storax 6f

the ancients was obtained from Liquidambnr orientals

(family Hainamehdace®).
Two or 3 genera are in cultivation in America*

Halesia (Silver Bell, Snowdrop Tree), of eastern United
States, is hardy, Styrax (Storax) of China, Japan, and
America, is scmi-hardy. Pterostyrax of Japan is by
some referred to Halesia.

184 Symplocaceae (from the genus Symplocos, de-
rived from the Greek, meaning connecUJ, referring to
the stamens). Symplocos Family. Fig 48 Trees or

shrubs: leaves alternate, simple flowers bisexual, or less

commonly unisexual, regular, calyx 5-lobed, gainosepa-
lous, imbricated, corolla-lobes 5 or 10, in 1 or 2 series,

gamopetalous, imbricated, stamens 15 to many in 1-3
or many series, separate, or slightly united with each
other and the corolla, hypogynous or epipetalous,
ovary inferior or half-inferior, 2-5-cel!cd, with about
2 ovules in each cell, style 1; stigmas 1-5 fruit dru-
paceous
Only one genus and about 275 species arc found m

tropical lands; they are most abundant m the Malay
region and East India A few species in Japan, and
one in North America, extend the family into the
temperate zone Symplocos tmctoria reaches Delaware.
The family is related to the Styracaceae, and is often
united with it The inferior, completely several-cclled

ovary, and numerous stamens, are important charac-
teristics Fossil species are known
The bark of Symplocos racemosa is used as a medicine

in the East Indies under the name lotus bark The
leaves of S spicata and the roots of S tmctoria are
used in the preparation of yellow dye-stufTs S craUe-
qoides is a hardy ornamental shrub from Japan

Order 49 Contorts

185. Oleace® (from the genus Olea, derived from
the Greek meaning, originally, olive tree

,
and later oil,

i e
,
olive oil) Olive Family. Fig 49. Trees or

shrubs leaves opposite, simple or pinnate, flowers bi-

sexual or unisexual, regular, small and numerous, calyx
4-lobed, larelv 4-1 5-lobed, valvate, corolla 4-lobed,

raiely 6-12-lobed, gamopetalous, rarely polypetalous,

or 0, hypogMious, valvate, stamens 2, rarely 3-5,

epipetalous, alternate with the corolla-lobes, ovary
superior, 2-celled, ovules usually 2 m each cell, style 1

or 0, stigmas 1-2 fruit a drupe, berry, capsule, or
samara

Oleaceae has 20 genera and more than 400 species,

of temperate and tropical lands; these are especially

abundant in the East Indies and East Asia About 10
species are native in northeastern North Ameiica.
Fossil species are known The family is related to the
Logamacea*, possibly also to the Celastraceie and

Rubiacese The numerical plan of 4, the 2 stamens and
the supenor ovaiy are important distinctive character-
istics

The most useful plant is the olive (Olca europsca )

of the Orient, long cultivated in the Mediterranean
region The oil expressed from the fruit is used as food,

and for other purposes. The unripe fruits, preserved
in brine, are the olives of commerce The bark of the
fringe tree and privet contains medicinal pi maples of
minor importance, as do also the leaves of the lilac.

A saccharine exudation from the bark of Fraonnus
Ornus of Sicily, induced by the puncture of a cicada,

is manna (See, also, Tarnarix mamufera) The wood of

olive and ash are valuable The flowers of Osmanthus
fragrans have been used to scent tea in China.
A dozen genera are m cultivation in North America:

Chionanthus (Fringe Tree), hardv, lorsythia (Golden
Bell), hardy; Fontanesia, hardy; Fraxinus (Ash), hardy:
Jasminum (Jasmine, Jessamine), of the greenhouse and
the South; Ligustrum (Privet), hardy, Olea (Olive),
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not hardy; Osmanthus (Fragrant Olive and Devil-

wood), not hardy; Phillyrea, not hardy, Schrebera,
not hardy; and Syringa (Lilac), hardy.

186 Loganiaceae (from the genus Logania, named in

honor of J Logan, a botanist). Logania Family. Fig

49. Herbs, shrubs, or trees’ leaves opposite, simple
flowers usually bisexual, regular, calyx 4-5-lobcd or
-parted, corolla 4-5-, or 10-lobed, imbricated or con-
volute; stamens epipetalous, of the same number as

the lobes of the corolla and usually alternate with them,
rarely reduced to 1; ovary superior, usually 2-celled,

rarely 1-or 4-celled, ovules usually numerous, styles 1;

stigmas 1-2 fruit a capsule, rarely a berry or diupe.
The family contains 82 genera and about 360 bpecies,

of tropical distnbution A few genera only reach the
temperate zone, 4 species of which are native in

northeastern North America Fossil species are known.
The family is related to the Apocynaceae, Gentianaceae,

Solanaceie, Rubiaceae, and Scrophulanaceee. The oppo-
site stipulate leaves, and 2-celled superior ovary, are
important distinctive characters
The seeds and bark of Strychnos nux-vomica contain

a very poisonous alkaloid, strychnine, used as a nerve
tonic Curare, with which the Indians of South
America poisoned their arrows, is probably obtained
from the nark of S toxifer. Other species of Strychnos
are used in Java to poison arrows. The root of Spigelia

(pink-root), an American plant, has been used as a ver-

mifuge It is also poisonous Strychnos Ignaha yields

the poisonous ignat ius bean of India The nut of S
potatorum is the clearing nut of India, which is used to

purify foul water, by rubbing it on the inside of the
vessel The roots oi yellow jasmine (Gelsemium sem-
pervirens) of the southeastern United States are used
as a nerve tonic

Three or 4 genera are m the North American trade,

all ornamental’ Buddleia, semi-hardy; Gelsemium
(Yellow Jessamine), woody vine, semi-hardy, Spigelia

(Pink-Root), herbaceous, hardy
187. Gentianaceae (from the genus Gentiana

,
named

m honor of King Gentius of Illyria, who, according to

Pliny, first discovered the medicinal properties of these

plants). Gentian Family Fig 49. Herbs, rarely

shrubs or small trees’ leaves opposite, rarely alternate

or whorlcd, exstipulate flowers bisexual, regular, calyx

4-5-parted, persistent, corolla 4-8-lobed, gamopctalous,
hypogynous, convolute or induplicate, rarely valvate:

stamens of the same number as the corolla-lobes and
alternate with them, epipetalous, hypogynous disk

usually present; ovary superior, 1-celled, with 2

f

iarietal placentae, rarely 2-celled, ovules numerous
ruit a capsule.
The 03 genera and about 750 species are almost cos-

mopolitan in distribution Three hundred species

belong to the genus Gentiana, distributed mostly in the
mountains of the north temperate zone, in the arctic

zone and m the Andes, they are wanting in Africa
Fossil species of Menyanthes are known The family
is closely related to the Logamaceae The commonly
1-eclled ovary, exstipulate leaves and the presence of

a bitter principle are important characters.

The general occurrence of a bitter principle renders
the majority of Gcntianacese valuable as tonics, and
appetizers. Most of the drug, gentian, is obtained
from Gentiana lutea of Europe G punctata, G purpurea

,

and G. Pannonica are also used. Erythr&a Centaunum
(centaury) furnishes a medicinal bitter principle.

Tarhia guianensis is used as bitters in South America,
under the name quassia. The bitter principle of Men-
yanthes is used as a medicine, and also as a substitute
for hops in flavoring beer. The Gentianaceae are used
medicinally in all parts of the globe.

Several genera are in cultivation in North America:
Erythriea, Eustoma, Frasera: Gentiana (Gentian);
Menyanthes (Buckbean), Sabbatia; and Swertia.

Nymphoides (Limnanthemum) (Floating Heart, Water

Snowflake) is a genus of peculiar aquatic plants.
Villarsia is a close relative of Nymphoides.

188 Apocynaceae (from the genus A pocynum, the
ancient name of the dogbane, from the Greek). Dog-
bane Family Fig 49 Herbs, shrubs or trees with
milky juice, often climbing leaves opposite or whorled,
rarely alternate, entire, exstipulate flowers bisexual,
regular; calyx 4-5-parted

,
corolla 4-5-lobed, hy-

pogynous, gamopetalous, usually with appendages or
folds in the throat, convolute or valvate, stamens 4-5,
epipetalous, alternating with the corolla lobes, anthers
usually sagittate and acute, pollen granular, hy-
pogynous disk usually present and variously lobed;
ovaries usually 2, rarely more or less united, mostly
superior, each 1 -celled, many-seeded, style 1, usually
bearing a fleshy ring below the solitary stigma fruit

follicular with comose seeds, or indehiscent, or berry-
like, or of nutlets, sometimes winged or prickly

One hundred and thirty genera and about 1,000
species occur, mostly in tropical countries m both
hemispheres Five or 6 species reach northeastern
North America The family is related to the Asclepia-
dacea? and Gentianaecse The milky juice, sagittate

anthers, absence of corona, st}lar ring, and usually
separate ovaries but connate stales and stigmas, are
important characteristics

Many species of Landolphia yield commercial caout-
chouc, as do also other genera, such as Urceola and
W llloughbya Some are very poisonous, e g ,

Tan-
ghinia of Madagascar, also Cerbera and Acocanthera
Tanghima, the ordeal tree of Madagascar, “is the most
poisonous of plants, a seed no larger than an almond
suffices to kill twenty people ” Death has followed
the use of oleander w oon as meat-skew’ers An infusion

of its leaves is an insecticide, of its bark, a rat-poison.

Some are heart-poisons, for example Strophanthus and
Aspidosperma (quebracho bark) The bark of Alstoma
is a tonic Allarnanda cathartica is purgative Several
species furnish edible fruits tasting like citron Wnghtia
tinctona furnishes an indigo, W tomentosa, a yellow dye
About 20 to 25 genera are in cult lvat ion in N America

as ornamental plants, mostly in the South or m the
greenhouse. Among these are* Allarnanda, Canssa
(Caraunda, Chnsvs Thorn); Amsoma; Apoeynum
(Dogbane), Nenum (Oleander); Tabernsemontana
(Crape Jasmine, Nero’s Crow’n), Trachelospermum
(Star Jasmine); and Vinca (Periwinkle).

189 Asclepiadaceae (from the genus Asclepias, dedi-
cated to JSsculapius) Milkweed Family Fig 50.

Herbs or shrubs, sometimes fleshy, often climbing, gen-
erally with milky juice leaves opposite, rarely otherwise,

exstipulate. flowers bisexual, regular, very frequently
m umbels, calyx 5-parted, imbricated, corolla 5-parted
or -lobed, gamopetalous, hypogynous, a crown present,

which is either an outgrowth of the corolla, or of the
stamens^ or of both; stamens 5, mostly hypogynous,
alternating with the lobes of the corolla, usually

monadelphous, sometimes united with the styles, pollen

usually agglutinated into pollima, which are attached
to glandular appendages of the stigma; disk absent;
ovanes 2, superior, each 1-cclled, many-seeded, styles 2;

stigmas united, fruit of two follicles, seeds usually
comose
There are 217 genera and about 1,900 species, prin-

cipally of the tropics, but many reach the temperate
zone The family is distinct, and closely related only
to the Apocynacea;. The Asclepiadaceaj is one of the
most extraordinary of families Most species have a
milky juice Many in South Africa are fleshy, cactus-

like plants Some are epiphytes with variously modi-
fied foliage. One genus of epiphytes bears foliar pitchers

that catch and hold rain-water Some species are like a
bundle of leafless whip-lashes, others have remarkable
tuberous bases to store water The floral crown is

most diverse; and the details of insect-pollination,

especially the behavior of the pollima, is very compli-
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cated The union of the two carpels by the stigma only
is unique

Pleurisy root (Asdepias tuht rasa) was formeily
used extensively for lung and catarrhal disoulers

Condurango, from the bark of Maisdema Conduranyo, is

a stomach tonic. The milky juice of many is medici-
nal, some are emetics (Vineetoxieum, Gomphoctupus,
Secamone)

;
others are purgative (Solenostcmma,

SO As( immadacf^e 1 Asclopms, a, flower, /», flower, \trtical

section, r, stamens, d, pistil ami pollumi, i, pollima and rI.uhI, /,

floral diagram Con\ oi v 1

1

At i a 2 Convolvulus, floral di i-

gram Poi ewoniaceas d Plilox, flower 4 Polemomum, floral

diagram Hydhophyllacl * S Hydrophyllum, flower 0 Phaoc-
lia, a, and b, ovary of two species

Cynanchum); others are sudorifics (Ilemidesmus)
The acrid juice of Gonolobus is used to poison arrows,
that of Periploca to poison wolves, hence the name
wolfbane and dogbane. The milk of (lymnana
lactiferum

,
the cow-plant of Cevlon, is edible, also

that of the Cape, Oxustclma ruukntum Some Indian
species yield good bast fibers AI(linden in tindoiui

yields a dye Seveial species y leld caoutchouc The
oschur or modar (('a loti opus pioma) is probably the
sodom apple of the Bible The herbage of seveial

species is cooked and eaten The acid stem of Sareos-

temma is eaten as a salad In East Africa, Cynandimn
mrcostemmoides is used to poison fi'-h Many Asele-

piadacete are ornamental plants
About 20 genera are in cultivation in N America,

mostly m the tropical horticulture of Flonda and
California More genet ally cultivated and better

known are Asclepias (Milkweed), Cynanchum (Mos-
quito Plant, Cruel Plant), Hoya (Wax-plant), and
Periploca (Silk Vine).

Order 50. Tubiflorab

190 Convolvulaceae (from the genus Convolvulus,

signifying to entwine) Morning-Glory Family Fig
50 Herbs, shrubs or small trees, twining or erect, turf-

forming shrubs, thorny shrubs, “switch plants,” or

yellow, leafless, twaning parasite's, often with milky
juice leaves alternate, flowers bisexual, regular, pe-
duncles very often bi-bracteate; calyx 5-parted, per-

sistent, corolla more or less 5-lobed, usually plaited,

gamopetalous, hypogynous, convolute; stamens 5,

slightly epipetalous, alternating with the corolla-lobes;

hypogynous disk present, usually lobed, ovary superior,

2-celled, rarely' more or fewer celled, each cell 1-2-

ovuled, nncropyle dnected downward and outward,
styles 1-2, stigmas 1-2 fruit a capsule or a berry, very
rarely bieakmg into 4 1 -seeded nutlets

Convolv ulaeeie has 40 genera with about 1,000
species, of which 300 species belong to the genus
Ipomoca and 160 species to the genus Convolvulus
They are distributed in all regions except the arctics,

but are especially numerous in tropical Asia and tropical

America The family is i elated to the Solanaceie and
Boiaginacea', but also to the Polemomacea1 and Hydro-
phyllacea* The absence of a circulate inflorescence,
the plaited corolla, the dneetion in which the miciopy le

is turned and the few -seeded fruit are important
distinguishing ehaiacteiistics

r

fhe genus Cuscuta is

arasitic and chloiophylless, receiving its nutriment

y means of haustona from the plant upon which it

twines
Because of the substances contained m the milky

juice, many species are medicinal The following are
puiges jalap (Exoyomum Puuja), of Mexico; turbith
(Opticuhna Tui pethum), of the East Indies, and seam-
rnony (Convolvulus Scammonia), of the onent The
fleshy' roots of Ipomoca Batatas (sweet potato) are edible,

also those of Convolvulus Septum Ipomoca Pes-eapree

is used in India to bind the sands along the coast.

Convolvulus stopnrius of the Canaries furnishes the
fragrant oil of ihodmm, used to adulterate oil of rose,

and sold also to rat-catehers as a line for rats Cusi uta

Epilinum
,
and seveial other species, are bad pests m

cult lvat eel fields

Several geneia aic in cultivation in N America
Argyreia, tender twiners, Brcweria, trailing, grown in

Florida, Convolvulus (Bindweed, California Rose,
Rutland Beauty'), mostly twining

,
Ipornoea (Morning-

glory, Moonflowcr, Cypress Vine, Indian Pink, Man-of-
the-Earth, Blue Dawn Flower, Sweet Potato, Jalap),

mostly twining, Jacqueinontia, garden twineis, Lett-
somta, twiners, grown in Florida

191 Polemoniacese (from the genus Polemomum, an
ancient name of doubtful application) Polemonium
Family. Fig 50 Herbs, raiely woody leaves alter-

nate, oi the lower sometimes opposite, simple or pinnate
flowers bisexual, regular, oi nearly so, calyx o-clcft;

corolla 5-lobed, gamopetalous, hypogynous, convolute,
stamens 5, epipetalous, alternate with the corolla-

lobes; hypogynous disk present, ovary superior, .3-,

raiely 2- or 5-, celled, ovules m each cell many, larely

1, style 1, 3-hd, rarely 5-fid, stigmas 3, larely 5 fruit

a capsule
About 8 geneta and 200 species are known, these

aie almost entirely American and principally' North
Ameiiean Nearly 100 species belong to the genus
Culm The family is closely i elated to the Convolvula-
eete, and diflicult. to sopaiate from that family. The
3 many-ovuled cells of the ovary’ arc impoitant, The
disk of Cobaca is large and 5-lobed The terminal
leaflet of this plant is a branched tendril

Many Polemomaccic are grown as ornamental
plants Polemomum tui uleuin (Jacob’s ladder, or Greek
valerian) is used m some countries as a remedy for

various ailments
About 6 to 8 genera are cultivated in this country as

ornamental plants. Cantua, a shrub in the greenhouse;
Cohaea, a climbing herb, mostly in the greenhouse,
Gilia, many species, for bedding, Loeseha in the cool-

house, Phlox (Phlox, Ground or Moss Pink), for bed-
ding; Polemomum, for bedding.

192 Hydrophyllaceae (from the genus Hydrophyl-
lum, meaning water-leaf). Water-leaf Family Fur 50
Annual or perennial herbs leaves mostly alternate,

often lobed flowers bisexual, regular, mostly in circulate

raceme-like clusters, calyx 5-cleft; corolla 5-lobed, often
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with scales in the throat, gamopet alous, hvpogynous,
imbricated; stamens 5, alternating with the eoiolla-

lobcs, slightly epipetalous, hypogynous disk present,

ovary supenor, 1-celled, rarely incompletely 2-cellcd,

ovules 2 to several, style 1, stigmas 2. fruit a
capsule.

The 17 genera and about 170 species are found most
abundantly in temperate North America, Jess com-
monly southward to Patagonia A very few are found
in south and eabt Africa, India, Japan, and the Hawai-
ian Islands The family is most closely related to the
Boraginaceie, but has a 1-celled ovary, more distantly

related to the Convolvulaceie and Polemomaeea*
Eiiodictyon glulinosum (yeiba sunt a) of California

has lately come into use as an expectorant in throat and
lung trouble IIydrophyllum tanadinsc has long had a
reputation as a remedy for snake-bites, poison-ivy
poisoning, eiysipelas, and other skin troubles
About a halt dozen genera are in cultivation m N

Americans ornamental plants They are used principally

for outdoor bedding Emmenanthe (CaliforniaYellow or
Golden Bells), Hesperochiron, I£> drophyllum (Water-
leaf), Nemoplnla, and Phaceha

193 Boraginace® (from the genus Jiorago, an
ancient name ha\ing reference to the roughness of the
foliage) Borage Family Fig 51 Herbs, rarely shmbs
or tiees leaves usually alternate, very frequently
rough-hairy llowcis bisexual, regular, rarely irregular,

inflorescence usually circulate, calyx 4-5-cleft, peisist-

ent; corolla i-5-lobed, g.imopet alous, hypogvnous,
imbricated, often with stales or folds in the throat

,

stamens 5, epipetalous alternating with the corolla-

lobes, hypogynous disk usually present; carpels 2,

ovarv superior, 4-celled, either entile and style terminal,

or 2-lobed, or more commonly deeply 4-lobed with the
stylo basal between the lobes, ea< h coll l-o\uled,

style 1, stigmas usuallv 2 flint raielv a berry, usually

of 4 1-seeded nutlets, with the surface \anouslv smooth,
polished, wrinkled, bulbed, winged, or ciested

There aie S5 genera and about 1,500 species widely
distiibuted in the temperate and tiopnal zones, most
abundant in the Moditei ranean region .md in western
North Amenca The hugest geneia are Cordia with
230 species, and liehotropium with 220 spieies

r

l he
family is most closely related to the Hydrophvllace.e,
also related to the Verbenaeea.* and Labial uc The nr-
cinate inflorescence, and 2-caipc41ed, 1 -celled ox ary
with 1 seed in each cell, aie distinctive chaiatt er-
istics. The fruit of the Boragmace.e is most diverse,

and very impoitant in classification within the family
Many species, native in Kuiope, weie formeily u«ed

for medicine, for example, comfrev (Symphytum olfi( i-

nnlc), borage ( liorngo ojfuinah s), hound’s-tongue (Cy-
noglossmn officinale), lungwort ( Pulmonana officnndi s),

viper’s bugloss (Echium vnlgare), bugloss (Amhusa offi-

cinalis), giomwoll (Lithosperm urn ojfmnah), and helio-

trope ( liehotropium europium) Tourinfoiha umbdlaia
was used m Mexico as a febrifuge The loots of alkanet
(Alkanna tinrtorui) of South Europe and Asia contain
a red dye of commercial importance The roots of some
species of Anehusa, Onosma, Lithosperrnuin and, \i-

nebia also contain a red pigment The wood of some
species of Cordia is of value, as are also its bust fibers

The wood of several species of Ehretia is valuable, and
the fruit is edible.

About 30 genera are in cultivation in N Amenca,
mostly as hardy ornamental border plants Among
these are Arnebia (Prophet’s Flower, Arabian Pum-
rose); Anehusa (Alkanet, not the real), Boiago (Bor-

age), used as a pot-herb or bee-plant, Cermthe ( Honey -

wort)
,
Cynoglossum (Ilound’s-tongue), Ecluum (Viper’s

Bugloss), Lithospermum (Cromwell, Pueeoon, Indian
Paint), Myosoticlium (Giant Forget-me-not), Mvosotis
(Forget-me-not); Mertensia (Vnginian (’ovvslip, Vir-

ginian Lungwort); Omphalodes (Naxelvvoit, Cheeping
Forget-me-not)

,
Onosma (Golden Drops) ,

Onosmodium

(False Gromwell); Pulmonaria (Lungwort, Bethlehem
Sage)

,
and Symphytum (Comfrey)

194 Verbenace® (from the genus Verbena, the Latin
name for any sacred herb, application obscure) Ver-
vain Family Fig 51 Herbs, shrubs, or trees leaven
opposite, rarely whorled or alternate, simple or com-
pound flowers bisexual, larely regular, usually oblique
or 2-lipped, calyx 4-5-, rarely 6-8-, toothed, corolla

4-5-lobed gamopet alous, hvpogynous, lobes imbri-
cated, stamens 4, didy namous, rarely 5 or 2, epipetalous,

hvpogynous, disk present, ovary superior, of 2,

rarely of 4 or 5, carpels, 2-5-celled, but by false par-
titions 1-10-eelled, cut lie or 2-4-lobed, ovule usually
sohtaiy m each cell, style 1, stigma usuallv 1 fruit a
drupe or beirv, often separating into drupelets

Verbenaeea* has 67 genera and about 750 species,

mainly of tropical and subtropical distubution Eleven
speties reach the noitheastern United States Lippia
is the largest genus with 100 species, Clerodendron
has 90 species, and Yeibena 80 species The family is

closely related to the Labiata* and not clearly distinct

from that family The predominatingly terminal
stxle, and not deeply lobed ovary are the only differen-

tiating characters
Many species have been used in medicine Verbena

hnstata as bitters, species of Lippia as tonics, /Egiphila
laintan s as a puige and remedy for snake-bites Species

of Clerodendron hav e very sw cot-scented flowers They

are used as puiges, diuretics, and for liver, stomach,

and lung complaints Lippia citriodora yields a fra-

grant substance used in flavor ng cream, and other

foods Several species have been ised as tea m America
Duianta Elh'ur and species of Lantana have edible

fruit Verbena officinalis of Europe is a tonic, but more
famous for its use in vvitohoiaft It was celebrated

among the Homans and Druids of Gaul and used by
them in religious ceremonies The very valuable teak-
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wood is obtained from Tectona grandis of farther India
and the East Indies. The white mangrove trees of

Brazil belong to vanous species of the tribe Avieennne
A score of genera are in cultivation m North America.

Among these arc. Amsoma, a greenhouse shrub, Calli-

carpa, greenhouse or hardy shrubs, Caryoptens, a
shrub, not hardy, Clerodendron (Turk’s Turban),
greenhouse or hardy, Duranta (Golden Dewdiop), cul-

tivated m the South, Lantana, greenhouse or bedding
herbs or shrubs, Lippia (Lemon Verbena), greenhouse
or hardy shrubs or herbs, Petraia (Purple Wreath),
reenhouse climber. Verbena, bedding or greenhouse
erbs; Vitex (Chaste Tree, Ilemp Tree, Monk’s Pepper

Tree), semi-hardy shrubs or trees

195 Labiate (the name refers to the 2-lipped [bila-

biate] character of the corolla of most species) Mint
Family Fig 51 Herbs or shrubs, commonly with a
four-angled stem, and usually containing a fragrant
oil leaves opposite or whorled. flowers bisexual, very
rarely unisexual, irregular, rarely regular, usually
bilabiate, calyx 5-toothcd or cleft, regular or 2-lipped:

corolla 5-lobed, rarely 4-lobed, gamopetalous ana
hypogynous, 1 lip sometimes obsolete, the lobes im-
bricated, stamens 4, didynamous, or only 2, epipet.-

alous, hypogynous disk well developed, thick, entire

or lobed, ovary superior, of 2 carpels, deeply 4-lobed,

4-cellcd, each cell 1-ovuled, style basal or sub-basal;
stigmas 2 fruit of 4 1-seeded nutlets; the ectocarp
rarely fleshy

One hundred and fifty-seven genera and about 2,800
species are distributed over the whole earth, but are
especially abundant in the Mediterranean region and
the orient, they are also abundant in the mountains
of the subtropics The larger genera are Salvia, 500
species, Hyptis, 300 species, Stachys, 180-200 species,

Scutellaria, 180 species; Nepeta, 150 species, Satureia,

130 species, and Teuerium, 100 species The family is

related to the Verbenaceie and to the Boragmacea',
also to the Scrophulariaceie and Acanthacem The 4-

angled stem, fragrant oil, 4-lobed ovary, the solitary

ovules, and the basal style arc distinctive This is a
difficult family for the student The characters for

separating the genera reside mostly in the calyx, co-

rolla and stamens The nutlets are less important in

classification than in the Boraginaceae
Owing to the volatile oil and bitter principles, the

Labiate are of more than usual economic importance
Scutellaria lateriflora (skullcap), tonic, nervine, Salvia

officinalis (garden sago), tonic, also used as a condi-
ment, Marrutnum vulgare (hoarhound), tonic, anthel-
mintic, and expectorant; Hedeoma pulcgioides (Ameri-
can pennyroyal), carminative and stimulant; Mentha
spicata (spearmint) and Mentha piperita (peppermint),
carminative; Mentha Pulcgiuin (European penny-
royal), carminative, mints are also used as condiments.
The following oils arc from Labiate. Oil of thyme
( Thymus Serpyllum ) ,

rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis )

;

Lavender (Lavandula officinalis ); spike (Lavandula
Spica), origanum (Origanum Majorana) Catnip (Ne-
peta Cataria) is a family sudorific Mother-wort (Leo-
nurus Cardiaca) is a family stimulant and bitters The
leaves of lavender and patchouli (Pogostemon Patch-
ouli) are used to keep insects from woolens, furs, and
the like. Many other species have been used locally

for various purposes
Fifty or more genera are in cultivation in North

America Most of these are garden annuals or hardy per-
ennials cultivated for the flavor or odor, for ornamental
purposes, or for medicine Among these are Acantho-
mintha (Thorny Mint), Ajuga (Bugle Weed); Cedro-
nella (Balm of Gilead); Coleus, Colhnsonia (Horse-
balm, Horse-weed, Stonewort)

;
Cunila (Maryland Dit-

tany), Hedeoma (American Pennyroyal); Hyssopus
(Hyssop), hardy shrub; Lamium (Dead Nettle); Lav-
andula (Lavender); Leonotis (Lion’s Ear, Lion’s Tail);

Lophanthus (Giant Hyssop), Marrubium (Hore-

hound); Melissa (Balm); Mentha (Mint, Spearmint,
Peppermint, Japanese Mint, Bergamot Mint, Black
Mint, White Mint, European Pennyroyal); Micromena
(Yerba Buena), Moluccella (Shell Flower, Molucca
Balm), Monarda (Horsemint, Oswego Tea, Bee-balm,
Fragrant Balm, Wild Bergamot); Nepeta (Catnip,

Ground Ivy, Gill-run-over-the-ground)
;
Ocimum (Ba-

sil)
;
Origanum (Marjoram)

;
Phlomis (Jerusalem Sage)

;

Physostegia (False Dragonhead, Obedient Plant)
,
Plec-

tranthus (Cockle-spur Flower), Pogostemon (Patch-
ouli Plant), Prunella or Brunella (Self-heal, Heal-all),

Pycnanthemum (Mountain Mint), Rosmarinus (Rose-

mary, Old Man); Salvia (Sage, Clary, Scarlet Sage);
Satureia (Savory); Scutellaria (Skull-cap), Staehys
(Woundwort, Choro-gi, Chinese or Japanese Artichoke,
Knot-root, Betony); Teucnum (Germander), Thymus
(Thyme, Mother-of-Thyme)

;
Tnchostema (Blue Curls,

Bastard Pennyroyal, Ramero), Westrmgia (Victoiian

Rosemary)
196. Nolanace® (from the genus Nolana, derived

from nola, a little bell, in reference to the corolla).

Nolana Family Fig 51 Herbs or small shrubs
leaves alternate, or opposite, flowers bisexual, regular,

calyx 5-cleft, corolla 5-lobed, gamopetalous, hypog\-
nous, plicate m the bud, stamens 5, slightly epipeta-
lous, alternating with the lobes of the corolla; hypogy-
nous disk well developed, often lobed; ovary supenor,
typically of 5 carpels, radially lobed, or both radially

and transversely lobed, lobes 5-30, m fruit forming 5 -

30 nutlets which are each 1-7-secded, or sometimes
both radially and transversely lobed
There occur 3 genera and 50 species, confined to the

west coast of South America Many species are mari-
time. The family is related to the Convolvulacea*, also

to the Boraginacein and Solanaceir. The plicate corolla

and very peculiarly lobed ovary derived from 5 carpels

are distinctive

A few species of Nolana, all prostrate plants, are cul-

tivated m this country for ornamental purposes.
197 Solanaceae (from the genus Solarium, the sig-

nificance unknown) Nk.htshade Family Fig 52
Herbs, erect or climbing shrubs, or small trees leaves
usually alternate, flowers bisexual, rarely unisexual, reg-

ular, rarely irregular; calyx 5-cleft, corolla 5-lobed,

gamopetalous, hypogynous, usually plicate in the bud,
the folds twisted to right or left, rarely the tips of the
folds valvate or imbricated; stamens 5, epipetalous,

alternating with the corolla-lobes, hypogynous disk
present, ovary superior, 2-celled, raiely falsely 1-, or
moie, celled, ovules m each cell 1 to many; style 1;

stigmas 1-2: fruit a berry or capsule
About 70 genera and 1,600 species, 900 of which be-

long to Solanum, are distributed m the tropical and warm
temperate regions, the greatest number being in Cen-
tral and South America. The family is related to the
Scrophulariaccje, Convolvulacea* and Nolanaceie. The
regular, plaited corolla, and usually numerous seeds ai o
important distinguishing characteristics Datura has a
prickly fruit The calyx of Physalis is accrescent and
inflated, surrounds the fruit

;
and is often colored.

Many Solanacem contain narcotic or poisonous
alkafoids and are used m medicine Belladonna (alka-

loid atropine) is obtained from the roots of Atropa
Belladonna, it was formerly used by women to

dilate the pupils of the eye, hence the specific name.
The leaves and flowers of Datura Stramonium (Jimson
weed) constitute the stramonium of medicine (alka-

loid datunne) Stramonium seeds were formerly
used by magicians to produce fantastic visions, and by
thieves to stupefy their victims. Henbane (alkaloid

hyoscyamine) consists of the leaves and tops of Ilyos-

cyamus mger and is narcotic Mandragora is similar

in effect to belladonna. It was used by sorcerers to

produce hallucinations m their victims Scorpoha
carniolica and Solanum carolmense (horse-nettle)

have been used m medicine. The remedy, pichi, con-
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sists of the dried twigs of Fabuma imbncata of Chile

European bittersweet (S Dulcamara) has been used
as medicine, it is poisonous Black nightshade (>S

nigrum ) and others are poisonous Tobacco is the dried

leaves of Nicotiana Tabanim Winter cherry {Physahs
Alkekengn ) is diuretic Chilli is a name lor the flints of

Capsicum annuurn ot South America Cayenne pepper
is the iiuit of various species of Capsicum Tomato, or

love apple, is the fruit of Lycopcrsunm (stukntum
( = Solatium L>/copi rsicarn) Species of nightshade, when
cooked, are eaten as greens Eggplant is the fruit of

S Melungcna of Asia Potatoes are the tubers of S.

tuberosum of Peru and Chile
About 30 genera are cultivated in North America as

ornamental plants oi foi food Among these are Atiopa
(Belladonna), Capsicum (lied or Ca>enno Peppei),

Costrum, Cyphonmndia (Tiee Tomato), Datma
(Angel’s Trumpet, Datura), Ilvoscyamus (Henbane),
Ljcium (Matiunony Vine, Box Thom), Lycopeisicum
(Tomato), [Englei and Pi anti unite this with Solanum];
Mandragora (Mandiake ot history); Nicotiana (Nieo-

tma, Tobacco), Nicandia (Apple of Peru), Nierem-
bergia (Cup-flower, White Cup); Petunia, Phjsalw
(Ground Cheiiy, Stiawbeny Tomato, Alkekengi, Blad-
der Cherry, Cape Goose baiy, Chinese Lantern Plant);
Salpiglossis, Sclu/anthus (Butterfly Flower, Poor man’s
Orchid), Stieptosolen, Sol.indra, and Solanum (Night-
shade, Potato, Pepino, M<lon Pear, Melon Shrub,
Eggplant, Guinea Squash, Aubeiginc, Jerusalem
Cherry, Potato Vine, Bittersweet)

19<S Scrophulariaceae (fiom the genus Saophnlana
,
a

reputed remedy for scrofula) Fit.wort Family Fig 52
Herbs, shrubs, or small tiecs leaves alternate, opposite

or whorled flowers bisexual, regular or commonly
irregular, often bilabiate, m which case the tin oat is

often closed b> a palate, calvx 5-clett, corolla 5-lobed,

gainopetalous, lnpogvnous, l.irelv spurred at the base,

imbricated, fertile stamens iaiel> 5, Usually 4 ana
didynamous, larel) 2, stenlc often present as stamino-
dia, epipetalous, h\pog\nous disk annulai or um-
lateial, ov.ii> supenoi, 2-celled, ovules nwnj

,
stvle 1;

stigmas 1-2 fruit, geneiallv a capsule, randy a berry
Scropliulaiiacex is a fanul\ ot 179 geneia and about

2,500 species, distnbuted veiy generally over the whole*

earth A few are aquatic and have finely divided
leaves Some are half-parasites on the roots of other
plants A few ate total parasites without (hlorophvll

The largest genera are V< rbascum containing I(»0

species, Caleeolana with 1 14 speci<*s, Veronica with
200 species, and Pedicularis with 250 species The
family is i elated to the Solanacoa1

,
to the Orobanchacese

and Gesneiiaceie The non-plicate imbiicated usually
irregular corolla, reduced numbei of stamens, and
2-celled, manj-ovuled ovaty, are distinctive characters.

The economic uses of the Scrophulariaceae are
medicinal and ornamental Vaonica officinalis has
been used as a tonic and an astringent Veronica
Beuabunga has been used foi seurvv Suophukuia
nodosa was a iemedv for feveis Antirrhinum was
used as a diutetic Euphrasia officinalis was used m
ophthalmia, and hence the name “eye-bright ”

(iratiola officinalis (poor man’s herb) is a violent

purgative Digitalis put puna is the most valuable
medicinal plant, m the family It is poisonous, and a
well-known dnnetic and sedative-narcotic The ti ep-
ical Scoparut duliis is a febrifuge Veronica virgmua
(Culver’s root), Vcrbascum Thapsus

,
Linaria vul-

garis, and Chelone qlabia have also been used in med-
icine The snapdragon and foxglove are well-known
garden plants of this family

Because of the showy flowers, 30 to 40 genera are
in cultivation m N America for ornamental purposes
Among these aie Antnrhinum (Snapdragon), garden
and greenhouse, Calceolaria, greenhouse plants,

mostly from South America, Castilleia (Painted Cun),
garden plants; Chelone (Turtlehead), hardy garaen

plants, Collinsia, garden annuals; Digitalis (Foxglove),
nardy garden plants, Erinus, hardy; Gerardia,
han.y, Gratiola, hardy; Halleria (African Honey-
suckle), cultivated in the southern borders, Lmana
(Butter-and-Eggs, Kenilworth Ivy, Mother-of-Thou-
sands, Toad-flax), hardy and greenhouse, Mimulus
(Monkey Flower, Musk Plant), garden annuals or hardy;
Paulownia, semi-hardy tree; Pedicularis (Lousewort,
Wood Betony), hardy; Pentstemon (Beard Tongue,
Pentsteinon), hardy; Phygehus (Cape Fuchsia), mostly
greenhouse, Rhodochiton (Purple Bells), vine, garden
annual, Russelia, greenhouse, Scrophulana (Figwort),

hardy, Tetranema (Mexican Foxglove), greenhouse;
Toienia, garden, Verbascum (Mullein), hardy, Veronica
(Speedwell, Culver’s Root, Fluellen, Ground Hele,
Angel’s Eyes, Bird’s Eyes), garden, mostly hardy
or annual

199 Bignoniaceae (from the genus Biqnoma
,
named

for the Abbe Jean Paul Bignon, court librarian at Pans,

52 Solanace® 1 Solanum, a, flower, b , floral diagram 2.

Nicotiana, flower Sc rophularivcf w 3 Verba«cum, flower 4
Antirrhinum, a, flower, b, floral diagram 5 Scrflphularia, flower
BigxomacF/E 6 Campsis, a, flower, b, floral diagram, c, fruit and
seeds Feda liace e 7 Sesamuni, floral diagram

and a friend of the botanist Tournefort). Biqnonta
Family Fig 52 Woody plants, rarely herbs, usually

climbing or twining in the tropical forests leaves oppo-
site, rarely alternate, usually compound flowers bisexual,

more or loss irregular, scarcely bilabiate, calyx 5-cleft,

rarely bilabiate or spathe-like, sometimes with appen-
dages, corolla 5-looed, gainopetalous, hypogynous,
imbricated, stamens 4, didynamous, or only 2, the
others staminodial, epipetalous, anthers various; hy-

pogynous disk present, ovary superior, 2-celled, rarely

1-celled, many-ovuled, st>le 1 ,
stigmas 2* fruit a woody

capsule, seeds usually winged and very compressed;
endosperm 0
The family contains 100 genera and from 500-600

species, principally natives of the tropics, these are

most abundant m America Three species reach the
northeastern United States, from New Jersey and
Ohio southward. The largest genus is Tabebuia with
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80 species The family is related to the Scrophulan-
accac; but the peculiar fruit with winged seeds and the
absence of endosperm are distinctive The climbing
species may or may not have foliar tendrils These,
when present, terminate m adherent disks The woody,
tropical, climbing Bignoniacea* are famed for the
peculiar cambium growth which produces secondary
thickening of such a nature as to give to the cross-

section very odd and very diverse patterns, some of

which are almost geometrical in their regularity The
wood m these patterns may be eithei divided into

four wedges at right angles to each other, or four
wedges may be superimposed on a smaller circle of

wood, or the wedges may be divided toward the
periphery into peculiar finger-like portions, or there
may be concentric rings of wood

Catalpa and Tecoma have been used in medicine
but are not officinal Caraboa (Jucaramla Coyam)
contains an aromatic resin of the odor of eoumarm
Many are ornamental plants with large, handsome
flowers

About 20 genera are m cultivation in North America,
all as ornamental plants. Among these are Bignonia
(Trumpet Flower, Cross Vine, Quarter Vine), mostly
greenhouse climbers, Catalpa, semi-hardy or hardy
trees, Chilopsis (Desert Willow, Flowering Willow,
Mimbres) cultivated in the South; Crescentia (Cala-
bash Tree), cultivated South Others are Campsis
(Trumpet Creeper, T Vine, T Honeysuckle), Tecoma
(Yellow Elder), Pandorea (Wonga-Wonga Vine, Bower
Plant of Australia)

,
Tecomaria (Cape Honeysuckle,

climbing or erect shrubs or trees, cultivated mostly
m the South, only one of which is fully hard} North
200 Pedaliaceae (fiom the genus Pcdahum, signify-

ing a rudder, in reference to the winged angles of the
fruit). Pedaliijm Family Fig 52 Herbs, rarely shrubs,
covered with peculiar slime-secreting glands leaves
opposite, or alternate above flowers bisexual, irregular;

calyx 5-cleft, corolla 5-lobcd. gamopctalous, moic or
less curved but indistinctly it at all 2-lipped, stamens
4, didynamous, often with an extra staminodium, sub-
epipetalous, hypogynous disk mequilateial, ovary su-
perior or rarely inferior, 2-4-celled or falsely 1 -celled,

style 1; stigmas 2-4. fruit a capsule, or a hard rndehis-

cent structure which is often covered writh stiff or
hooked spines or wings, seeds 1 to several, attached to
central placentae

In this family are 14 genera and about 50 species, of
tropical and subtropical regions of Africa, Arabia,
farther India, Ceylon, Austialia, and East Indies
They are mostly strand or xerophytic plants The
family is most closely related to the Scrophulariacesc,
and to the Martyniaceae, with which latter family it

is often united The peculiai slime-glands, the queer
fruit, and the axial seeds are important characters.
The seeds of Sei>amum indie uni yield an oil called

benne oil or oil of sesame, which is used as food after

the manner of olive oil The oil is also used as a cos-

metic and as a medicine. This plant has been culti-

vated for ages in the orient, and is now cultivated in

other lands, the oil being used in the manufacture of
soap Harpagophytum procumbent is the famous
grapple-plant, of South Africa, the fruits of which are
difficult to separate from wool and clothing The fruits

of several species of Uncanna are almost as bad A
mucilaginous medicinal drink is made from the leaves
of Pedalium Murex m India. These leaves are also

used to thicken milk, to which they give a rich appear-
ance
The genera in cultivation in N America are* Cera-

totheca, ornamental greenhouse plants, and grown in

Florida, with indistinctly hooked capsules, Sesamum,
grown for oil, medicine, or ornament, outdoor annual,
capsule not hooked

201. Martyniaceae (from the genus Marlynia
,

in

honor of Prof. John Martyn of Cambndge, England).

Martynia Family. Fig. 53. Annual or perennial, glan-

dular-hairy herbs, leaves opposite, or alternate: flowers

bisexual, irregular, but not bilabiate; calyx 5-cleft;

corolla 5-lobed, gamopetalous, hypogynous; stamens 4,

didynamous, rarely 2, the others stainmodial, epipetal-

ous, alternating with the corolla-lobes, hypogynous disk
present, regular; ovary superior, of 2 carpels but

uiiirm, flower b Coc kburma, vertical section o\ ary

1-celled, placenta* parietal, ovules several, style 1,

stigmas 2 fruit, a more or less long, cui ved, beaked cap-

sule, with a fleshy pericarp, becoming falsely 4-ccllcd

About 3 genera and 10 species inhabit tropical and
subtropical America One species reach* s southern
Indiana The family is closely related to the Pedali-

aceie, with which it has generally been united The
homed fruit, 1-eellcd ovary, parietal placenta? and
less slimy pubescence, are distinctive characters

The turnip-like root of Craniolana annua, known in

South America as escorzonera, is cooked with sugar
or eaten as a vegetable The fruits of Marlynia (or

Proboscidea) Louisiana (M proboscidea) are sometimes
used as pickles

One genus is in cultivation m this country, namely
Martynia (Unicorn Plant, Proboscis Flower), of which
3 or 4 species are grown The Cramolanas of the trade
seem to be Martymas

202. Gesneriaceae (from the genus Gesneria, named
after the early botanist Conrad Gesner of Zurich).

Gesneria Family Fig 53 Herbs, rarely shrubs or
small trees, sometimes climbing leaves usually oppo-
site or whorled, simple* flowers bisexual, irregular,

often bilabiate, calyx 5-parted; corolla 5-lobed, gamo-
petalous, hypogynous, often gibbous below, imbricated;
stamens rarely 5, usually 4 and didynamous, rarely 2,

the sterile usually present as stammodia, cpipetalous;

hypogynous disk present, diverse; ovary superior or

inferior, of 2 carpels but 1-celled with 2 parietal pla-

centae, often falsely 2-4-celled ;
ovules numerous; style 1

;

stigmas 1-2. fruit fleshy with pulpy placentae, or cap-

sular, or silique-like with twisted valves.
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Eighty-four genera and about 500 species arc widely
distributed in the tropics and subtropics of both
hemispheres The largest genera are Cyrtandra
containing 180 species and llcettlera with about 100
species The family is related to the Scrophulanacea*,
Orobanchacea; and Bignouiacea* The 1-celled ovary
without winged seeds, and the lion-parasitic habit are

distinctive

The only economic plants in the family are the
ornamental, of which there are many The flowers

throughout the family arc uncommonly large and
showy.
Twentv or more genera are m cult ivation in N Amer-

ica Among these are the following, all of greenhouse
culture* Agahnjla, climbers, Kpiseia, Gcsnena, Iso-

loma (Kohlena), Na'geha (Smithiantha), Saintpaulia
(Usambara Violet, African Violet), Sinnmgia, includ-

ing the Gloxinias; Streptocarpus (Cape Primrose),
Tiichosporum (oi /Eschynanthus), trailing or drooping

203 Lentibulariaceae (from the old generic name
Luilibulana

,
said to mean bn s, a small pipe, signifi-

cance obscure) Bi xnimnwoitT Family Fig 53
Aquatic or marsh herbs, or epiphytes leaves alter-

nate, raiely whorled, very diverse, sometimes finely

dissected, or peltate, or o\al, or lanceolate, sometimes
of two very distinct kinds, usually with very small
scattered bladder-hke lobes consisting of a complicated
trap-like mechanism for catching tiny swimming organ-
isms, or with the whole upper surface of the undivided
leaf very glutinous so that insects stick fast to it, either

all basal oi all cauline, or both flowers bisexual, irregu-

lar, calyx 2-5-cleft, persistent, coiolla 5-lobed, more or
less 2-lipped and with a spur or sack at the base, upper
lif) 2-lobed, lower 3-lobed, often with a palate in the
throat; stamens 2, epipetalous, ovarv superior, of 2
carpels but 1-celled, placenta free-cential, style 1,

stigmas 2 fruit a <apsule
Belonging to this familv are 5 genera and about 300

species, of which at least 200 belong to l trieulana,

they are distributed in all parts of the globe but are

more numerous in the tropics One fossil species is

known. The family is related to the Scrophulariaeeip

The irregular corolla, 2 stamens, and 1-celled ovary
with cential placenta, are important chaiacters This
is a most interesting family of insectivorous plants,

with the exception of Pmguicula, they are adapted to

catch organisms that swim in the water of ponds, or,

m case of the epiphytes, in the rain-water in the
cracks and crevices of the host plant

Utricularias were formerly used locally as medicine.
The secretion of the leaves of Pmguicula contains a
lepsm-like digestive ferment The Lapps use these
eaves to curdle the reindeer milk, hence the common
name, butterwort Danish peasant girls are said to use
the juice as a hair-pomade Another account says,

“Pmguicula leaves, whether fresh or dry, are used by
the Lapps to thicken fresh still-warm milk, which
neither curdles nor gives cream thereafter, but forms a
delicious compact tenacious mass, a small portion of

which will act similarly on another quantity of fresh

mdk ”

Two genera are in cultivation in N. America for their

peculiar habit and curious orchid-like flowers, w*hich

are often very showy Pmguicula (Butterwort); and
Utrieulaiia (Bladderwort), mostly epiphytic

204 Globulariaceae (from the genus (ilabularta, so

named because the flow'ers are borne m heads) Glob-
ularia Family Fig 53 Shrubs or herbs leaves

alternate, simple flowers bisexual, bilabiate, borne in

mvolucrate heads on a chaffy receptacle; calyx mostly
5-part ed, bilabiate or regular, corolla 5-lobed, gamo-
petalous, hypogynous, upper lip sometimes obsolete,

the lobes imbricated, stamens 4, dulynamous, epipeta-

lous, anthers exserted, by constriction often falsely 4-

celled; hypogynous disk usually reduced to a gland on
one side; ovary superior, 1-celled, ovule solitary

;
style

1 ;
stigmas 1-2 . fruit a nutlet inclosed in the persistent

calyx
The 3 genera and 20 species are confined to the

Mediterranean region Seventeen species belong to the
genus Globularia The family is related to the Scroph-
ulariaceaj, but is distinguished by the solitary ovule
and 1-celled ovary Globularias are easily mistaken
for Scabiosas, because of the mvolucrate heads and
exserted stamens

.Some species are locally used as remedies
A few species of Globularia are in cultivation in

this country, two are hardy, and a third is a green-
house plant

205

Acanthaceae (from the genus Acanthus
,
derived

from the Greek, a spine, some of the plants are spiny).
Acanihus Family Fig 54 Herbs, or rarely shrubs
or trees leaves opposite, rarely whorled flowers bisex-

ual, irregular, usually bilabiate, caljx 5-cleft, corolla 5-

lobed, gamopetalous, hypogynous, the lobes imbricated;
stamens usually 4, didv namous, rarelv 2, sometimes a
stammodium present, epipetalous, hv pogynous disk
present, mostly small, ovary superior, 2-celled, each
cell 2-4-, rarely many-, ovuled, style 1, stigmas 1-2,

one lobe often small or wanting fruit a capsule, seeds
exalbununous, aided in distribution by peculiar out-
growths of the funiculus

Aianthaceie has 173 genera and about 1,500 species,

of tropical distribution Few species extend into the
Mediterranean region and into the United States Six
species are found in the northeastern United States
Two hundred species belong to the genus Ruellia, and
250 to Justicia The family is related to the Bignoni-
acea‘, and to the Scrophulariaceue, as well as to the other

54 Acanthack B 1 Riiollm, flower 2 Justicia, opened fruit

Myopoha.ce m* 3 Myoporum, a, flower, b, \ortical section ovary.
Phkymaceje 4 Phryma, a, flower, b, fruiting calyx Pi,an pagi-
nale.e. 5. Plantago, a, flowei, b, vertical section ovary, c, fruit.

families of this group. The 2-celled ovary with 2-4

ovules and the queer outgrowths of the funiculus are

distinctive

Many species are used in the tropics for medicine;
for example, Asteracantha longifoha, a purge and su-

dorific, Justicia Gendarussa
,
astringent, used in India

for rheumatism, and the leaves sprinkled in clothing

to keep insects away, Justicia pectorahs
,
used for lung

troubles. The young flowers of Blephans edulis ana
Asystasia gangdica are eaten as vegetables Ruellia

cihosa of the United States has recently been sold

spuriously as Spigelia (pink root)

Twenty to 30 genera are in cultivation m N America,
except in a few cases, as ornamental greenhouse plants.

Among these are. Acanthus (Bear’s Breech), hardy
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herbs; Adhatoda, shrubs; Aphelandra, shrubs, Cros-
sandra, shrub, Fittoma, herbs, Graptophyllum (Cari-

cature Plant), shrubs, Jacobinia, herbs; Justieia, re-

ferred to other genera, Pcristrophc, Ruellia, herbs or
shrubs; Strobilanthcs, often used also for bedding

206. Myoporace® (from the genus Myoporum
,
sig-

nifying to shut a poie, in reference to the spots m the
leaves which are closed by a membrane) Myoporum
Family Fig 54 Shrubs or tree* leaves alternate, rarely

opposite, usually glandular or woolly floweis bisexual,

regular or irregular, calyx 5-cleft, persistent, coiolla

5-lobed, gamopetalous, hypogynous, stamens 1, didyn-
amous, the fifth a staminodiuin, epipetalous; ovaiy
superior, 2-celled or falsely 3-10-celled; usually 1-2,

rarely 8, ovules in each cell, style 1, stigmas 1-2 fruit

drupaceous
There are 5 genera and about DO species, of which 57

belong to Pholidia and 25 to Myoporum Thev are
mainly natives of Australia, but scattered species occur
in the West Indies, Japan, China, Hawaiian Islands,

and elsewhere The family is related to the Serophulari-
ace® and to the Verbenace®. The few ovules, the
presence of oil-glands and the pendulous seeds are dis-

tinctive

Myoporum platycarpvm is the sandal-tree or sugar-
tree or dogwood of Austialia From it, a kind of manna
is secreted, also a resin that is used like sealing-wax.
Two species of Myoporum are grown as ornamental

plants in this country

207 Phrymace® (from the genus Phryrna, a name of
unknown derivation) Lopseed Family big 54 Per-
ennial herbs leaves opposite, simple flow ers bisexual, bi-

labiate, calyx 5-cleft, 2-lipped, corolla 5-lobed, 2-hpped,
gamopetalous, hypogynous; stamens I, didvnamous, in-

cluded, epipetalous, ovary superior, 1-celled, ovule 1,

sub-basal, straight (orthotropous), style 1, stigmas 2
fruit dry, mdehiscent, inclosed in the abruptly reflexed

calyx, tlie teeth of which are hooked
A single genus and species occuis m the eastern

United States and Fast Asia The family is related to
the Verbenacea; and was formerly united with that
family, but the peculiar, 1 -seeded fruit, with a straight
orthotropous seed is distinctive

Phryma Leptostachya (lopseed) has been m the
trade as an ornamental garden plant

Order 51. Plantaqinales

208 Plantaginace® (from the genus Plantago, the
Latin name of the plant) Plantain Family Fig. 54.
Annual or perennial herbs leaves alternate or opposite:
flowers bisexual, or rarely unisexual, regular; calyx
4-cleft; corolla 4-lobed, gamopetalous, hypogynous, scar-
ious, imbricated; stamens 4, epipetalous or hypogynous,
exserted, alternate with the corolla-lobes* ova*y
superior. I-2-celled, rarely 4-celled, ovules 1 to many in

each cell, style and stigma 1 fruit a circumscissile cap-

sule, or an mdehiscent nutlet, invested by the persistent

calyx; seeds usually peltate

Three genera and about 200 species, of which all

but 3 belong to the genus Plantago, are distributed
over the whole earth The centers of distribution are
the Mediteiranean region and the Andes This is a
very distinct gamopetalous family of doubtful relation-

ship, possibly allied to the Lab lata;

Many European species were formerly used in

medicine, the seeds as mucilaginous emollients in

inflammatory ophthalmia, and the like, the leaves as
bitters The seeds arc used in India to stiffen muslins
Plantaqo hmceolata

, P Coronopus and P major are
eaten as greens The seeds of several species are sold
for feeding buds P hmceolata is used foi early pas-
turage
The family is not cultivated in N America, except

possibly for bird-seed, pasturage, or pond-border
plantmg

Order 52 Rumales

209 Rubiace® (from the genus Rubin, signifying

red, fiom the color of the roots of some sp< cies) M \n-

der Family Fig 55 Tiees, shiubs or herbs leaves
opposite or whoiiod, simple, usually entire flowers bi-

sexual, larely unisexual, regular, iarely slightly irregular,

caly x 2-0-cleft, or 0, corolla gamopetalous, 4-0-lobed,
mostly valvat e, stamens 4-0, epipetalous, o\ ary inferior,

1 to many-, commonly 2-, celled, ovules 1 to many
m each cell, style 1, stigma 1, capitate or scveral-

branched fruit a capsule, beiiy, or drupe
Rubiace® is a family of 343 genera and about 1,500

species, mainly tiopieal, about 34 species reach the
noitheastern United States The family is closely

related to the Capnfoliaee®, but usually has stipules or
whorled leaves, it is also related to the Cornace®,
Valemnce.v, Composit®, and the like

A numbei of tropical Rubiace® are inyrmecophilous,
l e

,
provide a dwelling-place for protective ants

r

l he
whorled ltav<s of some species have probably been
developed fiom stipules

This is an important economic family. Coffhi
aiahua (Abyssinia coffee) is generally cultivated in the
tropus and used elsewhere as a beverage Cinthona
Ledqaumn and C surcuubra of the Andes furnish

quinine Giaqoga (Ca phalli) Ipfc<u non ha of Brazil is

the source of the emetic ipecac Cephalanthus of North
America, and several species of Galium have been
used m medicine Rubin hnctorui (Mediterranean)
furnishes the red dye, madder Roots of Asperula and
some species of Galium yield red dyes Mormda
uinfoha (tropics) yields a yellow dye, morindin
Ouionparia Garnbir (Malay) yields the dye known as

cat ecu, gainbir, or terra japonica The foliage of

Asperula odorata has the fragrance of sweet grass, and
is used for a similar purpose, and for flavoring wines
Galium tnflorum has a similar odor. Galium verum

,
the

yellow bedstraw (Europe) contains a milk- curdling
ferment, hence the name, “gahum,” also formerly given
to women to increase lactation Berries of Mitchella
contain a saponin-like substance The fruits of Van-

gueria edulis and several other species of Rubiace® are
edible The wood of many species is valuable

Forty to 50 genera and a great many species are in

cultivation m N America, mostly m the gicenhou.se and
in tropical horticulture Among these arc Indian Mul-
berry (Mormda), Cape Jasmine (Gaidenia), Bluets
(Houstoma); Manettia Vine (Manettia), Madder
(Rubia); Buttonbush (Cephalanthus, hardy)

,
Bedstraw

or Cleavers (Galium), Coffee (Coffea), Cinchona (Cin-
chona), and Partridge Berry (Mitchella)

210 Caprifohace® yfrom the old genus Capnfolium,
meaning a goat-leaf

,
possibly in reference to the climb-

ing habit) Honeysuckle Family. Fig 55 Shrubs,
very rarely herbs leaves opposite, simple or pinnate:
flowers bisexual, regular or irregular, calyx 4-5-toothed,
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or 4-5-fid, corolla gamopetalous, 4-5-lobcd, tubular or

rotate; stamens of the same number as the corolla-

lobes and alternate with them, epipetalous, ovaiv in-

ferior, 1-5-eelled, each cell 1 to many-ovuled, style 1

or obsolete, stigmas 1-5 fiuit a beiry or cap>uU
The 11 geneia and about .150 species are distubuted

pnneipally m the north t(*mperate zone
r

l he tropical

species are mostly confined to tin* mountains \ few
species of Sambucus and \ lburnum occur m the southern
hemisphere* I he family is veiy closely related to the

Rubiaceic but the leaves arc exstipulate; also to the
Cornacea) and Valerianaeea; Some fossil species have
been found
Many species of Honeysuckle exhale a sweet odor

after sunset The beiries of Lorncera Caprtfolium are

said to be diuretic, those of L Xt/loatmm are laxative

The bemes of the European elder (Sambucub ntyra ).

and of tho American elder (.S' canaduisis) are cooked
and (*aten and aie also made into wine The dried flowers

of elder were fonneily used in cases of fe\ er The roots

of the North Ameiican Triosteum prrfolmlum furnish a
kind of ijiecac Othei species are locally used in medi-
cine Many .in* ornamental

Eight, or 10 genera are m cultivation in N Aimnca
Viburnum (Sheipbeiry, Hobble-hush. Way fating Tree,
Arrow wood, High Cranberry, Snowball Hush), Sain-
bucus (Eldei), Tiiosteum (Fevirwort, Horse Gentian,
Wild Ipecac), Symphoiioarpos (Snow berry, Coial
Berry), Abelia, Dienilla (W eigela, Bush Honey sin kle),

lannaui (Twin-flowei ), Lonicera (Bush and Climbing
Honevsm kies, Woodbine, Ti umpet Honey suckle)

211 Valerianaceae (Irani the genus Valumna, a word
of uncertain origin) V xia iu\n Family l’ig 55 An-
nual or perennial heibs. often strongly scented leaves

basal and eauhne, the latter opposite, simple oi pinnate
flowers bisexual or unisexual, regular or lrregulu,

epigynous, calyx of I-J minute, but olten accrescent,

sepals, corolla 5-, raudy J-1-, lobed, gamopetalous,
often produced into a spill at the base, lobes imbue ate el,

stamens 1 1, iarelx 5, e piped alems, exserteel, ovaiv
inferior, 3-eolled, emlv 1 eell maturing, seed 1, style 1,

stigmas 3 fruit dry, lndohiscmt, 1 -seeded
Eight geiie-i a and about 2S0 species are known, most Iv-

in the north temperate re giems of the Old World, e-spei i-

allv in the region just neirtli of the Mediterranean, anel

in South Ame-ne-a, yyhe-re the genus Valeriana is mostly

elistribute-d The family is related to the Dipsacacep
anel thcCaprifohacexe, and meire remotely to the Com-
posita* The epigynous, gameipetalous flower, separate
stamens, 3 carpels anel 1 -sendee 1 fruit are distinctly e

\ alumna (i{fiunalis is a powerful nerxe sedative
yyitli a peculiar eielor Many other Valei lanaeea* are
use-d as loe-al remedies for the same purpose

r

lhe
foliage of yai lous species of Yalerianella (lamb’s
lettue-e, corn salad) is eaten as a salad, less commonly
as a pot-herb

In this country few genera are m cultmition Patrima
as a pot-herb, Cent rant bus (Heel Valerian, Jupiter’s

Beard) anel Valeriana (\ alerian) as ornamental plants,

and Valenanella (Corn Salad, Eetticus) for food.

212 Dipsacaceae (from the genus Dipsacm, domed
freim the Gieek to thirst, in allusion to the water-holding
le.if-base*s) Te \sll F vyiily Fig 5t> Annual or per-

e-nmal he-ibs leayes eipposite, rarely yvhoileel floyseis

small, bisexual, mostly megulai, epigynous, m dense
imolucrate heads, each flower also surrounded bv a
cup-shaped, more* or less searious, involucre, which is a
metamorphosed bracteole, calvx of setaceous se*gments
or crown-like, or plumose, or various, corolla 4-5-lobed,

gamopetalous, usually irregular, lobes imbricated,
stamens 1, rarely 2-3, mostly epipetalous, ovary
inferior, 1-celled, 1-ovulcd; style 1, stigmas 2 fruit an
achene
The family has 10 genera and about 150 species, all

natives of warm-temperate regions of the Old W oriel,

and mostly of the eastern Mediterranean region The

family is related to the Valenanacea*, and more dis-

tantly to the Composite The gamopetalous corolla,

2 carpels, involucratc heads anel mvoluciate flowers are
elistinctive

IJipsarus and Scabiosa have been used m medicine
The spiny hooked brae Is of Dipsacus ferox (fuller’s

teasel of sout Investern Asia) have been used to full

cloth, whence the common name; and the plant was
once cultivated extensively tor this pui pose The
connate leaf-bases of Dipsacus sylveslns hold several

ounces of rain-water unt ll ey aporated This contrivance

pa mil l, flower 5 Lobcli i, <i, flower, 6, floral diagram

may be of benefit m preventing the ascent of harmful
insects

Four genera are in cultivation in North America
Cephalaria, Morma, and Scabiosa as ornamental plants,

Dipsacus fuox (D Jullonum), locally cultivated in

New York state for fulling cloth.

Order 53 Cxmpanulales

213

Cucurbitace® (from the genus Cucurbita
,
the

classical name for the gourd) Gourd Family Fig
50 Herbs, rarely shiubs, climbing, usually wuth
branched tendrils leaves alternate, more or less

rounded, veins palmate flowers usually unisexual,

pengvnous, regulai
,
stamens 5, rarely separate, usually

connate in 2 pairs and 1 fiee stamen (thus appar-
ently, stamens 3), or monadelphous, inserted at the

summit of the ovaryr

,
anthers 2-eelled, the cells often

queeilv curved and contorted, caipels usually 3,

larch' more or fewer, ovarv inferior, mostly 3-celled,

many-ovuled flint a dry berry with thick rind and
spongy' center (Pepo), or juicy with hard rind, very

except lonallv dehiscent
There are 87 geneia and about 650 species, widely

distributed over the earth but most abundant in tho

tropics, they aie wanting in the cold legions Kev’eral

are wild in the eastern United States The family is

related to the Campanulacea.*, possibly also to the Passi-
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floracese. The tendrils are usually borne singly at the
nodes and are thought to be modified axillary branches
The fruits are exceedingly diverse and odd Some are

the largest fruits of the vegetable kingdom, otheis are

very tiny The gourds are very diverse in shape and
color,—club-shaped, globular, or flattened from above,
or curiously curved
The family is of considerable economic importance

The fruits of many are edible; e g ,
Cucurbita Fepo

(pumpkin, summer crookneck squash), C mamma
(squash), C rnoschata (winter crookneck squash),

Cucumu< Mdo (muskmelon and other melons). C
sativa (cucumber), Citrullus nilgai is (watermelon).
The gourds are cultivated as curiosities and for the
fruit to be used as household utensils, e g ,

bottle-gourds

and calabash (Lagenana) The leaves, steins, or toots

of very many species contain bitter, subresinous sub-
stances which render them drastic purgatives The
roots of Bryonia alba (bryony) of Europe are highly
purgative The fruits of colocmth (Cilrullus Colo-

cynthis ) of the orient and North Africa furnish a purga-
tive known to the ancients. The fruit of Luffa of India
and Arabia is purgative when ripe but edible when
green The outer portion of the fruit of Luffa is very
fibrous and reticulated, and, when cleaned, serves as a
sponge or dish-cloth in the Antilles (lufta-^ponge or
Egyptian bath-sponge) The small gourd of Bemn-
rasa hispida (wax gourd or Chinese watermelon ) of

tropical Asia is considered an emblem of fertihtv in

India and is presented to new ly married couples Vean-
thosicyos of the South African deseit is remarkably
eiect and spiny, but the small fruit is considered a
delicacy Elatenum is a drug obtained from the juice

ot EchoIlium Elatenum
The most remarkable fruit is the squirting cucumber

(Eiballium Elatinurn ) of the Mediterranean region
The prickly fruit, about 2 inches long, becomes. very
turgid and finally explodes with a considerable report

The basal end is blown out like a cork from a bottle,

and the pulpy interior, containing the seeds, is pro-
jected to a considerable distance
Twenty to 30 genera are in cultivation m N America

Among these are the vanous melons, squashes, gourds,
and the like, mentioned above, also Bryony, Wax
Gourd, Balsam Pear or Balsam Apple (Momordica),
Dish-cloth Gourd, Squirting Cucumber, Curuba
(Sicana), and Snake Gourd (Tnchosanthes)
214 Campanulaceae (fiom the genus Campanula

,
a

diminutive of rampana, a little bell) Bellflower
Family Fig 56 Herbs, shrubs, or trees, mostly with
milky juice leaves usually alternate, exstipulate, rarely

lobed or divided flow'd s bisexual, rarely unisexual,
regular or irregular, often bilabiate and split down the
back, usually epigynous, calyx of usually 5, separate,

valvate sepals, corolla usually 5-lobed, gamopetalous,
very rarely polypetalous, stamens as many as the lobes
of the corolla, often slightly epipetalous, sepal ate or
united; ovary usually inferior, 2-5-eelled or 6-10-

celled, rarely 1-celled, ovules many, style 1, stigmas
1 to several fruit, a capsule, rarely a berry
Campanulaceae has 59 genera and about 1,500

species, occurring in all parts of the world but mostly in

the temperate regions A large part are alpine. Arbo-
rescent forms occur in the Haw aiian Islands The family
is rather distantly related to the Composita*, Dipsaca-
ceac, Capnfoliace® Formerly the Lobeliaceac were sepa-
rated as a distinct family, but the only differences

are in the irregular flowers and syngenesious or mona-
dclphous stamens, both of which show abundant tran-
sitions When united, the family constitutes a very
distinct group The gamopetalous epigynous flower,

the many ovules and the frequently united stamens
are distinctive The stamens are sometimes united by
their filaments with the anthers free (monadelphous), or
by the anthers with the filaments free (syngenesious),
or by both filaments and anthers.

Ijobdia mflata (lobelia, Indian tobacco > of North
Amei.ca is poisonous The foliage furnishes the
medicinal lobelia L. syphilitica was used for syphilis

by the Indians, but is of no value The roots of this

latter plant and of the cardinal flower (L cardmaks)
are more or less poisonous The berries and fleshy

roots of some Campanulaceae have been used as food.

In cultivation in N America aie some 20 genera
Among these are Shepherd’s Scabious, or Sheep’s-bit

(Jasione); Chinese or Japanese Bellflower or Balloon

Flower (Platycodon), Venus’s Looking-glass (Spccu-

lana), Horned ltampion (Phyteuma); Giant Bellflower

(Ostrowskia), Lobelia and the Cardinal Flower (Lo-
belia)

,
and the Bellflowers or Bluebells (Campanula)

.

57 Compobit^b 1 Vernonia, fruit. 2 Eujmtonum, head 3.

Erigeron, disk flower. 4. Ambrosia, fruiting in\olu<ro 5 Xun-
thium, fruiting involucre. 6 Coreopsis, head. 7 Dahlia, ray
flower 8 Bidens, fruit 9 Cosmos, disk flower, corolla removed
10 Helenmni, disk flower, vertical sertion 11 Mutism, head 12.

Srnccio, floial digarnm 13 Cichorium, a, head, 6, fruit 14.

Lactuca, fruit 15 Hieraciuin, ray flower.

215 Composit® (name having reference to the
aggregation of the flowers into heads or false flowers, i o.,

composite flowers) Composite Family Fig 57. Herbs,
shrubs, or rarely trees, sometimes twining, often with
milky juice leaves alternate, opposite or whorled.
very diverse in shape, size and texture flow ers bisexual
or unisexual, regular or irregular, epigynous, subtended
by a bract called chaff, aggregated into 1- to many-
flowered mvolucrate heads; calyx (pappus) reduced to
bans, scales, awns, or a border, or wanting; corolla

gamopetalous, normally regular, 4-5-lobed. the lobes
valvate, in one tribe bilabiate, often enlarged and
split down one side, and flattened out (ligulatc or ray
flowers), stamens usually 4-5, epipetalous, synge-
nesious, alternating with the corolla lobes, carpels 2;
ovary 1 -celled, 1-ovuled, inferior, style 1: stigmas 2,

rarely 1 fruit- an achene, often crowned by tne persistent

pappus, seed exalbuminous.
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This is the largest family of flowering plants, consist-

ing of more than S00 genera and 10,(KX) to 12,(XX) species,

distributed over all parts of the earth, each tribe usually
having a definite center of distribution. The largest

genera are. Senecio, 1,200 species, Centaurea, 470,
Vernonia, 450, Ilieracium, 400, llelichrysum, 300,
Bacchans, 275, Cousmia, 210, Aitennsia, 200, Cre-
pis, 170; Engeron, 150, Chrysanthemum, 140, Saus-
surea, 125, Cnaphalium, 120, Cireium, 120, Seoizon-
era, 100, Anthemis, 1(X) The Composita*, taken m
the broad sense, is a well-defined family not closely

related to any other large families Its affinities aie
with the Campanulaeea*, Dipsaeacoj.*, and Valeri-

anaeea* In general, the mvolucrate heiuls, epigy-
nous gamopetalous flowers, syngenesious stamens,
1-seeded diy fiuits and e\albuminous seeds are dis-

tinctive In some genera the heads have no ray
flowers (discoid), in others they have a marginal
row, and in still others all the flowers are ligulate

Except in the last case, the ray flowers are without
stamens, and frequently without a pistil (neutral)

The style-branches are very diveise, and are im-
portant in the characterization of tribes They are
often provided with sweeping hairs which push the
pollen from the introrse anthem up out of the
anther tube as the style elongates The anthers are
caudate m two tribes, and m some genera the fila-

ments conti act abiuptly when stimulated by touch
In Ambiosia and Xanthium, the anthers are sepa-
rate*, and the bracts of the 1-2-flow ered pistillate

involucre are fused, woody, mdehiscent, and covered
with spines or hooks
The family is divided by Hoffman into 13 tribes,

several of which are by some* authors considered sepa-
rate* families.

Sub-family I. Disk flowers not ligulate, no milky
Bap Consists of twelve tube's, separatee! on a bans of
sty le-branches, anther-tails, ehafT on the rece*ptacle,

and so on, as follows Ire>nwe*e*el Tube, Be>ne*set T.
Aste*r T

,
Ele*eampane T

,
Sunflower T

,
Sneezeweed

T
,
Chamomile T

,
Senecio T

, Pot Mangold T
,

Aretotis T
,
Thistle T

,
Mutisia T

Sub-family II All floweis ligulate, juice milky
One tube,—the Dandelion or Lettuce Tribe

Mcehe inal Plants
r

l he Cemiposita* are lich in ethereal

oils, fatty oils, resins and bitter principle's, and therefore

many species are used in inedu me Among otheis of

less importance, the following may be noted Aitnm *ia

Absinthium (wormwood), tonic, febrifuge, anthelmintic,
A. C\na which furnishes santomca from which santonin
is extracted, anthelmintic, stimulant, 4 vulgaris (mug-
wort) has been uses! as an emnienagogue and for epi-

lepsy, Anthemis nobihs (Roman chamomile), tonic, ner-

vine, emnienagogue, Matncaria ('hamomilla (German
chamomile), with similar properties, Tanaedum vulgare

(tansy), tome, anthelmintic, emnienagogue. diuretic,

Arnica montana (arnica, leopard’s bane), skin stimu-
lant, diuretic; Inula Hehrnum (elecampane), skm
stimulant, Eupatorium perfoliatum (boneset, thorough-
woit), tonic, diaphoretic, laxative, many Kupatonunis
of the tropics, famed remedies for snake-bites, Tu.s.si-

lago FarJam (coltsfoot), sedative; Autium Lappa and
A minus (burdock), diaphoretic, alterative, used for

rheumatism, Calendula officinali <* (marigold), diapho-
retic, alterative, Lactuca sativa (lettuce), the thickened
mice a narcotic, a substitute for opium, L virosa (wild

lettuce), furnishing lactucanum or lettuce opium, a
poisonous anodyne, hypnotic, and sedative, Tauixacum
ojficxnale (dandelion), tonic, Dut injurious to digestion,
species of Grmdclia, tonic, sedative, used for asthma
and rheumatism, Eriqtron canadtnse (fieabane), used
for diarrhea and uterine hemorrhage; A nacijclus Py-
re th mm (pellitory), skm irritant, Achillea Millefolium
(yarrow), an old remedy, styptic, tonic, sudorific,

antispasmodic Brauneria (Echinacea), Prenanthes,
Xanthium, Helemum, Spilanthes, Baccharis, and

Chrysanthemum Leucanthemurn have been used locally

to home extent The pollen of ragw-eed ( Ambrosia
artemisifolia), less commonly of species of Kolidago and
other Composite, is said to be the cause of autumnal
hay-fever.

The following are used for food, as salads or cooked
in various ways Young foliage of Cireium (thistles),

Cynara Curdutu ulus (cardoon), Taraxacum officinale

(dandelion), ('ichorium Inlqbus (chicory), Lactuin saliva

(lettuce), Cichorium Endina (endive, succory), Patou-
nna edulis, and Stolymus hispameus, (Spanish oyster
plant), young flower heads of Cynara Stolymus (globe

artichoke), roots of Tragonoqon porrifohus (vegetable
oyster, salsify), Scorzontra raspanua (Seor/onera, black
salsify), Hdianthus tuberos us (Jerusalem artichoke)
Roots of chicory, roasted, are a substitute for coffee

The following yield dyes Cnrthamus tmetonus,
(safflower) yields the red dye, carthannne, Serratula

hni toria (dyer’s savory ) v ields a yellow dye
The powdered heads of species of Chrysanthemum

furnish insect powder An oil is obtained from the
seeds of Guizotta abyssimea (niger seeds) of India and
Abyssinia, used for food, painting, and burning Seeds
of Madia saliva furnish an oil similar to olive oil,

edible, illuminating, and lubricating The seeds of

Heliauthus annuus also furnish a commercial oil.

Many Composita; are ornamental The species oi

Ilclithrysum, Anaphahs, and related genera, have
paper) involucres, and furnish well-known everlastings
More than one hundred and fifty genera are in culti-

vation in N America, or are impoitant weeds Many of

our most important and most showy ornamental plants
belong to the Composite Among these genera are
Achillea (Milfoil, Yarrow, Sneezewort)

,
Ageratum, Ana-

phalis (Everlasting, Moonshine); Antennana (Everlast-
ing, Cat’x-car, Pussy’s does, Ladies’ Tobacco), An-
themis (Chamomile, Ma>weed, Golden Marguerite);
Arctium (Burdock), Arnica (Mountain Tobacco,
Mountain Snuff), Artemisia (Woimwood, Tarragon,
Estragon, Southernwood, Roman Wormwood, Old Man
and Old Woman, Sage Brush); Aster (Aster, Starwort,
Micluelmas Daisy), Bidens (Bur Marigold, Beggar’s
Ticks, Pitchfork Bur), Boltonia (False Chamomile);
Brachvcome (Swan River Daisv), Brickelha (Tassel
Flow er)

,
Buphthalmum

,
Calendula (Marigold)

,
Calliste-

phus (China Aster), Cnicus or Carbenia (Blessed
Thistle), Carthamus (Safflower, False Saffron), Cen-
taurea (Centaury, Dusty Miller, Bachelor’s Button.
Cornflower, Knapweed, Bluebottle, Bluet, Ragged
Sailor, Sweet Sultan, Basket Flower, Hardheads)

,

Ch.enactis, Chrysanthemum (Feverfew
,
Golden Feather,

Turfing Daisy, Marguerite, Pans Daisy, Costmary,
Mint Geranium, Giant Daisy, Ox-eye Daisy, White-
weed); Cichonum (Chicory, Succory), Cineraria, Cir-
ciuin or Cnicus (Common Thistles), Coreopsis (Tick-
.seed, Golden Wave); Cosmos, Cynara ( Artichoke, Car-
doon)

,
Dahlia, Doromcum (Leopard’s-Bane)

,
Echinacea

or Brauneria (Purple Coneflovver), Echinops (Globe
Thistle), Emilia (Tassel Flower), Engeron (Flea-

bane, Poor Robin’s Plantain), Eupatorium (Boneset,
Joe-Pve Weed, Thoroughwort, White Snakeroot),
Felicia (Blue Daisy, Blue Marguerite); Gaillardia,

Gazama (Peacock Gazama), Grmdelia (Gum Plant),
Gynura (Velvet Plant), Helemum (Sneezewrced)

,
He-

lianthus (Sunflower, Indian Potato, Jerusalem Arti-

choke), Helichrysum
,
Heliopsis; Helipterum, Ilidalgoa

(Treasure Vine); Ilieracium (Hawkw’eed, Rattlesnake
Weed, Devil’s Paint-brush)

,
Inula (Elecampane)

,
Kngia

(Dwarf Dandelion), Lactuca (Lettuce), Leontopodium
(Edelweiss); Leptosyne; Liatns (Blazing Star, Button
Snakeroot), Ilonas (African Daisy); Madia (Tarweed)
Matricaria, Mikania (Climbing Hempweed, Climbing
Boneset), Onopordon (Scotch Thistle), Parthemum
(American Feverfew, Prairie Dock), Pcntachaeta; Peta-
sites (Winter Heliotrope, Sweet Coltsfoot), P'quena;
Podolepis, Polymma (Leaf-cup), Prenanthes (Rattle
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snake Root): Rudbeckia (Black-eyed Susan, Yellow
Daisy, Conenower, Golden Glow)

,
Santolina (Lavender

Cotton): Scolymus (Golden Thistle, Spanish Oyster
Plant)

;
Scorzonera (Black Salsify)

;
Senecio (Groundsel,

Canada Plant, Ragwort, Gcnnan Ivy, Leopard Plant,

Dusty Miller), Silphium (Rosin-Weed, Compass Plant,

Prairie Dock, Cup Plant), Sohdago (Goldenrod); Spil-

anthes (Para Cress)
;
Stokesia (Stoke's Aster)

; Tagetea
(French Marigold, African Marigold); Tanacetum
(Tansy)

;
Taraxacum (Dandelion)

,
Thelysperma; Town-

send ia, Tragopogon (Salsify, Goat’s Beard, Vegetable
Oyster, Oyster Plant); Trilisa (Vanilla Plant): Tussi-
lago (Coltsfoot); Verbesina (Crownbeard)

;
Vemonia

(lronweed), Zinnia (Zinnia, Youth-and-Old-Age).

Acanthace®, 73.
Acerace®, 49.
Aizoace®, 30
Ahsmace®, 13.

Amarantacete, 29.
Amaryllidace®, 20.
Anacardiaee®, 48
Andreales, 7. •

Annonace®, 34
Anthocerotales, 6.

Apocynace®, 67
Aponogetonace®, 13.

Aquifoliaec®, 48.
Arace®, 17
Arahace®, 62
Aristolochiaoe®, 28.

Asolepiadace®, 67
Balsammace®, 50.
Basellaee®, 30
Begomaee®, 57.
Berberidace®, 33.
Betulace®, 25
Bignomace®, 71
Bixaee®, 55
Bombaeacere, 53.

Boragmaecie, 69
Bromehace®, 18
Brumacc®, 39.
Bryales, 7
Burserace®, 45
Butomacew, 14
Buxace®, 47
Caetacc®, 57
Cal> canthaoe®, 34.
Campanulaeo®, 76
Cannae e®, 22
Capparidare®, 36
Capnfohace®, 74
Caricace®, 57
Caryophyllace®, 31.
Oa&uannaee®, 23
Cclastrace®, 49
Cephalotarc®, 38
Cerutopterid.iee®, 8.

Chenopodiaee®, 29
Chloranthace®, 24
Cistace®, 55
Clethrace®, 63
Cornbretaee®, 60
Commehnace®, 18.
Composit®, 76
Convolvulace®, 68.
Coriariaee®, 47.
Cornace®, 63
Crassulaeete, 38.
Crucifer®, 36.
Cucurbitace®, 75.

INDEX TO THE FOREGOING FAMILIES (PAGES)

Cunomace®, 39
Cyatheace®, 8
Cycadaee®, 11

Cyc lanthace®, 17.

Cyperaee®, 15
Cyrillace®, 48
Diapensiace®, 64
Dillemaee®, 53
Diosconace®, 20.

Dipsacace®, 75
Droserace®, 38
Ebenaee®, 65
El®agnaee®, 59
El®oeurpace®, 51
Empetrace®, 47
Epaeridaee®, 64
Equi&etaeea», 10
Encaee®, 64
Erythroxylace®, 44.

Euphorbiace®, 46
Fagaee®, 25
Fldcourtiace®, 56
Fouquieriace®, 55
Fumuriaop®, 36
Gontianace®, 67.
Geramace®, 42
Gesneriatc®, 72
Gmkgoare®, 11
Gleiehemat e®, 9
Globulanar e®, 73
Gnotaee®, 12
Gramme®, 14
Guttxfer®, 51
Haloragidaee®, 61
Hamamehd.iee®, 40
Hippoeastanacta*, 50
Hydroraryaeoie, 61
Hydroeharitat e®, 1

4

Hydrophyllaec®, 68
Hymenophyllace®, 8
Hypericaee®, 54
Induce®, 21
Juglandareir, 25
Juneace®, 19
Jungeiniannmlcs, 6
Labiat®, 70
Lardizabalace®, 33.
Lauraee®, 35
Lecythidace®, 59.
Leguminos®, 41.
Lcninace®, 18
Lentibulariace®, 73.
Liliace®, 19
Limnanthace®, 48.
Linace®, 43
Loasace®, 57.
Logamace®, 67.

Loianthaee®, 27
Lyeopodiaco®, 10.

Lythracc®, 59
Magnohace®, 33
Malpighiace®, 45.
Malvace®, 52
Marantaee®, 22.

Marattiace®, 7
Man hantiales, 6
Marsileace®, 9
Martyinace®, 72
Melastomace®, 60.
Meliace®, 45
Mehanthaoe®, 50
Menispennace®, 33.
Moniiniace®, 35
Monotropaop®, 63
Moruce®, 26
Moxingace®, 37.
Musace®, 21
Mjoporaee®, 74
M>ricaeo®, 24
Myristn at o®, 35
M\ rsm.it e®, 64
Myrtace®, 60
Naiadaoe®, 13
Neponthacp®, 38.
Nolanacp®, 70
Nyctaginaep®, 29
Nvmph®ace®, 31.
Ochnaee®, 53
Olat ace®, 27.
Oleaee®, 66
Onagraee®, 61
Oonrv eetes, 5
Ophioglossaoe®, 7.

Orehidaee®, 22.
Osmund iee®, 9
Oxalidace®, 43
Paimaee®, 16
Pandanaoea\ 13
PapaVenice®, 35
Passifloraee®, 56.
Pedahace®, 72
Phase ales, 7
Phrymace®, 74
Phvtolaccace®, 30.
Pinaee®, 12
Piperace®, 23.
Pittosporace®, 39
Plantagmace®, 74.
Plata naee®, 40
Plumbagmace®, 65.

Polemomace®, 68.
Polygalace®, 46
Polygonace®, 28.

Polypodiacere, 8.

Pontedenace®, 18.

Portulaeacc®, 30.
Primulac®, 64
Proteare®, 27.
Punieaeea', 59
Pyrolace®, 63
Ranuneulaep®, 32.
Resedace®, 37.
Rharnnape®, 51
Rhizophoraee®, 59.
Rieeiales, 6
Rosaee®, 40
Rubiaee®, 74
Rutaee®, 44
Salieate®, 24
Sah miace®, 10.

Santalace®, 27.
Sapindaee®, 50.
Sapotaee®, 65
Sarracenmee®, 37.
Saururaee®, 23
Saxifr.igace®, 39
Sehiz®aee®, 9
Serophuluriace®, 71.
Selaginelluee®, 10.

Snnarubacp®, 44
Solanate®, 70
Sphagnales, 6
Stachyuiaee®, 56
Stat khousiace®, 49.
Staph} leace®, 49
Stereuliace®, 53
Styraeate®, 66
Symploraceu\ 66
Tapcace®, 20
Tainarieaee®, 55.
Taxaceie, 11
Ternstrcemiace®, 54.
Theaee®, 54
Thymel®at o®, 58
Tiliaee®, 52
Trtmandracc®, 46.

Troehodendrace®, 32.
Trop®olace®, 43.

Typhace®, 13
TJImare®, 25
Umbellift r®, 62.

Urticaee®, 26
Valerxanace®, 75.
Verbenace®, 69.
Violaee®, 56.

Yitacc®, 51.
Zingiberace®, 21.
Zygomyeetes, 5.

Zygophyllace®, 44.
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KEY TO THE FAMILIES AND GENERA
In one of the editions of the Cyclopedia of American Horticulture, a key to the families and genera

contained therein was placed in the introductory part to Vol. I This key is now modified and adapted to the
present work. The original key was prepared by Wilhelm Miller, Associate Editor of that Cyclopedia The
main part of Dr. Millers introduction to that key is here reprinted, with adaptations, as explaining the purpose
of a key and the way in which it is constituted.

The key has now been extensively revised, but the original form and method are still retamed.

The purposes of the key.

The following key attempts to supply what is proba-
bly the greatest deficiency in cyclopedic worKs on
horticulture:

(1) It helps the gardener to determine the name of

any plant cultivated m America, including the wild
flowers and other plants native to the United States
and Canada that are commonly or even frequently
offered for sale.

(2) It helps the student towards a scientific knowl-
edge of the plant world, since it gives a condensed
and orderly catalogue of that part of the vegetable
kingdom which is of interest to gardeners, farmers
and foresters

No merely alphabetical work can accomplish either

of these results For example, suppose the person has
a flower that is known to be an Iris, but of what species

of Ins is not clear to him; and that he wishes to find

the name If he were to consult the best works in w hich
the species of Iris are arranged alphabetically, it might
require hours to read the pages of description, com-
paring the items with the specimen, and the chances
are that m the end he would not be sure of a determi-
nation, since related species are not compared and
contrasted

It was to provide a short-cut to such information
that every large genus or group of plants described
in the Cyclopedia of American Horticulture was
classified according to shape, color, size, season,

height or other characters of interest to the gardener
These short-cuts, or “keys,” have long been in common
use with students of botany, and are a feature of all

floras, but they have not been sufficiently employed m
writings on horticultural subjects
No valid objection can be made to keys, synopses

or other classified arrangements, since they do three
things more clearly and briefly than any other device:

(1) They help one to find out the name of a plant ^2)

They show the difference between the given species

and other species of the same genus (3) They show
the relation of each species to every other, i. e., some
of the points of likeness and unlikeness.

But classified schemes alone have one serious limi-

tation They are not so convenient for ready reference

if one knows one’s plant and merely wishes to find out
the native country or how to spell the name. The
Cyclopedia of American Horticulture met this need by
numbering the species and providing an alphabetical
list or index in each large genus. It therefore met
the needs by presenting both systems—the classified

and the alphabetical—one for taxonomic study, the
other for convenience.

All this supposes that one knows the genus to which
the plant belongs,—whether it is an Iris, Paconia or

Rhododendron. But he may not know the genus: the

key will aid him to determine it. The key leads to the
family and the genus; having the genus, he can run
down the species in the Cyclopedia itself, for the
genera are to be found in alphabetical order. This
key, therefore, deals only with families and genera,

since the species are described and distinguished else-

where It ties the whole work together and makes it

an organism, instead of a series of detached articles

on Ins, Rosa, Solanum, and other genera. In other
words, the key is not merely supplementary: it is

structural and even fundamental.

The preparation of the key.

It must be confessed, however, that the preparation
of the key was undertaken with serious misgivings.
During the preparation of the Cyclopedia of American
Horticulture, the Editor was often importuned for

something of the kind, by students, botanists, and
others who made increasing use of the volumes as

issued In response to these urgent appeals, it was
necessary to point out three objections. (1) Such a
key would necessarily be highly technical (2) It

wTould have to use a scheme of arrangement that may
pass with another generation (3) The labor and ex-

pense would be great.

In response to this demand the following key has
been prepared It is based on the system of Bentharn
and Hooker as set forth in their “Genera Plantarum,”
a work published in parts from 1862 to 1883 The
system of Bentharn and Hooker is not now the lat-

est, but it is the only one that was in general use
at the time the first Cyclopedia was begun. The
system of Englcr and Prantl in “Die NatUrlichen
Pflanzenfamilicn” is now well known; this no doubt
resents the best system for the present generation,
ut in its turn it is likely to be superseded In Engler

and Pranti’s system the plants are arranged, as far

as possible, in the order in which the various fam-
ilies probably have made their appearance on the
earth’s surface, or at all events m accordance with
the evolution from simple to complex Perhaps the
new system is better adapted for showing relation-

ship or likeness, while the old system is well adapted
for bringing out differences. This furnishes an
additional reason for the use of the older system on
the present occasion, as most of those who use this

part of the Cyclopedia will probably be in search of
differences.

In the present revision, the Bentharn and Hooker
key-plan has been retained The authors of the
mam groups m the new Cyclopedia have made
revisions and adaptations to meet the changes and
requirements of tneir own work. New conceptions
of the limitations of families and genera have naturally
found expression m the revision It is not designed to
insert in the key all the genera that are mentioned
in a minor or incidental way, for to include them all

would unnecessarily encumber and complicate the
lists and tend to make them unworkable; but it is

intended to mclude all the genexa that afford species
prominently m the trade in the Umted States and
Canada. When it has seemed to be desirable to omit
genera from the key, the relatively unimportant
native groups have often been left out, for they may
be readily traced m the current botanies.

(79)
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The way to use a key is explained in the prefatory
part to this volume (page xn).

a> or definite, inserted on tho often small or raised or stipitate
receptacle, which is not developed into a glandular disk, ovary
very generally free

The general 'plan.

The key is divided into two main parts 1 a key to the
families (page 80), and a key to the genera (page 86)
When the student has determined the family to which
the plant belongs, the further tracing of it is to be made
m the key to the genera, when the genus has been
found, he turns to its alphabetic place m one of the
volumes and there runs down the plant to its species.

The families are arranged in accordance with the
following framework (for another and fuller outline of

the vegetable kingdom, see pages 2-1).

Division 1 Flowering Plants or Phanerogams
Subdivision 1 Dicotyledons or Exogens

Class 1 Angiosperms
Subclass 1 Polypetal®

Series 1 Thalanuflor®
Cohort 1 Ranales
Cohort 2 Panetales
Cohort 3 Polygalales
Cohort 4 Caryophyllales
Cohort 5 Guttiferales
Cohort 6 Maivales

Series 2 Disciflor®
Cohort 1 Geramalcs
Cohort 2 Olacalcs
Cohort 3 Celastrales
Cohort 4 Sapindales

Senes 3 Calyuflor®
Cohort 1 ltosalos
Cohort 2 Myrtales
Cohort 3 Passiflorales

Cohort 4 hicoirlales
Cohort 5 Umbellales

Subclass 2 Gamopetal®
Senes 1 Infers;

Cohort 1 Rubiales
Cohort 2 Aste rales
Cohort 3 Campanales

Senes 2 Hetcromer®
Cohort 1 Kncales
Cohort 2 Pnrnulales
Cohort 3 Ebenales

Senes 3 Bicarpollat®
Cohort 1 Genttanales
Cohort 2 Polemomales
Cohort 3 Personales
Cohort 4 Larrualea

Subclass 3 Apetal® or Monochlamyde®
Series 1 Curverabiye®
Series 2 Multiovulat® Tcrrestres
Series 3 Micrembrye®
Senes 4 Daphne®
Series 5 Achlamydospore®
Senes 6 Unisexuales
Senes 7 Anomalous Families

Class 2 Gymnoaperms
Subdivision 2 Monocotyledons or Endogens

Senes 1 Microsperm®
Series 2 Epigyn®
Senes 3 Coronariew
Senes 4 Calyunaj
Senes 5 Nudiflor®
Senes 6 Apocarp®
Senes 7 Glumace®

Division 2 Ptendophyta

PART I.—KEY TO THE FAMILIES
(See page 86 for Part II )

Division 1. Flowering Plants or Phanerogams or Speb-
matophytes. those producing real flowers and seeds (pages 80
to 86)

Subdivision 1. Dicotyledons Sts formed of bark, wood
and pith, the wood forming a zone between the other two, and
increasing when the st continues from year to year by the annual
addition of a new layer to the outside next to the bark lvs usually
netted-veined embryo with a pair of opposite cotyledons, or, in
Subdivision 2, often 3 or more in a whorl parts of the fl. mostly
in 4’s or 5’s (pages 80-84)

Class 1. Angiosperms Pistil consisting of a closed ovary,
whioh contains the ovules cotyledons 2

Subclass 1. Polypetal.® Calyx and corolla both present,
the latter of separate petals (See exceptions 1 sted under Sub-
olaas 2, Gamopetal®, page 82 )

Series 1. Thalamiflob® Calyx mostly inserted under the
ovary, petals often in 2 or more senes, sometimes 1 series ; stamens

Cohort 1 Ranales Stamens °o
,
or if definite then the penanth

in 3-oo senes, carpels 1 or more, usually distinct, rarely united.
(See exceptions in Suxifrugace®, also hypogynous Leguminos®.)

a. Sepals 5, or fewer, or 0, petals in about
1 senes.

b Seeds not anllate sepals deciduous,
usually colored herbs or shrubs 1. Ranunculacb®.

bb Seeds not anllate calyx and corolla
wanting, ovary of 2 carpels but
1-ccllcd 7 Eucommiace®.

bbb Seeds arillato sepals persistent, her-
baceous shnibs or trees 2 DillbniaCE®.

aa Sepals or petals in 2-°o series, rarely
wanting

b. Plants not aquatic
c Perianth wanting, stamens nu-

merous, fls polygamous, dius-

cious, or perfect
d Lvs pmnately veined, alternate 5. Trochodkndra-

[C1C®.
dd Lvs nahnately veined, opposite 6. Ckrcidiphyl-

cc Perianth present [lace®.
D. Petals and stamens mostly

ovules l-oo

e Torus tubular, inclosing car-
pels endosperm 0 lvs op-
posite shrubs 3. Calycanthacmi

ee Torus short or long, bearing
carpels outside endosperm
copious lvs alternate
Woody 4 MAGNOLIACEJfc

DD. Petals 5 stamens 10 carpels
5 10 ovule solitary lvs op-
posite (See No 68, Con-
ariacoro )

ddd. Petals ami stamens mostly mul-
tiples of 3 or 2

B. Stamens and carpels usually
numerous ovules l-oo.

sepals 3, petals (>, fls bisex-
ual shrubs or tri < s 8 Annonace®.

EE. Stamens usually (> ovule
solitary carpels 3, sepals
and petals usually 6 fls

<h<e<ious mostly woody or
herbaceous vines 9 Menispermacbj*

Bee. Stamens 4, 6, or 9, anthers
opening by 2 lids rarely
birimosc < urpel 1 ov ules
2-oo As bi^xual herbs
or shrubs 10 Berberidace®.

eeke. Stamens usually 6, anthers
binmose carpels mostly 3
o/ules many fls unisexual
vines or erect, woody 11 Lardizabalace®.

bb. Plants aquatic 12 Nymph®ace®

Cohort Z. Parietaleb Stamens definite or <» ovary 1-colled,

or sevcral-celled by spurious partitions, carpels several, placenta
parietal (See Acttea m Ranunculace®, al«o Berberidace® )

a Embryo minute, near the base of the
fleshy endosperm

b Pitcher plants 13 Sarraceniace®.
bb Not pitcher plants

c Petals all alike, or nearly so 14 Papavebacb®.
CC Petals m 2 series, the inner unlike

the outer 15 Fumariack®
aa. Embryo cuivcd, endosperm 0

b Stamens 6, tetrodynamous, rarely 4 16 Crucifer®
bb Stamens o°,or, if few, not tetradyna-

mous 17 Capparidaoe®.
bbb Stamens usually «>, not covered in

ffistivation by the small petals
ovary often open above 18 Resedace®.

aaa Embryo not curved, rather large,

endosperm fleshy
B Radicle remote from hilum ovule

generally ortliotropous 19 CistaCE®.
bb Radicle very near hilum ovule ana-

tropous, or amphitropous
c. Anthers dehisce introrsely mostly

herbs 20 Violace®.
00. Anthers dehisce extrorsely or at

apex insectivorous plants with
capitate glandular tentacles on •

lvs (See No 76, Droserace® )

CCC. Anthers dehisce by apical cracks or
pores woody

D. Skme-cells present, receptacle

not enlarged 21. Bixacb®.
dd. Shme-cells absent, receptacle

enlarged 22. FlacourTIAOB®.
occc. Anthers versatile, dehiscing by

longitudinal fissures woody.
(See No. 34, Stachyurace®.)
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Cohort 3. Polyoalalbs, Stamens as many or twice as many
as petals carpels usually 2 ovary usually perfectly or imperfectly
2-colled, usually compressed.

A FIs regular or slightly oblique
b Stamens 5, as many as sepals or

petals woody 23 Pittosporace.b.
BB Stamens twice as many as sepals or

potals, which aro usually 4 or 6,
rarely 3 woody 24 Tremandrace,*.

aa FIs irrfgular herbaceous or woody 25 Polygalaceac

Cohort 4 Caryophyilai.es Stamens definite, rarely <»•

ovary 1-ceIIed or imperfectly mutate, placenta central, rarely
parietal embryo curved, or eoilctl, rarely straight

A Sepals of same number as petals
placenta 1, < antral herbs 2fi Caryophyllace,®

aa Sepals fewer than petals placenta 1,

central herbs 27 Portulacace®.
AAA Sepals of same number as petals

placenta; several mostly woody
B Corolla polypet.ilous, stamens with-

out scale, glabrous, fls spicate or
racemose 28. Tamamcace*

BB. Corolla gamopctalous, stamens with
scale, hairy, fls. thyrsoid-pamcu-
late 29 Fouquieriacb*.

Cohort 5 Guttiferaleb Stamens usually °°. sepals imbri-
cated ovary septate, placcnt® on the inner angles of the cells, i c ,

axile (See also, as exceptions with disk absent, the Linaoe®,
Erythroxylaee®, Mulpighiaeea*, Geramaceffi, Trop®olaceee, Lim-
nanthaeete, Oxalidaeeae, Balsaminaceie, Ochnace®, Rutaoe®, Ana-
cardiace® and Sapindaet a*, all belonging to the Dwciflor® (See
also Nigtlla of the Rauuuculace® )

A. Lvs opposite or whorled, herbaceous
fls cymose or paraded, bisexual 30 Hypericace*.

aa Lvs opposite or whorled, coriaceous
fls eymost or panic led

b Receptacle not enlarged, fls uni-
sexual 31 Guttiferas.

bb Hcctptacle enlarged, barrd-shape

d

be tween pistil and corolla, be aring
the st aim ns, (Is bisrxml 32 Eucryphiace^e

AAA Lvs alternate, coriaceous fls mostly
race most

B Cells of ovary 2 -10 stamens numer-
ous $3 1 ERNSTRCEWIACEiB

bb Cells of ovary 1 t-tamensR 31 Stachyuhace®

Cohort 6 Mai vales Stamens usually «> or monadclphous

,

eepals vah ate ovary septate, placenta axile

A. Anthers 1 -celled, jiollen rough herbs
or woody 35 Maivaceac

aa. Anthers 1- to sev eral-eelled
,

pollen
smooth w oody plants 36 Bombaoace®

aaa. Anthers 2-oelled fls with statmnodia
and queer stamen-tube woody
plants 37 Stekculiaceae.

aaaa Anthers 2-eelled, stamens nearly free,

no Btaminodia ovule often pendulous
with raphe toward axis

b Petals ordinary herbs or woody 38 Tiliace.®
bb Petals firm, often hairy or incised

woody plants 39 Elacocarpacejb.

Anomalous Group Stamens <», sepals
valvatt carpel 1 ovary 1-cclled fls reg-

ular lvs compound herbs or woody
(Mimocs®, mcl in Lcguminos® )

Series 2 Djscjflor e Calyx usually inserted under the ovary,
petals in 1 senes stamens usually d< finite, inserted within or upon
or around the receptacle, which is usually expanded as a disk within
the calyx ovary usually free, or imbedded m the disk (See Fla-
courtiacere and Trapacesc )

Cohort 1 Ceramales Disk usually a nng between stamens,
or adnato to stamin.il tube, or reduced to glands alternating with
the petals, rarely 0 ovaiy commonly lobed, rarely entire or sub-
apocarpous, ovules 1-2 in each cell, pendulous, rapho toward axis
(See Stackhousiaco® )

a Ovary more or less lobed or grooved
B. Anthers elongated, disk enlarged in

fr 51. Ochnacejb.
bb. Anthers normal

c Calyx-lobes 5, all or mostly with 2
glands outside woody 42 Malpiqhiacejb.

CC. Calyx-lobes not biglandular
D. Foliage glandular-dotted car-

pels sometimes separate 49 Rutacbab
dd. Foliage not glandular-dotted

B. Lvs usually opposite, com-
pound 43. Ztoophtllacea.

SB Lvs. alternate
f DIsk well developed, irregu-

lar, petals often irregular,
ovary usually open above,
herbs, rarely shrubs.
(See No. 18, Reeedace®.)

FF. Disk well developed, regu-
lar petals regular ovary
closed woody plants . 50. SlMARtJBACR*.

FFF. Disk indistinct, otherwise
as in the last herbaceous

<3. Ovule solitary stamens
6-10

H. Fr dehiscent stamens
connate at base, fls

regular or irregular 44. Geraniace®.
HH Fr indfhLscent sta-

mens free, fls irregu-
lar ovule pendulous 45. Tkopacolacb®*

hhh Fr mdehiseent, sta-
mens free- fls regu-
lar ovule ascc nding 46 Limnanthacb®.

go. Ovules several fr dehis-
cent

h Stamens 10 fls. regu-
lar 47. OXALIDACEJB.

hh Stamens 5 fls irregu-
lar 48, Balsaminacbal

aa Ovary entire
b Stamens monadelphous, at least

below woody plants
c Stamen-tube atipitate, disk vari-

ous 53 Meliacb®.
cc Stamen-tube seasile , disk 0

n Petals not appendaged fr cap-
sular 40 Linacea.

dd Petals appendaged fr drupace-
ous 41, Erythroxylacbjl

bb Stamens free
c Ovules several or many

d Mostly herbaceous plants (See
No 17, Cappandace® )

dd Woody plants (See No. 22,
Flaeourtiacc® )

cc Ovules 1-2 52 Bdkseracbje.

Cohort 2 Ojacaies Disk cup-shaped or ring-shaped, free, or
bearing the stamens and petals on its edge ovary 1-oo-celled,
entire, ov ule solitary, pendulous, raphe away from axis.

A Petals or corolla-lobcs usually valvate
woody 54 Olacacra.

aa Petals or corolla-lobes imbricate or
convolute

b hr drupaceous, slightly fleshy, 3-18-
stoned, stones 1-seeded fls not
racemose woody 55 Aqdifoliacea.

bb. Fr crustaceous or spongy, 2-4-
celled, 1—1-seeded As racemose
woody 56 Cyrillace.®

Cohort 3 Cei asth ales Disk tumid or odnate to the calyx
or covering its base stamens inserted around the disk or affixed to
it» margin ovary usually entire, ovules usually 2 in each cell, erect,

raphe turned tow ard axis lvs simple or rarely compound

a Calyx valvate, petals small, concave,
stamens opposite the petals woody 59 Rhamnace*

aa Calyx imbneate
B btanuns alternate with the petals,

tiie latter imbricate
c Petals spreading calyx small

woody 67 Celastrace,®
cc Petals ere< t, often connate calyx-

tuho henuspheneul lu rbs 58 Stackhocsiace e
bb Stamens opposite the p tals, the lat-

ter valvate, dropping off early
woody, rarely herhaot ous 60 Vitaceac

(Inch Leeace® )

Cohort 4 Sapinpaiis Disk various, stamens variously
in-crted on the disk ov sr> entire, or more often lobed, or suba-
pocarpus, ovules commonly 1 2 in each tell, ascending, with raphe
toward axis, or reversed, or solitary and pendulous from an ascend-
ing fumcle, rarely co and horizontal lvs pinnate, rarely simple
(No 62), or (No 65) digitate

a Curpels 2 fr a samara 62 Aceraceae.
aa Carpels 2-3 fr a drupe, 1-seeded 61 Sabiacea.

aaa Carpels 3-5 fr rarely samaroid in

Sapmdace®
B Bark containing resin disk mtra-

staminal 67. Anacabdiacejb.
bb Bark not resinous, or, if so, disk

extrastaminal
c. Endosperm abundant, embryo

straight

d Disk mtrastaminal, carpels 3 63 Staphyleacb®.
dd Disk extrastaminal , carpels 4-5 64 Melianthaceag.

CC. Endosperm sparse or wanting,
embryo curved disk extra-
stannnal (See Sapmdace®,
No 66 )

n. Lvs opposite, palmately com-
pound . 65 Eippocasta-

dd. Lvs alternate, variously com- (nacba
pound, or simple .... . 66. Sapindace®.

6
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Anomalous Families Disk 0 sepals and
petals 5 stamens 10, carpels 5-10, distinct

ovule solitary, pendulous, raphe away
from axis Approaches Thalanufiorie. 68 Coriariace®.

Disk investing calyx-tube stamens 10,
of which 5 have no anthers ovary 1-celled,

with 3-parietal placent®, ovules <». Ap-
proaches Calyciflorsc 69 Morinoace®.

Senes 3 Calyciflore Petals m 1 senes stamens “ or
definite, inserted with the petals ana sepals on the edge of the cup-
shaped receptacle (hypanthmm), or on a disk lining the latter:

ovary often adnato to this receptacle, and therefore inferior (See
also Calycanthacese )

Cohort 1 Rosales. Carpels superior solitary or free or united
only at base, sometimes to tne apex and then rarely inferior styles
distinct, rarely united in a column and easily separated (styles

connate in some Bruniacese and Saxifragacese) (See also Tropsco-
lacese and Cappandace®.

)

a. Endosperm rare
B. Fr a legume, when rarely otherwise

the corolla is either papilionaceous
or the stamens are very numerous
and oxserted lvs usually com-
pound with pulvini 70

bb Fr not a legume, either a follicle,

drupe, pome, achene or aggregate
lvs simple or compound without
pulvini 71

AA. Endosperm moderate or copious
b Plants insectivorous

c Lvs bearing many tentacles tipped
with capitate viscid glands
herbs 76

cc Lvs bearing pitchers 74
bb Plants not insectivorous

c. Carpels 5, rarely 3 or more, sepa-
rate, with a scale at the base of
each, superior ovules many
often fleshy plants herbs 75

cc Carpels 2 to several, rarely sepa-
rate, no scale at the oase plants
not conspicuously fleshy

d. Ovary usually 2-celled, usually
superior, ovules oo, usually
axile fr a caps or berry or
follicle

e Lvs opposite, stipulate 73
ee Lv s alternate, or opposite and

exstipulate 72
dd. Ovary 2-celled, inferior or

rarely superior, ovules l-oo,
pendulous or axile fr a woody
2-valvcd caps, with a sepa-
rating inner layer of different
texture 77

DDD. Ovary 1-4-celled, usually infe-
rior, ovules 1 to several, pendu-
lous fr mdchiscent or cocci
irregularly und tardily dehis-
cent

e. Plants heath-like stamens
and petals 5 78

ee Plants ordinary stamens
often many 79

LeqUMINOSE®.

Rosace®.

Droserace®
Ckphalotace®.

Crassulace®.

CuiSONlAC E®

SaAIFRAGACE®

Hawamelidace®.

Bruniace®.

HaLORAGIDACE®

see. Carpels in 1 whorl petals
imbricate, a dentate or
wavy cup-shaped disk under
ovary water-plants 88. Trapacb®.

Cohort 3 Passiflorales Ovary syncarpous, inferior, semf-
mfenor, or inclosed in the hollow receptacle, rarely exserted, 1-

celled with parietal placentation, or divided into cells; ovules l-» J

Btyles united or distinct from the base.

a Crown inserted on calyx-tube or within
petals, single, double or multiple 90. Pasbiflorace®.

aa Crown 0
B. FIs bisexual (see Caricacc®), petals

unlike the sepals foliago-hairs
stinging or rigid or queerly con-
structed 89 Loasace®.

bb FIs unisexual
c Stamens 5 or 10 perianth of the

2 sexes unlike 91 Cakicace®
cc. Stamens usually 3 perianth of

both sexes similar 92 Cucurbitace®.
ccc Stamens 00 perianth of tho 2 sexes

often unlike .... 93. Beooniack®

Cohort 4 Ficoidm v s Ovary syncarpous, inferior or superior,
divided into cells with sub-basilar placentation, or rarely l-celled
with punetal pi u entus, ovules l-oo, styles distinct or united to
near apex , embryo curv ed or excentric

A. Calyx-lobes, petals and stamens usually
oo ovary l-celled 94 Cactack®.

aa Calyx-lobes usually 1-5 ovary 2-“-
celled 95 Aizoace®.

Cohort 5 UmiuliaU'S Ovary syncarpous, inferior, crowned
by the disk, divided into cells, or l-carpclled, styles distinct or
united part way, ovules solitary and pendulous in the cells.

A Fr separating into 2 dry indrhiscont
carpels 96 Umbellifkr®.

aa Fr usually drupaceous, the stones dis-
tinct but not senariting naturally

b Lvs compound, or simple, and pal-
mately veined 97 Araliacs®

bb Lvs simple, pinnately veined
e Ovules 2 in each cell ovary 1-

iclled raphe tow aril axis Hs in
catkins lvs opposite . 98 Garryace®.

CC Ovule 1 in each tell

D Raphe toward axis ovary 1-

celled fls ui heads lvs
alternate 99 Nybbatk®

dd Raphe laL ral ov ary 1 -2-cclled,
fls in cymes lvs alti mate 100 Alangiaie®

ddd Raphe exterior ovary 1-5-
oclhd fls in heads or cymes
lvs opposite or alternate 101. Cornace®

Subclass 2 Gamopitai k Calyx and corolla both present,
the petals usually moie or hss united stipules present only in the
Rubuueie and Logamaee«.e, ran ly in the Caprifolmcr a* corolla
polype talous in some Eneareas, in Monotropni ea\ Pyrolaeejp, (_ leth-

raieae, some Myraiace® and Olenoea\ also in Galax, htatice,
Lysimai hia, corolla gamopetalous in some Fouquienace.r, Ktnck-
housiateip, Leguminosie, Fumanate®, Polygalaeeie, and Oxali-
dacecc of the I-olypetalse

Cohort 2 Myrtales Ovary syncarpous, inferior or inclosed
in a cup-shaped receptacle, usually divided into cells, stylo undi-
vided, ovules 2- 00 m the colls.

A. Ovules pendulous from apex of cells

woody
B Ovary 2-6-celled . 80

bb Ovary l-celled 81
AA Ovules affixed to the inner angles of the

cells or to basilar placenta*, ascending,
horizontal or pendulous

B. Stamens co, rarely definite woody
c Oil-glands in foliage, sieve-tubes

in pith-rays 82
cc. Oil-glands absent, no sieve-tubes

in pith-rays 83
BB. Stamens definite, rarely oo

c. Calyx-lobes usually imbricate or
open, anthers curved, usually
opening by pores at the apex,
connective usually appendagea
or thickened 84.

Rhizophorace®
Combretace®

Myrtace®.

Lecythidace®.

Melastomace®.
CC. Calvx-lobos usually valvate,

antners normal, not appendaged,
opening longitudinally

n Ovary superior, petals corru-
gated 85 Lythrace®.

DD. Ovary inferior or half-inferior
E. Carpels m stories, superim-

posed petals corrugated 86 Punicace®.
ee. Carpels m 1 whorl petals

convolute 87 Onaoracb®.

Senes 1 Ivuvr® Ovary inferior (sec F.ncaceie) stamens as
many as lobes ot the corolla, rarely fewer

Cohort 1 Rubiaies Stamens affixed to the corolla* ovary
2-oo-celled, cells l-°°-ovuled lvs. opposite or whorlod

a Fls regular or irregular stipules
usually absont 102 Caprifoi iace®.

AA Fls regular stipules present, inter-
or mtrapetiolar, various in form,
sometimes like the lvs and disposed
in the same whorl with them . . 103 Rubiace®.

Cohort 2 Aster vleh Stamens affixed to corolla ovary of the
2-merous pistil l-celled, 1-ovuled

A Anthers free lvs opposite or whorled
b Endosperm 0 104 Valerianace®

bb Endosperm present 105 Dipsacace®
aa. Anthers united in a ring around the

Btyle except in a few genera, lvs.

alternate or opposite . . 106 Composit®

Cohort 3. Campanales Stamens usually free from tho corolla:
ovary 2-6-celled, the cells usually oo-ovuled lvs usually alternate.

107 Cvmpanulace®
(Incl Lobehace® )

Series 2. Hlteromer® Ovary usually superior* stamens free
from the corolla, or opposite the lobes or twice as many, or oo, or,

if borne on the corollan, the alternate with its lobes and equal in
number to them , carpels more than 2
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Cohort 1. Ericales Stamens twice as many as the corolla-
lobes, or as many and opposite them ov try 2 - a> -celled, ovules
numerous (except in Epacridace®) fr fleshy or berry-like

A Anthers dehisce by an apieal crack or
pore, often produced into a tube, sta-
mens usually 8 or 10 (3 in some
Ericaceae)

8 Chlorophylless plants polypetalous 108 Monotropace®
BB Chlorophyll-bearing plants

c Anthers inverted, at least at first,

polypetalous
n Ovary 1-cclled shrubs 100 Ci k ru k a< k®

dd Ovary 5-cellod low or acaules-
cent plants 110 Pyhoi.aoi ®

cc Anthers erect, rarely polypetalous
(Eedum) 111 ERicAer®

AA Anthers dehisce by longitudinal hs-
sures (see also Epigaea), stamens 5

b Plants shrubs or trees earpels4-5 112 EPACRiDAtr®
bb Plants low or acaulescent carpels 3 113 DiAPENSiAcr «

Cohort 2 PniMUiArm Stamens as many as the coroll i-lobes

and opposite them, ovary 1-celled, placentie frce-ctntral or basal

a Ov ary 1-ovuled 114 Plcmbagivace ®
aa Ovary 2 to many-ovuled

b Fr capsular herbs 113 Primiiiam r
bb It nidi hiseent trees or shrubs 11G Myrsinace®

Cohort 3 Ebevvleh Stamens as many as lobes of the corolla
and opposite the m or twice as many, or °°

, ovary 2-«>-celicd, seeds
usually few and rather large woody

cc Ovary 2-celIed (rarely 3-5-celled),
with numerous ovules on ex-
panded axillary placenta;, be-
coming a pod or berry 130 SOLANACE®

CCC Ovary 3 10-cellcd, 5-30-lobetl,
ofti n transversely as well as
longitudinally so 131 Nolanace®

Cohort 3 Person alls Corolla usually irregular or oblupie,
posterior stamen difT< ring from the others, abortive or even absent
carpels oo-ovuled, or with 2 ovules, one above the other

a Seeds usually with endosperm ovary
pi rfectly 2-celled, plaei nt,e central 132 Scropuularia-

aa Sc i ds without endosperm (ce«
B Plants insectivorous, often aquatic

ovary 1-celled, globose
,
with a free-

central or basal placenta 133 Lentibularia-
B« Plants not msectiv orous, not aquatic [ce®

C Seeds winged ovary 2-, rarely 1-,

celled troes or climbing shrubs 134 Bignoniace®
cc Seeds not winged

D Ovary 1-celled or falsely 2-4-
cclltd

e Fr straight or spiral 133 Gebnekiack®
ei Fr falcate-rostrate 136 Mahtyniaceas

dd Ovary 2-4-cc lie d

e Plant very mucilaginous no
hooks among si eels fr often
hooked or spmy 137 Pedaliack®

ee Plants not conspicuously mu-
cilaginous hooks in caps
aiding in sced-disscnnnation 138 Acanthace®.

a FIs usually bisexual, stamens usually
borne on the corolla

B Stamens 13- oo ovary inferior, 2-5-
celled 117 Symplocaceb

bb Stamens 5-10 ov aiy suixrior
v Ov ary 1-celled at top 118 Styr at

\

e e «
c<’ Uv try l-<»-cellcd 119 SvporvcE®

aa FIs dm cions, stamens usually free

from corolla 120 Ebenace®

Series 3 Bicakppliai® Ovary usu il'y suj>crior stamens
alternate with corolla-lobcs, as many as them or fewer carpels 2,

or rsroly 1 or 3

Cohort 1 CjEnthvaifs Corolla regular stamens alternate
with corolla-lobes ind equal to them m number, or, if fewer,
usually altc rnutu with c irpcls lvs usually opposite

a Stainc ns 2, altorn ite with the carpels,
rarely 4, stigmi terminal, ov iry

2-c tiled, ovules affixed to septum
rartly la rb iceous 121 Oieace®

aa Stamens tml c orolla-lobcs usually 3,

some time s 4, r m ly

b Ovary usually compound, with 2 or 3
(rarely 4 or 5 ) cell-, or plaeentT

C Caps mostly 2-cclIcd lvs con-
nected by transverse lines or stip-

ules 122 Logan iace®
CC Caps mostly 1-celled, with parie-

tal pi ice nt.e lvs not connected
as above 121 GtNrivNAeF®

bb Ovaries 2, usually becoming follic le s

C Anthers pc rmant ntly attached to a
large stigmatir body, pollen
mostly in waxy masses 124 AscLEPiADACt «

cc Anthers distinct or merely con-
mvent, pollen ordinary 125 Apocvnacee

Cohort 2 Pm bmoniai rs Coroll i regular stamens as many
as lobes of corolla lvs. usually alternate ovary 1-oo-crvuled

a Pistil 3-morous, corolla-lobes con-
volute 126 Polemon tAct «

aa Pistil not 3-merous
B Corolla-lobes imbricated or rarely

convolute
C Style usually deeply 2-cut, or even

split into 2 distinct styles caps
1-celled, 2-valved, with 2 parie-

tal or introflexed placcntip, or
sometimes 2-eelled 127 Hydrophyi l-

CC. Stylo usually entire or shortly 2- (ace®,
cut, rarely otherwise, ovary 4-

ovuled, usually 4-lobed and
maturing as 4 separate or
separable nutlets, or not lobed,
3-4-celled, and separating when
ripe into 2 or 1 nutlets 128 Boraqinace®

BB. Corolla-limb more or less plicate or
rarely imbricate

C. Ovary 2-celled (sometimes 3- or
spuriously 4 -celled, becoming a
globular 4 -6-seeded caps seeds
Basal 129. Convolvulacea*

Cohort 4 TiAMUtts Corolla usually irregular or oblique pos-
terior stamen smaller than the others, usually abortive or quite
deficient carpels with 2 ovule s placed side by side, oi else 1-ovuled

a Fr not divided into 4 nutlets ovary
not 4-lobed

B Ovary 1-ctllrd, 1-ovuled
c H- in heads plant often hoath-

like 139 Giobulariace®
cc FIs in slender interrupted spikes 110 Phrymace®.

bb Ov cry 2 -10-cclled

c Cells with 2-10 ovules trees or
shrubs lG Myoporace®

cc Cells with 1 ovule herbs or shrubs 142 Verbenace®
u Fr divided into 4 nutlets ovary 4-

lobod 143 Labiat®

Anomalous Family Remarkable for
its sc irious 4-lobed corolla stamens few,
ovary 1-4-celled fr a ciriumscissile caps , .

or rarely inelehiscent, seeds peltate 144 Plantaginace

«

Subclass 3. Ap»t\i ® or Monochi vmydl® Corolla wanting
or undilTi rentnted from the calyx (except in some Euphorbiaeeae
and one genus e»f Phytolae caceie), and sometimes also the calyx
wanting, perianth simple, the lobes or segms in 1 or 2 scries,

similar among themselves and usually calyx-liko, sometimes
minute or wanting (bee abo Ilanuneulacese, 1* lacourtiaccie,

Memspermac ea*, 7 rochodcmdric ea*, Rosacea*, I ythracca*, Ona-
gneer, Ilamamchdaccor, Rutacea*, Aceracea*, Rhamnacca), Lucom-
miace.p, Cornaceie, and C. aryophyllaceu; with corolla sometimes
absent )

Series 1 Clrvimbrvle Embryo curved, excentric, lateral or

peripheral, rarely straightisa, subcentrnl and narrow (Polygon-
aceii*

i , ovule solitary in the ov iry or in each carpel or in the \iim-
rantace.p more then 2 ovules erect in the center of the cell fls

bisexual or, in a few genera, unisexual or polygamous, petals very
rarely present, stamens as muny as the penanth-segms or fewer,
rartly more

a Fr the hardened or membranous
closed base of the eoiolla-hke peri-

anth with a utricle inclosed 145 Nyctaqinace®.
aa Fr a utricle, ovule not orthotropous,

embryo annul lr or spiral perianth
mostly persistent, sin ill 4 5-lobed,
or parted, or 0

B Perianth herbaceous, or scanous at
the margin, persistent, stamens
pengynous, style branched or
styles 2-3 st lpules scanous

(Illeeebrace®, incl in Caryophyllaceffi).

bb Penarth dry, chuff-like, not herba-
ceous, subtended by a bract and 2
braetlets, stamens hypogynous or
pengynous, lilamonts connate at
base, style simple or 2-3-fid
stipules (' 116 Amarantace®.

bbu Penantb-lobes or -segins membtan-
ous or herbaceous , stamens hypogy-
nous or pengynous, nearly always
free, style simple or 2-3-lobed, or
_*ylea 2-3 stipules none 147 Chenopodiacb®.
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aaa. Fr. composed of 1 to several carpels,
which are crowded or connate in a
ring, each with a style, baccate, cori-

aceous or samaroid , ovule not ortho-
tropous, embryo coiled stamens
hypogynous, perianth herbaceous or
coriaceous, rarely membranous 148 PHTTOLACCACE®.

AAAA Fr an achene, triangular or lens-

shaped, style branched or styles 2-3,
ovule orthotropous, embryo straight,
perianth herbaceous, membranous or
colored, rarely adherent to base of
ovary usually a stipular sheath at
each If -node .... . . 149. Polyqonacb®.

Series 2 Multiovulat® Terrestres Terrestrial herbs or
shrubs, often climbers ovary syncarpous; ovules m each cell or on
each placenta numerous

A. FIs dioecious, ovary superior Ivs.

bearing tendrils and pitchers 150. Nepenthace®.
aa. FIs bisexual, ovary inferior lvs with-

out tendrils and pitchers . 151. Aristolochia-
[CE®

Sertes 3. Micrembrye* Ovary syncarpous, monocarpous or
apocarpous, ovules solitary for each carpel, rarely 2 or few, endos-
perm copious, fleshy or mealy, embryo minute

a. Perianth 0
b Lvs alternate carpels 3-4 ovules 2

to several stamens 1-6 152 Saururacb®
bb Lvs alternate, rarely opposite or

whorled carpel 1 ovule 1, basal
stamens 2-8 153 Piperack.®

bbb Lvs opposite carpel 1 ovule 1,

pendent stamens 1-3 154 Chloranthacb e
aa Perianth calyx-like

b Carpel solitary perianth of 3 parts,
connate 155 Myristicace®

bb Carpels several, together with the
stamens scattered over the face of
the cup-shaped receptacle 156 Monimiace®

Series 4 Daphne* Ovary monocarpous, 1-celled, rarely syn-
carpous with 2-4 cells, ovules solitary, or twin and side by side in
the ovary or in eaoh cell, rarely a few pairs superposed.

A. Radicle superior, ovule solitary, pendu-
lous

B Anthers dehiscing by uplifting
valves, rarely laterally dehiscent
perianth-tube short, lobes 6 or 4,

in 2 series, usually imbricated*
ovary 1-cclled woody 157 Laurace®.

BB Anthers normal penanth-tube long,
lobes 4-5, imbricated: ovary 1-2-
celled woody 158 Thymel®ace®.

aa. Radicle inferior
b Penanth-tube cyhndraceous, lobes

4, valvate, stamens as many and
opposite them ovule erect or pen-
dulous, or gemmate, rarely o° 159 Proteace®

bb. Penanth-tube medium, constricted
above the ovary, persistent at base,
deciduous above, lobes 2 or 4, sta-
mens twice as many as the lobes
silvery-scaly plants woody 160 El®aonace®

Series 5. Achlamydobpore®. Ovary 1-cclled, cells 1-3-ovuled,
cells and ovules often inconspicuous beforo anthesis, endosperm of
seed without a coat, either free in the pencarp or attached to its

walls plants often parasitic.

a Ovule 1, not easily distinguishable
from ovary 161 Loranthace®

aa. Ovules 1-3, pendulous from summit of
free-central placenta . . . 162. Santalace®

Series 6. Unibexuales FIs unisexual: ovary syncarpous or
monocarpous, ovule solitary or in pairs side by side in the ovary or
m each cell, trees or shrubs, rarely kerbs.

a. Ovary 1-celled
B. Ovule solitary, stamens 2 to many,

c. FIs of both sexes in globose long-
peduncled pendent heads,
crowded very densely on a cen-
tral recoptacle radicle inferior
woody 163 Platanace®.

cc FIs not as above radicle superior
d Male perianth free from the

bract, stamens as many as its

lobes and opposite them, or by
abortion fewer, rarely numer-
ous

B. Stamens uncoiling elastically
» Ovule suspended, anatro-

pous 164. Morace®
ff. Ovule basal, orthotropous 165 Ubticace®.

be. Stamens not elastic ovule
suspended, anatropous 166 Ulmacb®.

DD. Male perianth wanting, some-
times grown to the bract m
Juglandacea; stamens
often 2 in Myncaceae.

e Lvs pinnate male fls in
catkins woody 167. Juqlandace®,

EE. Lvs simple male mfl spicate,
subamcntaceous woody

F. Carpel 1, placenta parietal
ovule amphitropous 168 Leitneriace®.

ff. Carpels 2, placenta basal
ovule orthotropous 169 Myricace®

bb. Ovules 2, stamen 1 equisetum-like
plants, woodv 170 Casttarinace®.

aa Ovary 2-3-celled, rarely more-celled
b Endosperm usually copious fr

usually separating into 2-valved
berries, sometimes fleshy and mde-
hiscent, or various infl various

c Hypogynous disk present micro-
pyle externally directed, juice
often milky 171 Euphorbiace®.

oc Hypogynous disk absent nucro-
pyle toward axis, no milky juice 172 Buxace®

BB Endosperm 0 fr a nut male infl

usually in c atkins woody
c Carpels 2 pistillate fls usually in

spikes 173 Betclace®.
cc Carpels 3 pistillate fls not in

spikes 174 Faoace®

Senes 7 Anomalous Families Somewhat related to the Uni-
sexuales

a Fls m catkins caps 2-4-valved:
woody 175 Salicace®.

aa Fls axdlary, or rarely in a terminal
head drupe 2-® -stoned, stones
1-socdod low shrubs 176 Empetrace®

Class 2 Gymnospf.rm® Ovules naked upon a scale, bract or
disk cotyledons 2 or more fls unisexual.

a Lvs undivided
b The lvs fan-shaped fls in pairs 177. Ginkgoac*.®

bb The lvs not fan-shaped
c Perianth present no resin-tubes,

but true vessels in wood 178 Gnetace®.
cc Perianth wanting no true vessels,

but ream-tubes present
d Ovule solitary, anllate 179 Taxace®

dd Ovules in cones, not anllate 180 Pinace®
aa Lvs pinnatiscet, ample, crowded at

apex of the woody st fls of both
• sexes in eones 181. Cycadace®

Subdivision 2 Monocotyledons St without eentral pith
or annular layers, but having the woody bundles distributed irregu-
larly through it (a transverse section showing the bundles as dots
scattered through the eellular tissue) embryo with a single cotyle-
don early lvs always alt< mate parts of the fl usually in 3’s,

never m o’s lvs mostly parallel-veined

Series 1 Microspfrm® Penunth corolla-like, at least inside:
ov iry inferior, 1-celled with 3 parietal placentae, or rarely 3-celled
with axile placentas seeds very small and numerous, without
endosperm

a Fls regular, usually unisexual, sta-
mens usually 2, 6, or 9 aquatic herbs 182 Hydrochari-

aa Fls usually very irregular, stamens and [tack®
styles connate into a column, anther
1, rarely 2 terrestrial or epiphytic
herbs, rarely climbers 183 Orchidace®.

Series 2 Epiqyn® Perianth corolla-like, at least within, ovary
generally inferior endosperm copious.

A Fls normally unisexual, stamens 6, or
those opposite the inner perianth-
lobes imperfect or deficient, ovary
3-cellcd seeds 2 . 184. Diobcoreacb®.

aa. Fls normally bisexual, sometimes
polygamous or otherwise

B. Stamens regular, perianth regular
or nearly so embryo small, in-
cluded in the endosperm

c. Ovarv 1-celled, endosperm solid;

embryo minute, stamens 6,
hooded . . . 185. Taccacb®.

cc. Ovary usually 3-celled.
d. Stamens 3, opposite the outer

lobes endosperm horny 186 Iridace®
dd Stamens 6, rarely 3 and opposite

the inner lobes, rarely <»

:

endosperm fleshy.

B. Placenta scarcely intruding. . 187 Amartludace®.
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be. Placenta intruding lamella-
like, and peltate 188. Vellosiace®.

BB. Stamens 1 or 5 perfect, the other 5
or 1, variously changed into
antherless stairunodia, fls. irregu-
lar embryo in a central canal of
endosperm, straight, incurved, or
horseshoe-shaped

C Fertilo stamens 5 189. Musace®.
cc Fertile stamen 1

d. Staminodium 1, often traces of
more, a ligule at top of
petiole, anther 2-cellcd 190. Zingiberace®

DD Staminodia 5, no ligule, anther
1-oelled

E Ovary-cells 1-seeded a joint
at summit of petiole 191 Marantace®

ee Ovary-cells °° -seeded nojoint 192 Cannack®.
BBB. Stamens regular or nearly so peri-

anth regular embryo in a small
marginal cave or pit of endosperm,
rarely much intruded, never
wholly included

C. Endosperm mealy perianth calyx-
like outside, stamens 0. lvs,

rigid . 193. Bromeliace®.
CC. Endosperm fleshy perianth

corolla-like or woolly outside,
stamens sometimes 0 and equal,
sometimes 1-3 and slightly dis-

similar, or 3 opposite the inner
lobes

(Hsemodorace®, mostly inci in Lihacc® and Amarylhdace® )

Series 3 Coronarib® Perianth corolla-like, at least inside
ovary free, rarely shortly adnate at the base endosperm copious

a Embryo minute or more or less elon-
gated, included in fleshy or horny
endosperm perianth ngular sta-
mens b ovary usually 3-ielled 194 Liliack®

aa. Embryo straight, in a central canal of
mealy endosperm perianth regular or
irregular, from a spathe, stamens 3
or 0 ovary 1- or 3-celled 195 Pontederiace®.

aaa Embryo marginal, lying in mealy en-
dosperm and under a little callosity
of the seed-coat perianth regular or
slightly irregular, of 3 herbaceous
sepals and 3 deliquescent colored
petals some stamens usually sterile

and altered, stamen-hairs conspicu-
ous 196 Comm elinage®

Series 4 Calycine® Perianth calyx-like, small, somewhat
rigid or glumaceous, or rarely herbaceous ovary free, endosperm
copious

a Fr a 3-valvod, many-seeded caps ,

embryo included in more or less

fleshy endosperm plant grass-like 197 Juncace®
aa Fr berry- or drupe-like, 1-seeded.

rarely 2-3-seeded, embryo immersed
in a small pit near the periphery of
the endosperm palm-like plants 198 Palmace®

Series S Nudiflor® Perianth 0, or reduced to scales or bris-

tles, ovary superior, carpels solitary or, if more, syncarpous, l-oo-

ovuled seeds usually with endosperm

A. Plants minute, thalloid, 1-3 lines wide,
aquatic fls solitary or in pairs from
marginal fissures 199 Lemnace®.

AA Plants larger fls on spadices
B Fls diu'uous, perianth 0, carpels

usually confluent in clusters,
spadices clustered or pamcled
stiff plants 200 Pandanace®.

BB. Fls dioecious, or monoecious in differ-

ent spadices, perianth 0, or the
short segms distinct or connate,
spadices solitary stiff plants 201 Cyclanthacs®.

BBB. Fls. moncEcious in different spadices
rarely dioecious, perianth reduced
to membranous scales or thread-
like chaff

,
spadices rarely solitary

reed-like marsh plants 202 Typhace®.
BBBB. Fls bisexual, or monoecious m same

spadix, rarely dioecious, perianth 0,

or of 4 membranous or fleshy mi-
brtcato scales, spadices solitary
herbaceous or fleshy plants 203 Arace®

Series 6 Apocarp® Perianth in 1-2 senes, or 0‘ ovary supe-
rior; carpels solitary, or, if more, distinct seeds without endosperm.

A. Embryo complicate or horseshoe-
shaped perianth-segms 6, in 2 senes,
the inner petaloid

B. Ovules 1, rarely 2-5, basal 204. Ausmace®.

bb. Ovules numerous, borne between the
margins and midrib of the carpel... 205 Butomace®.

aa. Embryo curved perianth of 4 her-
baceous segms , or 0 ovule solitary 206 Naiadace®,

aaa. Embryo straight perianth of several
petaloid parts ovules 2-6 207. Aponoqbtona-

[ce®.

Series 7 Glomace® FIs disposed m spikes or spikelets which
are variously arranged, bracts of the spikelet scale-hke (glumes),
usually imbricate, penunth-segms small, scale-hke, bristle-like,

or 0, ovary 1-celled, 1-ovuled seeds with endosperm

a Fr an achene, seed free from the pen-
carp, palets and lodicules 0 208. Cyperace®.

aa. Fr a caryopsis, seed usually adherent
to pericarp, palets and lodicules
present . 209 Gramine®.

Other families, of which plants are more or less in cultivation
and described in this Cyclopedia, arc Adoxacese (Adoxa), Basel-
laceie (Anredera), Candofleacea* (Candollea), Caryoi aruceffi

(Caryoi ar)
,

Datiscace* (I)atisca), Frankcmacesp (I* rankuna),
Goodeniaceic (Goodema, Sc.cvola), Incacinacca; (Pyrenacantha),
Orobanc haw a* (Aphyllon), Restiacca' (Restio), Turneracece (bur-
nera), \ ochysiaceie (Vochysia)

Division 2. Pteridophyta Beanng spores instead of seeds,
but with a usually separate more insignificant stage which bears
sexual organs Ferns, lycopods, horsetails and the like

a Plants like large moss-plants, with
scale- or niedle-like lvs

b Spores ull alike, minute 210 Lycopodiack®.
bb Spores of two kinds, larger (mega-

spores) and smaller (mu rosporcs) 211 Selaqinellace®.
aa Plants consisting mainly of slender-

jointed herbaceous sts with whorls
of scale-likc appressed lvs at the
joints 212 Eqdisetace®.

aaa Plants true ferns, with usually ex-
panded lvs (Azolla, a moss-like
water-plant is exceptional ) (Fili-

eales )

b Ferns epiphytic or terrestrial (one
O ratoptens partly aquatio).
spores uniform, minute

c Sporangia with thick walls, aris-

ing from tissues beneath the
epidermis

d The sporangia in spikes or
panicles 213 Ophioglossace®.

dd The sporangia in round or oval
son on under surface of ordi-
nary If 21$ Mabattiace®.

cc Sporangia walls only 1 cell thick,
derived from epidermis

D. Small membranous ferns spor-
angia borne on thread-like pro-
jections along margin of lvs 215 Hymenophyll-

DD. Usually larger, tlucker-lvd ferns [ace®.
sporangia not on thread-like
projections

E Plants terrestrial

v Ring of sporangia obsolete,
sporangia in panicles 216 Osmundace®

ff Ring of sporangia apical,
sporangia ovate, sessile 217 Schiz®ace®.

FFF Ring of sporangia vertical
G. Tlie sporangia mostly

long-stalked lv s pin-
nate or palmate 218 Polypodiace®.

GO. The sporangia mostly ses-

sile or very short-
stalked

H. Sporangia m sort of
2-8, radiating in a
single plane, If -

branching often di-
chotomous growth
indeterminate 219 Gleicheniace®.

hh Sporangia numerous
in the globose son
mostly arborescent 220 Cyatheace®.

EE. Plants aquatic, with floating

sterile lvs and pod-like
sporophylls sporangia ses-

__
Bile w ith broad nnjj or 0 221 Ceratopteri-

bb. Ferns, aquatic, unfern-hke in appear- [dace®.
aDce, spores of 2 sorts,—large
macrospores and nunute micro-
spores

c Plants floating lvs simple, folded
microspores and macrospores in

separate sporocarps 222 Salviniace®.
cc Plants rooting in mud lv s quadri-

foliate, cloverlike microspores
and maerospores in the same
sporocarp . 223 Marsileace®.
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PART II.—KEY TO THE GENERA
1. RANUNCULACEjE.

a Sepals usually valvate lvs opposite . . 1.

aa. Sepals imbricate
B Carpels 1-ovuled fr an mdehiscent rcheno.

c Ovule pendulous, ruphe dorsal
i> Petals conspicuous 2

dd Petals 0, or very small
e FIs not subtended by involucres 3

ee FIs subtended by in\ olucres remote
from the calyx or t lose under it

F Involucre remote from calyx 4
FF Involucre of 3 Himplc, sessile lvs

closer under the n 5
FFF Involucre of 3 compound sessile

lvs 6
CC Ovules ascending

D Petals wanting 7

dd Petals 3 to many 8

BB Carpels several- or many-ovulcd fr usually
dehiscent at maturity, rarely berry-like

c. Petals large and showy 9
CC. Petals medium small, deformed, or 0

D FIs' irregular

E Posterior sepal forms a spur 10
ee Posterior sepal forms a hood 11

DD FIs regular
e lull racemose

f Stamens 5 or 10 shrubs 12
ff Stamens numerous herbs

a Fr a berry 13

go Fr consisting of follicles, dehis-
cent * 14

EE. Infl paniculate, or fls solitary

F Lvs palinately veined or cut, not
ternate

G Petals wanting
H Ovules many, in 2 series

along the ventral suture 15
hh Ovules only 2 1C

gg. Petals small or narrow, mostly
nectar-bearing

h Sepals commonly deciduous,
petals not 2-hpped, nor
scale-bearing 17

hh Sepals persistent , broad petals
2-lippod or bearing a scale 18

hhh Sepals deciduous, narrow,
petals bearing a scale 19

ff. Lvs ternately or subpinnately de-
compound

G Sepals 5-6

H Pc tals spurred 20
hh Petals not spurred, often

small or 0
i The carpels connate at the

base or higher 21
n The carpels free

j Carpels stalked 22
jj Carpels not stalked 23

gg Sepals and petals numerous 21

The genus Callianthemum is also in cultivation

Adorns

Thaiictrurn

Anemone

Ilepatica

Syndesmon

Trautvet-
[fcria

Ranunculus

Delphinium
Acunitum.

Xanlhorrh-
(tza

.4 eta a

Caltha
J/ydtastis

TrolUus

IIcllcborus

Eranthis

Aquilegia

Nigella

f’optis

Isopyrum
Antmonop-

[sis

2. DILLENIACEA5.

a Anthers adnatc, linear carpels 5-20, partly
connate upright trees or blirubs 1 Dillema

aa Anthers oblong or rarely orbicular, the cells

parallel and contiguous 2 Ihbberlia
AAA Anthers versatile, emargmato at the base,

carpels completely connate fr a berry
twining shrubs.

B Stamens and carpels oo winter-buds m-
closed in the swollen base of the petiole . 3 Aetmidia

BB Stamens 10 carpels 5. winter-buds free . 4 Clemato-
[clethra.

3. CALYCANTHACEiE.

A. Stamens 10- oo all sepals browmsh red. . 1. Calycanthus.
aa Stamens 5 outer sepals white, inner purple 2 Meraha.

4. MAGNOLIACEAS.

A. Stamens <». penanth-segms 6-°°.
B Fls bisexual upright trees or shrubs.

o. Stipules 0 1. Illicium.

cc Stipules present, inclosing young lvs. in
the bud

d. Anther* face out . . . . 2. Ltrioden-
dd Authors face in [(iron.

e Structure bearing the carpels stalked 3 Michelia.
ee Structure bearing the carpels sessile

f Dehiscence of carpel circumscissle 4 Talauma.
if Dehiscence 2-vul\ed 5 Magnolia.

BB Fls unisexual twining shrubs
c Carpels after unthosis spicale 6 Schizandra.

cc Cai pels after an thesis globose-capitate 7 Kadsura
aa. Stamens 4 perianth-segms 4, fls in slender

spikes, small lvs palimuerved tree 8 Tetracen-
[tron.

Members of the genus Drimys are sometimes cultivated

5. TROCHODENDRACEjB.

a Carpels 5-8, sessile, with many seeds fls per-
fect evergreen tree 1 Trochoden-

aa Carpels stipitate, developing into winged [dron.
nutlets with I or few seeds fls polygamous
deciduous tree 2 Euptelea

6. CERCIDIPHYLLACEA2.

The only genus Cerndiphyllum.

7. EUCOMMIACEzE.

The only genus Eucommia.

8. ANNONACEA2.

a. Fr an aggregation of many carpels closely
crowded into a spheroid or ovoid mass,
o\ ulcs solitary

B Carpels fused together with the receptacle
(torus) into a fleshy (often edible) syn-
carptuui

c Corolla gamopetalous, 3-lobed or 3-

spurred, almost dosed, with only a mi-
nut< opening above the stnmcns and
pistils

CC Corolla polypetalous, petals 0 in 2 senes,
inner series sometimes minute or even
wanting, outer petals v alv ate

bb Carpels distinct, rigid, polygonal, becoming
detached from the icrcptaclc when
mature, corolla polypetalous, the potala
imbricate or ovei lapping

aa Fr a cluster of distinct carpels, usually stip-

itate, never crowded so closely as to be-

come polygonal or prism-shaped, ovules
geminate or many in 1 or 2 sern s

B Ovules gemmate, vertical, parulh 1

bb Ovules horizontal or in 2 vertical rows
c Petals narrow

,
long, strap-shaped

cc Petals suborbicular to obov atr. -oblong
I) Inner p< tals with their margins invo-

lute, eur-shaped or boat-shape d

dd Inner petals with margins not involute

1 Rollinia

2 Annona.

3 Duguetia

4 Artabotrys

5 Cananyium.

fyfCymbonet-
[alum

7 Asxmma

Fusffia, Unona, Uvarva, and Xylopia arc also slightly in cul-

tivation

9. MENISPERMACEAS.

a. Filaments coalesced into a column which is

subpeltate at apex
B Sepals 6, petals 0 1 Anamirla

(See article Cocculus.)
bb Sepals 4, petals grown together, making a

small cup 2 Ctssampelos.
aa Filaments free, either at base or apex

B Stamens 9-20
c Sepals and petals 6, in whorls, stamens

9-12 3 Stnomen-
cc. Sepals and petals irregularly arranged, [mm.

sepals 4-10, petals 6-9, stamens 12-24 4 Menisper-
bb Stamens 6. [mum.

c. Petals 6, shorter than sepals, stamens
high-monadelphous 5 Cocculus.

co Petals 0, unless the 3 inner and larger se-

pals are regarded as petals, outer sta-
mens free 6. AbtUa.

Calyocarpum and Jatrorrhica are sometimes cultivated.
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10. BERBERIDACE®.

A. Venation or lobing pinnate, lvs penmnerved,
pinnatisect, pinnately 2-3-ternate or decom-
pound

B Ovules few, erect from the base
c Plants are shrubs

D Foilage-1vs simple, often fascicled
branches usually bearing reduced
spine-lvs 1 Berberia

DD Fohage-lvs pinnate evergreen branches
unarmed

k Lfts serrate, lvs simply pinnate 2 Mahonta.
ee Lfts entire, lvs 2-3-pmuaU 3 Nandina.

cc Plants are herbs
u Petals 6, reduced to small nectaries 4 Leontice

dd Petals 0, scarci ly smaller than sepals
and flat 5 Leontice, §

bb Ovules placed ventrally in 2 series herbs [Bongardia

.

c Sepals 12-15, petals 0, reduced to nec-
taries 6 Vancouieria

cc Sepals 8, petals 4, reduced to nectaries 7 Epimedium
ecc Sepals 7-8, petals 1, a little smaller flat 8 Aceranthua

AA Venation or lobing palmate, lvs palminerved,
palmilobed, or 2-partcd

B Sepals 0, petals 6 ovules in 2 series 0 Diphyllem
kb Sepals 6, petals 6 9 ovules in many at nes 10 Podophyl-

lum.
BBB Sepals 4, petals 8 11 Jefferaonia

BBBB Sepals and petals 0 12 \chlya

The species of Caulophyllum may be expected in wild gardens

aa Stigmas confluent lvs alternate, ternately de-
compound sepals 2, petals 4 placentae
remain attached to the margin of the valves

B Sepals coherent and covering fl like a can-
dle-extinguisher 4

bb Sepals separate
c Lobes of stigma 2, erect 5

cc Lobes of stigma 4, spreading 6
AAA Stigmas confluent lvs alti mate or mainly so

fls rarely 3-m< rous caps dehiscing by pores
or valves, the placenta* r< uiaimng as a frame
alternate with and free from the valves

B Caps dehiscent by pores ne ir the top 7.

BB Caps shortly dehiscing by valvts
C Stigmatic lobes radiating on the de-

pressed summit of a v t ry short style 8
cc Stigmatic lolx s radiating on the club-

shaped top of a distinct style 9
bbb Caps dehiscing by valves to the base or

nearly so

c The caps long and linear

d Sicds pitted 10
dd Meeds crested 11

cc The caps ovoid, oblong or cylindrical
d Petals 4

e Style distinct, but short 12

ee Style long 13
dd Petals 8-12 14

ddd Petals 0 15

Hypecoum is in the trade

11. LARDIZABALACE®.
15. FUMARIACE®.

a Lvs pinnate upright shrub 1 Decaianea.
aa Lvs digitate twining «hrubs

B Carpels 3, many-seeded
c Stamens monadelphous

d Sepals b, petals 0, much smaller 2 Lardizabala.
dd Sepals 0, petals 0 3 Stauntonia

cc Stamens free

d Sepals b, p< tals 0
e Pedn t Is elongated , sepals acuminate,

connective produced above the
anthers 4 Holbcelha.

ee Pedicels short, sepals rounded, con-
nective not produced ,

race mes very
long 5 Smofranch-

[etia

dd Sepals 3, petals 0 6 Akebia
bb Carpels on, 1-setded, stamens free lvs

deciduous . 7 Sargento-
[doxa.

12. NYMPH®ACE®.

a. Fls small ( Yi~ 1 in )

b Stamens 3 0 submerged lvs dissected 1 Cabomba.
bb Stamens 12-25 lvs all peltate 2 Braaema.

aa Fls large and showy (1 1 2 in), sepals
4-5, petals and stamens °°

b Carpels in pits in a top-shaped receptacle 3 Nelumbo.
bb Carpels forming a distinct many-seeded

ovary
c Plants prickly

D Mtamens, inner oncH, sterile 4 Victoria.
DD Mtamens all fertile 5 Euryale.

cc. Plants not prickly
d Ovary wholly free and superior 6 Nuphar.

dd Ovary with stamens and inner petals
inserted on it . 7. Nymphaca

13. SARRACENIACE®.

A. Style umbrella-shaped 1 Sarracenia.
aa. Style 5-cut at apex 2 Darlma-

[tonia.

Hehamphora may bo expected in choice botanical collections.

14. PAPAVERACE®.

A. Stigmas distinct lvs mainly opposite or
whorled sepals usually 3. petals usually 6,

in 2 senes placental never separate from the
valves

b Lvs lobed 1. Romneya.
BB Lvs entire

c Filaments dilated stigmas «>, linear.

fr not capsular 2. Platyatemon.
cc Filaments slightly dilated, stigmas 3,

broader, fr. capsular .... .3. Plaiyattgma,

a Corolla 2-spurred or bigibbous, the 2 outer and
larger (lateral) petals binul tr

B Seeds cnstless petals permanently united
into a Hubcurdate persistent corolla which
incloses the rij>e caps 1

bb Seeds mostl> crested petals less or slightly

united into a 2-spurred or bigibbous
corolla 2

aa Corolla with only 1 of the outer petals spurred
or gibbous by torsion becoming posterior a
nectariferous spur from the base of the Ala-
rm nfs projt cts into the petal-spur

B .Style mostly persistent 3
bb Style deciduous fl smaller 4

16. CRUCIFERA2.

A The silique transversely 2-jointcd
b Lower joint indehiscent pedicel-shaped, the

larger joint globose, 1 -loaded. 1 -seeded
bb Lower joint dehiscent, 2-valved, many

Haded
aa 1 he silique n it 2-jointed, indehiscent

n Siliqut s in pairs
bb Siliques not in pairs

< Texture horny or bony
cc Trxtute leathery, or membranaceous

D Mil »pe straight
DD She pc curved

ddd Shupe orbicular
aaa The silique dehiscent for its whole length

(except that some lirassie as are not dehis-
cent at the upexl

B \alvcs markedly concave, compressed con-
trary to the septum, which is often very
n irrow , sdniue short

c Cotyledons aecumbcnt.
d Sts leafy

dd Sts s« apes
cc Cotyh dons incumbent

D 'I lie valves, usually wingless
e Fls rosy oi violet

1

1

4

5
0
7

8
9

10

ff Fls white 11
dd The valves winged 12

bb Valves (transversely septiferous in Anastat-
lca), flat or concave, not compressed con-
traryto the septum (Smelowskia and cer-

tain Vesiearias are laterally compressed)
septum aa wide as the valves, silique long
or short

c Cotyledons longitudinally eonduplicate
D Seeds in 1 senes 13

DD Seeds in 2 senes 14

CC Cotyledons accumbent (sometimes incum-
bent or convolute in Cheiranthus)

D Seeds in 1 series (except certain species
of Radicula and Arabia siliquos

long and narrow (except m Anastatica
and sometimes Radicula and
Parrya).

EachacholU-
lia.

Dendrome-
[con.

//unne-
Imannia.

Papaver.

Arjemone.

Meconopaia.

Glnucium
Chclidon-

[lum.

Styloph-

(
orum

.

Eomecon
Sanijuin-

(arta,

Bocconia.

Adlumia.

Dicentra.

Corydalia.
Fumaria.

Crambe.

Ifomia,

Senebiera.

Iaatia

Raphanus
Sobolt wskia.
Pcltana

Iberia
IIutchinaia.

Ionopaid-
Itum.

Lepidium.
Aithionema.

Braaaica.
Eruca.
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B. Valves appendaged 15 Anaatatica.
(See article Resurrection Plants )

BE. Valves not appendaged
F. Stiginatio lobes erect, connate or

decurrent along the style

G. Plants are herbs or branched
sub-shrubs woolly 16 Matthtola.

GO Plants are tufted, scape-bearing
herbs 17 Parrya.

FF. Stigma undivided or shortly
lobed

a Valves elastic seeds in 1 or 2
series, sihque long and linear 18 Arabia.

gg Valves not elastic

h Sepals unequal, the lateral

ones sac cate at the base 19 Cheiranthua.
HH Sepals equal

i Seeds in 2 series . . 20 Radicula
it. Seeds in 1 series

j FIs yellow 21 Barbarea .

jj FIs w lute or purple

K. Khizomo not scaly
valves delicately net-
ted-nerved 22 Cardamine.

KK Rhizome scaly valves
with very delicate
midrib 23 Denlaria.

PD. Se^ds m 2 series and sihques short and
broad (except in some spec les of
Aubnetia, Draha and Cochlearia)

B. Sihques 2-looular, many-seeded,
seeds much compressed, winged or
margined

F Lvs entire or dentate sihques
long-stalked, v< ry broad 24 Lunaria.

ff Lvs pinnatisoct sihques sessile 25 Selenia.

ee. Sihques l-2-lo< uh d, 2- to many-
seeded, seeds rarely winged, valves
often turgid

F Sepals often unequal, the lateral
saccate at the base

a FIs purple sihques oblong
lateral sepals sac c ate 26 Aubnetia.

GG FIs generally yellow sihques
mostly oblong sepals equal or
unequal 27 Vesicaria.

ff Sepals equal

a Stamens often appendaged 28 Alystum.
GG Stamens not appendaged.

h Plants tomentose 29 Draba
hh Plants glabrous 30 Cochlearia.

(See also Kernera )

CCC. Cotyledons incumbent, straight, con-
volute or transversely plicate

D. The cotyledons trans\ ersely bipheate 31 Ileliophila.

DD. The cotyledons not transversely biph-
eate

e Petals pinnatifid 32 Schuopet-
ee Petals not pinnatifid [alon

f Stigmas erect, free or connate into
a cone, sepals long and straight

a The stigmas bilamellate, la-

nicll® erect 33 Heapena.
gg The stigmas bilamellate, la-

mellae connivcnt or connate
into a cone 34 Malcomui.

FF. Stigma simple, capitate, emurgi-
nate or shortly 2-lobed cotyle-
dons straight

G Sihque stipitate 35. Stanleya.
GO Sihque sessile

H Sepals equal 36 Smclowskia.
hh Sepals unequal 37. Erysimum.

The additional genera are also treated. Braya, Physaria, and
Physoptychis.

17. CAPPARIDACEA5.

A. Fr. capsular, 1-loculed herbs.

B. Torus short, often produced into a posterior
appendage ... 1. Cleome.

bb. Torus long, produced into a gynophore
which is elongated at the middle and bears
the pistil to which the filaments are
united 2 Gynandrop-

AA. Fr berry-like hr drupe-like [ns.

B Lvs simple 3 Cappans.
bb. Lvs. with 3 lfts 4. Crataeva.

Polanisia is also to be expected m cultivation.

18. RESEDACE2E.

19.

CISTACEJE.

A. Placenta* with many seeds lvs opposite at
least below, flat,

B Valves 5, rarely 3, embryo circinate or
spiral fls solitary or cymose, rarely
raccmoso 1. Cistus.

bb Valves 3, embryo bipheate, runcinato or
circumflex fls commonly racemose 2 Helianthe-

aa Plaoentse with 2 seed« lvs alternate, scale-like [mum.
or awl-shaped heath-like shrubs ... 3 Uudsonia.

20.

VIOLACE.E.

a. Sepals subequal, produced or spurred at base,
lower petal spurred or saccate herbs . 1. Viola.

aa Sepals not produced at base
B Lower petal spurred or enlarged
c With a very large spur seeds complanate

woody climber 2 Corynos-
cc With lower petal merely gibbous seeds [tylis.

obovoid-subglobose herbs 3 Solea
bb Lower petal not greatly unlike tho others

shrubs or trees 4 Hymenan-
[thera.

21.

BIXACEA2.

A. Caps 2-valvod, seeds straight and naked
lvs entire 1 Bixa

aa Caps 3-valved seeds spiral, hairy or woolly
lvs digitate or palm itely lobed 2 Maximili-

[anea.

22.

FLACOURTIACEAS.

A. Sepals and petals alike, 9-15, spirally ar-

ranged, red, stamens 7-10 twining shrub 1. Berberidop-
aa. Sepals 3-6, whorled, stamens usually numer- [«w.

ous (ex< ept m No 1 ) upright trees or shrubs
b Petals 1-10, sip ils 3-5 2 Oncoba.

BB. Petals wanting
c lull axillary lvs pennmerved, leathery

fr a berry or drupe
D Style -ample, sometimes lobed at apex,

ovary 1-celled

E The sepals imbricate, stylo short . 3 Xylosma.
ee The si pals vilvatc, style elongated,

stamens aomr linns 5 or 10 4. Asara.
Dn Styles several, ovary irregularly

divided
e. Fls perfect or polygamous, in axillary

racemes or panicles fr a drupe 5 Flacourtia.
ee Fls dioecious, th< pistillate solitary

or few fr a berry 0 Aberia
cc. Infl terminal lvs hand-nerved or 3- (or Doryalis.

)

nerved at base, long-stalked, deciduous
d Fr a berry, styles usually 5, sepals

imbricate 7. Idesia.

DD, Fr a caps
e. Styles 3, 2-parted at apex, sepals

valvate 8. Poliothyrsia .

EE. Styles 3-4, 3-parted at apex, sepals
reduplicate, large 9. Camerea.

23.

PITTOSPORACEJE.

a. Fr Indehiscent
B Filaments longer than anthers, petals more

or less oonmvent from the base to beyond
the middle 1. BiUardiera.

bb Filaments shorter than anthors, petals
spreading from the base . 2 Sollya.

aa. Fr a caps which is loculicidally dehiscent
B Calls thick-coriaceous, seeds numerous

c Seeds not winged, thick or sligntly com-
pressed 3 Pittoaporum.

CC Seeds winged, flat, compressed, horizontal 4 llymenoa-
bb. Caps thinly coriaceous seeds 1-2 in each [porum

locule, compressed, not winged, vertical 5. Buraana

24.

TREMANDRACEiE.

a. Anthers 2-celled, or 4-eelled in 2 planes 1 Tetratheca.

aa. Anthers 4-celled in 1 plane 2. Platytheca.

25.

POLYGALACEJE.

In cultivation. Reseda. In cultivation Polygala.
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26. CARYOPHYLLACEfi.

32.

EUCRYPHIACEfi.

a. Ovary 1-ovuled: corolla absent
B. Begins of involucrate perianth hooded near

apex and muoronate on back 1. Paronychia.
BB. Begins of hardly involucrate perianth not

hooded, and blunt 2. Hemiana.
jul. Ovary several-ovuled petals usually present

B. Sepals coalesced into a toothed or lobed
calyx, petals and stamens hypogynous,
being raised with the ovary on a gyn-
ophore, rarely sessile, petals with or with-
out a scale at the apex of the claw,

c. Hilum facial, embryo straight
d Calyx tubular, multistnate 3. Dxanthut.

DD Calyx top-shaped or long-tubular, 5- or
15-nbbed plants and ns smaller 4. Tunica.

OC. Hilum lateral, embryo peripheral.
D. Calyx 10-nerved, rarely with many

parallel nerves
e Styles commonly 3 caps shortly

i- or b-valved 5 Stlene.

EE Styles commonly 5 or 4 caps
shortly 5-10- or 4-8-valved . 6. Lychnxt.

DD Calyx obscunly veined 7 Saponarxa.
ddd Calyx broadly or obscurely 5-nerved 8 Gypsophxla.

BB Sepals free or only coalesced at the very
base, petals and stamens hypogynous
on a short torus or usually very shortly
perigynous

c Stipules small, scanous 9 Spergula.
CC Stipules 0

d Valves (or rather teeth) of the caps
twice as many as the styles. . 10 Ceraatium.

DD Valves of the caps as many as the
styles

E Petals 2-fid, styles commonly 3 11 Stellarxa

ee Petals entire, styles commonly 3 12 Arenaria.
kee Petals entire or 0, styles as many as

the sepals . 13 Sagxrxa

Alsine is also cultivated

The only genus Eucryphxa.
33.

TERIVSTRCEMIACEfi.

a. Anthers basifixed.

B. Calyx of 5 sepals, sub-connate at the base, at
length fleshy and adhering to the ovary 1 Vianea.

BB. Calyx inferior, sepals free

c. Ms rather large, petals coalesced at base,
anthers glabrous ovules 2-4 m each
locule, pendulous from the apex ... 2. Ttrnitrotmxa.

cc. FIs medium-sized, petals free or hardly
coalesced, anthers pilose ovules oo m
the middle of the locule 3 Cleyera.

COO. Fla. small, dioecious, petals coalesced at
base ,

anthers glabrous ovules «> in the
middle of the locule . . 4. Eurya.

aa. Anthers versatile

B. Radicles inferior

c Ovules ascending, seeds lens-shaped,
embryo straight 5 Stuartia.

CC. Ovules laterally affixed, seeds flat, winged
on back, cotyledons flat and radicle
indexed . 6 Schxma.

bb. Radicles superior.
c Ovules oo

, seeds winged above 7 Gordonxa.
cc. Ovules few in each locule, Beeds not

winged
D FIs sessile, sepals deciduous . 8 Camellxa.

dd FIs. pedicelled, sepals persistent 9. Thea

34.

STACHYURACBfi.

The only genus Siachyurut.

35.

MALVACEfi.

27. PORTULACACEfi.

A. Ovary cohering below with the calyx-tube 1 Portulaca.
jul Ovary free from the calyx

b. Embryo arched , endosperm scant 2 Anaeamp-
bb Embryo more inrun ed or annular, mclud- [aeroa.

ing the endosperm
c. Sepals usually deciduous 3 Talxnum.

cc Sepals persistent, at least usually in Cal-
andrmia

d Number of sepals 5-8 4 Lewxsxa
dd. Number of sepals 2

e Shape of sepals roundish heart-
shaped, scanous 5 Spraguea.

ee Shape of sepals o\ ate, herbaceous
f Stamens 3, rarely 5 6 Montxa

ff. Stamens definitely 5 7 Claytonxa.
fff Stamens indefinitely 5 to many 8 Calandnnxa.

28. TAMARICACEfi.

a. Stamens 4-5, free 1 Tamarxx
AA. Stamens 10, connate below 2 Myrxcarxa.

29. FOUQUIERIACEfi.

The only genus Fouguxerxa.

30. HYPERICACE.fi.

a. FIs. 4-merous .1 Aacyrum.
AA. FIs. 6-merous .2. Hyperxcum.

31. GUTTIFERfi.

a. Style very short or 0 ovules solitary in eaeh
locule of the ovary.

B Sepals 4
BB. Sepals 2 . .

aa. Style elongated’ ovules solitary or 2
b Ovary 1-loculed, 1-ovuled

BB. Ovary 2-4-loculed, 4-ovuled

1. Garcxnxa.
2. Rhcedxa.

3 Calophyl-
[lum.

4. Mammea.

The genera Ochrocarpus and Platonia are also treated.

A. Fr a caps
,
locuhcidally dehiscent (in Adan-

soma mdehiscent, and woody)
B. Seeds usually kidney-shaped stigmas or

style-braoohos finally spreading
c Bractlets 5 to many, rarely 0, or reduoed

to teeth style-branches finally spread-
ing 1 Hxbxacut.

CC Bractlets 0 or 3 stigmas distinct, free,

radiating 2. Logutxarxa.

bb. Seeds obovoid or angled style club-shaped
at apex, undivided or with short erect
branches

C. Bractlets 3-5, small
cc Bractlets 3, large, cordate

aa. Fr composed of carpels which separate at
maturity

b Stammul column anther-bearing outside,
truncate or 5-toothed at the apex, style-
branches 10

C Bractlets 5-8, herbaceous or setifonn,
carpels with or without 1-3 awns

cc Bractlets °°
, herbaceous or setiform, car-

pels fleshy outside, connate into a berry,
later separating

ccc Bractlets 4-6, large and colored, carpels
naked, mutieous

bb. Staminal column bearing anthers at or near
the apex

c. Carpels ® , crowded into a mass without
order

D Bractlets 3 ... .8 Malope.
DD. Bractlets 0 9. Palava.

CC. Carpels in a single whorl
D. Ovules 2 or more

e Bractlets 4-6
ee Bractlets 0
see Bractlets 3
dd Ovule solitary

E The ovule ascending
F. Styles longitudinally stigmatose

inside
o. FIs dioecious 13. Kapsea.

qq FIs. bisexual. (See article Sida.)
H Staminal column double, the

outer of 5 clusters 14 Sxdalcea.
hh Staminal oolumn single

i. Bractlets 3-9, connate at
base.

3 Theapesxa.
4 Qoaaypxum.

5. Patonto.

6 Maltavxacut.

7 Goethea.

10 Kydxa
11 Abutxlon.
12 Sphaeralcea.

1 . Axis of fr. not surpassing
carpels . 15. AUhma.

M. Axis of fr surpassing
carpels 16 Lavatera.

XL Bractlets 0-3, distinct,
j. Carpels with transverse

appendages inside un-
der the beak 17. CalUrkai,
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jj Carpels not appendaged 18 Malm.
FF. Style-branches tipped with small

capitate or club-shaped stigmas 19 Malvaatrum.
XX. The ovules pendulous

F. Style-brauohes longitudinally stig-

matose inside 20. Plagxanthua.
FF. 8tyle-branches truncate at apex or

with small oapitate stigmas. . 21. Stda.

Other genera described are Hohena, Ingenhousia, Kitaibelia,
and Kosteletakya.

42.

MALPIGHIACEfi.

a. Fr a fleshy 3-stoned drupe , . 1 Malpighxa.
aa. Fr a caps composed of 3 dehiscent berries

fls in terminal racemes 2 Galphimta.
aaa. Fr. consists of 1-3 samaras, fls in umbel-hke

corymbs ... . .3. Stigmaphyl-
[lon.

Other genera described are Byrsomma, Janusia, Sphedainno-
carpus and Tnstellateia.

36.

BOMBACACEfi.

A. Lvs digitate: cotyledons conduphcate or
convolute

B. Staminal column separated above into
numerous filaments

c Caps 5-valved, densely woolly within . 1. Bombax.
cc Caps woody, not woolly within.

d Calyx 5-cut . . 2 Adansonia.
dd Calyx truncate 3 Pachxra.

BB Staminal column 5-cut or 5-toothed, the
branches bearing 2-3 anthers

c. Column outside below the middle annu-
lately 5-10-lobod 4 Chonsia.

cc Column not annulate 5 Cetba.
AA. Lvs simple, feather-veined, entire cotyledons

plane, leafy or fleshy 6 Durio.

37.

STERCULIACEfi.

A. Petals concave or hooded at the base
b Anthers solitary between the staminodes

bb Anthers 2 or more between the staminodes
c Fr a membranous caps

cc Fr a woody caps,
ccc Fr drupaceous .

aa. Petals flat

B. The petals deciduous
c. Anthers sessile, calyx club-shaped or bell-

shaped
CC Anthers stipitate, sepals at length free.

bb. The petals persistent or marcescent.
c. Anthers 10 or 15, rarely 20

D Ovules 2 in each locule .

dd Ovules a>

cc Anthers 5
AAA. Petals 0.

B Fls bisexual
bb Fls unisexual or polygamous

c Anthers crowded without order seeds
without endosperm

cc Anthers in a single ring seeds with en-
dosperm

1. Rulingia

2 Abroma
3 Gnazuma
4 Theobroma.

5 Reevesta.
6 Pteroaper-

[mum.

7 Dombeya
8 Pentapqtea
9 Mahernla.

10 Fremontia.

11 Sterculia

12 Cola

Brachychiton, Chiranthodcndron, and Hentiera are also treated

43.

ZYGOPHYLLACEfi.

a. Ovary sessile lvs with 2 lfts , rarely 1 1ft 1 Zygophyl-
[lum,

aa. Ovary stalked lvs abruptly pinnate 2 Guaiacum

44.

GERANIACEfi.

a. Fls. irregular, the posterior sepal spurred;
spur adnatc to the pedicel 1 Pelargonium,

aa Fls regular or neai ly so
B. Stamens 10, usually all fertile tails of car-

pels usually not bearded inside 2 Geranium.
bb Stamens, 5 fertile and 5 reduced to scales,

tails of carpels usually bearded inside 3 Erodium.
bbb Stamens 15, anther-bearing, in groups of 5 4 Monsoma.

45.

TROPfiOLACEfi.

The only genus Tropaeolum.

46.

LIMNANTHACE.fi.

In cultivation Limnanthea.

47.

OXALIDACEfi.

A. Fr a locuhcidal caps
b Valves of caps separating to the middle

un Valves of caps separating to the base
aa. Fr an indehiscent berry

48.

BALSAMINACEfi.

In cultivation . Impatient.

1 Oxahe.
2 Biophytum.
3 Averrhoa.

38.

TILIACEfi.

a. Calyx bell-shaped, 3-5-cut 1 Berna.
aa Calyx composed of distinct sepals

b Petals pitted at the base, inserted around
the base of a more or less elevated torus

c Fr unarmed, glabrous, or tomentose 2 Grevna
cc Fr echinate or setose 3 Triumfetta

bb Petals not pitted, inserted immediately
around the stamens

c Fr indehiscent globose, usually 1-seeded . 4 Tilia
cc Fr a caps

d Caps loculicidally dehiscent
e The stamens all bear anthers

f The caps globose, echinate 5 Entelea
TT The caps pod-hke, usually naked 6 Corchorus.

BE The outer stamens have no anthers 7 Sparmannia.
DD Caps dehiscing at the apex 8 Luehea

39.

ELfiOCARPACEfi.

A. Fr. a berry 1 Analotelia.
aa. Fr a drupe . 2 Elseocarmu.

aaa. Fr a dehiscent locuhcidal caps ... 3. Tncuapxd-
[ona.

40.

LINACEfi.

a. Styles 5 lvs entire, glands equal 1. Linum.
aa. Styles 3-4 lvs usually serrate 1 glands usually

unequal or absent. . 2. Reinwardtia.

41.

ERYTHROXYLACEfi.

In cultivation Erythroxylon.

49.

RUTACEfi.

a Ovary entire or slightly 2-5-lobed, style ter-

minal, entire at base fr drupe-like or berry-
like, but leathery, usually indehiscent

B Fls hermaphrodite, petals and stamens
free or connate, ovules 1, 2 or many fr

usually with a cortex outside and pulpy
within, seeds ex-albuininous (Subfamily
Citr&t&d

c Cotyledons thin and twisted in seed frs

dry 1 Micromelum.
CC. Cotyledons thick and fleshy, plano-con-

vex frs. more or less fleshy or pulpy
D Thorns absent lvs pinnate, lfts alter-

nate on raehis frs fleshy berries

E Styles very short and thick, persis-

tent, fls small, ureeolate young
growth densely covered with brown
velvety pubescence 2 Glycoamis.

EE. Styles long or, if short, dehiscent
f Fls small ovarial cells with scat-

tered hairs frs with thick fleshy

dissepiments 3 Claucena.

FF. Fls large ovarial cells with tufted

conducting hairs frs fleshy but
with thin dissepiments 4. Chalcaa

DD. Thorns usually present lvs simple or,

if compound, with the lateral lfts

exactly opposite (Tribe Citrete )

E. Frs large, hard-shelled, cells filled

with mucilage (Subtnbe lEghnse )

F. Lvs pinnate ovary 5-oelled but
by confluence becoming 1-celled.

G. Seeds woolly, exocarp woody,
continuous 5 Feronia.

OG. Seeds smooth, exocarp prismatic, 6 FeronuUa.
ff. Lvs trifoliate or simple: ovary

6-15-oeUed.
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O. The lvs always simple fr with
thm dissepiments, G-eelled,
seeds smooth T.&glopaia.

GKJ. The lvs trifoliate fr 8-15-celled.
H Seeds woolly

i The frs hard-shelled, 10-15-
eelled 8 Mgle.

ii The frs long-oval, leathery,
8-10-eelled 9. Chselosper-

HH Seeds smooth fr subglobose, [mum.
very hard-shelled 10 Balaamo-

EE Frs not nurd-shelled (Subtribe [
citrus

Lav angm® )

F The frs small, fleshy or with mu-
cilage ill cells, without pulp-
vtsioles

a Petioles very long, lvs trifoliate

climbing shrubs 11 Lavanga.
ckj Petioles short, often winged

H The lvs pinnate, raehis
broadly winged frs J^in
diain 12 Hespere-

HH. The lvs trifoliate or simple [thuna.

I. Lvs tnfohati or bifoliate

J Petioh s of medium length,
narrow ly winged frs 1

in diam 13 Pletosper-

33 Petioles very short, wing- [mtum.
less fls 3-merous frs

diam 14 Tnphaaia
II. Lvh simple or umfoliate

3 Frs angl d, seeds very
long, flattened 15 Merope

33 Frs not arigh d
K Plant a climbing shrub

petioles long 10 Paramignya
KK Plant a shrill) or tree

pt doles short
L. Di.un of frs J^in

lvs venose alls
not filled with
mucilage 17 Seven na

ll Diam of frs 1 in

cells filled with
mucilage lvs
smoot h 18 Pamburua

Fr The frs hcsperidri, the cells filled

with stalked pulp-vesules con-
taining juice (Subtribe Citnn® )

a Lvs pinnate, raehis broadly
winged ovules 1 in each all .19 CUropsis.

aa Lvs trifoliate or simple ovules
usually 2 or more in each cell

H The lvs trifoliate, da uluous 20. Poncirua
hh The lvs simple, persistent

i Stamms 8 or 10, twice as
many as the pptals 21. Atalanha

n Stamens lb-40, 4 or more
times as many as petals

3. Lvs lsofacial, gray-green,
with stomates and hairs
on botli faces frs small,
3-4-cel led 22. Eremocitrus

33 Lvs not isofacial, without
stomates on upper sur-
face

K. Ovary 3-5-celled lvs
pale below

,
punctate 23 Fortunella

KK Ovary b-15-ct lied

L. The stamens poly-
adelphous 24 Citrus

Stamens fiee
M Cotyledons a£nal

on germination,
first foliage lvs
opposite fr
small, 10-12-
cel led 25 Papeda

MM. Cotyledons hypog-
cous, first foli-

age -lvs alter-

nate eataphvlls
frs 5- orb-celled 26 MicrocUrut.

BB. Fls, usually polygamo-dicecious, petals and
stamens free, ovules 2, except in the first

2 genera seeds usually albuminous
c Ovules solitary

D. Petals 4-5, valvate, stamens4-5. drupe
2-4-stoncd 27. Skimmia.

VD. Petals 5, valvate, stamens 5, ovary 5-

lobed, stigma sessile . 28 Casimtroo.
cc Ovules twin

D Petals 2-5, valvate or imbricate, sta-
mens 2-5 fr 4-7-loculed 29. Toddalia.

dd Petals 5-8, valvate, stamens 5-6 fr. a
5-stoncd drupe 30 Phelloden-

DDD. Petals 4-5, imbricate, stamens 4-5. (dron
fr a 2-3-loculed samara 31. Ptelea

aa. Ovary deeply 2-5-lobed , styles basilar or
ventral, or the Btigmaa connate 1 fr capsular
or 3-6-berried.

b Ovules 3 or more m each locule
c Petals 4-5, equal, stamens 8-10, straight 32
cc Petals 5. unequal, stamens 10, decimate 33

BB Ovules 2 in each locule
c Fls irregular 34
CC Fls regular

d The fls unisexual or polygamous.
E Lvs alternate

f Foliage pinnate fls polygamous 35
ff Foliage simple fls unisexual 36

EE Lvs opposite fls unisexual 37
DD The fls hermaphrodite

E Albumen Hi shy (unknow nmChoisya)
F. Petals ere c t, long, connate or con-

mvent, forming a cylindrical
tube 38

FF. Petals free, spreading
o The petals imbricate
h Stamens S, petals 4 lvs oppo-

site 39.
hh Stamens 8-10, petals 4-5 lvs

alternate 40
HHH btaincns 10, petals 5 lvs

opposite 4

1

ca The petals vah ate 42
EE Albumen 0

f The caps 5-loiuUd 43
ff The ovary-lobes 1-5, free

<• Staminodr s 0 44
oo Staminodcs 5

H Style short, stigma capitate,
ns terminal 45

hh Style long, stigma simple, fls

axillary 46

The following genera art also described Amyns,
Diplolacna, Lnnoma, and bputhelia

Ruta.
Dictamnua.

Xanthoxy-
Onxa [lum.
Evodta

Boronta.

Eriostemon.

Choisya
Pilocarpus.

Caloden-
[idrum.

Diosma.

Adenandra.

Barosma

Chloroxylon,

50.

SIMARUBACE.®.

a Stamens 10, twice as many as petals.
u Petals united into a tube 1 Quassia

bb Petals spreading 2 Ailanthua
aa Stamens 4-5, as many as petals 3 Picraama.

51.

OCHNACE®.

A Ovary 3-10-loculod locules 1-ovuled, s^ds
without endosperm

B Stamens many, paint le lateral 1 Ochna
bb Staim ns 10, panicle terminal 2 Ouratea

aa Ovary 2-5-loculed, many-ovulcd, with endo-
spe rm 3 Cespedeaxa.

52.

BURSERACEAE.

A Calyx-tube broadly urn-shaped, covered by
the torus 1 Caruga

aa Calyx small, 4-b-parted . 2. Buracra.

53.

MELIACE®.
a Stamens free
b Ovary 4-5-eelled, cells 8-12-ovulod . 1 Cedrela

bb Ovary 2-celled, cells 1-ov uled 2 Ptjeroxylon.

aa Stamens coalesced into a tube, at least at
base

b I ocules of the ov ary many-ovuled 3 Swielenta.
bb Loeules of the ovary 1-2-ovuled

c Lvs simple 4 Tuttsea.
cc Lvs 3-foliolatc or 1-3-pinnate.

d Anthers 5 . .5 Aglaia.
dd. Anthers 8-12

E Disk cup-like . 6 Meha
ee Disk rmg-likc . 7. Trichilia.

54.

OLACACE®.

A Stamens twice as many as the petals, all fertile 1 Ximenia.
aa Stamens anther-bearing, 3-5, staminodia 6 or

less. 2 Olax

55.

AQUIFOLIACE®.

a. Petals connate at base, ovary 4-5-loculed 1 Ilex.

aa Petals free, linear, ovary 3-5-loculed 2 Nemopanth-
[«*.

56.

CYRILLACE®.

a Racemes terminal , stamens 10 caps winged 1 ClxfUmxa.
aa. Raoemes lateral, stamens 5. oape. not winged. 2. CyrxUa.
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57. CBLASTRACEfi. 61. SABIACEfi.

A. Fr. mdehiscent 1. Bimodew-
AA. Fr. a dehiscent caps. [dron.

m. Lv». opposite.
c Ovules 1-2, m the axis of the locule 2 Bvonymua.
cc Ovules 2, m the locules, erect . 3. Pachyatxma.

BB. Lvs. alternate.

C. Ovary confluent with the disk.

d. Locules generally 1-ovuled plants un-
armed fls solitary, clustered or
cymose 4 Mayienua.

pd. Locules 2-ovuled. plants often armed
fls cymose . . 5. Gymnot-

\porxa

OC. Ovary free 6 Celaitrue.

Other genera treated are Cassine, Catha, and Tripterygium.

58. STACKHOUSIACEfi.

In cultivation. Slackhouaxa.

59. RHAMNACEfi.

A. Calyx-lobes persistent, the often star-shaped
disk joining its tube to the entire surface of
the ovary fr dry, 3-wmged .

AA. Calyx-lobes deciduous
B. Disk lining the shallow calyx-tube nearly or

quite free from the ovary, fr drupaceous,
mostly fleshy and often edible, with a
single 1-4-colled stone inclosing as many
seeds, or 1-sceded by abortion, seed-coats
membranous

c Petals 0 endosperm copious, ruminate
cc. Petals 5

D. Fr winged, dry, leathery plants
prickly lvs 3-nerved

DD. Fr. a fleshy drupe plants pnckly lvs

3-nerved
odd. Fr a drupe with leathery sarcocarp

plants unarmed lvs penmnerved
bb. Disk lining the calyx-tube, or both adherent

to ovary fr drupaceous or becoming dry,
c Lvs very small or wanting, the spines If -

like

cc. Lvs ordinary
d Fr a fleshy drupe free from calyx, con-

taining 2-4 separate nut-like stones
DD. Fr becoming nearly or quite dry,

partly inferior, separating into 3
nutlets ovary adnate to disk at its

base
ODD. Fr a caps with membranous covering,

inferior, separating into 3 cocci,
which are dehiscent inside

dddd. Fr mdehiscent, pea-shaped, 3-celled,
3-seeded ovary free

1 Gouanxa.

2 Reynoaxa

3 Palxurue.

4 Zizyphus

5 Berchemxa

6 Colletxa

7 Rhamnua

8 Ceanothua

9 Pomaderrxa.

10. Hovenxa.

The genus Rhamnella is sometimes cultivated

60. VITACE.fi.

A. 8tamens free climbing shrubs or herbs
B. Petals expanding, fls m cymes bark close;

pith white
c. Plants climbing, mostly by adhesion of

dilated and disk-shaped tips of the
tendril-branches no distinct disk or
free nectariferous glands, but a nec-
tariferous and wholly confluent thick-
ening of the base of the ovary, or even
this obsolete lvs never pinnate 1. Partheno-

CC. Plants climbing by the prehension and [ci«*u«.
coiling of naked-tipped tendrils, nec-
tariferous disk or glands surrounding
the ovary or its base, and at least partly
free from it

d. Fls. 5-merous: woody plants, mostly
hardy . 2. Ampeloptxa.

dd. Fls 4-merous more or less fleshy,
woody or herbaceous, mostly tropi-
cal or subtropical ... .3. Cunt*.

BB. Petals cast off from the base while cohering
by their tips, hypogynous disk or 3
nectariferous glands alternate with the
stamens, fls m panicles: berries usually
edible lvs. rarely compound, never pin-
nate 4. Vttxa.

AA. Stamens with connate filaments: lvs. 1-3-pin-
nate. upright trees or shrubs 5. Leea.

Tetraatigma is also briefly treated.

In cultivation Mehotma.

62. ACERACEfi.

A. Nutlets winged all around, lvs pinnate, with
9-15 lfts. 1. Dxpteronia.

AA. Nutlets with an elongated wing on one side:
lvs. simple or compound . ... 2. Acer.

63. STAPHYLEACEfi.
A. Lvs opposite several seeds in eaoh cell

B. Ovary 2-3-partcd at base.
c Caps vesiculose 1 Staphylea.
cc Follicles coriaceous 2 Euxcaphxa.

bb Ovary 3-lobed fr fleshy or leathery 3 Turpxnxa.
AA. Lvs alternate 1 seed in each cell fr berry-

hke 4 Tapxacxa.

64. MELIANTHACEfi.
A. Calyx subsaccate, the segms narrow, very

unequal at base ovules in the locules 2-4 1. Melxanthua.

AA. Calyx of 5 free, roundish sepals ovules
numerous in 2 series on the placenta 2. Greyxa.

65. HIPPOCASTANACEfi.
In cultivation JBaculut.

66. SAPINDACEfi.
a. Fls irregular
b 0\ules solitary in the locules (rarely 2 in

Paullima) plant climbing
C Fr a winged samara 1

cc Fr bladdery, membranous, locuhcidal. 2

ccc Fr a pear-shaped, septindal caps 3
bb Ovules 2 or more in the locules plant erect

c Sepals valvate, petals 3-4 4
cc Sepals imbricate, petals 4-5 . 5

aa Fls regular, or nearly so
B. Stamens inserted at the base of the ovary

inside the disk, often unilateral

C Fr dehiscent, ovules 2 or more m cells

d Disk produced into 5 horns, fls in
racemes before the lvs , showy 6

dd Disk annular or cup-shaped, fls.

usually in panicles
E Lvs ternate sepals glabrous; disk

cupular 7
EE. Lvs pinnate

r Petals 5, sepals imbricate, pubes-
cent 8

ff. Petals 0, sepals valvate 9
CC. Fr mdehiscent

D Anl present, fr edible
E Calyx deeply 5-parted, imbricate,

petals present 10
IE. Calyx with small valvate lobes or

obsoletely toothed, petals 0 11

DD. Anl wanting
E. Fr deeply lobed or divided into 3

(-1) cocci sepals 5 lfts usually
many 12

ee. Fr not deeply lobed sepals 4 lfts

2-4 13
bb. 8tamens inserted outside the disk or disk

wanting, petals 0 caps winged, papery
or leathery lvs simple or pinnate 14

Serjanxa
Cardxoaper-

[mum.
Paullxnxa

Kalreuterxa.
Ungnadxa.

Xanthocerae.

Delamya

Blighxa
Btadmannxa.

Euphoria.

Lxtchx.

Sapxndus.

Melicocca.

Dodonma

Additional genera are somewhat cultivated, as Alectryon, Ber-
samo, and Diploglottis.

67. ANACARDIACEfi.
A. Lvs simple

B. Stamens 5, styles 3 1

bb. Stamens 8-10 (all or some fertile), style
eccentric, stigma a mere dot 2.

bbb. Stamens 1-5, style lateral, stigma simple. 3.

aa. Lvs. pinnate or composed of 3 lfts

b Ovary 1-celled
c. Ovules suspended at or near the apex.

D. Styles in the pistillate fls short, in
the staminate fls. 4-5 . . . 4.

5 .

dd Styles 3 . . 6.

cc Ovules suspended by a basilar funiculus.
d Styles 3 7.

Semecarpum.

Anacardxum.
Mongxftra.

Tapirta.
Cyrtocarpa,
Schtnut.
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»d. Petals 4-6 or more.
E Stamens in a single whorl
r Tho petals valvate 8. Borindeia.

nr. The petals imbricate
o Style lateral in fr , pedicels be-

coming plumose lvs simple 9. Coimua.
GO. Style terminal in fr , pedicels not

plumose in fr. lvs compound,
rarely simple . 10. Rhua.

EE. Stamens in 2 whorls, tho outer alter-
nate with tho petals, petals val-
vate . . 11. Lxthraea.

BB Ovary 2-5-celIod
c FIs polygamous; stamens 8-10, petals

subvalvato 12. Spondiaa.

cc FIs diceuous, stamens 8-9, petals im-
bricate 13 Harpehyl-

Ilum.
The genera Coryxocarpus and Bmodtngium are also described in

this Cyclopedia

68. CORIARIACEiE.

Tho only genus . Conaria.

69. MORINGACEiE.

The only genus Morxnga.

70. LEGUMINOSiE.

/. Summary of Suborders and Tribes.

Ignoring exceptions and six tribes of which no examples
appear to be cult in \menca (Other genera of Legununoste
may be met with now and then in cultivation, but they are so
little grown and so m iny that the mtrodut tion of them here would
make the k<y unnecessarily complicated, some of these are men-
tioned at the end of the I.eguminora, p 95 )

Suborder I —MIMOSE3EJ.

A. FIs regular, small, calyx garnosepalous
or valvatcly parted, petals valvate,
often connate, below the middle

B Stamens numerous, oo

c. The stamens free 1 Acacia Tribe
cc The stamens monadelphous 2 Inga Tribe

BB. Stamens fewer, d< finite

c Anthers usually appendage d with a
stalked gland, stamens twite as
many as the petals, rarely as

many fls generally Vmerous 3 Adknanthera
CC Anthers not glandular stamens as [Tribe.

many as the p< tals, rsrt ly twire
as many (Is 4-5-merous, mely
3- or b-nierou* 4 Mimosa Tribe,

aa. Fls irregular and truly papilionaceous,
i e , like a sweet pen, the standard
outride of the other pt tals and inclos-

ing them m the bud, st pals more or
less united abo\e the disk into a
tube or cup. radicles in flexed, accum-
bent or rarely \ cry short and straight

(Compare aaa )

Suborder II —PAPILIONE.©.

B. Lvs simple, or else digitately com-
ound (Exceptions A few mem-
ers of the Tnfolium Tribe are

digitately compound and some of

the Phaseolus Tribe are subdigi-
tately compound home lvs that
appear to be simple have been re-

duced from several lfts to 1, gener-
ally leaving a gland, joint or other
indication of tne reduction )

C. Stamens 10, free shrubs, rarely
herbs 5. Podaltria Tribe.

CC. Stamens 10, monadelphous, rarely
diadelphous racemes terminal or
opposite the lvs or the fls soli-

tary or subfaseieled at the axils 6. Genista Tribe.
BB. Lvs. pinnate, rarely digitate in the

Tnfolium Tribe, or subdigitate in

the Phaseolus Tribe or the lvs.

sometimes reduced to a single 1ft.

C. Stamens 10, free lfts. 5 or more,
sometimes reduced to 1 large
lft , rarely 3 7. Sophora Tribe.

oc. Stamens monadelphous or diadel-
phoua.

D. The pod jointed, rarely 1-Jomted

,

1-seeded by abortion Other-
wise like the Lotus, Galega
and Phaseolus Tribes An
artificial divwion 8. Hedysarum

DO. The pod not jointed [Tribe,
e. Pod indehiscent, larger than

calyx, membranous, leath-
ery, woody or drupaceous
lfts 6 or more, rarely 3-1
trees or tall shrubs or
climbers 9 Dalberqia

EE. Pod dehiscent or if mdehis- [Tribe.
cent usually of small sue,
generally 2-valved

r. Fls m heads or umbels,
rarrly solitary lfts 3 or
more, entire alternate
filaments usually dilated
at the apex herbs or sub-
shrubs 10 Lotus Tribe.

FF. Fls solitaiy or racemose,
sometimes pamcled or
fascicled

G Plants typically climbing
herbs, raising them-
selves by means of
tendrils at the ups of
the petioles some-
times then is a mere
bristle lfts often den-
ticulate at apex 11. Vicia Tribe.

GG Plants tanning or erect,
not climbing by ten-
drils

H Lfts generally 3
i Habit of plants most-

ly twining 12 Phaseolus
ii Habit of plants [Tribe

mostly erect 13 Trifouum Tribe,
hh Lfts mostly 3 or more 14 Galkoa Tribe,

aaa Fls more or less lmgular, but not
truly papilionaceous \\ hen they
»>eiu to be so, the petal answering
to the standard will be found within
the other petals instead of outside
as in aa radicle straight, very rarely
slightly oblique

Suborder HI —CiESALPINIJiE.

b Calyx gamoxepalous beyond the disk
or valvate ly part< d lvs simple and
entire or 2 lobed, or rarely cut into
2 lfts stipe eif ov ary free or adnatc
to calyx-tube 15 Bauhinia Tribe,

bb Calyx usually parted to the very
disk ami the segms imbricate

c Stipe of ovary adnatc to the disk-
bearing calyx-tube lvs mostly
abruptly pinnate 16 Amherstia Tribe

cc Stipe of ov ary free in the bottom of
the calyx

i> Anthers versatile lvs mostly
bipinnate 17 C*salpinia Tribe,

dd Anthers basihxed, erect but
longitudinally dehiscent by 2
pores or short cracks 18 Cassia Tribe.

II. Key to the Tribes.

1.

Acacia Tnbe.

The only genus . . 1 Acacia.

2.

Inga Tnbe.

a. Lvs once pinnate . . 2 Inga.
aa Lvs. mostly twice pinnate

b Shape of pods circulate, arched or variously
twisted

c. Pod usually 2-valved, seeds generally
surrounded by a thin pulp 3 Pithecolob-

cc Pod indehiscent, usuully septate between [lum.
the seeds 4 Enterolob-

bb. Shape of pods straight, or at most slightly [turn,

sickle-shaped
c. Valves separating from the persistent

sutures 5 Lyaxloma.
CC. Valves elastically dehiscent and revolute

from apex to base 6. Calhandra.
ccc. Valves not elastic pod often indehiscent , 7. Albitna

3.

Adenanthera Tribe.

a. Fls short-pediceled , 8. Adenanth-
aa. Fls. sessile two*

B. The pod indehiscent (presumably so in
Stryphnodendron ).
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c Pod straight, thick-compressed, trans-

versely septate inside between the
seeds 9 Stryphno-

cc. Pod straight, falcate or variously twisted,
[
derulron

thick-compressed or subterete, usually
septate inside between the seeds 10 Prosopis.

BB The pods 2-valved (See also bbb )

c Pod straight or arched, flat
, valves entire,

continuous within shrubs or trees 11 Piptadema.
cc Pod obliquely oblong, deflexed from the

stipe herbs or diffuse sub-shrubs, pros-
trate or floating 12 Neptunia.

bbb The pod flat, with thickened persistent
continuous sutures, the valves trans-
versely jointed between the sutures, the
Joints l-seeded ... .13 Entada

4.

Mimosa Tribe.

a. Pods provided with a replum, i e , a frnmo-
like placenta, which remains after the
valves have fallen away from it

B Valves wider than replum 14 Mimosa
BB Valves narrower than the replum or hardly

wider 15 Schrankxa.
aa Pods 2-valved in the ordinary fashion lb Leucxna.

5.

Podalyna Tribe.

a. Keel-petals free or slightly connate foliage
herbaceous

B Pod linear or oblong-inflated 1 7 Thermopsis.
bp Pod globose or ovoid, turgid or inflatod 18 Baptma

aa Keel-petals connate on the back foliage
mostly leathery

b Ovules 4 or more
c Keel about as long as the wings . 19 Orylobium.

cc Keel much shorter than wings 20 Chonzema
bb Ovules 2

c Pod indehiscent calyx shortly 5-toothed 21 Viminaria.
cc Pod 2-valved calyx 5-fid, or bilabiate 22 Pultensea.

6.

Genista Tribe.

a Stamens coalesced into a sheath which is split
above the middle

b Seeds strophiolate
c Lvs simple or reduced to mere scales 23 Temple-

[toma .

cc Lvs pinnate, lfts 3 . 24 GoodiA
pb Seeds not strophiolate . 25 C'rotalana

la. Stamens coalesced into a closed tube.
b Seeds not strophiolate

c Calyx-lobes or lips much longer than the
tube 26 Lupxnus

cc Calyx-lobes or -teeth shorter than the
tube, rarely somewhat longer

D Lfts 3
e Pod stalked 27 Laburnum

EE Pod sessile

r Claws of petals adnate to stam-
mal tube 28 Pettena

ff Claws of petals free
a Shrubs unarmed upper calyx-

lobes distinct 29 Adenocar-
oo Shrubs usually spmescem calyx (pus

short, truncate 30 Calycotome.
DD Lfts usually nil wanting, rar< ly 3 or 1

shrubs with spiny or rush-like
branches

e Shrub with rush-like branches 31 Spartium
EE Shrubs spiny or unarmed lfts re-

duced to 1 or 0, rarely 3
F. FIs yellow

,
calyx not inflated 32 Genista

ff FIs violet or bluish, calyx inflated
spiny shrub 33. Ennacea

BB Seeds strophiolate
c Calyx colored, 2-parted, the upper segms

2-toothed, lower 3-toothed leafless

shrubs, the branchlcts and petioles
transformed into spines 34. Ulex.

CC. Calyx with the 2 upper lobes or teeth con-
nate or free, the 3 lower connate into a
lower hp . 35. Cyturus.

7.

Sophora Tnbe.

A. FI with petals all nearly alike 36. Cadia.
AA. FI distinctly papilionaceous

B. Pod 2-valved 37. Castano-
BB. Pod indehiscent or at most tardily dehiscent [spermum

to a slight extent
c The pod momhform 38. Sophora

CC The pod not momhform, linear
D Color of fls yellow in axillary racemes 39 Calpumia.

dd Color of fls white, panicled
k Winter-buds inclosed in the base of

the enlarged petiole panicle loose,
drooping 40 Cladrastis.

ee Wmter-buds free pamcle dense,
upright 41. Maackxa,

8.

Hedysarum Tribe.

A Stamens all free among themselves 42 Adesmia.
aa Stamens all connate in a closed tube 43 Arachis.

aaa. Stamens nearest the standard free or connate
with the others only at the base or at the
middle

B. Filaments all dilated above or only alter-
nate ones

c Keel obtuse ... 44 Ornilhoput.
cc Keel acute or beaked 45 Coronilla.

BB. Filaments normal
c. Wings short or very short, rarely as long

as the keel lfts not provided with
minute stipules

D Pod flat or < ompressed
E Joints many, raiely 2 standard-sta-

men free 46 Hedysarum.
ee. Joints 2 standard-stamen connate

with others at middle 47 Onobrychxs.
DD Pod thickish, subterete 48 Alhagx.

CC. Wings as long as or longer than the keel
partial petioles of 11 ts bear minute
stipules (except in Lespedeza 0)

D Pod indehiscent, ran ly opening at the
lower suture, joints flat 49 Desmodium.

DD Pod of about 4 small, distinct, l-seeded,
smooth, veined joints included m
the calyx 50 Urana

ddd Pod 1-secded, indehiscent, no joints 51 Lespedeza.

9.

Dalbergia Tnbe.

A Fr drupaceous, globose or o' aid, indehiscent,
the endocarp woody 52 Aruhra.

aa Fr not drup n « ous
b Lfts mostly altt mate
C Anthers versatile, the locules parallel,

longitudinally dchisient 53 Tipuana
cc Anthers small, erect, didymous, the

lotules placed back to back, generally
dehiscent at apex by a short crack 54 Dalbergia

BB Lfts opposite
c Pod longitudinally 1-wingtd 55 Pxscuha,

CC Pod with a narrow wing along the upper
suture or both sutures 50 Derrxs

10. Lotus Tribe.

a Pod indehiscent or tardily 2-valved 57 Anthyllis.
aa Pod 2-valved

b Calyx-lobes usually longer than tube, keel
rostrate 58 Lotus

bb. Calyx-teeth shorter thnn tube, keel obtuse 59 Ilosackia.

11. Vicia Tribe.

A St wfoody infl subterininal, stamens 9, the
standard-st imen abs« nt 60 Abrus

aa St herbaceous fls solitaiy or racemose in the
axils, stamens 10

b Wings adherent to the keel 61 Lens
(See article Lentil.)

bb Wings frte or only slightly adherent
c Sheath of stamens oblique at the mouth,

style slenelt i, be uded or hairy only at
the apex eir ail around the uppe rpart 02 Vicia

CC Sheath of stamens eepial it the mouth
D Calyx-lobes leafy, style rigid, dilated

above and the margins refli xed and
joined together so that it becomes
flatteneel laterally, bearded down the
inner edge 63 Pisum.

dd Calyx-lobes not leafy, style flattened
above on the back and front, bearded
dow n one face 64 Lathyrus.

12.

Phaseolus Tribe.

A Style longitudinally boarded above on the
inner aide or ran ly ynlose only around the
stigina, petals normal oi the keel long-
beakeei or spiral infl nodose-rae emose

B Calyx-tube not longer than lobe
c Keel spiral 65
cc Keel obtuse or are heel beaked

D Stigma strongly oblique or mtrorsc 66
dd Stigma subgiobose on inner face, style

flattened out at apex 67
ddd Stigma small, terminal, style filiform

or subulate at apex 68
bb Calyx-tube cylindrical, longer than lobes 69

AA. Style not bearded
B, Standard-stamen free only at the very base,

thence connate with the rest into a closed
tube, calyx mostly 4-lobed

c Calyx bell-shaped
d Pod broad, the upper suture thickened

or 2-winged. 70
dd. Pod Unear, narrow or flat . ... 71.

Phaseolus.

Vigna

Paehyrhxro*

Dolichos.
Clitona.

Dioclea.
Puerana.
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cc. Calyx bilabiate, the upper bp larger,

entire or 2-lobed or 2-parted 72. Canavalxa.

sb. Standard-stamen free or connate only at
the base

o. Calyx 4-lobed ... 73. Galadxa.

OO. Calyx not 4-lobed.
D Infl usually racemose, the rachis of the

raceme jointed
B. Standard mueh larger than the

wings and keel . . . 74 Erythrxna.
ess. Standard smaller than the keel.

T Pod 2-valved
g Anthers of 2 kinds 75 Mucuna.

aa Anthers uniform 76 Apxoa
ff. Pod not dehiscent, except at the

top 77 Bulea.

DD. Infl sometimes racemose but the
rachis of the raceme not jointed

E Lvs , especially beneath, with mi-
nute resinous dots mil racemose
or subumbellate or the fls solitary

F Ovules 2 78 Flemxngxa.
ff. Ovules 4 or more

o Pod turgid, seeds Htrophiolate. 79 Fagelui.

GG Pod compressed, seeds not stro-
phiolate 80 Cajanua.

EE. Lvs without minute resinous dots
fls clustered or racemose in the
axils, solitary or twin along the
rat his

F Fls showy, standard targe, flat-

tened out, bracts persistent 81 Centroaema.
ff Fls medium-sized, standard,

erect, complicate, sides often
reflexed brat ts persistent 82 Amphx-

fff. Ha small (showy in Kennedya), [carpxa
standard spreading or reflexed,
bracts persistent or small anti

deciduous
o Seeds not strophiolate 83 Glycine

GG Seeds strophiolate

h The fls small, keel usually
much arnallt r than wings 81 Harden-

hh The fls showy, keel usually [bergxa
equaling or surpassing the
wings 85 Kennedya.

13. Trifolium Tnbe.

A. Standard-stamen connate with the others
into a closed tube, keel beaked 80 Ononxa.

aa. Standard-stamen free, keel obtuse or m Paro-
chetus acutish

b. Lfts digitate (rarely pinnate in Tnfobum)
c Pod 2-valved keel acutish, petals not

adn ate 87 Parochetua

cc Pod usually indehiscent claws of all or
the lower petals adnate to the staminal
tube 88 Trifolium

bb Lfts 3, pinnate
C Pod straight, su kle-shaped or arched,

sometimes thick and beaked, some-
times linear, sometimes broad and U »t,

indehiscent or follioulately gaping or
rarely 2-v ah ed 89 Trigonclla

cc Pod spirally falcate, circinnato or
cochleate 90 Medicago.

ccc. Pod small, subglobose or ovoid, thick, in-

dehiscent or tardily 2-valvcd 91. Melxlotua.

14.

Galega Tnbe.

A. Connective of the anthers anpenjaged with a
small gland or mucro ovules mostly 00

,
1-2

in a few species, pod 2-valved 92 Indxgofera

AA. Connective not appendaged
B. Ovules 1-2, rarefy 3-4 (See also bb )

C Number of ovules 1 93 Paoralea

CC Number of ovules 2, rarely 3-4
d Stameno 10 94 Amorpha

DD Stamens 5 95 Petaloste-

bb. Ovules oo (1-2 in a few species of Teph- [mon.
rosia)

c. Infl terminal or opposite the lvs , mostly
racemose (in Galega both axillary and
terminal, in some Tcphrosias axillary)

pod 2-valved
D. Style longitudinally boarded on the

inner side, calyx long-tubular, petals
very long-clawed 96 Barbxerxa.

DD. Style glabrous (or merely pemcillate
at the stigma in some tephrosias)

E. Standard-stamen connate with the
rest from the base 97 Galega

BE. Standard-stamen free or connate
with the others from the middle.

f. The pod narrow or short, with
slender valves and nerviform or
hardly thickened sutures 98 Tephroata.

FF. The pod thick, leathery or woody
o. Pod usually tardily dehiscent

infl mostly pamcled 99. MxUetxa.
oo Pod easily dehiscent infl race-

mose 100. Wxatarxa.

CC Infl axillary, except where noted below
D Pod flat, except where the seeds Anally

make it turgid 101 Robxnxa.

dd. Pod inflated, turgid or terete, longitudi-
nally septate or undivided, rarely
flat and when so always longitudi-
nally septate

E Styles variously bearded above
F Petals acuminate 102 Clxanthua.

FF Petals not acuminate
a Standard erect 103 Suther-

og Standard spreading or reflexed.
(landxa.

h Stigma small . 104 Swaxnaona.
bb Stigma prominent 105. Colutea.

EE Style not bearded
F. Lvs even-pinnate shrubs or trees

G The pod stipitate, obovoid or
oblong 106 Halxmoden-

[dron.
gg The pod linear, usually acute 107 Caragana.

FF. Lvs odd-pinnate or with a spiny
petiole instead of an odd 1ft

o Anther-cells confluent at apex 108 Glycyrrh-
go Anthers uniform [xza.

B Petals not all narrow, the
standard obovate or orbicu-
lar 109 Calophaca.

hh Petals narrow
i Keel blunt 110 Aatragalua.

II Keel acute 111 Oxytropxa.

15. Bauhmia Tribe.

Petals erect or spreading, only slightly

unequal 1 12 Bavhxnxa.
aa. Petals falsely pea-like, the standard inmost . 113 Cercta.

16. Amherstia Tnbe.

a The petals absent , sepals 4 114. Saraca.
aa The petals present

b Bractlets persistent, inclosing the bud.
c Petals 5, slightly unequal 115. Brownea.
cc Petals unequal, 1 very wide, 2 narrow,

2 minute and rudimentary 116 Amheratxa.
bb Bractlcts small or deciduous

c Lfts 1 pair 117 Hymenxa.
cc Lfts 2 or more pairs

d Petals 5, 3 perfect, 2 rudimentary 118 Tamarxn-

[dua.
dd Petals 5, slightly unequal 119 Schotxa.

17. Caesalpima Tribe.

a Calyx-lobes strongly imbricate, disk-bearing
tube short seed not albuminous

B Pod indehiscent stigma peltate . 120 Peltoph-
[orum.

bb Pod 2-valved stigma not pelt ate 121 Cxaalpxnxa.
aa Calyx-tube long, or top-shaped or beli-shaped,

segms short or narrow and open seeds,
when known, albuminous

b Pod turgid or subterete 122 Gymnoc-
[ladua.

bb Pod flattish 123 Gledxtaxa.

aaa Calyx-segms valvate

B Segms 4, the upper ones connate, highest
petal widest, lowest narrow 124 Colvxllea.

bb Segms 5, petals roundish, abo it equal 125 Poxncxana.
aaaa Calyx-segms slightly imbricate or valvate

seeds albuminous
b Ovary adnate to calyx-tube 126 Schxzolob-

(tum.
bb Ovary free in bottom of calyx . . . 127 Parkxn-

[aonta.

18.

Cassia Tnbe.

a Petals 5, fls hermaphrodite 128 Cassia.

aa Petals 0, fls polygamous . 129 Ceratonxa.

The following genera also are described as having more or less

horticultural interest Afzelia, Amicia, Aotus, Baikisea, Baphia.
Brachysema, Camdensia, Carmichtelia, Cicer, Copaitera, Dalea,
Desmanthus, Dichrostachys, Diphysa, Ebenus, Eutaxia, Galedupa,
Glincidia, Haematoxylon, Hippocrepis, Hoffmanseggia, Hovea,
Jacksonia, Kerstingiella, Kramena, Lonchocarpus, Alinkelersia,

Piptanthus, Podalyna, Pterocarpus, Pterolobium, Rhynchosia.
Scorpiurus, Sesbawa, Toluifera, Vouapa.
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71. ROSACEJE.

L Summary of Tribes.

A. Ovary inferior; carpels 2-5, more or
less connate and adnate to the cup-
shaped receptacle, the whole develop-
ing mto a fleshy fr (pome): trees or
shrubs with free stipules. . . 4. Pc

.. Ovary superior
B. Carpels usually many, if 1 or 2, fr

not drupaceous calyx persistent,
c Fr follicular, dehiscent
D Seeds not winged fls small ... 1.

dd. Seeds winged, flattened: fls.

rather large . 2.

CC. Fr not follicular, indehiscent, or
carpels growing into drupelets.

D. Pistils borne on a flat, hemi-
spherical or convex receptacle,
subtended by a cup-shaped
portion of the receptaclo (hy-
panthium), usually many.

B. The pistils 2-5. shrubs, with
simple lvs

r. Stipules wanting fls small,
m large panicles

ff. Stipules present fls soli-

tary or m few-fld
corymbs . 5.

BB. The pistils many (if few, lvs.

compound ) herbs or shrubs.
F. C a r p el s becoming dry

achenes.
G. Ovules 2, carpels 5-15

calyx without bractleta
herbs 9

GO. Ovules 1 carpels many,
calyx usually with
bractlets alternating
with the lobes 6.

FF Carpels becoming drupelets
ovules 2, but seed solitary 7.

DD. Pistils inclosed m the tubular-
or urn-shaped receptacle (hy-
panthium)

e Number of pistils 1 or 4,
petals sometimes wanting

r. Hypanthium tubular or eam-

Culate, the achcnes
ely and usually only

Spiilba Tribe.

Quillaja Tribe.

3 Holodiscus
Tribe.

5. Kxrria Tribe.

Ulmaria Tribe.

POTENTILLA
[Tribe.

Rubus Tribe.

partly inclosing, pistils

usually 1 Cercocabpus
[Tribe.

Sanocisorba
[Tribe.

shrubs 8
IT Hypanthium urceolate, com-

pletely inclosing the 1-4
achenes, sepals usually 4
herbs or shrubs 10

EE. Number of pistils many, calyx-
tube becoming fleshy, petals
present shrubs •with odd-

r
innate lvs 11. Rose Tribe.
,
rarely 2 fr drupaceous:

calyx usually deciduous
c. Fls symmetrical, stylo subter-

minal ovules pendulous, radicles
superior . . 12. Prunub Tribe.

cc. Fls often unsymraetncal, style
basilar ovules ascending,
radicles inferior . . 13. Chrtsobalawus

[Tribe.

II. Key to the Tribes.

1. Spiraea Tribe.

A. Pistils opposite to the petals or less than 5
B. Lvs simple, often lobed, rarely pmnatifid:

stamens inserted on the margin of the
hypanthium shrubs, rarely undershrubs

c. Stipules large, caducous stammal disk
wanting seeds shining, crustaceous

D. Follicles dehiscent along both sutures,
often inflated, 1-5 fls. in terminal
corymbs 1. Phytocarp-

DD. Follicles dehiscent only along the ven- (us.
tral suture, 1-2, not inflated

E Fls in terminal panicles, style ter-
minal, pistils, 2, rarely 1. follicles

usually 5-seeded 2. Ne\U\a.
BE. Fls in small terminal corymbs, style

lateral
,

pistil 1 follicles 1-or rarely
2-seedea . , 3. Stephanan-

CC. Stipules wanting, stammal disk usually [dra.
present- seeds dull.

©.The lvs entire, serrate or lobed: sta-
mens free,

m. Carpels free.
F. Fls In panicles, corymbs or umbel-

like racemes, carpels dehiscent
along the ventral suture: lvs.

usually serrate or lobed 4. Spirsea.

ff. Fls. in racemes; carpels dehiscent
on both sutures' lvs entire,
evergreen* cespitose undershrub 5 Pttrophy•

EE. Carpels connate at the base, fls poly- (ium,
gamo-dioecious, in panicles lvs.

entire, deciduous upright shrub . 6 Sibtrma
DD. The lvs. twice tnfld. stamens connate at

the base fls. in racemes prostrate
undershrub . . ... 7. Luetkea.

bb. Lve. 2-3-pinnate. fls. dioecious, in ample
panicles composed of slender spikes,
herbs ... 8 Aruncuo.

la. Pistils opposite to the sepals, 5.

b. Petals roundish, imbricate in the bud, car-

E
ols connate at the base lvs pinnate or
lpmnate' shrubs

c. Lvs pinnate, lfts coarsely serrate 9 Sorbana.
cc Lvs bipmnate

,
segms minute, entire .10 Chammbatt-

bb. Petals strap-shaped, convolute in the bud: [ana.
carpels distinct lvs ternate herbs . . . . 11. Gxllcnxa.

2. Quillaja Tribe.

A. Carpels free, spreading, star-like at maturity;
evergreen trees.

b Stamens 10 . 12 Qmllaja.
bb Stamens 20 .13 Kagcneckta.

aa. Carpels connate into a 5-celled caps : sta-
mens 15-20 deciduous shrub ... 14 Exochorda.

3. Holodiscus Tribe.

Lvs. doubly serrate or slightly lobed 15. Holodxtcuo.

4. Pome Tnbe.

A. Carpels bony at maturity fr hence with 1-5
stones

b. Pistils with 2 fertile ovules, lvs. entire or
crenate

c Lvs entire spineless shrubs styles 2-5 16 Cotcmeaster.
cc. Lvs. crenate, persistent usually spiny

shrubs styles 5 17. Pyracantha.
bb Pistils with only 1 fertile ovule lvs usually

doubly serrate or lohed
C. Ovules 2, 1 fertile and 1 sterile ’vs sim-

ple, often pinnately lobed
d. Number of carpels r

>, wholly connate
and covered at the top by tne flesh of
the fr fls solitary, 2 in across lvs
entire or occasionally dentate 18 Mesptluo.

dd. Number of carpels 1-5, more or less dis-

tinct at the ventral suture and free at
the top fls 1 in or less across, usually
in corymbs lvs often lobed 19 CraUegus.

cc Ovule but 1, stones 5 l\s pinnate (the
simple-hd species belong to Hespeco-
meles, which is not in cult ) 20 Ooteomcleo.

aa. Carpels with leathery or papery walls at
maturity fr hence 1-5-celled, each cell with
1 or 2, rarely many seeds

b Fls in compound corymbs
c Styles 1-5, distinct or connate, carpels

partly free

D Fr solid and pointed at the top, walls
of cells leathery lvs deciduous, sim-
ple or pinnate

e. Sepals deciduous lvs always simple,
serrate with excurrent veins styles
2-3 21 Micromole9.

ee. Sepals persistent
f. Number of styles usually 2, rarely 3

or 5, free or connate lvs pin-
nate or simple and serrate or
lobed with excurrent veins,
deciduous 22 Sorbuo.

FF Number of styles 3-5 lvs serrate
to crenulate, with curving veins.

G. Lvs deciduous, with glands on
the midrib above styles 5,

connate below endocarpthin 23 Aronxa.
OG. Lvs evergreen, without glands

on the midrib styles 3-5
endocarp firm 24 Stranvmoxa.

DD. Fr. hollow and rounded at tho top,
small, 1- or2-seeded, walls usually pa-
pery styles usually 2 lvs simple,
deciduous or evergreen with curving
veins 25 Photiwa.

cc. Styles 5, distinct, carpels wholly connate
fr pear-shaped, rather large, yellow,
lvs. evergreen with excurrent veins.. 26 Erxobotrya.

BB. Fls in umbels, racemes or solitary

C. The carpels 4- to many-seeded
D. Styles free lvs entire , 27. Cydonxa.

dd. Styles connate at the base lvs. serrate
or serrulate.

e. Ovules many in each cell' calyx gla-
brous outside 28. ChmnomoUo.

ee. Ovules 4-5 in each cell, calyx densely
tomentose outside 29. Docynxa.

cc. The carpels 1-2-eeeded.
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D. Cells of the ovary as many as styles,
each with 2 ovules.

B. Ovary 2-celled: fr 1-2-seeded,
black fls in upnght racemes,
sometimes pamolea lvs. evergreen 30. Raphtolepxa.

a. Ovary 3-6-celled. fls m umbek lvs
deciduous 31. Pyrut.

DD. Cells of the ovary twice as many as
stylos, each with 1 ovule

a. Styles usually 5, fls. in racemes lvs
Berrate, or crenate at the apex 32. Amalan-

BB. Styles 2-3, fls in few-fld umbels, [chxer.

calyx-tube cylindnc. lva entire or
denticulate, narrow .33. Peraphyl-

Uum.

5. Kerria Tribe.

A. Petals wanting; fls. in few-fld corymbs*
achenes 2-5, drupaceous 34. Nevxuaa.

xx Petals present, fls solitary, large
b. Lvs alternate fls 5-merous, yellow:

achenes drupaceous, yellow 35 Rerrxa
bb. Lvs opposite fls 4-merous, white achenes

dry, black 36 Rhodotypua

6.

Potentilla Tribe.

a. Style deciduous
b Receptacle in fr much enlarged, colored.

c Fls white receptacle pulpy, Juicy 37 Fraoaria
cc Fls yellow receptacle dry 38 Ducheanea

bb. Receptacle not fleshy, even in fr.

C Pistils only 1-12
n Stamens 5, petals minute 39 Sxtbatdxa

dd Stamens numerous, petals conspicuous 40 Waldatexnxa.
CC Pistils very numerous

D Petals white or yel'ow, obtuse or ernar-
giuate 41 Polentxlla

dd Petals purple, abruptly acuminate,
much smaller than ( alyx 42 Comarum

aa Style elongated after anthcsis, often plumose
b Fls 5-merous lvs pinnate or pinnatifid

c Sepals valvate, hypanthium flat herbs 43 Geum
cc Sepals imbricate, hjpaiithium concave

shrubs
d Calyx with bracts outside 44 Fallugxa

dd Calyx without bracts 45 Cowanta
bb. Fls 8-y-merous lvs undivided prostrate

undershrub 46. Dryaa

7.

Rubus Tnbe.

A. Drupelets pulpy 47 Rubua
XX. Drupelets nearly dry, inclosed by calyx . 48 Dalxbarda.

8.

Cercocarpus Tnbe.

A. Fls. apetalous, style elongated and plumose
m fr ; hypanthium tubular 49 Cercocarpus.

xx. Fls with petals
B. Style with terminal stigma: lvs. linear,

needle-shaptd .. 50. Adenoaloma.
bb Style with decurrent stigma

c Lvs 3-fid at the apex sepals imbricate
fr inclosed about half 51 Purahxa

cc. Lvs bipinnate sepals valvate. fr in-

closed 52. Chamaebatxa,

9.

Ulmana Tnbe.

Herbs with large pinnate lvs and large stipules
and small white or pink fls. in large panicles . . .53. Fxlxpendula.

10.

SanguisorbA Tnbe.

A. Calyx with 5-6 bractlets or 10-12-cut m 2
senes or in Agrimoma with a setose limb.

B. Petals 0 . , 54 Alchemxlla
bb Petals 4 or 5 . 55 Agrimonxa.

xx Calyx without bractlets
,
petals 0 lvs pinnate.

B Fls axillary, solitary 56 Margyrx-
BB. Fls. spicate or capitate [carpus.

C. The calyx valvate, stamens 1-10, short,
carpels 1-2 . 67. Aceena.

CC. The calyx imbricate
D. Fr rarely rugose fls usually bisexual;

carpel 1 , stamens 4-12 58. Sanguxsorba.

DD. Fr. often rugose fls polygamo-diae-
cious, rarely bisexual; carpels 2,
stamens w . 59. Poterxum.

11.

Rose Tribe.

The only gentu 60. Rosa.

12.

Prunus Tribe.

A. Sepals usually 10, small, petals often wanting
or small . carpels in the stanunate fl. 2, 1 in

the fertile fl. 6L Maddsnxa.

7

aa. Sepals 5
B. Carpels solitary

c. Style terminal: lvs. usually serrate* pith
of branches solid . 62 Prunua.

cc. Style lateral, lvs entire, pith lamellate. 63. Prxnaepxo.
bb. Carpels 5 lvs. entire . . 64 Osmaronxa.

13.

Chrysobalanus Tribe.

Anthers small, short, didymous, ovary 1-loculed,
inserted in the base of the calyx-tube, stamens
15 or more . 65. Chryaobal-

[anut
The genus Plagiospermum is also cultivated.

72. SAXIFRAGACEjE.

I. Summary of Tribes.

a Plants are trees or shrubs
b Lvs opposite 1 Hydrangea Tribb,

bb Lvs alternate
c Stipules absent lvs often coria-

ceous or glandular-serrute sta-
mens usually l^omerous with
petals 2 Escallonia Tribb

cc. Stipules absent or adnate to petiole
at base fls generally racemose,
ovary 1-locular, 2-merous, seeds
immersed in pulp 3 Rises Tribb.

aa Plants are herbs
b Fls 4-merous 4 Francoa Tribe,

bb Fls generally 5-merous 5. Saxifrage Tribe.

II. Key to the Tribes.

1. Hydrangea Tnbe.

a Ovary superior
b Number of petals 4, stamens 10, filaments

2-lobed ,
styles 3 1 Fendlera.

bb Number of petals 5 or 6
c Ovules solitary stamens 4-12, styles 3-5 2 Whipplea.

cc Ovules 4 stamens 15, carpels 2, separate 3 Lyono-
ccc Ovules numerous \thamnua.

d Petals 5, convolute stamens 10, styles
3-5 4. Jameaxo.

dd Petals 5 or 6, imbricate stamens nu-
merous, style 1, with a 5-7-lobed
ntigma 5. Carpentaria.

AA Ovary inferior or semi-superior
b Stamens 8, 10 or 12

c. Petals indupheate or imbricate* fr cap-
sular . 6. Deutzxa.

cc Petals valvate
d Fr a caps

e Styles 4 or 5, free or connate at the
base, petals 4 or 5 7 Hydrangea.

ee Style 1, with a 4-5-lobed stigma,
petals 5 8, Schxzo-

dd Fr a berry petals 5 or 6 styles 3-5, [phraama.
club-shaped 9 Dxchroa.

bb. Stamens °°

c Petals mduplicate, 7-10, style 1 10. Decumarxa.
cc Petals imbricate, styles 1-5 11 Phxladel-

ccc Petals valvate [phua.
D Styles 2, petals 4 12 Plotycroter.

dd. Styles 3, petals 5 13. Cardxandra

2.

Escallonia Tribe.

a. Petals imbricate, style 1, ovary 2- or 3-

loculed 14. Eacallonxa.
aa Petals valvate, styles divisible into 2, ovary

2-loculed 15. Itea.

3.

Ribes Tribe.

The only genus 16 Rxbes.

4. Francoa Tnbe.

Sepals and petals equal 17. Francoa.

5. Saxifrage Tribe.

a. Ovary 1-loculed
b Placentas basilar or nearly so 18 Txarella.

bb PlacentsB parietal, opposite the stigmas. 19 . Pamaaaxa.
bbb. Placenta panetal, alternate with stigmas

c Stamens 3, petals 5, capillary . 20. Tolmxea,
cc Stamens 5-10

d. Caps not beaked, superior petals 5,
3-cut or pinnatifid . 21. MxteUa.

dd Caps 2-beaked.
e. Number of stamens 5; petals 5 or 0:

caps, inferior 22. Heuchera.
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bb. Number of stamens 8 or 10: caps,

semi-superior
r. Petals 0, stamens 8 or 10; fls. soli-

tary . . ,23. Chryaoa-
ff. Petals entire or lobed, stamens 10,

J

plenxum.
fls racemose 24. Teuimc.

aa. Ovary 2- cr 3-loculed, the placenta in the axis
of the fr , rarely composed of distinct carpels.

B Stamens 5 (See also bb )

c Carpels united at base, adnate to hypan-
thium . 25 Sullivaniia.

cc Carpels umted and wholly adnate to
hypanthium . 26 Suksdorfia.

ccc Carpels 2. umted at base, free from but
included in the inflated hypanthium 27. Bolandra.

BB. Stamens 10, rarely 8 (sometimes 5 m Boy-
kinia)

c. Sepals valvate
n Petals 0 . .28 Rodgerata.

DD Petals 5, deciduous, stamens 5 or 10 29 Boykxnxa.
cc Sepals imbricate

D Styles erect, petals 5 or 0; stamens 8
or 10 30 Astxlbe

dd. Styles mostly recurved in fr .petals 5 31 Saxx/raga.

The following genera also are treated Abrophyllum, Anop-
terus, Bauera, Deinanthe, Leptarrhena, and Tanakcea.

73.

CUNONIACEiE.

a Calyx valvate
b Stamens hypogynous, very long

bb Stamens perigynous

aa. Calyx imbricate, the lobes very short

74.

CEPHALOTACEAS.

The only genus

75.

CRASSULACEiE.

A. Stamens usually as many as the petals
B Petals free or connate only at the base;

floral parts in 5’s 1 Crasaula.
bb Petals usually connate to the middle or

beyond
c. Calyx bell-shaped, as long as the corolla-

tube 2 Gramman-
cc Calyx many times shorter than the co- [<Ae«.

rolla-tube 3. Rochea
aa Stamens usually twice as many as the petals

B Petals free or connate only at the very base
c Fls usually 4-5-merous 4 Sedum

cc Fls 6-merous or more 5 Semper-
bb Petals usually connate to the middle or [vxvum

beyond
c Calyx large, inflated shortly 4-fid . 6 Bryophyl-

[lum
cc Calyx 4-parted . . 7 Kalanchat

ccc Calyx 5-parted . ... 8 Cotyledun.

The following are also described Altamiranoa, Dudleya,
Echevena, Kitchingia, Lenophyllum, Ohveranthus, Pachyphytum,
Stylophyllum, Tillaca, and Urbinia.

1 Acrophyl-
(Zum.

2 Cerato-
[petalum.

3 Cunonxa

Cephalotus.

76.

DROSERACEiE.

a. Stamens 4-8, styles 2-5, placentae parietal 1 Drotera.
AA. Stamens about 15, style columnar, placentsB

basal . . 2 Dionsta.
aaa. Stamens 10-20, styles 5, filiform . 3. DroaophyU

[lum.

77.

HAMAMELIDACB.fi.

A. Ovary-locules 1-ovuled
B. Petals 0

C. Lvs evergreen
D. Stamens 2-8, with long filaments, fls. in

racemes 1 . Dutylium.
DD. Stamens ® with short filaments, fls m

heads, calyx-tube in the pistillate fl.

tubular 2. Sycopata.
CC. Lvs deciduous

d Number of stamens about 24; fls. in
dense spikes 3, Fothergxlla .

DD. Number of stamens 5-7
£. Calyx-tube not urn-shaped, sepals

and stamens 5-7, fls. m short
head-hke racemes , 4. Parrotxa.

bb. Calyx-tube urn-shaped, much longer
than ovary, sepals and stamens
5, fls in long and slender racemes . 5. Sxnowtl-

bb. Petals aa many as calyx-lobes [sonia.
c Fls borne m catkins, 5-merous.

D Shape of petals broad, st mens with
long-filament

,
disk present . 6. Corylopaxa.

dd. Shape of petals subulute, as long as
sepals

,
stamens nearly sessile , disk 0. . 7. Fortuneana,

cc. Fls in clusters, 4-merous
d Lvs deciduous, eremite anthers ob-

tuse, the loeulcs oi>ening with 1 valve. 8. Hamamelxa«

dd Lvs persistent, entire anthers beaked,
tho locules opening w ith 2 valves. . 9. Loropeta-

aa Ovary-locules 2- or moro-ov uled [lum.
B Fls unisexual . . . 10. Lxquxdam-

bb Fls bisexual [bar.

C The fls 5, in a head, surrounded by an in-
volucre of which tho outer bracts are
small, the inner gradually larger 11 Rhodolexa.

cc. The fls 2 together with very short bracts
at the base 12 Dxaanthua.

78.

BRUNIACEfi.

In cultivation Audoumia
(See article Diosrna.)

79. HALORAGIDACEfi.

A Stamens 1-2, calyx 3-4-lobed
,
ovary 1-loculed 1 Gunnera

aa Stamens 2-8, calyx truncate or 4-toothod,
ovary deeply 2- or 4-grooved

aaa Stamen 1, calyx truncate, ovary 1-loculed .

80.

RHIZOPHORACEfi.

a. Anthers 8, subsessilo
aa Anthers 15-30, on filaments

81.

COMBRETACEfi.

a Petals 0, calyx-tube not produced beyond
ovary 1 Term\nal\a.

a a Petals 5 (0 in a few spot les of Combretuin)
b Calyx-tube straight, constricted above

ovary
c Cotyledons convolute 2 Ponrea.
cc Cotyledons deeply furrowed or twisted

and plaited 3 Combretum.
bb Calyx-tube produced to a great length be-

yond the ovary 4 Quxaquaha

2 Mynophyl-
|
lum.

3 Hxppuna

1 Rhxzophora.
2 Cansipoiirca.82.

MYRTACEfi.

Ovary 1-loculed . 1 Thrypto-
Ovary 2- or more-lotuled [mene.

b Fr a caps , which is locuhcidally dehiscent
at apex, rarely 1-2-seeded and sub-
mdchisccnt

c Anthers basiflxed 2. Calotham-
cc. Anthers versatile [mu,

d Individual fls pedicelled.

E Stamens 5-adelphous 3. Trxatarxxa.

BE Stamens free

F Fls in globose heads 4 Syncarpxa.
rv Fls m forking eyines . ... 5 Metroaxd-

dd. Individual fls not pedicelled. {eroa.

E Fls solitary in the axils of the floral

lvs or bracts
F Stamens distinct, not longer than

petals 6 Leptoa
;

ff Stamens distinct, long-exserted 7.

fff Stamens umted m clusters, long-
exserted . . 8

ee Fls in cymose or umbellate heads
f Petals distinct 9

ff Petals wanting (or adnate to the
calyx-lid) .10

BB Fr. a berry or rarely an mdehiscent drupe:
lvs opposite, punctate

c. Stamens straightish m the bud. seeds
with endosperm ... 11.

cc Stamens in flexed or involute in the bud;
seeds without endosperm

D. Calyx-limb closed in bud, deeply
divided in anthesis . . . 12

dd. Calyx 4-5-lobed or -parted in the bud,
not out deeper in antheseB

iper-

[mum.
Callxatemon.

Melaleuca.

A ngophora.

Eucalyptua.
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is. Ovules pendulous 13. Pimento.
eb. Ovules not pendulous

F Embryo tnick and fleshy 14 Eugenia.
ff. Embryo cui ved, circular or spiral

a The ovary 2-3- rarely 4-loculed:
ovules in each locule o° 15. Myrtus.

gg The ovary several-loculed by
false septa, each ultimate lo-

cule 1-ovulcd 10. Rhodomyr-
[tus

Other genera treated incidentally are Backhousia, Barnng-
toma, Beaufortia, Blepharocalyx, and Kunzca.

83. LECYTHIDACE®.

a. Fr woody calyx mostly imbricate
B The fr large and spheric al, not opening

BB The fr opening by a lid.

c Style elongated
cc Style short

aa Fr fibrous calyx subvahato or imbricate
Ii Petals 0-8

lm Petals 4 (lardy 5)
aaa hr fleshy < alyx mostly \ alvate or entire

b Ovary 4-loculed
bb Ovary 5-locultd

1 Couroupita.

2 Bcrtholletui

3 Lfcythis

4 Japarandiba
5 Barrmp-

[torna.

6 (Irian

7 Xapoleuna.

84. MELASTOMACE®.

I. Summary of Tribes.

Excluding five tribes not represented in this work, and following
Cogmaux in D C Monog Plainer vol 7 (1891)

4. Osbeckia Tribe.

Stamens unequal, connective of the larger ones
long-produced at base: fr. baccate fls. not
mvolucrate 8. MelasUma.

5. Tibouchma Tnbe.

A. Stamens unequal ovary 2-4-celled, usually
glabrous, petals not acute, connective of
larger stamens with a long, club-shaped,
2-fid appendage 9 Heerta.

AA. Stamens equal ovary setose at apex, connec-
tive with 2 lobes or tubercles on the anterior
side, and no posterior appendage 10 Tibouckina.

6. Microlicia Tnbe.

Stamens unequal, anthers short, not beaked;
calyx-lobes shorter than tube .... 11. Centradenia.

7. Dissochaeta Tribe.

Stamens equal or nearly so, fls mostly 4-5-
merous . .12 MedintUa.

8. Miconia Tnbe.
a Infl terminal

b I,vs provided wath 2-lobed bladders at base 13. Tococa.
bb Lvs not provided with bladders outer

calyx-lobcs none or inconspicuous 14 Tamonea.
aa Infl lateral or axillary, petals obtuse, con-

nective not produced at base 15 Clidemia.

9. Blakea Tnbe.
a. Fr capsular (rupturing regularly in

Melastonia) stamens usually un-
equal

b Caps and ovarv 3-5-nngIcd or
winged, much dilated and hollowed
out at apex

c Ovary-cc Us as many as petals 1 Soneriia Tribe.
C<’ Ovary 1-loculfd petals 5, ran ly 4 2 Birtoloma

bb Caps, and ovary terete or angular, [Tribe
convex or conical at the top

C Connective rarely producid lielow
the locales, usunllv with poste-
rior spur or appe ncfag< 3 Rhexia Tribe

CC Connective usually elongated at
the base, produce d beyond the
insertion of the filament into an
nppt ndage or wing on the ante-
rior side

n heeds shaped like a snail-slie 11

t Ovary generally partly or
wholly inferior sepals
usually alternating with
long, stellate huts 4 Osbeckia Tribe

EE Ovary gcneially superior, no
stellate hairs 5 Tiboc chin \ Tribe,

dd Seeds oblong or ovoid t» Microi icia Tribe,
aa. Fr berry-like or leathery, rupturing

irregularly stamens gem rally equal
B Lvs not finely striate between the

primury nerves
c Count c tive usually uppe ndaged or

spurn d on the posterior side 7 Disbochacta
cc Connective rarely produced at the [Tribe.

base, usually not appendages] 8 Micoma Tribe,
bb. Lvs finely striute between primary

nerves with very numerous trans-

verse nervclets 9 Blake \ Tribe.

//. Key to the Tribes .

1. Soneriia Tribe.

A. Fls. 5-merous, stamens equal, connective with

a posterior spur but no anterior appendage
AA. Fls mostly 3-meroua, stamens unequal, those

opposite petuls smaller
aaa. Fls. mostly 4-merous, stamens equal, con-

nective not produced

2. Bertolonia Tribe.

1 Gravesia.

2. Soneriia.

t. Phyllag-
[oi

A. The connective not appendaged on the an-
terior side.

B. Connective tuberculate on the posterior

side at the base . . . . 4. Bertolonia.

bb. Connective with a short posterior spur and
a long ascending appendage . . 5* Salptnga.

aa. The connective with a spur on the anterior side

and a tubercle on the posterior side 6. Monolena.

3. Rhexia Tribe.

The plants described as Amaraboya are now
referred to the genus Blake a 16 Blakea.

Calvoa, Dissotis, Kendnckia, and Osbeckia are also cultivated.

85. LYTHRACE®.

a Hypanthium tubular, curved or gibbous at
base 1 Cuphea.

aa Hypanth'um straight
b Cans and ovary all included in hypanthium

c Petals 5, rarely 4, stamens 8-10 2 Decodon
cc Petals 6, stamens mostly 0 or 12 3 l.ythrum

bb Caps not all included in hypanthium
c The sepals 4, petals 4, stamens 8 4 Lawsoma.

cc The sepals b,j»etals b, stamens numerous 5 Lagerstree-
[mvo.

86. PUNICACE®.

The only genus Punica.

87. ONAGRACE®.

a Ovary 1-4-celled, cells 1-ovuled, rarely 2-4-
ovuled fr nut-like, 1-4-celled, 1-4-scedcd.

b Us 2-nu rous, ovary 1-2-oelled 1. Circsea.

bb Fls 3-4-morous, ovary 4-celled, rarely
A-i i lied 2 Gaura.

aa Ovary’ 2 b-celled, cells many-ovailed, fr. a
caps (in Fuchsia a berry)

b Manveiis l or 2 ... 3 Lopezia.
bb Stamens t-K, rarely 3

C Seeds heardi d
i> Hypanthium broadened out above

ovary’ into a lunncl-sliaped tube 4 Zauschnerta
dd Hypanthium hardly produced beyond

ovarv 5 Epilobium.
CC Seeds not bearded or winged

d Hypanthium usually long-produced
beyond ovary (except in some (JLno-
t herns)

e Number of stamens 4 6 Euchand-

EE Numbe»r of stamens 8 [turn
f Fr a caps . . 7 (Enothera.

rr Fr a berry 8 Fuchsia
dd Hypanthium not or hardly produced

beyond ovary
e Caps locuhcidal . . 9 Clarkia.

EE Caps septicidal
f Stamens 8-12 10 Juasxeua.

ff Stamens 3-0 . . 11. Ludvngia.

88. TRAPACE®.

Stamens equal or subequal: ovary glabrous 7. Rhexia. The only genus Trapa.
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LOASACEfi.

a. Petals hooded.
b Caps. 3-5-valved at apex, rarely twisted 1 . Loaaa ,

b». Caps longitudinally 5-10-valved, usually
twisted spirally 2 Blumen-

bbb Caps narrow, straignt, longitudinally 5- [baeJito.

valved ... 3. Scyphanthus.
aa. Petals not hooded.

b Seeds very numerous, arranged in many
series . 4. Eucntde.

bb. Seeds few or, if numerous, arranged in 2
senes & Mentzelxa.

90.

PASSIFLORACE.fi.

2.

Cyclanthera Tribe.

a Fr. oblique, gibbous, rupturing elastically 19, Cyclanthera.
aa. Fr not gibbous, opening by 1 or 2 pores at the

top or by irregular rupture 20 Echxnocystxa.
(Incl Mogarrhiza )

3. Abobra Tribe.

Anther-cells flexuous, stamens free 21. Abobra

4. Sicyos Tribe.

Fla. 5-meroua, monoecious fr. fleshy 22 Sechium.

The genera Actimwtemma, Gurania, Herpetospermum, Ilodg-
soma and Sicyos are sometimes cultivated

a. Hypanthium long; petals and stamens 5 1 Tacaonva.
aa Hypanthium short, petals 4-5, rarely 0,

stamens 4-5 2 Paiaiflora.
aaa Hypanthium medium or short; fls unisexual 3. Modecca

91.

CARICACE.fi.

In cultivation Carxca.

92.

CUCURBITACEJE.

I. Summary of Tribes.

a Series 1 Ovules horizontal 1. Cuctjrbita Tribe
aa. Senes 2 Ovules erect or ascending,

rarely honzont&l
b. Fr. ruptures elastically ... 2 Cycianthkra

[Tribe.
bb Fr. does not rupture elastically 3 Abobra Tribe

aa. Senes 3. Ovules pendulous 4 Sicyos Tribe

II. Key to the Tribes.

1. Cucurbit* Tribe.

A. Anther-cells straight, rarely curved, not
flexuous . 1 . Melothna.

aa. Anther-cells flexuous or conduphcate
B. Corolla bell-shaped, 5-lobed to the middle

or a little below
c. Anthers free . 2 .S'icana

cc. Anthers coherent
d Filaments connate . 3 Coccima

dd Filaments freo 4 Cucurbita.
bb Corolla rotate and 5-petaled or bell-shaped

and 5-parted to the base
c Petals fimbriate or tendril-bearing
d Seeds large, fibrous 5 Tel/airea

dd Seeds small, not fibrous : 6. Tnchoaan-
cc Petals entire [thea.

D Hypanthium of male fls long, anthers
coherent m an oblong head, usually
included

e Pistillodes in male fls 1-3, subulate
or setiform 7. Gymnopeta-

ee Pistillode absent or reduced to a \lum.
gland

f Anthers coherent 8 Peponia
ff Anthers free 9. Layenarxa.

DD Hypanthium of male fls short, anthers
free or slightly coherent, usually ex-
serted

E Stamens inserted in the mouth of the
hypanthium

F Scales m bottom of hypanthium 10 Thladiantha.
FF Scales in bottom of hypanthium

2 3 11. Momordxca.
EE. Stamens inserted in hypanthium

F Male fls in racemes
o Fr dry, fibrous, dehiscent by

lid at top . . 12 Luffa.
GO Fr fleshy, not fibrous

h Female fls solitary 13. Ecballium.
hh Female fls racemose or clus-

tered . . . 14. Bryonia.
FF. Male fls solitary or fascicled.

o Sepals somewhat leafy, ser-
rate, reflexed .15. Benmcaaa.

GO. Sepals awl-shaped, entire, erect
H Pollen minutely muncato, pia-

tillode 0 .10, Bryonopau.
HH Pollen smooth, pistillode re-

duced to a small gland
i Tendrils not branched con-

nective usually produced
upward beyond loculo 17. Cucumxa.

ii. Tendnls 2-3-fid connec-
tive not produced. 18. CitrxMua.

93.

BEGONIACE.fi.

A. Ovary wholly inferior

B Petals all free .... 1 Begonia
bb Petals of pistillate fl grown together 2 Symbcgonxa.

AA. Ovary partly superior ... 3 Hxllebrandxa.

94.

CACTACE.fi.

a Fl -tube wanting
B I.vs large and persistent

C Seeds black and shining 1 Pereskia
cc Seeds white, dull and covered with hairs 2. Ptreskiopexa.

bb Lvs wanting or minute and caducous
c Plant epiphytic, spineless fls small

d Flowering joints bottle-shaped 3 Hariota
dd Flowering joints not bottle -shaped 4 Rhtpaalia

cc. Plant not epiphytic, usunlly very spiny
fls large

D. Petals spreading, filaments much
shorter than the petals 5 Opuntui.

DD. Petals erec t and closely surrounding
the stamens, filaments longer than
the petals 6 Nopalea.

aa Fl -tube prese nt, often much elongated
b Plants epiphytic or nearly so, either Hut or

1-angled, usually spineless and always
with spineless fr

c Sts 3-angled, bearing small spines nt the
areolts ovary and fr bearing large
bracts 7 Hylocereua.

CC Sts normally flat, spineless ovary and
fr bearing only minute bracts

D The sts weak, divided into many short
joints

E Fls irregular 8 Zygocaclua
ll Fls regular 9 i>chlum-

dd. The sts stouter than the last, with [bergera.

elongated joints

E Fl -tube v« ry short or nearly wanting 10 Disocactua
ee Fl -tube very definite, often much

elongated
F Fls small, diurnal 11 Witha

rt 11s large, nocturnal 12 EpiphyUum.
bb. Plants not epiphytic, never flat, with several

to many ribs

c. Sts globular or cylindrical, not jointed
D. Plant-body covered with more or less

definite tubercles fr naked
e The plant terminated by a rephahuml3 Cactua.

EE The plant without a terminal ceph-
alium

F Without spines except in the seed-
lings

o Plant tumid, without woody
tubercles 14 Lophophora.

oa Plant with dry prominent
woody tubercles 15 Arxocarpua.

ff. With spines on the tubercles
o Tubercles terete or angled, with

various kinds of spines 16 MammiUorui
Go. Tubercles flattened, with pec-

tinate spines 17. Pelecyphora.
DD. Plant-body covered with more or less

definite ribs fr scaly
E. Tubercles elongated, finger-hke . 18 Leuchten-

EE Tubercles, if present, always low Ibergia.

r Top of plant naked or nearly so 19. Echtnocao
[tu«.

ff. Top of plant very woolly 20. Malacocar-
<30. Sts. often tall, cylindrical, more-or-lcsa [pus.

branched, erect or climbing, sometimes
low and then always with spiny fr.

D. Flowering plants taking on various
forms like a cephahum, long hairs or
wool, peculiar bristles or spines from
near the top.

e Ribs of sts. 4-7 21. Lophocereut

.

BB. Ribs of sts. many.
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F. Fla. diurnal; flowering atcoles
with acicular spines, but no wool 22. Camegxta.

rr FIs. nocturnal, wool or hairs usu-
ally produced in abundance with
tho ns

o. Ovary and fr nearly smooth,
the few minute bracts with no
hairs in their axilH 23. Cephalo-

oo Ovary and fr covered with [cereus.

bracts with long hairs m their
axils 24. Oreocereua

DD. Flowering plants not different from the
sterile plants

E. Plants tall erei t trees
r. FI , after withering, dropping from

the ovary 25. Cereus.
rr. FI , after withering, persisting on

the ovary
G. Fr and fls minute, often several

coming from each flowering
areole 26. MyrtxUo-

GO. Fr and fls medium-sized or [cactus.

larger, only 1 coming from
each flowc ring areole

H Ovary and fr cov< red with
tlnn Hcalt s, but no fls 27. Escontrxa.

HH. Ovary and fr spiny but not
bearing large churtaceous
scab s

I. The fr edible, Juicy 28. Lemaxrco-
[cereua.

n The fr dry 29 Pachycereua.
eb. Plants low, often -vines, or, if at first

elongated and erect, finally becom-
ing procumbent or clambering

F. FU. nocturnal
G Fr smooth, y< llow . 30 Harrxaxa.

go Fr spiny, mi
H Sts producing an abundance

of a< rial roots 31 Selemcereua.
hh Sts not producing an abund-

ance of arm! roots
i Ribs usually 1 32 Acantho-

\rereua

ii Ribs 10 or more 33 A ydoccreus
rr FIs diurnal

a 'I he (Is irregular, narrow
H Ms sktulir, weak 34 Aporocactua.

hh Sts stout, at first erect
i Fr spiny, with red pulp 35 RcUhbunxa

ii Fr not spiny, with white
pulp 36 Clexstocactus

.

GG The fls r< gular
H H -tube much elongated,

spim s on the o\ ary reduced
to stiff b rustha 37. Echxnopsxa.

HH M-tubi short, at leant never
miuh elongated

i Plants ptoduemg a cluster
of tubers 38 Wxlcoxxa.

II Plants without tubers
j Fsually stout but low,

Komi tunc s procumbent
stigmas grron 39. Echxnoce-

JJ. \iny, stigmas not green [reus.

k 11s small, yellow 40 Bergero-
kk FIs large, red or [cactua.

white . .41. Heliocereua.

Epiphyllanthus and Pterocactus are described.

95.

AIZOACEJJ.

A. Petals numerous* caps 5- or more valved 1. Mesembry-
[anthemum,

AA. Petals 0 drupe 3-8-stoncd 2. Tctrayonxa.
Aaa. Petals 5—oc . caps circumscissile 3. Seauvium.

96.

UMBELLIFERJ5.

Key condensed from Coulter <fc Rose’s “Monograph of North
American Umbelhfer® ” Not arranged m sequence of relationship.

A. FIs in dense heads 1. Eryngtmm.
AA. FIh. not m heads, evidently umbellate.

B Fr. conspicuously bristly

c The fr covered with spines or hooked
bnstlcs . 2. Sanxcula.

cc The fr. with bristles only on the ribs . . . . 3. Daucus.
BB. Fr not bristly (except Osmorhiza and

Cuminum)
C. Oil-tubes obsolete or obscure.

D The fr strongly flattened laterally, lva.

simple . 4. Hydroeotyle.
dd The fr not strongly flattened.

B. Sced-faco concave.
r. Stylopodium corneal

cl At base, fr. attenuate. 5. Osmorhxaa.

gg. At base, fr rounded.
h Ribs slender . . . . 6. Scandtz,

hh Ribs broad, 3-angled, or al-
most wing-like . . 7. ilyrrhxa.

rr. Stylopodium flat or wanting.
a Lvs simple and perfoliate 8. Bupleurunu

gg Lvs large and decompound 9 Contum
xe. Seed-face plane 10. JEgopodxum.

OC. Oil-tubes distinct

D. Dorsally the fr strongly flattened, with
lateral ribs more or less prominently
winged (see Musmeon)

E. The oil-tubes solitary m the intervals
between the ribs, rarely 2

F Stylopodium conical

a Slender and glabrous plants 11 Oxypolxa.
gg. Stout and pubescent, at least

m the umbel 12. Herocleum.
rr. Stylopodium flat or wanting

g Plants < aulescent and branching
H Color of fls white

i Lvs pmnately dissected,
dorsal ribs filiform plant
slender 13. Antthum.

ii Lvs u mutely or pmnately (See Dill )

decompound dorsal nbs
prominent but slender,
plant stout 14. Angelxca.

ill Lva pmnately decom-
pound, dorsul ribs winged,
plant stout 15 Selxnum.

tin Color of fls yellow
i Dorsal ribs prominent 16 Levxatxcum.

ii Dorsal ribs filiform 17 Paatxnaca
gg Plants acaulescent or nearly so 18 Lomatxum.

ee. The oil-tubes more than 1 m the inter-
vals, usually several

F. Plants caulescent or nearly so
fls yellow or w hite 18 Lomatxum.

rr. Plants caulescent and branching
g Fr winged fls white 19. Archangel-

gg Fr not winged fls yellow 20 Ferula, [tea

DD. Dorsally the fr not strongly flattened,

usually more or less laterally flat-

tened
e The oil-tubes solitary in the inter-

vals between the nbs
r Stylopodium conical, lfts. Unear or

filiform

G Involucre wanting
H Fls white ... 21 Corxandrum.

hh Fb yellow . 22 Fcentculum.
GG Involucre present

h Ms rose-color fr bristly .23 Cumtnum.
hh Ms white fr smooth 24 Varum

r

r

Stylopodium flat or wanting.
o Ms white 25 Apxum

gg Ms jellow. (Sec article Celery )

h Ribs equal, broad and corky 26 Petroselx-

hh Ribs winged or filiform [num.
i The nbs conspicuously

winged 27 Thaapxum.
li The ribs filiform 28. Zxaxa

ee The oil-tubes more than 1 in the
intervals

r Stylopodium conical 29 Lxgustxcum.
rr. Stylopodium flat or wanting

a Seed-face silicate or decidedly
concav e

h Carpels flattened dorsally 30 Muatneorx.
hh Carpels strongly flattened

laterally 31. Ertgento,
go Seed-fare plane or but slightly

concav e

h Ribs all filiform lfts entire 32. Txnxdxa.
hh Ribs corky at least the lateral

i Lvs simple and perfoliate,
oil-tubes continuous
about seed-cavity 8. Buplmmun.

n. Lvs. pinnate, usually ser-
rate oil-tubes 1-3 m the
intervals 33 Stum.

The following genera are also treated Acinhyila, Arracacaa,
Astrantia, Chreropliyllum, Critlimum, Dorema, Hacquetia, Meum,
Molopospermum, Peuoedanum, Portenschlagia, and Seseli.

97.

ARALIACEiE.

a. Petals more or less imbneate, broadly affixed
at base

b. Lvs pinnate
c. Lfts entire or indistinctly crenate* ovary

2-celled glabrous evergreen shrubs. 1. Dalarbrea.
oc. Lfts. serrate ovary 2-5-celled herbs or

small deciduous trees 2. Aralta.
bb. Lvs digitate, whoned, fls. in simple ter-

minal umbels, styles 2-3, distiaot in the
fertile fls. : herbs. 3. Pamsh.
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aa. Petals valvate
B. Pedicels jointed or fls sessile evergreen

tropical or subtropical trees or shrubs,
c. FIs pedicelled

D. Lvs 1-3-pinnate ovary 1-10-celled,
styles usually distinct

DD. Lvs digitate or occasionally simple
styles 5, distinct

OC. FIs. sessile, ovary usually 5-celled, rarely
1-4- or 6-12-celled endosperm usually
ruminate lvs usually simple and lobed,
rarely digitate

BB Pedicels not jointed
c. Lvs digitate

D Anthers 4-cclled, ovary 10-celled, styles
distinct evergreen

dd Anthers 2-celled, styles usually con-
nate

e Stipules wanting lvs deciduous
ovary 2-5-cellod

ee Stipules developed lvs evergreen
ovary 5- to many-celled

CC. Lvs simple, usually lobed
D FIs 4- or 8-12-merous lvs palmately

lobed, large
E Styles, connate into a column fls

8-12-merous
ee Styles distinct, 2 fls 4-merous lvs

deciduous
DD. Fls 5-merous, rarely 5-8-merous

E. With distinct styles
f Shrub, evergreen, unarmed stylos

4. Polyacxas

5. Paeudo-
\panax.

6. Oreopanax.

7 Dxzygotheca.

8 Acantho-
[panax.

9 Schejflera.

10. Trevesia.

11 Tetrapanax.

5 12 Fatna
ff Shrub deciduous, prickly styles 2 13 Echxno-

EE. With connate styles [panax.
F. Habit climbing endosperm rumi-

nate lvs simple, usually lobed,
evergreen 14 Hedera.

FF. Habit upright
a Ovary 5-8-celled, calyx indis-

tinctly toothed lvs usually
entire, occasionally 2-5-lobed,
evergreen 15 Gilxbertia.

GO. Ovary 2-celled, calyx mth 5
short teeth lvs palmately
lobed or digitate, deciduous 8 Acantho-

[panax.
Meryta and Tupidanthus are also m cultivation

98. GARRYACEiE.

The only genus Garrya.

99. NYSSACE2E.

A. Ovary 1 -celled, calyx minute, petals usually
5 pistillate and staminate ns m distinct
heads with small deciduous bracts 1. Nyaaa.

AA. Ovary 6-10-celled, perianth 0 m staminate
fls , heads consisting of 1 pistillate fl and
numerous staminate fls with 2 or 3 very
large white bracts at the base 2. Davxdxa.

100. ALANGIACEA5.

The only genus Alangxum.

101. CORNACEJ3.

A. Fls. bisexual, usually in cymes, petals short,
valvate, ovary 2-celled lvs. usually
opposite . 1 . Cornua.

AA. Fls. unisexual
B. Lvs opposite, evergreen fls m terminal

panicles, ovary 1-celled 2 Aucuba.
BB. Lvs. alternate

c. Petals valvate, 4 fls. in few-fld cymes on
the upper surface of the lvs . . 3. Helunngxa.

00. Petals imbricate, 5 fls. in terminal
racemes or panicles 4. Grxaelxnxa.

102. CAPRIFOLIACE-ffi.

A. Corolla rotate or nearly so; limb regular;
style short, deeply 2-5-cut.

b. Lvs. pinnately cut 1. Sambucua.
bb. Lvs simple . . 2. Viburnum.

aa. Corolla tubular or bell-shaped, limb usually
irregular, style long, usually with capitate
stigma

B. Ovary 2-5-celled, all the cells 1-ovuled:
herbs with rather small whorled fls 3. Trtoaleum.

BB. Ovary 3—1-celled, 1 or 2 cells 1-ovuled, the
others with numerous ovules

C. Fr a berry, usually 2-seeded corolla
campanulate or tubular -funnelform,
nearly regular 4 Symphort-

CC Fr a leathery achene [carpoa ,

D. Achene inclosed between large peltate
bracts corolla campanulate-funnel-
form, 2-lipped ovary 4-celled 5 Dxpelta.

DD. Achene not inclosed between bracts
ovary 3-celled , corolla nearly or quite
regular

E Ovary narrow
,

sepals 2-5, large,
peisistent, corolla tubular or cam-
panulate-funnelfonn 6 Abelxa

EE Ovary subglobosc
,

si pals 5, lanceo-
late deciduous, corolla tarnpanu-
late-funnclform trailing unde r-

shiub with the fls in pairs on
slender upright stalks 7 Lxnnxa.

BBB Ovary 2 8-celled, the cells with many
ovulesorl cell empty

C Fr an achcno or caps
D Stamens 4 fls m coaleseent pairs

inserted at unequal height, ovary
3-celleil, often 1 cell empty fr an
achene 8 Kolkwxtzxa.

dd Stamens 5 fls in cymes fr a 2-celled
dehiscent caps 9 Diervxlla.

CC Fr a berry
d Cells of ovary 2-3, rarely 4-5 fls in

pairs or whorls, calyx deciduous 10 Lonxcera
dd Cells of ovary 3-8 fls in whorls, calyx

persistent 11. Leycesterxa.

Alseuosmia is also briefly treated.

103. RUBIACEA2.

I. Summary of Tribes.

Ignoring exceptions and omitting eight tribes not within the
scope of this work

A Number of ovules in each locule co

b Fr dry, capsular or 2-5-berried or
nutlike

c Fls compacted or confluent into a
spherical head 1 Nauclea Tribe.

CC Fls uot chsjKjsed in a spherical
head

D Seeds winged or appendaged,
with endosperm caps 2-celled. 2. Cinchona Tribe.

DD Seeds not winged
E Corolla valvate

t 'I he seeds with endosperm:
caps 2-eelled 3. Condaminla

ff The seeds minute fr indo- [Tribe.
hiscent, 2-berried or cap-
sular, 2 4-celled 4. Hedyotis Tribe

EE Corolla imbricate or convo-
lute caps 2-celled, seeds
with endosperm 5 Rondeletia

bb Fr fleshy, bursting irregularly or de- [Tribe.
hiscent at apex, or a drupe with 2
or more stones, the* stones many-
seeded

c Corolla valvate seeds numerous,
minute, anglc-d 6 Muss.enda Tribe.

cc Corolla imbnrate or convolute
seeds numerous, minute, often
angled 7. Hameua Tribe.

ccc. Corolla strictly convolute seeds
numerous or few

, large and com-
pressed or smaller and angled 8. Gardenia Tribe,

aa. Number of ovules in each locule 1

B Radicles superior
c Stamens inserted at base of corolla,

corolla valvate or imbricate 9. Chiococca Tribe.
cc. Stamens insc rted at throat of

corolla
d Corolla strictly eonvolute 10 Alberta Tribe,

dd Corolla valvate 11. Vanqukria Tribe,
bb. Radicles inferior

c Corolla strictly convolute 12. Ixora Tribe.
CC. Corolla valvate

D. Ovules affixed to septum, rarely
basilar, generally amphitro-
pous trees and shrubs 13 Morinda Tribe,

dd. Ovules affixed to septum, ara-
phitropous or anatropous*
herbs 14. Galium Tribe,

ddd. Ovules basilar, erect, anatro-
pous.

E. Stamens inserted on the
throat of the corolla fr

indehiscent' style entire
or with short branches . 15. Pstchotrla Tribe.
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ms. Stamens inserted on the
throat, rarely at base of
corolla fr capsular or 2-

berned style-branches fili-

form. 16. Pjederia Tribe,
bee. Stamens inserted at base of

corolla, rarely on throat fr.

berry-like or mdehiscent.
style entire or with long
branches . 17. Anthobperma

[Tribe.

//. Key to the Tribes.

1. Nauclea Tribe.

Calyx-tubes confluent fr a globose, fleshy syn-
carp ovary 2-celled, ovules solitary, pendu-
lous ... . . 1.

2. Cinchona Tribe.

A. Corolla valvate
B Placenta ascending from the base of the

septum, or erect 2.

BB Placenta adnate to the middle of the sep-
tum

c Caps septicidal 3
cc Caps loculicidal 4

aa Corolla imbricate, stamens inserted in the
throat

B Sepals ne\ er bract-like 5.

bb One of the sepals m some fls m each infl

developing into a large white persistent
appendage 6

3. Condaminea Tribe.

One calyx-lobe dilated into an ample colored
blade 7. .

4. Hedyotis Tribe.

a Calyx-lobes unequal caps loculicidal . 8. .

aa. Calyx-lobes equal caps loculicidal at the
top . . .9.

5. Rondeletia Tnbe.

Corolla imbricate, lobes equal or nearly so 10.

.

6. Mussaenda Tnbe.

Infl terminal .
corymbose , ovary 1-2-cclled , calyx-

colored.

Cephal-
[anihus.

Cinchona
Bouvardia.

Emmenop-
[terya.

lobes 5, 1 dilated and

7. Hamelia Tnbe.

. Corolla 5-nbbed berry 5-oolled

. Corolla 4 5-lobed berry 2-3-celled

1 1 Wussa-nda

12 Hamelia
13. Jloffmatinia

8. Gardenia Tnbe.

a. Infl usually terminal
b Corolla-tube short . . 14 Burchelha.

bb Corolla-tube long
c Calyx .

r)-toothed 15 Posoquerta.

cc Calyx-lobes large and leafy . It) / rptactina
aa Infl usually axillary

B Style has a spindle or club-shaped stigma,
entire or 2-toothed

c Seed-coat membranous
D Calyx-lnnb various, ovary 2-cclled . 17 Randta.

dd Calyx-limb often tubular, ovary 1-

celled 18 Gardenia.
CC. Seed-coat fibrous or subfibrous

D Corolla-tube long and slender . 19. Oxyanthua.
DD Corolla-tube short

e Calyx 5-parted . . . 20 Milno-

[«fi gma.

ee Calyx truncate or 5-toothed ... 21 Genipa.
BB. Style-bran< hes 2

S
distinct (except some-

times in Kraussia)
c Throat of corolla bearded 22 Krauiaia

cc Throat of corolla glabrous . . 23. TncaXyeia.

9. Chiococca Tribe.

Corolla valvate infl axillary, racemose, antherssAiiuua vuivaie iuu nAiuuiy,
dorsifixed, stigma club-shaped

10. Alberta Tnbe.

Infl. terminal; the 2-4 calyx-lobes dilated.

24. Chiococca.

anthers pilose on back

11. Vangueria Tribe.

a. Drupe 1-2-stoned .

aa. Drupe 3-6-stoned.

.

.26. PUctronia.
. .27. Vanguena.

12. Izora Tribe.

a. FIs. clustered in axils . . . 28. Coffea.
aa. FIs. m 2-3-forking corymbs

B. Style-branches 2, short, rarely connate lvs.

feathery 29 Ixora.
bb. Style very far exserted, the slender spindle-

shaped stigma usually long lvs. usually
membranous . . . 30. Pavetta

13. Morinda Tribe.

A. FIs confluent in heads, wluch are many-fld.,
solitary or umbellate 31 Morinda.

AA. FIs free, calyx-limb 4-5-fid, corolla villous at
throat, stigma club-shaped, 2—4-lobed
drupe 1-4-atoned infl. axillary . 32. Damna-

[canthu*.

14. Galium Tnbe.

A. Corolla funnel-shaped or somewhat tubular.
B. FIs 4-meroua, with or without bracts, but

no bracelets, style-branches subequal 33. Aaperula.
bb FIs 4-5-merous, bracted and with 2

bractlet**, style-branches unequal 34 Cructanella.
aa Corolla rotate or rotate-campanulate

b FN 5-merous . 35 Rubia.
bb Fla. 4-meroua 36 Galium.

15. Psychotria Tnbe.

Infl terminal, calyx usually 5-toothed, corolla
5-lobcd, rarely 4-lobed , tube usually short . 37. Paychotna

16. Peedena Tnbe.

a. Ovary 2-celled, stigma 2, capillary, twisted
fr drupaceous twining plant 38 Psedena.

Aa. Ovary 5-celled fr a caps small upright
shrubs . 39 Leptodermia

17. Anthosperma Tribe.

A Stamens inserted in throat, style-branches 4 40 MUchella.
aa. Stamens inserted at or near base of corolla

b Us bisexual, style shortly 2-cut shrub 41 Seri8aa.
bb FN unisexual or biMXual, style 2-parted

to the base or near it

c Plants are cieepuig herbs 42 Nertera
co Plants are shrubs or small trees 43 Coproama

Other genera incidentally described are Catesb»a, Cephaelis,
Exostemma, Ferneha, G let tarda, Oldenlandia, Plocama, and
SareocephaluH.

104. VALERIANACEAJ

.

a Stamens 4 ... 1. Patrxnia.
aa Stamens 1, rarely 2 corolla-tube spurred, the

limb spreading 2. Centranthua
aaa Stamens 2, corolla-tube spurred, the limb

2-lipped . 3. Fedia
a aaa Stamens usually 3

b Calyx-limb finally pappiform .... 4. Valeriana
bb Calyx-limb various but not pappiform... .. 5. Valerianella

105. DIPSACACEAB.

a Stigma terminal, straight* fls densely
crowded in the axils of the floral lvs , form-
ing whorls after tho manner of the mint
family 1. Morina.

aa Stigma oblique or lateral, rarely straightish
fls in terminal heads

b Bracts of involucre generally herbaceous,
chaff of receptacle rigidly awl-shaped-
acuminate or spinescent , corolla 4-fid 2. Dipaacua.

bb Bracts and chaff rigidly paleaceous, rarely
sub-herbaceous ,

corolla 4-fid 3. Cephalaria
bbb Bracts leafy, in about 2 series, chaff short,

or very mu row or abortive, corolla 4-5-
cut . . . .4. Scabioaa.

106. COMPOSITE.

/. Summary of Tribes .

Series I TtrBULifloras. Corollas tubular and regular m all

the bisexual fls.

A. Heads composed entirely of disk-fls.,

which are all perfect and never truly
yellow

B Style-branches awl-shaped, acute,
nunutely hairy, lvs. generally al-
ternate anthers sagittate at base . 1 Vernonia Tribe.
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bb. Style-branches subterete, obtuse,
covered with minute papillae lvs.

opposite or alternate, anthers sub-
entire at base . 2. Eupatobiuk

aa. Heads with all perfect or some imper- [Tribe.
feet fie., with or without rays and
often yellow

B. Anthers tailed
c. Style-branches linear: heeds with

or without rays ... 3. Inula Tribb.
CC. Style-branches united or short,

heads without rays, typically
with spiny or scanous appen-
daged, many-bracted involucre
ana fleshy receptacle . 4. Ctnara Tribb.

BB. Anthers not conspicuously tailed
c. Style-branches in disk-fls flattened

out, and with a distinct though
sometimes very short terminal
appendage 5 Aster Tribb.

cc Style-branches not flattened out.

Noth—It w impossible to make a key to separate the follow-
ing tribes from one another. Some of the important characters
are italicized

Receptacle chaffy or rarely naked under
the sterile disk-fls . style-branches
truncate or appendaged or the style of
the sterile fls undivided, pappus some-
times absent but generally of 2-4 awns,
which are slender or somewhat ohaffy
and with or without intermediate
scales which are free or connate at base
lvs opposite, Rarely alternate , 6

Receptacle naked, style-branches truncate
or appendaged, pappus usually chaffy,
rarely of awns or bristles, or absent
lvs opposite or alternate involucral
bracts tn 1 or t senes, rarely 3-4, her-
baceous or membranous • herbage often
resinous-dotted 7

Receptacle chaffy or naked, style-
branches truncate, pappus when pres-
ent crown-shaped, rarely of short chaff’
lvs mostly alternate involucral bracts
in 2 or more senes, dry or scanous at

apex 8
Receptacle usually naked, style-branches

truncate or appendaged, pappus
usually of bristles lvs mostly alternate
inner involucral bracts in 1 series, sub-
equal, the outer ones smaU or wanting, or
rarely all imbricate in numerous series 9

Receptacle naked, style-branches trun-
cate or the style of the sterile fls un-
divided, pappus absent or wooNike
tvs usually alternate or radical involu-
cral bracts in 1-2 senes, subequal, nar-
row 10

Receptacle naked, ohaffy or alveolate,
style-branches rounded at apex, obtuse
or rarely truncate or the style of the
etenle fls. undivided, papptw absent, or
chaffy or crown-shaped lvs radical
or alternate involucral tracts in an
indefinite number of senes, often scar-
ious at apex or spinescent 1

1

Helianthus
[Tribb.

Helenium Tribb.

Anthemis Tribb.

Senecio Tribb.

Calendula Tribb.

Arctotis Tribb.

Senes 2 Labiat*flor* Corollas of
all or only of the bisexual fls. bilabiate 12. Mutisia Tribb.

Senes J. Liquliflor.® Corollas all

hgulate and fls. bisexual juice milky ... 13. Cichoricm Tribb.

II. Artificial Key to the Composite Tribes.

(Condensed from Engler & PrantL)

.Plants without milky juice’ corolla of
disk-fls not ligulate (except some of
the Mutisia Tribe, recognized by the
peculiar stylo and caudate anthers).

b. Style below its point of branching
neither thickened nor with a ring
of long sweeping hairs,

c Anthers not caudate
D. Style-branches awl-shaped,

acute, minutely hairy outside
and often on style below, Btig-
matose over the whole inner
face . . Vebnonia Tribe,

ml Stylo-branches subterete, ob-
tuse, covered with nunuto
papill®, stigmatose in 2 lines
near the base Eupatorium Tmbb.

odd Style-branches flattened, with
distinct though often short-
terminal, usualJy short-hairy
appendages, stigmatose in 2
fines ... Aster Tmbb.

dddd. Style-branches flattened, stig-
raatose m 2 lines, very diverse
in form (i e., truncate or ap-
pendiculate, but with a dis-
tinct tendoncy toward a ring
of long sweeping luurs some-
where above the fork (transi-

tions frequent to the above 3
tribes).

B. Pappus not capillary, but
composed of scales, plumose
bristles, or strong awns, or
crown-like or wanting

W. Involucral bracts without
scanous margins, rarely
with narrow membranous
margins (in some genera
which may be separated
by strongly developed
scaly pappus from the
Anthemis Tribe)

a. Chaff present Helianthus Tribb.
go. Chaff absent Helenium Tribb.

FT. Involucral bracts scanous
margined pappus 0 or
reduced, sometimes uni-
laterally developed Anthemis Tribe,

zzl Pappus capillary, simple Senecio Tribe,

ddddd Style-branches of tho bisexual
fls (which are sterile) almost
or quite wanting, rarely of
normal size, not stigmatose

X. Plants more or less completely
dioecious chaff 0

r. Involucral bracts in 1 row,
of equal length (often with
tiny bracteoles at the
base) Petasites.

ff. Involucral bracts in many
rows Bacchant.

EE. Plants not dioecious: heads
bisexual

f. Chaff 0.

G. Achene of female fls.

with pappus of coarse
or fine bristles or hairs,
sometimes plumose

H. Involucral bracts in
sevc ral row s

Some members of Aster Tribb.
hh Involucral bracts in 1

row, separate, with
tiny bracteoles at
base Tussilago.

hhh Involucral bracts in 1

row, connate at base Olhonna and
go Achene of fr male fls w'lth [Gamolepis.

scaly pappus Gutierrena
goo Achene of female fls. with

no pappus
H. Lvs opposite or

radical Osteospermum
HH. Lvs alternate

vSome members of Calendula Tribe.
FT. Chaff present

G Involucre not scanous,
nor woolly (see Milam-
podine® and Ambro-
sieie of tho Helianthus
Tribe)

GG. Involucre scanous mar-
gined, inner bracts
woolly . . Eriocephalus.

cc. Anthers caudato.

D. Style-branches awl-shaped,
acute, minutely hairy outside
and often on style below, stig-

raatose on whole inner face
Members of Vernonia Tribb.

dd. Style-branches otherwise.

E. Limb of corolla of bisexual fla.

5- (rarely 4-) toothed or
-labed, rarely, m the Inula
Tribe, slightly 2-lipped.

F. Plants dioecious Antennana.
TT. Plants not dioecious.

o. Heads with filiform fe-

male marginal fls , or
fls all alike Some members of Inula Tribb.

GG. Heads with fls. of 2 sexes:

corolla of female fls.

(marginal) ligulate,
rarely tubular, with
broad regular or 2-

lipped limb,
a. Pappus present

Some members of Inula Tribe.

mjl. Pappus 0 Calendula T*a#«usue. Pappus 0.
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EE. Limb of corolla of bisexual fls.

regular and deeply 5-divided
or 2-lipped Mdtibia Tribe.

BB. Style with sweeping hairs beginning
at or below the point of forking,
forming u ring, or style there thick-
ened, or at least there different in
color style-branches often co-
herent

C. Head with female or neutral ligu-

lato ray-fls Aroiotib Tribe.
cc. Head of all bisexual fls or with

nonligulato neutral fls or ran ly
with femftlo ray-fls C'ynaha Tribe

AA. Plants with milky juice: fls. in head
all ligulate Cichoiuum Tribe.

111. Regular Key to the Tribes.

1. Vemonia Tribe.

A. Genus anomalous with enlarged palmatcly
quaailigulate outer corollas , 1 Stokcaxa

XX. Genus normal with tubular 5-lobed corollas 2 Vernonxa.

2. Eupatorium Tnbe.

A. Anthers truncate at apex, not appendaged.
achenps 5-angled, secondary ribs not
prominent ... 3. Pxquerxa

.

XX. Anthers appendaged
B. Achencs 5-ribbi d, no secondary ribs visible

C. Panpus wholly of capillary Gristles
D Involuiral bructs t 4 Milarna
DD Involucral brut ts more than 4 5 Eu/xitortum

(Inti Corns hmuin )

CC. Panpus chaffy, aw nod, blunt or crown-
shaped G Ayeratum

BB. Achencs 10-ribbod (rartly 7-8-ribbcel),
secondary ribs eonspn nous

O. Involucral bracts not herbaceous, striate-
nervtd, conspicuously so wht n tlry

n Heads few -fid , cor> rnbose 7 1 drnoityles.
do Heads ulw ays paniculate 8 brickellxa

cc Involucral bracts sonuwlmt herbaeeous
or partly colortd, inconspicuously stri-

ate if at all

D 1 he outer bracts sue ct ssivt ly shorter 0 Lxairxa
DD. The bracts nearly .ill e qual in h ngth 10 Trxlxsa

3, Inula Tribe.

A. The fls cemtaining both stamens and pistil all

sterile, only the unisexual fls fertile, he aels

nionereious or diet emus
B. Pappus bristles, especially of fe i tile fls,

united at the* base in a ring
c Heads strictly elueeious, corymbose,

rarely sohtaty, sterile pappus club-
shape el 11

CC. Heads containing 1 eir both se\r
,
nioner-

rious or eliex-e lous, crowded in a sm ill

cluster or eyine surroutieled b> i long
conspicuous w (Hilly mvolue re 12

BB Pappus bristles free involucre* ro-ette -bk< ,

very white-papery H
ut. The fls eontainiug both stamens and style

usually fe rtile

B Heads with disk-fls only
C. The he-nds eeimpe>unel, l-tlel head- eggre*-

gated in m mvoluerite cluster, often
with pet’iloul appendages . 14

CC The heads simple
D Pappus 0 15

DD Pappus crown- or cup-shaped . 16
DDD Pnppus bristly

E Achencs not be aked
i Bristles often plumose at base 17.

ff Bristles smooth, scanous, barked
or plumose at apex . 18

ke Achencs be aked . . 19.

BB. Heads eompose*d o( both ray- and disk-fls.

c. Receptacle not, chaffy
D Stigmatie lines not confluent at apex 20

dd Stigmatie lines fusing at apex 21

cc. Receptacle chaffy or bristly 22.

4. Cynara Tribe.

/ eontopoi/-

1 naphnli s

Myrut-
[cephalus

Humio
Ammobium

Hell pterum.

Hehrhry-
(*um.

Waitzui

Podolt pi s

Inulli

buphthal-
[mum.

A. Heads 1-fld , aggregated into larger involu-
crate heads ... 23. Echxnops

.

AA. Heads scverul-fld.
B. Fr with basal areole

c. The fr woolly, not marginod.
D. Pappus scales pointed or terminated

by a simple awn 24. Xzranthc-
(mum.

dd Pappus-scales plumose 25 Carltna.

cc The fr glabrous, marginal at summit
D. Receptacle bristly

e Filaments glabrous involucre bracts
hooked 26. Arctium.

ee Filaments warty, hairy, or poctmate-
riliate

F The receptacle not fleshy.
a Pappus-bristles not plumose.. 27. Carduut.

go Pappus-bristles plumose . . . . 28 C'xraxum.
FF The receptacle fleshy 29 Cynara

DD. Receptacle not bristly 30 Onopordon
BB Fr with obliejue lateral ureole

c. Heads not mvoluerate with lvs
D. Involue ral-bracts without appendages 31 Serratula

DD. Involueral-brae ts with dry, scanous or
thorny appendages 32 Cenlaurea.

cc. Heads surrounded by an involucre of
thorny lv -<

D Pappus simple, of bristles, scales or 0 33 Carthamua.
DD Pappus of 2 unequally long rows of

bristles . 34. Cnxcua.

5. Aster Tribe.

a. Heads dioecious and composed wholly of disk-
fls 35. Baccharxa.

xx Heads not diexu ious

B. Color of fls yellow
c Rays absent 36 Bxgelovxa.

CC Rays present

D. The pnppus composed of long pales,
which are sometimes reduced to a
erow’n . 37 Outxerrezxa.

DD The pappus not as in d
E. Pappus-bristle s few (4-8)

f Involucral bracts in 8 sortes,
leathe ry or so irious at apex 38 Orxndelxa.

ff Iuvolueril bracts in 2 3 senes,
searious at margin- 39 Pentachxta.

ee Pappus-bristles e opious, in 2-8 senes,
somttmus few in ray-fls

F Bri»tlcs of 2 kinds, the inner
senes r,null try, outer very short
an<J setulosc or squamellate 40 Chryaopaxa.

FF Bristles mostly alike

a Rays usually w anting 41. Lxnoayrxs.
GO Kay* pre sent

H The bristles broad at base,
anstate 42 Xanthxsma

hh The bristles capillary
i He aels usu illy many-fld

j Ache nos many-ne rved 43 Aplopappus.
jj .ie henes fe w -lie rved 44 Hazardxa.

II Heads usually few -fid

i Bristles, rudimentary,
sheirte r than aehene 45. Brachychxta

33 Bristles longer than
ae he lie 46 Solidago

bb. Color of ray fls at legist not yellow

C The pappus 0, or foi tiling i inore-or-le*ss
conspicuous ring of short bristles or
hairs uniform in all fls

o Brae ts <lrj"or sc irious at m irgin 47 Braehycome
dd Bracts herbaceous 48. Beilis.

CC The pappus composed of numerous bris-
tles in 1 or more -cue s, uniform m all fls.

D Involucre with outer bracts partly
leaf}, inue*r hr ic ts membranous or
scanous . 49 Callxstephus

DD Involucral bracts all nearly alike

E Bracts m about 2 scries

f Achencs usually small . . 50 Erxgeron.
ff Achencs larger, longer, pappus

more copious 51. Vxttadxnxa

ee. Bracts usually in several senes,
sometimes 2 si nes m Aster and
Felicia

F. Plants woody, resinous

o Achencs cylindrical 52 Olearxa
gg Achencs compressed . . 53 Felicia.

Fr. Plant herbaceous
o Involucral bracts conaceous 54. Serxcocar-

gci Involucral bracts membranous [put.
or herbaceous 55 Aater.

ccc. The pappus anomalous or absent from the
rays

D Pappus-bristles shortly plumose , style-
branches broad . 56 Chanexa.

dd Pappus-bn*>tles in 1 senes, uneejual,
rigid, thickened or dilated toward
the base 57. Townsendxa

ddd Pappus of the ray composed of very
short paloffi, disk-pappus of copious
slender bristles in 1-2 series. 58 Heleropap-

dddd. Pappus-bristles very short, usually |pu«
accompanied by 2-4 awns not longer
than the achene . 59 Boltonxa.
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6. Heli&nthus Tribe.

Subtribe 1. Melampodie-b Rays pistillate, disk-fls. staminate:
achenes usually with coriaceous or thicker pericarp, style mostly
entire, reoeptaole chaffy throughout; pappus none.

A. Involucre of the many-fld heads broad:
inner bracts ooncave, embracing and hall

inclosing the thick, turgid, obovoid achenes 60. Polymnxa.
aa. Involucre broad, of plane or barely ooncave

bracts, innermost subtending obcom-
pressed achenes, but not inclosing nor em-
bracing them

B. Rays, or rather their ovanes and achenes,
m more than 1 series. 61. Sxlphium.

Bfi. Rays and achenes m a single series

c. Heads nearly discoid or rays short 62. Parthenxum.
00. Heads conspicuously radiate, mostly of

5 fertile and rather numerous sterile fls. 63. Chryaogo-
[nuffl.

Subtribe 2. Atubroiseae. Pistillate fls. apetalous, or with
oorolla reduced to a tube or ring around base of 2-parted style;

staminate fls with 4-5-lobed corolla, anthers slightly united or
free, style abortive, hairy only at the somewhat enlarged and
depressed summit

A. Herbs: heads of 2 kinds, the fertile with a
bur-like involucre 64. Ambroaxa

.

AA. Shrubs heads all alike 65 Iva.

Subtribe 3 Zinnie.e Rays pistillate, the tube absent or very
short, persistent on achene and at length papery, disk-fls.

bisexual, rarely sterile, subtended or embraced by chaffy bracts:
lvs. opposite.

A. Receptacle flattish 66. Sanvitalxa.

aa. Receptacle conical, cylindrical or elongated.

B. Achenes, at least inner ones, 1-3-awned 67 Zinnia
bb. Achenes without pappus. . . 68. Heliopsxa.

Subtribe 4 Verbesine.® Rays pistillate, or neutral, becom-
ing papery and persistent, disk-fls bisexual, anthers often blackish
aonenes various, but those of disk never obcompressed pappus
various.

A. Chaff of receptacle permanently investing
achenes as an accessory covering 69 Sclerocarpua.

aa. Chaff of receptacle concave or complicate,
loosely embracing or subtending the disk-
aohenes, mostly persistent

B. Rays sometimes absent Certain species of .70 Spilanlhea
bb. Rays usually present

c Receptacle high, from conical to colum-
nar or subulate, at least in fr

D The rays, if present, pistillate. 70. Spilanlhea

dd The rays sterile

». Color of rays rose or rose-purple 71 Echinacea.

ee Color of rays yellow or partly brown-
purple (sometimes wholly so)

r. Achenes 4-angled, prismatic 72 Rudbeckia.

ff Achenes short and broad, oom-
pressed 73 Lepachya.

cc. Receptacle low, flat to convex, rarely be-
coming conical

D. Achenes not winged nor very flat, when
flattened not margined nor sharp-
edged.

E Rays pistillate ... 74 Balaamor-

ee Rays sterile [rhiza.

F. Achenes pubescent . . . 75 Viguiera
ff Achenes glabrous . .7b. Hdxanthua.

DD. Achenes of the ray or margin often
triquetrous, of the disk either flat-

compressed and margined or thin-
edged, or if turgid some of them
winged.

x. Rays neutral.
f. Pappus 0, or an awn or its

rudiment answering to each
margin of the wingless achene 77. Encelxa.

YT. Pappus of delicate squamell® be-
tween the 2 chaffy teeth or awns
whioh surmount the 2 acute
margins of the achene 78. HeliantheUa.

ITT. Pappus of 2 slender-subulate
naked awns, at length divergent,
sometimes with 2 or 3 inter-
mediate awns . . 79. Actxnomerxa.

X. Rays pistillate, rarely neutral in
Verbesina

f Pappus of « distinct squamell® . 80. Paacdlxa.

YT. Pappus of dilated awns or 2 awn-
lilce paleee on the angles of the
achene, with 2 small intermediate
squamell® on each side 81 . Podachsen-

ftf. Pappus of 2 awns, sometimes 1-3 {turn,
or 0, and no intermediate squam-
mell® . 82. Verbeaxna.

Subtnbe 5 Coreopstdeie Rays pistillate or neutral, disk-
fls. fertile, receptacle chaffy, chaff flat or hardly ooncave achenes
more or less dorsalty compressed, often 2-awned

A. Involucral bracts distinct, the outer herbace-
ous, inner somewhat like pale® 83. Gmtotxa.

aa. Involucro double, inner bracts membran-
ous, subequal, connate at base or often
higher, outer bracts few and small or
minute.

B. Plants are all climbers with p.stillate rays,
achenes much enlarging and sterile

disk-fls with mdivided style . 84 Hxdalgoa.
BB. Plants not climbing rays usually sterile

c Style-branches with long hairy appen-
dages 85 Dahlia.

cc Style-branches truncate, pemcillate or
with short appendages

D. Bracts of inner involucro united into a
cup 86 Thelea-

dd. Bracts of involucre di-tinct, or united [perma.
only at the common base

e Achenes beaked, slender rays purple
or rose, in 1 species yellow, white
vars in cult • awns mostly
deciduous 87 Coamot.

ee. Achenes not beaked rays yellow or
white

f. Tube of disk-fl without ring at top
o Lvs or divisions entire . . 88 Coreopaxa.

ao Lvs or divisions serrate 89 Btdena.
ff. Tube of disk-fls with a ring near

the top 90. Leptoayne.

Subtnbe 6 Gaunsoqe.e Heads rayless and horaogamous
(in Marshalha). Pappus of °° distinct pale® 91 Marahalha.

Subtnbe 7 Madie* Rays pistillate, each subtended by an
involucral bract which partly or completely incloses its achene,
disk-fls with both stamens and styles, but some or all sterile
glandular, viscid and heavy-scented herbs

a. Achenes laterally compressed . 92 Madia.
aa. Achenes not laterally compressed , 93 Layxa.

7. Helenium Tribe.

a. Involucral bracts united nearly throughout
into an oblong cup or tube 94 Tagetes.

(See also Lasthema.)
aa. Involucral bracts hardly at all imbricated,

when broad, nearly equal or in 1 series

B. Receptacle mostly high-conical, and acute,
beset after the achenes have fallen by
projecting points (us if pedicels on which
they were inserted)

C. The involucre a single series of bracts
connate by their edges into a 5-15-
toothed green cup 95 Laathenia

CC The involucre of loose, distinct bracts 96 Beer ia
(Also Actinolepis coronana )

bb. Receptacle flat or convex, rarely obtusely
conical achenes from linear to obpyram-
ldal, rarely 5-angled (See also bub )

c. Herbage mostly woolly involucral bracts
erect, not membranous 97 Eriophyl-

cc. Herbage usually not woolly [lum
d Disk-fls deeply 5-cleft involucral

bracts mostly appressed 98 Polypteria
dd. Disk-fls with long and narrow throat

and 5 short lobes or teeth
e Heads solitury . . 99. Hulaea.

ee Heads paniculate or corymbose
f Plants tomentose herbs, the lvs.

dissected
g Involucral bracts free, narrow 100. Cheenactxe.

gg Involucral bracts connected at
the base, broad and obtuse 101. Bahia

ff Plants not tomentose, the lvs. not
dissected 102 Perxcome

BBS. Receptacle from convex to oblong achenes
short, obpyramidal or top-shaped, 5-10-
nbbed or angled, mostly silky hairy,
disk-fls all fertile

C. The receptacle destitute of awn-like
fimbrill® among the fls

d Involucre erect or nearly so 103 Actxnella.
dd Involucre spreading or soon reflexed. 104. Helenium.

cc. The receptacle beset with bnstle-hke or
awl-shaped or rarely dentiform flmbnll®
among the fls 105. Gaxllardia.

8. Anthemis Tribe.

a. Receptacle chaffy
B. Heads usually discoid

c. Shrubs with small, closely clustered lvs.. 106. Erxoceph-
cc Herbs, or sometimes slightly shrubby [alia.

d. Corolla with a hood-kke appendage at
base 107 Santolxna.

dd. Corolla without such appendage 108. Lonaa.
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BB. Heads usually radiate
C. Achene compressed, with 2 narrow mar-

gins . . 109. Achillea.
OC. Achenes 4-5-cornerod or °° -ribbed

d The heads pedunclcd at tips of branches 110. Anthemis.
dd The heads sessile in forks, surrounded

by 5-6 dissected floral lvs 111. Cladanthus
AA< Receptacle naked or alveolate-fimbnlliferous

B Involucral bracts in many series

C. Rays present . . 112. Chrysan-
themum

(Consult also Pyrethrum )

CC Rays absent 113 Tanacetum
bb Involucral bracts in 1 or 2 or few s< ncs

C Rays present 114 Matricaria
CC. Rays absent or inconspicuous.

D Involucre top-shaped 115 Cenia
DD. Involucre ovoid or broadly boll-shaped 116. Artemisia

9 . Senecio Tribe.

A Involucral bracts in 1 Heries and connate at the
base or Ixyond the middle in a cup, no
outer bracts, stylc-bram hes of the fertile

bisexual fls truncate at apt x, usually pem-
cillate

B Style undivided, disk-fls "t< rile 117 Othonna
BB Style bifid, disk-fls all or some fertile 118 Gamolepxs.

AA Involucral bracts in 1 or 2 senes, not connate
in a cup but free, at least finally

B. Style-branches of hermaphrodite fertile fls

roundish obtuse or at 1< ast not truncate
and wholly without appendage or hain-
nc ss at summit

C Heads composed < ntin ly of bisexual and
fertih fls , homogamous, disf old 119 Cacaliop-

CC H« ads submenus ious or suImIicpoouh, the (aw.
fls containing both st rim ns and pistils,

stt rile

D The heads radiate, yt How 120 Tussilago.
dd The heads discoid, purplish or white

e Style of h» rmaphrodite fls undi-
vided, heads sev< r.vl 121 Petasxtes

ee Style bram h< d, heads 2 122 Homogyne.
BB. Stylc-bram In s (of hr nnaphroditc fls ) other

trunc atr or < apift 11 ite at summit, w Inch is

other )>eni( illate, hairy or nuked and not
rarely bears a short torural or flattened
appr ndage

C Bracts of inv oiucro herbaceous, acuminate
n Rr r c ptaclc flat 123 Arnica

nn Rtcept icle hemispherical 124 Doronicum.
CC Bracts of involucre narrow, strict, usu-

ally ribbrd or ki eh d
d Apex of style usually truncate and

penir ill ite

e Involucral bracts numerous
r \chtnes subteri te 125 Senecio

tv Achcnes dorsally compressed 126 Cineraria

EE Involucral bruits few, 4-5, heads
homogamous 127 Tetrady-

dd Ape x of style with long, subulate hairy \m\a.
appendages heads homogamous 128 Gynura.

DDD Apex of stylo with appendages short
and obtuse, or long and acutish,
heads homogamous 129 Emilia.

10. Calendula Tribe.

A. Achenes ot the ruys thick, hard and bony,
those of the disk usually all empty 130 Osteos-

aa. Achenes straight, those of the rays usually [permum.
triquetrous, dtsk-arhencs often flattish or

* 2-wtnged 131 Dimorph-
\othcca.

AAA. Achenes incurved, heteromorphous . 132. Calendula.

11. Arctotis Tribe.

A. Involucral bracts free, the inner ones broadly
scarious, at least at the apex

B Herbs glabrous or pubescent, receptacle
chaffy 133 Ursinia.

BB Herbs tomentose rcr cptacle naked or
alveolate

c Achenes usually villous, crowned by
hyaline paleie which arc often con-
volute 134 Arctotis

CC Achenes glabrous, with or without a
crown of minute palcolae 135 Venidium

AA. Involucral bracts grown together at the base
lva not spinescent: alveoli short . . 136. Gazama.

12. Mutisia Tribe.

A Rays in 1-2 series, 2-lipped 137 Gerbera
aa Rays m 2-3 senes, the outer always strap-

ahaped ... 138. Chaptaha.

13.

Cichorium Tribe.

A Pappus 0, or of 2-3 long bristles, which soon
fall away 139 Scolymus.

aa Pappus paleaceous or partly so, or anstiform,
or plumose

B Involucre of equal bracts and no short cal-
culate ones at base

c. Achenes long-beaked . .... 140. Tragopo-
\qoti.

or Achenes trumate 141 Krxgia.
BB. Involucre either calyculate or imbricate,

l c ,
principal bra< ts equal and some

short ones at base, or less unequal bracts
in 2 or more senes

c Achenes (at least inner ones) tapering into
a beak

D Receptacle wit h membranous chaff 142 Hypo-
fch arris

dd Receptacle nuked 143 Leontodon.
CC Achenes usually short, with summit trun-

cate or only a trifle eontracted below
apex

D Reeeptae le ehaffy 144 Catanan-
DD Receptai le not c h iffy (cAe.

E Fls normally blue 145 Cichorium.
ee Fls yellow 140 Scorzoner-

1

aaa Pappus of < apillary bustle s th it are scabrous,
rarely barb< llulate , nrur plumose nor pulra-
ceous-dilate d reieptack naked (except in 1

specie's of Troximon)
B Achenes flattened pappus of copious fine

soft capillary bristles

c The afhones rlistim tly beaked 1 47 Lactuca.
cc The achenes bcaklrss 148 Sonchus.

BB. Ache nes not flatt< ned pappus persistent or
bristles tardily falling (except 1 or 2 spe-
cies of Crepis)

C. Beak distinct and slender (except in 1 or 2
species of 1 roximon )

d The achenes 10-nbbed or 10-nerved,
not muricate 149 Troximon.

DD Theaohen<s4 j-ribbe d or angled, mur-
icute 150. Taraxa-

oc. Beak 0, or achene merely narrow at apex (cum.
D Fls whitish or cream-color to violrt or

rose-rc <1 151. Prenanthes.
DD fls rnostlj yi How

,
sometimes orange-

red or white
E Pippus of rather rigid, scabrous, fra-

gil< bristles winch are usually
rathe r dirty or neutral-colored 152 Hieractum

ie Pappus of cc pious white and usu-
ally soft capillary bristles 153 Crepis

The following genera 'and others) also are briefly treated
Amelluj, Astcrhnosj ris, Be Ilium, Cacalia, Cabmens, Celmwia,
Chanurmrlum, C’otul i, Cryptostenmia, Erlangea, l.uryops,
(lymnolomia, H&plocerpha. kuhma, I.eptocarpha, Montanoa,
Oldenburgia, P< rtyu, 1’sdostrophe, Pteroma, Saussurea, Tithonia,
Tolpis, Tncholepis, Wededia and Zalu2aaia.

107. CAMPANULACEAB.

a. Fls irregular, rarely nearly regular, anthers
united

b Corolla open down to the base on one side .. 1.Lobelia.
bb Corolla with a closed tube

c Stamens in a tube free from the corolla . 2. Downxngm
cc Stamens more or h ss udnate to the corolla

un to near the throat, then monadel-
pnous anil free or farther adnate on one
side only 3. PalmereUa.

ccc Stamens affixed at top of corolla-tube or
above the middle caps 2-valved at
apex . 4. Isotoma.

cccc Stamens affixi d at base of corolla-tube.

D Fr an lndihisccnt berry . . 5 ('entropogoi,

DD Fr a caps , 2-v nlv od at apex 6. Siphocam-
aa Fla regular or nearly so, anthers usually [pylui

separate
b Fr nn inelehiscent, fleshy be rry

c Ovary inferior 7 Ca nan no
ce Ov ary superior as to calyx but not corolla 8 Cam pan-

BB Fr a caps [u»ua
e. Caps dehiscing loculicidally by apical

v alves

D Corolla5-partednearlytoba.se 9 Jamone
dd Corolla broadly bell-shaped, 5-lobod 10 Platycodon

ddd Corolla narrow ly (or not broadly) bell-

shaped or tubular
E Calyx-tube adnate, hemispherical 11. Codonopsis.

ee Calyx-tube free, long-c ampanulute or
inflated 12 Cyananthus

cc Caps closet! at apex, dehiscing laterally
between the ribs by small luis or small
solitary valv es

d Corolla 5-cut-lobed, or -parted.
ml Ovary linear or narrow ly oblong , . .13. Specidana.
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mo. Ovary hemispherical or top-shaped.
v Anthers connate in a tube . 14. Symphyan-

TS. Anthers not connate m a tube [dra.

G. Style girt at base by an epigyn-
ous fleshy disk, which is cup-
shaped or tubular 15. Adenophora,

GG. Style without such disk
H. Corolla 5-parted to the base,

lobes narrow, either long-
cohering above or rotate-
spreading 16. Phyteumai

BH Corolla 5-cut shortly or to the
middle, rarely farther, bell-

shaped, tubular, funnel-
shaped or suhrotate 17. Campanula.

dd. Corolla narrowly tubular, shortly
3-cut at apex 18. Trachelxum.

odd. Corolla usually 7-10-cut, raiely 5-cut
E. Number of lobes 5-9, usually 7, fls.

bell-shaped 19. Oatrowakxa.
EE. Number of lobes 8-10, lobes narrow

and spreading . 20 Mtchauxta

Githopsis, Leptocodon and LightfOotia are also mentioned in the
Cyclopedia

108.

MONOTROPACEiE.

xn cultivation Sarcodea.

109.

CLETHRACEiE.

The only genus Clethra

aa Anthers opemng only at the top, stigma usu-
ally entire

B. Calyx becoming fleshy m fr , forming a
berry and inclosing the small caps 12. Gaultherta,

bb Calyx unchanged and dry under the caps
c Sepals or calyx-lobes valvate or open in

the bud, never overlapping
d. The ant hors destitute of appendages

or awns 13. Lyonia.
dd The anthers uwned

E. The antlieis short and obtuse, with 2
pores topped by sit rider, ascending
awns, corolla urn-shaped 14. Andromeda.

EE. Anthers lanceolate, produced into 2
small tubes, each surmounted by a
pair of slender, asetnding awns,
corolla bf 11-shaped 15 Zenobta.

EEK. Anthers with 2 spreading or deflexed
awns or teeth, on the back of the
filament or at its junction with the
atithei 16. Plena.

cc Sepals or calyx-lobes imbricated, at least

in the early bud
D. Lvs heath-hke, small, thick or noedle-

like, mostly o\edapping anther
fixed near apex 17. Casaiope.

dd. Lvs not hcath-like, usually larger, flat,

broad and leathery
E. Corolla cyhndraceous to comcal-

urceolate, anthers fixed near base
F Seeds imbue ated in 2 rows 18 Chamae-

ft Seeds pendulous or m all direc- [daphne.
tions 19 Leucothot.

fff Seeds all ascending or erect . 20 Oxyden-
[drum

EE. Corolla bell-shaped or urn-shaped 21 Enkxanthus

110.

PYROLACExE.

a Style very short, obconical eta leafy 1 Chimaphxla.
AA. Style mostly elongated, scape naked or leafy

only at base
B. Fls solitary 2 Monesea

bb Fls racemose . . 3 Pyrola

111. ERICACE.® (Inc. Vacciwacea).

Subfamily 1. VACCINIEAJ. Ovary inferior fr a berry or
drupe

Subfamily 2. ERICINE2E. Ovary superior fr a caps, except
*n Tribe 1 of Subfamily 2

Fr fleshy, a berry or drupe 1 Arbutus Tribe
hr a lui ulicidal caps , chiefly 5-eelled

corolla deciduous 2 AndromedaTribe
Fr a caps , with loculiculal or sometimes

septieidal dehiscent and 4 or 5 cells

corolla marcescent peristcnt 3 I'rh a Tribi-
Fr a septiudal caps corolla deciduous 4 Rhododendron

(Tribe

Subfamily 1. VACCINIE3E

A Corolla tubular or cyhndnc, filaments con-
nate or free

B. Filaments connate or cohering, anthers pro-
duced into a single long beak

c Stamens shorter than corolla 1 Macliama
cc Stamens equaling or excet ding the corolla 2 Thtbaudia.

bb Filaments distinct, anthers ending in 2 long
beaks 3 Agapetea

AA. Corolla campanulate, urceolate or rotate,
filaments usually free

B The ovary wholly inferior
c Ovary 10-celled, 10-ovulcd 4. Gayluaaacia.

CC Ovary 4-5-eelled, or by false partitions
from the back of these cells, 8— 10-celled,
ovules numerous 5 Vaccimum.

BB. The ovary at first a third to half superior . 6. Chiogenes.

Subfamily 2. ERICINE2E.

1.

Arbutus Tnbe.

A. The anthers have a pair of awns on the back.
B Ovary-cell many-ovuled . . 7. Arbutus,

BB. Ovary-cells 1-ovuled
c. Nutlets coalescent lvs persistent, entire . 8. Arctoa-

[itaphyloa

.

cc Nutlets distinct lvs deciduous, serrate . . 9. Arclous
AA. The anthers awnless on back , . . 10. Pemettyo.

2.

Andromeda Tribe.

A. Anther-cells opening through their whole
length, not appendaged, stigma 5-lobed, the
lobes adnate to a surrounding ring or cup ... 11. Epxgaaa.

3.

Erica Tnbe.

a Anthers 2-awned on back at base 22. Calluna.
aa. Anthers 2-partcd, blunt or awned, usually

cristate or lamellate at base 23 Erica
aaa. Anthers blunt on back, not cristate . 24. Brucken-

[thatia

4.

Rhododendron Tribe.

A Corolla polypetalous or nearly so
b Fls in elongated racemes or panicles lvs.

deciduous
c Petals 4, stamens 8 25 Elliottui

cc Petals l, stamens t> 26 Trxpetalexa
bb Fls solitary, p< tals 5, stamens 10. lvs

deciduous 27 Cladotham-
bbb Fls in uinb* l-lik« race mes, petals 5, stamens [rtus.

5-10 l\s ev crgri < n
c Lvs toinrntosc below caps 5-cclled,

seeds winged 28 Ledum
cc Lvs glabrous caps 2-3-ceIlcd, set ds

angular 29 Lcmphyllum.
aa Corolla gatnopt talons

b Seeds compressed, wuigtd corolla slightly

irregular, stamens 5 10

C Stamens usually ivsirtcd, anthers open-
ing by a round t< rininal pore

,
corolla

rotate, eampanulate or funm lforin {() Rhododm-
cc Stamens included, ant h< rs opening by an (dron.

oblique port corolla urceolate lvs

deciduous ,11 Memicaxa
bb Seeds subglobose or trigonous, not winged

eotolla regular
c. Stamens 10
D The corolla cup-shaped with 10 pouches

receiving the anthers, fls m corymbs
or solitary 32 Kalmia

dd The corolla rotate, fls terminal, 1-3
lvs oblong-clliptic, eiliatc 33 Rhodo

DDD The corolla urct olate or campanulate, [Marnnua.
fls terminal, solitary or in umbels
lvs heath-hke 34 Phyllodoce

cc Stamens 5 or 8
D Fls 5-mt rous, m umbels, 2 5, corolla

broadly funnelform lvs elliptic, op-
posite, smooth 35 Loiscleurta

DD Fls 4-merous lvs alternate
E Corolla rotate, 4-parted, fls 2-10, in

loose rat ernes lvs heath-hke 36 Bryanlhua
EE. Corolla campanula! o-urc oolato with

short 4-toothed limb, fls in loose
racemes Iv s tomentose below 37. Dabcacia.

3 be genus Pentapterygium is included in the work

112. EPACRIDACEiB.

Style inserted in the intruded vertex of the ovary;
stamens epipetalous, anthers 1-cellod, corolla-
lobes quincunciately imbricate, bracts numer-
ous, passing into sepals . ... Epacrxa.

The recent genus Rupicola is also mentioned in the work.
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DIAPENSIACEfi.

A. Corolla persistent; staminodes 0.
a FIs sessile . . . 1. Pyxxdan-

[thera.
bb FIs pedunculate . ... 2 Dvapensia.

aa Corolla deciduous, staminodes 5
b Staminodes small, scale-like, separate;

corolla-lobes crenate . 3. Shortxa.
BB Staminodes long, linear, separate; corolla-

lobes fimbriate 4 Schizocodon.
bbb Staminodes spatulate, connate with sta-

mens, corolla-segms entire 5 Galax.

114.

PLUMBAGINACEfi.

A. Calyx-limb usually spreading, scanous and
colored

B Lvs usually needle-like styles distinct at
anghs of ovary, stigmas sub-capitate . 1 Acantholx-

BB. Lvs flat styltH as above, stigmas capitate, \mon.
oblong or linear, infl cymose or dense or
scape 1- to few-fld 2 Stahce.

BBB Lvs flat or linear-subulate styles shortly
subconnate at vertex of ovary, stigmas
linear, scape 1 -headed 3 Armaria

aa. Calyx-lobes or teeth erect with merely scanous
sinuses

b Stamens free, calyx glandular 4 Plumbago.
bb Stamens adnate to middle of corolla, calyx

not glandular 5 C'eralo-

[8tigma.

115.

PRIMULACEfi.

A. Corolla-lobes imbricated in quincunx fashion
b Plants aquatic ovules anatrophous, um-

biluus basal 1 Ilotloma
bb Plants terrestrial ovules aemi-anatropous,

umbilicus ventral
c Capa dthisees by a lid at top . 2 SoldaneUa.

CC Caps dehisces by valves
D The corolla-lobes bt nt back . 3 Dodecathcon.

DD The corolla-lobts spreading or ascend-
ing

E Stamens affix) d to base of eorolla,
antht rs long-nc Ultimate 4 Corluaa

ee Stamens affix* d to < otolla-tube, an-
thers obtuse

F Corolla-tuhe usually longer than
calyx

o Caps man> -seeded 5 Primula
oo Caps 1 2-set ded 0 Dvuglasxa

FF Coroll i-tub* is long as calyx or
shorter caps few or many-
seedi d 7 Andro8ace.

AA, Corolla-lobes convolute m the bud ovules
senn-anatropous, umbilicus ventral

b Caps nrcumsrisMh 8 Anagalhs.
bb Caps longitudin illy dc histt nt by valves

c Lobes of corolla bent bin k 9 Cyclamen
CC Lobes of corolla not bent ba«_k

D Corolla-lobes «>-(j usta of seed with a
hi in < pidcrmvs

e Maminodes 0 10 Lysxmachxa
ee Staminodes 5, each corolla -lobe

curved around it- stamen 11 Steironema.
eee Staminodes r

>, tooth-like, corolla-
lobes not entirt ling stamens 12 Naumbergia

DD. Corolla-lobes usually 7 testa of seed
with a lax epidermis 13 Trientalis

The genus Glaux may be met with occasionally in cultivation.

116.

MYRSINACEfi.

a. Staminodes 5, corolla gamopetalous.
b. Corolla cylindrical, shortly 5-lobed: fr. many-

soeded 1. Thtophrasta.
bb Corolla subrotate, deeply 5-parted fr. 1-

to many-seeded 2 Clavxja.

BBB. Corolla rotate-campanulate, deeply 5-cut
fr few-sceded 3 Jacquxnxa.

AA. Staminodes 0, corolla gamopetalous or poly-
petalous fr 1-seeded

B Corolla imbricated, fls fascicled, lateral or
axillary 4. Myrtxne.

BB. Corolla convolute, panicles terminal or
terminal and axillary . 5. Ardxsxa.

The genus Mtcsa is also accounted for

117.

SYMPLOCACEfi.

The only genua ... Symplocot,

118.

STYRACACE.fi.

a. Fr. superior, globular or ovoid, not ribbed nor
winged 1. Styrax.

aa. Fr inferior, elongated ribbed, or winged
b Infl pamcled, many-fld , drooping, sub-

terminal . 2. Pterrostyraz.
bb. Infl. of few-fld. fascicles, often lateral 3. Ilalesia.

119.

SAPOTACEfi.

A. Corolla-lobes, calyx-segms
, stamens and

staminodes (when present) isomcrous
B. Staminodes 0 seeds usually albuminous’

fls 5-merous, rarf ly b-7-nn rous 1 Chryaophyl-
bb. Staminodes small, usually affixed higher [{um

,

than stamens, sometimes few or 0 seeds
not albuminous fls 4 5-me rous 2 Lucuma.

bbb Staminodes alternate with stamens, rarely
affixed higher, seeds albuminous 3 Sideroxylon.

aa Corolla-lobes and calyx-st gins isomerous.
stamens twice as many or more 4. laonandra.

aaa. Corolla-lobes usually 2 or 3 times as many as
calyx-segms

B. Calyx-segms 1 senes ... . 5 Bumeha
bb. Calyx-segms 2 senes . 6 Mimuaopa

The genus Poutena is now described m this family.

120.

EBENACEfi.

A The fls usually hermaphrodite, stamens in 1

senes I Roytna.
aa. Th< fls dioecious

b Hs usually f-merous, stamens 3-°°, com-
monly 9, ovary 3- or b-celltd 2 Maba.

bb Fls usually 4-5-merous, stamens 4-8, usu-
ally in 2 scries, ovary 4- or 8-celled 3 Dxospyros.

121.

OLEACEfi.

Fr didymous or septieidally divisible into
two corolla-lobes strongly imbricate
ovules laterally affixed luar base, seeds
erect, without endospeun, radicle
inferior 1 Jasmine Tribe.

Fr terete or tompressed parallel to the
septum, loeulicidally dehiscent , ovules
pendulous from apex of (ills, seeds
winged, pendulous, radicle superior 2 Lilac Tribe.

Fr (niire, dry, ind< hisrent, winged, a
samara, compressed contrary to the
septum, ovules twin, pendulous from
apex of cell, seeds pendulous with en-
dosperm, radicle supi rior 3 Ash Tribe.

Fr fle-hy and mdehiscent, a drupe or
rarely a birry, not lobed, ovules twin,
laterally affixed near the apex, seeds
solitary, suspended or pendulous, with
endosperm, radicle supenor 4 Olive Tribe

1. Jasmine Tribe.

Fr fleshy, indehiscent, didymous or by abortion
simple . 1 Jasmxnum.

2. Lilac Tribe.

a Corolla-lobes imbricate
b Ovules 3-4 in a cell lvs pinnate and fls

white corolla-lobes shorter than tube 2 Nathusta
bb Ovules 4-10 m a <(11 lvs entire or 3-folio-

late and fls yellow lobes many times
longer than tube 3 Forsythta.n Corolla-lobes mduplicate-valvate, tube long

or short ovules 2 m a cell, seeds albuminous 4 Syrxnga.

3. Ash Tribe.

A. Lvs usually pinnate fr elongate, with a
terminal wing, generally 1-seeaed by abor-
tion 5 Fraxinua.

AA. Lvs undivided fr ovate or orbiculate, sur-
rounded by a wing, usually 2-celled and 2-

seeded . . ..... 6 Fontanesxa.

4. Olive Tribe.

a. Corolla of nearly distinct petals which are long
and linear . . 7 Chxonan-

aa Corolla-lobes imbricate, broad and ob+uae. \lhua.

b Endocarp of drupe thinly crustaceous 8 PhxUyrea
bb Endocarp of drupe hard and somewhat

woody 9. Otmanthus.
aaa. Corolla-lobes mduplicate-valvate..;
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B. Fr. a drupe; endoearp hard, thick or thm:
mfl. axillary, rarely terminal . . 10. Olea.

BB. Ft. a berry, hardly drupaceous, endoearp
membranous or thinly coriaceous: pani-
cles terminal ... .11. L\gustrum.

122. LOGANIACEA3.

a. Style 2-fid, branches linear, 2-fid .

AA. Style simple
B Corolla-lobes valvato

c Fr a circumscissilo caps
cc Fr an indehiscent drupe or berry

BB Corolla-lobes imbricate
c Anthers oxsprted
cc Anthers included .

. 1. Oelaemium.

2 Spigelia
3 Strychnos.

4 Chihanthua.
5 Buildlexa

The genus Logaiua may afford cultivated plants now and then.

123. GENTIANACEiE.

A. Lvs. alternate or radical.
b Fr indehiscent . 1. Nymphoidea

BB Fr dehiscent
c Caps usually 4-valved at apex 2 Villarsia.

cc Caps irregularly sub-2-valvod at apex 3 Menyanthes.
aA. Lvs opposite

B Ovary perfectly 2-celled, placentae solitary
in each (“ell, often thick, adnate to septum,
liberated by d< hiscence of caps 4 Exacum

BB. Ovary 1-celled, placentiterous margins of
carpels more or less intruded within or
even touching but not connate in the mid-
dle of the cell, spuriously 2-rrlled

C Style often deciduous, anthers usually
erect

D. Anthers spirally twisted finally 5 Erythrsea
dd Anthers finally recurved at apex 0 Sabbatxa.

CC Style usually persistent, anthers versa-
tile, finally recurved 7 Lisianthua.

bbb. Ovary 1-celled, margins of carpels rarely
intruded, ovules and seeds affixed at
each side of the suture m 1 senes or more
or less extended over the parietal surface,
placenta4 adnate, very thm

C. Corolla has 1-2 pits at base of each lobe
d Style short or scarcely any 8 Swertxa

dd Style subulate 9 Frasera
CC. Corolla baa no such pits 10 Gentxana

The genus Chironia may also be expected in cultivation

124. ASCLEPIADACEjE.

Subfamily 1 . PERIPLOCEAS Pollen granular, loosely aggre-
gated in 2 masses m each anther-cell

Character of subfamily 1 Periploca Tribe

Subfamily 2. EUASCLEPIADEA5. Pollen waxy, the masses
solitary in each anther-cell

Anthers tipped by a membrane, which is

inflexed or sometimes elect, and usually
hyaline, rarely opaque or petal-hke,
pollen-masses suspended, attached in

pairs (1 in each adjacent cell of different
anthers) to the corpuscle or gland 2 Ctnanchum Tribe

Anthers usually tipped by an inflexed or
suberect membrane, which is hyaline,
rarely opaque, pollinia solitary m each
cell, erect or very small 3. Marsdenia

Anthers obtuse at apex, not appendaged (Tribe.
or rarely the connective produced, pol-
lima solitary in the cells, erect 4. Ceropegia Tribe.

Anthers like those of the Ctropcgioro or
more incumbent above the top of the
Btigma or subimmersed sts thick and
fleshy, leafless or w ith a few lv s at top 5 Stapelia Tribe

Anthers broad at the top, without ap-
pendages or more or less membranace-
ous on the margins, the cells somewhat
transversely dehiscent, attac hed
nearly or quite on the margin of the
stigma-disk, pollmia horizontal or
essentially so ... 6. Gonolobus Tribe.

1. Periploca Tribe.

A. Scales of corona distant from starmnal tube.
B. Corolla-tube short, scales linear or club-

shaped . 1. Cryptolepxa.
BB. Corolla large, funnel-shaped, scales acumi-

nate or 2-fid 2. Cryptoategia.

AA. Scales of corona close to stamens.
b. Corolla-lobes valvate . . . 3. Chlorocodon.

BB. Corolla-lobes imbricate 4. Ptrxploea.

2. Cynanchum Tribe.

A. The outer or single crown either simple and
composed of 6 scales or ring-shaped, adnate
to the corolla and not the stammal tube, or
rarely adherent to both

B. Stigma depressed 5 Macroseeps*
BB. Stigma umbonate or 2-boaked at apex

corona-scales attached at middle (or

below) of corolla-tube 6 Phyaxanthua ,

BBB Stigma plane or umbonate, corona annular,
adnate to corolla 7 Phxlibertxa.

aa. Tho crown of 5 scales affixed to base of
corolla and stammal tube, oaudirles of pol-
linia appendaged with an erect fuscous
tooth 8 Oxypetalum.

aaa The crown of 5 scales which are distinct,
affixed or adnate to the stammal tube or
the back of the anthers

B Scales concave or hooded with an acute
ligula inside 9 Aselepiaa:

BB Scales fleshy, narrow, adnate to stumen-
tube, but free and re< urv i d at base 10 Calotropxa.

bbb Scales (5 outer ones) oannute-comphcate
at base of starmnal tube, the 5 scales at
the apex of tho long stanunal tube, short,
obtuse, spreading, alternate with anthers 11 Podoatxffma.

aaaa The outer or single crown affixed to tho
stammal tube, ring- or cup-shaped, entire,

lobed or parted
B Corona villous inside 12 Morrenxa

bb Corona with 5 scales or ligulse inside 13 ('ynanchum.
bbb Corona naked inside 11 Vxncetoxx-

bbbb. Corona of 5 short processed opposite anthers 1cum
and 10 ligulse alternate with antlurs in
pairs 15 Rothrockxa.

3. Marsdema Tribe.

A Corolla-lobes strictly valv ate 10 Iloya.
aa Corolla-lobes usuully overlapping dextrorsoly

b FIs not pure white, urn- or salver-shaped,
small or medium-size <1 17 Marxdenxa

bb. FIs. white, salv er- or luunel-shaped, largo 18 Stephanotxa.

4. Ceropegia Tribe.

Corona double, affixed to stammal tube 19 Ceropeyxa.

5. Stapelia Tribe.

Corona double, outer spreading, inner of 5 scales 20 Stapelia.

6. Gonolobus Tribe.

Crown cup-shaped or annular, entire or lobed 21 Gonolobus

Additional genera described in Ascleniadaoe® are Caralluma,
Duvalia, Kchidnopsis, Ciomphocarpus, Hoodiu, liuerma, Micho-
litzia, Pectmana, Piaranthus, Itupluonacme, ,Sphaerocodon and
Trichocaulon.

125. APOCYNACEiE.

A. Anther-cells not appendaged at base
B. Ovary entire (Carissa Tribe), fls 5-merous

c Fr a 2-valved caps ovury 1-celled 1.

cc Fr a berry, indehistent ovary 2-celled,
cells 1-4-ovulod

D Ovules laterly affixed tymes ter-
minal, few-fld spines axillary 2

DD Ovules erect from base cymes axillary,
dense spinrsO 3

BB. Ovaries 2 to several, style 1 (PlumeriaTribe)
c. Calyx with several glands inside or a ring

of hairs
D Carpels 2-ovulcd 4

dd Carpels many-ovuled 5
cc Calyx without glands inside

D Carpels 2-ovuled
e Disk 2-scah d 6

ee Disk cup-shaped or annular 7

DD Carpels 6- to many-ovuled
E Ovules in 2 serifs

F Disk 0
a. Seeds truncate . 8

oo Seeds winged 9
ff Disk of 2 sc ales 10

ee Ovules in many senes
f Stamens near base of tube 11

ff Stamens above middle of tube 12
aa. Anther-cells produced at baso (EchitcB

Tribe )

B. The cone of anthers more or less exserted
at apex.

c Throat of corolla with 6 scales . 13
cc Throat without scales ... 14

bb. The anthers included
c, Lvs. usually in whorls of 3 16.

Carxssa

Acokanthera.

Theietia
Tabrrn.r-

\montana

Kopsxa
Itauwolfia

A msonxa
Gomoma.
Vinca

Plumeria.
Alstonxa.

Prestonxa.
Vallarxa.
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OO. Lvs. opposite
ft. Corolla bell-shaped, with 5 squamell®

alternating with stamens . 10. Apocynum.
ftD. Corolla salver-shaped or funnel-shaped,

the throat without scales

a. Disk of 2 scales , 17. Dtplad&nta.
an. Disk many-toothed or crenulate 18 Odontadenxa.

bbe. Disk of 5 lobes or scales, often trun-
cate in Traohelospermum

r. Hs snlver-ahapod.
a Infl lax corymbose cymes . 19. Trachelos-

ao Infl racemose, rarely shortly [permum.
diehotamous . 20 Echxles.

TV. FU fuunt 1-shaped
o In cymes . ... 21. Beaumontm.

go In racemes . . . 22 Mandenlla.

Other genera treated are Huntena, Landolphia, Pachypodium.
Pursonsm, Ploiocurpa and Strophanthus

126. POLEMONIACEfi.

A. Caps deeply locuhcidal herbs or sub-shrubs

B. Stamens unequally affixed to corolla-tube,
not decimate

c Lvs mostly opposite, entire 1

cc Lvs mostly alternate, usually incised or
pinnatifid 2

bb Stamens equally affixed to tube or throat
c The stamens not decimate 3

CC. 'Iht stain* ns dec linatc

D Filaments pilose-appendaged at base 4

DD Filaments not app< ndagod 5
A. Caps shortly locuhcidal at apex, seeds

broadly winged trees or shrubs 6

AAA. Caps deeply septicidal tall climbers 7

Phlox

Collomxa

Gilia.

Polemo-
\mum.

Lceseha

Caniua.
Cobaa

127. HYDROPHYLLACEfi.

A. StyleB 2, distinct from base, corolla-lobes im-
bricate 1

aa Styles 2-cut, rare ly undivided
b Corolla-lobes usually convolute

c Stamens c xserted 2

cc Stamens included 3

bb Corolla-lobes imbricated
c Hs marcescent, bell-shaped 4
cc FLs deciduous

p The peduncles 1-fld 5

DO The fls cymose or in 1 -bided racemes 6

Wigaiuha.

1/ydrophyl-
[lum.

Nemophtla.

Emmenan-
[the.

IItapero-
[c/iiren.

Phaccha.

128. BORAGINACEfi.

A. Ovary undivided (or only laterally 4-

lobed) and surmount**! by the style

B Style twice bifid, stigmas not an-
nular, cotyledons plaited or cor-
rugated 1 CORDIA TkiBB.

bb Style once bifid or 2-parted (the
divisions sometimes coalescent to
the top) , stigmas more or less capi-
tate, cotyledons plant 2 Ehretia Tribe,

bbb Style entire, sometimes wanting,
stigma shield- or ting-shaped,
forming a complete ring sur-

mounted usually by a tip or ap-
pendage which is * iitire or 2-lobed
and varies from hemisphernal to
subulate 3. Heliotrope

a a Ovary 4-parted (rarely 2-parted) from [Tribe.
above into 1 -celled, 1-ovuled divisions
surrounding the base of the undiv ided
(rarely 2-lobed) style, stigma not
annular . . . . . .4. Borage Tribe.

1. Cordia Tribe.

Calyx tubular or bell-shaped, merely toothed or
lobed 1. Cordxa.

2. Ehretia Tribe.

Calyx 3-parted, style 2-fid 2- Ehretia.

3. Heliotrope Tribe.

a. Plants sarmentose or twining 3. Toume-
' [forixa.

aa. Plants are herbs or sub-shrubs 4. Heliotro-

4. Borage Tribe.

A. Gynobase elevated
b. Apex of nutlets not projecting much beyond

scar
c. Nutlets divergent or divaricate (either

radiately or in pairs), extended out-
ward or backward much beyond the
insertion (which is by a roundish or
oblong Bear), gynobase little elevated
or broadly conical.

d. Stamens included
E Nutlets covered with small cups or

cavities .... 5. Omphalodet.

ee Nutlets covered with small warts or
barbed bristles .6. Cynoglos-

dd. Stamens exserted
_

[sum.
E Corolla-tube longer than spreading

lobes . 7. Lmdelofia.
EE Corolla tubular, lobes short, ereot or

somewhat spreading 8. Solcnanthut.

cc. Nutlets adnate by the inner face or keel
to an elevated, conical or columnar
gynobase, forming a more or less glo-

bose or pyramidal fruit 9. Myotohd-
bb. Apex of nutlets projecting conspicuously [turn,

beyond scar
C. Pedicels persistent

d Nutlets ket led toward apex . . . 10 Plaoxobotrys.
on Nutlets not keeled ... 11 Oreocarya.

cr Pedicels deciduous 12. Cryptanthe.

aa. Gynobase flat or nearly so

b Scar excavated or often girt by a ring

c i hroat of corolla has 5 scales inside.

D Filaments appendaged with a scale. . 13. Borago.
VD. Filaments not appendaged

t. Corolla-lobes very short and sub-
erect . 14. Symphytum.

ee Corolla-lobes spreading . . 13. Anchusa.
cc Throat naked or pilose 1ft. Pulmonana

bb Scar flat, either small at the inner angle or
oblique

c ltaccines without bracts (rarely a few
bracts at base) , anthers obtuse at apex.

D Throat of corolla scaly 17. Myosotis.
DD Throat almost naked . 18. Mertensxa.

cc Racemes bracted
D Anthers obtuse at apex or hardly

mucronate
e Lobes of corolla erect . 19. Onosmo-

ek Lobes of corolla spreading [dxum

.

F Corolla-tube cylindrical; throat
naxed or 5-gibbous and sub-
quamate 20 Lxthoaper-

tt Corolla-tube slender, throat [mum.
naked 21. Amebxa.

fff Corolla tubular or salver-form;
throat naked, lobes usually un-
equal . 22. Echxum.

dd Anthers linear, often acuminate, arrow-
shaped at base

e Nutlets distinct . . . 23 Onosma.
ee. Nutlets oonnate m pairs 24. Cerxnthe.

129. CONVOLVULACE.fi.

a. Corolla-lobes small, imbricate* plants para-
sitic, leafless sta thread-like, not green ... 1. Cutcuta.

aa Corolla large, plicate or indupkeate m sestiva-
tion

b Fr berry-like or harder, mdehiscent. style
undivided

c The ovary 4-eelled, 4-ovuled 2. Argyreia.
cc The ovary 2-cclled, 4-ovuled ... . 3. Lettaomxa.

bb Fr a 2—4-valved caps with a thin or hard
pericarp, or mdehiscent with a thm peri-
carp styles 2 and distinct or the style
entire or divided.

c. Stigma capitate, style entire or 2-parted;
ovary 2-eelled, 4-ovuled 4. Perana.

cc Stigma thick, globose, often twin; ovary
2—4-eelled, 4-ovuled

D Stamens and stylo included within the
corolla-tube 5. Ipomaea.

dd Stamens and stylo exserted.
e Plant a night-bloomer: corolla con-

torted in bud . . 6. Calonydxon.
sb. Plant a day-bloomer* corolla not

contorted ... . 7. Quamoclxt.
CCC Stigma capitate, ovary 2-celled ... 8 Brewena.

cccc. Stigmas 2, linear, filiform or thickish . 9 Convolvulus.
(Exoept Calystegia section.

also Rhodorhita )

oococ. Stigmas 2, flat, ovate or ooioog 10. Jacutsemon-
[txa.

(Also Calystegia section of Convolvulus.)
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130.

SOLANACE®.
a. Stamens didynamous, the fifth (and some-

times also one of the pairs) smaller, abor-
tive or missing

B. Number of perfect stamens usually 5
c. The stamens affixed at middle of tube or

lower 1. Petunia.
CC. The stamens affixed at apex of tubo 2. Nierem-

BB. Number of perfect stamens usually 4 or 2 [bergia.

c. Corolla-tube cylindrical, limb oblique,
perfect stamens 2 3 Schizanthus.

CC. Corolla obliquely funnel-shapod, perfect
stamens 4, didynamous 4 Salpiglosats.

CCC. Corolla-tube cylindrical, straight, anthers
of tho 2 short stamens dimidiate, of the
longer ones 2-collcd 5. Browallui.

CCCC. Corolla-tube twisted, anthers as in Browal-
lia 6. Streptosolen.

CCCCC Corolla-tube long, not twisted, slightly
widoned at apex, 4 perfect anthers with
confluent cells 7 Brunfelsta.

AA. Stamens all perfect not didynamous, nor-
mally 5.

B. Seeds little, if at all, flattened.

c. Fr a few-seeded berry ... 8. Cestrum.
cc. Fr a many-seeded caps

D. Corolla with a narrow tube and short
spreading lobes 9. Fabiana.

DD Corolla funnel- or salver-shaped
,
limb

equal or obliquo 10 Nicotiana.
BB. Seeds flattened,

c. Fr a caps.
d Corolla-lobes plicate

E. Caps 4-celled, and 4-valved (some-
times mdehiscent) 11 Datura

ee Caps circumscissile abovo the middle 12 Scopolia
dd Corolla-lobes imbricate 13 Hyoacya-

CC. Fr bervy-like, or at least mdehiscent. [mus.
D. Limb of corolla subequally plicate or

divided into valvate or induplicate
lobes

B. Anthers longer than filament, con-
mvent connate in a cylinder or
cone, acuminate at apex or dehij-
cent by 2 apical pores

V. Connective variously thickened on
back 14 Cyphoman-

ff Connective slender or obsolete [dra.

a The anthers acuminate, hollow
at tip, dehiscing by a longi-
tudinal crack 15 Lycopersi-

gg The anthers opening by an * (cum.
apical pore which is sometimes
continued into a longitudinal
crack 16 Solarium

EB. Anthers free, with parallel cells, and
dehiscing by a longitudinal crack

F Stamens affixed abovo middle of
tube 17 Salptchroa

FF Stamens affixed near the base of
tube

G Corolla nearly rotate or broadly
bell-shaped

h Fruiting calyx hardly en-
larged 18 Capsicum

hh Fruiting calyx inflated or
bladdery

X. Calyx cut shortly or to mid-
dle 19 Physalts

II Calyx parted to base 20 Ntcandra.
GO Corolla tubular or narrowly fun-

nel-shaped 21 Iochroma.
DD. Limb of corolla more or less imbricate,

flat and distinct or connected by
induplicate sinuses

B. Tho lobes imbricated from the base,
not plicate

f. Plants woody
G Berry with 1 stones, each 1-2-

seeded 22. Grabowskia
go Berry with 2 cells, each 1-°°-

seeded 23 Lycium
ff Plants herbaceous . 24. Atropa.

be. The sinuses of the corolla induplicate
between the lobes

f Calyx long and tubular. , 25. Solandra.
ff. Calyx leafy, 5-fid, increasing in fr. 26. Mandragora.

Single genus.

131.

NOLANACE®.
Nolana.

132.

SCROPHULARIACE®.
Series 1. Pseudobolane.® Lvs. all alternate: infl. simple,

antnpetal, corolla hardly if at all bilabiate, the 2 posterior lobes
external in the bud.

a. Corolla-tube short, somewhat bell-

shaped American species 1. Lbucophtllum
[Tribb.

aa. Corolla subrotate: Old World species.. 2. Verbascum Tribb,

Series 2. Antirrhinide^e Lvs prevailingly opposite, at least

the lower infl simple or compound, partially centrifugal, l e , the
peduncle cymosely few- to several-fld. ,

posterior hp or lobes of
corolla generally external in tho bud.

a Corolla bilabiate, lips inflated, concave 3. Calceolaria
aa. Corolla bilabiate or noarly regular; [Tribb.

lips noarly plane
B Corolla saccate or spurred
c Tube wanting 4 Hemimeris Tribb.
cc Tube present . . 5. Antirrhinum

bb. Corolla-tube not saccate nor spurred [Tribb
c. Infl centrifugal, cymoso, usually

compound, rarely sub-simple ... 6 Chelonb Tribe
cc Infl centripetal

d Anthers 1-oolled 7 Manulba Tribe
dd Anthers 2-celled 8 Gratioia Tribe.

Series 3 Rhinanthide.® Lvs various infl simple or com-
pound, corolla-lobes variously imbricated, the anterior or lateral
ones usually exterior.

a. Anther-cells contiguous at apex and
usually confluent plants not parasitic 9. Digitalis Tribe,

aa. Anther-cells everywhere distinct plants
often root-parasitic

B. Corolla-lobes all flat, usually spread-
ing 10. Gerardia Tribe,

bb. Corolla with posterior hp erect, con-
cave or galeate, anterior lip often
spreading . 11. Euphrasia Tribe.

1.

Leucophyllum Tribe.

Corolla-lobes 5, subequal, spreading 1. LeucophyL
[lum.

2.

Verbascum Tnbe.
a Stamens 5 2. Verbascum.

aa. Stamens 4 . . 3. Celsta.

3.

Calceolaria Tribe.

The only genus . . ... 4 Calceolaria.

4.

Hemimeris Tribe.

a Corolla more or less rotate, resupmate, tho
grooves inconspicuous or obsolete 5 Alonsoa

aa Corolla spread out flat, swollen or saccate
under anterior lip 6 Angelonta.

aaa Corolla flat or concave, with 2 basal spurs or
pouches 7. Dxascta

aaaa Corolla-tube short with 1 spur or sac on the
anterior side 8. Nemeaxa.

5.

Antirrhinum Tribe.

a Throat has a prominent palate
b Corolla spurred 9 Innaria
bb Corolla saccato or gibbous at base . 10 Antir-

aa Throat has no palate [rhmum
B Caps opens by 2 apical pores which are

sometimes confluent 11. Anar

-

bb Caps opens by transverse holes or irregu- [rhmum.
larly

c Calyx ample, membranous 12 Rhodochiton
cc Calyx smaller, herbaceous . 13 Maurandui.

6. Chelone Tribe.

a. Staminode often elongated
B Caps loculicidally dehiscent 14. Tetranema.

bb Caps septicidally dehiscent
c. FIs bilabiate

D. Anterior lip with middle lobe folded
upon itself and inclosing the stamens 15. Colltnata.

dd Anterior hp of 3 flat spreading lobes
e Seeds winged . 16 Chelone

ee Seed not winged 17. Pentatemon.
cc. FIs with all the lobes flat, spreading and

subequal 18. Ruaaelia.
AA. Staminode usually in the form of a scale at

apex of corolla-tube 19. Scrophu-
aaa Staminode small, minute or 0. [larta.

b. Stamens usually exserted.
c Calyx 5-parted caps tardily dehiscent . 20. Phygeltua.
cc Calyx cup-shaped berry mdehiscent. 21. Hallena.

bb. Stamens included
,
calyx 5-cut.

c. Fr an mdehiscent berry 22. Teedta.
cc. Fr a loculicidal caps . . . 23. Paulowma.

7. Manulea Tribe.

a. Calyx bilabiate or 2-parted 24. Zalunan-
[skya.

aa. Calyx 5-parted . 25. Chmnoatoma.
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8.

Gratiola Tnbe.

a. Perfect stamens 2 .26. Gratiola.

aa. Perfect stamens 4.

b. Stamens all affixed inside corolla-tube
c Calyx bell-shaped, 5-parted 27 Mazut

cc Calyx tubular, 5-toothed and -angled 28. Mimulua.
BB. Stamens partly inside corolla-tube, partly

in throat, 2 affixed in each place . 20 Tarenm.

9. Digitalis Tribe.

A. Caps opens by loculicidal valves.
b. Herbs creeping . . . 30

bb Herbs upright 31
bbb Herbs thiek-rhizomatous, the lvs nearly or

quite radical 32.

aa. Caps opens by septioidal valves.
B. Lvs alternate

O. Corolla decimate, tube swollen, or bell-
shaped

,
jpostenor lip spreading 33

cc Corolla-tube slender, spreading 34
bb. Lvs opposite 35

AAA. Caps 4-valved or loculicidally 2-valved
B Lvs all alternate or radical 36.

bb Lvs. (at least lower ones) opposite . . 37

10. Gerardia Tribe.

Calyx-lobes shorter than tube 38.

Sibthorpia.
Rehmannia.

Digitalis
Erinus
Ouri8ia

Synthyna
Veronica

11.

Euphrasia Tribe.

a. The anther-cells equal
A. The outer anther-cell fixed by the middle,

inner one pendulous or dc ficient

1 Calyx laterally compressed, split on ante-
rior side or both

i Calyx 4-cut

39 Pediculans

40 Castilleia

41 Orthocarpus

Other genera to be looked for are* Bowkeria, Craterostigma,
Herpostis, Lmdenbergia, fetymeria

133.

LENTIBULARIACE.*.

A. Posterior lip of corolla erect; calyx 2-parted or
deeply 2-lobed 1 Utricularui.

aa. Posterior lip of corolla spreading, calyx 4-5-
parted . . 2 Pxnguxcula.

134.

BIGNONIACEJE.

A. Ovary 2-celled caps dehiscent lvs mostly
opposite

b. Valves opening parallel with septum
c. Lvs 2-3-foliolatc shrubs, climbing with

tendrils
D Tendrils filiform, simple
E Disk present

f. Caps smooth or slightly warty,
broadly linear calyx with black
gland 1 Adeno-

FF Caps rough, broad disk crenate, [calymma.
calyx .lot glandular, with 5
subuh.N. teeth 2 Clytostoma.

EE Disk warding, calyx with 5 short
teeth or tiuricate taps linear 3 Cydxsta

DD. Tendrils 3-parted, filiform, slender
E. Corolla straight or slightly cur\ed,

membranous caps narrow ,
smooth

F. Lobes of corolla imbricate, sta-
mens inclosed tendrils twico or
thrice 3-parted 4 Amsoshchus

(See under Bignoma )

FF. Lobes vahate, stamens exserted
tendrils simply 3-parted 5. Pyrostegia.

BE. Corolla strongly curved, calyx
leathery, tomentose

F. Stamens inclosed, fls white
G. Ovary warty caps broad,

rough, not curved branches
angular 6. Pxthecoc-

GQ. Ovary smooth caps oblong, [tenxum.
curved, with a convex and a
concave valve branches ter-

ete 7. Disnctis.
ff. Stamens exserted, fls. red, ovary

tomentose . 8. Fhtedran-
DDD. Tendrils 3-parted, the ramifications

hooked, claw-hke.
e Calyx truncate or lobed , disk simple 9 Bignonxa.

ee. Calyx splitting on one side, disk
double. . . 10. Macfady-

[enxa

.

cc. Lvs. 2-3-pimate upright tree 11. Oroxylon.
BB. Valves opening at right angles to septum,

upright plants or climbing without tendrils.

8

c. Habit climbing (upright in some forms of
Campsis) lvs pinnate

d Stamens exserted lfts serrate. 12 Tecomarxa.
dd. Stamens inclosed

B. Climbing by rootlets lfts serrate
corolla campanulate-funnelform 13. Campexa.

EE. Climbing without rootlets, lfts.

entire
F. Corolla club-shaped, straight, up-

right, fls in racemes., . 14. Campaxdxum
ff. Corolla campanulate-funnelform,

fls in panicles .16. Pandoreo
cc. Habit upright herbs, with alternate lvs.:

caps folliculaU ly dr hisccnt.

D. Seeds with membranous wing* lvs.

simple or compound . 16 Incarvxllea
dd Seeds with fringed hairs, lvs pinnate 17. Amphicome.

ccc Habit upright trees or shrubs with usu-
ally opposite lvs

d Lvs simple or digitate
E Seeds fringed with hairs lvs. simple,

entire

F Fertile stamens 4 lvs linear, alter-
nate 18. Chxlopaxa

ff Fertile stamrns 2 lvs cordate,
opposito 19. Cotalpa.

ee Seeds winged lvs simple or digitate 20. Tabebuia.
dd Lvs pinnate, rarely simple and serrate.

E. Septum flat

F. Calyx < umpanulate, truncate,
toothed or lobr d

a Staminode not elongated
u Anthers with enlarged leafy

connective, calyx regularly
5 -toothed shrubs lfts.

serrate, lvs rarely simple 21. Tecoma.
hh Anthers w ithout enlarge d eon-

nective, calyx irregularly
2-3-lobed tree lfts usually
entire 22 Iletero-

go Staminode much elongated and [phragma .

cnlargtd at the aptx calyx
small, fis in large terminal
panicles lvs 1-2-pinnatc with
numerous lfts 23. Jacaranda.

ff Calyx spathe-like, splitting on one
side, corolla broadly campanu-
1 ite 24 Spathodea.

LE. Septum thuk, spongy
F Seeds m deep impressions of the

septum cilyx truncate or in-
distinctly toothed he usually
bipinnutr

^
23 Rader-

ff Seeds in shallow impre,sions of [nuu/ura
the septum calyx 1-5-lobed
lvs pinnate 20 Stereoaper-

aa Ovary 1-ctlled [mum,
b I' r a dehiscent caps corolla tubular, nar-

rowed at the mout h lv s opposite, pinnate
climbing with Undid- . 27 Eccremo-

bb Fr indehiscent corolla camparmlato or [corpus,
campanulatf-funnelform trci s or shrubs,
with alternate lv

s

c Lvs simple or 3-foliolate

d Calyx spathc-hke, splitting on one side,
corolla regular, fls on the old wood 28 Parmenlxera.

dd Calyx campanulate, irregularly lobed,
corolla v ery irreguln.

,
fls at the end

of the braru h< s 29 Cresrrntia

cc Lvs pinnate corolla irregular 30 Kigeha

The genus Colea is also more or less in cultivation within our limits.

135.

GESNERIACEiE.

a Ovary more or less inferior: fr. capsular.
b Disk 0 1. Nxphxa.

bb Disk annular
c Fls smallish, pallid or white 2. Dxcyrta.
cc Fls largish, variously colored

D Corolla-tube broadly swollen or bell-
shaped, calyx-lobcs usually membra-
nous or leafy 3. Gloxinia.

(Of botanists, not of florists )

dd Corolla-tube cylindrical or broad-
ened above, calyx-lobes narrow or
short

E The fls axillary . 4 Achimenea.
(Consult also Scheena.)

ek. The fls alternate in a terminal, leaf-

less raceme 5. Nxgelxa.
bbb Disk of 5 distinct or but slightly united

glands, these equal or unenual
c Caps inferior to the middle or higher

d Anther-cells confluent at apex . 6 Sinnmgxa
(Gloxinia of florists.)

dd Anther-cells distmet . . 7. Iaoloma
cc. Caps shortly immersed at base, almost

superior .... 8. Geaner*-
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ii. Ovary wholly superior’ fr capsular or baocate,
unknown in Samtpaulia

B. Anther-cells distinct and parallel.

o. Disk with a largo posterior gland, other-
wise small or wanting

D. Filaments free among themselves 9 Epiacxa.
DD. Filaments connate into a sheath which

is split on the posterior side.

E. Anthers separate 10 Alloplectus.

bb Anthers connate cross-hke ... 11 Columned.
cc. Disk annular, elevated, almost cup-

shaped.
d. Perfect stamens 2 12 Agodmyla.

DD. Perfect stamens 4 . 13. Trichos-
[porum

OCC. Disk obsolete . 14 Mitraria.
bb. Anther-cells divaricate or diverging, rarely

sub-parallel

c. Disk 0
D Anthers free . . 15. Ramonda.

dd. Anthers cohering in a tube extending
beyond the cells . 10 Conandron.

cc. Disk reduced to a posterior gland 17 Codonanthe.
ooo. Disk a ring (rarely dimidiate in Chinta)

E Lvs cauhne, opposite
p. Stamens 4 18 Bcaleria.

FP. Stamens 2 . 19 Chirita.

ek Lvs. basal (rarely opposite in Strep-
tocarpus)

p. Stamens 4 . .20 IlaberUea
pp. Stamens 2 [pus.

a. Corolla-tube long . .21 Streptocar-
oa. Corolla-tube short . . 22 Samtpaulia.

Additional genera described are’ Aoanthonema, Iloea,
Corytholoma, Cyrtandra, Klugia, Lysionotus, Rhabdothamnus
and Roettlera.

136.

MARTYNIACE.*.

A. Corolla-tubes swollen abov e tho short base 1 Martyma
aa. Corolla-tube very long, slender and cylindrical

with a bell-shaped throat 2 Craniolaria.

137.

PEDALIACEAS.

A. Caps truncate at apex, the angles awned or
horned . . 1 Ceratolheca

aa. Caps, obtuse or acuminate, unarmed . . .2 Sesamum

138.

ACANTHACEiE.

A. Corolla expanded into a single obovate lip

B. Calyx of normal texture, posterior segms
3-5-nerved 1 Blepharis.

BB. Calyx usually cartilaginous, posterior segm
3-5-nerved 2. Acanthus.

AA. Corolla with subequal limb, or 2-lipped
B. The corolla contorted

c Ovary with 2 collateral ovules m each
cell, or by abortion 1 3 Thunbergta.

cc Ovary with 2 to many ovules in each cell,

an 1 senes or alternately placed ono
above another

D. Filaments connate in pairs at the base.
H. Caps subterete 4 Ruelhxi

EE Caps compressed parallel to the
septum 5 Daedalacan-

DD. Filaments equidistant or subconnate [tAu«.

at the base in pairs, calyx-lobes
obtuse 6 Sanchezia.

ddd. Filaments crowded or connate at the
base on the postenor wall of the tube
or 2 posterior filaments affixed a
little higher

e Calyx ample, membranous or colored. T.Whxtfieldia
EE Calyx-segms linear, not colored.

f Ovules 2 in each cell 8 Strobi-
[lanthes

PP Ovules 3 to many in each cell 9. Hemigra-
BB. The corolla not contorted [phis

c. Corolla of 6 flat lobes, not bilabiate.
D Stamens 4

E. The corolla-lobes vanouslv lmbn-
cated, lateral one? usually outer

F Anthers all 2-cellea .... 10. Barlena
FF Anthers all 1-colled . 11. Crossandra

EE. The anterior corolla-lobe outside,
postenor one inside

f Anthers all 1-celled . . . 12. Stenan-
n. Anthers all 2-celled (in Chamttran- [drium.

themum, the posterior anthers
sometimes 1-celled).

Ck Tube swollen into a long or
broad throat. 13. Asystasia.

go. Tube long, slender, scarcely
swollen at apex 14. Chamssr-

fanthsmum.
dd Stamens 2’ ovules in each cell 2 . . 15 Eranthe-

cc. Corolla bilabiate or sub-equally 4-cut. [mum.
D. Ovules m each cell 3 or more 16 Phlogacan-

dd. Ovules in each cell 2 [<Au*
e FIs with 2 or 4 bracts longer than

calyx . ,17. Penstrophe.
ee FIs without such bracts

F Stamens 4, anthers all 1-cellod . 18. Aphelandra.
FF Stamens 2, anthers 2-cclkd

G. Anther-cells unlike, one larger
or affixed higher (In Jaco-
bima cells often subequal )

H The lower anther coll usually
spurred 19. Justicia.

hh The anther-cells not spurred,
sometimes equally mucron-
ate at base

I. The corolla with short tube
and ample lips 20. Adhatoda.

u The eorolla-tube usually
long and narrow 21. Jacobmta.

aa. Anther-cells equal
H. Stanunodes at base of fila-

ments small
i Corolla-tube swollen above,

postenor hp incurved,
anterior spreading, 3-cut 22. Oraptophyl-

n Corolla-tube elongated, limb [lum.
sub-bilabiate, 4-lobed 23 Thyrsacan-

hh Stanunodes 0 [thus
i Veins ot lvs w lute or colored 24 Fxttonia.

ii \ eins of lvs green
j Calyx-segms linear or

bristle-like 25 Schauena
jj Calyx small, lobes acute

or acuminate 2b Anisacan-
[thus

The following genora are also treated Anisotes, Beloperone,
Dianthera, Dichotera, Duvc rnon, Dysehonste, Lepidagathis,
Micranthus, Pscuderanthemum, Rungia and Warpuna

139.

GLOBULARIACEAS, or SELAGINACEAJ.

A. Calyx 5-cut, the 2 posterior lobes of tho corolla
narrow or connate or deficit nt 1 Globv rana.

aa Calyx cut down one side, posterior lobes of
corolla 4. 2 Heben-

[streitta

140.

PHRYMACEAS.

The only genus Phryma

141.

MYOPORACEjB.

Corolla more or less bell-shaped, rarrly funnel-
shaped, w'lth a subregular limb, ovary 2- or
more-celled, cells 1-ovuled, rarely 2-cellod and
2-ovulcd Myoporum.

142.

VERBENACEiE.

a. Infl centripetal
B FIs sessile in the spike

c Nutlets 2, or by abortion 1, 1-secded.
D Fr a juicy berry . .... 1. Lontono

dd Fr drupaceous calyx 2-4-cut or
-toothed 2. Ltppia

ddd Fr. dry calyx 5-toothed
. #

3 Stachytar-
cc Nutlets or cells of fr. 4, or by abortion (

pheta
fewer, 1-seeded 4. Verbena

bb FIs pedicelled
c Nutlets l-seeded

d Number of nutlets 4 5. Amasonxa.
dd Number of nutlets 2 or 1 6 Petrsca.

cc. Nutlets 2-eeeded, in pyrenes 2-6, 2-lo-

cellate ... 7 Duranta.
aa Infl centrifugal.

8. Fr. drupe-like, entire or 4-lobed, exocarp
usually pulpy or fleshy, the endocaip en-
tire or 4-celled, often separating into 4
nutlets

c Corolla regular, stamens as many as
petals . 8. CaUicarpa.

cc. Corolla-limb oblique, with anterior lobe
produced, or sub-bilabiate , stamens 4,
didynamous or arched under posterior
lobes

D. Drupe with one 4-oelled stone.
b. Corolla-tube cylindrical, short. ...... 9. Vitex.
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bb Corolla-tube strongly dilated above 10 Gmeltna.
»D. Drupe 4-parted, with 4 atones, or by

reduction 1-atoned (thia 1-celled)

B Fertile atamena 2 11 Oxera
bb Fertile atamena 4 12 Cleroden-

bb. Fr dry, aubcapaular, exocarp with 4 valvea [dron.
involute at tne margin from the baae up,
which carry off the nutlets and leave no
central column . . • 13. Caryopterxs.

Other genera in cultivation in North America are Avioenma,
Citharexylum, Congea, Dioatea, Faradaya, Premna.

143. LABIATJE.

I. Summary of Tribes

Ignoring exceptions.

A. The nutlets fleshy or drupe-like, af-
fixed to a small basal or oblong in-
troraely oblique areole ovary 4-lobed 1 Prasia Tribe,

aa. The nutlets dry or hard
B. Ovary shortly, rarely deeply 4-lobed

nutlets wrinkled or netted, affixed

to an obliquely introrue or lateral,

usually large, areole
C. Seeds, when known, with endo-

sperm corolla with an ample
throat and broad lobes 2 Pbostanthera

cc Seeds without endosperm corolla (Tribe.
various 3 Ajuqa Thibe.

bb. Ovary 4-parted to the base nutlets
affixed to a small basal or slightly
oblique areole

C. Stamens decimate, perfect ones 4,

rarely 2, anthers l-< eilod by con-
fluence 4 Ocimum Tribe,

d Subtriho 1 Kiommj v \rcole
basal, stamen* usually < xser-
ted, anterior corolla-lobe
usually unlike the others

dd. Subtribe 2 Liunduleb Are-
ole extrorsely oblique, sta-
mens included, corolla-lobes
equal or the anterior lobe
with the lateral ones forming
the anterior lip

CC. Stamens ascending, or m the
Stachys Tribe sometimes inclu-
ded (Consult also c cc )

D. Perfect stamens 2, anther-cells
linear, separate, solitary or
confluent 5 Monarda Tribe,

dd. Perfect stamens 4, rarely 2 in
the Nepeta Tribe

e Calyx usually 15-nerv ed, pos-
terior stamens longer than
the anterior 6 Nkpeta Tribe,

ee Calyx 5- or 10-nerved, pos-
terior stamens shorter than
anterior, posterior hp of
corolla erect, usually con-
cave or fornicate, anterior
spreading, 3-cut 7 Stachyb Tribe.

F Subtribe 1 SctjrEELVRlE.E
Calyx bilabiate or at
length 2-parted, t he mouth
closed after anthesis

ff Calyx not bilabiate
G Subtribe 2 Meiit-

rEE Corolla-tube
long - exserted, calyx
broad, of 5 short teeth
or 3-4 broad lobes

GO. Corolla-tube included or
slightly ( xserted, rarely
long - exserted, calyx
tubular or bcll-shapod,
5-10-toothed.

H. Subtribe 3 Mar-
rubiee Stamens
included

HH Subtribe 4 Lamiee
Stamens exserted

CCC. Stamens straight, diverging or
ascending, perfect ones 4 or 2,

calyx 5-, 10-, or 13-nerved, rarely
15-nerved, corolla-lobes usually
flat 8. Satureia Tribe,

d Subtnbe 1 Pogostemone/b.
Anthers 1-oellod, subglobose;
stamens distinct, straight

dd Anthers 2-collod, at least the
younger ones

e Subtribe 2. Menthoids^b.
Calyx usually 5- or 10-

nerved, stamens distant
or divanoata.

be. Subtribe 3 Melissba Calyx
usually 13-nerved, stamens
ascending, at least at the
base.

II. Key to the Tribes.

1. Prasia Tribe.

Not in cultivation.

2. Prostanthera Tnbe.

a. Calyx bilabiate; lips entire or anterior emar-
gmate . . 1. Prostan-

\thera.

aa. Calyx equal, 5-toothed 2. Westrxngxa.

3. Ajuga Tribe.

A. Corolla-tube slender, lobes 5, subequal,
spreading 3 Trxchostema.

AA. Corolla-tube, quasi 1-lipped, the posterior
lobes and small latoal one s drclinute at the
contract d base of the very large anterior
lobe, or rarely erect 4 Teucrxum.

aaa. Corolla-tube short or exserted, the posterior
hp short, erect, 2-cut, anterior much longer
and its middle lobe largest 5 Ajuga.

4. Ocimum Tribe.

a Subtnbe 1 Euocimf r
b Anterior lob< of corolla hardly longer than

the others, often narrower, decimate, flat

or slightly com ive

O Fruiting calyx deflexc d 6 Ocxmum.
co Fruiting calyx scarcely enlarging, often

dec hiiate 7 Moschosma.
bb Anterior lobe of corolla longer than others,

cone av e or boat-shaped

c Filaments connate at the base in a tube 8 Coleus
cc Filaments free 9 Plectran-

[ithu«.
aa. Subtnbe 2 Lavandulea: Sole genus 10 Lavandula.

5. Monarda Tribe.

a Calyx tubular .11. Monarda.
aa Calyx bilabiate

b Fertile anther-cells 2 upper hp of corolla
4-lobed 12 Perowskxa.

bb tortile anther-cells 1 upper hp of corolla
c ntire or bifid

c Connective continuous with filimeDt and
not indicated unless by a slender
roflexed tooth 13. Rosmarinus,

cc Connective artic uluted to the filament
but not produced or very shortly at umi-
natc 14. Audxbertxa.

ccc Connective rlnngctid, vcisttilc on the
short filament, its sterile end continued
beyond the articulation and either dila-

ted or bearing an abortive rudiment
of the second anther-ecll 15. Salvia.

6. Nepeta Tnbe.

A Calyx bilabiate or with the posterior tooth
much wider than the other* 16 Dracoceph-

aa Calyx tubular, mouth sltaight or oblique [alum.

B Stamens erect or divergent, anther-cells
paralldorat length divt rgent 17 Lophanthus.

bb Stamens asci tiding or straightish, anther-
cells parallel 18 Cedronella.

bbb Stamens ascending and parallel or in a few
species rather lax and distant, anther-
cells divergent or ehv ancate . 19. Nepeta.

7. Stachys Tribe.

Subtnbe 1. Scutellarlea.

f a. Tho calyx-lip entire . 20. SadeUarxa.
AA. The posterior calyx-lip 3-toothed, anterior

2-fid . 21. BruneUa.

Subtnbe 2. Mehttese.

A. Anther-cells parallel, calyx subequally 5-
toothod 22. Physostegxa.

AA. Anther-cells divergent, calyx 3-lobed . . .23. MelxUxs.

Subtnbe 3. Marrubieae

Calyx 5-10-toothed, corolla-tube included,
anther-cells at length oonfiuent 24. Marrubxutn.
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Subtnbe 4. Lamie®.

A. The posterior lip of corolla often short or flat,

glabrous or pubescent 25 Colquhounia.
aa- The posterior lip concave or fornicate, rarely

flattish, usually villous

B. Teeth of calyx 6 -13, rarely 5
c Calyx very broad at apex . 26 Moluccella.

cc Calyx long-tubular . 27 Leonoha.
BB Teeth of calyx 5

c. Stamens often cast to one side after

anthesis 28 Stachya.

cc Stamens often hairy on the back of the
anthers 29 Lamium.

ccc Stamens often have the posterior fila-

ments appendaged at the base 30 Phlomxa.

8. Satureia Tribe.

Subtnbe 1. Pogostemone®

Calyx, 5-toothed, corolla 4-cut, anterior lobes
usually wider spreading . 31. Pogoatemon.

Subtnbe 2. Menthoide®.

A. Whorls spicate or racemose, not axillary

b Calyx equal, erect, often elongated in fr
,

whorls many-fld 32 Elsholtzia.

BB Calyx subequal in anthesis, but decimate
and bilabiate m fr

, whorls 2-fld

c Nutlets smooth 33 Collinaonxa
or Nutlets netted-veined 34 Perilla

aa Whorls axillary (or, m a few species of Men-
tha, crowded in a dense terminal spike)

b Perfect stamens 4 35 Mentha
bb Perfect stamens 2 36 Cunxla

aaa. Whorls in dense heads surrounded by mvolu-
cral bracts

b Corolla sub-bilabiate, whorls densely many-
fld

c. Lobes of corolla ovate, heads often corym-
bose-paniclcd 37 Pycnanthe.

CC. Lobes of corolla oblong or linear, heads [mum.
globose, solitary 38 MonardeUa.

bb Corolla bilabiate, whorls 2-fld ,
rarely more,

heads solitary, crowded or corymbose
pamcled 39. Origanum.

aaaa Whorls few-fld , axillary or the upper ones
spicate, calyx-throat closed by villous hairs 40. Thymus.

aaaaa Whorls axillary or the highest spicate, calyx
open-bell-shaped, equal

b Calyx 10-nerved, stamens ascending 41 Satureia.
bb Calyx 15-nerved, stamens divergent . . 42 Hysaopus.

Subtnbe 3. Melisse®.

a. Posterior lip of corolla concave, sickle-shape
or galeate 43 Acantho-

AA. Postenor lip of corolla flattish or slightly con- [mm(Aa.
cave

B. Calyx distinctly 2-lipped
c Corolla-tube straight or slightly curved 44 Satureia §

cc Corolla-tubo below the middle recurved- fCalammtha
ascending 45 Afelisaa

bb Calyx equal or sub-bilabiate
c Perfect stamen^ 4 46 Mirromena.

cc Perfect stamens 2 47 Hedeoma

Other genera treated are Eremostachys, Galeopsis, Pycnos-
tachys, iSideritis, Synandra and Tinnea

144.

PLANTAGINACE.®.

One genus in cultivation Plantago.

145.

NYCTAGINACEJ5.
a FIs involucrate
b Stigma with a small head, anthers didyna-

mous . 1 Mirabilie.
bb Stigma linear, anthers not didynamous . 2 Abronia.

aa FIs not involucrate, but bracted
b Bracts large, colored 3 Bougam~

[nllea,
bb Bracts very small . . 4. Pisonia.

146.

AMARANTACE^.
A Anthers 2-celled
B Ovary 2-ovuled

c Fr a utricle . 1 Celosia.
cc Fr berry-like 2 Deenngia.

bb. Ovary 1-ovuled.
a. Ovule erect, with a short funiculus.

d Segms of perianth stellate in fr : fls. in
terminal racemes shrubs . 3. Boaea.

dd. Segms of perianth upright m fr.: fls. in
clusters or panicles herbs 4 Amarantua.

cc. Ovule suspended from the apex of an
elongated funiculus

d. Penanth-segms scarious at apex, con-
nate at base . 5. Trichinium.

dd. Penanth-segms hyaline, membranous
or somewhat papery, lanate . . . . 6. Mrm.

aa. Anthers 1-celled

b Fls minute m glomerules or little-spiked
along the sparso branches of the panicle . 7 Ireame.

BB. Fls in heads or spikes rarely pamcled
C Stigmas 2

d Penanth-segms free or connate at base 8 Gomphrena
dd Perianth-tube 5-cut, cristate or winged

in fr 9 Fraehchia.
cc Stigma simple

D Staimnal tube short, or long, with 5 an-
ther-bearing awl-shaped lacim® and
5 antherless lacim® interposed 10. Telanthera

dd Staminal tubes with no antherless
lacim® interposed .11 P/affia.

147.

CHENOPODIACEiE.

a Fls with 4 bractlets, 2 of which are adnate to
the perianth at the base, or higher

b Embryo spiral filaments straight in the bud 1 Basella.
bb Embryo semi-annular filaments recurved at

apex or lower in the bud 2 Boussm-
aa Fls with bractlets not adnate to perianth [gauUia.

b Embryo spiral tndosperm scant or 0 3 Salaola.
bb Embryo ring-shaped or horseshoe-shaped

endosperm copious (Salicorma has con-
duplicate embryo and no endosperm )

c St and branches articulated fls im-
mersed in caies m the superposed
joints no foliage-lvs 4 Salicorma.

CC St not articulated
d Perianths hetciomorphous, staminate

without bracts, 3-5-lobed or parted,

I

nstillate usually 0 fls with 2 brack-
ets accrescent in fr free or connate
into a sack, and no perianth

e Pistillate fis without pt rianth, 3-4-
toothed 5 Spinacxa.

ee Pistillate fls w'lth ample bracts which
enlarge in fr , perianth 0 6 Atriplex

dd Perianths homoinorphous, i e
, not of

two different forms in the same plant
E Fls hermaphrodite and feminine, sol-

itary or glome rate seed horizontal,
embryo annular, albumen st ant 7 Kochia.

ee Fls glome rati , hermaphrodite or
unisexual seed erect, inverse or
horizontal

,
embryo annual or horse-

shoe-shaped
F. Perianth-tube surrounded by a

wing stamens 5 seed horizontal,
bony 8 Cycloloma.

fk. Perianth o-parted, usually un-
changed in fr stamens 1-5
seed erect or horizontal, bony or
leathery 9. Chenopod-

fff Perianth 5-lobcd, hardened at the [lum
base in fr seed houzontal,
leathery 10 Beta.

The genus Ullucus, allied to Basella, is also described briefly.

148.

PHYTOLACCACEiE.

a. Ovary superior
b Carpel 1 1 Rivina

bb Carpels 2-a>, united into a berry 2 Phytolacca
bbb Carpels 1 or 2, united, the fr with scales at

top 3 Petivena
aa. Ovary scim-infenor fr inferior 4 Agdeatia.

149.

POLYGONACEAS.

A. The fls fascicled in the axils or at the nodes of
mfl (In the first 3 genera sometimes along
the rachis of mfl )

b. Endosperm 3-6-lobed with longitudinal
grooves and usually ruminate

c. Fruiting perianth fleshy or berry-hke at
the base or everywhere, the nut in-

cluded or exserted at the apex 1 Muehlen-
cc. Fruiting perianth with fleshy or berry- [beefoa.

like tube, including the nut and often ad-
nate to it, crowned by the unchanged
connivent or marcescent limb 2. Coccoloba.
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ccc. Fruiting perianth enlarged, membranous
or scanous, colored, outer segms.
larger and broadly cordate, inner ones
oblong 3. Antigonon,

cccc. Fruiting perianth developing wings on
the 3 outer parts 4 Trtplans.

bb. Endosperm equable, entire
c. Perianth 5-merous, rarely 4-merous;

styles usually filiform and stigmas
usually capitate.

D. Pistil 2-3-merous, stamens usually 6-8
shrubs, often spinescent 5. Atraphaxis.

DD Pistil 3-merous stamens 8 or fewer
herbaceous, rarely sufTrutn ose

e Nut entirely or nearly covered by
the fruiting perianth 9 Polygonum.

ee. Nut much longer than the fruiting
penanth . 7. Fagopyrum.

CC. Perianth 6-merous, rarely 4-merous
D Stamens 9, rarely 6, fruiting perianth

unchanged nut 3-winged 8. Rheum.
DD. Stamens 6, rarely 9, inner segms of

fruiting penanth much enlarged, erect
and including the 3-angled nut 9. Rumex.

AA. The fls m infl dichotoinously or umbellately
branched, the floral lvs or bracts connate
below the branches into one 3-cut bract, or
free and 3-w in number . 10. Enogonum.

150.

NEPENTHACEfi.

The only genus Nepenthes.

151.

ARISTOLOCHIACEfi.

A. Perianth persistent, 3-lobed above ovary,
regular stamens 12 surrounding the style in
2 series, antlu rs free 1 Asa~um

AA. Perianth deciduous, irregular, polymorphous,
anthers 6-°°, adnata in 1 series to a stylar
column 2 Aristolochia.

152.

SAURURACEfi.

A. Stamens 3 . 1 Houttuynxa
aa Stamens 5-8

b Carpels connate . 2 Anemopns
bb. Carpels distinct . . .6 Saururus

153.

PIPERACEfi.

A. Stamens 2-6, anther-cells usually distinct,

stigmas 3-4, rarely 2 or 5 1 Piper
aa. Stamens 2, anther-cells confluent into one

2-valved anther, stigma terminal or lateral,

pemcillate or undivided 2. Peperomxa.

154.

CHLORANTHACEfi.

In cultivation . Chloranthus.

bbb. The penanth-segms deciduous from base,
fruiting tube flattened or disk-shaped and
entire or truncate 4 Cmnamo-

AAA. Anthers mtrorsely locellato, valves dehiscing [mum 8
upward. [Camphora

B. Fls in a short, lax raceme, accompanied by
small and narrow bracts 5. Sassafras.

BB. Fls umbellate, capitate or rarely solitary,
umbels or heads before anthesis included
in a 4-6-bracted involucre.

c. Locell® of anther 4 6. Umbellul-
CC. Locell® 2 [aria.

d Stamens usually 9 , fls dioecious 7. Benzoin.
dd. Stamens usually 12-20, fls. polygamous 8 Lauras.

The genus Litsea is sparingly in cultivation

158. THYMELfiACEfi.

a Stamens fewer than the corolla-lobes. . . . 1. Pimelea.
aa. Stamens twice as many as corolla-lobes

b. Disk 0 or a vpry short ring
c Penanth-tube cylindrical, limb spread-

ing 2. Daphne,
cc. Perianth much swollen above, obliquely

truncate, limb not spreading . 3 Dirca.
bb. Disk more or less lobed or oblique

c Fls 5-merous, disk cup-shaped . . . . 4. Dais
CC Fls 4-merous

D The disk annular, lobes very short 5 Edgeworthia.
dd The disk 4-cut or 2-cut . . 6 Wikstrcemia

The genera Gmdia, Lagetta, and Thymelffia will also be found
m the book

159. PROTEACEfi.

Series 1. Fr an indehisoent nut or drupe: fls. usually solitary
with a bract under each one

a. Hs dioecious by abortion, regular 1. Leucaden-
dron.

aa Fls. hermaphrodite, irregular 2. Protea.

Series 2 Fr follicular, capsular or rarely indehisoent and sub-
drupaceous fls usually in pairs along the rachis with only 1 bract
for each pair

A Ovules 2, collateral
b Fls racemose or fascicled, involucre none or

mconspiouous, bracts deciduous
c The ovules pendulous, orthotropous

d Fr scarcely or tardily dehiscent,
pericarp thick, fleshy or hard, seeds
with thick, often unequal cotyledons

K Perianth-limb recurved . 3 Ouevina
ee Perianth straight 4 Macadamia.

dd Fr follicular or obliquely 2-valved,
seeds compressed, margined or wing 5. Roupala.

CC The ovules laterally affixed or ascending
D Seeds with or w ithout a narrow wing 6 Orevillea.

dd Seeds samara-hke, wing oblong, ter-

minal 7 Flakea
bb Fls in dense bracted spikes or cones 8 Banksia

aa Ovules 4 or more
b Fls umbellate seeds winged below- 9 Stenocarpus.

bb Fls in dense racemes seeds samara-hke,
with an oblong terminal wing 10 Telopea.

bbb Fls twin, in short or long racemes seeds
samara-liko with a terminal truncate
wing 11 Lomatxa

155.

MYRISTICACE.fi. 160. ELfiAGNACEfi.

S016 *enus • Myrxstica.
A Lvfl alternate stamens 4

B Fls hermaphrodite 1 Elseagnus
bb Fls unisexual, usually dioecious 2 lhppophal.

156 MONIMIACEfi aa ^vs °PPoslte stamens 8 3 Shepherdia.

A. Stamens numerous, anther-cells dehiscing m
a 2-valved fashion by a longitudinal crack.. . 1. Peumus.

aa. Stamens 6-12, anther-cells dehiscing above ... 2. Laurelia,

157. LAURACEfi.

A. Anthers 2-locellate, valves laterally dehiscent
or quickly deciduous 1. Hemanduu

AA. Anthers extrorsely locellato, valves dehiscent
upwards

B. The whole perianth persisting under the fr ,

appressed or slightly spreading, penanth
sometimes deciduous from the base 2. Persea.

BB. The penanth-segms at length transversely
cut, leaving the fruiting tube bell-shaped [mum.
or expanded and 6-toothed . . .3. Cinnamo-

161. LORANTHACEfi.

a Perianth double
aa Perianth Bingle or simple

Viscum is also of general interest.

1. Ijoranthus.
2 Phoraden-

[dron.

162. SANTALACEfi.

a. Plant herbaceous, low . . . . . 1 Comandra.
aa Plant woody, shrubs or trees.

b Fls perfect 2. Santalum
bb Fls dioecious or polygamous

c I.vs alternate . 3 Pyrularia.
cc. Lvs opposite 4. Buckleya

.
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163. PLATANACEJi.

Sole genus Platanus.

168. LEITNBRIACEAE.

The only genus. . . . Lextnena.

164. MORACEiE. 169. MYRICACEiE.
a. Anthers reversed on the bud with indexed

filaments
B. The male fls spicate, racemose or capitate,

female globose, capitate.

c. Female perianth dentate 1. Brousaone-
[txa

cc Female perianth deeply 4-fid . 2 Madura.
BB The fls of eithor sox spicate, spikes short

and dense or long ana lax 3. Morut
BBB. The fls crowded on fleshy receptacle 4. Doratenxa.
aa. Anthers erect from the beginning

B. Plants, trees or shrubs fls. usually on a
fleshy receptacle

c. The receptacle fleshy, globose or ovoid,
clearly inclosing the numerous fls , but
with a small mouth which is bracteato
introrsely

,
the mouth is closed m fr 5. Fxcua

CC. The receptacle androgynous, male fls

numerous, females solitary in the
center of the receptacle 6. Broatmum.

ccc. The receptacle unisexual, with an invo-
lucre of numerous bracts overlapping in
series 7. Anfuxrw.

CCCC. The fl -clusters unisexual, with or without
3.-4 bracts at the base, in heads, spikes,

rarely in raoemes or the female 1-fld

D. Stamens 4 8 Cudranta.
dd Stamens 1 9. Artocarpua.

BB. Plants, herbs fls not on a fleshy receptacle
c St climbing lvs opposite, embryo

spirally involute 10 Humulua.
cc. St. not climbing lvs alternate or the

lowest opposite embryo curved . . 11 Cannabxa.

Coussapoa is also briefly treated.

165. URTICACEA2.

A. Hairs stinging
b Aohene straight 1 Urtxca.

bb Achene oblique . ... 2. Urera.
aa Hairs harmless

B Perianth of the iemale fl , 3-5-parted
c Ias opposite stamens 4, rarely 2-3 . 3 Piled,

cc Lvs alternate, distichous, oblique at
base stamens 5, rarely 4 4 Pellionta.

bb. Perianth of the female fl tubular, inclosing
the athtne, not adnato lvs opposite or
alternate fls in clusters or panicles 5 Boehmerxa.

bbb Perianth of the female fl tubular adnate to
the achcnc lvs alternate, tomentose be-
low fls in globular heads often forming
cymes 6. Debregeaaxa.

Helxine, Panetana, and Pipturus are described

166. ULMACEA5.

A. Fr drupaceous fls on the young growth
B Cotyledons very broad

c Sepals connate, style excentno 1 Zelkova
cc Sepals distinct or nearly so, style cen-

tral

n Fr globose, not winged 2 Celhs
dd Fr winged . 3 Pteroceltxa

BB Cotyledons narrow
c Fertile fls perfect, fls in cymes 4 Trema

cc Fertile fls unisexual, solitary, staminate
in eyines before the lvs 5 Aphananthe.

AA. Fr not drupaceous, winged or muricate
fls on last year’s branches

B Fr. stalked, surrounded by a broad wing b Ulmua.
bb Fr not winged, everywhere somewhat

fleshy and muricate ... .7 Planera.

167. JUGLANDACEiE.

A. The fls. of either sex in erect spikes, lmbncate-
bractate 1. Platycarya.

AA. The staminate fls in pendulous catkins, pis-

tillate fls spicate or subsohtary
B. In germinating, cotyledons are borne above

ground and remain green 2. Pterocarya.
BB. In germinating, cotyledons remain inside

the nut
C. Husk at length splitting mto segms.; nut

smooth or angled . . 3. Carya.
oo. Husk indehiscent, nut wrinkled or

sculptured 4. Juglana.

A. Lvs. serrate or entire, not stipulate ovary
subtended by 2-4 bractlets 1. Myrxca.

aa. Lvs pinnatifiu, stipulate ovary subtended by
8 linear, persistent bractlets 2 Comptonxa

170. CASUARINACEiB.

Sole genus . . . Casvartna.

171. EUPHORBIACEiE.

A. Ovules 2 m each cell of ovary plant without
milky juice (or red juice in Bischofia).

B. Lvs alternate, simple (sometimes opposite
in Poranthera)

c. Calyx of staminate fls imbricate
D Petals present, at least in staminate

fls

e. Plant a shrub with broad, glabrous
or somewhat hairy lvs ovary
3-cellcd 1.

bb. Plant a tree, with scaly herbage
ovary 1-cclled 2

kee. Plant a heath-like sub-shrub lvs
narrow, with recurved margin 3.

dd. Petals 0
E. Fls single or in axillary clusters

F Styles slender or only broadened
at apex

a Rudimentary pistil present in
staminate fls

, disk present
lvs entire

h. Seed grooved on inner face
disk of pistillate fl lobed 4.

hh. Seed not grooved disk en-
tire 5

oo Rudimentary pistil absent
H Disk present 6
hh Disk absent, at least from

pistillate fls

i Fr a caps , 7.

ii Fr more or less fleshy
j The styles 2-parted 8

jj The styles almost entire 9.

FF Styles broad, spreading
a Stamens arising from a disk
h Staminate fls with rudi-

mentary pistil 10
hh Staminate fls without rudi-

mentary pistil 11

aa Stamens 2-4, without disk 12
ee. Fls. in elongated catkin-like or

branched inn
,
dioecious lvs large,

broad and plane
f. Ovary 1-cclled, stamens 2-5 13

FF Ovary 2-5-cclled
a Staminate fls with rudimentary

pistil 14
GG Staminate fls without rudimen-

tary pistil 16.

cc Calyx of staminate fls valvate, petals
small 16

bb Lvs alternate, oompound 17
bbb. Lvs opposite, compound 18

BBBB Lvs whorled, simple 19

AA. Ovules 1 in each tell of the ovary
B. Fls produced singly or in ordinary infl

c. Stamens incurved in the bud, pubescence
stellate or scaly, juice not milky 20

CC. Stamens erect in the bud
D. Juice not milky (sec also Codiseum and

relatives) calyx valvate lvs simple
E. Staminate fls with petals herbs 21.

BE. Staminate fls apctalous
f. Stamens much branched herbs

with lvs, palmately veined
and peltate. . . . ..22.

FF. Stamens not branched
o. Lvs opposite styles free (see

also Mallotus)
H. The stamens as many as 50 23.

HH. The stamens 8-20 24.
GG. Lvs. alternate, or rarely oppo-

site

h. Plant a thorny shrub: sta-
mens 8-15 • ... 25.

mh. Plant with holly-Uke spiny
margined Ivb. . stamens 3-8. 26.

Andrachne.

xExtoxxcon.

Poranthera

Plugged.

Securxnega.

Phyllanthua.

Glochxdxon.

Breynxa
Sauropua

Hemicydia.
Putranjna.

Antxdesma

Baccaurea

Daphnxjphyl-

Lebidierop-
[««.

Bischofia
Oldfieldla

Hyxnanehe.

Trtuna
Mercurxalxt.

Adelxa,

Alchornea.
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bhh. Plant unarmed or with sting-
ing ha.rs.

i. Styles free or umted only at
lease

j.

Anthcr-cells spherical to
oblong

k Anthers 2-celled 27. MaUotua.
kk Anthers 3-4-celled lvs.

usually peltate 28 Macaranga.
33. Anther-cells elongated,

often vermiform 29. Acxdypha.
n. Styles umted above the

oase st often climbing
3. Infl without conspicuous

involucro
K Number of stamens

usually 3, styles free
at apex 30. Tragxa.

KK. Number of stamens
8-30, styles united
to the apex into a
swollen column 31. Plukenetia.

33 Infl subtended by a con-
spicuous involucre 32 Dalecham-

DD. Juice almost always more or less milky (put.

(chief exceptions in Cluytin and
relatives)

B. The fls with petals, at least the
staminate

F. Calyx valvate
G Lvs simple, palmate 33 Aleuntex

aa Lvs compound .. 34. Joanntaia.
FF. Calyx imbricate

a Petals free from one another.
H The stamens in 2 or more

whorls
Z. Number of stamens about

10 lvs usually palmately
veined 35 Jatropha

ii. Number of stameus 15-30
or more lvs pinnately
\ eintd styles entire 30 Codusum

hh The stamens in 1 whorl,
usually about 3-5 37 Cluytxa

GO. Petals connate lvs usually
palmately veined

H Some of the filaments umted
lvs simple 35 Jatropha

hh Filaments free.lvs compound 38 Rxcxnoden-
EB. The fls apctalous [dron

t. Sepals valvate or slightly im-
bricate in some

G Lvs trifoliate 39 Hevea
go Lvs simple, pinnately veined

H Number of stamens 3 lvs
spiny margined 40 Pachy-

hh Number of stamens 1 lvs not \«troma
spiny 41 Ophthal-

FT. Sepals or lobes of calyx, if any, lm- [moblapton.
bncate lvs simple

G. Number of stamens usually 10 or
more (5-50)

H. Staminato calyx with 5 sepals
connate, at least at base
lvs usually palmately
veined st erect

I Herbage with stinging hairs 35 Jatropha.
ii Herbage usually glabrous 42 Mamhot.

HH. Staminate calyx 3 -5-lobed
lvs pinnately veined st

climbing or trailing 43 Mabea
HHH Staminate calyx of 1 or 2

sepals 44. Homalan-
hhhh Staminate calyx cupulate, [t/iua.

truncate or dentate lvs.

broad, hairy 45. Hura.
GO. Number of stamens 1-5

H Staminato calyx with 4-5 free
sepals st climbing 46. Omphalxa.

HH. Staminate calyx with 2-3
sepals, free or connate at
base

I. Infl usually terminal’ seed
carunculate .47. Sebaatxana.

n. Infl usually axillary: seed
not carunculate . 48. Excwcarxa.

HHH. Staminato calyx with con-
nate sepals, 1-3-lobed.

I. The stamens 2-3.

j. Stamens freo
k Base of caps persistent

as a pointed piece. 49. Sapxum.
KK. Base of caps not per-

sistent, only a 3-

par ted central
column remaining 50l Stxllxngxo.

33 Stamens united
k Pistil 4-cellcd .... 51. Maprounia.

kk. Pistil 6-9-celled 52. Hxppoman«.

ii. The stamens 1

3 Infl. terminal 51.
jj Infl lateral or axillary 41.

hhhh. Staminate calyx 0, or rarely
1—2 minute scales 53.

ib. Fls. in cyatlna (see explanation under
Euphorbia)

c. Cyathia regular or nearly so.

D. Involucral glands tree from one
another, alternate with lobes of
involucre . 54. Euphorbxa.

dd. Involucral glands umted into a nng
around the lobes .... 55

cc. Cyathia decidedly irregular 56.

Maprounta,
Ophlhalr
[moblapton.

. Colliguaya.

Synadenxum.
Pedxlanthua.

172. BUXACEjB.

A. Celia of ovary with 2 ovules each; stamens 4.
B. Lvs alternate

c Evergreen shrubs lvs entire 1. Sarcococca.
cc. Evergreen herbs, lvs dentate 2. Pachya~

landra.
db Lvs. opposite 3. Buxus.

aa Cells of ovary with 1 ovule each; stamens
numerous lvs. opposite 4. Sxmmond-

[axa.

173.

BETULACE AS.

a. Staminato fls with 4 penanth-segms. or by
abortion fower (Birch Tribe)

b Stamen* 2 . 1. Betula

.

bb Stamens 4 2 Alnua.
aa Staminate fls wuth no perianth (Hazel Tribe).

b Nut large, inclosed by a leafy involucre
staminate fls with 2 braetlets, pistillate
fls 2-4, capitate 3. Corylvta.

bb Nut small, subtended by or inclosed in a
large bractlet staminate fls with no
braetlets, pistillate catkins spike-like

c Fruiting bractlet flat. 3-clcft and incised 4. Carpxnu*.
cc Fruiting bractlet bladder-like, closed,

membranous . 5. Oatrya.

174.

FAGACEJE.

A. Ovary of pistillate fls 6-< elled
,
spikes of either

sox erect and strict fruiting involucre or bur
densely covered with strong pickles 1. Coatonea.

aa Ovary of pistillate fls 3-eclled, rarely 4- or 5-
celled in some species of Quercus

b Staminate fls 1-3 in a cluster lvs usually
small 2. Notho/agua.

bb Staminato fls in loose, roundish pendulous
heads lvs generally large 3 Fagua.

bbb Staminate fls m pendulous catkins or the
spikes of either sex erect and strict

c. Involucre of numerous scales forming
a cup in fr and subtending the acorn 4 Quercua.

cc Inxolucre in fr armed with clusters of
prickles or tubercles, wholly including
the fr

,
perfectly closed or at length

split irregularly . 5. Caatanopaia

175.

SALICACEjE.

a Lvs usually narrow disk composed of 1 or 2
glands which are distinct or barely connate
at base . . 1. Soliz.

aa. Lvs usually broad disk cyathiform, often
oblique or cup-shaped, entire or lobed . 2. Populua.

176.

EMPETRACEA2.

A. Fls axillary, solitary, stamens 3, pistil 6-9-
merous . 1. Empatrum.

aa. Fls axillary in 2’s or 3’s, stamens 2, pistil

2-merous 2 Ceratxola.

aaa. Fls subcapitate, stamens usually 3, pistil 3-

merous . . . . 3. Corama.

177.

GINKGOACEjE.

Ovule-beanng blade, long-etalked, shortly 2~«
cut at apex, the lobes dilated into a nng or
short cup adnate to the seed: anther-oells 2,
pendulous, lvs. fan-shaped Ginkgo*
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178.

GNETACEiE.

Leafless shrubs with jointed branches and scales

opposite the nodes connate into a little sheath. Ephedra.

The very curious genus Welwitschia may be found m botanical
collections.

179.

TAXACEAB.

a. Anthers 2-celled tropical or subtropical trees

and shrubs
B. Scales of pistillate aments few, adnate to

peduncle and with it usually fleshy Ivs.

linear to ovate, rarely scale-like 1. Podocarpus.
bb Scales of pistillate aments short, broad and

somewhat fleshy, imbricate lvs minute
and scale-like branchlets flattened and
If -like 2 Phylloc -

aa. Anthers 3 -8-cclled lvs linear hardy or nearly [ladua.

hardy trees and shrubs
B Pistillate fls consisting of several decussate

2-ovulod carpicles Tvs with 2 glaucous
lines below broader than the 3 green
lines 3. Cephalo-

BB Pistillate fls reduced to 1 ovule [taxus.

c. Carpicles at maturity inclosing the seed
and adnate to it anthers 4-eelled, cells

free lvs with 2 glaucous lines below
narrower than the green lines 4. Tarreya.

CC. Carpicles at maturity partly inclosing the
seed, not adnate to it anthers b-8-
cellod, cells connate lvs pale green
below . .5. Taxus.

180.

PINACE.E.

A. Lvs. spirally arranged
b. Carpicles simple, ovule 1, reversed,

cone-scales with 1 seed 1. Araucaria Tribe,
bb. Carpicles divided into scale and

bract, sometimes connate
C. Ovules 2, reversed, scale and bract

always distinct, cone-scales with
2 usually winged soods 2 Abies Tribe

CC Ovules 2-8, axillary and upright or
on the scale and at least finally

reversed, cone-scales with 2-8
seeds 3. Tvxodicm ThiBE.

aa. Lvs opposite or whorled, often scale-

like ovules upright . 4 Cuprlsbcs Tribe

1.

Araucaria Tribe.

A. Seeds free from the scale, with 1 or 2 wungs*
lvs broad, generally elliptic, more or less

distichous and rather remote 1 Agathis.
aa. Seeds adnate to the winged or wingless scale

lvs large, scale-like or neeule-shaped,
spirally arranged, crowded . 2. Araucana

2.

Abies Tribe.

A. Foliage deciduous, partly fascicled

B Made fls solitary in a leafless scaly bud, con-
nective not produced beyond anther-cells
nor scarcely prominent cones retlexed,
scales persistent 3. Larxx.

bb. Male fls clustered, pendulous cone-scales
deciduous . 4. Pseudolarix.

AA. Foliage evergreen
B. Connective of anthers usually produced into

a scale-like appendage
c. Male fls subspicate at base of new shoots:

cone-scalcs persistent lvs in clusters of
2-5, rarely solitary . 5. Pinus.

cc. Male fls solitary in the cluster of lvs.

which terminate short branchlets cone-
scales finally deciduous, lvs partly fas-
cicled as in the larch 6. Cedrus.

CCC. Male fls solitary in tho axils cones
reflexed, scales persistent lvs solitary,
4-angled or flattened and glaucous
above, green on the back 7. Picea.

BB. Connective of anthers simply umbonate
beyond the cells or hardly prominent,
male fls solitary in axils lvs solitary,

usually flattened, glaucous or paler below
c. Cones reflexed, scales persistent

p Subtending bract conspicuous 8 Pseudotsuga.
DD Subtending bract small 9. Tsuga.

cc. Cones erect
D Scales penstent, seeds about as long as

scales, bracts much shorter than
scales lvs flattened, keeled above,
pale below . . 10. Keteleena.

dd Scales deciduous, seeds shorter than
scales, bracts shorter or longer lvs
flattened and grooved above, usually
glaucous below, rarely 4-angled . . 11. Abtsa.

3.

Taxodium Tribe.

A. Lvs connate into pairs, arranged in whorls:
ovule-bearing blade finally much increased
and hardened, making tho greater part of the
woody cone . . 12. Sciadopttys.

aa. Lvs solitary, scattered
B Scales of cone flat

c. Carpicles entire at apex anther-cells 2-4:
seeds surrounded by a narrow wing lvs
lanceolate flat, rather large, glaucous
below 13 Cunning-

cc Carpicles toothed at the apex* anther-cells [hamia.
4-5 seeds 2-3-angled Ivs. awl-shaped,
curved . . 14 Cryptomerxa.

BB Scales peltate
c Seeds usually 5, narrowly winged lvs

scale-like or linear, persistent 15 Sequoia,
cc Seeds 2, angular lvs linear, deciduous

with the branchlets . . 16. Taxodium.

4.

Cupressus Tribe.

a Fr a cone
b Cone-scales all fertile, 4-8, forming appar-

ently 1 whorl lvs usually scalo-like,

opposite or in whorls of 3 or 4, rarely
alternate on sterile branches 17. CaUitrxs.

bb Cone-scales fertile at middle of cone and
sterile at top and base 18 Fittroya.

bbb Cone-scales partly fertile, partly empty,
arranged in opposite pairs lvs scaJe-Iike,

opposite only on juv emle branohes, some-
times ntedle-shaped

c Scales of cone imbricate.
D Seeds 4-5, pairs of scales 3-4 (exclud-

ing tho upper connate pair) 19 Thujopsis
DD Seeds 2

e Pairs of scales 4, the upper pair fertile 20 Lihoeedrus
t e Puirs of <-cales b-8, the 2 upper pairs

fertile 21 Thuja
cc Scales of < one peltate

d Number of seeds 2, cones small
fc Wings of seeds very large, unequal 22 Fokienia

ee VV ings of seeds narrow, equal 23 Chamsrcyp-
dd Number of seeds many, cones usually (orn.

rather large and woody 24 Cupressus
aa. Fr fleshy, indehiscent berry or drupe, with

2-6 fertile stales lvs stale-like, opposite
or needle-shaped and usually in 3’s . 2o. Jumperus.

Consult also the genus Athrotaxis, allied to Celphalotaxus and
Sequoia

181. CYCADACEA2.

A. Lf -segms circinately involute in vernation*
female cones proliferous after anthesis,
scales elongate, the margins bearing 2 to
many ovules 1. Cycas.

aa. Lf -segms straight in vernation female cones
deciduous after anthesis, scales peltate

b Cone-scalcs superposed in vertical series

c Shield of the scales transversely 2-horned
at apex 2 Ceratommxa.

cc. Shield of the scales truncate, not horned
at apex 3 Zxmia

BB. Cone-scalcs overlapping in alternating
series

c The lf -segms ribbed and nerved, nerves
spreading on either side of midrib, very
numerous, simple or foiked 4 Stange?.a.

cc. The lf -segms with parallel, longitudinal
nerves

D. Shield of cono-scales flat, erect, ovate-
cordate 5 Dioon.

dd. Shield thickened, ascending, usually

B'onged into an erect, acuminate
e 6 Macrozamia.

ddd. Shield thickened truncate, docurved at
apex .... . 7. Encephal-

[artos.

The genera Bowema and Microcycas are also included.

182. HYDROCHARITACEiE.

A. St elongated, submerged, everywhere leafy,
lvs short spathes small, sessile in axils

placental little prominent in ovary 1. Elodea.

aa. St very short, sometimes emitting creeping
or floating stolons lvs crowded, immersed,
sessile, elongated spathes pedunculate
placent® hardly prominent . . . . 2 VaUitnervx.
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aaa. St. very short: lvs. crowded, some sessile and
submerged, others (except in Stratiotes)
long-stalked, with a floating blade, spathes
peduncled placentae of 2 lamellae, strongly
intruded, dividing the ovary more or less

perfectly into 6 cells

b. Styles 3, stamens 3-9 3. Limnobium.
bb. Styles 0, 2-fid.

c. Stamens with 6 2-fid filaments, of which
3 have 2 anthers and 3 have 1 anther. . 4 Hydrochant.

00. Stamens 11-15 . 5 Stratxotea.

183. ORCHIDACE.fi.*

/. Summary of Tribes.

A. Fertile stamens 2, with a broad shield-
shaped sterile one (staminodium) 1. Cypripeditim

aa. Fertile stamen 1, with no staminodium [Tribe,
b. Anther persistent, polhnia with basal

appendages
c. The anther erect

d Stigma flat, unappendagcd . 2 Serapias Tribe
dp Stigma with appendages 3 Habenaria Tribe.

cc The anthers placed obliquely 4 Satyrium Tribe,
bb. Anther usually readily deciduous,

polhnia not appendaged or with
terminal ones

C. Infl terminal
D. Lf -buds convolute

e. Lf -blade not jointed to stalk

p The anther commonly
much exceeding the beak
of the column which is

not distinctly cut
o. Lip without hypochil,

usually spurless
H. St snort, with only

1 or 2 lvs 5 Pooonia Tribe,
hh. St long, with many

lvs 6 Vanilla Tribe
oo Lip with distinct hypo-

chil, which is often
spurred 7 Cephalanthera

ff. The [anther commonly [Tribe.
about as long as the beak
of the column which
usually bears a sharp cut
or groove

G Polhnia waxy or pow-
dery, not divided

h Lip turned down 8 Spiranthes Tribe,
hh Lip turned up 9 Cranichis Tribe,

go Polhnia divided into dis-

tinct masses 10 Physurus Tribe,
ee Lf -blade distinctly jointed to

the petiole

f Polhnia 8 st slender fls

usually with spurs or
chins 11 Thdnia Tribe,

ff Polhnia 4 st a short pseu-
dobulb fls without spurs
or chins 12 Cielogyne Tribe.

DD. Lf -buds conduphcate
E. Sepals and petals about

equally developed, the lip

usually very conspicuous
F. Lvs usually not jointed

column footless 13. Liparis Tribe,
ff. Lvs usually jointed

g. Nerves of lvs 1

h Polhma 2-4, with very
short stalks 14 Polystachya

hh. Polhnia 4-8, with dis- [Tribe.
tinct caudicles

i. Column-foot forming
a chin with the
lateral sepals or a
short sac with the
lip 15 Ponera Tribe,

ii Column footless . 16 Cattleya Tribe,
gg Nerves of lvs several 17. Sobralia Tribe,

ee Sepals much more developed
than the petals and lip 18 Pleurothallib

cc. Infl lateral, or on separate shoot. [Tribe,
d. Lf -buds convolute

e. St. slender or gradually
swollen.

F. Polhnia with caudicles but
without stalks 19. Phajus Tribe,

ff Polhnia without caudicles
but with stalks

g Lip jointed to column-
foot or forming a spur [Tribe.
with it 20. Cyrtopodium

For explanation of orchid flowers and of terms, see the
article Orchidt

gg. Lip not jointed, often
with a distinct hypochil 21. Catasetum Tribe,

ee. St. a short distinct pseudo-
bulb

F. Lip jointed to the column-
foot

a Callus-ridges lengthwise 22 LycaSTE Tribe.
GG. Callus-ridges transverse 23 Zygopetalum

ff. Lip continuous with col- [Tribe.
uran-foot . 24. Gongora Tribe.

DD. Lf.-buds conduphcate
E. St terminating its growth in

1 year
F. Lip movably jointed to foot

of column
G. Lvs not strap-shaped:

polhnia unappendaged
or with either caudicles
or stipes, but not with
both

H. Flowering st arising
from near tho apex
of the slender st or
from the pseudobulb 25. Dbndrobium

HH. Flowering st arising [Tribe.
under the pseudo-
bulb or at the base of
the st

1

.

Polhnia without ap-
pendages 26 Bulbophyllum

n. Polhma with distinct [Tribe.
stalks

j.

Pst udobulbs usu-
ally present flow-
ering st arising
lower than new
growth 27. Maxillaria

jj. Pseudobulbs usu- [Tribe.
ally wanting
flowering st

arising higher
than new
growth 28 Huntlbya Tribe,

gg Lvs strap-shaped pol-
hnia with broad cau-
dicles and stipes 29. Cymbidium Tribe,

ff. Lip immovably united to
foot of column

o Fls with spurs 30. Ionopsis Tribe,
gg Fls without spurs

h The fls narrow, not
open 31/ Ada Tribe,

hh The fls wide, open
I Lip enrolled around

the column 32. Trichopilla
ii Lip not enrolled [Tribe,

j The hp united to
column to the
middle 33. Aspabia Tribe,

jj The lip united
only to the base
of the column 34 Odontoglobsdm

ee. St increasing in length from [Tribe.
year to year 35. Aerides Tribe.

II. Key to the Tribes.

1. Cypripedium Tribe.

A. FI persistent, withering on the ovary: lf.-

buds convolute 1 Cyprtped-
aa. FI. soon deciduous lf -buds conduphcate. [\um

b. Ovary 3-celled, the placentae central,
mouth of lip w ith broad mturned margin 2. Phragmoped-

bb. Ovary 1 -celled, the placentae parietal, [Wum.
mouth of lip usually with no broad
mturned margins . . 3. Paphxo-

[pedilum,

2.

Serapias Tribe.

A. Lip spurred
b Sepals free 4 Orchtt

bb Sepals umted into an arching hood . 5. Oaleorchtt.

aa Lip spurless

b Polhma glands in a single sac . 6 Serapiat.
bb Polhma glands separate,m 2 distinct sacs . . 7. Ophryt.

3.

Habenaria Tribe.

a. Lip adnate to column at base, stigma broad . . 8. Cynorchxt.
aa. Lip free, stigma slender .... . 9. Habenana.

4.

Satyrium Tribe

Dorsal sepal helmet-shaped 10. Dua.
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5. Pogonia Tribe.

A. FIs. on a scape with a terminal whorl of If.-like

bracts \l. Iaotrta.

AA. FIs on a leafy at

B. Lip created 12 Pogonia.
BB. Lip not crested 13. Trxphora.

6.

Vanilla Tribe.

Sts. rooting at nodes . ... 14. VaniUa.

7.

Cephalanthera Tribe.

A. FIs with a chin, lip long 15 Cephalan-
[thera.

AA. FIs. chinless, lip round . . 16. Epxpactxa.

8. Spiranthes Tribe.

A. Dorsal sepal forming a hood with the petals
b Infl l-sided, fls without a chin 17 Spiranthes.

bb. Infl. not 1-sided, fls with a chin 18 Stenorrhyn-
[chua.

AA. Sepals and petals spreading 19 Listera.

9. Cramchis Tribe.

Lip and petals inserted upon the elongated
column 20 Ponthieva.

16. Cattleya Tribe.

A. Anther not toothed, nor in an excavation.
b Pollinia 4

c Lip adnate to the column, at loast at its

base
d Ovary produced into a hollow neck . 49 Brovohtonia.

dd Ovary not so produced 50 Eptden-
cc Lip free [drum.

D. The lip flat, with 2 elevations on upper
side 51 Diacrium.

dd. The lip enrolled about column, with
no elevations 52 Cattleya

bb Pollinia 5-7, some of them often abortive 53 Leelxo-

BBB Pollinia 8 [cattleya

.

c. Stigma pitted upon the front of the
column, anther inclined

d. Base of lip gradually merging into
blade

e Lap distinctly surrounding the
column, sepals and petals not
wa\ y 54 Lscha.

ee. Lip not as abo\e, sepals and petals
distinctly wavy 55 Schom-

dd. Base of lip tightly encompassing col- [burgkta.
unin, suddenly broudened into the
broad blade 56 Brassavola.

CC. Stigma running up on 2 extensions of the
column-apex, anther erect 57 Sophronitia

aa. Anther 2-toothed below, in an excavation in

the column . . 58. Leptotea.

10. Physurus Tribe.

A Lip with a distinct spur
b Lvs green lip concave above the spur 21 Physurus

BB. Lvs. usually variegated lip with a long
fimbriate claw

AA. Lid spurless or nearly so
B. Column straight, fls symmetric

c The lip not clawed
oo The lip clawed

BB Column twisted, fls not symmetric
c The column with 2 upright appendages m

front 25 Mncodea
CC. The column without appendages 26 Uxmarxa.

22 Anaeto-
[chilus

23 Goodyera
24 Doxsinxa

11. Thunia Tribe.

A. Fls without chin
b Sts without basal pseudobulbs 27 Thunia.

bb Sts with basal pscudobulbs 28 Bletxlla

AA. Fls with a distinct chin, formed of lateral
sepals and oolumn-foot 29 Tnchosma.

12. Coelogyne Tribe.

A. Base of lip with sac-like hollow
b Column short, winged above, sepals flat

bb Column slender, sepals sac-like, concav e
aa. Base of lip flat

B Column slender, without horns
C. Lvs and pseudobulbs perennial

CC Lvs and pseudobulbs annual
BB. Column short, with 2 horns

30 Pholidota.
31 Neogyne

32 Ccelogyne
3 1 Plexone
34 Platyclxnia.

13. Lipans Tribe.

A. Lvs green fls without chin.
B Lip shoe-shaped

BB Lip not shoe-shaped
c Column short , lip turned upward
cc Column slender, lip turned downward

AA. Lvs wanting fls with chin

14. Polystachya Tribe.

A. Lip spurred
B Plant tuberous spur slender
bb Plant not tuberous spur funnel-shaped

AA Lip not spurred
B. The lip 3-lobed

c. Column short, chin distinct
cc Column slender, curved , chin indistinct

bb The lip entire

35 Calypso

36 Microstylis.
37 Lipans
38. Corallor-

[rhiza.

39 Tipularxa
40 Galeandra.

41 Polystachya.
42 Ansellia.
43 Neoben-

[thamxa.

15. Ponera Tribe.

A. Lip normal
B St slender, leafy; no pseudobulbs'polhma 4 44 Isorhilus.

BB St a pseudobulb pollinia 8 45. Ccelta.

AA. Lap forming a beaker-like cavity, with the
column, or the former hollow at base.

B. Young shoots at the apex of the old 46 Hexxaea.
BB. Young shoots from base of old

c. Fls m dense spikes, pollima 8 . 47 Arpophyl-
[lum.

cc. Fls. in short clusters, polhma 4 48. Hartwagxa.

17. Sobralia Tribe.

a. St many-lvd , not bulbous at base lip not
bearded 59 Sobralia

aa. St 1- or 2-1vd , bulbous at base Up bearded bO Calopogon

18. Pleurothalhs Tribe.

a. Lip turned upward, lateral sepals united
into a boat-shaped hood . . . 61 Scapho-

aa. Lid turned down [sepalum.
b Sepals united 62 Masdevallxa

bb Sepals free, or the lateral on./ united
c Dorsal sepal and petals attenuated into a

club-shaped apex . 63 Restrepxa
cc Dorsal sepal and petals not as above . 64 Pleurothallia

19. Phajus Tribe.

a Lvs not articulated to petiole
b Lip free, encompassing the column 65

bb Lip adnate to column, the blado spreading 66
aa Lvs articulated to fietiole

b Sepals and petals spreading
c Lip with its base tightly inclosing the

Phajua
Calanthe

column, the blade spreading
CC Lip not in< losing column

d Fls with distinct chin
dd Ms without chin

s Pollinia 8
f Middle lobe of lip not clawed

Fi Middle lobe of lip clawed

ee Pollinia 4
bb Sepals and petals erect

20. Cyrtopodium Tribe.

67 Lxmatodea.

68 Chyaia.

69 Bletia
70 Spatho-

[glottis

.

71 A plectrum
72 Acnntho-

[phippium

A Fls spurred or with sac-like base
b Sepals narrower and less colored than petals. 73 Lxssochilus.

bb Sepals and petals alike or nearly so . . 74 Eulophxa
aa. Fls not spurred nor saccate

b Lip only inserted on column-foot . . 75 Cyrtopodium.
bb Lip and lateral sepals inserted on column-

foot
c Chin distinct, rectangular . 76 Warrea

cc. Chm indistinct, round . . 77 Eulophxella.

21. Catasetum Tribe.

a Fls perfect, column twisted 78. Mormodes.
aa Fls of 2 or 3 forms, column not twisted

b Column stout, straight, fls with antennae 79 Catasetum.
bb Column slender, curved, fls without

antennae ... 80. Cycnochea.

22. Lycaste Tribe.

A. Pollinia upon a single stalk
b Fls globose . 81. Anguloa.

bb. Fls with spreading sepals and petals
c Stalk of pollinia long and narrow; fls.

1 to few
D. Infl of a single erect fl ; lip turned

down 82. Lycask,
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dd. Infl. of 2 to few drooping fla.; lip

turned upwards
cc. Stalk of polhma short; fls. many

AA. Polhma upon 2 separate stalks

83. Paphinia.
84. Bateman-

(nta.

86. Bifrenana.

23. Zygopetalum Tribe.

A. Lip clawed distinctly 86. Colax.
AA Lip not distinctly clawed [lum.

B. The lip with horseshoe-shaped callus 87. Zygopeta-
BB. The lip with few longitudinal lamellae 88. Enopna.

24. Gongora Tribe.

A. Lip turned downwards
b Fls with sepals and petals erect or incurved,

c. Hypochil separated from column by a
strong stricture, no pleundia 89. Lacaena.

co. Hypoohil united with column by a broad
base pleundia present

D Epichil movably attached to hypochil,
polhnia with snort stalk at most 90 Penstena.

dd Epichil immovably attached to hypo-
chil, polhnia with elongated stalk 91 Acineta.

bb Fls with sepals and petals spreading or
reflexed

c. Lateral sepals much larger than the dor-
sal sepal and petals . 92 Coryanthea.

cc. Sepals and petals nearly alike
d Hypochil concave, epichil flat.

E Polhnia 2 93 Stanhopea.
BE. Polhnia 4 94 Aganisia.

dd Hypochil not concave 95 HouUetxa.
AA Lip turned upwards . 96 Gongora.

25. Dendrobium Tribe.

a. Sts many-jointed, rhizome short
b Lip without callus, or with lamellate or

elevated lines 97 Dendro-
bb Lip with basal callus joints of st long-fila- [6ium.

mentose 98 Inobulbon
aa. Sts 1- or rarely 2-jointed, rhizome long-

creeping 99. Sarcopod-
[ium.

26. Bulbophyllum Tribe.

a. Lateral sepals with their outer margins adher- (lam.

mg, except at the free base 100 Cirrhopeta-
aa Lateral sepals free 101 Bulbophyl-

[ilum.

27. Maxillaria Tribe.

a. Lip without claw, moi able lvs normal 102 Maxillaria.
AA Lip clawed, or adnate to column-base lvs

whip-shaped 103. Scuticana.

28. Huntleya Tnbe.

a. Pseudobulbs distinct

la. Pseudobulbs wanting or rudimentary
b Lip entire

BB Lip lobed
c Callus of lip fringed

cc Callus not fringed
D Column boat-shaped, concave 107 Bollea.

DD Column slender, not concave
E Claw very short callus free in front

and resting upon the lip 108. Waraeewic-
\zella.

ee Claw distinct callus not free m front 109. Pescatorea.

104 Promensea.

Chondror-
(irhyncha.

Huntleya.

105.

106.

29. Cymbidium Tribe.

a Lvs many sts elongated . . . 110 Grammat-
aa Lvs few sts short [ophyUum.

B Sts concealed by the If -sheaths
c Polhnia pear-shaped, upon a quadrate

stalk st not bulbous 111. Cyperor-
cc Polhnia round, upon a stalk much broader (c/us.

than high st bulbous 112 Cymbid-
[lum.

bb. Sts naked lvs. only at its apex 113 Gram-
[mangia.

30. Ionopsis Tnbe.

a. Sepals freo ... ..114 Trichocen-
aa. Sepals, the lateral ones, united, at least below. [frum.

b The lip spurred 115. Rodrx-
bb. The sepals spurred. [guezvi.

c. Spur short 110 Ionopaxa
cc. Spur long and slender 117. Comparet-

[t\a.

31. Ada Tribe.

A. Lvs. flat

b. Sepals free
bb. Lateral sepals united

aa. Lvs. cyhndnc

,118. Ada.
119. Meaoa-

[pintdium.
, 120. Quekettio.

32. Trichopilia Tribe.

Lip rolled around the column 121. Trxchopalio,

33. Aspasia Tribe.

A. Middle lobe of lip broad 122 Aapoaia.
aa. Middle lobe of lip narrow 123. Cochliodcu

34. Odontoglossum Tribe.

a. Lip surrounding column wnth 2 longitudinal
calluses blade reflexed 124. Gometa.

aa. Lip not as above
b Base of lip parallel to column and some-

times adnate to it . 125. Odontogloa-

BB. Lip Bpreading from base of column. [rum.
c. Lateral sepals united entirely, lip like

dorsal sepal . 126. Palum-
cc. Lateral sepals free or only partly united, [6tno.

lip unlike dorsal sepal
d. Sepals and petals long and much

attenuated, hp entire or fiddle-
shaped 127. Braaaia.

dd. Sepals and petals not much attenuated
E. The lip entire, flat, broad 128. Miltonia.

be The hp mostly 3-lobed, with warts
or a cushion at base . ... 129. Oncuiium.

35. Aendes Tribe.

Lip movably jointed to column
b Middle looe of spurless hp flat . . 130. Renan-

[thera.

131. Arach-
[nanthe.

bb Middle lobe of spurreu lip compressed .

.

aa Lip immovably united with column.
b Spurless
c Column without a foot

D Summit of hp laterally compressed 132 Vandopaia.
dd Summit of hp not compressed 133 Luiaia.

cc. Column with a foot, the lateral Bepals
attached to it . . 134. Phaltenop-

bb Spurred [#t*.

c. Column without a foot
D. Polhma upon a single stalk.

e Spur appendagedf
f With a longitudinal septum 135. £arcant/iu«.

ff With the mouth covered with a
plate . . 136. Cleiaoa-

ee Spur not appendaged
(toma.

r. Stalk of the polhma filiform.

o Fls firm, hp turned downwards 137. Saccola-
[bium,

og Fls fragile, hp turned upwards 138 Acampe.
ff Stalk of the polhnia broadened

upwards or throughout
o Spur short and broad . 139 Vanda
gg Spur long and slender 140. Angrxcum.

dd. Polhma on 2 separate stalks, or these
united by the gland

e Stalks membranous, the polluua
attached to the face

F Plants leafy hp entire . . . 141 Macropleo
[ft um.

ff Plants without lvs . hp 3-lobed . 142 Polyrrhtza.
EE Stalks slender

f. Column bent toward the dorsal
sepal . . 143 Listro-

[stachya.
ff Column straight 144. Myataci-

cc. Column wnth a foot, the lateral sopals [dium.
attached to it

D. Spur curved upwards against the lip-
blade . . 145. ASndea.

dd. Spur straight or reflexed
h. Lip 3-lobed . . , 146 Camarotia.

EE. Lip entire . 147. Rhyn-
[choatylia.

Other orchid genera entered are Acriopsis, Arethusa, Brom-
hcadia, Collabium, Corysanthes, Ciyptophoranthus, Cryptostylis,
Diuns, Ena, Enochilus, Geodorum, Governs, Holothnx, lone,
Lepanthes, Lueddemanma, Megachnium, Monomeria, Moorea,
Neolauchea, Neottia, Ner\ilia, Neuwiedia, Notyba, Oberoma,
Ootomena, Ormthidium, Ormthoc ephalus, Onuthochilus, Pamsea,
Physosiphon, Platylepis, Polycycms, Pterostyhs, Sarcochilus,
Satyrium, Scaphyglottis, Schhmmia, Sievckingia, Sigmatostahx,
Solemdium, Stauropsis, Stehs. Sterna, Taima, Thecostele, Thely-
mitra, Tnchoglottis, Tngomdium, Xylobium, and many bi- and
tn-genenc hybnds.

184. DIOSCOREACEJS.

a Fr globose and berry-like, mdehiscent 1. Tamua.
aa Fr capsular, winged

b Caps 1-carpelled by abortion . 2. Rajania.
bb. Caps. 3-carpelled or -lobed, winged above 3 Testudi-

bbb. Caps. 3-carpelled or -lobed, winged below (narto.
or all around, or rarely not at all 4. Dioscorea.
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185. TACCACEJB.

In cultivation. Tacca.

186. IRIDACEJ3.

A. FIs. never more than 1 to a spathe, spicate,
not fugitive

B. Stylo-branches simple, not bifid.

c Stamens equilateral, perianth regular
d The style short branches long and

subulate
E Rootstock not bulbous, roots m

dense tufts, fibrous, some fleshy 1 Schxzosstylxs.

ee Rootstock bulbous 2 Uesperantha.
dd. The stylo longer branches shorter and

more or less broadened
E The spathe-vahes oblong, green or

brownish upwards 3 Gexssorhxza.
ee The spathe-valves scanous or hya-

line, cut or 3-partcd at apex 4 D.erama.
EEE The outer spathe-v alve short, emar-

ginate, membranous or papery 5 Ixxa
CC Stamens unilateral and arched

d Foliage very hairy and plaited ... 6 Babiana
dd Foliage not hairy and plaited

e Perianth-limb in egular
F Tube funnel-shaped, spathe-valves

, lanceolate 7 Gladiolus.
ff. Tube cylindrical m lower half,

suddenly dilated at the middle,
spathe-valves oblong-lanceolate 8 Antholyza.

ee. Perianth-limb subregular
F FIs small, no tube, segms very

acuminate 9 Melas-
ff. FIs larger, tube present, segms [phsrrula.

more or less oblong
- o Spathe valves large, green,

lanceolate 10 Acxdanthera
GG Spathe-valves small, oblong

H Caps inflated, globose 11 Croeosmxa
bh Caps small, oblong 12 Trxtonia

GGG Spathe-valves scarious and
deeply lacerated 13 Sparaxis

bb Style-branches bifid, stamens unilateral
c Tube broadly funnel-shaped, with sta-

mens inserted below the tnroat 14 Freesxa
cc Tube slender with stamens inserted at the

throat 15 I^apeyrausxa
ccc. Tube broadly funnel-shaped above the

middle where the stamens are inserted 16 Watsonia.

AA. FIs usually more than 1 to a spathe, stalked,
often fugitive and opening one after another

B. Style-branches opposite stamens and outer
penanth-segms

c Stigmas transverse, style-branches have
crests that overtop anthers

D Inner penanth-segms not convolute
E Ovary 1 -celled, with 3 parietal

placentie rootstock digitate 17 Hermo-
ee Ovary 3-colled [dactylus

.

t Perianth-tube usually present,
filaments free rootstock usu-
ally a rhizome, sometimes a bulb 18 Ins.

ff Perianth without a tube, filaments
monadclphous rootstock usu-
ally a tumcated corm 19 Morxa.

DD Inner perianth-segms convol.ito
e Style-crests petaloid lvs in 2-

ranked rosette, not plaited pedun-
cle flattened rootstoi k not bulbous 20 Manca.

ee Style-crests large, spur-like or flat-

tened lvs superposed, plaited
st terete rootstock bulbous 21 Cypella.

(See also Pnalocalhs.)
CC. Stigmas terminal, style-branches do not

overtop anthers
D. Perianth without any tube; inner

segms small, not convolute, style-
branches bifid at tip 22 Herbertia.

DD. Perianth-segms conmvent in a cup,
without any spreading blade 23. Hydrotsenxa.

DDD Perianth-segms conmvent in a cup,
then spreading, et least the outer
ones

E. Style-branches with 2 petal-like
stigmatose crests 24 Homena.

EE. Style-branches bifid

F. Ditto pemcillate, i e , shaped like
an artist’s brush, a dense tuft of
hairs . 25. Ferraria.

FF. Ditto not pemcillate
G. Inner segms very small, outer

with a large, reflexod blade 26. Rtgidella.
GG. Inner and outer segms dissimi-

lar, various 27. Txgndxa.

BE. Style-branches alternate with anthers.
C. Rootstock not a bulb or corm.

d. 8pathes essentially 1-fld.

E. Peduncle short, hidden, perianth
with a long tube and ascending
segms 28. Crocus.

ee Peduncle long, perianth-segms much
longer than the short tube 29 Romulea.

dd. Spathes usually with more than 1 fl 30 Nejnastylxs.
CC Rootstock not a bulb or corm spathes

usually more than 1-fld

D. Perianth-segms unequal.
s Inner segms shorter, conmvent,

upper stamen imperfect 31 Diplarrhena.
EE. Inner segms obov ate-cuneate, outer

oblong, usually shorter, stamens
all perfect 32 Libertm.

DD Penanth-segms subequal
E. Style-branches flattened and emargi-

nateatapox infl a lax corymb 33 Belemcanda.
ee Style-branches subulate

F Pedicels short, clusters pamcled 34 Orthosan-
ff Pedicels long, clusters terminal, [</iu«.

single or fascicled 35 Sxsyrxn-
[chium.

Other genera desenbed are: Anstea, Cipura, Eleuthenne and
Ennealophus

187. AMARYLLIDACEAE.

a. Subterranean axis a bulb scapo.se*
infl umbclloid and involucrate, or
solitary 1. Amaryllis Tribe,

aa. Subterranean axis a rhizome st

leafy, at least at base
b Plants with large, thick, fleshy,

rosettc-liko lvs infl racemose or
paniculate 2 Agave Tribe,

bb Plants with ordinary lvs of small
size infl various

c Lf -blades inverted, upper face
downward infl an involucrate
umbel 3 Albtrcemeria

cc Lf -blades normal, linear infl not [Tribe.
umbclloia

d Plant hairy or glabrous, sea-
pose infl spicate or ract mose 4 Hypoxis Tribe

dd Plant glabrous, with leafy sts

infl loose, racemose or soli-

tary, anther opening by
apical pore 5 Conanthera

ddd Plant densely woolly with (Tribe.
leafy sts infl scorpioid. lvs

capitate ... 6 Conostylis Tribe

1. Amaryllis Tribe.

Subtribe I Coronate Fl furnished with a crown between
the perianth and stamens, which is not to be confused with a
staminal cup formed by the growing together of filaments

1 Narcissus

Subtribe 2 Amarylle e Genuine® Corona 0, and filaments
not united into a staminal cup

a. Anthers erect, filaments inserted at or near the
base of anthers

B Stamens epigynous , filaments short
c The penanth-segms all alike

CC. Tho inner segms different, permanently
conmvent

BB. Stamens jierigynous
C FIs solitary

cc FIs umbellate
LA Anthers dorsifixed, versatile

B Ovules many, superposed, testa black
c FIs solitary, spatne tubular m the lower

half
d. The fl gaping, horizontal, bnght red,

3 lower segms convoluto
dd The fls regular, erect or suherect

E Seeds globose fls yellow, peduncle
short or long

ee. Seeds flat peduncle long
CC. Fls umbellate, spathe 2-4-valved, and

pedicels subtended by filiform bracte-
oles.

D Perianth-tube short or almost 0, rarely

2 Leucojum.

3 Galanthus

4 Cooperia
5 Chlidanthus

6 Sprekelia

7. Sternbergia.
8. Zephyran-

[thes.

long in Hippeastrum
e Peduncle solid seeds fewm a cell . . 9. Lycorxs.

EE. Peduncle hollow
F. Fl often furnished with minute

scales or a distinct neck at the
throat seeds many m a cell . 10. Hxpptas-

FF. Fl with a sort of corolla, which is [trim,
funnel-shaped, and deeply cut,
the divisions emargmate 11. Placea.

DD. Perianth-tube long
b Tube broadly funnel-shaped, pulvi-

nate at throat . 12. VaUota.
ee. Tube 2-3 times longer than segms ,

naked at throat 13. Cyrtanthus.
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bb Ovules 2, basal, collateral, testa pale 14 Grxffinxa

bbb. Ovules 2 or few, collateral or fascicled from
the center of the placenta,

c. Fr. baccate
d Bulb imperfect ovules several . 1 5 China

dd Bulb large, tumcated ovules 2 16 llxmanthua.

cc Fr capsular 17 Buphane.

BBBB Ovules few or many, superposed
,
seeds few,

turgid, testa green

c. Fr indehisoont or bursting irregularly.

D Penanth-tube long ... 18 Crmum.
dd Perianth-tube short.

£ Segms broad 19 Amaryllis
ee Segms narrow. . . . . 20 Ammnch-

CC. Fr a 3-valved caps [ana.

D Caps top-shaped, acutely angled. 21 Brunsvioia.
DD Caps, globose, obtusely angled . . .22. Nerine

Subtribe 3 Pancratifw Corona 0, but stamens appendaged
toward base and often united into a distinct cup.

A. Ovules superposed, many or few.

B. Lvs broad, p< tided
C. Perianth white
D Ovary globose

E Filaments with a large tooth on each
side of the anthers . 23 CaUxph-

[runa.
ee Filaments united in a distinct cup 24 Eucharxa

dd Ovary 3-lobed hybrid 25. Urceoch-
CC Perianth colored [ana.

D The perianth-tube cylindrical, sud-
denly dilated 20 Urceolina

dd The perianth sulx ylindneal , segms
long or short 27. Phsdran-

bb. Lvs linear or ligulate, sessile [aa«a

c. Perianth colored, subcyhndrieal, tube
long filuments united in an < ntire or
toothed cup 28 Stenomeaaon

cc Perianth white, tube funnel-shaped,
staminal ( up large 29 Pancratium.

AA Ovules collateral, basal, 2-6 30 Hymtno-
aaa Ovules medial, 2-3 [callia.

n P< nanth funnel-shaped, segms narrow 31 Vagarxa
bu Perianth with a sunder tube and broad

segms 32 Euryclea

2.

Agave Tnbe.

a Lvs thick, fleshy, usually Hpiuy at edge and
point

B Perianth funnel-shaped, filaments normal 33 Agave
bb Perianth rotate, filaments swollen on one

side at base 34 Furors a
aa Lvs comparatively thin, not spiny at edge or

point
B N grns short

c FIs white, in a lax, simple spike, tube
long, runt d, subeylindru al 33 Pohanthea

CC FIs greenish brown in a lax raceme, tube
abruptly cun ed and dilated at middle 3b Prochny-

cc c FIs red or whiti, laxly spu ate or rnce- [a«f/i«s

mose, tube cursed, sulx> lindne d 37 Bravoa

bb Segms long, tube windy any

c FIs gr< < nish led, in a simple or panieled
ra< i me ,

segms oblnnc eolste 38 Beschor-

cc FIs bright red, in a ( apitulum or thyrsoid [neria.

panicle, segms narrow , falcate 39 Doryanthes.

3.

Alstroemena Tnbe.

A Rootstock bulbous penanth-segms subequal 40 Ixiohnon

aa Rootstock 0 3 outer penanth-segms different

from 3 inner

b Inner segms unequal st erect. . 41. Alstramena.

bb Inner segms equal ,st with runners or
stolons 42 Bomarea

4.

Hypoxis Tnbe.

A. Ovary often produced into a long slender beak
simulating a pcrianth-tubc fr succulent,

indehiscent . 43 Curculxgo.

aa. Ovary not beaked: fr. a caps, usually circum-
scissile at apex ... . . . . .. .44. Hypoxia.

5.

Conanthera Tnbe.

Stamens, 3 only, fertile .45. Tecophxlsta.

6.

Conostylis Tribe.

FIs. irregular . . 46. Anxgozan-
[Mos.

Also in cultivation: Anoiganthus, Callipsyohe, Cummingia,
Cyanella, GethylUs.

188.

VELLOZIACEZ2.

a. Perianth-tube more or less extended beyond
the ovary 1. Barbacenxa.

aa. Perianth-tube practically none 2. Vellozxa.189.

MUSACEZB.

A. Calyx tubular, later split-spathaceous . .. 1 . Muaa.
aa. Calyx of free senals (lateral ones sometimes

adnate to corolla in Hi licoma)
B Fr a caps loculu ldally 3-valved. seeds «>.

C Petals 2, lateral connate 2 Strelxtzia

cc Petals separate 3 Ravenala.
BB. Fr mdehisccnt or separating into berries,

the cells 1-seeded 4 Heliconxa.

190.

ZINGIBERACEiE.

AA. Ovary perfectly 3-celled, or at least 3-celled

much above the middle, pi af critic axile

B. Lateral staminodi s ample and petal-like

C Connective not appendaged at the base
d Filament short, bracts 1-fl 2 Kaemp/ena
dd Filament long, bracts 1 <»-fld 3 Hedychxum

cc Conner tu e appendaged at the base
d Spur 2-fid, lateral staminodes nar-

row i d at base 4. Roacoea.
dd Spurs 2, lateral staminodes connate

with the petaloid filament 5. Curcuma.
bb Lateral staminodes small, tooth-like or 0,

rarely longer, narrow and adnate to
labellum

c. Filament short or very short.
D. Infl cone-like

t Anther-eclls divergent at apex, con-
nective either short or proelueed
beyond cells into an entire or 3-

lobeel e re st 6 Amomum.
EE Anther-eclls contiguous, conneitive

nroelueeel beyond the cells into a
long, line ir appe ndage 7. Zingiber.

DD Infl not cone-likt

E Conntctive not produced beyond
ce 11s

f Anther-ce 11s contiguous to apex . .8 Elettana
ff 3nther-ce Ils <se narate 9 . Renealm'a.

ee Connective producid beyond cells

into a long lanceolate, concave
appendage 10 Burbidgea.

cc F'llamont elongated (m Costus petal-
likel

d Infl conc-hke 11 Costua
DD Infl not conc-hke 12 Alpinia

\lso m cultivation Bamburnntn, Brachychilus, Cautlea
Rhyne hanthus

191.

MARANTACEZE.

a Ovary 1-eelled after a fashion, the other cells

being minute and empty
b Bracts narrow, convolute, inclosing the

rachis 1. Maranla
bb Bracts and bract h ts usually colored,

spreaeling, long persist* lit

bbb Bracts spreading, deciduous
aa Ovary usually 3-eclled and 3-ovuled.

b Corolla-tube usually short
BB Corolla-tube usually slender and longer.

Ctenanthe is also briefly treated

192.

CANNACEZE.

Sole genus

193.

BROMELIACEJS.

(Following Mez in DC Monog Phaner. voL 9.)

A. Fr a berry, indehiscent ovary inferior seeds
not winged nor plumed

B. Pollen-grains entire, not provided with
pores or a longitudinal membranous fold,

c Calyx without a tube or cup . . 1 . Bromeha
cc Calyx with a tube or cup . . 2 Cryptanthu

bb Pollen-grams furnished with pores.
c. Infl. immersed in a central bowl of lvs.

and surrounded by an involucre
formed from the reduced inmost lvs.
and usually colored

2 Stromantht
3 Thalia

4. Phrynxum
5. Calathea

Canna.
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d. Petals without ligules, connate, at
least toward base

E. The infl simple 3. Aregelxa.

be The mil compound . 4 Nxdularxwn.
dd Petals with ligules, free . . 5. Canxstrurru

cc Infl not surrounded by a distinct involu-
cre st or scape tall

D. Petals furnished with 2 ligules inside
e Berries connate among themselves

and also to the bracts and axis 6. Ananas.
be Berries free

F. Sepals with long awns, or, if

awnless, the ovules with very
long tails 7 Mchmta

(See also Echmostachys.

)

ff Sepals without awns or only
obscurely awned ovules obtuse 8 Quesnelxa.

DD. Petals not provided with ligules inside.

e FIs very flat and crowded into dense
cones 9 Hohenbergia.

ee FIs more or less loosely spicato on
the branches of the inn 10 Streptocalyx.

bbb Pollen-grains furnished with a longitudinal
membranous groove 11. Bxllbergxa.

aa. Fr a dehiscent caps ovary superior or nearly

b Seeds winged, or appendaged pollen
grooved

c Ovary semi-superior .

CC Ovary superior
D FIs of 2 forms and dioecious

dd FIs all the same form
e Petals free to the very base

ee Petals coalesced toward the base
bb Seed with a long, plumose appendage ovary

superior
c Petals free

d The petals hgulate inside 16 Vnesta
dd The petals not hgulate inside 17 Txllandsia

cc Petals connate or intimately conglutmate 18 Gurmanxa.
(See also Massangea.)

Catopsis and Neoglaziovia are also in cultivation

12 Pttcatrma.

13 Hechtia.

14 Puya
15 Dyckxa.

194. LILIACE.®.

I. Summary of Tribes.

Ignonng many exceptions.

Series 1 Anthers mtrorsely dehiscent fr usually berry-like:
plant not bulbous, usually scaly at the base of the st and leafy
above, sometimes with a scaly scape

A. Stigma not broadly peltate
b. Ovules orthotropous or hemianatro-

pous "foliage” abnormal, in the
Srailax Tribe 3-5-nerved but with
netted veinlets, in the Asparagus
Tribe If -shaped or needle-like
"phylloclades’' are present

c. Anthers abnormal, the inner valve
of each cell being so narrow that
the open anther seems to bo
1-celled st. sarmentose or scand-
ent 1 Smilax Tribe.

CC Anthers normally 2-eelled, or cells

confluent at apex st branched
or scandent 2 Asparagus Tribe,

bb. Ovules anatropous, rarely htmiana-
tropous in the Luzuriaga Tribe

c. St shrubby and branched, or
scandent 3 Luzuriaga Tribe.

cc St herbaceous, unbranched or
sparingly branched, leafy above 4 Solomon's Seal

ccc Stemless herbs with lvs clustered [Tribe.
on the rhizome and often
inclosed (together with the
lateral lpafless scape) by sheath-
ing scales at the base 5 Lily-of-the-

aa. Stigma usually very broadly peltate [Valley Tribe.
lvs on the rhizome few, ample scape
veiy short and 1-fld or bearing a dense
spike at apex 6. Aspidistra Tribe.

Series 2 Anthers mtrorsely dehiscent fr locuhcidally dehis-
cent, rarely indehiscent or berry-hke lvs on a rhizome, or densely
crowded at the apex of a caudex, or forming a bulb at the base
of the scape

A. Anthers with a pit on the back into
which the filament intrudes

b. Lvs linear or membranous, crowded
on a short rhizome perianth cylin-
drical, funnel-shaped, or bell-
shaped 7. Lemon-Lily or

bb. Lvs usually thick, fleshy or rigid, [Hemebocalus
sometimes spiny rhizome hard, [Tribe.
often extended above ground into
a woody caudex pe rianth-eegms.
conmvent or oonnate into a tube or
sometimes with spreading Ups . . 8. Aloe Tribe.

aa. Anthers not pitted (sometimes slightly
pitted in the Asphodel Tribe) lvs.

not thick, and fleshy as in a century
plant

B. Rootstock, if any, rluzomatous, rhi-
lomo usually short, often very
short in Asphodel Tube, some-
times produced into a woody cau-
dex in Dracama Tribe (see also bb)

c Seeds fleshy perianth mareeseent. 9. Ophiopoqon
cc Seeds not fleshy [Tribe.

D Perianth tubular-bellshaped,
connate, persistent, infl race-
mose . . . . 10. Albtrib Tribe,

dd Perianth shaped like a bell or
cylinder, rarely a funnel, the
segms usually distinct, decid-
uous, infl often pamcled . It Drac2Ena Tribe,

ddd. Penanth-segms usually dis-

Unct and spreading, decidu-
ous, infl sparingly branched,
if at all 12 Asphodel Tribe,

bb. Rootstock bulbous as a rule m the
Onion Tribe sometimes a eorm and
rarely a very short rhizome, bulb
usually tumcated, but in the Tulip
Tribe often scaly

C. Stemless plants with the infl ter-
minal on a leafy scape

d Infl an umbel with an involucre
of at least 2 bracts 13 Onion Tribe,

dd Infl a raceme, or rarely a
spike 14. Squill Tribe.

cc. St leafy, or at least with 1 If fls

few or in a lax raceme . . 15. Tulip Tribe.

Series 3 Anthers usually mtrorsely affixed but extrorsely
dehiscent (the whole Colchirum Time exceptional) fr usually a
septicidal caps , rarely loculicidal or in the Medeoli Tribe an
indehiscent berry Plants fibrous-rooted, rarely cormous or
bulbous

a. Fr. a berry plant not bulbous lvs few,
subradical or whorlcd on the st 16 Mkdeola or

aa. Fr a caps rarely, in the Bellwort [Cucumber-Root
Tribe, a berry [Tribe,

b. Anthers mtrorsely dehiscent The
only tribe in Series 3 with a oorra-
ous rootstock 17 Colchicum or

bb Anthers extrorsely dehiscent, rarely [Autumn Crocus
otherwise in the Narthecium Tribe [Tribe.
plants not bulbous except some-
times in False Hellebore Tribe

C. St -lvs smaller than the radical lvs

which arc either crowded or
pctiolate), sometimes very small
or 0 caps septicidal or loculi-

cidal 18 Narthecium
CC St leafy, herbaceous or high climb- [Tribe.

ing lvs alternate, sessile or
clasping, without sheath 19 Bellwort or

CCC St usually tall, leafy or hardly so [Uvularia Tribe
beyond the radical lvs plants
not bulbous or bulbous anthers
with confluent cells, roundish-
peltate after dehiscence 20 False Hellebore

[or Veratrum Tribe.

II. Key to the Tribes.

1. Smilax Tribe.

a. Perianth 6-parted 1 Smxlaz.
aa. Perianth undivided, mouth minutely toothed . 2 Hetero-

[smxlax,

2.

Asparagus Tribe.

a. Filaments connate into a little urn, with the
anthers sessile at the mouth of the urn

B Anthers 3 , fls clustered on the middle of the
face of the phylloelado 3 Ruscus.

bb Anthers 6, fls clustered on the margins, or
rarely at the middle of the phylloelado 4 Semele.

bbb Anthers 6, fls terminal in short racemes. 5 Danat.
aa. Filaments free . . 6 Asparagus.

3.

Luzuriaga Tribe.

A. Fls large or rather large, solitary or few, pen-
anth-segms erect, ovary 1-cclled with 3
panetal placenttt

b. Lvs 3-5-nerved penanth-segms of about
equal length 7 Lapagerxa.

bb. Lvs. 1-nerved outer penanth-segms much
smaller than inner 8 PhxUsta.

aa. Fls small; penanth-segms. spreading, ovary
3-oelled: lvs. with °° slender nerves

B. The fls. clustered m the axils 9 Euslrephus.
bb. The fls. mostly termmating the branches 10 Qsxiorxo-

Iplssium.
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4

.

Solomon’s Seal Tribe. 12. Asphodel Tribe.

A. FIh 1-2 in the axils, rarely more, usually nod-
ding

B. Perianth-tube cylindrical, lobes short, style
undivided, with a small st ignm 1

1

BB Perianth-tube 0, segms spreading above
or from the base, style shortly or more
deeply 3-fid 12

AA. FIs in a terminal raceme or panic lc

b Floral parts in 3’s 13
a*. Floral parts in 2’s 14

Polygona-
[tum.

Slreplopua

Smilacina
Mamthe-

[mum.

5.

Lily-of-the-Valley Tribe.

A. Fla racemose, nodding, pc rianth suhglobosc,
lobes shortc r than tube 15 Convallarxa

aa. FIs spic ate, far apart
,
pc rianth-tubc cylindri-

cal, lobes rccurvcd-Hprtachng 16 Reineckxa.

6.

Aspidistra Tribe.

A. FIs 4-merous, stigma very large, roundish-
peltate, undividi (I 17 Asjndxatra.

AA. FIs 3-merous, stigma broadly pt ltate, 3-lobed 18 Rohdea

7.

Lemon-Lily, or Hemerocallis Tribe.

A. FIs erect
,
stamens affixed at apex of tube lvs

long and narrow
B Perianth funnel-shaped, the cylindrical

tube shorter than the lobes, panicles
few -fid 19 HcmerocaUm.

bb Perianth with subinc urvtd sigms loosely
comment above the top-shaped tube,
panicle s much branched 20 Phormium.

AA FIs pendulous
B Htamc ns afhxc d at middle of tube lvs long

and n irrov? pc rianth-tubc swollen above
,

lobes shoit 21 Blandfordxa.
bb Statue ns oftc n hypogynous

C Lvs pctiolcd, usually broad fls race-
mose, perianth funni 1-shupcd, tube
short or long 22 Funkxa

CC Lvs lemg anei n irrovv fls spicite, peri-
anth a long narrow tube with short
lobe s 23 Kmphufia

Summary of Subtribes.

A Anthers dorsifixed, versatile

B Subtribe 1 Euamchodei k v Plant not
bulbous Ivh crowded at base of st.;

caulme lvs. smaller, when present
bb Subtribe 2 Lovvndueac Plant not bulb-

ous lvs grass-hke fls m spikes
bbb Subtnbe 3 Cueokooale.e Plant bulbous:

lvs few
aa Anthers erect, affixed at or ne*ar the base.

B Subtribe 4 Bovviie Lvs few, from a
thick tuber or fleshy bulb, quickly van-
ishing before or at an thesis

BB Lvs numerous, crowded at base of st or
sometimes m Subtnbe 5 arranged along
st

c Subtribe 5 Aethericf^: Lvs not 2-
ranked

cc. Subtnbe 0 Dianei.eeas Lvs 2-ranked.

Subtribe 1. Euasphodele®.

A. Ovules 2 in a cell

B. St or sc ape leafless

C Anthers pitted where the filament is in-
serted, fls yellow . 39 Asphodclxu.

cc Anthers not pitted 40 Bulbmella.
(Consult ChrysobactronA

bb St more or less leafy fls usually white 41 Aaphodelxrxe.
aa Ovules oo m a cell

b Anthers pitted, filaments glabrous 42 Paradxsea.
bb Anthers not pitted, filaments long bearded 43 Bulbxne

Subtnbe 2 Lomandre®.

In cultivation

Subtnbe 3

a Pcnanth-segms {-nerved

aa Pcnanth-segrns 1-nerved

14 Xauthor

-

[rhaea.

Chlorogale®

45 Chloro-
[galum.

46 Hastmgaxa.

Subtnbe 4 Bowie®

Lvs linear, vanishing before ant hesis bulb tuber-
like 47. Bovnea.

8.

Aloe Tribe. Subtnbe 5 Anthence®

A Pcnanth-segrns strongly conn it c into a tube
which is swnlli n it the b i-i ,

sc gms free at
ape x, st one ns inc hide d in tube 24 Oaderia

aa Pemnth-segms tohe n nt or c onnive nt to the
very apt \ in -i tube ,

or b ire ly sjm uling nt
the veiy ape \, stamc iimisu illy c w rtc d 2r> Aloe

AAA Pcrianth-segms c ohe re nt or c ouniv c nt, stc 1-

latc -spreading at iprx, stamens a little

shortc r than pi 1 ninth 2t) Apicra
AAAA Perianth lisii illy incurved, the sogms

cohering or comm cut . \t t he apt \ rt c urv < d
untl spre ailing somewhat is if 2-hpped,
statue ns not cxcct ding pc ri inth 27 Ilaworthxa

aaaaa Perianth of \loc
,

but stamina a little

shortc r than the pi rianth 28 Lomatophyl-
llum.

a. Infl clustered down among the radical lvs on
a very short st 48 Leuco-

aa Infl on a scape, simple or with few branches, [utnum.
race inose or spit ate

b Stamens finally as long as the perianth or
longer, raceme long, simple and dens© 49 Eremurua.

bb Stamens shorter than perianth
c Caps wnth hardly prominent angles 50 Anlherxcum.

cc Caps 3-cornered or 3-w inged 51 Chlorophy-
[tum.

Subtribe 6 Dianelle®.

Filaments fleshy or tluckened at apex or middle 52 Dxanella.

13. Omon Tribe.

9.

Ophiopogon Tribe.

A Perianth-tube long and slerult r, filaments
normal 20 Sansnteria

AA Perianth more or lc ss c rot t orspre adiug above
the ovary, filaments shorter than the linear
anthers, style longish 30 Ophiopogon.

AAA Perianth spreading from base of ovary, fila-

ments about as long as the oblong anthers 31 Lxrxope

10.

Aletns Tribe.

One genus cultivated

11.

Dracaena Tribe.

A. Ovary 1-celled, cells 3-ovuled 33 Datylirxon
AA Ovary 3-celled

B Cells 1-ovuled 34 Dracaena.
BB. Cells 2-ovuled 35 Nolxna

bbb Cells oo-ovuled
c Fls racemose* 36 Ileapero-

CC Fls panic led Icallxs.

D Anthers small, sessile on a elub-sliaped
filament, perianth aubglobose or
bell-shaped, segins hardly connate at
base 37. Yucca.

ED. Anthers dorsifixed on normal or flat-

tened filaments, perianth cylindrical
or narrowly bell-shaped, with a short
tube . . .38 Cordyltne.

A Rootstock a short rhizome, with clusters of
root-fibers 53 Agapanihut.

aa Rootstock a tumcated bulb or corm
B Perianth salver-shaped or urn-shaped

C Stamens 0, penanth-tube cylindrical

D Tube often crowned at throat with
3-6 scales, stamens included inside
the tube in 2 senes 54 Trxstagma.

DD Tube const ric ted at the mouth by a
scarcely notice ible ring, stamens
exserted at mouth of tube, filaments
very short 55 Mxlla.

CC Stamens {, affixed at throat
D Penanth-tube subglobose, constricted

at mouth, stamens alternate with a
like number of staminodes 56. Stropholx-

DD Penanth-tube broadly cylindrical, [rto».

shortly 6-saceate at base, stamens
with a like number of staminodes
connate into a spunous corona behind
the anthers 57 Brevoortxa.

BB Perianth funnel-shaped or bell-shaped
,
lobes

as long as the tube or longer
c Filaments connate into a tube, stamens 6,

affixed to throat
d Tube about as long as lobes 58 Andro-

[alephxum.
dd Tube much shorter than lobes . . 59. Bcaaera.

cc. Filaments free, normal or very short, per-
fect stamens 6 or 3, affixed to throat or
tube

d. Pedicels articulated at apex 60. Brodma.
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dd. Pedicels not articulated at apex . 61. TrUelexa.
bbb. Perianth wheel-shaped or bell-shaped,

Begins connate at the base into a ring or
cup.

C. Rootstock a fibrous-tumcated corm.
D Filaments dilated at base into truncate

scales surrounding ovary 62 Bloomena.
dd. Filaments slightly dilated below the

middle 63 Muilla.
CC. Rootstock a tumcated bulb

D. Alliaceous odor absent, penanth-segms
connate at base or to the middle 64 Nothoacor-

DD. Alliaceous odor nearly if not quite [dum.
always present, penanth-segms dis-

tinct or barely united at base in a
ring 65. AUlum.

14. Squill Tribe.

A. Penanth-segms distinct, or united only at
the very base

B Seeds strongly compressed, ovules numer-
ous

C. The outer segms of the persistent pen-
anth spreading, the inner a little

shorter, erect, conmvent at apex and
variously crested 66

CC. The segms of the deciduous perianth sub-
equal, conmvent into a bell, or spread-
ing 67.

BB. Seeds obovoid or globose, not flattened or
angled, ovules 2-oo m a cell

c. Infl a long denso raceme, bearded at the
apex by empty bracts, which may bo
herbaceous or colored 68

cc. Infl not as m c
n Nerves of penanth-segms 1 69

dd Nerves of penanth-segms 3 -co 70
ddd Nerves of penanth segms obscure 71

AA. Penanth-segms united into a tube or bell.

B Ovules oo, usually numerous
c Seeds strongly compressed or angled

d The outer lobes spreading, inner ones
erect and shorter 72

dd The lobes all spreading and subequal,
or the inner ones a little wider 71

cc Seeds obovoid or globose 74
BB. Ovules 2-6 in a cell, rarely more, seeds not

flattened or angled
c Lobes very short, tooth-like, much shorter

than tube
d Penanth cylindrical 7*

dd Perianth um-shapod, constricted at
throat 76

CC Lobes considerably longer than the bell-

shaped tube fls few, in a lax rat erne
D. Filaments erect, not connate, all or only

alternate ones dilated and petal-like 77.
DD Filaments connate into a sort of cup

which is produced beyond the anthers
into a cone 78

CCC. Lobes shorter than the tube or about as
long, sometimes a trifle longer, filaments
normal or dilated at base 79

Albuca

Urginea.

Eucomia

Scilla
Cama8sia
Ornithog-

[alum.

Dipradi

(laltoma
Lachenalxa

Veltkeimia

Muscari

Chionodoxa.

Pu8chkima.

Hyacmthus

17. Colchicum, or Autumn-Crocus Tribe.

a. Perianth-tube entire, styles 3, distinct from
the base . 89. Colchicum.

AA. Penanth-segms with distinot claws, oonmvent
into a tube

B Styles 3, distinct from base . . 90. Merendera.
bb Style entire inside the tube, 3-fid at apex . . 91. Bulboco-

[dium.

18. Narthecium Tribe.

A. Caps loculicidally dehiscent.

b Style undivided . . 92 Narthecium.
bb Styles 3 93 Zerophyl-

aa. Caps septicidally dehiscent or parted. [fum.

b Fls few at apex of scape, style undivided . 94. lielomopaia.
bb. Fls in a dense raceme , styles 3, vory short . 95. Heloniaa.

19. Bellwort, or Uvularia Tnbo.

A Fr an mdehisccnt berry 96 Dxaporum.
aa Fr a septicidal caps 97 Tncyrtia.
aaa Fr (when known) a locuhcidal caps.

B Fls terminal, pendulous,
c Lvs perfoliate seeds covered by a thin

white aril 98 Uvularia.
cc Lvs sessile seeds have a swollen, spongy,

brown ridge 99 Oakeaia.
bb Fls axillary, or long-pedicellcd in the axils

c Plants are climbers

d Penanth-segms spreading, usually
wa\y or crisped 100 Glorioaa.

dd Penanth-segms distinct, suberect, more
or less conmvent and bell-shaped 101 Littonia.

cc Plants not climbers periath urn-shaped,
lobes very short 102 Sander-

[aonxa.

20. False Hellebore or Veratrum Tribe.

A. Seeds membranous-wmged nearly all the way
around sts leafy

b Lvs narrow or long-stalked penanth-segms
distinctly clawed 103

bb Lvs usually broad, plaited, veiny, con-
tracted into a sheath, not distinctly
stalked penanth-segms a trifle con-
tracted at the base 104

aa Seeds narrow, angled, hardly winged hs
radical or crowded at base of st , linear or
rarely sublanceolate

b Stamens much shorter than penanth, per-
ianth more or less btll-shuped 105

bb Stamens a little shorter than penanth, per-
ianth flattened out 106

Melan-
[thium.

Veratrum.

Stenan-
[thium.

Zygadenua

Other genera described are ^crospira, Mectorurus, Andro-
eymbium, Arthropodium, Astelia, Chama-linum, Dipida*,
Dnmia, Leucocoryne, Massomu, Oligobotrya, Pehobanthes,
Thysanotus, Toneldia, Tupistra, and Tulbaghia

15. Tulip Tribe. 195. PONTEDERIACEAS.
A. Caps septicidally dehiscent or 3-partcd fls.

erect or pendulous, outer penanth-segms
usually narrower or smaller, inner ones
pitted 80 Calochortu8.

(Consult also Cyclobothra )

AA. Caps loculicidally dehiscent
B Anthers dorsihxed, versatile, fls nodding or

pendulous, rarely erect, claw of segms
usually furnished with a nectariferous
groove 81. Lihum.

BB. Anthers basifixed, erect, filament usually
intruded

C. Fla usually erect, perianth bell-shaped or
somewhat funnel-shaped, segms often
spotted near the base, not pitted 82 Tulipa.

CC. Fls nodding or pendulous
D Penanth bell-shaped, segms usually

furnished with a pit or nectar-bearing
spot above the base 83 Fritillaria.

DD. Penanth-segms narrow, recurved or
reflected from the middle or almost
from the base . 84. Erythro-

[nium.

16. Medeola, or Cucumber-Root Tribe.

A. Foliage at base of st
,
lvs few, stalked or con-

tracted into a sheath fls in a long-peduncled
umbel, rarely solitary 85 Clmtoma.

AA. Foliage whorled at top of st

B. Lvs 3* fl solitary, 3-merous 86 Trillium.
BB Lvs 4-® fls solitaiy, 4-oo-merous 87. Pans

AAA. Foliage whorled at middle of st with 3 smaller
lvs. at the top surrounding the umbel . . 88. Medeola.

a Penanth funne 1-shaped
b Ovary by ahortion 1 -celled, 1-ovulcd
bb Ovary 3-cclled, muny-ovuled

aa Penanth salver-shaped

1 Pontederta
2 Exrhhorma
3 Ileteranthera,

196. COMMELINACKiE.

A Fr mdehisccnt
b Pericarp hard and brittle 1 Pollia

bb Pencarp succulent or fleshy 2 Paliaota.
aa Frs loculicidally dehiscent

B Fls with 3 perfect stamens, and 3 or fewer
staminodes

c Anther-cells parallel and contiguous
D Ovary 3-celled, 2 anterior cells 1-2-

ovuled, posterior l-o\ uled, empty or
wanting 3 Commelina.

dd Ovary 2-3-celled, cells usually 2-oo_

ovuled 4 Aneilema.
cc. Anthers, with variously petaloid connec-

tive cells spirally twisted into numer-
ous gyres 5. Cochlioa-

BB. Fls with 6 stamens, rarely 5, all perfect, no [tema.
staminodes

c. Anther-cells dehiscing by a terminal pore 6 Dichori-
cc Anthers otherwise dehiscent [aandra

.

d Connective transversely or divaricately
2-lobed 7. Zebrina

.

dd. Connective not 2-lobed as in d.

b. Ovary-cells 2-5-ovuled.
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W. Cymes fascicle-formed, with the
very short rachis contracted
into a receptacle, sessile inside
the base of the complicate floral

lvs or variously paniculate 8. Trades-
TW. Cyme terminal, pedunculate with [canlia.

2-3 longish branches secund-fld
from base .... 9. Tmantxa.

EEL Ovary cells 1-ovuled 10. Rhceo.

197. JUNCACEiE.

A. Ovary l-celled, or more or less perfectly 3-
celled , placentae or cells °° -ovulea 1. Juncus.

AA. Ovary 3-celled , cells 2- or few-ovuled 2. Prxonxum.

198. PALMACEAS.

A. Lf -segms infolded m vernation:
Bpaaices interfoliaceous.

B. FIs dioecious
C. Lvs pinnatisect, segms acumi-

nate spathe solitary, ovary of 3
distinct carpels, only 1 maturing
seed deeply grooved veritrRlIy
umbiheate, emhryo dorsal 1 Phcevix Tribe.

CO Lvs plaited in a fan-shaped fash-
ion, roundish, semi-orbicular or
^edge-shaped, split spathes
numerous, ovary entire or 3-
lobed, 3-celled, with ( root ovules
seeds with a mere dot of a hilum
raphe ventral 2 Corypha Tribe

bb. FIs usually hermaphrodite lvs

much like those of Corypha Tribe
spathes numerous, ovary entire,
3-lobed, with ascending ovules
seeds with diffused hilum 3 Borassus Tribe.

AA. Lf -seams folded back in vernation
B. Seeds adherent to the endocarp,

hilum diffused, embryo opposite
pore spadices interfoliaceous, fls

usually monoecious in the same
spadix, the lower ones in 3’s with
the middle one pistillate 4 Cocos Tribe,

bb Seed umbiheate
c. Raphe dorsal, embryo ventral

spadices terminal or axillary,
ns polygamo-inonoecious 5 Lepidocarya

[Tribe.
cc. Raphe ventral, embryo dorsal 0 Arec a Tribe

1. Phoenix Tnbe.

The only genua .... 1 Phcmxx.

2. Corypha Tnbe.

A. Style or stigma basilar in fr : endosperm
equable

B. The style short , embryo terminal. Palms
fruit once and die 2 Corypha.

BB. The style elongated
C. Embryo dorsal 3. Sabal

[(Inodes).

cc Embryo sub-basilar . 4. Washmg-
AA. Style or stigma terminal in fruit. [Ionia

B. Perianth of imbricate petals or corolla-
segrns

C. Fls polygamo-dioeoious ,
stigmas sessile,

distinct, embryo dorsal
D Endosperm ruminate . ...

dd Endosperm equable
CC Fls hermaphrodite, styles long, distinct

D Filaments free

dd Filaments connate into a tube
BB. Perianth of valvate petals or corolla-lobes

(see also bob)
c. Fls dioecious, corolla 3-toothed, anthers

extrorsely dehiscent
CC. Fls polygaino-monoecious , carpels dis-

tinct, stigmas distinct, sessile endo-
sperm equable, ventrally grooved,
embryo dorsal

CCC. Fls hermaphrodite
D. Embryo dorsal . 1 endosperm equable:

carpels slightly cohering or in
Livistona sometimes distinct

E Spadix-bram hes not sheaf hed stylo

single, short, 3-cornered
EE. Spadix rachis sheathed, carpels 3-

cornered, style single, thread-like
eeb. Spadix-branches naked or lower ones

bracted, carpels globose, styles

short, distinct or cohering
dd. Embryo, sub-basilar, rachis of spadix

sheathed.

5 Chamserops.
6 Rhapido-

[phyllum.
7 Acantho-

[rhxza.

8 Tnthrxnax.

9. Rhapxa.

10 Trachy-
[carpus.

11. Brahsa.

12. Lxcuala.

13 Lxvxttona.

B. Endogperm ruminate carpels 3, dis-
tinct at base, style single, short,
3-grooved . 14. Copemicia.

EE. Endosperm equable
F. Corolla-tube persistent, segms.

deciduous, ovary 3-cornered or
3 lobed, narrowed into a style 15 Prxtchardxa.

FF. Corolla ot he i wise
O. Carpels free at base; style sin-

gle, slender, elongated . 10 Serensea.

aa. Carpels slightly cohering, style
single, short, 3-grooved... . 17 Erythea

BBB. Perianth minute b-fid or obsolete 18 Thnnax (and
Coccothrxnax).

3. Borassus Tribe.

A. Stamens 6
B. FIs numerousm the cavities of the spadix... 19. Borassus.

bb FLs solitary in the cavities 20 Hyphxne.
AA. Stamens numerous

b Fls numerous in cavities 21 Lodoxcea.
bb. Fls. solitary in cavities 22. Latanxa.

4. Cocos Tribe.

A. Palms armed with prickles fr 1-seeded;
cndocarp 3-porous at or above the middle

B. Pistillate fls with petals united for a con-
siderable distance, staimnate fls smaller:
endocarp bony

c. btaminate fls not immersed in spadix, lf -

segms acuminate 23 Bactrxs.

CC Staminate fls mime rsod m cavities of

spadix lf -segms pre morse 24 Astro-
bb Pistillate fls with ]>etals connate only at [

caryum.
base

c Staminate fls immersed, anthers large,

inserted If -segms acuminate 25 Acrocomxa.
cc Staminate fls not immersed, anthers

me lueled lf -segms wedge-shaped,
premorsc* 26 Martxnetxa.

aa Palms unarmed
b Endocarp 3-porous above middle* fr

1-3-seeeled 27. Elxxs.
bb Endocarp bony and, except in Jubcea, 3-6-

porous tow ard base fr l-<»-seeded
c Spadix simple . 28. Dxplothe-

cc Spadix simply branrhc d [mium.
D Numbi r of stamens <> fr 1-seeded (in

Sehcelea some times 2-3-seeded)
e Petals minute, much smaller than

exse rted stamens of staminate fls 29 Maxx-
*

|
mxlxana.

ee Petals lanc< olute stamens included 30 Cocos
eke Petals shaped like a long elub, or

eylinelrn <il, stamens shorter 31 Scheelea.
dd Number of stamens 1(1-24 or more,

petals of staininate fls lanceolate,
stamens included, anther-cell^ con-
nate

e Fr 2-6-seedeti 32. Attalea.

ee hr 1-seedcd, the endocarp 3-porous
at the middle or a little lower 33. Jubxa.

5. Lepidocarya Tribe.

A Lvs fan-shaped ov ary perfectly 3-celled 34. Maurxtxa.
aa Lvs equally pinnatisect ovary imperfectly

3-celled spaaices axillary
b Palms fruit once and die 35 Plectocomxa.

bb Palms fruit more than once, usually
climbers

c Spathes solitary, deciduous lf -segms
rhombic, nerves fan-shaped 36 Ceraiolobus.

cc Spathes numerous, persistent lf -segms
acuminate, nerves parallel

d Spadices contracted, spathes cynibi-
form, beaked, long-persistent, the 2
lower ones forming an involucre for
the others 37 Dxmono-

dd Spadices diffused, or, if contracted, the [ropa
spathes are flat and persistent only
during anthesis . . . . . 38. Calamus.

6. Areca Tribe.

Key to Subtribes ;

A. Petals of the pistillate fls valvate
throughout nearly their whole length,
spadices interfoliaceous, spathes 2 or
more, ovary entire, 3-celled 1. Cabyotidxja

aa. Petals of the pistillate fls overlapping
or valvate only at apex, very rarely
valvate throughout

B. Spadices infrafohaceous.
c. Stigmas terminal in fr ; ovary

entire, l-celled
D. Staminate fls unsymmetrical;

sepals usually small and not
unbneate 2. Euareceajl

9
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dd. Staminate fls symmetrical; .

sepals usually roundish and
widely overlapping 3. Ptychosperme.®.

CC. Stigmas usually excentric or lateral

on ovary, entire or 3-lobed. lf.-

segms acuminate
» Spathes 2, ovary entire . 4. Oncosperme.®.

DD. Spathes numerous. If -segms.
wedge-shaped

X. Ovary entire, younger spa-
dices horn-shaped 5. Iriartee®.

XX. Ovary deeply 3-lobed, with
large stigmas, spadices
club-shaped 6. Wettinie®.

BB. Spadices nearly always mterfolia-
ceous

O. Stigmas terminul on fr , rarely
basal

D. Ovary 1-cellcd, spadix simple,
with monoecious fls immersed
m cavities 7. Linospadicb®.

DD. Ovary 3-celled, imperfectly so m
Subtribe 8

E. Fr globose spadix panicu-
lately branched, tne fls

dioecious and pedicelled 8 Ceroxyle®.
eb. Fr elongated spadix subdigi-

tately branched, the fls.

monoecious and not im-
mersed 9 Malortie.e.

CC. Stigmas lateral or basal on fr

,

rarely terminal, ovary entire
D. Fls not immersed in cavities

E Spathes 2, all the fls or the
lower ones in 3’s, ovary
1-3-celled 10 Iquancrb®.

ee. Spathes numerous, ovary 3-

celled, spadices inter- and
infrafobacou8, fls usually
dioecious, without bracts or
bractlets, perianth rather
fleshy or leathery 11 Cham®dore®.

DD. Fls immersed in cavities, monoe-
cious or dioecious, compressed,
perianth glumaceous; stylo
often elongated, terminal or
lateral. .... 12 Geonomb®.

Subtribe 1. Caryotideae.

A. Lvs bipinnatisect endosperm ruminate stam-
inate fls with 3 sepals and stamens 39 Carygta.

AA. Lvs pmnatisect endosperm equable
b. Stamens 6, calyx of staminate fls tubular,

truncate 40 Wallichia.
BB. Stamens »

c. Calyx of staminate fls cup-shaped, 3-

lobed 41 Didymoi-
[pernu

CC. Calyx of staminate fls of 3 sepals 42 Arenga.

pe. Filaments normal, sepals narrowly
lanceolate, stamens 9-12, pis-
tillato fls with petals like the
sepals 53 Hedyscepe.

Subtribe 3. Ptychosperme®.

A. Endosperm ruminate
B Stamens 20-30 54 Plycho-

(sperma .

bb Stamens 6 . 55 Rhopalo-
aa. Endosperm equable [blasts.

B Lf -segms obliquely premorso stamens
numerous 56 Drymo-

BB. Lf -segms narrowed at apex, or in Cyrto- [phiatus.
stachys entire or sometimes obliquely 2-
toothed

C. Stamens 6-15, pericarp slightly fibrous,
smooth inside 57 Cyrtostachys.

CC. Stamens (>, pericarp thick, granular,
hbrous inside 58 Cypho-

[phamxx.

Subtribe 4 Oncosperme®.

A. Staminate fls symmetrical, sepals broad and
much overlapping, stigmas on fr excentric
or lateral, or in Cyphospt rma subtt rminal

B. Perianth of pistillate fls enlarged after
anthesis

C Pericarp grumose and fibrous 59 Clinaatxgma.
cc Pericarp thin, leathery or bony bO Cypho-

[
sperma

.

bb Perianth not < hanged after anthesis 61 Microkcntxa.

AA. Staminate fls unsymmetrual, sepals small or
narrow, not imoruate or only slightly so,

stigmas lateial on fr or basal
B. Petals of pistillate fls connate at base, val-

vate above
c. Calyx of stannn ite fls united at base

CC Calyx with 3 distinct sepals

BB Petals free
o Anthers « rect

Cc Anthers versatile
D Fr globose palms unarmed

DD Fr minute palms spiny

62 Oreodoxa
(Inol Roystonca )

6 3 l crista

64 Oncosperma.

65 Euterpe
66 Acantho-

[phaenxx.

Subtribe 5 Iriartee®.

Stamens 9-15 stigmas terminal or nearly so in

fr If -segms turned m every direction 67 Irxartsa.

Subtnbe 6 Wettime®

No representatives known to be cultivated in America.

Subtnbe 7. Linospadice®.

Subtnbe 2. Euarece®.

A. Ovule basal, erect
B. Endosperm ruminate

c. Stamens 3 or 6, staminate fls mmute,
numerous, solitary or in pairs, on
branches of spadix, pistillate fls much
larger, solitary toward base of brant lies 43 Areca.

CC. Stamens numerous, fls in 3’s, the middle
one pistillate, arranged in 2, 4 or 6
ranks 44 Pxnanga.

BB. Endosperm equable stamonsG, fls m3’s,the
middle one pistillate, ai ranged in 4 ranks 45 Kentxa

AA. Ovule parietal, more or less pendulous
B Fls arranged in 4 ranks on branches of

spadix 46 Hydnaslele.
BB. Fls arranged spirally on branches of spadix

(All “sepals” mentioned under bb refer to
sepals of staminate fls except when
otherwise stated )

C. Pistillate fls much larger than staminate,
sepals papery, connate at base 47 Vextchia.

CC. Pistillate fls not laiger than staminate
D Length of sepals far surpassing petals,

sepals narrow 48 Nenga.
DD Length of sepals not exceeding petals

E The sepals overlapping
F Sepals triangular-orbicular, sta-

mens numerous
,
filaments short 49. Kentiopsis.

FF. Sepals small, keeled, stamens 9-24,
filaments inflexed at apex 50 Archonto-

BB. The sepals not overlapping [phcsnxx,
F. Filaments inflexed at apex

o. Sepals awl-shaped or lanceolate,
stamens 6-12, pistillate fls

with short petals valvate at [stylxs.

apex 51. Rhopalo-
«Q. Sepals small, acute, stamens 6;

S
istillate fls with petals a lit- [sperma.
e longer than the sepals. . . .52. Dxctyo-

A. Anthers basi fixed, erert

B Stamens 6, 10, or 12, pistillate fls have co

stuminodes If -segms premorse 68 Bacularxa.

bb Stamen* very numerous, pistillate fls have
no stanunodes lf -segms ar urnmate 69 Howca

AA. Anthers dorsifixed, versatile stannnodes in

pistillate fls 6-9 If -segms acuminate 70 Lxnoapadxx.

Subtribe 8 Ceroxyle®

Stamens 9-15 fr with basal stigmas 71 Ceroxylon.

Subtnbe 9. Malortie®.

Not cultivated in America

Subtribe 10. Iguanure®

A. Stigmas excentric or lateral on fr

aa Stigmus basal or nearly so on fr

B Stamens 15-20, ovary 1-celled

armed
bb Stamens 6, with didymous anthers

c Ovary 1-celled palm armed

OC. Ovary 3-celled palm unarmed

72 Heteroapathe.

palm
73 Stevensoma.

74 Verachaf-
[feltxa.

75. Dypaxs.

Subtnbe 1 1 Cham®dore®.

A. Fla. dioecious or monoecious in different
spadices, spirally arranged 76. Chamx-

aa. Fls monoecious in the same spadix [dorea.

b. The fls arranged m elongated heaps or
clusters

c Infl from among the lvs . 77 Gaussxa.
cc Infl from below the lvs . . 78. Hyophorbs.

bb. The fls. sparse, solitary or in pairs 79. Roscherta.
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Subtribe 12. Geoaemece.

a. Base of the ovary included in the disk
b Anthers arrow-shaped

bb Anthers with lone separate pendulous cells

AA Disk 0 many-stemmed, palms of India

Imperfectly Known Genera of Palms.

83 Balaka is a member of the Areea Tribe and probably belongs
between Plychosperma and Drymophtoeus, differing from those
genera as indicated in the article Balaka

84 Bismarckia is a member of the Borassus Tribe
85 Chrymlidocarpus is a well-known member of the Areea

Tribe of doubtful affinity

8b Exorrhxza is a member of the Areea Tribe, Hubtnbe Euare-
ce®

87 Nipa is a member of the Areea Tribe but of uncertain
affinity Its nearest horticultural relative is Phoenix

88 PhytiUphas is a well-known member of the Areea Tribe
but of doubtful affinity

89 Pseudophaenix is a member of the Areea Tribe which proba-
bly belongs in the Subtribe Cham®dore®, near Hyophorbe

90 Plychoraphis is a member of the Areea Tribe which probably
oomes after Ptychosperma

91 Kanesea is known only in the juvenile state and is con-
jectured to be near to Hyophorbe

The following genera are also treated Acoelorraphe. Cypho-
kentia, Desmoncus, Eremospatha, Hyospathe, Mamcana, Met*
roxylon, Microphcenix, Neomcliolsonia, (Enocarpus, Pigafetta,

Ptychococcus, Kyneehanthus. Trysmanma, Welfia and Zalacca

80. Calyptro-

[ffme.
81 Geonoma
82 Bentinckxa.

199.

LEMNACEjB.

Floating plants with roots fla inserted on mar-
ginal cracks of the frond, stamens 1-2, anthers
2-celled Lenina.

200.

PANDANACE&.

A Ovules solitary in carpels
aa Ovules many in the loeules

1 Pandanus
2 Freycxnetxa

201.

CYCLANTHACEiE.

a Plants with watery juice
aa Plants with milky juice

1 Carludonca.
2 Cyclanthus

202.

TYPHACEA2.

The only genus Typha.

203.

ARACEJ5.

A. Perianth 0 (except female fls of Peltandra)
B Fls motupcious (in Anstema sometimes

dioecious)

c Spadix appendaged (except in Pistea)
D The male and female infl contiguous

with no neutral organs botw-een
ovules anatropous or semi-anatropous 1 Amorpho-

DD The upper fls males, lower ones [phallus

females ovules orthotropous
B. The spadix free from the spathe or

adnate at the base
F. Male fls sparse Ivs and fls appear

togethtr
O Tube of spathe with connate

margins, male fls with 1 sta-
men, anthers horseshoe-
shaped 2 .4marum

GO. Tube of spathe convolute, fls

usually dioecious, males with
2-5 stamens 3 Anstema

fr. Male fls denso lvs often appear
before fls

O. Tube of spathe with connate
margins

H Ovule solitary lvs entire 4 Bxarum
hh Ovules 2-4 lvs pedatisect 5 Sauroma-

GO. Tube of spathe convolute [turn,

H Ovules oo, parietal, m 2 series 6 Arum.
HH Ovules few, inserted at base

and apex of cell

I. Male and female fls remote,
appendix of spadix hairy 7 Helxcodxc-

u. Male and female fls con- [
eros.

tiguous 8. Dracunculus.
KB. The spadix not appendaged, adnate

to spathe on back . aquatic plant . 9. Putxa.

xeb. The tube of spathe closed at
mouth by dilation of spadix or else
divided into 2 cells

F Tube closed at throat . 10 PxnsUta .

ff Tube 2-celled 11. Ambrosxma.
CC. Spadix not appendaged (rarely with a

naked appendage or endowed with
neutral organs)

, upper fls. males, lower
ones females

D. Stamens connate in a prismatic or pel-
tate body

B. Plants are climbing shrubs
f Ovaries distinct, 2- 10-celled .. 12. Phxloden-

[dron.
ft Ovaries coherent, 1-2-celled ... 13 Synyonxum.

BE. Plants are herbs, not climbing
F. The ovules orthotropous or nearly

so, micropyle superior
o. Ovules numerous in 2 senes on

3-5 parittal placenta 14 Colocasxa.
GO Ovules few, basal 15 Alocasxa.

goo. Ovules 1 or few, subpane-
tal distinguished by ovary
immersed in a carp and em-
bryo not albuminous 16 Peltandra.

FF. The ovules anatropous or semi-
anatropous, micropyle inferior

G Ovaries distinct or slightly
coherent 17 Caladxum.

aa. Ovanes distinct below, above
thick, dilated and grown
together 18 Xanthosoma.

goo Ovary 2-5-celled 19 Dxeffen-
DD. Stamens distinct [bacAta.

e. Fr not included by tube of spathe
the whole spathe deciduous, mar-
cescent

F. Ovule affixed to intruded placenta
lvs ovate 20 Aglaonema.

ff Ovule affixed near top of cell

lvs broadly arrow-shaped 21 Nephthytxs.
ee. Fr included by accri scent tube of

spathe blade of spathe marces-
cent, deciduous 22 Zantedes-

ef.e. Fr included by spathe, blade of [cAta.

which is persistent 23 Homalo-
EEEE Fr girt by the top-shaped tube of [mena.

spathe, which has a circumscisbile,

deciduous blade 24 Schismato-
BB Fls hermaphrodite [ylottu.

c Plants marsh herbs 25 Calla
cc Plants are sedndent shrubs

d Ovules 2 in a eell, affixed to base of
seDtum 20 Monstera

dd Ovules solitary, basal 27 Srxndapsus.
ddd Ovules numerous 28 Hhaphxd-

[ophora.
dddu Ovules 3 or 4 in a cell 29 Stenosper-

aa Perianth of 4-8 distinct segms
,

fls. all her- [mu/ium
maphrodite

B. Spadix flowering downward, spathe long,
often twisted, long-persistent 30 Cyrtosperma.

BB, Spadix flowering upward
c. Spathe sheathing the \ ery long peduncuh-

form stipe of the spadix, with blade in-
complete or 0

d Ovary 1-ccHcd, ovules solitary, semi-
anatropous 11 Orontxum

DD. Ovary 2-celled, ovules 1-2 m a cell,

orthotropous 32 Lysxchitum.
DDD. Ovary 1-2-celled, ovule 1 in each cell,

suspended 33 Symplo-
DDDD Ovary imperfectly 1-2-celled, ovule

[
carpus

.

solitary, affixed to interior angle of

cell 34 Dracontxum.
cc Spathe pro\ided with scale-Uke appen-

dages in the tube, long-persistent
ovules seim-anatropous or tampylo-
tropous 35 Spathyema.

ccc Spathe leafy, accrescent, persistent, quite
flattened out ovules anatropous 36 Spathiphyl-

cccc Spathe open, recurved or reflexed, aecres- (fum.
cent, persistent ovules various 37 Anthurxum.

ccccc Spathe accrescent, persistent or obsolete
ovules anatropous 38 Pothos

cccccc Spathe obsolete or obscure ovules ortho-
tropous 39 Acorus

Additional Key to the Araceae.

The Arsee® are hkely to be so difficult for the gardener that an
additional key, based on other contrasts, is here inserted for his
convenience

a Plants free-swimming, aquatic Pxalxa.

aa Plants not free-swimming aquatics, terres-

trial or marsh plants
b Lvs parallel-veined (see also Calla and

Acorus)
c Plant shrub-like or climbing* at more or

less a&nal stamens of stammate fl.

separate
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D. Blade of spathe deciduous, spathe
constricted in middle, leaving a long
tube when blade falls Schiamato-

DD. Blade of spathe persistent, at least [glottis.

until ripening of spadix.

e Seeds anatropous Homalomena.
EE Seeds orthotropous , . . Philodendron.

CC. Plant with st upright, aerial: stamens
united into a synandnum

d. Pistillate fls crowded, without
stanunodia, staimnate fls. with only
2-3 separate stamens Aglaonema.

dd. Pistillate fls with staminodia inter-

spersed, staminato fls with 4-4

united stamens Dieffenbachia.

CCC. Plant with st subterranean
D. Seeds orthotropous or nearly so the

connate staminodia of the pistillate

fl forming an involucre around the
gyntetium Peltandra

DD Seeas anatropous staminodia of pis-
tillate fls separate Zantcdesch\a.

BB. Lvs. netted-veined (l e veins of 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th order netted)

C. Milk-tubes absent
D ltaphides absent (raplndes are aeicu-

lar crystals found in bundles m the
plant-cell)

E Lvs differentiated into petiole and
blade seeds anatropous

F Seeds without endosperm Pothoa
ff Seeds with endosperm Anthurium.

EE. Lvs without distinction into petiole
and blade seeds orthotropous Acorns

DD. ltaphides present in ground tissue of
st and lvs

E Fls without perianth, spathe decidu-
ous before ripening of spadix
plants mostly climbing

f. Seeds with endosperm and axial
embryo

o Fohage-lvs many on each
shoot Stenosper-

qq Fohage-lvs 1 on each shoot in [mutton.
addition to several bracts Kaplndophora.

FF Seeds without endosperm
a Ovary 2-celled . Monstcra

GG Ovary 1-cclled Scindapsus
ee. Fls with perianth, spathe not

deciduous sub-shrubs SpathiphyUum.
CC. Milk-tubes present in hbro-vascular

bundles
D. The milk-tubca branched

,
veins of 2nd

grade fusing into a collective vein
between veins of 1st grade

E. Seeds with endosperm, st. not
climbing

f. Ovary with basal placenta Alocasia
ff. Ovary with parietal placenta: Coloiasia.

FFF. Ovary with broad, nearly central
placenta?

g Style small Caladium
GO Style disk-like, projecting

beyond ovary Xanthosoma
EE Seeds without endosperm st climb-

ing Syngonium
DD. The milk-tubes simple, straight, veins

not as above
E. Perianth present, fls bisexual

F. Lvs not arrow-shaped
G Ovary 2-celled, 2 ovules m each

cell, suspended from middle of
partition Lysichitum.

GG. Ovary 1-celled, 1-ovuled
h Ovule from apex of cell

spadix short, nearly globu-
lar Symplocarpus.

HH Ovule basal: spadix cylindri-
cal Orontium.

FF. Lvs arrow-shaped
G Plants are shrubs with climb-

ing or creeping sts * petioles
and sts usually prickly or
warty . . . Cyrtosperma.

GO Plants tuberous Dracontium
EE Perianth absent, fls unisexual (bisex-

ual in Calla)

f. Fls bisexual lvs not arrow-shaped. Calla.
FF. Fls unisexual lvs various.

G. Spadix with a sterile terminal
appendage, or with stenle
wings sts various

H. Seeds without endosperm Amorphophal-
HH Seeds with endosperm [fu«.

i. Appendage of spadix pro-
jecting much beyond the
spathe, or included and
free.

j.

Spadix with rudimentary
fls between the fer-

tile staminate and fer-

tile pistillate fls , or
staminate infl border-
ing immediately on the
pistillate infl

K. Placenta parietal lvs.

arrow-shaped or
lanceolate Arum.

KK. Placentae apical and
basal lvs. pedately
divided

L. Fertile staminate
infl bordering im-
mediately on the
pistillate infl Dracunculus.

LL. Fertile staminate
infl separated
from pistillate infl

by many rudi-
mentary fls Uelicodicerot.

EKE. Placenta basal

l. Lvs pedately
divided seeds 2
or more Sauromatum.

ll. Lvs ovate, lanceo-
lato or linear
seeds mostly 1 Biarum.

33. Spadix without rudimen-
tary fls , but a space
between the staminate
and pistillate fls , or
unisexual

K. Ovary with many
ovules

l. Staminate fls of 1

stamen lvs ovate
or arrow -shaped
spadix bisexual Ansarum.

hh. Staminate fls of 2-5
stamens lvs 3-

or mnny-parted
spadix unisexual Anaxma.

kk Ovary 1-ovuled stam-
inate and pistillato

portions of spadix
separated by a par-
tition which reaches
out from wall of
spathe PinelUa.

ii. Appendages of the spadix
wing-like on the 2 sides,

thus dividing the bila-
biate spathe into 2
chambers, the anterior of
which contains a stam-
inate H

,
the postenor a

pistillate fl Ambrosmxa.
go. Spadix without su< h appendage

or wings sts subtenant an,
creeping Aephthytia

Other genera described are C'allopsis, C'ryptot oryne, Fpiprem-
mim, Gamogyno, Uymnostacliys, btaurostigma, Typhomum and
Typhouodomm.

204.

ALISMACEiE.

a. Carpels inserted in a whorl on a small recep-
tacle ... 1. A liama,

aa. Carpels densely crowded in many senes on a
large oblong or globose receptacle . . 2 Sagittana

205.

BUTOMACEiB.

a. Petals marcescent, stamens 9, carpels 6 . 1. Butomua.
aa. Petals deciduous, stamens numerous, car-

pels 15-20 . 2 Limnoch-
[ort*

206.

NAIADACEA2.

a. Fls. hermaphrodite, spicate; perianth 4-

divided , stamens 2 or 4 1 Potamogeton.
aa. Fls. unisexual, axillary, perianth 0, stamens 1 2 Zanmchellia

207.

APONOGETONACEjE.

The only genus Aponogeton.
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208. CYPERACEjE.

A. FIs. strictly unisexual, female inclosed In a
flask-shaped or hag-shaped scale or glume
(perigynmm)

AA. FIs bisexual, rarely unisexual, not inclosed as
above

B. With several (2 to many) of the lower
scales empty

C. Spikelets few-fld (usually 1-2-, rarely,

3-0-fid )

cc. Spikelets many-fld
n St h afy

dd St not h afy or only at base
BB With only 1 or 2 of the lower scales empty

c Sc ales 2-ranked
D Perianth 0

no Perianth of 8 setae

CC Scales many-ranke d, overlapping
D Pf rianth of 3-8, ran ly 0, >*018?

E Style persistent, thickened and bulb-
like at base

EK Style not or hardly thickened at base
DD. Pt rianth of many seta*, very long-

excrescent after anthcsis, becoming
wavy or cottony . ...

1. Carex.

2 Rhyncho-
\npora.

3 //ypolytrum.
4 Mapania

5 Cyperua
0 Duhchium.

7 Eleochana.
8 Scxrpua

9. Enophorum.

209. GRAMINEAJ.

I. Summary of the Tribes.

Subfamily I. PANICOIDE.fi

Spikelets 1-, rarely 2-fld , the terminal fl perfect, the lower
staminate or neuter, raehilla articulated below the glumes, the
more or less dorsally compressed spikelets falling from the
pedicels entire, singly, in groups, or together with joints of an
articulate rachis

a Spikelets unisexual, the male and
female spikdits in different infl on
the same plant or in ddfe re nt parts
of the same infl , awnh 1

AA. Spike lets perfect, sometimes with
male or ne utral oiks inte rmixed

B. L< nnna and pah a hyaline, the
glumes more or less indurated,
snikeh ts in 2's or 3's on the usu-
ally articulate axis of a spike-like
raceme, 1 sessile and perfect, usu-
ally awned, the other pedicc led

and perfect, staminate or rudi-
mentary 2

BB. Lemma and palca more or h ss in-

durated, firmer in te \ture than the
glumes, spike U ts all pci feet, first

glume sometimes obsoli te 3

Indian Cons
(Tkibf, or
[MaYDE®.

Sorohi w

T

ribe,or
Am>kop<m.osee

Mil 1

1

r I HI HI , or
IPamceas

Subfamily O. POACOIDEfi

Spikelets 1- to many-fld , the imperfc < t or rudimentary floret,

if any, usually uppt rniost , rae hill i usually irticulatid abo\e the
glumi s which are persistent on the pedice 1 or rachis after the fall

of the florets, when 2- to many-fld , a in inifest internode of the
raehilla separating the florets, and articulated below them,
spikelets more or leas laterally compri ssed

A. Culms not woody and perennial
B. Infl paniculate, the spikdits pidi-

eeled, not stssile on opposite sides
of a jointed flattened axis, form-
ing spikes, nor sessile along one side

of a slender continuous axis

C. Spikelets 1-fld ,
the rachilla some-

times continued as a nnnuto
bristle behind the palca (or in

Phalarideifi a pair of rudimen-
tary or male florets bdow the
perfect one)

D. Spikelets falling entire, glumes
usually obsolete or nearly so 4 Rice Tribe, or

DD. Spikelets persistent, glumes [Oryze®.
present

E. Floret with 2 minute scales
(rudimentary lemmas) or
2 small male florets at-

tached at the base and fall-

ing with it 5. Canary-Grass
EE. Floret with no scales attached [Tribe, or

below, glumes usually sub- [Phalaride®.
equal, lemma awned or
awnless 6. Red-Top Tribe, or

OC. Spikelets 2- to many-fld [Aorostide®.
D. Glumes longer than the first

floret, spikelets 2- to several-

fld , 1 or more of the florets

usually awned from the back
or from between the teeth of a [Avene®.
bifid apex 7. Oat Tribe, ob

dd. Glumes shorter than the first

floret, Hpikelets 2- to many-
fld, awns when present ter-
minal or nearly so . . 8. Fescue Tribe, or

BB. Infl spieate [Festoce®.
C, Spikelets si ssilr or subsessile in

1-sided spikis, 1- to few-fld ,

spikes solitary, or digitately or
racernosely arranged 9. Chloris Tribe, or

CC. Spikelets sessile on opposite sides [Chloride®
of a 7lgzag jmnti d channeled
axis forming a spike, 1- to
aeveral-fld 10 Barley Tribe, or

AA. Culms woody, tree-like If -blades [Horde®
articulated with the sheaths 11. Bamboo Tribe, or

[Bambube®.

//. Key to the Tribes.

1. Indian Corn Tnbe, or Maydeas.

A. Male spikelets in a terminal panicle, female
spikelets m spikes or ears in the axils of the
lvs

B. Female spikelets sunken in cavities of a
jointed readily disartii ulating axis 1 Euchlttna.

BB Female spikilets < row did in rows on a
thickened continuous axis (the cob ) 2 Zea.

AA. Male and female spiki lets in the same infl ,

the male at the end of the spiki s

B. Spikes digit etc, the axis of the female por-
tion bony indurated, disarticulating with
spikelets attai hid 3 Tnpaacum.

bb. Spikes paniculate, the female sniki lets

inclosed in ovoid piaily or grayish bead-
like bodies, the mile portion nrotruding
from a small orifice of the biati 4 Coxx.

2. Sorghum Tribe, or Andropogoneae.

A. Spikelets all alike, perfect
b. Axis of racemi s lontinuous, the spikelets

deciduous, pamele fan-shaped 5 Miscanthua.
bb Axis of ricemi s jointid, readily disarticula-

ting with the spiki lets attached
c The spikelets awnless 6 Saccharum.
cc The spikele ts awned 7 Erxanthua.

aa Spikelets not all ihkt the sessile perfect, the
j)cdieeled mail or nt liter

B Lower 1 or 2 pairs of spikelets unlike the
upper pair-, rtiiemcs in pairs from boat-
shapid sheaths on the ultimate branches
of an elongated mfl , 8 Cymbopogon.

BB Lower pairs of spikelets like the upper
c Infl eoiisiNung of l to many racemes,

these digitate or racemose along a
short axis 9 Andropogon.

CC Infl compound, paniculate
D Ilaeetnts man>-fld, linear, naked at

base, numerous, arranged in whorls
on an elongated axis 10 Vetxverxa.

DD Racemes reduces! to 2 or 3 spikelets,
arranged in a compound panicle 11 Holcua.

3. Millet Tribe, or Pamceae.

A. Axis broad and corky, the spikelets sunken in

its cavities 12 Steno-
aa. Axis not broad and corky, spikelets not sunken {taphrum.

in its cavities

B. Spikelets not subtended or surrounded by
bristles

C. Glumes and lemmas awnlrss, the apex of
the palea incloses! m the enfolding
lemma 13 Pamcum.

CC. Glumes or lemmas, or both, awned or
awn-tippi‘d

D. Second glume and sterile lemma taper-
ing into an awn or point, coarsely
hisniel, palea free at the summit,
spikelets croweied 14 Echmoehloa.

DD. Second glume and sterile lemma awned
from a 2-lobed apex

E Infl of 1-sided racemes along a com-
mon axis, spikelets pubescent but
not silky, palea inclosed at summit 15 Oplxamenua.

EE Infl paniculate, spikelets covered
with long silky hairs 1G Trxcholxna.

BB. Spikelets subtended or surrounded by
bristles

c. Bristles persistent, not falling with the
spikelets at maturity 17 Setana.

cc. Bristles falling attached to the spikelet 18 Pennxsetum,

4. Rice Tribe, or Oryzeae.

a. Spikelets unisexual, the female awned, erect
at the summit of the panicle, the male awn-
less, nodding on the lower branches 19 Zxzanxa.

aa. Spikelets perfect, strongly flattened . . 20 Oryta.
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5. Canary-Grass Tribe, or Phalaride®.

i. Glumes strongly compressed, sterile lemmas
rudimentary , 21. Phalarxa.

AA. Glumes not strongly compressed, sterile

lemmas not rudimentary
B. Sterile lemmas awned, glumes very unequal.22. Anthox-

[anthum.
BB. Sterile lemmas awnless, glumes nearly equal.23. Hxerochlot.

6. Red-Top Tribe, or Agrostidea.

A. Lemma indurated, or at least firmer than the
glumes

B. Panicle spike-like, spikelets flattened, awn-
less 24 Ammophxla.

BB. Panicle not spike-like, spikelets not flat-

tened, awned
C Floret oblong and with a sharp callus at

base, awn stout, geniculate, twisted,
persistent 25. Stipa.

cc Floret ovate, the callus blunt, awn slen-
der, more or less deciduous 26 Oryivpava.

AA. Lemma of about the same texture as the
glumes or more delicate

B Spikelets crowded in dense spike-like pani-
cles or heads

c Heads oval, very woolly 27. Laqurua.
cc Heads cylindrical, not woolly 28 Phleun.

BB Spikelets not crowded m dense heads or
spikes

c. Lemma and palea much more delicate
and shorter than the glumes, the palea
shorter than the lemma, often wanting 29 Agroatxa.

CC. Lemma and palea of about the same
texture as the glumes and as long or
longer

z>. Rachilla not continued beyond the base
of the floret, lemma awned from the
tap or awnlesa

k The lemma awned or sharp-pointed,
longer than the body of the awned
or awnless glumes 30 Muehlm-

ee. The lemma not awned or sharp- [bergxa.

pointed
F Nerves of lemma 1 31 Sporobolus

rr Nerves of lemma 3-5 32 Calamovilfa.
PD. Rachilla prolonged beyond the floret as

a plumose bristle, lemmas awned on
the back and silky hairy at base 33 Calama-

[arostxa.

7. Oat Tribe, or Avene®.

A. Plants low, delicate, spikelets minute 34. Aira
AA. Plants 1 ft or more high

b Articulation below the glumes, the spikelets
falling entire from the pedicels

C Glumes much exceeding the 2 florets, the
upper floret with a hook-like awn 35. Notholcus

cc Glumes exceeded by the upper floret, both
florets awnless 36 Sphenoph-

bb Articulation above the glumes, these per- |o/t«.

sistent after the fall of the florets

c Spikelets 1 in or more long, nodding, in
an open panicle , florets all alike 37 Arena

cc Spikelets about long, erect in a nar-
row panicle, lower floret staminate 38. Arrhenalh-

{erum.

8.

Fescue Tribe, or Festuce®.

A. Rachilla or lemma bearing long hairs as long
as the lemma tall reeds

b. Spikelets unisexual, male and female
spikelets on separate plants

c. Lemmas much shorter than the glumes-
sts leafy throughout 39 Gyncnum.

cc Lemmas with elongated delicate tips
lvs crowded at the base 40 Corladeria.

BB Spikelets perfect
c Lemmas hairy rachilla naked 41 Arundo

cc Lemmas naked, rachilla hairy 42 Phragmiles
aa. Rachilla or lemma glabrous or hairy, but the

hairs shorter than the lemmas
B. Spikelets of 2 kinds, perfect and sterile, m

the same panicle
c. Fertile spikelets awnless, the sterile

awned, panicle spike-like 43. Cynosurun.
cc. Fertile spikelets awned, the sterile awn-

less, paniole 1 -sided, the fascicled
spikelets nodding 44. Lamarckxa.

BB. Spikelets all alike in the same mfl
O. Lemmas 1-3-nerved

D The spikelets subterete, loosely 2—4-
fld 45 Molxnxa.

dd. The spikelets compressed, densely,
usually many-fld

®. Florets membranaceous; spikelets in
open panicles 46 Bragroatxa.

SB. Florets coriaceous; spikelets in rigid
spake-like panicles 47. Duma*trig.

cc. Lemmas 5- to many-nerved.
D. The spikelets with several sterile

lemmas at the base, strongly flat-

tened, in a large drooping panicle 48. Unxtia.
dd. The spikelets without sterile lemmas

at the base
b. Florets crowded, nearly horizontal,

spikelets broad, cordate 49. Bnza.
BB. Florets not crowded, spikelets not

broad and cordate
r. Spikelets flattened, nearly sessile in

dense clusters at the ends of the
few panicle branches 50. Dadylii.

FF. Spikelets not flattened
o. Lemmas kocled, often bearing

whrte cobwebby hairs at
base 51. Poa.

GO. Lemmas convex or keeled at the
summit only, not hairy at base.

H. Nerves of lemma prominent,
parallel

, lemmas scanous at
the summit 52 Glycerxa.

HH. Nerves ol lemma not promi-
nent, approaching each
other at tne apex, lemmas
acute

I. The lemmas entire, often
awn-tipped 53. FesCuca.

n. The lemmas 2-toothed, usu-
ally awned just below the
apex 54, Bromus.

9.

Chloris Tribe, or Chloride®.

a. Spikes racemose along a common axis,

spikelets falling entire 55
ia Spikes digitate at the summit of the culm,

a Spikelets awnless
C The spikes slender, spikelets 1 -fid

CC The spikes stout, spikelets several-fld

bb Spikelets awned
C Fertile lemma 1-awnod

CC Fertile lemma 3-awned

56 Cunodon.
57 Eleuaxna.

58 Chlona
59. Trxchlorxt.

10.

Barley Tribe, or Horde®.

a Spikelets solitary at each joint of the axis

b Glume 1, except in terminal spikelet,

spikelets placed with 1 edge to the axis 60 Lolxum.
bb Glumes 2, spikelets placed with side to the

axis

c Palea adherent to the grain, rachilla dis-

articulating, the florets separating 61. Agropyron.
cc. Palea free from the grain, rachilla not dis-

articulating
d Shape of glumes vi ry narrow, 1-nerved 62 Secale.

dd Shape of glumes ovate, 3- to many-
nerved 63 Triticum.

aa. Spikelets in clusters of 2 or 3 at each joint of

the axis

b. Lateral pair of each cluster pediceled, usu-
ally aborted, appearing liko a cluster of

awns 64 Hordeum.
bb. lateral spikelets sessile, usually but 2

spikelets at a joint 65 Elymua.

11.

Bamboo Tnbe, or Bambusea.

a. Stamens 3 fr a true caryopsis

b Spikelets 2- to many-fld
c. Infl fasciculate 66 Oxytenan-

cc. Infl racemose or paniculate, not leafy. [<Aera.

sts cylindrical sheaths persistent 67 Arundi-
ccc Infl spicate, leafy stH flattened on one (nans,

side sheaths early deciduous 68 PhyTlo-

[
alaehya

.

BB Spikelets 1-fld 69 Vhusquea
aA Stamens 6

b. Pericarp thin, adnate to the seed, the fr

a true caryopms 70 Bambusa.
b. Pencarp, crustaceous, separable from the

seed, the fr nut-like .71 . Dcndro-
[calamua.

Other genera mentioned are Cenehrua, Cephalostarhyum.Cmna,
Dactyloctemum, Deschampsea, Diandrolyra, Distichlis, Imperata,
Leptochloa, Mehca, Melims, Paspalum, Rottbocllia and Tnsetum.

210. LYCOPODIACEjE.

One genus in cultivation , . . . Lycopodium.

211. SELAGINELLACEJt.

Om genus only SelagxncUa.
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212. EQUISETACEjB.

One genus only. Equiaalum.

ccc. Indusia inferior, attached under
the sorus and opening laterally
or by splitting radially into lobes. 8. Woodsia T&ibb.213.

OPHIOGLOSSACEJ5. //. Key to the Tribes.

A. Sporangia coherent, in 2 ranks, forming
spikes veins anastomosing 1. Ophiogloa-

AA. Sporangia free in compound spikes or pani- [aum.
oles veins free lvs. mostly < ompound . 2. Botrychium.

214.

MARATTIACEAB.

A. Son in double lines along the veins, not
united 1. Angioptena.

AA. Sori muted in synnngia
B Syn.ingia oval, opening by a fissure 2 Maraltia.
BB Synangia elongate, < ach compartment open-

ing by a terminal poit 3 Damca

215.

HYMENOPHYLLACEA5.

A. Involuc re 2-valved 1 Ilymeno-

|phi/llum.

AA. Involucre tubular or funnel-shaped 2 Tnchom-
[anea

216.

OSMUNDACEJE.

A. Sporangia borne in panicles formed either
from certain pirinie or from whole lvs 1 Oamunda

AA Sporangia borne on the under surface of foli-

age lvs

b Ferns coarse with broad segms 2 Todea
bb. Ferns fine ly cut, m< mbranous 3 Leptoptent

217.

SCHIZiEACEAJ.

A. Sporangia borne on under side of normal or
altered lvs

b Lvs twining, lfts palmate or pinnate
sporangi i borne singly under s. ilr 1 Lygodium.

bb Lvs not twining
c Spur mgia in son cm the under sui f ice 2 Mohna

co Sporangia m d rinks foiming spikes 3 Schxzxa
AA. Sporangia borne in elect panicles formed on

the elongate low ei most imina 4 Anemia

218.

POLYPODIACEJ2.

7. Summary of Tribes.

A. Indusium wanting or rudimentary
(rarely develop'd in Monogr imina)

B. Sporangium scatteicd in a stratum
over the under surface of the lvs

coarse ferns 1 Acrostichcm
BB Sporangium colli < ted in round or [Tribe.

line ar sori

c Lvs not jointed to the rootstock
spornngia in long lines follow mg
the veins 2 V ittaria Tribe

CC Lvs not jointed to the motstock
non round (Nee 1’hegoptrris m
Dryoptc ns Tribe )

CCC Lvs jointed to the lootstock son
mostly roundish d Poiypodium

AA. InduNium pre sc nt 0 \c c ptionally w ant- [Tribe.
ing in Phegopteris, Mrnisrmm,
Notholama and (Vropteris)

B Son oblong or linear, at least twice
as long as broad

c. The son marginal, covered with an
mdu-ium formed of the rnfiexed

edge of the If (naked in Notho-
ltena, or naked and distributed
along the veins in Ceroptens) 4 Pteris Tribe.

CC The son dorsal, covered with a
flap-like indusnim 5 Abplenium Tribe.

BB. Son roundish or at least less than
twice as long as broad

C. Indusia superior, attached by a
central stalk or by a sinus (son
naked in Phegopteris and Mems-
'num'), normally dorsal lvs not
jointed to the rootstock 6 Pryopteris

CC. Indusia extrorse or cup-shaped, [Tribe.
normally marginal lvs jointed
to the rootstock in most genera 7. Davalua Tribe.

1.

Acrostichum Tribe.

A. Sporangia localized on definite areas of the lvs :

lvs dimorphous, the sterile basal ones shield-
like 1 Platycenum.

aa Sporangia covering entire lvs or entire pinnae.

b Lvs. simple 2 Elapho-
[gloaaum.

bb Lvs pinnate ... 3 Acroatichum.
bbb Lvs. (sterile), dichotonmusly forked . . 4. Rhipxdop-

[tana.

2.

Vittaria Tnbe.

a Son forming 1 or 2 continuous lines parallel
to the midrib

b Sorus 1 or 2 lines 5 Mono-
[igramma

.

bb Sorus alw lys 2 lines 6 Vitlarxa.

aa Sori on lateral veins forming more or leas

interrupted lines * 7. Anlroph-
[yum.

3.

Polypodium Tnbe.

a. Lvs distinctly dimorphous, compound, the
stf rile has done soak-hke plants large 8 Drynana.

aa Lvs dimorphous, simple plants very small 9 . Drymo-
aaa I vs uniform [yloaaum.

b loliage covered underneath with stellate

hairs 10 Cyclophorua.
bb Foliage smooth or scaly, not stellate hairy.

c Veins free 11. Polypodium.
cc Veins anastomosing

i> Corresponding veinlets from principal
veins uniting and bearing a sorus at
the end 12 Goniophle-

dd Areole bearing 2 or more free veinlets [6»um.
extending outward, which bear a free

sorus 13 Phlebodium.
ddo. Aroolcs containing free vemlets irregu-

larly directed 14 Phymotodea.

4.

Ptens Tnbe.

a Sori dorsal, extending along all the veins,
naked

b Veins copiously anastomosing
c Lvs large, pinnate . 15 Como-

[gramma

.

cc Lvs smaller, palmate ... 16 Hemiomtvi,
bb Veins free or only casually uniting

r Lvs naked . . 17 Anogramma.
cc Lvs hairy 18 Ceropteria.

aa Non marginal, nominally covered with edge
of If

b The son at the ends of v eins unconnected at
their apices

c Lvs dimorphous
d Son at tnc ends of veins only 19 Crypto-

[gramma.
no Son scattered the length of the veins 20 Onychium.

cc Lvs uniform, smooth, on dark-colored
stalks

d Veins free lvs pinnate 21 Pellsea
dd Wins usually anastomosing lvs

palmate 22 Doryoptena.
ccc Lvs uniform, hairy, scaly or powdery

d Margins scarcely recurved 23 Notholxna.
dd Margins rccuived to form a distinct

inausium
e Indusia more or less continuous

around the segm
F The lvs pmnately divided 24 Cheilanthea.
ff The lvs palmately divided 25 Adiantopaia.

ee Indusia in the form of more or less

distant marginal lobes 26 Hypolepia.
bb The son inserted beneath the marginal

indusium stalks black or blackish 27 Adxantum.
bbb The sori nsmg in a continuous hne-hke

receptacle which joins the ends of the
veins

c With an inner membranous indusium 28 Pteridium.
cc With no inner indusium present

D Lvs small, radiate-dichotomous 29 Admopteru.
dd Lvs small, palmate stalk black 30 Casaebeera.

ddd. Lvs larger, pinnate . .31 Plena

5.

Asplemum Tribe.

a Son parallel to the midrib
b. Stenle lvs. with free veins son continuous 32. Blechnum.
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bb. Sterile lvs. with anastomosing veins: son
interrupted

c. The son sunken in the lvs. . 33 Woodwardxa.
cc The son superficial in 1 or more rows 34. Doodxa.

aa. Son partly parallel and partly oblique to the
midrib veins anastomosing 35. Camptosorus.

aaa. Son oblique to the midrib

B. Veins free, united at the margins.

C. The son double, artending along both
sides of the vein 36 Dxplazxum.

CC The son single on the veins

D Indusia opening toward each other, in
pairs 37. Phyllxtxa.

dd Indusia all opening toward the end of
pinna? or segms 38 Asplenxum.

BB. Veins of lower (inner) series uniting mdu-
sium extending both sides of v eins 39. CaUxptena.

6.

Dryopteris Tribe.

A. Indusium present
b. Veins free, or with a single row of areoles

along the mid-veins
c. Indusia on the ends of veins which project

beyond the margin of the If 40. Deparxa.
CC Indusia dorsal

d The indusium cordato or rcmform,
attached by the sinus, sometimes
wanting 41 Dryopteris.

dd The indusium orbicular, peltate, at-
tached by a central stalk 42 Polystxchum.

ddd. The indusium oval, fixed to a central
elongate receptacle 43 Dxdymo-

bb. Veins anastomosing
[
chlsena

.

c The indusium cordate or remform,
attached by the sinus 44 Tectarxa.

cc. The indusium peltate, attached by a
central stalk veins forming small
areoles 45. Cyrtomium.

AA. Indusium wanting
b. Veins free . . 46 Phegoplerxs.

bb. Veins anastomosing
C The mam veins joined by arches which

bear the curved son 47 Gymnopterxs.

cc The sort round, attached dorsally

d Son distinct at maturity 48 Menxscxum.
dd. Sort confluent at maturity . 49. Leptochxlus.

7.

Davallia Tnbe.

A. Indusium attached at base only
B Pinna* jointed to tho rachis, lvs simply

pinnate indusium circular or remform 50 Nephrolepxs.
bb. Pinna* not jointed to tho rachis, lvs jointed

to the rootstock
c The indusium thick, coriaceous 51 Humata

cc The indusium membranous 52 Leucostegia.

aa Indusium attached at both base and sides
b Lvs jointed to the scaly rootstocks

c Shape of indusium tubular 53 DavaUxa.
cc Shape of indusium broader than long,

forming a boat-shaped cavity on the
edge of the segm 54 Loxoscaphe.

bb. I.vs not jointed to the rootstocks
c Indusia near the end of unmodified If -

lobes
D Sorus formed on receptacles contain-

ing vascular tissues 55 Microlepia.

dd Sorus not formed on a special receptacle 56 Odontosorxa.

CC. Indusium united with the modified If -

lobe to form a complete cup 57. Dennstadtxa.

8

.

Woodsia Tribe.

a. Lvs uniform, plane, veins free.

b Indusium beneath the sorus, breaking up
into linear lobes . 58. Woodtia.

bb. Indusium extrorse, opening laterally with a
hood-like lobe. . 59. Cystopteru.

AA. Lvs. dimorphous, the sporophylls closely
rolled together

b. Veins free lvs in crowns . 60 Matteuccxa.
bb. Veins anastomosing lvs scattered 61 Onoclea.

Brainea, Comptons, and Lonchitis are bnefly described.

219.

GLEICHENIACEjB.

Single genus m cultivation . . ... Glexchenxa,

220.

CYATHEACEiE.

A. Sori borne on the apex of the veins
indusium extrorse, formed of a more
or less modified marginal tooth and
an mnoi lid-like scale 1 Dicksonia Tribe.

AA. Son borne dorsally on the veins or at
the fork indusium inferior, or
wholly wanting 2 Ctathea Tribe.

1. Dicksonia Tribe.

A. Tooth of spore-bearing segm ‘•care ely modi-
fied, about the size of the inner sc ale 1 Dicksonia.

aa Tooth of the spore-bearing segm strongly
modified, coriaceous like tho inner scalo and
usually larger . 2 Cxbotxum.

2. Cyathea Tnbe.

A. Indusium present, inferior
b The indusium at first inclosing the globular

sorus, remaining cup-shaped or lrrcgu-
laily splitting at maturity 3 Cyathea

bb. The indusium membranous, semi-circular,

more fully inclosing the sorus 4 Hemitelia.
aa. Indusium wanting 5 Alsophxla.

Thyrsoptei is, of another tube, may be expected in cultivation
and is briefly accounted for in this work

221.

CERATOPTERIDACEAB.

Habit aquatic' single genus . ... Ceratopterxs.

222.

SALVINIACEA5.

A. Lvs minute, numerous, closely imbricated
sporocarps of 2 kinds, the larger globose, the
smaller ovoid 1 Azolla.

aa. Lvs larger, fewer, distinot. sporocarps uni-
form, globose . 2 Salvxnxa.

223.

MARSILEACEAE.

In cultivation Marmloa.
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Abolia, 102.

A bona, 88
Abies, 120

Abobra, 100
Abroina, 1)0.

Abroma, 116.

Abrophyllum, 98.

Abrils, 94
Abuta, 86
Abutilon, 89.

Aeacia, 93
Acaena, 97

Acalypha, 119.

Aeampe, 123
Atanthai’E/b, 83, 114.

Acanthocereus, 101.

Acantholimon, 109
Ac anthomintha, 116.

Aeanthonema, 114
Acanthopanax, 102.

Aeanthophippium, 122.

Acanthophcemx, 130.

Aeanthorhiza, 129.

Acanthus, 114.

Acer, 92
Aceracf.e, 81, 92.

Accranthus, 87.

Achillea, 107

Achimenes, 113.

Achlys, 87

Acidanthcra, 124.

Acineta, 123

Aeiphvlla, 101

A< oelorraphe, 131.

Aeoknnthera, 110.

Aconitum, 86
Acorus, 131

Acriopsis, 123.

Acrista, 1 10

Acrocomia, 129
Ac roph\ Hum, 98.

Acrospira, 128
A< rostichum, 135.

At tiea, 86
Actinclla, 106.

Actinidia, 86
Actinolepis, 106.

Actinomcns. 106
Aetinopteris, 135.

Actinostemma, 100.

Ada, 123

Adansoma, 90.

Adclm, 118

Adenandra, 91.

Adenanthera, 93.

Adcnocalymma, 113.

Adenocarpus, 94
Adenophora, 108.

Adenostoma, 97.

Adenostyle®, 105.

Adesmia, 94
Adhatoda, 114.

Adiantopsxs, 135.

Adiantum, 135.

Adlunna, 87.

Adorns, 86.

Adoxa, 85
Adoxace.®, 85.

Aichmca, 126
2Egle, 91
Aiglopsih, 91
ACgopodmm, 101.

Aendcs, 123

Airva, 116.

A^sculus, 92
2Ethionema, 87.

yEtoxicon, 118.

Afzelia, 95
Agalmyla, 114.

Agamsia, 123

Agapanthus, 127.

Agapetcs, 108
Agathis, 120.

Agave, 125
Agdostis, 116
Agcratmn, 105.

Aglam, 91

Aglaonema, 131.

Agrimoma, 97.

Agropyron, 134.

Agrostis, 134

Ailant bus, 91.

Aira, 134
Aizoac EiE, 82, 101

Ajuga, 115

Akebia, 87
Alanoi\ce.e, 82, 102.

Alangmm, 102

Alberta, 103
Albizzia, 93
Alhura, 128
Alchemilla, 97.

Alohornea, 118

Alectorurus, 128.

Alectrjon, 92
Aletris, 127
Aleurites, 119
Alhagi, 94
Alisma, 1 12

Amsmicm-, 85, 132.

Allainatida, 110
Allium, 128
Allopleetus, 114.

Alnus, 119
Aloe Asia, 131.

Aloe, 127

Alonsoa, 112.

Alpinia, 125

A 1 sine, 89
Alsophila, 136.

Alstoma, 110
Alstrcemeria, 125.

Altainiranoa, 98.

Althaea, 89
Alyssum, 88
Amauantace®, 83, 116.

Amarantus, 116
AMARYLLIUACE.E, 84, 124
Amaryllis, 125.

Amasoma, 114.

Ambrosia, 106
Ambrosmia, 131.

Amelanchier, 97.

Amellus, 107

Amherstia, 95.

Amicia, 95.

Ammobium, 105.

Anunocharis, 125
Ammophila, 134.

Amomura, 125
Ainorpha, 95
Amorphophallus, 131.

Ampelopsis, 92
Amphitarpaea, 95
Amphitome, 113
Amsoma, 110.

Amj-ns, 91

Anat ampseros, 89
Anu’audiace.k, 81, 92
Ancardium, 92
Anagallis, 109

Anannrta, 86.

Ananas, 126
Anaphalis, 105
Anurrhmum, 112
Auastatica, 88
Anthusa, 111

Andira, 94
Andrachne, 118
Androcxmbiwn, 128
Andromeda, 108
Andropogon, 133
Androsace, 109
Androstephium, 127.

Aneilema, 128
Anemia, 135
Anemone, 86.

Anemonopsis, 86.

Anemopsis, 117.

Anethum, 101.

Angelica, 101

Angelonia, 112.

Angioptens, 135.

Angophora, 98
Angr.ecum, 123.

Anguloa, 122
Amgozantlios, 125.

Anisic inthus, 114.

Anisostuhus, 113
Allisotes, ill

Annona, 86
Annonacee, SO, 86.

Anoee toe hilus, 122
Anogramma, 135
Anoiganthus, 125.

Anopterus, 98.

Anredera, 85.

Ansellia, 122
Antennana, 105.

Anthenns, 107

Anthericum, 127.

Antholyza, 124.

Anthoxanthum, 134.

Antliurium, 131.

Anthxlhs, 94.

Antiaiis, 118

Antidesma, 118.

Antigonon, 117

Antirrhinum, 112.

Antrophyum, 135.

Aotus, 95
Aphananthe, 118.

Aphelandra, 114.

Aphyllon, 85

Apicra, 127.

Apios, 95
Apium, 101

Aplertrum, 122
Aplopappus, 105
Apoc inac kjf, 83, 110.

Aporynum, 111

Aponogeton, 132
AponooeionacevE, 85, 132.

Aporoeactus, 101

Aquifoliac-eac, 81, 91.

Aquilc gia, 86
Arabis, 88
Ahace^, 85, 131
Arachis, 94

Araehnanthe, 123.

Aralia, 101

Araliace^e, 82, 101.

Araucaria, 120
Arbutus, 108
Archangc'lica, 101

Archontophoemx, 130.

Arctium, 105
Arc tostaphylos, 108.

Arctotis, 107
Arctous, 108.

Ardisia, 109.

Areca, 130
Aregelia, 126
Arenaria, 89
Arenga, 130
Arethusa, 123
Argemone, 87
Arg\reia, 111
Ariocarpus, 100
Arisamia, 1 31

Ansarum, 1.31

Anstca, 124

Aristolochia, 117
Aristolophiacee, 84, 117.

Aristoteha, 90
Armena, 109
Arnebia, 111

Arnica, 107

Vroma, 96
Arpophjllum, 122
Arracacia, 101

Arrhenatherum, 134

ArtalxArys, 80
Artemisia, 107

Artocarpus, 118
Arthropodmm, 128
Arum, 131

Aruncus, 96
Arundinana, 134

Arundo, 134
Asarum, 117
Asclepiadace.e, 83, 110.

Asclepias, 110
Ascyrum, 89

Asimina, 86
Asparagus, 126
Aspasia, 123

Asperula, 103
Asphodebne, 127
Asphodelus, 127.

Aspidistra, 127

Asplemum, 136.
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Astelia, 128
Aster, 105
Asterhnosyris, 107
Astilbe, 98
Astragalus, 95
Astrantia, 101
Astroearyum, 129.

Asystasia, 114

Atalantia, 91

Athrotaxis, 120
Atraphaxis, 117
Atnplex, 116
Atropa, 112

Attalea, 129
Aubnetia, 88
Aucuba, 102
Audibertia, 115.

A.udouinia, 98.

Avena, 134.

Averrhoa, 90.

Avicenma, 115.

Azara, 88.

Azolla, 136.

Babiana, 124.

Baccaurea, 118.

Baccharis, 105.

Backhousia, 99.

Bactns, 129.

Baculana, 130.

Beeria, 106.

Bahia, 106
Baikisea, 95.

Balaka, 131

BalsaminacE/E, 81, 90.

Balsamocitrus, 91.

Balsamorrhiza, 106.

Bamburanta, 125.

Bambusa, 134.

Banksia, 117.

Baphia, 95
Baptisia, 94.

Barbacenia, 125.

Barbarea, 88
Barbiena, 95
Barlena, 114.

Barosma, 91.

Barrmgtoma, 99.

Basella, 116
BA8ELLACE/E, 85.

Batemanma, 123.

Bauera, 98
Bauhmia, 95
Beaufortia, 99
Beaumontia, 111.

Begonia, 100.

BeqoniacE/E, 82, 100.

Belemcanda, 124.

Beilis, 105

Bellium, 107
Beloperone, 114.

Benincasa, 100.

Bentmckia, 131.

Benzoin, 117.

Berberidace/E, 80, 87.

Berbendopsis, 88.

Berberis, 87.

Berchemia, 92.

Bergerocactus, 101.

Berria, 90.

Bersama, 92.

Bertholletia, 99.

Bertoloma, 99
Beschornena, 125.

Beslena, 114.

Bessera, 127.

Beta, 116
Betula, 119.

Betulace^e, 84, 119.

Biarum, 131.

Bidens, 106
Bifrenana, 123.

Bigelovia, 105
Bignoma, 113.

BignoniacE/E, 83, 113.

Billardiera, 88.

Billbergia, 126
Biophytum, 90.

Bischofia, 118
Bismarckia, 131.

Bixa, 88
Bixace^c, 80, 88.

Blakea, 99
Blandfordia, 127.

Blechnum, 135
Blephans, 114.

Blepharocalyx, 99.

Bletia, 122

Bletilla, 122
Blighia, 92
Bloorneria, 128
Blumenbachia, 100.

Boeeonia, 87
Boea, 114
Boehmeria, 118.

Bolandra, 98
Bollea, 123
Boltoma, 105.

Bomarea, 125
BOMBACACE/E, 81, 90.

Bombax, 90
Bongardia, 87
BoraginacE/E, 83, 111
Borago, 111

Borassus, 129
Boroma, 91.

Bosoj,, 116
Botryclmim, 135
Bougainvillea, 116
Boussingaultia, 116.

Bouvardia, 103

Bowenia, 120
Bowiea, 127

Bowkerm, 113
Boykinia, 98
Brachyeh»ta, 105.

Brach>elulus, 125.

Brachythiton, 90.

Brachycome, 105.

Braehyscma, 95.

Brahea, 129.

Brainea, 136.

Brasema, 87
Brassavola, 122.

Brassia, 123
Brassiea, 87.

Bravoa, 125.

Braya, 88
Brevoortia, 127.

Brewena, 111.

Breynia, 118
Bnokellia, 105.

Briza, 134
Brodiaea, 127.

Bromelia, 125
BrOMELIACE/E, 85, 125.

Bromheadia, 123.

Bromus, 134
Brosimum, 118
Broughtonia, 122.

Broussonetia, 118.

Browalha, 112.

Brownea, 95.

Bruckenthaha, 108.

Brunella, 115.

Brunfelsia, 112.

Bruniace/E, 82, 98.

Brunsvigia, 125
Bryanthus, 108
Bryonia, 100

Bryonopsis, 100
Bryophyllum, 98
Buekleya, 117
Buddleia, 110
Bulbme, 127

Bulbmella, 127
Bulbocodium, 128
Bulbophyllum, 123
Buineha, 109
Buphane, 125

Buphthalmum, 105.

Bupleuruin, 101

Burbidgea, 125
Burchellia, 103
Bursana, 88
Bursera, 91

Burser\ce,e, 81, 91

Butea, 95
BurovtvcEE, 85, 132.

Butomus, 132
Buxai e.e, 84, 119
Buxus, 119
Byrsomma, 90

Cabomba, 87.

Cacalia, 107
Caeahopsis, 107
CaOM.CE/E, 82, 100.

Cactus, 100
Cadia, 94
Ciesalpima, 95.

Cajanus, 95
Caladuun, 131

Calaniagroatis, 134.

Calamintha, 116
Calamov llf.i, 134.

Calamus, 129
Calanduma, 89.

Calantho, 122

Calathca, 125
Cal< eolaria, 112
Calendula, 107
Cabmens, 107.

Calldr, 111

Calhandra, 93.

Callianlhemum, 86.

Callicarpa, 114
Calhphruna, 125.

Calhpsyche, 125.

Calliptens, 136.

Calhrhoe, 89
Calhstemon, 98
Calhstephus, 105.

Calhtris, 120

Callopsis, 132.

Calluna, 108

Calochortus, 128
Calodcndrum, 91.

Calonyction, 111.

Calophaca, 95
Calophyllum, 89.

Calopogon, 122
Calothamnus, 98
Calotropis, 110
Calpurma, 94
Caltha, 86
Calvoa, 99
CalycanthacB/E, 80, 86.

Calycanthus, 86.

Calycotome, 94.

Calyoearpum, 86.

Calypso, 122
Calyptrogyne, 131.

Camaiotis, 123
Camassm, 128.

Camellia, 89.

Camcensia, 95
Campanula, 108
Campanulaceac, 82, 107.

Campanmna>a, 107

Camphora, 1 17.

Campsidium, 113.

Campsis, 113

Camptosorus, 136.

Canangium, 86
Cananna, 107
Canavalia, 95
Candollea, 85
CANnOPLKACE.E, 85.

Cam.strum, 12b
Carina, 125
Cannabis, 118

Cannaoke, 85, 125.

Cantua, 111

C\PP\KIDAOE/E, 80, 88
Cappans, 88
CApRirou\( E/E, 82, 102.

Capsicum, 112
Caragana, 95
Caralluma, 1 10

Canlam l no, 88
Cardiandra, 97
Cardiospennum, 92.

Catduus, 105

(’’arex, 1 1 1

Caric a, 100
Caric \< e k, 82, 100.

Carissa, 110

Carlina, 105

Carludovica, HI.
CarniK luelia, 95
Carnegiea, 101

Carpenteria, 97
Carpinus, 119.

Carnen.i, 88

Carthumus, 105
Carum, 101

Cary a, 118
Caryoear, 85
Cxriocauuee, 85.

C \ri oph\ ll\cE/E, 81, 89
Caryoptens, 115
Caryota, 130
Casmmoa, 91
Cassebeera, 135
Cassia, 95
Cassmo, 92
Cassiope, 108

Cassipourea, 98
Castanea, 119

C’astanopsis, 119
Castanohpemium, 94.

Castilleia, 113

Casuarma, 118
CAHUAltlN E/E, 84, 118.

Catalpa, 113

Catananche, 107.

Catasetum, 122.

Catesbrea, 103.

Catha, 92
Catopsis, 126
Cattleya, 122.

Caulophyllum, 87.

Cautlea, 125.
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Ceanothus, 92.

Cedrela, 91.

Cedronella, 115.

Cedrus, 120.

Ceiba, 90.

CEUABTRACEdS, 81, 92.

Celastrus, 92.

Celmisia, 107.

Celosia, 116.

Celsia, 112.

Celtis, 118
Cenchrus, 134.

Cenia, 107.

Contaurea, 105
Centradenia, 99.

Oentranthus, 103.

CVntropogon, 107.

Centrosenia, 95
Cephaebs, 103

Cephalanthera, 122.

Cephalanthus, 103
Cephalaria, 103
Cephalocereus, 101

Cephalostachyum, 134.

CephalotacEjE, 82, 98.

Cephalotaxus, 120
Cephalotus, 98
Cerastium, 89
Ceratiola, 119

Ceratolobus, 129
Ceratoma, 95
Ceratopetaluin, 98
Ceratopteridacew®, 85,

136
Coratopterxs, 136
Ceiatostiginn, 109.

Ceratothet a, 111.

Ceratozamia, 120
Cercidiphyllace^:, 80, 86.

Cere ldiphyU urn, 86
Corns 95
Cercocarpus, 97.

Cereus, 101.

Cerinthe, 111.

Ceropegia, 110.

C'eropteris, 135.

Ceroxylon, 130.

Cespedesia, 91.

Cestrum, 112

ChiEiiactis, 106.

Chtenoxneles, 96.

Cha*nostoma, 112

Charophy Hum, 101.

Cha?tospermum, 91.

Chalcas, 90
Chamcebatia, 97.

Chamacbatiana, 96.
( 'hamarypans, 120.

Chamaedaphne, 108.

( hamsedorea, 130
( hamirlirxum, 128.

( haimemelum, 107.

Chanueranthemum, 114.

Chamcerops, 129.

Chaptaha, 107.

Charms, 105
CheilantheB, 135.

Cheiranthus, 88.

Chelidomum, 87.

Chelone, 112.

Chenopodiacej®, 83, 116.

Chenopodium, 116.

Chilianthus, 110.

Chilopsis, 113.

Chunaphila, 108.

Chiococca, 103.

Chiogenes, 108.

Chionanthus, 109.

Chionodoxa, 128.

Chiranthodendron, 90.

Chirita, 114.

Chiroma, 110.

Chlidanthus, 124.

Chloranthaceak, 84, 117.

Chloranthus, 117.

Chlons, 134

Chlorooodon, 110.

Chlorogalum, 127.

Chlorophytum, 127.

Chloroxylon, 91.

Choisya, 91

Chondroryncha, 123.

Chorisia, 90
Chorizema, 94

Chrozophora, 118.

Chrywilidocarpus, 131.

Chry santhemum, 107

Chrysobactron, 127

Chxysobalanus, 97
Chry&ogonum, 106

Chrysophyllum, 109.

Chrysopsis, 105
Chry sosplciuum, 98
Chusquea, 134.

Chy sis, 122

Cibotxum, 136

Cicer, 95.

Cichonum, 107.

Cimieifuga, 86

Cinchona, 103.

Cineraria, 107.

Cmna, 1 14

Cmnanionium, 117
( lpura, 124

Circiea, 99
Cirrhopetalum, 123

Cirsium, 105

Cissampolos, 86
Cissus, 92
ClBTACE.E, 80, 88.

Cistus, 88
Cxtharexy him, 115.

Citropsis, 91

Citrullus, 100

Citrus, 91

Cladanthus, 107.

Cladothamnus, 108.

Cladrastis, 94
Clarkia, 99

Claucena, 90
Clavija, 109

Claytonia, 89
Cleisostoma, 123.

Cleistocaotus, 101.

Clematis, 86
Clomato-elethra, 86.

Cleome, 88
Clerodendron, 115.

Clethra, 108
CLETHRACE.E, 83, 108.

Cleyera, 89

Clianthus, 95.

Chdemia, 99.

Cliftonia, 91.

Clinostigma, 130.

Clintonia, 128.

Olitoria, 94.

Clivia, 125.

Cluytia, 119.

Clytostoma, 113.

Cmous, 105.

Cobsa, 111.

Coccinea, 100.

Coccoloba, 116.

Coccothrinax, 129.

Cocculus, 86
Coehlcana, 88.

Cofhlioda, 123
( 'ochliostema, 128.

Cocos, 129

Codiseum, 119.

Godonanthe, 114.

C’odonopbib, 107.

Coelia, 122
Ctrlogyne, 122.

Coffea, 103.

Coix, 133
Cola, 90
Colax, 123

Colchxmni, 128.

Colca, 113

Coleus, 115
Collabium, 123.

Colletxa, 92
Colliguaya, 119.

Collmsia, 112

CollinHoma, 116.

( olloim.i, 111

Colocasia, 131
Colquhouma, 116
Columnea, 114.

Colutea, 95
Colvillca, 95.

Comandra, 117
Comarum, 97
CoMBRETXCE.E, 82, 98
Cornbretum, 98
Conunrhna, 128

CoMMFLINXt F E, 85, 128
Coniparcttia, 123
Composit T , 82, 103

Comptonia, 118
Conandion, 114

Congca, 115
Coniogramma, 135
Oomum, 101

Conor linnnn, 105
Couvallana, 127

CoN\OIAl;UCE«, 83, 111

('omolvulus, ill

Coopt ria, 124
Copaifera, 95
Coptinica, 129.

Copiosma, 103.

Coptis, 86
Corillorluza, 122.

Corchorus, 90.

Cordia, 111

Cordvlme, 127
Corema, 119

Coreopsis, 106
Conundrum, 101.

Cornu la, 93
Coriariace.e, 82, 93
CoHNAt e.k, 82, 102

Cornub, 102
Coromlla, 94

Correa, 91

Cortaderia, 134.

Cortusa, 109

Coryanthes, 123.

Corydalis, 87
Corylopsis, 98.

Corylus, 119.

Corymocaxpus, 93.

Corynostylis, 88.

Corypha, 129

Corysanthes, 123.

Corytholoma, 114.

Cosmos, 106.

Costus, 125.

Cotinus, 93.

Cotoneaater, 96.

Cotula, 107.

Cotyledon, 98.

Couroupita, 99.

Coussapoa, 118.

Cowama, 97.

Crambo, 87.

Cramolana, 114.

Crassula, 98
Crabsueaceas, 82, 98.

Cratiegus, 96
Cxattova, 88.

Craterostigma, 113.

Crepis, 107

Cr« s< ontxa, 113.

Crinuni, 125

('rithmum, 101.

Croeosmia, 124.

Crocus, 124

Crossandxa, 114.

Crotalaria, 94

Croton, 118

Ciutianella, 103

Crucifer e, 80, 87.

Cryptanthe, 111

Cryptanthus, 125
Cry p tot ox \ no, 132

Crvptogx unrna, 135.

Cryptolepis, 110

Cryptomeria, 120
Cry-ptophoranthus, 123.

Cxyptostc gia, 110
Cry ptosti nima, 107
(’n ptost> lis, 123.

Ctinanthe, 125

Cucunus, *100

Cue urlnta, 100
Ct 1

1

1 RBI tac k E, 82, 100.

Cudrarna, 118
Cuniinum, 101.

Cummingm, 125.

Cunila, 110
Cunningharma, 120.

Cunonia, 98
CrNONXvrEiE, 82, 98.

Cuphea, 99
Cupressus, 120.

Curexxligo, 125'.

Curcuma, 125
Cuseuta, 111

Cy ananthus, 107.

Cyanella, 125
Cyathea, 136
Cyaihe\( e e, 85, 136.

(hc\DACEE, 84, 120.

Cycas, 120
Cyclamen, 109
Car lantuacEje, 85, 131.

C\ t lanthcTi, 100
Cy'clanthus, 131

Cyolobothra, 128
Cyclolonxa, 116.

Cyclophorus, 135.

Cycnoches, 122.

Cydista, 113

Cydonia, 96
Cymbidium, 123

Cymbopetalum, 86.

CyTnbopogon, 133.

Cynanchum, 110.

Cynara, 105.

Cynodon, 134.
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Oynoglossum, 111.

Cynorchxs, 121

Cynosurus, 134.

Cypella, 124
Cyperace.e, 85, 133.

Cyperorchis, 123.

Cyperus, 133

Cyphomandra, 112.

Oyphokentia, 131.

Cyiihophocinx, 130.

Cyphosperma, 130.

Cypripedium, 121.

Cynlla, 91

Cykillace^e, 81, 91.

Cyrtandra, 114.

Cyrtanthus, 124
Cyrtocarpa, 92.

Cyrtomium, 136
Cyrtopodium, 122.

Cyrtospenna, 131

Cyrtostachys, 130.

Cystoptens, 136
Cytisus, 94.

Daboecia, 108.

Dactylis, 134.

Dactyloetenium, 134.

Dspdalacanthus, 1 14.

Dsemonoropa, 129.

Dahlia, 106
Dais, 117
Dalbergia, 94.

Dalca, 95
Dalcchampia, 119.

Dahbarda, 97.

Damnacanthus, 103.

Danae, 126
Daniea, 135
Daphne, 117
Daphniphyllutn, 118.

Darlingtonia, 87.

Dasjlnxon, 127.

Datisca, 85
Daxisuac ee, 85.

Datura, 112

D.Uinta, 101

Da\ allia, 1 30.

Davidia, 102
Debregeasm, 118
Doraisnea, 87.

Decodon, 99
Decumana, 97.

Deenngia, 116.

Demantho, 98
Delarbrea, 101

Delavaya, 92
Delphinium, 86.

Dendrobium, 123.

Dendrocalamus, 134.

Dondiomecon, 87.

Dennstxedtia, 136.

Dentana, 88
Deparia, 136.

Derris, 94.

Dcsrhampsia, 134.

Desmanthus, 95
Desmazerxa, 134.

Desmodium, 94
Desmoncus, 131.

Deutzia, 97
Diacnum, 122
Diandrolyra, 134.

Dianella, 127
Dxanthera, 114.

Dianthus, 89.

Diapensxa, 109.

Diapensiace^j, 83, 109
Diascia, 112.

Dicentra, 87
Dichonsnndra, 128
Dichroa, 97
Dichrostachys, 95
Dicksoma, 136.

Dicliptera, 114

Dictamnus, 91

Dxotyosperma, 130
Dicyrta, 113

Didymoehlaena, 136
Didymospemia, 130.

Dieffenbaehia, 131.

Diorama, 124
Diervxlla, 102
Digitalis, 113.

Dillenxa, 86
Dilleniaokas, 80, 86.

Dimorphotheea, 107.

Dioelea, 94
Diona?a, 98.

Dioon, 120
Diosoorea, 123.

DlOSCOREACEAS, 84, 123.

Diosma, 91
Diosp> roa, 109
Diostea, 115
Dipcadi, 128.

Dipelta, 102
Dxphyllexa, 87.

Diphysa, 95
Dipxdax, 128
Dipladenia, 111

Diplarrhena, 124
Diplazium, 136
Diploglottis, 92.

Dxplolapna, 91

Diplothemiuni, 129.

Dips\c\cea,, 82, 1(33.

Dipsaeus, 103

Dipteroma, 92
Dire a, 117
Disa, 121

Disanthus, 98
Disoc actus, 100.

Disporum, 128
Dissotxs, 99
Dxstxehhs, 134
Distiotxs, 113
Distylxum, 98.

Diuris, 123

Dxzygothcca, 102.

Docyma, 96
Doderatheon, 109.

Dodonsea, 92
Doliohos, 94
Dombeya, 90.

Doodia, 136
Dorcma, 101

Doromcum, 107.

Dorstoma, 118.

Doryalxs, 88
Doryanthes, 125
Doryoptens, 135.

Dossmia, 122
Douglasia, 109
Downingia, 107.

Draba, 88
Dracaena, 127.

Draoooephalum, 115.

Dracontium, 131.

Dracunoulus, 131.

Druma, 128
Drmiys, 86
Drosera. 98.

Droserace.®, 82, 98.

Drosophyllum, 98.

Dryas, 97
Drymoglossum, 135.

Drymophloeus, 130.

Drynana, 135.

Dryopteris, 136.

Drypetes, 118
Duchesnea, 97.

Dudleya, 98
Duguotia, 86.

Dulichium, 133.

Duranta, 114.

Duno, 90
Duvalta, 110
Duvernoia, 114

Dyckia, 126.

Dypsis, 130
Dyschoriste, 114.

Ebenace^b, 83, 109.

Ebenus, 95
Ecballxum, 100

Eceromocarpus, 113.

Echevena, 98
Echidnopsis, 110.

Echinacea, 106
Echinocaetus, 100
Echxnocereus, 101

Ec hinochloa, 133

Echxnocystis, 10Q
Echinopanax, 102.

Echxnops, 105
Eehinopsis, 101

Echxnostach>s, 126
Eclntes, 111

Echiunx, 111

Edgeworthia, 117
Ehretia, 111

Eichhornia, 128

Epeagnacee, 84, 117.

Elxeagnus, 117

Elans, 129
EL«o<’\RPM:hiE, 81, 90
EUeooarpus, 90
Ela>odendron, 92
Elaphoglossum, 135
Eloocharxs, 133

Elettaria, 125

Eleusine, 134

Eleuthonne, 124.

Elliottia, 108

Elodoa, 120
Elsholtzia, 116.

Elymus, 134

Emilia, 107
Emirienun the, 111

Emmenoptoiys, 103
Empetracee, 84, 119.

Enipotrum, 119
Encelia, 106

Encephalartos, 120.

Enkianthus, 108
Ennealophus, 124.

Entada, 94
Entelm, 90
Enterolobium, 93.

Eomecon, 87

Epac'uiijacEjK, 83, 108.

F.pacns, 108
Ephedra, 120
Epidendrum, 122.

Epiga*a, 108

Epilobxmn, 99
Epiniedium, 87.

Epxpactxs, 122.

Epiphyllanthus, 101,

Epiphyllum, 100.

Epipremnum, 132.

Episoxa, 114
Equisetace.®, 85, 135.

Equisetum, 135.

Eragrostis, 134.

Erantheinum, 114.

Eranthis, 86
Eremot itrus, 91

Eromospatha, 131.

Eremostac hys, 116.

Ereiuurus, 127.

Ena, 123.

Enanthus, 133.

Erica, 108
Ericaceae, 83, 108.

Erigenia, 101.

Erigc>ron, 105.

Erinacea, 94.

Emms, 113
Enobotrya, 96
Eriooephalus, 106.

Enochilus, 123

Eriogonmn, 117.

Krxophorum, 133.

Enophyllum, 106.

Enopsis, 123

Eriostemon, 91.

Erlangea, 107.

Erodium, 90.

Eruea, 87
Eryngium, 101.

Erysimum, 88.

Erythea, 129
Er\thra*a, 110.

Erythxina, 95
Erythromum, 128
Erytixroxylac ke, 81, 90.

Erythroxylon, 90
Escallonia, 97
Eschsc holtzia, 87.

Esc ontrxa, 101

Euc alyptus, 98
Eucharidium, 99
Euoh.ms, 125

Euchbona, 133

Euomdo, 100

Euconns, 128

Eucomnu i, SO
Eucommim i< + ,

SO, 86
Eucryphu, 89
EUCUYPHIAC EE, 81, 89.

Eugenia, 99
Eulophia, 122

Eulophiella, 122
Eupatorxum, 105
Euphorbia, 119
EuPHORBIACE®, 84, 118.

Euphoria, 92
Euptelea, 86.

Eurya, 89
Euryalo, 87.

Euryclos, 125
Euiyops, 107
Euscaphxs, 92
Eustrephus, 126.

Eutaxia, 95
Euterpe, 130.

Evodia, 91.

Evonymus, 92.

Exacum, 110.

Exccjooana, 119.

Exochorda, 96.

Exorrhiza, 131

Exostemma, 103.
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Fahiana, 112.

Faoageab, 84, 119.

Fagelia, 95.

Fagopyrum, 117.

Fagus, 119.

Fallugia, 97.

Faradaya, 115.

Futsia, 102

Fedia, 10.-*.

Feijoa, 98

Felicia, 105
Fendlera, 97.

Fernelia, 103.

Feroma, 90
Fcroniella, 90.

Ferrana, 124.

Ferula, 101.

Festuca, 134.

Ficus, 118

Fillpend ul a, 97.

Fittoma, 111

Fitzioya, 120
Flaeourtm, 88
Flacouk'iiacee, 80, 88.

Flenungm, 95
Fluggea, 118
PVemnilum, 101

Fokiema, 120

Fontanesm, 109

Forsythui, 109

Fortumama, 98
Fortunella, 91

Fothergilla, 98
Fouquierm, 89

Foi QLILltl

\

ce.e, 81, 89
Fragana, 97
1' raneoa, 97
Trankenia, 85
Frvnkeniace.e, 85.

Frasera, 110
Fraxinus, 109

Freesm, 124

Fremontm, 90
Frew metia, 1 11

Fntillana, 128

Frulichia, 116.

Fuchsia, 99
Fumana, 87.

FuM \KIA(’EA2, 80, 87.

bunkm, 127
Furr rteu, 125

Fussea, 86

Guillardia, 106.

Galactia, 95.

Galanthus, 124.

Galax, 109.

Galeandra, 122.

Galedupa, 95.

Galega, 95
Galeopsis, 116.

Galeorehis, 121.

Gamun, 103

G ilphuma, 90
Galtoma, 128
Gaxnogyne, 132
Ganiolepis, 107.

Garcmia, 89.

Gardenia, 103.

Garrya, 102.

Garryaceab, 82, 102.

Garuga, 91.

Gasteria, 127.

Gaultherm, 108.

Gaura, 99
Gaussia, 130

Gaylussacia, 108.

Gazania, 107.

Geissorhiza, 124.

Geitonoplesium, 126.

Gelsemium, 110
Gempa, 103
Genista, 94

Gentmna, 110.

Gentianace®, 83, 110

Geodorum, 123.

Geononm, 131

Geraniace®, 81, 90.

Geranium, 90
Gerardia, 113.

Gerbent, 107

Gesnerni, 113

Gewneriace®, 83, 113.

Gethyllis, 125

Geuni, 97
Gilia, 111

Gllibeitia, 102

Gillenia, 96
Ginkgo, 119

Ginkgoace®, 84, 119.

Githopsis, 108
Gladiolus, 124
Glam mm, 87
Glaux, 109

Gleditsia, 95
Gleiehenia, 116
Gia i< hkmm ee, 85, 136
Glineidia, 95
Globba, 125
GLobulana, 1 1

1

Globdlvriace®, 83, 114

Gloundion, 118
Glonosa, 128

Gloxinia, 113

Gl>iena, 134.

Gl>< mi', 95
Gl\(osnns, 90
Gl\ r\ rilma, 95
Ginelina, 115

Gni.ta* f e, 84, 120
Gnidia, 117
Gu'thra, 89

Gomeza, 123

Gomphi carpus, 110
Gomplirena, 11(».

Gongora, 121

Gonioma, 110
Goniophlebiuni, 135
Gonolobus, 110
Goodema, 85
Goodeniacee, 85.

Goodia, 94
Goodvera, 122
Gordonia, 89
Gossypnmi, 89.

Gouarna, 92
Govema, 123.

Grabowskia, 112.

Gramine.e, 85, 133.

Grammangis, 123.

Grarnnianthes, 98
Gramniatophyllum, 123.

Graptophyllum, 114.

Gratiola, 113.

Gravesia, 99.

Grevillea, 117.

Grewia, 90.

Greyia, 92.

Gnas, 99.

Gnffima, 125.

Gnndelia, 105.

Grisehma, 102

Guaiacum, 90.

Guazuma, 90.

Guettarda, 103.

Guevma, 117.

Guizotia, 106.

Gunnera, 98.

Gurarua, 100.

Gutierrezia, 105.

Guttifer®, 81, 89.

Guzmama, 126.

Gymnoeladus, 95.

Gymnolomia, 107.

Gymnopetalum, 100.

Gymnoptens, 136.

Gymnospona, 92
Gymnostachys, 132.

Gynandropsis, 88.

Gynerium, 134.

Gynura, 107.

Gvpsophila, 89.

Habenaria, 121.

Haberlaea, 114.

Haequetia, 101.

H®modoracee, 85.

Hiemanthus, 125.

Hxmana, 122.

Hamiatoxylon, 95.

Hakea, 117.

Halesia, 109.

Halimod^ndron, 95
Hallena, 112
Haloraoidace®, 82, 98
Hamamelida<’e®, 82, 98.

Hainamelis, 98
Hamelrn, 103.

Haplorarpha, 107.

Hardenbtrgia, 95.

Hariota, 100
Harpephyllum, 93.

ILirnsia, 101

Hartwegia, 122
IT istingsia, 127.

Haworthia, 127.

llaz irdiu, 105
Hebenstreitia, 114
Herhtia, 126

Hedeoma, 116.

Hedera, 102.

Hedyehium, 125.

Hedjsanim, 94.

Hedvseepe, 130
Heeri.i, 99
Helennnn, 106.

Heliamphora, 87.

Hehanthella, 106.

Hehanthemum, 88
Helmuthus, 106
Hehchrysum, 105
Helirodieeros, 131.

llelieonia, 125

Hehorereus, 101.

Hehophila, 88.

Hehopsis, 106.

Hehotropmm, 111.

Ilelipterum, 105.

Helleborus, 86.

Helonias, 128.

Heloniopsis, 128.

Helwmgia, 102

Ilelxmo, 118.

Hemerocallis, 127.

Hemieyclia, 118.

Hemigraphis, 114.

Hennomtia, 135.

Hemiteha, 136.

Hepatica, 86.

Heracleum, 101.

Herbertia, 124.

Hentiera, 90
Hermodactylus, 124.

Hernandia, 117

Hernxaria, 89
Herpestis, 113.

Herpetospermum, 100,

Hesperantha, 124.

Hesperethusa, 91

Hespens, 88
Hesperoeallis, 127.

Hesperochiron, 111.

Heteranthera, 128.

Hcteropapjius, 105.

Heterophragma, 113.

Heterosmilax, 126.

ITeterospathe, 130
Heuehera, 97.

Hevea, 119
Hexisea, 122.

Hibbertia, 86.

Hibiscus, 89.

Hidalgoa, 106.

Hieracium, 107.

Hieroehloe, 134.

Hillebrandia, 100
Hippeastnim, 124

Hippocastanace e, 81, 92,

Hippocrepis, 95
Hippornane, 119

Hippophat1
,
117

Hippuns, 98
Hodgsoma, 100

Hoffmannia, 103

Hoffmanseggia, 95.

Hohenbergia, 126.

Hohena, 90
Holboelha* 87.

Holeus, 133

Holodiscus, 96.

Holothnx, 123

Homalanthus, 119.

Homalomena, 131.

Homena, 124

Homogyne, 107.

Hoodia, 110
Hordeum, 134.

Hosaekia, 94
Hottonia, 109.

Houlletia, 123.

Houstoma, 103.

Houttuyma, 117.

Hovea, 95.

Hovema, 92.

Howea, 130.

Hoya, 110.

Hudsoma, 88.

Huerma, 110.

Hulsea, 106.

Humata, 136.

Humea, 105.

Humulus, 118.

Hunneraanma, 87.

Huntena, 111

Huntleya, 123.

Hura, 119.

Hutehinsia, 87.

Hyaeinthus, 128.

Hysenanehe, 118.

Hydrangea, 97.

Hydrastis, 86.

Hydnastele, 130.

Hydroc h utn ace®, 84,120
Hydrodians 121
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Hydrocotyle, 101.

HyijkophyllacEj®, 83, 111

Hydrophyllum, 111.

Hydrotanna, 124.

Hylocereus, 100.

Hymennja, 95.

Hymenanthera, 88.

HymenoealUs, 125
Hymenophyllaceabj, 85,

135
Hymenophyllum, 135.

Hymenosporum, 88.

Hyophorbe, 130.

Hyoscyarnus, 112.

Hyospathe, 131.

Hypccoum, 87
Hypericace^e, 81, 89.

Hypericum, 89
Hyphaene, 129

Hypochceris, 107.

Hypolepis, 135.

Hypolytrum, 133.

Hypoxis, 125
HyssopusI 116.

Ibens, 87
ICVCINACE.B, 85.

Idesia, 88
Ilex, 91

IlleoebracewE, 83.

Illicium, 86
Impatiens, 90.

Imperata, 134
Inearvillea, 113.

Inchgofera, 95.

Inga, 93
Ingenhausia, 90.

Inohulbon, 123.

Inula, 105
Iochroma, 112
lone, 123
Ionopsidium, 87.

Ionopsis, 123.

Ipomoea, 111.

Iresme, 116.

Inartea, 130.

Iridace^e, 81, 124.

Ins, 124
Isatis, 87
Isochilus, 122.

Isoloma, 113
Isonandia, 109
Isopyrum, 86
Isotoma, 107.

Isotria, 122.

Itea, 97.

Iva, 106.

Ixia, 124

Ixiolirion, 125.

Ixora, 103

Jaearanda, 113.

Jacksonia, 95
Jacobima, 114.

Jaequemontia, 111.

Jaequmia, 109
Jamesia, 97
Janusia, 90
Japarandiba, 99.

Jasione, 107.

Jasminum, 109.

Jatropha, 119
Jatrorrhiza, 86.

.I'elTersonm, 87.

Joannesia, 119
Jubtea, 129.

Juglandaoe^b, 84, 118.

Juglans, 118.

JPNCAf’EA5, 85, 129.

Juncus, 129.

Juniperus, 120.

Jussieua, 99.

Justieia, 114.

Kadsura, 86.

Ksempfena, 125.

Kageneckia, 96.

Kalanchoe, 98.

Kalinin, 108.

Kendriekia, 99.

Kennedya, 95
Kentia, 130
Kontiopsis, 130
Kernera, 88
Kerria, 97
Keistingiella, 95.

Kotcleeria, 120
Kigelia, 113
Kitaibeha, 90
Kitclnngia, 98.

Klugia, 114
Kniphofia, 127.

Kochia, 116
Kaelroutena, 92.

Kolkwitzia, 102.

Kopsia, 110
Kostololzkya, 90.

Krumena, 95
Kraussia, 103.

Kngia, 107.

Kuhnia, 107.

Kunzea, 99.

Kydia, 89.

Labi atas, 83, 115.

Laburnum, 94
Lacama, 123
Lachenaha, 128
Lactuea, 107
Leelia, 122
Laeliocattleya, 122.

Lagenana, 100
Lagerstroemia, 99.

Lagetta, 117
Lagunana, 89.

Lagurus, 134
Lamar* kia, 134
Lamium, 116
Landolplna, 111

Lantana, 114

Lapageria, 126
Lapeyrousia, 124.

Lardizabala, 87
IjARDIZABALACEiE, 80, 87
Lanx, 120
Lasthenia, 106
Latania, 129.

Lathyrus, 94
Lauracea3, 84, 117.

Laurelia, 117
Laurus, 117.

Lavandula, 115.

Lavanga, 91.

Lavatera, 89
Lawsoma, 99.

Layia, 106
Lebidieropsis, 118
Lecythidace.®, 82, 99
Leeythis, 99.

Ledum, 108.

Leea, 92
Lkeace®, 81.

Leguminos®, 82, 93.

Loiophvlhim, 108

Leitneria, 118
Ll.I INKUl b, 84, 118.

Lem.ureoe ereus, 101

Limna, 1 31

Levin vc’f b, 85, 131

Lonophvllum, 98
Lens, 91

Lenih.ulvrm e.i*, 83, 113.

Leonotis, 116

Leonti* e, 87

Leontodon, 107

Leontopodmm, 105.

Lepachv s, 100

Lepanthes, 123

Lepidagathis, 114.

Lepidium, 87

Leptactina, 103.

Leptairhena, 98

Loptoearpha, 107.

Leptodulus, 136.

Leptoehloa, 134

Leptocodon, 108
Leptodermis, 103.

Leptoptens, 135
Leptospermum, 98.

Leptosv ne, 106
Leptotes, 122
Lespedeza, 94
Lettsomia, 111

Leucadendron, 117
Leueama, 94
Leuchtenbei gia, 100
Leucocoiyne, 12.8

Leuco* rinurn, 127
Leueojuin, 124
Leucophyllum, 112
Leucostegia, 136
Leucothoe, 108
Levisticum, 101.

Lewisia, 89
Leyeesterm, 102
Liatns, 105
Libertia, 124
Libocedrus, 120.

Licuala, 129
Lightfootia, 108.

Ligusticum, 101.

Ligustium, 110.

Liliaceas, 85, 126.

Liliuin, 128
Limatodes, 122
Limnanthace®, 81, 90.

Limnanthes, 90
Limnobium, 121

Limnochans, 132.

Limoma, 91
Linaceas, 81, 90.

Lmana, 112.

Lmdelofia, 111

Lmdenbergia, 113.

Linnsca, 102.

Linospadix, 130.

Linosyris, 105.

Lmum, 90.

Lipans, 122.

Lippia, 114.

Liquidambar, 98.

Ltnodendron, 86.

Linope, 127.

Lisianthus, 110.

Lissoehilus, 122.

Listera, 122

Listrostachys, 123

Litchi, 92
Lithospormum, 111,

Lithra^a, 93
Litsea, 117
Littoma, 128
Livistona, 129.

Loasa, 100.

Loasace®, 82, 100.

Lobelia, 107.

Lobelia*® e, 82
Lodoicea, 129.

Lcjcselm, 111

Logania, 110
Loganiage®, 83, 110.

Loiselouria, 108
Lolium, 134
Lomatia, 117
Lomatium, 101

Lomatophyllum, 127.

Lonas, 106
Lonchitis, 136.

Lon* hocarpus, 95
Lome era, 102
Lopezia, 99
Lophanthus, 115
Lophorereus, 100
Lophophora, 100
LoRANTIIACE®, 84, 117.

Loranthus, 117
Loropetalum, 98
Lotus, 94
Loxoscaphe, 136.

Lueulia, 103
Lueuma, 109
Ludwigia, 99
Lueddemannia, 123.

Luehea, 90
Luetkea, 96
Luffu, 100
Luisia, 123

Lunaria, 88
Lupinus, 94
Lycaste, 122
Lychnis, 89
Lyeium, 112

Lycopersicum, 112.

Lycopodia*®®, 85, 134.

Lycopodium, 134
Lycons, 124
Lygodium, 135
Lyonia, 108

L> onothamnus, 97.

Lysichitum, 131.

Lysiloma, 93
Lysimaehia, 109.

L>sionotus, 114.

Lythkace®, 82, 99.

L> thrum, 99.

Maackia, 94
Maba, 109
Mabea, 119
Macadamia, 117.

Macaranga, 119
Macfadyenia, 113.

Macleama, 108
Madura, 118

Macodcs, 122

Macropleetrum, 123.

Macroscopis, 110
Maciozamia, 120.

M iddc ma, 97.

Madia, 106.

Moisa, 109
Magnolia, 86.

Magnoliace®, 80, 86.
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Maherma, 90.

Mahonia, 87
Maianthemum 127.

Malacocarpus, 100.

Malcoima, 88.

Mallotus, 119.

Malope, 89

Malpighia, 90
Malpighiaceas, 81, 90
Malva, 90
Malvaceae, 81, 89.

Malvastrum, 90.

Malvavise us, 89
Mainmea, 89
Mammillaria, 100.

Mandevilla, 111

Mandragora, 112
Maruttia, 103

Mangifi ra, 92.

Mamcaria, 131.

Manihot, 119
Mapania, 133
Maprounia, 119

Maranta, 125

Marantacl*., 85, 125

Marattia, 135
Maratiiaceas, 85, 135
Margj ru arpus, 97
Marie a, 124

Marrulmim, 115
Marsdema, 110.

Marshallia, 1(K>

Marsilea, 130

Mumleaiee, 85, 136
Martinezia, 129

Martvma, 111

Maiuymm ee, 8 i, 114

Masd(‘\ allia, 122

Massangoa, 120

Ma^om.i, 128

Matricaria, 107

Matteuccia, 136
Matthiola, 88
Maurandia, 112

Mauritia, 129
Maxillana, 123

Maxnmliana, 129
Maximilianea, 88
Muj tenus, 92.

Mazus, 113

Meconopsis, 87.

Medeola, 128

Medicago, 95
Medmilla, 99.

Megaclimum, 123.

Megarrluza, 100.

Melaleuca, 98
Melanthium, 128

Melasplxerula, 124.

Melastoma, 99
Melahtomac kac, 82, 99.

Melm, 91

Meliaceac, 81, 91
Mediant hack e 81, 92.

Melianthus, 92
Melira, 134.

Melicocca, 92
Mchlotus, 95.

Melinis, 134.

Meliosina, 92.

Melissa, 116
Melittis, 115.

Melothria, 100.

Merusciuni, 136
Menispermaoeas, 80, 86
Memspornium, 86.

Mentha, 116

Mentzeha, 100

Mcnyanthts 1 10

Menzieeia, 108.

Meratia, 86
Mercunalis, 118.

Merendera, 128.

Morope, 91

Mertensia, 111.

Mertya, 102.

Mesembryanthemum, 101.

Mesospimdium, 123
Mespilus, 96
Metrosideros, 98
Metroxylon, 131.

Meum, 101

Michauxia, 108.

Miehelia, 86
Mieholitzia, 110.

Mieranthus, 114.

Microcitrus, 91.

Microcyeas, 120.

Mirrokcntia, 130.

Miciolcpia, 136

Mu ionieles, 96.

Mu ronieluni, 90
Muromena, 116

Mu rophfenix, 131.

Microstylis, 122.

Mikania, 105.

Milla, 127

Milkttia, 95.

Miltonia, 123.

Mimosa, 91

Mimose e, 81.

Mmiulus, 113.

Munusops, 109.

Minkfltrsia, 95.

Mirabilis, 116

Miseanthus 133.

Mitchella, 103.

Milella, 97
Mitraria, 114.

Mitnostigma, 103

Modecca, 100.

Mohna, 135.

Molima, 134

Molopospermum, 101

Molu< cella, 116
Moniordica, 100

Monarda, 115

Monardella, 116

Moneses, 108
Monimiacek, 84, 117.

Monogramina, 1 35

Monoh na, 99
Mononuna, 123

Monoiropace.e, 83, 108.

Monsoma, 90
Munstera, 131

Montanoa, 107.

Montia, 89
Moorea, 123.

Moracee, 84, 118.

Mora*a, 124

Monna, 103.

Mormda, 103.

Moniiga, 93

Moringaoe^e, 82, 93
Morisia, 87

Monnodes, 122.

Morrema, 110.

Morus, 118

Moschosma, 115

Mucuna, 95
Muehlenbeckia. 116.

Muehlenbergia, 134.

Muilla, 128

Musa, 125
Muhaceas, 85, 125.

Muscari, 128

Musmeon, 101.

Mussienda, 103.

Myoporace,®, 83, 114.

Myoporum, 114.

Mvosotidium, 111.

Myosotis, 111

Mynra, 118

Myricaceas, 84, 118.

Myricana, 89
Myriocephalus, 105.

M> nophyllum, 98
Mynstica, 117

Myristicack^e, 84, 117.

Myrrhis, 101

Myusinaceab, 83, 109.

Myrsme, 109
Myhtaceae, 82, 98
Myrtillocactus, 101.

Myrtus, 99

Mystaudium, 123.

Ntegelia, 113

N uao\ceai, 85, 132.

Nandma, 87.

Napaea, 89
Napoleona, 99.

Narcissus, 124

Narthecium, 128.

Nathusia, 109

Naumbergia, 109.

Neillia, 96
N clumbo, 87
Nemastylis, 124.

Nemesia, 112

Nemopanthus, 91.

Nemophila, 111.

Nenga, 130
Neobenthamia, 122.

Neoglaziovxa, 126.

Neogvne, 122

Neolauchea, 123
Neomcholsoma, 131.

Neottia, 123
Nepenthace.e, 84, 117.

Nepenthes, 117

Nepeta, 115

Nephrolepis, 136

Nephth>tis, 131.

Neptuma, 9 4

Nenne, 125

Nerium, 110

Nertera, 103

Ner\ ilia, 123

Neuwiedia, 123

Nexiusa, 97

Nieandra, 112

Nicotuum, 112

Nidularium, 126

Nierembergia, 112.

Nigella, 86

Nipa, 131

Niphiea, 113

Nolana, 112

Nolanaceas, 83, 112.

Nohna, 127

Nopalea, 100

Nothofagus, 119.

Notholauia, 135

Nothokus, 134

Nothoseordum, 128.

Notylia, 123.

Nuphar, 87.

Nyctacunacejb, 83, 116
Nyctocereus, 101.

Nymphaea, 87
Nympileace^e, 80, 87
Nymphoides, 110.

Nyssa, 102
NySSACEjE, 82, 102.

Oakesia, 128
Oberoma, 123.

Ochna, 91
OcHNACEAS, 81, 91.

Oehrocarpus, 89.

Oeimum, 115
Octomena, 123.

Odontadcma, 111.

Odontoglossum, 123.

Odontosoria, 136.

CEnocarpus, 131.

(Enothera, 99
Olacace/e, 81, 91.

Olax, 91

Oldenburgia, 107.

Oldenlandia, 103.

Oldfieldia, 118.

Olea, 110
Oleacee, 83, 109.

Olearxa, 105.

Ohgobotrja, 128.

Ohveranthus, 98.

Omphaha, 119

Omphalodes, 111

OnagracEjE, 82, 99.

Oncidium, 123

Oncoba, 88
Oncosperma, 130.

Onobryelns, 94.

Onoclea, 186.

Onoms, 95
Onopordon, 105.

Onosma, 111

Onosmodium, 111.

Onyclnum, 135
Ophioglossace,b, 85, 135.

Ophioglossum, 135.

Ophiopogon, 127
Ophr>s, 121

Ophthalmoblapton, 119

Oplismenus, 133
Opuntia, 100.

Orchidace^e, 84, 121.

Orchis, 121.

Oreoearya, 111

C roocereus, 101.

Oreodoxa, 130.

Oreopanax, 102.

Origanum, 116

Onxa, 91

Ormthidium, 123.

Ormthocephalus, 123.

Ormthochilus, 123

Ormthogalum, 128.

Ormthopus, 94.

Orobanchaceas, 85.

Orontium, 131

Oroxylon, 113

Orthocarpus, 113.

Orthosanthus, 124.

Oryza, 133.

Oryzopsis, 134.

Osbeekia, 99
Osmanthus, 109.

Osmaronia, 97.

Osmorhiza, 101.
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Osmunda, 135.

Osmundaceab, 85, 135.

Ostcomeles, 96.

Osteospermum, 107.

Ostrowskia 108.

Ostrya, 119.

Othonna, 107.

Ouratea, 91.

Ourisia, 113
OXALIDACE.E, 81, 90.

Oxahs, 90
Oxera, 115
Oxyanthus, 103.

Oxydendrum, 108.

Oxylobium, 94.

Oxypetalum, 110.

Oxypolis, 101.

Oxytenanthera, 134.

Oxytropis, 95.

Paclnra, 90
Pachycereus, 101.

Paehyphytum, 98.

Pachypodium, 111.

Pachyrhizus, 94
Pachysandra, 119
Paehystima, 92
Paohystroma, 119.

Ptederm, 103

Pseonia, 80
Palava, 89.

PalHota, 128.

Pahurus, 92
Palmace.e, 85. 129.

Pahnercua, 107.

Palumbma, 123.

Pamburus, 91.

Panax, 101

Pancratium, 125
P\NDANACEA3, 85, 131.

Pandanus, 131.

Pandorca, 113.

Parncurn, 1 13

Pamsea, 123

Papavci
, 87.

PAPAVERACEA3, 80, 87.

Papeda, 91
Papin rua, 123
Paphiopcdilum, 121.

Paradisea, 127.

Paramignya, 91.

Panetarm, 118.

Pari.s, 128

Parkin.soma, 95
Pannenticra, 113.

Parnassia, 97
Parochetus, 95
Paronychia, 89.

Parrotia, 98.

Parrya, 88.

Pnisonsia, 111.

Parthemum, 106
ParthenocisMis, 92.

Pascalia, 106.

Paspalum, 134
Passiflora, 100
Passiflorace^e, 82, 100
Pastinaca, 101.

Patrmia, 103.

Paullmia. 92
Paulowma, 112.

Pavetta, 103.

Pavonia, 89.

Pectinana, 110.

PedaliacEjE, 83, 114.

Pediculans, 113

Pedilanthus, 119.

Pelargonium, 90.

Pelecyphora, 100.

Pehosanthea, 128.

Pellsea, 135
Pelhonia, 118.

Peltandra, 131.

Pel tana, 87.

Peltophorum, 95.

Penmsetum, 133.

Pentachseta, 105.

Pentapetes, 90.

Pentapterygium, 108.

Pentas, 103
Pentstemon, 112.

Peperonua, 117.

Peponia, 100
Peraphyllum, 97.

Pereskm, 100
Pereskiopsis, 100.

Pericome, 106
Peril la, 116
Penploea, 110
Perihterm, 123
Peristrophe, 114.

Pernettya, 108
Perowskm, 115
Persea, 117.

Pertva, 107.

Pescatorea, 123
Petalostemon, 95.

Pctasites, 107
Petivena, 116.

Petreca, 114
Petrophytum, 96.

Petroselinum, 101.

Petteria, 94
Petunia, 112.

Peucedanum, 101. .

Peumus, 117.

Pfaffia, 116
Phaceha, 111.

Phaedranassa, 125.

Phaedranthus, 113.

Phajus, 122
Phalamopsis, 123.

Phalaris, 134

Phalocalhs, 124.

Phaseolus, 91
Phegoptens, 136
Phellodendron, 91
Philadelphus, 97
Philesia, 126

Phihbertia, 110
Phillyrea, 109
Philodendron, 131.

Phlebodium, 135
Phleum, 134

Phlogacanthus, 114.

Phlomis, 116
Phlox, 111

Phoenix, 129
Pholidota, 122.

Phoradendron, 117.

Phormium, 127.

Photmia, 96.

Phragmites, 134.

Phragmopedilum, 121.

Phryma, 114.

Phrymace,®, 83, 114.

Phrymum, 125
Phygelius, 112
Phyllagathis, 99.

Phyllanthus, 118.

Phylhtis, 136.

Phyllocladus, 120.

Phyllodoco, 108
Phyllostachys, 134.

Phymatodes, 135.

PhysaliB, 112.

Physana, 88
Physianthus, 110.

Physocarpus, 96.

Physoptychis, 88.

Physosiphon, 123.

Physostegia, 115.

Physurus, 122
Phytelephas, 131

Phyteuma, 108
Phytolacca, 116
Puytolaccaceas, 84, 116.

Piaranthus, 110.

Picea, 120
Picrasma, 91.

Pieris, 108

Pigafetta, 131.

Pilea, 118
Pilocarpus, 91.

Pimelea, 117.

Pimenta, 99.

Pin ace.®, 84, 120.

Pinanga, 130
Pinckneya, 103.

Pmellia, 131.

Pinguicula, 113.

Pinus, 120

Piper, 117
PlPERACEAS, 84, 117
Piptadema, 91
Piptanthus, 95
Pipturus, 118
Piquena, 105
Piscidia, 94
Pisoma, 116
Pistacia, 92.

Pistia, 131

Pisum, 94.

Pitcairma, 126.

Pithecoi tenium, 113
Pithecololmim, 93
PlTTOSPORACEAS, 81, 88
Pittosporurn, 88
Placea, 124
Plagianthus, 90
Plagiobothrya, 111.

Plagiospeimum, 97
Planera, 118
Pl.ANTAOIN ACEA5, 83, 116
Plantago, 116
Platanace.®, 84, 118
Platanus, 118
Platonia, 89.

Platycarya, 118
Platycerium, 135.

Platychina, 122
Platycodon, 107.

Platycrater, 97
Platylepis, 123
Platystemon, 87
Platystigma, 87.

Platytheca, 88
Plectocomia, 129.

Plectranthua, 115
Plectroma, 103.

Pleione, 122.

Pleiocarpa, 111.

Pleiospermum, 91.

Pleurothalhs, 122
Plocama, 103

Plukenetia, 119
Plumbauinaceas, 83, 109
Plumbago, 109

Plumeria, 110.

Poa, 134
Podacheenium, 106.

Podalyria, 95
Podociirpus, 120.

Podolepis, 105.

Podophyllum, 87.

Podostigma, 110.

Pogonia, 122.

Pogostemon, 116.

Poinciana, 95
Poivrea, 98
Polamsia, 88
POLEMONIAOEAS, 83, 111.

Polemomum, 111.

Polianthea, 125
Poliothyrsis, 88.

Pollia, 128
Polycycms, 123.

Polygala, 88.

PoLYGALACEAS, 81, 88
Polygonaceas, 84, 116
Polygonatum, 127.

Polygonum, 117

Polymma, 106
Poi.YPODTACE®, 85, 135
Polypodium, 135
Polypteris, 106
Polyrrhiza, 123

Polyscias, 102

Polystachya, 122

Pob&tiohum, 136
Pomaderris, 92
Poncirus, 91

Pontederia, 128
PoNTEDERIACE.®, 85, 128
Ponthieva, 122
Populus, 119

Porana, 111

Poranthera, 118
Portenschlagia, 101.

Portulaca, 89
PoitTULACACEAS, 81, 89.

Posoquena, 103.

Potamogeton, 132
Potentilla, 97.

Poterium, 97
Pothos, 131

Pouterm, 109
Premna, 115.

Prenanthes, 107.

Prestonia, 110.

Primula, 109
Primulaoaceas, 83, 109
Prinsepia, 97
Pnomum, 129.

Pntchardia, 129.

Prochnyanthes, 125.

Promensea, 123.

Prosopis, 94.

Prostanthera, 115.

Protea, 117.

Proteace.®, 84, 117.

Prunus, 97.

Pseuderanthemum, 114.

Pseudolanx, 120

Pseudopanax, 102

Pseudophoenix, 131.

Pseudotsuga, 120.

Psidium, 98.

Psilostrophe, 107.

Psoralea, 95.

Psychotria, 103.

Ptieroxylon, 91.

Ptelea, 91.

Pteridium, 135.
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Pteris, 135.

Pteroeactus, 101

Pterocarpus, 95.

Pterocarya, IIP.

Pteroeeltis, 118.

Pterolobium, 95.

Pteroma, 107

Pterospermum, 90.

Pterostylis, 123
Ptcrostyrax, 109
Ptychoccoc us, 131.

Ptychoraphis, 131

Ptychosperma, 130.

Pucraria, 94.

Pulmonana, 111

Pultencea, 94
Punua, 99
Punicaceaj, 82, 99.

PuFshia, 97
Pusehkima, 128
Putranjiva, 118
Puya, 120

Py't nanthemum, 116
Pycno.staehys, 116
Pyraoantha, 96
Py lenacantha, 85
Pyrethrum, 107

Pyrola, 108
PYROLACEA5, 83, 108.

Pjrostegia, 113

Pyrulana, 117.

Pyrus, 97
Pyxidanthera, 109

Quamocht, 111

Quassia, 91

Quekettia, 123
Quercus, 119
Quesneha, 126.

Quillaja, 96
Quisqualis, 98.

Haduniac hira, 1 1 i

Radmila, 88
Rajama, 123

Kamonda, 1 14

Randia, 103

Raneveu, 131

R\nuncueacea:, 80, 86.

Ranunculus, 8b
Raphanus, 87
Rapluolepis, 97
Raphionacme, 110
Rathhunm, 101.

Rauwolfia, 110.

Ravenala, 125.

Ravcma, 91

Reevesia, 90
Rehmanma, 113.

Remeokia, 127.

Reinwardtia, 90.

Renanthora, 123.

Renealmia, 125.

Reseda, 88
Resedaceve, 80, 88.

Restiaceas, 85.

Restio, 85
Restrepia, 122.

Reynosia, 92.

Rhabdothamnus, 114.

Rhamnaceas, 81, 92.

Rhamnella, 92.

Rhamnus, 92.

Rhaphidophora, 131
Rhapidophvllum, 129
Rhapis, 129.

10

Rheedia, 89.

Rheum, 117.

Rhexia, 99.

Rhipidopteris, 136
Rhipsalis, 100
Ilhizophora, 98.

Rhizophokaceas, 82, 98
Rhodoihiton, 112.

Rhododendron, 108
Rhodoleia, 98
Rhodoinyrtus, 99.

Rhodorhiza, 111

Rhodothamus, 108
Rhodotypus, 97.

Rhoeo, 129
Ilhopaloblaste, 130
Rhopalosty lis, 130.

Rhus, 93
Rhy nchanthuB, 125.

Rhynehosxa, 95.

Rhy nehonpora, 133
Rhynehobtylis, 123
Ribes, 97
Ricinodendron, 119

Ricinus, 118
ltigidella, 124.

Rivina, 116.

Robima, 95
Rochea, 98
Rodgeraia, 98.

Rodnguezia, 123.

Roettlera, 114.

Rohdea, 127
Rolhniu, 86
Romney a, 87.

Romulea, 124.

Rondeletia, 103.

Rosa, 97.

RcjfeACE.E, 82, 96.

Roschena, 130
Roscoea, 125
Rosmarinus, 115
Rothro< kia, 110
Rottbcjellia, 131.

Roupala, 117
Royena, 109

Roy stonea, 130
Rubia, 103

Rybiace*., 82, 102.

Rubus, 97
Rudbeckia, 106.

Ruellia, 114

Rulingia, 90
Rumux, 117
Rungia, 114
Rupicola, 108.

Ruse us, 126
Russeha, 112.

Ruta, 91
Rutaceb, 81, 90.

Sabal, 129.

Sabbatia, 110.

Sabiaceas, 81, 92.

Saccliarum, 133.

Saccolabium, 123.

Sagina, 89.

Sagittaria, 132
Samtpaulia, 114.

Salicacea:, 84, 119.

Saheornia, 116.

Salix, 119
Salpiehroa, 112.

Salpiglossis, 112.

SaJpinga, 89.

Salsola, 116.

Salvia, 115
Salvima, 136
Saeviniaceac, 85, 136

Sambucus, 102.

Sanchez la, 114
Sandersoma, 128.

Sanguinana, 87.

Sanguisorba, 97.

Samcula, 101

Sanseviena, 127
Santalaceaj, 84, 117.

Santalurn, 117
Kantohna, 106

Sanvitalia, 106
Sapindac’Ea:, 81, 92.

Sapindus, 92.

Sapium, 119
Saponana, 89.

Sapotaceac, 83, 109.

Saraca, 95
Sure anthus, 1 23
Sarco< eph.ilus, 103.

Sareoehilus, 123.

Sareococca, 119

Sarcodes 108
Sarcopodmm, 123
Sargonlodoxa, 87
Sarracema, 87
S^RRAC ENIACKAC, 80, 87.

Sassafras, ll7
Saturua, 116
Satynurn, 123
Sauromatuni, 131
Sauropus, 118
Sauiiorage e, 84, 117
Saururus, 117
Saussurea, 107.

Saxifraga, 98
Saxifragaceas, 82, 97.

S< abiosa, 103
Scjpyola, 85
S( andix, 101

b« .tphosepalum, 122.

Seaphy glottis, 123.

Schauern., 111.

S< heelea, 129
Scheeria, 113

SchcfHera, 102.

Schimu, 89
Schinus, 92
Schismatoglott is, 131.

Schiza'a, 135
Schi/ «AC ea, 85, 135
Schizandia, 80
S( hizantlius, 112
S«hizocodon, 109.

Stlnzolobium, 95
Sehizopetalon, 88
Schizophragma, 97.

Sehizosty lis, 124.

Schlmimia, 123
Srhlumbergera, 100
Schomburgkia, 122

Schotia, 95
Schrankia, 94
Sciadopity\s, 120
Sc ilia, 128

Scindapsus, 131.

Scirpus, 133
Selerocarpus, 106.

Scolymm, 107

Scopolia, 112

Seorpiurus, 95
Scorzoneia, 107
Scrophularia, 112
SCROPHULARIACEAS, 83, 112

Scutellaria, 115.

Scutiearia, 123

Scyphanthus, 100
Sebastiana, 119
Sec ale, 134
Sechium, 100.

Seeurmega, 118.

Sedum, 98
Sei.aginaceac, 114.

Selaginella, 134
Selaginellacea:, 85, 134.

Selenia, 88.

Selenicereu8, 101.

Sehnum, 101.

Seinoc arpus, 92.

Serneie, 126.

Sempervivum, 98.

Senebiera. 87.

Senec 10
, 107.

Sequoia, 120.

serapias, 121.

Seremea, 129
Sene oc arpus, 105.
Serissa, 103

Serjama, 92
Sen atula, 105.

Sesamuin, 114.

Sesbama, 95.

Soseli, 101,

Sesuvnun, 101.

Setana, 133
Stvennia, 91
Seymena, 113

Shepherdia, 117.

Shortia, 109

Sibbaldia, 97.

Sibira>a, 96
Sibthorpia, 113.

Sic ana, 100
Sicyos, 100

Sida, 90
Sidalcea, 89
Sulentis, 116.

Sideroxylon, 109.

Sievekingia, 123
Signmtostahx, 123.

Silene, 89
Silphium, 106
SlMARUBACEE, 81, 91.

Simmondbia, 119
Sinningia, 113

Smofranchetia, 87.

Sinoinenium, 86
Sinowil&onia, 98
Siphocampylus, 107,

Sisyrinchium, 124.

Siurn, 101

Skimmia, 91.

Smeloy\skia, 88.

Smilacina, 127.

Smilax, 126
Smodingium, 93.

Sobolewskia, 87.

Sobralia, 122
SOLANACE.E, 83, 112.

Solandra, 112.

Solanum, 112
Soldanella, 109.

Solea, 88
Solenanthus, 111.

Solemdium, 123.

Sohdago, 105.

Soil} a, 88
Sonchus, lc)7.

Sonenla, *i9

Sophora, 94
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Sophronitis, 122.

Sorbana, 96.

Sorbus, 96.

Sorindeia, 93.

Sparaxis, 124.

Sparmanma, 90.

Spartma, 134.

Spartium, 94
Spatheha, 91.

Spathiphyllum, 131
Spathodea, 113
Spathoglottis, 122.

Spathyema, 131

Specularia, 107.

Spergula, 89
Sphseralcea, 89.

Sphffiroeodon, 110.

Sphodamnocarpus, 90.

Sphenopholis, 134.

Spigeha, 110
Spilanthes, 106.

Spmacia, 116.

Spiraea, 96.

Spiranthes, 122.

Spondias, 93
Sporobolus, 134
Spraguea, 89
Sprekelia, 124
Stachys, 116

Stachytarpheta, 114
Stachi urace®, 81, 89.

Stachyurus, 89
Stackhousia, 92.

Stackhousiace®, 81, 92
Stadmanma, 92
Stangeria, 120
Stanhopea, 123
Stanleya, 88
Stapeha, 110
Staphylea, 92
Staphyleace®, 81, 92.

Statice, 109
Stauntoma, 87.

Stauropsis, 123.

Staurostigma, 132.

Steironema, 109
Stehs, 123
Stellana, 89
Stenandnum, 114.

Stenanthium, 128.

Sterna, 123

Stenocarpus, 117.

Stenomesson, 125
Stenorrhynchus, 122.

Stenosperniatiinn 131

Stenotaphrum, 133.

Stephanandra, 96.

Stephanotis, 110.

Sterculia, 90.

Sterculiace®, 81, 90.

Stereospermum, 113.

Sternbergia, 124.

Stevensoma, 130.

Stigmaphyllon, 90.

Stillmgia, 119.

Stipa, 134
Stokesia, 105.

Stranvaesia, 96.

Stratiotes, 121.

Strehtzia, 125
Streptocalyx, 126.

Streptocarpus, 114.

Streptopus, 127.

Streptosolen, 112.

Strobilanthes, 114.

Stromanthe, 125.

Strophanthus, 111.

Strophohnon, 127.

Strychnos, 110.

Stryphnodendron, 94.

Stuartia, 89
Stylophorum, 87.

Stylophylhim, 98
Styracace®, 83, 109.

Styrax, 109

Suksdoifia, 98
Sulhvantia, 98.

Sutherlandia, 95.

Swamsona, 95.

Sweitia, 110
Swietema, 91.

Sycopsis, 98
Symbegonia, 100
Symphonearpos, 102.

Symphyandra, 108
Symphytum, 111.

Symplocace®, 83, 109.

Symplocarpus, 131.

Symplocos, 109.

Syrmdemum, 119.

Synandra, 116.

Synearpia, 98
Syndesmon, 86.

Syneehanthus, 131.

Syngonium, 131.

Synthyns, 113.

Syrmga, 109.

Tabebuia, 113.

Tabenuemontana, 1 10.

Taeoa, 124
Tacx’ace e, 84, 124.

Tacsonm, 100.

Tumidia, 101.

Tagetes, 106.

Tamia, 123

Talauma, 86
Talmum, 89
Tamaricace®, 81, 89.

Tamanndus, 95.

Tamarix, 89.

Tamonea, 99
Tamus, 123.

Tanacetum, 107.

Tanakaia, 98.

Tapiria, 92
Tapiseia, 92.

Taraxacum, 107.

Taxace®, 84, 120.

Taxodmm, 120.

Taxus, 120
Tecoma, 113.

Tecomana, 113.

Tecophilaea, 125.

Tectaria, 136.

Teedia, 112
Telanthera, 116.

Telfairea, 100.

Tellima, 98
Telopea, 117.

Templetoma, 94.

Tephrosia, 95
Terminalia, 98.

Ternstrcemia, 89.

Ternstrcemiace®, 81, 89.

Testudmaria, 123.

Tetracentron, 86.

Tetradymia, 107.

Tetragoma, 101.

Tetranema, 112.

Tetrapanax, 102.

Tetrastigma, 92

Tetratheca, 88.

Teucnum, 115.

Teysmanma, 131.

Thalia, 125.

Thalictrum, 86.

Thaspium, 101.

Thea, 89.

Theeostele, 123
Thelespermu, 106
Thehnutra, 123
Theobioma, 90
Theophrasta, 109.

Thermopsis, 94.

Thcspesia, 89.

Thevetia, 110.

Thibaudia, 108.

Thladiantha, 100.

Thrmax, 129

Thryptomene, 98.

Thuja, 120.

Thujopsis, 120.

Thunhorgia, 114.

Thunia, 122

Thymclaoa, 117.

Thymel.eace®, 84, 117.

Thymus, 116
Thyrsaeanthus, 1 14.

Thyrsoptoris, 136.

Thysanotus, 128.

Tiarella, 97
Tibouchina, 99.

Tigndia, 124
Tilia, 90
Tiuack®, 81, 90.

Tillu)a, 98
Tillandhia, 126.

Tinantia, 129.

Tmnea, 116
Tipuana, 94
Tipularia, 122.

Tithoma, 107.

Tocooa, 99
Toddaha, 91.

Todea, 135

Toholdia, 128.

Tolmiea, 97.

Tolpis, 107.

Toluifera, 95
Torema, 113

Torreya, 120
Tournefortia, 111.

Towiisendia, 105.

Trachelnim, 108
Trachelosponnuin, 111.

Traehycarpus, 129
Tradescantia, 129.

Tragia, 119

Tragopogon, 107.

Trapa, 99
Trapac'E®, 82, 99
Trautvettena, 86
Troma, 118

Tremandrace®, 81, 88.

Trevesia, 102.

Trewia, 118
Tncalysia, 103.

Tnchiha, 91

Tnchmium, 116
Trichloris, 134

Trichocaulon, 110
Tnohocentrum, 123.

Tnchoglottis, 123.

Tncholsena, 133
Tncholopis, 107.

Tnchomanes, 135.

Tnchopilui, 123.

Tnchosanthes, 100.

Trichosma, 122.

Tnchosporum, 114.

Trichostema, 115
Trituspidana, 90.

Truyrtis, 128
Trientahs, 109.

Tnfohum, 95.

Trigonella, 95.

Tngomdium, 123.

Trilisa, 105
Trillium, 128.

Triosteum, 102

Tnpetaleia, 108.

Triphasia, 91
Tnphora, 122
Tnplans, 117
Tripsacum, 133.

Tripterygium, 92.

Trisetum, 134
Tnstagma, 127.

Tnstama, 98
Tnstellatoia, 90.

Triteleia, 128
Tnthrmax, 129.

Triticum, 134

Tritoma, 124

Triumfetta, 90
TROCHODENDHAf EE, 80, 86.

Tnxhodendron, 86
Trollms, 86
Tropeolacee, 81, 90.

Troptpolum, 90
Troximon, 107
Tsuga, 120

Tulbaghia, 128.

Tulipa, 128

Tunica, 89
Tupidanthus, 102.

Tupi'stra, 123

Turnera, 85
Turn^race®, 85.

Turpima, 92
Turnea, 91

Tussilago, 107.

Typha, 131.

Typhacee, 85, 131.

Typhomum, 132
Typhonodorum, 132.

Ulex, 94
Ullucus, 116
Ulmace®, 84, 118
TJlmus, 118

Umhki.uI'Er®, 82, 101.

Umbellulana, 117.

Ungnadia, 92.

Umola, 134.

Unona, 86.

Uraria, 94
Urbinia, 98
Urceocharis, 125.

Urceolma, 125.

Urera, 118
Urginea, 128.

Ursima, 107.

Urtica, 118
Urticace®, 84, 118.

Utrieularia, 113.

Uvaria, 86.

Uvularia, 128.

Vaccimum, 108.

Vagaria, 125
Valeriana, 103.

Valerianace®, 82 103.
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Valerianella, 103. Vigna, 94 Watsonia, 124. Xylosma, 88.

Vallans, 110. Viguiera, 106. Wedelea, 107.

Vallisneria, 120. Villarsia, 110 Welfia, 131 Yucca, 127.

Vallota, 124 Viminana, 94 Welwitsehia, 120.

Vaneouveria, 87. Vinca, 110 Westringia, 115. Zalacf a, 131

Vanda, 123. Vinoetoxicum, 110. Whipplea, 97 Zaluzania, 107

Vandopsis, 123. Viola, 88. Whitfieldia, 114. Zuluzianskya, 112.

Vangueria, 103. VIOI.ACEA5, 80, 88. Wigandia, 111 Zamia, 120

Vanilla, 122. ViHium, 117. Wikstrcemia, 117. Zanimhelha, 132

Veitchia, 130. Visnea, 89 Wilcoxia, 101. Zantedesf hm, 131

Vellozia, 125 VlTACE.®, 81, 92. Wistaria, 95. Zaust hneria, 99

Velloziace.®, 85, 125. Vitex, 114. Wiltia, 100 Zea, 133

Veltheimia, 128. Vitis, 92 Woodsia, 136. Zebrina, 128

Venidium, 107. Vittadima, 105. Woodwardia, 136 Zelkova, 118

Veratrum, 128 Vittana, 135. Wulfenia, 113 Zenobia, 108

Verhascum, 112. Voehysia, 85. Zophy ranthes, 124

Verbena, 114 VoCHYSIACE/E, 85. Xanthisma, 105. Zingiber, 125

Verbenace^e, 83, 114. Vouapa, 95 Xanthoccras, 92 ZiNGIBhRACE.®, 85, 125

Verbesina, 106 Vnesia, 126 Xanthorrhiza, 86 Zinnia, 106

Vernonia, 105 Xanthorrhcea, 127. Zizania, 133

Veronica, 113 Waitzia, 105 Xanthosoma, 131. Zizia, 101

Verschaffeltia, 130. Waldsteima, 97. Xanthoxylum, 91. Zizyphus, 92

Vesicana, 88 Walhchia, 130 Xeranthemum, 105. Zygadenus, 128

Vetiveria, 133. Warpuria, 114. Xerophyllum, 128. Zygocactus, 100

Viburnum, 102. Warrea, 122 Xuih ma, 91 Zygopetalum, 123

Vicia, 04 Warseewiezella, 123. Xylobium, 123. ZygOPHYI IA( KAC, 81, 90.

Victoria, 87. Washington^, 129. Xylopia, 86 Zygophyllum, 90.

NOTE
The foregoing index comprises only the names in the Key, not all those in the

Cyclopedia It is not intended that the Key shall include every small or incidental

generic entry oi paragraph in the volumes, for that would make it more involved and
compile at

<

m 1 (See page 79 ) At the end of some of the families the names of other
genera are sometimes given, so far as these small entries w’ere positively determined
when the Key was made, for the purpose of aiding the student to a completer knowl-
edge of the familv or of advising him of entries that he might overlook In the progress
of the work, other minor or outlving or very recently introduced genera will undoubtedly
be inserted, and such newr definitions of genera may be made as will necessitate some
shifting of names All such additional entries will be accounted for, under their proper
families, m the General Index at the close of Vol. VI



NAME-LIST

ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS OF LATIN NAMES OF SPECIES

The technical or Dotanical name of a plant is a combination of two words,—the generic word, common to the
entire group or genus; the specific or particular word, designating the given species: as Bnza maxima, the large

briza, B minor
}
the small briza, and B media

,

the intermediate bnza The second or species-word usually is an
adjective descriptive of some feature of the plant, although it is sometimes geographical, as Abies sibtrica

}
the

Siberian abies, or commemorative, as A Frasen, Fraser’s abics Although the species-word is not always dcsigna-

tive and is sometimes even inapplicable, nevertheless the student is aided if he knows what the word means in

English translation, and the following list is mserted to supply this knowledge for eharacteiistic Latin or Latin-
ized descriptive adjectives (in some cases nouns m the genitive or in apposition) applied to the species of plants.

These words are likely to be used in diffeimg meanings in different geneia and as applied by diffeient authors,

in many cases, they do not follow the usages of classical Latin* therefore a list of this kind cannot be exact or

give all the meanings in which the words may be applied as specific names. The generic names (the first word
in the combination) need not be listed here, for they are not adjectives of description but made-up substantives,
and, moreover, their origins are explained at the entries m the text.

The species-adjective is made to agree with its genus in gender thus the Latin adjective aureus (golden) takes
the regular masculine termination in Calochor tus aureus, because Calochortus is masculine, the feminine termination
in Albuca aurea, the neater in Acrostichum aureum; in Sorbus it is feminine (B aurea) even though the generic

name is masculine in form, because most trees are feminine whatever the teimmation of the name In the follow-

ing list, for convenience most of the adjectives are printed m the masculine form. The leading exceptions are
those that, terminate in -fer and -gcr, meaning “bearing,” these being given in the feminine foim.

The above examples illustrate prevailing terminations of species-words. Other adjectives have other forms,
as niger, nigra, nigrum (black); asper, aspera, asperum (lough); acaulis, acaule (stemless), the termination -ensis

^belonging to, citizen of), as in canadensis, canadense (not -um) Commemorative personal species-names rna> be
m the genitive or in the form of an adjective; as Btanhopea Lindleyi Lindley’s stanhopea; Belempedium Lindley-

anum, Lindleyan selempedium If the person’s name ends in a hard consonant, the termination (under the
recent Vienna code) is in double 11

,
as Carina Larnbertn. If for a woman, the termination is feminine, as Ac-acia

Wayse Substantive names in apposition hold their own termination, ami the void in such cases should begin
with a capital letter, if it is a proper name or an old generic name, as Hibiscus Babdanffa, Artemisia Absinthium,
Begonia Rex Such words are usually old generic names or prominent vernacular substantives, and they com-
monly record some historical connection of the 'plant.

In all the regular entries in the Cyclopedia the pronunciation is indicated (see explanation p xn)
,
but it is

also indicated again in the following lists: wnen the emphatic syllabic is indicated as ending in a vowel and with a
grave accent, the vowel is pronounced long, as acutifb lius, pu milus, when it ends in a consonant and is marked with
an acute accent, the vowel is short, as mdx imus, arvSn sis There are differences of practice in the pronouncing
of many of the names in this list, but the list represents the method in this Cyclonedia, and if it should so
happen that there are any inconsistencies between the list and the text, it is desired that the list shall hold

Very many names are compounded from generic or subgeneric names, representing similarity or likeness to

These the leader will be able to recognize at once, and they need not be entered m this list Examples are.

achillcsefolvis, achillea-leaved, achilleoides, aehillea-hke, acrostichoules, acrostichum-like
,
belluhjlorus, belhs-flow ered;

lamufoli us, lammm-leaved, xiphioides, xiphium-hke; tremuliformis, tremula-formed or -shaped; catalwpsis,
cacalia-hke, atriplicis, atriplex-like; scillaris, scilla-hke.

The glossary, beginning page 1G0, will be helpful in givmg other botamcal equivalents and m accounting
for other words that are sometimes applied as species-names.

abbreviA tus: abbreviated, shortened,
abort! vus: aborted, parts failing

abrfip tus: abrupt, suddenly changing
in shape or character,

abyssln icus: Abyssinian,
acau lis: stemless
ac6ph alus: headless

ac6r bus : acerb, harsh or sour (taste),

acerol des: acer-like, maple-like,

acerd sus: needle-shaped.
aciculA ris: needle-like,

acidis simus: exceedingly sour.
he idus: acid, sour
acini ceus: scunetar-or saber-shaped.
A ens: aend, sharp
aculeA tus: pnckly
acuminA tus: acuminate, long-pointed,

tapenng.
acut&n gulus: acutely or sharply

angled
acutif idus : acutely or sharply cut.

acutifd lius: acutely leaved, sharp-
leaved.

acutfl obus : acutely lobed.

acutipet alus: petals acute or sharp
(pointed)

acu tus: acute, sharp-pointed,

admirib die: admirable, noteworthy.
adnA tus: adnate, joined to

adpres sus: pressed against.

adsc6n dens: ascending
adstir gens : rising to an erect posi-

tion, ascending
addn cus: hooked
id venus: newly arrived, adventive.
segyptl acus: Egyptian
fifcm ulus: emulative, imitating.

a§ neus: brazen, bronze-colored
aquinoctiA Us

:
pertaining to the equi-

nox
»quip6t alus: equal-petaled.
aerugind sus: rusty, rust-colored.

astivA lis: summer.
aestl vus: summer.
sethi6p icus : Ethiopian, African.

alfl nis: related (to another species).

(148)

africA nus: African,

agavoi des: Agave-like,
ageratol des: agrratum-hke.
aggregA tus: aggregate, clustered.

agrA nus: of the fields,

agris tis: of or pertaining to the
fields

aizoi des: aiz6on-hke (Aizd on, an
evergreen or tenacious plant).

alA tus: winged
albis cens: whitish, becoming white.
A1 bicans: whitish.

albicau lis: white-stemmed.
A1 bidus: white.

albifld rus: white-flowered.

&1 bifrons: white -fronded, white*
herbaged.

albispl nus: white-spined
alboclnc tus: white-girdled, white*

crowned.
albospl cus: white-spiked.
il bus: white.

alcicbr nis: elk-horned.
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al6p picus; of Aleppo (in Syria),

allift ceus: of the alliums, garlic-like,

alol des: aloe-like,

alpfts tris: alpine,

alpl nus: alpine.

alt! icuB : of the Altai Mts. (S Siberia).

altftr nans: alternating.

altftr nus : alternating, alternate.

ftl tifrons: tall-fronded or -herbaged.
altfs simus: very tall, tallest.

ftl tus: tall

am&b ills: lovely.

ami rus: bitter

ambfg uus: ambiguous, doubtful,

axnellol des: amellus-like.

amend nus: American,
ameth^s tinus: amethystine, violet -

colored

amde nus: charming, pleasing,

amphib ius* amphibious, growing both
m water and on land

amplexicaft lis: stem-clasping

amplfs simus: most or very ample.
&m plus: ample, large, extended
amurftn sis * of the Amur River region

(E Sibena)
amygdftl inus: pertaining to or like

am> gdalus

anacftn thus: without spines

anat61 icus. of Anatolia (Asia Minor),
fin ceps’ two-heuded, two-edged
andfc olus: native of the Andes
and! nus: Andine, Andian, pertaining

to the Andes
andr6g ynus: with l>oth stammate

and pistillate flowers in one cluster

anfractud sus: twisted

fin glicus: English, pertaining to Eng-
land

angul nus: snaky, pertaining to ser-

pents

angul! ns: angular, angled,

angul! tus: angular, angled,

anguld sus: angular, angled,

angfis tus. narrow
ann6t inus • year-old.

annul! ns: annulur, nnged.
annuli tus* annular

&n nuus annual, liv ing but one year.

an6m alus. anomalous, out of the

ordinary or usual

antill! ris’ of the Antilles (W. Indies),

antfp odum: of the antipodes,

antiqud rum’ of the ancients

anti quus: ancient

apennl nus: pertaining to the Apen-
nines (Italy)

aper tus: uncovered, bare,

apet alus: without petals.

aph£l lus: leafless.

apicul! tus: apiculate, tipped with a
point

appendiculft tus: appendaged, bearing

an extension or additional part or

process.

applan! tus: flattened,

apphcft tus : joined, attached,

ftp terns: wingless

aquftt icus, aquftt llis: aquatic,

ft queus: aqueous, watery,

aquill nus : aquiline, pertaining to the

eagle.

ar&b icus: Arabian,
arachnol des: spider-like, cobwebby,
arborfts cens: becoming tree-like,

woody.

arbd reus: tree-like.

ftrc ticus: arctic.

arcuft tus: bow-like, bowed.
arenft nus : of sand or sandy places.

areolft tus: areolate, pitted.

argent! tus: Bilvcry, silvered.

argftn teus: silvery.

argoph^l lus: silver-leaved.

argu tus. sharp-toothed
argyr& us: silvery.

&r idus: and
anetl nus : like a ram’s head,

anstft tus: aristate, bearded,

aristd sus: bearded
arm! tus: anned (as with thorns),

aromftticus: aiomatic
arrftct us: raised up, erect

articul! tus: articulated, jointed,

arundinft ceus: reed-like,

arvftn sis : pertaining to cultivated

fields.

ascftn dens: ascending.

asiftt icus : Asian.

fts per: rough
asperft tus: rough
aspericau lis: rough-stemmed.
asper nmus: very rough
assfm ills: similar, like to.

assiir gens : assurgent, clambering

ft ter: coal-black

atl&nt icus : Atlantic, growing in At-
lantic regions

atrft tus: blackened
atropurpu reus • dark purple,

atror ubens: dark red

atrosangufn eus: dark blood-red.

atr6v irens. dark green
attenuft tus. attenuated, produced to

a point

ft t ticus: pertaining to Attica or
Athens, Greek

augustls simus : v cry notable,

augfist us: august, notable, majestic,

auranti acus* orange-red.

aurft olus: golden,

au reus: golden

aunculft tus: auncled, eared,

australiftn sis: belonging to Australia,

austr! lis’ southern,

austrlacus: Austrian,

autumn! lis: autumnal,
axilli ns: axillary, borne in the axils,

pertaining to the axils,

azh reus: azure, sky-blue.

bacc! tus: berried,

bacclf era: berrv-beiiring.

baleftr icus: Balearian, of the Balearic

Islands

bals! meus: balsamic, balsam-1 ike,

with balsam odor
balsamif era: balsam-bearing,

bambusol des: bambusa-hke, bam-
boo-like

banftt icus: of Banat (S. Hungary),
barbadftn sis: ofBarbadoes.

bftr barus : foreign, from a strange

country
barb! tus: barbed, bearded,

barblg era: beaung barbs or beards,

basil! ns: pertaining to the base or

bottom.
bftl lus : handsome,
benedlc tus: blessftd.

benghalftn sis: of Bengal (E. India),

betulol des: Betula-hke, birch-like.

bicannft tus: twice-keeled, with two
keels.

bfc olor: two-colored
bicftr ms : two-horned
bicornu tus: two-horned
bident! tus: two-toothed
biftn ms: biennial, living only two

years.

blf idus: twice cut, m two parts
bifid rus: two-flowered
bifurc! tus: twice-forked
bigfb bus: with two swellings or pro-

jections

biglu mis: two-glumed.
bij ugus: yoked two together, joined,

fastened together,

bfl obus: two-lobcd
bin! tus: twin, double, two-and-two.
biner vis: two-nerved
binoculft ns: binoc ular, two-eyed, two-

spotted

bipartl tus: two-parted
bipftt alus: two-petaled

bipinnatff idus* bipumatifid, twice
pmnatcly cut

bipinn! tus : bipinnute, twice pinnate.

bipunct! tus: two-spotted
bisec tus: cut in two parts.

bispmd sus: two-spmed
bitern! tus: twice ternate.

bl&n dus: bland, mild
bd nus: good
borbdn icus: of Bourbonne (in N. E.

France)
bore! lis. northern
botryoi des: duster-like, grape-like

brachi! tus brachiate, branched at

right angles

brachyp odus’ short-stalked

bracte! tus: bract cate, bearing bracts,

bracted sus: bract-bearing

brevicad bs’ short-stemmed
brftv lfrons. short-fronded, short-

leaved

brftv ipes: short-footed, as with short

pedicel or petiole

brevirds tns: short-beaked,

br! vis* short

brevis! tus: short-bristled

brevfs pathus: short-spathed
brevis simus* ver> short, shortest,

bnlliantfs simus* most brilliant, very
brilliant

brtin neus : deep brown
bueftph alus: ox-headed
bufd mus. pertaining to the toad,

bulbif era* bulb-bearing

bulbd sus: bulbous

bull! tus: inflated, swelling, puckered,

bullate

byzantl nus: Byzantine (of the Con-
stantinople region).

cerulfts cens: becoming or turning

dark blue

card leus: cerulean, dark blue.

cJfe sius: bluish gray
csespitdsus: eespitose, tufted, grow-

ing in low dense clumps,
eftf for, caffra: Kafir

calftb ricus: from Calabria(in S Italy),

calathl nus: basket-like

calcar! tus: spurred, with spurs,

ealeft reus, of or pertaining to lime,

calld sus: thick-skinned, with callosi-

ties.
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cil vus: bald, hairless,

calfc inus : cab x-like

calyculi tus: calyx-like, calyx-bear-

ing, fruit inclosed in a calyx

c4m bricus: Cambrian, Welsh,
campanula tus: campanulate, bell-

shaped.
campis tris: of the fields or plains,

canadin sis: Canadian
canalicuia tus: channeled, grooved.
canan6n sis: of the Canary Isis

cin dicans: white, hoary, particularly

white-hairy or white-woolly.

candid(8 simus: very white-hairy or

hoary
cant&b ncus: from Cantabria (in

Spam)
c&ndidus: white, white-hairy, shining

can6s cens: gray-pubescent

ca nus: ash-colored, hoary.
capln sis: of the Cape (of Good Hope).
capilia ns: hair-like.

capreoia tus: winding, twining.

capsuia ris: capsular.

cardind lis : cardinal.

carind tus: keeled

c&r neus: flesh-colored.

carnd sus: fleshy.

carolimd nus: Carolinian, pertaining

to North or South Carolina, or in-

definitely to the Carolmas
carp&th icus : of the Carpathian region

(Europe)
cartilagfn eus: like cartilage

caryophylld ceus: clovo-liko, perhaps
also pertaining to the pink family

cashmend nus: of Cashmere (Asia)

cath&r ticus: cathartic

cathayd nus: of Cathay (China)
caucds icus: belonging to the Cau-

casus (mountain region between
the Black and Caspian Seas),

caudd tus. caudate, tailed

caules cens: caulescent, having a
stem or stems

caulifld rus: stem-flowered

cenfs ius: of Mt Corns (between
France and Italy)

cephald tus: headed, bearing heads
cerasifbr mis: cherry-formed
cerefd bus * wax-leaved
cerif era: wax-bearing
edr nuus: bending forward, inclined,

drooping, nodding
ceyldn icus : of Ceylon

, same as zey-

lanicue

chalced6n icus: of Chalcedon (on the
Bosphorus)

chilgn sis: belonging to Chile
chin6n sis: belonging to China,
chlordn thus : green-flowered,

chrys&n thus : golden-flowered,

chrysoc&r pus . golden-fruited.

chrysophf1 lus : golden-leaved
chrysds tomus : golden-mouthed,

golden-throated
cilid ris: ciliate, fringed with hairs on

the margin
cilid tus: ciliate, hairy fringed,

cilfc icus: of Cilicia (in S. E. Asia
Minor)

cine tus: girded, girdled

cind reus: ash-colored,

cinnabarl nus: cinnabar-red.

cinnamd meus: cinnamon-brown,
circind tus: circinate, coiled.

cirrhd sus: tendnlled.

citrd tus: citrus-like

citri nus: citron-colored or -like,

clandestl nus: concealed

clavd tus: clavate, club-shaped,

clematid eus: pertaining to or hke
clematis

clyped tus: with a shield,

cocdf era: berry-bearing,

coccin eus* seailet.

cochled ris: spoon-like,

cochled tus: spoon-like,

ccelest! nus: sky-blue,

coelds tis: celestial, sky-blue,

colli nus. pertaining to a hill,

colord tus : colored (other than green)

comd tus : with coma or hair,

commit ms: common, general, gre-

garious

commutd tus: changed 01 changing,

comd sus: with long hair

compac tus: compact, dense
complex us: circled, embraced
complied tus: complicate, page 1G2

compres sus: compressed
c6mp tus: adorned, ornamented
c6n cavus • concave, hollowed out
concln nus: neat, well made
c6n color: colored similarly

conden sus: condensed, crowded
confer tus: ciowded
confdr mis: similar, like to

confu sus: confused, uncertain (as to

characteristics)

conges tus: congested, brought to-

gether
conglomerd tus: conglomerate,

crowded together

conlf era:: cone-bearing

conjugd tus: connected, joined to-

gether

conoid eus: conoid, cone-like

consfil idus: consolidated, solid, sta-

ble

conspic uus: conspicuous, marked
constrlc tus: constricted

contlg uus : contiguous, near together,

contor tus. contorted, twisted,

contr&c tus: contracted
coralhfld rus : coral-flowered,

coral linus* coral-red

cord& tus: cordate, heart-shaped,

cordifd lius: cordate-leaved, heart-

leaved
cond ceus: leathery,

cormcuia tus: horned,

cornlg era: horn-bearing,

cornft tus: horned
corontl rius: used for or belonging to

garlands

corona tus: crowned
corrugi tus: corrugated, wrinkled.

c6r sicus: Corsican (island m the
Mediterranean )

.

corticd sus .heavi ly furnished with bark,
cords cans: vibrating, glittering,

corymbff era: corymb-bearing,
corymb 5 sus: corymbose.
cost4 tus: costate, ribbed,

crassicatl lis: thick-stemmed,
crassifd hus: thick-leaved,

cris sipes: thick-footed or -stalked

cr£s sus: thick, fleshy,

creni tus: crenate, scalloped,

crenuia tus: crenulate, somewhat
scalloped.

crepida tus: sandaled, slippered.

cr6p itans: rattling, rustling,

cretft ceus: cretaceous, pertaining to
chalk

cr6t icus : of Crete (island in Eastern
Mediterranean)

crinl tus : h.ui y ,
provided with hair.

cris pus. crloped, curled

crista tus: custate, crested

crock tus. saffron-yellow

erd ceus: saffron-colored, yellow.

crucid tus: cruciate, cross-like.

crucff era: t ross-bearing.

cru£n tus : bloody
crystal linus : crystalline.

cubdn sis. Cuban
cuculia tus: hooded
cultrd tus. cultiate, knife-shaped.

cune& tus: cuneate, wedge-shaped.
cuneifd lius : wedge-leav ed
cuneifdr mis. wedge-lorrned.

cu preus: copper-like or -colored.

curvd tus. curved
cuspidd tus. cuspidate, with a cusp

or sharp stiff point
cy&neus: blue

cylindril ceus. cylindrical

cylin dneus: cylindrical

cymbifdr mis: boat-formed,
cymd sus. cymed, having a cyme or

cymes
c£ preus: copper-like, see cupreue.

dactyllf era: finger-bearing

dahd ncus, davu ricus: Of Dahunaor
Dauna (in Trans-Baikal Siberia,

near the frontier of China)
dalm&ticus: Dalmatian (on eastern

side of the Adriatic)

damased nus : of Damascus,
dasyc&r pus: thick-fruited

dealba tus: whitened, white-washed,
ddb ills, weak, frail,

dec&n drus. ten-stamened.
decapdt alus: tcu-petaled

decid uus : deciduous, with parts fall-

ing

decip lens: deceptive

decline tus: declined, bent down-
ward

decold rans: discoloring, staining

decompos itus: decompound, more
than once compound or divided,

ddc orans: adorning
deed rus: elegant, comely, becoming,
dectim bens: decumbent, reclining at

the base but the top or tips upright,

deefir rens: decurrent, as a leaf ex-

tending down the stem
defldx us: deflexed, bent abruptly
downward.

defdr mis : misshapen, deformed.
del6c tus: chosen.

dehcatfs simus : most or very delicate,

delicti tus: delicate, tender,

delicid sus: delicious,

deltoid eus: deltoid, triangular,

demis sus: low, weak,
dendroid eus: tree-like,

densifld rus : densely flowered.

d6n sus: dense,

denta tus: toothed,

denticuia tus: denticulate, slightly

toothed.

dentd sus: toothed,

denude tus: denuded, naked.
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depauperi tus: depauperate, starved,

dwarfed.
depdn dens: hanging down.
depr6s bus: depressed,

delis tus: burned.
devasti tor: (feminine dewitabrix):

devastating, laying waste,

diac&n thus: two-spined.

diadd ma: a diadem, crown,
di&n drus: with two stamens,
difiph anus: diaphanous, very thin,

transparent.

dichdt omus: forked, two-branched
equally.

dfch rous: of two colors.

dic6c cus: with two bernes.

did ymus : m a pair, as of anthers

diffdr misi of differing forms,

diffu sus: diffuse, spreading

digiti tus: digitate, compound in

form like the fingers

dilatd tus : dilated, expanded.
dilA tus: dilated, spread out
dimidiA tus: halved, m two equal

parts

dim6r phus: dimorphous, two-formed
d! odon: with two teeth

diol cus: dioecious

dipdt alus: two-petaled.

diph^l lus: two-leaved
dipsi ceus: of the teasel or Dipsacus.

discoid eus: discoid, rayless

dls color : of two or of different
colors

dls par: dissimilar, unlike

dissdc tus: dissected, deeply cut.

disslm llis: dissimilar, unhke.
dissitafld rus: remotely or loosely

flowered

distd chyus: two-spiked
dlB tans: distant, separate, remote
dls tichus: two-ranked, with leaves or

flowers in ranks on opposite sides of

stem.
dis tylus: two-styled

difir nus: day-flow'ermg.

divanci tus: divaricate, spreading,
widely divergent

divdr gens: diveiging, wide-spreading,

diversifld rus: diversely flowered, vari-

able-flowered

diversifd hus: variable-leaved,

divi sus: divided, separated
dodec&n dius: twelve-stamened
dolabnf6r mis : hatchet- or ax-shaped,

dold sus: deceitful

domds ticus: domestic, domesticated,

drupd ceus: drupe-like,

drupff era: drupe-bearing,

dfi bius: dubious, doubtful,

dfil cis: sweet.

dumetd rum: of bushes or hedges.

dumd sus: bushy.
dfi plex: double.

duplici tus: duplicate, double.

dur&b ills: durable, lasting.

dur&c inus: hard-berried.

durifis cuius: somewhat hard or rough.

ebend ceus: ebony-like,

ebractei tus: bractless,

ebfir neus: ivory-white,

echini tus: bristly, prickly,

echinoc&r pus: prickly-frtuted.

echinosdp alus: pnckly-sepaled.

ecornfi tus: hornless,

edfi lis : edible.

efffi sus: very loose-spreading,

elis ticus: elastic,

eli tior: taller,

eli tus: tall.

£1 eg&ns: elegant.

elegantfs simus: most elegant, very
elegant.

eleph&n turn: of the elephants,

ellfp ticus: elliptical,

elongi tus: elongated, lengthened,

emargini tus: emargmate, with a
shallow notch at the apex.

emSticus: emetic.

€m mens: eminent, prominent,
enneaphj'l lus: mne-leaved.

ensi tus: sword-shaped,

ensifd lius: sword-leaved,

ensifdr m's: sword-formed or -shaped,

entomdph flus: msei t-loving.

equds tns: pertaining to the horse,

equi nus * of horses

eric tus: erect, upright,

enin thus: woolly-flowered,

ericol des erica-like, heath-like,

enoc&r pus: woolly-fruited

enociph alus: woolly-headed
erd sus: erose, jagged, as if gnawed
errit icus: erratic, unusual, sporadic,

erub&s cens. blushing

erythrocar pus: red-fruited

erythroc6ph alus: red-headed,

erythrdp odus: red-footed, red-
stalked

erythrop terns: rod-winged,

esculdn tus: esculent, edible,

estrii tus : without stripes,

etuberd sus: without tubers,

europafe us . European,
exalti tus: exalted, very tall,

excavi tus: excavated, hollowed out.

excel lens* excellent, excellmg.

excdl sus: tall,

excl sus: excised, cut away,
exlg uus: little, small, poor,

exlm tus: distuiguished, out of the

ordinary.

exitid sus: pernicious, destructive,

exole tus • mature, fully grown, dymg
away

exdt icus: exotic, from another
country

expin sus: expanded
exsefilp tus: dug out, carved out.

exser tus: exserted, protruding from.

exsfir gens : rising up, standing up.

extdn sus: extended.

exfi dans: exuding.

fabi ceus: faba-like, bean-like,

falci tus: falcate, sickle-shaped or

scythe-shaped,

falcifd lius: falcate-leaved,

falcifdr mis: sickle-formed,

fil lax: deceptive.

farini ceus: containing farina or

starch, or like flour; perhaps also

farinose.

farinff era: farina-bearing,

fannd sus: farinose, mealy, powdery,

fascii tus: fasciate, abnormally flat-

tened and broadened,
fasciculi ris: fascicled, clustered,

brought together,

fasciculi tus: fascicled,

fascini tor: fascinating, charming.

fastigii tus: fastigiate, branches erect

and close together,

fastud sus: proud.

febrlf ugus: febrifuge, fever-dispelling,

fenestri Us: with wmdow-like open-
ings

fd rox: ferocious; very thorny.

f£r reus
:
pertaining to iron,

ferrugln eus: rusty, of the oolor of

iron rust

fer tabs: fertile, fruitful.

fest! vus: festive, gay, bnght.
fibrd sus: fibrous, bearing prominent

fibers

ficold eus: fig-like.

filamentd sus: filamentous, composed
of threads or bearing threads,

fibci tus: fern-like, ferny,

fihcifd hus. fern-leaved,

fihcl nus: fern-like

fihcoi des : fern-like,

fillf era : bearing filaments or threads,

filifd bus: thread -leaved, with leaves

cut into thread-like divisions,

filif&r mis: filiform, thread-like

fflipes: with stalks thread-hke.

fimbni tus: fimbriated, fringed,

firmi tus: firm, made firm,

fir mus: firm, strong,

fissifd hus: spht-leaved.

fls sihs: fissile, cleft or split,

ffs sus: cleft, split

fistuld sus: fistular, hollow- cylin-
drical.

flabelli tus: flabellate, with tan-like

parts

flabellifdr mis: fan-formed,

flic cidus: flaccid, soft

flagelli ns: flagellate, whip-hke.
flagelli tus: whip4ike
flagellifdr mis: whip-formed
flagel lum: a scourge or flail.

Aim meus: flame-colored

Saves cons: yellowish, becoming yel-

low or yellowish -

flavlc omus
:
yellow-w ooled or -haired,

fliv idus: yellow, yellowish,

flavispl nus: yellow-spined.

flavls simus : very yellow, deep yellow,

fli vus: yellow

fl£x ihs: flexible, pliant,

flexud sus: flexuose, tortuous, zig-zag.

floccd sus: woolly,

fld re-il bo: with white flowers,

florenti nus : Florentine,

fld re-pld no: with full or double
flow ers

floribfin dus: free-flowering, bloom-
ing profusely

fl6r idus: flowering, full of flower*,

fld itans: floating,

fluviit lbs: pertaining to a river,

fefemina: female,

foeniculi ceus: fennel-like,

foetidis simus : very fetid,

fefet idus: fetid, bad-smelling,

fobi tus: with leaves,

folioli tus: with leaflets,

fobd sus: leafy, full of leaves,

folliculi ris: bearing folbcles, fol-

hcled.

forfici tus: shear-shaped,
formiccefdr mis: ant-shaped, ant-like,

formosfs simus: most or very beau-

tiful.

formd sus: beautiful, handsome.
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foveA tus: pitted,

frfig ills: fragile, brittle.

frA grans: fragrant, odorous,

fragrantfs simus: very fragrant

fraxin eus: fraxmous, like Fraxmus
or ash trees

frig idus: cold, of cold regions,

frondd sus: fronded, leafy,

fructlf era: fiiut-bcaring, fruitful,

fructlg enus: fruitful,

truths cens. shrubby, bushy
fruticd sus: fruticose, shrubby, bushy.
fucA tus: painted, dyed,

fu gax: swift

fill gens: shining, glistening,

fdlgidus: fulgid, shining

fuhgind sus: black -painted or -col-

ored, sooty
fulvAs cens: fulvous or becoming ful-

vous
fdlvus: fulvous, tawny, orange-gray-

yellow

funA lis : of a rope or cord
fu nebris: funereal

fungd sus: fungous, pertaining to a
fungus, spongy

fumculA tus. of a slender rope or

cord, with a funiclo (stalk of an
ovule or seed),

fdr cans: forked

furcA tus: fureate, forked

fds cus: fuscous, brown, dusky,
fusifdr mis: spindle-shaped

galenculA tus: helmet-like,

g&l hcus: of Gaul or France, also per-

taining to a cock or rooster

gandav£n sis: belonging to Ghent,
Belgium

garg&n lcus: belonging to Gargano
(Eastern Italy).

g£l idus: ice-cold

gemmA tus : twin
gemimfld rus: twin-flowered
gemmi tus: gemmed, jewelled, also

bearing buds
gemmif era: bud-bearing,

geneven sis : belonging to Geneva.
geniculA tus: jointed, kneed,
geol des: of the earth

geom£t ncus: geometrical, in a pat-

tern

germ&n icus: German, of Germany,
gibberd sus: humped, hunchbacked
gtbbifld rus: gibbous-flowered,

gibbd sus: swollen on one side

gib bus: gibbous, swollen on ono side,

gigantd us: gigantic, very large,

gig&nticus: gigantic

gi gas: of giants, immense.
glab£l lus : smoothish.
glA ber: glabrous, smooth.
glab6r rimus : most smooth, smoothest,
glabril tus: somewhat glabrous or

smooth.
glabres cens: smoothish, or becoming

so.

glacii lis: icy, frozen.

gladiA tus: sword-like,

glandullf era: gland-bearing,

glanduld sus: glandular,

glastifd lius: with leaves like' the
dyer’s woad (Isatis, once called

Glastum).
glaucds cens: glaucescent, becoming

glaucous.

glaucifd hus: glaucous-leaved

glaucophyl lus: glaueous-leaved.

glau cus: glaucous, with a bloom,
grayish.

globd sus: globose, spherical, nearly

or quite globular.

globulA ns: of a little ball or sphere,

globulif era: globule-bearing, globe-

bearing.

globuld sus: globuled, like a little ball.

glomerA tus: glomerate, clustered

glond sus: glorious, superb
glumft ceus: glumed, with glumes or

glume-like structures

glutind sus: glutinous, gluey, sticky,

gongyld des: roundish,

gracilen tus: slender,

gr&c ills gi arcful, slender,

gracfl limus: grateful, very slender,

gra cus: of Greece, Greek
gramin eus: grassy, grass-like

gramimfd hus: gi ass-leaved,

gran diceps: large-headed
grandicfis pis: with large cusps or

points

grandidentA tus : large- or big-toothed

grandiflfl rus: large-flowered

grandifd lius: large-leaved

grandif6r mis: on a large scale, of a

big kind
grandipunctA tus : with large spots

grAn dis: large, big

granule tus. granulate, covered with
minute gtams

granuld sus: granulate, granulose
gratis simus: very pleasing or agree-

able

grA tus: pleasing, agreeable,

grave olens: heavy-scented
groenland icus: of Greenland,

guianen sis: of Guiana (South
America)

gume6n sis: of Guinea (Afuca)
gummif era* gum-bearing
gutta tus: allotted, speckled
gymnocAr pus: naked-fruited

gi rans. gyrating, revolving in a circle.

haemAn thus: blood-red-flowered.

hamA tus: hooked
hamfi sus: hooked
harpophyl lus: sickle-leaved.

hastA tus* hastate, spear-shaped,

hastif era: spear-bearing

hast! lis: of a javelin or spear,

hebecar pus: pubeseent-fruited

hederA ceus: of the ivy (Hedera).

heliAn thus: sunflower.

helvAticus: Swiss, of Helvetia
(Switzerland).

h61 volus: pale yellow.

hemisph£§r icus: hemispherical,

heptaphyl lus: seven-leaved.

herbA ceus: herbaceous, dying to the
ground and not woody,

herband rum: of the herbaria

heteracAn thus: vanous-spined.

heteran thus : vanous-flowered, varia-

ble in flowers.

heterocAr pus: various-fruited.

hetAr odon: various-toothed,

heteroglds sus: vanous-tongued.
heterom&r phus: various m form,
heterophil lus : various-leaved, with

leaves of more than one shape,
hezagondp terus: six-angled-winged.

hezagd nus: hexagonal, six-angled.

hexap6t alus : six-petaled.

hi ans* open, gaping
hibernA lis: of or pertaining to winter.

hibAr nicus: Hibernian, of or pertain-

ing to Ireland.

hieroglyph icus : hieroglyphic, marked
as if with signs.

himalA icus: Himalayan,
hire! nus: of a goat, with a goat’s odor,

hirsutis simus: very hairy, most
hairy

hirsh tulus : somewhat hirsute or
hairy

hirsu tus: hirsute, hairy
hirtAl lus: somewhat hairy,

hirtifld rus: hairy-flow ored

hir tipes: hairy-stalked or -stemmed,
hir tus. hauv
hispAn icus* Spanish, of Spain
hispidis simus: most or very bristly,

hispid ulus : somewhat hispid or

bnstly*

his pidus* hispid, bnstly

histndn icus: histrionic, pertaining to

the stage or to actors

holoseric eus: woolly -silky.

honzontA lis . horizontal

h6r ridus
: provided with spines or

barbs, prickly

hortfen sis: belonging to the hortus or
garden

hortlc olus: a little garden, of the

gaiden
hortd rum: of gaidens
hortulA nus: pertaining to a garden
humifu sus* sprawling on the ground
hu milis* low-growing, dwarf
hyacinth mus : hyaeinthme, sapphire-

colored

hyacinthol des: like the hyacinth.

hyAl inus: transparent, translucent

hyb ridus: h\ brul, mixed, mongrel
hyemA lis: of wintei, also hiemahs
hygromSt ricus: hygrometne, taking

up yyater

hymenAn thus : membranaceous-
flowered

hymend des* membrane-like
hyperbd reus: far northern
hypocratenfor mis* salver-shaped,

flower with a slender eylindneal

tube and flat spreading limb
hypogifc us: underground, subter-

ranean
hypoglau cus: glaueous beneath
hypoleh cus: whitish, pale

hypophil lus: under the leaf

his true: porcupine-like, bnstly.

iSn thmus: violet, violet-blue.

ib6r icus: of Iberia (the Spanish
peninsula).

icosAn drus: twenty-stamened
ignAs cens: fiery,

ig neus: fiery.

llicifd lius: ilex-leaved, holly-leaved,

lllustrft tus: pictured

illfis tris: bright, bnlhant, lustrous,

lllir icus: of Illyria (Grecian Pen-
insula)

imb$r bis: without beards or spines,

im bricans: imbneatmg.
imbricA tus: imbricated, lapping over,

shingled.

immaculA tus: immaculate, spotless.
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imm&r bus: immersed, under watei

imperi tor: commanding, imperious,

imperii lis: imperial, kingly.

impl6x us: implicated, interwoven,

impr&s bus: impressed, sunken in.

insequalifd lius: unequal-leaved,

inaqua lis: unequal,

inaquil&t erus: unequal-sided,

inci nus: hoary
incarni tus: flesh-colored.

mc&r tus: uncertain, doubtful,

incisifd lius: cut-leaved,

inci sus: incised, cut.

inclini tus: inclined, bent down-
ward.

incompar&b ilis: incomparable, excel-

ling.

inc6mp tus: rude, unadorned, not at-

tractive.

inconspic uus: inconspicuous, not
prominent

incurvi tus: incurved, bent inward,

inctir vus: incurved
indents tus: indented, dented
In dicus: Indian, of India or the East

Indies.

indivl sus: undivided,

in&r mis: unarmed, without thorns or

spines.

infeetd rius: used for dying, pertain-

ing to dyes
inf6s tus: dangerous, unsafe,

infli tus: inflated, swollen up.

infortuni tus: unfortunate,

infr&c tus : broken
infundibulif6r mis: funnel-shaped,

trumpet-shaped,
infundfb ulum: a funnel,

inodd rus: without odor, scentless.

inorn& tus: without ornament, not
showy.

In quinans: polluting, discoloring,

inserfp tus: inscribed, written on
insig ms: remarkable, distinguished,

marked
insitltius: grafted.

mt&c tus: intact, untouchod.
In teger: entire,

integer rimus : very entire,

integnfd lius : entire-leaved,

wterj&c tus* interjected, put between,

intermd dius: intermediate,

interrfip tus: interrupted,

mtert&x tus : interwoven, intertwined

intnei tus: intricate, entangled,

mtrdr sus : mtrorse, turned inward
intum&s cens: swollen, puffed up,

tumid
intybi ceus: pertaining to chicory

(Intybus).

inv&r sus: inverse, turned over, up-
side down.

invi sus: unseen, overlooked,

involucri tus: involucred, with an
mvolucre.

invoto tus: involute, rolled inward,

ion&n thus : with flowers like the violet,

iondp terus: with wings like the violet,

irid&s cans: iridescent, changing color

at different angles,

iridifld rus: iris-flowerea.

irregulA ris: irregular,

is&n drus: with equal stamens,
isop&t alus: equal-petaled.

isoph^l lus: equal-leave*j.

itft! icus: Italian.

jamaic&n sis: of Jamaica.

jap6n icus: Japanese, of Japan,
jasmin eus: jasmine-like,

jasmmifld rus: jasmme-flowered.
jav&n icus: Javan, of Java,

juba tus: crested, with a maivx
jucfln dus: agreeable, pleasing,

jugd sus: joined, yoked
jfln ceus: Juncus-hke, rush-like.

kashmiria nus: of Cashmere or Kash-
mere.

kew&n sis: belonging to Kew (K^w
Gardens, England),

koraii nus: of Corea, also coreanns.

labii tus: labiate, lipped

labta sus: lipped,

l&ch ryma: a tear.

lacinia tus: lacimate, tom, cut or

slashed mto narrow lobes,

lacinid sus: lucimose, lacmiate.

lacta tus: milky
l&c teus: milk-white
lactic olor: milk-colored,

lactlf era: milk-bearing, milky-juiced.

lactifld rus: flowers milk-colored,

lacund sus: with holes or pits,

lactis tris: pertaining to lakes,

ladanlf era: ladanum-bearing.
lat&v irens: light green, vivid green,

life tus* bright, vivid

lavicau lis: smooth-stemmed,
laeviga tus: smooth
Islvipes: smooth -footod, smooth-

stalked

lfe vis: smooth
laeviiis cuius: smoothish, somewhat
smooth

lana tus: woolly,

lanceoia tus: lanceolate,

l&n ceus* lance-like

lancifd lius: lance-leaved,

lanlg era: wool-bearing,

lanugind sus: woolly, downy,
lappa ceus: pertaining to a globular

hooked bur; Lappa-like

lapp&n icus: of Lapland
lariciffi lius: larch-leaved,

larfc mus: Lanx-hke, larch-like,

lasioc&r pus: rough -fruited, rough-

hairy.

lasiop&t alus : with petals rough-hairy,

latenfld rus: lateral -flowered, with

flowers on the side

laterlt ius: bnek-red
latiffi lius: broad-lea\ed

l&t lfrons : broad-fronded, broad-her-

baged, broad-leaved

latimacuia tus: broad-spotted

l&t ipes: broad-footed, broad-stalked,

latls simus: broadest, very broad.

1& tus: broad, wide
launfd lius: laurel-leaved,

laurl nus: laurel-like.

lavandul& ceus: lavendcr-like.

laxifld rus: loose-flowered,

laxifd hus: loose-leaved,

l&x us: lax, open, loose,

lei&n thus: smooth-flowered,

leioc&t pus: smooth-fruited,

leiophtfl lus: smootn-leaved.

lenticul& ns: lenticular, lens-shaped,

l&n tus; pliant, tenacious, tough.

leontogl6s sus: lion-ton gu e-a or

-throated.

leopard! uus: leopard-spotted,

lepidoph^l lus: scaly-leaved,

leprd sus: of leprosy, scurfy,

leptocau lis: thm-stemmed, slender-

stemmed.
Iept6c ladus: thin-stemmed or

-branched.

leptol epis: thm-scaled.
leptoph^l lus: thin- or slender-leaved,

leptosep alus: thm-sepaled.
lep topus : thm- or slender-stalked.

leuc&n thus: white-flowered

leuc6b otrys : with white clusters,

leucoceph alus : white-headed,

leuconeu rus: white-nerved
leucophyl lus: white-leaved
leucorh! zus: white-rooted,

hblir meus: of Liburma (west of

Adnatic).

lignd sus: woody
liguia ns: hgulatc, strap-shaped,

lil&c mus: lilac

lilnfld rus: lily-flowered

limbd tus: bordered
limo sus: of muddy or marshy places,

linanifd lius: linaria-leaved

hneanfd lius: linear-leaved

linear!! obus: linear-lobed

line& ns: linear

line& tus: lined, with lines or stripes.

lingulA tus: tongue-shaped
Imif& hus: linum-leaved, flax-leaved.

linophyl lus : flax-lea\ ed
lithosper mus: with seeds stone-like.

littor& hs: of the seashore

llv idus: livid, bluish.

lob& tus: lobed
lobul& ris: lobed
loha ceus: Lolium-like (Lolium com-

pnses the ryc-gfasses)

longebractea tus: long-bractecL

longepeduncuia tus : long - peduncu -

late.

longicauda tus: long-tailed,

tangifld rus: long-flowered

longifd lius: long-leaved

longihama tus: long-hooked
longilamma tus: with long lamina 01

plates.

longfl obus: long-lobed.

longimucrona tus: long-mueronate.

tang _pes: long-footed, long-stalked,

longip&t alus: long-petaled.

longipinna tus. long-pinnate,

longiracemd sus: long-raremed.

longisca pus* long-scaped

longisep alus: long-sepaled.

longls pathus: Iong-spathed.

longispi nus: long-spined.

longls simus: longest, v ery long,

longls tylus: long-stalked,

tangus: long,

lonfd hus: strap-leaved

to cidus: lucid, bnght, shining, dear*
ludovicia nus : of Louisiana,

lugdun&n sis: belonging to the region
of Lyons.

luna tus: lunate, moon-shaped, moon-
like, orescent-shaped,

lunula tus: somewhat moon-shaped,
lupulinus: Lupulus-like, hop-like,

to ridus: lund, wan, sallow, pale yel-

low.

lut& olus; yellowish,

lutes cons: yellowish, becoming yel-

low.
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It teus: yellow,

luxfc rians: luxuriant, thrifty,

lyri tus: lyrate, pmnatifid with large

terminal lobe.

m&cilin tus : lean, meager,
macr&n drus: with large anthers,

macr&n thus: large-flowered.

macr6b otrys: large-clustered,

macroc&r pus: large-fruited

macrociph alus: large-headed,

macrod&c tylus: large-fingered,

macroddn tus: large-toothed,

macropit alus: with large petals,

macroph^l lus: large-leaved

macroplec tron: large-spurred,

macrdp odus: large-footed or -stalked,

macrdp terus: large-winged.

macrosp& dix: with large spadix.

macrost& chyus: large-spiked,

macrosti gius: large-decked.

macrostS mus: with large filaments.

macr6s tylus: large-styled,

macrofi ruse large-tailed.

macuU tus: spotted,

maculd sus: spotted
msesi acus : of Moesia, ancient name

of Bulgaria and Servia

magell&n icus: Straits of Magellan
region

magnlf icus: magnificent, eminent,
distinguished

maj& lis: of May, Maytime,
majist icus: majestic,

m& jor, mi jus: greater, larger,

malab&r icus: of Malabar (in British

India)

malifbr mis: apple-formed.
malv& ceus: Malva-hkc, mallow-like
mammd sus: breasted, with breasts

minici tus: manicate, long-sleeved,

covered densely as with thick hairs

so that the covering can bo re-

moved as such
marcis cens: withering but not fall-

ing

m&r cidus: withering but not falling

off.

margantd ceus: pearly, of pearls

margin& lis: marginal, marked in
some way along the margins or

edges
margind tus: margined,
marginil lus: somewhat margined
manl&nd icus : of the Maryland

region; also written marylandicus
marlt imus: maritime, of the sea

marmor& tus: marbled, mottled
marmd reus: marbled
marmoroph^l lus : leaves marbled.
marocc& nus: of Morocco,
m&s: male
mascul& tus: masculine,

m&s cuius: male, masculine,
matron^ lis: pertaining to matrons,
maunt&nicus: of Mauretania (N.

Africa).

maxill& ris: maxillary, of the jaw.

m&x imus: largest.

mediterri neus: of the Mediterra-
nean region.

mi dius: medium, intermediate,

medulli ris: of the marrow or center

or pith.

megal&n thus: large-flowered,

mcgaph^l lus: large-leaved.

megapot&m icus: of the large river,

megarrhl zus: large-rooted

megasp&r mus: large-seeded,

megasti chyus: laige-spiked.

megastlg mus : with large stigma,
melanin thus: black-flowered,

melanch&l icus: melancholy, hang-
ing or drooping.

melanocau Ion: black-stemmed,
melanococ cus: black-berried,

melanoleu cus: black-and-white.

melan6x ylon: black-wooded
mele& gns: like a guinea-fowl,

speckled

mil leus: pertaining to honey,
mellif era: honey-bearing
meloffir mis: melon-shaped
membrani ceus. membi anaceous,
membianous, thin and more or less

translm cut
memscifd lius: crescent-leaved

mesoleu cus: mixed with white
metal licus: metallic (color or luster)

mexic& nus. Mexican, of Mexico
mi cans: glittering, sparkling, mica-

like

micran thus: small-flowered,

microcar pus* small-fruited,

mfc rodon: small-toothed
microglos sus. small-tongued
microl epis. small-scaled

micr6m ens. small -numbered, of

small number of parts

micropei alus: small-petaled

microphyl lus: small-leaved

micr6p terus: small-winged
microsep alus: small-sepaled

microstd mus: of small filaments or

atomic ts.

militi ns: military

millefolid tus. thousand-leaved,
millefd lius. thousand-leaved, leaves

01 parts very many,
ml mus. mimic
mi nax threatening, forbidding
minia tus* cinnabar-red

mfn imus. least, smallest

mi nor, mi nus. smaller

minutfs simus. very or most minute
minu tus: minute, very small

mirab ills: marvellous, extraordinary.

Wonderful
mistassfn icus: of Lake Mistassini,

(Quebec)
ml tis: mild, gentle.

mitr& tus: turbaned.
mfx tus: mixed
modis tus: modest,
moldav icus: of Moldavia (in Ru-
mania)

mil hs : soft, soft-hairy,

moilfs simus: very soft-hairy,

molucci nus: of the Moluccas (East

Indies)

monadil phus: in one group or bundle.
mong61 icus: of Mongolia
monilff era: bearing a necklace,

monacan thus: one-spuied.

monociph alus: single-headed.

mon6g ynus: of one pistil,

monol cus: monoecious,
monopit alus: one-petaled.

monophjd lus: one-leaved.

mon6p terus: one-winged,

mcnopyri nus: bearing one stone or

pyrene.

monosip alus: one-sepaled.

monospir mus* one-seeded

monosti chyus. single-spiked

monspelien sis: of Montpelier
monspessuli nus* of Montpelier,
monstrd sus: monstrous, wholly ab-
normal or deformed, teratological

monU nus: pei taming to mountains
or mountainous legions

monteviden sis* of Montevideo
(Ui uguay)

montfc olus. native of mountains
moschi tus* musky, musk-scented,
mucrond tus. muuonate, tipped with

a shoit shaip point or inucro
mucronuli tus : with a small mucro or

point
multibractei tus: many-bracted
multicau hs: many-stemmed, with
numiTous stems

mul ticeps. m any- headed, many
bianchc

d

multfc olor many-coloicd
multif idus. multihd, many tunes

]nu ted
multifid rus. many -flowered
multifurca tus much -forked, many

times foi kod
multfj ugus many in a yoke, many

times joined

multmer vis: many -nerved
mfil tiplex mam -folded

multiradia tus* many -radiate, with
numerous lays

multisec tus. many times cut, much
cut or dissected

mfin dulus trim, neat
muni tus* defended, fortified

mur& lis* of w ills, growing on walls,

munca tus mmuate, roughed by
means of haul ]>oints

muscip ula. a mouse-trap
mutab lhs . changeable, variable,

mutant
mufi tus changeable
mu ticus blunt, pointless

mutil& tus mut iltted

myriac&n thus, numbciless spined,
veuv many -spiiiesl

mynocar pus: vctv niany-fruited.

myrmeciph ilus* ant-loving

myrtifd lius. my i tie-leaved.

n& nus* elwarf

napifdr mis: tui nip-shaped

narbonen sis* of Naibenme (ancient

region 01 ptovinreofS France).

n& tans: floating, swimming
navicul& ris* pertaining to a ship,

neapohtsi nus Neapolitan
nebuldsus: nebulous, clouded, in-

definite, obse ure

neglec tus: neglected, overlooked

nemori lis: of groves or woods,
nemord sus* of groves or woods and

shady plae os

nepalen sis: of Nepal (Himalayan
region)

nerufd lius: ncnum-leaved, oleander-

leaved

nervd sus: nerved
nevadin sis: of the Sierra Nevadas

(in Spain or N America),

nfc titans : blinking, moving,
nl dus: nest

nl ger: black.
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nigrft tus: blackish.

nigrls ceng : blackish, becoming black.

nig ncans: black.

nignc6r nis: black-homed.
nig npes: black-footed or -stalked.

ml6t ica: of the Nile.

nl tens: shining

nit idus: shining.

mvi hs: snowy, pertaining to snow,
nlv eus: snowy,
nivd sus: snowy, full of snow,
nobil lor: more noble
n6b ills: noble, famous, renowned,
nobills simus: most or very noble
nodifld rus: with flowers at nodes
nodd sus: with nodes, jointed,

nonscrip tus: undestribed
nootkatdn sis: of Nootka (Nootka

Sound is by Vancouver Island),

noti tus: marked
nd vae-kn glia, of New England,
nd vae-caesard ®: of New Jersey,

nd vffi-zealind 1®: of New Zealand,

noveboracdn sis: of New York
nd vi-bdl gii: of New Belgium or New

Netherlands (1 e ,
New York)

nublc olus: dwelling among clouds

nuclf era: nut-bearing

nudi tus- nude, stripped

nudicau lis: naked-stemmed
nudifld rus: naked-flowered
nu dus- nude, naked
numismi tus: pertaunng to money,

coin-like

nu tans: nodding
nyctlc alus: mght-bloommg.

obcdn icus: inversely conical,

obcordd tus: ob cordate, inversely

cordate

obd sus: obese, fat

obfusci tus: clouded, confused,

obll quus: oblique, unequal and
slanting

obliteri tus: obliterated, erased, not
apparent

oblongd tus: oblong,

oblongtfd lius: oblong-leaved,

obldn gus: oblong,

obovd tus: obovate, inverted ovate,

obscti rus- obscure, hidden
obsold tus : obsolete, rudimentary
obtusd tus. obtuse, blunt
obtusifd lius: blunt-leaved,

obtusfl obus: blunt-lobed

obtd sus: obtuse, blunt, rounded,
occidentd lis: occidental, western,

oce&n icus: oceanic, perhaps of

Oceanica
ocelli tus: eyeleted, with small eyes,

ochred tus: with an ochrea or boot-

sheath.

ochroleit cus: yellowish white
oct&n drus: with eight anthers,

octopdt alus: eight-petalcd.

octoph^l lus: eight-leaved

oculd tus: eyed, with eye-hke marks,
odontl tes: tooth.

odontochl lus: with toothed lip or

margin
odoratfs simus: most or very odor-

.ous, very fragrant,

odord tus: odorous, fragrant,

odd rus: odorous, fragrant,

officini lis: officinal, medicinal, recog-

nised in the pharmaconea.

officind rum: of the apothecaries.

ole®fd lius: Olea- or olive-leaved,

oleff era: oil-bearing,

olerdceus: oleraceous, vegetable-

garden herb used in cooking,

olig&n thus: few-flowered,

oligocdr pus: few-fruited

oligospdr mus: few-seeded,

ohtd rius: pertaining to vegetable-

gardens or -gardeners,

olivd ceus : olive-like, olive-colored.

oliv«f6r mis: olive-shaped

ol^m picus: of Olympus or Mt. Olym-
pus (in Greece)

omnfv orus: omnivorous, of all kinds
of food.

opd cus: opaque, shaded
operculd tus : with a lid

oppositifld rus: opposite-flowered,

oppositifd hus: opposite-leaved
opulifld rus: flowers of Opulus

(a Viburnum)
orbiculd ns: round
orbiculd tus: round
orchid eus: orchid-like

orchiol des: orchid-like

oregd nus: of Oregon
orgyd lis: length of the arms ex-

tended, about 6 feet

orientd hs: oriental, eastern,

omatfs simus: most showy or ornate,

omd tus. ornate, adorned
ormthoc^ph alus: like a bird’s head,
ornithdp odus: like a bird’s foot

omithorh^n chus: shaped like a
bird’s beak

orthocfir pus: straight-fruited,

orthochi lus: straight-lipped

orth&p terus: straight-winged,

ovalifd lius: oval-leaved

ovk lis: oval

ovatifd hus: ovate-leaved.

ovi tus: ovate
ovff era: egg-bearmg
ovfg era: egg-bearmg.
ovi nus : pertaining to sheep
oxyac&n thus: sharp-thorned or

-spined

oxygd nus. sharp-angled

oxyphil lus: sharp-leaved,

oxysep alus: with sharp sepals.

pachyin thus: thick-flowered,

pachyneu rus: thick-nerved

pachyp terus: thick-winged

pacif icus: of the Pacific, of regions

bordering the Pacific Ocean,
palastl nus: of Palestine

paled ceus: with palea (bracts m
grass flowers), or palea-hke, chaffy.

pfi.1 lens
:
pale

pall6s cens: palish, becoming pale,

pallid tus: palliated, cloaked,

pallidifld rus: pale-flowered,

pallidifd lius: pale-leaved

pallidispl nus: pale-spined.

pfil lidus: pale,

pallifld yens: pale vellow.

palmatff idus :
palmately cut.

palmd tus: palmate, divided or lobed

like the hand.
paludd sus: of marshes, marsh-loving,

palfis tns: marsh-loving

pandurd tus: fiddle-shaped,

paniculi tus
:
pamculate

pasicuifg era : parucle-bearing.

panndn icus: of Pannoma (Homan
province on the Danube, now west-
ern Hungary)

pannd sus: ragged, tattered

papaverd ceus: Papaver-hke, poppy-
like.

papihond ceus: butter fly-Uke, the
form of the pea flower,

papilld sus: papillate, with minute
nipple -like projections or pro-
tuberances

papyrd ceus: papery
papyrff era: paper-bearing
paradisl acus : of parks or gardens,

paraddx us. paradoxical, strange

parasft icus: parasitical, of a parasite,

pardall nus: leopard-like, spotted

pardl nus: leopard-spotted,

parti tus : parted

parvifld rus: small-flowered

parvifd lius* small-leaved

parvis simus: smallest, very small,

pdr vulus: very small, very slight,

p&r vus* small

patag6n icus : of Patagonia
patelld ns. circular, disk-shaped, like

a knee-pan
pd tens: spreading

pit ulus: spreading
paucifld rus: few-flowered

paucifd hus: few -leaved

paupdr cuius poor
pavoni nus: peacock-like

pectind ceus: pectinate

pectmd tus : pectinate, comlj-hke, pin-

natifid with very narrow close

div lsions or parts

pectmff era: comb-bearing
pectord hs shaped like a breast-bone

pedd tus* footed, of the foot or feet;

also pedate, like a bird’s foot,

being palmately divided and the

side parts 2-cleft.

pedemontd nus : of Piedmont (north-

ern Italy)

pedunculd ns 1 peduncled, stalked,

pedunculd tus: peduncled
pedunculd sus: with many peduncles,

pellu cidus: pellucid, with translu-

( cut dots

pelta tus: peltate

peltifdlius: peltate-leaved

pelvifdr mis: pelvis-shaped

pendulifld rus* pendulous-flowered

penduli nus. somewhat pendulous
p6n dulus: pendulous, hanging
pemcilld tus: hair penciled, like a

little brush, pinnate

pennd tus: feathered, as the veins or

lobes standing off at right angles

from a midrib, pinnate
penmndr vis: feather-veined

pennsylvAn icus: of Pennsylvania,

pentagd nus: five-angled

pentag ynus: of five pistils

pent&n drus: of five stamens
pent&n thus: five-flowered

pentaphyl lus : five-leaved.

perb61 lus: very beautiful

peregrl nus: exotic, foreign, from a
strange country

per6n nans: perennial

perdn nis: perennial, living three or

more years

perfolii tus : perfoliate, with leaf sur-

rounding the stem.
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perford tus: perforated, with holes,

permfx tus: much mixed or confused,

persicaefd lius: peach-leaved,
pir sicus: of Persia, also the peach
perspfc uus: clear, transparent
pertu sus: thrust through, forced

through, perforated,

peruvid nus: Peruvian, of Peru
petaloid eus: petal-like

petiole ns: petioled, with a leaf-stalk

petiole tus: petioled

petrfe us: rock-loving

phlogifld rus: flame-flowered,

phoenic eus: purple-red

phr^g ius: of Phrygia (in Asia
Minor)

phyllomanl acus: running wildly to

leaves, leafy

picture tus: painted-leaved, pictured,

variegated

pfe tus: painted
pilff era: bearing soft hairs

pilosiiis cuius: somewhat or slightly

pilose

pild sus: pilose, shaggy, with soft

hairs

pilulff era: globule-hearing

pinetd rum : of pine forests,

pfn eus: of the pine
pirnfd lius: pine-leaved
pinnatff idus: pinnatifid, pinnately

cleft

pinn&t ifrons : pinnate -fronded or
-fohaged

pmnatinir vis: pinnate-nerved.

pinnd tus: pinnate, with leaflets on the

sides of a main leaf axis

pisff era* Pisum-beanng, pea-bearing
pisoefir pus

: pea-fruited

placd tus: quiet, calm
planifld rus: p lane -flowered, flat-

flowered

planifd lius: flat-leaved

plantagfn eus: plantain-like

pld nus: plane, flat

platanol des: Platanus-likc, plane

-

tree-like

platycfin thus* broad-spined
platycfir pus: broad-fruited

plat^c ladus bioad-branehed
platyglos sus* bioad-tongued.
platyphyl lus: broad-leaved
plenis simus: very full or double
pld nus: full, used to designate dou

bleness in flowers (as in flore-ph.no)

pleur&s tachys: side-spiked

phed tus: plicate, plaited, folded
lengthwise

plumd nus: plumed,
plumd tus: plumed
pldm beus. of lead

plumd sus: feathery,

poculifbr mis: deep cup-shaped,
podoc&r pus: with stalked fruit,

poit leus: pertaining to poets

polifd lius : P o 1 1 um - 1 e a v e d, white-

leaved.

poll tus: polished,

polyacin thus: many-spined.
polydn drus: of many stamens,
polyin thus: many-flowered
polyedph alus: many-headed
polyd&c tylus: many-fingered

pol^g amus : polygamous, having
both perfect and imperfect flow-

ers.

polymbr phus : of many forms, varia-

ble

polypit alus: many-petaled.
polyphyl lus : many-leaved
polysper mus: many-seeded,
polystd chyus: many-spiked,
polystfc tus: many-dotted,
pomd ceus: pome-like, resembling

tho apple or pear
pomeridid nus: afternoon,

ponderd sus: ponderous, heavy,
weighty

p6n ticus: of Pontus (m Asia Minor)
populifd bus: populus-leaved, poplar-

leaved
popul neus: pertaining to poplars,

porcl nus: pertaining to swine
porrifd bus: Porrum- or leek-leaved

praeil tus : very tall

prfe cox: precocious, premature, very
early

prfe stans: distinguished, excelling.

prsetix tus: liordered.

prasind tus: greenish

prasi nus* grass-green

pratin sis of meadows
precatd nus: praying, prayerful

pnmtil inus. primrose-like.

prfn ceps, prinrely, first

prism&t icus. prismatic, prism-shaped
proboscid eus* proboseis-like

proed rus* tall

proctim bens: procumbent, lying on
the ground

proefir rens. extended
produc tus: produced, lengthened
profit sus. profuse
profit era. producing offshoots, bear-

ing abnormal supernumerary parts

prolif icus: prolific, fruitful

propen dens, hanging down
propfn quus: related, near to

prostrd tus* piostrate, lving flat,

protru sus protruding
provincial lis: provinaal, or of Prov-

ence, southern France
pruind tus. pruinose
pruind sus pruinose, with a hoary or

fiost-hke bloom
prunifd bus plum-leaved
pru nens*. itching

pseud- pseudo-, in combinations
means false, not genuine, not the

true or the typical, as Pseudotsuga,
false tsuga

psittaci nus . of the parrot

pd bens: downy
puber ulus* puberulous, somewhat

pubescent
pubes cens: pubescent, downy
pudl cus: bashful, retiring, shrinking
pulchel lus: pretty, beautiful

ptil cher: handsome, beautiful

pulcher nmus: very handsome,
pbl lus : dark colored, dusky, almost

black

pulverulen tus: powdered, dust-cov-
vered

pulvind tus: cushioned, cushion-like,

pd milus: dwarf
punctatfs simus: most spotted, very

spotted
punetd tus: punctate, dotted,

pdn gens: piercing, sharp-pointed
punfc eus: reddish purple,

purpurd ceus: purple.

purpuris cens: purplish, becoming
purple.

purpura tus: purple,

purpd reus: purple
pusfl lus: veiy small, insignificant,

pycnacdn thus, densely spined.

pycn&n thus : densely flowered.

pygm& us: pigmy
pyramids lis: pyramidal
pyrend icus. of the Pyrenees,

pyrifd lius: pear-leaved

pyrifdr mis: Pyrus-formed, pear-
shaped.

quadranguld ns: quadrangular, four-

angled
quadranguld tus: four-angled

quadrd tus: m four or fours, squared,

quadric olor* of four colors

quadndentd tus. four-toothed,

quadrff idus: four-cut

quadnfd lius: four-leaved

quadnparti tus: four-parted

quadrivdl vis. four-valved.

quercifd bus: Quereus- leaved, oak*
leaved

quercl nus: of Quercus the oak.

qumd tus: quinate, in fives

quinqude olor five-colored

quinquefld rus. five-flowered

qumquefd lius: five-leaved

quinqueloculd ris: five-loculed, of five

cells or compartments
quinquendr vis* five-nerved

quinquepunetd tus: five-spotted.

racemifld rus: raceme-flowered,
racemd sus: racemose, flowers in

racemes
radii tus: radiate, rayed,

radlcans: rooting

radicd sus* manv-rootod
radl cum* of loots

radid sus: radiate, with many ravs
ramentd ceus: bearing a hair-like

covering

ramifld rus: with branching mflores-

c enee.

ramosfs simus : most- or much-
branclied

ram6 sus. branched,

ranif era: bearing frogs

rapd ceus: pertaining to rape or
turnips

rarifld rus: scattered-flowered, with
flowers loose or few*

rd rus: rare, uncommon
rau cus: hoarse, raw
reclind tus: reclined, bent back
rdc tus: straight, upright

recurvd tus: recurved

recurvifd bus: recurved-leaved.

reefir vus: recurved, curved back,

redivi vus: restored, brought to life,

reduplied tus: duplicated again,
doubled again, redoubled,

reflix us: reflexed, bent back,

refrdc tus : broken, broken m pieces,

reftil gens: brightly shining, reflect-

ing light or color,

regd lis: regal, royal

Regl na: Queen
rd gius: regal, royal, kingly, pertain-

ing to a king
religid sus: used for religious pur-

poses, venerated.
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remd tus: remote, with parts distant.

renif6r mis: remform, kidney-shaped,

rep&n dus: repand, with margin wavy.
rA pens: repent, creeping.

rAp tans: creeping.

resAc tus: cut off, curtailed, pruned,
resind sus: resm-bearmg, full of resin.

reticulA tus: reticulate, netted, net-

veined.

ret6r tus: twisted back.

retroflAx us: reflexed,

retu sus: rctuse, notched slightly at a
rounded ap<*x.

revAr sus : reversed, end-for-cnd.

revolu tus: revolute, rolled backward
from the margins.

RAx: king
rhamnifd lius: Rhamnus-lcaved, buck-

thorn-leaved

rhizoph^l lus: root -leaved, acaules-

cent

rhodAn thus: rose-flowered,

rhodochi lus: rose-lipped or -margined,

rhodocfnc tus: rose-girdled

rhodoneu rus : red-nerved

rhomboid eus: rhomboidal

ncinifd hus: Ricmus - leaved, with

leaves of eastor-oil plant

rigid ulus: somewhat stiff or rigid,

rfg idus: rigid, stiff,

rln gens: ringent, gaping, open-
mouthed

ripi nus: of river banks
nvA Us

:
pertaining to brooks.

rivulA ns: brook-loving

robus tus: robust, stout.

rosA ceus: rose-like,

rossefld rus: ro^e-flow ered.

rA seus* lose, rosy

rostrA tus: rostrate, beaked
rosulA ris: rosulate, m rosettes.

rotA tus: rotate, wheel-shaped,

rotundifd hus. round-leaved,

rotdn dus: rotund, round.

rubAl lus: reddish,

ru bens: red, ruddy,

ru ber: red, mddv.
rubAr rimus: vc ry red

rubAs cens: reddish, becoming red.

rubiaefd hus: rubuv- or bramble-

leaved

rubicfin dus: rubicund, red.

rubigind sus: rusty,

rubricau lis: red-stemmed,

rubrifd hus: red-leaved.

rubronAr vis: red-veined.

rufAs cens: reddish, becoming red.

rufinAr vis: red-nerved.

rA fus: red, reddish

rugd sus: rugose, wrinkled

runcinA tus: runcmate, retrorsely or

backwardly incised or toothed.

rupAs tris: rock-loving,

ruplc olus: growing on cliffs or ledges

rfis ticus: rustic, belonging to the

country.
ruthAn icus: Rutheman, Russian,

rh Ulans: red, becoming red.

saccA tus: saccate, bag-like.

saccharA tus: containing sugar,
sweet.

saccharlf era: sugar-bearing

saccharl nus: saccnarme.
sic charum: sugar,

aaccff era: bag-bearing.

sachahnAn sis: of Saghalien Isl. (N.

Japan).

sagittA hs: of the arrow, sagittate.

sagittA tus : sagittate, arrow-hke.
sagittifd hus: arrow-leaved,
salicifd hus: salix-leaved, willow-

1caved.

salfc inus: willow-like,

salfg nus: of the willpw.

sail nus: salty.

sambu emus: sambucus- or elder-like,

sane tus: holy.

sandwicAn sis: of the Sandwich or
Hawaiian Isis

sanguineus: blood v, blood-red.

sAp idus: savory, pleasing to taste,

sapien turn: of the wise* men or au-
thors

saponA ceus: soapy.

Bared des: flesh-like

sarmAt icus: of Sarmatia (an ancient
territory m S Russia and Poland),

sarmentd sus: sarmentose, bearing
runners

sat! vus: cultivated

sauroceph alus: lizard-headed

saxAt lhs: found among rocks,

saxfc olus: growing nnong locks
saxd sus- full of io< ks

scA ber. scabrous, rough
scabrAl lus. somewhat scabrous.

scAn dens : st andi nt, c limbing

scapd sus* with scapes

seep trum: of a scepter

schizoneu rus: cut-neived

schizopAt alus: cut-pctaled

schizoph^l lus: cut-lcaved

scholA ris. x>ertainmg to a school

sclerocAr pus: hard-fruited

sclerophyl lus: hard-leaved

sc6t ica* Scotch, of Scotland

sculp tus- (.lived

scutellA ris salver- or di^h-shaped

scu turn: a shield

sebff era- tallow -bearing,

sebo sus. full of tallow or grease

sechellA rus: of the Seychelles
(Indian Ocean)

secun dus: sccund, side-flowcung
securfg era* ave-lw umg.
s§g etum- of cornfields

semialA tus: sum- winged, half or

somewhat winged
semicaudA tus: semi- or partially

tailed

semicylln dneus: semi- or somewhat
cylindrical.

semipinnA tus: half or imperfectly

pinnate
semperfld rens: ever flowering.

sempAr virens: ever green

senl hs: senile, old, vv lute-haired,

senslb lhs: endowed with feeling, sen-

sitive.

sensitl vus: sensitive

sepiA nus: pertaining to hedges.

sA pium : of hedges or fences.

septangulA ns: seven-angled.

septAm lobus: seven-lobed.

septempunctA tus: seven-spotted.

septentrionA hs: northern, belong-
ing to the North

seplil tus: sepulchered, interred

serlc eus: silky.

ser6t inus: late, late-flowering or late-

ripemng.

sAr pens: creeping, crawling

serpentl nus: of snakes, serpentine,

looping or waving
serratifd lius: serrate-leaved, saw-

edge-leaved.

serrA tus: serrate, saw-toothed.
serrulA tus: serrulate, somewhat ser-

rate.

sesquipedA hs: one foot and a half

long or high.

sessifld rus: sessile-flowered, with-
out pedn el

sessifd lius: sessile-leaved, without
petiole

sessilifd lius: sessile-leaved.

sAs silis: sessile, stalkless, sitting

setA ceus: setaceous, bristle-like

setlg era: bristly, bnstlc-beanng.
setd sus: setose, full of bristles

setulA sus: full of small bristles

siblr icus: of Siberia

signA tus : marked, designated, at-

tested

sikkimen sis: of Sikhim or Sikkim
(N India)

sillc eus
:
pertaining to or growing in

sand
siliculd sus: bearing silicles

silvAt icus: pertaining to woods, syl-

van, '-ometimes nyl»aticus

silvAs tns- pertaining to woods,
aim plex: simple, unbranched,
simplicicau hs. simple-stemmed,
simphcifd lius: slim >le-lcaved
simphcls simus: simplest, very un-

brancht'd

slm ulans. similar to, resembling.
smAn sis- ('hmesc, of China
sin icus Chinese
smuA tus: sinuate, wavy-margmed.
smuo sus sinuate

sitchen sis: bel onging to Sitka,
A l iskan

smarAg dinus: of emerald,
smilac inus. of smilax

sobolif era. bearing ereeping rooting

stems or shoots

sociA lis . sociable, companionable
socotrA nus. of the Island of Socotra

(south of Arabia)
solA ris. solar, of the sun
s61 idus: solid, dense, not hollow,

somnlf era: sleep-prod uc mg
s6r didus. dirty, unclean, foul

spadlc eus: with a spadix
sparsifld rus : sparsely or few - flow -

cred

sparsif6 lius: sparsely or few-leaved.

spAr sus: spaise, scattered, few.

spar teus: pertaining to the broom.
spathA ceus: with a spathe
spathulA tus: spatulate, spoon-shaped,

narrowed toward the base from a
rounded top

speciosls simus: very showy
specid sus: showy, good-looking.
spectAb ills : spectacular, worth seeing,

remarkable, showy.
spectAn dus: showy.
spAc trum: an image, apparition.

sphacelA tus: dead, withered, diseased.

sph«r icus: spherical

sphaerocAr pus: spheneal-fruited
sphaerocAph alus: spherical-headed,

sphaerold eus: sphere-like.

sphaerostA chyus: spherical-spiked.
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spied, tus: spicate, with spikes,

spiefg era: spike-bearing.

8pinosls simus: most or very spiny,

spind sus: full of spines

spinulff era: bearing small spines,

spinuld sus: somewhat or weakly
spiny.

spiri lis: spiral,

spirit lus: a spiral, little spiral

Bplen dens: splendid,

splendidis simus: very splendid,

splln didus : splendid

spumA rius: frothing, of froth or
spume.

spd rius: spurious, false, bastard,

squi lens: daubed, filthy,

squil idus: squalid, filthy,

squami tus: squamate, with squairue

or small scale-like leaves or bracts,

squamd sus: squamate, full of scales

squarrd sus: squarrose, with parts

spreading or even recurved at

ends
stamfn eus: bearing prominent

stamens.
stins: standing, erect, upright
staurac&n thus: with spines cross-

shaped
stell& ns: starry

Stella tus: stellate, starry,

stelluli tus: of little stars

stenoceph alus: nari ow-headed
sten6g ynus: with a narrow stigma,

stenopet alus: narrow-petalcd
stenophyl lus: narrow-leaved,
stendp terus: narrow-winged,
stir ilis: sterile, infertile

stigm&t icus: marked, of stigmas,

stigmd sus: much marked, pertain-

ing to stigmas
stipuli ceus: stipuled, with stipules,

stipuli ris: stipuled.

stipuli tus: stipuled

stolonlf era: bearing stolons or run-
ners that take root

stramfn eus: straw-colored
stranguli tus: strangled, constricted

streptocir pus: twisted-fruited

streptopet alus: with petals twisted
streptoph^l lus: twisted-leaved

streptoslp alus: with sepals twisted

striit ulus: somewhat or faintly
striped

stri& tus: striated, striped

stnctifld rus: strict- or stiff-flowered,

strfc tus. strict, upright, erect,

strigilld sus: somewhat strigose.

strig6 sus: strigose, covered with
sharp straight appressed hairs,

stnguld sus: beset with small or
weak appressed hairs

strioli tus: striolate, somewhat or
faintly striped,

strobilff era: cone-bearing
strumi nus : of tumors or ulcers,

strumi tus : with tumors or ulcers

styld sus: with style or styles promi-
nent.

styraeff luus: flowing with storax or

gum.
suavl olens: sweet-scentod

sui vis: sweet, agreeable.

suavlB simus: sweetest, very sweet-

scented.

subacaff lis: somewhat stemmed,
nearly stemless.

subalpl nus: subalpine, nearly al-

pine
subauricul4 tus : somewhat or rather

auncled or eared.

subcarnd sus: nearly or rather fleshy,

subcordi tus :
partially or imperfectly

or somewhat cordate,

subedenti tus: nearly toothless,

suberculi tus: of cork, corky,

suberic tus: somewhat or rather
erect.

suberd sus: cork-barked, full of cork,

subfalci tus: somewhat falcate,

subglad cus: somewhat or to some
degree glaucous,

subhirtll lus : somewhat hairy,

subluni tus: somewhat lunate or
crescent-shuped

submlr sus: submerged, under water,

subperen ms: imperfectly or nearly
perennial

subpetioli tus: somewhat or partially

pctioled

subses silis: nearly sessile, not com-
pletely sessile

subsinui tus* somewhat sinuate or

wavy-margined
subterra neus: subterranean, under-
ground

subuli tus: subulate, awl-shaped
subumbelli tus: somewhat or incom-

pletely umbellate.

subvilld sus: somewhat villo.se or

soft-hairy.

subvolu bills : somewhat twining,

succulen tus: succulent, fleshy,

sulc icus 1 Swedish, of Sweden
suffrutls cens: slightly shrubby, be-

coming somewhat shrubby
suffrutied sus: slightly shrubby,
sulci tus: sulcate, furrowed
sulphu reus, sulfur-colored

sumatri nus : of the Isl of Sumatra,
suplrb lens: superb, proud
super bus: superb, proud
supercilii ns: eyebrow-like
suplr fluus: superfluous, redundant,
surculd sus: producing suckers

sunnamen sis: belonging to Surinam
(Dutch Guiana)

susii nus: of the province of Susiana
(Persia)

suspen sus: suspended, hung
sylvit icus: sylvan, forest-loving

(also written silvahcuH

)

sylves tris: of woods or forests,

sylvfc olus: growing in woods
syphilft icus : syphilitic,

syrl acus: Syrian, of Syria.

8^s tylus : with styles joined.

tabuli ris : pertaining to tablets,

tabulifdr mis: tablet-formed,

taedig era: torch-bearuig, resm-bear-
ing.

taraxicifd lius: Taraxicum- or dande-
lion-leaved.

tardifld rus: late-flowered,

tardl vus: tardy, late.

tatSr icus: of Tartary (old name for

Central Asia),

tail reus: of oxen,

tail ricus: Taunan, Crimean,
taurl nus : bull-like,

taxiffi lius: Taxus-leaved, yew-leaved,
teetd rum: of roofs or houses.

tic tus: concealed,

temulln tus: drunken,
tenacls simus: most tenacious,

t&nax: tenacious, strong,

tenebrd sus : of dark or shaded plaoes.

tenll lus: slender, tender, soft,

tin er: slender, tender, soft,

tentaculi tus: with tentacles or short
projecting parts

tenuicail Us: blender-stemmed,
tenuifld rus: slender-flowered,

tenuifd lius : slender-leaved,

tenufl obus: slcnder-lobed.

tend ior: more slender,

tin uis: slender, thin

tenuis simus: very slender, very thm.
terebinth inus: of turpentine,

tl res: terete, circular m cross-sec-

tion.

teretifd lius: terete-leaved

termini Its: terminal, at the end of a
stem or branch

terni tus: m threes, ternate

terrnfd lius: with leaves in threes

terrls tris: of the earth, terrestrial

tesselli tus: tessollato, hud off m
squares or m di< ('-like pattern

testft ceus: light brown, brick-col-

ored; also testaceous, bearing a
prominent testa or outer seed-coat,

testiculi tus: testa ulated, testiclcd.

testudini nus: like a toitoise-shell.

tetracan thus: four-spmed
tetragd nus: four-angled

tetr&ndrus: four-ant hcred

tetrin thus: four-flowered

tetraph^l lus: four-lcavod

tetrip terus: four-winged,

tetraque trus: four-cornered

texi nus, texln sis: of Texas, belong-
ing to Texas

theif era: tea-bearing

thermi lis: warm, of warm Bprings.

thuyoi des: like Thuja or arbor-vitie.

thyrsifld rus: Thyrse-flowered
thyrsoid eus: thyrse-hke

tibic inis: of a flute player,

tigrl nus: tiger-striped

tmetd nus: belonging to dyers, of dyes,

tine tus: dyed
tipulif&r mis: of the shape of a daddv-

long legs

tomentd sus: tomentose, matted-
pubescent

tormini lis: useful against eolie

tord sus : torose, cylindrical with con-
tractions at certain places or at

intervals

t6r tills: twisted,

tortud sus : much twisted,

tdr tus: twisted,

toruld sus: somewhat torose.

toxici nus: poisonous,

tdx icus: poisonous

toxif era: poison-producing,

transpi rens: transparent

trapezifdr mis: trapezium-formed, a
four-sided figure of which no two
sides are alike.

trapeziol des: trapezium-like,

tremuloi des: like Tremulus, th*
trembling poplar,

trim ulus: quivering, trembling,

triacin thus: three-spined

triin drus: with three anthers or
stamens.
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trianguU ris: three-angled,

triangulft tus: three-angled,

trian gulus: three-angular,

tncaudd tus: three-tailed

tnchoph^l lus: hair > -leaved,

tnchos&n thus: hairy-llowered.

trichosper mus: hairy-seeded,

trichdt omus: thnee branched or
forked

trie olor: three-colored

tnc6r nis: three-horned,

tricuspidd. tus: three-cusped, three-

pom ted

tridac tylus: three-fingered

trl dens: with three teeth

tndentA tus: three-toothed,

trrfascid tus: three-handed,
trff ldus: three-parted

trifld rus* three-flowered,

trrfolr^ tus: three-leaved

tnfoliolA tus. three-lealleted.

trifd lius* three-leaved

tnfurci tus: trifurcate, thrice-forked

trilineH tus: three-lmed.

tnlobi tus three-lobed.

trfl obus. three-lohcd

trimes tns: of three months,
tnndr vis : thrr e-nen ed
trinotd tus three-marked or -spotted,

triparti tus: three-parted

tnpet alus: three-petalid

tnph^llus: three-leaved

trip tens: thn e-w urged

tripunctrl tus* three-spotted,

triqud trus: three-cornered

trfs tis: sad, latter, dull

tnterni tus. tr it ornate, thrice in

threes

tnum phans: triumphant
trivid lis: mimnoii, culinary, very

frequent, found every where
tr6p leus of the tiopics

truncat ulus: somewhat or partially

train ate

trunca tus: truncate, cut off square

tubercul& tus: tubereulate, with
tuheri h s or small tubers

tuberculd sus: tulwrchd, knotted,

tuberd sus. tuberous,

tubifld rus: tube-flowered, trumpet-
flow i rid

tubls pathus: tube-spathod
tubuld sus. tubulose, with tubes,

tuhpff era" tulip-bearing,

td midus: swollen

turbini tus: turbmatp, top-shaped,

tfir gidus: tuigid, inflated, full

typhi nus: smoky or dull; perhaps

pertaining to fever.

t£p icus: tyqncal, conforming to the

standard or norm.

ulfc inus: like the gorse or furze

(Ulex).

uligind sus: of wet or marshy places,

ulmifd lius: Ulmus-leaved, elm-

leaved

umbelU tus: with umbels.
umbellulU tus: with umbellets.

wnbond tus: bossed, bearing at cen-

ter an umbo or stout projection.

umbraculff era: umbrella -beanng,
shade-producing

umbrd sus: shaded, shade-loving
uncind tus: hooked at the point

und& tus: w'aved

undecimpuncta tus: eleven-spotted
undulatifd lius. undulate-leaved

undulS tus* undulated, wavy
unguiculi ns. flawed, n trrowod to a

petiolo-liki base

unguiculi tus: unguiculate, clawed.
unguip6t alus: petals clawed,

unfc olor: one-colored

unic&r ms : one-horned
umdentd tus. one-toothed,

umfld rus. oin -flowered

unilateral lis* one-sided

umvitta tus: one -striped

urceoli tus urn-shapfd

u rens burning, stinging

urentis simus. very burmng, very
stinging

urophyl lus. tail-leaved

urostS chyus: tail-spiked

ursl nus* pertaining to bears,

urticifd lius* nettle-leaved (Urtlea).

usitatfs simus. most useful

ustulA tus burnt, tiie

u tills* useful

utilis simus* most useful

utriculil tus* utrirulatc , with a utricle

or small bladd* ry one-seeded fruit

utnculd sus. utruhd
uvif era. grape-bearing

vii gans w antic ring, \ agabondish
vagin^ lis v.igniate, sheathed
vagini tus. shiatln d
valdivii nus, valdividn sis. Valdivian,

of pioviiiee of Valdivia (Chile),

valent! nus* Vahntian, of Valentia

(.11 >pain)

val idus* strong

vanab ills: variable, of many forms,

va nans, variable

varii tus* variable

vanega tus: variegated,

varufor mis: of variable or many
forms

vd nus: various, diverse,

vasti tor tleminme xastotnx): rava-

ging, devastating

vegeta tus: full of growth, vigorous,

veg etus. vigorous

veli ns: pertaining to curtains or

veils

veld tinus: velvety,

veneni tus: poisonous,

vend sus: veiny*.

ventricd sus: ventneose, swelling or

inflated on one side or unev enly.

venus tus : handsome, charming
verecdn dus: modest, blushing

vermicuia tus: worm -like, or like

worm-tracks
verna hs: vernal,

vernicif era: vai nish-bearmg.

ver nus : of spring, vernal

verrued sus: vcrrucose, warted.

versfc olor : variously colored.

rerticillA ris: verticillate.

verticillel tus: verticillate, whorled,
arranged in a circle about the stem,

vd rus: the true or genuine or stan-
dard

vds cus: weak, thin, feeble

vesiculd sus: with little bladders
vespertl nus: of the evening, west-

ern

vest! tus: covered, clothed, as with
hairs or pubescence

vdx ans: puzzling, vexatious
vexilld nus: of the standard petal (as

of pea-like flowers), with a standard,
villd sus. villous, soft-hairy

vimini hs: of osieis, of basket willows,

vimfn eus. of osiers or wicker-work,
vinlf era wine-bearing
vind sus* full of wine,

viold ceus. violet

violes cens. .somewhat violet-colored

or betoming so

vl rens . green
vires cens greenish, becoming green.

virgA tus: twiggy
virgin^ lis: virgin

virgin eus. virgin

virgin icus, virgmien sis: Virginian,

of Vuginia
viridifld rus: green-flowered,

viridifdlius. green-leaved

vfr ldis: green.

vindis simus: greenest, very* green.

virld ulus, greenish

viscid ulus somewhat viscid,

vis cidus: vise id, sticky

viscosfs simus: very sticky,

vised sus: viscid

vitell! nus: dull yellow approaching
red

vitifd lius* Vitis-leaved, grape-leaved,

vittd tus. striped

vittig era . bearing stripes

vxvip arus: viviparous, producing the

young ahv e (rather than oviparous).

volgSricus: Volgan, of the Volga
river region (written also wolganr
cvv

void bibs: twining
volup tas: pleasure, delight,

void tus: rolled-leaved

vulgil ns : vulgar, common,
vulgd tus: common
vulpi nus: of the fox

wolg&r icus: Volgan (see votyartcu*).

xanthacan thus: y*ellow-spined.

x&n thi nus: yellow

xanthoc&r pus: yellow-fruited,

xantholeu cus: yellow -white,

xanthophyd lus: yellow-leaved.

yedoSn sis: of Yedoor Yeddo (Japan).

yunnan€n sis: of Province of Yun-nan,
China.

zebri nus: zebra-striped.

zeylSm icus: Ceylonian, of Ceylon;
Cingalese, same as ceylanxout.

zonk lis: zonal, zoned,

son* tus: zoned, banded.



GLOSSARY
OF THE USUAL BOTANICAL AND HORTICULTURAL TECHNICAL WORDS

The following set of words includes many descriptive terms used in this Cyclopedia and elsewhere, with ex-

planations of their meaning In some respects, the Name-List (pages 148 to 159) is a glossary, and the consultant

should search there when he fails to find the word m the present catalogue.

Aberrant Unusual, or exceptional, a plant or structure

that varies from customary structure or from the

type, used mostly of variation

Abortive Defective, barren, not developed
Abrupt. Changing suddenly rather than gradually, as a

leaf that is narrowed quickly to a point, or a pinnate
leaf that has no terminal leaflet, not tapering

Acaulescent Stemless, or apparently stemless, sometimes
the stem is subterranean or protrudes only slightly.

Accessory buds Buds more than one in an axil

Accessory fruit Fruit-like body composed of pericarp

and other structure or structures seemingly a part
of it, but not originally united with it, as wmtergreen
berry

Accrescent Increasing, becoming larger after flowering,

as the calyx in some plants

Accumbent Lying against, said of cotyledons when tho
edges are placed against the radicle

Achene (akene ) A dry indehiscent one-seeded pericarp.

Achlamydeous Lacking calyx or corolla, naked
Acinaciform Shaped like a scimitar, curved, round

toward the point, being thicker on tho outer side than
on the convex or inner side

Acotyledonous Without cotyledons
Adnate Grown to, united with another part, as stamens

with the corolla-tube or an anther in its whole length

with the filament

Adventitious buds Buds appearing on occasion, rather
than m regular places and order, as those arising

about wounds.
Adientive Said of an introduced plant not yet established,

imperfectly or only partially naturalized.

ASstivahon The arrangement of floral envelopes m the
bud (scstivus, summer, when flowers mostly appear.
Vernation is leaf-arrangement in the bud)

Affinity A plant or part closely related to another or

much resembling it in structure

Agglomerate Piled together, heaped up
Aggregate fruit One formed by the coherence of pistils

that were distinct in tho flower, as blackberry
Albumen Starchy or other nutritive material accompany-

ing the embryo, commonly used in the sense of endo-
sperm, for the material surrounding the embryo

Alburnum The sapwood or younger wood of a tree

Alternate Any arrangement of leaves or other parts not
opposite or whorled, placed singly at different heights
on the axis or stem

Alveolate Honey-combed, or pitted with angular sepa-
rated depressions.

Ament Catkin
Amentiferous Bearing aments or catkins.

Amorphous Formless, of no definite or constant form
Amphigean Of both worlds, the Old and New, said of

distribution of plants
Amphitropous. Said of a straight ovule or seed that is

apparently turned a quarter way around, so that it

is half inverted and with tho scar or hiluin on the
side.

Ampullaceous Said of plants bearing flask-like parts, as
in certain aquatics such as Utriculana.

Analogous Related in function or use, but not in origin.

See Homologous

.

Anastomosing Netted, interveined, said of leaves marked
by cross-veins forming a network

Anatropous Said of a straight ovule or soed that is in-

verted, with tho micropyle next the hilum or scar

Ander Male, occurs in combinations as, monandrous,
having one stamen

Andrceceum The male or stamen-bearing part of a flower;

the stamens spoken of collectively See Gyncecium
Androphore The cylinder or column formed by monadel-

phous filaments, as in the mallow and bombax tribes

Angiosperms Plants that bear the seeds within a pericarp,

in distinction from the gymnospernis which have
naked ovules and seeds, having a closed ovary

Annual Of one season’s duration from seed to maturity
and death

Anterior Front, on the front side, away from the axis,

toward the subtending brae t

Anther The pollen-bearing part of the stamen, borne at

the top of the filament or sometimes sessile

Anthenferous Anther-bearing
Anthesis Flowering, strictly, the time of expansion of a

flower, but often used to designate the flowering period,

the act of flowering

Anthocarpous Said of a body combined of flowers and
fruit united into a solid mass, as m the pineapple or

the mulberry
Anthodium Flower-head of the Composite; in com-

mon speech this flower-head is erroneously called a
“flower ”

Antical Front, anterior

Apetalous. No petals, petals missing.

Apical. At the apex or top.

Aixttarpus Carpels not united, see Syncarpous
Appendage An attached subsidiary or secondary part, as

a projecting part or a hanging part or supplement
Appresscd Closely and flatly pressed against, adpressed.
Arachnoid Cobwebby, by soft and slender entangled

hairs, also spider-like

Areole, areola A small more or less angular space on a
surface, as between network of veins

Aril An appendage or an outer covering of a seed, grow-
ing out from the hilum or funiculus; sometimes it

appears as a pulpy covering
Anllate Provided with an aril

Arillode An anl-like structure, or false aril; a coating or
covering of the seed arising from its own surface, and
not from tho funiculus

Amhed Provided with any kind of strong and sharp
defence, as of thorns, spines, prickles, barbs.

Articulate. Jointed
,
provided with nodes or joints, or places

where separation may naturally take place.

Ascending Rising up, produced somewhat obliquely or
indirectly upward

Asexual. Sexless, without sex.

Auricle An ear-shaped part or appendage, as the projec-
tions at the base of some leaves and petals.

Awl-shaped. Narrow and sharp-pointed, gradually taper-
ing from base to a slender or stiff point.

Awn A bristle-like part or appendage
Axil Upper angle that a petiole or peduncle makes with

the stem that bears it.

Axile. Borne in or on the axis, or relating to it.

(100)
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Axillary. In an axil.

Axis The main or central line of development of any
plant or organ, the mam stem.

Bacca. A berry
Baccate. Berry-like, pulpy or fleshy.

Banded. Marked with cross-bars or horizontal lines of

color, or with very prominent ribs or other structure

Barb A short point or bristle; usually employed to desig-

nate points with reflexed or fishhook - like rarely

ascending appendages
Barbulate. With fine beards
Bark The word is often used in a general way to designate

the softer outer envelope of a stem or root In this

sense, it includes all that peels readily, as the bark of

the hemlock and oak, used for tanning leather In a
stricter sense, it is applied to the corky layers formed
on the outer surface of woody plants It is formed
from an active layer of tissue,—the phellogen The
bark is developed m different ways on different trees.

So distinct are the resulting tissues that species of

trees may be readily recognized by their bark alone
Cork of commerce is the bark oi the cork oak, a
native of southwestern Europe Inasmuch as the
word covers so many structures, it is little ustd by
botanists in technical descriptions

Bark-grafting A kind of grafting in which the cions are
inserted between the bark and wood of a stub, often,

but erroneously, called crown-grafting

Base. The bottom or lower end of a part or structure or
organ, even though this part may be uppermost as
the organ hangs on the plant

Basifixed Attached or fixed by the base, as an ovule that
is affixed to its support by its bottom rather than by
its side or by an angle

Basin The depression at the apex or blossom-end of an
apple or other pome fruit

Basmerved All the ribs or nerves of a leaf or petal start-

ing from its base

Bast The soft part of the fibro-vascular bundles in plants,

abundant m the inner bark It increases in thickness

simultaneously with the wood, but much less rapidly

The fibrous elements in the bast of basswood have been
used in making cordage, also in making strong paper.

Beak. A long prominent and substantial point, applied

particularly to prolongations of fruits and carpels

Beard A long awn or bristle-like hair

Berry Pulpy, mdehiscent, few- or many-seeded fruit,

technically, the pulpy fruit resulting from a single

pistil, containing one or more seeds but no true stone,

as the tomato
Bi- or Bis- In Latin compounds, signifying two or twice.

Biaui iculatc, biaurite Having two ears.

Bicallose, bicalluus Furnished with two callosities, as the
lip of some orchids

Bicrural. With two tails, legs, or slender elongations.

Biennial Of two seasons’ duration from seed to maturity
and death

Bifarious Arranged m two rows.

Bifid Two-cleft or two-cut
Bifoholate With two leaflets to a leaf.

Biforate With two openings, pores or apertures.

Bigener. Plant arising from a cross between two genera.

Bilabiate Two-lipped, double-lipped.

Bilamellate Bearing or consisting of two plates.

Bilobed Two-lobed
,
parted into two lobes.

Bilocular. Two-celled, with two locules or compartments.
Bipartite Divided into two parts, separated nearly to base.

Bipmnate. Twice-pinnato, when the primary divisions are

pinnate.

Bipmnatifid. Twice-piunatifid; when pinnatifid primary
parts are pinnately cut

Biplicate Bearing two plaits or folds

Biseptate. Twice-divided, with two partitions.

Buenal In two series or sets

Biserrate. Doubly Berrate; the serratures themselves serrate.

11

Bisexual. Two-sexed, with both stamens and pistils.

Biternate Twice-ternate, when the divisions of a ternate
leaf are divided into three.

Bivalvular. Two-valveil

Bivittatc With two vittir or oil-tubes

Bladdery Inflated, empty, and the walls thin like the
bladder of an animal

Blade The expanded part of leaf or petal.

Blanching

.

A whitening or decoloring of the usually green
parts of iilants, as in celery or endive when it is pre-

pared for use
Bole The trunk of a tree, particularly of a large tree.

Boss A prominent center or projection on a flat and more
or less circular surface

Bottom-heat A term used to designate the condition that
arises when the roots of plants, or the soil m which
they grow, are exposed to a higher temperature than
that of the air in whirh the aerial parts are growing

Brachiate Branches or parts spreading at nearly right-

anglps and placed alternately

Brachys In Greek compounds, signifying short, as brachy-
podus, on a short foot nr stalk

By act A much-reduced leaf, particularly the small or
scale-like leaves in a flower-cluster or associated with
the flowers

Bracteal ('oncoming or pertaining to bracts

Bra< teole Bractlet

Bractlet Bract born on a secondary axis, as on the pedicel

or even on a petiole

Breaking Said when buds start to grow
Bristly Bearing stiff strong hairs or bristles

Bud An incipient or nascent shoot, the rudimentary or

beginning state of a stem, particularly, in common
speech, a thickened and condensed resting-stage of a
shoot, or a flow’er or lo if before expanding, in prop-
agating, a single bud used on a cutting or cion See
Buds, p 58(3

Budding The operation of applying a single bud to the
surface of the growing wood of the stork, with the

intention that it shall grow The bud is usually
inserted underneath the bark of the cion, and is held
in place by a bandage Budding is a part of the general

process of grafting Galled inoculation in old writings

Bulb A thickened pait in a resting state and made up of

scales or plates on a much shortened axis See Bulb, p
588

Bulbel A bulb arising from a mother-bulb
Bulbiferous Bui 1 i-bearing

Bulblit Aerial bulb, a bulb liorne above ground, as in the
flower-cluster or a leaf-axil.

Bulbu-tuber Oorm
Bulbous Bulb-like, with the structure or the character-

istics of a bulb
Bullate The surface blistered or puckered, as the leaf of

a Savoy cabbage
Bursicle. A little pouch-like or purse-like receptacle

Bush A low and thick shrub, without distinct trunk.

Caducous Falling off early, or prematurely, as the sepals

in some plants

Calcaratc Spurred
Calcanfortn Spur-formed , shaped like a calcar or spur.

Calccolate Slipper-like, having the form of a round-
ing toed shoe

Callosity A thickened and hardened part or protuberance.
Callus A hard prominence or protuberance

,
in a cutting

or on a severed or injured part, the roll of new cover-

ing tissue

Calycme Pertaining to a calyx, or calyx-like.

Calyculate Calyx-hkc, bearing a part resembling a calyx;

particularly, furnished with bracts against or under-
neath the calyx resembling a supplementary or outer

calyx.

Calyptra A hood or lid, particularly the hood or cap of

the capsule of a moss.
Calyptriform. Hood-formed; like a cap pulled over.
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Calyx The outer circle of floral envelopes

Cambium. The growing or nascent tissue lying between
the xylem and phloem of the fibro-vascular bundle, and
therefore on tho outside of the woody trunk between
wood and bast, or in trees and shrubs between wood
and “bark ” Its function is to increase the stem in

diameter
Campanulate. Bell-shaped.

Campylotropous. Said of an ovule or seed so curved or

turned on itself as to bring the apex and base together.

Canaliculate Grooved or channeled lengthwise.

Canescent Gray-pubescent and hoary
Cap A convex removable covering of a part, as of a cap-

sule, in the grape, the cohering petals fall off as a cap.

Capillary. Hair-like, very slender.

Capitate Headed, in heads, formed like a head, aggre-

gated into a very dense or compact cluster

Capitulum Head, a close body of sessile flowers

Capsular. Pertaining to a capsule, formed like a capsule.

Capsule Compound pod, a dry fruit of more than one
carpel, opening at maturity

Carinate Keeled
,
pro\ ided with a projecting central longi-

tudinal line or ridge on the lower or under surface

Carpel. One of tho foliar units of a compound pistil, a
simple pistil contains one carpel

Carpophore Fruit-stalk, stem bearing the carpels, particu-

larly, in the Umbellifene, the slender extended axis

that supports the ripe scud-like carpels.

Cartilaginous Hard and tough, like parchment
Caruncle On a seed, a protuberance or growth at or

around the lulum
Caryopsu, An achene-hke fruit, with the thin pericarp or

covering grown fast to the seed, it is the charar tenstic

fruit of the cereal grams and other grasses

Cataphyll An undeveloped leaf, as at the beginning of

a growth
Catkin A scaly-braeted spike with deeliuous flowers,

ament, prominent in willows and poplars

Caudex Stem, trunk, used particularly to designate the

persistent base of an herbat eous stem that is otherwise

annual, and also for the stem of tree-ferns and palms
Caudicle Little stem, stemlet, stalk of pollimum m

orchids

Caulescent More or less stemmed or stem-bearing, having
an evident stem above ground

Caulicle. Stemlet of the embryo, radicle

Cauline Pertaining or belonging to the stem
Cavity The depression at the bottom or stem-end of an

apple or similar fruit

Cell One of the ultimate compartments or vesicles of

which plants are composed or made up, also, a cavity or

compartment or locule of an ovary or anther
Cellular Tissue made up of short thin-walled cells,

rather than of fibers or tubes

Centrifugal Away from the center

Centripetal Toward the center

Centrum The central part of any structure, particularly

the large central air-space in hollow stems
Cephalanthium An old name for the flower-head of com-

posites, anthodium
Cephalium. The head-like stem-end of condensed cacti,

bearing tho flowers and fruits

Cemuou8. Drooping, inclining somewhat from the per-
pendicular

Ceepitose Matted
,
growing in tufts in little dense clumps;

said of low plants that make tufts or turf of their basal

growths.

Chxta. A bristle, seta

Chaff A small thin dry and membranous scale or bract;

m particular, the bracts m the flower-heads of com-
posites

Channeled. Deeply grooved lengthwise; canaliculate.

Chartaceous. Thin, hard and stiff, having the texture of

writing-paper.

Chrysos. In Greek compounds, signifying golden or golden

yellow.

Cihate Fringed with hairs, bearing hairs on the margin
Ciliolate Slightly or minutely cihate

Cinereous Ash-<olorod, light gray
Cmnamomcus Cinnamon-* olored

Cion The bud or branch used in grafting, also spellec

scion

Circinate Coiled downward or inward from the top, a*

the young frond of a fern and cycas.

Circumsnssile Opening or dehiscing by a line around the

fruit or anther, the valve usually coming off as a lid.

Cirrhiftrous Tendril-bearing

Cirrhiform Tendril-form
Cirrhus, cirrus A tendril

Cladophyllum A flattened leuf-like branch, functioning as

foliage, as m many acac las and in asparagus
Clados In Greek compounds, signifying a branch
Clasping Leaf partly or wholly surrounding .stern

Clavatt Club-shaped, said of a long body thickened
toward the top

Claw The long narrow petiole-like base of the petals or

sepals m some flowers

Cleistogamous flowers Small closed self-fertilized flowers,

as in some violets and m many other plants

Close fertilization Fecundation by pollen from same
flow or, self-fertilization

Clou One of the sepurible parts of a composite bulb, as

of the gallic

Clypeate With the form of an ancient buckler or round
convex shield, shield-like

Coalescence The union of similar parts or organs, or of

those in the same scries as stamens with stamens and
pc tals with petals

Coat ctate Crowded together

Coccus berry (plural eotei), in particular, one of the
parts of a loberl fruit with one-seeded cells

Corhlearxfoi rn Spoon-shaped
Cohn nt Two or more similar parts or organs joined
Cohesion The union of two or more organs of same

kind
Collateral By the side, standing side by side

Column Body formed of union of stamens and pistil

in orchids, or of stamens, as in mallows
Commissure The place of joining or meeting, as the face

by which one carp* 1 joins another
Comosc Bearing a tuft or tufts of hair

Complete flower All parts present

Complete leaf Hawng blade, petiole, stipules.

Complicate Folded o\er or back on itself

Compound Of two or more similar parts m one organ.
Compound leaf A leaf with two or more separate leaflets,

in some cases (as in Citrus) some of the leaflets may
be obsolete and the compound leaf have only one
leaflet

Compound pistil Of two or more carpels united

Compressed Flattened, especially flatt* ned laterally

Conchiform Shell-form, like one valve of a bivalve shell

Condupluate Two parts folded together lengthwise

Cone A dense and usually elongated colic* tion of flowers

or fruits born** beneath scales, the whole with scales

and axis forming a cleta* liable homogeneous fruit-like

body, some cones are of short duration, as the stami-

nate cones of pines, and others become dry and woody
durable parts

Confluent Running together so as to form a single part
or organ , blended

Confoimed Of the same form or character as something
else or as a related part or structure

Congested Crowded very closely together, collected into

a mass or body
Conglobate. Gathered into a ball or globe.

Conglomerate. Clustered ,
brought together

Coniferous Cone-bearing.
Connate United or joined, in particular, like or similar

structures joined as one body or organ
Connective. The filament or tissue connecting the two cells

of an anther, particularly when the cells are separated
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Connwent Coming together or converging, but not
organically connected

Conotdal

.

Cone-like, nearly conical.

Convolute Said of floral envelopes in the bud when one
edge overlaps the next part or petal or sepal or lobe
while the other edge or margin is overlapped by a
preceding part

,
rolled up

Cordate Heart-shaped, with a sinus and rounded lobes

at the base and ovate m general outline

Cork The name applied to the outer impervious mostly
not-living part of the bark Most bark develops a
corky exterior, and in some cases it becomes very
prominent In Evonyrnous Thunbergianus, the English
maple, the corky barked elm, and other trees and
shrubs, it forms wings on the branches The cork of

commerce comes from the bark of Quercus Ilex (better

known as Q Suber), plantations of which grow m south-
western Europe The cork tree of the catalogues,

Phellodendron amurense, is a curious tree, cultivated

for ornament
Corm A solid bulb-like part, usually subterranean, as

the "bulb” of crocus and gladiolus

Cormel A corm arising from a mother-eorm
Cormlet Aerial corm, or one borne in the inflorescence or
m the leaf axils

Cormous With conns, or pertaining to corms.
Corneous Horny, hard and very dense in texture
Corniculate Bearing or terminating m a small horn-like

protuberance or process

Corolla Inner circle of floral envelopes, if the parts are
separate, they are petals, if not separate, they are
teeth, lobes or divisions

Corona Crown, coronet, any appendage or intrusion that
stands between the corolla and stamens, or on the
corolla, as the cup of a daffodil, or that is the out-

growth of the staminal part or circle, as in the milk-

weeds
Coronxform Crown-formed or crown-like, corona-like

Corticate Having a cortex or hard bark, also having a
rind, as the lemon and orange

Corymb Short and broad, more or less flat-topped inde-

terminate flower-< luster

Corymbose inflorescence Outer flowers opening first

Costa A rib, in particular a strong rib or line, as a midrib
or mid-nerv e

Costate Ribbed
Cotyledon Seed-loaf, the primary leaf or leaves in the

embryo, in some plants the cotyledon always remains
in the seed-coats and in others (as bean) it emerges on
germination

Craleriform Deep saucer-shaped, cup-shaped.
Creeper A trailing shoot that takes root m the ground

throughout its length

Crenate Shallowly round-toothed or obtusely toothed.

Crenulate Finely or shallowly crenate

Crested With elevated and irregular or toothed ridge.

Cribrose Sieve-like, with numerous small apertures

Crop Produce of tilled, cared-for or protected plants.

Croppage The whole subject of the producing of crops

Cross The offspring of any two flowers that have been
fertilized A cross-breed is a cross between varieties

of the same species Synonyms are half-breed, mongrel,

variety-hybrid Crossing is the operation of cross-

pollinating Cross-pollination is the transfer of the

pollen of one flower to the pistil of another

Cross-fertilization Fertilization or fecundation secured

by pollen from another flower

Cross-pollination Transfer of pollen from flower to flower.

Crown. Corona; also that part of the stem at the surface

of the ground, also a part of a rhizome with a largo

bud, suitable for use in propagation.

Cruciate Cross-shaped or cross-like

Crustaceou8. Said of bodies or coverings that are hard and
brittle.

Cryptogam. Flowerless plant, as fern, moss, fungus, sea-

weed, less used than formerly as a technical term.

Cryptos In Greek compounds, signifying concealed.

Culm The stem of sedges and grasses, and similar plants.

Cuncate. Wedge-shaped, triangular, with the narrow end
at point of attachment, as of leaves or petals

Cupular. Cup-like or cup-shaped, the acorn nut sits m a
cupule or little cup (whence the name Cupuhferas).

Cuticle The external rind or skm of a plant or part;

usually applied to the thin waterproof membrane
overlying the epidermis

Cutting A severed vegetative or asexual part of a plant

used m propagation, as a cutting of root, of stem, or

of leaf.

Cyathiform Cup-shaped.
Cyrnbiform Boat-shaped.
Cyme A broad, more or less flat-topped determinate

flower-cluster

Cymose inflorescence With central flowers opening first

Cypstla An old term for the fruit of composites, being

dry, one-celled and one-seeded.

Deciduous Falling, as the leaves of non-evergreen trees.

Decompound More than once compound
Decumbent Reclining or lying on the ground, but wnth the

end ascending

Decurrent Running down the stem, as the leaf of mullein

Decussate Opposite leaves in four rows up and down the

stem, alternating in pairs at right angles

Definite Said of a constant or known number, not exceed-

ing twenty, contracted with indefinite, above twenty,

when the parts are usually not counted in systematic

descriptions

Deflexed Turned downward abruptly.

Defoliation The fasting or falling of the leaves

Dehiscence The method or process of opening of a seed-

pod or anther
Deliquescent Trunk or leader lost m the branches; said

of tree-top without a leader

Deltoul Triangular, delta-1 ike

Dendroid Saul of tree-shaped small plants

Dendron In Greek compounds, signifying a tree

Dentate With sharp spieadmg teeth

Depaupe rate Applied to a plant or part that is less per-

f< c tlv de\ eloped than usual or normal
,
also said of

very small members of a genus or family
Depressed More or less flattened endwise or from above.
Descending The direction gradually downwards
Determinate Definite cessation of growth at the apex or

in the main axis

Di-, Dis,- In Greek combinations, signifying two or twice

as diphyllus, two-leaved

Diaddphous In two groups, as the stamens of some
Leguminosap, joined by their filaments.

Diandrous With two stamens
Diaphanous Transparent or translucent.

Dicarpdlous Comprised of two carpels

Dichlamydeous Provided with both calyx and corolla.

Dichogamy Stamens and pistils maturing at different

times
Diclinous Imperfect, haling cither stamens or pistils but

not both, unisexual See Monochnous
Dvcoccous Separating into tw*o cocci

Dicotyledonous With two cotyledons

Dulynamous. With four stamens m two pairs of different

length

Diffuse Loosely branching or spreading; of open
growth

Digitate Hand-like, compound with the members arising

from one point.

Dimerous The parts in twos.

Dioecious Stammate and pistillate flowers on different

plants.

Dipterous. Two-winged.
Dipyrenous Having two stones or pyrenes.

Disciform Flattish and circular like a discus.

Discoid Disk-like, in particular, said of a head of Com-
posite without ray-flowers.
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Disk, disc. A more or less fleshy or elevated development
of the receptacle about the pistil, receptacle m the

head of Compositae
Disk-flowers Tho tubular flowers m the center of heads of

Compositae, as distinguished from the ray-flowers.

Dissected Divided into many slender segments.
Dissepiment A partition, particularly in an ovary or fruit.

Distinct Separate, not united with parts in tho samo
sene9

Divided Separated to the base
Division Propagation by means of separating the root

system or rhizome system into parts, cutting up the
plant into several root-bearing parts or pieces, as when
one rhubarb plant is made into two or more.

Dorsal Back, relating to the back or outer surface of a
part or organ

Dorsiferous Bearing anything on the back.

Dorsifixed Attached by the back
Dorsoventral Literally, back-front, placed with reference

to the back or front or to both
Double Said of flowers that have more than the usual

number of floral envelopes, particularly of petals, full

Downy Covered with very short and weak soft hairs

Drupe A fleshy one-seeded indehiseent fruit, with seed

inclosed in a stony endocarp, stone-fruit

Drupelet One drupe in a fruit made up of aggregate
drupes, as in the raspberry

Dumose. Low and branching, as a bush.

E- or Ex- In Latin-formed words, usually denoting, as

a prefix, that parts are missing, as exstipulate, without

stipules, estriate, without stripes

Ecalcarate Without calcar or spur
Ecology Study of habits and modes of life of animals and

plants

Ecostate Without ribs.

Edentate Without teeth

Effuse Loosely spreading, very diffuse.

Eglandulose Without glands
Elliptic A flat part or body that is oval and narrowed to

rounded ends
Elongate Lengthened, stretched out.

Embryo The plantlet in the seed
Endocarp The inner layer or part of a pericarp.

Endogen Term applied to stems having scattered bundles,

as of Indian corn, not appropriate, and now little used.

See Exogen
Endosperm Starch or other food outside or around the

embryo, albumen
Ensiform, ensate Sword-shaped, long, flat, 2-edged,

nearly or quite straight, with a sharp point

Entire Margin not m any way indented, whole
Environment Surroundings, conditions in which organ-

isms live and grow
Ephemeral Persisting for one day only, as flowers of

spiderwort

Epi A Greek prefix signifying on or upon
Epicarp The outer layer or surface of the pericarp.

Epichile The upper part of the jointed lip of an orchid.

Epicotyl That part of the caulicle lying above the coty-
ledons

Epidermis Superficial layer of cells and underneath the
cuticle

Epigeal Cotyledons rising into the air in germination.
Epigeous Close upon the ground rather than underneath.
Epigynous Borne on the ovary, used of floral parts when

ovary is inferior and flower not pengynous
Epipetalous On a petal

Epiphyllous On a leaf.

Epiphyte Air-plant, a plant growing on another or on
some other elevated support

Equitant. Sitting astride, used for conduplicate leaves that
stand inside each other in two ranks, as m Iris.

Erostrate. Without a beak.

Essential organs Stamens and pistils

Evergreen. Remaining green throughout the year.

Exalbuminous Seeds without albumen or endosperm.

Excentric. Out of or away from the center

Excurrent. The trunk or leader continuing through the top.

Exfoliating Coming off m thin layers, as tho bark of birch

and other plants

Exocarp Tho outside part of a pericarp.

Exogen, exogenous. Gi owing and increasing m diameter

by layers on the exterior of the woody cylinder, in

distinction from endogens
Exscrted Sticking out, projecting beyond, as stamens

from a perianth

Exsiccated Dry or dried.

Exstipulate Without stipules

Extrorse Looking or facing outward
Eye The marked center of a flower, a bud on a tuber, as

on a potato, a single-bud cutting

Facies The general appearance or “looks” of a plant, or
the characteristic appearance of a plant society

Fannatcous Containing starch, or starch-like materials.

Fastiated Much flattened, an abnormal or teratologic al

widening and flattening of the stem
Fascicle A condensed or close duster, as of flowers.

Feminine Pistillate (in higher plants)

Futile Said of pollen-bearing stamens and seed-bearing

fruits

Fertilization Impregnation of the ovule, the act of union
of sperm and egg cells, in the higher plants taking
place within the ovule foundation

Fetid Having a disagreeable odor
Fibrillose With fine fibers or threads

Fdwous Fiber-like, containing fibers or thread-like parts.

Fibro-vascular Made up of lx>t h fibers and ducts, combina-
tion of fibrous and vascular structure.

Filament Stalk of the anther
Filiform Thread-like, long and very slender.

Fimbriate Fr i nged
Fimbnllate Minutely fringed

Fistulur Cylindrical and hollow.

Flaccid Soft, lax and weak, not rigid.

Flagcllifurm Whip-form
,
long and slender like a lash

Flagging Wilting, said particularly of newly made cuttings

and recently transplanted plants

Flexuous Having a more or less zigzag or wavy form, said

of stems of various kinds

Floceose With tufts or floe ks of soft wool or woolly hair.

Flora The pi int population of a given region, also a book
describing this population

Florets Individual flowers of composites and grasses, also

other very small flowers that make up a very denso
form of inflorescence

Florifi rous Flower-bearing
Folvieeous Leaf-like, said particularly of sepals and calyx-

lobes and of bracts that in texture, size or color look
like small or large leaves

-foliate In combinations, -leaved, hazing leaves, as tri-

foliate, three-leaved

-folwlate Having leaflets, as trifoliolate, of three leaflets

Follicle Dry, dehiscent pericarp opening only on tho front

suture

Follicular With follicles, follicle-like.

Foramen An aperture or opening
Forked Branching or divided into nearly equal parts or

members
Fornicate Arched.
Free Not joined to other organs, as petals free from the

stamens or calyx

Frond Leaf of fern
,
sometimes used in the sense of foliage.

Frosted With a more or less shining or crystallized

white covering
Fructification The act or process of fruiting, also the

fruiting organ or organs.

Fruit. The ripened pericarp or pericarps with the adnate
parts; the seed-bearing organ.

Fruticose. Shrubby or shrub-like in the sense of being
woody.
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Fugacious. Failing or withering away very early.

Fumose Smoke-colored.
Function What a plant or a part does, its vital activities.

Funxcle The stalk or stipe of an ovule or seed.

Funnel/orm With tube gradually widening upward and
passing insensibly into the limb, as m many flowers
of Convolvulus, mfundibuliform

Furrowed With longitudinal channels or grooves
Fusiform Spindle-shaped, narrowed both ways from a

swollen middle, as dahlia roots

Galea. A hood or a helmet-shaped part or structure, as
found in the upper lip of some corollas

Gamete One of the sex-tells, either male or female
Gamopetalous Corolla of one piece, petals united
Gamophyllous. Leaves united

Gamoscpalous Calyx of one piece, sepals united
Geminate In pairs, twin
Gemma A bud, particularly a bud or bud-like structure

by which a plant propagates
Gemmiparous Bud-bearing
Gemmule A little bud or bud-like structure
Generation Period from birth (impregnation) to death,

the epoch from one I-celled stage of a pi mt to the
next 1 -celled stage

Germination The unfolding of the embryo and becoming
self-established of the plantlet

Gibbosity A swelling or bulging on one side or near tho
base.

Glabra te Nearly glabrous, or becoming glabrous with
maturity or age

Glabrous Not hairy

Gladiate Sword-shaped or sword-like

Gland Properly a secreting part or prominence or appen-
dage, but often used in the sense of gland-like

Glandular Having or bearing secreting organ", or glands.

Glandulose, glunduhfcrous G1 ind-bc.iring

Glaucous Covered with a “bloom” or a whitish substance
that rubs off

Glochidiate Said of parts with summit barbed
Glomerate In dense or compact cluster or clusters

Glomerulc Dense head-like clusters, properly a dense
cyme

Glume A small chaff-like bract, in particular, one of the
two empty bracts at the base of the grass spikolet

Graft A branch or bud inserted on another plant with tho
intention that it shall grow' t here ,

< ion

Grafting The process of inserting a cion in a plant with
the intention that it shall grow there See Budding

Granular, granulose Covered with very small grains,

minutely or finely mealy
Gymnos In Greek compounds, signifying naked or not

coccrcd as gymnospernis, icith naked seeds (not m a
pericarp) See A agiosperm

Gynandrous With the stamens grown on tho pistil, form-
ing one oigan, as in the orchids

Gynobase Stipe or stalk of an o\ ary, being an extension

or prolongation of the receptacle, short gynophore
Gyna-cium The female or pistil - bearing part of tho

flower Seo Andrercium
Gynophore. Stipe of an ovary prolonged within tho calyx.

Habit The looks, appearance, general stylo or mode of

growth, as an upright, open, decumbent or stnet

habit.

Habitat. Particular place m which a plant grows, as a
swamp, roadside, lawn, wroods, ballast-heap, hillside

Hairs A general name for many kinds of small and slen-

der outgrowths on the parts of plants, special kinds of

hairiness are designated as setose, villous, comose,
pubescent, hirsute, and others.

Halberd-shaped Hastate
Hamate Hooked
Hastate. Of the shape of an arrow-head but the basal lobes

pointed or narrow and standing nearly or quite at

right angles, halberd-shaped.

Haulm Straw-hke stems, as of the cereal grains, some-
times also applied to the sterns of palms, usually a

collective noun
Head A short dense spike, capitulum
lleartshapul Cordate, ovate in general outline but with

two rounded basal lobes, has reference particularly to

the shape of the base of a leaf or other expanded part

Heel An enlarged or more or less transverse part on the

lower end of a cutting secured from the older or

larger branch from which the cutting is taken

Helicoid Twisted or coiled in snail-shell form
Hehotropism The characteristic of turning toward the light.

Hemi- In Greek compounds, signifying half

Hepta- In Greek compounds, signifying seven

Herb Naturally dying to thp ground, without persistent

stem above ground, lacking definite woody firm

structure

Herbaceous Not woody, dying down each year, said also

of soft branches before they bee ome woody.
Hermaphrodite Bearing both stamens and pistil in the

same flower, two-sexed, bisc*xual

Hf8pendiam The fruit of the orange-kind
Heterocarpous Various-fruited, with more than one kind

or form of fruit

Heteroyamous With two or more kinds or forms of flowers.

He(ero8 In Greek composition, signifying various, or of

mure than one kind or form, as heterophyllous, with

more than one kind or form of leaf

Hilum In the se<*d, the star or mark indicating the point

of attachment
Hip Fruit of the rose, being an urn-like or closed recep-

tacle bearing the achenes inside See Hypanthium
Hirsute With rather rough or coarse hairs

Hirtellous Softly or minutely hirsute or hairy

Hispid Provided with stiff or bristlv hairs

Hispululous Somewhat or minutely hispid

Hoary Covered with a close white or whitish pubes-
cence

Homo- In Greek compounds, signifying alike or very

similar

Honunarpous All the fruits, as of a flower-head, alike.

Ilomogamous Presenting only one kind of flowers

Homologous Belated in origin or morphology. Seo
Analogous

Ilomomorphous Uniform, all the given parts alike.

Horny Hard and dense in texture, corneous

Hybrid A plant resulting from a cross between two or
more parents that are more or less unlike

Hygroscopic Capable of absorbing moisture from at-

mosphere
Ilyjmnthiurn A fruit-like body (as the rose-hip) formed by

the enlargement of the torus and bearing the proper

fruits on its upper or inner surface, literally “beneath
the flower” Now commonly used to denote the cup-
shaped receptacle on which calyx, petals and stamens
are inserted in eases of pengyny, as in plum, fuchsia

Hypochil The lower or basal part of the lip in orchids

Hyporotyl That part of the cauhele lying below the
cotyledons

Hyponatuiform Salver-form
, that shape of the flower

characterized by a cylindrical tube and a flat-spread-

ing limb, as in phlox
Hypogeal Cotyledons remaining beneath the ground m

germination

Hypogynous Borne on the torus, or under the ovary;
said of the stamens or petals

Immarginate Without a rim or edge.

Immersed Entirely under water.

Impanpinnate Unequally pinnate, odd-pinnate, with a
single terminal leaflet

Imperfect flower. Having either stamens or pistils, but
not both.

Implexed, implexuous. Entangled, interlaced

Impregnation Fecundation or fertilization of the ovule

by the pollen, also, the infiltration of substances
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Impressed. Deeply nerved, furrowed or grooved as if

by pressure

Inarching The grafting together of two plants with the

intention that, when they are severed, part of ono
plant will be growing on the other

Incanescent Hoary- or gray-pubescent, canescent

Incised. Cut, slashed irregularly, more or less deeply
and sharply.

Inclining. Looking or falling down from the horizontal.

Included. Not protruded, as stamens not projecting from
the corolla.

Incomplete Lacking some of its parts, as a flower defi-

cient in stamens or calyx

Incrustate Crusted
,
with a hard or firm covering

Incumbent (cotyledons ) Of a seed so bent over that the
back of one cotyledon lies against the radicle

Indefinite Very numerous, as above twenty, see Definite

Indehiscent Not regularly opening, as a seed-pod or anther
Indeterminate Growing on from the apex, particularly of

the main axis

Indigenous Native to the region, not introduced from
some other country

Indumentum A covering of hair

Induplicate With margins folded inward.
Indurated Hard, hardened
Indusium The little growth covering or surrounding the

sorus or fruit-dot in ferns

Inferior Beneath, lower, below, as an inferior ovary, ono
that is below the ealyv-leaves

Inflated Blown up, bladdery

Inflorescence Mode of flower-beanng, technically less

correct but much more common in the sense of a flower-
cluster

Infra- In combinations, signifying below.

Infundibulxform Funnelform
Innate Said of an anther when attached by its base to

the filament

Innovation An offshoot or departure from the axis

Inserted Attached, as a stamen growing on the borolla

Inter- In composition, signifying between, particularly

between closely related parts or organs
Interfohaceous Between the leaves, particularly between

two leaves of a pair

Intemode The part or space of stem between two nodes
or joints.

Interrupted Not continuous, in particular, the inter-

position of small leaflets or segments between others

Intorted Twisted upon or around itself

Intramarginal. Just within the margin or edge, between the
margins

Introduced Brought from another region, either inten-

tionally or otherwise, m horticulture, used to desig-

nate the intentional bringing of plants into cultiva-

tion either from another country or from the wild

Introrse Turned or faced inward or toward the axis, as

an anther looking toward the center of the flower.

Inverted Turned over, end-for-end, top-side down.
Involucel A secondary involucre, small involucre about

the parts of a cluster

Involucre A whorl of small leaves or bracts standing close

underneath a flower or flower-cluster.

Involute Said of a flat body (as a leaf) rolled inward or

toward the upper side See Revolute

Irregular flower Some parts different from other parts
in same senes.

Jointed. With nodes, or points of real or apparent articu-

lation.

Keeled Ridged like the bottom of a boat, also the two
front united petals of a papilionaceous flower

Knaur. An excrescence, bur or knot of woody tissue that
will grow when removed and used as a cutting.

LabeUum. Lip, particularly the lip of orchids.

Labiate. Lipped; a member of the Labiatse.

Labyrmthiform With intricate winding lines or passages.

Lacerate Torn, irreguarly cleft or cut

Laciniate Slashed into narrow pointed lobes

Lactescent Containing milk or a nulk-like substance
Lacunose Having holes or empty places, particularly m

the anatomical structure

Lamella A thin flat plate or part

Lamina. The blade of a leaf or petal or other expanded
part or body

Lanceolate. Lance-shaped, much longer than broad;
widening above the base and tapering to the apex

Lapidose Found m stony places

Lateral On or at tho side

Layer A branch that takes root and gives rise to an inde-
pendent plant

Leaflet One part of a compound leaf, secondary loaf.

Leaf-stalk The stem of a leaf, petiole, foot-stalk

Legume Simple pericarp dehiscing on both sutures, pod.
Lemma In grasses, the flowering glume,—the lower of

the two bracts immediately inclosing the flower

Lenticular Lentil-shaped, lens-shaped

Lepals Sterile stamens, particularly those nectaries or
scales representing stamens, term little used

Lepidote Sui faced with small scurf> scales

Liana, liane A woody twining or climbing plant entang-
ling a tropical forest.

Life-history The sum of the events in the life of a plant

Ligneous Woody
Ligule A strap-shaped organ or body, particularly, a

strap-shaped corolla, as in tho ray-flowers of com-
posites, also a projection from the top of tho sheath in

grasses and similar plants

Limb The expanded flat part of an organ, in particular,

the expanding part of a gamopetalous corolla

Lirnbate Surrounded by an edging of another color;

margined with color, also, provided with a limb.

Line One-twelfth of an inch

Linear Long and narrow, the sides parallel or nearly so.

Lmeate Lined, bearing thin parallel lines

Linguiform Shaped like a lingula, or with a projecting

tongue-like part or process

Lip One of the parts in an unequally div ided corolla or
cal>\, these parts are usually two, the upper lip and
the lower lip, although one lip is sometimes wanting;
the upper lip of orchids is by a twist of the stipe

made to appear as the lower, a labium

Lobe Any part or segment of an organ, specifically a part

of petal or calyx or leaf that represents a division to

about tho middle.

Lobule A small lobe.

Locale Compartment or cell of a pistil or anther

Loculuidal Dehiscence between the partitions into the
cav lty

Lodiculc A small scale m a grass flower, between the
lemma and stamens

Lonient A legume with constrictions or articulations.

Lorate Strap-shaped
Lyrate. Pmnatifid but with an enlarged terminal lobe and

smaller lower lobes

Medullary Relating to the pith, tho medullary ravs seen

in cross-sections of woody trunks radiate from tho

medulla or pith.

Meniscoidal. Like a meniscus or disk, with the form of a
watch-crystal

Mencarp The peculiar seed-like fruit of the Umbel lifera).

-merous In composition, referring to the numbers of

parts, as flowers 5-merous, in which the parts of each
kind or series are five or m fives.

Mesocarp Middle layer or part of a pericarp; the part
between tho endocarp and exocarp

Mesochil The intermediate or middle part of the lip of
orchids when the lip is separated into three parts.

Micropyle. The opening through which impregnation
takes place; the point on the seed marking the orifice

of the ovule.
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Midrib. The mam rib of a le.i or leaf-like part.

Mitriform Mitre shaped, or like a cap.

Monadelphous. Stamens united m one group by their

filaments as in many Leguminosaj
Momliform Suggesting a string of beads
Mono- In Greek compounds, signifying one.

Monochnous Hermaphrodite, perfect, the two sexes in

the same flower See Ihehnous
Monocolyle donous. With a single cotyledon.

Monere wuts Slaminate and pistillate flowers on the samo
plant

Monoyynous With only one style

Monopetalous One-petaled
,
all the petals united to form

one bod> or organ, as a gamopetalous corolla

Monopoehal Axial dim lion continued by giowth from
terminal bud or persistance of the leader.

Monostiehous In one row'

Monstrosity Deformity
,
any unusual or non-typical kind

of development
Morphology The science* or subject that treats of forms

or of the tiansfonnations of organs

M in use With a shm\ < ovenng 01 sec retion.

M turn A short and shaip abrupt tip

Mule An old word for i eio&s, particularly between dif-

ferent spec ios, h>biid, c loss-breed

Multifid Gut or cleft into many narrow lobes or parts.

M ulli ])l< ( )f sen oi al or m mv distmc t parts

Multiple fi mt The united product (m one body) of

sen c ral or many flowc rs

Multi septate With many divisions or chambers, as some
nuts

Musatriform In form of a brush or fly-brush.

Mijalium Vegetative part of a fungus, composed of

threads or threadj tissue

Naked Jlourr With no floral envelopes, without calyx

and corolla

No pi form '1 uinip-sh iped, more* or less short-fusiform,

bro ide r th m high and abiuptlv tapering both ways
Kanculm Uott-shapcd, c muInform

Neetar if< rnvs Nee tar-bennng
Nietary V 1 1 u< tore or organ th it secretes nettar.

Ar

e phi old Kidnen -sh iped
,
reniform

A trve A vein or skndei rib, particularly if not branched.

Netted Marked with iet inflated lines or nerves that pro-

ject somewhat above ihe surf ice

Nruttr, neutral Neithc r stamens nor pistils, sexless

N ululate Nested, as if like or borne m a nidus or nest

Aoc/c V joint vvheie i leif is home oi m i> be borne, also

liieoiiee tlv the space betwec*n two joints, which is

propc rl> an mternode
Nik lots The kernel of a seed, the central denser

stilietuie of a c ell

Nutttle A small nutlet, anv hard seed-like fruit or part

Nut An mdehiseent 1 -celled and 1-seeded hard and bony
fruit, even if resulting from i compound ovary.

Nutlet A small or diminutive nut, nucule

Ob- A Latin s\ liable, usually signifying inversion

Obromcal Inversely conical, cone attached at the small

point

Oblanreolate Inver.selv lanceolate, with the broadest part

of a lane eolate body aw av from the point of attachment
Oblique Slanting, unequal-sided

Oblong Longer than broad, and with the sides nearly or

quite parallel most of their length

Obovate Inverted ovate

Obovotd An ovoid bodv attached at the smaller end
Obsolescent Nearly obsolete, becoming rudimentary.
Obsolete Not evident or apparent, rudimentary.
Obtuse Blunt, rounded
Occllated Eyed

,
a circular spot of one color inside a larger

spot or area of another color

Ochraceous Ochre-yellow, gradually changing to brown.
Ocrea. A boot-shaped or tubular stipule, as m Polygonum.
Oculus. An cyo, a leaf-bud when used as a cutting

Offset A plant arising close to the base of mother plant.

Oleaginous Fleshy and oily

Oltgos In Greek compounds, signifying few.

Opaque Dull, not translucent or shining

Operculum A lid, as of a circumscissfle capsule.

Orthos In Greek compounds, signifying straight.

Orthotropous (ovule or seed) An erect straight seed, with
the mieropyle at the apex and lulum at the base.

Osseous Bony, hard, brittle, of very close texture.

Ovary Ovule-bearing part of a pistil

Ovate With an outline lik<- that of hen’s egg cut in two
lengthwise, the broader end downward.

Ovoid A solid that is oval in outline.

Ovule The body which, after fertilization, becomes the seed.

Ovuliferous. Ovule-bearing

Painted Said of colors that arc in streaks of unequal
bnlli mey

Palate In personate corollas, a rounded projection or

prominence of the lower lip, closing the throat or very
nearly so

Palea, pa let In the grass flower, the upper of the two
tm losing bracts, the lower one being the lemma

Palmate Lobed or divided in a palm-like or hand-like

fashion

Pulmatifid Gut about half wray down in a palmate form.

Paituh A branching raceme, flower-duster in which the

brmdits are racemose, the flowers being pedicellate.

Papihontucowt corolla Buttetfly-like, pea-like flower,

with a standaid, wings, and keel

Pappijoim Pappus-1 ike
Pappus Pec uliar calvx-limb of composites, being plumose,

bii-tle-like, stale s, or othonvi&c

Paiasitu Growing and living on or in another organism.

Parietal Borne on the paries or wall (inner surface) of

a c apsiile

Parted Glc ft or cut not quite to the base
Parthenoge netir Seed developing without fertilization or

fee undation
Partud Of secondary importance or rank.
Partite- Divided very nearly to the base.

Partitioned Divided in compartments or chambers by
internal horizontal partitions

Pathological Diseased
Pedicel Stem of one flower in a cluster.

Peduncle Stem of a flower-cluster or of a solitary flower.

Pellucid Glear, transparent, that can nearly be seen
through

Peltate Attached to its stalk msidt the margin, peltate

leaves are usually shield-shaped

Pennine tied Nerves arising along the length of a central

midrib
Pentamnous In fives

Pe po Fruit of pumpkin, squash, and the like

Perennial Of three or more seasons’ duration
Perfect floicer One that has both stamens and pistil.

Perfoliate The stem apparently passing through the part,

as a leaf, united around the stem
Pergameneous, pergamcntaceous Texture of parchment.
Peri- 111 Gieek compounds, signifying around
Perianth The floral envelope considered together; com-

monly used for flowers in which there is usually no
clear distinction between calyx and corolla, as the lilies

Pericarp The ripened ovary
Ptrigynium. The sac or utricle that incloses the ovary or

aehene in Carex, it is sometimes inflated

Perigynous Borne around the ovary and not beneath it,

as when calyx, corolla and stamens are borne on the
edge of a cup-shaped hypanthmm

,
such cases are said

to exhibit perigyny
Persistent Remaining attached, not falling off

Personate Said of a two-lipped corolla the throat of which
is closed by a palate, as m toad-flax.

Petal One of the separate leaves of a corolla.

Pctaloid Petal-like, of color and shape resembling a petal.

Petiole Leaf-stalk.
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Petiolule. Stalk of a leaflet.

Phalanges (plural of phalanx) The groups or bundles of

stamens in diadelphous or polyadelphous flowers.

Phenogam ,
phenogamous Flowering plants, soed-bearing

plants (as distinguished from spore-bearing, or cryp-

togams).
Phyllodium. Leaf-like petiole and no blade, as in some

acacias and other plants

Phyllotaxy. Order of arrangement of leaves on the stem.

Phytology The study of plants, particularly of the kinds

or species, botany
Pileate, pileiform With the form of a pileus or rimless

cap, in particular, pertaining to the cap of a mushroom.
Pinna. A primary d'vision or leaflet of a pinnate leaf.

Pinnate Feather-formed , with the leaflets of a compound
leaf placed on either side of the rachis

Pmnatifid Cleft or parted in a pinnate (rather than pal-

mate) way
Pmnatipartite Pinnatoly-parted

Pmnatisect. Cut down to the midrib in a pinnate way.
Pinnule A secondary pinna or leaflet in a pinnately

decompound leaf

Pip A perpendicular or upright small rootstock used in

propagation, as of lily-of-the-valley.

Pisiform Pea-shaped, pea-like

Pistil The ovule-bearing and seed-bearing organ.
Pistillate. Having pistils and no stamens, female
Pitted Having little depressions or cavities

Placenta Part or place m the ovary where ovules are

attached.

Plaited Folded lengthwise, as a closed fan

Plane Evenly flat, rather than wrinkled, folded, grooved
or otherwise

Platys. In Greek combinations, signifying broad or unde.

Plumose Plumy, feather-like, with fine hairs, as the pap-
pus of some composites.

Plumule The bud in the embryo
Plur-annual Of one season’s duration only because

killed by frost

Pod A dehiscent dry pericarp

Pollen Spores or grains borne by the anther, containing

the male element, sometimes it is not granular

Pollination The mechanical or physical operation of

transfering pollen from stamen to pistil.

Pollmiferous Bearing-pollen.

Pollmium A coherent mass of pollen, as m orchids and
milkweeds

Poly- In Greek combinations, signifying numerous or many.
Polyadelphous The stamens m many bundles or fascicles.

Polygamous Bearing imperfect and hermaphrodite
flowers on the same plant

Polymerous Of many parts or senes
Pome Fruit of apple, pear, quince, etc.

Porose With small holes, pores or perforations.

Posterior At or toward the back, opposite the front;

toward the axis, away from the subtending bract

Prsefoliation Arrangement of leaves in the bud
,
vernation.

Prsemorse, Jagged, as if bitten off.

Prickle A small and weak spine-like body borne irregu-

larly on the bark or epidennis
Prismatic. Prism-shaped, with plane sides separated by

angles, body of nearly uniform size throughout, and
with similar end-sections

Process An extension of any surface or part beyond the
main outline

Procumbent Trailing or lying flat, but not rooting.

Proliferous Bearing offshoots or redundant parts; bear-

ing other similar structures on itself

Proterandrom. Anthers maturing before pistils

Proterooynous Pistils maturing before anthers
Pseud-annual Perennial by means of bulbs, corms, or

tubers

Pseudo-. In Greek compounds, signifying spurious ox false.

Pseudobulb The thickened or bulb-form stems of certain

orchids, the part being solid and borne above ground.
Puberulent. Somewhat or minutely pubescent.

Pubescent Coverod with short, soft hairs; downy.
Pulverulent. Powdered or dusty
Pulvmate. Cushioned, with a cushion-like enlargement or

structure, as at the base of some petioles or leaflets

Punctate With translucent or colored dots or depressions

or pits

Pungent Ending in a stiff sharp point or tip, also acrid

(to the taste)

Putamen Tho hard or bony shell of a nut or of a stone-

fruit

Pyrene, pyrena Nutlet, particularly tho nutlet in a drupe.

Pyriform Pear-formed or -shaped
Pyxis Pod opening or dehiscing by a transverse ring

Quadrangular Four-angled
Quaternate In fours

Quincunx Five plants in a square, one of them being in

the center

Quintupled. Five times, multiplied by five.

Raceme A simple elongated indeterminate cluster with

stalked flowers

Rachilla, rhachilla A diminutive or secondary axis, or

rachis, m particular, in the grasses and sedges the axis

that beais the florets

Rachis Axis bearing flowers or leaflets, petiole of a fern

frond (plural rachides or raihist s)

Radiate Standing on and spreading from a common
center, also, with ray-flowers, as in the Compositie.

Radical Belonging or pertaining to the root

Radicle The inferior or downward part of the embryo
below the cotyledons, tuudide

Radix Root
Ramcal Pertaining to a branch or branches.
Ramenta Chaffy loose scales borne on leaves and stems,

as on the stems of ferns

Ramifu ation The mode or style of branching of a plant.

Raphe, rhaphe The tord or ridge of fibro-vastular tissue

connecting the hilum and chalazu on a seed (when the

hilum and chalaza are separated)

Ray Outer modified florets of some composites, with an
extended or strap-like part to the corolla, also tho

branches of an umbel or umbel-like cluster

Receptacle Torus, the more or less enlarged or elongated

end of the stem or flower-axis on which some or all of

the flower-parts are borne, sometimes tho receptacle

is greatly expanded, as in the Compositie, sometimes it

assumes capsule-like forms, as in the hypanthium of the

rose

Redinate, reclining Bent down or falling back from the

perpendicular

Recondite Concealed, difficult to make out, not easily

recognized
Recurved Bent or curved downward or backward
Reflexed Abruptly recurved or bent downward or back-

ward
Regular flower With the parts in each series or set alike, as

stamens all like each other, petals all like each other.

Reinforced fruit With other parts grown to the pericarp.

Remote Separated by spaces longer than common.
Remform Kidney-shaped
Repent Creeping, rooting at the joints.

Resupinate Upside down, turned over.

Retroise Bent or turned over back or downward.
Revolute Rolled backward, margin rolled toward lower

side See Involute

Rhachis See Rachis.

Rhaphe See Raphe.
Rhizome Underground stem; rootstock.

Rhizos. In Greek compounds, signifying root.

Rib In a leaf or similar organ, the primary vein; also

any prominent vein or nerve
Rimose. With cracks or chinks.

Ringenl. Gaping; said of labiate flowers with an open
throat or mouth.

Rootstock Subterranean stem; rhizome.
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Rostellum. A little beak; particularly a projection above
the stigma in tho orchid flower.

Roaula A rosette, or dense more or less flat imbricated

cluster of leaves

Rosulate In a rosula or rosette.

Rotate. Wheel-shaped, with short or obsolete tube and a
flat and circular limb

Rotund Nearly circular, orbicular, inclining to be oblong.

Rudimentary Incomplete, very little developed
Ruminated Chewed, particularly applied to wrinkled

albumen m seeds that are irregularly channeled or
pierced, as in nutmeg and in annona fruits

Runcinate Said of sharply lobed or cut leaves that have
the segments directed backward

Runner. A slender trailing shoot taking root at the nodes.

Sabulose Growing m or pertaining to sandy places

S'agittate. Like an arrowhead in form, triangular with
the basal lobes pointing downward

Salver-shaped With a slender tube and an abruptly ex-

panded flat limb, as that of the phlox, hypocrateriform.

Samara Indehiscent winged pericarp, as of the maple
Sap The watery contents of a plant, an indefinite and

undescnptivc term little used by botanists.

Sapid With a pleasant or savory taste

Scabrous Rough , feeling roughish or gritty to the touch
Scale A name given to many kinds of Bmall mostly dry

and appressed leaves or bracts, a vestige

Scape Leafless peduncle arising from the ground; it

may bear scales or bracts but no foliage-leaves, and
may be one- or inanv-flowered

Scarious Leaf-1 ike parts or bracts that are not green, but
thin, dry, and membranaceous, often more or less

translucent

Scion See Cion
Scleroid Of a hard texture

Scorpioul Said of a cluster in which the flowers are 2-

ranked and borne alternately at the right and the left

Seed The ripened ovule, the essential part is the embryo,
and this is contained within integuments

Seedling \ young plant raised from seed , a plant direct from
seed without the intervention of grafting of any kind

Segmint One of the parts of a leaf, petal, ealyx or perianth

that is di\ ided but not truly compound
Self-futilization Secured by pollen from same flower,

close-fertilization

Self-pollination Transfer of pollen from stamen to pistil

of same flower, close-pollmation

Sepal One of the separate leaves of a calyx.

Sejmratwn Multiplication of plants by means of naturally

detachable asexual bodies or organs, as offsets, stolons

Septate Partitioned, divided by partitions

Septicidal Dehiscence along or in the partitions, not di-

rectly into the locule

Septum A partition

Sessile Not stalked, sitting.

Set Applied loosely to vegetative parts used in propaga-
tion, as to offsets, layers, root-cuttings

Seta A bristle

Setiform Bristle-shaped.

Sheath. Any long or more or less tubular structure sur-

rounding an organ or part.

Shoot. A new plant from the root of the old plant; also

any growing twig or axis

Shrub A woody plant that remains low and produces
shoots or trunks from the base

Silicle The short fruit of certain Crucifer®

Siligue The long fruit of certain Crucifer*

Silky A condition produced by a covering of soft ap-
pressed fine hairs, sericeus.

Silvery. With a whitish metallic more or less shining luster.

Simple pistil Of one carpel

Sinus The space or recess between two lobes of a leaf or

other expanded organ.

Slip A softwood cutting “slipped” off or pulled off; applied

also to similar parts cut off.

Smooth Said of surfaces that have no hairiness, roughness
or pubescence, particularly of those not rough

Solitary. Borne singly or alone.

Sorus. A heap or cluster. The fruit-dots or -cluster of

ferns (plural eon )

Spadix A thick or fleshy spike of certain plants, as the
Aracese, surrounded or subtended by a spathe.

Span. Nine inches, distance from tip of thumb to tip of

little finger when the hand is spread out
Spathe The bract or leaf surrounding or subtending a

flower-cluster or a spadix, it is sometimes colored and
flower-like, as in the calla

Spawn The dried mycelium of mushrooms used in

propagation
Spheroidal A solid that is nearly spherical

Spmform Spike-form
Spiculate With a small, fleshy and erect point

Spike Compact, more or less simple indeterminate, mostly
elongated cluster, with flowers sessile or nearly so

Spikelet A secondary spike, one part of a compound spike,

particularly, one of the ultimate clusters in gresses

Spine A strong and sharp-pointed woody body mostly
arising from the wood of the stem.

Spinescent More or less spiny.

Sjnnule A little or weak spine

Spontaneous Said of plants that have escaped from cul-

tivation, but that do not permanently persist

Sporangium A spore-case, a sac or body bearing spores

Spore A simple reproductive body, usually composed of a
single detached cell, and containing no embryo

Sporocarp A rec cptaele ( ontaining sporangia or spores.

Sporophyll A spore-bearing leaf

Spreading Standing outward or horizontally

Spur A tubular or sac-like projection from a blossom,

as of a petal or sepal, it usually secretes nectar.

Squama A scale

Squamella Very small squama or scale.

Stachys In Greek compounds, signifying a spike.

Stalk The stem of any organ, as the petiole, peduncle,

pedicel, filament, stipe

Stamen The pollen-bearing or “male” organ
Stannnate Having stamens and no pistils, male
Staminodc, staminodium A sterile stamen, or a structure

resembling such and borne in the stammal part of the

flower, in some flowers (as in Canna) stammodia are

petal-like and showy
Standard The upper and broad more or less erect petal

of a papilionaceous flower

Stem The main axis of a plant, leaf-bearing and flower-

bearing as distinguished from the root-bearing axis

Sterile flower Without pistils

Stigma The part of the pistil that receives the pollen.

Stigmalic Pertaining to the stigma
Stipe The stalk of a pibtil or other small organ, also the

petiole of a fern-leaf

Stipel Stipule of a leaflet

Stipule A basal appendage of a petiole; the three part* of

a complete leaf are blade, petiole, stipules (usually 2).

Stock The part on which the cion is grafted, the strain or

parentage
Stolon. A shoot that bends to the ground and takes root,

more commonly, a horizontal stem at or below sur-

face of the ground that gives rise to a new plant at its

tip

Stone. The “pit” or putamen of a stone fruit.

Stool A clump of roots or rootstock that may be used in

propagation, also an established low plant from which
layers are taken

Stratification The operation or method of burying seeds

to keep them fresh and to soften their integuments, or

to expose them without injury to frost, that they may
be more readily and successfully used in propagation.

Strict Straight and upright, little if any branched, often

rigid.

Strobile Cone.
Strophiole. An appendage or protuberance at the hilum.
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Style. More or less elongated part of the pistil between the

ovary and stigma.

Stylopodxum. Style-foot; an expansion at the base of a
style, as m flowers of the Umbellifer®.

Sub-. As a prefix, usually signifying somewhat
, slightly or

• rather.

Subacute Somewhat or partially acute.

Subconaceous. Somewhat or approaching leathery in

texture.

Subligneous Partially or somewhat woody.
Subterete Somewhat or imperfectly terete.

Succulent Juicy, fleshy, soft and thickened in texture.

Sucker A shoot arising from the roots or beneath the sur-

face of the ground.
Suffrutescent. Partially or slightly shrubby.
Suffruticose. Pertaining to a low and somewhat woody

plant, diminutively shrubby or frutioose, woody at base.

Sulcate. Grooved or furrowed lengthwise
Superior Said of an ovary that is free from the calyx

Supernumerary Said of buds when there is more than one
m an axil

Suspended Hanging from the top, as an ovule attached
in the top of the locule

Suture A line or mark of splitting open; a groove marking
a natural division or union, the groove lengthwise a
plum or similar fruit

Symmetrical Said of a flower that has the same number of

parts in each series or circle, as five stamens, five petals.

Symphysis. Growing together, coalescence

Sympodial Axial growth continued by successive lateral

shoots instead of by terminal bud
Syncarpium A fruit consisting of many cohering or con-

solidated carpels

Syncarpous Having carpels united See Apocarpus
Syngenesious. Anthers united m a ring, as m Composite.

Tapering Gradually becoming smaller or diminishing in

diameter or width toward one end
Tap-root A strong nearly or quite perpendicular mam

root that carries the plant axis straight into the ground,
all the other roots being secondary to it, rather than
branching equally or diversely at the crown

Taxonomy Classification of species

Tendril A rotating or twisting thread-like process or

extension by which a plant grasps an object and clings to

it for support, morphologically it may be stem or leaf.

Teratology The subject of monstrosities, or of abnormal
and aberrant forms and malformations

Terete. Circular in transverse section, imperfectly cylin-

drical because the object may taper both ways.
Terminology The subject dealing with names
Temate. In threes

Testa The outer seed-coat, particularly when bony, hard
or brittle

Tetradynamous Six stamens, four being long and two short.

Tetragonal Four-angled
Thallus A flat leaf-like organ, m some cryptogams, the

entire cellular plant body without differentiation as to

stem and foliage

Throat The opening or orifice into a gamopetalous corolla,

or perianth, the place where the limb joins the tube.

Thyrse, thyrsus. Compact and more or less compound
panicle, more correctly a panicle-like cluster with main
axis indeterminate and other parts determinate.

Tip The plant arising at the end of a stolon, as in the

black raspberry
Tomentose. With tomentum, densely woolly or pubescent;

with matted soft wool-like hairiness.

Tomentulo8e Somewhat or delicately tomentose.
Tortuous Twisted, with irregular bending and twining.

Torus. Receptacle.

Tree. A woody plant that produces one main trunk and a
more or less distinct and elevated head.

Tri- Three or three times.

Tricarpous. Of three carpels or fruits.

Tnchome. A hair, particularly one that is strong or stiff.

Tncostate. With three ribs.

Tnfid. Separated about halfway down into three parts.

Trifoliate. Of three loaves.

Tnfoliolate. Of three leaflets.

Trigonous. Throe-angled.

Trxmerous. In threes

Trimorphous In three forms; as three lengths of stamens.
Tripinnate. Three tunes pinnate.
Trisected In three deeply cut parts

Tnternate Three times three, the leaflets or segments of a
twice temate leaf again in three parts

Truncate Appearing as if cut off at the end, the end
nearly or quite straight across.

Tuber. A short congested part, usually defined as sub-

terranean (as of a rootstock), although this is not
essential.

Tubercle A small tuber, or rounded protruding body.
Tubemferous Tuber-bearing

Tuberous With or resembling a tuber or tubers.

Tumid Swollen
Tumcated Provided with concentric or enwrapping

coats or layers, as bulb of onion
Turgid Swollen from fullness.

Umbel Corymbose or indeterminate cluster with branches
or rays arising from a common point and about equal

in length, resembling framework of umbrella, umbels
are characteristic of the Umbellifer®.

Umbellate Umbelled
,
with umbels, pertaining to umbels.

Umbellct Secondary umbel.
Umbellule. Umbellet.
Uni- One
Unisexual. Of one sex, staminate or pistillate only.

Utricle A small bladder, a bladdery 1-seeded fruit.

Valvate Opening by valves or pertaining to valves;

meeting by the edges without overlapping, as leaves

or petals in the bud
Valve A separable part of a pod ,

the units or pieces into

which a capsule splits or divides in dehiscing

Vascular With vessels or ducts, or relating to them.
Vein A branch of the evident woody framework of a

leaf or similar organ, secondary member of the fibro-

vascular structure

VeirUet A small or slender vein, nerve
Venation Veimng, arrangement or disposition of veins.

Ventral Front, relating to the anterior or inner face or

part of an organ , opposite the back or dorsal part.

Vernation The disposition or arrangement of leaves in

the bud
Versatile Hung or attached near the middle and usually

moving freely, as an anther attached crosswise on the

apex of filament and capable of turning.

Verticil A whorl
Vesicle A little bladder or bladder-like cavity

Vexillary Pertaining to the vexillum, standard or banner
of a papilionaceous flower

Villous. Provided with long and soft, not matted, hairs;

shaggy
Vitta. An oil-tube, as in the fruits of Umbellifer®.

Vitiate With vitt®, also stnped lengthwise.

Volute. Rolled up.

Watersprout. A strong rapid-growing adventitious Bhoot
in a tree-top or bush or on a trunk.

Whorl. Three or more leaves or flowers at one node, in a
circle.

Wing. A thm dry or membranous expansion or flat exten-

sion or appendage of an organ
;
also the lateral petal of

a papilionaceous flower.

Woolly. Provided with long, soft and more or less matted
hairs; like wool, lanate.

Wort. Old word for a plant or herb, now used only in com-
bination, as motherwort , spiderwort, liverwort.
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A
abacA, or Manila hemp, is the fiber of Musa textihs,

a native of the Philippine Islands, where it is grown for

commerce The plant is like the banana in general

habit of growth, although it is seed-bearing It is

propagated by seeds or suckers or root-cuttings When
two to five years old it is at maturity, reaching a height
of 6 to 15 feet and a diameter of trunk of 6 to 15 inches.

The fiber is derived from the thick sheathing leaf-stems,

the stems being cut between the flowering and fruiting

stages After seed-bearing, the top or “plant” dies and
new suckers or shoots spring fiom the roots The first

stalks may be cut as early as twenty months after plant-

ing, and the plantation is cut over about once m eight
months until it becomes unproductive,
which will be fifteen to forty y ears New
stalks continue to arise as the old ones
are cut The fiber, as found in the mar-
ket, is coarse and stiff and 6 to 12 feet

long In the better grades it is very
strong The fruit of Musa textilis is not
edible See Cyclo Amer. Agnc. II, p.

286, and 1, p 126

ABULIA (bears the name of Dr Clark
Abel, physician and author in China,
d 1826) Caprifohdceje Ornamental
plants, cultivated chiefly for their hand-
some flowers

Shrubs lvs opposite, short-petioled,

small or medium-sized, entire or dentate*
fls in 1- to several-fid cymes, axillary or
terminal on short branehlets, sometimes
forming panicles at the end of the
branches, sepals 2-5, conspicuous, per-
sistent, corolla tubular or campanulate,
5-lobed, stamens!, paired, ovary 3-celled,

only 1 cell fertile, style elongated fr

1 -seeded leathery acliene crowned by the
persistent calyx—More than 20 species in

E and Cent Asia, 1 on the Himalayas
and 2 in Mex For a key to all the
species, see llehder, Synopsis of the
genus Abelia (in Sargent, Plant* Wilson-
ian*, I, pp 122-129) The genus is some-
times united with Linmea
The abelias are small or medium-sized

bushy shrubs with deciduous or persist-

ent foliage and rather small but numer-
ous flowers varying from white to nink
or purple; after the flowers have fallen,

the persistent usually purplish sepals are
attractive. The recently introduced A.
Ciraebneriana and A Engleriana are
probably the hardiest; A triflora, A chmensis and
A grandiflora are hardy as far north as Philadelphia
the last-named is sometimes grown m sheltered sit-

uations as far north as Massachusetts, and, even if

partly killed back, the young shoots flower profusely
the same season; A flonbunda is hardy only south of

Washington, D C.
The cultivation of abelias presents no special diffi-

culties. They do best in sunny, sheltered positions ami
prefer a well-drained soil enriched by peat or leaf-

mold A flonbunda is sometimes grown in pots and
kept during the winter m the cool greenhouse; in this

case a sandy compost of loam and peat or leaf-mold
will be a suitable mixture

Propagation is usually by greenwood cuttings in

summer under glass; also by cuttings of ripened wood
taken in fall Seeds are not often obtainable, they are
sown in spring and germinate after a month or two;
the seedlings begin to bloom usually m their third year.

A Sepals 2

Graebneri&na, Rehd Shrub, 4-10 ft lvs deciduous,
ovate to oblong-ovate, acuminatej 1L£~2 in long,
remotely serrate, usually finely cihatc and hairy on
midrib beneath, sometimes with scattered hairs above*
fls usually few at the end of short branehlets along
last \ ear’s branches, sepals l^in long, oblong, corolla
campanulate, 1 in long, pink with yellow throat

Summer China

Engleriana, Relid (Linnsea Engler-
idna

,
Graebn ) Shrub, 3-6 ft lvs

deciduous, ovate to elliptic-ovate, acute
or acuminate, about 1 in long, with
few small teeth fls in few-fld clusters

in the axils of fascicled lvs along last

year’s branches, rosy purple or rosy
pink, a little over J^in long Summer
China —Similar to the preceding but
smaller in everv part, flowering more
profuselv and therefore handsomer Has
proved hard} at the Arnold Arboretum.

aa. Sepals varying from 2 to 5 on the same
plant and often partly connate

grandifldra, Rehd (A chmensisXunir
fldra .1 rupestri s, Hort

,
not Lindl. A.

rupcstri >? var grandiflora, Andrd A.
umflbra, Hoit

,
not Turez lAnnka

Simethmnn Graebn L Pernnguina,
Graebn) Iig 58 Lvs ovate, rounded
or attenuate at the base, acute, %-\ lA
m long, serrate, shining above, nearly
glabrous, half-evergreen fls in terminal,
loose panicles, white flushed pink, cam-
panulate, ^4 in long, stamens not ex-

serted Of garden origin Gt 41 1366
Gn 76, p 528 .III III 8 77 —One of

the hardiest and most free-flowering

abelias, it flowers continuously from
June to Nov

aav. Sepals 6

chmensis, R Hr (A rupestris, Lindl ).

Shrub, 3-6 ft lvs ovate, rounded at
the base, in long, serrate, hairy
on the midrib beneath and sometimes
with siattered hairs above, deciduous:
fls m terminal dense panicles, funnel-

forin, white, Am long, sepals oblong, }<4in long; sta-

mens exserted Summer China 11 R 32 8 Gn 27,

p 424 PFG 2 201 G 8 143 —A rujiesh is is some-
times considered a distinct species, but the differences

are very slight

triflSra, R Br. Shrub, to 10 ft
,
branehlets with

reflexed hairs lvs lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate. 1 Ar
2A ,n long, cihatc and sparingly hairy on both sides

or nearly glabrous, entire or occasionally on vigorous
shoots with a few coarse teeth, half-evergreen fls in

terminal clusters, fragrant; sepals linear, hairy*,

long, corolla tubular with spreading limb, white flushed

pink, >4 in long Summer Ilimalavas PEG 391
Gn 10 29. G C II 16 34 G 29 483 R II 1870 511
J F 3, pi 319 —A very handsome species, after thii

(171)
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flowers are gone the feathery sepals remain as an
attractive feature.

floribtinda, Decaisne. Shrub, 4 ft.: lvs persistent,

oval to oval-oblong, ]/%-1 in long, crenate-serrate,

ciliate: peduncles axillary, 1-3-fld ;
corolla carmine-

purple, nodding, tubular, 1 Yi in. long, sepals oblong,

long Summer Mex BM 4316. FS 2*5.

R.B.23 157 Gn 13 120 BR.33 55. R H 1912 544.

A bifldra, Turc* Lvs ovate-lanceolate, hairy, ooarsely ser-

rate, deciduous fls white, tubular, in 2’s, sepals 4 Manchuria,
N. China—A serr&tn, Sieb & Zucc Similar to A biflora FIs
funnelform, pink, little over lung, in 2N, sepals 2 Japan
8 Z 1 34 —A spathulHUa, Sieb & Zucc Allied to A biflora Lvs
ovate fls over 1 in long, white tinged yellow in throat, sepals 5
Japan S Z 1 34 B M 6601 G 27 345 G M __
45 335 (as A serrata) —A unifibra, R Br (A
serrata, Nichols

,
not Sieb &. Zuco ) Lvs persis-

tent, ovate-lanceolate fls in loose terminal pam-
cles, campanulatc, 1 in long, rosy white with yel-
low in throat, sepals 2 China B M 4604 F 8
8 824 JF 4, pi 380 B H 3 338 GC III NffHSftA
37 323 Gn W 21 933 (as A chinensis) Gn 27,

p- 425 Alfred Rehder.
ABELfCEA: Zelkova

ABELMdSCHUS : Hibiscus

AB^RIA (named from Mt. Aber, Abyssinia, where ^
first species was found) Dorydlis, Arn & E. Mey.
Flacourtidcese Small trees or shrubs, with alternate, sim-

ple exstipulate leaves and small inconspicuous flowers

Flowers dioecious; staminate fls with a 4-5-parted
calyx and no petals, and with many stamens, arranged on
a fleshy receptacle; pistillate fls with a 5-7-parted, per-

sistent calyx and no petals, the ovary free, sessile, 1-6-

celled, on a lobed usually fleshy disk, fr fleshy, mde-
hiscent —Eleven species in Afr and Ceylon.

c&ffra, Hook, f & Harv Fig 59 Thorny, glabrous
|

lvs. obovate, obtuse, cuneate at base, entire fls

dioecious, apetalous G C III 18 737 RH 1904 256
—The kei apple of the Cape of Good Hope, a spiny
plant grown S for hedges, is considered promising for

S. Calif, and S Fla as a fr plant Fruit acid, used as

pickles or conserves. Proves quite hardy in S Calif

G&rdneri, Clos A small, much-branched tree, 16 20
ft lvs 2)^-4 in long, lanceolate or oval, acute at

both ends fls greenish, staminate fls in umbellate
clusters, the pistillate axillary in the branches fr 1

in. diam
,
pale purple, edible. June India and Ceylon.

N Taylor f

ABIES (derivation doubtful). Pindcese Fir, but
the name spruce is often erroneously applied Tall,

pyramidal trees of temperate and cool climates, planted
for ornament and for shelter, and also for timber. The
word &bi-es is pronounced in three syllables, the e being

long
Leaves lanceolate or oblanceolate, entire, sessile,

persistent for many years, on young plants and lower
sterile branches flattened, usually deep green and
lustrous above and silvery white beneath from the pres-

ence of many rows of stomata, rounded and variously

notched at the apex, appearing 2-ranked by a twist at
their base, on upper fertile branches crowded, more or
less erect, often incurved or falcate, thickened or quad-
rangular, obtuse or acute fls axillary, appearing in

early spring from buds formed the previous summer on
branchlets of the year, surrounded by involucres of the
enlarged scales of the fl -buds, staminate fls. pen-
dent on branches above the middle of the tree, pistil-

late fls globular, ovoid or oblong, erect on the topmost
branches -

fr. an erect ovoid or oblong cylindrical cone,

its scales longer or shorter than their bracts, separating
at maturity from the stout persistent axis. Northern
and mountainous regions of the northern hemisphere,
often gregarious Twenty-three species are distin-

guished; greatest segregation on the Cascade Mts of

Ore
,
m the countries adjacent to the Medit

,
and in

Japan. Many species which have been referred to Abies

are now included in Picea. S.S. 12. Heinrich Mayr,
Monographic der Abietineen des Japamschen Reiches.

Gn 11, pp. 280, 281 See Arboriculture.

All the species of abies produce soft, perishable wood,
sometimes manufactured into lumber, and balsamic
exudations contained m the prominent resin vesicles in

the bark characteristic of the genus. They are hand-
some in cultivation, but usually of short-lived beauty.
The firs prefer moist, well-drained soil. As timber-
producing trees, the species of abies are less valuable
than the spruces (Picea) and in the United States they
have not been planted except for ornament. In Europe,
where this tree is sometimes planted as a forest crop,

the wood of the European A Picea is valued, and in

the Pacific states the wood of A grandis, A concolor

and A. magmfica is employed in the manufacture of

fruit-boxes and wooden-
ware.

*40 In cultivation, firs are
most beautiful while
young, and usually lose

their lower branches and

wfe fl become thin and un-
— sightly as they grow

JSk older, and many of the
species have little orna-
mental value for more
than fifty years In the
northern and eastern
states, the most valuable

</
ornamental species are

that are dark green
— and very lustrous above

old trees become, un-

^ like those of any other

59 Aberia caffra. (fr.XM) fir
i
round-headed. The

other Japanese nr that
has been cultivated m the United States long enough
to show its value as an ornamental tree. A Veitchu,
produces longer branches than A brachyphylla and is of
more open habit and is less valuable for ornamental
use After A concolor and A brachyphylla, the best fir

trees for the eastern United States are A cilicica from
Asia Minor and A Nordmanniana from the Caucasus
In its young state, A. cilicica forms a dense pyramid of
gray-green foliage and as it grows m the rinetum at
Wellesley, Massachusetts, is an object of great beauty.
A Nordmanniana is one of the commonest fir trees
cultivated in the eastern states, although it sometimes
suffers from cold in New England, where it frequently
becomes thin and unsightly. In the middle states, how-
ever, it is often an object of great beauty. Tho two
eastern American species, A balsamea and A . Frasen

t

and the related species from the Rocky Mountains,
A. lasiocarpa, grow badly in cultivation, and are short-
lived and not handsome. Of the Pacific coast species,

A grandis can be kept alive in favorable situations in

the eastern states, and A amabilis, which grows slowly
always in cultivation, is hardy but gives little promise
of becoming of much value anywhere except on the
mountains of northeastern America The summers m
the southern states are too, hot for the successful culti-

vation of fir trees, and the* climatic conditions of the
Mississippi Valley are not favorable for their success-
ful growth. In the parks and gardens of the Pacific
states, fir trees grow better than in any other part of
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North America, and in the neighborhood of the Pacific

Ocean can be grown successfully the firs of western
North America, Mexico, Europe, India and eastern Asia.

Propagation is mostly by seeds The percentage of
fertile seeds produced by firs is much smaller than that
Yielded by spruces and pines, and small crops of seed-
lings are often secured from large sowings of the seeds.

The seeds lose their fertility sooner than those of many
conifers and cannot be safely kept more than one or two
years; they should be planted in carefully prepared seed-
beds and covered with soil to a depth equal to the
thickness of the seed Young plants begin to appear
at the end of a few weeks, and, as they are extremely
sensitive to the heat of the sun, they need the protec-
tion of lath or brush screens Like other conifers, the
different species can be propagated by side-grafting
on other species of the genus Grafted plants, how-
ever, are less valuable than seedlings and propagation
in this way is slow and expensive, as the work must
be performed in glass houses The leading or other
upright-growing shoot should be chosen for the graft,

as trees obtained by the use of lateral branches for grafts

do not often grow into erect or shapely trees The
species most commonly used for stocks are A Picea
and A balsamea.

amabiha, 4, 8
Apollwm, 12
aurea, 9
aureo-vanegata, 2
balaamea, 0
brachyphylla, 11
brevifolia, 9
cephalomca, 12
cihcica, 3
columnarifl, 6
concolor, 9

falouta, 9
Fraseri, 7
gluuca, 14
globosa, 9
(jordoniana

,

8
grundis, 8
hutlHoma, 6
hudaontca, 0
Lowiana, 9
lutcscpns, 6
magmfica, 15

nenhrolepit, 10
nobilia, 14
Nordmanmana, 2
Parsonaxana, 9
jiectxnata., 1

vxchta, 5
rinsapo, 13
shastensis, 15
Bibmea, 5
Veitchn, 10

A Euabies Lvs flat, qrooved on the upper surface, only
occasionally stomatiferous above on upper fertile

branches

b Lf blunt.

c. Foliage essentially green,—the lvs green above and
whitish only beneath

D Cones usually upward of 4 in long

1 Picea, Lindl. (A pectinhta, DC ) Silver Fir.
Fig 60 Tree, 100-200 ft trunk 6-8 ft in diam :

lvs flat, distichously spreading, dark green and lus-

trous above, silvery white below cones slender,

cylindrical, light green to dark purple, 5-6 in long,

bracts slightly longer than their scales Mts of Cent,
and S Eu

,
often gregarious —Wood esteemed and much

used, yields Strasburg turpentine Dwarf forms, with
erect and pendulous and with much abbreviated
branches, are common m gardens Not perfectly hardy
in New England.

2 Nordmanm&na, Spach Fig 61 Tree, 100-150 ft :

trunk 4-6 ft in diam • lvs flat, crowded, dark green and
very lustrous above, silvery white below cones oblong-
cylindrical or ellipsoidal, dark orange-brown, 4-6 in

long, bracts as long as or slightly longer than their

scales Mts south and southeast of the Black Sea, and
western spurs of the Caucasus 13 M. 6992 Gng 6.51
G C II 19.797 —Often hardy, one of the most desir-

able firs m the middle states Var. aHreo-variegilta,

Hort. Shoots colored a pure golden yellow.

3. cilicica, Carr. Tree, 45-60 ft., trunk 2-3 ft. in

diam. : lvs narrow, flat, pale green above, silvery white
below: cones stout, cylindrical, orange-brown, 5-6 in.

long; bracts rather shorter than their scales At high
elevations on the Anti-Taurus of Asia Minor, and on
the Lebanon. AG. 16:255 Gng. 4 ‘113 —Begins to
grow early in the spring and is often injured by late

frosts; hardy and desirable m the northern states.

4. am&bilis, Forbes. White Fir. Tree, 100-150 ft
•

trunk 4-6 ft. in diam.: lvs crowded, dark green and
very lustrous above, silvery white below, occasionally

stomatiferous on the upper surface: cones oblong, dark
purple, 3J4-6 in. long, bracts much shorter than their
scales. Cascade Mts of Wash and Ore

,
and Coast

Ranges from Vancouver Isl to Ore »S S 12 614 G C.
II 14 721, 725; III 30 191 —One of the handsomest
of the genus, often forming groves at high elevations;
in cult grows slowly, and is not satisfactory.

Di) Cones usually under 4 m long

5 sibfrica, Ledeb {A pichta, Forbes) Tree, 60-
100 ft • trunk 2—4 ft in diam lvs crowded, dark; yel-
low-green cones cylindrical, slender, brownish yel-
low, 234-3 in long, bracts much shorter than their
scales N and E Russia to Kamtschatka and Mon-
golia, gregarious on the Altai Mts —Very hardy, the
early growth often injured by late frosts; in cult, soon
becomes thin and loose in habit.

60. Cones of Abies —From bottom to top, A. grandis,
A balsamea, A. Picea

6 bals&mea, Mill. Balsam Fir. Balm of Gilead
Fir Fig 60 Tree, 50-80 ft. trunk 17-30 in in diam.*
lvs dark green and lustrous above, pale below, rounded
or obtusely short-pointed and occasionally omarginate,
acute or acuminate on fertile branches cones oblong,
cylindrical, purple, 234~4 m long; bracts shorter or

rarely slightly longer than their scales E N Amer.
from Labrador and the valley of the Athabasca to Iowa*

and the mts of Va. S.S 12 610. G C. III. 17:423,

425, 431.—Wood occasionally used for lumber; Canar
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dian balsam, or balsam of fir, is obtained from the bark;
in cult, loses its beauty early. Var. column&ris, Hort.
Branches very short, turned upward at the ends. Var
hudsdma, Engclm. (A. hudsdmca

,

Hort ), is a dwarf
form Var lutescens, Hort. Lvs. white, yellow or
straw-colored when exposed to the sun

7. Fr&seri, Poir She Balsam. Tree, 30-50 or even
70 ft trunk reaching 21-2 ft- in diam lvs flat, ob-
tusely short-pointed, twisted at the base so as to appear
to be crowded on the upper side of the branches, dark
green and lustrous cones oblong-ovate or nearly oval,
rounded at the slightly narrower apex, purple, 2 }

2

m
long and 1 in thick, the scales twice as wide as long,

and at maturity nearly half covered by the ends of the
pale reflexed bracts Mts of

Va, Tcnn., and N C. S S
12*609 G.F. 2 475 —Too
much like the balsam fir to be
prized as an ornamental tree.

Trees sold under this name are
nearly always forms of A. bal-

samea. Very short-lived in cult.

61 Cones of Abies —From
bottom to top, A concolor, A.
Nordmanmana, A magnifies.

8 gr&ndis, Lindl. (A amdbihs, Murr
,
not Forbes

A Gordonidna
,
Carr Picea grducks, Loud ) Fig 60.

Tree, 200-300 ft . trunk becoming 4 ft in diam lvs.

thin and flexible, deeply grooved, very dark green above
and silvery white beneath cones cylindrical, 2-4 m
long, rounded or retuse at the apex, the broad scales

somewhat squarrose and irregularly serrate and fur-

nished with a short point Coast of N Calif, to Van-
couver Isl and to the western slopes of the Rocky Mts
of Mont S.S. 12 612. G11 . 38, p 291 G.C. II. 15 179,
181 R H 1894, p. 274—Occasional specimens are
seen m choice grounds, but it rarely does well in the
eastern states.

cc. Foliage pale blue or glaucous.

9 cfincolor, Lindl & Gord (A Lowuina, A Murr.
A. Parsonsidna, Hort

,
the Pacific form). White Fir.

Fig. 61. Tree, 100-250 ft : trunk 4r-6 ft m diam.:
lvs. elongated, stomatiferous on the upper surface, on
fertile branches often falcate and thickened and keeled
above: cones oblong, gray-green, dark purple or
bright canary-yellow. 3-5 in. long; bracts shorter than
their scales. W. N. Amer. from S. Ore. to Low. Calif.

and to Utah, S Colo., New Mex
,
Anz. and Sonora.

S.S 12 613 G.C. II 13:649, II 15:661; HI 8*748,

719, III 35*59 —Of all fir trees, the Colorado form
best withstands heat and drought; very hardy, grows
rapidly, and the most desirable of the genus in the east-

ern states. The form from the Pacific coast is less

hardy and less desirable in the E as an ornamental
tret* Seedlings of the Colorado form, with rather
longer and more glaucous leaves, are found in nurseries
A cdncolor violacea Var afirea, Beiss Young shoots

golden yellow m May, afterward becoming silver-gray.

V u brevifdlia, Beiss Lvs short and obtuse, twice as

biond as m typical form Var falc&ta, Niem Lvs.

sn Ue-shaped, curved upwanl Vai globbsa, Niem.
Plant spherical, with symmetrical small bi audios.

BB Lvs. pointed, especially on mam shoots,

and usually rigid

10 Vditchii, Lindl (A. nephrdlems, Maxim).
Tree, 80- 1(X) ft trunk 3-1 ft in diam

;
branch-

lets slender, pubescent lvs crowded, dark green
and lustrous above, silvery white below cones
cyhndncal, slender, daik puiple, 2-2 Vi in long;

bracts shorter than their scales Mts of Cent.
Japan, gregarious anti forming great forests,

coast of Manchuria GC II 1-1 273 -Very
hardy in the northern states, and when young 1S

one of the most beautiful of hr trees

11 brachyph^lla, Maxim Tree, 80-100 ft .

trunk 6 ft in diam
,
upper branches long and

Mgoious, ultimately forming a broad, round-
topped head lvs elongated, sharp-pointed, dark
green and very lusti nis above, silvery white
below cones cylindrical, stout, dark purple,

3-3} 2 in long, bracts much shorter than t heir

scales Mts of Cent Japan, singly or 111 small groves
BM 7111 —Very hardy, and when you.lg one of the
most desirable of the fir trees for the northern states

12 cephal6nica, Loud Tree, 60-70 ft trunk 2-4
ft in diam lvs broad, rigid, sharp-pointed, standing
out from the branches at right angles cones cylindrical,

slender, pointed, gray-brown, 5-6 in long, brads
longer or raiely snorter than then scales Mt Enos, on
the Isl. of Cephaloma Gng 6 19 GW 5, p 15, 12,

p 399, 14, p 538 —Doubtfully hardy in not thorn states.

Var Ap611inis, Boiss (A Apolhnt v, Link), with nar-
row and blunter lvs

,
is remarkable in its power to pro-

duce vigorous shoots from adventitious buds Mts of

Greece and Roumolia, often gregarious, more hardy
than the type in the northern states 1 age 3565

13 Pinsipo, Boiss Spanish I’m Tree, 70-80 ft
*

trunk 1-6 ft m diam lvs short, broad, rigid, sharp-
pointed, bright green, spreading fioin all sides of the
staff branchlets cones cylmdncal, slender, grny-brown,
5*2-6 in long, bracts shorter than their scales

Mts of Cent and S Spain, often gregarious GC III

21 407, 29.65, 31 407.—Not hardy north of the
middle states

aa Nobiles Lvs blue-green, often glaucous, stoma-

hferous on both surfaces, flat or J+suled on sterile

branches, j^-sided acute, incurved and crowded on
fertile branches.

14 ntibilis, Lindl ( Picea ndbilis, Ix>ud ) Red Fir.

Tree, 150-250 ft trunk 6-8 ft m diam . lvs on lower
branches grooved above, rounded and emarginate at

the apex, cones oblong-cylindrical, purplish or olive-

brown, 4-6 m. long, bracts much longer, thin and cover-

ing the scales, strongly reflexed, pale green. Cascade
and Coast Mts. of Wash, and Ore., often gregarious.

SS 12.617 GC. II 19 15, III 20 275 —There is a

var glafica in the trade.

15 magmfica, A. Murr Red Fir Fig 61 Tree,
200-250 ft trunk 6-10 ft in diam lvs. quadrangular,
bluntly pointed on sterile and acute on fertile branches:
cones oblong-cylindrical, purplish brown, 6-9 in long;
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bracts much shorter than the scales. Sierra Nevada of
Cahf.; gregarious and forming great forests. SS 12.
618. Gn. 37, p. 591.—Wood occasionally manufactured
mto lumber. Less hardy in the eastern states than
A.nobihs.

Var. shastensis, Lemm., of S. Ore. and N. Calif.,

cones somewhat smaller, with bracts as long as or
longer than the scales. S S 12 620.

A Albertidna, Murr =3Nuga hetorophyllu—A baborinsis, Let
Lvs dark, silvery below, very numerous, A-l in long cones 4 or 5
together, reaching 7 or 8 in long, 1 in diara N Afr It H 18bt>,

p 100, desc —A bifida, Sieb & Zuec =»A firrna—A bracleata.

Hook & Arn venusta —A canadarnn, Miclix -=*Tnuga cana-
densis—A Dcldvay i, Frumh Tree*, 20-50 It lvs rolled bark along
margin W China G C III SO 212 — 4 Fargesn, l'ranch Tree,
to 200 ft lvs very white on under surf ice cones deep purple
Cent and W (/tuna G C III 30 213 —A firma, Sieb « Zucc —
A Mome, 8ieb Lvs thick and rigid, 1 in long cones cylindrical,
often b in long, with keeled scales — 4 humolepis, Sieb &. Zuci
Closely related to A brachypliyila but less valuabh as an ornamental
tree, rare in cult ( Arnold Arboretum) GC II 12 821 Japan
Promising for the southern states — 1 HooUridna, Murr —Tsuga
Mirtensiuua —4 lamocdrpa, Nutt Lvs blue-green and glaucous
cones J in long, with very broad spineless scales W L S (1 C
II 13 9 G F 4 380 Gng 4 17 1 SS 12 011 —Var arudnica
is a form from the mts of Ariz with thicker, paler an<l more
corky bark, the result probably of climatic influence — 4 macro-
edrpa, Vasey —Pseudotsuga macrorarpa —-.4 Manesn, Mast
Small tree with crowded brandies and short, dark foliage which ts

pale below cones large, dark purple N Japan GC II 12 789 —
A \fentensvina, Lindl — IVuga heterophylla — 4 numfdtca,
Carrion —A b.iborensis

—

A Pmdrou', Spndi Himalayas This
now being recognized as distinct from A Webbiana —
A Reginse Amdhx^A cephalomca var Apolhnis—
A religidsa, Lindl Long, slender, drooping branches
lvs Hilvery below cones 5 in long Mex B M A]
6753 —A tachalinfintis, Mast Tall tree, with pale kfU
bark, white buds, and long, slender, dark green lvs

cones 3 in long K Asia GC II 12 589—

A

tubalplna, Engelm =A lasiocarpa G (_ II 15 23b, ^ y v

237 —A ten u da, Koch Lvs acuminate, dark yel- k>

low, green above and silvery below cones 4 in. long,
with long, slender braets Calif SS 12 015, 610
BM 4740 — 4 Webbiana, I null I.v s 1-2^ in ^
long, flat, silvery below rones cylindrical, 6 or 7 in
long Himalayas See Ptcea for .1 ajanensis, alba, /MsEK
Alcockiana, Engelmannt, excelsa, Ortgormnn, mirnata,
Morinda, nigra, obovata, orlentaha, penduta, pohta, i'J» ' J
pungent, Schrenkiuna, Smithvina bee, also, Pseudo-
tsuga and Tsuga C.S SARGENT.

ABOBRA (Brazilian name) Cucurbitdcex.

A monotypic genus allied to Cucurhita. The
^

only species is a greenhouse climber, cult

for its numerous small, showy frs : grows
rapidly, and may be planted
out in summer The tuber- JgK
ous roots are stored like ‘ \W/
dahlias Prop by seeds or -*'*“-^*4®

rarely by soft cuttings. -

Flowers duecious green,

all axillary and solitary;

staminate fls with a tubu- '****=

lar, cup-shaped calyx and a

ABRdNIA (from Greek abros, delicate, referring to

the involucre) Nyctagmdcex. Sand Verbena. Trailing
and upright annuals or perennials, with fragrant ver-
bena-hke flowers, suitable for baskets, rockeries or the
open border

Herbs, often viscid lvs opposite from swollen nodes,
unequal, pet10led and entire fls 1 to many in a bractea
peduncled head, small, salver-form, red, yellow or
white, showy m mass, fragrant

,
stamens mostly 5, un-

equal, joined to the corolla-tube and r,eluded within
it, calyx tubular and corolla-like, 4-5-lobed, the base
persistent over the 1 -seeded ovary or fr About 30
species m Amer S Watson, Bot Calif 2 3-5; PC
Standley, Contr IT S Nat Herb, 12 306

Abrornas are garden annuals, or treated as annuals, of

secondary importance They are low or trailing plants,

rising from 6 to lh inches high and spreading widely.
3 hey are best adapted to open sunny places and light

soil A umbellata is the common garden species, the
trailing stums otten reaching a length of 3 to 5 feet, and
the flowers appearing all summer and fall, in mild
climates, the plant \ olunteers fiom self-sown seeds It is

useful for borders and for baskets and porch-boxes,
when a change or variety is w’antod from the use of

verbenas Under glass, the plant is nearly perennial
Propagation is by seeds, sown in open ground after

frost, or sown in late summer or early fall in mild cli-

„ mates For early and continuous
summer bloom, seeds may be sown
in pots of sandy earth the jpre-

VJous autumn and wintered in a
flame Peel off the husk (calyx)

before sowing

a Fls yellow.

|
latif&lia, Esch (A arenand,

W/yjLl Menzies) Fig 62 Perennial:

whole plant viscid-pubescent, pro-

Wjjf
.J strate lvs thick, ovate, orbicular

[C, " a or remform, obtuse, stalked fls.

r fragrant, 3^- long, lemon-yel-

62 Abronia latifolia ( x A)
rotate 5-parted corolla, hav-
ing oblong-lanceolate segms

;
stamens 3, free, the an-

thers thick, and 1-cefled. or sometimes 2-cclled, pistil-

late fls with a 3-4-eelled ovary followed by an ovoid,

indehiscent, 6-sceded, showy fr

tenuifdlia, Naudm (A viridifldra
,
Naudin). Height

10-15 ft lvs much divided fls small, pale green, fra-

grant’ fr a scarlet gourd Trop Amer. RH 1862:111

ABRdMA (from a, not, and broma, food) Slerculid-

cex. A genus of 2 or 3 species, closely related to the

cacao; grown as evergreen greenhouse trees, but
apparently not in cult except in botanical collections.

Pis dingy purple, the calyx 5-parted
,
corolla lobes 5,

clawed Prop, by seeds or by cuttings in spring from
half-ripened wood under glass. Probably not in cult.

A augilsta, Linn f Lower lvs cordate, 3-5-lobed, upper lvs

Ovate-lanceolate Trop Asia B R 518—A fastu&sa, R Br.

Lower lvs cordate, 5-lobed, upper lvs ovate fls dark purple
Trop Asia, Austral A tinuosa, Nichols Lvs ovate pedately
pinnatifid, on slenaer petioles Madagascar.

N. Taylor
i

low. June, July Seacoasts, Cent Calif, and N. B.M.
6546 G.C II. 16-365

aa Fls -pink or rose

umbell&ta, Lam ( Tricidtus admirdbilis, L’Her.
A rosea, Hartweg ) Fig 63 Perennial similar m
habit and pubescence to the above, but lvs stalked,
the blade ovate, acute at both ends* fls pink, about
3-2in May, June Calif seacoasts to Columbia R.
FS 11 1095 PM. 16.36. Var. grandifl&ra, Hort., haa
larger fls. and lvs.

villdsa, Wats. Perennial: smaller and slenderer
than A. umbellata and covered with a glandular-villous
pubescence- lvs rarely 1 in long: fls 5-15 in a cluster,

rose Calif
,
Utah —Not common in cult., but well

suited to sandy and dry situations Intro. 1891

aaa Fls white

mellifera, Dougl. (A. Suksddrfii, Coult & Fisch.).

Perennial stouter than A umbellata st hnelv hairy
involucre larger scarious fls 1 in long, the tub*
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greenish and glabrous: lvs long-stalked, in opposite
pairs. Wash., Ore. B.M. 2879. Intro 1891.

fr&grans, Nutt. Erect perennial, lvs. ovate or
elliptical, paler beneath than above, fls. night-bloom-
ing, Y±-1 in long, the tube greenish, the white lobes

bind. Columbia R to New Mex B M 5544.

A puchflla, Nichols Ereot, 6 in fls pinkish rose —A Crux-
tndllie, Kellog, the handsomest of all the species is, Tnpterocalyx
Crux-maltse, which see N# TAYLOR.

f

ABROPH^LLUM (Greek combination signifying deli-

cate-leaved) Saxifragacex An endemic monotypic genus
of New S Wales tall, handsome shrub • lvs alternate,

elliptic or ovate-lanceolate and acuminate, to 9 m long,

somewhat toothed, fls. small, yellowish, in dichotomous
corymbose panicles terminating the shoots or arising from
the upper axils, petals, stamens and calyx-lobes 5 fr a
5-cellecl ovoid berry A. 6mans, Hook f

,
was intro, to

Calif in 1911 by Franceschi.

ABRUS (from abros, delicate, referring to leaves)

Legummbssp Deciduous greenhouse climber, or used
South outdoors for screens Roots a poor substitute

for licorice, and the seeds are violently poisonous Needs
strong heat for indoor culture Propagation is by seeds
or by cuttings under glass in sand

The genus consists of usually creeping or climbing
woody herbs with primately compound lvs fls small,

in dense racemes on axillary peduncles or short

branches; calyx bell-shaped, the teeth very short;

corolla pea-like, much exserted; stamens 9, in a tube.

precatdrius, Linn Crab’s-eye Vine Weather-
Plant. Fig 64 Height 10-12 ft

;
frequently trailing

over the ground S * Ifts oblong, in numerous pairs fls

varying from rose to white’ seeds bright scarlet, with a
black spot, used by Buddhists for rosaries, in India as

standards of w-eight, and in the W Indies m bead
work Seeds irritant; also used as an abortive in U S.

A variety with a cream-colored bean is offered by
Reasoner Bros Tropics generally—The claims made
for its weather-foretelling properties are exposed by
Oliver in Kew Bull. Jan

,
1890 It does, however, “go

to sleep” during storms, but this is a feature of other
legumes. Sometimes confounded with Rhynchosia
vhaseoloides (R precatona), which has similar seeds,

but is a very different plant with large, 3-foliolate,

bean-like lvs. N. Taylor. \

ABSINTH, ABSINTHE (ab'sinth). A liquor made
from plants of the wormwood group, particularly from the
absinthium (Artemisia Absinthium). These are aromatic
or bitter herbs. A. Absinthium yields a bluish or green
volatile oil containing absmthof and other principles.

Absinth is added to water as a beverage, and m excess

produces peculiar intoxication, and may even prove fatal.

ABtJTA (native name) . Memspermdeex Greenhouse
evergreen climber, plant dioecious, fascicled or pamcled:
staminate fls. with 3 extenor and 3 intenor larger sepals,

and 6 stamens; pistillate fls. with 6 stammodia and 3
carpels* fr. a drupe; 14 species in S Amer Prop, by cut-

tings under glass with bottom heat, and grown m peaty
loam. A. rufescens, Aubl. Lvs. broad-ovate or suborbi-

cular. coriaceous, brown or tawny beneath, 3-nerved fls.

small, dark purple within, the 3 large sepals obtuse.

Little known in cult.

ABUTILON (name of Arabic origin for a malvacoous
plant). Malvdcex. Flowering. Maple Attractive

coolhouse shrubs and window-plants, and
some kinds used for bedding Sometimes
called Chinese Bellflower Fig 05

Leaves long-stalked, often manle-like.
fls mostly pendulous, with naked 5-cleft

calyx, 5 separate cbovate petals, many
stamens united in a column about the
many-branehed st\le, the anthem borne at
the top of the column fr a collection or
aggregate of 2-valved often beaked carpels

that are deciduous from the central axis

at maturity —Natives of warm regions in

both hemispheies, comprising herbs, shrubs
and trees, about SO species

The abutilons oftenest seen in Ameri-
can gardens and conservatories are ap-
parently hybrids and derivatives of pure

species The colors are mostly yellow, white and
pink, with attractive veimng Well-known forms are

Arthur Belshain, red, shaded gold Boulo do Neige,
pure white, very free California, a group of free bloom-
ers Eclipse, foliage marbled green, and yellow fls of

fair size, sepals scarlet, petals oiange-buff, suited for

baskets and vases, a form of A mtqnpolamicum (another
Eclipse is known) Erecta, pink, orange-v eined, erect fls.

Golden Bell, deep yellow
,
free-flowering ( lolden Fleece,

pure yellow, free-flowering Royal Scarlet, rich, shi-

ning scarlet Santana, deep red Savitzu, dwarf, with
white-edged foliage, useful for bedding Snowstorm,
semi-dwarf, pure white Souvenir do Bonn, lvs large,

deep green, not mottled, but edged with a broad white
margin, distinct and striking, a useful bedding plant.

Splendens, bright red
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The cultivation of abutilons is simple, under conditions
suitable for the growing of geraniums and fuchsias.

Some of the forms are grown primarily for bloom, and
they are practically continuous-flowering when well
handled; the varegated-leaved forms are grpwn for

foliage and used more or less

for bedding-out. Abutilons make
good pot-plants if kept within
bounds by pinching back so that
they will branch. A megapo-
tamicum and some others are use-

ful for baskets and vases. The
showy A . insigne is an excellent

rafter-plant

Propagation is by cuttings or
seeds Cuttings may be made
in spring of new wood from old
plants that have been cut back,
or they may be taken in fall; as

the abutilon is active practically

all the year, the cuttings may
be taken almost at will Seeds
grow readily; if started m March,
blooming plants should be hau

by fall Bedding material is raised from early-struck
cuttings.

compactum, 6.
Darwmu, 6
flonbundum, 6
grantliflorum, (i

llildebrandn, 6
hybrulum, 12
xgneum, 1

insigne, 1

INDEX
longicuspe, 2
marmomtum, 5
megapotanuoum, 4
pictum, 9
plemflorum, 10
Savilzn, 12
Selloanum, 5
Sdlovianura, 5

funenae, 3
spunum, 11
striatum, 9, 1

1

tessollatum 6
Thomp'ioan, 11
venosum, 8
textllarxum, 4
vitifohum, 7

65. A flower of Abutilon.

a. Lvs. not lobed, cordate
,
but prominently toothed

,

sometimes angled

b. Corolla wide open.

1. insfgne, Planch (A igneum, Hort ). Lvs me-
dium size, crenate-dentate, acuminate, villous pubescent
underneath fls large, flaring-mouthed, under-color
white but obscured by very heavy and rich veining and
markings of purple and red, on slender hanging pe-
duncles Colombia B M 4840 Gn 18 024, 53, p
300 FS 6 551 —Very showy, common Often trained

under the roof of the greenhouse or conservatory. St.

green, brown-hairy

2 longicuspe, Hochst White-cancscent much-
branched shrub, with long-acununate broad-cordate
and blunt-toothed long-stalked lvs

,
felt-like below:

fls bluish purple, veiny, wide open, on mostly many-
branched axillary peduncles Abjssmia—Intro by
S Calif Acclimatizing Assoc

,
from seed collected by

Schweinfurth and distributed from Berlin in 1893.

3 sin6nse, Oliver Lvs large and broadly cordate-
ovate, long-acuminate, notched but not lobed, some-
what tomentose beneath, fls large (2 in. or more across),

open-bellshaped, orange-yellow with large interior

veins and marks of reddish brown. Cent. China,
recently intro, to cult Seed apparently not yet in the
American trade. R II 1909:452.

bb Corolla long and narrow.

4. megapot&micum, St Hil & Naud. (A vexilldnum,

Morr.) Fig. 66. Drooping habit’ lvs. rather small,

lance-ovate, acuminate, sharp-serrate’ fls 2-3 in long,

on short drooping stalks, the long calyx bright red, the
protruding petals lemon-yellow, the column of stamens
conspicuously protruding Brazil, etc. B M 5717.

Gn. 37’274. J H. Ill 18:359.—A strikingly handsome
species, particularly for baskets and vases, apparently
less seen than formerly. There is a variegated-lvd
variety. Generally misspelled mesayotamicum Mega-
potamicum means “big river,” signifying here the Rio
Grande.

12

aa. Lvs. prominently lobed, mostly maple-like or

mtis-like.

b. Foliage silky or tomentose
,
at least beneath.

5. SelloviUnum, Regel (A. Selloanum, authors, a
correction of the published name, as the plant is

named for Sello A. Sellowianum, Hort ) Upright,
tlnck-hairy plant lvs roundish deep-heartshaped, long-
stalked, 3-lobed with long-pointed parts, 7-9-nerved,
unequally toothed, the under side soft silky tomentose.
fls light purple, with erect petals Brazil Var marmor-
&tum, Ilort

,
has lvs variegated with golden yellow.

—

A good summer bloomer. The variegated form is some-
times used for bedding.

6

D&rwinii, Hook f (A Hildebrandu, Fenzl.).
Strong pubescent shrub of dwarfish habit lvs velvety

f

iubescent beneath, thiekish, 5-9-nbbed, the lower ones
obed to the middle, the upper ones shallow-3-lobed: fls.

1-3 in an axil on short sts
, 1 J^-2 in across, orange-

red with blood-red veins, widely open or spreading.
Brazil B M 5917 Var tessell&tum, Hort

,
has lvs.

handsomely checkered with yellow—Blooms m both
winter and summer Much hybridized with other
species A grandifUn um and A compddum are garden
forms, also A floribundum, Hort

,
R.H. 1881:350. Gt.

23 794 (var trmdrve, Regel)

.

bb. Foliage not tomentose or silky, glabrous
or slightly pubescent.

c Fls blue (varying to white m cult ).

7

vitifdlium, Presl Lvs cordate m general out-
line, 3-5-, and sometimes 7-, lobed, the lobes long-
pomted fls open bell-shaped or cup-shaped, large,

lavender-blue, more or less veined (sometimes white),
clustered, anthers yellow Chile —A hardy species,

remaining out-of-doors in S of England, height becom-
ing 30 ft lvs golden in autumn. B M 4227, 7328.
Gn 51 334: 66, p 8 (clumps); 76, p. 415. J.H. Ill
62.380. BR. 30 57.

cc. Fls yeVow or orange in ground color.

d. Blossoms very large lvs 7-lobed

8 venftsum, Lem Very strong, tall grower, lvs.

large, deeply palmately 7-lobed and strongly toothed:
fls large, 3 in long, on sts 10-12 m long, bell-shaped
and not flaring, golden
orange, with veins and
over-colors of blood-red
and brown Mex B M.
4463 —A showy species

dd Blossoms of ordinary
size (2 in or less long)

E Lf -blades 3-lobtd, the

side lobes often small
(or the clefts shallow)

9 pictum, Walp (A
stnAtum, Hort

,
at

least in part, not
Dickson) Strong and
hardy fiee-bloommg
species, with lvs

green or variegated (

and glabrous or thinly *

pubescent, the mid-
dle lobe usually about
equaling or some-
times shorter than
the undivided part of

the If and wedge-
shape or tapering from the base calyx about 1 m.
long, cleft about to its middle, brownish pubescent:
corolla less than in. long, orange or yellow, veined
crimson. S Brazil to Buenos Ayres—Has been con-
fused with A striatum.

66. Abutilon

megapot&micum.

C XU)
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10 plenifldrum, N.E. Br. Lvs green, glabrous both
sides, the middle lobe slightly narrowed at its base
and half again as long as the undivided part of the
blade, fls double.—Perhaps of hybrid ongm, with A.
picturn a probable parent.

be. Lf. -blades 5-7-lobed
,
the middle lobe always more or

less narrowed at its base.

11. stri&tum, Dicks A Guatemalan species perhaps
not m cult in its original form middle lobe of If.

usually at least twice as long as undivided part of
blade and twice longer than broad, green, calyx some-
what less than 1 in long, the lobes about twice as long
as tube, brown-pubescent; corolla l^i in or less long,
orange, conspicuously dark crimson-veined B M
3840 (as Sida jncta) —Var Th6mpsomi, Veitch. Fig
67 Lvs variegated with yellow', not pubescent, first

exhibited by Veitch & Sons in 1868, said to be from
Jamaica, perhaps not in general cult at present—Var.
sphrium, Lynch Lvs. variegated with yellow, thinly
ubeseent above but thickly pubescent beneath with
ne hairs, the calyx white-pubescent corolla light

reddish orange with redder veins, probably of garden
origin —The cult, forms of this species-group are imper-
fectly understood, particularly those passing as A.
Thornpsonu In England, the form usually known as
A Thompsonn, and used for bedding, is the var spu-
num In N Amer several different things are called A.
Thompsonn, some of them not variegated and at least
one of the variegated forms having double fls The
Fig 67 is inserted to distinguish the plant originally
distributed as A Thompsonn, and to which the name
should be restricted Probably some of the A Thomp-
sonn forms belong in the general A hybndum group.

67 Abutilon Thompsonn as originally pictured in Florist and
Pomologist, 1869, p 21 Inserted to show the plant to which the
name Thompsonu should be applied

The confusion between the Brazilian A
.
picturn and the

Guatemalan A striatum is reduced by N. E. Brown, G. C.
1910 (2) pp 427 and 488.

12 h^bridum, Hort Under this name have been
placed the many garden forms and hybrids, most of

which have many of the features of the A striatum

group. A. Darwinn has been one of the parents in some
of them, as in A rosjeflorum, and Golden Fleece (Gn.

63:300), both of which are recorded as offspring of

Darwinn and Boule de Neige Other varieties referable

here are Fireball, Golden Bell, Gold Ball, Savitzn, Sou-
venir de Bonn, Caprice, Boule de Neige (Snowball)
Fig. 68 shows one of the forms of this garden group,

passing. sometimes erroneously as A. Thompsonn.

A arbdreum. Sweet Lvs cordate, tomento.se flc palo yellow
Peru —A Bedfordidnum, St Ilil Lvs lobed fls yellow with
red very tall Brazil —A escuUntum, St Hil Lvs cordate,
acuminate, toothed, tomentose fls purple, solitary Fls. said to be
cooked and eaten by nativds in Brazil under name of Bencaode
Deos —A fflobi/ldrum, Don Fls large, cream-colored Mauritius—A i.Uegimmum, Hook & Jackson, Index Kewensis (Sida
mtegernma, Hook B M 4360 ) Lvs entire, cordate, tomentose
below fls large, yellow, flaring Colombia— .4 pteomseflbrum,
Walp Fls rather small pink Brazil — A pulchSllum, Sweet,
and A. pulchrum, Don =» Plagianthua pulchellus. L H B

ACACALLIS: Aganxaxa

ACACIA (from word meaning a point or thorn

,

refer-

ring to the stipules often spinescent). Legummbsae,
tribe Mimdsew Trees or shrubs grown out-of-doors in

warmer parts of the United States and some of the

species as cool greenhouse plants for the showy yellow
bloom.

Leaves bipinnate or reduced to phyllodia with ver-

tical edges (1 e ,
lf -like petioles) fls regular, orange-

yellow, occasionally lemon-yellow or white, in cylindri-

cal spikes or globular heads, solitary, or in pairs or

clusters, or m axillary racemes, sepals and petals 5, 4
or 3, free or united, stamens many, long pod a legume,

opening by two valves (occasionally indehiscent)

:

fumcle of the seed filiform or ending m club-shaped
aril, either twice encircling the seed or simply bent
back upon itself (The difference between Acacia and
Albizzia lies in the stamens, which are free in the
former and united at base in the latter ) A very large

genus (said to be 450 species) dispersed throughout the
tropical parts of the earth and even pushing their way
into parts of the temperate zones The phyllodine series

is confined almost entucly to Australia and the Pacific

Isis
,
while the bipinnate series is scattered over the

warm parts of the remainder of the globe The number
of species reported from Amer is laige (about 70), of

which at least 30 are Mexican Acacias are said to be
natives of the following states Anz

,
Ark

,
Calif

,
Fla

,

Okla
,
Kan

,
La

,
Mo

,
Nev

,
New Mex and Texas

Those m the following account are Australian, unless

otherwise stated This list wull undoubtedly be modi-
fied as botanists segiegate the other genera from the
Mimosesc group Acacias vary greatly under cult

,
the

variation affecting infl
,
size and shape of lf

,
and even

the fumcle One should not expect to determine an
unfamiliar species without lvs., fls and fr

,
with its

seeds in place

Other species interest ing because of their ant-inhabited

thorns are described under Bull-horn Acacias Other
species referred to Acacia are to be found under Albizzia .

Acacias are quick-growing plants and are short-

lived. Various kinds have been known to grow from 11

to 12 feet in four months and 25 feet in six years These
trees are thus in their full maturity at thirty years of age,

and shortly afterward begin to deteriorate While they
may thus be used as street trees to secure immediate
effects, more permanent trees should also be planted to

take their places The leaves of some species are used
in cookery, the flowers of A Farnesuma for perfumery,
the bark of various species for tanning, A. Senegal

furnishes most of the gum arabic of commerce; a drug
or medicine is made from the wood of A. Catechu, a soap
or hair-wash from A. concmna; several are used as

forage plants, others for dyes, and still others for fiber.

Many of them have scented wood, others make fine

furniture wood, and are used for cabinetwork and
fence-posts or fuel, still others for street trees (as A
melanoxylon and A dealbata), and all are more or less

ornamental The Ark of the Covenant, as well as the

furniture of the Tabernacle, are said to have been made
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from timber of A. Seyal, which yields the Shittim wood
of the Bible Also on account of its incorruptible wood,
this species for ages was used by the Egyptians to make
coffins for the burial of their kings

Acacias out-of-doors will not endure much frost

They seem to thrive very well m localities in which the
winter temperature is as low as 20° F

,
or even 18°,

and it is to be hoped that by careful selection strains

may be secured that
will withstand an
even lower tempera-
ture. Some species

are alkali-resistant

as A cyclops, A.
retinodcs and per-

haps others After

the trees are once well established they do
not ordinarily require further irrigation since

they have a faculty of seeking water How-
ever, if they are given plenty of water and
good soil their growl h is very rapid Weevils
sometimes ruin acacia Beeds by laying their

eggs in the flower-buds and appearing later

in the pod The cottony cushion scale and the
black scale are also found to a limited extent,
but so far have not proved troublesome

Ihopagation is by seeds sown cither under glass or

out in the open ground, or In cuttings from half-npened
wood, taken with a heel Seeds may be prepared for

planting in two wavs First, place them m ashes among
the dying embers of a fire and allow' them to remain
unt ll cool These do not require immediate sow ing, but if

they are sown they will not perish if rain dot's not fall

very soon afterwards Second, pour hot water over

seed, let cool and soak from twelve to forty-eight hours
Sow without allowing seeds to become dry Either
method softens the hard seed-coats and hastens germina-
tion They will then usually germinate in about seien
da\s to three or four weeks, depending upon the species

and the season in which they are sown Seed may be
sow n in the propagat ing-house atany t lino throughout the
year, though early spring is the natural tune For open
ground, sow in March or April After germination, the

I

ilants are pricked off into flats or pots and shifted into

arger ones as occasion requires They are thus kept
in pots until they are ready to be transplanted to their

permanent quarters, since if placed in the open ground
at once the tap-roots will grow with too great rapidity

and the tree will either have to be balled or transplanted
with the greatest care to prevent its recenmg a shock,
from which it w ill take at least a y ear to reeo\ er \\ hen
buying seedlings from a nursery, therefore, reject all

those whose roots have penetrated the pot While
several species (A pycnontha, .1 vulnnoxylon, A
decurrens var dealbata, etc ) have been known to resow
themselves in California, there is no danger of their

becoming a pest (such as A nrmata in Australia), since

the seedlings are seldom able to live through the dry
season without irrigation Cuttings should be made
from the half-ripened wood, of which the best are from
the side shoots of the main stem, taken with a heel

No bottom heat is required, or very little, but they
should be covered with a light frame and kept moist
and cool by shading They root slowly but freelv and
should be potted immediately after rooting, but should
not be planted in the open soil until they have developed
good roots

Cultivation m greenhouses as florists’ plants is con-
fined to few species, perhaps not more than a dozen
being commercially valuable All of this most impor-
tant section thrive in a winter temperature ranging from
40° to 50°, in fact, little above the freezing point is

sufficient They do not like heat, and consequently are

not adapted for forcing If wintered cool and allowed
to come along naturally with the increasing heat and
light of the spring, they will flower in March and Aprd,

a season when their graceful beauty is appreciated in the

private conservatory or is valuable 'to the commercial
florist The prevailing color of all the Australian species

is yellow, varying from pale lemon to deep orange.
The tall-growing kinds, or rather those inclined to make
long, straight shoots, make excellent subjects for

planting permanently against a glass partition of a
conservatory, or against a pillar There is scarcely a

68 Abutilon

hybridum form

more beautiful plant
than A pubescens,

with its slightly
drooping, yellow

racemes It deserves

a favored place in

every cool conservatory
The acacias are of easy
culture If planted per-

manently in the border,

provision for drainage
should be made A good,

coarse, turfy loam, of not
too heavy texture, is all

they want, with the addi-

tion of a fifth part of

leaf-mold or well-rotted

spent hops Few of our greenhouse pests trouble them.
Water in abundance they like at all tunes, and in their

growing season, which is the early summer months,
a daily syringing is necessary Several of the species of

bushy habit are very much grown as pot-plants in

Europe, and are now largely imported and sold for me
eastern trade A arnuita and A Drummondn are good
species for this purpose With our hot summers, the
commercial man wall do better to unport than to
attempt to grow them from cuttings The acacias
need pruning, or they will soon grow straggling and un-
shapely, more especially is this true of those grown in

pots After flowering, cut back the leading shoots
rather severely Shift into a larger pot if roots demand
it, and encourage growth by a genial heat and syringing,

gi\ ing at same time abundance of light and air They
should be plunged out-of-doors as soon as danger of

frost is past, and removed to the greenhouse before any
danger of early fall frosts Cuttings root suiely but not
quickly The best material is the side shoots from a
main stem in the condition that florists call half-ripened

—that is, not green and succulent as for m verbena, nor
as firm and hard as the wood of a hybrid perpetual rose

m November The wood or shoot will be in about the

right ( ondition m June No bottom heat is needed, but
the cuttings should be covered with a close frame and
kept moderately moist and cool by shading The fol-

lowing spring these young plants can be either planted
out-of-doors, where there is a good chance to keep them
well watered, or grown on in pots, as described above.
A few of the finest species are A pubescens, suitable

for training on pillars, A Riceana makes a bush or can
be trained, A longifolia, an erect species, deserves a
permanent position in the greenhouse border Of all the
species best adapted for medium-sized, compact pot-

plants, .4 armata and A. Drummondn are the best The
former has small, simple, dark green leaves and globular,

pure yellow flowers A Drummondn has drooping,
cylindrical, pale lemon flowers. As both these flower in

March without any forcing in our northern greenhouses.
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they are very valuable acquisitions to our Easter plants

The acacia has two distinctive charms: the foliage is

either small, simple and glaucous, as m A. annata, or

much divided, graceful and fern-like, as in A pubescent.

All the acacias arc among the freest-Howcring of our

hard-wooded plants (\\ ilhain Scott

)

acinacea, 13
aneura, 47
angustifoha, 20
arabica, 63
argyrophylla, 19
annata, 7
Baileyana, 55.

biflora, 9
bmorvata, 34
braehybotrya, 19
calamifoha, 4
Caleyx, 15
Catechu, 65
cattchuoxdcs, 65
Cavema, 62
celastnfolia, 20
c\nrrascena, 48
cultrata, 16
cultnfocmis, 16
cuneata, 8
cuspidata, 3
cyanophylla, 27
cyclops, 43
dealbata, 58
decipiens, 9
decurrona, 58
diffusa, 3
discolor, 56
dodonseifolm, 14
dolabrxformxs, 9
Drummondn, 66
eburnea, 64
echxnula, 1

elata, 54
elongata, 40
sruthropus, 46
extensa, 6
falcata, 23
talciformifl, 24.

INDEX
Farne'-iana, 61
hlicina, 59
fihctotdes

,
59.

flonbunda, 52
Fraserx, 15
fumfera, 7
gemstj’folia, 3
glabra, 19
glauceseens, 48
glaucophylla, 19
grandts, 60
Greggn, 67
harpophylla, 42
hispidissima, 60
holosericea, 50
homomalla, 48
implexa, 37
meraisata, 9
juncifoha, 5
juniperma, 1

koa, 38
Isitrobei, 13
lexophylla, 26
leptophylla, 61
leuradctulrun, 48
leurophylla, 50
Imeans, 51
lineuta, 11
linifoha, 22
longifolia, 52
longvititna

,
51

lunata, 18
macradema, 32
Maidenn, 49
Meissnen, 10
melanoxylon, 36
mollis, 58
molhtsxma, 58
myrtifolia, 20.

nerufoha, 30
neurocarpa, 50.
norroalis, 20, 58
obhqua, 12
obtusata, 28
ole*folia, 18
Oswaldn, 41
oxyeedrus, 44
paradoxa, 7
pendula, 35
penninervis, 24.
pentsedra, 6
pttiolarxs, 25
pimfoha, 5
plagtophylla, 23
podalyrirefolia, 15.

praviSvSiuia, 17
prominens, 22
pruinosa, 57
pubosccns, 53
pulchella, 60
punyt ns, 1

pycnantha, 25.
ret inodes, 29
Iliceana, 46
rotundifolia, 12.
runciformiA, 11.
saltema, 33
sahgna, 26
sends, 21
Sophor®, 52
suaveolens, 31.
tenuifolia, 2
umbrosa, 34
undulata, 7.

verticillata, 45.
viscidula, 39.
Wayse, 33.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Lvs reduied to phyll (% e , the petiole
is flattened to resemble a simple Ij ).

B FIs tn globular head's

C. Phyll terete or slightly flattened.

D. The phyll tapering into points.
is. Funiele filiform to its end . 1. juniperina

EE. Funiele ending in enlarged aril.

f FIs crtam-yellow
,

phyll
slender, broad at base 2 tenuifolia

ff FIs rich yellow phyll thick,

narrower at base .3 diffusa

dd The phyll with innocuous points,

not pungent
E Peduncle usually more than 1-

headed 1 calamifolia
EE Peduncle mostly 1 -headed

F. Phyll obscurely nerved 5 juncifolia

ff Phyll prominently nerved,

st almost winged 6 extensa
CC. Phyll vertically flattened

D Vetns of phyll 1 , or very rarely 2
E FI -heads solitary or m pairs or

clusters

F Length of phyll 1 m or less

o Stipules persistent as
slender spines

H. Pods hirsute

i Phyll semiovate 7 armata
n Phyll wedge-shaped 8 cuneata

hh Pod glabrous phyll
triangular or rhom-
boidal 9 decipieng

GQ Stipules deciduous, small
or none

H. Peduncles shorter than
phyll 10 Meissneri

HH Peduncles longer than
phyll,

I. Nerve near one edge

phyll, i^in wide 11 lineata
n. Nerve central, phyll.

over O^in. unde.

j. Phyll. orbicular. . .12. obllqua
JJ. Phyll. oblong. . . .13. acintce*

FF. Length ofphyll. 1H~4 m.
a. More or leas apinescent. 21. aentit

oo. Not s/nnascent 14 dodonsdlfoliu

EE. FI -heads m axillary racemes
(rarely reduced to a solitary

head)
F Length of phyll. 2 tn or less

o Racemes much exceeding
phyll

H Phyll hoary or pubes-
cent 15 podalyri®-

HH Phyll glabrous [folia

I The phyll nearly as
broad as 'ong

j Shape of phyll
bbliqutly ovate 16 cultriformia

jj Shape of phyll tri-

angular 17 pravissima
n The phyll oblong-fal-

cate, not so broad a.s

long 18 lunata
ao Racemes not or only

slightly exceeding phyll

(except A htufolui var
prominens)

h Phyll obliquely obovate 19 braehybotrya
hh Phyll lanceolate (oftin

8 m long m Calif) 20 myrtifolia
hhh Phyll linear

l Stipules spinesrent 21 sentis

n Stipules not spines
cent

j Gland at base 22 hmfolia
jj Gland below middle 22 hmfolia var.

ff Length of phyll over 2 in (ex- [prominens
cept A satumaiar Wayae)

G Some of phyll over 1 in.

wide.
H Funiele encircling seed

and bent back in dou-
ble fold

i Pod 14in wide. 23 falcata
II Pod over \£m ,

nearly
wide 24 penninervis

hh Funiele not encircling
seed

i Phyll sickle-shapc 25 pycnantha
ii. Phyll not sickle-shape. 26. saligna

27 cyanophylla
oo All phyll under 1 in mde

H Phyll linear-lanceolate,
mostly widest above
middle

l Midrib much to one
side, gland one-
third from base,

making a notch 28 obtusata
II. Midrib central or

nearly so, gland \± -

from base
j. Funiele surround-

ing seed 29 retinodes
jj Funiele not sur-

rounding seed 30 nenifolia
HH Phyll linear-oblong, not

widest above middle
I Seeds nearly trans-

verse 31. suaveolens
ii Seeds longitudinal

j Racemes compound 32 macradenia
jj Racemes simple,

often reduced to

2 or S heads.
k Foliage pale.. . .33 salicina

k.k Foliage dark
green 33 salicina var

DD. Veins of phyll several (rarely [Way®
only 2), longitudinal

E FI -heads in racemes.
f Phyll 2-nerved 34 binervata

FF Phyll more than 2-nerved
o. Pod with narrow wing 35 pendula

oo Pod not winged
H Funiele encircling seed

m double fold 36 melanoxylon
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hh. Funicle folded at end of
seed, not encircling it.

i. Width of pod l/i%n. . .37. implex*
11 Width of pod y-l m 38. koa

a. FI -heads solitary or m pairs
or clusters

F. Width of phyll. Y^xn or less,

linear.

o Phyll. viscid . 39 viscidula
ao. Phyll not viscid 40 elongata

FF. Width of phyll over %m ,

not linear.

G. The fl -heads sessile, or
nearly so 41 Oswald!

GO. The fl -heads not sessile

H. Funicle short, half as
long as seed 42 harpophylla

HH Funicle long, scarlet,

encircling seed in dou-
ble fold 43. cyclops

BB. FIs. in spikes.

c. Shape of phyll. narrow (A to less

than yin ), pungent pointed
D. Nerves 3 or 4 phyll scattered 44 oxycedrus
DD Nerves 1

E Phyll whorled 45 verticillata

EE. Phyll clustered fls mostly 3-
merous 46 Riceana

GO. Shape of phyll broader (except A
aneuraandA longifloravar flon-
bunda), less rigid, not pungent
pointed

d Pod winged 47 aneura
dd Pod not winged

E Calyx and phyll pubescent (A.
Mautenn only slightly so)

F Sepals velvet-like, bright
orange-yellow 48 glaucescens

ff Sepals not reliet-like yet

more or less pubescent
a Funicle encircling seed 49 Maidenn

OG. Funiclefolded and enlarged
into cup-shaped ard 50 holosericea

ee Calyx and phyll not pubescent
f Phyll linear 51 linearis

ff Phyll elliptical, lanceolate

a Width of phyll over yin 52 longifolia

GO. Width of phyll less than
yin 52 longifolia

aa. Lvs all bipinnate. [var flonbunda
B. Fls m globular heads

c. Stipules none or brown and scanous.
D Pinnae few, 2-10 pairs.
E Rachis hirsute . 53 pubescens

ee Rachis not hirsute
F. Lfts iy-1'A tw long 54 elata

FF. Lfts less than 1 )4 in long
G. Length of pinnae 1 in. 55 Baileyana

GO. Length of pinnae over 1 m
H Funicle filiform 56 discolor

hh Funicle cup-shaped anl 57 prumosa
DD. Pinnae many, 8-25 pairs

E. Plant a tree lfts SO J)0 pairs,

more or less tomentose-pu-
bescent 58 decurrens

F. Lfts. dark green, shining
above, imbricate fls bloom
in June, pale yellow 58 decurrens

FF. Lfts more or less gray, [mollis

farther apart fls bloom m
Jan. and Feb ,

deep yellow 58. decurrens
fff. Lfts light green, distant. [dealbata

sepals as long as petals 58 normalis
be. Plant a shrub, lfts. 20-60

pairs, glabrous 59 filicina

CC. Stipules spinescent.

D. Pinnae 1 pair . . . 60 pulchella

dd. Pinnae more than 1 pair.

e Pod round 61. Farnesiana
62. Cavenia

ee. Pod momhform 63 arabica
eee. Pod not momhform 64 eburnea

EB. Fls in spikes
c Pinnae 10-40 pairs 65 Catechu

OO. Pinnae 2~4 pairs
D. Pod not exceeding 1 in. long 66 Drummondu

dd. Pod 1 y~4 in. long 67. Greggii

1. junlpertna, Willd (A echlnula, DC. A. ptingenk,

8preng.). A stiff shrub, 8 to 12 ft., with branchlets
either pubescent or smooth, phyll scattered, numerous
and tapering into a sharp point, 14 to rarely Hm long,

1-

nerved . fl -heads solitary on peduncles longer than
the phyll., 5-merous; petals ciliate; petals a6\ite, with
prominent midrib, pod more or less falcate, flat, 1-2

in long, about ]4\n broad, usually contract^ between
the seeds; seeds longitudinal, the funic 1 j but little

folded and filiform to the end May, June—May be
distinguished from A tenwfoha by its funicle filiform

the entire length, its petals with prominent midrib, and
its 5-merous ns.

2 tenuifdlia, F v M Fig. 69. An everblooming
shrub with a stioky exudation on sts and over the young
fl -buds branchlets slender and drooping: phyll linear-

subulate, y~l m, long, Kin wide, 1-nerved, ending in

a pungent point, gland at base fls lemon-yellow, with
peduncles yin long, solitary in axils of the phyll., 30
or more m a head pods
straight, slightly con-
stricted between seeds,

2-

3 m long, nearly ym
wide, pointed at both ends
and bearing two rough
longitudinal marks over
each seed, characteristic

of this species, funicle

silvery white, half as long
as seed and enlarged into
a cup-shaped aril ov er one
end, ripe June-Nov Fls
every month F v M.
Icon 1 8—This attrac-

tive shrub is easily grown
from seed, germinating m
about three weeks and
growing steadily It is

delightful for situations

thatdemand a lo\s -branch-
ing habit Its everbloom-
ing fls

,
honey-like odor

and dust-i esistant quali-

ties also recommend it.

3 diffitsa, Lindl (A.
genidkfblia

,
Link) A

shrub of 5 or 6 ft with
loosely scattered foliage:

phyll linear or Bubulate,

Vr^y in long (mostly
Km), iV-Km wide, 69. Acacia tenmfolia. (XH)
1-nerved, ending in sharp
point fls in pairs or reduced to a smgle head, either 4-

or 5-merous, peduncles yin long; sepals not half length
of petals pod stipitate, flat, acute, 3-4 in long, Km.
broad, valves convex over seeds, funicle much folded
and thickened from the middle Apr

,
May B M 2417.

BR 634 Var cuspid&ta, Benth (A cusjnddta, Cunn.).
Phyll. more slender, from K“2 in long, about as broad
as thick

4 calamif&lia, Sweet. Bhoom Wattle. Fig 70 A
tall shrub or small tree with slender erect branches:
phyll narrow-linear to subulate, with oblique point at
apex and narrowed to base, \ l/z~2y in long, ^in.
wide, 1-nerved, gland near base (obscure m dried speci-
mens) . racemes short, of 3 or 4 heads, or reduced to a
smgle one, fls 20 to a head, 5-merous; sepals half as
long as petals, peduncles ym long pods a rich brown,
slightly contracted between the seeds, iy-3 in long,

wide, funicle red, almost encircling the seed in a
double fold, ending m a silvery club-shaped aril; npe
Aug Fls. Feb -Apr B R. 839—An attractive orna-
mental at all times but especially so when m full bloom.
An excellent tan-bark species, analysis showing aa
much as 20 63 per cent of tannin.
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5. juncifdlia, Benth. (A pimfdha
,
Benth.). A tall

shrub with terete branches, either glabrous or hirsute:

phyll from slightly flattened to tetragonous, 3-6 in

long or more, with a nerve on each side fls 5-merous,
either solitary or in pairs, about 40 in a head; petals

united; calyx spatulate and ciliate, not half so long as

petals; peduncles Km * long (rarely \ jin ) • pod flat,

with nerve-like margins, 3-4 in. long, less than }4 in.

wide, seeds ob-
long, longitudinal,

funiele half as long

as seed, filiform

but slightly thick-

ened at hilum F
v. M. Icon 2 X.

6

extensa,Lindl.
(A. pent Je dr a,

Kegel) A shrub
5 ft tall, with
more or less
winged angular
branchlets phyll

linear-subulate or
needle-like, 3-4 m.
long (sometimes

8), j4in vide,
1-nerved, ending
m sharp point,

gland / 2~ 1 in

from base fls soli-

tary or shortly
racemose, 20 m a
head, 5-merous,
sepals short

,
pe-

duncles \ tin. long
pods with nerve-

like margins, constricted between the seeds, 2-1 in

long, i^m wide; fumcle sfiaight and only slightly thick-

ened at hilum end, ripe May. Fls March

7 armita, R Br. (A unduldta, Willd A paradfira,

DC A furcifera, Lindl Mimosa jtaradoia
,
Poll ).

Kangaroo Thorn Fig 71 A spreading shrub H-10 ft

wide. 7-11 ft. tall, with pendent finger-like branchlets

phyll half-ovate, the straight edge hugging the st
,
the

other edge more or less undulate, nerve excentnc, end-

ing m a pungent point, stipules reduced to slender

spines about Yin m length: fls solitary on peduncles

%n\. long, petals 5, sepals 5, more than one-halt

length of corolla 1 pods hairy, straight or slightly curled,

in clusters of 2-5 or reduced to 1, 1 Vi-2 in long,
,

3
<s
in

wide, fumcle silvery, as long as seed and enlarged to a
cup-shaped aril; ripe Aug. Fls Feb -Apr B M 1653 - -

A shrub with breadth often much greater than its height,

sometimes 15-20 ft across, hence suitable for large

grounds and roomy comers Makes a good hedge plant,

and is also used to reclaim sand-dums It is a good rich

green and withstands considerable dust and drought
There is a larger-lvd form with fissured bark and more
straggling habit. The phyll is greener anil more ten-

der in texture than the type, and the fls are larger.

8 cune&ta, Benth A tall glabrous shrub phyll K to

scarcely 1 in long, wedge-shaped, truncate at the apex,

nerve excentnc, ending in sharp point at one angle
while the other angle is tipped by a gland

,
occasionally

a faint secondary nerve; stipules setaceous fls solitary;

peduncles about as long as phyll
,
8-15 in a head, 4-

merous; petals separate; calyx turbinate, half as long as

rorolla and with broad lobes, pod hirsute, thick margins,
2-3 m long and Km wide BR 1839.—An interesting

ornamental species, somewhat resembling A prnvissima

9 declpiens, R Br (A dolabnjdrmis, Colla A.
mcrassdta

,
Hook A bifldra, Paxt ). A shrub either

low and bushy or up to 10 or 12 ft tall, glabrous or rarely
hirsute phyll triangular or trapezoid, %-%\n long
and nearly as broad, principal nerve excentnc, ending

m small point, gland on other angle, the occasional
stipules are spinescent* fls solitary- or in pairs, 6-10 in

a head pod thick, hard, much incurved, 1-2 in long,

•A-K m wide, narrowed at each end, seeds longitu-
dinal, fumcle ending m club-shaped aril B M 1715,
3211 —The difference between this and A cuneata seems
to lie chiefly m fls and phyll

,
which aic about as bioad

as long in A dee ipiens
,
and much longer than broad in

A. cuneata, and wedge-shaped.

10 Meissneri, Lehm Tall shrub’ young branches
glabrous, acutely angular ph\ll A~1 in long, Y~Hm
broad, obovate-oblong or obliquely cuncate, obtuse, or

with a small, hooked point peduncles shorter than the
phyll pod flat, K -K in broad, the margins not thick-

ened, seed oblong, longitudinal, fumcle very long and
much folded, the last fold almost encircling the seed and
returning, but thickened only at the end

11 line&ta, A Cunn (A nmcifdrnm, A Cunn ) A
bushy shrub branches usually pubescent, terete and
often slightly resinous phyll linear, l 2~^ 4 in long or

more, l 1
^ in wide, nerve near the margin and ending

in small hooked point fls solitary, 5-rnerous, equal to or

exceeding the phyll , sepals distinct, linear-spat hulate,

peduncles M^Viin lpng pod curved or twisted, 1 (,m

wide, funiele not so long as seed, ending in a elavate
fleshy aril Fls March BM 3316 (as A runnformis)
—This differs from A annacea and A obhqua in only

its narrow phyllocha Habitat in barren forest grounds
m the mtenor of New South Wales.

12 obliqua, Cunn
(A rotund iffilm }

Hook ) A drooping
shrub, with finger-like

biancht s, angular and
slightly pubescent *

phvll obliquely ob-
ovutc to orbicular,

/ 4~Km long, K-zsm
wide, 1 ex ecu trie
nerve ending in re-

curved point, stipules

minute, gland, when
present, one-third dis-

tant from base fls

5-merous, solitary or
m pairs on peduncles

in long; fls 15-20
in a head, petals with
midi lb, sepals nar-
row, half as long as

petals pod more or
less twisted and con-
stricted between the
seeds, 1-2 in long,

} *in wide, thin, with
nerve - like margins

,

tuniele club-shaped,
half as long as seed,

ripe July, Aug Fls.

Feb. B M 4041

13 acin&cea, Lindl. (A. Latrbbei, Meisn ) A much-
branched shrub’ phyll. obluiuely oblong, long,

V±-y<i\n wide, obtuse, witn a recurved point; gland
one-third distance from base* fls in pairs (rarely soli-

tary), 5-merous, calyx spathulate, ciliate. half as long
as petals, petals united; peduncles long pod

’ twisted or curved, Yin wide, more or less constricted
between the seeds

}
seed longitudinal; funiele not so

long as seed and thickened into fleshy elavate aril Fls

March F. v M Icon. 4 7 —F v Mueller proposed to

unite this with the broad-lvd A obhqua, since the only
difference between them seems to be bast'd upon shape
of phyll This group should be given further study to
determine whether transition stages may be found
between the narrow and the round forms and whether
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the supposed distinction of straight pods in A. acinacea
can be traced into the curled pods of A. obliqua.

14. dodonseifdlia, Willd A tall, glabrous, very resin-

ous shrub’ phyll. lanceolate to linear-falcate, tapering to

base, having the appearance of being encrusted with a
brownish powder, 1^-2, sometimes 4, m long, about
^in wide, the lateral veins prominent and anastomos-
ing; 1 central nerve ending in an oblique point fls

solitary or in pairs, not exceeding the phyll
;
peduncles

3^in long, about 40 fls in a head, 5-merous
,
calyx more

than half as long as corolla pod straight or falcate,

about y/i\n wide; seeds longitudinal, funicle with last

2 or 3 folds dilated into an irregular cup-shaped aril

March—Superficially this resembles the A rehnodeb
group, but the fls are solitary or in pairs instead of

in racemes, and it has an apparent incrustation on
foliage

15. podalyriaefdlia, Cunn (A Frauen
,
Hook. A

Calhji, Cunn ). Fig 72 A tall, glabrous shrub with
conspicuous gray branchlets covered with a soft pubes-
cence. phyll pmniveined, pubescent (rarely glabrous),

ovate or oblong, 1-1 Yz in. long, Yi~l x
/i in wide, nerve-

like margins and prominent exeentric midrib ending in

oblique point, the margins and midrib eiliate, gland
at middle or just below racemes simple, longer than
hyll

,
of numerous small heads, calyx turbinate, not

alf so long as corolla; petals hirsute, with prominent
midrib’ pod flat, either glabrous or pubescent, 1-3, or

more, in long, ®4m. broad, seeds longitudinal, funicle not
encircling seed but m short folds at hilum end, the last

fold slightly thickened RB 33 ‘105 GC 111 43 11

Gt 54’ 1541. G W 9, p 158—Its neat gray ovate
lvs. and abundant long yellow racemes at the end of

the branches make it a very decorative and popular
species.

16 cultnffirmis, Cunn (A cultrata, Ait ) A tall

shrub with gray foliage thickly clothing the branches:
phyll with nerve-like margins, obliquely ovate to

almost triangular, Y-l in long, wide, with
gland on upper edge one-third distance from base, the
intervening edge straight and closely hugging the
branchlets, vein exeentric, much curved, ending in

mucronate point racemes axillary, much exceeding

the phyll
;

fls 30-40 in a head; sepals half as long as

petals, peduncles J^in long pod a rich brown, with
nerve-like margins, 1 ^-3 111 long, *4111 wide, occasion-

ally constricted between the seed, seed oblong, longi-

tudinal, funicle half as long as seed, silvery and enlarged

into a cup-shaped aril almost from the beginning, ripe

Sept
,
Oct Fls March, Apr It H 1896, p 503 J II

III 34 131 —-If kept well pruned it makes a good
hedge Has been cult m Calif for many years in the

open, and is considered a desirable plant

17 pravlssima, F v M. Fig 72 A small tree, 15-20

ft high with decurrent, pendulous, finger-like branchlets

thickly clothed with short foliage phyll \i~\ in. long,

]4~Ytin. broad, cuneiform to trapezoid, one angle

rounded, the other acute, indistinctly 2-nervcd, the

prominent nerve exeentric and ending in a mucronate
point, gland large, near middle of upper edge, racemes
much longer than phyll

,
10 to more fls m a head

;
pedun-

cles Ain long pods, when ripe, once or twice twisted,

with nerve-like margins and mucronate tip, lH-2%
in. long, 34m. wide; seed small, longitudinal, with

prominent central marking; funicle as long as seed,

enlarged into club-shaped aril, ripe July, Aug. Fls

Feb
,
March.—A very graceful showy species that is

becoming popular.

18 lunAta, Sieb (A. olesefdlia, Cunn) A glabrous
shrub with angular branches phyll oblong-falcate,

obtuse, with sharp point, m long, Y-Ym wide;

vein exeentric; gland one-third distance from base’

racemes simple, longer than phyll
;
fls 4-15 in a head:

calyx united, about one-third length of corolla pod
straight or curved, Fjjui wide, seeds longitudinal, near

upper suture, the last fold of the funicle thickened into
a lateral club-shaped aril, the lower folds very small.
Apr. B R 1352—This resembles A linifoha var.
prommens in fls and foliage; the fr is necessary to dis-
tinguish them

19 brachybdtrya, Benth Tall shrub’ phyll Y~l

%

m
,
rarely, in luxuriant specimens, 2 in long, obliquely

obovate or oblong, firm, rather broad, obtuse or
mucronulate fl -heads few, short, axillary racemes,
about equaling the phyll

,
or rarely reduced to 1 head;

fls 20-50 in a head pod flat, linear to narrow-elliptical.

Var argyroph^lla, Benth (A argyrophylla, Ilook.).

Silvery-silky, turning sometimes golden yellow phyll.
mostly %-lY m long fl -heads often solitary. B M.
4381

Var glaucoph^lla, Benth Glaucous and more or
less pubescent phyll mostly Yr-%m long, fl -heads
mostly 2-5, shortly racemose

Var gl&bra, Benth Quite glabrous phyll small and
narrow, fl -heads small

20 myrtifdlia, Willd A tall shrub with angular
branchlets, the angles, glands and margins of phyll.

edged with light red or pink phyll oval to ovate-
lanceolate, the apex either acute with oblique point or
obtuse and rounded, 1 V\-2 in long, F^-J^in. wide,
gland J4in from base, nerve exeentric fls in racemes
nearly as long as phyll

;
peduncles long

,
fl -heads

few (3-5), though large, 4-merous, petals with promi-
nent midrib, sepals short, united pod with nerve-like

margins, curved and contracted between the seeds and
tough, 3 in long, t^in broad, funicle short, thickened
into cup-shaped aril B M 302 Fls Feb-Mar
Var celastrifdlia, Benth (A celastrifdlia, Benth ).

Phyll mostly lYi in long and often 1 in broad. B M.
4306
Var norm&lis, Benth Phyll mostly 1-2 m long and

about )^in broad.

Var angustixdlia, Benth Phyll. mostly 2-4 in. long,

*o“3cj»n broad.

21 sentis, F. v M A rigid shrub or small tree 30
or 40 ft high, with terete branchlets and when young
either glabrous or pubescent phyll various, either
lanceolate-oblong with a short point or linear with a
hooked point, m some specimens %in long by % or

Yx in broad and in others again they muy be 2 in. long
and Ain broad, marginal gland near base or wanting,
stipules reduced to spines, occasionally none fls soli-

tary or in pairs or racemes, 20-30 fls in a head; sepals
linear, spatulate, eiliate pod flat, 2-3 in long, lA-%in.

broad, seeds nearly oblique, the funicle gradually
thickened and folded several times, fitting against seed
like a cap May F v M Icon 4 9 —A desert species
commonly growing in sandv soil It thrives wuth scant
rainfall but requires much light, although in its native
country it is now and then found among large trees It

is a valuable fodder plant, cattle eating it greedily A
specimen in Calif was growing on soil that was almost
rock and consequently became shallow-rooted The
wind threw it down repeatedly but each time when set

in place it continued its growth, apparently unharmed.
In New S Wales it is said that the presence of this tree

is a sure indication of underground water Its roots

have been found 80 ft. from the surface

22 linifdlia, Willd A tall shrub with a minute
pubescence on the branchlets and at the base of the
voung phyll ’ phyll linear on young shoots to linear-

lanceolate on more mature ones, %~1Y m long,

A-Hm wude, I-nervcd, ending in mucronate point,

gland below the middle small racemes shorter than
phj 11 ,

with 8-12 fls in a h^ad pod flat, with nerve-like

margins, 2^-4 in. long, %in wide; funicle half as long

as seed, with club-shaped aril B M. 2168
Var pr6minens, Moore (A. prdmmens, Cunn.).

Phyll wider, oblong-lanceolate, 1-1

Y

m. long, Y~s4m -
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wide; very prominent gland, its position varying, some-
times above, sometimes below the middle, poa wider,

1/4-3 in. long, Km wide, funicle short (not surround-
ing the seed), filiform and ending in fleshy aril FIs.

late Feb and March B M. 3502.—This variety does
not appear to seed in Calif

23. falcHta, Willd. (A plagiophylla, Spreng ). Tree
or tall shrub phyll distinctly pinnivemed, lanceolate-

falcate, much narrowed toward base, 3-0 in long;

nerve excentric; gland at base or none racemes shorter

than phyll
,
20 fls m a head, sepals free, narrow, ciliate,

about half as long

72 Acacia leaves. 1, A longifoha; 2,

A praviasima; 3, A oyclops, 4, A bi-

nervata, 5, A. implexa; 6, A pycnantha, 7,

A. saligna,, 8, A podalynsefolia , 9, A mel-
anoxylon. ( X Vv

as petals; pet-
als striate, with
prominent m l d-
rib pod flat, 2-3
in long, Kin-
wide, seed longi-

tudinal, close to

the margin; funi-

cle colored, ex-
tending around
seed and bent
back on itself in

a double fold, en-
larged at hilum
end into a fleshy

aril — This may
be distinguished
from A penmrur-
ns by its smaller
pod (half the size),

by its gland close

to base instead of

distant from it,

and by its free,

narrow, spatulate
ciliate sepals.

24 penninervis,

Sieb Mountain
Hickory A tall

glabrous shmb or

a tree, 40-80 ft.

high phyll pin-

nivemed, lanceo-

late-falcate, acu-
minate, much
narrowed at the
base, 3-4 in. long
(sometimes twice
that length) about
Km broad

,
nerve

excentric with a
short secondary
nerve terminating
in a marginal
gland below the
middle fls pale

yellow, in short

racemes, much
shorter than
phyll

;
peduncles

M
in. long- pod 3K~5 in. long, Km broad with nerve-

e margins, seed longitudinal; funicle colored, extend-

ing around seed and bent back on same side so as to

encircle in double fold B M. 2754. Maiden Wattles

and Wattlebark, p 35—A variable species with very
narrow phyll

,
often K~Kin wide and 8-12 in long,

the average being 1 in broad and 5 m long

Var falciffirmis, Benth (A. falcifdrmis, DC.). A
shrub 6-10 ft. high with young shoots and infl.

minutely hoary or golden pubescent: phyll. broad,

obliquely ovate-oblong, obtuse, smooth and feather-

veined, 3-4 in long, 1 in broad, gland at base- fls in

racemes.—Larger and more falcate than the tvpe.

25. pycn&ntha, Benth. (A . petiol&ns
,
Lehm.). Golden

Wattle. Broad-leaved Wattle. Fig. 72 A small
tree with more or less pendulous branchlcts phyll
pinnivemed, oblong-lanceolate to falcate-lanceolate or
even broadly obovate, 2K~6 in long, K~1K m wide,
1-nerved, the nerve more or less excentric, gland

K~% m - from base racemes either simple or com-
pound, large-fld

,
fragrant and showy, often bending

the tree with its weight of bloom, 50-60 fls in a
head with peduncles Km l°ng, sepals 5, ciliate,

ahnost as long as petals, pods vaiymg, 2-4K oi 5 in

long, Km wide, contracted and slightly constricted
between the seeds and with nerve-like margins, fu-
nicle whitish, club-shaped, not folded, half as long
as seed or occasionally folded and transverse to the
seed, ripe Aug Fls Feb

,
Maich Maiden Wattles

and Wattlebark, p 39. R TI 1896, p 501 Biown,
For. Flora of S Austral —The name “broad-leaved”
is derived from its lefcrence to the seedling lvs

,

which are of great size, sound lines 5 in long and
4 in wide The bark contains the highest peicent.-

age of tannin of any of the species, but the trie does
not attain the size of A dixurrens, and hence so

gieat a quantity is not obtained from any one tice

It is made into perfume, exudes a good gum, and is

used as a sand-binder

26 saligna, Wendl (A hiophylla, Benth) Fig 72.

A low tree or tall shmb with angulai, rather drooping
branches phyll lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, or even
oblanceolate, 3-8K *ii m lowei lvs lit long, h~i M or

even IK 1,1 vvide, acute to obtuse, narrowed to base:
1 central nerve, often excentnc, ending in a iceurvea
point, or obtuse, gland at base or none fls laige (Kin
in diam ), either in large iaeemes at the ends ot the
branches or reduced to 1 oi 5 heads strung along the
axils of the lvs for 2 oi 3 ft

,
peduncles vaiying from

K~Km m length pods const noted between the seeds,

flat with nerve-like margins, 3-5 m long, K in wide,
funicle club-shaped, three-fourths length of seed, ripe

Aug Fls March-May and to slight extent at vanous
times —Botanists do not find any well-marked differ-

ences between this species and the next and aie there-

fore inclined to combine the two Nurseijmen base
their distinction on the color of the phyll

,
a bluish-

tinged one being called A. ujanophyllu
,
while the gicen

phyll
,
especially if it is smaller, is called A mliqna

Both forms are also said to have been secured fiom
seed gathered from a single tree Nurserymen should
test this to satisfy themselves Another so-called

botanical distinction gives the funicle straight in one
species and folded in the other This does not hold, as

such a combination can be seen in the same plant, and
even in the same pod This species is variable in other
respects Fls may be in groups of 4 or 5 and strung
along the axis of lvs for 2 oi 3 ft This type may have
either large or small or even mixed phyll

,
or the fls may

be in large clusters (either erect or pendulous) at the
ends of the branches In either case, the large or the
srrjall or the mixed types of phyll. may accompany
them.

27. cyanoph^lla, Lindl. Blue-leavkd Wattle.
Tall shrub, 18 ft, stoloniferous- branches drooping*

lower phyll about 12 in long, upper 6 in or less and
narrower, linear-oblong to lanceolate-falcate, much
narrowed toward the base, glabrous and often glaucous
peduncles K~Kin long, As 3-5, large, golden yellow.

March Gn 52, p 99 —Said to be the same as A
saligna, as they run into each othei

.

28 obtus&ta, Sieb Tall, glabrous shrub- phyll.

1K~3 m long, oblong-linear, or ahnost spatulate,

usually almost straight, rather obtuse, point, not curved,

thick, rigid, with thickened, nerve-like margins, mar-
ginal gland 1, distant from the base, not prominent
racemes about Kin. long, with densely packed heads;

fls. 30 or more. March.
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29. retinddes, Schlecht. A tall shrub or small tree:

phyll lanceolate, with nerve-like margins and nar-
rowed to base, acute, pinnately veined, 3-6 m. long,

wide, gland from base fls in racemes,
mostly compound; peduncles long, 30-40 fls in

a head pod flat, with nerve-like margin, 3-4 in. long,

about }4in. wide; funicle colored red, encircling seed,

bent back upon itself m a double fold and ending in

club-shaped aril, ripe June-Oct Fls Feb.-Sept. F v.

M. Icon 5.9.—Very closely resembling A. nemfoha in
foliage and fls

,
but differs in pod, bemg narrower than

that of A nenifolia, while the funicle is red and en-
circles seed in double fold.

30. neriifdlia, Cunn. A small tree with angular
branchlets phyll lanceolate, acute, narrowed at both
ends, 1)4-5 34 m long, wide, 1 central nerve;
gland )4in from base fls about 40 in a head, 5-merous,
m short racemes, sepals 5, separate, ciliate, peduncles

long pods with nerve-like margins, contracted
between the seeds and often constricted, a rich brown,
3-6 m long, fin wide, funicle white, short, not encir-

cling seed, but thickened into a club-shaped aril, seed
longitudinal, oval, with central depression Fls. July.

31 suav^olens, Willd A glabrous shrub, 3-6 ft.

tall phyll linear to lanceolate, apex acute, tapering to
base, 1 central nerve

,
gland near base fl -heads in axil-

lary racemes, at first inclosed by imbricate scaly bracts,

which soon fall, fls 6-10 m a head pod oblong, rounded
at both ends, flat, impressed between the seeds, 1-1)4
m long, )4* wide; seeds transverse; funicle fili-

form and suddenly enlarged into fleshv aril at right

angles to itself Fls Apr—Superficially it resembles
narrow-lvd. A relmodes , but note the imbricated bracts;

the pods are shorter and wider and the funicle does not
encircle the seed.

32 macradSnia, Benth. A glabrous shrub, 10-12 ft.

tall, or, in favorable situations, a tree 30-50 ft high:

{

)h>ll lanceolate-falcate, narrowed to base, 514-12 in.

ong, )4in wide, veins fine, prominent and transverse;

gland at base, large or often wanting racemes com-
pound, short, fls small, petals pubescent, calvx more
than half as long as corolla, turbinate, toothed and
ciliate pod with nerve-hke margin, 2-4 in long, )4m.
wide or more, slightly constricted between the seeds;

seeds longitudinal, funicle not enfolding seed but bent
upon itself and ending in club-shaped anl, about half

as long as seed F. v M Icon 5 7 —A beautiful close-

grained wood that is capable of taking a high polish.

33. salfclna, Lindl Small tree; branches drooping:
foliage pale; phyll. 2-5 m long, )4-)4»il wide, oblong-
linear or lanceolate, narrowed at base, thick, rigid, with
a curved point, midrib and marginal veins scarcely

prominent racemes short, often reduced to 2 or 3 heads,

or even only 1 ,
peduncles slender; fls about 20 in the

head pods straight, 1-3 in long, ^4 in broad, valves

convex, hard and thick, seeds longitudinal, funicle

thickened and usually scarlet almost from the base,

formmg several folds under the seed—The timber is

dark brown and tough, taking a high polish It is a
good forage plant and on this account is becoming
scarce in the wild state.

Var. W&yae, Maiden. P'ig 73 A shrub 8 ft tall,

which blooms sparingly at various tunes during the
year, phyll somewhat thick (flat when dried) and
succulent-lookmg, oblong-linear, narrowed at base,

1 34-2)4 m long, less than )4in. wide; 1 central nerve
ending in oblique point, gland below middle, fls soli-

tary or in pairs, or occasionally in short racemes of 3-5
fls

,
sepals united, truncate; petals 5’ pod 1-2 m long,

less than )4m. broad, contracted between the seeds;

seed longitudinal; funicle scarlet its entire length,

folded several times at one end of seed; ripe Junc-
Sept Fls Feb.-May.—A neat little shrub with bright

green lvs. The pods must be picked as soon as ripe and

just before dehiscence, for the elastic opening of the
pod will discharge the seed m every direction.

34 binerv&ta, DC (A umbrdsa, Cunn ) Fig 72.

Two-veined Hickory A tall shrub or shrubby tree of

25 ft
,
with terete branchlets phyll falcate-lanceolate to

triangular, with 2 distinct veins (occasionally 3-veined)

and pinnately veined between, 2)4-4 in. long, m.
wide; gland £$w. from base fls in racemes shorter than
phyll

;
peduncles l°ng or more, 30 fls in a head,

4- or 5-merous; calyx not half so long as corolla pods
straight, very thin, convex over seed, 4-5 m long, )4in.

wide, seed oblong, funicle long, nearly encircling seed

and bent back upon itself m double dark red fold, with

light aril at hilum end B M 3338 Maiden, Flowering
Plants of New S Wales, pt 5, p. 53 Wattles and
Wattlebarks, p 50 —It inhabits dry, shaded woods in

the mountainous district of the coast.

35 pSndula, Cunn. Weeping Myall. A small tree

with gray foliage and pendulous branchlets: phyll.

covered with a minute pubescence, finely striate with
3-5 obscurely parallel veins, linear-lanceolate, often

falcate, acuminate, ending in mu-
cronate point, 2-3)4 in long,

wide, gland less than )4m.
from base fl -heads in pairs or

clusters, about
30 m a head;
peduncles less
than )4m long;

petals with mid-
rib, sepals spatulate, retic-

ulately veined, half as long

as petals, pods }«2in

broad, 2-3 m long, bor-

dered by a narrow wing
along each suture F v
M Icon. 6 8—The or-

namental value of this

species lies rather in

drooping foliage than in

the fls.

36 melanfixylon, R Br
Blackwood Acacia. Fig
72. A good - sized ever-

green tree of pyramidal ,

form and dense foliage

phyll oblaneeolate to lan-

ceolate, usually one edge
straight, the other curved,

234-4)4 in. long (average

3)4 *n long by ?4m
wide), 3-6 parallel nerves,

rcticulately veined between, gland Km from base -

fls.

cream-color, 40-50 in a head, with peduncles over )4in.

long, and in short racemes of 3-5 heads pod reddish
brown, with nerve-like margins, more or less twisted

into shape of letter C or S, 3-5 in. long, wide;
seed longitudinal, ^m. m length, encircled in double
fold by a long red funicle which is very characteristic

of the species, the seed hanging on the trees thus for

months, pods ripe July-Nov Fls late Feb. and
March. B M. 1659—Its wood is but little inferior to
black walnut for furniture -making and gnllwork; it

makes a good street tree in Calif, and as a fuel it is

equal to hickory.

37 impllxa, Benth Fig 72. A tall tree, 50 ft high,

with hght green foliage and rough bark: phyll. falcate-

lanceolate, acuminate, with a more or less hooked
point, 4-7 m long, in wide, veins 3-5, with
finer parallel veins between

;
no gland fls. cream-yellow,

in racemes much shorter than phyll
,
40-50 m a head;

peduncles %n\. long' pod curved, often like an interro-

gation point, light brown with nerve-like margin, more
or less constricted and contracted between the seeds,

4-6 in. long, Km. wide, seeds longitudinal, funicle

73 Acacia saliema var. Way*.
(XHJ
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club-shaped, folded once or twice at end of seed.

F. v. M. Icon. 8:2—Distinguished from A mclanoxy-
lon by the more pointed and hooked phyll., while the
fumcle is cream-colored and folded at the end of the
seed instead of being scarlet and twice encircling it as
m A. melanoxylon.

38 kda, Gray. Koa. Tree of 50-60 ft., with spread-
ing branches: phyll. falcate, acuminate and tapering to

base, stnate with 3-5 parallel nerves more prominent,
4-5 m long, wide; gland at base prominent:
fls in short racemes or rarely solitary, or in pairs, 50-60
fls in a head; peduncles y£in. long, 5-merous, calyx
united, ciliate edges pod brown, flat, thin, reticulately

nerved, more or less constricted between seeds, 5-6 m.
long, in wide, seed dark brown, nearly transverse,

oblong, about 14m long by 14m. wide; fumcle light

brown, filiform, not encircling seed but with 2 or 3
twists at hilum end. Hawaiian Isis.—A valuable tim-
ber tree, capable of receiving a high polish It should
be more largely grown m Calif.

39 viscfdula, Cunn A tall
shrub, 12-15 ft. high, with terete

branches covered by a glossy viscid

gum* phyll long-linear, with a
small oblique point, sparingly
pubescent, at least when young,
2-3 14 in long, to less than Urn
wide, with several obscure parallel

veins; gland near base fls 40 m a
head, solitary or m pairs, either 5-

or 4-merous, with peduncles 14m. long;
calyx and corolla pubescent pod hirsute,

with nerve-like margins, 1y~2 in long, l^m
wide, slightly depressed between the seeds

,

seed small, longitudinal; fumcle silvery,

twice or thrice twisted and thickened into
cap at end of seed, ripe Aug. Fls March,
Apr—At first glance easily mistaken for

narrow-lvd A. retinodes, but its short-std.

fls. in pairs, the resinous viscid substance on phyll. and
its small narrow pods will at once distinguish it

40. elongiLta, Sicb A tall shrub with angular branch-
lets phyll distinctly striate, 3-nervcd, or often ob-
scured, long-linear, slightly falcate, narrowed to base,
obtuse and ending in oblique point, 2-33^ or 4 in. long
(or narrower ana 5J^ m long), hardly ^m. broad;
peduncles 14m. long, solitary or in pairs pod thm,
with nerve-like margins, 13^-23^ in. long, f£in wide,
slightly impressed between seeds, pod convex over
them* seed oblong, brown, fumcle not folded about
seed but with 2 or 3 folds fitting over end of seed like

a cap. B.M 3337 —Especially suitable for damp,
sandy land.

41. 6swaldii, F. v M A stiff shrub, 8 to 10 ft tall:

phyll linear to oblong-falcate, with numerous fine

parallel veins ending m oblique mucronate point, 1-2
in long, nearly yin. wide; gland near base, fl -heads
sessile, solitary or m pairs, about 15-20 m a head*
sepals over half as long as petals: pods hard, curved
into crescents about each seed; fumcle filiform, half
the length of seed and suddenly dilated into a cap
nearly as long, which fits over and covers up one-third
of seed. F v M Icon 6:10.—May be easily recog-
nized by its finely striate, narrow, 2-in -long phyll

,
its

sessile yellow fls. that sit at base of phyll
,
nearly

hiding st
,
by the pods twisted in lunar shape with valves

convex over seed and by the cap covering one-third of
seed. A small bushy tree in Australia, producing a
scented timber, the natives make short weapons from it.

42

harpophflla, F. v M A tree with slightly

angular branchlets phyll. stnate, 3-5-nerved, falcate-

lanceolate, tapenng to both ends, 6-8 m. long, l
/i~

z/im.
wide: fls. m clusters with peduncles 14m. long, or in
short racemes, much shorter than phyll

,
15-20 fls. in

a head, sepals not half so long as petals, pod stnate,

more or less constricted and contracted between seeds,

3-4, or even 5, in. long, ym wide, seed elliptic; fumcle
half as long as seed and but slightly enlarged into aril.

F.v. M 6*9.

43

Cyclops, Cunn Fig 72. A low spreading shrub,
8-10 ft tall, with many sts : phyll narrow-oblong to

lanceolate or even falcate-lanceolate, with oblique point,

1 14r^)4 m long, 14-%m wide, gland at base more or

less obscure; 3-6 longitudinal nerves fls solitaiy or in

pairs, or even in short racemes, peduncles )4in long.

?
ods in clusters of 2-7 from one head, 2-2V2 in long,

wide, more or less curled, seeds transverse, with
odor, when fresh, something like a leek, surrounded by
conspicuous scarlet fumcle in double fold, ripe Aug-
Nov Fls off and on from July-Dee P

1

v M Icon.

8 3.—Young specimens are very compact and attrac-

tive, although in a few years they become spreading and
unsymmetrical

;
but, as short-lived tub-plants for cer-

tain formal effects, they would be veiy effective. While
the seed-pods are at first charm-
ingly artistic with the scarlet

fumcle surrounding the black
seeds and the rich biown pods,
m age they are unsightly, as

they persist until they arc ragged,
ugly and black The pods con-
tain much tannin that is hard
on the mucous membrane when
the seeds are cleaned.

44

oxyc&drus, Sieb A rigid

shrub with terete and usually
pubescent branches phyll stri-

ate, linear-lanceolate but broad at

base and tapering to a pungent
point, 1 or even 1 m long
and 3- 1-riei ved on each side,

small stipules, often spinescent
spikes 1 in long, fls 4-merous;
calyx short with obtuse lobes

pods 3 in long, V§m wide, stri-

ate, incurved and with convex
valves, seed longitudinal, fumcle
thickened from the base and
much folded B M. 2928 —Su-
perficially resembles A. verticil-

lala, but the phyll are broader
and the valves of the pods are
thicker than in that species

45 verticillUta, Willd (Mimdsa verhcilldla, L’Her).
WHono-UEaved Acacia Fig 74 A Bpreading shrub
or .small tree of graceful habit; branches more or less

pubescent phyll in whorls or often scattered, linear-

subulate, about Yi-Y^m long, or more, less than 3^m.
wide, ending in a pungent point, 1-nerved, occasional

g;land near middle spikes yi~\ in long, often conceal-

ing the phyll pods flat, straight or slightly curved,
with nerve-like margins, 2-3 m long, 14m wide, taper-

ing to a point, seeds longitudinal, 14m long, with light-

colored funicles of about same length thickened at end
of seed into cup-shaped aril; ripe June and early July.

Fls March, Apr. B.M 110 —Used for hedges and as

ornamental, also to some extent as a street tree
;
in

which case it may be trimmed to assume a pyramidal
form, but can hardly be recommended for this pur-
pose since it is short-lived and in age becomes strag-

gling It may be made to assume a pendulous habit by
weighting its branches with a brick when young There
seem to be several types, some being soft to the touch
while others are harsh and rigid There is also much
difference m the length of the fl.-spikes.

46. Ricekna, Hensl (A. erythropus, Tenore). A tall

shrub or small tree, with graceful drooping branchlets

:

phyll clustered, less than 1 in long and Am. broad
(or narrower and 1)4 in long) linear-subulate, tapering
into pungent point, spikes slender, 13^-2 in. long;

74. Acacia verticiUata.

(xw
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peduncles Km long; fls. distant, acute in the bud,
3-merous, the petals with distinct nerve; calyx short,

ciliato pod usually curved, acuminate, often 2-3 in.

long, scarcely } ()in broad, slightly pubescent when
young, but soon glabrous, valves very convex, coriace-

ous, contracted between the seeds; seeds longitudinal;

fumcle much folded and thickened nearly from the
base Fls lemon-yellow, last of Feb and March to

Apr Tasmania. Nl:7 This may be distinguished from
A vertinllata by its phyll in clusters rather than in

whorls and by its distant, 3-merous fls Its habitat is

m moist shady places in its native country.

47 anedra, F v M Mtjlga A shrub with terete

branches lined with gum along the longitudinal fis-

sures phyll rigid, with oblique point, vary ing from
lanceolate-falcate to long-linear or almost terete on the
same plant, 1-3 m long, Am wide, no prominent
nerves, but distinctly striate under a lens fls in spikes

(which may be single or in pairs), K~K in long, 5-

rnerous, calyx narrow spatulate, not half so long as
petals, peduncles less than Km long pods flat, oblique,
with a narrow wmg at suture and recurved point at

apex, 1-1

J

2 m long, nearly ] 2in wide, seeds nearly
transverse, marked by a minute horseshoe, fumcle not
encircling seed but with 2 or 3 short thick folds F.v.M.
Icon 10 X

48 glaucescens, Willd (A nnerdteens, Sieb A.
homomdlla, Wendl. A leucadendron, Cunn ) A tree

up to 50 ft high, with branchlets and phyll covered
with a gray pubescence which gi\es an ashy hue to the
foliage, the young shoots yellowish phyll lanceolate
to sickle-shaped, widest in center and tapering at both
ends, striate, with 3 or 4 nerves more prominent,
3 1 2'4j in. long, from less than J-rKm or even 1 in.

wide, gland near base spikes several, in the axils of the
phyll

,
1-2 in long, fls 4- or 5-merous, petals united

and very narrow at base giving prominence to the short
united sepals covered with a bright yellow pubescence
like pile on velvet According to J II Maiden, the
pod, as originally deseiibed, was that of A Maidenn,
and the error seems to have been copied into subse-
quent publications B M 3171 —This is often con-
fused with A Mnidemi, but that species is less pubes-
cent, has a much-twisted pod, and red funicles almost
encircling seeds It is known as the Coast Myall

49 Maldenu, F. v M A tall shrub or tree 50 ft.

high, with rough bark, fissured at intervals phyll

lanceolate to lanceolate-falcate, narrowed at each end,
striate with fine veins, several more prominent, more or
less pubescent, 4-6 in long, K-Km wide, gland about
Jim from base fl -spikes in pairs about 1 in long;

fls 4-merous, calyx not half so long as corolla, pod
narrow, Kin wide, variously twisted into bow-knots
and usually with one suture of the valves gaping open,
seeds longitudinal, shining, black, fumcle pale reddish,

almost or quite encircling the seed and suddenly dou-
bled back from the summit Fls Sept

50 holosericea, Cunn (A Icucophylla, Lindl A
neuroedrpa, Cunn ) A shrub or small tiee 10 to 20 ft

high, clothed with a white, silky pubescence, branch-
lets with 3 much-raised angles phyll obliquely oval-

oblong, obtuse or mucronate, 4-6 in long, 1-3 m wide,
3-4 nerves, pinnatelv veined between them 1

fls 5-

merou8 in spikes 2 in long; calyx and corolla pubescent:
pod more or less twisted, seeds longitudinal; fumcle
folded and enlarged into cup-shaped aril Fls March.

51. line&ris, Sims (A longissmia, Wendl ). A strag-

gly shrub with phyll as long and slender as pine need-
les, 4-8 in long, or twice that length, Am wide;
prominent longitudinal vein fls loose, slender in inter-

rupted spikes, 1-2 m long, 4-merous, calyx short, not
half so long as corolla, pod 4 in long, Km broad,
slightly impressed between seeds and convex over them

;

seeds longitudinal, oblong, shining; fumcle not sur-

rounding seed but bent back and forth into a cap-

shaped aril over one end B M 2156 B R 680.—It

may grow to 20 ft m height, and the wood is useful

for furniture and many small articles.

52 longifdlia, Willd Sydney Golden Wattle Fig.

72 A tall shrub or small tree phyll oblong-lanceolate,
either acute or obtuse, narrowed to the base, 2-3 m or
even 4-6 in long and from M~Km wide; 3 or 4 longi-

tudinal nerves, reticulately veined between; gland very
near base fls in spikes %-2 1

* m long, 4-merous pods
1 ^ 2-%H m long or more, about K m broad, coria-

ceous, terete until fully ripe when their valves flatten,

separate, become dark and curled and persist on the
tree, seeds longitudinal, black, fat and shining, fumcle
silvery, not enfolding seed but bent upon itself several
times, dilated and fitted like a cap over one end of the
seixl, ripe Aug, Sept Ms Feb, March BR 362
B M 2166 II II 1X96, p 504 Wattles and Wattle-
barks, p 51 —A valuable ornamental as well as a good
tree for narrow streets, also us(‘d as a tan for heavy
leathers.

Var Sophdrse, F v M (A Sophdrj
,
R Br ) Phyll

shorter, and with rounded apex, lJA3Jjm long, %-
-A-m broad spikes generally shorter, 1-1Km ;

blooms
later and seed matures later than type Brown, Fl of

S Austral —Under cult it becomes difficult to dis-

tinguish this from the t\pe, but in general its foliage is

shorter and more rounded at apex

Var floribunda, F v M A tall shrub or small tree,

with the foliage all at the ends of the branches, giving
the tree a thin, delicate appearance phyll 2K_3K in.

long, K-Kui wide, or more, linear-lanceolate, ending
m oblique point, acuminate, striate, several nerves
more prominent than others spikes 1 J 2 m long, flower-

ing to base, fls whitish yellow pods contracted and
long-constricted between seeds, seed longitudinal;
fumcle silvery, not encircling seed but folded like a
cap, ripe July, Aug Fls Feb

,
March B M 3203 (as

A intermedia

)

—This varies so much from the type
that it is difficult to corn cue of its relationship, but
since all variations between this and the type can be
traced, it can be given only varietal rank.

53 pubSscens, It Br IImhy Wattle. A shrub,
with drooping branches and hirsute petioles and rachis;

pinnie 3-10 pairs (mostly 3-8), K~Km long; lfts.

6-20 pairs (mobtly 16), crowded, linear, smooth,
-rr-JeUi wale fls in simple racemes longer than lvs

,

on long pubescent peduncles, 15-20 in a head, calyx
short, sinuate-toothed, corolla smooth, protruding in

bud, the petals united Blooms in spring B M 1263
FR 1 733 —This belongs to the scries in which the
pods are all flat, seeds longitudinal, last fold of fumcle
forming a short lateral or oblique aril, wuth very small
folds below it Much grown in greenhouses in the E
U S

,
where it is a general favorite on account of its

feathery lvs and bright blossoms, which are in their
full beauty at Eastertide, and are becoming very popu-
lar for church decorations at that time.

54 el&ta, Cunn A handsome tree of 56-60 ft

with dark green foliage and young shoots clothed with
a yellow pubescence lvs compound, 1 ft long by
8-10 in. wide, pinnse 2-6 pairs, 5-7 in long, lfts 8-13

{

lairs, lanceolate, acuminate, pubescent, 1J4~1K in.

ong, Ji~Km wide, about Kin distant fls m com-
pound racemes, about 40 in a head, sepals 5, united,

half as long as petals, petals 5 pod a rich brown, with
nerve-like margins, 3K-6 in long, Km. broad, fumcle
silvery

j

the club-shaped aril half as long as lenticular
seed, ripe Aug Blooms Sept,

,
Oct

,
Dec etc. F. v M.

Icon 12 7 Wattles and Wattle-barks, p 51 —Rich
in tannic acid. Growrs in shaded ravines in its nativ e
country.

55 Bailey&na, F. v M. An attractive shrub or small
tree, with gray foliage arranged spirally around the
branchlets and nearly concealing them lvs. com-
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pound, 1-2 in. long, with gland at base of each pair of

S
inme; pinnae 2-3 paire (occasionally 4)

?
1 m long;

ts about 20 pairs, 34m long, nearly wide* ra-

cemes longer than Ivs
, 2-33'iz m long, fls. 15 in a head,

on peduncles ^-' jin long pod I3i~4 in long, Km.
wide, with nerve-like mai gins, occasionally constricted

between seeds, seeds transveise, 34ln long, with club-

shaped funicle one-half its length, ripe July, Aug Fls.

Jan, Feb F. v. M Icon 12.5. GC III 15.37—

A

much-prized ornamental and sometimes used as a
street tree

56 discolor, Willd A tall shrub or small tree, either

glabrous or pubescent: pinna1 2-6 pairs, lfts. 10-15
pairs, long, 1-nerved, pale beneath; large

gland on petiole and a few small ones on upper pairs of

lfts fls 6-15 in a head, m axillary racemes, 5-merous;
petals with prominent midribs, calyx short, ciliate.

pod flat, with nerve-like margins, 1-3 in long, ^m.
wide; funicle enlarged at hilum end.

57 pruindsa, Cunn A small tree with young foliage

bronze-like pinnae 2-4 pairs, 2 K-4 in long; lfts 11-24
pairs, 1'$-%in long, oblong to linear, nerve excentne,
occasionally 1 or 2 short nerves; gland piomment, dis-

tant fronl base fls in racemes, 30 in a head, 5-merous;
sepals united, half the length of petals pods with nerve-
like margins, 23-4-3 in long, broad, occasionally
constricted between seeds, funicle short, filiform half

its length, then enlarged into club-shaped aril Fls.

Feb -Apr
58 deedrrens, Willd Green Wattle. A hand-

some tree, glabrous or more or less tomentose-pubescent
with branches more or less prominently angled pinna)

8-15 pairs or more (sometimes reduced to 5 or 6);
lfts 30-40 pairs or more, linear, from under 2 to nearly
5 lines long, according to the variety fls 20-30 in a
head, mostly 5-merous pods 3-4 m long, about 34,n

broad, more or less contracted between the seeds

Wattles and Wattle-barks, p. 55. Brown, ^or FI
of S Austral—
There is much
confusion regard-
ing this group
among nursery-
men and others.

Var. norm^lis,

Benth. Sydney
Black Wattle
Tits 34

-34m long
Restricted range
on the coast of

Austral. Accord-
ing to Maiden,
var normahs dif-

ers from type in

having sepals as

long as petals and
cilia on interior of

lobe m A decur-

ren ,

>, the petals

have a midrib and
a short, broadly
lobed ciliate calyx.

Var m611is, Lindl (A mollissima
,
Willd ) Black

Wattle. A tree 20-50 ft high, with reddish bark
showing under the fissures pinnae 8-20 pairs, shining
on upper surface, 2-6 in long, lfts 30-60 pairs, closely

crowded, not Kin in length, gland between each pair

of pinnae and generally additional ones on mternodes
between' fl -clusters m racemes, 30-36 in a head, 5-

merous, peduncles 34~34m long pods dark, pubescent,
2-4 in long, not Kin wide, constricted and contracted
between the seeds, seed longitudinal, funicle filiform,

enlarged to a light-colored cap over seed; ripe June-
Oct. Fls. pale yellow, blooming profusely in June and
intermittently at other times. B.R 371.— Distin-

guished from var dealbala by its later blooming period,

by its lighter fls
,
its characteristic pubescent pods and

smaller seeds and by the short lfts
,
shining above,

which sit close together

Var dealb&ta, F v. M (A. dealb&ta, Link) Silver
Wattle Fig 75 A tree 50 or more ft high, with
smooth bark and gray pubescent branchlets' lvs.

silver-gray to light green, 3—6 3^ in. long; ptnrue 13-25
pairs, lfts 30-40 pairs; glands 1 between each pair of

pinna) racemes often compound, 30 fls in a head,
5-merous, sepals united, petals with faint midrib;
peduncles 34m long pods 134-434 ,n long, £in

wide, smooth, a rich brown, seeds longitudinal; funicle

as long as seed, filiform half its distance and ending in

silvery elub-shapisl aril, ripe July, Aug Fls Feb
,

March A F 13 880 R H 1896 p 502 —Mts in its

native country It is sometimes given specific rank
as A. dealbnta, but intermediate forms occur.

59. filicina, Willd (Mi?n<ha filicidldes, Cav ) Timhe
Unarmed shrub lvs fern-like, pinna1 5-30 pairs; lfts

20-50 or more pans (rarely 10-15), very small fl -heads
globular, orange or yellow, in terminal panicles pods
broadly linear, straight or slightly curved, often irreg-

ular, flat not pulpy Texas and Mex—The astringent,

bitter hark called hmbe is used by the Mexicans in

making pulque for precipitating mucilaginous matter
Salford, Science, Jan 22, 1909 160

60 pulchella, R Br A handsome shrub, either

glabrous or hirsute, with slender branches, mostly
armed with subulate spines pinna) 1 pair, lfts. 4-7

E
airs, obovate-oblong, 34 in long, gland on stipes
etween pinna1

,
or none' peduncles solitary, fls 5-mer-

ous, petals with prominent midnb; calyx half as long
as petals and sinuate-toothed pods flat, thick margins,
1-2 m long, 3'6"Mm wide, seed longitudinal, funicle

filiform and thickened into club-shaped aril Fls Apr.

Var gr&ndis, Ilort (A qidndi s, Ilenfr ) Glabrous
lfts 8-10 pairs, a little larger and more numerous than
the type. Fls Feb -May J II III 35 369 (1897)

Var hispidissima, Ilort. (A hibpidisnma, DC ).

Branches covered with long, spreading hairs lfts nar-
row and revolute. fls white B M 4588

61 Famesi&na, Willd (A leptophi/lla
,
DC) Popi-

na<’ Opopanxx Cassie HmsAnir, Much-branch-
ing shrub, 6-10 ft stipules straight, slender, sometimes
minute spines, pinna) 5-8 pairs, lfts mostly 10-25
pairs, 1-2 lines long, narrow, linear, glabrous pedun-
cles 2 or 3 in the older axils, fl -heads large, globular,

deep yellow, very fragrant pods almost terete, mdo-
hiseent, at length turgid and pulpy Feb

,
March

Texas, Mcx
,
Asia, Afr and Austial Grown in France

for perfumery.— Its origin, is probably American, but
it is now naturalized m nearly every tropical country.
It was intro, into the Hawaiian Isis as an ornamen-
tal, but escaped from cult and has now almost become
a pest A new variety of A Farncsuina has been dis-

covered which is more hardy than the type and grows
more rapidly It produces two crops of fls. a year, which
makes it very lucrative for the making of perfumery
The pods are said to contain a tannin

62. CavSnia, Bert. Espino Cavan. Height 20 ft :

spines stout' lfts scabrous, scabrous-pubescent
Otherwise near to A Fnrnesiana, of which it is some-
times considered a mere variety. Chile—A good hedge
plant.

63 arfibica, Willd Gum Arabic Tree Fig 76.

Shrub or small tree with gray branchlets; stipules spiny:
pinna) 3-8 pairs, 34-lM in. long, lfts. 10-20 pairs,

34-34in long, glands several, fls in groups of 2-5,

calyx half the length of corolla' pods distinctly stalked,

flat, mostly monihform, gray-downy, 3-6 in long.

Arabia and Eu —Some confus»on exists between this

species and A Farnesiana, but they are easily distin-

guished by means of the pod which in A. arabica is
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from slightly constricted between the seeds to monili-
form or bead-like, while in A Farnesiana it is round
and smooth with the seeds arranged m 2 rows in a
pulpy mass.

64 ebtirnea, Willd A shrub with a reddish brown
bark lvs 1-1

Y

m long.; phyll 5 or 6 pairs, \i-y%\n
long, lfts 5-9 pairs, loss than \ x/2 m long, stipules Y~2
m long; gland between each of the 2 lowest pairs,

fls 40 in a head on peduncles Yr 1 m long with a circle

of bracts at middle, petals 5, sepals united, half as long

as petals pod fiat, 3-6 in. long, %in wide; seeds longi-

tudinal, fumcle short —

-

A desert region species

and also used as a forage

plant.

65. Catechu, Willd.
(A catechiuAdes, Benth )

A medium - sized tree,

with opposite, recurved,
stipular spines pinnae

10-40 pairs, lfts 30-50
pairs, linear, about
long; gland near base
and between upper pair

of pinnae spikes solitary

or fascicled, 2-5 in long,

calyx and corolla tomen-
tose, the former half the
size of the latter: pods
dehiscent, flat, a rich

brown, reticulately
veined and with ncrvi*-

hke margin, 2-3 (or 5) m long, broad, seed

orbicular, transverse, fumcle flat, not curving around
seed but leading directly to hilum with a twist or two.

E Indies

66 Drummondii, Benth Bush or small tree,

pinnae 2-4 pairs, each with 4-10 linear, very obtuse,

glabrous lfts fls pale lemon-yellow, m dense, solitary,

drooping spikes 1-1 ^ in long pod not exceeding 1 in

long, Y\n broad, flat, with thickened margins, gla-

brous or pubescent, seeds transverse, fumcle short,

thickened into small aril of about 2 folds under seed.

B M 5191 —A favorite greenhouse species

67 GrSggii, Gray Texas Mimosa Sometimes a
tree 20 ft high, but usually a shrub of 4-5 ft

,
growing

in thickets along river banks' compound lvs 1 in long,

pubescent, pinme 2-3 pairs (occasionally reduced to 1

pair), Vr %
/.iin long, lfts 1-7 pairs (usually 5), oblong,

pubescent and 2-nerved spikes cream-} ellow, 1 ) i~2Y
m long, including the peduncles, which are half the

length of spikes, petals and sepals greenish, 5-merous;
sepals united and half as long as petals' pods much
bent and twisted, nerve-like margins and more or less

constricted between the seeds, 1 Y~A or more in long,

about wude, seed Yin long, }(m. wide with an
arrow-shaped depression in the center, fumcle filiform

its entire length Fls. Aug
,
Sept In dry or rocky

places m Texas and N. Mex anciS. Known as Devils
Claws and Catselaw from the short curved, spines; also

as Paradise Flower

76. Acacia arabica.

In the following supplementary list, the heights given are those
attained by the plants under glass in N Eu. , m the open air in the
8 W U S they often grow much taller, and sometimes flower 2
months earlier Except when otherwise stated, the fls are yellow
Those marked (*) are considered most desirable Those marked
“stove’’ need hothouse treatment, the others can be grown in a cool-

house, or in the open in Calif A abietlna, Willd —A. hmfolia —-A
acanthocdrpa, Willd =Mimosa acanthocarpa —.1 aiapulcfnsis,

Kunth =»Lysiloma acapulcensis—A acedia, Maiden & Betche —
A aciculdris (Needle -leaved Acacia) 4 ft

—

A affinis, Swcet=
A. dealbata—A alAta, K Br 6 ft May B R 396 —A dlbxcana=
Pitheoolobium albicans—A am&na, Wendl 3 ft May Near to

A heterophylla

—

A.anguldta, Desv ==A discolor

—

A anausti/dlia,

Lodd.=A longifoha var flonbunda—A argyrophtilla, Hook ==A
brachybotrya var argyrophylla—A dspera, Lindl (A Ausfeldn,
Regel A. densifoha, Benth ) 4 ft May

—

A Aua/fldu, Regel==
A. aspera—A Bancroftxdna, Bert «Csesalpima bijuga —A Bar-
therx&na, Hort -=A Bertenanaf?).

—

A Berlandxbrx, Benth FIs (?)

Mex—A Bertenana, Balb ^Pithecolobium fragrans—A bifldra,
R Br 3 ft May—A brachyacdntha, Humb & Bonpl ^Mimosa
acanthocarpa —A brevifdlia, Lodd =A lunata—A br€vtpea, Cunn“A melanoxylon —A Burmanmana, DC Shrub 6 ft Ceylon
Stove —A bujctfdlm, Cunn 4 ft Apr Hook Icon lb4 -A rseaia,
Wight & Arn (A Intsia, Willd ) Climber beset with curved
prickles E Indies Stove — 4 enlamistrata, Hort lists=(() —

A

celaatrifdlia, Benth =A myrtifolia var c< Iastnfoha—A centro-
phylla, DC 20 ft wlute Jamaica Stove —A Ceraldnia, Willd =»
Mimosa Ceratoma —A chryadstuihi^, Hort =*Pipta*kma chry-
sostachys —A ciliata, R Br --- V strigosa—A nnerriirens, Sieb =»
A glauccscens—A cochltans, Wendl 4 ft Apr to May—A.
cxrulea, L« nol —A condnna, DC 20 ft , fls white E Indies.
Stove —A Concordidna, Loud =Pithecolobium ambellatuin —A
conferta, Cunn Apr —A cordata, a trade name, probably belongs
to some other species—A roriacea, DC oft May - -.1 coronillx-
fdlui, Deaf 10 ft N Afr Stove —4 corymbdsa, Hort lists=(?)—A crashicdrixi, Cunn 6 ft May —A cultraia, Hort -“A cultn-
formis—A cusputdta, Cunn —A diffusa var euspidata —

A

cyanophylla magnlfica, Ilort lists=(0 —A eyendrum, Hook =A
obscura—A Davxesiufdliu, Cunn b ft Juno —A dedpxena var
prxmoraa, Hort * 3 ft May B M 4244 —A densijdha, Benth *=
A aspera—A dentlfera, Benth Apr B M 4032 —A dcpSndens,
Cunn =*A longifoha var inucronata — 4 detmena, Burch 3 ft

May S Afr —A Dietnchumn, F Muell —A diptera, Willd =*
Prosopis juliflora »—A dfptira, I null Shrub fls(? )~-4 diptera
var eridplera, Graham Sept B M V*3D - 1 dissiti/tdra, Benth
==a form of A longifoha —A dioaru ita, Willd ^Lysiloma Schie-
dcana—A dalabrifdmns, Colla- _A drcipiens- —A Donkelaanx
isatraderiatnc —MnnosaC) 1 doratdxylon , Cunn *(Currawang),
a beautiful small tree fls gold* n yellow -A dumdm ,Wight & Am
=A latrouum —A irhlnula,DC —A jumperiua — 1 edulix, Humb
Bonpl =A harnesiana— 1 tmnrgmata, W* ndl =A stricta —

A

trioildda, Benth June —A Estahazui, Maekay 4 ft May —

A

falciformis, DC —A penninervis var faluformis —A ferruylnea,
DC From E Indies Stov* —A flencauli *, Benth =Pithecolo-
bmm flexicaulc, Coulter — .1 flonbunda, W illd —A longifoha var
flonbunda —A flortbunda , Hort =\ nerufolia — 1 formdsa, Kunth
—Calliandra formosa —A fragrans, 'lenore= Mbizzia fragrans
(’’Acacia fragrance” Hort 9

) 1 fronddsa
t Willd —Leuciena glauca

=A fruticdsa, Mart =Piptaderna latifolm 4 genistxfolia, Link= 4 diffusa — A girdffa , Wilkl (Camel-thorn) 40 ft S Afr Hs (
?

)

Stove —A glauca, Hort —A glauccscens —A grdndn, Henfr —A
puleholla var grandis—A grata, Willd —Piptadcnia matrocarpa— 1 gravdulens, Cunn ==A vcrniciflua —.1 guayaquildnsxs, Desf
=Mimosa guayaquilensis — .1 giaancnsm, Willd —Stryphnodon-
dron guianenso —A gummlfera, Willd 30 ft Guinea Fls (')—A Hamatdxylon, Willd 20 ft Us yellow or while S Afr
Stove— 4 hastuldta, Smith 4 ft May B M 3341 —A heteraedntha,
Burch J5 ft , fls (

7
) S Afr — 1 heterophylla, Willd 5 ft May

Masearene Isis—A hlspvla, Hort —Rohinia hispida—A hispidla-
sxma, DC =A puleholla var hispnhssima—A holoaerlcea, A
Cunn —A homalophyUa,* ’’Yarran ’’—A homatophylla, probably
cleneal error for A homalophylla —.1 homomdlla, Wcmll=A
glauee*scens—A hdrnda, Willd S Afr — A HuegHxx, Benth*
Pale yellow Feb —A humifusa, Cunn Austral — 1 hybrxda
Lodd — V armata —.4 imptrxalia, Hort lists—

(

? ) — 4 intermedia,
Cunn ==A longifoha var flonbunda —.4 xnterUxta, Sieb =^A
longifoha—A Intsia, Willd =A casia — 4 J dtiesn, F Muell
Rae ernes simple, longer than lvs which somewhat resemble
those of green -lvd \ elealbata —A JulibrUsm, Willd =Albizzia
Julibnssin —A Kalhdra, G Don —Albizzia Julibrissin — 4 Lam-
birtiana, D Don —Calliandra I.ambcrtiana—A lanlyira, Cunn
6 ft Apr BM 2022—A latifdlia, Benth— 4 latidhqua Willd
=Lysiloina latisilicjua— 4 Latrdbex, M*isn==A aemacea—
A latrdnum, Willel (A dumosa, Wight A. Arn ) Up to 20 ft ,

E Indies Stove —A laurxfoha, W'llld 1 ft May Pacific Isis

Stove — 1 Ldbbeek, Willd == Mbizzia Lebbek — 4 leiophylla,

Benth -=* \ saligna — 4 lexitisnfolia, Desf 20 ft fls (
,

) Mcx
Stove—.4 leprdsa, Sieb* May BR 1441 “Graceful, linear
leaves, and habit of a willow "—^.4 leprdsa var lenurfdlm, Benth
Stov* — 1 leptoedrpa, Cunn Oft Api —.1 leptdeladn, Cunn --.4

leptomura, Benth bft Apr BM 4 3.
r
>() -A Itptophylla, DC

Farnesiana—A leucoctphala, Link=Leucrena glauca —.1 huco-
phlcea, Willd 12 ft, pale yellow Trop Asia Stove — i leuco-

phylla, Colvill —A. holosencca —.4 ligulata, Cunn — A salicma —
.1 longifdlia var mucronAia, F v M (A dcpemlcns, Cunn A
mucronata, F v M ) March B M 2747 —

A

foiifffsvma.Wendl — A,
lmearn—A lophdntha, Willd = Mbizzia lophantha - A lophdntha
var gigantia, Hort =Albiz/.ia lophantha var gigante>a —.4 lucida

,

Baill — Mbizzia lucida —A Mdngium. While! 10 ft Molucca
Isis Stove —A microphylla, Willd =Piptadenna peregnna - .4

mdllis, Wall ==Albizzm Julibnssin —A Nemu, Willd =A!Lizzia
Julibrissm —A neuroedrpa, Cunn ==A holosencea—A nigruans,
R Br bft Apr BM 21SS —A noldbilis, F Muell —.4 na<h-
fldra, Willd (A Rohnana, DC ) 30 ft , white W Indies Stove—A obarura, 1>C (A cycnorum, Hook) 2V£ ft BM 46 r>3—.1 odoratlsaima, W’llld —Albizzia odoratussima—A olerfdlia.

Cunn —A lunata—A oligophylla, Hoffmgg 4 ft Habitat ( ’)

Stove—A orndta is a name in the trade, probably of some well*

known species—A paraddxa, DC —A armata—A pentadenia,
Lindl 10 ft May BR l.

r)21 —-A pxmfdlia, Benth —A juneifolia,

—A pmndta, Link =A tamanndifoha —A platyphylla, Sweet 10
ft June —A plumdsa, Ixiwe 20 ft Brazil B M 336b A stove
climber—A podaldna, Hort lists«=*(? ) —A polybdtrya, Benth *

A beautiful pinnate-lvd species—A portoncdnais, Willd —Calli-

andra portoncensis—A. primdaa, probably clencal error forA pruin-
osa

—

A pri8mdtira, Hoffmgg 6 ft Habitat(?
) Stove—A pr6m-

xnena, Cunn =A hmfolia var promraens —A Pseudacdcia, Hort
—=Robinia Pseudaeacia —A pulchtmma, Willd —Stryphnoden-
dron flonbundum—A pyramiddha, Hort lists— (?) —A quodran

-
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guldna, Link —Calliandra tetrugona.—X Rnmem, local name for
variety mtro. by Renners into San Francisco —A nprlna, HBK
(A sarmentosa, Griseb ) 10 ft W Indies A stove climber—A ltohridna, DC =A nudiflora —A rdiea, Hort *=^Robmia his-
pida

—

A ruscifdlia, Cunn =A vorticillata var latifolia — 4 «ir-
mentdaa, Gnseb —A riparia -A aaindena, Willd —Entada scan-
dens

—

A semicordttfa, lloxhg 40 ft fly (’) E Indies Stove

—

A
Senegal, Willd 30 ft fly white Trop W Afr Stove — 4 seri-

c&ta, Cunn. Apr—A Simsu, Cunn Apr —A iSophdr<e, R Br —A
longifolia var Sophorce —.1 apmiha, Willd —Aitnzzia Lebbek —

•

A spectdbilis, Cunn * Apr BR 1843 4<> Remarkably beautiful—A Spim, Balb 15 ft , red and yellow Guadeloupe Isl Stove —
A squamdta, Lindl Apr Hook Icon Plant 307 —A steno-

phylla, Cunn Maich

—

A stipulAln , DC =Albizzia stipulata —

A

stolonifcra, Bur< hell, a species from S Afr with undergiound sts —
A atrida, Willd (\ emarginata, Wendl ) 2 ft March HM 1121—A strigdsa, Link (A ciliata, R Br ) 1 ft —A strombuKfera,
Willd =Prosopis strombulifera — 1 aubulnta, Bonpl 4 ft May —

•

A aulcatn, R Br 2 ft July B It 928— 4 Stmta, Gurz 10 ft :

fls (’) E Indies Stove — l tamarindifdlin, Willd (\ pinnata)
4 ft white S Arner Stove —A taxifdlia, Lodd - A Rieeana— 4
tomentdaa, Willd 2Oft fls (?) 10 Indies Stove—A trirhMei,
Willd =Leuc8pnu truhodes — 1 (rmervata, Sieh G ft Apr—

A

trlshs, Graham=A armata —A umbellota, Cunn Apr —A unci-
nclta, Lodd —A unduhefolia —A undulrfolm ( V unoinntn , Dxld).
4 ft May BM 3304 — 1 vrophyUn, Benth Pale y« llow AprBM 4573 —A vdga, Willd 40ft white Brazil Stove — 4 »<n-
tista, Willd -=^Calliandra portoncensis — 4 r*Va, Willd —A nrahtea—A vernictflua, Cunn (A giaveolens, Cunn A virgnta, Lot Id )

6 ft. Apr B M 1206, 3270 —A urtudlAta var angudn, Hort
10 ft Apr;— 4 verticillAtn var hitijohn , Benth (A ruseifohs, Cunn
A moesta, Lmdl ) 10 ft Apr BM 310.5 BR 1.840 07 —A.
veitUu, Ker-Gaw 1

* Oft June BH 60S — A timi natia. Ait Apr
•— 4 xiresreni, DC 20ft S Atntr Stove - 1 uignta, I odd =A
vernictflua — A nridirAmi't Burch =-Aeioeladia Zeyheri — 4 na-
dduln, Cunn 6 ft 1-eb Gt 1109 A usi Am, Sthrad—A do-
donscifolia —A vomerifornns, Cunn Apr—A Wullichuina, DC =
Catcchu Katherine D. Jones.

ACACIA, FALSE: Rolnnia Paeudacacia

ACACIA, ROSE: Robima hisptda

ACi$£NA (from Greek word signifying thorn) Ro&acex.
New Zevland Bur Trailing, more or less evergreen
plants used in rockwork and as ground cover under
trees and between other plants

About 40 speeies of sub-shrubs or herbs of thje south-
ern hemisphere, allied to Agiimoma and Sanguisorba.
lvs unequallv pinnate, alternate, the lfts toothed or
cut fls small, crowded in erect terminal spikes or
heads, petals none; calyx 5-7-lobcd, usually armed

77. Acalypha hispida (A Sanderp

with spines; stamens 1-10, or even more 1

fr an aehene,
1 or 2 being enclosed in the hardened calyx

Acsenas are little grown in this country, but are
prized m England as groundwork for dwarf sprmg-
flow'ering bulbs, as tnlliums, also useful m protecting
native orchids and bog plants Propagation is by cut-
tings, divisions and seeds

Buchdnann, Hook f. Plant usually densely or silky

pale gray, the numerous sts and branches \y mg very
close on the ground' lvs 1 in or less long, the lfts.

3-6 pairs, very broad, finely serrate fls in small sessile

heads, spines or bristles 4, vellow and hairy or barbed,
the fruiting calyx broader than long New Zeal

microphylla, Ilook f Plant glabrous or only
sparingly silky, often making very Targe patches lvs

ale, 2 in or less long, lfts 3-6 pairs, bioad, deeply cut
s m globose stalked heads, fruiting calyx broader than

long, the red spines attractive all .dimmer and autumn
New Zeal —Grows well in either wet or dry soils —Var
inermis, Kirk (.4 inernub, Hook f ), lias longer lvs.

and the fruiting calyx without spines or bristles

ovalifdlia, Ruiz & Pav. Lvs. a little larger than the
last, lfts oblong, subcuncate Chile Gn. 52, p 46.

adscendens, Vahl Plant usually glabrous bronzy,
the sts stout and most rate, the leaf5 branches ascending
at the tips lvs 2-4 in long lfts 4-6 pairs, ovate or
obovate, deeply toothed fls m stalked heads, cal> x-

tube longer than broad, the spines 4 and stout New
Zeal, S Amer—Apparently the plant in the trade
under the name of A adsurgen s

A arm'ntea , Ruiz A Pav Lvs silwi> Gluleau Audty -4
myriophyllu, Linill Fern-like lfts deeply out fln green, ( hile—A not v-ztaldndux, Kirk Prostrate, silky lfts oblong, coarsely
serrate heads globose, st liked bristles reddich purple uchcne nar-
rowed both ways New Zeal —.1 onna, \ Gunn Saul to be much
like A ovulifolia, but larger and less giaeeful lls purple, in long
spikes Austral —A Sanauisorbi, Vahl Prostiatt, silky lfts

broad, toothed or serrate heads globos* , stalked, bustles long and
barked, at each angle of calyx ar hi no bioadest near base and nar-
rowing upward, one of the trouble some sheep-burs New Zeal —

A

sarmentd8a, Carmich =A Saugmsoib.fi
j jj ^

ACALYPHA (a name given by Hippocrates to a
nettle) Euphoi binceje Copper-leaf Three-seeded
Mercury Brilliant tender foliage shrubs or herbs
much used for greenhouse ornament, ami especially for

bedding-out, and m Florida and southward for lawn
shrubs and hedges
The acalvphas are erect shrubs or, in the native

species, rather weedy heibs, with alternate stipulate

lvs fls in spikes or spike-like racemes, the staminate
cluster peduncled, each fl m the axil of a minute
braetlet, with a 4-parted calvx and 8-16 stamens,
pistillate fls subtended by a fohaceous braetlet, the
calyx 3-5 parted, petals wanting in both kinds of fls

,

the long spikc-likc ament being the showy part of the
fls ' fr usually of 3-2-valved caipols, each 1-seeded
For bedding, it is desnable to have strong, well-

hardened plants in 4-inch pots, which should be set out
the last week in May, and grown in a rich, moist soil

without check The leading hoitieultural species is

A hibpida The main point in the cultivation of this

species is that it can be grown either to a single stem
or in a spreading bush form, both of which ways are

effective Stock plants of acalypha do w'ell in a mixture
of three parts loam, one part well-decomposed manure,
and, if the loam is heavy, also some sharp sand. In

central Florida, none of the aealyphas is quite hardy
They should be banked late in the fall with dry sand,
which must be removed when all danger of frost is over

Propagation is by cuttings, chiefly in three ways
(1) in fall from outdoor bedded plants, (2) from plants
lifted m fall, cut back, and kept for spring Block; (3)

from stock plants in pots reserved from the previous
season The well-ripened wood of these last is a great
advantage, and gives cuttings that may be tak ui with
a heel, A mature stem well furnish several hpsidi the
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top one This is the best method for general purposes.
Cuttings may also be taken below the joints when the
shoots are half mature The cuf tings require mild bot-
tom heat For greenhouse ornament in fall and winter,

excellent specimens may be secured from cuttings made
m summer from such stock plants.

The aottl>ph.is are subject to meal} -bug, scale and
red-spider For the first two, fumigate with hxdro-
cyanie acid gas The red-spider can be kept in cheek by
syringing or spraying

\ Annual

indica, Linn An erect hairy plant. 1-3 ft hs
broad, ovate, the petiole longer tnan the blade* fls

greenish, the .spikes 1-2 in long Old World tropics —
Not showy The hurt name A Millonmnn may belong
here

a k Pen nnwl
b FI -(hasten mux h exceeding the Ivs

hfspida, Burm f (A Sdndt.ii, N E Br ) Red-
hot Cvr-TMi, Fig 77 Cult chiefly for its long red,

amarant us-like spikes of fls which are much longer

than the lvs lvs gieeti E Indies Burin FI Ind
,

p 30.3, t 01, fl AF 13 1285 AC 19 47,3, S27
FE 10 504 GC III 23 218 (It 47 270; 4S 1465.

Cn 54 62 Cng 6 279 B M 7032 R II 1898 456
—A very sti iking garden plant Called by various

names, as Chenille Plant, Philippine Medusa, and
others Var ramdsa, Ilort

,
has upper spikes branched

or compound Var ilba, Hort.
,
spikes creamy white

BB Fl -clusters shorter than, and usually half hidden by
the lvs branches not spiny

Wilkesi&na, Muoll Arg (.1 tricolor, Hort, ex Seem )

Lvs ovate-acuminate, bron/y green, variously mottled
with red fls usually some shade of red, inconspicuous
S Sea Isis Var Macafe&na, Hort Fig 78 Lvs red,

marked with crimson and bronze —Perhaps the com-
monest variety RH 1882*288 Var. macroph^lla
(A macrophylla, Hort

,
not HBK.) Lvs cordate,

ovate, russet-brown Var marginita, Hort Lvs with
marked crimson margin. FM. 1875*156 Cn 7, p 521
I.H 24.275 Var mus&ica, Hort. Lvs green, with
orange and red markings Var obov&ta, Hort Lvs
obovate, green, edged white when young, changing to

bronzy green with rosy pink margins Var. triumphans,
Hort. (A. tmhnphans

,
Lind. & Rod ). Lvs l&rge,

spotted with crimson, green, and brown I H. 35 : 55
(1888).

integrifdlia, Willd
,
not Bojer (A colorata, Spreng.

A Commersonmna, Baill ) Shrub, 4-6 ft lvs oblong-
fiddle-shaped, variable in size, crenate or entire, green
above, purplish beneath fls small, the clusters shorter
than the lvs Mauritius and Madagascar

Godseffi&na, Mast Low-growing shrub of dense
bushy habit lvs short-petioled, ovate or ovate-lanceo-
late, cordate, acuminate, coarsely toothed, green with
a prominent cream-colored margin fls inconspicuous,
greenish-yellow, the clusters shorter than the lvs Apr

,

May New Guinea GC III 23.242 Cng 6 278.
FE 10 554 AF 13 1286 Var heteroph^lla, Hort.
Lvs

,
especially the lower, hnear-laneeolate, irregularly

repand

bbb Fl -(luster as m bb
,
but branches spiny

Var eremdrum, Muoll Of peculiar habit and with
spiny branches lvs green, short-petioled, crcnate fls

in spikes, the clusters shorter than the lvs Austral.

—

Cooihouse plant, chiefly interesting botameally

A C'fiantnirt, Hort ~A Haimltoniana X Wilki—iana var ma-
cmphyllu - t margirmta, Hort

,
not Spiong —A WilkcMana

var murgmuta

—

\ obovntn, Hort , not Uentli —A Wilkesiana var
obo\ata Other trade name- an 1 I/amtUotnana, Ilort Bruant
1**15 Lvs bright gr<<n, the rounded teeth ye How -margined —

A

Miltomana, Hort Intro 1*111 -1 morlfontanfnm'e, Hort =A
Hannitoniana / Wilkusiaua var margenata A tdrta, Hort Lvs
dark green, the margins cut into blunt oblong stgms Samoan Isis

N. Taylor t

ACAMPE (named from the- brittle nature of the
flower) Orchuldccje Greenhouse epiphytes

A longifdlia, Lindl (Vanda longtfoha, Lindl ) E Indies A
plant of no decorative value, and rarely, if ever, seen in cult

ACANTHEPHlPPIUM • Aumthophxppium

ACANTHOCIsREUS (Greek, thorn and cereus).

CartarecT An erect or clambering night-flowering
cactus, the sts elongated, usually 3-angled, hut young
shoots very diverse and sometimes 8-nbbed, never pro-

ducing aerial roots, aieohe remote, bearing prominent
spines fls large, funnelform fr a berry, sometimes
with spines, flesh red, seeds black—Perhaps several

species, but some authors recognize only one species.

pentagdnus, Brit A Rose (Cactus pcntagbnm, Linn.
Chens jninceps, Pfeiff C baxanihisis, Ivarw. C,
vandlulis, Engclm ) Half
cre<t, 3-20 ft high spines

4-6, the longer l^in long
fls 7 8 in long Trop
Amor—This species grow*s

wild in S 10 Texas and does
well tlicie as a garden plant,

It is also a common green-

house plant where it does
well, often growing to con-
siderable size It blooms
freely, but the fls are not
\ciy attractive

J N Rose.

ACANTHdDITJM: Blephans.

ACANTHOLi MON
(akanthos, spine, and limon

,

sea lavender) Syn
,
Armer-

idstium Plumbagindceac
Prickly Thrift Hardy
evergreen perennials, some- 79. Acanthohmon glumaceum
tunes a little woody

Leaves stiff, linear, round or slightly 3-angled, the
angles channeled, the apex nearly always sharp-
pointed scape and peduncle nearly always simple,

sometimes a little branched* fls usually between and
half hidden by the numerous bracts of the tightly com-
pressed heads, spikes or racemes, corolla rose or white.
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the petals at the base united to form a ring around the
stamens; calyx tubular, the tube 10-nbbed. Boissier
describes 74 species in the Flora Onentalis See A.
Bunge, Die Gattung Acantholimon, St. Petersburg,
1872
The acantholimons are dwarf, tufted herbs, with

sharp-pointed, rigid leaves, less common than Statice
and Armeria, from both of which it is distinguished by
its sharp-pointed leaves An oriental genus of slow-
growing and sun-loving plants for rockeries and sandy
places Most of them can be grown m the open border,
A. glumaceum particularly, but they prefer warm,
sunny situations in the rock-garden

Propagation is best effected by cuttings taken in

late summer and kept in a coldframe, protected from
the frost, over winter. Layering is also a quicker
method of propagation.

acerdsum, Willd Woody, low perennial, with glau-
cous, spotted foliage lvs. thick, 2-3 in. long, long-

pointed, flatly 3-angled, the margins rough scape
longer than the lvs

,
topped by a laxly many-spiked fl -

cluster, petals white E Medit region —Most suita-

ble for rock-garden Scarcely grown in Amer
glum&ceum, Boiss (Stdtice Arardtn, Hort ) Fig 79

Height 6 in * lvs green fls small, rose, on 1 -sided

spicate racemes, 6-9 in each short, dense racemclet.
July-Sept Armenia. FS. 7.677. Gn 31 '350 R H.
1891, p. 489.

ven&stum, Boiss. (Armendstrum dianthifblium

,

O.
Kuntze). About 8 in . lvs gray-green, very stiff' fls.

larger than the last, rose. 12-20 in each long, loose
Bpikelet July-Sept. Asia Minor RH 1866.450.
Gn. 13*186. BM. 7506 Gn 53, p 405

A. Kdischi/n , Roiss Fls. white, nsmft well above the lvs Cilicia.—A melandnthum, Boiss Short dense spikes, sepals violet or
blaokish-margincd Persia.

'PAYLOR f

ACANTHOMiNTHA (from Greek words for a pnckle
or thorn, and mint) Labi&tx Thorny Mint A genus
of only 2 species of tender annuals, with the habit of

Lamium Its chief interest is botanical, the nearest

relative of the genus being the Brazilian genus Glechon
Calyx tubular-campanulate, 13-nerved, and with the

calyx teeth all spinulose-tipped
,
corolla exceeding the

calyx. Prop by seeds in spring under glass

ilicifdlia, Gray. Height 6 in . lvs. petioled, ovate,
coriaceous, coarsely crenate-dentate. fls 3-8 in a
whorl, chiefly rose or purplish rose, with yellow and
white marks Calif B M 6750. Intro. 1891 —Less
desirable than Lamium, which see. jsj. Taylor, f

ACANTHONIiIMA (Greek combination referring to
the spinous processes on the filaments) (iesneracex A
monotypic genus, comprising A. strigdsum, Hook f

,
fiom

Trop Afr
,
closely resembling Streptocarpus hothouse

perennial with small fls dark purple on the limb and
otherwise white, m panicles 2 m or less high arising from
the base of the solitary prostrate narrowly oblong If

ACANTHOPANAX (acanthos

,

thorn, and panax, a
prickly panax-like plant) . Arahaceje Including Kalo-
pdnax and Eleutherocbicus. Hardy trees or shrubs, cul-

tivated chiefly for their ornamental foliage

Branches and sts usually prickly lvs alternate,

long-pet loled, palmately lobed or digitate, deciduous,
fls small, usually greenish, perfect or polygamous, in

umbels, sometimes forming laige terminal panicles,

calyx-teeth minute, petals and stamens 5, rarely 4;
ovary 2-5-celled, stales 2-5, free or connate fr a
black, 2-5-seeded beiry —More than 15 species in Cent

and E Asia and in the Himalayas
The members of this genus are trees or

large shiubs with stout, usually nrickly

branches and large, palmately lobed or
digitate lea\ es, small greenish flowers in

umbels, sometimes forming large terminal
panicles, followed by small black bernes

For cultivation of Acanthopanax, see

the genus Aralia The species described

below aie hardy except A pentaphyllum,
which is tender north of Massachusetts,
and A tnfolmtum and A setchuenense,

which are probably still more tender
Propagation is by seeds^ to be sown as

soon as received, or stratified and sown in

spring, they germinate irregularly and
may lie two years, also propagated by
root-cuttings with bottom heat, and by

soft-wood cuttings taken from forced plants, A penta-

phyllum grows also from cuttings of ripened wood.

a Lvs simple, palmately lobed

ricinifdlium, Seem (Kalopdnax ricinifdlium, Miq A.
ricinifdlium var magnificum, Zabel A acerifolium,

Schelle) Fig 80 Sparingly branched tree, to 80 ft :

branches and sts with numerous stout prickles lvs

5-7-lobed, 9 -14 in in diam
,
lobes triangular-ovate,

acuminate, serrate, glabrous or nearly so infl com-

r
iund, terminal, large, styles 2, nearly connate Japan.
IF 2 56 GW 11-537 Var Maximowiczn,

Schneid (Arhlia MaximouAczn, Van Houtte) Fig 81.

Lvs deeply 5-7-lobed, with oblong-lanceolate lobes,

downy beneath Japan F.S 20 2067. M D G. 1897.
233.—Very ornamental trees of striking subtropical
effect

aa Lvs. digitate.

b Fls short-pedicelled.

sessilifldrum, Seem (Pdnax sessilijlbrum, Rupr. &
Max ). Shrub with stout upright branches, to 12 ft,.:

branches with only few prickles lfts mostly 3, obovate-
Lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, cuneate, acuminate,
3-7 in long, irregularly crenate-serrate, nearly smooth
fls dull purplish, nearly sessile, in globular heads on
stout, downy peduncles, usually several at the end of

the branches Manchuria, N. China G C III

22:339 Gt. 11 369.—The freely produced heads of

black berries are decorative Var p&rviceps, Rehd.
Lower and denser lvs elliptic, 2-3 m. long* heads
smaller, usually solitary.
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BB. Fls. slender-pediceUed.

C. Lvs. usually S-foliolate.

trifoli&tum, Schneid (Zaninoxylum tri/ohdlurrij Linn.

A acuhatmu. Seem A sepium. Seem) Climbing
shrub, to 20 ft., blanches with few hooked spines:
petiole 1-1H m long’ lfts.

stalked, ovate to ovate-
lanceolate, acuminate. l%-3 Wk
in long, remotely ana finely ,
serrate, glabrous, light, green i 4
beneath the slender-pedun- flrx_v\
c-led umbels in terminal a) /S^m
whoils; pedi— Vj /**

cels slender; \ V/ / JLf
fit> les 2, con- ^3pfe\ \ 'Yj Is/
mite

^

to
^

the

^
(mfl abnor-

^

mal, a better
figure is found in Jacquin,
Icon PI Par 3 634) Re-
cently intro from China.

setchuenense, Harms. 81 Acanthopanax
Upright shrub, to 10 ft

.
j

ncimfolium var

branches yellowish, with few
,j

Maximowiczu
nearly straight prickles'

fj
(xH)

petiole 2-1 in long, lfts
fj

stalked, ovat (‘-oblong, acu- /)

nnnate. 2 1

2~3^ m long, ser-

rate, gkibious, glaiuous be-

neath umbels ,several at the
end of the branches, peduncles Yi~1 m long, pedicels

slender, ovaiy 5-celled, styles connate into one W.
China

cc Lvs 5-7-fohoUits

sentic&sum, Haims (Eh uthtrordccus scntiedsus,

Maxim ) Sin ub, to 15 ft blanches upright, densely

covered with slender pnckles lfts 5, occasionally 3,

stalked, elhptic-obovute to oblong, shortly acuminate,

narrowed at the base, 3-5 m long, sharply and doubly
seriate, blight green, when \oung, with brown hairs

on the \eins beneath and with scattered hairs above,

umbels long-peduneled, several at the end of the

branches, ovary 5-eelled, stales connate fr about )d}in.

long. July. IS China, Manchuria. Gt 12*393

oentcphfUum, MaWi (4 spmo^utn, Ilort,
,
not

Miq Araba pentaphylla, Thunb ) Fig 82.

Shrub, 5-10 ft branches arching and slender,

with few compressed, straight y
prickles lfts 5-7,oblong-obovate
or oblong -lanceolate, cuneate,

acute, Y\-\\ 2 m. long, crenate-

serrate, smooth fls green, in slender-peduncled um-
bels, solitary on spur-like branchlets along last year’s

branches, styles 5, connate Japan —A graceful shrub,
with arching branches and bright, green, shining foliage,

excellent on rocky banks and slopes. Only the pistil-

late form seems to be m cult
,
but produces no fr for

want of pollen Var varieg&tum, Hort Lvs edged
white F S 20 2079 —Possibly a variety of A spmo-
un Also A quniquefolium vanegatum, Veitch Cat

,

may be the same
1 dimrtcnlum, Seem Allied to A scsbihflorum Lfts 5, downy

1>< neath fls pedicelled Japan SIF 2 56 —A Htnryi, Harms
(Kleutherococcua Henry], Oliver) Allied to A srssihflorum.
Branches with few hooked prickles lfts 3-5, nearly sessile, cuneate
at the base, oblong, 2 3 in long fls pedicelled Cent China B M
bilb — 1 innovans, French & Sav Unarmed small tree lvs
fascicled i-foliolute, occasionally 2-foholnte or undivided and cor-
date, lfts nearly sessile, glabrous umbels paniculate Japan —

-

A leucorrhltum, Harms Allied to A sentuosum Bram hes only
below the petiole with several straight reflexed prickhs lfts

oblanceolate, glabrous umbels solitary or ft w Cent China

—

A
sciadophyllovles, Franeh & Wav Unarmed trie, to 10 ft , lfts 5,
stalked, neai ly glabrous umbels funning larg- - m! pinnies
Japan SIF 2 55 —

A

iSimAmt, Schntul AlL«sU wi ** n.Kosum

Branches with si veral prukleu below the petiole lfts 5, prickly
on both sides, oblong China MDG 1010 25 — 1 tpindsum,
Muj MhidtoA |xntaph>IIum Lvs often sparingly appressed-
setose above pudunilis shorter than petioks, styles 2, separate
clmit Alfked Rehueu

ACANTHOPHlPPIUM (meaning unexplained).
Sometimes spelled A canthephippium. Orchulacese. Stove
terrestrial orchids

Pseudobulbs conic or cylindnc, of several internodes,
with several large, plicate-veined, jointed lvs at the
apex fls borne on a lateral leafless scape, in a few-
fkl raceme, the broad, fleshy sepals form an urn-
shaped tube, which incloses the narrower petals and
the lip, lip jointed to the apex of the short, thick column
which is produced below into a foot to which the sepals
and petals are attached, pollima 8—A genus of 4
species, natives of the E Indies and Malay Archipelago

these are very rarely seen in cultivation, but are
warmhouse terrestrial orchids from the hottest moist
shaded jungles of Java A compost of fibrous loam and
leaf-mold is best suited to them, keeping the plants in
the warmest house m winter Propagate by dividing
the pseudobulbs in spring before giowth has made
much advancement (Orpet )

iavdmcum, Illume Fls yellow, flushed and stnped
with purplish red, the sepals and petals spreading at the
tip Java J F 1 35 13 M 4492

A Mtolar, I mill Fls yellow, tipped and marked with purple —
A ('urtt mi, Ketchb KN light rose, flushed and striped with purple*
The 5 kiels bctwieu the side lobes serve to distinguish this from
related speuit* Mal iy Archipelago —A tylheiense, Lindl Fls.
about 2,n long, white Himalaya* GEORGE V. Nash, f

ACANTHOPHCENIX (acantha ,
thorn, and phoenix,

a date palm) Palvincese, tribe Arecese Very elegant
greenhouse palms

Leaves pinnate, finely dissected, more or less armed
with long, slender, brown or black spines, lfts narrow,
linear-lanceolate, acute, rarelv acuminate, prominently
veined above, scaly beneath, the margins rovolute;
rachis 3-angled in sections, sheath long, smooth or

82. Acanthopanax

pentaphyllum.

(XH)

spiny mfl (spadix) twice branched,
sometimes smooth, but, often hairy or MyfA
even spiny, hanging by a shoit, stout

stalk; the secondary branches slender

or sometimes thick and twisted.
spathes 2, flattened, soon falling fls

monoecious, m spirally disposed 3-fld clusters, red,

pinkish or orange, inner segms. of the perianth val-

vate in male fls
,
imbricate in female fls

,
stamens 12,

reduced in the pistillate fls to a ring of funotionless

stammoidea fr black, about twice the size of a grain

of wheat—There are only 3 or 4 species confined
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83. Acanthophoemx crimta.

exclusively to tho Mascarcne Isis
,

Mauritius and
Bourbon. GC II 22*426
These are tall palms or sometimes of moderate

stature, the spiny and often ringed trunks conspicuously

swollen at the base. Horticulturallv, they have not
figured very prominently in the trade in this country,

but they are among the finest of cultivated palms in

the collections of fanciers and botanic

gardens.
They should be grown in a warm

j
house, from 70 to 90°, never less than a
night temperature of 55 to 60° They
will root best in a soil composed as

j Jf
follows* loam three parts, peat one f jf /ufffJiM
part, leaf-mold one part, mixed with • fill f
a little sand or crushed charcoal. The

|
1
||lm

drainage, so long as the plants are m
pots and tubs, must be very good, as

.

they require much water. It possible, M/f HsiflLtt
when the plants are 6 feet or more, yfMl fraMS
plant out permanently. fig' Mf fl

:

Propagation is only by seeds, Al In
which frequently require two to nttjIlYu V /ly |u
three years to germinate The seeds jE|8|ls\\a

should be placed m a seed-pan and mMmV f
kept m a warm, moist place.

f
crinita, H VVendl (Areca cnrdta, f \1 \\\aw. llwul 1

Bory) Fig 83 Trunk 50-60 ft
. V HMiMM ;

lvs 7-13 ft long; petiole densely
I IlliYIlIim"

tomentoSe, 4-8 in long; If -sheath
'I WMIn!

2H-4H ft long, thickly covered * '’HyPJ
with short brown bristles and b : S

spines; segms silvery white beneath spadix 1-2 ft. M
long, brown, woolly and with slender brown spines; iaj

perianth reddish pink, or sometimes whitish, fr. J§
lA- lAm long FS 16*1706. F It 2. 201.—Young J|
plants have pale yellowish green lvs. 'll

rilbra, H Wendl. (Arhca rubra, Bory. Cdlamus m
Verschaffeltn, Hort ). Trunk 60 ft lvs. 6-12 ft. Jg
long, petiole glabrous, 2-4 in. long, If.-sheath wt
2Vr^Vi ft long, thickly covered with long, brown- m,
black spines, pinme slightly glaucous beneath:
spadix 2^-334 ft long, armed with straight black M.
spines; perianth reddish brown* fr. globose J®

in diam
,
with a prominent ndge extending J®

from the stigma to the base—Young plants have qSt

dark green lvs with red veins. N. Taylor, t M
ACANTHORHlZA (Greek for thorn, M

and rhiza, root). Palm&cex, tribe Cory- ^ J®
phese A genus of tropical American zttm
medium-sized palms. ' Jjw

Leaves crowded at the end of the
trunk, palmate, 3 to many, divided to

the base, but the segms stalkless, and
in age becoming typically 3-4 divided, 84. Acanthorhiza aculeata.

the segms. then wedge-shaped; If -stalk flattened, very
persistent, slender and smooth, the sheath short and
fibrous; as tho lvs. unfold the margins are bent inward,
the external faces applied together* infl. flattened at
first, the short peduncle and thickening branches,
white, bracteate, the bracts diminishing downward, fls.

cream-white, in spike-like, dense clusters, those race-
mose, stamens quite free, differing from Tnlhnnax,
where they are united to form a tube It has never
been known to fruit in cult —Three or four species only,
are known, all from Trop. Amer

,
but not so well

known to the trade as their great beauty and stately
dimensions deserve GC II 22.426
These palms have spineless trunks, except at the

base, where the aerial roots subsequently harden into
stiff downward-pointing spines, differing m this from
Tnthrinax, the nearest relative

They should be grown as stove palms, a night tem-
perature not less than 00° being preferable If possible,
plant out the tall plants, as the} do much better when
not distuibed by subsequent repotting A good mix-
ture should contain good, fibrous loam and considerable
sand

Propagation is only by seeds, sown preferably in

the spring, in fiesh peat over bottom heat

acule&ta, II Wendl {('hamxi ops &fa uraedntha, Hort )

Fig 84 St 39-40 tt
,
spiny at base through

B
g of the aerial roots lvs orbic-
ut m young tiees, subsequently
nd palmate m the older specimens,
whitish beneath, If -stalk 3-4 ft

*

dark creamy pink, fls spicate,

laceous, calyx lobes elect, oblong,
equaling the roundish and
concave petals Mex I H
20 307 B M 7302 —Suc-

i ceeds in an intermediate
h\ house

P
f tffjii lirVIVi Ch&co, Drudc (Thrinax

I VIM\ Chuco, Mart) Trunk smooth,

I Unm v ’
about 30 ft high, usually not

I! Ml 1

inorc than <r
> m in diam

,

f
i [ffiR slender^ flexuous lvs orbic-

l[ \ ular, with a narrow sinus at
* the base, usually 10-25 in a

iii cluster, petioles slender, 3-6
HI ft long, smooth; blade 6 ft in diam

,
divided to

||
or beyond the middle, segms 15-20, lanceolate,
acute, 1-2 in wide, dark green above, paler and

?

;landular below* fls and fr unknown, except
rom a wild specimen in which the fr is described
as yellow and about 1 in diam. Brazil

The following species are rarely seen outside botanic gar-
dens, and need stove temperature A Wdllun, H Wendl.
Gt 28 977 —A Warscewlczn, H Wendl Panama Gt 25 860

N. Taylor t

ACANTHUS (akanthos ,
thorn) Acanlhdcex.

Bear’s Breech A genus of twenty species of tem-
perate Old World, mostly hardy herbaceous peren-
nials of vigorous growth and broad pinnatifid foli-

age, suitable for backgrounds of borders and sub-
tropical effects

Height 3-4 ft * spikes 1-1 Vi ft long; fls dull

white to rose or purplish, sessile, spicate, densely
clustered, corolla 1-lipped, the lip 3-lobed; anthers
1-celled, ciliate Mostly S Eu

They need a rich, light, well-drained soil and
v much sunshine Excessive moisture is fatal.

iil'M especially in winter and spring Fall-planted

Willi. stock should always be protected for the
fME winter by long litter or evergreen boughs,

oven where established plants are hardy.
Must be deeply mulched north in winter.

Propagation is by division in spring or early

uleata. autumn, and by seeds.
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85 The Acanthus decoration of an
architectural column

It is supposed that acanthus leaves afforded the sug-
gestion for the foliage decoration on the capital of toe
Corinthian and other columns Fig 8.5 shows the con-
ventionalized decoration, and Fig 86 the form of leaf
of A spmosus. The leaves of A mollis were probably
also involved in variations of decoration.

a. Lvs. spiny

C&roli - Alex&ndri, Ilausskn. Nine to 18 in. : lvs. few,
radical, in a lax rosette, lanceolate, spiny, 16 in long,

3 -3% in broad spike
dense, fls white or
suffused rose - color.

Summer Greece

spinoslssimus,Deaf
Fig 87 Lvs dark
green, pinnately
parted, spines glist-

ening, whitish fls in-

frequent, rosv, sessile:

autumn, spikes loose,

pilose or glabrescent*
spines of the bracts recurved S Eu Grows 3-4 feet

Perringi, Siehe. About 1-1 3^ ft high, lvs sessile.
5-6 in long, lanceolate tapering, deeply toothed and
spinv fls veiy profuse, rosv ml, its bracts spmv
Mts of Turkey in Asia .June—Suit able for alpine gar-
den Doubtfully hardy where summers are hot and dry

spindsus, Linn. Fig 86 Lvs lanceolate, pmnatifid,
pubescent, spines short, whitish fls smaller than in the
last, purplish, summer, spikes dense, slightly villous.
B M 1808 On 8 147

mont&nus, T Anders Lvs pmnatifid or «unuate-
spmose, 1 ft or more long, olive-green, the lobes spme-
pomted fls rosy white in a long spike. Trop Afr.-
Greenhouse

aa Lvs not spiny

mfillis, Linn Fig 88 Lvs 2 \ 1 ft
,
cordate, sin-

uately pmnatifid, mostly radical fls summer, spikes
loose, pubescent Gn 52, p 239—Also recommended
as a window plant Var latifdlius, llort (A IntiJohns,
Hort A lusitdmcus, llort ) is larger and hardier. Gn.
1, p 303

longifdhus, Poir L\s ladical, longer and narrower
than in A. mollis, bright green fls purple, June.

Dalmat la

4 nrbdreuu, Foisk
J2\ t r«r* < n pric kly shrub
attaining a hunht of
marly 20 It N E
Trop Afi GC III
.11.222 - 1 eartluifb-
Iiub, Linn — Bit phana
oarduifoliu—.1 /nspurl-
ieus, llort 2 ft lvs
kr^i , <U*t*ply cleft, shni-
niR gretn ‘Is white
Aur Spam Perhaps
A niger, Mill —A iIn i-

fMiut (Dilivaria llici-

folm, Juss ) Smooth
jtreeuhouHe sub - shrub
with lvs resembling
Ilex oquifoluim, the Lu
Holly Prop by cut-

tings under glans L Asia —.4 m'per, Mill Lvs not spiny, sinu-
ate, glabrous fls purplish white Portugal

'J'^yLOR f

ACER (classical Latin name) Aceraceze Maple
Native and foreign trees cultivated chiefly for shade
and for the ornamental foliage

Trees, rarely shrubs lvs opposite, petioled, simple
and mostly palmately lobed, or 3-5 foliolate, decidu-
ous, rarely evergreen fls small, polygamous or dioecious,
in racemes, panicles or corymbs, petals and sepals 5,
rarciv 4, rarely sepals connate and petals wanting, disk
usually annular, conspicuous, rarely lobed or wanting;
stamens 4-10, mostly 8; styles 2, usually more or less
connate fr. consisting of 2 long-winged, compressed
nutlets (samaras), each containing 1 seed.—About 110

8b Acanthus spmosus From drawing
by John Huskin

87. Acanthus spinosissimus. ( XH)

species in N. Amer
,
Asia,

especially Cent and E
Asia, Europe and N Afr
Monogr. by Pax in

Engler, rflanzenreieh IV,
fam 163 (1903), quoted
below as Pax, see, also,

llehdcr, The Maples of

E Continental Asia, in

Sargent, Trees an< 1

Shrubs, 1 175 (1905), .

and Koidzumi, Itevisio

Aeeracearum Japomca-
rum m Jour College of

Science, Tokyo, 32, Art
1 (1911), both woth many
plates Monogr of the
garden forms by Graf
Schwerin in Gt 1893, see

also GC II. 16.75.
The maples are hardy

ornamental trees or
shrubs, w it,h handsome
large; foliage wflueh, m
some species, shows a
remarkable tendency to
vary m shape and color-

ing Numerous garden
forms are in cultivation.

Though the floweis are
small, the} are quite attractive in the carly-flow'ering

species as m A tubrum and A. suaharum
,
bince they

appear in great profusion, in some species the young
fruits assume a bright red color, paiticularly in A.
lataricum, .4 ginncUa

,
A pseudoplntnnus var eryth-

rouirpnm
,
and A rubrum The maples are among

our most ornamental and \aluable trees for park and
street planting Nearl} all assume a splendid color
in autumn, especiall} the species of North America
and Eastern Asia, which surpass by far the European
maples Many sjieeies are valuable timber trees, and
some American species, especially A. saerharutn, pro-
duce sugar For purposes of shade, the common
sugar maple is best and most popular The Norway
maple makes a very dense and iound head, and is ex-
cellent, for lawms, but it is too low-headed for the
streets A piclutn 18 suiiil.il

,
hut smallei in every part.

The silver maple, A sin charm um and its vars
,

is also
popular where quick-growing t roes are desired The
Japanese maples of the Palmata section are among the
most striking and showy
exotic small trees, and
arc* adapted for fine

grounds and for grow mg
m pots
The maples are not

particular as to soil, some
species, as A monspes-
sulanum and .1 ra Ju-

lies tre, prefer drier situa-

tions, while A saechari-

num and A rubrum prefer

moist situations, the lat-

ter growing well even m
swampy soil Most of

the species are hardy in

the* northern and middle
states; among the hard-
iest are A. Kegutnlo, A
snccharum (Figs 89, 90),
A. sacchannum, A mb-
rum

,
A. nigrum

,
A penn-

sylvanicum
,
A. spieatum,

A plritanoides, A talan-

cum
Propagation is by 88. Acanthus moths. (XK)
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seeds, which soon lose their germinating power and
must be sown soon after maturity or stratified and
sown m spring; A. saccharum and A. Negundo keep
their germinating power somewhat longer. The early-
npening species, like A. sacchannum and A rubrum,

must be sown
as soon as they
are ripe and
they will germi-
nate the same
year. A. cam-
pestre, A. mons-
pessulanum and

* other species of

•. this group do
not usually ger-

* minate until the

^ second year
The varieties

* and rare species

may be budded
•» ! m summer on

the typical
forms or on spe-

cies of the same
group, kinds be-
longing to differ-

cnt groups can-

89. A pasture maple in autumn, showing no* »
a9 a ru^> ^C

the strong framework grafted on each
other; e g ,

va-
rieties of A. plaianoides will not grow on A pseudo-

platanus and vice versa, but A. msigne wall grow on
A. pseudoplalanus, as they belong to the same group
Some shrubby species, as A palmatum

,
also A. cisn-

folium, A ginnala var Scmenowi, and A latum var
rubrum

,
may be propagated by layers or half-ripened

greenwood cuttings in summer, or, still better, by
cuttings taken from forced plants m early spring in

the greenhouse A. Negundo grows also from hard-
wood cuttings Fancy maples are readily winter-grafted

bv the veneer method, the stocks being grown in pots
The Japanese kinds are usually worked on imported
stocks of A. palmatum.

INDEX.

albo-hmbatum, 32, atropurpureum, 13,
albo-vanegatum, 5, 22

22, 30 auratum, 49
argentco-vanogatum, aureo-maculatum, 49

2, 21, 49 aureo-inargumtum,
argutum, 35 5, 49
atrohneare, 13 aureo-vanegatum, 49

90. Pasture tree of Acer saccharum, sugar

maple. Tree flatter-topped than usual

aureum, 8, 13, 15
au-rtnacum, 2
barbntum, 38, 39.
bctuhfohuin, 34
bicolor, 13, 22
ealiformcum, 49
campestre, 2
cappadocicum, 8
carpimfoliuin, 27
catalpifolium, 10
caudatuni, 20
circinatum, 12
cisHifohum, 48
colchicum, 8
columnare, 5, 37
concolor, 20
cratSDgifolium, 30
cnspuip, 13, 36, 49.
cuoullatum, 5
dasycarpum, 36.
Davidii, 28
diabolicum, 43.
discolor, 26
directum, 5, 13
Douglasn, 11
Drummondii, 5, 37.
elobulatum, 34
eriocarpum, 36
erosum, 20
erythrocarpum, 22.
erytbrocladum, 33.
filicifoltum, 15
flondanum, 39.

Fredenci-G uilelmi, 13,
Geneva, 5
ginnala, 18
glabrum, 11
globosum, 5, 37
grandidentatum, 42.
gnaeum, 45-

INDEX, CONTINUED
Handjeryi, 22 nigrum, 13, 38, 40 Sohwedleri, 5
hebecarpum, 2. nikocnse, 44, 45 acolopendrtfolxum, 13.
Heldreichi, 23 oblongmn, 20 Seincnown, 18.
Henryi, 47 Olivormnum, 16 semiorbuulatum, 37.
heterophyllum, 36 Opalus, 3 scptenilobum, 13.
horticola, 8 ornatuin, 13 scssihfohum, 13.
hyrcanum, 3. palmatum, 13 Sicboldianum, 14.
lbcrieum, 1 Pursonau, 15 tunicum, 8
insigne, 24, 25 parvitloruin, 7 Simomx, 22
inferior, 49 pennsylvameum, 33 spicatum, 19, 20
xialum, 3 pictum, 7 atachyophyllum, 34.
japomcuin, 14, 15 pmnatifidum 1 i Ktollu, 5
JUhlkei, 30 pxnnaUfolium, 13 striatum, 33
Kingn, 49 platanoidcs, 5 tatancuin, 17, 18.
lacimatum, 5, 15, 19. polymorphum, 13 tauricum, 2, 3
latum, 8 pseudo-califormcuin, teneUum, 7
laxittorum, 29 19 tctramerum, 34.
Leopolda, 22 pscudoplatnnus, 22 Thunbcrgi, 13
leucodermo, 41 pulchrum, H tilufolium, 34
hneurilobum, 13 pulvt rub nturn, 2 tornentosum, 37.
lobulatuni, 34 purpurast ( n>, 22, 43 Trautvotteri, 24.
longeruccmosum, 34 purpurntum, 23 tricaudatum, 8
longilobutn, 29 purpureum, 22 tricolor, 8, 13, 22.
longipes, 9 quadraolor. 22 tridcns, 37
I.orbergu, 5 Reittnbadnx, 5 trilobatum, 1, 3
lutexcens, 22, 36 retuulatum, 13 tripartitum, 11, 36.
macrophyllum, 15, 21 rhodocarpum, 11 trumatum, G
magmheum, 37 roseo-nnirgmutum, Tschonosku, 31
mandshuricum, 46 13 ukurundutnwe, 20.
microphylluin, 14,37 rubrum, 5, 13, 37 Van Volxemi, 25
Miyabci, 4 rufinervo, 32 vclutimun, ‘24, 25.
Mono, 7 Rugcln, 38 vcrsifolor, 13
monspessulanum, 1 saccharinum, 30, 38, villosurn, 22
montanum, 19 40 violaccuin, 49
monument ale, 38 wudmruin, 38, 40, Wien, 30
multiserratum, 20 11 Wittrnacku, 5.

Negundo, 49 sanguine um, 11 Wolfii, 25
nervosum, 22 Schltsingen, 37 Worleej, 22.

KEY TO THU SPECIES.

A Lvs simple, mostly palmately lobed
(occasionally 8-foholntt i

n

A o 11)

n Sepals and pdals dishntt (petals
wanting in Nos 27 and 36)

c Flis appearing u itft or a/Ur the lvs

in corymbs, panulis, or racemes
d Arrangt mi nt of mft corymbose

(btoadly panu ulnte in No A)

K It mta -buds with several im-
bricate scales lobes inhre or
coarstly toothed, rarely lvs

without lobes

F Lotus obtuse or bluntly
pointed

o Lvs i-SYi w- across,

usually 3-lobed, lobes

usually entire or with
few tffth.

H Corymbs glabrous lobes

cntiri, lvs glaucous
beneath 1 monspessu-

IIH. Corymbs pubescent, up- [lanum
right lobes usually
di ntate, lvs green be-
neath 2 campestre

OO Lvs 3 0 m across, 3-5-
lobed, lobes toothed

n Infl coiymbose, many-
jld pendulous lvs

glauctsunt beneath,
lobes obtuse or acute 3 Opalus

HH Infl paniculate, up-
right hs green be-

neath and pubescent,

lobes obtusely acu-
minate 4 Miyabei

FT. Lobes acuminate, finely
pointed corymbs glabrous

O. Lvs glabrous beneath,
6-7-, rarily 3-lobed

corymbs stalked

H Bark of mature
branches ashy gray or
light grayish brown,
slightly fissured and
marked with lenticels

I. The lobes coarsely
toothed 5. platanoidef

II. The lobes entire or
rarely withfew teeth.
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J. Wings about as long
as n utlels Ivs

truncate at base 6 trUuC&tum
JJ Wings about twice

as long as nutlets
lvs e ordatt or suit-

cordate 7 pictum
HH Bark remaining smooth

and lustrous for seo-

eral years, without or
with ft to inconspicu-
ous lent lit Is, greenish
or purplish 8 cappadoci-

OO. Lvs pubescent beneath, [cum
usually 3-lobi d, occa-
sionally 5-lobal or quite
intirc tori/mbs nearly
sissile, urylaiyr 0 longipes

FFF. Lobes none or not pn talent,

the his quite intne, ovate to

ovate -oblong, Tartly mixed
with a few 3 5-lobcd lvs

corymb marly sessile
,
very

largt 10 cataipifolium
BE. W inter-buds with 2 outir valvate

stabs lotus s < rratf or doubly
serrate toiymbs small

F Lvs 3-lobe d or 3-folu/late,

occasionally 5-lobcd, jmle
nr gin ui i scent be math,
quit t glabrous 11 glabrum

FF Lvs 1-1 l-lobcd, grein be-
neath

G Petioles and p< duncles gla-
brous ovary glabrous

H Sepals purplish, pitals
whitt 1 1 s loin d nt arly
to the middle 12 circmatum

HH St/vils and pttals pur-
plish li s loludln yond
the mubHr 13 palmatum

GG. Petiobs and peduncles
pubiscmt, at least while
young maty ullous

H FIs yt llowish h s sub-
cordate or cordatt

,

sharply or doubly
sirrate 14 Sieboldia-

HH FIs purple, larger hs [num
duply cordate, in-
euse ly strrate 15. japomeum

DD. Arrangement of infl paniculate
or racemost

E. Infl paniculate ( nearly corym-
bose m \'o 1(>)

F Lvs dentate or serrate, usu-
ally labed

o Edges of lvs sharply
strrate

H. Pami li only little
longer than broad

I The lvs 5-lobcd

,

sharjrly and simply
set rale 16 Oliverianum

U. The hs .i-lobcd or
without lobes, dou-
bly serrate

j. Foliage dull grten,

lvs ovate-oblong,
not lobed 17. tataricum

jj. Foliage shining
dark green lvs

3-lobcd 18 ginnala
HH. Panicle narroir, sjnke-

like, upright lvs 3-5-
lobed, doubly serrate

petals linear, much
longer than the sepals

i Foliage pubt scent be-

neath lvs S-,
rarely 5-lobed 19 spicatum

li Foliage glabrous or
pubescent b e-
neath hs 5-,

rarely 7-lohed 20 caudatum
GG. Edges of lvs coarse!y or cre-

nately dentate ,
5-lobed

H. Panicles pendulous

,

much longer than
broad

I. Ft hispid lvs 10-12
m tong, deeply
lobed 21 macrophyllum

li. Fr glabrous lvs J+-

6

in long 22. pseudoplat-
HH. Panicles upright, little [anua

longer than biotid
I. Blade with middle

lobe frte nearly to

the base 23 Heldreichii
II. Bladt with loins di-

vided to the middle
or little hi yond

3 Lobes longer than
broad 1 1 s glau-
ctscint bemath 24 Trautvetten

JJ Lobes about as long
as Inoad lvs

given bemath 23 insigne
FF Lvs quite entire, generally

oblong 26 oblongum
EE. Infl ractmose

F. Lvs oblemg, uruhiidcd, ser-

rate, with about 20 pairs of
paralle l 1

1

ms wmte r-buds
with many imbricate scale s 27 carpinifolium

FF. Lvs lobe el or umhndid, uith
about 10 fxnrs of icins or
less winter-buds uith 2
outer valiate settles

a Sepals ami petals 5, ra-
cemes luminal lvs

brownish pubescent
beneath uhife young, at
least on the u ins

H. Outline oj h s oblong,
without lobes or with
2 lobes m or the base

i The li s unduided,
ere nately s< rreitt 28. Davidii

II. The hs lobed

j With lis green be-
neath, sharply
serrate

, lerna-ae u-
minate, slightly

lobed 29 laxiflorum
JJ. With tvs glauets*

cent he math, un-
equally serrate,

acuminate, often
de < piy lobed 30 crataegifolium

HH Outline oj hs mate or
roundish, 5-lobed 31 Tschonoskii

hhh Outline of hs oborate,

3-lobcd, uith the lubes

near or aboic the

middle
l Young branch lets

bloomy young hs
densely brownish
villous on the veins
beneath raceme
pubescent 32 rufinerve

n. Young branch lets not
bleiorny young un-
folding hs brown-
ish ullous on the

ichole undew side,

primerry veins gla-

brcsccnt raceme
often glabrous 33 pennsylvan-

GG. Sepals and petals 4, stam- [leum
mate fls from lateral

leafless buds hs doubly
serrate, 5-lobed or with-
out lobes

H Lvs undivided or in-

cu>ejy lobed, ovate to

oblong 34 tetramarum
HH Lvs distinctly 5-lohtd,

roundish in outline 35 argutum
cc Fls. appearing long before the lvs

m dense lateral clusters lvs 5-

lobed fr. ripening in Mayor June.
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D. Ovary and young fr. tomentose *

short-stalked. Ivs. deeply 6-

lobed 36. saccharinum
dd Ovary and young fr glabrous

fls on long pedicels Ivs 3-6-

lobed 37 rubrum
8B. Sepals connate and petals wanting at

least m the stamwate fls , fls on
long, pendulous, mostly hairy pedi-

cels

C. Pistillate and stammale fls corym-
bose, terminal and lateral fr
glabrous or villous American
species

D Corymb sessile or nearly sessile

E Lvs glaucous or jxilc beniath
F Lobes acuminate, lvs gla-

brous beneath at maturity 38 saccharum
FF Lobes obtuse, lvs pubescent

beneath 39 flondanum
EE Lvs green beneath, lobes acu-

minate
F. Bark of trunk dark lvs hir-

sute-pubescent, 5 6 m
across 40 nigrum

ff. Bark pale lvs svft-pubcscint
beneath, 2-3>2 w across 41 leucoderme

deh Corymbs short-stalked /is pu-
bescent beneath, lobes obtuse or
acute 42 grandi-

CC Pistillate fls racemose, with petals [dentatum
and distinct sepals, staminate

corymbose, wxthionnate sepals and
without petals, both from lateral

leafless buds Japanese species 43. diabolicum
aa Lvs 8-5-foholate fls dioecious

B. Fls m terminal corymbs, after the lvs

winter-buds with several imbricate
scales disk large, annular lvs 3-

foliolate

C Petioles, lvs beneath and corymbs
pilose; petioles short

D Shape of lvs elliptic-oblong, spar-
ingly serrate, 2-5 m long 41 mkoense

od Shape of its elliptic, coarsely
dentate, 1-2 in long 45 gnseum

cc. Petioles, lvs and corymbs glabrous,

lvs oblong -Lanceolate, petioles
slender 46 mandshun-

BB Fls , at least the pistillate, in lateral, [cum
long and slender racemes winter-
buds with 2 vnlvate scales

c Petals present, fls of both seres in
racemes, sometimes leafy at base,

with the lvs • lvs S-foliolate

D. Petioles and lvs pubescent be-
neath sepals and petals 5 47 Henryi

DD Petioles and Lis glabrous at

maturity sepals and petals 4 48 cissifohum
cc Petals wanting, pistillate fls m

pendulous racemes, stammate co-

rymbose, pendulous, both sixes

from lateral leafless buds before
the lvs lvs 3-6-foliolate 49 Negundo

Section Campertria.

1. monspessul&num, Linn (A Inlobdtum, Lam ).

Shrub or small tree, 25 ft.: lvs. 3-lobed, coriaceous, 1-3
in across, shining above, glaucous and glabrous be-
neath, lobes entire or with few obtuse teeth corymbs
ervXt. fr. with slightly spreading wings S Eu

,
N.

Afr
, W. Asia. Gt 1893, p 363 H W 3, p 46 GW 8,

p. 195 (habit) —Shrub or small tree of slow growth, with
a dense, rounded head and, in temperate regions, nearly
evergreen foliage, thriving well m dry situations. Var.
ibdricum, Koch (A ibbncum, Bieb.). Lvs. larger, the
inner lobes usually slightly 3-lobed, obtuse

2 campestre, Linn. Shrub or tree, occasionally 50
ft., with corky branches lvs 3-5-lobed, 1 Vi in.

long, green and pubescent beneath or nearly glabrous;
lobes entire or the middle one slightly 3-lobcd.
corymbs erect, hairy, fr with horizontally spreading
wmga Eu.,W.A8ia. H.W.3:46, p. 45. F.E 20, pi. 108

(habit). Gt. 1893, p. 327.—Shrub or tree of moderate,
dense growth, with dull green foliage, valuable for

planting as undergrowth and on dry ground. Many
varieties and garden forms 1 Var argenteo-varieg&tum,
Schwerin Lvs with large white blotches Var pul-

verulSntum, Kirchn Lvs sprinkled with white Var
austriacum, DC Usually a tree, lvs 5-lobed, with
acute, nearly entire lobes fr glabrous. F E 19, pi 91

(habit). Var ta&ncum, Kirch 11 Shrub lvs 5-lobed
Email, lobes 3-lobed Var hebeefirpum, DC. Fr and
generally the lvs pubescent beneath

3 <5palus, Mill (.4 )lalum, Lauth) Small tree, 30
ft lvs 5-lobed, 3-5 in. long, glaucous beneath and at
length glabrous, lobes obtusely dentate, short and
broad, the middle ones often 3-lobed corymbs some-
what. drooping tr with slightly spieading wings S
Eu , Orient \V D B. 2 171 —A vauable species, simi-
lar to a small-1vd sycamore maple Var. hyrc&num,
Fax (.4 hyrtdnum, Fisch & Mey A lahneum, llort A.
Inlobdtum, llort

,
not Lam ) Petioles very slender, red,

2-4 in long, segins. of the lvs 3-lobed, longer than
broad, with straight margins Gt 1893, p 361.

4 Miyabei, Maxim Fig 91 Tree, to 10 ft

branches corky lvs 5-lobed, lobes lobulate or coal si !v

dentate, obtuselv acuminate, with obtuse teeth, at fir -t

E
ubeseent. on both sides, later only beneath, pale green

cneath, 5- bin long corymbs long-stalked, 10-1 5-fld

pubescent fr pubescent with honzontally spreading
wings Japan G F 6*113 (adapted in Fig 91) S I F
2 45 —Handsome, vigorous tree, quite hardy at the

Arnold Arboretum

5 platanoldes, Linn Norway Mapt.e Fig 92
Large tree, to 100 ft lvs 5-lobed, cordate at base,

glabrous, light, green and lustrous beneath, IoNm
pointed, remotely dentate with pointed teeth corymbs
glabrous, fls yellowish green fr glabrous, with hori-

zontally spreading wings Eu
,
Caucasus II W. 3 45

Pax 49 Gt 42, p 561 , 584, 585 —Large, handsome tree,

wuth round, spieading head, resembling somewhat A
saccharum The lvs turn pale yellow m autumn Many
garden forms, some of which are here arranged in two
groups, the first being remarkable for the manner m
which the lvs are cut and for the habit, the second
being chiefly remarkable for their coloring’

(1) Var cucull&tum, Nichols Lvs irregularly and
shortly lobed, crimped, light green Var diss€ctum,
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92. Upright tip shoot
of Norway maple —
Acer platanoides.

Jacq. Similar to var. Ldrbergii, but with darker foliage

and of slower growth. Var globdsum, Nichols Form-
ing a globose head. M Jj G. 1903:189. G.W. 5,

p. 14 var lacini&tum, Ait. Lvs. irregularly divided,

the divisions bending downward growth upright. Gt.

42, p 584. Var Lorbergii,

Van Houtte. Lvs divided
nearly to the base, divi-

sions deeply lobed Gt.

1893, p 584. Var column-
lire,Carr. Habit columnar.

(2) Var. filbo-

variegittum, Nich-
ols Lvs with
large white
blotches.
Var afrreo-

marginktum,
Pax. Lvs.

with yellow mar-
gin, somewhat
irregularly lobed.

War rtibrum,
Herd (var Reiten-

bdchn, Nichols ) Lvs greenish
red when unfolding, turning dark
blood-redm late summer Gt 10:

545 B H 18 39 Var Geneva, Ellwanger & Barry, is

probably not much different Var Schwedleri, Koch.
Lvs bright red when young, changing to dark green.

GC II 15 505 Var StiHlii, Spaeth More upright-
grow mg lvs usually 3-lobid, with entire lobes, purple
when unfolding, later dark green Gt 42, p 585 Var.
Wittmlckn, Schwerin Lvs usually 3-lobed, with an
irregularly dentate and undulate* yellow' margin, red-
dish brown when unfolding, later bright green with
most of the tips transformed into peculiar reddish
brown appendages becoming, finallv, dark green Gt
52 1510 Var Drummondu, Drumm Lvs green with
white margin, red when unfolding M D. 1910 1.

6 trunc&tum, Bunge Tree, to 25 ft lvs deeply
5-lobed anti mostly truncate at the base, 2\\-\ in

across, glabrous, light green, purplish when unfolding,
lobes acuminate, setoselv pointed, entire or sometimes
the middle ono« 3-lobe<l fr with yellow', short and broad
wings, spreading at right or obtuse angles N China.
S.T S 1 70 — II ardy t ree, w ith handsome, dense foliage.

7 pfetum, Thunb Tree, 60 ft * lvs 5- or 7-lobed,
3-7 m across, usually pubescent beneath when young;
lobes entire, acuminate, sometimes very broad anti short:

fls >cllow. wings of the fr upright, brown or brown-
ish yellow, hardly twice as long as the nutlets Man-
churia, Japan S I F 1 05 —Handsome round-headed
tree, with bright green foliage, hard}' Var parvi-

fldrum, Schneid (A pictum xar Mbno, Pax A.Sfdnc,
Maxim ) Wings of the frs spreading lvs more cor-

date China J HS 29*319, 350. The form intro as
A. tenellum belongs here; the true A. tenellum, Pax, is

not in cult.

8. cappaddcicum, Gled (A. Iktum
,

C. A. Mey.).
Tree, to 50 ft lvs 5-7-lobed, usually cordate, 3-6 in

across, glabrous, light green and lustrous beneath;
lobes entire, acuminate fls greenish yellow, in upnght
peduncled corymbs fr w ith spreading wings, the wings
usually 2-3 times as long as the nutlets From the
Caucasus to W China and the Himalayas—Resem-
bles A . platanoides, but lobes of lvs entire and branches
smooth; not quite hardy N Var sfnicum, ltehd.
Smaller in every part lvs 2 1 £-4 in across, usually
5-lobed, subcoraate or truncate at the base wings of

fr about twice as long as nutlet W. China. J H S.

29*358 (as A lietum var. cidtratum) —Very similar to
A plclum, but always easily distinguished by the
smooth greenish bark of the younger branches. Var
tricaud&tum, Rehd Similar to the preceding, but lvs.

3-lobed. J.H.S. 29:357, 358. Var. hortfcola, Retd.
(A. Iktum var. rubrum, Schwerin; A. cdlchicum var.

rubrum, Hort.). Lvs blood-red, when unfolding. Var.
tricolor, Rehd (A Iktum var tricolor, Schwerin) Lvp.
blood-red, sprinkled with rosy pink, when young The
last two beautiful forms usually remain shrubby Var.
ahreum, Rehd (A. Iktum aureum, Hesse). Lvs. red and
golden yellow

9 16ngipes, Rehd Tree, to 30 ft : young branches
with smooth greenish bark lvs 3-, rarely 5-lobed,

or occasionally undivided and ovate, 5-7 in broad, lobes

entire, long-acuminate, light, green and soft-pubes-

cent beneath, purple when unfolding: corymb large and
loose, short-peduncled or nearly sessile, glabrous . fr w ith

the wings spreading at right angles W China.—A very
handsome maple, easily distinguished from all allied

species by the large, 3-lobed lvs
,
pubescent beneath.

10. catalpifblium, Rehd. Tree, to 60 ft : younger
branches smooth, greenish lvs ovate to ovate-oblong,
undivided, entire, sometimes with a broad rounded lobe

near the base, 4-8 in long and 2-5 in broad, rarely

mixed with a few 3-5-lobed lvs
,
light green and gla-

brous beneath, corymbs sessile, large and loose, to 8 in.

across wings of the fr. spreading at obtuse angles W.
China—Very distinct and beautiful tree, but appar-
ently not hardy N.

Section Glabra.

11 giabrum.Torr (A
Douglasu, Hook ) Shrub
or small tree, 25 ft

,
quite

glabrous petioles bright

red
,

lvs deeply 3-5-

lobcd or 3-parted, 1-5

in across, dark green
and shining
above, pale or
glaucous be-

neath; lobes

doubly serrate.

VV N. Amer.
S. S. 2 : 89 —

c 93 Japanese Maples.

a Acer palmatum var
reticulatum, b, A
japomeum, type, e,

A palmatum var
atropurpureum , d,

var ornatum, e, var.

Thunbergu, /, var.

disbectum (XH)

• Handsomeshrubby maple,
with graceful, shining toli-

age, contrasting well with
the red petioles and
branches, fr. often rose-

colored Var. tripartituin,

Pax (A tripartitum,
Nutt) Lvs small, usually

3-foliolate Var. rhodocirpum, Schwerin. Frs. bright red

until fully ripe.

Section Palmata.

12 circin&tum, Pursh Small tree, rarely 40 ft :

branchlets, petioles and peduncles glabrous lvs 7-9-

lobed. 2-7 in across, glabrous, lobes acute, doubly ser-

rate fls in drooping corymbs, with purple sepals. W.
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N. Amer. S.S. 2:87.—Handsome, round-headed tree

or shrub, beautiful with its delicate light green foliage,

red fls., rose-colored fr., and its orange and scarlet fall

coloring.

13. palm&tum, Thunb (A. polymdrphum, Sieb. &
Zucc ) . Japan Maple Shrub or small tree, 20 ft. * branch-
lets

;
petioles and peduncles glabrous: lvs. 5-9-lobed or

divided, 2-4 m. across, glabrous, lobes oblong, acumi-
nate, doubly serrate or incised, corymbs few-fld., gla-

brous, erect, with small purple fls : fr small, glabrous;
the wings spreading at an obtuse angle Japan. S Z.

1:145,146. SIF 1 68 F.E 19, pi 92 (habit) A.F.

94. Acer japonlcum. (XH)

12:11. J.H S. 29*340.—This species and A japonicum
are known as Japanese maples They are extremely
handsome shrubs of dense though graceful habit, and
with elegant foliage, beautiful especially in spring for

its delicate shades of green and red, and again in

autumn, when the lvs. assume the most striking tints.

Some of the more vigorous-growing varieties, like

atropurpureum, dissectum, omnium, and the typical

forms, are hardy even in New England, while most
of the variegated forms are more tender They grow best

in partly shaded situations and in well-drained, rich soil.

There are many varieties, mostly intro from Japan-
ese gardens, of which the following are some of the
best They may be divided into 5 groups, represent-

ing various degrees of dissection of the lvs :

(1) A. palm&tum var Thunbergii, Pax (A palmA-
tum, Thunb ). Fig 93, e Lvs deeply 5-9-lobed or
cleft, lobes oblong-lanceolate, coarsely and doubly
serrate or incised Var atropurphreum, Van Ilouttc
(var nigrum

,
Hort ). Fig 93, c. Lvs dark purple,

coarsely doubly serrate. F.S 12 1273. JUS 29 342.
F.E 14, pi 42,32:767 (habit). Var sangulneum, Carr

,

is lighter red than var. atropurpureum I.H. 14*526
Var bicolor, Koch (var atropurpureum vanegatum,
Hort ) Lvs dark purple, with large carmine
blotches, the lobes half purple and half carmine Var.
aftreum, Nichols Lvs. yellow. Var versicolor,

Schwerin (A polym6rphum sepUmlobum versicolbrum,

Van Houtte). Lvs bright green, with large white
spots F S 14 1198 Var. rdseo-margin&tum,
Schwerin (A. polymdrphum rdseum marginatum,
Pynaert) Lvs small, deeply cut, with narrow pink
margin. F S. 15:1566 IH 28*430 Var. crispum,
Andr6 Lvs. small, with involute margins; of dis-

tinctly upright growth III 17.43.

(2) Var. sept6mlobum, Koch (A. seplimlobum,
Thunb ) Lvs mostly 7-lobcd, lobes broad, equally
doubly serrate. Gt 42, p 680 JHS 29:345. Var.
rhbrum, Schwerin Lvs large, deep red when young,
becoming almost green later Var. reticul&tum, Andr4
Fig. 93, a Lvs greenish yellow, with green margin
and dark green veins I.H. 17:18. Var tricolor,

Nichols. Lvs with red, pink and white spots.

(3) Var linearilobum, Sieb. & Zucc. (var. scolopen-

drtfbhum, Hort
,
not Schwenn) Lvs. divided nearly

to the base, lobes linear, remotely serrate or nearly

entire. Gt 42, p. 681. Var atroline&re, Schwerin
(var linearilobum atropurpureum, Nichols

;
var pin-

natifdhum atropurpureum, Hort ) Lvs dark red.

(4) Var. diss&ctum, Koch (A. polymdrphum var.
decampdsitum, Sieb. & Zucc A polymdrphum palma-
tlfidum, Van Iloutto). Fig 93,/ Lvs divided to the
base in 5-9 pinnatifid lobes S Z. 1 146 F S 21:2156.
J.H S 29.346. M.DG. 1902 209. FW 1875 G C.
III. 31:46 (suppl) Var. om&tum, Carr (var dissdc-

lum atropurpureum, Hort ) Fig 93, d Lvs deeply
cut deep red. I H 17*46 II II 1867:391 F E ,pl 49
(habit). Var Frederici-Guilelmi, Carr. (var pinnatifi-
dum rbseo-plctum

,

Lem ). Lvs finely cut, green, with
white and pink spots. I.H. 14*523. R II 1867 391.

(5) Var. sessilifdlium, Maxim Lvs deeply cut,

with very short petioles. G C. II. 16.—Of little

decorative value.

14 Sieboldi&num, Miq (A japdmeum var Sie~

boldidnum,Vmnch &Sav) Small tree or shrub branch-
lets, petioles and peduncles pubescent when young,
lvs 7-9-lobed, cordate or neaily truncate at the base,

2-

3) £ m across, glabrous except, on the veins beneath;
lobes ovate-oblong, acuminate, sharply serrate corymbs
long-peduncled, nodding, fls yellowish, small fr.

small, glabrous or slightly pubescent, the wings spread-
ing at an obtuse angle Japan. S I F. 2 45 Var.
microph^llum, Maxim Lvs smaller, 1)^-2 in.

across S I F 2 42 —This species is hardy at the
Arnold Arboretum, it is similar to A pabnatum, but
somewhat coarser.

15 japfimeum, Thunb Figs 93, b, and 94 Small
tree or shrub branchlets, petioles and peduncles pubes-
cent when young lvs 7-11-lobed, cordate, 3-6 in.

across, light green, with silky hairs when unfolding;
lobes ovate, doubly serrate* corymbs few-fld

,
pendu-

lous; fls large, purple fr finally glabrous, wings
spreading at an obtuse angle Japan 8 Z 1 * 144.

SIF 1 66 Var macrophyllum, Schwerin Lvs large,

light green Var ahreum, Schwerin Lvs yellow Var.
Pirsonsii, Veitch (var fihcifbhum, Hort

,
var lacimd-

tum, Hort ) Lvs large, divided nearly to the base in

9-11 pinnatisect segms. J.H S 29 334 RB 32:197

Section SriCATA

16 OliveriUnum, Pax Tree, to 30 ft branchlets
glabrous* lvs 5-lobed, truncate or subcoidate at the
base, glabrous, finely reticulate and lustrous beneath,

2 3-2~4 in across, lobes broad, ovate, long-acuminate,
finely serrate panicles nearly corymbose, long-pe-
duncled, glabrous; fls whitish, small wings of fr. spread-
ing nearly horizontally, wing with nutlet about 1 in.

long. W. China S.T S 1 77.—A graceful maple,
resembling A pabnatum, but larger In young plants,

the lvs are often deeply cut with narrow, elongated
lobes. J.II.S 29.356, 359 (as Acer sp ).

17. tataricum, Linn. Shrub or small tree, 20 ft. lvs.

roundish oval or oblong, cordate, sometimes slightly

lobed, 2-4 in. long, doubly serrate, nearly glabrous fls.

in long-pedunclcd panicles, white wings of fr nearly
upright or slightly spreading, bright red in summer
S E Eu

,
Orient H W 3, p 13 —Round-headed small

tree, growing best in somewhat moist soil.

18. ginn&la, Maxim (A tataricum var gmndla,
Maxim ) Fig. 95 Shrub or small tree, 20 ft lvs.

3-

lobed, \Yr^ xA m. long, glabrous, the terminal lobo
elongated, doubly serrate fls in long-peduncled pani-

cles, yellowish, fragrant Manchuria, N China, Japan.
Gt. 1877.308. SIF. 2 44. FE 17, pi 72 (habit).

Var Semendwii, Pax (A Semendwn, Regel & Herd ).

Shrub lvs smaller, deeply 3- or nearly 5-lobed Turkes-
tan —Graceful shrub, with handsome foliage, turn-

ing bright red in autumn; may be used as a substitute

for the Japanese maples where these are not hardy

19 spic&tum, Lam. (A. montanum, Ait ) Moun-
tain Maple. Shrub or small tree, rarely 30 ft. : lvs 3-,
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or slightly 5-lobed, coarsely serrate, pubescent beneath,
2 in long raceme* rather dense, long, upright,

fr with diverging wings, bright red in summer. E N.
Amer S S 2 82, 83 H T 328 —Valuable as under-
growth; lvs turn yellow and scarlet in fall Var lacini-

itum, Joum Lvs deeply and irregularly lobed and
incised

20. caud&tum, Wall. Large tree: lvs 5-, or some-
times 7-lobed, cordate, 3-5 in long and about as broad,
brownish pubescent on the veins beneath, lobes ovate,

long-acuminate, mcisely serrate panicle upright,

cylindnc, with the peduncle 5-0 m long* fr small, m
upright panicles, wings spreading at right angles

Himalayas The type is not in cult
,
but the two fol-

lowing varieties are Var ukurunduense, Rehd (

A

ukurundutnse, Fisch & Mey. A . spirillum var ukurun-
duense, Maxim ) Small tree branehlets and petioles

E
ubeseent while young lvs glabrous above, pubescent
eneath, sometimes only along the veins, lobes coarsely

serrate panicle pubescent wings of the fr often nearly
upright otherwise like the type Japan, Manchuria
STS 1 82 S I F 2 43 (1 C II 15 172 Var mul-
tiserrittum, Rehd (.4 multiserr&tum, Maxim A erdsum,
Pax) Tree, to 30 ft

,
very similar to the preceding

variety, but glabrous or nearly glabrous W China

21 macroph^llum, Pursh Large-leaved Maple
Tree, to 100 feet high* lvs cordate, deeply 3-5-lobed or
cleft, pubescent when young, pale green beneath, 8-12
in across, middle lobe mostly 3-lobed panicles gla-

brous, narrow, pendulous, 4-5 in long fr. with yel-

low, bristly hairs, wings spreading at right angles or
nearly upright, over 1 m long W N Amer 8 S
2 80,87 FE 14, pi 41 (habit) GnM 2 107 (habit)

—Handsome round-headed tiee, remarkable for its

large foliage, not hardy in the N.
22 psehdoplfitanus, Linn Sycamore Maple Tree,

70 ft high lvs 5-lobed, coarsely ci enate-serrate, 3^-7
m across, deep green above, glaucous and mostly gla-

brous beneath racemes pendulous fr glabrous Eu

,

Caucasus (It 12 200, 201 II W 3 44, p 39 FS
R 3, p 181 FE 15, pi 47 (habit) —Large tree of

vigorous growth, with large, spreading head, thrives

well even in exposed situations Many varieties and
garden forms Var. villdsum, Prcsl Lvs chart aceous,

E
ubeseent beneath Var erythroc&rpum, Carr. Fr.

right red lvs smaller and more lustrous. R II 1804.
171 MI) 1905 1 Gn 70, p 540 Var purpur&scens,

Pax (vars purpurrum and atropurpimum, llort ) Lvs.
purplish red beneath, of robust growth Var Hand-
jeryi, Spaeth (var Prim Handjcry, Hurt ) Lvs pur-
plish beneath, bright red when unfolding Var W6r-
leei, Schwerin (var luleseens, Hurt ) Lvs yellow Var.
&lbo-varieg&tum, kuchn Lvs wuth white blotches
and spots, reddish while young Var Leop61dii, Lem
Similar to the preceding variety, bright rosy pink
while young IH 1804 411 R 13 1900-197 Var.
bicolor, Spaeth Lvs hght green while young, with
yellow, finally whitish, spots Var tricolor, Kirchn.
Lvs purplish while young, spotted with yellow Var.

?
uadricolor, Schwerin (var Slmomi Pax, var Simon-
jOuis freres, Deegen). L\s with large, white spots and

also sprinkled with small dots; pink while young. Var.
nerv&sum, Schwerin. Habit, pyramidal, of slow
growth lvs marked with yellow between the veins

above, purplish beneath

23 Heldreichii, Orph Tree lvs 5-lobed, the mid-
dle lobe divided nearly to, the outer half way to the
base, 3-5 in across, glabrous, dark green and shining

above, glaucous beneath, lobes coarsely and doubly
serrate panicle erect, long-stalked, ovate S. E. Eu.
Gt 34*1185 GC II 16*141. Var purpurktum,
Schwerin Lvs intensely red beneath.

24 Trautvetteri, Medw. {A. veliitmum
,
Hort., not

Btiiss. A. insigne, Nichols, not Boiss & Buhse). Lvs.
slightly cordate, deeply 5-lobed, 5-7 in. across, glau-

cous beneath and pubescent when young, lobes coarsely
crenate-serrate, longer than broad - panicle erect, ovate.
Caucasus Gt. 40, pp 264-266 G C. II 16.75 B.M.
6697 (as A insigne) —Similar to A. insigne, but hardier,

with smaller lvs and smaller panicle

25. insigne, Boiss & Buhse (A Van Vdlxemi, Mast ).

Large tree . lvs 5-lobed, deeply cordate, 5-10 in across,

bright green above, glaucous and at length glabrous
beneath, lobes about as long as broad, coarsely crenate-

serrate panicles large, erect Caucasus, N Persia.

G C. II. 7 73; III 10 9 —Remarkable for its large,

handsome fohage; not hardy in the N Var velhtinum,
Boiss Lvs densely pubescent beneath G C. III.

10 189. Var Wdlfii, Schwerin Lvs red beneath.

Section Integiiifolia.

26 obldngum, Wall Tree, to 50 ft: lvs coriaceous,

oblong, entire, long but blunt 1> acuminate, rounded and
3-nerved at the base, glabrous, reticulate and usually
glaucous beneath, 2-7 m long panicle short, pubes-
cent, fls small, greenish wings of fr at right angles
or horizontally spi ending Himalayas, W and Cent.
China Jacquemont, Vo\ Inde 4 34 Var cfincolor,

Pax Lvs green beneath —Not hardy in the northern
state* In young plants, the lvs are sometimes lobed
at the base J II S 29 95 Recently advertised as A.
discolor, the true A discolor, Maxim , is not m cult.

Section Indivisa.

27 carpinifdlium, Sieb k Zucc Hornbeam Maple.
Tree, 30 ft lvs oblong-ovate, acuminate, sharply and
doubly serrate,
nearly glabrous,

3 6 in long stami-
nate fls apetalous,

in few-fld racemes,
pistillate with pet-

als, in longer ra-

cemes S Z 2 142.

GC II 15.504.
Gt 41, p 171
S I F 1 69 J

H S 29 75 G
W 3 615 —Wry
distinct, hardy
species, the lvs.

are almost, ex-

actly like those
of Carpi nus
This is the only
species of this

section, the
other species

included here by
Pax have been
referred to other
sections, mostly
to the following (see Sargent,

Plant ae Wilsoniana* 1 92)

Section Macrantha.

28 D&vidii, Franch. Tree, to
50 ft branehlets glabrous lvs.

ovate or oblong-ovate, 2^-8 in

long, acuminate, subcordate or rounded at base, un-
equally crenate-serrate, green beneath and rufously
villous on the veins while young, finally glabrous or
nearly so. racemes slender, pendulous, glabrous wings
of fr spreading horizontally Cent China STS 1 83
J II S 29 86, 90—Handsome tree, hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum, the lvs turning bright yellow or purple in

autumn In young plants, the lvs are often lobed at
the base.

29. laxifldrum, Pax. Tree, to 50 ft * lvs ovate-
oblong, with 2 or 4 short lobes near the base, 2}^-4 m.
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long, long-acuminate, cordate at the base, sharply

serrate, green beneath, soon glabrous racemes slender,

pendulous, glabrous; fls yellowish, wings of fr. spread-

ing at right angles, rarely horizontally W China.

Pax 35 Var. longflobum, Rehd Lvs distinctly 5-

lobed, upper pair of lobes long-acuminate, floccose-

tomentose on the veins beneath while young fls. pur-

ple W. China —More graceful than the typical form.

30

cratsegifdlium, Sicb & Zucc Small tree, to 30 ft.:

lvs oblong-ovate, often with 2 or 4 lobes near the base,

2-3 in. long, acuminate, rounded or cordate at the base,

unequally serrate,

bluish gray be-
neath racemes 5-8-

fld
,

glabrous: fr.

on pedicels about
3^in long, wings
nearly horizontal.

Japan SZ 1 147.

S I F 1 67 —Grace-
ful species, hardy
at the Arnold Ar-
boretum.

31

Tschon6skii,
Maxim Small tree,

to 15 ft lvs orbic-

ular-ovate m out-
line, 5-, or rarely

7-lobed, l%-4 m.
long, light, green be-
neath and rufously
pubescent on the
veins, finally gla-

brous or neatly so;

lobes ovate, long-acuminate, sharply and doubly serrate,

the middle one slightly lobed racemes slender, few-fld. *

fr on slender, filiform stalks; wings spreading at about
right angles Japan S T S. 1 17 S I F 2 4S-—Grace-
ful shrubby tree, hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

32 rufinerve, Sieb &Zuec Tree, to 40 ft
,
with striped

bark* branches glaucous when young lvs rounded at
the base, 3-lobed, 3-5 in long, doubly serrate, ferru-
gineously pubescent on the veins beneath when young,
racemes ferrugincously pubescent fr short-stalked;
wings spreading at right angles Japan. SZ 2.148.
S I F 1 67. Var Albo-limb&tum, Hook. Lvs. edged
with white. B.M 5793.

33 pennsylv&mcum, Lmn (A striatum
,

Dur.).
Striped Maple Moosewood Tree, rarely 40 ft.:

bark greenish, striped with white lines lvs slightly
cordate, roundish-obovatc, 3-lobed at the apex, 5-7 in
long, finely serrate, feirugineously pubescent on the
whole lower surface when young racemes glabrous,
drooping fr short-stalked, m long, drooping racemes;
wings spreading at right angles E N Amer. S S.

2 84, 85. Michx Hist Arb 2 17 Em. 566 II T.
330 —Handsome medium-sized tree of upright, dense
habit, with bright green, large foliage, turning clear
yellow in autumn, and attractive even m winter from
its smooth, greenish bark, striped with white. Var.
erythr6cladum, Spaeth. Shoots bright red during
autumn and winter.

96 Acer saccharmum (or A. dasycar-
pum).—Silver or soft maple. ( XW

Section Arguta.

34. tetr&merum, Pax Tree, to 25 ft’ branchlets
glabrous lvs ovate to oblong-ovate, 2-33^ in long,
acuminate, truncate or rounded and usually 3-nervea
at the base, unequally mcisely serrate or sometimes
slightly lobed, light green and pubescent beneath,
rarely nearly glabrous staminate fls in few-fld sessile

racemes from lateral leafless buds, stamens 4 or some-
times 6, disk lobed, pistillate fls in elongated racemes,
usually few-fld fi slender-stalked; nutlet thick,
stiongly veined Cent and W China STS 1:85 —
Graceful, hardy tree, very variable Var. lobulktum,

Rehd Lvs. distinctly lobed, nearly glabrous J H.S.
29 '352, 355. Var betulifdhum, Rehd (A betulifblium,

Maxim ) Lvs not, or very slightly, lobed, rounded or

cuneate at the base, glabrous or glabrescent Var. elo-

bul&tum, Rehd Lvs not or scarcely lobed, long-acu-

minate, rounded and 3-nerved at the base, pubescent
beneath. Intro as A. stachyophyllum, but the true

A. stachyophyllum is a Himalayan species, not in

cult Var tiliifblium, Rehd. Lvs. ovate, cordate
at the base, and 5-nervcd, pubescent beneath Var.
longeracemdsum, Rehd Lvs like in var elobulatum:

racemes to 6 in long, slender

35. argiitum, Maxim Small tree, to 25 ft * branch-
lets pubescent’ lvs. broadly ovate in outline, 5-, or

rarely 7-lobed, 2-33*} m long, pale green beneath and
grayish pubescent chiefly on the veins, finally nearly
glabrous, lobes ovate, long-acuminate, sharply serrate,

staminate fls in short racemes from lateral leafless buds;
stamens 4, pistillate fls in slender many-fld racemes
fr slender-stalked, in pendulous racemes, wings spread-
ing horizontally Japan S I F 1 69 S T S 66 —
Graceful shrubby tree, hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

Section Rubra.

36 saccharinum, Lmn (A dasyedrpum, Ehrh A.
eriocdrpum, Michx ) White or Silver Maple Fig.

96 Large tree, 120 ft., lvs deeply 5-lobed to 5-cleft,

4-6 in long, green above, silvery white beneath, lobes

deeply and doubly serrate fls greenish \ellow, apeta-

lous fr pubescent when young E N Amer 8 S
2 93 G C II 1 37 Em 556 H T 332 F E 32 443
(habit), 29 983 (habit) —Ornamental tree, with wide-
spreading, t lender branches, growing best in rich and
moist soil, but succeeds almost anywhere Lvs turn
clear yellow m fall Many garden forms Var Wieri,

Schwerin (var Wieri lacuna turn, Holt ) Branches
pendulous lvs deeply cleft, with dissected lobes —

A

graceful variety, remarkable for its drooping branches
and finely divided foliage M 1) G 1903 628 (habit)

Var. heteroph^llum, Pax (var heterophyllum lacimatum,
Hort ) Upright, lvs deeply and unequally divided,

with narrow lobes.

Var tripartitum, Pax.
Upright lvs 3-parted.

Var lutescens, Spaeth
Lvs. yellow, bronze-
colored when unfold-
ing Var dlbo-varie-
g&tum, Spaeth (vai.

Juhlkei
,
Hort ). Lvs.

spotted with white or
rosy pink.
Var crispum,
Schwerin.
Lvs deeply .

cut and'
crimped —
Linnaeus evi-

dently sup-
posed this
species to be 97 Acef rubrum.—Red Maple. (Enlarged)

sugarthe
maple, and named it accordingly,
the true sugar maple.

He did not know

37 r&brum, Linn. Red, Scarlet or Swamp Maple.
Fig. 97 Large tree, 120 ft., lvs 3-5-lobed. 3-4 in.

long, green above, pale or glaucous beneath; lobes un-
equally and crenately serrate fls red or scarlet, rarely
yellowish; petals b’ fr glabrous. E N. Amer SS
2 94 Em. 557 G C II 1:173. H T 334 —Very val-
uable tree tor street and park planting, attractive at
every season from its excellent habit, earliness of the
scarlet fls

,
bright red frs m late spring, and the

beautiful foliage, which turns bright scarlet or orange
in autumn Var column&re, Rehd Of upright, colum-
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nar habit. Var. globdsum, Rehd. Dwarf, compact:
Ivs glaucous beneath, fls bright scarlet. Var. Drum-
mondii, Sarg (A . Drdmmondu, Hook. & Arn.) Lvs.

large, mostly 3-lobed, tomcntose beneath: fr. bright

scarlet. Southern states S S 2 95 Var tomentdsum,
Kirchn. (A tomentdsum

,
Desf. A riibrum var. fulgens

,

Hort ) Of moderate growth* lvs 5-

lobed, pubescent beneath fls bright
red Var tridens, Wood (/I micro-

phyllum,Ysix, A semiorbiculdtum,Ya,x).
Lvs 3-lobed, rather small, rounded or
rarely euneate at the base, usually
pubescent below On young plants and
vigorous shoots, the lvs are like those
of the type SS 13 020 Var magnx-
ficum, Schwerin Fall-coloring of the
lvs scarlet with green veins, M D.
1910 1 —The fonn distributed as var.

Schlettmgeri
,
Schwerin, does not differ

from the type

Section Sacchakina

38 s&ccharum, Marsh {A sacchdn-
num, Wang, not ‘Linn. A burbdtvm,
Michx ) Sugar or Rock Maple Fig
98 Large tree, 120 ft

,
with grav bark*

lvs 3-5-lobed, cordate, 3-0 in long, with narrow and
deep sinuses, lobes acuminate, sparingly dentate, usu-
ally glaucous and glabrous beneath corymb hairy, fr.

with slightly spreading wings, glabrous E N Amer.
SS 2 90 Em 558 II T 321 Gn 65, p 55 (habit).

—An excellent street, and shade tree of upright, dense
growth, turning bright yellow and scarlet m autumn.
It does well m almost every soil. Var Rugeln, Rehd.
{A liugeln, Pax, A sdccharum var barbaium, Trel

)

Lvs 3-lobed, generally broader than long, 2-5 in

across, pale green or glaucous beneath, and at length
mostly glabrous, coriaceous, lobes nearly entire. Central
states 8 S 2 91 (as var mgruni) Var monumentille,
Schwerin (.4 rt'igium var monumentale, Rehd). Of
upright, columnar habit

39 florid&num, Chapm (A barb&tum var florvia-

num
,
Sarg ) Tiee, rarely 50 ft

,
with pale bark lvs.

mostly truncate at the base, 3-lobed, 1

1

2~3 in across,

glaucous beneath, pubescent, lobes obtuse, entire or

slightly 3-lobed corymb sparingly hairy or nearly gla-

brous fr sparingly villous, finally glabrous Gulf
states SS 2 91 GF 4.148

40 nigrum, Miehx (A sacchdnnum var nigrum,
Torr & Gray A. sdccharum var nigrum, lint)
Black Maple Fig 99 Large tree, 120 ft

,
with black

bark lvs cordate, with the sinus mostly closed, gener-

ally 3-lobed, 5-6 in across, with broad sinuses, the
sides of the blade mostly drooping, green and pubes-
cent beneath; lobes acute, entire or obtusely toothed*

fr with diverging wings Central states. SS. 13.625.

H T 326 —Similar to A saccharum, but of duller

appearance and less dense habit

41. leucoderme, Small (A. sdccharum var leuco-

(terme, Sarg ). Tree, to 25, rarely to 40 ft
,
with light

gray or grayish brown bark, lvs 3-5-lobed, 2-3 Vi in

across, truncate or slightly cordate at the base, bright
yellow-green and soft-pubescent beneath; lobes acu-
minate, smuately dentate corymbs glabrous, fr. vil-

98. Acer saccharum.—Common Sugar Maple ( x Yi)

lous, finally glabrous, wangs wide-spreading From N.
C to Ga and La SS 13 (/it —Sometimes planted as

a street tree m Ga and Ala
;
hardy at the Arnold

Arboretum

42 grandident&tum, Nutt Tree
;
40 ft

,
wath dark

browrn bark petioles comparatively short lvs.

slightly coi date, 3-5-lobed, with bioad sinuses, 2-3 m.
across, pubescent beneath, coriaceous, lobes acute or
obtuse, entire or slightly 3-lobed corymbs frw-fld

,

hany, short-stalked Rocky Mts. SS 2 92 —Hardy
at the Arnold Arboretum

43 diabfilicum, Koch Tree, to 30 ft branchlets
pubescent lvs 5-lobed, cordate or subcordate, 4-6
in across, pole green beneath and spaungly pubescent;
lobes broadly ovate-acuminate, coarsely' and remotely
dentate with acute or obtusish teeth fls from lateral

leafless buds, stammate on long and pendulous, hairy
pedicels, .sepals wiiolly or partly connate, petals want-
ing, pistillate in few-fid racemes, sepals and petals dis-

tinct pedicels of the fr }
> -2 in long; nutlets thick,

strongly veined, bristly, wings upright or slightly

spreading Japan G C II 15 532 STS 1 67 Var.
purpur&scens, Rehd (A purpurdscens, Franch & Sav,
A puUhrum, Lavalld) Fls purple lvs turning red in

autumn S 1 F. 1 65 —Hardy at the Arnold Arboretum;
similar to A pscudoplatanus, hut lvs. larger; the var.

'purpinnsccns is to be leeommendcd for its early-appear-

ing purple fls

Section Trifoliata.

44 nikoense, Maxim Fig. 100 Tree, 40 ft branch-
lets pubescent Ifls ovate or oblong-elliptic, short-

stalked, acute, entire or obtusely den-
tate, 2-5 in long, villous-pubescent
beneath, petioles hairy, ? 4-l } i in.

long corymb few-fid
,
pubescent fr on

nodding pedicels 1 j-^in long, nutlets

thick, hairy, wings upright, curved
inwaid Japan, Cent China G F
6.155 (adapted m Fig 100 ) Gt 41, p
149 SI F 1 68 JHS 29 81 R H.
1912 126,127 -Very distinct; lvs

turning biilhant scarlet in autumn
45 grlseum, Pax (A nihotnse var.

griseum
,
Franch ) Tree, to 25 ft

,
with

cinnamon-brown bark separating in

thin flakes branchlets pubescent lfts

short-stalked, elliptic or ovate-oblong,
1-2 in long, acute, coarsely toothed with
large blunt ish teeth, the lateral ones
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uneaual, deeply dentate on the outer margin, entire or

nearlv so on the inner, glaucous and pubescent beneath;

E
etioles densely hairy fls. rather large, in few-fld.

airy corymbs' fr. pendulous on short stalks, with the
peduncle scarcely long; nutlets thick, tomentose;
wmgs spreading at an acute angle. W. China—J H S.

29 98. R.H. 1912:127.—Remarkable for its flaky

bark, resembling that of the river birch; hardy at the
Arnold Arboretum.

46. mandshilricum, Maxim Shrub or small tree*

branchlets glabrous lfts oblong or oblong-lanceolate,

2-33^ m long, short-stalked, acuminate, remotely and
obtusely serrate, glabrous, glaucous beneath, petioles

glabrous, red, 2-4 in long fls. in few-fld. glabrous
corvmbs. fr. on stalks M-Xin long, nutlets thick,

glabrous: wings spreading at obtuse angles Manchuria.
—Graceful maple, hardy at the Arnold Arboretum, the
red color of the slender If -stalks contrasts well with
the dark green foliage.

Section Negundo.

47. Henry, Pax. Tree, to 30 ft branchlets slightly

pubescent *, lfts. 3, elliptic, 2-3)^ in. long, stalked,
acuminate, entire or coarsely serrate, pale green and
pubescent beneath, petioles finely puberulous fls

nearly sessile, small, greenish m slender pendulous

f

mbescent racemes, lateral, without lvs or with small
vs at the base fr glabrous, short-pediceled, in

pendulous racemes with the stalk 4-7 in long, wings
upright or slightly spreading Cent China J 11 S
29 93, 96 (as A sutehueneni>e) —Hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum—It has been concluded that this and the
following species which have been hitherto referred to
the preceding section are more closely related to A.
Negundo and therefore better transferred to this section

48 cissifdlium, Koch ( Negundo cissifdlium, Sieb <fc

Zucc. Criila cissifblia
,
Nieuwl ) Small tree* lfts 3,

stalked, ovate or elliptic, acuminate, coarsely serrate,

sparingly ciliatc, 2-3^ in. long, light green beneath ana
glabrous, or nearly so: racemes slender, many-fld

, pu-

bescent; pedicels less than \ivsx long; sepals and petals

4, small* fr. in pendulous racemes; wings slightly

spreading. Japan S.I F 2 41 —Handsome, round-
headed tree, with slender, spreading branches and
graceful bright green foliage, turning orange-yellow
and scarlet in autumn; hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

49. Negfindo, Linn. ( Negundo fraximfbhum, Nutt.
N aceroides

,
Mcench. Rulac Negundo, Hitchc.).

Ash-leaved Maple. Box
Elder Fig 101 Large
tree, 70 ft lvs pinnate;
lfts 3-5, ovate or oblong-
lanceolate, coarsely ser-

rate or 3-lobed, mostly
glabrous, 2-5 m long fls

before the lvs
,
staminate

fls in pendulous corymbs,
pistillate fls in pendulous
racemes 10 N Amer
13 8 2*96 Michx. Hist
Arb 2 18 H T .336 —
Large, rapid-growing tree

of spreading habit, thriv-

ing best in moist and rich

soil. Much priced in the
W

,
where it withstands cold and

dryness Largely used for shelter-

belts and for planting timber-
claims Var califdrmeum, Sarg.

(A califbrnicum, Dietr. Negundo
califbrnicum, Torr <fc Gray).
Branches pubescent when young*
lfts 3, of firmer texture, densely
pubescent beneath* fr not con-
stricted at the base W N. Amer.
8 S 2 97 Nutt N Amer Sylv
2 72 Var. pseftdo-califdrmcum,
Schwerin (A cahfbrmcum

,
Ilort

A. Negundo var. califbrnicum,
Kirchn ) Branches green, bloomy,
of vigorous growth Var viol&-

ceum, Kirchn (A jralifbrnicum,
Hort ) A vigorously growing
form branches purplish with
glaucous bloom or finely pubes-
cent when young Var. argenteo-
varieg&tum, Ronamy Lvs with
broad white margin Probably
the most effective of all variegated hardy trees F 8.

17 1781 Gn 68, p 402 (habit) G. 2 37; 11.97
(habit) Var. a&reo-variegfitum, Booth (var. aiireo-

maculalum, 8ehwerin) Lvs spotted with yellow.

Var. ahreo-margin&tum, Dieck Lvs with yellow mar-

6
n. Var auratum, Spaeth (var califbrnicvm aiireum,

ort.) Lvs. yellow R B 1906 197 Var crispum, G.
Don Lfts curled These horticultural varieties may
be grafted on common box elder seedlings Box elder

also grows from hardwood cuttings, like the grape.

Two new forms have been recently described as new
species by Britton* A interior, distributed from Al-

berta and Mont to Anz. and New Mex (B T C55),

and A Kingn (B T 656), from Utah, they are closely

allied to var. califormeum, but differ m their glabrous
foliage; in the first the wmgs of the samara are adnate
to the nutlet only to or above the middle, in the sec-

ond the wings reach the point of union of the nutlets.

101 Raceme of young
fruit of box elder—
Acer Negundo (Nat.
sizel

4 acumiv&tum, Wall (A caudatum, Biandin, not Wall A.
Btercuhacrum, Kooh, not Wall ) Allied to A argutum Tree lvs

d-lobed, 3-4 '4 in long, glabrous and light green beneath, lobes
long-acuminato, and doubly serrate wings of fr spreading at a
right angle Himalayas G C II 15 364 (as A caudatum)
Tender at tho Arnold Arboretum —A ambiguum

,
Dippel Allied

to A pictum Lvs pilose beneath fls and fr unknown Doubtful
spei irsof unknown origin —A dmplum, Rehd Allied to A longipes.

Tree, to 35 ft lvs 5-lobed, 4-7 in broad, glabrous corymb nearly
sessile, 5-6 in across Cent China—A barbtnfrve, Maxim.
Allied to A argutum Shrubby tree lva 5-lobed, coarsely serrate:

pistillate racemes usually 7-nd. fr larger Manchuria. STS,
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1 86—A. B6aci\, Spach. Probably hybrid. A. monspessulanum X
tatancum —A. brenlobum, Hesse=A parviflorum —A. dssium,
Wall Allied to A insigne Tree Ivb. 5-lobed, glabrous, whitish
beneath, 6-8 in across, lobes acuminate, obtusely creuulate-ser-
rate Himalayas Not hardy N —A capUhpea, Maxim Allied to
A rufinerve Tree, to 30 ft lvs 3-lobed, glabrous beneath, red
when unfolding, 3 Lj-5 in long fls on slender stalks about J^in
long Japan STS 1 16 Not perfectly hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum — A cauddtum, Branuis=A acuminatum —A cm-
erdacena, Boiss Shrub or small tree lvs 3-lobed, Vi~2 m long
Similar to A monspessulanum Persia —A conaceum, Tsch
(A creticum, Tratt A polymorphum, Spach) Probably A
creticum Xpseudoplatanus — 4 crdiaipes, Pax Supposed to be a
hybrid between A obtusatum and A pennsylvamcum—

A

crdaaxpea, Hesse==A parviflorum —A crtticum, Linn —A ori-

entale —-A crtticum, Tratt =A conaceum —A Dleckn, Pax (A
platanoides var lntegrilobum, Zabel) Similar to A platanoides,
but lobes entire, probably A Lobeln X platanoides— 4 diatylum,
Sieb & Zuoo Allied to A oblongum Tree lvs ovate, 5-7 in long,
cordate, crenately serrate, light green and lustrous beneath Japan,
G C II 15 499 S I F 2 41 JUS 29 70 —A Durlltu, Pax
Probably A monspessulanum X pseudoplatanus—A eridnthum,
Schwerin Allied to A caudatum Small tree lvs 5-lobed, 2-3 ) i

in long, lobes broad, unequally and simply serrate, nearly glabrous
beneath fls with densely villous disk W China S T S 1 80 —

-

A Furyeai, French (A Iscvigatum var Fargesn, \eitch) Allied
to A oblongum Tree, to 30 ft lvs coriaceous, lanceolate-ob-
long, 2 'dy<i in long, narrowed at tho base, pennmervi d, glabrous,
light green beneath, not reticulate W China JHS 29 91 —
A flabflldtum, Rehd Allied to \ Ohvenanum Tree, to 30 ft

lvs 7-lobed, deeply cordate, 3-5 in across, light green beneath
and villous along the veins Cent China STS 1 81 —

A

Franchetit, Pax Tree, to 15 ft lvs 3-lobid, slightly pubes-
cent beneath or glabrous at maturity and light grien, 3-4 in long,
lobes broadly ovate, acute, remotely toothed fls in short pubes-
cent racemes from lateral leafless buds, with the lvs fr with
tho wings spreading at right angles or less, nutlets thick, hairy
winter-buds with numerous imbricate st ales Cent China STS
1 87 Belongs to the section Lithocarna—A fuMscens, Rehd
Allied to A pictum Tree, to 60 ft lvs usually 3-lobed, 2 4
in across, beneath covered with a yellowish or fulvous pubes-
cence W China Hardy at tho Arnold Arboretum —A hcUro-
•phyllum, Willd—A onentale — 4 Hodken, Miq Allied to A
Davidn Tree, 60 ft lvs cordatc-oblong, serrate, 1 -6 in long,
quite glabrous beneath Himalayas —A hybridum, Spach Prob-
ably A italum X pseudoplatanus— I hybridum, Baudr =A
Boscu —A Iwvigatum, Wall Allied to A oblongum Small tree
lvs oblong, nearly entire, attenuate at the base, pcnninervcd,
green beneath Himalayas, China —A lavigatum, Hort -*A
acuminatum — A Lobiln, 'Pen Allied to A cappadocicum
Branches glaucous lvs roundtd at tho base, lobes mostly undu-
lated, abruptly pointed Italy -4 Maxirnowiczix, Pax (A urophyl-
lum, Maxim ) Allied to A Tschonosku Small tree lvs 3-5-loh<d,
doubly serrate, the middle lobe much elongated, long-acuminate,
glaucescent beneath, glabrous, 2 3 in long fr slendcr-stalkcd,
wings spreading at an obtuse angle Cent ( Inna STS 181 —
A Mdyru, Schwerin Allied to A mppadotiium and A ampluni
Tree with smooth bark lvs usually 3-lobed, glabrous, 3 in ncioss,
lobes very broad, long-acuminate wings of fr upright, incurved
Japan —-A mexicdnum, Pax (Negundo mcxicanum, DC A ser-

ratum, Pax) Allied to A Negundo Lfts 3, pubescent beneath,
densely serrate fr glabrous, wings spreading at an acute angle.
Mex — 1 mierdnthum, Sieb & Zucc Allied to A Tschonosku Shrub
or small tree lvs 5 7-lobcd, lobes incised and doubly serrate, gla-
brous fls and fr small SZ 1 141 SIF 2 41 —A mapolitdnum.
Ten =A obtusatum —A nrglfictum, Tange (A zoesihcnse, Pax)
Probably A ( ampestre X Lobeln Var Annse, S< hwenn Young lvs
deep reel, later olive-green MI) 1908 1 —-A obtusdtum, Walust &
Kit (A neapolitanum, Ten ) Allied to A Opalus Small tree or
shrub lvs 5-lobed, pubescent beneath, about 4 in across, lobes
broad, often rounded, obtusely denticulate wings of fr spreading
at a right angle or less S Ku , N Afr II W 3, p 47 Tender at
the Arnold Arboretum—A orientdle, Linn (A creticum, Linn A
sempervirens, Linn A heterophyllum, Willd ) Allied to A mon-
spessulanum Shrub, 4 ft lvs nearly evergreen, shoit-stalkcd,
orbicular or oval, entiro or 3-lobed, Yi~\ in long, glabrous
Orient —A parvijldrum, Franch & Sav (A crassipes, Hesse, not
Pax A brevilobum, Hesse) Allied to A caudatuin Tree lvs
3-5-lobcd, pubescent beneath, 4-6 in across, lobes broadly ovate,
acute, doubly serrate wings of fr spreading at an obtuse angle
Japan S I F 2 42 Not quite hardy at the Arnold Arboretum —
A pectmdtum, Wall Allied to A pennsylvamcum Tree lvs

3-lobed, setosely serrulate, 2)^-3} 2 m acioss, the middle lobe
elongated, acuminate Himalayas GC II 15 365—A Perdnai,
Schwerin Supposed hybrid of A Opalus X monspessulanum
Originated at Vallombrosa near Florence —A robuslum, Pax Alin <1

to A palmatum Small tree lvs 7-9-lobed, cordate, 3 -4 in across,
glabrous beneath except tho tufts of hairs 111 the axils of the veins,
lobes ovate, acuminate, sharply serrate wings of fr nearly hori-
zontally spreading Cent China—A rotundllobutn, Schwerin
(A barbatum, Booth, not Michx ) Possibly A obtusatum X
monspessulanum —A Schwfrmn, Pax Affinity doubtful Lvs
coriaceous, ovate-oblong, cordato, undivided or 3-lobed, glau-
cous beneath, soon glabrous, 5-7 in long fls and fr unknown.
Probably from the Himalayas Var marmordlum, Schwerin, has
the lvs variegated with light green Var monophyllum, Schwerin,
has the lvs 2-3 Y in long—A sempermrens, Linn =A onentale —
A. serrdtum, Pax=A. mexicanum —A aikkiminse, Miq Allied
to A Davidn Tree lvs cordate-ovate, conaceous, long-acu-
minate, quite glabrous, entire or serrulate, 4-7 m long wings of fr

spreading at a nght angle. Himalayas—A axninae, Pax. Allied

to A Olivenanum Tree’ Ivb 5-lobed, cordate or sometimes
truncate, glaucescent beneath, glabrous, 3-6 m long, lobes ovate,
acuminate, sparingly appressed-serrate panicle elongated wings
of fr spreading horizontally Cent China 8 T S 1 78 JHS.
29 92 —A atercuhaceum, Wall (A villosum, Wall) Allied to A.
Franchetn. Tall tree lvs 3-5-lobed, cordate, 6-8 in across,

tomontose below, coarsely serrate racemes from lateral leafless

buds fr in long pendulous racemes, often branched at the base,
wings of fr nearly upright Himalayas —A sutchuenfnse, Franch
(A sutchuensc, rax) Allied to A mandshuncum Small tree
lfts 3, oblong-lanceolate, unequally serrate, glaucous beneath,
l*i-3 m long corymb many-Hd , rather dense Cent China
STS 2 112 — Probably not in cult

,
the plant figured by

Veiteh under this name is A Henryi —A tegmexitdaum, Maxim
Allied to A pennsylvamcum Lvs 3 A in long, glabrous beneath,
lobes short fls small Manchuria G C II 15 75—A trlfidum,
Hook & Arn Allied to A tatancum Small tree lvs coriaceous,
cuneat* -obovate, 3-lobed, glaucous beneath, glabrous, 2-3 in
long, lobes entire China, Japan S Z 2 143 — 4 urophyllum,
Maxim —A Maximowiczn -—A Vntchix, Schwerin Possibly
A erat.egifolium X rufinerve — 4 nfhWiim,Wall =A stercuhaceum— 4 ITf/seim. Jtehd Allied to A Ohvenanum Tree lvs 3-lobod,
light green beneath, glabrous, 3} 2~4 in across, lobes ovate to
oblong-ovate, acuminate, entire, or sparingly serrate panicle
elongated wings of the fr spreading at a right angle Cent China.
S PS I 79—A zaachetiae, Pax—A negleeturn

Alfred Rehder.

ACERANTHUS (Acer, maple, and author, flower, m
allusion to the maple-like flowers) Berbenddceae .

Barklnwort. A genus of 4-0 species of slender,

hardy, herbaceous perennials from Temp Asia and
Algeria, related to the native twin-leaf, Diphylleia. Fls.

variously colored, racemose; sepals 7-8, petaloid, the

102. Achillea Millefolium var. rubrum. ( x 14)

outer ones smaller than the inner, petals flat, lvs,

solitary —Not commonly cult and the following seen
only in botanic gardens

A diphyllua, Morr & Dome (Epimedium diphyllum, Lodd ).

Plant rluzomatous lfts obliquely cordate, green above, glaucous
beneath fls small, bluish white Japan B M 3448 L B C.
19 l858

’ N. Taylor.
achAnia Malvaviacua.

ACHILLEA (its virtues said to have been discovered

by Achilles) Comp6i>itae Includes Ptarmica About
100 species, some of which are hardy herbaceous bor-

der and alpine perennials of easy culture
Leaves simple or compound, often temate* fl -heads

small, corymbose or racemose; receptacle nearly flat
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or convex, chaffy; ray fls. pistillate, fertile, the rays
white or pink; disk fls perfect, fertile.

Most of the achilleas can be grown in ordinary gar-

den soil, preferring open sunlight and well-drained
situations Some are alpine or
sub-alpine and require rock-
garden conditions These are
indicated under the individual
species. Dwarf kinds make
carpets in dry, sunny places,

large kinds suitable for wild
gardens

Propagation in spring by
division, cuttings and seeds,
chiefly by the first method and
easily accomplished

A. Rays about 5, e crept m
double forms

,
half as long

as the ovate-oblong mvo-
lurre, fls white, icd, or

yellow

b Fls white or red

103. Achillea filipendulina.

(Plant XH )

Millefdlium, Lmn Milfoil.
Yarrow Height 1-3 ft lvs
bipmnately parted, segms
linear, 3-5 cleft fls m flat

corymbs June-Oet Eli . Asia,

Amor Common m past-
ures — Less commonly
cult than vars rhbrum
(Fig 102) and rdseum,
with red or purple fls

bb Fls ytllow

Toumef6rtii, DC (A.
seqyptiaia,Lmn ) Height
12-18 in lvs pinnati-

sect, segms roundish,
coarsely toothed fls

tale yellow June-Oet
"recce.

filipendulina, Lam (A
Eupatbrium, Blob ) Fig

erect, furrowed, glandular
fls. yellow in dense, convex

across June-Sept.

103. Height 4-5 ft.: st

spotted and almost hairy
compound corymbs, often 5
Orient —Needs staking

holosericea, Sibth & Sin Similar to preceding, but
not glandular spotted fls as m A filipendulina, but
corymbs simple, terminal, and the petals seaicely as
long as the bracts of the involucre Mts of Clieeee

Summer —More suitable to semi-alpine situations
than A filipendulina

tomentdsa, Linn. A woolly, carpet-hke plant for

rockeries Height 8-10 m. Eli
,
Orient, N Amor 11 M

498 On 52, p 421.

va. Rays 6-20, as long as or longer than the rotund or
campanulate involucre', fls white

B Lvs not divided.

Ptdrmica, Lmn (A. rnarrocephala, Pill & Mitterb )

Sneezewort. Height 1-2 ft lvs seirate fls in

loose corymbs, all summer North temperate regions—
Its full-double var The Pearl (Fig 101) is much used
for cut-flowers and m cemeteries, and is one of the most
popular of all hardy herbaceous plants There are
many other varieties.

lingul&ta, Waldst (A buglbssis, Hort.) A stiff, sim-
ple-stemmed perennial, simulating A Ptarmica, but
hairy lvs broadly spatulate, the petiole long-attenuate
and dotted heads corymbose, the fls. numerous,
petals 3-4 times as long as the involucre. Sub-alpine.
Hungary and southward. Summer.

sibirica, Ledeb (A mongblica, Fisch. A. Ptarmi-
cables, Maxim ). Denser than the last, more erect and
rigid height 1 j

£-2 ft... fls larger and in more compact
corymbs July-Sept.

grandifldra, Bicb A smooth and erect perennial
lvs narrowly linear, narrower than in any of the
Ptarmica group, distinctly serrulate corymbs simple or
sometimes loosely branched, the peduncles 4-5 times
longer than the head; fls white, large and inoie showy
than most of the genus, longer than the bluets of the
involucre. Sub-alpine and scarcely good for ordinary
garden conditions Caucasus June, July.

bb. Lvs deeply divided

macrophylla, Linn Height 3 ft lvs long, broad.
July Alps (in. 52, p 421 -Better suited to shrub-
beiy than to herbaceous bolder

Clavenae, Lmn (commonly spelled A Clavhmx.
A arghitea, Hort, not Lam) Dwaif, tufted, hoary
alpine plant, height 10 in lvs dentate at apex;
segms obtuse fls spring and summer Eu. B M.
1287 Gn 52, p 421 -—Thrives in sand

.4 1 yeratuin, Linn Fls ytllow Eu —A no* ratifolia, Benth.
& Hook (A.ntlwnus Aizoon) Tufted, woolly, Mlmy (tray fls.

white May, June Alps

—

A asph mfMia, Vint Lvs pinnate,
smooth fls white There is a red-fid form N \mcr — 4 atratn

,

Lmn Dwaif, tufted, uromutic indical lvs jxlioluti, cauline lvs.

pinnatiseit fls white Alps— .1 ««mi, I mil Ms golden yellow,
the stids sfipit.itt lvs woolly Vug, Si pt S Eu “ Chry-
santhemum achilk ffifolium (which sec )

-- 1 dnoUnans, Schrad
Ias undivided fls pile yellow July Eu — 1 Jhrbardtn, All.

Dw irf, tutted, aromatic alpine lvs undivided, serrtte fls.

white May, June 1 liuustica, All Lvs pmn itihd fls white
Eu ,

One at — t most luita, Jatq i vs smooth, pinn itc ly parted,
lobes uncut fls white Eu —A w\na, I inn Dwarf, hmry,
woolly, aromatic lvs pmnutwet fls white SpiuiK Lu r-.ed

in making Chartreuse — 1 oilorola, Iann Lvs pmnitisert, lobes
out fl-, white — 4 pertinahi, Willd Us pale yellow —4 rupf s-

tris, Hater lvs bin long, linear-sp itulate, entire S Italy

BM 0901 — 1 'uiHtolinonl* s, Lig 1 ft lvs pmnatiscet, hairy-
woolly fls wlnV July Spun — 1 n rinfti, lb t/ Lvs puinntifiel,

woolly fls white SibeniO — 1 Sichana, Hort Us Koldtn yel-

low, tragrant Asia Minor —-.1 umbilLttn, Sibth Very woolly
rock plant, 1-3 in lvs pinnatifiel, lobes oblong, bhintish, tnliro
or serrati fls white June Gre-oee — A valesmta, Stein Lvs
pinnately parted fls white June-Aug Eu Othe r trade names
..re .4 coti/mMm, 4 Iran sphtimen and A. Ilutm, none is

known in hoit or botanical literature q^yLOR f

ACHIMENES (Greek, cheimamo, to suffer from
cold) Including Schierui Gesmuicfu Greenhouse
heibs, allied to gloxinias, native to fropicul America,
grown for bloom in late spring and in summer
Plant upright,

ereet, or drooping:
lvs opposite or
whoi led, serrate or

toothed, mostly
hairy undeigiound
sts scaly and eatlun-
hke, and simi-

lar growths
.sometimes in

the axils of the
lvs fls axil-

lary, 5 calyx-
lobes narrow
and short

,
corolla-

tube cylindrical and
limb spreading, an-
thers 4, eonmvent in

the tube, and a rudi-
ment of a fifth sta-

men, style long, usu-
allv exserted, the stigma dilated or obscurely 2-lobed.—Perhaps 40 species
The garden achimenes are much confused by hy-

bridization, and it is doubtful whether any of the pure
species are m general cultivation in this country. Years
ago, the small red-flowered types (of the coccmea sec-
tion) were frequent, but modern evolution has proceeded
from the broad-flowered purple species The species
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described further on seem to have contributed most
largely to the present garden forms Some of the best
species are A longiflora, purplish blue, A lonqiflora

var alba maxima

,

the best white kind; A patens var
major

,
a large flower of purplish rose, A pedunculata

,

orange, A heterophylla, tubular, a fiery orange at one
end and blazing yellow at the other There are many
named varieties, some of the names being Latin m
form In the grandiflora
group the tubers or bulbs
are clustered; in the longi-

flora group the tubers are

pear-shaped bodies, growing
on the ends of root-like

rhizomes The coccmea
(Fig 105) and hirsuta

groups are late bloomers
The rhizomes of achi-

mcncs should be removed
from their winter quarters
and spread out thinly m //%,
boxes, using a size some 3

‘

inches deep, and a light

open mixture of leaf-mold
and sand to stait them in

The lower inch in the box
should be covered with some
material that will act as

drainage, then cover with
an inch or so of the compost,
and spread out the rhizomes
on this and cover with half

an inch of the mixture w hich
has been passed through a half-inch mesh sieve Place
in a moist house in a temperature of 00° to 05° F and
water sparingly until the \oung growths appear When
these are some 2 inches high, they should be lifted

,4
* ^

105 Achimenes, tubers of

the coccmea section.

from the boxes with the material that is attached to

the roots and potted up into 5- or 6-moh pots or 8-inch

pans, spacing them equally, and using some ten to

fifteen growths for each pot or pan The material used
for this potting should be nch m humus and of a very
open porous nature, so as to pros ide free access of air

to the roots and at the same time allow any excess of

water to pass away freely A useful mixtuie for this

purpose is equal parts of loam, leaf-mold and sand
About one-third the depth of the pots or pans should
be occupied with drainage All the rhizomatous forms
of achimenes are shallow-rooting, so that there is no
advantage in using laige anil deep pots This method
of starting the rhizomes first and then potting those
that have been started together, is much to be prefer-

red to potting them up directly into the flowering
sizes, which method, however, is practised by manv
cultivate: s The advantage of the method advised is

that all the pots are filled regulaily with growths of

equal size and vigor, whereas in the other and older

method the rhizomes often start irregularly and the
pots are only partially filled with growths After pot-

ting up, the pots should be replaced again in the same
house as the rhizomes were started in, and kept shaded
from all hot sun From this peiiod onward, growth is

rapid and care must be taken not to allow any of them
to suffer for want of moisture at the roots, or failure

will ensue When the plants are 6 or 8 inches high,

feeding with weak liquid manure should begin, and
should be continued regularly until the plants show
signs of exhaustion after flowering When the flowers

appear, the plants should then be removed to a some-
what drier airy greenhouse, kept at a temperature of

about 50° F
,
where they will remain until the flower-

ing season is over They may then be removed to a
greenhouse or coolframe to ripen up The water-sup-
ply should be gradually reduced until the plants die

down The best method of storing the rhizomes is to

shake entirely out of the old soil, mix them up m a box

of sand, and keep them entirely dry m a shed which
does not fall below a temperature of 45° F until the
time comes round for starting them again in March or
April —Propagation is readily effected by means of the
rhizomes Each of these may be used for forming one
or many plants Some of the kinds form numerous
scaly buds or short rhizomes in the axils of the upper
leaves, these may be saved and treated in exactly the
same way as the undei ground rhizomes for propaga-
tion Cuttings of any of the sorts root readily in a
moist vvarmhouse in summer-time Every node may
be used for stock and the parts may be inserted with-
out removing the leaves —All members of the genus,
including the numerous garden forms, are of the easiest

possible culture, and tfipre are few greenhouse plants
that will furnish such a display of flowers at such a
little cost in time and attention Some of the forms
of weak habit make charming subjects for glowing as
basket plants (C P Rallill )

\ FI* colored, ,
the tube usually not more than twice the

length of flu limb

B. Blossoms small, red, scarlet, or orange the limb narrow
and sometums not much spreading

ocell&ta, Hook Ilhizomes small and tuberous st

1-2 ft lvs rich gieen above and purple beneath, ovate,
strongly serrate, with conspicuous purplish petioles

fls small, 1 in long, broad-tubed, spotted with black
and jellow, the lobes short and obtuse and well sepa-
rated, drooping on reddish peduncles Panama B M
4359 —Fine for foliage

coccfnea, Pers Fig 10") Height 1-2 ft st reddish
lvs 3-w hurled or opposite, green, ovate-acuminate,
seriate fls small, scarlet, the corolla twice longer than
the (Tert lanceolate parted cal>\ on short peduncles
Minute lvs often borne in the axils Blooms late

Jamaica—One of the older t>pes

heterophylla, DC (.1 igiu'scene, Lem A Ghus
bn chin, Hort ). Root fibrous st 1 ft or less, dark pu,-
pie, somewhat hairy lvs ovate-acuminate, stalked, ser-

rate, the 2 of each pair usually unequal in size fls

solitary, on peduncles somewhat longer than the II
-

st ilks, long-tubular and slightly curved, with a narrow
n< arly equal flar-

ing limb, rich

scarlet, yellow
within. Mex.
B M 4871 —
This species has
tubers like those
of the giandi-
llora section

pedunculata,
Be nth Rhi-
zomes scaly st

1 } 2-2 ft , hairy,

reddish, t,uber-

boanng lvs

opposite, small,

ovate, sharply
serrate, green,

hairy, on short
reddish stalks

fls medium size,

drooping and dilated upwards, yellow-red with dark
markings and a yellow throat, the limb comparatively
shoit, on long (4-5 in ) bracted sts Guatemala B M
4077

106. Achimenes longiflora. ( X H)

bb Blossom large
,
with wide-flaring limb, mostly violet in

mam color

longiflora, DC (.1 Jaurcgiaa, Warscz ) Fig 106
Rhizomes root-like and filiform, producing pear-shaped
tubers at their ends st 1-2 ft

,
hairy lvs opposite or

3-4-whorlcd, ovate-oblong, seirate, hairy, paler and
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sometimes tinted beneath: fls solitary, the corolla sal-

ver-shapcd, with a long and graceful tube, the limb
very large and widely spreading, violet-blue and whit-
ish beneath, the lowest segm sometimes divided.
Guatemala. B M 3980 PM 9.151 —A popular blue
type. Var dlba mdxima, Hort Fls large, white.

grand ifldra, DC Fig 107 Lvs mostly larger than
m last, rusty below fls. often more than one from
an axil, very large, distinctly red-tinged Mex B M.
4012 —A popular red or wine-colored type.

pfttens, Benth Height 1—1 ft lvs unequal,
ovate-acuminate, hispid and serrate -

fls violet-blue,

with downy calyx, tube shorter than spreading crcnate
limb Var major

,
Hort Large-fid Mex

aa Fh pure white
,
the tube 3~4 ti mcs the length of the limb.

tubifldra, Nichols
,
Suppl p 1S3 (Gloxinia tubifldra

,

Hook Doluhodhra tubifldra, Hanst ). St. short, with
opposite oblong-
acuminate, crcnate,

short-pet loled lvs

fls 4 in long,

curved, gibbous at

the ba§e, the tube
downy, the pedicels

opposite and 2 in.

long Argentina B
M 3971 — Tubers
solid, much like a
potato

A amdbilis. Demo =

Naegelia multi flora —
A atromngumea, Lindl
=*=A folios —A cdn~
dtda, Lindl = Dicyrta
Candida —A cuprenta.

Hook —Episcea cupro-
am — A fohdsa, Morr
Lvs cordate, umqual.
fls crimson, wit li sac-

cate tube 1 in long,

with narrow limb Gua-
temala •— A gloximce- Pqfc

ftbra, l'orkel —Gloxinia
glabrata — A hirtuta,

DC Loose grower st

bulbiferous fls rather
large, with swollen tube
and oblique limb, rose,

with yellow and spotted
throat Gua-
temala B M
4144 P M 12
7 Onee popu-
lar —A Kle'n,

Paxt Dwarf
fls pink -pur-
ple PM 16.

289 Form of A.
long! flora —

A

landta, Hanst.
(Scheeria lan-
ata, Hanst

)

Woolly or
white-hairy fl pinkish or lilac, large and showy Mex BM 4963
(alt to 4954) —A multifldra, Gardn Hairy Us broad-ovate fls.

blue, frmged Brazil BM 3993 —A picta, Beni h —Tydsea picta—A rdsea, I null Fls pink or rose, the peduncles many-fld
Guatamala —A Schetru, Hernsl (Scheeria mexieana. Seem )

Erect, with purple or blue, large and showy fls Mex B M 4743—A Sklnnen, Gord ,=A hir«uta —Garden forms and hybrids aro
A floribunda, A intermedia, A Jdyu, A Mountfvrdix, A nsrge-
lioidea, A ndna, A venusta (P M 15 121), A Verschafftltu

L II B

107 Achimenes grandiflora. ( X X)

ACHLYS (the goddess of obscurity). Berbenddcex.
Hardy herbaceous perennial allied to the may-apple,
and sometimes so called where wild Lvs all radical,

with 3 lfts • fls minute, apetalous, numerous, spicate,

on a slender scape fr very small, at first pulpy but
becoming dry—Species 2, one of them Japanese

triph^lla, DC Rootstock terminated by a strong,
scaly winter-bud lvs 1 or 2, on petioles 1 ft. or more
long; lfts. fan-shaped, sinuate-dentate, 2)^ x 5 m •

scape 1 ft. long - spike 1 m long Spring Calif to
Brit. Col

,
m shady woods—An interesting and delicate

plant Intro. 1881

ACHRAS* Sapodillo

ACHYRANTHES. Iresme

ACIDANTHfeRA (from akis, a cusp, and anthera,

an anther, in allusion to cuspidate anthers) Iridacex.

Tender herbaceous perennials.

Leaves many, linear, ensiform, 1-1 l/i ft long spikes
3-6-fld., simple, lax fls long-tubed, the tube slightly

dilated upwards; stamens unilateral, inserted at or
below the throat corms roundish, flattened, covered
with a matted fiber Natives of Trop and S Afr.,

and intermediate between Gladiolus and Ixia

The propagation is by seed oi'by the numerous corms.

bfcolor, Hochst Fig 108 St 15-18 in fls creamy
white, blotched chocolate-brown within, fragrant
corms L2 ~1 m diam Abyssinia G F 1 486, 487
(adapted in Fig 108) Gn 47 343 G C III 20 393.

Mn 8 11 —Requires a somewhat stiff or soil than the
tender species of gladiolus May be grown m a tub
outdoors during summer, and flowered within during
Oct. Several corms in a large pot give good results.

Corms should be dried as soon as lifted, to prevent rot.

A irquinoctialis, Baker St 3-4 ft, stout, stiffly ircot lvs

strongly ribbed fls about 6 n< a distichous spike
,
the tube 3-0 in

long, white, blotched crimson oi purple within conns large
Sierra Leone B M 7.191 Muv be a stronger-growing and more
tropical form of the above Kcqunes warmhouse culture —A
edndida, Rendle A slender, tree t, leafy he rb fls white, very sweet-
scented Trop E Afr 11 M 7879 ^ TAYLOR f

ACINfeTA (immovable
,
referring to the jointless bp)

OrchuldciJ. Epiphytic hothouse oichids
Pseudobulbs conic or ovate, with the large plicate-

veined lvs articulated to the summit fls fleshy,

boine in pendulous racemes on lateral leafless scapes,
sepals broad, equal, finally somewhat spreading,
petals similar to the sepals but smaller, lip fleshy,

continuous with the base of the column, the middle
lobe continuous or aiticuktod, entire or 3-lohcd;
polhnia 2 —About 10 species, distubuted from Mex.
to northern S Amei
These plants requue a warm house and plenty of

moisture duiing the growing season, with a decided
rest, to make them flower They need to be culti-

vated m wooden baskets and suspended from the roof
of the house, as the flower-spikes are always produced
from the base of the bulbs and there should be no
hindrance in the way of crocks to prevent, their egress.

The rooting material may be peat fiber only, and not a
great quantity under the plants, but plenty around
them With basket culture of orchids, it is very neces-
sary, once a week in the growing season, to take tho
plants down and give a soaking by immersion, in addi-
tion to the ordinary spraying overhead from day to
day, in this way alone ran one be suie of the proper
growing conditions In winter, much less water is

required Propagation is by division of the plants in

spring (Orpet

)

B&rkeri, Lindl (Peristeria Bdrheri, Batcm ) Fig 109.

Pseudobulbs conic. 4-5 in long, usually bearing 3 or
more lvs 2-3 ft long fls yellow, striped with red-
brown, 12 or more, in pendulous racemes Mex B M.
4203 IH 2 44. Gn 54, p 332 PM 14 145 G M.
40-697

Humboldtii, Lindl (PenUhria Ilumholdlu
,

Lindl.

A superba, Reichb ) Pseudobulbs ovate, about 3
in long, bearing 3 or 4 lvs about 1 ft. long fls choco-
late, spotted with crimson, 6 or more, in pendulous
racemes Mts of N. S Amor Gn 3 11, 32, p 157:

25, p. 482 Var. Cdlmanii, Hort. Fls profusely spotted
with purple

A chrysdntha, Lindl Fls golden yellow, the lip whitish, and
the column purplish or crimson Mex —A d6nsa, Lindl (A War-
scewiczu, Klotzsch) Fls in a dense raceme, pale yellow, externally
spotted with reddish brown, fragrant, lip yellow, marked with
crimson Costa Riea B M 7143 —A Hrubydna, Iteichb Fla.
white, the Up spotted with purple Colombia —A. Modret,
Rolfe Fls straw-colored, sub-globose, thickly brown-spotted;
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the lip fleshy, the lateral lobes obliquely reniform, the midlobe
oblong, blunt S Amor. B M 8392 —A aulcdta, Iteichb f FIs.

yellow, otherwise similar to A Humboldtn

Gborgk V Nash f

ACIPHlfLLA (Greek for sharp-leaved) Umbelllferse

About a dozen or so herbs, all of New Zealand except 2
m the mts of Austral

,
sometimes seen in rock-gardens

but apparently not grown in N Amer Plant erect, and
rigid, somewhat spiny, with thick pinnate lvs

,
and

the small fls in compound braeted umbels Home of
them are large plants. Allied to Liguaticum.

ACIS: Leucojum

ACOCnNTHItRA (mucronate anthers ) Sometimes
spelled Acokanthbra Syn

,
Tovicophl/m Apocyndcex

A genus consisting of 5 species of African shrubs,
cult in greenhouses N

,
ami outdoors m Fla and Calif

Fls with the odor of jasmine, lasting, calyx 5-partcd,
glandless, corolla 5-pai ted, its 5 lobes twisted In
Cent Fla

,
they requ«e some protection during the

winter Prop by cutt ings taken early in the spring

spect&bilis, G Don ( Toxicophlxa speetdhiln, Sond
T Thunbergu, Ilort,

,
not Harv ) Winter-Sweet

Lvs 3-5 in long, short petiolate, leathery, elliptic,

acute, shining above fls numerous, in dense, axillary,

branched cymes, which are sometimes 2 ft long, pure
white, veiy sweet-scented fr blackish purple,
almost as large as an olive and of the same form, con-
tains one largo, nut-like seed Natal II M 6359
R II 1879 270 GKO 185 GC 1872 .363 —Poison-
ous The plants cult, under this name are said by
trade catalogues to have pmk or violet fls

venen&ta, G Don ( Toxicophloea cestroides, DC T
Thtinbergn, Ilarv

,
not Ilort ) Bushmvn’s Poison

Fls. white or rose. Differs from the above in the woll-

^ marked \enation

^ of the lvs
,
its fls a

/rf/ third smaller, its

/w^ calyx not pubes-
V\ cent, and its

Vi /M ^ corolla -limb less

widely spreading

11 (Mzr'M RH 1880 370

1 |l
^ Tai lor f

1W ACCELORRHAPHE (name
W/s of uncertain origin) Pal-

f f l(> macea*, tribe Coryphex A
\ifWjpT genus of 2 species of

American palms allied to Brahea
/fyr and distinguished from it by techm-

j/f
cal characters of the albumen A.

riAd Wrightn, Wendl
,
a graceful, slender

ja J4 palm with almost orbicular-bladed

Jr/ lvs trunk thin, scarcely exceeding

'
I MMU J

4-7 ft lvs long-pet loled, made up of

about 50 narrow segms
,
all united

at the base Cuba and Honduras
— I Fls been cult outdoors at the
botanic gardens at Buitenzorg and

" Calcutta and in extreme S Fla
M Unique but little known outside of

ji botanic gardens Grows with great

a? vigor m rich moist soil

N. Taylor.

ACONITE, WINTER: Eranthxs

ACONiTUM. Ranunculacex.
Aconite Monkshood. Wolfs-
bane A group of hardy ornamen-
tal, perennial herbs, much used in

borders and masses for their showy

109. Acineta Barker!. fl°wers and effective foliage

(xw Root tuberous, turnip-shaped, or

14

thick-fibrous st tall or long, erect, ascending
mg lvs palmately divided or cleft and cut-lobe».

large, irregular, showy, sepals 5, the large upper sep_

in shape of a
hood <

’ 1

met; pel

small

,

numeroi
pels 3-f
sile, m
ovuled,
ing follicles
when ripened
The number of
species varies
from 18-80, with
different botan-
ists Native m
mountain re-

gions of Eu

,

Temp Asia, and
5 in N Amer.
Reichenbach
Monographia
Generis Aconiti,

Leipsic, 1820,
2 vols

,
folio;

Illust ratio Spe-
cieium Aconiti,

Leipsic, 1822-7,
folio Manyspe- 108. Acidanthera bicolor. (XJs)
cies are planted
in European gardens, but only a few hav e been much
used in Amer
The aconitunn yield important drugs, although

none of them is grown for this purpose in this country
The officinal aconite is domed from the roots of A
Napellus from England and continental Europe The
leaves are also used for medicinal purposes A japoni-
cum yields Japanese aconite, l (hinertse. die Chinese
aconite, and A fcroc the “hish” or Nepaul aconite

The poisonous alkaloid acorn tin is secured from A
Napillus, and similar alkaloids fiom A fnov, A lurx-

dum and .1 palmatum
,
of India. A Fischen

,
A Lycoc-

fonum
,
A septentnonale Not all these species are

described here, as they are not horticultural subjects
r

l hese plants present a pleasing contrast to the yel-

low hehanthus and rudlieckus, the white of Phlox
pumculata

,
to Chrysanthemum maximum and Anemone

japomca They are also effective for mixing m on
shiub borders The first season, these herbs do not
attain their full perfection Aconitines should be left

undisturbed as long as possible They will survive the

north* i ii winters if kept under a leaf-covering, while for

the central part of the countiy, straw7 or evergreen
boughs are sufficient pioteetion

The following species do well in any garden land, but
respond better if given very neh soil They thrive in

open sun, but flowreis List longer in shaded places.

Aconites should never be planted m or too near the
kitchen-garden or the children’s garden, as the roots

and some of the flowers have a deadly poison They are

suited to the back of the border, as they are tall

Propagation is effected eusil} by division of roots in

either late fall or early spring, also bv seeds sown as

soon as mature, in warm spring, in the North, the

seeds may be started in small seed-beds m the spring

and then be transplanted when the seedlings are about
2 inches high. In the Central States and southward,
a year is gained by sowing the seed in late summer or

early fall.

a. Roots globular-tuberous.

b. Lvs. deeply cut, but not to the base.

Ffscheri, Reichb (A. columbidnum, Nutt. A cali-

fdrmcum

,

Hort.). Sts 4-6 ft . lvs large, smooth, 3-
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parted, attractive: segms much cut and divided: fls.

numerous, pale blue, panicled, pedicels pubescent;

helmets hemispherico-comcal Autumn N. Amer and
Asia. F S R 1 214 It B 33 205 (as A sinensis var

bicolor) Var WSlsonii (A Wilsona, Stapf), is a very

tall form, with violet fls R H 1910, p 223 Gn W.
21:197. Gn 64, p. 339 B M 7130 (as A. Fischen)

Camm&rum, Linn. (A decorum, Reichb. A exalta-

tum, Bernh ) St 3-4 ft lvs with short, blunt ish lobes:

fls pui pie or blue, panicles or loose spikes fcw-fld;

helmet hemispherical, closed July-Sept Hungary
Intro 1889 —A Storkianum, Reichb

,
is a dwarf form

of this, with fewer fls and somewhat fibrous roots

uncinitum, Linn Wild Monkshood Fig 110 St.

slender, 3-5 ft
,
inclined to climb lvs thick, deeply cut

into 3-5 cut-toothed lobes fls loosely pamcled, but
crowded at the apex, blue, pubescent, 1 in broad, hel-

met erect, nearly as broad as long, obtusely conical *

follicles 3 June-Sept Low grounds of Pa
,
S and W.

Japan Mn 4 81 —Much planted now

bb Lvs divided to the base.

varieg&tum, Linn Erect, 1-6 ft lvs. variously di-

vided mto usually broad lobes and cut divisions, lower
petioles long, others short or none, fls in a loose pani-
cle or raceme, blue, varvmg to whitish, rather smooth,
helmet higher than wide, top curved forward, visor

pointed, horizontal or ascending. July
Eu —A dibum, Ait

,
is a pure white-fid.

form of this, with rather fibrous roots A.
volubile, var latis&ctum, Hort

,
is a twin-

ing form of A variegatum The plants are
allowed to ramble naturally or to climb
on arbors; height 8 ft Var tennisectum,
Hort. Sts slender though not twining*
large blue fls Manchuria

aa Roots long-tuberous.

b Carpels usually 5

jap6nicum, Decne St. erect, 3-4 ft.,

smooth lvs. dark green, shining, petioled:
lobes 2-3 times cut, the parts blunt ana
deeply toothed fls large, deep blue or
violet, tinged with red, on loose panicles
with ascending branches, helmet conical,

beak abruptly pointed follicles 5 July-
Sept. Japan. Intro. 1889 R H 1851, p.
475. Var cserhleum, Hort Fls very abundant;
panicles shortened.

bb. Carpels 3 or 4-

NapSllus,' Linn. (A tauncum
,
Jacq A pyramiddle,

Mill A. munctum
,
Koch). True

Monkshood Officinal Acon-
ite Fig. 111. The best known
and most poisonous species, and
used m medicine Sts erect, 3-4
ft.: lvs divided to the base, and
cleft 2-3 tunes into linear lobes

fls blue, m a raceme; peduncles
erect, pubescent; helmet broad
and low, gaping, smoothish fr

3-4-cellcd June, July Gn M.
4*34. RV 8*2 Gn 12, p 362—
Very many varieties, differing in

shade of fls. often mottled or
lined with wnite. Var. &lbum is

r early white Var. bfcolor and
var. versfcolor, much used
in gardens for the large blue
and white fls Reichenbach
has divided this species into
20-30 species A. Hdllen
is one of his divisions ap-

111. Aconitum Napellua pearing m catalogues. B.M.
(xH) 8152 (as var. Emmcus)

aaa. Roots m the form of a scaly
,
elongated bulb,

or somewhat fihous.

B. Sepals deciduous.

autumnlle, Reichb Autumn Aconite Fig. 1 12 St.

3-5 ft : lvs pedately 5-lobed * fls in a simple spike,

becoming a panicle, blue, lilac, or whitish, helmet
closed Sept.-Nov. N China

Lyc6ctonum, Linn (A barbd-

tum, Patr A squarrbsum, A.
ochroleucum, Willd ) Pale Yel-
low WoLt-snANE St slender,

simple, 3-6 ft lvs deeply cut

into 5-9 lobes, long pilules and
under ribs pubescent fls vellow
or whitish, in racemes, helmet a

\

pmehed elongated cone, middle

,
sepals usually beaided fr usually

3-celled. June-Sept Eu
,
Siberia.

B M 2570. G M 34 124.

bb Sepals peisistent

Anth&ra, Linn (A pyrenaicum.
Pall.) St 1-2 ft lvs parted
almost to the base 4

,
parts deeply

cut and lobed, more or less hispid

beneath, smoothish above, peti-

oles long fls in lateral and termi-

nal racemes, pale jellow, often

large, racemes or panicles gener-

ally pubescent, spur bent back or

hooked, helmet arched, but cylin-

drical at base follicles 5. June,

July S. Eu BM 2654 Var
aAreurn, Hort

,
and several

other varieties

ipikc of fls from tho axil

110 Acomtum
uncinatum. ( x H)

B M 1852 P M 5 3 —A delphim-
fblium, DC Allied to A Napol-
lus— 4 gymndndrum, M.txim

, is

a good spcois BM 8113 —

A

Ih muleydnum, E Fritz Sts twining and rum-
bling China II B 3% p 328 Cl 32 39 —

A

hi*trophyllum, Wall Ms y< llow and violet Used
as a tonic mediant in India BM 0092— A.
non boracenie. Gray Probably— \ pameulatum.— 4 pttrucultUum, Lam (\ toxieum, Hruhb )

Has blue fls LliC 9 810- -A pi/ramidule,

Mill Form of A Napcllus ~ - 1 rcchnatum,
Clray, of tho Alleghumes, with whito fls and
largo lvs

,
is worth t ult — 4 ttcapdium var.

pyramidah, Franch Lvs broadly 5-lobed fls v< ry numerous,
J4-I in long, litliotropo, greenish yellow at the throat Cent China— /I septentnonule var cnrpdticum, Sims, is a be tutiful purple
kind closely related to A Lyrortonum BM 2100 —A Stork-
idnum, Hort

, may be a form of A variegatum, with the lvs so
much cut up as to give a pinnate form —A tortudaum, Willd Once
listed m the trade, not now found q DaVIS

Acorus (ancient name of unknown meaning).
Aracea Hardy, herbaceous water-lovmg plants Lvs
sword-shaped, erect, spadix appearing lateral, with no
true spathe, fls inconspicuous They thrive best m
moist soil, and may be grown m shallow water or on dry
land. Prop easily in spring or autumn by division

Cfilamus, Linn Sweet Flag. Height 2 ft root-

stock horizontal, pungent, aromatic fls. early summer.
N. Amer

,
Eu. V 2 198 Var vanegktus, Hort Lvs.

striped deep yellow when young, fading to a paler color

later in summer Eu —Commoner in cult, than the
type.

gramineus, Soland Height 8-12 m. Much smaller
than A. Calamus, forming compact, grassy tufts.

Japan Var. varieg&tus, Hort Lvs striped white.

—

Used m hanging-baskets, vases, rockeries and for cut-
ting. Often grown indoors

A japdmcua argtnt&o-atndtua, Hort , and A japdmcua fdlxa
vanegdtua, Hort

, are catalogue names, and are referable, from de-
scription, to A gramineus, Soland var vanegatus, Hort

George V Nash.I
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ACRI6PSIS (Greek combination for top and eye).

Orrhvldcea

\

A few epiphytic orchids from the E.
Indies, with panicles of small fls with colors in green,
pink, yellow and purple, and little known m cult A.
latifdlia, Rolfe, has very broad lvs and very small
whitish yellow red-striped and spotted (Is

ACRfSTA (origin of name unexplained) Pnlmdcese,
tribe Arkcew A tall palm suitable for planting S

Leaves pinnate, usually very large, from 10-20 in

a terminal crown* inti usually maturing well below
tin* lvs, the spadix 1-branched, the

branches coarse, tapering —Only 1

species, A monhcola
,

confined to

Porto Rico, Cuba and St Kitts The
nearest relative, the royal palm,
differs in having a bulging trunk, and
in having 2-3-branchcd infls See
Bull Torrey Club, 28 555 (1001

)

This palm is not as yet common,
but well worthy of a wider cultiva-

tion It resembles the royal palm
but is shorter, and has a smooth
trunk of uniform diameter For cul-

tivation see Pulms

monticola, 0 F Cook Thirt>-five

ft trunk smooth, with
many ring-like sears lvs

about 6 ft
,
the lfts lan-

ceolate in one plane, equally
spaced, and nearly at

right angles to the rachis

mfl coming out between
the lvs

,
and by the drop-

ping of lat ter, appi armg w ell

below* the If -crown at ma-
turity, fls not we ll known
fr with lateral stigma, gray-
ish biow'n, nearly smooth,
obovate, }'2 x 1 m Bull

Torrev Club, 2.8, pi 4 1 (as

Thnncoma alto)

N Tayix)r.

112 Acomtum autumnale. ACROCLlNIUM Ihhpterum

(x Vt)

ACROCO MIA (name
means a tuft of leaven at the top) Palmucue, tribe

Baitnduua A showy genus of American palms Not
popular in tlm trade because of their spiny habit and
rather unattractive -young btate. The adult p’ants,

however, are very graceful

Leaflets narrowly linear, long, usually obliquely

acuminate, the mat gins naked and recurved, the midrib
often spiny on lower sides of lfts

,
rachis and petioles

usually hairy, alw avs more or less spiny fls yellow ish,

monoecious, the spathes ultimately becoming woody,
calyx small, of 3 ovate sepals, corolla of 3 oblong-

lanceolate or ovate petals fr usually about 1 in

diam
,
glabrous or sometimes prickly or tomentose

—There are only 8 species, all natives of Trop Amcr
except A Total Most closely related to Cocos, from
which the Amer species differ m having spines Sec

G.C II. 22 127 Bull Torrey Club, 28 7)05

These palms are usually spiny and have large, termi-

nal, pinnate leaves All except A Total should be grown
in a warmhouse, with a night temperature not lower

than 60° They should be potted in soil similar to that

for the coconuts, and, if possible, planted out directly

It has been found by some that overpottmg the young
plants is a danger likely to bo incurred The palms
grow slowly and should not be transferred to a new*

pot until they become almost pot-bound
Propagation is by suckers, which come freely in

most species Seeds are not known in cultivation for

any of the species except A sclerocarpa.

A. Trunk greater m duim a few ft above the ground
than elsewhere, spines 6-6 vn long

media, O F Cook Trunk 20-30 ft
,
conspicuously

thickened above the ground, spines slender, black,
mostly confined to the lowei half of the liiternodes.
lvs opening about as they are pushed out, not spire-

like, as in the royal palm, foiming a dense crown,
lfts coming out from the rachis at all angles fr.

about 1 M in diam
,
fibrous on the outside, yellowish—A magnificent palm, known only from U S and not

common outside of fanciers’ collections and botanic
gardens.

aa. Trunks of essentially uniform diam. near base
;

spines 1~4 in long

b. Ijvs more or less spreading, and sometimes drooping *

trunk predominaUly spiny throughout, 10-20 ft

mexicftna, Karw Trunk brown-woolly, and covered
with stout spines 1-3 in long lvs terminal, 6-8 ft.

long, the sheathing bases aimed with long black spines,

i aelns and petiole spiny, lfts rather stiff, linear, and
shining spathe very spiny fr globose, about 1 in

diam Mex—This palm is said to be perfectly hardy
at Santa Barbara, Calif

nn Lvs more or Uss stiff and imt trunks predomi-
nately more spiny nbovi than below, 30-JtU ft

scleroc&rpa, Mart {A acuhdtn, Lodd ) Fig 113.

Height 30-45 ft trunk cylindrical, about 1 ft thick,

with black spines 2-4 in long, more common toward
the summit tnan below* l\s 12-15 ft long, more or less,

erect, segms in irregular groups of 2 or 3, 2-3 ft long,

/4 ~1 in wide, smooth and shining above, whitish,

appressed-pilose below, entiielv free of spines, except
along the midrib on the under side, rachis tomentose,
and bearing a few* small spines fr vellowish, a little

more than 1 in diam Brazil to \V Indus III
15 547 —Not hardy at Oneco, Fla Cult in Calif but
apparently not out-of-doois “Giu-gru” and “corozo”
are nati\e names of this palm

Totiti, Mart Trunk 30-40 ft
,
about 10-15 in

chain
,
clothed with stout spines, especially near the

summit lvs not so large as in the
receding, green and glabrous on
oth sides, petioles tomentose and

a little spiny spathe \eiy spiny,

the fls yellowish fr globose, j el-

low, a little less than 1 m diam
,

scarcely known in cult specunens
Paraguay and Argentine, perhaps
in Brazil—May be grown in cool-

housc Offered m 1012 by Reasoner
Bros

,
Oneco, Fla

A havanfnsw, Hort A slow -grow-
ing, thorny plant, of which little is

known, a trade name

N. Taylor

ACROPERA: Gongora

ACROPHtLLUM (Greek,
top and leaf) Cunonidcea A
monotypic genus allied to Cun-
oma, containing the Australian
evergreen shrub, A. vendsum,
Benth (.1 verticillatum, Hook ),

excellent, for .spring flowering

in the eoolhouse Prop by
cuttings m early summer Let
the plant rest during summer Do not expose to Lost.

It produces many pinkish fls m dense spieate whorls
near the top of the branches. Lvs m 3’s, nearly all

terminal and above the Hs
,

sessile, dentate or ser-

rate, cordate and acute fls with 5 petals and 10 sta-

mens 4-6 ft BM 4050 (as A verticillatum)

.

N Taylor f

113. Acrocomia
sclerocarpa
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ACROSPtRA (name of ambiguous application) Lih-
dcea?. One species, A asphodekAdes, Wclw

,
from Trop.

Afr
,
with the habit of Eremurus, and white fls. m

spikes, has been offered in Eu.

ACROSTICHUM (derivation uncertain). Poly-
podidces As properly delimited, a small genus of

coarse tropical swamp ferns, sometimes grown under
glass.

Stem stout, erect* lvs clustered, erect, once-pinnate,
3-8 ft high sporangia completely covering the backs
of some or all the pinme of the fertile lvs.

a&reum, Linn Fig 114 Three to 8 ft long, with pinn®
6-10 in long, short-stalked, coriaceous sporangia only
on upper pinnae of fertile lvs Fla to Brazil and in the
tropics of the Old World S 1 . 187 —Strong-growing.
One of the best Should be treated as an aquatic

excelsum, Maxon (A lomano\des, Jenman). Similar
in size to preceding sterile lvs also similar Distin-

guished by having sporangia on all the pinnae of the
fertile lvs Fla to Biazil

Acrostichum has been considered to include a much
larger array of species, including, as m the pievious
editions of the Cyclopedia of Horticulture, ferns of

very diverse form and nabit of growth Fern students,
however, are now united in distributing the species of

Acrosticnum as formerly understood among several

genera Thus the species included in Acrostichum in

the former Cyclopedia are here grouped in several genera
as follows Acrostichum: (as above).
Elaphoglossum : conforme, cnmtum,
flaccidum

,
gorgoneum, muscosum, pilo-

sum, reticulatum, simplex, squamosum,
vicosum, mllosum, Leptochilus: alie-

num, nicotians’folium

,

Olfersia : cermna,
Polybotrya: osmundacea, Rhipidop-
teris: peltata, Stenochlaena : scandens,

sorbifolia. R. q Benedict.

ACTA5A (ancient name of the elder,

transferred by Lmnauis) Ranuncu-
laceae. Aotea. Baneberry Cohosh.
Native hardy herbacous perennials.

Sometimes offered in collections of

hardy border plants Not to be con-
founded with blue cohosh, which is

Caulophyllum.
Leaflets of the twice- or thrioe-ter-

nate lvs ovate, sharply cleft, and cut-
toothed. fls. small, white, m terminal
racemes, sepals 4 or 5, falling early,

etals 4-10, clawed
;
stamens many : fr. a many-seeded

erry
Acteas are grown chiefly for the showy spikes of

small white flowers in spring, and handsome clusters of

berries in autumn Useful for rockery and wild gar-

den, or for clumps and borders. They thrive in rich

woods and shade.
Propagation is by seeds sown in late fall to germinate

the next spring or sown in spring. Old seed is said not
to germinate well A more satisfactory means of propa-
gation is by root-division in spring.

&lba, Mill (A rubra, Bigel ) White Baneberry.
Height 1-1H ft.' much like A. spicata, but the lfts.

more cut, teeth and points sharper; plant smoother:
fls white

?

in an oblong raceme, and a week or two later:

pedicels in fr. very thick, turning red; berries white,
ovate-oblong, often purplish at the end. N. states

spic&ta, Linn. Cohosh Herb-Christopher Plant
1-2 ft., lvs bi- or tnternate, serrated, fls white or
bluish, in ovate racemes in Apr to June, berries pur-
plish black, oblong. Eu., Japan.—Less cult, than the
red-fruited variety. Figured as A.racemosa in GW 5:4
and 14:507. Figured as A. japonica in G M. 50 '28
and G.W. 5:3 and 15:173.

Var. rfcbra, Ait. (A. rubra, Willd.). Red Baneberry.
Rather taller than A. alba lvs. hi- or tntemate, ser-

rated' fl.-cluster white, larger than in A. spicata ber-
ries bright red, very handsome Northern states.

Var arghta, Torr Sts rather taller than var rubra:
lfts very deeply incised' racemes elongated in age:
berries either red or white. Neb., W., and N. W.

K. C Davis.

ACTINl£LLA (Greek, small-rayed). Tetraneiiris
,

Greene Compdsitse Hardy perennials from W N.
Amer

,
for cult in alpine gardens and t he open bor-

der. Height 6-12 in * fls tubular and radiate, yellow,
bracts of the involucre appressed, rays 3-toothed —Of
easy culture in light soil Prop, by division of the
roots in spring, or by seeds

grandifldra, Torr & Gray {Rydbergia grandiflbra,

Greene) Plant densely woolly lower lvs pinnatoly or
bipinnately parted, with margined petioles from broad,
scarious bases, upper cauline lvs simple or sparingly

divided, fls 2-3 m wide, summer—A pretty alpine
plant

scap&sa, Nutt Plant
villous lvs radical, lincar-

spatulate, 2-3 in long,

punctate, entue fls 1 in.

wide, scapes single, leaf-

less, 1-fld
,
3-9 in long

.4. laiulta, Pursh=Knophyl-
lum ca".pitosum - - A lanata,
Nutt Kliort, d( nsHy hairy lvs,

with scape 5-0 in long Hum-
mer N. Tav lor f

ACTINIDIA (aktis, ray, referring to the
radiate styles) Ihllemdccs Climbing shrubs

cultivated for their handsome foliage which is

beautifully variegated in some species, and a few
also for their edible fruit

Twining shrubs winter-buds inclosed in the
swollen base of the petiole lvs alternate, long-stalked,

senate or sometimes entire fls in axillary cymes
sometimes solitary, dnecious or polygamous, cup-
shaped, }>-2 in across, white or larely reddish, sepals

5, imbricate, petals 5, convolute, stamens numerous;
ovary superior, many-celled

;
styles numerous, ray-like

spreading fr a berry, with numerous small seeds —
More than 20 species, chiefly in E Asia from Saghahn
to Java, also on the Himalayas A revision of the
genus has been published by Dunn in Jour Linn Soc.
Bot 39 394-410(1911)
About 7 species are in cultivation, of these A Kolo-

mikta is the hardiest, growing as far north as eastern
Canada, A arguta and A polygama are hardy in Massa-
chusetts, while A chmensis, which is the most beauti-
ful of all, and A coriacea, are hardy only south of

Washington, but may be grown farther north if taken
down in autumn and covered with leaves. A arguta is

excellent for covering arbors, trellises, walls and the
like and is remarkably free from insects and fungi A.
Kolomikta and A polygama show a very striking silvery

white or pinkish variegation of the foliage, which is

more pronounced m the staminate plant A arguta
and A chmensis are also worth cultivating for their

edible fruits, particularly the latter, which has fruits

up to 2 inches long, of a gooseberry-like flavor, to

obtain fruit, it is necessary to plant both sexes or a
plant with polygamous flowers. A polygama, and, in

a lesser degree, A. Kolomikta, attract cats and are
often destroyed by them if not protected by screens
The actimdias prefer somewhat moist and rich soil

and grow as well in a sunny as m a half-shady posit ion

Propagation is by seeds, which are sowm in spring and
germinate readily; also by cuttings, of half-npcned wood
in summer or by hardwood cuttings under glass, and
also by layers.

114 Acrostichum
aureum (XJ-U
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A. Branchlets glabrous: Ivs. glabrous beneath or only
pubescent on the veins, acuminate.

B. Lvs. dark green, shining above, chartaceous, never
vanegated, anthers dark purple.

argitta, Miq (A polygama, Lauche, not Miq. A.
volubilis, Carr, not Miq A rufa, Miq ). Fig 115
High-climbing* branches with brown lamellate pith*

lvs broad-elliptic or broadly ovate, 4-5 in long,
cuneate to subeordate at the base, setosely appressed
serrate, glabrous beneath except the setose midrib:

115. Actimdia arguta. (x M)

fls. 3 or more, white. ^in. across; sepals elliptic-oblong,

tomentulose, petals brownish at the base fr Riibglobose,

greenish yellow, about an inch long, sweet June
Japan, Korea, Manchuria. L I 25. R II 1874,

p. 394. B.M.7197 (as A. polygama) AG. 1891.147.
M.D.G. 1895.97; 1898.378. G. 29 503.

bb. Lvs. bnght green, membranous, often vanegated *

anthers yellow, fls 1-3

polygama, Maxim. To 25 ft. pith of branches solid,

white* lvs. broadly ovate to ovate-oblong, 3-0 m long,

rounded or subeordate at the base, oppressed serrate,

mostly setose on the veins beneath, variegation white
or yellowish fls white, ^4 in. across; o\ary bottle-

shaped fr yellow, bitter June Japan, Korea, Man-
churia to Cent and W China—Known as silver

vine on account of the beautiful silvery white color

of the young lvs of the staminate plant.

Kolomikta, Maxim. Climbing 15 ft high* pith of

branches lamellate, brown lvs ovate-oblong, 4-5 in.

long, rounded or cordate, unequally setosely serrate,

pubescent on the veins beneath, variegation white or
pink, fls white, across, ovary eylindric fr oblong-
ovoid, blue, sweet June Japan, Saghalin, Manchuria,
Cent and W China R H 1898 36 M D G. 1890
397 GW 3, p 61 .—The staminate plant is very strik-

ing with its beautifully white and carmine variegated
young lvs.

aa. Branchlets densely hairy' lvs. tomentose beneath,

usually rounded or emarginate at the apex,

chinlnsis, Planch. Climbing, to 25 ft.: hairs of

Cng branchlets and lvs bright red; pith of branches
ellate: lvs orbicular or oval, cordate, firm, 3-5 in.

long, ciliate-serrulate, finally glabrous above and dark
green, whitish beneath fls several, creamy white,
13^-2 in across fr ovoid or subgloboso, 1-2 m. long,

hairy, edible. China G C. Ill 46:77 and 79 R H.
1909, p 473 J.HS 1903:59. H.I. 16*1593.—The most
beautiful of the actinidias with the largest fls. and a

promising fruiting vine; the frs. have the flavor of a
gooseberry

A caUdaa, Lindl Similar to A Kolomikta Branchlets with con-
spicuous lontioels, with lamellate pith lvs oval to oblong, 3-5 in
long, serrulate, quite glabrous fls white, A in across fr ovoid,
spotted, 1 in long China —A coruicea, Dunn Allied to the pre-
ceding species Lvs coriaceous, oblong to lanceolate, remotely ser-
rate, 3-4 in long, petioles less than 1 in long fls several, reddish,
fr ovoid, spotted, J^-Jiin long China Re< ently offered under
the name of A Hcnryi, which is a totally different species, allied
to A chmensis —A ineland tuira, h ranch Allied to A arguta Lvs
ovate-oblong or oblong, closely serrulate staminate corymbs
many-fld

, petals greenish at the base fr purple China

Alfred Redder.

ACTINOLEPIS (Greek, a scale-like ray). Compdsilae.

About 6-8 species of hardy annuals, mostly from Calif.,

freely branching, and mostly yellow-fld The fls are
m pedunculate heads at the tips of the branches, rays
usually 2-3-toothed, in one series lvs opposite. Con-
sidered by da Della Torre and Harms to be a sec-

tion of the genus Eriophj Hum, and by Gray to belong
pioperly to Baena

coron&ria, Gray (Shdrtia califdrnica, Hort Bakria
coiondrui, Gray) Fig 116 Lvs opposite, except the
upper ones, 2 m or more long, pinnately, or the lower
ones bipinnately, parted into linear, narrow divisions*

pappus of awned or of muticous, often erose palete,

rarely wanting B M 3828 (as Iiymendxys califdrnica)

—One of the prettiest of annual fls
,
and deserving of

greater popularity Excellent for edging An everlasting

N. Taylor, f

ACTINGMERIS (from Greek aktis, ray, and mens,
part, alluding to the n regularity of the rays). Corn-
pdsitse Native hardy herbaceous perennials suitable

for wild gardens and shrubbery
Tall, branching, yellow-fld herbs, with aspect of

native sunflowers, but with smaller fls lvs. often
decurrent on the stem fls in corymbose or solitary

heads, composed of both ray and tubular fls.—Cult,
like Helmut hus Prop by drwsion •

squarrdsa, Nutt (Verbedna altermfdha, Linn).
Height 4-8 ft lvs lance-oblong, acuminate, toothed,
subpet lolate, tapering to both ends fls numerous,
corymbed, yellow, 1-2 in across

,
rays 2-10, irregular.

Autumn. E N. Amer
A helanthoidei, Nutt (Verbesina helianthoides, Michx ) Lvs

Hilky \ lllous underneath rays about 8, usually more than m A
squarrosa Mn 4 129—A prdetra, Steud , is only a taller form
of A squarrosa N TAYLOR f

ACTINtfPTERIS (aktis, ray, and ptens, the leaves
radiately cut). Syn

,
Actimdptems Polypodiacese.

Greenhouse ferns from India, resem-
bling miniature fan-palms The son are
linear-elongate and submarginal, and
covered with indusia A radidta, Link
(.1 australis

,
Linn, f ) is the only recog-

nized species Apparently not in the
horticultural trade.

ACTINOSTltMMA (ray and wreath
or stems) Cucurbitdcese Three or 4
species of climbing or running plants
from China and Japan, of which A.
paniculatum, Maxim

,
has been grown

m European collections It is a hardy
perennial in Cent Eu

,
with tuberous

roots, palmate lvs. and small fls
;
said 116< Actmolepis

to thrive in dry and barren places. coronana flower.

ADA (a complimentary name). OrchuUtcex. Epiphy-
tic coolhouse orchids

Pseudobulbs elongated, bearing at the apex 1-3

coriaceous lvs * fls nodding, in a somewhat 1-sided

raceme, terminating the lateral leafless scape; sepals

nearly equal, free, usually spreading above, petals

similar to the sepals but smaller; lip sessile, continuous
with the base of the column, entire, shorter than the
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sepals; pollmia 2.—Species 2, natives of the Colombian
Andes.
Ada auranhaca is a coolhouse orchid and will thrive

well with the odontoglossums where they are culti-

vated; the bright orange-colored blooms add interest to
the collection when in spring display. The culture is

of the material for cool orchids Adas are evergreen
and should never be dried at the roots as they grow m
boggy sod at 8,500 feet elevation in Colombia There
is another species, A Lthmannn

,
which is very distinct,

but since the unfoitunate death of Consul Lehmann,
it seems never to have been reintroduced to cultivation

(Orpc-t

)

aurantiaca, Lindl Fig 117 Pseudobulbs 2-3 in

long, usually somewhat compressed, tapering, bearing
1-3 lvs up to 12 in long fls cinnabar, the sepals and
petals lanceolate, twice as long as the lip R M 5135
CO, pi 1 GC III 13.247. F\V 1873 225 Var
macul^ta, Hurt Sepals and petals spotted wdh dark
brown C.O

,
pi la. George V Nash

ADAM-ANFl-EVE: Scmpertnvum tectorum, and A piedrum hye-
rnale

ADAMARA (from a peisonal name) Orchiddcex A
name proposed by the Royal Horticultural Society of

I ondon to (over the multigenenc hybrids of the geneia
Rrassavola, Cattleya, Fpidendrum and Lielia, the name
Linnemo, being proposed for combinations of certain
other orchid genera The International Congress of

Horticulture held at Biussels in 1910 adopted Lin-
neara for four geneia named above, and legislated that
“multigenenc hybrids receive a conventional generic
name, pi eferably that of a distinguished man, to which
is added the termination am A distinct genenc name
will br, formed for each different combination of genera.”
See Lmneara; also Bnv>so-cattlxha.

adAmia Dichroa

ADAM’S APPLE - Citrus Limetta, Musa paradtsiaca, and
Tabemscmontana coronaria

ADAM’S NEEDLE: Yucca

ADANSONIA (named after M Adanson, French
botanist). Bombac&cex. A genus of 10 species of tropi-

cal shrubs and trees, closely related to Bombax* fls.

large, pendulous, petals 5, white, obovate, stamens
numerous, united in a column about the styles; ovary
5-10-eelled. fr oblong, woody, lndelnscent, filled with
a mealy pulp in which are numerous seeds

digit&ta, Linn Baobaii Thee Figs 118, 119.

Height not more than 60 ft chain said to be some-
times 30 ft or more and to have the thickest trunk of

any tree m the world lvs palmate, with 3 lfts in young
plants, and 5-7 m older ones fls 6 in across, wuth pur-
plish anthers, on long axillary, solitaiy peduncles;
stigma 7-10-raycd in full anthesis Afr B M 2791-
2792 GC III 27.57 —Rarely cult in extreme 8.

Fla
,
where fr is 9-12 in long, and called “monkey’s

bread ” Figs 118 and 119 are from specimens growing
in the American tropics The fl opens wide, some-
thing like a spreading hibiscus, and the petals soon roll

back and wither, as shown in Fig 1 19 The tree is very
thick-holed, and the wood is sott and light. The tree

is supposed to attain to vast age The tr ot the baobab
is a gouid-like structure, of which the pulp is baid some-
times to be eaten and the juice used for the making
of a bevei age The bark produces a very strong fiber

N. Taylor |
ADDER’S-TONGUE Erythromum

ADDER’S-TONGUE FERN - Ophwglosvum

ADELIA (CIreek, adelos, obscure, from the small
flow'd s) liuinclla, Muell Aig Huphoibtace<r Thorny,
r

liop American trees, rare in cult, and piobably of

little horticultural value Lvs alternate, short-pet loled,

clustered on short, side branches fls dioecious in axd-
laiy clusters or the pistillate single, stamens 8-15 A
Jluint’llu

,
Linn

,
is the best known Those growrn under

the name of A acidotonis should perhaps be referred

to Bet ui i nei/a buxifblia j > 3 y Norton.

ADELIA Furcsliera

ADENANDRA (from the glandular anthers). Rutdeex
Small, summer-flow eung, tender shrubs fiom the Cape
of Good Hope

Lvs alternate, small, leathery, subsessile, entire, glan-
dular-dotted fls white or rosy, solitary and usually
terminal, netals obovate, stamens 5, alternating with 5

118. Adansoma digitata —Baobab tiee as grown in

American tropics

staminodia which are longer than the stamens —About
20 species Prop by cuttings from the npened wood.

fr&grans, Room & Schult. (Didsma frdgrans, Sims)
Breath of Heaven. Height 2-3 ft.' lvs. oblong, ob-

tuse, dark green above, whitish beneath, with a glandu-
lar, denticulate margin fls rosy. R M 1519.—A fa-

vorite in Calif.

The following are sometimes cultivated in botanic gardens.
A amdma, Bartl & Wendl 1-2 ft lvs oblong or oval, obtuse,

glabrous, dotted beneath fls white above, reddish beneath —A.
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corticsa, Lichist 1-2 ft lvs oblong, obtuse, glabrous, revolute
fls solitary, terminal, pink —A umbellate, Willd 1-2 ft Ivs
oblong or obovate, dotted beneath, lunged on the edges fls ses-
sile or nearly so, terminal, pink, the petal i fringed —One of the
bost N. Taylor f

ADENANTHfeRA (from the deciduous pedieillatc

gland on each anther) Leguminb ScP A group of 4
species of tender trees, allied to Mimosa Lvs bipin-

nate or decompound fls small, racemose, usually

golden yellow or whitish —The following unarmed
evergreen tree is cult in greenhouses only for its eco-
nomic interest, and also in Calif m the open air Prop
by seeds, which should be softened in hot water pre-
vious to sowing

pavonlna Linn Red Sandalwood Tree Lfts
about 13, ovate, obtuse, glabrous on both faces fls in

an axillary spike- like raceme, white and >ellow m the
same cluster Trop Asia, where it grows to a tree of

great size —The red lens-shaped “Circassian seeds”
are curiosities with travelers, and are used for neck-
laces, and the like. Plant sometimes called “peacock
flower fence ” N Taylor t

ADfcNIA: Modecca

ADENOCAL'i'MMA, {glandular covering
;
referring to

leaves, etc ) Sometimes but incorrectly, spelled Adtno-
calymna Biynomacejo More than 50, mostly Brazilian
species of tender climbing shiubs, closely allied to
Bignoma Fls large, yellow or orange, bracteate, race-

mose, trumpet-shaped lvs ternate oi bmate Grown
in hothouses, requiring considerable moisture Prop
by cuttings in frames

comdsum, DC St rough, punctate lvs opposite,

trifoliolato, petioles thickened at junction with the
blades racemes so densely clothed at first with large

bracts as to suggest the aments of the hop-\ine, fls

2 in across, brilliant yellow, trumpet-shaped, upper
lip of 2, and lowrer lip of 3 rounded, waved lobes

Brazil B M 4210.

A nlhdum, Mart 10 ft • lvs trifoliolato or umfolmlate ten-
drilled, the lfts elliptic-oblong fls. yellow in axillary and tumniul
rucem^ N Tailor f

ADENOCARPUS (aden ,
gland, karpos, fruit easily

distinguished from allied genera by its glandular pod)
Legummbsie Ornamental woody plants cultivated

chiefly for their yellow flowers

Shrubs, rarelv small trees, more or less pubescent
lvs alternate, tnfoholate, small fls papilionaceous,
yellow, in terminal racemes, calyx 2-lipped, the 2
upper teeth free, the 3 lower more or less connate fr

a glandular pod, oblong or linear, compressed —About
14 species m S Eu

,
Asia Minor, N and W. Afr

,

Canary Isis This genus consists of low shrubs, rarely

more than 3 ft
,
of spreading habit, with handsome fls

produced profusely in spring, very attractive when m
full bloom
They require a sunny position and well-drained soil

They are espi dally adapted for temperate regions, but
do not bear transplanting well, and should be grown
in pots until planted They are also handsome green-

house shrubs, and grow best in a sandy compost of

peat and loam
Propagation is by seeds and greenwood cuttmg3 in

spring, sometimes also by layers and grafting.

a. Branchlets pubescent or tomenlose: lvs. persistent,

crowded

visedsus, Webb & Berth (A Anagyrus, Spreng A
frankemoldes, Choisy) Branchlets pubescent lfts

lmear-oblong, folded fls crowded, in short racemes;
calyx glandular, the lateral segm

f
of the lower lip

longer than the middle one, exceeding the upper lip.

Teneriffe

hispfinicus, DC Shrub, about 6 ft or more* branch-
lets velvety-pubescent : lfts lanceolate, acute, tomentose

beneath racemes dense, oblong, manv-fld
,

short-
peduncled. calyx pubescent and glandular, segms very
unequal, those of the lower lip nearly equal, but much
longer than those of the upper lip Spain.

dec6rticans, Boiss (A Boissieri, Webb) Shrub or
small tree, 15-25 ft . branches tomentose IPs linear,

pubescent* racemes shoit, compact, cah x villous,

segms nearly equal Spain R H 1883 156 G C.
11.25 725. Gn 30 108 —Resembles English gorse,
but is thornless Bark peels naturally. Thrives m poor,
sandy soil

aa Branchlets soon glabrous lvs deciduous.

complicMus, Gay {A divnncalus, Sweet A parvi-

fbhus, DC ) Much-branched shrub. 1-3 ft * lvs decid-
uous, fascicled, lfts obovate or oblong-lanceolate, pu-
bescent beneath, often folded fls in elongated racemes:
calyx pubescent, usually glandular, middle segm ot

the lower lip longer than the lateral ones, usually much

exceeding the upper lip S Eu
,
Orient. B M. 1387 (as

Cyhsus divanedtus) Var interinedius, Aschers &
Graebn (.1 intermedius, DC ) Branchlets villous

calyx glandular, with very unequal lips Spain, Portugal,
Madeira Var commutetus, Aschers A Graebn {A
commutalus

,
Cuss A telontnsis, DC , not Robert).

Racemes usually short, calyx not glandular, with the
lips little differing in length S Eu

,
Orient

.1 /oholosus, DC Brnnchrs und lvs crowded, villous racemes
comput, many fld . calyx, villous Canary Isis —A grandifldrus,
Boiss \ telonensis — 4 - ihrmvdius, DC "A complicatus var
intermedius — .1 pamfdlius, DC =\ complicatus, Gay —.4 telo-

mm, r>, Robert (A gr.iudiflnrim, Roms ) Branches and lvs gla-
brous racemes ft w-fld

,
talvx pubescent S France, Spain —

A

telonensis, DC =A commut.it us ALFRED ReHDER

ADENOPHORA {gland -bearing, referring to the
cylindrical nectary which surrounds the base of the
style) Campanuldcese Campanula-like border peren-
nials

Herbs, differing from Campanula chiefly by the style

being surrounded bv a cylindrical gland* corolla ball-

shaped, 5-lobed stamens free from corolla, the fila-

ments dilated and cihate toward base, caps 3-celled —
About 14 species of hardy herbaceous perennials m
Siberia, China and Japan Fls blue, nodding, on short

pedicels, produced freely m midsummer m slender but
stiff, erect panicles or loose racemes —For cult see

Campanula
Propagation is by seeds or cuttings m spring The
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plants do not take kindly to division or other dis-

turbance of the roots Many other species than those
m the trade are worthy

comm&ms, Fisch (A lilijlbra, Schur A. Flschen
,

Don A hlijolui, Ledeb ) Radical lvs petiolate,

ovate-rotund, cordate, crenate-dentate; caulme lvs.

sessile, ovate-lanceolate, coarsely serrate fls numerous,
m a pyramidal panicle, lobes of the calyx triangular;
style exserted

Lam&rckn, Fisch Lvs ovate-lanceolate, sharply
serrate, abate, otheiwise glabrous fls racemose, lobes
of the calyx lanceolate, style not exserted.

Potanina, Hort Shrubby spikes 2-3 ft high, fls.

134 in across, light blue. July, Aug Intro 1899
polym6rpha, Ledeb Three ft lvs verticillate, the

whoils remote, and small fls which are darker in color

than A Potaninn Aug Russia Var stricta, with
more erect habit than the type, seems to be more
common

A coronornfdlia, Fiach 1-3 ft radical l\s petiolate, ovate-
rotund, cordate, crenately toothed, hairy, upper lvs sessile,

entire or nearly so, glabrous, and linear lanceolate ttst racemose,
3-10 in a cluster, blue, each tl on a slender pedici 1 Juno Dahuria— .4 denticulata

,
tisch (\ tru uspulata, J)C ) 1 * 2-2 ft upper

lvs sessile, ovate-lanceolate, the lowoi mid radical ones petiolecl

and more or less orbic ulai fls small, blue, podic lll.ite, in a terminal,
loose raceme July Dahuria — .4 GmtUntt, l'iseh 1-2*2 ft

lvs , or at least the upper ones, linear, n trrow, entire or nearly so,

and quite glabrous fls blue, 3 10 in a second racemose cluster
which is avillary near the upper part of the st Dahuria—Suita-
ble for dry anel stony places — .4 inftrmtdui, ledeb, not Sweet
(A coronata, DC ) Plaut 2-3*2 ft radical lvs petiolate, cor-
date, toothed, upper lvs acutish at base, serrate, crow deal fls

pale blue, rieemosr, small May Siberia — 1 per i plot afdim,
DC A dwarf (1 in ) perennial suitable for rockeries, with as-
cending st lvs petiolate, ovate, acute at the apex, slightly cor-
date at the base, crenately senate Hs usually solitary and sea-
pose, pale blue June Siberia.—

A

sfi/Msn, l-i-eh 1-2 ft, ertet
lvs petiolate, the lower obovate and sinuate, the upper ovate,
acuminate, quite glabrous fls few, racemose, the laceme naked,
and lax May E Eu -A vt rticill ita, bisdi 2-3 ft st simple
lvs whorled, serrate, the upper ovate-hnecol ite, the lower pe tio-

late, sub-orbicular fls pale blue, small, arrnngcd in irregular clus-

ters near the top of the st , some, along the lower parj. of the st ,

in whorls June Dahuria TAYLOR j-

ADENOSTOMA (aden ,
gland, stoma, mouth, calyx

with five glands at the mouth) Kosdcex Ornamental
woody plants, cultivated chiefly for their handsome
white flowers

Evergreen, somewhat resinous shrubs, rarely small
trees lvs linear, small fls white, about 1-5 m broad,
in terminal panicles, calyx-tube obconical, with 5 short
teeth and 5 glands at the mouth, petals 5, stamens
10-15; pistil 1, with the lateral style strongly curved
above the base fr a small achcne, inclosed in the
persistent calyx-tube -—Two species in Calif

The adenostomas are heath-luce evergreen shrubs,
very handsome when in full bloom They may bo cult,

in temperate regions m a sunny position and well-

drained soil A fascitulalum stands many degrees of
frost. Prop is by seeds and greenwood cuttings in

spring

fascicul&tum, Hook & Am Shrub, 2-20 ft lvs fas-

ciculate, linear, about )^in long panicles rather dense,
2-4 in long, fls nearly sessile May, June Ranges
northward to Sierra Co —The characteristic shrub of
the chaparral or chamisal regions of the coast ranges
of Cain Hooker & Amott, Bot Beechey’s Voy 30.*

Intro. 1891.

sparsifdlium, Torr. Shrub or small tree, 6-12 ft

,

rarely 30 ft
,
resinous lvs alternate panicles loose,

fls. pedicelled, larger, %\n. across, fragrant. S. and
Low. Calif Emory Rep U. S. and Mex Bound.
Surv. 20. Intro. 1891 Alfred Rehder

ADEN6STYLES (from aden, a gland, and stylus, a
style, m allusion to warty glands of the stigmas). Com-
Vdsitae A little-known group of hardy perennials, grown
ior their purplish or whitish flowers, perhaps known in

America only in botanic gardens.

Leaves alternate or radical, usually broad, the petiole

frequently dilated into a stipule-like, st -clasping

base, fls in medium-sized heads, the fls all tubular,
long, exserted, involucre cylindnc or bell-shaped, its

bracts small and unequal —There are only 5 species, all

natives of Cent 8 Eu None is of horticultural un-
ortance. May be grown in the open border. Prop, is

y seed and division.

Slbifrons, Reichb A much-branched, hairy peren-
nial, 2-3 ft lvs on the lower surface cottony, bright
green above, almost round and deeply cordate, basal
lvs long-stalked, the stalks eared heads 15-20-fld

,

purple, rather attractively paniculate or corymbose.
Woody mts

,
8 Eu July, Aug

A alpinn. Bluff <fe tmgeruth A low or, smooth perennial, with
the heads 3-(>-fld . is scarcely known in Amcr It is not so showy as
A albifroils 8 Eu N TAYLOR

AD^SMIA (not bound, referring to the free stamens)
Legununbsx Moie than HX) species of tendei heibs,
shrubs or sub-shrubs from 8 Amer

,
allied to the pea-

nut Lvs abruptly pinnate, ending m a bustle fls.

axillaiy, solitaij, or sometimes lacemose and terminal.
Some of them are showy

4 btiMmun, U< rt Lvh 1-1*2 »n long, lfts 10 1(» in pairs
racemes J-S-thl, fls *’,111 ni mix, gohh n yellow (Mule UM
0021 Hus the odor of lutlsiim —- 1 bomnundt s, Hook A putty
shrub, warUd all ov«r, ivttpl the petals and lfts, with largo
balsamiferous inlands lvs 1*2-2 in long, in ult up ot Irorn 10 13
pairs of sessile, 01 bn ill ir, coarsely crcuatt , dark gti«» lfts fls

bright orange-yellow , in t< rminal r venues I’at igonia BM 7748— 1 fjlutin r)s«, Jlook A V? 11 2 ft ,
shrubby, the brandies clothed

with glutinous burs lvs with i 1 pairs of hairy elliptic Itts

fls yellow, racemose and terminal Chile — N« ith< r ih iu the Amer-
ican trade, but both cult in botanic gardens TAYLOR f

ADHATODA (native name) Acanthdcex About
25 species of tender shrubs, distinguished from Jus-
ticia by the less-spuned antheis, and often by the
habit and calyx, but considered by de Dulla Torre and
Harms as a mere section of that genus Els whitish
or purplish, calyx 5-cleft, often exceeded by the bracts;

corolla long-tubed, the limb prominently 2-lipped;

stamens 2 For cultuie, see Justu in

cydomaefdlia, Nee.s Brxzilivn Bower-Plant Lvs.
opposite on short petioles, ovate lower lip broadly
obovate, purple Brazil B M 4902 F S 12 1222
RH 1873 110—Cult in Calif

A Vdstra, Nees Lvs ovate-lam eolntc, aeuininite fls white,
streaked rul or purple Ceylon BM SOI (as Juslteia Ailhatoda)

N Tailor!

ADIANTOPSIS (Greek, like Adiantum) Polypodid-
cex, Like Adiantum, but differing in having the son
simple, one to each veinlct and not occupying the ends
of several vcinlets, as m Adiantum —A small genus,
little known in cult

ped&ta, Moore (Cheildnthcs pcddta, R Br.) Lvs
cespitose, on long (9-12 in ) sts

,
about 6 m either

way, the 3 divisions bipinnatifid, son numerous,
placed on both sides of the Begin Jamaica, Cuba

R C Benedict.

ADIANTUM (Greek, unwetled) Polypodidcese.

Maidenhair Fern. A large, widely distributed genus
of ferns, mainly of tropical countries, some of them
popular greenhouse and conservatory plants

The leaves have usually polished black or purplish
stalks, the blades thin and delicate, simple or divided
into usually fan-shaped segments, with the outer mar-
gins revolute, covering linear sori Of the one hundred
or more species, only one, A pedatum, occurs, commonly
in temperate North America A few ot hers are found m
the southwestern states and in Florida A cuneatum
is the most frequently cultivated of the exotic species.

The genus Adiantum furnishes some of the most
useful and popular species of commercial ferns They
are easy of cult They need a slightly shaded posi-

tion, moderately moist atmosphere, and a temp, of 60-
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65° F. The soil should be composed of rich loam and
leaf-mold in equal parts, and should be kept moderately
moist Some of the most useful ones for general pur-
poses (given under their trade names) arc A snnulum,
grows about 12-15 m high, and has very graceful dark
green fronds, A. bellum

,

a dwarf, very compact species,
6-8 in

,
A cuneatum, A cuneatum var grandiceps, with

long, heavily crested, drooping fronds, A. cuneatum
var vanegalum making a neat specimen; A concm-
num, gracefully drooping dark green fronds 15 in.

long, with overlapping pinnai, A concxnnum var te-
tum, of upright growth, is 24 in high, A decorum
very useful, 12-15. in., and has young fronds of a
pleasing metallic tint, A excvsum var. multifidum;
A formosum, A. Fergusonn, A. fragranhssimum;
A. pubeteens, A. tenerum and var roseum, A Wie-
gandu, A. LeGrandn

,
very dwarf, A. mundulum, a

very neat, dwarf species, A. rubellum, a dwarf spe-
cies with mature fronds light green, young fronds of
a deep ruby tint The above may easily be grown from
spores, if sown on a compost consisting of half each of
finely screened clean soil and leaf-mold or peat, and
placed in a moderately moist and shady place in the
greenhouse in a temp of 60° F To be grown most
economically, thov should be transplanted in clumps
of 3 or 1 plants as soon as the first pinnae have appeared,
and, as soon as strong enough, potted off, either in
clumps or singly Some very desirable species to grow
into large, tall specimens are A alhiopicum, A
Bausei, A Colhsu, A Fergusonn

,
A formosum, A.

Lalhomn
,
A pet uvuinum, A pnneips, A rhomboultum

,

A Sanc(<e-Cathanndp, A trapeziforme, and A Wil-
liammi Thefollowing are also recommended for special

purposes for fern-dishes, A. fulvum, for cutting, A
gracilhmum The following kinds are economically
prop, by division, temp 65° F A Farleyen.se, the differ-

ent varieties of A. Co pillus- Veneris, A rhodophyllum,
A assimile Some kinds, as A dolahriforme, A cau-
datum and A Edynvorthu, form small plants on the
ends of fronds, which may be detached and potted
separately, and if kept in a close atmosphere will in a
short time grow into choice little plants Temp
65-70° F (NicholN Bruckner)
The following directions (mostly for commercial

growing) are prepared for this entry by James C Clark*
Adiantums, when grown m large quantities, are best
ropagated from spores sown in pots or pans, 6-inch
eing a good size, pots being preferred to pans as they

maintain a more constant anti equal moisture The pots
should be filled with two-thirds good drainage (coal-

ashes or potsherds are very suitable), top-dressed with
onc-third sterilized loam mixed with one-tenth part of
sharp sand finely sifted and evenly pressed down in the
ot, so that the top of the soil will be about Vi inch
elow the rim The pots should then be placed on a

greenhouse bench, under shaded glass, and where a
temperature of 65° to 70° can be maintained Then
water until they are thoroughly soaked (and to make
sure that they are wet, water again, it is impossible to
make too wet) Allow to drain for an hour or so and then
dust the spores evenly, and as thinly as possible, over
the surface and cover immediately with glass. The
glass should remain on, and no water should be required
or given, unless by dipping, until the spores have devel-
oped to the prothallus stage, when it will be advantage-
ous to give a slight watering, using a very fine rose, and
raise the glass 8 inches above the pots, supporting so
that a free current of air can pass directly over the pots.

At this stage of their development adiantums, like

all other fern prothalluses, must never be allowed to
become dry. At the same time, great care must be
exercised so that there will be sufficient air to prevent
damping and yet no direct draft either from the neating
pipes or ventilators to cause wilting or drying out of
the pots
As soon as the first real fronds appear (generally in

eight to twelve weeks from time of sowing, according to

season of year, eight weeks m spring and summer;
twelve weeks in fall or winter), the seedlings should be
transplanted in small clumps of three to five seedlings

each, into flats or seed-pans, spaced about 1 inch apart,

and placed in a close warmhouse, in a night, temperature
of 65° to 70°, until the seedlings show signs of taking
root and making new fronds, when the temperature
may be lowered to 60° at night and 65° to 70° in the
day This temperature will be found to suit all adian-
tums (except A Farleyense), m all stages of their future

development
When the transplanted seedlings are about 1 inch

high, they may be placed m small pots and repotted
into larger ones as soon as they require it In potting,

a good compost consists of nine parts of loam and one
part of well-rotted cow-manure, the pots being provided
with good drainage, especially the larger sizes. In pot-
ting, the crown of the plant should be placed deep
enough so that it will be covered with x

/i to % inch of

fresh soil, making the soil only moderately firm (never
hard) Place the plants in a greenhouse, spaced so that
there will be a free circulation of air all around the
plants, the glass moderately shaded from March 15 to

November 1, and all shade removed during the winter
months, giving as much ventilation (without draft) as

possible. The soil should be kept moderately moist at

all times and a good atmospheric moisture maintained
by wetting down the walks, but at no tune should the
foliage be wet more than possible Well-drained, solid

beds are better adapted to the growth of adiantums than
tables, but, if grown on the latter, a J^-inch overhead
heating-pipe over each table, say 18 inches above the
foliage, will be found of great assistance m overcoming
the condensation that is so destructive to the foliage

when the plants are grown on tables

Treated as above, adiantums can be grown into

6-mch pot specimens in one year from time of sowing
spores, and when grown rapidly are seldom troubled
with insect pests, unless it be green-fly, which can be
kept under control by a weekly application of nikoteen,
using two ounces to five gallons of water, applied in as

fine spray as possible.

Specimen adiantums, in 8-mch pots or larger, can be
grown in the same-sized pots for several years, provided
they are slightly rested during the winter months by
being kept on the dry side and m a lower temperature,
say 15° to 55° In February the plants should be re-

moved from the pots, the drainage examined, a little

of the top-soil removed, and then top-dressed with old

rotted cow-manure, and the plants returned to a grow-
ing temperature and given more water as required.

Feed either with liquid manure or dust with pulverized
animal manure every second week during the growing
season Some of the finest specimen adiantums in this

country have been grow n m the same-size pots for five

to seven years
Scale sometimes attacks old specimen adiantums,

and there is only one remedy,—rest the plants by
keeping to the dry side and in a cool temperature for

about a month; then cut off all the fronds clear down
to the crowns, and treat the same as old specimen
plants

For amateurs and small growers, all adiantums can
be propagated by division of the crown and rhizomes
This is best done m January and February Wash off

all soil and cut the roots off as close to the crowns as

possible. Then divide to single eyes. Place the eyes

in sharp sand, merely covering them. Place m a situa-

tion such as advised for spores and cover with glass,

when the first fronds appear, treat exactly the same as

recommended for seedlings, when they will make plants

about as quickly and equally as good as those grown
from spores.

Adtantum Farleyense, being a sterile species, must be
propagated by division. It requires the treatment recom-
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mended for adiantums in general with the exception of

a much higher temperature, 65° to 70° at night, and 75°

to 80° during the day. The variety Glory of Moor-
drecht has the great advantage of producing fertile

spores and it also thrives in the lower temperatures
recommended for general adiantums It gives promise
of being one of the most useful varieties for decorations
and cut-fronds use, as the fronds arc very much hardier
than typical A. Farleyense and will compare well with
such kinds for standing as A cuneaium, A. hybndum
and A. Croweanum.

INDEX

acutum, 21 excisum, 29 pedatum, 17
xmulum, 33 Farleyense, 20. peruvianum, 3
rethiopicum, 28. Fergusonxx, 30. platynhyllum, 6.

affine, 10 formosuin, 13 polyphyllum, 8.

amabxle, 34 fragrantxssimum, 33 prmceps, 21
anoi tense, 26 fulvum, 11 pubescent. 19.
assimile, 28. gracillimum, 39. pulverulentum, 14.
Bardu, 33 grandiceps, 33 rhodophgllum, 21
Bause t, 21 hispidulum, 19 rhombouieum, 15
bellurn, 31 hybndum, 33. rubellum, 36
Bessonise 32 intermedium, 12 8anctx-Catharinu,7
Capillus-Veneris, 30 Jordanu, 22 setulosum, 9
caudatum, 2 Kaulfussu, 5 Siebrechtn, 35
Colhsii, 24 iMthomn, 21 speciotum , 40.
concinnum, 25 latum, 25 tenerum, 21
Croweanum, 33. LeGrandn, 39 tinetum, 27
cuneatum, 33 lunulatum, 1 trapezj forme, 7.
curvatum, 18 macrophyllum, 4 vanegatum, 33
eyilotorum, 35 Mairinxi, 30 vtnustum, 38
decorum, 35 monocblamys, 37 versnxllense, 33.
diaphanum, 9 Moorei, 34 Victoria, 21.
digitatum, 40 mundulum, 33 villosum, 15
dolabriforme, 1. novse-caledom®, 16 Wagneri, 35
Edgeworlhn, 2 Owenxi, 35 Wiegandu, 35
elegans, 35 palmatum, 40 Williamsn, 23
emarginatum, 22.

A. Lvs. with a single row of small Ifts. on either side
,

rooting at the apex.

1. lunulatum, Burm (A dolabrifdrme, Hook ). Lvs.
1 ft long on blackish, wiry, polished stalks, lower lfts.

nearly semicircular, all on hair-like stalks. India,
Trop. Amer

,
Austral G 6.203

2 caud&tum, Linn (A Edgeworthn, Hook ). Lvs
6-12 in long, on short, brownish, densely hairy stalks;

lfts deeply cut into several spreading narrow lobes
Old World Gn 68, p 315

aa. Lvs. with usually a single row of large lfts. on either

side, not rooting at the apex

3. peruvi&num, Klotzsch Lvs 1 ft. or more long,

on polished stipes, with obliquely ovate pointed lfts

2 in long by lY 10 wide, 011 slender stalks, son 8-10
on either side of the lfts

,
twice as long as wide Peru.

4. macrophyllum, Swartz Lvs 1 ft. long, on rather
stout polished stipes, with 4-6 pairs of wedge-shaped
sessile lfts 1^-2 in long by 3rl m. wide, indusium
nearly continuous on either side of the 1ft. Trop.
Amer.

5 Kafilfussii, Kunze Lvs 6-8 in. long, on slender
black stalks, lfts 5-11, 2 m long, $4-1 in. wide

;
with

unequal base; indusia very long and narrow, forming an
almost continuous marginal band on either side of the
lfts. Mex., W Indies.

6 platyphyilum, Swartz Lvs 1-2 ft. long, stalks

black, glossy, If -blades 6-12 in long, 2-4 in broad,
with a long terminal pinna and 3-6 pairs of lateral

pinnae; lowest pinnae sometimes pinnately divided;
segm 3-4 in Ionia;, \Y~2 m broad, sporangia m
nearly continuous line along the margin. Cent. Amer.
to Brazil and Bolivia.

aaa. Lvs. at least bipinnate
,
the segms. twice as long as

broad
,
with the vemlets all springing from the lower

side.

b. Lfts. 1 1/2~2 m. long.

7. trapeziffirme, Linn Lvs 18 in. or more long, with
the terminal 1ft. longer than the lateral; lfts trape-
zoidal, Y-%m. wide, lobed, and with numerous son.

A . Sdndx-Catharlnse is a form with deeper lobes. Trop
Amer.

bb. Lfts. smaller
,
an inch or less long.

c Stalks polished, smooth.

8 polyphyllum, Willd Lvs often tnpinnate, with
stout black stalks; pinnae 6-8, long, with closely set lfts.

which are %-l in long, the upper margin curved, with
4-6 circular or oblong indusia S Amer.

9 di&phanum, Blume (A selulbsum, J Smith). Lvs
simply pinnate or usually 2-pinnate at ihe base; lfts.

Yin long, Yin wide, with numerous son placed in

the sinuses of the inner and outer edges. Asia to New
Zeal.

10 affine,Willd Lvs bininnate, with a terminal pinna
and several lateral ones, lfts not exceeding f4 in long,

Yin wide, the upper edge parallel with the lower, and
crenatc, bearing numerous rounded son on the upper
and outer margin. New Zeal

11 ffllvum, Raoul Lvs 15-20 m long, the stalks

erect, dark browu, shiny, rough below with long hairs;

the If -blades 9-12 in long, 6-8 in broad, deltoid,

2-pinnate, the segm ^4111 long, Hin broad, dimidiate,

lower edge straight, the upper edge paiallel with
sharp-tooth lobes, the son uniform, numerous New
Zeal.

cc. Stalks polished but somewhat woolly.

12 intermedium, Swartz Lvs 1 ft or more long
with a terminal pinna and 1-3 lateral ones on each side,

lfts. 1 in. or more long, with interrupted son on the
upper and two-thirds
of the outer margins.
Trop Amer

ccc Stalks rough or

hairy

13. formdsum,R Br
Lvs 1-2 ft long, two-
thirds as broad, mostly
tripinnate, with rough,
scabrous stalks and
rather small, deeply
lobed lfts Yx~M in

long, with rounded and
120. Fruiting pinnules of Adiantum toothed outer margins

pedatum. (XD Austral G 20 769

14 pulverulentum, Linn Lvs often a foot long, with

a large terminal pinna and several lateral ones, bipin-

nate, stalks nurplish, hairy, as are also the rachises,

lfts in long, 34m wide, closely placed, the outer

edge rounded or truncate \\ Indies

15 vill&sum, Linn (A rhomboiideum, Swartz) Lvs.

large, with a terminal and several lateral pinme 6-12 in

long, on stout, villous-hairy stalks, lfts numerous,
nearly 1 m long, Yin wide, trapezoidal, with the inner

side parallel to the raehis; indusia forming an almost
continuous line along the upper and outer margins. W.
Indies and S Amer

16. n&vae-caled&nise, Keys Lvs. 6-8 in. long and
wide, somewhat pentagonal, once pinnate with one or

two secondary basal pinnie on the lower side at base;

lfts attached to the rachises by a broad base, nearly

1 in. long, pointed, irregularly incised, bearing 1-4

rounded son next to the base New Caledonia.

aaaa. Lvs. forked
,
the two branches bearing pinnse from
the upper side

b Stalks polished, smooth.

17. pedatum, Linn. Fig 120 Common Maidenhair
of our northern states, with circular lvs on purplish

stalks 1 ft or more high —Sometimes transplanted into

gardens, requiring a shady, moist and protected place.

G. 21:9.

18 curvitum, Kaulf Lvs forked and with the mam
divisions once or twice forked, lfts 1-1 Yi in long,
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nearly }4m. wide, the upper margin rounded and lobed.
Brazil.

bb Stalks scabrous (or rough).

19

hispfdulum, Swartz (A. pubescens
,
Schk.). Lvs.

forked, two divisions branching like a fan, with the

’^1lilt

121 Adiantum Farleyense.

(XJ 3 ) OT-r*

largest pinna' 6-9 m long, V*

'

made up of numerous Ills

J/nn or more long, two-thirds
U
^\rmik ^

as bioad, coxered with rather
long, stiff hairs, and with numerous clr-

cular indusia on the upper and rounded
outer margins Old World

aaaaa Lvs at least hipinnate, often tnjnnnate or jrjL
quadripinnate, with numerous ratfur small.. jhfn

fan-shaped or wedge-shaped lfts with veins 'Ml
radiating from the base. V

b Lfts an inch or less across

C. Edges deeply cut into a sines of narrow lobes

20 Farleyense, Moore Fig 121 Lvs often reach-
ing 15-21 in in length, forming a rich profusion of

closely overlapping pinna*, light green; lfts more or less

wedge-shaped at base, with cui\ed sides and the outer
margin rounded and deeply cut into 10-15 nairow lobes,

which rarely bear son Barbadoes—Said to be a gar-

den variety of A tenerum, but apparently a good
species G C 111 49 73

cc Edges not lacinuitely cut.

21 tenerum, Swartz Lvs deltoid, 12-24 m long,

two-thirds as wide, the terminal lfts equally, the lateral

unequally, wTedge-shaped at base, all of them rhombic
and deciduous when dry, with 10 or less small sori on
the outer and inner margins A Lathomn

,
A Virions',

A rhodophyllum
,
A ' prlnceps

,
A acutvm

,
and A.

Bausei are horticultural forms Fla. and Trop Amer

22 J6rdanii, C. Muell (A. emarqindtum
}
D C.

Eaton, not Hook ) Lvs 1 ft or more long, 6 in. wide,
mostly twice pinnate, with nearly semicircular lfts

,

son elongate, the indusiuin almost continuous around
the margin of the 1ft Calif and Ore

23. Wflliamsii, Moore Lvs. triangular, nearly 1 ft.

long, lfts. nearly semicircular, 3-4-lobed on the outer

margin, bearing 5-8 son covered with oblong mdusia.
Peru —Similar in habit to the last, but smaller and
with more numerous son.

bb. Lfts. mostly less than a half inch across

c. Lvs. at least quadnpinnate
,
broader than long.

24 C611isii, Moore Lvs 1 ft. or more long, very
broad, the black rachises apparently repeatedly fork-

ing, lfts rhombic-ovate or cuneate, those toward the
outer portions longer and larger than those nearer the
base —Of garden origin, possibly a hybrid.

cc Lvs mostly triangular or oblong, longer than broad

n Shape of lfts rhombic, the indusia kidney-shaped or

nearly circular.

25 concfnnum, IIBK Fig 122 Lvs 2-3 pinnate,
12-18 in long, 6-9 in wide, on rather stout black stalks;

lfts rhombic-oblong, slightly lobed, son 4-8 on each
ift

,
usually set close together Alex to Brazil Var.

l&tum, Moore Differs from type by stiff upright habit,

and lfts twice as large and much separated

20 aneitense, Carr Rootstock wide-creeping, cov-
ered with minute dark brown linear scales, lvs 2-2 3^2

ft long, the stalks castaneous, rusty hairy above, the
If -blades deltoid, 1 3 j-2 ft long and broad, 3-4-pin-

nate, the segm rhomhoidal, the son 4-6 to a segm.
Aneiteum, New Hebrides

27 tinctum, Moore Lvs on stalks 4-6 in long, the
blades 2-pinnate, deltoid, the stalks black, glossy,

naked, the segins rhomboid, 3-4 lines long, the lower
edge straight, the inner parallel to the rachis or just

overlapping it, the outer edge bluntly lobed, son round,
on ultimate lobes Costa Rica to Peru

dd. Shape of lfts roundish with obtuse base, small or

medium size

28. aethidpicum, Linn (A. asslmile, Swartz) Lvs.
1 ft or more long on slender stalks. 2-3-pinnate, rather
narrow, lfts loundish or obscurely 3-lobed, the mar-
gin finely serrulate, son 2-3 to a 1ft

,
with oblong or

kidne} -shaped mdusia Afr. and Austral

29 excisum, Kunze. Lvs.
2-3-pmnate, 6-12 in long, 3-4
in wide; lfts about pt in wide,

roundish, with the margin cut \
into small rounded lobes, son V
large, 2-4 to each 1ft

,
kidney-

shaped or circular Chile II

ddd Shape of lfts distinctly

cuneate at the base

e Inelusia oblong or nulls-

30 Capfllus -Veneris, Lmn
(A. Fergusonn, A MairUn, 1\^\ A
Moore) Fig 123 Lvs 2-3-

pinnate, 6-20 in long, 3-8 m
wide, lfts nearly 3 2in wide,
more or less irregularly lobed,

at the outer margin
;

son
1-3 to each 1ft with oblong
or more or less elongate
narrow mdusia Native south- \\\^
ward, and widclv distributed

throughout the Old World— Ad..«tum
Exists in many varieties, some , v
of thorn deeply lobed, hko

<**>

A Farleyense, a compact imbricated form is very
effective.

31

bellum, Moore Small, tuftedj 3-8 m high lvs.

bipmnate, lfts with the outer margin erose and often
diuded into 2-3 shallow lobes; son 2-3 to each 1ft.,

rather long and broad or somewhat lunate Bermuda.
—A greenhouse species.
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123. Pinna of Adiantum
Capillus-Veneris.

(X K)

32 Bess6nise, Jenman. Lvs 11-16 in. long, the
stalks in tufts, stiff, black, shiny, with a few pale scales;

If -blades deltoid, 4-pmnate, the pinnuhe very densely
imbricated so that many
of them are covered over.
Trinidad.

ee. Indusia nearly circular

,

with a narrow sinus.

33 cune&tum, Langs. &
Fisch (A xmulum

,
A mun-

dulum, Moore A versail-

Unse, A. fragranlissimum, A
hybndum, Hort ).

Fig 124 Lvs 3-4-

pinnate, deltoid, 6-
15 in long, 5-9 in

wide; Ifts numer-
ous, obtuse or
broadly wedge-
shaped at bast', the
margin rounded
and more or less

crenately lobed;
son 3-5 to each

segm
,
with rather small rounded indusia Brazil —

Runs into many forms, of which A vanegatum is one
AF 18' 508 A Bdrdu differs from the type in hav-
ing the fronds 2 ft or more long Var grandfceps,
Moore Robust lvs numerous from a tufted crown,
elongated, with tassel-like growths at the ends Var
Crowe&num, Ilort A vigorous hardy form

34. Modrei, Baker (A amdbile, Moore, not Liebm )

Lvs 2-3-pmnate on long, slender stalks, 6-15 in long;
lfts Y~ l/An long, rhomboulal, with wedge-like base,
deeply lobed, son of medium size, 4-6 to each 1ft Peru

35 W&gneri, Mett (A decorum
,
A Wiegandn, A

Uegans, A . Owemi, A . eytlosbrum, Moore) Lvs 2-3-pin-
nate, 6-9 in long, 4-6 in wide, lateral lfts rhomboid,
the terminal cuneate, slightly lobed or incised

,
son 4-6 to

each 1ft.
;
very large membranous circular indusia Peru

—A Siebrcchin
,
Hort,

,
“supposed to be a cross between

A decorum and A Willuimsn,”
has strong, graceful

lvs thickly set with round pinnules of firm texture

36 rubellum, Moore Lvs 4-6 in long, deltoid, bi-

pinnate, texture membranous, bright green, reddish
when young, lfts ^in wide,
deltoid or the lower rhomboid,
the outer margin deeply lobed
and the lobes finely toothed;
son round at the apices of the
lobes Bolivia

37. monochlfimys, D C
Eaton Lvs ovate -deltoid,

6-12 m long, tripinnate, lfts

yiva. wide, cuneate at the
base, the upper
edge rounded,
and slightly

toothed, with a
single sorus or

rarely two in a
decided hollow
at the upper
edge Japan.

38. venftstum, Don.
Lvs. ovate-deltoid, tri-

quadn-pmnate, 6-12 in.

long; lfts. cuneate at the
base, Yin wide, with the
upper edge irregularly

rounded or with 3 indis-

tinct lobes, finely toothed,

bearing 1-3 son in distinct

hollows. India.

124. Adiantum
cuneatum.
(Frond Xf)

bbb. Lfts minute, innumerable, lvs -pinnate.

39 gracillimum, Moore (of horticultural origin).

Lvs 1 ft or more long, nearly as wide, 4-6-pinnate, with
innumerable very small lfts

,
which are wide

and usually bear a single sorus or rarely two —Dense,
compact forms are in cult, under the name of A. Le-
Grdndn
aaaaaa. Lvs. 3-4-]nnnate: st. climbing, several ft. long

40. digitsttum, Presl (A. specidsum, Hook A pal-

matum, Moore) Lvs 2-3 ft long on a stalk 18 in or
more long, with palmately lobed lfts. 1 m or more
wide S Amor

A or()x8um, Mott Stove lvs lanceolate, to 1 ^ ft and 4 in
broad, onee-pinnate, leathery Colombia (J C III 4 5 51 A rA
aeum, Baikh , on undetermined hoi ti< ult oral name piobubly ref-

erable to A rubellum —A scutum rumdsum, Hort A distinct
form with tan-shaped lvs (properly A (Jhiesbrofchtu, Mooie)

L M Linderwood.
R. C. Benedict f

ADLUMIA (from ‘John Adlum). Fumandcese A
hardy biennial vine, which climbs over high bushes in

moist woods fls with the
petals united into cordate-

ovate corolla which ulti-

mately encloses the small,

few -seeded pod —Sow seed
m spring m a damp, cool

place Transplant in fall,

if possible, if transplanted
at all It does not flower

the first season but re-

mains low' and bushy It

will not tolerate open sun
or w indy situation

fungfisa, Greene (A.
cirrhbsc, Ilaf ). Climbing
Fumitoky Mountain
Fringe Allegheny
Vine Figs 125, 126
Climbs by the slender

young If -stalks Lvs
thrice pinnate, lfts cut-

lobed, delicate fls white
or purplish, in ample
panicles G VV F 13. V.
2 76 and 4 22 (all as A.
cirrhosa). n Taylor t

ADODfiNDRUM Rhodo-

thamnu8

ADONIS (a favontc of

Venus, after his death
changed into a flower).

Ran uhl ulwece Hardy an-
nual and perennial herbs
planted for their showy
flowers

Flowers solitary, teimi-
nal; petals 5-16, yellow
or red, carpels many st

about 1 ft high, very
leafy' lvs. alternate, cut
into very narrow divi-

sions: fr an achcne
The culture is simple in

any good soil, light moist
earth preferred. They
thrive in full sun or partial shade; the perennial species

well suited for rockwork and borders ( )nly a few well-

known species, natives of temperate regions of Europe
and Asia: perhaps 20 m the genus

Annuals are propagated by the steds, which are slow-
germinating; the freshest seed is sown m autumn or
earliest spring Perennials may, in like manner, be
grown from seed and come to flower the first season.
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but division of the roots is to be preferred as the flowers
are then more abundant. Very early spring is the best
time for dividing.

a Annuals' fls crimson or scarlet.

b
,
St simple except at top • center of fl yellow.

aestivalis, Linn. Pheasant’k-Eye Summer Adonis.
Sts erect, often branched at top fls crimson, petals

flat, obtuse, half longer than calyx.

June, July Var citrina, HofTrn
,
is a

garden variety with citron-yellow fls

parvifldra, Fiseh Allied to above, not
well recognized as a dist met species I Of-
fers in being smaller-fld. and less showy.

mtcroc&rpa, DC Apparently a pale-

fld variation of A aestivalis.

bb St branched center of fl dark

. autumnMis, Linn Flos Adonis.

Asi.,m,«
F
f?,naLa

f Aijtumn Adonis St branched fls.Aalumia fungosa n . , , , . ,

(xU) small, crimson, with dark center, glo-

Lose, petals 0-8, concave, slightly

larger than calyx. June-Sept Gn 12, p. 131.—Spar-
ingly naturalized

aa. Perennials fls yellow

B St not branched

vemUlis, Linn {A aptnmna

,

Jacq A. daviirica
,

Reiehb ) Spring Adonis Fig 127 St simple, lower
lvs scale-like, others with lobes numerous, entire fls

large, petals 10—1 5, lanceolate, slightly toothed, sepals
smooth Earlv spring Gn 5, p 510,39 208 Gn W
23 153 G 29 140, 9 122, 1 249 Vi*r £lba, Ilort

A form with white fls J II 52 39 (dose ) A distorta,

Tenure, from Italy, a form with later fls

apennina, Linn (.1 vcrndlis var siblrica DC A.
sibt rica, Pat rin )

r

lhis species is much like A vernulis:

fls larger lower lvs sheath-like April Siberia.

bb St branched

pyreniica, DC St branched petals 8-10, obtuse,
smaller than in A vernahs lower lvs wit h long branched
petioles, upper ones sessile, the numerous lobes always
entire July Gn 39, p 209 Gn \\ 5 533 A Ircu-
ti&na, DC

, a form w it h some radi< al Iv s
,
lobes dentate.

volgensis, Stov (A uolgcnsis, Hoit ) Much like

A vannhs, but st branched lvs scale-like at base,

petioled or sessile above fls like A pyicnaica
,
but

sepals pubescent on under side Apnl Volga region.

amurensis, Regel & Radde A beautiful species, with
broad vellow fls

,
not much cult in Arner

,
has many

Japanese varieties H M 7190 GM 10 109, 18 212
Gn 52 0, 67, p 207, GC III 29 175 and III 37.

188, J II. Ill 50 299 (fl pi ). Davis.

AD6XA (Greek, without glory, i e
,

humble or

obscure) Adoxdcear, but bv some authorities placed

m Caprtfoliacesp and formerly in Aralwear A. Mos-
chatellina, Linn

,
the Moschatel, is the only species.

It is an inconspicuous herb 3- 5 in high, bearing tubers

beneath the ground, with biternate ivs
,
and small

greenish fls It occurs in England, Cent Eu
,
and

northward, and in subalpine and arctic regions in N
Amer It is scarcely cult but may occur in rock-gar-

dens, being giown for its musky scent

.flSCHMfcA (from aichme, point; referring to the rigid

points on the calyx) HromeliAcese Epiphytic herbs,

of about sixty species, natives of tropical South Amer-
ica, grown in choice greenhouse collections.

Flowei -cluster arising from a cluster or rosette of

long, hard lvs which are serrate, petals 3, tongue-
shaped, obtuse or pointed, 2-3 times the length of the
spine-pointed calyx-lobes, stamens 6, shorter than the

petals, ovary inferior, 3-celled. The fls are subtended

by (in the axils of) fl -bracts; the entire head or fl.-

cluster is often reinforced or subtended by conspicuous
If -bracts, in the eoinpound-infl types, the individual
branches are usually subtended by branch-bracts In
some species, as M Lahndei and JF. Manx-Regime, the
large colored If -bracts are the most conspicuous part
of the plant In others, as M Veitc/m, the entire head
is the showy part Monogr by Baker, Journ Bot.
1879 129, 161, 220 Includes Canustrum, Echmostachys,
Hohenbergia, Hoplaphylum, l^amprococcus, Pironrieava,

Pothuava, and some of the species have been referred

to Ihllbergia, Cryptanthus, (Juzmannia
,
Tillandsia, Che-

valiera, and others

The a*chmeas are closely allied to the billbergias,

from which they arc distinguished by smaller flowers,

which are little exsorted from the calyx and not widely
expanding, short filaments and small anthers, sharp-
pointed sepals and conspicuous sharp-pointed flower-

bracts

For culture, see Billbergia

csrrulcscen*, 8
caly< ulata, 6
C <tl( htis, 12
discolor, 10, 11
distichantha, 1

INDEX

faseiata, 7

fulRtns 10
I 'ilindoi, 2
1< otlirnsis, 0
Lindt nil, 5

Manse-Renin®, 3.

miniata, 11
spot tal)ili«t, 13
VeUfhii, 4
Weilbathn, 9.

a Fls d-ranked on the branchlets.

1

distichdntha, Lem Lvs 2-3 ft long, with a di-

lat< d base 4-5 in long and half as wide, the blade rigid

and channelled, edges prickly scape 1-1 Y ft
,

fls in a
bipmnate panule 1-7 in long and half as wide, the
petals tongue-shaped and red-purple, longer than the
obtuse-cuspidate sepals, fl -bract pocket-like, j^in long,

Brazil BM 5417 J F 3 209.

aa Fls multifarious,— in

several or many rows on
the spike or branchlets.

b Infl simple

c Ovary compressed or

flattened

2 Lalmdei, Lind &Rod
Large (3-4 ft ), with long

and broad spine-

edged lvs spike
vei v dense, green-
ish white, from
the color of the
aggregated cali-

cos, the fls sub-
tended by many
dofloxod, show v
red, long-pointed,

entire braet-lvs
,

corolla gieen, not
ex.scrted Colom-
bia I II 30 4S1.

—Striking

3 Marlag-Reginae,
\\ endl Smaller than the
last m all its parts petals

blue-tipped when young,
fading to crimson like the
bracts, half as long again
as the mealy cuspidate
sepals, fl -bracts entire,

small, not showy braet-
lvs toothed Costa Rica.
BM 6441 Gt 49 1477.
—One of the best species.

4. Veitchii, Baker. Lvs.
spotted, serrate petals

pale, a little longer than
the sepals, fl -bracts con- 127. Adorns vernalis. ( x H)
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spicuous, toothed, scarlet bract-lvs greenish, erect,

serrate, not encompassing the infl S Ainer B M.
6329 G Z 23, pi 30—Referred to Ananas by Bent-
ham & Hooker

cc Ovaiy terete (cylindrical).

d Head oblong

5. Lindemi, Koch (//oplophylum IJndenn, Morr ).

Lvs. dilated and entire at base, the blade minutely
toothed and 2-3 It long, the tip broad-rounded and
short-cuspidate petals lemon-yellow, twice as long as
sepals. Brazil. B.M b.565

DD Head globose

6 calycul&ta, Baker (Hoplophyturn calycaldturn,

Morr ). Lvs about 1 ft long, with an oblong, dilated

base, the blade minutely toothed and rounded at the
tip, but terminated with a minute cusp scape shorter

than the lvs
,
with seveial deciduous lanceolate bract-

lvs
,
petals tongue-shaped, not 1

2m. long, bright yel-

low, fl -bracts small, entire, reddish S Amer

7. fasci&ta, Baker (Bzllbergia fasndta , Lindl B rho-

docydnea
,
Lem.) Lvs 1-2 ft long, with an oblong en-

tire clasping base, the blade strongly toothed and the
back marbled with whitish cross-lines, the tip rounded

128 iEchmea mmiata var discolor (Xjj)

and mucronate. scape 1 ft high, flocoose, the several
bract-lvs pale led and erect, petals ^Jin long, pink.

Brazil B M 4883 B R 1130 F 8 3 207 —Infl. some-
times foiked

hb Infl. branched (or compound),

c FIs pedicellate

8 caerulescens, Baker Lvs 1 ) 2-2 ft long, with
small prickles panicle 4-5 in long, 2-pinnate, with lax

fevv-fld crowded branches, petals bluish red, in.

long f I -bracts none or minute S. Amer Gt 1871:
694 —Produces white berries

cc FIs .sessite.

d 1Sepal s bl uni.

E Floral bracts large

9. Wellbachii, F Dulr Lvs rather short, over-
topped by the red-stemmed and red-bracted scape:
panicle narrow', 1-pinnate, the fls rather crowded, blue
and red S Amer li II 1871 170

Var leodiensis, Andr6. Lvs violet and spotted:
fls. shorter. Brazil

ee Floral bracts minute or wanting

10 fulgens. Brongn (HZ discolor, Hort ) Lvs
broad, with small distant teeth, with a broad cuspidate

end panicle large, simple above, branched below, gla-

brous, beanng numerous fls
;
petals blue-tipped, ex-

ceeding the rich red calyx; fl -bracts minute or none:
branch-bracts yellowish S Amer. B M 4293.

11. mmiata, Baker Lvs serrate with numerous close
small teeth panicle branched throughout, fls numer-
ous, petals blue, ovary red Var discolor, Hort

,
big.

128, has the lvs purple or violet-brown on the* back.
Brazil.

dd . Sepals pointed or owned.

12 coel6stis, Morr Lvs linear, the margins with
few minute spines or almost smooth panicle branched
below, simple above, fls about 10 lines long, sepals
white, petals blue Brazil

13 spect&bihs, Brongn Lvs linear, the margins
armed with stout spines panicle laxly pyramidal, fls

about 1 )4 in long, sepals pale rose, petals white, pur-
ple at apex Venezuela and Colombia It H 1875 311

M aurantiaca, Biik«'r==-Canistniin uurnntiarum — E Hnrlvti,
Raker Corolla paU yellow Houduias .E brabilttu^n, Urge l

Lvs much dilated at b iso, whitish below, black-toothed petals
light blue calyx and rnchis red, panicle branched Brazil Gt
34 1202 —.E bronuli < folia. Baker Dense spike- !\s whitish
below, ,1-4 ft long, st rr ite or spun scent fls light je Mow S Amer—M Coruni, Carr — K nudu mils — E Diaki,ana, \n lrt* l\s
whitish, finely dentate spike simple and lix, fis long-tubulai

,

light blue, bracts and o\ tries coral-red berries lose, becoming
blue is Amer R H 1SXX, p 101, dose Ai > rvn/aen, Moir ^(dra-
vism exsudans—.E FurAmbmjn, Motr —Strtptoe dyx luiden-
bergn —.E giyat, Moir Moral l\> crimson Hs m a dense infl ,

sepals white, lepidote, e’oiolla pale giccn Brinl BM 8107 -

glomernta. Hook =Hohenl>< igi 1 ste llatu, Schult — E Hystrir,
Morr Lvs lepidote, whitish, crowded spike* oblong, elc nse

,
fls

purple, toinentose Guio.ua — E laiandulacm, C II Wright Vis
distichous, paniculate, the sepals awned, gre e-n, the petals deep
violet Grenada B M S()0j — E mat irmlnt/ia, Brongn =-» E
Schiedeana —.E Mtlindmi, Ifook Bunch 1-pinnate, dense, pi t-

als bright real hs spiny, 1* 1 2 tt Guiana BM 52 T> — E mesi-
cann. Baker Lvs long and large , tine -toot he el panicle 2-pmnate,
long and lax, the peduncles rm dy, petals < run-on Mex i’

mmiata, Hort — Billbe rgia thyrsoide a( *
! — E myrwjihulla, Morr

Allied to Ai eJistie hantha L\s nurow, 2 i ft
,
spiny, Mlvtry-

scaly on the hick fls red, the pe-t ils fading blue 'I top Vine r

BM 00J 1) — E nuduaulii Griseb Lvs long and -Ur tight, brown-
toothed brnet-lvs subtending spike large, brilliant led, petals
yellow Trop Vmer R II 1SX5 to (as .E Gornui, which is a form
with shorter ami denser spikr) — E pann uligtra, Griseb Lvs
large and long panic h 1-2 ft long, with few-flel hrane lie s s< ipe

tall, reeldish, downy, fls purple Trop Viner —E Sihifhniui,
Sehle'oht (E mieraeanthi, Btongri ) L\s large rigid, strongly
armed pame lo 3-pinnate, pubi -ee nt fls pale yellow Mix Gt
43 p 17V— E utrrata, Me/ Panicle \ery dense-, hipmnate , Hs
distichous, sessile, sepils spimilose, pet ils violet, murronate
Martinique It H 1907 129—J? 2»hru?a-=BiIlbe rgia zcbrina

L II B
George V Nash f

iEGLE (from Latin /Egle, one of the Hcspoiides) Hu -

tdcegr, tribe CUrew A small tree, ofton spiny, having
hartl-shelleel frs lvs <le< iduou-s ils pent amerous with
numerous free stamens, ovaiy with 10 or more cells,

ovules numerous m each cell
,
cells ot t lie fi w it hunt pulp

vesicles, filled with gum, seeds woollv and in germina-
tion the cotyledons remain hvpogeous the first foliage

lvs are opposite —Only one species is now recognized

M&rmelos, Coirett (Craleva Mat melos, Linn Bh</u

Murmelos, W F \\ight) Fig 129 The bael fruit of

India A handsome tret* native to N India, but widely

cult throughout the Peninsula as well as in Ceylon,

Burma, Siam and lndo-Chma The tnfoholate lvs
,

borne on wingless petioles, are thin in tcMurc, prob-

ably owing to the fact that thev are deciduous Al-

though not so hardy as the deciduous trifoliate orange
of China and Japan, the bael fiuit tiee is said to en-

dure a considerable degree of cold (20° F or lower) in

the drier parts of N W India The fr is greenish > el-

low, globular, or nearly so, varying from 2-6 (usually

4-5) in in diarn The fr of the wild tiee is considei-

ably smaller than that of the cult, foirn The hard
shell, Jdim thick, is filled with the pale orange, aro-

matic pulp in which occur 10-15 long, narrow cells

containing the seeds imbedded in transparent tena-

cious gum These cells correspond to the Begins of an
orange, while the pulp is made up of the pith and the

greatly thickened fleshy membranes separating the
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cells. Ill Roxb., PI. Corom
,
pi. 143 Wight, Ic

,
pi 16

Bedd
,
FI Sylv

,
pi. 161. Benth. & Trim, Med PI,

55. Bonav
,
Oranges and Lemons of India and Ceylon,

Atlas, pi 242, 243. The ripe fr is much esteemed by
the Hindus, many of

whom consider it the
best of the citrous frs

,

the European residents

in India often become
very fond of it.

Watt says (Diet of

Econom Prod of India,

1 123) “The fruit, when
ripe, is sweetish, whole-
some, nutritious, and
very palatable, and much
esteemed and eaten by
all classes The ripe

fruit, diluted with water,

forms, with the addition
of a small quantity of

tamarind and sugar, a delicious and cooling drink ”

The famous botanist, Roxbuigh, savs (Flora Indira,

2 5K0) “The fruit is nut lit urns, warm, cathartic, in

taste delicious, in fragrance exquisite,
”

On the other hand, W R Mustoe, Superintendent,
Government Archeological Gardens, Lahore, India,

writes (in a letter to I) G Fairchild, dated Lahore,
Dec 3, 190K) “The fruit is great lv prized for eating by
the natives, but can scarcely be look«*d upon as pala-

table to the white mm except as a sherbet,
”

Sherbet is made from the mashed pulp, which is diluted

with a little water, and then stunned into milk or soda-

water and sugared to taste Sometimes a little tama-
rind is added to gn e a subacid flavor \ 11 Indian medi-
cal authoritas agree that the bael fruit has a most
salutory influence on tin* dig< stive system The ripe

fruit is mildly laxative* and is a good simple remedy for

dyspepsia The unripe fruit, is a specific of the highest

value for dysentery, but so mild that it can be given to

children without dang* i The bael fruit tree is widely
cultivated in India and is found m nearly <v(ry temple
garden It is dedicated to Siva, whose worship cannot
be completed without ,ts leaves

r

l his promising fruit,

tree is now b< ing tested at seveial points in the warmer
parts of tin* l nited States

.E Rrirtcn Hook f - Bnl*. • mocit rus pinuulata, SwingU —JE
rfwvfndra, \u\e^~*-C!iH*tosp< nmim RlutinoMi Swingle —JE gluhnksa,

Merrill—Chaetospormum glutinosa, Swingli -AS aepuina, DC =
Poncirus tnfoliata, Raf WALTER T SWINGLE

129 JEgle Marmelos (XM)

130 £glopsis Chevalier! (X|. fl Xi)

jEGL<5PSIS (Male, opsis, appearance) Rutacex,
tribe Cltrex A small spiny tree, having simple per-
sistent lvs with short, wingless petioles, and frs with
a thin rather hard shell the fls are pentamerous with
10 stamens, ovary 6-7-celled, ovules numerous in each
cell cells of the fr without pulp vesicles, filled with
gum The seeds are smooth, and in germination the
cotyledons remain hypogeous, the first foliage lvs are
opposite Only one species is known

Chevalien, Swingle Fig 130 A large shrub or small
spiny tree* growing near the coast in Cote d’Ivoire,

Trop W. Afr
,
probably occurring also in Liberia The

spines occur singly alongside of the axillary bud and are
long, slender and straight (See Fig. 130 ) The fis are

borne m small, more or less branched panicles composed
of 4-40 fls. The fruits are globose or slightly pyri-

form, deep orange, with a thin, hard shell thick

Inside of this shell are 6 (rarely 5 or 7) cells filled with
large sublent lcular seeds imbedded in a fragrant
mucilage These cells correspond to the segms of an
orangeand
are

c u p

space, the sep-

arating mem-
branes being
very thmand the
pith small In
this respect, the
fr is quite unlike
fis of /Fgle and
Balsamocitrus.
Ill Bull Soc.

Bot Fr. v.
58 M6m 8d
pi 2, 3 —This
species was only
recently brought
to light m the

at Pans It is reported as growing in swamps near the
sea If it is able to resist brackish water it may prove
to be a stock of value on winch to graft citrous frs as

most, if not all, of the species of Citrus are very sensi-

tive to saltyr soils (alkali) Trees of this species are
growing in the greenhouses of the Jardin des Plantes
at Paris and in those of the U S Dept of Agnc Young
seedlings are being grown for trial as stocks on which
to graft other citrous frs Walter T Swingle.

ASGOPODITJM (nix, goat, and podion, a little foot;

probably from the shape of the Ifts) Umbelliferae.
Goutweed. Coarse, hardy herbaceous perennial, with
creeping rootstocks, biternate lvs, Bharply toothed,
ovate lfts

,
white fls in umbels frs. ovate, glabrous,

with equal filiform ribs, and no oil-tubes

Podogr&ria, Linn
,
var variegktum, Hort Fig 131.

Twelve to 14 in —A rapid-growing variegated form of

this European weed, which makes attractive mats of
white-margined foliage Common in yards, and planted
as edging and mats against buildings and m shady
places. Prop readily by division, and of simplest cult.

N. Taylor t

AERANTHUS Certain species described under this genus are
treated in Anyrxcum

AfiRIDES (Greek, air-plant). Orchid&cex Epiphytic
hothouse orchids

Stems leafy, without pseudobulbs* lvs distichous,

coriaceous or fleshy, the persistent sheaths covering the
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st. . fls. borne m simple or compound lateral clusters;

sepals about equal, spreading, the dorsal broader than
the lateral; petals similar to the dorsal sepal; lip erect,

or bent in, attached to the foot of the column, spurred
at the base, the spur hollow

,
pollinia 2 —Species

about 30, distributed from Malay Archipelago to India,

E. Asia and Japan.
Nearly all the species of this genus are from the

East Indies and therefore require the warmhouse
treatment, with a minimum of 65° F in winter As
they have no pseudobulbs, but an erect, evergreen stem,
they must never be allowed to become perfectly dry.
Ample drainage of charcoal and broken pots is very
essential, with a surfacing of moss, preferably sphag-
num, renewed each year, the usual peat fiber being
omitted. The best-known species is A. odoratum ana
is often seen in collections flowering freely. A Field-

mgn is also an interesting plant, as the spikes grow to

the length of 18 inches, are dense-flowered, and known
as the “fox-brush orchid,” the color being a beautiful
rose-pink A. Ijavorencue is another fine plant, from
the Philippines but not yet common in gardens.

—

Propagation is effected only by cutting off the top of

the plant and setting it down m another pot, and wait-

ing for the other part to send out shoots. The roots are
mostly aerial, and no attempt must be made to confine
these to the pots. If the size pot used is large, it should
be perforated at the sides to admit of a free circulation

of air. (Orpet.)
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affine, 12
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Ballantmeanum, 4
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Lawrencennum, 5
Leauum, G
Leomsi, 8
Lmdleyanum, 15
Lobhu, 12
maculosum, 14
majua, 1

mitratum, 19
multiflorum, 12
odoratum, 1

purpurascens, 1.

qumquev ulnerura, 3
radicosum, lb
Rcebclinn, 3
roseum, 12
rubnim, 16
Sandcrip, 2
Sandcnanum, 5
Savageanum. 7
Schrooderi, .14
Huavissimum, 4
vandarum, 18
Virens, 2
Warnen, 15.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

a Lvs flat, keeled

b Middle lobe of the lip incurved between
the larger lateral lobes

C Spur curved
d Fls 1% m long or less

E Lateral lobes of the lip white
f Length of fls 1 in or more

G Lip not spotted or with
few spots, fls crowdid,
concealing the stem 1 odoratum

ao Lip usually much spotted,

fls not crowded, reveal-

ing the stem 2 virens
ff Length of fls less than 1 in 3 quinquevul-

ee Lateral lobes of the lip lemon- [nerum
yellow 4. suavissimum

dd Fls exceeding iy in long 5 Lawrenciae
cc Spur straight

D Raceme much longer than the lvs ;

middle lobe of the lip ovate-trx-

angular 6 Leanum
dd Racemes as long as the lvs

, mid-
dle lobe of the lip linear-oblong 7 Savageanum

bb. Middle lobe of the lip spreading, not
incurved

C. Sts long lvs. numerous
,
5 m. or

more long
D Lateral lobes of lip large, usually

falcate or lunate
E. Spur short, conic

f Sepals and petals white 8 falcatum
ff. Sepals and petals tawny

yellow 9. Houlletianum
EE Spur long, cyhndnc

f Shape of spur straight 10 Augustianum
FF Shape of spur recurved or

h0oked 1 1 crassifohum

dd Lateral lobes of lip smaller or
wanting

E. Racemes drooping or pendulous
F Middle lobe of lip entire
o The spur straight

H The middle lobe of lip
cordate, obtuse 12

hh The middle lobe of lip

diltoid, acuminate 13
aa The spur incurved or

hooked 14
FF Middle lobe of lip serrate,

lateral lobes small 15
ee Racemes erect or ascending 10

cc Sts short lvs few, 4 m long or
less 17

aa. Lvs terete or sennterete, grooved on the
upper surface

B Fls few, white, 2 in or more across 18
BB Fls numerous, less than 1 in across,

the lip violet 19

multiflorum

Fieldingii

maculosum

crispum
radicosum

japonicum

vandarum

mitratum

1 odordtum, Lour (A cornutum, Roxbg ) Fig. 132
Lvs G-8 in long, up to 2 in broad racemes nodding,
equaling or longer than the lvs

,
fls about 1 in long,

fragrant; sepals and petals white, with a eaimine spot
at the obtuse apex, the
petals narrower than
the sepals, lateral lobes
of the lip erect, round-
oblong, white, or
faintly tinged with
purple, and somewhat
spotted, middle lobe
ot the lip linear-oblong,

denticulate or entire,

white, with a median
purple line India
to Cochin China
II M 4139 C »n 40,

p 158 FC 2 75
OR 6 273, 8 217
Var birmfinicum,
11 e l c h b f Fls
smaller, with lines

instead of apical
spots, and the
narrow' middle lobe

of the bp wuth
' few marginal
^ teeth Var pur-

purascens.Hort
Racemes larger,

and the sepals

ami petals
(1C II 10 597 Var
larger

132. Aerides
odoratum
(xh)

tipped with dull ameth\st
rnUjus, Hort. Racemes and fls

2 virens, Lindl Lvs up to 10 in long and \\4 m
broad racemes longer than the lvs

,
fls over 1 in long.

fragrant, sepals and petals white, with a bright purple
apical spot, broadly oval, obtuse, lip deeply J-lobed, the
oblong lateral lobes much the larger, erect, white,

purple-spotted below, the middle lobe oblong, small,

incurved, purple, or white with a median purple stripe,

spur green-tipped Java PM. 14 197 HR 30 41

Var fillisii, llort (A. filhm, Hort ). Sepals and petals

white, flushed with rose, the tips amethyst-purple Var
Day&num, Hort Racemes longer, with large bright

fls. Var. Sender®, Hort. A form in which the fls. are

pure white.

3 quinquevtilnerum, Lindl. Lvs up to 1 ft long and
\y2 in. broad, racemes commonly longer than the lvs.;

fls usually less than 1 in long, sepals and petals obtuse,
oval-oblong, white, tipped with amethyst and with a
few purple spots below; lip 3-lobed, the erect lateral

lobes triangular-oblong, white, faintly purple-dotted,
the middle lobe oblong, deep amethyst, the spur
incurved green Philippine Isis P M. 8 241. Var.
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Roebelinii (A Roebelinii, Reichb. f ). Differs in the
denticulate petals which shade to green at the base, and
m the rose-colored middle lobe of the hp. Philippine
Isis

4 suavissimum, Lindl Lvs up to 10 in long and
\ XA m broad, racemes longer than the lvs

,
fls fragrant,

somewhat crowded, sepals and petals white, flushed
with lilac, tipped with rose-lilac, the dorsal sepal broadly
oval, the lateral larger; lip 3-lobed, the erect lateral

lobes rounded-oblong, lemon-yellow, purple-spotted,
the middle lobe linear-oblong, paler than the lateral

lobes Malacca C O
,
pi 6 J F 2, pi 213 Var Bal-

lantine&num, Veitch Blooms a little earlier* racemes
shoi ter, the sepals and petals amethyst-tipped

5 L&wrenciae, Reichb (A Lawrentihuum, Hort

)

Lvs up to 1 ft, long and 2 in broad racemes equaling
or longer than the lvs

,
fls over 1 3 2 in long, fragrant,

sepals and petals white, amethyst-tipped, lip deeply
3-lobed, the denticulate lateral lobes hatchet-shaped,
white, the middle lobe oblong, amethyst, the spur
green, incurved Philippine lsls (In 35 485 G C
111 20 f>29, 30 435 Var Amesdtnum, Kranzl A
more robust plant, with fls of a more intense color
Var Sanden&num, Ilort Differs in its narrow lvs

and yellowish fls

6 Le&num, Reichb f. Lvs up to 10 m long and
1 1 2 in broad racemes longer than the lvs

, fls less than
1 m long, sepals and petals rose-purple with a white
base, hp 3-lobed, the lateral lobes round, incurved, and
nearly inclosing the small, o\ ate-tnangular, deep pur-
ple middle lobe, spur straight, green-tipped India

7 Savagefinum, Veiteh Lvs up to 10 in long and
1 '-4 in wide racemes equaling the l\s

,
fls less than 1

in long, sepals and petals with the white hast 1 dotted
with purple, the upper poition crimson, hp crimson-
purple, the erect literal lobes round-oblong, the middle
lobe linear-oblong, small, incurved, spur straight,

greenish

8 falc&tum, Lindl & Pa\t (A ImtouiLr, Hort A.
expan sum, Reichb f) Lvs up to 8 in long and 13 jin
broad racemes equaling or exceeding the lvs

,
fls

about IJ4 in long, sepals and petals white, tipped with
ametlryst -purple, lip 3-lobed, the spreading lateral

lobes falcate, light amethjst, the middle lobe deep
amethyst, broadly obovate, notched, denticulate, spur
short, greenish I’pper Burma Var Lednsei (A
Ltbnsn

,
Reichb f ) Differs in having the middle lobe

of the hp larger and of deeper color, and in the dotting
of the lateral lobes and of the base of the sepals and
petals Rangoon

9 Houlleti&num, Reichb f Resembles A faleatum,
but differs in its smaller fls

,
arranged in shorter and

denser racemes, the sepals and petals tawny yellow,

tipped with purple, the lip white, striped and spotted
with purple, the middle lobe fimbnate Cochin China.
C O

,
pi. 3 111 29.455 R B 21 205 R H 1891 321

10 Augusti&num, Rolfe Lvs up to 8 m long and
1 m broad racemes longer than the lvs

;
fls 1-1

} { in

long, sepals and petals lose, round-oblong, obtuse,
hp 3-lobed, the oblong lateral lobes falcate, rounded or
truncate at the summit, the broadly oblong middle lobe

crenulate, somewhat bilobed at the apex, spur straight

Philippine Isis G C 111 7 233

11 crassifdlium, Par & Reichb f Lvs up to 8 m
long and 2 in. wide racemes longer than lvs

,
ns loosely

arranged, 1—1 ^2 m long, sepals and petals rose-purple,

paler at the base, lip 3-lobcd, the lateral lobes rose-

purple, nearly lunate or crescent-shaped, the broadly
ovate middle lobe deep rose-purple, spur curved, green-

ish at the tip. Burma G C. II. 8 493 C O
,
pi 1.

12. multifldrum, Roxbg (A affine, Wall A rb.sevm
,

Paxt ). Lvs up to 10 in. long, less than 1 in broad* ra-

cemes longer than the lvs
,

fls about long; basal

portion of the oval-oblong petals and doi*sal sepal white.

15

with a few purple spots, the remainder light amethyst,
the nearly orbicular lateral sepals white, faintly flushed;
lip light amethyst, deeper in the middle, cordatq
obtuse, spur straight, short B M 4049 Gt 8 267.
J F 2 200 Var Ldbbu, Veitch (A L6bbii, Hort

)

Differs from the type in its much-crowded lvs
,
and in

the fls which are more numerous and more highly
colored I II 15 559 Var Godefroy&num, Veitch
(A Godefroyanum, Reichb f ) Lvs longer* fls a little

larger and more highly colored than in the type. R B
17 109.

13 FRldingii, Lodd Fox-brush Orchid Lvs up
to 10 in. long and nearly 2 in broad mfl racemose,
sometimes paniculate at the base, longer than the lvs

;

fls about \y> in long, crowded, petals and dorsal sepal
white, suffused with rose, or the basal portion some-
times white and dotted with purple, obovate, the lateral

sepals white, tipped with pale purple, broadly oval, hp
white, suffused with rose, deltoid or trowel-shaped,
acuminate, the small lateral lobes mrolled over the
mouth of the small white spur which is amethyst, mot-
tled with white Sikkim and Assam B II. 1876.18, 19.

A V 22 883.

14 macul&sum, Lindl Lvs up to 10 m long and
nearly 2 in broad mfl longer than the lvs

,
often panic-

ulate at the base, fls about 1 } j in long, the sepals and
petals white, the upper portion stained and spotted
w’lth amethjst, oval-oblong, lip clawed, the blade
amethvst, deeper m the middle, ovate-oblong, obtuse,
with 2 small white tuben les at the base, spur incurved,
short, green-tipped India Var Schrodden, Veitch
Differs from the type in its more robust habit, its longer
lvs, and the darker markings of the sepals, petals,

and middle of the lip. G C II 13 493, 17 341 J F.

1 54

15 enspum, Lindl (A Brobka, Batem ) Lvs up to
8 in long and 2 in broad mfl several times longer than
the lvs

,
racemose, or sometimes paniculate at the base;

fls about 2 in long, the sepals and petals white, faintly

flushed with rose-purple on the back and on the surface
at the apex, hp 3-lobed, the erect, small lateral lobes
white, streaked with rose-purple on the surface, round-
oblong, the middle lobe deep amethyst, white at the
base, broadly ovate, the sides reflexed, serrate; spur
small, curved S India BM 4127 FS 5.438 Gn.
4, p 85 BR 28 55 F S 1 12 GC III 36:134. Var.
Lindley&num, Hort Infl paniculate at the base; fls.

larger than in the type, the hp with the lateral lobes
greenish and the middle lobe rich amethyst bordered
with white Neilgherry Hills. Var. WArneri, Hort.
Differs m having the lvs. shorter and narrower than in

the tvpe, and in its longer racemes of smaller fls
,
the

middle lobe 01 the lip deep rose with a white border

16 radicdsum, Reichb (A riibrum, Hort ) Lvs up
to 10 in long and 1M m broad infl longer than the
lvs

,
racemose, or sometimes paniculate at the base, fls.

about 1^4 in. long, the sepals and petals light rose-

f

mrple, deeper spotted, hp 3-lobed, the small erect
ateral lobes round, rose-purple, the middle lobe deep
rose-purple, oblong, acute, spur curved, short. India.

17

jap6nicum, Reichb f Lvs up to 4 in. long, few

:

racemes longer than the lvs
;

fls. about 1 in long, fra-
grant, sepals and petals greemsn white, the lateral
sepals bordered with brownish purple, lip 3-lobed, the
lateral lobes small, the middle lobe obovate-spatulate,
crenulate, white, w ith a median dark violet riuge and a
few paler spots, spur straight, obtuse Japan B M.
5798 I II 29 461

18

vand&rum, Reichb f (A cylindncum, Hook ).

St slender, round lvs terete, grooved on the upper sur-

face, up to 8 m. long* fls single or in few-fld racemes,
white, about 2 in long, sepals and petals undulate, the
former obovate-oblong, tne latter nearly rhomboidal
hp 3-lobed, tb*> lateral lobes linear-falcate, the middle
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lobe broadly obcordate, spur subulate. Himalayan
region. B.M. 4982. J.II. HI. 34.417. O.R. 13.60.

19. mitr&tum, Reiehb f St short, with a few semi-
terete lvs 6-15 m long, deeply grooved on the upper
surface, racemes from below the lvs and shorter than
them, ascending or nearly erect, fls ^4'in long, sepals

and petals white, flushed with mauve at the apex; lip

amethyst, spur miter-shaped, short. Burma. B.M.
5728.

A Mirholltzu, Rolfo A recently intro species, allied to A. odo-
ratum Light rose-purple fls and a rather short spur Annam.
O R 1904 lbl —A cyundricum, Lindl Resembles A vandarum
in habit and foliage Fls about l)a m across, the sepals and
petals waxy white, sometimes tinged rose, the lip white, tne side
lobes purple-streaked, the middle lobe yellow with a crimson tip

India G C. Ill 17 393 —4 DuquHnei, liort Fls white dotted
with rose —A Emtricu, Reiehb Fls 1 in lung, the sepals and
petals white, amethyst-blotched at apex, the side lobes of lip

purple-spotted, the middle lobe small, narrowly oblong, acute,
amethyst, spur incurved HM 6728 — .4 Thiba at ui n am, Reiehb.
Racemes longer than the lvs fls rose with an amethyst Up, spur
curved George V Nash.

iERUA (said to be from the Arabic name) Amaran-
t&cese. A genus of 10 species of Trop Asiatic and Afri-

can herbs or shrubs, allied to Achyranthes, with per-

fect or imperfect fls
,
the perianth segms short and

hyaline, stamens 5 or 4, sterile filaments intci venmg;
fls. very small, usually m clusters, white or rusty

sanguinoRnta, Blume (A. sanguined, Hort ) Lvs
1^-2 in. long, opposite or alternate, ovate-acuminate,

133. Opening foliage of ASsculua Hippocastanum.

soft-pubescent, pale beneath Java—Cult, for its dark
rod lvs Not common and at present perhaps confined
to botanic gardens Taylor. f

JSSCHYNANTHUS: Tnchosporum

A2SCULUS (ancient name of some oak or mast-bear-
ing tree) Including Pavia Hippocnstundcese Horse-
Chestnut Buckeye Trees or sometimes shrubs,
cultivated for shade and for the conspicuous bloom of

some species

Winter-buds large with several pairs of outer scales:

lvs opposite, long-petloled, digitate, deciduous; Ifts.

5-9, serrate: fls symmetrical in terminal panicles,
calyx campanulate to tubular, unequally 4-5-toothed,
petals 4-5, with long claws, stamens 5-9; ovary 3-

celled, with 2-ovuled cells fr. a large 3-valved caps.,

usually with 1 or 2 largo seeds, seeds large, brown, with
a large pale hilum —About 20 species in N. Amer

,
E.

Asia, Himalayas and Balkan Peninsula
The buckeyes are deciduous trees and shrubs, with

large, digitate leaves and red, white or yellow flowers in

ihowy terminal panicles They are cultivated for their
showy flowers and handsome foliage, and some species

make excellent shade trees. The large seeds are not
edible

Home species, as M Hippocastanum and AH, carnca
are popular shade and street trees They leaf early and
soon give a dense shade The shrubby species are well

adapted for borders of larger gioups or as solitary

clumps on the lawn, particularly M yarn,flow, with its

slender panicles of white flowers, similar in habit and
effect but with bright scarlet flowers, are M discolor,

AJ georguina and Aj spltndens Most ol the species are
hardy Noith, but the Californian and Himalayan spe-
cies are suitable only for the southern states They
grow best in loamy and moist soil

Propagation is by seeds to be sown in autumn or
stratified, or by side-grafting and budding on common
species, and the shrubby forms also by layers, Ai.

parvxflora is propagated also by root-cuttings

Aryuta, 8
atrosunguinea, 11, 13.
auitiutn, 14
Baumamtii, 1

Buotii, 2
Bmkloyi, 8
californiai, 4

cai m a, 2
elnnctisis, 5
discolor, 14.

dtH^eila, 1

Kllwangiri, 11
flam, 9
flavmtcns, 14
flore-pleno, 1

georgiana, 10
glabra, S
Henkelu, 1

INDEX
hettrophylln, 1

Hippocastanum, 1.

humiln, 13
hybrula, 12
inci --a, 1

unlit i, 7
tntermidia, 2
1 it liu.itu, 1

luh a, 9
Lyonn, 12
marrastai hi/n, lo
Mi mining* ii, 1

mollis, 14
nana, 13
ot tundra, 9, 14
ohioenn s, 8
imnifloia, 16
Pumu, 11, 13, 14

pi ml iila, 13
plant i< rt nsis, 2
punul i, 1

pyramidalis, 1

rubu umla, 2
rubra, 13
K< lui nliuten, 1

mmiiMt i

spl< nd( ns, 13
Mibl u mi tt a, 13
tin bin ita, 3
umbrucuiilera, 1

viru guta, 1

i< t vcolor
,
12

H hilUtp, 1

1

\\ ilstitm, b
»n rhtitensis, 11

A. Winter-buds resinous (laics of p< Iah not longer than
cali/r, stamens exseited

B. Lfts sessile petals A, calyx < am panulate, fi-lohed,

stamens 5-8 fi globular ( Hippocastanum

)

C Lvs glabrous beneath

1 Hippocastanum, Linn Common Horse-Chest-
nut Fig 133 Large tier, 00 SO It lfts 5 -7, -sessile,

cuneate-obovate, acuminate, obtusely seriate, nearly
glabrous panicles S-12 in long, ver} showy, fls white,
tinged with led, long ir echmate May N
Greece, Bulgaiia ll.W 3 47 F K 13, pi 13 (habit) —
Many garden forms, the most important are Var
Baum&nnn, Hchneid (var jlon-pleuo, Lem ), with
double white fls III 2 50 F S 7, p 75 B IT 1, p
133 GM 41 613 A.G 32 271 (habit) Var Schim-
hdferi, Rosenth

,
with double yellowish ml fls W 1 G

1882 101 Var pftmila, Dipp
,
dwarf form Var um-

braculifera, Rehcl
,
with compact round head M I) G

1903 188 Var pyramidalis, Nichols
,
with compact,

narrow, pyramidal head Var lacim&ta, Leroy (var
dissecta, Hort

,
var helerophylla, Hort ), lfts lacimate

Var incisa, Dipp Lfts shoit and broad, deeply and
doubly serrate to inciselv lobed Var H6nkelii, Hen-
kel, is little different, only the lfts are narrower and
the habit more pyramidal Var vaneg&ta, Loud, lvs

variegated with yellow Var Memmmgeri, Bean Lvs
sprinkled with white—The horse-chestnut is one of the
most popular of shade trees on the continent of Eu-
ropo, and is also much planted along roads and in

parks and private grounds m this country It is partic-

ularly adaptable for bowers and places where seats

are desired, as the top stands heading-in and makes a
very dense shade It is the first of all shade trees to

burst into leaf When smaller, more formal trees are
desired, var, umbracuhfera should be planted The
double-fid forms are to be recommended for the longer
duration of their fls and for the absence of the fr. which
is of gre.it, often annoying, attraction to the small boy
In dry situations, the planting of the horse-chestnut
should be avoided, as the foliage is likely to suffer,

particularly in dry seasons, from drought and heat
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2. c&rnea, Hayne (/E. IIippocdstanum x Pavia A.
rubininda, Loisef

,
M intermedia, Andr6) Tree, 20-40

ft If

t

k mostly 5, nearly sessile, cuneate-obovate, cre-

nato-sorrate, nearly glabrous panicles 5-8 in. long, fls

varying from flesh-color to scarlet, fr. with small
prickles Garden origin B R. 105b L B C. 13.1242
F S 2229-30. F.E 23 007 (habit; —Common in parks
and on roadsides. Handsome and desirable; the foliage

is darker and of firmer texture than that of the preced-
ing species and resists drought better Many garden
forms, according to the different shades m coloring;

one of the best is var Brifttn, Nichols rubicunda
var. Bnotfo, Carr ), with bright scarlet fls. R H 1878:
370 Also var plantierensis, Rehd (/E plantierlnsis.

Andr6), with yellowish white fls tinged with pink anu
fading to pink and with bluntly serrate Ifts

,
is very

handsome.

cc Lvs pubescent bincath, at least while young

3 turbm&ta, Blumc (<E sinensis, Hurt
,
not Bunge)

Japanese House-Chestnut Tree, 30 ft petioles and
young branehlets pubescent, lfts 5-7, cuneate-obo\ ate,

erenate-serrate, pubescent beneath when young, pani-
cle's 0-10 in long, dense and rather narrow, pubescent,
fls yellowish white, with a red spot, less than long
fr veirucose June Japan GC III 5:717.31:187
S 1 F 1.71 —r

I he lvs are larger than those of the pre-
ceding specie's, but the individual fls arc smaller and
less strongly marked with red Hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum

Bn Lfts stidkid petals 4, calyx 2-hp})ed, staniens 7-9:

fr pan -shaped, smooth (Calothyrsus )

c. Petals nearly equal, oblong-etbovate to oblanceolate.

d Coiolla about 1 in long

4 calif6rmca, Nutt Caeifokma Bicxeve. Tree
with bioad top, 30-10 ft lfts 5-7, petioled, oblong-
lanceolate, cuneate or obtuse at the base, sharply ser-

rate, glabrous, 1-0 in long panicles 3-8 m long, rather
dense, fls white or pale lose-coloied, 1 m long, petals

of equal length Calif BM 5077 RH 1835, p 150.

Gn 49, pp 190, 492 SS 2 71,72 FS 13 1312 G C.
Ill 31 ISO G M 55 577 (lmbit)

ni) Coiolla much less than 1 in long

5 chinensis, Bunge 'free, to 00 ft lfts 5-7, short-

stalked, oblong-obo\ ate to oblong-oblaneeolate, acu-
minate, cuneate at the base, glabrous beneath, except
sparingly nairy on the veins, closely serrulate, 1-7 in.

long fls less than ) 2in long, white, in elongated cylm-
dric panic les fr subglobose, slight 1\ depressed at the
apex, with thick walls, seeds 1 m aeioss or less with
the hilum occupying about one-hall ol the seed May',
June N China G C 111 52 31b, 317 —Recently
intro by the Arnold Aiboretum and probably hardy N

6 Wllsona, Rehd Tree, to 80 ft lfts 5-7, stalked,

oblong-obovate to oblong-oblaneeolate, acuminate',

rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, densely grayish
pubescent beneath while young, 1-9 in long* fls about
Vsm long, the upper petals with a yellow spot, m cylin-

dne panicles C-12 m long fr ovoid, somewhat pointed
at the apex, w ith thm w alls

,
seeds 1 ) i in across with the

hilum occupying one-thud or loss of the seed May,
June W and Cent. China—Recently intro by the
Arnold Aiboretum, but proved tender in Mass

,
prob-

ably hardy south of New York, and a tree highly to be
recommended for its very large spikes of white fls.

cc. Petals unequal
,
about 1 in. long, the upper ones

marked red and yellow, oblanceolate, the lateral ones
with oval or obovate blade.

7 Indica, Colebr Tall tree, to 60 ft lfts. 5-9, obo-
vate-lanceolate, short-stalked, finely serrate, cuneate
at the base, glabrous or nearly so beneath, 6-10 m
long panicle to 15 in. long, narrow; fls about 1 in long
with white uneaual petals, the upper with yellow

blotch, the lower tinged rose Himalayas BM 5117.
GC 33:139; 36 206 Gn 76, p. 399 —A handsome
tree with large foliage and showy fls

,
hardy only m the

southern states

aa. Winter-buds not resinous claws mostly longer than
the 5-toothed calyx.

B Fls yellow to scai let, petals 4, stamens included or

somewhat exserted Ijts petioled (Pavia )

c. Petals villous at the margin (interspersed with glands
in the hybrid).

d. Color of fls. yellow, margin of petals without glands.

8 gl&bra, Willd (/F ohioemsis, Miehx Pavia glabra.

Spach P pdllvla, Spach) Ohio Buckeye Small
tree, 15-30 ft lfts 5, oval or cuneate-obovate, finely

serrate, smooth panu les 5-6 in long, fls greenish yel-

low
,
petals of nearly equal length, then claws as long as

the calyx, stamens exserted fr echinatc May. Pa.
to Ala and Iowa Bll 24 51 SS 2 67,68 FE 29:
773 (habit) Var Buckleyi, Saig (/E qlahra var. ar-

qiita, Rob partly) Shrub lfts 6-7, obovate-lanceo-
late, unequally serrate, more acuminate, finely pubes-
cent beneath Has been confounded with the true M.
arguta, Buekl

9 oct&ndra, Marsh {/E flora, Ait .E liden, Wang
Pavia luten, Poir ) Sweet Bi ckeye Large tree, 40-

90 ft lfts 5, oblong-obovate or elliptical, cuneate,

134. AEsculus georgiana. ( x M)

equally serrate, smooth or pubescent beneath panicles
4-6 in long; petals yellow, very unequal, their claws
longer than the calyx, stamens 7, shorter than the
petals fr smooth Mav, June Pa. to Ga and Iowra
L B C 13 1280 S S 2 69, 70. G W. 7, p 145 (habit)

dd. Color of fls. red or yellow tinged more or less with red

e. Margin of petals without glands, villous

10 georgiAna, Sarg Fig 134 Shrub, to 6 ft lfts 5,

stalked, oblong-obovate, long-pointed, finely and often
doubly serrate, pale yellowish green beneath and quite
glabrous fls 1*4 in long, m dense panicles 5-6 in long,
calyx narrow -cainpanulate, red, petals red and yel-

low, very dissimilar, the lateral ones broad, usually
rounded at the base; stamens 7, shorter than the pet-
als, villous below the middle Mav, June Ga STS
2 197.—This is the only species of the /E octarulra

group with red and yellow fls * it is very handsome and
has proved perfectly hardy at the Arnold Arboretum

11 woerlitzensis, Koehne Tree* lfts obovate-
oblong, yellowish green beneath, sparingly hairy along
the midrib and bearded in the axils, otherwise quite
glabious with 17 -20 pairs of veins fls 1-1 24 in long, m
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panicles 4-5 m long; calyx tubular, wider above the
middle, petals red, the lateral ones with an oblong-oval
or oblong-obovate blade gradually narrowed at the base;

stamens as long as the lateral petals May Of garden
origin Var. Ellw&ngeri, Rehd (A Pavia var. Wliit-

leyi, Ellwanger & Barry, not Hort Angl A Pdma var.

atrosangulnea, Hort.). Lfts slightly hairy on the whole
under surface while young, with 20-27 pairs of veins:

fls darker red, calyx narrower, not widened above the
middle Origin unknown —Very similar to AH Pama,

but easily distinguished by the villous margin of the
petals

ee. Margin of petals with hairs and glands : fls. yellow

and reddish

12 h^brida, DC. (AH. octandra x Pama, A versi-

color, Wender. Pdma h ybrvia, Spaeh A. or P Lyonn,
Hort ). Intermediate between Ail octandra and AH.

Pama. Lfts pubescent beneath along the veins,

short-petioled, minutely crenulate-serrate. calyx ^
narrow-eampanulate, red or yellowish red, petals ^
yellow or reddish, stamens shorter than petals,

pubescent toward the base May, June Garden
origin.

.
W D B 2 . 164 (as AJ Pama) —Several .;N

forms of this hybrid are in cult
,
varying m the

color of the fls from yellow,
slightly tinged with red, to

nearly *ed Here belong
also several forms cult in

gardens as AH discolor and J/fvLp

AH Pdmavar argida, Lindl

,

with red fls (B R 993).

cc Petals only glandular,

not villous on the mar-

gm, red, or red and ^

d Lvs glabrous beneath or wYJJjy \ I

only slightly pubescent
along the midrib. '8fc£,v

13 P&via, Linn (Pdvia
rubra, Poir. P. Michaiun, ^
Spach). Red Buckeye

|
Slirub or small tree, 4-20
ft lfts oblong or elliptical, kj-.
acute at both ends, finely 3 WUu-.-
serrate, smooth or pubes- xWk;
cent beneath panicles 4-7 'tjTVW
in long, loose, fls puiplish jSfl

to dark red, calyx tubular, V |f^

petals very dissimilar, sta- I
*

mens mostly 8, nearly as If

long as the petals fr smooth 135 . ^sculus p
May, June Va to Fla. and
La L B C. 13 1257 S T S 2 199 —Many garden
forms, as var h&nwlis, Mouillof (AJ hiimihs, Lodd
AH Pdma var ndna, Dipp AJ. Pavia vai pcndula,

Hort AH rubra var humilis, Loud ) Low shrub,
sometimes prostrate, 2-4 ft lfts coarsely and un-
equally serrate, slightly pubescent beneath, chiefly

along the veins fls red, calyx dark red B li 1018

135. iEsculus parviflora. (xh)

BR 4:310 SS 13:622 SOB 1:39 (as AH Pama).
Var m611is, Sarg (AH mdllis, llaf AH austfina, Small).
Fls deep scarlet A very handsome variety with its

long and rather slender racemes of bright scarlet fls

It has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum Var.
flavescens, Sarg Fls yellow This is the yellow-fid.

Texan buckeye formerly referred to AJ octandra

15 splendens, Sarg A shrub, 8-12 ft lfts 5, lan-

ceolate to oblanceolate, acuminate, finely and often
doubly crenulate-serrate, densely hoary pubescent be-

neath fls 1 Vo m long m many-fld panicles
jdk 4-8 in long, calyx tubular, bright red, petals

unequal, deep scarlet; stamens usually 7,

longer or shorter than the petals seeds dark
y-gtSz chestnut-brown May, June Ala —Appar-

ently the handsomest m flower of all horse-
chestnuts. S F S 2 200.

BB. Fls pure white, small, petals 4~5; sta-

mens more than twice as long as the

petals (Macrothyrsus )

16 parvifldra, Walt (A macrostdchya
,

Michx Pdma alba, Poir ) Fig 135 Shiub,
3-10 ft lfts 5-7, elliptical or oblong-ovate,

yjf nearly sessile, finely seirate, pubescent be-
ncath panicles 8 16 in long, nairow fr.

smooth July, Aug Southern states B M
2118 Gng 7 81 GC II 8 653, III 31

189, 200, 45 123 Gn 63, p 299,75, p 568
M DG 1897 305 Gn M

J&hBP7 9 70 A V 2 * 2S 724
(habit), 31 190 —One of

handsomest plants for a

fl^**?*
4* lawn clump

Jfcv A! aruuta, Buckl LE glabra— —
i llt

var .irguta, Hul) ) Mlud to M
4&gb0P' glibia Shrub, 1 5 ft lfts 7-9,

Immolate to oboxnte - lan< « olate,
sharply and often doubly birnte,

\ pubosof nt btm ith fls light ydlow-
grofn Texas STS 2 19S —

r 4 f*- Not in cult , the plant that is cult

\W ***" under this name is K glabra var
Biukhyi — H l>u\hn, Sehneid
Supposed hybrid ot JK glabra nnd

r /SkL discolor Tree, to 30 ft lfts ob-

\ /li^\ long-obovatc*, finely and bluntly

X# OfA serrate, pubt sm nt below calyx

li
Mw’AA pink, petals p nk and ydlow, glan-

\xl dular and villous at the margin fr

w TfirrgT slightly tubcrculate Ark Hardy
r XW/ at the Arnold A rbort turn --AS glau-

c^»cens, So rg IU luted to JE octan-
} dra Shrub, to 10 ft Lfts largfr,

glibrous and glance scent b< ncath
fls larger fr wrnlkr Chi STS
2 198 -A humiha, Koehne, not

rvtflora. (xh) Ijodd Ktlated to discolor and
possibly varaty Low stirub lvs

tomentoao beneath fls red ana yellow Of unknown origin - J£
tnnrijldndirn

,

Booth Supposed hybrid of M glabra and octandra
Of unknown origin —di neytteta, Lindl Near yE octandra, but
petals veined with purple toward the base of the blade the lfts are
glabrous beneath Of unknown origin B It 12 1009 —A£ Pdrryi,
Gray Similar to A cdiformia Lfts small, obovate, caneacent-
tomentose beneath calyx 5-lobed Calif G F 3 35b

Alfred Rehder.
^THEOPAPPUS. Centaurea

Var atrosangufnea, Rehd Fls very daik red Var
sublacini&ta, Wats (Pdma atropurpurea, Spaeh) Lfts.

narrrower oblong, deeply serrate fls dark red W D B.
2 120 There are also forms with variegated lvs

dd Lvs tomentose or densely pubescent beneath.

14 discolor, Pursh (AJ Pdma var discolor

,

Torr. &
Gray AJ octdndra var hybnda, Sarg

,
partly) Shrub

or small tree, to 30 ft * lfts 5, elliptic to oblong-obo-
vate, acuminate, finely crenately serrate, whitish to-

mentose beneath panicles 6-8 in. long, rather narrow;
fls. \\i in long; calyx tubular, deep scarlet like the
axis of the panicle; petals very unequal, scarlet and
yellow in the typical form; stamens at least longer
than the shorter pair of petals: fr smooth; seeds light

yellowish brown M^. June Ga to Texas and S Mo.

JETHIONEMA (aitho, scorch, and nerna, filament;

probably referring to appearance of stamens) Cru-
cifersc Dwrarf, shrubby herbs for the hardy herbaceous
border, or rockery Less common than Iberis

The genus differs from Iberis m having all its petals

equal, and from Lepidium in having its four stamens
longer, winged and toothed Fls various shades of

pink, purple, or red, in crowded terminal racemes.
W. B Ilemsley, in Gn 9, pp 108, 109

oFthionemas dislike moist or stiff soil or shady places;

but m light, sandy loam, on dry and sunny slopes, they
are compact and branchy, and when once fairly estab-

lished will last formany successive years without replant-

ing or renewal, while, under the opposite conditions, the
plants grow feeble and lanky, and may die after a year
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or two They keep fully as well as the candytufts in

water, and can be cut with longer and straighter stems.
Propagation is by seeds in spring or by cuttings in

summer, annual and biennial kinds by seeds

a Perennial

coridifdlium, DC (Ibens jueunda, Schott & Kotschy).
Branches numerous, thick, 4-0 in high. lvs. crowded,
short, nerveless, linear or linear-oblong, acute or obtuse
fis rosy lilac, smaller and later than in the next, in

dense, short, rounded racemes Chalky summits of

Lebanon and Taurus B M 5952 —Good for edging
AH. pulchellum was sold under this name for many
years

grandifldrum, Boiss & Hohcn Branches 1-1 ft,

prostrate lvs usually longer than in Ai condifolium

,

more linear and more acute fls as large as those of

Aralns alpina, rose-colored, in slender, elongated
racemes, petals 1 times as long as the sepals Persia

Gn 9 108 Useful in the rock-garden

pulchellum, Boiss & Iluet Similar to M coridi-

folium
,
but more diffuse and trailing Fls smaller and

brighter-colored, petals 2 1

2 times as long as the sepals

Persia Gn 25 .120

iberfdeum, Boiss St eespitose, ascending, rough
l\s glaucous, bunched, oblong or linear -lanceolate,

narrowly acute at the base fls large and showy, white,

racemose, flowering from June to Sept E. Medit re-

gion —Not well known in Amer

a \ Annual
cappaddcicum, Spreng {AJ lluxbaumi, DC ) Six to

8 in lvs oblong or linear-oblong, spatulate, glaucous
fls racemose, the racemes crow tied, corolla pale red.

June Orient

Ai didstrophis Bunge 10 m high fls pnle, rosy lilac Mts of

Armenia GN b3 109 /f? p/rsirum, llort Stout, tre ct, shrubby,
dwarf fls tier prose —Best of dwarfs Intro 1892, by J \V Mun-
mn« N Taylor

i

^EXT6xiCON (Greek, at r, goat, and toxicon, poison)
Euphorbideex Trees, rarelv cult Younger parts
covered with deciduous scales l\s alternate, simple,

leathery fls with petals and disk, in short clusters

fr flesti>
,

1 -seeded The single species from the Chilian
coast {xE puncldtum

,
Ruiz A Pav ), and known there

as tique, palo muerto, aeietumllo and ohvillo, is listed

once in the U 8 Dept of Agnc inventories of seeds
and plants intro j h S Norton

AFZIvLIA (named for \dum Vfzehus, of Upsala, and
once resident m Siena Leone) L<qummds.e A small
genus of unarmed trees, m Afr and the Pacific Isis

fls with vexillurn much exceeding calyx and clawed, the
lateral and anterior petals scale-like or wanting, perfect

stamens 7, staminodia 2 A. bfjuga, Gray Tree lvs

abruptly pinnate, the lfts mostlv in 2 pairs, ovate,
fls in small terminal panicles pod oblong and flat,

5-8 m long bv 2 in wide, seeds compressed-orbicular,

1 m or more in diam Described from the Fiji Isis

,

but apparently widelv distributed in Oceamoa Appar-
ently not cult

,
but it is the “lfit,” used in Guam as a

cabinet-wood and for general construction purposes.

agallOcha Ext arcana

AGALMYLA (agalma ,
ornament, and hide, wood; an

ornament to the woods in which they grow wild) Ces-
nerdxear A genus of 3 species of tender climbers from
Java and Sumatra which may be grown in a basket like

ASschynanthus (Tnchosporum) Fls maxillary bunches,
the corolla 5-lobed, oblique, but scarcely 2-lipped. lvs.

simple, alternate

A longlstyla, Carr , is considered a synonym of the next, but
apparently has a longer style R H 1873 270 —A ttamlnea,
Blume Scarlet Root Blossom St rooting from ths lower sur-

face lvs alternate, with an abortive one opposite the base of each,
tioles 4-8 in long, blade as long, ovate, serrate fls in large axil-

y sessile fascicles of 12-14, stamens exserted B M 5747 P M.
15 73 FS 4 358. N TAYLOR f

AGANISIA (Greek, meaning desirable ) Orchiddeex.
Epiphytes grown on blocks
Stems short, finally forming pseudobulbs, arising

from a creeping rhizome If 1* fls few, in an erect

raceme from the base of the pseudobulb, sepals and
petals nearly alike, spreading, lateral lobes of the lip

short or obsolete, the middle lobe broad, spreading,
entire or 2- or 3-lobed, pollima 1 —Speeies 2, natives of

S Amer.* For culture and propagation, see article on
Orchids

cyanea, Reichb (A tricolor, N E Br AcacAllis

cydnca, Lindl ) Pseudobulbs ovoid, up to 2 in long,
1- or 2-lvd lvs narrowed to a short petiole, up to 6
in long raceme of 4-7 fls over 2 in wide, sepals and
petals pale mauve, especially the latter, lip with a
rose-purple remform limb and a fringed claw Brazil

Lind 1 45 —Very rare in cult Needs a high temp

pulchella, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovoid, barely 1 in.

long, 1-lvd lvs 3-5 m long, narrowed into a long
petiole raceme of 4-6 fls about 1JJ in broad, sepals and
petals white, lip with the lower part nearly round,
concave, spotted with red, the upper part larger, broadly
ovate, yellow in the center Guiana. BR 26 32 —
Very rare in cult

A rondptera, Nichols Fls blue, nodding, the sepals and petals
tipped white, the white lip with the lateral lobes red-streaked, the
middle lobe transversely oblong, with 2 red bars Peru B M
7270 George V. Nash

AGAPANTHUS {agape, love, and anthos, flower).

Lilidcea. Conservatory plants, with tuberous root-
stocks, blooming from late spring to fall, but mostly m
summer

Plant robust and tall (dwarf forms) scape simple,

fls in 2-bractod umbels, m shades of blue and varying to
white, perianth with 6 wide-spi ending divisions, nearly
regular, stamens 0 pod man \ -seeded

,
seeds flat, winged

above foliage usually evergreen, but vanishing early

in some of the forms S Afr --Probably only one
species, although several have been described

In this country, agapanthuses are usually grown in

tubs (the roots are likelj to burst pots), and are flowered
in summer in the eonserv atoiy, vv indow -garden, living-

room, or set m protected places in the open The plant
is kept dormant during winter, as in a frame or light

cellar, onl> enough life being maintained to prevent the
leaves from falling \\ hen in bloom, give abundance of
water Plants will bloom many years if given a large
enough tub, not allowed to become overcrowded in the
tub, and supplied with manure-water, sending up
many clusters each >ear Good results can also be
obtained m single pots It forces well If kept dormant
until spring, plants may be bedded in the open, or
massed m vases, for summer bloom —Propagation is

effected bv dividing the roots (and rarely by seeds).

Old roots break up more easily if soaked in water a few
hours When dormant, the plant will stand a few de-
grees—usually 10° or less—of frost.

umbell&tus, L’Her African Lily. Lily-of-the-
Nile (although native to Cape of Good Hope region)

Fig 136 Lvs 2 ft long and numerous, thick, narrow
scape using 2-3 ft. from the If -rosette, bearing an um-
bel of 10-30 handsome blue fls

,
perianth funnel-shaped,

lij-2 in long, with short tube BM 500—One
of the best known of half-hardy liliaceous plants Very
variable in the wild, and many of the forms have been
intro to cult Tall or giant forms Var multifldrus,

Voss (var maximus, Hort A multifldrus, Willd ),

taller than the prevailing forms, the bright blue large

fls as many as 30-60 m an umbel, the lvs broader,
Var. giganteus, Hort

,
a very robust form (to 4 ft.)
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with 150-200 dark blue fls Dwari forms’ Var minor,
Hort., very small, with slender narrow lvs (%m or

less broad) and deep blue 11s which are 1 m or less long;

var. Moore&nus, iiort
, 2 ft., lvs short and upright,

fls. dark blue, and as large as in i. umbellatus itself;

hardy, var Leicht-

linii, Hort
,

1 ft
,

fls.

bright hyacinth-blue in

a very compact umbel
Variegated forms Var
vaneg&tus, Hort

,
lvs.

white with sparse green
stripes, rather small,

var aflreus, Hort

,

lvs striped yellow
White-fid forms Var
filbidus, Hort

,
fls pure

white, rather small but
many, the lvs usually

not persisting; var. Saintpahhi,

Hoit
,
apparently similar to last,

fls smaller than in /l umbellatv x

Blue-fid forms of usual habit Var
p&lhdus, Hort

,
fls pale porcelain-

blue, var Welllighii, Hort
,

fls

lavender with indigo-blue lines ami
margins; var Saundersomfinus,
Hort.

,
fls dark blue; var atrocaerh-

leus, Hort
,

fls dark violet; var
prsfecox, Iiort (var minimus, Lindl
A prkcox, Willd ), is an earlier

form, blooming 111 June or even
earlier and by some regarded as a

distinct species, the lvs narrower than in the type,

fls smaller and 30-40 in the umbel, pale blue, with
narrow perianth segms

,
and the peduncle or scape

short, var fldre pleno, Hoit.
,
a double-fld blue form,

the fls long-lasting Very recent introductions are
Var. globdsus (A globbsus, Bull), a dwarf-growing
form, producing dense globular umbels on long scapes,

the fls about 1 m across, the outer segms lilac-blue

shaded white and the inner ones emarginate and darker,

the lvs deciduous, \ar insfgnis (A mtAgnis, Bull),

tall, the basal pait of the arching hs milk-white, the
fls very numerous on long slender pedicels and droop-
ing m the very large umbel, pale lavender Gn 04, p
67. GM 40, p 423 G.W 1003, p 529, 531; var
caul€scens (A caulhtens

,
Spreng ), fls. blue, lighter

inside, long-pedieeled and the outer ones nodding, the
root with thickened fibers, intro by Carl Sprengcr
of Naples. Gt. 50.1487. L, H B.

136. Agapanthus
umbellatus.

AGAPIlTES (Greek agapetos, beloved or lovable,

referring to the beauty of the plant) Erichcex, sub-
family Vaccxniolde# Shrubs sometimes cultivated for

their handsome flowers and attractive foliage.

Evergreen plants, often epiphytic and with the sts.

thickened at the base lvs alternate, or irregularly

whorlcd, short-petioled or sessile, entire or slightly

toothed fls in axillary fascicles or short racemes,
rarely solitary; calyx-tube turbinate, with 5-lobed
limb, corolla tubular to eampanulate, with 5, usually
curved lobes, stamens 10, with short filaments, anthers
produced into 2 long beaks opening at the apex by a pore
or slit, ovary 5-celled. inferior fr a juicy or dry berry
with many seeds —About 30 species from the southern
Himalayas to N. Austral

,
chiefly in the humid mountain

forests at elevations of 3,000-6,000 ft.

The several species in cultivation are highly ornamen-
tal shrubs with handsome lustrous foliage and showy
usually scarlet or bright red clustered flowers They
are sometimes grown m warm greenhouses in Europe,
but apparently none of them is in the American trade.

They grow best in a porous soil consisting of peat,

leaf-mold, fibrous loam and plenty of sand; the smaller
kinds are suitable for growing in baskets on account of

their epiphytic nature. Out-of-doors they could be
grown only m warmer temperate regions, in localities

in which the air possesses sufficient humidity and in par-
tial shade

Propagation is by cuttings of half-ripened wood
under glass in the warm greenhouse

A buxifdlia, Nutt Branches ami calyx hairy lvs obovatc-
cunoato, cmmteiy serrate, glabrous, about 1 in long Hs axillary,
1-2 , cylmdric, bright red with spreading lobes llunuluy.ia B M
6012 GC III 27 197 —A gUilna, Clarke ( rinbaudia glabra,
Griff ) Glabrous lvs oblong-lam t olate, rounded at the base, some-
tunes elliptic, obscurely crenate, about 5 in long fls several, axil-

laty, tubular, v« ntneose below the middle, J4111 long, white, green-
ish toward the apex, pink at the base Himalayas Gn 10 p '>39

— 1 maerdntha, Benth & llook (Thibaudia maeruntha, Hook )

Plant glabrous lvs lamiolite, long at ununate, 1-4 in long
fls in 2- 3-fld clusti rs, outside ot the axils, pendulous ureeo-
late, 5-ribbed, 2 in long, ydlowish white, marked with red wavy
transverse lines H India B M 460(1 I*’ 8 fi 040 1 1* 1 95
GC III 15 501 HH 1 's »2 SI R B 20 )K1 - -.4 Hemsl
Lvs oblong-lanceolate, umi illy vvhorh d at tin « ncl of the branches,
entire, glabrous, 2 3b in long fls m short axillary, 0 9-fld ra-

cemes, (ylimlnc, starlet 01 mange-rod, 1 1

3 m long, lobes reflexed,

narrow, y< flow within Himilayas It \1 792s - 1 <k liijtra, I)

Don (Tlub uidia si tigera, W ill 1 Lvs oblong or lanceolate, about
4 in long, usually w horh d fls in lateral clusters deep red, usually
hairy, S

4 tn long pedicels and calyx h my Himalayas W ight Icon
1180, 1 1 SI (as Vucciruuin vrrtuillatum and \ VVallichunuin )

—
A speculsn, Hemsl Glabrous lvs ov ate -oblong, subcordate at the
base, slightly serrulate, 3-1 in long fls 3 b, axillary, ejlindric-ur-
eeolate, 5-ribhed, de« p < unison, l'j id long Probably from
Burma GC III 11 217 - 1 1 a nttjti/a, D Don

( 1 lulmudia pul-
chermna, Wall A pulchernma, Benth & llook ) Tall shrub,
glabrous lvs elliptic-lunt eolale, h 8 in long fls on the old wood
in many-fld dense clusu rs, t ylindrie-cainpHiiulate, 5-angled, pale
red marked dark red, 1 in long Himalayas B M 4 303 h 8 3,

pt 7 l '2 Alfred Reiider

AGARICUS A genus of flesh} fungi, considered under Mush-
room

AGARfSTA: Leptosyne

AGATH2EA; Fduia

AGATHIS (aqathi s, glome, the flowers in clusters)

Finder.? Tender Australian dioecious conifers, allied

to Araucaria, yielding dammar resin

Leaves coriaceous, not needle-like, usually broad,
petioled or almost sessile, opposite or alternate cones
axillary, ovate or globular, composed of persistent,

bract less scales Distinguished from pint's and firs by
the broad-parallel-veined l\s —Not uncommon 111 bo-
tanic garden collections where they art' grown in the
temperate house

robusta, llook (Dammam tobusta, C Moore D
Brdwnu, Iiort ) Brant lies somewhat \citicillate, hori-

zontal lvs broad, o\ate-laneeolato, obtuse, short-

stalked, 3^2-4 in long, 2-3 in wide cones oval, 3-4 in.

long, 2-3 in wide tree reaching 130 1't in Austral

—Cult, in Calif

australis, Salisb (Dam naira australis, Lambert ).

The Kaw hi Pin l Tree, 120-150 ft lvs sessile, linear

oblong, rarely elliptic, alternate, or opposite on the
branehlets, 1 j.2-2 in. long, l o ? 4 in wide staminate
catkins solitary, rones almost spherical, 2-3 in.

diam New Zeal G F 2 .)S3 Lambert, Pinus 2 44
—Cult outdoors in Calif , but not very successfully

Kawn gum, much used m the manufacture of varnish,

is the partly fossilized resin of A australis It is found
5-6 ft below the surface of the ground, m the northern
part of New Zeal

,
whore there were vast forests of

this tree in ages past

orient&lis, Lambert Fig 137 Tree, 100 ft lvs

opposite or alternate, entire, coriaceous, glaucous, 2-4

in. long, 1^2 in wide, sometimes a little falcate staminate

catkins 2 m long: cones globular or turbinate, solitary,

peduncled, and axillary E. Indies Lambert, Pinus
2.43. B M. 5359 —Cult outdoors in Calif, and in

greenhouses elsewhere. Both this and the preceding
mtro by Franceschi of Santa Barbara, Calif (as Dam-
mara onentalis.) N Taylor.

AGAVE (Greek, agauos, admirable). A marylhddcesp.

Important decorative and economic plants from hot



VI. A good example of aquatic gardening, with water-lilies and Japanese iris.
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American deserts, the most familiar of which is A.
amcrtcana, the Century Plant, or American Aloe
Stem short or wanting lvs mostly m a close rosette,

usually stiff and more or less fleshy, persisting from year
to year, the margins mostly armed with teeth and the
apex tipped with a usually pungent spine -

fls in spikes

(Littiea) or panicles (Euagave); perianth 6-parted,
more or less funnel-shaped, stamens 6. mostly long-
exserted, style 1, stigrna capitately 3-lobed, ovary in-

ferior, 3-celled; seeds numerous, flat, thin, black —Some
species flower but once and die, others occasionally,

while others flower from year to year The number of

species is fully 300, and more than 325 have been de-
scribed, largely from the Mexican tableland, although
each island of the W. Indies possesses its peculiar
species One of the largest collections is at Kew, where
there arc 85 named species The largest collect ions in

the U S are at the Botanical Gaiden of Washington
and the Missouri Botanical Garden, where there are
about 75 species each Amateurs often cult a greater
number of species than are described in this account.
The most complete monographs of the genus as a

whole are by General von Jacobi, in the Hamburg
Garten Zeitung, 1804-1865, of which a limited number
of reprints with supplements were issued in book form,
and by J G Baker in the Gardeners’ Chronicle, 1877,
with excellent small illustrations, which was amplified
in his Handbook of the Amaryllideae, 1888. Several of

the natural groups composing the subgenus Euagave
have been monographed and illustrated in the Reports
of the Missouri Botanical Garden, one of which also

contains a monograph of the species known to occur
m Lower California The half-hundred West Indian
species are figured and monograplueally treated m the
eleventh volume of Memoirs of the National Academy
of Sciences Engelmann has published a monograph of

the species of the United States, first, classified on flower
oharacters, m the Transactions of the Academy of

Science of St Louis, Vol III

Agaves are essentially fanciers’ or amateurs’ plants.

This noble group of plants has never recen ed the atten-
tion it, deserves, and yet no genus of plants in America
furnishes so many suitable decorative plants Sir

Joseph Hooker places it next to the palm and aloe, but
the former is a great family
of 1,100 species W hile in

the United St ates one thinks

of the agaves only as
decorative plants, yet in

Mexico, thnr native home,
thev are the most useful of

plants Many species fur-

nish fibei, others soap, while
still others produce the two
great Mexican drinks,

pulque and mescal Pulque,
which is a fermented drmk,

is derived from
^several species,

especially A atrovx-

rens Mescal, which
is a distilled drmk,
is usually not ob-
tained from the
same species as

pulque, although there is

a general belief to the con-
trary The species from
which is made most of the

mescal used in Mexico is unknown—The species vary
so much m size and foim that they can be used in

a great many ways. Some of the smaller species are

suitable for the house, and even some of the larger

species are so used. The larger species are well adapted
for vases in large gardens and grounds, along wralks,

terraces, and the like. These plants, coming, as they do.

137 Agathis
onentalis. (X>0

from and or even desert regions, where they have a
hard struggle to exist, can be grown with little or no
care, but they respond very quickly to good treatment.
—The species are propagated m vanous ways, some pro-
duce suckers at the base, or even underground shoots;
others give off buds from the stem, which fall off and
take root, or may be detached and planted, while not
a few produce bulblets in the flower-clusters, and some-
tunes in great abundance. Nearly all may be produced
from seed, but as most of the species flower only after

a long interval, and many have not yet been known to

flower in cultivation, this latter means of propagation
cannot be relied upon. In cultivation, fruit is set very
sparingly or not at all without artificial pollination,

although this can be accomplished with very little

tiouble (J N Rose

)

The agaves are not at all difficult to grow The soil

should be principally loam and sand, and if any vege-
table soil be given it should be m small quantities.

Good drainage and firm potting are nec< t>sary To grow
small plants of the large-leaved kinds into good-sized
specimens quickly, they should be plunged out m a
sunny spot in spring, taking care that the pots are large

enough so that they will not require repotting m the
fall Nearly all of the large-growing kinds are easily

increased from suckers, which, when the plants are
giovvn in a pot-bound condition, are produced very
readily They should be taken off from the parent plant
only when furnished with sufficient roots to give them
a start Some kinds are raised only from seeds, which,
when freshlv gathered, germinate in a few weeks
(G W Oliver)
The classification of the agaves is very perplexing.

This is partially owing to the number of species, to

the scarcity of preserved study material, and to the
infrequency of flowenng in many species In fact,

manv species have never been known to flowrer The
most usable characters for classification are to be found
m the leaves, of which the end-spine and marginal
prickles are very characteristic, and, although such an
arrangement is more or less artificial, it is the most satis-

factory in naming a collection From a botanical point
of view', however, the inflorescence shows the true rela-

tionship of the species In this wfay the genus is usually
div idea int o t hree groups or subgenc ra. These are : First,

Euagave, having a paniculate inflorescence, with can-
delabra-like branches Second, LitLra, having a dense
spike of usually paired flow'ers (The section Littsea has
been considered by some a good genus, but it seems to
connect with the first section through certain species )

The third seetion, Manfrtda
,
is very different from the

above, and is now considered as a distinct generic type,
and so treated here Manfredas are all herbaceous,
appearing each year from a bulbous base the leaves
are soft and weak, dying down annually, while the in

florescence is a slender open spike, with solitary flowers
from the axils of bracts

abortiva, 33.

<ulornata , 48.

albicans. 30.
a\b>da, 11.

aUw&ima, 21.
americana, 19, 21.
ameena, 11.
amurenst«, 43
anacantha, 2
ananassoides, 8
angusti folia, 1

ariKUstisMma, 48
appl.uiata, 13, 14
artichaut, 40
atricha, 49
atrov irens, 19.

attenuata, 28
auncantha, 11
Balm, 5
Boaucarnci, 39
Bvauleunana, 10
Bessereriana. 6.

INDEX.

Besseriana, 6.
BiynUn, 48
BotuifMrUa, 49.
Bonnetn, 11.

Bonnctxana, 11,18.
Boscu, 49
Bottom, 34
bractcosa, 55.
brenifuha, 47.
brevis, 2
bidbijera, 9
candleans, 6.
Candida, 6.

canbxa, 32.
Cehxana, 31.
Celsn, 31
chiapensis, 33,
chiliuahuana, 15
chloracantha, 32.
coarctata, 18.
coccinea, 12
cochleans, 19.

cochleata, 11.
coerulesoens, 36.
Cohniana, 54
compacta, 11, 47
compluviata, 19
concinna, 6
Considcranht, 44
Cooket, 1

Corderoyt, 5
cornuta, 43
Couesn, 14
crassispma, 19
crenata, 11
Crouchen

,
11

ctenophora, 30
cuculfata, 11
cyanea 10
cyanophyUa, 10
daayhnoides, 53
dealbata, 51, 53.
decipiens, 4
densa, 33, 47
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INDEX, CONTINUED.
denaxflora, 31, 33. luctda, 10. Richardsti, 51.
depauperata, 47. lurula, 1, 10. rtgxda, 2, 3, 7.

deaertl, 25. macracantha, 6 ngidissima, 39.
DeSmettiana, 8, 42. macroacantha, 6 robusla, 47.
Diguetn, 48. macroculmis, 12 Itazlex, 50
diplacautha, 39. macrodonta, 39 Roezhana, 40.

distans, 39. Maigretiana. 42 Rohami, 41
echinoides, 51. major, 6, 39, 43, 47. Romani, 35, 47
slogans, 11. Manguax, 9. rosea, 51
Ellemeetiana, 29. Mapisajp, 19. rotundxfolta, 11.
elliptxca, 28 Marcusxi, 14. rupxcola, 32
elongata, 6 j

marginata, 1, 19, 21 Salmdyckxx, 33.
ensifera, 37 marxtxma, 48 Snlmxana, 19.

ensxformxs, 51. marmorata, 23 Sarge&tn, 1.

europsea, 21. mas«ihensia, 21, 33 Saunderau, 11.
falcata, 52 Maxxmxlxana, 43 uchidigera, 48.
ferox, 17 medio-piota, 3, 21,30, schiedtgera, 48.
filamentosa, 47. 43 Schottu, 45
filifera, 47, 48. melhflua, 19. Scolytnus, 12.

flaccxda, 12. mesotillo, 36 Sebaatiana, 16.
flavescens , 6. mexicana, 9, 19, 22 serrulata, 45.
fourcroydes, 3. micracantha, 30, 32, Shawn, 16
fragilxs, 41 42 silreslris, 3.
Franzosmu, 20. Millcri, 21, 22. Simona, 11.
Funkiana, 36 minima 3 Simnx, 11.
genumflora, 49 minor, 47. sxsala, 2.
Ghicsbrechtn, 41 nuradorensis, 8. aisalana, 2.
Ghxesbreghtxx, 41, 42 mxtxs, 32 apeciabxlis, 21.
gxgantea, 6 nutraeformis, 18. spicnta, 54.
Gilbeyi, 40 Morgarni, 42. spiralis, 4.
glauca, 6, 51 multiflora, 33 squalidens, 41.
glaucescens, 28, 32. multxlineata, 36. stenophylla, 36
Goldrnamana, 16 nana, 6, 51. streptacantha, 11
gracihpea, 14 neglecta, 7. striata, 21, 50, 51.
gracilispma, 19. Newberryx, 27. stncta, 51.
grandibracteata, 11. Nickelsise, 44. subdentata, 29.
grandxdens, 41 nigresceas, 36. subfalcata, 6
grandxderUata, 41. nxgrxspxna, 6. subintegra, 39.
granulosa, 42 Nissom, 36. subundulata, 28.
Guignardu, 11, 28 Noah, 15 audburyensxs, 6.
Hanburxx, 40 obscura, 41. superba, 1.

Hartmann, 46 ohgophylla, 6 tsenxala, 37.
Havardiana, 14 orbicularis, 11. Taylon, 33, 47, 49
Haworthiana, 10 Orcuttiana, 16 tehuacanensxs, 11, 18
heteracantha, 36, 38. Ortgiesiana, 48. tequilana, 4.

hi8trxx , 51 OUonxs, 33 tetragona, 36.
horrida, 39, 40, 42. Ousxelghemxana, 30 Todarox, 23.
Houghxx, 54 oval

ifolia, 11 torta, 43
HoulletxanaoT Houl- pachyacantha, 16. Toumtyana, 45.

leltxx, 2 pallida, 8 Treleasei, 45
huachucen<us, 14 Palmeri, 24 triangularis, 39.
hybnda, 43 narraaana, 15. Troubetskoyana, 23.
hystnx, 6, 51. Parryl, 14 uncmata, 33
inermis, 36 parviflora, 46. undulata, 23
Inghamu, 40 Patonu, 15 univittata, 37
xntegrifolxa, 6. pauoibracteata, 28. utahensis, 27
intrepida, 53. paucifolia, 6, 60. Vanderdcmckxx, 43.
lxtli, 2, 3. Peacockn, 40. vanegata, 47.
xxtlioxdes, 1, 3 per bell a, 37, 43. vera-crucxs, 9.

Jacquxnxana, 1. perplexans, 46 vera-crux, 9.

juncea, 49 Pfersdorffii, 36, 43 vera-cruz, 9
Karwinsku, 5. picta, 22. vsrx cruets. 9.

Kerchovu, 39 Pxlgrimu, 42 Vcrschaffeltu, 11.
Kxllx8chxx, 40 polyacantha, 33. vestita, 48
Knightiana, 48. polyphylla, 10. Victoria! Reginse, 44.
Kochxx 43 Poselgerx, 36 Villae, 43
lartemrene, 21. potosxna, 19. Villarum, 4S, 47.
larvxor, 40. prxnceps, 48. Virginia, 21.
Ixvis, 2 Pnnglei, 26 mrgmxca, 11.
lanceolata, 11. prohfera, 3 viridis, 6, 22.
lalicxncta, 41. pseudofdifera, 47. vivtpara, 1, 7.
latxfolxa, 4, 6, 28, 43 pugxonxformxs, 6 Whxtakerx, 19.
latissima, 19, 28 pulverulenta, 11. (Vxghtxi, 1.

laxxfolxa, 4 purpurea, 51. Wisbzeni* 15.
Lecheguilla, 36. quadrata, 11. Wolkenstexnxt, 33.
Leguayana, 41. quiotifera, 19. Woodrowu, 1.

Lemaxrex, 39 ramosa, 21 Wrightu, 49
Leopoldn, 11, 47, 48 recurva, 50. xalapensis, 35.
lepxda, 10 recurvata, 7. xylonacantha, 43.
linearis, 6 Regelix, 40. yuccffifoha, 54.
longifolm, 3, 6, 22, Reoeliana, 8, 40 Zapupe, 4.

43, 47. rhomboidea, 11. zonata, 19.
lophantha, 37.

A. Infl. a candelabrum-hke panicle. {1-26.) Subgenus
Euagave.

9. Lvs. dagger-like or sword-shaped spine not decurrent:

fls. rather large
,
greenish, long-lobed, ill-srnelhng

,

often followed by bulbils, seeds very large Trunk
often developed.

C. Fls. urceolately contracted m throat.

1. angustifdlia, Haw. (A. lurula, Jacq. A. Jac

-

qumidna, Schult. f. A. ixtlioldes
,

Ilook. A. Wlghtii,

Pram. A. vivipara, Auct ). Short-trunked lvs. 3 x 16-
24 in., gray-green, with flat spine and slender-cusped

prickles* infl. few-branched; fls l\i-2 in.,sogms and
ovary %in each, tube lA\n . : caps subglohose, strongly
otipitate and beaked Cent Amer (?) Jacq

,
Obs Bot.

4, pi 1 Targioni Tozzctti, Ann Firenze 2, pi 6 B M.
5097, 5893 Wight, Icon. PI Ind Or. 2024 Rep Mo.
Bot. Gard. 19, pi. 29-34. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc 49, pi

32. Mem. Nat Acad 11, pi 106-109 A form with
white-margined lvs. is var. margin&ta, Trel (A vivi-

para vanegdta and A. superba, Ilort ), Wiesner Festschr.,
pi 8, and a variant of this with the body color gray-
green is var Woodrdwii, Trel {A. Woodrdwu, Wats.,
and A Codkci, Woodrow), Rep Mo Bot Gard 19, pi.

35. A dwarf form of the unvariegated type is var Sar-
gentii, Trel

,
Rep. Mo Bot Gard. 22, pi. 100-103

2. sisal&na, Perr {A aiuudnlha, Terr A brevis,

Hort. A Houllelidna or Iloullettn, I fort A Unas,
Hort A. ixth sisaldna, Hort A rigula progn ssd na,

Boyd A rigula sisalana, Auct .1 nsala, Perr A sisa-

ldna uiemus, Rividre A sisaldna i/ashquhi, Perr ).

Nearly trurikless lvs 4 x 60 in
,
becoming green, with

shallow-grooved spine and typically no prickles infl

ample, fls 1 ^—2 * g in
,
ovar>, segm and tube about

equal caps rare Yucatan or Chiapas0) Porrine,

Senate Doe 300, pi 1, 2, 4 Dodge, Rep Fiber Invest

3, 5, 9, with pi Rep Mo Bot Gard 7, pi 51-56 Proc
Amer Phil Soe 49j pi 32 Mem Nat Acad 11 pi.

113-115 —The yaxei, green agave or sisal hemp most
commonly cult outside of Yucatan largely distributed

to growers from Trop Fla where Perrinc intro, it

about 1835 and, as in some of the W Indies, it has be-
come naturalized It has been crossed by Trabut with
A. vera-cruz under the name “potosina ”

3 fourcroydes, Lem (.1 lxtli elongdta, Auct A.
ixtlioides, Lem A longifolm

,
Auct A rigula, A.

rlgida elongdta and .1 rigula longifolm of most writers).

Trunk 3-4) ft lvs .3-1 \ 00-90 in
,
gray, with round-

groo\ ed some and slender curved pnckles infl ample,
fls 2)4-2 * > in

,
ovaiv 1-1 1

1 m ,
segm and tube p/ in

each caps obovoul, slightly stipitate and beaked
Yucatan Proc Amer Phil Soe 49, pi 32 Wiesner
Festschr, 319 Mem Nut \ead 11, pi 110 112 —
The saeei, gra> agave or henequen, largely grown for

fiber in Yucatan A form with greenish white me-
dian variegation is var medio-picta, Trel , W lesner

Festschr
,
pi 12 The short er-lvd but similar ehelem

of the Yucatan coast is A. lxtli, sometimes called A
silvtstris or .1 jnolifeni, and a related plant has been
called A minima A large-lvd. poorer form of A
fourcroydes is known as ehueumei, and a short er-lvd

form of this as liabei

4 decipiens, Baker (,1 huifoha, Baker. A lahfdlm,
Auct A spirdli s, Hort ) Trunk 6 -8 ft lvs 2-4x36-
50 in

,
green, rather soft and somewhat outeurved, with

round-grooved spine and slender prickles from green
prominences infl ample, fls 2*4 in

,
ovary l 1

* in,

segm. and tube ikiin each caps pjnform Yucatan
Dodge, Rep Fiber Invest 3, 5, 9, pi Rep Mo Bot
Gard 7, pi 57-59 B M 7177 — Hie false sisal, exten-
sively naturalized, if not indigenous, in Fla This and
A Karumskii deserve the name arborescent, in the
genus Agave
The tequila mescals (A tequilana, Web

,
etc ), grown

in W Mex for the preparation of a diBtillcd beverage,
and the zapupes (A. Zapupe, Trel

,
etc ), grown for

fiber m E. Mex
,
arc closely related to the preceding

group.
cc Fls. slenderer, not urceolate.

5. Karwfnskii, Zucc (A Corderoyi, Hort. A. Bdken,
Ross). Trunk 9-12 ft • lvs 1-1^x15-30 m., green,

with openly grooved spme and stout upeurved prickles:

infl. rather ample; fls 2-2)4, in ; ovary 1 in., segm and
tube about %in. each' caps oblong, brown, stipitate

and beaked. S. Mex Ross, Icon Panorm, pi 2 Rep.
Mo. Bot. Gard. 18, pi. 29-31 MacDougal, N. A.
Deserts, pi. 23
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6. macroac&ntha, Zucc. (A. macracdntha, Auct A.
Besserendna, Jacobi. A Bessendna, Auct A pugio-
niJ6rmi8, Zucc. A. flavSscens, Salm. A subfalcdta and A.
linedns, Jacobi. A. paucifblia and A oligophyUa, Baker.
A. mtegnfblia, Baker?). Nearly trunkless lvs 1x8-20
in., yellowish gray-green, glaucous, with flat-grooved

spine and slender-cuspoa heavy-based prickles' mfl.

rather sparse, fls 2 in; ovary 1 in
,
segm and tube

%in each caps, oblong, gray, stipitate and beaked
9. Mex Rep Mo. Bot. Card 18. pi. 18-20—At one
time a great favorite and, like A. Verschnffeltu, col-

lected m a large range of forms designated by descrip-
tive varietal names* ninths; Candida

,

rdndteam
,
glaiica

;

mgrispina
;

elongdta, lonyifdlia, hystrix (B M 5940),
nana; laiifbha

,
gxgantha, major, conc&nna or sudbury-

&nsi8

bb. Lvs. lanceolate, large, rather firm than fleshy, scarcely

repand: spine not decurrent fls rather large,

greenish, fetid, often followed by bulbils Nearly
trunkless.

7 neglecta, Small (A. mvipara

,

Bartram A recur

-

vata and A. rigida recurvdta, Hort ) Lvs gracefuilv

outcurvcd, 0 x 36 in
,
glaucous, with slender rouwi-

grooved spine and very minute prickles infl ample;
fls 2 in., ovary 1 in

,
segm

,
tube )^m : caps obo-

void, scarcely stipitate or beaked. Trop Fla Rep Mo.
Bot Gard 7, pi 00, 01 Dodge, Rep Fiber Invest 5,

9 ff GC 111 31,supp Feb. 1 Bartram, Travels Map.

: caps, oblong, very stoutly stipitate, beaked.
S Mex. Ref. Bot. 306, 328 Lyon Hort. 1880, 267.
Gt 346 J. Verschaf., Cat 1866-7, 1869 f. I II 15:
504—Extremely variable, the original introducer
announcing “as many varieties as there are plants,”
and 33 named forms having been catalogued once in

the Lyon garden The more distinct, which have
received mostly descriptive specific names, are var.

cren&ta (amdbna, cochledta, elegans), var. cucull&ta
(Crouchen

,
Simsii), var LeopOldii, var. pulverulenta,

var quadr&ta, var Saundersu (mrginica glauca), etc.,

and such minor forms as alfnda, auricdntha, compdcta,
lanceoldta. orbuuldris, ovalifbit a, rhomboidea

,
rotundi

-

folia anil sirepineAntha, A tehuacanensis, Karw

,

is the earliest published name for the species but no
description was given A Bonnetv, Hort

,
seems to be

this, but A Bonnetutua, Hort
,

is referred to A. mitrae-

formis, which accompanies A Verschaffelln about Te-
huacan —Extensively t ri «1 m hybridization, and crosses

are reported with A alhnnata (x A. Guign&rdii), A.
dens

t
flora, A nnrrarantha or micrantha, A schidigera,

A Tonelliana or Tonnehana or hetei acantha Tonnel-
tana, A Vundermna, or Vanderwmneni (x A. Simonii x
A. grandibracte&ta) and A. xylonacanlha or xyhnacantha.

12

Sc61ymus, Karw (A cocciata, Roezl? A.
fldccida, JacobC) Lvs obl.moeolate, rather acute, 3-4 x
12 15 in

,
green or (when it is A. potatorum) slightly

glaucous, with nearly straight, flat-grooved, dull brown

8 miradorSnsis, Jacobi Lvs. rather straight, 3-4 x
30-35 in

,
glaucous, with slender narrowly grooved

spine and, toward the base, very minute prickles mfl.

ample; fls 2)4 in
;
ovary 1 m

,
segm

,
tube J^m.

E Mex. GW 5, p 143 —A ananassoules, A. l)e-

Smettidna, A pdllula and A Reqelidna, not now recog-

nized, were based by Jacobi apparently on specimens
from Sartorius’ ranch, El Mirador, in the state of Vera
Cruz, from which, though ascribed to Brazil, A mira-
dorensis is believed to have come All are close to if

not quite the latter, over the accepted name of which
A DeSmdtiana has priority

9 v&ra-crhz, Mill (.1 buildfern, Bonpi A Mangndi,
Desf A mexicana, Lam

,
which m part is Furcrdu

cubensts and the uses of which in laige part, pertain to

A atrdinrens A vera-< rut i s, Haw
,
sometimes spelled

vbrw-cruci s A. t'ha-crux, Mill) Lvs nearlv straight,

6-7x50 in, glaucous, somewhat cross-banded, rather

fleshy, concave
;
with short heaw gra> spine and oblique

rounded deltoid prickles somew hat raised on gre< n

y

prominences mfl ample, fls 2)4-3 in
,
ovary IJ4-I ) 1,'

in, segm ).|-1 'in
, tube )jin taps oblong, pionn--

nejitly stipitate, scarcelv beaked Mex (l) G C II

19, p 149—The blue aloe, extensively planted and
more or less established in Amoy, India, Mauritius and
Peru, and, as A mexicana, in Italy It has been hy-

bridized with A sisnUina

10 lftrida, Ait (A lepula, Dietr A litnda, Schiede).

Lvs thinner, flatter and more curving, with slenderer

spine and smaller scarcely elevated prickles infl.

slighter and sparser Mex (
v
) Zuccaiini, Act Acad

Carol Leop 16, pt 2, pi 49-51 B M 15220 Ref
Bot 307(?) —Less frequently seen than the preceding,

with which it, is confused. Perhaps including the now
scarcely recognized A Beauleundna, Jacobi^ A. cydnea

,

Hort A. cyanophylla, Jacobi, A. Haworthmna, Roem ,

and A. polyphyUa
,
Koch

bbb. Lvs short ami broad, fleshy rather than hard, repand :

spine somewhat decurrent fls. rather laige, yellow-

ish, with lobes often shorter than the tube, and

followed by bulbils. Nearly trunkless.

11 Verschaffeltii, Lem. Lvs obovate-oblong, acu-

minate, 3x6-8 in., glaucous, with flexuous or twisted,

flat-grooved, red-brown spine and long rusty teeth on
large fleshy prominences infl rather slight and sparse:

fls. about 2}4 in.; ovary 1 )4 ln
»
segm. Hin

,
tube

138. Agave Franzosimi (No. 20 )

spine and small prickles on moderately low, fleshy
prominences* mfl. fairly large but loose, fls. 2 in

;

ovary 1 \i m ,
segm

,
tube F(in : caps, oblong,

somewhat stipitate S Mex GW 2, p 603—Much
of the “comma” of gardens is A macrocuhnis, Tod

,
a

member of the subgenus Littcca

bbbb. Lvs rather oblong, very rigid, gray or glaucous,
scarcely repand spine decurrent: fls. rather large,

yellow, rarely followed by bulbils. Nearly trunk-
less

13 applan&ta, Jacobi Lvs lance-oblong, acute, 4-6 x
40-60 in when mature but commonly seen of much
smaller size, glaucous, with broad open gray or pur-
plish spine and rather large more or less connected
pnekies mfl 25-30 ft

;
fls 2 )i in., ovary 1)4 m ,

segm.
%\n

,
tube 3-2in E. Mex G C II. 7, p. 717 DGZ

1903, p 528. Tod
,
Hort. Pan. pi. 30. Rep Mo Bot.

Gard 22, p\ 73, 71

14 P&rryi, Engelm (A. applanata Pdrryi, Mulford.
A. Marcusu, Hort.). Lvs oblong, acute. 2-4 x 10-12
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in
,
glaucous, with nearly straight openly grooved spine

and smaller prickles, infl. 10-15 ft
,

fls 2% in., ovary

1 Y% in., segm
>
tube lAm caps oblong,

beaked but scarcely stipitate Anz
,
New Mcx and

adjacent Mex GO. II 12, p 237.

Rep Mo Bot (lard 22, pi 91-93
D Cl Z 18, p 3.—Closely related

species are A. huachucensis, Baker,

Rep Mo Bot Card 22, pi 87-89,

of the Huachuca Mts
,
with broad lvs

;

A. Havardi&na, Trel
,
Rep Mo Bot.

Gard 22, pi 81-89, of the great bend
Y of the Rio Grande, with deep-seated

filaments, and A. gracfiipes, Trel

,

Rep Mo. Bot. Gard 22, pi 98, 99,

of W Texas, with slender pedicels

and small seeds, etc. A. Couesn,
Engelm

,
Rep Mo Bot Gard 22, pi

94-97, on flowering proves scarcely

separable

15 Wislizfcnii, Engelm ( 4 Nbah,
Hort ) Lvs broadly ovate, acumi-
nate, 4-6x8-10 m, gray, concave,
with somewhat curved round-grooved
spine and slender prickles, infl 12 ft

,

open, fls 2-234 in
,
ovary l'f in,

segm %in
,
tube L2m . caps slender,

obscurely stipitate N Mcx Rep
Mo Bot Gard 22, pi 75-79 —
A more glaucous and repand
plant from the same region is

A. parras&na, Berger, Rep Mo
Bot Gard. 22, pi SO, 81

Thicker-lvd. related New Mex
forms are A. chihuahuana,
Trel

,
Rep Mo Bot Gard

' 22, pi 82, 83, and A. Patonu,

139. Agave .mencM m T
,

rt
‘U

ReP- Mo V C'“r<1 22
.

flower (No 21 ) pi 90.

bbbbb. Lvs similar, somewhat repand spine decurrenl

and the large teeth often confluent JL m compact
clusters

,
large, yellow

,
not followed by bidbils.

Trunk elongated but leafy

16. Shiwii, Engelm Lvs ovate or lance-ovate,

acuminate, 3-5 x 8-20 in
,
green, glossy, with slender,

flexuous, openly grooved spine and laige, hooked, con-

nected, garnet-red prickles infl 10 ft
,
congested

,
fls.

2H-3H ln
i
ovary 114-1,2 m

,
segm and tube ^m *

caps oblong, thick-walled S W Calif and adjoining

Low Calif Trans Acad St Louis 3, pi 2-4 Rep.
Mo Bot Gard 7, pi 44, 22, pi 19-21 —Related Low.
Calif species are A. OrcuttiYna, Trel

,
Rep Mo Bot

Gard 22, pi 22, with similar spine and A. Sebastutna,
Greene, Rep Mo Bot Gard 22, nl 23-26, with straight

spine; and A. pachyac&ntha, Trel
,
Rep Mo Bot.

Gard 22, pi 27, 28, and A. Goldmani^na, Trel.
Rep Mo Bot Gard 22, pi 29-31,—with heavier-based

teeth and thm-walled caps, m all

bbbbbb Lvs large, fleshy rather than firm, usiudly re-

pand fls openly panuled, large, yellow, rarely

followed by bulbils Nearly trunklcss

c. Spine large and long-decurrent

17. ferox, Koch Lvs broadly oblanceolate, wavy,
suberect with outeurved concave acuminate tip, 12 x 48
in., green, deeply n pand, with large grooved spine and
great prickles on high green prominences • infl 20 ft ;

ns. 3% in
,
ovary 13lj m ,

segm 1 in
,
tube %in. Cent.

Mex G C III 15, p 328, III 20, p. 525; III 43, p.

379. G W. 2, p 603

18. mitraefdrmis, Jacobi (A coarclala, Jacobi? A
Bonnetidna,Kort.?). Lvs obovate-oblanceolate, acumi-
nate, 12 x 30 m

,
grayish-zoned, rather repand, with

large grooved spine and moderately large gray chest-

nut-tipped prickles on green prominences, infl. 15-20

ft., fls 2V2 m ;
ovary 134~1% in

,
segm Y2m f tube

Min S Mex Karsten & Schenck, Veg. Bilder, pi 47.

Anales Mus Nac Mex 2, pi j Publ Carnegie Inst.

99, pi 20 —This is A tehuacanensis, Koch, Karwmski’s
plant of that name being apparently a form of A.
Verschaffeltn A yellow-margined, variegated agave,
listed under A mitrwjormis by the Belgian dealers about
1876, appears to be A atrovirens marguuita A cross

with A denstflora is said to have been effected.

19 atrdvirens, Karw Becoming enormous lvs.

lanceolate, 12 x 80-100 m
,
dark green or (when it is

A Salmuina, Jacobi) gray, outeurved-aseending, with
large, narrowly giooved spine and moderate gray
pnckles from low widened bases infl 20-30 ft

,
fls

3 l
f> in

,
ovary 2 m

,
segm 1 in

,
tube Mm S Mex D.

Gart Mag 1867, p 28 ,
f Contr U S Nat Herb 5,

pi 31-33 S II 4, p 281 Pop Sei Monthly, 70, p
210-216. (Ksterr Gart Zeit 1911, p 252 Prometheus
20, p. 24 Journ N Y Bot Gaul 8, p 10 Modern
Mex 17, p 26 28 Proe U S Nat Mus 33, p 577,
etc—The principal pulque species cultivated on the
plains of Apum Numcious varieties are figured by
Segura, El Maguey, 4 ed

,
pi 1-9 \ ast confusion

exists in current literal ure tlu* names A amet irarui and
A. nuxitana are often applied to this, and it is difficult

to account elsewhere for the many new Latin names
given to pulque maguej s bv Blasquez, and to a number
of young garden plants by Jacobi A yellow -margined
vauetv (also listed as belonging to .1 milr&fornus) is

var marginUta, Trel A vet y large- and concave-lvd
unvariegated form is Var cochle^ris (A latis^una,

Jacobi A Whitakm, Hort ) Other important pulque
or agua-miel species are about the City of Mexico,
A. Mapis&ga, Trel (maguev mapisaga) with narrow
small-pnckled lvs

,
about Durango, A. compluvi&ta,

Trel (maguey v<rde), with green-zoned deeply gutter-
shaped lvs, and A. quiotifera, Tiel (mague> cernso),

with ashen lvs
,
about San Luis Potosi, A. graciHs-

pina, Engelm (A potosinn, Web ), with slender spine,

and A. crassfspina, Trel
,
with stout spine, and about

Monterey, A. melliflua, Trel (maguey rnanso), with
elongated ashen lv s

,
and A. zon&ta, Trel (maguey

verde), with broad green-zoned lvs

20 Franzoslmi, Baker Fig 138 Lvs lanceolate,

12 x 80 100 in, roughish, white, reeurved-ascending,
with large narrowly grooved spine and dark or gray
prickles infl green, in striking contrast with the lvs,

140 Agave americana, as commonly grown m greenhouses.
The yellow-margined form (No 21 )

30 or 40 ft
;
fls 3 V% in

,
ovary 1% in

,
segm 1 in

,
tube

Hm Mex (?) BM 8317. GW 2, p 603. G C III.

12, p 177.

cc Spine little if at all decurrenl.

d. Fls. and fr much as m the preceding Not bulbiferous.

21

americ&na, Linn (A altlssima, Zumag A eu-
ropka, Vis A. ramdsa, Moench A spectdbilis, Salisb.).
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Figs 139, 140. Lvs lanceolate, 6-8 x 60-80 in
,
smooth,

gray, ascending with outcurved ends, with rather short
and stout recurved round-grooved very shortly decur-
rent spine obliquely flattened at base, and moderately
large gray prickles on prominent maigmal elevations’
infl 20-30 ft, rather slender, fls 2K~2K m

,
ovary

IK m
,
segm 1 m

,
tube K,n . Mex (?). Established

around the Mcdit. Gt. 24.825; 27, p 307, 41, p
269 Pcnzig, FI Lilt Med, pi 140 Reiehb

,
Ic.

FI Germ
,
pi 374 B II 9, p 308 R II 1875, p

152 Journ N Y Bot Gard 11, pi. 79, 81 Adamovie,
Pflanzenw Dalmat

,
pi 1 Abhandl Hamburg

Kolon Inst. 6, p 64 G VV 8, p 337 Proe Am Phil

Soc 49, pi 32 —The plant more commonly cult in

this country as A atmrirnua has narrower, more
hooked lvs

,
as in the next, but grayer and with the

short recurved spine scarcely decurrent and round at
base, var Mflleri, Baker (A Milleri, Ilaw ? A Virginia,

Mill? A Uie'virens and .1 amerue'ina Liteviren s,

Hort ?) Variegated hums of this, frequently grown, are
var margin&ta in yellow- or white-imagined hums, var
stri&ta variously lined with yellow or white, and var
medio-pfcta with a broad median yellow band Whs-
ner Festwhr

,
pi 6 A reputed hybrid between 1 amen-

cana and .1 <h nsiflora is x A. massiliensis, Ilort Deleuil

22 pfeta, Salm-Dyck (A longifdim pxeta, A mexuewa
virta, and .1 Milleri pieta, Hort.). Lvs linear-lanceo-

late, ascending with recurved ends, at hngth 6-8x100
in

,
smooth, dark green with bright white or yellow

marginal variegation, slightly glaucous when young,
with needle-like, straight, narrowly’ grooved spine and
model ate prn kies on somewhat prominent marginal
elevations infl tall and rather slender, fls 3 m

,
ovarv

1 K in
,
segm 1 m

,
tube } £in . caps oblong, stipitate

and beaked Mex (‘0 GW. 8, p 337 Wiesner
Eestvschr,]) 312, pi 7 Pop Sci Monthly, 70, p 210
Pro< \iner Phil Soc 19, pi 32 -Gri on sc edlings (var.

viridis) occur on the Riviera and are in limited cult.

dd. Fls. rather small, ydlow
,

.shallow-tube d caps tfnn-

Wallcd, small Not bulbiferems

23 marmorftta, Roc/1 (.1 Todarbi, Baker .1 Troubct-

skoye'ma, Hort A lonlulatn, Tod ) L\s broadly lance-

olate, outcuivmg, 10-1 > x 72 m
,
very rough, green- and

grav -banded, with rather short and stout recurved
narrowly giooved spine and large lough rusty brown
pru kies often from prominent, maiginal elevations

mfl ample, fls golden, 1'
2 in, ovarv ^ » in

,
segm.

i

2m ,
tube 1 ,in caps short, sfipit ate S Mex

odd Fls moderate Ig long, creamy, deep-tuhiel caps firm,

elonyeited Not bulbiferous

24 Pfilmen, Kngelm Lvs lanceolate, ascending,

3-4x18-30 in, blue-green, somewhat glaucous, with
long, slender, open-grooved spine and slender, hooked
garnet-purple or grav prickles, often on marginal
elevations infl ample, ns. leathery, 2-2

}

f

in
;
ovary

1 in
,
segm 1

2 111
>
tube Km.: caps oblong, not stipi-

tate Ariz and New Mex Rep Mo Bot Gard 7,

pi 48-52 Journ N Y Bot Gard 5, p 178.

bbdhhhh Lvtf tuanqular, thuk and stiff, rather small fls

.

small, yellow, shallow-tubed, not followed by bulbils.

Trunkless

25 deserti, Kngelm. Cespito.se lvs triangular-lan-

ceolate, faleately erect, 2 x 6-12 in
,
gray, with slender,

gray-brown, grooved spine and friable teeth infl slender,

sparse, fls yellow, P4 111
,
ovary flask-shaped, Km ,

segm J 2|n » 4 nl>o } caps oblong, scarcely stipitate.

Colo desert, Calif. Rep Mo Bot Gard. 7, pi 33, 34,

22, pi. 41, 42

26 Prlnglei, Engelm Cespitose’ lvs triangular-

oblong, ascending, 2 x 6-16 in
,

gray, with slender,

drab, grooved spine and rather firm teeth’ fls. 1K~2
m., ovary 1-1 K in, segm Km, tube %\n. Mts of

N. Low. Calif. Rep. Mo. Bot. Gard. 22, pi. 44.

aa Infl. spike-like, the fls usually in pairs though
exceptionally clustered on very short branches,

bulbils very rarely following the fls. {27-55 )

Subgenus Littaca

b Ijvs triangular-lanceolate, thick and stiff, rather small:

fls often clustf red on short branches, cup-shaped,
small Trunkless

27

utahensis, Engelm (A Newberry1
,
Engelm ).

Cespitose lvs erect -spread mg, 1-2x6-12 in, gray,
with slender, grooved, grav spine and rather small and
friable giay teeth mfl 5—15 ft

,
with simple or forked

branches 1-2 in long, fls 1 -IK in
>
ovary flask-

shaped, %in ,segm ? h in ,
tube Kin ’ caps, thin -walled,

small, not stipitate Grand Canon region. Pop Sci.

Monthly, 1911, p. 11. GF 8, p 384. Rep. Mo. Bot.
Gard 7, pi 32

bb Lvs moderately large, thin, unarmed or at most
very minutily denticulate, neither filifcrous nor
horny-marguud Trunk well developed m the first,

fls ope n. rather small

28 attenu&ta, 8alm-I)yck (A gleiueesrens, Hook )

Figs 141,142,143 Trunk 1-5 ft , sometimes prostrate
lvs broadly oblaneeolate, spre idmg, with recurved tips,

6-10 x 25-30 m ,
glaucous, thin, entirely unarmed infl

5-10 ft
,
usually recurving, its very short stalk closely

covered bv bra< ts, fls paired, about 2 in, ovary
flask-shaped, Jf-l 111

,
segm Km ,

tube Km Excep-
tionally produces large bulbils among the caps after
flowering Mex FE 31, p 1172 B BM 5333.
J H III 42, p 392 11 H 1876, p 149 Erfurter
Fuhrcr 7, p 70 G F 10, p 95 Rep Mo. Bot Gard
9, pi 31 (IC III 8, p 560,111 17, p 455, III 45,
suppl pi Pliarm Journ 70, p 700 —Varies m a form
with sterile base of spike longer and sparsely bract ed,
and fls m clusters of 6-8, var paucibracte&ta, Rep
Mo Bot Card 11, pi 7 The varietal names ellip-

tira, latifdha , labssima and subunduldta have been
applied <0 garden forms A cross with A Verschaffeltn
is x A. Guign&rdn, Hoit

,
a cross with A rylonacantha

is listed

29 EUemeetiana, Koch Nearly or quite trunkless,
lvs lanceolate, spreading, 6x24 in or more, glaucous,
thm, unarmed mfl 5-10 ft

,
erect, the rather short

sterile base closely covered by linear bracts, fls paired,
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greenish white, \}4 in
;
ovary flask-shaped, segm.

%in
,
tube nearly suppressed; filaments very long,

V/a, in. E. Mex. G.C. II. 8, p. 748; III. 47, p 201.
13 M 7027 Kef Bot 168.

—With lvs very mmutely
denticulate it becomes var.

subdent&ta, the distinct-

ness of which from A
prmnosa is not clear Re-
ported crossed with A.

bbb. Lvs moderately large

,

neither fili/eious nor
homy-margmed, teeth

c. Spine slender and weak.

30

Albicans, Jacobi (A
142. Flowers of Agave attenuate, rnicracdntha albldiar

m oalm-Dyck A (Missel-

ahemidna, Jacobi). Trunkless, cospitoso lvs oblanceo-
late, 4 x 12-15 in

,
spreading, glaucous, thin, with small,

needle-shaped, narrowly grooved spine and close-set,

minute, brown prickles connected by a papery margin:
infl scarcely 3 ft

,
rather few-fld above the middle, fls.

paired, reddish green, nearly sessile, 1^-1^ m;
ovary lA~\ in

,
segm. \ jin ,

tube ^in • caps pns-
matic-ovoid, small. Mex (?) B M 7207 Bull Soc.
Tosc. Ort 3, p 303. Lyon Hort 22, p 363 {With re-

curved long black prickles, and fls 2 in long, it is

var cten6phora, Trel A beautiful form w ith milk-white
median variegation is var m&dio-picta, Trel (A. mi-
cracdntha pida, A rnicracdntha vanegata

,
~A Oussel-

ghemidna dlba-picta, A Ousselghemidna picta, and A.
dlbicans variegdta, Auct ), Wiesner Festschr., pi 10.

Hybrids are reported between this species and A.
maculata and A xalapensis

31 Celsii, Hook (A Celsidna, Koch A densifldra

glaucophylla, Hort 9
). Lvs. broadly oblong, 4x12-18

in or more, glaucous, with slender weak spine and very
irregular close-set, often multiple, prickles, fleshy

except at the very tip infl about 4 ft
,
densely fld at

top; fls reddish or yellowish green, l>j-2 in
;
ovary

and segm %in
,
tube j/Sm : caps small. B M 4934.

R H 1861, p 335 Cn. 12, p. 213.—A hybrid with A.
Salmiana is reported

32 micrac&ntha, Salm-Dyck (A. glaucescens, Otto ?).

Cespitose lvs broadly lanceolate, spreading, 3-5 x 15-25
in

,
grayish green, with slender weak spine and small,

close-set, dark prickles infl about 10 ft
,
the rather

short sterile base densely bracted, fls brownish green,

1

V

2 in
,
ovary m, segm m

,
tube in.

E Mex (?) Ref Bot 327 Gt 37, p 115.—Hybrids are
reported with A Ellermetiana, A. Sartoni, A. Ver-

schaffeltn, A xylonacantha and A. xylonacantha micro

-

cantha A niit is, Salm-Dyck, and A. rupicola
,
Regel,

are closely related and A chluracdntha, Salm-Dyck.
(A canbka

,
Hort ), differs chiefly in its greener lvs.,

with pale prickles

cc. Spine moderate but strong, round-grooved.

33. polyacAntha, Haw. (A. abortlva
,

Terr.? A.
chiaptnsis, Jacobi.? A chiapensis porrecla, Hort. A.
dtnsa, Hort ? A. densifldra, Hort ? A multiflbra, Hort.
A Ottbnis, Jacobi? A. Salmdyckn, Baker? A.uncindta,
Jacobi? A Wolkenstdlnn, Hort.?) Cespitose' lvs lanceo-
late, upcurvmg, 2-5 x 10-24 or 36 in

,
soon green, with

narrow-grooved strong spine and rather small and
close-set brown or gray prickles: infl. 4-5 ft.; fls. about
2 in

;
ovary ^in., segm. and tube J'jm. S. Mex (?).

b.M. 5006. G.W. 2, p. 604. Journ Soc Hort Bas.
Rhm. 3, p 324. Gn. 12, p 396. R.H 9, p 517 G C.
II 3, p 502 Hybrids are reported between A chi-

apensis and A. xylonacantha and xylonacantha latis-

sima and with uDasylirion gracilis ;” A. densiflora and
A. amencana (xA. massiliensis)

; A densiflora and
A. geminiflora (x A. TAylon),—G C. II 8, p 620' A.
densiflora and A rnitraformis; A. densiflora ana A.
Verschaffeltn, and A. densiflora and A xylonacantha.

ccc Spine stout, openly grooved

34. Botterii, Baker Lvs oblaneeolate, outcurved-
ascendmg, 6-8x21-30 in, green, with flat-grooved
strong spine and short, broad, blackish close-set prick-

les infl. scarcely 5 ft
,
fls reddish or yellowish green, 2

m
;
ovary

,
segm and tube each Mex (f).

B.M. 6248 G C II 8, p 264.

35 xalapensis, Roezl Lvs lanceolate, spreading,
2-5x10-30 111

,
nearly green to decidedly glaucous,

with very openly grooved heavy spine and moderately
long, heavy, rather close-set. rod to blackish prickles

infl 5-10 it
;

fls 2 m
;
ovary

,
segm 1 in

,
tube

* caps 1 }
-2 m ,

slightly constricted at base.

E Mex Monatssehr f Kakteenk 14, p 151 R II

1875, p 276 Reported hybrids are A xalapensis

xfilifera (x A. RomAnn, Hort), A xalapensis x Oussel-

ghemidna, A xalapensis x Salmiana, and A. xalapen-
sis x xylonacantha (x A. Pfersd6rffii, Simon)

bbbb Lvs fibrous and often rigid, the sometimes very

large teeth connected by a ddachablc horny margin *

fls. moderate, with soon erect segms. At most
short-trunkal

c. Teeth rather small, lvs elongated, rather thin but stiff

36 Lecheguilla, Torr (A multilinedta, Baker A
Poselgert, Halm A letuigona, Hort ) Lvs triangular-

oblong, concave, faleately ascending, 1 \ 16-24 in
,

green or bluish but not glaucous, pale-banded vent rally

and dark-lined on the back, with flattened gray-brown
spine and recurved slender prickles joined by a very
narrow straight margin infl 3-12 ft

,
glaucous, fls

i in
;
ovary flask-shaped, \ jin ,

segm } yin ,
tube

J-gin W. Texas and southw ard, m a number of forms of

which the southernmost, from below Han Ians Potosi,

with broader lvs and heavier prickles, is A. me-
sotfllo, Hort. It furnishes the greater part of the lxtlo

or leehuguilla fiber of New Mex usually ascribed to A
heteracantha Pop Sei Monthly 70, p 223 Bot Bound
1, pi 34,39 Rep Mo Bot Card 7, pi 31, 13 pi

42 Bull. Umv Texas 60, pi 3, 6 —Closely allied forms,
frequent in European gardens, are A. coerulescens,
Salm-Dyck (a hybud of which with A Victoria1 Itegmae

is reported), diffeung chiefly in being very glaucous, and
its var. stenoph^lla with lvs over 4 ft long, A. FunkiAna,
Koch & BouchA, with flatter, more oblong, rather
glaucous lvs

,

, which fur-
nishes the lxtlc

of Jaumavc;
A. Nissdnii,
Baker, with
thm, yueea-
like, glaucous
lvs.; A. nigres-
cens (A. hder-
oedntha mgrh-
cens

,

Hort ), 143 Cross-sections of leaf of Agave attenuate,

with thick,
dark blue-green, long-triangular, often undulate lvs

,

sometimes almost or quite unarmed on the margin,
when it is the form inSrmis.

37 lophAntha, Schiede Lvs lanceolate, spreading.

VA~2 x 12-18 in, green, glossy, with openly grooved
brown spine and variously hooked rather small prickle®
joined by a narrow, nearly straight margin' infl. 9-15 ft.;
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fls 1 Yi in
,
ovary %\n

,
segm %\n

,
tube ]/%\n E

Mex G W 8, p. .337 With prominent and persistent
pale band on the upper face it is var. univitt&ta (A.
unimitdta

,
Haw. A. enslfera, Jacobi? A. txmata,

Hurt ) Ref Bot 215 BM 6655 G C. II, 7, p 368
— Ci oases of A umvittata with A xylonacantha are re-

ported. of which X A. perbella, Ilort
,

is said to be one,
A pulchemma

,

Hort
,
in part, seeming to be another

writing for the same.

38 heterac&ntha, Zucc. Like A lophantha but lvs.

somewhat sinuate and with variously hooked less equal
and closer prickles The median band is often promi-
nent S Mex G.W 2, p

605 G C II 7, p 369. Gt.

19, pi 639—Most of what is called A fieteracantha is

A. Lechegmlla.

or. Teeth often large: lvs either broad or thick.

d. Margin nearly straight.

39 Kerchdvei, Lem Lvs triangular, spreading,
3-4 x 16-20 in

,
thick, gray-green, not lined beneath,

with channeled gray spine and large spreading triangu-
lar teeth joined by a rather wide margin infl dense and
heavy, 18 ft S Mex G C. II 7, p 527.—Formeily
much grown in a number of dissimilar types var
Beauc&rnei (A llenucdrnei, Lem, .1 Ia maim, Hort,
A Kerchdvei coarctdta, Hort ), with very short lvs

;

var macroddnta, with larger and more hooked teeth,

var distans, with more separated teeth which have a
well-developed accessory basal cusp m f diplac&ntha.

and var m&jor, with a short branching trunk Related
fonns with shorter lvs and slenderer, sparser mfl are
A. triangularis, Jacobi (A Kerchbvci brevifolia, Hort

,

A hdmda triangularis, Baker), Karsten <fc Schenck,
Veg Bildor pi 40, with prickles much as in A Ker-
chovei, and its var rigidfssima (A rigidissima, Jacobi),
with small prickles lacking in f subintSgra.

40 Rcezli&na, Baker (A hdmda laevior, Hort ) Lvs.
ovate-lanceolate, spreading, 2-4 x 12-16 in

,
rather

thick, green, broadly pale-striped abov e, not lined on
the back, with grooved brown and then gray spine and
moderately large teeth joined by a moderate margin,
infl not very heavy S Mex GC 1871, p 74, II 7,

p 528 F 1870, p 42 —Presents as extreme forms, var.

tnghamii, Baker (A Gilbeyi longxfbhu, Hort
,
A Ing-

hnmi and A Inyharm gigmden
,
Hort ), with broad,

often concolorous lvs and large prickles, known when
dwarfed as var Gilbeyi (A Gilbeyi and A h6rruUi Gil-

beyi, Hort ), Gt 23, p 89, 27, p 84 Neubert’s Gart.

Mag 50, p 15 G C 1873, p 1305, and var. Peac6ckii

(A Killischu
,
Hort ?, A Rcacdcku

,
Croucher), B M.

7757 GC 1873, p 1400, with narrowly triangular-

lanceolate lvs
,
sometimes entile The names Rege liana,

RegHn and Regblii macroddnta
,
identified by Jacobi with

A triangularis
,
seem also to ha\c been applied to this;

and the now unrecognized A drtichaui
,
A hdmda nana

and its f laevior and A hdmda pygm&a of gardens may
belong here. A. Iiauburn, Baker, suggests a possible

hybrid of this.

41 Ghiesbrechtii, Koch (A. Ghiesbrdghtn, Auct. A.
grdndidens, Hort ? A grandidentdta, Hort.? A frdgilis,

Jacobi A squdhdens, Ilort?). Lvs lanceolate, 3-4 x
10-12 in . upeurv ed-spreadmg, little if at all striped,

with inrolled spine and moderate prickles joined by a
moderate margin S Mex (

?
) GC 11 7, p 621 —The

typical clear green form varies into an equally large or

longer-lvd form with smaller, closer-set prickles, var.

LeguaylLna, Baker (A Leguaydna, Hort
,
or, with wider

margin, f. laticincta ), and a more compact and con-
cave lvd

,
blue-green form, var. Roh&nii, Baker (var

obsciira, Jacobi). A cross of A. filifera and A. Ghies-

brechtii is reported.

42 h6rrida, Jacobi Lvs. oblanceolate-oblong, spread-

ing, flat, rather thin, about 3 x 12 in
,
glossy green,

neither striped nor lined, with flat -grooved short

Bpine and large irregular prickles often with accessory

cusps, joined by a heavy margin* mfl moderately slen-

der, fls yellowish or purplish green, \% in
,
ovary and

Begin %in each
,
tune J/pn Cent Mex B M 6511.

F 1870, p 42—Forms occur with larger revolute-mar-
gined lvs var Maigretiana (A Maigretiana

,
Jacobi

A granuldsa, Scheidw ), GW 2, p
593 S II 4,

p. 299. G F. 2, p. 115, or with smaller prickles, var.

micracfintha, Baker, Rep Mo. Bot. Gard. 7, pi 62, 63.

The names A. DeSnu liana (A DeSniettidna
,
Jacobi,

being a form or ally ot miradoremis)
,
A Ghiesbreghtn

hdrrula
,
A M'organn and A. Pilgnmn have been

applied m gardens to forms of this or one of the two
foregoing, not now recognized

dd Margin with prominent fleshy hummocks
under the teeth

43. xylonac&ntha, Salm-Dyck, also wTitten xylaedntha,
xylinacdnlha and xylgrwcdntha (A amurdnsis

,

Jacobi.

A.Kbchu
,
Jacobi A Kochu amurensis, Ellem ) Lvs.

oblong, concave, tortuously spreading, 2-5 x 12-24 in.,

rough, dull gray-green, dark-lined beneath, with flexu-

ous channeled gray spine and very large often multiple
priekh s saddling large green prominences, joined by a
moderately heavy margin mfl rather slender, fls 1J^
in

,
ovary jbtin ,

segm
,
tube %in E Mex B M

5600 G C II 7, n 527 Lyon Hort 1879, p 207 —
Extensively hj brio 1zed, some of its offspring recogniz-

able in their scabnd green-lined oblong lvs with green
prominences going into the bases of the large unequal
teeth with attenuata or atti nuata subderdata ,

chiapensu,
densiflora, filifera (x A. Vill&rum, Hort, x A. Villse,

Pirotta, x A. h^bnda, Vill ), micracantha, umvittata
(A armata, Hort.? A asptra, Tod 7 Terraciano,
Primo Contr pi 3, o, x A. hybrids, Versch ), A xylo-

nacantha vittata and A xylonacantha hybrida (x A. per-
bella, A xylonacantha perbella

,
Ilort ), G C. II 7, p.

527, Verschaffeltn and xalapcnsis (x A. Pfersd6rffii,

Sim ) At one time, several varieties were listed cor-

nuta or longifblia

,

the more typical form, latifdlia mac-
raedntha

,
variously spelled, major

,
Maximihana, tdrta

and Vandtrddnekn. A rare form with median variega-
tion is var medio-pfeta.

bbbbb Lvs 8-sided, short and very stiff, the detachable
homy margin toothless: fls. as m the preceding.

Trunkless.

44 Victfiriaa Reginae, Moore (A Considerdntn
,

Duchartre). Lvs in a globose cluster, triangular-
oblong, acutely 3-angled, 1-2 x 6-8 in

,
dark green,

with a short black triangular spine and gray margin
decurrent on the edges and keel mfl 19-12 ft

,
rather

slender but compact, fls IJ.4 in
,
ovary %in

,
segm.

£sin
,
tube !£in caps small N E Mex G C 1875, p

484, 1880, p 788, II 18, p. 841,111 1, p 806 R H.
1875, p 429; 1890, p 392, 1897, p 100 GW 2, p
592; 10, p. 213 G Z 20, p 88, 135. Peacock, List of

Suce PI pi S II 4, p 287 I H. 28, pi p. 413.
Lyon Hort. 22, p 371; 31, p 146 R B. 1876, p 16.

GM 6, p. 196. Gn 8, p 351, 22, p 448, 460, 48,

p 117 Gt. 1878, p. 7 4 Journ N Y. Bot Gard. 7. p. 163.—Delcuil is said to have effected a cross with A. coeru-

lescens Differing m its fewer-lvd more open rosettes
and in the triple spines at apex of the lvs is A. Nfckel-
siae, Hort Both agree with the following fihferous spe-
cies in having the lvs. white-marked by adherent cuti-

cle, and with the preceding marginate species m their
detachable homy border, and m fls.

bbbbbb. Lvs. fleshy-fibrous, toothless (,sometimes with
minute prickles at base), the margin typically
shredding away m fibers, as in Yucca’ fls. nearly
as m the group of A. micracantha. Trunkless

45. Sch6ttii, Engelm Cespitose: lvs linear-trian-

gular, x
/i x 6-12 in

,
with scarcely grooved spine and

few long slender threads mfl 4-6 ft
,
slender; fls some-

what curved, yellow, scented as in Polianthes, \

in
,
ovary and segm %in each, tube : caps. H *
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%in. S. Ariz. B M 7567. Rep Mo Bot Gard 7, pi 29.

—With denticulate If -bases it is var. serral&ta, Mul-
ford Rep Mo Bot. Gard 7, pi 29 A plant approach-
ing A ixirwjlora, from the Pinal Mts of An/

,
with

concave lvs 2-4 in long, fls £sin long with ovary
%m

,
segm. iVn. and tube } #in ,

and ovoid caps
,

is

A. Toumeyitna, Trel
,
Rep Mo Bot Gard 5, pi. 32, 7,

pi. 30 A species of the Santa Catalina Mts., Ariz .

with lvs as m A Lccheymlla but filiferous instead
of marginate, and fls nearly as in Schottu

,
is A.

Treleasei, Tourney, Rep. Mo. Bot. Gard 12, pi. 31a,

32, 33.

46 parvifldra, Torr. Small and compact: lvs. as-

cending, oblong, 24 x 2 m
,
with flat spine and few short

coarse outcurved threads, the dilated base denticulate:
mfl 2-3 ft

,
very slender, fls greenish white, %ui

;

ovary %in
,
segm. %\n

,
tube J^in caps very small

Ariz to Sonora Boundary Pop Sci Monthly, 1911,

&
7 Rep Mo Bot Gard 5, pi 32, 7, pi 30— \ similar

ew Mexican plant with narrowly triangular falcate lvs

and grooved spine is A. Hartmaini, Wats A less dwarf

144. Agave angustissima. (No. 48 )

plant with lvs resembling small forms of the following

but denticulate at base, sometimes cult, as A. parvi-

flora, is A. perplexans, Trel

47 filifera, Salm-Dyck (A. pseudofilifera, Ross &
Lanz ). Lvs somewhat upcurved-sprcading, oblong-lan-
ceolate, 1-1 Yi x 8-24 in

,
with openly grooved spme and

rather sparing thin marginal threads infl rather stout
and dense, 10-15 ft

,
fls maroon, 1Y m

>
ovary and

segm. %in each, tune Yin E Cent Mex G C II.

7, p 303, III 21, p. 167 I II 7 243 Lyon Hort
1879, p 208, 1900, p 371, 1909, p 147 Gt '36, p. 544.

Neubert’s Gart. Mag 39, p 307 G.W. 6, p 79, 1907,

p 9 Ref Bot, 164 Rep Mo Bot Gard ll,frontisp.

Icon Sel Hort Thenensis, pi 144 —Vanes into a
number of forms var filamentdsa, Baker (A filamen-
tdsa, Salm-Dyck, A filifera latifdlia, long)folia, robusta

or major, Bonapdrtea or Littxa filamentdsa), G C. 34.

p. 101, with large lvs
,
var comp&cta (vars. bremfdlia,

compacta, dhisa, depauperata and minor, Hort.), with
short broad lvs

;
f. varieg&ta (A filifera supbba, Hort.),

in which the dingy cuticular stripes of the type (var.

vindis or immaculnta) arc* bright er and more persistent.

Hybrids are reported with gemmiflora (x A. TAylori),

Cihicsbreehtii, schidigera (x A. Leopdldii II, A filifera

Leopaid 1

1

, J II 1893, p 331), xalapensis (x A. Rom&ni)
and xylonacantha (x A. VillArum).

48. schidigera, Lem. (A filifera adomata, A. ador-
ndta, A. filijera panndsa, A. filifera schidigera, A schie-

digera, A. schiedigera jrrinceps
,
A. princeps, Littsea

Rdezlnf) Lvs narrowly oblong, spreading, about

Yl x 12 in
,
with flattened spme and rather wide

shaving-like marginal threads Cent Mex I II 330
B M 5641 G W 2, p 592 S H 4, p 297 —A num-
ber of closely allied forms are rather fiequently men-
tioned or encountered in cult with narrow, often
reddened lvs and stalked fls

,
A. Ortgiesi&na (A

schidigera Ortgiesidna and A. marihma. llort), with
sessile or nearly sessile fls and mostly very curly
and numerous marginal threads, A. angustissima,
Engelm (A BignBu or lhguHu, Hort ) Fig 141
G F. 6*5 (adapted in Fig 114), A. vestlta, Wats,
A. G 1892, p 609, and A. Kmghti&na, Drum

,
B R

1145 Actes Soc. Linn Bordeaux 16, pi Reported
hybrids are A schiedigera or princeps with filifera

(x A. Leopdldii II) and A. schidigera x Verschaffellu

49. geminifldra, Gawd (A Bonapdrtea, A Bdscn, A.
geminifldra filamentdsa, A jiincea filamentdsa, Bona-
pdrtea filamentdsa

,
B flagill ij6rmis, B juneea, Dracdna

Bdseii, D filamentdsa, Littiea or Litthi or Littsxa

geminifldra, and Yuua B6scu, Hort ) L\s ver> many,
biconvex, long, gracefully recurving, narrowly linear,

scarcely 24m wide, with hue marginal threads W.
Mex (?). Occasionally found in a threadless form, var.

dtricha. Diet Sc Nat 62, pi 55 F S 7, p 6 Rcich-
enbach, icon 3, pi 209, 210 Bibl Ital 1816, pi.

Journ of Sci 1817, pi 1 G Wr

7, p 518 Hybrids are
reported with A densifloia (x A. T&ylori, llort A.
gemmiflora Taylori, G C II 8, p 620 Mn. 7), and
A filifira (A. Wrlghtn, Drum

,
B M 8271 )

bbbbbbb. Lvs. hard-fibrous, closely striate-grooved, at

most scabrous margined fls rather small with

tube and segms about equal Trunkless

50. stri&ta, Zucc ( Bonapdrtea j uncia rigidifdlia, B.
rigula, B nguhfdlui, B striata and B tenuifolia, Hort

)

Lvs many, spreading, rhombically biconvex, \A x 24-36
in

,
gray, witn needle-shaped brown spine infl about

10 ft, fls greenish, 124 »n
,
ovary J^in

,
protruding

into the tube, segm l^m ,
tube 2 «in Cent Mex B M.

4950 Gt. 29, p 21 Jacobi, Versuch, p 154 G C
II. 8, p. 556 GW 10, p 213 With lvs conspicu-

ously recurving it becomes var recurva, Baker (A.
recurva, Zucc), GC II 8, p. 556 Jacobi, Versuch,

p 158 A. paucifdha, Tod (A Roezln, Hort ) differs

chiefly m its fewer lvs one-half wider, Hort Panorrn
,

pi 19 The name striata has been applied, as a specific

name, to variegated forms of A amencana

51 stricta, Salm-Dyck (A histnx or hystnx, A striata,

slricta, Bonapdrtea histnx, B robusta, B stricta,

Jnttxa histnx, Yucca histnx, Hort) Lvs many, fal-

cately upeurved in a globose* cluster, triangularly

biconvex, Y x 10-14 in
,
often pale or purplish, with a

flattened triangular spine infl 5-10 ft
,

fls IY in.;

ovary Y*n >
segm Y%\n ,

tube Ym N Cent. Mex
Jacobi, Versuch, p 153. Gt 31, p 56 Gart Mag. 40,

. 309 L de Smet, Cat 1874, pi —Known in a runn-

er of forms purpdrea with purplish, and rdsea with
rosy fohage of the ordinary type, glaiica (A dealbdta

hystrix, A. hystnx glaiica and glaueescens, A stridta

glaiica, Bonapdrtea glauca, B stndta pulverulenta,

Littsea dealbdta, L glaiica, llort ), with long, and n&na
(A dealbdta brevifblia, compacta minor and ndna, etc ),

with short, pruinose lvs. A closely related form with

flat rhombic lvs with flatter spme, and short-tubed fls.

is A. echinoides, Jacobi (A stridta echmohles, A ensi-

formisf, A hystrix Rirhdrdsuf, A Ruhdrdsnf, A.
stridta Richardsn, Dasylinon junceumi, Hort ) Gn.

19, p 372
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52 faic&ta, Engelm. Lvs moderately numerous,
falcately ascending, 3-sided, with slender 3-sided spine’
infl 3-9 ft

,
fls puiphsh, 1 in

,
ovary %in

,
segm.

J4in
,
tube N Mex—The “guapilla,” furnishing

an important part of the lxtle of N Mex
53 dasylirioides, Jacobi Lvs model at ely numerous,

outcurved-aseending, thin and flat, } 2 x 10-12 in
,
pale,

with flattened brown spine infl 5-0 ft
,
recurving, fls

1^ m, ovary and segm %in each, lube \i-Vs in ’

caps slender, m. S Mex DM 5710 GC II.

8, p 557, 111 5, j) 804 Lyon Ilort 22, p 365.
G W 10, p 213 —r

l he more glaucous form is A. deal-
b&ta, I iCm (A dasyhrwides dealbata, Baker) A.
intrepida, Greenm

,
of Cent Mex

,
is very similar

bbbbbbbb Lvs rather fleshy
,
long and narrow, unarmed

or with minute soft pmkUs Trunkless

C Fls moderate, with narrow segm and slender tube .

54 yuccaefdlia, DC (A Cohm fin a, Jacobi A spicata,

Guss ) Lvs few, recurved, with minute slender spine,

concave, 1\21 in, glaucous, the dry edge minutely
denticulate infl 10 ft

,
fls 1

1

2 in
,
ovary and segm.

%ui each, tube 1 caps Mex ltedout6
,

Lil
,

pi 328, 329 B M 5213 R H I860, p 519
Dent sch Gart Mag 1870, 2 pi Gn 12, p 583 —Avery
similar if distinct plant, from Jalisco, is A Houghn,
Hort

,
and another is A yuc e.rfolia cwspilbsa, Terr

,

Primo Contr
,
pi 4

tv Fls rather small, with broad separated segms

55 bractedsa, Wats Lvs .sigmoidally spreading,
3-sided, gray narrowly triangular, 1 42 v20 m

,
spineless,

minutely denticulate infl 3-5 It
,
the scape densely

covered b\ narrow outcuned bracts, fls 1 J 4 m
ovary )pn ,

segms
,
tube nearlv suppressed caps

^x^jin N Mex G C II 18, p 770

1 he following names ore ur .is bi mg tn cult A Buhtri, Hook
f Hesi mbit » u gigintic < rt mum* in h ilnt Us with pah nmn-
jsh yellow si gms Me \ (

f
) (iii hi, p 210— 4 cnrchnrcioonta

Allied to \ (jihiPsbroc htn I\s tl it ter, narrower and more "piny— 1 I an(jl<h>8n, Andrd (icniril h.ihit tsof 1 in frTi Bidmglmi"* 1

Infl about {ft high Mi x H 11 !'«)] {40 - 4 l,tt,o»hs Allied

to A Scolymus Sti mh "" h" "tiongly pm kly toothed ti rinm ited
by a stout spine fls gri < rush yi Mow — 1 l'ni<>hnvtna Sti inks" fls

green-yi How — 4 Hn/vimu Mind to \ liorrnR Distinguished by
extremely narrow borch r of tlu If Probably Cent Amcr— A
Witter i Distinguished by almost complete ab"ince of marginal
teeth Mex —A Wrujhhi, J It Druinm Alla d to A gennmflora
Has been cult under n imr of V Tuylon Trunk short margins of
lvs sharp without teeth or pruklis perianth dark green with
cream-white borders Cent \mcr H M S271

\\ ILLI \M TliELEASE

AGD^STIS (a mythical hermaphrodite monster, the
genus being an anomalous one m its order) Phytolac-
caefor Tender climbing shrub from Mox and Guate-
mala Cult in Calif at one time A monotypie genus.

clematldea, Moc & Sesse Lvs alternate, pctiolate,

cordate fls axillary or in terminal, branched, racemose
evmes, white, star-shaped, sepals 4, petals 0—Grows
40-50 ft in one season and is covered in Sept vuth
masses of small white blossoms m dense racemes, very
sweet-scented The red sts come from a tuber which
glows half out of the caith, and which is sometimes 100
and 150 lbs m weight These tubers look like solid

rocks They are of a gray granite-color To do its best,

this plant requires very rich soil and an abundance of
moisture Small offsets appear m quantities around the

old tubers and furnish good material for prop On
account of its ill-smelling foliage, the agdestis cannot
be recommended for veranda decoration; but it is a
fine plant for covering unsightly objects and outhouses;
to be looked for in extreme South

N Taylor f

AGfiRATUM (Greek, not growing old, first applied
to some everlasting) CompdsiUr Garden annuals

Floiets all tubular, blue (rarely pink) or wdnto;
pappus of sepn.ite oi muted scales, otherwise like

Eupatorium —About 30 species, mostly Trop Am.

herbs Two in cult
,
with opposite, ovate, stalked and

eremite-serrate lvs and tassel-like heads m clusters.

Mostly loose-growing plants, 1-2 ft high, but with
compact, dwait, and vai legated forms Easily grown
fiorn seed in the open 01 started m house or hot-
bed They Ihuve m any garden soil, bloom all summer
and, if stalled late, wintci -blooming under glass

conyzoides, Linn Involunal scales oblong, abruptly
acuminate, spatingly if at all huny on the back, erose
and oihato lvs blunt or rounded at base, rarely heart-

shaped In most warm fount lies, often weed-like

HoustomAnum, Mill (A mexicdnum
,

Sims) Fig
145 Involucral scales

lance-linear, attenuate,
entire, ciliate, the back
finely, densely, andson le-

vyhat viseidly hau y’ lvs

usually heart-shaped at

base heads slightly
larger than m tin* last

Mex BM 2521 —The
better species and more
frequent m cult

For so-ralle 4 A run splcuum
and 4 Lasse nun , sre Pupa-
tdrvum yltchonuphpUum and
E Latusenuxu respectively

B L Robinson.

AGLAIA (Greek,
splendor, from the order
and general appearance).
Mdiacese A genus of

more than 100 species

of tender trees and
shrubs from China, with
minute, yellow', fragrant
fls

, said to be used in

perfuming certain teas.

Prop by cuttings.

odor&ta, Lour 'Pen to

20 ft lvs alternate, 5-

7 pinnate fls m axil-

lar>
,
branching panicles

Mareh-M ay. Wight,
leones Ind Or 2 511

—Cult sparingly in

Calif and under glass in ,

botanic gardens. 145’ Ageratum Houstomanum.

AGLAONEMA (Greek, bright thread ) Ardcex . Green-
house herbs grown for foliage and habit
Low plants with an erect st and basal shoots: lvs.

with a long sheathed petiole, the blade usually oblong
or oblong-lanceolate, with a thick costa and few lateral

nerves peduncles in elusteis, shorter than the petiole:

spathe straight, convolute' below, open above, spadix
sessile or stalked —About 15 species, of Trop Asia and
Afr

,
allied to Arum, Aloeasia and Dicffenbachia, and

requiring essentially the same treatment as those
genera

These plants are evergreen, often beautifully varie-

gated Aglaonemas may be divided, or cuttings may be
taken from plants that become too tall and weak. In
either case the cuttings and divisions should be put
into the sand-bed previous to potting, to develop new
roots All of the kinds will succeed in fibrous loam
enriched with rotted manure, with the addition of a
moderate quantity of leaf-mold, sand, and some crushed
charcoal (G W. Oliver )

plctum, Kunth Dwarf lvs somewhat unequilateral,

oblong or elliptic, ovate (1-7 in long and 2-3 in wide),

very dark green, blotched with white, the central mark-
ings usually extending the whole length of the midrib,
spathe white or whitish, 1-1 4^ m long Sumatra.
1 H 29 445.
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nebuldsum, N E. Br. Somewhat larger. 1vs narrower
(5-8 in long, 1^ in or less wide), more acuminate, the
markings rather more broken and not so continuous
along the midrib. I H. 34.24. A.G. 16.361, and

146 Aglaonema costatum. ( X i)

F.E 7 961 (as A ptclum) —This and A pictum are con-
fused in the trade Both species deserve more attention
than they have received in this country.

cost&tum, Veitch Fig 146 Very dwarf and com-
pact lvs heart-shaped, thick, 3 in wide, one-third
longer than wide, seldom exceeding 5 m long, dark
shining green, with midrib ivory-white and scatter-

ing blotches of white Holds its tufted lvs through
the winter Moluccas JH III 63 225

A commutatum, Schott Lvs oblong-lanceolate, obtuse at
the base, the apex long-acuminate, mt< nsc green, marked with
spots of a paler green and of white E Indies—.1 ltcehlinn,

Hort , is “a fine decorative plant, with thuk, leathery foliage”
(Manila ) —A verstroh/r, Ilort Lvs oblique ly oblong, about 4
in long by half as wide, rounded at the base, the apex acute,
irregularly marked with patches of Hark \rlvety green mter-
persed with paler green and milky blotches E Indies

natcly on the opposite sides of a continuous rachis,

forming stiff terminal spikes; glumes equal, usually
firm, many-nerved, acute or awned, sometimes nearly
as long as the spikelet; lemmas 5-7-nerved, usually
more or less awned, the palea ciliate on the keels.—

-

Species 30 to 40 in the temperate regions of both
hemispheres The genus differs from Tntieum chiefly

in being perennial, and in the entire apex of the
glumes
Many of the native species of the western states are

important range grasses or furnish nutritious wild hay.
One of these, western wheat-grass (A tenerum, Vasey)
(Dept ofAgric Div of Agrost 17 297) has been recently
introduced into cultivation and is sold by seedsmen of

the northwestern states One species, introduced from
Europe, the familiar quack-grass (A ripens, Beauv

,

Fig 148, also known as couch-grass, quick-grass and
quitch-grass), is a troublesome weed in cultivated land,

because of its long, creeping rootstocks Though diffi-

cult to eradicate, it has value as a forage plant

A. S. Hitchcock.
AGROST&MMA : Lychnis.

AGROSTIS (an ancient Greek name for a forage
grass, from agros, a held) Gramlnese Bent-Grass
Annual or usually perennial grasses with erect or creep-
ing stems and open panicles of small flowers.

Spikelets 1-fld
,
glumes about equal, acute, lemma

shorter and more delicate than the glumes, sometimes
awned from the back, palea usually shorter than the
lemma, often small or wanting —Species about 100,
distubutcd over the entire world, especially in the north
temperate zone. The genus compnses several forage

AGNUS-CASTUS. Vitci

George V. Nash.!

AGRIMONIA (old name, perhaps a corruption of

Argemone) Rosacew Agrimony Hardy perennial

herbs, natives of the north temperate zone, with alter-

nate odd-pinnate, aromatic and astringent lvs fls.

yellow, racemose, with 5 small petals and 5-15 stamens:
fr. armed with hooked bustles —Sometimes cult, as
woodland or shrubberj plants Not showy. Prop by
division of rootstocks in spung

Eupatdria, Linn (A officinalis, Lam ) Common
Agrimony Fig 147 Petals twucc as long as calyx,

latter making a small, lightly adhering bur—Cult, in

herb gardens to make a tonic tea, also in wild borders.
Native to Eu Grows 2-3 ft high, in little clumps, from
a short rootstock Has been confused with our native
A hirsuta, Bickncll, which is not in the trade

odor&ta, Mill Lfts narrower
than m A Eupatona, pubescent;
lobes more deeply eremite-den-
tate' petals more than twice as

long as the calyx Italy —Oc-,*

casionally cult in Amer.
N Taylor t

AGROP^RON (Greek, agros,

field, and puros, wheat) Grami-
nex . Wheat-Grasses. Perennial
grasses, often producing creeping
rootstocks

f
Spikelets 3- to many-fld

,
sessile, 147 Agrimoma Eupa-

placed sidewise, 6ingly and alter- tona Flower and bud.

and lawn grasses and a few ornamental, the panicles

being used for bouquets A nebulosa is excellent for dry
bouquets A elegans of gardens is an Aira

A Panicle open but not diffuse perennial lawn and
pasture grasses

b Palea piesent

Alba, Linn Red-Top Herd’s-Grass (locally).

Culms erect, 2-3 ft
,
from a usually decumbent base,

producing short rootstocks, sheaths smooth, ligule

membranaceous, 2-3 hnes long, blades flat, scabrous,

rather strongly nerved, acuminate-pointed; panicle

oblong or pyramidal, several inches or even a foot in

length, spikelets 1-1 Yi lines long, the glumes scabrous
on the keels, lemma awnlcss, palea one half to two-
thuds as long as the lemma. Dept of Agnc

,
Div.

of Agrost, 17 187. Ibid B P.I Bull. 68, pi 2 —A
common meadow and pasture grass, native of Eu

,

but abundantly escaped in the northern and central

portions of the U 8 along roadsides and in waste
places Var vulg&ris, Thurb Fine Bent-Grass.
Red-Top A more delicate grass, about 1 ft high,

panicles 1-3 in
;
ligule usually 1 line or less Dept of

Agnc B.P I Bull. 68, pi 3 —This form is commonly
used as a lawn grass. Var. arist&ta, Gray. Similar to

var. vulgaris but the lemmas bearing an exserted awn
from near the base Infrequent. Var marftima, Mey.
Producing long stolons, panicles narrow, contracted.
Dept of Agric B P.I Bull 68. pi. 4—A native of the
sea-coast of N. Amer and Eu. A form of this is cult, as

a lawn grass under the name of creeping bent and has
received the horticultural name Agrdstu dlba var.

stolonifera, but is not A. stolonlfera, Linn.
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149. Agrostis nebulos&.

(XJi)

bb. Palea wanting.

c&nlna, Linn. Rhode Island Bent Brown Bent.
Slender, erect, cespitose, 1^-2 ft . spikelets 1 line long,

lemma bearing about the middle an exserted bent awn
Dept of Agnc B P I. Bull 68, pi 9 Eu —Cult as a lawn
grass, and sparingly escaped Much of the commercial

seed under this name is Agrostis
alba var vulgaris The seed of

A. camna may be distinguished

by the absence of the palea.

aa. Panicle diffuse, the mmn
branches scabrous, long and
hair-like, naked below

b Plants annual: palea
present

nebuldsa, Boiss & Ilout.

Cloud-Grass Fig 149. Culms
branched below, slender, 1 ft

,

blades few and small, ligule 2-4
lines, panicles oblong, about half

the plant, delicate, the branches
vertioillato; spikelets Inline, long-

pedicelled, sometimes awned
Spam—Cult for dry bouquets
Sometimes called A cainllaris

but is not A capillans of botani-
cal authors

bb Plants perennial palea
wanting

hiem&lis, B S P (A scobra,

Willd ) Hair-Grass Tk kle-
Gr\ss Silk-Grass Culms low
and dehiate, 1-2 ft

,
blades

small and mostly radical, pani-

cles very diffuse, the spikelets borne toward the ex-

tremities of the branches Dept of Agnc B P I Bull.

68, pi 26 —The panicles break away at maturity and
are blown about oy the wind. The young panicles are

often used for dry bouquets
A minutxfldra See Sporobolus mmutiflorun

A S Hitchcock.
AGUACATE, ALLIGATOR PEAR, AVOCADO: Ptrsea

AILANTHUS (from its native name Atlanta, meaning
Tree of Heaven) Syn

,
Ponqtlum Simarubna se

Trees chiefly grown for their handsome large foliage.

Large trees lvs alternate, odd-pinnate, deciduous,

fls small, in large terminal panicles,

polygamous; sepals and petals 5 oi 6;

disk small, 10-lobed, stamens 10; carpels

5 or 6 fr consisting of 1-5 distinct oblong
samaras with the compressed seed in the
middle —Faght or 9 species m Cent and
S Asia and in N A ostial

These trees are sparingly branched, with
large pinnate foliage*, inconspicuous green-

ish flowers in upright panicles follow ed by
winged fruits, the foliage exhales a dis-

agreeable odor when bruised The ailan-

thus foliage gives a tropical effect when
the growth is very strong
The Chinese species are fairly hardy North, only as

young plants are they somewhat tender They are
very rapid growers and stand smoke and dust well If

E
lants are cut back to the ground after they have
ecome established (in twro or three years after plant-

ing), they will throw up very strong shoots and make an
excellent screen This practice may be repeated year
after year Sumacs, paulowmas, basswoods, mulber-
ries, and other fast-growung things may be treated in

this way The ailanthus foliage is very like that of the
cedrela (which see for illustration of differences) The
best known is A . altissima, which is often planted as
a street tree, particular^ m cities, as it, resists smoke

16

better than many other trees and is not attacked by
insects For street planting, the fertile plant only
should be used, because the male exhales a disagreeable
odor when flowering, and the pollen is said to cause
catarrhal troubles It grows m almost any soil, but
best in a light and somewhat moist one

Piopagation is by seeds which must be sown soon
after ripening, and by root-cut tings It suckers from the
roots.

a Branchlets and petioles glabrous or only finely pubes-
cent Ifts glabrous beneath.

altissima, Swingle (A glandulbsa, Desf ) Tree of
Heaven Fig 150 Tree, to 60 ft young branchlets
minutely pubescent, usually dull yellowish brown lvs

0^-2 ft long, lfts 14-25, stalked, ovate-lanccolate,

usually truncate at the base, 4-5 in long, finely ciliate,

w'lth 8-10 pairs of veins, glabrous and glaucescent
beneath, near the base with 2-4 coarse teeth, each writh

a large gland beneath samaras in long June, July.
China GC III 2 365 Gn 24, pp 64,65 (habit), 32, p.
340 Mil 10, p 152 (habit) M D G 1901 321 (habit).

Var erythrocarpa, Rehd (A erythroedrpa, Carr A.
rutna, Hurt ) Lvs darker green above and more
glaucous beneath fr bright red, very effective in late

summer and autumn \ ar pendulifdha, Rehd Lvs
veiy large, drooping R II 1906, p 545 V

r

ai sutch-
uenensis, Rehd 6c Wilson (A sukhutncnsis, Dode)
Young branchlets reddish biown, glabrous, lustrous
petioles purplish glabrous lfts not ciliate, cuneate at
the base, at least in older plants fr about 2 in long
W China—In China this species and A Vilmorimana
arc sometimes planted as the host of a silkworm, Attacus

cynthia, which produces a coarse silk, inferior to that
of the common silkworm As a shade and street tree, it

is now’ much planted in temperate regions and natural-
ized in some localities

Gir&ldn, Dode Tree, young branchlets finely pubes-
cent, petioles purplish lvs 2-3 ft long, lfts 33-41,
closely set, lanceolate, 4-6 in long, with 2-4 glandular

teeth near the base, undulate at the margin and long-
pointed, wuth 14-15 pairs of secondary veins, dark
green above, pale green beneath panicle 8-12 in long,
fr 2y> in long. W. China

aa Brant hlets and petioles, at least m young trees,

pi ickly and pubescent lfts pubescent beneath.

Vilmorimana, Dode (Pongelion Vilmonmdnum, Van
Tieghem A. altissima var sjnndsa, Bois). Tree, to
50 ft lvs. 2-3 ft long, lfts 17-35, oblong-lanceolate,
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4-6 in. long, with 2-4 gland-bearing teeth near the base,

glabrous or pubescent above, glaucescent and pubescent
beneath panicle to 12 in. long fr about 2 in long VV.

China R.II. 1901, p 445 On 75 p 632 (habit) —Has
proved at least as hardy as A. altissima at the Arnold
Arboretum
A rxciha, Roxb (Pongelion excelsum, Pierre) TaP tree Iva.

3 ft long, abruptly pinnate, lfta 20-28, teeth without glands India.
Can be grown only in tropical regions or in the hothouse —/l. fia-
viBcem, Carr =Cedrola sinensis ALFRED REIIDER.

a!ra (an ancient Greek name for Darnel). Gra-

sparsely hairy upper fl -whorls spicate; lower whorls
distant. May, June.

pyramidiUis, Linn St erect caulinc lvs obovate,
hardly petiolate, in a 4-sided pyramid, floral lvs broadly
ovate, the highest often colored, all lvs entire, fl.-

whoils usually all spicate.

reptans, Linn St prostrate lvs ovate or obovate,
entire or sinuate, shiny —A low, dense, fast-spreading

creeper, excellent for covering shady slopes The typi-

cal and white-fld forms are less cult than the following

Var r&bra, Hort More valued for its dark purple lvs.

minea? Hair-Grass Annual grasses with delicate culms
and open capillary panicles. Spikelets 2—fid. one or

131. Ajuga reptans var. variegata. ( x \)

than its blue fls Var. vaneg&ta, Hort Fig 151. Lvs.

splashed and edged creamy yellow Var atropurphrea,
Hort Fls purplish blue May —Useful for

carpeting the giound in shady places

A metdllica var trispa , Hort , intro by Htnderson,
189*1, is described as dwarf (4 5 in), with curled,

(«VQ metallic glossy and blue tin in a pyramidal spike —A
bedding plant, intro from Germany None of the

. Ir varieties are so desirable as the t> pi( al form — 4 Brdck-
banki, Hort , “with fine blue fls and A osmdfira,

MrdrTOtn*) Hort , are trade names for blue-fld bugles that aie
unknown in hort or botanic al litirtture, and it is

fitly uncertain to what species they are to be r< ferred

slgp N. Taylor t

AKEE: Blighia

AKEBIA (from Ahrfn, its Japanese name).
LaidiznbalnctJ

,

by some unladed in Iivr-

buidaua Twining woody plants.

Glabrous twining shrubs l\s half-ever-

both fls awned from the middle of the back; palea
nearly as long as the lemma - Species 6, natives of the
Medit region, intro m the Atlantic states and on the
Pacific coast Cult for drv bouquets The species have
been confused bv florists with Agrostis (as Agrnstis

elegans ) from which genus they may he distinguished by
their 2 -fid spikelets

capill&ris, Host (A eligams, Wdld ) Spikelets less

than 1 line long, all long-pedicelled

caryophyll&a, Linn Pedicels mostly shorter than the
spikelets Dept of Agnc Div of Agrost 7 170

A ca?spd<)sa=Desohampsi<i crcspitosa—A fMui vanpgdti^
This name is listed in trade catalogues, but the m ctLmcn report
that all failed Probably is Deschampsia caeipitosa

A S Hitchcock

green, long-pet loled, digitate fls monoecious, in axillary

raceme, the pistillate* at the base, the* si animate* smalle*r,

at the end of the racemic, se*pals 3, stamens 6, carpels

3-12, with sessile stigma fr a large oblong berry with
numerous seeds imbedded in a pulp, opening along the
inner suture —Twe> species with several varieties in

Japan and ('lima

The akebias aie very ornamental, hardy climbing
shrubs of graceful appeal ance*, e*spe*tially adapted for

places in which veiy dense shade is not wanted They
require a sunny position and well-drained soil, also

valuable in the cool gieenhouse for covering pillars

and walls, growing best. in a sandy compost of loam,
leaf soil and peat In Japan, the fruit which is very
showy but with us rarely pioduced, is eaten, and the
stems are much used foi wicker-work

AER-PLANT. In common speech, any plant that
grows on the trunk or m the top of another plant is

called an air-plant The proper term is epiphyte (that

is, growing on a plant), which see In horticulture, the
term air-plant is usually applied to epiphytal orchids,

tillandsias, and the like Most of those grow on old
bark, perhaps deriving some of their nourishment from
the bark, but most of it from the air and ram Air-
plants are not parasites,—thev do not derive their sup-
port from the juices of the host

The term is sometimes applied to plants that make
roots from leaves or other parts that are severed and
allowed to remain out of the earth Bryophyllum is a
leading example, because new plants start from the
leaf-edges The dioscoreas and rajamas that bear
aerial tubers are sometimes known as air-plants See
also Resurrection Plants

AJUGA (not yoked • the calyx not bilabiate) Labidtx.
Bugle-Weed Hardy herbaceous European perennials,
creeping by stolons

Height 6-12 m. fls numerous, in whorls, normally
blue or purple, with rosy or white varieties; corolla 2-

lipped, the upper lip short, the lower spreading —Con-
siderably used in rock-gardens and for border plant-
ing Prop by division in spring or by seeds

genev6nsis, Lmn (A rugdsa, Hort. A. alpina,
Hort). St erect, pubescent cauline lvs oblong-elliptic
or obovate, narrowed at the base, lower ones petiolate;
floral lvs. ovate or wedge-shaped, coarsely toothed,

Propagation is by .seeds, bv greenwood or hardwood
cuttings, and also by root-division and layers

quinlta, Deene Figs 152, 153 Climbing 12 ft or
more young branohlets purplish lfts 5, oval or ob-
long-obovat e, entire, emarginate, 1-2 in long fls fra-
grant, the pistillate purplish brown, about 1 in broad,
the staminate smaller, rosy purple*, m early spring

berry eiblong, 3-5

152 Akebia quinata flowers. Sieb & Zuec )
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Lfts 3. broadly ovate, coarsely crenate, 1-2 in. long:

fls in long racemes, smaller than those of A quinata.

Japan, China B M. 7485 A G March, 1891, p. 140.

GW 13, p 438. SZ. 1.78. Var austrilis, Diels.

Lfts oval or ovate to ovate-oblong, entire or nearly so,

coriaceous —Recently intro from China and proba-
bly tender Var clematifdlia, I to Lfts. broadly ovate
to ovate, entire, of thin texture, to 3^2 ,n long
Japan A supposed hybrid of this and the preceding
species is A pentaphylla, Makino, with 3-5 lfts entire

or sparingly crenate Alfred Rehder

ALANGIUM (from the Malabar name) Including
Mdrlea. Alanguice<p

,
formerly included in Corndeeup

Trees or shrubs, rarely grown in temperate regions
for their handsome large foliage and fragrant fls A
genus of over 20 species of shrubs or small trees of the
Old World tropics, with alternate entire or lobed ever-

green or deciduous lvs and small, perfect whitish, often
fragrant, fls in axillary clusters, calyx small, campanu-
la! e, petals 4-10, linear, usually laxly reflexed, stamens

4-

30, ovary inferior, style simple, elongated fr a
1-seeded drupe Sometimes cult in Old World gardens,
either as stove plants or out-of-doors in warmer regions,

but probably not in the American trade.

1 begunujolium, limit (Marita begonufoha, Roxbg ) Tree
to ti() ft lva ovatf, entire or slightly lobod, acuminato, usually
rounded ut base, to K in long fls fpn long, in rymes, p< tals and
stamens usually G Afr ,

S and K Asm Ji R 24 61 EP IV
220b, p i —A deni illinium, lam (t s.ihnfolium var dreupe-
talurn, Wang A Lnmari kn, llivwut) 30 ft lvs entire, oblong-
lanceolate fls fragrant, white, solitary or in 2'» or I’s in the axils,

pftals 10 India EP I\ 220b, 10 —A plnlamfdlium, Harms
(Marh a platanifolia, Si(b &Zucc ) Tree l\s roundishinouthne,.i-

5-

lobed, to 8 -10 in long <K o\er 1 in long, in few -fld cymes, petals
and stamens u-u illy 0 Japin, China, E P IV 2206, p 23 dins
seems to be the h irdiest spe ct< s and is probably hardy as far north
as Washington, D C ALFRED ItlCHDER

ALBERTA (from Albert us Grotus, commonly known
as Alhertus Magnus, philosopher of the thirteenth

century, w ho wrote t oneerning plants) Iiubidctv Two
species of shrubs or trees, one of which has been intro-

duced as a hothouse or greenhouse subject

Leaves thick, opposite fls rose-colored or purplish,

in terminal panicles, calyx l()-ribbcd and 5-lobed, often

colored in fr
,
corolla elongated-tubular

mfigna, K Mey Bark pale, t he young branches
reddish brown ivs 1-5 in long, obovate-oblong,
obtuse, entire, narrowed into a short, stout petiole,

midrib stout panicle terminal, erect, 0 m high and
nearly as broad at the base

,
corolla-tube 1 in long,

slightly swelling in upper part, pubescent, lobes 5, small,

triangular, recurved Natal BM 7454 GC III.

22 416 Gn 53 130 The other species is A. minor
,

Baill
,
from Madagascar L II. B.

ALBIZZIA (after Allnzzi, an Italian naturalist).

LegummbiuP Ornamental woody plants chiefly grown
for their handsome foliage and also for their attractive

flowers, some are valuable timber trees, closely allied

to the acacias

Trees or shrubs lvs deciduous, alternate, bipinnate,

lfts usually small and numerous, oblique fls in axil-

lary, peduneled spikes or globular heads, calyx tubular
or campanulate, 5-toothed, corolla small, funnelform,
with the segm connate more than one-half, stamens
numerous, more or less connate at the base, exserted fr

a large strap-shaped pod without pulp —About 25 spe-

cies in tropical and subtropical regions of Asia, Afr and
Austral . 1 in Mex
The albizzias are unarmed trees or shrubs with grace-

ful feathery foliage and yellowish, white or pink flow-

ers in summer Most of the species can be grown only
m subtropical and tropical regions except A Julibris-

sm which is the hardiest tmeeies and can be grown as

far north as \\ ashington, DC A. lophantha is some-
times grown as a greenhouse shrub.

For cultivation, see Acacia.

a. Fls. in cylindrical axillary spikes lvs. sub-persistent.

lophfintha, Benth (Acacia lophdntha, Willd ) Shrub
or small tree, 6-20 ft lvs with 14-24 pinme, each with
40-60 lfts

,
about 5 lines long, linear, obtuse spikes

mostly 2, about 2 m long, yellowish, fls distinctly

pcdicelleu S. W Austral B M. 2108 BR 5 361.
L B C. 8 716 —Sometimes cult as greenhouse shrub
and flowciing in spring, and in the open m the S

,
it

has become naturalized m S Calif Often known as
Acacia speciosa. There is a var gigant&a m the trade.

montHna, Benth Small tree, ferrugincously villous:

lvs with 14-24 pinnae, each with 40-80 lfts. linear-

oblong, 3-4 lines long, obtuse spikes cylindric, 2-3 in

long, fls very short-pedicel led Java —Closely related
to the preceding species, differing chiefly in its yellowish
pubescence and m the short-stalked fls

aa Fls in globular heads lvs. deciduous.

n Stamens united only at the base

v Lfts ovate or oblong, obtuse

d. The fls pcdictlled, in axillary heads

Lebbek, Benth (Acdna Ltbbek, Willd. A.speci-
osa

,
Willd ) Llhblck Tree Siius Tree Womajx’s-

Tongue Tree Fig 154 Tall tree lvs with 4-8 pin-

na*, each with 10-18 lfts
,
obliquely oblong or oval, 1-

1/2 m long, nearly' sessile ns greenish yellow, in

short-peduncled, axillary heads, 3-4 together Trop.
Asia, N Austral.—Planted as a yard tree in American
tropics

occident&lis, Brandegce Small tree, 15-25 ft lvs.

with 8 pinnae, each with 6-10 lfts
,
oblique-oval, %-

1 }'2 in long, glabrous fls yellowish, in axillary7 heads.

June, July Mex
,
Low Calif —Possibly only a va-

riety of A. Lebbek
,
and not indigenous

dd. The fls. nearly sessile m fascicled heads forming large

terminal panicles

odoratissima, Benth (Acdna odoratissima, Willd ).

Tall tree lvs with downy rachis, pinnae 6-14, each with
16-50 lfts

,
oblique-oblong, ^-1 in long, glaucous

beneath heads few-fld
,
numerous, greenish white E.

Indies
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yroc&ra, Benth. {Acacia procdra, Willd.). Tall tree:

lvs. with nearly glabrous rachis, pinnae 6-10, each with

12-16 lfts , oblique-oblong, 1-1A in. long, glabrous

beads few-fkl
,
greenish white. Trop. Asia, Austral.

cc. Lfts. falcate
,
with the midrib close to the

upper edge, acute

Julibrfssin, Durazz (Acacia Jnlibrlsstn, Willd A
Nbnu, Willd ). Tree, 30-40 tt laclns of the lvs with a
small gland at the base, pinnae 8-24, with numerous
lfts

,
falcate-oblong, \\ in long heads pink, slender-

peduncled, crowded on the upper end of the branches

Warmer Temp. Asia from Persia to Japan Summer
SF. 1 51 Var. rdsea, Mouillef {A rdsea

,
Carr

)

Tls bright pink, dwarfer and hardier than the type.

R H 1870 490, 1912, pp 184, 185 FS 21 2199—This
variety is sometimes grown under the name A Nemu

Var. m611is, Benth {A rndlhs, Boiss Acdeia mollis,

Wall.). Lfts broader, densely pubescent Himalayas
and Abyssinia

stipul&ta, Boiss (Acana stipuldta, DC ) Tall tree*

young branches with large, persistent stipules rachis

of the lvs with many glands, pubescent, pinna* 12-40,

with numerous lfts
,
oblong-linear, H~Vdm long, pu-

bescent beneath heads m axillary simple or terminal

compound racemes Trop Asia.

nn Stamens connate into a long, narrow tube

fastigi&ta, Oliver (Zijgia fasiigidta, E Mey ) Tree
branches and petioles rusty-pubescent, pinna1 8-14,

each with 16-30 lfts
,
trapezoid-oblong, l \-Yiva long,

pubescent beneath heads in terminal corymbs on the
end of the branches Trop Afr

A mohicrann, Micj Tree rachis of the lvs with many glands,
pinna; 14, each with 12-40 lfts

, obliquely elliptic -oblong, glaucous
and pubescent beneath Moluccas —Incompletely known

Alfred Rehder

ALBUCA (whitish , the color of the first-described
species) Lilidcex Tender bulbs from the Cape of

Good Hope allied to Ormthogalum, and treated m the
same way

Bulb tumcated lvs all radical, flat oi terete fls

large, yellow, white or green, m single racemes perianth
of 3 outer oblong more or less spreading parts and 3
inner shorter connivent segms

;
stamens 6, the filaments

often winged, stigma 3-l.obed* fi a 3-valved caps —
S. and Trop Atr and Arabia

There are a good number of species of Albuca (about
30), but few are much known to cultivation, and none
of them is apparently planted to any extent in this

country. Albueas are late spring and summer bloomers,
producing attractive white or yellow flowers In mild
climates, they may be carried over winter in a frame
or with a good protection of litter. Propagation is by

offsets or by seeds. Some of the species are hothouse
plants Allied to Urginea, to which the A. major of

catalogues probably belongs. Numbers of hybrids have
been produced

a&rea, Jacq Two ft * bracts yellow* fls 10-30, pala
yellow, upright, lvs very narrow, flat. June.

N61sonii, N E. Br Three to 5 ft. fls 1A in. long,

in a large cluster or spike, almond-scented, pure white
with a red-brown stripe down the middle of each segin.

(but pure w hite under glass) lvs long, grooved or con-
cave at base, flat above, pointed July, Aug —Probably
the best species yet intro The bulbs are lifted in

autumn, or they may be potted up for greenhouse use.

It is an excellent plant when well grown. B.M 6649.
L. H. B

ALCHEMfLLA (from an Arabic name). Kosdcese.

Hardy herbaceous perennials, suitable for rock-gardens
and front rows of borders
Low (6-8 in ) lvs palmately lobed or compound:

fls small, greenish or yellowish, m clusters, petals 0;

stamens 1—t, pistils 1-4, becoming achencs included in

the persisting calyx—Species 30 or more in Cent and
S Amer , Afr ,

India and elsewhere, largely in mountains
Plants of easiest culture Propagation is effected by

division or by seeds A. arvensis and A pratens is of

Europe are naturalized in North America The A.
major of catalogues is probably a form of one of the
species

alpina, Bieb Lvs digitate, 5-7-cut, lfts usually

7, lanceolate-cuneate, obtuse, berrate at apex, bilky

hairy beneath, .shiny. Eu
sericea, Willd Lvs larger than in A alpina, 5-7-

nerved, digitate, lfts 7, lanceolate, acute, deeply
serrate from the middle to apex, downy beneath.
Caucasus

vulgaris, Linn {A montana, Schmidt) Lady’s Man-
tle Lvs 7-9-ncrved, 7-9-cut, remform, plicate-

concave. North temperate zone j,. jf B t

ALCH6RNEA (in memory of Stanesby Alchorne).
Euphorbidcex Dovewood Tropical shrubs or trees

with alternate, entire or dentate lvs fls usually
dioecious, m elongated slender catkm-likc mfi

,
stami-

nate calyx 4-lobed
;
stamens 8

One species, A. lhcifdlia, Muell. Arg., is rarely grown
in greenhouses, and is listed by II 8 Dent of Agric
as intro from Austral It is a tall, handsome shrub
with thick, holly-like lvs. The wood is useful

J. B. S Norton.
ALDER Alnus.

ALECTORtlRUS (Greek, apparently cock’s-tail).

Lihdcex An anthericum-like plant, summer-blooming
and suitable for outdoor culture, hardy in England.
Blooms well m pots One species, A. yedoensis, Makmo,
of Japan (known also as Anthtncum yedoense, Maxim.,
and Bulbinella yedoensis, Matsum ), is now intro to
gardens It is a perennial glabrous herb with a short
and thick rootstock lvs 6-11, 2-ranked, 20 in or less

long fls. many, small, pale rose, racemose along pameled
branches on a scape or st surpassing the lvs

,
perianth

bell-shaped, segms 6, stamens 6, m some fls exserted
and in others only equaling; the segms

;
ovary 3-lobed.

In Japan it is known as Keibi-ran. B M. 8336. G C.
III. 48:352 j, h. B.

ALtCTRYON (Greek name for the chanticleer).

Sapiruldcex Titoki Tall trees, one of which is grown
in California

Leaves alternate, pinnate, stipulate, the lfts. entire or
toothed fls mostly unisexual, in axillary or terminal
panicles, the petals wanting, containing a small lobed
disk; stamens 10 or less, fr a hard woody caps

,
the

seeds arillate, with spiral cotyledons —8ome 16 species
in Malaya and the Pacific Isis.
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exc61sum, Gaertn. Evergreen, 30-60 ft
,
with un

equally pinnate lvs 4-12 m long, the lfts 4-6 pairs
and 2-4 in. long, ovate-lanceolate and acuminate,
neaily or quite entire, fls greenish, in a much-branched
panicle fr globose, woody; seed large, jet-black and
shining, sunk in a large scarlet aril New Zeal—Said
to have been in cult in Calif for more than 40 years and
to have been sometimes sold for Nephelium Litchi (to

which it is closely i elated) In New Zeal it yields a
tough elastic timber used tor tools and yokes, and the
natives exti act oil from the seeds j, ] j

ALETRIS (Greek word for female slave who ground
corn, alluding to appaient mealiness of the fls ) Lili-

ace<e Hardy small herbs, sometimes grown in borders
Leaves thin, flat, lanceolate, grass-hke, in a spread-

ing cluster, all radical fls small, in a spiked raceme,
terminating a slender scape 2-3 ft high, perianth not
woolly, but wrinkled and roughened with many points
that give a mealy appearance, perianth 6-cleft, stamens
6, inserted at the base of the lobes, style 3-cleft —The
aletrises are about <S in number, in moors, barrens, and
grassy places m N Amer

,
E Asia and Japan They

are fibrous-rooted, very bitter herbs, with fls on a
naked scape 1 -2 ft high July, Aug They prefer a
moist but sunny situation Prop slowly by diMsion,
or seeds may be used A plant once catalogued as
A japomai is undetermined

farindsa, Linn FJs tubular, white, lobes laneeoiate-

oblong N Amer LHC 12 1161

a&rea, \V alt Fls. bell-shaped, fewer and shorter
than in A farmosu, >ellowr

,
lobes short, ovate S. E

N Amer B M 1118 (erroneously as A. fannosa)

L. H B.

ALEURiTES (Greek, farinose or floury) Euphor-
bidcesr Tropical trees grown for the oils they yield or
sometimes for shade and ornament

Leaves alternate, palmately veined, 3-5-lobed, the

long petioles with 2 glands at the apex fls usually

monoecious, in lax terminal cjines, sepals 2-3, vahate,
petals 5, stamens 8-20, the inner row monadelphous,
1 ovule m each cell of the 2-5-celled ovary fr large,

drupaceous, with thick-shelled seeds —Four species,

with milky juice, natives of E Asia and Pacific Isis

Jatropha and Ilev^a, are related genera Page 3565
All of the species arc cultivated m tropical countries

for the drying oil derived from the seeds. These oils

are similar to linseed oil, but dry quicker, harder and
more waterproof but less lightproof and elastic The
seeds of .1 moluecnna yield 60 per cent of oil (kekuna,

kelun or bankul oil), which is used for burning or in

varnishes The seed or oil is also used to some
extent as food and the wood is woiked The tree is

grown for shade It is said to be easily grown m the

tropics up to 2,000 feet, altitude It is easily propagated

from seeds, which sprout in four to five weeks The oil

(wood-oil, tung-oil) of the seeds of the wood-oil trees

(A cordata, A Fordii) is much used, especially in China
and Japan, for treating woodwork, cloth, and the like,

and for burning Its importation to this country is on
the increase, where it is used in varnishes and other

products, paints, soaps, linoleum, and so on A Fordn
,

which is the hardier species, has been extensively intro-

duced into the southern states by our Department of

Agriculture and is reported to be doing very well.

A cordata is a fine smooth-barked tree, good for

shade and will stand high temperature, but not much
below freezing A Fordn is a very ornamental tree.

The wood-oil trees are usually growm on dry, thin

soil not suited to general farming They are grown from
seeds, and begin to produce nuts in three to six years.

The seedlings are raised m a bed and transplanted when
about a foot high or are planted w here they are to stand

They may also be propagated from hardwood cuttings,

which root readily An average tree is sasi to yield

twenty to fifty pounds of nuts with about 24 per cent
of oil. The oil is piessed from the seed after masting
The seed is poisonous See Ciro 108, U S Bu PI Ind

a. Pubescence stellate

moluccHna, Willd (A triloba, Forst ). Candle-
nut. Candleblrry Tree Varnish Tree. Tree with
long spreading branches lvs large, ovate-acuminate,
short-lobed, rusty pubescent below, paniculate cymes
4-5 in long of many small fls

,
stamens 15-20, ovary

2-celled fr 2-3 in thick
,
seeds large, rough and walnut-

like—Probably native of Malay region but now widely
cult and wild in the tropics In wooded valleys up to

3,000 ft Mem Torr Bot Club 8.117 Blanco Flor
Filip 220 —Also known as Belgaum walnut, Indian
walnut, kukui and various other native names

trisperma, Blanco (A sapondna, Blanco). Banu-
ualag Differs from A moluccana m having 7-10 sta-

mens, a 3-4-celled ova*y, lvs more entire and seeds
smooth Philippines —Intro once by U S Dept of
Agnc The seed used for the drying oil Other native
names are balocanad, baguilumbang, calumbang, balu-
canag. Blanco Flor Filip, 296

aa Pubescence not stellate

cordiita, R Br Japan Wood-oil Tree Twenty-five
to 30 ft high lvs broadly ovate, acuminate, 3-5-lobed
or toothed petals oblong, %m long, hairy at base,
stamens 8-10, ovary 3-4-celled fr warty, seeds about
the size and shape of large castor beans S. E Asia
and adjoining usls

,
cult especially in Japan, south of

40°, and m Formosa
F&rdu, Hemsl (A cordata, Muell Arg

,
m part).

China Wood-oil Tree Ten to 25 ft high lvs ovate-
cordate petals 1 in or more long, orbicular ovate,
somewhat hairy, stamens 8-10, ovary about 4-celled
fr smooth panicles of reddish white fls in spring fr

ripe in Sept Cent Asia —Extensively cult for the oil

Perfectly hardy in Cent Fla and resistant to drought

J B. S Norton

ALEXANDERS. Name appked to Smymium Olusa-
trum (Umbelhfene), the blanched leaf-stalks of which
were once used as a salad and pot-herb, but now out
of cultivation because of the superior value of celery

It h a biennial, native to Europe, with ternately dissected
pinnate radical leaves, and small yellow flowers in

umbels Seed is sown in late summer or m autumn,
and the plants transplanted in rows as they come up
in spring The plants are blanched by being banked
with earth

ALFALFA, LUCERNE (Medicago sativa, Linn ) A
deep-rooted perennial forage plant of the Legumindsx.
The plant grows one to four feet high, bears pinnate
leaves with three ovate-oblong toothed leaflets, and
small head-like racemes of purple clover-shaped flowers

It is native to Europe In the and parts of the United
States it is the staple hay and forage plant, and it is also

growm to a considerable extent m the East. Two to six

mowings may be made each year from established
meadows Fifteen to thirty pounds of seed are sown
to the acre, and the seed is preferably sown alone, with-
out another crop. Alfalfa should not be pastured the
first year In two or three years it becomes thoroughly
established and productive, and it should continue for

many years June-grass often runs it out m a cool,

moist climate Alfalfa often becomes a weed m waste
places See Cyclo Amer. Agric II, for full account.

ALFILARIA. Spelled also Alfilera which is the West
American, and Alfillarilla, the Spanish-American for

Erbdium cicutdrium
,
L’Her Geranidcex A hairy an-

nual with pinnate lvs
,
sometimes used for pasture in

dry regions See Cyclo Amer Agric. II, p 197
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ALGA, plural ALGAL A geneial name for chloro-

phyll-bearmg thallophvtes. They are flowerless plants,

allied to the fungi, and generally inhabit water Those
occurring m salt water are known as seaweeds. None
is cultivated. The green “moss” on flower-pots is made
up of alga;

ALGAROBA is the fruit of Ceratoma sihqua

ALHlAGI (its Mauretanian name) Leguminbsse.
Shrubs grown for their profusely produced red flowers.

Spiny plants: lvs alternate, oblong, small, decidu-
ous, entire* fls papilionaceous, red, small, in fow-fld.

axillary racemes; calyx campanulate, 5-tootlied; pods

155. Allamanda cathartica var. Hendersonu. ( X M)

terete, contracted between the seeds—Three closely

related species from Greece and Egypt to the Himalayas.
These plants are low. much-branched shrubs with

small and sparse, pale foliage and numerous small red
flowers toward the end of the branches Only the
following species, which produces the Persian or alhagi
manna, is but very raiely met with in collections.

It may be cultivated in temperate regions in dry and
sunny positions and propagated by seeds and by green-
wood cuttings under glass with slight bottom heat, as a
desert plant, it is impatient of too much moisture, and
needs special attention, particularly m the seedling
state

cameldrum, Fisch. Camel’s Thorn Low, spmy
shrub, glabrous or nearly glabrous lvs. oblong, obtuse,

Yr1M in - Icmg fl» red, about Yiin. long, on few-fld.
axillary racemes, foiming panicles at the end of the
branches Summer Caucasus to the Himalayas.

—

Easily distinguished by its glabrousness from the other
species, which are more or less pubescent The other
species are A. grdecorum, Boiss

,
A maurorum, Medic.
Alfred Rehder.

ALlSMA (derivation doubtful). Alismhcex. A
genus of 2 species of hardy aquatics, with small white or
pale rose fls on scapes with whorled, panicled branches.
Perennial bv a stout proliferous corm Useful in ponds.
Prop, by division or seeds According to N. Amer.
Flora 17*43, 1905, the native water-plantain is not the
same as the Old World species, to which, exclusively,
should be applied the name here taken up for the species
which has hitherto been considered cosmopolitan, and
ia now so treated.

Plant&go-aqu&tica, Linn. (

A

. Plantdgo of authors
A. subcord&tum, Raf ). Water-Plantain. Lvs vari-
able, but usually broadly cordate-ovate, thinner and
narrower when growing under water panicle 1-2 ft.

long Common in swales and still waters in U. S
;
also

in Eu. and Asia.

A nAtans, Linn , is now referred to the monotypic genus Khsina
(E natans, Buch ) It is native to Eu , and is offered in foreign
catalogues FI white, single, on a long peduncle floating lvs.

elliptic and obtuse See Eli'ima. TAYLOR f
alkAnna, Alkanet A nchusa

ALKEKfcNGI Physahs

ALLAMANDA (Dr Allamand, Leyden) Apocy-
ndeese Tropical shrubs, mostly climbers, grown in green-
houses and conservatories, and m the open far south

Leaves entire, whorled fls teimina), large and funnel-
shaped. with a flat spieading or reflexed limb, the tube
inflated below the throat m which there are 5 hairy
scales, stamens 5, the filaments very short, ovaiy 1-

loculed the fr (seldom seen m conservatories) a large
spmy globular or oblong pod —About a dozen rpecics
in Brazil and 1 in Cent Amor
With the exception of A violacect and A. nenifoha,

all the forms m cultivation aie probably forms of one
variable species The ongmal name for this is A
cathartica, and the plants knowm in the trade as A
grandiflora, A nubilis, A Sdiottn, A maqnifica, A
Wilhamsii are all referied to it as varieties For garden
purposes they are distinct, but botamcnlly the differ-

ences are so slight as not to justify their being retained
as species A molacea is readily distinguished by the
color of the flowers, and A nemfolia by the swollen
base of the corolla

The allamandas comprise several of the finest climbing
plants in cultivation and are general favorites wherever
grown They are of very easy culture, thriving well
under the ordinary conditions of a stove or warm
greenhouse A mixture of two parts of strong turfy
loam and one part of sharp sand, leaf-mold and char-
coal, suits them best Cuttings root readily in a close

case in sandy soil in a temperature of 70° F at almost
any tune of the year, but spring is by far the best time,

as the young plants have a long season of growth ahead
of them and make better plants than those rooted
later. Both old and new wood may he used for

propagation, the young growth should be taken off

with a heel if possible, whilst pieces of the previous
season’s wood, which has been well ripened, may be cut
up into lengths with two or thiec joints, in spring, the
stems which are removed during the annual pruning
may be used for this purpo^ All the species make most
excellent pot-plants, but in order to obtain them at their

best they should he planted out in awell-diained bolder
When well established, either in pots or borders, they
should he fed liberally w ith natural or artificial manures,
during the whole of the growing season, as all the species

without exception, aie gross feedcis After growth has
eeased in late autumn or winter, the plants should be
keptnearly, but not quite dry at the loots until February
or March, when they should be cut back as far as is

necessary, and started m a moist position in the green-
house Any repotting that they require should be done
before the new growths aie more than 6 inches long
The weaker kinds, as A. violacea, A cathartica var.

grandiflora and var. Williamsti, are best grafted on the
strong-growing var. Hendersonu Spring and summer.

a Plant bushy, or little climbing * fl swollen at base.

neriifdlia, Hook A dwarf bush or half elunber:

sts. terete, woody below, covered with down when
young lvs pctiolate, 2-5 in a whorl, elliptic or ovate-
acuminate. rich dark green above, pale dull green below,
midrib and principal veins softly pilose, petiole very
short inti snort, 1-3 in long; fls yellow on short pale

green terete stalks up to Hm - long; bracts Ysvtx. long,
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green; calyx spreading, lobes unequal, light green,
elliptic-ovate, Yin long, corolla rich golden yellow,
striped inside the tube with reddish brown, tube 2 in.

long, spreading upward with a swollen bulbose greenish
base, limb IY m diam

,
lobes orbicular or oval, obtuse

Yim long Brazil B M 4594.

AA Plant mostly tall climbing
,
m greenhouses usually

trained on rafters jl. not prominently enlarged at base.

n FIs purple

viol&cea, Gardn (A lilanchetn
,
A DC ) A slen-

der-growing climber sts long, slender, terete, green
tinted with red on side exposed to the sun, hairy Ivs.

usually in 4’s, almost sessile, elliptic, 4-6 m long, dull
green and covered with hispid hairs infl up to 1 ft

long, loosely fid., bracts small, Lin, lanceolate, pale
green; fls in pairs, terminating each branch of the cyme,
pedicel Lin long, hairy, calyx Lin diam

,
rampanu-

late, lobes 3^m long, elliptic-ovate, inner pair smaller
than the rest, and lanceolate, corolla bright reddish
purple, tube 2 in long, narrow and constricted in the
middle, upper part purple-red, middle part greenish
yellow, and lower part reddish brown, limb spreading
2-2Y in diam

,
lobes mbieular, throat nch dark

reddish purple shading to yellowish white* at the base
Brazil BM 7122 --A fine handsome species, quite dis-

tinct from all other species and vaneties in tin* color of

its fls it is a poor grower on its own roots, but thrius
well when grafted on A. cathartua var Hendersonn or

var Schotiu

bb Fls yellow

cathfirtica, Linn Lvs and calyx glabrous plant tall-

climbing lvs rather small, obovatc, usually in 4’s,

and more or loss wavv-margined, thin, acuminate
fls golden yellow', white-marked in the throat, the lobes

acuminate on one angle, 3 in or less across, the tube
gibbous or curved S Amor B M 338 P M 8 77 —
The type first described, but now rarely seen m cult

Var nfibilis (.1 ndbihs, T. Moore) A strong, tall

climber, with purple twigs lvs and calyx more oi less

hairy lvs in 3’s or i’s, laige, acuminate, very short-

stalked fls very large (4-5 in at tons), neaily circular

in out line of limb, bright, clear \ellow, with magnolu-
like odor Finest fls in the genus Brazil B M 5764

Var Sch6ttn, (A Schotiu
,

Polil) iStiong-growung,

suitable foi rafters \oung shoots and pi doles slightly

1

albescent, the older sfs w art y lvs m 3’s or 4’s, broadly
anceolate and acuminate corolla huge, rich yellow, the
thioat darker and beautifully striped Brazil 11 M.
4351. A magnified, Hort

,
is a form of this

Var Hendersonn (A Wardleyana, Lebas A Bin-
dersonn, Bull) Fig 155 Tall and vigorous, free-flow’er-

mg, excellent for ioofs glabrous lvs large, elliptic-

ovate, thick and leather}
,
in 3’s or 4’s fls large, } ellow-

orange, with 5 light spots m the throat, the corolla of

thick substance, purplish on the extenor when m bud.
Gn 29 400 III 12 152 —The commonest allanianda
m this country Intro from Guiana by Henderson &
Co

,
St John’s Wood, England, and distributed by Bull

about 1865

Var grandifldra (A grandijldra, Hook ) St thin and
wiry, lvs thin, ovate-lanceolate, pointed, usually in 3’s

fls somewhat smaller than those of var A Hendersonn
but larger than A cathartica, lemon- or primrose-yellow
Brazil. Gn. 39 192 P M. 12.79 —Thrives well when
grafted on forms of A cathartica Plant rather bushy

Var Wflliamsii, Ilort Habit slender, easily trained

into bush form or a dwarf climber sts terete, slender,

wiry, dull green, bright red on side exposed to the sun,

covered with short hairs lvs. elliptic shortly petiolate,

usually m 3’s or rarely in 4’s, rich dark green above, pale

dull green below, hairy on both sides, especially along
the midrib on the lower side; petiole \£m. long, hany
infl. rather short; fls in pairs at each joint of the
cyme; bracts much reduced, barely loin, long, acute;

calyx erect, not spreadmg, sepals unequal, lanceolate,

or elliptic, Yin long
;
green; corolla yellow, tube only

slightly curved 2Yz m long, narrow and stalk-like in

lower half, then broadening out and becoming cam-
panulate in upper half, upper side of the pouch suffused

with reddish brown, limb spreading, 2 m diam
, lobes

ovate, obtuse, long, throat deeper shade of yel-

low' and stained with reddish brown Garden origin.

Gn 40 468 L II B
C. P. IIaffill.

ALLEGHENY VINE Adlumui.

ALL-HEAL Brunella vulgaris

ALLIGATOR PEAR, AGUACATE Avocado , Person.

ALLIUM (ancient Latin name of garlic). Liltdcese.

Bulbous plants, mostly cultivated in the open, but a
few of them growm under glass as florist’s flowers; and
comprising also the onions and their allies

Leaves flat, channelled, or terete and hollow fls in a
simple umbel, from a 1-2-lvd usually seanous spathe;
stamens and perianth segms 6, the perianth parts dis-

tinct or nearly so, 1-nei ved, and often becoming dry and
persistent, style slender, the stigma either entire or

parted —Strong-scented plants, with fls white, yellow,

or in shades of purple
and rose There are
250-300 species in tem-
perate parts of the

northern hemisphere
Numbers of species,

particularly the Asian,

aie frequently seen in

botanic gardens and
choice collections, but
only A Moly and A
ncapolitanum arc com-
mon in tins country
among the ornamental
species, and no attempt
is made to describe all

the species here that
are mentioned in gar-

den literature For the
vegetable garden mem-
bers of the genus, 6ee
Chives . Garlic

,

Leek
,
On ion

,
Shal-

lot. In parts of

the northeastern
states Allium
vincale is a bad
weed, it has a
slender scape
sheathed below
wr ith hollow'
thread - shaped
lvs

,
and green-

ish rose-colored fls (or bulblets in the place of fls )

.

No special treatment is reouired by the alliums.

Most of the cult forms are hardy spring bloomers, and
may be treated the same as other hardy border bulbs.
Propagation is by offsets and by the bulblets in the
umbel, also readily by seeds.

INDEX.

acuminatum, 10 fimbnatum, 31 Sanbornu, 27.
albopilosum, 14 fistulosum, 3 sativum, 5
anceps, 33 Gcyen, 20 scaposum, 21
ascalouicum, 4 HermeUn, 9 Schcenopraaum, 1.

at U nmfoliuin, 28 hffimatoohiton, 18 senesoens, 12
Bidwclhae, 30 madulum, 22 aerratum, 29
Boland* ri, 24 Moly, 7 sibincum, 1

bulbellifcra, 2 multiphcans. 2 steilatum, 26
Ctpa, 2 ncapoht,mum, 9 tncoccum, 15
cornu urn, 16 platycaulo, 34 unifolium, 25.
Cusick.il 23 Porrutn, 6 valulum, 17.

EUisii, 13 reticulatum, 19 victonalis, 8
falcifohum, 32 roseurn, 11
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. Group I
j
comprising the vegetable-garden species.

b. Lvs terete and hollow

c. Plant cespitose (m tufts or clumps) and perennial.

1. Schoen6prasum, Linn. Chives or Cives Lvs.

4 -6 in., very many, slender and awl-shaped scapes

equaling the lvs
,

fls. light purple, small and many m a
globular head Eu.
—The lvs aie used
for seasoning, grow-
ing readily as the
herbage is eut Var.
sibiricum, Hartm

,

is a large form in

noi them N Amcr.

cc Plants not m
mats

,
treated

practu ally as
annuals {except

perhaps No 0).

2 C e p a
,

Linn.
Common Onion.
Tall, with large

tubular lvs.‘ scape
glaucous, much
overtopping the
lvs

,
swollen near

middle, fls w-hite or
bluish in a large

globular head-like
umbel, bulb not
making many off-

sets, distinctly
rounded at top and
bottom Var bul-

157 Allium Moly (Plant xH) bellffera, Bailey,
has bulbels in the

place of fls.,—the top, tree or Egyptian onion Var
multiplicand Bade}

,
has dividing bulbs,—the multiplier

onion. Persia and adjacent regions.

3. fistul&sum, Linn Welsh Onion Fig 156 Dif-

fers m having no distinct bulb, but only an enlarged

base or crown lvs. usually moie clustered Siberia.

B.M. 1230

4. ascal6nicum, Linn Shallot. Smaller, 1 ft • lvs.

many, awl-shaped fls lilac bulbs long and pointed,

each one soon separating into many cloves or parts

adhering to a common disk. Syria

bb Lvs not hollow, more or less plane.

5. sativum, Linn Garlic’ Plant 12 in or less- lvs.

very narrow, keeled fls purple, often replaced by
bulbels. bulbs small, breaking up into many small ones
that are more or less covered with the dry scales. Eu.

. Pfirrum, Linn. Leek Stout plant, 2 ft. or more:
lvs. very broad and stiongly conduplicate or keeled:

scape arising the second season, fls white or blush:

bulb simple and scarcely more than an enlargement of

the stalk Eu.

aa. Group II The garden alliums, mostly exotic.

B. Fls yellow

7. Mbly, Linn. Fig. 157 Lvs flat, broad* fls. nu-
merous, m a dense umbel, in early spring. S Eu
B.M 499 —Well know n, and a favorite for mass-
ing; common in rock-gardens. Hardy in the N.

bb. Fls white or whitish

c Lvs very broad, obtuse.

8. victorious, Linn Tall: lvs ovate or broad-
oblong, short: fls. greenish white in large heads.

Spring. Siberia. B M. 1222 —Hardy

cc. Lvs. narrow, acute or tapering.

9 neapolitOnum, Cyr. Fig 158. Lvs. long
and rather narrow, loose-spreading, shorter than

the scape fls large, pure white, with colored stamens
on long pedicels Eu —Needs protection if grown
outdoors Much used for cut-flowers m winter and
spring The most popular species A. HermUtn grandi-
fldrum, recently intro from Holland, is a clear white
odorous variety, w-ell adapted to forcing.

bbb F'ls pink, rose, or lilac.

c Segms with recurved tips.

10 acumin&tum, Hook Scape 4-10 m * lvs 2-4, not
longer than the scape, very narrow umbel many-fld

,

perianth segms a third longer than the stamens, the
inner ones seriulaie W Amer.

cc Segms not recurved.

11. rdseum, Linn Scape 12-18 in lvs narrow, with
mrolled tips fls few (10-12), on long pedicels in an
open umbel S Eu B M 978

12 senescens, Linn Scape 1-2 ft lvs narrow, erect,

often twisted fls rather small, numerous, in a rather
dense head Eu B M 1 150.

13 £llisii, Hook f Lvs 4-5, 1 ft
, 2 Yi in. wide,

glaucous green scape 1 ft
,
verv stout, being %in

chain
,
fls rose with white tow aid the base, wide-spread-

mg, 1 Vi in or more long and stiff and erect in fr. Persia
B M. 7875

14 albopildsum, C II Wright Very robust* lvs

strap-shaped, 1 in wide, 18 in or less long scape 1 ft

as many as 80-fld ,
fls deep lilac with metallic sheen, the

segms nearly 1 in long, rigid after flowering Persia,

etc BM 7982 GO III 34 40 —Probably the lar-

gest-fld
,
and most imposing garden species.

aaa Group III Native alliums, sometimes advertised

The species in Group II, comprise those that are
likely to be in general cultivation Aside from these
theie are various native species, mostly from western
America, w*hich are offered by dealers in American
plants These are recorded below.

b. Bulbs clustered, narrowly oblong scape terete.

c Lvs elliptic-lanceolate, 2 or S.

15. tricficcum, Ait Common Wild Leek Fig 159.

Fls. greenish white on scape 4-12 in high in early spring
Grows in clumps New* Eng to Wis and N C

CC Lvs linear, flat or channelled

16. cernuum, Roth Fls rose-

colored or white, in open, nod-
ding umbels Alleghames andW

17 v&lidum, Wats Fls rose-

colored or nearly white, m dense
erectish umbels scape 1-2H ft,
very stout Nev

,
Calif

,
Ore

18. haematochiton, Wats Fls.

deep rose, in a small, erect umbel*
bulb-coats deep red* scape 1 ft.

or less high Calif.

bb. Bulbs usually solitary, globose

to ovate’ scape terete or
nearly so

c Coats of bulbs fibrous

19. reticulAtum, Fraser. Scape
3-8 m

,
fls white

to rose, with thin
segms W. Amer.
B M 1840, as A.
stellatum.

20. Ge^eri, Wats.
A foot high, stouter* fls.

rose, with broad acute
strongly nerved segms.
W. Amer.
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cc. Coals of bulb not fibrous.

d Lvs. 2 or several

s. Ovary with only 8 crests, or none at all.

21. scapdsum, Benth FIs white, red-veined, in a
loose, few-fld. umbel bulbs dark, scape 1 ft. or more.

W Amer
22 mfididum, Wats. FIs. white or

nearly so, in a rnany-fld umbel bulbs
white, scape less than 1 ft., angled

: Ore.

23. Cftsickii, Wats FIs rather
numerous, nearly white: lvs

wide scape 3-4 in Ore

24 Bol&nden, Wats FIs rose, few,
the segms serrulate scape 4-10 in

Calif

25. unifdlium, Kellogg Lvs. sev-
eral, narrow and flat:

scape stout, 1-2 ft
,

fls.

lose, 10-30, the segms
ovate-lanceolate, exceed-
ing stamens and style

Calif

be. Ovary distinctly 6-

crested fls. usually
rose-colored.

f Scape usually more than
6 m high (m the wild)

26

stell&tum, Fraser.

Bulb-coats reddish scafie
6-18 in

,
pedicels j 2-? 4 in long, sta-

mens and styles exserted W. Amer.
B M 1 ">76

27 Sfinbornii, Wood Bulb-scales
white scape 12-24 in

,
pedicels

shorter, umbel densely many-fld
,

stamens and styles exserted Calif

28 attenuifdlium, Kellogg Lvs.
channelled scape slender, 6-15 in

,

leafy below, umbel dense, fls nearly
white W Amer

ff. Scape usually less than 6 in high
(in the wild)

29 serrdtum, Wats Lvs very nar-
row filaments broadened at the base.

W Amer.

30 Bfdwelliae. Wats Scape 2-3
m umbel few-fld

,
the pedicels %in.

long, filaments filiform. Calif.

dd. Lf. solitary, linear or filiform scape 2-5 in. high:

caps 6-cresled

31. fimbri&tum, Wats Lf filiform and revolute:

cape 3 in
;

fis deep rose, stigma 3-cleft. S. Calif.

bbb. Bulbs mosVy solitary scape stout, 2-winged: lvs.

2, broad.

C Stamens not exserted

32 falcifdlium, Hook & Arn Fls rose, the segms.
minutely glandular-serrate and twice longer than star

mens scape 2-3 in W Amer
33. 6nceps, Kellogg Fls white, with purplish

veins, the segms. little longer than stamens. Cabf
,

Ore.
cc. Stamens exserted

34 platycaiile, Wats Fls rose, the segms long-

acuminate' scape 3-5 in Calif. B M. 6227 (as A.
anceps ) L. H. B.

ALLOPLltCTUS (diversely plaited; referring to

appearance of the calyx) Gesncrdceoe Tender
tropical evergreen shrubby plants, with tubular

159 Allium tncoc-

cum (X*a)

yellowish axillary fls and opposite lvs
;
one of each lf.

m the pair smaller than the other, their under surfaces

usually reddish or purplish To be grown m the warm-
house with similar treatment as that for Gesnera

repens, Hook Ti ailing by means of roots thrown out
between the pairs of lvs lvs ovate, coarsely serrate,

hairy or smooth ealvx pale green, blotched with purple;

corolla yellow, tinged red, gaping; tube swollen at the
base, limb of 4 spreading segms

,
the uppermost

being twice cut. E Indies B M. 4250.

sparsifldrus, Mart Erect lvs ovate-oblong, acute
entire, petiole and nerves beneath often red calyx of 5
cordate or triangular dark blood or purple sepals, form-
ing a striking contrast to the \ ellow club-shaped densely
hairy corolla; limb of corolla of 5 equal segms.
Brazil B M 4216, erroneously jus A dichrous.

SchHmii, Planch & Lind Fig 160 Lvs acumi-
nate, rounded or sul cordate at base, oblong, green

above, violet or purple-violet beneath fls axillary, m
pairs or sometimes more numerous, the calyx spotted
with green, corolla yellow -scarlet below, shading up-
ward into a delicate violet above Trop S. Amer.
F S 8 827.

A Forgetn, Hort Corolla pale yellow, spurred on the back.
Peru N Taylor t

ALLSPICE. The dry berry of the Pimento (Pimbnta

officinalis, Lindl ), an evergreen tree of the Myrtdcex.
The tree grows in the West I ndics Jamaica yields much
of the product The fresh berry is about trie size of a
pea It is borne m clusters The word allspice is also

applied to various plants with aromatic fragrance, as

Calycanthus See Pimento

ALMOND. A name given to the tree and fruit of

Primus communis, Fritsch. (Amygdalus communis,
Linn ), of the Rosdcese. It is also applied to certain

dwarf ornamental trees or bushes, a 1

? flowering almond
(see Prunus).
The almond has been cultivated from time imme-

morial. It is thought to be native to the Mediter-
ranean basin Some inquirers have supposed it to be
the original of the peach, but this idea is evidently
untenable The flowers are peach-like and handsome
(Fig 161) The almond nut of commerce is the pit or
stone of a peach-like fruit (Fig 162) The fleshy part,

which is so thick and edible in the peach, is thin and
hard, and it splits at maturity There are two general
tribes or races of almonds,—the bitter and the sweet.
The former has a bitter kernel, which is used in the
manufacture of flavoring extracts and prussic acid It

is grown mostly in Mediterranean countries. Of the
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sweet or edible almonds, there are two classes,—the
hard-shell and the soft-shell The lormor is of little

value, and is not grown to any extent The soft-shell

type produces the edible almonds of commerce Some
of the thinnest-shelled forms are known as Paper-shells

It was once thought that almond-
growing could be successfully
practised in the peach-growing
sections of the East, but late

spring frosts, and other difficul-

ties, nave caused the effoit to
be abandoned commercially In-
dividual almond trees are
occasionally seen, and they frc-

quen t ly bear profusely They are
nearly as hardy as the peach
The commercial cultvat ion of

the almond on this cont ment is

confined to western America,
and the remainder of this ac-
count is therefore written from
the Californian standpoint

L II B.

Almond-growing in California has received the atten-
tion of horticulturists for half a century, and during the
whole of its course the industry has been marked by
vicissitudes which, it must be admitted, are not yet
ended Two chief sources of difficulty are now clearly

discerned to have attended the effort from its begin-
ning, and present knowledge may enable planters to

avoid, in the future, errors that have led to much dis-

appointment and loss—the vestiges of which still encum-
ber the ground, though clearing is proceeding rapidly
Thus far the almond tree has yielded more firewood
than any other single fruit tree which has been largely
planted m California, and yet planting has continued,
planting and uprooting keeping pace, so that about
1,500,000 trees are annually repoited by the county
assessois, of which number about two-thirds may be
counted of bearing age The California almond prod-
uct for a series of years is estimated as follows.

1905 . . 2,125 tons 1909 1,650 tons
1906 900 “ 1910 2,750 “

1907 750 “ 1911 1,700 “

1908 . 3,000
** 1912 3,000

"

Irregularity in production is mainly due to the occur-
rence or absence of spi mg frosts In spite of these facts,

the almond will remain an important California prod-
uct, through the satisfactory perfoimance of trees

enjoying favorable environment, which is being gener-
ally accepted as a safe guide for current planting.
The two chief sources of failure with the almond are

the sterility of many varieties without eross-pollmation,
and the extreme propensity ot the tree for rally bloom-
ing, with the consequent destruction of the bloom or the
young fruit by temperature very little below the freez-
ing point These two evils have been singularly asso-
ciated historically, and only lately have thev been
shown to be independent factors and both of them
demanding the closest attention from planters At first

it was thought that the wide planting of self-sterile

varieties by themselves was the cause of disappoint-
ment, because, after years of chopping-out or grafting-
over old unproductive trees to the Prune d’Agen, for
which it is an excellent stock, it was observed, by chance,
that the Languedoc variety adjacent to Drake’s seed-
ling, of local origin, was heavily laden with nuts when
it was sterile without such association Attention was
then directed to the growth of seedlings, and a large lot
of seedlings of the bitter almond, grown by A T Hatch,
exhibited such satisfactory bearing habit and such strik-

ing variation toward new types of the soft-shell sweet
almond that the growth of new selected California seed-
lings was seized u pon as a panacea for the previously ex-

perienced troubles with the almond These new varieties

were conceived to be not only self-fertile but hardy,
and huge plantations were made without due regard
to the fiosty character ot the locations Low valley

lands of gieat area, and some extent of high plateaux,

were planted Fine, laige trees grew only to lose their

crops year alter year by hosts fiom Febmary to April,

until the growers cast the trees upon the wood-pile.
As a deduction ot the experience of sev eral decades, we
have arrived at what seems now to be the proper con-
ception of the situation ot the almond in California,

which is, that the most prolific \ aneties must be chosen,

must be associated tor pmposesof cioss-pollination, and
must be planted in places of least liability to frost.

There is a factor of some moment in the late-blooming
habit of some vaneties, which will be considered

present ly

The soil best suited to the almond is a light, well-

drained loam. The tree makes a stiong and rapid root-

growth, and is more toleiant ot dt ought than any other
of our leading deciduous fruit tic< s ioi this reason, as

wr
ell as to avoid host, it is often desiiable to place the

almond on the lngliei and duel lands of the valley—
providing the soil is not heavy and too retentive of sur-

plus watci in the rainy s'asm The loot is most mtol-
eiant ot standing water, and will quickly die it exposed
to it Because ot its t hi if t in light, div soils, the almond
root is uses! lather largely as a stock for the 1 Ptutie

d’Agen, and to some extent foi the peach in the dry
valley s

Almond trees aie gtown by budding into seedlings

grown iiom either the sweet or the bitter haul-shell

almonds, the bud being set during the fust summer’s
growth ot the seedling, and then eithoi planted out as a
dormant bud the following winter or allowed to make
one season’s giowth on the bud in the nuisery The
tree grows so rapidl>, both in loot and top, that only
yearling trees are used

At transplanting, the young trees are cut back so as

to form a low head with only about a foot ot clear trunk
They are allowed to make liee giowth (lining the follow-

ing suminei, and m tin* following winter arc' cut back so

as to encourage branching on the mam limbs within a
foot of thou attachment to the trunk At the same tune,

the branches aie i educed to four ot fn e in numbi r, sym-
metrically" arranged atomic! the stem and at good dis-

tance fiom each othci, so that they shall not unduly
crowd each other as they enlarge Another full growth
during the following summer and another cutting

bark the following winter give the' trees the vase-form
on the outside, with enough interior bianchc s to fill the

162. Almond nuts (XlS)

inside of the tree without crowding Thus the tree is

systematically pi lined after each of its fust two years’

growth m the orchard After that
,
shortcning-m of the

branches usually ceases, and the third summer’s growth
is allowed to stand for fruit-bcanng, with only thmmng-
out, of growth to prevent crowding. This thinning-out

has to be done from time to time in later y ears, other-

wise* the tree becomes too thick, and interior branches
dwindle for lack of light The amount of thinning

varies in the different climates ot the state the greater

the heat, the denser the tree for its own protection

With the proper adjustment, of heat and light, fresh

bearing wood may be* encouraged in the lower part of

161. Flower of common
almond
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the tree, otherwise it becomes umbrella-shaped, with
the fruit wood at the top and bare poles below.
The almond is the earliest bloomer of our common

fruits. It puts forth flowers sometimes as early as Janu-
ary, but the usual date is about February 10 for the
earliest bloomers in the wanner parts of the state, with
the later bloomers at intervals thereafter until April 1

.

Records of full bloom of a number of varieties widely
grown in California, which have been kept at the Uni-
versity of California substation, situated in the Sierra

toot-hill region, show the following succession . Commer-
cial, February 27, Sultana and Paper-shell, March 10;

King and Mane Duprey, March 11
,
IXL, March 12

,

Languedoc, March 19, Nonpareil, March 20, Routier
Twin, March 24; Pistache, March 25; Drake and Texas,
April 2 Obviously the late bloomers have greater

chance of escaping frost, and there is at present some
disposition to make this a consider-

ation in selecting varieties for plant-

mg The dates just given show an /jr •-

extreme variation in time of bloom- w
mg Some years the intervals are

|

fajjwm
much shorter, but the relation seems aBKjpS
to be constant The crop ripens
from August 1 5 to October 1, accord-

ing to locality Early maturity does
not follow early blooming—that is, HaKTali
as with other fruits, the first to . -JmL-
bloom are not necessarily the first

Not' less than twenty-five varic-

ties of almonds have been grown to

a greater or less extent in Califor- \grl. 'I „

ma Varieties of foreign origin \ jo
have almost wholly given /

^
r ‘

"

{

jlace to selected seedlings of

ocal origin, and of these a wv
very few constitute the mam ACdi
crop at present These are 1 **

'

named in the order of their M' ~ >. VlR
acreage, as follows Nonpareil, Ne Plus /§£

Ultra, IXL, Drake, Texas Prolific, Lan- Ife JgB
guedoc Of these, the first three occupy -^gB
not less than three-fourths of the acreage

In handling the crop, the local climate
modifies methods somewhat, and the
growth-habit is also involved In regions

very free from atmospheric humidity m
the summer, the hull opens readily and
discloses a clean, bright nut, w’lnch can |l S
be marketed without treatment Where (V ^
this is not the case, and the nut is more vffl

or less discolored, bleaching in the fumes
of sulfur has to be practised The nut |[l

must be dry before sulfunng, or the fumes H
wall penetrate and injure the flavor of the I' l
kernel Sulfurcd nuts also lose largely UJ
in powrer of germination The practice is . .

to gather the nuts, dry for a few days w ‘ BeA
^j0^

in the sun, then spray with water very
lightly or with a jet of steam, so that only the surface

of the shell is moistened, and then sulfur, and a light

color can be secured without penetration of the fumes.
The nuts can usually be gathered from the ground as

they naturally fall, or can be brought down by shaking
or the use of light poles Some varieties arc more easily

harvested than others, and the same variety falls more
readily m some localities than m others A greater or

less percentage, according also to variety and locality,

will have adhering hulls, and for clearing them, locally-

invented machines, called almond-hullers, are used
Early rains in some localities are apt to stain the nuts

Such stains cannot be removed by sulfunng, and the

nuts have to be crushed and the product marketed as

kernels for the use of confectionery Machinery is also

used for this operation, and a considerable fraction of

163. Bearing habit of the
almond

the product reaches the market m this form because of
the demand for candied and salted almonds
The standard of excellence m the almond, from a

commercial point of view, as learned by the experience
of California producers, is that the kernel must be as
smooth, symmetrical and plump as possible. The twin-
ning of kernels, welcome as it may be to searcheis for

philopenas, results in misshapen kernels, which are
very objectionable to the confectioners, who are very
large users of almonds Constancy to single kernels is

therefore a good point in a variety
Large proportion of kernel to shell by weight is also,

obviously, an important point to almond-
buyers At the same time, the shell may

AH be so reduced in strength as to break badly
m shipping in sacks and in subsequent
handling Incomplete covering also ex-

î 7Jm poses the kernel to the sulfur and to loss

C^BjE of flavor. The ideal is such degree of thm-
ness of shell as can be had with complete
covering of the kernel and durability m

Careful comparison of the

proportion of kernel weight
' to gross weight of the popular

jBIBi California \aneties, as compared
with a leading imported variety,

InaWBsEfJw " as made by a committee of the
California Horticultural Society,

Wl( h the following result From
one pound of each of the follow-

mg van(dies the net weight of

f- V\ kernels in ounces was Imported
1 ' Tarragona, 65

,
California Lan-

\
' \

j
guedoc, 7H, El Supremo, 7V6,

V«r^vv\ Drake, 8 ? 4 ,
IXL, 9, Commercial,

}v- 7, ,[ 'Vu 9 \ i, T Pi ima, 9

>

2 >
Princess, 9 Vi ;

r Ne Plus Ultra, 10
,

King, 10;

f Paper-shell, 11; Nonpareil, 11 to

^ Edward J. Wicksont.

^
ALMOND, DEMERARA: Terminalia

f ALMOND, FLOWERING: Prunus

rak’ •„ mental w'oodv plants grown chiefly

f°r their foliage, some species are
valuable as timber trees.

hi Trees or shrubs lvs alternate,

deciduous, short -pet lolcd, usually
serrate or dentate fls moncx'cious,
apetalous, in catkins, stammate

ones elongated, each bract with 3 fls
,
stamens

4 in each fl
,
with short filaments not divided

at the apex, pistillate catkins short, each bract

f th
2 fls

;
stales 2

,
the pistillate catkins

>l 0 e developing into a ligneous, generally ovoid cone
with persistent, 5-lobed scales fr a small

nutlet.—About 30 species in the northern hemisphere,
m Amer south to Peru Monograph bv Winkler in
Englcr’s Pflanzenreich • Betulaceai 101 (1904)
The alders are deciduous trees or shrubs with me-

dium-sized leaves and pendulous stammate catkins in
spring before the leaves; the short pistillate catkins de-
\ eloping into woody cones about H to 1 inch long and
usually arranged m small racemes The profuse male
catkins are pleasing 111 early spring The wood is val-
uable for its durability m water; of the native spe-
cies, A rubra is the most important timber-tree, in
the Old World, A. glutmosa and A japoruca Most
species are suitable for planting on damp soil, where
they grow rapidly, but A. cordata prefers a drier situa-
tion; also A japoruca

,
A. mcana and A tinctona grow

well in drier situations.
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Usually propagation is by seeds gathered in the fall and
well dried; sown m spring with but slight covering, and
kept moist and shady, they germinate soon, a slight

covering with moss, taken off when the seedlings appear,
will be useful. At the end of the same year or the fol-

lowing spring, the seedlings are transplanted, usually
into rows 1 to 2 feet apart and 6 inches from each other.

After two years, they may be planted where they are to
stand The shrubby species, also A glutinosa, grow
from hardwood cuttings placed in moist and sandy
soil, also from layers, and A. mcana from suckers.
Rarer kinds are grafted on common potted stock in

early spring in the propagating-house; grafting out-of-
doors is rarely successful.

164 Alnus japonica

(XH)

slender-peduncled. March, April. Mts. of Eu. L.B.C.
12:1141. H W.2'14.
2 Mitchelli&na, Curt. (A . Hindis of most American

authors) American Green Alder. Shrub, 2-10 ft :

young branchlets glabrous or sparingly pubescent, lvs.

elliptic or ovate-elliptic, acute or obtuse, rounded or

aubcordate at the base, 1 b-j-3 in long, densely serrulate,

glutinous while young, with impressed veins above,
reticulate beneath and glabrous staminate catkins 2-3

in long, pistillate catkins with pubescent peduncles*
cones 3-6, oblong, slender-peduncled March, Apr.
Mts of N E Ainer

,
west to Brit Col

,
south to N. C.

—Hardy shrub with handsome bright green foliage,

very aromatic when unfolding and of very pleasant

effect in spring with its long male catkins; handsomer
than the preceding species.

bb. Lvis. ovate-oblong to ovate-lanceolate
,
with 12-24

pairs of veins.

3. y&sha, Matsum. (A firma var ydsha
,
Winkl ).

Tree, to 30 ft young branchlets pubescent, lvs. ovate-

oblong, 2-4 in long, acute, usually rounded at the base,

sharply and irregularly serrate, with 12-18 pairs of

veins, pubescent on the veins beneath cones 1-3, ellip-

soid or sub-globose, %in long, on slender peduncles
about 1 in. long. Japan JC.T. 16*2

1 pendula, Matsum (A firma var. multmenns,
Regef) Tree, to 30 ft

,
or shrub young branchlets

pubescent . lvs oblong-lanceolate, acute or acuminate,
2-1 m long, irregularly anti often nearly doubly ser-

n rate, with 18-21 pairs of veins, pubescent on the veins

beneath, at maturity nearly glabrous cones 3-5,

ovoid, about ^jin long, m pendulous racemes, 1-2 in.

long Japan SIF 2 12 JCT 16 3—Very hand-
some alder, still rare in cult

;
the plant cult under this

name is usually Hie preceding species

aa. Pistillate calkins axillary
,
appearing m autumn:

mnter-buds with 2 equal scales
,
stalked. (Gym-

nothyrsus )

B. FIs opening m the fall from catkins of the same year:

lvs not pin alt ly folded in the bud.

\ 5 maritima, Nutt (A. oblongAta, Rcgel, not

-Y\ Ait nor Willd ) Tree, to 30 ft lvs cuneate,

oblong or obovate, shining above, pale green
beneath, glabrous, remotely and crenately ser-

rate, 2-4 in long cones 2-4, large, on short, stout

peduncles Del
,
Md SS 9*458 G F 4 269.

Nutt , N Amer S 1 10—Ornamental shrub or small
tree with handsome shining foliage, attractive in

autumn with its male catkins
INDEX.

Alnobetula, 1. incisa, 12 rubra, 10
aurea, 12 japomru, 6 rubrinervia, 12.
barbata. 12 lacmiata, S, 12 rugosu, 11
commumi, 12 inaritima, o serrulata 11.
cordata, 7 Mitrhol liana, 2 tilvuea. 7
cordifoha, 7 oblongata, 5, 12 tiluefolia, 7
denticulata, 12. oregana, 10 tmetona, 9
firma, 3, 4, 0. oxyacanthifolia, 12 undulata, 1

glaura, 8 pendula, 1 viridis, 1, 2
glutinosa, 12 pinnatihda, 8 vulRans, 8, 12
unpenahs, 12 punfolia 7 yasha, 3
incana, 8, 9. rotundifolui, 12

A. Pistillate catkins terminal
,
inclosed during the winter

m the bud, opening m spring fr with broad mem-
branous wing winter-buds sessile with 2 or more
unequal scales (Alnobetula

)

B. Lvs ovate or elliptic, with fi-10 pairs of veins

1. viridis, DC (A. AlnoMtula
,
Hartig A undulAta,

Willd.). European Green Alder. Shrub, 2-6 ft. . lvs.

elliptic or ovate, to round-ovate, acute, usually nar-
rowed at the base, sharply serrulate, 1-2^ in long,

glutinous while young, bright green above, pale green
and glabrous beneath or pubescent on the veins stam-
inate catkins 2-3% in long; pistillate catkins with
glabrous or puberulous peduncles: cones 3-4, oblong,

bb FIs opening in early spring before the lvs
,
from

catkins formed the prtvious year and remaining
naked during the winter

c. Lvs. not plicate in the bud, green beneath, veins arch-

ing cones 1-fi, long-stalked.

6. japdnica, Sieb & Zucc (A firma, Hort
,
not Sieb &

Zucc ) Fig 161 Tree, 50-80 ft lvs cuneate, oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, sharply and irregularly serrulate,

glabrous at length, bearded in the axils of the veins

beneath, 2-6 in long cones 3-6, peduncled Japan.
G F. 6 315 (adapted in Fig 164) SIF 1*19—Tall,

pyramidal tree with dark green foliage, the largest and
perhaps the most beautiful of all alders.

7. cordata, Desf. (A cordifblia, Ten. A. tihdcea,

Hort ) Small tree, 20-50 ft * lvs cordate, ovate or

roundish, acuminate, 2-4 in long, bearded m the axils

beneath, glandular when young cones 1-3, ovoid,

about 1 in. long, peduncled, nutlets with narrow wing.

Italy, Caucasus L B C. 13 : 1231. G C. II 19:285 —
Round-headed tree with handsome, distinct foliage,

changing orange-yellow m autumn, resembling that of a
linden or pear, therefore sometimes called A. tilisefblia

or A. pynfblia, in gardens. Not quite hardy N.
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cc. Lvs. plicate in tht bud, the veins going straight to the

points of the larger teeth, cones short-

stalked or sessile.

D. Under side of Ivs glaucous, not bearded: cones sessile

or short-stalked.

8. inc&na, Willd Shrub or tree, to 60 ft : branches

{

jubesccnt lvs. oval or oblong-ovate, acute, 1%-A in

ong, doubly serrate, pubescent or nearly glabrous
beneath, cones 4-8

;
mostly sessile, lAm long. North-

ern hemisphere, in different varieties. H W. 2 . 13.

Var. glahca, Ait. (A. glaiica. Michx.). Shrub, to 12
ft. : lvs. often nearly glabrous beneath. N. Amer

,
Eu.

Em 251.

Var. vulg&ris, Spach Tree, to 50 ft.: lvs. usually
densely pubescent beneath cones 1 m long. Eu

,
Asia.

Var. pinnatffida, Spach (var lacimdta, Hort.). Lvs.
pmnately lobed or cleft, with dentate lobes.

9. tinct&ria, Sarg (A. incdna var hnctbna, Hort )

Fig 165 Tree, to 60 ft young branehlets glabrous or

slightly pubescent lvs. broadly ovate, 4-6 in long,

membranaceous, coarsely doubly serrate, slightly lobed,

glaucous and rufously pubescent on the veins beneath.
Japan GF 10*473 (adapted in Fig 165) SIF 1 19

(as var glauca) —Handsome ornamental tree of very
vigorous growth, with large foliage

10 rftbra, Bong. (A. oregAna, Nutt.). Tree, 40-50
ft lvs oblong-ovate, 3-5 in. long, crenate-serrate,

slightly lobed, revolute on the margin, nearly glabrous
beneath, petioles and veins orange-colored cones 6-8,

oblong. W. N. Amer. S S. 9:451 Nutt., N. Amer.
S. 1 9

dd. Under side of lvs. green or brownish green, usually

bearded.

E. Cones upper sessile

11. rugftsa, Spreng Smooth Alder Shrub, to 25
ft . young branehlets pubescent or nearly glabrous lvs

ovate or broadly elliptic to obovate, acute or obtuse,
2-5 in long, doubly serrate and often slight lv lobed,

beneath covered more or less with brownish pubescence
or glabrous cones 4-10, the upper sessile, 1 ho lower

short-stalked, ovoid, about lom long E X Amer
Mx 3 4 Vai serrul&ta, V inki (A s* rrulala, \\ llld )

Branehlets glabrous or nearly so l\s usually obo\atc,

obtuse, finely and doubly serrulate, glabrous or nearly
glabrous beneath. Em. 248 —By most European
botanists this variety is considered a distinct species,
but, though the extreme forms seem quite distinct, they
are connected by all kinds of intermediate forms. In
flower, A. rugosa is easily distinguished from A. incana

by the pistillate catkins which are upright in A. rugosa

,

nodding in A incana

ee. Cones all distinctly peduncled.

12. glutindsa, Gaertn (A vulgaris, Hill. A rotundi-

folia, Mill A tommiims, Desf ) Black Alder. Fig.

1 66 Tree, to 70 ft 1\ s. orbicular or obovate, rounded or

cmarginate at the apex, 2-5 in long, irregularly obtusely
serrate, with 5-7 pairs of \ ems, nearly glabrous beneath,
glutinous when unfolding cones distinctly peduncled.
Eu

,
N Afr

,
Asia, naturalized in some localities in N.

Amer HW 2 12 HT 140 —A vigorously grow-
ing tree with dark green, dull foliage, valuable for

planting in damp situations Commonly planted m
many forms Var ahrea, Versch Lvs yellow I H.
13 190 Var denticulUta, Lcdeb. (A oblongdta, Willd.).

L\s usually euneato, serrulate 8 Eu Var barb&ta,
Callier ( 1 barbata, C A Mey ). Lvs ovate, acute,
pubescent on the veins beneath Caucasus Var.
imperiahs, Desf Lvs deeply pmnately lobed with lan-

ceolate oi nearly linear lobes Var mcisa, Willd. (var.

oryacanlhifoha
,
Spach) Lvs small, deeply incised,

like those of ('ratjegus oxyacantha Var lacini&ta, Willd.
L\ -> pmnately lobed, lobes oblong Var. rubrinervia.
Dipp I.vs large and shining, with red nerves and
petioles pyramidal tree of vigorous growth, very
handsome

\ acuminata, 1!HK Tree hs, usually ovate and pubescent be-
nt uh, douolyserr. to Cent Amer .north toAm —A crernaatdgyne,
Rurkill Irte young branehlets glabrous, lvs oblong-obov ate,
gl ibrous, sharply serrate, 3-4 in long cones cyhndne, solitary on
si. nd< r pedum les, about l,a in long W China —Recently intro ,

prooibly not hardy N —A firma, Slob & Zucc (A Sieboldiana,
Mats ) Allied to A yasha Tree lvs ovate, or ovate-oblong,
mute, rounded at the base, with 10-15 pairs of veins, 3-5 in long,
tones about 1 m long, solitary on a peduncle JHm long Japan
.s I F 2 12 — .4 fruhedsa, Rupr. (A vindis var sibinca,
Regel) Alhed to A viridis Shrub lvs broadly ovate or elliptic-

mate, usually rounded at the ba^e, Dearly doubly or smuately
serrate Siberia, Corea—A hirsuta, Turcz (A incana var
hirsuta, Spach) Allied to A tinctoria Tree

,

young branehlets, and
petioles toniintO'.e lvs suborhicular to elliptic, acutish, dcntio-
ul ite and slightly lobed, ferrugmeously foment oso beneath Japan,
Mam buna —A jorulUnns, HBK Allied to A acuminata Lvs.
oblong-lanceolate, coarsely dentate Cent Amer —A mollis,

Fernnld Closely allied to A crispa Shrub or small tree branehlets
pubescent lvs pubescent beneath, 2-4 m long N E \nier

,
west

to Lake Winnipeg, south to Mass —A nltida, Endl Tree, to 108
ft lvs ovate to ovate-oblong, short-acuminate, not plicate, 3-4
in. long, entire or remotely serrulate, bright green and lustrous
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above, glabrous male catkins very slender, to 6 in long cones 2-4,
peduncled Himalayas li M 7054 —A oblongifolia, Torr Tree,
20-30 ft.: lvs oblong-ovate, cuneate, doubly serrate, 2-3 in long
strobiles y%-1 in long, poduncled N Mex and Anz SS 1 457 —
A occidentalis, l)ipp =A tenuifolia.

—

A. onentalis, Deone (A
barbata, Hort , not C A Mey A firma, Hort , not Sieb & Zucc A
macrophylla, Hort ) Allied to A « ordata Tree lvs ovate-oblong,
obtusely or crenatelv serrate, 2-5 in long, glabrous, with 8-10 pairs
of veins, cones ovoid, glutinous, x/i~l m Tong, nutlets without wing
Asia Minor—A pubfarena, Tsch (A glutinosa Xmcana) Lvs
roundish-ovate or obovate, irregularly serrate, pubescent beneath
Natural hybrid —A rhombifdha, Nutt Tree, 60-80 ft lvs cu-
neate, oval or ovate, 2-31-2 in long, finely serrate, yellowish green
and pubcrulous beneath strobiles oblong, peduncled W N Amer
SS !) 456 —A Sicboldicbm, Mats =A firma

—

A sinudta, Kydh
(A sitchensis, Sarg ) Allied to A viridis Shrub, 3-16 ft lvs
slightly lobed, serrulate, glahrous, thin W N Amer S S 14 727—
A Spaethn, Callier (A Japomca Xsubcordata) Tree lvs ovate-lance-
olate, sharply serrate, violet-purple when unfolding Of garden origin
A subcordata, C A Mey Tree, 30-50 ft lvs ovate or oblong-
ovate, rounded at the base, 2-0 in long, crenately or doubly serrate,
glabrous or sometimes pubescent beneath cones about 1 in long
nutlets with a narrow wing Caucasus

—

A tenuifolia, Nutt (A
lncana var viresceus, Wutu A occidentalis, Dipp ) Sma'l tree,
occasionally 30 ft lvs ov ate, 2-4 in long, slightly lobed and doubly
serrate, green and nearly glabrous beueath W N Amer S.
9 455 Alfred Rehder.
ALOCASIA (name made from Colocana) A race&

Warmhiouse foliage plants, with green, veined and
mottled, large hanging leaves.

Stem thick, short or assurgent, densely marked with
If.-scars, lvs with long sheathed petioles, the blade,

when young peltate,

when old usually sagit-

tate-cordate, the basal
lobes commonly more
or less united spathe
with the tube much
shorter than the blade,

ovoid or oblong, con-
volute, the blade ob-
long, usually boat-

Id shaped, spadix shorter
v than spathe — Stove
* foliage plants from E.
Asia, ( ompnsing about
40 species, in addition
to many hybrids Re-
lated to Caladium and
Colocasia, from which
separated by technical

fr. characters. See Monogr by Engler in De Candolle’s
Monographue Phancrogamarum, Vol. II

The species ot aloeasia grown m greenhouses have
foliage of great beauty and coloring and rank high
amongst ornamental foliage plants The leaves are
remarkable for their coloring, markings, size and shape,
some of them being ot a rich metallic coloring while
others are green and green-and-white with prominent
veimng. Alocasias are propagated by suckers or cut-

tings of the rhizomes, placed in small pots containing a
mixture of light fibrous peat and sand in equal pro-

E
ortaons, and plunged in a close frame or propagating-
ox with bottom heat They may also be grown from

seeds sown in 4-inch pots, in a light peaty soil in a tem-
perature of 75° F The month of March is the best time
for propagating and potting The evergreen species (as

A cuprea, A lonyiloba, A Lowu, A. Regina) thrive best

m a compost of two parts fibrous peat and sphagnum
moss and one part lumps of fibrous loam, to which should
be added a sprinkling of silver sand and a few nodules
of charcoal to keep the whole sweet The herbaceous
species (as A macrarhiza

)

do best in good fibrous loam
to which one-third of well-rotted cow-manure or pul-

verized sheep-manure has been added Perfect drain-

age of the pots is absolutely necessary, and, in potting,

the evergreen species should be coned up 2 or 3 inches
above the rim of the pot, and finished off with a sur-

facing of live sphagnum moss The season of active

growth begins about the first of March, when plants
should be given a temperature of 70° at night, with
a rise of 15° by day, and the atmosphere must be

167 Aloeasia Sandertana

kept m a humid condition. They should be given a
position free from drafts and direct sunlight They
require an abundance of water at the roots as the leaves
develop, and aie greatly benefited by an occasional
watering of clear liquid sheep- or cow-manure. To
secure the best development of the leaves, heavy
syringing should be avoided, but frequent spraying on
all fine days with an atomizer sprayer is very beneficial

Towards winter the humidity of the atmosphere and
the supply of water to the roots should be reduced with
the evergreen species, and gradually withheld alto-

gether as the leaves mature, with the herbaceous
species The temperature during winter should not
fall below 00°. (E J Canning )

argyraa, 13
bataviensis, 13
Chantnen, 13
Chelaonn, 13
cuprea, 12
gtgantea, 6
gtgas, 13
tlluatris, 13
intermedia, 13
Jenningan, 13
Johnatorm, 13

La Salhana, 13
Lindenu, 5
iongiloba, 6
Low n, 7
Luciana, 13
matrorhiza, 11
Marahalln, 13
metallica, 12
mortefontamenai8, 13
pnneepa, 1

Pucciana, 13

PutZLytu, 8
Regina, 13
Sanderiana, 2
Sedenit, 13
Tlnbautiana, 9
Van Houtlet, 13
varngata, 11
Vcitchu, 10
Villeneuvei, 4
molacea, 13
zebnna, 3

a Lvs distinctly notched or undulate on the margin

1 princeps, Nichols Lvs sagittate, the basal lobes

narrow and spreading, the margins deep-sinuate, upper
surface olive-green, with darker veins, the under lighter

colored, with brown veins and margin, petioles brown-
spotted, slender E Indies

2 Sanderiana, Bull Fig 167 Lvs long-sagittate,

w ith deeply notched margin, the basal lobes wide-spread-
ing, deep glossy green with metallic reflection, with
prominent white margins and veins, petioles brownish
and striped Philippines Gng 6 84 (i Z 28, p 267
JH III 45 173 —One of the best of recent intro-

ductions Runs into various forms, and has entered
largely into cult hybrids

aa Lvs plain and entire on the margin

b Markings chiefly on the petioles, the blades green.

3 zebrina, Koch & Veitch Lvs triangular-sagittate,

the margin somewhat repand, the front lobe oblong-

triangular, cuspidate, the basal lobes obtuse, petioles

beautifully marked with large zigzag bands of green

Philippines FS 15 1511-2

4 Villeneuvei, Lmd &Rod Lvs sagittate-ovate, the

veins of lighter green and prominent, basal lobes very
unequal, petioles spotted with chocolate-brown Large
Borneo 1 H 34 21 —Named for de Villeneuve, Brazil-

ian ambassador to Belgium

bb. Markings or coloration chiefly on the If -blades.

c Veins and midrib light yellow.

5 Llndenii, Rod Lvs cordate-ovate, long-pointed,

8-12 m. long, bright green, with yellowish veins curving

off from the midrib and vanishing near the margin,
petioles nearly white New Guinea I H 33 603 —
Bruised lvs emit a strong odor.

uc. Veins and midrib white or silvery.

d Midrib and primary wives not bordered

6 longfloba, Miq (A gigantea, Hort) Petioles 2 ft,

greenish white, mottled purple; blade sagittate, 18 in.

long, the basal lobes very long and erect, the upper sur-

face green, with silvery or gray bands along veins and
midrib, the under surface light purple. Java.

7. Ldwii, Hook. Petioles 2-3 ft
,
rose-color; blade nar-

row-ovate, 18 m long and a third as wide, long-pointed,

the basal lobes long-acute, upper surface olive-green,

with very distinct silvery bands, under surface rich

purple Borneo , HF III 9’ pi 6 FS 21:2204.

B.M. 5376. A.F. 11:559 (aa var. grandis).
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DD. Midrib and piimnry nerve* bordered with pale or
(jra q-qi et it

8 Putzdysii, N ft Hi Much like .1 lonqiloba lvs
broader (oval-sagittate), daik metallic gieen, promi-
nently veined and boidued \\ lut i*, the petioles pale n*d-
puiple, under sutlaee dark puiple Sumatra 1 II

29 139 GO II 19 501 — I^loi r* brilliant than A
lonqiloba, and has wider spaces between the \eins

9 Thibaututna, Mast Petioles 3 ft
,
greenish, blade

2 ft long and 18-20 m broad, ovate-cordate, the basal
lobes broad and rounded, olive-green, with broad silvery

veins and rib, the under sin face deep purple Borneo.
Cl C III 17 4So I 11 2S 419 GZ 25, p 265

10

Veitchn, Sr hott Resembles A Loiru, Hook
,
in

shape and giound-i oloi
, but the midrib and pi unary

veins are boideied with gra\-gieen, the Meondaiv
veins whitish and the petiole gicen-stnped Java.
B.M 5497 (as A Louni vai pula)

<’('(' Vans u'htfr anil If hloti hid and mottled

14 macrorhiza, S< hott Large, le.ehmg 10 or 15 ft :

If -bladi s 3 ft long, long-sagittate and pointed, the lobes

short and obtuse, m irgm olten somewhat vvav>, the
nndnb \erv bioad and conspicuous, tin* blotches or
patches oi green and white (m the \ar varieqdta

,
G W.

15, p 339, which is the common foim) ver\ sinking.
Ce>lon l 11 S 305 ()m of the commonest species.

Lvs sometimes almost white

( < < c Vims dark or purple, or the If daih-eolored

12 eftprea, Koch ( 1 nv tallica, Schott ) Fig 108 Peti-

oles 2 ft or less long, giecn, blade o\ ate and peltate,

IS x 12 in
,
not died at the base and cuspidate 1 at the

point, dark metallic green with darker rib and veins,

the undei side nch puiple Borneo B M 5190 I II.

8-283 G19-413 F S 21 2208 9 Lowe, 00 On.
50 336 —One of the best, and common

13 Regina, N ft Bi L\s thick, ovate-cordate, ob-
tuse or cuspidate, the basal lobes short and nearly or
quite obtuse*, the libs and veins beneath pubescent,
somewhat fleshy, daik green above with darker veins

and brown-purple beneath, petioles terete, pubescent
spotted purple. Borneo III 32:544 —'Several cult,

varieties and hybrids aio m the trade in this country
A aiqyiaa, Sander, lvs large, dark green with a silvorv

sheen, hastate-laneeolate (O \\ 15 312), hybrid of

longiloba x Pucciana, A bataintnsi*, petiole dark pur-

ple, If -blade dark green, A Chanfribri (raised by Chan-
trier Bros

,
Mortefontame, Branco), hybrid of euprea x

Sanderiana, with long wavy lvs
,
purple below and

prominently white-veined (III 35.64 RII 1887, p
465), A ChtLsonu, euprea x longiloba, with lvs purple
below and green above, A qifjas, much like Villeneuvei,
A intermedia, hybrid by Veiteh 25 years ago ((1 2 61
GW 15, p 311 ft 181)9, p 80), A La Salhana, A.
Liu ubia, Thibautiana x Putzcysi, with lvs dark green
above and whitish veins and margins, purple beneath
(I II 34 27), A moittfontainhusis, Low a x Sanderiana;
A l*an tana, Putzevsi x Thibautiana, A Stdenn,
euprea x Lowm, w'lth ovate-peltate lvs purple beneath
and white-veined above (1 11 24 292), A. Van Houltei.
The following names are also in our trade A illus-

/m=Coloeasia antiquorum
,
A Jenninysu=Colocasia

afhius, A Jdhnstona *=- CJyi tosperma Johnstonn, A.
Mai slidIhi—VoliieiMii Marchallu, A violacea=*Colo-
casia antiquorum( v

)

The following may bo expected to appear in the American
trade A Augudimann , land & Hod Lvt peltate and wavy,
Kntn abovt and la low, ith pale nerves, the petioles brown-
spotti d, ,vlli< d to \ 7< bruui 1 II 33 593 New Guinea (?)

—

A.
Curhtu, N H Hr Pftiolcs 3 ft or It ss, purple-liarrcd If -blade 20
in or Its-, and hilt as wide, shining grt<ri and gray-ribbed above,
dec p purple bene ith Pi u mg — 4 Desmetxuna, Iiort Lvs elon-
gated, h* irt-shaptd and ‘-muate, petiole spotted —A fminens,
N I' Hr Lv- pelt it e, tin blade 2 ft or less long and nearly half
as bio td purple beneath, gr< eii and light-veined abovt, petioles

5 f* oi less, birred 1 Indus - grdndis, N E Br Large lvn

2 It or It ss long, <>v it* -s igittatc
, half as broad, blaek-green below,

bright gritn abovr, pttiohs 1 ft or less, blackish E Indies —A
guttdtn N E Br.var imp* ruths, N E Br Lvs sagittate, acute,
1 1

1 ft or less long and h ilf as broad, purple bent ith, brown-green
and dark-bloleiu d abovt Borneo I II 31 541 — 4 indtea,

Schott •» ft or more, -tout and fit shy lvs often 3 ft at ross, ovate-
coni, itt, bright grttn on both 'ides E Indies F S 21 2206 (as A.
plumljca) — 1 Mdrgni ltd

,

1 md A. Rod Lvs 'lightly peltate, wavy,
sliming grei n with bl itki'h midrib, the vtiti' and brownish petioles

pub* sunt Ntvv Guinea I II 3 3 011 - -A mnrgindta Saul to
nave come from Brizil Lv' 2 ft or less long and very broad,
slightly wavy, rounded and short-pointed, pale green, striped and
mottled with purple, petioles brown-marked —A MicholitzxAna,

Hoit lvs irrow-'hnped, vdvety, the margins wavy, the midnb
white M .lay-la (!(' Ill 51 Suppl May 25, p XVI —A oddra,

Koch I tinning a trunk lvs s lgittate-ovate, the margin slightly

undulate, up to 3 ft long on long petioles ,1 II III 42 3*13 —A,
pi itmin a, Hort =A grande (’) - l rears i, N E Br Dwarf and
compact, the petm’es 6 in long, blade less than 1 ft long, bright
gri on with rib and nerv* s olivt-green BM 7498 Philippines—
A Itmlu/asuinn Vndr4 A Tlninutun i y A Regina —A Sanderidna
\ar gnndau mu*, Rod Lvs w ivy-margined, purple and blotched
bene ith I H 13 t>5 —A <*<al>rim> uh, N F Br Lvs spreading,
not eleflexod, sagittate an*I not peltate, shining green above and
pa'er be neath Borneo -1 sinunfn, N E J3r Lvs sagittate and
sinuate, elark green above with lighter areas and whitish green
below Philippines — 1 %peridot lit, Hort G 22 171 —A Wad-
suniana, Hort =A Pulleys* —4 Wcnrtniana, Mast Lvs erect,

toothed, not sagittate, lineeolate and long-pointed, dark green,
p* ,ieile s purple-spotted, winged GC III 23 243 FE 10 886.
Gn 55 183 Celebes. L H B

George V. NASH.t

ALOE (Arabic name) iAhacear, tribe Alolneip

Acauloseent or variously caulescent perennial succulents

Leaves often large, usually crowded in rosettes or

along end of st (Is rod or yellow, often paler-striped,

straight, tubular (ftig 169), with
short straight limb, equaled or sur- 5/,

passed by the stamens —Afr
,
espe-

eially in the Cape region, 1 species

about the Medit and extensively

naturalized in all warmer parts of the r u
world, and 1 m China Plants of the

//
eoolhouse, best planted out in a w'ell- SnV

drained place in summer, when they v / /jllM
flower prettily \\
The geneiu or scientific name Aloe /^T^nup.

is a Latinized form of an Arabic /T/lwT
name .Vs an English word it is pro-

nouneed in two syllables, thus Ai-oe. Flowers of
Popularly this word is loosely used, an aloe,

tin* common Ainenean aloe being
Aqave amerieana, the commonest “century plant.

The “bitter aloes” of commerce is a resinous juice much
used as a laxative The best quality is called “Soco-

trinc or Zanzibar aloes,” a product of A Perryi, which
was known bv the Greeks of the fourth century B C to

come from the island of Socotra The “Barbadoes
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aloes” is the product of A vera, a species much planted

in the West Indies. Genera allied to Aloe are Apicra,

Gastena, Haworthia, Pachidendron, and Phylloma.
The group is difficult for the botanist, there being few
authentic specimens in the herbaria, because of the large

size of the plants, the infrequent flowering, and the

difficulty of suitably drying them Monograph by
Alwm Berger in Das Pflanzenreich, 1908, lift 33

Propagation is by seed, which usually is not true to

name, and by suckers or cuttings well dried-off Branch-
ing for this purpose

170. A food jkJwSi aloe,
lent piante for their

showing the offsets. !'? r
.
sh an(i

rugged habit Fig.

170. They are often grouped about large public budd-
ings, where they emphasize certain architectural fea-

tures. Large collections are to be seen only in botanic
gardens and m the collections of a few fanciers The
largest dealer has nearly one hundred kinds, but grows
only five or six kinds m quantity

Old plants of Aloe will keep healthy for several vcais
in the same pots without a renewal of soil, and flower

freely at the same time. The soil most suited to their

needs is sandy loam three parts, him nibble and broken
brick one part, with a little decayed manure to strengthen

the mixture Very firm potting is necessary Drainage
is a more important item than soil, and must be per-

fectly arranged to enable the surplus waiter to run freely

from the soil Broken bucks are preferable to pieces of

pots, large pieces for the bottom of the pot oi tub, and
smaller pieces above, till the List lajer is quite fine.

Some of the species need fleer rooting conditions than
others. A ciharis will grow from 5 to 7 feet m a season
A abyssmica is of robust growth, and differs from
most others in the color of the flowers, which are pure
yellow, the others being mostly orange and orange-
scarlet. A. plicatilis makes an ornamental tub plant
when 4 or 5 feet high Except during the period in which
the species are in active growth, they need very little

water, the principal idea being to keep the soil sweet
and porous even when m growth. At all times the

air of the house bhould be as dry as possible, full sun-
shine not hurting them. Propagation is by seeds, suck-
ers and cuttings The arborescent kinds should be
rooted after they have completed growth Dust over
the cut part of the cutting with powdered charcoal and
dry in sunshine before putting it in to root Insert

singly in as small pots as they will go into, and plunge
in a sand-bed Very little moisture is necessary while
rooting. (G. W. Oliver )

abyssimea, 23, 25
acuminata, 6.

afneana, 40
agavefoiia, 22.
albispma, 33
albo-cmcta, 12
albopxcta, 25
arborea, 38
arborescena, 38.
anstata, 5.

Atherstorm, 39
auranttaca, 28

Bainesn, 49
bamanywalensm, II

barbadtnms, 21
Barber*, 49
Bannn, 15
Bcdinghauaxx, 5
Beguxnxx, 5
Bolusn, 40
Bortiana, 12
brachyphylla, 13
brevxfolia, 35
Camperx, 23.

candelabrum, 41
ckineusis, 21
Chludomxx, 5
ciliariB, 27
Commchrm, 33
commutata, 19
Coopen, 1

cornuta, 25
cyanea, 6
de Larin, 27
Derbetzix, 12
De8metuina, 10

INDEX, CONTINUED.

dichotoma, 48. Luntn, 30 Rebuilt, 10
distans, 35 Lynchxx, 12. rhodacantha, 9
disticha, 13, 50 Macilenta, 6 rhodocmcta, 12
drepanophylla, 44 Macowann, 28 rubescens, 21
eckmata, 6 macracantha, 14. rubroviolacea, 42
elegans, 24 maerocarpa, 16 Saimdyckiana, 43
clongata, 21 maculata, 18, 25 eaponana, 13, 18.

erocta, 25. maculosa, 13 saxigena, 36
Eru 25 major, 16 Schmidtxana, 1.

erythroearpa, 46 micracantha, 2 Schxmperx, 12
ferox, 47 minima, 3 Schanlandtt, 12.
flabclhformis. 50 mxtra formxa, 35 semiguttata, 6.

Flanaganu, 27 mitriformis, 33, 34, serrulata, 11.

flam, 21 35 Sxmonxana, 5.
fl&vispinn, 33 montana, 48 sxnuata, 37
fruteseeus, 38 mortolensxs, 10 amaragdxna, 10
fruiicosa, 38 muricata, 9, 47 aoccotrtna, 36, 37.
fulgens, 43 natalcnsis, 38 sorona, 32
Galpxmx, 46 nobdiu

, 34 epeciona, 45
glauca, 9, 25 Nowatnyx, 5 spxrata, 25
grandidentata, 20 obseura, 18 apxno&xasxma, 6
Clrcenn, 17 officinalis, 21 spinulo^a, 33
Grusonn, 6 ohgospc lla, 12 stenophylla, 12
Hunbunana 12 pachyphylla, 31 striata, 12
Haivorthu, 10 pac'hythyrsu, 38 striatula, 28
Hemet, 6 panttulala, 12 suberecta, 6
Hildcbrandtn, 29 parvifolia, 5 subferox, 47
Hookeri, 25 parvi-punctata, 25 subtubcrrulata, 6.

homda, 47 Paxxx, 12 auceotnna, 36
Hoyerx, 11 Feacocku, 23 supralsevis, 46
hunulis, 6 perfectior, 5 Tidmandm, 27
xmbrxcata, 10 perfoliata, 0, 11, 13, Todarx, 6
ineurva, 0 18, 21, 35, 36, 37, tricolor, 19
xndua, 21 38, 47 Ucnse, 38
lncrnus, 30 Perryi, 26 umbdlata, 13
%n8xgni8, 6 picta, 18 vanegata, 10
Kirkii, 31 platyphylla, 15 Varvarn, 43
kmpliofiuidcs, 4 plicatilis, 50 vern, 21, 36
htecoccxnea, 6 pluridena, 39 virens, 7

Lanz<e, 21 pratensis, 8 vindifolia, 38
Lapaixn, 5 prorumpena, 5 vulgaris, 21, 23
latifolia, 13 pseudoferox, 47 Wxnterx, 43
leiophylla, 5 pseudopxcta, 18 xanthacantha, 33
leptophylla, 12 punctata, 10 xanthostachya, 47.
hnguiformis, 50 purpurasccns, 37 rebnna, 15
lonyiaristata, 5 Quehlxx, 5 Zeyherx, 49
Lugardiana, 15 rarnosa, 37

a Lvs clustered, rather few and thin, flaccidly erect,

linear, concave, smooth, finely serrulate st very

short infl unbranchcd, fis oblong or narrowed
upward, stamen* included (1~4 )

b. Raceme short, pedicels elongated
, fis with distinct segms.

c Lvs 2-ranked,

1 Codperi, Baker (.1 Schmultiana, Kegel) Some-
what cespitose lvs 1-2 \ 12 10 in, faintly striate,

somewhat white-blotched mfl 1-2 ft lngh.fls nodding,
iy~l Yi in long, yellowish or gieemsh white, rosy at

base, with distinct green-tipped segm Cape B M
6377 Gt 970 Lyon Iloit 22, p 305 W oou & Evans,
Natal PI 41

cc Lvs spirally arranged

2 micrac&ntha, Haw Lvs YxlS in infl l ft

high; fis nodding, \\i~\ 3^ in long; red, the distinct

segm green above or t ipped and lined with green. Cape.
B M 2272 Salm, Aloe §21, f 1

3 minima, Baker Lvs y x 6-8 in mfl 6-12 or
even 30 in high; fis spreading, %-\% m long, green-
ish white or the distinct segm. rosy tinged Cape
Hook Icon. 2423. Wood, Natal PI 338

bb. Raceme elongated; pedicels short; fis, spreading or

ascending * lvs. spirally arranged.

4 kniphofioldes, Baker Lvs x 12-15 in infl.

2 ft high, fls ascending, \yx m long, pale red, with
very short segm and long tube. Cape. Hook. Icon.

1939.

aa Tjvs spirally rosulaie (3-ranked m A vanegata),

fleshy, acute or pungent stamens little protruded (5-26 )

b. Plants small lvs 3-8 in. long: st never tall mfl.
racemose; pedicels long; fls nearly cyhndncal

c. The lvs. bristle-tipped, soft-toothed and warty: raceme
rather short.

5. arist&ta, Haw. (A. longianstdta, R. & S ). Lvs.

erect, triangular-lanceolate, % x 3-4 m., with a whip-
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like apical thread, white-warty in transverse lines ori

the back and with rather small close white marginal
teeth infl 1-1 Yi ft high, fls. 1)4 in long, reddish
yellow, the moderately long tube somewhat constricted

above the base Cape Gt 1883, p 151. Salm, Aloe

§15, f. 7. Lyon Hort 22, 307 Berger 61.—In aspect

resembling Haworthia Varies in a nearly smooth-
lvd form, var leiophylla, Baker, and a gray-lvd form
with 2-ranked tubercles, var parvifdlia, Baker. Hybrids
are 1 A xprorumpens, Berger, A xBeguinu, Hort, A
Xperftctior, Berger, A xCkludbmn, Begum, A.xLav-
alxu, Hadl

,
A. xQdehln

,
ltadl

,
A x Nowdtnyi, Radi

,

A X Bedinghausn, Radi
,
and A. x Simomarui, Deleuil

All are known or nelieved to be crosses with species of

the related genus G aster la

cc. The Ivs not bristle-tipped, rather coarsely toothed
,

sometimes warty

d Teeth pale, racemes rather long.

6 hhmilis, Haw (A perfohdta hiinnlis, Linn.) Lvs.
suberect, rather incurved, triangular-lanceolate, % x 4
in

,
gradually acute, somewhat striate, sharply white-

tuberculate, at least on the back, and with rather
close large white marginal ti*eth infl 1)4-2 ft high:
fls IL2 in long, red or yellowish, the green-tipped
segm distinct nearl> to the base. Cape Salm, Aloe
§15, f 1 —With somewhat the habit of Haworthia
Varies from the narrow green-lvd t>pe into glaucous
forms of this, wuth rather thicker 1\ s ,

var incurva, Ilaw
(A incurva

,
Haw ), B M 828, Salm, Aloe §15, f 3,

and rather thin, more conca\ e lvs
,
\ ar echinlta, Baker

(A echinata, \\ llld ), Salm, Aloe §15, f 2, Berger
64,65, and one with purplish Iv^

,
vat macilenta,

Baker, as well as a broader-hd glaucous large form,
var. suber£cta, Baker (A s ubtrrcta, Haw A acumi-
tdta major, Salm-Dych), which is sometimes white-
mottled, var semiguttita, Haw

,
a moderately large

broad-lvd form, \ai acuminata, Baker (A acuminata,
Haw

,
A suberhta, Haw ), B M 757, and a small blue-

glaucous form with closer prickles and smaller warts,
var subtubercul&ta, Baker (A subtulxrculnta, Haw )

Hybrids are A x mitgitis, Blown (A hunultsxA dre-

panophylla), A x spvwsisnma, Hort (A hutmlvs echi-

nata x A arboresenis pm hythyrsa), A X cyanea, Hort (A.
humilis incurva x A at barescorts frufesiens), A X Toddu,
Borzi, (A Todan pro cox, Borzi,) A xGrusbmi, Henze,
Monatschr Kakteenk 11

, p 57 (A h annln x A Bclnm-
pen), A X Henzn, Hort (A Grusonn x A varicyata),

and perhaps A x IrUcoctUua

7 vlrens, Haw Lvs curved, spreading, triangular,

about 1x8 in, somewhat mottled or also lined, not
warty, with lather distant, coaise, white, marginal
teeth infl about 2 ft high, fls 1 1 2

-‘2 in long, red, the
tube longer than the paler green-t ipped sometimes
very short segm Cape B M 1355 Salm, Aloe §15,

f 8 Berg?r 62, 63 Joum et FI des Jard 1832, 20.

on. Teeth dark racemes short.

8 prate^sis, Baker Acaulescent lvs erect-spread-
ing, 1-2 x 4-6 in

,
acute, striate, with large chestnut or

blackish p»ickles on the margin and toward the top of

the back, infl. 1 )4 It. high, fls. 1*4~1 )4 in loug, yel-

lowish red, the distinct segm. green-tipped. Cape.
B.M 6705 Berger 67.

9 glahsa, Mill (A. rhodaedntha, DC.) Shortly
caulescent' lvs erect-spreading, 134-2x6-8 in, acu-
minate, somewhat white-lined, with close strong reddish

E
rickles on margin and back at apex: infl 2-2)4 ft.

lgh; fls 1)4 in. long, red, the nearly distinct segm.
somewhat paler and green at tip Cape. Salm, Aloe
§17, f. 2 DC

,
PI. Gr 44. B M. 1278 —This pale-lvd.,

alwi ys strongly armed species varies in a distinctly

caulescent less glaucous form with even larger prickles,

var. muric&ta, Baker (A munedta, Schult., A glaiica

spinbsior, Haw )

.

17

ccc. The lvs. not bristle-tipped or warty, minutely toothed

or merely rough-edged pedicels rather short.

10 varieg&ta, Linn (A punctdta, Ilaw.). At length
with a leafy st 6-9 in high lvs green, ascending, in 3
close oblique ranks, about 1 x 2-5 m

,
triangular,

v-shaped, abruptly acute, crossed by bands of elon-

gated white blotches, edged and keeled by cartilaginous

warty, or toward the tip serrate rather than toothed,

white borders infl about 1 ft high, fls l)4~l)4 in

long, red, the green-nerved segrns rather shorter than
the nearly cylindrical tube Cape B M 513. DC

,
PI

Gr 21. Salm, Aloe §20, f 2 Berger 68. G Z 4 92.

Wien 111 Gart Zeit 1901, p 122 Gt. 29, p 25.

Mordaunt, Hb 2 90 Lyon Hort 21, p 62, 22, p 307.

Deutsch Tiefsee-Kxped 2 124 1’E 8 98—Inhabit
resembling Haworthia Varies in a form with broader
lvs with smaller less banded blotches, var Haw6rthii,
Berger Hybrids A ? smuragdina, Hort (A vanegata x
Gastena cnrulicani*), A x Rebuilt, Hort (A vanegata X
Gaslerin , ^p ), A x Desmetidnn

,
Hort (A. vanegata

x

humilis echinata minor)
,
A X imhruhla, Hort (A vane-

gata or A scmilala x
‘

f
), A xmorlnlensis (A vanegata x

Gastena acinaciforrms)

11 serrul&ta, Ilaw (A perjolidla serruldta
,
Ait).

Fig 171 At length short-std lvs somewhat glaucous,

rather spirally arranged and spre vling, 2x8 in
,
ovate,

nearly flat above, with scattered elongated white
blotches and serrulate white margin and keel infl 1)4
ft high; fls 1)4-2 m long, red, the green-nerved
segms scarcely equaling the somewhat constricted tube.

Cape B M 1415. Salm, Aloe §20, f 1 Berger 68.

Hybrids A x 116yen, Radi (“A semdata x Lomalo-
phyllum barboracum” <?

)

bb. Plants moderately large tvs G or 8 to mostly 12-20
in long, smooth st never tall mjl usually

branched on strong plants, Jls saccate at base, then

constricted, or m the last two less saccate, and
vndened above the constriction ; filaments little if

at all evserted

c. The lvs unarmed mil compoundly corymbose, with
very short ract mes.

12 stri&ta, Haw (A paniculdta, Jacq. A dlbo-

dneta, Haw ) Nearly simple lvs upcurved-spreading,
4-6x15-20 in, triangulai -oblong, pale or reddish,

somewhat pruinose, striate, with entire white carti-

laginous margin infl 2-3 ft high, ample; fls 1)4 in.

long, red or yellowish, the pale-tipped segms. much
shorter than tin* tube Cape Jacq Fragm. 02 G C.
Ill 36 423 Beiger 69—
Varies m a form with red-

margined lvs
,
vai rhodo-

cincta, Hoit (.1 Hanbun-
dna, Naudm), G W 3, p.

553, and a form with wlnte-
blotehed lvs

,
var oligo-

speila, Baker, B M 5210.
Hybrids A x Scliimperi,

Tod
,
Hort Pan 16, Ax

Borhdna, Terr
,
A x Schcen-

Idndn
,

Baker; A xPdxu,
Terr

;
A xLynchn, Baker,

G C III 29: 199; A. x Der-
bltzn, Hort ;A xlcptophylla,

Brown, B M. 7624, Berger

70, and a narrower - lvd m . Al^eserrulata. (nTTiT
form of it, var stenophylla,

Baker Unnamed hybrids w ith A saponaria are known,
and A. x Sclumpen has been reerossed with A. striata.

cc. The lvs. toothed infl simply corymbose, or

unbranched when poorly developed.

d Racemes short

13. sapon&ria, Haw (A perfohdta saponana, Ait. A.
sapondna minor, Haw A dlsticha, Mill A x maculdsa,

Lam. A. umbellata, Salm.-Dyck A. umbellata minor,
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DC.). Cespitosely clustered' lvs ascending or spread-
ing, lance-oblong, acuminate, 2 x 6-8 in

,
often reddish,

glaucous, faintly striate, with pale blotches more or
less m transverse bands, the large, marginal, confluent
teeth brown mfl 1y~2y ft high, commonly branched,
fls. m - long, red, the paler more or less green
segms. much shorter than the tube Cape Wood &
Evans, Natal PI. 100. B M 1460. DC ,

PI Gi 98,

Salm, Aloe §23, f. 1 Berger 71, 72 Lyon Hort 22,

p. 305 Lam
,
Encycl. 236.—Vanes in a dwarf form

with lvs scarcely 4 in long, var brachyphylla, Baker,
and a larger greener-lvd form, var latifdha, Haw.
(A. latifdlia, Haw. A. sapondria major, Linn. A.
umbelldta mdjor, DC.) Salm, Aloe §23, f. 3. B M.
1346.

dd. Racemes more elongated.

14 macracfmtha, Baker Simple, becoming caules-

cent' lvs recurving, lance-oblong, 3-5x12-18 in,
striate and irregularly somewhat white-blotched, with
large, yellow-brown, distinct marginal teeth infl 1-2

ft. high, fls m long, greenish yellow or orange, the
segms half as long as the tube Cape B M 6580.

15 zebrina, Baker (A platypfn/lla, Baker A.
Lugardidna, Baker A Baiimu, Engl & Gilg A.
bamangwatensis, Schoenl ) Somewhat clustered lvs

erect-spreading with recurved acute tips, 2 1 ix6-12
in

,
lance-oblong, often reddish, dull, at hrst plumose,

striate and with elongated pale blotehes more or less

in transverse bands, the sinuate margin with confluent
large red- or brown-tipped teeth mfl 3-4 ft high, fls

iy in long, red, the nerved segms shorter than the
tube Trop Afr Baum, Kunene-Sambesi Exped

,
90.

GC. Ill 35 226 BM 7948 Berger 75

16 macroc&rpa, Tod. Cespitose lvs spreading,
gradually pointed, 2 \ 8-15 in, broadly triangular-
oblong, pale, striate, mottled in trans\erse band-., with
irregular, small, confluent, brown-tipped • maigmal
prickles mfl 2 ft high, fls 1 in long, light led, the
nerved segms shot ter than the tube Trop \tr Tod,
Hort Pan 9 Berger 76—A laigei \b\ssmian fotrn^

with fls becomingly in long, isvai major, Beiger

17. Gre£nu, Baker Lvs spreading, concave, acute,

3x15-18 in, lance-oblong, glossy green, striate and
with elongated pale blotehes confluent in lingular
cross-bands, the sinuate margin with confluent, moder-
ately large, frequently paired, brown upturved teeth

infl 1^-4 ft high, fls 1-1 1

8 m long, dull red, the
segms much shorter than the tube Natal BM 6520

18 obscitra, Mill (A pcrfohdta obstura
,
Ait A.

sapondria obstura, Haw A p'uta, Thunb. A pitta

mdjor, Willd A maculdta, Desf ) Lvs in a compact
rosette, 2J4~3 x 8 in

,
triangular-lanceolate, green,

striate and with scattered small pale blotches, the
sinuate, narrowly cartilaginous margin with rather
short and close red-tipped teeth • mfl simple or forked.

2H-3 ft. high, fls. iy in long, red, the nerved
segms about equaling the tube Cape region DC,
PI. Gr. 97 B M 1323 Salm, Aloe §23, f. 2 Dillemus,
Eltham. 15. Allgem. Deutsch Gart. Mag 6.17.
Hybrid: A x pseudopicta, Berger

19. commuteta, Tod Lvs. as in A . saponana but with
somewhat recurved apex and weaker green-based

g
nckles, 1 y~2 x 6 m infl few-branched, 3 ft high;
s. campanulately widened, 1 y m long, light red, the

nerved segms. shorter than the tube Cape region(? ).

Tod
,
Hort. Pan 18. Berger 77 —Varies in a form with

the reddish lvs scarcely yin wide and more conspicu-
ously white-banded, var. tricolor, Berger (A tricolor,

Baker) B.M. 6324.

20. grandident&ta, Salm -Dyck Lvs recurved-
spreadmg, 2y-3 x 12-18 in

,
lance-oblong, pale, striate

and with elongated pale blotches confluent beneath into
transverse bands, the sinuate margin with rather dis-

tant, large, smoky teeth: mfl. 2-3 ft high, fls. iy in.

long, rosy, the segms about equaling the campanulately
widened tube Cape region Salm, Aloe §23, f. 4,

Berger 77.

bub. Plants rather large lvs. lfi-SO in. long, smooth:
si rarely tall (0 ft. in one form of A Era) infl.

usually simply pamcled or snbeorymbose, fls.

noi saccate

21 vera, Linn (.1 peifohdta vbra, Linn A elongdta,

Murr. A barbadensis, Mill A. vvlgdris, Lam A.
fldva, Peis) C< spito.se, the sts at length 1-1 y ft.

high lvs suberect or spt ending, gradually narrowed
fiom the base, pule, 2-3 \ 12-20 in

,
lnegularly white-

blotched and nariow when young and 2-ranked on
offsets, the repand m.ugin with weak pale prickles,

infl 2-3 It high, often simple, fls 1 in long, yellow, the
segms about equaling tin 4 oblong tube Medit region

and intro genet ally tluough the tropics Fiori <fc

Paoletti, FI lt.il 1, p 200 Sibthoipe, FI Gnrea, 311.

Salm, \loe §18, f 2 Stephenson A Churchill, Med.
Bot

,
109 Bentley A Tuition, Med PI 282 Berger 84.

—The source of “Batbados aloes” Vanes in a large

Aiabian fotm with broader l\s, taller infl, and fls

shading into orange, var officinalis, Baker (A.

officinalis, Foisk
,
A inlusnns, DC), DC, PI Gr.

15, a stnallei Asiatic toun with red-tinged fls, var.

chinensis (1 indiut, Hovlo A chinensi s, Baker),
B M 6301, and a hardier garden form of this, var.

Lanzae, Beiger (.1 Lanza, Tod ), Tod ,
Hort Pan 39.

Berger 8

1

22 agavefblia, Tod Little caulescent or cespitose:

lvs recurved-spreading, concave, gradually narrowed,
rather thin, 3 6 \ 18 20 in, with scattered, small,

oblong, pale blotehes, the m.ugin with largo triangular

hooked pnokles mil 3 tt high, pamelid, fls 1-1 y in

long, dull red, the gioon, pile-margined segms about
equaling tin 4 const noted tube 'flop Air Tod

,
Hort.

Pun 23

23 abyssiniea, ham (.1 vulgans abyssiniea, DC.
A ahyssmua Pan m Lu, B ikei 1 Pnn at ku, Beiger &
Sdnim A (’ampin, Schweinf ) S<aiool\ clustered,

acaulestont lvs at lust ast t ndmg, giadu dlv narrowed,
rut hoi sh.up-pomted, 1-6 \ 12- !0 in

,
pah 4

,
not mottled,

with rat In i small, confluuit, deltoid, reddish marginal
pnokles mil 3 tt high, du hotoinouAy tow-branched;
fls 1

1 j— 1 y in long, v ellow or oiange, the segms rather
bhoiter than the slight lv nariow ed tula 4 'Prop Afr
Salm, Aloe §18, f 1 DC, PI Gr 27 BM 6620.

Beiger 87, 88

24 elegans, 'Pod
,

differs mainly in having more
elongated racemes

25 Eru, Berger (A altgsst nira, Baker) St branched,
scarcely 2 ft high lvs n eutv ing, voiy fleshy, 1 y-3 x
16-34 in

,
pale, somewhat glosw, with elongated white

blotehes, the repand muigin with huge reddish-tipped

teeth mfl 3-6 ft high, diehotomouslv blanched, fls

campanulate, scarcelv bin long, yellow or orange,

the segms longer than the slightly const rioted tube
Trop. Afr—Several minor forms occur—macul&ta,
erecta, glaftca, p&rvi-punct&ta,—and two largo forms
have been described, var cornilta, Beiger (A sjncdta,

Baker, A albopirta, Holt ), Benth & Trillion, Med
PI 281, and vai Ho6keri, Berger (A abyssiniea,

Hook), BM 7712, respectively short-std and with a
trunk 6 ft. high

26. Perryi, Baker. 'Plunk about 1 ft high, simple:

lvs spreading, gradually narrowed or acuminate, 2-2 y
x 15 m

,
pale green or reddish, somewhat striate but

not mottled, the margin with rather small and close

brown-tipped prickles mfl iy ft. high, somewhat
pamcled, fls 1 in long, reddish becoming yellow, the

green-tipped segms much short ei than the slightly con-

stricted tube Socotra B M 6596 —'Phis is now held
to be the source of “Socotra aloes,” long attributed *o

A. succolnna.
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aaa. Lvs rather numerous, spirally arranged on a length-

ened st
,
acute or pungent (27-39 )

b The Ivs rather separated, not armed on the hack.

C. St. weak Ivs thin, finely prickly on the margin, dis-

tinctly separated, with perfoliate striate sheaths:

mfl short, racemose

27 cili&ris, Haw St elongated, scrambling, more
or less vertioillately branched Ivs elongated lanceolate,
striate, coarsely white-denticulate, spreading, about
1 x 3-6 m infl. 6-8 m. high; flu 1% in long, bright
red, the groerush Begins much shorter than the cylindri-

cal tube, stamens little protruding Cape. Salm, Aloe
§25, f 1 Berger 9, 97 Henslow, S Afr PI p 269.
—Varies into a smaller-lvd. form with nearly entire
If -bases and smaller fls

,
var Tidmarshii, Schoenl

,

and a form with broader Ivs
,
var Flinaganii, Schoenl.

Hybrids A.xde Ljstn, Radi (A cxlians x succotnna)

.

28 stn&tula, Haw (A Macbwann, Baker A.
aurantiaca, Baker) Resembling A cilians Ivs longer,

narrowly triangular, minutely denticulate, fls from
reddish becoming yellow or orange, with longer segrris.

and long-protrudmg stamens Cape. Monatsschr. f.

Kakteenk 16, p 4. Berger 99, 100.

ce St stouter Ivs rather fleshy and dose: infl.

taller, panicled

29 Hildebr&ndtu, Baker St slender, elongated'
Ivs lanceolate-attenuate, 2 x 6-9 in

,
somewhat thick,

glaucous, sometimes white-blotched as are the short
sheaths, with rather small yellow marginal teeth infl

1 }'2 ft high, nearly sessile, fls 1 in long, red with
more or less yellow- or green-marked segms about
equaling the somewhat constricted tube. Trop. Afr
B M 6981 Berger 104

30 inermis, Forsk (A Luntu, Baker). St short*
Ivs reeurved-spreadmg, gradually narrowed, 2 x 12 in

,

fleshy, \ery pale green or reddish, blade and sheath
mottled with white at least when >oung, entire mfl
2-3 ft high, open, fls 1 in long, rosy, with green-

lined yellowish segms shorter than the somewhat con-
stricted tube Arabia B M 7448 Berger 105.

bb The Ivs more fleshy, unth short, nearly concealed
sheaths infl often panicled

c Racemes elongated Ivs not armed on hack

31 Klrkii, Baker St short Ivs crowded, lanceo-
late-acuminate, 2x9-12 in, somewhat thick, glossy,

green or reddish, with rather eoarse confluent reddish

marginal teeth mfl 2 ft high, fls 1 in. long, light

red with yellowish base and greenish segms shorter than
the cylindrical tube Zanzibar B.M. 7386.

cc Racemes short Ivs more or less armed on hack as
well as margin

D Erect Ivs elongated.

32 sordria, Berger Lvs elongated, triangular,

2H x 18 in
,
dull green, brown-striate, with variable

whitish marginal teeth alternately larger and smaller,

mfl about 2 ft. high; fls m long, light red, with
segms longer than the tube. Cape.

dd Prostrate lvs. short and broad mfl. often forked.

33. mitrifdrmis, Mill {A xanthaedntha, Salm-Dyck).
Fig. 172 Lvs upeurved, ovate, acute, 2-3 x 4-6 m., glau-

cous, somewhat prickly toward the tip beneath, with
large and strong yellow or brown marginal teeth:

infl 1 ft or more high; fls 2 in. long, bright red with
recurving, paler, nearly distinct segms. Cape DC

,
PI

Gr 99 B M. 1270. Salm, Aloe §24 f 3. Berger 108 —
Very polymorphic, the broad-1vd typical form, with
dorsal teeth on the keel only, varying into a form with
smaller marginal teeth, those on the back continuing to

the apex, var pachyph^lla, Baker; another, m which
they stop short of the apex, var xanthac&ntha, Baker
(A. xanthaedntha

,
Willd.). Salm. Aloe §24, f. 4, and a

third with acuminate lvs
,
var Commelmn, Baker

(A CommeUnn, Willd A mitnfdrmis humlltor, Haw),
Salm. Aloe §24, f 5 narrower-lvd forms with short
and broad yellow teeth, var flavfspina, Baker (A.
jbivispma, Haw ), Salm, Aloe §24, f 2, or iong subu-
late white teeth, vai albfspina, Berger (A a llAspina,

Haw ) and a variant of the type with scattered teeth
over the back of the broad lvs

,
var. spinuldsa, Baker

(A spinulosa, Salm), Salm, Aloe §24, f. 6. Berger
109.

34 ndbilis, Haw (A mitnfdrmis sjnnbsior, Haw).
Lvs lance-deltoid, 2 x 4-6 in

,
green, somewhat prickly

toward the tip beneath, with large, strong, confluent,

white marginal teeth mfl 2 ft high; fls 1 ^ in long,

r<nl, with recurving distinct begins. Cape. Salm, Aloe
§24, f. 7 Berger 109

172 Aloe mitriformis (No. 33)

35. distans, Haw (A mitrwfdrmis angiistior, Lam.
A perfohdta brevifoha, Ait A brevifblia, Haw A.
mitnfdrmis brevifoha, Sims A mitnfdrmis humllior

,

Willd ) Branched and prostrately spreading lvs

ascending, broadly ovate, acute, 2 \ 3-3 1

i m ,
glaucous,

somewhat mottled below and prickly toward the tip

beneath, with strong, dark-tipped yellow marginal
teeth infl 1)2 ft high, fls 1?4 in. long, red, with re-

curving greenish segms about as long as the cylindrical

tube. Cape. Salm, Aloe §24, f. 1. B M 1362. Berger
107.

aaaa Lvs numerous, elongated, succulent
,
acute or pun-

gent, spirally crowded at end of the prominent

,

sometimes tall trunk (30-49 )

B. Stamens scarcely protruded
. fls. narrow Igs. smooth,

c Trunk scarcely 4 ft high infl usually racemose

36 succotrina, Lam (A soccotrina, DC. A perfoh-

dta soecotrina
,
Ait A socotr)na, Steph & Church. A.

vbra, Mill.). Scarcely cespitose, the dichotomously
branched st at length 3-4 ft high* lvs falcately up-
curved, gradually narrowed, pale or glaucous, some-
times white-blotched toward the base, 1^-2x15-20
in

,
the margin serrate with small connate white prick-

les mfl 2 ft. high, fls l}4 in long, light red, the
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distinct segms green-nerved Cape. DC., PI Gr. 85.

Salm, Aloe §22, f 1. B M. 472. Stephenson & Church-
hill, Med PI 110 Berger 113 —Varies in a form with
more armed, broader, shorter and straighter lvs., var.

saxigena, Berger.

37 purpurftscens, Haw (A sinudta, Thunb.? A.per-
fohata purpurdscens, Ait A socotrina purpurdscens, Ker
A ramdsa, Haw ) Cespitose, nearly acaulescenf lvs

upcurved, gradually tapered, green, sometimes more or
less striate, and white-dotted on the back below,
2 l
/2 x 18-20 in

,
the margin with moderately long con-

nate hooked purplish teeth infl 3 ft high, fis 134 in

long, light red, the distinct segms paler and green-
nerved Cape Salm, Aloe §22, f 2 B M 1474
Berger 113 Winkler, Pharm Waarenk 182

cc Trunk finally 10-20 ft high: not cespitose

d Infl a simple or forked raceme

38 arborescens, Mill (A perfohdta arborescens

,

Ait A arbdrea, Mcdikus A frulicbsa, Lam '
f Caterala

arborescens, Medikus A arborescens Widen, Berger).

Trunk simple, finally 10-15 ft high, clothed at top with
the withering lvs : lvs sinuatel> spreading, gradually
narrowed, dull green, 2x24 in, the repand margin
with rather long cartilaginous white pnckles infl

elongated, fls about 134 in long, red, with distinet

segms Cape( ?
) B M. 1300 Bot Repos 468 Berger

115.—Varies into numerous form\ green-lvd
,
with

shorter trunk and long lvs, var Ucriae, Berger (d.
Venap

,
Terr ), Salm, Aloe §20, f 3 G \V 10, p 13.

Berger 116, 117, or shorter lvs
,
var viridifdlia, Berger.

—Berger f 117, or glaucous or blue-lvd
,
with branched

infl
,
var natalensis, Berger (A natalensis, Wood &

Evans), Berger 115, or simple infl with normal fls,

var frutescens, Link (A frutescens, Salm-Dyck),
Berger 120, or fls 2 in long, var pachyth^rsa, Berger
Berger 118, 119

39 plflridens, Haw (A Atherstdnei, Baker). Trunk
unbranched, finally 8-10 ft high lvs as in the pre-

ceding but glossy and somewhat striate, 2)4 x lb in.:

infl branched, fls 134 m long Cape. Berger 121

dd Infl a candelabrum-like forking panicle, with
upcurved nearly sessile fls.

40 afric&na, Mill (A afnrdna angustior, Sims. A.
Bolusn, Baker Pachydendron afrudnum, Haw P.
prlncipis, Haw P angustifolium, Haw ). Trunk sim-
ple, finally 20 ft. high lvs few, rather separated, sm-
uately spreading or recurved, triangular-oblong, glau-
cous, 2 ]/2-3 x 20 -24 in, with rather large triangular
horny marginal teeth infl 2 ft high, fls 134 m. long,

yellow, with segms shorter than the oblong tube. Cape.
Salm, Aloe §27, f 2 B M. 2517 Berger 128.

41 candelabrum, Berger, differs chiefly m having
the fls red Cape

bb Stamens much longer than the rather ample short

pirianth not cespitose

c The lvs smooth, toothed infl racemose or forked.

42 rubroviol&cea, Schweinf Not branched, scarcely
3 ft high lvs spreading, acuminately triangular,

purplish-prumose, 4x24 in, the reddish margin with
rather distant curved dark-pointed moderate teeth
mfl often forked, 2 ft high, ns 134 m long, light, red,

the segms rather longer than the tube. N. Afr B M.
7882 Berger 122, 123 Hybrids. A. rubrooiolacea x
A . supralaevis

43 Salmdycki&na, Schult. Branching, low. lvs

arcuately spreading, gradually tapered, glaucous,
3 x 30 in., the yellowish margin with rather large car-

tilaginous teeth mfl 2-3 ft high, paniculate, fls 1 34~1)4
in. long, red, the green-tipped segms nearly distinct

S. Afr. Salm
,
Aloe §27, f. I Berger 125, 126 —

Varies in a less dense form with stouter trunk, var.

fiUgens, Berger (A. fulgens, Tod.), Tod., Hort. Pan

33. Hybrids: A. x Wlnten. Berger (A Salmdyckiana x
A. arborescens frutescens)

,
A. xVarvarn, Borzi (A . Salm-

dyckianaxA ca\siaf).

44 drepanophylla, Baker Trunk slender, simple,
9-12 ft. high. lvs. very narrowly lanceolate-attenuate,

glaucous, 1-1)4x24-36 in., the cartilaginous margin
minutely denticulate mfl 1)4 ft high; fls scarcely
1 in long, from red becoming whitish, green-lmed,
with nearly distinct segms. Cape Berger 127

45 specidsa, Baker Taller, 18-25 ft high, branch-
ing lvs very numerous, spreading, gradually tapered,
blue, the rosy margin with minute prickles fls 1)4
in long, from rosy becoming whitish, green-nerved,
the segms about equaling the tube. N Afr Berger 124.

cc The lvs often armed on one or both faces, toothed

st nearly simple infl paniculately forked.

46 supral&vis, Haw (A (lalplnn, Baker Pachy-
dhidron supraUeve, Haw ) Not branched, 3-6 ft high
lvs numerous, upcurved, lanceolate, glaueescc nt,

4-6 \ 20-30 m
,
prickly on the back only, the marginal

teeth rather large, reddish brown infl 3 ft or more
high; fls 1-1 ) s m long, red-orange, becoming yel-

lower, with sogms longer than the tube. Cape Salm,
Aloe §27, f 6 Berger 129, 130 —Varies in a form with
few if any prickles on the backs of lvs, var erythro-
c&rpa, Berger Berger 130

47 f6rox, Mill (A perfohdta firox, Ait A muricdta ,

Haw A h&rndn, Haw A pseudofhox, Salrn-Dyek
A subfirox, Sprung Pachydendron firox, Haw P
seudoferov, Haw ) Excentionally forked, 3-10 ft

lgh lvs numerous, cuived, lanceolate, glaucous, be-
coming reddish, 4-5 \ 28 in

,
more or less prickly on

both faces, the purplish maigin with lather large red-

brown teeth mfl 1 tt high, fls 1)4111 long, greenish
yellowr

,
with smoky-tipped segms longer than the

rather narrow tube Cape legion BM 1975 Berger
131, 132. Salm, Aloe §27, f 5 —Varies in awhiter-lvd.
form with brighter yellow black-tipped fls

,
var. xan-

thostfichys, Berger

ccc. The lvs smooth, prickly-margmed trunk very large
,

dichotomously branched, not cespitose infl. tri-

partite

48 dichdtoma, I.inn (Rhipidodendron dichdtomum,
Willd ) Stout flat-topped tree, 25-30 ft high, repeated-
ly forked as in Dracaena Draco lvs nearlv flat, recurvcd-
spreading, lanceolate, glaucous, 2-3 \6-10 in

,
the yel-

low-brown margin minutelv prickly infl 1 It or more
high, fls very stout, 1)4 in long, yellow, with broad,
nearly distinct segms Cape GC 1873, p 712, 1874,

p 567. Berger pi 1 and f 135 —Vanes in a smaller-
fld foim with shorter stamens, var mont&na, Berger
(A montdrui, Schinz)

49 Bainesii, Dyer Large flat-topped tree, 30-60
ft high, copiously branched lvs concave, recurved-
spreadmg, elongated, green, 2-3x21-36 in, the palo
margin with rather small teeth mfl 1 ft or more high;
fls 134-134 in long, yellowish red, with segms shorter
than the tube Cape region G C 1874, p 568 B M.
6848 Berger 136, 137 —Vanes in a broader-lvd form
with minute marginal prickles, var B&rberae, Baker
(A Bdrberae, Dyer. A. Zhyhni, Hort), G C. 1874,
p. 568

aaaaa. Lvs. rather few, strictly oblong, succulent, 2-

ranked, minutely prickly near the very obtuse tip

only st stout, evident mfl unbranched, fls.

oblong, stamens scarcely protruded

50. plicHtilis, Mill (A dlsticha plicdhlis, Linn. A
hnguif&rmis, Linn A flabelhfdrmis, Salisb. Kumdra
dlsticha, Medikus. lihipvlodendi on dishchum, Willd R.
licdtile, Haw.). Somewhat repeatedly forking. 3-10 ft.

lgh, not cespitose. lvs flat or 2-edged as in Gasteria,
ascending, glaucous, 1-1 J4 x 8-16 in

,
the narrow car-

tilaginous margin minutely somewhat denticulate
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upward: mfl 1-3 ft high, fls 1K~2 in long, ml,
with segms scarcely equaling the tube. Cape B M.
457. DC., PI Gr 75, Jaeq

,
Schoenbr 423. Salm,

Aloe §28, f 2 Medic. 4. Berger 139, 140.

A Cdmtrunu, Hemsl Fls almost nnnahar-rod, passing into y. 1-

low toward the top E Trop Afr BM 7915—A ('ampi/la-
alphon, A Berger Pale yellow fls. E Trop Afr — A Chabaudit,
Schoenl Allied to A strictu Lvs bordered with Hmall prickles,
outer Begins of fls pale brmk-red with whitish wings at apex
Trop Afr GC III 38 102 —A deedra, hehocnl A dwarf spe-
eiea having red fls tipped with green S Afr G C III 38 3865 —
A Ldtitn, Baker Fls pale yt How, groeniHh at top Zanzibar —.4
laxifldra, Ilort Very lax arrangement of fls which are orange -red
in lower part and y< flow at apex Cape Colony G C III 49

130, desc — 4 Marldlhn, \ Berger Ext r« iudy spiny Ivs and
nearly horizontally spreading fl -spikes British Bechuanaland —
A Orpime, Kehoe ill Lvs lined with *vhitc* spots and markings
on both surfaces fls red, tipped with white 8 Afr GC III
38 3865 —A palhdiflbra, A Berger A stc mless plant lvs
armed on margins with sharp spines fls pale flesh-color 8 AfrBM 8122 —A plndens A shrubby species fls drooping, dull
yellowish red 8 Arabia B M 7837 - l rubrolutea, Hchinz En-
branched st 8 ft high or more lvs armed or margins with brown
eleltoid and somewhat hookc d spines fls bright red Trop 8 W
Atr » M 8283 William Thlllasp,

ALONSOA (Alonzo Zanoni, Spanish official at

Bogota) Scrophulandcea1 Alonsoa Tropical Ameri-
can plants, cultivated as annuals in the open, or
grown for the attractive winter bloom m pots.

Flowers showy
plant of good habit:

corolla very irreg-

ular and turned
upside down by the
twisting of the
pedicel, bringing
the larger lobe up-

f

iermost
,
stamens 4 *

vs (at least below)
opposite or in 3’s—-\bout a dozen
species, many of

which have been m
gardens at one tune
or another

Alonsoas aie ten-

der, and need pio-
tcction from frost

Feeds are usually

started under glass

in the North,
although plants
bloom well from
seeds sown directly

in the open Use
only hnely prepared
soil For winter
bloom, plants are

propagated by cut-

tings or seeds, the

latter being sown m
late summer

incisifdlia, Ruiz
Cdlsui urticafblui, Sims, B M 117) Fig 173 About
2 ft high, erect lvs ovate to oval-lanceolate, long-

stalked, deeply cut-toothed fls nearly ? 2111 across,

very irregular (somewhat hood-shaped), scarlet, with
protruding organs, on slender axillary peduncles,

upper limb of corolla 2-4 tunes longer than calyx,

anthers 2-3 times shorter than filaments Also a wlnte-

fld. variety. Peru —A greenhouse shrub.

Warscewlczii, Regel (A mcisifblia var Warscewlczn,
Boiss A. grandiflbra, Iiort A compdcta, Ilort.) Fls

large, the plant herbaceous or nearly so and treated as

a garden annual lvs cordate or cordate-lanceolate,

double-toothed: calyx-lobes blunt, upper lobes of

corolla 4-5 times as long as calyx, and anthers 3-4 tunes
shorter than the crooked filaments, the fls. light cmna-
bar-red or scarlet-red (and a white variety) Peru—

Apparently the commonest alonsoa in gardens, 2-3 ft
,

readily giown from seeds as a hall-hardy subject; July
till autumn, useful also for winter bloom Plant very
bushy, with mostly reddish brown branches

acutif&lia, Ruiz & Pav {A rnyrtifoha
,
Roezl) Plant

stout but bushy, 20-30 in.: lvs broad-lanceolate,

sharply simple-toothed pedicels single, glandular
hairy (as also the calyx)

,
fls larger than A Warscewicm,

the limb or lip 3-4 tunes as long as the calyx, anthers
long, several times exceeding the filaments, color of fls

cinnabar-red Peru Var c&ndida, Voss (A olbijlora,

Hoit ), fls white Grown as a garden annual, and also

in pots for winter bloom

linearis, Ruiz <fc Pav (A. linearifbha . Steud. A lini-

jlora, Hort ) Plant bushy and much branched, 12-20
in lvb linear, pointed, entire or finely toothed, often

fascicled or crowded fls scarlet. Peru Var gr&cilis,

Ilort (A punnla, Ilort ), is a smaller graceful form.
Cult as gaiden annual and also in pots indoors

A caulialata, Ruiz & Pav I.vs less cut than in A mcisifolia
fls smaller st 4-mglc d Peru — 1 intermedia, LIK’ Il'iti—

A

limans -A linifdhn, Itoerl Plant l 1
2 ft or less high Ivs lanceo-

late or narrower, entire fls bright scarlet Peru — 4 Mathewsn,
B( nth Lvs lanceolate, toothed fls scarlet, in terminal racemes
Peru Greenhouse

JL H B
ALOtSIA Lippm

ALPINE PLANTS. In gardening, a term used to

designate those plants that thrive in mutated alpine

conditions,—in cool places of short -grow ing season and
abundant cold-water supplv in the growing and bloom-
ing period, and soil conditions approaching those of

mountains, in practice, alpine-gardening is a form of

rock-gardening
The cultivation of alpine plants in some parts of

the United States must always be attended with dif-

ficult > \\ hercvei, as in the coastal plain region of the
Atlantic seaboard, the summtrs aie long, dry and hot,

it is almost impossible to cultivate many of the most
desirable alpmes
A studv of the natural environmental habitats of

alpmes is the very best wav to arrive at really valuable
ideas upon their cult i\ ation Excluding all those alpmes
of apparent lj little definite habitat preference, such as

the snowdrop, daffodil, poet’s narcissus, trailing myrtle,
Christmas rose, and Scotch pink, all of which arc true
alpmes, but also tolerant of quite ordinary garden con-
ditions, there i» a large class, some hundreds of species,

that will grow only in situations approximating their

native habitat These plants, some of which are per-
haps the most beautiful flowers in cultivation, grow
usually m a region having long, rigoious winters, a
growing season averaging 100 to 120 davs, and a
constant supply of moisture which, on account of its

source in the snow above the vcgetatiori-line, is always
nearly ice-cold

It is true of most, of those alpmes that they grow
among the rocks, and, as we shall see presently, this is a
factor that must be reckoned with Many of them
grow in the open sun and are exposed to violent, often
bitter, winds Others again are on north-facing slopes,

where the sun rarely, if ever, reaches them A partial

list of alpmes given below will show the preference of

some of the more common species with regard to the
exposure to sunlight

Localities in the United States and Canada w/ure alpine
gardens may be tried mth a fair measure of success.

One of the basic requirements of most true alpmes is

a short growing season. The Atlantic seaboard from
Nova Scotia .southward, east of the “fall line” (the

flat, usually somewhat sandy, regions between the
eastern fringe of the Alleghames and the sea, such as
southern Long Island, southern New Jersey and all

south of it except parts of Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Georgia), has an active growing
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season of 170 days and upward This is computed
by adding the days from the last frost of spring to the
first frost of autumn At New Yoik, the season is 210
days, at Philadelphia, 220 days, and of course constantly
increasing southward
On account of this long growing season and also

because of the dry, hot character of the winds, it is

almost impossible, without great expense, to main-
tain an alpine garden in this region The same is true
of the coastal part of the Pacific coast, and in the Missis-

sippi Valley up to about St Louis. This is, of course,

a general statement, and peculiarly favorable local con-
ditions within the areas specified may be found, where
the attempt can be made But it is extremely doubtful
whether any really good alpine garden can be maintained
within this area permanently without a great mainte-
nance expense, in the way of constantly supplying new
plants, keeping the garden regularly cooled down by
water and the like

Asone goesbackfrom the coast, even a few miles, there
is a marked change in the climate, and particularly

noticeable is the constantly diminishing length of the
growing season Near Hartford, the Highlands of the
Hudson, northern New Jersey and Pennsylvania, the

growing season averages from 1.38 to 120 davs, more or

less As a general rule it ma\ safely be stated that any-
where east of the Mississippi where elevations of 1,000
feet or greater are found, an alpine garden is permissible

except in the southern Alleghames, wrhere greater ele-

vations must be sought This length of the growing
season is easily computed for all parts of the country, as

indicated above, and wherever we find an active grow-
ing season of 100 to 140 days, it would be profitable

to make an alpine garden In the East it will be found
that the short season is almost always correlated with
elevations in excess of 1.000 feet and in the West at

several times that altitude.

Position of the alpine garden .

So far as our purpose is concerned, there are three
classes of alpine plants (a) those that require full sun-
light, (h) shade-inhabiting species, and (c) those that
are apparently indilTerent as to exposure To meet all

these conditions within a single garden is not always
possible, and a selection of plants must therefore be made,
unless one is fortunate enough to have a situation that
combines these requisites As a general rule it is better
at some distance from a dwelling, stable, or garage,
both architecturally and culturally. No class of plants
is quite so wild as alpines, and the more secluded the
garden, and the greater the suggestion of sequestered
nature the better A screen of evergreens or other trees,

and a northward-facing slope, insuring good drainage, is

perhaps the best all-round combination that one could
desire If the garden is at a slight elevation above the
immediate surroundings, so much the better, although
this is not absolutely essential Southern or western
exposures are to be avoided unless the garden is at
least 4,000 feet above the sea in the East, and from
6,000 to 8,000 feet in the West. It should also be
arranged so that drainage will not be entirely down
through the soil as in ordinary gardens, but rather so

that the water can trickle from the roots of those above
to those below. This is often best attained by a judi-

cious use of rocks, which will be considered later.

Making the garden.

Having decided that one lives within the area m which
it is safe to begin the installation of an alpine collection,

the next most important consideration is to give the
plants the requisite local condition Nearly all of them
require good rich soil, at least 18 inches deep, preferably

deeper. Even those species that glow in the crevices

of the rocks in their native habitat do so not because
they “like” such situations, but most probably because
no more favorable place is available

In preparing the soil, it is well to remember that at

least one-third of the mixture should be fine rotted
leaf-mold mixed with equal parts of loam and sand
The latter is auite necessary in order to insure perfect

drainage It has been stated that some alpines will

thrive m situations that approximate our bogs in hav-
ing a high humic acid content But most of the species

thrive where the drainage is good and the soil is sweet,

not sour
If for no other reason than to insure perfect drainage,

it is best to construct the garden m a series of terraces

with walks of more or less irregular outline between, as

taste and convenience dictate Avoid all semblance of

formality in the arrangement of those terraces, as

artificiality or formalism in the alpine garden are quite

the least desirable features to be sought
The terraces, or any modification of them, are best

held m place by a more or less free use of rocks The
placing of these requires great skill and taste, as their

purpose must be twofold—to add a sense of naturalness

to the garden and to make suitable pockets m which to

grow the plants While it is true that many alpines,

such as Thahctrum af/uilcqiafolium, Clematis recta,

Aeonilum Lycoctonurn, Digitalis amlngua
,
Polemonmm

cseruleum, Genhana ascii piadea, and Delphinium elatum
,

with many others, can be grown without the use of

rocks, it is true, on the whole, that most alpines grow
bettor and seem more at home when rocks are part
of their environment Just what part the rocks play
in the home economy of the plants is not very well

understood, but the readiness with which they conduct
the water to the roots, and their tendency to keep the
soil cool both suggest themselves as possible benefits.

For such species as Phlox Douylasu, Casswoe Mer-
tensuma, Polemomum monlrosense, and all plants of

their type whose natural home is at elevations from
10,000 to 12,000 feet, care must be taken to insure almost
constant sub-irrigation of cool water In their native
habitats, such plants have their roots constantly in

the icy water oi the substratum, and any conditions
that do not approximate this will make failure almost
certain.

An arrangement for insuring this sub-irrigation is

figured in Fig 174, diagramat icallv The pocket of

soil in the rocks having been filled with the proper soil

mixture, the water may be let in at a
,
with a rock just

m front of the pipe to insure the water’s downward
passage (d). With the bottom made water-tight by
concrete or rocks and clay, and the outlet regulated at
b, a definite water-level can always be maintained at c

The outlet can be arranged as indicated to flow either

over the surface of the rock below or in a pipe behind
it If the water for this plan comes from a cool spring,

so much the better The smallest stream of water is

sufficient, as it is not the water itself with which one is

aiming to supply the plants, so much as the cooling of the
soil, rocks and atmosphere that ensues from a gentle
flow of water through and around the soil and rocks.

Such measures are not necessary for all alpines, but a
few species must be grown under cond it ions approximated
by these methods The expense of installing and main-
taining such construction, however, is relatively great.
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as compare*d with the simple* arrangement, of the rooks
in pockets, overhanging ledges, nooks, and so forth,

winch is all that is lequncd for tin* gieat inability
of alpines A common and particularly undesirable
method of procedure is to tumult* a groat mass of locks
together, usually utterly without foim or definite pur-
pose except to look “aitistic,” then pile soil amongst
them and plant the whole mass If tin* ideals const ant ly

kept in mind that the rocks are for use primarily, that
they are cultural necessities, and that plants natuiallv
grow between, and among, and often halt underneath
them,—then the final result i>> likely to be beautiful, be-
cause they are useful and have been placed with an
eye to their sole raison d’etre in the alpine garden,
which is to be a home tor alpine plants

In placing the rocks, meld'd in the arrangement of

the garden generally, it is better to avoid situations in

which the chip bom oveihangrng trees or other objects
will fall on the plants No plants are specially bene-
fited by drip, and alpines, partictilarlv those having
tornento.se leave's, will suffer from such treatment

Plants for the alpine garden

Unfortunatelv
,

very few American dealers carry
anv thing like' an adequate stock of alpine plants, and
onlv the* commonest and best-known species are to he
found in the American trade

r

l Ins has h*td the effect,

of restricting the popularitv ot alpine gardening mthis
country, and, furthermore, all the alpine gardens of any
size have had to seek in Europe for the* large variety of
specie's that constitute a well-stocked collection Many
European firms, part icularlv m England and France,
have specialized m alpine* At least 1,000 specie’s aie
offered bv one continental dealer alone A common
but altogether unsat isf u tor v method, and one that
has resulted m numbcilcss failures, is the attempt to
import plants direct from these dealers

r

\ lie* time* of

transit, the lughlv spe*enlize*d e*h u.ie*ter of the* cultural

require me*nt of alpines, anel the* lack ot attention dur-
ing transit, all eipeiate* t o make Midi shipments costly

and usuallv unsue cestui
r

l he best and most satidae teuv method is to buy
seoelsof the plants to be* cultiv ated 'I lie initial cost 18

less than one*-lifth and the* personal satisfae t ion in hav ing

grown erne’s sto< k e>f plants more than e>fTse*ts the time
spent in this work The* se eds should he imported early

in the spnng or e\e*u in the* late* winter for those with
grc'enhouse* facilities Sow the* seeds m pans or boxes
in a light sod of le*al-mold and sand m about equal
parts It is be*st partiallv to shade the soe*els and ve*ry

joung s(*(>dlmgs for a lew d.ivs Pot up when the seed-

lings arc* stout enough to stand the* ti.msfer, which of

course, varies with different species If it is meonvem-

175. Alpine-gardening,—good rock-work in a cool

and protected place

ent to place them in their permanent home the first

ye*ar, they may be repotted and then the pots plunged in

ashes in the frame With proper shading trom the in-

tense sunlight, and a plentiful supply of cool water so
that the* ashes are kept moist and cool, they will grow
very well under those conditions for the first year.

Many of the specie's can he* grown always with this

treatment if one has no garden ready for them The
shading for these frames is easily made of ordinary
plasterer’s lath, the strips being placed about one
inch apart anel the whole shade arranged so as to
be* about, 2 feet above* the surface of the ground
Of all the genera cultivated as alpines, the most

linpoitant are the gentians, saxifrages, sedums, a few
dwarf piimulas anel the* pinguie ulas These are much
better known abroad than in North America, but many
of the best of the*m can be grown m this country
Among the gentians, Com*von of Geneva classifies

them for cultural purj >sc*s as follows

1 Calcateous-soil gentians requiring sun. alpina,

angustifoha, Clusn and Kounana
2 Sphagnum-moss species, bavartca

,
Rostann, sep-

U tn fid

a

3 Marshy-ground species angustifoha (also ingroup
1) a.sdepiadia, Pneumonanthe

4 Peaty sand and sandstone with peat in it alba
,

liigclovu
,

ciliata, frigida
,
Parryi, pumila

,
WaU

lichiana
,

5. Of indifferent habitat, preference brevidens
,
cruet-

aia, dahurica
,
dtcumhens

,
macrophylla, Olivtn

,

Saponana, scabra, strain men, \Yeschmakowi

Among the saxifrages only the dwarf, usuallv peren-
nial, hinds aie* grown as alpines In moist, rocky places

in the alpine g.irden the following species of pmguicula
will be useful P vallisnirifoha

,
P. grand{flora, with

pui pie and blue* flowers and P alpina with white
flowers P. vulgaris and P lusitanica may be grown
in general situations in the “alp

”

It is often ne'ccssary to make a definite selection of

specie's for a sunnv or shady place, as most of our alpines

cannot he grown without leferenee to the amount of

sunlight For those* who can arrange only for a rather
sunnv situation, in which the amount of shade is not
sufficient to keep the soil and rocks cool, the following

will be found helpful.

Alpinks for Sunny Situations.

N\me ( olor of floweis Height Tune of flowering

Aca.na spreus Grown for gray Creeping,

Aianltiolunon c/lu-

foil »ge
Rose

3-4 in
3 in Summer

m/icrum
Aihithn arfftnlea White 4 in Summer
A riipt'tn* White 3 in Summer
A vmbellata White b m Summer
jEthann ma, \anous Pink About 1 Summer

"P
Ajut/n rt plans afro

-

For purple foil-

ft

9 in.

purpurea
Aly**um, \ anouswp

age
Ytllow and 6 in. Spring

Audrosaie, various
white

White and rose 3-6 m Spring and summer
sp

Artnnna montana White 6 in Spring and summer
Arrnn in, \ iriom sp Rose and white 6-12 in Summer
Asia alpoms, vurs V arious, not

y< How
About 9 Summer and early

in autumn
Callnnih ooa umbi l- Red 6 in Summer

lula

Dusi rf ram /si n ula s White, blue 3-12 in Spring and early

Crra/ashf/ma pluni-
and purple

blue 8 in.

summer
Autumn

btuimouh s

Cori/ilalis luhn Yellow 6 in Spring
SummerCuannnfhus lobatus Blue 4 in

Dianthus (Alpine White to rose 5-12 in Spnng and summer
pinks)

Dr aba aizouies Yellow 3 in Spnng
Jit lias nrtopetala White Creeping Late spring
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Alpines for Sunny Situations, continued

Name Color of flowers Height Time of flowering

Engeron Villarsn Pale violet 12 in Summer
Erodium, various ap White and red 6-10 in Summer

Gentxana.vanous sp Blue 6-18 in Spring and summer
Gypaophxla, dwarf White to pink 6-12 in Summer

sp
Hedera conglomerata
H minima

( Both grown
S for evergreen 6-8 in

Iberis, various sp
( foliage

White Summer
Iris, dwarf bearded Various 6-15 in Spring and early

sp
Leontopodium al- White 6 in

summer
Summer and au-

pxnum
Lxnum flavum Yellow 12 in

tuinn
Summer

Macrotomia chxox- Yellow 10 in Summer
des

Monaxa hypogxa Yellow 3 in Spring and early

Nepeta Musaxnxx Blue 12 in

summer
Summer and au-

Nocc(B(i alptnn White 3 in

tumn
Spring and summer

Papaver alpinum, Various 6 in Spring
vara ..

Platycodon, various Blue 8-15 in Spring
®P

Saponarui ocymox- Red Creeping Summer
dea

Sxlene, various sp White and red 5-15 in Summer and au-

Tunica Saxifraga Pinkish white 3-5 in.

tumn
Summer

Veronica xncana Blue b in Summer
V cuprea&xoxdea Ornamental 10 in

Zauachnerxa, vari-
foliage

Scarlet 12-18 in Autumn
ous sp

The foregoing list is, of course, not a complete one,

but it will serve as a guide for the beginner Many of

these will also stand a partially shaded place, some of

them prefer such situations, but all of theaj will grow
in the open sunlight if the pitch of the ground is not
too great toward the south or southwest.

Alpines for Shady Situations

Name Color of flowers Height Time of flowenug

Adonis, various sp Yellow 6-12 in Spring
Anchusa myoaotx- Blue 12 in Summer

flora
Arutnone alpina White 18 in Summer
A sylvestns White 12 in Spring
Aquilegia glanduloaa Blue and white 12 in Early summer
A c<erulea Blue and whitt 15 in Summer
Arenaria baleanca White 2-4 in Summer
A uricuZa,vunous sp Various 4-7 m Spring
D idecatheon sp White to purple

|

12 in Spring and early
summer

Eomecon chxonantha
Epxmedxum, vauous

HP

White
Ornamental

foliage

18 in
0-12 in

Summer

Ennui, various sp
Galax apkylla

White and rose 3 in Spring and summer
White 12 in Summer and au-

Helleborus nxger White 12 in Winter
lna criatata Blue 4 in Spring
Lxnana Cymbalaria Lilac 3 m Summer
L pallida Violet 2 in Summer
Omphalodes rerun Blue 6 in Spring
Ourina coccmea Red 6 in Spring and early

summer
Parnaana paluatrxa White 6 in Summer
Polemonium. humile Blue 6 in Spring and summer
Polygonum affine Rose 6 in Summer
Primula Sieboldix,

various forms
Various 6-9 in Spring

Ramondia pyrenaxca
Rodgeraxa, various

sp

Blue
Ornamental

foliage

Various

4 in

3-6 in

Spring

Saxifraga Geum (and 12-18 in Spring and summer
allies)

Shortxa galacxfoha White 6 in Spring
Soldanella alptna .

Thalxctrum minus
adxantxfohum

Blue
Ornamental

foliage

4 in
6-12 in.

Spring

Trillium, various sp White and pink
or purple

6-8 in Spnng

Alpines for Shady Situations, continued.

Name Color of flowers
I

Height Time of flowering

Uvularxa grandxflora Yellowish green 12 in Summer or lat«

spring
Vancouvena hexan-
dra

Ornamental
foliage

6-8 in

Viola, various sp Blue and white 3-9 m Spring
Waldsttinia fragari-

oxdea

White 3 -b m Spring

To these may be added the native species that grow
natuially m America at elevations m excess of 1,500
feet, such as Copt is //

1

folia, Cornua canadensis, Clm-
tonui borealis, Tutrella cordifol a, Trillium yrandiflorum ,

Claytonia earohnumn, Dahbarda repens, Polemonium
Vantiruntise, various teirestnal habenarias, Milella

nuda, Arenaria gramlandica, and many others

The plants both for shaded and sunny situations will

grow bettor if there is a liberal top-dressing of leaf-

mold and sand, about half and half, applied each spring

It will be noted that all the plants listed in both lists

are perennials Most natural alpines are of this type,

the shortness of the growing season precluding the

possibility of the full development of an annual
For those who wish to go into the growing of alpines

more extensively, a partial list of the alpine genera
together with an indication of the number of species

that aie to be found in the principal Euiopcan trade

catalogues is appended Many additions will suggest

themselves as the alpine gardener becomes better ac-

quainted with those listed below and their relatives:

LIST OF THE CHIEF ALPINE GENERA
The figures indicate approximately the number of species in each

genus th it art alpines

Achillea, 5 Epinn dium Pcdicularis, 5
Acomtum, b Engeron Petasites, 2
Adenostyles, 2.

iEtlnonema
Eriophorum, 2 P( trocnllis

Eryngium Phaca, 4
Alra Euphrasia Phloum, 2

Ajugu Fcstuca, 2 Phytnima, 10
PimpinellaAlehc milla. Galium, 3

Allium Gaya Pinus
Alloaurus Gen liana, 17 Plantago, 3
Alsine, 6 Geranium, 3 Poa, 5

Alyssum, 2 Geum, 3 Polygala, 2
Polygonum, 2Androsace, 7 Globuliina, 2

Anemone, 6 onaph.ihutn, 4 Potent ilia, 14

Anthetms Gymn.idcnia Primula, 12
Aposeris Hedysarum Ranunculus, 14.

Aquilegia, 3 Helianthemum Rhin inthus
Arabis, 7 Helleborus Ribcs, 2
Arctostaphylos, 2. Heracleum, 2 Rosa, 3

Arenaria, 5 Ilorimnuni Rubus
Arctia literal mm, 10 Rumex, 3
Armeria Hypericum Hagina
Aronicum, 3 Hutclunsia Salix, 12

Artemisia, 4 Iberis Saponaria
Asplemum, 6 Imperatona. Saussurea, 2
Astrantia Juneus, 6 Saxifraga, 30.

Atragne Kobresia Sc ahiosa
Azalea Laserpitium Scirpus
Betonica Laeiagrostis Sedum, 7
Braya, 2 Loontodon, 4. Selagmella, 2
Bupleurum, 2
Cafamintha

Lilium Sempervivum, 5.

Linntea Senecio, 8
Calluna Listera Sesleria, 3

SibbaldiaCampanula, 8 Lomcora
Cardamine, 2 Lomatogomum. Silenc, 6
Carex, 20 Luzula, 5 Soldanella, 4 .

Centaurea, 3 Lychnis Sorbus.
Corastium, 3. Malaxis, 2. Soycria.
Ccnnthe Montia Stachys
Cirsium Mdhnngia Stcllana
Crepis, 5 Myosotis Thalictrum, 6.

Crocus Myncana Tnfolium, 6
Valeriana, 7.Daphne Nardus

Dianthus, 5
Doromcum, 2.

Nigntella Veronica, 6
Oxyria Viola, 5

Draba, 6
Dryas

Epilobium, 4

Oxytropis, 7
Psederota, 2
Papaver, 2

Wulfenia.

The literature on alpme-gardening, in English, is

very meager. Any good nook of the flora of high moun-
tain regions, —and there are a dozen or more excellent
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works on tho flora of the Alps, - will aid in the way of

suggesting new species that may he grown A good but
rather out-of-dale book on the making and culture of

alpine gardens is A Kerner’s “Die Guitar der Alpen-
pflanzen ” A useful work containing many cultural

nints is II S Thompson’s “Alpine Plants of Europe,
with Cult ural Hints ” The first International Congress
of Alpine (iaidens met at Naye, Switzerland, m 1904.
As yet nothing except administrative reports of this

convocation has been published. jsb Taylor

ALPINIA (Prosper Alpinus, an Italian botanist)
Zinqiherarej

•

Stove heibs, cultivated both for leaves

and the racemes oi panicles of floweis

Many-std lealv plants, with ginger-hke ihizomes fls

m spikes or panicles teiminatmg the leafy sts
,
often

showy, calyx wide-tubular oi neaily bell-form, the tube
short and tin* 3 points or parts elect, corolla of 3 parts,

stamens reduced to 1 pollen-bearing organ, and 1 or
more stairimodia, one of the staminodia being showy and
longer than corolla and notched or toothed fr a 3-

celled caps —About loO species in Polynesia, Japan,

176 Alpima mutica

and E India Some of the cult forms have undoubt-
edly been leferred to Alpima without knowledge of the

botanical chanuters, and their botanical position is

therefore doubtful Monogr. m Engler, Pflanzen-

reich, lift 20 (1901)

Alpima contains many handsome species but only
a few are common in cultivation They are tropical

plants and require a moist an and a temperature of
5.3° to b0° F A mixture of two parts loam, one part

leaf-mold, and one part dried cow -manure forms an
excellent compost While growing, they need an abun-
dant of water, and the laige-growing kinds require

laige pots oi tubs Alter flowering, allow' them to rest

m heat, but do not dry them off The plants are propa-

gated by division m the spring A. nutans is grown for

its handsome flowers and attains a height of 12 or 13

feet A vittala is popular on a< count of its variegated fo-

liage 1 mutua has very showy floweis, but is appa-
rently little known in the trade (Robert Cameron )

A Foliage striped plants of doubtful botanical position

vitt&ta, Hull (Ambmum viftdtum
,
Hort ) Ixiwer:

lvs distichous, lanceolate, with pale green or creamy
yellow bars or stripes between the nerves fls red, in

axillary spikes S Sea Isis A F 8 787 Gn 4, p 25

filbo-lme&ta, Hurt A plant 3-4 ft high, with broad
bands of white and pale green on the clliptie-lanceolate

lvs

S&nderae, Sand. St ascending lvs very short-

stalked and 5 in or less long, IK in or less broad, taper-

ing both ways, rich shining green, regularly and eloselv

striped in broad bands of white leading from the midrib
to the margin New Guinea GC III 33 248 (suppl.).

1903 Probably a variegated form of A RaMesiana

,

Wall.

tricolor, Sand St erect lvs oblong-acuminate, 10
in long, 114 m wide, green with white or creamy yel-
low stripes. Solomon Isl G (3 III 33 249 (suppl ).

aa Foliage green
,
not striped.

ndtans, Roscoe (Zerumbet specidsvm, Wendl ).

Shell-flower Striking plant, reaching 10-12 ft.,

with long, lanceolate glabrous long-veined lvs fls

orchid-like, yellow with pink, sweet-scented, in a long,

drooping, terminal, spike-like raceme E Indies G C
III 19 301 1 H 43, p 259 B M 1903 P M. 13 125
R II 1801 51 — Fine for foliage masses, and an old
favorite Said to grow 20 ft high in S Calif in rich soil

and with plenty of water, and to bloom continuously

mbtica, Roxbg Fig 170 A handsome strong spe-
cies lvs very short-stalked or sessile, long-lanceolate
and pointed fl with latge blight, \ellow lip veined
crimson, the outer segms oblong and white A mutica,
Hook f

,
B M 0908, is piohably not the A mutica of

Roxburgh E Indies Excellent fiee-flowenng species

AlUlghas, Roscoe Strong, 3 1 2-7 ft lvs sessile or
nearly so, lanceolate or lineal -lanceolate, short-aeumi-
nato, 1 Vo ft or less long, 1-4 in broad fls small,

crowded, greenish white, the lip euneate, pink, emar-
ginate India Spring

calcarata, Roscoe Slender, 3 -5 ft lvs sessile, nar-
rowly linear-lanceolate and attenuate-acuminate fls

medium in size, greenish white, the lip variegated with
red and yellow' on a lighter ground India Fall

Many kinds of the sc mt< noting ornamental plants are likely to
find th< ir way into choiee calk a ions Some of them are as follows
4 gigantln, Slump, reported in s C'alif

,
\< ry tall, eve n to more than

20 ft . with \ery large nodding panicle .4 jap6ntca, once cata-
logued in I’ S . hut not known whether it was the \ japomca of
Thunlxrg-t longepeliolutn, coming from XV drop Afr , of
robust habit, 0 ft lvs elliptic the uppermost linear, wing-pctioled
fls white or rose in terminal ptnielc purple-spotted — .4 maynifica ,

Roscoe —Phseomi na magmfica — 4 \iemienhuizn, Valet (A.
borne uisis, \ ale t ), distinct spi cirs, I *i ft lvs 2 ft or less long fls

purple-lipped, in panicles 12 in long fr large Borneo -A oJfictn&»
rum, Hance Supplying the radix (ialingtr cninons” of pharma-
cists, once U'.ed as an aromatic stimulant by Xrabs and Greeks
rhizome thie k, < reeping, the st tuberous at base* lv» narrowly
lance elite, long- « umnmU fls white* m simple spike, the lip reef-

n»n<d China HM <>005 — 1 pumila, Hook f I.vs from root-
stock, <j in or less, on petioles 2 1 in fls in short spike, 1 in long,
pink, the lip recurved, on a very short scape*

^
China B M <>S32

.4 Sihumaunitina, \ alct ( V fimbriata, C-agn )’ 3-> ft lvs lanceo-
late, IS in long, 1' 2 in broad fls purple in spikes, handsome
Formosa — 1 zinyilurtrut, Hook f 4 5 ft lvs oblanceolate, ob-
long, cuspidate, 12 in or less long, i in broad fls greenish, the lip

white veined crimson, in panicles Siam BM 6944

L H B

ALSEUOSMIA (alsos, grove, and euosme, fragrance).

Caprifohaceje A group of 4 species of tender New
Zealand shrubs, usually glabrous Lvs alternate or
opposite, with minute tufts of hair in the axils of the
veins beneath fls fragrant, green or red, axillary,

solitary or in clusters, corolla tubular or funnelform
fr a purple, many'-sceded berry' — Perhaps not cult,

outside botanic gardens
4 macrophylla, A Cunn \ew Zealand Honeysuckle 6-10

ft lvs 3-6 in long, elliptic or obi inoculate, acute, serrate, or en-
tire, pet 10I ite fls in sm ill avillury clusters, drooping, 1 in long,
creamy with dull red streaks, corolla lobes recurved, toothed, the
tube cyhndric B M 6951 TAYLOR

ALSIKE Clover and TnfoUum

ALSlNE (Greek for grove, where some species grow)
Caryophylldceie A few species of Alsine are in the
market, mostly for rock-gardening There is much dif-

ference among botanists as to the standing of the genus
Alsine Some persons refer it to Arenana, others make
it. a tenable name to replace Stcllana, and Pax m
Engler and Prantl’s Pflanzenfamihcn retains it for

about sixty species, mostly m the temperate and cold

parts of the northern hemisphere, and distinguishes

both Arenana and Stellana; for the purposes of this

Cyclopedia it seems to be desirable to follow the Index
Kewrensis disposition, and the few cultivated species

are therefore accounted for under Arenana.
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ALSOPHILA (Greek, grove-loving). Cyatheacex. Tree
ferns, grown m choice large conservatories, and in the
open in warm countries.

Alsophilas have simple or forked free veins, round
son, and no mdusia. Numerous species are found in the

tropical regions of both
hemispheres The species of

Alsophila are very similar in

appearance to the tree ferns

placed in the genus Cyathaa
and are probably not gener-
lcally distinct.

Of the different species of
alsophila, only one is in gcn-

t eral commercial use A aus-
tralis is a very graceful and
rapidly growing tree fern,

with finely divided fronds of

a pleasing shade of light

green, with the stipes thickly
covered with light brown,
hairy scales It is grown from
spores, which can be obtained
only from old and large

specimens, and which, like

the spores of most commer-
cial ferns, will germinate very
freely if sow*n on a compost
consisting of finely screened
soil, leaf-mold and sand in

equal parts To develop a
good crown of fronds in old specimen plants which may
look starved, the stem may be covered to any thick-

ness consistent with good appearance with green moss,
which may be attached with thin copper wire, and
which, if kept continually moist, will soon be thickly

covered with fine roots Alsophilas should be grown
in a temperature of 60° F

,
and the* soil should

never be allowed to become very dry. (Nichol N.
Bruckner.)

177 Pinna of Alsophila

australis

A. Lvs bipmnate; rachises merely fibnllose.

Rebecc®, F. Muell. Lvs ample, from 8 in or so

high; pinnae 12-15 in. long, with 20-30 pinnules on
each side, which are 2-3 in long and serrate or crenate
throughout Austral G 55. 28, p. 2

nules deeply pinnatifid, with segms. broadest at the
base, ovate-oblong and sharply serrate. Tasmania and
Austral

ferox, Presl (A . aculedta, J Smith). Rachises brown-
ish. pinnae 12-18 in. long, pinnules narrow, 3-4 in long,

wide, with 15-18 pairs of segms. which are nar-
row and slightly serrate. Trop. Arner.

aaa. Lvs quadripinnahfid .

oligoc&rpa, Fee Fig 178 Rachises smooth, grayish
straw-colored, pinnules 1 \'2~2 ft long, the segms ligu-

late, deeply pinnatifid, with blunt lobes; son median,
4-6 on the lower lobes Colombia

A Baroumba, Hot t Recently intro Not so elegant as A Loube-
tiana, but of interest for its majestic dimensions Congo Free
State —A congoensis, Hort I/irge handsome fronds, with prom-
inent yellow midrib pinnae deeply and regularly cut — A incAna,
Hort A magnificent tree f« rn with black spiny petioles Congo
RB 34 172, —.4 Loubctuino, Hort A decorative tree fern with
broad lvs rachis hairy brown S H 4 153

L M Underwood
R C Benedict t

ALSTONIA (Dr Alston, once professor of botany at

Edinburgh) Apocyndcca Two tret's of this genus are
introduced in southern Florida and southern California
for outdoor planting

Corolla-tube cylindrical, usually swollen at the base,

the parts spreading, usually twisted in the bud, an-
thers inclosed in the tube—Between 30 and 40 species

of trees or shrubs of E India and Austral
,
with small

white fls in teimmal cymes, and simple entire lvs

in whorls or opposite A scholans, R Hr
,
is the devil-

tree or pali-mara of India, the bark of which is medici-
nal. Trees yield caoutchouc

macroph^lla, Wall A tall tree, with milky juice

lvs 0-12 m long, 2} j-3 in wide, oblanceolate or elliptic-

lanceolate, obtusely acuminate, nerves 16-20 pairs

cymes numerous, the fls small, corolla-tube glabrous,

the throat villous, ovary glabrous Malaya

schol&ris, R Br Tree, 50-90 ft lvs 4-8 in long,

1-1) 2 iR wide, conaeeous, usually 4-7 in a whorl,
obovate or elliptic-oblong, white beneath, with 30-60
veins fls pubescent, subcapitate, ovary hirsute.

Wight. leones Ind Or 2 122 Rheede Hort Malab
1 45 —Intro by Montarioso Nursery, Santa Barbara,
Calif

,
in 1910 Tropics. N Taylor.)

aa. Lvs tnjnnnatijid or iripin

-

nate, rachises armed with,

spines

B. Segms long, strongly curved,

pinnules tapering to a slen-

der point

excelsa, R Br Lvs coriace-

ous, with more or less woolly
rachises, pinna1 6-10 m wide,
with crowded pinnules, which
are provided with about 20
pairs of segms which are strongly curved
and more or less enlarged at the ends
Norfolk Isl and Austral—Said to have
a trunk 60-80 ft high.

Co&peri, F Muell Smaller than the
last rachises with pale brown scales;

pinnae spear-shaped, with linear pinnules
4-5 in. long Queensland

lunul&tf, R Br. Lvs. rather thick,

herbaceous, from smooth rachises; pin-

nules close, 5-6 in long, with 20-30
pairs of segms

,
which are finely serrate

throughout.

bb. Segms . or less long.

australis, R. Br. Fig 177. Rachises
straw-colored; lvs ample, with primary
pumai 18 m. long, 6-10 m wide; pin- 178 Alsophila oligoc&rpa.

ALSTRCEMERIA (Baron
Alstrcemer, friend of Linnaeus).

Amarylhddaw Alstremekia.
Coolhouse and stove plants,

with tuberous roots, treated as
bulbs, and some of them also

grown in the open for sum-
mer bloom
Showy tall or slender plants

with the red, purple or yellow
blossoms in simple or com-

pound umbels terminating the st fls.

small (2 in or less long), comparatively
narrow, with 6 segms

,
parted nearly or

quite to the ovary, often irregular, stamens
mostly declined, stigma 3-cleft; sts slender
and leafy, weak, or even disposed to climb,

arising from a root of thickened fibers—
Perhaps 50 species in S Amer There are
garden hybrids. The alstremerias are not
now very much grown Monogr. by Baker,
Handbook of the Amaryllide®.
Some of the alstremerias have survived

the winters in Washington of late years
only when a heavy mulch has been given,

as A aurantiaca and its form A aurea, A.
chilensis and its forms. Evidently among
the hardiest are A brasiliensis and A.
pulchella. although some of the others have
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not been tried For outdoor planting, alstremerias are

at their best m a partly shaded position, and at
all tunes during their growth the roots must have an
abundance of water In fact, there is little Ube in

attempting their cultivation out-of-doors when these

conditions cannot be given —In colder climates, the al-

stremenas can be grown very successfully by planting
out in spring, and, as soon as they die down, lift, and
keep over winter m a place* fioin which frost is excluded
An annual lifting, or, when grown m pots, an annual
shaking-out, should be given, because they increase to
such an extent that the younger and smaller crowns are
apt to take the nourishment from the large flowering

crowns The largest ones ought to be separated from
the smaller ones, and either giowm in pots or planted
outside when the proper tune arrives In this way the
genus will become much more popu-
lar than it now 1* either tor cutting
or for the decoration of the bolder—
The best soil is hugely eomjiosed
of vegetable humus, when this is

not to be had old w ell - decayed
cow- or stable-manure .should be
incorporated with the soil When
they are planted outside, the tubers
should be put deep m the ground,
and the soil should be well worked
for at least 15 inches The tubers are slightly

egg-shaped, attached to a common stem, the
roots are from the ends of the tubers, and
also from near the growing points of the
crowns —For greenhouse work one of the
best is A Ptbqrinn var alba The loots may
be potted up in autumn m large pots, ami
treated as othei tender late winter tuberous
or bulbous plants are tieated See liulhs

Some of the \ an 1 lout to In bnds are e\tn moly
prettv, but, with the othei s, they are lather
unsuitable for pot culture, owing to the
peculiar formation of the mots—The species

are easil\ raised from seeds, which should be
sown rather thinly m deep pans, and allowed
to remain without pricking olT oi shifting for

the first season, also by division of the roots.

(Cl W. Oliver)
ixnnx

u Iha , 1 Hooltn,
nurea, 5 LiRtu. 8
liurantidca, 5 tula

birolor, 8
brasilu nsis, (1

rarynphylbirta, S
ohilensm, 2
Fli>s-Martiru\ 8
hsemautha, 4

a Lvs of fl -st (or sca/ie) broad, oblong or ublong-

spa tulate

1. pulchella, Farm f (A psdtacina
,
Lehm ). Fig 17b

Sterile st a foot or less long, woth aggiegated petioled

lvs flowering st 2-3 ft
,
with scattered lvs fls m a

simple umbel, on pedicels 1-1} 2 in long, long funnel-

shaped, the segms unequal, daik red and tipped with

green and spotted inside with brown, stamens nearly as

long as limo Brazil Fig 179 is of the A psillacina,

B M 3033 —An old garden plant

2 chilSnsis, Crce Chilian Lily Stout, 2-4 ft lvs

scattered, obovate or spatulate, or the uppci becom-
ing lanceolate, twisted at the base, fringed, somewhat
glaucous fls large, rose or red (or varying to whitish),

the twro lower segms longer and straighter, umbel with

5 or 6 2-fld. peduncles. Chile

aa Lvs. of fl -si lanceolate (at least the lower ones).

b Fls. purplish or red.

3 Pelegrlna, Linn. Fl -st. stout, a foot or less high

lvs about 30, thin, ascending, 2 in or less long and ^111

or less wide fl. 2 m or less long, lilac, the outer segms

broad and euspidate, the inner ones spotted red-purple:

umbel few-rayed, normally simple, but becoming com-
pound m cult Also a pure white variety (A dlba,

Hort ) A quilloUnsis, Hort
,

is a lobust cult form.
Chile BM 139 Gn 40, p 472. LBC 13.1295.

4 heem&ntha, Ituiz & Pav (A Slmsii, Sprung ) Fl -

st 2-3 ft lvs crowded and thin, somewhat stalked,
3-4 in long and ^4111 or less wide, the upper becoming
hneai, glaucous beneath fls 2 in or less long, blight

red tipped green, the inner ones with red-pui pie spots

on a red-yellow ground, umbel verj' compound, the

biamhes 4-0 in long A white-fid. variety is cult

Chile. B M. 2353 (as A pulchella).

bb Fls gelloiv or yellowish.

5 aurantlaca, Don (A nurea, Hort). Fl -st 2-4 ft.

high l\s neaily 50, thm, some-
what petiolate, slightly glaucous
buov, 3-1 ft long and ^jin wide,
fls 10 30, in a compound umbel,
the perianth bright yellow, outer
segms tipped green and inner ones
sflotted brown —There is a form
with pale, unspotted fls Chile.

B M 3350 (as A nurea). Gn 20.

540 A lulea, Hort
,
is probably a

form of this species

6 brasiliensis, Spreng St 3-4 ft lvs.

remote thiekish, oblong-lanceolate, 2 in long,

fl in long, in a 5-rayed umbel (each ray
bearing 1-3 fls ), the segms oblong-spatulate
and reddish j el low', the inner ones spotted
brown, stamens shoiter than segms. Brazil

aaa Lvs of fl -st linear

7 versicolor, Ruiz & Pav (A peruviana,

Van Houtte A sulphurea and A tigrtna

Hort ) Fl -st short (1 ft or less high) lvs

many, the lower ones about 1 in long fls l

111 long, m a nearly simple umbel, yellow
spotted purple, the segms all oblaneeolate
and acute A margmate 1-fld form is var.
nivto-maiqinata Chile.

S Lfgtu, Linn Fl -st. 1 3^-2 ft lvs 20-30,
thin, the lowermost becoming lanceolate, 2-3
in long fls 1 3 i m long, m a neaily or quite
simple umbel, whitish, lilac or pale red,

st,leaked purple, the inner segms often ob-
tuse Var pulchra, Baker (.1 pulchra, 81111s,

B M 2421 A Flds-Mdrtnm, Ivor, B R 731
A bf color, LBC 15 1497), has narrower and
longer lvs

,
and all the segms acute or cuspi-

date Chile Common and variable in cult

A Ilookcri, Lodd
,
is a iorm of A Light The A Ligtu

of B M 125 is A an yophyllca, Jacq
,
with long-clawed,

very unequal segms 111 twro sets or bps, red and red-
striped Brazil

9 viol&cea, Phill St 1-2 ft . lvs scattered and
spreading, 1 in or less long, those on sterile shoots
l.aiger, ovate-oblong and 5-nerved fls on forked pedi-
cels in a 5-rayed umbel, 1 \ j-2 in long, bright lilac, the
outer segms obovate, truncate and with a short cusp,
the inner oblong-acute, spotted Chile

10. revolftta, Ruiz & Pav Fl -st 1 ft or more lvs.

eiowded, linear, 1 in or less fls 6-12, purplish, ^m.
or less, the begins oblanceolate-clawcd, reflexed or
spie.ulmg from the middle in full bloom, the inner
segms yellowish and spotted Chile. ]J H 13

ALTAMIRANOA (named for Dr F Altamirano, late

Director of the Instituto Medico Naeional, of the City
of Mexico) Crassuldeeae Low, much-branched peren-
nials with the habit and foliage of Sedum, but with the
petals united into a distinct tube On account of the
tubular fls

,
some of the species were first described
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as Cotyledon, with which they have little else m com-
mon. None of the species is especially attractive, but
all of them develop at the base or on the branches
curious rosettes of lvs Twelve specimens are known,
of which 5 have been grown in Washington greenhouses
and the New York Botanical Garden A. elong&ta,

Rose, has puberulent sts. and lvs. and white fls.;

A. caldcola, Rose, is more or less glaucous, with turgid
lvs and greenish -yellow fls

;
A. Gdldmann, Rose, is

glabrous, with linear lvs and pale yellow fls
;
A. B&tesii,

Rose, is glabrous, with linear lvs. and fls. purplish or
becoming so, A. scopulina, Rose, is glabrous, with
linear lvs and pure white fls j n Rose

ALTERNANTH&RA Telanthera.

ALTHAEA (Greek, to cure) Malvacex Tall annual,
biennial or perennial herbs, grown in the open garden
The flowering shrubs known as altheas are foims of

Hibiscus synacvs
Flowers axillary, solitary, or racemose in the axils or

at the summit of the st
,
with 6-9 bracts below the calyx,

but otherwise as in Malva —About 15 species m the
temperate regions of the world

officinalis, Linn Marsh Mallow Fig 180. Erect,
3-4 ft . downy lvs ovate, often heart-shaped or 3-

lobed, frequently undivided, tomentose fls 1 in across,

blush or rose, clustered in the axils of the lvs Perennial,

180. Althaea officinalis. (Plant X A). Marsh Mallow.

in marshes. E Eu
,
and occurring in this country as

an escape—Root used for mucilage and for other pur-
poses, also medicinal The root of commerce has its

brown outer covering removed Rarely cult., but
occasionally escaped m marshes near the coast.

rdsea, Cav Hollyhock, which see for culture St
strict and spire-like, hairy lvs large and rough,

roundeci-neart-shaped, wavy-angled or lobed' fls large

and nearly sessile, in a long wand-like raceme or spike,

m many forms and colors. Biennial. Chma. B M.
3198.

ficifdlia, Cav. Antwerp Hollyhock. Biennial, 3-6
ft lvs 7-lobed

;
toothed: fl. lemon-yellow or orange,

large, in terminal
spikes, showy, sin-

gle or double Eu.
—Grown m Calif.

cannabina, Linn.
Perennial, 5-6 ft

,

branching lvs digi-

tatcly 5-part ed, up-
per ones 3-parted,
the lobes nar-
row and strongly

toothed fls not
large, rose-colored,
on many-fld axil-

lary peduncles that
are longer than the
lvs Eu — Grown
sometimes as a
border plant It

yields a fiber

L H B.

ALUM - ROOT:
Hcuehera.

ALYSSUM
(classical name).
Cruciferx Low
plants with
many omal

!

clustered flow-
ers, growrn in the open and often used in rock-gardens.

Plants branching, often tufted fls. white or yellow,

sometimes varying to rose, filaments often notched fr.

a small orbicular pod, with 1 or 2 wingless seeds in

each of the 2 compartments, valves of pod nciveless,

flattened at the margins —As many as 100 species in

middle Eu
,
Medit region and the Caucasus

The sweet alyssum is one of the commonest annuals,

grown both in the open and forced in benches, beds or

pots It is of the easiest culture, either indoors or out.

The compact varieties aie most prized for pot culture.

Under glass, it requires temperature of a carnation
house It will stand considerable frost in the open, and
may be sown early, it blooms all summer, and until

killed by winter Useful for window'-gardens and bas-

kets For winter bloom, sow seeds late in August or in

September When blooms begin to fail, cut back the
plant, and it will bloom again
The perennial alyssums require no special treatment.

They are usually propagated by dividing the roots;

also by cuttings and seeds.

INDEX.

alpestre, 5 maritimum, 1 pyrenaicum, 3.

argenteum, 9. Mopllendorfiamum, riMratum, 8
Benthami, 1 11 saxatilc, B
compactum, 1, b montanurn, 10 aorpyllifolium, 5
floro-plono, 6 odoralum, 1 spinosum, 2
gemonense, 7 podoliourn, 4 vanegatum, 1, 6.

giganteum, 1 procumbens, 1. Wierzbickn, 8

A. Fls white; annuals or perennials.

I maritimum, Lam (A odordtum
,
Hort ) Sweet

Alyssum Fig 181 A low, spreading, light green annual,
with lanceolate or linear entire lvs

,
tapering to the base,

anil small honey-scented fls in terminal clusters, which
become long racemes Eu Many cult vars var Ben-
thamii or comp&ctum, a dwarf and compact form, not
over 6 in high, var. varieg&tum, with pale white-edged
lvs., var gigantfcum, robust, broad-lvd., var. procum-
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bens, of spreading habit, and various horticultural
forms with trade names.

2 spindsum, Linn A woody-stemmed little peren-
nial, with lanceolate acute silvery lvs

,
spiny fl. branches,

and very small numerous fls Eu—Roekwork, 3-6 in

A rose-colored form is re-

ported.

3 pyren&icum, Lapeyr
Dwarf, shrubby, not spiny
lvs obovate, tomentose fls

white with brown anthers
Pyrenees Perennial

4 pod61icum, Bess (Schiv-

ereckia pod6hca, Andrz
Bess ) Dwarf lvs m rosetf e,

lanceolate, 2-toothed on mar-
gins' fls white, short-pedi-

celled, petals entire Early
spring S. Russia Perennial

aa Fls yellow or orange
perennials

b. Lvs l/zin or less long

5 serpyllifdlium, Desf (A
alp hire

,
Linn Dwarf (3-4

in high), somewhat, woody
at the base, with rough-hoary
lvs

,
and pale j ellow fls in

racemes Eu. Intro.

1892

bb Lvs mostly 1 in or

more lung.

6. saxfitile, Linn.
Golden - ti ft Fig
182 A foot high,

woody at base lvs

oblanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, entire or wavy,
hoary-tomentose fls golden yellow, numerous, in little

compact clusteis Eu BM 159 AF 5 37 —Com-
mon in roekwork, making a spreading mat, blooming
in early spring There aie many forms of this standard
rock plant Var comp&ctum, Hort

,
dwarf Var fldre-

pldno, (tort.
,
double-fld Var varieg&tum Hort, (A

vanegatum, Hort ), has parti-colored foliage, very
attractive

7 gemonense, Linn Less hardy than the last/ lvs

lanceolate, gra> idi, velvety fls lemon-yellow st woodjr

at base Eu

182 Alyssum saxatile (XJ4>

8. rostr^turn, Stev (A Wibzbickii
,
Heuff ) About

20 in lvs 2 in long, broad-oblong, pointed, hairy fls

deep yellow, m dense heads, m summer Asia Minor

9. argSnteum, Vitm Fig 183 Dwarf and dense
grower, 15 in or so lvs oblong or spatulate, silvery

beneath, some of the tuftfed fls yellow, in clustered

heads, all summer, beginning later than those of A.
saxatile Eu

10 mont&num, Linn. Tufted alpine, 2-3 in high,

more or less herbaceous, pubescent, lvs obovate fls.

yellow', fragrant, in a simple raeeme Eu.

11 Moellendorfi&num, Asch. Sts ascending, lvs

with stellate hairs on both sides, from spatulate to sub-
ovate, obtuse fls yellow, m elongated many-fld
racemes, the pedicels nearly horizontal and bract less

fr. nearly orbicular Bosnia

Many other species of alyssum are likely to be found in choice
rock-Rarden collecfums .1 alpeslre, Linn 3in,Rrayish fls yellow,
in simple raceme

—

A atldnlxcum, Desf —A montunum— 4
Bertholonn, Desv =A argenteuin

—

A tuneifdlium, Tenore= \
montanuin —A dasycdrpum, Steph Annual fls yellow — 4

diffiisum, Tenarc=A montanum —A macrordrpum, DC Shrubby,
somewhat spiny, 8 in lvs oblong, silvery fls white —.4 onen-
Ulle, Ard 1 ft lvs lanceolate, toothed, downy fls yellow, m
corymbs—A tortudsum, Rupr 6 in , st twisted lvs narrow,
hoary fls. yellow, m corymbs.

j IT B
ALEXIA: Qynopogon.

AMAGLfPTUS Hemiraphxs.

AMANITA. Mushroom

AMARABOYA (native name). Melastom&cex A
genus of only 3 species of tender shrubs from Colombia,
which are showy both in foliage and flower. Lvs large,

opposite, sessile, with 3 prominent nerves, brownish
red beneath fls large, cymosc; petals usually 6, sta-

mens 12-15 For cult
,
sec Pleromn Not known to be

in American trade Considered by some as a section of

the much larger genus Blakea.

A amdbilvt, Linden Lvs 10-12 in long, 8 m broad* fls white,
margined tannine, stamens wr hite, ntyle red, exserted I II 14 9
— 1 princeps, Linden Fls carmine, stamens white, styles white.

I H 44 4 — 4 spUruhda, Linden Fls 0 Y% in across, petals

narrower at the base than in the other species, stamrns yellow,
style red, exserted I H 34 34 —Perhaps the showiest of all the
Mrlastomacc® TAYLOR -j-

AMARANTUS (Greek, unfading
,
in allusion to the

Listing character of the calyx and floral bracts).

A marantdeew Amaranth Coarse annual plants, grown
for colored foliage and the showy flower-clusters,

i elated to the cockscomb
Plants tall and eiect or spreading or even prostrate:

lvs alternate, entue, petioled fls very small con-

gested in terminal or axillary spikes or glomerulcs, each

n subtended by 3 chaffy bracts, petals 0, sepals 3-5,

peisistent, stamens 2-5 fr a small 1-seeded utricle —
Some 45-50 species, mostly weedy plants, widely dis-

tributed Some of the pigweeds are of this genus, as

A retrojlexus, sometimes known as beet-root and red-

root, A hybridus, A graeizans (A albus), one of the

tumble-W'ecds, A sputosus, A bhtoides and A. Palmeri

,

spreading eastward along railroads

The amaranths are usually planted as open-air

annuals, and they require no special treatment They
thrive best in a hot and sunnv place In very rich soil

the leaves become
very large 1 but usu-

all> lack m bright,

coloring Seeds may
be sow n in the open
or in frames The
dwarf and compact
varieties, which
often have beauti-

fully variegated
foliage, may be
grown in pots or

used for bedding
Give plenty of
room.

A Lvs linear -lan-

ceolate, long and
drooping.

salicif dlius,
Veitch Graceful
pyramidal habit, 3
ft lvs 5-8 in long

and Hvd wide,
w avv,bronze-green,

changing to orange-

mi Philippines.
G C I 1871 : 1550.

FS 19 1929

aa Lvs broad,

mostly ovale.

B Spikes drooping.

caud&tus, Linn
Love - lies - bleed-
ing Fig 184 Tall,

robust and diffuse

(3-5 ft ) lvs ovate
•o ovate - oblong,
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stalked, green spikes red, long and slender, naked, m a
long and diooping panicle, the terminal one forming a
long, eord-like t ail Also vars with yellowish and whit ish
panicles Tropics G W. G 709.—Common, and an old
favonte Var. atropurphreus, Hort Foliage blood-red
Var. albifldrus, Ilort Spikes white or greenish white
Var gibb&sus, Ilort Plant not large fls red, clustered

in more or less separated fascicles or heads.

bb Spikes cm t

hypochondrtacus, Linn Prince’s Feather. Tall
and glabrous l\s oblong-lanceolate, acute, spikes
blunt, aggiegated into a thick, lumpy terminal panicle,

of which the cential part is elongated bracts long-

awned—An old garden plant, with the heavy heads
variously colored, but mostly purple Lvs usually

purple or put plc-grcen Trop Amor Cult m many
forms and sometimes a weed m old grounds Considered
by some to be a form of A hybrid u;s, Linn (A hybridus
var hypochondndcns, Rob) Vai sanguineus, Hort.

(A emeritus, Hort
,
not Willd ) Entne plant blood-

red Var virescens, Hort Lvs green above, purplish

beneath Var vfridis, Hort Plant green, except the
floral parts Var racemdsus, Moq Lateialfl -branches
elongated, light-colored Theie aie other garden forms

panicul&tus, Linn. (.4 hybndus \ar punuuldtus
,

Ulme & Bray) St. usuallv pubescent lvs oblong-
ovate to ovate-lanceolate, bioadei than m the last

spikes thinner than in the last, acute or acutish, and
in an open, more graceful terminal panicle bracts
sharp-pointed but not long-awned drop Amor—
Common, and sometimes a weed Var specidsus
(4 .spend'ius, Sims, B M 2227) Stout, laige, eiect.

plant (312-4 Vi ft ), with As and lvs i oddish or puiple-
green panicle dark red-pui pie, handsome Var cru-
entus, Moq (4 cm hit it.s, Linn, not. Hort) Lateral
fl -branches spreading -nodding, blood-red Var
sanguineus, Moq Lateral blanches long, slender,
often nodding at the tip fls and some or all the lvs

blood-red Var flavescens, Voss. Panicles large and
blanched, yellowish or greenish.

gangeticus, Linn Usually a lowrer plant, 3 ft or
less and often only 1 ft

,
with thin, ovate-pointed lvs

,

and fls in short, glomerate, interrupted spikes, both
terminal and axulaiy Tropics—Very variable Cult
by Amer Chinese (Fig lXf>) as a pot-herb under the
name of hon-toi-moi, with green lvs (Bailey, Bull

67, Cornell Exp Sta ) Various dwarf and compact
bedding forms are common Used more for foliage

than for fl -panicles. Var melancholicus, Voss (A.
melanchdlicus, Linn ) Lvs variously colored, some-
times mostly in two colors (A bicolor, Hort ), and also

in three colors (4 tricolor, Hort ) . lvs long-petioled,
broadly to narrowly lanceolate. Here belong the
Joseph’s Coat group of the bedding amaranths

Many Latin-form namea are m the catalogues, probably all of
which are referable to above species or are hybrids of them, as A

spUndens, a form of A gangeticus v ar melancholicus, .1 specidsus
aiireus, to A paniculatus var flavescens, A Hinderi, probably a
hybrid with A aalicifolius, or a var of it, with long-diooping, brown
lv- , and tall, pyramidal stature, .1 (iordonn, or Sunrise, with bronzy
banded lis and brilliant scarlet lvs on top, A 'iupfrbua, lvs
blood-red above and crimson beneath, probably one of the melan-
chohtus fonns, A Dussu, Spreng , with lvs and fls bright colored,
and suggested as a var of A spinosus, wlm h is a smooth weedy
spoi ios with 2 spines in the axils of the narrow-ovate or rhomb-
ovate lvs —A Hutlonu, Veiteh=*relosia

AMARYLLIS (classical name) Amari/llidacese

Summer- or autumn-blooming bulbous plant (March
and Apr at the Cape), the leaves usually appearing
later

Riant stout, producing many strap-like lvs • fls large,

flagrant m a fewr- to several-fid umbel, perianth with
a short ribbed tube, the divisions oblong or lanceo-

late, the filaments distinct and no scale between them,
stamens on the throat of the tube fr a globose caps

,

opening liregulaily —One species, from Cape ol Good
Hope In gardens, the hippeastuuns (wmtei and spring

bloomers) are known as Amaiyllis
In dealing wut.h the cult.uie of amaryllis, it is cus-

tomary to speak of the genus in its hoi ticultuial sense,

—to include hippeastrum and related things Such is

the undeistanding in the following cultural directions

Theie aie two widely diffenng methods of cultivating

the amaryllis to produce showy flowers in the spring
months,—the bordoi method and the pot method Any
one tiying both of these methods will soon coine

to the conclusion that thc> dilfer not onlv in method,
but m flower-pi odueing icsults The fust method
is to plant the bulbs in a prepared bolder after they
are done floweiing, sav about the middle of May.
The bordei should have pel feet drainage, and, if con-
venient, be on the south side of a house or wall, fullv

exposed to the sun (luting the greater part, of the dav
The bulbs are set out m lows, necessarilv with as little

distill bance of the roots as possible, because, if they
are bulbs that have undetgone similar tieatment the
previous year, by the middle of May they have made
a considerable number of new roots, besides, the foliage

also has gained some headway, and ma\ be considered
as in actual growth In planting, carefully firm the soil

around the old balls, give one watering, and on the
succeeding day, after the sui face of the soil has been
raked over, cover to the depth of 2 inches with half-

deea>ed cow-manure With frequent wateungs during
the summer and the removal of weeds, they will need
no moie attention until the upproa<h of cool weather,
when they should Vie lifted, sized, and potted, however,
at this season, if wet weather has predominated, some
of the bulbs will be in a semi-dormant state, while the
majonty will yet be in active growth Here is the draw-
back to this method The roots are lai ge and fleshy, t hey

185. Amarantus gangeticus (XH)

take up considerable room in a 6- or 7-inch pot, and th»

soil cannot be evenly distributed amongst them, neithei

can it, be made as firm as it should be The result in

the partial decay of the roots and leaves, and m the
spring, when the flower scapes appear, they are devel-

oped at the expense of the bulb, through having insuffi-

cient. roots to take up nourishment from the soil. The
flowers are small, few in number, and do not show what
the plant is capable of Partly to ameliorate these
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conditions, the bulbs in active growth at lifting time
may be heeled-m on a greenhouse bench until they
gradually ripen, taking care that some of the soil is

retained on the roots, otherwise the ripening process
is altogether too rapid, so that the roots and leaves

suddenly lose their robust nature, become flabby, and
eventually die For this method, it can be said that a
larger number of bulbs can be grown with less trouble
than by the pot method, but neither bulbs nor flowers
compare in size with those kept in pots the year round
For the purpose of merely increasing stock, the out-
door method is to be preferred —Most of the kinds are
naturally evergieen, potting under those conditions is

best done either after the plants have made their growth
in the fall or after they have finished flowering in April
When done in the fall, they are allowed to remain
rather dry during the winter, this will keep the soil of
the original ball in a sweet condition until the time
arrives to start them into growth, which may be any-
where after the first of January, or even earlier if neces-
sary They w ill winter all right, and keep their foliage,

in a brick frame in which the temperature is not allowed
to fall below 45° F By the beginning of February, m
a structure of this sort, they will be showing flower-
scapes, and should then be taken to a position m which
more heat and light, can be given A weak solution of
eow'-manure wall much help the de -elopment of the
floweis Whin in bloom, a greenhouse tempera-
tuie, with slight, shade, will prolong the flowering
period After flow'd ing, the greatest care should be*

taken of the plants, as it is from that period till the end
of summer that the pnncipal growth is made A heavy
loam, enriched with boneAlust and rotted cow-manure,
suitb them well —The seeds of hippeastrums should
be sown as soon as ripe, eoveied \er\ light lv with hnely
sifted leaf-mold, and, it this shows a tendency to dry too
quickly, cover with panes of glass until gennination
takes place As soon as the first leaves are developed,
they should be potted m the smallest sized pots and
kept growing —In the propagation of vaneties, it will

be found that the large bulbs make two 01 more offsets

each season, these should not be detached until it is

certain that thev have enough roots of their own to
start with after being separated fom the parent If a
well-flowered specimen clump is desired, the offsets

may be allowed to remain attached to the parent,, they
will, in most cases, flower the second year undei gen-
erous treatment -Amaryllis Belladonna and the plant,

known as A lonqifolia (really a erinum) are hardy in

the District of Columbia, A lorytfolia thrives even in

damp, heavv soils, with no protection, and flowers

abundant 1\ each year /I Belladonna needs a warm,
sheltered spot, with deep planting This popular
autumn-blooming plant succeeds best wheie it can
remain out-of-doois all the y ear It seems to thrive

in fairly rich sandv loam A position facing south near
the wall of house 01 by the side of a gieenhouse seems
to suit its requirements In rather dry soils where frost

loes not penetrate deeply, it, is not necessary to lift

the tubers each year (G W Oliver )

Bellad6nna, Linn Bellxdonna Lily Fig 186
Scape 2-4 ft

,
with a 2-1vd dry snathe or involucre just

underneath the umbel fls on snort pedicels, lily-like,

short-tubed, and flaring, with pointed segms 2-3 in

long, and 6 doflexed stamens, flagrant, normally rose-

red, scape solid lvs strap-shaped, canaliculate and
acute B M 733. Gn 33 268, 47, p 46, 49, p. 276,

54, p 414 GC III 24 315 — \n old favorite, with many
Latin-named garden forms There are varieties rang-
ing from white to red, and varying m shape and size of

fls
,
many of them receiving Latin descriptive names

Var purpvtrea, Ilort Fls purple, at least on the limb

Var p&llida (A vdllula, Red ), has pale flowers

Var bl&nda, Voss [A bldnda
,
Gawl B M 1450), is a

large form, with white fls
,
fading to blush Var. rdsea

perfgcta, Hort Excellent blooms, satiny rose and white-

striped: fls late, at the time the lvs appear, the segms
pointed Gt, 45, p 443 Var spectdbilis tricolor, Ilort.

Fls showy, in large umbels, rose-color, white inside,

highly perfumed Gt 45, p 358 Var maxima, Hort
Strong grower, with many large rose-colored fls G M.
45 '303 Var Parken (A Barken

,
Hort ) Probably

hybrid of Brunstngia Josephmx and Amaryllis Bella-

donna umbel cuculai, with as many as 30 bloo/ns, fls

deep rose with white and oiangc at base inside, and
orange on outside of tube 3 ft

,
handsome also a

whitc-fld form GC III 50 211 Gn 75, p 460
See Brun-svigia for A yiyanlra and .1 orientals, Cnnum for A

lonyifolui and A orruita, Hipi* ast rum for A aulira, A equestris,

A fulyula, 4 Juhnsonu, A hiopoldu, A pnrdina, A procera, A,
Reyirue, A reticulata, A villain Lyc oris for A aurea, A l/alltt,

and A nuliata, Nennt* lor 1 \ irtnt

,

Sprc-kc lia for A formosiseima,
feternbe gia for A lulea, V lllota for 1 purpurea, Zephyranthes
for 1 itamaeco, A Candida and .4 trubescenit The follow mg trade
nam< -> probably belong to other g< nera most like ly to Hippeancrum
A crocea, A Graiearut, A macrantha, 4 refulaens L H B
AMASONIA (alter Thomas Amason, early American

traveler; Vtrbenacese About a half-dozen species of

under -shrubs of Trop
Amor Fls yellow or sul-

fur-* olored in racemose or

paniculate clusters, calyx
5-elcft, corolla 5-cleft,

almost 2-lipped May be
treated as warmhouse 1

species of Clerodendron

calycina, Hook f C/l

puntua
,
Hort not Vahl

Taligalot punicea, Hort )

L\ s 6-12 in long, elliptic,

acuminate, coarse lv lrregu-

larlv toothed or sinuate,

glabrous, except the floral

ones fls 1 L>-2 m long,

drooping, calyx nearly 1 in

long, red B M 0915 Gn
27 130 R B. 20 13

A erfeta, Linn A slender,
sparingly branched shrub ha
alternate and w hurled, 4-5 in

long, oblong, erenute-serrate,
dark green above, paler beneath
fli white, raeemoaelv panicu-
late, bracts scarlet Guiana

N Taylor f 186 Amaryllis Belladonna

AMBROSIA (a classical name) Compdsitse About
fifteen species of weedy evil-smelling herbs, mostly
American The common ragw'eed is A artemisispfolia,

Linn The kmgweed of western wheatfields, and also

of low waste places, is A Irijvla, Linn Probably none
is cultivated, the listed Ambrosia mexicana probably
being of some other genus, very likely an artcmisia

AMBROSlNIA (Giacinti Ambrosim, an Italian).

Ardceee A dwarf perennial tuberous herb of Italy and
Algeria
Spathe boat-shaped, lying on the earth, the mouth

gaping, spadix included fr a many-seeded berry —
Half-hardy’, planted m the open or m pots, and bloom-
ing in the fall A single species

Bfissn, Linn Three or 4 m lvs 2 or 3, overtopping
the spathe, the If -blade ovate or ovate-elliptic, obtuse
often refuse spathe %\n long, tipped with a brown
tail, divided lengthwise, the anthers being m one com-
partment (which has a hole to admit insects), and the
solitary ovary in the other, thus preventing automatic
close pollination B M 6360—There is a narrow-
leaved form (var angustifdlia, Guss ), a spotted-
leaved form (var. macul&ta, Engler), and a form with
pale green reticulations (var reticulata, Engler) Prop-
agation is by seeds started inside or m frames, or by
division m spring L H B
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AMELANCHIER (said to be a Savoy name) Rosd-
ceae Shad-bush Juneberrv Ornamental woody
subjects chiefly cultivated for their profuse white
flowers appearing in early spring, some species also

grown for their iruits

Deciduous shrubs or small trees, winter-buds con-
spicuous, pointed, with seveial imbricate scales lvs

alternate, petioled, serrate fls in racemes terminal on
short branchlets, rarely solitary, calyx-tube cainpanu-
late, adnate to the ovary, with 5 persistent lobes, petals

5, stamens 10-20, styles 2-5, ovary inferior, 2-5-celled,

each cell with 2 ovules and subdivided fr a berry-like

pome, juicy, with a cavity at the top —About 20 or

25 species, most of them m N Ainer
,
2 in Mex

,
4 in

Eu , and W Asia, and 1 in E Asia The species

are closely i elated and otten difficult to distinguish,

A. humilis and A stolomfera and also A. mnguinea
seem to be the best for fruit, which lipens later than
the others, there is also a large-fruited form of A.
hews See Juneberry

All the species mentioned below are hardy North
and thrive upon a variety of soils and succeed well in

dry climate's, some, as A sanguined, A humilis and A.
rotundifolm show a preference for calcareous soil and
grow well in dry situations, while others, as A oblongi-

folia and A Bartrannana prefer moist and swampy
soil

Propagation is by seeds sown soon after ripening or
stratified and sown m spring and the* stolomferous
species also by suckers, rare kinds are homed lines bud-
ded in summer on a common species or on Cratiegus

INDEX
alnifolm, 4
Amelanchier, 1.
aryuta, 11

18? Amelanchier almfolia.

<Xh)

especially as numerous spontaneous hybrids apparently
occur For a detailed treatment of the species of E.
N Amer

,
see Wiegand in Khodora 14, p 117 (1912)

In trade catalogues, they are sometimes confused with
Aroma, which is easily distinguished by its compound
corymbose infl

,
5-eelled mealy fr and by the midrib of

the lvs being glandular above
The amelanehiers are deciduous shrubs or trees with

simple, suborbicular to oblong serrate leaves, rather
small white flowers in racemes followed by purplish or
bluish black berry-like fruits They are very desirable
for ornament, producing a profusion of white flowers in

early spring, and range from shrubs only a few feet high,

as A. humilis and A stolomfera, to trees attaining 40
feet m height, as A canadensis and A hews The latter

species is perhaps the most beautiful, the white color of

tne pendulous loose racemes being enhanced by the red
bracts and the bronzy red color of the unfolding leaves;
the other species are pure white when blooming, the
young leaves being covered by a whitish tomentum

Kranrliflora, 2
humilis, .1

juponua, 8
Ispvis, 10
ohlongifolm, 7
obotah s, 7
oligottu pn, 11

<n alls, 1 , 5, 0

A. Fls. m racemes lvs folded in bud, petioles slender.

B Styles free, t'crij short, not e meeting the cah/r-lube.

1 rotundifdlia, Duni -Cours
,

not Roein (A.
Amelanchier, Sarg A vulqdns, Moeneh t ovdlis,

Medikus, not Borkh ) Serv k e-bi rry Upright or
spreading, rather stiff-branched shrub, 2 N ft young
branchlets tomentose lvs oval to obovate, seriate from
near the base, subcoidate at tin* base, usually rounded
at the apex, 1-2 in long, woolly beneath when voung
racemes many-fld

,
petals lmear-oblanceolate, obtuse

or emarginate fr bluish black, bloomy May, fr in

Aug, Sept Cent and S Eu BM 2150 HW 3,

p 87 GC II 9 793 M DG 1900 497 (habit) J II.

Ill 54 395.

bb Styles more or less connate at the base, about as long as
the stamens

c. Teeth of lvs about 4 ? to 1 p.n , lvs rather coarsely

serrate, veins usually sfiaight and close together

D. Apex of lvs aeute or acutish, blade densely woolly
beneath uhtn young

j-'-w 2 sanguines, DC (A rotundifdha, Roem.,
not Duin -Cours A canadhi si s var spicdta,

^ Sarg
,
in part A spicdta, Rob & Fernald,

not Koch) Slender shrub sts solitary or few

I
IrCj together, to 8 ft high lvs orbicular-oval

\ I 's
()val“°M°nK> rounded or subeordatc at

the base, l%-‘2% in long, serrate nearly to

the base, fls on a loose, usually nodding
raceme; petals Vim long, summit of ovary

densely woolly fr rather large, nearly black, bloomy,
juicy and sweet Maine to Minn and Ala May, fr.

in Aug
,
Sept B B 2 238 (as A rotundifolm) —Var.

grandifldra (forma grandifloi a, Wiegand) Fls large;

petals %in long and nearly Kin 'vide

3 hhmilis, Wiegand {A spicdta of many writers, not
Koch) Stiffly upright shrub, 1-4 ft

,
stolomferous and

forming patches lvs oval-oblong or oval, subcordate
or rarely rounded at the base, 1-2 in long, serrate to

below the middle’ racemes many-fld
,
rather dense and

upright, fls small; petals oblong-obovate, about Kin.
long: fr. nearly black, bloomy, juicy and sweet May;
fr. in Aug Vt to Alberta, south to N Y and Iowa.

dd. Apex of lvs. rounded or truncate blade very soon
glabrous

4. alnifdlia, Nutt (A canadensis var almfdha,
Torr & Gray) Fig 187 Shrub with rather stout
upright branches, to 10 ft lvs broadly oval to oval-

truncate or subcordate at the base, 1-1% in. long,
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coarsely and sharply toothed rarely below the middle,
floceose-tomentose at first, very soon becoming glabrous,
racemes many-fld

,
upright, short and dense, slightly

tonientose at first, fls rather small, petals oblong to

narrowly oblong, } 3-} %m long, sepals short summit of

the ovary woolly fr nearly black, bloomy. May, fr.

in July Mich to Ore and Wash SS 4 196 S F
1 185, 5 415 G M 52 143 (habit) Var fldrida,

Schneid (A fldrida, Lmdl A oxyodon, Koehne) Lvs
and racemes glabrous or nearly so from the begin-
ning B R 19 1589 Var pdmila, Schneid (A cana-
densis var pumila, Nutt ) Glabrous like the pre-
ceding var

,
but very low and stoloniferous.

cc. Teeth of lvs 7-1 ft to , lvs finely and closely serrate.

D. Lvs tonientose when young.

e. Apex of lvs obtuse, rounded or sub-acute

9. canadensis, Medikus (A. Botryapium, Borkh. A.
canadensis var. Botryapium, Torr & Gray A cana-
densis var tomentiila, Sarg ) Service-berhy Bushy
tree, fastigiately branched st solitary or few, some-
times shrubby lvs goneially obovate, less often ovate,
oval or oblong, acute or acuminate, usually cordate
at the base, 1 E£-3 Vi ni long, sharply serrate quite or
nearly to the base, densely white-tomentose beneath
when young, less so above, tomen turn usually partly
persistent racemes rather dense, nodding, silky-tomen-
tosc, petals linear or linear-oblong, about Jj^in long;

top 01 ovary glabrous or slightly hairy fr maroon-
purple, tasteless May, earlv

,
before the lvs

,
fr m June.

Maine to Iowa, Mo and south to Ga and La. SS. 4'

194 B R. 14 1174 (in 73, p 239 (habit; may be A.
oblongifolia) —This is the only species with the lvs.

tomentose on both surfaces when young.

f. Top of ovary woolly lvs generally oval.

5 stolonffera, \\ legund (A .spicala, Brit &
Brown, in part, not Koch A ova Its of many authors,
not Medikus) I’pnght stoloniferous shiub, 1-4 ft high,

forming patches lvs oval, randy o\ al-oblong or
orbicular, rounded at the base or rarely subcordate,
1-2 in long, finely senate, usually quite or nearly
entire on the lower thud, glabrous above, densely
white-toiiu ntose bine it h when >oung racemes short,

dense, upright, tomentose or nearly glabrous, fls

small, pet ils obo\ at e-oblong, about 1 pn long, top of

o\ary woolh fr jmiphsli lilaik, bloomy, juicj and
swert Ma>, a few da\s later than A Inn s,

fr m July Newfoundland and Maine to Va
6 ovahs, Borkh (A spirata , Koch, Cratsr-

gus spimta, Lam ) Bush) shiubwith numer-
ous sts

,
to 12 ft lvs o\nl (o obmate, some-

times o\ al-oblong, l’j 2'i in long, serrate

to the base, white-tomentose beneath when
\oung racemes upiight, wooll), petals obovate, J 3m
long, top of o\ary woolh fr bluish black, with the
sepals upright and slightly spieadmg M 1) G 1900
496 —'Fins is possibly a hybrid bet w ion the preceding
and the following sp< < 10s, mu< h cult m Ku

f F Top of 01 ary glabiou s or nearly so lvs generally
oblong

7 oblongifdha, Room (A lanaden sis var oblongi-

fdlia, Torr Nr Gray A Botiydpuon, Brit Brown,
in part A obovdhs, Ashe ) Shrub, with slender upright
nts growing m rather dense dumps, but not stolo-

niferous, to 25 ft 1\ s oblong to obo\ at e-oblong, usually
rounded at the base, and rounded 01 acute at the apex,

1)4 —2 1
> m long, very finely seriate noarl) or quite to

the base, white-tomentose beneath when young racemes
short, dense and upnght, silky -tomentose, petals obo-
vat e-oblong to obi. tin eolate 01 linear, about J^m long;

top of ovary glabrous 01 sometimes slightly woolly
,

fr

nearl) black, with bloom, sweet May, with A Ions, fr

in June Maine to S G —SS 1 195 Em 2 503 (lower
figure) BM 7619 (1C III 21 333 DGM 1900:
497 (habit) — 1

This differs from all other species except
A ovahs and A Barlramiana m haying the sepals on
the immature fr upnght or only slightly spreading; in

the other species they are recurved

ee Apex of lvs very acute or shortly acuminate.

8 asi&tica, Endl (A canadensis var asuitica, Mia
A. japdmea, Hort ). Shrub or tree, to 40 ft

,
with

slender spreading branches lvs ovate to oblong-
elliptic, acute, rounded or subcordate at the base, 2-3
in long, finely serrate all around, densely white or yel-

low tomentose beneath yvhen young racemes rather
dense, nodding, w'oolly, top of ovary woolly fr bluish

black May, fr. m Sept Japan, Korea SZ 1.42
S I.F 1 47 Var sfnica, Schneid Lvs less tomentose,
often finally glabrous, smaller, usually serrate only
above the middle. China.

dd Lvs quite glabrous.

10 l&vis, Wiegand (A canadensis, Gray, not
Medikus). Irregularly branched tree, with spreading

188. Amelanchier
Bartramiana.

(XL)

branches, to 40 ft
,
sometimes shrubby* l\

rs oval-ovate
to ovate-oblong, sliort-a< uirnnate, subcordate or
rotundate at the base, rarely broadly euneate, 1 j £-2 } £
m long, sharply seirate nearly* to the base, quite
glabrous and purplish when young racemes slender,

many-fld
,
drooping, glabious or nearly so, lower

pedicels very long, in fl about 1 m
,
m fr sometimes 2

m long, petals oblong-lmeai, about Fiin long, top of

ovary glabrous fr purple or nearly black, bloomy,
juicy and fairly sweet Mav ,

fr m June From New-
foundland to Mich and Ivans

,
south to Ga and

Ala Em 2 503 (upper figures) 11T 212 M I) G.
1900 494, 195 G 16 18, 34 343 (habit) G M.
44.306 (habit) —This is the most graceful and the
handsomest species in bloom, differing from all other
species in the purplish young foliage and the drooping
racemes

aa Fls solitary or J or S at the end of the branchlets;

petals broad, obovate lvs imbricate in the bud
,

flat when unfolding, petioles short, less than }£m.
long

11 Bartramiana, Room (A ohgoedrpa, Roem.
A arg iita, Nutt.) Fig 188 Shrub, to 8 ft. . lvs. elliptic

18
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to elliptic-oblong, acute or rounded at the apex, euneate
at the base, 1 2 in long, sharply serrate to below the
middle or nearly to the base

;

glabious when voung fls

1-3, pedicels glabrous, )<>-l m long; petals about lain.
long, top of ovary woolly fr purplish black, bloomy
May, fr in July and Aug Swamps Labrador to

Mich, and Minn,, south in the mts. to Pa. G .F. 1.247
(adapted m Fig 188)

A Cua%ck%\, Fernald Shrub, to 10 ft lvs Buborbicular, about 1

in. long, glabrous or nearly so fls large, petals oblong, about %in.

long fr scarlet, finally black Ore and Wash to Idaho —Not in
cult , but ought to be intro , as it has the largest fls of all —
A utahinaia, Koehne Dwarf shrub with small obovate lvs scarcely 1
in long, pubescent on both sides racemes short, with very small fls.

Utah and Ariz —Not in cult , the plant cult under this name belongs
to another species, to which could not be determined

Alfred Herder.
AM£LLUS (for the river Mella) CompdsiUe Nine

or 10 Cape of Good Hope annual and perennial herbs
allied to Aster. Lvs. hairy, oblong, opposite below:
heads solitary and terminal or lateral, fls blue-rayed,
pappus single. A. Lychnitis, Linn, sometimes giown as

an evergreen glasshouse plant, has linear-lanceolate

hoary
,
lvs and showy blue or violet fls. Summer

bloomer, a few inches nigh.

AMHERSTIA (Countess Amherst and her daughter,
Lady Amherst, promoters of botany in India) Legu-
nnnbszp A monotypic genus comprising A. n6bilis,

Wall
,
one of the noblest of flowering trees, native to

India, where it reaches a height of 40 ft and more.
Fls. gaudy red, 8 in. long, with wide-spreading petals,

the upper ones gold-tipped, and colored petal-like

bracts, in long, hanging racemes lvs pinnate, nearly

3 ft. long. The tree first flowered in Kng. m 1849. It

requires hothouse treatment The fls last only 2 or 3
days. Demands rich, loamy soil, and abundant moist-
ure during the growing season, alter which the wood
must be ripened firm Propagation is by seeds, more
often by cuttings of half-ripened wood under a glass,

with bottom heat of about 80°. Thrives well in the
open in Jamaica. JB.M. 4453 F.S .5.513-516

N. Taylor. f
AMI4NTHIUM : Zygadenua

AMlCIA (named for J B. Amici, Italian physicist,

bom 1786) Legumindste Woody plants, one of which
is known in cultivation as a half-hardy greenhouse
subject, or in the open in warmer legions.

Straggling pellucid-dotted shrubs, or sub-shrubs,
with alternate abruptly pinnate lvs and few lfts fls.

rather large, papilionaceous, yellow, m axillary or termi-
nal racemes or rarely solitary, calyx with 2 very large

upper segms and very small lateral segms.; stamens
equal fr very narrow, compressed, jointed —About 5
species in the mts of Mex to Bolivia

Zygomens, DC Eight feet, pubescent, lfts 2 pairs,

obcordate or wedge -shape, mucronate fls large, pale

yellow with purple on the keel pod 2-jointcd. Mex.
—Intro, in S. Calif

;
unusual m greenhouses p, ft

AMMOBIUM (Greek, living m sand). Compdsitsp.

Hardy herb, cult as an everlasting or immortelle.
Florets perfect, yellow, surrounded by a dry, silvery

white involucre, and subtended by chaffy scales;

pappus of 2 bristles and 2 teeth —Two or 3 Australian
species Commonly grown as an annual, but seeds are
sometimes sown in Sept

,
and the plant treated as a

biennial Of easiest culture, the seeds being sown where
the plants are to grow In the N

,
sow seeds in spnng

Cut the fls before they are fully expanded, and hang
in a dry, shady place They will then remain white

al&tum, R Br Three ft or less high, erect and
branchy, white-cottony, the branches broadly winged,
early root-lvs ovate at the ends and long-tapering be-
low (javelin-shaped)

,
st -lvs small and distant, entire

or nearly so. heads 1-2 in across, the involucre becom-
ing pearly white, petal-like, fls all tubular V 2 62.

Austral. A large-headed form is var. grandifidrum,
Hort L H. B.

AMMtfCHARIS (ammos ,
sand, chans

,
beauty).

Amaryllid&ceae Greenhouse bulb, cultivated for late

winter and spring bloom
Allied to Brunsvigia, but the perianth regular, the

tube cylindrical and straight, ovary flask-shaped and
narrowed to a neck —Two species in Cape of Good
Hope region (by some regarded as forms of one species)

A.falcata
,
Herb

,
with limb 4 times length of tube, and

A coranica, Burchell, B.R 139:1219 (as Amaryllis),
with limb only twice as long

falc&ta, Herb Bulb ovoid, sometimes 6-9 in

diam
,
with brown tunics lvs 1-2 ft long, 1 in wide,

strap-shaped, spreading, produced m spring before the
bloom fls 20-40, in an umbel, bright red, fragrant —
A falcata requires rich, loamy soil It starts to grow in

the spring Give plenty of water during growing sea-

son in summer it can be cult out-of-doors When
perfected and finished in autumn, the bulb may be put
under the greenhouse bench, keep moderately dry in

sand or earth, may be potted in January, after which
it will soon throw out its fine, fragrant blooms

L II Bf
AMMON IACAL CARBONATE OF COPPER: Fungicui*

AMMOPHILA (Greek, ammos, sand, and phxlcm,
to love) Gramineze Perennial grasses, with long,

creeping rootstalks and spike-like panicles spikelets

1-fld
,
awnless, the raclnlla prolonged behind the palea

as a hairy bristle, lemma firm, about as long as the
glumes, hairy at the base, palea as long as lemma —
Species 1 or 2, on the sandy seacoast of Eu

,
the

Atlantic Coast of N. Amer and the shores of the
Great Lakes.

aren&ria, Link (.4 arundinacea, Host) Beach-
Grass Marram-Grass Sea Sand-Reed Psamma
One to 3 ft blades long, somewhat involute panicle

pale, several in or as much as a ft long Dept Agnc
,

Div Agrost 7:167, 14 11 Sand-dunes along the
seacoast—On account of the long, hard, branching
rootstocks, it has been much used as a sand-binder in

Eu and certain parts of Amer
,
especially Cape Cod

and Golden Gate Park in San Francisco
A S Hitchcock

AMOMUM (Greek-made name, referring to the
qualities as antidote for poisons) Zingiberdce;e Hot-
house ginger-likc herbs with narrow entire leaves,

£rown for the habit and foliage and for the flowers

m dense cone-like spikes

Amomums are aromatic tropical and subtropical

plants, spreading by means- of hard rhizomes and form-
ing dense masses of handsome erect or spreading
annual sts. and linear, lanceolate or elliptic lvs fls in

dense cone-like spikes or racemes, half hidden in the
floral-bracts, calyx funnel-shaped, split down one side,

only slightly toothed; corolla-tube cylindrical, little

longer than the calyx, the upper lobe curved, the 2
lower spreading and narrow, lip (staminode) large

and petal-like, mostly obovate-euneatc, fertile stamen
with a narrow or a very slender filament, fr ovoid,

with a thick and fleshy exterior—About 50 species in

tropics of Asia, Afr and Pacific Isis
,
allied to Alpima

and Elettana The “grains of paradise” are amomum
seeds, ol several species, probably mostly of A. Granum-
Paradisn and A Melegueta, they are used, or have been
used, for flavoring beverages Cardamons (aromatic
tome seeds) are secured from species of Amomum and
from Elettaria.

Some of the amomums are extremely handsome as

foliage plants, apart from their flowers. Many of the

species nave been confused with and included with the

genus Alpima, but may be readily distinguished from
the flower-clusters, being borne on erect-solitary pe-

duncles arising fiom the base of the leafy stem or direct
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from the rhizome, the inflorescence in Alpmia being
always terminal on the leafy shoot s They thrive in an
open soil, rich in humus and with abundance of water
during the growing period They require a rest of

several months and to be kept on the dry side, but
not so dry in the case of the evergreen species as to

cause the leaves to shrivel

C&rdamon, Linn Cardamon Plant, 4-8 ft lvs

thick, spicy, lanceolate fls brownish, in a recumbent
compound spike E Indies —Produces many of the
cardamon seeds of commerce Not to be confounded
with iEleltana Caradamomum (which see) Sometimes
seen in growing collections of economic plants Forms
very large clumps

Melegu&ta, ltoscoe Plant 4-5 ft., the rhizome slender

lvs lanceolate, acuminate, glabrous, 6-9 in long and 1

in or less broad, narrowed at base and nearly sessile

on sheath fls. solitary, 3-4 in long, short-peduncled

,

upper corolla-lobe 2-3 in long, lip 2 m or less broad,
pure white or tinged pink caps flask-shaped, 3 in. long,

red or orange when ripe Trop. Afr

Gr&num-Paradlsu, Linn (A grandifUrrum, Smith.
A Afzbln, ltoscoe) Plant 4-5 ft sts red at base,

rhizome slender lvs lanceolate, acuminate, glabrous,
4-8 in long and 1 % in or Icbs broad at middle, wedge-
shaped at base and short-st alked on sheath fls 3-4 m
the spike, the peduncles 2-6 in long, white; ccrflla-

lobes 2 in long, lip 2 in or less long, yel-

low at the throat caps ovoid, pubescent,
2-3 in long, much grooved. Guinea. B M
4603

angustifSlium, Sonn (A madagascanense,
Lam A Dnuulln, Hook f A Clusu

,

Ilanb A erythrocbrpum, Hull ) Plant,
10-15 ft

,
the rhizome stout l\s oblong-

lanceolate, acute, thm and glabious, the
lower ones 1 ft or more long and 3 in

broad, nearly sessile fls se\eial in spike,

yellow, tinged red, upper corolla-lobe oblong, lj '2 m
long, lip about as large as the lobe, deflexed W and
E Afr B M 1761, 5250

hemisph&ricum, Baker Sts densely tufted, 10-12
ft l\s distichous, short-pet loled abo\e the* sheathing
base, 1

1
_> ft long and 3 in bioad, cuspidate, gieeu

above and cktiet-brown beneath fls \en numerous, in

a globose head, the outer bracts laige and empty,
obtuse, tinged brown, the inner bracts neailv as long
as the fl

,
lobes of cal\\ and corolla green, 1ij» strap-

shaped, einaiginate, red-brown in middle and jellow at

edge Straits Settlements B M 7592

magnfficum, Benth & Hook f A species of large

dimensions, reaching, when planted out in a rich soil,

up to a height of 20 ft rhizomes branching fieelv, stout,

dark brown, green when young If -st erect, arching at

top, terete lvs distichous shortly petiolate, lanceolate

or elliptic, 1-2 ft long, acute, glabrous, upper side gieen,

(red when young) lower side suffused with reddish

brown peduncle stout, Solitary, 2-5 ft high, mfl a

lobose head with large bright scarlet and green

racts, outer bracts 3 in long, ovate, or ovate-lanceo-

late, fls numerous, densely crowded near the center of

the head, sepals lanceolate, an inch long, pnmiose,
tinted with red, petals lanceolate, slightly longer than
the sepals, yellow, tinted with red, bp longer than the

corolla-lobes, red, w ith a margin of yellow' Mauritius
B.M. 3192 (as Alpmia)

vitellinum, Lmdl Stemless, glabrous, 2 ft lvs.

oval fls in oblong loose sessile spike, yellow, lip oblong
E Indies

(

?
)

vittatum, Bull, not Hanee A handsome dwarf ever-

green species with each leading shoot bearing 2-4 erect

or spreading elliptic lvs 4-5 in in length, alternately

striped with silvery white and dark green on the upper
side, and dull green on the lower Habitat unknown

—Habit neat and compact, and similar in general
appearance to some of the calatheas Easily prop by
division of the rhizomes L If B

C. P Raffill.

AM6RPHA (Greek amorphos, deformed, the fls are
destitute of wings and keel) Legummbsx False I ndigo.
Ornamental plants grown for their foliage and flovers

Shrubs, sometimes suffruticose. lvs alternate, odd
pinnate, deciduous, with entire small lfts fls in dense
terminal spikes, small, papilionaceous, but without
wings and keel, calyx eampanulate with 5 nearly equal
teeth or the lower ones longer, standard folded around
the stamens; stamens connate at the base, exserted
pod short, mdehiscent, slightly curved, with 1-2 seeds
- Ten to 15 closely related species in N Amer

,
south

to Mex Conspectus of all the
known species by Schneider m Bot
Gaz 13 297 (1907)
Amorphas are low or medium-

sized shrubs with graceful pinnate
foliage and small blue or purple
flowers, m dense upright spikes

Most of the species are hardy as
far north as Massachusetts, farther
north they must be considered as

only half-hardy They grow w'cll in

sunny and somewhat
dr> situations but A.
ft tdicosa prefers moist
soil, they are well

adapted for the bor-
ders of shrubberies

Propagation is usu-
ally by seeds

,
also by

greenwood cuttings

under glass in early
summer, or by hardwood cuttings,

placed in sheltered situations early

in fall and left undisturbed till the
following autumn They may be
grown, also, from layers and
suckers

A. Lowest pair of lfts close to the

st plant grayish or whitish
189 Amorpha pubescent, suffruticose

fruticosa ( x I!4)
1 M

canescens, Nutt Lead-Plant
Low shrub, 1-3 ft

,
densely w hite-eaiieseent l\s 2—1

m long, lfts 21-49, nearly sessile, oval or ovate-lanceo-
late, acutish, 4-7 lines long fls blue, the spikes
crowded into terminal panicles pod tomentose June
Southern states Mn 5 707 B M 6618 RH 1896
280 —Handsome free-flowering shrub of dense habit,
well adapted for rockeries and borders of shrubberies
in bunny and w ell-drained situations

herb&cea, AY alt (A pubescens, YVilld A pumila
,

Miehx ) Low shrub, 2-4 ft
,
grayish pubescent lvs.

2-6 in long, lfts 11-37, elliptic to oblong, rounded at
both ends, 4-6 lines long, pubescent or glabrous above,
beneath dotted with dark glands, short-petioluled. fls

var\ing from violet-purple to white, spikes in terminal
clusters pod glandular NC to Fla LBC 7:689.

\a Lowest pair of Ijts remote from the st plant glabrous
or nearly so, rarely yellowish pubescent

b Calyx with the lower lobes elongated and pointed pod
curved on the bach young gi owlh finely tomentose

frutiedsa, Linn Bastard Indigo Fig 189 Shrub,
5-20 ft lvs 6-10 m long, lfts 11-21, oval or elliptic,

} 2
- 1 1

/2 in long, mostly obtuse and mucronulate spikes
dense, 3-6 m long, usually in panicles, fls dark purple
pods stout, glandular FromW is and Pa south BR
5 127 —Interesting ornamental shrub of spreading
habit, with fine feathery foliage, remarkable for the
unusual color of its dark violet-purplish fls. A very
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variable species; of the many varieties, the following are

probably the most important Var crdceo-lan&ta,
Mouillef {A crbceo-landta

,
Wats ). Covered with yel-

lowish brown pubescence W D B 2 139 Var.

albifl&ra, Sheldon With white fls. Var caerillea,

Mouillef With pale blue fls Var pendula, Dipp
{A ptndula, Carr ) With recurved or pendulous
branches Var hbmilis, Schncid (A hiirmlis, Tausch)
Low form with smaller and narrower lvs B.M. 2112
(as A nana) Var crispa, Kirchn Lvs with crisp

margin

tennessensis, Shuttlw Shrub, 5-20 ft * lvs 6-8 in.

long, lfts 13-55, elliptic-oblong to oblong-ovate,

J4-^,in long, obtuse spikes clustered, to 6 m long;

fls. violet-purple pods slender, glandular Term

bb. Calyx with all the lobes very shallow and rounded'

pod straight on the back young growth glabrous
,

bloomy and purplish

gl&bra, Poir (A montdna, Boynt ) Glabrous shrub,
to 6 ft high branches purplish lvs 3-6 in long, lfts

9-19, ovate or oval to oblong-ovate, 1 -2 in long,

obtuse, rounded at the base spikes clustcied, 21^-6 in

long, fls blue, calyx-lobes very short and obtuse pods
nearly straight on the back with few glands Spring.

N. C to Ga and Ala

A cali/ornica, Nutt Allied to V fruticosa Only very young
branches pubescent lfts 11 17, oval to elliptic-oblong, obtuse,
broadly euneate at the base spikes 2 4, to 12 in long Calif—

A

califormca, Hook. & Arn hispidula - 1 tsirohni&na, Crootn
(A glabra, Boynt

,
not Poir ) Allied to V fruticosa Lfts numer-

ous, elliptic-oblong, about *2111 long, glabrous racemes several, 4 -8
in long pods nearly straight on the back bummer N C to Tla
—A glabra, Boynt, not Poir ~= V carolmtana — 4 hispidula,
Greene (\ californica, Hook & Vrn

,
not Nutt ) Allied to A

fruticosa Branchlcts and petioles with prickly glands and pubes-
cent lfts 17-2'), ovate to oblong, villous spikes solitary, to 7 in

long pods very glandular Cahi -.4 lingula, Nutt Allied to \
fruticosa Glabrous lfts 9 21, remote, elliptic to elliptic-oblong,

obtuse or cmarginate, euneate at the base, 1 1 3
a m lorjg racemes

solitary or several, to 12 in long pod straight on the back, very
glandular Spring \rk , Texas Var pubtscens, Gray (

\

texana,
Buckl ) More or less pubescent Texas --.4 murophylla, Pnrsh
(A nana, Nutt) One ft high lfts small, *2111 long, crowded,
glandular beneath spikes usually single From Mum and Iowa
west to Itocky Mts —A montdna, boynt —A glabra — I nana,
Nutt =A microphylla, see also A fruticosa, var hunnlis

—

A
pamculdta, Torr <fe Gray Shrub, to 12 ft high, grayish tomentose
lfts 11-17, ovate-oblong or elliptic-oblong, 1-2 in long racemes
long and slender, pamcled Texas — 4 pubesnns, Willd =A htr-
bacca —A pumila, Michx =A herbacea — 1 texana, Buckl =\
laevigata var puboscens —A virgdta, Small Allied to \ fruticosa
Perennial, 2-6 ft , sparingly branched lfts broad, coriaceous spikes
single or few Southern states ALFRED ReIIDKR

AMORPHOPHALLUS (Greek-made name) Ardcese

Giant aroids from the eastern tropics, grown as curiosi-

ties in hothouses

Leaves ample, petioles smooth or warty and variously

spotted, blade ample, 3-parted, the divisions pinnatifid*

spadix long, spathe (or “flower”) funnel- or bell-shaped

at the base, springing from the great bulb-like tuber in

advance of the lvs
,
the latter usually pedately com-

pound differs from Arum and related genera by tech-
nical characters Monogr by Engler in De Candolle’s
Monographs Phanerogamarum, Vol 2, 1879

Amorphophalluses are propagated by offsets of the
tubers These offsets are miniature tubers which grow
out of the parent tuber They are taken off at the time
of potting, placed in pots just large enough to accommo-
date them, in a soil composed of loam, leaf-mold and
sand in about equal proportions and kept in a tempera-
ture of 65° to 70° They are rarely, if ever, propagated
by seeds m northern gardens, and for this reason,
together with their disagreeable odor when m flower,

they are not commonly grown The flowers are like a
huge calla except that the spathe and spadix are of a
dark chocolate color The odor is supposed to attract

carrion-loving insects, which pollinate the flowers in

their native home and bring about the production of
seeds Towards the end of March the plants should be
taken from their winter quarters and placed on the

stages of a moderately warm greenhouse and kept
moist, where, if the tubers are strong enough, they will

soon flower The leaves begin to grow immediately
after the flowering season Toward the end of May,
they should be planted out in the open ground, or they

may be used in subtropical bedding.
Plants should be lifted in the fall,

before frost, and potted in any
good, rich soil, and placed m a
warm greenhouse to ripen off the
leaves, after which they may be
stored away under the greenhouse
stages, or in any convenient place
where the temperature does not
fall below 50°, giving just sufficient

moisture to keep the tubers from
shriveling (E J Canning )

Rivieri, Dur Devil’s
Tongue Snake Palm
Fig 190 Scape (sent up
in early spring) preceding
the lvs

,
3-4 ft

,
dark-colored

and speckled with light

red It often 1 ft across,

pedately decompound, the
petiole mottled, standing on a
stalk like an umbrella spathe
rosy, calla-like, with a long-pro-

jecting and slender, dark red,

slightly curved spadix, the whole
“flower” often measuring 3 ft

long Cochin China R H 1871,

p 573 On M 5 232 GW 14,

p 173 V 7 110 —The best-

known species in American gar-
dens Has a strong and disagree-

able odor

190 Flower-stem and
bit of leaf of Amorpho-
phallus Rivieri

campanul&tus, Blumc S r*M ev ’s \\ \sii-Tun Scape
lowei (2 ft or less), spathe neail\ oi quite 2 ft broad
and 15 in high, with a homontal, spicading fluted

border (not calla-like), red-purple on the margin and
giayish, spotted white lower down, and betoming
purple in the center, spadix 10-12 in high, the purple
top enlarged and convoluted If much as in A Itivieri’

tuber weighing 8-10 lbs
,
shape of a flat cheese An

old garden plant from E Indies B M 2812 (as

Arum eampanulatum) F S. 15 1(j02-3 G C 1872

1720, 1721; III 5 755 G.W. 13, p 9

gigant&us, Blanc “FI. larger than A campanulatus
(often 2 ft across) and much more pleasing m color,

shading from deep red to cream-color toward the
center The club-shaped spadix is d.uk maroon, with
yellow and red base Aftei flowering, the foliage-st,

appears,—a stout at of deep green color, mottled with
gray After growing at the rate of several inches a day,
it expands into a large palm-like If

,
of a rich, dark green

color, often measuring 5 ft across ” Blanc, 1892,
received “under this name from India ” A campan-
ulatus('f

). Probably not the A. yiganteus of Blume

simlSnse, Blanc “FI 15 in long, the inside of

peculiar golden color, spotted purple; the back is

metallic brow'n Fine palm-like foliage ” The cut m
Blanc’s catalogue shows a spathe produced into a long
foliaceous summit, and a long, slender, recurved spadix
Probably of some other genus perhaps Sauromatum.

1 AfzHii, Hort (Corynophallus Afzeln, Srhott ) *=• Ilydrosme
leonensis -A Elchlen, Hook f Spilt ho 2 in across, purple and
white spadix 5 or 0 in high, thick, brown If single, much divided.
W Vfr B M 7091 —A Ellidttu, Hook Spathe short and broad,
dull pmk with pale green spots lvs tripinnatifid, 18 in hroad
B M 7149 —4 Lacourn, Linden (Pseudodracontium Lacourn,
N K Br ) Petioles barred with yellow, blades much cut, green,
spotted white Cochin China f II 25 H(> lionins is, Lein
Spathe h in long, pear-shaped, the tube bell-shaped, white, dilated
into the dark purple limb whnh is striped and spotted with white,
lvs about 1 ft wide, tripinnatifid B M 770H — 1 Liopoldulnus,
Nichols (Hydrosme Loopoldiana, Mast ) Spathe reddish, long
acuminate on one side, with undulato margins, spadix 2-3 ft , terete.
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recurved. If 2-3 ft across Congo I H 34 23,42, p 380—A.
mtdxus, Ijem , I 11 12 424 = Drueontiurn aspcrum —A oncophyllux.
Pram Spathe (3-7 in long, the tuber broadly ovoid, white, striped
and spotted, tho limb brown-purple with yellow spots Ivs tnpm-
natifid Andaman Arch B M 7327 —A Pramti, Hook f Tuber
6-10 in diam , not bulbiferous lvs 3-5 ft tall, the petiole green,
mottled gray-white on red

,
spathe -tube 2 in long, pale green spotted

white, the limb b-8 m across, yellow, purple-brown inside at base
Perak —A H(x, Pram A larger plant than A eampanulutus, the
tuber 1 ft across lvs 5-0 ft tall, the petiole purplish, marked gray
and green spathe campariulute, 12-18 m across, pale red-purple,
spadix with an appendage 10-14 in long Java —A sativus, Biunie
Petiole 2-3 ft tall, rugose, rough, white marked, each division of the
blade pinnate-parted, the costa thick, white Molucca Isis

—

A
Schwemfurthn N E Br Spathe broad, reddish brown E Afr
—A TUAnum, Beceuri One of the most remarkable plants known
Tuber 5 ft in arc If -stalk 10 ft If -blade 45 ft incirc spathe
3 ft in diam , spadix 6 ft high Bloomed at Kew in 1890, the tuber
dying thereafter Sumatra BM 7153-5 OC III 5 748 (as con-
ophallus ) —A lanAbiliv, Blumo Lvs pinnatiscct sp itlic erect. 5
in long, white inside, spotted outside, the murgin rosy Java and
Philippines O C II 6 pp (380,681 (aa Braehy-spatlia) III 111

33 493,61 283 —A virdsun, N E Br Spathe gre< n externally,
suffused with purple and spotted, internally lurid purple Siam
B.M.6978. l II B.

Georoe V Nash
AMPELOPSIS (Greek ampelos, vino, and opsis, like-

ness) Vitaceje Ornamental woody vines with hand-
some deciduous foliage and some species with orna-
mental fruits, used for covering trellis-work, pergolas,
arbors, low walls and the like.

Shrubs, climbing by tendrils branches with close
lenticillate bark and white pith and with tendrils
opposite the lvs lvs alternate, petioled, simple, lobed,
digitate, pinnate or bi pinnate fls small, greenish,
perfect, in dichotomous long-nedunclcd cymes opposite
the lvs or terminal, calyx indistinct, petals 5, or rarely

4, expanding, stamens as many as petals, short, ovary
2-celled with a slender style, admitc to a distinct cup-
shaped disk, entire or crenulatc at the margin fr a
1-4-seedod berry —About 20 species m N Amor

,

Cent and K Asia By some botanists united with Vitis,

which is easily distinguished, e\en in the winter state,

by its shredding bark and brown pith, also by the panieu-

191. Ampelopsis heterophylla var. amurensis. (X K)

late infl and the petals cohering into a cap and falling

off as a whole
,
more closely related to Partl&nocissus,

which differs chiefly in its disk-bearing tendrils and the

absence of a distinct disk in the fl
,
still more closely to

Cissus, which differs in the fleshy sts
,
usually 4-merous

fls and 4-lobed disk Monogr by Planehon in De
Candolle, Monographic Phanerogamarum, 5.447-463.

The members of this genus are shrubs, climbing,
with twining tendrils, not clinging by disks to its sup-
port, of medium height, with variously divided, rarely
simple foliage, small greenish flowers, in peduncled
cymes, followed by blue or yellow pea-bized berries Most
of the species are hardy North, but A. japonica

,
A.

megalophylla and A arborea are only half-hardy, while
A cantoriiensis and A leeaides can be grown only in

warmer temperate regions Page 3565.
They are not particular as to the soil and situation

but grow best in fresh and loamy land Where only a
light covering is desired, species like A japonica, A.
acomtifolia and A arborea should be planted; A
heterophylla var amurensis makes a rather dense cover-
ing and is well suited for the covering of parapets, low
walls and rocks, A megalophylla is a very strong grower,

with bold foliage Some species, as A heterophylla and
particularly its var amurensis are very ornamental in

autumn with their bright blue profusely produced
berries

Propagation is by seeds and by hardwood or green-
wood cuttings All species may be propagated by
cuttings with a good eye, placed in sandy soil under
bell-glasbes in September

acomtifolia, 5
nffuus.'s
amurensis, 4.
arborea, 8
hi pinnate, 8
breu pnhmculata, 4
< antor 10U8U5, 10
oinerea, 2
citrulloides, 4

eordata, 1

Delavayana, 6.
(hetstetn, 5

dedans, 4

hetc rophylla, 2, 4,

6

humulifolia, 1

japonica, 7
megalophylh, 9
rmoans, 2

napiformis, 7
painnloba, 5
rubruaulm, 5
serjarnn folia, 7.

hiphobia, 4
tricolor, 4
tnjxirtita, 5
tuberosa, 7

a Lvs simple or lobed

u Under side of lvs whitish lvs of firm texture

1 humulifdlia, Bunge Lvs broadly ovate, 3-5-

lobed, sometimes only slight lv so, 3-5 in long, truncate
or subcordate at the base, acute or acuminate, bright

green and lustrous above, glaucesoent and glabrous or

hairy beneath ovmes slender peduncled fr few and
small, usually pale yellow with bluish cheek, or pale

vellow or entirch pale blue N China —This species

has been always confused with A heterophylla, from
which it is easily distinguished by the firmer texture of

lvs
,
their pale whitish undei side and the color of the

frs It is very hardy and the foliage has the appearance
of that of a true Vitis

2 micans, Rehd {V)tts repens, Veiteh, not Wight
& Arn ) Shrub, climbing to 20 ft young growth
purplish • branch lots glabrous lvs triangular-ovate

and not lobed or broadly ovate and slightly 3-lobed,

subcordate or sometimes tunicate at the base, short-

acununate, the lobes acute, coarsely eremite-serrate,

dark green and with a velvety sheen above, glauces-

oent below, 2-4 in long cv mos long-stalked and rather

dense fr dark blue Cent China —Has proved hardy
at the Arnold Arboretum Var cinfcrea, Iiehd (

A

heterophylla var cinerea, Gagnep ) Lvs grayish
pubescent on both sides or only below, often deeply
3-5-lobcd

bb Under side of lvs green lvs. membranous.

3 cord&ta, Michx ( VUis indivisa, Willd Cissus

Ampeldpsis, Pers ) Nearly glabrous lvs cordate,

roundish-ovate, not or slightly 3-lobed, acuminate,
acutely serrate, pale green beneath, usually pubescent

on the veins eyTmcs loose, slender-stalked berries bluish

or greenish From 111 and Ohio south Mn N.2.6.

1 heterophylla, Sieb & Zucc {Vitis heterophylla,

Thunb ) Branchlets glabrous or hairy lvs cordate,

3-5-lobed, with rounded sinuses, sometimes slightly

3-lobcd, lobes serrate or incised, shining green beneath
and usually glabrous or sometimes hairy, 1 V£-3 in.

long cymes on stalks Yr^Yi m. long fr. changing from
pale lilac to verdigris color and finally bright blue or
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sometimes finalh whitish July, Aug., fr Sept., Oct.

E Asia. B M 5682 (as var. humvlxfoha). Gt 1813.
765 Gn 10, p 451. Var. Slegans, Koch (A. tricolor

,

Hort A. Siebdldu, Hort Vitis heterophylla var.

vanegdta

,

Nichols.). Lvs smaller, blotched and striped

with white; flushed pink when young, slow-growing
and tenderer. Gn. 54, p. 5.—A handsomely colored

form, adapted for planting in \ascs and baskets.

Var citrulloldes, Sehneid (*1 citrullo)des, Lcbas) Lvs.
deeply lobed with rather narrow sinuately lobed
segms Var amurensis, Planch (A brcmpedun-
culata

,
Koehne Vitis brenpedunadata, Dipp.) Fig

191 Branchlets and petioles usually hairy lvs slightly

3-lobed, 2-4 in. long, lobes crenately serrate, hairy

beneath, at least on the veins cymes rather dense fr.

darker blue—The variety is a stronger grower than
the type and strikingly beautiful in autumn with its

variously coloied berries, it is well adapted for cover-
ing low walls, rocks and trellises

aa Lvs 3-6-parted or digitate, at least partly
,
with

usually lobed segms.

b. Segms of the lvs pinnately lobed or only serrate;

the lower lvs sometimes only lobed.

5 acomtifdlia, Bunge (A. dissecta, Carr. A. acomtv-

fdha var dissbcta, Koehne A aff\ms var. dissecta,

Hort ) Branchlets glabrous" lvs 5-parted, the segms.
pinnately lobed with rather narrow-toothed or entire

lobes, 2-3 in long, green beneath, glabrous or hairy on
the veins, berries small, orange when fully ripe, some-
times bluish before ripening Summer, fr. in autumn.
N China R H 1868, p 10, 1883, p 318 Gn 5, p.
523 G 1 396—Ver> handsome vine with finely

divided foliage Var palmlloba, liehd (A palm'doba

,

Carr A hijxirtitn
,
Carr A rubncafihs, Sehneid)

Lvs usually 3-parted, the lower ones often only 3-lobed,

segms often rather broad, coaisely toothed, rarely

pinnatifid R II 1867, p 10 J II S 28:87 (form with
rather narrow segms )

6 Delavay&na, Planch (A heterophylla var Dela-
vaydna, Gagnep V)tts Delavaydnu, Franch ) Young
rowth hairy and usually purplish lvs cordate at the
ase, partly 3-lobed and partly 3-parted, 2-5 in long,

segms. coarsely crenately toothed, dark green and nearly
glabrous above, light green and pubescent beneath or
sometimes glabrous, the middle segm elliptic-oblong,

cuneate, the lateral ones very unequal cymes on pe-
duncles 1 in. or less long fr dark blue or bluish black.

Cent China JHS 28.102 —A strong-growing vine,

hardy.

mi. Segms of the lvs pinnate, the qnnnse separate from
the imaged rachis

7 japfinica, Makino (A serjamafblia, Bunge.
V\tvs strjanidfolia, Maxim A nupifornns, Carr A.
tuberdsa, Carr ) Roots tuberous, plant glabrous lvs.

3-

5-purted or digitate, ehartaceous, shining and dark
green above, the divisions pinnate, 'with winged rachis,

the pinnae separate from the wings, beiry small, blue,

punctate Japan, N China Gt 16 531 R H. 1870,

p 17. Gn 6, p 365 l.T 5 176—Very handsome
vine with its lustrous and dark green, finely cut foliage,

but somewhat tender

aaa Lvs bipinnate or pinnate, lfts distinctly stalked.

b. Lfts. usually x/2~t m. long, very coarsely toothed

8 arbdrea, Koehne (A bipinnata, Michx Vitis

bipmndta, Torr & Gray Clssus stdns, Pers ) Pepper
Vine. St erect, or somewhat climbing: lvs. bipinnate,

4-

8 in long, pinna? and lfts. on each segm usually 5;
lfts broadly ovate or cuneate-obovate, coarsely toothed,

Yz~1M in long, veins beneath and rachis usually hairy:
berries dark purple Hummer, fr in autumn Southern
states, Mex. B B 2, p 2409 —Handsome vine with
bright green finely cut foliage, not hardy N.

bb. Lfts. usually 2-4 m. long, crenate-serrate

9 megaloph^lla, Diels & Gilg. ( Vitis megalophylla,

Veiteh). Climbing to 30 ft
,

glabrous, lvs long-

etioled, 6-15 m or sometimes longer, the larger ones
lpinnate; the lower pinna; with 3-9 lfts

,
the lowest

pair often 3-lvd.; lfts petioled, ovate or ovate-oblong,
2-5 in long, rounded or subcordate at the base, mem-
branous, remotely serrate, pale or glaucescent beneath,
veins nearly straight, ending in the teeth fr bluish

black
,
in loose cymes W China JUS 28*16,86,97.

Gn 05, p 45 —Strong-giowing vino, hardier and larger

m ev ery part than tin* following

10 cantoniSnsis, Planch (Lifts uintondnsu, Seem ).

Lvs long-petioled, similar to the preceding species but
smaller, lfts 1-3 in long, cuneate or lounded at the

base, sometimes nearly sessile, ehartaceous, remotely
and often indistinctly crenate-serrate, veins arching:

fr violet or pale violet S China to Malay Pemns
4 Duuduina, Mott =*Vitis Piasezkn —A dumetdrum, Hort =*=

Parthenon sails vitacea —.1 Enyelmdnnn, Hort —Parthcuonssus
qumqui folia var Kngclmannu --A <Intebnen

,

Bolli’=Parthenoeis-
sus <iuiii<|ti< folia var hirsuta •

—

-A hedndcea, DC =Parthenoussus
quinquefolia — 1 Henrynna, Hort =Parthenoc issus Henryana —
4 hej>tuphyll/i. Buckl —Parthenoeissus heptaphylla — .1 himalay-
ana, Hoyle—Parthenoeissus hirnaluyana

—

A hirsuta, Don =Par-
tla not ivmis qumquotolia var hirsuta

—

A Ildyyu, Hort >=Parthe-
nooisMis tricuspalata—.4 inconstari'i, Hort =Parthenocissus tn-
cu->pulata— 1 japomca, Hort —Parthenoeissus tnruspidata — 4.
letoide*. Planoh (V itis loooidos, Maxim ) Alia d to A mcgalophylla
Lvs usually pinnate, sometimes the lower lfts 1-leaved, lfts 5—7,
ovate-oblong, 2 -l 1

2 in long, rounded or broadly cuneate at the
base, remotely serrate S Japan Tender JHS 28 T», Oh

—

A
Ldu<11 ,

Hort =Parthenou-<sus tricuspulata var Lown —A rrunro-

phylla , lioit =Parthuiocissus vitacea \ar macrophylla —A mu-
rtth s, Hort =Part hi noi issus quinqm iolia var muroium -.1 <>n-

entahs Planch (Vitis ornntahs, Rons ) Allied and viry similar
to V arborca petioles longer, lvs ovute-elhptic, quite glabrous
p< tals and stamens 1 Orient G C 1871 ltil> — 4 puh/sieni,
Si bin ht —P irthi nonssus quinquefolia var hu-uta — 1 (jmnrjue

-

/Alin. Michx = Parthenoeissus quinqucfohu — 1 raihcanttisima,
Sclu lit — Pat tin noussus quinquefolia var murorum —A rariican

-

llssimn, Hort =Parthcnocissus quinquefolia var hirsuta — 4 lltiy-

le\, Hort —Parthenoeissus quinquefolia var murorum and P tn-
cuspnlata—.1 St Paiilii, Hort =Parthenocissus quinquefolia var.
St Piulit —1 scwpcriirm*, Hort =»(’issus striata

—

A Thdmsomi ,

Hort -= Pirt hi noi issus Thomsonu — 4 tricuspiddta and 4 Veitrhn,
Hort —Parthenoi issus tnouspidata — 4 mrymuina, Hort =Par-
thenoi issus qmnqu, folia ALFRED RehDEK
AMPELOPOVlTIS: Vitis

AMPHICARPASA (Greek, alluding to the two kinds
of pods) Spelled also Amphicarpa Ltguminbsa' IIoo
Peanut A genus of t>-8 species of herbaceous peren-
nial vines of E N Amer and India, considered by some
to contain also the species now credited to Falcata.
FIs of 2 kinds, the upper axillary, laccmose and
showy, the lower apetalous, fcitile, and borne in the
lower axils —Not in the American tiade and cult only
in botanic gardens The only common species are A.
monolca, Ell (Falcata cmnosa, Auct ), and A Pitchin,
Torr & Gray Both are pubescent or glabratc vines,

with tnfoholate lvs
,
white or purplish fls

,
and rather

conspicuous pods.—Of little value hortieulturally

N Taylor
AMPHlCOME (amphi

,

both, and korne, hair, the
seeds having a tuft of hair at both ends) Bignoniaceae.
Greenhouse herbaceous rockery plants from the Hima-
layas, with large, rosy, funnel-shaped, 5-lobed fls.

which arc axillary or terminal lvs alternate, unequally
pinnate—Species 2

argilta, Royle Height 3 ft lvs. radical, the lfts in
3-4 pairs, sessile, lanceolate, acuminate, deeply serrate:

fls in terminal racemes, fewer than in the next; corolla-
tube rose-colored, trumpet-shaped; calyx-lobes long,
awl-shaped PM 6.79.—Intro by Montanoso Nur-
series

A Emddn, Royle Height 1 ft lfts in 5-7 pairs, cordate-
ovate, obtuse, shortly petiolulate, margin crenate-lobate fls at
firnt corymbose, corolla-tube and throat orange, calyx-lobes
short, thick, fleshy BM 4890 Gn 8, p 25, 38, p 458 FS 11;
1109

N. Taylor f
AMPHIRAPHIS: Microglosaa
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AMSONIA, (named for Charles Amson, colonial

physician in eighteenth century) Called also Ansonui.
A pocynacex Plants sold for border planting, mostly
among shrubbery, but little known in cultivation
Tough-barked perennial herbs with alternate narrow

Ivb and terminal, panicles of blue or bluish narrow-
limbed small fls in May and June, the inside of the
corolla-tube bearing reflexed hairs and also the 5 sta-

mens fr two long and slender many-seeded follicles—
About a dozen species m E II S and E Asia Prop,
mostly by dividing the clumps, also by seeds, ami by
cuttings in summer

Tabernsemontina, Walt. (A sahcifblia, Pursh A
Amsbnui, Brit Tabenuernontana Amsbnta, Linn )

Glabrous or nearly so, 2-3 ft . lvs. willow-like, ovate to
lanceolate, acuminate, alternate, short-petioled fls.

many, with lanceolate spreading lobes, succeeded by
slender, milkweed-like follicles or pods 2-3 in long.

Holds its foliage late Pa to I< la and Texas B M
1873. LBC 6 592 B R. 15) (as A laUfolia )

angustifdlia, Miehx Villous when young, the st

1-3 ft lvs linear to lance-linear, an inch or two long,

much crowded, margins becoming revolute: corolla-

lobes ovate-oblong to linear-oblong Dryland, N C
,

to Texas. L. II B.

AMYGDALtfPSIS: Prunxm

AMlfGDALUS (Greek-made name, referring to the
furrowed pit) Rosacese A name given to the peaches,

apricots and their kin, but here treated as a section of

tne genus Prunus
,
which see

AMYRIS (etymologically allied to myrrh, m allusion

to the odor) Rutdceze Torch-wood Some 10 species

of shrubs and trees ranging from the S U S to Cent
Amer and W Indies, a few of which have been men-
tioned as evergreen cult plants in hothouses Lvs
alternate, compound but lfts sometimes reduced to 1

as in some other rutaceous plants fls white, in axillary

or terminal spikes, sepals ana petals 4, stamens S fr

an ovoid or globose drupe, with a single stone —

-

Apparently none of the species is m cult, in tins country,

although A balsamifera, Linn
,
of S Fla and the W

Indies, A Plumicn, DC
,
of the W Indies, and A

brazihensis (properly Prbtiurn brazihc-nse, of the Bur-
seracea?) may occur

ANACAMPSEROS (Greek-made name, of no sig-

nificance here) Portulacdcese Love-Pi, \nt Succulent
herbs, of a dozen
species, from the Cape
of Good Hope, but not

grown in this country
except m botanic gar-

dens They are green-

house plants, with
ovate fleshy lvs . fls

racemose, expanding in

the sun, petals 5, fuga-

cious, sepals 5, oblong
Prop by seeds or by
cuttings of sts or lvs

The commonest species

is A arachnoldes, Sims,

a peculiar, cobwebbed,
green - lvd succulent,

with simple racemes of

white fls. B M 1368.

A Bdrderx, Hort , “is a
Pyrenean alpine plant of
easy culture in border or
rockery, purple fls

, late-

blooramg *’ The name is

apparently unknown in
botanical literature

N Taylor.! 192 Anacardium occidental ( X H)

ANACARDIUM (name refers to the heart-shaped
character of the nut) Anacardiacese Eight species
native to the American tropics, of which one (yielding

the cashew nut) is widely culti-

vated m tropical countries
Trees and shrubs with

Lathery alternate lvs fls.

small and numerous m pani-
cles, polygamous, calyx 5-cleft;

petals 5, very narrow
,
stamens

7-10 Ir kidney-shaped, borne
on a greatly enlarged hard
receptacle.

occid entile, Lmn Cashew
l'ig 192 a large, spreading
tree with milky juice, very im-
patient of frost, and therefore

adaptable only to extreme »S

Fla m the U S : lvs oval or
obovate, rounded, or even
emargmateat the top -

fls rosv-

tinted, fragrant, m clusters ter-

minating the young branch*

s

nut kidney-shaped or heart-

shaped, the size of a large

bean, the kernel edible Thi^
nut (about 1 in long) i<*

borne on a fleshy recop-

tacle (the cashew apple,—
-y Fig 33) which is about

3 m high when mature,
white to yellow and red,

103 Atagallis <XK) ««<j » »wert»h-WUr aod
edible Gn 11, p 211 —

A vinous liquor is made from the apple The kernel of

the nut vields oil, and is edible when roasted, the shell

of the nut is exceedingly acrid, even the fumes from the
roasting being highly irritant The tree yields a gum
which is the basis of a varnish, being used to protect
books and woodwork from the ravages of white ants and
other insects The tree grows 20-40 ft high Some-
times grown under glass in collections of economic
plants, prop then by cuttings of mature wood with
lvs retained L H B

ANAGALLIS (Greek, delighting) Primulbceze Pim-
pernel IiOW annual, biennial or perennial herbs cul-

tivated in the open foi their numerous bright-colored
blossoms
Stems mostly angular, bearing opposite alternate or

3-whorled entire lvs fls axillary, mostly solitary,

usually not longer than the lvs
,
in shades of red, blue

or white, the corolla rotate or rotate-bell-shaped and
with lobes obovate or linear which are either entire or
toothed, stamens 5, attached in the base of the corolla,

the filaments usually bearded fi a globose caps
,
cir-

cumscissile —Two dozen species of interesting little

plants mostly with trailing oi procumbent sts
,

in

many parts of the world Pax and Knuth, Engler’s
Pflanzenreich, hft 22 321-334.
The pimpernels are of simple culture They thrive

m a warm soil, the seeds of the annual species being
planted where the plants are to grow The perennial

kinds are increased by division, or by cuttings of voung
growths started under glass All of them are free-flower-

ing and attractive minor plants The many forms m
gardens are probably all referable to two species

a Lvs ovate

arv6nsis, Lmn, {A jndchilla
,
Salisb. A orienthlis

,

Hort A Monelln, Bieb
,
not Linn ) Common Pim-

pernel, or Pooh Man’s Weatherglass (fls close at

approach of bad weather) Fig 193 Annual sts

procumbent or ascending, the branches becoming long,

slightly winged, lvs opposite or in 3’s, sessile fls scar-

let varying to white, the lobes broadly obovate and
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obtuse and the edges finely toothed Eu
,
Asia, and

sparingly run wild in N Amer Var phoenfcea, Gren &
Godr. FIs red, corolla-lobes mostly glandular-ciliate

at top. Var caer&lea, Grcn. <fc Godr (A. caeriilea,

Schreb. A. verhcilldta, All). FIs blue, lobes not glan-

dular and slightly ciliate. Var. latifdlia, Lange (A.
latifdlia, \Aim.). FIs blue, lvs very broad plant stout.

B.M. 2389

aa . Lvs linear or linear-lanceolate (except perhaps in
var Monellu)

linifdlia, Linn. (A. angustifdlia, Sahsb. A. fruticbsa
,

Vent A gramhjldra, Andr A Philipsn
,
Hort.). Per-

ennial or biennial sts woody at base, 1-1 ft lvs.

opposite or verticillate, sessile, acute, margin often
revolute • fls blue, reddish underneath, the lobes obo-
vate, obtuse and entire W Medit region B M 831.

Var Mongllii, Knuth (A Monclln, Linn
,
not Bieb.

A Willmoredna, Don) Lvs often in 3’s, somewhat
broader (even to ovate or oblong) corolla longer
Var collina, Ball (A collina, Schousb ) Large, sts

thick fls rose-colored or puiplish (not blue) Var
microphylla, Ball. Many-std

,
branches ascending lvs.

small, lanceolate, fls blue, reddish beneath
L H B

ANANAS (modified from aboriginal S Amer name)
Written also Ananassa Bromelutctje Stove herbs, al-

lied to the billbergias, and demanding the same general
treatment As ornamental subjects, grown mostly for

the rosette of rigid lvs and the strange, often colored
head of fleshy fls

,
which are fi-cleft, with G stamens and

1 style The ripe head is composed of the thickened
raehis, in which the fleshy berry is imbedded, and the
fleshy persistent bracts, in the pineapple, the fls are
abortive Prop, by the leafy crown or topknot, by

194 Ananas sativus (pineapple).

strong suckers, or by small offsets from the base* these
are treated as cuttings, being rooted in sand with bottom
heat, or m the S set directly in the field Monogr. by
Mez, DC., Monogr Phaner 9.

sativus, Schult. f Pineapple, which see for field cul-

ture Fig. 194. Plant producing a single shaft 2-4 ft.

high, and when 12-20 mos old bearing a head, or pine-
apple, on the top of which is a rosette of stiff lvs lvs.

long and sword-shaped, stiff, more or less rough-edged
The same stalk does not bear a second time, but a new
shoot may arise from the same root and bear fruit.

Better results are usually secured by severing the
sucker or crown, and growing a new plant. American

195. Ananas sativus var variegatus ( x H)

tropics B M 1551 (as Bromeha Ananas) BR 1081
(as A bracteaia) — '

There is a common cult form (var
vamgatus or strut ifoh us), Fig 195, with stuped lvs

Gn. 51, p 57 A Pottednus, Koch, is a form of A
sativus, with olive-green, shurp-spined lvs with a > ol-

iowF central band GW 5, p 51 A ux hui-(hin( nsts,

Hort
,
is another form (intro by Pitcher <& Manda, 1891

)

A bractratu s.Srhult f , I
1! i showy sp<>< u s with r< it Ik .i<K all the

bracts being olongntcil, spiny and pioruini nt Bn/i) B M '>02')

Regarded by Mez as a fonn of A sitivim - 1 mm nxlnritt s, Morr ,

liken bromi ha, has large tootlii <| br.t< ts Brazil — 1 Morrhl&nua,
Hort , a form of A sativus probably, Inis variegated spun kss lvs.

L il B
ANAPHALIS (Greek name of a similar plant) Com-

pdsitcT Faerlastino Haidy border plant, useful for
immortelles A genus of 30 species, nun h like Anten-
naria, but differs in the pappus-bristles ot the stami-
nate fls noi being thickened (these are thickened up-
wards in that genus) and the st leafy

margarit&cea, Benth <fe Hook A foot or two high,
with many corymbose heads, white l\s sessile, linear-

lanceolate, long-pointed involucre pearlv white, hence
the value of the plant as an everlasting N Amer.
and Asia—The plant from Asia, with yellow fls

,
is per-

haps better referred to A (xnnnmbmm
,
Clarke, but is

hardly separable from the tvpe. It is offered as
a yellow everlasting N. Taylor. f

ANARRHINUM (anoutless). Scrophularidcesp. A
dozen biennials and perennials of S Eu and N Afr.

Allied to Antirrhinum, but not cult in this country,
except in botanic gardens Fls small, in interrupted
spike-like racemes, white or blue Easily grown in

ordinary garden soil, but not certainly hardy north of

New York Known also as Simbulata

ANASTATICA: Resurrection Plant

ANCHUSA (anchousa, a paint for the skin) Bora-
gindcea? Alkanet Hardy annual, biennial or perennial

plants, with blue or purple fls in pamcled scorpioid

racemes or sometimes in headhke clusters, the corolla

trumpet-shaped and the throat closed by scales lvs.

alternate, usually hairy —Of easy cult m sunny position

except A italica var “Dropmore,” which is best

suited m partial shade. Prop by seed generally, but old

perennials may be root-divided m spring

a . Fls. small, hke forget-me-nots.

Barreli&ri, Vilm. Peicnmal: height 2 ft : lvs ovate-
lanceolate, smaller and shorter than in A italica: fls.
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blue, with a white tube and pink or yellow throat. May.
Eu and Asm Minor. B M. 2349—Valued for its

earliness and for cut-fls. The least common of the 3
species

officin&lis, Linn. Biennial or perennial, 1-2 ft. : lvs.

lanceolate, hairy, radical ones clustered • ns opening in

airs, bright blue or purple, in loose, one-sided spikes

une-Oct Eu —Effective m masses and of easy cult.

The common aikanet

capensis, Thunb. Biennial, height 1^2 ft . lvs.

narrowly lanceolate and less hispid than in A italica.

fls red-margined, with a white throat; buds red,

calyx inflated after the fl. has withered, divisions short-

obtuse June-8ept Cape of Good Hope. B.M 1822 —
Fine for cut-fls Often winterkilled, but seeds itself

freely, north of Boston best treated as a coolhouse
plant. Var. &lba, Hort., has white fls.

AA Fla large

itfilica, Retz Perennial height 3-5 ft.' lvs. largest

of the 3 species here contrasted, ovate-lanccolate,

rough, shining; radical ones sometimes 2 ft long fls

bright blue Medit B M 2197 LBC 14 1383—
If not allowed to go to seed, will bloom continuously
from June to Sept Commonest and perhaps best
species Var Dr6pmore. Fig 196 Three ft fls purple,

in loose heads Best suited to partial shade Var
superba, Hort

,
has very dark blue fls

A Ayiirilhii, 1/chin Lvm linear Siberia Rare —A mymutidx-
flbra, Lc lim Lvs large, radical ones |ong-p< tiolate, cordate -reni-

form, (.inline oms sessile, oval Siberia, ( aueasus — 4 orhroleuca ,

Bieb Ptrenni'il 2 It (Is yellowish white lvs minutely btrigose,

lunooliU, nh'it( luly, \ug — 4 nemptrunnv, Linn Lvs
broadly ov atr

,
lowi rom s pctiol ite racemes short, generally bracted

at the base Eu Esteemed in trance TaYLOK f

ANDA. Joamusxn

ANDIRA (Brazilian name) Lequrninbsx Angeleen
Tree Hothouse fret's

"frees, with conspicuous fls m racemes* calyx 5-

toothed or entue, keel petals distinct, ovary stalked
fr a ioundi-h 1-seeded pod —Nearly 30 species of
Tropical American and African
Two or three species are sometimes cultivated m

hothouses m the Old World and m American botanic
gardens They must be grown in rich loam and peat in

the warmhouse Propagation is bv cuttings of ripened
wood in sand under bell-jar, with bottom heat

inSrmis, IIBK Cabbage Tree A tree 20-35 ft
*

lvs impari-pinnate, with 13-15 ovate-lanceolate and
aeute lfts fls in terminal panicles, purple, on short
pedicels W. Indies and Brazil. jj. Taylor.

ANDRA.CHNE (ancient Greek name). Euphor-
biaceje Low shrubs with bright green foliage, of little

ornamental value; sometimes grown in botanical
collections.

Shrubs or perennials lvs alternate, usually entire'

fls small, monoecious or incompletely dioecious, axillary,

5-6-merous; staminate in clusters, with petals smaller
than the sepals, stamens with free filaments, not exceed-
ing the sepals, pistillate usually solitary, with very
small petals, sometimes wanting, ovary 3-celled with
3 distinct, 2-cleft or 2-parted style's' fr a subglobose or
depressed caps

,
separating into 3 2-valved carpels, 6-

seeded —Ten or 12 species in N. Amer
,
Peru, Asia, N.

and 8. Afr
,
Malay Archipelago

These are low deciduous shrubs similar to Seeurinega,
but smaller, with small bright green leaves, slender-
stalked whitish inconspicuous flowers m axillary clus-

ters or solitary, appearing during the summer followed
by small greenisn brown capsular fruits. There are

three species m cultivation, of which two, A. phyllan-
thoides and A colchica, have proved hardy at the
Arnold Arboretum; they may be used m borders of

shrubberies They seem to grow in any soil, if it is well-

drained, and prefer sunny positions

Propagation is by seeds, which are usually freely pro-
duced, and also by greenwood cuttings under glass.

None of the species is m the trade

A cdlchica, Fisch & Mey Shrub, to 2 ft , usually lower, glau-
cescent, glabrous lvs ovate, obtuse, long petals 5, filiform,

as long as the glands of the di'.k, much shorter than the calyx caps,
depressed-globose, 1/nn thick Asia Minor—A cordifdlia, Muell.
Arg Shrub, to .1 ft lvs ovate to oblong, rarely cordate at base,

obtuse, 1-2 in long, soft pubescent beneath petals spathulate, disk-
glands membranous caps depressed-globose, Mm thick E India—A fruticdaa, Linn A greenhouse shrub from S China with ovato
or broadly ovate, short-stalked lvs

,
l-l 3^ m long, and small green-

ish white, short-stalked fls , staminate as well as pistillate in axil-

lary dusters of 3-0, is now referred to Breynia as B fruticosa,

Benth It is probabjy no longer m cult B M 1S62 and LBC 8
711 fas Phyllanthus turbiruta) — 1 phyllanthoides, Muell Arg
(A Roemermna, Muell Arg) Shrub, to 3 ft with slender glabrous
branches lvs oval to obov ate, obtuse, in long, glabrous or
slightly pubescent beneath, petals little snorter than the sepals,

obovate, dentate near the appx, disk-glands thick* caps depressed-
globose, about thick Mo to Ark and Texas

Alfred Rehder

ANDROCtfMBIUM (name referring to arrangement
of stamens around a cavitv) Lilideese A dozen or
more species of bulbous plants growing from the

Medit region to S Afr
,
one or two of which may be

expected in choice greenhouse collections Bulb?
tunicated sts subterranean, from which arise a few
narrow lvs fls few, in short spikes and subtended by
showy bracts in spring or summer A. melantho!desr

Willd
,
of 8 and Cent Afr

,
recently mtro., has bulb

like minute tulip lvs 2—4, from 3-9 in. long fls small,

borne m clusters in axils of large bracts which reach 3

in long and some of which are white, green-vemed.
GC III 45 315, deso A. leucinthum, Willd. (A
puncldlum

,
Baker, m part), of 8 Afr

,
has few whitish

fls. in dense umbel and 4 spreading lvs.

ANDR6MEDA (Greek mythological name). Encd,-

cex. Ornamental low plants grown for their evergreen

foliage and for their flowers

Evergreen shrubs lvs short-petioled, narrow, entire

fls m terminal umbels, pedicelled, calyx small, 5-

toothed; corolla urceolate with 5 short recurved lobes,

stamens 10 with aristate anthers opening with pores

caps, dehiscent into 5 valves; seeds numerous, small

—Two species through the northern hemisphere
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The andromedas are low e\ ergreen shrubs with small
and narrow foliage and small pinkish flowers in terminal
umbels They are perfectly hardy North and suited
for borders of evergreen shrubberies and for rockeries
and grow best m peaty or sandy and moist soil and in

half-shady positions

Propagation is by seeds, sown thinly soon after matur-
ity, in pots or pans of sandy peat soil, placed in a cool
frame They germinate easily if sown m cut sphag-
num, but must be pricked into boxes as soon as they
can be handled. Cuttings from mature wood, placed
in sand under glass in fall, and kept in a cool green-
house duung the winter, will root easily, also increased
by layers. See, also, Leucothoe, Chama’daphne, Piens
and Zenobia.

polifdlia, Linn. (A. rosmanmfdha, Pursh). Fig. 197.
One-half to 2 ft.: branchlets usually not glaucous, lvs.

narro.w-oblong to lin-

ear, %-l xA m long,

whitish-glaucous be-
neath, but not to-

mentose, later some-
times green, revolute

at the margin fls

nodding on slender
pedicels, 2-4 times as
long as the globose-
urceolate corolla:

caps brownish, ob-
ovoid or subglobose,

as high as broad.
Juno. N. Eu

,
N.

Asia, rare in the
colder regions of N
Amer L B C 18.

1714 G W 12. p 50
(habit) —Vanes with
narrower and broader
lvs On account of its

slendcr-stalked fls

,

more graceful than
the following species

glaucophylla, Link.

197 Andromeda poiifolia. (x %) Similar to the pre-

ceding, but }
roung

branchlets glaucous* lvs white beneath, with a fine

tomentum fls. on curved thick pedicels, rarely twice
as long as the urceolate corolla caps depressed,

glaucous June. N E Amer
,
south to Mmn and Pa.

LBC 6 546; 16*1591; 18: 1725 —Varies like the pre-
ceding species with broader and narrower lvs

A acuminata. Ait =Leucothofc popuhfolia —A arbdrea, Linn
=Oxydondrum arboreum —A ur>llAris, Michx =l.eucotho6 Catca-
bfiPi
—A axillaris, Lam —L axillaris —A calyculdta, Linn =Cha-

mfedaphne calyculata —A campanulAta, Muj =Knkianthus cam-
panulatus —A edndida. Hurt =Zenobia pulverulenta —A cas-
smuefdha, Vent —Z pulverulenta —A CtUesban, Walt =LeucothoS
C»tesba>i

—

.4 c&rnua, Miq =Enkianthus cornuus

—

A tlealbdta,

l.indl —Zenobia pulverulenta —A fastigidta, Wall =Cassiope fas-
tigiata—A ferruginea, Walt =Lyonia ferruginea

—

A flonbunda,
Pur8h==Pieris flonbunda—A formdsa, Walt =Piens formosa —A
glaiua, Hort =Zenobia pulverulenta

—

A japdnica, Thunb =
Pieri3 japomca —A ligustrina, Muhl =Lyonia ligustnna—A,
maridna, Linn =*Pieris mariana —A nltxda, Bartr =Piens nitida—A ovahfdlta, Wall =Piom ovahfoha

—

A paniculdia, Ait =
Lyonia ligustnna —A parabblica, Duham =L ligustnna —A pop-
uhfdha, Lam =Leucothoe popuhfolia —A pulveruUnta, Bartr ==*

Zenobia pulverulenta—A racemdsa, Linn =LeucothoS racemosa.—A specibsa, Michx =Zenobia pulvenilenta.

—

A tetrdgona, Linn.
“Cassiope tetragona—A tomentdsa, Hort , not Dum -Cours ==
Lyom. ligustnna pubesceun ALFRED RehdeR.

ANDROP6GON (Greek, aner

,

man, and pogon,
beard, referring to the silky hairs on the spikelets of
some species) Gramlnex Beard-Grass. Annual or
mostly perennial grasses of various habit but usually
with coarse foliage, scarcely horticultural.

Spikelets m pairs at each joint of an articulate rachis,
one sessile, perfect, 1-fld

;
the other pedicelled, stami-

nate, neutral or reduced to a. pedicel; glumes of fertile

spikelet equal, indurated, the first dorsally compressed,
the second keeled; sterile and fertile lemmas hyaline, the
latter usually awned; palea minute or wanting rachis

usually hairy, often conspicuously so—A large genus of

probably 200 species, widely distributed in both hemi-
spheres except in the colder regions. Includes several

important native forage grasses such as blue-stem or

blue-joint (A furcatiu>, Muhl ) with about 3 digitate

spikes at the summit of the tall culm; and little blue-

stem (A scoparins, Michx ), with single spikes scattered
along the branches, both species of the piaine region.

Broom sedge {A Virginians, Linn ), a common grass of

the Atlantic states, is considered troublesome, though
it has some forage value before it flowers Some of the
species, such as silver beaid-giass (A arqenteus, DC ),

are ornamental on account of the silvery panicles. This
is a stout grass, 2 1 ft

,
w'lth bearded nodes and long-

btalked oval panicles consisting of numerous woolfy
ascending or appressed spikes

Several species of oil-producing grasses formerly
included in Andropogon are now referred to other

genera. A. Ndrdus, Linn ^Cymbopogon Nardus,
Rendle A extrutus, DC ^Cymbopogon citratus, DC.
A. Schoendnfcus, Linn =Cymbopogon Schoenanthus,
Spreng A squarrdsus, Linn —Vetivena zizamoides,

Nash.
For a discussion of the sorghums and Johnson-grasa

referred by some authors to Andropogon, see Holcus,

also Vol II, Cyclo Amer Agnc \ s Hitchcock.

ANDROSACE (old Greek name of no significance

here) Pnmuldcesp Hock Jasmine Small tufted plants
grown in the alpine garden

Root-lvs. clustered scapes mostly not exceeding
8 in high, often veiy short fls mostly pink. red and
purplish, sometimes white, piimula-like out con-
stricted at the throat, umbellate or solitary, in early

spring—Over 80 species in Eu
,
Asia, N Amer and

Pacific Isis. Pax and Knuth, Engler’s Pflanzenreich,

lift 22.172-220
Many species of rock jasmine are known in European

gardens, and they are much prized by fanciers m alpine-

gardening. The tufted lea\cs sit close to the rocks.

Some of them are woolly-leaved Only currently cata-

logued species are included in the present account.
A well-drained sod, partial shade, free circulation of

air, frequent waterings m dry summer months, and
protection from heavy fall and spnng rains, will lead

to success with these chaiming alpines A heavy sha-

ding of evergreen boughs in wrintei will be found of great

benefit Close covering is not to be recommended,
because it smotheis the plants Very many species

have been tried m this country, with variable and not
very encouraging results, but m a few instances, with
extra care, plants have done well The northern aspect
of a steep rockery seems to be the most favorable posi-

tion for them Propagation is by division, seeds or cut-

tings Plants should be kept in pots until thoroughly
established. The species are biennial or perennial
except in group aaa below. Many of them are densely
cespitose.

INDEX.

Aizoon, 6 eximea, 10 lanuginosa, 2.

angustifolia, 12. fohosa, 4 oiioratissima, 7.

arachnoidea, 7. Halleri, 9 pauciflora, 10.

bngantiaca, 9. hedraeantha, 8 lieverchonn , 9.

Bulleyana, 5. Henryi, 1 robusta, 7.

carnea, 9 imbrioata, 11 rosea, 9
Chumbyi, 3 Jacquomontn, 7. sarmentosa, 3, 4.

chumyiense, 3 lactea, 10 spinuhfera, 5.

coccinea, 6 laotiflora, 12 vitlosa, 7.

coronopifolia, 12 Lagged, 9

a. Lvs. long-petioled
,
large, orbicular-remform or cordate

,

lobed or crenate.

1 HSnryi, Oliver Scape 3-9 in., woolly, 12-25-fld.:

lvs to 2 lA m across, orbicular-remform, lobed and
toothed fls white China
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aa. Lvs sessile or nearly so, spatulate or linear
,
nearly

or completely entire.

b Fix in umbels or umbellate heads,

c Plant stout scape 4 in or more high.

d Foliage woolly or villous.

2 lanugindsa, Wall Whole plant densely white-
villous sts leafy hs small, Km or less long, lance-
ovate, acute scapes axillary, about 4 in

,
fls rose-col-

ored, in a dense umbel Himalaya B M 1005.

3 sarmentdsa, Wall Creeping by brownish stolons:

lvs clustered, all basal, more or less woolly, lanceolate
or ovate-lanceolate, acute, IK m or less long, scapes
often 4 in long, fls many, rose-colored Himalaya
Var Chumbyi, Hort (A chumyiense

,
Hurt.) Rosettes

dense, and the plant very cespitose lvs densely
woolly

on Foliage bristly

e The lvs not m rosettes
,
crowded at base of st

,
narrowed

into petiole

4 folidsa, Dubv (A sarmentdsa var folidsa. Hook,
f) Stolons thick, brownish, naked lvs. all basal,

obovate or ovate, sessile but base attenuated, mucro-
nate or acute, uliatc, 13 2 in or less long scape pilose,

much exceeding lvs
,
fls flesh-colored becoming whitish.

Himalaya B M. (3(161

ke The lvs in rose tits, long-peholed
,
usually cordate

5 spinulffera, Knuth Not stolomferous, densely
hairy lvs Imear-obovate, 3 in. or less long with petiole,

spinulose at apex scape 10 in or less, fls numerous,
denseh capitate, pm pie China.

6 Aizdon, branch Ias 1 in or less, rosulate and
imbricated, leaf hoiy and glaucous, spatulate, not
spinulose si ape 1 ft 01 less, many times exceeding the
lvs

,
the biacts glandular, fls 6-10, flesh-colored or red.

Himalaya Var coccmea, Fianch (A Bulleyana,
Hort ) Not glandular fls rod or intense scarlet.

cc Plant slewh r scape seldom 4 tw high' lvs. all

rosulate (in rosettes)

d The lvs with hairy margins.

7. villdsa, Linn (A odoratissima, Schreb ) Entire

{

ilant densely white-hairv, loosely cespitose lvs hnear-
anceolate or lance-ovate, sessile, entire scape 2 m or
loss, fls white or rose with yellow-red throat, corolla

equaling the calyx-lobes, the eoiolla-lobcs ohovate,
entire or slight lv

r emarginate Euiasia Very variable

Var arachnofdea, Knuth ( 1 arachnoldea, Schott).

More cespitose lvs oblong-ovate, densely webby-wlnte
scape very short Vai robusta, Knuth Plant robust
lvs lance-ovate, often densely congested, white-silky.

Var Jacquemdntn, Knuth (A Jaequemontn, Duby)
Lvs crow did, imbricated, ovate, obtuse, the hairs

white to brown scape long, fls flesh-colored, the
eorolla-lobes obtuse and entire

DD The lvs glabrous, or only obscurely ciliate.

8

hedraefintha, Clriseb Cespitose lvs Km or less

long, lance-oblong, obtuse, leathery, not crowded at

base of st scape very short (about 1 in ); fls 5-10 in

each umbel or head, violet-red or pale purple, the
corolla-lobes obovate Balkans

9

edmea, Linn (A Reverchbnn
,
Jord A. rdsea,

Jord & Fourr ) More or less densely cespitose* lvs.

linear or subulate, Km or less long scape 3 m or
less, fls. 3-7, rose-colored or whitish, the throat yellow.

Eurasia. L.B C. I 40 Var H&lleri, Linn Lvs twice
longer than m type, recurved at apex, shining green,

sparsely hairy. Var L&ggeri, Knuth (A Ldggen
,

Huet ) Lvs. acuminate, spreading, deep green* scape
very short: densely cespitose. Gn 63, p. 333 Var.
brigantiaca, Knuth (A. brigantlaca, Jord. & Fourr ).

Lvs. narrowly linear, short, slightly denticulate at

apex* scape to 5 in * little cespitose

10

ldctea, Linn (A. pauciftora, Vill.). Cespitose,
glabrous or nearly so: lvs rosulate, membranous, linear
or lmear-lanceolate, obtusish, sparsely ciliate, 1 111 or
less long, scape 5 in or less, fls snow’-white Euiasia.
B M 868, 981 Var eximia, Hook. Lvs less rigid,

strongly recurved, fls larger (Km across). Switz.

B M. 5906 (as A carrtea var eximia).

bb Fls solitary.

11. imbricita, Lam Cespitose, stellate-pubescent:
lvs Kin long, linear-spatulatc and obtuse, m densely
superimposed imbricated rosettes Alps

aaa Lvs. scarcely petioled, oblong or linear
,

entire or

dentate fls umbelhite annual.

12 lactifldra, Pall (A. anqu&tifdlia
,

Andr. A.
coronopifolia, Andr ) Glabrous, 1 ft or less high lvs.

2 in or less long, rosulate, linear-lanceolate or linear-

bpatulate, acute, toothed . fls milk-white, large Asia.

—

A handsome little annual, often self-seeding.

A Vitaliana, Lapoyr , listcnl as the only yellow-fld Androsaoe,
is Douglaaut Vitaliana. It is often catalogued aa Aretia Vitaliana.

L Ii. B.
ANDRbSiEMUM : Hyperuum

ANDROSTfePHIUM (Greek-made name, referring

to the corona) Lihdcese Babies’ Breath. Outdoor
bulbous plants, allied to Hie brodieas

Small genus of S VV and Cent IJ S
,
with funnel-

shaped, spreading-limbed, 6-lobed perianth, 6 stamens,
and 3-angled ovary, and a corona or crown at the
mouth lvs linear, radical scape simple, leafless —
Plant m a sunny place m sandy soil, placing the bulbs
4-6 in deep; protect in winter Prop by division of

the bulbs and by seeds The name “babies’ breath”
or “baby’s breath” is commonly applied to Gypsophila

viol&ceum, Torr (A caeruleum, Greene) Slender,
6-10 in.: umbel 2-7-fld

,
the fls. blue, 1 in long, sup-

ported on a stout (Km ) pedicel, crown exceeding trie

anthers.—Blooms in spring, pretty. Taylor f

ANEILEMA (Greek, no involucre). Syn
,
Aphylax.

CommelinActse Sixty tropical perennials, allied to
Commelma, from which it may be distinguished by its

sub-paniculate infl A biflorum,
K Br

,
and A simeum

,

Lindl
,
are sometimes cult in Old World hothouses

and in American botanic gardens These species are
blue-fid

,
diffuse or trailing plants with their fls hav-

ing no mvolucral bracts. Culture as in Dichonsandra.
N. Taylor f

ANEMIA (Greek, naked, without indusia). Schiz&d-
cejp Tropical ferns, with 1-3 pinnate lvs with the
lower pair of pinnie erect, elongate and bearing the
sporangia in panicles at their extremities—Of the 40
species, 2 are found in the southern states, and a few
are occasionally in cult

Anemias are dwarf, compact ferns, suited for shelves,

or for growing near the glass in warm pits or low
houses They prefer being grown in small pots to being
planted out in the fernery Their growth is too slow to
make them popular decorative ferns for general pur-
poses Propagation is by spores, which germinate
freely, tufted kinds by division between March 15 and
April 30—Schneider, Book of Choice Ferns.

a Lf 2-3-pinnate, with narrow divisions

adiantifdlia, Swrartz Lf -blade 6-9 m long on a
stalk often twice as long, the ultimate divisions oblong
or linoar-cuncate, with the outer margin toothed. S.

Fla and tropics

aa Lf only once pinnate with broad pinnae.

b Veins free.

mexic&na, Klotzsch Lf.-blade 6-9 in long, with 4-6
pinnae on either side, which are distinctly stalked, ovate-
lanceolate and rounded on both sides at the base
fertile pinnae 3-4 in long, dense. Texas and Mex.
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colllna, Raddi. Lvs. 1 ft. high, stalks hairy, blades
with about 10 Ifts. on each side, which are rounded at
the outer ends and truncate at the upper side at the

. base fertile pinnse about

1

in long, dense Brazil.

. m /m 8.1.384.

bb. Veins anastomosing
(netted)

Phyllitidis, Swartz (A .

lanceoldta, Lodd A longi-

fdlia, lank Anermdictyon
Phyllitidis

,
Willd.) Lf-

blade 4-12 m long, with
4-12 pairs of sessile pinna',

with a crenulate margin and
a rounded or unequal base;
veins forming long, narrow
areola1 fertile pinna 3-9 in

long, dense Cuba and Mex.
" to Brazil S 1 390

L M Underwood.
R. C. Benedict f

f t mv^ ANEMIDlCTYON: Anemia.

f
ANEMONE (Greek,

r wind) R a nunc u lac ex.

[
Anemone, or Anemony.

198. Anemone patens »«r.
WjNDFLOWFR Hanly and

Nuttahana (xH) attractive flower-garden
and border plants

Stems usually erect, with great variation in height:

basal lvs lobed, divided or dissected, those of the st.

forming an involucre near to, or remote from, the fl :

sepals few or many, petal-like, no true petals, stamens
many, shorter than sepals carpels numerous fr a
1-seeded achene—A genus of about 85 species, with
many handsome garden forms, all hardy perennials,

cult for their beautiful show of fls and in a few cases

for their striking foliage Chieih native of the north
temperate and mountainous regions As a technical

generic name, pronounced anemdne, as a vernacular,

anemone Pntzcl, Revision of Anemone, in Linmea
15.498 (1841) Britton, N Amer Anemone, in Ann.
N Y. Acad Soi G 217 (1891-92)
The plants thrive best in a, fresh, rather rich, sandy

loam, well drained, but most of the species will do well

in any good garden soil The tuberous-rooted species

are suitable for hardy borders, while most of the others

prefer a place in a rockery, and some are part ml to shady
places A hortensi s, A roionaria

,
A fulyens and others

will well repay the little indoor or greenhouse care they
require for producing winter blossoms They require

essentially the same handling as tulips and hyacinths,
and are usuallv classed with bulbous plants Tubers

E
laced in pots in September oi October bring forth a
eautiful show of bloom by Januaiy or March For

this purpose they should bo well drained, and not kept
very wet or too wrarm before the growth is well started;

they prefer more moisture at flowenng time There are
many garden varieties of anemone, among which are
Whirlwind and Geante Blanche (white), Queen Char-
lotte, Lorely, and Knemhilde (pink), Rosa Zwey
(lavender-pink), Brilliant Diademc, Purpurinc and
Prinz Heinrich (carmine and magenta)

Nearly all the species can be readily propagated by
both root-division and seed. The seeds are sown very
shallow in a clean bed, in either warm fall or early
spring The division of roots is best made in early
spring before growth starts The season for both out-
door and indoor planting will directly influence the
flowering season Good months for outdoor planting
are September, October, November, December, Feb-
ruary and March As a rule, the tuberous anemones
will blossom at any time desired, being influenced by
the time they are kept out of the ground The bulbs

may be ripened after flowering time by being taken
from t he ground to dry, or by covering the bed to keep
out rams A japomca is one of the finest of all fall-

blooming herbs.

INDEX.

acuhpetala, 4, 6. flore-plono.7,10,12,15 patens, 3
alba, 10, 15, 21. fulgens, 8 Puvoniana, 8
albula, 10 Grayi, 10 pennsylvanica, 23.
Allenn, 13, 15 Halfen, 2 pleno, 13
alpina, 5, 0 hortensis, 8, 0 Pulsatilla, 4
annuata-grandiflora.S hybnda, 21 purpurea, 13, 15
apennina. 13 intermedia, 15 qumqucfoha, 16
baicalentns, 12 japomca, 21 ranunculoules, 18
blanda, 14 lulea, 10 Robmsornana, 15
carnlia, 15 major, 15 rosea, 15, 21
canadensis, 23 multifida 22 rubra, 4, 15, 21
carolmiana, 11 multipdala, 8 atelUita, 9
chrysantlieimflora, 7. nurtivsiflora, 24 sulphurca, 1, 6
eoronarm, 7 nemorosa, 15, 16 ayhestns, 12
crispa, 21 Nuttallmna, 3 umbtllata, 24
deal pt tala, 11 Occident alls, 5 varagutu, 4
deltoidea, 17 oehroleut a, 3 vt mails, 1

dahotoma. 23. oregana, 19 virgimana, 20
elegans, 21 palmata, 10

A. Achencs with long style which may become feather-

like on ripening, Jh solitaiy —Pulsatilla section

B. Involucre bell-shaped, dissuled into numerous linear

equal lobes.

1 vemillis, Linn. (Pulsatilla verndhs, Mill A. sal-

phiirea, All ) Very shaggv, 0 in high or less lvs

pinnately parted, begins triful fls purple without,
whitish withm, and smoothish, elect, on very short
peduncles; sepals G, rarely spreading Apr Cool, moist
places Eu J H III 32 223 Gn 25 320 Gn VV.

20 891; 26 131 FE 18 320 G 20 158

2 H&lleri, All Villous, G in or less in height,
simple lvs pinnately divided with begins 3-4-parted,
the lesser divisions lanceolate-linear, involucre of long
narrow segms

,
sessile fls large, elect, whitish purple,

sepals G, anthers yellow Apr. Sunny places Switzer-
land L B C 10 940

3 pltens, Linn Much like the first variety below,
which is more common in Amer

,
but differs in its

broader and short er If -segms and smaller fls Eu
Gn. GO, p. 364, 65, p 167

Var Nuttalh&na, Gray (Pulsatilla hirsutissima,

Brit ) Wild Patens American Pvsqie Flower.
Fig 198 Villous, with long, silky hairs, 4-9 in high
radical lvs petroled, others sessile, all much divided
mto narrow, linear, acute lobes fls appearing before

199. Tubers of Anemone coronana.

the root-lvs
,
bluish purple or whitish, erect, seldom

nodding achenes silky styles plumose, becoming 2 in.

long, peduncle elongates several m after flowering

Apr Low ground North central states and Siberia.

CLA.3 177 Gn M 13*15

Var ochroleftca, Sims. Fls creamy white, appearing
at same time as basal lvs. March, Apr JII III

30.343 BM 1994
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4 Pulsatilla, Linn (Pulmtllla vulgdns, Mill A
acutipetala, Schleioh) Basque Flower of Europe
Villous, hairy, rising ft basal lvs finely thrice-

pmnately divided, on slender petioles, involucre sessile,

deeply cut, into long narrow lobes lls blue to reddish
purple, 1 m across Apr \V ell-draincd soil or

stony places Eu. On 32 400, 71, p 210, 530 L 13 C
18 1701 CIO III 39 307 (In M 13 17. OM.
52 030 Gn W 20 225. Var rhbra, llort (A rubra,

Lam ) Dwarfer fls always erect Var. varieg&ta, Hort
FIs pale, appealing m May

br Involucre lvs 3, on short petioles, sheathing the st.

5 occidentals, Wats (A al/Ana, Hook
,
not Linn )

Silky-hairy, 3^-1 IS ft high, simple lvs 2-part ed, the
divisions deeply pinnatifid into usually incised linear,

acute lobes, involucre short-petioled
,
basal lvs long-

petioled fls solitary, white or purple, varying, 1-2 m
across, receptacle conic, sometimes much elongated
achenes pubescent plumose styles reflexed, peduncle

becoming muc h elongated
after sepals fall May. Calif,

to Brit Col Intro. 1892

0 alpina, Linn (A eicuh-

petala, Hort ) Closely allied

to the above St %-l Vz ft

high, fiom tlnek, strong roots

lvs large, finely divided, cut
and serrated, smooth or hairy

,

lvs of involucre similar fls

few, in an umbel or solitary,

2-3 in diam, creamy white
inside, purple* outside, but
v arymg much

,
anthers yellow

Mountain-sides Eu May,
June L 13 C 17 1017 13 M.
2(X)7 (var major) Var sul-

phhrea, Hort Fls a delicate

sulfur-yellow, larger, downy
beneath lvs larger Moist,
rich soil Gn .35 10, GO, p.
195. CM 49 797

aa. Achtncs woolly or smooth-

ish, with short styles.

(Anemone proper )

b. Pedum le 1 (rarely 2)" in-

volucre mostly 3-lvd.

c. Head of Jr cylindnc

:

ewhenes woolly.

d. Roots tuberous involucre

usually sessile

7 coron&ria, Linn Poppy-flowered Anemone.
Figs 199, 200, 201, 202 One-half to 1 ft high, from
tuberous roots: lvs cut into many line lobes and lob-

ules, involucral lvs. sessile, 3-4-parted, deeply cut fls.

1

3

2~2 x

2 in across, poppy -like, of many colors and mix-
tures of red, blue, white, etc

,
stamens blue. Early in

spring to June. Meadows, Medit region V 11.257
B M. 841 Gn. 50 6, 61, p 275; 16, p. 111. A F.
25-93 CL A. 4:344 G 24.5. G L. 20*355.
Gn M 13 29G JII III 18 383 lUI 1893 232—
Caen, Scarlet, The Bride*, St Bngid, Victoria Giant,
etc

,
are some of the trade names given to the single

forms Var fldre-pleno, Hort Fls. double, as shown m
Fig 202; many colors, scarlet being the mast common
at present FS 16.1678 Gn 63, p 353 Var chrysan-
themifldra, Hort A seedling variety produced in

1818, and intro many years later Fls more com-
pletely doubled than the above variety by the sta-

mens all becoming petal-like —A dozen forms, beau-
tiful, self-colored, as deep red, sky-blue and even pure
white, have been fixed and named LTseful as cut-fl

Gn 30*316 R.H 1887:36; 1897, pp 418-9. R.B
21:260-1.

Single-flowered form ( X H)

8 fulgens, Gay (A Pavo*
mana var fulgens, DC A hor-
tenvs, Thore) Fig 203 One
ft high, simple' basal lvs 3-5-
lobed, with rounded outline,

followed later by deeply cut
lvs

,
involucre sessile, several

in below the solitary fl fls

vivid seal let, 2 in across, sta-
mens black May, June
France — Sometimes called a

variety of A hortensis,

jy Linn
,
from which it

may have descended.
Several garden forms,
as A annuata-grandi-
Jlora, A rnultipdtala,

and Southern Star
Gn 11 214 Gt.37 66.

RB 21 202-3 R.H.
1877 270 G 4 91.

201. Anemone coronana, semi-double- 0 hortensis, Linn,
flowered form (xt*) (A sUllata, Lam)

Broad - le \v ed Gar-
den Anemone Fig 204 St simple, erect, 10 in
high basal lvs lobed and eut irregularly, involucre
small, 3-5-lobed, usually 3 or more in below the fl

fls red, rosy purple, or whitish, single, 13-2 in across,
stamens brownish violet Hich, light soil S Eu
May —This differs from A coronana in its coarse, broad
lvs and its elongated, rather narrow-pointed sepals
Garden names are given to the forms with different

coloration BM 123 Gn 61, p 352 F\\ 1877 257

10 palm&ta, Linn St 6-9 in high fiom tuberous
root basal lvs leathery, 3-5-lobed, cordate, toothed,
involucral lvs 3-part od fls golden yellow, solitary or
in 2’s, sepals 10 or more May, June Deep, light soil

Medit region B R 200 -Three good varieties in the
trade Var fldre-pleno, Hort

,
with double yellow or

white fls Var filbida, Suns (var alba, Hort) Fls
white basal lvs lobed BM 2079 LBC 2 175
Gn 22 106 Var l&tea, Lodd Like the last, but with
yellow fls LBC 17 1660

11 carolini&na, \\ alt (.1 decap elala, Amer authors,
not Ard ) St simple, slender, 1 2-1 ft high, arising
from a large tuber lvs of involucre sessile, with 3
wedge-shaped clefts, basal lvs thrice divided, and
much lobed and parted, slender-petioled solitary fl

erect, 1- 1

3

? m broad, creamy white or purple, sepals
often numerous achenes densely woolly April, May
Open places, U S G 6 521

dd Rootstock creeping lvs of involucre petioled

12 sylvestris,Lmn. St 1-1

L

2 ft
,
simple, or branched

once at invo-

lucre, from a
creeping root-
stock lvs 3-4-

parted, deeply
cut at top, hairy
beneath, invo-

lucre petioled

:

fls solitary or in

2's, pure white,

1 Vi m across,

nodding, sweet-

scent cel, sepals

6 May -July.
Wooded places,

Eu and Liberia.

BM 54 Gn.
IS, p 561; 30,

p 173, 65, p.
73*, 75, p 189 202. Anemone coronana var flore-pleno.

G 2.223,33*31 (full double) (x>i)
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Gn.M. 13:295. J.H.III 57 80. LBC 18: 1739. Var.
flftre-plfcno, Hort Double Snowdrop Anemone
Has large, white, double fls GC III 19:739. A.
baicaUnsis

,

Turcz
,
is much like this species.

'» 204 Anemone hortensis.

203. Anemone fulgens. Reduced from an old cut, to show
( x H) a little improved form

cc. Head, of fr. hemispherical, achenes silky-pubescent.

D Roots tuberous

13. apennlna, Linn St simple, slender, 4-9 in.*

lvs twice-divided and lobed, much toothed 1
fls sky-

blue, 1^2 in across, sepals 10-12, elongated, obtuse;

anthers white March, Apr Woods, Italy. On 72,

p. 482 —This and a form with whitish fls aie both well

suited for shady nooks m clumps of shrubbery, etc

Var Allenu, Ilort Fls large, pale blue Var pl&na,

Hort Fls double Var purpurea, Hort Fls bright

mauve Gn 72, p 254

14 bl&nda, Schott & Kotschy St 4-6 m high, from
a cylindrical rootstock lvs like A apennma, but
harder and smoother, and principal divisions sessile

fls intense sky-blue, differing from above species in

being larger, more finely rayed, stales black-pointed,

and sepals smooth on the outside, opens in earliest

spring or nuld winter weather From Taurus Mts and
Greece, rocky places Intro 1898 Gn 14 200, 75

p 152 G L 19 71 Gn W 22 Supp Apr 15 (var

atrocaerulea) GC III 41 297 (var Sc yt/nssica)

dd Rootstock slender, creeping, cylindrical

15 nemordsa, Linn (.1 intermedia, Winkl ) Wood
Anemone Fig 205 St simple, 3-8 in . nearly smooth
rootstock horizontal, 3-1 times the st in diam lvs of

involucre pctioled, 3-5-parted, basal lvs appearing
after the fl -st

,
5-parted, divisions wedge-shaped,

toothed' fls white or purplish, solitary, 1 in across*

achenes pubescent, styles hooked Apr
,
May Eu and

Siberia Gn 63, p 244 (as A intermedia) —Three or
more horticultural varieties Var &lba, Hort. (var.

flbre-pRno, Hort ). Fls lurger, pure white, and abun-
dant Intro 1883 Gn 32 344, 69, p 233 (var grandi-

flora ) . 75, p 128 (var purpurea) G 24 255 (var ma-
jor) Var Allemi, Hort Fls large, lavender-mauve
Var. m&jor, Ilort A robust variety with large white
fls. Var Robinsom&na, Hort (var carrulea, Hort ).

A robust form, 6-12 in
,
with broader and thicker lvs.,

and large fls
,
becoming blue Sometimes given as a

separate species March, Apr Gn 46, p 153, 32, p
345; 73, p 266 G 2 515 RII 1901*188 Var rdsea,

Hort (var rubra jlbre-plhio, Hort ) Fls a reddish
purple, now much used; suited to partially shaded
places of the perennial border

16. quinquefdlia, Linn. (A. nemordsa var qumque-
fdlia, Gray) This American species differs from A.
nemorosa m having smaller fls., involucral lvs less

lobed, foliage paler, and much more slender st and
petioles—The common windflower or spung anemone,
formerly called A nemorosa Gn M. 13 ’15

17 deltoidea, Douglas St simple, slender, 6-12 in

high, from a slender rootstock lvs tufoliate, basal
ones petioled, others nearly sessile, coarsely crenated,

often incised fls. solitary, white, rather large achenes
several, densely pubescent; style very short Spring.

Pacific slope

ddd. Rootstock horizontal, Jleshy or somewhat tuberous

18 ranunculoides, Linn Yellow Wood Anemone.
St 3-8 in

,
from elongated, somewhat tuberous root-

stock. lvs 3-5-parted, divisions deeply cut and ser-

rated fls golden yellow, usually solitaiv, single or semi-
double March and Apr Rich, light soil in open
places and woods Eu and Sibeiia Gn. 35 408. L HC.
6 556

19 Gntyi, Behr (A oicqana, Gia\) St slender,

3-12 in. high, from a fleshy, brittle rootslcxk basal

lvs slender-petioled, 3-purted, eoaiselv seriate, involu-

cral lvs petioled, trifoliate, the parts 2-3-lobed, much
toothed, sepals blue or purplish achenes pubescent, in

a globose head Moist, shady slopes. Ore and W ash.

In gardens west of the Rockies Intro 1892

bb Peduncles 2-5 (mostly 8)

c. Frs. (achenes ) woolly or very silky secondary involucre

present

20 virgmi&na, Linn Plant hairv, 2-3 ft high, stout,

branching at the involucre the petioled involucral lvs.

3-parted, the hts cleft and lobed, basal lvs similai,

broader than long, on long petioles fl peduncles naked
(or the lateral ones 2-1vd ) ,

fls greenish or white, 1 - 1*2
in across achenes woolly, in an oblong head, stales

shoit, awl-shaped June-Aug Woods and meadows,
U S and Canada G M 33 703

21. japfimea, Sieb <& Zuce Fig 206 Stately, branch-
ing st

,
2-3 ft high*

p 1 a n t soft
downv

,
with

and
short

hails lvs ternat (>,

much lobed
toothed fls

anti

rosy

1 3 w horls of sepals,

2- 3 in diam
,
on

long peduncles from
leafy involucre, stamens yellow*
achenes silky—A v ery useful species

for mixed holders or for pot cul-

ture Iluidy in northern states.

Sept to late frosts Rich soil, China
and Japan Gn 30 172 BM 4341.
P M 14 25 AG 19 305 Gng.
1*221, 3 131 G C III 16 661.
A F 12 29 FS 2 74 Gt 61, p.

92 Var &lba, Hort TIonorine
Jobkkt Tiil Bride V iiiklwind,
etc Two or 3 whorls of large,

white sepals fls 2-3 m across, last-

ing until hard frosts Gng 5.117.
RII 1867.11 Var. crispa, Hort
Thick lvs. bronzed on the edges:
fls rose -colored Var h^brida,
Hort (vars rosea and elegans,

Ilort ) Radical lvs 5-lobed, often
cordate; lobes twice serrate: fls.

somewhat paler, earlier, sepals
rather broadei Said to bo a hybrid
of A japomca and A . vitifolia, pro-
duced in Royal Gaidens, 1848 Vat.
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r&bra, Hort Lady Ardilaun. Probably the same as
the type, but having lvs. and fls with a waxy gloss

plant 4-5 ft. high

22. multffida, Poir. Plant silky-hairy, somewhat
branched, Vi-\Yi ft high, from a branched, upright
rootstock, mam involucre 2-3-lvd

,
others 2-1vd or

naked, short petioles
(

similar to the root-lvs
,
2-3 times

3-parted and cleft, divisions linear fls Yx~\ in. across,

red, varying to white or yellow achenes very woolly.
Early summer. Rocks and uplands Middle states to
Hudson Bay.

cc. Frs. (achenes ) glabrous at jirst: Jls. white
,
somewhat

umbellate.

23 canadensis, Linn (A pennsylvdnica, Linn. A.
dich6toma, Michx

,
not Linn.) Hairy, stout, 1-2 ft

high, branching at or above the involucre: the 3 lvs of
mam involucre sessile, 3-cleft, upper involucres each
2-lvd

;
basal lvs broader than long, much divided,

cleft and toothed, petioles long. ns. white, 1-2 m
across, achenes wmg-margmed, naked, becoming pu-
bescent, grouped into a spherical head. Summer. In
shaded woods and open meadow’s N Amer Gng 2.

21 Gn M 13 355.

24 narcissifldra, Linn (A umbelldta, Lam ) St.

erect, rather stout, >£-1)^ ft high lvs. of involucre
sessile

,
basal lvs pet loled, 3-5-parted, divisions deeply

cut fls white, J/2~l in across, several in an umbel,
anthers yellow achenes smooth, with short style

May-July Mountainous regions Northern hemis-
phere Gn 30, p 173 BM 1120. G 6 ‘309

A acutilbbu**lh patira acutiloba — 4 dlba, Jim Allied to A
Hylvestri* if not the same L 13 C 4 322 B M 2167 —.1 Bun-
geann, Brit* Similar m habit to .1 Pulsatilla Fls golden yellow
bilxria —A clrnwi, riituib I vs ilef ply nit, divided fls nodding,
color of dragon's-blood Japan — .1 cyhndnca, Gray A tall

native spnus, used Jor beauty of foliage and fr — 1 dccapttaln,
Ard (\ trilobata, Juss A In terophylla, Nutt) Nitne and
reported as having been cultivated in southern states 181>1

—

A elongate, D Don Similar in habit and foliage to A sylvcstria

but not so beautiful fls dull gn erm>h white Himalaya—.1 Fdn-
ntnu, Haw Fls pure whiti, 2-.3 in across '> fett high lvs 1 ft

across BM h*)!>8 Gn .31 2C2—.1 hurnhfinsis, Hurt \lhed to

A japomca Fls produced very early Cent China —.1 magel-
Maim, Hort Ms yellow pretty but not showy Stra ts of Magel-
lan —A panijtdra, Michx Pn tty white fls Native of north-
ern statc-s and Canada — .1 polyanthus, Don Allied to A nar-
cissiflora BM 6S10 J I! Ill 32 2'/) — 1 pmtentia, Linn Allied
to A Puls it ilia I. 1)C (

)
(KK) -1 prole n ms var obsolete, bims

Fls pJe lfts terminated with a sort of bristle BM 18G3—

A

riouldns, Bush-Ham Is a distinct species similar to \ narcissi-

flora G IS 138 —A sphenophylla, Poe pn Ms blur S W lr S —
A thahctrwides See Syndesmon - - 1 tri/dha, I inn Lvs beautifully
regular fls white, 1 in across Two blue varieties BM G84t > —

A

trildba— Hcpatica triloba—A vitifdlia, Ham Allied to A japomca
Has cordate 5 -7-parted lvs BM 3376 q DaVIS
ANEMONliLLA: Syndesmon

ANEMON6PSIS (Anemone-like). Ranunculdces’.

A beautiful hardy plant for border purposes because of

its effective foliage and showy flowers

This is a perennial herb, with erect sts : radical and
st -lvs. rather large, ternately compound and much
incised, bimilar to Aetsra sepals many (often only 9),

regular, petal-like, deciduous, petals many (often 12),

short, sessile, with nectariferous impression at the base,

carpels few (3-4)
,
forming many-seeded follicles In gen-

eral appearance similar to the Japanese anemones, but
smaller m all its parts, and with numerous drooping fls

,

about \\

2

in across, of pale purple color. A monotypic
genus from Japan, now planted in American gardens

Anemonopsis thrives well in rich, deep loam, in well-

drained situations m partial shade Propagation is by
division of the roots in late fall or earl}'- spring Fresh
seed may be sown in the fall or early the next spring

and the plants will show some flowers the first season.

Sow the seed in clean beds of black sandy loam, and
cover very slightly.

macroph^lla, Sieb. & Zucc The petals, instead of

spreading, form a half-closed bud-like cone within the

sepals Gn 25, p 383 K C. Davis

ANEMOPAJGMA: Bignoma

anem6psis (Greek, from the resemblance of its

fl -cluster to the flower of an anemone) Saururdceae
Yerba Mansa. Aquatic herb, yielding medicinal
pioducts.
A monotypic genus closely allied to Houttuyma of

E Asia Stoloniferous aquatic plant with pungent aro-

matic rootstocks' lvs mostly radical, minutely punc-
tate infl. a conical spike or spadix subtended by an
involucre of petal-hke bracts, resembling the fl of an
anemone, fls small without calyx or corolla, each sub-
tended by a bractlet, stamens 6-8, with short fila-

ments adnate to the ovary at the base, ovary sunk m
the rachis of the spike, 1-celled, composed of 3 or 4
carpels, with as many spreading stigmas and parietal

4-10-ovuled placenta;, caps dehiscent at the top;
seeds rounded, punctulate Calif and Mex.

califfirnica, Hook. (Anbmia calif6rnica, Nutt.
Houtluynui califdmica, Benth. & Hook Anemi6psis
califdrmca, Endl

)

Yekba Mansa.
Apache Beads.
Vawsa An erect

aquatic herb radi-

cal lvs long-pet

-

loled, oblong -obo-
vate, cordate at the
base, cauline If.

broad, clasping,
from the axil of

which grows a
branohlet reduced
to 1 or 2 lvs fls

minute, crowded,
forming a conical

spadix with a whorl
of whitish petaloid

bracts below it,

giving it the ap-
pearance of the fl.

of an anemone.
Calif and Mex
Hook & Am Bot.
Beech Voy pi 92
—The pungent aro-

m a t i c astringent
rootstocks arc -a,

strung into neck-
‘

laces in the form
of cylindrical beads
by the Indians of

the S W US, and are used medicinally in the form
of an infusion for malaria, dysentery, and syphilis

They are also pulverized and applied locally to ulcers

and malignant sores The plant grows m swampy
places and on the margins of springs and ponds more
or less alkaline The roots are gathered in the dry
season in Mex. and sold m the local drug markets.

W. E. Safford.
ANfeTHUM: Dill and Peucedanum; also Fennel

206. Anemone japomca

ANGADfiNIA: Onladema

ANGELICA (supposed to have angelic healing vir-

tues) Umbelliferye Angelica. Herbs, sometimes planted
for ornament.

Stout, fls small, white or greenish, in many-lvd in-

voluoels fr. fattened dorsally, with very prominent
ribs —A genus of 60 species m north temperate re-

gions, and from New Zeal. Several of them are na-
tive to N Amer They are perennial herbs with com-
pound lvs. and large umbels of white fls not unlike the
cow’-parsnip (Heracleum). The word “angelica” is

loosely applied to various plants. In the American
tropics, it is used for some of the araliads The angel-

ica of vegetable gardens is Archangelica officinalis
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Cdrtisii, BuckI Stout perennial, 2-5 ft
,

gla-

brous' lvs 2-ternato, with quinate divisions, the lfts.

thm, ovate-lanceolate, irregularly sharp-toothed Pa.

to N. C—Grown for the subtropical effect of its finely

cut, ample foliage Intro. 1891 by H P Kelsey.

hirs&ta, Muhl (A villdsa, BSP. Archangttica
hirsiita, Torr & Gray) Pubescent above lvs twice
pinnately or ternately divided, the lfts thickish and
serrate, the upper lvs mostly reduced to sheathing
petioles Eastern states Intro 1892 by H. P. Kelsey.

N. Taylok f

ANGELdNIA (South American name, angelon, of

one of the species) Srrophularulcea

e

Perennial herbs
or sub-shrubs, grown in hothouses and conservatoi les,

and m the open far South.
Plants with the look of alonsoas lvs simple, oppo-

site (or alternate above) fls showy, blue, irregularly

2-

lipped, the upper lip 2-lobed and the lower larger and

3-

lobed, calyx 5-parted or 5-toothed, stamens 4, m
pairs, ovary 2-celled The axillary fls are in a long,

leafy terminal raceme branches 4-sided —About two
dozen' species from Mex to Brazil Grown as pot-
plants m warm glasshouses and piop by seeds or soft-

wood cuttings

salicariaefdlia, Humb & Bonpl Perennial, 3 ft or
less lvs lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, sessile, toothed,
closely pubescent fls deep blue. 8 Amer. B.M. 2478.
P M 5 75 B R 415

G&rdneri, Hook Woody, 3 ft lvs linear-lanceolate,

more strongly toothed throughout their length' fls

{

lurple, white-centered, handsome, in a long terminal
eafy raceme or spike plant pubescent-glandular and
aromatic Brazil. B.M 3754

grandifldra, Hort (C Morr ?) Perennial; g* aceful,

2 ft lvs entire, or slightly toothed, lance-pointed fls.

lilac, fragrant, solitary, not exceeding the lvs., the lobes

prominent and spreading 8 Amei —An excellent

plant for winter bloom, particularly the white-fid var.
klba, Hort

,
and grown in the open satisfactorily in

Fla It is a good pot-plant foi eonxervatoiy or for table

decoration Blooming plants aie seemed the same
year the seeds are sown Intro 1897 in Ku Gt 46,

p 612, GC III 22 307, Gn 52, p 461, R B 23:272;
all the same picture of a pot-plant of var alba

angustifdlia, Benth Lower lvs smooth, narrow-
lanceolate fls deep violet in elect terminal racemes.
Mex.
comfgera, Hook Annual, 1 ft or more, slightly

hirsute lvs lanceolate, pi actically sessile, broad at the
base, slightly abate fls solitary in the axils, shorter
than the lvs

,
rich purple and deeper coloied in the

throat, the upper segms velvety-dotted, the middle
segm of the lower lip bearing a hom-like process
(whence the name cornigera

,
“honied”). Brazil. B M.

3848

integerrima, 8preng Perennial, with fleshy root,

blanching above lvs lanceolate, entire, narrowed at
base' fls stalked in the axils of short biacts and form-
ing a teimmal spike or raceme 6 in long, light blue-
and purple-spotted, the throat wide open and lobes
very short and rounded except the lower which is

broad-ovate and toothed. 8. Brazil, Paraguay. Gt.
54:1538. L . H B.

ANGIOPTERIS (Greek, vessel-fern) Marattmcex.
An Old World genus of coarse greenhouse ferns, with
twice- or thrice-pinnate lvs

,
and the large fleshy

sporangia arranged m boat-shaped marginal sori In
cult

,
requires plenty of room and abundant drainage.

Angioptens grows wild in swampy places, and is of
robust habit If grown m pots, the pots may stand in
2 or 3 inches of water Although spores are freely pro-
duced, no seedlings are on record Easily propagated
by the fleshy scales at the base of each frond. Each

scale contains at least two dormant buds, and should
not be divided They may be laid in sand, covered with
sphagnum, and kept in a close case for three to five

months. They start more quickly in early spring.

(Schneider, Book of Choice Ferns )

evecta, Iloffm. Growing from a stout, fleshy, erect

caudix, 2-6 ft high lvs. 6-15 ft long, mostly bipinnate,

with swollen rachises, lfts. 4-12 in long, in.

wide, the margin entire or slightly toothed India and
Japan to Madagascar and Queensland. 8 1.399 —
Known under various names in cult, as A. lonyifoha,

etc The trade names, which appear to indicate species,

may be regarded as varieties R. C. Benedict f

ANGOPHORA (vessel-bearing, Greek, in allusion to

shape of fruit) Myrtdcex Gum Myrtle. A genus of

4 species of Australian trees or shrubs, sometimes cult,

in glasshouses in the Old World, but not known to the

trade in this country, where their cult seems to be
confined to botanic gardens They have large opposite
lvs, corymbose fls

,
with a 5-0-cleft calyx The com-

monest species in cult are A toidifdlia
,
Cav

,
with

yellowish fls and sessile lvs
,
and A lanceoldta

,

Cav
,

with white fls and petiolato lvs See page 3565

ANGRA2CUM (Latinized from Angrek, the Malay
name for all orchids of this habit) Orchidacex Epiphy-
tic hothouse orchids with the habit of Vanda

Leaves flat or terete fls few to many in a raceme, or
rarely solitaiy, sepals and petals nearly alike, spreading,
hp adnate to the base of the column, lateral lobes

small or obsolete, middle lobe entile, spur long and
slender, pollmia 2, upon a single undivided stipe —
About 20 species, natives of Trop Afr

,
Madagascar,

and the Maseareno Isis

These are valued for their winter-flowering habit
and lasting qualities All have peculiar or grotesque
forms and some are fragrant All need a warmhouse
m winter, preferably the warmest corner, where it. w
moist. As the plants have no pseudobulbs they must
never become dry No soil is necessary at the roots,

but a surfacing of live sphagnum may be placed over
the crocks, this should be renewed as often as it be-

comes decayed The angra»cums may be classed with
the aendes, vandas and saccolabiums as being true air-

plants and the roots are impatient of confinement m
pots or other receptacles Care must be taken to secure

the plants firm and upright when repotting, by means
of stakes or wire Frequent spraying overhead m
bright weather is of great assistance, especially m the
growing tame They must, never be removed from the
greenhouse tor decoration elsewhere, for if the plants
become chilled, there is total loss. (Orpet )

a Lvs. semi-terele
,
nariow

Scotti&num, Iteichb f Sts up to 2 ft long, with
brown sheaths below lvs. terete, giooved on the upper
sale, 3-4 in long, spiralling or incurved peduncles
with 1-3 fls which are inveited and lj-^-2 in. acioss,

the sepals and petals pale yellow, changing to white,

linear, similar, acute, the sepals a little broader than
the petals, the lip white, concave, transversely oblong,
nucionate, spur 4-5 in long, reddish brown Comoro
Isis. GC. II 14, p. 137. FM. 1880 121. B.M 6723.

aa. Lvs flat.

b. Plant dwarf: fls. few, 8-5, the clusters shorter

than the lvs.

falc&tum, Lindl St 1-2 in tall: lvs few, linear,

falcate, 2-3 in long, channeled above, keeled beneath:
peduncles with 3-5 fls

,
fragrant, white, about % m.

across, the sepals and petals acute, similar, linear-

oblong; hp 3-lobed, the lateral lobes minute, the middle
lobe narrow-oblong, retuse; spur curved, filiform

Japan B It 4*283 B M 2097 (both as Limodorum
falcatum

)
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bb. Plant larger than above fls numerous
, in racemes

usually longer than the Ivs

c FIs white or tinged with yellow.

d. Lip acute

E Spur less than 6 m long, white.

F Sepals lanceolate fls about 1 in. across , spur
2-8 m. long.

mod6stum, Hook, f (A Sandendnum, Reichb f.).

Lvs oblong to obovate-oblong, acutish to emarginate,
3-6 in long racemes of numerous pure white fls on
orange pedicels, sepals lanceolate, petals ovate-lanceo-
late, lip broadly ovate Madagascar and Comoro Isis

B M 6693 Lind 2 92 K H 1888, p 516 R B 15
217 A F 22 9.51, 35 381. O Ii 8 152, 12 337. O 4
f 24

ff Sepals elliptic Jls about ]}/[ in across, spur
3~4 m long

articul&tum, Reichb (A descbulens
,
Reichb )

Lvs oval to obovate-oblong, 3-5 in long, emar-
ginate or 2-lobed racemes pendulous, of numer-
ous pure white fls on pale orange pedicels, sepals

and petals elliptic-oblong, acute, the lateral sepals

narrower, Up broadly oblong-oval, acute, spur
3-4 in long Madagascar

ee Spur 6-7 in long,

tinged with orange-
red

EUisn, Reichb Sts
up to 1 ft high l\s

narrow, oblong, 5-8
in long, emarginate
or bilobed at apex
racemes pendulous,
of 12 or mote pure
white fls

,
sepals and

petals elliptic-oblong,

acute, the dorsal
sepal indexed at the
summit, the lateral

reflexed, lip oblong-
elliptic, acute, spur
slender, tinged with
orange-red Mada-
gascar (1C II 3
277 F M 1875 191.

O R 7 81

dd Lip emarginate or

2-lobed at apex

citr^tum, Thouars
.Sts 3-1 in high lvs

oblong-ovate, 3-5 in

long, acute or lobed
at the apex racemes pendulous, of 12 or more w hite or
pale straw-color fls

,
sepals ohovat e, obtuse, petals

oblong-elliptic, lip flat, nearly orbicular, emarginate,
spur slender Madagascar. B M 5621 I II 33 592
Lind 5 238

ce Fls with green sepals and petals, lip white

superbum, Thouars (A ebihncum,lAnd\) Fig 207
Sts up to 4 ft or more long lvs up to 2 ft long, 2 m
wide, coriaceous racemes ascending, with 8 or more
fls

;
sepals and petals spreading, green, lanceolate,

lip white, orbicular, fleshy, abruptly acuminate, spur
green Madagascar B M 4761. B R 1522 Vat
vlrens, Veitch (A vlrcns, Lindl ) Differs from the
type in its smaller fls W'lth the labellum tinged green
B M 5170

A auyuifum, Rolfe (A Augusta) Allied to A Kotsehyi Lvs
thick and fleshy, glaucous green fls in arched raceme, pun white,
spur palo gr<‘cn G C III 45 Feb 6, Suppl O It 19C8 246
Rhode ,ia —.1 btlobum, I.indl Racemes of 6-10 fls, about 1 in

across, the sepals, petals and lips nearly alike, lanceolate-acuminate,
the spur pale orange-red W Afr JH III 43 48.1 — l Buys'.dnn,
God Resembles A, articulatum. fls pure White, brown spurs.

19

Madagascar —A caudhlum, Lindl =Listrostachys caudata —
A Chaillu&r, um, Hook.— Listrostaehys Chailluanum —4 dlstirhum,
Lindl =Mystaeidium di«tiihiiin —A Ethlendnum

, Kran si (A.
Arnoldianurn, DcWild) St elongated lvs distant fls large, soli-
tary, sepals and petals ovul-lauc eolatc, acuminate, lip large, extiu-
guisher-shnped, emarginate and apiculate at the summit, spur about
as long as lateral sepals Afr Ii M 7813 A F 25 79 Gng 13
.377 — 1 expdrimm, Thouars Ms white, of peculiar form, spur
longer than perianth segms Mascarene Isis —.1 faaludttum,
Reichb 8t 1 2 in high raeemes of 2-4 fls about iy% in diam ,

?
ure white, the slender spur about i in long Madagascar J H
II 42 297 —A fuicutum, Reichb fits short racemes of numerous

fls , 11'^ in across, cream-white, the lip oblong, acuminate
abruptly the sp nder spur about i m long Madagascar Gn .17, p
01 —A fluhiblAtn, Reichb =M'u roplectrum Ia>oms — 4 irhneumd-
naim, Lindl — Listrostac hys K line urnoncum —.1 tnfundlbulftre,
Lindl Sts long, fls large, sold iry, sepals and petals pale yellow,
lip funml-shiped, 2^-i in long, white with a green throat, the
curved spur .i-5 in long Wr

Afr B M 8153 GC III 3b lit)GM 47 029 Gn 66, p 109 J II III 49 219, 59 387 —A Kot-
srhyt

, Reichb Lvs obovate-oblong, 3-7 in long
raceme of 6-10 white fls , 1 Vi in across, the ovate-
oblong dorsal sepals and petals reflexerl, the spread-
ing later*’ re pals lanceolate lip nearly rhomboid,
w it >i a broad claw

,
spur pale brown, up to 9 m long

E Afr C. C II 14 09 i , HI 39 .379, III 46 221
Gn 31, p 323, 37, p 101, 75, p 583—A Lednts,
\utch—Maeroplcctrum Iannis — 4 pelluctdum,
Lindl — Listrostac hys pellucida — A pertiiaum,
Lindl =Listrostiii hyspertusa —A ltothachildxanutn,

J O’Brien Sts 3-6 in lvs ovate, 4-8 in long
raceme s >f 10-12 fragrant w hito fls w it h a pale green
band along the sepals and p< tals, the lip white
with an < me raid center and black-purple throat, the
spur green with a brown tip C cut Afr G C 111

34 131 —A Srhffflen,
Ilort Scare ely 8 in high
fls long, reddish brown
German E Afr Var
tureat differs from the
type in having all the
vegetative parts green —
.4 vtxijmpedale = Macro-
plectruin scsquipedile

George V Nash.

207 Angreecum superbum ( x H)

ANGULOA (dedi-
cated to Don Fran-
cisco <!<• Angulo)
Or chi dare w Stout
eoolhouse oichids,

with largo pseudo-
bulbs,the scale's at the
base parsing into lvs

LcaN es large, pli-

catclj nerved scapes
from the base of the
pseudobulbs, clothed
with large lax
sheaths, fls sub-
globular, sepals and
petals conmvent

,

fleshy
,

lip shorter
than sepals and pet-

als, 3-lobed, the mid-
dle lobe much smaller

than the lateral lobes, linear and recurved, or broader
and 2-lipped —Species 3, all m cult

,
natives of S

American Audi's, at elevations of 5,000-7,000 ft

This interesting genus comprises but few species,

but these are singular, since all arc well worthy of cul-

ture Coming from the Andes of Colombia, a moderate
temperature of 50° in winter will be ample for their

needs, and a cool, shaded structure in summer, as tho
foliage is easily seorehed by direct sunlight m hot
weather The peculiar structure of the flowers has
given Ihe popular name of “boat orchid,” which sug-
gests the general shape This, together with the fra-

grance, and the lunged lip, which oscillates with the
least, movement, makes the plants very interesting

when in bloom The anguloas are rather terrestrial

than epiphytal The culture is very simple if, as a
potting compost, a mixture is used containing some
soil with the fiber and some sphagnum moss as a sur-

facing, the potting being very firm Propagation is

simple by division of t he bulbs The old back ones may be
severed at the creeping rhizome after the new growth
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has been completed, and these will start new shoots
usually m spring. Division must be made after the
shoots are visible from the back bulbs The black-spot
disease of the bulbs is often fatal to anguloas It apj tears

suddenly and is generally due to too much moisture
in the atmosphere or at the roots Directly it is seen,

the affected parts must be cut out clean, and dry sul-

fur applied, this, if done in time, will stop the prog-
ress of the disease If brown scale attacks the plants,

sponge with soap and water, taking care not to injure

the tender leaves (Orpet )

woolly at base and green beyond, the anthers not
appendaged. These plants are little known in N.
Amer.

ANISACANTHUS (Greek, unequal acanthus) Acan-
thdceae A genus of 6 species of Mexican and American
shrubs, with mostly lanceolate, entire, petioled oppo-
site or clustered lvs

,
and loosely spicate or scattered

red fls 1 m or more long, corolla-lobes 4, the tube
2-lipped, the upper lip 3-part ed, the lower entire;

stamens 2, equaling or exceeding the corolla-lobes

a Middle lohe of lip linear, recurved

unifldra, Ruiz & Pav (A virgindlis, Hort.). Pseudo-
bulbs angled, ovate-oblong, 3-6 in long lvs up to 2 ft

long, broadly lanceolate fls creamy white, otten flushed

or spotted internally with pink, sepals ovate, acute,
petals oblong-elliptic,

acute; lateral lobes
~
r--—

of lip semi-orbicular,
rounded at apex, the middle
lobe linear, recurved Peru XV
and Colombia G C III. Y\x V\
19 423 BH 30 60 B M. V\\VA
4807 Gt 32 1137 A F. N\\\\
6 -607. MV
aa Middle lohe of lip ovate- vM

triangular, 2-lipped V*

b Lateral lobes triangular, V
acute

Cldwesii, Lindl Fig 208.
Pseudobulbs cylindric - ob-
long, 4-6 in long lvs up to
2 ft long, obovate-lanceolate J S' ^
fls lemon-yellow, sepals and /'/ S ' /,/ 1
petals acute, oblong-elliptic, A' / y .

, y
lip with the lateral lobes w / / /* y'ju
triangular, acute, the raid- f ' / /

'

die lobe broadly ovate-
triangular, fleshy, pubes- VJ
cent Colombia B R 30 63
B M 4313 land 4 191.

Veitch, Man pi p 100 Var
eburnea, Veitch (A eburnea, Williams) Differs in its

ivory-white fls Colombia

bb Lateral lobes semi-oibicular, rounded at apex

Ruckeri, Lindl Similar to A Clom \n, but smaller
Fls green or yellowish green, flushed with brown on
the outside, inside yellow densely spotted with red,
sepals and petals oblong-elliptic, lip much as m A
Clowesn, but the lateral lobes rounded at apex Colom-
bia B R 32 41 Gt 3 106 A F 6 607 Lind 2 53.

Var albifldra, Veitch Fls white, of waxy texture

Var sangufnea, Lindl Fls uniformly deep red on'*

inside B H 3 31 I H 28 427
A CUftonn, Hort O 4 pi 3 —A intermkdxa, Rolfe, a hybrid

between A Ruckeri and A Clowesn, was produced by Seden This
had fls of nearly the sue and shape of A Ruckeri

Georue V Nash.

Wrlghtn, Gray Height, 2-4 ft : lvs 1-2 in long,

oblong- or ovate-lanceolate, acute* or acuminate fls.

racemose, or paniculate-racemose, the corolla vermilion
or puiphsh red, 1^-2 in long, the lip shorter than the
tube, calyx deeply 5-cleft 8 and W Texas Offered
by Franceschi of Santa Barbaia, Calif

Gonzaldzii, Greenm (A Con-
zdttn, Hort ) Sub-shrub, the st.

n. much blanched l\s 1-2 in long

y i"/ jin wide, acuminate, and
/

1

!
1

i

|

ij

j
II obtuse at tin* apex fls ejmose-

J
, , l ) j ij li racemose, bnck-ied, or seal let and

I

'

'

' I if I
linger than in the preceding

All
j j

'

\ )jj / Oaxaca, Mex — Suitable for dry
\\b / ',///// places. Intro by Franceschi in

\|\
j

ijijj/
1<)H N Taylor f

m
\ \\jll// ANISE. Vmb( lliferw An aro-

//V/

niatic condirnental and medicinal

la

|

7ft(/ Anise (Punpinttla Anisum,
mSxll/lj/ Linn ) is an annual, easilj grown
Kn'yi

>

from seeds in anj warm and mel-

Bfcs* \ >7 low i h( ‘0( ŝ are commonly
B* ' y sown where the plants are to

\
' a/ 7)> stand, and the plant matures

1 I, rapidly The seeds are used in

\
\Jy

medicine and in cookery, and for

\ Jg flavoring liquois, the> yield a
l highly pel fumed essential oil, they
i If aie mostly grown in Mediter-
1 rancan count ties The hs are

a also used as seasi >nmg and gai nish-

ii ing
r

l'he plant reaches a height
u\ of 2 ft or less, bears tw ice-pinnate
Ifg lvs and small yellowish w lute fls.

HI 1 in large, loose umbels The seeds

fll | are oblong and cur\ed, libbed on
lul B J&A the convex side, grayish, the size

ul * jr Ml of caraw a\ seed In common with
QB M I all umbelliferous seed, anise seed

Jffl# M § does not retain its vitality long,^ the normal longevity being 1-3

9B||^Kyt^.years Native from Gieece to^ Egypt. L. H B
208 Anguloa Clowesn.

( < U) ANIS6TES (Greek, unlikeness).

Acanthdeese Broad-leaved shrubs

anhal6nium. Caddcese A name used in the
first edition of this Cvelopedia, but now given place to
the slightly older name A norm pus, which see. A.
Williarnsn and A Lewinu, sometimes referred to
Echmocactus or to Manullaria, are here treated under
Lophophora . which see

ANIGOZANTHOS (Greek, expanded flower).
Amaryllidaceve . Australian Sword Lily. About 8
Australian greenhouse or half-hardy perennials with
sword-like lvs and woolly-yellow, -green, or -red fls in
short 1-sided racemes or spikes and a much elongated
perianth-tube. The two species likely to be met with
are A. iMvida, Red (A coccinea, Paxt.), with mostly
red-woolly fls.

1J4 m long and appendaged anthers;
and A. M&nglesii, Don, with fls about 3 in. long, red-

of about 4 Aiabian and African species, one of which
has boon intro to cult recently Fls in short axil-

lary clusteis, sepals 5, nearly free, coiolla 2-lipped,
in shades of red, stamens 2, the filaments long and
glabrous fr a caps A. diversifdlius, Balf

,
from the

Isl of Socotra, is an erect nearly glabrous shrub
less than 2 ft high lvs elliptic-ovate or obovate, 2
m or less long, flame-colored or yellow, tubular and
2-lipped, the lips curved BM 8219 —Warm green-
house, blooming spring and summer Requires the
treatment given to Justicia and Jacobima Prop,
easily by cuttings L II B.

ANiSUM. An old generic name now referred to
Pimpinclla A officinale

,
D C. (P Anisum) is Ams§,

which see
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ANN6NA (Latin, year's harvest, suggested by the
Haitian name anon applied to one of the species. Com-
monly spelled Anona, but Linnaeus used the double n).
Announce<r (lhehard, 1X08) Custard- Apple. Ara-
Trru Tropical and subtropical woody plants culti-

vated for their fleshy fruits and for ornament
Leaves 2-ranked, alternate, devoid of stipules: fls.

perfect, solitaiy or in clusters, extra-axillary, often
opposite the lvs and sometimes subterminal; calyx
usually gamosepalous, 3-parted, petals typically (>.

in 2 series, but the inner series in some species reduced
to small scales or even wanting, stamens numerous,
crowded on the receptacle, the fleshy filament bearing a
pair of linear parallel pollen-sacs on its back, these
opening extrorsely by a longitudinal slit and capped by
the expanded hood-like connective, pistils many, the
ovaries usually clothed on the outside with minute
hairs and containing a single erect ovule at the base
fr a syncarpium, formed by the growing together of the
carpels and leceptai le into a fleshy mass, seeds contain-
ing a large wrinkled endosperm with small basal em-
bryo—Trees and shrubs, over 50 m number, chiefly
from Trop Ainer

,
but a few from Afr

,
and several

now widely cult in the warmer regions of both hemi-
spheres

Several species have been successfully introduced
into southern California and Florida Some of those
cited m catalogues and horticultural publications are
merely forms of old species and others are genencally
distinct Vmongst these names are A meTirana, which
was a catalogin' name used by Iaiddiges; A cxcelsa of

Humboldt & Bonpland, a species nc\er fully described,
the flowers and fruit of which are entirely unknown;
and A afrit ana, an obscure species based bv Linnaeus
upon an American specimen wuth lanceolate, pubescent
leaves A triloba ta and A obovata are Asimina triloba

and Asimina obovata, A asiatica of Linnaus is not an
annona at all but a rubiaeeous plant. Monnda citri-

folia, while .1 asiatica of Loureiro is A reticulata, and
A asiatica of Vahl is A squamosa .1 Forshahln of
J)e Candolle (.t qlabra, Foisk

,
not Lmn ) was based

upon a specimen of A squamosa growing in cultivation
in Egypt, to .1 squamosa must also be referred A.
biflorn of Mouiio <fc Sessd, while A long

i
folia of these

authors is undoubtedly A rdiculata, and their A fru-
ticosa is A globiflora of Schlechtendahl A auranliaca
and A macrocarpa are Brazilian species, the names of

which were erroneously applied to ceitain cultivated
forms in southern California, while .1 sunvissima is

only a horticultural variety of A ('hirimola
,
and A.

ewerea of the \nt dies a form of A squamosa A palus-

tris of Linnj'Us is identical with his previously described
A qlabra, and the lattei name must take precedence
in accordance with accepted rules of priority A num-
ber of species described as annonas belong to other
genera Among them are A ampkxicauhs and A
gramhflora of the islands of Mauritius and Madagascar,
which belong to the genus Pseudannona A Mannn of

Oliver, an African species which has a branching in-

florescence very different from that of the genus
Annona, has been assigned to a new genus Anonidium
by Engler <fc Diels, and A Perottdia of A De Can-
dolle has been placed m the genus Vnonopsis by R E
Fries Annona obtusiflora of Tussac, together with A
mucosa of Jacquin, must be placed in the genus Rolhnia
under the name R miuosa, and to this genus should
also be assigned the Brazilian biriba, which is proba-
bly Rolhnia orthopttala, a species with large, fleshy

fruit of delicious flavor, successfully introduced into

Florida from Para The climbing .4 nnona uncinnta of

Lamarck belongs to the genus Artabotrys. A pyri-

formis, also a climbing shrub, of Mauritius, the fruit

of which is unknown, belongs undoubtedly to some
other genus For Annona longifolia see Duguetw See
also Ro hnni, Artabotrys and Cananga

W E Safford

Cult ui al notes

While the annonas succeed best on a heavy loam,
most species can be grown on light soils and under
adverse conditions The custard-apple (A rdiculata)

thrives on the Florida keys in a semi-naturalized state;

the eherimoya (A Cherimola) grows and bears abun-
dantly on steep calcareous cliffs in Central America, the
sugar-apple (A squamosa) is successful on dry and
sandy soils with practically no attention whatever
The situation best adapted to them is a sloping piece

of ground, for, with the exception of A glabra, they
are intolerant of stagnant water about the roots

The eherimoya, probably the hardiest of the genus,
withstands temperatures as low as 26° F without in-

jury, and reaches perfection only in a comparatively
cool climate. The soursop (A muncata) is one of the
tenderest species; the sugar-apple and the custard-
apple are somewhat haxlicr, all three are successfully

grown m southern Florida, but not in California

Propagation is usually effected by means of seeds;

the most highly valued species, however, such as the
eherimoya, arc budded or grafted

Seeds will retain their vitality for several years, and
if planted in warm weather or under glass will germi-
nate in a few weeks If m a greenhouse, they mav be
planted at any season of the year, otherwise, it is best

to plant only during spring or early summer Sow
thickly in flats or pans of light, porous soil containing
an abundance of humus, covering to the depth of Yi or

}

i

inch When the plants are 3 or 4 inches high, they
should be potted into 3-inch pots, care should be taken
to see that the soil is perfectly drained, and waterings
should not be too frequent or copious When the
plants have attained a height of 8 or 10 inches, they may
either be shifted into larger pots or set out in the open
ground, in the latter case, they must have careful

attention until they have become established and made
considerable growth

Both budding and grafting have proved to be readily

applicable to the annonas, either in the open ground or
m pots, under glass Several different species have
been used for stocks, A Cherimola proving the most
satisfactory thus far m California, as it is best adapted
to that climate; A glabra has been found to be the most
vigorous and satisfactory in Florida.

Shield budding, essentially the same as practised
with the citrous fruits, is the method most commonly
used The work is best done m spring, shortly after the
sap has begun to flow, the time varying, of course,

according to locality and season Stocks should be
from 3

k to 3-2 inch in diameter, seedlings of this size

will be eighteen months to two years old Budwood
from which the leaves have dropped, and of about a
year’s growth, is the most desirable It is important
that the buds be cut large,—about 1 Yi inches m length,

—as they are likelv to have difficulty m starting and
be choked out, on account of the thick bark and rapid
callousing of the annonas, if they are too small The
incision mav be made either in the form of a T or an
inverted T, raising the bark with care so that the deli-

cate tissues ljing under it will not be injured, and in-

serting the bud with as little pressure as possible

Waxed tape should be used for tying. Three or four
weeks after insertion, the buds should be unwrapped,
and, if they have united with the stock, re-wrapped
loosely, lopping the stock at a point 5 or 6 inches
above the bud The wrap should not be removed until

the bud has made a growth of several inches.

For grafting, two-year-old seedlings are used, the
operation being a simple cleft-graft, using a scion of

well-matured wood from which the leaves have dropped
Cuttings of well-ripened wood can be rooted under

glass, with bottom heat This method of propagation
is not widely practised, however.
The annonas, when grown from seed, vary greatly
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m regard to productiveness as well as size, color, form,
texture and quality of fruit In southern California,

many large seedling clierimoyas have been grubbed
out because they were unproductive, while others pro-
duce fruit of such poor quality as to be of no value.
Careful attention to culture will assist in improving
the quality and size of the fruit, but the only sure way

to perpetuate choice
forms and eliminate
all possibility of the
tree turning out to
bo inferior is to
propagate by some
asexual means.
Most species

come into bearing
when three or four
years old Few
named varieties
have been estab-
lished, and these
are probably con-
fined to the chen-
moya.

In some coun-
tries, the annonas
arc subject to cer-

tain fungous dis-

eases and insect

pests, notably the
mealy-bug As a class, however, they seem to suffer less

from these pests than most other fruit trees They
require very little pruning

Fruits must be picked when mature,—to avoid their

falling to the ground and becoming bruised,—and laid

away for a few days before they are ready for eating
If they are to be shipped any distance, they must bo
packed in some material, such as excelsior or straw,

that will allow' good ventilation, each fruit being
wrapped in a piece of strong paper. The selection of

the toughest-skinned varieties adds greatly to the facil-

ity with which they can be shipped p \y, Popenoe

209. Annona muricata. (X$)

biflora, 9.

Chenmola, 6
cmerea, 9
diver-tifolm, 5
Fonkahhi, 9
glabra, 4

INDEX.

launfoha, 4
longiflora, 7,

lonyifolia, 8
montami, 2
muricata, 1, 2

paluntns, 4
purpurea, 3
reticulata, 8
squamosa, 9.
tripetala, 6

A. Petals broadly cordate-ovate or suborbicular, the inner
ones somewhat smaller than the outer.

B. Exterior petals mlvale or edge-to-edge, usually acute,

inner ones imbricate or overlapping, obtuse or

roundid

C. Fr. glabrous, bearing fleshy spines’ Ivs glossy leathery,

with minute pockets in the axils of the lateral

nerves

1. muricata, Linn Soursop GuanAbana Coitos-
BOIj CoRAC, AO DE RAlMIA GhAVIOLA SuiRSAAK
Zuursaak Fig 209 Small evergreen tree, the size of

a peach tree, m general cult throughout the tropics of

both hemispheres' lvs leathery, ill-smelling, obovatc-
oblong or oblanceolate, to ovate or elliptic, acute or
abruptly acuminate, glossy above and rusty beneath
but at length glabrous, with the minute pockets in

the axils of the lateral veins scarcely perceptible with-
out a lens' fls large, the exterior petals thick and
fleshy, ovate-acute, valvate or edge-to-edge, the inte-

rior petals somewhat smaller and thinner, concave,
rounded, imbricate or overlapping' fr very large,

fleshy, often as large as a child’s head and weighing as
much as f> lbs

,
ovoid or heart-shaped, dark green, the

g
labrous ill-smelling skin bearing numerous recurved
eshy spines; pulp white and juicy, pleasantly subacid,

with a slight mango-like flavor. Of Trop Amer origin,

but now common in the tropics of the Old World—As
in all cult frs

,
there is more or less variation in its

flavor. It is easily prop from the seed or from buds,
and is undoubtedly capable of improvement by selec-

tion It begins to bear at a very early age and is con-
sequently one of the most valuable fr. trees of the tropics.

It is grown with especial excellence in Porto Rico, and
is common in the markets of Key West, whither it is

shipped from the islands to the southward A favorite
drink is made from the juice, and the pulp yields ex-
cellent jelly, tarts and preserves Care must be taken,
however, to remove the skin in preparing the fr for

the table

2 mont&na, Macfadyan (A muricata, Velloso, not
Linn ) Mountain Soursop GuanAbana Cimak-
rona Corossoeiek Batard Araticu PonhiI A
forest tree, sometimes reaching the height of 45 ft

,
but

usually of smaller dimensions lvs resembling those of

the soursop, varnished above and dull beneath, with the

S
its in the axils of the* lateial neives often conspicuous
s similar to those of the soursop, solitary or in pairs,

fr spheroid or broadly ovoid, varying from the size of

an orange to 6 in diam
,
green at fiist, at length turn-

ing yellowish, skin glabrous, bearing numerous short
erect fleshy spines, pulp not edible This spines, which
is larger and more romist than the closely allied A
muricata, has been intro into Fla for list* as stock
upon which to bud other species of the genus W Indies

and N. S Amer
;
thus far unknown from Mex and

Cent Amer—The peculiar juts, or pockets in the axils

of the lateral nerves of the lvs set apart this species,

together with A muricata, from allothei species of the
genus

cc. Fr. covered with felt-like (omentum, bearing rigid

stout pyramidal spines oftni hooked at the tip

lvs very large, subcoriaceous or membranaceous,
undulate without axillary pockets

3. purphrea, Moeiflo & Sess6 Negro-head
Cabezade Negro Soncoya Sencuya Toket\ Fig
210 small or medium-sized tree, sometimes reach-
ing the height of 25 ft

,

the younger branches clothed
with reddish tomentum but becoming glabrate at
length lvs large, membranaceous or subcoriaceous,
undulate, oblong-elliptical to oblong-obovate, acumi-
nate at the apex, rounded or obtusely cuneate at the
base, 8-12 in long
and 1-5Min broad:
petioles short and
thick, fls resem-
bling those of A.
muricata but sessile

or nearly so, soli-

tary, extra-axillary,

sometimes opposite
a If

,
inclosed when

very young in an in-

volucre of 2 bracts,

the apex of which
becomes more or
less shriveled at

length, and the base
persists somewhat
like an outer or
second calyx, calyx
3-lobed, ferrugine-

ous-velvety on the
outside, 3 outer pet-

als very thick, val-

vate, usually acute or acuminate, sometimes obtuse at

the apex, ferrugineous-velvety on the outside, stained
with purple within, inner petals overlapping, thinner

and rounded, forming a dome-like covering over the
essential parts, whitish on the outside, purple within;

terminal connectives of the stamens velvety carpels

distinct at first, the hirtellous ovaries crowm by a

210. Annona purpurea. (XH)
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rismatie stylo about ^m long fr large, spheroid or
roadly ovoid, sometimes 6-8 in diam

,
covered with

a brownish felt-like indumentum and bearing numerous
pyramidal protuberances, grooved longitudinally on
the ventral side and usually terminating in a hook
directed toward the peduncle, seeds large, obovate,
more or less flattened and marginate, sometimes exceed-
ing an inch in length by broad, pulp fleshy,

fibrous, very fragrant, edible, with a flavor somewhat
like that of a mango Mex to Panama and perhaps N
kS Amer It is abundant on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
and is sold in the markets of Veracruz —The frs differ

considerably in flavor Some of those on the Isthmus
of Panama are reput,ed to be excellent, though here, as
elsewhere, they aie supposed to induce chills and fever.

Intro into S Calif
,
but imperfectly known in cult

Like its congeners, it is undoubtedly capable of improve-
ment by careful selection

bh. Exterior and interior petals both valvate or edgc-to-

idge and usually acute

4 gl&bra, Linn (A pahhtris, Linn A laurifbha
,

Dunal) Pond-Apple Allkjatoh-Apple Monkey-
Apple Manorove-Annon v Mamin Mamain
Cachiman-Cochon Cayitl Cayureh Cork-wood.
Palo Bobo Hois-ilot Coroho Cortisso
Aratkmj do Breio Fig 211 Small to medium-sized
tree, sometimes reaching a height of 46 ft

,
growing in

swampy places and along the banks of streams, voung
growth smooth lvs smooth and laurel-like, glossy green
above, paler beneath, evergreen, ovate to oblong or
elliptic, usually acute or acuminate but sometimes bhint-
lsh at the apex and rounded or tapering at the base
fls fragrant, varying considerably m size, those of trees

growing in favoiable situations larger than those grow-
ing in crowded mangrove swamps, outer petals cream-
colored or pale gieenish vellow when fresh, usually
marked within bv a
deep led spot near the
base, inner ones some-
what short or and nar-
rower, whitish or dull

greenish outside, usu-
ally blood-red within
or spotted with ml or
wine-color near the
base fr the size of a
bellflower apple with
a smooth leathery skin,

green at first, at length
yellowish, its suiface
covered with
indistinc tly
outlined are-

ole.s, but these

neverelevated
or squamose,
pulp cream-
colored when
ripe, not edi-

ble exce
iguanas
other
in a 1 s

glades of

and
the In
and
hatchee Rivers; also the tropical shores of Amer

,
W.

Indies, w est coast of Afr., and the Galapagos Isis —State-
ments that the fr. is sold in the markets of Mex and that
the tree is cult for its fr are based upon the confusion
of other species of annona having smooth frs with this

This species is essentially tropical and swamp-loving.
Its light spongy roots are used as a substitute for cork
and for floats of fishing-nets, hence its name cork-wood.

aa Petals (exterior) linear or oblong, the inner ones
minute and scale-like

b. Peduncles with broad persistent If -like bracts at the

base

5. diversifdlia, Safford Ilama. Ilamatzapotl,
Fig 212 Small tree with brownish-gray, aromatic,
longitudinally furrowed bark; young growtn glabrous,
with prominent If -

scars Dordered with
a margin of pale
rufous hairs lvs

thin, membranace-
ous, glabrous, vari-
able in form, those
near the base of the
brant hlets broadly
e 1 1

1
ptieal and

rounded at the base,
j

those higher up ob-
lanceolate, rounded
at the apex and
acute or cuneate at
the base, the largest

4-5} i inches long
and 1^-2 inches
broad with petioles

exceeding j^inch in

length peduncles
long and slender,

recurved, glabrous,
issuing from 2 sub-
orbicular, If -like,

amplexicaul bracts at the base of the branchlets;
fl -buds obpynform, cal>x-divisions broadly ovate or
triangular, terminating at the points in a tuft of fer-

rugineous hairs, outer petals linear-oblong, swollen at
the base and concave within, sparsely rusty-pubescent
on the outside, inner petals minute, pubescent on
the back and beating 2 rudimentary pollen-sacs, car-

pels distimt, glabrous near the base, rufous hirtellous

above, at length growing together into a compound
fr or s> neat pium fr large, conoid or broadly ovoid
with an axis of about 6 in and a diam of 5 in

,

clothed with dense gravish felt-like tomentum and
when mature usually bearing stout thick protuberances
directed toward the apex, but those sometimes sup-
pressed, pulp edible, cream-coloi ed or rose-tinted,

seeds hard, smooth and nutlike, golden brown or tan-

colored Mts and foot-hills west coast of Mex to Salv a-

dor—The fr is offered for sale in the markets of Colima
and Acapulco It is described by American Consul
Marion Letcher, stationed at Acapulco, as shaped like

a pineapple cheese, with delicious pink-tinted pulp,
and Samuel E Magill, American Consul at Guada-
lajara, states that the frs grown on the side of the
volcanos of Colima and Cerro Grande are of unusually
fine quality This species has been intro, into S. Fla.

212. Annona diversifolia (XJ4)

bb Peduncles devoid of If -like bracts at the base

c. Lvs velvety beneath

6 Cherimdla, Mill (A tripitala
,
Ait ). Chirimoya.

Cheiumoya Chekimover Cherimolla. Tree, 15-

25 ft high, with young growth fulvous tomentose:
lvs persistent Iv velvety-tomentose beneath, sparsely
pubescent above, ovate to ovate-lanceolate or obo-
vate, sometimes elliptical, obtuse at the apex or ob-
tusely acuminate, usually rounded at the base fls fra-

grant, extra-axillary, often opposite a If at the base
of a branchlet, usually solitary but sometimes 2 or 3
on short nodding tomentose peduncles, the exterior pet-

als oblong-linear, not exceeding II4 in length, keeled

on the inside and excavated at the base, greenish yellow
or rufous on the outside and clothed wnth velvety tomen-
tum, pale yellow or whitish within and marked with a
purple spot at the base, inner petals very small, squa-
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213. Annona reticulata. (XH)

mose, ovate or triangular, usually flesh-colored or pur-
ple and keeled on the outside, fr variable in shape and
appearance, sometimes conoid or heart-shaped, with
surface bearing protuberances, sometimes spheroid or
ovoid with the surface covered with concave or squa-
mose U-shaped areoles, each bearing a small wart or
tubercle, and sometimes quite smooth or with the sur-

face having the appearance of putty marked by finger-

prints; pulp white, edible, pleasantly acidulous, easily

separable from the seeds, seeds usually obovate,
obliquely truncate, somewhat compressed, with a thin

membianous brown
testa which is usu-
ally more or less

wrinkled or pitted,

owing to the
wrinkled surface of

the inclosed endo-
sperm Andes of

Peru and adjacent
regions, but natu-
ralized at a very
early date m Mex.
and Cent Amer.
Successfully intro

into S Calif
,

Canary Isis
,
Ma-

deira, the mts of

India, and Hawaii
Essentially a sub-
tropical plant which
does not yield good

results in low tropical countries —Frs of exquisite
flavor are produced on the island of Madeira, where the
trees are trained on trellises and are taking the place of

grapes in the economy of the island Excellent results

have also been secured in S Calif See Cherimoya

7. longifldra, Wats Wild Cherimoya op Jalisco
A shrub or small tree, 3-10 ft high, young growth
softly pubescent branches with prominent If -scars,

which are clothed with a marginal collar of plush-like

hairs' lvs resembling those of A Cherimola but dis-

tinguished when mature by being glabrate or glabres-
cent between the lateral nerves, which together with
the midrib are persistently velvety pubescent, the
blades 2-5^2 m long and iyi-3% m broad, elliptical

to obovate-elliptical, usually rounded but sometimes
acute at the base and rounded at the apex, which is

often minutely apiculate fls short-peduncled, pubes-
cent, the calyx-dnisions deltoid-ovate, clothed on the
outside with hne soft hairs, the outer petals leathery,

often 2 in long, linear-oblong or oblong-lanceolate m
shape, cream-colored or whitish, and marked within
with a dark purple or blackish spot at the excavated
base; inner petals minute (sometimes wanting), ovate,
obtuse, finely pubescent; carpels distinct, the ovaries
clothed with rufous hairs, and the styles minutely
puberulent fr conoid or globose-ovate, its surface
covered with protuberances or with reticulated areoles;

pulp white, resembling that of A. Chenmola in flavor.

State of Jalisco, Mex
,
especially m vicinity of Guada-

lajara and Tequila. Intro, into S. Calif
,
but as yet

little known
cc Lvs not velvety

d. Fr. smooth or nearly so, its surface divided into angular
areoles by impressed lines, pulp tallow-like.

8. reticulata, Linn (A longifdlia, Mocifio & Sess6).
Common Custard-Apple, Bullock’s-Heart. Cora-
zon. Corossol Cieijr-de-Bceuf Cora^ao de Boi.
Mamon Anonas Anona Colorada. Quauhtzapotl.
Fig 213 A deciduous tree, 15-25 ft high with young
growth fulvous-pubescent, at length glabrate lvs.

approximate, oblong-lanceolate or lanceolate, acute at
the apex, conduplicate, glabrate, or with the midrib
and lateral nerves sparsely pubescent fls in extra-

axillary clusters of several issuing from the new branch-
lets, peduncles nodding; outer petals fleshy, oblong-
lmear, keeled on the inside and excavated at the base,
olive-green or yellowish, usually stained within with
purple and with a dark purple blotch at the base,
inner petals very small, scale-like, ovate, acute, carpels
distinct, the ovaries covered with pale brown silky hairs,

at length uniting to form a solid fr. fi. 3-5 in diam
,

smooth, with the surface divided into rhomboid or
hexagonal areoles by impressed lines, usually reddish
or reddish brown when ripe, or red-cheeked on the
sunny side, pulp sweetish but. insipid, tallow-like and
usually granular, adhering closely to the seeds Trop.
Amer

,
now widely spread tluoughout the tropics of

both hemispheres —A robust tree w Inch has spread
spontaneously in the forests of the Philippines, the
island of Guam and the E Indies, while its congeners,
A. muricata and A squamosa, occur usually only where
planted It is essentially tropical while the cherimoya,
with the smooth-fruited forms of which it has often
been confused, is subtropical Its fr is interior in flavor

to both the chenmova and the sugar-apple (A squa-
mosa), from the first ot which it maybe distinguished by
its long, narrow, glabiate lvs

,
and from the second by

its solid, compact fr
,
as well as its larger lvs From A

glabia
, with which it, is also contused, it may be dis-

tinguished by its elongate narrow outer petals and
its small, dark browm seeds It is common in the W
Indies and thrives in S Fla

dd Fr composed of lounded carpels loosely cohering

when ripe, covered with a glaucous bloom, pulp
creamy or custard-like

9 squamdsa, Linn (A. cmerca, Dunal A For-

skdhlu, DC A hiflora, Moemo <fc Sess£) Sugar-Ap-
ple Sweet-Sop Anon Atta Attk Atiw Pomme-
CaNNELLE KeSCHTA FrIJTA DA CoNDEHSA AllATE
de Panuco Steen vppel Texaltzapotl Pinha
Fig 214 A small deciduous tiee, 15-20 ft high, with
irregularly spreading branches and zigzag branchlets
bearing approximate 2-ranked lvs

,
young growth

ubeseent, at length glabrate or clothed with scattered

airs and dotted with lentieels lvs conduplicate,
resembling those ot A reticulata, but smaller, usually

lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acute or shortly acumi-
nate at the apex and acute or cuneate at the base, some-
times ovate or elliptical and rounded at the base with a
tendency to be asymmetrical, membranaceous, minutely
punctate with both
sui faces pale green;
sparsely hany at
first, at length gla-

brate or nearly so,

except the petiole,

which is pubescent,
fls borne on the
young branchlets,

closely resembling
those of A. reticu-

lata, extra-axillary,

usually m clusters

of 2, 3, or 4, but
sometimes solitary;

peduncles slender,

sparsely and deli-

cately pilose, at
length glabrate,
bearing a minute
bracteole below the
middle, which ter-

minates m a tuft

of floccosc hairs,

outer petals oblong-
lmear, thick, tri-

quetrous, rounded
at the apex and 214. Annona squamosa (XJi)
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excavated at the base, greenish yellow, usually marked
within by a wine-colored or purplish red spot at

the base; inner petals minute, ovate or obovate,
keeled on the outside; stamens with broad terminal
connectives of a cinnamon-brown or orange-red color;

carpels distinct, clothed with pale brown hairs, sul-

cate on the ventral side and terminating m oblong
or taper-pointed styles : fr. about the size of an orange,

spheroid or heart-shaped, composed of loosely coher-
ing carpels rounded at the extremities and grooved
on the inner side, forming a squamose or tuberculated
surface, greenish yellow and covered with a glaucous
bloom at first, but soon turning black m spots when
handled, and the waxy bloom easily rubbed off; pulp
yellowish white, creamy or custard-like, very sweet
and pleasantly flavored; seeds dark brown, smooth,
closely resembling those of A reticulata. Trop Amer

,

now widely cult, in all tropical countries—Less robust
than A reticulata, with fr much more highly prized,

and produced several times during the year instead
of only once, as m that species Like A reticulata, it

is essentially tropical and will not thrive m subtropical
regions which are suitable for the cult of the clierimoya.
It has been intro into S Fla Delicious sherbets are
made from its custard-like pulp, often with
the addition of a little lemon juice, but it is

never cooked or made into preserves or jelly,

like the soursop The fr
,
when green, as well

as the seeds and lvs
,

is used for destroying
vermin, and the crushed lvs

,
m the foim of

poultices, are applied to ulcers and malignant
sores m the W. Indies. The root is a drastic

purgative W. E. Saffohd.

ANNUALS. What are known to gardeners
as “annuals” are plants that bloom m the
open the same year the seeds are sown and
that do not live over winter

These plants are not necessarily true an-
nuals, for annuals m the botanical sense are

plants that normally complete their entire life-

cycle within one vegetation-year Perennial
plants that bloom freely from seed the first year
and do not usefully survive till another year
may be classed as annuals by the gardener and
t rented as such t hose are properly plur-annuals,

a group standing midway between annuals and
perennials The garden Nicotiana afun s (prop-
erly N. alata) and pinks and snapdragons are
such It may be said that plur-annuals are plants of

somewhat indefinite duration that are terminated by
cold weather rather than by their normal maturity
within the season Many real peiennials, as castor
bean, are treated as annuals m northern gardens
Some of the biennial plants—those that normally

bloom and perish in the second year—may flower the
first } ear if the seeds arc sown early and the plants are
hurried along Of these, Canterbury bell, lpomopsis
and some of t he oenotheras are examples See Biennials.
The annuals of gardens are grown directly from seeds,

m usual practice Some plants are reared annually
from bulbs or tubers, as crocus, lilies, potato- these are
really perennials that die each year to the ground and
do not perish root and branch To these plants the name
pseud-annuals (1 e

,
false annuals) has been given

Among t he true annuals t here are many grades Some
of them are winter annuals, growing in the cool part of

the year and carrying over winter under the snow, as
the common creeping chickweed and other crucifem
In the and regions of the West, many annual plants
spring into growth with the rams and thrive in the cool
months Many of the annuals are summer annuals and
others arc autumn annuals these two classes are prac-
tically the only ones that are cultivated m the open
for ornament
Among the annuals are found some of the most

showy garden flowers As a rule, they are easily grown,
producing quick results and affording a great variety of
colors, forms and foliage Some of the annuals last only
a few weeks in bloom, others continue throughout the
summer. There are trailers and climbers, dwarfs and
tall growers By a judicious selection and arrangement
of kinds, the handsomest effect may be produced Many
of the showy kinds are adapted to mass effects, while the
dwarf-growing sorts make good flowering edgings for

beds or walks. With the latter, handsome ribbon-beds
are possible, but this requires care m the selection of

kinds, and as the use of the trimming shears is almost
precluded, it is best to limit oneself to simple designs.

Annuals are well suited to the covering of bare spots of
ground in the border Like other flowers, they dis-

play best when seen against a background of foliage.

The tall and leafy kinds make excellent covers for

unsightly objects For climbing and twimng kinds, see

Vines. See, also, Everlastings and Grasses.

Classification as to hardiness.

It Is customary to divide annuals into three classes:

(1) Hardy annuals are those that are sown directly in

the open ground where they are to grow. They are

vitally strong, developing without artificial heat, and
mav be sown from Februaiv to May, according to the
season and latitude Some of them, as sw-eet peas, may
be sown even in the fall Foi this class, a w ell-prepared
border on the south side of a fence or wall, or other
sheltered place, is usually profcried for early sowings.
From here the seedlings are transplanted later where
they are to grow Some sorts, however, do not bear
transplanting well, consequently must be sown m the
places they are to occupy Among such are poppies,
cschseholtzia, bartonia, Venus’ looking-glass, lupine,
malope, and the dwarf convolvulus. (2) Half-hardy
annuals are usually sown m February or March m the
window- or a warm frame The season is usually not
long enough to enable them to reach full development
in the open In the early stages of growth they need
protection and warmth Such kinds are sometimes
sown m the fall and wintered over in a coldframe When
once established, they are hardy with slight protection.

Some of the kinds are grown to their greatest perfec-

tion only in this way (3) Tender annuals require
still more warmth and are started from January to
May in the greenhouse or other suitable place They
commonly need a temperature of 60° to 70° The danger
with early-grown seedlings, especially those started

m the window, is over-crowding and want of light.

As soon as crowding begins, the plants should be

215. Annuals filling the formal space between a drive and a tree-group
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thinned out or transplanted to other trays, or into

pots, and reset from time to time, as they need; fre-

quent transplanting is usually an advantage The last

transplanting is preferably mto small pots, as then the
seedlings may be readily set m the open ground at the
proper time, with little or no check.

Seed-somng.

The greater number of common annuals will bloom
freely if the seeds are sown in the open ground when the
weather becomes thoroughly settled. But there are

some kinds, as the late cosmos and moonflowers, for

which the northern season is commonly too short to give

good bloom unless they are started very early indoors.

In the case of others than the continuous bloomers, a
succession of sowings or plantings is desirable to pro-
vide for a continuous display, then as a kind begins to
fail, its place may be filled with young plants of the same

or other species. The usual method of securing suc-

cession is to sow the seeds m flats, or beds, and trans-

lant the seedlings first to pots The potted plants may
e set out at any time, with but little check to growth.
When flowers of any annual are wanted extra early,

the seeds should be started indoors It is not necessary
to have a greenhouse for this purpose, although best

results are to be expected with such a building. The
seed may be sown in boxes, and these boxes then placed
in a sheltered position on the warm side of a building
At night they may be covered with boards or matting
In very cold “spells” the boxes should be brought
mside In this simple way seeds may often be started
one to three weeks ahead of the time when they can be
sown in the open garden Moreover, the plants are
likely to receive better eare in these boxes, and there-

fore to grow more rapidly Of course, if still earlier

results are desired, the seed should be sown in the
kitchen, hotbed, coldframe, or m a greenhouse In
starting plants ahead of the season, be careful not to
use too deep boxes The gardener’s “flat” may be taken
as a suggestion Three inches of earth is sufficient, and
in some cases (as when the plants are started late) half

this depth is enough
One trouble with early sown seedlings is “drawing

up,” and weakness from crowding and want of light.

This is most likely to occur with window-grown plants.

Vigorous June-sown plants are better than such weak-
lings It must be remembered, however, that very
early bloom usually means the shortening of the season
at the other end, this may be remedied to some extent
by making sowings at different times

Only the best seeds should be purchased, and it is

usually best to get the colors m separate packets. In the
open ground, seeds may be covered to a depth of four or
five times their own thickness, but when sown indoors
in trays or pots, the rule is to cover them to about their

own thickness After covering, the soil should be pressed
firmly over the seed with a board or hoe. or the feet.

In soils that are inclined to bake, a sprinkling of sand
or fine litter over the surface after sowing will remedy
this evil Evergreen boughs placed over the beds until

the seedlings have appeared will afford useful shelter

from beating rams It is desirable to sow the seeds
thickly. For the reception of seeds, the surface should

be mellow and
smooth The
seeds are sown
m drills or con-
centric circles,

according to the
method of plant-

mg decided
upon Taller-
growing kinds
are sown toward
the center or

back of the bed
When up, the
plants may be
thinned to their

proper distances
Particular care
should be given
to this matter,
and to keeping
down weeds, or
the plants may
become weak,
spindling and
valueless Much
trouble will be
avoided if each
seed-row is

plainly labeled
or marked so

that the young plants may be distinguished from the
weeds, with which they must often compete

Soils and places.

Most annuals thrive best in an open, sunny situa-

tion, but pansies, forget-me-nots, and some others,

thrive where they get the full sunshine for only half the
day Some of the kinds are at their best in full sunlight,

as portulaca, sunflower, and zinnia. In all cases the
best results are secured only when the soil is well

enriched and thoroughly prepared previous to sowing
or planting, and it is far better to make this preparation
a fortnight or more m advance A considerable propor-
tion of humus in the soil is desirable, rendering it

less subject to baking and drying out. Cow-manure,
stable-manure or leaf-mold, worked in liberally, will

supply this Beds should be spaded thoroughly and at

least a foot deep If the surface is then again worked
over to half this depth, better results will be obtainable.

The soil should not be disturbed, however, unless it

pulverizes readily.

When the flowers are to be grown about the edges of

the lawn, make sure that the grass roots do not run
underneath them and rob them of food and moisture
It is well to run a sharp spade deep mto the ground about
the edges of the bed every two or three weeks for the
purpose of cutting off any grass roots that may have

216. A semi-formal garden space of annual flowers.
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run into the bed. If beds are made in the turf, see that
they are 3 feet or more wide, so that the grass roots

will not undermine them Against the shrub borders,

this precaution may not be necessary it is desirable

that the flowers fill all the space between the overhang-
ing branches and the sod
The plants should not be allowed to bear seed, else

they will be exhausted and the season of bloom will

be short Sweet peas, for example, soon spend them-
selves and dry up if the pods are allowed to ripen The
frequent cutting of blooms prolongs the season.

The kinds

Most of the staple or general-purpose types of an-
nuals in the North are the following petunias, phloxes,
pinks or dianthuses, larkspurs or delphiniums, calliop-

sis or coreopsis, pot marigolds or calendulas, bachelor’s

buttons or Centaurea Cyanusj clarkias, zinnias, man-
golds or tagetes, collinsias, gilias, California poppies or
eschscholtzias, verbenas, poppies, China asters, sweet
peas, nemophilas, portulacas, silenes, candytufts or
iberis, alyssum, stocks or matthiolas, morning-glories,
nasturtiums or tropicolums, wallflowers, gaillardias,

snapdragons, coxcombs, lobelias, foui-o’eloeks, ama-
ranths, balsams, sweet sultans, salpiglossis, scabiosas,

nicotianas, and pansies Other species are mostly of

special or particular use, not general-use types In the
South, and occasionally at the Noith, some ot the
annuals come up voluntarily year after yeai from self-

sown seeds, e g ,
petunias, phloxes and morning-glories

Late sowings, even as late as June in the latitude of

New York City, may be made of such things as China
aster, sweet alyssum, California poppy (Eschscholtzia),

calliopsis or coreopsis, portulaea, calendula, phlox, zin-

nia, mangold, candytuft, mignonette, petunia Late-
blooming beds of these and other annuals may be
secured by this delayed sowing The tendency to sow
everything for early bloom deprives the garden of

much freshness and interest m autumn
The numbers of varieties m some of these long-

cultivated species-groups are surprising large, and they
often appeal to collectors If a collector desires annuals
for autumn display, for example, lie will find that
zinnias have about forty current vaneties, annual
pinks about fifty, petunias about sixty, pansies sixty

to seventy, balsams over sixty, and stocks perhaps
300, all of which may be prolonged moie or less into

autumn But the most appiopriatc and varied of these

annuals are the China asters, which have about 450
varieties Owing to the greater vanety of e\er> thing
abroad, collectors naturally send to Fairope for laige

collections, and the very low dutv on flower seeds has
stimulated the collecting of annuals Peiennial flowers

are more difficult to import, but many pel sons have
recently imported fifty or more vaneties of the fol-

lowing gaillardia about 100 varieties, hardy chry-
santhemums 100 and more, florists’ pentstemons more
than 150 (not sufficiently hardy), delphiniums over
200, and phlox 350 Unfortunately, collections of a
smgle flower rarely give an artistic effect, even when
at their best, owing to the difficulty of isolating trouble-

some colors in a garden that must be sunny, failures

afriong highly bred varieties, the fact that the early,

midseason and late sections mix poorly, and so on The
obvious limitation of gardens devoted to one kind of

flower is that they are unattractive out of season, and
therefore it is best to isolate them. There are practically

no annuals that bloom satisfactorily throughout sum-
mer and autumn
Background plants, for bold mass-displays of color

in the rear parts of the grounds or along the borders
may be secured from some of the coarser species.

Good plants for such use are. sunflower and castor-bean

for the back rows: zinnias for bright effects m the scar-

lets and lilacs; African marigolds for brilliant yellows;

nicotianas for whites. Unfortunately, we have no ro-

bust-growing annuals with good blues. Some of the
larkspurs and the browallias are perhaps the nearest
approach to them

Foi lower-growing and less prominent mass-displays,
the following are good California poppies for oranges
and yellows, sweet sultans for purples, whites, and pale
yellows, petunias for purples, violets, and whites, lark-

spurs for blues and violets, bachelor’s buttons (or corn-
flowers) for blues; calliopsis and coreopsis and calendu-
las for yellows; gaillardias for red-yellows and orange-
reds; Cnina asters for many colors except yellows

For still less robustness, good mass-displays can be
made with the following, alyssums and candytufts for

whites, phloxes for whites and various pinks and reds,

lobelias and browallias for blues, pinks for whites and
various shades of pink, stocks for whites and reds, wall-

flowers for brown-yellows, verbenas tor many colors.

Vines are abundant among the annuals, the most
prominent being morning-glory, sweet pea, cobea,
climbing nasturtium, Japanese hop, cypress-vine and
other lpomceas, balloon-vine, scarlet-runner, moon-
flowers in the South
Some of the “everlastings” or immortelles are useful

as flower-garden subjects as well as for “dry-bouquets ”

These “paper flowers” are always interesting to chil-

dren The colors are bright, the blooms hold long on the
plant, and most of the kinds are very easy to grow.
Favorite groups are the different kinds of xeranthe-
mums and helichrysums The globe amaranths, wuth
clover-like heads (sometimes known as bachelor’s but-
tons), are good old favorites Rhodanthes and acro-

cliniums are also good and reliable

Ornamental grasses should not be overlooked They
add a note to the flower-garden and to bouquets that
is distinct and can be secured b> no other plants They
are easily grown Some of the good annual grasses

are Agrostis nebulosa
,
the bnzas, Bronms bnzarformis,

the species of eragrostis, and pennisetums and Coiz
Lachryrm as a curiosity Such good lawn grasses as
arundo, pampas-grass, eulalias, and enanthus are
perennials and therefore an* not discussed here.

The amateur would do well to make up lists from
the most detailed seed catalogues The following short
lists (under trade names) suggest a fewr things m sev-
eral categories

White-floweied annuals
Ageratum mexicanum album
Alyssum, common swott
Centranthus macrosipnon

albus
China astern
Con\olvulus major
Dianthus, Double White Mar-

garet
Iberis amari, coronana
fpomoea hoderaeea
Lavatera alba
Malope grandiflora alba

Matthiola (Stocks), v^ut-and-
Come-\guin, Dresden Per-
petual, Giant Perfection,
White Pearl

Mirabilis longiflora alba
Nigella
Phlox, Dwarf Snowball, Leo-

poldn
Poppies, Flag of Truce, Shir-

ley, The Mikado
Zinnia

Yellow- and orange-flowered annuals

Cacalia lutea
Calendula officinalis, com-
mon, Meteor, sulpliurea,
auffruticosa.

Calliopsis bicolor innrmorata;
oardaiinnifolia, deg ins

Cosmidium Hurridgeunum
Dnnorphotheca uuruntiucu
Erysimum Porofskianuin
Eschscholtzia califormca

Hibiscus afneanus, Golden
Bowl

Ipomcea coecinca lutea.
Loasa tricolor

Tagetes, various kinds
Thunbergia alata Fryen,
aurantiaca

'Irop.eolum, Dwarf, Lady
Bird, Tall, Sohulzn

Zinnia

Blue- and purple-flou'ered annuals

Ageratum mexicanum, mexi-
canuin Dwarf

Browallia Czerniakowski,
data

Centaurea Cyanus, Victoria
Dwarf Compact, Cyanus
minor

China asters of several
varieties

Convolvulus minor, minor
umcaulis

Gilia achillesefolia, capitata

Iberis umbellata, umbellata
lilacina

Kaulfussia amelloides, atro-
violacea

Lobelia Ennus
Nigella
Phlox variabilis atropurpurea
Salvia fannacca
Specularia
Verbena, Black-Blue, caerulea;

Golden-leaved
Whitlavia gloxmioides
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Rose- and rose-red-flowered annuals.

Papaver (Poppy) oardmale;
Mephiato

Plmseolua multiflorus.

Caoalia, Scarlet.
Clarkia elegaus rosea
Convolvulus tricolor roseus
Dianthus, Half-Dwarf Early

Margaret, Dwaxf Perpet-
u u ohinenais

Gaillardia picta
Ipomcea coccinea, volubilis

Matthiola annuus, Blood-Red
Ten Weeks, grandidora,
Dwart

Phlox, Large-flowenng Dwarf,
Dwarf Eire -ball. Black
Warrior

Salvia coccinea.
Saponana [Thumb.
Tropsoolum, Dwarf, Tom
Verbena hybnda, Scarlet Defi-
Zinma. [ance.

Annuals useful for edgings of beds and walks
,
and for

nbbon-beds.

Ageratum, blue and white
Alyssura, sweet.
Brachycome
Calandnma
Clarkia
Collmsias
Dianthuses or pinks.
Giha
Gypsophila muralis.
I bens or candytufts.

Leptosiphons.
Lobelia Erinus
Neinophilas
Nigel las
Portulaoas or rose me
Saponana calabrica.
Sn< cularia
Torenia
Wlutlavia.

Lale-bloommg annuals.

Probably the best annuals to bloom in late fall, even
after the first frosts, are petunia, phlox, and verbena
Other excellent kinds arc ageratum, alyssum, antir-

rhinum or snapdragon, Calendula ojficmali'i, California
poppy, gaillardia, marigold, and pansy. The list may
be extended by

Abroma umbellata
Adonis fflsttvahs, autumnale.
Argemone grandiflora
Callirhofi

Carduus benedictus
Centaurea Cyanus (bachelor’s

button)
Centauridium
Centranthus macrosiphon.
Cerinthe retort a
Cheiranthua Cheiri
Chrysanthemums.
Convolvulus minor, tncolor.
Dianthus of various kinds
Elsholtzia cristata

Erysimum Perofskianutn, ar-
kansatium

Gilia achilleipfolia, capitnta,
laciniata, trice lor.

Ibens affinis

Lavatera alba
Matthiolas or stocks
(Enothera rosea, Lumarckiana;

Druinmondn
Poilolepis afhms, chrysantha
Sulvia coccinea, fannacca, Hor-
Vit in Gcrardu [minum.
Virginian stocks
Viscana elegans, oculata, Cceli-

rosa

If sown early or in the fall, bachelor’s button, annual
gypsophila and poppy will re-seed and furnish plants

for late fall bloom L II. B f

ANCECTOCHiLUS (Greek, open lip) Orchiddcese. A
group cultivated for the beautifully reticulated leaves,

which are oval or ovate, membranaceous and diversely

colored, the floweis aie small, not ornamental
Terrestrial, from a creeping rhizome lvs basal: fls.

in a spike or raceme, sepals free, the dorsal erect, form-
ing a hood with the petals, the lateial sepals spreading;
lip adnate to the foot of the column, spreading; claw
fimbriate, the blade 2-lobed —About 8 species

Although many methods ha\e been adopted for the
successful cultivation of the best species and varieties,

failure has been the rule, so that at piesent few Ameri-
can collections contain even a single specimen. Plants
introduced by collectors sometimes thrive for a few
years and then fail, in spite of all efforts. Frequently
they can be kept only a year or two.

BtiUenu, Low Lvs about 2 in. long, bronze-green,
with 3 longitudinal bands of copper-red Borneo.

reg&lis, Blume Fig 217 One of the most attractive
species of the group lvs oval, large, bronze-
green netted, veined with gold, the surface
of the lvs like velvet. Java B M. 4123.
F S 2 79 (both as A sctaccus).—Several
good varieties exist

Rfixburghii, Lmdl Lvs ovate, median
line of pale green, reticulated and veined
with gold Java and India

Several kinds are described and figured in foreign
publications, but they are all fanciers’ plants Other
names which appear in the Amt noan trade are A.
Day&na =* (?) — A Damonulnu’i ~ Hiemana —A
FrHertn- Aityuitu, Reichb f (\ xanthophyllus,
Planch ) Lvs dark velvety green, the broad orange
stripe down the center covered with a network of gold

G 10 675, 27 54—A Lown, Hort =Dossima—A Petdla, IIort.*«
Macodes —.1 Vtitchianus, Hort =-Macodcs

George V Nasii |

ANOGRAMMA (Gieek, without line s- icfcrrmg piob-
ably to the absence of liidusia) Folgpodidii.e A .small

gioup of tropical ferns, somewhat ielated to Pteris, and
characterized by linear sori uncovered by indusia
The lvs are borne in a cluster, are small, 1-2 pinnate
with pinnatiful divisions and forking veinlets

scAizoph^lla, Diels (Gymnoqrdmma schizophylla
,

Bake”) Lvs. 18-24 in long, quadn-pinnatifid, the
stalks, rachises and divisions slender, the ultimate
segms finely cut A compaiatively recent intro

,

very graceful in cult Jamaica A G 18 421 G F.
2 533 A F 10 827 III 31 .522 Gn 48, p 417.
Var elegantfssima (Gymnoqrdmma elegant!sswia, Hort.
W. Bull.), has reddish brown rachises

R C Benedict
ANOIGANTHUS (from Greek words, alluding to the

expanded flower) Amm ylluli'icese A small probably
monotypic genus of Natal and the Cape region, the
plants sometimes cult as greenhouse winter- and spring-
flcweimg bulbs A. brevifldrus, Baker (Cyrtdnthus
bremjlbrus

,
Harv ), has an ovoid bulb 1 in diam

,

with a short neek lvs 3-4, appearing with the fls
,

1

ft or more fl -st to l ft high, bearing a 2-10-fld
umbel fls bright yellow, about 1 in long, with a short
tube and oblong-lanceolate nearly equal segms, stamens
6, in 2 series fr a globose membranous caps

,
3-valved,

seeds fiat B M 7072 Var minor, Baker (A liiteus,

Baker), is a dwarf mountain foim with narrower pen-
anth-segms These plants aie half-haidy m the milder
parts if given good protection over winter

ANOMATHECA: Lapn/rousta

AN6PTERUS (referring to the
seeds being w inged at top ) Sax ifrag-
d( e.r Greenhouse shrub, blooming in

spring
Shrubs or small trees, glabrous,

with alternate thick eveigieen exstip-

ulate lvs
, and white fls in terminal

racemes calw-tube ver> short, the
lobes fi-9, peisistent, petals and sta-

mens as many as cal} \-lobes fr a
caps

,
oblong-conical, opening by 2

recurved valves, seeds winged at one
end —Two species in Australia and
'Tasmania

glanduldsus, Labill Handsome
eveigieen shrub, betoming a small
t.iee (to 40 ft ) in its native regions
lvs most lv at ends of branches, ellip-

tic-lanceolate to somewhat obovate,
4-8 in long, somewhat senate fis

in somewhat drooping bi acted race-

mes 3-fi in long, parts of petals usu-
ally fi, about L2H1 long Nubalpine
Tasmania L H B

ANRED&RA (personal name).
Basellines' A monotypic genus, allied

''///./ to Boussingault.ia Vine, wuth
fleshy sts and lvs

,
tuberous-

rooted fis small, white, in long
slender mostly axillary spikes,

sepals 2, broadly winged ,
petals

5, not exceeding sepals, stamens
5, the filaments fattened

;
stigma

entire A. scandens, Moq
,

is

native Texas to S Amer., and
planted in Old World tropics,

a much-branched vine some-
times cult in greenhouses, with
lvs ovate and more or less

acute, entire.217 Anoectociulus regalia i x H)
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ANSlSLLIA (m honor of John Ansell, African
explorer) Orcfuddceac Epiphytic hothouse orchids
with tall, thickened leafy btems.

Flowers in panicles, showy, sepals and petals similar,

spreading, lip erect., sessile at the end of the column-
foot, lateral lobes bioad, parallel, erect, middle lobe
round-ovate, spreading; pollima 2 —A genus of 4 closely

related species, perhaps all foims of 1 species.

africana, Lmdl Sts up to 2 ft tall, leafy above’ lvs.

4-8 in long, about 5-nerved, elongated -lanceolate:
panicle many-fld

,
fls 2 m across, with brown-purple

spots on a light yellow-green background, sepals nar-
row-oblong, petals about twice as broad as sepals;

lateral lobes of lip oblong, the middle lobe ovate.
Fernando Po B.M. 4965.

gigant£a, lieiehb (Cymbldiurn Sdndersonn, ITarv ).

Differs from the above m the smaller fls with narrower
segms. which are spotted on the lower part only.

Natal. B M 4965, f 3 Geohoe V Nash, f

ANSdNIA: Amwnui

ANTENNARIA (pappus likened to antenna;) Com-
pdsiLr Everlasting Cat’s-Eau Ladies’ Tobacco.
Pi ssy’h Tons Field herbs, sometimes offered by
dealers in native plants

Small, wlute-woolly perennial plants, with spatulate
or obovate loot -lvs

,
and mostly leafless scapes, bearing

small gray or white heads w hich remain stiff and dry.
fls dioecious, the st animate forms rare in cult

,
all

tubular Noik* is showy 1 hey are interesting for rock-
work and the edges of holders, and tor this purpose
have been sparingly intro in the last few’ years They
are peifectly hardy, and thrive in poor soil. The fls.

are often cut before fully mature and dried (and often

d\ed) as everlastings About 20 species grow wild.

Prop mostly bv division of the mats, also by seeds.

Allied to Anaphalis and Gnaphaliuin, both of which
are leafy stemmed plants quite distinct from the pros-
trate, stemless antennanas, which send up only a
bract ed scape, except m A racemosa See Everlastings.

a Pappm of sterile fls not thickened at the tip
,
minutely

roughened .

dim6rpha, Torr & Gray Tufted, with spatulate lvs.

and a sparsely lvd fl -st an inch or less high, from a
stout, much-branched rootstalk Neb west to Cahf.

aa Pappus of sterile fls thickened at the lop.

b Not spreading by stolons

Ge^eri, Grav Stout, thick-woolly, from a woody
base fls -st 3 in or moie high, very leafy to the top:
pistillate heads narrow' involucre with rose-purple or

ivory-white tips to the inner scales Calif and Ore.

bb Spreading by stolons'

c Heads solitary or m a cymose cluster.

diolca, Linn. (A Candida
,
Ifort ) Basal lvs V/i in.

or less long, 1-nerved or only indistinctly 3-nerved st.

2 12 in involucral bracts all light green or light, brown,
with white or pinkish tips Northern states and Eu

,

and Asia —The plant in the trade as A tornentosum

is probably a form of this species Also in cult under
the proper name, A dioica A hyperborea, Ilort

,
a

name common in the trade, is apparently a mere form
of this with pinkish fls

alplna, Gaertn Plant 1-4 m involucral bracts in

fertile heads, dark brownish green, acute. Canada,
Rocky Mts

,
Sierra Nevadas

plantagimfdlia, Rich Basal lvs 1 } £ in. or more long,

distinctly 3-nerved st 6-18 in high.—Stoloniferous,

making broad patches. Common in fields and olu

pastures. Perhaps not m cult.

cc Heads loosely pamcled.

racemdsa, Hook Light-woolly, the flowering sts.

6-20 in. high, sparsely leafy, the heads mostly on slen-

299

der peduncles involucre brownish, white-tipped Ore.
and Brit. Col. to the Rockies.

A margaritdcea—Anaphaha rnargantacea.

N. Taylor t

ANTHEMIS (Greek name of the chamomile) Com

-

p6sitje Chamomile Pyrethrum-like heavy-scented
plants, annual, biennial or perenmal, members of a

large, Old World temperate-region genus, used m bor-
ders and alpine gardens
Heads manv-fid

,
the disk yellow, the rays white

and yellow and (in the common cult species) pistillate,

the receptacle conical and chaffy, the achenes terete or

ribbed, and either naked or bearing a minute crown
lvs pmnately dissected
Two or three of the species are weeds Others are

excellent border plants The true chamomile is a me-
dicinal plant The hardy' perennial species, which alone
are grown m this country, are easily handled in the
border, where they bloom from midsummer till frost

They thrive in almost any soil, but need full exposure
to sun

Propagation is by seeds or division of the clumps,
usually the latter.

a Rays normally yellow.

tinctdria, Linn Golden Marguerite Fig 218
Of bushy habit, 2-3 ft

,
with angular st and pmnately

divided, and again pmnatifld or eut-toothed lvs
,
and

large, daisy-like golden yellow fls (1-2 in across).

Gn 12, p. 91; V. 18 33 .4 Kclwayi, Hort (or var
Kllwayi, Hort.), has finer-cut foliage and deeper yellow

fls Th-sre is also a pale-iaved variety and a white-fld

form is sold under the name A numtdna Gn 52 484
—An excellent hardy perennial border plant, and useful

at the same tune for cut-flb
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a.a. Rays white.

b Perennial, cult.

n6bilis, Lmn. Chamomile. Ilalf-spreadmg and
much-branched herb, downy, the lvs. very finely dis-

sected. pappus wanting, chaff of the receptacle blunt.

Var. grandifldra, Hort., is larger-fld. than the
type, and sometimes
yellow-fid —A pleas-

ant-scented herb,
sometimes escaped
from cult It yields

the medicinal chamo-
mile fls of com-
merce For medici-
nal purposes, the
heads (the single pre-
ferred) are cut as soon
as fully expanded,
and dried Cult also

as a hardy border
plant; often double.

bb. Biennial or an-
nual; weeds.

arvSnsis, Linn.
Pubescent, not lll-

scented lvs. rather
coarsely 1-2 pm-
nately parted, pap-
pus a minute border:
heads 1 m or more
across; the involucre
with broad, blunt
scanous marginal
edges, rays pistillate,

spreading, 2-tootlied

—Not common and
rather coarse

C6tula, DC May-
219 Anthemis Cotula. ( X H) WEED I)oG FENNEL

Fig 219 A common
weed along roadsides, ill-scented, growing 1-2 ft high,

with finely dissected lvs
,
neutral rays and many aster-

like fls 1 in across

A Aizdon
,

Clriscb —Achillea agerati folia fin 24 342—

A

ardbica, Linn =Cladanthus —3 coronana, Ilort —Chrysanthc-
inum toronanura —A floribunda, Hort Dwarf lvs mm h dis-

sected fl -heads pure white — 4 Bubersteimdna, Koch, is

found m some catalogues It is an alpine plant with pinnate
lvs , which are silvery, and yellow fls Can be cult only in the
alpine garden L H B
ANTHER: Flower N* TAYLOR,f

ANTH^RICUM (Greek, flower hedge). Includes Pha-
langium Liliacex Non-bulbous liliaceous plants grown
in borders and cool greenhouses

Herbs, with tuber-hke rhizomes, and racemes of

rather small, white, decp-cut fls
:

perianth rotate;

anthers attached between their basal lobes, and the
locules many-ovuled—in these characters differing

from Paradisea —Some 50 species, mostly African, but
a few in the western hemisphere
The anthericuins are useful for lawn vases, for borders

that are protected m winter at the North, for green-
houses and also for growing under benches Propaga-
tion naturally by stolons; increased also by division
and Beeds Of easiest culture. Give plenty of water
when in bloom.

Lili&go, Linn. St Bernard’s Lily. Figs. 220, 221.
St. simple, 2-3 ft high, bearing an open raceme of open-
spreading fls 1 in. or less across, the segms. linear-

oblong* lvs long and narrow. S. Eu and N Afr. B.M.
914. Var. major, Sims, is larger m all its parts. B.M.
1635.

ramdsum, Linn. St. branched fls. somewhat smaller.

Eu. B.M. 1055

A BichUn, Hort Lvs flexible, variegated with white, elegant
habit W Trop Afr—A. oalifArmcum, Hort “Chlorogalum
pomendianum—A Hdffmannn , Engler Free-flowenng Tvs ]

ft , in broad, shining green fls -sts scarcely exceeding the lvs.:

fls in dense panicles, star-shaped, white E Afr —A LiliAstrum.
Lmn =Paradisea Liliastrum—A picturatum, A variegAturn ana
A. viUAtum are garden names for Chlorophytum datum

L. H. B.

ANTHOLYZA (name from the Greek, referring to
fancied shape of flower). Ind&cex. Cormous plants of
the gladiolus kind, grown in the open for summer
bloom, red and yellow

Perianth long-tubular, curved, dilated above, the
uppeimost segms. largest; stamens 3, style branched;
ovary 3-loculed.—About 14 or more Cape and Trop.
African plants, with linear oi sword-shaped lvs and
bright fls m 2-sided spikes Cult the same as gladioli,

being taken up m the fall The tubers are often started

m a frame or in the house before planting m the open.

a. Perianth red, segms very unequal.

Cun&nia, Lmn Corm small, globose st simple,
1-1 1

/l ft., lvs. about 4, linear, 1 ft oi less long* fls.

4-6, m a lax spike, bright red, tube an inch long, the
stamens reaching to the tip of the upper segm seeds

discoid, winged Cape L.B C 20 1971 (as Anisanthes).

c&ffra, Ker Corm large, globose, long-necked st

2 ft or less, lvs narrow-linear, 1 ft fls 12-20, in a lax

spike, bright red, tube 1-1 pi in long, stamens not
quite reaching tip of upper segm . seeds 3-angled,

narrowly winged Cape —Has been hybridized with
gladiolus

aa Perianth ted and yellow, segms less unequal

aethi&pica, Lmn. (A Hngens, Andr ) Corm large,

globose st branched, 3-4 ft lvs several, sword-shaped,
1 m broad and 1-1H ft long. spikes 6-9 m long,

rather dense; fls l%-2 m long, red-yellow; stamens
reaching to the tip of the upper segm seeds turgid,

not winged Cape B M 561 Var minor, LmdI.
(A bleolor, Gasp ) Dwarf lvs narrow fls red at top,

pale yellow below BR 1159 Var vittfgera, Baker,
(var ringens, Nichols ) Tall as the type fls bright
yellow, striped led B M 1172 Vai immargin&ta,
Baker. Fls red, with dull > cllow

panicul&ta, Klatt Corm large, globose st stout,

much branched, 3-4 ft lvs lanceolate, oblique, 2 ft.

or less long, to 3 in broad
with wavy rachis, fls bright

red-yellow, tube curved, to

in long, upper segm.
ligulate. Natal Var. major,
Hort. A form with largei

lvs. and fls.

crocosmioides, Hort.
Said to be a hybrid of A.
pamculata and Croeosmia:
3 ft : spikes branching, fls.

brilliant orange-red, Bhaded
to gold

A abysslnica, Brongn Corm
globose, 1 m diam at 2 ft.

or less lvs 3—4, linear, 1 ft.

long spike simple, few-fld
, fls

bright red, the curved tube 1 in

long Abyssinia—A quadrangu-
laris, Burm (Gladiolus quad-
rangularis, Ker ) Corm largo,

globose, plant itolomferous st

slender, 2-3 ft lvs 2-3, narrow
spike very lax, 2-4 fid , fls bright
red and yellow, tube 2 in long
Capo—A Schweinfurthu, Baker
St terete, 1 ft to spike lvs 5 to

6, grass-like, 6 in long spike
simple and lax, many-fld , fls.

bright red shading to yellow,
about 1 Yi m long, the tube
curved and dilated Abyssinia.
B.M 7709

spikes dense, many-fld.,

L. H. B. 220. Anthencum Liliago.
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ANTHOXANTHUM (Greek, nnthos

,

flower, and
xanthos. yellow). Graminex Aromatic grasses with
spike-like panicles Spikelets with 1 awnless perfect

floret, and two 2-lobed, awned sterile lemmas. Species 4,

Eu A perennial species, sweet vernal grass (A .

odoralum, Linn ), is occasionally cult, as a meadow
grass to give a pleasant odor to hay. Dept, of .Agnc

,

Div of Agrost
,
Hull 20:55. Another species, an annual

(A Puttn, Lecq <fc Lam ), is more rarely cult

A S. Hitchcock.
ANTHRlSCUS: Cherml.

ANTHURIUM (Greek, tail-flower). Ardcex. Choice
hothouse foliage plants.

Peienmal, the st creeping, climbing, assurgent or

arborescent' lvs. variable, net-veined, with a promi-
nent midnerve and lateral nerves, and a well-defined

nerve at or near the margin fls in a spike (spadix),

subtended or inclosed in the spathe. fr a berry.

Tropical herbs and climbing plants of perhaps 608
species besides varieties, mostly from the central and
warmer parts of S. Amer

,
though piobably not one-

tenth are in cult in this country Grown cither for their

show> spat lies and spadices, or their handsome velvety
lvs Spathe usually spreading or even reflexed, only
rarely partially inclosing the spadix Differs from
Aloeasia and allied genera in technical characters
Monogr by Engler in De Candolle’s Monographl*
Phanerogamarum, Vol 2 (1879), and Pflanzenreieh,

hft 21 (1905)
The genus Anthunum appears to be a constantly

inci easing one as regards the number of species Index
Kewensis, when first issued m 1893, gave the number of

known species as 213 The supplements have now
recognized 365 more species, making m all about
578 known species, though there are probably not
more than fifty in cultivation in this country and
perhaps not more than ten or fifteen known to the
trade Of those that arc in ( ultivation there are several

varieties or hybrids, as the species seem to cross

readily

Anthunums are tropical aroids of great beauty, and
at least a few species should be included m every col-

lection of choice plants. They seem to fall naturally

into two sections or groups, viz
,
foliage and flowering.

Although anthunums all flower, those that have the
large handsome velvety leaves, such as A crystalhnum,
A Warocqueanum

,
A. splendidum, and the like, have

very inconspicuous or decidedly unattractive flowers,

while A Andrxanum, A Brownn
,
A Regnellianum and

A. Scherzenanum and many others have remarkably
showy, usually scarlet spathes and spadices but much
less handsome foliage. All are striking plants —
Anthunums such as A. Andrxanum,, A ornatum,
and their numerous hybrid progeny, require at all

222. Anthunum Scher-
zenanum ( X tg)

times a high and humid atmosphere Under these con-
ditions and in a good rooting medium, they ought to be
continually in flower A bloom is produced from the axil

of each leaf, and immediately beneath this leaf a new
root is produced, thick and succulent at first, becoming
tough with age, and, if not allowed to bury itself among
the compost in which the plant grows, it eventually

hardens and is of no help in the sustenance of the plant.

Therefore, the growing point
of the specimens should not
be allowed to get too high, or
the flowers will be few and
poor. When the plant forms
stems above the pot, the com-
post should either be built up
around the stem, to catch the
roots, or the plant may be cut

over, rooted afresh m sand,

and given a new start in a
pot The two ornamental-
leaved species, A Veitchu and
A Warocqueanum, should be
treated m the same manner.
When cut down, one may look
tor the old stocks to send out
small growths, which m course
of time may be taken off and
put in small pots All of the
above are such free-rooting

kinds that they may, with the
addition of some rotted ma-
nure, be grown in sphagnum
moss A good mixture is as
follows sphagnum, chopped
not too fine, one part; fern or

kalmia roots, chopped up and
the fine substance removed,
one part; another part to be made up equally of sand
and rotted manure With well-drained pots, this form§
an admirable rooting substance —Most of the other
species and their forms, including A Scherzenanum
and A crystalhnum, will thrive better in material
mainly composed of rough, fibrous loam and peat with
the fine material sifted from it This rough, fibrous
material should be mixed with a small quantity each
of sphagnum, charcoal and sand Good drainage, and
less water than is needed for the Andreanuin and
Warocqueanum groups will be necessary A Scherzer-

tanum, although thriving well in the hottest house,
will succeed in an intermediate house —Established
plants of anthunum will need repotting only once in

two or three years, but should have a fresh top-dressing

every year, the b(st time to overhaul them is about
the end of January, or before active growth begins
They should be given a shaded position, free from
draughts of cold air, and ordinary stove temperature
Care must be taken not to mar the leaves by hard
spraying The temperature during winter should not
fall below 55° —Propagat ion is by suckers or cuttings
of the rhizome inserted in small pots containing a mixture
of peat fiber, chopped sphagnum moss and silver-sand m
equal proportions, and plunged in a propagatmg-box in

a temperature of 75° to 80°, with bottom heat About
the end of January is the most suitable tune to take the
cuttings Anthunums mav also be propagated by seeds
sown m a mixture of very fine fibrous peat and chopped
sphagnum moss in 4-ineh pots The seeds should be
lightly covered with sphagnum, and the pots placed
either in a propagat ing-case or under bell-glasses, where
a temperature of 80° can be maintained A constant
humid atmosphere is very necessary to induce the seeds
to germinate To prevent damping, the seedlings

should be pricked off round the edge of a 3-mch pot as

soon as the first leaf is large enough to handle Seeds
of such kinds as A. crystalhnum and A regale will

germinate well on the moss of nepenthes baskets.
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Seeds are secured by pollinating the flowers, the stig-

mas of which become mature long before the anthers

Anthuriums of the Scherzerianum type may be in-

creased by division of the crown (E J Canning and
G W. Oliver.)

INDEX.

album, 1, 5
andegavense, 1.

Andrjranum, 5
Bennettu, 1

Brow nil, 4
crystalhnum, 9.

Gamcn, 5
giganteum, 1.

lacteum, 1

Lawrenciffi, 5
magmficum, 8

maximum, 1

mutabile, 1

nebuloHum, 1.

pariNiense, 1

pygmamm, 1

regale, 10
Regnelhanum, 3
rhodochlorum, 5
roseum, 1, 5
Rothschildianum,
salmonoum, 5

sanguineum, 5.

Scherzerianum, 1

spathiphyllum, 2
gplendidum, 11
Veitchu, 6
Ver\8eiieum, 1.

Wardn, 1

Warocqueanum, 1, 7.

WiUiamsn, 1

Woodbndgei, 1

a Lvs plain green, grown mostly for the shoivy “flowers.”

b Spadix coiled

1 Scherzerianum, Schott Fig 222 A foot or two
high, evergreen lvs long-lanceolate (the blade 1 ft or
more long and petiole of nearly equal length), thick, usu-
ally somewhat revolute, with a strong vein parallel with
each edge and close to it,' and many cross-veins scape
long and slender (1-2 ft ), red, spathe ovate-oblong, 3-4
in long, spreading or deflexed, intense red (sometimes
double, l.H. 37 107), spadix slender, curled, yellow
Cent Amer B M 5319 It B 22 121 Gn 33, p. 89
G C. II 12 301. G. 3 55 A F 6 569 (in variety) —
An old favorite Runs into many forms spathe white,
vars Album, Album magnfficum, lActeum, mAximum
Album, Wflliamsii, Vervaen&um; spathe parti-colored,

vais. andegavSnse (scarlet on the back, white and
scarlet spotted above), mutAbile (white -bordered),
nebuldsum (double white spotted rose), RothschildiA-
num (scarlet mottled white, Gn 30 451), WarocqueA-
num, not A Warocqueanum (white spotted red);

spathe very large, vars giganteum, mAximum, WArdn,
Woddbndgei. Very dwarf is var pygmaeum; rose-sal-

mon spathe and orange spadix is var parisiense; sharp
pointed lvs and spathos is var Bennettu; rose-colored

spathes, var r6seum
;
deep blood-red spathes, var san-

guineum.

bb Spadix not coiled

c. Spathe narrow, gieen

d. The lvs narrow, not cordate.

2. spathiphyllum, N. E Br Two ft or less, stemless
or nearly so If -blade 2 ft or less, narrow -lanceolate,

attenuate in a straight line from the middle to the base,

acuminate, bright green above and grayish beneath,

with prominent midrib spathe 2 m. or less long and a
half or more as wide, erect, boat-shaped, pale green or
whitish, spadix 1 in long and very blunt, pale yellow.
Trop. Amer

3

RegnelliAnum, Engl Lvs 5-6 in long, about 2
in. broad, obtuse or slightly emarginate at the base,
gradually narrowed to an acute apex, green, spathe

about 1 H m long, broad, spadix dark green,

1L6-2 in long, on a short stipe. Brazil.

. dd. The lvs broad
,
deeply cordate.

4 Br&wnii, Mast Lvs 2-3 ft long, a deep sinus
separating the rounded basal lobes, leathery, dark
shining green above, paler beneath, with 12-15 pairs
of prominent lateral nerves spathe 6-8 in long, lan-

ceolate, gieemsh, rose-

tinted, spadix 10-15 in

long Colombia G C 11.

6 744-5

CO Spathe cordate-ovate,

colored

5 AndraeAnum, Lind
Fig 223 Low species,

with If -blades diooping
like an alocasia and cor-

date ovate - lanceolat e

spathe cordate -ovate,
thick m texture, 6-10 in

long, orange-red, widely
open - spreading, spadix
3-4 in long, yellowish,

with white band marking
the zone m which the
stigmas are recep t i v e

Colombia B M 6616
A F 6 >69, 10 1065 Gt
38 1293 III 24 271,
37 105 V 9 259, 11 138
GC II 13:497 — Beauti-
ful and popular Runs
into many varieties
Spathes white, var Album;
spathe very bright red,

shining,var GAmen (R II

1907*30, desc), spathes verv large, pure white, var.
LAwrenciae; spathes of a soft rose-color in upper part
passing into light green on lutei.il lobes, var rhodo-
chldrum (R II 1901 152), spat lies shining rose-pink,
var rdseum; spathes salmon-color, var salmdneum;
spathes dark crimson, var sanguineum.

aa Lvs prominently marled with white or colors, or

with deep bands of gieni cult mostly for foliage

b The lvs not bnllale

c Markings green or greenish

6 VAitchu, Mast Fig 224 Tall and robust species
(at, 2-3 ft ) If -blades pendent, like a fine alocasia,

often 3-4 ft long, cordate oi eared at base, metallic
green, but marked by deep-sunk neives, which arch off

the midrib spathe 1 ft long, horizontal, green, spadix
6-8 in long, straw-coloi Colombia G C II 6 773
B M 6968 Mn 8 187 I II 27 106 Gn 29, p 453
G C. Ill 14 181 —Striking

or Markings white or essentially so

7 WarocqueAnum, Moore Fig 225 Very vigorous:
lvs oblong-lanceolate, long-tapering, hanging, 2-4 ft

long, deep velvety green, with rib and principal veins of

a prominently lighter shade, making handsome con-
trasts Colombia III 27 392 GC 111 44 180—

A

handsome and striking foliage plant

8 magnfficum, Lind. Lf.-blade deep cordate, oval, 2
ft long, upper surface olive-green with white nerves;
petiole 4-angled* spathe small, oblong, green, spadix
green, cylindrical Colombia

9 crystalllnum, Lind & AndrA Like A magmficum;
differs m petiole terete or only very imperfectly angled,
sinus of blade smaller, veins wide-banded and whiter
and very regular If -blade ovate-cordate, short, deep
velvety green, with the midrib and two consecutive
bands crystal white, spathe linear-oblong, acuminate,

Young leaf, not yet showing the
arched depressions
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green. Peru. I.H.20.128 G C. III. 24:417 (var.

illustre). G. 21:98. G W. 15, p. 254.

10 regfUe, Lind. Lf -blade cordate-oblong, long-cus-
pidate, 3 ft or less, at first tinged rose, but becoming
dull green and marked with white veins, petiole nearly
terete, spathe broad-lanceolate, greenish. Peru.

jib. The Ivs. bullate.

11. splSndidum, Hort Lvs large, cordate-ovate,
coriaceous, sea-green, glaucous above, bullate, the de-
pressions and nerves biownish Colombia

Various horticultural forms and hybrids are in cult

in this country A arndbile. Lvs soft rose (crystalh-

num x magnifieum)

—

A. Archidiuis Jbsephn, Lind
Spathe shining carmine, broadly cordate (Andneanum
X Lindenianum) —A ntrojmrphreum, Pynaeit Spathes
black-purple, spadix white —A bicolor, Crousse Spathe
white beneath, above whitish and rose-colored R II

1904 40 —A edmeum is a hybrid of Andneanum and
ornatum

—

A. Chpniinuinum, Mart Spathe rose, with
paler nerves —A. Chantnen. Lvs triangular, with
wide-spreading
basal lobes spathe
ivory - white, erect

(nymph.efolium x
subsignatum).— A.
chelstiense, N E.
Br (Andraianumx
Vcitehn). G Z 31,

p 109—A Clarki-

anum Lvs large

and broad, spathe
resembling that of

Andneanum but
salmon - rose — A
fernerense Lvs
large, cordate
s pat he cordate,
brilliant red (orna-

tum xAndneanum)— A. Jlonbundum,
Lind and Andrd—

=

Spathiphyllum
flonbundum. I H
21.159 — A. Frdb-

beln. Lvs. large
and cordate:
spathe deep car-
mine (Andneanum
X orn at um) — A.

g rande =» A magm-
ficum. A Hriibyi

, 225. Anthurium Warocqueanum.
Hort Spathe flesh-

colored or almost white.—A hybridurn Lvs large,

lobed at base, obtuse, green —A musduum —A orna-
tum Lvs oval or oblong, cordate spathe linear-

oblong, white, purple-tinted —A I£< i/nobLidnum, vari-

ous forms (fernerense x Andneanum?) —A Sie-

brecfdianum Lvs much as in A magnifieum ,
rich,

velvety green, with thick margins spathe light green
shading to crear

,
spadix huge, crimson —A tnum-

phans Lvs long-heart-shaped, bi lght green with lighter

veins spathe narrow’, green, spadix greenish white
A acaiile, Sthott FIs frugiant l\s 1 2 1

j ft long, vrry broad
W Indies —A acutum, N E Hr Evs S 10 in long, triangular and
long-acuminate, green snathe reflexed, green, spadix deep gret n.

Brazil

—

A A llemiArfu—Andraianum xGrusonn — t Bdk eri, Hook.
Lvs elliptic-lanceolate or lineal, green spathe small, reflexed, green,
spadix 3 in long, yellowish green, becoming longer and red and
drooping in fr —the chief merit of the plant Costa Rica B M
6261 G C III 20 2 —A bogotlnse, Schott Lvs with a very-

broad halbi rd-shaped base and a long-a( uminato middle lobe, dark
green Gt 4(5, p 525 — t brevilobum, N E Hr Lvs oval-acumi-
natc cordate, 8-10 in

,
paper-like, green spathe lanceolate, pur-

plish. spadix purplish brown —.4 edmeum, Hort Chant Spathe
a beautiful rose color—A Chdmbcrlaum, Mast Lvs 4 ft long,

broadly cordate-ovate and narrowly long-pointed, green spathe
erect, boat-shaped, 8-9 in long, purplish outside, crimson inside,

E
artially inelosing the purplish spadix Venezuela GO III 3 465
H. 35 62. B M 7297 —A CUmentinx, DeSmet. Spathe white

with rosy nerves .—A condceum, Endl Lvs very thick, leathery,
2 ft long Brazil —A Edudrdn, Pynaert Spathe white (Andr®-
anum x Lindenianum) —A Forgttn, N E Br Related to A crys-
tallinum, hut smaller and with peltate lvs of a deep rich green with
a velvi ty sheen, the veins not quite so marked Colombia —

A

(Jlaziom, Hook Lf -blade obovate-oblong, not hanging, tapering
to pftiole, green and strongly light-veined spathe hnear-oblong,
often twisted, purple (as is also tin spadix) Brazil BM 6833 —
A grandiflbrum var perft rturn, Hort Spathe very large, of a pro-
nounced red color—A Gti'itdvu, Ri gel Lvs broadly ovate-cordate,
bright green spathe cylindric

, about 1 ft long, and dark violet-
purple Tike the spadix Colombia B M 7437 —A Hardydnum,
Mart Spathe rose, spadix white —A Hodkeri, Kunth Lvs dotted
with black, spathe lane eolati BM 29S7 (as Pofhos crassmervia)W Indies —A imigne, Mast G C II 6 365 =>Philodendron
tnpartiturn —A Knlbrhgerx, Hurt Climbing lvs 9-parted
Colombia G C II 16 117 — 4 Laittht&num, Hort, Sand Re-
sembles V Andiaanum, but K s riAnuliiUii sts climbing Colom-
bia G C III 43 25S — t Lintlenuinum, Koch <fe August Lvs
ovate-cordate, green, cornu toil*. spathe pure white, hnear-oblong,
5-6 in long, spadix dark purple Colombia H M 5848 F M
1S76 Jib (both as A omnium) —A Mupulinnum, Koch St
climbing lvs shining, elliptir-o, long, 1-2 l! long spathe lance-
olate, green Brazil G 7 4 55 (as 1 omnium)- -A Xirolasidnum,
Engl Spathe y< llowihli, flushed with rose —A nympMfdlium, Koch
Spathe wluti , spadix purple Venezuela —A puC^ureuni, N E Br
Lvs ol>U>ng-lan< < olat* , tlin h green spat he and spadi v purple Bra-
zil - 4 rotunda*pnthtum, 1 ind & Rixl Spathes nearly round, in-

tensely sanguineous — 1 Suiulen, Hort RB 34, p 196 —A sig-

nntum, Koch. Lvs 3-lobed, deep green Venezuela 4 trlfidum,
Olive r(BM 6539)=^A signaturn —A trtn tree, Miq ('limbing lvs

oblong-eTliptie, 4-7 in long spadix up to 2 in long, 8 .pn thick in

fruit berries lilac S Ainer 13 M 8251 —A wattrniahfnse, Hort
Allied to A Andneanum Spathe-s of a m< tallic black Colombia
Intro from Watorraall, Belgium L H B

George V Nash f

ANTH^LLIS (Greek, meaning downy flowers) Kid-
toy Vttuh Legumitiosse Perennial herbs, or some-
what sluubby, prized for their spikes or heads of yel-

low, purple or white flowers and usually silky pinnate
foliage, also for forage, in the Old \\ orld, prized mostly
for rockwork.

Calyx-tube inflated near the base, dentate or lobed
above, petals pea-like, the stamens all connected mto
a tube legume usually ovoid
The culture is the easiest, as the plants thrive even

m poor soil Propagation is by seeds or division, or,

rarely, by soft cuttings Not generally known m
United States

a Lfts 4 or more pairs

Vulneritria, Linn Sand Clover Woundwort A
foot high lfts 5 or more fls normally yellow, but
there are red and white varieties. Eu —A deep-rooted,

clover-like, hardy plant, excellent for sandy and light

lands Useful for forage, and, for that purpose, occa-
sionally grown in this country Requires 20 lbs of seed
to the acre. See Cyclo. Amer. Agric

,
Vol II, p. 308

and fig 416

mont&na, Linn. A foot or less high, silky-hoary, lfts.

numerous fls purple in dense heads subtended by a
leafy involucre Herbaceous Var rftbra, Hort

,
is a

reddish fld form suitable for rock-gardens. Eu LBC,
6 578

Barba-J&vis, Linn. Jupiter’s Beard Glasshouse
silky evergreen, 3-8, or even 12 ft high, with several

to rnanv pairs of narrow, pointed lfts . fls straw-colored

or whitisn, in clover-like heads S Eu. B M 1927—
In frosvless countries, endures sea-winds and salt spray

aa. Lvs. unifoliolate or trifoliolate.

Hermanmae, Linn Two to 4 ft
,
dwarfer and more

bushy than the preceding lvs almost sessile, simple or

trifoliolate, the lfts oblong-cuneate' fls yellow m
axillary almost sessile, few-fld heads. S Eu B.M
2576—Good for dry places. Intro, by Franceschi

in 1910. N. Taylor. f

ANTlARIS (name derived from Greek word for arrow,

the sap being used for arrow poison ) Mordcex. Five or

6 trees or shrubs of the E Indies and Malaya famous
because of the upas-tree, A. toxic&ria, Lesch

,
fabled

for years to be so poisonous that men or animals were
destroyed who came within some distance of it. These
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legends are apparently Javan. The tree has been grown
m botanic gardens, however, with no disastrous results.

The dried milky juice is very poisonous, and the natives

use it with other ingredients (the lpoh poison) for

poisoning arrows The tree grows 60-70 ft high, with
alternate distichous short-std. oblong or oblong-ovate,

entire lvs and monoecious fls
,
the sterile fls. in dense

heads and the fertile fls solitary, fr. a 1-seeded fleshy

drupe A fiber is yielded from the inner bai k Another
species, A. inn6xia, Blume, yields fiber that is used for

the making of sacks

ANTIDESMA (Greek, for and band, the bark of A.
Bunius, being used for cordage) Euphorbidcex Tropi-
cal trees rarely cult Lvs large, alternate, simple fls.

small, in spikes; calyx imbricate, petals none, ovary
1-celled, 2-ovuled. The 1 species cult for its currant-
like berries used m preserves. The very tough fiber of

the bark also used The tree is very oi namental and
suited to the subtropical parts of this country. Prop

7 Js

226. Antigonon leptopus var albus (xD
From a plant grown under glass

by cuttings There are about 70 other species in the
warmer parts of the Old World

B&nius, Spreng Nigger’s Cohd Salamander Tree
Chinese Laurel Bignay of Malays A medium-
sized evergreen tree with dark green laurel-like foliage,

and small red berries in racemes Malay region
Two similar shrubs, A nltidum, Tul

,
from Malaya,

and A venbsum
,
Mey

,
from 8 Afr

,
have been intro,

by U 8 Dept of Agric
J. B. 8 Norton

form charming objects The plants form large tubers
and when killed down by frost, sprout readily again in

spring Seeds, looking much like buckwheat, are
abundantly produced and form a ready means for

propagation. Small plants from self-sown seed** come
up everywhere in Florida gardens. (H. Nehrhng.)

leptopus, Hook & Am. Mountain Rose Rosa de
Montana San Miguelito Corallita. Love’s
Chain Plant tuberous-rooted st slender and tall,

glabrous, or nearly so . lvs cordate and acuminate, or
hastate-ovate, 3-5 m long fls 6-15 in the raceme,
handsome rose-pink Mex B M. 5816 GC III 17.707
Gn 68, p 320 G M 49 317. Var Albus, Hort (Fig

226), has fls nearly or quite white—One of the hand-
somest summer-blooming greenhouse climbers, requir-
ing abundance of light and recommended to be planted
near heating-pipes and to be trained on the rafters;

usually grown from seeds, but also from cuttings Give
plenty of water when in flower but keep dry when at
rest In the S and the American tropics it is one of

the commonest vines on fences, arbois and
verandas

guatemalense, Mcisn (A msigne
,
Mast ).

Pubescent lvs broader fls more numerous, the
sepals nearly twice longer (l in long) than in

the last Guatemala G C II. 7 789.

L H B.

o ANTIRRHINUM (Greek, snout-flower) Scro-

phulandcex Snapdragon Flower-garden and
> greenhouse herbs

^ Erect or climbing herbs or even half-shrubs.
£*> lvs usuallv opposite below and commonly entire,

' never compound corolla saccate or gibbous at

base, but not spurred, personate or (dosed at the

throat, stamens 4* seeds not winged —Closely

allied to Linana, from which it differs in the
spurless fls About 30 or 40 species m the north-

• em hemisphere, particularly in N Amer
Snapdragons are flowered either in the open or

under glass The common vaneties are forms of

A nutjus, and an 1 perennial, although the first

crop of bloom is usualK the onlv one that is

desired Most of the varieties of 0ns species are

hardy in the North, if well covered during
winter Seeds sown very early in the spring,

especially under frames, and transplanted, produce
blooming plants the same season It is usual, however,
if early bloom is desired, to sow the seeds in August or
September, and cover the plants with a mulch on the
approach of cold weather These fall-sown plants may
be transplanted into pots (or grown in them from the
first) and floweied in the house For growing under
glass in this way, snapdragons are very satisfactory
The temperature and treatment required for geraniums
and carnations suit them well. Dwarf varieties are

ANTIGONON (name from Greek, probably referring
to the kneed or angled character of stem) Polygondccx.
Showy-flowered climbeis, abundant in southernmost
United States and southward, and sometimes grown m
warmhouses

Tropical tendn1-climbers sepals 5, colored petal-
like and cordate, the 2 interior ones narrower, stamens
8; styles 3, and ovary 3-angled lvs alternate and en-
tire. fls in racemes, which end in branching tendrils
—Species 3 or 4, in Mex and Cent Amer
The usual species is A leptopus

,
one of the most con-

spicuous and beautiful climbers grown in Florida, and
always in flower from early spring to late autumn It
grows 30 to 40 feet high in good soils Some plants arc
shy bloomers, while others are often covered from top
to bottom with a mass of bright deep rosy red Too
much fertilizer effects a very vigorous growth at the
cost of the flowering. Verandas covered with antigonon
look extremely beautiful, and cabbage palmettos
decorated with masses of its pendent flower-trusses

used for edgings

a Plant erect, herbaceous.

B Root annual small-fid

Or6ntium, Linn Small Snapdragon Fig 227.
A low, slender annual, with linear lvs. and small fls.

purple or white (Jain long) in the axils An occasional
weed in cult grounds, 6-12 m high, not cult

OrcuttiAnum, Gray Slender, 2-4 ft
,

glabrous:
corolla Hm long, white or violet, lower lip not much
larger than the upper: lower lvs spatulate-lanceolate,

the upper linear Lower and S Calif—Intro by Orcutt
in 1891 Tendril-like branchlets are produced in the
fl -clusters

bb Root perennial large-fld.

m&jus, Linn Common or Large Snapdragon. Fig.

228 Perennial, or practically a biennial under cult.'

1-3 ft
,
not downy except in the fl -cluster: lvs oblong

or lanceolate, entire, sometimes variegated, fls. large,
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long-tubular, with spreading, very irregular lobes, m an
elongated terminal spike or raceme In many colors

and varieties (ranging from red and purple to white), in

forms both tall and dwarf. Medit region, sometimes
running wild about gardens A F 9 909, 13.949 I H
41:22. A.G. 17:379. F.E 7:711—There are double

forms Some of the

varietal names used

by horticulturists are

dlbum, tricolor, cocd-

neurn, procerum,
pitvnlum, vancgdlum
P e 1 o r i c forms are

reported, with regular

eoiolla and the much-
reflexed limb 5-7-

lobed Gt 53 1524

aa Plant erect, peren-

nial and shrubby

fls about 1 in

long

specidsum, Giay
Three to 4 ft

,
some-

what pubescent, leafy
lvs oval or oblong,
short-petioled, thick

fls scarlet or pink-
red, the corolla-tube

three times length of

the lips (which are

narrow) S and laiwer

Calif
,
on the islands

aaa Plant trailing

or procumbi nt,

perennial,
with

small fls , used
mostly in rock-

gardens. June,
July

227 . Antirrhinum Orontium. (X}*) Asarlna, Linn
Gravish-clarnmy, pro-

cumbent lvs 5-lobed, cordate, eremite, long-pet loled

fls axillary, solitary, white and sometimes tinged red,

the palate yellow S. W Eu
sempervirens, Lapeyr Procumbent, woolly, small

fls. white with purple blotch Pyi cnees.

glutmdsum, Boiss & Rout Prostrate, glandular-

pilose lvs alternate, elliptic to elliptic-ovate, short-

petioled fls pale yellowish white, the lip striped red

Spam. 13 M 7285

aaaa Plant climbing, perennial.

maurandioides, Gray (Maurdndta anlirrhimflbra,

Willd ) Fig 229 ('limbing 2-6 ft by means of the

coiling petioles and peduncles lvs 3-lobed, halberd-

shape fls axillary, 1 in. or more long, violet or put pie,

handsome Texas to Calif 13 M. 164.3—Attractive

plant for the window, cool greenhouse or conservatory.

Suitable for baskets. \J n ft,

ANTROPHYUM (Greek, growing in caverns) Poly-

podmeeae A genus of simple-lvd herbaceous terns,

rarely found in cult Native in tropics, in damp forests

All the species are epiphytes, ana not of commercial
value except as rarities. Require high temp

ANTS, Their Habits, Activities, Injuries and Control.

Various kinds of ants are troublesome to gardeners;

and all the ants are most interesting animals
The ants belong to the same great group of insects

(Hymenoptera) that contains the wasps, bees, sawflies,

and others; and like the honey bee and common wasps
are congregate in their habits of living The abdomen
of all the common ants is attached to the thorax by a

slender waist, or peduncle; and eacn segment (there

may be one or two) of this peduncle is expanded on the
top side and forms a lens, or button-shaped knot, a
character that distinguishes ants from all other insects

Everyone is familiar with ants, they occur in all

lands and all regions, from the dry deserts to the damp
forests, from the timber line of mountains to the lowest

valleys and among the dwellings and habitations ot

man They seem to thrive in all kinds of environment
and multiply enormously, so that they outnumber all

other terrestrial animals

The naluie of an ant colony

Ants aie social, that is, they live in colonies or com-
munities where every individual ant works for the good
of the whole and not for itself alone A colony of ants
furnishes an illustration of a more perfect communistic
society than any ever established by man, and perhaps
a more amicable one than any he will ever be able to

oiganize
In a t}'pical colony of ants, there are at least three

kinds of individuals, the queen, the males, and the work-
er The queen is not tne ruler but the mother of the
colony Her only business seems to be to lay eggs which
hatch into woikers and other forms to take the places

of those that disappear or die, thus maintaining the
full and continuous st length of the community When
the queen comes forth from the pupal stage, she has
wings which she retains until after the swarming period

After the swarming flight is ovei and the queen alights,

her wings fall off or are torn off by herself or workers
and from that tune she remains wingless In some
species of ants there may be modified forms of the
queen, for example, giant queens, dwarf queens, worker-
like queens, and other forms
The males, which have wings, exist only to mate

with the queens, and after the swarming period is over
they eventually die The males
are also often modified into giant
males, dwarf males, worker-like
males, and other forms
The woikers, which are un-

developed females, are wingless

and constitute the* great major-
ity of individuals that we see

running about in the vicnutv of

an ant -nest The workers are
just what their title implies

They do the work of the com-
munity, build the nest, keep it

clean, care for and pioeure food
for the queen and lame, care

for the eggs, fight the battles,

and so forth The workers may
exist under several different ?

forms One especially inter-

esting form has a very large

head and strong jaws, thus fit-
,

ting it for war -like functions
Ants of this form are known
as the soldiers

The nests and activities of ants

The nests of ants, in a general

way, consist, men
’

a system of

ways or cavities

municating with
other and connc
the outside world
one or more oper
Theie are some sp<

of ants that live n<

the surface of the eauu
,

and have no openings 228 Young spike of a dwarf form
from their nests into of Antirrhinum majus ( x H>
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the air, except at the swarming period The style of

construction and the materials used by ants in making
their nests vary with the different species and with the
environment in which the animals live Moreover, the
nests are very irregular, especially when eompaied with
those of wasps and bees.

The passageways of the nests are enlarged heie and
there into comparatively large cavities, or chambers.
It is in these different chambers that the activities of

the colony are
conducted The
queen lies deep
within the in-

terior of the
nest in a dry,

dark chamber.
Here she is care-

fully tended and
fed by the work-
ers who bear the
eggs as they
are laid, to other
chambers and
zealously care
for them Many
insects never
see their young;

others may see them but do not care for them, others,

like the bees and wasps, put food into the gaping
mouths of their young but have no further associa-

tion with them The ants, however, stand alone among
insects in their very intimate relations with their

E
rogeny from the egg to the adult Some of the cham-
ers m the nest are reserved for the eggs, some for the

larva1

,
and some for the pupa?. If, as often happens, the

eggs, larvae and pupae are all in one chamber, then they
are each grouped by themselves in separate piles, re-

minding one, as Lubbock sa>s, “of a school divided
into five or six classes ” In the simpler and more

E
nmitive ants, this grouping and separation may not
e so distinct The ants are constantly transferring

their young from one part of the nest to another in

search of the right degree of moisture, temperature, and
the like In the warm part of the day, the young will be
transferred to near the surface but at night will be
carried down again away from the cool air The ants
are constantly cleaning the young, earing for the eggs
to prevent mold from growing on them, helping the
callow ants to emerge from their cocoons, bringing
food, cleaning, enlarging and reconstructing the nest
and doing thousands of things contributing to the com-
fort, growth and happiness of the community

229 Antirrhinum maurandioides, in bud
(XW

The relation of ants to plants and to insects.

It has been argued and many observations have been
offered to show that there is a most intimate relation
between ants and many kinds of plants Certain observ-
ers think that many plants not only offer special in-

ducements to attract ants to them by affording favor-
able nesting-places, but also offer the ants delectable
food in the way of a sweet liquid, the floral and extra-
floral nectar In return for the domiciles and the food,
the ants arc supposed to protect their plant hosts from
certain insect and other animal enemies In other
words, the relationship is one of mutual benefit, or a
symbiotic one. It is certainly true that many bpecies
of ants make their homes m the hollow stems of plants,
in the thorns of acacias which the ants easily hollow
out (see Bull-horn Acacia v), in cavities in bulbs, leaves,
and so on, and m the dried seed-pods of plants It is

also true that ants assiduously collect and carry to
their nests the sweet nectar excreted by many plants.
It is not so clear, however, that these favorable nesting-
places and the nectar are provided by the plants on
purpose to attract the ants, nor is it clear that the ants
afford the plants protection from their animal enemies.

In other words, more definite proof is needed to show
that the relation between ants and plants is a pur-
posely mutual one
On the other hand, the relation of ants to plant-lice,

tree-hoppeis and certain scale insects is clearly, in many
cases, a mutually helpful one Especially is this true of

the relations between ants and plant-lice The aphids
secrete a sweet liquid material known as honey-dew, of
which the ants are very fond and which they are
active m collecting and carrying to their nebts It can
hardly be supposed that the aphids excrete the honey-
dew solely for the ants The liquid is an excretion from
the alimentary canal and is exuded whether ants are
in attendance or not On the other hand, ants are very
bolicitoub m their care of aphids in ret urn for the honey-
dew The ants sometimes build “sheds” over the lice

for their protection and sometimes take the lice into

their own nests to care for them In the ease of the
corn-root louse, the ants collect the eggs of the aphid
m the fall, cany them into their own nests, and care for

them all winter In the spring, the newly-hatched
aphids are carried out by the ants and placed in bur-
rows dug beforehand among the roots of certain early

food-plants Latfr, the ants excavate burrows along
the roots of the corn and transfer the aphids to these
plants

It is interesting to watch the ants collecting the
honey-dew from the aphids An ant approaches a
louse and gently strokes the latter with its antennae,

whereupon the aphid exudes a di op of the sweet material
which is quickly gathered up by the ant This action

may be repeated with three or four of the aphids until

the ant has all it desires, when it hurries down the stem
of the plant and away to its nest with its load of sweet
provender.

The life-history of ants.

Enough observations have now been made to enable
us tb say that most, if not all, colonies of ants are
started by a solitary queen or occasionally by tw o queens
working together The queen, after the swarming
period, alights, breaks off her wings, and digs a burrow
m the soil or in decayed wood, foims a small chamber,
and then closes the opening Here she remains until

her eggs arc laid and have hatched into small larva)

that finally mature into normal but diminutive workers.
All this time the queen has taken no food but has lived
and fed the first workers on the reserve material m her
body The small workers now begin to enlarge the
nest and soon other larger workers aie i eared and the
community begins to multiply and increase

The eggs laid by the queen are small and white
and rarely seen by the ordinary observer These are
solicitously eared for by workers and finally hatch
into white, footless, soft, grub-like larvae The larvae

are also tenderly cared for by the workers and changed
from chamber to chamber in conformity with varia-
tions m temperature and moisture The workers
feed the larva? either on food which has been predi-
gested and which the workers now regurgitate, or on
bits of dead insects, leaves, or seeds that have been
chewed fine The larvae finally, after attaining their

growth, change to whitish pupae which, in some species,

are inclosed in cocoons, while m others they are not.

These the workers treat with the same solicitude and
care that they show toward the larva? The pupa? are
often mistaken for eggs. Often, on raising up a flat

stone, one will see the workers running this way and that
with the larva1 and pupa1 in their jaws, evidently seek-
ing a place of safety for them. The pupa? finally trans-
form to the adult ants of the various forms, workers,
queens, and males

Economic importance of ants.

Ants, as a whole, may probably be considered as
agents in making the earth more habitable for man.
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Some of the species are neutral, perhaps, in relation to

the economic status of mankind A great many species

are certainly beneficial through their action in stirring

and aerating the soil They are constantly burrowing
deep into the earth and bringing up the particles which
they distribute over the surface Their action in this

respect is similar to that of earthworms, the value of

which was revealed to us by the classic mvestigat ions of

Darwin Ants are also important agents m aiding in

the decomposition of organic substances. Their work
m this respect is little appreciated or realized because
it is invisible It must be remembered, however, that
this work of ants is gradual, incessant, and extends
through tremendously long periods of time

Again, ants are great insect-destroyers Their food
consists, in great part, of the juices and tissues of dead
insects or injects that they kill The interesting driver
ants of the Old World and the legionary ants of tropical

Africa pass through a territory killing and devouring
multitudes of living insects, rats, mice, and the like

Hunter and Hinds tell us that there are twelve species

of ants known to attack the immature stages of the
Mexican cotton boll-weevil. “In some cases more than
half of the immature stages in fields have been found
to be dest loved by ants alone To find 25 per cent so
destroyed is not a rare occurrence ”

On the other hand, certain household species of ants
are very annoying and troublesome Moreover, the
leaf-cutting ants of tropical America are very injurious

to plants They will strip a fruit tree of its foliage in

a very short time One species of these leaf-cutting

forms {Attn texana) found m Texas, attaeks cotton,

corn, fruit, trees, sorghum and other plants, and has
become of considerable economic importance In

some places, land is not planted on account of fear of

attack by these ants
The mound-building prairie ant (Poqonomyrmex occi-

dentals), distributed over a large part of the western
plains of the United States, has become a distinct pest

since man has begun to occupy the prairies. Its

large mound-nests in fields of alfalfa or gram become
serious obstacles to harvesting the crops Moreover,
when the nests are disturbed, the ants emerge m large

numbers and attack man and beast, inflicting painful

wounds with their stings In dooryards and lawns and
along paths, they are liable to attack the passerby,
especially dawdling children
The agricultural ant (Poqonomyrmex barbatus mole-

faciens) of Texas may build its mound-nests in fields of

alfalfa, corn, or cotton, and, since it allows no vegetation
to grow over a considerable area around the nest, the
injury may be serious Moreover, they are pugnacious
and sting intruders severely

Perhaps the most injurious role assumed by ants is

their protection and fostering of plant-lice, scale insects,

and the like Aphids and scale insects are among the
most injurious insect pests, and anything that protects

them or aids them in increasing may be considered an
enemy to man
As a pest, the Argentine ant (Iridomyrmex humilis),

otands by itself Professor Newell says, “As a house-
hold pest I venture the opinion that this ant has no
equal in the United States

1
’ Unfortunately^ it, has also

become a serious menace to hoiticultural interests as
well It destroys the buds, blossoms, and fruit of cer-

tain plants and protects and fosters certain scale insects

that are very injurious to sugar-cane Moreover, it, has
in a few instances actually shown itself to be dangerous
to human life by nearly suffocating young infants

The Argentine ant was probably first introduced
mto the United States through the port of New Orleans,

and is now found m Louisiana, Mississippi, parts of

California, and probably Texas It is an exceedingly
tenacious ant, nolding on where once established,

increasing with great rapidity, and driving out all the
native ants.

The termites, or whit“ ants

The termites are not true ants In fact, they stand
at the opposite end of the insect-world, widely separated
from the ants just discussed They resemble the true
ants, however, in many important respects For exam-
ple, they live in great colonies, and many tropical

species build large mound-like nests. Moreover, in

each colony there are several kinds of individuals, for

example, the queen, the males, the workers which
are blind or have imperfect vision, and, finally, the
soldiers The food of termites usually consists of dead
or decaying wood, and the species in the United States

live mostly undei ground or in old logs, in the timbers

of buildings, or in the* walls and floors of houses Occa-
sionally they injure young pecan and orange trees by
mining mto the stems and sometimes attack sugar-

cane The greatest injury petfoimed by teimites, how-
ever, is by burrowing into the sills and foundation-

timbers of buildings, thus undermin ng the whole
structure They also injure books and documents
stoied m damp basements and sometimes become
sol lous pests to greenhouses

The control of ants m garden
,
towns and fields.

The only method of getting rid of ants permanently
is by locating the nests and treating them in such a
waj that the queen will finallv be destroyed The sub-
stance most used for treating the nests is carbon
bisulfide One or more hohs should be made m the
nest with an iron bar and an ounce or two of the liquid

poured into each hole The openings to the holes should
be quickly and tightly closed with a clod of dirt A
heavy wet blanket thrown over the nest will aid m
retaining the gas and tend to make the fumigation
more effective The liquid evaporates and the gas
penetrates the whole nest, killing queen anu workers,
thus exterminating the colony

Within the past few' years, several workers have used
potassium cyanide with good success in destroying ants
in the field J D Mitchell conducted experiments
against the leaf-cutting ant in Texas lie dissolved the
cyanide at the rate of one ounce in one quart of water
and poured a quart into each of the openings of the
nests In every case the colony was destroyed by one
or two applications This method may be followed to

advantage in destroying ants in gardens and on lawns,

but the solution may lie made weaker—one ounce of

the cyanide to two to four quarts of water Best
results will be secured by using MS per cent jiure potas-
sium cyanide It must be remembered that this is a
deadly poison and great care should be exercised in

handling and storing it (; \\ Herrick

AOTUS (without ear, no calyx appendages) Legu-
mmosene. Greenhouse plant, blooming April to June
m N

Shrubs, with simple scattered or 3-whorled revolute-
margined lvs

,
and v ellow or reddish fls in axillary

clusters or short terminal racemes; calyx 2-lipped:

f

ietals long-clawed, the standard nearly orbicular and
onger than lower petals, the wings oblong and keel
incurved; stamens fiee pod ovate, fiat or turgid, 2-

valved —Ten or 11 species m Austral

gracfllima, Mcisn Tall shrub, with long slender
branches, hoary or slightly tomentose fls yellow with
crimson or dark-colored keel, m long leafy dense ra-

cemes, the petals twice as long as calyx. W. Austral.

R.B. 26.193. L. II B.

APfcRA ARUNDINACEA: Stipa arunchnacea

APHANANTHE (Greek, aphanes, inconspicuous,
and anthe, flower) Ulmacex Ornamental deciduous
tree cultivated for its foliage and sometimes planted as

a shade tree.

Trees <>r shrubs l\s alternate, petiolate, serrate;
stipules fiee fls monoecious, in< on.spicuous, steminate
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m axillary corymbs, sepals and stamens 5; pistillate

solitary, axillary; ovary 1-celled with 1 ovule, styles 2:

fr a drupe—Three to 4 species in E Asia and Austral.

The only species in cult, is a deciduous tree of the
appearance of a hackberry, with slender branches form-
ing a dense head, fls and fr. inconspicuous. Not hardy
north of Ga. Prop, by seeds sown after maturity and
by cuttings of mature wood in fall; it also may be
grafted on Celtis.

fispera, Planchon (Homoioc&tw dspera
,
Blume. Homo-

celtis japonica, Hort.). Tree, to 60 ft.: lvs. ovate to

ovate-oblong, broadly cuneate at the base, long-acumi-
nate, 2-3 lA in. long, serrate with straight

veins ending in the teeth, with appressed
hairs on both sides, rough to the touch,

on short stalks £in long fls greenish, with
the lvs drupe globular, black, J^in

diam
,
short-stalkea. Early spring: fr. m

autumn Japan. S I F. 1*37.—Inis tree

has been confused with Celtis sinensis, but
is easily distinguished by the straight

veins ending in the teeth, while in Celtis

they are curved and form loops along the
margin

Alfred Rehder

aphelAndra
(Greek-made name).
Acanthdcex. Tropical
American evergreen
shrubs or tall herbs,

grown in hothouses
for the fine foliage

and very showy 4-

sided terminal spikes

of red or yellow
gaudy-bracted flow-

ers

Leaves mostly op-
posite, simple, entire

or toothed, usually
many and large' fls.

labiate, the upper
lip mostly 3-lobed
and the middle lobe
erect or arching, the
lower lip more or less

2-lobed or notched

;

stamens 4, rising

from the base of the
corolla, the anthers
conmvent and 1-cclled; style 2-lobed: fr. a 4-angled
caps —About 60 species

Aphelandras are of easy culture, if given plenty of
diffused light in the growing season, and plants are not
allowed to become tail and leggy It is well to grow new
plants frequently Propagation is by seeds when
obtainable, or by cuttings of partially ripened wood at
anv season or the young growths taken off with a heel.

They bloom in autumn, but can readily be brought
into flower at other seasons. When done blooming, the
lants should be rested in an intermediate temperature,
ept rather dry, but not allowed to wilt or shrivel.

They require treatment of justicias, and thnve along
with allamandas and poinsettias

a. Fls m yellow senes.

squarrdsa, Nees (A. Lbopoldn, Hort A. chrysops,
Bull). Lvs. large, ovate to ovate-elliptic, acuminate,
dark green above (pale below), with white rib and
mam veins: mfl. a simple, erect, or compound spike,

up to 1 ft. long; fls pale yellow and exserted one-third
their length beyond the yellow crenate-dentate bracts.
Brazil. A. squarrosa itself is not in cult

,
the showy

plant in the trade (and described herewith) being Var.
L&opoldii, Van Houtte Fig 230 F S 9 889 G.C

III. 1, p. 737. Var. Lo&is®, Van Houtte. Dwarfer
ana smaller in all its parts than var. Leopoldn: St.

slender, dark reddish green, terete, covered in parts
with soft pilose hairs, upper part of the st. below the
mfl. quite glabrous: lvs. 3-5 in. long, elliptic, rich dark
green with brighter colored silvery markings along the
midrib and principal veins, inn 3-6 in. long, un-
branched; bracts ovate, %m long, rich dark yellow,
with green markings in the middle; fls exserted beyond
the bracts over half their length, rich canary-yellow,

J^in. diam., lower 3 petals forming a lip and reflexed,

upper 2 hooded, reflexing with age, tube broad, broad-
ening out upwards with a narrow
base, in long. Brazil GW.
3.157.

Chamissoni&na, Nees (A punctata,

Bull). An erect herb or sub-shrub -

sts slender, erect, terete, green, lower

{

>art more or less woody lvs petio-

ate, elliptic or elliptic-lanceolate,

tapering at apex and base, and up
to 6 in. long, upper part light green,

marked along the principal veins

and midrib with dull silvery white or
yellowish white, the silvery markings
sometimes spreading over nearly the
entire If.; petiole short or up to an

inch or more long,

lower side dull light

green mfl an erect

unbranched spike, as
much as a foot long
when strong and 2-3
in.wide

,
bracts ovate-

lanceolate, bright
yellow, tipped with
gieen, coarsely ser-

rate, slightly l eflexed

;

calyx ^in long;
sepals lanceolate, corolla bright yel-

low, an inch diam
,
tube 1H m long,

curved outward and tapering up-
ward; lobes ovate, nearly equal,
anthers yellow. S. Brazil. B.M.
6627 111.29:457

Blancheti&na, Hook f (A . amdena
,

Bull). St terete, green, tinted with
dull purple, with deeper shading
around the base of petiole and at
the nodes, thick and stout, lvs.

ovate-acuminate, with many pairs of conspicuous
nerves, green, the midrib, and often the main veins,

white; petiole, 1-2 in long, terete, glabrous fls dark
yellow, exceeding the long, entire, cusp-pointed red
scales, spike sessile Brazil. BM 7179 —Known m the
trade as A. ameena, having been described under that
name before it had flowered m cult.

aa. Fls. m red-orange senes,—i c
,
scarlet, or

verging to orange

aurantlaca, Lindl. Lvs. ovate-elliptic, deep green
above, light green below, strongly veined, but not parti-

colored, slightly wavy edged, ns orange, with a tinge of

scarlet, the spreading limb overhanging the greemsh
sharp-toothed scales.—A dwarf-growing species of easy
cult, and readily raised from seed Mex B M 4224.

B.R. 31:12. Var. Rcfezlii, Nichols. (A Rdbzlei, Carr).
Fls. with more scarlet: lvs. twisted, with silvery hue
between the veins. Mex. Gn. W. 20*576.—Showy and
good. Not so tall as A. aurantiaca.

MacleHyi, Bedd. Lvs. ovate-elliptic, 3 in or less long,

acute, entire, green both sides with white band along
midrib above, spike cone-like, orange-scarlet nearly 2
in. long Country unknown.—Said to have been cult,

as A. punctata and A squarrosa.
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tetragdna, Nees (A cristdta, Lindl Justicia cristdta,

Jacq. J. tetragdna, Vahl). An erect or spreading,

shrub: sts. terete, woody below, green, tinted with red

when young: lvs. opposite and decussate, petiolate,

green, glabrous or nearly so, elliptic or elliptic-ovate,

acuminate or acutc
;
6-12 m. long, and 2-7 m diam.,

entire or crenate, slightly undulate; petiole as much as

6 in. long, slender, hairy, mfl. an erect-termmal cluster

of spikes, the central one hairy, 6-8 in long, with shorter

ones branching from its base, often, when well grown,
bearing from 10-12 lateral spikes of various lengths;

fls bright scarlet, crowded on the spike, and the bulk
of them opening together, bracts erect, closely ad-
pressed to the rachis, green, ovate, acute, J^in. long,

ciliate, bracteoles lanceolate, hairy, corolla scarlet,

1 34 m diam
,
tube 2 in long, narrow at the base,

broadening upwards, Up reflexed, 1J4 in. long, upper
pair of petals hooded, lateral ones reduced to snort

obtuse lobes. Trop. S Amer. BIVL8272. Gt. 40:
1354 —The finest species m cult

;
a magnificent stove

plant

nltens, Hook f. An erect herb or sub-shrub: st.

terete, green, stout, usually dwarf and compact, lvs.

shortly petiolate, ovate-acute, entire, thick, rich dark
olive-green above, bright vinous purple below, highly
glabrous on both sides, margins recurved, petiole

very short or none, winged, mfl. an erect terminal

spike, 6 in or more long, bracts green and erect, 1-1

H

in long, serrate; sepals long, linear-lanceolate;

corolla ought vermilion-scarlet, 1-1 34 in diam
;

lip

ovate, larger than the rest of the petals and slightly

reflexed, upper pair of petals hooded, tube 1-1 m.
long, yellow. Colombia B M 5741 Gn 48.122 —
A fane dwarf-growing stove plant readily prop by cut-

tings and often setting seed if kept m a cooler and
drier house when in flow’cr.

fascinator, Lind & AndrA Habit stiff and erect,

with fls opening in succession over a period of some
4-6 weeks st. terete, green, glabrous, lvs. elliptic,

lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, entire,

shortly petiolate, 6-9 in. long, upper side dark green
with narrow band of silvery white along midrib and
principal veins, lower side dull wine-red with veins of a
darker shade mfl an erect unbranehed terminal spike

up to 6 in long, bracts ovate or elliptic, basal ones an
inch long, tapering upwards to Yim long, covered with
short pilose hairs, sepals ^in. long, lanceolate, glan-

dular, green; corolla bright vermilion-scarlet, 1^1 in.

diam with large and prominent front lobe, tube
slender 1J4 in long BM 8398 IH 21*164.—

A

beautiful and striking species, well worth growing for

its handsome foliage apart from its beautiful fls. It

should be kept rather on the dry side as soon as the fls.

appear, otherwise the plant is likely to lose all its roots.

A airbvirena, N E Br Dwarf lvs very dark green above and
purplish beneath fls yellow, 1 in long Brazil I H 3t 527 —A.
Ixbnmdna, Lind Dwarf lvs ovate and long-acuminate, with a
white rib, green below fls deep yillow, small, scarcely exserted
beyond the red bracts Brazil BM 5463 —.4 macedon ulna, Lind
Altod Said to be a form of A atrovirens Lvs with white rib and
main veins Brazil I H 33 583 —A Mdrgaritsc, E Morr Lvs
elliptic-acuminate, barred with white, purple below fls yellow, the
bracts strong-toothed Brazil GC III. 2.585.— .4. onentdlis,
offered in Amer , is possibly a form of some well-known species—
A purtnla. Hook f Less than 1 ft lvs large, acute fls orange,
bracts purplish Brazil B M 6407 —A varieg&ta, Morel A near
ally of A Blanchetiana with bright scarlet bracts, and bright yellow
fls. Probably not now m cult. B M 4899. F S 10 981

L. H. B. .

APHELfiXIS: Hehchryeum. C * P * R^FFILL.

APHfLLON (Greek, leafless). Orobanchdcese. Two
species of small N. American parasitic herbs, now often

united with Orobanche, and by others kept distinct

under Rafinesque’s name, Thalesia. These plants are

not cult., but are always interesting to the collector

and surprising to one who runs across them in woods
or fields. A. unifldrum, Gray, Fig. 231, produces very

few leafless 1-fld. pale scapes, 3-8 in. high, and 5-

lobed, curved, white or violet fls., and known as cancer-
root. A. fascicul&tum, Torr. & Gray, has the scaly
st. rising higher out
of the ground and
bearing several ^ If
crowded peduncles. t « .
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1

N //

continent. Q ; v.
'

APiCRA (not V
j

1

^ '\
Ij

bitter, from the h .* ' iV? i

j

Greek) Liltdcex,
}|

j' I
1

;
jj

tribe Aloinex. Aloe- jj' 'j /ml
|

like plants, grown ij ;i y j
'j

with other succu-
j.

-1 '‘j

,

’
'

lents.
,

i i
j . jj ;j

Shortly caules- i
ij It

t J ij

cent small succu- j:
!

j

;i
, ,

lents: lvs. spirally
j!

fa' jj
i‘

arranged or crowd- Os, d .!

ed along the *%.:
'

liji

striped with white, ~s\.f
straight, tubular or

prismatic, with
*

kt-

short., flat or spread-
“

ing white limb sur-

passing the sta-

mens Cape region. f \
^

—Agave house or 231 . Aphyllon umflorum. (XH)
cactus house; suit-

able for rockeries during the summer Prop like Aloe.
Monogr. by Baker. GC 11,11.717 (1879) Journ.
Linn Soc. Bot. 18.216. Berger in Das Pflanzenreich
1908, hft. 33.

aspera, 1

bicannata, 2.

bullulata, 3.

congest a, 6.

deltoidea, 7.

foliolosa, 8
xmbneata, 4
intermedia, 7.

major, 1.

pentagona, 3, 5.

Bpi ralis, 4, 5.

spirclla, 5.

turgida, 7
Willdenown, 5.

a. Lvs. warty on the back. fls. smooth.

1. Aspera, Haw (A Ide dspera, Haw Hawdrthiadspera,
Haw.). St. mostly simple, erect, 4-6 in. high, i».

diam. including lvs . lvs. half-globose, acuminate,
slightly keeled, ^gin long, green, smooth on the rather
convex upper surface, green-warty on the back, the
margin granular infl scarcely 1 ft. high, unbranched

,

fls. somewhat rosy, %in long,

twice as long as the pedicels Alii
Cape Salm, Aloe §2 f. 2— /iiram,
A large form with white-warty iif#HrA
lvs. twice as long, is var

2 bicarinAta, Haw. (Aide l|J| JBBr
bicanndta, Roem.) St erect, WmmrJBM
6-12 m high. lvs. falcately WjAYjWJBK/
short -ovate, acute, acutely
keeled, Y% x %in

,
green,

smooth on the somewhat con- JgmKrA
cave upper surface, irregu-

larly white-wart^ on the back,

lar roughened. Cape Merger ^
3 bullulAta, Willd (A pen- *i§

r^^3yiP
tagdna bulluldta, Baker Aide

~

bulluldta
,

Jacq.) St. erect. \

lvs lanceolate, acute, ob-
liquely keeled, m,
pale, the back unequally 232. Apicra pentagon*.
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white-warty, the margin and keel finely denticulate:

fls. somewhat yellow. Cape.

aa. Lvs. not warty.

b Fls. warty, lvs smooth.

4. spir&lis, Baker (A imbncata, Willd Aide spirdlis,

Linn. A. imbncata, Haw. A. cylirulnca, Lam Ha-
wdrthia imbncata

,

Haw.). Sts. somewhat clustered,

233. Apios tuberosa. ( X H)

erect, 6-12 in high; about 2)4 m diairi
,
including lvs •

lvs broadly triangular-acuminate, biconvex, )/£x 1)4-
1H in

>
glaucescent, the maigm slightly granular

infl about 1 ft. high, unbranched, fls greenish, )^m.
long, more than twice as long as the pedicels
Cape DC

,
PI Gr 56 Jacq

,
Fragm. 110. BM 1455.

Salm, Aloe §1 f 1 Dillenius, Eltham 13. Com-
uielin, Prsel 32

bb. Fls. smooth lvs sometimes granular m the first.

5. pentagdna, Willd (Aide pentagdna, Haw Hawdrthia
pentagdna, Haw ) Fig 232 St mostly solitary, erect,
6-12 in high; about 4 in diam

,
including lvs lvs.

distinctly 5-ranked, broadly triangular-lanceolate,
acute, biconvex, somewhat low-keeled, Mxl in

,

green, slightly (sometimes granularly) white-dotted,
the margin slightly granular infl. 1y2 ft high, some-
times forked; fls greenish, %m long, twice as long as
the pedicels Cape. Jacq

,
Fragm 111 B M. 1338.

Salm, Aloe §1. f. 4 Berger 40.—Varies into forms with
lvs. less obviously 5-ranked large, m somewhat evi-
dent oblique ranks, var. Willdendwii, Baker (A.

spirdhs Willd Aide spiralis, Haw. A. pentagdna spir-

dlis, Salm-Dyck), Salm, Aloe §1 f 5, smaller, scarcely in

distinct ranks, var spirella, Baker (Aide spirella
,
Salm-

Dyck Hawdrthia spirella, Haw ), Salm, Aloe §1 f. 3.

6 congSsta, Baker (Aloe conghta, Salm-Dyck) St.

solitary, erect, about 1 ft. high and 4 in diam
,
includ-

ing lvs : lvs. broadly ovate, acuminate, rather flat, above,

more or less keeled, 1-1)4 x 1)£ in
,
green, glossy, the

margin granular infl 1)4 ft, high, simple, fls green-

ish, nearly b/&m long, with rather laige spreading

segm.-tips, thrice as long as the pedicels Cape Salm,

Aloe §2.f

7. deltoidea, Baker ( \loe dcltofdea, Hook) Sts.

somewhat clustered, 6 m or more high, about 2\i in

diam
,
including lvs lvs distinctly 5-ranked, ovate,

sub-acute, somewhat, concave and low-keeled, 1 \ 1 )4~
l)^m, green, glossy, the margin and keel serrulate'

infl 1 ft high, simple, 11s nearly sessile, ycllow'-groen,

about ) 8m long, the rather large spreading white
segm -tips at first losy Cape B M 6071 —Varies in a
form with more tuigid lvs less obviously 5-ranked,

var turgida, Berger (A turgida, Baker), and a smaller

form with evidently 5-ranked sometimes bluish lvs.,

var intermedia, Berger

8 folioldsa, Willd (Aide foholdsa, Haw Hawdrthia
foliolosa, Haw ) Sts somewhat
clustered, erect, at length a foot or

more high, 1)« in diam
,
including

lvs lvs broadly ovate-acuminate,
flat above, acutely keeled, 3

s )

long and wide, green, glossy, the

margin granular infl ovci 1 ft

high, simple, fls greenish, about

Jsin long, twice as long as tin*

pedicels Cape B M 1352 Salm,
Aloe §2 f 1 Berger 40

William Trelease

APIOS (pear, from the Greek,
alluding to the shape of the tubeis)

iA'gumindsae Hardy twining herbs,

with tuber-bearing roots, infre-

quently planted
Leaves pinnate, of 3-9 mostly

ovate-lanceolatc scarcely stipellate

lfts fls in dense, short racemes,
papilionaceous, the standard broad
and reflexed, keel incurved and
coiled, stamens 9 and 1 pod linear

and flat, several-stcded —Two spe-

cies in E N Amer
,
and 3 others

m Asia

tuberdsa, Moench Groundnut.
Wild Bean Fig 233 Four to 8 ft

,

climbing over bushes root bearing
strings of edible tubers, 1-2 in long,

lfts 5-7, ovate-lanceolate fls fla-

grant, chocolate-brown
,
the standard

very broad and turned back, the keel
long, incurved and scythe-shaped
July, Aug—Common in low grounds
and swamps The fr. often fails

to mature Prop by the tubers.
2-4 of which should be planted
together at a depth of 3-4 in also,

by seeds Grows well in the wild
border, in any loose, rich soil. Under
these conditions, the plant covers a
trellis or other support m a com-
paratively short time Dry tubers
offered by seedsmen are likely to
start slowly. The brown of the ns. is

a very unusual color in hardy herbs.
Likely to become a weed in rock-
eries and wild gardens.

234. Fruit of Aplec-
trum hyemale

Nearly natural siz*.
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A Fdrtunei, Maxim ,
ih occasionally cult in Japan for its small,

ovate, edililo tubers A G 13 77—1 Prueana, Hob , native
to Kentucky, tnay be exported to appear in the trade root a single
large tuber, becoming 0-7 in diam Oh pale rose-rolor a vigor-
ous climber, first described in 1808 (Hot Gaz 25 451 , with illus ).

APIUM: Celery
L * H * B *

APLECTRUM (Greek, mth no spur). Orchulacex.

A small orchid, with smallish dull-colored fls in a
raceme, on a leafless scape, winch springs from a large

eorm-like tuber. Single species (or possibly two), in

woods m the northern states

Flower spurless and sacless; petals and sepals similar,

narrow, lip 3-lobed and crested, deflexod, fertile anther

1, the pollen-masses 4, smooth and waxy, column free,

compressed, the anther borne below the top

hyem&le, Nutt (A spied! um, BSP) Putty
Root Adam-and-Eve Fig 234 Sends up a pointed
green If 2-0 in long, winch lasts through the winter, and
in spring a stalk about a foot high, bearing a raceme of

rather large greenish brown fls
,
which are succeeded by

bell-shaped, with 5 appendages inside, stamens 5,

inserted deep in the eoiolla, the filaments veiy short;

style 0 seeds silky —Tough perennial herbs, with
milky juice, chiefly of north temperate zone, with
oblong or ovate, opposite lvs

,
milkweed-like fls in small

cymes, and slender follicles or pods About 25 species,

10 native to N Amer
androsaemif&lium, Linn. Spreading Dog-bane.

Three ft or less high, usually glabrous, the branches
spreading: lobes of corolla revolute and tube of corolla

longer than the calyx 1 lvs oval or ovate, mucronate,
short-pet loled cymes loose, axillary and terminal, fls.

bell-liko, white or pink N N Amer
,
common B M.

280—Sold by dealeis in native plants Useful for the
hardy border as it will stand dry open places Root
used in medicine, sometimes gathered by drug-collec-

tors for A canuabmum, but as its action is different, it

should not be substituted.

cannabinum, Linn Branches erect or nearly so:

lobes of corolla nearly erect, the tube not longer than
hanging, oblong-pointed pods (Fig 231) —Hardy May
be grown m rich, loamy borders Interesting, but not
showy L H B

APLOPAPPUS (Greek, simple pappus) Syn

,

Haplopappus CompdsiLe Herbaceous perennials,

sometimes offeied for the hardy border.
Loaves mostly stithsh or rigid, alternate heads

radiate, many-fld
,
the rays pistillate, involucre hemis-

pherical, with several senes of closely imbricated bracts:
pappus simple, of many unequal rv.

Bristles, the achene short and nur-

row —A genus of about 115 species

calyx lvs ovate to lanee-oblong, short-potioled . cymes
dense, fls greenish white Northern states, common—
Not known to be in the trade, but likely to be con-
founded with the above. Root emetic, cathartic, dia-

f

ihoretic, expectorant, and diuretic The tough fibrous

>ark of the stalks formerly used by the Indians for

making twine L. H B

APODOLtRION (Greek combination, footless lily,

the peduncles not being evident) Amarylliddcex.
Greenhouse bulbs of S Afr

,
of which one or two of the

half-dozen species are rarely cult Bulb tumeated: fl.

1, borne or hidden in the bulb-neck in the manner of

235 Aponogeton distachyus ( X J$)

of herbaceous perennials, rarely shrubs, mostly from
Calif and Chile Fls yellow, m summer and autumn
Separated only by technical characters fiom Bigelovia.

into which it insensibly glades (Bigelovia has discoid

few-fld heads and pappus in single low ) The only 3
species known to have been in the American trade are

lanugindsus, Gray Hardy alpine herb, woolly, 4 m
high, from deeping rootstoeks lvs soft, narrowly
spatulate, or upper linear, 1-2 in. long rays 15-20.

Mts of Wash, and Mont —Intro. 1889, by F II.

Ilorsford

Pfirryi, Gray Alpine herb, 6-18 m high, green and
almost glabrous lvs oblong-obovate, 2-4 m long*

fl -heads about 3 2in high, pale yellow, the mvolucral
bracts oblong and obtuse; rays 12-20, small and narrow.
—Suitable for rockwork.

erdeeus, Gray St about 1 Yi ft
,
erect and sumt, and

with radical lvs a foot or less long* caulme lvs ovate-
oblong to lanceolate, partly clasping* fls showy, saf-

fron-yellow, the rays about an inch long, the mner
involucral bracts ragged Rocky Mts. June-Oct.

A encoldes
, Hook A Am Shrub, 2-5 ft high lvs very nu-

merous, filiform, those of the demise fascicles, 2 or 3 lines long fls.

very numerous G C.III 20 301 jq. TaYLOR f

AP6CYNUM (Greek for dog-bane). Apocynaee.se.

Dog-bane Indian Hemp Native herbs, sometimes
planted in borders

Flowers small, the calyx with acute teeth; corolla

crocus white or reddish lvs usually not appearing
with the fls

,
narrow A. Ettae, Baker, and A. lanceo-

l&tum, Baker, are probably best know n as cult plants.
The former has a white, tinged red fl. 3 in long and
crocus-like lvs

,
the latter ((hthylhs lanceoldta, Linn,

f ) has a much shorter fl
,
wThite or whitish, and a

solitary lanceolate If. appearing with the fls. The
apodolmons are prop, by offsets or seeds.

APONOGETON (Greek name, referring to its

habitat m the water) A ponogetonAce.se Aquatics,
mostly with flat floating lvs and emerging spikes of
fls Includes Ouvirandi a
Submerged herbs, with tuberous rhizomes and

fibrous roots lvs long-stalked, oblong or Unear, some-
times lacking the parenchyma and having a lattice-

like character fl -characters those of the family (p. 13).—About two dozen species of warm countries, Asian,
African and Australian Ixrause & Engler, Das Pflan-
zenrcich, hft 24 (1)06) There are two main species
in cult

,
the aponogeton proper with solid lvs

,
and

the ouvirandra with open-work lvs The former is

grown mostly out-of-doors, the latter in warm green-
houses.

distachyus, Linn f. Cape Pond-weed. Water
Hvwthorn (from the fragrance) Fig 235. Fls in
twin spikes on the emersed ends of long scapes,
wholly naked, but subtended by a double row of
petal-like bracts, very fragrant, with purple anthers:
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If -blade floating, oblong-lanceolate, round-based, par-

'illel-vemed, 3 -6 in long. Cape of Good Hope. B M
1293. FR. 1.463. P.G 4 106. GW. 5. 195. Gng 2 25.

—A channmg and intei esting plant. In a protected
pool, especially if it can be covered m winter, the plant
is hardy in the N., blooming nearly all summer.
Removed to tubs m the fall, it blooms nearly all winter,
or it can be grown permanently in tubs or deep pans in

the house Requires about 2 ft of water, or out-of-

doors it may have twice that depth Prop chiefly by
seeds, but fls should be pollinated and kept above
water at least 24 hours afterward, and seeds not be
allowed to become dry Var Lagr&ngei, Hoit (A.

236. Aponogeton fenestra,is, the lace-leaf plant Known
to gardeners mostly as Ouvirandra

Lagrangex, Hort ), is a rare and beautiful vanety. with
violet bracts and lvs. violet beneath It props slowly.
R H 1895 380

fenestralis, Hook f. {Ouvirdmlra fenestrahs, Poir ).

Lack-leaf Lattice-leaf Fig 236 Lvs oblong, 6-18
in long and 2-4 in broad, reduced to skeletons, float-

ing just, under the surface of the water* fls small, con-
sisting of 0 stamens, 3 pistils and 2 white petal-like

bodies, numerous, in 2 spikas each about 2 in long,

which are united at the base, and borne on the top of a
scape a foot or so long. Madagascai A F 7 67 AG
15.169 BM. 4894 Gt 1863 387 CM 38 830.
Gn. 30, pp 344, 345 Mn 6, p 231 FS. 11*1107
I H 8 300 GW 10.595 (var major ) —The lvs are
merely a traecrv of neives anil eioss-vems, but despite
their lace-like delicacy they can be handled with con-
siderable roughness The venation of the lace-leaf

plant is like that of the common aponogeton, and now
and then a If occurs m which the spaces between the
veins are partly or wholly filled with green matter.
There is another species with skeletonized lvs (A. Ber-
nunarms), but the open spaces aie smaller and the
plant is less desirable for cult,

The laoe-leaf plant can be grown in a tub in a warm
greenhouse For some unknown reason the plant seems
rarely to succeed in a jar or glass aquarium Some
cultivators think that the water must be changed every
day, but this is not necessary If conferva; appear,
introduce a few tadpoles and snails, these will devour
the green scum, and help to keej) the plant in good
health by furnishing oxygen See Aquarium The
plant should be potted, and plunged not moie than 18
in. below the surface of the watei . For potting soil use
a i ich compost, such as is recommended foi water-lilies

The water should be kept clean and sweet, and a
temperature of 65-70° pro-

vided. Avoid direct sun-

light In Madagascar the
streams often dry up, and
the tubeis carry the plant
over the dry season In
imitation of nature some
cultivators take the tubers
out of the soil, and leave
them on a shelf in a hot-
house during the month of

Feh It is doubtful whether
237. Aporocactus flagelliforrms

(XM9

this is necessary. Potting should be done while the
plant is in active growth, not dormant Prop, by divi-

sion The lace-leaf is cult, in all the finest collections

of aquatics, and is prized as a curiosity.
A anau8tifdhus, Ait. (A capens is, Perry) Like A distachyu*

but much smaller fls small, white S Afr—A Bernieri&nus,
Hook f , differs from A fenestralis m having smaller open spaces
in the lvs , and pinkish 4-parted spikes —A Dlnteri, Engl & Kr
Tuber globose floating lvs oblong, rounded or somewhat emargin-
ate at base, long-nerved, not lare-liko inflorescence 2-spikod, yel-

lowish German S W. Afr GW 14 059 —A Henckelulnu«,

Hort Allied to A fenestruhs, but rhizome larger and not creeping
lvs pale green, less lasting Madagascar G C III 40 270

—

A.
monontdrhyui, Linn f (A nataus, Engl & Kr ) Lf linear-oblong
infl in 1 spiko, pink India, Austral G W 0 02

L. H B.

Wm. Thicker.
APOROCACTUS (( ireek, unpenetrable and cactus).

Cadacece A very slender vine-like creeping, clambering,

or hanging cactus, sending out aerial loots fls rather

small, slender, somewhat irregular, bright red fr. small,

globose, reddish, setose—Three species recognized, the
one below and A flagnformis, Lem

,
and A leptophis,

Butt & Rose Only one appears to be in cult These
plants are commonly referred to Cercus.

flagellif6rmis, Lem (Circus fiagelhf6rnus, Mill

)

Rat-tail Cactus Fig 237 Sts about diam ,

branching ribs 10-12 fls 2-3 in long Trop Amor —
This is commonly hybridized with other species It is a

well-known window-plant It is easily grown and is a

great favorite with people who know little about cacti

It is often giafted on other cacti and worked into vari-

ous fant ast le designs It is l at her a
a free bloomer, and with proper
care a most charming plant can be
obtained j n Rose.

APOSfcRIS. An alp ino com-
!

posite, now included in the genus
Ifgoverns, which sec

APPLE . Hos&cea? The fru it and
tree of Pyrus Mains, one of the
rosaceous group The name is also

the most important commercial pomologieal fruit.

The apple has come apparently from two original

stems All the common apples are modifications of

Pyrus Malm (see Pyrus), a low round-headed tree, with
thick and fuzzy irregularly dentate, short - stemmed
leaves and fairly compact clusters of woolly-stemmed
flowers The crab-apples are derived chiefly from
Pyrm baccata, commonly known as the Siberian crab
This species is probably of more northern or eastern
origin than the other It is of smoother and more
wiry growth, with narrower and thinner essentially gla-

brous long-stemmed leaves, and more open clusters of

glabrous-stemmed flowers The apple is small and
hard, and the calyx-lobes fall at maturity, leaving the
eye or basin of the fruit smooth and plain. Hybrids
between these species apparently have given the race of

large-fruited crab-apples, of which the Transcendent and
Hyslop are examples. The race known to pomologists
as Pyrus prumfolia is perhaps a hybrid group. Certain
apples are native to North America Two species,

Pyrus loensis and P. coronana, arc of interest to the
pomologist. The former is the prairie-states crab, and
is the more promising. In characters of growth, leaves





VII. The flowers of the apple tree.
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and flowers, it bears a striking resemblance to forms of

Pyru8 Malus. The fruit is spherical or spherical-oblong,
short-stemmed. very hard, and remains green-colored.
The fruit of tlie eastern-states crab, Pyrus coronaria

,

is distinctly flattened endwise, and is long-stemmed
The leaves are deep-cut and often three-lobed There
are no improved varieties of this eastern species, and
no authentic hybrids between it and the common
apples The fruit is sometimes used by settlers, but it

has little comestible value. Pyrus loensis has produced
a number of promising hybrids with the common
apple, and this mongrel race is known as Pyrus Soulardu
The Soulard crab is the best known of these Its

value lies only in its extreme hardiness The pomo-
logical value of the native crabs is prospective For a
completer account of the native apples, see Bailey,

“Evolution of our Native Fruits
”

One of the most perfect apple regions of this coun-
try—considering productiveness, quality, long-keeping
attributes, longevity of tree— is that which begins with
Nova Scotia and extends to the west and southwest to
Lake Michigan Other important regions are the
Piedmont country of Virginia and the highlands of

of adjacent states, the Plains regions, the Ozark and

239. Spur and fruit- 240. Only one fruit may set

bud of apple. in a cluster

Arkansas region; the mterinounfain region from Mon-
tana to New Mexico, the Northwest, including both
large and small areas in British Columbia, \\ ashington
and Oregon, and the Pacilic legion, comprising the foot-

hills and parts of the coast in California All parts of

the United States north of Florida and the Oulf bor-
ders, and excluding the wrarm-temperate parts of the
Southwest, are adapted to the apple in greater or lesser

degree North America is the leading apple-growing
country of the world A full crop for the United States
and Canada, of all kinds and grades, is probably not
much less than 100,000,000 barrels, although it is

doubtful whether more than one-third of this vast
quantity is marketed in a fresh state The apple is a
cosmopolitan fruit, and, since it thrives almost any-
where, it is commonly neglected

The apple was early introduced into this country In
the first days it was prized chiefly for cider It is an
ancient and common notion that any apple is good
enough for cider; and this is one reason for the neglect

in which the apple plantation wras commonly allowed to

stand.

Brief or summary statement.

The best results in apple-growing are to be expected
in general when the land is tilled The reasons for till-

ing the orchard are those that apply to other crops,

—

to make plant-food available, to extend the area m
which the roots can grow, to conserve moisture It is

241 Showing the side bud
that is to continue the spur

the following year

especially important, in our hot and sunny count

r

that the roots extend deep enough to escape the disas-
trous effects of drought The ideal treatment of orchard
land is to fit

the ground
deep before
t he trees
are planted,
to plow
deep for a
year or two
or three in

order to force the roots

down and thoroughly to

ameliorate the soil, and to

practise shallow tillage to

conserve inoibture Since
trees make most of their

growth early in the season,

the tillage should be begun
as soon as the land is fit in

spring, and it may be dis-

continued by midsummer or

August This cessation of

the tillage allows of the growing of some cover-crop or
catch-crop late in the season, in order to provide humus
and to improve the physical texture of the soil If the

land is well handled in the first few years, it will not be
necessary to turn a furrow in the orchard frequently

thereafter, but merely to loosen the surface in the spring

wuth a spading-harrow, spring-tooth harrow, or other
tool, to reestablish the surface mulch '1 he onlv rea-

sons for turning a furrow will oe< ur when the land is so

hard that the surface tools cannot mellow the surface,

or when it is desirable to turn under a green-manure
crop Even hard lands max bo got in such condition,

by moans of tillage and gi eon-manures, that they may
be worked up with harrow tools when the orchard
comes into bearing Plowing the orchard, therefore,

has two legitimate objects to mellow and ameliorate

the land to a considerable depth, so that the roots

may forage deep, to turn under a co\er-crop The
former purpose should not be necessary after the first

few plow mgs An incidental object of plowing is to

facilitate the making of the annual surface mulch; and
this mulch is to save the moisture
On good lands in whieh there is a sufficient natural

supply of moisture, the sod-mulcli treatment may take

242 The flower-cluster and the leaf-cluster.

the place of tillage This procedure keeps the land in

sod, and the grass is mown and allowed to remain on
the ground or is spread under the trees.

The apple thrives in a variety of soils Lands that

yield good crops of wheat and corn may be expected

to be good apple lands, if other conditions are right

Rolling, inclined, or somewhat elevated lands are

f

;enerally considered to be most desirable Their value

ics in the better drainage of water and air The trees

may be set m either fall or spring Forty feet apart

each way is the standard distance for apple trees; but
some varieties, as the Wagener and the crabs, may be
set closer In the South and on the plains, trees may
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243. Baldwin ( X Vi)

be set closer, as they do not attain such great size as in

the northeastern states. In general, it is best to devote
the land to apples alone; but persons who are willing to

give the plantation the
best of care may plant

other trees between the

apples as fillers. The
more diverse the kinds
of trees which are

planted together, the

more difficult it is to

give the proper care

to each Some of the

shorter-lived varieties

of apples make excel-

lent fillers in the apple

orchard; and in special

cases dwarf apples may
be used

Although it- should
be the general purpose
to till the apple or-

chard throughout its

life, whenever the trees

seem to be growing
too rapidly, the planta-

tion may be seeded
down for a time That

is, tillage is the general practice, seeding down and
sod-mulching are the special practices For the first

few years, annual crops may be grown in the apple
orchard, but every year
a more open space
should be left about
the trees As often as the
land becomes crusted
it should be tilled
On strong lands which
are well handled, it is

rarely necessary to apply
concentrated fertilizers

until the trees are old

enough to bear What
fertilizers are then

5
needed, and how much

; to apply, are to be deter-

- mined by the behavior
of the trees If the trees

are making insufficient

growth, and the foliage

lacks color, one or all of

three things may be the
trouble the trees may need water; they
may be suffering from insects or disease;

they may lack nitrogen. If it is thought

247 Gano (X 3/s)

244. Ben Davis. ( X 3 g)

that they lack nitrogen, this material may be supplied

in the form of nitrate of soda, sulfate of ammonia, or
the unburned animal substances, as blood and tankage.
Two to three hundred
pounds to the acre of the
nitrate of soda or sulfate of

ammonia are liberal applica-

tions on well-tilled lands.

If the trees are making
vigorous growth, the prob-
ability is that they are not
in need of more nitrogen.

Potash and phosphoric acid

may then be applied. Three
hundred pounds of muriate
of potash, or other concen-

trated material, should be .

sufficient for an acre, under
ordinary conditions As a
rule, all orchards in full

bearing should have a
liberal annual application of fertilizing materials In

the East, apple trees should be m profitable bearing at

twelve years from planting, and should continue for

thirty years In recent years, lime has been applied in

many eases with good
results, about 1,000
pounds to the acre

every four or five years.

The two staple ene-

mies of the apple are

the apple-worm (the

larva of the codlin-

moth), and the apple-
scab These are
readily held in check
b y spraj ing,— with
arsenical poisons for

the worm, and with
lime -sulfur or bor-

deaux mixture for the
scab See Spraying
Spraying for the worm
should be performed
as soon as the last

petals fall, for the scab
as soon as the buds
are well burst In
badly infected regions

and on very susceptible

varieties, it may be
necessary to spray first

245. Blue Pearmain. (X%) 246. Esopus (Spitzenberg). (XMt) 249. Grimes. (XJi)
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250. Hubbardston (XVh)

for the scab before the buds swell. Since there are

insects (as canker-worms, case-bearers, bud-moth)
that appear before the flowers open, it is advisable to

add arsenical poison to

the fungicide at the

early spraying The
number of times to

spray depends on the
thoroughness of the
work, the pests to be
combated, and the sea-

son, but it is a good
rule to expect to spray
with the combined
fungicide and insecti-

cide mixture when the

buds burst, and again
when the petals have
fallen. In the plains

‘

country, less spraying
may be necessary for

the fungous diseases

The apple commonly
bears on spurs The

fruit -bud is dis-

tinguished by its

greater size (usu-

ally somewhat
thicker than its

branch), its greater

width m propor-
tion to its length,

and more conspicu-

ous pubescence It

is also distinguished

by its position A
fruit-bud is shown
in Fig 239 A fruit-

scar is shown near

the base of the

branch If this fruit

wras borne in 1912,

the side branch
grew m 1913 from
a bud which came
into existence in

1912 If we go back
to the spring of

1912, the matter
can be made
plain A clus-

ter of flow-

ers appeared
One flower

set a fruit

(Fig. 240). This apple is at the end of the branchlet

or spur The spur cannot increase m length in the s;ime

axis Therefore, a bud appears on the side (Fig 241).

The fruit absorbs the

energies of the spur.

There is little nourishment
left for the bud. The bud
awaits its opportunity;
the following year it grows
into a branchlet and
makes a fruit-bud at its

end (Fig 239) ,
and thereby

there arises an alternation

m fruit-bearing, although
not all alternating in fruit-

bearing may be attributed

to this cause The differ-

ence between fruit-buds

and leaf-buds becomes ap-

E
arent when the buds
urst (Fig 242)
The apple is budded

or root-grafted on com-
mon apple seedlings.
These seedlings are usu-

ally grown from seeds se-

cured from cider mills.

In the East, budded trees

arc preferred In the

upper Mississippi Valley,

root-grafted trees are pre-

ferred, largely because
own-rooted trees of known
hardiness can be secured.

In Russia, seedlings of

Pyru s' baccnta are used as

stocks They prevent
root -killing, and give ear-

lier fruit -bearing Apple
trees are usually planted
when two or three years
old

Apples are dwarfed by
working them on various

kinds of Paradise and
Douein stocks These
stocks are meiely natu-
rally dwarf forms of the
common apple, and which,
in some remote time, have
originated probably from
seeds Dwarf apples are

much grown in Europe,
where small-area cultiva-

tion and wall-training are _
256. Stayman (Wrnesap)

(XJ$)

252. Northern Spy. ( X H) 253. Rhode Island Greening. (X%)
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258 Tompkins King,—the flat or oblate

American apple. (X 1 ^)

common, but they are little known in America, and,
because of economic conditions, are usually not profit-

able here. See
Dwarfing.

Varieties.

The varieties of

apple trees actu-
ally on sale in

North America m
any year are not
far from 1,000
kinds Each great
geographical area
has varieties that
are particularly

adapted to it In
the northern Mis-
sissippi Valley,
there are few of

the eastern-states apples that thrive Varieties have
been introducer! from Russia with the expectation that
they will be adapted to the region; but more is to
be expected of their progeny than of themselves.
Varieties of local

origin, coming from _JL
various stem types,

are now providing
that region with
satisfactory apples
In the selection of

varieties, one should
be guided by this

adaptation to the

region, and by the
purpose for which the
fruit is designed to be
grown Consult the rer -

ommended lists of the

state horticultural so-

cieties, ask persons v ho
have had experience in

the given region, write

to the experiment sta-

tion, enquire at the
markets The leading
commercial varieties in North America are Golden
Russet (N. Y ), Red Astrachan, Baldwin (Fig 243),

Ben Davis (Fig 214), Blue Pearmam (Fig 245),

Oldenburg (Duchess of), Esopus (Spit/enberg) (Fig.

240), Fameuse, Gano (Fig 247), Black Gilhttower (Fig

248), Gravenstein, Grimes
(Fig 219), Hubbardston
(Fig 250), Ralls, Jonathan,
Tompkins King, McIntosh,

259 The oblate and spherical forms

of apple

260. The conical and ovoid forms
of apple

261. Lady, a small dessert apple. (XH)

Missouri (Pippin), Newtown (Albemarle) (Fig 251),
Northern Spy (Fig 252), Peck (Pleasant), Fennock,
Rhode Island Greening (Fig 253), Rome Beauty (Fig

254), Shockley, Twenty Ounce, Wealthy (Fig 255),
Willow (Twig), Winesap and Stayman Wmesap (Fig.

256), Wolf River,

Y ellow Bellflower.

York Imperial
(Fig. 257), King
(Fig. 258). Bald-
win and Ben Da-
vis, the former of

secondary quality

and the latter of

worse, hold the
supremacy in

American market apples The apples of the eastern
and central country tend toward flattened or oblate
shape (Figs 258-9) The typical form of the so-called

long or conical American apple may be seen m I ig 260.

Many odd and unusual varieties are grown for dessert,

one of which is shown in Fig 261
Monuments or markers have been erected to a few

of the most noted varieties of apples Fig 262 shows
the monument erected in Wilmington, near Lowell,
Mass

,
in 1895, to the Baldwin, with the following

inscription:

Tins Pillar Erected in 1895

RUMFORD HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
Incorporated April 28, 1877

Marks the estate where in 1793 Samuel Thompson, Esq ,

while locating the line of the Middlesex Canal, dis<overed
the first Pecker apple tree. Later named the

BALDWIN

The first tablet in New York state in memory of

any apple was erected in the town of Camillus, Onon-
daga County, on the original site of the Primate apple
tiee (Fig 263) John T Roberts, Syracuse, N Y

,

on September 11, 1903, caused a bronze tablet to be
erected there On this tablet is the following
inscription:

On this farm Calvin D Bingham, about 1840, produced
the marvellous

PRIMATE APPLE
Named by Charles P. Cowles

c.oo’s fAHTH IS FULL OF LOVE TO MAN

A second marker was erected in New Yoik in 1' 1

2

to the Northern Spy, Eany
Joe and Melon apples, at

Bloomfield, by the Ontario
County Fi uit-Growers’ Society

(Fig 264), with the following

tablet.

262 Monument to the Baldwin apple 263. Tablet to the Primate apple. 264 Northern Spy monument
(.4 ft high

)
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THE ORIGINAL NORTHERN SPY APPLE TREE
stood about 14 rods south of this spot, in a seedling
orchard planted by Homan Chapin about 1800.

The Early Joe and Melon Atpleh
ALSO ORIGINATED IN THIS ORCHARD

This Tablet commemorates Peter M Guh on
who grew the original

WEALTHY APPLE TREE
from se< d on this his homestead, in 1XG4

Erected by the Native Sons of Minnesota, June, 1912

The McIntosh apple (McIntosh Rod) is eomincin
orated (Fig 265) by a monument at Dundela, Dundas
County, Ontario, as follows

THE ORIGINAL McINTOSH RED APPLE TREE
stood about 20 rods north of this spot. It was one
of a number of seedlings taken from the horde i

of the < learings and transplanted by John McIntosh
in the year 1790

Erected by Popular Subscription 1912

The history is that John McIntosh came to Canada
with the United Empire Loyalists After spending
some time along the frontier, he settled on his home-
stead in the county of Dundas in 1790 at a place later

called McIntosh’s Corners, although that place has
now become extinct and
Dundela has taken its

place In the year 1796
while dealing some for-

est land, he came upon
a c lump of young apple
trees, about twenty in

number As apples were
at that tune a luxury,

the apple trees weie left

unharmed, and a few
days aftor were i eplanted
m a clearing nearer his

house Most of the trees

thnved for a few years
but finally died In 1X30

only one tree out of the
twenty remain is 1 Vs

this apple was unnamed,
Mr McIntosh combined
his own name with the

color of the apple and christened it “M< lutosh Red ”

Fiom the time it was tiansplunted, it grew rapidly

and in a few years boie an abundance of fruit the
color and flavor of which at ti acted the* attention ot

the cailier sett lei s It was situated about fifteen feet

from the house, and when m 1X93 the house was
burned, the tree also received its share of the fire and
one side was badly burned Nevertheless, the other
side continued to bear until 190X That sunnnci the
leaves began to wilt and the apples to fall off until it

was entirely bare Thus the old tiee which had with-

stood the storm of 112 years was foiced at last to sub-

mit to the injuries received from the lire of 1893 (Fig

266) '1 he wide enculation of the McIntosh apple is

due to his son, the late Allen McIntosh, who, fully

appreciating the fruit, wished others to enjoy it also

and started propagating by grafting and budding from
the original tree This has been repeated year after

year since 1836.

Monument to the McIntosh
apple. (5 ft high )

The origin of the Wealthy apple, the leading va-
riety of the upper Mississippi Valley, is commemorated
on the monument erected to the memory of Peter M
Gideon, Excelsior, Minnesota (Fig 267) The tablet

was unveiled and dedicated with appropriate cere-

monies on the old farmstead, where he passed the last

forty-six years of his life, at 2 o’clock on the afternoon
of Saturday, June 15, 1912 The memorial consists of

a block of granite, raised on a platform of solid con-
crete, surrounded by a chain supported by a number
of black iron posts On the sloping top of stone is a
bronze tablet bearing this inscription

The triangular piece of ground on which this is

placed containing approximately a half-a^re, is sur-

rounded by a chain and post fence This ground, the

gift of O P Briggs, is dedii ated as “Gideon Memorial
Park ” It lies on
the mam traveled

boulevard be-

tween Excelsior
and Minnetonka
Beach, a few
hundred feet
south of the Mam-
tou station on the
electric line

Special literature

Several books
devoted wholly to

the apple have
appeared in North
America \Y arder,

Apples, 1867,
Todd, Apple Cultunst, 1871, Waugh, The American
Apple Orchard, 1908, Burntt, Apple Growing, 1912,
Woolverton, Canadnn Apnlc Glower’s Guide I oi va-

rieties, the two volumes, Beach, Apples of New York,
published bv the New \ork Agricultural Experiment
Station, at Geneva, are invaluable Consult, also, Vol

25, Nebraska State Horticultural Society, 1891, The
Apple, a report ol the Kansas State Horticultural
Society, 1898 Nearly all the fruit manuals devote
space to the apple L II B.

266 Original McIntosh apple tree.

Apple-growing in the northeastern states.

Although the eastern region (New England, New
York, Pennsylvania) e.nly developed an apple industry,

it had few commercial orchards until near the middle
of the List century About that time manv namecl
varieties of American origin were disseminated At
first the product was used largely for the making of

cider Gradually there arose a demand for fresh fruit,

267 Monument to Peter M Gideon and the Wealthy apple.

and as transportation facilities impioved and the busi-

ness became more profitable, there was a i.aptd increase

m the number ana size ot the orchards
r

l lie produc-
tion of apples increased more rapidly than the facilities

for distribution and soon the supply apparently ex-

ceeded the demand The low prices received in the

following years discouraged the growers from fur-

ther planting Many growers, being attracted by the
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alluring settlement of the West and others by the oppor-
tunities in the rapidly growing manufacturing centers,

forsook their orchards Of those who remained, many
cut down the trees to make room for moie profitable

crops The orchards that remained were mostly neg-

lected and many of them may still be found, although

few of them are now profitable There have been two
or three attempts at reviving the industry and these

mark well-defined epochs of orchard planting

With the phenomenal amassing of population in the

eastern cities and with the marked improvement in

transportation facilities, there has developed within

the past ten years a remarkable opportunity in the
growing of apples As a result, enormous areas are

being planted and many
of the old and neglected

orchards arc being re-

vived Many persons from
the cities are being at-

tracted to the cheap lands

in the East and most of

them are planting apple
trees It is difficult to

ascertain, even in an ap-

{

iroximate way, the nuin-
)er of treetf being planted

m any section The thir-

teenth census shows that

there are over 7,4*25,000

apple trees in the eight

states under discussion

that had not reached the
bearing age m 1010, and
there has been much greater activity in tree-planting in

the three subsequent seasons than ever before. Many of

the old orchards, however, are fast passing out of exis-

tence From the census reports it may be seen that

despite the numbei of joung orchards coming into bear-

ing in the ten-year period, there wrere 10,4S8,000 more
trees of the bearing age reported m 1000 than in 1010.

The question of the probability of over-production

immediately arises Most of the grow-ers are still

optimistic, thinking that for various reasons many of

the orchards wall never reach the beaung age and that

with the rapidly growing population, the increasing

opportunities for exporting, the raising of varieties of

better quality, and with better methods of grading and
packing, the supply will not exceed the demand for any
considerable time

Apple regions

It is remarkable that the apple industry has reached
its highest development in ceitam restricted regions

When pomologists speak of the western New York
fruit-belt or the Champlain Valley district, a fairly

definite area is understood Usually such districts are

marked by exceptionally favorable soil or climatic

condit ions The conspicuous apple regions of the North-
east, although fiequently hundreds of miles apart,

possess about the same set of conditions This is

especially true within the same parallels of latitude.

The distinctive features of these regions aie'

(I) A favoiable climate, that insures protection
from extierne temperature, affords sufficient rainfall

m summer, and that furnishes long days and abundant
sunshine throughout the growing season

(2)

A favorable soil, that, insures good drainage, ease

of cultivation, and a spacious feeding-ground for the
roots

(3)

A suitable topography, that affords adequate
atmosphenc drainage and insures protection from
frosts and freezes Lands adjacent to large bodies of

water, however, are not necessarily dependent upon
variations in altitude lo insure protection from frost.

While favorable soil, climate and topography often

are determining factors and are considerations of great

importance, there is now known to be much greater
latitude in this respect than was generally considered
In recent years, apples have been successfully and
profitably grown under conditions that formerly were
thought to be very undesirable This is mentioned here
to show that the proper selection of varieties and the
adoption of special methods of treatment are also

important factors, and that the “fruit-belt” is not the
only controlling factor

The accompanying table gives some information
regarding the number of apple trees and the production
of apples in the states under consideration One column
also shows the relation of the production of the various
states to the total production of the United States.

By comparing the production from the various
counties, it is easy to determine the conspicuous apple
sections The following table shows the production
from the twenty-four highest producing counties in the
northeastern states.

Tablf. Showing Production of Appi.es from the
Twenty-four Highest Producing Counties in
the Northeastern Statis, Census of 1910

County Stale Bushels

Wayne
1

New li ork 3,304,000
Monroe N< w 5 ork 2,592,000
Niagara New York 2,,107,000

Orleans New X ork 2, 22'*,000
Ontario Nlw X ork 91 3,000
Columbia New \ oik 80.3,000

Dutchess Ni w Wk 795,000
Ulster N< w X ork 008,000
Chautauqua Ni w X ork 040,000
Middlesex M t^aelnisetts 013,000
Greene New Wk 0.10,000
Wyoming New \ ork 025, OCX)

Erie New \ ork 02 3,000
Worcester Massaehuset ts 595,000
Genesee New ^ ork 53 1 ,000
Cattaraugus Nt w York 558,000
Albany New S ork 528, (MX)

Cayuga .

.

N( w V ork 481,000
Oxford Maine 443,000
Berks Pi nnsylvania 420,000
Oswego N< w York 40(j,000

Tioga Penn >lvaina 399,(X)0

Kennebec M une .392, (XX)

Franklin Maine .389,000

It will be seen that of the twenty-four counties,

seventeen are m New York state, three in Maine and
two each m Massachusetts and Pennsylvania
The territory under consideration lies mostly between

the 68th and 81st degrees of longitude and the 40th and
46th degrees of latitude It possesses, on the whole, a
very irregular topography, resulting from glacial

deposits It is drained m almost all directions by rivers

of various sizes. It includes many fertile valleys, ele-

vated plateaus, and several mountainous areas. Along

Various Apple Statistics for the Northeastern States, According to the
Census Reports for 1900 and 1910

State

Maine
N Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania

Total

Bushels
1899

Bushels
1909

Per cent
of

total pro-
duction
of U S
1909

Trees ot healing
age Trees not

of

bearing age
19101900 1910

1,422,000 3,630,000 2 48 4, 185, (XX) 3,477,000 1,045,000
1,979,000 1,108,000 08 2,034,000 1,241,000 207,000
1,177,000 1,400,000 10 1,075,000 1,184,000 220,000
3,02.3,000 2,550,(XX) 173 1,852.0(H) 1, 307,000 3 50,(XX)

.3.39,000 213,000 01 214,000 1 52,000 55,000
3,709,000 1,5 11,(XX) 1 04 1,107, 0(H) 799,000 2 12,(XX)

21,111,000 25, 109,(XX) 17 22 15,055,(XX) 11,248,000 2,829,(XX)

4,041,000 11,018,(XX) 7 49 11,771,(XX) 8,000,000 2,501.000

10,401,000 40,905,000 31 83 37,95(>,0(H) 27,103,000 7,125,000
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the coast m many sections, and on the shores of the being planted, but the tendency is to set fewer varie-

Great Lakes are fairlv broad low-lying plateaus These ties and more of the leading commercial sorts

areas, with the broad river valleys anil their bordering The apple-growing area in Pennsylvania is limited
slopes, arc of great importance from a fruit-growing largely to the southeastern part of the state The
standpoint industry has reached its highest development in the

In a rough way, the lands may be divided into two Cumberland Valley, especially in Cumberland, Adams
mam groups. The first embraces the river valleys, and Franklin counties Much planting is now being
including the valley slopes, and the lower plains adja- done along the upper Susquehanna m Luzerne, Lacka-
cent. to the Great Lakes, and certain areas near the coast wanna, and Wyoming counties In the southwestern
To this group belong the most conspicuous apple-grow- part of the state, Bedford and Somerset counties also

mg areas, such as those along the valleys of the Con- have many commercial orchards Southern Peunsyl-
necticut, the Hudson, the St Lawrence, the Mohawk, vania has a longer growing season than New York and
the Susquehanna and other smaller rivers, and the New England and this is plainly shown by the nature
shores of Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, Lake Champlain of the varieties most commonly grown. The older

and various inland lakes orchards are composed mainly of York Imperial, Bald-
The second group of lands embraces the uplands, win and Northern Spy, but the newer plantings are

composed usually of more or less rolling land with mostly Stayman Wmesap, McIntosh, Delicious, and
innumerable hills, narrow valleys, and great plateaus Northern Spy.
This territory embraces much rough mountainous land n , , ,

that is of little value except for forestry In general, the peculiarities .

upland territory is devoted mainly to diversified farm- While there is diversity of opinion regarding cul-

mg As a rule, onlv the hardier varieties of apples are tural methods, the common practice embraces a sys-
grown, but in the uplands there are innumerable
areas of restricted dimensions that are well

adapted to the growing of apples in conjunction
with other interests

In the East apples are extensively grown for

home use anti for local market For this reason
the apple industr\ is not so eentiahzed as it is

in some other regions, although there are many
large commeicial oichaids Many individual

orchards are small, being on diversified farms
According to the thirteenth census, the ave-
rage value of farm lands throughout the eight,

states is $2d 2S per acie The price recorded
for the statis of Pennsylvania, New Yoik,
Massachusetts, Corinei 1 1 < ut and Rhode Island
was about the same, averaging ()2 per acre,

while that for the remaining three states,

Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont was
much lower, averaging SldJl per acre
The apple-growing area in the northeastern

states lsiapidlv extending and comprises much
of the cheaper lands of the terntorv. In New
England, the aiea embraces the southern half

of Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont, pro- 268 . Apple orchard at bearing age, as seen in the northeastern states,

jeetmg siynewhat, northward along the west-
ern bonier of the latter state, and extending south- tern of clean culture with eover-rrops In some regions,

ward to include the greater part of Massachusetts, especially on the heavier soils, it has been found that
Connecticut, and Rhode Island Here the loading this treatment, if practised year after year, produces
varieties m the older orchards are Baldwin, Rhode too much growth In such cases, the cover-crop, m-
lsland Greening, Northern Spy, Roxbmy, Ben Davis, stead of being turned under, is allowed to stand till

Famcuso, Tolman, Hubbardston, Oldenburg, Reel about June, when it is cut and allowed to remain on the
Astrachan, Bethel, Twenty Ounce, McIntosh, Yellow surface as a mulch In New England, clover is most
Bellflower, and Wealthy The later plantings are commonly used as a cover-crop In Newr York and
mostly of higher quality varieties, including Northern Pennsylvania, various crops are used for the purpose;
Spy, McIntosh, Wealthy, Fall Pippin, Sutton, Wagener, among these the most common arc clover, vetch, rye,

Red Canada, Esopus (Spitzonborg), Gravenstein, Yel- buckwheat, turnips, covvpeas, and soybeans Some
low Transpnient, Rod Astrachan, Fameuse, Tompkins growers m vanous parts have secured good results

King, and V llhams The Baldwin, however, continues from growing their trees in sod, mowing the grass and
to be the most popular variety in New England leaving it as a mulch The success of this method

In New York, the mam apple-growing section extends depends largely on the quantity of herbage that can
along the south shore of Lake Ontario, but the industry be grown m the orchard If the orchard does not pro-

is rapidly developing in many other parts, including duoe enough, it must be supplemented with some form
the Hudson, Champlain, St Lawrence, and lower of coarse material from othei sources A system
Mohawk valleys, and the lands sin rounding the central of this kind may be very satisfactorily employed
lakes The leading varieties in the bearing orchards in various parts of Pennsylvania, New York and New
are Baldwin, Rhode Island, Northern Spy, Tompkins England, where there is much land that, although wr

ell

King, Roxbury, Hubbardston, Esopus (Spitzenbcrg), adapted to apple-growing, is oftentimes too steep for

Golden Russet t, Ben Davis, Tolman, Blaca Gillifiower, cultivation.

Twenty Ounce, Svvaar, Westfield, Pumpkin Sweet, As a rule, chemical fertilizers are used in the orchard
Fameuse, Fall Pippin, Yellow Bellflower, McIntosh, Since the supply of humus may be maintained in the
Wealthy, Oldenburg, Red Astrachan, Jonathan, Yel- orchard by the use of cover-crops, most growers prefer

low Newtown, Green Newtown, Maiden Blush, Graven- to use the available stable manure for crops like corn,

stem, Blue Pearmain, Early Harvest, Alexander, and hay, or vegetables, that are not so easily adapted to

Yellow Transparent. Many of these varieties are still cover-crop treatment. Stable manure, however, is
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often used in sod orchards to supply additional mulch mixture for the first application and a very weak
as well as the elements of plant-food. Many growers are bordeaux for the subsequent treatments. With most
coming to realize that the apple tree does not require varieties, and under ordinary conditions, the one appli-
hoavy applications of fertilizers More important than cation is sufficient to control the various diseases. One
fertilizers is moisture supply, and this is maintained by or two applications of arsenate of lead, either with or
increasing the humus and by cultivation Very few without bordeaux, is usually applied after the blossoms
growers are applying much nitrogen, depending upon have fallen

leguminous cover-crops to keep up the supply As a The practice of thinning apples is becoming somewhat
source of phosphoric acid, raw ground bone is the most general among the commercial growers of New England
common material In recent years, very large quan- and m most sections of New York and Pennsylvania
titles of basic slag have been used, 000 to 800 pounds The work is usually performed about July 1, or just after
per acre usually being applied Potash is usually ap- the so-called “June drop ” In some sections m western
plied m the muriate form, but some growers prefer to New York, where the evaporating trade takes the
use the sulfate of potash Recently, growers have greater part of the crop, the practice is almost unknown,
realized the necessity for applying lime, and this is , _ ,

being used largely in the form of ground limestone Marketing.

There is a growing feeling that in the past young The apple ciop m general fanning districts is mostly
trees have been pruned too severely. Progressive disposed of withm the limits of the territory and usually
growers think that the young apple tiee should not be m the local market The more extensive growers, how-
pruned very severely during the dormant season. With ever, ship large quanti ties to the eastern cities, and
this is associated the idea that when much pruning is varying quantities, depending upon the supply, are
necessary, some of it, at least, should be performed in exported Progress in grading and packing has been
the growing season. This practice tends to bring the slow, chiefly because of lack of necessity. There is

great demand in the manufacturing centers for a
medium grade of fiuit and in such places it has
not paid to increase the price of apples by fancy
grading and packing Some growers, even at the
present time, say that they make as much from their

lower grades as from their higher grades This ap-
plies especially to sections where peddlers come to

the orchard, take the fruit away and bring the
barrels back The enormous number of varieties

has also affected progress in the way of improved
methods. Methods of packing and selling are very
diverse. The barrel still remains the most popular
package, although the box is being largely used In
the vicinitj of the huge cities and towns, special

packages are used for the retail tiade Around
Boston, a slatted bushel box is in common use In

Connecticut, the common Jersey peach basket is

largely used, with a growing tendency toward the
climax basket Near Philadelphia, the familiar

hamper is still m use. The box package as used in

the West has been adopted by many glowers in New
trees into bearing earlier and to make better-shaped York and m northern New England In Connecticut,

trees. Summer pruning, when employed, is usually there is a movement to adopt a distinctive package,

performed about July 1 or just before growth ceases like the climax basket, for the fancy retail trade and
Mature trees tend to overbear, and pruning them in to continue to use the barrel for the general crop

the dormant season is the rule C. D. Jarvis.

269 Harvest time in the apple orchard.

A striking feature in the work of renovating old
orchards is the seventy with which many of the trees

are pruned High-headed tiecs, especially those that
are very weak, are cut back to meie stubs on which the
growth of water-sprouts is encouraged From these

sprouts new heads are formed Tiees treated m this

way often pioduce fair crops of fruit, when properl

v

trained, the fourth or fifth >cnr following the treat-

ment. Other trees that are in better shape to start

with, are dealt with less severely, only the higher
branches being removed and the remaining ones short-
ened in

The apple in Canada.

Apples have been cultivated in Canada for about 300
years In the early part, of the seventeenth century,

the French settlers brought with them seeds and trees

to the banks of the St Lawrence River, along which
the first settlements were made In that part of Canada
which m the French regime was known as Acadia, now
the province of Nova Scotia, apple trees were planted
early in the seventeenth century also Trees were top-

grafted in Nova Scotia as early as 1764, and some of

these old trees are still alive On account of poor
Spraying practices are about the same throughout

the various regions of the Northeast. The concentrated
lime-sulfur wash, either prepaied or home-made, has
become the standard remedy for scale In some sec-
tions and especially for use on old apple trees, the mis-
cible oils are preferred. For the various fungous trou-
bles, of which scab, black-rot, rust and sooty-blotch
are the most conspicuous, a weak lime-sulfur prepara-
tion is generally employed. Applications are usually
made just before the blossoms open, again after the
petals fall, and one or two later applications at intervals

of three or four weeks Arsenate of lead is usually
added for the control of insects In New England,
the lime-sulfur as a summer spray has not given satis-

faction, and the tendency is to use regular bordeaux

transportation facilities in Canada until comparatively
recent years, the development of apple-growing was
slow for a long tune and it has been only during the
past fifty or sixty years that a rapid growth m the
industry has taken place Now, however, the pro-

duction of apples is large and is increasing very last.

In 1911 the number of bushels of apples grown in Can-
ada was estimated at 10,384,985.

Regions

The area in Canada over which apples can be grown
is very large In the provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
there is a belt of about 700 miles in length, where
apple trees can be successfully grown, while in the prov-
ince of Ontario alone the best winter apples can be
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grown over an area of about 350 miles long by 30 to 1 50
miles in width Over this great winter-apple area, which
may be roughly divided into, first that part bordering
on Lake Ontario and extending for 30 and more miles
inland’ second, that bordering Lake Huron and for

several miles back, and third, the southwestern part of

Ontario,—the Northern Spy, Baldwin, Tompkins King
and Rhode Island Greening are the predominant win-
ter varieties of the better class

Nova Scotia has long been noted for its winter
apples, which ship and keep well The most favored

{

>arts are the Annapolis and Cornwallis valleys, which
lave a total length of about 100 miles and vary m width
from 6 to 11 miles Here apples of British or European
origin, such as Blenheim, Ribston, Gravenstem, Cox
Orange Pippin, and Yellow Bellflower do particularly
well But it is being found that winter apples can be
grown successfully along the southeastern part of Nova
Scotia, and a large area will no doubt be eventually
planted to apple trees there In the northern part of
Nova Scotia, the hardier apples, including some winter
varieties, do well Prince Edward Island, the smallest
province in Canada, produces excellent apples, and here
may be found, perhaps, the longest-keeping fruit in

Canada of the varieties grown, due no doubt to the
cool autumn The season is somewhat short for some
of the latest-maturing varieties The province of New
Brunswick has for a long time showm its adaptability
for apple-culture, and in this province some of the
highest-colored and best-flavored apples are grown.
The climate over a large part of New Brunswick is

much the same as the southern part of the province of

Quebec and eastern and central Ontario, and over this

great area such apples as Wealthy, Fameuse, McIntosh,
Alexander, Wolf River and others are grown to great
perfection

In the far West, British Columbia has many districts

and valleys well suited for summer, autumn and winter
varieties of apples, but some varieties do better in one
district than in another At present the three most
important parts are, first, that comprising the damp
climate of the lower mainland near the coast, and Van-
couver Island, second, the dry interior country where
rngation is, as a rule, necessary, including the Okana-
gan and other valleys, and third, the kootenays, East
and West, the Salmon Arm, and other districts where
irrigation is in most places unnecessary Many valleys
farther north than the present commercial orchards
extend are being found suitable for apple-culture.

In the prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta, few apples have as jet been grown, but it

is thought that before long some parts of these prov-
inces will be producing large quantities of apples In
southern Manitoba the Russian \ancties of apples are
succeeding well in places whore cared for, and consider-

able quantities of fruit have been obtained there The
chief causes of failure in the prairie provinces appear
to be, first, too late growth, preventing proper ripening
of the wood, and due, we believe, to the rich soil with
its large percentage of available nitrogen, second, to

the drying out of the trees in winter on account of their

being exposed to dry and very cold winds for a long

f

ienod, and third, on account of early growth in spring
ollowed by hard frosts All of these causes of failure

may m a large degree be overcome by planting the
hardiest varieties in well-drained, light son, protecting
them from winds in winter by means of windbreaks,
and choosing exposures where growth will not start

early In the wooded country m northern Saskatchewan
and Alberta, where the springs are cooler and where
there is natural protection, it is thought that ultimately
large quantities of apples will be grown. At present
crab-apples are being grown m a number of places and
also the small hybrid apples originated by William
Saunders.
The farthest north that apples have been grown in

21

Canada east cf t he Rocky Mountains, of which we have
a record, is at Fort Vermilion, Peace River, in latitude
56°, where, in 1910, fruit was grown of the hybrid apples
referred to.

Varieties of apples recommended for different parts of
Canada.

Ontario (districts bordering Lake Ontario and Lake Huron,
and Mouthwestern Ontario) Hummer—lied Astrachan, Oldenburg
Full—Gravenstem, Wealthy, Alexander. McIntosh, Fameuse,
Blenheim Winter—Tompkins King, Rhode Island Greening, Bald-
win, Northern Spy, Cranberry, Stark

Nova Scotia (Annapolis, ( oniwulliH, and adjacent valleys)
Summer—Red Astrachan, Old< nburg Full- -Gravf nstem, Wealthy,
Blenheim, Ribston Winter— Tompkins King, V i How Bellflower,
Wagrner, Cox Orange Pippin, Rhode Island Greening, Stark,
Northern Spy, American Golden Russet, Fullawater, Roxbury
Russet (Nonpareil), and Ben Davis

Nova Scotia (northern anti coldtr parts) Nlw Brunbwick,
Qoibkc (except coldest parts), Kahu- hn ami fi ntral Ontario
Summer—Transpan nt, lowland Hasphi rry, Oldenburg Fall—
St Lawrenec, Wealthy, Dudhy, Alexander, jp Mahon Winter—
McIntosh, Fameuse, Wolf River, B< thel, Milwaukee

Princk. Euwaiid Ihiand Summer—Trinsparent, Oldenburg.
Fall—Wealthy, Dudley, Gravenstem (whnk keeps well into winter
here) Winter—Alexander, Woll River, McIntosh Stark Kuch
varieties as Blenheim, Ribston, Tompkins King, Northern Spy,
and many others can lie grown on Prince Ldward Island, but are

not so reliable for commereml purposes

British Com mbiv (lowi r mainland, V inremver Island)

Yellow Transpaient, Olele nbut ', Gravenstem, Wealthy, Tompkins
King, Grimes For imgated elistriets at Southern British CYilumbia
Tran-parent, Reel \st r ee h in < dele nburg, V\ e allhy, Melntosh, Jona-
than, Wage ner Rome Beaut $ ,

anel m addition fe»r the most f ivoreel

parts, Lsopu-, Ye llovv Newteiwn, ami Wme^p Other 1e mpe rate

p irts where irrigatiem, if practise el, is not general, including the
Kexite nays Salmon Arm, anel Armstrong eli-triit Yellow Trans-
parent, t dele nburg, (ii vve nste in We ilthy, McIntosh, Jonathan,
v\ ige lie r, Ginnfs anel Northern Spy

Hureliest varieties feir <old<-t parts of Canada Summer to

Autumn --Blusherl Calviile, Leiwland Raspbciry, Oldenberg, Char-
lamofT Autumn to Winter— Antejnovka, Wealthy, Hibernal, Mc-
Mahon, Longfielel, and P itten Creib-applts—Whitney, Virginia

Martha, Tr insocnele nt, Hyslop and the small hybrid apples origi-

nateel by Wm Saunel* rs

Up to comparatively recent years, Canada had
depended mainly on the other parts of the world for

varieties to plant, but some excellent apples of Cana-
dian oiigm are now in commerce, such as Fameuse,
McIntosh, *St Lawrence, and Baxter Within the past
twenty vo.us undei the duertion of the Dominion
Government, many new vatic ties have been originated

with a view to furnishing suitable kinds for the
pranie provinces, and second lv to ohtam apples of the
best color and quality which would succeed over a
wider range than those on the market at present. The
results so far have been veiy promising

Geneud outlook

Canadians are fully alive to the importance of prac-
tising the best methods of apple-cultuie, and in those
paits of the Dominion when* the industry is an impor-
tant one, the methods emploved and culture given are
equal to those m other countries
The cooperative movement is strong in Canada, and

there are many cooperative associations for the buying
of horticultural supplies and for the marketing of fruit.

There has been an Act m fori e in Canada since 1899 by
which Dominion inspectors may examine fruit packed
in closed packages bcfoie shipment m any part of

Canada The Act empow ers the inspectors to mark the
package “Falsolv Marked” if the fruit within tflie pack-
age is not of the grade oi quality indicated by the marks
outside, and the person who packs the fruit and marks
the package is liable to a fine

There is a minimum standard or legal barrel of 96
Imperial quarts for apples throughout Canada, and a

uniform box of 10x11x20 inches, inside measure-
ments The barrel is st ill the popular package in eastern
Canada, although the use of the box is steadily increas-

ing In British Columbia, however, the box is used
practically altogether
The outlook for apple-growing m Canada is bright.

The market for Canadian apples appears to b«
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unlimited, if the fruit is well packed and properly dis-

tributed, and the quantity of apples that Canada is able

to produce is enormous For further information, see

British North America, Horticulture m.
W. T. Macoun.

The apple m the southern Alleghany Mountain
region. Fig 270

With respect to climatic conditions, the Alleghany
region presents the widest range of extremes within
short distances m eastern North America Extending
through nearly seven degrees of north latitude, its great

valleys, plateaus, detached hills and long ridges vary m
elevation from 500 to more than 4,000 feet above sea-

level, presenting in their varied slopes almost every
angle of exposure to the sun Correspondingly varied
soils occur also, often in close proximity, so that within
short distances, combinations of soil and climatic con-
ditions adapted to more widely differing tj pv s of plants
are found than elsewhere m the humid regions of the
United States The extreme contrasts occur in western
North Carolina, where in the sheltered valleys and
thermal belts of the eastern slopes of the Blue Ridge,
the fig and the European grape are grown with a fair

degree of success within a few miles of higher lands well

adapted to a wide range of winter apples
While fewer chronological records have been pre-

served of the earlier histoiy of apple-culture in this

region than is true of some of the more northern apple
districts, it is evident from scattered references that in

some localities m Virginia and North Carolina, rather
systematic culture of this fruit was undertaken in a
small way at a very early date

It is known that as early as 1086 there was one apple
orchard of 2,500 trees in Virginia, mostly grafted, and
that by the close of the seventeenth century, few plan-
tations in that state were without orchards In these,

the apple was the leading fruit along with the peach,
the pear, the plum, the quince and some others As
early as 1773 Thomas Jefferson recorded in his “Car-
den Book” the glutting of “Newtown Pippin” in Albe-
marle County, Virginia, and in 1778 the planting of

these grafted trees on his Monticello estate This
variety had apparently reached that section from the
viemitv of Philadelphia as early as 1755 in the form of

cions brought in the saddle-bags of Dr Thomas Walker,
the commissary othccr of the Virginia troops in Brad-
dock’s army, when he returned after the disastrous
defeat of that year (See Bulletin 5, Division of Pomol-
ogy, II S Department of Agriculture, p. 360 -1898 )

But if written records were entirely lacking, the large
size and evident age of the surviving trees about, farm
dwellings and the abundant distribution of seedling
apple trees of great age and large size at the present
time would sufficiently establish the fact of early intro-

duction and the general adaptability of the conditions
to the requirements of the apple The late T K
Bruner, of N^rth Carolina, cites an example of an

orchard in Haywood County in that state in which,

though never cultivated, a hundred trees had attained

a size of full 3 feet in diameter of trunk, the largest

having a girth of 11 feet and 9 inches. While these

exceptionally large trees are usually found m the lower
slopes or in mountain coves where the wash from the
mountainsides above brings to them the moisture and
fertility of considerable areas of land, many unoccupied
benches and gradual slopes exist where such soil

conditions could be approximately duplicated by the
orchardist.

Varieties of the Alleghany region

While less attention has probably been given in this

region to the systematic study of the seedling fruits

that have originated there than in most, of the earlier

settled parts of the country, upwards of fifty varie-

ties of the 319 included in the last catalogue of fruits

of the American Pomologieal Society are traceable to
this region These include such eonimeroiallv lmpor*
taut varieties as Ben Davis, Crimes’ Golden, Kinnard,
Paiagon and Willow, together with such highly
esteemed home-use sorts as Bonuin, Buckingham,
Gilpin, Pilot, Red June, Shockley, Summer King, 'Terry

ana Virginia Beauty R L Watts, working in Tennes-
see, and C C Newman, m South Carolina and Georgia,
have made a beginning m the canvass of the region for

valuable seedlings in connection with their experiment-
station work, but this region undoubtedly remains at
the present tmie the most promising field in America
for the searcher after promising new varieties of apples.

As in most of the earlier settled parts of the country,
commercial development of orchards in this region is

comparatively recent The fiist plantings were solely

for home-supply. Later, small orchards wore planted
for the production of sun-dned apples, cidei, apple-
brandy and similar products in a commercial way,
rather than for the sale of the fresh fruit, on any exten-
sive scale So long as these uses determined the selec-

tion of trees for planting, little attention was paid to
varieties, or, in fact, to the perpetuation of varieties at
all, hence the numerous small seedling orchards per-
sisting throughout the less accessible portions of the
region at the present time. Gradually, in certain locali-

ties, the quality of fruit produced gave the more dur-
able winter varieties a money value for marketing by
wagon, river-boat or railroad to more distant markets
The longer-keeping Winesap and other winter apples
of Tennessee found profitable wagon-market demand
m the lower valleys of Alabama and Georgia where this

271 A mountain orchard, Virginia.

fruit did not succeed The Willow, Gilpin and Bentley
of the northern Panhandle of West Virginia found eager
buyers when transported by boat down the Olno ana
Mississippi Rivers as far as New Orleans 'The Yellow
Newtown, rechristened Albemarle Pippin in the county
of that name (under the impression that it was a dis-
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tinet sort) found its way from Virginia by railroad to n
the eastern seaboard cities and at an early date moved oi

across the Atlantic in considerable quantities, where rr

its durability and tine dessert quality created an active ai

demand at prices that yielded a good profit to the w
grower d

Extent of the planting.

Gradually commercial orcharding has been difTeren- n
tiated from ordinary farm fruit-growing and a consider- rt

able number of farms have become distinctively orchard oi

farms on which the apple is the mam crop, with merely
such cereals and forage crops as can be grown without f

interfering with the essential orchard operations, such
as oichard cultivation, spraying, harvesting, and the
like

Most of the systematically planted and cared for

orchards art' under thirty years of age and a large pro-
portion of the acreage in these has been planted since

1000 Accurate statistical information regarding the
acreage or number of trees of orchard fruits in the
United States is lacking, and this is peculiarly true of

those regions in which, because of varying topography
ami the resulting eccentricities of climate and varia-
tions m soil, the orchard areas vary greatly in size and
form, as is true of much of this region. Outside of the v
Great Valley of Virginia, and Tennessee, and those

\

portions of the Piedmont region of Virginia that are
( ]

adapted to orcharding, most of the best orchard sites
I1

occur as coves, benches or broken slopes, possessing at
the same tune suitable depth and character of soil, and

i;

adequate atmospheric drainage (Figs 271, 272 ) Some
of the best orchards are strung out along the lower 0
slopes, varying in width in accordance with particular

soil typos This is especially true of the “pippin ?

orchards” in the Blue ltidge district of Virginia and
J?

North Carolina where certain particular combinations w

of soil and slope are considered important for the fl

Yellow Newtown
\

The following summary of the number of trees, both s

bearing and non-bearing, and of yield and value of crop ^

in the eight states comprised in the region, is compiled “

from the advance sheets of the census of 1910 5

Apple: in Southeastern United Stajes, Census of 1910

ripening and therefore shortened the storage durability
of the fruit, relatively long hauls from orchards to rail-

road station over rough roads resulted in much bruising
and, by prolonging the exposure of the fruit to the
weather, still further impaired its keeping quality The
development of efficient remedies and spraying equip-
ment, and the improvement in methods of handling
the fruit, coupled with the marked improvement in

roads that has been accomplished in many sections is

rapidly changing this The railroads also, in recognition
of the need have accelerated and unproved their ser-

|

Trees, April 15, 1910
|

Product, 1909

Of bearing
age

1
Not of

bearing age
Bushels Value

United States 151,323,000 65,792,000 147,522,000 $83,231,000

Virginia 7,005,000 3,436,000 6,104,000 3,130,000W Virginia 4, .57 1,000 ! 2,772,000 4,22.5,000 2,461,(XX)
N Carolina 4,910,000 1,835,000 4,776,000 2,01 5,000
S Carolina 582,000 269,000 363,000 276,(XX)
Georgia 1,878,000 822,000 896,000 556,(XX)
Alabama 1,408,000 738,(XX) 888,000 621,000
Tennessee 4,8 19,000 2,1 17,000 1,610,000 2,172,000
Kentucky 5,5 18,000 2,106,000 7,368,000 3,0b7,000

30,791,000
20 per cent

14,095,000
20 per cent

29,260,000
19 per cent

$14,298,000
17 per cent

It will be observed on comparison of these tables
with those of the United States as a whole that this

region is credited with approximately 20 per cent of

both bearing and non-bearing trees, and that the prod-
uct of the region in the crop year of 1909 was of some-
what smaller proportion (19 per cent) and value (17
per cent)

Outlook for the Alleghany region

272 Apple orchard in Piedmont region of the Alleghames

vice so that certain parts of the region are handling
their apples as well as the best eastern or barrel-fruit

districts, and better than in much of the older com-
mercial apple territory

The conspicuous essentials of success in orcharding
m this region, as in others, are

(1) Suitability of site, as regards character of soil and adequacy
of atmospheric drainage

(2) Adaptability of vanities to the soil and climate of the location —
The standard northern varietiis, though growing and frequently
bearing will, arc unreli ible in mo-4, loralitus, < specially below
elevations under 200 feet, although m c< it un loiahties succeeding
welt under careful manage nit ut 'flu theiioughiy pro\t‘tl and
distiue ti\tly important eommeienl suits of the region are Vork
Imperial, Winesap, St lym m \\ me sap Kmnirel, lien Davis,
\ ellow Newtown, Gnmts, Willow and Rome Beauty In some
sections less well-known sorts, such is Piregon, Arkansas (syn
M immoth Hlae k Tn ig), Heinurn, \ irgini i Re. uity, Lowry, Shockley,
and I"< rry, are considerably pi uite <1 in < online it ini orrh irels

(lino, Delicious, Jonathan and some otheu sorts of M’ssissippi

Valley or northern origin aio promising in certain localities, but
these have not yet been suffieu ntly tested to justify ex-

n tensive planting
LU Summer varieties, though succeeding well throughout
=== most of the region and univti sally found in sufficient quan-

tity for home u-s\ hive* not become so ,mport int eonimer-
cially as in the lower lands of the tidewut* r districts and of

the Mississippi Valley 1 his is in a large measure. tlu< to the
ie earlier ripening of the fruit it lowt r e l< v at ions, which fre-

quently gives it ft distinct ad\ mtage m northern markets
Recently, considerable plintings of bellow Transparent,

1,000 Williams, Oldenburg, Giivensiein uid some other sorts

0 000 have been made mthe more north* rn distrii ts of the region,

1 000 especially m Writ \ irgima md western Maiyl inel

5*000 (3) Abundance of uatir far ^piayaiy — I he necessity of

O’OOO thorough and systematic spr lyim. of ore hards to protect

b’(X)0 against insects and fungi makes the ore hard w ate r supply

!1000 wu nuportnnt factor In many pi ice's, flowing springs are

2*000 available at considerable elevations from which the supply

,7*000 fan be piped by gravity to com cine nt mix ng st itions, thus
_ permitting prompt distribution without long w igon haul of

ig 000 h'lmd The Use of e ompies e <1- ur spraying-outfit s, charged

r cent at conveniently le>e ated air-compri ssing and spray-mixing
stations, has developed nune hugely in the lower Shenan
doah Valley part of this region than else w here, but the

gasoline engine is the prevailing type of equipment
(4) Adaptability ofland to cultnation - \\ hile occasional orchards

in this as m other humid regions do well without systematic tillage,

especially if heavily mulched with stable manure straw or other
humus-producing material, annual or nt least alternate-year
plowing and cultivation, supplemented by leguminous < rops, is

rapidly becoming the generally accepted best practiee of the
region Some sites otherwise aefmirahly adapted to apple-growing
are too rocky or too steep to plow, md there fore of doubtful value
to the orcharchst Much can be done on such sites by contour-
terracing, however, both to dispose of loose rocks and to reduce
washing of the slopes, thereby eonseiving the sod moisture against

In contrast with the more northern apple districts,

most of this region was until recently somewhat at a
disadvantage so far as commercial production is con-
cerned. Higher hutniditv favored the development of
certain injurious diseases in foliage and fhnt; the warmer
weather commonly prevalent in autumn accelerated

droughty periods
(5) Adequacy of transportation facilities —This includes both

railroads and highways Some of the earlier-planted commercial
orchards were located ns much us 15 to 25 or even 30 miles from
the shipning station The expinse incident to this long haul and
the ill effect of the jolting and exposure of the truit to the weather
are evident Evtry additional mile beyond a distance of 3 miles

from the station over a good road is a handicap which the orchard
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planter should avoid unless it is overbalanced by other importunt
advantages As roads are improved, the piactical distance will

increase

Several of the State Experiment Stations, as well as
the United States Department of Agriculture and the
North Carolina Department of Agriculture, have pub-
lished bulletins bearing on different phases of apple-

orcharding, especially Maryland, Virginia, West Vir-

ginia, Tennessee, and South Carolina

Wm. A. Taylor.

The apple in mid-continental or plains
d.stricts

In that vast region of the interior of the United States
which hes between the Great Lakes, Ohio, Kentucky,
and Tennessee on the east and the Rocky Mountain
states on the west, the Canadian boundary on the

north and the Gulf states on the south, the leading fruit

is the apple This mid-continental territory includes
the greater part of that exceptionally rich agricul-

tural region which has come to be known as the corn-
belt of America (Fig 273 ) It extends also into the
northern wheat-belt of the Upper Mississippi Valley
plains and into the wheat and livestock country of the
Great Plains Plateau of Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska,
and the Dakotas

Geography.

The topography may be indicated in a very general
way by the statement that this region takes in the
Upper Mississippi Valley plains, a large pait of the
Great Plains Plateau, and all of that more hunted area
known as the Ozark Plateau its great river valleys are
those of the Ohio, Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, and
Red A limited area in Minnesota and the Dakotas lies

in the valley of the Red River of the North and a rather
narrow strip along the northeast boundary hes in the
basin of the Great Lakes
The larger part of this mid-continental district, as

outhned, has an elevation of 500 feet to 2,000 feet

above sea-level The southwest point of Indiana,
southern Illinois, southeastern Missouri, and eastern
Arkansas have an elevation of less than 500 feet The
remainder of Indiana and Illinois, much of Missouri,
and a portion of southern and eastern Iowa lie between
500 feet and 1,000 feet elevation The range of eleva-
tion of 1,000 to 2,000 feet takes m the remaining pails
of Iowa, most of Minnesota, and the eastern part of
the Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and the
Ozarks The remainder hes to the west m the Great
Plains Plateau at an elevation above 2,000 feet.

In the more northern and western distncts of this

region, there is little or no commercial orcharding
Only in their more favored
localities are apples produced
at all, and the lists are re-

stricted to the hardier varie-

ties This is because the in-

curring extremes of tempera-
ture and of drought make the
environment unfavorable to
the apple, at least during
critical periods But through-
out the states of the coin-belt,
the apple is very generally
grown for home use and certain
sections show a notable de-
velopment of commercial or-

charding (Figs 271, 275) In
fact, the most extensive indi-

vidual apple orchards known
are found in parts of Arkansas,
Missouri, Kansas, and Illinois,

some of them being several
hundred acres in extent

Orchards well located and
rightly managed are proving to

be profitable m different sec-

tions of the corn-belt states

With the lapid growth of the
United States in population and
wealth, must come a corres-

ponding mcicase in the home-
market demand for good apples
at remunerative pnres This,
with the improvement and ex-

tension of storage and trans-
portation facilities and the con-
temporaneous expansion of our
foreign trade, tends to make the
outlook encouraging for the
apple-growing industry in this

region The more general adop-
tion of up-to-date methods of marketing and of orchard
management will help to put the industry on a more
stable basis, and gradually to enlarge it and extend it

Rank m apple-production.

According to the United States census reports of

1910, approximately 40 per cent of the bearing apple
trees of the United States is found in the territory
above outlined, together with 33 per cent of the young
trees not yet of bearing age In the census year of
1909, it produced approximately one-fourth of the
apple crop of the entire United States

Following is a list based on United States census
reports, which indicates something of the relative stand-
ing For comparison they are also ranked as to their

averages in apple-crop production for 1905, 1907, and
1909, combined on the basis of the crop reports pub-
lished m the American Agriculturist Yearbook

273. The raid-continental corn-belt, in which the apple is the leading fruit, and the Wisconsin
drift, on which the Ben Davis family is not at its best.
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Hank of Mid-Continental States in Yield of
Apples Fig 274

Name
of

State

|

1*109 1899
|

1905-7-9

Rank
in

United
States

Yield in

bushels

Rank

United
States

Yield in

bushels

Rank
based on
combined
av< rages

Missouri 4 9,969,000 9 0,490,000 10
Iowa b 0,747,000 18 3,129,000 19
Nebraska 15 3,321,000 23 1,34 3, 000 26
Illinois 10 3,093,000 *> 9,178,000 11

Indiana 17 2,759,000 7 8,020,000 13
Arkansas 20 2,200,000 20 2,811,000 21
Wisconsin 21 2,212,000 *3 103,000 27
Kansas 27 1,350,000 10 3,214,000 25
Minnesota 29 1,044,000 40 120.000
Oklahoma 32 742,000 41 111,000
8 Dakota 40 192,(MX) *

N Dakota 47 4,000 *

Record included with other states.

Rank of Mid-Continental States in Number of
Orchard Trees in Census Year 1909 Fig 275

Br aring Trees Non-bearing Trees

Rank in

Unitid
States

Number
Rank in

United
States

Number

Missouri 1 14,300,000 3 3,625.000
Illinois , . . 3 9,

1901,(MM) 7 2,548,000
Arkansas 6 7,050, (MX) 2 3,940,000
Kansas 9 6,9 40,000 24 1,1 10,(KM)

Iowa 10 5,8 47,000 17 1,91 l,(MM)

Indiana 11 5,705,000 16 1,962,(MX)
Oklahoma 18 2,950,000 14 2,060,0<K)
Nr brasku 19 2,917,000 27 907,(MM)
Wisconsin 21 2,4 iO.(HH) 21 1,409,OIK)
Minnesota 2b 1,180,(MM) 19 1,572,000
South Dakota 41 275,000 14 401 (MM)

North Dakota 47 10,000 44 70,(MM)

Apple belts

In comparing the groat apple-growing regions of the
continent it, is (omement to designate each bv its lead-

ing variety In the eastern part of the continent,

there is the Fameuse or Wealthy belt on the north, the

Ben Davis bolt on the south, and the Baldwin belt

lying intermediate between these two It is semi that
varieties differ great Iv as to their adaptability to differ-

ent regions The degree of soil aeration and of soil

moisture and the range of atmospheric and soil tem-
peratures are
among the most
important deter-

mining factors

of the geographi-
cal range ot com-
mercial apple-
growing w ith

any variety

Passing west-
ward into the
mid- continental

region, it is

found that the
Baldwin belt

does not extend
west of I ,ake

Michigan The
climatic ex-
tremes are here
too severe for

that variety and
many of its east-

ern associates of

Apple areas in the Mississippi Valley— a Similar degree
Yields, 1909 crop. of hardiness In

all that vast territory which extends westward from
the Great Lakes, these varieties disappear and do not
again appear till the states of the Pacific Coast are
reached Instead, the Wealthy belt extends southward
till it reaches the region where Wealthy yields leadership
to Ben Davis
In this connec-
tion it is worthy
of note that
from the Atlan-
tic Coast west-
ward to the Mis-
souri River the
north margin of

the Ben Davis
belt approxi-
mately coincides

with the south-
ern boundary of

the geological

area covered by
the Wisconsin
drift (Fig 273)

Wealthy belt.

—The inid-con-
tinental terri-
tory in which
Wealthy is, gen-
erally speaking,
the leading va-
riety, includes
northern Illinois, the north half of Iowa, and prac-
tically all of the apple-growing districts of Wisconsin,
Minnesota, South Dakota, and northern Nebraska
Among the more impoitant varieties associated
yyith it are, for the more northern parts, Oldi liburg,

Okabena, Patten (Pal ten Greening), and Mahnda
Among the very hardiest of the large-size apples for

the North are those of the Hibernal group, out tnen
fruit is so austere that it is esteemed of little yaluc
except for culinary uses In the southern part of the
Wealthy belt are groyyn haidy yanelies of more or less

local yalue such as Salome, Windsor, Black \nnette,

and Colorado Orange, varieties yyhioh as yet have not
established themsehes m the great world markets but
which are valued where better varieties cannot be
satisfactorily grown.

lim Dan s belt —Generally speaking, Ben Davis is the
leading variety m central and southern Illinois, the
south half of Iowa, and the apple-groyving districts of

Arkansas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas, and the south
halt of Nebraska W'lth its close kin, the Gano and the
Black Ben Day is, yvhieh evidently aie highly-colored
bud-sports of Ben Da\is, it probably produces at least

one-half of the commercial apple-ciop m this region
W mesap and Jonathan appeal to be next in order of

importance, with Wines,ip perhaps m the lead Other
impoitant varieties aie Grimes, Rome Beauty, Willow
(Tyyig), Missouri (Pippin), M inkier, and Ralls York
Imperial is gaining ground Stay man W inesap is one
of the neyyer kinds which will be more largely planted.

Delicious, also, is attiaetmg attention, particularly

because ot its agreeable dessert Quality' and good
appeal anco '1 he Stay man and Delicious aie being
planted to some extent m the southern part of the
Wealthy belt, as Jonathan and Grimes have been

—Trees

Varieties

The following yancties of apples are those most com-
monly groyyn in the prairies and plains regions:

Arkansas (Mammoth
Black Twig)

Ben Da\is
Black Ben Davis
Gano
Grimes Golden
Ingram

Jonathan. Salome
Mitikler Stay man
Missouri. Wealthy
Oldenburg Willow(Wihow Twig).
Ralls (Ralls Genet, Wimsap

Gemton) Yellow Transparent
Rome Beauty \ ork ork Imperial).
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Stalus of the apple industry m the mid-continental states.

Wisconsin —Apples are grown mostly in small
plantings about homesteads The crop is important
chiefly in supplying the home and the local markets
with summer and fall fruit The varieties are those of

the Wealthy belt

Minnesota —Apple-growing is chiefly confined to the
southeastern quarter of the state, although crab-apples
and the very hardiest apples are being planted in other
sections From Minneapolis southward to the Iowa
line, many farm orchards arc found and some com-
mercial plantings Heretofore, these have seldom pro-

duced enough fruit, to supply the local demand at any
time and then for a brief period only However, apple-
production is gradually increasing in the state and
apple-planting is being slowly extended It will doubt-
less assume greater proportions as late-keeping varie-

ties are developed which are hardy and desirable

North Dakota —This state raises but very few apples
or crab-apples and those only of the kinds most resistant

to cold and drought It ranks next to the bottom of

the list in apple-production among the states of the
Union.

South Dakota —Apples are produced in very limited
quantities and chiefly near the Missouri River in the
southeast corner of the state and in the Black Hills

district, The varieties are those of the northern section
of the Wealthy belt The recommended list of the State
Horticultural Society includes Northern Distnct

—

first degree of hardiness—Hibernal, Oldenburg
(Duchess), second degree of hardiness—Patten (Green-
ing), Anisim, Wealthy Southern District—m addition
to the above—Northwestern Greening, Malinda, and,
in favorable locations, Ben Davis. Planting increases

slowly
Nebraska —Apples are grown in the eastern third of

the state and under irrigation in some places farther

west, It has some important commeicial orchards, the
majority of them being in the southeastern part of the

state and within three counties of the Missouri River.
The northern third of the state grows the varieties com-
mon to the Wealthy belt In the southern two-thirds
are grown the Ben Davis and its km and also Winesap,
Grimes, Arkansas or Mammoth Black Twig, Jonathan,
Missouri (Pippin), Willow (Twig) and others of the Ben
Davis associates Planting is not active, but grow ers are
beginning to take a more lively interest m modern
methods of orchard management

Iowa —In the amount of crop produced, Iowa was
ranked sixth in the Union by the 1910 census, but often
it, drops as low as the eighteenth or nineteenth place
The greater proportion of the crop is grown in home
orchards and goes to supply home and local market
demands, but in the aggregate there is a considerable
number of commercial orchards These are found m
all parts of the state They are sparsely scattered in

the north and gradually increase in number to the
southwaid, being most abundant in the south tier of
counties The most important commercial apple dis-

trict, includes the counties bordering the Missouri
Riv er in southwestern Iowa Here Grimes and Jonathan
of superior quality art 1 gi own Northern Iowa grows the
varieties of the Wealthy belt The southern Iowa list

is almost, identical with that given for southeastern
Nebraska Planting is not active Modem methods
of management are being adopted by a few of the more
progressive growers but most orchards suffer from
neglect.

Illinois —At present, Illinois takes second rank in
apple-production among the mid-continental states,

being surpassed by Missouri only Northern Illinois,

like Wisconsin, grows apples chiefly for home use and
the varieties are those of the southern area of the
Wealthy belt Central and southern Illinois contain
altogether many large commercial apple orchards In

good-crop years, they produce in the aggregate large

quantities of winter apples, including Ben Davis, Black
Ben Davis, Gano, Arkansas or Mammoth Black Twig,
Winesap, Jonathan, Grimes, Missouri, Willow, Ralls,

and several other varieties commonly found in the
Ben Davis belt. Winter injury and late spring

freezes have often seriously diminished the general

crop Injurious insects together with blight, cankers,

bitter-rot,, blotch, scab and other diseases, have also

caused great losses Clean tillage and other up-to-date
orchard methods would doubtless be more generally

practised if crops were more reliable Planting is not
very active, although the number of trees of bearing
age is gradually increasing

Missouri—The 1900 census gave Missouri ninth
rank and the 1910 census gave it, fourth rank in apple-
production, but it, often falls as low as the sixteenth

place among the states of the Union On the whole,
it may be regarded as the leading apple state of the mid-
continental region Apples are very generally grown
for home Uoe and local market throughout Missouri, but
the more important commercial apple districts are in

the Ozark country of southwest Missouri and the loess

soil region along the Missouri River in the northwest
quarter of the state The apple industry in Missouri
has been retarded by troubles similar to those described
for Illinois, but undoubted progress is being made in

knowledge of the methods for holding them under
control.

Arkansas —The apple districts of Arkansas are
mostly located in the northwest, third of the state,

particularly in the two northwest counties of Benton
and Washington, which have from four to five million

trees planted. There is also an undeveloped west-
central region. The older plantings include about 90
per cent Ben Davis, Arkansas or Mammoth Black
Twig, and Winesap The later plantings are made up
principally of Gano, Black Ben Davis, Jonathan,
Grimes, Winesap, Stayman Winesap, with some
Ingram, Collins, King David, and Delicious Arkansas
has enough apple trees of bearing age to produce a very
large crop, but as in Missouri and Illinois, within recent
years unfavorable climatic conditions with diseases and
injuiious insects have proved a rather scnous handicap
to the progress of the apple industry Generally speak-
ing, planting is not, now being rapidly extended The
planting of thousands or even hundreds of acres under
one management is fortunately no longer generally
regarded with favor, and the trend is distinctly towards
leducing the individual holdings to a size that is com-
patible with careful and thorough orchaid management
The future will see a large development, of conuneicial
apple-growing in this region
Kansas—Northeastern Kansas from Topeka north-

ward to the Nebraska line and northeastward to the
Missouri River forms a part of an important apple-
growing region which takes in southeastern Nebraska,
southwestern Iowa, and northwestern Missouri Here
Jonathan and Grimes are grown to a high degree of

perfection, together with Ben Davis, Gano, Winesap,
and other varieties of the Ben Davis belt There is

another important apple distnct, which is located in

the Arkansas Valley from Hutchinson to the Oklahoma
line In recent years, this has taken the lead in crop-
production in this state The older Kansas orchards
were laigely of Ben Davis, Gano, and Missouri. The
newer plantings have more of York Imperial, Jona-
than and Grimes Other varieties common to the Ben
Davis belt are also found
Oklahoma and northwest Texas—In Oklahoma, the

apple has not yet developed very large commercial
importance Planting is gradually increasing in the
Red River section and also in west Texas where the
altitude reaches 2,000 feet. Here Ben Davis, Missouri
and Arkansas Black are among the most important
commercial varieties.
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Establishing and managing the orchard on the prairies

and plains Fig 276

Preparation of land —The fundamental principles of

proper preparation of soil for orchard planting in the
mid-continental country are much the same as those
that are set forth for other regions, although they may
differ somewhat in relative importance One of the
first things to be considered is the matter of putting the
soil in such condition that the entire root-system of

the apple tree may withstand, without injury, any
period when the soil is filled with water Unfortunately,
the importance of this is not generally nor fully realized,

even among expenenced orchardists The principle

that apple roots must have a constant supply of air m
order to do their work should never be lost sight, of.

Stagnant water cuts off the supply of air to the rools

and veiy quickly unpaiis the health of the root-system
Excepting on such soils as deep porous loess, or when
the subsoil is of such a sandy or gravelly nature as to

276 A ten-year-old Nebraska apple orchard
The trunks are protected from the sun by board jackets.

let the surplus water pass off readily, it may be laid

down as a general pnnciple that thorough tiling is

fundamental to the highest degree of regular and
abundant crop-production and longevity of the apple
tree On land where the general slope is sufficient to

carry off the surface water and e\en on hillsides, tiling

may be, and often is, essential to the best success The
lines of til(> should be not less than t lods apart and in

many cases 2 rods apart gi\es enough better results to
more than repav the extra expense Even in arid re-

gions, progressive orchardists are learning that, under
irrigation, in many places it becomes necessary to
under-diam the land so as to pi event the seepage and
waste-water from water-logging the soil and damaging
the root-system of the trees

Humus —It is highly important that the orchard
soils have an abundance of humus to begin with, and
that the supply be continually kept up by the use of
either green manures or barnjard manure or both.
The humus not only puts the soil in a more fertile con-
dition but increases its moisture-holding capacity and
gives it greater ability to withstand drought The
necessity of promptly getting rid ot surplus water m
the soil has already been emphasized It is equally
important to conserve soil moisture so as to carry the
tree unharmed through any periods of drought that
may occur either in summer or winter Generally
speaking, this can best be done in the mid-continental
regions by thorough tillage during the growing season,
followed by the growing of cover-crops In places
where soils wash so badly that this practice cannot be
followed, perhaps the next best way to develop the
capacity of the soil to hold moisture is by the use of

barnyard manure and the growing of clovers or other
crops that can be mowred twice or more during the
season and allowed to rot on the ground

It is well to grow gram or some cultivated crop on the
land the season previous to planting the orchard The
land may then be fall-plowed to a good depth and disked
in the spring, or it may be plowed in the spring and
disked just before planting North of the latitude of

southern Iowa, spring planting is always to be preferred,

while to the southward, orchards may be planted either

in fall or spring In the case of fall planting, two or

three furrows should be turned towards the tree on each
side of the row as a matter of protection from alternate

thawing and freezing about the roots and to turn away
surface water from the trunk

In planting the tree it is essential that the first earth
that is put m the hole should at once be tramped about
the roots, and this process repeated as the hole is filled.

Great care must be taken in this region to keep the
trees from drying out in handling them while they are

being transferred from nursery to orchard Trees
should be kept perfectly dormant, till planted Nursery
stock should be neither accepted nor planted after its

buds have started growth Sometimes when such stock
is transferred promptly from nursery to orchard on a
rainy day, it may grow well, but as a rule it dies or

makes but feeble growth
Budded apple trees should not be planted in any part

of the upper Mississippi Valley for the reason that when
6ueh frees are set in the orchard the point of union
between the top and the seedling root comes at or near
the surface of the ground, thus exposing the root to

greater liability of suffering winter injury than wdien it

is buiied more deeply By using a long cion giafted on
a short piece-root, it is possible to produce a nursery
tree that will permit of planting the seedling root

deeply Duiing the history of apple-giowing in the more
northern parts of the mul-continental apple districts,

it has repeatedly happened that when the hardier
cultivated varieties have boon budded on some tender
seedling roots, the roots have been winterkilled, while

the top remained uninjured until it died from the lack

of live roots to support it In many cases when root-

grafted trees of the verv hardv varieties had sent out
roots from the knver part of the cion, they were able
to withstand the severest winters uninjured, while trees

of the same kinds which were not thus established on
their own roots died from winterkilling of the roots

Such experiences ha\c led fruit-growers to demand
root-grafted apple trees

The methods of spraung now being followed by the
more intelligent and progressive apple-growers of mid-
contmental America do not differ materially from those
of the best growers east and west

Pruning—Pruning is, generally speaking, sadly
neglected by the oidmary apple-grower In recent
jears, the tendency of orchard practice in the Missis-

sippi Valley has been towards the methods of heading
and pruning 'apple trees which aie most commonly
practised in the mtermountam and Pacific coast dis-

tricts Very high-headed trees are comparatively
scarce except m old closely planted orchards in which
the lower limbs have been lost by over-crowding The
trees are headed rather low, commonly at about 18 to

21 inches from the ground to the first limb The leader

is taken out at a height of 28 to 36 inches, leaving for

the framework of the tree from three to five ascend-
ing mam limbs which should be at least 6 inches apart.

In regions wrhere the trees are comparatively short-

lived or with varieties that are not expected to live

more than from twenty to thirty years, this is doubtless
the best practice, but with longer-lived trees it is open
to the very serious objection that when loaded with
fruit or weighted with ice and snow these large limbs
sometimes break at the trunk, leaving an injury wThich

can never be healed, and as a result the whole tree goes
down within a few years On the other hand, trees

that are trained with a central leader may lose very
large branches and yet heal over such wounds and live
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to old age in good condition In training trees in this

way, it is best to cut off the leader at the proper height

when the tree is planted This tends to force the growth
of the branches which are needed to form the main
framework of the tree One of these branches may be
allowed to grow in the center of the top so as to form a
new leader

Aside from shaping the tree so as to give it right

mechanical framework for supporting heavy loads of

fruit, it needs to be kept sufficiently open to permit
light and air to reach the foliage throughout the top
This will favor the best development of abundant and
strong fi uit-buds and perfect fruit. It also leaves the
top open so that all of its foliage and fruit may be read-
ily sprayed Thick, dense tops are to be avoided and
trees should not be allowed to grow so close together
as to crowd each other

Tillage —As before stated, the best system for gen-
eral practice m conserving soil moisture and fertility

is tillage throughout the growing season, till late July or
early August, followed by a good cover-crop The great-

est care must be used not to bruise the trees when
cultivating In this interior climate, it. often happens
that such wounds do not readily heal and they may
result m the loss of the tree within a ver> few years
If a wTound happens to be made, the loose bark should
be at once cut aw'ay and the exposed surface coated
with a thick paint of pure white lead and raw linseed

oil and kept thus protected till completely healed
over
Mice and rabbits —For the last few years in the

writer’s experience, lime-sulfur sprayed on the trunks
and low branches of the trees as soon as the leaves drop
has prevented attacks of mice and rabbits Use at same
strength as indicated for the dormant season

Handling (he nop —At the present wilting, the
apple crop of the rnid-continental regions is marketed
locally, either in bulk, open packages, or m barrels, or
it is shipped in barrels or in bulk Box-packing is

practically unknown here It is just beginning to be

J
ractised by a few scattering enterprising fruit-growers

t would extend more rapidly but for the fact that very
few persons in this region know how to pack apples in

boxes The Iowa Experiment Station has taken the
lead m introducing box-packing among the apple-
growers of the interior by arranging for schools of
instruction in apple box-packing m that state and
assisting in introducing them into other states The
effect of this work is already shown in the rapidly grow-
ing local interest in improved methods of grading and
packing apples for market.
The methods followed in barrel-packing and in hand-

ling apples in bulk do not differ materially from those
which are pievalent in the eastern states 80 also the
handling of apples m cold storage follow's the general
lines of this business as practised by eastern growers
and dealers, but the stoiage facilities arc not yet
developed as extensively as in eastern apple-growing
sections, although many strictly up-to-date storage
establishments aie found

Fruil-grou'tr s’ organizations —There are as yet com-
paratively few apple-growers’ organizations in this

mid-continental legion Generally speaking, these are
organized along lines similar to those which character-
ize the fruit-growers’ organizations of the Rocky
Mountain and Pacific coast states, except that in no
case are they yet combined m a fruit-grow'ers’ exchange
With the increase of mtensiv e orcharding, it may reason-
ably be expected that apple-growers’ organizations m
this region will become more abundant and more thor-
oughly systematized
Orchard-heating —The recent advent of the practice

of fighting late spring frosts by orchard-heating un-
doubtedly marks a new era in fruit-growing in the mid-
eontinental regions It reduces the hazards by bring-
ing an heietofore unceitain 1actor under some degree of

control and thus puts the industry upon a more stable
basis

The amount of losses m this region during only the

E
ast decade from injury to orchard blossoms and fruits

y late spring frosts and freezes aggregates an enormous
sum, a considerable part of which doubtless might
have been saved by proper orchard-h eating In the
IowTa Horticultural Society Report for 1910, Laurenz
Greene estimates the amount of loss from frost injury
to the apple crop of Iowa alone from 1905 to 1910 at
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000 In some of the other states,

the losses have been even greater
The practice of orchard-heating for this region is in

many respects still in the experimental stages, and
much will need to be learned before all the details shall

have been definitely worked out into the most efficient

and economical practice Nevertheless, it may now
rightly be regarded as a good method of insurance
against frost injury
For detailed treatment, see Orchard Protection

S A Bkach.

Apple-growing in the western mountain states.

Accepting the common geogiaphical gioupmg of the

states, the mountain division embiaces the states of

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, Wyo-
ming, Arizona and Nevada According to the census
report, these states produced in 1909 a little less than

4 per cent of the total apple crop of the United States,

oi 5,500,000 bushels While New York alone produced
four times this amount, and the New England states

more than 10,000,000 bushels, these mountain states

are competitors worth considering in commercial
apple-growing In 1910, these states reported only

40 per cent of their total acreage of apple orchards in

bearing, w’hile the New England states, as well as New
Yorl^, reported about 80 per cent of their apple trees of

bearing age.

The mountain states.

In the two years that have passed since these figures

were gathered, at least five of the mountain states have
greatly extended the plantings of apple orchards, and
it is safe to say that m no group of states is the apple
industry growing more rapidlv Of this group, Colo-
rado stands first in production, Idaho second, Utah
third, Montana fourth and New Mexico fifth In

total acreage planted to apple trees, Colorado lanks
first, Idaho second and Montana third Colorado has
a substantial lead and promises to hold its place for

some years to come Comparing Utah and New
Mexico, it would be unsafe to say which leads in

total acreage of apple orehaids The same is true of

Arizona, Nevada and Wyoming The fruit-giowing

industry of the region has grown up in comparatively
recent years and, with the exception of Arizona and
Nevada, all states reported the larger per cent of the
apple trees too young to bear in 1910 The status of

the apple-growing industry in these states individually

may be briefly summarized as follows

Colorado —In 1910, Colorado reported 1,688,000

apple trees of hearing age and 1,973,000 trees not
bearing In 1909 the state produced, according to

census figures, 3,559,000 bushels of apples The state’s

principal apple-growing sections are the Grand Valley
(Mesa County)

,
the North Fork Valley (Delta County)

,

the Uncompahgre Valley (Montrose County), the

Canon City district (Fremont County)
;
and a new and

promising district embracing a large part of Monte-
zuma Countv The varieties most largely giown are

Gano, Jonathan, Rome Beauty and Winesap In the

older orchards, there has been a considerable planting of

Ben Davis, but many of these are now grafted to the

better varieties Little is done in the way of apple-

giowung without irrigation Most of the orchard land
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is found m comparatively narrow mountain valleys or

upon the bench or mesa lands of these valleys

Idaho—In 1910, Idaho had 1,000,000 apple trees of

bearing age and 1,5-40,000 tiees not bearing The
state is credited with the production of 000,000 bushels

of apples in 1900. The Snake River Valley is the prin-

cipal applo-gi owing section In the north of the state,

the Cleai water Valley and the valleys of the Kootenai
and Clarke’s Fork of the Columbia affoid additional

possibilities for commercial apple-giowing The in-

dustry is growing rapidly, and it is probably safe to

say that, m 1913 the output of the state was double
that of 1909 The principal varieties grown are Cano,
Jonathan, Winesap and Koine Beauty, with Esopus anti

Yellow Newtown m the newer plantings In the nor-

thern half of the state, the moisture supplied by
natural lainfall is genet ally sufficient to mature the
apple ci op, while in the southern half of the state

additional moistuie must, be supplied by migation
Montana — In 1910, Montana had 097,000 apple

trees of bearing age and 1,.30K,000 tiees not bearing
'1 he estimates of tin* State Board of Iloitieulture placed
the tota 1 k reage of apple on hauls in Montana, in

1912, as .50,000 a<ies '1 he pnncipal apple-gi owing
sections aie the Bittei Root Valley, the 1* fathead dis-

tint, whnli embiaees a poition of the* \ alley above
Hat head Lake and the land along the lake shore, the
Clarke’s Folk Valley (Carbon County; and the Yellow-
stone Valley (\ ellow stone Count)-), with newei plant-

ings in the valley west of the junction of the Missc ula

and Hat head Riveis ( Missoula and Saundcis Counties)

and in the Tobacco Flams and Kootenai \ alleys m
Lincoln Countv With the exception of the gicuter

portion of the Flathead distiiets, all are lirigated

'The principal vaneties grown are McIntosh, Wagenei,
Rome Beaut v Noi thei n Spy and W ealthy A few ( 5ano,

Jonathan and Delicious aie being planted '1 he Tran-
scendent Ci ab laigel\ plant <‘d in theoldei oic hards and
those just coming into healing, is being little* planted

now, on account of its susceptibility to pear blight

A etc Memo -The apple mdustiy of this state is

eomparat i\ civ young In 1910 then* were 54.5,000

trees of beaiing age and 911,000 tiees not beating
In 1909, the state piodueed 417,000 bushels of apple's
”1 he orchards aie all under irrigation and aie located

in the Rio Crande Valle) fiom noith of Albuquerque
to the Texas line, m the Roswell distnet in the Pecos
\ alley, and in the Faunington district (San Juan
County), which may be said to be a continuation of

the Montezuma distnet of Coloiado The varieties

grown are Ben Davis, Gano, Aikansas Black, Wine-
sap, Jonathan, White Pearmam and Rome Beauty.
r

l he apple industry is giowing rapidly, especially in

che Roswell and I aimington distiiets The state bids
fair to take* thud place in the mountain region

Utah —In 1910, Utah repoited 517,000 trees of

bearing age and 7X9,000 not healing In 1909 the total

apple-pi eduction was 350,000 bushels In the past
ten veais the state has not shown the gicnvth in apple-
production as has Colorado, Idaho, Montana and
New Mexico, yet many new mehaids aie being planted
in the Cache Valley ((’ache County), Bear Valley
(Iron County), Ctali Valley (Ft ah County), and m the
Ogden distnet These are the leading apple-growing
sections of the state* Gano and Jonathan aie most
widely planted, although Winesap, Rome Beauty and
and other stanchud winter vanetics are grown in smaller
quantities The oiehaids aie all irrigated

A rizonu --Appioxnnately 1,000 acies wTere in apple
orehauls in Arizona in 1910, about one-half being of

bearing age The climate over most of the state is

too wai *11 for the apple, and in the mountainous sec-

tions of the state wnere apples may be successfully

f

;rown, the areas which can be irrigated are very
united in extent There is apparently little chance for

development m commei cial apple -growing.

Nevada —With a climate similar to that of Arizona,
the apple industry has not flourished m Nevada
Latest census figures credit the state with little moie
than 1,000 acres of apple oichards Limited areas
located near the Sierra Nevada Mountains m the
noithwest part of the state aie fairly well adapted to

apple-cultui e The rainfall is light and all orchards
aie irrigated A number of the standard winter varie-

ties aie grown
11 yarning—The interest in apple-growing m Wyom-

ing is confined pumipally to the development of the
home oichaid The acreage planted is about equal to

that of Arizona or Nevada, with a little more interest

now manifest in the development of the industry
The vaneties planted are Wealthy, McIntosh and
Jonathan

General practices

Generally speaking, this whole region if arid, little

being attempted m the way of apple-growing except
with irrigation

rlhe atmosphere is dry, and during
the summer months theie is an exceptionally large
amount of sunshine Especially in the mountain
valleys, the days are waim and the nights cool

r

l he
entile legion is more oi less subject to untimely spring
fiosts For this ieason many of the best flint sections

of the region are found in narrow mountain valleys,

protected moie or les> byr canon breezes, or upon the
nench lands of broader valleys, wdiere the air drainage
is good Within this region, howevei, we find many
sections affoided this natural protection where the
apple cioj) seldom fails

Soils —W ithin this group of states, apples are grown
on a huge* vanety of soils The great majonty of

oiehaids have boon phnted upon \iigm land, and as
time goes on, wro shall piobably learn to consider soil-

adaptation a more impoitant factor in apple-growing
Fiom the standpoint of oa-e of cultivation, ease of

u ligation and the* maintenance of soil futility, the
medium sandy loams are proving the most satisfac-

tory apple* soils

Tillage -
'i he* orchard .sts of the mountain states

have fiom the beginning been exponents of eDan cul-

ture In many* sections, howevei, they* aie now begin-

ning to feel that this has been ovenlone, and m the
pic'sent system of tillage, clean cultivation and covcr-
ciops alternate In some cases the oichaid is well
tilled dunng the early pait of the season and seeded
to field peas, vetch oi other crop in midsummer
Another practice is to seed the orchaid to clov*er, which
is turned under after two seasons’ grow th. 1 he orchard
is then cultivated for one or tw*o seasons and again
planted to clover Alfalfa has been used instead of the
clover Providing it is kept away from the trees and
within reach of the turning plow, alfalfa is not objec-
tionable m oi chard lands fiee fiom stones On rocky
land it is difficult to kill the alfalfa out In this and
region, some such system of tillage must be practised

as a means of maintaining soil-fertility

Iruyolton —The migation practice of the orchard-
ists of these states is not unlike that of the other
western states Piactically all water is applied by* the
furrow method, lunning shallow ditches close together
in sandy soils and deep ditches laither apart in the
heavy soils The distances between ditches wall vary
from 2 to 0 or S feet The old oiehaids receive fiom
tw*o to four applications duimg the growing season
The plan is to get the fruit up to size early in the sea-

son and then pioinote coloring by maintaining only
a moderate moisture supply during the latter part of

the summer In sections wlieie the winters are dry,

both the old and young oichards receive one late fall

lrngation This is applied after the first fiosts when
there is no longer danger of starting new growth The
young orchards are well watered during the early part

of the growing season. After midsummer, little water
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is applied. Every effort is made to check the growth
of tne trees early

?
for when well matured they with-

stand severe freezing best

Pruning—The apple-growers of the mountain states

are qmte unanimous in their choice of the vase-form as

the standard to be worked for m training apple trees.

While the eastern grower many mstly condemn such a
system of training on account of limited fruiting area,

the objection is without merit m this region where
the tendency is for most varieties to overbear In the

first three or four years in the orchard, the young
trees are severely headcd-m each spring, the object

being to get a stocky trunk with the first scaffold limb
within 12 or 18 inches of the ground and three or four

more spaced along the trunk at intervals of G inches
After these first three or four prunings, little heading-
m is done until the trees begin to overbear The trees

are then cut back and thinned out sufficiently to induce
annual bearing and the production of fruits of desir-

able sizes with the minimum amount of hand thinning
In the commercial fruit-growing sections, the fruit is

systematically thinned There is little occasion for

summer pruning
Marketing —The bulk of the apple crop of these

states is sold m standard apple-boxes, and much of the
fruit is wrapped and packed in sizes in tier packs As
a rule, the fruit is marketed through cooperative fruit-

growers’ associations, some of the oldest and most
successful associations m the United States being
found in this region The fruit is generally distrib-

uted in all eastern, southern and western markets
where extra fancy boxed apples are in demand.

diseases and insects — The apple-groweis of the
mountain states are little troubled with fungous dis-

eases During the summer season the atmosphere is

generally dry and the fungi apparently do not thrive.

In some of the more humid sections of this region,
especially in rainy summers, apple scab becomes
a serious menace It is easily controlled, however,
with the lime-sulfur sprays Over the entire region,

pear blight has attacked some of the more susceptible
varieties of apples The planting of Alexander and
Transcendent Crab has been discontinued on this

account, and m some sections other varieties must
be watched carefully and will probably be discarded
eventually
Of the apple orchard insects, the codlin-moth is

easily the most important, and over almost the entire

region up-to-date methods of control must be em-
ployed Both the green and woolly aphis are ever-
present enemies of the apple orchards, the fiist troub-
ling young orchards especially The Ban Jos6 scale

has not as yet become a troublesome pest in the apple
orchards of the greater part of the mountain region
The oyster-shell scale, the bud-moth and the green
fruit-worm are of only local importance
The majority or orchardists of this region are well

equipped with modern power spraying machmery,
and as a rule are well posted on spraying methods.

O. B. Whipple.

The apple in Oregon and Washington.

The states of Oregon and Washington are noted
for their diversity of fruit conditions. Their soils range
from the lightest loam to the heaviest adobe, their

rainfall varies from 8 or 9 inches to over 100; their

elevations extend from sea-level to the snow line. From
the horticulture of each of these states, which is thor-
oughly described in this Cyclopedia, the readers can get
complete details concerning these special characteristics.

In Oregon apple-culture is largely confined to such
valleys as the Rogue Itiver, Umpqua, Willamette,
Hood River, Freewater-Milton, and Grande Ronde,
with certain developments along the coast, especally
in such regions as Coos Bay

In Washington the development is largely east of the
Cascade Range m such inland districts as Wenatchee,
Yakima, Walla Walla and Lewiston-Clarkston.

General considerations.

Apple-culture on the Pacific Coast is characterized by
the following
Communed development —In such valleys, for example,

as the Hood Biver (Fig 277) or Wenatchee, one finds

that apple-growing is almost the sole industry, and large

contiguous aicas are devoted to apple-production
alone One sees the entire absence of diversity of agri-

culture m some districts These orchards may occasion-

ally be very large, although m the more highly devel-

oped legions the tendency is for small orchards very
intensn ely developed

Intensive tillage—Theie is practically not a fruit-

grower to be found on the Pacific Coast who is not a
film believer in tillage In a few sections, the intro-

duction of shade-crops is supplementing the former
intensive tillage, but the almost universal practice is

to till ver> intensively

Systematic spraying —Each orchard is given frequent
sprayings, according to a specified program There are

very few orchards on the Pacific Coast that are not
equipped with power sprayers, capable of maintaining
200 pounds of pressure Pacific Coast apple-growers
are thoroughly alive to the value of spraying for pests.

277 Apple orchard in Hood River valley.

Methodical thinning—It would be very hard indeed
to find any fruit districts m which the orchardists do
not thin regularly They would no sooner give up
thinning than eating It is thought hv a great many
growers that thinning na>s a larger dividend on the
investment, than any other orchard practice

Skillful packing —The Pacific Coast has long been
famous for the high-grade packing of its fruit products.

Ever} effort is made to educate the growers to be skill-

ful fruit-packers, and rigid systems of inspection are

maintained in order that the high grade of the pack may
not be sacrificed.

Sjnnt of cooperation —Almost every community is

thoroughly organized The spirit of cooperation has
taken a firm hold with the people and its benefits are

thoroughly realized Not only have certain sections

organized, but there is every indication at the present

time that within the next few years apple interests of

the entire Pacific Coast will be consolidated into a
central selling agenc}.

The personnel of the Pacific Coast fruit-growers can
be characterized by the large number of young men,
especially college graduates, who are engaging in apple-
culture In Hood River alone there are in the neigh-
borhood of one hundred and thirty college graduates
from all parts of the country engaged in apple-growing
and making it a life-work and study There are also

large numbers of retired business and professional

men from vanous parts of the country Such men,
because of their enthusiasm, are anxious to adopt up-
to-date methods m order to make very successful fruit-

growers They intend to specialize in making apple-
growing a very serious business It is not an uncom-
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mon thing to find a man devoting his entire energy to

the growing of two vaneties of apples.

Orchard management

Most of the orchardings practice annual spring plow-
ing. In some of the lighter soils, disking takes the
place of plowing, but the present tendency is to plow
and harrow down the soil very thoroughly With the
heavy loams the plowing is generally followed by light

harrowing, supplemented by the use ot the clod-

masher, corrugated lollei or brillion After the ground
is placed in good condition, fiequent cultivations are
made One ot the best, tools to use in such cases is

the Kimball weeder, this stirs the soil and prevents
drying or baking of the surface soil. Often as many as
eighteen harrowings are given during the summer-
time By the middle of August or at such time as
the young trees have made sufficient growth, cultiva-

tion ceases, but with the heavier-bearing orchards
cultivation is generally continued up to the harvesting
\\ ith the lighter soils, such as many of the volcanic
ash, after the ground has been plowed in the spring,

the tendency is to compact the ground more bv the
use of subsoil packers or by dragging the ground with
floats Such soils tend to blow out (onstantlv and it. is

only by these methods that the moisture can be ie-

t.ained in the surface soil

Irrigation — Irrigation becomes more and more a
factor to the Pacific Coast apple-grower east of the
Cascade Mountains where die rainfall is less than 15
inches Irrigation is made to supplement tillage The
watei is applied by the fuirow or rill system, and as

soon as possible after irrigation the ground is thoi-

oughlv harrowed and, aftei becoming smooth, is kept
m good shape with smoothing hariows Irrigation is

practised more with trees fifteen years of age and up
than with young trees

The growers are finding out that an abundant supply
of moisture either through intensive tillage or irriga-

tion tends to make the tret's produce larger crops, makes
them annual bearers, inei eases the individual size of

the specimens and U nds to make the fruit more elonga-
ted and of a livelier, brighter color In some cast's too
much moist ui e is used, resulting m soft, poorly colored

fruit of poor shipping qualities

Fertilizer s - Vt the piesent time no commercial
fertilizers arc being used The growers, however, are

taking hold of covei -crops very enthusiastically

\etch becomes a principal crop,—the forage or Oregon
vetch in the region when* the climate is mild, anti the
hauv vetch where the climate is seveie The vetch is

generally combined with ne, oats, or wheat, and is

drilled in by the lattoi part of August, about forty

pounds of vetch and ten pounds of rye being the com-
mon amount to use to the acre Under normal con-
ditions, fiorn 2 to 3 feet of growth can be realized by
early spring

Shade-n ops —In the irrigated sections where the
tendency to use shade-crops is becoming common,
alfalfa and the clovers are the principal crops grown
Tnere is a great difference in opinion among the
growers whether alfalfa is a suitable crop to use as a
shade-crop, clovers being more commonly used Some
growers piaetise growing clover for two years, cutting
it and allowing it to mat on the ground, while other
growers disk the clover under each year and allow it to

reseed itself The practice of growing shade-crops is

yet so new that it will be a number of years befoie the
growers unite on some practice, but a larger percentage
of growers are resorting to shade-ci ops each year

Thinning—Nearly all varieties of apples are thinned
very carefully The thinning generally begins as soon
as the drop is over, in some places before the drop takes
place. The apples are thinned at various distances,

according to varieties The red apples are generalh
thinned one to a spur. With yellow apples, there is a

tendency to leave two specimens on certain spurs but
to remove all the fruit from the remaining spurs The
growers think that when this method is followed there is

a tendency to maintain the trees as annual bearers The
distances apart vary extremely Wmesaps are thinned
from 8 to 10 inches apart, whereas the larger varieties

of apples are thinned rather sparingly, as they often
have a tendency to overgrow if thinned too vigorously

Pruning —Most growers practise annual pruning
The trees are started very low, the head being 9 to 18

inches from the ground Mo-t of the growers resort to
what is known as the open, goblet or vase lice In this

tree, most of the branches issue from one point and the
trees aie kept open constantly bv rigorous pruning.
The growers think that moie light is allowed to play
around fhe fruit by such a system and that a better
color is developed During the first three years, the
trees are cut back very rigorously each spring, but as

they herome older less heading-buck is resorted to and
mote thinning-out is practised Many of the growers
arc now leaning more to the modification of the center
tree, growing what is known as tlx* modified center tree,

the leaders being allowed to grow for a few’ years ami
then b< mg suppress si This system gi\ es a better dis-

tribution of the branches and makes a stronger tiee, and
it also gi\es a larger Uniting area Some growers
contend that varieties like the Yellow Newtown do
better if tinmed as leaders

There is much sentiment among the fruit-growers

on the Pacific Coast in favor of summer pruning In

their enthusiasm, many of them aie overdoing sum-
mer pruning On the stronger loams certain varieties

like "Yellow Newtown aie -low in coining into bearing,

but on the lighter loams and higher altitudes come into

bearing in three to five years In such cases summer
pruning is not resoited to

Pollination —Pollination has become a subject to

which the Pacific (Mast grovveis are paying a great
deal of attention and the orchards arc now being
planted in oblong blocks of two to si\ rows of a
vanetv 11 is felt that wlieie this is practised, a larger

set of flint is secured, that there is a greater uniformity
in the crop and a tendency for increase in si /e of speci-

mens Formerly tieos were planted in large blocks, but
the heavy shedding of fruit has caused the growers to

abandon this system and plant so that lnterpollina-

tion can take place
Frost-jightmg —Frost -fighting is resorted to in many

of the mountain valley's that arc early and subject to

damage from frosts 'Fhe most common method for

controlling is smudging with oil m pots The last few
years many growers have* been very successful in sav-

ing the crops under adverse conditions See Orchard
Protei lion

Spuujmg—Practically cv’cry grower has a spray
calendar which he follows very carefully Power outfits

are used extensively and high pressure is maintained.
In all the older orchards, high platforms are built on
the spray outfits so the trees ran be thoroughly covered
with spray The principal diseases are the mildew,
found more in California and southern Oregon; apple
scab, apple tree anthracnose, or black spot These are

about the only diseases that receive much attention
Of the insect pests, the eodlm-moth and aphis are the
most serious The eodlm-moth is distributed over the
entire district with the exception of the coast regions,

which arc free from this insect pest The green aphis
attacks the young tiers injuriously, and lor the past
two y ears the brown aphis has boon of serious menace
to fhe fruit In some regions the brown aphis is now
doing more damage than the eodhn-moth The scale

insects, for the present tune, receive very little atten-

tion, as they are so easily controlled. Occasionally' the

red-spidor and borers giv’e considerable trouble
Packing —The apples aie all packed m boxes known

as the Northwest .Standard, 10}^ x 11 Yi x IS inches
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All the better grades of apples are wrapped m paper,

and lithographs are placed on the boxes The fruit is

graded very carefully before packing The present
tendency is to use one size of box and pack the apples
by what is known as the diagonal pack

Packing-homes —Very large and expensive packing-
houses are being erected all over the Pacific Coast and
enormous storage plants are being built, at all the im-
mediate shipping points In most cases, the packing
is very rigorously inspected Most of the states have
laws that require the grower to put on the box his

name, the grade of fruit, and the number of specimens
in the package Most associations require the packer
to stamp his number on the box, so that in the case of

any imperfections it can be easily traced
Marketing—The marketing of the fruit is done

largely through associations By cooperating, the
growers have been able to improve constantly their

pack and have also tended to distribute the fruit more
widely At the present time, the Pacific Coast is send-
ing fruit to nearly all the leading ports of the world, and
the effort is made to get a wider and wider distribution

rather than to send it, to a few distributing points like

Chicago and New York, which was the system formerly
followed.
The willingness of the people to organize, and the

cooperative system, which is broadcast in the region,

is a very important factor m successful apple-culture
on the Pacific Coast C \ Lewis.

The apple in California.

Although the apple was introduced into southern
California by the Mission padres nearly a century
before the American occupation, and although the Rus-
sians established an apple orchard in northern Cali-

fornia more than a quarter of a centurj before the gold
discovery, it was not fullv demonstrated until about
1880 that the state can produce an apple of character

and quality to entitle the region to standing among

278 A California apple orchard

the commercial apple regions of the United States
California pioneers were accustomed to concede apple
adaptations to Oregon and to claim none for them-
selves This was chiefly due to the fact that early
plantings were made m the mining districts of the
lower foothills and on \ alley lands adjacent to routes of
travel thereto from the poit of San Francisco Climatic
conditions in such situations forced too early maturity
of winter varieties, whu h impaired quality and keeping
and, as main commercial desirability was vested in
long-keeping, California was conceded to lack adapta-
tions for the production of a good apple, and local sup-
plies of the fruit were drawn for three decades from the
orchards m western Oregon Popular judgment was,
however, reversed by the notable long-keeping of Cali-
fornia apples shown at the New Orleans Fair in 1885,
which is explained by the fact that the exhibits were

gathered from family orchards in the coast districts and
in the high plateaus and mountain valleys where grow-
ing conditions are quite unlike those of the lower
foothills and adjacent valleys The conclusion from
this demonstration was that when the right variety is

planted in the right place, in California, superior fruit,

both for local use and long shipment, may be secured.
Since that time, California apples have been success-
fully sold in considerable quantities in England and on
the continent of Euiope, on the Atlantic Coast of Amer-
ica, in Australia and in Eastern Asia—as well as
throughout the interior states of the Pacific Slope, in

Canada and in Alaska The uprise of a great apple
industry in other states of the Pacific Slope has, how-
ever, recently excluded the California wintei apple
from large American areas in which it foimerly sold
freely: but California still retains in the same areas its

market for summer and fall apples because mature
fruit can be shipped before the same varieties ripen
faither north or at greater elevations Fig 278 shows
a lepresentative California apple orchard

Summer apples

It is now clear that there are two distinct branches
of the apple industry of California, m which, first,

effort is concentrated on the production of summer
apples in what aie known as early districts and, second,
fall and winter apples in other districts w'here slower
development is favored by prevalence of lower spnng
and summer temperat ures. In the interior valleys and
lower foothills, the forcing heat bungs earlv varieties,

like the Astrachans, quickly to notable size, crispness

and flavor, and there is an ample demand for such fruit

for shipment, providing it is sound and free from posts,

some of which, however, are more aggiessive than they
aie in cooler sections Fall apples are successfully

grown in the same districts but they also are profitable

in jthe coast district, as is shown by the behavior of

the Gravenstein in the Sebastopol section of Sonoma
County where “(Jiavenstem shows” are annuallv held
in August Another instance of specialization is found
m the commercial impoitance of the Yellow Bellflower
in the Watsonville district, where it enters largely into
the “Apple Annual”—a greater exhibition held the first

week m October In these typical fall-apple districts,

the winter apples are also important, Ihe Esopus
( Spitzenberg) leading these varieties at Sebastopol and
the Yellowr Newtown at Watsonville dhese facts

emphasize the importance of certain varieties, for spe-
cialization is built upon varieties even moie than upon
the classes to which they belong

Winter apples.

The chief importance does, however, rest with the
winter apple in California, in the same way, but perhaps
not to such a degree, as in other apple-growing states
and countries, and the chief investment and expectation
are made upon that basis Aside from the conditions
cited, which make nearly exclusively for the summer
and early fall varieties, the state has great capacity
for the production of winter apples of the type for

which the coast has become so famous during the last

fewr vears Every county m the state has apple trees,

but the requirements of a winter apple are fully met by
two main divisions of the state, viz the smaller val-
leys close to the coast, in fact, in some cast's, the coast
flats, where the exposure is directly toward the cooling
breezes of the ocean which produce a cool summer—

a

long, slow-growing season, which develops great beauty
and high quality in a winter apple Similar results are
also produced by the climate found at an elevation ot

about 2,500 to 5,000 feet on the interior plateaus and in

the mountain valleys The coast district has developed
a greater commercial apple industry than the moun-
tains, because transportation facilities for shipment are
vastly better, but as the state advances, the mountain
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districts will he employed in this production much more
largely than at present The greatest apple district

of the state now is the Pajaro Valley, including parts
of Monteiey and Santa Cruz Counties, centering at

Watsonville, which shipped about 6,000 carloads of

apples in 1912 The county next prominent in apple-
growing is Sonoma, Santa Cruz and Sonoma Counties
have about one-half of all the trees in the state, while
many other counties have good apple orchards in less

total acreage, in fact., from San Diego on the south to
Siskiyou on the north, localities exist which afford the
elevation or the coast exposures that favor the pro-
duction of good winter apples, and planting is pro-
gressing in all these districts

Extent

The number of -apple trees in California in 1913 is

about 2,500,000, occupying, as nearly as can be calcu-
lated, 30,000 acres of land The vaneties of chief com-
mercial importance, in order of ripening, are White and
Red Astrachan, Giavenstein, Yellow Bellflower, Yellow
Newtown, Esopus, White Pearmain, Winesapand Rome
Beauty. Many other winter varieties have been planted
recently in different districts, hut their relative impor-
tance cannot be predicted. Wickson.

APRICOT. Rosatea- A tree and fruit somewhat
intermediate between the peach and the plum, grown
largely in California and in special localities in the
East
The apneot tree is a round-headed grower, with

dark, somewhat pe.ich-like hark, and very broad or
almost circular leaves 1 he fruit, which usiia’ly ripens
in advance of both the peach and plum, is peach-like m
shape and color, with a smoother skin, rich yellow flesh

and large flat smooth stone The flesh is commonly
less juicy than that of the peach, and, as a rule, per-
haps, of higher quality

r

lhe apricots are of tnree
spei ies, all probably nat i\ e of China or Japan ( 1 ) The
common apucot of Europe and America is Pi unus
Armemnca fr vanable, hut smooth at maturity, red or
yellow, the sweet and firm flesh free, or vciy nearly so,

fiom tin* large, smooth, flat stone tree with a round,
spreading top, and a reddish, eheiry-like or peach-like

bark lvs (Fig 279, light.) ovate or round-ovate, with
a short point and sometimes a heart-shaped base, thin
and bright green, smooth or \cry nearh so below, as are
the gland-hearing stalks, the margins rather obtusely
and mostly finely senate fls pink-white and borne
singly, sessile or very* nearly so, pi celling the hs (Fig

2S0) The Russian apricot, is a
hardy but smaller-fruited rare of

this species (2) The Japanese
apneot, in Japan grown for flow-

ers rather than for fruit, is Prunus
Mume fr small, yellowish or
greenish, the flesh rather hard and
dry, and adhering tightly to the
pitted stone tree like the common
apneot, but with a grayer or

greener bark and duller foliage

lvs grayish green, generally nar-
rower (Fig 279, left) and long-

pointed, more or less hairy along
the veins below and oil the shorter mostly glandless

stalk, thick in texture and prominently netted beneath,
fls fragrant, borne singly or in 2’s, and sessile (with-

out, stalks)
,
more lately intro into this country, ehieflv

under the name of Bungoume plum (3) The third

species is the purp’c or black apricot, Prunus dasyearpa,

which is little cult, fr globular and somewhat plum-
like, with a distinct st,

,
pubescent or fuzzy even at

maturity, dull dark purple, the sourish soft flesh cling-

ing to the plum-like fuzzy stone tree round-headed,
with much the habit of the common apricot, with lvs

ovate and more or less tapering at both ends, thin, dull

279 Apneot leaves

P Mumo on left,

P armemuca on right

green, on slender and pubescent, mostly glandless,

stalks, finely appressed- serrate and hairy on the veins
below fls large and plum-like, blush, solitary or m 2’a
on pubescent stalks or more
long, and appearing in advance of
the leaves See Prunus for related

species The apncot-plum, Prunus
Simona, is discussed under Plum

.

The plumcot is a hybrid of plum
and apricot, accounted for under
Prunus L H B

East of the Mississippi the apricot

is not grown commercially to great

extent, although it is a popular fruit

for the home orchard and garden
As a commercial crop, it does not
seem to he increasing in favor
There are two important ro.isons

for this the loss of the fruit by
spring frosts because of the very
carlv season of bloom, and the great

liability to cureulio attack Pos-
sibly the apneot has. not vet been
given a thorough test. Its value
mav be more appreciated and the
difficulties of its culture lessened
when the fruit, has received greater
study and attention.

The apricot is as hardy as the peach and thrives in

similar localities and under the same general cultivation

and treatment, but demands very strong soil.
r

lhe
ideal land for this fruit seems to be one that is deep and
dry, and loamy or gravelly in character The rolling

loamy lands that are wr
cll adapted to apples seem to

he well suited to the apricot, if the exposure and loca-

tion are correct The apricot is particularly impatient
of wet feet, and many of the failures arc due to reten-

tive subsoils The kind of soil has an important bearing
aho on the stock to he used

Particular attention should he given to the location

and exposure of the apricot orchard In tin* East the
beM results are secured if the plantation stands on
elevated land near a large body of w*ator, for th..e the
spring frosts are not so serious as elsewhere Generally
a somewhat backward exposure, if it can be had, is

desirable, to retard blooming Apricots will he sure to
fail m frost.v localities

The apricot should always be given clean culture
For the first two or three years, some hoed crop may be
grown between the row’s, but after that the trees should
he allowed the entire land, particularly if set, less than
20 feet apart Tillage should be stopped late in sum-
mer or early in fall to allow* the wood to mature thor-

oughly* It is best to raise a cover-crop m the latter

part of July oi in August to hasten this maturity and
also to protect the roots and to improve the physical
properties of the soil

The trees are pruned in essentially the same way
as plums The fruit-buds are borne both on spurs
(two are shown m lug 281) and also on the wood
of the hist season’s growth on either side of the leaf-bud,

as shown m the twin and triplet buds above a in Fig.

281 Each hud contains a single naked flower (Fig

280) As the fruit, begins to swell, the calyx-ring is

forced off over the top (Fig 282) and the injury* from
cureulio may then he expected The fruit is often

borne so close together as to appear to be m clusters

(Fig 283)
When grown under the best conditions, the apneot

may he considered to he nearly or quite as productive
as the peach Like other fruit trees, it bears m alter-

nate v ears, unless the crops are very heavily thinned
It can never be recommended for general or indiscrimi-

nate planting Only the best fruit-growers can succeed

with it Apricots are to be considered as a dessert or
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to

t’ancv fruit, and therefore, should be neatly packed in

small and tasty packages
The varieties mostly in demand in the eastern states

in order of pieference are. Moorpark, Harris, Alexis,

Montgamet, Budd, Early Golden, St Ambroise,
Alexander and Peach The Royal and Superb are grow n
to some extent Of the above-mentioned vaneties, the

Harris, St Ambroise, Montgamet, and Early
Golden are early jus regaids season of ripen-

ing, the Peach and Moorpark are medium,
the Alexander, Alexis and Budd are late

The Alexander, Alexis, Budd and some
others belong to the Russian race Fig 2S4
shows a good-shaped apricot

The apricot is piopagated b> budding or
grafting the desired varieties on the peach
or plum stock On its own root the apucot
seems to be less successful, probably because
of the peculiar soil-requirements that it.

demands The peach seems to gi\ e a bettor

union and consequently a better stand,

wheieas the plum stock gives a tree that is

haulier, longer lived, and less subject to

attacks of borers Both Mvrobalan and
Domestica stocks are used, the pieference
being for the latter

The most serious enemy of the apucot is

the cureulio, the same insect that attacks

the fruits of plum and peach This inject

seems to have a particular fondness for the
apricot, and as the fruit sets verv call}, the
crop may be expected to be destrovul un-
less the most vigilant means are employed
The foliage of the apricot, as in the ease ot

the peach, is especially sensitive to the
arsenical sprays and therefore entomolo-

gists have hesitated to recommend
pans green and arsenate of lead

for the control of the euiculio

The work ofW M Scott and A B
Quamtance, of the Tinted State's

Department, ot Agriculture, has
shown, however, that arsenate ot

lead m combination with self-

boiled lime-sulfur is successful in

controlling this pest on the peach
It is probable that the mixture
will be equally successful in con-
trolling the cureulio on the apricot

They recommend the use of two
pounds of arsenate of lead com-
bined with fifty gallons of self-

boiled lime-sulfur applied as follows*
1* irst application—About the tame the calyces, or

shucks, are shedding from the young fruit,

Second application —Two or three weeks later, or
about one month after the falling of the petals

Another method of control of this insect, is by jarring

the trees, m the same way as with plums and peaches,
but the work must be even more thoroughly done than
with those flints The jarring should begin as soon as
the blossoms fall, and continue as long as the insects are
numerous enough to do serious damage It will usually
be necessary to catch the insects for three to six

weeks, two or three times a week, or perhaps even
every day The work must be pci formed early in the
morning, while the cureulio is indisposed to fly The
operation consists m knocking the insects from the
tree by a quick jar or shake, catching them on a white
sheet or in a canvas hopper The catcher formerly
used m western New York was a strong cloth hopper
mounted on a wheelbarrow-like frame, and run on two
wheels The hopper converged into a tin box, into which
the eurculios rolled as they fell on the sheet One man
wheeled the device, by barrow-hke handles, under the
tree, then dropped the handles and jarred the tree, or

281 Fruit- buds of

the apricot Borne be-

side the leaf-bud, as
ou the peach, and also

on spurs

sometimes two men went with a machine me wheeling
it and the other jarring the trees If the work of spray-
ing. as above recommended, is done thoroughly, it will

probably not be necessary to use this jarring device in

addition, and the device is now going out of use
The apricot is often trained on walls, where the fruit

roaches the highest perfection Caro should be taken
that the wall does not face the east or the south, or the
early-forced flowrrs may be caught by frost An over-
hangmg-eormee will aid greatly m protecting from
lrost C S Wilson t

The apricot in California is one of the leading eom-
meieial fruits It was apparently introduced by the
Mission Fathers, for Vancouver found it at the Santa
Clara Mission in 1792 However, there is no relation
between this early introduction and the expansion that
quickly followed the American occupation, because the
Mission Fathers had only seedling fruits, while the
early American planters, shortly before the gold dis-

covery, intiodueed the best French and English vane-
til's, :xnd were delighted to find that these sorts, usu-
ally given some protection in the Old V\ orld, giew with
surprising thrift, of tree and size of fruit, in valley sit-

uations m California m the open air Upon these facts

the apricot rose to wide popularity The acreage has
steadily increased during the last fifty years, and with
particularly swift rate during the last twenty vears,

until the number of trees reported in 1X99 was about
thiee millions, occupving upwards of forty thousand
a<t<‘s of land Since then, however, the aeieagt has not
increased, because the crop is irregulai on account of

frost injuries in some districts
r

l In* fruit is sold fresh,

canned, dried and in er>stalliztd forms, m all the n 1-

gions of the United States, in England and on the
Continent,, where, bv reason of its superior size and
iceeptable manner of curing, it has achieved notable
popularity The year 190.) was the greatest thus far

m amount of dried product realized, viz
,

1(5,000,000
pounds The year 1911 was gi eateat in amount of

canned product, which reached upwards of TAX, .Tin

east's, each containing two dozen 2 1
2-pound cans The

shipment of fresh apricots out of California during the
summer of 1910 was 290 carloads

The chief part of the apricot crop of California is

grown m the intenor valleys. In the low places m
these vallevs, hmvever, the fruit, is liable to be injured and
sometimes almost wholly destioyed bv spring frosts,

although the trees make excellent growth In foothill

situations adjacent to these valleys, there is also serious

danger of frost above an eh vat ion of about 1,500 feet

above sea-leva 1, and the tree is rarely planted for eom-
meieial purposes In southern California the apricot
succeeds both in the coast and
interior valleys But along the
coast northward, excepting the
very impoitant producing regions
of the Alameda and Santa Clara
valleys, eastward, and southward
from the Bay of San Francisco,
the apucot is but little grown,
owing t,o frost troubles In re-

spect, t.o these, the apricot is some-
what less subject to harm than
the almond, but, it, is less hardy
than the peach, and has, therefore,

a much narrower range of adapta-
tion The average date of the
blooming of apricot vaneties is about two weeks later

than that of the almonds The apricot is adapted to a
wide range of soils, because to the rather heavy, moist
loams which its own root tolerates, it adds the lighter

tastes of the peach root, upon which it is very largely

propagated However, attempts to carry the apricot

upon heavier, moister soils by working it upon the plum
root have not been very successful, owing to the dwarf-

282. Young apricots

shedding the ring.
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ing of the tree, and the movement toward the light, dry are comparatively few in number Most of the rejected

loams, by working upon the almond root, has failed be- varieties met this fate because of shy bearing, and those
cause the attachment is insecure, and the trees are very which now constitute the bulk of the crop are very regu-
hable to be snapped off at the joining, even though they lar and full bearers, under rational treatment A local

may attain beanng age before the mishap occurs The seedling, the Pringle, was for many years chiefly grown
apricot root itself is a favorite morsel with rodents, and for the earliest ripening, but this has recently been
is for that reason not largely used The mainstay for the largely superseded by another local seedling, the New-
apneot, then, is the peach root, and the soils which this castle, which is of superior size and about as early,

root enjoys in localities sufficiently frost-free are, there- The European varieties, Large Early and Early Golden,
fore, to a great, extent the measure of the apricot area are fine in a tew localities where

Apricot trees are produced by budding on peach or they bear well, and do bcttei m
apricot seedlings during their first, summer’s growth m southern California than elsewhere

tne nursery’ row, from pits planted when the ground is The unn ersal favorite is the Koval,
moist and warm, at any tune in the preceding win- probably three-fourths of all the
ter When there is a great demand for trees, planting trees in the state

m orchard is sometimes done with dormant buds, but are of tins variety,

ordinarily the trees are allowed to make one summer’s though recently the
growth m the nursery The trees branch during the hrst area of tin* Blen-
year’s growth fiom the bud, and usually come to the heirn has been m- /
ilanter with a good choice of low-starting branches, creasing largely. /
rom which to shape the low-headed tree which is uni- The Hemskirk
versallv preferred The method of securing such a tree is stands next to the
identical with that already described for the almond, but Blenheim in popu-
the treatment of the tiee after reaching bearing age, m
its third year, is very different from t ho after-tieatment
of the almond The apricot is a rampant, grower and
most profuse bearer Unless kept continually in check
it will quickly rush out of ieach, and will (hstiov its low
shoots and spurs by the dense shade of its thick, beautful
foliage There is continually necessary

,
then, a

certain degree of thinning of the surplus shoots
and shortening of the new growth, to continue
the system of low branching, to relieve the tree

from an excess of bearing wood, and to avoid
small fruit and exhaustion of the tree, result-

ing m alternate vears of bearing In the coast

legions, where the tree makes moderate wood-
growth, it can be* kept m good torm and bear-
ing byr regular winter pruning In

warmer regions, where the tendency
is to exuberant, wood-growth, the main
pruning is done in the summer, im-
mediately after the fruit is gathered.
This has a tendency to cheek wood-
growth and promote frmt-bearing,

and where the main cutting is done in

the summer, winter pruning is reduced to

thinning out shoots, to prevent the tree

from becoming too dense and to lessen the
work of hand-thinning of the fiuit later

on In addition, however, to the most
intelligent pruning, much fruit must be
amoved by hand when there is a heavy
set of it, in order to bring the fruit to a size satis- lanty The Peach is largely’ grown in the Saeia-
faetoiy to shippers or canners, and to reach the highest mento Valley’ The best apricot grown in California is

grades, if drying is practised California apricot the Mooipark, m size and lusciousness, when well

orchards are all grown with clean tillage, for the ripened, it heads the list It is, how ev er, rather shy in

main purpose of moisture conservation In regions of bearing, and is foisaken for this fault in most regions
good lainfall and sufficiently retentive loams no nnga- It shows the best behavior in the Santa Clara Valley,
tion is required, good ullage will suffice for the pro- and is there retained, m spite of frequent lapses, because
duction of large fruit and perfection of fruit-buds for of the high prices which it commands at the canneries
the following yeai. As the trees are becoming older About a dozen other varieties are carried in small num-
and bearing larger crops the demand for moisture in- ber by the nurserymen to meet limited local demands
creases, and the use of irngation water is growing In Apricots for canning and drying are graded according
most places, however, one irrigation is sufficient, and to size Extra, not less than 2*4 inches m diameter;
that, is given after fruit-gathering, to carry the tree No 1, 2 inches, No 2, \ \<i inches; No. 3, 1 inch The
through the last half of its season’s yvork In the regu- first three grades must be sound, clean and free from
larly irrigated regions of the state, yvater is periodically blemish, and No 3 must be ot good merchantable qual-
apphed through the growing season, in such amount ltv The shippers and canners require well-colored but
and at such intervals as the local climate and soils only firm-ripe fruit, because both the long rail trans-
require portatum and the canning process require it, soft-ripe

Although probably all the good varieties of the apn- fruit will neither can nor carry For drying, riper fruit

cot in the w’orld have been introduced into California is used, and yet over-ripeness has to be guarded against
in the last half-century, and scores of selected seedlings to avoid too dark color For canning, the fruit must be
of local origin have been widely tested, the varieties carefully hand-picked; for drying, much is shaken
that have survived the tests ana aie now widely grown from the trees The drying process consists m cutting
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the fruit in halves longitudinally, dropping out the pits

and placing the halves, cavity uppermost, upon light

wooden trays Breaking or tearing the fruit open will

not do, it must show clean-cut edges When the trays
are covered they are placed in a tight compartment,
usually called a “sulfur box,” though it ma\ be of con-
siderable size, and the fiuit is exposed to the fumes of

slowly burning sulfur, to ensure its di>mg to the light

golden color which is most acceptable to the trade
'1 he production of the right color is the end m view, and
different dryers regulate the amount of sulfur and the
length of exposure according to the condition of their

fruit and their judgment of what it needs The exposure
varies from half an hour to two or three hours, accord-
ing to cncumstances After sulfuring, the trays are
taken to open ground, and the fruit is cured in the sun
Only a very small fraction of the California product of
evaporated apricots is cured m an evaporator. It

requires about six pounds of fresh apricots to make one
pound of cured fruit.

284 Good apricot fruits, one-half natural size.

A model ate estimate of the >icld of apricots might be
placed at seven and one-half tons to the acre, extreme
yields are far away from this both ways
The apricot is, as a rule, a \ery healthy tree in Cali-

fornia It is, however, subject to injury by scale insects

of the lecanium group in some parts of the state. Dur-
ing i<'cent years there has been increasing injury by a
shot-hole fungus, which perforates the leaves and makes
ugly pustules upon the fruit Such fiuit is unfit for

canning except the fiuit be peeled, vluch is little done
as yet It also makes low-grade dned product This
fungus can be repressed by fungicides of the copper
c^ass Edward J. Wickson.

AQUARIUM. The aquarium as here understood is

a glass tank for live fish, plants, and the like, for the
dwelling-house or other suitable place
The aquarium should be m a place where it may

receive light, but direct sunlight is not necessary, and
to keep an aquarium in a healthy condition, living
plants in the water aie absolutely necessary and
plants will not thrive in dark rooms, neither will fish

retain their bright eolonng The square or rectangular
aquarium with open top affords a large breathing-
space or air for the fish—which is another requisite,
and the fish will be healthier and live longer than m a
glass globe with small neck and orifice Another and
very important factor in the aquarium is sand and
small pebbles These should be washed clean of all soil

before placing m the aquarium About 2 inches over
the bottom is sufficient The plants should be planted
before filling the aquarium with water Figs 285-287
show useful window aquaria

An aquarium, to be in a healthy condition, should
contain living plants—oxygenators—which are as

necessary as food, as fish must have good air. The
aquarium must be kept clean The sediment should
be removed from the bottom with a dip tube twice a
week, and the inner side ot the glass cleaned with a
wiper once a week Encourage the growth of the plants

at all seasons; admit
plenty of light, but no
direct sunshine There
should also be a few tad-
poles and snails in the
aquarium These aro
very essential, as they
are scavengers, and de-
vour the eonfervoid
growth that frequently
accumulates on the
plants in fall, give a
thorough cleaning and
rearrangement of the
aquarium, so that all are
m the best condition pos-

sible before winter sets

m In March It should 285 A museum-jar aquarium,

be carefullv looked o\ er,

and undesuable plants removed oi transplanted
Additions may be made or any change it necessary.

Following are some of the best plants to place in the

aquanum, all of which can be easilv and cheaply pro-

cured from dealeis who make a specialtv of aquatics
Cabomha ctnohmnna (eominonh calk'd Waslungton-
grass or fish-grass) is one of the vvr} best ox\ genator?
and a most d< sirable plant foi the aquanum and can
usually be had in quantity .it any season, exiept late in

winter It is usually sold m bunches but after winter
sets m, bunches of cabomba will not remain long in a
healthy condition in the aquanum without care and
attention Plants to be of benefit in the aquainim must
be living, and befoie these bunches of grass can emit
roots and be self-sustaining, the fish too often nibble

and distuib them to such a degree that, instead of being
serviceable to the aquarium, they are a positive injur}.

EhxUa, or Anae hints (water pest) there aie two lorms
of this useful plant E confidents is a \ ei v rapid grower
and may be found in ponds m dense masses \V hen once
established, it is a pest and hard to vindicate, but
being of stem growth, it is not so readil} giown in the
aquanum The giant form us a veiy desirable and
valuable plant and can be used to good advantage,
making a very interesting as well as a valuable plant
in the aquarium Mt/riophi/Unm spuatum somewhat
resembles the cabomba, but is of a darker color and
stronger in growth and texture It is a hardy plant
and will withstand the winters m the neighborhood of

Philadelphia When
cabomba is unattain-
able, this may be had
in good condit ion It is

also an excellent plant
to use for fish spawn
during the breeding
season 'Phis must not
be confused with the
Myriophyllum proser-

ptnncoides, commonly
called parrot’s feather,

as the latter is useless

as an aquarium plant
Sagittnrm noIans is a

286. A rectangular glass aquanum

very pretty strap-leaf variety of sagittana and useful

for a small aquanum But S sinensis, the giant form,
is the best of all sagittanas for the aquarium, and
is indispensable When planted in tin* aquarium and
allowed to get well rooted before the fish are intro-

duced, it can be relied upon to maintain the aquanum
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in a healthy condition for several months Vallisnerm

spiralis (eol-gi ass, tap* '-Kras,s, wild celery) is a native

plant inhabiting streams and rivers, and often used in

the aquaimm Its long, narrow, strap-like blades or

leaves are mote flexible than the sagittana and the tips

float on the surface of the water They are light green

in color and of softer texture It is a difficult plant to

cairy over winter, its natural propensity being to die

down in winter, just the season v hen it is wanted m
evidence in the aquarium. Ludviqia Mulerttu is one of

the most conspicuous,

,.m ornamental and useful
-r# 7'*

. / !
plants for the aqua-

‘ *• - *
%;// / j

rnnn and is always in
’

/'/, iy- / /A great demand It is

j , 9 '{S much larger and a
- ; '\‘ti

i

stronger grower than

t - /- i

// '
/ y Aynl L palustr is of the

:

-dt$L ^middle and northern
Ht ates It >s a native

asy'-permaneat
-

aquarium made of
of

.
tho h°uthorn St ates,

wood and glass whence ( omo our sup-
plies in winter m small

quantities and for high prices, the plants veiy un-
h.itisfactoiy at best The difficulty is that plants, or
rather spiavs, plucked from glowing plants and shipped
ISorth, icceive a violent check in the change of temper-
ature and the c lonely confined condition of the packing-

case The result often ts that the plants or sprays lose

a gieat part of their foliage, and when afterward sub-

let ted to cold running water are completely ruined

The only site wav is to secure stock during the summer
01 earlv fall, getting pi mts established in pots betoie

preparing tin 1 aquarium for winter In this condition,

the plants will hold then own and w intei over, but to

attempt to grow southc rn stock in winter in our north-

ern st vies is futile
r

l here arc' a few other submerged
plants that might be used, but the above-mentioned
are the bi st and the best oxygenators for large or small

aquariums Floating plants should be used sparingly

in tin* aquaimm, an open, clean surface being most
desirable and even ne< ess iry for an Moreover, the

majoiitv ol the floating pi mts are suitable only for sum-
mer culture Another reason why surface or floating

287 Permanent aquarium made of

wood and glass

will occasionally eat the plants The salvinia is another
small plant often seen m the aquarium, but under favor-

able conditions it grow’s very rapidly, and forms a com-
plete mat, which must be avoided The European and
American frog’s-bits (iAtnnobium Spongia

,
Hydroi harts

Morsus-i ana;) arc very attractive plants, their long,

silky roots reaching down in the water
In summer the plants and fish should be placed out-

of-doors in a fountain basin, pool, or a tub sunken m
the ground in a partially shaded place, and a fresh

aquarium should be stocked m the fall

Aquariums are rapidly increasing in popularity for

home use, am l are of great service in nature-study.

A permanent aquaimm need not, be an expensive
affair The rectangulai ones are best if large fishes are

to be kept, but they are not essential A simple home-
made aquarium of glass and wood (Tig 287) is de-

scribed m Jackman’s “Natuic Study,” as follows (the

dimensions being slightly alteied) “Usoan inch board
1 1 inches wide and 12 inches long for the bottom,
and two boards of the same thickness and length, 10^4
inches high, for the ends Three-eighths of an inch

from the edge on either side, with a saw, make a groove

Jfmrh deep and wide enough to receive loosely double-

strength glass Groove the end boaids and fasten them
to the bottom with sckws, so that the grooves will

exactly match Partially fill the grooves with soft

putty, or, better, aquarium cement, and press into each

side a pane of glass Bv making the bottom board 1 1 H
inches long, an ordinary 10 \ 12 window pane will be
the proper sue When the gla " is pressed to the bottom
of the groove, draw' the two ends m at the top until

the glass is held firmly and then fasten them in place

by nariovv strips of wood, one on each side of the tank,

placed on top of the glass and screwed to the end pieces

These stnps also protect the hands from injury while

working with the specimens in the aquarium Before

filling with water, the inner surface of the bottom and
ends should be well rubbed w ith oil or paraffin and tho

grooves inside (he glass w ell packed with putty ” After

the box is made it would be well to let it stand in water

for a dav or two Tho wooden sides will swell and
tighten the joints, and leakage will be less probable.

\\ illiam Thicker. •

plants do not sneered m a house
aquaimm is lhat the wafer is *

deficient of pi inf -food suitable* for ^
such plants Plants that die m an
aquarium would, it transfciied to a
tub containing a quantity of soil,

as well as water, make rapid and
healthv giowth Ltmnmhai is Hum-
boldt it (water poppy ) is a plant often

used m the aquaimm It is neces-

sary to plant this m tho sand in

the same manner as other aquatic

plants, although the leaves ate float-

ing, similar to the leaves of a pond-
lily Kichhornui irassipis mnjoi

(water hj.icinth) is a v rerv desirable

plant, for catching the fish spawn,
but under ordinary’ conditions lasts

but a few da>s m the aquarium
Miniature plants of those aie veiy

pretty, and fish aie very fond of

nibbling at the roots to the detri-

ment, of the plants These, with

many other plants, are best adapted
for the summer aquaria where they
can enjoy the benefit, of sunlight

and open air

Numerous fiee-fioatmg plants are

adapted to the aquarium, but too
many must not be m evidence, or the
fish may become suffocated The
azollas are very pretty, and the fish 288 Working drawings for making box shown in Fig 287

22
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AQUATICS. A term applied to plants suited to cul-

tivation only in water, particularly to those grown m
ponds and tanks.
North America is the most highly favored country

m the world for the cultivation of aquatic plants. Col-
lections can easily be made to furnish a display of flow-

ers from April to October m the open without artificial

heat. There are numerous aquatic plants other than
nympheas, nelumbiums and victorias. Some very de-
sirable plants are Acorns japonita vanegata (varie-

gated sweet flag), Aponogeton dislachyus (Cape pond-

289. Lawn pond of aquatics, with mason-work margin.

weed, or water hawthorn), Caltha palustris and C pains-

ins ft pi. (marsh marigolds), Cypervs Papyrus (Egyp-
tian paper plant), limnanthemums m variety. Some
of the bog or marsh plants may be used m margins, as

many varieties of sagittaria, not omitting the common
cat-tail, Typha latifolia, the hibiscus of mammoth pro-
portion, and the beautiful new hybrids with gorgeous
flowers of all shades from pink to scarlet and crimson
See Bog-gardening Figs. 289 and 290 show formal
and informal lawn ponds.

Soil—All aquatics require a rich soil, and this with-
out, limit, a depth of water from 1 to 3 feet, and ample
space to spread their succulent, leaves. In a natural
pond, in which there is an accumulation of humus over-
laying a clayey subsoil, nothing more is wanted, but
on a sandy or "gravelly bottom it, is necessary to place
a layer of rich earth 12 to 18 inches deep In artificial

ponds, built of masonry (Fig 289), a layer of rich soil is

necessary if the things are to be planted out, as is best

for nelumbiums. The soil best suited for aquatics is

a turfy loam, inclining to heavy, and thoroughly rotted
cow-manure, two parts of the former to one of the latter,

and, when possible, it should be composted some time
before using, and turned over two or three times
to thoroughly mcoiporate the manure When cow-
manure can not be obtained, other thoroughly rotted
manure may be used The next, best fertilizer is pulver-
ized sheep-manure, but this, being less bulky and
stronger m proportion, should not be used so freely as
other manures; one part sheep-manure to nine of soil

is sufficient,. Chemical manures, ground bone, horn
shavings, and the like should not be used unless m
extreme cases, and then very cautiously. Tankage may
be used to good advantage It contains dried blood,
and ground bone It is very desirable for permanent
beds or soils that may continue two or more seasons
without renewing. The bone is not readily dissolved
and has a lasting quality. Blood, being soluble, has
immediate effect and is a valuable fertilizer, if used
sparingly

Devth of water .—In natural ponds, water-lilies are
found growing in water from a few inches to 4 and 6
feet deep, but in artificial ponds a depth of 12 to 18
inches will be found sufficient for most nympheas, and
18 to 24 inches is a good depth for victorias In con-
structing an artificial pond, a depth of 2 to 2J^ feet is

ample. Water to the depth of 12 inches above the
crowns of the plants is sufficient, and a box containing
the soil may be 12 inches deep Thus a pond 2 feet in

depth is deep enough, and will allow a man, with hip

boots on, to walk between the plants with ease. For £

small pond, less than 12 feet over, a plank laid across
will suffice for all operations.

Protection—Where severe frosts are prevalent in

winter, and ice 12 to 18 inches in thickness is found,
there will be danger of the roots freezing. In such cases,

an additional depth of 6 inches will be a great advantage,
and a protection of bracken, salt hay, green manure,
leaves, or any other non-conducting materials should be
used to protect the masonry, in severe weather, against

expansion and breakage. To protect tubs, small pools

or ponds, cover with boards and pile on dry leaves to

the depth of 8 or 12 inches, then salt hay or fresh st able-

manure to keep the leaves from blowing away This is

one of the best means of protection against freezing.

The general use ot concrete work instead of brick and
stone is to be commended. Reinforcement makes the
walls frost-proof and water-proof

Planting—All hardy nympheas maybe planted any
time between the 1st of April and the 1st ot September.
Those planted early, other things being equal, will give

good results the same season, while those planted late

will get well established before winter, and will be in

excelTcnt condition to start at nature’s summons early

the following spring The hardy nympheas differ con-
siderably as to rootstocks. Those of the native species

are long and of a spongy, soft texture, and rambling
in growth, while the European species have a much
larger ami very firm rootstock, and grow more compact.
In planting, all that is necessarv is to press the root-

stock firmly into the soil, and it tiiere is any danger of

the root rising to the surface, place a brick or any weight
upon it, to keep it m position until anchored by its own
roots Tender nympneas should not be planted until

the latter end of May or beginning of June, according to
location They should not be planted out before coleus,

alternanthera, and other tender bedding plants They
require to be started indoors, and will be growm m pots,

which are much handier to plant than roots of the
hardy varieties, and can be planted under the water
with ease and facility Nelumbiums should not be
planted until about the 1st of May. kSouthwrard the
season is earlier. The existing conditions should be
such that tubers shall start at once into active growth.

290 A lawn pond.
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They should be already “started” before setting out.

The tubers should be laid horizontally in a slightly

excavated trench and covered with 2 or 3 inches of soil,

using a weight, if necessary, to keep the tubers in posi-

tion Plants established in pots or pans are very con-
venient for planting, and may be purchased when tubers
can no longer be procured, and can be planted a month
later in the season with good results.

The Victoria rcqia has always been an aristocrat

among water-lilies, and few cultivators could indulge in

such a horticultural luxury To grow it satisfactorily,

a large surface space with a greater depth of water is

necessary than for other aquatics, and a higher tempera-
ture is needed at the early stages. It can be cultivated
in the open air, but artificial heat must usually be ap-
plied and protection afforded, so as to maintain a tem-

E
orature of 85° F In 1898 the introducer of V Triehen
lought the Victoria within easy reach and culture of

all lovers of aquatic plants. V Tnckcn is entirely dis-

tinct from other known varieties and can be grown in

the open alongside of Nymplisca znnzibanensis and N.
divorucnsis, and under precisely the same conditions.
When planted out about the middle of June, the plants
grow rapidly, and will develop their gigantic leafage
and magnificent flowers in August, anil continue to do
so until destroyed by frost V. Tnckcn is none other
than V Cruziana

,
which was never introduced into cul-

tivation until 1898 All that existed outside of its na-
tive haunts, on the Parana River, South America, wras
an herbarium specimen of part of a leaf. It is now
generally and extensively grown throughout the United
States and in Europe where aquatics are cultivated

Encmitis —Aquatics, like other plants, have their

enemies in the way of insect pests, although m a less

degree than most plants Aphides are sometimes
troublesome, oi at least very unsightly These, however,
have their enemies, especially the cc .cmella (lad> -bird),

insectivorous birds, and so on When these do not
keep them dowm, a weak application of kerosene emul-
sion will make a cleaiance Another method of getting
rid of these pests, especially m a small artificial pond,
where an overflow is (oi should be) piovided, is to take
the hose with a sprav, using a little force, and drive the
insects off the plants, and, as they readih float on the
water, the action with the hose will drive them out at

the overflow pipe Recently an insect pest that has its

home in Morula has migrated northward, causing some
annoyance 'The laiva of the moth IIydrocampa pro-

pria lis eats the leaf, and also cuts out pieces of the same,
w’hich it list's for protection, thereby greath disfiguring

the plant, and at the same time making it difficult to

get at the enemy. The best remedy for this and the
nelumbium moth, which is very much like it, is a lamp
trap Any ordinary lump placed neai the plants at

night, and standing in a shallow vessel containing kero-

sene, will attract the insects, which, on striking the

lamp, fall into the kerosene and are no further trouble.

For other insects, such as leaf-miners and those which
eat the leaves of plants, the best remedy is arsenate of

lead. Muskrats are more or less troublesome, especially

where nelumbiums are grown. They will eat the tubers

in winter and early spring, and will make sad havoc
with banks. They w ill also cat the roots of some nym-
pheas The best remedy for these is the steel trap A
sporadic disease has also made its appearance. The
leaves are affected with spots, which, under a damp,
warm atmosphere, spread rapidly Such climatic con-

ditions, followed by bright sunshine, cause the affected

leaves to shrivel up. This greatly weakens and checks
the plants This disease yields readily to a weak solu-

tion of bordeaux mixture The same remedy is also

very valuable in ridding the pond of all confervoid

growth
Tub culture should be resorted to only from lack of

space, or when no other method can be adopted (Fig.

291). For this system of culture, nympheas should be

chosen that are moderate growers, yet free-flowenng,
and other miscellaneous aquatic plants The tubs
should hold from 4 to 12 cubic feet of soil for nympheas,
according to the variety, some bemg moderate growers,
others vigorous and robust The tubs may remain
above ground or sunken If sunken during the warm
weather, the roots are kept cooler, and this is desirable,

especially if hardy kinds are grown. A great lmpiove-
ment over tubs is a concrete pool 4 or 5 feet m diameter
made in the shape of a tub, and 2 feet deep A circular

form 4 or more feet in diameter should be made and the
ground then excavated 8 inches larger than the form
This will allow a wall of concrete 4 inches thick. Wire
netting should be used for reenforcing, arranged so as
to be m the middle of the wall. Use a mixture of sand,

291 Tub of water-lilies.

grav'd or cindersm the following proportion two bags of

Portland cement, three wheelbarrows of sand, five wheel-

barrows of gravel or finely biokcn stone or cinders and
hmoide equal to one-fourth of cement This must be
thoroughly mixed before using After the second day,
remove the form and liv the bottom with the same
mateiial 4 to 6 inches thick This will make a strong,

durable, water-tight pool and at a very moderate cost

William Thicker

[The standard book on the American culture of aquat-
ics is “The Water Garden,” by Win Tncker, N. Y

,

1897, pp 120, to which the reader is referred for exten-

sive cultural directions and for lists of aquatic plants

For botanical descriptions of the various kinds of

aquatics, with brief, special cultural directions, the

reader may consult the articles in this Cyclopedia,

under the various genera, as Nelumbium, Nymphaea,
and Victoria.—L. H B ]

AQUILEGIA (from aqmhgus, water-drawer, not from
aquiln, eagle). Ranunculdrtje Columbine Hardy per-

ennial herbs of the northern hemisphere, grown for

their profusion of showy flowers in early summer, and
the delicate foliage later on ill the year. See page 3565

Mostly with paniculate branches, terminated by
showy fls

,
and 1-3 ternately-compound lvs

,
commonly

glaucous the lfts roundish and obtusely lobed. fls

large, showy, usually in spring or early summer, sepals

5, regular, petaloid, petals concave, produced backward
between the sepals, forming a hollow spur, stamens
numerous • fr of about 5 manv-seeded follicles —

•

About 30 distinct species. J. G Baker, A Synopsis of

the Aquilegia, in G C II 10:19, 76, 111, 203 (1878)

The columbines are among the most beautiful and
popular of all hardy plants. The tall and strong-growing
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species can be used to advantage in half-shady positions

The attractive forms and rich variations in hue of

aquilegias come out well when associated with hemero-
callis, Siberian irises, thalictrums, polygonatums,
Spiraea Filvpendula and wild ferns In the North, a
similar effect is produced by grouping columbines
together with white and blue Lupmus polyphyllus,

Campanula persicifoha, Ins germamca and I pallida var
dalmatica, Iceland poppies and trollius. For rockeries,

the low-growmg early alpine species, such as .4 aipina, A .

Stuartn and A flabdlata are well adapted Throughout
the middle and northern states, columbines need winter

2

oxys&pala, Traut & Mey Plant ft
,
slightly

pubescent above radical lvs long-petioled, secondary
divisions sessile sepals blue, ovate-lanceolate, much
exceeding in length the petal-limbs, which are 6 lines

long, white, rounded-truncate; stamens not protruding
beyond the petal-limb, spur knobbed, bent inward,
shorter than petal-limb follicles pubescent, with styles

their own length June Siberia —Said to be one of

the first- to bloom, and one of the most attractive

in the list It is one of the most dwarfed; fls large

blue, yellow and white, it comes so much before the
others that its pistils, as a rule, all fertilize before any

protection, dry leaves being preferable for covering
Seeds sown in pans, in coldframes in March, or open

air in April, occasionally bloom the first season, but
generally the second The different species should
be some distance apart, if possible, if pure seed is

desired, as the most diverse species hybridize ^
directly They may be propagated by division of /IB

the roots in late fall, winter or early spring, but
the better way is by seeds. Absolutely pure seed JM
is hard to obtain except from the plants in the JRjSl

wild state, and some of the mixed forms are quite ‘^ST
inferior to the true species from which t-he> have gv

come A caridea, A. glarululosa, and A vulgaris

are likely to flower only two or three years, and should
be treated as biennials; but A vxdgans may be kept
active for a longer period by transplanting

A light sandy soil, moist, with good drainage, shel-

tered, but exposed to sun, is what aquilegias prefer Some
of the stronger species, when of nearly full flowering size, -

may be transplanted into heavier garden soil, even
**

heavy clay, and made to succeed; but tor the rearing of

young seedlings, a light, sandy loam is essential The
seed of most columbines is rather slow in germinating,
and it is necessary to keep the soil moist on top of the
ground until the young plants are up A coldframe,
with medium heavy cotton covenng, is a good place to
grow the plants The cotton retains sufficient moisture
to keep the soil moist on top, and still admits sufficient

circulation of air to prevent damping-off of the young
seedlings When large enough, the seedlings may be
pricked out into another frame for a time, or, by shad-
ing for a few days until they get a start, they may be
set into the permanent border, or wherever they are to
be placed. (F. H. Horsford.)

alba, 9, 15, 16
alba-plena, 13.

aipina, 16
atrata, 9
atropurpurea, 4, 6.

atromolacea, 9.

a urea, 13
bicolor, 10.

blanda, 9
Buergenana, 6
crorulea, 5, 15
cah/ornica, 11
canadensis, 5, 11, 13
caryophylloides, 19
chrysantha, 13,

flabellata, 7
flavescens, 5, 13
flaviflora, 5

flore-alba, 7.

flore-pleno, 9, 10, 11,

12, 15
foliis-aureis, 9
formosa, 11
Garnteriava, 10
glandulosa, 17

S
audiflora, 13
eleiiffi, 15

hybrula, 9, 11, 15.
Jspschkanu, 13
Jonesn, 1

meunda, 17
lactifiora, 3
loptoferas, 8, 13, 15
longissima, 14
lutea, 15
macrantha, 15

nana, 5, 13.

nana-alba, 7, 11.
mvoa, 9
Olympic a, 9
oxysepala, 2
rubra-pleno, 11.
sibinea, 10
Skinneri, 12, 13.
ipe< loea, 10
spcctabilis, 10
stiltata, 9
Stuartn, 18
auperba, 11, 16 .

truncata, 11
Vcrvameana, 9.

vindi flora, 4
vulgaris, 9
Wittmanmana, 9

of the other species come into flower Only recently

intro to cult

3

lactifldra, Kar. & Kir St 1 1
<2 ft high, glabrous
in the lower part:

4

viridifldra,

WmJ'lil Pallas St 1-1 >ift

ll !;i
high, finely pubes-

1

'

« cent throughout

,

292 Aquilegxa canadensis. several - fld the
partial - pet mles of

root-lvs 1-2 in long, lfts sessile or the end one shortly

stalked, lobes rather narrow and deep, lower st -lvs

petioled, biternate sepals oblong, obtuse, ascending,

greenish, equaling the broad, greenish petal-limb, but
not. reaching the head of stamens, spur straight, slender,

Ifon long, not knobbed pubescent follicles as short as
their styles Summer E. Siberia—Not so much used
as the following variety:

Var atropurpurea, Vilm (A atropurpurea, Willd).
Limbs of the petals deep blue or lilac-purple, and the
sepals and spur somewhat tinged with the same hue.
B R 922

292 Aquilegxa canadensis.

A Sepals not more than or %m long: expanded fls.

1 or 114 in duim.

b. Limb of petal shorter than the sepal.

1. Jdnesii, Parry. Truest very short or almost want-
ing, soft-pubescent: tufted root-lvs 1-2 in high from
the stout, ascending branches of the rootstock, biternately
divided; partial-petioles very short or none, lfts very
crowded’ fls blue, sepals oblong-obtuse, equaling the
spurs, and twice the length of the pct-al-limbs and
head of stamens follicles glabrous, large, nearly 1

m. long; styles half as long, peduncles lengthening
about 3 in. in fr July Wyoming and Montana (* F
9:365.

5 canadensis, Linn Common Columbink of Amer.
Figs 292, 293 Height 1-2 ft primary divisions of
petioles of root-lvs 1-2 in

,
having 3 divisions, 2 or 3

of the st -lvs petioled, biternate’ fls several to a st
;

sepals yellowish or tinted on the back with red, about
) An long, not reflexing, limb of petals a little shorter,

yellowish, truncate, spur %\n long, nearly straight,

knobbl'd at the end, bright red throughout, stamens
much protruding follicles ^4111 long, with styles half

as long May-Julv St->ny banks, east of Rocky
Mountains Introduced 1890 B M. 246 LBC.
888 Mn. 5 21 RH 1896, p. 109 FW 1878*33.—
There are some beautiful hybrids of this and the blue
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species. Var. n&na, Hort. Plant 1 ft high or less' fls.

like the type.

Var. flavSscens, Hook. A pale-lvd yellow-fid.

variety Very pretty Intro. 1889. This has often

been called A. flavescens, Wats., A. caprulea var Jlaves-

cens, Lawson; A. flavi-

flora, Tenney, A. cana-

denns var jlamflora,

Brit. 13 M 6552 13.

6

Buergeri&na,Sicb
& Zuoo (A atropui-

purea, Miq ) More
slender than A vul-

garis, 1 ft high, hnely
pubescent toward the

top, branched to form
several heads, bearing

2-3-pet loled, biternate

lvs
,
part ial-petioles of

basal 1vs } £-1 in long,

with 3 sessile divi-

sions fls yellow, tinted

with purple, 1 -1
} £ m

diam
,
sepals ‘Um.

long, acute, spreading,
spurs erect

,
nearly

straight, as long as the

limb of petals, and
about eoualmg the
sepal, head of stamens
equal to limb in length

follicles pubescent,

%in. long, style half as long. Early. Japan—Brought
from St Petersburg, 1892.

aa. Sepals about 1 m. long expanded fl about 2 in.

diam

b Spurs shorter than the petal-limb, and incurved

7 flabeliata, Siob. & Zucc St 1-1 1

i ft, few-fld

partial-petioles of root-lvs l in or more, lfts nearly

sessile; st -lvs large and petioled fls bright lilac, or

pale purple or white, sepals 1 in long, obtuse, limb of

petal half as long, often white in the lilae-fld form,
spur shorter than the limb, slender toward the end,

much incurved, stamens not piotrudmg beyond the

petal-limbs follicles glabrous Summer Japan It II

1896, p 109 Var n&na-61ba, Hort (var flbre-dlba ,

Hort) Fls pure wdnte plant dwarfish It B 15.157
B.M 8354 (var mvea)

bb Spurs at hast as long as pital-hmb.

c Stamens short, not much protruding

8 leptocSras, Fisch & Mey St several-fid
,
about

1 ft high partial-petioles of root-lvs over 1 in, lfts

sessile, st -lvs petioled biternate fls violet, with the

tips of the sepals greenish, and tips of the short petal-

limb yellow, spur slender, slightly curved, t^in long,

not knobbed, stamens protruding a little beyond the

limbs of petals follicles slender, glabrous, nearly 1 in

long. Summer E Siberia B II. 33 64. F S 3 296 —
Little used in Airier

9 vulg&ris, Linn (A steMta, Hort A atrdta,

Koch) Common Columbine of Eu Sts lJ^-2 ft

high, many-fld
,
finely pubescent throughout root-lvs

with 3 partial-petioles 1 A~2 in. long, secondary
branches certain, ultimate If -lobes shallow and round-
ish, texture firm, lower st -lvs petioled and biternate

fls violet, furnished writh a claw, acute, 1 in long, half

as wide, petal-limb long, equaling the head of

stamens, spur about same length, stout, much incurved,

knobbed follicles densely pubescent, 1 m long, style

half as long Summer. Eu
,
Siberia, and naturalized in

Amer (In 12, p 288, 70, p 16 (as A stellata) G W
3, p 229 Var fldre-plfcno, Hort Fls much doubled,
ranging from pure white to deep blue Here belong

341

many horticultural varieties with personal names.
Var VervaeneHna, Hort. (var. fblns-aureis, Hort Var.
atrovioldcen, Hort ) Lvs with yellow variegated lines.

Var nlvea, Baumg (var alba, Hort ) Munstead’s
White Columbine Often 2-3 ft high a great profu-
sion of large, pure white fls for several weeks in early

spring Var nivea grandifl&ra, Hort
,
is much like this

Var ol^nvpica, Baker (A olympica, Boiss A Witt
numniana, Hort A bldnda, Lem ). A fine variety,

with several large fls
,
sepals light lilac or bright purple,

1 m or more in length, petal-limb white. I H 4 146
U H 1896, p 108

Var hybrida, Suns Much like the last variety, but
with stout, lilac-purple spurs as long as the sepals, only
slightly incurved —Probably a hybrid of A vulgaris

and l canadensis B M 1221.

10 sibinca, Lam ( I biiolor, Ehrh A . Garnienana,
Sweet A specibsa, DC ) Si, 1 2 ft high, many-
fld

,
often nearly glabrous throughout partial-petioles

of root-lvs 1-2 in
,
sometimes showing 3 distinct

branches, terminal lfts 1 in or more broad, lobes

lather shallow and rounded, lower st -lvs netioled and
biternate fls pale or bright lilac-blue, oblong sepals

fully 1 m long, spreading or reflexed a little, petal-limb
half as long, equaling the head of stamens, and often
white, spur rather stout, } or more, very much
incurved, or even rolled follicles glabrous, 1 in long,

style 1 ,in Summer E Siberia 8 B F G II 1 90
Var fldre-pleno, Ilort ( I Ucolor var flbre-pl'eno,

Hull ) Fls much doubled by the multiplication of both
the limbs and the spurs

Var spectAbihs, Baker (A spectdbilis, Lem ) A
large, bright lilae-fld var

,
petal-limbs tipped yellow.

Amurland IH 11.403

cc Stamens long, protruding far beyond the petal-limb.

11 formdsa, Tosch ( 1 canadensis var formosa,
Wats) Habit as in A ranadinsis root-lvs and st

-

hs like that species, but fls brick-red and yellow, or
wholh \ellow, and sepals larger, quite twice as long as
pital-hmb, spurs more spreading, somewhat more slen-

der, and often shorter May -Aug Sitka to Calif
,
and

east to the Rockies Intro 1881 B M 6552 F S
8 795 (it 32 372 R II 1896, p 108 GC 1854 836.
Var hybrida, Hort.
(A cahfbrmca var.

hybrula, Hort A su-

ptrfxi, Hort ) FIs.

large, with scarlet

sepals and yellow
petals, spurs spread-
ing, long and slender.

—A supposed hybrid
with A chrysantha
F M 1877 . 278 V.
2 33 f 2 Var rflbra-

pleno, Hort (var.

flbic-pllno, Ilort ).

Fls as m var hybrida.

but several whorls of

petal-limbs Var.
n&na-filba, Hort Fls.

pale, often nearly
white plant, not ex-

ceeding 1 ft

Var trunc&ta,
Baker (A fruncala,

Fiseh A califbrnica,

Lindl ) Fls with
short, thick spurs and
very small sepals and
a small petal-limb.

Intro 1881 FS. 12:

1188 (as A cximia,

Hort

)

293. Radical leaves of Aquilegia

canadensis.

294. Aquilegia chrysantha. (x JO
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12 Sklnneri, Hook St 1-2 ft high, many-fld
,
gla-

brous root-lvs long-petioled, with both primary and
secondary divisions long, lfts cordate, 3-parted, sev-

eral st -lvs petioled and biternate sepals green
;
keeled,

lanceolate, acute, never much spreading, in long;

netal-hrnb greenish orange, half as long as sepal, spur
bright red, tapering rapidly, over 1 in long, stamens
protruding far beyond the limb, styles 3 fr

,
at least

when young, bearing broad, membranous, culled wings
After flowering, the peduncles become erect July-
Sept Mts of New Mex B.M. 3919 P M 10 199.

bbb. Spurs very long, several times the length of
ptUil-hmb

13. chrys&ntha, Gray (A leptocbas var. chrysdntha,

Hook ) Fig 294 Height 3-4 ft root-lvs with twice
3-branehed petioles, lfts biternate, st -lvs several,

pet toled As many on the plant, 2-3 m across, sepals

pale yellow, tinted claret, spreading horizontally, petal-

limb deep yellow, shorter than the sepals, and nearly as

long as the head of stamens, spur rather straight, veiy
slender, divergent, about 2 m long, descending when
11 is mature follicles glabrous, 1 in long, style half

as long May-Aug New Mex and Anz Gn 16

261, 51, p 385 BM 6073 R IT 1896, p 108 F R.
2 169 Gt 33 84 GC 1873.1501 FM 1873 88
V 2 33 f 3 F S 20 2108 II F 4 120 II U. 3,

p 324 Var flavescens, Hort (A aiirea, Junk A
canadensis var aiirea, Roezl) FIs yellow, tinged
with red, spurs incurved, and shorter than m the type
Gt 21 734 Var dlba-pRna, Ilort (var grnndijlbra

dlba, Hort ) FIs veiy pale yellow or nearly white, with
two or more whorls of petal-limbs Intro 1889
V. 12:311 GW 8, p 375 Var n&na, Ilort. (A
leptocbas var liilea, Hort ) Like the tvpe, but plant
always small, not exceeding 1^ ft Var Jaschkanii,
Hort About the same height as last* fls large, yellow,

with red spurs—Thought to be a hybrid of A chrysan-
iha X Skinnen, hence sometimes called A Skmneri
var. hybnda, Hort

14

longissima
?
Gray Fig 295 Tall, somewhat pu-

bescent with silky hairs, or smoothish root-lvs

biternate, even m the petioles, lfts deeply lobed and
cut, green above, glaucous beneath

,
st -lvs similar,

petioled. fls pale yellow, sepals lanceolate, broadly

spreading. 1 m. or more, the spatulate petals a little

shorter, about equaling the head of stamens; spur with
a nairow orifice, 4 in long or more, always hanging.

Distinguished from A chrysantha by its longer spur
with contracted orifice, by the narrow petals, and by
the late season of flowering. Late July to Oct. 1.

Ravines S W Texas into Mex G F 1.31 (adapted in

Fig 295).—The seed must be obtained from wild plants,

as those cult usually fail to produce seed, hence not
much used

aaa Sepals 1*4-1% or even 2 m. long' expanded Jls.

in duim
,
stamens not protruding.

b Spurs long and not incurved

15 caerillea, Janies (A leptocbas, Nutt. A. ma-
crdntha. Hook & Am ) St 1-1 Tz ft

,
finely pubescent

abo\e, bearing several fls lower st -lvs large and bi-

teinate, basal-lvs with long 3-branched petioles, lfts

3-lobed on secondary stalks fls 2 in across, whitish, but
variously tinted with light, blue and yellow, sepals often

blue, oblong, obtuse, twice as long as the petal-limb,

spurs long, slender, knobbed at the end, rather straight,

but curving outward, head of stamens equaling the
petals follicles pubescent, 1 in long, style I^in Apr-
Julv Lower mt regions, Mont to New Mex B M.
4407 ,

5477 Gn 16 264 Mn 6 61 V 2 33 f 4

FS 5 531 FR 10 165 Gn. 59, p 147 G 28 241
Var iilba, Ilort Fls of same size but entirely white
Intro 1883 Var hybnda, Hort Sepals some shade
of blue or pink, or mixed, and petals nearly white or
yellow, also callixl var littea, Hort The tine form of

this is probably A cat idea x A. chrysantha Gn 51,

p 385 RH 1896 108 AG 15 315 III 43 61

Var Helen®, Ilort,, is very probably a form of this

hvbiul, very robust, fls. numerous, blue and pure
white GW 6 212 Var. fldre-pleno, Ilort, Fls longer

and very showy, more or less doubled toward the
center

bb Spurs incurved and hardly longer than petal-limbs.

16 alpina, Lmn (me! var supbba, Hort ) Fig 296.
St nearly 1 ft high, finely pubescent upwards, 2-5-

fld
,
bearing petioled, biternate lvs partial-petioles of

basal-lvs 1-2 m long, with 3 nearly sessile divisions,

deeply lobed expanded fl 1
1 2-2 in across, blue, rarely

pale or white, sepals 1 *

4 in

petal-limb half as long as
sepals, often white, spur
stout, incurved, same length
as the limb, head of sta-

mens not protruding fol-

licles pubescent, 1 in long,

style much shorter May,
June Switzerland L B C
7 657 Gn 9 384 F VV
1879 353 B M 8303 Var
alba, Hort Fls pure white

17 glanduldsa, Fiseh
Fig 297 St 1~1 ft high,

glandular pubescent in the
upper half, 1-3-fld partial-

petioles of root-lvs 1-2 in

long, each with 3 distinct

divisions, 1ft -segms nar-
row and deep, st -lvs few,
bract-like fls large, nod-
ding, sepals bright lilac-

blue, ovate, acute, about

\y<i m long and half as
broad, petal - limb same
color, but tipped and bor-
dered with creamy white,
less than half the length of

the sepals, very broad, spur
very short, *4~%m

,
stout,

much incurved; stamens

long, half as broad, acute;

296. Aquilegia alpina. (xjf)
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not protruding: follicles 1 in. long, 6-10 in number,
densely hairy, with short, falcate style. Allied to A.
aljnna, but a taller plant, with shorter spurs, larger

fls., and a greater number of follicles May, June Altai
Mts. of Siberia. B. 5.219. F.W 1871 353 Gn.

15-278; 45, p 193, 61,

p 26 Gt 289 f 1 —
One of the hand-
somest

Var jucunda, Fiseh

& Lall Fls rather

smaller than m the
type, petal-limb white,

more truncate at the
tip, stamens as long as

limb B 11 33 19 F K
5 535—A fine variety,

with some tendency to

double

18 Stftartu, Hort A
recorded hybrid of A
gluruivlosa y . 1 vulgaris

var olympun Fls

very large and beauti-

ful It very much re-

sembles the latter m
form of sepals and
petals, and the former
in shape of spurs and
coloration May, Juno
Intro 1891 f In 34
314,61, p 109 GM
54.416

19 caryophylloides
is a garden name gi\ en

to some very mixed forms, with a great variety of

colors Special characters seem not to be well fixed

.4 haikalinm, Hort FN large, violet-blue, spur* long — .1 hay-

loily Met, Hort , and its \i»r dihcatlustmn, Hort , an much like A
ciirjsuiitli i, and nw ruble it in habit and color of fls but the spurs

art not so long

K C Davis

297. Aquilegia glandulosa ( y J4)

ARABIS (Arabia) Crudfnw Rook-Chess Small
perennial oi annual herbs, with white oi puiple flowers,

grown mostly on boideis and m rockwork
Floweis mostly in terminal spikes or incomes, small

but often many oi appealing foi a considerable penod
of time lvs mostly undivided sihquos long, lineal,

flat stigma 2-lobed -In ternpel ate legions, about 100
species, several native* to this country, some of them
aie alpine 1 sually prop by division, also by seeds

and nit tings Haidv, lequSnng plenty of sun, and
thiivmg even m pool soil The following four species

are perennials

\ Fls put pleat ro.se

mur&lis, Beitol (.1 rosea, DC ) A foot high, with a
rather dt nse income of pretty fls lvs oblong, sessile

(the radical ones with a long nanow base), prominently
and distant lv blunt-toothed, sparsely pubescent Spring
and summer Italy B.M 3246.

aa. Fls white.

serpyllifdlia, Vill (.4 nivalis, Guss). Tufted, 2-6 in

radical lvs entire oi tew-toothed, the st -lvs small and
sessile, not clasping fls in a shoit elustei, the ealyx as

long as the peduncle, the limb of the petals linear-

oblong and erect Eu
dlbida

?
Stev (A cauidsica, Willd ) Fig 298 A few

inches high, pubescent lower lvs nairow at the base,

the upper aunculate-elasping, all angle- toothed near
the top fls m a loose raceme, the calyx shortei than
the pedicel, the petal-limb oval and obtuse Eu B M
2046 Gn 62, p 280; 72, p 67,74,p 620 F 10 16 611.
—Blooms early, is fragrant, ami is well adapted for

rock-gardens and edgings, and covering steep banks

Var fldre-plfcno, Hort. Double Gn. 65, p. 306 Var
varieg&ta, Hort

,
has yellow-white stripes on lvs Gt

45, p 108 Var Billardi&ri, Boiss (A Bdlardieri, DC )

Hoary-pubescent, slendei lvs small, very obtuse,
entire or with 1 or 2 teeth at base pod long, slender

and spreading, fls often tinged. Eastern. Gn 63,

p. 422

alpina, Linn Fls smaller than in the last, plant only
slightly pubescent and hairy lvs somewhat clasping

but not auneulate, small-toothed nearly or quite the
entire length, the eauline ones pointed Eu B M 226
GC III 30.239 —Blooms very early, and is one of

the best rock-plants Vai variegkta, Hort Var n&na
compdcta, Hort, a dwarf form Gt 44, p 203 Var
fldre-pleno, Hoit FLs full-double, handsome Gt 51,

p 211 G 26 199
A arenbna, Scop Fls rose varying to white lvs pinnatifid,

those on the st deep-toothed Lu —A aubrictwnU i Boiss Much
like A albida, but pale junk ( lluia — 4 bit pharu’thylui, Hook
4 Am Ms large, rosc-purpl< lvs sh irp-toothed sess |< or cluo-
idk, the margins hairy Calif BM S0S7

—

A Ftrdtnandn-Co-
buryu, Kell & suenderm Lvs gray in rosettes, be« onung green in

winter fls small, yellowish M -trodoma — 1 lumia, L'nn f Fls

white lvs shining, obovuti, clasping There i*. a \ meg.itid form
Eu

—

A mnllvt, St< v Fls wlnt< Us pubesoc nt, large-toothed, the
low t r ones rounded and long-stalked Eu — 4 juh<ta, lam Us
white lvs toothed, the rulir done. ott«n parted, the st -Us oblong-
lincar Eu

—

A prdecox, W didst A. Kit =A proturn ns —A pro-

currens, Waldst & Kit I Is whili 1\ s cilmtc, tlios<> on the st

entire and sessile, the others stalk'd stnlomft rous A \anegated
var Eu —A Sturn, Hort \ compact but vigorous gardtn form
with large clear white fls — 1 i«r/m, H Br Annuel hairy fls

large, purtile Ks oblong-ovate to round-oblong, the upper ones
clasping, rather coarse-toothed Lu BM .1131

pj g

ARACHIS (Greek, without a tachis) Jjcgummbsx
Peanut Goortch The peanut is sometimes grown in

the economic house ot botanic,n gardens, and also as a
curiosity in outdoor gardens

r

l he genus has nine
species, of which eight aie Brazilian L\s abruptly
pinnate fls 1-3

,
yellow, in a dense, axillary, sessile

spike, ovary stipitate, in-

closed within the tube of the
ealvx, the stipe at first short,

subsequently elongating anti

carrying the immature fr

beneath the ground He^e
develops wTiat is one of tne
most anomalous frs in the
whole Legummosa*, it being
wholly* indehiscent ,—tin* pea-
nut of coininerci' (which see).

See also Cyelo Airier Agrie
,

Vol 11, pp 514-519 fot pic-

tures and agi leult ural ac-

count As a hot house annual,
the seeds of the peanut mav
be sown m heat, and the
plants potted in sandy loam.
For outdooi cultme, see

Peanut, by* which name the
plant is commonly* know n

hypogsea, Iann Annual, 1

ft or less high, lvs abruptly
pinnate, with 2 pans of lft s.

and no tendril Mn 7 . 105—
Procumbent Taylor t

ARACHNANTHE
(Greek for spuiti-

jlower) Orchulacew In-

cluded under Renan-
thera

ARALIA (derivation

obscure) Arahucew Or-
namental herbs, shrubs
or trees grow*n chiefly

lor their bold foliage \

Stems often spiny lvs 298. Arabia albida. ( X H)
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alternate, deciduous, pinnate to 3-pinnate‘ fls. small,

whitish, in umbels usually forming panicles, pedicels

articulate; calyx-lobes minute, petals imbricate in bud;
stamens 5, ovary 5-, lately 2-celled, with the styles free

or connate only at the base fr a berry-like drupe with
2-5 compicssed stones—About 20 species m N Amer.,
Asia, Malay Airhipelago and Austral

The arahas are large heibs, shrubs or small trees, often

spiny, with large decompound foliage, small whitish

flowers in umbels forming large terminal panicles and
followed by small usually black berry-like fruits.

The species are hardy or nearly hardy North They
prefer rich or heavy soil They are often plant ed as single

specimens on the lawn for the bold subtropical effect of

their foliage Propagation is by seeds sown m
spring, which do best with slight bottom-heat,

t

or by root-cuttings, also with bottom-heat
There are also a number of tender shrubby

plants cultivated as or-

namental greenhouse or
stove plants, which have
been provisionally re-

ferred to the genus
Aralia, as their flowers

and fruits are not yet
known, therefore it has
not been possible to de-

termine their true bo-
tanical affinity. In the
present woik they are

referred to other genera.
They should be looked
for under Pol y set a s,

Pseudopanax, Schefflna,
Oreopanar

,
Panax, tici-

adophyllum
,

Dizyqo-
theca Other related
genera, perhaps not
including any horti-

culturally important
fonus, are Heptapleu-
rum and Monopanax.

A. Prickly shrubs or rarely

low trees lvs Inpmnate

,

2-3 ft long umbels
numerous, m a large,

broad, compound pani-
cle styles distinct

spindsa, Linn Angelica
Thee Hercules’ Club.
Devil’s Walking-stick.
Sts very prickly, 40 ft.

high lvs 1 lA-2A ft long,

usually prickly above; 1ft s.

ovate, serrate, 2-3^ m.
long, glaucous and nearly
glabrous beneath, mostly
distinctly petioled, veins curving upward before die
margin Aug Southern states north to Tenn S S.

5 211. Gn 50, p 120 —The stout, armed sts
,
the

large lvs, and the enounous clusters of fls give this
species a very distinct subtropical appearance Not
quite hardy N Baik possesses medicinal properties.

chinensis, Linn (A japonica, Hort A mand-
shiinca, Ilort Ihmorplianthus eldtus, Miq, A spindsa
var. canescens, branch. & Savat.) Chinese Angelica
Tree Fig 299 Sts less prickly, 10 ft lvs 2-4 ft

long, usually without prickles; lfts ovate or broad ovate,
coarsely serrate or dentate, usually pubescent beneath,
nearly sessile, 3V£-6 m long, veins dividing before
reaching the margin and ending in the points of the
teeth. Aug., Sept. China, Japan MDG 1897:461.
Gn. 1, p. 561. G.W. 5 509 —In general appearance
very much like the former species, but considerably
hardier Grows well also in somewhat dry, rocky or

299. Aralia chinensis.

clayey soil Var glabrescens, Schneid. (A. spindsa
var glabrescens, Franch & Savat A. spindsa var.

canescens, Sarg A. canescens, Sieb & Zucc.) Lva.
often prickly above, lfts glabrous beneath, except on
the veins, dark green above More tender Var mand-
shftrica, Rehd (ihnioi phdnthus mandshuricus, Maxim ).

St prickly lfts pubescent only on the veins beneath,
more sharply ana densely sei rate than the foregoing

variety and hardier. G.C. 11. 10.592; 23:313 Var.
varieg&ta, Rehd (A japdmea variegata, G C ) Lfts.

bordered with white I H. 33 609 G C. Ill 31 231.

Gn 63, p 379 Var ahreo-variegHta, Rehd (Dimor

-

phdnthus mandsthiiricus elegantissimus fol var., Ilort.).

Ltts variegated with yellow.

AA. Unarmed herbs styles

united at the base

B. Umbels numerous, m elon-

gated pubei ulous paniclis:

3-10 ft high.

racemdsa, Linn Spike-
nard. Height 3-6 ft gla-

brous, or slightly pubescent:
lvs qmnatelv or ternately

decompound, lfts cordate,
roundish ovate,
doubly and sharply
seirate, acuminate,
usually glabrous
beneath, 2 6 in.

long fls greenish
white July, \ug
H X Amei west
to Mum and Mo
B B 2 506—Root-
stock emp loved
medic inallv, prop-
erties similar to
those of sarsa-
parilla.

califfirnica, Wats Height
8-10 ft resembles the pre-

ceding lfts cordate, ovate or
oblong-ovate, shortly acuminate, simply
or doubly serrate panicle loose, umbels
fewer, huger, and with more numerous
rays Calif MDG 24:343.

cord&ta, Thunb (.4 cduhs, Sicb &
Zucc ). Height 1-S ft lvs ternately or
quinately decompound, pinna? sometimes
with 7 lfts

,
lfts cordate or i minded at

the base, ovate or oblong-ovate, abruptly
acuminate, unequally serrate, pubescent
on the veins beneath, 1-8 m long Japan.
Gt 13 132 fas A ia<tmosa vai sachah-

nensis) Rll 1S96, p 55 AG 13, pp.
6, 7. Young stalks edible: see Udo

cachemirica, Deene (A cashmeriana, Ilort A.
macrophylla, Lindl ) Height 5-8 ft lvs. quinately
compound, pinnae often with 5-9 lfts

;
lfts usually

lounded at the base, oblong-ovate, doubly serrate,

glabrous or bristly on the veins beneath, 4-8 in. long.
Himalayas
bb. Umbels several or few on slender peduncles; pedicels

glabrous 1-S ft high.

hfspida, Vent. Bristly Sarsaparilla. Wild Elder
Height 1-3 ft

,
usually with short, woody st

,
bristly

lvs. bipinnate; lfts ovate or oval, rounded or narrowed
at the base, acute, sharply and inogularly serrate,
1-3 in long umbels 3 or more m a loose corymb; fls.

white. June, July. From Newfoundland to N C ,
west

to Minn, and Ind. B.M. 1085. L.B C. 14:1306—Bark
diurectic, alterative.

nudicafchs, Linn Wild Sarsaparilla Small
Spikenard. Stemless or nearly so usually 1 If

,
1 ft.
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high, with 3 quinately pinnate divisions; Ifts oval or
ovate, rounded or narrowed at the base, acuminate,
finely serrate, 2-5 in long umbels 2 or 3; fls greenish.
May, June Newfoundland to N C

,
west to Mo B B.

2 506 —Rootstock employed medicinally; properties
similar to those of sarsaparilla.

A japdmra, Thunb —Fatma japomca —A pnpyrifera, Hook =
Tetrupanax papyriferum —A pentaphtflla

,
Thunb —Acantho-

panax pentaphyllurn —A quinquefdlia, Dccno & Planch =Panax
quinquefohuin

—

A Siebuldn, Hort —Fatma juponica

—

A tn/dlia,
Dccnc & Planch =^Panax trifohum (See also Ginseng )

Alfred Rkhder
ARATICti: Annona and Rollinia

ARAUCARIA (Chilean name) Including Columbea
and Eutacta Pinacese Large South American and
Pacific Australian evergreen trees (about a dozen
spe< ies), grown in their juvenile state in greenhouses
and windows and often used in summer for lawn deco-
ration, they ate veiy decorative pot-plants

Tall stnct or widely blanching conical trees’ lvs.

small, scale-like and stiff, clothing all the branches
uniformly and usually closely imbricated fls mostly
(bun ions, thestainmate teirninaland solitaiy or disposed
in fascicles, antheis ti-S-celled, pistillate fls m ovoid
oi globose heads that become laige woody cones with
onl\ 1 seed underneath each si ale —The South Amen-
can species (Columbea) have seaieely winged cone-
scnles, the cotyledons 2, and the germination hypogeal
(cotyledons remaining below giound), the Australian
and Pacific species (Lutassa) have winged scales, coty-
ledons 4, and germination epigeal

Araur anas are piobably the most prized pot ever-
greens in cultivation They are much used in house
decoration, particulaily at Christmas time, as they are
not only attractive but will stand much hard usage.

A ercdvi (Fig 300) is the one commonly seen in resi-

dents Piopagation is by seeds and cuttings, as given
under A crcclsa below Symmetrical plants are secured
from the leading shoots Side shoots are likely to make
misshapen specimens, as seen in Fig. 301. The arau-

300. A good specimen of Araucaria excelsa.

carias need cool treatment The temperature should
not be above 60° at night If kept too crowded or not
given sufficient light, they become ragged and strag-

gling, as in Fig 302 In summer the plants should be
protected from direct binning sun
The species thrive in the open in southern Florida

and in parts of California A wibricata is the hardiest
It is rarely seen m greenhouses A iSidwillii is

301. Unsymmetricai Arau-
caria excelsa, grown from a

side shoot.

apparently the second hardiest, and also one of the
best species for all purposes A. excelsa and its allies

are about as hardy in southern Florida as ci otons and
acalvphas
The commonest species in greenhouses is A excelsa.

It is grown on an enormous seale in many nursenes for
deeoi ation as
window or
table plants
When raised

from seed the
plants grow
i a p l d 1 y and
the branches
are invariably

disposed in tiers with wide
intei nodes, often as much as

2 feet separating each tier

of bi anehes Such plants are
of little use for ordinary dec-
orative work and recourse

is made to plants raised from
cuttings This piactiee has
grown up as it is found that

plants raised from cuttings assume a dwaif compact
habit, with the tiers of brandies placed close together,

and that they do not grow into large specimens until

many years old The plants for stock purposes are

usually raised from seed, and when they have formed
some three to six tiers of blanches the tops are faken
out and put in as cuttings in light sandy compost- in a
close house oi case at a temperature of about 60° F
They are kept shaded fiom hot sun and damped over
fiequently until looted The stork plants are kept
growing and soon bieak out into new growth in the
axils of each of the upper branches These are all

“leadei” growths, and when long enough they each
furnish a suitable cutting whi< h is treated in the same
way as the primary growth or leader After each of
these has been removed foi stock, the stem of the stock

plant is cut off to the next tier of branches, which in

turn will furnish another set, of cuttings and so on until

the plant is reduced to the bottom layei of branches,

when it is discarded and anol her stock obtained again

from seed It should be pointed out that the blanches
themselves may be rooted as cuttings, but they always
retain their flat asymetrical shape and are useless for

stock purposes. (See Fig 301.)

aurea, 3.

Balans,p, 4.

Bidwilln, 6
branhuua. 7.
cohtmnans, 3.

compacta 5.

Cookn, 3.

INDEX.

Cunmnghamu, 2
oli'Kans, 4, 5, 7.

excelsa, 1

glauca, 1, 2, 3.

Gohhcana, 5.

platifoha, 8
polymorpha, 5.

Iiinolfiana, 7
robusta, 1

Hu lei, 5
virgata, X

A. Lvs. (or most of them ) awl-hke, at least

at apex

1. exc61sa, R Br Norfolk Island Pine Figs.

300-303 Plant light green branches frondose, the
lvs. curved and sharp-pointed, rather soft, )^-V£in

long, and densely placed on the horizontal or drooping
branchlets Norfolk I si Fit 2 411 —The commonest
species m this country, being much grown as small pot
specimens A blue-green form is cult as var glaftca,

(or A glahca) It is a form m which the tips of the
growths are white when young; has recently been intro,

under the name of “Silver Star ” It is a most beautiful

plant and sure to have a great future as a market plant

There is also a strong-growing, large variety, with very
deep green foliage, var robfista, Hort Var virg&ta,

Hort
,
primary branches with no secondary branches,

or very short ones In its native wilds A excelsa

roaches a height of over 200 ft and a diam of even 9 or

10 ft The solid, globular cones are 4 or 5 in. diam.
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F S 22 : 2304-2305 —An excellent house plant, and
keeps well m a cool room near a window In summer
it may be used on the veranda, but must be shaded

The timber is used
for shipbuilding

2. Ctinninghamii,
Sweet Plante less

formal and sym-
metrical than A.
excelsa, the upper
branches ascend-
ing and the lower
horizontal lvs

stiff and very
sharp-pointed,
straight or nearly
so There is also a
glaucous form (A.

glaiica), also a
weeping form.
Austral

,
where it

reaches a height
of 200 ft

,
yielding

valuable timber
pine, Moreton Bay

302. Araucana excelsa, a poor speci-

men because too crowded or not suffi-

cient light.

and resin Locally known as hoop
pine, colonial pme, eoorong, cumburtu, coonam

3 Codkii, R Br. (A columnar is, Hook ) A slender
columnar tree, much narrower in shape than A. excelsa

which it closely resembles when young branches dis-

posed as in A excelsa, but tree tending to shed the
lower ones, branchlets crowded on the branches and
turning upwards m a boat-like form young lvs.

alternate and rather closely arranged on the branchlet
and 14 in long, broad
and slightly decurrent
at base, slightly curved,
mucronate, adult lvs

densely imbricated,

short and ovate, ob-
tuse, cones 3-4 m.
diam and somewhat
longer New Cale-
donia, where it reaches a height of 200 ft

,
making

very straight and imposing shafts B M 4035. A F.
12.559—Named for Captain Cook Var ahrea, Hort

,

has golden-yellow foliage There is also a var. glaiica,

Ilort
,
with silvery lvs.

303. Araucana excelsa. (XH)

4 Bal&nsae, Brongn & Gris {A. elegans, Hort.
Bull ) A dwarf-growing species of slow growth (when
grown as a pot-plant) and with few loosely arranged
tieis of blanches, usually 5 in a tier, branchlcte
distichous, narrow and deflexed with age lvs imbri-
cated, short, stiff, p#m long, falcate, more or less

obtuse, dark olive-green m color male cones cylindn-
cal-conical, 2-3 in long, female cones globose or
elliptic, 4 in long, New Caledonia —Rarely grown.
The narrowest and most slendcr-branched species
in cult

aa. Lvs broader, usually plane and imbricated.

5. Rftlei, Muell Fig 304. Leafy branchlets very
long lvs oval-elliptic, imbricated, concave, arched
towards the branch, nearly or quite obtuse, with a

prominent dor-
sal nerve, sil-

very gray on
the upper and

304. Araucana Rulei (XH) rich glossy
green on the

lower side. Variable at different ages. When young,
the branches are often drooping and the lvs. com-
pressed and obscurely 4-angled and nearly or quite
subulate, var. polym<5rpha, R.II 1866, p 350 There
is also a var compActa. New Caledonia Reaching 50
ft. m height. R. H. 1860 390, and plate I I*

22.204 A strikingly beautiful plant and somewhat
rare in cult. The figure in G C 1861.868, is A.
Muellcn, Brongn & Gris

,
a broadcr-lvd. species.

Var Goldie&na, Hort {A. Goldiedna, T. Mooie). A
variety with narrower lvs and with branches rather
more erect than the type. F. 1877.39. Avar Diegans.

Hort
,
is described ,with smaller lvs., and close-whorled

more slender branches:
dwarf

6 Bldwillii, Hook
Fig 305 Rather nar-

row m giowth, especi-

ally with age, the
branches simple lvs.

in two row's, lance-

ovate and very sharp-

pointed, thick, firm ^
and shining Austral.,

where it attains a ^

height of 150 ft
,
and

is known asbunya-bunya u n kwi. .jw, vj v^.

Ill 15 465, showing the pineapple-like cone.—One of

the best and handsomest species for pots

305 Araucaria
Bidwillii. (XH)

R H 1897 p 500, dese G C.

7 braziliilna, A Rich (A grdnhs, Hort ) Branches
verticillate, somewhat inclined, raised at the ends,

tending to disappear below' as the plant grows lvs.

alternate, oblong-lanceolate. 1-2 in. long, somewhat
decuirent, much attenuated and very sharp-pointed,

deep glaucous green, loosely imbricated cone lai ge and
nearly globular S Brazil, reaching a height of 100 ft

FS 21 2202 Vai eiegans (A elegans, Hort), is a
form with very numerous branches and more crowded
and often glaucous lvs Var Ridolfi&na, Gord

,
is a

more robust form, with larger and longer lvs

8 imbriciita, Pav Monkey Puzzle Figs 306, 307
A striking tree of pyramidal habit branches generally

m 5’s, at first horizontal, with upward-curving (some-
times downward-curving) tips, but finally becoming
much deflexed, branchlets in opposite pairs, curved
upward when young, and continuing to grow until

several feet long when adult lvs imbricated and per-

sisting, even on the trunk, ovate-lanceolate, very stiff,

leathery, and sharp-pointed, 2 in long on the primary
st and branches, 1 in long on the branchlets, slightly

concave at the base, bright green on both sides cone
6-8 in diam West-
ern slope of the An-
des in Chile, reach-
ing a height of 100
ft F S 15 1577-
1580 It H 1893,

p 153; 1897, pp
271, 319, desc Gt
44 115. G.C III

21*288, 24:154 —
Hardy m the S.

This is the species

which is grown in

the open m Eng-
land and Ireland

The hardiest, species

mcult Thrives well
m a heavy loamy
soil m a moist valley
or position shel-

tered from rough
winds in mild clim-
ates. The branches
are heavy and
rather brittle and
the beauty and
symmetry is soon
destroyed if planted
in an exposed posi-

tion T he timber is 3C6 Araucaria unbneata. California.
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valuable 'ITu* weds constitute the chief food of the

aborigines in home sections of S Amer Var platifdlia,

Hort
,

is a ionn with veiy broad ivs

A albixipirn
,

Ilort ~A exc* Isa — 4 Dbmbtyi, A Rich =A
lmbriPiita — t i nfi rmedia, R Hr Tall <in<i erect, sparingly

bran* hul, nearly de-
nuded of foliage Ivs

sessile, unbricatrd,
cordiforni, obtuse,
grren and sinning
New Caledonia — 4

Lind ley ana, Van
Houtte— \ brazil-

l'Uia — 1 tnonlmui.

Bruin'll & (Iris
Tall l\s scak-like,

timed, ovate, ob-
307 Araucaria imbncata (XV

tusish, more nr 1* ss concave, with white spots in many si

Caledonia — 1 Mmlltn, llroiign & Gris I.vs ilmo-t flat, with
whitish spots in sines New Ciledoma -A \ i> pidvchkn, Bau-
inann Hrutu lies wide-spreading with long drooping Mde brunch* s

perhaps a form of A Hul* i R B 11 p li2 — 4 tubulnta, \ i* ill

Like \ intf rmedia, but trunk ltss naked, and lvs linear-subulate

NewCaltdomu ^
C. 1\ Raffill

ARBORETUM.—A living collection of trees and
other \\ood\ plants

Collections of tret's have found a place in the botanic

gardens of till countries since the pin sic garden at

Tokyo was founded eight hundred years ago, and for

nioie than three centimes individuals have made such
collections for the decoration of estates or for purposes

of study In Europe the largest collection of the woody
plants of temperate regions is found in the Ro\al
(hardens at K< w, and in the Dutch Colonial Garden at

Binten/oig on the island of Ja\a is the most important
collect ion of the trees ot the tropics Small experimental
arboreta composed chiefly ot timber trees of supposed
\alue ha\e been planted m collection with most of the
torest schools or forest institutes of Europe

llistoncal sketch

As early as the middle of the sixteenth century, a
collection ot trees wats made at Touvove m France* hy
Rend du Bellay, Bishop of Mans, who received the
seeds of a number ot exotic trees from Pierre' lie Ion,

ph\sieian and traveler, who fil'd brought to Europe
some of the trc ies of western Asia In its dav 1 lie* gar-

den at Tomoye was pronounei d bv the botanist (iesner

the richest and most beautiful in Fiance, Gennany and
Italy lake most of the enily col Ice (ions of tre*es made
by individuals, all traces ot the trees planted by Rend
du Bcllay have disappeared

Nearly two cent,unes later, the* head of the French
Marine, Duhamel elu Moneeau, a man of scientific

attainments, wealth and social influence, gathered
from Europe and Xoitli America laige collections of

tri'es on lus two estates of ele \ cignv and du Moneeau
and fonned what must be considered the hist arbore'tum
made with scientific purpose Du Moneeau undertook
a critical study of his collodions and published in 1755
his “Traitd dos arbres et arbustes qui secultixent en
Frane'c ” His arboretum is said to have contained a
thousand species of wood} plants belonging to one
hundred and ninety -one* genera DuhameTs publica-

tions and example had much influence and led to the
introduction of manv exotic tret's into French parks
and plantations Noble specimens of the cedar of

Lebanon, the deciduous cypress of the southern United
States and other trees planted by him, are still living

The arboretum established m 1825 m France at Los
Banes near the village of Nogent-sur-Vernisson (Loiret)

by Pierre Philippe Andr6 de Vilmorin is still one of the
most important dondrological stations in Europe Vil-

inorm was especially interested in the different geo-
graphical forms or varieties of the principal timber
trees of Europe and made large plantations of these and
of a number of exotic trees In 1866, after the death of

the founder, the arboretum at Lcs Barres was purchased
by the French Government and now, greatly improved

and enlarged bv new plantations, is known as the

Arboretum National des Barres and is used as a school

of sylviculture In 1906 a critical catalogue of this

collection, prepared by Monsieur L Pard6, Inspector

des Forets, and accompanied by an atlas of plans of the

arboretum and pictures of many of its principal trees,

was published in Paris The value of the arboretum at

Les Barres has been increased by the formation in its

immediate neighborhood of the Fruticetum Vilmorin-

lanuin This collection of shrubs, which is the most
(omplete in Europe, was established in 1894 by the

grandson of the founder ot the arboretum at Les Barres,

Monsieur Maurice L de Vilmorin, who lias been suc-

cessful m introducing many interesting plants into

gardens through his relations with French missionaries

m China A catalogue of the h rut lcctum Vilmorimanum
was published in 1891

In 1857 Monsieur Alfonse LavalWe began to plant

an arboietum at Segrez in the Department of Siene-

ct-Oisc
r

Ihis was a scientific enterprise and the value

of the living collections was increased by the establish-

ment at Segtez of a botanical hbiaiy and herbarium
Aided by the professors of the Museum d’ Histoire

Naturelle in Paris, it had heroine in 187'), when the

“Enumeration des Vrbres et Arbnsseaux Cultivcs i\

Segie/” yvas publishi d, one of the hugest collec-

tions of woody plants that tiad been made up to that

tune This catalogue was followed in 1880 bv the

“Arboretum Scgie/ianum” m which appear critical

descriptions and figures ot some of the ran* plants culti-

yated at Segrez Six paits with that} -six plates of this

work appeared M Lay alloc died suddenly in 1884
and his publications and a feyv trees in the park at

Srgiez are the only monuments left of his zeal and
industry in the study of trees In 1858 Monsieur G
Allard began the ar-

boretum at la Maul-
6vrie, neai Angers in

France, which he still

maintains, and yyhioh

contains one of the
largest and most in-

teresting collect ions of

the oaks of Europe and
southwestern Asia in

the world, and is par-
ticulaily rich m coni-

fers

At Muskau in the
valley of the Neisse m
Silesia, on the estate

made famous by the
1leant v of arrangement
giyon to it by Hem-
rich Hermann yron
Puekler, an important
arboretum was estab-

lished by Prince Fred-
erick of the Nether-
lands, who purchased
the Muskau estate in,

1815 The critical
catalogue of the plants

in the Muskau Arbo-
retum by Petzold &
Kirchner, published m
1864, and entitled “Ar-
boretum Muscavien-
sis,” is a standard yvork on cultivated trees and shrubs

Many of the trees planted by von Puekler are still

living, but the arboretum is now conducted as a com-
mercial nursery

In Great Britain, no important scientifically managed
collection of trees and shrubs, with the exception of

those connected with general botanic gardens, has been
attempted The arboreta, however, connected with the

308 Old Deciduous Cypress in

Bartram’s Garden This tree still

stands, although dead
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national gardens at Kew, Edinburgh and Dublin have
greatly increased the knowledge of trees and stimulated
the taste for planting not only in Great Britain but in

all civilized countries. At Kew is to be found probably
the largest number of species of trees and shrubs which
has yet been gatheied together, for in England more
plants can be made to grow together than flourish m
any one country on the continent of Europe or in any
one place m the United States Kew, as a garden in

connection with loyal residences has existed since the
middle of the sixteenth century, in 1811 it was created

a national garden and its growth and improvement have
continued uninterruptedly ever since In the older parts

of the garden many noble trees testify to the age of

the establishment, but it was not until 1848 that the
systematic planting of an arboretum was begun by Sir

W illuun Hooker, the first director of the national garden
The reputation of the succeeding directors of Kew, its

scientific standing and the interest of the nation m its

garden have made it possible to gather there plants
from all parts of the world, and although much of the
soil occupied by the arboretum is not well suited for

the growth of trees, and the smoke of the city makes
the cultivation of conifers and many other evergreen
plants difficult and some* lines impossible, every serious

student of trees must avail himself of the great oppor-
tunities for study which this arboretum affords A
collection of trees was once planted by the Horticul-
tural Society of London at its gardens m Chelsea, this

was given up by the Society many years ago On many
of the large private estates m England, Scotland and
Ireland there are important arboreta, and the desire

of the owners of British estates to cult mate new trees,

especially conifers, stimulated the botanical explora-
ations in all the temperate parts of the world in the first

half of the nineteenth century undeitaken by the Horti-
cultural Society of London and by some of the large
firms of European nurserymen Some of these private
collections have been of great value to students

In connection with the Quinta Normale and the
Museum of Natural History in San Diego in Chile is a
small but remarkable arboretum m which are found the
oaks, hickories, magnolias and other trees of eastern
North America flourishing as they flourish nowhere
else outside the United States, and with these the pop-
lars and birches of northern Europe are growing with
the cypresses and pines of California, and the eucalypti
of Australia
Few interesting collections of trees have been made

in North America In 1728 .John Bartram, a Pennsyl-
vania farmer and later distinguished as a traveler and
botanist, purchased a piece of land on the banks of the
Schuylkill River about three miles from Philadelphia
and established a botanic garden m which he planted
a number of American trees collected in his various
journeys, which extended from the shores of Lake
Ontario to Florida, or received from his correspondents
in Europe, among these were some of the famous
botanists of the day Buitram was appointed botan-
ist to the King of England and, through his labors,
many American trees were introduced into England
and many Old World plants first reached America
Bartram died m 1777 Later his garden was used as a
nursery and, after having passed through the hands of
various owmers, was bought in 1891 by the city of Phila-
delphia and is now a public park A few only of the
trees planted by John Bartram are now standing
Fig 308
Bartram by his own labors and through his European

correspondents attained much influence, and is one of
the most interesting figures among those who have
increased the knowledge of American trees Not the
least important of his good works was the inspiration
which his cousin, Humphrey Marshall, another Penn-
sylvania farmer, derived from his example and advice.
Marshall in 1773 made a garden and planted a number

of trees near the Bradford Meeting-house now in the
village of Marshalltown, a few miles from West Chester,

traveled widely to study and collect plants, and in 1785
published the “Arbustum Americanum,” a descnption
of the trees and shrubs indigenous to the United States.

This was the first book on plants written by a native-

born American Many ot the trees planted by Marshall
have giown to a gieat. size and are still in a flourishing

condition His arboretum is now the most interesting

of the old collections of American trees

The garden and arboretum planted about 1830 by
John Evans, another Pennsylvanian, in Delaware
County about twelve miles west of Philadelphia, (‘on-

tamed for many years one of the laigest collections of

plants in the United States Evans kept up an active

correspondence with Sir William Hooker, the Director

of the Royal Gardens at Kew, from whom he received

the seeds of many Himalayan and other rare and little-

known plants A few only of the trees planted by Evans,
who died in lSb2, are now ahv e, among them is probablv
the largest specimen of the European hop hornbeam
m the United States

In 1841 Henry Winthrop Sargent, of Boston,
bought Wodenethe, an estate of twenty-two acres

above Fishkill Landing, New York, overlooking the

Hudson River A friend and pupil of his neighbor, A
J Downing, Sargent through Downing’s influence

became interested in the cultivation of trees and espe-

cially of conifers At W’odenethe every conif< rolls plant

that could be obtained was tested, and for forty >ears
it remained the most impoitant place in the United
States for obtaining inhumation on the value of those

plants for cultivation in this country If the results of

Sargent’s experiments were laigelv negative, that is if

they were more successful in showing what tiees weie
not suitable for the eastern states than in adding
numerous species to the number ot comfeis which can
be peimanently giown here, they were of great interest

and value to trie country For many years the influence

of II W Sargent among lovers of country life m the
United States was considerable and has done much in

the last sixty years toward iik reusing the knowledge of

trees and directing sound horticultural taste To this

influence is largely due the hoiticultuial careeis of

his relatives, Horatio Hollis Ilunnewell and Charles
Sprague Sargent.

In 1852 Air Ilunnewell began the dev elopment of an
estate in the valley of the Charles Itivei at Natick (now
Wellesley), about twelve miles west of Boston Here,
with the aid of his relative at Wodenethe, he planted
coniferous trees for which the well-drained gravelly

soil proved to be suited Past middle life when ho
began to plant his trees, he was able to set* many of them
attain a large size and his pinetum, in number of spe-
cies and beauty of individuals, the most important in

the United States In the hands of a younger Hunne-
well, it is constantly enlarged and improved, and
Wellesley is still one of the most interesting places in

America for the lover of cultivated tree's

About 1870 Josiah Hoopcs, author of “The Book
of Evergreens,” the only American book on the subject,

planted m connection with his nursery in West Chester,

Pennsylvania, a large number of coniferous trees This
at the time was one of the best collections of these
plants that had been made in the United States

Twenty-five years later, and after Mr Hoopcs* death,

although a large number of the species had disappeared,

many survived to show their beauty and value as orna-
mental trees The Hoopcs pinetum should be visited

by everyone interested in the cultivation of conifers

In 1874 Charles A Dana, the distinguished jour-

nalist, bought Dosons, an island about fifty acres in

extent off the north shore of Long Island, near Glen
Cove, and began planting trees Great intelligence and
mdustry was shown in this undertaking, and in the
Dosorts collection are still found many rare trees and
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planned under the direction of Frederick Law Olm-
sted, to police the grounds and to assume all taxes
which might he levied on the property during the
thousand > ears for which the contract was made In
return tor this assistance, the university agreed to
open the arboictum to the public from sunrise to

sunset during every day of the vear, reserving, however,
entire control of all the collections and of the giounds
with the exception of the dines and walks Work on
the roads was begun by the city m 1X86, but through
various dela\ s m construction, the planting of the prin-

cipal collections of tret's and shiubs was not under-
taken until the following year In 1X04, seventh -five

acres, known as Peter’s Hill, and a part of the Hussey
farm, were added to the arboretum by the President
and Fellows of the university, and m 1X08 were opened
to the public by an encircling road built bv the paik
department of the city This contract with the city of

been understood by its management, is to increase

the knowledge of trees and other woody plants To
accomplish this, something more than the collection

of living plants hardy in eastern Massachusetts con-

templated by the trustees of James Arnold’s will was
necessary, and the Arnold Arboictum as now organized

is, first, an out-of-door museum in which the public can

see the tiees and shrubs of the north temperate zone
conveniently ananged, second, a dendiologieal station

and laboratory m which the scientific study of trees is

earned on, and thud, a bureau of publication, explora-

tion and exchange tinough which botanical exploration

m different parts of the world is undertaken and the

results and pioducts of these explorations made know n

and distiibuted
In the arrangement of the out-ot-door museum—the

living collection of tiees and shrubs—the species to

facilitate study have been arranged in groups of geneia

310 Kalmia in bloom at the Arnold Arboretum

Boston is of gioat value to the aiboietum, tor, as it

cannot be moved from its present local ion without the
consent of the urmcisity and the eit /, there is little

chance that, howovei valuable the land mav become,
the people of Boston will ever consent to give up a
public paik of unusual chaiaetci and gioat beauty
The assumption <>t all taxes by the cit\ during 1,000
years insured bv tins conti act may become an impor-
tant contribution to the arboretum
The Arnold Arboretum occupies 220 aeies of meadow,

hill and valley It forms one of the series of Boston
parks with which it is connected by a broad parkway
It is close to the Forest Hills station of the New York,
New Haven <fc Hartford RaiUoad, and it can be reached
from all parts of the city by two lines of electric cars
Its natural features are a broad meadow along the
northeastern boundary, and three high lulls separated
by narrow valleys tin ough one of which flows a small
stream One of the.se hills is covered by a remarkable
growth of hemlock trees, and natural woods, m which
large individuals of many of the trees of eastern New
England are found, cover other parts of the arboretum
The purpose of the Arnold Arboretum, as this has

and families m a natural sequence whenever conditions
of soil and situation hive made this possible, a further

attempt being made to ai range the planted gioups in

harmony with the native woods and the othci natuial

feat ui es of the giound All the groups ot tro<s, shiubs,

and all the natuial woods aie easily reached by grass

paths winch exlend to all parts ot the giounds In the
ease of the trees of North America, seveial individuals

of each spec ics have been plaited, but want of space

has genorallv made it impossible to plant more than
one individual of an Old Vvoild species In the gioups
of American trees, one specimen is planted with
abundant space foi the full development ot its branches
and the others are arranged in a compact group to show
their habit under such conditions

For the convenience of students, the shrubs of genera
in which thcio are no hardy tree's, and all vines, have
been ai ranged m a sequence of genera m long parallel

beds near one of the principal entrances, hut the shrubs
belonging to genera in which some of the species are

hardy trees have been planted in connection with the
groups of trees of these genera In addition to the
shrubs in the general shrub collection, supplementary
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collections of several of the large genera of shrubs have
been established, usually in sheltered positions, in which
are planted new' or imperfectly known species or species

that require unusual care or special protection.

The collections of the Arnold Arboretum are rich in

the woody plants of eastern North America, northern
Europe, Siberia, China and Japan, and contain the
largest number of species and varieties of these plants

to be found m any American collection
,
and gradually

the Arboretum, with its hills and valleys, its native

woods and varied- vegetation, has developed into one of

the most beautiful of all the public gardens of the
world
A large part of the trees and shrubs planted in the

Arboretum has been raised in its nurseries from seeds
collected in those parts of the region occupied by the
species m which the climate most resembles that of

New England A record of the origin and history of

all the plants is kept on the cards of a catalogue, and
the position of every tree permanently planted in the
groups is recorded on the sheets of a large scale map,
and with this is kept the detailed history of each tree

Labels giving the Latin and English names and the
region that they inhabit, are placed at the height of

the eye on the tiunks of prominent native trees standing
near drives and walks, and these labels are found on the
trunks of inanv of the planted trees in the different

groups Metal labels with raised letters are used for

the plants in the shrub collection and for shrubs and
small trees near some of the walks Wooden stakes
giving their names are placed before inanv shrubs and
small trees, and to every plant, whether otherwise
labeled or not, a small zinc label is attached

In order to make the Arnold Arboretum a scientific

station and something more than a collection of living

trees, an herbarium of woody plants intended event-
ually to represent the ligneous \egetation of the world
and a libiary now containing 29,000 bound volumes
and 0,000 pamphlets have been formed. An herbarium
and library connected with such an institution are
essential for the determination and correct labeling

of the living collections and make possible original

scientific work A report on the forest wealth of the
United States, the reports of state and national com-
missions appointed to study American forest conditions,

the lllustiated ‘‘Silva of Noith America,” the ‘‘Manual
of the Trees of North Ameiica,” a “Forest Floia of

Japan,” “Trees and Shrubs,” a monograph of the genus
Lomcera, a monograph of tin* pines of Mexico, many
of the articles on trees and shrubs in this Cyclopedia,
the ten volumes of Garden and Forest, the Jesup collec-

tion of Noith American woods in the American Museum
of Natural History in New York, are some of the con-
tributions to knowledge which the aiboretum as a
scientific station has been able to make For several
years, it has been actively engaged in bibliographical

studies, and the results of these studies are being
published in the “Bradley Bibliography,” of which two
volumes have app» ared An elaboration of the woody

f

ilants of China is in progress, based largely on the eol-

ections of E II W llson, one of the arboretum explorers,

and is now being published by the arboretum in the
“Planter Wilsomame ”

In connection with its work in search of material for

its collections, officers and employees of the arboretum
have visited neaily every part of North America, have
traveled in Peru and Chile, and explored the Caucasus,
Japan, Korea, and northern and western China
Through these explorations, the Arnold Arboretum
has been able to introduce into the gardens of the
United States and Europe a large number of new plants
or olants that have been long lost to cultivation, and
through these introductions it has established relations

in all countries wuth the principal botanic gardens,
the important nurserymen and many individuals inter-

ested in trees and their cultivation

The work the Arnold Arboretum attempts and the
demands which are made on it are national m scope and
extent, but for a national American arboretum a more
temperate and equable climate than that of Massachu-
setts is desirable Its situation, however, in the midst
of a population famous for its generosity and actively

interested in horticulture, and the stability it enjoys
from its connection with a great university, and from its

contact with the city of Boston, are favorable to it

It is impossible, however, to cultivate in one collection

the trees which grow naturally or can be made to grow
m all the different regions of the United States, and
the Amenean national arboretum of the future must
first of all be an institution, like the Arnold Arboretum,
of long life

and continu-
ous control;

and this ccn-

tral institu-

tion properly
equipped
with labora-
tories and
material for

research must
be m a posi-

tion to estab-
lish branches
in Florida,
Arizona,Cali-
fornia and in

some central
regions of the
continent, for

m such bran-
chesmanaged
by the central
institute, it

would be pos-
sible to col-

lect and to
study nearly
all the trees

of the world
suitable for
diffeient parts of the country, and so make possible in

the United States an arboretum really national m
character

Herbaria are chiefly valuable when they supplement
collections of living plants, and it is now becoming grad-
ually acknowledged that accurate knowledge of trees

and of many other groups of plants can be obtained onlv
by a comparative stud> of the plants themselves The
opportunity for this will be found only in establish-

ments m which plants in large groups can be assembled
and grown under conditions favorable for their best
development Today the palms of the tropics, especi-

ally those of the Old World, can be satisfactorily stud-
ied only in the great collection of these plants gathered
together m the botanic garden at Buitenzorg in Java
Some groups of northern trees and shrubs can now
best be observed m the Arnold Arboietum, but to
obtain exact information of others the student must
make long and sometimes difficult journeys Until,

for example, collections of the cactaceie and of plants
like the agaves and yuccas are assembled in a region
favorable to their growth, like southern New Mexico or

Arizona, it will be impossible to obtain a true under-
standing of these plants which, when grown in northern
greenhouses or in regions unsuited to their peculiar

needs, more often mislead than illuminate Com-
prehensive collections of the species of eucahptus,
acacia and other Australasian plants established in

California would be of great value to that state,

and collections of tropical and subtropical plants in

southern Florida would immensely benefit not only
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the southern part of that state but all the West
Indies and other tropical countries.

A nationalized arboretum.

The arboretum, therefore, worthy to be considered
national in scope and accomplishment in a country of

such varied climates as North America must consist of

a number of stations in different parts of the country
under one management and with one central head
from which the work of the different stations should be
directed and superintended and which should be the
bureau of publication of the results obtained in them.
The position of the central station in the country is of

little importance in comparison with its permanence,
endowment and freedom from all dangerous influences.

Such conditions of permanence and freedom in this

country will best be obtained m connection with one of

the great endowed universities rather than with the
national or with any state government, for political

association is not conducive to the best scientific

research, and for the next hundred years at least, and
until a real knowledge of the vegetation of the earth
has been obtained, the National Arboretum must be
organized primarily for research
By the information it could accumulate, such an in-

stitution would be able to aid the agricultural experi-
ment stations and state universities, which are the
natural and proper organizations for popularizing the
results of long-sustained scientific investigations, for
which they are not equipped and which, with the
uncertainty of their resources, they cannot hope suc-
cessfully to carry on Forestry and landscape-garden-
ing are based on a knowledge of trees, and m the study
of trees are found pleasures which increase with knowl-
edge and endure through life

The Arnold Arboretum endeavors to popularize its

knowledge by the publication of Bulletins of Popular
Information and by courses of popular held instruction;

and it should further be the duty of a national Arbo-
retum to aid in the establishment of arboreta in con-
nection with agricultural colleges and experiment sta-

tions, on the grounds of universities not equipped with
botanic gardens, and on the grounds of high-schools
Collections of trees properly labeled are needed in

every institution of learning and in every large center

of population Until such collections are established,

xhe people of the United States can hope to know
little of the beauty and value of their native trees

and of those exotic trees which can safely be intro-

duced mto different parts of the country

C S. Sahgent.

ARBORICULTURE. Arboriculture is the growing or
cultivation of trees It is distinct from sylviculture,

which grows trees m forest plantations for the pro-
duction of a timber-crop Sylviculture is a part of

forestry
What constitutes a tree is not easy to explain in a

short and well-defined statement A given species may
assume a tree-like habit or remain shrubby, according
to the climatic conditions, soil and other circumstances.
Usually a tree is defined, under normal conditions, as a
woody plant rising from the ground with a single stem
and attaining a certain height, fixed by some at 20, by
others at 15 feet, or even less A more exact definition

has been given by B E. Fernow “Trees are woody
plants the seed of which has the inherent capacity of

producing naturally within their native limits one main
erect axis continuing to grow for a number of years
more vigorously than the lateral axes and the lower
branches dying off in tune

’’

Trees are the most pro unent feature of the vegetable
world and surpass all other organic beings m height,

magnitude and longevity The greatest height known
has been reached by Sequoia sempervirens, which
attains 340 feet Not very far less is Eucalyptus amyg-

dalina
,
of which the highest tree actually measured is

given as 325 feet; it is, therefore, the tallest of the hard-
wood trees. The sequoias, however, are of more majes-
tic and gigantic appearance than the eucalyptus on
account of their massive trunk (see Sequoia) Pseu-
dotsuga taxifoha and Pmus Ijfimbertiana occasionally

attain 300 feet. A nmnber of other conifers, chiefly

American, grow to a height of 150 to 300 feet Some
deciduous trees, as Platanus Occidentalls, several species

of oak and Liriodendron Tulipifera exceed 150 feet in

height The jequitiba of southern Brazil {Couratari
legalis, one of the Myrtaceie) is also a gigantic tree (see

Bot Gaz. 31, p 352)
The greatest diameter has been observed m Castanea

vesca, of which a tree with a partly decayed trunk at
the foot of Mt Etna in Sicily measures more than 60
feet m diameter After this the greatest diameter
observed is in Taxodium mucronalurn, about 40 feet,

and in Platanus onentalis about the same, in Sequoia
gigantea 35 feet, in Taxodium distichum 30 feet, and
somewhat less in Adansonui <tioilala

The age attributed to many of the tallest trees is

based more or less on speculation, and opinions often

differ widely Dracaena brace is believed to reach 6,(XX)

years of age, Adansonia digitata 5,000, Taxodium mu-

cronatum and Platanus onentalis 4,000, Cupressus sem-
pervirens and Taxus baccata 3,000, Castanea sativa

,

Quercus pedunculata, Sequoia gigantea and Cedrus
Libam more than 2,000 years

Although the trees are the most conspicuous features
of the vegetable kingdom, they represent only a small
percentage of it as regards the number of species In
the United States, where about 600 trees occur, they
represent only about 3 \i per cent of the whole phanero-
gamic flora, in Europe even less As a rule, towards
the tropics the number of tree-like species increases,

towards the arctic regions it decreases Remarkably
richun tiees is the flora of Japan, where the proportion
of trees to the whole phanerogamic flora is more than
10 per cent, which percentage surpasses by far that of

any other country in the temperate regions
Trees belong to many different natural orders, but of

the orders of inonocotyledonous plants only a few con-
tain trees and none of them is hardy North None of the
larger orders contains trees only, but there are some
which consist exclusively of woody plants and include

a large proportion of trees, as Pinacea*, Fagaceoe,
Salicaceae, Juglandacea>, Magnohacere, Sapindaceae,
Elieagnacese, Ulmaceie, Hamamelidacese, Lauraceae,
Anaeardiacese, Ebenaceie, Styracaceae and others
The uses of trees are manifold, and a country from

which the forests have been destre* e\( becomes almost
uninhabitable and worthless to mankind The forests

furnish wood and timber, exercise oenefieial influences

on the climate, act as regulators o* the waterflow, pre-
vent erosion and also the removal of soil by the wind
Besides furnishing wood and timber, many trees yield

other products of great economic importance, especially

the numerous kinds bearing fruits The aesthetic value
also of the tree must not be underrated, although it

cannot be counted m money
The science of trees and shrubs is dendrology. The

art of growing trees is arboriculture, while the rearing

and maintaining of forests and the production of

timber-crops is sylviculture. Arboriculture is some-
times used in a broader sense, like dendrology, to in-

clude also the growing of shrubs. Orchard culture is a
branch of arboriculture or of horticulture, and deals

with the cultivation of fruit trees; it is usually included
under pomology, which comprises both the science and
practice of fruit-growing.

As ornamental subjects, trees are more permanent,
easier of cultivation and cheaper m the long run than
herbs. It is curious to note how little attention the
average gardener who has the care of a park or garden
gives to the most prominent feature of his domain. He
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usually knows fairly well the greenhouse plants and
herbaceous perennials, which cost most in time and
money, but the trees and shrubs he often disregards

This is apparently due to the fact that after being once
planted, and often not by himself, the trees and shrubs
do not need his perpetual care, and usually grow with-

out his aid and interference.

To the landscape gardener a thorough knowledge of

trees is absolutely essential. He ought to know the

ornamental properties of the trees, their rate and mode
of growth, their peculiarities in regard to soil, situation

and climate As the trees are, after the surface of the
ground, the most permanent element of the landscape,
they ought to be planted with careful deliberation as to

the intended artistic effect and their fitness to the soil

and climatic conditions, for mistakes in planting of

trees are afterwards not easily corrected and rarely

without injury to the original artistic design

The available number of trees from which
selection may be made is large There are

in American and European nurseries and gar-

dens more than 000 species m cultivation

that are hardy in the noithern and middle
states About 250 of them are American, more
than 200 from (‘astern Asia, about 100 from
Europe and 70 from western and central

Asia About forty natural families are repre-

sented, of which the most important are the
Pmaceae, Fagaeeie, Saheaceae, Rosacea*, Legu-
minosa*, Juglandaeeic, Sapincucea*, Urtieaceie,

Magnohaeea.*, and Oleaceue The number of

all the cultivated varieties and garden forms
is, of course, considerably larger than that of

the botanical species and may be estimated
at about 3,000 Comparatively few horti-

cultural varieties are found in American nur-
series as compaicd with European, but this

need not be regretted, as horticultural varie-

ties are mostly merely curious or monstrous
forms. In planting, one must rely chiefly

on the types and use the horticultural vane- 312
ties sparingly, for restfulness should be the
prevailing character of the masses and groups of

trees * Alfred Rehder.

CONTENTS TO THE ARTICLES IN “ARBORICULTURE.”

The cultivation of trees, Mulford, page 353
The comlers m particular, Fernow, page 358.
The transplanting of large trees, Hicks, page 362.
Types of insect injury to trees, Hrues, page 301
Some types of trci diseases, Rankin, page 368
Choice of trees for special purpose*, wilder, page 372.
Choice of street trees for speeiul regions, Mulford, page 374
Ornamental trees for the middle and southern states, Berckmans,

nage 374
Trocs on the great plains, Rcssey and Watrous, page 37b
Trees grown for shade and ornament in California, Davy and

Morrison, page 378,

The cultivation of trees.

From earliest times man’s instinct has been to seek
the protection of trees In locating his home the first

necessity has been the proximity of water; second,
pasture for his flocks, third, the presence of trees; in

warm countries it has been necessary to provide pro-
tection from the hot sun’s rays, in cool countries for

the sake of fuel and protection from the elements As
civilization has progressed and man has developed more
elaborate abodes, he still desnes the protection of trees

to make his home more comfortable, to protect it

from the winter wind, or the summer sun, or both.
To meet the needs m different localities, as one or

another protection may be more important, different

kinds of trees are used In the extreme North, the conif-

erous evergreens act as windbreaks twelve months in

the year In the south Atlantic and Gulf regions, the
broad-leaved evergreens give shade the year through.

In the intermediate country and overlapping both, the
deciduous trees afford much summer protection and a
little wmter protection The chief aesthetic value of
trees is due to the suggestion of comfort that they
give In wmter, a house snuggling against a group of
evergreens may be attractive, and yet, if lacking a well-

placed shade tree, may m summer appear glaring or
otherwise uninviting These feelings are the same with
regard to native woodlands or man-made clumps more
remote from dwellings The different kinds of forest

attract because of suggestions of comparative comfort
and of pleasures To those who have lived m the heart
of a large city all their lives, such scenes are likely to be
unattractive because of lack of suggestiveness Some
of the interesting and varied forms of trees are dis-

played in Figs. 312 to 359.
In planting trees for ornament, these elements of pro-

A group of old sugar maples, with irregular and broken heads.

tection suggest two uses, that of windbreaks and that
of producing shade at appropriate places In addition
are the partial hiding of buildings from important view-
points, enhancing the beauties of the building or per-
mitting only the most desirable features to be seen,
covering the outlines of ugly buildings, or completely
hiding objectionable objects, either nearby or distant,
forming frames for distant views or nearby objects,
making knolls and hills look higher by gro\es on their
tops, or valleys look deeper because of wooded sides,

making irregular sky lines either by accentuating
existing conditions b} planting tall trees on the high
places and low trees m the low places, or in level coun-
tries making a smnlar sky line by tall and short trees,

or forming irregular and natural appearing boundaries
to lawns or meadows
To accomplish any of these results, some trees are

inherently better suited than others, climate and soil,

howrevcr, may make their use impracticable or impos-
sible Coniferous ev ergreens make the ideal windbreak
and screen, but they are satisfactory only m the north-
eastern section of the country and on the Pacific Coasx,,

the hot sun of the South, the dry winds of the central
plains and the smoke of cities making most species
impossible m those regions The broad-leaved ever-
greens are next m importance, but they are adapted
only to the south Atlantic and Gulf seaboards, and the
Pacific Coast north of San Francisco. For adaptabili-
ties see special lists, for no other sweeping generaliza-
tions of adaptabilities can be made except that the use
of bronze, yellow or variegated-leaved trees, and trees

of unusual drooping habit or of other striking form,
should be limited to special times and places A tree to
be satisfactory for ornamental planting must suit the
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climate and maintain the appearance of healthy growth
on the soil where planted, must be hardy, and must be
free from serious insect and fungus attacks
The location of trees is a detail of the design of the

place. This is intimated in the preceding paiagraphs
and more fully discussed under Landscape Gardening,
but a few cautions may be m order Do not so surround
the house with tiees that they exclude all the sunshine.
Except m the extreme South, use deciduous trees next
the house so as to have full benefit of the wmtei sun.
Plant the evergreens at a little distance For specimen
trees of the larger kinds, plant 50 to 100 feet apart,
depending on the kind For thickets and quick masses
of foliage, the same kinds may be planted 15 feet apart.
Theoretically, planting more trees than are ultimately
necessary anil then thinning is excellent Practically,
it is dangerous as there is not one chance m ten that it

will be done in time Plant irregularly both as to dis-

tance and direction unless the design is strictly formal,
in which ease plant with mathematical precision.

When and how to plant.

There is great difference of opinion as to the best
time to plant In climates with the temperatures of
Boston, Rochester, Chicago and farther north, spring
planting is probably best for most plants Fall planting
is increasingly more satisfactory as one goes south On
the western plains where strong, dry winter winds pre-
vail and the soil is either so dry or freezes so hard that
a newly planted tree cannot replenish the moisture
taken out by the winds, spring planting is most suc-
cessful The character of soil may also have its influ-
ence. Magnolias and tulip trees should always be
planted m spring Coniferous evergreens should be

313. A commanding white oak on a bank margin.

planted either when growth has started in spring or,
when vigorous, in late summer or early fall. Other
evergreens should be planted when entering the period
of most active growth so as to be able to form roots
quickly to support the foliage that is always present.
The period of generous moisture m air and soil is most
favorable for the planting of evergreens In adverse
seasons, these conditions may be in a measure pro-
duced by liberal watering of the soil and frequent
spraying of the tops Deciduous trees should be planted

when dormant, m order that roots may become well
formed before there is foliage to support.

Large holes should be prepared for planting, at least
2 feet larger in diameter than the spread of the roots of
the lifted tree, and 2 feet deep. If the soil is good, no
further special prepaiation is necessary beyond a liberal
mixture of well-rotted manure or raw bone-meal with the
soil to be replaced in the hole, and supplying new top-
soil to replace any subsoil excavated in digging the hole
In poor ground, a hole at least G feet across and 2 feet
deep should be dug for a tree up to 8 feet high, and for
larger trees proportionately larger holes to give them
good ground for beginning growth It is becoming
common to dynamite holes for trees Just how far this
is desirable is yet problematical In tough subsoils,
it appears to be eminently successful It seems icason-
able to suppose that m most subsoils such a loosening
would be permanently beneficial Careful observers
have noticed that trees usually thrive better on filled

ground than on nearby soil where the land has been
undisturbed, even though the fill appears poor in com-
parison This does not have reference to citv ash and
garbage dumps The ashes aie too inert to support
tree growth, the dump is frequently poisonous In large
plant mgs, the w atering of deciduous t roes au< 1 1 he staking
of trees under 10 feet is usually omitted m the moist
regions in which stiong winds do not pievail, the re-

placing of any losses bung eonsideicd more economical
than this additional expense Laiger trees need special
attention
The size of trees to choose varies with the kind, the

purpose, and the need for quick lesults Trees may be
successfully transplanted from one- or two-year-old
seedlings to those 12 or 16 inches through and 10 feet
high, success depending hugely on the skill of the
planter. Usually tiees 6 to 12 feet high are best for
deciduous trees, 3 to 6 for coniferous Some speaes
succeed better with small sizes, as tulip tree, magnolias
and hollies. Nursery-grown trees that have been fre-

quently transplanted arc best, as they transplant with
less loss because they have an abundance of fibrous
roots Collected stock of some kinds is satisfactory for
mass-planting but the loss will run from 50 to 90 per
cent, depending on kind and condition Trees that aie
very small are not desirable to use, as they grow’ no bet ter

than laiger nursery-grown trees and the cost of culti-

vation is more when planted permanently than wdien
in the nursery low Trees above the sizes mentioned
are expensiv e to handle and the loss is likelv to be greater
When immediate lesults are important, these aie worth
using with a mixture of smaller tiees to take their
place m case they should be short-lived.

Pruning and tree-doctoring

At planting, all broken limbs should be removed as
well as any crossing through the head or below it If

the top is still crowded, some limbs may be removed by
cutting them off at the nearest fork Heading-m or
shortening the limbs ih undesirable with most species.

The magnolias and tulip tree are exceptions to this,

they need severe shortenmg-in when transplanted
All roots should have the broken ends cut off with a
smooth, clean cut, as this freshly cut surface seems to
facilitate the formation of new rootlets or at least to
prevent decay If a newly planted tree is very slow
in starting, it is sometimes induced to grow by a
severe pruning.

Desirable varieties of shade tiees seldom need any
heading back An annual inspection with slight prun-
ing to shape the tree and remove surplus blanches is

all that will be rcquiied A tree should be grown into
shape, not pruned into shape, and should be allowed to
develop its own characteristics

Evergreen trees, with the exception of the evergreen
oaks and Magnolia grandijlora

,
should be trained so

that their foliage rises dnectly from the turf. As it
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grows old, the white pine is likely to bare its trunk in

spite 01 ilhor 1 raining Spruces and other coniferous
tret's ate ruined if pruned to show the trunk Figs

318, 319 Many deciduous trees are also most attrac-
tive wnen their lower limbs rest on the ground, as
beeches, the Norway maples, hornbeams and many
more any tree in fact whose natural habit will permit
such a lorm

Old tiees, owing to neglect, or more often, improper
pruning, frequently need the saw Protruding .stubs

should never be left, whether the tree is laige or small
The cut should always be made close to the remaining
limb and parallel with it It will not require over tivo

years for the callus to show all around a properly made
cut If it does not show then, the work should be dime
over again Ml dead wood should be kept out Crossing
limbs, even it laige, should be removed A tree should
not be dehorned, l e

,
cut back to stubs 3 or 4 inches or

more in diameter, except is a last resort for a failing

tree

Pruning is employed for two distinct ends' to tram
and shape a young tree as it grows, and to re-form or
adapt a tree of some maturitv, ospeciall> if somewhat
decrepit The so-called “tiee-doetoimg” or ‘‘tree-

surgeiy ” is applied especiallv to the latter phase A tree

that has become weakened by transplanting, or from
lack of pioper nutrition, from 1 n k of proper fertility, or
scarcity of water, or horn other undetermined causes,

mav often be forced into active vigorous growth by a
severe cutting-back It mav even be allowable, in such
cases, to polo or dehorn a tree, that isto remove most of

the small limb-, tutting the large ones so close to the
tree as to leave stubs as huge as one’s wrist or arm or
even larger It nev or hap] ions that several trees in a row
need such treatment unless their feeding-ground ha3
been greatly d< pleted

Trees that have been bndlj pruned, broken by wind,
storms or otherwise bruised oi mistreated, frequently
have badlv decayed spots in their trunks and limbs.
It has become the custom to “doctor” such trees,

—

that is, thoioughlv to clean out iotten wood, treat the
exposed surface with a solution of corrosive sublimate
or sulfate of eoppei to kill anv fungous giowth that
mav be present, with bisulfide ot carbon or other
insecticide for insects, and then (oat the surface with
tar as a preservative \ftei this the cavitv is carefully

filled with concrete of the si rength commonly used in con-
st met ion work It is absolutely essential to success that
the joint between the wood and cement be* water-tight

The surface should also be given a smooth finish of the
general outline that the tree would assume had it grown
nonnally

r

lhe finished suifaee should coincide with
the lnnei edge of the cambium layei so that the growth
of the tiec will proceed ovei the cement just, as it would
over a pioperly cut stub Zinc caps aie frequent 1>

used both to cover cement fillings to keep out the

water and to cover large cuts when the wood is solid

but when it vv ill take seveial > ears to heal on account, of

the sue of the wound Cavities must be absolutely
clean, thoioughly disinfected, and the filling positively

water-tight, or decay will begin behind the filling and
the tree will be destroy ed while every confidence is

being felt that it is safe The cement work is frequently
reinforced with rods of iron Its principal ' aluo is to

hold the cement fiom cracking The only value of such
cement work is as a preventive of decay where there

arc cavities When property done, it gives a binooth
surface over which the growth may proceed The sup-
porting value of the cement to the tree is slight

With many hardwood trees in important locations

such tieatment is warranted, but at the present time
many trees are thus treated that should be cut down,
while many others are left that should have attention

The first requisite to warrant the treatment of a large

cavity is a good type of tiee in an important location,

for example a large tree protecting .he home from the

mid-afternoon sun, or a bad individual in an avenue of

otherwise good specimens In large plantations, treat-

ment of a preventive nature is of course warranted,
but the filling of large cavities is not worth the cost
except to those to whom money is little object It is

bettor to start new trees than to spend fifty dollars on
patching up an old one One must exercise careful judg-
ment in selecting old tiros for treatment, to make sure
that the tree is worth it Trees vv orth doing work on are
the oaks, sugar, swamp and Norway maples, hiekoiv,
rush, elm and the slow-growing native trees Those not
worth treating in this wav are the poplars, willows,
silver- and ash-leaved maple and sycamore or plane

314 Picturesque old apple trees

tree A street tree with a large oavTy would better not
be doctored unless it is ot special value and of a kind
likely to last a long time

Badlv branched trees often show a tendency to split

m the crotches It is well to attend these trees before

they begin to split and eithei chain or bolt the offending
limlis together Tiny mav be chained by putting lag-

seiews in the limbs, drawing the limbs togothu and
dtnpping a link ot the chain over the turned up end of

the .screw Rods and turn-buck 1c- mav be u-ed m the
same wav, ihe bolts for the roils being put through the
limbs, not around them Bee iusc bolts have to be
placed (loser to the weak point than the other reme-
dies, they are not so effi etive but are often useful It a
tne splits, there is danger of decaj 'Hu .splitting

should be anticipated and piev ruled whenev er possible.

The best time for pinning is not a question ot invari-

able rule The period ot most active growth in most
plans June, is usually regarded as the best, tune The
period of starting into leaf is probably the wTorst tune,
although the maples art' about the only good shade
trees that, seem much affected bv pinning at this season

Large cuts or wounds should be immediately painted
w ith a good grade of paint oi vv ith tar, care being taken
to cover the exposed wood but not to allow the paint
to come into contact with the cambium la>er, or grow-
ing part ot the bark

Root liijuiies should be as zealously guarded against

as injuries to the top If a large part of the roots must
be removed, the top should be correspondingly thinned.
Changes of grade arc a great source of damage to shade-
trees, even when the loots are not aetuallv touched
Tin tilling of 2 or 3 feet of soil over the roots of a tiec is,

for most varieties, as sure death to the roots as cutting
them off close to the trunk This filling prevents the
aeration of the soil and smothers the soil life on which
health' root-action seems to depend This may be
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prevented by a good layer of loose stones, open at
intervals to the air, placed over the surface before fill-

ing, or, in some cases, by the use of agricultural tile

drains on the old surface at close intervals and so
arranged as to facilitate a free circulation of fresh air

through the tiles.

Street trees.

In the development of towns and cities, the need of
trees as a protection against wind has been reduced to
a minimum since the closely built houses protect one
another This close building, however, has brought
about another untoward condition that needs ameliora-
ting; this is the replacing of the vast extent of green,
common to the open country, by a motley array of dis-
cordant. colors Many of these colors have been demon-
strated experiment ally and practically to have exciting
and debilitating effects on the
physical condition of persons
Part of the great utility of parks
is to afford urban residents
relief from this color excite-
ment As far as possible, the
soothing green needs to be

315 A group of surviving hemlock spruces.

taken into the city streets to lest the tired nerves
through the effect on the eye Also

;
the* shade helps to

reduce the temperature by absorbing the sun’s rays,

the large amounts of watei the tree tianspires also helps
to cool the air These beneficial effects make it worth
while to expend effort and money to secure well-shaded
streets Figs 323, 324
The conditions in urban communities are adverse to

tree growth Streets are narrow and the trees crowded;
roadway and sidewalk are paved with impervious
materials preventing both water and air getting into
the soil, and effectually keeping in sewer-gas and lllumi-

flating-gas that may be discharged into it from below.
The air is dust-laden from constant traffic, and, what
is far worse, contaminated by soot and poisonous com-
pounds from numberless badly-fired chimneys. As
though this were not enough, there are the self-styled

tree-trimmers, knowing nothing of the work, then’ the
linemen cutting ruthlessly, caring nothing for the tree,

and with an occasional gnawing horse adding its dem-

olition. And the sewer-layer, pipe- or conduit-layer
and finally the curb-setter do their worst. After all of
these, come the insects and diseases that affect trees
everywhere and which here find an easy prey because
of the fewer birds in city streets and the weakened
condition of the trees.

The first essential to successful street tree-planting is

competent municipal control of all such work The
street trees should be under the care of an unpaid com-
mission of three or five men, one named every two years
by a local court, or by the mayoi, for a term of six or
ten years, and confirmed by the legislative body Such
commissioners usually need to be trained, and there-
fore they should have considerable experience in their

work before coming into full responsibility The
restrictions on the appointment of the executive officer

should be stringent, so that only thoroughly trained and
experienced men could be employed The expert should
have the full confidence of the commission and Ik* the
leader in the woi k To fill such a position, a man should
have thorough knowledge of tiees and the soils and con-
ditions under which they grow', their characteristics,

cesthetic values and habits of growth under city condi-

tions, the methods of aiding trees to withstand these
conditions, and a knowledge of the insects and dis-

eases to which the different species are liable and the
methods of combating them The work is neither for-

estry nor pomology, as it has nothing whatever to do
with the products of tree growth or the growing of

trees for theu trmts
Powers vi.,al to the success of this commission are the

right to plant suitable kinds ot trees in a proper way,
and to collect benefits tor work so done, to control

absolutely all pruning, removal and care of trees, and
the right to invade private grounds for the control ot

insects and diseases Of emu sc, sufficient tunds must be
available to support the woik.
Many city streets aie too narrow from building-line

to building-line tor satisfactory planting There is

absolutely no excuse for this m the newer sections

There should be at least, 100 teet fiom building-line to

building-line on any street and on principal streets con-
siderably more Forty feet, may be all that is needed
for roadway and sidewalks, at present The abutting
dwellers need the air-space provided by the remaining
area which is legitimately used as front lawns This
will leave ample space for trees If the city grows and
more space is needed for traffic, it can be secured with
no saenhee to buildings and the dwellers m the interval

have had better living conditions It is this airange-
ment- that makes Washington such a beautiful city,

and the lack of it on Fifth Avenue that is costing New
York City so much money to widen that thoroughfare
In the older parts of cities, species must be chosen that

are appropriate to the width of the street Most kinds

should be planted not closer than 40 feet apart and such
varieties as oaks, elms and sycamores would be bettor

at 50 feet Most plantei s use 35 and 10 feet because of

the public demand for quick shade, and at the greater

distances the trees look far apart when first planted

Theoretically, the planting double the number of trees

needed at maturity or the placing of fillers of a quick-

growing inferior type, is desirable, but practically it is

dangerous, as there are not many cases in which public

opinion will tolerate the thinning at the proper time In

city work an excavation 2 feet deep, with the removal
of at least 2 cubic yards of dirt, should be made for

each tree This should be filled with good top-soil mixed
with well-decomposed manure Of most varieties, trees

10 to 12 feet high and 1A to 2 inches caliper should
be used These should be nursery-grown They should
have been frequently transplanted and have a well-

developed head, 6 to 8 feet from the ground. The roots

should be abundant and fibrous In planting, the roots

should be spread out and separated to their full length,

the ground worked all in amongst them, and then thor-
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oughly firmed by tramping Before the hole is com-
pletely filled, the tree should be well watered and the

remainder of the soil put in loosely A strong stake 8
feet long should be placed beside the

tree when planted At least 30
inches of this should be in the

ground The tree may be attached

to the stake by a piece of old gar-

den hose attached to each side of

the stake and put around the tree

in such a manner as to make a cross

between the stake and the tree

All young trees should be pro-

tected by boxes or guards Many
forms are used Any of them are
good if the box reaches from the
ground to a height of 5 feet and will

prevent hoises biting the trunks
and boys swinging on the guard.

Notes on ornanuntal
tuts

Acer Negundo (box
elder) Too short-

lived, brittle and sub-
ject to insect attack
Its use may be war-
ranted m semi-arid
and veiy cold regions

Acer platanolden

(Norway maple)
Moderate grower,
healthy, but too dense
for close citv streets

Acer r ub r uni
(swamp maple, scar-

let maple) A good-
sued tree, good
grow’er, fine foliage,

especially brilliant in

autumn Also a bright led m spring due to blossoms and
young leaves Not suited to the interior of large cities

Acer met harm urn (silver maple. *oft maple; Rapid
grower, but too brittle and short-lived, and the shallow

roots prevent the growth of glass under it and also

destroy sidewalks
Acer mi charnm (sugar maple) Does not thrive on

heav v ( lav soils oi undei severe < lty conditions but most,

excellent when' it does grow Moderate glower, doing
best north of the 40th parallel

A ilanthus olfmsima (ailanthus, tree of heaven)
A large, handsome tree, the st animate and pistillate

flowers appearing on different trees, the latter very lil-

smellmg A most useful tiee in the centei of large

cities The staininate foim only should be planted
Celtis mississippiensis (southern hackberiv) An

excellent tree m those legions in which the “witches-
broom” does not attack it One of the promising trees

to withstand the hot winds of the plains as far north as

Denver A large tree and good grower
Celtis Occidentaim (hackberry) A good tree where

the disease known as “witches’ broom” does not attack
it It is for regions north of the 3(>th parallel what the
foregoing species is for the region south of it

Fraxmus amencana (ash. white ash) A good tree for

suburban conditions Moderate grower, attaining large

size.

Ginkgo biloba (gmkgo, maidenhair tree) An excellent

tree of peculiar pyramidal form when young Moderate
grower, attains good size and is free from insect and
fungus attacks

Gleditsui tnacanthos (honey locust) A large, quick-
growing, handsome tree Except for its thorns, this tree

would probably be a most desirable tree for the semi-
and regions of the Wost There is a thornless form that
may sometimes be obtained, which is good

316 Pinus ponderosa.
Giant specimens 225 ft high, grown in the deep, moist

soil of the Yosemite Valley

Liquidambar Kt'/raciflm (sweet gurn). A handsome
and valuable native tree but little used Moderate
grower, good size, handsome fall coloring A little hard
to transplant, especially in large sizes Does not suc-

ceed well under extreme city conditions, and is not
adapted to the extreme northern sections

Liriodendron Tuhpifera (tulip tree) Miscalled yel-

low poplar, and tulip poplar. A handsome, large,

quick-growing tree, little used, but valuable except for

extreme city conditions and much of the country north
of the 40th parallel A little hard to transplant, espe-

cially m large sizes, and should he moved only' in spring

Magnolia grandijlora A broad-leaved evergreen of

large size, adapted to the ext rune South A good lawn
tree as far north as Washington

Magnolia acuminata (cucumber tree) A handsome
tree of moderate size, good for suburban conditions

south of \\ ashmgton and St Louis
Maqnoha tnpetala (umbrella tree) A handsome tree

of moderate size, good for suburban conditions south of

Washington, and St Janus
Milia Azedarach (umbrella tree) A small, attractive

tree, goes! for temporary effects from
North Carolina south and west

Ni/ssa sglvalica (sour gum, tupelo) A
large, hindsome tree, adapt oil to subur-
ban conditions Brilliant fall foliage and
winter berncs

Platanus omdetdahn (sveamore, but-
tonwood) A large tree, rapid-growing,

upon -topped, and almost s< ragglv in its

* growth Considered an untidy tres by
some on account of its seed-balls and the

bark w’hich is shed in large flakes The
white trunk, after the balk is shed, is

unusual and attractive In some regions

it is subject to a blight just after the
leaves start in spring A good tree for

severe city conditions

Platanm onentahs (plane tree, orien-

tal plane) A more compact grower than the foregoing

and a little better suited

to stieet purposes, but
not quite so rugged and
imposing as the fore-

going An excellent street

tree

Populus dcltoides, in-

cluding var carohmana
(cottonwood and Carolina
poplar). These two trees

are much used for street

S
lanting m many places

ut are entirely unsuitod
for the purpose. Although
the growth of a severely
pruned tree is large in any
one year, it is the custom
to remove a half of this

each year so that the net
gain m growth is no more
than an average tree. Even
with this pruning it is liable

to be broken by a moder-
ate windstorm, and with-
out the pruning it is even
more liable to be broken.
Their roots are as bad as

willow roots about find-

ing and clogging sewrers.

Wide-awake cities pro-
hibit the planting of these
trees

Populus nigra var Ital-

ian (Lombardy poplar) A 317. Conifer forma — Pino
tall, short-lived, fastigiatc and spruces.
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tree, suitable for narrow streets in the heart of a
large city

Quercus alba (white oak) A most picturesque tree,

attaining the hugest size The gem of American trees,

and not so slow-growing as usually considered Dead
leaves hang on most of the winter Figs 313, 322

Quercus buolor (sw amp white oak) A large, handsome
oak of moderately rapid growth, suited to moist situa-

tions It seems to succeed under city conditions A
desirable shade tree, almost as handsome as the white
oak and a little faster grower

Quercus coccmen (scarlet oak) Comparable to the
red oak but not quite so sturdy and vigorous under all

conditions, but with a little more brilliant autumn
coloring and leaves more finely cut

Quercus luunfolia (laurel oak, water oak). The stand-
ard street tree for the South. A large, handsome,
deciduous tiee, not so desirable as the live oak, but of
more rapid growth

Quercus Michauxn (cow oak) A good oak for thm
gravelly lands Not so desirable as the other oaks on

318 Spanish Fir.—Abies Pinsapo, showing the verdure
from top to base.

good ground and not adapted to the extreme northern
sections.

Quercus macrocarpa (mossy-cup oak) A handsome
and satisfactory tree, not so large as some of the others.
One of the most promising for the plains

Quercus nigra (possum oak, water oak) Another
good oak south of Noriolk A little more upright in
growth than Q loanfolia, but not quite so desirable
except possibly m its more northern limits

#

Quercus paluslris (pin oak) A quick-growing, good-
sized tree, with pendulous branches when old Hand-
some cut leaves, brilliant in autumn. One of the best.
Its pendulous branches may sometimes be a rather
serious objection Dead leaves hang on well into the
winter. Fig 323
Quercus phellos (willow oak). A large, handsome tree,

moderately fast-growing, satisfactory south of Wash-
ington in regions m which it is not attacked by a
growth resembling “witches’ broom” of the celt,is

Quercus rubra (red oak) Almost the best street tree.

Large, symmetrical, rapid m growth, fine autumn foli-

. age, head not too dense It is exceeded only by the
elm in rapidity of growth among the trees suited for
street planting and not by that in the southern half of
the country.

Quercus tnrgimana (live oak) . A large evergreen The
best street tree for the South, but slower m growth than
Q. launfolia

Sterculia platamfoha (varnish tree) A small tree of
reasonably rapid growth bearing bright yellow flowers

It has a tropical suggestion Good only for the South
and its principal value is in its possibilities for the
Southwest, especially semi-arid Texas

Tilui americana (basswood, American linden) A
large, handsome, quick-growing tree. Young trees are
sometimes affected by a disease at the base of the trunk,
but the tree is well woith growing except in regions
in which the difficulty is known to be present

Ulmus amerieana (elm, white elm) 'The shade tree of
New England and deservedly ranked fust, there It

loses its preeminence as one goes from New England, but
a large, quick-growing tieo worth using except in the
extreme South Drops its foliage too eaily to be the
ideal shade tree in the middle states and southward.
It is subject to the attacks of the elm-leaf beetle in

regions in which that has been introduced

F. E. Mulfokd

The conifers in particular.

The cone-healing trees (Pmarese and allies) are
decidedly the most, impoitant older ot forest trees in

the economy of civilized man Thev have furnished the
bulk of the material of which out civilization is built

The remarkable combination of stiength and stiffness

with the smallest weight compatible, and the abundance
and gregariousness of then occuiience, give them this

important position

Fiom the standpoint of the hoiticultuiist, the coni-

fers also take a pi eminent place among the matenals
tor landscape gaidening (‘fleets, and, m the more practi-

cal use, as windbreaks Then eveigieen habit— foi all

except the latch and ginkgo tribes aie eveigieen—and
their conical form, especially in eailiei pounds of life,

with a blanch s\stem peisisting to the base* lor a long
time, are the elements that make them desiiable.

To these graces mav be added the pecuhat form and
striking colonng of their foliage, which, in combination
with deciduous tiees or in clumps by themselves, or m
single specimens, offer sti iking oftet ts

Theie aie two types of natmal or native beauty in the
comfeis—the sjmmettK al and verdurous beauty of the
young specimen (I* lgs 3 IS, 319), and the pictmosque
and rugged beauty of the old and timeworn tiee (Figs.

315-317) Aside from these, there are also odd, gro-

tesque and formal cultivated vaneties, as t> pitied in

the weeping spruce (I ig 520), the columnai junipers,

and the various <hvaif pines and spun os

The majont'v of the species belonging to this gioup,
as well as their greatest muneiical development, is

found in the temperate zones, only a few belonging to
subtiopical or tropical countries, among which are the
araucarias, from South America, the dammara, dac-
rydium, and phyllocladus, from Australia, and neigh-
borhood

Kinds and adaptations.

The order Conifers? comprises nearly 40 geneia, and
about 300 species Our own native fioia, with 15 genera
and not less than 100 species and subspecies, is among
the richest, the bulk of these being found on the Pacific

coast The Altantie side offeis 2S species, representing

the genus Pinus with 12 species out of 39, 1 Lanx out
of 3, 3 Piceas out of 7, 2 Tsugas out of 5, 2 Abies out
of 12, 1 Taxodium, 1 Thuja out of 2, 1 Chamircypans
out of 3, 3 Jumpcrus out ot 11

,
1 Tumion (Toneya) out

of 2, 1 arboicscent Taxus out of 2 being without repre-

sentatives of the genus Pseudotsuga, Sequoia, Libo-
cedrus, and Cupressus There are to be added a largo

number (not less than 400) of nurserymen’s varieties,

some of which have been enumerated in Bulletin 17 of

the Division of Forestry, United States Department
of Agriculture.

There are also a number of exotic conifers that
promise satisfactory results if used m suitable locali-

ties, climate and soil The Norway spruce (Picea e&
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cetea, Fig 356) recommends itself by its elegant gothic

form, often with pendulous branchlets. its very rapid
growth, and its wide adaptation to soils and climates,

together with its ease of propagation and cheapness It

excels most of the American spruces in form and rapidity

of growth Like all conifers, aftei the twenty-fifth to

fortieth year it must pass through a period of change m
form, during which it loses, for a time, its shapeliness.

The Scotch pine {Finns sylvestris ) has nothing to recom-
mend it which may not be found m native species,

except, perhaps, adaptation to the dry climate of the

West, and cheapness The Austrian pine, on the other
hand, is an acquisition by its stout growth in its youth,
although the red pine (Finns remnosa) would probably
do as well, so far, its small cones and seed have made
the latter expensive The European larch outgrows the
native northei n one easily, but Lnrix occidentals. from
the intci lor basin, will probably do as well or better

There is no particular commendation for the European
fir, but the Nordrnann hr, from the Caucasus, is a most
decided aquwtion, by its beauty and adaptation, so is

the most graceful of all spruces, Ficta ornntalis, while

the Spanish Abies Pmsapo (Fig 318) will always attract

attention by its peculiar shape and foliage

Of other ornamental forms, that are without repre-

tatives in the United States and hence fill vacancies,

may be mentioned as capable of adaptation and mote
or less in use, from South America, the ai anemias, from
Africa and eastern Asia, Cedrus Deodara, libani

,
nl-

lanticn, Abies Apollims and cihnca, from Korea, the
promising, more densely fohaged white pine, F karaten-

sis, from China, Cunmnghamia, Biota, Glyptostrobus,
Cephalot axils, Podocarpus, Pscudolarix, and, above all,

that interesting remnant of former ages, the maiden-
hair-tree, Gingko biloba

,
which will maintain itself any-

where along the Atlantic coast if piopagated from seed
of the propel localities Japan has furnished a number
of additions, especially retinosporas, torreyas, taxus,

various pinus, piceas and tsugas, with the peculiar
Suatlopitys vertieillnta, the umbrella pine, and, the most
acceptable of all, the graceful Cryptomerm japonica
As with all inti eductions from one country to another,

nay, from one climatic region to another, caution is ad-
vised, so it may be laid down as a tule, that exotics

should be used with gieat discretion, and, until their

adaptation is amply demonstrated, only m a subor-
dinate way If it is in general true that perennial plants
can be transplanted with permanent success only into

similar climatic conditions, it must be especially true

with the comfeis, which do not lose their foliage, and
hence must be able to bear summer as well as winter
conditions The long-leaf pine of the South, most
staking of our pines, may, therefore, not be trans-

planted far beyond its noithern limit, and, if one desires

to utilize any of the Pacific coast species in the East,

one will have to secuie them at least from the highest

and driest altitudes anil exposures, or if, as m the case

of some species, like the Douglas hr and Engclmann
spruce, then field of distribution covers the dry slopes

of the ltocky Mountains as well as the moist slopes of

the coast ranges, one may be successful if one chooses
the plant material from these drier slopes.

Of the many native species, a number that are not
of any particular value maybe discarded, although the
distinction could be more readi'y accomplished from
the economic point of view than from the standpoint of

the horticulturist and landscape gardener, for almost
every one has a distinctive feature of either form or

adaptation to soil oi other interest For each climatic

region the choice must be different, hence it would be
impossible to give, in the brief space of an article,

intelligent advice as to best, selections In general, be-

sides climatic limitations, the following considerations

may serve in the choice of native species'

The pines, as a rule, are not to be placed on compact
clay soil, and on account of their taproot, not on shal-

low soils, on which they soon become spindly
, they thrive

best on loose, sandy soils, and can endure dry soils, the
white pine adapting itself perhaps best to the clay soils

without detriment to its development. On w et soils pines
are, as a rule, decidedly out of place, although the red
pine (P. resmosa), of the North, and the loblolly (P.
Tjcda), and some other southern species are capable of

supporting such conditions For buch situations here,

however, the cedar tribe furnishes better material,— the
eham.ccyparis, thuyas and taxodium These trees of

the bog and swamp are, however,— it should not be
overlooked,—capable of thriving even better on drier
soils They are merely indifferent to moisture condi-
tions at the foot

The shallow-rooted spiuces aic trees of the higher
mountain ranges, and aie, therefore, more adapted to

moist and cool situations, although some of them, the

319 A well clothed comfer —Abies venusta

Norway spruce, the blue spruce of Colorado and the
northern white spruce will—the formei, at least, during
its juvenile period—endure more droughty situations

The firs, too, aie rather more species of northern
climates and high altitudes, the red fir, so-called

(Fseudotsuya tan folia), which is not a hi proper, be-
ing, perhaps, best capable of supporting dner and hot-
ter situations The most ornamental, and, in many
respects, most serviceable of the firs, Abies Nordmanm-
ana, from the Caucasus, develops its magnificent dense
and dark green foliage m the waim but moist climate of

Washington, w'hile our most ornamental ibies concolor

fiom Coloiado will thrive even in the drier atmos-
pheres of the middle states The fine firs of the Pacific

coast w'lll probably not thrive anywhere in our drier and
hotter eastern climates for any length of time, unless

placed in cool and shady situations
The Douglas fir (Fseudotsuga tanfolia) is, perhaps,
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most readily acclimated if seed is secured from the dry
slopes of Colorado. The Lawson cypress (Chamxcy-

pans Lawsoniana), with its graceful pendulous branches
and foliage, and the pyramidal Ijibocedrus decurrens are
unquestionably desirable additions to our ornamental
stock, while the sequoias, especially S. gigantea, the
big tree, seems not to be able to support persistently

our eastern climate.

One important feature which enters into considera-
tion when grouping conifers is the relative endurance

of shade or tolerance which
the species exhibit, thereby
indicating their use m va-
rious position^ The yews
and firs are the most tole-

rant of shade, together
with the hemlocks; next
may be placed the spruces,

arborvitae (Thuya), and
jumpeis, while the pines
are mostly mtoleiant of

shade, excepting the white
pine, which is the most
shade-enduring of the

E
rnes; the larch and the
aid cypress are the mobt

light-needing of all, and
will perish soon if placed
under the shade of any
other trees All species, to

be sure, are capable of

more shade-e n durance
when young and on deep,
moist soil Their relative

320 A "“weeping” or drooping shade-endurance under
form of Norway spruce This the same conditions
is a so-called horticultural va- remains, however, the

sparingly
be planted only same, and may be studied

‘ *
’ in the foiest by observing

the density of the individual crowns, the capacity of

maintaining a thrifty foliage under the shade of dif-

ferent species, and especially of young plants to per-

sist m such shade

Propagation

Most conifers ripen their fruit in the tall, September
to November, and are best gathered soon after or

before ripening The pines require two years (some three

years) to mature their cones White pines ripen fruit in

the first two weeks of September, and the cones open-
ing shed the seeds at once, the empty cones remain-
ing on the branches The cones of the firs fall apart
upon ripening, hence must be gathered before being
quite ripe Spruces and hemlocks shed seeds from time
to time, opening and closing their cones according to

the weather through the winter into spring Some
pines, like Pmus pungens and P serotma, keep their

cones closed for years, and artificial heat must be
employed to make them open and give up their seed
In gathering seeds for the trade, such artificial heat is

frequently applied with pines in specially con-
structed seed-roasters, such seed should be carefully

inspected, as it sometimes suffers from improper use of

the heat
The proportion of germinating seeds, and the vital-

ity, l e
,
the ability of retaining genmnative power,

varies greatly not only with the seasons in the same
species, but from species to species

The lowest germination percentage and vitality is

found in firs ana larch, which show rarely more than 50
per cent of good seed, and soon lose their vitality, while
spruce and pine, when entirely fresh, may show as much
as 95 to 100 per cent germination, and retain vitality

for two to five years, losing each year a proportion,

Norway spruce five years old still having 10 per cent
germination.

In trade, a germination percentage for spruce of 75
to 80; pine, 70 to 75; fir, 30 to 50; laich, 20 to 40, should
be acceptable

Seeds are best kept m a dry, cool garret in tight bags
or boxes, excluding the air as much as possible

All seeds require a short rest or after-ripening of two
to four weeks before they are ready to germinate, and
some, like the taxus and jumper, lie over, even in

nature, for a year or more before they germinate The
latter should be prepared for sowing by macerating
them, and removing the pulp in hot water, then mixing
with sharp sand in bags, and by friction freeing the
seod from the pulp.

In the seed-bed somewhat more care is required than
with most other species of trees A thoroughly mellow,
well-pulverized seed-bed of light loamy sand, possibly
enriched with well-decomposed manure (cow-dung
better than horse-dung) is required, the covering of

the seed varying, according to sue, from a mere sprink-

ling for larch to % inch for tl e heavy-seeded pines

They may be sown as soon as the weather is settled, in

northern latitudes the second or third week in May,
best in rows not more than 6 inches apart, and prefera-

bly in dry weather, when the soil does not clog, for

clogging or baking of the earth sometimes prevents
seeds from germinating Mulch between the lows with
pine needles or sphagnum moss, or other fine mulch,
to reduce necessity of watering and weeding Conifer
seeds need very little water for germination The
seedlings, on the other hand, for the first thiee months,
until they have made their crown bud, need to be
either kept well watered or else protected against the
drying effects of sun and wind by shading, for which
purpose lath screens arc best These latter must be
lifted for airing after the sun is gone, especially in muggy
weather, to avoid damping-off For wintering, a
covering with conifer branches or very clean meadow
hay is advisable (the latter is likely to bring in

weeds).
For growing small quantities, the use of boxes, as

described by Jackson Dawson, of the Arnold Arbore-
tum, in Proceedings of the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, is highly commendable In well-drained boxes,
sow the seed soon after gathering, pile four or five deep
in a pit or sheltered place, cover with boards, and when
cold weather comes, cover up with leaves or hav About
the middle of April, move them into a place where they
get the early morning sun Keep the seedlings well

watered and free from weeds, and shaded as described.

Winter the seedlings in same manner as the seed-boxes,

321. A “weeping” tree, representing a grotesque horticultural

variety —Ulmus scabra var horizontalis

well covered up They are ready for transplanting next
spring, when they are making their first or second set

of true leaves

Since pine and spruce seedlings take about seven to

ten pounds of phosphoric acid, ten to twenty pounds of

potash and fifteen to thirty pounds of lime, besides
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twenty pounds of nitrogen, per acre from the soil, for

continuously used nurseries the addition of mineral
materials in the shape of bone-meal and wood-ashes
may become desirable.

A large number of seedlings may be grown m a small

space; thus 30,000 Norway spruce may be grown on a
square rod, requiring about two pounds of seed The
quantity of seed sown depends, in part, upon the length

of time it is expected to leave seedlings in the seed-bed,

besides size and quality of seed
,
the quantities vary

from one-fourth to one-half pound per 100 square
feet if sown m drills, and the yield of seedlings will

vary from 2,000 to 25,000 seedlings, according to species

and seasons.

Transplanting and pruning.

Conifers, like any other trees, may be transplanted at

any time of the year, piovided the necessary care is

taken in moving the plant This care is least required,

as with other trees, in the fall and early spring, when
activities of root and foliage are, if not at lest, at least

reduced Which of these seasons is preferable depends
on the locality, and the dependent ehaiaetei of the sea-

son On the whole, spnng planting will probably bo
preferable in most parts of the United States which
do not suffer ftom dry spring winds In localities of

the Southwest, w'hich have commonly a diy spnng
followed by a rainy season in July, this latter time

322 An ideal shade tree.—White oak

should be chosen Thou* is a belief that planting in

Vugust is specially favoiablo Theio is no leason
foi this belief, unless favoiablo weather (a i.nny season)
follows

Comfeis may be tiansplanted laid than deciduous
trees, even attei the buds have st.uted, excepting the
lai oh, which buds out very e.uly

,
with this species, fall

planting may be leeommended Cloudv weathei, i at her

than rainy ot veiy diy, should be chosen especially

when transplanting into mnsoi\ lows
Young tree's aie naturally moie i caddy and success-

fully transplanted than older ones, with which thou* is

more difficulty m seeming the whole root-system when
taking them up Since, howevei, the seedlings develop
slowly for the hist one oi two to thiee yeais, they should
be left in the seed-bed foi that length of time, loot-

pruned, and then transplanted into nuiseiy lows Al-

though those with a shallow loot-system, like spiuces

and firs, may be moved even when 30 to 40 feet in

height, it is best, even for ornamental purposes, not to

take them more than 3 to 4 feet in height In forestiy,

one- to four-year-old plants, according to species, from
2 to 12 or 15 inches in height, are preferred for reasons

of economy.
Much greater care than with deciduous trees is

necessary, when transplanting without an earth-ball, in

keeping the root fibers from drying out, a large amount
of loss in transplanting is explained trom neglect m
this respect As soon as taken up, the roots should be

323. Good street trees.—Pm oaks.

immersed into a loam-puddle, or kept protected by
wet sphagnum moss or canvas until set into their

new place
The question of trimming when transplanting must be

considcied with more care than is necessary with broad-
leaved trees, which possess much greater recuperative
power It should be confined to the smallest amount,
smoothing biuised loots, and if foi proper proportion-
ing piunmg at the top becomes absolutely necessary,

shoi tciung the leadei rathei than blanches Larch will

stand moie severe pruning than most other conifers

From the aitistic as well as physiological point, of view,
it is barbaiism to lemove tin* lower blanches, which the
tree needs to shade its trunk and standing loom, and
often, when depnved of the smie, wall replace first

before staiting again, in its height growth Attention
should, howevei, be especially paid to piexenting dou-
ble leadei s, whuh aie detiimental to futute foim-devel-
opment; cut them out as eailv as possible, preferably

in the bud Laterals may be somewhat shoi tened-m

<

while standing m the nuisery, to lengthen the tune
dining which the lower blanches aie to peisist Break-
ing out buds is, as with «il trees, the best method, pio-
\ided the primer has an eye for his business Even in

alt oi -life, when pruning is poi formed to keep the tree

shapely, the minimum use of the prunmg-knife should
be the mle

Theie are t hi eo maiked pei iods in the development of

comfeis- the juvenile period, when the eritne tree is a
ciown, branched symmetiieally to the base, the perfec-

tion of sy mmetiy', then follows the adolescent stage,

when the lowei branches die out, a period of unshape-
liness, followed by the virile stage, when the stiaignt,

cylmdiieal shaft bears the ciown at one-third or one-
half of the uppei length of the bole The trimming
duiing the adolescent stage lequiies most considera-

tion It is, in most eases, best to take off only the
lowest, dying or dead branches, as it becomes necessary

In pruning, cut as closely' as possible to the trunk,

324 Effect of trees on city street compared with no trees
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even cutting into the bark, also removing the swelled
portion on which the branches are usually inserted,

when the callousing will be more rapid and satisfactory

325. Trunmed by linemen.

in shape
If at this stage or

at any time, the ticcs

show trouble at the

top by drying (becom-
ing “stag-headed”), it

is a sign that they
suffer at the root

from lack of mois-

ture Tnmmingolfa
few tiers of lowTer

branches, loosening

the soil as far as the

ambitus of the ciown,
and mulching will

hugely coirect this

If this piopoitioning
of crown to loot is not
done, the tree itself

will do it and not
necessarily m desir-

able form W hen
mod foi hedges, the
tieatment is, of
com se, diffei ent For
such a purpose the
shade-enduring spe-
cie's, spruces and hem-
locks, aie best, since

tho\ aie capable of

preserving a dense interior foliage, while the pines

are bound to thin out.

Enemies.

There are a number of dangers and damage from in-

sects to which comfci? are exposed Thought and frost

are most dangetous to seedlings in the seed-bed These
are obviated by proper location of the seed-bed (protec-

tion against sun and wind), by com i mg with a mulch of

moss, sttaw, pme-stiaw or the like (wln< h also pie\ents

the heaving out by fio4> and the washing out by lain,

to wind) }oung seedlings are liable) B\ shading ana
watenng the danger of drought is oveicome, although
at the same tune that of dampmg-oit is invited 'I he
cause of this disease, consisting m the reddening of the

needles and then fall-

326 Showing need of city control

This tree on a city street being

trimmed for firewood.

mg off, is a fungus
winch can be com-
bated by spiaying
Buds may be kept
a\va> from the seeds

by mixing them with
red oxide of lead, by
lath sei eons, and the
usual methods
Vanous fungi and

insects, too many to

mention, some poly-

phagous, others more
or less specific, are
at work during the
vanous stages of de-
velopment A host
of leaf-miners, saw-
flies and caterpillars

destioy the foliage,

and weevils sap the
young shoots Bos-
tnchi, or bark -bee-
tles mine under the
bark, mostly of trees

that are sickly from
other causes, borers

enter the wood of the
boles Tortrices bore
into the base of
leaders and cause
them to break off.

The best remedies
against most of these
are preventives,
namely providing
the trees with such
chances of vigorous
growth, or satisfac-

tory soil conditions,

that they aie able to
wrard off oi overcome
the enemies Other-
wise, watching and
destroying the ene-

mies m tune, and the
usual remedies to kill

them, may be em-
ployed Litciaturc

Veitch, “Manual of

Conifers,” Oairiere,

“Traits des Com-

327. Same tree as Fig 326 five

years later, showing unattractive

bushy top, and bad stumps that will

decay instead of healing.

feres,” Beissner, “llandbuch der Nadelholzkunde,’
Fernow, “Care of Trees B. E. Fernow.

Transplanting large trees (Figs 328-332).

Moving l.u go tiees divides itself into two classes:

First, with a bill of earth, second, with the eaith dis-

sected out fiom tti<‘ loots with oi without a ball lemam-
mg in the ( entei

Stai t at oi neai the ends of the roots whore they are
1 inch in diimetei oi less In pi act ice, this results in

about 30* foot spiend of roots on a tree 12 to 13 inches
in diametei An elm 18 inches in diameter on vety thin
giavelly soil was tound to have a root t> inches in diame-
ter at 13 feet from the tiunk, extending toward a horse-
shed and cultivated field where it would got more food
and water A trench is dug to below the mots, which
may be l 1

2 or 3 feet An under-cut is made and the
soil caved down by a picking bar 01 folk with round
pointed tines The earth and roots will be mixed at
the bottom of the trench The roots must be carefully
picked up with the fingers, bound in bundles and tied

out of the wav This operation is the point of greatest
failme as it takes considerable time, patient e and skill,

to avoid breaking the roots Thcic are many chances
to break a root after

it has been carefully

dissected out The
loots must lie

pioinptlv lilted up or

thev will be biok^n
by the shovel in dig-

ging out the loose

soil at the bottom of

the trench The bun-
dles must be untied
and reari anged where
the roots cross This
proceeds until a tree

is dug m to a ball

about b to 8 feet The
tiee is then tipped
over by tackle, cleav-

ing the roots fiom
the subsoil

The am ount of

earth left in thp cen-
ter depends upon the
strength of the truck,

character of Ihe 323 Mcv.ng a tree in winter, with a
roads and power for large ball of frozen earth.
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320. A large tree removed from its place The roots are

now to be wound in burlap or other material

hauling To leave a mass of earth 6 to 7 feet wide,

15 inches deep, is practicable with two teams and
6-ineh tires over hard dirt loads Such a ball is help-

ful because there are more loots left undisturbed and
they help support the tree during the first summer,
especially if the ball is kept to the proper degree of

moisture Larger balls, 8 and 10 feet in diameter, 15 to

20 inches deep, can be carried only by more expensive
trucks with much wider wheels, and with deciduous
trees the advantage is slight as compared with carrying

a full circle of roots 00 to 10 feet wide
The trees are readily picked up bv the trunk which is

protected by cushions and clasped by slats, and chains

tighened by screws A cradle is hinged at the front axle

and tijis tin* tree over in a horizontal
position which is necessary on account
of overhead win's and bridges There
are one or two screws about 0 feet long,

2j-

2

inches in diameter Tipping is

accomplished bv these screws or tackle
or both The roots on the lower sale
of the tree are tied back underneath
the axle

1 n t runsport ing, t he root s are w rapped
in straw and burlap They can be ex-
posed to the air for a day without seri-

ous mjui>, as roots j h inch in diam-
eter do not get dried out and killed

in that time In passing under wires,

these can be lifted b> a T-shaped pole and disentangled
from the branches by proceeding a few feet, at a trine

Dangerous high tension electric wires must be handled
In linemen employed by the electrical company It is

sometimes nen ssarv to raise the wires or take them
down and drive over them

In planting, the triuk is drawn into the hole and
stopprd at such a distance from the center that the tree

when swung over will be m the right position The holes

should be made of such a depth as to keep the roots

as near the surface as possible Allowance must be
made for the bending of the downward roots below the
center of the ball The most frequent mistake is to

get the tree too deep, especially the rootb at the outside
of the ball, wThieh will often
drop to the bottom of the
hole and be 18 inches deep;
whereas when dug there
were some at the sin face,

some b inches deep and a
few IS inches deep After
the tree is stood up m the
hole bv means of the tackle
andst rews, earth
is packed under
the center by
packing - sticks

This is difficult

and there are
liable to be air-

holes left va-
cant A stream
from a hose will

help to wash
mud into these
spaces It is best -

‘

to leave the
,

bundles of side 330. The roots wrapped, and the tree being moved on skids
roots tied up
while this is going on Before the bundles of side roots

are untied, the bottom of the hole should be filled up,
if necessary, so that these are 2 to 8 inches below the
surface Spread out the side loots and cover with eaith.

Anchoring the tiee is impoitant It is easily done by
three or four anehoi posts i feet deep with a crosspiece

3 tect long Wires should be put through rubber hose
and twisted around the tree The tree is liable to settle,

the anchor posts move, the tree lean and require
straightening and tightening of the wires by further
twisting

lb lining is important, made so by cutting back the
tree from 2 to 8 feet all around It is best to cut the
most at the apex and the least at the sides, to make the

shade as wide as possible If out back
to an even outline, the tree will make a
dense growth and look more solid the
first year It the thinning-out method is

used, the thinning is liable to be too great

m the center of the tree, as it is easy to

reach, and the tree has to thicken up over
a period of four years

f
'i I by making sprouts in

I,

i//> \ , the center, the outer
1 AA " -v* v

,

si ,/{ branches remaining

jpgRp thin, especially if the
tret* h not fed and
watered enough
Wrapping the trunk

with straw may be
necessary with thin-

barked trees, especially

in warm and dry cli-

mates The bark is

liable to dry out and
die on the southwest
sale The wrapping

and anchors may be removed after two vears or more.

A mistake is often made m t boosing trees within two
miles, whereas, the art a to draw upon is over fifteen or

twenty miles radius whit h w ill t ontum mut h better trees,

th<* time on the mail being a t omp lrativclv sin til item in

the total tost Trees arc often t hosen winch are growing
on thin or rocky soil or m swamps saturated wnthin 0
indies of the suiface, both giving much less amount of

roots than trees in a friable soil 3 fict deep In a
country of hills anti valleys, the best tices mav often be
found in terraces or benches above tin* mer bottom or
m the river bottom if drained to allow roots to be 3 feet

deep Trees are often chosen which aie too old and
have made a short, slow growth It is better to move
a young tiee 35 feet high, 12 inches m diameter, which
is growing 1 foot a year, than to take a tree the same
size, twice as old, growing 3 inches a year The roots

on the latter will be longer and less flexible Kaeh will

live and igrow lapidly if given favorable* conditions A
mistake is often made in choosing trees which are

crowded or m thick foie-ts The lattei max appear to

have low branches These blanches an* weak and
liable to die Tiees of species dilhcult to move and

trees about the moving of which little is

known are liable to be chosen Trees
which move readily arc those of soft wood,
rapid growth, usually native in moist soils,

as maple, elm, linden, poplar, locust,

catalpa, horse - chest

-

nut, birch, apple anti

pm oak The follow-

ing are trees about
which less is known
Pepperulge, sassafras,

plane, chestnut, beech,
tu lip, white oak, black
oak,litjuidambar,ailan-
thus, hickory, walnut
anil ash The chestnut,

beech, magnolia, tulip tree, black oak anti walnut do
not indicate by their behavior when small that they art*

readilv moved It is to be presumetl that the ailanthus

and ash are easilv moved No species has proved it sell

impossible to move It is merelv a matter of getting

the right propoition of roots and top *11111 nursing the

tree through the eonvaleseenee until it has reestablished
itself In moving trees it may be better to move three
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trees 8 inches in diameter, 35 feet high, than one tree 16 9 feet in diameter with trees 10 to 18 inches, on a low
inches in diameter, 35 feet high From three smaller trees truck consisting of a platform hung under four heavy
there will result a wider mass of foliage, and it will be wheels, the tree being lashed fast to a collar and pole
easier for those not equipped with large tree-moving on the rear axle, and pulled over to the rear and then
apparatus to handle the three smaller trees the platform chained fast to the rear axle The roots

If the earth is dissected out from the roots, two trees outside the ball are usually cut off With elm trees
8 inches in diametetf could be carried by one team carrying a slender top this method succeeds, although
They can be loaded on a low stone truck or handy the trees are often slow in recovering It succeeds
wagon, the trunks of the trees resting on two benches with maples, but they are likely to grow slowly or die
which lessens the breakage of roots and top. Trees back until the tree reestablishes a balance, after
can be loaded by the men, the tree being tipped several years.

over on the truck which stands beside the hole. Deciduous trees can be moved m midsummer m full

331. Diagram to illustrate the operation in the removal of a large tree for transplanting

The tree is shifted into position by the men lift-

ing on the trunk, or it may be lifted by a shear pole
derrick or single pole Many people hesitate about
moving large trees and wait fifteen years for a result

they could easily secure in this manner, by collecting

wild trees m the vicinity

Root-pruning a year in advance may aid in moving
a tree, but is not essential. If a trench is to be dug at
a radius of 4 feet all the way around a tree 10 inches in

diameter, it is better to move the tree with a wider
spread of roots and take good care of it A root-
pruned tree is likely to be neglected and suffer for mois-
ture The tree can be root-pruned three-quarters of
the way around for one season and perhaps be m better
condition for moving This is more likely to be bene-
ficial with a tree with long coarse roots and with few
fibers m the center, like a black oak A mistake is

frequently made m assuming that a ball of earth is all

that is essential, regardless of the amount of fibrous
roots in the ball and of its area to gather rainfall as
compared with the top Frequently trees dug around
the roots cut off at a diameter of 10 feet, have the
tree-mover sent for when they should have a spread of
roots of 30 feet The ball-of-earth method with decidu-
ous trees usually consists in carrying a ball of earth 7 to

leaf. Norway maples 7 inches in diameter were well
watered to nil them with sap, the next day they were
dug with roots spreading 15 feet, leaving a ball of earth
5 feet in diameter in the center. The tree was tipped
back and a platform or stone boat moved under, on
which it was moved After planting the trees were
watered about four times, once in ten days The ball

of earth became dry very quickly The bundles of outer
roots did not send out fibers for about two weeks
Trees with less fibers in the center would probably
not succeed so well. See also Drainage and Evergreen*
for further discussion Hknhy Hicks

Types of insect injury to trees.

Trees of all sorts are liable to injury by many kinds of
insects, so many indeed that it is difficult to present a
satisfactory account of their depredat ions without going
into great detail A few insects stand out preeminently,
however, among the more common and widespread tree

pests and a selected series of these w ill serve as examples
of the various ways in which the trees may be injured
by these animals.

Destructive forest- or shade-tree insects may be
grouped into two classes, according to the way in which

332 Diagram to show how and where the digging is begun.
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they feed, based on the fact that one series feed by
chewing and consuming the tissue of the trees, while the
members of the other class derive their nourishment
from the juices or sap of the trees which they suck out
by means of needle-like sucking mouthparts Most
insects pass through three, or at least two, preparatory
stages, very different from the adult, before they reach
maturity. They hatch fiom eggs deposited by the adult
female, as larvae (grubs, catcimllars, maggots, and so on)
and m this larval stage iced till they attain their full

sue The larval stage is, therefore, the most destructive

one When full grown, the larva usually changes to a
resting condition or pupal stage (chrysalis), and during
this time does not feed Finally the adult appears and
the life-cycle is complete Many insects undergo a single

generation every year,

but a number grow
more rapidly, produc-
ing several broods
each season, while a
few require two years

333 Lepidopterous caterpillar (
, »

4 ,

or more to mature
Insects provided

with chewing mouthparts may feed on the leaves and
are then known as defoliate!*, or they may feed on
the bark, cambium, sapwood, heart wood, or roots, in

which case they are known as borers Caterpillars,

beetle grubs and saw-flv laivie are the most important
insects of the latter kind
Among the inserts with piercing mouthparts, some

suck the juices of leaves, while others affect the twigs

and branches, or oven the roots Plant-lice and scale

insects are the most important insects of this kind

Methods of destroymq tree-pests

There are five widely different methods of destroying
insects which injure tiees, and the selection of an appro-
riate method must d mend primarily on the feedmg-
abits of the species to be dealt with.

(a) A ll defoliators, such as caterpillars (Fig 333), saw-
fl\ larvtr (Fig. 334), and those beetle lar\a» that food
externally upon the leaves, are best killed by the appli-

cation of an arsenical poison (tigs 335, 33b) This is

applied preferably by some sort of a spray-pump that
throws a hue mist or spray of water in which the arsen-

ical has been mixed Such spraying machines mav be
obtained in sues to suit any needs, from hand-pumps
holding a quart of liquid to power sprayers equipped
for spraying extensive woodlands thoroughly and rap-

idly The most satisfactory poison is arsenate of lead,

an insoluble arsenical which can bo mixed with water
in the proportion of six to ten pounds to each 100

gallons of water and
sprayed upon foliage

without danger of dam-
age to the leaves It is

sold commercially as a
white paste and is easily

334 Sawfly caterpillar (Natural size )
handled This sub-
stance is far bunerior

to pans green, london purple, and the like It should
be applied only in sufficient amount to show after

drying as whitish specks upon the surface of the leaves

(ib ) Blant-lice, since they feed by inserting their

beaks into the tissues of the leaves, and other soft parts,

are not affected by arson l cals and must be destroyed
by spraying with what is known as a contact insecticide,

one that kills through the application upon the surface

of the insect’s body The most generally used, and one
of the best contact insecticides is kerosene emulsion
This is prepared by dissolving half a pound of common
laundry soap m one gallon of hot water and then adding
two gallons of kerosene while stirring or churning the

mixture violently The creamy mass thus formed
thickens on cooling and must be diluted with nine times
its volume of water before being sprayed upon the

plants. Scale insects feed like plant-lice, by inserting
their delicate beaks into the tissue of the tree and suck-
ing out the sap, but usually occur on the thin bark of
the branches and twigs rather than on the leaves Each
insect secretes a scale-like covering beneath which it

livts while growing, and, even when adult, the female
never leaves her position beneath the scale As the
scaly covering is

omulh‘on w some-
times effective,

small
especially in the
ease of young insects which have not yet secreted a
thick scale Many older or more resistant scales can-
not be destroyed m this way and they may be killed

when the trees are m a dormant condition by a spray-
ing with lime-sulfur wash prepared as follows Water,
forty gallons, fresh lime, twenty pounds, flowers of

sulfur, fourteen pounds Those are boiled together for

one hour and then applied as a spray to the branches
and twngs This w asn should never be sprayed upon
trees when in leaf

(c) Bark-bu ties —These are small insects that live

during the larval stages beneath the bark of the trunk
and branches of trees The parent insects enter the

bark and excavate a small tubular gallery through
the cambium or inner bark Along the sides of this,

the eggs are laid and the developing larvae eat out
sinuous burrows through the cambium Thpy thus
interfere with the sap-flow and cause a general weak-
mg or even death of the tree Bark-beetles are liable

to attack sickly or d>ing trees, and the onl> feasible

method of lessening the ir depredations is to remove and
burn such trees or branches as are affected, in addition

to improving in all possible wajs the conditions under
which the tree is growing, bcaung in mind that healthy
trees arc much less likely to be troubled by these
insects than are W'eak, poorlj nourished ones

(d) Wood-borers —The larvie of certain beetles and
moths subsist upon the woody tissues of trees, excava-
ting galleries through the wood of both living and dead
trees Such larvae are usually whitish, often with brown
head and have powerful jaws, b> means of which they
can cut through the solid wood They may attack trunk,
branches, or twigs, some working in the sapwood, others

in pith, while a few feed mainly on the heartwood In-

sects ot this kind are the most difficult to combat as they
feed where they cannot
be reached by means ^
of insecticides dunng ^ ^
the greater part of

their life Due to their

concealed position, V
they are not so readily ^

n.

noticed and may fre- 4 J jJfti .

quently cause irrepar
J

rable damage to trees I e
before their presence IT I

*
is recognized Besides 1 1

cutting out the indi- \ * 1

vidual larvae or de- 1

stroving them in their ,,, T • . « « ^
«

- &
. c 336. Injury by leaf-eating cater-

burrows by means of
p»n„ of large sizT

a piece of wire, no
general method of destruction can be recommended
It is important, however, to maintain the trees in as

healthy condition as possible, and to remove all dead
or dying timber m order to reduce the number of
breeding-places for the insects

(e) Leaf-miners —To this class belong some of the

> heartw ood In-

to combat as they

4
336. Injury by leaf-eating cater-

pillar of large size
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members of several different groups of insects, certain

small moths, a few saw -flies and a small number of flics

and beetles All of the leaf-nnneis aie veiv small

insects whose larvae feed upon the parenchyma of the

leaf, leaving intact the upper and lower epidermis

In this pos<t,ion they are protected fiom most sorts of

insecticides, although
in some cases, spray-
ing with a contact
insecticide containing
some tobacco com-
pound m combination
w ith soap may be
efficacious. One form-
ula recommended is:

water, 800 gallons

;

nicofume, or “blaekRaf
40,” one gallon, laun-
dry soap, thirty-two

{

> o u n d s Ordinarily,
eaf-miners do not pre-

337 Tussock moth larva ( x 1 Q sent a serious menace
to trees, but the pres-

ence of their blotch-like or serpentine galleries, which
show as faded areas, often greatly disfigure the leaves.

Some of the more important shade-tree pests.

a Defoliators.

The tussock moth, llemerocampa leucostigma (Fig

337), is perhaps the most abundant caterpillar on trees,

particularlv in thieklv settled districts The eggs are
laid in the fall in white fluffy masses the size of a dime
on the tiunksof infested trees and hatch m the early

summer The larvie bear several pencils of long black
hairs placed at each end and have four brush-like tufts

of pale vellow hairs above, with a bright red head
These pupate earlv in July in crevices in the baik and
the adults soon emerge to lav the eggs for a second
generation of caterpillars which will mature before fall

into moths that deposit the over-wintering eggs The
female moth is without wings and lays her mass of

eggs on the bark where she emeiges from her pupa
case These caterpillars feed on all sorts of trees

except evergreens, but seem to be most destructive to

mapic, elm and \meriean linden Two iel.it ed catei pil-

lars have been imported from Europe into Massachu-
setts, the gvpsy moth and brown-tail moth, and
although those aie at present confined to that neigh-
borhood, they will undoubtedly become widespread
before many years have elapsed The gipsy caterpil-

lars feed on many kinds of trees, preferring oaks, they
may be recognized by a double
line of round spots down the mid-
die of the back, blue, followed by T
red ones Their life-cycle is like 7

that of the tussock moth, except
t

that there is only one generation !

passing the winter as a mass of jjAgSap
|

woolly, dull ochre-ycllow eggs at-
|

tached to the bark The brown- mpf j

tail is a brownish caterpillar with ^ p |
white spots, passing the winter in

f
- a

small woven silk nests containing
many caterpillars The nests are

338
w^

0'00“ °!^ag
’

attached to the tips of the twigs
' 2

of infested trees Orehaid trees suffer most severely
from this species, although all sorts of broad-leaved
trees are attacked.
Another common caterpillar of very different habits

is the American tent-eater pillar, Malacosoma amen-
cana. This is an inconspicuous brownish moth which
over-winters as a band-like mass of eggs placed around
twigs of cherry and a number of other trees These
hatch in very early spring and the larvoe spin silken
nests m small forks of the branches from which they
crawl out to feed upon the opening leaves. They mature

in early summer and the eggs are laid in midsummer for

the next season’s brood.
The bag-worm, Thyndopterix ephemaaformis, is a

defoliator at times veiy destiuctive, although each
larva in his dependent bag does not have a wide range
of operations Fig 338. liand-pieking and aisemcal
sprays art* the remedies
The caterpillars of the mourning cloak, Euvanessa

anhopa (Fig 339), are a very common post of elm and
other shade* trees They arc* black, coarsely spiny cat-

erpillars with red spots along
the back, and feed more
or less m colonies, usually
defoliating single branches at

a time The butterfly passes

the winter as an adult, ap-
pearing in very early spring,

and laving its eggs m May.
The caterpillars from these
eggs become full-grown be-

fore July, and the butter flics

of another generation appear

339 Euvanessa antiopa.

(
v 1

j)

in July to lay eggs which will give rise to the hibernating
butterflies of the next winter.

A common saw-fly which occurs on willows is the
American saw-fly, Cimhct nmeneana The larva* are
much like the defoliating caterpillars of moths and
butterflies m appearance and feed in the same way,
destroying the entile leaf-tissue The larva* are pale
green, with a blackish line down the back When
mature, they descend to the base of the tree, where they
spin parchment-like brown cocoons in which to pa->s the
winter on the ground among fallen lea\ os In the spring,

they tiansform and the adult saw-flics deposit their eggs
singly in slit-like cuts made* into the tissue* of the loaf

Fine tiees often suffer from the dopieelations of

saw-fly larva? of the genus Lophyrus which devoui the
needles, near the bases of which they later spin their

small cocoons
Manv saw-fly larva? feed only on tho leaf from ono

side, leaving tlie epidermis of the other side intact.
Arsenical spiays foi the* dost met ion of such species
must be directed against the side of the leaves attacked,
usuallv the under surface

Among defoliating beetle larva*, the impoited elm-
leaf beetle, Gnli media luteoln (Fig 310), is probably
most important This oecuis onlv m the eastern
states but is gradually spreading into the middle \\ est

The small, yellow, two-striped adults live through tho
winter and deposit their bright yellow eggs in small
masses on the under side of elm leaves in eailv spring
These eggs hatch into black and reddish slugs which
feed on the under surface of

the veins and upper cpidcimis
and inav fall off. The larva*,

now changed to a yellow* color,

descend to the surface of the
ground to pupate and soon
emerge as a summer genera-
tion of beetle's There are

two or three annual broods,
according to the latitude*

B. Plant-lice and scale insects

There are many kinds of

plant-lice (Fig 341), but all

pass through very similar life-

cycles In general, this is as

follows the winter is passed
as a large, shining, elongate-

oval egg attached to a twig
or branch This gives rise

the leaves, leaving only
The leaves then dry up

340. Larvae of elm-leaf

beetle Holes made by adults,

surface marks by larvae.

in the spung to a soft-bodied wingless female aphid
that gives buth to living young aphids, which in turn
reproduce in the same way These suck the juices from
leaves, petioles or tender twigs and thus sap the vital-
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ity of the tree In addition, the leaves may be dis-

figured by a sticky substance, known as honey-dew.
secreted by the insects In the fall, both females ana
winged males are produced and the female lays a single

winter egg On account of their method of reproduc-
tion, plant-lice multiply very rapidly, especially in

damp seasons Some species have a more complicated
life-cycle, producing winged individuals in the summer
which migrate to another food-plant, later to return

in the fall to the onginal one
A few plant-lice living in colonies produce galls,

curled leaves, or other malformations on the leaves or
twigs of infested trees

Scale insects exhibit a greater variety in their sea-

sonal history, some pass through a single generation
each vear, while others multiply more rapidly, passing
through a number of generations annually The win-
ter is sometimes passed in the egg state, but more
commonly as a paitly grown insect

One of the commonest and most destructive scales is

the oyster-shell scale, L< pidosaphc's ultra This occurs
on the thin bark of a groat variety of trees, appearing
as a verv small, elongate, flattened body, pointed at one
end and rounded at the other, with the upper surface
more or less distinctly ridged m a transverse direi tion

There is a single

generation an-
nually, the fe-

males maturing
in late summer
and depositing

a mass of eggs
which remains
beneath the
scale through
thew inter,hatch-

ing in the spring and producing full-grown insects by
midsummer Sometimes this species is so abundant
that the smaller branches appear as if covered by a

gray incrustation
The San Jos<* scale, Aspuholut pa mnotu\ is another

important si ah', which has been introduced into m.mv
parts of the United States It is \er> distinctive,

primarily to certain oichaid tress, but mjuies many
thin-barked shade tiees as well

r

l he scale is \ei\ small,

round in the female and oval in the male, with a minute
nipple-shaped projection near its center 3 ho females
do not lav their eggs till the voting insects aie ready to

hatch, so that they practically produce living voung
These develop rapidly , five or six broods matunng each

season, of which the last hibernates m the half-glow

n

condition In mass, the scales form a gray
,
granular

crust, covering the branches and twigs

In some paits of the country, maples grown for shade
trees sutler gieat injury bv the cottony maple scale,

Pulvinorui inuuttu minim This scale is most conspicu-

ous on the twigs m early summer, at which time the
females are depositing their eggs It then bears a tuft

of fluffy waxen substance resembling a bit of white
cotton The voung scales appear soon after, when they
migrate to the leaves and feed till early fall before
returning to the twigs, where they finally pass the
winter in a half-grown condition

Practically all sorts of tree's suffer at times from scale

insects, of which there arc many kinds The common
forms are divisible into two groups, the soft scales and
armored scales. The former are soft and convex like

the cottony maple scale, in which the “scale” is the back
of the insect itself, the latter are usually smaller, like

the San Jos6 scale, m which the “scale’* is a separate
waxen cover secreted by the insect.

c Bark-btetles.

These insects are small black or brown beetles that
live in the larval stages beneath the bark, feeding on
the inner bark and cambium, and all have very similar

habits The parent beetle enters the bark through a
small hole about the size of a pencil-lead, and excavates

a single primary or egg-gallery through the cambium,
usually grooving the sapwood This tunnel varies from
one to several inches m
length, and along its

sides the female cuts out
little pockets, in each of

wluch an ere* hud On
342. Fl„.heided bo„,.

hatch'”* from the eggs,
(Natural ,

the larva; excavate in-

dividual mint's usually more or less perpendicular to
the egg-gallery. \Vh<*n full grown, the white legless

grub-like larva; pupate m cells excavated in the bark,
from w Inch the beet les emerge by chewing out a circu-
lar tunnel to the suifaee Tret's from which beetles
have emerged appear as though the bark had received a
charge of buck-shot., from the presence of the small cir-

cular emergence holes Some forms, like he genus Den-
roctonus, attack fine healthy coniferous trees and kill

much valuable timber, bat shade trees are more com-
monly attacked by the species that live in the bark of

deciduous trees, more particularly those that are in

a sicklv condition

A common form is the hickory bark-beetle, Eccop-

toqasUr quadrtsinnow, that attacks hickories. The
b' i

( ties appear m June and July, to excavate the pri-

mary galleries which extend v ertieallv for an inch or two.
Portv or fifty eggs are placed in notches on the sides and
the larva; bore out at right, angles, thus girdling the
cambium and weakening or killing the branch This
specu s undergoes onlv one generat ion annually, although
some others pass through two or more each season.
There are many other kinds, all scarring the bark or

surface of the wood in a similar way

d Wood-borers

The larva; of many beetles and moths, and of a few
wasp-like insects, injure tiees by excavating their food*
burrows through the solid wood

Birches, grown for shade or ornamental trees, often
suffer great injury from the presence of a fiat-headed
borer, the bronze birch -borer, Agrilus anxius The
small elongate bionze-green beetles appear in May of
June and deposit their eggs on the branches, at first

near the crown of the tree. The larva; penetrate the
bark, beneath which they cut irregular flattened gal-

leries till giown, when they cut, out cells in the wood in

which to pass the winter before (‘merging in the spring.

The upper parts of the tree suffer first and begin to die,

and the following year the larva; appear nearer to the
ground Chestnut is attacked by Agrilus bilmeatus, the
tw o-lined chest nut-borer

Most, other kinds of trees suffer similar injury from
related beetles, many of winch multiply also in dead
trees and stumps

Another flat-headed borer, the larger flat-headed
pme-borer, Chuhophora virqimentis (Figs 342, 343),
extends its flattened burrows deep into the wood of the
tree, a method of feeding exhibited by many borers of
this gioup attacking deciduous trees also. The larvae

grow' to a length of 2 inches before
cutting out their transformation cells

m the bark
Hound-headed borers are similar m

habits, but belong to another family
of beetles in which the larva; are less

distinctly flattened near the head
and excavate more nearly cylindrical

burrow’s
One of our commonest species is the

locust-borer. CglUne robtnue, which
attacks yellow locust trees. The
elongate medium-sized black beet- 343 Chalcophora

K "ill. brilliant yellow markings,
appear in the early fall to deposit (Natural aiae.)
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their eggs on the bark of the trees. The eggs soon hatch
into larvae which feed for a time and then over-winter
in a small cell beneath the bark Next year they bore
through the living wood and transform in August to

beetles This species can destroy
healthy locust trees rapidly and is

a very serious pest wherever the
tree is grown All infested trees

should be pruned or felled and
burned to destroy the larva;, in

the fall or winter Sugar maples
suffer from a similar insect, as do
practically all sorts of trees

White pine trees are commonly
deformed by the lame of the
white-pine weevil which feed ex-
clusively beneath the bark of the
terminal shoots of young trees of
this species (Fig 344 )

The carpenter moth, Pnonoxys-
tus robmisp, is a large common
mottled gray insect with pale
yellow black-headed and black-
speckled larva* 2 inches in length,

tnat bore in the branches of many
kmds of trees Oak suffers most, but. maple, ash, locust,

willow and cottonwood are often infested The moth
lays its eggs on the bark late in the summer, and for

two or three seasons the lame feed on the wood, cut-
ting large circular burrows They transform in the
burrow, the pupa working its way partly through the
bark for the eclosion of the moth The brown pupa-
case may then remain projecting from the mouth of

the burrow for some time A related European insect,

the leopard moth, Zeuzera pynna, has recently become
abundant along the northern Atlantic coast region,

attacking elm and all sorts of other trees and shrubs.
It feeds in the same way and bids fair to become
one of our worst shade-tree pests The larva; of

many other moths injure trees m a more or less

similar way
The pigeon horn-tail is a large cylindrical yellow-

brown and black insect with grub-like lame that bore

344 Injury to tip of

white pine sapling by
white-pine weevil. ( X i

)

in elm, maple, and other trees. The females insert

their eggs deep into the tree by means of a needle-like
ovipositor They frequently fail to extricate the ovi-
positor and may be seen dead, but still attached to the
tree trunks

e Leaf-miners.

Small larvae belonging to several orders of insects

live as miners m leaves, the most abundant forms often
greatly disfiguring the foliage of affected trees

Deciduous trees of all sorts are affected by the leaf-

minmg larva; of various small moths, but it is very diffi-

cult to distinguish the different species without minute
studv Oaks are particularly susceptible and are com-
monly disfigured by the sinuous or irregularly rounded
mines that appear as pale streaks or blotches. Even
pines suffer from such larva;, which enter a needle and
eat out the tissue, causing the tip to dry and become
yellow Occasionally insect larva* cause malformations

or swellings of the leaves or twigs, known as galls.

(Figs. 345. 346.)
Yellow locust suffers from aleaf-mming beetle larva,

Odontota dorsalis, that eats out almost all of the leaf
parenchyma, causing the leaves to dry and shrivel.

Related species affect oak and basswood. Members of
another family, belonging to the genus Brachys, also

mine in leaves of oak, chestnut, and so forth
One leaf-mmmg saw-fly is of considerable importance,

Kahofenusa ulmi, the larva; of which eat out the paren-
chyma of elm leaves between the lateral veins, causing
them to assume a seared appearance in spots (Fig
347) Another closely related species mines in the
leaves of the hawthorn (Crataegus). The latter may
be satisfactorily killed by a spray of tobacco-wrater,

but the species on elm is more
resistant. The larvae of these
species enter the ground later in

the summer to spin their cocoons

C T Brues

347. Leaf-miners’ galler-

346. Mite-galls on maple ( X Vi) ies in elm ( X H)

Some types of tree diseases.

Disease in plants is the result of any derangement in

the normal form, structure or physiology of the organ-
ism The disease condition becomes manifest by differ-

ent symptoms, according to the nature of the disorder
Such symptoms as stag-head, cankers, leaf-spots,

witches’ brooms, and so on, are examples of the effect

produced in the tree by some disease-producing agent or
combination of agents The variety of functional dis-

orders alone that may arise in tiees is large Such
causes as insufficient or excessive soil water, mal-
nutrition, excessive heat or cold, or rapid variations
in temperature are capable of producing effects called

physiological diseases On the other hand are those
diseases that* are produced by the activities of para-
sites, such as certain of the fungi, and bacteria Accu-
ratelyto place a new or little-know n disease in one of these
two classes is often difficult for the expert, even after

much study There is relatively less known concerning
the physiological diseases of trees than of those caused
by parasites, not because of their less importance so
much as of the difficulty of studying them It is to be
deplored that the diseases of forest, shade and ornamen-
tal trees have not received their due share of study and
investigation by pathologists

How fungi cause diseases of trees.

The fungi consist of a group of plants that do not
contain chlorophyll, upon which all green plants depend
for the synthesis of carbohydrates. Consequently, not
being able to manufacture their own food, the fungi

must secure it from their environment, by dissolving

and utilizing organic materials from dead or living

{

ilant oi animal bodies. By far the vast majority,
uckily, belong to the class of scavengers which attack
dead organic material and utilize it for food. These
forms are called saprophytes. Other species of the
fungi attack living plants and, through their activities,

produce the disorders that are termed diseases These
are know n as parasites or pathogens
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In brief, the general action of the fungi that cause
tree diseases is as follows: The fungus exists in two
stages, the vegetative and the fruiting. The vegetative
stage consists of a mycelium, which is an aggregate of

long much-branched microscopic threads of fungous
cells. This mycelium penetrates and grows in the body
of the tree, extracting nutriment from it by dissolving

the different structuies it can utilize In this process
the tissues of the tree are destroyed and the fungus
obtains food for its further development In time,

after sufficient food has been stored in the mycelium,
the fungus forms its fruiting bodies In the case of the
larger number of the lieait- and sap-wood rots, this

fruit body consists of a shelf-hke or toadstool-like

structure on the exterior of the tree In these fruiting

structures are borne millions of microscopic spores or
seeds of the fungus, which are distributed largely by
the wind If by chance one of these spores finds lodg-

ment on an exposed wound m the bark of a tree which
it is capable of infecting, it will under proper condi-
tions germinate, producing a mycelium that will

penetrate the tissues of the new host

Seedling diseases

The young seedlings in the nursery beds are often
attacked by certain soil organisms that cause a decay
of the stem at the surface of the ground, allowing the
plant to wilt and fall over This t> pe of disease is called

“damping off/’ in many cases it is caused b> the
fungus Pythium de liaryariurn This disease is largely

induced by very moist soils, a moist atmosphere, high
temperature, and little ventilation Bv growing seed-
lings in light sandy soils, well watered but not exces-

sively, and by aerating the beds well to reduce the
humidity of the atmosphere around the plants, this

trouble is practically avoided Soils in which it has
once oeeurml should be abandoned, however In
greenhouses in which this disease is often troublesome
and the precautionary measures mentioned above
difficult to maintain it may be necessary to stciihze

the soil with formaldehyde or by steam heat immedi-
ately before sowing the seed.

Leaf diseases

Very little serious damage is caused by most leaf

diseases of trees other than the unsightly" appearance
produced There are a few leaf diseases, now ever,

that arc of more or less importance m the United
States Conspicuous among these is the anthracnose
disease of oak and sycamore leaves, caused by the
fungus Gnomomn vtnela Throughout noithcastern
United States in recent years the plane-tree (Platan

m

>

accidentally) has been
almost universally af-

fected and the trees

often completely defoli-

ated before the first of

July Larl\ in the sea-
son t he disease becomes
manifest by the pio-
duction of rapidly en-
larging brown blotches
which arc usually pro-
duced along the veins
of the leaf If examined
closely, the numerous
spore clusters can be
seen These clusters are

composed of innumer-
able microscopic eon-

idia which serve for the dissemination of the fungus
The twigs are commonly affected also and on these, as
well as the fallen leaves, the fungus winters over The
same fungus produces a similar disease on oaks, especi-
ally the white oak, and is often epidemic in certain
regions As a measure of prevention, all fallen leaves

348. Maple leaf affected by the tar-

apot fungus, Rhytisma acerinum

24

and twigs from diseased trees should be carefully col-

lected and burned All diseased twigs should be pruned
off and burned If desirable, the trees may bo sprayed
with standard bordeaux mixture from the time the
leaves begin to unfold, at periods of two or three weeks,
until the first of July
The tar-snot disease of the maple

caused by Itnytisma acerinum is a con-
spicuous disease but ecldom causes
serious damage to the tree Fig .‘148

,

* i

The diseased spots appear as blotches KjtfU'L eJ
of tar on the upper surface of the

*

leavers Burning the diseased leaves
^

will matcriall} lessen the chanceb of

attack the coming year since the
pathogen winters in them

Maple trees, at least, in the north-
east «‘in states, have suffered during
the past few summers from a physio-
logical trouble called leaf—>eomi The
leaves of one side or the whole of the
tree turn brown between the veins and
finally dry up This disease has been
ascribed to over-t runs]mat ion of the
leaf-t issues at a turn of vear when the
loots cannot furnish enough water to

the tree to compensate the loss Thus
the leaf-cells are killed by desiccation

and the brown blotches appear It is

advised that artificial watering during
hot, drv weather will materially lessen

the seventy of the trouble, especially

under city conditions

Canker diseases

349 Canker
disease of the
chestnut pro-

duced by the
fungus, Endothift
parasitica The
comdial tendrils

are produced
from the numer-
ous ruptures
shown in thd
bark

A diseased condition of the limbs
or trunk of a tree that results in the
death of an area of the bark is termed
a canker These cankered ureas ina>

lie either sunken or enlarged, and the
terms necrotic and h> pert rophy cank-
ers are used respectively to designate
tin 'so characters Not, all eankcis are
produced by parasitic organisms, home
are the result of malnutrition, winter
injur>

,
sun-scorch, insects, and the like

By far the W'orst epidemic disease of trees in America
is the chestnut-canker now prevalent in many of the
eastern states In all, a total loss of $2 j,000,000 has
been ascribed to this disease between the time it was
first noticed, in 1904, on Long Island, and the year
1912 The cankers produced on the chestnut are
caused by the fungus Endnlhia parasitica Fig 319
At present, the question of the origin of this disease in

the United States is undetermined The fungus works
rapidly in the bark and sap-wood, killing the tissues

Fruiting bodies of two types aie formed on the dis-

eased bark, a comdial .stage that appears as long
yellow tendrils of gelatinous matter and the reddish
yellow to dark brown eusluoii-like stromata that contain
the ascosporos These latter spores are ejected m large

numbers at every rainy period throughout the spring,

summoi, and fall and are carried by the wind, readily

causing new infections On the individual tree, the
fungus is rapidly spread by tin* washing dowm of the
comdia into wounds m the baik The cankered areas

soon cause the death of the parts above by girdling

the limb and, in most cases, complete death of the tree

follows m two or three yeais The state of Pennsyl-
vania has taken steps to eradicate this disease bv seeking

out diseased trees ami compelling owners to cut all

affected trees m the western half of the state The
extremely virulent nature of the disease, however, has
led more conservative pathologists to question the

advisability of expending large sums ot money with so

slight a chance of ultimate or complete success The
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problem of saving individual trees in affected regions
has not been solved. The very nature of the disease
precludes spraying, and tree surgery methods have not
given anything more than temporary success Incipient
cankers are so difficult to locate and, by producing conulia

when only three

or four wc eks
old, serve to

spread the fun-
gus so rapidly
over the tree that
human efforts so
far have failed

Rust diseases

The most de-
structive and
important rust

diseiu.es of trees

arc those caused
by different spe-

cies of the Pen-
dermiums on
coniferous trees

These rust fungi
attack the nee-
dles, twigs, or
limbs of conifer-

350. Stem of white pine tree attacked by ous froos often
the white pine blister-rust fungus, Cronartium j.
nbicola The fruiting stage is here shown in i

, \
lC”

the process of rupturing the bark. foliation or com-
plete death of

the tree Notable among these diseases is the white-pme
blister-rust caused by the Peridermium stage of the
fungus Cronartium nbicola (Fig 350) which has its Cro-
nartium stage on species of cun ants and gooseberries
The fungus is not nal ive to this countly but has lecently
been imported from Europe In Europe the disease has
piactically exterminated the white pine (Punts Strobus

)

in many localities, and in this country the danger of

a similar destruction of this species is now being faced,

if the fungus acts with the same virulence as m its

native environment In 1912 the Federal Board of

Horticulture placed a quarantine on most of the coun-
tries of Europe, which prevents anyone bringing white
pine trees from tho3e countries into the United States
The fungus attacks white pine from one to twenty
years old, the mycelium growing in the bark and usu-

351. Black spruce at-

tacked by the dwarf mistle-

toe, Arceuthobium pusil-

luxn, causing witches'
brooms.

ally producing a swelling

The orange -yellow fruiting

bodies burst through the bark
in one to five y ears after m-
fection The spores from the
pine can affect the gooseberry
or currant leaves only On
these hosts other kinds of

spores are borne in the fall

which can infect the white
pine only and thus the yearly
cycle is completed The black
currant (Ribes nigrum) is by
far the most virulently af-

fected m this country, and it,

is advised that plants of this

species arc therefore ex-

tremely daneerous to the
white pine industry and their

culture should be discouraged
By keeping currants and
gooseberries at least 500 feet

away from white pines, a
partial safeguard is provided
against the passing of the
fungus from one host to the
other All plants affected by
this fungus should be imme-

diately destroyed Consult Bureau of Plant Industry,
U S Dept of Agric

,
Bulletin 206 for further details.

Witches’ broom diseases.

Excessive branching at any point on a limb, forming
a compact cluster of short stubby branches, is often
caused by numerous agents, both insect and fungus,
as well as by the mistletoes In the South, especially,

trees of many species are disfigured by these witches
brooms caused by the American mistletoe, Phoraden-
dron flareseens and related forms In the northern states

the dwmrf mistletoe, Arceuthobium pusillum (Fig 351)
causes similar brooms on the black spruce (Picea
Mariana) Witches’ brooms on red cedar (Jumperus
virgmiana) are caused by the lust Cymnosporangium
nidus-ans

Root diseases

The principal root disease of trees that is widely dis-

tubuted thioughout the United States is that caused
b> the mushroom Ai miliaria mellea Fig 352 The
mycelium of this fungus gnrws in the soil on decaying
wood as a saprophyte, but can also become parasitic,

killing trees over large ureas Almost any of our indig-

enous trees may be affected

with this disease Fiuit tiees BBmM
often suffer in certain re-

gums The imeehum pern 1- mEKlm
t Kites the roots and grows m
the bark and wood, working Bu.I
up into the base of the tree

The destruction of the root- jHAf
system is .so lapid, how e\ er,

that tw’o or three jears after

infection the tree often dies, >f;n*

any great distance up the
trunk In the older decayed

monly termed, ^ I

“shoe-strings ” V'/
In the case

of conifer- Cxt’xi

Oils trees, an 352 Base of young white pine tree attacked

abundant exil- by Armillaria mellea Note the cake of earth

date of resin- around the tree due to the exudate of resin, also

OUS sap occurs the whlte mycelium felts within the bark and

it thp Kosr» nf the enlarSed resin vesicles induced by the

„ , , , fungus The slender strands clinging to the cake
affee od trees,

of earth aie the .,shoe BtnngB „

which forms
the surrounding soil into a cake The disease may be
recognized by the gradual yellowing of the foliage,

decay of the roots, presence of the ‘‘shoe-strings” m
the soil, and the appearance of the honey-yellow mush-
rooms aiound the base of the tr«>e No practical method
of treatment is known Diseased trees and the mush-
rooms should be destroyed
Other soil organisms may enter through wounds in

roots and cause diseases Such a disease may, after

becoming established m the roots, continue to spread up
the trunk Thus wounded root-systems arc as danger-
ous a source of infection as wounded branches Roots
often suffer from winter injury largely because the wood
ripens from the top of the tree downward, and when
severe conditions are undergone early in the winter
before the new wood of the roots has ripened, it is

killed
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Heart-rot diseases.

Moat of the wood-rotting fungi belong to a class

known as the wound parasites By far the most univer-

sally distributed and destructive of these is the shelf

fungus, Fames ignun ms (bigs 353, 35 4) ,
which causes the

white heait-rot of deciduous trees Infection may occur

in any part of the tree where wood is exposed The my-
celium, by dissolving the lignin of the woody elements,

first causes a brown decay that is later succeeded by a
whitish decomposition, at which stage very little of

the original woody structures is left dins decom-
position of the heaitwood takes place rapidly and
often the tree is blown over The fruiting bodies of this

tungus aie produced usually at the point of infection

They consist of large hoof-shaped bodies, carbonaceous
and rough on the upper surface, and brown beneath
r
l he under surfa< e is lull of small holes which arc the

openings of long veitical tubes, on the inner surface of

which the spcnes are borne These spores sift out of

the tubes and arc distnbuted by the wind.
Anothei fungus commonly met with, and acting

similarly, is Fames fonuutnnu s "Phis is also at times

a wound parasite but works mostly m the sapwood
first, and latei spieads into the heartwood A yel-

lowish white, soft decaj is prodmed Large sheets of a
chamois-sk in-like charatter are often found in trees

rotted In this fungus d hose .sheets aie compact masses
of the mvielmm whali ha\e filled up tin* long cracks
produced by the shrinking of the diseased wood The
spoiophores are essent l.dlv different from those of F.
iqniarius

,
being light, grn\ and smooth on top and light

gray-brown beneath, with relatively large pores Nu-
merous other shelf fungi octm as wound parasites and
do more or less d image where the baik, when wounded,
was not pioteetid until the natural callus could foim
Some of the fungi which .tre wound parasites of lmng
trees continue a saproplntic life in structural timbers,

causing their ultimate destruction

\Vintei injun/, sun-suthl and drought

Main misconceptions are pre\ alent concerning the
real efTe< t, of fiee/mg and sun-scald on trees d he
injury by fi cozing in tiees is due to the action of low
tompeiature upon the water in the c'dls of the tree or
to the tension pressures induct'd As the temperature
approaches freezing, the water in the cell begins to pass
out into tlu> intercellular spaces and there accumulates
The lower the tempo! at uro goes, the more water is

extracted from the tell and stood in the intercellular

spaces as ice cn st ils ^ hen a ecitain temperature is

reached, tin* amount of water withdrawn is such that
the lmng elements of the cell can no longei sur\ ive, and
are killed ddiis >,pe( die minimum tempeiature varies

for different spot ies of trees, at counting foi thediffeience
m suscept lbiht \ to winter inpiry ddie living tissues

of the tree constitute the baik and sapwood, and when
areias of these tissues are killed, serious damage isdoneto
the tree. Either enough damage is done to the roots,

trunks, or twigs to cause ultimate death the coming
summer, or the areas that weie killed serve as infection

courts for the various wound parasites like the heart-
rot, or sap-rot fungi In the case of sun-scald, the action
is exactly similar, with the exception that the water is

removed from one side of the tiee by excessive heat
during the growing season, instead of by freezing The
cracking and splitting of the bark of trees may be due
to the tension pressure set up m the bark by the con-
tracting of the woody cylinder m circumference during
periods of low temperature
Norway maple trees planted for shade are especially

susceptible to sun-scald because they are grown close

together in the nursery to a laige size and then, when
planted out, they are often injured by the hot sun
Care should be taken not to attempt to grow trees
farther north than their natural range, which is an

indication of their ability to withstand the minimum
temperatures.

Trees suffer m dry seasons from drought, Water
is transpired from the leaves of a large tree, m great

quantities The hotter and dryer the atmosphere, the
more water is transpired Thus it happens that during
continued droughts there is not sufficient soil-water

present for the roots to supply the requisite quantity
to compensate for this large loss, and the leaves are

killed by dessieation Dead tops or si ag-head ultimately

result in eases in which such conditions continue year

after year Artificial watering in such cast's will relieve

this condition and largely prevent the trouble

Excessively wet soil will also act in a similar way
Tice roots in saturated soil are unable to take up water
because they are suffocated b\ the lack of oxygen.

Hence the tops suffer as from drought

Smoke and gas injury

In manufacturing districts m which large quantities

of smoke are produced, extensive' injuries to trees as

well as other vegetation often result The injurious

property of the smoke is mainly due to the sulfur

353 Sporophore of Fomes lgniarius var nigricans Spore-
bearing surface shown by the lighter color

dioxid that it contains This gas, when dissolved
in the cell-sap of the loaf or the* soil-water, produces
sulfuric acid, which is poisonous to the tree

The roots of tree's are also injured bv escaping sewer-
gas or illuminating gas, which either poisons or suffo-

cates the roots Tiees killed by escaping gas in the soil

usually shed their outer bark in large' pate hes near the
base, the inner bark remaining tighly appressed to the
tree

Tiees that come into contact with electric wires are
injured m propoition to the strength of the current and
the duration of the contact Often trees are killed in

cities from this cause
Gases arising from recently laid crcosoted pavmg-

bloeks or macadam bound with tar often cause defoli-

ation of nearby trees, by the poisoning of the cell-

contents of the leav es.

Sanitary measures for the pri vention of diseases.

(1) As a first means of preventing disease m trees,

one should buy clean stock from nurseries regularly
inspected by state agents Stock should be bought from
nurseries m this count ry , owing to the great danger of

importing diseases which might become epidemic (2)

In addition, one should use his influence in getting his

neighbors to eradicate diseased trees and diseased parts
of trees ('lean stock grown in a well-cared-for neigh-
borhood is the problem half solved (5) The litter of

leaves or tw igs under a diseased tree should be collected
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each fall and carefully burned in order to prevent the
wintering over of harmful fungi (4) Care should be
taken that all wounds made m pruning or by accident
be immediately treated with some waterproof adhesive
to prevent infection by wound parasites In the absence
of anything like accurate knowledge concerning better
preparations, coal or gas tar and lead paint are to be
recommended The tar will last longer than the paint.
The whole idea of wound-protertion is to bridge over
the time lapsing between the injury and the natural
healing of the wound by the callus Wounds previously
treated should be gone over at least once a year and a
new coating applied if necessary.

Prevention of leaf diseases.

Although the most of the damage done by leaf dis-

eases is mainly to the appearance and not to the life of
the tree, it may even be desirable to prevent the un-
sightly appearance of leaf-spot or other diseases of that

nature If, after the
sanitary methods de-
scribed above fail to
control the dis< ase, it is

desired to spray, this can
be done at some little

expense if the trees are
not too large Bordeaux
mixture, full strength or
half strength, applied
three or four times after

the leaves begin to
show, at intervals of

about three weeks, will

probably tend to lessen

infection m most cases.

Spray mixtures should
be applied a few hours
previous to general rain

periods, the advance of
which can be predicted

by observing the government weather maps General
directions about spray mixtures and spraying machinery
is now attainable from almost any one of the State
Agricultural Experiment Stations.

Treatment of diseased trees.

When the woody part of the tree is the diseased

area, tree-surgery methods must be used Badly dis-

eased limbs and twigs should be pruned off flush Never
leave a stub Wounds so inane should immediately
be coated with a waterproofing Decayed parts of

larger limbs or trunks should be carefully dug out with
a gouge and mallet, being sure to lemove far back
on all sides of the cavity into apparently healthy wood.
The growing mycelium of the fungus is advancing some
distance beyond the decayed area, in what appears
as healthy tissue, and must be removed to effect a
stoppage of the decay Cavities thus made may be
filled with concrete or left open, provided, in either case
however, that the entile surface exposed is carefully

painted with a waterproofing paint or tar Diseased
roots may be treated in the same way At the
present time no method of treating diseased trees

internally is known The ideas of quacks who may
advance such treatments should be doubted, for in the
majority of cases such treatments will prove to be harm-
ful The matter of chemeotherapy for the cure of tree
diseases is not without hopeful outlook, but much care-

ful investigation by experts must be forthcoming before
such methods can be evolved. W > jj Rankin.

Choice of trees for special purposes.

The following lists include trees of proved hardiness
and are not intended to be complete but merely sugges-
tive, and chiefly for the northeastern United States and
Canada.

1. Trees with Showy Flowers.

a . Blooming m early spring bejore or with the

leaves.

Acer rubrum (fls. blood-red)
Amelanohier canadensis (fls white).
Cercis canadensis (fls rosy pink).
Cornus flonda (fls white, also pink).
Cornus mas (fls yellow)
Magnolia denudata (fls white)
Magnolia boulangeana (fls white to purple).
Prunus americana and other plums (fls whito)
Prunus Avium and other cherries (fls white)
Prunus Davidiana (fls pink, also white, the earliest of all

Prunus)
Prunus pendula (fls pinkish, branches pendulous).
PruDUs Sargcntn (fls light pink)
Prunus serrulata (fls white to pink)
Pyrus bacrata and other species (fls white to pink).
Saint (stammate plants with yellow catkins)

aa. Blooming late m spring after the leaves

-Esculus Hippocastanum and other species (fls white or
red)

Catalpa speciosa (fls white)
Cladrastis lutea (fls white)
Cornus kousa (fls white)
Cratsegus (fls white)
Fraxmus Onius (fls white)
Laburnum (fls yellow)
Magnolia hypoleuca (fls white)
Pterostyrax (fls white)
Robima (fls white or light pink)
Synnga vulgans (fls white to purple)
Tamanx parviflora (pink)

aaa Blooming m summer and autumn
Aralia chinensis and A spinosa (fls Aug and Sept ).

Castanea d» ntata (fls white, July)
Gordonia pubescens (fls whitr , bept , Oct )

Kcelreutena paniculata (fls yellow , July, Aug )

Oxydendruin arborcum (fls white, July, Aug )

Rhus seinialata (fls white, Aug , Sept )

Robinta neomexicana (fls light pink, Aug )

Sophora japonica (fls white, Aug )

Synnga japomca (fls white, July)
Tamanx gallica (fls pink, Aug, Sept, if severely cut

back)

2. Trees witii Show’) Fruits
Acer pseudoplatanus v <ir erythroi arpa (fr oright red).
Acer rubrum (fr bright red m May and June)
Ailanthus altissima var erytliroi arpa (fr red)
Cornus flonda (fr scarlet)

CotimiB coggygna (ample feathery panicles )

Crataegus mollis and others (fr starlet or red)
Hippophag rhamnoides (fr yellow

)

Hex opaca (fr red)
Magnolia hypoleuca (fr scarlet)

Magnolia tnpttala (fr pink)
Pyrus bnccata and allied species (fr yehow or scarlet).

Rhus typhina (fr scarlet)
Sassafras (fr dark blue with red stems)
Sorbus amencana and aucupana (fr red)
Taxus baccata (fr scarlet)

3. Trees Valued for Foliage Effects (See also

Section 5, Evergreens, next page )

a. With colored foliage.

Acer Negundo var argenteo-vanegatum (the most effec-
tive of hardy variegated trees )

Acer Negundo var aureo-marginatum (lvs yellow)
Acer palmatum var atropurpureum (Ivs purple)
Acer platanoides var Reitenbaehu (lvs becoming dark

red in summer)
Acer platanoides var Schwedlen (lvs bright red in

spring)
Acer pseudoplatanus var Worleei (lvs. yellowish)
Botula alba var purpurea (lvs purple)
Fagus aylvatica var purpurea (Ivb purple)
Populus alba var rnvea (lvs white beneath).
Populus deltoides var aurea (one of the best yellow-

leaved trees)
Quercus pedunculata var atropurpurea (lvs purplish).
Quercus pedunculata var Concordia (lvs yellowish).
Sahx alba var argentea (lvs silvery white).
Tilia tomentosa (lvs white beneath)
Ulmus campcstns var argenteo-vanegata (lvs. whitish).

aa. With large
,
bold foliage.

Acanthopanax ncimfolmm Catalpa spcclosa
Acer mstgne Magnolia macrophylla.
Acer macrophyllum Magnolia tnpetala.
Aralia chinensis and A spinosa. Paulownia tomentosa.
Asimina triloba. Querous dentata

354. Cross-section of maple limb

affected by Pomes lgmarius Note
that the frost crack was possibly the
infection court A young sporophore
is shown just emerging at the top

of the picture (Xf$)





X. Arboriculture.—Picea pun gens. the Colorado blue spruce.
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Treba Valued for Foliage Effects, continued

aaa. With small, narrow, or finely cut foliage.

Acer pulmatum var. dissectum.
Acer platanoides var, Lorbergu.
Acer sacchannum var Wieri
Alnus glutinosa var, impenalis.
Betula pendula var, dalecarlioa.
Elaagnus angustifolia
Fagus sylvatica var. asplemfolia.
Gleditsia triaeanthos
Cymnoclodus canadensis.
Hippophad rhamnoides.
JuglariH regia var lacmiata
Quercus pedunculata var. filicifolia.

Salix nigra
Sambueus ni^ra var lacmiata.
Taniarix gallica, etc
Taxodium distichuin

4. Trees with Brilliant Autumnal Tints.
Acer rubium (scarlet)

Acer satcharum (scarlet and orange)
Cornus Honda (scarlet)

Cercidiphyllum (yellow and purplo).
Cratscgns (mostly scarlet and orange).
Fraxinus amencana (yellow or violet-purple).
I.iquidambar (scailet)

Linodendron (bright yellow)
Nyssa sylvatica (scarlet)

Oxydondnirn arboreum
Quercua alba (vinous purple)
Quercua coccinea, palustns (scarlet).

’

Rhus (mostly scarlet)

Sassafras (orange and scarlet).

5. Evergreen Trees,

a. Conifers.

Abies Pinus.
Chamiecypans Pscudotsuga.
Juniperus virginiana. Thuya
Picca Tsuga

AA. Broad-leaved evergreens (only Ilex opaca and
Rhododendron hardy m the N )

.

Ilex opaca Persea carohnensis.
Magnolia glauca (not Prunus < arolmiana.

fully evergreen as far Prunus lusitamcn.
north as it is hardy) Quercus virginiana

Magnolia grandiflora Rhododendron maximum

6. Deciduous Trees Valued for Their Winter
Effects

Acer Negundo (branches light green)
Acer pennsyK anicum (strip* d bark)
Betula nigra (flaky reddish brown bark)
Betula papyracea (-.mouth, sihery white hark)
Cratsegus vindis, C nitida and other species (red fruit).

Fagus sylvatica (keeps its dead leaves)

Gleditsia (large, flat pods)
Hippophab rhamnoides (yellow berries)

Liquidambar (corky branches)
Pyrus prunifoha (scarlet or yillow fruit)

Quercus alba, pedunculata and tinctoria (keep their

leaves)
Quercus maeroearpa (corky branches).
Rhus typhma (scarlet fruit)

Salix vitellina (yellow branches)
Sorbus amencana and S aucupana (scarlet fruit).

7. Very Tall Trees.
Gleditsia triaeanthos. Populus deltoides
Juglans nigra Quercus maeroearpa.
Linodendron Tuhpifera. Quercus palustns
Picea excelsa Quercus rubra
Pinus strobus Quercus velutma
Platanus occidentals. Taxodium distichum.
Populus balsanufera. Ulmus amencana

3. Columnar or Narrow Pyramidal Trees.
Abies (most species).
Acer sacchannum var pyramidale
Acer saccharum var monumentale.
Betula pendula var fastigiata
Carpinus betulus var fastigiata.

Cepnalotaxus Harnngtoma var koraiana.
Chamsecypans Lawsoman i

Chamsecypans nutkaensis
Juniperus communis var. su-'cica

Juniperus virginiana (especially var pyramidalis).
Linodendron Tuhpifera var pyramidalis.
Picea (most species)
Populus alba var. Bolleana

Columnar or Narrow Pyramidal Trees, continued
Populus nigra var. itahea
Quercus pedunculata var pyramidalis.
Robmia pseudacacia var pyramidalis.
Sorbus hybrida
Taxodium disticham (especially var lmbncanum).
Taxus baccata var. fastigiata
Thuya
Ulmus campestns var monumentahs.
Ulmus scabra var fastigiata

9. Round-headed Trees.
Acer platanoides var globosum
.Esculus Hippocastanum var urnbracuhfera.
Catalpa bignornoides vur nana
Fraxinus excelsior var globosa
Morus alba var nana
Prunus Mahaleb var globosa
Robmia Pseudacacm var umbracuhfpra.
Ulmus campestns var gracilis

Ulmus campestns var urnbracuhfera

10. Weeping Trees.
Acer sacchannum var Wien
Betula alba var pendula
Cratsegus monogyna var pendula
Fagus sylvatica var. pendula
Fraxinus excelsior var pendula
Fraxinus parvifolia var pendula
Gleditsia triaeanthos var pendula
Prunus pendula
Prunus serotina var pendula
Quercus pedunculata var Dauveasei.
Salix babylonica
Salix blanda
Salix vitellina var pendula
Sophora japonica var pendula
Sorbus aucupana var pendula
Tilia petiolans
Ulmus scabra \ ar pendula

11. City Trees (See abo No 12)
Ailanthus altissima (pist

Carpinus
Celtis occidcntali *

Cratsegus oxyacantlm
Fraxinus amencana
Fraxinus excelsior

Ginkgo biloba
Gleditsia tn&canthos
Platanus orientals
Populus deltoides
Populus nigra \ ar italica

Prunus serotina
Robmia Pseudacacm (ofte

Sophora japonica
Tilia tomentosa
Tilia ulmifolia
Ulmus amencana
Ulmus campestns

lllate tree).

|
(often attacked by borers),

n attacked by borers)

12 Shade and Avenue Trees
Besides the trees enumerated under city trees, No 1

1

(which are to be recommended as street trees in the
cities), the following trees are good avenue subjects.

Acer platanoides Quercus alba.
Acer rubrum Quercus coremea
Acer sacchannum Quercus imbneana
Acer saccharum Quercus palustns
ASscuIus carnea Quercus phellos
Aisculus Hippocastanum Quercus nibra
Catalpa speciosa Tilia amencana.
Liquidambar styraciflua Tilia dasystyla
Linodendron Tuhpifera Tilia ulmifolia

13. Trees for Seaside Pi.vnting.

Ailanthus altissima. Populus deltoides var caroii-

Cratsegus oxyaeantha nensis
Elseagnus angustitoha Populus trcmuloides
Hippophafi rhamnoides Queicus rubra
Juniperus virginiana Salix alba
Picea alba Salix caprea
Pmus nigra. Sassafras
Pinus sylvestns. Tumarix

14. Trees for Dry Situations and Dry Climates.
Acer oampestre. Pmus divancata
Acer ginnala Pinus ngida
Alnus rugosa. Pmus sylvestns
Betula pendula Quercus coccmea.
Cornus mas Quercus Pnnus
Elreagnus angusfi folia Quercus rubra
Fraxmus pubesccns Quertus velutma.
Phellod^ndron amurense Ulinus effusa.
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15. Trees for Wet Soil.

Acer rubrum
Acer suc< hiutnum
AltniB glutmoHa
Alnus maritnna
Betula alba
Betula nigra
Carya lacimoaa
Chumuccyparis thuyoides
Nyssa sylvatioa
Piceu ulba

Picea mariana.
Pmus rigula
Populus (most species)
Quercus alba
Qufreus bicolor
Qucrcus palustris
Qucrcus phtllos
Hal ix (most species)
Tuxodium distichum

Alfred Rehder.

Choice of street trees for special regions

Trees for the Eastern Part of the Continent.

Street trees for New England and northern New York.

Urb an

Acer plat anoides
Platanus orientalis

Qucrcus rubra
Tilia anuiioana
Ulmua ameru ana

Suburban
Acer rubrum
At cr sac < harum
Fraxinus amcncana
Platanus occidentahs
Qucrcus alba
Qucrcus palustris

From Neiv York City and Pennsylvania southward even

to Georgia along the mountains

Urban
Acer plat anoides
Ginkgo biloba
Platanus occidentahs
Platanus orientalis.

Queu us cocunea
(Jut reus p llustns
uerc us rubra
ilia ameni ana
Hums amcncana

Suburban.
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharum
Fraxinus amencana
Liquidainbar styraciflua.

Linodcndion Tulipilcra
(Juerms ulba
Qucrcus bicolor

The coast region from Norfolk southward and along
the Gulf of Mexico, eccept southern Florida

Urban
1 iquidambar styraciflua
uercus lauufolia
ucrcus mgta

Qucrcus phellos
Queieus virguuana.

Suburban
Magnolia acuminata
Magnolia grandiflora
Magnolia tnpetala.
Nyssa syh atica.

North central states.

Urban
Ceitis oci identahs
Native oaks
Tilia amcncana
Ulmus amencana

Suburban
Acer rubrum
Acer sa< charum
Fraxinus amencana
Platanus oceid'mtalis

Add to the above list for points south of Cleveland
,

Chicago and Omaha.

Urban. Suburban
Acer plntanoides Liquidambar styraciflua
Ginkgo biloba Linodcndion Tnlipifera
PI itanus oiu mails Platanus oci identahs
Qucn us coccinoa
Quercus pilustm
Quercus rubra

Most, points in northern Alabama, northern Missis-

sippi, southern Arkansas, Oklahoma, and part of Texas
back of the coast legion are adapted to the trees of both
the northern list, and the list for the south Atlantic
and Gulf coast regions p \u Mulford

Ornamental trees for the middle and southern states.

Deciduous trees

Acer saccharinum (A. dasycarpum ) and A Negundo,
the latter extensively used for street, planting—Brous-
sonetia papynfera, formotly planted along streets, but
objectionable because of the many suckers which they
produce, as is also B Kazmoki —Cercis canadensis
Valuable as an early spring-flowering tree

—

Ceitis

Bungeana. One of the most distinct trees; an excellent

shade tree—Catalpa Seldom planted South as an
ornamental tree, because of the repeated attacks of

caterpillars The latter are frequently used for fish

bait—Cladrastis tmetona Very desirable as a flower-
ing lawn tree—Cornus florida. The white-flowering
species is among the most attractive of our eai ly spi ing-
blooming frees and is largely used m landscape work.
The pink- and led-flowering forms are exceedingly
beautiful —Cratsegus Taking into account the vai ions
shapes, the foliage and the bright-colored fruit, in fall

and winter, the best are. C Phonopyrum or Washington
thorn, C aiborescens

,
G’ spathuiata and C. aestivalis

or apple haw—Chilopsis saligna

,

known as C linen, is,

is one of the best for diy soils The typical species pro-
duces lilac-colored floweis, but sevcial forms have lately

been pioduecd with floweis ranging trom light lilac to
hlat-pmple with yellow stupes inside A pine white-
flowonng form is veiy sinking but is of more dwarf
habit, —Diospyros migimana Sometimes planted for
shade or for its fruit Adapts itself to ncaily all soils

There aie many forms varying both in the foliage and
size and shape ot fimt —Fagus grand ifolia is fiequently
used for sheet planting in sandy soils

r

l he red-leaved
forms of the Euiopean species are of little* value South,
the purple tint of the foliage fading to a dull gieen at

the approach of waim weather—Fra anus acuminata
and F pnbesu ns Both thrive best in rich soils and are

veiy desirable foi sheet planting, being seldom attacked
by insects - Gmfcqo oi Salisbuna is sometimes used
foi avenues and street planting whcic a ngid pyramidal
tiee is lcquued The foliage is one of its atti actions,

being shaped like the maidenhaii fein —Gleditsia
triaianihos

r

lhe feitile tree is sometimes planted for

its laige falcate pods, which are lelished by manv for

the saccharine acidulated pulp The hnelv pinnate foli-

age is very ornamental —Hah sin Utraptcra Jn the
middle sections ot the South and in rich, diy soils it

glow’s to a small tree, but in the mountain districts in

nch soils along the water-courses, trees 10 to 50 feet

high are frequently lound Valuable for landscape
planting—Carua oi Iluoua The pecan is the best
southern nut tiee and is very largely planted for its

nuts It is otten planted in avenues foi its beauty —
Caiyu myristiCctloi mis is scaiec, but its foliage is more
atti active than that of any other species -llmenui
dulcis

r
lhe foliage and the fleshy ied peduncles in

autumn make it an excellent shade and ornamental
tree—Idisia pulgcaipa A handsome tree when giown
in partial shade, the bark blisters in full sun —Juq-
Ians J nigia is one of the most valuable ornamental
and economic tiees and is extensively planted for

avenues The Persian or English walnut and its many
forms are being more largely planted than of old, but
are often injured by late spnng frosts following a warm
period dunng Febiuaiy J Suboldiana is a very orna-

mental tree and very productive at an early age J
cmertn is suited only to the mountain regions of the
South —Koeheulnia panu ulata Very desirable for its

pinnate foliage and panicles of yellow fiow’ers, which
are succeeded by bladder-likc fruits —Lnqerstmmia
mdica The crape myitle is one of the most character-
istic feat ui os ol southern homes It has become almost
natuialized South If tiained to a single stem, it wall

form a tree 25 to 30 feet high; otherwise it, affects the
bush form It is conspicuous for its shining brown bark
and the piofusion of its beautifully crimped and fringed

flowers, which are produced from Apnl until August
The eolois vary from a pale to a daik pink, purplish

red, pure white and glowing crimson No other flower-

ing tree can surpass it, m beauty, and by a judicious

selection of the various colored flowers a grand effect

is pioduced in landscape w’oik .—Liriodtndron Tulipif-

era One of the most valuable and rapid-growing shade
and ornamental trees, thrives best in rich sod Trees
taken from woods transplant badly They should be
grown in nursery and occasionally tiansplanted until

sufficiently large for usin^ in street planting

—

Liquid-
ambar A most symmetrical shaped tree; adapts itself

to all soil, valuable for street planting Some trees
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assume a deep purple or crimson tint in the foliage dur-
ing autumn, others a golden yellow —

-

Magnolia Of the
native deciduous species, M acuminata is the most
desirable for street and avenue planting All the spe-
cies are voracious feeders and thrive host m rich soils.

M macropkylla, or umbrella magnolia, seldom grows
beyond 25 feet, but is conspicuous for the length and
size of its leaves This tree is called umbrella tree

South, whereas this name applies to M tripelala at the
North M. Frasen, eai -leaved magnolia or wahoo of

the western North Carolina mountaineers, is also a very
ornamental tree M tripdala is objectionable m gar-
dens owing to the unpleasant odor of its flowers Few
Chinese species, with the exception of M hijpolcuca

,

attain the size of a tree M den uduta and M Soulange-
ana can be trained to a single stem and made to attain
a height of 25 feet All the other varieties may be
classed as shrubs The flowers are often injured by
late soring frosts —M<ha Aztdaradi (Pride
of India, Chinaberry) Almost natural-
ized South It is of voiy rapid
growth and begins to flower at
early stage The flowers arc
delightfully fragrant, w
the perfume of the lilac

Extensively planted for

shade trees The um-
brella form, known as
Texas umbrella, as-

sumes a dense,
spreading head
with d looping
foliage It is of

unique appear-
ance and can he
used with great
effect in land-
scape work —

*

Morns M rubra
is frequently
planted for shade;
it is valuable for

its wood, which is

of great durability
for posts M alba
is naturalized in

many sections A form
of M rubra discovered
in middle Geoigia some
years ago and called the
Stubbs mulberry, ftoin the
discoverer, pi o< luces cnoimnu<*
crops of huge, n< h vinous nmt This
and the 11k Ls and Downing varie-

ties are oftt n pltnted loi feeding poultry and hogs
They should not be planted near dwellings, owing
to the dropping of the fruit -Yi/.ssa sijlvatira. Only
desirable in landscape woik for the brilliant red
tint of its autumn foliage.— Oiydtndrum arboieum.
Desirable foi its flow ('is and highly colored autumn
foliage.— Farhin^oma aruUata Reform* or hoise
bean of southern Texas A small tree with gteen
bark, feathery foliage and yellow flowers Valuable for

shrubberies —Paulowma tomentosa. Rapid-growing
Almost naturalized in some sections of the South The
foliage m young trees is veiy large Flowers pale violet,

very fragrant, in long panicles; they open before the
leaves appear.

—

Peaih There aie many ornamental
varieties which are exceedingly handsome while in

bloom, especially the double-flowering crimson, white
and pink, others are desirable for their peculiar giowth,
as Pyramidally, which is as erect as a Lombardy poplar.

Weeping, willow-leaved, and golden-leaved varieties aie
interesting

—

Frunus. Hortulana or Chicasaw plums
are sometimes planted for ornament, though commonly
for fruit P. mrginiana is abundant eveiywhere but

355. Avenue of live oaks, Audubon Park,

New Orleans

not valued owing to being usually infested with tent
caterpillars Frunus Pissardii is the best purple-leaved
tree for the South, as it retains its color during sum-
mer —Pmckneya pubens This very ornamental small
tree is seldom seen under cultivation, as it grows natu-
rally in wet and boggy soils—Fyrus coronnria The
crab-apple, a small tree with very fragrant flowers in

spring, is excellent for shrubberies —Platanus occv-

<lentalis One of the most desirable trees for street

planting—Populus The variety used most fieely for

street planting is F. delloides or P monihftm, com-
monly known in the South as cottonwood. It is of rapid

growth and thrives in neatly all soils that arc not too
and All southern nurserymen catalogue the Carolina
poplar, but the stock is not always true to name—
Ptnocnryn jmxinifulia, oi Caucasian wmg-fiuited wal-
nut, is a very rapid-giowing tiee, with spreading
blanches and pinnate foliage Very ornamental when

covered with pendulous raxines of small
winged nuts, which, however, are of no

economic value -{Juerrus Nearly
all the species of the middle and

eastern states are found more
less abundant in the

middle South, but the
most valuable purely
southern species are aa
follows Q pkellos,

or willow oak, with
lanceolate leaves;

Q a quatica, or

water oak, with
leaves almost
perennial, oblong
and obtusely
lobed Both are
largely planted
for stieets and
shade, as they
grow very rapidly

and in almost any
soil Q falcata,

Q laurifolia
, Q

phellos and Q.
Muhlenbergn are de-

sirable Q. virgin-

uina, or live oak, is a
very large tree, seldom

exceeding 50 feet in height
but covenng a large circum-

ference It is native along
the seacoast and adapts itself to

inland sections, where it, does not
attain the great size of the coast

region Theie is no southern tiee, except Magnolia
giandifloia, that is more admired, especially when
planted in avenues —Sapxndu s margmatus The
globose yellow beines are letained duiing winter
Berries when boiled produee a saponaceous fluid —Stil-

tingla abijera Naturalized on the coast of Georgia and
South Carolina The acuminate rhomboidal leaves give

the tree a unique appearance Requires lich soil and is

valuable m landscape wToik —Symplocm tinctona Not
common. Should tie available for shrubberies—Tilia
pubescent A large tree occasionally found m rich soils

along the seacoast Differs little m general from T.
amcruann

,
but seems to be better suited to the middle

South Very desirable for street planting or shade.—

.

Toix/lon
,
or Madura

,
is naturalized m many sections of

the middle South Grows to a height of 30 feet and the
feit lie trees aie very ornamental when laden with their

laige, globular fiuit. The wood is very lasting when
used for posts and takes a beautiful polish —Ulmus
anuria' tin is perhaps more laigelv planted for streets

and avenues than any other deciduous tree—Viburnum
prunijotium (black haw or possum hawj. In very rich
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soils sometimes attains a height of 15 to 20 feet The
dark blue berries are retained during winter. Desirable
for shrubberies.

Broad-leaved evergreen trees.

Camellia japonica Although these magnificent plants
are usually seen in bush form, they can be trained to
single steins and attain a height of 20 or more feet in

the coast region, where they have found a congenial
soil and climate The typical single red variety, a tree
of which is growing at Charleston, S C

,
and planted

in 180S, being the first mtioduced, is now upwards of
20 feet high The double-flowering soits, while usually
of vigorous growth, do not attain the size of the single
red —Cmnamomum Camphora In southern Louisiana
and middle Florida trees grow to a height of 50 feet, m
the middle South they affect the bush form or when
trained to single stems exceed 15 to 20 feet Foi the
extreme South it is recommended for street planting—
Cyrilla raiemiflora Specimens aie occasionally found
on shady banks of sti earns, w'here the soil is very nch,
that will grow 20 feet high, but the tree foim must
be secured by pruning The foliage assumes a bright
red or bronze tint in wan ter—Ei lobolrija japonica
Flow ers produced in January, and if not fro .t-killed are
followed by a golden yellow' plum-like flint of good
flavor. Reaches a height of 20 or moie feet in the coast
belt .—Goidonia Lasianthus A stately tree found only
in shallow swamps or turfy soils The loots spread
almost entirely near or upon the surface of the ground,
which makes it difficult to transplant trees taken from
the woods Trees grown from seed in pots are best for
planting, but a rich moist soil is necessary to their
growth —Ilex I opaca and I. Dahoon are among the
most valuable evergreen trees, the former being the
best where a large tree is desired Specimens taken

from the woods should
not exceed one foot m
height, as huger sizes

almost alw'ays fail in

tnuisplanting — Ligu-
strum L japonicum
often forms a tree 25
feet high Beines
blue -black, retained
dui ing winter—Mag-
nolia. M grand)jlora
is justly considered
the glory of southern
broad - leaved ever-
green trees There are
many forms, based on
the size and shape of

the leaves and the
flow eis The supeib
w'hite flowers, which
are seen from May
until August and oc-
casionally upon some
trees as late as Octo-
ber, vary from 4 to
12 inches in diameter
Thrives as far north
as Washington, D C
M. glaucn has white
flowrers 2 to 3 inches

ow. A Norway spruce.— m diameter and de-

Picea excels*. lightfully fragrant—
Osmanthus fiagtans

var ruber and O Aquifohum var ihcifohns, can Vie

trained to single stem The flowers of the fust are
delicately fragrant and produced twice a yeai —Persea
carolmensis Planted for shade in rich soils m the coast
belt—Pholima serrulata

,
or Chinese evergi een thorn,

has white flowers and dark red autumn foliage—Prunus
caroliruensis Known south as Carolina Cherry, Caro-

lina laurel, mock orange, etc One of the most orna-
mental southern trees—Quercus Suber Acorns were
distubuted by the United States Patent Office in 1860,
and many large tiecs are now found in several sections

of the South, where they have fruited Some small
plantations are made for the purpose of producing cork.

It grows well m comparatively poor and stony soils—
Sabal Palmetto is now freely used for street and avenue
planting on t he coast It is conspicuous for its tropical

appearance It is not entirely successful further than
40 miles from the seashore

Conifers or narrow-leaved evergreens

Abies Of this section few specimens are found below
the Piedmont region Occasionally the Norway spruce
grows to a moderate size—Cedrus Deodara An admira-
ble tree and of rapid growth, 40 to 50 feet C atlantica.

25 to 30 feet—Cunnmqhamui lanceolata Foliage resem-
bles an aiauearia—Cupressus. C sempernrens has
many torms, from the compact, spiral or shaft-like shape
to more spieading habit. C lusitanica or cypress of

Goa, has numerous forms with foliage of an ashy green

and pendulous branches, to others of a more dark tint

and ugid form Of Chavnici/paris Lawsoniana there are

endless forms, from a compact, erect habit and vivid

green foliage to those of open or pendulous shape and
with glaucous or golden foliage. Cupress us funtbris has
vaned less in its seedlings —Juniper us. The Irish juni-

per is of fine pyramidal form, and reaches a height of 15

feet J exiilsa, J chmensis and J thunfera differ in the

tint, of (heir foliage and are all of tall growth —Libocedrus

decurrens The California arborvita\ with its graceful

feathery foliage and conical shape, is one of the most
ornamental ot conifers—Pmus Few of the exotic

species are suitable to the South Pin us excclsa, or

Bhotan pine, is undoubtedly the best adapted to the
middle South of all kinds —Itetmispora is a valuable
group of Japanese cypress, but with the exception of R.
obtusa, R Fvllern, R plumosa and R squarrosa Yeitchu,

all are of dwarf habit

—

Thuya. The Asiatic section is

better adapted to the middle South than the American
species Of the former the best forms are known to

nursenes as Biota pyratnidalis and var aurea
,
reaching

a height ot 15 to 18 feet B japonica var iiliformis

( Thuya onentalis) is a remarkable variety, with thread-

like foliage and compact habit to 10 to 12 feet.

In the foregoing list of Conifer® no mention is made
of species or varieties of low or shrub-like growth, such
as Podocarpus, Cephalotaxus, Thuyopsis, and Sciado-
pitys, of which there aie many good specimens in vari-

ous parts of the south Araucarias are also omitted,
owing to their liability of failure from extreme heat
or other unfavorable climatic conditions. This applies

also to Sequoia, and Frenelas (properly Calhtns);
these frequently make an extraordinarily rapid growth
until late in autumn, and are often mjured by a cold
wave early m winter. p j. Berckmans.

Trees on the Great Plains.

The Plains, lying mostly west of the Missouri River,

are not absolutely treeless, as strangers often suppose,

but the whole vast area is dotted here and there with
small groves, or narrow belts that fringe the borders
of the streams The number of native species, however,
is much smaller than m the rich tree flora of the north-

eastern United States and Canada r

lhe number of

species cultivated for shade and ornament, for a long

time, at least, must be relatively small, owing to cli-

matic, and other causes In general, the people of the
Plains aie necessarily more interested at present in

planting trees for profit than for pleasure, but in the
older parts are already to be found many fine public
parks and private grounds. To a large extent, however,
their point of view is that of forestry rather than
horticulture.
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In studying the forest trees of the Great Plains of
central North America, it is found that most of thespecies
have migrated out upon the Plains from the great forest

body of the Mississippi Valley. These trees found their

way upon the Plains by way of the forests that border
the Missouri River and its tributaries As we pass dow n
the river, along the eastern edge of the Plains, the forest

belt becomes larger and larger, until it eventually
merges into the great body of forest trees lying on the
easterly side of the Mississippi Valley The principal

trees that have come upon the Plains by this route
are the common red cedar, napaw, half a dozen willows,

one cottonwood, basswood, two or three elms, hack-
berrv, mulberry, three ashes, wild apple, four or more
species of hawthorns, juneberry, wild cherry, choke
cherry, wild plum, coffee bean, honey locust, redbud,
sycamore, two species of buckthorns, buckeye, one
maple, box elder, sumach, two species of walnuts, five

or six hickories, nine or ten oaks, ironwood, blue beech,
and one birch But ten species of trees have come from
the Rocky Mountain forests, and these have made much
less impression upon the forests of the Plains than those
that came from the eastern forests In this list are the
bull-pine, the western red cedar, four species of cotton-
woods, the buffalo berry, a maple, and two birches

Although the present forest area of the Plains is not
relatively gieat., it, is large enough to be seriously consid-
ered in regard to its preset \ at ion There is danger that
with the habit acquired by our people m the thickly
wooded parts of tne United States of cutting down
forest trees wherever found, much of this small forest

area will be destroys! It is much easier to preserve an
area of forest growth than to create it anew’ First, all

forest fires must be kept down When a mass of wood-
land adjoins the open prairie, fire-guards should be made
so that the fires will not sweep into the forest growth
The greatest destrover of the forests of the Plains in

the past has been fire, as it swnpt over the prairies into

woodland Second, it is absolutely necessary to keep out
certain kinds of stock Swine, if herded m large num-
bers, will inevitably destroy the trees They prevent
the growth of small trees, and eventually destroy those

of larger grow'th Cattle, in large numbers, are equally
destructive In fact, when the attempt is made to pre-

serve uninjured the trees in a forest, it is necessary to

keep out stock of all kinds, excepting possibly during
limited portions of the year Third, it is necessarv to

cut out the trees for use with very great care A forest

should be a permanent crop, and the cuttings should
be so made that the forest as a whole is not mjuied
Trees should be cut here and there m such a way that
the young trees which are left have an opportunity for

growing into usable timber
Care should be taken to encourage the tendenev to

spreading which is so strong in nearly all parts of the
Plains. With a little care every present living forest

area may be made to extend itself spontaneously, or

nearly so The forest should be effectually inclosed bv
a fence, placed at some distance from its outer border,

leaving a belt of unoccupied land between the tries

and the fence. This will grow up with weeds, and
mingled with these will be the seedling trees springing

from the seeds blown or carried from the forest area
In this way the border of the forest wall be gradually
extended This can be helped by plowing up these

inclosed belts of land, giving better opportunity for the
starting of seedling trees With the weeds and little

trees will spring up low shrubs of various kinds. These
need give no trouble, for this is merely Nature’s way
of taking possession of the soil. Little, if any, cultiva-

tion need Be given to such a nursery belt, as the weeds
which spring up, while unsightly, will serve the useful

purpose of sheltering the little trees, and eventually
the trees will rise above, and choke them out Grass,
however, forming a tough sod, is harmful to the little

trees, far more so than the ordinary weeds.

There are many places in which actual planting must
be resorted to In looking about for a site for the new
forest plantation, it must be remembered that the best
conditions for tree growth are usually to be found near
the natural forests Where there are natural forests, the
planting should be around their borders, so as to extend
them in much the same way as indicated in the pre-

ceding paragraph in regard to natural spreading
Where there are no natural forests at all, it is necessary
to select the more favorable places for planting Since
the natural forests on the Plains occupy the depressions

rather than the hilltops or the slopes, this should give

357 A good field elm

one a hint as to what must be done Wherever the lan<v

slopes into a depression, one may find favorable condi
(ions for growing trees These depressions, generally
called “draws,” may be filled with trees, and when once
a growth of a few acres is secured it will not be difficult

to extend the forest far up the hillside slopes On tne
western parts of the Plains similar positions should
be taken under the irrigation ditches In the selection

of trees for the formation of forest areas, one should
aKo take a hint from nature The rule, which is a very
excellent one for the plainsman to follow, is to plant on
his farm the kinds that he finds m the nearest forest,

and to give his planted trees as nearlyas possible the same
conditions as those under which they grew' in the native
forest On the eastern third of the Plains, the walnut,
w’lute oak, shellbark hickorv, white elm. red elm. hack-
berry, white ash, wild cheirv, eatalpa and honey locust

are recommended for planting On the extreme eastern

parts bordering the Missouri River, many more .kinds

can be planted, but jus one passes westward toward the
holders of the Sand Hill region the list grow’s smaller.

On the central Plains the list is reduced, and also some-
what changed in species The two elms may be planted,
jus also the hjickberry, the green ash in place of the white
ash. wild cherry, honev locust, and in many places the
bull-pine On the western Plains, especially that por-

tion lying west of the mam body of the Sand Hills, and
having an elevation abov e the sea of from 3,000 to 4,000
feet, the list, is still smallei The white elm is still in-

cluded, also the hackberry, the bull-pme, and in many
phices the red cedar
The trees mentioned are of the more durable and

profitable kinds But on idl parts of the Plains persons
must often have quick-growing trees, which soon pro-
duce fuel, but which have little, if any, value for other
purposes In the eastern part of the Plains, the black
willow, almond willow, common cottonwood, silver

maple, and box elder are useful trees for this purpose.

One should not condemn the use of these easily grown,
soft-wooded trees A forest is a crop, and there is no
reason why a farmer may not plant a more quickly
growing crop if he wishes, but he should at the same
tune plant the more enduring kinds given in the preced-
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tag lists. On the central Plains the quickly grown
trees may include the same willows and cottonwood
and also the box elder. The silver maple will not do
well in the greater part of this central region. On the
western Plains the fist is essentially the same as for the
central portion: namely, the willows, cottonwood, and
the box elder, to which may be added, here and there,

one or more of the western species of cottonwood.
The horticultural point of view is to be considered.

About country homes the first trees are usually cotton-

wood, silver maple and box elder, followed later by green
ash and white elm. Very commonly the red cedar is

planted with the first-mentioned species, and often
Scotch and Austrian pines are added, it must be remem-
bered that the settler’s house on the Plains stands m the
open instead of being hemmed in by forest trees, as in

tne eastern parts of the American continent. The set-

tler’s problem is to surround his house with trees, not
to clear the trees^pay. In towns and cities the cotton-
wood, silver <Jhapie and box elder are generally the
pioneer trees, since they produce a shade sooner than
any others, and later these are gradually replaced by

358. Phoenix canarieasls. One of the most eerviceeble

palms in California.

green ash and white elm. Hackberry, black walnut and
buttonwood are occasionally planted with good success.

The species which are most largely used for wind-
breaks for orchards and other plantations are common
oottonwood, willow (a variety of Salix alba), silver

maple and box elder. The first mentioned, because of

its easy propagation, rapid growth and extreme hardi-
ness, is tne favorite tree for this purpose. When land-
scape gardening is attempted, the Scotch and Austrian
pines, Norway spruce ana rea cedar are generally used,

and to these are often added one or more species of

the Rocky Mountain spruces. The most generally used
deciduous tree for this purpose is the white elm (which
here attains to a singular beauty of form and foliage), to
whioh are occasionally added bur oak, black walnut and
Russian olive (Elseagnus), and in proper situations, the
White wi|tow. The coniferous trees of greatest value for

Ornamental purposes on the Plains are the Austrian
pine, Scotch pine and red cedar. With proper care these
may be grown on all parts of the Plains where water
enough to maintain life may be obtained. On the
extreme eastern border, the Norway spruce and even
the balsam fir have proved valuable. Among deciduous
trees the white elm holds first place, followed by the
hackberry (which is not so much planted as it deserves)
and the green ash. Charles E. Bssbet.

Treks for Planting on the Great Plains. The
asterisks (*) indicate those trees that are not
native to the regions.

1.

For the eastern plain8.

Abiea b&lsamea.*
Abies concolor.*
Acer platanoides.*
Allanthus altiamma.*
Carya ovata.
Catalpa speciosa *

Celtia occidentals.
Fraxmus amerioana.
Gleditsia tnaoanthoe.
Juglans nigra.
Picea alba.*

Picea excelsa* (Fig. 356).
Picea pungens *

Pinus austnaoa *

Pinus sylveatns.*
Piunus serotina.
Quercus alba
Robinia Pseudaeaoia.*
Salix vitelhna *

Ulmus amerioana (Fig. 357).
Ulmus fulva.

and the following quick-growing but temporary trees:

Acer Negundo. Salix amygdaloides.
Acer saccharmum Salix nigra.
Populus Sargentii.

2.

For the central plains.

Catalpa speciosa *

Celtis occidentals.
Fraxmus lanceolata.
Gleditsia tnacanthoa.
Picea canadensis *

Pinus divancata.*

Pinus scopulorum.
Prunus serotina.
Robinia Pseudaeaoia.*
Ulmus amenoana.
Ulmus fulva.

and the following quick-growing but temporary trees:

Acer Negundo. Salix amygdaloides.
Populus Sargentii. Salix nigra.

and in the southern parts:

Elseagnus angustifolia * Pinus austriaca.*
Maclura aurantiaca, Nutt. Pinus sylvestns.*

also black walnut and bur oak if seed is planted
where tree is to stand permanently.

3.

For the high western plains.

Celtis occidentals. Pinus scopulorum.

i
uniperus scopulorum. Robinia Pseudaeaoia.*
Inus divancata.* Ulmus amencana.

and the following quick-growing but temporary trees:

Acer Negundo Salix amygdaloides.
Populus acuminata. Salix nigra.
Populus Sargentii.

and nearer the mountains:
Acer Negundo.
Acer platanoides.*
Elseagnus angustifolia.*
Fraxinus lanceolata.

Gleditsia triacanthoa.*
Juglans nigra.*
Populus Sargentii.
Tina amerioana.*

Seeds or seedlings grown in the region in which they
are to be planted are the most reliable. Young trees

or seedlings succeed better than older and larger ones.
Varieties native in moist climates or in foreign countries
should be avoided unless their adaptability has been
proved. Young plants, like young animals, are easily

killed and must nave extra care. 0, L. Watrous.
C. E. Bessby.

Trees grown for shade and ornament in California.

The mild and equable climate of California allows a
wide range of available species from which to select

trees for shade, ornament and shelter. There is, never-
theless, some considerable variation in the species, which
are characteristic of the plantings in different parts of

the state, that has arisen from variations in soil and
climatic conditions.

On account of the long rainy season, the low humidity
of the atmosphere and the relatively high mean, ana
freedom from low winter minima in temperatures, the
trees that thrive best in middle California are those
indigenous to the arid and semi-arid warm temperate
regions of the globe, e. g., southern Australia, the Medi-
terranean region, south Africa, northern Mexico and
Chile, together with those native species which deserve
a place. As one goes into the southern part of the state,

some of these species drop out and others markedly
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characteristic of arid regions take their place. The
reverse of this is true, as one goes north, where many
trees of the temperate humid regions also thrive m
this state, particularly in the relatively humid climate
of the coast, and are offered by our nurserymen.

I. The Species Heretofore Most Extensively
Planted in California.

The following trees are perhaps the commonest
species found in the plantings:

1. Eucalyptus globulus.
2. Cupressus macrocarpa.
3 Pious radiata.
4. Robmia Pseudacacia.
5 Acacia melanoxylon.
6. Schinua Molle
7. Acacia decurrens var

dealbata.
8. Acacia decurrens var.

mollis.

0. Melia Azedarach var.
umbraculiformis.

10. Phcemx cananensis
(Fig 358).

11. Magnolia grandiflora.
12. Ulmus racemosa and

species.

13. Cordylme australis (Fig.

359) and species.

14. Acer Negundo, and var.
califormca.

15. Araucaria Bidwillu.
Id. Araucana exoelsa.

17. Populus deltoides var.
Carolinensis.

18. Juglana califomica and
species.

19. Salix babylonioa.
20. Acer saccharinum.
21. Eucalyptus robusta.
22 Eucalyptus vimmalis.
23. Eucalyptus rostrata

(Fig. 360).
24. Acer macrophyllum.
25 Pittosporum species.

26. Cedrus Deodara and
species

27. Betula alba.
28. Grevillea robusta.
29 Washmgtoma filifera.

30, Cinnamomum Camphors

II. Trees Being Most Extensively Planted in
California at the Present Time.

The following list, arranged in sequence according
to the actual number of sales made during the sea-

son of 1911-12, is compiled from data furnished by
W. B. Clarke, of the California Nursery Company,
at Niles, The percentages refer only to the twelve
species here enumerated, and not to the total number
of trees sold by the nursery, which has a large and
varied assortment of species, many of which aie more
suitable and more effective than those for which there

is, at present, the greatest demand.
Per cent.

Eucalyptus globulus 40 8
Cupresaus macrocarpa 12 0
Platanua onentahs . 11.4

Eucalyptus rostrata . 10 2
Populus nigra itahca . 6.2

Ptnus radiata .... 50
Acacia decurrens dealbata 3.5
Acacia melanoxylon ... . 3.0
Populus deltoides vat. carolinensis 2 2
Robinia Pseudacacia var. Decaisneana . ..20
Acer sacchannum ... . . . . 2.0
Schinus Molle 1.7

III. Selections for Special Purposes.

The following lists are from spepies now offered in

the California trade and are intended to be suggestive

only, and not by any means complete. New species and
varieties are constantly being added to the nursery

stocks, some of which will be found particularly well

adapted to certain conditions of climate and soil, and
will doubtless replace others now in use.

1. For subtropical effect .

That there is m California strong appreciation of

subtropical effects in gardening is shown by the great

demand for dracenas and such large-leaved plants as

palms, magnolias, bananas and rubber trees. That the

effect produced by the planting of such trees so often

fails to be satisfatory is largely due to one or both of

two causes,—either unsuitable location of the speci-

mens, or choice and association of unsuitable species.

To prevent a repetition of the first-named error, the

piospective tree planter is recommended to consult the

article on Landscape Gardening; and to avoid the

second, a selection from the following list is suggested,

with the addition of such large-leaved herbaceous
plants as cannas, colocasia, cynaras, funkias, Ounnera
sedbra, pampas grass, veratrums, agaves, yuccas, aloes,

Woodwardia radicans and Rodgersta podophyUa, to-
gether with such shiubby plants as bamboos, giant reed,
the choicer varieties of castor-bean, Senecio grandir
folius, Polygonum sackalmense and P. Sieboldii.

a. Small trees or tall shrubs.

Acanthopanax rioimfolium.
Aralia chinensis.
Aralia chinensis var. mand-

schunca.
Aralia spmosa.
Arundmana faleata.
Chamerops humilia.
Dicksoma antarctica.
Enobotrya japomca.

Erythea armata.
Musa Enaete.
Prunus Laurocerasus.
Ricmus cambodgenms.
Ricinus macrophyllus.
Ricmus sanguineus.
Ricmus zanzibarensis.
Tetrapanax papynfera.

aa. Larger trees.

Catalpa bignonioidea.
Catalpa ovata.
Catalpa speciosa.
Cordylme australis.
Cordyline B&nkadL
Cordylme indivisa.
Cordylme atricta.

Corynocarpus.
Erythea edulis.
Eucalyptus caiophylla.
Eucalyptus ficifolia.

Ficus Canca.
Ficus macrophylla.
Cymnocladus canadensis.
Jubasa spectabilis.

Livistoma australis.
Magnolia grandiflora.
Paulowma tomentosa.
Phoenix cananensis.
Phoenix daatylifera.
Phoenix reclinata.
Phoenix Roebelenu (P. humilia

var )

Phoenix aylvestns.
Phytolacca dioica
Trachycarpus excelsus.
Tnstania conferta.
Washmgtoma filifera.

Washmgtoma robusta.

Eucalyptus globulus can also be used effectively if cut
down periodically when the falcate leaves begin to ap-
pear; it will continue to shoot up vigorously from tne
same root for several years. E. robusta is useful for

screen purposes if cut down before it becomes strag-
gling. This can also be said for E polyanthemos, E. rudis,

E. Risdonn
,
and many others. E polyanthemos is cer-

tainly more beautiful than E. globulus and would not
need to be cut down so frequently.

2. Trees with ornamental flowers (for California)

In making the following grouping, arranged accord-
ing to relative hardiness, it has been impossible to give
precise information as to the exact degree of frost-

tolerance of the several species, as only meager pub-
lished data on the subject are to be found

a. Susceptible to light frost

The following would probably succumb to a temper-
ature of 28° F.

:

Eucalyptus calophylla, Jacaranda ovaJifolia

Eucalyptus ficifolia.

aa. Susceptible to heavy frost.

The following are not likely to stand a temperature
of 20° F. Some of them may succumb at 25° F., particu-
larly when young.

Acacia Baileyana.
Acacia cyanophylla.
Acacia decurrens var. dealbata.
Acacia elata.

Acacia faleata.
Acacia longifolia.

Acacia neriifolia.

Acacia pendula.

Acacia salicina, etc.

Bursaria spmosa.
Eucalyptus cornuta
Eucalyptus corymbosa.
Eucalyptus polyanthemos.
Eucalyptus sideroxylon var.

pattens.
Hymenosporum flavum.

aaa. Hardy.

Acacia pycnantha.
ASsculus carnea.
ASsculus Hippocastanum.
Albizzia Julibnsam.
Catalpa bignonioidea.
Catalpa ovata.
Catalpa speciosa.
Cercis canadensis.
Cercis Sihquastrum.
Crataegus mollis.
Crataegus monogyna (vara.

Pauhi, pumoea, alba plena,
etc )

Kaelreutena pamoulata.
Laburnum vulgare
Lagunana Patersonii.
Magnolia acuminata.
Magnolia grandiflora.
Magnolia Kobus.

Magnolia Soulangeana.
Magnolia atellata.
Paulowma tomentosa.
Prunus Armemaca (double. -fld.)

Prunus cerasifera var. atro-
purpurea

Prunus japonica.
Prunus Persica (white-fld.,

double red-fld., daric-fld.,

etc ).

Prunus spmosa (double-fld.).

Pyrus Halliana.
Pyrus loensis (Bechtel's double

crab).
Robinia hispida.
Robinia Pseudacacia and var.

rosea
Sorbus Aucuparia.
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3. Trees with colored foliage.

a. Glaucous.

B. Susceptible to frost {20° F. and perhaps less,.

Acacia B&ileyana. Eucalpytus polyanthemos.
Aoaoia dealbata. Eucalyptus Risdonit.
Acacia glaucesceus. Eucalyptus siderozylon vai

Acacia salicma. palleus
Cocos australis.
Erythea annate.
Eucalyptus globulus vpollarded

to produce suckers).

bb. Evergreen.

Eucalpytus polyanthemos.
Eucalyptus Risdonit.

Leuoadendron argenteum.
Phoenix dactylifora.
Washingtonia Sonorse.

bb. Hardy.
Cedrus atlantica var. glauca. Pioea pungens var. glauca.
Cedrus Deodara var. glauca.
Pioea pungens var. oserulea

Sequoia sempervirens var.
glauca

Populus alba. Ulmus amenoana.
Robinia Pseudaoacta. Ulmus racemosa*

cc. Suckers not troublesome.

d. Requiring a great deal of water.

Salix babylonica.

dd. Requiring not much water.

Acer macrophyllum
Aoer Negundo.
Acer Negundo var. oalifornioura.

Acer platanoides.
Acer platanoides var. Reiten-

baolu.
Acer platanoides var. Schwed-

leriT

Acer pseudoplatanus.

Acer saccharinum.
Acer saccharinum var. WierL
Carya lllinoensis (Pecan).
Fraxinus amencana.
Fraxmus velutina
Quercus lobata.
Quercus pedunculate.
Ulmus campeatris.

. Growth somewhat slow.

Acer oampestre. Quercus coccinea.

dSsculus carnea. Quercus Kelloggii.

JSsculu# Hippocastanum. Quercus lobata.
Castanea sativa Quercus macrocarpa.
Fagus sylvatica var. purpurea. Quercus rubra.
Juglans Sieboidiana. sophora japonioa.
Linodendron Tulipifera. Tifia amencana.
Melia Asedarach var. umbra- Tilia europeea.

culifonms. Ulmus campeatris.
Flatanus onentails.

aa. Evergreen.

B. Growth rapid: trees susceptible to £6° F.
‘ jacia decurrens dealbata. Acacia decurrens mollis.

bb. Growth somewhat slow: trees hardy,

rbutus Mentiesii. Quercus agnfolia.

cus Canca. Quercus Buber,

lea europea. Schinus Molle.

nus Pine®,

>. Ornamental trees affording but little shade.

a. Outline long or nearly columnar.

b. Deciduous.

Populus nigra var. italica. Betula alba.

Cupressus sempervirens.
Cupressus sempervirens var.

fastigiata.

Juniperus communis var. M*
bernica.

Taxus baocata var. fastigiata.

aa. Outline conical or spiral, usually pointed.

B. Coniferset, with mostly narrow leaves.

c. Deciduous: hardy.

Larix decidua. Taxodium distiohum.
Larix leptolepis. Taxodium muoronatum.

cc. Evergreen.

d. Susceptible to severe frost {about 20° F.).

aa. Purple or bronze.

b. Susceptible to 250
F.

Ricinua oambodgensis. Rioinus communis var. Qiusonii

bb. Hardy.
Aoer platanoides var. Reiten- Fagus sylvatica var. purpurea.

baonu. Fagus sylvatioa var. purpurea
Aoer platanoides var. Schwed- Riversii.

len. ‘ Prunus cerasifera var. atro-

Betula alba var. atropurpurea. purpurea.
Cryptomena japonioa var. Prunus Persioa, var.

elegans.

4. Wide-spreading trees for shade, mostly with rounded
outline.

It frequently happens that the owner of a California

garden desires a wide-spreading tree in the back or one
corner of his domain, under which to swing a ham-
mock on a hot day; such trees are also useful in the
school-yard, affording welcome shade in which the

children can eat their lunch.

a. Deciduous, all hardy.

b. Growth rapid or medium.

c. Suckers likely to be troublesome.

Agathis robusta.
Araucaria Bidwillu.
Araucaria braaihana.
Araucaria Cookii.

Abies balsamea.
Abies ceph&lomca.
Abies concolor.
Abies nobilis.
Abies Nordmanmana.
Abies Pinsapo.
Cedrus atlantica.
Cedrus Deodara.
Cedrus Libani
Cephalotaxus drupaces.
Cephalotaxus Fortunei
Chamsecypans Lawsomana.
Cryptomena laponica
Cryptomeria Japonioa var.

elegans.
Cunninghamia sinensis.

Cupressus Govemana.
Cupressus macrocarpa
Cupressus guadalupensis.
Libocedrus chilensis.

Libocedrus decurrens.
Pioea ajanensis.
Picea canadensis.
Pioea Engelmanmi.

Araucaria Cunninghamii.
Araucaria exoelsa.
Arauoana imbricate.
Pmua can&nensis.

Pioea exoelsa.
Picea manana var. Doumetti.
Picea torano.
Picea pungens.
Pinus contorts.
Pinus Coulten.
Pmus donsiflora.
Pinus Laricio var. austriaoa.
Pmus monophylla
Pinus Pinaster
Pinus radiata
Pinus Sabmiana.
Pinus sylvestns
Podocarpus Totara.
Pseudotsuga Douglasii.
Bciadopitys verticillata.

Sequoia gigantea.
Sequoia sempervirens.
Taxus baccata
Thuja gigantea.
Thuja onentalis.
Thujopsis dolabrata.
Torreya cahformoa.
Torreya nucifera.

bb. Foliage broad.

c. Deciduous: hardy.

Betula alba.
Betula lenta.
Betula lutea.
Betula papyraoea.
Betula populifoha.

Ginkgo biloba.
Quercus Cems.
Quercus nigra.
Sorbus Aucupana.

CC. Evergreen.

d. Susceptible to severe frost (probably 20° F. and
even less).

Cinnamomum Camphora Grevillea robusta.
Corynocarpus ljevigatus. Sterculia diversifolia.

Cryptocarya Miersu. TnBtania conferta.

DD. Hardy.

Acacia melanoxylon. Lauras nobilis.

Cerasus lumtamca. Pittosporam orassifolium.

Ilex Aquifolium. Quercus Suber.
Lagunaria Patersonii. Umbellulana califoraica.

aaa . Outline more or less rounded, but trees not as wide-

spreading nor as shade-giving as in Class 4*

b. Deciduous.

c. Susceptible to frost {25° F.).

Phytolacca dioica.

cc. Hardy.

jEsculus glabra. Juglans califoraica.

Fraxinus americana. Juglans nigra.
jEsculus glabra.
Fraxinus americana.
Fraxinus excelsior.

Fraxmus Ornus.
Gymnocladus canadensis.

Koelreutena paniculate.
Paulownia tomentosa.
Robinia Pseudacacia.

bb. Evergreen.

c. Probably susceptible to severe frost (
20° F., or less).

Acacia cyanopbylla. Eucalyptus fieiiolia.

Alectryon excelsum
Bursaria spinosa.
Eucalyptus calophylla.
Eucalyptus oornuta.
Euoalyptus corymboea.
Eucalyptus oorynocalyx.

Eucalyptus globulus.
Euoalyptus maculate var. dt*

riodora.
Eucalyptus robusta.
Hymenosporum flavum.
Maytenus Boaria.
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Acacia pycaaatha.
Eucalyptus amygdalina.
Eucalyptus Guxuui.
Eucalyptus leucoxlyon.
Eucalyptus obliqua.
Eucalyptus rostrata.
Euoalyptus rudis.
Eucalyptus viminaiis.

oc. Hardy

.

Jubea spectabilis.
Phoenix oanariensis.
Phceuix reclmata.
Phoenix sylvestris.
Pittosporum eugemoides.
Pittosporum tenuifolium.
Pittosporum undulatum.

aaaa. Drooping trees.

b. Deciduous.

Acer saocharinum var. Wien
lactmatum.

Betula pendula elegans.
Betula pendula laomiata.
Betula pendula Youngii.
Cratwgus monogyna var. pon-

dula.
Fagus sylvatica var. pendula.
Fraxinus excelsior var. aurea

pendula.
Fraxinus excelsior var. pen-

dula.
Morus alba (Teas’ weeping).

Populus grandidentata var.

pendula.
Prunus fructioosa var. pendula.
Quercus lobata.
Salix babylomoa.
Saltx babylomca var Licku.
Sophora japomca var. pendula.
Sorbus Aucupana var. pendula.
Tilia amencana var. pendula.
Tilia europasa var. pendula.
Ulmus amencana var. pendula.
Uimus campestns var. pendula.
Ulmus soabra var. pendula.

Cupressue funebris.
Cupressus lusitanioa.

bb. Evergreen.

Schinus Molle.

6. Trees for streets
,
avenues and roadsides in California.

The number of tree species suitable for street plant-
ing is limited by the necessarily heavy restrictions, as to
height, spread, sewer-penetra-
tion and sidewalk-raising, im-
posed by municipal street de-
partments In European cities

the first-named objections are
overcome by means of frequent
and systematic pruning to a
uniform standard; when this

necessity can be obviated by
the selection of trees whicn
naturally keep within the de-
sired bounds, the labor of
maintaining them m a sightly

condition is minimized and the
result much more pleasing.

For town streets not more
than 60 feet in width, it is im-
portant to have trees that will

not give too much shade and
prevent the rapid drying of

the roadway after showers, nor
be so tall nor wide-spreading
as to obstruct the view ana
shut out sunshine, rendering
the adjacent houses dark, cold
and damp. On this account,
trees with narrow or pyramidal
outhne are m many cases pref-

erable to those with wide-
spreading habit, and, generally

speaking, deciduous trees are

more suitable than evergreen,
although at the time of losing

their leaves they make more
litter. Exception may be made
in favor of such evergreen spe-

cies as certain palms and cordylines, some acacias and
a few other species mentioned below.

It is not wise to use trees of very rapid growth on
town streets; they soon become too large and require
frequent trimming, which is usually equivalent to
mutilation, and are likely to interfere with sewers.

It cannot be said that street planting in California
towns has, in most cases, been satisfactory. In spite of
the much larger variety of suitable material than is

available in most of the states, there are few examples
of good street planting to be met with. In most of the

359. Cordyline australis or “dracena palm.”
Common in California.

towns the eye is greeted with a few straggling trees, of
which perhaps not more than two are of one kind,
recalling F. A. Waugh’s apt simile of “nine mon-
strously different buttons m a row down the front of a
Prince Albert coat.” There arc many pleasing excep-
tions, however, although few are entirely satisfactory.

The repeated attempts to improve the appearance of a
town by planting trees along the streets should be
encouraged on every occasion, and the object of this

discussion is to render assistance by pointing out how
some of the mistakes may be avoided. The unsatis-

factory results of street planting, so often met with,
can generally be traced to one or all of three causes:

(1) Choice of unsuitable species.

(2) The mixing of several species on the same block
and even in front of the same lot.

(3) Crowding of trees.

This last-mentioned source of trouble is perhaps the
cause of more failures than the first. ’When trees are
once growing, few persons have the heart to thin out
the species for the proper distance apart; finally, a new-
comer, without personal feeling in the matter and noting
only that there is too much shade and too little light,

cuts down the whole row and a gap is left in what may
have been a fairly uniform block. Spreading avenue
trees of large size should not stand closer than 50 feet

apart; smaller trees, on narrower streets, should have 40
feet, unless they are slender species such as cordyline
or washingtomas, when 20 feet may be sufficient As a

rule, one small tree to a 50-foot
lot will be found ample; if the
whole street is planted uni-
formly with the same species,

and at this same distance, the
result will be much more pleas-
ing than if four or five trees are
planted in front of every house.

This question of spacing c%n
be determined only by the
species in. use. If 20 feet is

added to the diameter of the
spread of the crown, an approxi-
mate spacing can be secured.
For example, cork elms often at-

tain a 60- or 75-foot spread and
should be spaced, accordingly,
80 to 100 feet apart. This ad-
vice is given from data gathered
in various towns where closer

plantings were in order, and
have already demonstrated how
the air, light and heat are shut
off by too crowded plantings.

In towns where the climate
is very mild, with few extremes
trees are planted only for dec-
orative effect and not for
shade,—hence these extreme
distances may be used even for
species which do not attain
great size.

On the other extreme in the
interior California valleys, the
distances may have to be short-
ened to allow for the extreme

heat, but trees should never be set so closely that the
circulation of air is hindered, except of course for wind-
break plantings, which are not found on streets as a rule.

a. For city and town streets.

b. Small trees suitable for streets 60 feet wide or less.

c. Deciduous.

d. Growth rapid or moderate.

.Esculus caraea.
Betula alba.
Betula lutea.

Betula populifolia.
Catalpa bignomoidea.
Catalpa ov&ta.

Catalpa specioea.
Kcelreutena pamculata.
Paulownia tomentoc.
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do. Growth slow.

Cratogus mollis. Ginkgo bilob*.
Cratttgus monogyna.

cc. Evergreen.

d. Growth rapid or moderate.

b. Palme and arborescent Liliacex.

yline australis.

/line Banksii.
Cordyline mdmsa.

'ylm© stncta.
lea edulut.

Livistona australis.
Tracbyoarpus ezoelsus.
Washmgtonia fihfera.

Washmctoma robusta.

eb. Evergreen trees other than palms and arborescent

Liliacex.

Acacia faleata. Myoporum Isetum.
Acacia lineata. Pittosporum eugenioides.
Acacia neriifolia. Pittosporum tenuifohum.

dd. Growth slow.

Alectryon excelsum.
Bursaria spinosa.
Cinnamomum Camphors.
Euoalyptus ficifoha.

Bex Aquifolium.
Jacaranda ovalifoha.

Ligustrum luoidum.
Magnolia gTandiflora.
Maytenus Boana.
Olea europsea.
Pittosporum orassifohum.
Tristama conferta.

bb. Larger trees for streets, avenues and boulevards
80 to 100 feet wide.

c Deciduous.

dd. Growth slow.

Gleditsia triacanthos. Tilia amerioana.
Liriodendron Tulipifera. Tilia europsea.

cc. Evergreen.

D. Palms and bananas.

Erythea edulis. Trachycarpus excelsus.

Livistona australis. Washmgtonia fihfera.

Musa Ensete. Washmgtonia robusta.

dd. Evergreen trees other than palms and bananas.

Acacia elata

Acacia melanoxylon.
Angophora intermedia.
Angophora subvelutina.
Eucalyptus amygdalina var.

angustifolia
Eucalyptus calophylla.
Eucalpytus cormybosa.
Eucalyptus ficifolia.

Eucalyptus polyanthemos.
Eucalyptus ruaia.

Eucalyptus sideroxylon var.
pattens

Ficus macrophylla.
Synoarina laurtfolia.

Tristama conferta.
Umbellulana oahfornica.

bbb. For avenues and boulevards without sidewalks or

with unde spaces between sidewalk and driveway.

For this purpose almost any of the larger and more
ornamental species enumerated in the other lists may
be selected. Spreading coniferous trees, with broad
bases (such as Sequoia gigantea, etc.), may often be used
to advantage, as well as the wide-spreading feather-

palms (Phoenix and Jubaea).

d. Growth rapid or moderate.

Aoer macrophyllum.
Acer saooharmum.
Carya (Pecan).
Fraxinus amencana
Fraxinus velutma.

Gymnocladus canadensis.
Platanus onentalis.
Quercus pedunculata.
Robmia rseudacacia.
Ulmus campestns.

360. Bucglpjrtus roetrata; xx yr*. planted; 86 ft. high. California.

aa. For 'country roads.

b. Deciduous.

Acer campestre.
Acer macrophyllum
Acer Negundo
Acer Negundo var. caliform-

cum
Acer platanoides.
Acer sacchannum.
ASsculus oamea.
iEsculus Hippocastanum.
Carya (Pecan).
Ginkgo biloba.
JuglaOs californica.

Juglans Sieboldiana.

Liriodendron Tulipifera.
Paulownia tomentosa.
Phytolacca dioica.
Populus nigra var. ltalica.

Quercus lobata.
Quercus pedunculata
Robmia Pseudacacia.
Sophora japomca.
Taxodiura distichum.
Tilia amencana.
Tilia europaa.
Ulmus campestns.
Ulmus racemosa.

bb. Evergreen.

Acacia melanoxylon.
Acacia decurrens var. dealbata.
Arbutus Mennesu.
Cinnamomum Camphora
Cryptomena japomca
Eucalyptus botryoides
Eucalyptus calophylla.
Eucalyptus capitellata.
Eucalyptus cornuta
Eucalyptus diversicolor
Eucalyptus leucoxylon
Eucalyptus rostrata.

Eucalyptus rudis.
Euoalyptus viminaha.
Ficus macrophylla.
Olea europsea
Pmus radiata.
Quercus Suber.
ochinus Molle.
Sequoia gigantea.
Sequoia sempervirens.
Sterculia diversifolia.
Tristama conferta
Umbellulana califormca.

7. Trees that have been tried m California but have
proved unsatisfactory.

There are many species that have failed to give
satisfaction in some localities because of pecu-
liarities of climate or soil; there are some, also, that
have proved unsatisfactory on account of habit; from
among these may be mentioned:

Acacia species. Nearly all acacias stump-sprout
badly, so that for temporary planting they snould
be avoided. When planted in narrow parkings, they
are very likely to raise sidewalks also, but this can be
remedied by frequent root-prunings, which they
stand admirably.

Acacia melanoxylon is generally debarred from the
citrus belt as a breeder of scale: when mature it is

said to suffer quickly from the effects of drought.
In the moister climate of the immediate vicinity of
the coast, near San Francisco, however, it proves
entirely satisfactory.

Ailanthus altissima . has a bad reputation on
account of its disagreeable odor, but as this is found
only m the staminate trees, it can be avoided by
planting none but the pistillate (fruit-bearing) trees.

Crataegus species. Of ail these species, C. Oxyacantha
is perhaps the one most commonly used, and through
the Santa Clara Valley and Bay regions is disfigured.
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in most cases, by sooty mold fungus, resulting from
scale infestations. This can of course be remedied, but,
in the average case, at considerable more expense than
would be warranted.

Eucalyptus corynocalyx becomes straggling and
unsightly with age.

Eucalyptus globulus and, in fact, almost all species of
the genus, are frequently debarred by town ordinance
from growth within 60 or even 70 feet of a sewer, on
account of the remarkable length and penetrating
power of their roots.

Eucalyptus robusta, a species which is exceedingly
handsome as a young tree, has been extensively
planted along roadsides and streets in the warmer parts
of the state When mature, it becomes strangling
and exceedingly brittle, breaking up in an unsightly
way.

Eucalyptus rudis. This species has a pendent habit
when older that often causes a severe splitting of the
crown. As the trees are very picturesque, they are
often desirable, provided reasonable attention can be
given to prevent this.

Ficus macrophylla is injurious to sidewalks.

Gremllea robusta has bnttle wood and is usually much
broken m heavy winds, but can be used with satis-

faction if kept well cut back.

Media Azedarach var. umbracuhformis is unsatis-
factory in the immediate vicinity of the coast; as a
sidewalk tree it is exceedingly untidy when losing

leaves, and is also very much subject to scale insects.

Paulowma tomentosa is sometimes objected to on
account of the somewhat untidy appearance of the
persistent seed-pods, which require no little labor if all

are to be removed after flowering.

Phoenix dactylifera and P. rechnata both sucker
objectionably.

Populu8 alba, Robinia Psevdacacia and Ulmus race-

mosa are exceedingly troublesome when used as side-

walk trees on narrow streets; their surface roots often

break the cement or asphalt sidewalks, and the suckers
come up in the midst of lawns several yards away from
the parent tree.

Schinus Molle should be avoided in the citrous belt,

as it is found to harbor and become a nursery for scale

insects. As a street tree it is also unsatisfactory, becom-
ing too large and straggling, and requires too much
pruning to keep it within bounds; its large surface

roots often break cement and asphalt sidewalks.

The species of Phoenix and Jubsea should be avoided
on account of their low, wide-spreading habit, except
for avenues and boulevards where there is no sidewalk
or where there is from 20 to 30 feet space between side-

walk and dnveway.

8. Trees for alkali soils.

There are many places in those parts of the state that
enjoy a high temperature and low rainfall, where the
percentage of alkali salts m the soil is too great for the
cultivation of most of our ornamental trees, and where
it is very important that some shade-producing species

be grown.

A. Tolerant of strong
t(
black” alkali (sodium carbonate).

The most alkali-tolerant tree of those yet tested is

Kcelreuteria paniculata, a small species 15 to 30 feet high,

with feathery, pinnate leaves and ornamental yellow

blossoms.

aa. Tolerant of medium alkali (chiefly “white” alkali).

Acacia molanoxylon. Eucalyptus roatrata (Fig. 360).
Allanthua altiasima. Eucalyptus sideroxlyon var.

Albissia loph&ntha. rosea.

Caauanna equisetifolia. Phoenix dactylifera.
Eucalyptus arnygdalina var. Platanus oriental!*.

angustifolia (apparently the Populus FremontlL
least sensitive of the eu- Quercus lobata.

calyptus). Robinia Pseudaoacia.

aaa, Orly fairly tolerant.

Acer maorophyllum. Oleditsia tnacanthos.
Acer Negundo var. oalifomicum Ulmus species.
Cinnamomum Camphora. Washingtorua filifera.

aaaa. Tested and found unsuitable.

Most of those trees of the humid regions, e.g., the
eastern states and northern Europe, which have been
tried on alkali soils, have been found to suffer and to
remain dwarf and stunted. This is particularly true
of Linodendron Tulipifera

,
Quercus peduncidata and

species of Tilia.

Since writing the above, the following additional

information on the Alkali tolerance of ornamental trees

has been secured through the investigations of R. H.
Loughridge of the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Berkeley, and has been placed at our disposal.

Total amount of salts found in the upper 4 feet of

soil in which the following trees were growing, expressed
in tons per acre:

Tons per acre in depth of 4 feet.

Kcelreuteria paniculata . . . 32
Platanua onentalis 21)4
Eucalyptus arnygdalina 20
Eucalyptus angustifolia 20
Washington!a (species not stated) 7H
Phoenix dactylifera 6
Cinnamomum Camphora . . 3 Vi

Jos Burtt Davy.
_____ _ B. Y. Morrison.fARBOR VITAE: Thuja.

ARBUTUS (ancient Latin name). Encdcex. Omar
mental woody plants grown for their handsome ever-

green foliage and for their attractive flowers and fruits.

Trees or shrubs with the bark of the branches and
younger sts. smooth, and usually red, exfoliating* Ivb.

alternate, petioled, serrate or entire: fls. monopetaloua,
globular or urn-shaped, 5-toothcd

,
stamens 10, included;

anthers with a pair of reflexed awns, the cells opening by
a terminal pore, ovary 5-, rarely 4-celled, cells with
many ovules: fr. a globose, many-seeded, berry-llke

drupe with mealy flesh, mostly granulose outside.

—

Twelve species in W. N. and Cent Amer., S. and W.
Eu

,
Asia Minor, N Afr . and Canary Isis

The stems and branches are conspicuous by their
red smooth bark peeling off in large thin plates, the
evergreen foliage, rather large and usually lustrous
flowers, white to red, in terminal panicles followed by
attractive red fruits. They are of great decorative
value for parks and gardens in warm-temperate * re-

gions; especially beautiful when adorned with the
clusters of white flowers or bright red berries.

Arbutuses grow best in well-drained soil in some-
what sheltered positions not exposed to dry winds.
They are very handsome greenhouse shrubs, thriving well
in a sandy compost of peat and leaf soil or light loam.

Propagation is by seeds sown in early spring or in

fall, or by cuttings from half-ripened wood m fall,

placed in sandy peat soil under glass; they root but
slowly. Increased also by budding or grafting, usually
veneer-grafting, if seedlings of one of the species can
be had for stock. Layers usually take two years to root.

A. Panicles short, nodding: Ivs. usually serrate.

Unddo, Linn. Strawberry Tree. From 8-15 ft.:

Ivs. cuneate, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, 2-3 in. long,

glabrous, green beneath: fls. white or red, ovate: fr.

scarlet, warty, %in. broad. Sept -Dec. S. Eu
,
Ireland.

L.B.C. 2:123. R.B. 31:36. G.C. III. 14:329. Var.
integ6rrim&, Sims. Lvs. entire. B.M 2319. Var.
rfcbra, Ait., and var. Croftmii, Hort., have red fls. Gn.
26. p. 506; 33, p. 320. F.S.R. 2, p. 375.—Very beauti-

ful in autumn when the tree bears its large scarlet frs.

and at the same time its white or rosy ns. Roots and
lvs. astringent.

aa. Panicles erect: lvs. usually entire.

M6nziesii, Pureh (A. proebra, Douglas). Madrona.
Fig. 361. Occasionally 100 ft. high; trunk with dark
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reddish brown bark: lvs. rounded or slightly cordate at

the base, oval or oblong, 3-4 in. long, glabrous, glaucous
beneath: fls. white, in 5-6-in.-long panicles: fr. bright
orange-red, J^in. long. Spring. W. N. Amer. B.R. 21:
1753. S.S. 5:231. P.M.2:147. G.F. 3:515; 5:151. Mn.

361. Arbutus Menzlesii. ( X X)

3:85. B.M. 8249. R.H. 1893, pp. 149, 150.—The hardi-

est and probably the handsomest species of the genus;

it stands many degrees of frost. Fig. 361 is adapted
from Pacific Railroad Rept.

ariz6nica, Sarg. (A. xalap&nsis var. ari*6mca, Gray).
Fig. 362 Tree, 40-50 ft.: trunk with light gray or

nearly white bark: lvs usually cuneate at the base,

oblong-lanceolate, 1M~3 in. long, glabrous, pale be-

neath: fls. white, in loose, broad panicles 2-3 in. long:

fr. globose or oblong, dark orange-red. Spring. Anz.
G.F. 4:318 (adapted in Fig. 362). S.S. 5:233.—The
contrast between the white bark of the trunk, the

red branches, and the pale green foliage makes
a very pleasant effect: fr. and fls. are also very
decorative.

A. Andrdchne, Linn. From 10-30 ft ivs oval-oblong, usually
entire, yellowish green beneath fls. yellowish white fr bnght red.

Gfeece, Onent B M 2024. B.R. 2.113 G C. III. 4 724 R.H.
1911. p. 307 (habit) —A. andrachnoidet, Link (A. Andrachne X
Unedo. A.hybnda, Ker A. serratifoha, Lodd. A. Millen, Hort.
A. photinittfoha, Hort.). Lvs. serrate, panicles drooping; fls.

white. B R 8 619. L B.C. 6.580. G.C. II. 9*211. F. 1879, p. 50.—A. canariSnsxs, Lindl. Height 10-30 ft. lvs. oblong-lanoeolate,
serrate, glaucous beneath panicles erect, fls greenish white.
Canary Isis B M 1577—A demifldra, HBK. Height 20 ft.: lvs.

oblong or ovate, serrate, downy beneath, fls white. Mex

—

A
hybrxda, Ker==A arachnoides.

—

A launfbha, Hook.=A. Men-
siesii.

—

A. launfdlxa, Lindl =A. xalapcnsis,

—

A MUlen, Hort.*=A.
andrachnoides.

—

A. m6Uvt. HBK. Shrub or Bm&ll tree’ lvs oblong,
serrate, pubescent beneath: fls. white, often tinged greenish red.
Mex. B.M. 4595—A. ptldta, Grah.=Pernettya pilosa.

—

A.
proeira, Douglas*=A Mensiesii.

—

A. serrati/dha.Lodd., not Salisb.
—A. andrachnoides.

—

A. texdna, Buckl ==A xalapensis.—A tomen-
tdta, Purah=Arctostaphylos tomentosa.

—

A. Uta-lirgi, Linn.*—
ArotOstaphylos Uva-ursi.

—

A. xalapinsxe, HBK. (A. Iaunfolia,
Lindl.). Height 10-20 ft : lvs. oval or ovate-lanoeolate, entire or
crenately serrate, glabrous or downy beneath: fls. reddish; corolla
abruptly contracted above the middle. Mex., Texas. S S. 6:232.
B.R. 25:67k Alfred Rehder.
ARBUTUS, TRAILING: Epigsa repent.

ARCHANGfiLICA (Greek, chief angel
,
from fancied

medicinal virtues). UmbeWferse. Garden Angelica.
A genus of 15-20 species of strong-smelling coarse herbs
closely allied to Angelica, but differing in highly
technical characters associated with the oil-tubes
in the fruit.

officinalis, Hoffm. A European and Asian biennial
or perennial, known also as Angelica Archanmlxca;

stout herb, with temately decompound lvs. and large

umbels of small fls.—The sts. And ribs of the lvs.

were once blanched and eaten, after the manner of

celery, and they are still used m making of sweet-
meats. Little known in this country, although it

is offered by American dealers. Its chief value
to us is its large foliage. Seeds may be sown
in the fall as soon as npe, or the following

spring. They are slow to germinate. Root
used for its aromatic and carminative prop-
erties.

ARCHONTOPH&NIX (Greek, majestic phcs-

nix). Palmdcese
, tnbe Arkceae. Showy and ele-

gant palms, completely spineless, and with tall

stout trunks, which are conspicuously ringed by
the annular scars of the fallen leaves.

Leaves divaricate, terminal, forming a large

crown pmnately divided, the segms. entire or toothed;
in very young specimens the lvs are undivided or

simply bipartite; midnb prominent, the nerves more
slender; rachis keeled ubove, convex beneath, the
petiole slightly tomentose, and channeled above:
mfl. appearing much below the lvs., consisting of

2 long, flattened, ultimately pendent and deciduous
spathes, inclosing the short -peduncled and much-
branched, pedulous spadices: fls. monoecious, sessile

on the branches of the spadix; m male fls. the

8 perianth segms. are unique m the family; female
fls. with 3 perianth segms., sometimes more: fr.

a drupe, globose or elliptic-globose, containing a
single fibrous seed.—There are about 10 species, all

natives of the Australian or Malayan region. G.C.II.
22.427.

As Seaforthia elegans
,
the second species is well known

to all florists and decorators as one of the most graceful
and stately palms in cultivation Both species have
become*very popular in California for outdoor culti-

vation (see G. C. III. 27*109), where the second species

fruits, seeds and germinates readily.

In the North, they are grown in a temperate house,
in a rich soil containing a good percentage of fibrous
material ahd sand mixed with an equal part of rich
loam. They require plenty of water.
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Propagation is by seeds, which sprout readily in pans
or boxes if placed in a warm moist house.

a. Lf.-8egm8 whitish underneath.

Alexandra, H. Wendl. & Drude (Ptychosp rma Alex-

dndrse
,
F. Muell.). Trunk 70-80 ft.: lvs. several ft.

long: rachis very broad and thick, glabrous or slightly

scurfy; segms. numerous, the longer ones 1^ ft Tong,

H-l in- broad, acuminate and entire or slightly notched,

green above, ashy glaucous beneath: inn. about 1 ft.

long, the ns. greenish yellow: fr. ovoid-globular.

Queensland. F.S. 18:1916.—Seldom ripening fr. on
plants cult, outdoors in Calif, and rather tender when
young

aa. 14.-segms. green on both sides.

Ctinninghamii, H. Wendl & Drude (Ptychosp&rma
Ctinmnghamn , H. Wendl. P. Megans, Blume. Seaf&rthia

ileaans, Hook.). Trunk and general habit like the pre-

ceding, but the segms. acuminate and entire or scarcely

notched: fls shell-pink, followed by globular berry-like

drupes. Queensland and New S. Wales. B M. 4961,

7345, the first as Seaforthia elegans, the second as

Ptychosperma elegans.—Hardier than the preceding,

and fruiting freely in outdoor specimens m Calif.

N. Taylor.+

ARCTIUM (from Greek word for bear, probuoly
alluding to the shaggy bur). Compdsitse. Burdock. A
few coarse perennials or biennials of Temp Eu. and
Asia, some of them widely distributed as weeds. Invo-
lucre globular and large, with hooked bristles, becoming
a bur: receptacle densely setose: pappus deciduous, of

short serrulate scales: lvs. alternate, large and soft,

whitish beneath: plant not prickly: fls. pinkish or
purplish in summer.

LAppa, Linn (Ldppa mdjor, Gaertn.) Common Bur-
dock. The burdock is a common and despised weed in

this country, although it is capable of making an ex-

cellent foliage mass and screen. In Japan it is much
cult, for its root, which has been greatly thickened and
ameliorated, affording a popular vegetable. It is there
known as gobo (see Georgeson, A. G. 13, p. 210).

Roots collected from plants of the first year’s growth
are used as an alterative in blood and skm diseases.

The seeds and fresh lvs. are used medicinally to a
limited extent. A. minus,
Schk., a European weed,
widely naturalized in E.
N. Amer. is apt to

be confused with A.
Lap-pa. n. Taylor.!

arctostAphylos
(Greek, bear and grape).

Encdcese. Manzanita.
Ornamental shrubs
grown for their evei green
foliage and also for their

attractive flowers and
fruits.

Shrubs or rarely small
trees: lvs. alternate, en-
tire, evergreen: fls. small
in terminal often pani-
cled racemes; calyx 4-5-

parted,persistent; corolla

urceolate. 4-5 -toothed;
stamens 8 or 10, included

:

anthers with a pau of

awns, the cells opening
with a pore; ovaiy 4-10-

celled, 1 ovule in each
cell: fr. a red, usually
smooth mealy berry or
rather drupe with 4-10
coherent nutlets.

—

About 20 species in N. and Cent. Amer., 1 species also
in N. Eu. and N. Asia. Includes Comarostaphylis.
They are handsome evergreen shrubs, though gen-

erally with less conspicuous flowers and fruits than those
of the allied genus Arbutus. Some Central American

364. Manawita.—Arctostaphylo* m&nzanita. (XH)

place in the greenhouse or in the garden in temperate
regions; of the American species, A Prmglei, A. viscida

and A. bicolor are some of the handsomest. Only the
trailing species are hardy North. For culture, see
Arbutus.

INDEX.

bicolor, 9, manianita, 4. tomentosa, 7.

cnhfomt.cn, 2. nevadcnais, 2. Uva-uret, 1.

diversifolia, 10. Prmglei, 8 viscida, 6.

glauca, 5. pungens, 3, 4.

A. Trailing or creeping lvs. ^-1M in. long: fls. in
short and rather few-fld. clusters.

1. Uva-ursi, Spreng.(Arbutus tlva-ursi,Linn.). Bear-
berry. Fig. 363. Lvs. obovate-oblong, tapering into
the petiole, refuse or obtuse at the apex: fls. small, about
J4in. long, white tinged with red. Northern hemisphere,
in N. Amer. south to Mex. Em. 2:431. Gn. 14:68
(habit).—Hardy trailing evergreen shrub, like the fol-

lowing valuable for covering rocky slopes and sandy
banks. Cuttings from mature wood taken late in sum-
mer root readily under glass. Lvs are employed in
medicine chiefly for their action on the kidneys abd
bladder.

2. nevad6nsis, Gray (A. calif6mica, Hort.). Lvs. ob-
ovate or obovate-lanceolate, abruptly petioled, acute or
mucronate at the apex: fls. in short-stalked clusters,
white or tinged with red. Calif., in the higher mts.
G.W. 13:326 (habit).

aa. Erect shrubs : lvs. usually 1-2 in. long: fls. in mostly
many-fld. panicled racemes.

B. Lvs. glabrous
,
rarely minutely pubescent.

c. Pedicels glabrous.

3. pungens, HBK. From 3-10 ft.
;
glabrous or min,

utely pubescent: lvs. slender-petioled, oblong-lanceo-
late or oblong-elliptic, acute, entire, green or glauces-
cent: fls. in short, umbel-like clusters: fr. glabrous,
about )^in. broad. Mex, Low. Calif. B.R. 30:17.
B.M. 3927.

4. manzanlta, Parry (A. ptingens, Authors). Fig. 364.
Shrub or small tree, to 30 it . lvs. ovate, usually obtuse
and mucronulate at the apex, glabrous, dull green: fls.

in prolonged panicled racemes: fr. glabrous, J^-J^in.
broad. W. N. Amer, from Ore. south. G.F. 4:571.
G.C. III. 44:163. B.M 8128.

cc. Pedicels glandular.

5. glafcca, Lindl From 8-25 ft. . lvs. oblong or orbic-
ular, obtuse and mucronulate at the apex, gi&ucesoent
or pale green: fls. in prolonged panicled racemes; pedi-

25
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eels glandular: fr. minutely glandular. Calif.—Intro.

1891. Lvs. used medicinally like those of A. Vva-ursi .

6. vfscida, Parry. From 5-15 ft.: lvs. broad-ovate or

elliptic, abruptly mucronulate, acute or rounded at the
base, glaucous: fls. in slender and spreading, panicled
racemes;pedicels viscid; corolla light pink: fr. depressed,

about Km * broad, smooth. Ore. to Calif.

bb. Lvs. more or less pubescent.

c. Branchlets usually 'bristly-hairy: lvs. dull grayish or

bluish green above .

7. tomentdsa, Douglas. From 2-6 ft.: lvs. oblong-lan-
ceolate or ovate, acute, sometimes serrulate, pubescent
beneath, pale green: fls. in rather dense and short,

usually panicled racemes;pedicels short: fr. puberulous,
glabrous at length. W. N. Amer. B.R. 21:1791. B.M.
3320.—The hardiest of the erect species.

365. Arctotia grandia. (XH)

8. Prfnglei, Parry. Shrub: lvs. broad-ovate or ellip-

tic, usually abruptly mucronulate, pubescent, some-
times glabrous at length, glaucous: panicled racemes
pedunded, usually lealy at the base, many-fld.; slen-

der pedicels and calyx glandular-pubescent: fr. glan-

dular hispid. Calif., Ariz.

cc. Branchlets tomentose: lvs. bright green and
lustrous above.

9. bfcolor, Gray. From 3-4 ft. : lvs. oblong-oval, aoute
at both ends, entire and revolute at the margin, gla-

brous and bright green above, white-tomentose be-
neath: fls. in nodding, rather dense racemes; pedicels

and calyx tomentose; corolla %in. long, rose-colored:

fr. smooth. Calif.

10. diveraifdlia, Parry (Comarostdphylis diversifblia
,

Greene). Shrub, 5-15 ft. : lvs. elliptic or ovate to oblong,

1-2K ur- long, acute, cuneate at the base, spinulose-

dent&te, often revolute at the margin, grayish pubes-
cent or tomentose beneath: racemes terminal, usually
several, 1K~4 in. long, tomentose; pedicels slender;

corolla ^in. long, light pink: fr. ovoid, Kin. long,
scarlet. Low. Calit. May, June: fr. in Aug., Sept. Mn.
5:231.

A. alpina, Sprang.=*Arotoua alpina

—

A. arbutoides
, Hemal.

Five to 6 ft.: iva. lanceolate, oblong, ferrugineously pubescent
beneath, panicles erect, looae. Guatemala. B.R. 20*30.

—

A. arairto,
Zuco. (A. nitida, Benth.). Five to 6 ft.* lvs. oblong-lanoeolate, ser-
rate, glaucous and glabrous: panicles loose, erect. S. Mex. B.R
31:32. B M. 3904 (as A nitida) —A. cali/dimica, Hort “A neva-
densis.

—

A. niiida, Benth.=»A. arguta-
' * '*’ ' ”

1-3 ft. : lvs. linear-lanceolate, f

’

red, m loose, erect racemes.

Aiutua,; —a, cai%jurmca f non neva*
-A. arguta—A. polifdlia, HBK Height
;e, glaucous and puberulous beneath: fls.

'* *“x Alfred Rehder.

ARCT6TIS (Greek for bear’s ear
,
alluding to the

achene). Compdsitse. Herbs with long-peduncled heads
and more or less white-woolly herbage, of 30 or more
African species: achenes grooved, with scale-tike pappus:
involucre with numerous imbricated scales: receptacle
bristly —Two species, both treated as annuals, are sold
in this country. Cultivation simple.

brevisc&pa, Thunb. (A. leptorhlza var. bretnscdpa,

DC.). Stemless or nearly so (6 in high), half-hardy, read-
ily prop from seeds, and to be grown m a warm, sunny
place: lvs. usually longer than the scape, incised-den-
tate: scape hirsute, bearing one large n. with dark
center and orange rays.

gr&ndis, Thunb. Fig. 365. A beautiful annual, form-
ing a bushy clump 2-2K ft high: lvs much shorter
than the scape, repand dentate: fls 2K-3 in diam

,

white or white and pale violet.—May be the same as A.
stcechadifolia, Berger.

A Gxlmbletomx, Hook. f. Ray fls deop orange-red Namaqua-
Iand, S. Afr. B.M. 7796 N> TAYLOR.

f

ARCTdTJS (Greek, boreal
,
referring to its distribu-

tion). Syn. Mairdnia. Encdeex Ornamental flat

shrub, rarely cultivated m rockeries for its bright
green ioliage and scarlet or black fruits in autumn.

Pros'trate glabrous shrub: lvs. alternate, serrate,

deciduous: fls. in small terminal racemes; calyx 4-5-

parted; corolla urceolate with 4-5-toothed recurved
limb; stamens 8-10, included, anthers with a pair of

short awns, cells opening with a pore; ovary 4-5-

celled: fr. a globose juicy drupe with 4-5 separate
nutlets.—One circumpolar species.

This is a plant lying flat on the ground, with
shreddy bark, thin deciduous leaves clustered toward
the end of the branches, small white flowers appearing
before or with the leaves, followed by lustrous, black
or red fruits. Adapted for rockeries where it will prob-
ably succeed best in peaty soil and in a half-shady posi-

tion. Propagation is by seeds and by cuttings.

alpinus, Niedenzu (Arciostdphylos alpina , Spreng.
Mairdma alpina

,
Desv.). Lvs. obovate or oblanceolate,

narrowed into the short petiole, K~1M in- long, reticu-

late, serrate: fls. 2-4, Kin. long, white tinged pinkish

or greenish: fr. Kin. across, globose, bluish black. N.
Amer

,
N Eu

,
and N. Asia. S.E B. 6:880. B.B. 2:573.

M.D.G. 25:138 (habit). Var. rftber, Rehd. & Wilson.

Fr. bright red, not changing to .black. Rocky Mts., W.
China.—This variety is handsomer than the type on
account of the bright color of the fr.

Alfred Rehder.

ARDlSIA (pointed ,
alluding to the stamens or

corolla-lobes). Including Icacbrea. Myrsindcex. Trees
and shrubs, some of which are grown in their juvenile

state as pot subjects, or as outdoor specimens m warm
climates.

Flowers white or rose, usually in cymes, with 5-

parted (sometimes 4- or 6-parted) rotate corolla, 5

stamens attached to the throat of the corolla, with very

large anthers and a 1-seeded drupe the size of a pea.

lvs, entire, dentate or crenate, thick and evergreen.

—

Probablv more than 200 species in the tropical and
subtropical parts of both hemispheres, one of which
(A. cremdata) is a popular berry-bearing conservatory
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wad table plant, and a half-dozen others of which are

sometimes seen in collections.

Arditda crenulata is in great demand as a Christmas
plant. The other species are seldom seen in this coun-
try. They are nearly always propagated from seed, but
a plant can be secured more quickly, and better, from
a cutting. When plants are over three years old, they
often lose their foliage and become ‘‘leggy.” Good
plants can be obtained from the bushy tops by girdling

them near the branches, and covering the pieces from
which the bark has been removed with wet moss; the

moss will be well filled with root in about six weeks,
when the tops may be taken off and potted, keeping
them in a tight case until they grip the soil. These
plants, from which the tops have been removed, are

excellent material from which to obtain cuttings, and
they will break quite readily if placed in a close, warm
atmosphere, about 65°. Cuttings should be taken from
young shoots of half-matured wood, and placed in a
cutting-bed with a top and bottom temperature of 70°.

If these conditions are followed they will root m a
month, after which they may be transferred

to small pots. Loam, peat and sand in equpl
parts is the best potting material. As the

plant increases in size and vigor, decomposed
manure should be added to the mixture,
about a fourth part of manure being sufficient.

A night temperature of 65° should be main-
tained for securing the best results.—The
advantage of the cutting over the seedling will be
apparent, the cutting branching near the pot, whereas
tne seedling will grow a few inches of stem first. Care
should be exercised in selecting the plants from which
to propagate, since those grown from seed will vary
somewnat in the size and number of berries they pro-
duce, and only the best should be selected as stock
plants As soon as the plants show signs of flowering,

they should be given more air, and wetting overhead
should be avoided until the berries are set. They should
at all times be kept in a light position near the glass;

during the summer months, however, they should be
shaded with cheese-cloth on bright sunny days. About
the 1st of October, the berries will be well developed
and should be given plenty of sunshine to color them
well The temperature may be lowered to 50° or 55°,

as growth is not wanted at this season. Waterings with
soot-water will be beneficial, a handful to an ordinary
watering-pot This produces a fine color on the leaves

and berries.—The large brown scale is the greatest

enemy of this plant; and the best means to keep this

in check is to fumigate with cyanide of potassium.
Several fumigations will effect a cure. The temperature
of the house should never be over 60° when fumigated.
(Geo. F. Stewart.)

a. Fls. red or rose-colored.

crenul&ta, Lodd (A crendta, Sims. A. crispa
,
Hort.).

Fig 366 As cult., a compact and neat shrub, with
lance-oblong, wavy-margined, alternate lvs. and droop-
ing clusters of small coral-red, long-lasting, handsome
frs. fls. in terminal panicles, sweet-scented. Probably
native to E. Indies or China. B.M. 1950. L.B.C. 1:2.

Mn. 1:58. A.F. 13:558. Var. variegita, Hort., has
variegated lvs.

hhmilis, Vahl. Lvs. lance-oblong, shining: frs. shin-

ing black. India.

<5liveri, Mast. Lvs. nearly sessile, recurved, oblanceo-
late and acuminate, 6-8 in. long, entire: fls. pink, in

large, dense heads, like an ixora, the limb rotate, Hin.
across. Costa Rica. G.C. II. 8:681.—Elegant stove plant.

aa. Fls. white.

japdnica, Blume. Lvs. short-oblong or somewhat
cuneate, whorled, serrate: fls. on red pedicels in droop-
ing racemes: berries white. Dwarf. Japan.—Probably
hardy in the N.

polyc6phala, Wall. Lvs. bright green, red or wine-
colored when young, opposite: fr. black. E. Indies.

aaa. Fls. purple or black-doited.

Pickeringia, Torr. & Gray (Icacbrea panicvlAta,

Sudw.), Marbleberry. Glabrous, to 24 ft.: lvs.

oblanceolate to lance-oblong, entire, narrowed to a
petiole: panicle many-fld.; corolla-lobes oval and be-
coming reflexed: fr. as large as peas, black and shining.

E. Fla. Intro. 1891.

A. umbelUtia is offered in this country as coming from India.
The A. umbelllta. Baker (of the botanists), is a Madagascar plant,
and it is doubtful whether it is cult in this country. Species with
white fls. are A. acumindla, Willd , B.M 1678, A. capitdta. Gray*
A. mamill&ta, Hance, A. punatcila, Roxbg., A villdsa, Wall. Spe-
cies with red or reddish ns are A macrocdrpa. Wall., A pan%cu~
UUa, Roxbg ,

B.M. 2364, A semddta, Swarts, A. WdUtchu, DC.
Recently described ardisias are A. gxgantifdha, Stapf., with
elliptic lvs 12-14 in. long and 8 in broad fls. small, rose-colored,
in long-stalked loose panicle. S. China. A. Brandnendna, Linden,
dwarf, with green-shaded crenulate lvs. Con#. L H B

366. Ardisia crenulata. (XH)

ARfeCA (said to be latinized form of Malayan name).
Palmdcex, tnbe Arbcese. A graceful and well-known
group of spineless palms, the trunks solitary or forming
a nng-like clump.

Leaves at first bipartite, and only after several years
forming the beautiful and gracefully pinnate adult lvs.,

which form large terminal clusters; lfts. slender, lanceo-
late or linear, acuminate; rachis 3-angled, convex on
the back, the upper face and the petiole concave:
spadix very much branched, appearing from the lowest
lf.-base, and by the falling of this ultimately being
separated from the If.-cluster; spathes 3, 1 inclosing the
fls., the other 2 usually bract-like: fls. monoecious, the
female solitary, surrounded by numerous slender spikes
of male fls which are fragrant and white, and much
smaller than the female: fr. ovoid, orange-colored, sur-
rounded by the persistent, coriaceous perianth.—There
are only about 14 species, confined to the Asiatic and
Australian tropics, all the 30 or more species usually
credited to the genus belonging in Acanthophoenix,
Chrysalidocarpus (A. lulescens), Dictyosperma, Eu-
torpe, Hyopnorbe, Kentia (Howea), Oncosperma,
Phcenicophorum and others. From Pinanga. the most
closely related genus, Areca is distinguished by having
not more than 6 stamens and by the female fls. being
much larger than the male.

Areca is commercially a very important genus on
account of the betel nut (A. Catechu). The fibrous
spathes and the covenng of the fruit are used in packing;
tne seeds contain a dye, and, most important of all. are
the source of the masticatory “betel nut” of the East
Medicinally, their principal use is for expelling tape*
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367. Areca Catechu.

worms. More than seventeen varieties of the nut are
known in India alone, where the trade in the nuts
(seeds) exceeds $30,000,000 yearly. It is also used
extensively for medicinal purposes.

The cultivation of arecas is not difficult. They must
be grown in a tropical house with a day temperature

of 75* to 85° and a
night temperature
of not less than 60°.

Young plants thrive

in a mixture of

equal parts of peat
or leaf-mold and
loam, while older
plants will do best
m a mixture of

loam and sand,

equal parts, mixed
with a liberal
amount of well-rot-

ted cow- or horse-
manure. Water
freely, at least every
other day. As young
plants, they form

beautiful decorations and when old are perhaps the

most graceful and delicately foliaged palms in culti-

vation. G.C. II. 22:427.

a Sts. solitary and exceeding 40ft. in adult trees.

C4t©chu, Linn. Betel Nut. Fig. 367. St. solitary,

40-100 ft. : lvs. 4-6 ft., forming a large crown, but with

1 or 2 of the lowest usually pendulous; Ifta. numerous,
1-2 ft., upper confluent,

“"L—1 ~ 1 — Al" a ~

*

tened and, smooth in ag<

iyfr~2 in., ovoid, smootrif UXOli^C UI QUOUiUl, JTX

Malayan Isis.—Frequent in American tropics.

aa. Sts. usually numerous
,
often forming a ring

,
usually

not over 25 ft.

b. Young growth red: Ifts. appearing in bunches of 3.

tlsemannii, Hort. Resembles a red-stemmed chrysa-

lidocarpus: young lvs. very dark red, becoming green:

fronds slender, arching, with curving pinnae: fls. and
fr. unknown. Oceanica (?). R.H. 1898:261. (as Linos-

padix MichoUziana).

bb. Young growth green: Ifts. not in bunches of 3.

Alice®, F. Muell. Sts. several from the same rhi-

zome, 9 ft. or more high, and slender: lvs. 3-6 ft. long;

segms. acuminate, several confluent, especially at apex,

bnght shining green on both sides: fls. paniculate, the
panicle coining from between the lvs, Queensland.

trtandra, Roxbg. Trunk 15-25 ft. high, 1-2M in.

thick, usually several together, and frequently sending

out basal offshoots, cylindrical: fronds 4-6 ft. long;

segms. with 6 primary nerves about 1 line apart;

petiole about 1 ft. long: fls. as in A. Catechu

:

fr. about
as large as an olive, orange-scarlet. India.

A. dtta, Bory=—Dictyosperm* alba.

—

A. Baueri, Hook, f.—
Rhopalostylis Baueri. B.M. 5735.

—

A. elegantUnma, Hort. Trade
name (7 ).

—

A. furfurdcea, Hort.—Dictyosperma furfuracea.

—

A.
giaantkh Hort.—Pinanga ternatenais —A. grdctlit, Roxbg.—Pin-
a&g* gracilis.

—

A. grdcxlu, Thou&rs—Dypaia pinnatifrona.

—

A.
grdcihs, Giaeke—Drymophkeus appendiculatua.

—

A. grandifbrmi*,
Hort.—Trade name(?).

—

A, lutftcen*, Bory.—Chrysalidocarpus
luteeoens.

—

A. mcufagcuearttnns, Mart. A rare species, with small
trunk and few lvs. Madagascar.—Dypaa madagaacariensis.

—

A,
mmtut&chya. Mart.—Bacularia monostaehya. B.M. 6644.—A.
mcmtdius, Hort. B.M. 3874 (as Euterpe).

—

A. Nibune, Griff.—
Oncoeperma fflamentoeum.

—

A. olericea. Jaoq.—Oreodoxa oleracea.—-A.iSwrfto. Bhime—Nenga Wendlandiana. B.M. 6025.

—

A. r*-
' rubra.

—

A. rbbra, Bory—Acanthophce-
Hort. Trade name (7).

—

A. tdpida, 8o-
>.—A. specidto, Hort.—osperma filamentoaa.

—

A. Vertehafiltii, Hort.—Hyophorbe Verschaffeltii.

N. Taylob.

AREG&LIA (named in honor of the botanist, C. von
fowl).Bromd(Ac»*. Epiphytic hothouse plants with
the serrate lvs. arranged m a rosette: fls. in t

fefrssttsttafifcTjHE.

dense head among the inner lvs. of the rosette, which
are often colored, violet, blue or white.-—A genus of
about 25 species, inhabiting Guiana find Brazil. The
species below are sometimes referred to Nidularum.
For cult., see Billbergia ,

a. Length of fl. i^i in. or less.

trfstis, Mez (Niduldrium marmordturn, Hort., not
Morr. N. triste

,
Regel. Kardtas tristis, Baker). Lvs. 6-

12, from 6-12 in. long and half as broad in the middle,
green dappled with Drown, somewhat scurfy beneath:
fl. purple: Dract-lvs. narrow-linear: fr. oblong, white.

aa. Length of fl. l%in. or more.

b. Ia)8. not barred.

c. The lvs. densely scaly.

Morreni&na, Mez (Kardtas Morrenidna, Ant.
Niduldrium Morrenidnum

,
Makoy). Lvs. many in a

dense rosette, with few very minute spines, not striped,

densely scurfy beneath: fls. many, dark purple: bract-
lvs. lmear-lanceolate

cc. The lvs. free from scales or nearly so.

Carolines, Mez (Niduldrium Carolina, Lem. N.
Mhyendorfii, Regel. Kardtas Carolina, Ant. Guzmdnia
piaa, Hort. Billbergia Carolina

,

Beer. B. blens Hook.).
Lvs. several to many, strap-shaped, rather thick, finely

spiny-toothed, 12 in. long, bright green on both sur-

faces, the bract-lvs. bright red: fls. blue-purple, in a
short head nestling in the bright If.-cup B.M. 5502.
I.H. 7:245.

prfnceps, Mez (Niduldrium princeps
,

Morr. N.
spectdbile, Hort. Kardtas princeps, Baker. K. Mbyen-

aorfii, Ant. A. princeps, Mez.). Lvs. 15-20, about
10-12 in. long, broadest at the middle, firm, spiny-
toothed, lightly glaucous: fls. numerous, violet-purple,

surrounded by about 8-10 oval, bright red bract-lvs.

bb. Lvs. conspicuously barred on the back.

Bindtii, Mez (Niduldrium Binbtii, Regel. N. Mak-

oydnum
,
Regel. Kardtas Binbtii, Ant.). Lvs. 15-20,

strong-spiny, scurfy and transversely banded on the
back, the inner ones similar in color: fls. many, white.

—Not to be confounded with Bromelia Binotii.

spect&bilis, Mez (Kardtas spectdbihs. Ant. Niduld-
rium spectdbile, Moore. N. eximmum

,
Hort.). Fig. 368.

Lvs. 10-15 in. long, about 1 Yi in. broad, serrulate,

barred on the back, the apex rounded, apiculate, with
a red apical spot: fls. milky, pale blue at the apex.

Brazil. B.M. 6024. George V. Nash.!





XI. Arboriculture.—A palm plantation, with Corypha umbraculifera in the foreground.
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ARENARIA (arena, sand, where many of the species

grow). Including Alsine
,

Cherleria and Moehringia.
Caryophyllbcex. Low herbs, mostly with white flowers,

usually forming mats, and suitable for borders, carpets,

and lawn clumps; many of them also used for rockwork
and alpine gardens; spring- or summer-flowering.
Annual or perennial, with opposite entire narrow ex-

stipulate lvs. : fls small, terminal or clustered, or some-
times axillary; sepals 5; petals 4 or 5, entire or slightly

notched, sometimes wanting; stamens 10 (rarely 8);
styles mostly 3: fr. a small caps., opening by valves as

many or twice as many as the styles.—Perhaps 130-150
species, as the genus is here defined, throughout the
world but rare in the tropics. Only the perennial spe-

cies are commonly cult. Of easiest cult, m almost any
soil. Prop, by division; also by seeds, and rare species

sometimes by cuttings. Many species of arenaria may
be found in the collections of alpine-garden and rock-

garden fanciers; but the prevailing cult kinds are

accounted for below Related genera are Cerastium
and Stellaria. Monogr. by F. N. Williams, Journ. Linn.
Soc. 33.326 (1897-8).

INDEX.

aculeata, Id. groenlandica, 8 pimfolia, 13.

aretioidea, 4. jutnperifoha, 15. purpuraaoena, 2.

baleanca, 3 mmperma, 15 Ho&ann, 12.

cespitoaa, 14. Ianceolata, 6 sedoiden, 1.

Frankhnn, 17. macrophylla, 7. tetraquetra, 5.

grammifolia, 9. montana, 11. verna, 14.

grandi flora, 10.

a. PelaU usually wanting or rudimentary.

1. sedoldes, Froel. (Cherlkna sedoides, Linn.). Mi-
nute green moss-like carpeter, 1 or 2 in. high: fls. uni-

sexual or polygamous, greenish, inconspicuous. Mts.,
Eu—A choice rock-cover in alpine gardens. Prop, by
division or seeds.

aa. Petals usually present and prominent.

b. Fls. purplish.

2. purpur&scens, Ramond Alpine, tufted and de-
cumbent* lvs ovate-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. on short
tomentose pedicels, 2 or 3 on a branch, the purplish
corolla exceeded by the sepals Pyrenees.—A carpeter.

bb. Fls. white (sometimes purple m No. 16).

c. Lvs. ovate-oblong or lanceolate.

3. bale&rica, Linn. Very low (3 in. high), creeping,

with small ovate glossy thick and ciliated lvs . fls.

single on long peduncles; sepals erect. Balearic Isis.,

Corsica—Not hardy m latitude of New York City.

4. aretioldes, Portens. Densely cespitose, and making
a good green carpet: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, obtuse and
short-mucronulate, grooved above and 3-nerved
beneath: fls solitary, with 4 sepals—High Alps.

5. tetraqudtra, Linn. Carpeter, 3-6 in
,
pubescent:

lvs. ovate
;
keeled, 4-rowed. fls. in heads, with sepals

stiff and ciliate and nearly equaling petals. France.

6 lanceol&ta. All. Cespitose-procumbent, the sts.

ascending, lvs lanceolate, rounded at base, acute, flat,

many-nerved below: fls. 1-3, the sepals lanceolate-

acute, equaling the petals. High Alps,

7. macrophylla, Hook Sts. decumbent and angled,
pubescent: lvs. lanceolate or lance-oblong, mostly
acute: peduncles slender, I-5-fld., the sepals lanceolate-
acuminate. Labrador and Vt. to the Pacific. Intro. 1881.

CC. Lvs. linear or awl-like.

D. Sepals obtuse.

8. groenlAndica, Spreng. Annual: very low, forming
mats, the decumbent or erectish sts. bearing 1-5 fls.:

lvs. linear and obtuse, Mm. or less long: sepals and
petals blunt, the latter sometimes notched. High alti-

tudes and latitudes, but coming to the seacoast in
parts of New Eng., and ranging down the mts. to N. C.
lm.ro. 1884.—A neat little alpine.

9. graminifdlia, Schrad. A foot or less high: lvs. long
and filiform, rough-margined: fls. in 3-forked loose

pubescent panicles; petals obovate, exceeding calyx. Eu.

dd. Sepals acute
,
pointed or even aimed.

e. Blossoms solitary, or mostly in 2’8 or S’s.

10. grandifl&ra, Linn. Fig. 369. Ten in. or less b/gh:
lvs. flat-awl-shaped, 3-nerved and ciliate, the radical
ones crowded: ns. large, solitary or in about 2’s or 3's,

long-stalked. Eu.—Runs into many forms.

11. mont&na, Linn. Smaller lvs. linear or nearly
so. fls. large, solitary, very long-stalked; sepals acumi-
nate, less than the corolla. S. W. Eu.

12. Ros&nii, Tenore. (Alsine Rosdnii, Fenzl). Low
(1-2 in.): lvs. linear-lanceolate and mucronate, hairy,

striate’ sts erect, hirsute, about 3-fld : fls. white, with
obovate petals and striate longer sepals. Italy.

ee. Blossoms 5-7 (or more) together.

13. pinifdlia, Bieb (Alsine ptnifblia var. grdcdis,

Fenzl) Cespitose. the branches ascending: lvs. nar*
rowly awl - shaped
or bristle-like, often

curved : fls. large, in

5-7-fld. corymb, the
pedicels equaling
the calyx or snorter

;

sepals linear, hairy, $5eX \ jr f
3-nerved; petals

Jl
obovate-oblong, ex-

r j/aL
ceedmg calyx. Asia ^ VjjAjW J
Minor.— A dwarf '^7/ yP
compact plant with f
small pine-like foil- fir" U
age which becomes /wgjmy if Nf
rosulate on sterile

shoots, producing 4/
many pure white NjL'
fls

,
an attractive W

in. high: lvs. linear-

subulate, flat,

strongly 3-nerved,
|

\
erect fls. on filiform I yJ \
peduncles, with „Vj/ /Y \
strongly 3-nerved

\
sepals. Eu. and
Rocky Mts —Ex-
cellent little rock ^ Arenarn grandiflora. (X*>
plant. Var. csespi-

tdsa, Hort., is a compact, leafy form, making dense
moss-like masses; all summer.

15. juniperlna, Linn. (Alsine juniperlna, Fenzl. A.
jumpenfblia . Hort.?). Cespitose, nodes often swollen:
sts. simple, bearing clusters’ lvs awl-like, mucronate,
keeled, about 1-nerved, often recurved and persisting:
fls with lanceolate-acuminate 3-nerved sepals, and
longer linear-cuneate white petals. E. Eu. and Asia
Minor.—Variable.

16. acule&ta, Wats. Sts 4-6 in. high: lvs. stiff and
sharp, glaucous: fls fascicled, white, but often purple.
W. Amer. Intro. 1889.

17. Fr&nklinii, Douglas. Sts. 3-5 in. high, nearly
or quite glabrous: lvs. in 3-6 pairs, narrow-subulate,
sharp-pointed : fls. in dense cymes at the top of the st.

W. Amer. Intro. 1881. L. H. B.

ARENGA (derivation unknown). Palmdcese, tribe

Arhcese. Tall, usually spineless palms with a thickish,

ringed trunk, the upper part of which, and the leaf-stalks

are often covered with long black fibers.
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'Leaves pinnate, the lfts. regularly placed on the
rachis, sometimes confluent at their bases, the jagged
or cut-off appearance of the lfts. peculiar to this genus
and Caryota among the horticultural palms, the margin
irregularly toothed above the middle; the lvs. paler

beneath than above; petiole flattish

or convex: fls. monoecious, numerous,
and with 2 or more bracts beneath
each sessile fl.

;
spadix 6-10 ft. long

in some species, usually smaller,

coming from among the lvs. and de-
veloping downwards; when the last

fl.-cluster reaches maturity some at

least of the species die, notably A. sacchan-
fera: fr. the size of an apple and somewhat
resembling it, containing 2 or 3 oblong
and usually dark brown seeds. G.C. II.

22:522.
Arengas are graceful palms, all natives of

tropical Asia and Australia, and so far as
known are of only eight species. A. sac-

chamfera is an important economic plant
in India, the black fiber at the leaf-oases

known as gomuta fiber being widely used for
filters and in the caulking of ships The
sap yields “arenga sugar” after the plant is

ten to twelve years old. For culture, see
Areca.

Arenga sacchanfera, in a young state, is

surpassed in beauty by most palms. Speci-
mens eight to ten years old, however, show
their characteristics well, and from that
period till they begin to flower (which they
do from the top of the stem downwards in

the axils of the leaves), they are among the
most striking subjects for high and roomy
conservatories. The temperature should not
be allowed to fall below 55° F. during the
coldest weather. (Oliver.)

A. Trunks at least 20 ft. or more.

saccharffera, Labill Trunk 20-40 ft.

high: lvs. very many, frequently 20-28;
petioles smooth; lfts. 115, on each side,

fasciculate, in 4’s or 5’s, linear-ensiform, 3-5

ft. long, 1- or 2-auricled at the base, the
lower auricle the longer, 2-lobed or variously

dentate at the apex, white or silvery

beneath • branches of the spadix long,

fastigiate, pendulous: male fls purple,

1 in. long. Malaya.

obtusifdlia, Mart Trunk 20-30 ft.

high, 1-1

A

ft. thick: fronds 9-13,
12—16 ft long; petiole thickly spiny,

especially on the margins, scarcely
more than 1 ft. long; segms 1A in. apart, 2-3 ft. long,

1^2-2 in. wide, alternate, lanceolate-linear, unequally
acutely dentate, attenuate, 2-auncled at the base, the
lower auricle the larger, glaucous beneath: branches of

the spadix short, lax, nodding. Java.

AA. Trunks not over 10 ft.

£ngleri, Becc. About 5 ft. tall: lvs. numerous, with a
great many lfts. about 16 in. long and 1 in. wide, much
constricted at the base and irregularly toothed at the
apex: infl. much branched, borne among the lvs., not
more than 1A ft- long: fr. about %in. diam. For-
tnosa.—Not as yet common in this country, but inter-

esting among arengas for its small size.

A. Borrittii, Hort., reported from E. Indies, is a name frequently
appearing in hort. literature, not certainly referable.

N. Taylor.f

ARETHfrSA (the nymph Arethusa). Orchiddcex.
Handsome terrestrial tuberous orchids.

Scapes leafless or with a single If. 1- to few-fld.; fl.

gaping, the sepals and petals nearly alike, arching over

the column; lip erect, narrow, entire, adnate to the base
of the elongated erect column, and produced into a
short spur.—Three species, 2 in N. Amer. and 1 in

Japan.

bulbdsa, Linn. Fig. 370. A very pretty hardy orchid,
8-10 in., with one linear, nerved If. and a bright rose-

pink fl. on an erect scape, the lip recurved and bearded.
Bogs, N. C., N. and W.; not common. May. June.
Mn. 5:141.—Requires a moist and shady, cool situa-

tion and open, porous soil. A shady nook on north
slope of rockery, where it can be watered in dry
weather, is an ideal place. Prop, is by the sohd bulbs.

A sininns, Rolfe A terrestrial tuberous herb 4-9 in high: fls.

white and red. W. China. B.M. 7935.

~ ,
George V. NASH.f

ARETIA: Douglana.

ARGEMONE (Greek name for an eye disease for

which a plant was reputed a remedy). Papaver&cex.
Argemony Prickly garden annuals, grown for the
showy yellow, white or purplish poppy-like flowers

Coarse herbs with yellow juice and sometimes with
spotted lvs.: fls. large, short-lived; sepals 2 or 3, petals

4-6; stigmas 6 or less, radiate, sessile or nearly so pod
oblong or ellipsoid, prickly or bristly, opening at top by
3-6 valves.—About 10 species of N. and S Amer., cult,

as annuals, although sometimes biennial oi even peren-
nial. Argemomes are easy to manage from seeds sown
where the plants are to stand, or transplanted from pots.

They need a light soil and full sunny exposure. Monogr.
by Fedde, Engler’s Pflanzenreich, hft. 40 (1909).

a. Fls. yellow or yellowish.

mexic&na, Linn. (A. specibsa, Hort.). Prickly
Poppy. Fig. 371. A moderately prickly-stemmed herb,
1-2 ft. high, sprawling, glaucous: lvs. coarsely sinuate-

pinnatifid. fls. sessile or nearly so, the petals obovate
and an inch or less long, orange or lemon-colored, to

371. Argemone mMdcana. ( X H)

2

A

in. across when expanded. Trop. Amer., but
naturalized in eastern and southern states and in many
parts of the world. B.M. 243. —Not much used in

this country for medicinal purposes. The plant is said
to possess emetic, cathartic, anodyne and narcotic
properties; the oil from the seeds acts as a mild cathar-
tic. Var. ochrolehca, Lindl. Petals yellowish white,
and style longer. Texas. B.R. 1343.
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aa. Fls. while (rarely purple).

f
mdifl&ra, Sweet Fig 372. Glabrous and glaucous,

ft. high, almost destitute of prickles, stout Ivs.

3inuate-pinnatifid, the lobes onlv weakly spinescent,

white-veined: bracts scattered along the fl. branches:

372 Argemone grandiflora. ( X M)

fis 3-6 near together, 4 in across 1 caps -valves scarcely

crested S W Mcx. Bit 1204 L B C 16 1546.

B M 3073 —Very showy.

platyceras, Link & Otto. Robust, 1 ft
,
very

spiny, the lvs. glaucous Ivs smuate-pinnatifid, spiny,

fl -bracts aggregated below the fls
;
petals truncate,

large, white (rarely purple), the fls 2 m or more across:

caps -valves crested or spiny Var hispida, Prain
(/l. hispula

y
Gray) Petals rounded, sepals and caps

denselv pnckly plant hispid Var. hlspido-rfisea,

Fedde Petals rounded, rose or rosy white, sepals nar-

row, sparsely prickly Var Hunneminii, Fedde Petals

rounded, white plant stout —The species is very varia-

ble and widely distributed m N and S. Amcr Likely

to appear in cult in several forms, all of them have
thick and densely prickly caps -valves

Alba, Lestib (A mexicdna var dlbiflora, DC ) Slen-

der, 1-3 ft
,
somewhat glaucous. Ivs glabrous, pin-

nate-lobed and sinuate, the lobes oblong-acute, spiny
toothed, fls solitary or 2-3 together, on naked pedun-
cles, 3 in. across, white; petals oblong, narrowed at

base, truncate at top. Southern states and south. B M.
2342 (as A. albiflora).—Sparingly run wild. Caps -

valves thin, reticulate spiny. L, jj. B.

ARGYRfelA (silvery,
referring to the under side of

the lvs ). Convolvuldcex. Silver Weed Asiatic tender
climbers allied to Ipomoea, sometimes grown in the open.

Lvs usually large, silvery, tomentose or villous

beneath cymes usually few-nd.; corolla campanulate,
sepals 5—They require too much room before flowering

to be popular in Amer A. cuneata is one of the dwarfest
and most flonferous kinds. Prop, by cuttings or seeds,

the former over bottom heat About 25 specieB.

tilisef&lia, Wight (Rhea txhaefblia
,
Hort ) Fls. white,

violet or rose-purple, widely funnelform: lvs. ovate-
cordate, 2-3 m diam . shortly acuminate or obtuse.
Prop, is from seeds. E. Indies.—Intro. 1890 by Peter
Henderson & Co

cune&ta. Ker-Gawl. Two to 5 ft.: st. downy: fls.

large, bright but deep purple, on hairy peduncles which
• are shorter than the lvs.: lvs. qbovate-cuneate, emar-
ginate, glabrate. E. Indies. B.R.: 661.

A Pierre&na, Hort.(’) Corolla funnel-shaped, white tinted with
rose. Tonqum R H 1906 660 See p 3666. TAYLOR f

ARIA: Sorbue.

ARIOCARPUS (Aria-like fruit) Caddcex Top-
shaped succulent desert plants, mostly buried in tne
ground, the broad aerial part covered with angular
tubercles bearing no spines fls. from the center of the
plant, large, white or pink, fr small, naked: seeds black,

roughened—A genus of 6 or 7 species confined to Cent.
Mex

,
except a single species m S. W. Texas A very

distinct genus, easily distinguished from Mamillaria by
its tubercles

A. Uvper surface of tubercle with a broad and deep wooU
oeaimg longitudinal groove, which widens below

fissur&tus, Schum (Anhalonium Itngelmannn , Lem.).
Living Rock. The flat tubercle-covered top 2-5 in.

across, tapering below into a thick root, tubercles im-
bricated and appressed, triangular m outline, L£-l in

long and about as wide at base, the upper surface fis-

sured in bands, the outer ones forming an elevated

margin fls central, about 1 in long and broad, shading

from whitish to rose On limestone hills m the “Great
Bend” region of the Rio Grande in Texas, and extend-

ing into Mex. I H 16, p. 73, and fig Contr Nat.
Herb 13, pi 62

L16ydii, Rose. Fig 373 Plant body with rounded top,

4 in or more in diam tubercles imbricated, £m broad
at base, the upper portion rounded, obtuse, broader
than thick, the whole surface fissured, but not in

definite bands fls purple, about H in long, petals broad,

apiculate This species differs from A fissuratus in

shape and surface of tubercles, in its round top, and
more southern range. Cent Mex Contr Nat Herb 13,

pi 63.

KotschubeyAnus, Selmrn (A \ulcat ms,

S

chum ) Plants

nearly concealed by the ground, often less than 1 m.
broad at top, with a deep thick root fl -tube nearly |in.

long; petals long, rose-pink Cent Mex —Much
smaller than the last two Only recently re-mtro into

cult A very distinct species A McDbwelln, Haage
& Schmidt, is the same or a near species

aa Upper surface of tubercle not grooved .

rethsus, Scheidw (Anhalonium pnsmdticum, Lem
The Hat top 3-8 in across tubercles imbricate, but
squarrose-spreadmg, sharply tnangular-p\ ranudal and
very acute, with a sharp, cartilaginous tip, which usually

disappears with age and leaves the older tubercles blunt

or ret use, %-X in. long ’

and about as wide at

base, the upper sur-

face almost plane and
smooth, except that it

is more or less pul-

verulent, and often
bears a small tomen-
tose tuft just behind the

claw-like tip. fls. rose-

color Mts of Mex
—A trigonus, Schum
and A furfurdeeus,
Thompson, are similar

species sometimes in

cult. j n. Rose

ARIS&MA (Greek-
made name, of no par-

ticular significance).

Ardcex Indian Tur-
nip. Dragon Arum.
Odd hooded aroids,

sometimes grown in

hardy borders and
some species as pot-
plants

About 60 widely dis-

tributed herbs,
* with 373. Anocarpos Lloyd*, (x Vi)
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tuberous roots, and a spathe rolled in or convolute

about the spadix below, and often arched o ver it : fls.

unisexual, the pistillate on the lower part of the spadix,

and each consisting of a 1-loculed ovary, and generally

ripening into a showy berry Some species are native,

and several of them are hardy in the open; others are

cult, under covei, as recommended for Arum (which
see). Monogr. by Engler m De Candolle’s Mono-
graphs Phanerogamarum, Yol. II.

a. Lfts. 7-11 .

Drac6ntium, Schott. Dragon-Root Sending up a
solitary If. 1-2 ft. high, pedately divided into oblong-

lanceolate pointed

£L jecting beyond^the
greenish^ sp a t h e

:

Usually" dioecious:

'WW/f/f/*' lvs usually 2, with
r • ovate or elliptic-

374. Jack-ln-the-Pulpit, Ansssma covered by the

triphyUum. (xM) arching purplish
spathe Common

in woods V. 14 : 179.—Tuber or corm flattish and large,

very acnd, often employed as a domestic remedy. Ber-
nes red and showy, ripening m early summer Planted
m a moist, shady place, the lvs remain until fall, but
in exposed places they die down early m summer. This
and the last are very interesting native plants of easy
cult

,
prop by tubers and by seeds

fimbri&tum, Mast. Frinoed Calla Lf. solitary,

the petiole a ft. or less high, sheathed below; lfts broad-
ovate and acuminate, short-stalked scape as long as

374. Jack-in-the-Pulpit, Ansssma
triphyUum. ( x X)

in India. B.M. 6474.

—

A. virtdtfldrum, Franoh , has recently been
offered in Eu , from China. It has pedate lvs , and a striped
spathe —

A

Wrdyt, Hemal. Lf. solitary, pedate, the lfts lanoeolate:
spathe green or whitish, spadix slender, reourved. India B M.
7105

- L. H B.

ARISARUM (old Greek name). Ardcex. Three or
four variable species of arum-like plants of the Medi-
terranean region. Differs from Arisaema, its nearest
ally, in having the margins of the spathe connate rather
than convolute, and in other technical characters For
culture, see Arum.

vulg&re, Targ (Arum Ansdrum, Linn.). A foot high:
lvs. cordate or somewhat hastate, long-stalked: spathe
purple, incurved at the top—Has many forms and
names. Can be grown in the open with protection.

A prohosrldeum, Sav. Lvs hastate; 8Cir>« less than half the
petiole, spathe 1-1 X in long, pale £ray, with a long olive tail 5-6
in , the mouth of spathe small, ohvo-purple Italy B M 6634.
G w 5, p 512. George V. Nash f

ARISTfeA (name refers to the stiff leaf-points). In-

ddcex Mostly blue-flowered spring- or summer-bloom-
ing greenhouse herbs or sub-shrubs, and grown in the
open far south

Leaves distichous in basal rosettes, those on the st

alternate, fls clustered m spikes, not lasting, the
perianth with a short tube and oblong, spreading,
nearly equal segms that twist up spirally after flower-

ing, stamens short-stalked, borne on the throat of

perianth-tube, fr an oblong or cylindrical 3-valved
caps—About 30 species in Afr Of easy cult. Prop by
seeds and division Not showy

£cklonii, Baker Herb. I Yi ft lvs. linear but not
rigid, 18 m. or less long fls in many clusters that form
a loose pamele with a flattened rachis, limb of blue
perianth Hin long, caps cylindrical, less than 1 m long.

Cape Colony.—Reported in Calif
,
where it. is said to

make -dense dark green clumps, with Sisynnchium-hke
fls. in spring

frutiedsa, Pers. {Nxvhna fruticdsa, Baker). Dwarf
shrub: st.-lvs. linear. 2 in or less long: fls. in a single

cluster; perianth blue, the tube V&m. long. Cape
Colony. L. H. B

ARISTOLOCHIA (named for supposed medicinal
virtues). Anstolochidcex Birthwort Perennial herbs
or shrubs, many climbing, remarkable for the very odd-
shaped flowers, some species grown in the open, but
most of them culti-

the petiqle, bearing a large, purple-limbed, white-
streaked, long-pointed spathe: spadix ending m a long
and gracefully drooping, feather-like appendage. E.
Indies. GC II. 22 089, III. 15:763 B M. 7150 Mn.
8, p. 59. G. 25 : 626 —A handsome and striking pot-plant,

blooming in summer. Grows in nch soil. Dry off the
tuber when the lvs. turn yellow after flowering, and
keep dry in sand or earth until spring

Other speoies are A andmalum, Hemal Lfts 3, broad-ovate,
acuminate spathe small, purplish and streaked, arching over
the short spadix suggests A tnphyllum. Malaya B M 7211—A condnnum, Schott Lf solitary, with 10 or more lfts spathe
colored, tailed India B M. 5914 —A. curvathm, Hook
tortuosum—.4. Farghsn, Bouchet Spathe striped longitudinally
with broad purple-brown bands alternating with bands of silvery
white W. China—.4 fldvum, Schott Lvs pedate spathe
green to yellow. Himalaya B M 7700 —.4 galeiUum, N K Br
Lf. solitary, with 3 lfts spathe puiple inside India B M. 0457—
A. Griffiihn, Schott Lvs 2, lfts 3, nearly orbicular spathe very
large with a spreading and wrinkled hmb several inches broad, and
rich purple with green veins India B M. 6491 —One of the hand-

* somest of all anstemaa—A.japdmcum, Blume. Lvs. pedate spathe
green, white striped. B M. 7910—A nepenlhoidea, Mort. Lf. pedate,
of 5 narrow lfts . spathe auncled India. B M 6446—A ringena,
Schott. Lfts. 3, ovate-acuminate spathe purple, arched. Japan.
Perhaps hardy in the open Gn 37, p 577. G. 17. 182 —A. Sie-
bdldtt, De Vnese =*A ringena

—

A speetdaum, Mort. Lfts. 3 spathe
large and very dark purple, spadix with a very long, string-like tip.

India. Gn 37 - 576. BM 5964 G C. II 12 585 —A tortudaum,
Sohott. Lvs usually 2, with several or many lfts spathe purple
outside; spadix long-tailed but erectish, greenish India B M
5931 (asA curvatum) —A. utile, Hook Lvs 2, with 3 crenate lfts

spathe reddish, green-nbbed, spadix purple- tuoers eaten bv native*

vated as odd glass-

house subjects

The corolla is

wanting, but the
calyx is corolla-like,

tubular, mostly vari-

ously bent, and com-
monly tumid above
the ovary and con-
tracted at the mouth,
superior; stamens
commonly 6, short
and adnate to the
style, which is fleshy

and lobed fr a
naked 6-valved caps

;

seeds flat.— About
180 species of warm

375. Aristolochia macrophylla. (x h)

and temperate regions throughout the earth; mostly
woody twiners. Many species are evergreen. The
tender species are cult, for the strikingly irregular
and grotesque fls The fls. are usually fetid m odor,
often very disagreeable. Many species are grown in
botanic gardens and in the collections of fanciers, but
those usually cult, or planted are to be found in the
treatment which follows.

These plants are mostly climbing vines, A. macro-
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phylla being perhaps the best known vine for shade
purposes. It is vigorous and of rapid growth, and has
never been known to be attacked by fungoid or insect

enemies For covering outbuildings quickly it has no
eaual, owing to the heavy growth of foliage and its

adaptability to any situation. The flowers are peculiar

in snape, giving rise to the popular name, Dutchman’s
pipe. These are inconspicuous, however, compared
with the tropical species of this genus. In
contrast with the foregoing, A grandiflora
var. Sturtevantn has gigantic flowers with a
tail sometimes 3 feet long. This species

must be cultivated under glass and is most
suitable for large structures as the odor
when in bloom beggars description, it being
such that flies have been known to be
deceived, thinking its origin was due to
putridity. There are other fine species for

indoor culture as A brasihensis and A.
Goldieana These are best pro-
pagated from cuttings taken
from well-matured wood in early
spring or at pruning time. A
rich soil is desirable and pref-

erence is given to planting the
roots in a border or bed that
they may be trained up rafters

or pillars of warmhouses Pot
culture does not give good
results Another very pretty
species is A elegans This is

not odorous, can easily be pro-
cured from seeds, which are
freely produced under cultiva-

tion It will bloom the first

year under glass, and may be cut back to give light to
other plants in winter The outdoor A macrophylla
(often known as A Sipho ) produces good seed; this

seems to be the only way to increase it as hardwood
cuttings do not root readily. (E O. Orpet.)

376. Flowers of Dutch-
man’s Pipe, Anstolochia

macrophylla, showing the

ovary at o, and the swell-

ing of the calyx-tube at b.

(X 2
S)

argentina, 8
brasihensis, Id
oalifornica, 5
Clematitis, 2

3
rmbifera, 1&
pgans, 14

Otgantea, 11.
gtgat, 11.

INDEX
Cioklieaua, 12.

grandiflora, 11.

nastata. 1.

HooK.cn, 11.

labiom 16
macropnylla, 3, 13.
moupmensis, 6.

ormlhocfphaia, 13

ndicula, 9.

Scrpentaria, 1.

Stpno, 3.

Sturtevantii, 11.
tomentosa, 4.

triangularis, 7.
tneaudata, 10.

A. Plant not climbing, herbaceous.

1. Serpentitria, Linn Virginia Snakeroot. Height
2 ft or less, pubescent, with short rootstocks and aro-
matic roots lvs ovate or oblong, cordate or halberd-
form, acuminate fls near the root, solitary, S-shaped,
much enlarged above the ovary, greenish. E U S—
Occasionally cult Hoots used m medicine. Reputed
remedy for snake-bites Var hast&ta, Duch. Lvs.
narrow, sagittate or hastate. Southeastern states.

2 Clematltis, Linn. Two ft. or less tall, glabrous*
lvs remform-pomted, ciliate on the margins: fls. axillary

and clustered, straight, greenish Eu.—Rarely cult

,

and occasionally escaped

AA. Plant twining
, mostly woody.

b. Cult m the open

3. macrophylla, Lam (A. Sipho, L’Her.). Dutch-
man’s Pipe. Pipe Vine. Figs. 375, 376, 377. Very tall,

twining, glabrous: lvs. very large, broadly reniform or
rounded, becoming glabrous: fls. solitary or 2 or 3 to-

gether in the axils, U-shaped, enlarged above the ovary,
with a 3-lobed, spreading flat limb, purplish. Eastern
states. B.M. 534. Gng. 1:53. G.F. 5:509 (habit).—
An excellent vine for porches, the great lvs. affording
a dense shade.

4. tomentdsa, Sims. Much like the last, but very
tomentose: lvs. less rounded’ fls yellow, with reflexed

lobes, the closed orifice purple. N. C. to 111. and 8.

B.M. 1369.

5. califdrnica, Torr. Silky pubescent, 6-10 ft.: lvs.

ovate-cordate, 2-4 in. long, oDtuse or acutish, short-

petioled: fls. U-shaped, little contracted at the throat,

the limb 2-lobed, with the upper lip of 2 broad, obtuse
lobes and a thickening on the inner side. Calif.

6. moupin€nsis, Franch. Branches slender, densely
silky, becoming smoothish. lvs. cordate, 5 m. or less

long, hairy above, gravish pubescent beneath, the
petiole about V/i in. long fls solitary on axillary

peduncles, the tube m. long, abruptly curved so
that the blossom appears U-shaped as it hangs, pale
green outside and yellowish inside, the limb obliquely
3-lobed, 1J4 in across, yellowish and purple-markea.
From the Moupine region of W. China B.M. 8325.

—

A rapid grower, reaching 15 ft. m one season. A good
pillar and post plant, hardy m England. Allied to A .

JCaempfen (see supplementary list).

7. triangularis, Cham. Glabrous: lvs. triangular-

acute, 3-nerved, pellucid-punctate, the petioles pre-
hensile, the blade 4 in. long by 3 in. broad, fls. solitary,

ovoid-inflated at base and then making a sharp angle,

the tube funnelforrn and the limb small and truncate
and not large, purple-spotted. Brazil—A climber
reported in S. Calif

8. argentina, Gnseb. Herbaceous, glabrous; st.

angular-sulcate * lvs cordate-deltoid, obtuse, pedately
7-nerved* fls. solitary on axillary peduncles, glabrous
without and somewhat puberulent within, the tube
ovoid at base, bent, the parts of limb broadly ovate
and obtuse S. Amer Reported in S Calif

bb Cult, m greenhouse or warmhouse.

c. Fl.-limb of 2 narrow divergent lobes.

9. ridfcula, N E Br Very slender, stiff-hairy

throughout: lvs round-remform, cordate: fls. axillary

and solitary, 2 in long aside from the limb, with a long
sac at the base of the tube, pale yellow with dull purple
veinmg; limb of 2 spreading, deflexed. narrow lobes,

glandular, reminding one of donkeys ears. Brazil.

B.M. 6934. G.C. 11.26:361.

cc. FI -limb of 3 narrow lobes.

10. tricaud&ta, Lem Lvs. 5-8 in. long, oblong-
acuminate, rugose, oilmte. fls solitary; tube short and
somewhat inflated at the rounded
base, suddenly bent, limb wide
and concave, maroon-red outside

and very dark purple-brown in-

side, produced into tails 4 in long.

Mex. I. H. 14:522. R B 20 37.

B.M. 6007 —A fine species of

shrubby habit, producing quanti-

ties of fls all over the older parts

of the growths, down to the base
of the old st. A striking plant
when well grown under sunny
conditions in a temp of 50-55° F.

ccc. FlAimJb 2-lipped. the lips

unlike and one of them usu-
ally ample and flowing: fls.

large.

D. Blossoms with one or more long

hanging tails.

11. grandifldra, Swartz (A.

gigas, Lindl ). Pelican -Flower. Swan -Flower
Goose-Flower. Duck-Flower Figs. 378, 379. Downy
climbing shrub* lvs. cordate-acuminate; peduncles
striate, exceeding the petiole, 1-fld.: the n.-bud is

“bent like a siphon in the tube, so as to resemble tie

body and neck of a bird, while the limb, in that state

resembles the head and beak thrown back upon the

body, as a pelican when that bird is at rest, whence

377. Longitudinal
section of flower of

Dutchman's Pipe,
showing the ovary, and
the short column of

stamens at q. (XI)
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the name” (Hook, in B.M., vol. 74): the great ex-

panded coraate-ovate limb several inches across,

wavy-wargined, purple-blotched and veined, termina-
ting in a long and slender ciliated tail: strong-scented,

Var. Stfirtevantii, W. Wats
,
is the form chiefly known

in cult
,
being very large-fla., often 20 in. diam., and

with a tail 3 ft or more
long. W. Indies, Cent and
S. Amer. BM 4368-9.
B.R. 28:60. F.S 4:351-2.
G.F. 3:597-599 (adapted
in Fig. 379). A F. 10.157.
G.C. III. 19 73. Gng.
3:23. Gn. 50:378. Var.
Hodkeri, Duch (A. gig-

antka
,
Hook ), is glabrous,

inodorous, with a short-tailed fl.

B.M 4221.

dd. Blossoms not tailed
,
although

perhaps hearing long more or
less erect point-appendages.

12. Goldie&na, Hook. Whole

S
lant dying down to a large

eshy rootstock: glabrous: lvs.

ovate-cordate or triangular-cor-

date, acuminate, the base deeply
out: fls. very large, greenish
outside but brown-veined and
blotched inside, the lower part
of the tube straightish and 8 in.

long, the upper part sharply
bent over and a foot long, with
a funnel-shaped, spreading limb
a foot or more across, and indistinctly 3-lobed,

each lobe terminated by slender appendages; sta-

mens 24. W. Afr. B.M. 5672. G.C. IIL 7:521;
21:337. G.M. 33:286.

13. brasilignsis, Mart. & Zucc. Glabrous: lvs.

cordate-reniform, obtuse, with deep sinus at base:
peduncle 8-10 in. long, 1-fld.: fl very large, dingy
yellow, with marks and reticulations of purple, the
limb strongly 2-lipped; tube strongly bent, purple
inside; upper lip 4 in. long, violet within, hairy;
lower lip not longer than the upper, 5-7 in. wide. 1

Var. macroph^lla, Duch (A ornithocephala, Hook.). *

Lvs. large: upper hp 5 in. long, lanceolate-acuminate,
pojecting from the inflated headlike tube like the long
beak of a bird; lower hp on a stalk 2 in. long, then
expanding into a flattened, wavy, beautifully marked
limb 4 in. long and 4-6 in. across. Brazil B M. 4120.
Gn. 45, p. 289.—A most odd and interesting species,

not infrequent in fine establishments.

14. Diegans, Mast. Calico Flower. Slender,

f

glabrous, the fls. borne on the pendulous young wood:
vs. long-stalked, remform-cordate, 2-3 in. across, with
wide sinus and rounded basal lobes, the tip obtuse : fls.

solitary, long-stalked, the tube yellow-green, in.

long, the limb cordate-circular, 3 in. across, purple and
white blotched, white on the exterior, the eye Vellow:
not strong-smelling. Brazil. G.C. II 24:301; III. 22:
123.i B.M. 6909.—A small-fld. and graceful, free-

blooming species. A most desirable decorative climber
for a warm greenhouse of 55° F. but does not thrive so
well in a stove. It is entirely devoid of the unpleasant
odor which is characteristic of the fls. of this genus. In
Fla. it self-sows freely; and the hanging basket-like frs.

fire very attractive.

15. cymblfera, Mart. & Zucc. (A. labibsa
,
Sims).

Glabrous: st. striate: lvs. reniform, obtuse and deeply
cut at the base, pedately 7-9-nerved, long-stalked: fls.

long-stalked, 8-10 in. long, strongly 2-lipped; the upper
lip short and lanceolate, acute or acuminate; the lower
lip (which, by position of fl. may seem to be the upper)
very large, dilated at base, and produced into a long,

boat-shaped (whence the name, from cymha, a boat)

usually 2-lobed projection; fl. creamy white, marked
and blotched with maroon. Brazil. B.M. 2545. P.M.
6:53 (as A. hyperborea

,
Paxt.).

A altissima, Deaf Fls. 2 in. or loss long, brownish Sicily
and Alger.a B M 6586 —Would probably be hardy with pro-
tection in the middle states.—-A. anguicida, Jacq. Lvs long-cor-
date: fls. small, 1-2 m. long, with a long-pointed limb Colombia.

B M 4361. F.S. 4 344 —A barbdta, Jacq
Lvs. oblong and cordate* fls. 2^ m, pur-
ple. Venezuela. B M 5869—A cauddta,
Jooth^A macroura —A. cih&ta, Hook ,

and A. cxlxdsa, Benth =*A. fimbnata—A.
clype&ta, Lindl & Andr6. Lvs triangular-
ovate, pointed fls with a large, oval, pur-
ple-spotted, tailless limb S Amer I H.
17 40. B.M. 7512—A. Duchdrtrex, Andrd
=*=A Ruiziana —A. fimbridta, Cham. A
free-floworing greenhouse species lvs small,
cordate-orbicular fls small, the little limb
glandular-cihato Brazil B M 3756 (as A.
cihata).

—

A. hians, Willd Lvs round-cor-
date fls bronze-green, with lobed limb and
a hairy beak Venezuela B M 7073. Allied
to A brasihensis

—

A. Kalmpfcn Willd
Toll-climbing lvs ovate-cordate or hastate,
variable fls solitary, tomentose, with nar-
row nm, yellow outside, purple inside.

Japan Probably hardy in the N.—A.
longicauddia, Must. Lvs ovate and cor-
date fls cream-colored with purple mark-
ings, with a large sao-likc tube, hairy at the
throat, with no expanded limb but a very

long tail. S Amer GC III 8 493 —A longifdha, Champ.
Branches climbing, from ** woody rootstock lvs thick,
linear-lanceolate fls. U-shaped, with a 2-lobcd purple limb

2\i in across Hong Kong BM 6884.—A macrotlra, Gomez.
Lvs remforrn, lobed fl. dark maroon, b-spurrcd, the hp with a
twisted cusp Brazil B M 3769 (as A cnudata) —A macroiira
Xbrasihfntis, a garden hybrid —A odoratlmuna, Linn Lvs.
cordat?-ovate fl solitary, purple, sweet Jamaica —A p6ntica,
Linn Erect or ascending from a globose rootstock lvs large,

broadly ovate, fls very large, curved, greenish purple, ill-smelling.

Asia Minor.—A rfngena, Vahl Lvs roumi-remform fl 7-10 m.
long, green marked with dark purple, hairy inside, with 2 long lips,

one ofwhich has a much-expanded limb Brazil B M 5700—A.
Ruxzxdna, Duch Lvs remform-cordate fls with tube 1 in or less

long, the cordate-ovate limb 3 in across, and brown-spotted Brazil
B M 5880 and G C 1868 5i6 (as A Duchartrei) —A saccdta,
Wall. Lys. long-ovate fls. small, U-shapod, with a very narrow
nm (suggesting the Dutchman’s pipe), red India B M 3640—
A. Sdlptnx, Mast Lvs ovate-lanceolato fls small, with a trumpet-
shaped, somewhat 2-lipped mouth, purplish Paraguay. G.C II.

26 457 •—A. ungulifdlia. Mast Lvs 3-lobed fls small, brownish
and reddish, with a ciliate, tonguo-liko lip Borneo. G C II 14 117.
B M. 7424 —A. WMlandu, Hems! Lvs oblong-lanccolate fl

pendulous, with a spreading purple-marked limb 5 or 6 in across
China. B.M 7011 A greenhouse climber producing its fls on th*
old parts of the plant near the ground. g jj g

ARISTOTELIA (after the Greek philosopher
Aristotle). EUeocarpaceae. Woody plants sometimes
grown in the open m warm countries.

Leaves evergreen, nearly opposite, entire or toothed:
fls. polygamous; sepals 4-5, valvate; petals of the same
number: berries small, edible.—A genus of 7 species of

trees and shrubs from the southern hemisphere, allied

to Elaeocarpus. Prop, by ripened cuttings, under bell-

jar or closed frame.

379. Aristolochia grandiflora. (Xf)
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racemdsa, Hook. f. New Zealand Winebebbt.
Small tree, 20 ft. : lvs. glossy, ovate or cordate-ovate,
thm and membranous: ns white in many-fld. paniclea
racemes. New Zeal.—Cult, somewhat in S. Calif.

M&cqui, L’Her. Shrub, to 7 ft : lvs. almost opposite,

dentate, smooth, shining, oblong and acute at the apex:
fls. inconspicuous, greenish, axillary. Chile.—Grown
for its foliage. A variegated form, less hardy than the
type, is known. Occasionally found in botanical and
other collections, particularly in Calif, n. Taylor.!

ARMENLACA: Prunua

ARMARIA (an old Latin name). Plumbagindceas.
Sea Pink Thrift Small perennial herbs, with ro-

settes of narrow evergreen leaves on the ground, planted
along borders and walks, used for continuous low
edgings and in rock-gardens, sometimes grown as

pot-plants.

Scape naked, simple, 2-12 in. high, on which is borne
a compact head of pink, lilac or white fls

,
the head

being subtended by small bracts, forming a kind of

involucre, fls with plaited funnel-shaped dry calyx, the
lobes pointed; 5 petals nearly or quite distinct and
tapering at the base, 5 stamens opposite the corolla

parts, styles 5, hairy below the middle fr. a utricle

inclosed m the calyx—About .50 species in Eu
,
W. Asia,

N Afr. and 1 m N. Amer
,
much confused

Armenas are of easiest culture, being hardy and free

growers. Propagation is by division of the stools; also

by seeds.

A. Calyx-tube usually -pilose all over

vulgkris, Willd (A maritima, Willd ) Common
Thrift Fig 380. Lvs. linear, 1-nerved, somewhat
obtuse, glabrous or slightly ciliate: scape low, some-
what villose, calyx-tube about the length of the pedicel
and decurrcnt on it, the limb nearly equal to the tube,

with very short ovate, blunt or aristate lobes Eu and
Amer., along the seacoast Var. filba, Hort White. Var
rilbra, Hort Fls dark rose-red. Var purpilrea, Hort.
Purple-red Var. Lauche&na, Voss Light rose-color

Var grandifldra, Hort Laige-fld
,
light rose-red Var

splendens, Hort Bright pink A araentea, Hort, is

perhaps another form, with small white ns.; also a
white-lvd form.

sibirica, Turez Lvs. linear, 1-nerved, obtuse, gla-

brous: scape rather taller, thicker, calyx-tube longer

than pedicel, the limb about length of tube, with tri-

angular, short-mucronate lobes; involucre brown; fls.

white. Siberia

juncea, Girard (A . setdeea. Delile) Outer lvs. of

rosette narrow- linear and subdentate, the inner ones
longer and filiform* head small, with pale involucre, the
pedicel much shorter than the calyx-tube; calyx-limb

short,the lobes ovate-obtuse and anstate; fls. pink. Eu.

aa. Calyx-tube glabrous, or pilose only on the ridges.

b. Lvs. elliptic-lanceolate or broader.

latifdlia, Willd. (A . cephalbtes, Link & Hoffm., not
Hook.). Glabrous and glaucous, lvs. broad-oblong.

5-7-nerved, the margin remotely denticulate* head
large, the involucre dry; calyx-limb long, with very
small or no lobes and long teeth; fls bright pink S.

Eu. BM 7313 PM 11.79 (as Statice Pseudo-
armena).—A. formdsa, Hort, probably belongs here.

maurit&nica, Wallr. (A. cephalbtes, Hook . not Link
& Hoffm.). Lvs. broad-spatulate or elliptic-lanceolate,

3-5-nerved, glaucous green, the margin scanous-white:
heads large (2-3 m across), the involucre brownish,
the calyx short-toothed and anstate; fls. pink. Eu.,

Algeria.

bb. Lvs. linear-lanceolate or narrower.

alplna, Willd. Glabrous: lvs. linear-lanceolate: equal-
ing the scape, 1-nerved or obscurely 3-nerved: nead
large, the involucre pale brown; pedicels shorter than

calyx-tube, the tube equaling the oblong long-aristate
lobes; fls. deep rose. Mts., Eu.

purpilrea, Koch. Lvs. linear, long, 1-nerved, blunt:
outer involucre-scales mostly blunt, the inner very
blunt and weak, pedicels as long as calyx-tube, limb
equaling the tube, and the lobes ovatc-aristate; purple
Cent. Eu.

plantagfnea, Willd Glabrous: lvs. linear-lanceolate,

3-7-nerved, acute or acuminate scape tall; head dense
and globular, the involucre white, pedicels as long as
calyx-tube, the lobes ovate and long-aristate ana as
long as tube, pink. Cent and S Eu Var. leucAntha,
Boiss (A dianlhdides, Hornem & Sprung ), has white fls.

argyrocephala, Wallr. (A unduldta, Boiss.). Gla-
brous outer lvs. in rosette, short and lanceolate or
linear-lanceolate and 3-nerved and often sinuate, the
inner ones linear or setaceous and 1-3 nerved: head
large, the involucre white; pedicel neatly as long as
calyx-tube, the calyx-limb uith long-tnangular anstate
lobes, fls white, showy. Greece. L, jj, jj t

ARMERlASTRUM: Acanthohmon

ARNATTO: Bixa

ARNfeBIA (Arabic name) Boragin aces? Annual or
perennial hispid herbs, grown as flower-garden or
border subjects

Elect or diffuse* root sometimes yielding red tint:

lvs alternate fls yellow or violet, in racemes or cymes,
the color changing with
the age of the blossom;
corolla slender-tubed,

with 5 obtuse lobes, the

throat devoid of scales;

stamens included, style

usually bifid fr nor-
mally of 4 erect nutlets.

—A dozen species in

Asia and N Afr of

easy cult in gardens.

echioldes, DC. (Ma-
crolbmia echioldes,
Boiss) Prophet-
Flower. Hardy per-

ennial, 3-12 in. high,

short-hairy, with
spreading, ob ovate-
oblong lvs.: fls. in a
scorpioid raceme or

spike, yellow, with
purple spots, fading to
pure yellow. Caucasus,
Armenia, etc. B M.
4409 GC II 11 6S9

380. Armerxa vulgaris. ( X

Blooms in spring In full sun
or in rather dry ground, it is difficult to keep this charm-
ing plant in a healthy condition

,
partial shade is essen-

tial to its welfare. One can grow luxuriant specimens
on the northern slope of a rockery or close to a building

on the east or north side. Prop by seeds, division, or

by root-cuttings

cornfita, Fisch & Mey. Arabian Primrose. An-
nual, 2 ft., bushy: lvs. lanceolate or linear-oblong,

pointed: fls. %m. across, yellow and black-spotted,
changing to maroon and then to yellow. Orient. G.C.
III. 7.52. JH. Ill 31*29. AF.5*400. AG.11:181
(1890) —An attractive and not very common annual,

easily grown in the open.

A Griffithn, Bojs* Annual, 9-12 in • lvs narrow-oblong, obtuse,
cilmtc Ah long-tubed, with a black spot m each sinus India.

B M 5266 —A macTothyrsa, Stapf Perennial, 1 to nearly 2 ft.:

9s yellow m dense thyrses. Armenia. L H B f

ARNICA (ancient name). Compdsitx. Perennial herbs
sometimes seen in borders or rockeries.

With clustered root-lvs. and opposite st.-lvs. and large,

long-peduncled yellow heads : mvolucral bracts all equal,
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thin, in a single, rarely double series. Native to Eu.,
Asia, and N. Amer., about 10 species.—Tincture of the
European A. montana is used m medicine. Grown
mostly as alpines or m rockwork; some species also grow

well m the common

J

ty border. Prop, by divi-

4* sion, and rarely by seeds.

A. Radical fos. cordate ,

with Blender or winged

cordiffclia, Hook. Two
ft. or less high, hairy:

heads few or even soli-

| tary, with inch -long
# rays; involucre %\n
i high, pubescent. Rocky

f Mts. and W.—To be
8 grown as "n alpine.

B latifdlia, Bongard (A.

Ij./ ventdrum, Greene).
wjjp Glabrous or very nearly

so. the st -Ivs not cor-

f date or petioled, the

I radical Ivs nearly round-

I heads smaller than in

I preceding Rocky Mts.

aa Radical Ivs not cor-

date
,
often petioled.

* amplexicaillis, Nutt
.dBl Glabrous or nearly so:

Ivs. ovate to lanee-ob-

iJ? Mil? long, acute, those on the

wftmmi st. clasping and dentate:
st. leafy to the top.

foli&sa, Nutt Pubes-
cent: Ivs. lanceolate,
strongly nerved, small-

•" toothed, the upper ones
somewhat clasping:

381. Arnica montana. ( x J4)
heads sometimes soli-

tary, short -peduncled:
st. leafy, strict Rocky Mts. and W.

mont&na, Linn. Mountain Tobacco Mountain
Snuff. Fig. 381. A foot high, the st sparsely hairy,
radical Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, glabrous and entire:

heads 3-4, large Eu B M 1749 J.H. III. 34:441.
Gn. 24, p 394. G. 29.215.—The best known species

in cultivation and can be grown in the open border,
but none of the arnicas is common in American
gardens

A. CZum<=*Doromcum Clusu. L. H. B.
N. Taylor f

ARdNIA (modification of Aria, a subgenus of the
allied genus Sorbus) Rosdceae Chokeberry. Orna-
mental shrubs grown for their attractive white flowers
and for their handsome fruits, and also for the bright
autumnal tints of the foliage.

Low plants. Ivs. deciduous, short-petioled, finely and
crenately serrate, glandular on the midrib above, con-
volute in bud. fls in small corymbs, white; calyx 5-

lobed, petals 5, spreading, stamens numerous; ovary
5-celled, woolly at the top, with 5 styles united at the
base, the carpels connate but partly free on their ventral
suture: fr. a small pome, flesh without grit-cells, top
hemispherical.—Three closely related species in E N.
Amer. Closely related to Sorbus, which is easily dis-

tinguished by the sharply or doubly serrate, often pin-

nate Ivs. folded in bua and without glands above, by
the usually 2-3-celled ovary with the carpels connate
on their ventral suture, otherwise often partly free, and
by the conical top of the fr.

:
quite distinct in general

appearance and habit and suggesting more an affinity

with Amelanchier.
The aromas are small shrubs with simple deciduous

leaves turning bright red m autumn and with white
flowers in small corymbs followed by berry-like, red,

purple or black fruit. Well adapted for borders of shrub-
beries and quite hardy North. A. melanocarpa is hand-
somest in foliage and bloom, particularly the var.

grandifolia; its fruit ripens in August, but soon shrivels

and drops, while A. atropurpurea and A arbutifdha have
showier and usually more numerous fruits; those of A.
atropurpurea ripen in early September and shrivel at

the beginning of the winter, while those of the last-

named species ripen later and remain plump and
bright far into the winter
They prefer moist situations, but A melanocarpa

also grows well on drier and rocky soil. Propagation is

by seeds sown in fall or stratified; also by suckers and
layers, or by greenwood cuttings under glass.

arbutifdlia, Spach (Sdrbus arbutifdha, Heynh. Pyrus
arbutifdlui, Linn f A arbutifdha. Ell. A. pynfdha

,

Pers. Mdspilus arbutifdha var. erythroedrpa, Michx.).
Red Chokeberry Upright shrub, 6-10 ft high. Ivs.

short-petioled, oval to oblong or obovate, acute or
abruptly acuminate, crenately serrate, glabrous above
except some glands on the midrib, whitish or grayish
green and tomentose or pubescent beneath, 1 %-3 in.

long corymbs tomentose, few- to many-fld., 1-1 Vi in.

broad: fls. white or tinged red, across, fr sub-
globose or pear-shaped, bright or dull red, about
across April. May. N. Y to Minn . to Fla. and La.
B.M. 3668. G.F. 3:417. G.W. 5, p 245.

atropurphrea, Brit (Sdrbus arbutifdha var atro

-

purpurea, Schneid ). Purple Chokeberry. Shrub, to
12 ft., closely allied to the last: Ivs oblong to obovate,
grayish pubescent beneath, 2-3M in long, corymbs
tomentose, many-fld.' fr. ovoid to subglobose, purplish
black, about )|in high May, June. Nova Scotia
to Fla.

melanocarpa, Spach (Sdrbus melanocarpa, Heynh.
Pyrus nigra, Sarg. A nlgia, Koehne Pyrus arbuti-

fdha var nigra, Willd.). Black Chokeberry. Low
shrub, rarely to 6 ft.: Ivs oval to obovate, abruptly
acuminate or obtuse, pale green and glabrous or nearly
so beneath - calyx and pedicels glabrous or nearly so fr.

globose, about \ivci. across, shining black Nova Scotia
to Ont., south to Fla. and Mich April-June B B.
2:237. Var. grandifdlia, Schneid. (Pyrus grandifdlia,

Lindl.) A taller, more vigorous shrub with, larger,

obovate or broadly obovate lustrous Ivs and larger fls.

in larger corymbs. B.R. 14:1154 Var el&ta, Rehd.
Fig. 382. Similar to the preceding, but Ivs. narrower,
generally oblong-obovate, acute. Var. subpub6scens,
Schneid. Lvs. pubescent beneath when young

A flortbiinda, Spach (Pyrus flonbunda, Lindl.). Hybrid between
A. arbutifolia and A melanocarpa, similar to A. atropurpurea, but
usually more glabrescent. B R. 12 1006. G.W. 5, p. 246.—It is of
garden origin and several forms of it are in cult.

, Alfred Rebder.
ARONICUM: Daromeum.
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ARPOPHYLLUM (dmiter and leaf). Orchiddcex.
Epiphytic evergreen orchids, with 1-lvd. sts. arising

from creeping rhizomes: lvs. coriaceous or fleshy: fls.

numerous, sessile, in dense cylmdric spikes; sepals and
petals nearly alike, spreading; lip adnate to base of the
erect column, narrowed above the somewhat saccate
base; pollinia 8.—About 6 species, natives of Mex.,
Cent. Amer, and W. Indies.

gigant&um, Lindl. Sts stout, up to 1 ft. tali' lvs.

12-16 in. long: spike dense, up to 1 ft. long; fls. rose-

purple, the broadly obovate lip deeper. Mex. and
Guatemala.

spic&tum, Llav & Lex. Fig 383. Sts. up to 8 in. tall:

lvs up to 1 ft. long* spike dense, 3^6 in. long; fls. less

than 3^in. across, numerous; sepals and petals rose-

purple; lip bright purple. Mex. B.M. 6022.

George V. Nash.

ARRACXCIA (Spanish name of the plants). Umbel-
llferx. Also spelled Arracacha. Twenty to 30 species of

perennial herbs elobely allied to Comum, with calyx-
teeth very small or wanting, petals broad, acuminate
and inflexed, white to dark purple, Ar. in large com-
pound umbels* lvs pinnately compound or decompound.
A. xanthorrhiza, Bancr (A escidenta, DC ), produces
edible tuberous roots much eaten by residents of

N. S. Amer.; these tubers have branches or lobes the
size of carrots, and are boiled. A. Dugksii, Coulter &
Rose, Cent Amer

,
is reported as a botanic-garden

S
lant It is tall and coarse, aromatic: lvs. much
ecompound, segm linear.

ARRHENATH&RUM (Greek arren, masculine, and
ather, awn, in reference to the awned staminate flower).

Gramlnex. Oat Grass. Tall perennials with flat blades
and long narrow panicles, spikclets 2-fld

,
the lower

staminate, its lemma bearing a geniculate twisted
dorsal awn, the upper perfect, short-awned or awnless.
Species 6, Medit. region. One species, tall oat -grass
(A eldtius, Beauv ), is cult as a meadow grass. Dept.
Agric

,
Div. Agrost. 20.95. There has been recently

intro, into the eastern states a variety (var tuberdsum,

Halac A bidbdsum, Presl ) that bears at the base of

the culms a short chain of corms A variegated form
of this has been offered under the name A. bulbdsum
vanegdtum. A S. Hitchcock.

ARROW-ROOT. An edible starch, derived from the
rhizomes of various scitaminaceous plants, as Maranta,
Curcuma, Tacca, Canna The West Indian arrow-root

is mostly from Maranta arundinacea. The Brazilian is

from Mamhot utilissima. The East Indian is chiefly

from Curcuma angustifolia Potato and maize starches

are also a source of arrow-root. In the United States

starch is secured from Cassava (Mamhot utilissima)

and is used as a substitute for arrow-root. See Cyclo.

Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 199, with figure of Maranta
arundmacea.

ARTAB6TRYS (Greek, suspended grapes
,
alluding

to the clustered fruit suspended by the hooked
peduncle). Annondcex. Climbing Ylang-ylang. Tail-
Grape. Woody tropical climbers or scrambling shrubs,

remarkable for their curiously hooked peduncles, and
prized for the fragrance of their flowers.

Leaves smooth, evergreen, alternate, petals 6 in 2
senes, both series valvate or edge-to-edge, in most
species flat but in certain Malayan and Afncan species

terete or club-shaped, with a broad excavated base,

above which they are constricted and conmvent over
the essential parts, which they almost conceal, the flat or
terete limb above the constriction usually spreading
and ascending, sometimes slightly incurved: stamens
typically annonaceous, closely packed, wedge-shaped or
oolong with 2 dorsal pollen-sacs on the back of the thick
filament and connective produced above them in the

form of a dilated hood or cap: ovaries several, seldom
numerous, each with 2 erect basal ovules side by
side; styles variable, sometimes oblong or club-shaped
and reflexed, sometimes erect or very small; ripe car-

pels separate, borne m a cluster on the hardened torus

or receptacle, either sessile or stipitate, more or less

plum-Uke or olive-like, and normally containing 2 flat-

tened seeds with hard bony testa, nsing side by side

from the base, grooved around the margin and contain-
ing the wrinkled albumen characteristic of all Annona-
ceae E Asia, the Malay Archipelago, and Trop. Afr.

—

About 40 species thus far described, several of them
cult, m tropical countries and grown in conservatories

for their fragrant fls.

Several of the most common species have been con-
fused Artabotrys uncinatus was described by Lamarck
under the name Annona uncxnata in 1786 It was sup-

posed to be identical with Artabotrys odc ralissimus, R.
Br., the type species of the genus, which was established

in 1819. Its flowers, however, are described as having
ovate-lanceolate petals with a brownish red upper part

383. Arpophyllum spicaturn. ( X H)

(or limb), and with broad claws at the base, cottony,
concave within at the base and constricted between the
claw and the blade. It is consequently to be identified

with Artabotrys odoratissimus of Blume, which is dis-

tinct from A odoratissimus
,
R. Br., and which was

described as A. Blumei by Hooker & Thomson, while
A odoratissimus of Hooker & Thomson is to be re-

ferred to A hamatus of Blume, and A intermedins
,

Hassk., is regarded as a variety of A. odoratissimus, R.
Br.

a. Shape of petals lanceolate or ovate, flat.

b. Petals glabrous, more than an inch long.

odoratissimus, R. Br Climbing Ylang-ylang.
Alang-ilang Songsong Tail -Grape Alang-
ilang de China. A woody climber or half-scandent

shrub: young branches puberulous, at length glabrous:
lvs short-petioled, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, acu-
minate, acute at the base, thin, coriaceous, both sides

labrous, glossy, reticulate between the lateral nerves
ooked peduncles 1- or 2-fld., extra-axillary, usually

opposite a If. or subterminal; fls. rather large, greenish

to yellow, very fragrant; petals flat, glabrous, or silky-

puberulous at the base, thick and coriaceous, lanceolate

to oblong-lanceolate, nearly 2 in. long when full-grown,

constricted near the base and conmvent over the essen-

tial parts, widely spreading above the constriction,

inner petals similar to the outer but slightly smaller;

stamens numerous, short and thick, wedge-shaped,
with the connective broadly dilated above the 2 pollen-

sacs, which are adnate on the back of the fleshy filament

and open extrorsely by longitudinal fissures; ovaries
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glabrous, several, each with 2 erect ovules at the base;
styles linear-oblong or club-shaped: berries plum-like,
clustered on the hardened receptacle, oblong, narrowed
at the base, nearly sessile, with a small point at the apex,
smooth, yellow and fragrant when npe. S. China,
Formosa, India, Ceylon, Burma, Philippine Isis. B.R.
423.—A species widely cult, in the warm countries of

the eastern hemisphere and m conservatories, for its

fragrant fls and frs. This species is tender in Cent. Fla.

ana should be banked with dry sand. It needs rich
soil and should be well fertilized each year. Easily
prop, by seeds.

bb. Petals tomentose or pubescent
,
not exceeding an inch

xn length.

c. Fr. ovoxd, sharp-pointed: petals ovate-lanceolate,

brownish red, pubescent.

uncin&tus, Safford (Annbna uncinata, Lam ). Fig.
384. A shrub with climbing divaricate branches; young
branches slightly pubescent at first, at length glabrous,
more or less zigzag: Ivs. lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate,
acuminate, usually acute at the base, glabrous on both

sides, glossy, and with short thick petioles, 5-10 in.

long by 2-3 in. broad: hooked peduncles glabrous,
curved downwards almost like a spiral, somewhat
flattened, usually opposite a If., often with the portion
of the branch above it more or less aborted, so as to
make it appear terminal, calyx 3-parted, the divisions
ovate-acute; petals 6, ovate-lanceolate, brownish red
on the upper part, with broad claws, woolly or pubes-
cent (“cottoneux”), concave within and constricted
between the claw and the limb, the 3 outer petals
about %m. long, somewhat larger than the inner, and
relatively broader, ovaries about 8-12, gradually tap-
ering upward to the obtuse stigmatic apex, clothed
with mmute hairs, and containing 2 basal collateral
erect ovules: frs several, rounaed-ovoid, abruptly
pointed at the apex, nearly sessile, about the size of a
tvalnut inclosed in its hull, at length smooth, lightly
punctate, and inclosing 2 oblong seeds truncated at
the base, rising side by side from the base, more or
less compressed and bearing a marginal groove around
the periphery of the hard bony testa—This species was
described by Lamarck from specimens collected by
Sonnerat in the E Indies and Madagascar (see figs.

Dunal Anon, nls 12. 12a). It is very closely related to

A. odoratissimus
,
R. Br., from which it apparently differs

m the broader shape, reddish brown color, and “cot-
tony’ ’ indumentum of its petals. If, as supposed by
many botanists, the two species are identical, the spe-
cific name uncxnatus of Blume, which it more closely

resembles, the latter, set apart by Hooker & Thomson
as a distinct species under the name A. Blumex, must
yield to the earlier specific name, and A. odoratissxmus,

R. Br., be retained as a species distinct from Lamarck’s
though supposed by its author and his followers to be
identical with it. A. uncxnatus

,
like its very close ally,

A. odoratissimus, is frequently planted in the warm
regions of the eastern hemisphere for the sake of its

fragrant fls.

cc. Fr. tapering at both ends' petals linear-lanceolate
,

tomentose.

hamitus, Blume {A odoratissimus
,

Hook. f. &
Thomson) . A large scrambling shrub with elongate sar-

mentose glabrous branches. Ivs oblong-lanceolate,
obtusely acuminate, acute at the base, 2-4 in long by
1-1 Yz in. broad, coriaceous, glabrous, delicately veined
on both surfaces, hooked peduncles flattened, glabrous,

irally curved, several-fld but usually all but one of the
. abortive; pedicel curved, clothed With short pubes-

cence and bearing at the base a sessile ovate caducous
bracteole, fls yellowish ferrugmeous; calyx mmute,
subtomentose, deciduous, deeply 3-parted, the divisions

broadly ovate-acute, spreading and rcflexed; outer and
inner petals of equal length, 1 in long, linear-lanceolate,

obtusely acuminate, thickish, tomentose, excavated ana
constricted at the base, conniving over the essential

parts and almost concealing them, the limb, above the
constriction, curving somewhat inward, with a raised

median line along the back and a groove within, the
outer petals somewhat broader than the inner, recep-
tacle plano-convex, clothed with mmute hairs, sta-

mens,numerous, thick, club-shaped, obtuse, the con-
nective swollen and rounded above the pollen-sacs;

ovaries few. about 5-8, linear-oblong, glabrous, taper-
ing upward mto the terete style; mature hardened
receptacle bearing 3-5 fruiting carpels 2-2^ in long
and 1 in. diam., tapering toward both ends, obtusely
acuminate, rather smooth, marked with longitudinal
lines within from the base to the apex and spotted with
greenish and white, at length turning red; seeds 2, erect,

side by side oval, with a hard bony pericarp sur-
rounded by a marginal groove, and a large ruminate
albumen. Java, common at the base of high mts.

—

Widely diffused in India and Ceylon, and planted for

the sake of its fragrant fls., often scrambling over
garden walls. Closely allied to this species is Aria

-

botrys intermediums, Hassk
,
which grows in the botani-

cal gardens of Buitenzorg, on the island of Java. Its

calyx is described as silky within, its petals as green and
covered with fine tomentum, the exterior ones a little

broader and longer than the inner (an inch long), and
ovate-lanceolate m shape, and the ripe carpels obovoid
and acutish.

aa. Shape of petals cylindrical or club-shaped, fleshy:

peduncles several-fld.

suavfcolens, Blume. Buffalo Thorn. Durib
Carabao. Subonq Damulaq. A large woody climber
or scrambling shrub: young branches puberulous: Ivs.

elliptic-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, 2-5 in. long by 1-

\]/2 in. broad, acuminate, at the acute or obtuse base
usually narrowed into a snort glabrous petiole, coriace-

ous or subconaceous, glabrous or pubescent on the
midrib beneath, glossy above, conspicuously veined
on both sides: peduncles short, recurved or hooked,
flattened and fasciated, puberulous, several-fld.; fls.

very fragrant, small, yellow, borne on pedicels Min.
long or less; petals all similar, about y#n. long, fleshy,

terete or club-shaped, broad and concave at the base,
where they connive to form a dome-shaped covering
over the essential parts; stamens many, short and thick,
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wedge-shaped, with a very broad truncate or flattened

connective above the two pollen-sacs; ovaries few, about
3-5, broadly ovoid, subcompressed, terminating m a
small stigma and containing 2 basal ovules; fruiting

carpels 2 or 3, oblong, obtuse, slightly contracted at the
base, sessile; seed usually solitary. All Malayan prov-
inces at low elevations, common; distribution from

Sylhct to Burma; also occurring
in the Philippines.—The natives

use this plant to form hedges and
fences, interweaving the long sar-

r . mentose branches, which form an
L effective barrier against cattle and

buffalo. Often planted near
houses on account of the
exquisite fragrance of its fls.

Suitable for forming m-
closures in Fla

,
Porto Rico,

Hawaii, and S. Calif.

W. E. SAFFORD

ARTEMfSIA (Artemisia

,

wife of Mausolus). Com-
vbsitee. Wormwood. A
large genus of aromatic
and bitter herbs and small

shrubs, mostly m the
1 northern hemisphere,

and most abundant
in and regions

leaves alternate,

often dissected heads
small and mostly in-

conspicuous, numer-

„
ous. and generally

' nodding, with vellow

or whitish florets,

wholly discoid, the
>. involucre im-

bricated in

several rows
< In the West,
many of the

„ .. . . species, parti-
385 one 0,8 1

(tCTltdtClj urG

known as sage brush. Grown for their medicinal prop-

erties or for foliage effects. The drug product of tne

artemisias is large A Absinthium is tne chief source

of absinthe; A. Barrelien, Bess
,
of Spain, is said to be

used m the preparation of Algerian absinthe, A. Cma

,

Berger, of tne Orient, is the source of s&ntomca. The
garden kinds are perennials and thrive in the most
ordinary conditions, even in poor and dry soil. Propa-
gation is mostly by division.

Abrotanum, 11.

Absinthium, 7.

arboroscens, 8.

arbuBcula, IS.

argentea, 6.

canadensis, 2.

Draounculus, 1.

INDEX.
endovicmna, 9.

fihfoha, 3
fngida, 4
anapkalodes, 10.

lachflora, 13.

ludoviciana, 14.

pontica, 12.

Purahiana, 10.

sacrorum, 17.

sencea, 5
Stellenana, 9.

tndentata, 16.

vmde, 17
vulgans, 13,

a. Heads with two kinds of florets (heterogamous).

b Disk-jls. with both stamens and pistils, but the ovary

abortive (not producing seed), style usually entire.

1. Dractinculus, Linn. Tarragon Estragon. Herb;
green and glabrous, with erect, branched sts. 2 ft.

nigh: radicfd Ivs. 3-parted at the top, st.-lvs. linear

or lanceolate, entire or small-toothed: panicle spread-

ing, with whitish green, nearly globular fl -heads. Eu.
R.H. 1896, p. 285.—Tarragon lvs. are used for seasoning,

but the plant is little grown m this country. The lvs.

may be dried in the fall, or roots may be forced in a

coolhouse in the winter. Prop, by division; rarely pro-

duces seed. See Tarragon.

2. canadensis, Michx Herb, 2 ft. or less high, glabrous
or very nearly so * lvs. usually 2-pinnate, with filiform,

plane lobes, ns in a long, narrow panicle, with numer-
ous small greenish heads. Wild on banks and plains in
the northern part of the country.

3. filif&lia, Torr Shrubby, canescent, 3 ft. or less

high, very leafy, the branches rigid . lvs 3-parted into

linear filiform segms
,
scarcely rem wide panicle long

and leafy. Plains, W.—Flint has a purplish, mist-likci

aspect when in fr.

bb. Disk-fls. perfect and fertile, style 2-deft.

c. Receptacle hairy.

d. Racemes not l-sided.

4. frfgida, Willd. Herb, 8-12 in., with a woody base,
silvery cancscent. lvs much cut into linear lobes:

heads small and globular, with pale involucre, in nu-
merous racemes Plains and mts W Intro. 1883 —
Good for borders. Known in Colo, as “mountain
fringe,” and used medicinally

5 serfeea, Web Sub-shrub or more usually a creep-
ing woody perennial with finely divided silky foliage:

If -segms distinctly stalked fl -heads in solitary or
pamculately branching racemes, yellowish white. Sum-
mer. Siberia.

6. argSntea, L’Her Shrubby, erect, 1-2 ft.: lvs.

white-silky, 2-pmnate, the lobes linear or lanceolate:

heads globular, tomentose, nodding, m racemose pani-
cles Madeira—Useful for rockwork.

7 Absinthium, Linn. Wormwood. Absinthium
Almost shrubby, 2-4 ft high, spreading and branchy,
white-silky* lvs 2-3-parted into oblong, obtuse lobes:

heads small and numerous, in leafy panicles.—Worm-
wood is native to Eu

,
but it occasionally escapes from

gardens It is a common garden herb, being used m
domestic medicine, especially as a vermifuge Worm-
wood tea is an odorous memory with every person
who was reared m the country. See Absinthe and
Wormwood

dd Racemes 1-sided.

8 arborescens, Linn. Shrubby, 1-2 ft
,
the sts erect

and angled, foliage finely dissected, silvery white, the
upper lvs. almost sessile, the lower petiolate: fls. in

somewhat 1 -sided racemes, bnght yellow. Medit re-

gion —Hardy only as far north
as Washington, D. C.

cc. Receptacle not hairy.

d. Lvs. while or silvery

throughout.

9. Stelleriina, Bess. (A. enr

domciana, Hort ) OldWoman.
Dusty Miller. Beach
Wormwood. Fig 385. Herb,
2 ft

,
from a woody creeping

base, densely white tomentose:
lvs pmnatifid, with obtuse
lobes, heads large and many-
fld., in a racemose-glomerate
infl. N E. Asia and on the
Atlantic coast from Mass, to

Del — Attractive from its

whiteness. Useful for borders.

10. Purshi&na, Bess. {A.

anaphalbdes
,
Nutt, not Hort.).

Sts and lvs. white-woolly on
both sides, differing from A.
ludoviciana in which the lvs.

are usually glabrate above
when old: lvs. acute or acumi-
nate, overtopped by the spi-

cate-paniculate infl of white 386. Artemisia pontica.

fls. Missouri R. to the Pacific. (XJO
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387. Artemisia vulgaris.

(XM

dd. Lvs white on 1 side only or green throughout.

11. Abrtitanum, Linn. Southernwood. Old Man.
Shrubby, 3-5 ft., green and glabrous, the at. much

branched and rather strict lvs. 1-3-

pinnately divided, the divisions fine-

filiform : panicle loose, with yellowish
white heads Eu—Soutnernwood
is grown for its pleasant-scented
foliage; and it sometimes escapes
into waste places. See Southern-
wood

12 p6ntica, Linn Roman Worm-
wood Fig 386 Shrubby, erect,
1-4 ft • lvs canescent below, pin-
natisect, the lobes linear panicle
open and long, with small, globular,

nodding, whitish yellow heads. Eu.
—Roman wormwood is used for the
same purposes as A Absinthium

,

and is more agreeable A source
of absinthe

,
13. vul^Aris, Linn Mug-

wort. Fig 387 Herb, erect,

paniculately branched, the sts.

often purplish lvs white-cot-
tony beneath but soon green
above, 2-pinnately cleft, with
lanceolate lobes; upper lvs.

sometimes linear: heads many,
oblong, yellowish. Eu and N.
N. Amer

,
and naturalized in

eastern states —A white-fid.

form has been sold as A lacti-

fldra. Fig. 388. It is a beauti-

ful plant with fragrant foliage G 29 '409.—Mug-
wort is grown for the ornament of its foliage. There
are vanegated-lvd and golden-lvd. varieties. It was
once a domestic remedy.
Variable.

14. ludovici&na, Nutt.
Western Mugwort.
White Sage Erect or

ascending herb, 2-3 ft.,

white-tomentose or lvs. be-
coming greenish above • lvs.

linear to oblong, the lower
oneB toothed or parted, the
upper ones entire heads
small, bell-shaped, panicu-

late. Plains and banks, W.
Intro 1891

aa. Heads with perfect

fls. throughout re-
**'

ceptacle not hairy,

15. arbtiscula, Nutt
Sage Brush. Shrubby,
a foot or less high:

lvs. short, wedge-shaped, 3-

lobed, the lobes obovate and
often 2-lobed, canescent :

panicle simple and strict,

often spike-like, the 5-9-fld.

heads erect. Plains and
mts., Colo and Wyo., N W
46. trident£ta,Nutt. Sage

Brush. Shrubby, reaching
height of 12 ft. although
often only a foot high,

branchy, canescent: lvs.

wedge-shaped, 3-7-toothed
or lobed, truncate at the

’ summit, the uppermost ones
narrower: heads 5-8-fld.

Plains, W. Intro. 1881. 388. Artemisia lactiflora. No 13.

17. saerdrum, Ledeb. Annual or biennial, shrubby
below, lvs long-petioled, ovate, pinnatisect and the
segms. again pectinate, hoary or white-pubescent,
the rachis winged* fls. 15-20 m the head, the heads
nodding and m separate slender racemes. S. Russia,
Siberia, etc. Var. vfridej Hort., with green foliage, is

the attractive Summer Fir recently intro., grown as an
annual for its neat pyramidal form (3-5 ft.; and much
dissected rich green foliage.

A Baiimgartenu, Bess Compact, shrub-like, with small lvs.

and yellcw fls standing erect above the lvs S Eu —A land/a,

Willd (A pedemontana, Balbis) Low cespitose plant with finely

cut, silvery foliage for which it is chiefly grown. Spain.

N. Taylor,f

389 Globe artichoke.

ARTHROPODIUM (Greek, joint and foot, alluding
to jointed pedicels) Lilidceae Herbaceous perennials,

allied to Anthencum, grown in the open m the South
and otherwise in greenhouses.

Tufted herbs 1-3 ft. high, with fibrous fleshy roots:

lvs. linear or lanceolate, crowded at base of st : scape
simple or branched; fls white or violet, m racemes or
panicles, on pedicels jointed at the middle; perianth
persistent, the segms 6 and distinct and 3-nerved;
stamens 6, shorter than perianth, fr. a subglobose caps.,

3-valved —About 10 species m Austral
,
New Zeal

,
etc.

Cult and prop as for Anthencum, requiring no special

treatment

cirrhAtum, R Br. Glabrous, to 3 ft : lvs numerous,
deep green, 2 ft. or less long scape stout, naked, bear-
ing a much-branched panicle often 1 ft. long, fls.

white, star-shaped, 1 in. or less in diam., the segms.
oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, filaments bearing 2 ten-
dril-like appendages (whence the name). New Zeal.

B.M. 2350—Reported m S. Calif. L. H. B
ARTHROTAXIS: Athrotaxu

ARTICHOKE (Cynara Scdlymus. Linn.). Com-
pdsitx. The artichoke (or the Globe artichoke, to
distinguish it from the Jerusalem artichoke) is a strong
thistle-like plant (Fig. 389), grown for the edible flower-

heads (Fig 390). It is native in southern Europe and
northern Africa, and is not hardy in the northernmost
parts of the United States It is perennial, but the

g
lantation should be renewed every two or three years,

ee Cynara
The artichoke is propagated by seed or by suckers.

The latter is the preferable method, for a good strain or
variety may thus be perpetuated The buds or shoots
are detached from the old crown in spring before
growth begins. Seeds produce bearing plants the fol-

lowing year, although heads may be secured the same
autumn if the season is long and if the seeds are
started early under glass.

The soft fleshy receptacle of the flower-head and
the thickened base of the scales (or involucre bracts)
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are the edible parts. They are sometimes eaten raw,
but are usually Doiled and served with drawn butter or

sauce. The leaves are sometimes blanched after the
manner of sea-kale and cardoon, and are cooked as a
pot-herb.

In the southern states and California, the artichoke is

grown without difficulty. In California, particularly,

it thrives as a field crop. In northern gardens, even
professional and skilled gardeners have usually given

it up after a few
trials. It is found
in a few gardens
on Long Island,

in Massachusetts,
and perhaps a few
other places, and
is there grown
with fair success,

provided that the
crown is protected
in winter in such
a way that snow
or heavy mulch is

not allowed to

choke the plant.

This seems to be
the chief danger.

Instead of covering with manure or litter, place a cap or

miniature tent over the crown to give it air and freedom
of breathing. The flower-heads are now regularly and
commonly found on sale at the green grocers’ in our
larger eastern cities, and the supply comes mostly from
California The large seeds may need special treat-

ment to make them germinate promptly The better
way, undoubtedly, for the home gardener who may
wish to try a few plants, is to secure sucker plants

from one of the big seedsmen or professional plant-

growers. Set them in fairly good warm soil, 3 feet

each way, or 4 by 2, and give clean cultivation. Pro-
tect the crowns during winter as suggested, and in

following spring thin to about three shoots. Edible
heads may be expected in July. They are gathered for

use before the flower-heads open. It is better to cut the

old stalk down to the ground after the head is removed,
for the root is not then weakened and new shoots will

spring up There are a number of varieties, Large
Green Pans being the one mostly mentioned in Cali-

fornia. In parts of Europe the artichoke is grown with
special skill, but it has never been a prominent vege-

table in American gardens. T. Greiner.

390. Edible head* of artichoke. ( X H)

ARTICHOKE, JERUSALEM (Hehdnthus tvberdsus
,

Linn ) Compdsitae. The Jerusalem artichoke is the
subterranean stem tuber of a native sunflower. Fig.

391. The plant is coarse and upright, and persists as a
weed when once introduced. It doe3 not need excess-

ively nch soil, nor high culture, succeeding on any
warm well-drained land without attention. It is

planted much after the manner of potatoes, and ft will

grow and produce its many smallish, white, edible tubers.

In late fall, the plants
may be pulled up, ex-

posing to view the
tubers that are clus-

tered around the roots

near the main stalks so

that they can be easily

gathered with the help
391. Tuber of Jeruwlem artichoke. 0f a hoe or potato hook,

if wanted for use as a
culinary vegetable; or, if grown for hog-feed, the hogs
may be turned right into the field and allowed to dig

their own. All farm stock seems to like the artichoke

tubers. If shredded or ground and mixed with meals,
they make a good winter ration, as a variety, for poultry.

More prolific than common potatoes, and far more

easily grown, the artichoke is one of the crops that may
be considered for cultivation as a succulent vegetable to
feed to cattle, swine, and other farm animals during
winter. Raw or boiled and served cold with oil and vine-

gar, this tuber also makes a very palatable winter or
spring salad, and for this purpose it finds a limited sale

in our markets. The chief commercial demand for it

is for seed purposes. Frost has no injurious effect on
the tuber in the ground, and the easiest way to winter
it, therefore, is by leaving the plants alone until spring

and then digging the tubers. If already harvested, they
may be pitted like potatoes, beets, or other roots, and
will require very little covering. Mammoth White
French is said by some propagators to be an improved
strain of the Jerusalem artichoke. If there is danger of

the plant spreading and becoming a weed, hogs, when
given a chance at it, will soon clear the land of

the tubers. It was cultivated by tie Indians. See
Helianthus. x. Greiner.

ARTOCARPUS (artos, bread, and carpos, fruit).

Moracese. Bread-Fruit. Milky-juiced tropical trees,

some of them yielding edible fruits, ornamental in

foliage

Leaves alternate, large, thick, entire or pinnate:

dioecious; staminate fls. on long spikes, the sepals and

392. Bread-Fruit—Artocarpus incisa, showing a
fruit of edible size. ( X H)

stamens 2; pistillate fls. in globular heads, with simple
1-ovuled ovary and bifid stigma' fr a large fleshy mass
or syncarp, formed of the aggregated fls.—A genus of

40 species containing many tropical fr. plants, originally

from the E. Indies, sometimes cult, with difficulty m
northern botanic gardens for their great economic
interest, and throughout the world m the tropics. They
need a hot, moist atmosphere, much water, and per-

fect drainage. Prop slowly by cuttings of young
lateral growth. Bread-fruit seeds are boiled and eaten.

incisa, Linn.f. (A. commiinu
,
Forst.?). Bread-Fruit.

Fig 392. Tree, 30-40 ft., with a viscid, milky juice'

branches fragile: lvs. 1-3 ft. long, leathery, ovate,

cuneate and entire at base, upper part 3-9-lobed' male
fls. in a dense club-shaped yellow catkin, 10-16 in long;

female fls. in a subglobular echinate head, having a

spongy receptacle: fr. 4-6 in. diam ,
typically indi-

cated, but in the best cult, varieties reticulated only,

and often seedless Gt. 39, p 273 Gng. 5:233, and
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B.M. 2869-2871, where the romantic story of its

transfer to the W Indies is told —Sparingly cult, in

S. Fla. and in warmhouses of botanic gardens Eaten
cooked, as a vege-
table rather than
as a fruit; widely
used in tropics.

integrifdlia,
Linn f Jack-
Fruit or Tree.
Called also Jaca
Fig 393 Tree, 30
ft

,
with milky

juice: lvs 4-6 in long,

very various; those of

fertile branches nearly
obovate, entire; those of

higher branches more ob-

ovate and oblong, those
of young shoots from the
root very narrow, or 2-3-

lobed: fr attaining a
length of 18 in. or more,
and weight of 30-40 lbs.

GC 111 20.717. BM
2833, 2834. Gt. 39, p
273. Gn. 35, p 455—
Less palatable than the
bread-fruit, and usually
eaten only by natives
and coolies.

Cinnonii, Bull Lvs
varying from cordate to

deeply 3-lobed, 1 ft long,

red beneath, bronzy crim-
son and purple above,
FS 21 2231, 2232—Per-

haps better included under Ficus Cannomi
,
according

to Nicholson, but here retained in Artocarpus

N Taylor f

ARUM (ancient name). Ar&ceae, Wild Ginger
Tuber-bearing low herbs, of few species, in Eu. and W.
Asia, most of them grown in pots

Lvs. simple, the petiole sheathed at the base spathe
convolute, variously colored, mostly including the short

spadix, pistillate fls. at the base. Monogr by Engler in

DeCandolle’s Monographise Phanerogamaruin, Vol II

Arums are grown usually as oddities, mostly under the
general name of callas. Some of the species are hardy;
others, as A. palxstmum, are tender, and require glass-

house treatment. The kinds are managed m essentially

the same way as the fancy-leaved caladiums Plant
the tubers sufficiently deep that roots may form from
near the top Give rich soil, and water freely when
growing or m bloom. The hardy species should be
well mulched in late fall They thrive best in partially

shaded places and in nch soil Propagation is by
natural offsets; also by seeds or bernes, which some
species produce freely. Some of the species are acnd-
poisonous.

INDEX.

393. Jack-Fruit —Artocarpus
integnfolia

very showy. Society Isis

•Ibiapatbum, 5, 7.

alpinum, 6.

anguetatum, 6
bysantmum, 7.

canariense, 7.

otncumatum, 7.

oorttcum, 1.

eylindrac&um, 7.

mprxum, 2.

detruncatum, 3.

Dioscondis, 2
elongatum, 5
gratum, 5
xmmaculatum, 6
intermedium, 6.

itahcum, 7
maculatum, 6.

Malyi, 6
marmoratum, 7.

nigrum, 5.

Nordmannn, 5.

one n* ale, 5.

palsejtinum, 4
pictum, 1

sanctum, 4.

spectabile, 2.

eynacum, 2.

variotaium, 5
vulgare, 6
Zelebon, 6.

A. Mature lvs. cordate, oblong-ovate.

1.

pfctum, Linn. f. (A. c6rsicum, I.oisel). Lvs ap-
pearing m spring, long-petioled, light, green' spathe
bright violet, swollen at the base' spadix purple-black,

exceeding the spathe. Corsica, Baieanca, etc.—Hardy.

aa. Mature lvs. hastate or sagittate.

b. Tuber round-flattened or oblate, the lvs. and pedun-
cles arising from a depressed center: lvs. appear*
mg before the spathe.

2. Dioscoridis, Sibth & Smith {A. spectdbile, Regel.
A. syriacum, Blumo. A cypnum, Schott). Lf.-blade
oblong-triangular or ovate-triangular- spathe-tube pale
within, the limb 6-8 in long, lanceolate-oblong, and
colored with large lenticular purple spots spadix short,

included Asia Minor.—Runs into many forms, with
variously marked spathes Pots.

3. detnmc&tum, Mey. Lvs more or less truncate at

the base, the blade shorter than in the last spathe
yellowish green and purple-spotted, large (10-15 m.
long) and short-stalked, the limb acuminate. Persia.

—Hardy.

4 palasstinum, Boiss (A. sdndum, Hort 7 Black
Calla. Solomon’s Lily Lvs cordate-hastate, 6 in.

broad across the base and about equal in length, the
middle lobe broad-ovate and nearly blunt, spathe about
the length of the If., with a short green tube, and an
elongated lance-oblong tapering limb, which is greenish
on the outside and continuous black-purple within, the
tip sometimes recurving spadix shorter than the
spathe, the upper part dark-Qolored. Palestine. B.M.

394. Arum maculatum. (XH)

5509. Gn. 45, p. 311; 59, p. 317; 71, p. 102.—Perhaps
the most popular arum at present, being grown in

pots as an oddity.

5. orient&le, Bieb. A foot high: lvs. brownish,
broadly hastate-sagittate, the front lobe oblong-acute:
spathe-tube oblong-ovoid and white within, tne limb
ovate to oblong and intense black-purple (rarely pale},

resembling A. maculatum.—A hardy species from Asia
Minor, running into many forms. Some of the plants
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395 Arum italicum

referred here are A. nigrum
,
A. variolaium, A. Nordr

mannn, A. gratum, Schott; A. elongatum and A. albi-

spathum, Ster. (not A. albupathum
,
Hort., which is A.

xtalicum).

BB. Tuber ovoid or oblong, propagating hori-

zontally, the Ivs. ana peduncles arising

from the apex: Ivs. appearing before

or with the spathe.

0. macul&tum, Linn. (A. vulgare, Lam ).

Lords-and-Ladies. Cuckoo-Pint. Wake
Robin (m England). Fig. 394.

About a foot nigh . Ivs. usually
black-spotted, hastate or sagit-

tate, the front lobe tnangular-
ovate, about as high as the
spathe: spathe somewhat con-
tracted above the base, the mar-
gins of the limb becoming in-

rolled, spotted with purple:

spadix shorter than the spathe,
purple Eu —A hardy species, of

manv forms. A form with spot-
less Ivs and whitish tube with
medial purple zone, is A.immac-
ulatum, Reiehb

,
and Zelebbn,

Schott. Var. angust&tum, Eng-
ler (A. intermedium, Sehur. A.
Mdlyi, Schott) has a narrow light

purple spathe. Var. alpinum,
Engler (A aljAnum, Scnott &
Kotschy) has peduncles longer,

and an ovate-lanceolate spathe.

7. itAlicum, Mill. (A cylin-

drdceum, Gasp ) Fig. 395.
Larger than the last* Ivs. has-
tate, nearly truncate below,
lightsveined spathe scarcely swollen below, the limb
erect and not expanding and including the short
spadix (tip sometimes deflexed after flowering), yel-
lowish or white and faintly stnate. Eu. B M 2432.—

A

hardy species; also grown in pots In the open, the
Ivs. appear in the fall. A very variable species Var.
canari6nse, Engler (A canaribnse, Webb & Berth ),

has narrow If -lobes and spathe. Var. concinn&tum,
Engler (A. concmnatum and A. marmoratum, Schott),

has broad gray-spotted Ivs. Var. byzantinum, Engler,

(A byzantinum, Schott), has spathe-tube oblong, white
inside and purple at the mouth, and an acuminate pur-
ple or green limb. Var. albisp&thum, Hort., has a white
spathe. L. H. B.

ARtJNCUS (old name). RosAceae. Goat’s-Beard.
Ornamental tall perennial herbs, cultivated chiefly for

the large showy panicles of white flowers and also for

the handsome much-divided foliage

Leaves bi- to tnpinnate with minute or wanting
stipules* fls. dioecious, small; calyx 5-lobed; petals 5;

stamens many; pistils commonly 3: the follicles dehis-

cent, glabrous, usually 2-seeded, seeds minute, dull.

—

Two species in N. Amer
,
N and W. Eu

,
N. Asia to

Japan. Formerly usually referred to Spiraea, which dif-

fers chiefly in its shrubby habit, simple, rather small
Ivs

,
and 5 pistils.

They are tall perennial herbs with large compound
leaves and small white flowers in slender spikes forming
large terminal panicles. The species in cultivation is

hardy North: it prefers rich rather moist soil and grows
well in half-shaay situations. Propagation is by seeds,

which germinate readily, and also by division of older

plants.

Sylvester, Kostel.(A. Arimcus, Karsten. Spirka Arun-
cus

,
Linn.). Tall (5-7 ft.), erect branchy herb: Ivs.

large, 2-3-pinnate; lfts. ovate to lanceolate, sharply and
doubly serrate, 1-2H in* long* fls. about ^in. across:
follicles deflexed in fr. May-July. Rich woods, N.

Amer., N. Eu. and Asia—A desirable hardy bordei
plant of easy cult. Var. Knelffii, Zabel. Lfts. linear-
lanceolate, irregularly serrate or incised, long-acuminate:
fls as in the type. MDG 1897:260.—Very graceful
form with its finely cut foliage.

A astilboidet, Maxim (Spirspa Aruncua var. astilboides, Maxim.)
Similar to the preceding, but lower and smaller in every part lfts.

more deeply serrate, H-l Y% in long infl loss compound, with
denser oblong branchlets follicles erect Japan—Apparently not
in cillt , the plant cult under the name of Spiraea astilboides is

Astilbe astilboides, Lem
,
which is a true astilbe

Alfred Rehder.
ARUNDINAria : Bamboo.

ARtiNDO (an ancient Latin name for A. Donax).
Grandnese. Reed. Tall reed-like grasses with broad

flat blades and large plume-
like terminal panicles: spike-

lets 3-4-fld
,
gj'imes narrow,

acute; rachilla naked; lemmas
long-pilose—Species about 6,

in the warmer regions of the
Old World

Ddnax, Linn Giant Reed.
Figs 396, 397. Tall and stout,

W as much as 20 ft
,
from large knotty root-

stocks: blades numerous, cordate-clasping and
hairy-tufted at base, 2-3 m wide on main
st * panicle 1-2 ft

;
spikelets 6 lines long. G.

2*419 Gn. 1, p 391, 3, p 493, 8, p 199, 17, p
407; 27, p. 307. GM 50 253 GW 2:337;
3:416; 8:613—Cult for ornament because of

the regularly placed Ivs and the large plumes.
A smaller less hardy variegated form with
white-striped Ivs is cult under the name of

var varieg&ta (var versicolor, var pida). G.
7v i/O 18 137. Var macroph^lla has large glaucous
(X/4)

Ivs

conspfcua, Forst f Sts lower and more slender r

blades long and narrow, 2-A ft * panicle 1-2 ft
,
silvery

or yellow-white; spikelets 1-3-fid B M 6232. F.
1874 61 G 1:344; 9:64, 19 21 Gn 49, p 229, 66, p.

121. G M. 55:408. G W. 15 51 Native of New Zeal.—
Less hardy than A. Donax. A S. Hitchcock

ASARUM (ancient obscure name). Including
Hexastyhs. Anstolochiaceae Asarabacca Low, nearly
stemless herbs, sometimes planted in wild borders and
used as ground-cover in shady places

Perennial: sts. creeping, with odd purplish or brown
fls. on the surface of the ground (or nearly so), under-
neath the heart-like or kidney-like Ivs corolla want-
ing or merely rudimentary, but calyx corolla-hke, with
a regular 3-parted limb, sta-

mens 12, with tips on the
filaments projecting beyond
the anthers: ovary inferior,

maturing into a rather fleshy I

globular caps—A dozen or
J

more species in the temperate
parts of the northern hemi-
sphere. The asarums inhabit
nch, shady woods, spreading
on the ground, and the fls

are unseen except by the close

observer. They are of easy
culture if transplanted to rich,

moist places. They make at-

tractive carpets in borders
and groves. The species de-
scribed are sold by dealers

m native plants. Some of the
species are reported to have
medicinal properties. Several
species of doubtful validity 4

have been described from the
southern states. 396. Arundo Donax.
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a. Plant markedly pubescent.

canadense, Linn Wild Ginger. Canada Snake-
root Lvs about 2 to a plant, thin, kidney-shaped,
pointed, with a deep and open sinus, not mottled: fl.

slender-stalked, with lance-acuminate calyx-lobes an
inch or more across at the

expanded mouth, chocolate-

brown
;
style 6-lobed . Frequent

in woods E. B.M. 2769. A.G.
13:517

H&rtwegii, Wats. Tufted,
loose-pubescent: lvs. large and
thick, cordate, with rounded
basal lobes, mostly acute at
the apex, margin ciliate, gla-

brous and mottled above, fl.

stout-stalked,
the lobes often
ovate and long-

pointed, the
ovary inferior;

styles 6. Sierra

Nevadas, 4,000-
7,000 ft. alti-

tude

europ&um,
Linn. Lvs. kid-

ney-shaped, evergreen,
dark green, the petiole
3-5 in : fls greenish
purple. J^in ,

with in-

curved, lobes; styles 6,

and grooved or 2-

parted, recurved. Eu
aa Plant sliahtly or

not at all pubescent

caud&tum, Lmdl
Wild Ginger. Rather
slender, with long
rootstocks, sparingly
pubescent lvs cor-

date - kidney - shaped,
and more or less cup-
ped or cucullate, acute
or obtusish fls slen-

der-stalked, the calyx-

lobes oblong or trian-

gular and attenuate,
styles united. Pacific coast—Evergreen.

LSmmonii, Wats. Like the last, but lvs. plane or fiat,

rounded at apex, less pubescent, calyx-lobes short.

Sierra Nevadas

virgfnicum, Linn. Lvs. broad-ovate or orbicular,

rounded at the top, the sinus narrow* fl. short-stalked,

purple, the calyx-lobes broad and rounded, styles 6,

2-lobed; anthers not pointed Va
,
S in mts

arifdlium, Michx. Lvs thickish and usually mottled,
orbicular to hastate, obtuse: fls stout-stalked, urn-
shaped and much contracted at the throat, styles 6, 2-

lobed; anthers poihted Va
,
S L. H B.

ASCLfePIAS (ancient Greek and Latinized name).
AsclepiaMcex. Milkweed. Silkweed. Perennial
milky-juiced herbs, sometimes used in the hardy
border or wild garden

Erect, with deep thick and hard perennial roots . lvs.

opposite or verticillate (rarely alternate), entire, fls.

gamopetalous, the corolla segms. generally strongly
reflexed; stamens 5, attached to the corolla, the anthers
more or less united about the stigma; between the
corolla and the stamens is a crown of 5 comucopia-like
horns or appendages; pollen cohering into a waxy mass
(pollmium) which is removed bodily by insects that
visit the fl : fr. 2 warty, or echmate or smooth follicles.

The pollination of an asclepias fl. is shown in Fig. 398.

The pollen-masses are usually twin (as at b), and the
handle or caudicle lies in a chink on the side of the

stigma. The pollen-masses become attached to the
legs or mouth parts of the insect, and are thereby trans-

ferred to another fl.—The milkweeds are common m
waste places in N. Amer., and are rarely cult About
80 species are known, mostly North American, but
others in Cent and S. Amer and Afr. Several species

(described below) have been offered by dealers in native

plants. The butterfly-weed and some others are very
showy and worthy of more general attention The
large-lvd kinds are desirable when heavy foliage effects

are wanted. They are all perennials of the easiest cult.

Prop, by division, rarely by seeds.

a. Fls. (corolla and crown) orange.

tuberdsa, Linn. Butterfly-Weed. Pleurisy
Root. Fig 399. Hairy, 2-3 ft high, from long, hori-

zontal roots, with more or less alternate, lance-oblong
or lance-linear lvs. umbels several, short-peduncled

:

pods pubescent, erect Dry banks and fields, wide-
spread, and not infrequent. B R 76.—A handsome
plant.

aa. Fls. in shades of red or purple.

Curass&vica, Linn Plant glabrous, 2 ft or less* lvs.

opposite and short-petioled, thin, oblong-lanceolate:

corolla scarlet: pods glabrous, erect. Fla and La.

B.R.81.

incarnita, Linn Glabrous or nearly so, leafy and
branching, 3 ft . lvs opposite, oblong-lanceolate, cor-

olla rose-purple to flesh-color, with oblong lobes pods
glabrous, erect B R 250. Var ptilchra, Pers Hirsute,

and lvs. broader. Swamps.—Common
aaa. Fls greenish

,
yellowish or white (sometimes

purple-tinged, especially m A. quadnfolia).

b. Pods tomentose and soft-spiny.

specidsa, Torr. (A. Douglasu, Hook.) St stout and
simple, 3 ft or less, fine-tomentose or becoming gla-

brous: lvs large and broad, ovate, transversely veined,
shortrpetioled : fls. purplish and large, the peduncle of

the umbel shorter than the lvs. Neb. W. and S B M
4413.

Com&tii, Decne. (A. syriaca, Linn.) Differs from
last m having obtuse and short hoods to the crown,
taller, less pubescent lvs oblong or oval: fls dull pur-
ple, in large, more or less nodding umbels Mn 7 221 —
The common milkweed of the eastern states.

bb. Pods glabrous and unarmed.

c. Fruiting pedicels aecurved or deflexed, the pods erect

or ascending.

amplexicahlis, Michx. Plant glabrous and glaucous:
st. decumbent, 1-2 ft long: lvs. numerous, cordate-
ovate and clasping, obtuse, succulent: corolla green-
purple. Barrens, N. C. and S.

phytolaccoldes, Pursh
(A nlvea

,
Sims). Plant

?

;labrous and green, 3-4
t

,
erect : lvs. thm, oval to

lance-oval, acuminate and
short-petioled: fls. green-

ish, in large, loose umbels.

Moist ground; frequent.

B.M. 1181.

H&llii, Gray. Stout,

puberulent: lvs. thickish,

ovate-lanceolate or oblong
(3-5 in. long), short-

petioled : fls. greenish white
and purple, in few many-
fld. umbels. Colo. G.C.
III. 28*183

398. Milkweed flower showing
pollination.
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varieg&ta, Linn. Two ft. or lent* high: lvs. 3-7 pairs,

oval, ovate or oblong, thmnish, green and glabrous
above and pale beneath: fls. white and pjnk, m 1-3

umbels. Dry, shady places, central and southern states.

B.M. 1182.

eriocArpa. Benth Densely woolly all over. lvs. alter-

nate or in 3’s, long-oblong or lanceolate, short-petioled

:

fls. dull white, in few or several umbels. Calif.

cc Fruiting pedicels erect, and the pods erect.

quadrifdlia, Linn About 2 ft
,
not branched, with lvs.

towards the top of the st in whorls of 4. lvs ovate or
lance-ovate, acuminate, thin, nearly or quite glabrous,
fls pink to white m 2-4 loose umbels Dry soil; fre-

quent L B C. 13 1258

verticill&ta, Linn. About 2 ft., slender, very leafy:

lvs in whorls of 3-6, very narrow-linear and
revolute fls. greenish white, in many small
umbels. Drv soil, frequent. L B C. 11 . 1067

Var. phmila, Gray A few inches high from a fascicled

root: lvs filiform, crowded. Plains, W
mexic&na, Cav. Height 5 ft. or less lvs in whorls

of 3-6, or sometimes opposite or fascicled, linear or

narrow-lanceolate fls.

greenish white or pur-
plish in dense, many-
fld umbels. Ore., \\ .

and S. L H B

Ascyrum (Greek,
not hard or rough,

ancient name of some
plant) Hypencdcew
Small plants some-
times planted in wild
gardens and borders
Low herbs or sub-

shrubs, with bright

yellow fls., 2 small
sepals ana 2 large

ones, 4 petals, and
many stamens: fr. a
1- celled and 2-4-

valved caps.—Two
species in dry, sandy
soils in eastern states

(also one or two W.
Indian and one Hi-
malayan species) Of
easiest cult but
should be covered in

winter in the N. Prop,
by division; also by
seeds.

hypericoldes, Linn
(A Crhx- Andrew,
Linn ). St Andrew’s
Cross Fig 400. Aft
or less high, branchy:
lvs thin, oblong or

obovate, narrowed to

the base
:
petals linear-

oblong
;
styles 2, short

G.F. 5:257 (adapted in Fig. 400). Mn 3:65.

stAns, Michx. St. Peter’s-wort. Taller, scarcely

branched: st. 2-edged, stout: lvs. thicker, broad-oblong
or oval and clasping: petals obovate; styles 3-4.

L. H. B.
ASH: Fraxmus.

ASlMINA, (from Assimmier, a French-and-Indian
name). Annon&cese, Papaw (the papaw of literature is

Carica, which see). Small trees or shrubs, grown chiefly

for their handsome large foliage and for their attractive
flowers; also sometimes for their edible fruit.

Low shrubs, and 1 species a small tree : lvs all ernate,

usually deciduous, entire: fls. axillary, solitary or few,
nodding, short-stalked; sepals 3, smaller than petals,

399 Asclepias tuberosa. ( X M)

400 Ascyrum hypericoides ( X H)

deciduous; petals 6, the inner ones smaller, usually

upright; stamens numerous, crowded, with short

filaments, pistils 3-15, separate, 1-celled with many
o\ules: fr consisting of 1 or few oval to oblong berries

with rather large compressed seeds in 1 or 2 ranks—
Eight species in E N. Amer Description of all species

is given in Gray, Syn FI N Amer. 1, pt. 1, pp 62 and
464.

Asiminas are ornamental trees or shrubs wuth hand-
some large foliage, of disagreeable odor when bruised,

conspicuous white or purplish flowers in early spring

and large edible fruits m autumn Only two species are

cultivated, of which the arborescent one is the hardier

and the handsomer in foliage, while the more tender

.4 grandiflora has larger and showier flowers.

They grow best in rich and moist soil They trans-

plant with difficulty Propagation is by seeds sown in

autumn, or stratified and sown m spring, or by layers in

autumn, also by root-cuttings In the North, the seeds

should be sown m pots or pans

triloba, Dunal (Annbna triloba, Linn ) Fig 401 Small
tree, 10-40 ft : lvs cuneate, obovate-oblong, acute,

ft long, glabrous fls with the lvs from branches of the

previous year, green when expanding, changing to pur-

plish red, with yellow in the middle, 2 in. broad, fr.

'

* (fill'VW% r
‘V •

1

:.k

401. Aaimina triloba. (XH)
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oblong, 2-6 in. long, dark brown. S. states, north to N.
Y, west to Mich, and Kan. S S. 1:15, 16. B.M.
5854. Gn. 33, p. 321. G.F. 8:495 AG 44:713. R H.
1911, pp. 134, 135—This is the only arborescent species

of the genus. It is well worth a place in the garden, for

its large foliage is very handsome and the fls
,
appear-

ing in the early spring, are attractive. The large fr is

edible, and may be stiil improved by cult and careful

selection of the best varieties. Many persons do not rel-

ish the highly aromatic flavor, and the large seeds are a
disadvantage. The tree has proved hardy in Mass,
and Ont One Or 2 named forms have been offered.

grandifldra, Dunal. Shrub, 2-6 ft. : lvs cuneate, obo-
vate or oblong, obtuse, 2-4 m. long, rufous-pubescent
when young, at length glabrous and ehartaceous fl3

large, appearing with the lvs
,
outer petals cream-col-

ored, over 2 m. long, much larger than the inner ones:
the laige fr. is said to be very delicious S. Ga , Fla.

Alfred Rehder.

ASPARAGUS (the Greek name) Lihacex Aspara-
gus. Smilax (greenhouse). Asparagus Fern A large

genus of herbaceous perennials and tender woody
shrubs and vines, grown mostly for .ornamental habit
and foliage, but one of them (A officinalis) for food

Plants provided W'th short underground rhizomes
from which the aerial sts arise m serial ordei roots
often tuberous, sometimes fleshy but long-eyhndnc as

m A officinalis sts varying from low herbs to stout
woody vines 50 ft or more long, lvs reduced to scale-

like bracts usually with a basal spur, often spiny, If -

function peiformed by special sterile twigs, cladodes
(phyllodia, cladophylls, l e

,
lf.-like branchlets) of

determinate growth and of characteristic shape with
each species (see Fig 411): fls usually axillary, or

terminal, in 1-4’s, sometimes umbellate,
often racemose on special branches lacking

1 A the cladodes, small, perianth C-parted, sta-

I V w mens 6, free, filament attached to base of

\fj perianth lobes; ovary 3-celled, stigma 3-

paited (except in Section Kodiastigma),
ovules 2-6 in locule fr a berry 1-, 3-, 6-

or more seeded; seed globose or flat on one
side, testa usually black, embryo straight,

surrounded by a hard endosperm —About
150 species, all native of the Old World,
ranging from Siberia to Cape of Good
Hope, usually from dry regions. Monogr.
by Baker, Journ Linn Soc 14 (1875);
account of cult species by Watson, G.C.
Ill 23*122, 147, 178.

This large genus is remarkable for its

lack of functional leaves, whose place is

taken by the leaf-hke cladodes which are
usually considered as leaves The cladodes
are usually borne m fascicles of three to

forty in the axils of the leaf-scale; m A asparagoides
.the leaf-like cladode is solitary in the axils. The woody
members of the genus often have the base of the leaf-
scale developed into a strong spme. In some groups
the cladodes are spiny tipped A stipulaceus and its

relatives (apparently not in cult.) have the side
branches developed into thorns
Most of the ornamentals of the genus

will not stand frost, but some of the
Asiatic forms are perfectly hardy except
in the North. Members of this genus
furnish the most satisfactory “green” for
decorative purposes known to the trade,
some of the forms rivaling the finest

ferns in their delicate beauty Their
ability to hold up for several days with-
out wilting makes the cut sprays of some
of the species necessary in some forms
of decorative work.

Nearly all the species are of easy cul-

ture and can be propagated readily by seed which is

usually produced m abundance; also propagated 6y
division and in some woody forms by cuttings.

asparagoides, 17.

Btampxedu, 6.

comoronais, 0
compactus, 6, 14
Coopen, 7
enspus, 5
decumbens, 5
deflexus, 11

drepanophyllus, 13.

Duchetnet, 13
elongatus, 16
faicatoides, 14

INDEX.

faloatus, 15.

fihcinus, 3
Hatcheri, 6.

lucidus, 4
madagascarensis, 10
medeoloxdet, 17
myrtifohua, 17.
nanus, 6
officinalis, 1

pluinosus, 6
racemosus, 12
retrofractus, 9

robustus, 6.

aarmentoaua, 14.

scandens, 11.

Sprengen, 14
tuperbus, 6
tenuissimus, 6
totragonus, 12.

umbellatus, 8.

vanegatus, 14
verticillatus, 2.

virgatus, lb.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Lf.scales with a basal spur or scale,

cladodes fascicled m axils of If -scales

and, when flat, with stomata on both

sides.

B. Fls. dioecious ft -buds axillary and
present on young shoots, developing
with the cladodes Section EUASPARAGUS

c Cladodes filiform
d Plant an erect herb: cladodes

terete . . 1 . officinalis

do Plant a semi-woody vine: cla-

dodes angled .... 2 verticillatus

cc. Cladodes flat, linear or linear-
lanceolate

D Berry black cladodes falcate,

\<iin branches with twigs
and cladodes m a horizontal
plane fls opening widely an
erect herb 3. filicmus

dd Berry white or pink’ cladodes
nearly straight, I d m , not m
a definite plane' a vine 4. lucidus

bb Fls perfect, usually appearing after

the cladodis or on special branches
on the old wood

c. Base of If -scul< a spur, often a
sharp spi.u fls , when solitary,

m axils with cladodes Section ASPARAGOPSIS
D. Position of fls axillary or ter-

minal, with cladodes
E Cladodes filiform or 8-anglcd

F. Thefts notumbellcd,4orles8
o Shape of cladodes 3-

angled, m 3's fls axil-
lary an herbaceous vine,

tuberous-rooted 5 crispus
oo. Shape of cladodes terete,

numerous fls terminal
woody lines, not tu-

berous-rooted branches
with twigs pinnate m a
horizontal plane

H Lf -scales white or
whitish, spine deltoid:

sts slender, smooth 6. plumosus
hh. Lf -scale 8 red-brotvn,

spine terete, strong
and sharp sts thick,

with short pubescence. 7. Cooperi
ff. The fls in umbels

o Plant a slender green-
stemmed vine cladodes
3-8 8 umbellatus

oo. Plant stiff gray-stemmed
shrubby climber cla-

dodes 10-20 ... 9 retrofractus
EE. Cladodes flat

F. Berry 3-lobed. cladodes lan-
ceoloie fls terminal’ erect

shrub, 1 ft 10. madagascar-
ff. Berry globose cladodes lin- [ensis

ear-falcate fls axillary: a
delicate vine 11 scandens

dd. Position of fls. m racemes on
old wood.

e. Cladodes 3- or 4-angled, flat-

tened . . 12 tetragonua
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XX. Cladodea flat, linear or linear-
lanceolate .

p. The cladodes arranged in
horizontal plane on twigs,

a long vine . . 13. drepano-
pp. The cladodea not m one plane. Iphyllus

O. Length of cladodea about
1 in.. 8t. 0 ft or less:

spines small 14. Sprengeri
oo. Length of cladodea 2-3

tn. o rank-growing
vine, 20-Jfi ft 15. falcatus

<3. Base of If scale oppressed, bract-

hke. stigma capitate fls. solitary

in axils without cladodea
Section KODIASTIGMA 16. virgatua

«la. Lf. scales not spurred fls axillary
cladodes solitary m axils, flat, If -like,

stomata only on lower side

Section MYRSIPHYLLUM 17. asparagoides

1. officinalis, Linn Asparagus Figs 402, 403 An
erect herb from a woody crown with long fleshy roots

ets smooth, much branched above, 4-12 ft. high, cla-

dodes 3-8 m a fascicle, in. long, terete lf.-scale

with a short soft spur at base: fls 1-4, m axils with
cladodes or branches, campanulate, yellowish green:

berries red,
>
1-9-seedcd, seed germinate in

12-14 days m warmhouse, often taking a month when
planted outdoors in spring. Eu—The esculent aspar-
agus of the garden, the fruiting sprays with the bright
red berries used for decorating
The young seedlings developed
from a large number of seed

planted in a small pot or pan II

make a very handsome table do- J V Jr
coration See Asparagus, Esculent ft %
. 2 verticiliatus, Linn. A semi- \ f

#^^gaaa5*l|^_
woody climbing vine from a woody Nf
rootstock, roots long-cylindnc, » _ „ .

fleshy sts stout (Mm ), 10-15 ft ^“CDUJ f » r *V plumosus. Typical of
long, edible when young branches ^paragopms
green, angled, flexuose cladodes

3-8, V\-2 in long, angled, filiform, not stiff: lf -scales

of mam st developed below into spines’ fls. funnel-

shaped in 1-4’s m axils of lf.-scab's berries red, M,n *

diam
,
1-3-seoded Persia to Siberia R B 20 154.

GW. 14 648 GZ 21*505—A hardy ornamental
climber; grows readily from seed, which germinates in

about 3 weeks in a warmhouse, plants slow-growing
at first.

44 : 122, 123 —Hardy herbaceous perennial, very orna-
mental, suggesting a delicate fern in appearance; sev-
eral wild varieties.

4. l&cidus, Lindl Semi-woody climber, 6-10 ft . few
mam branches roots tuberous, 2-6 in. long claaodes
3-5, flat curved hnear about 1 in long* lf -scale on main
st. with a short spine: fls small, white, 1-4, in axils

with cladodes: berries pink or white, Hid. diam.
China, Japan and Formosa. A.G. 13:78.—Probably
hardy in most of U. S. Tubers edible.

5. erfspus, Lam. (A. deciimbens
,
Jacq., and Hort.).

Roots tuberous, short, densely clustered about crown:
sts herbaceous, green, weak, climbing or drooping, 3-6
ft, much branched: branches deflexed, ana zigzag
lf -scale developed below into a weak spur: cladodes 3,

3-angled, reflexed, about long. fls. on slender
drooping pedicels, axillary, solitary, or in pairs, white,

sweet-scented, resembling the fls of A. asparagoides:
berry white or pink, %m

,
several-seeded, seeds small,

black. S. Afr. A F. 16.825 —Easily grown from seed
or prop, by division; a beautiful plant for hanging-
baskets This species is often sold under the name of

A scandens deflexus ,
Baker, which has flat cladodes

and 1-3-seeded; red berries

6 plumosus, Baker Asparagus Fern Fig. 404.
Woody, tall climbing vine* roots not tuberous, long,

slightly fleshy ’ st terete, green, glabrous branches with
twigs and cladodes arranged in a horizontal plane,

making a compound pinnate frond, triangular in out-
line* cladodes numerous, 8-20 m a fascicle, Hid. or
less long, slender, terete, bnght green * lf -scale white or
gray, on mam st. developed be ow into a woody deltoid

spine: fls 1-4 at ends of twigs, white, perianth-lobes
spreading obovate, blooming in autumn berry 1-3-

seeded, purple-black. S. Afr. F 1882 101 F R. 4:93.
FS. 2413-14 G 25.110. G C. II. 13 749, III

23:146. G.Z. 25*2 AF 11 1178—A popular deco-
rative plant now almost superseded by some of its

varieties. The cut sprays and strings of A plu-
mosus and its varieties are used in large quantities by
florists on account of their beauty and keeping quali-

ties Most of the forms are prop, by seed or division

but some are readily increased by means of cuttings.

Var comorensis, Hort (A comortnsis
,
Hort ) Similar

to .4. plumosus but more robust cladodes lighter green,

more open and delicate m their arrangement frond
widely triangular, very regular AF 18.684 FE 14*

462. FR 9:877. G C. Ill 23:181. Gng 10 295 I H.

405. Asparagus plumosus var. nanus. (XK)

3. filicinus, Ham. An erect herb with densely clus-

tered fusiform tuberous roots 2-4 in. long: sts. erect,

branching* branches with twigs and cladodes in a
horizontal plane like A. plumosus: cladodes flat, lance-

olate strongly falcate, 3-5, of varying lengths, %-%\n.:
fls. axillary on long slender pedicels, green; stamens andE"i white; penanth-lobes wide-spreading berry

, Min., 1-3-seeded. India and China. G.C. III.

42.61 S.H 1:84 V 20 101 Var ninus, Hort Fig.

405 The common commercial variety of the species

cladodes more numerous and shorter than type, making
the horizontally spreading fronds more dense* sts. often

^ _
short, making a short spray rather than a
vine easily reproduced by seed, which
germinate in three weeks Var tenuis-

simus, Hort. (A. tenuis-

simus, Hort ). Fig 406. A
wiry stemmed vanety with
fewer cladodes longer than

u ^4. in type and not so much
in a horizontal plane, dis-

tinctly glaucous blue-green; not a strong climber. Var.

robustus, Hort. A ranker-growing vine with shorter

cladodes than type, side branches making longer and
more irregular fronds than A. plumosus nanus

,
a

duller green. A plumbsus supirbus, Hort
,
A. Bldm-

piedu, Hort . and A Hdlchen, Hort. (F.E 31 :935), are

all botamcally closely related if not identical with A.

plumosus robustus and with it are separated from the

other forms of the species by their stronger growth and
by the much less regular arrangement of the cladodes

and twigs into a horizontal plane Var. compfictus,

Hort. A dwarf form, said to be a hybrid between A.

plumosus nanus and A plumosus tenuissimus, suitable

for pot-plants F.E. 16:637 See Fern
,
Asparagus.
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7. Codperi, Baker. Roots long, cylindric, more or
less fleshy: sts. large, up to %m diam and 60 or moie
ft. long, branching above; main sts and branches
dark green, with a soft, very short pubescence 1 cladodes
very dark green, K-Km. long, 5-12 m a cluster, much
stouter than in A. plumosus: final branches with twigs
and cladodes making beautiful pinnate fern-like sprays

K-3 ft. long. If.-scale swollen at base, red-brown,

406 Asparagus plumosus var tenuissimus. ( X K)

with a strong spine 1

fls small, white, bell-shaped, sweet-

scented 1 berry about Kin diam
,
red S Afr. G Z. 21

:

568, 569.—This species is probably the largest one in

the genus, its long vines covered with beautiful dark
green sprays making a very desirable cover for pillars

The side sprays are valuable for cut-green for florists’

use and, when removed, a second crop will appear
shortly on the old vines

8. umbell&tus, Link. A spreading climber or under-
shrub 1

sts terete, slender, scabrous, dark green, woody
below, branching 1 branches and twigs often reflexed

and pendulous cladodes 3-10, terete, in. long,

very dark green 1

fls in axillary or terminal umbels;
pedicels J^m. long, perianth largest of genus, K_Kin.

spreading, white; segms. elliptic-obtuse; stamens dark
yellow 1 berry globose, yellow to dark
red. Canary Isis, and Madeira B M
7733. GC III. 28 379—The large,

sweet-scented fls produced abundantly
in midsummer; a good plant for pillar

decoration; grows well from seed.

9 retrofrdctus, Linn (A. relrofrdctus

arbdreus
,
Hort ) Sts. slender (6 or more

ft.), becoming woody and gray, scarcely

climbing, zigzag, the branches wiry:
cladodes in close clusters, green, fili-

form, about 1 in. long* If -scale bases
spiny: fls. in umbels small, white: berry
small, nearly globose, 1-seeded. S. Afr.

Gn. 59:111.

10. madagascarensis, Baker. Erect, much-branched
shrub, 1 ft. or more, suggesting Ruscus aculeatus: sts.

green, angled: cladodes 3, lanceolate, pointed, glabrous,

dark olive-green, often arranged on the twig in one
plane making a pmnately compound If in appearance,

in long: base of If -scale not spiny: ns. creamy
white, normally in 4’s at end of twigs, J^in. diam.:
berry scarlet, 3-lobed, 1-3-seeded Madagascar. B.M.
8046.—A good pot-plant, especially in winter when it is

well set with scarlet berries Thrives in either a hot or
temperate greenhouse, easily prop, from seed, which
are freely produced.

11. scAndens, Thunb. A slender climbing vine up to
6 ft.: sts. green, branching freely above: branches with
twigs and cladodes in one plane, suggesting A fihcinus
somewhat: cladodes flat, long, lanceolate-falcate, 3-5
in.: fascicle K~Kin. long, central one longest, glabrous,
light green: If.-scale minute, base not spined: fls. pendu-
lous, solitary or paired in axils, greenish white, Kin.
diam., perianth spreading, segms. elliptic-oblong: berry

globose, Km. diam., red, l-seeded. S. Afr. B.M.
7675. G.C. Ill 33:339.—One of the weaker-growing
kinds of ornamental asparagus, thriving well in an
intermediate house. A good decorative plant when
grown in strings for table decoration; also good as a
pot-plant. Var. defl€xus. Similar to type Dut with
branches deflexed: cladodes stiller and smaller: fls.

smaller: seed often white. G.W. 5:446; 13:301. A.
cnspus is often sold under this name, but is easily

distinguished by its 3-angled cladodes (see discussion
under No. 5).

12. tetragdnus, Bresler (A. racembsus telragbnus
,

Baker) A climbing vine, 15-20 ft. high: roots tuberous,
elliptic, 1-2 in long sts gray to Drown, branching
above: cladodes 3-8, usually 5, 3-4-angled, K~Kin.
long, dense, more or less falcate. If -scale on mam st.

with a strong recurved basal spine up to K*n- long,
fls in racemes 2-3 in long, on old wooa; perianth white
or pink, Km. diam

,
segms obovate- obtuse; fls. fra-

grant. S Afr. B.M. 8288 G.C III 23:147.

13. drepanoph^llus, Welw. (A. Duchtsnei, Linden).
A tall climbing woody vine with tuberous roots 2-3 ft.

long 1

sts 20-30 ft long, terete, without mam branches:
axillary twigs and cladodes making a compound cla-

dophyll from upper axils twigs K-2 ft. long, thick-set
with cladodes m fascicles of 3-5: If nscales on twigs
5-ranked but cladodes turned into a horizontal plane:
central cladode 2-3 in long, lateral IK in

,
the com-

r
und cladophyll suggesting a frond of Asplemum:
-base with a strong spine, fls in dense erect racemes,

3-8 in long, pedicels deflexed in fascicles of 3-8;
nanth greenish, bell-shaped, not opening widely:
rry rare, 3-lobed, usually l-seeded, Kin diam., bright

scarlet, ripe in 90-120 days after the bloom. Oct.-
Jan. S. Cent., Afr

, Congo region. G C. Ill 28:305.
RB. 28:60. Gng 15:131 A F.
27*1139 —A highly decorative
plant; the compound clado-
phylls valuable in florists’ work.
Readily prop by division or bv
cuttings of the twigs taken off

with a heel, or piece
of the main st at-

tached and put in a
sandy soil in a close

case with bottom
heat.

14.

Spr6ngeri,
Regel. Figs 407, 408.
Roots tuberous,
white, elliptic, not
densely clustered . sts.

numerous, scarcely
climbing, 6 ft. or less:

side branches numerous, small,

angled, twigs 1-3 m. long 1

cla-

dodes 3-8, K~IK in. long, flat,

linear, smooth, pointed, slightly

falcate, rich green: If.-scale on
mam st with a slender brown
bnttle spine %in. long: fls. in

Mav-June, m open racemes 1-3
in. long; pedicels 1-2 from each
bract, fls. whitish pink, fragrant,

perianth wide-spreading. Kin-
berry slightly 3-lobed, 1-3-

seeded, bright coral-red, up to

Kin diam. Natal—One ot the
most popular plants for cut-
green, easily grown in a mod-
erate temp. Plants in tubs or
baskets are very ornamental
when covered with the bright
red berries which ripen about
Christmas-time Easily grown

407. Asparafua
Spren*eri. (xH)
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from seed, which germinates m a temperate house in
about 4 weeks. The best asparagus for a house
plant. A.G. 18:86, 883; 19:101. B M. 7728 (as A.
temifolius), 8052. F.E. 9:11. F.R 4:95. G. 21:123.
Gn. 54, p. 88; 58, p. 109. G.L. 17:175. Mn. 8, p. 151.

,
Gn.W. 20.117; 23:607. G.W. 4, p 109; 13, p

\ 462. Gng 4:167. G.C. III. 37.10. Var. com-
pdctus, a dwarf variety seldom over 18 in long.A Var. varieg&tus, a form having vanegated
lvs; otherwise like the type. Gn. 59.145.
F.E. 14:885. Var. falcatoldes, a large strong-

Jk growing form : phylloclades solitary to 5-6 more
h or less falcate. A sarmentdsus, Hort., not
wL Linn

,
is a short compact form of A

Sprengen. The true A sarmentosus is quite

(4 a different plant and not m cult

15. falc&tus, Linn. A large spreading
woody vine with stout gray or brown sts

20-40 ft. long, much branched above
\\/ cladodes 3-5, or more at ends of twigs, fal-

cate, linear-lanceolate, with undulate
n margins, nch dark green, 2-3 in. long.

.\} If -scales with stout basal spines

Vr\ sweet-scented fls in loose racemes

f\ J 2-3 in. long, produced m great pro-

fusion m midsummer; perianth pure
\r- white, Km - diam., segms. lanceolate;

A stamens yellow’ fr dull

yij brown Trop. Asia and .

Afr.—One of the largest /A\ and finest species of the /yyy

4os
genus; thrives under
temperate conditions v

sho?t of ^ growing outdoors in theW
Aiptnius Spreneeri. absence of frost. G C v

(XH) HI- 23 123, 41 82 Ref. <

Vk Bot 261. G.W. 5.334

16. virgitus, Baker (A elongdtus, Hort ) Fig.

409. Roots fibrous, crown with long semi-woody
rhizomes, sts. erect (3-6 ft.), much branched above,
branches long, straight or drooping: cladodes in

3’s, stiff, long, angled, not very abundant;
cladodes and sts dark green- If.-scale white, de-

veloped basally into an appressed bract-like extension

similar to upper part: fls. solitary at nodes on droop-
ing pedicels, no cladodes m axils with fls

;
perianth

f
reenish white, wide-spreading,

,iin diam.; stigma capitate berry
i-2-seeded, dull orange-red, %m.

K
m diam. S. Afr FE 27:114.

—

Easily grown from seed, which ger-

minates in 3 weeks, or from cut-

tings of rhizomes. Not highly
ornamental, but of value in decora-
tive work on account of its erect

habit.

17 asparagoides, Wight (Myr-

siphyUum asparagoides, Willd. A
medeololdes, Thunb.). Smilax of

^ _ . florists. Fig. 410. Tall slender

Asoaram* virMtui glabrous twiner: sts. slender, much
TyplcUofKodkstigma. branched cladodes single in axils

of If,-scales, ovate, about 1 in.

long, usually spreading horizontally. If.-scale small, not
developed into a spur at base- fls. solitary or paired in

axils on slender pedicels, greenish white; penanth-lobes
spreading or recurved from beyond middle: berries

dark purple, 1-3-seeded. S. Afr. B.M. 5584. R.H.
1895 : 177 . S.H. 1 : 417

;
2:160. Gn. 42, p.536. G.W.l,

p. 206.—Much grown for florists’ use in decorations.

Seed small, germinating in about 3 weeks (see cul-

tural notes under Smilax in a succeeding volume).
Var. xnyrtifdUus, Hort. “Baby” Smilax, an extremely
light and elegant variety with much smaller lvs. than
the type, becoming popular.

A. acutifdhus, Linn. Serai-hardy, becoming a woody shrub in
the S

,
zigzag, branching, 5 ft . cladodes short, stiff, terete, spiny-

tipped in fascicles of 5-12, J^in long, fls dioecious, yellow, berry
waxy olive-green —A dark green cedar-hke ornamental Medit.
region —A. sethidpicua, Linn Tropical vine: cladodes 3-5 ft.,

linear falcate, 1-2 in long If -base spiny fls. in racemes, near A.
Sprengeri 8. Afr .—A o/ricdnua, Lam Woody semi-climber, spiny:
cfadodea filiform-terete, stiff, dark green, up to 20 m a cluster 1 in.

long fls in umbels. 8 Afr

—

A dibus, Linn (A Pastonsnus, Webb
& Berth ). A white-stemmed branching woody shrub, semi-hardy, 3-
4 ft high 1 cladodes densely fascicled, 1 in. long 1

If -scale with a long
sharp spine fls m umbels Medit region—Very susceptible to
attacks of red-spider G Z 1907 31 —A asviticue, Linn A tall

branching woody vine cladodes numerous m clusters, soft-filiform,

J4in. long, fls in umbels 8 Afr —A declm&tua. Linn Allied to
A plumosus but with cladodes about H«n long: branches slender,
drooping fls axillary, small, white berries 1-seeded S Afr—A.
lancmua, Burch A woody shrub suggesting A retrofractus but
with cladodes 1 m long 8 Afr GC III 23 122

—

A. Idngipea,

Baker A oopiously branched undershrub with subterete slender
green cladodes Yx~\ m long in whorls of 9-12* fls. axillary, soli-

tary or paired. 8 Cent Afr— 4 myrwclddus, Hort (A Green-
faeldn, Hort ) An erect, • much-branched shrub, 6 ft , with
tuberous roots- st gray, branches zigzag wito dense clusters of

light green filiform elaclodes J^in long, becoming dark green with
age —Very ornamental fls unknown, but it is closely related

m typo to A. retrofractus Natal G 25.293, 33.435 Gng
12 547 F E. 16 637 The true A mynocladus, Baker, is

related to A. 8prengen and has flat cladodes and racemose fls

This species is apparently not in cultivation —A oligocldnus,

Maxim Erect, hardy herbaceous perennial suggesting A offi-

cinalis cladodes more dense, slender and graceful 1-2 ft fls.

dioecious, campanula tc N Asia —A achobenoidea, Kuntb Erect,

hardy herbaceous perennial, 1-3 ft roots tuberous cladodes long,

3-angled, flat, ascending fls nearly sessile, dioecious berries red.

Japan and China — 4 Siebertunus, Hort A supposed hybnd

409. Flower of

Asparagus virgatus.

410. Asparagus asparagoides, or Smilax of florists.

(Natural size
) •

between A crispus and A plumosus tenuissimus sts slender, rigid,

with slightly curved cladodes Distinct and valuable as a market
plant—A tenuifdliua, Lam Herbaceous perennial like A offiem-
nahs, with very slender, numerous cladodes and large bright red
berrieH 8 Eu —A tnchophyllua, Bunge Hardy herbaceous peren-
nial, somewhat twining, 3-6 ft cladodes like A officinalis, in.

long fls. dioecious (long-campanulate) on drooping pedicels N
Aa,a

J. B. Norton.

ASPARAGUS, ESCULENT (Aspdragus officindlts,

Linn ). Lilidcex. A perennial herb, cult for the succu-
lent young shoots that arise from the crown in spring.

Aspaiagus is native to Europe. It has been cultivated

2,000 years and more It was known to the Greeks
and Romans The so-called lvs. of asparagus are really

leaf-like branches The lvs are the scales, which are
well shown on the shoot at the left in Fig. 411. From
the axils of these scales, branches may arise, a a. At
b b are shown clusters of branchlets, or '“leaves,” issuing

from the axils of scales or lvs.

Being a rugged plant, asparagus will live and in a
measure thrive on almost any kind of soil, even under
adverse circumstances and when entirely neglected.

Occasionally one may find apparently thrifty plants in

fence rows, or strong stalks pushing up through stone
heaps or other rubbish piled foot-thick upon an old
abandoned asparagus bea. Plants on good soil will get

so large, and the immense network of roots so well

anchored in the soil, that all the strength of a good team
may be insufficient to pull them out, and sometimes
several years’ persistent efforts may be required to

clear thfm out of a piece of ground once used as an
asparagus patch. The stalks that the discriminating

growers and fastidious consumers want are those an
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inch in diameter and deliciously tender and succulent,

and these can be grown only on good plants set far

enough apart on well-drained, well-manured and well-

tilled soil. To secure the choice early stalks that bring

the high prices, the land selected for an asparagus patch
should be a warm rich loam, preferably exposed to east

or south. Manures and fertilizers, also, must be used
most lavishly In this respect, many growers fail to

obtain best results, such as are within their reach by
greater liberality. Unless the soil is already well sup-

}

>lied with vegetable matter and for that reason very
oose and mellow, bulky manures, such as fairly well-

rotted stable manure or rich compost, are almost or
quite indispensable at the start. A heavy dressing is to

be plowed under, and should be well and deeply mixed
with the soil by replowing and reworking the land.

Afterwards concentrated manures, rich especially in

nitrogen and potash, will do very well for loose soils, and
may be used broadcast on top, as the crop appears to
need them from year to year, at least for a while. Even
then an occasional, or better, yearly, application of good
stable manure or compost, placed in furrows plowed
(with a one-horse plow) ^
on each side of the Jm
rows after the cutting mpi
season or in early fall, aoXM
will be of benefit or
become necessary to (mUK Pn
keep the yield up to a \ Vtrnk

high mark. To start a
jj

iff

plantation in the right yW // I f
way. the selection of UA m
good strong one-year-
old plants is of much lulUL I
importance. They are A\lVr ”

\m
usually preferable to |w|M| 1
the ordinary two-year 'Mill A). rail
plants. To grow one’s

j|J||| VsAJl I /
U|jj\

own supply for starting nljlll f/i [MLg
a plantation a year mwi ' Etf
later is usually a safer prl sflf/V Ml*
plan than to depend Mw W H|1
on purchased plants. Ml In 1
The male, or pollen- w_ y/ NliLff

bearing, plants are l1/||
—

often more vigorous |||h .H aV
and more produc- WjMk x

tive of good stalks J' fjlI
than the female or Wlfl 41 Leaves and branches of

seed-beanng plants; J|™
common Asparagus (XH)

but one cannot very
well tell the one from the other unless they bloom, until
long after they are already established in the planta-
tion, when it would be impracticable to tear out the
less desirable female plants and replace them with
the male plants —The seed, obtainable from any regular
seed house, is rather hard-shelled and sometimes slow
to germinate It is important to give the seedling
plants the longest possible period of growth so as to
secure the strongest possible plants. It is advisable,
therefore, to soak the seed, or give it special treat-
ment or seed stimulation, before sowing it, and to sow
it just as soon m spring as a rich mellow seed-bed
can be prepared. The rows or drills may be made a
foot apart, and seed sown rather thinly. Plants are to

be thinned to 3 inches apart at an early age, and
weeds should be carefully kept down from the very
start. In short, nothing should be neglected to prevent
any interference with the rapid and healthy growth of
the seedlings, for the future outcome hinges, to a great
measure, on a favorable early start.—When getting
ready to set the plants, and after the land has been
carefully and deeply plowed and harrowed, plow out
furrows 4 or even 6 feet apart. It may look like a sinful

waste of good land to set asparagus so far apart, but
even at 6 feet the roots will fill the soil and reach across

the rows, and the fat stalks obtainable by wide planting

are worth more in our markets than the inferior ones
usually found there. Some markets demand or prefer

K
een stalks which are mainly grown above ground.
. that case, make the furrows 5 to 9 inches deep. In

other markets blanched shoots are wanted, and these

are of superior flavor and tenderness, provided they
are grown in mellow soil and under high and skillful

culture. In that case, make the furrows a few inches

deeper than for plants set for green stalks. Set the

plants in the furrows about 2 feet apart, each on a lit-

tle mound of soil, spreading the roots in the same way
as they grew in the seed-bed. Cover with mellow soil to

the depth of a few inches, and afterwards, m the course
of some weeks and by means of some suitable tools (cul-

tivators, harrows, and the like), gradually fill the furrows
even with the ground-level. A still better plan when the

material can be had, especially for the home-gardener,
is to fill the furrows with fine old compost, wood’s earth,

leaf-mold, or any other loose and rich material, as the
covering above the crowns of the plants cannot be
made too loose. It is advisable and will insure closer

attention in cultivation, to grow some hoed crop, like

beets, turnips, radishes, cabbage, beets, beans or peas,

between the rows of asparagus the first year. In the

fall, and every fall thereafter cut the asparagus stalks

close to the ground and remove them from the patch,

to avoid the scattering of the seed.

In early spring of the second year, the surface of the
ground is to be loosened by shallow plowing or deep
cultivating; and when the first sprouts appear, the
rows may be hilled up to some extent if any of the
sprouts are to be cut for use. Under especially favor-

able conditions a few may be cut the sec-

ond year It is better for the plantation
and its future value, however, if no cut-

ting is done that year. Plants left intact

•gr
'

until the third year, and kept in a high
r state of cultivation, will grow much
* stronger and be more pioductive afterward Com-
mercial growers use specially devised asparagus kmves
for cutting the stalks In the absence of such, any
ordinary sharp table or kitchen knife may be used, or
in the mellow soil the blanched shoots may be broken
off at the base with the finger In cutting, be very
careful, and try to avoid cutting later shoots or
injuring the crown of the plants The third season
and every season thereafter, loosen up the ground as
directed for the second season. The shoots are now to
be cut indiscriminately and clean, up to the beginning
of the green-pea season After that, allow them to grow
undisturbed, but continue cultivation, to keep the
ground-surface mellow and free from weeds. For mar-
ket, wash the freshly-cut stalks and tie them m neat,
compact bunches of the size demanded m the particu-
lar market, using some bright-colored ribbon, or per-
haps rubber bands. If to be shipped, especially for
longer distances, pack the bunches m moist moss or
other material that will keep the stalks fresh
The varietal differences m the asparagus plant do

not appear to be very pronounced except m the color

of the young shoots, ana most of the variations seem to
be due to differences in culture and environment rather
than to those charactenstic of the variety. American
seedsmen offer the following as distinct varieties - Colos-
sal (Conover’s), Palmetto, Mammoth (Barr’s), Colum-
bian (Mammoth Columbian White), Argenteuil (Giant
Argenteuil), Bonvallet Giant, Heading Giant.
To save the seed, strip the ripe berries off the stalks

by hand, or thresh them off with a flail, put them in a
sound barrel or tank, and mash them with a wooden
pounder, to separate the hard, black seeds from the
pulp. Clean them by washing in plenty of water, pour-
ing off the pulp and skins; then ary and store.

To any person who has even a little land to use for a
home-garden, no better advice could be given than to
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plant in a corner or at one side of it 50 or 100 asparagus
roots for his family, as no other use of that spot, ordi-

narily, may be expected to give more real benefit, enjoy-

ment and value. The number of roots named will

under average conditions give all the stalks that a
large family could use, and several times the quantity
that a person of ordinary means would feel able to pur-

chase for the family table in the open market. For the
market-gardener, especially one with a regular retail

trade, few if any vegetables offer equal chances of

profit and regular returns and a sure income at a most
opportune time (spring).

Enemies—The asparagus rust (Puccinia asparagi)
has often done considerable damage. Planting rust-

resistant varieties is the best procedure. Argenteuil
and Heading Giant afford the best relief. Dusting
completely with flowers of sulfur when the dew is on,
and after the cutting season, is the best remedy; two
applications, three or four weeks intervening, are
usually sufficient.

wi inf»ect enemies, two have become well known on
asparagus plants in America, namely, the common
asparagus beetle (Cnocens asparagi) and the twelve-
spotted asparagus beetle (C 12-punctata) . The follow-
ing remedies are recommended: chickens and ducks;
close cutting of the young shoots in the early Beason,

and the use of arsenate of lead or of dry arsemtes
dusted on the dew-wet plants after the cutting period.

The subject of asparagus and asparagus-growing is

treated in the following books and bulletins: Asparagus,
by F. M Hexarncr, Orange Judd Company. Farmers’
Bulletin No. 61 (Asparagus Culture), issued by the
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Bulle-

tin No. 151 of the Maryland Station (Fertilizers for

Asparagus). Bulletin No. 34 of the Missouri Station
(Asparagus and Rhubarb Culture) Bulletins Nos.
165 and 172 of the California Station (Asparagus and
Asparagus Rust in California). x. Greiner.

ASPASIA (Greek personal name). OrchidAcex.

Epiphytic hothouse orchids.

Stems thickened into pseudobulbs. 1- or 2-lvd.:

racemes lateral; sepals and petals nearly alike, spread-

ing; lip with the claw adnate to the column, the blade
spreading; lateral lobes distinct or confluent with the
middle lobe, pollima 2.—Species about 8, ranging from
Cent Amer to Brazil.

epidendroldes, Lindl. Pseudobulbs, oblong, 2-edged:
lvs. linear-lanceolate: racemes of 2-4 fls.; sepals and
petals whitish yellow, streaked with brown; lip white,

dotted with purple. Panama. B.M. 3962.

lun&ta, Lindl. Pseudobulbs, 2-edged, oblong: lvs.

oblong-ligulate, up to 6 in long* fls single, or rarely 2;

sepals and petals linear-lanceolate, acuminate, green

or yellowish, marked with violet-purple; lip white,

marked with purple. S. Brazil.

varieg&ta. Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate or oblong, 2-

edged: lvs. lanceolate-ligulate, up to 8 in. long: raceme
of 2 or 3 fls.; sepals oblong-lanceolate, acute, greenish

or yellowish, marked with interrupted longitudinal

black-purple lines; petals obovate-oblong, acute, yellow-

ish veined with purple: hp white, yellowish at the base,

spotted with purple. 3. Amer. B.M. 3679. B.R. 1907.

George V. Nash.
ASPEN: Populut.

ASPERftLLA: Hyatrix.

ASPfiRULA (roiighish; referring to lvs.). Rubi&cex.
Woodruff. Mostly dwarf hardy herbs, for borders,

rock gardens and shady places.

Annual or perennial: sts square: lvs. whorled (some
of the lvs. are really stipules) : fls. many, small, mostly
4-parted, produced freely from May to July; corolla

funnelform. which distinguishes it from the closely

related Galium in which the corolla is rotate.—About
80 species in Eu., Asia and Austral.

'Hie commonest species is A. odorata, the Wald-
meister of the Germans, which is used m their Mai-
trank, or May wine, and m summer dnnks. The dried
leaves have a hay-like fragrance, lasting for years, and
are often kept with clothes. The plant occasionally
escapes from gardens A hexaphyUa

,
with its delicate,

misty spray, is used with sweet peas and other cut-
flowers that are inclined to look lumpy. Other plants
for this purpose are Gypsophila paniculate, Statice latv-

folia, and several galiums, all of which have small,

abundant flowers in loose panicles on long, slender stems.
In half-shaded and moist soil, asperulas grow very

luxuriantly until late fall In dry and sunny places
they soon become stunted, and die down before the
season is over.

Propagation is by division and by seeds,

A. Plants perennial: fls whitf or pink.

B. Corollas 4-lobed.

odor&ta, Linn Sweet Woodruff. Fig 412. Habit
erect or ascending* height 6-8 in. lvs. usually in whorls
of 8, lanceolate, finely

toothed or roughish at

the margin, corollas

campanulate: seeds
rough Eu and Ori-

ent. Eng Bot 2 775
Baxter Brit. Bot
1:46 — Increases
rapidly, and is used
for carpeting shady
places, and for edg-
ings.

Gussdnei, Boiss.
(A. suberbsa, Guss ).

A glaucous, smooth,
usually cespitose per-
ennial suitable only
for the rock-garden: 412 Asperula odorata. (XI)
lvs. small, in pairs,

some ovate-oblong, the rest lanceolate-linear fls at the
ends of the branches, the corolla smooth and pinkish,
not showy. Sicily—A graceful little alpine.

hexaph^lla, All. Plant-st. glabrous: habit ascending,
slender, height 1-2 ft lvs. in whorls of 6, hnear, acute,
rough: corollas tubular-funnel-shaped panicles yery
loose; fls. larger than the bracts seeds smooth. Italy,

Hungary, Pyrenees on high passes and dry mountain-
sides.—Well-grown specimens may be 3 ft. m diam. and
nearly as high.

hirta, Ramond. A many-stemmed hairy perennial,

suitable for the alpine garden* sts. 4-sided, with verti-

cillate lvs. m 6’s* lvs linear, 1-nerved. fls. small, pink-
ish. Rocky situations in the Pyrenees. July, Aug.

bb. Corollas often 3-lobed.

tinetdria, Linn Dyer’s Woodruff Habit pro-
cumbent unless supported . height 1-2 ft

,
the st. pur-

plish: lvs. linear; lower ones in 6’s, middle ones in 4's,

uppermost ones in 2’s: bracts ovate: fls. reddish on out-

side* roots large, creeping widely, reddish. Dry hills

and rocks of Eu.

aa. Plants annual: fls. blue.

orientilis, Boiss. & Hohen. (A. azurea and A. setdsa,

Jaub. & Spach. A. azurea-seibsa and A. setbsa-aziirea,

Hort ). Height 1 ft.: lvs. in whorls of 8, lanceolate,

bristly: fls. longer than the bracts. Eu. and Orient.

A. cyndnchina, Linn. 9-12 in , glabrous* fls corymbose on erect

peduncles, lvs 4 to a whorl. Eu and Asia —A longifldra, Waldst.
6-8 in., weak, glabrous fls. white, yellowish inside lvs 4 to a whorl,
linear-lanceolate. Eu.

—

A taurina, Linn 1 ft , erect, smooth: fls. in

fasciculately umbelled corymbs, whuo: lvs 3-nerved, ciliate, 4 to a
whorl. Perhaps not hardy N S Eu.

Wilhelm Miller. N Taylor t

4SPHODBL: Asphodelxne and Aaphodelua.
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ASPHODELlNE (name modified from Asphodelus).
LiliAcex. Hardy herbaceous plants, distinguished from
Asphodelus by the erect and leafy stems.
Asphodehnes have long racemes of yellow or white

fls. in June and July. All the older species were de-
scribed under Asphodelus. In 1830, Reichenbach made
the new genus Asphodeline for A. lutea and others.

The only species advertised in Amer. is A. lutea
,
but

lill those described below are likely to be m cult.

Monogr by J. G. Baker in Joum. Linn. Soc. 15:273-
278 (1877). There are some 145 species in the Medit.
region and the Caucasus
The culture of Asphodeline lutea is simple. Any soil

will suit. Partial shade is allowable, but flowers are
often better in the sun. Propagated readily by divi-

sion, in spring or the fall.

a. Sts. leafy up to the raceme

b. Fls yellow.

lfttea, Reichb, (Asphddelus liiteus
,

Linn.). True
Asphodel of the ancients, or King's Spear. Height

2-

4 ft.: roots thick, fleshy, stolomferous: lvs. 3-
12 in. long; margins rough, racemes 6-18 in. long,

3 in. wide, bracts large, membranaceous, persistent.

Italy, Muritania and Algeria to Tauria and Ara-
bia B.M. 773. L.B.C. 12: 1102 as A. tauncus .

—

The best species. A double-fld. var. fibre-plhno has
been advertised.

bb. Fls. white.

ta&rica, Kunth. Height 1-2 ft.: roots slender: lvs.

3-

9 in. long; margins membranaceous: racemes 6-12 m.
long, 1H~2 in. wide: bracts 9-12 lines long, 1/4-2 in.

wide. Caucasus, Tauria, Syria, Asia Minor, Greece.
G.C. 111.21:175.

aa. Sts. leafy only a third or half the way to the raceme.

b. Fls. white, raceme dense.

globffera, J. Gay. Height 2-3 ft.: lvs numerous, sub-
ulate 5-6 in long, 1-1 J4 lines broad: racemes dense-fld.:

caps, globose. Cappadocia.

bb. Fls. yellow : raceme lax.

c. Bracts large
,
6-12 lines long, long-cuspidate.

tenfiior, Ledeb. Height 1 ft.: smaller than A. lutea
,

with finer lvs. and smaller, fewer and paler fls. Cau-
casus, Armenia, N. Persia. B M. 2626.—Especially dis-

tinguished by the stalk being naked at the upper part,

below the raceme of fls., and the bracts as short as or
shorter than the peduncle.

cc. Bracts small
,
l%-8 lines long, short-cuspidate.

libfimica, Reichb. (A. crttica
,

Vis., not Boiss.).

Height 1-2 ft. lvs 3-4 in. long: racemes weak, 6-9 m.
long, when expanded 2}^-3 in. wide; stamens unequal.
Greece, Crete, Dalmatia, Austria, Italy, not Asia
Minor L.BC 10.915 (as A. cretica).

brevicahlis, J. Gay (A. critica, Boiss., not Vis.).

St. often flexuose, that of all the others here described
being erect and strict. Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine,

Egypt.

AAA. Sts leafy only at the base: fls. white: racemes dense.

b. Racemes usually simple.

c. Height 8 ft.: sts. having If.-scales.

imperi&lis, Siehe Tallest species of the genus: fls.

large, reddish white: lv3. numerous, forming a large

rosette, and also clothing part of the st. Cappadocia.
G.C. III. 22:397.

cc. Height 1%-S ft-: sts. not having If.-scales.

damascdna. Baker. Height 1^-2 ft.: bracts mem-
branaceous, lanceolate, the lowest 9-12 lines long:
racemes simple, rarely branched. Mt Lebanon.

Balansse, J. Gay. Height 2 ft.: bracts sc&rioua, 6-9
lines long. Cilicia. Gt. 46, p. 521. G.C. III. 23:111.

bb. Racemes much panicled,

isthmocirpa, J. Gay. Height 2 ft. Cilicia. G.C. III.

23:117. Wilhelm Miller. N. Taylor^

ASPH6DELUS (Greek name of unknown origin).

hdiAcex. Asphodel. Hardy herbaceous stemless
plants, with white, lily-like fls. in long racemes, fleshy

fascicled roots, and firm, linear, radical, tufted lvs.:

perianth funnel-shaped; segms. 6, oblong-ligulate, ob-
tuse, equal, with a distinct nerve on the back, and
always ascending—Probably a half-dozen species m
Medit. region and India.

The asphodel of the ancients, or king’s spear, is

Asphodeline lutea, which see. Homer mentions the
asphodel meadows of the dead, where the shades of

heroes congregated m Hades. The asphodel in Greek
mythology was the peculiar flower of the dead. It has
always been a common weed in Greece, and its pallid

yellow flowers are associated with desert places and
tombs. The word daffodil is a corruption of asphodel.
The asphodel of the early English and French poets is

Narcissus Pseudo-Narcissus . J. G. Baker, in his revis-

ion of the genus in Jour. Linn Soc. 15:268-272 (1877),
refers forty species of other botanists to A. ramosus, the
dominant type, of which he makes three subspecies.

These subspecies are here kept distinct, for horticul-

tural purposes, as good species. They are the ones first

descnbea below. A. ramosus and A. albus are among
the few current trade names in America.

Culture simple; see Asphodeline.

a. Plant perennial: lvs. 3-angled.

b. Scape long.

’ c. Racemes simple or sparingly branched.

ilbus. Mill., not Willd. Branching Asphodel.
Bracts buff-colored when young: filaments deltoid at

the base 1 caps medium-sized, 5-6 lines long, subglobu-
lar or ellipsoid S. Eu.

cerasfferus. J. Gay. Bracts pale yellow: filaments
wedge-shaped at the base, but rapidly becoming awl-

shaped' caps large, 8-10 lines thick, flattish globular,

umbilicate. W. Medit. region.

cc. Raceme& much branched or panicled.

comdsus
f
Ford. Radical lvs. sword-shaped, 1-114 ft.

long, acutish, sharply keeled on the back: panicle

branched, the terminal racemose cluster 2-3 in. diam.;
petals white, %-%m. long. Himalayan region.

tenuif&lius, Cav. (A . microcdrpus
,
and A. aestlvus,

Reichb.). Bracts pale yellow at first: filaments 4-angled
at the base: caps, small. 3-4 lines long; obovoid-glo-
bose. Medit., Canary Isis.

bb. Scape short
,
almost wanting.

acaftlis, Desf. Lvs. 6-20, in a dense rosette, 3-4 in.

long, minutely pubescent: fls. 6-20, in a crowded
corymb; segms. of perianth 2-3 lines wide. Algiers.

B.M. 7004.

aa. Plant annual: lvs. cylindrical, hollow.

fistul&sus, Linn. Height 16-20 in.: lvs. 12-30, in a
dense rosette

;
6-12 in. long, striate, awl-like, glabrous:

segms. of perianth 1-2 lines wide, lined with pink: buds
pink: fls. pinkish. France and Portugal to Syria,

Arabia ana Afghanistan B.M. 984. L.B.C. 12:1124.

—Needs protection under glass in winter. If removed
early in autumn to a greenhouse, it may be mduced to

seed freely.

A. crfttctw—ABphodeline hbumioa.

—

A. Asphodeline
lutea.

—

A. Villdrm, Verl , is a form of A. ramosus, from E. France,
with long, dense racemes and dark brown bracts.

Wilhelm Miller N. Taylor, t
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ASPIDISTRA (Greek, a small, round shield; referring,

probably, to the shape of the stigma). Lxhdcese. A
popular florists’ plant, grown for its stiff, shining,

beautiful foliage, which is sometimes striped.

Leaves all radical, many, long, gradually narrowed
into petiole, the rhizome thick and sometimes creep-

ing* fls. inconspicuous and borne close to the ground,
perianth wide-campanulate. 8-lobed; stamens 8, at-

tached on the tube, the filaments very short; ovary
4-celled : fr. a globose indehiscent 1-seeded berry—
Three or 4 species in Himalaya, China and Japan. The
casual observer never suspects that Aspidistra is a
liliaceous plant The parts of the fl. in monocotyledons
are typically m 3’s. The genus Aspidistra is con-
sidered abnormal, as usually having its parts in 4’s.

This tetramerous state (which is here considered the

normal one, and described below) is pictured in B.M.
2499, but the species was first described upon a tnmer-
ous state, and pictured in B.R 628. In A. lurida

}
the

trimerous state must be regarded as an exceptional
reversion: in A tyyvca

,
B.M. 7484, the tnmerous state

is thought to be constant.

Aspidistra is invaluable to the
florist in decorative work, owing to its

ability to withstand rougn usage, dust,

heat, cold and drought The foliage is

very useful when cut for mixing with JrWYiV ^
amaryllises when they are used as cut- f Wjgj
flowers, lasting for weeks in good con- J
dition

,
for such purposes the aspidistra

may be planted under greenhouse *
i

benches m waste places for the production i

of leaves alone The variegated variety is 1/1m
often seen, but a poor soil must be used or ^ jjm
the variegation will speedily disappear. To * vMA
increase the plants, divide in early spring IMj
when repotting, shaking out the old soil from 2
the roots and separating the leaves, putting W >

several in a pot of a useful size, a 6-inch
r

being large enough to hold a number of leaves and their

roots. (E. 0 Orpet

)

lftrida, Ker-Gawl {A cldtior, Hort. A. punctdta,

Lindl ). Fig 413. Lvs 15-20 in long, stiff, evergreen,
oblong-lanceolate, sharp-pointed, radical, blade nar-
rowed into a channeled petiole a third of its length: fls

lurid purple, on short 1-fld scapes, perianth segms. 8:

stamens 8; stigma broadly shield-shaped, like a small
mushroom China B 11. 977 Var variegita, Hort

,

has alternation of green and white stripes, no 2 lvs

being exactly alike —In Fla
,
the aspidistra makes

beautiful dense specimens in unheated plant-sheds It

thrives in sunshine when growing along the edges of

ditches and flowing water
A. typica, Baill Rootstock creeping lvs clhptio-lanceolate,

long-pel lolod, about 7-nervpd fls greenish or whitish, speckled
with red, purple inside, trimerous. China. L H B f

ASPlDIUM: Dryoptena and PolyaUchum

ASPLENfiNDRlUM : Thamnoplena

an excessively moist atmosphere. They should be kept
in a very lightly shaded position. A good potting ma-
terial consists of equal parts of rich soil and leaf-mold or
peat. The following are some of the most useful com-
mercial kinds. A. Belangen, height 2Y2 feet; A. bulbif-
erum (including A laxum), which grows quickly mto a
handsome specimen about 20 inches high, and seems to
stand the hot, dry American summers better than other
species; A. salicifolium; and A. viviparum, which is

ciwarf, compaot, with lace-like fronds, and easily propa-
gated. For hanging-baskets, A.Jlaccidum is best. The
foregoing species and others of like habit develop small
plantlets on the surface and edge of pinme Aa soon as
these are sufficiently strong, they may be detached, with
a small piece of old pinnae, and pricked mto shallow
pans, the older part being placed below ground to hold
the young plant firmly in position jrntil roots have

^413.
Aspidistra lurida var. vanegata.

formed. The best soil for this purpose is composed of

equal parts of fresh garden soil, leaf-mold or fine peat,

and sand. Plant very firmly, and place in a shady,
moderately moist and close position, where in ten oi

fifteen days they will make roots. The foregoing ones do
best in a temperature of 50° F A . cristatum is easih
grown from spores, and is very useful for fern-dishes

(Nichol N. Bruckner.)
INDEX.

acrostiehoidf'8, 33 ebenoides, 5 parvulum, 9
Adiantum-mgrum, 20 Filix-fremina, 32 pinnatifidum, 4
affine, 19 foemculaceum , 22. piatyneuron, 10.

ASPL&NIUM (Greek, not the spleen; referring to sup-
posed medicinal properties). Polypodidcese. A large,

widely distributed genus of ferns, containing some 200
species. Some of them hardy, and many others grown
m the giecnhouse.
Aspleniums are distinguished by the free veins, and by

the elongated sori covered by an mdusium, which nor-
mally is attached to one side of a vein. The species

here included under Asplemum, which have some of

the sori curved across the subtending veinlets and
certain differences in the internal structure of the st.

are placed by many botanists in a separate genus,
Athynum; in the list below, Nos. 10, 25, 26, and 27
belong in this group.
Aspleniums enjoy an abundance of moisture at the

roots, but they will turn brown in the winter months in

al&tum, 6 fontanum, 23, rosihens, 9.

angustifolium, 14 formosum, 11 rhizophyllum, 25.
Baptistn, 18. franrans, 22 ruUefohum, 28
BelanRen, 29 Hemiomtia, 8 salicifolium, 15
bulbiferum, 24. laxum, 24 serratum, 1

raudatum, 16. lueidum, 17 spmulosum, 34
cicutanum, 26. mvriophyllum, 25. tenerum, 12
Colensoi, 13. Nidus, 2. thelypierouies, 33.
emtatum, 26. nobilis, 31 Tncbomanes, 8
cuneatum, 21. obtuaxlobum, 27. Veitchianum, 12.

dimorphum, 30. oceatucum, 27. vinde, 7
ebeneum, 10. palmatum, 3. viviparum, 31.

A. Sori linear or oblong, straight, borne on the back of the If.

{Nos. 1-26.)

b. Lf. simple, with a serrate margin.

1. serr&tum, Linn. Lf. 1-3 ft long, on a very short
stalk, 2-4 m. wide, gradually narrowed below: son 1 in.

or more long Fla. to BrazU.
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2. Nidus, Linn. (Tkamndptens Nidus, Presl. A. and
T. Nldus-dms, Hort ). Bird’s-nest Fern. Fig. 414.

Much like the preceding in size and habit of growth, but
with entire margined lvs. and with the veins partly

united to form a net.

bb. Lf. lobed or pmnatifid.

3. Hemionitis, Linn. (A. palmdtum , Lam.). Lf. 4-6
in. each way, hastate, with a triangular terminal lobe
and 2 lateral ones, and a large, rounded sinus at the
base: sori often over 1 in. m length. Spam, Canary
Isis. S 1:586.

4. pinnatlfidum, Nutt. Lvs. clustered, from a short
rootstock, 3-9 in. long, with mostly rounded lobes at the
base and terminating m a slender point; texture thick,

herbaceous; occasionally rooting at the tip. Pa. to Ala.
S. 1:628.

5. ebenoldes, R R Scott. Texture thin: lvs. 5-10 in.

long, with a few irregular divisions near the base, and
a long, slender, much-incised apical portion, occasionally
rooting at the apex. A very rare native fern —One of

the very few definitely proved fern hybrids, its hybrid
name being A. platyneuron x Camptosorus rnizophyllus.

414 Asplenium Nidus. ( X jV)

6. al&tum, HBK Lvs 1 34~2 ft long, the stalks 4-6
in. long, winged above, the blades 1-1M ft. long, 3-4
in. broad, deeply pmnatifid, the rachis winged
throughout, the lobes 1-1)4 m. long, )f-^in. broad,
herbaceous.—W. Indies and S. Amer.

bbb Lf. once pinnate.

c. Pinnae less than %m. long, blunt.

D. Rachises greenish.

7. vlride, Hudson. Lvs 3-8 m long, scarcely more
than wide, with numerous rather distant lfts.. which
are ovate and deeply crenate* sori abundant, oblique.

A.Bubalpine species of N. Eu. and N. Amer. S. 1:661.

dd. Rachises purplish or blackish.

8. Trichdmanes, Linn Lvs. densely clustered, 3-8 in.

long, Yivn. wide, with densely crowded oval lfts. which
are slightly crenate on the upper side and suddenly nar-
rowed at tne base. Northern hemisphere generally. A G.
13:653. S. 1:653. Gn. 59:318 (as A. incisum).

9 resflieus, Kunze (A. pdrvulum, Mart. & Galeotti).

Lf. 5-9 in. long, with 26-30 pairs of mostly opposite lfts.,

which are \i~Y% in. long, rounded at the outer margin
and squarely truncate at the base. Southern states and
Mex.

cc. Pinnae %-l in. long, with o strong auricle at the upper
side of the base or deeply incised on the upper margin.

10. platynehron, Oakes (A. ebenbum, Ait.). Lvs. 6-15
in. long, with 30-35 pairs of lfts. which have an en-
larged auricle at the upper side at the base, the lower
lfts. reduced to mere triangular auricles* son, when
mature, covering the entire surface. Canada to S.

Amer. A.G. 13:654. S. 1:535.

11. formdsum, Willd. Lvs. 12-16 in. long, with
numerous alternate pinnae which are mostly deflexed,

with the upper margin deeply incised and the lower
margin toothed, son 3-5 to each 1ft. Trop. Amer. S.

1:576.

12. t6nerum, Forst. (A . Veitchuinum, Hort.). Lvs.

1-1 J4 ft* long, the stalks 4-6 in. long, gravish, the
blades 8-15 in long, 3-4 in. broad, 1-pinnate with 10-20

S
aire of stalked pinnae, the pinnae 1-1^4 m long, 34“

, im. broad, rounded, toothed, inequilateral, usually

auricled. Asia, Malaya.

13.

Colensoi, Col. Stalks 3-4 in. long, with small
scales: lf.-blades 4-5 in long, 2 in. broad} pinnae
numerous, spreading, the lower pinnatifid auricled, on
stalks 34~Mm. long. New Zeal.

ccc Pinnae 9-6 in. long, linear or lanceolate.

14.

angustifdlium, Michx. Lvs 18-24 m long on
stout stalks, 4-6 in. wide, with 20-30 pairs of nearly
sessile pinnae, which are truncate at the base and extend
to a tapering point, fertile pinnae narrower and more
distant. Moist woods northward. S. 1.496

15.

salicifdlium, Linn Lvs 12-18 in long, with about
20 distinctly stalked horizontal pinnae, which are wedge-
shaped at*the base, and curve upward to a long point*

son strongly oblique to the midrib, wide apart, not
reaching either margin or midrib. W. Indies to Brazil.

16.

caud&tum, Foret. Stalks 4-6 in. long, densely
clothed with fine fibrillose scales, blades 12-18 m long,
4-8 m broad, with 20-30 pairs of pinnae, the pinnae
3-4 m long, 34“1 m broad, acuminate, deeply toothed,
auriculate above Polynesia, Malaya.

17.

lhcidum, Foret Stalks 3-6 in long, grayish,

densely clothed with large gray scales, the blades 1-2 ft.

long, 4-8 in. broad, oblong, or ovate-deltoid, with a
terminal pinna and 15-20 pairs of lateral pinna, pinnae
4-6 m. long, 1-1M in* broad, acuminate, toothed. New
Zeal.

bbbb. Lf pinnate.

c. Ultimate divisions linear or cuneate venation somewhat
fan-shaped, texture thick.

18.

BAptistii, Moore. Lf. bipmnate, with broadly
ovate pinnae 5 m or more long, each with about 4 stipi-

tate linear toothed pinnules; son nearly parallel with
the midvein and close to it, rachises scaly, with pur-
plish lined scales. South Sea Isis.

19.

affine, Swartz Lf. 9-18 in. long, with numerous

f

iinnae on either side, the lower ovate deltoid, the upper
anceolate, pinnules incised: son linear. Mauritius
and Ceylon to E. Indies.

20 Adiintum-nigrum, Linn. Stalks brownish, lvs. 3-

pinnatifid from winged rachises, triangular, 5-9 m. long;
ultimate divisions ovate, sharply incised and serrate on
both sides. Old World generally. S. 1:486.

21. cune&tum, Lam Lvs. 12-16 in. long, 4-6 in. wide,
tripinnate below, the ultimate divisions broadly obtuse
above and strongly cuneate below* sori linear, usually
long for the size of the segms. Tropical regions
generally.

22. fr&grans, Swartz (A .
fceniculdceum

,

Kunth)
Lvs. 2-3-pinnate; ultimate segms. lanceolate, sharp-
serrate above; veins simple or the lowest forked: son
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oblong, extending from midrib to near base of the lobes:
petiole brownish, rachis flattened. W. Indies. S. 1:577.

cc. Ultimate divisions rhombic
, sharply spinidose:

texture herbaceous.

23. font&num, Bemh. Growing in dense clusters: lvs.

3-6 in. long, 1 in. or more wide, 2-pinnate; segms. with

2-

5 spmulo8e teeth which
are widely divergent: son at
maturity covering nearly
the entire surface of the
segms. England and Spam
to the Himalayas. S. 1 : 574.

ccc. Ultimate divisions
longer, not spinidose:

texture membranous or

herbaceous.

24. bulbiferum, Forst.
(A. Idxum, Hort ). Lvs.

1-

1M ft long, 6-8 in. wide,

3-

pmnatifid, pinnae tapering

to a slender toothed point

:

often bearing bulbs from
which new plants
originate while still

attached to the If.

Afr and Australasia.

S. 1:508. Gn. 72:156.

25 myrioph^llum, Presl.

(A. rhizophyllum
,
Kunze).

Fig. 415. Growing in ex-
tensive tufts, with grayish
brown stalks and rachises:

lvs 6-15 in long, 3-pinnate
or 4-pinnatifid, the ultimate
segms. frequently deeply

2-

lobed with a single sorus
to each division. Fla. to S.

Amer.

41S. Asplenmm mynophyllum.
(X!4)

26 cristJtum, Lam (A cicutdnum, Swartz). Lvs.
3-pmnatifid with a winged rachis, 8-18 in. long, pinnules
ovate, with 5-7 narrow divisions, each bearing a single

sorus; texture thin, membranous. Trop. Amer., rare
m Fla

aa. Son linear, marginal or submarginal, on narrow,
linear, ultimate divisions of the If. (Darea .)

b. Lvs bipmnatifid, less than a fool long.

27. ocefinicum, C Chr (A obtusilobum, Hook., not
Desv ). Lvs 4-7 in long, 2 in. wide or less, with about
10 pinnse, which are made up of 5-7 narrow segms bear-
ing occasional son in the outer margin of the segms.
New Hebrides and Fiji Isis S. 1.625.

bb. Lvs. 2-pinnate or 3-pmnatifid, over a foot long.

c. Pinnae short, unt \ close segms.

28. rutffif&lium, Kunze. Lvs. 13-15 in. long, with
12-20 pinnae on each side, each with 7-11 narrow segms.,
2 or 3 of the lower ones 2-fld. or rarely 3-fld. S. Air.,

India and Japan.

29 Bel&ngeri, Kunze. Fig. 416. Lvs. 15-18 in. long,
3 m. wide, with numerous horizontal pinnae on each
side, cut into about 12 slender linear segms. on either
side, which are set nearly at right angles to the rachis;

the lower basal segms. often forked. Each segm. has a
single sorus, and 1 vein. This species is thought by
some fern students to be merely a divided variety of A.
tenerum, Forst. (No. 12). In general the two species
are much alike. E. Indies.

30.

dlmdrphum, Kunze. Stalks 6-12 in long, naked:
blades 2-3 ft. long, 12-15 in. broad, ovate-deltoid. 2-3
pinnate; sterile lvs. 2-pinnate, segms. ovate 1 in. long,

Min. broad, bluntly toothed; fertile lvs. 3-pinnate,
segms. Unear, each with a single sorus. Norfolk Isl.

cc. Pinnae longer, with scattered narrowly linear segms.

31. vivfparum, Presl. Lvs 15-24 in. long, 6-8 in.
wide, on rather short stalks with pmnatifid pinnules and
ultimate segms

,
which are narrowly linear and often

forked: plant often bulb-beanng, like A. bvlhferum.
Mauritius and Bourbon. Cult, under various names.
8.1:662 A. n6bilis, Hort., is a more vigorous Variety,
originally from New Guinea.

aaa. Sori more or less curved, sometimes horseshoe-
shaped: lvs ample, 2-4-pmnatifid.

32. Filix-fdemina, Bernh. Lvs. 1 M-3 ft
,
broadly

ovate-oblong, bipmnate, pinnae 4-8 in. long, lanceolate,
with numerous more or less pinnately incised or serrate
segms Eu. and N Amer—Very variable, especially
in cult. Schneider describes 56 varieties

33. acrostichoides, Swartz (A thelyptercMes, Michx.).
Lvs 1-2 ft. long, on long, straw-colored 'stalks, 6-12 in.

wide, 2-pmnatifid, with linear-lanceolate pinnae; segms.
crowded, oblong, minutely toothed, son 10-12 to each
segm. Rich soil m the E. U. S. S 1*651

34 spinuldsum, Baker. Lvs. 9-12 in. each way, del-
toid, 3-4-pinnatifid, with 9-12 pinnae on either side, the
lowest much the largest; segms short and sharply
toothed. China and Japan.

Supplementary list of less common trade names: A. aculed-
tum, Hort Hab (

? )

—

A arbdreum See Diplazium

—

A.blfidum—
A. lmeatum—A decdrum, a sport from A bulbifcrum—A decus-
aAttim See Oallipteris—A elllpticum, Hort , a trade name —A
fldccidum, Forst Coolhouso basket fern from Austral , Tasmania
and New Zeal Lvs 2—3 ft long, 4-8 in broad, stipes stout, flex-
ible, greenish, na jtej i pi note, numerous, close or distant, lanceo-
late, leathery, 4-8 in long, broad Very variable

—

A.
Gorini/ianum var plctum, Mett (Athynum Gonngianum var.
pictum, Hort ) Distinguished from all other members of the genus
by the bright color of its entirely deciduous lvs

, which are 10-15
in long, 8pear-shaped, and pendulous. Possibly the only hardy
variegated fern It, however, needs glass protection for best results
Stalks purph* or claret-colored Ks green with a central band of
gra> , lfts divided into sharply toothed pinnules on which the
oblong or kidney-shaped son are arranged in 2 rows parallel to
the mid\em Japan —A laceratum, Dchv Allied to A Nidus and

K
issibly a vanety of that species Lvs narrower, cut into lrregu-
r lobes, each lobe having black stnpe about 3 in long Brawl —

A Idnceum See Diplazium —A Laurintn, Christ, var denttcu-
Idtum Allied to A macrophyllum but smaller Congo —A.
lmeatum, Swartz. Warmhouse species from Mauritius and Bour-
bon, is very vanable, running into forms with lfts. again pinnate,
which have either small, linear pinnules or these again twioe cut.
lvs 1-2 ft long, 4-6 in wide stalks erect, 6-9 in long, more or less
scaly —A. lonyUstmum, Blume The best of all the genus for large
baskets. Lva. 2-3 ft. long, 4-6 in. broad: stalks blackish, 3-12 in.

416. Asplenium Belangeri. (X^)

long- lfts. sessile, auncled E Indies. S. 1-602 —A macrophffl-
lum, Swartz. Coolhouse species from Polynesia, Malaya, China, and
Himalayas Lvs. 6-18 in long, 6-12 m wide- stalks brownish: lfts.
6-12 pairs, stalked, 3-6 m long, 1-3 in wide, sharp-pointed, ser-
rate.—A. Shipherdn* Spreng. See Diplazium.

L. M. Underwood.
ASPRtLLA: Hystrxx. R- C. BENEDICT.!

AST&LIA (name alluding to epiphytic character of
some species). Lihdceae. Greenhouse plants with
racemes or panicles of small flowers.

Astehas are perennial herbs of about a dozen species
in New Zeal., Austral, and the Pacific Isis., with lvs.

all radical or crowded at the base of the st., belonging
to the Dracaena tribe* fls. small and dicecious; perianth
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6-parted, persistent, the parts spreading or reflexed;

stamens 6, attached to base of corolla-parts; stam-
modia present in pistillate fis

,
the ovary sessile, 1-3-

oelled: fr. an mdehiscent somewhat fleshy and globose
berry. In New Zeal., the astelias form a prominent
part of the vegetation. The species are confused. Two
or 3 New Zeal. Bpecies have been sparingly intro, to cult,

abroad, as: A. Cdnninghamii, Hook f
,
with 1-celled

fr.: fls. numerous and small, greenish yellow or red-

dish yellow or maroon: a densely tufted species, epiphy-
tic or terrestrial, with lvs. 2-5 ft. long and scape 1-3 ft.

B.M. 5175. A. B&nksii, Cunn., with 3-celled fr.: fls.

larger (about J^m. long), many, greenish: densely
tufted, large, the lvs. 2-fl ft. A. Solfindri, Cunn., with
3-celled fr.: fls. very numerous and lemon-yellow, J^in.

long: densely tufted, often making large clumps on trees

ana rocks, the lvs. 2-5 ft. B.M. 5503. l. H. B.

ASTER (a star). Including Diplopappus. Compdsi-
tae. Aster. Starwort. Michaelmas Daisy. A large

temperate-zone genus of attractive but botamcally-
confused, mostly perennial leafy herbs, particularly

abundant in North America; very useful for border
planting
The genus is characterized by numerous flattish

rays (white, blue, red, or purple), slender subulate or
lanceolate style appendages, compressed several-

nerved achenes, and an involucre with unequal bracts
in few or several rows, the pappus simple, soft, and
abundant (Fig. 417) ;

leafy stemmed, mostly blooming
in the autumn: lvs. always alternate. It differs from
Erigeron in having 2 to several rows of mvolucrate
bracts; in Erigeron there is only 1 series of bracts

Some of the species are annual,
but those in cult are perennial (or

rarely biennial). Calimeris and
Linosyris, which have yellow fls

,

a color unknown in aster, are kept
distinct in this book.

In North Amenca, where the
asters axe such abundant plants in

the autumn flora, the species are

not much known as cultivated

plants, most of the specimens seen

m gardens being the wild species

transplanted. In Europe, however,
there are numbers of named gar-

den kinds, some of them derived
from American species that have
been long cultivated there. A.
novi-belgii has been particularly

productive of garden forms. Many
of the garden forms are undoubt-
edly confused hybrids. The Mich-

aelmas daisies are mostly from this species and per-

haps also from A. novx-angliae. Many of the Latin-
form garden names are very difficult to place.

The native asters are amongst the very best plants
for borders and roadsides. They should be better
known. A. acummatus grows well m shade m ordinary
soil, not necessarily moist; increases in vigor under
cultivation. A. cordifolius prefers open or partial shade;
improves much under cultivation with good soil. A.
corymbosus prefers at least partial shade, and will grow
even in very deep shade; seeds very freely; does well on
dry ledges and in small crevices m rock; very tenacious
of life. A. dumo8U8 prefers full sunlight and dry situa-

tion. A. ericoides wants full sunlight and dry situation;

will grow in very poor or shallow soil, but does best
where roots can penetrate deep. A. lams grows in either

full sunlight or partial shade and good soil. A. novae-

angliae wiU not endure much shade; prefers moistjsoil,

but grows well m ordinary garden situations, raii-

jown seedlings of A. novx-anglix var roseus come
practically true to varietal name, though varying in

shade of color, and these seedlings bloom later than

older plants and at a height of 13 inches, making the
plant of value as a late bedding plant treated as an
annual. A. notn-belgn prefers moist soil; will not
endure heavy shade. A. panicvlatus prefers moist soil,

but will do well in rather dry situations; will endure
more shade than either of the two above species. A.
patens wants open or half-shaded places, and good
soil; one of the weaker species, often proving short-
lived. A. puniceus will not endure shade; prefers moist

places, but will grow m good soil not over-moist: m dry
situations it loses its vigor; spreads rapidly in favored
locations. A. spectabilis prefers open or partly shaded
places; one of the weaker species in wild state, rather

short-lived A. undulatus wants open or half shade;
late-flowering, handsome plant, forming large clumps
when allowed to develop. (F. W. Barclay.)

The garden or modijied asters undoubtedly deserve
more attention in American collections. The beautiful

low-growing, vernal alpme asters are little known at
present, but are valuable for rock-garden and for bor-
dering purposes. The earliest asters to flower are the
Alpine varieties. These are well adapted for floral

mass effects, and transplant well, even in an advanced
state. There are many garden varieties of asters, among
which are Schoene von Ronsdorf, Ultramarm, Beauty
of Colwall, Beaut-e Parfaite, Rosalind and Boule de
Neigo Alpine asters can be easily raised from seed
sown in spring. Seedlings do net flower until the second
year. In the garden they require a light rich soil, open
exposure and moderate amount of moisture. Plants

retain their foliage over winter and for this reason need
a more careful covering than the tall-growing classes

require. Garden varieties of the latter, as a rule, do
better in low and rather moist locations. Here a mini-

mum of care is sufficient. To bring out their full beauty,
however, it is necessary to plant them in well-preparea
richly manured ground ana properly to cultivate, stake
and irrigate them. Stock of named varieties must be
purchased as plants. Propagation can be effected by
division of old clumps, or, if larger quantities are

417. Disk floret

of Aster. ( X3)
a, pappus; b, corolla;

c, stamens, d, styles.
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desired, by cuttings. If distinctness of variety and color

is no object, seeding may be employed; sow early in

spring, thinly in rows; transplant seedlings m August
or early in September and await their coming into

flower the following season. (R. Rothe.)

tens, 10.
albus, 1.

alpinus, 1

Amellus, 7.

besaarablcus, 8.
C<8«pito&UIt, 18
canut, 10
cordifohua, 15.
deeurrent, 17.
diploatephioidea, 6.

elegant, 15
eminent, 18.

encoides, 20

Falconen , 6.

himalaicus, 3.

himalayentM, 3.
Horveyi, 19.

Isevis, 17.

macrophyllua, 13.

magnmeus, 15
mesagrandijloruf*

Petersianua, 12.

polycephalus, 15.

pyreneus, 5.

roaeua, 16.

Shortii, 14
flibincua, 9.

apeciosas, 1.

aubcaeruieub, 4
Erigeron macran- superdus, 1.

thus.
nanus, 10.

nov©-angh», 16.

novx-belgil, 18.

tatancus, 12.

Thomsonii, 2.

tnnervms, 11.

A. Old World asters, some of e
j\s,

them old garden plants
,

and somewhat modified,

b. Sts simple and scapedike,

sometimes branched in

c. Rays purplish or violet.

1. alpinus, Linn. Lvs.
entire and spatulate, form-
ing a cluster on the ground,
those on the st. small and
linear, st. 3-10 in

,
bearing

a large violet-rayed, hand-
some head. B M. 199. Gn. ^
76, p. 122 — In its wild
state, the plant also occurs
in the Rocky Mts Valuable
alpine or rockwork plant,

with fls. varying to pink
and white. Var. specidsus, >
Hort

,
is taller and stronger,

with heads 3-4 in. across. 1 /gHBgxr
Var supArbus, Hort. (Gn.
54 328. G. 32:591), is a
large and showy form. Var.
Albus is a beautiful pure JMTY>
white-fld form of the type.

2 Thfimsonii, Clarke.
An erect, sometimes laxly

branched herb, with slender,

flexuous, hairy branches.
lvs. 2-4 m. long, almost fHUmgjk
clasping at the base* As. AtfF 1/MVrgljF
solitary, 1H~2H in. wide, y
the ray8 reddish purple,

r v[$
about 20-30 in each hoad.

4„ Ast„ cordifoUu>. Au.,
“i”?

y
Gn

r

^°p'29?-To
“u-a°’'«r<“1 “*>" *««• IXH>

be treated as an alpine near N. Y. Perhaps better

referred to Calimeris.

cc. Rays predominently blue or lilac.

d. Plants low
,
not over 1 ft. in height.

G.C. III. 38:23. G.M. 48:411. Gn. 68, p. 11.—Needs
protection N. June.

5. pyrenabus, DC. St. erect, simple, 10-18 in. high:
lvs sessile, roughly pubescent, oblong-lanceolate and
prominently 3-nerved. fls solitary or 2 or 3 together, at
least 2% m. wide, the numerous rays lilac, the disk-
fls. yellow. S. Eu. Aug., Sept.

dd. Plants 2-3 ft. high.

6. diplostephioldes, Benth Two to 3 ft., soft-pubes-
cent or hairy, the st. simple and solitary: lvs. obovate or
oblanceolate, entire but ciliate: solitary head large,

inclined, 2-3 in. across, blue or pale purple, very showy.
Himalayas. B.M. 6718. J H III 33:262. G.C. III.

48:56. G.M. 35:445.—In the American trade has been
misspelled A. Deptostaphides. Var. F&lconeri, Clarke
(A. Fdlconeri. Hort.), from Cashmir^has very large
sky-blue heads.

bb. Sts. usually branched and several- to many-fid.
7. AmAllus, Linn. St simple or nearly so, few-fld. or

sometimes only 1-fld : lvs. oblong-lanceolate, obtuse,
somewhat serrate, more or less 3-nerved, roughish,

^pubescent* involucre scales oblong, obtuse or nearly
^so, spreading, in 4-5 rows, heads large, purple. Eu. and

420. Aster novae-angli*. One of the best end most showy
of native asters. (XM)

3. himal&icus, C. B. Clarke (A. hxmalay&nsis
, Hort.).

Similar to A. alpinus
,
but dwarfer: rays lilac-blue,

slightly recurved at the tip: sts. 4-12 in., slightly vil-

lous: lvs. oblong or elliptic, nearly entire. Himalayas,
13,000-15,000 ft.—Little known in Amer.

4. subcserfeleus, S. Moore. Erect herb from a tufted
mat of foliage with sessile, nearly oblong lvs., all a little

hairy* lvs. entire or sometimes slightly denticulate fls.

large, solitary on long stalks, at least 2 in. wide, the rays
a beautiful pale blue, the disk yellow; involucral lvs.

broadly oblong, ciliate. N. W. India. June. G. 32:449.

Asia. Gn. 27, p. 202; 35:172.—Variable, and several
well-marked garden forms.

8. Var. bessar&bicus, DC. (A. bessardbicus
,
Bemh.).

Lvs. oblong and attenuated at base: plant taller and
larger-fld., deep purple. G. 21, p. 167. Gn. 35, p. 173;

75, p 511.—Showy and desirable.

9. sibiricus, Linn. A foot or sometimes nearly 2 ft.

high, somewhat pubescent, each branch terminating in

a single head: lvs. oblong-spatulate to broad-lanceolate,
serrate, almost clasping the st.: heads violet or lilac.
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Arctic Eu. and Amer., and Rocky Mts.—Excellent
rockwork plant.

10. &cris, Linn. About 2-3 ft., slender-branched . lvs.

linear, or lance-lmear. heads large and blue, with long,

distinct, handsome rays. S. Eu. Gn. 37:240. G.M.
34:615.—Excellent showy garden plants A dwarf
form is A. cdnus. Var. n&nus is a very dwarf form, not
exceeding 15 m.

11 trinervius, Roxbg. About 3 ft., stout, corymbose
at summit lvs lance-ovate, 1-4 in. long, usually rough
on both sides and strongly toothed • heads large, blue
or purple (a pale variety) with narrow, spreading
rays. Himalayas. R.H. 1892:306.—Hardy, handsome,
variable.

12 tatiricus, Linn. f. St. erect and striate, hispid,

corymbose at the summit, often 7 ft high* lvs large

(the radical 2 ft. long), lanceolate or oval lanceolate,

attenuate at base, entire, involucre scales purplish at

tip; heads blue or purple, late Sibena. G.F. 4:197—
Excellent for the hardy border, particularly for its
very late blooming Var Petersi&nus, Hort

,
has nar-

rower lvs and pale blue rays and yellow disk China
aa Nalive Asters These plants are one of the charms

of the American autumn, and are amongst the best
of all hardy border plants. They usually improve
greatly in habit when transferred to cultivated grounds
Any of these wild asters are likely to come into culti-
vation at any time The number of kinds is large The
student will find them all described in Gray’s Synopti-
cal Flora of North America, 1, pt 2. Those of the north-
eastern states and adjacent Canada will be found in
Bntton and Brown’s Illustrated Flora of the United
States and Gray’s Manual Those of the South are
described m Small’s Flora of the Southeastern States,
and those of the Rocky Mountains in Nelson’s Manual
of Rocky Mountain Botany. The following comprises
those known to be in cultivation Of these, A novse-
anglxse is the best known in domestication. The species
are much confused.

b. Basal and lower lvs. cordate and slender petioled.

c Plant glandular: rays violet

.

13 macrophyllus, Linn. Fig 418. Perennial about
2Yl ft. tall with reddish angular st.: lvs. cordate and
petioled below, on the upper part of st. sessile and
acute, rays about 16, violet-lavender, the involucrate
bracts prominently green-tipped E N Amer G F 4

:

89 (adapted in Fig. 418).—Suitable for dry shady
places.

cc. Plants not glandular: rays blue or 'purple.

14 Shdrtii, Hook Perennial, 3-4 ft
,
with a rough,

usually slender paniculately branched st lvs. thick,

usually quite smooth, the lower cordate, the upper
lanceolate and quite entire and those of the small
branches bract-like heads very numerous, the 10-15
violet-blue ravs showy and linear S. E U S G F.
4 '473 GC III 32.269.—Cult, easy, even in dry
rocky places

15 cordifdhus, Linn Fig 419 Perennial, much-
branched herb, 3-4 ft

,

with a smooth st and thin,

rough, usually hairy lvs
,
the lower cordate, the upper

ovate or lanceolate, heads very numerous, not over \ ^m.
diam

,
the pale blue ra> s usually 10-20 in number Cent

N. Amer Gn.M 3 211 —Can be grown almost any-
where. There are many varieties, the best, being var.

polyc6phalus with more heads than the type Gn 40,

p 337—In cult it has varied much and is prized
abroad. A ilegans is probably a form of it. Var.
magnificus is large with many small fls

bb. No cordate and petioled lvs those of the st. with

clasping bases

c. St. rough or hirsute, pubescent. *

16 ndvae-ingliae, Linn New England Aster.
Fig 420 A stout-std corymbosely branched perennial,
3-5 ft . lvs oblong-lanceolate, clasping the st

,
hairy,

2M~4 in. long fls numerous, showy, the 40-50 violet-

purple rays about )^-^in long E N Amer A F
§'283—The best and most widely known native aster

suitable for open places but partial to moisture.
Var rdseus, Hort

,
an excellent rose-colored form, is

offered by some dealers Many cult forms in European
collections.

cc St. quite smooth.

17. lsfevis, Linn. (A decurrens, Hort, ) Perennial,

with stout often glaucous st
,
2-3 ft. lvs thick, sharply

toothed, often rough-margined, the upper strongly st.-

clasping' heads numerous, about 1 in wide, the 15-30
blue or violet rays acutish N. E N Amer—There are

several varieties, but apparently not known to the
trade

18 ndvi-belgii, Linn New York Aster Widely
variable, slender-std perennial, 2-3 ft lvs lanceolate,

or oblong-lanceolate, entire, smooth, 2F6-5 in long,

heads many, in a corymbose-paniculate infl
,
the 15-25

rays a rich violet Atlantic coast from Maine to Ga—
Suitable for moist places Many garden varieties and
hybrids are known, but they are mostly confined to the
European trade. A. 6mmens and A. exspitds us proba-
bly belong here.

bbb Lvs neither cordate nor st -clasping

19 HSrveyi, Gray Fig 421 A rough-std peren-
nial, 2-3 ft

,
with firm lvs that are rough above, hairy

on the veins beneath, m. long, and toothed,
heads numerous, about 2 in broad, with 15-25 violet

rays, very showy. New England. G F. 2.473 (adapted
in Fig. 421). Good for dry sandy soil.

20. ericoldes, Linn. White Heath Aster. Frost-
weed Aster A smooth-std. perennial with panicu-
lately, much-branched facies, 2-3 ft lvs. slender,

those of the st narrowly linear and acute, not over 2
in. long, usually shorter* fls. very numerous, the heads
not over %m. wide, and composed of 15-25 white rays.
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Not very showy. E. N. Amer. J.H. III. 49:465. Gn.

32, p 318.—Useful for naturalizing in open dry
situations.

Besides these, many other native species are from
time to time found in the catalogues of dealers in native

plants The most common are:

A. acumindtus, , Michx.; A. amethystmus
,

Nutt.

(G F. 5 378); A. Andersonn
, Gray; A. Blgelovn, Gray

(B M. 6430); A cantscens, Pursh; A. cambsus, Gray;
A. carolim&nus

,
Walt

;
A. Chamis'sdnis, Gray; A.

Chdpmann
,
Torr. & Gray; A. commut&tus, Gray; A.

cdncolor, Linn. (Mn. 10:161); A. conspicum, Lindl.;

A corymbb&us
,
Ait

;
A. Cusickii

,
Gray, A. diffusus,

Ait
,
and var honzontdlis; A. Douglasu

,
Lindl

,
A.

Drummondu
,
Lindl

;
A dumdsus, Linn

;
A. falcdtus

,

Lindl., A Fbndlen
,
Gray; A fohAceus, Lindl (A.

fohbsus, Hort ?); A. Frbmontu
,
Gray, A. graruhftdrus,

Linn (G.C. III. 45:36), A Hdlln, Gray; A. intcgn-

fbhus, Nutt
,
A hnanifbhus ,

Linn
;
A. Bindleyanus,

Torr. & Gray (Fig 422), (G F. 2*449, adapted in

Fig 422, GM. 34*615); A. longifdhus, Lam. (G F.

9 507 ) ;
A . Mtnziesn, Lindl

;
A midtiflbrus, Ait

;

A nemordlis, Ait
;
A. oblongifbhus ,

Nutt
;
A. panicu-

latus
, Lam ,

A v&tens, Ait
,
and var Mebhann, A.

polyph yllus, Willd
;
A. Pbrferi, Gray; A prenanthAdes,

Muhl
,
A ptarmiCiAdea, Torr & Gray (G F 3.153); A.

pulchbllus, Eaton, A puniceus, Linn (G.M. 34:615),

(Fig 423), and var laemcaidis and var. luddvlus; A.
radullnus

,
Gray, A sagitifblins, Willd

,
A. sahcifblius,

Ait
,
A sericeus, Vent (G F 5 473), A svecidbihs, Ait

(Mn 5.41), A. surculbsus ,
Michx (GF 5 521); A

tanacetifbhus
,
HBK.

,
A. Tradescdntn

,
Linn. (B M.

7825), A. turbmttlus, Lindl (G F 6:17; Gn. 32, p.

319), A undulatus, Linn; A. versicolor, Willd. (J.H.

III. 49 309).

In tho following list, those marked * are offered by dealers

A brachytnchus, Franch Dwarf disk -fla yellow, ray-fla. blue.

422. Aster Lmdley&nus. ( v )4)

Yunnan, part of China R H 1900 369—*A eoccineut nevadintu
».(?)

—

*a, ZMl«c/m=( ? ) — *A. hgbndus nanus— (?) “Rosy
color, only 6 in high ’’—*A lanci/Mius califormcuH— (?).—*A.
dtcxma, Hort , white to pmk=(?).

—

*A delicata, Hort
,
pale flesh*

color= (?).

—

*A. ffracUr
limuB, Hort , white
changing to rosy pink
=(?)

—

A Ibbxa, of gar-
dens 20 in. high, of

^
compact even growth
fls rich blue Probably wf\|
a form of Amelias —*A
Ixladnua nevadtnns =*

gans, Cass ,
w^nth see. <*'*, 4* T

— mbsa yrdnde spe- < 1f#-

ctdsa Qrandifldra, dark

r&i V5- jaHM%$§*
ham i, Hort , is a well- I f / ^
marked form of A
natens, found by Joseph ^ 1 _Jr~~\ _Meehan at Antietam — .y /A n6r<e-carr\ileu8*=( }

) $ 'A »—*A pyram\dahs—( }
) ^ M—A Rehtesti, Hort

,
yr jgte'Ty.zfc

is A encoides var
i »

Reevesn, Gray, a “rigid
*

' Vr' 1 ’wW
form, comparatively * ’**

stout, glabrous, except jMf A. tL M/
that the Ivs are often W Jig iMA*
hispidulous-eiliate f
toward the base the i)fr s

heads and rays as large 1) Jr \
an«l the latter about as

Q J I
numerous as in A^ poly- \|

Three to 4 ft , stout p\
and erect lvs lancco- 1
late-acuminate, spmu- flCM

"

loae-serrate heads pur- jUr

?
le, in large corymbs

(jf}
Iimalayas B M 4'i57

and sarrnentose, with
1-fld bracted scapes
radical Ivs spatulate,
hairy heads lilac-hlui

1 in across Pretty
Himalayas B M 0912
G M 31 358 —*A
tcrminahs^ff) —A
Tdwtuhendu, Hook «=»

A Bigelovu, Gray. N.
Amer

N Taylor,f

ASTER, CHINA
(CcdUstephus hor -

ttnsis) One of the
423 Aster puniceus. (XH)

most popular of all garden annuals, being particularly
vaJuable for its fall blooming.
The evolution of the China aster suggests that of the

chrysanthemum at almost every point., and it is, there-
fore, a history of remarkable variations The plant is

native to China It was introduced into Europe about
1731 by It P d’Incarville, a Jesuit missionary m China,
for whom the genus Incarvillea of the Bignonia family
was named At. that time it was a single flower, that is,

the rays or hgulate florets were of only two to four rows.
These rays were blue, violet or white The center of the
flower (or head) was comprised of very numerous tubu-
lar, yellowish florets Plnlip Miller, the famous gar-
dener-botanist of Chelsea, England, received seeds of
the single white and red asters in 1731, evidently from
France; and he received the single blue in 1736 In
1752 he secured seeds of the double red and blue, and
in 1753 of the double white At that time there appears
to have been no dwarf forms, for Miller says that the
plants grew 18 inches or 2 feet high Martyn, in 1807,
says that, m addition to these varieties mentioned by
Miller, there had then appeared a “variegated blue and
white’ variety The species was well known to Amen^
can gardeners at the opening of the last century In
1806 M’Mahon. of Philadelphia, mentioned the “China
aster (in sorts)’’ as one of the desirable garden annuals.
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Bndgeman, a New York seedsman, offered the China
and German asters in 1837 “in numerous and splendid

varieties," specifying varieties “alba, rubra, cerulea

striata purpurea, etc." In 1845, Eley said that “China
and German asters" “are very numerous" in New
England This name German aster records the fact that

the first great advances in the garden evolution of the
plant were made in Germany, and the seed then used
came largely from that country The first marked de-

parture from the type appears to have been the pro-

longation or great development of the central florets of

the head, and the production of the “mulled" flower.

This type of aster was very popular fifty and sixty

years ago Breck, in the first edition of his “Flower
Garden/’ 1851, speaks of the great improvement of the

aster “within a few years" “by the German florists, and
others," and adds that “the full-quilled varieties are

the most highly esteemed, having a hemispherical
shape, either a pure white, clear blue, purple, rose, or

deep red, or beautifully mottled, striped, or edged with
those colors, or having a red or blue center ” About
sixty vears ago the habit of the plant had begun to vary
considerably, and the progenitors of our modern dwarf
races began to attract attention The quilled, high-

centered flower of a generation or more ago is too st iff to
satisfy the tastes of these later days, and the many flat-

rayed. loose and fluffy races are now most in demand,
and tneir popularity is usually greater the nearer they
approach the form of the uncombed chrysanthemums.
The China aster has long since varied into a wide

range of colors of the cyanic series—shades of blue,

red, pink and purple. The modem evolution of the
plant is m the direction of habit and form of flower.

There are various well-marked races or types, each of

which has its full and independent range of colors. The
Comet type (with very flat rays), now one of the most
deserving of the China asters, illustrates these state-
ments admirably This Comet form—the loose, open
flower with long, strap-like rays—appeared on the
market about 1886 or 1887, with a flower of a dull white
overlaid with pink. The pink tended to fade out after

the flower opened, leaving the color an unwashed white.
The rose - colored Comet
next appeared, and the blue
was introduced in 1890.
The first clear white was
introduced in Amenca in

1892, coming from Vilmorin,
of Paris The Branching
types marked a departure.
The introduction of the
“New White Branching" by
James Vick's Sons, m 1893,
gave the mam impetus to

the corn-

424. China aster, the

Comet type. (XH)

grown in

the United States are of the
various Branching varieties The
named garden forms of China
aster are several hundred. As
early as 1895, American seeds-

men offered 250 varieties. Some
of the forms are shown in

Figs. 424-427 For botanical

account of the China aster, sec

Callittephus.

It is impossible to construct a satisfactory classifica-

tion of the China asters. It is no longer practicable to
classify the varieties by color. Neither is it feasible to
classify them upon
habit or stature of

plant, for several of

the best marked types
run into both tall and
dwarf forms Vil- C*
monn, however, divides
the varieties into

two main groups, the
pyramidal growers,
and the non-nyramidal
growers. The most
elaborate classification

is that proposed by
Barron, from a study
of extensive tests made
at Chiswick, England.
Barron has 17 sections,

but they are not
coordinate, and they
are really little more
than an enumeration
of the various types

or classes. After con-

siderable study of the varieties in the field and her-

barium, the following scheme seems to be serviceable:

a Flat-rayed asters, in which all, or at least more than 5 or 6
rows of rays, are more or less prominently flat and the
florets open

b Incurved or ball-shaped.
bb Spreading or reflexed

aa Tubular or quilled asters, m which all, or all but the 2 or 3
outer rows of florets, have prominently tubular corollas.

b Inner florets short, outer ones longer and flat Represented
by the German Quilled

bb All the florets elongated and quilled

425. China aster, the Branch-
ing type

A grower’s classification (Arnold) would be approxi-

mately as follows

Upright,—All the branches erect; plants compact:
e. g., Victona, Truffaut, Giant Comet
Semi-upnght—Branches few; strong, ascending from

base e g ,
“non-lateral" type of Branching

Branching—Strong pyramidal habit Original type
much branched

Spreading—More open and spreading form than
Branching, e. g ,

Queen of the Market, Early Wonder
and Early Hohenzollern

For growing m borders, one of the best types is the
Comet (Fig 424), m various colors. Other excellent

races are the Branching (Vick’s Branching is shown m
Fig. 425) ;

Truffaut, known also as Perfection and Peony-
flowered; Chrysanthemum-flowered; Washington; Vic-

toria, Mignon, and Queen of the Market. Tne last is

commended for earlincss and graceful, open habit, and
it is one of the best for cut-flowers Many other types
are valuable for special purposes. The Crown or Cocar-
deau is odd and attractive Amongst the quilled asters,

the various strains of German Quilled (Fig 426), Victona
Needle (Fig. 427), and Lilliput are excellent The very
dwarf tufted asters are well represented in Dwarf
Bouquet or Dwarf German, and Shakespeare, All these

are easily grown m any good garden soil. For early

bloom, seeds may be started under glass; but good fall

bloom may be had, even in the North, by sowing seeds

in the open as late as the 1st of June Asters make
very showy bedding plants when grown in large masses,

and are also valuable for filling up vacancies m the
mixed herbaceous border, where they ought to be
planted in clumps, the dwarfer kinds put in front and
the taller behind. The colors of asters are not so strong
or heavy as to introduce violent contrasts, and for this

reason, as well as because of their simple requirements,

they are useful and popular. L, jj
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The China aster is now grown largely for cut-flowers,

rather than merely for garden decoration Commer-
cially, it is the most important of the cut-flowers that
are grown out-of-doors In the garden of the amateur, it,

divides honors with the sweet pea The commercial
value of aster seed sold by American seedsman exceeds
that of any other flower. In addition to the large amount
of aster seed grown in southern California, New York
now produces annually twenty hundredweight of seed,

mostly in varieties used by the commercial florist

The principal reasons for the popularity of the aster

with florists, aside from its range of useful colors, are
its excellent keeping qualities as a cut-flower, its abil-

ity to stand rough handling
in shipping, ana the ease
with which it may be grown.
The past ten years have

been marked by a decided
increase in the use of the
artistic Comet type of flower.

Many asters ot American
origin, adapted to American
market conditions, have been
widely disseminated “Non-
lateral” strains of Branching
asters, devoid of side buds,
have been produced to meet
a need of tne florists, and as

a result of careful seed-grow-
ing, the semi-double aster has
nearly disappeared from field

and garden The freouent
accidental crossing and re-

crossing of widely differing t} pes and a natural tendency
toward variation are constantly furnishing material
for improvement when asters are grown in quantity
and variety Recent introductions of types of asters

show increased size and vigor of plant commonly attrib-

uted to a more or less remote Branching cross Some of

the most valuable introductions, like the Rochester and
the Crego Pink, appear to be a combination of a Branch-
ing plant and a Comet flower

The Comet aster group has not taken the place, com-
mercially, to which its great beauty would entitle it,,

because its very long slender petals make it less lasting

as a cut-flower than flowers with broader, shorter petals

The slender stems usually correlated with this type of

flower, although attractive m cut-flowers, are undesir-

able in the field Beautiful single asters have been
introduced from Kurope, but so far have made little

headway against the American prejudice in favor of
double flowers

Clashes of asters.

The typical Branching aster is pyramidal in form,
large and vigorous, with many lateral branches It

blooms at the close of the season. The abundant
leaves are broad and large The flower is large and deep
with the long, rather broad petals irregularly arranged,
giving it a soft appearance The flowers bear w'ell the
rough handling incident to ordinary shipping, and if cut
before fully mature will last for two weeks The size

and vigor of plant enable the amateur to get tair

results with indifferent culture Modifications of the
original type may now be had with flowers having petals

variously folded, incurved or whorled and with plants
varying to upright m growth and entirely devoid of the
many branches that gave the type its name
The Comet flower is characterized by having petals

that are long and narrow and strongly recurved This
gives it a charming light feathery appearance Origi-
nally it was of medium size and bloomed m midseason
on upright plants. Comet flowers may now be had
on every sort of aster plant. The season includes the
earliest and the latest, and the largest aster flowers now
grown are of the Comet type.

Queen of the Market was the first of the distinctively

early varieties and is still the most largely grown The
plants are open and spreading and the flowers, while
smaller and flatter than those of the Branching, have
the same general character

Victoria and Truffaut (or Paxmy-flowercd Perfec-

tion) were for many years the standard varieties and
are still grown to some extent The plants are upright
and bloom in midseason The petals of the Victoria

aster are reflexed at the ends; those of the Truffaut
aster strongly incurve, making a ball-shaped flower

Both varieties comprise every shade of color known m
asters, and these are duplicated in Giant and Dwarf
classes.

Cultivation.

Asters thrive in any soil that can be kept m a good
mechanical condition The large late ksters are usually

the most satisfactory to the amateur They may easily

be grown from seed sown as early as possible m the
open ground Asters t.ansplant readily.

If the plants are started in boxes in the house, the soil

should be allowed to dry off on the surface as much as

possible between waterings to prevent damping off

Midseason varieties may be grown successfully in this

way; but the very earliest varieties need to be started in

a greenhouse or an early hotbed
For market, the extra-earl} kinds should be sown

eight to ten weeks befoie the soil will permit planting

out They bhould be kept growing thriftily with a
night temperature of about 50° and afterward be
thoroughly hardened off in coldframes so that they will

not be injured bv late frosts after planting out The
soil should be quite as rich as that used for profitable

crops of onions or celery, otherwise the flowers will be
too short-stemmed Midseason varieties for market
succeed well when started in

a mild hotbed Give plenty
of air and avoid overwater-
ing The last sowing of late

varieties is made in the
open ground.
When growing in large

quantities, the seed is sown
wnth a garden drill m rows
a foot apart A trai^plant-
mg machine, drawn by
horses, is used for setting

the plants m the field

Tne most destruetiv e dis-

eases in the commercial
cultivation of asters are
various forms of stem-rot
They are of fungous origin

and are induced by allowing

the plants to remain moist
too long at a time. The
infection usually takes place

in the seed-row, but often

no effect is noticed until

the plants are nearly full-

grown, when they suddenly
wilt and die Covering the
soil in the seed-boxes with
clean sand, which can be
kept dry between waterings,

is an effective aid in tne
prevention of damping-off
and stem-rot. The “yellow
disease” causes the plants
to have a bleached appearance and to make a spin-

dling growth. It is a derangement of the functions of

plant-growth caused, so far as known, by irregularity

in the moisture-supply Thorough cultivation of the
soil is the best preventive The presence of “orange
rust” is shown by conspicuous orange-colored pus-

426 China aster of the
Quilled type ( X 1

2 >

427. China aster, Victor!/*

Needle type. (XH)
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tules on the under side of the leaves The disease

can be held m check by thorough spraying with a
fungicide. The Pennsylvania blister beetle is so de-
structive to asters south of the latitude of New York
that it is now commonly known as “the aster beetle.”

It is a large, soft-bodied, black beetle It feeds on the
flower. Spraying with an arsenical poison will control
the beetles in the field. Frequent hand-picking can be
practised in the garden The season of this insect is

short. The “tarnished plant-bug” causes extensive
damage to asters, most of which is commonly attributed

to other causes The inconspicuous yellowish brown
insect, smaller than a housc-ny, easily ascapes notice.

The terminal buds that are punctured by the bug,
usually die Frequently the branch becomes diseased
and sometimes the entire plant is dwarfed and sickened.

The insects cannot be poisoned, but kerosene emulsion
and whale-oil soap are effectual deterrents. Asters
growing m partial shade are seldom injured by plant-
bugs. G*;o. Arnold.

ASTEROLINOSlfiRIS (name derived from Aster and
Lmosyns) Compdsitae A plant with “rosy-mauve
petals, mixed yellow,” reputed to be a hybrid between
Aster acris and A. Lmosyns (Lmosyns vulgaris).

Apparently a bi-genenc hybrid. Asterolinosyris Will-

mdttise is the only species offered, and apparently not
by American dealers. n. Taylor

ASTiLBE (Greek, meaning not shining). Saxifra-
gdeese Includes Hotbia. Ornamental perennial herbs
grown chiefly for their showy panicles of white or pink
flowers

Leaves ternately 2-3-pinnate* fls perfect or dioecious;

calyx 5-, rarely 4-lobed, petals as many, rarely want-
ing; stamens 10 or 8, rarely 5, pistils 2 or 3, distinct or
partly connate : fr 2 or 3 de-
hiscent follicles with many mi- A
nute seeds—About 14 species &
in Cent and E Asia, Java and /M
E. N. Amer They look much
like Aruncus (which see), and
are often called Spiraea Arun-
cus and Spiraea are rosaceous
genera, and are characterized

by many stamens and usually
by several to many separate
pistils, whereas Astilbe has 10, 8 'v. "ffiSnA f -
or 5 stamens (twice the number, >V\ y
or of the same number, as the / \Jy
petals), and a 2-3-lobed pistil \ uy
(which finally separates into \ vF /

^

more or less distinct follicles). \| /
Astilbe and Arun- . Jkiy /
cus are so much a\

j\ ^
alike that they are W/i Ayiik
often confounded
by horticulturists. fl
The astilbes are

perennial herbs,
l\

mostly rather tall
L

with handsome v ^
compound bright ^ $1
green foliage and iff \
small white, pink or v \
almost purple flow- 428. Astilbe japonic*.almost purple flow-

ers in slender or

frames or in the open ground. The young plants will

flower the second year
Forcing of astilbe.—Few herbaceous plants force

with greater ease than Astilbejapomca, and its var com-

;

pacta
,
but three weeks longer Line should be given the

latter fully to develop its feathery spikes Astilbes are
so easily and cheaply imported that for the commercial
florist it is cheaper to buy than to divide and grow his

own plants Wnen first received, the clumps of roots
should be stored, with a little earth or moss between the
roots and a little soil over the crown, until the florist is

ready to pot them No amount of freezing does them
the slightest harm; but the boxes or flats m which they
are stored are best covered with a little straw or litter,

and should have the full benefit of ram or snow to keep
the roots from drying From potting or bringing into

the greenhouse, it requires from ten to fourteen weeks to

bring them into flower, according to the earlmess of the
season at which they are wanted in flower The quality

of soil is of no consequence, provided it is light and easily

handled They need water in great abundance Tem-
perature is also of little consequence Anything above
50° at night will do, but it is best not to flower them in

a higher temperature than 60°, or they will quickly wilt

when cut or used for decorations From the time the
sprays begin to show white color until they are fully

developed, every astilbe should stand m a saucer in

which there should be constantly an inch of liquid

manure When sold for window plants or for decor-
ation, astilbes are often disappointing It is merely
want of water Before the full development of the shoots
and leaves, they are easily hurt by tobacco smoke, and
should be covered with paper or well wetted when
fumigation is necessary Aphis, spider or thnps never
trouble astilbe As a border plant, astilbe is one of the
best of our hardy herbaceous plants, but the feath-

ery plume obtained in the greenhouse is much shorter,

more compact, and lacks the pure whiteness of the out-
door-grown specimens. (W

rm Scott.)

Arendsn, 11
arunroides, 6
astilboides, 6
biternata, 2
carminea, 11
chinensis, 8, 10
compacta, 4
Da\idu, 10

deianslra, 2
floribunda, 6
granchflora, 4.

grandis, 3
hybnda, 9

i
apomca, 4
-KTnoinei, 5
multiflora, 4

purpurea, 4
rivulans, 1

rosea, 9
rubella, 11
rubra, 12
rutil&ns, 11
Thunbergu, 7
variegata, 4

dense spikes forming large terminal feathery panicles.

They are hardy plants of great merit. They are
easily grown in any well-made border and like rich good
soil and plenty oi water during the growing period.

They give conspicuous masses of bloom in summer.
Propagation is mostly by division; also by seeds

sown early in spring m the greenhouse; they germinate
after two or three weeks; tne young seedlings must be
pricked off several times and later planted out m

A. Color of petals white or yellowish white

(or changing to pinkish in A Thun-

\J 'jf
bergn), rarely petals wanting.

|jjjj b Petals wanting; stamens 5

'/ 1. rivulflris, Ham Rhizome creeping
st. 3-5 ft : lvs 2-temate, the lfts ovate,

» dentate 1-3 in long, the petioles tawny-
hairy like the sts at the base fls yellowish

white, in large spikes, which are dis-

i posed in panicles; stamens 5, pure white
f Nepal, W China. Gn 48, p 355 —At-

^
tractive, border species, blooming late

*v Probably needs protection.

bb. Petals present at least m the stammate
fls.; stamens 10.

C. Stamens exceeding the petals tall
,

8-6 ft. high

2 bitem&ta, Brit. (A. deedndra
,

Don. Tiarilla

bitemdta, Vent ). Somewhat pubescent, 3-6 ft. lvs.

2-3-temate, the lfts. ovate and cordate or abrupt at

base, sharp-serrate, 2-5 m long: fls. yellowish white,

in a large (10-12 in. long) racemose panicle; petal*

linear, spatulate in the stammate fls., small or wanting
in the perfect ones. June. Woods, Va. and S. B.B.
2 . 170.—-Often confounded with Aruncus sylvester , which
has numerous stamens not exceeding the broad petals.
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8.

grftndis, Stapf. St. 4-6 ft.: lvs. ternately pinnate
or 3-pmnate, lfts ovate to oblong-ovate, doubly ser-

rate, 2-4 in. long, slightly hairy, petiole hairy panicle
2-3 ft long with spreading branches; fls crowded,
petals 3 tunes as long as calyx, stamens longer than
petals. July. Cent. China. G.C. 111. 38.426. R.B.
33:232.

cc. Stamens shorter than petals, st. 1~4 ft.

D. Lfts. distinctly cuneate at the base petals about twice

as long as calyx.

4 japdnica, Gray (Ilotkia japdnica
,
Morr <fc Decne.

H. barbdta, Morr & Decne Spirsea japdnica
,
Ilort ).

Fig 428. Erect, 1-3 ft , hairy on the petioles and nodes:
lvs. 3-2-ternate, petiole reddish, lfts ovate-acute,
tapering to the base, serrate Hs white, in a pubescent
racemose panicle with somewhat recurved branches,
sepals obtusish, as long or slightly longer than pistils.

Japan 13 M 3821. Gn. 48, p 366 Mn 5 174 —Com-
monly known as a spnng glasshouse plant in this coun-
try, but hardy in the open There are various cult

forms, as var grandifldra, Ilort
,
with larger and denser

panicle, var compActa, Hort., the panicle more com-
pact, var multifldra, Hort

;
var varieg&ta, Hort , with

variegated lvs
,

var purphrea, Hort

,

with purple-shaded foliage.

dd. Lfts. rounded at the base or occasion-

ally broadly cuneate. petals tunes
as long as calyx

5 Lemdinei, Lemoine Foliage grace-
ful, standing i

1
^ ft. high, with lfts broad-

oval, dentate and crimped, satiny green,

hairy: fls with white petals and 10 pink
stamens, very numerous, in plume-like
clusters, disposed m panicles 1 Yi ft. long
Gn 48, p 355 R II 1895, p 567 A F
11 459—Garden plant, a hybrid of

Thunbergn and /I astilbuidts. Hardy, and
forces well

6 astilboldes, Lemoine (SpirSea astdbdides, Moore
Spirka Ariincus var astdbmdcs, Ilort

,
not Maxim A

aruncoldes

,

Lemoine) Fig 429 St 2-3 ft lvs 2-3-

pinnate, lfts ovate to ovate-oblong, 1-2 in long,

doubly and sharply serrate, hairy, fls white, crowded
in dense spikes, forming a panicle, with straight spread-
ing branches, sepals aeutisn, shorter than pistils, petals

linear-oblong, at least 21 j times as long as sepals

Intro from Japan. G C 11 14.113 —Var floribunda,

is supposed to be a cross of this species and A. japonica.

7. Thunbergii, Miq St 1-2 ft., lvs 2-3-pinnate, the
lfts slender-stalked, ovate, l 1 2-3! 2 m long, serrate,

yellowish green, hairy fls wdnte, on reddish stalks,

often changing to pink, in clusters on rather slender

spikes forming a spreading panicle, petals 2)4 tunes as

long as the calyx Japan F M 1881 457. R H. 1895,

p 565.—A graceful plant Forces well

8. chinSnsis, Franch & Sav. (Holbia chmtnsis,
Maxim.). Plant 134-2 ft

,
graceful lvs ternately 2-3-

{

annate, lfts ovate-lanceolate, doubly serrate, 2-3)4 in.

ong, hairy: fls in a branchy, rather narrow panicle;

petals hnear-spatulate, white, 3 or 4 times as long as

the yellowish white or pink calyx; stamens lilac;

anthers blue. July. China. M D.G. 1907:547.—Pos-
sibly a form of the preceding

9.

rdsea, Van Waveren & Kruijft (A. hybnda rdsea
,

Arends). A hybnd between A. chmensis and A ja-

ponica. Similar to A japonica in habit, but fls. pinkish.

The two best known forms are var. Peach Blossom, with
lighter pink fls., R.H. 1908, p. 341, and var. Queen
Alexandra, with deeper pink fls. M.D.G. 1911:53.

aa. Color of petals pink.

10.

D&vidii, Henry (A. chmdnsis var. Ddtndii,

Franch.). St 4-6 ft., lvs. ternately pinnate or bipin-
nate; lfts. ovate to ovate-oblong, 1-1 in. long, coarsely

and unequally serrate: panicle about 2 ft. long, narrow,
with ascending, spike-like slender branches, the lower
4-5 in. long, fls neaily sessile, crowded, fascicled,
bright rose-pink; petals linear, stamens 10, shorter than
petals with violet filaments and dark blue anthers.
July. N. and Cent. China. B.M. 7880 G C. Ill

32*103 R H.
1907 : 40. Gn.
72, p. 179 M.
D.G. 1907 545

11 rubeila,
Lemoine A hy-
brid between A.
Lemoinei and A.
Davidn (or A
Lemomeix A.
chmensis x A
Davidn) Similar
to A. Lemoinei,
but fls rosc-col-

ored
,
panicle

more compact
than in A Da-
vidn R B 34 28—Other forms

of the same parentage are var
rutilans, Rehd (A rutilans, Le-
moine), with rosy-carmine fls

and white stamens, and var
carminea, Rehd (A carmlnea,
Lemoine), with violet-carmine
fls

,
also Crepuscule, with flesh-

colored fls
;

Lumineux, with
rosy carmine fls changing to
pink, plant over 3 ft high,
Magenta, with carmine fls

,

Solfcrino, with violet-pink fls „

and Titien, with delicate pink
fls

,
plant over 3 ft high A

series of hybrids of A Davuin
with different species has been
put into the trade under the.

collective name of A Arendsn,
Arends M D G 1907 546
These comprise the following
crosses A IJavidn x A astilboi-

des ,
with rosy-lilac fls m loose and graceful featherv

panicles, stamens and petals much exceeding the
sepals, here belong the varieties Juno, with purplish
pmk fls

,
plant over 3 ft high; Venus, also with pur-

plish pink fls
,
Vesta, with rosy lilac fls

,
and Ceres,

with lilac-pink fls A Davidii x A. japonica
,
with

creamy white to pale pmk or salmon fls m dense spikes,
petals and the pink stamens not much exceeding the
sepals; here belongs Rose Perle. A Davidn x A. rosea,

similar to A japonica in habit, with purplish pmk to
salmon or nearly white fls

,
this cross may be classed

with A rubella A Dauidu x A. Thunbergu
,
taller, 4-5

ft. high with large feathery panicles, their branches
nodding at the tips fls pale pmk to white.

12. rftbra, Hook. & Thoms. St. simple, 4-6 ft , long-
hairy* lvs 2-ternate; lfts. oblique-ovate, more or less

cordate, 1-3 in. long, sharp-serrate : fls numerous, rose-

red, in compact, robust panicles, with the mam branches
erect and numerous short lateral branchlets about 1

in long; stamens 10, shorter than petals. India. B.M.
4959.—Needs protection Little known m Amer.
A crenatilobata, Small (A decandia crenatilobata, Brit ) Allied

to A dccandra. I.fts crenately toothed, the terminal one usually
3-Iobed N C— 4 simplicifdha, Makino Low, not exceeding 1 ft

lvs simple, ovate, deeply lobed or incised, about 3 in long panicle
slender and narrow, the branches short, with star-like white fls

Japan G C III 48 294, £2 101 —A urSscens, Hutchins
Allied to \ rivulans Lfts obliquely cordate-ovate, 3-4 m long,
denticulate panicles much branched with small greenish white
fragrant Hi

,
petals wanting, stamens 10 China

Alfred RehderA
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ASTRAGALUS (ancient Greek name of some shrub).

Legummdsx. Milk Vetch. Hardy herbs or sub-
shrubs, now and then seen in plantings.

Leaves mostly odd-pinnate, sometimes simple: fls. in

spikes or racemes, yellow, purple or white; calyx tubular,

its teeth nearly equal; petals clawed, the standard erect;

stamens in 2 clusters, the anthers similar pods fleshy,

leathery or papery, not much swollen, as they are m
the membranous-legumed Phaca, the nearest relative.

-About 1,500 species. Many kinds are cult, in the
Old World, but those described below are the only
kinds commonly sold in Amer. The loco-weed of the
prairies, which is said to poison cattle, is A molhssi-

mus. For those below and many others, the student
is referred to Britton and Brown’s Illustrated Flora,
Nelson’s Manual of Rocky Mountain Botany, and
Rydberg’s Flora of Colorado The botanical characters
are mostly found in the pods.

Astragaluses prefer a light, porous soil and no shade.
The dwarfer kinds may be placed in the front of the
border or in the rockery

Propagation is chiefly by seeds, which germinate
slowly, or by careful division in early spring. Many
kinds are likely to die if divided or transplanted, as they
are mycorrhizal plants, much dependent on a semi-
parasitic organism, which is better left undisturbed.

A. Fls. yeUow.

alopecuroides, Linn St. erect, strict; height 2-5 ft.:

lfts. ovate-lanceolate, pubescent* fls. m thick ovate-
oblong spikes, on short, axillary peduncles. Siberia.

B.M. 3193.

carolini&nus, Linn. (A canadensis, Linn.). One to

3H ft.: lfts. 15-31, glabrous or slightly pubescent,

elliptic or oval, obtuse or slightly emarginate at apex:
fls yellowish, %-l in. long, in a dense spike* pods 2-

celled, coriaceous, sessile, terete and glaDrous. July,
Aug. E. N. Amer. L.B C 4:372.

Drtimmondii, Douglas. Erect, 10-20 in.* lfts. 19-33.
glabrous, oblong or sometimes oblanceolate, ana
obtuse: ns. yellowish white, the keel rarely tinged with
purple, 1-1 72 in. long, m a loose spike: pods 1-celled,

distinctly stalked, glabrous and grooved. June, July.
Plains of Cent. N. Amer Hook. FI. Bor. Amer. 57.

aa. Fls. not yeUow.

b. Sts. trailing.

monspessul&nus, Linn. St. trailing: height 9 in.: fls.

purple, purpbsh or white, m smaller and looser heads
than the above. Eu. B.M. 375.

bb. Sts. erect or merely decumbent, not trailing.

c. Plants not sjnny.

d. Pods 1-celled

flexudsus, Hook. Four to 15 in., leafy-std and finely

hairy: lfts 9-21, linear, oblong or oblanceolate, obtuse
or emarginate: fls. purplish, ^ 2-%in. long, the pedun-
cles exceeding the lvs.

.
pods 1-celled, sessile, cylindnc,

linear or linear-oblong June-Aug. Plains of Cent.
N. Amer

alplnus, Linn Height 6-15 in : lfts. 13-25* fls.

violet, keel darker* pods 1-celled, black-pubescent.
Northern and Arctic regions around the world.

dd. Pods more than 1-celled

hypogldttis, Linn Fig 430 Height 3-24 m. lfts.

17-25* fls violet-purple, 6-10 lines long, in dense
heads pods 4-5 lines long, 2-celled, densely villous

with white hairs Eu
,
Asia, and from Kan west to

Ncv. and north to Alaska—Also a white variety
excellent for pots

caryoefirpus, Ker-Gawl Perennial, the whole plant
tomentulose. sts decumbent, ultimately ascending*
lvs alternate, distant, with 17-25 lfts : fls. pale violet-

purple. the calyx about half as long as the corolla seeds
several in each cell. La. B R 176.

adsfirgens, Pall. (A Ldxmanii, Jacq ) Fig. 431
Small, erect or mostly decumbent plant, with 15-25
lfts

,
which are oval to linear-oblong, obtuse and rarely

emarginate. fls. purplish, l/i~ 1 m. long, the peduncles
exceeding the lvs., the spikes dense: pods 2-celled,

sessile, oblong and pointed. June, July. Plains of Cent.
N. Amer. Jacq. Hort. Vind. 3.37 (as A. Laxmann).

CC. Plant spiny: fls. white.

hdrrida, Boiss. A low bristly perennial with spiny
lvs composed of 7-8 pairs of broad lfts.: fls. white in a
dense, long-stalked, spike-like cluster. Persia—Curi-
ous and rare, rathei than attractive.

A racemdius, Pursh. Zigzag, erect st. lfts. 17-21: fls. yellowish
m loose racemes July Plains of Cent U S —A Rdbbtnm, Oakes.
Erect and glabrous lfts. 9-25 fls. in loose racemes, white or purple
pods 1-celled, flattened Suitable for rocky places June, July
N E U S—A Shorti&nus, Nutt Silvery cancscent lfts 9-15 fls

blue or violet, pods sessile, 1-oellcd, strongly curved upward May,
June Plains of Cent U. S TAYLOR

ASTRANTIA (name in allusion to star-like appear-
ance of umbels) Umbdllferse. Masterwort. Peren-
nial garden plants, grown for the odd and ornamental
umbels and attractive habit.

Glabrous and erect low herbs with dark-colored
aromatic roots* lvs. palmately lobed or dissected,

petioled, the st.-lvs. often sessile and more simple: fls.

polygamous, the sterile long-pedicelled and the fertile

short-pedicelled
;
calyx with 5 foliaceous lobes, more or

less tuberculate; petals oblong-ovate, connivent: fr.

compressed — Perhaps a half-dozen species, m Eu.
and W. Asia, bearing fls in leafy-involucred umbels
and umbellules, the fls being white, rose-colored or
blush The astrantias grow a foot or more high, making
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interesting branching plants for the border, particu-
larly m moist places. Prop, by seeds, and easily by
divisions in autumn or spring.

carai&lica, Wulf. About 1 ft • radical lvs. 5-7-lobed,
the lobes oblong-acuminate, serrate: fls white or blush:
involucel of about 12 entire whitish parts with green
red-tinged line. Eu. Attractive. June, July.

m&jor, Linn The commonest species in cult • 1-3

ft ‘ radical lvs. 5-lobed, the lobes ovate-lanceolate and
more or less parted and toothed, acute, fls pinkish, or
rose, or white involucel of 20 or less linear-lanceolate

entire leafy parts, calyx-lobes lanceolate and spinulose,
exceeding the petals Eu—Thrives by running water
and in partial shade May, June

Biebersteinii, Traut. Small radical lvs 3-parted,
the middle lobe oblong or obovate and more or less

3-lobed, sharp-serrate involucel parts oblong, entire

or nearly so, equaling the umbel; calyx-lobes lanceo-
late-acute, equaling the petals. Caucasus.

.4 helleborifMui, Sdlisb (A heterophylla, Willd , A maxima,
Pall ) 2 ft or less radical lvs 3-lobed, serrate fls pmk: involu-
cre of about 12 ovate-lanceolate bristly parts Caucasus —A minor,
Lmn 8-10 in • radical lvs. 7-9-lobea, toothed, fls. white: invo-
lucre white Eu L H B

ASTRAPiEA: Dombeya.

ASTROCARYUM (Greek, astron, star, and knryon,
nut, referring to star-like arrangement of the fruits).

Palmdcej*, tribe Bactridex Spiny palms, stemless or
with a short, or tall, ringed caudex

Leaves terminal, pinnately parted, segrns approxi-
mate, equidistant or fasciculate, lanceolate-acuminate
or attenuate to the obliquely truncate apex, plicate,

whitish beneath, the terminal ones free or confluent, the
spiny margins recurved at the base, petiole very short;

sheath short, open, the spines of nearly all parts of the
plant, in some cases, nearly a foot long, spadices

short or long, the finely divided branches pendulous,

thickened at the base, thence very slender, long, naked,
the flonferous naked basal portion, as it were, pedun-
culate; spathes 2, the lower one membranous, decidu-

ous, the upper fusiform, coriaceous or woody, open on
the ventral side, persistent, bracts of the female fls.

broad, imbricated like the bractlets; pistil' ate fls with
a stipitate male one on either side’ fr rather large,

ovoid or subglobose, beaked, smooth .or spiny, red or

orange.—Species 30. Trop. Amer.

Astrocaryums are elegant palms of medium height,
very suitable for moderate-sized conservatories A.
Murumuru

,
A. mexicanum and A. argenteum are the

kinds most commonly met with in collections The
leaves are pinnate, spmy on both sides, even in very
young plants, and in small plants, at least in some of the
species, the segments are narrow, four or five pairs of
these alternating with two very broad ones A. argen-
teum has the under surfaces of the leaves of a much
lighter color than the others

In a young state, the plants require the temperature
of the stove, and after attaining the height of a few
feet they may be best grown in a warmhouse, and
given plenty of water, also a humid atmosphere Speci-
mens 8 to 10 feet high fruit freely.

Propagation is by seeds, which are slow in germina-
ting. The soil m which they are sown should be
changed occasionally, to prevent it frbm becoming
sour Be careful not to overpot, or the fleshy roots
will decay G.C. II 22 522 See Palms,

a. Lvs. scurfy
,
at least beneith or on the petioles

M&ramuru, Mart Lvs 9-12 ft long,segms lanceo-
late, somewhat falcate, rich green above, silvery
beneath sts 12-15 ft high, densely covered with stout,

black spines 6 in long Brazil I H 22 213

argenteum, Hort Petioles and under surface of the
lvs covered with silvery white scurf lvs arching,

wedge-shaped, 2-lobcd, distinctly plicate, bright green
above; petioles with numerous dark, spreading spines
1 in. long Colombia F R 3 569 —Peril? ps more
correctly named A Malybo, Karsten

filul&re, Hort. Small, slender: lvs erect, narrowly
cuneate, with 2 divergent lobes, inversely sagittate;

petioles densely scurfy, rachis scurfy on both sides;

spines numerous on the petioles and rachis, and on the
principal nerves above, brown Country unknown.

aa Lvs not scurfy

Ayri, Mart Trunks 18-30 ft high, 8-12 in diam.,
usually cespitose lvs 15 ft long, equally pinnatisect
to the apex, petiole piano-compressed, membranaceous

.

on the margins, densely scaly and with scattered spines;

lower segms. over 3 ft long, lj{~2 in wide, 2 in apart,

the upper ones 2-2 14 ft long, 1 in wide, 1 in apart,

conduphcate at the base, linear, long, attenuate,
pointed, minutely and remotely spiny along the margins,
white-tomentose below Brazil

mexicanum, Liebm St. 4-6 ft. high, cylindrical,

thickly covered with rings of black, straight 2-edgea
spines: petiole 2 ft. long, 4-sided, the 2 upper sides

concave, clothed (as is the rachis) with straight black
spines; blade 6 ft

,
segms. 15-18 in long, 1 in. wide,

alternate, broadlv linear, acute, straight, white beneath,

with deciduous black spines along the margins Mex.
A. granatinse, Hort , is on unidentified trade name

J G Smith and G W Oliver.
N Taylor f

ASYSTASIA (obscure name) Including Henfr'eya,

Dicentranthera and Mackdya Acanthacex Hothouse
or greenhouse evergreen herbs and shrubs

Plants erect or scandent lvs membranaceous,
entire corolla-tube straight or curved, the spreading

limb 5-lobed and nearly or quite regular; stamens 4,

unequal, stigma blunt or minutely 2-lobed, fls white,

blue or purple, in axillary or terminal clusters, often

very showy —About 20 species in the Old World
tropics Require the general treatment of Justicia, m
intermediate or warmhouses

b€lla, Benth & Hook (Mackhya b&lla, Harv.)
Glabrous, upright sub-shrub lvs ovate-oblong, acumi-
nate, spreading, short-stalked, sinuate-toothed . fls.

lilac, 2 in long, with a long tube below the flaring

throat, the spreading segms. ovate-obtuse, disposed

on one side of a raceme 5-8 in long S Afr B M431. Astragalus adsurgens. (Xh)
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5797.—A beautiful plant, rarely seen, and thought to

be difficult to manage; but it seems to flower readily

in fall in our climate, if rested dunng the previous
winter and brought on in the summer. Prop, by cut-

tings of firm wood in spring or summer. Young plants

in small pots often bloom well.

A. coromandeli&na, Nees (A comorensis, Bojer. A. violacea,
Dalz Justicia gangetica. Lion.) Zigzag sub-shrub: Ivs ovate-
cordate, wavy: fls. purple, nearly sessile, in 6-10-fld raceme
India BM 4248. PM 14-125 FS 2.179 —A. tcdndens, Lindl.
(Honfreya scandens, Lindl ). Climbing- lvs obovate to ovate,
thick, entire, fls large, yellow, white and blush, in a thyrse Afr.

B.M.4449 B.R. 33:31. F.S. 3.231. L jj g
ATACCIA: Tacca.

ATALANTIA CAtalantia,
one of the Hesperides).

Rutdcex, tribe Citrex. Woody plants, now receiving

attention m America as stocks for cit-

rus fruits, and as possible parents in

breeding new forms of such fruits.

Small trees or shrubs, usually spiny,

with persistent coriaceous simple lvs.

having prominent netted veins and
wingless or very narrowly winged
petioles jointed at base of If. * fls. usu-

ally pentamerous, with the stamens
free or united into a tube, twice as

numerous as the petals; ovary 3-5-

celled, with 1 or 2 ovules in each cell

:

fr. like a small orange with a lemon-
like skm. In the typical species, the
pulp -vesicles fill the segms

,
but in

some dry-fruited species they are

rudimentary; these species constitute

the subgenus Rissoa—Twelve or 15
species are known, ranging from India
through the Malayan peninsula to

Austral

Leaf of Atalantia

citrioidea.(x{)
A. Subgenus Euatalantxa. Cells of fr.

lined with pulp-vesicles.

monophylla, DC. (Limbnia monophylla, Roxbg., not
Linn.). A large shrub or small tree, native to India,

Ceylon, Burma, Siam and Indo-China, usually spiny:

lvs. glabrous, or sometimes pubescent, 1-3 in. long;

petioles short, slightly or not at all winged * fls borne in

axillary panicles; calyx irregularly lobed, split to the

base on one side; petals usually 4, stamens 8, the fila-

ments connate and forming a completely closed tube;

ovary 3-5-eelled fr from ^-%in. diam., with a skin

like a lime, globose, with several cells (generally 4j, each
usually containing 1 seed and filled with pulp-vesicles,

making the fr. much like a miniature orange. India,

Ceylon, farther India. 111. Roxb^. PI. Corom
,
pi. 83.

Wight, leones, pi. 1611. Engl in Engl and Prantl.

Nat. Planzenf. III. 4 : 191 ;
fig. Ill, C.D—This tree,

still little known outside of India and Ceylon, is the
type of the genus Atalantia, and one of

the promising species for trial as a
stock on which to graft other citrus

frs., and also for use in breeding new
types of citrus frs The frs. yield

an oil which in India is considered
a valuable application in chronic
rheumatism.

433. Cross-
•ecton of ovary macrophyila, Kurz. (A. monophylla
of Atalantia var. macrophiylla

,
Oliver). A small or

dtrioides. (xi) medium-sized tree, native to the Anda-
man Isis, and Burma, having ovate-

elliptical emarginate lvs. 1)^-4 in. long and 1-2^ in.

broad: fls. on short axillary racemes; calyx irregularly

lobed, split to the base on one side as in A. monophylla;
stamens connate and forming a tube: fr. large, said to

reach 1^-2 in. chain. Andaman Isis, Burma, Malay
Peninsula, Bangka Isl.—Little known and is chiefly in-

teresting because of the large size of its frs. Kurz, in his

“Forest Flora of British Burma,” says of this snccios.

“Berries globose, the size of a wood-apple, glabrous,”
and gives the size of the wood-apple as 1 in.

diam A tree brought from the island of Bangka, east

of Sumatra, and now growing at the Botanical Gar-
dens at Buitenzorg, Java, is considered by Hochreu-
tiner^ to belong

able size^ being^a

6%-XQ ft No other species of :

Atalantia is known to roach
this size or to bear frs so large.

This species is of unusual in-

terest for trial as a stock and MAjM
also for hybridizing with other

citrioldes, Pierre. A small
tree native to Indo-China. usu-
ally spiny, having glabrous
emarginate oval lvs. 2-3M in. 434. Atalantia ceylonica.
long (Fig. 432) calyx cup- (x^
shaped, not split to the base,
stamens connate, forming a tube; ovary usually 3- or
4-eelled. fr resembles a small orange about 3

4 in diam ,

with a roughened glandular skin; cells filled with pulp-
vesicles and contain usually a single seed about 3/gin

long (Fig 433). Ill H. Locomtc FI. g6n do l’lndo-
Chine, Vol I, pi 24, fig. C 5, 6—Inis interesting

species is native to Cochin China and Cambodia and
has recently been intro into this country, where it will

be tested as a stock and for breeding purposes Its close

relationship to Citrus is shown by the fact that it grows
well when grafted on grapefruit

racemdsa, Wight. A shrub or small tree, differing

from A. monophylla chiefly m having a regular calyx

not split down one side. S. India, Ceylon. 111. Hook.
J. bot. Vol. I, pi. 122: Wight, leones, pi. 71

aa. Subgenus, Rissoa, n subg
,
named for A. Risso, b

Nice, 1777, d 1845, a well-known writer on citrus

frs. Rissoa, Amott
,
1836 as a genus Like Eu-

atalantia, but with dry frs ,
the cells being nearly

filled with 1 or 2 large seeds', pulp-vesicles rudi-

mentary and greatly reduced m number.

ceylfinica, Oliver {Rissba ceyl&nica, Arn ) Fig. 434.
A much-branched spiny shrub or small tree native to

Ceylon and India* lvs. lanceolate emarginate, lj^-3 in.

long: fls borne in crowded cymes; calyx not split on one
side; stamens free, alternate ones longer, ovary usually
2-celled with 2 ovules in each cell. frs. about J^-^in.
diam

}
dry, having only rudimentary pulp- vesicles;

containing from 2-4 very large rounded seeds. Ceylon.
—This species is of interest chiefly for trial as a stock,

since its large seeds would be likelv to produce very
vigorous seedlings. The dry fr. renders it unpromising
for breeding purposes The figure is from a specimen
grown at the Hope Garden, Jamaica.

Guillaumfnii, Swingle. A small spiny tree, 10-13 ft.

high: young branches angular and pubescent: lvs. oval,

more or less pointed at both ends, 2-4 in. long: fls.

unknown: frs. %-l in. diam., 3-celled, 2 large seeds
in each cell, pulp-vesicles rudimentary. Tonkin 111.

Notulae systematica. H. Lecomtej Vol. II, p 162, fig. 1.

—A little-known species, interesting on account of its

large frs Because of its large seeds, it should yield
vigorous seedlings
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simplicifdlia, Engl (Amyns simplicifolia ,
Roxbg.

Alaldntia Roxburghi&na, Hook f.). A spineless shrub or
small tree: lvs. very large, 4r-6 in. long, 1 3^-2)^ in. wide,

elliptic, pointed at both ends, stamens free; ovary 2-

eclled. fr. spherical, rough-skinned, lA~l in diam
,
with

large seeds. Malay Peninsula. 111. Wight, leones, nl.

72 —An interesting species because of its unusually
large lvs

Imperfectly known species: A cauddla, Hook f Lvs caudate-
acuminate, narrowed at base ovary 2-celled India —A pubfrula,
Miq Lvs narrowly oblong-emargmate twigs, petioles, If -bases
and midrib puberulous, perhaps a form of A. monophyila

Walter T. Swingle.
ATAMASCO LILY: Zephyranthea.

ATHANASIA: Lonaa.

ATHROTAXIS (name alludes to the crowded cone-
scales) Sometimes spelled Arthrotaxis Pinacex . Ever-
greens. allied to Cryptomena, Sequoia and Sciadopitys,
suitable for planting South, or for use as tub specimens
in coolhouses

Trees, densely branched, moneecious lvs small,

either short, blunt, scale-like and appressed, or lanceo-
late and somewhat loosely disposed 1 staimnate fls in

imbncated spiral aments, the anthers 2-celled, pistil-

late fls in spirally imbricated aments, 3-6 ovules under
each scale, these aments becoming small globular cones
with woody scales which are contracted at base and at
apex incurved or acuminate or pointed —Three species
m Tasmania, by some considered to be inseparable
from the genus Cunninghamia These plants are
little known in cult Aside from seeds, cuttings may
be used for prop

selaginoldes, Don (A alfrina, Van Houtte Cun-

mnghdmia selagintndes, Zucc ) Stout, to 45 ft lvs

loose, lanceolate, incurved, acute, Am °r loss long,

those of young seedlings narrower cones Yz-^im
diam

,
the scales lanceolate-pointed Mts

cupressoides, Don (A zmbneata, Maule Cunning-
hdmia cupressoides, Zucc j Tice, reaching 40 ft

,
with

ascending branches lvs broad and obtuse, less than
'gin long, thick and keeled, closely appressed to the
branches cones J an or less diam

,
the scales rounded

at top and bearing a shoit point

laxifdlia, Ilook (A Domana
,
Henk & Hochst.

)

Tree, 25-30 ft
,
closely allied to A eupressoidas lvs

imbricate but less appressed, acute, about Y§m long
cones laigei and scales more acuminate Mts

L H B
ATHtRIUM. A generic name recognized as valid by

many well-known fern students As usually delimited,

it includes species of Asplenium (which see) which have
some of the sori curved across the subtending vemlets
There are also differences in the stem structure The
species are mostly larger and more herbaceous than
those of true Asplenium. ft C. Benedict.

ATRAGENE: Clematis

ATRAPHAXIS (ancient Greek name) Polygondcex.
Ornamental shrubs grown chiefly for the w'hite or pink-
ish flowers produced during the summer
Low shrubs with spiny or unarmed branches 1

lvs

deciduous, short-petioled, alternate or fasciculate fls

small, apetalous in few-fld axillary clusters forming
terminal racemes, sepals usually 5, sometimes 4, the 2
outer ones smaller and usually reflexed; stamens 8,

sometimes 6; ovary superior with 2-3 styles free or
connate at the base 1

fr a small 2- or 3-angled achene
enveloped by the enlarged inner sepals. Summer—
About 18 species m Cent, and W. Asia, Greece, and N.
Afr.

These plants are of spreading habit, with usually
small leaves, attractive with their numerous racemes of

white or rose-colored flowers, which remain unchanged
for a long time, owing to the persistent calyx.

Thev grow best m well-drained soil and sunny situa-

tions, but do not stand transplanting well when older.
They are well adapted for planting m rockenes or on
rocky slopes and are hardy North. The handsomest
of the species is A Muschketown. Propagation is by
seeds sown in spring; the seedlings are liable to rot if

kept too moist, or m damp air Increased also by
greenwood cuttings under glass in early summer, and
by layers. None of the species is m the American
trade

A buxtfdlia, Jaub A Spach (Polygonum crispulum, Sims)
Height 1 -2 ft ,

spineless lvs obovate, cremate, dark green, Vg- 1 in

long racemes snort Transcaucasia, Turkestan B M IOC'S —

A

fruUscens, Koch (A lanceolata, Meisn ) Height 1-2 ft , spineless
lvs ovate-lanceolate, glaucescent, }•$ -1 in long racemes loose
Caucasus, Turkestan, Siberia LBC 5 4!>0 BK 3 251

—

A
Mu8chketowu, Krassn (A latifoha, Kochne Tragopyrum laneeo
latum var latifolium, Regel) Erect, 2-3 ft , spineless lvs laneeo
late, erenate, in long fls white with the inthers and ovary
red, Hm across tn dense racemes Turkestan BM 7415 (it

40 1341 —A apindaa, Linn Height 1-2 ft ,
spiny lvs ellmtie,

entire, glaucescent, long racemes short, sepals usually 4

and stamens (> 8. Russia, Orient, Siberia ALFRED RlhdI- K

ATRIPLEX (from a Greek name of orache) Cheno-
podiaccx Herbs with inconspicuous flowrers, smm ol

which are used for forage under the name of salt-

bushes, borne for hedges or lawn specimens, and one
as a garden vegetable, and many succulent weeds of

desert regions.

Flowers dioecious or monoecious, in spicate or pani-

culate clusters, sometimes bunched m the axils lvs

usually alternate or some opposite fr half or wholh
inclosed by the persistent bract lets—About 125 widely
distnbuted species, often weeds A patula, in manv
forms, is u common w’eedy plant throughout the country
A triplex hortensis is a garden vegetable used like

spinach, for culture, see Orach A leptocarpa, A
semibaccala and others have been introduced as sup-

plementary forage plants for and regions A lirewin
is a popular low hedge
plant in southern Cali-

fornia

a (Harden vegetable
( wath ornamen tai-

led variety),

hortensis, Linn
Orach Sea. Purs-
lane Annual st her-
baceous, erect lvs has-
tate, cordate, or tri-

angular-oblong, acute,
4-5 in long, 2 1 j-3
in wide, petioles 12-18
lines long fruiting

bracts 4-8 lines long,

short - pediceled Var
Utro-sangufnea, Hort

,

is a crimson-lvd orna-
mental about 4 ft

high, sometimes grown
with amarantus - like

plants Old World
See Orach

aa. Ornamental shrubs.

b Shrubs 1-3 feet,

canescens, James A
pale, densely scurvy
shrub, 1-3 ft. high lvs oblanceolate, entire iruitmg
bractlets with 4 vertical, reticulated wings. July-Sept
New Mex to S Dak. and west to Calif

H&liraus, Linn Low-spreading shrub with giay fol-

iage, cult in Calif for hedges and for seaside planting 1

lvs 1-1 Yi in. long, petioles 3-4 lines long fls purplish
fruiting bracts 1A lines long, 2 lines wade, sessile, rem-
form, obtuse, entire seed compressed, yellowish

Medit region and S \fr

*35 Atrtplex Breweri Used for

hedges m California ( X 1
s »
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bb. Shrubs 4~10 feet.

Brgweri, S Wats Fig 435. Stout woody shrub, 4-6
ft. : lvs. ovate-oblong, silvery gray, somewhat rhombic-
cuneate at the base, obtuse and acute at apex. 1-3 in

long: fls. dioecious, the calyx deeply 4-cleft. At home
in sandy, wind-swept places S. Calif.

lentifdrmis, S. Wats. (Obidne lentifdrmis, Torr ).

Diffusely branched, 4-10 ft., the branches terete, with
rigid often spinescent branchlets lvs. oblong-rhombic,

\*x-\Y2 in. long’ fl -clusters small, golden or silvery,

the calyx 5-parted. S.W.U S.—Silvery and tall, grow-
ing as the preceding but standing more cold.

N. Taylor. f

ATROPA (after Atropos, that one of the three Fates
who cut the thread of life). Solandceae. Belladonna.
V genus of 2 species of Old World herbs of great eco-
nomic importance Calyx with 5 ovate leafy divisions,
enlarging in fr

;
corolla bell-shaped or funnelform. The

purple berries are poisonous The plant is used in medi-
cine and is the source of atropine and other drugs Not
in cult, m U. S except in botanic gardens.

Belladonna, Linn. Fig. 436. Plant erect, branching,
leafy: lvs. ovate, entire, pointed: fls. single or in pairs,

nodding on lateral peduncles; corolla blue-purple or
often greenish purple. Eu. to India.

N Taylor. t

ATTALfcA (attalu8, magnificent). Palmdcese, tribe
Cocoinese. A large genus of horticulturally little-known
palms, well worth more attention.

Stems spineless, single, usually ringed, sometimes
lacking: lvs. usually many in a large erect tuft, pinnate,
the numerous lfts. rather regularly placed, but at right

angles to the rachis, those above standing erect, those
beneath falling below the rachis, young lvs. very attrac-

tive but rather stiff m their perfect erectness; petiole

concave above, often very fibrous at the base. fls.

monoecious or polygamo-dioecious, on a branched spadix
inclosed m a rather woody spathe, at least at first,

which appears among the lowest lvs.
;
spadix ultimately

recurving, sessile, bracted, usually yellow, fr. a drupe,
sometimes quite large, frequently fibrous-coated —Be-
cause of their slow growth the 20-25 species are not
very favorably known to the dealers. All are natives of

Trop. Amer See G.C. II 22.523.
At least two of the species are of economic impor-

tance A Cohune is the source of a finer oil than that of

the coconut, and is also used in making an intoxicating

beverage A fumfera is the source of a fine fiber much
used in the making of brooms, and m rope-making

Attaleas must be grown m a tropical greenhouse, with
a night temperature not leas than 60°. They will do best
m a mixture of loam three parts, cow- or horse-manure,
one part, and one part of sand

Propagation is by seeds, which may be placed 2 inches
deep in a box to be plunged out-of-doors in summer,
covered with moss and watered freely

a Trunks becoming tall
,
or at least not stemless.

b Bases of the petiole prominently fibrous old lvs persist-

ent m A. fumfera trunks 18-30 ft

fumfera, Mart Pissaba Palm. Coquilla. St.

18-30 ft
,
8-13 in diam

,
smooth lvs as long as the

caudex, green both sides, petioles with very long hang-
ing fibers, segms broadly lmear-acuminate, in clusters

of 3-5, divaricate, very numerous, drupe 4 in. long
Brazil

Shocdcca, Mart St. 20-30 ft crowned by a
cent cluster of large (6-9 ft ) lvs lfts very nu-

merous, linear or linear-lanceolate, bright green above,
paler beneath; petiole relatively short, very fibrous at

the base spathe slender and woody, the spadix reflexed,

but short-stalked and half hidden by the lvs fr.

fibrous-coated Costa Rica —Intro, by Reasoner Bros,
in 1911.

bb. Bases of the petiole not prominently fibrous’
trunks oO-lOO ft

exc£lsa, Mart St 90-100 ft high in the wild, 16-20 in.

diam. lvs. erect-spreading* pistillate fls solitary on
the branches of the spadix, drupe oblong-cylmdric,
acute at both ends. Brazil—A little-known palm
among the dealers, but not uncommon in fanciers’

collections Stately m habit and with splendid large lvs.

Cohilne, Mart. Cohune Palm Fig 437 St 50-60
ft.: lvs. erect, pinnate, the dark green mnme 30-50 and
18 in. or less long; petiole flat above and rounded below:
drupe broadly ovate, nearly 3 m. long, with a very short
beak. Honduras—Fruit used for soap-making, and
exported from Cent. Amer. for that purpose. Used for

thatching.

aa. Without trunks.

spectibilis, Mart. Stemless, or with a very short cau-
dex’ lvs. 18-21 ft. long, erect or spreading, the lower
segms. 3-4 ft

,
the upper 12-16 in

,
J^in wide, linear-

acuminate spathe erect fr about as large as a hen’s
egg. Brazil —Requires plenty of water, as its home is

on the banks of the Amazon
amygdallna. HBK. (A nudfera, Karsten) Stemless:

lvs 15-18 ft long, crowded, pmnatisect; segms 90-100
on each side, ensiform, glabrous above, with hairs along
the outer margins beneath, ft. long, about
1*4 in * wide; petiole with rusty scales beneath: spadix
of male fls. about 18 in. long, with a flattened stalk,

inclosed by a thick woody spathe. Brazil

A Guichlre is a trade name, "extremely long-leaved ”—

A

Mdripa, Mart (A. Mariposa, Hort ). See Maximihana

N. Taylor. t



AUCUBAAUBRIETIA

AUBRlfeTIA (Claude Aubriet, French natural his-

tory painter of last century). Cruciferx Purple
Rock-Cress Showy percnrual more or less evergreen
trailers, excellent for rockwork or edgings

Allied to Alyssurn and Yesiearia. distinguished
chiefly by the outer sepals being saccate at base, the
shorter filaments

toothed, and the
valves of the oblong
or globose silique

convex and not
ribbed, lvs entire or

angular-toothed fls.

in shades of violet

or purple, m few-fld

bractless racemes 1

plant eanescent or

tomentose—About a
half - dozen species,

Italy to Persia The
aubnetias are of

simple cult Prop by
seeds, layers or cut-
tings They make excellent mats
of foliage and bloom

deltoidea, DC Fig 438 Lvs
oblong - spatulate, deltoid or
rhomboitl, with 1 or 2 teeth on
either side, grayish, nan owed
into a very short petiole fls in

few-fld. lax clusters, the violet

or pUrple petals twice the length
of the calyx—Crows 2-12 m
high. Pretty spring and sum-
mer bloomer Hardy m the N
Very variable, some of the forms
being named as if of specific

rank Var. Bougamvillei, Ilort FLs light violet

dwarf and compact Var Cdmpbellu, 1 lort Fls iai gc.

purple plant large Var E^rei, Ilort Fls large and
long, deep violet Var gr&ca, lloit (var superba).

Dwarf and compact, large-fid One of the best Var
Hendersonu, licit

,
probably the same as (’« mpbellu

Var Leichtlinn, Hort Profuse bloomer, pink fls Var
olympica, Hoi t Fls huge, violet, like vat Eyrei Vai.
violicea, Hort One of the largest forms Var. Moore-
ina, Hort Compact fls blue Var PSrkinsn, Ilort.

Fls. deep purple with tiny white eye, the petals rounded
plant strong, 10 m

,
making a huge mat Gn 67, p.

344 Raised by F Perkins, Stratford-on-Avon Var.
Moerhelmn, Lemoine Fls large, rosy pink or mauve,
blooming all summer Var purp&rea, Hort Erect in

habit, fls large, purple Var varieg&ta, Hort. Lvs.
variegated. L. H. B.

AUCUBA (Latinized for Aokiba, its Japanese name)
Cornacex Ornamental plants grown for their large

evergreen foliage, often handsomely variegated, and
also for the bright scarlet fruits

Shrubs with stout forked branches’ lvs opposite,

remotely serrate or nearly entire fls dioecious, small,

calyx minute, 4-toothed; petals 4; staminate fls with 4

stamens, filaments short, with a large disk in the
middle; pistillate with an inferior 1 -celled ovary, style

short with an oblique stigma fr. a 1 -seeded berry-like

drupe.—Three species in E. Asia extending wrest to YV.

China and E Himalayas, often considered varieties

of one polymorphous species.

The aucubas are evergreens with large, lustrous,

and often handsomely variegated leaves, small purple
flowersm terminal panicles, elongated m the staminate.
short and rather dense in the pistillate plant and with
bright scarlet oblong berries forming terminal clusters

Haxdy in the southern states about as far north as

Washington, D. C., and m sheltered localities even
farther north; they are well adapted for city gar-

429

dens as they withstand dust and smoke to a consider-
able degree

in the northern states, aucubas are grown in cool-
houses—those adapted to azaleas are excellent—and
they are kept evergreen by keeping them m a pit dur-
ing winter, or by holding them cool and partially dry

in the house They will stand five or
six degrees of frost in a pit From cut-

tings of half-ripened wood, good speci-

men plants may be had in two or three
years Fruiting plants, with their numer-
ous bnght scarlet berries, are exceedingly
attractive, but as the plant is dioecious,

there must be male plants with the
female ones If grown in pots and under
glass, the plant must be fertilized by
shaking the flowering male plant over
the female, or by apply ng the pollen
with a camel's-hair pencil. If the male
plant flowers earlier, the pollen may be
collected and kept dry until the female
plant is in flower, it remains effective

for some weeks In the open, aucuba
grows well in any good, somewhat moist though w*ell-

dramed soil, in a half-shaded position In pots, it will

thrive in a sandy loam with sufficient drainage, and
requires plenty of water during its growing period
Fruiting plants should not have too large pots
They are propagated very easily by half-npened

greenwood cuttings at nearly any time of the year,

under glass, and by seeds sown soon after maturity,
the varieties are sometimes grafted on the common
form in early spring, under glass

japfimea, Thunb A stout shrub, 4-15 ft . lvs.

usually ovate, 3-8 in long, remotely and coarsely

dentate, obtusely acuminate, shining petals obtusely
acuminate berries scarlet, rarely white or yellow,

usually oblong From Himalayas to Japan BM 5512.*

I H 11 399 SI F 2 59 FS 16’ 1609 F. 1865 65—
There arc a great number of garden forms in culti-

vation, mostly with variegated leaves, the latter are
more often cult than the green forms Handsome
variegated forms are Var latimacul&ta, Kirchn (var.*

aureo-maculuta, Dombrain) Lvs ovate-oblong with a
large irregular yellow blotch in the middle and smaller
yellow dots around it FM 10 527. F YV 1876.353.
Var variegiLta, Dombrain, not Regel (var maculdta ,

Regel, var jnx-ta, Hort
,
var punctata, Hort ) Gold

Dust Tree Fig 439 Lvs with numerous yellow spots.

—The most commonly cult form B M. 1197. F.M.
5.277 RH 1866 292 Var limb&ta, Bull Lvs large,

coarsely dentate, with a greenish } ellow margin Var.
bicolor, Regel. Lvs with a large > ellow blotch in the
middle, ovate to ovate-oblong, remotely dentate. The
following forms have green lvs Var angustifdlia,

Regel (var mlictfblm , Hort ) Lvs narrowly oblong-
lanceolate. Var c6ncolor, Regel (var. vindis, Hort.).

I jvs ovate - lanceolate

or elliptic -ovate, re-

motely and coarsely

serrate Gt 25.859.
Var dent&ta, Carr.
(var. macroddnta

,

Ilort ) Lvs elliptic,

coarsely and long-den-

tate Var macroph^lla,

Bull Lvs large and
broad, remotely and
slightly dentate. Var.

ov&ta, Regel Lvs.
ovate, coarsely sin-

uately dentate, dark
green, lustrous. Var.
pygmsfea, Regel. Low:
lvs ovate-oblong, re-

motely and sharply 438. Aubrietia deltoidea. (plant X H)

437. Attalea Cohune
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dentate, bright green, dull. Differently colored fra

distinguish the following forma. Var. luteocirpa, Rehd.
(A. luteo-uirpa, Dombram) with yellow fr. F.M 1872:

12. Var. leucoc&rpa, Matsum. & Nakai, with white
fr

—

A. cramfolia, once offered in American trade, is

probably a form of A. japonica. To indicate whether a
certain form is a staminate or a fruit-bearing plant,

mascula or femina (fcemina) is often added to the
varietal name

A chtnensis, Benth Lvs lanceolate to nearly obovate, entire
or toward the apex sharply dentate, sharply acuminate petals

finely and long-acuminate, panicle with scattered short and stiff

hairs China—A himalthca, Hook f <fe Thoms (A japonica var
himalaica, Dipp ) Lvs usually lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate,
entire or dentate, sharply and long-acummate panicles densely
hairy, petals long and finely acuminate fr orange to scarlet E
Himalayas F S 12 1271 I H 6 197 ALFRED REHDER

AUDIBfiRTIA (M. Audibert, of Provence). LabidLe
Including Ramdna Perennial herbs or sub-shrubs,

sometimes grown for bees and in ornamental plantings

Ten species all from W. U S. mostly from Calif

,

related to Salvia, but differing in the calyx being more
deeply cleft in front, and m being almost spathaceous
lvs opposite, usually rugose, sage-like fis axillary or

terminal, not unlike
those of Salvia offici-

nalis, corolla with
upper lip spreading,
2-lobed or emargi-
nate

grandifldra, Benth.
St villous, glandular,
1-3 ft high lvs woolly beneath

;
lower

lvs hastate, obtuse, 3-8 m long,

coarse; bracts crowded, conspicuous
As 1-1M m long, red or crimson-pur-
ple, m dense, showy dusters. Calif—
Prized for bees.

inc&na, Benth St. woody, tomen-
tose-canescent, leafy lvs spatulate or
obovate, obtuse or refuse, not rugose,
scarcely 1 in long; bracts obovate, eiliate, purple-
tinged corolla Yiin long, rarely slightly longer, pale

blue Wash to Anz. B R 1469 N Taylor

AURfCULA (Primula Auricula
,
Linn ) Fig 440 A

European perennial, sending up short scapes, bearing
flowers of many colors It is one of the most famous of

florists' flowers, but it has never received the attention
in this country that it has m Europe Our summers arc
generally too hot for it In this country generally
treated as a greenhouse plant, but it is hardy, and in the
Old World is grown largely in frames See Primula

Auriculas grow wild in the mountainous districts of
Switzerland, Austria, Syria, and the Caucasus; there-
fore they are generally regarded as alpine plants, but
like many other alpines, they have proved to be excel-

lent subjects for cool greenhouse culture as well as for
rock- or alpine-garden culture In their native habitats,
some plants are heavily powdered with a fine mealy
substance called “farina, while others are
destitute of it. Under cultivation, also, they show this

same characteristic This has caused fanciers to divide
them into two sections, those covered with farina,

called show auriculas, and those destitute of it, termed
alpine auriculas The show auriculas have received the
most attention at the hands of fanciers Their flowers

are large, and present more combinations m variety of
color than the alpine section, and since rains mar their
beautiful farina-covered leaves and flowers, they are
by far best adapted to greenhouse culture. Like all

primulas, the flowers are tubular and borne m erect
trusses well above the foliage Well-grown plants will

produce strong trusses with often as many as twenty
“pips” or individual flowers Such a number cannot
fully develop, consequently they should be thinned out

and only eight or nine flowers allowed to develop on
each truss The tube of the flowers of show auriculas is

usually white, with a circle of maroon, violet, plum or
chocolate-color above and a margin of green, gray,

white, or yellow In what are called “seifs,” the circle

of chocolate-maroon, or violet, extends to the edges of

the flowers They are usually very sweet-scented Alpine
auriculas are best adapted for growing in the rock- or

alpine-garden since the leaves and flow ers are destitute of

farina This section does not exhibit as large a variety

of color in the flowers The tube of the corolla is usually

yellow or cream-color with a margin of

maroon or purple which shades off toward
the edges The culture given below is the

same for both sections except that the

alpine section should be planted on the

north side of the rock-garden in October,

where they will flower the following spring.

Auriculas may
be propagated by
seed for general

purposes and for

the production of

new varieties, but
to perpetuate very
choice varieties it

is necessary to

E
ropagate either

y offsets or divi-

sion of the plants
Seed should, be
sown in shallow
pans or l-ineh pots
early in March, so

that the seedlings will be well

developed before very warm
weather sets in The soil used
in the seed-pans should be very
light and sandy, the surface

should be made smooth, and
the seeds then picssed lightly

into the soil, after which a light covering of sand
should be given, and the pans placed m a temperature
of 60° until they have germinated, which usually takes
from three to four weeks, pans should then be removed
to a light position, shaded from direct sunlight, m a
rather lower temperature, to induce a stocky growth.
As soon as the seedlings arc large enough to handle con-
veniently, they should be pricked off into other pans or
shallow boxes containing a mixture of three parts leaf-

mold and one part sifted loam and clean silver-sand

Watering should be carefully attended to, and every-
thing done to promote active growth, so that, if possible,

the plants may be large enough to require a second
shift into other boxes, similarly prepared, by the end of

June. Auricula seedlings go through the hottest months
much better in boxes than in pots, as they can be kept
more evenly moist For their summer quarters, a
wooden frame placed on sifted coal-ashes on the north
side of a building or wall, or almost any position in

which they will be sheltered from the sun and still receive
plenty of light, should be given them. The frame should
be provided with sash, which should be kept over the
plants most of the tune, giving air in abundance m
favorable weather, and during the warmest weather the
whole frame should be raised by placing a brick under
each corner, so as to allow a good circulaton of air

among the plants About the second week in Septem-
ber the young plants should be potted, using a compost
of two parts good fibrous loam, one part leaf-mold, and
one part well decayed cow- or sheep-manure, with a
little sand added. The frame should be kept a little

close for a few days after potting, and from this time
care must be taken not to wet the foliage in watenng
The plants may remain in the frame until danger of

freezing, when they should be transferred to a cool

439 Aucuba japonica var variegata (XJ$)
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greenhouse for the winter. All decaying leaves should
be carefully removed, and but little water will be
required during the dull winter months. Toward the
end of February the plants will show signs of flowering,

when they should be given a top-dressing of pulverized
sheep-manure and placed in a light, airy position, m a
temperature of 5.5°. The flowering season lasts about
two months, after which the plants should receive

their annual potting All diseased or decayed roots
should be cut away, and most of the old soil carefully

removed The propagation of very choice varieties by
offsets or division is best done at this time. The pots
used in potting should be
well drained, and no larger |_
than will just accommodate fit
the plants The soil best
suited is the same as before
recommended. After pot-
ting, they may be placed
in their summer quarters. w
Offsets should be inserted
around the edge of 4-inch
pots, using very sandy soil,

and kept in a moist, shaded
position until rooted By
annually repotting and giv-

ing a little extra care dur-
lng^the summer months, a

AUTUMN COLORS,
PHYSIOLOGY OF. When
the conditions in almost 440 Aw»cuU. (x v*>

any locality are favorable
for the rapid growth of plants, the prevailing color of the
vegetation is green The leaf-green, or chlorophyll, is

a conspicuous part of vegetative organs Green is

normal, so that one does not regard a green plant as

“colored ” It is true that in some species of plants,

chlorophyll is partially or completely veiled by the
presence of other pigments, and in the blossoms it may
practically fail, but m the latter case the life of the
brilliant structures is fleeting, and green is promptly
predominant “Color’

’

is more or less restricted to
blossoms, to particular species, or to seasons The great

seasonal change is here the center of interest

In the autumn the vegetation of the usual temperate
landscape loses gradually its distinctive green, while
striking yellows and reds are substituted With favor-

able conditions, the climax of this transformation is

such a not of color as is not seen at any other time. It

is noteworthy that this change is an immediate fore-

runner of leaf-fall and death The vegetation that is

suddenly cut off by severe frost seldom exhibits true
autumnal colors, but instead the dry brown or black-
ened effects of rapid death, characteristic of any sea-

son On the other hand, autumn tints of leaves may
appear in the summer, as when limbs of the hard maple
or peach are ringed This suggests that the produc-
tion of color is susceptible of experimental study On
the whole, the layman may regard the autumn colors

as a necessity to the wholesome rounding out, and a
fitting terminus, of a season of usefulness Coloration
is, however, an evidence of fundamental physiological
changes, and it is appropriate to ask regarding the
climatic or other conditions which bring this about, as
well as concerning the nature of these internal changes
which also make for the development of color in the
autumn.

For the most part, the autumn leaf-colors fall into
two groups—yellows and reds These colors are pro-

duced by two groups of pigments essentially different in
chemical and physical properties; yet these pigments
are frequently blended in the same leaf, yielding such
gorgeous effects as may be seen m the sumach
The yellow pigment (more correctly pigments) of

leaves occurs in the chlorophyll bodies of the cell. It is

present m conjunction with the leaf-green m the
healthy leaf, but not infrequently it seems to increase
in quantity as the chlorophyll disappears It belongs to
a group of substances often called xanthophylls. These
are carotin-like compounds, that is, related to carotin,

the orange or orange-red pigment of the carrot root.

Carotin-like bodies are widely distributed m plants and
are also responsible for the yellow, orange, and orange-
red colors of a large number of blossoms These pig-

ments do not occur in solution in the cell-sap, but may
be present either in the healthy chlorophyll bodies
(plastids) or outside of them In the l^ter case, they
form crystals, or are in solution m droplets of fatty
oils Carotin-like compounds are more permanent than
chlorophyll, so that any green plant may exhibit a yel-

lowish color upon the gradual disappearance of the
chlorophyll
The red pigments of autumn leaves are cell-sap colors,

substances soluble in the aqueous solution constituting

plant juices They are supposed to be tannoid com-
pounds, and are generally referred to as anthocyamn.
The pigments of ml beets and dark grapes are similar

compounds It is significant that those plants exhibit-

ing conspicuous red coloration in the autumn are

? usually those which give some indication of red during
Ihe growing season, as in the possession of red petioles

or twigs; and, more especially, they are those in which
red is more or less conspicuous as the buds open and the
leaves unfold in the spring The attractive tints of

unfolding hard maple buds are therefore an indication
that the maple has the capacity to develop a coloration
of the cell-sap in the autumn Some plants develop no
anthocyamn under normal conditions of growth

It is then evident that the yellow colors of autumn
leaves may be due to both a greater visibility of the
yellow in the chlorophyll body when the chlorophyll
disappears, and also to actual increased development
of carotin-like compounds The reds and purples m
autumn leaves are a result of the formation or increased
formation of tannoid compounds. The question then
is- What are the conditions which make the autumn
season particularly favorable for the development of

these substances?
Some careful studies have been made that bear

upon this question It appears that the production of

autumnal reds in many species is related to the sugar-
content, and color may be induced or heightened in the
shoots of many plants by growing them for a time m
strong solutions Moreover, cold weather has been
found to be generally favorable to the accumulation of

sugar in the tissues Observation indicates that after a

season favorable for growth, a cold, protracted autumn
results in exquisite autumn coloration It is certain

that nothing is more disastrous to brilliance of coloi

than severe early frosts In addition to enhancing
pigmentation, sugar-content seems to be most impor-
tant as one factor in cold-resistance It requires a verj
light frost m the late summer to kill outright the leaves

and young shoots of many trees, but the same shoots

may be unaffected by an equal degree of cold when th(

conditions have been such as to bring about the normal
autumn coloration B. M. Duggar.

AUTUMN-GARDENING. There is wealth oi

material for spring, and summer -gardening; but tc

secure good garden effects in autumn requires mostly
other material and a different intellectual conception
of the problem. The common problems of the gardener
in autumn grow out of two facts* First, the frost kills

tender plants sooner than he desires; therefore he tries
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to save vegetables and flowers as long as possible by
protection and by choosing hardy kinds. Second, gar-
dens tend to look unattractive and seedy in September,
because this is nature’s time for ripening fruits; there-

fore he desires fresh flowers The popular demand is for

fresh vegetables as long as possible, color in the garden
right into the teeth of winter, cut-flowers after frost,

home grounds that will be attractive even after a sum-
mer’s absence, and a note of welcome to the children

in every school-yard Also, there are enthusiasts who
wish gardens devoted exclusively to autumn beauties.

Prolonging the vegetable-garden.

The ideal way to prolong the yield of fresh vegetables
in late autumn is by means of greenhouse, hotbeds and
coldframes. In frames, which are the cheapest, it is

441. A good autumn landscape for color effects.

easy to have in November lettuce, spinach and radishes.
The next best plan is to shelter the garden from cutting
winds and frost by a windbreak, e g ,

wall, fence, hedge,
natural wood, or group of evergreens Sheltered gar-
dens often yield fresh vegetables two to six weeks after
adjacent unsheltered gardens have been devastated by
frost It is also possible to prolong the season by rais-

ing late-growing varieties and by starting the ordinary
kinds later in the year.

Freshening the flower-garden.

Parks and the grounds of wealthy people often rely
chiefly on tender or temporary bedding plants, e g.,

eannas, dahlias, scarlet sage, gladioli, geraniums and
Pfitzer s torch-lily, for their largest masses of autumn
color. This method gives the greatest show the first

year, but is costly in the long run Moreover, these
plants are killed by frost, leaving gaps too large to fill.

A grade higher is hardy bedding, which has become
popular since 1900 The favorite plants are long-bloom-
ing shrubs and perennials, e g }

Baby Rambler rose,

garden and tree hydrangeas, Miss Lingard phlox, gail-

lardias, stokesia, Napoleon III pink, double ragged

robm, Veronica longifolia var. subsessihs, Conoclmium
(Eupatorium) cceleshnum

Unfortunately, the flowers of the two preceding hots

do not really freshen the garden, because they are sum-
mer flowers or are being made so by the irresistible

tendency to exploit earlier varieties of everything As
taste improves, there is a reaction against excessive use

of long-blooming plants, and a desire has arisen for

“season markers.” Among the finer plants of this real

autumn sort are Colchicum Parkmsonn, Crocus zonatus,

C speciosus, C sativus
, Cnnum Powelln, Slernbergia

lutea
,
Chrysanthemum idiginosum, gordonia, and the

rarer plants to be mentioned hereafter. They are, how-
ever, plants of the skilled amateur

For beginners, the favorite hardy autumn flowers

include the following annuals or plants treated as such,

—China asters, pansies (sown outdoors about May
10 in latitude of New York City), snapdragons, and
cosmos; bulbs,

—

Colchicum autumnale
,

perennials,

—

sneezeweed, Helianthus orgyalis and H. Maximiliami,
and pompon chrysanthemums
Another way of providing fresh color m autumn is to

make a second or June sowing of favorite annual flowers,

e g ,
sweet alyssum, candytuft, love-in-a-mist, common

and pot-mangold, mignonette, nasturtium, phlox,
California poppy, portulaea and zinnia These usually

fail m September from the April sowing The June
sowing will carry them beyond a hard frost, except
nasturtium and portulaea.

Flowers after frost.

In early November, after frost had devastated the
gardens m the neighborhood of Philadelphia, the fol-

lowing flowers were in condition at one of the largest

nurseries of perennials. Only those are mentioned that
gave decided masses, not mere dots or remnants of

color: Aconitum columbianum, A Fischeri, alyssum,
antirrhinum, Aster grandiflorus. A. tatancus, Cimicifuga
simplex, Napoleon III diantnus, Engeron glabellas,

gaillardias, gladioli, Helianthus Maximiliami, hunne-
mannia, kmphofias, pansies (sown in May), Miss Lin-
gard phlox

Nearly all the flowers m the two preceding lists are
available for home decoration, although the quality
may not be equal to that of early September. If long-
stemmed, long-lasting flowers are needed in quantity,
the most satisfactory, perhaps, are chrysanthemums,
snapdragons, Miss Lingard phlox, gaillardias. To this

list may be added delphiniums, Baby Rambler rose
and Catananche cserulea.

Gardens based on the dominant color.

It is feasible to make a garden that changes its color
every three or four weeks, based upon the idea that a
garden may well reflect the dominant color in the land-
scape produced by the wild flowers of each season.

Since yellow is the dominant color of autumn (witness
the goldenrods, sunflowers and other composites) such

g
ardens may be rich in sneezeweed and perennial sun-
owers (especially Helianthus Maximiliami, II orgyalis,

and H. mulhflorus var. plenus

)

since these are partic-

ularly appropriate to season and country. The following

yellow flowers of summer may be prolonged into

autumn by seed-picking, cutting back, fertilizing, and
watering. Tufted pansies, snapdragons, Golden Glow
rudbeckia, gaillardia, Iceland and horned poppies,

Anthemis tinctona and Lepachys columnans.

Gardens of perennial asters.

The English make an exceedingly showy, yet artistic,

garden based upon what they call “Michailmas dai-

sies” (asters), of which 137 species and varieties are

catalogued by a single dealer. It consists of a double
border devoted to the early kinds that bloom during
the first three weeks of September, and a separate bor-
der for the October- and November-blooming species.
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The pictorial effect is improved by a definite color
scheme, planting in drifts, and an ingenious system of
training on hidden branches This type of garden is of
peculiar interest to Americans because the perennial
asters are mostly American wild flowers, and it meets the
general desire to grow a class of flowers which is too
prolific for the ordinary garden Owing to the notorious
difficulties of identifying species of this genus, Ameri-
cans find it more practicable to import collections than
to assemble species from the wild The true asters are
generally supplemented by yellow flowers of other
genera (e g ,

Chrysopsis) in order to make the early
garden a pink and yellow composition, while the later

garden is devoted to purple, lavender and blue.

Woody plants for autumn bloom.

In larger gardens and on home grounds it is desirable
to secure flowers by using more permanent materials,

as woody plants Unfortunately, the only tree that
blooms in autumn (gordoma) has to be wrapped dur-
ing winter in the North The list of vines also is small,
being confined to left-over blooms of trumpet creeper,
Hall’s honeysuckle, and panioled clematis
The autumn-blooming shrubs, however, are excellent.

Unluckily, the showiest of them all, Hydrangea namcu-
fata var grandijlora

,
is commonly used in sucn ways

as to bring upon American yards the reproach of

gaudine**< and vulgarity It looks gross ana over-fed
compared with the slender grace of its prototype, H
pamculata, and its double flowers are artificial compared
with the single ones True, they last longer ancf give
more for the money than any other flower of autumn,
hut such plants from their irresistible appeal to begin-
ners, are planted in every yard and tend to make home
grounds look too much alike and too common. The
situation is aggravated by inartistic ways of using it,

e g ,
hedges from sidewalk to porch, great masses across

the front of the house, borders of curving drives, and
beds in the middle of the lawn Again, it is pruned
severely to make the largest trusses, which results in

loss of height and dignity, and in top-heavy masses
ill-concealed by supports A better system of yard-
decoration, is the use of informal shrubbery borders,

since they give year-round interest and greater variety

to yards
To supplement the ubiquitous double hydrangea, the

following may be recommended, subject to the limita-

tions noted Abelui chmcnsis, white, begins blooming
in Georgia in June and is well covered m New England
as late as September 30; Abeha grandijlora

,
pmk, needs

a winter covering of boughs North, Balkans halimi-

folia ,
has tufts of showy pappus, like camcl’s-hair

brushes, that look like white flowers, Buddleia varui-

bili's
,
pmk, is killed to the ground at New York but

recovers and blooms freely, Caruoptens Mastacanthus
,

blue, behaves like buddleia, namamehs mrgimana
,

yellow, not showy, but the last shrub to bloom
,
Hibiscus

syriacus or althica (only the single white variety here
recommended), Hydrangea pamculata var. tardiva

,

which gives a fresh white after the double hydrangea
has begun to assume its metallic colors; roses, hybrid
teas, which are at their best on long Island m early Sep-
tember; Vitex Agnus-Castus, lilac, hardy to New York.

A more artistic way of securing color

Although the popular interest is m flowers, there is a
far more important method of securing color,—by
means of trees, shrubs and vines with brilliant autumn
colors m foliage and fruit This method is more artistic

because more appropriate to the season, more perma-
nent, and cheaper in the end It is also more American,
because we have more native shrubs than autumn
flowers; because shrubbery is the only class of material
(except water-lilies) in which we enjoy a climatic advan-
tage over England; and because autumnal colors in
America are more brilliant than those in western Europe.

28

For home decoration, cut sprays of multiflora rose, com*
mon barberry, bittersweet, and the like, are longer-stem-
med and last longer than flowers Those just named
remain attractive all winter, even when shriveled

Our climate naturally suggests flowers in spring,

attractive foliage m summer, natural colors in autumn,
and in winter the shrubs with brightly colored berries
and twigs. The late season situation can be met by
making 90 per cent of the planting consist of combina-
tions of trees and shrubs with triple or quadruple attrac-
tions of flowers, foliage, autumn colors and fruit, e g.,

Cornus alba and var sibirica, C Amomum
,
C Jlonda,

and C mas, Viburnum cassinoides, V. Lentago, V.
prumfolium

,
V Lantann

,
V tomcntosum, and V . amen/

canum, Magnolia stellala, M Boulangeana, M glauca

,

M acuminata
,
and M tripetala, Berberis vulgaris and

B Thunbergn; Regel’s privet and the best form of the
Amoor River privet, Morrow’s bush honeysuckle:
prairie, multiflora, rugosa, ami YVichuraiana roses ana
their sturdiest descendants, and the following vines:
Euonymus radicans var vegetus, trumpet creeper, wis-
taria, bittersweet, and the wild and panicled clematis.

442. An autumn-blooming bulb —Colchicum autumnale.

Color harmony in autumn.

Sentimentalists aver that nature never produces dis-

cordant colors, although the famous poinciana of the
tropics and the nemesias of the garden furnish a com-
bination of magenta and scarlet in the same flower. A
walk through a good arboretum in September will con-
vince the unprejudiced observer that discords exist

in flowers, fruit, and foliage. In practice, nine-tenths of

the troublesome discords are produced by the magenta
group of colors, including the strongest purples, crim-
son, lilac, and crimson-pmk The artistic way to handle
these colors is to isolate them in nooks surrounded by
green, or to put them m deep shade, where they are

purified and softened, instead of allowing them in the
open garden, where full sun makes them too strong and
where they conflict with all other colors, except white and
green The list of “dangerous colors” includes the
flowers of Japanese anemone, crimson-pink chrysanthe-
mums and China asters (m all of which safer colors

are available), the Anthony Watcrer spirea, the sub-
sessile veronica, Lespedeza Sieboldn and Clerodendron

foetidum Examples among fruits are Indian currant,

callicarpa, burning-bush, strawberry-bush and several

of the species of euonymus during the period when then
highly colored capsules conflict with their scarlet arils.

The purplish-twigged shrubs, e. g., Cornus alba, C.

Amomum
,
C. stolonifera, and C. Pwrpusn (the last a

species commonly but unwittingly distributed as C.

Amomum), constitute an exception, since they are

brilliant only in sunlight, and their color being dis-
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sijpated, instead of massed, is less liable to produce
discords.

In foliage, the colors bordering on magenta are so

rare that they may be ignored in planning the home-
grounds, although careful designers always consider

autumnal colors. When discords occur they may be
resolved usually by planting between the discordant
trees or shrubs some plants that retain green foliage

until late autumn. Wine- or claret-colored foliage, like

’hat of the maple-leaved arrow-wood, or crimson, like

hat of Ilea virgmica, occasionally makes discords with
nearby foliage of yellow or scarlet, but m the case of

?uch small plants it is usually easier to remove one of

the trouble-makers The sweet-gum, however, often

makes a large mass of veiy dark purple, which may
seriously disagree with yellow-foliaged specimens, or

with buildings of yellow or red, especially since it has
come to be used as a street tree In practice, however,
flowers make less trouble than shrubs, and shrubs than

trees, and discords may
generally be abolished by
moving the smaller plants.

The commonest and great-

est color difficulty in au-

tumn foliage comes from
over-planting the follow-

ing class

Scarlet foliage m auiumn
theoretically may be no
more vivid than other
colors, but it is popularly
regarded as the climax of

all the autumn colors For
example, persons who give
little thought to plant-

ing for autumn effect buy
the scarlet and Tartarian
maples, the red variety of

silver maple, and ask the
nurserymen for “a sugar
maple that is guaranteed
to turn red ” The aroma-
tic, scarlet, smooth, and
staghorn sumachs are

in considerable demand
And, above all, the Japanese and common barberry are
planted At the entrance to public parks are often
seen several hundred Japanese barberries planted in a
bed for a blaze of autumn color If disproportionately
large, such masses of scarlet are perhaps only one
grade higher than tender foliage plants. The brilliant

reds commonly conflict with brick buildings and parti-

colored houses of wood
Deep red foliage in autumn is quieter, but rich enough.

It is seen m the scarlet, pm, and red oaks, flowering
dogwood, black choke-cherry, wild gooseberry (Kibes
Cynosbah), and several native huckleberries and
roses

Bronze foliage is seen m most of the plants that
become red, for they attain to it from green through
many bronzy colors But the richest bronzes generally
are associated with thick, lustrous, persistent leaves
The most highly esteemed, because most costly, are
the broad-leaved evergreens, e g ,

the Ilinodigin and
amoena azaleas, mahonias, leueothocs, Pirns flonbunda
and P. japonica, and galax. These assume their bright-

est colors in full sunshine and, at the northern limits

of their cultivation, sometimes suffer a loss of foliage.

In the higher latitudes it is often best to sacrifice color
to hardiness, by sheltering the plants from winter
winds and sunshine, in which case they usually retain

a lively green. A cheaper list, because composed of

semi-evergreen plants, comprises California privet,

Hall’s honeysuckle, Wiohuraiana rose, sweet fern, and
bayberry. These color poorly in some localities, but
they are of Special value in the latter half of Novem-

AUTUMN-GARDENING

ber, when the landscape first becomes bare, except for

evergreen and nearly evergreen plants.

Yellow and orange foliage in autumn is midway
between the vivider and the quieter autumn colors, the
former having an exciting, while the latter have a
soothing, effect upon the mind. The yellow and orange
group rises in vividness from pale yellow, through gold
to orange, the three stages being exemplified by larch,

witch-hazel, and persimmon Here belong the striped
maple, yellow-wood, Kentucky coffee tree, ironwood,
Prunus pennsylvanica and P serohna, cucumber tree,

large-leaved magnolia, Crataegus punctata, yellow-root

and sugar maple. The duller yellows merge with the
next group.
Brown and neutral autumn foliage tones down the

most brilliant colors and resolves nature’s discords

Examples are the American and slippery elms, and per-

haps even the brighter red and chestnut oaks
Green foliage m autumn is even more valuable in

harmonizing colors. It is well expressed in the ever-
reens and nearly evergreen plants The sudden
cvast.ation of the landscape occasioned by the fall of

the leaves (whence the Americanism “fall’’ as a syno-
nym of autumn) excites fresh interest in all the plants

that remain green. These are of three classes (1)

The broad-leaved evergreens constitute the most sump-
tuous class of hardy plants, because they often possess

showy flowers or fruits in addition to broader and more
lustrous leaves than the conifers Of the fifty kinds
that are hardy in the latitude of New York, the follow-

ing have special autumn attractions Osmanthus Aqui-
folium (flowers), mountain lain el (red twigs), American
hclly, climbing euonymus, fire thorn, Cotoneaster buxi-

folia and C microphylla, partridge berry, and winter-
green In the South, the following have special attrac-

tions m autumn English holly, Euonymus japonicus
,

ardisia, and nandma, all of which have red fruits, and
pemettyas having fruits of various colors Unfortu-
nately, no plant of this class much exceeds 15 feet in height
m the northeastern United States, and it is idle to hope
for a 50-foot tree of this group, such as England possesses

m the holm oak or ilex (2) The narrow-leaved ever-

greens, or conifers, may lack showy flowers but they
furnish more tall hardy plants than the broad-leaved
evergreens Their year-round uses are too numerous
for mention here, but their autumnal functions are
four,— (a) to harmonize discords; (b ) to rest the eye
from color; (c) to furnish contrast, which intensifies

color; (d) to give greater dignity than showy colors pos-
sess This dignity is due to the year-round beauty,
longer life, and costliness of white and red pine, north-
ern and Carolina hemlock, Nordmann and concolor
fir, white and Douglas spruce, red cedar and arborvitae,

as compared with cheap, showy and temporary decidu-
ous trees like willows, poplars, silver maples, and the
like Even the Vermont sugar-bush which, in October,
is one of the most gorgeous spectacles, presents a finer

appearance in the landscape when skirted by occasional
white pines, which add greatly to the dignity and “paint-
able quality” without obscuring its farm value or pur-
poseful character (3) The nearly evergreen or half-

evergreen plants may be bare from one to three months,
depending largely on latitude and season The plants
that remain green until their leaves fall are mostly
natives to western Europe, or to the warmer parts of

China, Japan or Korea, and are usually associated with
a moist and cloudy autumn European examples are
buckthorn, common privet, sea buckthorn, Cytisus
capitatus and C. nigricans, Genista tinctona, G. elata,

G. pilosa and G germanica. Far-eastern examples are
California privet, matrimony vine, panicled clematis,
Akebia qumata and A. lobata, Lomcera fragraniissima
and L. Standishn, and Euonymus Hamiltomanus
var semipersistens. American examples are few, and
Lonicera Ledebourii comes from California (climate like

Europe), but the overcup oak and Leucothoe racemoam
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are eastern and southern plants All these species were
reported as being green at the Arnold Arboretum as

late as November 8 The peculiar value of this class

is as a substitute for broad-leaved evergreens Unfor-
tunately, the climate of the northeastern United States
is not favorable to broad-leaved evergreens, compared
with the South or Europe, and the lavish use of them
requires a princely income Consequently, some of

these cheaper plants, e g ,
California privet, Hall’s

honeysuckle, and Wichuraiana roses, are available

even to the poor, while the whole list is of special

interest to people who have summer homes.

Ornamental fruits of autumn

The extraordinary beauty of shrubs with brightly
colored berries was first publicly and sufficiently

demonstrated m this country hy the Arnold Arboretum
Compared with autumnal colors of foliage, the fruits

present fewer, smaller, and more jewel-like masses
Amid the bewildering variety one may discern three
groups

Fn st are the short-lived fruits, which drop soon after
the killing frost, or present an unattractive appearance
owing to decay Here belong the vast majority of

ornamental fruits, including crab apples, dozens of

hawthorns, Viburnum Lantana, V aimfolium, V cas-

sinouies, V Sieboldii The chief function of tins class is

to suggest the fecundity and variety of nature in

autumn, but attractive tnomenes have been designed,
and the ornamental fruits of the Rosacea1 are now used
to connect the battle-scarred remnants of old orchards
with modern ornamental planting, especially boun-
daries

The second group comprises all the fruits that
remain attractive until Christmas, e g ,

the rugosa rose
The third and most valuable group comprises those

that remain attractive all winter, like the barberries
This and the second group are classified by color under
Winter Gardening (Vol VI

)

Most persons are willing to sacrifice some degree of

ornament m order to attract the birds The following
furnish food in autumn, when it is especially desirable

to attract the migrants to the South the flowering

dogwood, red osier, and altemate-lea\ ed dogwood,
choke-cherry, black and sweet elder, ai row-wood,
sassafras, kinmkmniek, crab-apple, hawthorn, fire-

thorn, cotoneaster, buffalo berry, tupelo, and moun-
tain ash.

Landscape forestry m autumn

Private and public woodlands in the East are more
beautiful than a decade ago, m spite of the destruction
of magnificent chestnut trees, and this is true, although
probably to a lesser extent, m other parts of the coun-
try. The sudden spread of the chestnut disease has
brought certain compensations For example, the
flow'enng dogwood, which was formerly kept down, has
prospered mightily, making the woods showiei both
in May and September, and other vegetation changes
are following

There is arising a general interest in pleasuie woods,
as witness the term “landscape forestry,” which was
unknown ten years ago We aie beginning to make
personal use of woods Judged bv English standards,
American woods are too crowded by crooked and
spindling trees for comfort, and the general lack of

evergreens robs them of mystery and charm Our most
urgent needs, therefore, are thinning, drives, paths, and
the restoration of evergreens, all of which are especially

enjoyable during the autumn and nutting season Mis-
taken zeal has denuded many woods of undergrowth,
which should quickly be restored along drives ami
paths To glorify the woods on dark autumnal days,
it is well to use masses of witch hazel, the foliage of

which furnishes one of the cheapest and quickest ways
of getting great sheets of sunny color.

,T
nfortunatelv the eastern mountains have been

devastated so often by fires and lumbermen that there
is comparatively little variety, the chief masses of color
being furnished by quick, short-lived species, like

poplars, birch and balsam, which are mere weeds com-
pared with the more enduring and valuable oaks and
pines Our greatest problems are the restoration of
variety and of long-lived species In such work the
fashionable colonies m the Berkslures ought to take the
lead, since the social season reaches its height at Lenox
in September. The Arnold Arboretum presents one of

the most artistic, and probably the most varied,

autumn landscapes made by man.
Wilhelm Miller.

AVfeNA (the old Latin name) Gramlneae Oats
Mostly annuals with open panicle and large spikelets

Spikelets 2-6-fld
;
rachilla bearded ba’ow the florets;

glumes about equal, large and membranaceous, man>-
nerved, usually as long as the spikelet, lemmas indu-
rated, bidentateat apex, bearing a stout twisted awn on
the back (this often straight or wanting in the culti-

vated oat) —Species about 50, of the temperate or
cooler regions of the w’orld Scarcely grown as orna-
mental subjects.

f&tua, Linn Wild Oats. Resembles the cultivated

oat, but differs in having long, brown hairs on the
lemmas spikelets usually 3-fld

,
glumes 1 in long;

awns of lemmas about an inch long Dept Agnc
,
Div.

of Agrost 20.91 —Intro, from Eu
, especially on the

Pacific coast, where it is a troublesome weed In the
latter region the spontaneous growth
is frequently used for hay.

sativa, Linn Cultivated Oats
Spikelets usually 2-fld

;
lemmas

glabrous, awns usually straight or
wanting See Cyclo Agnc I

stenlis, Linn Animated Oats
Resembles A fatun but the spikelets

larger, the glume* about in
,

awns 2-3 in —Occasionally cult as

a curiosity, the florets when moist-

ened presenting .spontaneous move-
ments due to the twisting and un-
twisting of the awns as they absorb
or give off moisture

A cMltor==»Arrhcnatherum olatius

A S Hitchcock

AVERRHOA (after Averrhoes, the Arabian physi-
cian; Oxaliddcese. Tropical fruit trees, cultivated in

India and China, and sometimes grown under glass for

ornament
Leaves alternate, odd-pinnate, lfts alternate, ovate-

acuminate, entire, stalked, sensitive fls borne on the
naked sts and branches, minute, fragrant, rose-colored
to reddish purple m axillary or lateral cvmes which
are often panicle-likc. ealvx red, corolla campanulate,
petals 5 See N Amer. FI 25 57 (1907).

Carambdla, Linn. Cakambola Fig 444. Height
15-30 ft lfts 5-10’ fls rosy purple bome in the If -

axils . fr varying m size from a hen’s egg to a large

orange, ovate, acutely 5-angled, yellow, fragrant, the
pulp acid P M 15, p 231 ltheede, Hort. Ural 3 pi

43, 44 Cav Diss. pi 202.—Cult sparingly in S Calif

,

and frequent in W Indies. The half-grown fr used as
lckles, the npe fr. for preserves Theie aie said to

e two varieties, the swreet and sour, the foimer being
eaten Said to produce 3 crops a ^ear. Leaves respond-
ing to the touch.

4 Btllmln, Lmn Cucumber Th^e Bilimbi Height 20-60 ft :

lfts usually 31-45 pairs fls red, m longer clusters than the above
and borne on branchlets from the hard wood fr smaller than the
carambola, eucumber-shapod, smooth, green nnd, and acid pulp.
Extensa ely cult in 8 Amer PM 15, p 231 ttheede, Hort Mai 3,
pi 45 40 bam Encyc pi 385 r

pATLOB f

444. Averrhoa
Carambola. ( X h)
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AVICfiNNIA (from Avicenna
,
the Latin name of an

illustrious physician of the Orient, 980-1036). Ver-

bendcese Black Mangrove White Mangrove.
Trees or shrubs usually growing in mangrove swamps
and on the shores of tropical estuaries, remarkable for

the vertical leafless breathing-stems that rise above the

soil from their long spreading horizontal roots.

Leaves opposite, entire, coriaceous, persistent: fls.

small and inconspicuous m axillary cymes, calyx cup-
shaped, deeply 5-lobed; corolla bell-shaped, whitisn,

4-lobed, stamens 4, inserted on the corolla-tube, exserted,

bearing ovate, 2-celled anthers, ovary sessile, 1-celled,

ovate, tapenng upward into a slender 2-lobed style, ana
containing 4 ovules suspended from a central placenta,

tr ovate, oblique, opening by the ventral suture and
exposing the expanding embryo, before dropping off;

embryo with broad, fleshy conduplicate cotyledons—
Three species now recognized* A mtida which reaches
S. Fla. and La., A officinalis of Polynesia and the E.
Indies, and A. afncana of the west coast of Afr Planted
on the shores of estuaries to prevent washing by tidal

currents, they collect floating debris by means of their

erect breathmg-sts
,
and by this means aid in extending

the shoreline seaward.

nftida, Jacq. Black Mangrove White Man-
grove. Honey Mangrove Salt-Bush. A tree,

usually of moderate size but sometimes 60 to 70 ft

high, with a short trunk, and spreading crooked
branches: inner bark bright orange-red, outer bark
scaly, deciduous, dark reddish brown young branches
hoary-pubescent, at length glabrous and marked with
interpetiolar lines and conspicuous If.-scars* lvs. oppo-
site, oblong or lanceolate-elliptical, gradually narrowed
at the base, coriaceous, deep green and glossy above,
whitish or grayish beneath, 2 or 3 m. long and about
1-1 Yi in broad, fls inconspicuous, fragrant, borne in

few-fld spikes on angled canescent peduncles, closely

invested with small bracts, corolla whitish, about Yin
diam. when expanded, the lobes slightly tomentose
on both surfaces, and the 4 anthers together with the
style protruding from the nearly closed throat: fr

oblong or elliptic 1-2 in long and about 1 m. broad
Mangrove swamps and shores of estuanes, Fla

,
Miss

,

and Texas; also Trop Amer—The fls are very rich m
honey, on which account bee-keepers in certain parts
of Fla tiansport their entire apiaries to the coast, along
the Indian River during the season of blooming, which
occurs in June and July The honey produced is white
and clear, and of excellent flavor, and always com-
mands the highest market-price The embryo begins
to germinate while the fr is still on the tree. When it

drops off, the two cotyledons unfold into a miniature
boat, floating on the tide, which distributes the fr.

along the shores of bays and lagoons and carries it to
the outlying keys Crystals of salt are often deposited
on the lvs., on which account this species is sometimes
called palo de sal, or salt-bush \y_ g Safford.

AVOCADO. {Perska gralissima
,

Gaertn.). Figs.

445, 446 One of the most highly valued of tropical

fruits It is commonly grown in Mexico, Central
America, parts of South America, the West Indies,
and Hawaii; to a limited extent m India, Mada-
gascar, Reunion, Madeira, Samoa, Tahiti, Algeria,
Queensland, and other tropical and subtropical
countries In Florida and California, its cultivation is

conducted commercially See Persea
The avocado is considered by most authorities to be

indigenous to Mexico, Central America, and South
America to Peru and Brazil From the Aztec ahuacatl
has been derived the Spanish adaptation ahuacate or
aguacate, the name m general use in Spanish-speaking
countries. Avocado is an adaptation m use m the
United States and other English-speaking countries;
avocai in the French colonies Alligator pear is a mis-
leading corruption that should be dropped.

Seedling avocados grow to a height of 50 or 60 feet;

when budded the tree is considerably dwarfed The
leaves are elliptical to oblong-lanceolate, varying from
4 to 8 inches in length, persistent, deep green, the
new growth frequently wine - colored. The tree is

worthy of a place in every dooryard for shade and
ornament The small, greenish flowers are produced
m great abundance on loose axillary racemes.
The fruit is variable in form, color, and size, as well as

m quality and minor characters The form ranges
from oblate or spherical to slender pyriform, including

a great variety of shapes, one of the commonest being
broad pyriform. The color may be light or dark green,

purple, ciimson, or maroon. The fruit varies from 1

to 6 inches m diameter, and in weight from a few
ounces to three or four pounds The skin is sometimes
soft and pliable, and no thicker than that of an apple,

445. Avocado tree.

in other forms it is coarsely granular, woody, and
V% inch thick,—m reality almost a shell Inclosed
by it is a mass of yellowish pulp, of the consistency
of firm butter, and of delicious nutty flavor The
avocado is unlike most other cultivated fruits in the
fact that it contains a large amount of vegetable oil,

sometimes as much as 18 per cent; hence it can be
considered more as a food than as a dessert It is

used in numerous ways, the commonest being as a
salad, with the addition of salt, pepper and an acid
Sometimes it is cut in half, the seed removed, and
the flesh eaten with a spoon, as muskmelons are
eaten, salt or other condiment being added. The
single, spherical or conical seed is frequently as
large as a hen’s egg. It is provided with two more
or less distinct coats, which sometimes adhere to the
seed, and m other instances to the flesh.

In recent years the avocado has been given systematic
attention in the United States, both in regard to culti-

vation and varieties Previous to 1900, propagation
was exclusively by seed, and as the species is variable
when grown in this way, many trees produced inferior
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fruit and commercial cultivation on a sound and
profitable basis was not possible The choicest varieties

are now propagated by budding and are grown on a
large scale

The diverse climatic conditions under which the
avocado is found enable varieties to be obtained which
are suited to regions with cool climates as well as those
which are strictly tropical. In Mexico the fruit has been
grown for centuries at altitudes of 6,000 or 7,000 feet,

where severe frosts are experienced each winter, varie-

ties from such regions, as opposed to those from hot
and humid lowlands, are suitable for cultivation in

those parts of California and Florida in which slight

frosts are the usual winter occurrence When mature,
some types will stand temperatures as low as 20° F.
without injury, if in proper condition at the time of the
freeze, others will not withstand lower than 27° or 28°

without serious damage
The subject of races or types has not been given

systematic attention outside of the United States, and
no attempt at classification has been made, other than
brief descriptions of types found in limited areas in

Mexico and Central America. In California two very
distinct types are grown, commonly referred to as the
Mexican and the Guatemalan; the former (Peraen
drymifolui of some botanists) is ordinarily a small fruit,

four to eight ounces in weight, oval or pyriform, and
thin-skinned It is one of the hardiest types in cultiva-

tion and very productive, as a rule The Guatemalan
type is characterized by its thick, woody skin, fre-

quently rough or tuberculate on the exterior, the fruits

are medium-sized It is considered one of the best for

commercial use, as it can be shipped without difficulty

The type grown in Florida is usually referred to

as the West Indian-South American, it has a skin

sometimes as thick as the Guatemalan, but of softer

texture, some varieties are of large size and attrac-

tive appearance, but the type is rather susceptible to
frost

The avocado has been subjected to systematic culti-

vation for so brief a period that a large number of

named varieties has not been established In Florida
the Trapp is the most widely planted and is, in fact,

the standard commercial variety, Pollock occupying the

J

ilace of next importance Several others are grown to a
united extent, including Family, Rico, Blackman, and
Wester In California some of the most promising
varieties are Taft, Lyon, Meserve and Murrieta, a num-
ber of others have been disseminated Several named
varieties have been established in Hawaii
For commercial cultivation, winter-fruiting varieties

have been found to be the most valuable, since north-
ern markets are almost destitute of fre«h fruit during
that season It is desirable, however, to have a supply

,

for local consumption at least, during other seasons of

the year Fortunately varieties are obtainable which
ripen at widely different times,—m California fruit is

in the markets fully ten out of the twelve months,
although the season in Florida, at the present time, is

not so long A variety running uniformly about a
pound in weight appears to be the most desirable,

and if the fruit is round or oval, it can be more advan-
tageously packed and shipped than if pear-shaped or

“bottle-necked ” The skin should be sufficiently thick

and tough to withstand shipment without undue care
in packing, and the seed should be as small as possible.

It is also important that the seed be tight m its cavity,
for in the loose-seeded varieties, the flesh is often seri-

ously damaged by the seed shaking around while the
fruit is m traisit. Flavor and quality must of course be
up to the standard, there being a wide difference among
tne varieties in these respects.

Large seedling trees of the small-fruited Mexican
type sometimes produce as many as 2,000 or 3,000
fruits in a season, while a large-fruited variety may not
produce more than a few dozen. Two or three hundred

fruits may be considered a good crop for a tree of a
medium-sized variety.

In Florida, budded trees are planted in orchard form
20 feet apart; in California the distance is increased to

24 or 25 feet Seedlings must be given more room,—30
feet at least. A well-drained, sandy loam is the soil

best suited to the avocado, drainage being the most
important requirement. For this reason it isBest, where
possible, to select a sloping piece of ground as a site for

the orchard Heavy soils, such as clay and adobe, will

grow the tree successfully if the drainage is good
Transplanting is beat done in early spring, after

danger of frost is over, but before the tree has started

into new growth In climates such as those of Cali-

fornia and Florida, the tree is in a semi-dormant state

after the cool w'eather of winter, and can be moved
with little difficulty A ball of soil should be taken with
the roots, and the top pruned moderately In light

soils which cannot be balled, the trees should be trans-

ferred to pots or boxes and allowed to establish them-
selves, after which they may be set out in the orchard
without disturbing the roots When the budded trees

have been grown in pots, the possibility of injuring the

delicate roots is eliminated

The cultural requirements of the avocado are similar

to those of the citrous fruits In dry climates the trees

must be irrigated regularly and frequently, particu-

larly during the first two or three years For bearing
trees a fertilizer containing 3 per cent nitrogen, 5 per
cent phosphoric acid, and 12 per cent potash has been
recommended, the quantity required each season vary-
ing from three to ten pounds per tree, according to the
character of the soil This should be applied in several

doses during the growing season The growth of young
trees is greatly encouraged by organic nitrogen.

Leguminous cover-crops are very desirable, for the
humus they will furnish as well as the nitrogen

Often there is a tendency especially in seedlings, to
shoot upward and not spread out, this must be
checked by heading back \11 weak or unshapely
growths should be trimmed out, and all wounds made
when pruning should be covered with grafting wax
or paint to prevent the entrance of any fungus into,

the wood It is well to keep the trees headed low to

prevent damage from winds as much as possible, this

also brings the fruit within easy reach for picking
In regions subject to severe frosts, the trees should

be protected during the first two or three winters
with a shelter of palm leaves, corn stalks, burlap,

or some such material Where irrigation is practised,

it is well to harden the trees by withholding w'ater m
late fall

In Florida the avocado is attacked by the wither-tip

fungus (CoUetolrichum gleosporiouies)

,

which can be
controlled with bordeaux mixture. Two or three scale

insects have been noted on trees m California, but up
to the present time they are not of serious importance,
with the exception of the black scale (Saissetia olex),

which sometimes requires combative measures The
avocado mealy bug (Pseudococcus mpx) is troublesome
in Hawaii

For market purposes, the fruit should be graded
according to size, color and form, and carefully packed;
it is essential, if the fruit is to be shipped any distance,

to select varieties having good carrying qualities Light
wooden crates are used for shipping, containing one
layer of fruits, and provided with good ventilation.

The fruits must be separately wrapped in pieces of

strong paper, and packed closely together to prevent
their shaking about and becoming bruised If they are
to be shipped long distances, refrigeration is essential,

experiments having shown that the temperature should
be 40° to 45° F Prolonged storage in temperature
lower than 40° results in decomposition of the flesh

Seedlings do not usually bear as early as budded
trees, and on account of the variation which they are
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likely to show in productiveness, as well as in form,
size and quality of fruit, they are unsuitable for com-
mercial cultivation For the home grounds, on account
of their ornamental value, they are worth planting; it

»s imperative, however, to select seeds from thp most
desirable fruits, of known quality and productiveness
The avocado is budded on seedlings of the same

species For nursery purposes the seeds are usually

planted singly in pots or in rows in the open ground
They may also be planted in flats, and potted off as

soon as they have germinated, as the roots are delicate

and easily injured, however, this is not a desirable

method A glasshouse is unnecessary, provided the
seeds are planted during warm weather,
but they are usually started under a
lath or slat covering of some kind.

Seeds will not retain their vitality

very long, and should be planted as

fresh as possible. Pots or Boxes less

than 4 inches m diameter should not be
used The soil should be light and
porous, preferably
rich in humus Most
avocado seeds are
somewhat conical;
they should be
planted with the
pointed end up, leav-

ing the tip projecting

above the surface of

the soil The pots
should then be
plunged in a frame,
covered with straw
or litter, and kept
continually moist,
but not soggy Ger-
mination will take
place in two or
three weeks if condi-
tions are favorable If

planted m the open ground, the seeds should be placed
in rows 3 or 4 feet apart, and 14 inches apart in the
row, covering them with an inch or two of soil It is

well to cover the ground with a mulch of straw to

prevent evaporation as much as possible

The avocado is a rapid grower, and young plants
require frequent repotting. It is also a gross feeder, so

that a rich soil should be used The plants may be
budded either in pots or in the open ground; if in the
former, they must be given very careful attention so as

to keep them growing vigorously, and should be in 6-

or 8-inch pots They may be budded when inch in

diameter, or even slightly less.

For avocados, shield budding, essentially the same as

practised with the citrus fruits, is most successful and
advantageous The amateur may have some trouble

m performing the work successfully, but after a little

experience, few difficulties will be encountered
The season at which budding is most successful

naturally depends somewhat upon the locality In
Florida, late autumn and winter budding is favored;
in California, May and June seem to be the best,

although good success is often obtained in the fall, in

Hawaii winter and early spring are preferred. Probably
the work can be done at any season when the bark will

slip readily, but all seasons are not equally advantageous.
Selection of budwood is one of the most important

matters, and one likely to give the novice most trouble.

If the wood is too old or too far advanced, the buds arc

almost certain to drop, leaving a “blind” shield, this

may happen even when good budwood is used, if the

stock is not in vigorous condition. The ideal wood is

of recent growth, but hardened up sufficiently so that it

does not snap on bending, and having plump, well-

developed buds.

It is essential that the buds be cut large,—not less

than 1M inches in length, and thick enough so that a
small quantity of wood will be taken In budding large

stocks, % inch in diameter, 2 inches is not too long for

the bud, provided the budstick is, as it always should
be, not less than % inch in diameter. The budding-
knife must be as keen as a razor, and kept in as
neatly that condition as possible by frequent strop-

ping or whetting the knife after cutting each thirty or
forty buds The incision in the stock may be made
eithei in the form of a T or an inverted T, preferably
the latter, which has the recommendation of the most
successful avocado budders In lifting the bark be
careful not to injure the delicate tissues which lie under
it, and push the bud in very gently Tie it in firmly
with waxed tape, leaving the eye exposed

In three to five weeks the bud will have united with
the stock, and the wrap should be loosened; it should
not be entirely removed until the bud has made a growth
of 3 or 4 inches Force the bud into growth by partly
girdling the stock 3 or 4 inches above it, or by cutting

off the stock about a foot above it Lop-
ping is difficult, as the wood is brittle and
will frequently break off rather than be
lopped The stock must be gone ov er every
w eek and all adventitious buds rubbed off

When the bud is 8 or 10 inches high, the
stock may be trimmed off close above it,

and the stump covered with paint or graft-

mg-wax
Both inarching and grafting are prac-

tised to a limited extent, the latter usually

under glass Neither of these methods is

so desirable as budding Cuttings can be
grown if bottom heat is available but trees

produced in this way do not seem to have
the vigor of budded trees

Large, unproductive or undesirable seed-

lings should be worked over to a good
variety This is not difficult to do by
budding, grafting is also possible Cut the

tree back severely m spring, leaving only the stumps
of the largest branches, 3 or 4 inches m diameter, and
painting the cut ends with white lead Numerous
sprouts will soon make their appearance; all but three

or four of these on each branch must be rubbed off,

and when these have attained a diameter of 24 inch
they can be budded in the same manner as seedlings

It is necessary to loosen the wraps oftener, however,
as the sprouts naturally make a very rapid growth
Old trees worked over in this way will often produce
fruit m two years F \y Popenok

AZALEA (from Greek azaleoa, dry : Linnaeus believed
them to grow m dry locations). Enc&ceae. See Rhodo-
dendron
The genus Azalea seems botamcally inseparable from

Rhododendron; there are no characters by which the
two genera can be clearly separated, though if one looks
only at the American species and those generally in

cultivation, the differences seem to be clear enough,
but if one takes into consideration the whole genus,
particularly as it is represented in Asia, where it reaches
its greatest development, one finds many species that
have the characters of these two groups combined in

various ways and render a natural and clear separation
impossible
Most of the species retain the same specific or varietal

name under Rhododendron, except the following'

.4 Alba, Sweet=Rhododendron roamannifolium —A bahaminat-
fldra, Carr =R indicum var roaiflorum —A. califArnica, Buckl —
R orcidantale —A Damelaidna Paxt — R. indicum var macran-
thura

—

A ledifdlia, Hook =R roamannifolium

—

A liliifldra,

Poir =R roamannifolium —A liitea, Linn.=R calendulaceum—
A mAllis, Blume—R sinense

—

A. mdllis, Miq —R japonicum—
A mucrondta, Blume—R. roamannifolium.—A. pdntica, Linn.—
R. luteurn —A. procAmbena, Linn.—Loiseleuna procumbena.—
A. punlcta, Sweet—R. roamannifolium.

—

A, raticulita, Koch—
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R. rbombicum.—X Rblhaonn, Hort —*It indicum var. rosiflorum.—A. Siebbldu, Miq —R mdicum —A apecibaa, Wdld —«R calen-
dulaceuin —A aquamdta, Lmdl **-R Farrerse

Alfred Rehder.

AZARA (I. N. Azara, a Spanish promoter of science,

especially of botany). Flacourtincex. Ornamental
shrubs or small trees grown for their handsome ever-
green foliage and also for their fragrant flowers.

Leaves evergreen, alternate, short-petioled, entire or
serrate, with usually one of the stipules enlarged and
If -like fls small, in axillary peduncled racemes or
clusters, apetalous, sepals 4-5, with glands between
the stamens and the sepals opposite the latter, stamens
numerous, rarely 5, ovary superior, 1-celled, with
numerous ovules, style simple, elongated fr a manv-
seeded berry.—About 20 species in 8 Amer

,
especially

in Chile
They are handsome evergreen shrubs, with small

or medium-sized foliage, inconspicuous but fragrant
flowers, and therefore called “aromo” in Chile
They can be grown only in warmer temperate regions;

the hardiest species is A rnicrophylla. They are some-
times cultivated as greenhouse plants and potted in a
sandy compost of loam and leaf soil. Propagation is by
seeds or by cuttings of mature wood in autumn under
glass with slight bottom heat

rnicrophylla, Hook f From 3-12 ft lvs. obovate,
serrate, or nearly entire, %-%in long, shining, gla-

brous, the stipules similar, but half the size fls greenish
m few'-fld clusters, stamens 5 berries orange Feb

,

March. Chile G C II 181 Gn 18, p 403 Gt 23,

p 340 F 1874, p 221 —Graceful evergreen shrub,
regularly pinnately branched, excellent for covering

walls; the hardiest of all the cult species, hardy as far

north as Washington, D. C
Gilliesii, Hook. & Arn Height 10-15 ft • lvs. 2 lA~Z

in. long, broad-ovate, with coarse, spiny teeth, gla-

brous; stipules orbicular, much smaller fls in dense,

elliptic, nodding heads, yellow. Feb . March Chile
13 M 5178 FS 23 2i45 G.C. II. 15.401.—The
handsomest of all azaras.

A rraaaifbUa, Hort =A Gilliesii —A den.td.ta, Ruiz Height 12
ft lvs obovate or elliptic, crenatc-^rrate fls yellow, in small
corymbs Chile Bit 17SS 1 integrifdlia, Ruiz Height 10-
20 ft lvs entire 'N yellow, in oblong heads Chile Has a
variegated form ALFRED REHDER

AZ6LLA (Greek, to destroy by drying) Salvin.&ceie

A small genus of floating aquatics with small, pmnately
branched sts and minute fleshy 2-lobed lvs

,
producing

2 sorts of spores in globular sporocarps The plants

multiply japidly by self-division, and Will grow readily

in water containing a little nutriment The species are
distinguishable only by microscopic examination In
natural conditions, the plants grow so closely together
and multiply so rapidly as to cover very completely anv
quiet water surface For this reason, they have been
found useful in preventing the propagation of mos-
quitos in Germany and Panama

carolini&na, Willd Plant V%-\ in. long anchor-like

S
rocesses of spores with septa N Y. to the Gulf of

lex

filiculoldes, Lam Plants 1-2 in. long anchor-like

processes without septa. Calif, to Chile.

L. M. Underwood.
R. C. Benedict, f

*



BABlANA (said to come from Dutch for baboon, be-

cause those animals eat the bulbs) Inddcex. About
fifty cormous plants of South Africa (and one Socotran),
sometimes grown for spring bloom under glass, or in the
open in the South

Usually less than 1 ft. tall : fls showy, red or pur-
plish, in a short spike-like cluster or raceme, tubular
at the base, the segms. with claws or narrow bases,

and the limb erect-spreading, m marked colors and
shades, often fragrant, ovary 3-loculed. lvs. narrow,
hairy, plaited, standing edgewise to the st

Low plants, of easy culture if treated like freesias or
hyacinths Three or four corms placed in a 4-inch pot,
in autumn, give attractive bloom in March or later.

Grown only indoors or under frames m the North.
Outdoors m mild climates
they may remain continu-
ously in the ground, al-

though it is better to take
up and replant every year
or two Propagation is by
cormels and seeds They
are showy and useful plants.

Monograph by Baker m
Handbook of the Indese,

1892.

a. Perianth-limb regular or

nearly .so, and wide-
spreading.

strlcta, Ker (B villbsa

and B purpurea, Ker)
Fig 447. Plant 1 ft or less

high lvs broad, oblong-
lanceolate or sword-shaped,
barely reaching the spikes:
fls scattered, showy, usu-
ally red or purple, with a
prominent tube, the segms.
oblong - lanceolate B M.
583, 621 —Babianas are not
sold under species-names in
this country, but as mixed
varieties. These varieties

are chiefly, if not wholly,
of this species There are
many foims and colors Yar angustifdlia, Sweet. Lvs.
linear fls blue, pinkish inside B.M 637. Var. rhbro-
cy&nea, Ker Limb lilac, throat red. B.M. 410 (as
lxia). Var sulphhrea, Ker. Yellow or whitish B.M.
1053. Two other long-cult, types are described below.

aa Perianth-limb distinctly nngent or gaping.

plic&ta, Ker Low lvs lanceolate, hairy, usually
overtopping the spikes, fls lilac or red, long-tubed, the
segms. oblong ana unequal, odor pink-like. B.M. 576.

dfsticha, Ker Differs from the last in having the

E
enanth-tube distinctly exserted from the spathe; odor
yacinth-like. B.M 626.

i .
^ flabelhfblui, Harv Fls 2-5, m erect spike, long-tubed, lower

lobes blotched lvs %in broad, toothed at apex —B ringens, Ker.
jointed.

—

divisions.

447 Babiana stricta. ( X X)

6- 10 in fls gaping and nngent, scarlet lvs narrow and pointed.

-

B sambuema, Ker 6 -10 in fls purplish, with spreading division
elder-scented B M 1019 —B socolrdna, Hook f

'

.

in

!U...
single, the tube very slender, pafe blue, 2-lipped lvs. narrow-
lanceolate Isl of Socotra B M 6585 L H B

BABY’S BREATH: Qypsophila; also Galium and Androstephium.

BACCAUREA (Greek, bacca, berry, and aureus, gol-
den, from the yellow fruit). Euphorbia cese. Trees, rarely

cult., some with edible fr : lvs large, alternate, simple:
mfl. racemose; calyx imbricate; petals absent; 2 ovules
in each of the 2-5 cells—About 50 species m the Old
World tropics, related to Antidesma. B. bracte&ta,

Muell. Arg. (Pierardia diHcis, Wall ), is mentioned as
once intro, to England. Malaya. Seed of B. Motley-
Ana, Muell. Arg

,
of Malaya where the fr. is used, has

been intro by the U. S. Dept Agnc
J. B. S Norton.

bAccharis (bakkhans, an ancient Greek name
for different shrubs). Compdsitx. Groundsel Tree
Ornamental plants, chiefly grown for the showy white
pappus of the fruit; some species also for their ever-
green foliage.

Shrubby or suffruticose: lvs. alternate, usually ser-

rate. glabrous, deciduous or evergreen heads of fls.

small, white or yellowish, dioecious, in panicles oi

corymbs, involucre with many imbricate scales, recep-

tacle flat, naked, pistillate ns with filiform corolla

achenes compressed, ribbed, with pappus—More than
250 species m Amer

,
chiefly in S Amer

Baccharis halimifolia and B. sahema are hardy
North, while the evergreen species are more tender
They grow m almost any well-drained soil in a sunny
position, and are well adapted for dry and rocky slopes,

and valuable for seashore planting Propagation is by
seeds, or by cuttings under glass

halimifdlia, Linn Shrub, 3-12 ft branches angular 1

lvs cuneate, oblong or obovate, coarsely toothed, the
uppermost entire, glabrous, 1-2 in. long, fls m large

panicles* pappus white, about y$\n long Sept Sea-
coast, from New England southward Gng 7 113 —
The hardiest species, in fr resembling a shrub with
abundant snow-white fls.

B glomerulifldra, Pcrs Allied to B halimifolia heads axillary,

solitary or clustered, sessile or nearly so pappus somewhat shorter
N C to Ha—B patagdnica, Hook & Am Low evergreen shrub
lvs H~^in long heads mostly axillary Patagonia

—

B piluldns,
DC. Height 6 ft

,
evergreen lvs 1 in long heads in racemose pani-

cles Pacific coast

—

B salicina, Torr & Gray (B sahcifolia, Nutt ).

Allied to B halimifolia Lvs narrow-oblong, or linear-lanceolate
Colo toW Texas. ALFRED REHDER
BACHELOR’S BUTTONS: Centaurea Cyanus, Gomphrena glo-

bosa. Ranunculus aerxs and Ageratum conyzoides

BACKHOtJSIA (James Backhouse, botanical trav-
eler) Myrtacex. Evergreen greenhouse plants, bloom-
ing in spring.

Shrubs or trees, with opposite lvs. and blossoms in

cymes or umbels: calyx-tube turbinate, or broadly
campanulate, adhering to base of ovary, with 4 persist-

ent segms.; petals 4, short; stamens many, ovary 2-

celled, bearing a filiform style fr. a caps., more or less

inclosed in calyx, mdehiscent or separating into 2 parts.

—Five species in Austral. Requires the general treat-

ment of myrtaceous coolhouse plants. Prop, by harden-
ing cuttings under glass.

myrtif&lia, Hook. & Harv. Large slender-branched
shrub, or small tree: lvs. ovate-acuminate, stiff, pel-

lucid-punctate. fls. white, in pedunculate corymbs, the
younger ones partly concealed by the petaloid bracts;

petals small, round-ovate, concave, acute; calyx hairy
Queensland and New S. Wales. B.M. 4133.

L. H. B.

BACTRIS (Greek, baktron, cane; the young sterna

used for walking-sticks). Palm&cex, tribe Bactridese.

Usually low palms, very rn rely entirely spineless.

Stems solitary or fasciculate ringed, spiny or smooth,
sprouting from the roots lvs terminal or scattering,

(440)
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equally or unequally pinnatisect, glabrous or pubes-
cent, segms. sparse or aggregated, or more or less

imperfectly connate, forming a bind blade, acute or
rarely obtuse at the apex, the eiliate margins recurved
at the base, petiole short or long, sheath long, spiny:

spadices sessile or pedunculate, perforating the lf.-

sheaths; spathes 2, the lower short, open at the apex,
the upper coriaceous or woody, exceeding the spadix,

or fusiform, ventrally dehiscent, smooth, bristly or
spiny, bracts persistent: fls. small or medium, pale yel-

low or greenish: fr. small, green, ovoid or globose.

—

Species 90. Trop. Amer. GC 11.22:595.
These are ornamental palms, but little grown on

account of the spines The fruits of B. major are used
extensively in South America for food
The cultivation of baetris is easy if it is grown in a

warmhouse, with a range of temperature from 60° to
80°, and given plenty of water. Fiequent syringing is

advisable It thrives best in a mixture of loam, two
parts, leaf-mold, one part, well-iotted cow-manure,
one part The young plants are veiy decorative, but m
age most of the species become spindly

Propagation is by suckers which grow freely; rarely

by seeds, which are hard to get

a Spines yellow
,
lipped black.

pallidisplna, Mart (B Jlavisjnna, Hort ). St 10-18
ft high, 1-2 in. diam

,
the internodes spiny lvs

showv, 5-9 ft. long, equally interruptedly pinnatisect,

f

ietiole 4-6 ft , brown-scaly, thickly covered with very
ong *n )> black-tipped yellow spines, either

solitary or in groups of 2-4, segms linear-lanceolate,

caudate-acuminate, pricklj on the margins, the basal
ones 2-8 in long, 1 *4 in wide, the upper, 12x1)4 in

fr 3-4 times exceeding the persistent calyx, about
1)4 in. long. Brazil

aa. Spines black.

b. Lf.-segms acute at both ends.

major, Jacq Bkacii Palm St. 9-15 ft high, 1-1)4
m. diam

,
armed with rows of black spines 2 m. long:

petiole armed with very long black, terete spines; lvs.

4-6 ft. long, equally pinnatisect nearly to tne rachis;

sheath and rachis spiny and white or brown tomentose;
segms. linear, acute at both ends, 25-35 on each side,

1-nerved, 8-12 in. long, )4-)4in wide, glabrous on
both sides, densely setose, with black hairs along the
margin.’ frs about the size of an apricot, edible. Brazil.

minor, Jacq Fig 448 A tall, slender-stemmed
palm, often 40 ft in height, armed with many dark-
colored spines’ lvs roundish in outline, about 3 ft.

long and composed of numerous narrow, sharp-pointed
lfts that are spiny on the veins beneath spathe axil-

lary, solitary, spreading, very spiny; corolla in both
sexes gamopetalous. fr rotund, purplish black.—

A

rare but showy palm grown sometimes in tropics.

bb Lf.-segms. acute at tip.

Gasip&es, IIBK (Gmlidma specidsa, Mart ). St.

about 60 ft high, single or cespitose, with rings of subu-
late-compressed black spines, 1 in. long, the rings about
as far apart as the diam. of the st.. lvs. 6 ft. long, curv-
ing; segms dark green above, pale green below, very
numerous, approximate, 1)4 ft. long, in. wide,
linear-lanceolate, long-acummate, bnstly or minutely
nckly along the margins’ fr. orange or reddish, nearly
in. long, ovoid. Lower Amazon.

htSrrida, Oerst. Cespitose sts 6-8 ft. high, 8-9 in.

diam., very spiny, sheathed for most of its length with
bases of dead lvs

;
spines 3-4 in. long, 4-sided, whitish

tomentose, at length glabrous: lvs. 2)4-3 ft. long;
sheath 8 m., brown-tomentose; petiole 1)4 ft

,
densely

spiny, subtetragonal, densely brown-tomentose be-
neath, segms 7 in long, )4m. wide, lanceolate, rigid,

glaucous Unlike all the above in having a hairy but
not spiny spathe. Nicaragua

B. aurantiaca. Hort , is a “pinnate palm from Mex , dwarf and
spiny but beautiful ” The name is unknown m botanical literature

—B caryotsefbhn. Mart , from Brazil, with wedge-shaped 3-)obed
pinna;, has been catalogued, also B iUilm, Benth & Hook (Gut-
lielrna utilis, CErst), from Costa Rica, with spiny petioles and
yQun8 lvs

- N. Taylor, f

BACULARIA (Latin, baculum, a small walking-stick).

Palm&cese, tribe Arbceae. Two or three small palms,
completely spineless By some, included m Linospadix
Stems very thin, either solitary or in bunches, which

are prominently ringed lvs usually numerous, terminal,

unequally pinnate, and with relatively short petioles;

lfts coriaceous, usually alternate, from 4~6 pairs, strap-

shaped, and with incised or much-laeimated apices,

attached by a broad, almost decurrent base, nerves

prominent, numerous on older lfts
,
on small ones soli-

tary spathes in pairs; spadix consisting of a long spike-

like cluster, as long as or longer than the lvs
;
ns. in

3’s, a female with 2 males m each cluster on the greep

spadix’ fr. small, obovatc or ovoid, green, from \4r%i in

448. Baetris minor.

long The genus is confined to temperate and tropical
Austral G.C. II 22 595.

For general culture, see Areca, to which they are
allied. The only species known m cultivation seem to

do better m a temperate rather than a tropical house,
but shifting will probably be found advantageous. One
of the smallest palms in cultivation, B. monostachya
is very popular, particularly m England.

monostachya, F Muell. (Ar'eca monostachya, Mart.
K&ntia monostachya, F. Muell.) Walking-stick
Palm Trunk 6-12 ft high, scarcely 1 m thick: lvs.

1)4-4 ft long; the sheath broad, coriaceous, about
6 in long, produced into 2 stipular lobes, segms very
irregular, acuminate, very variable m breadth and dis-

tance, adnate to the rachis, or tapenng at fhe base, the
longest about 1 ft long- infl very long, often exceeding
thelvs

,
stamens usually 10: fr ovoid, about )4m. thick.

Queensland, New S. Wales. B M. 6644.

minor, F. Muell. Sts several from the same rhizome,
2-5 ft high, about )4m thick: lvs about 3)4 ft long,

with from 12-14 lfts spadix about as long as the lvs. or
a little shorter, scarcely -Am. thick; stamens 12; seed
about Yiva diam Queensland —A delicate palm, not
so well known as the preceding, but attractive.

N TAYLOR.t
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BA&RIA (after the Russian zoologist, Karl Ernst von
Baer). Compdsitx. Small plants, one of which is some-
times grown as a garden annual.

Heads,usually many-fld ,
radiate, the rays 5-15; bracts

of the involucre as many as rays,

pappus often wanting—Twenty
species of Californian annuals
(or one or two perennial species),

with numerous showy, mch-wide
yellow fls. in early summer

gr&cilis, Gray (Bumhlia grdci-

lis, DC ) Easily distinguished

from Achnolepsis coronana by
its hairy sts and foliage and
undivided lvs . plant much
branched* height 4-12 in.: lvs.

opposite, connate, linear-lanceo-

late* fls. solitary, on slender

terminal peduncles, involucre
leafier than in Achnolepsis coro-

nana, the scales longer, downy,
in 2 series, rays S-12. B M.
3758—This is likely to be' cult

as Lasthema califomica, which,
however, is not hairy and has mueh longer lvs.

B ckryidstoma, Fisch & Mey Lvs narrowly linear 1 line

or less wide fls larger than in B gracilis, the heads 3-4 lines

high, hgules 3-4 lines long habit more erect —B corondrta*=

Actinolepsis coronana TAYLOR f

Sefcmannii, Becc. (Ptychosperma Sebmannti, H.
Wendl.). Balaka. Fig. 449 Caudex slender, 8-12 ft.

high, straight, ringed, about 1 in diam.: lvs. pinnatisect,

4 ft. long, segms. erose-dentate at the apex, alternate,

9 on each side, semi-rhom-
boid, obliquely truncate, the
upper margin longer, cuspi-

date at the apex, the terminal
one deeply bifid Growing
as underwood in dense for-

ests Fiji —Sts used for

spears by natives, because of

tneir strength and straight-

ness. Fig. 449 is adapted from See-
man’s Flora Vitiensis. N TAYLOR.f

BALLOON VINE: Cardiospermum

BALM (Melissa officinalis
,

Linn.).

Lahidtx Lemon Balm and Bee Balm.
Sweet herb, the lvs being used for

seasoning, particularly in liquors, and
also m medicine It has a lemon-hke
flavor. It is a hardy perennial from

S Eu The plant grows 1-2 ft high, somewhat
hairy, loosely branched, with ovate-petioled, some-
times cordate, lvs. and yellowish or whitish fls. in

loose axillary clusters. Thrives in any warm posi-

tion, and is easy to grow. Prop, by seeds, also by
division. Becoming wild in E. U. S.

BAHlA (probably from the port of Bahia, or

San Salvador, South America). Compdsitx. A little-

known group of herbaceous perennials or some-
times subshrubs grown for their yellow flowers and
canescent leaves

Leaves mostly opposite, rarely alternate, the
rather small pedunculate heads
terminating the branches, invo-
lucre hemispheric or obovate;
receptacle mostly flat, achenes
narrow, 4-sided, pappus of sev-

eral scarious scales—There are 12
species, all American They thrive

on borders of light and well-

drained soil, and may be increased

by seeds or by division in spring

lanitta, DC. One to 2 ft high, slender: lvs pinnately
cleft or divided into 3-7 linear or linear-lanceolate lobes:

rays mostly 8-9, oblong, showy achenes glabrous or mi-
nutely hairy Calif B R 1167 (as Enophyllum).—Per-
haps not hardy in the N. E. Summer. Taylor

(Wm. B Baikie, African traveler).

Great-flowered Trop. African trees of 2
species, one of which has been cult,

in Eu Trees unarmed: lvs. abruptly
pinnate, coriaceous: fls few in eacn
raceme, not papilionaceous; petals 5,
much exceeding the turbinate calyx,
broadly oblanceolate or obovate, long-
flawed; stamens 10. B. insignis

,
Benth

,

is an erect evergreen, to 40 ft
,
with

short-lined fls 10 in. across, snow-white
with lower petal or lip lemon-yellow.
Upper Guinea.—Said to be the largest
flower in the Leguminosae.

BALAKA (the Fijian vernacular
name) Palmacex, tnbe Arhcex. Palms,
differing, if at all, from Ptychosperma,
to which they are with equal propriety
referred, in having the seed not sulcate,
and in the half-rhomboid segms. of the
lvs

;
and from Drymophlceus in the

450. Pod of z»r- form of the If and the caducous spathes.
den balsam —Species 2. Fiji Isis.

449. Balaka Seemanmi

BALSAM, Impdtiens Balsdimna, Linn. (Balsdm-

ina hortensis, DC Balsdimna Impdtiens
,
Hort Im-

pdtiens cocdnea . Sims, B M 1256). Bnlsamindcex
An erect, muen-branehed, half-succulent annual,

long ago introduced from India, and now w’idely

cultivated for its showy flowers.

Plant 1 lA~2

H

ft.: lvs lanceo-

late, toothed, the lower ones being
mostly m pairs, fls. clustered in

/Hi the axils of the lvs
,
on very short

stalks, sepals and petals similarly

colored and not easily distin-

guished, one of the sepals (of which
there seem to be 3) long-spurred;

petals apparently 3, but 2 of them
probably represent 2 united petals,

thus making 5; stamens 5 The pod, shown in Figs

450 and 451, is explosive It has 5 carpels and very
thin partitions, and seeds borne on axile placentae.

When the caps, arc ripe, a pinch or concussion will cause
the valves to separate and contract, the seeds being
thrown with considerable force. The balsam has varied

immensely in the doubling, size and color of its fls. and
in the stature of the plant It was known to Gerarde
in 1596 The balsam is sometimes called "lady slip-

per,” although this name is properly confined to

Cypnpedium, and used for Calceolaria.

Practically all the garden balsams are now double or

semi- double. The full -double
forms are known as the camellia-

flowered varieties. Fig 452. In
well-selected stock, the greater

part of the flowers from any
batch of seedlings should come
very double. The colors range
from white to dark blood-red,

j

yellowish and spotted. Balsams
are of very easy culture. They
are tender, and should be started

in thumb-pots or boxes indoors,

or in the open when danger of

frost is past. The seeds are

large, and germinate quickly.

The plants prefer a rich, sandy
loam, and must not suffer for 451. Exploaion of

moisture Transplanting, and balsam pod.
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pinching-m th<* strong shoots, tend to make the plants
dwarf and compact, two or three transplantings are
often made. It is well to remove the first flower-buds,

especially if the
plants are not thor-

oughly established.

Better results are
secured when only
a few main branches
axe allowed to grow,
all the secondary
and weak ones be-
ing pinched out.

Sometimes they are
pruned to a single

stem, and if much
room is given very
large blooms are

secured. The lower
leaves may be re-

452 Camellia-flowered balsam. (Xl) moved if they ob-
scure the flowers

Well-grown bushy plants should stand 2 feet apart
each way, and the tall kinds will reach a height of

2 to 21 2 feet. Good bloom is impossible if plants are

crowded For this reason, balsams do well in row's on
the border of a garden where they may have room.
Seed of the finest double strains is expensive, but infe-

rior or common seed gives little satisfaction Plants
started early in May should give flowers m July, and
should bloom until frost A full-grown plant is shown
in Fig 153 At present, balsams are grown chiefly as

flow ei -garden plants, but some years ago the flowers

were largely used as “groundwork” in florists' designs,

particularly the double white varieties The flowers

were wired to toothpicks, and were then thrust into the
moss that formed the body of the design L H B.

BALSAMOCITRUS (Latin, balsamum, balsam, and
citrus) Riildcf.e, tribe ('itrese. Trees; usually spinv,

suggested as stocks foi atrous fruits, as yet scarcely

known in this counti)
Fruits hard-shelled and persistent lvs tnfoliolate, or

rarely simple fls 4-5-partcd, stamens 10-20, ovary
8-9-cclled, ovules numerous in each cell, seeds large,

smooth, hypocotyl very short, the cotyledons remaining
near or just above the surface of the ground The first

453. The garden balsam.

foliage lvs are opposite, lanceolate or ovate —Three
species are known, all oceurnng in Trop Afr B
uawei is the type speeds
The subgenus Afreegle (Latin, Africa and JEgle)

differs from Balsamoeitrus proper in having more than
twice as many (usually 4 times as many) stamens as
petals and in having a larger, more deeply lobed disk
B, paniculata is the type of this subgenus.

D&wei, Stapf Fig 454 A large tree, 50-60 ft. or
more in height: first few foliage ivs on young plants
simple but next succeeding ones 3-foliolate, lateral lfts.

three-fifths to three-fourths as long as the terminal 1ft

,

having a cylindrical petiolule long, terminal
lft with a much shorter petiolule, A~lim long, but
usually borne on a section of the rachis Yz-VA in long,

jointed both at the insertion of the lateral lfts and also

where the petiolule of the terminal lft is inserted (such
imj)erfectly pinnate lvs are not uncommon m some
pmnate-lvd plants but are rare m tnfoliolate species)

fls 5-merous with 10 free stamens (twice as many as

the petalb) frs globose or oval, 4-6 in diam
,
with a

very thick, hard woody rind and 8 oval cells surrounded
by the more or less fibrous mesocarp tissue, cells con-

tain numerous seeds imbedded in amber-colored, fra-

grant gum The ripe frs drop off the pedicel, leaving a

hole through the shell where they m re attached The
seeds are large, lA~% x A"/ sin

,
smooth, and germi-

nate wath a
very short hy-
pocotyl, often

bringing the
cotyledons to

the surface of

the ground or
just above it

Occurnnginthe
Budongo forest

east of Lake
Albert Nvanza
in Uganda, E
Cent Afr

,
at

an altitude of

2,000-3,000 ft.

—The seed-
lings grow very
rapidly Exper-
iments indicate

that this is a 454. Fruit of Balsamoeitrus Dawei ( X H)
very promising
stock on which to graft the bael fruit {Mgle Marmelos),
w’hich it is difficult to grow’ on its own roots 111.

Journ Linn. Soc Bot 37, pi. 22

panicul&ta, Swungle (Citrus paniculata, Schum.
JEgle Bdrten, Hook f. Limdnia Warneckn, Engler).
Fig 455 A handsome tree, 20-45 ft high and much
branched lvs on old trees tnfoliolate, the lateral lfts

about two-thirds as long as the terminal one and nar-

rowed into a slender petiolule H-^in long; terminal
lft has a long slender petiolule LS-^in long but there

seems to be no articulation wdiere it joins the lamina as

m case of B Daivei, spines are said to be solitary, from
1-4 in long but are wanting on fruiting branches
fls usually 4-merous, sometimes 5-merous, stamens
13-20, normally 4 times as many as the petals; ovary
8- or 9-celled, disk large, lobed' frs. spherical or obo-
void, 3-5 m diam

,
wuth a thick woody rind, green

until maturity, then taking on a gray color; cells of

fr contain numerous smooth seeds; germination un-
known—Commonly planted in the villages of Nigeria
and the Gold Coast in Trop W Afr This species has
not yet been intro into cult

,
but it is to be hoped that

seeds will be secured from Afr to permit its being tested

as a stock for citrous frs. Ill, Hooker, Ic 37, pi. 2285.
Bull. Soc Bot. Fr v 58, Mem. 8d

,
pi. 1-2

gabon£nsis, Swungle A little-known tree or shrub:
lvs. narrowly lanceolate, simple, with short petioles:

vigorous young trees, when they have reached a height
of 8 or 10 ft

,
begin to show tnfoliolate lvs with relatively

small lateral lfts. from one-third to one-half as long as

the termmal lft. and like it acute at both ends; terminal
lft sessile: fls unknown fr. nearly globular, slightly pear-
shaped, with a thick woody rind —The natives remove
the contents through an opening at the stem end and use
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the empty fr as a powder-flask. Native to the M’fan or

Pahouin country in N. French Congo and S. Kamerun
where the fr. is known to the French residents as

“poire & poudre” (powder-flask). This species grows
very rapidly under greenhouse conditions It has been
grafted successfully on the tabog (Chxtospermurn

glutmosa), a related tree native to the Philippines, and
may prove of value as a stock for citrous fruits on ac-

count of its vigor and healthiness III. Bull Soc.

Bot. Fr. v. 58, M6m 8d, pi. 3, and Fig B
, p 235

Walter T. Swingle.

BALSAMORRHlZA (Greek, balsam root) Compdsitae.

Low perennials with thick, deep, resinous, frequently

tuberous roots, tufts of radical lvs
,
and largo vellow

fls : lvs usually long-pet lolate, when eauline usually

opposite, mostly radical* scapes few-lvd. or naked;
fls usually solitary The root was an aboriginal food,

when the rind was peeled —About 10 species, mostly
from Cent, and W. N. Amer

Ho&keri, Nutt. Canescent* height 4-12 in : lvs.

lanceolate, 1-2-pmnately parted fls solitary, on naked
scapes—Intro. 1881 by E Gillett, but. scaicely known to

horticulturists. Useful in dry situations

N Taylor.

455. Balsamocitrus pamculata (Xjg)

BAMBOO. Various perennial ornamental grasses
embracing the genera and species of the tribe Barnbu-
sea?, order Gramine^ ,

cultivated for the surpassing
beauty of their foliage and habit; some of them are
hardy even m parts ot the northern states, but they
are warm-country plants.

Usually large, sometimes tree-like, woody, rarely
herbaceous or climbing plants, of wide geographical
range. The species are irregularly distributed through-
out the tropical zone, a few occurring in subtropical
and temperate zones, attaining their maximum devel-
opment in the monsoon regions of Asia —-About twenty-
tnree genera, only two being common to both hemis-
pheres Something more than 200 species are recog-
nized, of which upwards of 160 occur m Asia, about
seventy m America, and five in Africa. They extend
from sea-level to altitudes of more than 10,000 feet in

the Himalayas and 15,000 feet m the Andes, and under
the most favorable conditions some species may attain
a height of 100 to 120 feet, with a diameter of culm
of 8 to 12 inches

An attempt to enumerate the numerous and varied
economic uses of the giant-grasses would greatly over-
reach the field of this article; but as objects of grace
and beauty in the garden, conservatory, and under
special conditions of landscape, bamboos are matchless.
Not only are they adapted to sections favored with a

gentle climate, but it is possible to grow certain species

where the cold of winter may reach zero Fahrenheit,

or even occasional depressions of greater severity

Bamboos delight in a deep, rich loam, and generously
respond to good treatment A warm, slightly shady
nook, protected from the prevailing cold winds of win-
ter, and in which moist but well-drained soil is plenti-

ful, is an ideal location A top-dressing of manure and
leaves is not only beneficial in winter, by preventing the
frost from penetrating the ground too deeply, but it

also preserves the moisture that is so essential to the
welfare of the plants during the growing season Home
species produce rampant subterranean stems, and spread
rapidly when once established These should not be
planted for ornamental purposes, but only those form-
ing tufts or clumps It is best to plant each group of but
a single species, and to restuct the wide-spreading sorts

to isolated positions The most effective results to be
obtained by planting bamboos are secuied on gentle

banks above clear water, and against a background of

the deepest green In such situations the graceful

stems and dainty branches, bending with their wealth
of soft green leaves, and the careless lines of symmetry
of each individual, lend a bold contrast of the richest

beauty Ordinarily it. will require two or three years
thoroughly to establish a clump of bamboos in the
open air, and, until this it* accomplished, the vigor,

hardiness and beauty that characterize some noble
kinds will be lacking During the first few years, a new
plantation should receive generous protection in locali-

ties in which the winters are trying, and even with this

precaution it is likely the plants will suffer to some
extent in cold weather Planted out in conservatories

or confined in tubs or large pots, the bamboos present

many admirable qualities, and, as decorative plants,

several species offer many inducements to their culti-

vation, especially as they may be grown and used
out-of-doors in the summer and cheaply wintered in a
coolhouse

Propagation is best effected by careful division of the
clumps before the annual growth has started The
difficulty of procuring seeds in some instances is very
great, indeed, the fruiting of a number of species has
never been observed Some species flower annually,

but the majority reach this stage only at intervals of

indefinite and frequently widely separated periods In
some species the flowers appear on leafy branches, m
others the leaves fall from the culms befoie the flowers

appear, or the inflorescence is produced on leafless,

radical stems Fructification does not exhaust the
vitality of some species, but others, on the other hand,
perish even to the portions underground, leaving their

E
laces to be filled by their seedling offspring Owing
irgely to the difficulty in obtaining flowering speci-

mens, the systematic arrangement or nomenclature of

the bamboos is m a sad plight As it is sometimes even
impossible to determine accurately the genus without
flowers, the correct positions of some forms are not
known.
Four sub-tribes of Bambuse® are accepted by Hackel,

namely: Arundinanex —Stamens 3* palea 2-keeled:

fr. with the seed grown fast to the seed-wall. To this

belong Arundmana and Phyllostachys Kubambusea?
—

Stamens 6* fr with the seed fused to a delicate seed-
wall. Bambusa is the only garden genus lJendrocala-

mese —Stamens 6 (rarely more)* palea 2-keeled. fr a
nut or berry Here belongs Dendrocalamus Mclo-
cannesp .—Characters of the last, but palea not keeled
Melocanna is an example, an extra-tropical genus,
probably not in cult in the U. S.

The genera Arundmana, Phyllostachys, Bambusa
and Dendrocalamus contain the most important species

in cultivation. Roughly, the species of Arundmana may
be separated from Phyllostachys by the persistent

sheaths and cylindrical stems In Phyllostachys the
sheaths are early deciduous, and the internodes, at
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least those above the base, are flattened on one side

Generally, Arundmana and Bamhusa cannot be sepa-

rated by horticultural characters, and Dendrocalamus
is hardly separable except by its great size. It is proba-
ble that many of the forms now classed as species of

Bambusa will eventually be found to belong to other
genera, especially to Arundmana Extended informa-
tion regarding the Hambusetc may be found in the
following publications Munro’s Monograph, in Trans-
actions of the Limuean Society, Vol XXVI (1868);
Hackel, in Die Naturlichen Pflanzenfamilien, Vol II,

part 2, p 89 (1887), English Translation by Lamson-
Scribner & Southworth, as The True Grasses, New
York, 1890, papers by Bean m Gardeners’ Chronicle
III, 15 167, et seq (1894), Freeman-Mitford, The
Bamboo Garden, 1896, New York, The Macmillan
Company, pp 224, A & C Rividre, I^es Bambous,
Pans, 1879, Gamble, The Bambusea? of British India,

Calcutta and London, 1896, llouzeau, Le Bambou,
Mons

, 1906, Fairchild, Japanese Bamboos, 1903,
Franceschi, Bamboos in California, Santa Barbara,
1908 Among the hardiest of the bamboos are the fol-

lowing Phyllostachys Ilenoms, P nigra, P vmdi-glau-
cescens, Arundmana macrosperma, A japonica, A.
mtida, Bamhusa palmata, B tesseliata and B pygm.ea
The list of descriptions contains the important kinds

of bamboos in cultivation m America, and following the
classified descriptions will be found a list of species,

showing those that arc more or less rare in gardens, but
procurable from time to time through horticultural

catalogues or prominent growers An attempt has been
made to separate the hardier forms of bamboos from
the tenderer kinds by the character of the venation of

the leaves, a distinction that has been enthusiastically

entertained by Freeman-Mitford in his most estimable
work, a book that has done much to create a popular
appreciation of bamboos, and also to clear up the com-
plete confusion into which the trade names have fallen

Bamboos have slowly but persistently increased in

popular esteem, especially in the southern and Pacific

states, wheie they have proved their great beauty and
usefulness as gaiden ornamentals A new unpetus has
been given the cultivation of these plants bv the dis-

semination of suitable species and varieties, and by the

introduction of new and desnable kinds b> commercial
horticulturists and the U S Department of Agriculture.

In the following taxonomy, A --Arundmana, B =
Bamhusa, D = Dendrocalamus, P =PhyHostacln s,

T =-Thaxnnocalamus, which is here considered a sub-
genus of Arundmana No Japanese native names are

indicated, although bamboos are sometimes offered

under such names The pi evading tendency is to dis-

card vernacular names, when unassociated with the
Latin binomials, as they breed hopeless confusion.

B angustifolia, 19
B arundinacea, 40
A aurea, 17
B aurea, 24
P aurea, 24
B auroo vara gala, 36.

A auriooma, 18
P bambusoidpfl, 29
B Caslilloma, 23
P CastillmiH, 2 5

A ohrysantha, 20
B chrysantha, 20
A dcbilis, 32
A decidua, 11

B distioha, 4
B ererta, 14
A falcata, 34
B falcata, 34
A Falconen, 33
T Falconen, 33
B fastuosa, 9
A Fortunci, 7, 17, 18.
B Forlunn, 17, 18
B ffraciln, 33
O Hamiltonn, 37
B Henoma, 27
P Henonis, 27

INDEX.

A Hindsn, 14
A Hookcriana, 35
A lnunilis, 7
A japonica, 12
P humaMica, 30
D latdlorus, 38
A macrosperma, 10,

11

A marmorca, 16
B mnrmorea, 16
B Maxtmowicztt, 13.

B Mazda , 2b
D mcmbranaceus,

39
B Mctake, 12.
B mitvi, 25.

P mitia, 25.

B nana, 4
A Wanhira, 13
B Narihira, 13
B nigra, 21
P nigra, 21
A. mtida, 8
A nobilis, 31
B palmata, 2
B phcata, 13
A pumila, 6

B pumila, 6.

P punctata, 21.
B pygmsca, 5
B quadrangulans, 15.
B Quilwi, 26.
P Quilioi, 26
B Ragamowskii, 3.

B ruscifolia, 30
P ruscifolia, 30.
A Simonn, 13
B Simonn, 1.3.

D strictus, 41.
A tecta, 11

B tesscllata, 3.

A Veitchu, 1

B Vcitchn, 1

B Vilmarintt, 19.
B vimmahs, 30
B nolescens, 22
P violcseens, 22
B. vtridi-glaucescens,

28
P viridi-glaucescens,

28
B viridi-striala, 13.
A viridis, 17.

B vulgaris, 36.

Section I.—Venation conspicuously tessellale, i.e
,

the

veins crossing one another like the meshes of a net,

visible to the naked eye by holding a If up to the

light, or more clearly seen by the use of a lens.

(Embraces the hardier types of bamboos, 1-30.)

A. Internodes not flattened' sheaths persistent.

B. Los. relatively very broad, usually 2 m wide, or more.

1 A. Veitchii, N E Br (Bamhusa Vdtchu, Carr.).

Fig 487 Height usually 3 ft or less, sts purple, white-

waxy below the nodes lvs 5-8m long, about 2 in. wide,

bright greeii above, below pale and minutely pubes-
cent, serrate. Japan M 77 but not G C III 15' 169,

or R B 23, p 270, which are pictures of B palmata, as

explained in GO III 15 209 —This is also liable to

confusion with B tesscllata, but may be separated by
If characters Quite hardv, but the qdges of the lvs

wither in late autumn, giving a variegated but injured

appearance

2 B. palmita, Burbidge Fig 488 Height 2-5 ft :

lvs 10-15 in. long, 2-3

m

wide, bright green, serrate,

smooth and shin-

ing above, below
pale and min-
utely pubescent;
longitudinal veins

very prominent
Japan M 79
Gn 49, p 59,

shoyvs a clump 36
ft m circiun—

A

beautiful, broad-
lvd. ornamental

3 B. tesseliata,

Munro (B Rag~
amfiuskn, Hort ).

Fig 456 Height
3-4 ft lvs 12-
18 m long, 2-4
m wide, smooth
and shining above,
whitened beneath,
sharply serrate;

midrib prominent 456 Bambusa tesseliata. ( X i’0 )
and bearing a
tomentose line on one side China and Japan G C III.

15 1G7, 18 189 R.B 23, p 2G9 —Produces the largest

lvs of any of the hardy bamboos in cult
,
which is

especially remarkable on account of its dwarf habit.

Much confused in gardens, but unnecessarily, with
A Vatchi), as the tomentose line on one side of the mid-
rib is unique in B tesseliata The lvs are used by the
Chinese for yvrapping tea.

bb Lvs distinctly narrower.

c. Foliage green

D. Plants loiv, usually 1-3 ft m height.

E. Arrangement of lvs. distichous.

4. B. dfsticha, Mitford (B nana, Ilort
,
not Roxbg.).

Height 2-3 ft . sts zigzag, slender, green or tinged writh

purple branches borne singly lvs 2-2^2 in long, }^m
wide, or less, green, serrate on both edges, produced m
2 vertical ranks Origin uncertain —An interesting and
beautiful species, the distichous arrangement of the
lvs. lending a distinct and unusual character.

ee Arrangement of lvs. not distichous.

5 B. pygm&a, Miq Height Yr\ ft : sts. very slen-

der, purple, much branched; nodes prominent, with a
wTa\y glaucous band lvs 3-4 in long, about )^in. wade,
serrate, pubescent, bright green above, glaucous be-
neath Japan —The smallest of the bamboos, and re-

markably hardy. It is especially valuable as an under-
growth, quickly making a carpet in wild places, but its

rampant growth will quickly outgrow close quarters.
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6. A. pftmila, Mitford (B .
piimila, Hort ) Height

1-2 ft.: sts very slender, purplish, white-waxy below
the nodes lvs. 4-5 in long, ^m. or less wide, minutely
pubescent, bright green —Much rarer than B . Veitehn

,

dwarfed, the sts. merely purplish, the lvs shorter and
narrower The lvs. are a
darker green than m A.
humilis, shorter, narrower,
and taper less gradually,
nodes less well defined, but
having a waxy bloom, in-

ternodes about 2)^ in long.

7. A. h&milis, Mitford
(4 Fdrtuuei var. vindis,

Hort). Height 2-3 ft.,

branches in 2’s and 3’s,

long in proportion to the
sts lvs. 4-6 in long, the
largest about lim wide,

pale green mternodes 2-5
in long Japan —A rare

and pretty plant, liable to

confusion with A pumila,
but the sts lack the waxy
bloom of that species

dd Plants taller thar in d,

usually m excess of 3 ft.

e. Sts hollow , cylindrical,

or nearly so.

f Culms purple, or

purplish

**“*• <* ’«>
Fig 457 H&tS

sts slender, seldom exceeding a lead-pencil in thickness,

black-purple m color lvs 2-3 in long, 3Tin 'vide,

shining green above, pale beneath, sheaths purplish, the

ligule without hairs China M 73 G C III 18 179,

24 211. Gn 49, p 388—One of the daintiest and most
attractive of the arundinarias, and exceptionally hardy.

Some shade is desirable, as the lvs are often injured by
strong sun Easily distinguished from A Veitehn and
A. pumila by the deeper color of the sts, which are

almost black.

9 B. fastudsa, Latour-Marliac Height 15-20 ft .

culms marked wuth purple-brown the mternodes with
an unusually large cavity branches numerous, erect,

giving a columnar outline to each st sheaths shaded
with purple lvs 5-7 in long, an inch or less wide, bright

green above, glaucous beneath Japan

Ft Culms green or golden

g Species native.

10. A. macrosp6rma, Miclix Large Cane Height
15-25 ft

,
with numerous, short, divergent branches 1

lvs 4-8 in or moie long, ?4-l 1$ in broad, smoothish
or pubescent, sheaths veiv persistent sts erect, rigid,

simple or snarmglv branched the first year, becoming
dense and leafy the second, afterwaids fi mting at in-

definite pel tods, and soon aftei decaying Chiefly along
river banks, Va and Ky southwaid —Forming cane-
brakes, somet lines of gieat size and density This and
the next are the only bamboos native to the U. S.

Sometimes cult as an ornamental

11. A. tecta, Muhl (.1 macrosph ma var suffruti-

ebsa, Munro) Smm.l Came Switch Cane Scutch
Cane. Height 2-12 ft sts slender lvs 3-6 m long,

4-12 lines wide, rough ish, sheath bearded at the throat.

Swamps and moist soil, Md and S Ind southward —
A form, perhaps specifically distinct, which may be
known as var decidua, common in W N C

,
has the

peculiarity of dropping its lvs every autumn, and pass-

ing the winter m a leafless state The foliage of this

deciduous cane turns yellow m autumn, drops, and in

early spring the culms resume their verdure.

gg. Species not native to the U. S.

H. Branches borne singly m the axils.

12.

A. japdnica, Sieb. & Zucc (B . Metdke, Sieb.)
Fig. 458 Height 5-10 ft lvs 4-8 m or more m length,
1-2 in wide, smooth and shining on the upper surface,

below whitened and finely pubescent, sheaths conspicu-
ous Japan M 1 U.C III 15 239, 18.185—The
commonest of the hardy bamboos, and readily dis-

tinguished from other tall-grow ing kinds of arundinarias
by the large, broad lvs and by the broad, persistent
sheaths which almost permanently enwrap the eanes
From A Simonn it diners by the bud bung a simple
flattish scale, instead of a complex scaly one, and alsoby
the less amount of waxy bloom on the sts Particularly
recommended for cities.

hh Branches borne m dense, semi-verticillute clusters

13 A. Simomi, A & C Riviere (B Simonn
,
Carr B

vindi-stndta, Hort. A and B Nanhira, licit) Height
10-20 ft . lvs 6-10 in or more in length, usuallv less

than an inch wide, sometimes striped wutli white,

tapering to a long, fine point
,
nud-vem glaucous on one

side toward the apex, green on the other Himalayas,
China and Japan GC III 15 301, 18 181 —A sil-

ver-variegated form is sometimes known as B Maxi-
mowiczn, Hort, and B plndta, Hort RM 7146 —
One of the tallest of the arundinarias Very late in

starting into giowth It fknvers quite frequently, and
does not die down entirely after blooming, as some
kinds do Resistent. to drought, hardy and ultimately
very vigorous and handsome

14. A. Hindsii, Munro (B erdita, Hort ) Height 6-10
ft . culms straight, the branches appearing as if whorled
lvs. upright at first, varving in length up to 9 in

,
and

about %in wide, the veins conspicuously tessellated

mternodes 3-7 in long, waxy-white, sheaths with a
few hairs, long persistent Japan —The erect habit of

458. Arundinaria japonic®. ( x h't
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growth is vejy pronounced, and it spreads with marked
rapidity.

ee. Sts either solid, or quadrangular.

15. B. quadrangul&ris, Fenzi Sts square, especially

in older plants, 20-30 ft. tall lvs. deep green, serrate,

6-7 in. long, about 1 m. wide, the tessellation minute.
China and Japan—A wide-spreading species, when
established, and one possessing considerable hardiness.
New growth is produced mostly in late summer and
autumn.

16 A. marmdrea, Franceschi (B rnarmdrea, Mit-
ford) Height 3-3 ft. sts. slender, cylindrical, without
a cavity, sheaths purple, marbled with gray nodes
unusually prominent, purple, with the under side bright
green, mternodes short, usually 1-2 in long lvs 3-5
in. long, about I^in wide, abruptly and sharply pointed
at the apex Japan — In cult for several years m
Calif

cc Foliage vanegated.

D. Plants low, usually 1-3 ft. in height.

17 A. F6rtunei, A & C Riviere (B F&rtunei, Van
Houtte, and var vanegdtn, flort ) Fig 459. Height
1-3 ft . lvs 4-5 in long, wide, beautifully
striped with white Japan F S. 15.1535—Sometimes
loses its lvs in severe winters, but quickly recovers in

spring The internodes are rarely more than an inch
long Var aurea , Hort ,

with yellow variegation, is A
auricoma Var Hindis, Hort ==.4. humilis An old
favorite Rhizomes very active, requiring consider-
able space

18 A. auricoma, Mitford (A and B Fdrtunei var.

aurca, Hort, ) Height 2-3 ft lvs. 4-6 in long, about
an inch wide, brilliantly variegated with yellow, vel-

vetv pubescent on the lower surface, serrate, with the
teeth more pronounced on one side sts purple nodes
3-5 in apart Japan —An exceedingly beautiful and
meritorious ornamental of striking character

19 B. angustifdlia, Mitford (B Vilmorlm i, Hort).
Height about 1 ft * sts slender, purplish or light green,

with prominent nodes lvs 2-4 in long, about J^in.

wide, serrate, frequently variegated with white Japan.
—A dainty species, soon forming attractive clumps.

nn Plants taller than m d, usually in excess of 3 ft. (See
also under No 13 for A Simomi

)

20 A. chrysintha, Mitford (B ehrysdntha, Hort.).

Height 3-5 ft lv s 5-7 m long, 1 m or less wide,

nearly smooth, more or less variegated with yellow.

Japan —Not so brilliantly colored as A auncoma, from
which it ma> be readily distinguished by the prominent
ribs and absence of the soft velvety pubescence from
the lower surface of the lvs.

aa. Internodes flattened on one side: sheaths early

deciduous.

b. Sts. black or brown.

21 P. nigra, Munro (B nigra, Lodd ). Black
Bamboo Height 10-20 ft . sts green at first, but chang-
ing to black the second year nodes conspicuous, the
upper rim nearly black, the lower edged with white,

lvs. very thin, 2-Q m long, 6-10 lines broad China and
Japan M. 142, and frontispiece G.C 111 15:369;
18 185. R B 23, p 268. B M 7994 —One of the most
popular of the bamboos, markedly hardy and distinct.

Var. punctAta, Hort
,
has yellowish sts. spotted with

brownish black.

22 P. violAscens, A. C Rivi&re (B . vxoUscens
,

Carr ) Height 10-20 ft • sts violet, almost black the
first few months, changing the second year to a dingy
yellow or brown lvs variable in size, 2-6 in. long,

1 >2 in. wide, the larger lvs. borne on young shoots or

lower branches; they are sharply serrate, and have a
well-defined purplish petiole. China and Japan

bb. Sts. stnped with yellow and green.

23. P. Castilldnis, Hort. (B Castillbnis, Hort.).
Height 10-20 ft. or more’ sts. zigzag, stnped golden

f

allow and green, the colors alternating at the nodes:
vs spanngly striped with yellowish white, variable in

size, usually 3-6 in. long, 54
-lM in wide, serrate, the

teeth being especially prominent on one edge: If -sheaths
topped by a wnorl of dark brown or purple hairs. Japan.
—Both beautiful and uncommon.

bbb. Sts. green
,
yellow

,
or yellowish,

c. Plants tall, i e., more than 5 ft. high.

d. The mternodes very short at the base of the culms.

24. P. a&rea, A. & C Riviere (B aurea, Hort ). Height
10-15 ft.* sts. yellowish, often brilliant in color, the
mternodes at the base remarkably short* lvs narrowed
from near the base to the apex, miml'ely and regularlv

serrate on only one border, usually 2-4 m long and
%m wide, but vanable, light green, glaucous beneath

;

sheaths deciduous, marked with puiple China and
Japan. Gn. 8:206. A.F. 5:41.—Easily recognized by
the very short nodes at the base of the culms

dd. The intemodes at the base of the culms not congested .

E. Outline of sts. not conspicuously zigzag

25. P. mltis, A & C. Rivifere (B. mills, Hort , not
Poir.). Height 20 or more ft., and said to attain 60 ft

m its native

j green at first,

' I l/r
l°w mternodes
at ^ase not

1
short lvs vari-

' A able, usually 2-4 in

m A long an<^ ®4in w,^e ’

\ llr I light green, serrate on

If J// only one border,

j wl V \ 8 h e a t h s deciduous,

S A r Ml ' marked with purple
^ //. China and Japan Gn

•, £^tr 17.44 — Readily dis-

tinguished from P

|
aurea by the long mter-
nodes at the base of

\J/ 26. P. Quflioi, A &
W C. Riviere (B Quihoi,
\S Hort B. Maze hi,
• Hort ) Height 20 or

459 . Arundinaria Fortunei. (x&) more ft , and under
favorable conditions up

to 70 ft : sts arched, green or yellowish, bearing unusu-
ally long branches: lvs remarkably large and broad,
the largest 8 in. long, 154 in wide, conspicuously serrate

on one edge, dark green, often spotted with brown,
very glaucous beneath* lf.-sheatns pinkish brown,
deeply mottled with purple spots China and Japan —
Rare and unusually attractive

27 P. Hendnis, Mitford (B Hendnis, Hort ).

Height 10-15 ft sts arched, bright green, eventually
yellowish, the surface slightly roughened sheaths yel-

low-brown, early deciduous lvs 2-3 m long, a little

under Hin broad, narrowed below the middle to the

base, long-attenuate at the apex, bright green
;

If -

sheaths often purplish, the ligule fringed with purple
hairs, mternodes 5-6 in. long near the base and middle
of the culm, grooved with a double furrow Japan.

—

Wonderfully graceful and eminently hardy.

ee. Outline of sts. conspicuously zigzag.

28 P. vfridi-glaucAscens, A & C. Rivi&re (B virndi-

glauchcens , Carr.) Height 20 or more ft., and under
favorable conditions up to 60 ft : sts zigzag, arched,
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bright green at first, fading as they ripen to a dingy
yellow, sheaths early deciduous, the hgule extended
into fnnged auricles: lvs. 3-4 in. long, about ^in. wide
or a little more, bright green above, whitened below.

China and Japan. Gn. 7:279. G.C. III. 15:433;
18:183.—Frequent in cult, and very hardy.

29 P. bambusoldes,
Sieb. & Zucc. Height
6-10 ft : sts. slender, zig-

zag, green at first, event-

ually yellowish: sheaths
purplish, early deciduous.
Branches in 3's, the long-

est in the middle, little

longer than the internodes:

lvs. variable, 5^-7

m long, 1 in.

or less wide, ser-

rate, the teeth

especially sharp
on one edge,
bright green,

pale beneath.
China and
Japan Gamble, Bamb. Bnt. Ind. 27, t

27.—The true plant very rare m cult.

cc Plants low, 1-3 ft. high.

30 P. ruscifdlia, Hort. Kew (P.

Kumasdca
,

Mitford. P. Kumasdca

,

Munro B. ruscifdlia
,
Sieb B mmina-

lis
,
Hort ) Fig 460. Height 1-3 ft.:

sts. zigzag, dark to pale green sheaths
purple, much fringed, branches very 460 Phyliostachys
shdrt, not more than 1 or 2 in. long, m ruscifoha. (x-^)
3’s and 4V lvs 2-3 m long, about 1

in wide, ovate in outline Japan. GC III 15:369;
18 ‘189—The sts are almost solid, the tube being ex-

ceedingly small Dwarfest species of Phyliostachys.

Section II Venation essentially striate, i e
,
the veins

running m parallel lines from the base to the apex,

cross veins obsolete or obscure, but usually with a
number of interposed pellucid dots. (Embraces
the less hardy types of bamboos

,
31-41.)

tions of the lf.-edges are more pronounced in A.
Falconen

,
especially on one side.

34. A. falc&ta, Nees (B. falcdta, Hort ). Height 10-

20 ft.: lvs. 4-6 in. long, about J^in. wide, light green,

striate-veined: sts. slender, not exceeding J^in. diam.,

covered with a bluish white-waxy coating when young,
eventually yellow-green, sheaths downy, ciliate at the
hgule. Himalayas. Gamble, Bamb. Bnt Ind. 12, t.

11 and 12.—A great many plants cult, under this name
are really A. Falconen

,
a species with smooth sheaths

and fringeless hgules. Requires a mild climate.

bbb. Lvs. averaging more than 6 in. long.

c. Culms 15-25 ft tall, reddish brown
at matunty.

35 A. Hookeri&na, Munro. Height
15-25 ft . culms glaucous green when
young, turning reddish brown with age:

nodes prominent, with a bluish nng’ lvs.

6-10 in long, J/$-l m wide, the venation

striate Himalayas Gamble, Bamb. Brit Ind 17, t.

15.—The tallest and largest species of arundinana in

cult. Intro, in Calif by Franceschi. Not very hardy.

cc. Culms taller, giant species sts green or yellowish.

36 B. vulgiris, Schrad Feathery Bamboo Height
20-80 ft sts bright green, 4 m diam

,
or more,

straight at first, eventually much arched by the weight

of the dense foliage branches numerous, striate’ lvs

usually 6-10 m long, 8-15 lines wide, rough on and
near the margins and on the lower surface India.

GC III 25 ’390 Gamble, Bamb Bnt Ind. 44, t. 49.

Var. a&reo-varieg&ta, Hort
,
Golden Bamboo, has

canes of a rich golden yellow color, penciled with green.

—Will stand but slight frost

37 D. Hfimiltonii, Nees <fc Am Height up to 80 ft
•

sts 4-7 m diam
,
much branched above, pubescent

with white hairs when young mternodes 12-20 in.

long lvs variable, sometimes 15 in long, 2}^in wide,

finely serrate; midnb narrow, with 6-17 nerves on
either side, the nervules chiefly of pellucid glands.

Himalayas. Gamble, Bamb Bnt Ind 85, t 74—
The lower branches usually seated on woody knobs.

Promises to become an important member of the tall

bamboos in S. Calif.

a. Sts. hollow, not spiny.

b. Lvs. averaging not more than 3 m. long.

31. A. ndbilis, Mitford Height 15-25 ft : lvs. 2-3
in. long, usually less than J^in wide, bright green,
borne on short, purple petioles, stnate-veined . sts.

yellow-green, with purple-brown nodes. Probably a
native of China—A large and graceful species intro,

into Calif, by Franceschi in 1896. One of the hardiest
of the arundinanas with striated lvs.

32 A. dSbilis, Thwaites Height probably 5-10 ft.:

sts. clustered, much branched, the nodes 2-6 m apart,
yellowish, lvs 1-3 in long, Hin. or less wide

;
stnate-

veined. High mts of Ceylon and the Philippines.
Gamble, Bamb Bnt Ind 7, t 6.—Intro m Calif and
offered m 1910 by the Montanoso Nursery. The char-
acter of the venation would seem to imply only
moderate hardiness.

bb. Lvs. averaging not more than 6 in. long.

33. A. FfUconeri, Benth. (T. Fdlconen, Hook. f.

B. gracilis, Hort, not Wall) Height 10-15 ft., sts.

slender, bright green when young, yellow when old,

the mternodes sometimes white-waxy. lvs. thm, 3-4
in. long, about J^m. wide, stnate-veined. Himalayas.
Gamble, Bamb. Bnt. Ind 20, t 18 B M 7917.—Not
very hardy. The If -sheaths are smooth, cut short at
the top, without a fnnge, and with an elongated ligule;

while A.falcata has very downy If -sheaths, fringed with
long hairs at the intersection with the If. The serra-

38 D. latifld-

rus, Munro.
Height 60-70
ft ’ sts. erect

and remarkably
straight, 4-5 m
diam., with a
large cavity: lvs.

7-10 in. long,
1-2 in broad,
long-acuminate,
deep green,
borne on short

petioles; midrib
prominent, with
about 9 nerves
either side, the trans-

verse nervules lacking

or obscure. Formosa,
Burma, Cochin China.
Gamble, Bamb. Brit.

Ind. 131. t. 117.

Munro, Trans. Linn.
Soc. 26:152, t. 6.—
Considered one of the
best of the giant bam-
boos in S. Calif

39. D. membrani-
ceus, Munro. Height
60-70 ft.: sts. white-

461. Bambusa arundinafcea.

(XJ4)
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powdery when young, smooth and bright green when
older, 1-5 in. diam.: nodes prominent: internodes 9-20
in. long: sheaths with waved, hairy auricles, lvs. 5-10
in. long, wide, deep green above, pale beneath,
slightly hispid. Burma, India. Gamble, Bamb. Bnt.
Ind. 81, t. 71.—Requires a warm, protected situation
to attain full development. Intro, into Calif, in 1895
by Franceschi.

aa. Sts . either solid or spiny.

40. B. arundin&cea, Retz. Fig. 461. A majestic
species, often attaining a height of more than 40-60 ft

*

sts produced m dense clumps, at first green and shining,
zigzag m outline, eventually straight and golden in
color branches, especially the lower, more or less spiny
lvs 4-8 in. long, Kin or a little more wide, nearly gla-

brous; sheaths persistent - fls. produced at long intervals,

and after perfecting seeds, the plants die. India.
Gamble, Bamb Bnt Ind 51, t 48.

41 D. strfetus, Nees Called Male Bamboo, on
account of the solid character of the culms. Height
20-50 ft. sts. 1-3 in diam

,
solid or nearly so, glau-

cous green when young, yellowish when mature nodes
swollen liitornodes 10-15 in branches long and slen-

der, leafy lvs 4-10 in. long, up to IK m wide, soft-

hairy, at least when young, narrowed from near the
base to the tip, the apex usually twisted

;
midrib promi-

nent, with 3-6 nerves on either side, the nervules
chiefly of interposed pellucid glands. India, Burma.
Gamble, Bamb. Bnt. Ind 78, t 68 and 69.

B agrtstis, Poir India, Cochin China Adv by Yokohoma Nurs
Co —B Alphonse Kurn, Hort A variegated form of B nana, Roxbg
Young sts Mriped with white and pink, older sts yellow with broad
reen stripes Tender

—

A dneeps, Mitford binnlar to \ nitida,
ut mature sts yellow-gieen or brown, und If -sheaths fringes! with

white hairs Native of the Himalayas, at elevations between 9,000-
HMrtJOft

—

“B arglntea Grows 25-J5 ft high, thedensr massisof
beautiful grten foliage, glaucous underneath, and the hundreds of
slender culms growing close together, the exterior ones bending o\ er
to all sides, combine to make this bamboo indescribably beautiful

”

II Nehrling, Fla

—

"li argCntea var viltdta, the variegated bamboo
or the blue bamboo of gardens, the taiho-chiku of the Japanese,
who have grown this from time immemorial in pots, is one of the
most satisfactory in Fla , it attains the sue of B argentea, but its

lvs are still more blue on the under side and altogether smaller
and more delicate, they are striped and edged with white ” Nehr-
ling

—

A anituta, Gamble {Sts 5 ft, purplish brown lvs 4 in

long, bun or less wide, narrowed to au aeute apex, venation tesscl-

lato Himalayas, where at thrives at elevations of 11,000 ft —

B

aurco-struita, Kegel Japan —P Borydna, Hort By some authori-
ties considered to be a form of P nigra, but the culms are of * dull

yellow color when mature, splashed here and there with purple-
brown blotclu s, and the branches are much longer in proportion to

the culms China and Japan —F flexudsa, A & C Riviere Culms
6-10 ft ,

dull greenish yellow when mature lvs similar to those of

P viridi-glaucescens ligules of the culm-sheaths without auricles

A comparatively small and compact ornamental China— 4 fdlus-
vanegntis ,

Hort , is presumably A Fortune], the commonest low-
growing, variegated arundinaria—"B yrdcilis This most beautiful
small species used to be grown in gardens under the name of A.
falcata the lvs are very small, arranged in a distichous way on
both sides of the twigs, they have a fine emerald-green color sts.

thin and slender, the whole plant not growing taller than 10-12 ft
”

Nehrling —F hcterocycla, Carr A curious plant, the lower inter-

nodes of which are obliquely and alternately arranged like the
scales of a tortoise, and for this reason called the “tortoise-fchcll

bamboo ” At about 1-3 ft from the ground the nodes lose this

peculiar character, and assume a regularity as in other species In
other respects this interesting bamboo does not differ much from
P mitis, or P aurea Japan

—

A Khasidna, Munro A Himalayan
species with black sts

,
allied to A falcata The name, however, has

been misapplied to A nttida and A nobilis, and the true species is

probably not in cult in the U S —B Laydfkcri, Hort Height 3-8
ft sts green with a tinge of purple, verticillately branched above,
the branches relatively long lvs 4-6 in long, V^in or less wude, dark
green, somewhat mottlod in appearance China and Japan —"B.
macroailmis Received about 15 years ago directly from Japan
under the name of taisan-chiku It is a veritable giant, growing 50-
76 ft high with large dark green lvs and thick culms, first green,

then black, old culms have a gray color in stature this is one of the
noblest of all the bamboos, and it is perfectly hardy, the sts spring
straight out of the soil like spears and when they have fully devel-
oped they bend over to all sides at their tops, so that the entire

plant from a distanco looks like a gigantic sheaf " Nehrhng—

P

marlidcca, Mitford Wrinkled Bamboo Similar to P Quihoi, but
the internodes at the base aro very close together, not more than
1-2 in apait, much wnnklod Japan—P nigro-punchUu, Hort
Probably a variety of P nigra, under which it appears in the classi-

fied descriptions above— B nutans A most exquisite bamboo
grown for many years under the name of Dendrocalamus stnetus.

29

which is a very different plant, grows 35-40 ft high with a very
dense growth of small green lvs, the green having a shade of blue u.
it, the sts hang over to all sides, forming beautiful arches, tender, a
most exquisite plant to grow on lawns or on the edge of lakes, or m
the foreground of tletp green magnolias ” Nehrling —R orientdhs,
Nees Adv by Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif

, who regards it

as a form of B arundinaeea, with lvs larger and velvety to the
touch It forms clumps quickly E India—A racemdsa, Munro.
A native of the Himalayas, growing at high altitudes height up to
15 ft , the culms brown, very thick in proportion to height, the long
and narrow lvs are conspicuously tessellated —"B script drui A
3mall species not growing over h-S ft high, forming fine dense
clumps lvs snral’, green, underneath glaucous, particularly valu-
able for small gardens ’’ Nehrling—A spathijldra, Tnn Height
10-20 ft , the culms yellowish or nearly brown, slender and much
branched lvs tessellated, 2 3 m long, about ^in wide, acutely
pointed, thin in texture Himalayas, at altitudes of 7,000-10,000 ft—B striata, Lodd Height 4 5 ft sts striped yellow and green, as
thick as the thumb, mternodr s 4 -6 in long lvs 6-8 in long, *4-1 in
broad China B M 6079, which shows a flowering specimen with
conspicuous anthers, red-purple at first, and fading to lilac Not
described by Mitford 1‘ormerly sold by Yokohoma Nurs Co—B.
stnah/dlta var aurea, Hort

, an abandoned, fade name never re-
cognized by botanists - -B strlda, f lort , an old trade name probably
not B stneta, Roxbg —P sulphurra, V & C Rividre Height 10-
15 ft ,

seemingly intermediate between P mitis and P aurea It
is less tall than the former, and the sts are more J?rightly colored
than in the latter species Japan —B Thoadrsn, Ivunth A doubt-
ful species, considered by some botanists to be only a form of the
widespread B vulgaris, Dut, according to Franceschi, at least horti-
culturally distinct Height 50 60 ft , w ith a diam of culm of 4-5 m
Intermediate in outline between the ereet-growing D latiflorus, and
the spreading or horizontally inclined B vulgaris Intro into Calif,
some 25 years ago, and in recent yt ars reintio by the U S Dept of
Agnc from S France, where it had come from Algiers 40—45 years
ago

—

B Tulda, Roxbg Height up to 70 It , the culms 4-5 in
diam , and of a remarkable gray-green color lvs very glaucous on
the lower surface Recently intro by the U S Dept of Agnc.
Bengal and Burma Gamble, Bamb Brit Ind 30, t 29—B vane-
gata Sieb =A Fortunci —B xerticillata, Hort , Franceschi Height
15-20 ft sts orange-yellow lvs in whorls, striped white

Among the recent introductions of bamboos by the United States
Department of Agriculture, representing two genera of much
interest and rarity to the l nited States, are the following

CHUSQUfeA A genus belonging to the subtnbe Arundinane®,
of tall, shrubby or climbing plants with the flowering branches in
clusters at the joints, and comparatively small lvs and spikelets.W Indies and S Airier , chiefly in the \ndos —-C bambusvides, Hack
A large species with small panicles exceeded by the crowded blades,
1 in wide and about 6 in long Native of Brazil —C quita, Kunth.
A free ly branching arboresu nt s|k*< ics with numerous open panicles
and distant lvs scarcely 1 ,>in wide Native of Chile —C valdi-
vemts, Desv , of Chile, is a nder climbing species with naked sts.

and numerous fascicled leafy (lowering branches, the lvs 3—4 in
long —C abictifdlia, Gnseh \ climbing species with dense tufts of
short branches with lvs loss than 1 in long and about J-*in wide
Native of the W Indus

OXYTENANTH^RA A genus of the subtribe Eubambuse®, of
tall, shrubby plants from the E Indies and Afr , characterized by
long, cylindrical or conical spikelets in compact fascicles, the anthers
ending in a bristle —O abysslmca, Munro (Bambusa abysslmca,
Rich ) Infl capitate, largo and spiny lvs about 6 in long, 6-8
lines broad Native of Trop Afr q BEADLE

BAMBURANTA (Bambusa and Mnranta). Zingiber-
ace<e A name applied to an undetermined plant with
maranta-like leaves and bamboo- like habit, from
the Congo Free State B. Amoldiana, Lind Lvs
broadly ovate, aeuminate, distinctly petioled, on long,

spicading, graceful stems; attrac-

tive as a pot-plant G.C III 28’

313 (1900).

BANANA, a name
applied to certam
species of Musa,
particularly to those
that produce edible fruits,

although it is sometimes
used for species grown for

ornament, as for Musa
Eiibete There are three
groups of edible bananas,
the common banana, eaten
raw, Musa snpientum, the
plantain, fruits to be
cooked, M. naradisiaca,

dwarf, with eaible flints,

M . Cavendishn. The first 452 . Tip of flower-cluster

two are probably forms of of banana.
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one species, and the botanical nomenclature is con-
fused Some species produce fiber. Consult Abaca and
Musa.
The banana plant is a great perennial herb. It

grows 10 to even 30 feet tall, and produces a bunch of

fruit, and the stalk then dies or becomes weak; in the
meantime, suckers
have arisen from the
rootstock to take its

§
lace The peculiar

ower-bearmg of the
banana is shown in

Fig. 462. which illus-

trates tne tip of a
flower -cluster This
cluster may be likened

to a giant elonga-
ting bud, with large,

tightly overlapping
scales or bracts Three
of these bracts are
shown at a a a. m
different stages of the

463. Plantain banana. (Xx) flowering. As they
rise or open, the

flowers below them expand The bracts soon fall The
flowers soon shed their envelopes, but the styles, b,

persist for a time. The ovaries soon swell into bananas,

c The bracts are royal purple and showy.
The banana has come to tie one of the most popular

fruits in North America, due to the cheapness of its

cultivation and transportation, ease of handling, long-

keeping qualities, and adaptability to many uses The
source of supply is mostly Jamal m, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Honduras, and latterly the northern shores of Colombia
In the tropics, the ordinary bananas are cooked and
used as a vegetable rather more than as a fruit to be
eaten from the hand The plantains, which are coarser

and harder fruits and thicker, are alwavs cooked. A
form of cooking banana used in parts of tropical

America is shown in Fig 463 Of the banana itself

there are many varieties. The common large fruit in

northern markets is the Martinique, Jamaica, Gros
Michel or Bluefields. A red variety, the Baragoa or

Red Jamaica, is sometimes seen. In the tropics, vari-

ous very small forms arc grown for local consumption
These are fragile and do not keep long, and are rarely

seen in the markets North One of them, known as the
“fig” in Trinidad, is shown in Fig 464, the fruits are

about 3 inches long. The dwarf or Cavendish banana
is grown extensively in the Canary Islands, and appar-
ently also in Bermuda; and it is not uncommon as an
ornamental plant in conservatories

It is said that the banana was first imported into the
United States m 1804 by Captain John N. Chester of

the schooner Reynard, the lot consisting of thirty

bunches The first full cargo is said to have been 1,500
bunches brought to New York in 1830 on the schooner
Harriet Smith, chartered by John Pearsall of the firm

of J. & T Pearsall. Two or three cargoes would appear
each year, until about 1857 William C Bliss entered the

banana-importing
business, securing
his supply from
Baragoa, Cuba,
and taking the
trade to Boston.
In 1869, he se-

cured a small car-

go from Jamaica.
In recent years,

the Jamaica-
United States
banana trade has
assumed very

4 4 A hand of the “fig" banana <xH) large proportions.

In the United States, there is little commercial culti-

vation of bananas, since the frostless zone is narrow and
the fruit can be grown so much more cheaply in Central
America and the West Indies. Small banana planta-
tions are common in southern Florida, however, and
even as far north as Jacksonville. They are also grown
in extreme southern Louisiana, and southwestw ard to
the Pacific coast. The plants will endure a slight frost

without injury. A frost of five or six dcgiecs will kill

the leaves, but if the plants are nearly full grown at

the time, new foliage may appear and fruit mav form
If the entire top is lulled, new suckers will spring up
and bear fruit, the following year A stalk, or trunk,
bears but once; but the new sprouts which anse from the
roots of the same plant continue the fruit-bearing. A
strong sprout should bear when twelve to eighteen
montns old (from two to three years in hothouses).

The plantation will, therefore, continue to bear for

many years. A bearing stalk, as grown in southern
California, is shown m Fig. 465.

The species mostly m demand for fruiting seldom or
never produce seeds, and naturally increaseby suckers
The suckers are most readily separated from the parent
rootstock by a spade. This is a slow process of increase,

but the suckers so produced make large and vigorous
plants. A quicker method of propagation is to cut the
entire rootstock into small, wedge-shaped pieces, leav-

ing the outer surface of the root about 1 by 2 inches in

size, planting in light, moist soil, with the point of the
wedge down and the outer surface but slightly covered.
The best material for covering these small pieces is fine

peat, old leaf-mold, mixed moss and sand, or other
light material that is easily kept moist The beds
so planted should be in full open sunshine if in a
tropical climate, or given bottom heat and plenty of
light if in the plant-house The small plants from root-
cuttings should not be allowed to remain in the original

bed longer than is necessary to mature one or two leaves,

as that treatment would stunt them.
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The textile and ornamental species, also, may be
increased by the above process, but as these species
usually produce seeds freely, seedlings can be more
quickly grown, and with less trouble. The seeds of
bananas should be sown as fresh as possible, treating
them the same as recommended for root-cuttings As
soon as the seedlings show their first leaves, they should
be transplanted into well-prepared beds of rich, moist
soil, or potted off and plunged into slight bottom
heat, as the needs of the grower or his location may
demand Both seedlings and root-eutt ings should have
proper transplanting, sufficient, room and rich soil, as

a rapid, unchecked growth gives the best and quickest
results.

In the West Indies, Central America and Mexico,
banana? are laised for export to the United States and
Canada The site chosen is usually a level plain in the
lowlands, near the coast, or m valleys among the hills,

where the i am fall or artificial moisture is sufficient.

For distant shipping, bunches of fruit are cut w'lth

“machetes” or knives, after they reach their full size

and are almost mature, but. quite green in color. Ripen-
ing is effected during shipment in warm w'eather, and
by storing in daik, artificially heated rooms during cold
weather Banana Horn is a valuable product of npe
bananas prepared among the plantations in the tropics
It is nut tit ious, and has an increasing demand and use
as human food A recently invented process of drying
ripe bananas has been found ver\ successful, and the
industry promises to be of vast importance as the mar-
ketable article finds ready sale Further details of the
growing of the eommeieial crop in the tropics may be
found in Cyrlo Amcr Agnc

,
Vol II, p 100

E. X Rkasonkr
BANEBERRY Artra B 11 B

BANKS. The means of holding and planting banks
and steep surfaces is one of the perplexities of the horti-

culturist. and landscape designer. The banks to be
considered may bo defined as very steep earth slopes

with a bare, shifting .surface, requiring protection and
planting, or a surface covered wuth natural vegetation
Figs 40G-469
Low hanks, cither curved or rigidly formal, usually

enter into symmetrical designs of the elaborately
finished surroundings of a fine homo Usually they are

466. A bank before planting

Dlaced to outline or to inclose parts of a design, or to

decrease or increase the apparent height of a building
or other structure, or of a garden compartment.

Protection.

One problem to be solved is the protection of sea,

lake, nver, and small stream banks and bfuffs against
the sliding of the soil, due to waves or along-shore cur-
rents m sea or lakes and to running water, especially

floods, in stream beds. Such water-action, cutting
under the base of a bank, causes the soil above to slide
down. On lake and sea shores, jetties built from the
bluff-base into the water will check an eroding margi-
nal current, make it drop its load of silt, and extend
the shore In many positions willows, planted close
together in a wide band on the beach or at the bluff-
base, will accumulate and fill with roots the soil that

467. Same bank after planting.

is w'ashed down and blown in, and thus create a water-

resisting barrier Along salt wratcr, plantations of the

sea-beach grass, Ammophtla nrenana , and the shrubby
Buccharis hohmifolui and Iva frutneens are serviceable:

and far South, the mangrove may bo planted on outer-

most sea-edges

Another bank trouble is soil-seepage water coming
to the surface part wray up the slope and making mud
patches that slide down and cause the soil above to

cave away Usually this sloughing is at an impervious
soil layer at some feet below the surface, to which the
water passes, then finds its way out to the bank-face
If this water is at fixed spring-like points, a tile drain

laid in porous material about 3 or 4 feet deep and
directly down the bank to a concrete anchor at the out-
let, opening will usually take off the water that causes
sliding. If the seepage is all along the face of the bank,
it may be necessary to carry a dram some feet back
from and parallel to the edge of the bluff-top down to

and a little into the impervious soil, with tile outlets

down the bank.
The surface of banks is often gullied by water run-

ning from the top down the face at frequent intervals

This may be prevented by forming a ridge or barrier

at. the edge of the bluff to carry the water along sodded
channels to paved or piped outlets down the slope

Sand-bluff surfaces that drift with the wind need
thick plantations of plants that will grow well m sand,

with a mulching of hay
,
leav es or litter to keep the sand

m place until vegetation is established.

The erosion of large streams at the base of bluffs

is often beyond the means of individuals to control,

although persistent willow-planting along shore and
planting on the slope, will often suffice In bad banks, a
riprap of stone with plants having matted roots between
the stones will hold On smaller streams, ripraps of

stones or stumps, while unattractive until covered with
vines, will hold banks at critical places A continuous
stone wall is not a good barrier unless it is high enough
on both sides to include flood-water, and the cost of

such walls is too high for most individuals

On sliding slopes there is usually an overhanging
upper edge with a short perpendicular edge just undei

it to be graded back The material thus secured may
be used at the foot of the bluff. When more ideal con-

ditions are desired, the grading may be extended tr.

give angular raw banks the graceful contours thai

nature’s gradual rounding-down of angles will give
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Planting.

On low banks and terraces, where soil may be thor-

oughly prepared and well cared for, turf or any vigorous
plant can be established. In elaborate garden designs,

such planting is often trimmed or trained to a uniform
surface or arranged to make a part of a formal pattern.

On high banks, landscape beauty of distinction may
be created by the selection, arrangement and manage-

468. Banks held by moderate planting, the scenic features

not being obscured

ment of artificial plantations or the natural growth
High banks uniformly drained and graded to prevent
slipping, such as railroad and reservoir slopes, may be
turfed Such treatment is not recommended in large

operations m which an interesting and varied surface-

cover, or a low maintenance cost, is desired \\ hen
large bluff's require many thousand plants and limita-

tions of cost require that they be planted with little

soil preparation, varieties must be selected that will

grow well in the soil presented They must be plants

that can be procured in large quantities at low cost, for

the bulk of the planting, and it is desirable that they
have such special characteristics as underground or

surface stolons or trailing stems that root strongly at

frequent intervals, or stems that root at the tips

There aie also varieties with very densely matted
fibrous roots that hold soil well

The following plants meet these requirements for

the soils indicated 1

Low evergreen plants for the sandy or gravelly soil

of the North Bearberry (Aritostap/u/los Uoa-Ursn) an
ideal evergreen trailing giound-cover for sand or gravel,

of which collected plants must be used that are not
easily transplanted. Trailing jumper (Jumperus com-
munis). Savin jumper (Juniperus Sabina) These
three species are not procurable in large quantities at
low cost, and collected plants do not transplant readily.

Low evergreen plants for good soil in shade Ever-
green spurge (Pachysandra terminalis), excellent for

shade and hardy over a wide territory. Myrtle or large

S
uuwinkle (Vinca major), from Virginia south. Periwin-
e ( Vinca minor), from Pennsylvania north The last

three plants are offered by nursenes in large Quanti-
ties, the latter at low cost by collectors, and collected

plants transplant well. Japanese evergreen honey-
suckle (Lorucera japonica) This climber and trailer is

one of the best bank-covers m states south of New
York, and it can be obtained in nurseries or from col-

lectors in large quantities. Spring planting should be
done very early

For low deciduous trailers or medium high shrubs for

nearly all soils, the tip-rooting species of blackberry,
such as Rubus canadensis, R dumetorum, R occiden-

tahs, and the species with underground stolons, such as
the cultivated high-bush blackberries, and red raspber-
ries, are serviceable and can be obtained in large quan-
tities at low cost Plants having a similar habit may also

be thus secured, as the matrimony vine, the Indian

currant, the weeping golden bell (Forsylhia suspensa),

the wild roses, (Rosa lucida or R mtida), the staghorn
sumac (Rhus typhina) Of low-cost trees, the common
locust, soft maple, box elder, and Russian mulberry, are
all suitable

Of mat ted-root plants, the Japanese barberry, the
hop-tree (Ptelea trifoliata), the European euonymus,
the common buckthorn, can usually be readily procured.

Of small trees for shade, the flowering dogwood and
red-bud are especially suitable and attractive from
Massachusetts and New York south
Of tall evergreen trees, the white pine is more ser-

viceable for light soils and more easily procured; the
arborvitie and red cedar are the most available medium-
height. trees for average soils

In California, the mesembryanthemums are largely

used for bank-rovers
It is very desirable to establish a ground-cover of low

shrubs and especially herbs under trees on banks as soon
as practicable. By using hay containing wild asters,

thoroughworts, blazing star, goldenrod, perennial sun-
flowers, and the like, for mulching young plantations,

many of these plants will be introduced from seed,

especially when seeds are mature. These will gradually

be superseded by such shade-loving plants as ferns,

violets, woodland asters, and goldenrods, especially if

colonies of these plants are introduced as soon as the
plantations are high enough to give shade.

Arrangement

If it is important to retain an extended open view
from the top of high banks, then high trees must be
confined to the lower edge, medium-sized trees and large

shrubs to the central zone, and trailing plants or low
shrubs to the upper zone If the bank is a low one, then
low trees or large shrubs must be substituted for the
large trees at the bottom of the bank It is often more
interesting, however, to allow the bank to be covered
with tall trees and then open vistas and views through
these trees

by cutting
branches and
thinning out
as they de-
velop. Banks
offer rather

an unusual
opportunity
for the de-
velopment of

interesting
detail m the
development
of the plant-
ing, because
of varying
conditions of

moisture and
soil Such in-

teresting de-
tails should
be made ac-

cessible by
trails following along the slope on easy grades that can
be made at the tune the bank is fust graded or at later

periods as the growth develops
Warren H. Manning.

BANKSIA (Sir Joseph Banks, 1743-1820, famous
English scientist) Proteaccx Australian evergreen
shrubs or trees with handsome foliage, but not widely
known in cultivation here.

Leaves variable, often deeply incised, usually dark
green above, white or brown downy beneath . fls showy,
sessile, usually in pairs, spicate; spike terminal or axil-

lary, mostly crowded within the bracts and floral lvs..
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the pistillate ones ultimately forming thick woody
strobiles.—Species 46, more than 23 of which have been
more or loss cult, m England, but only 2 or 3 so far

known here.

Propagation is difficult, and by seeds is usually an
unsatisfactory method, although B. serrata has been
grown satisfactorily from seeds. Cuttings under a bell-

jar, without too much heat, root fairly well.

The following have been recently catalogued m
North America; none of them has “gained a perma-
nent foothold” in California. Several species are Known
in American botanic gardens.

integrifdlia, Linn. Ten to 12 ft. . lvs 6 in long, 1-1%
in. wide, entire, or rarely a little dentate, the upper side
dark green, silveiy white beneath, scattered or some-

pod stalked in the calyx.—Plants usually turn black in
drying.

Baptisms thrive in any ordinary soil and under com-
mon treatment, preferring free exposure to sun. Prop-
agation is by division or seeds.

a. Lf -blades simple' fls. yellow.

simplicifdlia, Croom. Branchy, 2-3 ft.: lvs. 2-4 in.

long, sessile, broadly ovate and obtuse: fls in numerous
terminal racemes. Fla., in dry pme- or oak-lands—
Intro 1891.

perfoli&ta, R. Br
,
with small axillary fls and broad

perfoliate lvs
,
is occasionally planted, and is hardy as

far north as Washington, but is evidently not in the
trade. S. C. and (la

,
on sand-hills B.M. 3121.

times irregularly verticillate, spikes 3-6 in long; peri-

anth about 1 in long, greenish yellow. Cav. Ic. 546.
B M 2770. Lam. Kncyc.

serr&ta, Linn Tree, 10-20 V
ft

,
the young branches to- Jp 2B

mentose. lvs oblong-lanceo-
late, 3-6 in long, conaceous \ * I
and deeply and regularly sor- wjp'
rate, fls similar to the pie- JEk
ceding, but red B R 1316

^SJ| ®
(os B undulata) Cav Ic ^ I yV tg

539, 540—Almost perfectly 'Vot /d
hardy in Cent Fla

ericifdlia, Linn Fig 170
Shrub or small tree, 12-14

ft lvs scarcely longer than
||

,
heath-like spikes 6-10 11

in long, the yellow pei ninth

about Uin lonK li M 738. „0 B.nks..
Andr Hot Hap, pi. I06

< X J,)
Cav Ic o38

U Intifdha, R Br Stout vhrub hs irreRularly almost spmy
serrate, 4 S in long, 1*2-4 in wide "pikes m long, penanth
slender, scarcely 1 in long, greenish BM 2100 —B priorities,

Lindl Tree, 15 -2) ft lvs 8-11 in long, * 2-1 in wide, pinnatifid
spikes 4—

‘j in long, perianth scarcely an inch long, villous, style
rigid, incurved at the base. TaYLOR

aa. Lf -blades compound, 3-foliolate.

b Fls yellow

tinetdria, R Br Wild Indigo. Bushy-branched,
2-4 ft

,
glabrous lvs sfalked, the Ifts. small, obovate or

j
oblanceolate, and nearly or quite sessile^ and entire fls )^in. long, bright yellow,

Uh £ in numerous few-fld racemes Common
m in eastern states and to La B.M. 1099.
Tjgr Mn. 5 81 —A kind of indigo may be

extracted from this plant, and it has been
used by dyers The root and sometimes

0r the herb are employed medicinally

lanceolAta, Ell About 2 ft
,
pubescent

when young, but becoming nearly gla-

brous: lvs short-stalked, the lfts. thick, lanceolate to

obovate and obtuse fls large, dull yellow, axillary and
solitary but close together near ends of branches. Pme
barrens, N. C to Fla

bb Fls blue.

australis, R Br (B carulea
,
Eaton & Wnght. B.

exaltdta, Sweet) Stout, 4-6 ft
,
glabrous: lvs. short-

stalked, lfts oblanceolate to oval, entire, obtuse' fls

lupme-hke, indigo-blue, nearly or quite an inch long,

m loose-fld
,
long terminal racemes. Pa

,
W. and S.

J.H III 29*64
;

34:511 —Handsome. Probably the
best species for cult

BANUCALAG: Aleurites tnsperma.
bbb. Fls. white or whitish.

BANYAN TREE: Ficus indica, and other species.

BAOBAB: Adansonia.

BAPHIA (name meaning dye). Lcgummdsse. Cam-
wood Barwood. Shrubs or small tiees, sparingly
planted far south

Erect or climbing* lvs 1-fonolate, exstipellate, the
stipules small fls white or vollow, papilionaceous, fas-

oeled or racemose, cal>\ short-toothed but becoming
slit as the fl opens, standard oibicular, and wings
oblong or obovate, keel obtuse and "lightly incurved;
stamens not united pod lmeai -lanceolate, acuminate,
flattened —A dozen species m Tiop Afr and Mada-
gascar Sometimes grown in hothouses. Prop by cut-

tings bearing lvs.

racemdsa, Hoehst Erect, 8 ft
,
branches glabrous:

lvs leathery, 3 in long, oblong or nearly so, acute fls.

large in a leafy panicle, corolla much exceeding the
calyx, white with purple veins on the standard pod
2 in long, about 2-seeded. S Cent Afr. and Natal.
—Offered in S. Fla. L, jj B.

BAPTfSIA (Greek, to dye, alluding to the coloring
matter m some species). Ijcgunnnbsze. False Indigo.
About twenty-five erect perennial herbs of eastern
North America, sometimes planted in borders and
collections

Branching herbs lvs alternate, mostly 3-foliolate:

corolla papilionaceous, the standard not larger than the
wings calyx campanulate, the 5 teeth separate and
equal or the 2 upper ones united stamens 10, distinct*

Alba, R. Br. Wide-branching, 1-3 ft
,
smooth: lvs.

stalked; lfts oblong or lanceolate, obtuse, thm, drying
green: fls. white, p^in long, in long-peduncled, elonga-
ted lateral racemes N. C

,
W and S

,
and extendmg

northward B M. 1177

leucAntha, Torr. & Gray Branching, more or less

succulent, 2-4 ft., glabrous, lvs stalked; lfts. obovate to
oblanceolate to euneate, very obtuse, drying black, fls

white, nearly an inch long, m loose-fld., lateral racemes.
Ont to Texas

leucopbsfea, Nutt St stout and angled, but low and
wide-branched, 1-2) j ft

,
hairy or nearly glabrous, lvs.

short petioled, lfts oblanceolate to obovate, stiff, dry-
ing black fls large and cream-colored, on slender erect

pedicels, borne in 1 -sided declined racemes Mich, to
Texas BM 5900. Mn. 3*177. F.S. 23:2449.

L. H. B.

BARBACIsNIA (Barbacena, a Brazilian governor).
Amm ylhddcex About 30 Brazilian plants, with scape
beaung a single purple fl Grown mostly m baskets,
after the manner of many orchids. B. purphrea, Hook

,

is occasionally seen m fine collections, but does not
appear to be in the American trade. Grown m a warm,
moist house It has many scapes which are much
longei than the long, grass-like, toothed, prominently
keeled lvs; 1 ft Summer B M 2777 —The genus
is anomalous. It has been placed in the Haemodoraceae

as well as m Amnrtjllidaceae, and Engler & PrantJ

place it in the small family Velloziaceas

BARBADOS LILY: Hippeaatrum.
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BARBAREA (from the old name, Herb of Saint Bar-
bara). Crudferx. Hardy biennials, with yellow flowers,

sometimes cultivated; allied to water-cress and horse-

radish.

Branching leafy herbs: As. small, yellow, clustered:

fr. a linear cylindrical and 4-angled pod, the valves
keeled.

vulgiris, R. Br Common
Win ter Cress. Upland Cress
Yei.low Rocket Fig 471
Height 10-18 m : lower lvs.

lyrate, the terminal lobe round,
the lateral usually 1-4 pairs:

upper lvs. obovate, cut-toothed
at the base. Eu. Asia—Cult
for salad, and also a common
weed, making fields sulfur-yellow

m early spring. Native far N.,
but apparently a settler in cen-
tral states. Var. variegita, Hort.,
lvs. splashed and mot-
tled with yellow, is cult

as a border plant, and
grows freely m nch
soil. If the fls. are
picked off, st. and all, before
they open, the plant will be
practically perennial.

pr&cox, R. Br. (B . verna
,

Asch ). Early Winter, or Bell
Isle Cress Distinguished by
the more numerous divisions of

the lvs. (4-8 pairs) and thick-
ened pedicels Slightly cult as a
winter salad, and known S. as scurvy grass. Natural-
ized from Eu. L. H. B f

lections of stove plants, but not offered in the Ameri-
can trade Prop, by cuttings of young wood, under a
bell-jar with bottom heat. B. crist&ta, Linn., with
purplish blue fls

,
or rarely white, in dense spikes, is

sometimes used as a bedding plant B. strigdsa, W llld
,

with subcoriaceous lvs
,
somewhat stngose, and large

blue fls. in terminal spikes, is not uncommon m botanic
garden collections.—Worthy of greater notice

N. Taylor.

BARLEY. Various kinds of Hdrdeum of the Gra-
ndma?. Common barley is //. sativum, Jess. According
to Hackel, it “undoubtedly originated from II spoa-
Idneum, C. Koch, which grows wild from Asia Minor
and Caucasian countries to Persia and Beloochistan, as

well as m Svria, Palestine, and Arabia Petnca ” The
common barley has a 4-rowed ear or head There are

also 2-rowed and 6-row ed races, and other well-marked
forms. They are probably all domestic forms of one

parent stock. For fuller treatment, see Oyclo.
Amer. Agnc

,
Vol. II, p. 202

BAR6SMA (heavy scent). Rutdcex A group
of 15 species of S African heath-like shrubs
Fls. on axillary twigs, calyx 5-cleft or 5-parted,

petals 5, oblong, usually subsessile; stamens 5, alterna-

ting with 5 starninoidea lvs mostly opposite, rarely

in 3's. Some of the species furnish the buchu lvs of

commerce, which are used in medicine for their diu-

retic, diaphoictic, stimulant, and tome properties

They are evergieens, and in the N must be grown
under glass. Prop by mature-wood cuttings

pulchella, Bart! & Wendl Fig 472 Shrubby,
3-4 ft lvs scattered, ovate, with a revolute margin
fls. axillary', solitary or in pairs longer than the If.,

petals 3 times longer than the calyx B.M 1357 (as

Diosma) —Sold by some dealers, but rare in this

471 Barbarea vulgaris.

BARBE DE CAPUCIN: Chicory.

BARBERRY: Berberis.

BARBIERIA (after J. B. G Barbier, French physi-
cian). Legummdsx Hothouse evergreen; 1 species, from
Trop. Amer. Its nearest allies familiar to the horti-

culturist are Indigofera and Petalostemon It is dis-

tinguished from these allied genera by the calyx- and
corolla-tubes, which are much longer than in either of
them Tender evergreen shrubs, with odd-pinnate lvs

,

numerous entire lfts
,
and awl-shaped stipules fls large

racemose, red Prop by seed and by cuttings of half-

ripened wood under a bell-jar, with bottom heat

pinn&ta, Baill. (B. polyphylla, DC. Galdctia pin-
ndia, Pers. Clitbna polyphylla, Poir ). Lfts 9-11 pairs,

elliptic - oblong, mucro-
nate, pubescent with age:
racemes few-fld

,
shorter

than the lvs
; fls 2 in.

long. Trop. Amer—B.
glabella, Hort

,
is probably

a variety, n Taylor, t

BARK&RIA: Bpiderulrum

BARLfeRIA (J Barrel-
ler, died 1673, French
botanist). Acanthdcex.
Hothouse evergreen
shrubs

Fls axillary or terminal,
the calyx with 4 sepals,

the 2 outer larger than
the inner, corolla -tube
long, its limb of 5 rounded,
ovate lobes—A genus of
150 species of tropical

shrubs, mostly African,
sometimes seen in fine col-

country.

B fottidlsaxma, Bartl & Wendl (Agathosma foetulj-ssin’a, Ilort )

A low shrub, 2-3 ft lvs ternate, a little longer than the mternodes
fls umbellate at the ends of the branches, the petals one-half to one-
third longer than the calyx, white or pinkish white —Attrac-
tive little shrub, grown in the temperate house, but e\ il-smelling

It often scents a whole greenhouse ^ T^yLOR

BARRINGT6NIA (Dames Barrington, English

naturalist and antiquary, died 1800) Including

Stravidi um Myrtacex, placed m Lecylhiddcex by those

who keep this group as a
distinct family. Evergteen
broad-leaved trees, some of

which are planted m the

tropics for the striking foliage

ana flowers.

Leaves mostly large and
crowded at the ends of the

branches, entire or somewhat
crenate fls large in the cult

species and striking because
of the numerous long and
protruding stamens which
are united m a ring; calyx-

tube ovoid or turbinate,

lobed; petals 4 or 5; ovary
inferior, 2- 4 -celled -

fr a
fibrous berry-like or box-like
structure, crowned by the
calyx-limb, 1-seeded by abor-
tion of other ovules.—About
30 species in tropical parts

of Asia, Afr., and Polynesia,
bearing the white or reddish
fls. in spikes or racemes.

specidsa, Forst (Figs. 473,

474), is apparently most
planted in parts of the Ameri-
can tropics tree wide-spread-
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ing, large-boled, to 50 ft in height* lvs. entire, obo-
vate, sessile, shining, 12-15 in long. fls. few in the
raceme, large and showy, petals white and stamens

tinted purple, the style long and prominent fr

4-sided (almost square in cross-section at the mid-
dle or below), 3 in. diam. at base, box-like in looks,

with a single large seed
and crowned by calvx-
lobes and style India,

near the sea. L H B.

BART6NIA of Sims is

Mentzelia, this is in cult.

Bartoma of Muhlenberg
is one of the Gcntian-
aceai, but is not cult

BASfiLLA (native Malabar name) Basellnce#
Malabar Nightshade Annual or biennial herbs, cult,

in the tropics as a pot-herb, like spinach They have
bisexual, white, red or violet fls Rarely cult N as an
ornamental warmhouse climber It may also be started
indoors, and set out m May for use as a garden vege-
table, to follow spinach Prop by seeds Only 1 spe-

cies, which is, however, remarkably variable

ritbra, Linn Lvs succulent, alternate, rarely

opposite, almost entire, of various forms* fls. not pedi-
celled, in simple spikes or racemes; spikes short or long,

lax, few -fid Lam 111
,

pi. 215, fig 1 . Rheede, Hort.
Mai 7, pi 24 —The following species are now con-
sidered only forms of the above. B dlba, a white-fid.

form rarely cult as a trailer from roofs of warmhouses,
or as a basket plant, B cammfbha, B conhfoha, with
heart-shaped lvs 4-5 in long and 2-21'i in wide,
B. crassifblui, B japbnicu, B. lunda, from India, B
nigra, a Chinese form; B rambsn and B. volitbilu

Under the name of sweet malabar vine, a form with
tiny yellow and red fls

,
and lvs \anegated with white,

pink, and green has been advertised It is said that
“with age it assumes a drooping habit When cut,

keeps fresh for weeks
”

BASIL. Species of Ocimum (sometimes, but incor-

rectly written Ocytnum ), of the Ixibidtx They are

Indian annuals, and are cult as pot-herbs, the clove-
flavored foliage being used as seasoning in soups, meats
and salads They* are of easiest cult

,
the seed being

sm\n in the open as soon as the weather is settled

Common basil is Ocimum baMhcum
,
Linn

,
a foot high,

branching, with ovate toothed lvs, and white, bluish

white, or purplish fls m leafy terminal racemes or
spikes 0 minimum, Linn

,
the dwarf basil, is lower,

and smaller in all its parts, rarely seen and perhaps
only a mere form of 0 basilicum, 1 inn When basil

is in bloom, it can be cut and dried for winter use.

BASILtMA. Sorbana

BASKET PLANTS. Under this term are included
all those plants which, from their habit of growth and
blooming and adaptabilities as to cultivation, have been
found especially* suitable for use m hanging-basket*.
Figs 475, 476
Most of the basket plants are dwarfish subjects of

indeterminate groyvth, of gracefully drooping or vine-

like habit., and are valued either for their grace, or for

freedom and daintiness of bloom Some of the plants

used in baskets are of upright habit These are eitner

plants of naturally small stature, or are practically such
for a season from a slow habit of growth The suitability

of these erect-growing plants for the purpose is deter-
mined, aside from their stature, bv their freedom of

bloom, beauty of foliage, striking form, or grace of

habit Such plants are used principally for filling the
central part of the basket, wnereas, plants of trailing

habit are inserted near the sides—some to droop, others
to twine upw’ard on the cords or handle by wnich the

basket is suspended. In addition to the long drooping
or climbing plants, tiiere are a number of half-erect

habit, like the lobelia, syveet alyssum and russelia.

These may droop soinew'hat, but are not of a truly
vine-like habit Some plants are more suitable than
others for shady places, the selagmellas, are examples.
Others thrive only with several hours of direct sun-
shine each day
The following list of common trade names embraces

a number of the most important basket plants, ar-

ranged according to habit of growth and blooming The
list is, of course, not complete Any list would need
amending from year to year to suit individual taste and
experience Plants that withstand considerable shade
are marked with an asterisk (*); those that will bear
much shade are marked with two asterisks (**)

:

1. Plants of mne-like habit

a Long-drooping.

English Ivy, *Kemlworth Ivy, y'lnca major, *V. Hamsonu,
Saxifraga sarmentosa, *Cissus discolor, Moneywort Ivy, Tropseo-
lums (Nasturtiums), Lomcera Halliann, L aurea var reticulata,

Nepeta Glechoma, Ampclopsis quinquofolia, A Veitchn The
ampelopsis la deciduous, and not suitable for winter baskets.

b Climbing

Maurandia, **Lygodium scandens, *Senccio scandens, Thun-
bergia, Cob»a scandens, Japanese t'anegated Hop, Manettia bi-

color, Lomcera Halliana, L aurea var reticulata, Clematis coccmea,
Tropseolum peregnnuin, forms of Convolvulus

c Short-drooping, or Half-khlct

Lobelia Erinus, *Othonna crassifolia, Sweet Myssuin, *Trades-
cantia, Petunias, Oxalis Honbunda, *Russelia juncca ( il so bears sun
well), Fittoma, *Fuchsja procumbens, Ice Plant, yerbena, *Ivy
Geranium, **8elagint Ha-, *Bigonia glaucophylla \ar scandens,
Sedum Sieboldii, *S tarncum var variegatum, *Asparagus Spren-
g< ri, Pasaifloras, *Pamcum vanegatuin, Gazania splendens, Abu-
tilon inegupotamicum and var variegatum, Lantana debcatissima,
Solanuin jasmmoides, S Seaforthianuin, Convolvulus mauntameus

2. Plants of upright habit

(1) Flowering Plants — *Torenia,
Pansy, Cuphea platyientra, C hyv-
aopifolia, * Primula obconua, D'vurf
Alyssum, Beilis perenms, Linum or
Reinnardtia trigyna. Phlox Drum-
mondn, Dutch bulbs .

(2) Foliage Plants — *Peperomia,
Begonia Rex, FarfuRium grande Al- —

^

ternanthera, Maidenhair Fern, Gera- '

mums (especially Mme Snlleroi), *Iv>-

lepis gracilis (droops with age) Vj

b Taller-growing

(1) Flowering— Geraniums —Pelar- ’3

gomum, *Fuchsias, Petunias, *Begomas, "5
Browallia, Stevia serrata var nana, ^
Madagascar Periwinkle,* Niemnbergn,
Lantana, *Impations Miltana, Cuphea 4
Llavca, Swaiusona, Chrysanthemum
frutescena. Salvias *

(2) Foliage —*Dusty Miller, *Cro- 1
tons, *Palms, Ferns, *Fancy Cala- ^
diums. Coleus, Aohyranthes, **Aspidis- «C«
tra, *Cypcrus altermfolius, *Drac8ena yirJ
mdivisa, *D terminalis, Coccoloba * v *
platyclada f

.Some of the above plants make *
large subjects yvhen growing in

the open ground. Of such, onlv ^
young or smaller plants are avail-

able for use in hanging-baskets
Ordmarily, several different sorts 475 j475 A hanging-basket.
ot plants are used lor mling a
basxet. In some cases, however, a satisfactory basket
is made bv using but one kind of plant. A hanging-
basket filled with sword fern (nephrolepis), for
example, makes a handsome object.
The soil used in hanging-baskets is simply good,

common, florists’ potting soil This usually contains
about 25 per cent of humus, and a small amount of
sharp sand to make it porous. Prior to filling, wire
baskets must be lined with moss This is merely com-
mon woodland moss from rotting logs, or rich, damp
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soil. In filling baskets, a few drooping or climbing
plants are disposed around the sides; then one or more
upright-growing or half-erect plants, according to the

size of the plants and basket, are planted in the center.

Immediate effects require plants which have already
made considerable growth. Florists usually carry a
stock of suitable plants. Tn case seedlings or cuttings

are grown for the purpose, it is usually best to start

them in seed-pans or cutting-boxes, and transfer them
later to the basket. Seeds may be sown or the cuttings

started in the basket, but it is so long before they fill

the basket that there is no advantage in it

A common mistake in arranging baskets is crowding,
or filling them too full. Fewer plants will appear more
graceful, growth will be more vigorous, and the basket
will retain its grace and beauty for a longer time. Exer-
cise vigilance and care m watering After the roots

have well filled the basket, watering is best done by

2’ ping the basket m a tub or barrel of water, and
>wing it to remain until it is well saturated. Dipping

the basket in weak liquid manure
once or twice a month will greatly

promote vigor when the plants

have been long m the . basket
These remarks also apply m a

general way to vases and rustic

stands
Baskets of many patterns are

obtainable from florists and other
dealers. The baskets most exten-

sively used, are made of strong
wire, woven into hemispherical or

other forms These are sometimes
plain, and again of ornamental
character. The better form has a
flat bottom, or a stand, formed of

wire, to support the basket in an
upright position when it is not
pendent Another style is formed
of rustic work Here the vessel or

plant basin is covered about the

sides with rough bark or knotted
roots. For this purpose the roots

of th^ laurel are much used
Above the basket there is an arch
or handle by which it is suspended.
Again, earthenware vessels, to be
suspended by wires, are offered

for sale in a variety of shapes.

Some of these are molded and

E
ainted in imitation of logs, and are known as “stick
askets” and “log baskets." Such baskets are often

without provision for drainage When this is the case,

holes should be drilled at the lowest point in the bottom.
A special form of basket is much used for orchids. It is

made of square coder slats in raft- or log-fashion Fern-
fiber and broken bits of brick, flower-pots or charcoal,
are used for filling them. Sec also the article Eases.

Ernest Walker.
BASSWOOD: Tiha

BATATAS: Ipomoea

dish stained at the base of middle lobe. B.R. 1714.

B.M. 3818. George V. Nash.

BATODfiNDRON: Vacctmum.

BAU^RA (H. Gottfr. and Franz Bauer, German
professor and painter, respectively). Saxifragdcex.
Choice little evergreen shrubs grown in greenhouses.

Leaves 3-parted and opposite, looking like a whorl of
6. fls white to purple, axillary and solitary, but some-
times aggregated at top of the st

,
calyx 4-10-divided;

petals as many as the calyx-divisions, stamens few to
many, borne on a disk fr a 2-valved caps

,
the valves

again splitting —Three species in Austral, and Tas-
mania, one of which is m cult

These small shrubs make handsome specimen plants
for the cool greenhouse, and flower most of the year,
especially during the winter and spring months Bau-
eras are easily propagated from cuttings of half-ripened

wood in spring, cut into lengths of about 2 inches, insert

in equal parts of finely sifted peat

\
and sharp sand in 3-ineh pots,

pricking them round the nm of

the pot, and cover with a bell-

glass in a greenhouse with a tem-
perature from 55° to 60° Give
them a thorough watering at the
time of insertion, and they will

frequently root without further
watering When the cuttings be-
gin to show signs of growing, they
should be potted singly in 2-inch

pots in the same mixture as above,
and should be kept in a tight case

for a few days After they have
gripped the soil, they should be
cut back to about an inch above
the pot, which will encourage them
to branch Baueras should never
be allowed to become pot-bound
until the desired size of plant is

reached The plants at all times
should be kept in good shape by
cutting back the strong shoots In
summer, baueras do better when
plunged in a bed of coal-ashes
out-of-doors, and strict attention
given to watering A cool green-
house with a night temperature of
40° to 45° will be ideal all winter

Water occasionally with soft-coal soot mixed in water,
a handful to an ordinary watering-pot; water with clean
water three times and the soot-water once. (Geo. F
Stewart

)

rubioides, Andr Erect or prostrate, usually 1-2 ft.

in cult
,
but becoming 6 ft or more lfts. oblong or

lanceolate, somewhat aoute, long, serrate:

fls. pink or white, slender-pedicelled, the very obtuse
petals exceeding the spreading or reflexed acute-toothed
calyx-divisions Inhabits swampy places B M. 715.

LB.C. 14:1313 (as B. rubapfoha ) —An old favorite,

blooming in spring L. H B.

476. Rustic basket (with Convolvulus)

.

BATEMANNIA, (James Bateman, a distinguished
collector and cultivator, and author f important
orchid works). Orchulnced' Epiphytic; greenhouse.
Stems thickened into pscudobulbs, 1-3-lvd.: lvs. pli-

cate-vemed racemes arising from base of pseudobulbs;
sepals and petals similai m shape; lip articulated to the
foot of the column, the lateral lobes inclosing the
column, the middle lobe short, entire; pollima 2—

A

single species, native of Guiana, rarely seen m cult.

Cdlleyi, Lmdl Pseudobulbs 2-3 m. long lvs. up to
10 m. long: raceme pendulous, with 4 or more distant

fls. about 3 in diam.; sepals and petals vinous, pur-
ple, the lateral sepals green-margined; lip white, red-

BAUHlNIA (after John and Caspar Bauhin, six-

teenth century herbalists, the twin leaflets suggesting

two brothers). Leguminbsx Mountain Ebony.
Orchid Tree. Tropical trees and shrubs, sometimes
climbing, planted in southern Florida and southern
California to some extent for the flowers, odd foliage,

and general attractive appearance, distinguished by
the usually bifid or binate leaves : allied to Cercis

Trees, shrubs, or vines, with snowy fls ranging from
white to purple and yellow, lvs. broaa, entire or 2-lobed,

in some cases the lfts. being entirely free; petiole pro-

longed into a short but characteristic awn between the

lfts.: fls. in simple or panipled terminal or axillary
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racemes: petals 5, somewhat unequal, usually narrowed
into a claw; stamens 10, but sometimes reduced even
to 3 and perhaps bearing sterile filaments; ovary
stalked, stigma in some species peltate and in others
oblique: fr. a long flat pod, dehiscent or mdehiseent—
About 150 species m tropics of both hemispheres The
number and fertility of the stamens are important
characters m determining the subgenera The purplish
fls. of some species suggest those of some kinds of

pelargonium The baunimas are not papilionaceous
Some of the arboreal species (as B variegata) produce
ebony wood Others are gigantic climbers, sometimes
mounting the highest trees

Bauhinias are frequent in plantings in many parts of
the tropics. They are planted to some extent in south-
ern Florida and southern California. Numbers of spe-
cies are likely to be introduced from time to time
because of their gorgeous appearance in the tiopics

In the experience of Old World gardeners, the most
reliable species under glass aie B vanegata

,
B lorym-

bosa, and B. natalerms. These can be planted outside
in southern Florida in summer, and kept over winter
.os oleanders are B. variegata and B. purpurea ar<* two
of the commonest and showiest small trees of India,

and, although frequently introduced into northern
greenhouses, have rarely succeeded permanently B
vanegata is much cultivates! in India The astringent
bark is used in tanning and dyeing, and the leaves and
flower-buds as a vegetable, the latter being pickled

Bauhinias thrive in a variety of soils on our southern-
most borders They delight, m high well-drained land,

but will grow on lower lands in southern Florida if it

is fairly well drained or if set on slight mounds, all

of them are very tender and easily affected by low
temperatures, but are easily saved by banking Ii pur-
purea and B. vanegata (B alba) have withstood a
temperature of 26° F. in Florida No particular caie in

tillage or fertilizing is necessary, but better bloom is

secured if some attention is given to these details

From seeds in Florida bauhinias grow readily and
bloom fieelv in three or four years Cuttings root wUh
difficulty, but some kinds propagate readih from
suckers Bauhinias arc little known as greenhouse
subjects; but in the tropics they make show\ and veiy
attractive shrubs or small trees or profuse vines (E N
Reasoner )

INDEX.

acuminata, 4 Galpinn, 1 purpurea, 11
alba, 12 grandiflora, 5 tomontosa, O
Candida, 12 Kapplen, 10 trxandrn, 11
corymbosa. 2 Krugu, 10 variegata, 12
^orncata, 8 nutalcnsw, 6 yunnanenais, 1

Jurfuracea, 8 pieta, 7

a Plant climbing
,
or at leant of climbing habit or

tendenen s

1 yunnanensis, Franeh Vigorous, glabrous and
glaucoub throughout lvs coriaceous, bipartite, segms.
obliquely elliptic. 3—1-nerved, rounded, 1 1

2 in . fls in

many-fld pendulous racemes, losy white striped with
purple Yunnan, China B M 7814.

2 corymbdsa, Roxbg. Woody climber, branching
from the ground: blanches grooved tendrils opposite,

revolute lvs 1 ) 111 long, outer edges slightly

rounded, mnei edges straight and paiallel, lfts neatly
free from each other, nerves 2-4 fls numerous, coiyin-

bose, 1 in across, rosy, with fluted petals, and char-

acteristic venation; stamens bright red, 3 very long,

the rest abortive. China BM 6621. G C II 16 204

3.

G&lpinii, N. E. Br. Half-climbing shrub, 5-10 ft

:

lvs 1-3 in long, 2-lobed from one-fifth to one-half their

length. 7-nerved; petiole about 14m long, racemes
6-10-fld

;
fls. borne continuously from spring to late

autumn; petals 5, all alike, 1-1 Yi in long; claw as long
as the limb; limb orbicular, cuspidate, bnck-red; fertile

stamens 3' pod 3-5 in. long, seeds dark brown S and
Trop Afr. B M. 7494—Discovered 1891

aa. Plant upright
,
a bush or tree .

b. FU white

4. acuminita, Linn Height 5-6 ft : lfts. ovate, acu-
minate, parallel, 4-nerved, closing at night fls 2-3 in.

across, fertile stamen long and nearly free, the other 9
short, connected, and sterile India, Malaya, China
B M. 7866. J.H III. 44.343—One of the most satis-

factory of all, either for open ground or greenhouse cul-
ture, as it will bloom the first summer, when but a few
months old and but a foot or two high, and in succeed-
ing summers blooms continuously from May to Sept.

5. grandifldra, Juss Tree, to 20 ft • lvs. oval or sub-
cordate, tomentose beneath, not deeply divided, the
lobes ovate-obtuse and 3-4-nerved, stipules spiny: fls.

very large, pure white, opening at night, 1-3 on axillary
peduncles, petals obovate, acute at apex, clawed. S.
Amer. R H 1897, p 393.

6 nataUnsis, Oliver Small shrub' lvs. numerous;
lfts each 1 m long, with a midrib and a few nerves,
dark green, petioles long, lfts entirely free. fls.

single or m ‘2’s, 13^ in across, white, the midvein of the
3 upper petals reddish

;
petals erect or spreading, the 2

lower ones larger; stamens 10, 5 long and 5 short pod
3 in long 8 Afr B M 6086
—Not advertised at present

7 Dicta, DC Unarmed lvs.

roundish elliptic, membranous,
glabrous, lfts semi-ovate, aou-
tish, 5-nerved fls in solitary

terminal racemes, white, calyx
ferrugineous-tomentose

;
petals

oblong Colombia,

bb Fls colored {cream - color
,

yellow
,
or shades of red or

purple)

8 forfic&ta, Link (B furfur-
dcea, Hort.) Thorny shrub,
lvs cordate at base, glabrous,
cleft to middle fls ci cam-color
in summer, 1 at her bell-shaped,
the petals narrow' Brazil.

B M. 3741 Gt 10 333

9 tomentdsa, I. inn St tr> B*u
fx
°i
,V
K*pp1'"'

Thom \s Tree Erect shrub or
small tree, branches downy lvs broader than long,
1-2 in long, coriaceous, the lobes obtuse, 7-nerved: fls

mostl> in axillary pairs (sometimes 1 or 3) on pedicels
bearing a pair of bract lets, yellow with red blotch on
the upper petal, the petals 2 in or less long, obovate,
much exceeding calyx (w'hich is entire) pod stalked,
4-5 in long India B M 5560

10 KAppleri, Sagot (B Krugu, Urban) Fig. 477.
Strong tree, to 50 ft * lvs 2^2 in or less long, long-
petioled, longer than broad, truncate or somewhat
cordate at base, divided about one-third of the length
into obtuse lobes that are about 5-ncrved: fls in short
racemes opposite the lvs

,
whitish rose with darker and

purple markings, the petals spatulate and clawed;
lower stamens feitile pod 6-10 in., narrow and curved.
Probably French Guiana; cult and partly sponta-
neous in W Indies —Attractive

11 purphrea, Linn {B tndndra
,
Roxbg). Small to

middle-sized tree, lvs coriaceous, glabrous, somewhat
cordate, cleft one-third to one-half their depth, 9-11-

nervedj lobes obtuse or somewhat acute 1

fls in few-
fld axillary and terminal corymbs, fragrant; petals

red, one streaked with white on the claw, oblanccolate,

acute; fertile stamens 3-4, very long, the rest sterile or
abortive pod 1 ft. long. India, Burma, China.—One
of the finest flowering small trees in S Fla Fls are

borne in the greatest profusion, 3-5 in. across, varying
in color from almost white to a shade of rich purple, ana
marked and shaded with many tones The plant is
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robust and hardy, growing to a height of 15 ft m less

than 2 years, and blooms all winter and spring What
is known as B tnandra to Fla cultivator is descnbed
as a very tender species but succeeding admirably
there; growth like that of B purpurea but with longer
willowy branches that bear at the tips great clusters

of pink fls. in late autumn or early winter, delicately

scented.

12 varieg&ta, Linn Much like B purpurea m habit:

tree, 6-20 ft : lvs. 3-4 in. across, somewhat broader
than long, divided one-fourth to one-third the depth,
0-11-nerved, lobes rounded; petiole 1-2 in long tts

about 7, in a short raceme or corymb, 4 m across;

calyx spathe-like, petals 5, clawed, obovate-oblong,
veined, rose-colored and variegated with red and yellow,

the lowest one larger, broader above the middle,
strongly marked with crimson, pod 1-2 ft long India
B.M. 6818.—The coloring of the fls. varies Var.
eftndida, Roxbg (

B

. dlba, Buch-Ham ). Height 12
ft.: fls white, beautifully veined with green fls. Feb -

May. B.M. 7312
Number* of bauhimae may be expected to appear in plantings

along the southern borders . The following names have already
occurred. B. cdndicana, Benth Closely related to B forficata

6piny branchlet* and racemes whitish tomento-'o lvs pubescent
below, 9-norved petals nearly 3 in long Uruguay, Argentina —
B Hodken, F. Muell Large tree lfts distinct, broad, very-

obtuse, 6-7-nerved: fls white, edged with crimson, in few-fld
terminal racemes, petals clawed, the blade about 1% in. long
Austral .—B Illchardaomx, said to be from Mauritius, unidentified.

L. II B.f
BAY TREE: Laurus.

BEAN. A name applied to various plants of the Legu-
mindsae. The word is commonly used for herbaceous
plants of the Phaseolus tribe, but it is sometimes em-
ployed for seeds of leguminous trees and shrubs. The
species of true beans (Phaseolus and closely allied gen-
era) are yet imperfectly undei stood The bean differs

from the pea, among other things, in being epigeal in

g
ermination (cotyledons appearing above ground),
ome of the plants to which the name is applied are

really peas
The beans chiefly known to horticulture are of five

types. (1) The Broad bean ( View Fahn), or the bean of

history, an erect-growmg plant, producing very large

and usually flat, orbicular or angular seeds Probably
native to southwest Asia (Figs 478, 479 a). See Vtcia.

These types of beans are extensively grown in Europe,
mostly for feeding animals. They are dither grown to

full maturity and a meal made from the bean, or the
plant is cut when nearly full grown and used as forage

^
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478. Broad bean—Vicia Faba (XH) seolu s vul-

garis; Figs 4796, 480) This is the plant which is

everywhere known as bean in North America, com-
prising all the common field, garden, snap and string

_ beans By the
French it is known
as haricot, and by
the Spanish as fn-

jole, and these
words are often

foundm our litera-

ture Its nativity

is unknown, hut is

probably of tropical

American origin For in-

quiries into the nativity
of the bean, see DeCan-
dolle, Origin of Culti-

vated Plants, Cray &
rj. _ Tiumhull, Aimer

Jour Sci 26 130,

S t u r t c v a n t

,

~
" Lima ^or Sugar

beans (Phaseo

-

Jus lunatus, which see)

Long-season, normally
tall - climbing plants,

f
\ producing large, flat

^
seeds (Figs 479 c, 481)

'3m.
^°'dh Amer-

(4) Various species of

479 Types of beans (.Natuiul size )

a Vim Faba b Phas< olu* vulgaris c. Plw^rolus lunatus
d Dohchos se*quipeilalis (properly a Vigna) e Olyutie hispida

/ Phabeolus muluflorua

Dohchos (as D sesqmpedahs of gardens), or closely

related things. Vines which produce very long, slender

pods and small, narrow beans (Figs 479 d, 482) Native
to tropical America (5) Soy, or So^a, bean (Glycine
hispida). A bushy, erect, hairy plant producing small

pods in clusters, and pea-like seeds (Figs 479 c, 483).

In this country used mostly for forage Native to

China and Japan, where it is much grown
Aside from these types, there are others of less econ-

omic importance The Scarlet Runner type is a peren-
nial phaseolus (P. mnltiflorub), grown m this country
mostly for ornament (Figs. 479/, 484). The Tepary
bean, now gaining prominence in the Southwest, is a
form of Phaseolus acutifohus, a native species Various
other species of Phaseolus are also cultivated in va-
rious parts of the world under the name of beans P.
radmtus is prized m Japan, and has been introduced
into the United States as Adzuki Bean (see Cleorgeson,

Bull 32 Kan Exp Sta ) Vigna sinensis
,
known m

North America as cowpea (which see), is sometimes
called a bean. The Velvet bean of the South is a
Mucuna (which see), recently, however, referred to

Stizolobium. The Jack bean is a Canavalia (Fig. 485).

Recent American studies on varieties and types of

beans are Irish, Rep Mo. Bot. Card 1901, 81-165;
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Jarvis, American Varieties of Beans, Cornell Bull. 260
(1908); Freeman, Ariz Bull. 68 (1912).

The sea beans of the Florida coast are seeds of various
tropical leguminous plants, and are transported by
ocean currents (see Coe, in G F 7*503).

For botanical treatment, see Dolichos
,

Glycine
,

Phaseolus, Vicia, Vigna. $

Culture of the bean.

For the purposes of the practical gardener, the various
types and numerous varieties of the bean may be classi-

fied m two groups, m two different, ways, namely,
either as “field

beans’' and “gar-
den beans," or as
“bush beans" and
“pole beans "

Field beans are
grown on a large

commercial scale

for the dry-shelled
seeds, either as a
farm crop m regu-

lar rotation, as

corn and potatoes
art* grown, or at
times as a sub-
sidiary or chance
crop, or side line,

in young orchards,

and so on, but art;

not usually found
in the home- or
market- garden,
where highly ma-
nured soil would
tend to stimulate

growth of foliage at the expense of seed-production

Field beans belong mostly or entirely in the class of

bush beans The garden beans are more commonly
grown for their surculent pods and immature seeds,

and include both bush and pole or “running" sorts

The latter come almost exclusively under the head of

“garden" beans
The great economic \ alue of the bean is generally

recognized, not alone in respect to its high place as a
farm and gaiden crop, but also as the most suitable

material, next to animal products, in compounding a
balanced l at ion for man. and to some extent for beast,

and as a substitute for deal meats
Beaus are easily forced under glass, m a temperature

suitable for tomatoes They may be grown either in

pots or beds
r

Ihe bush \aneties, as Sion House, are
preferred Keep them growing, and look out for red
spider

Field beans

Ordinary field beans like a fairly good warm farm
soil, such as will suit corn or potatoes They do not
draw very heavily on the fertility of the land Belong-
ing to the legumes, they are able to make use to a large

extent of atmospheric nitrogen, and if given a good
start will not only look out for their own needs m that
respect, but may leave the land better supplied with
nitrogen than it was found at plant ing-tiine They will

not thrive on wet or badly drained land; otherwise
good strong loams, or soils resting on limestone, are

considered most desirable, with sandy loams and
gravelly loams next in order They should have a fair

but not excessive amount of humus A few loads of fine

old stable manure spread evenly on the surface after

plowing, if possible supplemented with fifty or a hun-
dred pounds of muriate of potash and a few hundred
pounds of dissolved rock (acid phosphate) or other
phosphatic manure may be expected to give good re-

480. Common or Kidney bean.

—

Phaseolus vulgaris

turns. Or, in the absence of these chemicals, 200
pounds or so of a commercial fertilizer such as is usually
applied foi grain crops, and which analyzes about 2 or
3 per cent of nitrogen, 8 of phosphoric a "id and 3 or 4 of
potash, may be applied broadcast after plowing Al-
though the planting should not be done until aftpr the
soil has become warm, in the northern states not before
June, the customary planting-time in the great bean-
producing sections extends from June 1 to June 25, it

is, nevertheless, of great importance to plow the land
earlv and keep it worked with disk or other harrows
until planting-time, this for the purpose of preserving

moisture and getting ahead of tne weeds Important
also is the use of good hand-picked se^d beans, not over
one year old, and free from weevils and disease infection.

The rows are to be made 28 to 36 inches apart, and for

small areas, planting by hand or with a corn-planter
will do For planting on a larger scale, a regular bean-
planter or a grain-drill with part of the tubes stopped up
so as to bring the rows the correct distance apait should
be used If fertilizer is to be applied with the drill at

the same time, it may be allowed to run from the hoe
or tube on each side of each tube that discharges the
beeil beans
Among the varieties generally grown in field culture

are the Pea or Navy, the Medium, Red and White
Kulnev The Pea bean is small hut early and prolific,

and considered to be about as profitable as any othei

under ordinary circumstances It is particularly recom-
mended for the small or home glower
The harvesting comes when the pods have upcned

and the haves have dropped off, and is to be done
with a bean-puller or harvester, taking two row's at a
time, or in a small way by hand-pulling The vines are

put m small heaps, allowed to < me, and promptly stored

out of the way of moisture, afterwards thieshed with
a bean thresher, or in a small wav with the flail, cleaned,

sorted bv hand tin a large commercial way with the help
of a bean-sorting device), and marketed

Garden beans

The warm and fertih soil of the average home- or
market-garden suits the requirements of the “garden"
beans, as they are mostlv grown for their tender arid

succulent pods and not for their seeds, or, as in the
case of the lima and several others, for their seeds in

an immature or half-developed state The pods of all

these garden beans should
be picked promptly and

>rder to prolongclean in ord
the bearing penod
much as possible If the
beans are allowed to ripen

on the vines, the latter

will soon give out Only
when these garden beans
are grown for seed pur-
poses is early and even
ripening desirable, and in

that case the pods, per-

haps with the exception
of the first setting if

light, must all be left on
A good string bean has a
thick, meaty pod which
snaps off clean when
broken, leaving no string

along the back
Many varieties which

answer this description are offered m the various seeds-

men’s lists, both green-podded and yellow-podded
Early Valentine, with its many strains (Red, Black
Earliest Improved, and so on), is still in favor with

growers for a green-podded variety A newrer good
one is Strmgless Green-Pod Quite numerous are

the yellow-podded sorts Among them are Black Wax,

481. Large White Lima bean

(XH)
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Golden Wax, Davis Kidney Wax, Wardwell Wax,
Hodson, and others.

Pole beana.

Pole or running varieties of beans require especially

fertile soil; and for that king of table beans, the lima of

all forms, too much can hardly be done in the way of

enriching the ground. Warm soil is one of the first

essentials of success m growing pole beans. When poles

are to be used for support, they should be set not less

than 4 feet apart each way, before the beans are planted.

Four or five beans are to be placed around each pole,

1 to \V2 inches deep While it is a safe rule to put the
seed eye downward, it is not a necessary condition of

prompt and uniform germination In case of absence or
scarcity of poles, a serviceable, cheap and ornamental
trellis may be constructed by setting posts firmly at

proper distances along the row, connecting them with
two wires, one a few inches and the other 5 or 6 feet

from the ground, and finally winding cheap twine zig-

zag fashion around the two wires. Cultivate and hoe
frequently. A top-dressing of good fertilizer, or of old
poultry- or sheep-manure, hoed in around the plants,

may be of great help in keeping up the productiveness
of the plants to the end of the season. To have a con-
tinuous supply during the entire season, the pods,
when large enough, must be gathered frequently ana
clean. Among the varieties used both for string

and shell beans, are the Green-podded Creaseback,

several wax varieties, Golden Cluster, and the popular
Horticultural or Speckled Cranberry bean, besides any
number of others A very fine bean is the Dutch
Runner (Fig 484), which approaches the lima in

quality and resembles it *in habit of growth The seed
is of the largest size and clear white in color. Highly
ornamental is the closely related Scarlet Runner, with
its abundance of showy scarlet blossoms This latter

bean is grown in Europe for eating, but is rarely used
for that purpose here.

reenish tinge, but the Large Lima is also represented

y red and speckled (red-and-white) sports. The Small
Lima or Sieva, with its dwarf form. Henderson Bush
Lima, seems to be hardier and earlier than the two
larger types, but pod and bean are quite small. The
color of this bean is nearly clear white, but there is also

a speckled sub-variety of it. Wherever there is a place
for the Sieva, its bush form will be appreciated. The
bush forms of the two larger types, however, are not
uniformly productive enough to take the place of the
pole forms entirely. The latter will often be preferable

when a season of continuous bearing is desired.

Lima beans require a long season, and therefore are
not much grown along the northern borders and m
Canada They must be given warm and “quick” soil

and kept constantly growing.

Other beans.

Three other members of the bean tnbe might be men-
tioned in this connection; namely, the Black bean or
cowpea of the South, the Japanese Soy bean, and the
English or Broad bean The cowpea takes, in some
measure, the same place in the southern states that red
clover takes at the North, being used both as stock food

and as a green-manure crop. There are many varieties

of it, early and late, some of strictly bush habit
and some producing long runners. See Cowpea Of
greater value for the same purposes, north of New Jer-

sey, seems to be the Japanese Soy bean, which is early

enough to come to maturity almost anywhere in the
United States. Its foliage is rather thin or open, how-
ever. which impairs its value for green-manuring The
dry bean constitutes one of the richest vegetable foods
known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable to all kinds
of stock Sow one bushel to the acre. Similar to this in

value is the English Broad bean, several varieties of

which, as the Broad Windsor, the Horse bean, and others,

are crown and are popular in England and m some parts

of the European continent In most parts of the United
States they are scarcely known, and in none generally
cultivated Only a few of our seedsmen list them in

their otherwise complete catalogues Yet they are a
decidedly interesting group of plants, and worthy of
greater attention m the cooler parts of the country
Being about as hardy as peas, they may be planted
much earlier than would be safe for ordinary beans
The W indsor is used in England in much the same way as
lima beans are used in America, but the latter are so
much better that in the United States there is no need
of planting the former as a table vegetable The varie-

ties with smallish seeds are sometimes grown and used
in parts of Europe for feeding pigeons and chickens,

and under certain conditions might have some value
here foi the same purpose on account of the high
protein content.

Lima beans.

Of all pole beans, the limaa have undoubtedly the
greatest economic value. They enjoy a deserved popu-
larity, and are usually grown with profit by the market-
gardener. The varieties might be classed in three types,
—that of the Large Lima, the Dreer Lima, and the
Small Lima or Sieva Each of them has a number of
sub-varieties or strains, and appears in both pole and
bush form. The old Large Lima (Fig 481) is a very
large, flat bean, and yet largely grown for main crop.

To the same type belong Extra-Early Jersey, Kmg-
of-the-Garden, and others The pods of these are very
large, and the beans in them somewhat flattened.

There are dwarf forms of both sieva and the regular
lima. The Burpee Bush Lima is a form of the Targe
lima type. The Dreer Lima of both forms is appreciated
especially for its high quality. The seeds are more
roundish and crowded close together in the pods, the
latter being much smaller than those of the Large Lima.
The seeds of these two types are light-colorea, with a

Insects and diseases.

The foliage of the various beans is rarely attacked by
insects. A somewhat serious pest, however, which
attacks the seeds both in the pod and dry, after being
shelled, is the bean-weevil, a smaller brother of the pea-
weevil, and having nearly the same general habits of

development If only beans free from live weevils are
used for seed in a given locality, the product will be
free from them also. For that reason, all beans to be
used for seed, or for food, if suspected of being weevil-
infested, should be subjected to the carbon-bisulfid

treatment in the fall It is simple, but care should be
taken to keep the highly inflammable drug away from
an open fire or light Place the beans m a tight recep-
tacle. Pour a quantity (half pint to barrel) of the
bisulfid into a saucer or other flat dish, which place on
top of the beans, and cover the receptacle tightly,

leaving it thus for twenty-four hours or more.
Difficult to control is the bean blight, a disease which

frequently affects field, garden and lima beans. Seed
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from an affected field should not be used, nor should
beans be planted again on a field for several years after

having been affected. For bean anthracnose, also called

bean rust (erroneously) and pod-spot, which is easily

recognized by the dark or brownish spots on the pods
and occurs both on field and garden beans, there is one
sure preventive. Plant clean seed and grow a practically

clean crop. It is advisable for the grower to select his

own seed beans, carefully rejecting every pod that
shows the least sign of the disease. The true bean rust

is not so often met with, therefore not so serious.

T. Greiner.

Lima beans in California.

Lima beans are grown in California very extensively

as a field crop, supplying the markets of the country
with the bulk of the dry shelled product. The figures

for the lima bean crop of 1910 in California are as

Ventura County 800 000
Orange County 150,000
Santa Barbara County 75,000
Los tngelea County. 75,000
San Diego County 60,000

Total . . 1,160,000

The above represents a total of about 82,850 acres

devoted to this crop
Lima beans delight m warm, summer weather, but

if the relative humidity is low, they suffer in conse-
quence Along the California coast, which is the heavi-

est producing section, the fogs are lemarkably constant
in the night and early morning, and when for a week or
ten days these fogs are lacking, the bean crop suffers

markedly The small pods that are just foiming dry
up and fall off without making seed. The heavy fogs

which roll in may add a little moisture to the surface
soil for a time, but not enough to reach the roows and
aid the plants directly The great benefit of tne fog is

in lessening evaporation and tempering the atmosphere,
less water passing from the plant into moist atmosf heie

than would pass into dry atmosphei e
The profitable production of Inna beans is limited to

some extent by soil, though not so much as by climate
They are grown on soil ranging all the way .rom bandy
to adobe The lima bean plant does not grow well on
an acid soil, neither does it thrive on an alkali soil

California soils, being mostly and or semi-arid, are not
badly leached, and
therefore lime is

usually abundant,
insuring freedom
from acidity. But
the same aridity

and consequent lack

of leaching is re-

sponsible for the ac-

cumulation in some
lands of consider-

able amounts of

alkali salts, enough
to limit the area
and the production
in the counties
where the bulk of

the limas is grown
The amount of
alkali which this

bean can endure
and still produce
paying crops has
not been definitely

determined, but it

is not high. How-
ever, experience has

483. Soy bean —Glycine hispida. ( X K) shown that the lima

will bear more alkali than the Blackeye, Lady Washing-
ton, or other beans of the common kidney type.

The difference in time of maturity is very great
between sandy and clayey soils, and still greater be-
tween dry and moist soils. A difference of a week may
be observed in the same field, due to physical variations
in the soil, and much more
than this difference in time
has been frequently observed
within the distance of a few
miles It seems that the
water-supply of the soil more
than the texture is respon-

sible for this difference in

time of ripening, as irrigation

on light soils causes the same
lateness in maturity. Thus,
a tendency is found toward
the perennial habit which the
lant maintains under the
umid conditions of the

tropics

Soils with much nitrogen

tend to produce late matu-
rity, hence the limas ripen

later on land which has been
recently manured On the
other hand, the mineral ele-

ments tend toward early

maturity Limas require a
richer soil than do the white
kidney beans, the pole varie-

ties require a richer soil than
the bush varieties

The standard preparation
of land for a bean crop is

practised Growers have
learned by experience that
good preparation pays, in fact, very much more culti-

vation is given the soil before seeding than after

Planting is from May 1 to May 25, at the rate of

forty-five to sixty-five pounds per acre, according to

the moisture condition and fertility of the soil The
beans are planted m rows 30 to 36 inches apart, 8 to 12
inches apart in the row, a single seed being dropped m a
place On the heavier and more moist soils, where the
growth of vines is rank, the wider distances are given
between rows Two inches in the moist soil is considered

the best depth of planting
The beans are tilled while young, one, two or three

times, the average number of cultivations being two or a
little more. The fields are ordinarily kept free from
weeds from the time of working m the winter till the
vines cover the ground Cultivation must cease when
the vines get large, as, not being provided with supports,

they spread across the row and would be badly injured

by the passage of the cultivator After the vines have
made such a growth as practically to cover the
ground, the mulch is not so much needed to prevent
evaporation.

Irrigation m California.

As there is normally no rain on the bean crop in

California from planting till harvest, the ground, of

course, becomes very dry. Hence irrigation has been
found profitable, the production m many fields being
doubled by the use of water. The most common
method of irrigation is by the row system Furrows are

made between all the rows with an implement carrying

four broad shovels, furrowing between four rows at a
time. Water is run in these furrows for the desired

time, after which the land is leveled by a shallow
cultivation. This prevents excessive evaporation which
would take place if the furrows were allowed to bake in

the sun. Usually only one irrigation is given, and that

about July 1st, just before cultivation ceases Two and
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one half to 3 acre-inches per acre are applied at this

time

Harvesting
,
and caring for the product.

In the sections of light and unirrigated land, the
beans ripen from August 20 to September 10. In the
irrigated parts and on heavier land, they ripen from
September 10 to September 25 or October 1. These
dates indicate the time the beans are harvested. Before
the earliest date for each section there will be some dry
pods in all the fields and at the latest date of harvest
there are always green pods
The beans are harvested by a seed-cutter with two

runners 12 to 15 inches high On the inner side of each
a knife is set diagonally backward and toward the middle

the best section an average of twenty-five sacks or 2,000
pounds per acre is considered to be satisfactory

Another factor which is of importance, and which has
only recently come to be appreciated, is the value of the
bean straw as rough feed It is generally regarded that
the straw is worth about $1 per ton in the field, loose.

George W. Shaw.

Tepary beans.

The tepary is a small white bean native to the
southwestern region of the United States (Phaseolus

acutifolius var latifohus), long grown by the Indians
and now receiving attention from general cultivators

The first full aeount is in Bulletin 08, Arizona Experi-
of the sled A few .

inches above each / f J^3
knife is a bar of iron / /

or wood set in a simi- 1 1

lar position The sled- I /f ( / /
runners are such all f/J \L/
distance apart that \\ fy>
two rows of beans VV I ‘ / if\
will pass between \ \ ‘ \\ I J l| \
them. Hence each NX \A f\\%. \
knife is drawn along \\ \\ !l \W\ \
the line of the row \\ \\ |/ \\\ \
cutting the plants \\ \\

| ^\\\^.\ \
just below the sur- \A \\

|
\\\ v\\ \

face of the ground. \\ 11 l = \\\ \\\The diagonal position \\J 1 lj.

\ \ \S\
of the knife causes it \sHf ^ 1

1 \ Vv \
to cut the plants V vfl -

1 \ '

clean without pulling A]
\ ^ \ 'X >

up by the roots, and \ ^ N; V,

together with the u ^ N
y.

diagonal bar above, pushes both / ^ \
rows to the middle, leaving them w / yr
together m a windrow These ji/

|

^ '

cutters are often mounted on
*

wheels to bear the mam weight ^
of the sled and driver, the runner
cutting into the ground just

\ y $
enough to hold it firmly to the \ \ /l
row Levers are provided to \\ J / ^
raise and lower the frame of the \\ // / }
sled A man with two or three \Vl I

^ J
horses, usually three, cuts from

\
/ L. y

8 to 12H acres a day. \ !

The vines, after lying in wind- \ VC
rows for a few hours, as left by \

the cutter, are piled by hand
, T_ T t v

. w i

r
n-..

J
i

485. The Chickasaw Lima, or Jack bean.

—

With pitchforks Three wind- Canavalia ensiformia. (XX)
rows are commonly placed to-

gether in one row of piles Piles are 4 or 5 feet in
diameter on the ground and 3 feet high. They remain
in these piles till very dry, which is a length of time
varying with the weather and the maturity of the
beans, but usually from two to three weeks A man
is expected to pile about 5 acres a day, but frequently
does not pile more than 2 or 3 acres. It requires from
two to three men to handle the beans cut with one sled.

Threshing is done by itinerant machines, using for
power either steam or gasolene engines The machines
thresh from 1,000 to 2,500 sacks per day, 1,500 being a
fair day’s work In a few instances about 3,000 sacks
have been threshed m a day. The charge is usually
25 cents a hundred pounds, equal to 20 cents a sack.
The beans are stored m large warehouses until mar-
keted, and are generally recleaned by a mechanical
recleaner which is very satisfactory.

Yield and value of crop.

The average yield is about fourteen sacks, eighty
pounds per sack, or about 1,120 pounds per acre. Some
fields produce nearly three times this amount, but in

ment Station (1912)
The development of artesian and dry-farming dis-

tricts m Arizona, together with the increased use of

pumped water for irrigation, have created a need for a
leguminous crop which, used in rotation with grain or
forage planting, will maintain the mt logon and humous
content of the soil and at the same time provide a
money return which is sure and profitable The expen-
ence of practical farmers throughout Arizona and New
Mexico has for years demonstrated the fact that no
crop so well fills this demand as the growing of dry
shell beans. Being a countrywide food staple, they have
a steady market which is little influenced by local

conditions other than transportation

\

v charges As corn in Illinois, cotton in

\ Texas or wheat in Kansas repiescnt
\ to their producers products of staple

\ value, so may the diy-farmers of the
Southwest, and those lmgating with

'y' artesian and pumped wateis, look to

\ the bean as a money-crop which at all

\ tunes may be surely and readily turned
X \ into cash

V* X Varieties of beans onginated in the
NX X X humid sections of the East are of but
NX W X little value when grown in Arizona
\\

x \ They do not withstand satisfactory
NX y. \ the extreme aridity and heat of the air

N\\\> \ during the summer months Out of a
\\ \ large number of varieties tested at

VU . \ Yuma, only those of southwestern

I

on8m wcrc successful

\\ X
\J

Among these southwestern varieties
NX \ Ji/ of beans, first tested at Yuma in 1909,
N
\v|/ certain ones were noted which gave

yields far in excess of all others, lnclud-

or Jack bean
in^ even much-pi lzed pink bean,

is. (XX) or frlJ°lc Subsequent investigations
developed the fact that this group of

varieties (known as tepanes) was distinct fiom either

the common kidney or snap bean They were found to
constitute a new species, hitherto unrecognized as a
cultivated plant in botanical or horticultural literature

It has been described by the writer as a new variety of
Phaseolus acutifolius In its wild state, Phaseolus
acutifolius is peculiar to the southwestern desert
region It may be found on the mountain-sides and in

narrow valleys from the Pecos river westward across
New Mexico and Arizona and southward into the
adjoining states of Mexico. Domesticated from the
neighboring canons and cultivated in small patches,
attended at best by a crude husbandry and dependent
upon the precarious summer rains and uncertain floods

from the mountain washes for irrigation, the tepary has
lost none of its native hardiness It has been cultivated
by the Papago and Pima Indians from prehistoric
times and in all probability foimed one of the principal
food-crops of that ancient and unknown agricultural

race, the ruins of whose cities and irrigating canals are
now the only witnesses of their former presence and
prosperity.
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While growing, the tepary may easily be distinguished

from the common garden bean by its more slender
vines and smaller leaves The leaves are also thinner,
smoother, narrower and moie pointed at the apex than
those of the bean The pods are smaller than those of

the bean, averaging about 3 inches long and $ inch
wide. Being somewhat flattened and having thin,

rather tough walls, the pods imghi resemble rather
closely a small variety of the lima Teparies, however,
differ markedly from either the bean or the lima m the
length of the stems bearing the first pair of aerial

leaves. For teparies these measure only about h inch,

whereas foi beans and limas they will average an inch
or more The seeds of the tepary are smaller than those
of the other sorts mentioned and there are a number of

minor differences which suffice to give them a distinctive

appearance at least to those who are familiar with the
group The seeds of the white variety
are veiy similar to those of the navy
bean, with which they would in all

probability be classed on the general
market A convenient test for shelled

tepary beans is to immerse them m
water They will wrinkle in five to
ten minutes, while other cultivated
species commonly require forty-five

minutes to one hour.

The tepary as a food

There is considerable difference of

opinion as to the relative palat ability

of beans and teparies Among the
Indians and Mexicans, the commer-
cial pink bean is preferred to the
tepary, as they say it has a better
flavor These people, however, make
the same diffeiente between the pink
bean and the white navy which is

shipped in from the Fast Tepaucs
should be soaked twelve hours before
cooking, during which time thej swell

to at least tw ice their original volume
and more than double in weight In
this respect they markedly surpass
other beans Well-cooked teparies

are light and mealy and have a rich

bean-like aroma Boiled and baked
with bacon or mashed and added to

soups, they form most acceptable
dishes To such as aie fond of the

onion, a small amount of this vegetable finely chopped
and stirred m during boiling makes a pleasing

addition.

Yields and culture .

The superiority of the tepary over other beans for

planting in the Southwest is exhibited in its gi eater

productivity when grown under similar conditions.

This statement is not only true in irrigated sections,

but even more marked in regions devoted to dry-farm-
ing In nine experiments in Arizona covering almost
every condition of soil, culture and water-supply, and
extending over three years, the average yield of the

teparies has been slightly more than four times the
average for varieties of the kidney bean. These greater

yields are due to the ability of the tepary to germinate
auickly m the presence of a low moisture-content of

the soil, with the resulting better stands on dry lands
The tepary is also able to withstand protracted seasons
of drought without permanent injury, returning to full

vigor immediately when the rains come Other beans
do not possess this ability to a marked degree The
tepary is also inured to the greatest extremes of sum-
mer temperatures and will bloom and set seed any
month from May to November On the other hand,
when the blooming period of common beans happens to

486 Typical Snap,
or String beans.

(XJO

fall within a season of extreme heat, the buds will for

the most part drop without setting pods I* or these
reasons the tepai y is a more sure and dependable crop,
often giving fan* returns when beans are a total failure

With an ample supply of water, good soil and other
conditions favorable,
teparies should yield 700
to 1 ,200 pounds per acre
However, 1,500 pounds
per acie have been re-

ported from the Colo-
rado Valley near Yuma.
Under dry-farm condi-
tions, yields of 150 to

700 pounds have been
reported On lingated
lands, teparies may be
planted in southern Arizona any time from the early
spring when danger of fiost is past until August 10.
The best crops however, are secured by early planting,
March 20 to Apnl 1, or by midsummer planting, July
12 to 25 In diy-farining, they are planted any time
fiom the 10th to the loth or 20th of July

Geo. F. Freeman.
BEARBERRY. Ardostaphylos

BEAR’S BREECH: Acanthus.

BEAUCARNEA: Nolina.

487. Bedding —Arundinana
Veitchii.

BEAUFORTIA (Duchess of Beaufort, patron of
botany) Myrtace

#

Greenhouse red-flowered shrubs,
blooming m spnng

Stiff, more or less heath-hke shrubs, lvs commonly
opposite, small and rigid, often only 1-ncrved. fls in

heads or shoit spikes, sessile, calyx 5-lobed, petals 5,

spreading, stamens man>, longer than the petals, in
bundles opposite each of the petals, ovary 3-celled. fr.

a loculieidal caps borne in the hardened calyx-tube—
Twelve or 13 species m VV Austral Requires the treat-

ment of coolhouse Australian things, with peaty soil.

Prop by maturing shoots under glass

purpfirea, Lmdl Small free-flowering shrub, with
vn gate branches lvs ovate-lanceolate or narrower,
becoming linear on the small branches fls small, pur-
plish red, the petals shorter than the erect subulate
calyx-lobes L H. B.

BEAUMONTIA (after Mrs Beaumont, of Bretton
Hall,Yorkshire, England). Apocyndceje Hothouse white-
flowered twiner

Corolla funnelform, short-tubed, without scales in
the throat, with 5 brood lobes, stamens 5, included,
attached to corolla, disk 5-lobed or of 5 scales. The
genus is more nearly allied to the familiar greenhouse
shrub Trachelospermum jasminoidts than to the splen-
did tropical climbers in Allamanda and Dipladema.

—

Four or 5 Indian or

Javanese trees or tall

climbers, with very
large, white, fra-

grant
,
bell-shaped fls.

in terminal cymes
B qrandijiora has

been neglected of

late, presumably be-
cause it needs so

much room. It
should be planted

out in strong, fibrous,

loamy soil of a warm-
house, as it rarely succeeds in pots It is best trained

to the roof, as full light is necessary for flowering, if

not for growth The snoots may be thinned if the large

leaves cast too much shade on the plants beneath The
wood should be wT

ell ripened to produce an abundance
of winter bloom. The flowTers are produced on the

488 Bedding.—Bambusa palmata.
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growth of the previous season. After flowering, the
plant should be severely pruned to produce lateral

shoots for the next season’s bloom. In its native coun-
try, this vine
climbs over very
tall trees.

grandifldra,
Wall A tall-

growing, woody
vine' lvs obo-
vate, cuspidate,

wavy margined:
sepals 5, large,

ovate, wavy,
pmk-tipped; co-

rolla-tubeveined
with green, the
limb 5-cleft. B.
M. 3213. Gn.
45, p. 138: 49,

p 314. J H. III.

28*243. Var.
superba, having
larger whiter fls.

than the type, is

known.
B frAorana,

Pierre Evergreen
shrub with white, fragrant, shallow bell-shaped fls Cochin China
GC III 49 306 —B JerdomAna, Wight. Similar to the above but

10 in. long. Cult only in rare

489 Oriental pattern.

1 White geranium 2 CMendula offici-

nalis, “Orange King ” 3 Coleus, green
4 Verbena hybnda Purple Mammoth, or
Lemome’s heliotrope 6 Alyssum vane-
gatura 6 Outline of black-red coleus
bounding all parts

with smaller parts, and with follicles

collections Wight Ic„ pi. 1314. N. Taylor f

BEDDING, or BEDDING-OUT. The temporary use
out-of-doors of plants that are massed for snowy and
striking effects There are four main types: spring,

summer, subtropical and carpet-bedding.

Spring bedding.

The most temporary of all forms of bedding is that
designed only for spring effects It is usually followed
by summer bedding m the same area It is the only
kind that largely employs hardy plants, an crocuses,

narcissi, daffodils, tulips, hyacinths, and other Dutch
bulbs All four types of bedding are commonly seen in

public parks, but spring bedding is the most appropri-
ate for amateur and homo use, as the bulbs flower at a
dreary time of the year, when their brave colors are most
cheering, and also because they are much more familiar
than tne subtropical and foliage plants of summer.
Moreover, hardy bulbs are more easily cultivated than
any other class of plants, and they are cheap. The
main principle is to plant them early enough to

secure a strong
root develop-
ment. There-
fore, they should
be ordered early,

and planted in

the latter part of

October or first

of November.
The colors may
be massed or
mixed according
to taste, the
terms massed
and mixed bed-
ding referring to

unity or vanety
of effect, and be-
ing applicable in

each of the four
main types men-
tioned above.
Opposed to

tms style of bod-

490. French pattern.

1 Calendula offioina I is, “Sulphur Queen ”

2. Ageratum nanum, “Blue Perfection ”

3 White geranium 4 Scarlet geranium.
5. Pink geranium Palm at center for accent
Whole design oultmed with green alter-
nanthera

ding is the naturalizing of bulbs in the lawn. Crocuses
and squills are particularly charming when they
appear singly, or in twos or threes, at unexpected
places in the lawn. Daffodils are frequently natural-
ized in large masses in spots where the grass is not
mowed.

Pansies are the only other plants that are used ex-
tensively for spring bedding. English double daisies

and catchflies are largely used for edgings. Pansies are
set out between April 1 and 15. In large operations,
pansy seed is sown in August of the preceding year,

and the young plants are transplanted once and win-
tered in a coldframe After flowering, the plants are
thrown away. The other method is to sow tne seed m
a greenhouse in January. The August-sown pansies
give larger and earlier blooms, but the January-sown
pansies will last longer, and in partially shaded places

will give scattering bloom all summer, especially if pro"

tected from drought.

491. French border pattern.

Marguerite, “Queen Alexandra” 2
Coleus, “Golden Bender ” 3 Scarlet gera-
nium 4 Cineraria mantnna 5 Calendula
officinalis,

'

nanum, “Blue I

mum.

, “Sulphur Queen ” 6 Ageratum
'Blue Perfection ” 7 White gera-

Summer bedding

Bedding for summer effects often follows spring
bedding in the same space of ground, and employs
chiefly geraniums, coleus, begonias, ageratum, salvia,

vinca, alyssuin, petunia, verbena, heliotrope, grasses,

cacti, and aquatic plants, the culture and varieties of

whicn may be sought elsewhere in this work. As to

tenderness, these fall into two groups, the first of which
may be set out about May 15 in New York, and the
second about Juno 1. Geraniums are the most impor-
tant of the first group, and coleus is an example of the
tenderest mate-
rial, which is set

out simultane-
ously with sub-
tropical plants
when all danger
of frost is past
As to fondness

for sunlight,
there are again
two groups, but
the only bedding
plants of im-
portance that
prefer shade are tuberous begonias and fuchsias. The
popularity lately achieved by tuberous begonias in

Europe will probably never be duplicated m Amenca.
The secret oi their culture is shade, shelter, and mois-
ture at the roots Therefore, a clay bottom is desirable

for a bed of tuberous begonias, as being more retentive

of moisture than a sandy or porous soil They enjoy
cool air and as much indirect light as possible, but not
the direct rays of the sun The north side of a build-

ing is better for them than a station under trees, as

the trees usually give too dense a shade, and their

roots interfere. On the other hand, coleus is more
highly colored in full sunlight than in shade.
The only fibrous-rooted begonias largely used for

bedding are varieties of the semperflorens type, of which
Yernon and Erfordu are popular varieties at present.

In the manipula on of tender perennials, there are often

two methods of propagation, either of which may be
better, according to the ideal m view. As a matter of

general tendency, propagation by cuttings gives bloom
that is earlier but not so continuous or profuse as by
seeds. Salvias and verbenas are pronounced examples.
On the contrary, cuttings must be depended on, as a
rule, to keep the choicest varieties true to type, as a
function of seeds in nature seems to be to produce more
variation than can be attained by non-sexual methods
of propagation, as by bulbs or cuttings. Salvias are also

an example of plants that are particularly effective

when seen at a great distance, and also of plants that
are generally massed for unity of effect, and not mixea
with others Verbenas aie commonly grown by them-
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selves, but this is because they demand much room by
reason of their trailing habit.

Subtropical bedding.

Summer bedding for subtropical effects employs
chiefly cannas, musas, castor-oil plants, crotons, palms,

ferns of coarser habit, screw-pmes, dracenas, araucarias,

elephant-ear caladiums, and, to a lesser extent, abutilon,

acalypha, achyranthes, anthencum, Canca Papaya,
sanchezia, and others Cannas are by far the most
popular at the present time, especially for mass-work.
Sometimes the tall, purple-leaved old-fashioned, small-

flowered types are used in the center or at the back of

the bed, and the dwarf, modern, large-flowered types

around the edges or in front Frequently, massing with
nna is practised. Next to cannasa single vanety of canna

in popularity probably come the crotons or codieums,

—

the broad-leaved types, as Queen Victoria, being better

for this purpose than the narrower-leaved or simply
curious kinds, as Codi<eum interruptum and C vohitum,

which belong to fanciers’ collections For carpeting the

ground in a croton bed, two vanegated trailers can be

used with good effect, the wandering Jew or trades-

cantia and Oplismenus Burvmnnn
,
which is familiar

to gardeners as Panicum vanegaium The large leaves of

bananas give a very rich tropical effect, especially if

they can be so

sheltered that
the wind w ill

not split them
One of the very
best plants for

encircling a
public fountain
is the huge-
leaved ele-
phant-ear eala-

dium For in-

teresting points

concerning its

culture, see Co-
locasia Among
the first lialf-

dozen fa\ orities

for sub -tropi-

cal bedding is

the castor -oil

plant, or nci-

nus Its mar-

velous growth from seed in a single season makes it

one of the very best of all plants for rapidly filling up
large areas temporarily Grasses furnish an exception

to the general rule that bedding plants are tender

There are some kinds of bamboos that are more or loss

hardy m the northern states, and these are bound to

increase in popularity. Figs. 487, 488. A favorite

combination of grasses for bedding is Arundo Donax,

the giant reed, surrounded by eulalias Grasses and

their kind are particularly effective m aquatic groups

No well-kept large establishment is complete without

a pond or body of water in which aquatic plants are

naturalized For a more extended account of this

attractive subject, see the article Aquatics

There is a large class of tender material—as palms,

screw-pines, the coarser ferns, dracenas, araucarias—

a

class of fohage plants that really does better outdoors

during summer in a shady and sheltered position than

indoors all the year round. In the more formal styles

of ornamental gardening, such plants often form the

nucleus of a subtropical bed, the large tubs of the

palms being hidden by lower-growing plants, as

begonias, or whatever may be left over from the spring

operations. In less formal gardening, the tubs may be

hidden by plunging them half-way into the ground and
grading the sod, which has been previously broken, in

such a manner as to conceal the tubs entirely. The

492 Tudor rose pattern

1 Scarlet begonia 1 Lobelia erinus,

white 3 Eohoerio seounda gluuou 4.

Scarlet geranium 5 Cineraria rnaritima

6 Alternanthera paronycluoidca

plants are arranged in a freer and more natural manner,
and the outer fringe of begonias and the like may be
dispensed with The chief dangers to such plants are
from the sun and wind. Palms once scorched or wind-
whipped are ruined. Hence, a sheltered position on
the north side

of a building,

or under the
shade of trees, is

usually the best
spot for their
summer vaca-
tion.

Carpet-bedding

What isknown
as carpet- or de-
sign -bedding is

the most formal
and most expen-
sive of all kinds
of bedding, and
employs plants

493. Eighteenth century English border
pattern

1 Lobelia ennus, />lue 2 Begonia,
“Fairy Queen ” 3 Cineraria maritime 4
Calendula officinalis, ‘‘Sulphur Queen ” 5.

Lobelia crinus, white 6 Alternanthera
paronyehtoides Alternative Use pansies
alone

that stand pinching and shearing, as coleus, achyran-
Ihes, alternanthera, lobelia, one of the dusty millers

{Centnurea gymnocarpa,—C candidissitna will not beai

the shears), and certain succulents of the hen-and-
ehiekens type (as cche\ enas), and many others The
plants are started indoors, mostly by cuttings, and
from very carefully selected stock The terms “geo-

metrical bedding’’ and “fancy bedding’’ are somewhat
synonymous. Here belong the imitations of buildings

and animals, the portraits of men, the lettered greet-

ings to conventions, the calendars, floral clocks, and
similar ingenuities

The designs of carpet-beds are very numerous, but
there ar^ certain recognized standards The diagrams
(Figs 489 to 494) give forms and planting material for

a half-dozen unlike and regulated patterns, with har-

monious color combinations Forms of pattern-beds on
the lawrn are shown in Figs 495, 496 A proper setting

for pattern beds is indicated m Fig 497 For designs

and for extended cultural information, the readei is

referred to. the numerous German books on the subject,

to Mottet’s La Mosaleulture, and to a book published

by Geo A Solly & Son, Springfield, Mass This style

of bedding requires the highest degree of technical

skill, and is especially enjoyed by the Germans, whose
gardeners excel in it

The position of a bed is far more important than the

style of bedding or the kinds of plants that are used

The natural school of landscape gardening, as opposed to

the various schools of ornamental gaidemng, makes no
objection to beds
in themselves,

but dislikes their

usual position

They are com-
monly given the
most conspicu-

ous places, where
they must be
seen, whether
people like them
or not They
should be m a
place by them-
selves where
they do not in-

terfere with the
quieter and
larger pictures of

the whole place

Sunken areas,
as in Fairmount
Park, Philadel-
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494 An Italian pattern.

1 Calendula officinalis, “Orange King.”
2 Astratum nanum, "Blue Perfection.’

3 White geranium 4 Scarlet geranium
5 Alternanthera paronyclnoidea as a

line aeparating parts of the design
i out-
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phia, are particularly commendable; a flower-bed should
not be m the middle of a large lawn, because it dis-

tracts the attention from the larger picture, and
because the lawn is the canvas upon which the land-

scape gardener makes his

picture. The chief merit of

Beds is their attractiveness

and brightness, which ac-
counts for their presence m
parks and public places On
the other hand, they are ex-

pensive, and they are at

their best only two or three
months m the year, while
a mud-hole in a lawn for

nine months of the year is

an unsightly object Formal
beds, especially of foliage

plants, with their gaudy
colors and unchanging
monotony, are considered

by some the most unnatural
and the least artistic style

of gardening Nevertheless,
they require a high degree of

^ technical skill, which de-
«>5. Uwb bedding pattern.

BCrves appreclatlon .

General instructions.

A few practical suggestions may be given for making
any bed The soil should be rich and full of vegetable
matter. If a foot or 18 inches of the surface soil is so
poor that it must be removed, it may be replaced by
two parts of fibrous loam and one of well-rotted manure,
with some upturned broken sods m the bottom for

drainage. The fall is the proper time to apply manure,
and if the bed be thoroughly spaded over and left rough
dunng the winter, the alternate freezing and thawing
will fine both the soil and the fiber of the manure
Beginners nearly always fail to supply perfect condi-
tions for watering A midsummer mulch of half-rotted

manure enables the plants to take all the moisture they
need dunng the drought and to keep it The soil should
be in ideal condition before the plants are set into it,

—

mellow, nch, full of fiber, and of firm and uniform
texture. Begin in the middle and work toward the
edges. When the bed is finished, give it one thorough
soaking, to settle the soil at the roots.

BEECH: Faou,
Il0BERT Sh0BE '

BEES IN HORTICULTURE. Bees pollinate the
greatest number of flowers of any insects To them,
therefore, horticultunsts are indebted for a service that
is inestimable, but it is usually disregarded. The pro-

gressive horticultunst, how-
ever, today is awake to the
situation and ready to uti-

lize the honey-bee in an
effort better to meet com-
petition.

The bee’s service to the
horticulturist in pollinating

the flowers of fruits and
vegetables, is the result of

its effort to secure nectar
or pollen, the male element
of the flower; this is trans-
planted from the anther to

the stigma, which latter is the female organ Many
flowers, for satisfactory fertilization, require a foreign
pollen, and it is through the agency of bees that this is

usually supplied. The intricacies of the mechanisms and
the means of pollination have been described by a host
of writers, including Darwin and Muller.
There are two kinds of bees, solitary and colonial

(social). Solitary bees five isolated and singly, seldom

496. Lawn bedding pattern.

becoming numerous. Among the colonial bees are the
bumblebee and honey-bee. While the honey-bee may
be classed as wild when colonies escape from apiaries,

wild bees may be considered to include all bees other
than the honey-bee.

While wild bees are sometimes numerous and may be
observed at work on the apple, raspberry and many
other flowers, the honey-bee, in most localities, prob-
ably outnumbers them. If it were possible to calculate

the value derived from pollination by the honey-bee
alone, these returns would without doubt far exceed the
total income of beekeepers through their honey and
wax In the bee, therefore, there is a source of double
income.
Among the cultivated plants in northern latitudes

that are pollinated by honey-bees, are the apple, pear,

plum, quince, peach, raspberry, blackberry and straw-
berry (to some extent), mulberry, pea, bean, currant,

grape, squash, melon, cucumber and the cranberry.
The value of the honey-bee in the cultivation of the
cranberry was but recently recognized and is mentioned
on next page.

While growers of fruits and vegetables have usually

recognized that bees play an important part in their

croppage, they have largely depended on the wild bees
or bees m neighboring apiaries for service. There is,

497. Pattern beds in a formal setting.

however, some risk in this, because the seasons vary and
the prevalence of insect- and bee-life vanes from year
to year.

It is well known that the prevalence of all wild life,

plant or animal, is subject to fluctuations due to favor-
able and unfavorable environmental conditions Some
years in a locality there is a pest of mosquitos or house-
flies In succeeding years they may be few. It is so with
the game birds and the fish of the sea; they are plenty
or scarce from time to time Bees also have their

periods of ups and downs W'hen favored, they rise to
the crest of prosperity and prevalence. It may be that
disease enters a locality and reduces their numbers.
Hard winters may also depreciate them so that in a
year when they are needed for their service as pollen-

bearers, they are at a low ebb Fig 498 illustrates the
hypothetical curve of this fluctuation.

When the horticulturist realizes that he is depending
on this fluctuating service of wild bees, he asks what he
can do to overcome the unreliability and assure him-
self of a maximum crop or a more even crop The
recommendation would be to establish an apiary in

proportion to the size of the orchard or garden. This
eliminates any dependency upon wild bees or honey-
bees from neighboring apiaries Yet their additional
service will do no harm. It is far better to over-supply
an orchard with bees during the blooming penod than
to have a scarcity. Furthermore, the cost of the small
apiary is infinitesimal as compared with the possible
benefits and returns.
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It should also be remembered that during fruit-

bloom particularly, weather conditions often prohibit

free flight of bees Hence they should be near at hand
to perform their service Numerous observations are
on record in which orchards were successfully fertilized

when the bees had less than a quarter of a mile to fly,

while more distant orchards bore no crops. Thus the
apiary in or adjacent to an orchard will safeguard failure.

A specific instance of the importance of bees to the
practical orchardist, is shown m an observation on two
orchards of about equal acreage in a western “pocket”
in the foothills of an admirable fruit land, well drained
and protected from frost One grower secured large

crops, while his neighbor secured none, although his

fruit trees were of the same age and blossomed heavily
each spring The owner, in despair of financial ruin,

called for assistance upon the State Experiment Station

A specialist, who was a pomologist and entomologist,
investigated the two entirely comparable orchards, but
was about to return without solving the problem when
the question of bees arose Upon inquiry it wras asserted

that no bees had been maintained for either orchard.
Going over the ground more carefully, however, the
specialist found in a neglected comer of the fruiting

orchard, a fallen log partially sunken in the damp
land This sheltered a very large colony of bees, to it is

attributed the success of the orchard The following
season bees were provided in the orchard which had
previously failed, with the result that the owner netted
$3,800 on his crop.

Special services of bees

Various fruits—The honey-bee has been known to
work the strawberry although it does not always fre-

quent it There is, however, a particular affinity in the
raspberry for bees One of the sources of the finest

honey is the wild raspberry The blackberry is less

frequently visited Plums benefit materially
Cranberry —Recently investigations have shown the

bees to be of prime importance m the setting of cran-
berries In cranberry-growing in Massachusetts, own-
ers are maintaining their own apiaries It may be
desirable to haie one colony for every two acres. The
growers of melons use colonics of bees on their planta-
tions with most marked success Similarly, cucumber-
growers for pickhng-houses and squash-growers regu-
larly maintain bees General market-gardeners also
believe in the benefits derived
Apple and peach orchaids —Apple and pear crops as

well as peach and plum are, without doubt, more even,
larger and more constant when bees are kept In Ver-
mont it has reccntl} been noticed that the largest apple
crops occur in the vicinity of the commercial apiaries

It is fast becoming the custom among commercial
growers to maintain their own apiaries adjacent to or

m their orchards. Some advocate a colony of bees for

every fifty trees.

In greenhouses —For the fertilization of vegetables
and fruits in greenhouses, bees are of material service,

having largely done away with the use of the cameFs-
hair brush, impossible for commercial growers. For
example, in Massachusetts, one grower of greenhouse
cucumbers uses upwards of eighty colonies a year The
total number used annually in the state by greenhouse
cucumber-growers exceeds 2,000 colonics It is believed
by some that tomatoes in the greenhouse benefit to

some extent by the service of bees.

The alleged injury to fruit by bees.

Occasionally it is alleged that bees damage an
orchard. It might be concluded when bees are seen
upon peaches, grapes or pears, sucking at the flesh, that
the bee is injurious. On the other hand if this act could
have been tiaccd, it. would have been found that some-
thing other than a bee had first pierced the skin of the
fruit Investigation shows that wesds and birds do this*

or that a fungus may disintegrate the skin In some
such break in the skm the honey-bee can make a start;
but to the satisfaction of all beekeepers and most
orchardists, it has been proved by experiments and
demonstrations that the honey-bee is physically incap-
able of puncturing a sound fruit. Thus, the injury by
beejs to fruit is a misconception; the news should be
spread by successful orchardists.

Securing of bees

Rees are available to horticulturists in several ways
A small number of colonies is sometimes hired for a
period of a few w eeks, during I he blossoming period of

the crop Growers occasionally induce beekeepers to

establish an apiary in their orchards by granting them
privileges Bee-keepers sometimes approach orchardists
for the location of the apiary The more thoughtful
grower, however, considers it advisab’e to own his bees.

These he maintains himself or hires kept by a practical

apiarist The practice is growing in favor, especially

among moderate-sized orchardists or cranberry-grow-
ers, of hiring a practical apiarist to maintain the
colonies on several adjacent farms This cooperative
plan insures a maximum efficiency of the colonies at a
minimum cost and without burdening the horticul-

turist with additional detail Those who use bees m

line illustrates high efficiency secured by maintaining an apuuy

greenhouses will find it advantageous to maintain
colonies rather than to purchase annually

In buying bees it is particularly essential to secure
disease-free stock Bees are subject to at least two
prevalent diseases, known as “Ameiiean foul brood”
and “European foul brood,” to w^hieh they succumb
rapidly The inexperienced, therefore, should secure
information and ascertain that the bees have been
inspected for disease, when this is possible Should
disease set in, a considerable loss, both in bees and to
the orchard, might result in a short time Information
concerning diseases can usually be had through the
experiment, stations or agricultural colleges as well as
the United States Department of Agriculture.

Manipulation of bees.

There are numerous books and bulletins upon the
manipulation of colonies A few fundamental features
arc Always keep the colonies strong, secure an amiable
race so that the bees may be handled agreeably; keep
the colonies in hives from which the combs may be
removed, eliminate swarming, give adequate pro-
tection in winter; feed when necessary

If the inexperienced grower is to manipulate his own
bees, it is advised that he begin with a small number of

colonies, say not more than five

If the bee-moth becomes prevalent in the hive, it is

a sign that something is radically wrong with the
colony An experienced apiary inspector always sus-

pects the presence of disease when moths are found.

Burton N Gates.

BEET. A set of garden vegetables, grown for the
fleshy roots and a few sorts for the thickened midribs;
and some kinds in the ornamental garden for the highly
colored foliage

There are 4 or 5 species of the genus Beta, which are
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sometimes cultivated under the name of beet, but Beta

vulgaris
,
Linn., is the only one of practical importance.

From it all our common garden varieties are derived
According to DeCandolle, the aboriginal slender-rooted

species is found in sandy soil, and especially near the

sea, throughout southern Europe, and on nearly all the

coasts of the Mediterranean. It also occurs as far east-

ward as the Caspian Sea and Persia “Everything shows
that its cultivation does not date
from more than two or three cen-

turies before the Christian era." It

is now highly improved, principally

in the one direction of large and suc-

culent roots, and is much esteemed
m all civilized countries. See Beta.

The beet grows at a low tempera-
ture and thrives best., therefore, in

the cooler parts of the country. It is

also an important winter crop at the
South and an early spring crop at the
North. The young plants will stand
light frosts and after two weeks will

499. Bassano beet stand fairly heavy frosts.

With the extension of glasshouse
gardening, beets have come to be one of the important
greenhouse crops. They are not usually made a mam
crop, however, but are grown between other crops,

such as lettuce, beans, or even tomatoes They are

sown very thick and when the young plants begin to

crowd, they are thinned out and the thinning sold for

greens As beets thnve best at relatively low tempera-
tures, they may first be grown m a lettuce-house or
other greenhouse having a temperature of 60° to

70°, rather than in a house piped for tomatoes or
cucumbers.
The beet is grown exclusively from seed Most table-

beet seed for use in the United States is produced in

Blurope It is possible, of course, for any gardener to

grow his own seed, but in order to do this the roots must
be taken up before the crown is exposed to severe frost,

and carried through the winter in cool and moist but
frost-proof storage, and planted in the garden the sec-

ond year. Seed stems run up to the height of 4 feet.

When the seeds are npe the tops are cut and put in a
warm storage house to dry When fully dry the seed
is winnowea out. Seed is usually sown where the crop
is to grow, although the plants are easily transplanted
The transplanting is sometimes undertaken, especially

when beets are to be grown as a catch-crop or intercrop
in greenhouses.

Varieties and types.

Some of the most popular varietal types of the gar-
den beet are* Bassano (Fig 499).—Flesh white and
light red mixed; an old-time early variety, now less

grown than formerly Crosby—Slightly oblate, red
flesh, excellent for general purposes, including forcing

Early Blood Turnip—Rich, deep blood-red, flattened
turnip-shape, an old and well-known sort Edmund .

—

Moderate size; handsome, rounded, smooth, deep red,

good grain and flavor, not quite first-early Eclipse .

—

Uniformly globular, bnght red, fine-grained and sweet,
one of the best quick-growing early beets. Eayptian
Turnip—Tops quite small, roots .air size, rich, deep
red, a standard early variety.

For field culture of culinary beets, the long-rooted
varieties are chiefly used These are sown in the field

as soon as the weather is settled, m rows far enough
apart to allow of tillage by horse. Most of them require
the entire season m which to mature. They are grown
mostly for storing for winter use They were once grown
for stock, but the mangel-wurzels give much greater
yields The various types of Long and Half-long Blood
beet (Fig. 500) are chiefly used for field culture.

Favorite varieties of mangel-wurzels are Golden
Tankard, Golden Yellow Mammoth, Mammoth Long

Red. Several sorts of sugar beets, mostly imported
from Germany, are being grown in divers places in

America. Of chard, there are few selected varieties

offered in America.
The varieties of Beta vulgaris may be conveniently

divided into five cultural sections, though the distinc-

tions are somewhat arbitrary and of no fundamental
importance. These sections are aa follows.

1. Garden Beets Varieties with comparatively
small tops, roots of medium size, smooth, regular ana
fine-grained, mostly red, but sometimes whitish or
yellowish.

2. Mangel-wurzels, or Mangels. Large, coarse-

growing varieties, with large tops and often very large

roots, the latter frequently rising some distance out of

the ground, rather coarse-grained Extensively grown
for stock-feeding. See Cyclo. Amer. Agric Vol II, p
539 (Root Crops).

3 Sugar-Beets Sometimes said to belong to
another species, but doubtless to be classified here.

Rather small-growing varieties, with medium tops:

roots small to medium, usually fusiform, smooth,
nearly always yellowish or whitish. See Cyclo Amer
Agric Vol. II, p. 588

4. Chard, or Swiss Chard Vaneties with com-
paratively large tops, broad leaf-blades and very large,

succulent leaf-stems, which are cooked and eaten some-
what like asparagus. The thrifty, tender > oung leaves

make a very excellent pot-herb. Chard has sometimes
been referred to a separate species, Beta Cicla

t
but

should be included with B. vulgaris. See Chard
5. Foliage Beets. A race which has been developed

to produce luxuriant foliage of many colors and varied
markings. Of such varieties are the Brazilian, Chilian,

Victoria, and Draciena-leaved The ribs of the leaves
are usually beautifully colored. Where the leaf-blight

fungus is not serious, these foliage beets make excellent

borders when strong and heavy effects are desired, and
they are excellent for bedding. Raised from seeds, as

other beets are; roots may be kept over winter.

Cultivation.

Young beets constitute one of the most important
early crops m truck-gardening. Many acres of them are
grown near all the city markets, and as they bear trans-

portation well, they are often grown at comparatively
remote places Large quantities are shipped early from

500. Half-long Blood beet.

Norfolk, Va
,
and from other southern points to north-

ern markets. Like all root crops, the beet needs a loose,

light, fresh, clean, rich soil, which must be in the best
condition of tillage. No fermenting manure should be
used, but instead fully rotted barn manure, with some
good potash fertilizer. Light applications of nitrate of

soda often produce marked beneficial effects. The seed
for the first crop is sown early in spring, as soon as
the soil can be well worked When intensive garden.-
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mg is practised, the drills may he as close as 1 foot

apart, in which case the young beets are thinned to 6
inches apart m the row. But in ordinary gardening, it

will be found most convenient to run the rows 2 to 3
teet apart, allowing cultivation with the horse. The
plants in such rows can be left 4 inches apart at thin-

ning time The thinning is done when the young
plants are large enough to be pulled for “greens,” for

which purpose they find a ready market Beets are also

grown in quantities as a fall crop, and are stored for

winter use. When this is to be done, the seed is sown
in June, and the plantation is managed in all respects

like the spring sowing When the young roots are

ready for the early market, they are pulled and tied

in bunches of five or six The fall crop is pulled soon
after the first frost, the topis are removed, and the
roots stored in puts or root cellars.

Marketing.

Greenhouse beets and early beets are usually bunched
for market, three to six together, according to size They
are bunched together tightly with a string about the
topis All beets should be thoroughly washed before

marketing Considerable quantities of late beets and
field-grown stock are sold in bulk, like potatoes In
this ease the topis are cut off Late-grown beets may be
stored over winter in the same manner as potatoes.
They are often buried m the fields in pits, but may be
kepit in a good cellar or storage house The yield of

mature beets varies from 200 to 500 bushels to an acre,

300 being an average yield

Insects and diseases

There are many species of insects that feed upion

beets, but flea beetles are about the only ones of im-
portance These* may be pioisoned by spraying with
pans green or arsenate of lead, and they are driven
away in many cases bv the use of bordeaux mixture
which is also the most important preventive of leaf-

spot This leaf-spot is perhaps the worst disease which
attacks beets, but this is more common upxrn the sugar-
beets in the field than upion the more common varieties.

The piotato scab, very common on potatoes, is found
also on beets, and jus this disease lives m the soil from
year to year, it is a bad practice to grow beets after a
crop of potatoes. F \ \V

T

AU«n

BEGONIA (named after Michel Begon, superin-
tendent at St Domingo, 1638-1710, a French pro-

moter of botany) Begoradcese Begonia Elephant’s
Ear Beefsteak Geranium A various group, rang-
ing from hothouse to conservatory and window-garden
subjects, many of thorn grown pirimarily for foliage,

others for the showy bloom, treated mostly as single

pot-specimens, but some kinds used for bedding
More or less sappy or succulent herbs or undershrubs,

having the st m some eases reduced to a thick rhizome,

m others to a distinct small tuber, while a few others
possess a semi-tuber m which there are a number of

closely set scales or suppressed lvs
,
resembling bulbs:

lvs variable, alternate, more or less unequal-sided,

entire, or lobed, or toothed, ovate-acuminate, orbicular

or peltate, fls. monoecious (bisexual variations are

known. Diimmer, Annals Bot xxvi 1123), asym-
metrical, usually in axillary cymes, the males usually
with 4 parts, of which 2 are mostly small, the

females with 5 (rarely 2), pink, white, rose, scarlet, yel-

low, and all shades of these, being represented
;
stamens

numerous: filaments free or united at the base; styles

2 or 4, free, sometimes connate; stigmas branched or
twisted like a corkscrew, ovary inferior: fr usually a 1-

3-wmged caps
,
which is often colored; seed numerous,

very minute—The genus Begonia, with 400-500
species in warm countries around the globe, gives the

name and definition to the Begomacese. Only three
other genera are recognized: Hillebrandia, with 1 spe-

cies in Hawaii, Symbegonia, 1 little-known species in

New Guinea; Begomella, 3 species in Colombia The
begonias are exceedingly variable, the genus running
into about 60 well-marked sections, but the mter-
gradations are so many and the essential floral charac-
ters so constant that it is impracticable to break up
the great group into separate genera
The begonia is one of the great groups of cultivated

ornamental plants Very many species nave been intro-

duced, and there are numberless hybrids and variations

The most pxipular single begonia is now probably the
wonderfully floriferous Gloire de Lorraine (Fig 505)
The foliage begonias are of many ‘original kinds, and
the numerous hybrids and variations have given great
choice to the cultivator B Iiex is the chief basis of

the foliage races Many cultivators are unaware of the
possibilities of the Rex derivatives, because they grow
them in p>ots (for commerce) on benches, whereas the
singular and characteristic results are secured by grow-
ing them in the earth against greenhouse walls or in

rock pockets below the benches (Plate XIV).
Because of the great numbers of interesting forms,

begonias have appealed strongly to collectors and
fanciers In recent years, however, the collections have
been passing out in the large private places, and most
dealers now carry only a few standard kinds (mostly
modified cultivated forms), in addition to the florists’

bedding and garden sorts and a general mixed stock of
tuberous kinds. The following botanical account, there-

fore, does not accurately represent the present state of

the begonia trade It is to be regretted that the fan-

ciers’ collections are not kept, and it is partly m the
hope that the desire for collections will return that
this rather full treatment is given of the mam species

and stem-groups now m cultivation

The foliage begonias of the Rex type are subject to

an insidious disorder, affecting the leaves and eventually
the entire plant. The remedy seems to be to discard
all suspected stock and to propagate from wholly
healthy plants, or to grow them out of it by planting
them in a shaded airy greenhouse bench for a summer
and potting again in fall

The interest m begonias centers in their use as orna-
mental subjects. It is said that the stalks of sonic of

the species are used as the leaf-stalks of rhubarb are
used The rhizomes of many species, particularly
those from South America, are bitter and astringent
and are employed locally for certain fevers and for
syphilis. Some species contain purgative principles.

The sour sap of one of the Asiatic species is said to be
used for the cleaning of weapons
The first begonia was introduced into England in

1777, B. nitula. Since then, about 200 have proved of
value to the horticulturist Few other plants have been
improved or varied so rapidly, there being thousands
of variations now in cultivation, displaying the most
gorgeous colors m their flowers and beautiful color-

ing in their leaves The development of the modern
race of hybrid tuberous begonias followed the intro-
duction of B. Veitchn, B rosaejlora, B. Davisn

,
B. bolivi-

ensis, B Pcarcei and others after 1860. The geograph-
ical distribution of begonias is very disjunctive and
localized They are indigenous to Mexico, Central and
South America, Asia, and South Africa. They seem to
have no genetic relationship with other plants now
living For literature, see Dryander, The Genus Be-

S
ia, Trans of the Lmn. Soc

,
Vol I, 1791, Klotzsch,

oniaceen-Gattungen und Arten, 12 plates, 1855
h. Ak Berlin); DeCandolle’s Prodromus, 15, 1,

1864; and floras of regions m which begonias are native.

L. H B.

General culture and propagation.

For horticultural purposes, the begonias may be
arranged in four groups- The socotrana or semi-tuber-
ous set; the tuberous-rooted; the foliage kinds, mostly
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v.

501. Young plants starting from the

incisions on a begonia leaf.

rhizomatous; and the fibrous-rooted. The bedding
begonias are mostly of the fibrous-rooted section,

particularly in the Semperflorens group, although the
improved tuberous kinds may be used for this purpose in

special places.

(1)

The semi-
tuber ous or

bulbous group
comprises such
begonias as B
socotrana and
Cl 1 o l r e d e

i Sceaux. They
require much
care and should
be grown in a
soil with more

leaf-mold than the fibrous-rooted, and a temperature of
65° to 70° in the daytime and 60° at night Of Gloire de
Sceaux and some others, plants two years old will be
found best for decorative purposes For special notes on
B. socotrana

,
see the treatment of that species, page 473.

(2) The tuberous begonias are grown m pots, boxes
or baskets, under glass, or.as bedding plants in a shaded
border. If the plants are intended for pot-culture m
the greenhouse, it is best to use the tubers. For early
flowering, start the tubers in February or March, either

in small pots or shallow boxes. The soil may be com-
posed of loam, sharp sand and leaf-mold, and the tem-
perature about 60° to 65°. When the plants are ready
for repotting, well-rotted manure may be added, and
when the roots have taken a fresh hold a cooler tem-
perature may be maintained. For bedding purposes,
seedling plants, as well as tubers, may be used, provid-
ing they are of a first-class strain. Tubers are preferred

if early-flowering plants are desired. For further cul-

tural notes, see the discussion on page 471

(3) The Rex begonias arc grown entirely for the
beauty of their foliage They may be propagated by
means of either shoot- or leaf-cuttings, the latter being
the better when plants have to be raised in quantity.
Large and well-matured, but still healthy and vigorous
leaves may have the principal nerves cut on the under
side. The leaf is then pegged or weighted down on the
surface of a well-drained propagating bed. If care-

fully shaded, roots will be formed at every cut, a tiny

leaf will follow (Fig. 501), and the little plants may be
inserted singly in small pots Another method is to
cut the large leaves into triangular parts, with a bit of

the mam petiole at the tip of each, and insert the pieces

about 1 inch, with the lower or thickest end of the rib

downward (Figs 502, 503). Still another method is

to cut the leaf m two, across the

^ if ~*7Sf
veins, and stand it edgewise in the

\ 'W' X’jf propagating bed. The young plants

may be potted-up into small pots,

using a light, porous, sifted soil.

Keep shaded in a low house with
a moist atmosphere. The soil may
be gradually made coarser with each
pottmg until m the final shift, an
unsifted compost of two parts loam,
one part leaf-mold, one part well-

rotted manure, and one part sand,
is used, adding a sprinkling of lime.

While watering, avoid wetting the
leaves as much as possible, and keep

large, well-developed plants in a shaded house, with
plenty of ventilation day and night during the summer.

(4) The fibrous-rooted begonias comprise such spe-

cies as B. mtida, B. semperflorens var. gigantea, B albo~

picta, B. Haageana, anti B. Duchartrei. Of these, cut-

tings taken from clean, healthy stems in spring will

strike readily in an ordinary propagating-box or bench,
and if potted-on. as they require root-room, will make
fine plants for late winter and spring flowering. As

Triangular leaf-

cutting of begonia.

soon as one neglects good treatment, especially in re-

gard to light, fresh air and fresh soil, the red spider, a
physiological disease appearing like rust, and the
dreaded nematodes, will soon attack them and give
them a sickly and stunted appearance. They require a
temperature of 55° to 60° at night and 65° to 70°
m the daytime. The plants should be kept close to the
glass in the early stages of growth, on account of the
tendency of many of the varieties to send out rather
long shoots A good compost is three parts loam, one
part well-rotted manure, and one part sand

While begonias in general are miured by too strong
sunshine during summer, they are benefited by all the
sunshine they can get during the winter and early
spring months. Strong sunshine, however, pouring
through imperfect glass upon wet foliage, is liable to
blister the leaves of any begonia Such species as B
Dregci and B weltoniensis, which produce at their base
a thickened, fleshy stem like a potato, may be propa-
gated either by division or by cuttings. Many kinds of

the fibrous-rooted and rhizomatous sections can be
grown by amateurs, and make excellent house-plants,
especially B mamcata

,
B. coccmea, B speculata

,
B

argyrostigma var picta, B. ncinifolia, B heracleifoha,

B. incarnata. Rohert Shore

503 Plant arising

from the base (or tip)

of a triangular leaf-

cutting.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine (Fig. 505) was raised

by Lemoine by crossing B Dregei and B socotrana,

and is one of the most useful and beautiful deeo-
rative plants introduced If large

specimen plants in 10- or 12-mch
pans are desired, propagating
should be begun about November
or December of the year previous,

as these plants are generally at
their best about Christmas time
The best plants are obtained from
leaf-euttmgs. Select medium-sized,
well-ripened ieaves, cut off with a
sharp knife, insert in a bed of

sharp sand in a temperature of 70°

and space them far enough apart,

so that they do not touch one
another The propagating - bed
should be at least 2 inches deep, but
the stems should not be buried so

deeply that the leaf lies on the top
of the bed These precautions pre-

vent damping off A further preventive against damp-
ing off is to dust powdered charcoal over the bed after

the cuttings have been thoroughly watered The leaf-

cuttmgs of Gloire de Lorraine are far superior to shoots
that start from the base of a cut back plant, the leaf-

cutting having greater vigor and breakmg more shoots
from the base of the plant. The leaf-cuttings w ill root
in three weeks m the temperature recommended above,
but they should be left in the sand until they begin to
throw up shoots from the callus formed at the end of the
leaf-stem, after which they should be immediately
potted m 2-inch pots, in equal parts of fibrous loam and
leaf-mold, with about a fourth part of charcoal Never
allow the plants to become pot-bound until they have
attained the desired size, ana for all future pot tings use
equal parts of the fiber of loam, half-decayed flaky

leaves, well-rotted cow-manure or horse-droppings, and
a fourth part of charcoal Use this compost us rough
as can be conveniently worked around the plant while
potting. During the summer, they should be grown in

a rather humid atmosphere near the glass, always
lightly shaded from the sun until they begin to flower.

Pinch the shoots two or three times during the season
as this encourages breaks from the base of the plant
When well rooted in the final shift, waterings with
manure-water will be beneficial When the plants begin
to flower, they should be neatly staked with thm twigs,
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unless desired for hanging
plants, when they may be
allowed to droop around
the pan When in flower
they should be in a light

airy greenhouse with a
temperature of 45° by
night. These plants are
subject to mealy-bug and
may be fumigated at in-

tervals of two weeks with
hydrocyanic gas.

Geo. F. Stewart.

Tuberous begonias.

The tuberous-rooted be-

gonias, which are every
year becoming more popu-
lar, both as pot-plants,

and for bedding out-of-

doors, are the result of

crossing several different

-oecies differing consider-

ably m habit, and are
easily cultivated They

^ aie raised almost
^ wholly from seed, and
' good strains m differ-

ent colors may be ob-
tained fiom any repu-
table seed firm Ifow-

>
. ever, if one wishes to

’ increase th°se plants

by cuttings it can be done Shallow boxes or seed-pans
may be used m which to sow the seed about the
beginning of February They should be well drained
and filled with a compost made up of equal parts

of peat, leaf-mold and about a fourth of charcoal.

As soon as the plants are large enough to handle,

prick them out about 2 inches apart in the same
soil as above, place them close to the glass, but
always shaded from the bright sun, and in a moist

water does not reach them. The tubers will be good for
several years, but the best plants are in their second
year. The plants may be started at intervals, having
an earlier and a later lot For bedding out in partial
shade, these plants have no equals. Start the tubers in
flats about the end of April, have the bed heavily
manured and the soil level with the surface of the
ground, as the roots run near the top of the ground,
and consequently they have to be watered frequently.
The top of the bed should be always moist, a mulching
of well-rotted manure being of great assistance in

retaining the moisture. Plant about a foot apart, all

of one color, unless great care is exeicised in blending
the brilliant colors so that they do not clash

Geo F. Stewart.

INDEX.

acuminata, 74.
alba, 18
albo-coccinea, 50.
aibo-puta, 75
All* ry>, 92
annularis, 99
annulutu, lb
argontoo - guttata,

112
argyroMigma, 113
ascot ion*- is, 71
alropurpurea, 00
aurub<L folia, 70
Augustin* l. 37
auroo-inaculata, 57
Baumatinu, 20
Bcrtinn, 11
birolor, lfi

Hinotu, 44
Bisinarcku, 106.
boltdavis, 11

bolmonsis, 11
Bowringtana, 95.
Bruit nti), 02
Bunehu, 52.
cnffrtt, 17.
Caledonia, 2
carminiata, 107.
carohmspfoha, 83.
Carneroi, G2
Cathajana, 95
einnabarma, 22, 67
Clarkoi, 11
coccinca, 109

Comte de Limminghe,
31

conchicfoha, 54.
torallina, 113
Corboille do Feu, 66
coronata, 110
CouHtefiL Erdoedy.'il
( re,'net i, 91
crimt i, 21
cn n i, '>7

<y< lopliylla, 24
cypn a, 91
tid'd alt a, 38
Duvi n, 0
decora, 40
dtlKio-'d, 96.
dind< ma, SI
dichroa, 111
digitata, S2
Digswellmna, 09.
discolor, 15
duersifoha, 16
Dr Nachtigal, 104
Dregoi, 17
Duchartrci, 90
ecbiiiosepala, 87.
clegnntissima, 113
elhptica, 32
Englen, 86.
Englermna, 86.
Lrfordu, 63
erythrophvlla, 88.
E\ansiana, 15
Feast a, 52

foliosa, 72.
Froibehi, 8.

FLchsioidea, 07.
fulgens, 19.
Gcntilii, 43
goramfolia, 25.
geraruoides, 26.
gigantea, 46, 61.
glawoophylla, 31
Gloire do Chatelaine,

()0

Gloi’-o do Lorraine, 2
Gloire do Sceaux, 3
Glory ol t 'lncinnati, 2
goegoensis, 45
gracilis, 10
Crah'imiana, 56
grandiHoru, 10, 70.
grandts, 15. 85
Grilhthu, 35
gunnermfolia, 81.
Haagoana, 91
Hasskarlu, 77
H< mslyana, 80
heraeleifolia, 47
heracloiootyle, 50. %
hydrodotyhfolia, 51.
impercalis, 41.
incarnata, 70
lnoomparabilis, 6 .

Ingrarnu, 68.
msignis, 70.
jatrophsefolia, 47.
kewensis, 103.

atmosphere W hen they have
grown close together, transfer

them to 3 Flinch pot 4
*, the best

soil to use from now on being a
spent mushroom bed, adding
aDout. a fifth part of charcoal A
6 - inch pot is generally large

enough for the fust season, and
when they are well established in

these pots should be kept as cool

as possible A house facing noith
is the best place for them during
the summer, and all the air pos-

sible may be admitted night and
day On no account allow the«e

plants to .-differ for lack of water
until fall, when they will begin to

show signs of ripening off. Dur-
ing their growing period, they
may be stimulated by frequent
applications of cowr-manure water,

and soot diluted in wrater, an
ordinary handful to two and a
half gallons of water; water three

times with clean water, and alter-

nately with the other twro When
signs of ripening begin to show,
gradually withhold water until

the growths decay, and then place

the pots on their sides under a
bench in a greenhouse where the

temperature keeps around 40°. Be
sure they are in a position where
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knowsleyana, 73. parmfoha, 17. socotr&na, 1.

lacmiata, 97. Pearoei. 13. speciosa, 104.

Lazulu, 34. peltata, 77 speoulata, 39.

leprosa, 58. phyllomamaca, 117. strigillosa, 38.

Limminghet

,

31. picta, 35. Sunderbruchii, 47.

longipes, 101. pictanensia, 91. Sutherlandii, 12.

longipila, 47. pictifolia, 34. tenera, 30.

Lubbersu, 55. platanifolia, 81. Teuchen, 105.

lucerna, 119. polyantha, 108. Thuratonn, 114.

Lucian®, 65. polypetala, 28 Thwaitean, 30.

luctda, 32. Pres. Carnot, 118. Tnomphe Lemoine, 4.

luxunans, 79 punctata, 47. Tnomphe de Lor-
Lyncheana, 64. Rajah, 36. raine, 60
maculata, 4l, 109, remfonnis, 17, 85. Tnomphe de Nancy, 4.

113. Rex, 33 tuberhybrida, 21.

Mad de Leaseps, 1 10. ncmifolia, 46. tubcrosa, 21
magnifica, 59. Roezln, 64 Turnford fla'l, 2.

.namcata, 57 roweflora, 7. ulmifoha, 100
Margarita, 94 rosea, 7b undulata, 102
Martiana, 16. Rothschilds, 2. variegata, 93.

metalhca, 93 rubella, 48 Veitchu, 9
miniata, 67. rubra, 109 velutma, 93.

minor, 104. rubricaulia, 29. venosa, 78
modtca, 42. Sandersonu, 69. vernahs, 8.

nana, 8, 11. sangmnea, 98. Vernon, 6C.

natalonsis, 27, 108. scandens, 32 Verschaffeltiana, 49
nelumbtifolia, 53 Scharffiana, 89. Verschaffeltix, 49
nigricans, 47 Scharjfii, 91. vitifoha, 85
nitida, 104. Schmidtiana, 76. Washingtoniana, 81.
obliqua, 104. Schmidtii, 76. weltomensis, 18.

octopetala, 10. Sellown, 60. Worthiana, 11.

odorata, 104. semporflorens, 60. Wrightn, 113.

olbia, 111. smaragdma, 41. xanthina, 34.

palmata, 82. SmUhu, 62. zebn "u, 99.

506 . Begonia Gloire de Sceauz (XM). No. 3.

Horticultural Arrangement op Species.

This arrangement often throws together species of

no close botanical relationship, but it will aid the cul-

tivator to understand the genus.

I. Species Bulbous or essentially so.

aocotrana

II. Species Tuberous.
a. Plant stemless, hs. springing directly from the

crown or tuber (Davisn , rosxflora, Froebelii
,

Veitchu, octopetala

)

AA. Plant with sts., more or less branching.

B. Lvs. narrow (lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate)

(bolimensis, Sutherlandii).

BB. Lvs. broad (ovate to cordate-ovate) (Pearcei

,

Clarkei, Evansxana, gracilis, Dregei, weltoni-

ensis, fulgens)

BBB. Lvs. orbicular (Baumannn ).

BBBB. Lvs various, mostly broad-ovate at base, acu-
minate (tuberhybrida).

III. Species Rhizomatocs
a. Plant creeping, trailing,

or climbing (glaucophylla ,

scandens).

aa. Plant upright, often diffuse.

B. The picture-lvd. species, grown for the foliage,

which is large and prominent aiui blotched,

strongly colored, blistered, or otherwise illus-

trated The Rex set, and others

c. Lvs. oblique, lobed at the base, not peltate (or

only slightly so) (Rex, xanthina, Qnffilhii,

Rajah, Augustinei, dsedalea, speoulata,

decora, impenalis).

OC. Lvs. markedly peltate (modica, OentUii,
Bvnotn, gocgocnsis).

BB. The essentially plam-lvd rhizomatous kinds,
although some of them are grown chiefly for
foliage.

G. Lvs. prominently lobed, or parted or even
divided (ncmifolia, heradexfolva, Sunder-
bruchii, rubella, Verschaffeltiana, hero-
deicotyle).

CO. Lvs. lanceolate to ovate or cordate-ovate to

orbicular, not deeply lobed, often entire, and
sometimes peltate.

D. Foliage small, the lvs. less than 2 in. wide
(hydrocotyhfolia )

.

dd. Foliage of usual or large size

E. The lvs peltate (Feastn, ndumbiifolia,
conchsefolm, Lubbersu, albo-coccinea).

ee. The lvs. not peltate (manuata, leprosa,

magnifica).

IV. Specie3 Fibrous-rooted (Rhizomes small or 0.)

A. The herbaceous kinds—the plant small, succulent,
never becoming very tall or woody (semperflorens,
gigantea rosea, Camerei, Erfordn, Lyncheana,
Lucian# Corbcille de Feu)

aa. The woody or shrubby kinds, usually much
branched when mature, and often tall

B. Kinds slender, upright, small-leaved, mostly
smoe'lh, gieen or marly so lvs many and
usually not more than l in across

c. FIs pink or red {Jnthsioides, Ingramii, Digs-
welhanei, in nr > mda, as< aliens is)

CC FIs white, or tinted white (fohosa, knows-
leyana, acunnnatei, albo-picta)

bb. Kinds low-giounnej, diffuse (Schmidtiana)
bbb Kinds stiff, succulent wlutc-scurfy (peltata,

venosa)
bbbb. Kinds mostly tall and eject, some of them becom-

ing 8 ft high, distinctly shrubby and bushy
c. Lvs compound, or divided (luxurxans, Hems-

leyana, platanifolia, digitata, carohnise-
folia, <liaderna )

cc. Lvs noi compound, although sometimes
strongly notched or even lobed)

d Whole plant hairy, or al least so much so
as to give it the appearance of being a
rough or pubescent species.

E. Foliage light grein and plant pubescent
(vihfolui, Engle ri)

ee. Foliage markedly colored above or be-
neath, or both

F FIs white (echinosepala, erythrophylla,
Scharfliana, Duchartrei).

FF. FIs colored (Haugeana, Crednen,
Allnyi, Marganl#, metallica, cath

-

ayarut, dehetosa, laciniata)
dd. Whole plant smooth or becoming so (a few

hairs perhaps remaining on the lvs ), or
so much so as to gne it the appearance of
being a glabrous species.

E. Lvs. medium to large, very broad, fleshy
or thick, entire, often peltate (san-
gumea)

EE. Lvs. medium size, stiff, green and shining,
often elongated, mostly undulate or
notched.

V. FIs white (nngulans, ulmifolia. Ion

-

gipes, undulata, kewensis).
FF. FIs. colored (nitida , Teuschcri, Bu-

marckn, carminata, polyaniha. coc-

cmea).
eee. Lvs medium to large, the margins

strongly toothed, incised or lobed.

F. FIs white (Madame de Lesseps
, olbia).

FF. FIs. colored, varying to tinted white
(argenteo-guttata, maculata, Thurs

-

tonn, dichroa, coronata
, phyllo

-

maniaca, President Carnot, lucerna)

I. Bulbous Begonias, and Semi-Bulbous or Semi-
Tuberous Derivatives.

1. socotr&na, Hook. Fig. 504. A winter-flowering
species: st. annual, stout and succulent, forming at
the base a number of closely set scales or suppressed
lvs. resembling bulbs: lvs. dark green, orbicular, pel-
tate, 4-7 in. across, center depressed, margin recurved,
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crenate: fls. all male except the terminal one of each
branch of the cyme, in terminal few-fld cymes, bright
rose G.C II. 15:8. B M. 6555. Gn 21:163; 49*426
(as B Gloire de Lorraine). J H. III. 51*317. R.H.
1906, p 130; 1909, p. 426. A F. 13:587, 588 —Bulbs or
semi-tubers were brought from the hot sandy island of

Socotra by I. B Balfour, and grown at Kew in 1880.
The species was first described in Gardeners’ Chronicle

in 1881, and in the
same year in Bo-
tanical Magazine
See also Balfour,

Botany of Socotia,

p. 102, 1888 (Vol

31, Roy. Soc
,
Edin-

burgh ) An early

study of the nature

of the bulb 8 by
Duchartre will be
found in Bull. Soc
Bot. de France, 12

(1885) —This ex-

cellent plant re-

quires to be grown
in a light position

in a stove to develop
at its best. The
bulbs should be
shaken out of the

old soil in Sept, or

Oct and potted up
? m a light soil, rich in

humus and placed

m heat and mois-
ture, and, when well

established, should
be liberally supplied with manure-water The fls.

appear during the winter months, after which the

C
lant dies down, forming a number of large resting

uds or bulbs, the pots should then be placed in an
intermediate temp and be kept nearly ary until the

following growing period comes round. On account of

its haMt of producing fls m winter, this species has
been largely used by the hybridist in the production
of a race of winter-flowering begonias, of which there

are many named varieties

Following arc leading Socotrana derivatives:

2 Gloire de Lorraine {B socotranaxB Dregex) Fig 505 One
of the finest hybrid begomm evor raised lvs small, nearly regular,

pure green fls almost exclusively male, 4-petaled, large, borne in

broad panicles, covering the whole superior part of the plant, rose-
colored, not deciduous Gt 42, p ill A F. 12 842 G F 5 247 —
Although A socotrana is semi -bulboub and B Dregex has a thickened
rhizome, the hybrid forms show neither, but the base of the st

throws out many shoots, which can be separated and insure the
multiplication of the plant Intro by Lemoine in 1892 —There
are several forms of this plant now in cult Rothschilds variety has
larger and darker colored fls than the type Turnford Hall is a
form with white fls Caledonia also has white fls but is far inferior

as a garden plant to that of Turnford Hall Glory of Cincinnati, a
form with very lasting large satiny pink fls , is a seedling from B
socotrana x a sport of Gloire do Lorraine, it bloomed first in
Dec , 1908, and was intro to trade in 1910 (J. A. Peterson)

3 Gloire de Sceaux (B. socotrana X B. subpeltata). Fig 506.
Plant stout, half shrubby, erect, vigorous, compact, will form a
plant as much as 8 ft. high in a year with good cult and produce
quantities of its large rose-colored fls over a period of several
months Ivs dark metallic green, thick, large, red beneath, veins
red above, suborbicular, slightly oblique 1

fls profuse, beautiful rose-

pink, shiny, females the last fl on the cyme Fls from Dec till May
H.H. 1884 516 G F. 7 185 —Intro in 1885

4 Triomphe de Lemoine (B socotrana xB Roeslu) St her-
baceous, spreading, then erect and branching into numerous flower-
ing branches Ivs large, coriaceous, orbicular, somewhat oblique,
margins slightly cenerous, 6 m diam.’ fls m dichotomous cymes
from axils of Ivs , rose-carmine, female fls exceedingly rare, males
veiy profuse, plant resembling a large bouquet when in full bloom
G F 2 557 —intro by Lemoine in 1887 Retains its fls after they
are withered, a rare occurrence in begonias Another hybrid from
the same parent is Triomphe de Nancy, with fls rich yellow in the
center, double, and the outer petals of a paler hue—Intro. 188S.

5. incompar&bilil, Hort. (B. socotrana X a garden tuberous
form). Lvs. large, with the showy, well-formed orange-red fls.

standing well above them R.B. 33.60

II. Tuberous Begonias, the plant passing the winter
as a dormant tuber Nos. 6-80.

a. Plant stemless' lvs springing directly from the crown
or tuber.

6. D&visii, Veitch Fig 507. Lvs. ovate-cordate,
dull green, thinly haiiy, above and below, upper side

lighter veined and under side red, petiole short, pedun-
cles, pedicels and fls bright red Peru B M. 6252.
F.M. 1876*231. G C II 15*669—A favorite with
hybridists, because of its rich coloring and its free flow-

ering It has given rise to numerous dwarf, erect-habited
garden forms, with small but brightly colored fls

7 ros«fldra
f
Hook Stout petioles, scapes, bracts,

and stipules bright red. lvs green, 2-4 in. wide, on stout,

hairy petioles, 2-6 in. long, orbieular, rernform, con-
cave, margins lobed, red, toothed: fls 2 in across,

rose-red. Andes of Peru, 12,000 It. Intro, in 1867.
B M. 5680—Light-eolored seedlings of this species

gave ruse to Queen of Whites, put into commerce in

1878, and apparently an important factor in subse-
quent garden forms of the same color. The species

itself is probably not now in cult

8 FroSbelii, A DC. More or less hairy: lvs numer-
ous, cordate, acuminate, green, covered with fleshy,

purplish hairs: fls. m tall, lax, drooping, branching
cjmes, brilliant scarlet, large. Late autumn and
winter. Ecuador J II III 32, p 33 Journ Roy.
Hort Soc 19, p. e\cn Gn 12, p. 376 Intro, about
1872-3 by Otto Frocbcl of Zurich —A beautiful flower-

ing plant, useful for conservatory work m winter Var
vem&lis, Hort, hybrid {B FrocbelnxB Dregex), simi-

lar to type, intro by Deleuil m 1880. Var n&na,
Hort. Very dwaif* fls dark scarlet

9. VSitchii, Hook Loosely hairy* st very short or
practically none, thick, flcdiy, green* lvs orbiculate,

cordate, lobed and inched, margins ciliate, green,

principal veins radiating from a bright carmine spot
near the center, under side pale green, petiole thick,

terete pilose, fls. 2Lf in diam
, einnabar-red caps,

smooth, unequal wings Peru, 12,000 ft B M 5663.
F S 22 2326—One of the progenitors of the tuberous

bly not now
beautiful species.

race. Intro. 18G7 Probably not now in cult
,
but a

10 octopetala, L’Her. (B grandiflora, Know! &
West). Lvs on long, succulent downy petioles 1)4 ft.

long, cordate, deeply lobed and serrated, bright green:
fls seldom produced
in cult

,
greenish

white, in corymbs,
males with 8 or 9
petals 2 in across,

females smaller and

f
enerally fewer
ntro to Glasgow
from Lima, Peru,
m 1835 B.M 3559.
F. S 20*2056-?.
A F 4 225 (var
Lemomet). This
species is of little

or no horticul-

tural value.

aa. Plant with
st (not scapes)

evident and
more or less

upright, usur
ally branching.

b. Lvs narrow
,

lanceolate to -

ovate-lanceulatc

11. boliviensis,
A. DC. Fig. 508.
Plant sparsely 508. Begonia bolivieasit (

x

M). No. 11.
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hairy: st. erect at first, but drooping and becoming slen-

der with age, 2-3 ft. high, branching: lvs. lanceolate to

ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, 3-5 in. long: fls. in

drooping panicles, cinnabar-scarlet, long and fuchsia-

like; males twice as long as females Bolivia. B M.
5657.—Intro, into England m 1864. It is a very useful

basket-plant. This species has recently been crossed

with some ol the double and single garden forms of

the tuberous race (of which this species was one
of the ancestors), and has given rise to a pretty and
distinct type with long pendulous sts. and drooping
fls. which render them most useful as subjects for

baskets. B. Bertfnii, Hort
,

is closely allied, and per-

haps a form of B. boliviensis Els light scarlet, numer-
ous and large, not so pendent. Gt 51, p 550, desc. R H.
1894, p 247. There is a dwarf form (var. ndna ) of this.

B. Worthi&na, Hort., said to be a seedling of B. bolivx-

ensis, with larger and shorter lvs. and more numerous
and less pendent fls. B. bolid&vis, Hort

,
is a hybrid of

B Davrni and B. boliviensis.

12. Stitherlandii, Hook. Slender and graceful, 1-2
ft high, bright vinous red, from small tubers: lvs. 4-6
in. long, lanceolate, loberf and serrated, green, with red
veins and margin; petioles slender, red. fls numerous,
coppery or salmon-red Natal B M 56S9—Intro, by
Backhouse in 1867. Of little decorative value.

bb. Lvs broad-ovate to cordate-ovate .

13. Pdarcei. Hook. Pubescent, branching, 1 ft.

high: lvs oblique-ovate, cordate, acuminate,
toothed, glabrous and velvety green above, tomen-
tose beneath, pale red on under surface* fls. in

loose, axillary panicles, large, bright yellow Boli-

via; intro, from La Paz, being sent by Mr Pearce,

collector for Messrs. Veitch. B M. 5545—A van- 510.

able plant, both m habit, size, color of the fls

and in the degree of the venation of the strongly
nerved lvs It is the only yellow-fld tuberous begonia
in cult. It has been the chief factor m the production
of the hundreds of yellow, buff and orange-colored
garden forms Intro m 1865.

14 Cl&rkei, Hook Stout and erect, 2 ft
,
puberu-

Ient, the st. purplish, fleshy: lvs. obliquely cordate-
ovate, serrate: fls. in pendulous racemes, abundant,

Begonia tuberhybrida. Single-flowered (XM).
No 21

509. Begonia Dregei (XK). No. 17.

large, bright red. Bolivia, 9,000-10,000 ft. B.M.
5663 (as B. Veitchu), 5Q75 .—Resembles B. Veitchix. It

was the seed parent of Vesuvius and Emperor, two im-
portant and useful varieties for bedding out. Probably

not now m cult.

15.

Evansidna,
Andr. (B. dis-

color
, R. Br. B

§
rdndis, Dry.)
mooth. st de-

ciduous, branch-
ing, 2 ft high lvs

ovate-acute, sub-
cordate, lobed,
margins denticu-
late, green above,
under side ana
petioles red, pe-
duncles branch-
ing, axillary, fls

numerous, flesh-

colored, large.
Java, China,
Japan B M.
1473 — A hand-
some and almost
haidy species.
Intro in 1804 to

Kew. Little cult

now. It makes a
pretty and free-

flowering plant
for the cool
greenhouse in

summer Readily
prop bybulblcts,

which are produced in quantities m the axils of the
lvs. after flowering, and which will give flowering plants
the following year. Stands some frost.

16.

gr&cilis, HBK (B bicolor, Wats B diversi-

fblia
,
R Grah ) Smooth and shining, tall and st

erect, seldom branched, succulent lvs thinly scattered
along sts, almost heart-shaped, slightly hauy, lobed,

denticulate, ciliate fls on short, axillary peduncles,
pink. Mex B M 2966—In axils of lvs between
stipules a cluster of bulblets is borne These may be
gathered and sown as seeds Along with its varieties,

annuDta, diversifdlia, Marti&na, and others, it makes
a very beautiful summer-flowering greenhouse begonia
—Intro by P. Neill, of Cannonmills, Edinburgh, m
1829. This species should be treated in exactly the
same way as the garden race of tuberous begonias as

to cult The variety Martiana is a largc-fld form with
rose-colored fls and frequently reaches 5 ft m height

It is a pretty and desirable greenhouse plant, producing
a succession of fls for 2-3 months during the summer

17.

Dregei, Otto & Dietr (B. cdffra, Meisn B.
parmfblia, Grah B. remfbrmis, Hort ). Glabrous sts.

succulent, annual, 1-3 ft. high from a rootstalk a
fleshy irregular tuber’ lvs thin, small, oblique-ovate,

green, deeply serrated, reddish on the under side. fls.

white, small, profuse Cape of Good Hope. B M 3720.

—Received at Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh m 1836
from Berlin. A useful free-flowering greenhouse plant.

18.

weltoniAnsis, Hort. (B Sutherlandn x B Drtgei).

St. reddish, 1-3 ft. high: lvs light green, smooth, ovate-
acuminate, lobed, dentate, l^A-2 in. across; petiole red,

l-V/2 in. long: fls. pink, profuse, on short peduncles.

—

Frequently met with m cottagers’ windows m England

;

of very easy cult. Intro, by Major Clark, of Welton
Park, England. Var. Alba, Hort., has white fls.

19.

ffilgens, Lemoine. Stout: st. short: lvs. large-

reniform to cordate-ovate, more or less oblique, irregu-

larly smuate-toothed, sparsely hairy above and beneath,
dull dark green above and reddish on the under side.
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flfi. large (2 in. across) in many long-peduncled
clusters, bright rich rose-red. fragrant. Bolivia.

—

A handsome plant, published by Lemoine in cata-
logue of 1893.

bbb. Lvs. orbicular.

20. Bahmannii, Lemome. Loose-hairy or nearly
glabrous, the sta. often very short and the plant
appearing acaulescent, but becoming 1-1H ft. nigh:
lvs large, orbicular, with short, thick petioles:

peduncles 18 m. high, bearing panicles of 4-6 fls.,

which are rose-red, 4-pctaled, from 3-4 in. across,

and fragrant as roses. Bolivia, 8,000-9,000 ft. B.M.
7540 tit. 40.1348; 42, p 25. A F. 7:561. G F.
5 '77 — It is described as plentiful m the moist
valleys of the Cordilleras, where it is eaten by cattle.

Distributed by Lemoine in 1890. Tubers as large

as ostrich eggs. Habit of B. socolrana.

bbbb. Lvs. various
,
mostly broad-ovate at base

,

acuminate
,
oblique.

21. tuberhybrida, Voss (B tuberbsa, Hort.). Figs.

510, 511, 512 The garden race of tuberous bego-
nias, combined of many species and derived from
many sources, very variable and yet for the most
part agreeing in general If. form. There are many
named garden varieties.

Other Tuberous-rooted Species.

22 Cinnabarina, Ilook Puberulent sti short, green, zigzag,
slightly downy lvs on short petioles, obliquely ovate, lobed and
serrated peduncles 9-12 in long, red, fls cinnabar-rcd, 2 in across.

Bolivia B M 448.1 P M 10 225 —Intro 1849, not in cult

23 cnnlta, Oliver Slender, sparsely hairy sts red, hairy, 1 ft

high lvs ovate-cordate, irregularly toothed, tinged with red on the
under side pedum les erect, red, producing 3 pale rose-colored fls.

Bolivia B M 5897 —Intro by Y
r
eitch in 1S06

24 cycloph^lla, Ilook Slightly hairy, slender, stemless If

eolitury, orbicular, 0 in across, green, with fimbriated margin
peduncles erect, b in long, fl* rose-colo rod, with the fragrance of
roses China B M 0920 —Intro to Kcw in 1885

25 geramfdha, Hook Glabrous st 1ft high, erect, greenish -

lvs cordate, lobed, incised and serrated, green, margins red fls 2
or 3 on terminal pedunrles, outer petals orbicular, red, the two
inner obovate, white Lima BM 3387 —Intro 1833

26 geranioldes, Ilook Small, 10-14 in , stemless, rootstock
fleshy 'vs radical, reniform, 0 in across, lobed and toothed, green,
hairy, petioles 8 in Ionise peduncles erect, 0-12 in long, reddish,
hairy, bearing a lax panicle of fls , each 1 in across, pure white,
w ith a button-like cluster of yellow anthers Natal BM 5583.

—

Planted in a border in a sunny greenhouse, this is a fine begonia,

511. Begonia tuberhybrida. Double-flowered. No 21.

flowering profusely during Oct
and Nov Intro to Kew in 1866.

Probably not now in cult Allied

to R Dregei

27 natal§nsis, Hook Glab-
rous sts fleshy. 1-2 ft high lvs.

obliquely cordate, lobed, sinuate,
2-3 in long, green, sometimes
mottled with gray, veins reddish fls yellowish white, tinged with
rose, 1 in across Natal B M 4841 —Intro to Kew in 1854 .

28 polypetala, A DC St short, fleshy lvs ovate-cordate,
toothed, hairy, with raised veins, 10x8 m fls with 9 or 10
ovate-oblong petals an inch long, red, ovary hairy, with 1 long
wing Peru Gn 14, p 531 —Intro by Froebel in 1878

29 rubncaulis, Hook Pubescent, steinless, scapes red lvs 4-6
in long, ovate, wavy, ciliate along the margins, deep green fls large*

males 1 in across, 5-petaled, females smaller, 6-petaled, reddish
Country unknown BM 4131 —Intro to Birmingham Botanic
Garden in or about 1844

30 t£nera, Dry (B Thwmtesn, Hook ) Pubescent, stemleas:
lvs radical, cordate, 5 in long, coppery green, mixed with purple
and blotched with gray, under surface very red fls white, tinged
pink Ceylon B M 4692 -Chiefly interesting as a vanegated
plant. Intro to Kew about 1852

III. Species Rhizomatous the rhizomes mostly shaggy
and lyxnq on top the ground or very nearly so

{Fig 516), plant making no proper upright stem
or trunk. Nos 31-59

a Plant creeping, trailing, or climbing.

31. glaucoph^lla, Hook. {B. glaucophrjlla spUndens,
Hort. B glaucophi/lla sedndem, Hort B Comte de
Limminqhe, Ilort B Limminghei, Hort ) Glabrous:
sts long, drooping or creeping, lending themselves to

training on rafters, lvs. ovate, wavy, 3 m long, glaucous
green, reddish and variegated m bud, purple beneath
and white-spotted above, the margin cartilaginous: fls.

brick-red, males 1 m across, with petals, females of

equal petals Brazil. BM 7219 Gn 59, p. 336—

A

good basket plant, flowering freely all winter. Excellent
for a permanent position in a greenhouse; reaches 6-8
ft. or more high.

32 scindens, Swartz (B Ihdda, Otto k Dietr. B
eJUphca, HBK ). Glabrous: sts climbing or trailing

clinging by means of short aerial roots lvs ovate or

broader, acuminate, notched at base, dentate, glossy

green, 4 in. long: fls. small, white, hanging m ball-like

clusters. W. Indies and S.—An excellent basket or

climbing plant.
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aa. Plant upright, often diffuse.

B. The picture-lvd. set’ plants low and tending to he com-
pact

,
the mature tvs usually hanging nearly verti-

cal, often variously colored and marked.

C Lvs. oblique, lobed at the base, not peltate (or only
slightly so).

33.

R6x, Putz. Fig 513 Very hairy: st a short,

fleshy rhizome, from which spring the long-stalked

large ovate wavy lvs
,
which are hairy and colored a

rich metallic green, with a zone of silvery gray’ pedun-
cles erect, fls. large, rose-tinted, males 2 m. across, with
4 unequal petals, females smaller, with 5 nearly equal

petals; ovary 3-angled, with 2 short and 1 long wing.

Assam. FS 12 1255-1258 RM 5101 —This noble
species is the principal parent in the production of the

numerous ornamental-foliaged begonias It has been
crossed with a few species in the find place, and then
hybrid seedlings have been lamed again and again from
the progeny Fig 513 is a copy of a part of the original

figure m Flore des Scrres (1857), and is given here for

the purpose of showing what this species was like when
first known to horticulturists There are very many
named forms, but most of the listed kinds tend soon

to pass out One of them that has persisted, because of

the odd quirl to the If is Countess Louise Erdoedy (B
Alexander von Humboldt xB argentca-cupreata). Fig
514 Lvs obliquely cordate, ovate-acute, the smaller of

the 2 lobes twisted m a spiral manner, with as many as

4 coils; upper surface silvery, with veins deep green,

under surface reddrh, pilose III 31 '516 C.C. II.

22.205 Intro by F. Ncmeezek
?
gardener to Count

Erdody, a Hungarian nobleman, in 1884 —Other Rex
varieties of unknown or uncertain origin: Louise Clos-

son Lvs ovate-acuininatc. lobed, veins deep purple,

surface blotched with deep purple bronze, metallic
luster very bright Lucy Closson is very similar, but
more vigorous, with the blotches more numerous and
better distributed Marquis de Peralta Lvs. small,

margins hany, numerous silvery spots on surface
Compact, dense grower Duchesse de Brabant Lvs.
large, purple, margins and surface hairy, otherwise like

B. Rex Louise Chretien Lvs green, with a zone of
glossy silver towauls the center, covered with very
small white spots Count Erdoedy. Silver-white, green-
striped along the veins, hairy, lobes twisted into a
spiral, hairy

34.

xanthina, Hook Similar to B Rex

:

lvs. large,

fleshy, cordate-ovate, acuminate, sinuate-ciliated, dark
glossy green above, purplish beneath, fls. large, almost
golden yellow, tinged on the back with red. caps with
one large wing India B M 4683 Var pictifdlia,

Hook. Lvs with rows and .spots of silvery white: fls.

yellowish white. B.M 5102 Var LAzulii, Hook. Lvs.

not spotted, tinted with bluish purple. B.M. 5107.
This species is probably not now m cult.

35. Griffithii, Hook. (B picta, Hort.). St.-lvs. and
habit as m B Rex' lvs olive-green, with a broad zone
of gray inside a purple margin, tinged with red on the
under side, the basal lobes ovei lapping, fls. large,

fleshy, pmk; ovary curiously crinkled along the angles.

Assam. B.M. 4984 —Intro by Henderson, England,
in 1856 Probably not now in cult.

36. R&jah, Ridley. Fig 515 Lvs. from the root-

stock, angular-orbicular, papery, the petioles and
under veins setose, upper surface smooth and richly

mottled from the green ribs and the brown or brown-
red intermediate spaces, the margins serrate and
setose’ fls. small, pink, on hispid peduncles that stand
about as high as the lvs. Malaya. G.C. Ill 16 '213
—A distinct and beautiful hothouse species, deserving
of popularity Said erroneously to be a garden hybrid

37 Augustinei, Hemsl A dwarf, compact species,

allied to 5 Rex but devoid of color in the lvs as in that

species’ sts. branching freely, short-jointed, lvs. erect

or spreading, elliptic or ovate, 3-6 in long, reddish
green above and below, covered on both sides with red

hairs, petiole red, terete, provided with dense white
hispid hairs whole plant presenting a mixture of white
or red ha«rs mfl erect, few-fld

;
fls pink. China—

Differs from B xanthina in its rough rugose hairy lvs

and rose-pink fls.

38. daed&lea, Lem (B. strigilldsn
,
Dietr). Hairy,

Rex-hke st a short, thick rootstock lvs large, green,

ovate-acuminatc, cordate, margins slightly serrate and
beset with long reddish hairs, surface covered with a
peculiar netw’ork of russet-brown peduncles spotted

and slightly hairy, fls white, tinged with pink Mex
I H 8 269 —A handsome foliage plant, not very
widely known

39 specuBlta, Hort Probably a hybrid st a short,

thick rhizome lvs broadly ovate, acuminate, cordate,
lobed half way down the blade, on long, hairy petioles,

dull green, rough, speckled with gray, hairy, reddish
on the under side, veins very prominent, light green
fls on long, hairy peduncles, pmk-white, males and
females both with 2 petals: caps, green, with small red

$14. Begonia Countess Louise Erdoedy (XH) No 33

spots —Origin uncertain, although apparently com-
mon in cult, m this country. A hardy and useful

begonia for conservatory and window-garden.

40. deedra, Stapf. A small species of compact habit,

allied to B Rex. rhizome short, reddish green : lvs. 3-4
in long, ovate, rich reddish brown with prominent
yellow-green veins whole plant covered with thick-

set papillae and short hairs: fls pink, comparatively
large for so small a plant. Perak.—This plant thrives

best m a stove It is readily crossed with many other
species, notably with B. Rex. and the offspring art
amongst the finest ornamental foliage plants.
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41. imperi&lis. Lem. Very hairy, low st. short, her-

baceous, green: lvs. 4-6 in wide, brownish green, with
irregular bands of bright green along the nerves, mak-
ing a striking contrast, fls. insignificant, white. Mex
l.H. 8:274. Var macul&ta, Hort

,
has brown lvs with

green blotches. Var. smar&gdina, Hort., has wholly
bright green lvs. I II. 7.262.—These plants require a
hothouse treatment in winter.

cc Lvs. markedly peltate.

42 m6dica, Stapf. A spreading, dwarf plant with
sts. green, slender: lvs peltate, orbicular or broadly
ovate, 2-4 in. long, pale green in color, margins pink,

undulate, margins and veins ciliate; petioles greenish
red, hairy, 3-5 m long infl fow-fld

,
males small, 2-

petaled, orange-yellow, with red blotch at base of

?
etals, females same as males m color; ovary 4-celled,

. fan long, winged, hairy W Trop Afr B M. 8258.

—

A recent species, requiring stove conditions

43 GSntiln, De V lid A near ally of B modica • sts

creeping, red hauy lvs peltate, erect, ovate, acute,

margins finely serrate, slightly reflexed, green suffused
with light red, voung lvs red, petiole terete, red,

hairy, 6-12 m long, blades 3-4 in. long infl few-fld
;

fls orange-yellow suffused with red, ovary 4-celled,

winged Congo
44 Bindtn, Hort Plant rough hairy like B Rex.

lvs elliptic-orbicular, markedly peltate, green above
and red-hairy beneath, bhsteied or bullate —Very
recently offered, and yet little known

45 goegoSnsis, N K Bi Fire King Compact but
large plant st a short, thick, greenish red rootstock:
lvs handsome, erect, peltate, ovate-orbicular, 6-9 in.

long, surface blistered or puckered green, with dark
bronzy blotches, prominently veined, dull red on thr

under side fls small, rose-pink, in a lax cluster 6 m.
high. Goego, Sumatra —A distinct and ornamental-
lvd. plant, iequuing stove conditions, deserves the
attention of amateurs.

bb The essentially plain-lvd rhizomatous kinds, although
sonie of them are grown almost wholly for the foliage

(Some of this group are bold and striking )

c Lvs prominently lohed, or parted or even divided

46 ricimfdha, Hort (B heracleifblia x B. peponi-

fdlui) St a short, thick rootstock lvs large, bronzy

515. Begonia Rajah (XM). No. 36.

green, lobed, resembling castor-oil plant: fls. numerous,
on long, erect peduncles, rose-pmk.—A useful free-

flowering plant for the greenhouse, producing its fls in
winter and early spring. Var gigant&a odorata, Hort

,

is a double hybrid (B. ncimfolia and B fiilgens x
B. Scharffidna) of German origin. Lvs. large, round-cor-

date, the lobes extending one-third or less deep and
notched, fls. on long scapes, standing above the lvs.,

delicate rose-color and with tea-rose odor. Gt. 54,

p 42.

47 heracleifdlia, Cham &Schlecht (B jatroph&fdim,

Hort ) Hairy st a short, thick rhizome lvs 6-12 m
across, with 5-9 deep and narrow notched and toothed

lobes, rich green: peduncles 2-4 ft
,
long, straight, fls.

white or rose-tinted, small, with 2 prominent rounded
parts. Mex. BM.3444. Bit 1068 JH III 56 309.

Var nigricans, Hook
,
has the margins of the lvs bor-

dered with dark (almost black) green B M. 49S3 Var.
longipila, Hort has Jong, fleshy hairs on the if -stalks

and peduncles B. Sunderbruchu, Hort
,
is an American

form of this var.: lvs. bronze-green, silver bands along
the nerves, purple underneath. Var punct&ta, Hort

,

has green lvs.. reddish near the margin: fls. rose-colored,

with deep red spots on the outside.

48. rubella, Ilamil. Smooth st a short, thick rhi-

zome' lvs. handsome, large, cordate, acuminate, deeply
lobed, spotted with irregularly shaped dark brown marks'
fls. pale pink, on long peduncles, decorative Nepal.

49. Verschaffelti^na, Itegel (B. Verschaffcltu, Hort.
B mamedta x B carolimwfalia) Hany st a thick

rhizome, lvs large, ovate, acuminate, lobed: fls. rose-

colored, pendent on long peduncles I H. 2 '68—Tall,

coarse and unsightly as an old specimen, but when well

f

frown from year to year from cuttings makes an excel-

ent plant and produces quantities of its small rose-

coloied fls. in early spring, which last for several months
and have a considerable decorative value

50 heracleicdtyle, Veitch (B heracleifbha x B hydro

-

cotylifdlia). A small, essentially smooth plant, with
lvs close to the rhizomes: lvs thick, obliquely cordate-
ovate, many-lobed and toothed, margins slightly ciliate,

shining metallic green above and reddish beneath: fls

pmk, small, freely produced on about 8 free-branching
peduncles in early spring. Veitch, 1895—A useful ana
decorative greenhouse plant.

cc. Lvs. lanceolate to ovate or cordate-ovate to orbicular,

not deeply lobed
,
often entire, and sometimes peltate.

d. Foliage small, the lvs. less than 2 m. wide.

51. hydro.cotylifdlia, Otto. Whole plant hairy: st
succulent, creeping' lvs. rotundate-coruate, repand but
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entire, small, on short petioles and therefore clustered
near the ground: peduncles ft. high, pilose; fls.

dipetalous, rose-colored, small and numerous, showy.
Mex. B.M.3968.

dd. Foliage of usual or large size .

e. The Ivs. peltate.

52. Ffcastii, Hort. (B mamcata x B. hydrocotylifblia).

Shaggy-hairy on petioles and If.-edges, st. a short,

thick rootstock: lvs. suborbieular, thick, red beneath,

517. Begonia semperflorens A recently struck cutting.

To show the precocity of bloom. No 60.

entire with long white hairs on margins; petioles short,

irregularly marked fls light pink, on long peduncles.
A.G. 23 : 335.—Intro, by John Feast, of Baltimore, before
1880. A common pot and house plant B. Btinchii,

Hoit
,

is a form with edges of lvs. crested and frilled.

Originated with Lloyd C. Bunch, Fredoma, Kan.

53 nelumbiifdlia, Cham. & Schlecht. Hairy: st. a
short, thick rhizome: lvs. large, 12-18 m. long, 8-12 in.

wide, peltate, hairy on the under side, on long upstand-
ing petioles' fls many and small, white or rose-colored,
in a dense erect much-branched cluster. Mex.—The
foliage 19 bold and handsome, and distinct in general
effect from any other cult species

54. conchaefdlia, A. Dietr. Lvs. nearly peltate or
semi-peltate, thick, cordate-ovate and the basal lobes
or ears overlapping, margins entire or repand, becoming
smooth above, shining green above and reddish beneath

:

fls. pink. Cent, ^mer
55. Lflbbersii, E Morr. Semi-shrubby, the short

rhizome occasionally ascending and becoming gouty
at the base: lvs. large, peltate, obliquely lanceolate,
entire, green with many silvery blotches above, claret-

colored oeneath . fls. white, on long peduncles. Brazil.

G.C. III. 3.301. R H. 1888, p. 225.—Named in compli-
ment to M. Lubbers, curator Brussels Bot. Gard. Has
spots like B. macidata —Of little horticultural value.

56. filbo-coccfnea, Hook (B. Grahamiana
,
Wight).

Smooth and shining, rootstock creeping: lvs. peltate,

ovate, leathery, 6 m. long: peduncles 1 ft. long, coral-

red. springing from the crown; male fls. 1 m. across,

with 4 petals; female fls. also of 4 petals, white above,
coral-red beneath. Flowers in winter. India. B.R.
32:39. B.M. 4172.—A beautiful species, apparently
little cult. now.

ee. The lvs. not peltate.

57. manic&ta, Cels. Essentially smooth except the
hairy If.-edges, short-stemmed, succulent: lvs. ovate,
obliquely cordate, thick, fleshy, smooth, shmy green,
6-8 in. long, petioles covered with fleshy scaic-like

hairs: peduncles a foot or more long, bearing loose
panicles of pink dipetalous fls Mex. Var aflreo-macu-
l&ta, Hort

,
has large blotches of yellowish white on

the lvs. FE 8.1159 FR. 2.435. AG 23337.—
Flowers profusely in spring, having a light elegant

and feathery effect supported on long erect and free-

branching peduncles. Var. crispa, Hort
,
has foliage with

enspate margins; there is also a yellow-spotted form of it

58. leprdsa, Hance A dwarf, compact species, with
short, free-branching rhizomes and erect, ovate, pale
green lvs. with biserrate margins and leaching to a
height of 6-9 in. . infl few-fld

,
fls. large for so small a

plant, rose-pink, male with 4 petals and female with 6
petals partially deciduous during the winter months.
China—Thrives best in a greenhouse

59 magnifica, Lind. Fig 516 Sub-frutescent,

smooth and shining, the sts. creeping lvs large and
bold, sometimes rising 2 ft

,
obliquely ovate-cordate,

entire or obscurely lobed, serrate, slightly peltate,

bright green, the margins ciliate fls. long and fuchsia-

like, numerous, the sts
,

bracts, fls and hairs of the

clusters all scarlet-red, showy Colombia R H 1870.

270—One of the bast of the rhizomatous begonias.

Lf -blades often 2 ft across.

IV. Species Fibrous-rooted (rootstock , if any ,
small)

Nos. 60-119

A. The small succulent herbaceous kinds, never becoming
vrry tall or woody

60 semperfldrens, Link & Otto (B Sttlown
,

Klotzsch). Fig 517 Erect, smooth plants with st.

herbaceous, green or reddish, 6-18 in high lvs ovate,

rotundate, obtuse at the base, toothed and ciliate along

the margin, pale glossy green, tinged with red on the

midrib and petiole peduncles a\illarv, few-fld ;
fls

white or rose-colored; males \vith 4 petals, females with

5 petals caps green, wings tinged with red Brazil

L.BC. 15 1439 RII.
1897, p 46 B M. 2920
—This is an exceedingly

variable species An
endless number of gar-

den forms has been pro-

duced from it. A very
popular bedding bego-
nia, and a persistent

bloomer Var Vernon
(atropurpurea compdcta,

Gt 44, p 570) is one of

the best forms Tri-

omphe de Lorraine (Fig.

518) is one of the good
bedding kinds. Fls

cherry-red, the stamens
golden yellow. Gloire de
Chatelaine is a form of

dwarf habit and deep
rose fls

;
one of the

best in England for bed-
ding and pots, and a
continuous bloomer.

61. Var.gigant&ardsea

(B . semperflbrens x B.
Lynchedna). Very dis-

tinct' rootstock woody:
sts. succulent, about 3
ft. high. lvs. on short
petioles, ovate or reni- 518. Begonia, Trlomphe de Lor-
form, obtuse, toothed at nine (XK). No. 60.
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t&e margins, about 7 in across, bright green, with a
reH spot at base of smus. peauncles axillary stout,
4-8 in. long, bearing large panicles of large rosy
red fls., of which the males have 2 ovate petals, the
females 2-4 smaller petals. A.F 13:586. A G. 16:41.
—One of the best begonias for winter decoration m
the cool greenhouse. Intro by Lemome m 1888.

82 CarriSrei, Hort (B semperflorens x B. Schmidtii.

B. Brudntu
,

Hort. B Smithu, Hort ) Dewdrop.
Compact, about 1 ft high.lvs like J5 semperflorens.' ft.s.

nearly as large as in B. semperflorens, abundant, pure
white G 6.557. JH III. 53. 249 —Excellent ted-
ding begonia, also a good late winter bloomer. Intro,

by Bruant in 1883.

63 fjrfordii, Hort (B. Schmidtii x B semperflbrens
Vernon). Very dwarf and bushy, lp£ ft high' fls

abundant, rose-carmine.—Ex-
cellent for bedding Intro by
Haage <fc Schmidt m 1894.

64. Lynche&na, Hook (B
Roezln

,
Hort

,
not Regel)

Glabrous: rootstock stout,

somewhat tuberous st erect,

tall, succulent, smooth Ivs

green, smooth, ovate-cordate
sinus red: fls in axillary,

drooping cymes, deep reddish
crimson Mex B M 6758—
Very like B semperflorens
gigantea rosea, but not so

strong a grower Perhaps not
now in cult.

65 Luci&nae, Hort (

B

LyncheanaxB Brudnta) FI'*,

large, in the axils of the lvs
,

lose —Intro, by Bruant m
1889

66 Corbeille de Feu {B
semjierflbrensxB fuch sioides)

.

Fig 519 Inter mediate in

habit between its parents fls

bright coral-red, produced in

quantity nearly all the year
round — The plant branches
freely from the base and
makes an excellent bedding
plant, the fls are rich-colored

do Feu (“Basket of Fire”) and withstand the 8lin well.
(X>s) No 66 Intro by Lemome, 1891.

aa The kinds becoming woody or shrubby, mostly tall

and much branched

b Plants slender, upright, small-leaved,

c Fls pink or red.

67

fuchsioides, Ilook. Fig 520 Smooth rootstock
woody, not prominent sts. slender and erect, 2-3 ft.,

succulent, lvs many and small, ovate, m long,

tinged with red when young fls drooping like a fuchsia,

rich scarlet, males with 4 petals, females with 5 petals.

Mex —Requires the conditions of a warm airy green-
house If kept in a moist close atmosphere it is apt to

damp off badly, and if kept too waim it makes a lot

of growth and produces very few fls. It rapidly forms
a large specimen if kept growing, and is a most attrac-

tive plant for greenhouse decoration during winter and
spring months B M 4281. Var miniAta, Lind (B.

cinnabartna, Hort ), differs only m having flesh-colored

fls and smaller lvs R.H 1855:221. FS 8 787.

68. fngramii, Kort (B nitida x B fuchsioides).

Fig. 521. Combines the characters of the two species:

very free-flowering and makes a most desirable bedding
plant, and also blooms well in winter, fls. rose, large:

foliage tinted with red when exposed to the sun. The

horizontal blooming side

branches are characteris-

tic of this plant as a green-

house subject—Intro, by
Ingram m 1849.

69. Digswelh&na, Hort
(B . Sdndersomi, Hort

)

A useful hybrid probably
between B. fuchsioides

and one of the numerous
varieties of B semper-

florens sts. erect or nearly
so, green suffused with
red' lvs elliptic, serrate,
2-4 in long, dark rich

green in color, mfl me-
dium in length and size;

fls rosy scarlet, pendu-
lous —A useful bed-

,

ding plant or may be
used for a cool greenhouse.

70 incara&ta, Link &
Otto (B aucubxf blia,
Hort B msignis, Grab ).

Smooth st. erect, sub-
herbaceous, 2-3 ft high
lvs very unequally cor-

date, ovate-lanceolate, toothed ' fls rose-colored, abun-
dant, males 1 Fi in across, with 2 ovate and 2 narrow
petals, females smaller, with 5 equal petals B M 2900
AG 16 97 AF 12 721-5, 13 588; 17 857 R H.
1870, p 266, 1875 151 Var grandifldra, Hort

,
is a

much improved variety, very useful for cut-fls or

decoration in winter

520 Begonia fuchsioides

(.XH) No. 67

71 ascotiensis, Weber Of hybrid origin, probably
obtained from B fuchsioides and one of the forms of B.
semperflorens. lvs ovate, 2 in long, smooth, biown,
margin green, dentate fls on peduncles 4 in long,

bright red —An excellent bedding begonia.

oc Fls. white, or tinted white

72 foliftsa, HBK Small, smooth, shrubby ete.

herbaceous, slender, branching lvs very many, frond-

Ukc, very small, somewhat 3-lobed, glossy green, dis-

til hous: fls white, tinged with rose Blooms early

summer. Colombia—An elegant little basket and
ornamental plant

73 knowsley&na, Hort Much like B mcarnata, but
If smaller, entire or nearly so. fls nearly white Named
for Knowsley, seat of the Eail of Derby Origin not
known, probably a seedling of B acuminata A good
winter bloomer, particularly m 6-in. pots. J.H. III.

49, p 177.

521. Begonia Ingr&mii (X4£). No. 68.

74. acuminata, Dry. Slender, 3-4 ft. : sts. nearly or
quite smooth lvs. 2-3 m. long, oblique-ovate, taper-
ing to the point, toothed and serrate, the margin and
veins underneath hairy: fls. white, 3-5 on a peduncle,
nearly 1 in. across, spring and summer. Jamaica.—

A
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useful plant for growing in baskets, thriving and flower-

ing freely in a sunny position in a cool airy greenhouse.
Intro, to Kew in 1790. B.M. 4025. B.R 364.

75.

&lbo-pfcta, Hort Shrubby, compact growth,
freely branched: lvs. elliptical, lanceolate, covered with

522 Begonia Scharffiana. No 89

numerous small silvery white spots fls greenish white,

males with 2 broad and 2 narrow petals, females of 5

subequal petals Brazil —An elegant foliage plant,

especially in the*young state Intro by Bull in 1885.

bb Plants low-growing, diffuse.

compound long-stalked cluster. S. Amer. G.C. III.

51:28.—Thrives in an intermediate temp.

80. Hemsley&na, Hook. Slightly hairy: habit dense,
free-branching* sts. erect, red, hairy: lvs. digitate 6-12-
parted, the parts or lfts. lanceolate or elliptic, slightly

curved, serrate undulate, rich shining green above, dull

greenish red beneath; petiole long, red: sts. and petioles

covered with soft-tomentose hairs, mfl. slender, few-fld.;

fls. pink, large, 1-1H m diam Yunnan, S. China.
B.M. 7685.—One of the hardiest species.

81. platanif&lia, Hort. (Schott?). St. shrubby,
smooth, 5-6 ft. high, erect, robust, smooth, green,

joints annulated: lvs. 8-10 in. across, reniform, lobed
half way down, hispid on both sides, dark green, lobes

acute, toothed, ciliated: fls. m axillary dichotomous
cymes, large, white, tinted rose Brazil. B.M. 3591.

—

B. gunnerafdlia, Lind. (B . Washmgtonihna, Hort.),

is very similar to this, but its lvs. are not so deeply
lobed and the fls. are very insignificant I.H 22 212.

Runs into many forms. See B. Faureana in supplemen-
tary list, p 484.

82 digit&ta, Raddi (B. palmdta, Hort.). St short,

gouty lvs. palmate, 10-12-parted, somewhat pubes-
cent, green above, brownish beneath: fls white, in

dense clusters. Brazil.—A species of little decorative
value.

83. carolinisefdlia, Regel St erect, thick, fleshy lvs.

palmately divided into 6-8 long ovate segms . fls

small, pink, on long peduncles Mex. Gt. 1 258 —
Named for its lvs resembling those of the Carolinea
(Pachira). The lfts. are ovate, rather than narrow as in

most begonias with divided or compound lvs
,
and in

this regard peculiar.

84. diad&ma, Lind Sts. short and fleshy, 2 ft high
lvs. many, maple-like, deeply parted, bright green
blotGhed with white, dentate fls. insignificant, pink

76. Schmidtiflna, Regal (B Schmidtn, Hort ). Her-
baceous oi half-shrubby, slender-branched, 1 ft or less

in height, +he branches red-tinged* lvs.

lobed, toothed, hairy, about 2 in long,

reddish beneath* fls white, tinted with
rose. Brazil. R H. 1883, pp 56-7. Gn.
17, pp 268-9 —A very useful plant for

summer bedding Named tor Mr Schmidt,
of the firm of Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt. apjPjto
Var. rdsea, Hort

,
has rose-red fls

bbb. Plants stiff, succulent
,
white-scurfy. C-

77. pelt&ta, Hassk (B Ildsskarhi, Zoll ).

Upright: st perennial* lvs. peltate, ovate-
acuminate, very thick and succulent,

covered with a whitish tomentum, 6-9 in. ^1
long* fls small, white, on long peduncles Brazil—It

is the only begonia m cult with thick, felted, peltate,

silvery lvs.

78 ven&sa, Skan. A tall, stout, erect species with
white-frosted very fleshy foliage, and marked by very
large inflated conspicuously veined stipules* lvs reni-

form or ear-shaped, repand-entire, joined at the middle
(not peltate) with the thick flattened petiole, fls. many,
white, crowded on a reddish peduncle. Brazil. B.M.
7657.—Very distinct, and a striking plant when well
grown. Requires a warm sunny position in the green-
house, and to be kept rather on the dry side at the roots
during winter.

bbbb. Plants mostly toll and erect, distinctly shrubby.

c. Lvs. compound or nearly so.

79. lux&rians, Scheidw. Sts and If -stalks hairy, the
If.-stalks reddish * pointed membraneous stipules at the
younger nodes, lvs. peltately compound, the 7-17 lfts.

lanceolate (3-6 m long and 1 in. broad), serrate,

under surface glabrous and green, upper surface with
•tiff short hairs and red: fls. small, cream-color, in a

Borneo. I.H. 29:446.—Attractive for its conspicuously
marked foliage.

V cc. Lvs not compound

§k| E. Foliage light green, and plant pubescent.

85.

vitifdlia, Schott, not Lindl. (B

.

grdndis. Otto. B renif&nms, Hook )

Tall, strong species, 3-4 ft high
:jHr *vs large and grape-hke ( V it is

viinfera), orbicular or reniform,

f lobed and serrate, soft-pubescent.

fln green above and rusty vemeu
Sim beneath, the petiole flat or can-

aliculatc on top fls small, white,
slightly downy, winter Brazil

86. £ngleri, Gilg (

B

. Eng-
lenana, Hort ) . Striking species

with mostly a single st con-
spicuously red - stngose - hairy

and scaly, becoming 5 ft. tall*

an iahnny thin^

523. Begonia Haageant. Showing a very °f its handsome
small cluster ( X H) No 91 hairy lvs.
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be. Foliage colored above or beneath, or both.

f. FIs. white .

87. echinos&pala, Regel. St. green, succulent, erect

and branching freely: lvs. obhauely oblong, finely ser-

rate, rather small: fls. on axillary peduncles, white,

with curiously papillose sepals. Brazil —A useful species

for warm greenhouse, of very easy cult and very free-

flowering. One of the best for decoration

524. Begonia cathayana ( X 1
«) No 95

88 erythroph^lla, Neum Soft-hairy, the st fleshy,

strong lvs thick, remform, long-stalked, dark green
and lustrous above and rod beneath, almost entire,

strigillose fls small, white —Probably of garden origin.

89 Scharffiina, llegel Fig 522. A robust herba-
ceous perennial, 1-3 ft high lvs large, thick, fleshy,

hairy, olive-green above, crimson below stipules veiy
large and prominent fls waxy white with red hairs on
under surface of petals, large Brazil Gt 1888, p 661
—This begonia requires warmth and cai e to succeed well.

When well grown, it is an excellent bracket-plant

90. Duchirtrei, Hoit (IS echmosbjxila x B Scharf-

fidna) St 2-3 ft high, branched profusely, hairy, pur-
ple 1 lvs ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, green above,
hairy, red below fls large, waxy white, a few red hairs

on the under surface of petals. It II. 1892, p 29.

—

Intro by Bruant in 1892.

ff Fls colored.

91. Haage&na, Wats (B Schdrfi, Hook ). Fig 523.

Tall-shrubby, whole plant hairy, lvs ovate-cordate,

acuminate, wavy, red-nerved above, fls rose-pink,

with a cyme 8-12 in diam
,
males with 2 round and 2

narrow petals, females with 5 equal petals. Brazil.

GC. III. 16.033. B.M. 7028, (as B Scharffi) —One
of the most beautiful plants of the genus, and now
one of the best known of the big tall red-hairy begonias;
the hanging trusses of fls (imperfectly represented m
Fig. 523) are very conspicuous. Named for one of the
firm of Haage & Schmidt. B CrMneri

,
Hort (B Scharf-

fidna x B metdlhca). Intro by Haage & Schmidt, 1890
There is another plant named B Crednen, which was
raised by Lemoine in 1891 from the same parents
Bruant also used these two parents in 1891, and called

his plant B. pictaviensis All three plants can be dis-

tinguished from B. Haageana only by their smaller fls

ana the peduncles standing erect and not gracefully
bending over, as in B. Haageana.

31

92.

AllSryi, Hort. (B. metdllica x B. gigant'ea). Of the
B. Haageana type hairy, lvs. bronzy, red-vemed be-
neath, toothed' plant becoming very tall (even 4-6 ft.

m a single year), producing many large pendulous
clusters of rose-colored fls —A very fine warm green-
house or stove variety, free-flowering, of easy cult

Shown in 1905 before Soci6t£ National d’Horticulture
de France by M . Allery Aubert of Tours.

93 metdllica, G. Smith. Hairy: sts. perennial, suc-

culent, 4 ft. high, branched lvs. obliquely cordate,
lobed and serrated, 3-6 m long, upper surface green,

shaded with a dark metallic color 1

fls. blush-white,
under side of petals clothed with red bristly hairs.

There are a number of varieties, e. g , var varieg&ta,
var. veliltina, var. ctfprea, but they do not differ much
from the original Bahia. RH 1844 '21 8 (as B velu-

tina). G.C. II. 5.397.—A very attractive plant.

94. Margaritae, Hort. (B. metdllica x B echmo-
sipala). Plant 1-2 ft. high: sts. purple, hairy, lvs.

ovate-acuminate, smuoudy dentate, green ana pur-
plish above, red beneath fl-*. in cymes, large, rose-

colored; sepals with long hairs at the ba.se—Intro. 1884.

95. cathaydna, Ilemsl (B. Bownngidna, Hort
,
not

Champ ). Fig 524 A beautiful ornamental-lvd.
species, named m 1908 sts. fleshy and crimson-hairy,
18 in. nigh' lvs hanging much like the Rex varieties,

large, obliquely cordate, long-pointed, toothed and ser-

rate, green with cmnson nerves above and bright mot-
tled crimson beneath, very showy: fls large for the
group, vermilion Sept China B.M. 8202 —It prop-
agates readily from cuttings of both sts. and lvs. It has
been hybridized with B Hex, producing very richly

colored foliage. B Bounngiana, Champ B M 5182,
is distinct from B cathayana, and apparently is not in

cult
;
but the B Boarin imna of garden as figured m

G.C. Apr. 18, 1903 suppl , is the plant here described.

96. delicidsa, Lmd Plant the size of B Rex, but
smooth or nearly so lvs large, obliquely cordate-ovate,

many triangular-toothed or -lobed, marked above with
many gray blotches, reddi-h beneath fls in dense
clusters, pink, produced m winter Ceylon

97. lacini&ta, Itoxbg Erect, 1-2 ft
,
becoming strag-

gling, the sts. green lvs loundly ovate, sharply lobed,

pubescent, black-purple, with a broad zone of green,

reddish on the under side fls as in B Rex India,

8 China. B M. 5021 GC III 34.3G8—Odd.

dd. Whole plant smooth.

e. Lvs. thick
,
broad and entire, often peltate.

98 sangufnea, Raddi. Fig 525 Very smooth and
shining, sts perennial, woody at the base, red lvs.

4-6 in long, subpeltate, obliquely cordate, abruptly
pointed, thick,

fleshy, bright
green above,
nlood- crimson
below fls small,

white Brazil

BiM 3520.—

A

handsome ever-

green -foliaged
begonia, notable
for its brilliant

red-lined thick-

edged lvs.

ee Lvs medium
, stiff, green and shining.

f. Fls. white.

99 angul&ris, Raddi (B . zebrina, Hort ). Smooth,
shrubby, very tall (to 8 ft ), much branched, the
branches spreading or drooping: lvs elongate, ovate-
acuminate, shiny dark green, veins white, pale green
and reddish tinged beneath, the margins undulate and
crenate-serrate : fls small ( %in. across) and many in large

cluster, white. Brazil B.M. 7842.—A striking plant.
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100. ulmifdlia, HBK. (Dondldia ulmifdha
,
Klotzsch).

Tall, green, the st. 4-angled and grooved, shedding its

hairy scurf, lvs. small and elm-like (whence the name),
thinly hairy, green on both sides: fls. white, small.

Colombia. Gt. 1854:93.—Very free-flowering when
grown large, the fls. appearing in winter and early

spring.

In some forms, the peduncles are excessively long.

102. undulllta, Schott. Plant green and shining,

although somewhat hairy when young lvs 2-ranged,
oblong, very short-stalked, acuminate, wavy or undu-
late on the margins, fls. rather small, white, m short
axillary clusters, the pistillate ones long Brazil. B.M.
2723

103 kew€nsis, Hort. Like B. undulata slender, with
spreading or drooping leafy branches lvs. ovate to
cordate-ovate about 6 m. long, smooth and shining,
green, fls many, m large clusters, small, white or
slightly cream-colored, Min. across Of garden origin—
There is a hybrid between this and B. coccinea. A good
basket plant.

ff. Fls. colored.

104.

nltida, Dry. (B. minor, Jacq B. specibsa, Hort.
B. obhqua

,
L’Her ) Fig 526. Smooth: st 3-4 ft high,

perennial, fleshy, woody at the base when old’ lvs.

obliquely ovate, wavy, 4-6 in across, glossy dark green

:

fls. on long, axillary peduncles, pale pink, with a sil-

very blush; males 1M in. across, with 2 broad and 2
narrow petals; females smaller, with 5 equal petals.

Jamaica. B.M. 4046. A.G 24.575 Gt. 2:192 —A very
useful plant m the greenhouse, flowering all winter.
Also interesting on account of being probably the
first begonia intro, to cult in Eu (1777, at Kew, by
Wm. Brown). Var. odor&ta Alba is a very handsome
variety of this species, which has smaller fls. of the
purest white and sweet-scented. Dr. Nachtigal (B.
nihda var odordta Alba x B Lynchedna), is similar in
general form to the latter, but has fls of a delicate
rose-pink, especially on the inner surface of petals.

105. Teilscheri, Lind. Stout: st. 2-6 ft. high,

erect, strong grower, lvs. large, oblique, fleshy, acutely
lobed, ovate-lanceolate, margins serrate, bright green
above, with large grayish blotches or in one form with
dots, red and strongly veined beneath: fls. m axillary

clusters, bright red, large. Malaya. I.H. 26.358.

106. Bfsmarckii, Veitch. Lvs. large and lobed,

oblique, acuminate-pointed, 6 in. long: fls in drooping
clusters, satiny rose, males insignificant, females
in. across and making a gorgeous display.—Very similar

to B. Teuschen

.

107. carminfita, Veitch. A handsome hybrid, the

result of a cross between B. coccmea and B. Dregei:

plant erect or nearly so, branching freely st green,

shining lvs obliquely ovate-acuminate, deeply toothed,

light green fls. rosy scarlet in large pendulous cymes —
The male fls do not remain on the plant long, the
mam feature being the large bright rosy scarlet female
fls and their brightly colored ovaries which remain on
the plant for a considerable period In this respect it

greatly resembles its parent, B. coccmea It is a very
fine greenhouse plant and should be in every collection.

108 poly&ntha, Hort Sts green, red at the nodes,
erect, free-branching lvs elliptic, rich green, glabrous
or nearly so; petioles reddish green, 2-3 in long infl.

numerous, 10-20-fld
;
fls pink, %-l m diam Mex—

A strong-growing species of quick growth and produc-
ing a mass of charming fls all over the plant in winter
and early spring One of the finest and best of the win-
ter-flowering begonias The plants often supplied as
B ruitalenms are said to be this species.

109 coccinea, Hook (B rubra, Hort B maculdta
var corail) na, Hort ) Fig 527 Smooth sts tall, suc-

culent lvs on short petioles, obliquely oblong, angular,
with wavy red margins, 4-6 m long fls deep coral-red;

males Min across, with 4 unequal petals, females more
attractive, owing to the length and rich color of the

527. Begonia coccinea ( X H). No. 109.

ovary, which has 3 small subequal wings. Brazil. B.M.
3990.—The fls. are very persistent and exceedingly
ornamental, especially when planted out. Thrives
well in a warm airy greenhouse One of the most
attractive and best-known members of the genus. It
has been largely used by the hybridist, the well-known
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President Carnot being one of its offs

irom the Organ Mts. of Brazil by William
offspring. Intro,

lam Lobo in 1841,

eee. Lvs. medium to large
,
the margins strongly toothed

,

incised or lobed.

f. FIs. white.

110. Madame de Lessens. Fig 528. Showy, strong,

erect grower: lvs acutely lobed, large, margins serrate,

green above, red and strongly veined below, fls. large,

white, in axillary clusters, males small. Garden origin.

528. Begonia Madame de Lesseps (XH) No 110

111. 61bia, Ixerchove. Erect, the st 2-3 ft high lvs

lobed, hairy and olive-green above, smooth and red

beneath, margins reddish, petioles grooved, smooth,
veins pionnnent as dark lines' fls concealed Dy lvs

,
in

small clusters directly on the st without peduncles,

large, white, male and female in same cluster. Brazil.

ff. Fls. colored
,
varying to tinted white.

112 arg6nteo-gutt&ta, Hort (B dlbo-jAcla x B. y
6lbia). Fig 529 Profusely branching lvs. shin- W
ing gieen, ovate-acuminate, slightly lobed, smooth, hi

2j"2 in. wide, 3-5 m long, thickly dotted with 1
white spots' fls in clusters, valuable, petals white, H
tinged with pink. caps, rose-pink —Intro by 1
Lemoine, 1889 V\ ell woith a place in a collection JB
on account of its decorative foliage. jfjv;

113. macul&ta, Kaddi (B. argurostignui
,
Fisch ).

Very smooth: st erect, 2-3 ft
,
branching, woody 3K

when old lvs. cordate, lanceolate, wavy, 4-0 m
long, upper surface sometimes with large white
roundish or circular spots, fls. pale rose or white, f
males with 2 ovate and 2 narrow petals, females w
with 5 equal petals. It includes several forms. |
Brazil B It. 666. Var. argyrostfgma pfeta, Hort

, |
is a common form, with very large white spots on

Jj
the lvs An old greenhouse or conservatory plant. If.

Var. elegantissima, Hort., a variety with more /
slender habit of growth than the type and only
sparingly maculated on the lvs

,
but forming a large

free-branching specimen. Var. Wrlghtii, Hort
,

a
variety with Targe lvs heavily maculated with white,
especially in the young state' infl pendulous, I0-20-fld.;
fls. white, an in. diam.; males short lived; females green-

ish white, remaining on the plant for several weeks.

—

This variety does not branch very freely as with the
preceding variety but has the habit of sending up long
stout bhoots, 6 or 8
ft. high, from which
the fine handsome
clusters of fls. hang
in the form of a
chain — B. coral-

lina, Hort., is a
free-flowering form,
useful for conser-

vatory, 8-10 ft on
rafters lvs. dark
glossy green, almost
covered with bright
coral-red long fls.

.

in large drooping
trusses. J H III.

51:339.

xjJ V* 529. Begonia argenteo-guttata
Hort (« mtMua (xw m
X B sanguuiea).
Smooth and shiny, st 2 ft. high lvs orbicular-acumi-
nate oblique, mh purple, red on the under side, veins
prominent, fls insignificant, small, rosy white, on
slender peduncles A F 7 729 —Excellent for bedding
on the north side of a building, and as a pot-plant.
Originated with C Thurston, Paterson, N J.

115 dichroa, Sprague A tall-gi owing species but
often remaining dwarf, woody in lower paits, habit
half-pendulous bts green in upper paits only lvs.

large for so dwarf a plant, elliptic-ovate, 6-12 m long,

rich green, glabrous on both sides, occasionally
toothed, prominently veined seedling plants beauti-
fully maculated with white when young but the spot-
ting is entirely lost m the adult stage infl dense, short*
hidden amongst the upper lvs

,
fls large, males occa-

sionally 2 m diam
,
petals 4, rich brick-red, females

smaller, ovaues brick-red shaded with white and promi-
nently winged Hi a/il II M SH2 —A distinct and
handsome species, useful as a basket-plant

116 coron&ta, Hort {H curohuia folia x B. poly-

dntha) St shrubby, coarse, 2-3 ft high, covered with
numerous withered stipules lvs large, lobed, on long
petioles fls pale pink, with Luge, somewhat dioop-
mg cymes

117 phyllomanlaca, Mait Fig 530 Hairy and
shaggy, st perennial lvs obliquely cordate, attenuate,
4-6 m long, slightly lacunated and fringed' fls. pale

1

~
ff 530 Begonia phyllomamaca, showing
ji adventitious plantlets (X}/) No 117.

pink B M 5254 Brazil —This species is pecu-

liar in producing from the st
,
petioles and lvs.

innumerable buds and small growths. It is one
of the most, interesting of plants. It is covered

with small fls. in early spring

118 President Carnot, (B coccineax ?).

Figs 531,532 Plant, 2-6 ft. high, spreading lvs.

ovate-lanceolate, acute-lobed, ribs on the under side

red fls in a large cluster; males small, insignificant;

females large, bright red-earmme, 2 in long, includ-

ing caps —A striking and handsome plant and one

that should be in all collections. It is of very easy
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cult, and each shoot
bears 1-3 of its im-
mense clusters of bril-

liant female fls.

119. lucSma, Hort.
Fig. 533. Hybrid of ex-

ceptional merit, with
habit and constitution

of President Carnot
lvs heavily spotted
with white, specially

when young, fls. in long
pendulous dusters that
are often 1 ft in diam.;
malo fls. 1 in. across;

iemalcs much larger,

with bright pink ova-
ries, giving the plant a
distinctive appearance

as they persist for many weeks —The plant succeeds

well in a warm greenhouse Should be in every collec-

tion. Named for Lucerne, where it originated Intro,

to commerce m 1903.

B amdbihs, Hort A large-fld form of the Gloiro de Lorraine
class, the clear brilliant pink blossoms being nearly 1 ! j in across
(Rochford)

—

B Balmmdna, Ruiz (B populifolia, Kunth) Var.
mUeUifdha, Dav Tuberous rootstock st simple, erect, purplish,

pubescent, lvs rtniform, obscurely lobed irregularly serrate,

whitish tomentose beneath fls pule rose, in a terminal raceme
Mex. RH 1911, p 13

—

B Bdrkcri, Knowl & Wcsc Fibrous-

rooted stiff, erect, sparsely branched sts somewhat woody, brown,
densely hairy lvs peltate, ovate, acute, lobed, serrate, 5-7
in. long, light green in color, veins pale yellowish gteen,
petioles long and fairly stout mfl large and spi ending, freely

branched, fls pink, produced in early spring Mex —

\

distinct and pretty begonia —B eulnbdrxca, Stapf St

short and pro-trate lvs peltate, oblique, broadly cordate-
ovate, 2-3 in long, cilmte on margins fls red, small

Calabar, W Trop Afr

—

B crasmcatihs, Hort (Lindl ’)

Lvs large, nearly circular, coriaceous, clear green fls many in

vertical clusters, small, loso-white, the bloom being more beautiful

than that of B mamcata, which it resembles

—

B cHspa, Kielago.

Fls large, on long, erect peduncles above the lvs
, the 5-8 perianth

segnis erispate Countiy unrecorded

—

B crxstdia, Hoit A form
or race of tuberous begonias with a crested outgrowth in the cen-

ter of the fl the race is fixed and comes more or less true from seed—B elahor, Hort Veitch, is a cross between B socotrana and a
tuberous begonia—B Ehmeri, Hort Of garden origin, probably
hybrid fls stellate, large, flesh-colot od, in winter European—
B. Fauredna, Gam Lvs palmately parted to the middle into 3 or
6 mam divisions and these divisions again parted or notched,
beautifully colored with silvery white on a green ground and with
brown-green on the ribs Brazil Intro to France in 1892; named
for the former President of France I H 42 34—Some at least

of the B platamfolia of gardens is this species —B Forgetxilna,

Hemsl Fibrous-rooted nearly 2 ft , more or less branched lvs.

fleshy, glossy green, 6-7 in long and 2 in broad, fls pink and
white, 1 in across, in clusters Brazil —Named for L Forget,

collector for Messrs Sander Allied to B undulata—B gemxndta,

Hort (B decora xB Rex var ) Lvs angled, Rex-like, dotted with
silver on a green ground very attractive as a specimen plant. G.

532. Begonia President Carnot ( X H).

22 123—B giganlia, Hort Rootstock woody st. 2-3 ft.* lvs.

caudate-aouminate, becoming 1 ft. long fls many, small, white or
pale pink It is probably a form of garden origin .—B Qilsonw,
Hort. Plant, 2 ft high st shrubby, coarse lvs large, lobed fls

on long, erect peduncles, pale pink—Interesting as being a double-
fid. fibrous-rooted begonia Named for Gilson, colored gardener to
Mrs Livingston, N.Y —B Hhldei, Warb Tall, branching lvs.

tnangular-ovntc or broadly elliptic, acuminate, jagged and notched
and usually lobed toward the base, green above and red beneath:
fls. light rose, borne amongst the lvs German E Afr —B Idedla,
Hort Veitch Neat dwarf plant, B socotrana X a tuberous
begonia 6 in fls semi-double, 2 in across, brilliant rose, long-
lasting winter Gn 61, p 13 R H 1906, p. 131 —B Kummerue,
Gilg Fibrous-rooted st erect and free-branching, green suffused
with red lvs ovate, 6 in diam , shining, green veins and petiole
red infl short, few-fld

,
fls. blush-white, tipped with rose, male, »

4 in

diam
,
femalo with bright yellow stigmas, ovary 3-celled bluntlj

triangular, swelling up to a large fleshy fr some 2 in long Trop.
Afr —B Kunthidna, Walp St erect lvs lanceolate, acuminate,
serrate, smooth, green above, red below fls white, large B M
5284 Brazil —B LShmbachn, Warb Allied to B Heddei herb,
erect, 8-16 in , the sts. fleshy and red lvs oblique, 4-5 in long,
irregularly 5-lobed, dentate, light green and somewhat hairy above,
red-green beneath, fls. axillary, small, tinted and red-striate Ger-
man E Afr. Gt. 49 1476 —B Ltndleyana, Hort.=B incarnata—B. lobul&ta, A DC Fibrous-rooted erect, branching sts light
green lvs highly glabrous, pale green, ovate-acute, serrate, occa-
sionally lobed. prominently veined, 6-8 in long, petiole red mfl
rather short, densely fld , fls small, white Mex —B longicytna,
Bollair, is a garden hybrid of B. Schmidtiana and B semperflorens,

533. Begonia lucerna (XH ) No 119

of the fourth generation much-branching, bushy lvs like those of

B gracilis female fls few or none, terminal ,
mains lateral, fls rose-

tmted RH 1905, p 582

—

B Marti&na, Link & Otto Tuberous
st 1-1 ft , with erect branches, glabrous, leuty lvs oblique, cor-
date-ovate, acuminate, double toothed, 3-6 in long fls solitary or
clustered in axils, large, rose-pink, the males 4-merous and females
5-rnerous Mex Vars grnndifldra, pidchfrnma and inrtmifldm are
known to growers B M 8322 All considered to be forms of B
gracilis (p 474)

—

B Pdtrise, Hort A garden hybrid of B soco-
trana ana B Pcarcci plant dense and free-flowering, 10-12 in fls

many, rather small, bright rose-pink lvs similar to those of B soco-
trana (Lcmoine.)

—

B Pdggei, Warb Fibrous-iooted erect or
spreading sts terete, woody in lower part, dull brownish green lvs

only slightly oblique, elliptic, 4-6 in long, dark green above, suffused
with red beneath infl in short axillary clusters, fls small, white
veined with red, female with rather narrow petals, ovary distinct

terete, not winded, bright red, 1-2 m long whole plant covered
with rufous hairs A remarkably distinct begonia, but of little

horticultural value—B prum&ta, A DC. 8t erect or spreading,

seldom branched, covered with greenish white spots lvs peltate,

fleshy, on long terete petioles, spreading or erect, blades broadly
ovate, lobed and undulate, dark green above, with prominent veins
of a greenish yellow color, and dull grey beneath mfl erect, large,

branching freely, fls pure whito. Costa Rica A fine winter-
flowermg species

—

B pyramidalis, Lemoine B mamcata xB,
carohniffifoha lvs. large, palmate, entire, thick, brilliant green
fls large, m panicles, white-rose or rose-tinted —B Queen A gar-
den hybrid, fibrous-rooted erect with brilliant-colored foliage sts.

green, terete lvs. ovate-acuminate, undulate, finely serrate, upper
side a brilliant purple-red, the veins being green, under side bright
red fls rosy red seldom produced One of the finest and most
ornamental of the fibrous-rooted begonias It is somewhat diffi-

cult to grow into a large specimen and should be kept slightly

dner at the roots than most plants of this section—B Reichen-
hitmn, Hort (B rubella XB heracleifolia) Lvs all basal, large

and long-petioled, parted to the middle fls on sts. upright above
the lvs Gt 62, p 207 .—B Rdchfordn, Hort , is a bright rosy car-
mine begonia of the Gloire de Lorraine type, with larger fls. and
foliage. FE. 31 (1911). p 434.

—

B. Saulit, Hort, named for the

531. Begonia President Carnot.

No. 118
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late John Saul, was intro, from Guatemala resembles B. Feastu
in the shape and oolor of its lvs , but with a distinct red sinus at

Junction of petiole with If Probably not now cult under this

name—B srdptrum, Hort Erect, sparsely branched* sts. light

brown colored with red on young growth lvs large, broadly ovate,
deeply lobed, margins serrate, pale green suffused with red and
irregularly blotched with white, prominently veined on the under-
side, petioles bright rod fls. 10-20 in a cluster, pink or white —

B

aligmdm, Lindl Bt a short, creeping rhizome lvs. large, cordate-
acute, irregularly toothed, smooth above, hairy beneath, green,
with purplo-brown blotches, fls. insignificant, white, in eyinose
panicles Mex —B Sturm, Hort A florifcrous form of B sem-
perflorena, with rose-pink fls in broad panicles, and lvs white-
spotted —B mbpeltiUn nlynrans, Hort. (B nigricans, Hort )

Plant 2-3 ft high lvs ovate, acuminate, blood-red below, silvery

and slightly hairy above, 4-8 in long, 2-4 in across fls rose-pink,
profuse caps wings equal, pink Very useful for decoration Var
Pres de Boureuilles, Hort , nas lvs. of a much richer color, and more
profusely studded with red hairs fls of a deeper pink —B Temp-
hnii, Hort Bport from B phylloraaniaca var vanegata* differs in

having its regular blotches over the face of the lvs varying from
true yellow to light sulfur-color, often with blending of shades of
pmk. 2 ft lvs oblique, tho margins ruffled and fringed Origi-
nated with H G Wolfgang, of the Templin Co , Calla, Ohio, and
put m the trade in ldOf T E 18* 2^8 —Tree A group of large-
growing begonias produeed by Mrs Theodosia B Shepherd, Calif
Some of them are described as a cross of Gloiro do Jouy by Rubra,
having the cane-like growth of Rubra (B cocrmea), with its long-
stemmed fls but larger sepals and pistils, lvs illuminated with red,

terra-cotta, pink and yellow Other giants are seedlings of Pink
Rubra, with stronger canes, larger lvs , and more beautiful fls , the
lvs on young growth spotted with silver (Princess Alice, Rubra
Bamboo, Striking Beauty, Hebe and others, are of this parentage)— B. urujdha, Rose A singular begonia from Mex, recently
desenbod (Rep Mo Bot Gard , 1904, p 79, I*ig 28) tuberous-
rooted. If 1, lying on the ground, sessile, nearly orbicular, double-
toothed fls on slender scape to 2 ft high, nearly white N'ot ui

the trade.—Voss has called the hybrids of the rhizomatou, grouti

B rhizohybrida and of the fibrous-rooted upright caulescent group
B caulohybnda , these names represent such various and o.e l

unlike forms that they will probably have little applieition m
common practico, although useful for taxonomic purposes

L II B

BELAMCANDA (East Indian name) IridAcex

Blackberry Lily Leopard Flower A hardy, her-

baceous perennial, which is an old

garden favorite The fiist of the
popular names comes from tho

clusters of sliming black roundish

seeds, and tho second from the
flower, which is orange, spotted

red It is more commonly sold as

a Pardanthus, which also means
leopard flower

Perianth segms oblong, the 3
inner slightly shorter and spir:tll>

twisting as they fade stamens m
one group only at

the base caps
pear-shaped, the

valves ultimately
falling away
Prop by seeds or

by division. Of easy
culture in rich, sandy
loam and in a sunny
place. Sometimes, but
incorrectly, spelled Be-
lemeanda One species

chinensis, DC {Gem-
mlnqia chinensis

,

Kuntze B. punct&ta,

Moench Ixia chmen-
sis, Lmn MorJea chi-

nensis, Thunb Parddn

-

thus cnmtnsis
,
Ker. P.

sinensis, Van Houtte)
Fig 534. Height 2-3
ft : rootstock short,
stoloniferous lvs

about 6, equitant, stri-

ate. 1-1 Yi ft. long, 1

in broad: outer spathe-
valves p2~l in. long:
pedicels 1-2 in. long:

535. Beilis peretmis ( X l i)

534 Belamcandi chinensis (x)i)

caps. 1-1 in. long; valves reflexing, persistent China
and Japan. B.M. 171 (as Ixia). F.S. 16:1632 L.B.C.
19.1874 —The seed-stalks are sometimes used with
dried grasses for decora-
tion It is said that the

birds sometimes mistake
the seeds for black- „ JL QV.5S

berries. N. Taylor t
W

BELGAUM WALNUT:
Aleurites

BELLADONNA: Alropa

BELLADONNA LILY:
Amaryllis

BELLFLOWER: Campan-
ula

bellidiAstrum
(<daisy and star), is now
referred to Aster B. A
Michel lii, Cass (Aster

BeUididstrum, Scop ), is

a small European com-
posite, 1 ft

,
perennial,

with white heads single

on naked scapes and
lvs in a rosette, sometimes planted but probably not
in Amer

BfiLLIS (Latin, bellus, pretty) Compfisitae Eng-
lish D\isy The true daisy a low perennial with
single heads on scapes, planted in borders and edgings
and naturalized in grass land Fig 535
The daisy, as it grows wild in England, has a yel-

low center, surrounded by numerous rays in a single

row, but the favorite eult forms are double, the rays
rising m tier upon tier, and frequentlv crowding out
every trace of a yellow center The English daisy is

essentially a junk or pinkish fl in its general effect, the
tips of the rays sometimes and the under surfaces

usually being pmk or red There are about 10 species in

the genus, onlyone of winch is American B integrifolui

is found in moist soil from Kv and Tenn to Ark and'
Texas, but is too rare and sectional to become a general
favorite The plant that is most commonly called

daisy in Amer is Chiystinthemum Leucnnthemum For
a list of the various plants known as daisies in Amer*,
see Daisy

Daisies are favorite border plants, and are much used
in spring bedding, especially for edging They thrive

m a cool soil and moist atmosphere, and are, therefore,

much better adapted to English than American gar-

dens They can be grown, howe\er, in a cool green-

house where they will flower profusely during February
and March Although the English daisy is a perennial,

it can be very casih grown as an annual A light

mulch is desirable for winter protection In home
gardening, the plants, after flowering, are divided into

single crowns These are planted about 6 inches apart m
good rich garden soil Each crown soon sends out side

growths, which, m time, form new crowns Before
winter sets in the young clumps can be moved readily
to any place m the garden m which they are wanted to

bloom Daisies are also forced by florists for winter
bloom When daisies are desired for edging spring
flow'er-bods, the clumps are divided into single plants

during the previous September, or early enough to

allow the new plants to get a firm hold before winter,

and are placed 3 inches apart in a narrow trench These
edgings must be renewed each year, as the plants, if

they grow well, spread too wide, or irregularly. In dry
summers many roots fail, and if they remain in the
same spot year after year, the flowers will degenerate to
the single condition.

The simplest way of propagating and growing Eng-
lish daisies for spring bedding in this country is to
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sow the Beed in shallow boxes about August 10. As
soon as large enough to handle, transplant 5 inches
apart into coldframes, and when the winter sets in

ut on the sash, giving air whenever the weather may
e mild. Transplant to the flower beds as early as pos-

sible in the spring, where in a very short time they
will be a mass of bloom, and will continue to bloom till

the beginning of June, when they should be thrown out.

and the summer bedding plants put in. Longfellow and
Snowball are the two best varieties for this purpose.
Myosotis alpestns and Silene pendula may be grown the
same way, using the daisies as edging when in the beds,

and the others as center pieces

The daisy is propagated by seeds (which are sown
early), and by divisions, the choicest varieties being
maintained by the latter method The mam types
grown from seed are the white, rose; quilled, and white
with red center, all of which are double A dark red is

less common. Of kinds propagated by seed. Long-
fellow is now the best rose-colored, and Snowball the
best white variety, the latter being especially prized
by florists for cut-flowers, as it has long, stilt stems.
Other varieties are Maxima, Snowflake, and Rob Roy,
which is perhaps the best red

pergnms, Linn. True or English Daisy. Hardy
herbaceous perennial, 3-6 in high 1

1vs clustered at the
root, spatulate or obovate fls 1-2 in across, solitary,

on hairy scapes Apr -June W Eu
,
escaped in Calif

;

rarely runs wild m the eastern states B M. 228.
F.S 6.584, which shows 11 well-marked types—An
interesting but not permanent form is the “nen-and-
chickens daisy,” m which a number of small fl -heads
are borne on short stalks springing out of the main fl.-

head Cockscomb forms, in which several scapes unite
to produce a monstrous fl

,
are sometimes seen, but

cannot be perpetuated The rays are sometimes wnolly
incurved, or reflexed, or quilled Other English names of

the daisy are herb Margaret, ewe- or May-gowan,
childmg daisy, bone- or bruisewort, bone flower, March
daisy, bairnwort. j. b. Keller, E J. Canning,

and Wilhelm Miller.

BELLIUM (from its resemblance to Beilis, the daisy).

Compdsitx Miniature plants, sometimes planted in

rock-gardens.
Leaves crowded or in a rosette, from which arise

scapes bearing a single daisy-like head or “flower,”

white, with Tight yellow disk differs from Beilis

largely in its pappus, which is unequal and double, of

bristles and scales.—Four to 6 species in the Medit.
region, annual and perennial. Require treatment given
rock-plants and sod-plants

bellidioldes, Linn Annual, 2 in
,

with creeping
stolons lvs spatulate: heads white, all summer.—Like
a miniature daisy. Apparently httle known in this

country. L. H. B.

BELLWORT: In England, any member of the Campanulaceae.
In America, Uvularia

BfcLOU (Brahman name for the Bael fruit). Rutacex,
tribe Cltrex An older name for iEgle, recently rein-

stated by American taxonomic botanists. See descrip-

tion under /Egle

B Mdrmelos, A B Lyon,==^Egle Marmelos, tho Bael fruit of
India B. glutmdsa, Skeels=*Chsetoapermum glutmosa, Swmgle

BBLOPERONE (name refers to the arrow-shaped
connective). Acanthdcex Hothouse evergreen shrubs
of the Justicia group, rarely seen in cult and apparently
not m American trade Lvs entire' fls usually red or

purple, mostly in showy-bracted axillary or terminal
clusters; corolla-tube narrow, often long, the limb 2-

lipped; stamens 2, affixed on the tube, style filiform,

entire or slightly 2-lobed • fr an oblong or ovoid caps—
About 30 species inhabiting Trop Amer

,
of which

2 or 3 are listed as cult, plants. B. violicea, Planch. &

Lind., has lanceolate-acuminate lvs and violet-purple

fls. B M 5244. B. oblong&ta, Lindl., has oblong-
lanoeolate lvs. and axillary spikes of rose-purple fls.

B R. 1657. A recent species is B. angustiflora, Stapf,

resembhng B. violacea. with oblong-elliptic lvs. and a
very narrow corolla-tube with a violet-purple limb.

BELVIDERE, or SUMMER CYPRESS: Kochta.

BENE: Sesamum

BENI, JAPANESE: Caroyptcris Mastacanthus.

BENINCASA (name of an Italian nobleman). Cucur-
bitacex. Annual running squash-hke herbs grown
sparingly for the edible fruits

Leaves 5-lobed soft-hairy' fls solitary, yellow,

monoecious, the stammate long-peduncled, the pistil-

536. Bemncasa hispida

late nearly sessile; corolla deeply lobed; tendiils 2-3-

branched —Two species in Trop. Asia.

hispida, Cogn (B cerifera, Savi) Fig 536 Wax
Gourd. White Gourd of India Zit-kwa Chinese
Preserving Melon Chinese Watermelon Vine
long, like a muskmclon, hairy, with cordate lobed lvs :

fr mostly oblong, 10-16 in long, hairy, white-waxy,
with solid white flesh and small cucumber-1 ike seeds.

Cult the same as muskmclon or cucumber R H
1887 540—Used for making preserves and sweet
pickles; said to be eaten raw in warm countries, and the
unripe frs. to be employed by natives in India in the
making of curries. b. ft. b.

BENJAMIN BUSH: Benzoin aestivate.

BENT-GRASS: Agrostis.

BENTHAMIA: Cornus

BENTINCKIA (named for Lord Bentinck, governor
of Madras, 1803-1805). Palmacex, tribe Geonomex.
Tall stately unarmed palms, with equally pinnate,
terminal leaves, not as yet well known to the trade,

but deserving greater attention.

Leaves of many lfts which are usually 2-lobed at the
apex spathes many, the 2 lower short and incomplete,
spadix arising from among the lvs

,
branched

,
fls small,

monoecious or polygamous, fr small, almost round,
with a single seed pendulous from the top of the cavity.

—There are only 2 species, both Indian. G.C II

22.595
The following is a graceful palm “in general appear-

ance not unlike the coconut palm, than which it is,

however, much more graceful. The young leaves for

the first year axe bi-partite, quite like young coconut
palms
They should be grown in a warmhouse, never less

than 60°, and should be given plenty of water at all

seasons A mixture of rich loam and peat or leaf-mold,

half and half, makes the best medium for growth.
nicobHrica, Becc Orania St 50-60 ft

,
solitary,

usually from 7-10 in. thick lvs 5-8 ft. long, lftB 1-2
ft., sessile, linear and leathery, the tips distinctly 2-

lobed; petiole and rachia glabrous, the former short:
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soadix 13^-2 ft., many times branched, the branchlets
inserted in woolly grooves, fr. about as large as a
cherry. India. R.H. 1896, p. 249. n Taylor.

BENZOIN (of Arabic or Semitic origin, meaning a
gum or perfume). Syn., Lindera Lauracejp. Ornamen-
tal woody plants, grown chiefly for their handsome
aromatic foliage, some species also for their early yel-

low flowers and the brightly colored fruits in autumn
Aromatic shrubs or trees, lvs alternate, entire or

3-lobed, deciduous or persistent fls. polygamous or
dioecious, apetalous, small, in axillary clusters with ail

involucre ot 4 deciduous scales; sepals 6, rarely more;
staminate fls with 9 stamens, pistillate with a globose
ovary and 9-15 starninodcs. fr a 1-seeded drupe
—About 60 species, if Daphnidium and Aperula are
included, in Temp and 'Prop. E and Cent Asia and in

N. Airier

Some Asiatic species yield an odorous oil used m per-
fumery The cultivated species, with the exception of
B qrai tie, are deciduous shrubs, with yellow flowers in

small clusters before the leaves and red or black fruits

BERBERID6PSIS (from Berberis and Greek opsia
,

likeness) FLicourhaceje Ornamental shrub cultivated
for its onmson flowers and evergreen foliage.

Branches slender, terete, lvs. alternate, petioled,
dentate fls perfect, long-pedicelled, m terminal racemes;
bracts, sepals and petals gradually passing into one
another, 9-15, the inner ones concave, larger, stamens
7-10 with very short filaments; ovary superior, 1-celled

with many ovules, style short, with 3-lobed stigma,
fr. a berry.—One species in Chile
This is a low, glabrous, slightly climbing shrub, with

deep green foliage and crimson flowers m drooping
racemes, for temperate regions or the cool greenhouse,
growing in almost any soil Propagation is by seeds
sown in spring, by greenwood cuttings in spring, or by
layers in autumn

cor&llina, Hook Lvs cordate, oblong-ovate, coarsely
spinulose-dentate, 2-3 in long fls globose, over V^m.
long, crimson, in manv-fld bracteate racemes B M.
5343 FS 20 2137 F.W 1875 97 G 2*547 32 175.

HF 1863.148. Alfred Rehder

in autumn. B sestivale is hardy Noith and B oblusi-

loibum has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum in a
sheltered position, B hijpoglaucum is of about equal
hardiness, the other species are more tender
They thrive best in peaty or sandy and moist soil

Propagation is usually by seeds, which must be sown
after maturity, as they soon lose their vitality; also by
layers, which root best in peaty soil; of gi ‘onuood cut-
tings under glass, one-half may be expected to loot.

The benzoin of the drug-
gists is a balsamic risin \ a

obtained from Styrar iY\/
\

Benzoin Ki
,
X yvfrj

aestiv&le, Nees {Ben- wy A
zoin lUnzoin

,
Coultei W

B odortfirum, Noes Lin-
dera Bmzoin, Blume) XI
Spice Bush Blmamin U
Bush Wild AiLhncE \lf . |Fever Bfmi Fig 537 ^ |(

rni
Shrub, 6-15 ft

,
nearly \ \\

>^1*

glabrous: lvs. oblong- \ ""
U SI

l

obovate, finely ciliate, y ~
' - -Xh, Jr

bright green, pale be- ’
n!

neath, 3-5 m long fls

yellow, before the lvs ^—

y

berry red, oblong, spicy x

—

:
. f 4?--

New Eng. southward f
and west to Kan Em \ - I

365.—The bark is aro- 0 I

matic, stimulant, tonic, V I

astnngent, the fr is like- Am[
wise used medicinally. 9
The shiub is attractive

]|
in eaily spring with its }1 9 ^

yellow, small, but numer-
ous fls ,

and handsome _ ,

537
x , li

in autumn with its
Benzoin «sn™te. JL

foliage turning clear vel- ' ^
low and studded with w
the scarlet frs A

B grdcile, Kuntze (Daphnidmm Kraeile, Nccs) Lvs mate,
3-nerved, chartacoous, persistent Habitat unknown Stove plant

BfiRBERIS (Arabic name) Berheridacese Bar-
berry Ornamental deciduous or evergreen shrubs,

cultivated for their handsome foliage assuming in most
species brilliant autumnal tints, and for their bright
yellow flowers and attractive fruit

Spiny shrubs with yellow inner bark and wood lvs

alternate, often fascicled, usually glabrous, simple,

deciduous or evergreen fls in elongated or umbel-like,

rarely compound racemes, or fascicled or solitary,

sepals 6 with 2 or 3 bractlets below, petals 6, often

smaller than sepals and usually with 2 glands near the

base, stamens 6, included, the anthers opening with
valves, ovary superior, 1-eelled, with 1 to many ovules
fr a berry with 1 or several oblong seeds —Nearly 175
species m Amer from But Col to Patagonia, in Asia,

v Eu
,
and N Afr Monogr bv Schneider in Bull Hort

—B. hypoylaiicum, Itohd (Linder
leucum, Kuntze) Lvs penuine
few-fld

, with or before the 1\ s be
hum, Nees Mlied to B resrw
oblong, downy beneath Southe
sllubum, Kuntze Large shrub \

i hyponlauca, Maxim B nypo-
•ved, ulmuous beneath clusters
Ties bla< k Japan —B. nu lissifd-

nle Branches pubescent lvs.

n states B M 1470 —B oblu-
,Mth very handsome foliage’ lvs

3-ncrved, ovate or 3-lobed, grayish green and nearly glabrous
beneath, 2 1

1

2 in long eluiters many-fld berries black Japan.
GF G 205 K f K 1 41 —B prdecor, Steb & Zucc Lvs penm-
nerved, elbptie-oblong, greenish beneath, acuminate clusters few-
fld , before the lvs berries brownish, diam Japan S I F.
2 19 —B scrUtum, Sieb & Zute Lvs penmnerved, grayish
pubescent beneath clusters many-fld , with the lvs Japan

Alfred Rehder

Xx Eu
,
and N Afr Monogr bv Schneider in Bull Hort

JF/Boissier, Ser II. 5 33, 133,‘ 391, 449, 655, 800, 813
ft; (1905) Mahonia is now considered by most botaniBts

as a distinct, genus, differing from the tiue barberries by
the pinnate lvs

,
bv the racemes appearing in the axils

of the bud-scales and b> the spineless branches The
spines of the barberry are, morphologically, lvs

,
and

the lvs are borne on short branches m their axils (Fig

538) The stamens are sensitive, when the filaments

aie touched with a pin, the fls first open, and the sta-

mens fly forward upon the pistil Alfred Rehder

The different species of hardy deciduous barberries

arc excellent decorative shrubs with pleasing habits of

growth The flowers of most of them in spring and
early summer, whilst not conspicuous, are very attrac-

tive, and the fruits of nearly all are highlv ornamental
in late summer, fall and early winter on account of their

red, dark blue or nearly black color Berbers amurensis
,

B sinensis, B. diaphana, B Poireln
,
B Regcliana, B.

Sieboldn, and B Thunbcrgn all assume brilliant fall

colors m varying shades of orange and red Some
species, as B Thunbergn

,
B Sieboldn, and B Rehder-

lana, retain their bright red fruits unchanged until the
following spring, wrhilc the fruits of the other species

shrivel and dry up during the winter

tc
Berberis arislata is the strongest-growing species and

nt’ attains a height of 12 to 13 feet in twenty years, with
gracefully arching branches, and has violet-red fruits,

jr” the thicliish leaves are semi-persistent B. canadensis

vs. forms a neat compact bush 3 to 3^2 feet with upright
spreading branches. The small clusters of bright red
fruits are very attractive This is a rare shrub in culti-

in. vation, and B. vulgaris has often been sold for it B
m- sinensis is a neat, graceful shrub with pendulous
'p‘ branches 3^ to 4 feet and bears numerous clusters of

ish bright red fruits. B diaphana forms a dense compact
shrub 2 l

/& to 3 feet, but its chief decorative value is in

its rich fall coloring, as the solitary flowers and fruits
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are inconspicuous. B Regeham has an upright dense
habit, and grows from 5 to 6 feet. It has the largest

leaves of any of the deciduous species, and the orange-
red fruits are remarkably ornamental throughout late

summer and fall, until midwinter. This is perhaps
the most beautiful barberry in cultivation. B Sieboldn

is slow-growing, but is a very choice species. The
habit is upright and compact, and the tall coloring

is brilliant The small vermilion-red fruit-clusters are

very attractive B vulgaris, which is commonly grown
and has become extensively naturalized, has large

clusters of brilliantly colored fruits, and is a most
useful shrub m border plantations It is prolific in

many varieties Perhaps the most distinctive form is

the one with yellow fruits, which are usually seedless,

or, if the seeds are present, they are abortive. This
species makes a good hedge plant as does also B.
amurensts, for low ornamental hedges. B Thunbergii is

excellent Since it makes a rather broad hedge, the
plant is most beautiful when it is not necessary to
trim it B Wilsons1 is a small beautiful shrub, 2 to 2^
feet with slender branches and small leaves. The coral-

red fruits are very distinctive The tips of the branches
usually are winterkilled, but the plants recover rapidly
in summer.
Few of the evergreen species aie dependable m the

northeastern states. B Sargentiarui, a handsome shrub,
attaining a height of about 6 ft

,
with rather large

oblong leaves, has proved quite hardy, and B. buxifo-

ha, B. stenophylla and B verruculosa nearly hardy in

Massachusetts. B. Neubertu rarely has the leaves
scorched by winter’s cold, but is very slow-growing.
For other evergreen species, see Manama (formerly
included in Berberis)

The root and the inner bark of several species are
sometimes used

k
for dyeing yellow Some species have

medicinal properties The fruits of B vulgans are made
into jelly In wheat-growing districts, planting of Ber-
beris should be avoided, as it is the host of the aecid-

lum stage of Puccinia graminis, a fungus which causes
the wheat-rust Destroying the Berberis, however, will

not check the propagation of the fungus, as it is able
to grow and to spread for years without forming the
aecidium stage
To secure the best results from most of the barberries,

they should be planted in moist, light loam, well
drained The deciduous species, however, can be
grown in drier situations

Barberries germinate readily from seeds The seeds
should be separated from the pulp by maceration and
sown in “flats” or broadcast in beds in the fall, and they
will germinate the following season The seeds of raie
and scarce species should be sown in the greenhouse
where they will germinate dunng the winter Berberis
Wilsons will germinate in two to three weeks in the
greenhouse if sow n as soon as ripe Some of the spe-
cies cross when grown together, but B sinensis, B Rege-
liana and B. vulgaris appear to come true The prog-
eny of B. Thunbergii sometimes seem to show that
they have been affected by the pollen of B vulgaris.

Most of the barberries can be propagated from the
green cuttings of the young wood taken from the first

to the middle of June, and placed in sand in a shaded
hotbed m precisely the same way as lilacs, viburnums
or hydrangeas arc treated This is the best way to
perpetuate individuals of stnkingly chaiactenstic
habits A very small percentage of the cuttings of the
npe wood placed m the greenhouse m the fall will

“strike,” but not enough to pay Some species may be
propagated by suckers Rarer kinds and varieties are
sometimes grafted on B vulgaris or B Thunbergii, in

August or September under glass, or in early spring m
the greenhouse Grafting, however, is not to be recom-
mended, for the stock usually throws up suckers which
are often overlooked on account of the similarity of the
foliage of many species; they will overgrow the cion

in a short time and smother it. A good plan is to use
the purple-leaved barberry as a stock; the suckers are
thus easily noticeable and may be removed in time.

John Dunbar.

alba, 1

albicaulis, 16
albo-varieguta, 1

amurensis, 2, 3
anguhzans, 5
angustifolui, 10
approximata, 16
apgrena, 1

aristata, 4, 30
asiatica, 20
asporma, 1

atropurpurea, 1

aureo-marginata, 1.

bimfoha, 18
canadensis, 5
carolimana, 5
chitria, 30
concinna, 21
congestifloi a, 26.
coriarm, 4
Darwinu, 28
Duwsonn, 14
diaphuna, 17.

dictyophylla, 16.

INDEX.

dulcis, 1, 18
eduhs, 1

empetnfoha, 19.

epruinosa, 16.

Jlortbunda, 4.

Francisci-Fcrdinamh,
9

Gagnepainu, 23
iJuimpelti, 11
liakcoidcs, 2b
Hakodate

,

3
heteropoda, 12
hypoleuca, 29
itterica, 11

lhufoha, 27, 31.

intcgerrima, 13
japomcn, 3
korcana, b
latifoha, 31.
teucocarpa, 1

levis, 24
lutea, 1

inacrocarpa, 1

macrophylla, 1

Muximowiczu, 14.

minor, 14
Neubertu, 31
nigra, 1

nummularla, 13.

pluriflora, 14
Poiretu, 10
polyantha, 8.

purpurea, 1

Uogehana, 3
'langumolinta, 11
Surgentiana, 25.
Sieboldn, 3, 7.

sinensis, 10, 11
sjxilhulata, 11
stenophylla, 20.
Thunbergii, 14
verruculosa, 22
violacea, 1

vulgaris, 1, 2, 3
Wilson®, 15
xanthocarpa, 1

gunnanensia, 17.

KEY TO THE SPECIES

A Foluige dtnduous, Ids membranous or

chartact out,
b. FIs in elongated ranmes or panicles

(ftw-jld ptduntled umbels in No. 7).

C Lvs dentate or s< rratt

n Infl simple, racemose
E Branchts of last year gray,

except those of the purple-
Ivd fot m of Xo 1

F. Texturt of Irs rather thin ,

not distxnetly reticulate

beneath
a Shape of Us gcnei ally

obovatt , selulose-dentate 1 vulgaris

oo. Shape of Its oblong or
elliptic, densely ciliate-

dentate !

i

amurensis
ff. Texture of Ids firmer than

m F. distinctly reticulate

beneath, often obtuse 3 Regeliana
EE. Branches of last year reddish

brown or yellowish brown
V The Ids spina lose -dentate

G Fr puiphih blue, oblong-
ovoid, long< t than th>

stout peehcels racemes
longer than the les 4 aristata

GO Fr red, short-ovoul, shorter

than the slender pedicels

H Breadth oflvs ~%m ,

oblong-obovate to obo-
vate, scarcely reticu-

late 5 canadensis
HH Breadth of Ivs *{-

l x
/2 m , usually obo-

vate, reticulate, round-
ed at the apex 0 koreana

ff The Ivs densely setose-cili-

ate, oblong racemes um-
bel-like, 3-6-fid 7 Sieboldii

DU Infl compound, paniculate, 2-
6 m long

E Branches angled, grayish
brown Ids rounded at the

apex, subconaceous 8 polyantha
ee Branches nearly terete, brown

Ivs acute, thin 9 Francisci-
cc. Lvs. entire, at least those of the [Ferdinand!

flowering branches
». Fr red or purple • lvs narrow-

obovate or oblancrolate, acute
or acutish, bright green

E. Bracts at least half as long as
the short pedicels lvs green
beneath, usually narrow-ob-
lanceolate, entire 10. PoiretU
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EE. Bracts much shorter than the
elongated pedicels' Ivs gray-
ish or bluish gray beneath,

those of the shoots often spin-
ulose, broader . 11 . sinensis

DD. Fr bluish or purplish black,

bloomy Ivs usually grayish or
bluish green, broadly obovate to

oblong-obovate.

E Racemes short, usually 6-7-

fld branches slightly angu-
lar ovules slender-stalked 12 heteropoda

EE Racemes many -fid , dense
branches terete ovules short-

stalked 1.3 mtegerrima
BB. FIs solitary or sometimes in fcw-fld.

umbels or m dense, fascicles (in a
variety of No 14 m3-10-fid short
racemes)

c. Lvs. always entire

D Young branchlets glabrous lvs

not reticulate, generally obo-
iate, Yi 1 Yi king fr scar-

let, rather dry 14 Thunbergu
DD. Young branchlets pubeiulous

lvs reticulate, generally ub-
lanceolate, \£-l in long fr
salmon-red, juicy 15 Wilson*

CC. Lvs partly dentate
,
partly entire

D Peduels Yin long Ids chalky
white beruath, not reticulate,

less than 1 in long fr Yin
long 16 dictyophylla

dd. Pedicels in long, fls nodding
lvs glaucous beneath, reticulate,

more than 1 m long fr. nearly
Yiin long 17 diaphana

AA. Foliage persistent or half-evergreen

b. Lvs entire

C Shape of lvs obovate or elliptic fls

solitary, long-pedicelhd 18 buxifolia
cc Shape of lvs narrow-oblong to lin-

ear, reiolute at the margin
d Fls 1 2, long-pedicilled hs lin-

ear 16 empetnfolia
dd Fls 2-6, m ptduncled umbils

hs narrow-oblong 20 stenophylla
BB. Lvs dentate

c Fls in fasneles or solitary

D Lower surface of hs white or

glaucous, \z~l m long Jh 1-2
E Branchlets angled, smooth 21. concinna

EE Branchlets hrete, densely ver-

ruca lose 22 verruculosa
dd Lower surface of lvs green fls

several to many
e Shape of lvs oblong to nai row-

lanceolate, with many teeth

F. Texture of lvs ratlur thin,

lis usually about \‘jin

bioad, indistinctly vnmd
(> Pedicels slender, Yj-1 in

long, fls 3-8 hs uith
8-20 teeth on each side

fr bluish black, bloomy 23 Gagnepainn
go Pedicels %-'yn long,

fls many lvs with 5-12
teeth on each side fr
jet-black 24 levis

ff Texture of lvs thick and
firm, lvs *4 1 \\ m
broad fls many, pidiu Is

about Yiin long fr blath 25 Sargentiana
Eh Shape of lvs roundish to ellip-

tic, unth 3-6 teeth fls m
dense globose dusters 20 hakeoides

cc. Pis m racemes or panicles

D. Branches spiny, young branchlets
pubescent or puberulous lvs,

always simple
B. Racemes simple

F. Ovary with long style lvs.

green beneath
a. Branchlets puberulous. lvs

1 -2 m long racemes
shorter than lvs

,
4~10-

fld 27 iheifolia

GO. Branchitts hairy lvs Yr
1 m long . racemes
longer than lvs ,

many-
fld 28. Darwmii

ff. Ovary with short style,

branchlets pubtrulous lvs.

whitish beneath, 1-2 Yi m
long 29 asiatica

EE. Racemes compound lvs. obo-
vate-oblong, with few teeth

above the middle or e ntire, 1-

2Yi\n long 30 chitna
dd Branches spineless, glabrous lis

occasionally 3-folwlate, half-
evergreen 31 Neubertii

1 vulgffris, Linn Commov Barberry. Fig 538.

From 4-8 ft
,
rarely 15 branches grooved, gray, upright

or arching lvs oblong-spatulate or obovate, setulose-

dentate, pale or grayish green beneath,* membranous,
1-2 in long, racemes pendulous, inany-fld

,
fls. bright

yellow fr oblong-ovoid, scarlet, finally purple May,
June fr Sept

,
Oct Eu to E Asia, esemwi from cul-

ture and naturalized in E N Amer On 35*264 —
Handsome in spring, with its golden yellow fls and
light green foliage, and m fall, with its bright scarlet

frs
,
remaining through the whole winter. A very tri-

able species Of the many garden
forms, the most effective is var.

atropurpffrea, Hegel (var put purea,

Hort
,
not Loud

,
which is a form

wit h purple fr ), with purple-colored

lvs (Gt 9 278, 1), little different RWff*
is var macrophylla, Kew Bull (B
vulgaris folus purpurea macrophylla, N
Paul & Sons), with
larger lvs of deep

J
M > M

purple color Other j / i/tiESR

varieties are 1 Var. Mr
filbo-varieg&ta, \ r

}
J

4
Zahel, lvs varie- \

*|[ ( JWfMr
gatul with wThite,

~

rather small; Var
a ff r e o - margin&ta,

lowr margin, rather JjjU
large, \ar &lba, / 'i®

f£bl'%
W';

‘ir
Berberis vulgaris (XJJ Showing

truited, var as- the spines and foliage,
perma, Don (var
apipcna, Ilort ), seedless, var dulcis, Loud (var. edulis,

Hoit ), loss acid, var. lfftea, Don (var xanthoedrpa,
Hort ), yellow-fruited; var macrocffrpa, Jaeger, with
larger fr The forms with black or purplish blue fr

,
as

var nigra, Don, and var moUicca, Don, do not belong
here, but are cither hybrids or belong to other species.

2 amur6nsis, Rupr (B. vulgaris var amurtnsis,
Ilegel) Three to 8 ft branches straight, gray, upright,
grooved lvs cuneate, oblong or elliptic, densely ciliate-

dentate, slightly reticulate and bright green and lus-

trous beneath, 1-3 in. long - racemes upright or nodding,
6-12-fld., about as long as lvs fr oblong-ovoid, scarlet.

May* fr Sept Manchuna, N. Chma Gng 5 119.

G W 7, p 413 See page 3566

3 Regeli&na, Koehne (B . vulg&ris var japdmea

,

Hegel B amui crisis var. japdnica, Rehd B japonica,
Schneid

,
not DC B Sieholdn, Hort

,
not Miq B.

Hakodate, Hort ) Fig 539 Upright shrub, to 6 ft
*

branches gray, grooved, lvs. elliptic-oblong and acute,
or obovate or obovate-oblong and obtuse, 1-2 in.

long, setulose-dentate. often rather densely so, pale or
grayish green and distinctly reticulate beneath, of

firm texture* racemes upnght or nodding, 6-12-fld.,

shorter or about as long as lvs fr oblong-ovoid, scarlet,

with slight bloom. May, June fr Sept., Oct Japan.
G F. 3 249 (adapted in Fig 539L A.G. 18:454.
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4. arist&ta, DC. (B. cori&na, Royle. B. flonbunda
,

Wall ) Shrub, to 8 ft : last year’s branches yellowish
brown, slightly angular; spines mostly simple* tvs

elliptic to ovate-oblong, acute or obtusish, spinosely

dentate, occasionally entire, 1-2^ m long, of firm tex-

ture at maturity, racemes 10-25-fld., sessile, usually

spreading and stout*

fr nearly ]/z\n long,

longer than the stout

E
edicels, bright red,

nally bluish purple
and bloomy; stigma
on a short distinct

style June; fr Sept

,

Oct Himalayas. B
R 27*46.—Hardy at

the Arnold Arbore-
tum Hybrids occur
with B vulgaris

5. canadensis, Mill.

(B.carolimana ,
Loud

B angiilizans, Hort ). LTp-

right shrub, 1-3 ft
,
with

arching branches* spines

small, 3-part ed* lvs
cuneate - oolong to ob-
ovate, remotely spinulose-

dentate, rarely entire, usu-
ally obtusish, 1-2 in long*

racemes many-fld
,
longer

than the lvs
;
petals re-

tuse or emarginate fr

ovoid, scarlet May
,
June

;

fr Sept
,
Oct Alleghames

G W. 1 * 101 —The plant
sold under this name is

usually B vulgaris. Lower
and more graceful then B. vulgaris

, the fohage turns
scarlet in autumn.

6 koreina, Palibin. Shrub, to 6 ft : branches
grooved, yellowish or reddish brown, spines short,

scarcely J^in long, usually simple lvs obovate, or oval,

rounded at the apex, cuneate at the base, 1-2 } i m long
and K~1H in broad, spinose-serrulate ,

reticulate and
pale beneath racemes shorter than lvs

,
rather dense,

slender-stalked, nodding fr subglobose-o\ old, j^in
long, bright red May. fr Sept

,
Oct Korea. JOT

26, 1.5 —Handsome species with broad lvs coloring
deep red in autumn and with bright red fr persisting

until the following spring; has proved perfectly hardy
at the Arnold Arboretum

7. Siebdldii, Miq Shrub, to 3 ft last year’s branches
deep reddish brown, angular, 2-edged toward the end.
spines 3-parted, slender lvs oblong-obovate, 1-23 j in.

long, acute or obtusish, cuneate at the base, setosely

ciliate and usually revolute at the margin, bright green
below, racemes 3-6-fld

,
slender-pedunclcd, umbel-like

fr. ovoid to subglobose, >4 in. long, rather dry, bright
red and lustrous. May, June. fr. Sept Japan STS.
1*14.—A very Handsome shrub: lvs purplish when
unfolding and marked with green veins, deep vinous red
in autumn* the fr retains the bright color until the
following spring It has proved perfectly hardy at the
Arnold Arboretum Often B. Rcgeliana is cultivated
under the name B. Suboldii.

8. poly&ntha, Hemal Shrub, to 12 ft * branches
grayish brown, slightly angled, glabrous or puberulous
with usually short spines lvs cuneate-obovate, rounded
at the apex, leathery, spiny-serrate, rarely nearly entire,

pale grayish green, %-l \\ m long fls deep yellow in

pendulous short-stalked panicles 2-6 m long fr oblong-
ovoid, narrowed into a distinct at>le, pale red, bloomy,
Hm. long June, July; fr Sept \Y. China G. 33*

269—Very handsome with its large panicles of deep
yellow’ fls

,
not quite hardy in Mass.

9. Francfsci-FerdinAndi, Schneid. Shrub, to 10 ft.*

branches red-brown, nearly terete, with long spines*,

lvs elliptic to ovate-lanceolate, acute, cuneate at the
base, densely spiny-serrate, bright green, thin, 1-2 in

long fls yellow m pendulous, usually narrow panicles,

with the slender stalk 3-5 in long fr ovoici-oblong,

scarlet, almost long, with nearly sessile stigma.
May, June, fr Sept W China —The drooping pani-
cles of scarlet frs are very handsome

10 PoirStu, Schneid {B smtn&is, Hemsl
,
not Poir.

B. smtnsis var angustifdlia, Regel) Shrub, to 5 ft :

branches slender, arching, the younger giooved, pur-

{

>lish brown, spines about \3111 long, usually simple*
vs oblanceolate, to narrow-oblanceolate, )^-l Vz in.

long, entire, slightly reticulate and green beneath:
racemes S—14-fid

,
1-2 m. long, pedicels scarcely )4in

long, bracts about half as long fr ovoid-oblong, deep
blood-red N China, Amurland —Hardy
and handsome, but rare in cult and usu-
ally confounded with the following species

11 sinensis, Poir {B spathulata, Sehrad.
B ibcrica, Stev & Fisch B .sangumo-
Unta

y
Sehrad B Gulmptlu, Koch) From

4-6 ft
,

with slender, often irching

branches, the younger giooved, reddish
brown, spines 1-3-partcd, 1 2- 9 fin long
lvs cuneate, oblong or obovate-lanceo-
late, entire or sometimes with a few teeth,

grayish green or glaucescent beneath, \i~

\Yz in long racemes pendulous, slender-peduncled,

rather dense, pedicels slender, about ^111 long, several

times longer than the bracts berries ovoid, purplish

Caucasus B M 6573 G O H 63 L 1) 7 187 G W
8*115 G 31 379—A hardy, graceful species, very
handsome in fr

12 heter6poda, Schrenk. Fig 540 Three to 6 ft

branches stout, spreading, the younger chestnut-

brown, lustrous slightly grooved, spines sometimes to

2 in long, often wanting lvs broadly obovate or oval,

entire or sometimes remotely serrate, pale bluish green,
1-2 m long, some short and some slender-petiolcd

fls in stalked, usually 5-7-fld racemes, orange-yellow,
fragrant, ovules long-stalked fr ovoid, daik blue with
glaucous bloom. May Turkestan, Songaria G F
8:455 (adapted in Fig 540) —Handsome and very
distinct species B heleropoda var oblonga

,
llegel,

see B. oblonga in supplement aiy list

13 integerrima, Bunge (B numniuldria, Bunge)
Shrub, to 6 ft.: last year’s branches terete, purplish

brown, spines usually simple, to 2 111 long lvs. obovate
or broadly obovate, usually entire, sometimes remotely
setose-serrate, grayish green* racemes dense, usually

many-fld
,

fls small, on short pedicels, about {-in

long, ovules short-stalked fr black, globose-ovoid

May.—A variable species similar to the preceding

14. Thtinbergii, DC Figs 541, 542 Dense, low
shrub, 2-5 ft. . branches spreading, deeply grooved,
brown, with simple spines, lvs obovate or spatulate,

quite entire, glaucescent beneath, m long fls

1-3, pale yellow: fr elliptic or nearly globose, blight

red Apr, May. G.F 2*53 B M 6646 II H 1894*

173. AG 18.357. Gng 4 241, 5.119, 353, 355 Mn.
2 118 A F 8*526 —One of the most valuable species,

especially remarkable for its low, dense, horizontal

growth, its large brilliant red frs
,
remaining fresh till

the following spring, and for its bright seal let fall color-

ing, hardy Very valuable for borders of walks and
drives and for low ornamental hedges. Endures par-

tial shade Cattle and sheep do not browse it much.
Yar Maxim6wiczii, Franeh & Sav., has the lvs green
beneath Var plurifl&ra, Koehne, has 3-10 fls in short,

umbel-like raceme Var. minor, llehd (Var Ddivsonn,
Bean). Very low, dense shrub, 3^-2 ft high, with small
lvs about, 3 im long A variety with the lvs variegated
with white is var Silver Beauty, which originated in

539 Berbens Regeliana.

(xw
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Franklin, Mass. G.C. III. 49:10. Hybrids with B.
vulgaris occur

15. Wilson®, Hemsl Low shrub with spreading
branches last year’s branches reddish brown, angular,

f

mberulous, spines 3-parted, slender, long,

vs oblanceolate or narrowly obovate, in. long,

rounded and inucronate or acutish at the apex, rarely

3-pointed, pale green and dull above, glaucous beneath,
reticulate, thickish. fls golden yellow, m dense clusters

or in very short-stalked umbels fr globose,

diam
,
salmon-red, usually yellow or whitish on the

shady side May; fr. in Sept \V China B M 8114
GC III 12 372 On 71, p 541 G 29*520 JH HI
55*425—Very distinct handsome shrub, with small
foliage, assuming a brilliant fall coloring It has proved
hardy at the Arnold Aiboretum in somewhat sheltered

positions

10 dictyophylla, Franeh Shrub, to 0 ft high, with
slightly angular branches, usually covered with white
bloom while young, reddish brown the second year
lvs obovate to oblong-obovate, \ $-1 in long, obtuse or

acutish, entire oi spinosc-dentate, chalky white beneath
fls solitary, pale yellow, m diam

,
short-stalked

fr red, ovoid, Hin long May S \V China—Very
distinct, with its small foliage white beneath like the
young shoots Var albica&lis, Ilort

,
is a form with

the young branehlets distinctly bloomy and the l\s

intensely* white beneath Var epruindsa, Sehneid
Branehlets angled, red-brown, not bloomy Us light

green beneath Var approxim&ta, ltehd {ll approri-

mala, Sprague) Lvs obovate, ^pmose-dent ate, rarely

entire, fls smaller BM 7833, the type of the species

with all or nearly all lvs entire is figured in Franchet,
riant Delavay 11

17 di&phana, Maxim (B yunnauin sis, Hutchins,

(habit); 69, p. 318. GW 14, p. 593; 15, p 103.—
Handsome shrub, hardy in sheltered positions at the
Arnold Arboretum.

21 concinna, Hook f. Low, spreading shrub, to 3
ft branches of last year pale brown, angular, spines

3-parted, slender lvs obovate, in long, rather
thin and only half-evergreen, lernotely spinose-dentate,

blight green above, glaucous beneath fls solitary or in

2’s on slender stalks, in long, bright yellow, over
J'-jin across, fr. red, oblong-ovoid June Himalayas.
B M 47 44—One of the most graceful barberries,

siinihar to B dictyophylla
,
but easily distinguished by

the slender-stalked fls and half-evergreen lvs It has
proved hardy at the Arnold Aiboretum in sheltered

positions

22 verraculdsa, Ilemsl <fc Wilson Dwarf, spreading
shrub, to 3 ft, evergieeti branches terete, densely
verruculose, with slendei spines often as long as lvs :

lvs ovate or elliptic to ovate- lanceolate, remotely
spmy-toothed, dark gieen and lustrous above, glaucous
beneath, }$-l in long fls 1-2, } ^11 across fr violet-

black, bloomy, ovoid *3111 long, with sessile stigma
June,fr Oct, W. China BM 8154 —Very handsome
with its dense dark green and lustrous foliage Has
proved haidy at the Arnold Arboretum.

23 Gagnepainii, Sehneid Evergreen shrub, to

0 tt branches yellowish gray, terete, with slender,

rather long spines lvs narrow-lanceolate, spiny-ser-

rate revolute at the margin, light guen beneath, mdis-
tinctlv veined, 1 J 2-3

J
; in long fls fascicled, 3-8, J 2m.

across, pedicels j^-1 111 long fr ovoid, about ^m.
long, bluish black, bloomy, with neailv sessile style.

June, fr (ht W China GC 111 46 22G 14.M 8185
(as B acuminata).

not Franeh ) Shrub, to 3 ft
,
with rather stout branches,

grooved, light yellowish brown in their second year,
spines 1 -3-part cd, raiely to 1

1

2 m long lvs

obovate to oblong-obovate, obtusish, jj-l 1

j in long,

spinose-serrulate or sometimes entire, glaucous and
reticulate beneath fls bright yellow, 1

2ui diam
,
sol-

ltaiy, or in 2’s or 3’b on a common peduncle, pedicels
}+-in long fr oblong, often attenuated at the apex,

scarlet, slightly bloomy, nearly 1
2in long May, fr

in Sept \\ China B M 8224 S T S 2 109 —
Remarkable for its large fr

,
the lvs turn scar-

let in autumn Haidy at the Arnold Arboretum ,

18 buxif&lia, Poii (B dulcis, Sw’oet ) One to
j

3 ft branches brown, grooved, spines usually
\

3-parted, shoit lvs cuneate, obovate or elliptic,
1
3 -1 in long fls solitary", on long pedicels,

oiange-vellovv fr nearly globose, blackish puiple \
Mav Chile to St 1 ait of Magellan B M 6505.
S B F Gill 100 P M 10 171 L B C 20 1941
II F 1857 122 —A very graceful, free-flowering ^
shrub, one of the hardiest of the evei green
species, will stand the winter even N if somewhat
protected

1 9 empetrifdlia, Lam Low
,
densely bi anehed shrub,

to 2 ft last year’s branches slightly angular, brown, the
young ones purplish, often bloomy

,
spines 1-3-parted,

1

* 1 in long lvs lineal, m long, strongly
revolute at the margin, spiny pointed, blight green
fls 1-2, on slender pedicels, about 34111 long fr glo-
bose, bluish black, about J4111 diam May, June Chile
to Patagonia B R. 26.27 S B F G 4 350—Less often
cult and not so handsome as the following hybrid,
which has larger lvs and umbellate fls.

20 stenoph^lla, Mast (B DdnnnuxB empetrifdlia).
Height 1-3 ft, with slender, arching branches* lvs.

narrow-oblong, revolute at the margins, spiny pointed,

K in long, dark green above fls 2-6, in pedun-
cled nodding umbels Of garden origin. May G C.
ill. 7.619. A.F. 6.325. Gn. 14, p. 46, 6b p. 305

oviV;

540 Berberis luteropoda (X’a)

24. levis, Franeh Shrub, to 5 ft
,
evergreen branches

light yellowish gray, angled, usually* with long spines
lvs narrow-lanceolate, remotely spiny -sei rate, slightly

or not revolute at the margin, light green beneath,
indistinctly veined, 1-2 in long fls in many-fld.
fascicles, ^in across; pedicels short, 2m long fr

short-ovoid, about J^in long, black, stigma on a short
style June; fr Oct. W. China See discussion
page 3566
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25. Sargenti&na, Schneid. Evergreen shrub, to 6
ft. . branches nearly terete, grayish brown, with usually
short spines, lvs coriaceous, elliptic-oblong to oblong-
lanceolate, acute or acuminate, densely spiny-serrate,

dark green above, light green and reticulate below,

1H~4 in. long: fls fascicled, many. J^in across; pedicels

long. fr. globose-ovoid, V3In long, black, with
sessile stigma. May, June; fr. Sept

,
Oct. W. China

—Very handsome with large dark green lvs. At the
Arnold Arboretum it has proved the hardiest of the
evergreen barberries. See page 3566.

26. hakeoldes, Schneid (B congestifldra var hake-

oides, Hook f B congestifldra, Hort , not Gay). Shrub,
to 6 ft . last year’s branches angular, grayish brown;
spines small or oftener leafy., and semi-orbicular with

S<1. Berbens Thunbergn.

spiny teeth* lvs oval to nearly orbicular, 1-2 in long,

rigid, spmose-dentate, bright gieen above, glaucous
beneath fls in dense globose clusters; clusters very
numerous along the branches and forming spikes toward
the end which is often leafless* fr ovoid, Min

,
bluish

black Chile G C. Ill 29*205. BM 6770—Very
handsome with its numerous bright yellow fl -clusters.

Not hardy N.

27 llicifdlia, Forst Shrub, to 8 ft * last year’s

branches angular, purplish, minutely pubescent when
young lvs obovate, >4-2 m long, dark green above,
coarsely spiny-toothed racemes 5-10-fld

,
shorter than

the lvs with the peduncle about 1 in long, fls. orange-
yellow Patagonia. B M 4308 F S 3 291.—Similar

to the followung Veiy rare in cult
;
for the plants

usually cult, under this name see No. 31.

28 D&rwinii, Ilook Shrub, 1-3 ft branches brown,
pubescent wdien young lvs cuneate, obovate, spiny-
toothed and usually 3-pomled at the apex, glossy dark
green above, light green and lustrous beneath, Yi~1

m long racemes 6-20-fld
,
longer than the lvs

,
with the

peduncle 2-4 m long, pendulous, fls orange-yellow,
often reddish outside; style as long as the ovary, fr.

dark purple June; fr Aug
,
Sept Chile to Patagonia.

BM 4590 FS. 7 663. P F G. 2.46. J F. 2.111.

G M 44 660

29 asiatica, Roxbg. (B hypoleuca, Lindl ). Shrub,
to 10 ft last year’s branches grayish yellow,

grooved, puberulous when young, spines small lvs

obovate to oblong, 1-3 in long, entire or with few teeth,

whitish beneath racemes 8-25-fld
,
1-2 m long. fr.

purple, with distinct style Apr May. Himalayas.
J H S 2:246.—Hardy only S.

30 chitria, Lindl. (B. ansidta, Sims
?

not DC.).
Shrub, to 6 ft : last year's branches yellowish or reddish
brown, slightly grooved or nearly terete, spines slender,

to long lvs. oblong, or oblong-obovate, cuneate
at the base, 1-3 in long, spmose-serrate or entire, sub-
coriaceous fls deep yellow, often reddish, in long-
peduncled panicles, fr. purplish, ovoid-oblong, with
distinct style June. July. Himalayas. B.R. 9:729
BM.2549 (a few-fld. form, as B umbellata).—Often

confused with B . aristata, which is easily distinguished

by its simple sessile racemes.

31. Neubertii, Lem (B . vulgdris x Mahonia Aqui-
fdhum) Branches grayish brown, without spines,

upright* lvs. simple, oval or ovate, or sometimes
oblong, cuneate at the base, often with 1 or 2 smaller
lateral lfts., spiny-toothed, dark grayish green above,
1)^-3 in. long. fls. m racemes Of garden origin. I H
1 :111. GC. III. 9 73, 75. Var. latifdlia, Rehd. (B.

ilicifdlia, Hort
,
not Forst B lit 1/dim, Hort ) Lvs.

broader, those of the shoots more rigid, with fewer
and broader, more spreading spines, with broader
often nearly truncate base—Hardy in sheltered posi-

tions at the Arnold Arboretum, but not evergreen, m
the S. the lvs. are persistent.

D actinacdntha, Mart Evergreen shrub, to 3 ft spines 4-7-

parted lvs obovato to oblong, 3
-2*1 in long, spiny fls ‘'lender-

stalked, in clusters Chile 11 R 11 55 —B acumindta, Franeh
Allied to B Gagnepainu Evergreen shrub branches yellow, terete

lvs lanceolate, 4-7 in long, acuminate, with numerous small spiny
teeth fls fascicled, pedicels about 1 m long S W China J 11 F
1900 191

—

B ai ummdta, Stapf—B (Jagnepamn —B acuminata ,

Veiteh=B Veitehn —B atnuisia, Pre4 Low, dense, deciduous
shrub branches yellowish gray, angular with numerous spines,

about fiin long lvs oblanceolate or obovate, spinose-seiratt, \£-

132 long r icemes short
,
8-1 1-fld Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica

—

B
aggregnta , Schneid Allied to B polyantha Lvs oblong-obovate,
spiny-tootlied, **-1 in long panicles short and very dense, about
H\n long fr subglobose, salmon-red \V China —B Andreana,
Naudin—3 laurtna—B anguldw, Wall Deciduous shrub, to 4 ft

young branchlets puberulous, angular, spiny lvs oblong-obovate,
3^—1

3

i in long, whitish beneath, entire or sparsely spfnulose fls.

solitary or few, slender-stulked fr red Himalayas BM 7071 —

•

B Aquifdhum, Pursh=Mahoma Aciuifolium —B arguta, Ba!l=»
Mahonia arguta—B Behtanmna, Hort =B vireseens —B Beig-
mdnnise, Schneid Allied to B Surge ntiana Evergreen shiub, to
b ft lvs coriaceous, elhptie, indistinctly veined, 1-1 1

2 in long fls.

fascicled, many fr oblong-ovoul, black, bloomy Cent ana W
China Var acanthophylln, Schneid Lvs to 2 in long, sinuatcly
spiny W China (Inly the varu ty is in cult —B HretschneuUn,
Rebel AllieltoB koi< ina Shrub, to 8 ft blanches terete, ri d-

dish brow n w ith fc w and snv ill spines lvs ohov ite-oblong, 1 1
2

in long, setose-serrate riuc mes about l'pn long fr oblong, pur-
plish N China STS 2 110 Hardy N —B brachypoda, Maxim
Allied to B arnureriMs Shrub, to (> ft lvs elliptic-oblong, a< ut«

,

pubesc ent on both sides, 1 1

2 -3
1

2 in long r it ernes pubeseent, slen-

der, 2 -3 in long fr scarlet Cent China—/# candtdula, Schneid.
(B Walhchiana var oandtduhi, S< hneid B Walltohiana var pal-
lida, Boiss ) Allied to B verruculosa Evergreen prostrate shrub
branchlets glabrous, yellowish lvs elliptic with few spiny teeth,
white beneath, about 1 in long fl-. solitary Cent China V F 15
—It Cdroli, Schneid (B in te gemma var stenophylla, Maxim ).

Similar to B Poirot u Shrub, to t> ft lvs oblatie eolate, usually
entire, JHH m long: racemes S- 14-fld Mongolia Var hoang-

htnsis, Schneid Racemes many-fld ,1 1 1
2 in long, pedicels 1 *m.

long fr subglobose, salmon-red YV China Only the variety is in

cult —B cerdsma, Schrad. Allied to B sinensis, but lvs more often
toothed, racemes shorter, haielly longer than the lv« and spines
shorter, usually simple Of unknown origin —B congi difldra, Gay
Allied to B nakeoides Lvs oblong-ovate to orbicular, often
entire fls in dense umbels on upright stalks m long Chile —
B cratkgma, DC* Shrub, to 5 ft branch* s brownish red, nearly
terete lvs deciduous, oblanceolate to oblong-obovate, 1

2 1*2 in

long, usually entire race mes 0-20-fld , 1 2 in long fr bluish black
Asia Minor—The true B. crutiegina docs not sc'em to be in cult —
B. critica, Linu. Deciduous shrub, to 3 ft branches purplish with

542. Fruiting twig of Berbens Thunbergii. (XVi)

numcious spines often nearly 1 m long lvs lanceolate, 3^*‘i*in.
long, usually entire fls 3-7, in short umbcl-like racemes S E Eu.
Orient —B rriapa, Gay Allied to B hakeoides Branches puber-
ulous lvs thinnei, ovate or oval, spiny-toothed, Jz-l'^in. long,
fls 5-8, on slender pedicels, clustered Chile —B dcalb&ta, Lindl
Lvs persistent, nearly orbicular, with few spiny teeth racemes
short, dense, nodding Mcx BR 21 1750—B elegani, Hort =B
Lyeium —B emargmdta, Willd Possibly B sibinca X vulgaris.
Low shrub spines i-5-parted lvs obovate to obovate-obl&ng, lA~
1 in long, setulose-dentate racemes shorter than the lvs , up-
right , petals usually emarginate Of unknown origin G O H 62 —
B Ffndlen, Gray Allied to B canadensis Shrub, to 5 ft spines
3-5-parted lvs obovate-lanceolate, si-l H in long, lustrous, entire
or spinulose racemes dense, long-peuuncled, pendulous Colo to
New Mex G F 1 462 —B Fdrtunei, Lindl “Mahonia Fortunei.
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—B Fremdntu, Torr ^Mahonia Fremontn —B. glauca, Benth#,
not Kunth=«=B Jamiesonn —B grdcilw, Hartw “Mahonia gracilis—B hxmatocdrpa, Wooton—Muhoma hsematoourpa —B hetero-
vhylla, Jobs Allied to B ilicifolia Branches glabrous, yellowish
brown, spines 3-5-parted lvs persistent, obovate to oblong,
in long, entire, or with 2-4 spiny teeth fls "olitary fr purplish
black Straits of Magellan H E 1 14 —/i. hcterophylla, Zabe.l=
Mahonia hetorophylla —B Ilodktri, Lem (B Jamiesonn, Hort , not
Lindl B VVallichiana, Hook , not DO ). Allied to B Sargentiana
Branchlets angular, stout, pale yellowish brown lvs elliptic-oblong
to oblong-lanceolate, sinuately spiny-toothed, 1- 2 in long fls 3-fl,

pedicels slender fr oblong, large, with 4-8 seeds Origin uncertain,
probably Himalayas 111 8 2U7 BM 4650

—

B Ilutchirudnii,
Hehd — Mahonia arguta —B Jamitsimn, Lindl (B glauca, Benth ,

not Kunth) Evergreen shrub branehes terete, brownish red Ivh
oblong, 2-3 in long, entire or with few teeth, lustrous, pale green
beneath 11s in close panicles, pedicels J^in long Peru —Often
confused with B Ilookc n and B Verse haffeltn

—

B japonica,
Spreng ==Mahonia japonica—B Kmghtn, Hort =*B Walhchiana
vur latifolia —B lavriva Billbg (B Andreana, Naudin) Allied to
B buxifolia Shrub, to ft ft branches glabrous, terete, spines to 1 in

long lvs oblanceolate, 1-3 in long, entne, pale beneath racemes
pendulous, to 5 in long fr black, bloomy S Brazil 11 H 1809, p.
9 —B laxijh'ira, Schrad Allied to B amurcnsis L\ s oval to oval-
elliptic, obtuse, serration less dense, grayish green b< neath racemes
pendulous, 2-3 J a in long Of unknown origin —B LurhtejutUmn,
ftchneid D« ciduous shrub, to 5 ft branches slightly angled, pur-
plish with strong spines lvs ovate to lanceolate, sinuately spiny,
light green beneath, 1 1~2 in long (Is m lauims 1 l 1

^ in long
fr globose, red, with 2 seeds W China —B loxensui, Be nth Lvs
perwsti nt, oblong-obovate, entire or soim times with a few spiny
teeth, lu«trous Hs small in peduncle <1, loose racemes Peru F S 6,

p bO —B lunda, Schrad Allied to B vulgaris Lvs i lliptic to
elliptic-oblong, dark green and lustrous above, obtuse, remotelyand
finely si n at e rat t me s spreading, about 2 m long fr red Of un-
known origin, pos ibly variety of B vulgaiis —B Lynum, Itoylo
(B ruse ifolia, Hort

,
riot I un B clegans, Hort ) Shrub, to b ft or

more brane he s ti re te
,
>e llowish gruj lvs sub-persistent, obovate-

lane e'olate, s
i~2 in long, ( ntire or spinulosi raiemcs sessile, longer

than the lvs, drooping fr violet Himalayas BM 7075—

B

men rophylla, Hort —B W alliebi ina v in latifolm —B nun racAritha,

Selirael Possibly B aristatn X\ ulg'ins Brant lie s j e Ue>w ish gray
lvs elliptic, at ut ish, remote ly spmj -toeithcej, 1-2 in long racemes
noelehng, 1 2A in long fr reel Of unknown origin —B mirro-
vhylla var vci rata, Hort — B striata —B Mouillacana, Schneid
Deciduous shrub, to 10 ft brancht s grooved, purplish, with simple
spint'8 lvs obovatc-lanreolate, ol»tuv», usually entue, light green
beneath, 1 j-2 in long fls in rate nn s, to 1 1

2 in long fr starlet,

with 2 seeds W ( hina —B oblonga Schneid (B he teiopoda var
oblonga, Rt gel ) Allied to B hctereipoda Branehes angular lvs

obovate ia< ernes 10-20-fld , usually compounel near the base, ovary
with 2 sessile ovules fr eibiong Turkestan —B nejMittnixi, Spreng
— Mahonia nepah ns.s —B mrmsa, Puish=^Mahe>nia nervosa

—

B palliila, Benth —Mahonia pallida —B paruflbra, Linell =B
rustifolia —B pan ifolia, Sprague Allied to B Wilst>n,r Iajwshrub
lvs half-< vt 1 ereen, oblanceolate, entue or oeeasionally spiny-
teiothed, glabrous anel reticulate beneath fls fascicled, 3-0 fr

globose, terra-cotta color \V China—B pinnuta. Lag —Mahonia
pinnata—B l'raltn, Schneid Allied to B polvantha Shrub, to
10 ft lvs oblong-obov ate, entire or with few spiny ti eth, reticulate,

thinner panicle-, narrow, to b in long fr globo-i , s ilmon-red W
China Aar ncurvata, Schneid Raceme narrow, spiko-likt fr on
roficxcd pedicels AV China

—

B prumhia, l'raneh Evergreen
.shrub branches brownish yellow, nearly terete, opines to 1 in

long lvs ovato-ollong, \-2 in long, strongly spmv-toothed,
whitish beneath H- 8-25, fa d, r ire l\ in a ptduncleel umbel fr

bluish black S W China —B Behdtrunui, Schneid Allied to B.
koreana, but much smaller in eveij part, branches reddish brown,
slightly angled, spines i-3-parted lvs obov ate to oblong, spinose-
s( rrate, L'-l '4 m long (Is 3-15, in a ptduntled raceme fr sub-
globose, bright red Origin unknown —Hardy, graceful shrub, tho
fr remains unr hanged until the following spring—B ripens, Lindl.
=Mahonia re pens—B rotumlifolia, Hort —Mahonia repens var.
rotundifolia —B ruscifdlm, Lnm (B puiviflora, Lindl ) Allied to
B buxifolia Branches terete, yellowish gray lvs oblong, entire or
with a few coarse- teeth,

3-

a

- 1
' g » n long tls in a 1-5-fld peduncleel

raceme fr bluish black Argentine J HS 2 243—B rusafdlta,
Hort —B Lyuum —B sanyulnea, Franth Allieel to B Gagne-
amu Lvs narrow-lanceolate, }£-2 in long, spi nose-serrate, pale
eneath fls with red sepals, in fascicles of 2-4, pedicels *4in long

fr bluish black AV China V F 10 —B serdhna, Lange Allied to
B sinensis Lvs light green, oblanceolate, usually entire racemes
short and dense Origin unknown —B serrdtn, Roehne (B nncro-
phylla var serrata, Hort ) Low, deciduous shrub, branches

f

liooved, reddish or yellowish brown lvs oblong-lanccolatc, A~1 in.

ong, spinulose-serrate racemes dense, short Origin unknown—
B <nbinca

,

Pall Deciduous shrub branches angular, yellowish
brown, spines 3-9-narted lvs obov ate, remotely toothed, fls soli-

tary or 2, short-pecueelled fr rod Siberia B It 0 487 —B Silva-
Turoucdna, Schneid Deciduous shrub, to 10 ft branches grooved,
brown, spines small or wanting lvs oblong-lanceolate or obovate-
oblong, obtuse, entire or with few small teeth, pruinoso beneath,

A~-2 in long racemes 1—2 in long, pedicels «in long fr

globose-ovoid, scarlet, with 1-2 seeds W China—B subeaulialdla,
Schneid Deciduous shrub branches strongly angulate lvs oblan-
ecolate, XA~\ in long, acute, rarely 3-pointed at tho apex, whitish
beneath fis in very short, b-8-fld rat ernes or rarely fascicled, nod-
ding fr globose, red W China—B tenuifdlxa, Lindl “Mahonia
tenuifolia —B thibHxca, Schneid Deciduous shrub branches an-
gular. purplish, bloomy lvs obovate-lanccolate, *A~1 m long,
rounded or acutish, mueronalato, entire, whitish beneath fls. in

1-5-fld fascicles; pedicels about V£in. long AV. China —B. ’finch-
len, Schneid Allied to B. diaphana Shrub, to 8 ft branches
angled, gray, spiny lvs. obovate to oblong, obtuse, spinulose-ser-
rate, pruinose beneath, Vt-\ 5* in racemes 4-15-fld

,
pedicels A~l

m long fr oblong, with a distinct style, pale red, pruinose W
China —B toluacfinsm, Hort =Mahonia heterophylla —B triaran-
thOphora, Fedde Allied to B CJagnepainn evergreen shrub, to 5 ft

branches terete, brown lvs linear-lanceolate with 2 to 5 spiny teeth
on each side or entire, glaucescent hem ath, 1-2 in fls 2-5, slendcr-
stalked fr black, ovoid, with sessile style Cent China —B tn-
foliata, Hartw =»Mahonia tnfoliolata —B trifoholata. Mono =
Mahonia trifoholata —B tnfurut, FoibeB=Mahonia japonica var
tnfurea—B umbclldta, Wall Dmduous shrub branches angular,
gray lvs oblanceolate, usually entire, rarely spars* ly serrulate
raei mes long-poduncled, usually umbel-like, sometimes elongated
Himalayas if 11 30 41 —B V ntchu, ,Schneid Allied to B levis
Evergreen shrub lvs narrow-lanceolate, acuminate, sinuately
toothed with long and strong spines, 2-4 in long fls 5-8, slender-
stalked fr ovoid, bluish black Cent China—B Verschaffilln,
Schneid (B Jamesonn, Lem , not Lindl ) Evergreen shrub lvs
oblong, 2-3 in long, sparingly spiny-toothed - fls orange in drooping
panicles Ecuador I II 6 201 —B virfKcenn, Hook Deciduous
shrub, 2-5 ft branches yellowish red or red, lustrous, terete lvs
obovate, yr \ % in long, spiny-tootheil or entire, light green, whitish
beneath fls pale yellow, few, fascicled or in pcduncled umbel-
like racemes fr purple, bloomy Himalayas BM 71 16 —Graceful
shrub Hardy at the Arnold Arboretum —B Walhchiana, DC
Allied to B Sargentiana Evergreen shrub, to 10 ft branches
grooved, spiny lvs elliptic to lanceolate, spmy-serrate with numer-
ous small teeth, lustrous above, light green beneath, reticulate, 2-4
m long fls 10-20, peeliee Is about >^in long fr ovoid, blaik, with
usually 1 long-stalked seed Himalayas PIG 1

, p 79 \ ar latt-

fdlia Hook f & Thoms (B Kmghtn, Hort
,
not Koch B macro-

phylla, Hort) Branchlets less grooved lvs bioader, thinner —
B WaUichtdna, Hook =B Hooken —B yunnanhisis, I ranch.
Allied to B diaphana Branches grooved, gray lvs obovate-oblong,
1 in long, entire, glaucous beneath fls 3-5, fascicled S W China—Has been confused with B. diaphana tiec page 3560

Alfred Rehder.

BERCHfeMIA (derivation uncertain). Rhamndcex
Ornamental woody climbers, grown chiefly for their

bright green graceful foliage

Deciduous 1wining shrubs, lvs alternate, entire or
nearly so, petioled, \wth conspicuous numerous parallel

veins fls perfect; sepals, petals and stamens 5; ealyx-
tube shallow, ovary free, 2-celled, with a 2-parted
stvlc dnipe oblong to cylindne with a 2-celled stone —

*

About 12 species in S. and Cent Asia, N Amer and
K. Afr

These slender climbing shrubs have inconspicuous
greenish white flowers m terminal panicles followed by
berry-like, small, usually oblong, mack or red fruits.*

The cultivated species are not quite hardy North and
prefer sunny positions; they grow in almost any soil and
are useful for trellis-work, when no dense shade is

desired. Propagation is by seeds and by root-cuttings
in spnng under glass, also by layering the young shoots
and by cuttings of mature wood in fall under glass.

scindens, Koch (B . volitbihs, DC ). Supple-Jack.
Ten to 15 ft * lvs ovate or oblong-ovate, acuminate,
often undulate, 1-3 in long, with 9-12 pairs of lateral

veins: fls. greenish white in small terminal panicles fr

bluish black, }4~siin f°ng* June Southern states

B B. 2:404. S.O B 3 153.

racemfisa, Sieb. & Zucc. Closely allied to the former.
Lvs cordate, ovate, 1-23-2 m. long, with 6-8 pairs of

veins fls greenish in large terminal panicles* fr. first

led, becoming black at length July. Japan, China —
Hardier than the former, not high-climbmg; attractive

in late summer, with its red frs.

B Giraldidna, Schneid Allied to B racemosa Lvs ovate-
oblonj?, 1-3 in lonj?, grayish white beneath, with 9-11 pairs of veins,
petioles *iin long \V China—B hnedta, DC Allied to B. scan-
dens Lvs smaller, oblong-ovate, obtuse, with about 9 pairs of
veins, grayish white beneath. N and W. China.

Alfred Rehder

BERGAMOT. Name applied to various aromatic
plants, particularly to members of the LabmUe, as

inenthas and monardas. The bergamot essence of

commerce is made from a citrous fruit. See Citrus

BERGEROCACTUS (named for Alwin Berger,

Curator of the Hanbury Garden, at La Mortola, Italy)

Cuctdcesp. A low, much-branched, day-blooming cactus

with cylindrical, low-ribbed sts : areoles close together,
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bearing many yellow spines’ corolla short, funnel-

shaped, greenish yellow: fr. globose, densely spiny.—

A

single species known.

ISmoryi, Bnt & Rose (Ckreus Emoryi, Engelm.).

Prostrate or ascending, 6-10 m. high, 1-2 in. diam
,

often forming thick masses 10-20 ft. in diam : fls. 1-2

in broad’ fr. 1-1H in. diam On mainland and isIs.

of S Calif., and N Low Calif—This species, native

of Calif
,
can easily be grown m the open in the south-

ern part of that state It forms large masses and care

must be taken that it does not preempt more than
its share of the garden The species has long been in

the trade, but it does not do well in the greenhouse, and
it is hardly to be recommended for the small collection.

Its slender sts., covered with striking yellow spines, are

very unlike any of our other cereus-like plants

J. N. Rose.
BERMUDA GRASS: Cynodon dactylon.

BERRIA (after Dr. Andrew Berry, a Madras
botanist) Syn

,
Berrya, DC

,
not Klein Tihdccje.

A timber tree of India, which has been sparingly
introduced into this country. One species.

Ammonflla, Roxbg High tree: Ivs entire, heart-
shaped, long-petioled, smooth, 5-7-nerved, alter-

nate* fls in racemes, small, white, very numerous:
fr a 3-eelled caps with 6 wings, the 3-12 seeds
with stiff hairs, which readily penetrate the slun
and produce a painful itching—Crow’s abundantly
m British India, Ceylon, the Malay Archipelago, and
the Philippines The wood is smooth-grained, yellow,
with dark red heart, used for house-building, agricul-

tural implements, oil-casks, boats, and the like Ex-
ported as “tnncomalee w’ood ” G. T Hastings.

BERSAMA (Abyssinian name) Sapmddceae Trop.
and S African trees and shiubs, of perhaps a half-dozen

species, probably not cult Lvs alternate, odd-pinnate,
Ifts entire or serrate fls silky, white, of 3 sepals and
5 unequal clawed petals B usambarensis, Guerke, a
recently descubcd species from German E Afr, has
been discussed in horticultural journals tree, 50 ft.,

lvs. more than 2 ft long, with winged rachis, the lfts.

oblong-lanceolate and somewhat cut, pnckly-margined.

BERTHOLLfcTIA (after Louis Claude Berthollet,

French chemist). Myrtdcese. Brazil-Nut Butter-
nut Para-Nut. Cream-Nut. Nigger-Toe. Large

trees lvs. alter-

nate, bright green,

leathery, about 2
ft. long, 6 in broad

:

fls cream - colored

;

calvx parts united
and tearing into 2
parts when the
fiow’cr opens, petals

6; stamens many,
united into a hood-
shaped mass, the
upper ones sterile’

fr round, about 6
in diam

,
with a

hard shell contain-
ing 18-24 3-sided
nuts (Fig. 543).

—

Species several, all

furnishing Brazil
nuts and usually

described as B. excelsa. The common trade name is Cas-
.tanea, the name of the genus including the chestnuts.

excelsa, Humb. & Bonpl. Fig. 543. A tree 100-150
ft. with a smooth trunk 3-4 ft m diam : branches
near the top—It forms large forests on the banks of the
Amazon and Rio Negro. The natives gather the nuts
m large quantities, chopping the fr open They are

exported m large quantities, chiefly from Para. An oil

is expressed from the kernels, and the bark is used at

Para for caulking ships The tree is of little value for

decorative purposes, and, is too tender for growth any-
where in the U. S. G. T. Hastings.

BERTOL6NIA (after A. Bertolini, Italian botanist).

Melastomdceae. Excellent warmhouse foliage plants
from Brazil.

Always dwarf, and sometimes creeping; the garden
forms with membranaceous, 5-11-nerved lvs. 5-8 m.

long, and purple beneath fls w’lnte, purple or rose-

colored, 5-petaled, in seorpioid racemes or spikes There
are only 9 species, 5 of which were distinguished when
the last edition was issued (A Coigncaux, in DC
Mon Phan

,
Vol VII ) Some earlier botanists do not

separate certain allied genera which usually cannot
be distinguished by habit alone The surest character
is the inflated and 3-angled or 3-winged calyx of Berto-
loma In Bertolonia, fl -parts are m 5’s, but the ovary
is 3-celled Gravesia has a 5-celled ovary, and Sonerila

,is tnmerous In Bertolonia, the connective of the
anthers has no appendage, in Salpinga there is a spur
below and behind the connective, m Monolena there is

a spur in front, and the calyx is not hairy
Bertolomas are essentially fanciers’ plants It is

somewhat difficult to bring out their true character-

istics under ordinary’ stove treatment, as they require

a more hunnd atmosphere than can usually be main-
tained, even in a small house The additional shelter of

a small frame should be provided, where the atmos-
pheric conditions will be much more easily regulated.

A plentiful supply of w’ater at the roots is necessary,
syringing or sprinkling overhead is not advisable—
The most convenient method of propagation is by
cuttings, which strike readily, in a moderately close

propagating-casc filled with sharp, clean sand The
pots should be thoroughly clean and drained, and the
compost open and porous They may also be grown
from seed They thrive in dense shade Old plants are
not so brilliant as young ones (Win. Scott

)

Bertolomas and their allies furnish an excellent

example of Van Houtte’s triumphs in hybridization
The two species described below have probably been
important factors in the plant-breeding, and Gravesia
guttata even more so. Gravesia is a Madagascar plant,

and has, perhaps, been crossed with the Brazilian

bertolomas Unfortunately, the pictures m Flore des
Serres show no flowers, and the pedigree is not given
The bertonerilas figured and described in I.H. 43, pp.
188 and 189, with colored plates 64 and 68, are pre-
sumably hybrids between Bertolonia and Sonerila.

Excepting B nuiculata and B. marmorata, the following
are hybrids’

a Veins not lined on both sides with a colored band

marmorata, Naudin. Fig. 544. St. less densely hairy
than B maculata • lvs more narrowly ovate, ovate-

544. Bertolonia marmorata.

543. Bertholletia excelsa. Cross-sec-
tion of husks, showing Brazil-nuts

<XK)
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oblong, acute, sparsely hairy, streaked with white along
the veins calyx sparsely hairy, not glandular, petals

somewhat blunter, dilute purple. It H 1848 381 (as

Enoinema marmorata, Naudm). FS 7 750 (as B
maculata var marmorata

,
Planch ) Coigneaux recog-

nizes 2 varieties, var genulna, with lvs green above,
and banded with white along the veins, var. &nea,
(E &nea and B. &nca, Naudm), with lvs dark green
with a coppery cast, but not spotted or only slightly so.

Mir&ndsei, Van Houtte. Spots red on the lower lvs

and white on the upper or younger ones: lvs. purple
beneath F S 21 : 2235 (1875)

aa. Veins lined on both sides with a white or colored band.

B. Bands and spots magenta or purple.

macul&ta, DC St short, decumbent, rooting at the
base, densely clothed with rusty hairs lvs long-petioled,

cordate, broadly ovate, obtuse, hispid above and at
margins, dark velvety green above, often spotted
calyx densely clothed with glandular bans, petals obo-
vace, scmewhat acute, rose-colored H M 4551

Houtte&na, Van Houtte (B Van Houtlet, Hort ).

Lvs purple beneath F.S. 20 2120—This was a sen-
sational plant of 1875, and Van Houtte refused $2,000
for his stock of it

bb. Bands and spots silvery white.

c Spots very distinct

Hruby&na, Van Houtte This has bars of white con-
necting the veins The under side of the* lvs seems to

be green instead of purple, at least toward the tip

FS 23 2381

Rodeckiana, Van Houtte Distinguished from the
above and all otheis of tins group bv the abundance of

dark red color on the upper surface of the lvs veins of

the under side prominent and green F S 23 2382

CC Spots very faint

Legrelle&na, Van Houtte (B Liqrelk, Hort) There
are a few longitudinal bars, but they do not connect
the veins Referred to Gravesia guttata by Coigneaux.
FS 23*2407.

Other trade names are B guttata, Hook f —Gravesia guttata—
B margarxt&cea Hort Bull —Kalpmga murgantacej —B primuLr-
fldra, Ilort =*Monolena pnniuhefloru

—

B puMnena, Hort , with
long white hairs, and chocolate hand down the center Ecuador—B punctatisnma, Hort —B luptrbhKima, Hort (B superba7 ,

Hort ), with rose-colored spots, which are larger and brighter near
*he margin F M 151 (1875) —Probably a variety of Gravosia
guttata Wilhelm Miller.

N Taylor f

BERTONERiLA. A class of handsome foliage plants,

presumably hybnds between Bertoloma and Sonerila.

Bertonerila is a combination of the names Beitolonia and
Sonerila IH Vol 43 (1896), pp 188-190 For culture,

see Bertoloma—Rare in this country, perhaps not in

cult outside of a few botanic guldens Some of the
best-known forms are Madame Cahuzac, Madame de
Brezetz and Madame Trcyeran.

BESCHORN&RIA (after H. Beschorner, German
botanist). Amarylluldcex. Succulent desert plants, al-

lied to Bravoa, Fourcroya and Doryanthes, planted far
south and in California, and sometimes seen in col-

lections under glass in the North.
Leaves in a rosette, glaucous, roughish at the margins,

not so thick, firm or fleshy as in Agave (which has a
strong end-spine and horny marginal prickles), root-
stock short, tuberous, fls accompanied by showy colored
bracts In Beschorneria, the perianth is usually reddish
green, funnelform but with a very short tube and with
long, oblanceolate segms.; in Doryanthes the perianth
is bright red, the segms. long, narrowly falcate; in
Bravoa the perianth is red or white, the tube curved,
sub-cylindrical, and the segms. short From Fourcroya,
to which the genus is closely related, Beschorneiia is

distinguished by its tubular-shaped penanth, long and
narrow segms, thin and -lender filaments, whwli ate
only slightly thickened below the middle '1 he penanth
of Fouicroya is campanulate, with spieuding, ovoid or

elliptic segms, and diott thickened fmiments, the
foureroyas are larger plant*., and without laige showy
bracts, and often piodme bulbil-, wliuli Be*--^ ornena
never does.

The species are vety closely allied, and difficult to
distinguish The following are the only kinds well

known, and they are all from Mexico. If in good con-
dition they bloom ('very year in warm countries from
suckers of the previous year, but in the North they are
likely to bloom only at long megular intervals The
species succeed best when Heated similarly to agaves,
with the exception of the soil, which may be made
richer by the addition of crushed hope and a little

vegetable-mold AH of the species neid greenhouse
protection in the northern state*- They are hardy in

the wannest paits of the Bntish Islands Useful for

bedding as striking foliage subjects

tubifldra, I\ until No st or trunk: lvs 12 or more,
1 / 2-2 ft long, 1 in broad, linear, long-acuminatc,
roughish on both surfaces, tutted, more oi less recurved,
thickened and triangular at base, minutely striated,

glaucous-green scape 4 ft
,
terminating in an erect

raceme, fls (hooping, 2-4 together, the perianth divided
to the top of the ovary, biownish green. B M 4642 —
The oldest and best-known species

Tonelii, Jacobi (B Torn liana, Jacobi) Allied to B.
tubi flora, but with loo^ei habit, much broader foliage,

bright red-purple scape and a colored panicle with
drooping branches, longer pin pie and red fls with more
acute segms st or tiunk very short lvs very glau-
cous, roughish beneath and on the margins, 15-20 m
numbei, 1-1 jj ft long, 2 2)2 ui bioad, short-acumi-
nate, and contracted below the middle into a flat thick*
petiole 1 111 broad BM 6091

DekosteriUna, C Koch (B Decostenana, Baker).
Lvs 15-20 or more, 2-2) 2 ft long, 2-2)2 in broad,
oblanceolate, long-acuminate, very gradually tapering

t

both ways from the middle, 1-1 ^4 in broad above the*
base, which is voiy thick fls m a deltoid panicle, green,

1 Vi m long, cut nearly to base, the ovary protiuding.
BM 676S

bracte£ta, Jacobi. Stemless lvs 20-30, 1)^-2 ft.

long, 2 m bioad, short-acuminate, texture thin but
firm, contracted to less than 1 m wide above the
dilated base, glaucous green, scanous or dry on the
mat gin scape 4-5 ft

,
the panicle reddish browm, fls.

1 in long, segms free but eonnivant, green, chang-
ing to yellowish red B M 6641

yuccoides, Hook f St none, or apparently present
by shedding of older lvs in the rosette lvs. about 20,
1-1) 2 ft long, 2 in broad, lanceolate, short-acuminate,
nanowed to )jm above the base, glaucous green,
scape 3-4 ft

,
with fls on drooping red branches m the

panicle, fls about 3 in long, dark green, tinged yellow.
B M 5203. G C III. 46 8, 309, 313.—The lvs. are
broader than in A. tubi flora, shorter acuminate, and
more boldly narrowed below the middle.

Wrightii, Hook. f. Allied to B. Dekostenana, but fls.

pubescent, st. or trunk 18 m.: lvs. about 50, densely
crowded, spreading or recurved, ensiform, 4-5 ft long
by 2 in at the middle, the tip narrowed to a long brown
stiff point, the base dilated and very thick and bi-con-
vex, the margins very narrowly scanous, denticulate:
panicle pyramidal, 8 ft

;
fls. fascicled, nodding, green-

ish, pubescent B M 7779.

pubescens, Berger. Smaller: lvs. 2 ft. long by 2 in

broad, glaucous, rather stiff and fleshy along tne midrib,
nearly smooth underneath, rough only near tip, margins
finelv and deeply denticulate* panicle 4-5 ft

,
rather

slender, the scape bright red; fls. fascicled in axils of
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BETULA

ovate bracts, green, fading to yellow, pubescent. G.C.
Ill 40 350.

B argyrophylla, Hort =B Dekostcriana.

—

B califormm is a
nomen nudum —B supirba, Hort. and B tnruhjldra, Hort.=B.

yuccoides

t
G. W Oliver.

BESL^RIA
(after Basil Bes-
ler, Nuremberg
apothecary, and
reputed author
of the superb
Hortus Kystet-
tensis, 1613).
Cesnei hcese A
of 50 species of

American plants,

y subshrubs, with
vhat 4 -angled
urge, membrana-
,
opposite, petio-

Ivs prominently
i beneath, and
v, white or purple
calyx campanu-
it length globose,

y 5-toothed, cor-

lbular B Intray
baceous, with ser-

lvs. and yellow
ryfls. B M 6341.

by cuttings over
m heat None is

n to be offered m

545. Bessera elegans lfttea, Linn. St 6-10

ft
,
glabrous or nearly

so lvs elliptic or clliptic-oblong calyx about half as long

as the yellow slightly gibbous corolla Trop Amer
N Taylor f

BESSERA (after Dr. Besser, professor of botany at

Brody) Liliacesp. Mexican Coral Drops An ex-

ceedingly pretty summer-flowering bulbous squill-hke

jilant

Umbels pendulous, fls vermilion outside, with a
white corona or cup within, and long, purple stamens;
perianth cup-shaped, the tube shorter than the oblong-

lanceolate segms
,

stamens 6—A monotypic genus
allied to Androstephium Culture simple Bulbs
planted out, and lifted when ripe May be prop by
offsets

elegans, Schult. f. Fig 545 Bulb globular, 1 in

thick, tunicated lvs 2-3, about 10-12 in
,
or even 2 ft.,

long, scape 1-2 ft. long, hollow, fragile, umbels 4-10-

fld
,
pedicels 1-1 \'i in. long, perianth 0-10 lines long,

keeled on the back, variously marked with white

stamens 5 on a fleshy ring or disk; ovary partly inferior,

in fr covered by the withered and corky remains of

the perianth; the fls usually stand 2 oi more together

and cohere into a “seed” or “ball” that is moie than

1-seeded —The snecies of Beta are much confused, but

probably all of them can be referred to a half-dozen

species. Eu., N. Afr., Asia.

vulgaris, Linn. (B . marltima, Linn.). The supposed
source of the cult beets and foliage beets Probably a
development from the peienmal beet of the coasts in

paits of Eu , a much-branched decumbent plant (Fig.

516), with thick, long and hard (not really fleshy)

perennial roots In cult forms, the plant is erect in

fls and fr
,
with greenish clustered fls

,
and ovate-

oblong, smooth, more or less thick and wavy-margined
lvs. There arc 3 mam races of the cult, beet-plant

Var erfissa, Alef Beet-Root Beet of American
gardens and fields, chai act-ei lzed by its thickened loot

of many forms, some of which are developed for their

sugar-prpducing qualities See Biel.

Var. cruenta, Alef (B hortCrisis and B rubra, Hort ).

Red and Victoria foliage beets. Root not highly
developed lvs large and showy, red or gieen, with yel-

low ribs Var metdllica is a form of this. In many bril-

liant foims, often used in bedding and for strong color

effects

Var Cfcla, Moq (B Cicla, Linn B brasiliensis and
B. rhilfn.su,, Ilort ) Leaf-Beet Sicilian Beet.
Sea-Kale Beet. Spinach Beet. Chilian Beet.
Roman Kale Poirei. Root small and blanched, not
thick or fleshy lvs very large, thick-ribbed, green,

yellow-green, reddish green or even led, often with very
wide and thick petioles—Used as a pot-herb Differs

widely in the coloiation of the If -ribs, and shape and
development of If -blade One foim of it is Chard
(winch see) L. H B.

BETEL, or BETLE. The leaf of Piper Belle, a kind
of pepper Used m wrapping the pellets of betel-nut and
lime which are commonly chewed m the Orient The
pellets are hot, acrid, aromatic, astringent They
redden the saliva and blacken the teeth, and event-

ually corrode them The betel-nut is the fruit of Areca
Catechu, a palm See pp 16 and 24.

BET6NICA and BETONY. Staehyi

BETULA (ancient Latin name). Belul&cese. Bmcn.
Ornamental deciduous woody plants grown chiefly for

their bright gieen handsome foliage. Page 3566.

Trees or shrubs winter-buds usually conspicuous,
sessile, with several imbricate scales, lvs. alternate,

petioled, serrate or crenate fls monoecious, apet.alous,

in catkins, stanunate formed in autumn and remaining
naked during the winter, every scale beanng 3 fls

,
each

with a minute 4-toothed calyx and with 2 stamens
divided at the apex; pistillate catkins oblong or cylin-

drical, bearing 3 naked ovaries in the axil of every scale

within, but usually with \crmihon margins and
center-band, fls borne 4 through two months of

late summer and early autumn G F. 4 '125

(adapted m Fig 545) Gn 25 '42. BR. 1546
(as Phanum fistulosum)’, 25.34 P'S. 4:424 (as

B rnimatum) —Strong bulbs sometimes throw
up 6-10 scapes, with 12-20-fld. umbels

Wilhelm Miller

B&TA (ancient name) Chenopodiclcese. Beet-
Root. Beet Annuals in cultivation, or bien-

nials by the wintering of the roots, grown for

the thick edible roots, edible leaves, and orna-

mental foliage.

Glabrous, mostly thick-rooted herbs, with
alternate, entire or sinuate lvs.: fls. perfect,

bracted; perianth urn-shaped, 5-lobed, adhering

at base to the ovary, becoming hardened m fr.;

546. Beta. The wild perennial form of the beet plant as it grows on
the coasts of England.
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consisting of 3 connate bracts, fr. a minute nut, often
erroneously called seed, with membranous wings,

dropping at maturity with the 3-pointed scales from tne
slender rachis of the stiobile—About. 35 species m N.
Amer., Eu

,
N and Cent. Asia, especially in the northern

regions No tree goes farther north than the birch, in

N. Amer B papynfera reaches 66° north latitude,

and in Eu B pubescent goes to the N Cape, and is still

a forest tree at 70° Monogr by Kegel Monographlsclie

Bearbeitung der Betulacea? (1861), and in De Candolle,
Prodromus, 16, 2, p 162 (1S69); and by Winkler in

Engler’s Pflanzenreich Betulacea', p 56, quoted below
as W. B
The birches are often conspicuous on account of their

colored bark, and slender usually pendulous staminate
catkins before the leaves and much smaller pistillate

catkins, followed by subglobose to cylindnc strobiles

The hard and tough wood is often used in the manu-
facture of furniture and of many small articles, in

making charcoal, and for fuel, from the bark, boxes, bas-
kets, and many small articles are made; also canoes
from that of the B papynfera; in Russia and Siberia it

is used in tanning leather The sap of some species is

used as a beverage The birches are very ornamental
park trees, hardy, except two or three Himalayan spe-

cies, and especially valuable for colder climates, they
are essentially northern trees and are short-lived m
warmer regions, particularly mountain species like B
lutea, while B nigra and B lento, are better suited for

a warmer climate than most other species Their
foliage is rarely attacked by insects, and turns to a
bright or orange-ycllowr in fall Their graceful habit,

the slender, often pendulous branches, and the pictur-

esque trunks make them conspicuous features of the
landscape Especially remarkable arc those with white
bark, as B papynfa

a

, B populifoha
,
B pttnlula

,

B Errnanu
,
and also B Maximowiezn with jellow

bark
Most birches prefer moist, sandy and loamy soil,

but some, as B pendula and B populifoha, grow as

satisfactorily in dry localities and poor soil as in swamps
and bogs, and they are especially valuable in replant-
mg deserted grounds as nurses for other trees, both are
comparatively short-lived trees

Propagation is readily accomplished bv seeds, gath-

ered at maturity and sown in fall, or usually kept dry
during the winter, or stratified, but B imp a, which
ripens its fruits m June, must be sown at once, and bv
fall the seedlings will be several inches high The seeds
should be sown in sandy soil, rather thick, as the per-

centage of perfect seeds is not verv large, slightly or
not at all covered, but pressed fnmly into the giound
and kept, moist and shadv The seedlings must be
transplanted when one >ear old Rarer species and
varieties are graft oil, usuallv on B lenta, B papynfera,
B nigra or B pendula. Cleft or tongue-grafting in early

spring, on potted stock in the greenhouse, is the best

method Budding in summer is also sometimes prac-
tised. Shrubbv forms may also be increased by lasers,

and B nana by greenwood cuttings under glass.

INDEX.

alba, 8, 9, 10 japomca, l) pubescent, 9, 10
aiplemi/olia, 10 lu( miata, 8, 9. pumila, 14
atropurpurea, 9 lenta, 4 purpurea, 8, 9.

lihojpattra, 3 lutea, 5 pynfolm, 11
carpatica, 10 LyaUiana, 12 pyramidalis, 9.

carpvnifoha, 4 Maximowiczn, 1. ruhra, 2

cordifoha, 11. minor, 11. 8on«anca, 10.

costata, 6. Murithn, 10 Tauschu, 9.

tlalecarhca, 9 nana, 15 tortuosu, 10.

elegana, 9. nigra, 2 tristw, 9
Ermann, 7. occidentals, 12. ulmifoha, 6.

excelaa, 5 odorata, 10 urtieifolin, 10.

fastigiata, 9, 14. papyracea, 11, 12. utilis, 3
glanaulosa, 13 papynfera, 11. vnricgata, 10.
gracilis, 9 pendula, 8, 9. verrucoaa, 9.

grandta, 11. persicifolia, 5 vulgaris, 9
nurmlia, 14 platyphylln, 11 Vmmpi O
bybnda, 9 populifolie 8

32

A. Veins of Ivs. 7 pairs or more, usually impressed above
Trees.

b. Lv8. large
,
4~6 in., long, deeply cordate cones cylin-

drical, racemose, 2~4.

1 Maximdwiczii, Regel Tree, 80-90 ft
,

with
smooth, orange-colored trunk and dark reddish brown
branchlets lvs. long-pet loled, broadly ovate, coarsely
and doubly seirate, membranous, pubescent on
younger trees, nearly glabrous on older ones cones
3'2~3 m long, slender, nodding, fr with very broad
wings Japan B M 8337 S I F 1 23 W B 90 —
This is probably the most beautiful of all birches, per-
fectly barely N and of rap.d growth; its large foliage

and the yellow color of the trunk render it a highly
ornamental and conspicuous park tree

im Lvs. 2-5 in long corns solitary wings narrower
than the fr

c. Under side of lvs glamescent lvs rhombic-ovate, cu-

neate at base with 7-U slightly impressed pairs

of veins

2 nigra, Linn (B rubra, Michx ) Red oi Riveh
Birch Tree 50 90 ft bark reddish brow n, or -ulverv

grav on younger blanches, separa-
ting into numerous thin, papery
flakes b r a n c h l e t s pubescent
petioles scarcely J'2in lung lvs

rhombic-ovate, acute, doubly ser-

rate, pubescent when
young, at length only
on the veins beneath,
pale or glauccscent
beneath, 2-3^ in

long eones 1-1 2
'j in

long, ev lindrical,
upemng in Mav or
June, scales pubes-
cent, with erect,

linear-oblong, nearly
equal lobes From
Mass south to Ha
and west to Kan and
Minn S 8 9 452
LBC 13 1218 G
F 2 591 Gn. 55, P 547 Cone of Betula lutea.

101 (habit) AA B. ((Vine natural size t

63 HT 122, 123—
A moisture-loving, graceful tree, with slender, verv
numeious blanches, and remarkable for its torn and
ragged balk.

ce Under side of lvs light giem lvs rounded or truncate

at the hi,sc, with 8~14 pairs of iir pressed veins

D Shape of lvs ovate 01 oblong-ovate, rounded and often

cordate at the base, broadist about the middle,

veins distinctly impressed above petioles less than

%in. long Sen1 page 3566

e Conos ped uncled, cylindnc

3 fitilis, Don (B Bhojpdttra, Wall.) Tree, 40-60
ft trunk with reddish brown bark branchlets pubes-
cent while young, not glandular lvs ovate, rounded at

the base, acuminate, densely irregularly serrate, pubes-
cent on the veins beneath, 2-3 m long, with 8-12 pairs

of veins cones peduncled, cylindrical, 1-2 in long

with erect oblong lobes, the middle one much longer

Himalaya Japan SIF 1*23—Not. quite hardy N

ee Cones sessile or nearly sessile, avoid or ovoid-oblong.

4 16nta, Linn {B cai pimfoha, Ehrh ) Cherry,
Sweet, or Black Birch Tree, 60-70 ft trunk dark
reddish brown, young bark aromatic, of agreeable

flavor lvs oblong-ovate, usually cordate at the base,

sharply and douhlv serrate, hairy beneath when young,
ncarlv glabious at length, 2-5 m long corn's ovoid-
oblong, 1-0-4 in long, scales about ,-m long InbeO
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only at the apex, the middle lobe slightly longer.
From Maine to Ala., west to eastern Ohio S S. 9 . 448.
H T. 124, 125. Em. 232.—Very handsome tree, round-
headed, and with pendulous branches when older;

attractive m spring, with its long stammate catkins.

Bark and lvs. largely used in domestic practice:

branches and foliage yield an oil very similar to oil of

wintergreen, and employed for all conditions in which
the latter proves use-

ful, bark as well as the
oil much used for

flavoring.

5. l&tea, Michx. (B

.

exettsa, P u r s h, not
Ait.). Yellow Birch.
Fig, 547. Tree, some-
times 100 ft. . bark
silvery gray or light

orange, on old trunks
reddish brown, young
bark aromatic, but
somewhat bitter'
branchlets usually

pilose: lvs. ovate or
oblong- ovate, usually
rounded at the base,

acuminate, sharply and
doubly serrate, usually
hairy along the veins

beneath: cones like the
last, but thicker; scales

nearly } £in long, lobed
to the middle, pubes-

cent outside From Newfoundland west to Minn

,

south along the Alleghames to the high peaks of N C.
andTenn. S.S. 9.449 Em. 235. H.T 126, 127—One
of the most valuable forest trees in the northern
states, much resembling the former in habit. Var
persicifdlia, Dipp

,
has larger and longer lvs., often

ovate-lanceolate.

dd. Shape of lvs ovate, broadest near the base and usually
truncate or sometimes cordate, veins not impressed
above petioles to 1 m. long.

6. ulmifdlia, Sieb. & Zucc. (B costdta, Trautv ).

Tree, 50 ft.: bark yellowish brown branches not, or
slightly glandular: lvs. ovate, rarely oblong-ovate,
irregularly doubly serrate, with 9-14 pairs of veins,

long-acuminate, 2-V/i in long, hairy when unfolding,
glabrous at maturity cones elliptic; scales glabrous,
with short, rhombic or obovate lateral lobes, wings
about half as broad as nutlet. Japan. Manchuna.
S I F 1 22 W B. 83.

7 Ermanii, Cham. Tree, 60 ft.: trunk white'
branches yellowish white or orange-colored; branchlets
usually glandular and pubescent when young' lvs.

broadly triangular-ovate, acuminate, irregularly coarsely

serrate, 2-4 in long, hairy when unfolding, with
7-10 pairs of veins cones oblong; scales pubescent,
with linear-oblong lobes, middle one somewhat longer;

wings about one-third as broad as nutlet N. E. Asia,

Japan SIF 1.22 WB 63.—Handsome round-
headed tree, with slender branches. See page 3566.

aa. Veins of lvs. 7 or less pairs
,
not impressed.

b. Wings usually broader than the nut.

c. Bark white.

D. Branchlets glabrous and glandular' lvs. usually rhom-
bic-ovate' scales of strobiles with divergent broad
lobes larger than the middle lobe.

8. populifdlia, Ait. (B dlba var populifblia, Spach).
White Birch. Small tree, exceptionally 40 ft , with
smooth white bark: branchlets with numerous resinous

i

nlands: lvs. slender, petioled, triangular or deltoid,

ong-acuminate, coarsely doubly serrate, glutinous when

548 Betula pendula.

young, glabrous at length and shining: cones slender
stalked, cylindne, about 1 in. long; bracts pubescent,
the lateral lobes divergent, about as long as the middle
one. From New Brunswick to Del

,
west to Ont S S

9:450. HT 118,119. Em. 1 : 242.—A small, graceful,

but short-lived tree, yet thriving in dry and poor soil.

Var. lacini&ta, Loud. Lvs. incised-laciniate Var p6n-
dula, Loud Branches distinctly pendulous. Var. pur-
purea, Ellwanger & Barry. Lvs. purple when young,
green at length B. povulifolia X B. papynfera is shown
in G F 8.356. It has been found wild m several locali-

ties, but is apparently not in cult.

9. pendula, Roth (B verruebsa
,
Ehrh B dlba

,
Linn.,

in part) Figs 548, 549. Tree, to 60 ft
,
with slender,

in older trees usually pendulous, branches young
branchlets usually glandular, lvs. rhombic-ovate, %~
2} i in. long, glutinous when young, glabrous, usually
cuneate, sometimes truncate at the base, acuminate,
doubly serrate, petioles slender, about 1 in. long:

strobiles cylindne, about 1 in. long, slender-peduncled,
usually pendulous' wings of nutlet about one and a half

to two and a half tunes as broad as its body Ru to

Japan. H W. 2 15, p. 20 WB 76. Var Tadschii,

Rehd (B japdnica
,
Sieb. B. dlba var Tauschn

,
Shirai.

B, pendula var japdnica, Rehd ). Lvs broadly ovate,

truncate or sometimes subcordate at the base, some-
times puberulous beneath and often with tufts of hairs

in the axils S I F 1 21 Var dalec&rlica, Schneid
(B lacinuita, Wahl. B. hybnda, Blom) Lvs. more or
less deeply lobed with irregularly serrate-acuminate
lobes, branches on older trees pendulous—A very
graceful tree Var. fastigi&ta, Koch (B dlba fastigiata,

Carr B pendula pyramidalis, Dipp ) With straight

upright branches, forming a narrow columnar pyr-
amid GC III 41:151 MDG 16:164. Var tristis,

Schneid With very slender, strongly pendulous
branches, forming a round regular head. Var Yoilngii,

Schneid (B dlba pdmlula Yoimgn, Moore. B ptndula
elegans, Dipp B. dlba eleganOssima pindula, Ilort ).

Branches very slender, strongly pendulous; primary
branches spreading or recurved, forming an irregular

picturesque head; similar in habit, to the weeping beech
F 1873, p 60 R H 1869, p 136 Gn 6, p 528 Var.
grficilis, Rehd. (B.

dlba lacimdta ardci-

lis pindula, Hort
B. dlegans lacini-

ata
,
Ilort ). Habit

like the preceding,

with laeimate lvs

Much slenderer and
smaller and of

slower growth than
var dalecarlxca
Var. purpflrea,
Schneid. (B vulgdns
purpurea

,
Andr6.

B. dlba atropur-

purea, Lauche. B.
pubdscens atropurpiirea, Zabel). Lvs. dark purple R B.
4:185.

549. Leaves of Betula pendula. (X XA)

dd. Branchlets pubescent and slightly glandular or gland-
less: lvs. generally ovate, rounded at the base
bracts with the lateral lobes upright or spreading,

shorter than the middle lobe.

10. pubescens, Ehrh. (B. odordta, Bechst B dlba,

Linn
,
in part) Tree, to 60 ft.: branches upright or

spreading, rarely pendulous in old trees; branchlets
pubescent and glandless lvs ovate or rhombic-ovate,
1-2 in long, rounded, truncate or cuneate at the base,

acute, usually unequally and doubly serrate, pubescent
beneath, at least while young - strobiles cylinanc, about
1 in long, upright or nodding; scales puberulous,
lateral lobes upright or spreading, rarely recurved. N.
and Cent Eu. to E. Siberia. H.W. 2, pp. 24, 25. Var.
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urticifdlia, Spach (B urticifolia, licgcl. B.dlba asplenn-
fdlui, liort.). Lvs. small, deep green, irregularly
incised. Var. varieg&ta, Zabel (B . dlba fdlus variegdtis,

Hort.). An inconstant form with variegated lvs There
are also a number of geographical varieties as var
carp&tica, Koch; var songarica, Kegel; var. tortu&sa,

Koehne; var. Murithii, Gremi, which are rarely met
with in cult and horticulturally are of no importance.
—In the wild state this species is generally found
in moist places, often in swamps, while the preceding
species prefers drier situations.

11 papyrlfera, Marsh (B papyrdcea, Ait B grnn-
dis, Sen 1 ad ) Paper or Canoe Birch Figs 550, 551
Tree, 00-80, exceptionally 120, ft . branchlets slightly
glandular, hairy when young lvs ovate, narrowed to

cordate at the base, acuminate, coarsely and usually
doubly serrate, pubescent on the veins beneath or
nearly glabrous, 1^-4^ in long strobiles peduncled,
1-2 in long, scales with short and broaxl divergent
lateral lobes Northern states from the Atlantic to
Pacific coast S H 9 451 Em 238 G V 8*223 II T.
120,121 I.T. 4 125 —Ornamental tree, with very
white trunk and a loose, graceful head when older
Bark known for its use m making Indian canoes Var.
cordifdlia, Kegel (B pi/rifolta and B platgph glia, liort )

Lvs broadly ovate, usually cordate SS 14:724 Var.
minor, Tuckm Low, bushy tree with smaller lvs and
frs Mts of New England and N Y.

cc Bark orange-brown branchUh glandular and hairy
v'hen young lalnal loins of scalo upright

,
shorter

than the middh lobe

12 occidentals, Hook ( B Lyallidna
,
Koehne B

vapyrdaa \ar oiciduitah s, Dipp ) Tree, to 100 ft

branches in older trees often pendulous l\s ovate, 3-4
in long, usually rounded at the base, acute, coarsely
and mostly doubly serrate, resinous while >oung and
villous on the veins, glabrous at matuiity except on
the puberulous \eins strobiles cylindrie, 1 \i~\Vz
in long; scab's cihatc, with rhombic-ovate upright
lateral lobes, about half as long as the oblong middle

lobe B C to Wash.

fffZSik s 8 14 725 -

nn Wings narrower than
the nut shrub?, 1-15

ft lvs small, short-

petwled • cones erect.

c Branchlets glandular,
not pubescent

13 glanduldsa,
Miehx Only 1-4 ft :

1 v s short - pctioled,

rounded or cuneate
at the base,

orbicular or
broadly ob-

)

ovate, ob-
tuse, dentate,

!

glabrous, \i~
l\i in long:

strobiles pe-
duncled, y2~
? 4 in long;
lobes ofscales

nearly equal,

550 Staminate catkin (natural size) and flowers
8 1 1 K h t 1 y

(enlargod) of Betula papynfera spreading
,

wings of nut-
let sometimes as broad as its body. Newfoundland to
Alaska, south to Mich., and in the Rocky Mts. to
Colo. B.B. 1:510.

cc Branchlets pubescent or nearly glabrous, not glandular.

14 pftmila, Linn. Usually 2-8, rarely 15, ft.
- branch-

lets tomentose or pubescent, at least when young lvs.

orbicular or oval, acute or obtuse, coarsely dentate, pale
and glabrous or pubescent beneath, in. long:
strobiles pedunclcd, V2-\ in long; lateral lobes of the
pubescent scales spreading, shorter than the middle
one, wings of nutlet half as broad as its body or
narrower Newfoundland to Minn., south to Ohio.
BB. 1-511. W B 71 Var. fasti-

W B 71 —A low, graceful shrub for rockenes and
rocky slopes

B arumindtu. Wall =B ulnoules—B alcsLdna, Sarg Allied to
B occidentals Tm ,

to 10, rarely 80 ft bark grayish white
branchlets densely glandular lvs rhorbic-cvate, 1 in long,
truncate to broadly eunente pubescent dq the veins beneath or
finally glabrous, petiole about 1 in 'eng aca’es of strobiles "lliatc

Alvska SS 11 720

—

B alUghan nuns Brit Intermediate be-
tween B lent a and H lutea Barkeitl"- lose and furrowed or peel-
ing off in thin flakes young brant bet

__
Joesceit lvs usually

eordateatbase and nubc "cent beneath strobile* o\ yid-oblong, about
1 in long, scats '

4 in long, I-lobtd about to the raddle Quc
and Mich to Ga

—

B alnonUv, Ilainil (B ac’ lnin&ta Wall B
cylindrostachya, \\ all ) Allied to B Maximowic/n Tree, to GO ft

young branch!* ts pubesce nt , bark brow n Iv s o\ ati -oblong to ovate-
lanccolatc, 2 l

z 6 in long, rounded at the base, doubly cuspidate-
serrate, with 10 1 1 pnirs ot v< im strobiles in xacemes Himalayas,
8 W China WB 90—B nlptslns, Fnes=^-B intermedia—

B

Borgorivex, Zubel (B papyri f« r i X B pumila) bhrubby Inter-
mediate between the parents, but more similar te B riunila Raised
at Hann , Muende n, Germany, from American se-o ~B cserulea,

Blan'h Allied to B pendul l I no, to GO ft yc ung branchlets
hairy lvs ovate, 2-i 1

z in long, rounded or cuneate at base, acu-
minate, shirply serrate, dull bluish green above slightly hany
along tli< veins beneath vales of strobiles similar to those of B
populifolia Vt , Me S M 201 —B carpmifoha, Bieb «fe Zuec =
B grossa —B carpxtnfdlu., Lhrli —B lenta —B corxjhfdtm, Hegel
Allied to B nigra Lvs broadlv elliptic or otx>v ate, 1 ®

4 -2 m long,
coarsely dentate, silky on the veins beneath, with 10 14 impressed
pairs of veins strobiles cylindiu Japan S.I b 2 14 WB 60*—
1 he plant c ult unde r this name is usually B Lrmann —B rylindro-
starhya, Wall —*B atnoides —B dahunen Ball Allied to B pubes-
cent TrtM*. to GO ft bark brown branchlets glandular, hairy when
young lvs ovate, 1-2 in long, pubescent on the veins beneath
atrohiles oblong, wings of nutlet half as broad as body or less

Dahuria, Manchuna Pallas, B1 Ross 39 - B ercilsa, Ait (B alba
var cxttlsa, Rege 1) Allied to B pubescens L »rgc tre*e bark yel-
lowish brown young branchlets densely pubescent lvs broadly
ovate to obov ate, 1 2 } ,

in long, roundi d or bubcordate at the base,
acute, pubescent beneath strobiles eylmdric-oblong, upright or
nodding, lateral lobes eif s< ales slightly shorter than the middle one
Of unknown origin \V D B 2 95 X I) 3 .52 —B fontxn&lxs, Sarg
(B occidentals, Nutt , not Hook B rhombifoba, Nutt , not
Tauseh) Allied to B occidentals Small tree, to 40 ft or shrubby:
bark elark bronze color, lustrous: branchlets glandular lvs broadly
ovate, 1-2 in long, truncate to broadly cuneate, sharply, often
doubly serrate strobiles cylmdric-oblong, 1-1 } 4 m long, scales gla-
brous or puberulous B C. to Calif , east to Dak and Colo 8 S.

9 153 (as B oecidcutalis ) —B fruticdsa, Pall (B Gmthnii, Bunge).
Allied to B glandulosa Shrub, to 15 ft branchlets glandular and
pubescent lvs ovate-elliptic, i^-lj 4 in long, glabrous at length
and usually glandular lieneath strobiles oblong-oylindric, *

4-l in

long, wings about as broad as nutlet Siberia, Manchuna Pallas,

PI Ross tO —B gtubxspxca, Shirui Allied to B ultnifoha Tree, to
GO ft bark grayish brown lvs broadly rhombic-ovate, 1

l z~2^ in.

long, short-aeummate, unequally serrate, with about 10 pairs of
veins, pubescent on the veins beneath strobiles subglobose or ovoid,
about 1*$ in long, scales deeply 3-lobod with spatulate lobes
Japan SIF 1 21 W B 08—B (inulinu, Bunge=B fruticosa

—

B

grossa, Sieb <fc Zucc (B carpmifoha, Sieb & Zuec ) Tree
branchlets glabrous lvs ovate, 2-4 in long, unequally serrate, with
10-15 pairs of veins, pubescent on the veins beneath and glandular-
punctate strobiles nearly sessile, elliptic-ovoid, middle lobe of the
scale slightly longer than the lateral ones Japan S I F 1 22—

B

hx'imilxs, Schrank Allied to B glandulosa Snrub, 2-6 ft. branch-
lets glandular and slightly pubescent at first lvs ovate or subor-
bicular, ^-1 ’

4 in long, crenately serrate, glabrous strobiles ovoid,
about i

2«n lung N and W Eu , N Ami GWH 2 149. H.W 2*
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p 20 HPG 12 1279—B intermedia, Thomas (B alpestris,

Fnos. B pubescensxB naua) Shrub lvs orbicular or ovate,

1 in long, eremite-serrate, usually pubescent while young, and often
glutinous, finely glabrous strobiles oblong, lateral lobes of scalo up-
right and usually shorter than the middle one N Eu.—Natural
hybrid, very \anable

—

B Jdckn, Schneid (B lenta X pumila)
Shrub: bark of the odor of B lenta lvs. usually obovate, 1-2 in.

long, usually vuth about 7 pairs of veins stiobiles oblong,
long, lateral lobes of scales spreading, somewhat shorter than the

middle one Originated at the Arnold Arboretum. G F 8 245 —
B ktndica, Evans Alliod to B occidentahs Tree, to 40 ft bark
grayis 1* white or light reddish brown hi inchlets glabrous, not or
slightly giandul.it lvs ovate, 1 l ^-2 m long, cuneate or rounded at
the base, irregularly, often doubly seirate, glabrous strobiles cylm-
dno-oblong, about 1 in long, glabrous Alaska S S 14 724

—

B.
Kaehnei, Schneid (B papynfera X pendula) Intermediate between
the parents Tree brant hlets spamiglv pubescent lvs ovate, 2-3
m long, usually truncate at base, acuminate, rather finely and
doubly serrate scales of strobiles similar to those of B papyrifeia
Origin unknown

—

B lummifera, Winkl Allied to B alnoides Lvs.
ovate, subcordate at the base, serrate with acuminate teeth, 3-5 in

long strobiles solitary, 2-3 in long Cent China W 92

—

B Med-
wedjewu, Regel Allied to B utilis Tree young branchlets hairy
lvs broadly ovate to obovate, 2-3 in long, rounded or sometimes
subcordate at the base, short-acuminate, glabrous or pubescent on
the veins beneath strobiles cylmdric-oblong, 1-1 *4 in long, wings
ot nutlet often 4 times narrower than its body Caucasus Gt 36,

p 384

—

B occulentAhe, Nutt , not Hook — B fontinahs

—

B Pur~
pain, Schneid (B luteaXpumila) Shrubby or small tree lvs
oblong-ovate, 1-2 in long, with 7-9 pairs of veins, soft-pubescent
beneath Intro to Eu from Mich —B Raddtana, Trautv Tree*
lvs ovnte-puliescent on the veins beneath, with 6-7 pairs of veins,
1-2 in long strobiles oblong, upright, J^[m long, wings as broad as
nutlet Caucasus. Gt. 36, p. 384—B rhombtjdha, Nutt —B.
(c",""al,, Alfred Kehdek.
BIARUM (old and obscure name) Inch Ischarum.

Ardceae Dwarf, tuberous perennials of the same tribe

with our native jack-in-the-pulpit They are haidy in

England, but probably arc suitable only for pot-cul-

ture in the Northern United States.
Biatums have a spathe which is tubular at the base,

mostlv with a long limb, and usually a long tail-like

spadix, otherwise much as in Arum They grow a few
inches high Odd Little known in Ainer, A few spe-
cies in Eu and Asia Minor

tenuifdlium, Schott (At uni tenuifdlium, Linn).
Lvs linear-lanceolate or spatulate, appearing after the
fls decay spathe long-acuminate, at length recurved
and twisted spirally, about 10 in long, outside green,
streaked purple, inside dull purple, spotted, margins
wavy, spadix 15 m long Spain. 13 M. 2282.

Pyrfimu, Engler (Ischarum Pyrdvmi
,
Schott). Lvs.

oblong above the middle, narrowing abruptly to a very
long petiole, resembling Calln palustns spathe green
outside, shining, velvety purple within, shorter and
broader than 111 B tubifloium , at length revolute: tube
swelling, connate only at the very base; spadix thicker
and shorter Syria B JVI 5324.

Bdvei, Blume Lvs similar to B. Vyramn; spathe-
tubo connate a fourth of its length; blade of spathe
longer and inoie nanowly lanceolate, green outside,
dark purple within, Syria, Asia Minor. H. B
BIDENS (Latin, Iwo-teclh, in reference to the awns).

CompbsiU Bur-Marigold Stick-tights Tick-Seed.
Annual, or rarely perennial, herbs, mostly American,
related to Coieopsis, Dahlia, and Cosmos

Leaves opposite, serrate or incised, often pmnately or
ternatcly divided heads radiate or discoid; rays yellow
or white; disk yellow, involucre double, the outer set of
bracts green and more or less foliaceous, the inner of
quite different texture and shape, more appressed,
thinner, more searious and striate achenes flat or
angled, pappus of 2-4 stiff bristles or awns, usually
retrosely barbed—Plants grown as garden annuals.
B. frondosa

,
a common weed, is the well-known boot-

jack bur or stick-tight.

a. Achenes obovate or cuneate-oblony, more or less flattened
or triangular, the faces ura-costate texture of If. medium.

B. Size of achenes small (1-2 lines long) with firm gla-

brous margins inner involucre dark dotted.

coron&ta, Fisch. (Coreopsis aurea, Ait ). St. 1-4 ft.

high, branched above, glabrous nr nearly so* lvs ter-

nately or pmnately divided: outer involucre about
equaling the dark-dotted inner: achenes dark, very
small, 1-2 lines long, narrowly cuneate, 3-angled, mar-
gin firm and glabrous; pappus of 2-4 minute awns and
some chaff. S. E. U. S.—-Very variable.

bb. Size of achenes larqer (2-4 lines long) with hispid
margins: involucre not dotted.

trichosperma, Brit. (Coredpsis tnchosvdrma. Michx.).
St. tall, 2-5 ft. high, glabrous, branched above, lvs.

pinnatifid: outer involucre about equaling the undotted
inner’ achenes dark, larger, 2]^-4 hnep long, cuneate,

moderately flat, margin firm, usually pubescent, pap-

f

ms of 2 upwardly hispid bioad-b;ised awns about
me long E U. S Var. tenuifdlia, Brit. Lf -segms.
narrowly linear, achenes 2-3 hnes long

aristdsa, Brit. (Coreopsis anstdsa, Michx ) St 1-4

ft high, branched above, nearly or quite glabrous:

lvs pinnatifid, often pubescent beneath* outer involu-

cre about equaling the undotted inner achenes olive

or brownish, huge, 2-4 lines long, broad and very fiat

1~2 J^2 hnes broad, abruptly contracted at summit,
margin thin and hispid, often crenulate, pappus awns
2, each 1-2 lines long, divergent, stramineous, ui)-

wardly or downwardlj barbed, or sometimes entirely

wanting. Cent US BM t>462. li.H. 1809.72

aa Achenes linear-spindle-shaped, tapering gradually

above, angled 01 costale texture of If usually fintier

B. Lvs
,
m part, finely dissected, rays large, golden yellow.

grandifldra, Balb. St 1-4 ft. high, branched, gla-

brous and somewhat glaucous lvs pinnatifid, the
divisions either lanceolate and serrate or dissected into

narrowly linear divisions outer involucre about equal-
ing the more or less husute inner; rajs large, golden
yellow achenes 3-fi lines long, awns 2, downwardly
barbed, about 1 line long Mex—A showy plant some-
times cult, in Amer

bb Lvs or their divisions lanceolate to ovate rays pale

ytlloiv oi whitish

Warszewiczi2ma, Hegel Erect, glabrous perennial:

lvs simple, or pinnate or raiely bipinnate, the lobes

lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate mads corjmbo.se, the

involucral bracts ciliate, petals whitish or yellowish,

of medium size: achenes compressed, angular, the
angles ciliate Guatemala —liardj N only with pro-

tection.

pildsa, Linn. St. 2-5 ft. high, much branched, nearly
glabrous lvs temate or pinnate, divisions lanceolate,

mcised-serrate with somewhat rounded teeth outer
involucre about equaling the glabrous or minutely
puberulent innei lays short, 1-3 times ,is long as the
involucre, creamy-white, achenes 4-7 hnes long; awns
2—4, downwardly barbed, \]/i hnes long Tropics—
Sometimes grown in botanic gardens.

B dahluddes, Wats A perennial with duhlia-hko tubera. Mex.
G.C. Ill 48 226 It H. 1910, p 475.

K. M Wiegand and N. Taylor.

BIENNIALS. Plants that bloom a year after the
seeds are sown, then make seeds and die. Familiar
examples among vegetables are cabbage, turnips,

celery and onions, but in warm or long-season climates

they become annuals Even in northern gardens, celery,

carrots and beets, if permitted to crowd, will often run
to seed the first year. On the other hand, many bien-

nials, such as hollj hocks and otheis, are practically

perennial because they self-sow, or multiply by off-

shoots, so that there is little danger of losing them.
Such cases give rise to discussion as to whether a plant
is an annual, biennial, or perennial, but the practical
problems are few and simple, and are commonly con-
nected wdth the following favorite flowers*

Hollyhock (Althaea rosea), snapdragon (Antirrhinum
rnajus), English daisy (Beilis perennu), Canterbury
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bells (Campanula Medium), steeple bellflower (Cam-
panula pyrarnwialis), sweet william (Dianthus barbalus),

foxglove (Digitalis purpurea), homed poppy (Glaucium
luteum), French honeysuckle (Hedysarum coronanum),
morning campion (Lychnis dioiea), evening campion
(Lychnis alba), rose campion (Lychnis Coronana),
honesty (Lunnna annua, L biennis), pansy ( Viola tri-

color x) tufted pansies (Viola cornutn x )

Every beginner desires to know what to do with the
seedlings that spring up in every border by the dozen
or hundred around sweet williams, foxgloves, lark-

spurs, hollyhocks, and the like All that is necessary is

to thin the seedlings and transplant some at any con-
venient time before autumn to the positions m which
they are to bloom next year This practice, however,
does not suit those who want only the finest varieties,

for these do not come true from seed Therefore, they
must buy seeds every year of the best varieties of highly-
bred groups, such as sweet william, foxglove, English
daisy, Canterbury bells, and hollyhocks, or else buy
plants If a very fine variety appears, it is desirable

to multiply it by methods other than seed-sowing if

possible, eg, by offsets, cuttings or division Named
larkspurs cannot be kept a long tune, owing to disease,

unless propagated by cuttings every year Double
hollyhocks can be maintained by' division and by keep-
ing the leaves coated constantly with ammoniacal
copper carbonate, which is less unsightly than bor-
deaux \ (ierman cultivator avers that one should
*ave seeds from diseased hollyhock plants instead of

healthy ones, and declares that he has raised 1,500
such seedlings that proved immune So fai as known,
this has not been thoroughly tested in America
Those who do not want such expense and care, and

prefer lustv, manv-flowerM plants of ordinary varie-
ties to sickly’ specimens of high-bred types, will find it

cheaper and easier to collect seeds as they ripen and sow
them immediately Color discords can be mitigated by
thinning out 01 transplanting offenders This is the
way to secure gorgeous masses ot blue delphiniums, if

one cares more for color than size and form
What to do with famous English spring flowers that

dislike our hot summers is another common problem.
The beginner finds that violets, pansies, daisies, prim-
roses, polyanthus, and auriculas, will not bloom all

summer, as they do in the cool, moist climate of Eng-
land, unless in similar climates (e g ,

at the seashore or
in the northern tier of states), anil then only with special

care in seed-picking, cutting-back, fertilizing, water-
ing At best the summer bloom is only' intermittent,

rarely massive, and the common practice is to treat
these sprues frankly as spring bedding plants (April 15
to May 15 near New York;, and when their glory is

past discard them or move them to some moist, shady
spot in which there is a better chance for casual sum-
mer bloom and a tolerable autumn show than m the
hot sunny border
Those who cannot afford greenhouses may easily

have larger and better flowers of the species just named
by the use of coldframes They are particularly enjoy-
able while the snow's of March are on the ground.

In these days of cheap greenhouses, everyone wants
cut-flowers the year round, especially long-stemmed,
long-lasting kinds m many colors. Consequently snap-
dragons and ten-weeks stocks have become popular
The commonest way of raising biennials is to sow

the seeds in an outdoor seed-bed m summer, and in

autumn transplant the seedlings to their permanent
quarters English books have always disappointed
Americans by advising that this be done m June But
in America the best, time is early August. Not only
does one save two months’ care, but June-sowm bien-
nials and perennials in our climate make plants that
are too large to winter easily in coldframes, and they
often try to bloom just when the killing frost of
autumn comes.

A much better way is to sow the seeds in flats in cold-

frames (for protection against summer showers) and
to winter the young plants in frames. This is the way
to secure the finest white foxgloves, Canterbury bells,

larkspurs, and steeple bellflowers.

Professional gardeners often prefer to treat biennials

as half-hardy annuals, i.e., they sow the seeds in green-

houses in March and set the young plants outdoors in

May On new places this saves a year, it is especially

w'orth doing with snapdragons and intermediate stocks

Many of the flowers named above are technically

perennial, but m practice thev are so short-lived that

it usually pays to raise a fresh batch from seed every

J 0*11- Wilhelm Miller

BIFRENARIA (Latin for twice and strap, referring to

the two stalks of the polhnia) Orchid&cex. Epiphytic
plants, with pscudobulbs, plicate-

veined lvs ,
and lateral infl fis.

sometimes single and large, or more
frequently smaller and several to

many m a raceme; sepals

equal, spread-

ing, the lateral

adnate to the
foot of the col-

umn, petals
similar to the
dorsal sepal; lip

articulated to

the apex of the
column-foot, 3-

lobed, polhnia 4,

on 2 stalks —
About 25 species in

Trop Amer

a Foot of column or

mentum short and
broad fls deep yel-

low with golden pur-
ple spots

aurantlaca, Lindl.
Pseudobulbs ovoid, up
to m long* lvs up 552 Bifrenaria Harmonise. (XJ£)
to 8 m. long and 2 in

broad raceme few- to several-fld
;
fls about 1 in across,

deep yellow and spotted with golden purple. Guiana
and Trinidad. B M 3597 B It 1875.

aa. Foot long, acute fls. not colored as above.

B Fls large, 1-3

C. Ieip purple
,
darker-veined fls ivory-white.

H&rrisoniee, Reichb f Fig 552. Pseudobulbs
broadly ovoid, up to 2 1

^ in long, 1-lvd lvs up to 1 ft.

long and 4 in broad peduncle with 1 or 2 ivory-white
large fls about 3 m across, the lip purple with darker
veins Brazil Lind 5 239 B R 897 B M 2927 (as

Maxillana)

cc. Lip white, yellow or rose' fls. apple-green.

inoddra, Lindl Resembles B Harrisonise m pseudo-
bulbs, lvs

,
infl and size of fls . sepals apple-green;

petals of the same color but brighter, smaller; lip w’hite,

yellow or rose; spur half as long as ovary. Brazil.

Bn Fls small, several

vitelltna, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovoid, up to 114 in.

long, 1-lvd.: lvs. up to 1 ft long and 1% in broad:
fls. about 1 m across, orange-yellow, with a purplo spot
on the lip; lip cordate. Brazil. B.R. 25:12. (As
Maxillana

)

B. bicomarta, Roichb. Allied to B aurantlaca Vis orange-
colored. Brasil —B Fueratenbergiamt

,

Schleeht Fls yellow Bra-
zil —B mclandpoda, Klotzsch Sepals and petals light green, lip

fringed, white Brazil —B tetrig^na, Hort Fls wax-liko with
greenish «epals and petals Brazil —B tyrianthma var Goodsbnx,
Reichb. Fls light purple GEORGE V. NASH.
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BIGEL6VIA (after Dr Jacob Bigelow, author of

Florula Bostoniensis, Medical Botany of United States,

etc.). Frequently written Bigelowia. Compdsitse More
than thirty species of western American herbs or low

shrubs, one or two of which are sometimes offered by
dealers in native plants

Heads 3-30- fld
,
without ray fls

,
small; involucre

narrow, its bracts mostly lacking herbaceous tips. The
only species in cult is the one originally described,

which resembles a goldcnrod, to which Bigclovia is very

closely related. It differs in not having the racemiform

infl of goldenrods Prop, by cuttings and by seed

graveolens, Gray (Bigelbwia dracunculoides
,
DC ).

Low shrub, 1-3 ft high, densely white-tomentose

when young, smoother in age, much branched, very

leafy, malodorous only in drying lvs linear, 1-2 m.
long fl -heads yellow, 5-8 lines high, very numerous,
crowded, in terminal corymbose cymes, rayless Alka-

line soils Dak to B. C and south to S Calif and
Anz —An extremely variable species. Var albicadlis

is more permanently and densely woolly, dwarfer, and
has been recommended in the West for low hedges and
edgings. N. Taylor. t

BIGNAY: Antxdesma .

BIGNONIA (The Abb<$ Jean Paul Bignon, 1662-

1743, Court librarian to Louis XIV). Bignoniacese.

Woody tendril-climbers, grown in the open in the

warmer parts and also under glass

Leaves opposite, compound (m proper representatives

of the genus), the terminal lft often represented by
a tendril' fls large, tubular or bell-shaped, enlarged

above the calyx, obtusely 5-lobed, and more or less

2-lipped, the calyx slightly or not at all toothed; sta-

mens 4, paired, and sometimes a sterile rudiment fr.

a 2-celled septifragal caps, flattened parallel with

the partition; valves thickened; seeds winged —The
genus Bignoma is variously understood By Bentham
& Hooker it is regarded as a polymorphous group of

150 or more species, by Schumann (m Engler & Pi anti)

it is reduced to 2 species with claw-like (not disk-bear-

mg) tendrils, B exoleta, Veil
,
and B Ungms-cati, Linn.

By the former authors Bignoinaeecc is held to contain

about 50 genera, and by the latter about 100 Schu-
mann distributes the bignonias of Bentham & Hooker
into several genera, the common East American B.
capreolata goes to Doxantha, a disposition that has not

been accepted by American
botanists As here employed,
Bignoma is deprived of many
of the tropical species that

have been placed in it in horti-

cultural literature, and the

student is referred to Clytos-

toma, Cydista, Phirdranthus,
Pithecoctenium, Pyrostegia,
Tabebuia and others Very re-

cently the name Bignoma has
been used for the species de-

scribed in this woik under
Campsis, because Bignoma orig-

inally was based mainly on B
radicans = Campsis radleans. In this case, the generic

name for B exoleta and B Unguis-cati above becomes
Doxantha

;

otherwise, this latter name remains a
synonym of Bignoma, although, as stated above,

Schumann has used it as the generic name of B capreo-

lata; but the correct name for this plant appears to be

Amsostichus capreolata, of Bureau The other species

described here under Bignoma probably belong to dif-

ferent genera, but their correct botanical affinity has

not yet been ascertained.
The bignonias are American climbers, mostly trop-

ical, some of them and their allies constituting lianas

of great length, and the profusion and beauty of

553. Cross-section of

stem of a tropical climber

of the bignonla family.

their flowers makes them conspicuous and interest-

ing The stem of some species shows a 4-partcd or

cross-like arrangement m cross-section, whence the

name “cross-vine,” and on this account, some of the

natives of Spanish Amenea attribute sacred virtues or

attributes to the plants, calling them “bejucos do la

cruz ” Fig 553
The bignonias (using the term in the horticultural

sense) aie strong and rapid-growing evergreen green-

house climbers, requiring considerable space for their

best development, such as the roof of a large consor-

vatoiy, or the back wall of a lean-to greenhouse. If

convenient, they should be planted out under the plant

stage of the greenhouse, or otherwise m boxes placed on
the stage A box 5 feet by feet and 1 foot deep will

be found a convenient size for them As with most
greenhouse climbing plants, the roots like considerable

freedom, but with bignonias the roots must be some-
what restricted (though not to the limitations of a
flower-pot), otherwise an immense growth and few
flowers will be the result. They are not verv fastidious

as to soil. A good, fibrous loam, to which one-third

well-decomposed cow or sheep manure has been added,
suits them admirably A winter temperature of 15°

to 50°, with a gradual rise as the days lengthen, should

be given them, admitting air freely whenever the

weather is favorable They like plenty of moisture at

the roots—especially during the spring and summer
(the growing season)—but pci feet drainage should be
insured, as the soil at no time must become saturated or

sour Except when in flower, a good syringing on all

fine days will be very beneficial They should also be
sprayed once or twice a week with a model at ely stiong

solution of kerosene emulsion, or kerosene and water,

to keep them fiee from mealy-bug, as they are very
subject to this pest The vines should be trained so as

to allow a free circulation of air among the branches
for the purpose of ripening the wood, as upon this

depends the assurance of flowers All superfluous

branches and \*cak shoots should be removed, and
before the growing season begins all the branches should

be shortened from 1 to 3 feet, according to their

strength; this will throw the energy of the plant into

the lateral buds, which will produce the flowering

branches, providing the wood has been pioperly

ripened the previous season —Propagation is effected

by cuttings taken m late spring and insetted in sand
under a bell-glass, or in a propagating-oox, in a warm
temperature. Choose, if possible, stout, short-jointed

lateral growths for the purpose. They must be care-

fully watered until rooted, which usually takes from
six to ten weeks (E. J Canning )

a. Lvs compound fls yellow or yellow-red.

Ch&mberlaynii, Sims (AnemopJegma racembsum,
Mart ) Glabrous, lfts. ovate-acuminate, glabrous,

shining above, paler beneath, more or less tanermg at

base, fls tubular, contracted below, 3-4 in long, the

limb comparatively short and spreading, bright yellow;

cluster many-fld. Brazil. B M 2148 F S. 3 235.

PM 14 '3-4.—One of the freest and most beautiful

tropical climbers, flowenng well in a small house.

Should be in all collections of tropical plants This
plant bears the name of Consul-General Chamberlayne,
stationed about 100 years ago m Brazil. The genus
Ancmopuegma is kept distinct by many.

tjnguis-c&ti, Linn (B Tweedidna, Lindl
,
not Griseb )

Lvs. evergreen, lfts. 1 pair, lanceolate and pointed,

cordate, 3 m or less long, with 3-parted claw-like

tendrils: fls. trumpet-shaped, 2 in long, allamanda-hke,

tube clear bright yellow, upper surface of limb orange-

yellow, and throat with orange lines, the limb of

rounded, spreading lobes and from 2-4 in across.

Argentina. B 11. 26 '45. Gn. 40' 10—Will stand a
little frost if grown in the open in the S. B. Tiveediana,

Griseb
,

is a Macfadyena.
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capreol&ta, Linn. (

B

. crudgern, Linn., in part.

Anisdstichus capreolata, Bur Doxdntha capreoldta
,

Miers). Trumpet-Blower Cross-Vine. Quarter-
Vine Climbing to great heights (often 50 ft or more),
glabrous, evergreen . lvs stifhsh, ending in a branched
tendril that clings by small disks; lfts stalked, oblong-
acummate, cordate, entire, fls in many 2-5-fld short-

I

ieduncled cymes, yellow-red and lighter within, tubu-
ar (2 in. long), with a stout limb. Native from Md.
south and west, and often a pest in orchards, climbing
on the trees. B.M. 8(34. Gng 1.370-1 —Handsome
vine for outdoor use. Good for covering walls. Some-
times grown in conservatories. Not hardy N , but will

survive in Mass as a creeping plant

Var. atrosangufnea, Hook, f (B. atrosanguinea,
Hort.). Lvs longer and narrower, fls dark purple, the
lobes short and triangular-ovate. B M. 6501. F.R.
2 : 27.—Handsome.

aa Lvs simple, opposite (horticultural names, plants
evidently not of this genus perhaps Tabebuias)

magnifica, Bull. Free-growing and floriferous, need-
ing warm treatment lvs ovate-elliptic, stalked, entire:

fls. panieled, large (3)^ m across), ranging from mauve
to purple1-red, the throat primrose limb wide-spread-
ing Colombia G C 11 12 73 —Requires hot sunny
position under tropical conditions

regMis, Hort Lvs elliptic-lanceolate* fls. large, yel-

low and red Guiana—Requires warm treatment

argjireo-viol&scens, Ilort Lvs ovate, cordate at
base, short-stalked, purple when young, but becoming
beautifully veined and blotched with white, fls. purple.

S Amer (?) I H 13 469
iS nth nophylht. Wall — HetorophniKnm —B teqmnochdhs,

Linn — ( v<lihtu —B dUxi, Hurt =PiUi<.(ott(‘nium

—

B buccituitd-
na, Mair “aPhaedrauthu* —B Chtrfoe, Lindl ^Phiedranthus

—

B.
rJiryndntha, Hort ^Tabubiu.i —B grundtfldra, Thunb =-C'dinp‘.is —

•

B jaamiruAdes, A Cunn =Pamlorea —B lAndhyi, DC' — ( Ij’tos-

torna —B litlordlis, I1BK Hairy on branehlets lfts roundish-
ovate, acuminate, hairy fls r<d, pulieseent. funnel-shaped, in

axillary panicles Mux —B pdlluta, Iandl = rabcbuui—B plcta,

Lindl —Clytostoina —B purpureti, Hook ^=Clytostoma —B rndi-
cnu«, Linn —Camp-in —B rughm, Hook H ury lfts 2, oblong
acuminate fls axillary, 2 -2 V* in long, primrose-color, limb short.
Venezuela Probably a Macrodiscus B M 7124 —B specidna.G rah.
“Clytostoma — B suartolens, Thunb —Stcreospermum.—B Thun-
icrgu, Hort —Campus —B Vanuatu, Kcr=Pyrostegia L J[ J3

BILIMBI A rerrhoa.

BILLARDlERA (after J. J. Labillardi6re, French
botanist and traveler) Littonporacex Six or eight spe-

cies of tender Australian undershrubs, with twining
branches, and terminal flowers suitable for outdoor
planting South and for glowing under glass

Leaves entire or sinuate, alternate, fls solitary or
2-3 together, sometimes as many as 15, yellow, purple
or rarely blue, showy in B longxflora. fr succulent or
fleshy, edible m some species Prop, by cuttings under
a bell-jar or by seeds, which, at least m England, are

produced freely in some of the species B lonyiflora

and B. scandens are cult, abroad as greenhouse climb-
ers. B. cumosa is cult, outdoors at Santa Barbara,
Calif.

sc&ndens, Smith. Fig. 554. Sts. twining, often exten-
sively so. lvs variable, ovate-lanceolate to linear,

obtuse or with a recurved point, 1-2 in long, entire or

undulate* fls solitary, rarely 2 together, greenish yel-

low, violet or purple. Sweet. FI. Aust., pi. 54. BM 801.

—Offered by Montanoso Nurseries, Santa Barbara,
Calif.

cym&sa, F. Muell. Shrubby with the branches more
or less twining: lvs. oblong or lanceolate, sessile or nearly
so, 1-2 in. long, obtuse or acute: corymbs several-fld.;

sepals usually lanceolate-subulate; petals 7-8 lines long,

bluish or violet-purple.

longifldra, Labill Lvs. lanceolate, entire: fls. greenish
yellow, often changing to purple, solitary; pedicels

glabrous* berries blue. N. Taylor.

BILLBERGIA (for the Swedish botanist, J O. Bill-

berg). Bromeliaceae. About forty tropical American
evergreen epiphytal herbs, nowmuch cultivated by ama-
teurs and in fancy collections. A few kinds aie well
known to florists A
closely allied genus is

/Fchmea, which sic for

botanical dilfeiences

1 he tls ai o in a spike
or ^picate panicle,

which rises from the
center of the rosette of
long, spiny-edged, and
usually stiff, pineap-
ole-hkc lvs

,
showy,

with 3 -parted calyx
and 3 long petals, 6 ex-
serted stamens, thread-
like style, and berry-
like fr The colored
bracts of the fl -clusters

are usually very showy.
Cf Charles Mez, the
latest monographer, in

DC Phaner Monogr
9 Species confused
but the artificial ar-

iangement given below7 may aid the gardener.
Billbergias can be cultivated best in greenhouses,

planted in pans, pots, wooden cribs, or wire baskets,
with loose, light material about their roots, such as
pieces of charcoal, roots of very fibrous plants, or fern
roots and sphagnum moss, and such material They
demand little water at the roots in winter, and nothing
but light sprinkling over the foliage is required to keep
them aliv e during that time But in summer, when the
heat is great and thev are making their growth, they,
can withstand an abundance of moisture at the roots
as well as at the top, most of the time holding water in

the funnel-like center or body of the plant They usu-
ally pi o<luce their conspicuous showy bloom m the
spring, when moisture overhead or sprinkling should be-
withheld in ordei to prolong the beauty of the flowers
They require at night a temperature of 50° to 75°,

but, of course, can stand any amount of heat m summer
Billbergias, like all other bromeliads, make very good
house plants, and the> will thrive exceedingly well in a
living-room temperature They love plenty of light and
sun All first-class private garden establishments should
have at least a few* of this class of jflants—They are

f

iropagited best from suckers or sprouts, which arise

rom the base of the old plant, usually after it has
bloomed and perfor nod its functions The old plant *

then gradually detei lorates, sending out tw*o to five

young plants from its base. These can be taken off as
soon .is they are hardy and substantial enough, and can
be mounted or potted into the same kind of material
Then, suspended in the greenhouse^ conservatory, or
window for an exhibition, they thrive best—Besides
their beautiful and attractive flowers, billbergias have
very handsome foliage, which is of a tough and leathery
texture Billbergias, aechmeas, and the like, are na-
tives of the tropics, and, therefore, require a warm tem-
perature Behmeas are usually larger than billbergias

and tillandsias (H A Siebrecht

)

a. Petals curling spirally after fl expands (Hehcodea .)

zebrina, Lindl. (BromHia zebrina

,

Herb jEchmha
zebrina, Hort.) St very short, or none: lvs sheathing,
deep green, with blotches and zones of gray-white,
strongly spine-margined : fl -cluster loose, long ana
drooping, fls green or yellow-green, the stamens be-
coming long-cxserted, bracts salmon or rose, long-lan-
ceolate. S Amer LBC 20.1912 BM 2686

deedra, Poepp & Endl (Hehcbdea Baraqumidna
,

Lem.). Differs from the last in having longer petals,
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denser spikes and longer bracts, lvs. 8-10, from 1-2 ft.

long, mealy, white-blotched and banded. Brazil. I.H.

11:421. B.M. 6937.

aa. Petals not spirally twisting.

B InjL nodding.

c. FIs in panicles.

specidsa, Thunb (B amama, Lindl. B. pdllida,

Ker) Lvs strap-shaped, oonmvent, and forming a
tube at the base, 1-2 ft long, somewhat spine-margined,
green above and lepidote and somewhat striped on the
back fl -cluster large and loose, drooping, bracts rose,

fls pale green or whitish, tipped with blue. Brazil.

--An old and well-known species

cc. Fls m racemes.

nfttans, Wendl Stemless, stolomferous lvs linear

and long-pointed, 1-2 ft
,

distantly small-toothed,
finely striate on the back. fls. 4-8, m a loose, drooping
raceme, petals green, blue-edged, bracts lanceolate, red.

Brazil B M 6423 Gn 32. p 107

Morelii, Brongn (B Moreltdna, Ilort B Wither-

elln, Hook ) Lvs short, 1-1 Yi ft , with few weak
spines, wide, glabrous and green fl -cluster cxserted and
drooping, with showy, pointed red bracts, the rachis

woolly, fls with red sepals and purple-limbed petals.

Brazil. B M 4835 J F 2, pi. 138 —Very showy.

bb. Jnfl. erect

c. Fls led

thyrsoidea, Mart Lvs 1-2 ft
,
broad-ligulate, spme-

margmed, concave on upper surface, green above and
paler beneath, abruptly acuminate fl -cluster shorter
than lvs

,
farinaceous, densely red-bractcd, fls numer-

ous, bright red, petals reflexing Biazil B M 4756
J F. 3, m. 267 —Showy. Huns into several varieties,

some of them with purple-tipped fls (as vars spl€n-

dida and fastudsa, Andr6, R H 1883 300) B spltn-

dens, Hort , is evidently one of the forms Species too
near the next

pyramid&lis, Lindl (Bromclia pyramidalis, Sims.
B. Croyidna, De Jonghe) . A foot high differs

from the last in having more gradually acumi-
nate lvs., which are more strongly and dis-

tantly toothed and whitish, or even banded
on the back fl -cluster less fannaceous.
broader and looser, the
fls less numerous Peru.
B M. 1732

cc. Fls purple.

vexilliria, Andr6 Fig.

o55 Hybrid of B thyrs-

oidea and B.Mortin Fls

purple
,

lower bracts
long-pomted and red

;

spike erect, exceeding
the lvs R.H. 1889:468.

vitt&ta, Brongn. (B.

Lhopoldn, Hort
,
not

Morr ). Vigorous, 2-3
ft lvs long and large,

concave above, recurved
at the summit obtuse,

or abruptly pointed, red-

spmed, cross-banded on
the back • fl -cluster loose

and nodding, shorter
than the lvs

,
red-

bracted; fls deep blue,

with recurving limbs.

Brazil Gn 32.106. II.

H 1869, p 87.

Liboni&na, De Jonghe.
Small, 1-1 x

/i ft
,
produc- 555. Billbergia vexillaria.

ing runners, lvs long-linear or strap-shaped, spiny, very
sharp-pointed, concave and green above and whitish-
mealy below fl.-cluster erect or near’y so, rather slen-

der, the bracts not prominent, fls with red sepals and
erect blue petals. Brazil. B.M. 5090. FS 10:1048.
J.F.2, pi 197

In the American trade the following names have been used:
B clavdta longi/dlm, once offered by Pitcher & Manda, is probably
an ACchmca—

B

/u8rt<Ka=„Eohmea fasciata .—-B mrfxima=-(’)

—

B nrnata=( ?) —

B

Qu8KncZnlna=Quosnelin —B rhodorydnea«
Aichmca fasciata —

B

s<Wc/a-=(’

)

Any of the following may bo expected to appear in the American
trade at any lune B andeqavlnsis, Hort

, is B thyraoidoa X Mo-
rellu fls red and blue —B Bhkeri, Morr (B pallescens. Baker)
Fla. greenish, tipped purple B M bd42 —B, Breautedna, Andr6 (B
palloscensX vittata), has reddish, purple-limbed fls RH 1885 300.—B Briianiu , Hort (B Bakerx X decora) Fls greenish, bracts
red

—

B JSnden, ltegel Small fls very deep blue, bracts coral-red
Brazil -B Foryetiunn, Hort Lvs large with bands of white on a
green ground (J C III 1 1 258 —B tridifvha, Lindl Fls red and
yellow, blue-tipped Brazil B R 1068 —B. Libtzei, Morr Fls and
bracts rose Brazil —B nobilis, Bull Cat Bracts cerise-carmine,
petals green, curling spirally after flowering lvs barred — Perhaps
only a form of B decora, Poepp & Endl —B Portedna, Brongn
Fls green the petals rolling spirally Brazil BM 6070 —B San-
dertdna, Morr Fls green, tipped blue Brazil —B Saundersn,
Bull Fls greenish, tipped blue lvs striking, green above, reddish
beneath white-blotched and rod-spined Brazil Gt 39 1316

L H. B.

BILSTED- Liqutdambar GEORGE V. NASH.f

BlLTIA Rhododendron Vaaeyi

BINDWEED Name applied to various twining weedy plants,
particularly to various kinds of Convolvulus

BIOPH^TUM (life-plant, some of the species being
sensitive to the touch). Oxaliddcese Oxalis-like peren-
nial herbs, sometimes giown under glass as curiosities:

lvs. abruptly pinnate, with many lfts valves of caps,

separating to base There are about 20 species in Trop.
Asia, Afr and Amer B. sensitivum, DC

,
with 6-15

pairs of lfts
,
has lvs that contract at the touch fls.

small, yellow 6 in Generally spread m the tropics

B.R. 31 68 (as Oxalis) B. F6xu, Sprague, is a recently
described species from Peru, with st 2 in high and
bearing 8 lvs at the apex in a whorl lfts. 3-6 pairs:

fls white

BldTA: Thuja.

BIRCH. Betula

BIRD CACTUS. Pedilanthu*

BIRD-OF-PARADISE FLOWER: Strelitzta; aJao Cxsalpinta
Gilheni

BIRDS. The horticulturist has the opportunity to
avail himself of a mighty band of helpers in the birds

It seems not to be understood that it is perfectly pos-
sible for a bird to be eating something useful to man
at some particular moment, and at the same time to be
spending by far the greater part of its time eating
things that are harmful to man, for which service it

should be carefully protected. Very thorough studies of

the food of birds have proved that the great majority
are helpful to one who raises crops. Most birds are
beneficial most of the time, and very few have no re-

deeming traits m this regard. Moreover, if useful birds
are protected at all times, so as to encourage the natural
increase, they will do their part in an emergency, such
as an invasion of insects Aside from these economic
reasons for bird-protection is the gain that comes from
their presence as attractive and interesting objects in

nature, as much to be desired as blossoms and gardens
It is said that there is less need of birds now that

insects are being destroyed by arsenical sprays. This
is perhaps to some extent true, but even m fruit-planta-

tions the birds are still effective: and there are hosts of
insects that are not effectively held within bounds by
the sprays. Spraying will never take the place of birds.

Protection of birds from their enemies

Birds should be both protected and attracted. Men
and boys with guns and sling-shots, cats, and the Eng-
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lish or house sparrow are the most common enemies
or destroyers of birds. The red souirrel, weasel, crow,
and shrike are destroyers as well, but they seem to be
regulated naturally, although frequently one may inter-

fere to good effect, parti-

cularly in the case of

squirrels in parks But
man, the cat and the
English spairow should
be controlled. Our boys
can be educated to pro-

tect the wild birds It is

being done in many
homes and schools As
soon as a boy learns the
interesting habits of the
common birds he loses

the desire to kill, and
he prefers to protect and
observe. A bluebird or
wren nesting on the
premises will do more
than all the laws to cor-

rect the lawlessness of

boys.
Experience shows that one must deal with the house

or English sparrow, if one is to win back our msett-
eatmg birds in any great numbois The increase of

other birds is in inverse ratio to the decrease of English
sparrows However, not everyone should be allowed to
take part in the warfare against them Schoolboys
and inexperienced men make too inanv mistakes in

trying to destroy them and their n^sts, and the taking
of the eggs from the nest seems too much like an out-
rage on the instinct of motherhood, to be tolerated. The
English sparrows should be kept within bounds as to

numbers They can be kept in check bv the use of

poisoned grain in winter Some persons object to this

practice from sentimental reasons, but it is no worse to

despatch house sparrows than mice, prairie dogs, insects

or other pests, and if man does not keep the sparrows
within limits, they will destroy or dme away other
birds A certain number of house spanows is desirable

in winter, particularly in towns where there are few
other winter birds, but they should not be allowed to

become nuisances See page 507
It has been estimated that a cat destroys on an

average about fifty song birds in one season A new
attitude toward cats is needed They should no more
be allowed to roam at will than should chickens or
goats All cats away from home aic trespassers, and
should be so regarded, they should fall to the care of

a bird-warden. Bird-killing cats should be destroyed
or kept within doors.

To attract birds, it is of

course necessary to win
their confidence. They
must feel comfortable and
secure. They must be

aided to live through severe w inter weather, and they
must have adequate nesting-places and drinking-places.

Measures to secure these ends have been put to the

test and found to be genuinely satisfactory.

Feeding birds in winter.

Many birds perish for want of food in every severe

winter They digest their food so quickly that lack of

it for a few days results in death. The real necessity

is in the time of blizzards and continued cold, when
they cannot find their natural food.
For insect-eating birds, suet and fat pork or a split

bone may be fastened to the trunks of trees by means
of wire netting and stout cord. Woodpeckers, nut-
hatches, and chickadees will be attracted. The netting
prevents crows, javs and squirrels from carrying off

the whole piece of food

Seed-eating birds ma> be fed crumbs, nuts, millet,
chaff, sunflower seedo, bquash seeds, and various grains,
including corn; also any kind of poultry-food, and even
dog-biscuit. These materials may be placed on the
ground after removing the snow, but should be pro-
tected to prevent waste Many a bob-white has sur-
vived a heavy snowstorm by coming regularly to such
a place All kinds of sparrows, juncos, and snow bunt-
ings arc among the birds that are attracted by such
supplies

alany ways for feeding birds near the i< sidence have
been more or less successful, depending largely on
the prevalence of the English or house sparrows. The
tree -shelf, window -shelf,

558 A “food-house” that can
be easily made.

moving shelf or counter,

and the coconut filled

with pork and kernels of

nuts, are among the most
useful devices

In Germany. Baron von
Berlepsch has experi-

mented effectively in the
winter-feeding of birds,

with the idea of securing
the protection of the food,

and of making it acces-

sible at all times to all

birds. On his estate at

See bach he uses the
"food-tree/' the “food-
stick,” the “food-house”
and the “food-bell,” all of

which were devised after

many years of study of

the habits of birds. The food-tree (Fig 556) imitates a
coniferous tree closely cosered with insect eggs and
larva5 A mixture of hot liquid food which hardens aa
it cools is poured upon the tree. This food consists of
white bread (dried and ground), meat (dried and
ground), hemp, millet, sunflower seeds, and other seeds
mixed with water The food-tree is especially inter-

esting to children and has brought good results in tha
study of winter birds The food-stick (Fig. 557) is

merely a part of a branch with six

holes m which the food mixture is

placed at intervals The food-house
(Fig 558) is the most satisfactory of

all ways of feeding It consists of a
roof on four corner jxists wuth upper
and lower food-tables, the lower being
used only until the birds have dis-

covered the upper table Below the
roof a strip of glass is fixed from post
to post. This is very important to
protect the food from the weather and
also to admit light The food-bell (Fig
559) is a device for making hemp seed
alwajs accessible to the birds. It

is very popular, except with the
English sparrows It may be
placer! on trees or buildings.

j

559. Section of

“food-bell.”

o, food-dish, 6, tube,
c. food reservoir,

d, metal bell.

Nesting-houses.

The birds that naturally make
their nests in holes in trees are
the ones that have been induced
to build m artificial houses Ac-
cordingly, the most successful
houses are those that somewhat resemble a hollow limb,
although great success has been attained with board
houses, and other styles, as gourds, and coconuts, and
even tin-cans In fact, some bird will adapt itself to
almost any kind of house, provided cats, red squirrels

and English sparrows are kept awav.
A most satisfactory cat-proof box for a bluebird can

be made of weather-stained boar Is, if the following
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precautions are taken: The hole should be well near
the top with no perch near: the roof should slope from
the back toward the front and should project about
three inches If the box is deep, the young bluebirds
find it dithcult to leave the house until

they are strong and able to care for

themselves, and this is a great advant-
age. The roof prevents ram from beat-
ing m, and keeps the cats out. From
whatever direction the cat may attempt
to reach the hole, the projecting roof

stands in the way of reaching the nest.

Twelve by 6 by 6 inches are good
dimensions for such a house. It should
be placed 8 to 15 feet above the
ground.
The house wren is the easiest of birds

to attract. It will easily appropriate
any little house if the English sparrow
does not interfere A good size is 7 by
5 by 5 inches, with the hole only as
large as a 25-ccnt piece. It should be
placed 6 to 8 feet from the ground, with
the long axis of the box backward. The wren has the
habit of filling the front of the house with sticks and
leaving a hollow in the rear for the eggs The hole
should be m the upper half of the box. The middle of

560. The Hil-

bersdorfer food-

house

opened, to permit of its being cleaned for the second
brood, for the wren will choose a clean house if it can
find one.

The purple martin is an attractive neighbor Unlike
the wrens, which will not nest near one another, the
martins are gregarious, so that the houses should
have a number of compartments, each part 9 by 11
inches, with entrance 2% inches across The house
should be placed 15 to 20 feet above the ground To

prevent English sparrows from build-
ing before the martin arrives in the
spring, the openings should be covered

until April, or better, the
house may betaken down
in the fall and put up
again in April.

Woodpeckers may be
induced to live in houses.
The opening should
always be circular and
with an upward slant;

the bottom of the nest-

ing cavity should be
gourd-shaped and end m
a pointed trough within
which a few shavings are
placed: and the inner

walls should be roughened somewhat to allow the
young birds to cling more easily. Of the 10,000 or

more of these houses tried in parts of Germany, more
than 30 per cent arc occupied.

561 Berlepsch
Nesting-box.

Drinking- and bathing-places for birds.

Birds need free access to water. If a brook or pond is

near by, no more is necessary
;
but, otherwise, special

provision should be made The presence of water is a
great factor in inducing birds to nest m a given locality.

There are many kinds of bird-fountams, but the chief

characteristics are that the water be shallow, that the

edge of the container be not slippery, and that they be
placed where there are no hiding-places for cats Most
interesting styles have been devised, varvmg from con-

structions of natural rocks holding little pools, with
wild flowers and ferns close by, to those made of flower-

pot saucers, or of special pans, placed safe from molesta-
tion. School children are readily interested in the pla-

cing of bird-fountains and in watching the birds that
come to drink and to bathe.

Nesting-places for birds that build m the open.

Birds breeding in the open nest in bushes and trees

and on the ground, and among reeds or m banks These
compuse by far the larger class, and yet these birds

are finding it more and
more difficult to secure
nesting -places One
cuts off hedges along
roads and fences, cleans

the pastures and mead-
dows, digs away the 563. Nesting-box.

banks and seals up the
roofs of barns with httle thought of the birds that
would like to nest there.

While all trees provide more or less shelter for

birds, the conifeis aie most useful for this purpose
It is practicable so to plant as to have wild fruits for

birds at all times of the year, and especially m cold

winter days, and perhaps during the time in which
one wishes to protect cultivated fruits It seems to

be agreed that the best single tree is the mulberry,
either the white or the Russian The fruiting season
is long, and the trees are easily grown Four good
plants are. eaily sweet cherry, Juneberry or shadbush,
mulberry, Vngima creeper. Probably more birds visit

these plants than any others Many other shrubs and
herbs are of great value, as elder, black cherry, rasp-

berry, blueberry, dogwood, pokeberry,
and mountam-ash Many growers pro-

tect their cherries and strawberries

with mulberry and shadbush, or they
plant a sweet early variety of the given
fruit, to be left unpicked especially for

the birds Elder, Virginia creeper, and
black cherry will serve as protectors

for grapes Raspberries and black-

berries may be protected by mulberry,
ehokecherry, and elder

Germany recognizes Seebach as the
great bird experiment station. Repre-

sentatives of many states and countries have visited

the place, making effective observations of methods.
For these students, special winter courses in bird-pro-

tection have been arranged, including not only theory

but practical mstiuction
They find many acres
of wood, thicket, and park
made attractive to birds,

with luxuriant undergrowth
about the trees, special care

as to the species, the shrubs
specially pruned (Figs 565,

566), hundreds of nesting-
houses, food -houses and
food-bells in various situa-

tions for winter-feeding In
the spring of 1905, the trees

of the Hainich wood, south
of Seebach, were stripped
bare by the larva of a little

moth (Tortnx vindana),
whereas the wood at See-
bach with its nesting-boxes

was untouched. At a dis-

tance of a little more than a quarter of a mile the first

traces of the plague were apparent.

565. One-year-old whorls re-

cently pruned, to provide nest-
ing places.

536. Old whorls recently

pruned.

THE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF FAMILIAR BIRDS.

Woodpeckers are especially fitted for the care of trees The
downy is the most Useful woodpecker It is the bird of the old
orchard, preferring neglected trees, under the ecales of which the
codling-moth larva lies dunng the winter It has been known to
visit as many as 181 woodland trees between 9 40 am and 12 15
p m , making, meanwhile, twenty-six excavations for food, most of
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567 Hairy woodpecker.
(length 4 in )

whioh exposed galleries of wood-boring ants The hairy woodpecker
(Fig 567) is equal to the downy m importance, being fond of

wood-boring beetles and wood-boring ants Its large size and
Btrong beak give it much power m drilling deep A few ears of corn
and a little suet will attract him. He is becoming less common than
the other woodpeckers The flicker is much misunderstood. Ants
constitute about 40 per cent of his food, and he eats, also, many
beetles, grasshoppers, and caterpillars, besides some wild fruit The

red-headed woodpecker is especially
fond of beech-nuts and acorns. It stores

them for winter use In its storehouse
are often to bo found quantities of

dried grasshoppers also. It is an irregu-

lar permanent resident in the East,
but in the West, it migrates regularly.
Ihe yellow-bellied sapsucker (Fig 56s)
doubtless does considerable harm, in
fact, it is responsible for most of the
objections to woodpeckers m general
Whether the good done in destroying
inserts in the breeding season balances
the harm done in sucking sap is an
open question The sapsucker drills

holes in the trunks of many of the most
valuable trees, as sugar maple, birch,
pignut hickory, pine, apple, mountain-
ash, beech, and others The death of
the trers may result not only from the
loss of sap, but from the work of borers
(hat deposit eggs in the holes If the
sapsuckers are to be destroyed, care
must be taken not to kill the downy
woodpecker at the name time Fortu-
nately, the Bapsuckers are resident m
fruit sections for only a short time in
the spring and autumn In their north-
ern breeding -grounds they destroy
many noxious insects The red-bellied
woodpecker annoys growers of Florida
by its fondness for orange juice Else-

where it is of much value as a destroyer of ants and beetles and
other inserts

The chu kadee is a permanent resident Many other birds seek
their company, so that one has but to follow them as they ro\e
to find many smaller birds This is particularly true in spring and
fall, when the warblers are in migration In an experiment m
Massachusetts, chickadees were attracted to an orchard in the
winter by mr ans of suet fastened to the trees The birds destroyed
multitudfs of eggs of the fall canker-worm moth The conclusion
was reached that one chickadee would destroy in one day 5,550
eggs, and in the twtnty-h\c days during which the canker-worm
moths crawl up the trees 138,750 eggs might be taken by one
chickadee Chickadees readily iceept a nesting-box

I’he white-breasted noth atth is the constant companion of the
chickadee and the downy woodpecker It takes fiom the bark
great nuitibt e of tggs of < nnkt r-w onus, and many of the oyster-
shell bark-louse, and < \en the hairy caterpillars of the gypsy moth.
It is easily attracted by suet anti will often eat crumbs as well.
The red-breasted nuthatch, a sin iller bird with dull reddish bteast,
comes from I be North in St ptember, spending the winter in attend-
ing to tree-trunks, anti rt turning North in the spring

The biown t re* per, with its long curved beak, rounded back,
and stiff tad, is especially \a!uable for service among shade trees.
It starts at the base of the trunk, ast ending spirally, quietly investi-

gating crevices as
it goes

The slate-colored
juneo, or snowbird,
comes from the
North m autumn
and remains all win-
ter, busy all the
time m reducing
t be number of w eed-
seeds The snow-
birds rove in little

flocks, and cosily
respond to seeds
ana crumbs put in
any open place In
the North the juneo
destroys many in-
sects, for the young
eat insect food only
The American

robin (Fig 5t>9),

(which is a very
different bird fiom
the robin of Eu-
rope), is protected
by law in all of the
United States ex-
cepting seven of the
southern states
The National Asso-
ciation of Audubon
Societies is making
efforts to secure the
passage of laws
better calculated to
protect it. An ex-
amination »f the

568 Yellow-bellied woodpecker, or
sapsucker (Length 8h in )

stomachs of 330 robins showed that vegetable food constituted
about 68 per cent of the contents Of this, 47 per cent was wild
fruit, with only a little over 4 per cent cultivated fruit The United
States Department of Agriculture has shown by recent investiga-
tion that in the South the robin is essentially an insect eating bird
The robin is the great enemy of the white grub, the young of the
May-beetle or June-bug The robin is an inveterate devourer of
earth-worms in spring. Although the earthworm is useful to the soil,

if it were allowed to increase naturally, with no interference by the
birds, it would rapidly become a pest The favorite food of young
robins is the cutworm, and this is important, since there are fie-

quently two or three broods of robins in a season and a young

569 The American robin (10 m )

robin’s appetite is nearly insatiable The cutworm feeds at night
and is going back to its hole at daybreak, when the robin intercepts
it One may prevent the robin from eating cherries by planting
trees that are in fruit at the same time, as the Russian mulberry, and
the shadbush and wild cherries, or even a cheap variety of cherry
The strawberry-grow r r may plant a variety of inferior strawberries
to attract the robins from his choice fruit

The bluebird (Fig 570) destroys quantities of cutworms and
other caterpillars In August and September grasshoppers consti-
tute more than 60 per cent of its fond It is fond of wild fruit, espe-
cially berries Unfortunate ly, the bluebird is becoming uncommon

The sparrow's are among the most valuable birds to the farmer
The food of the native sparrows., as a family, consists of 25 to 35
per cent of vegetable matter, and 65 to 75 per cent animal matter
Young sparrows are almost entin lv insectivorous until they lcavo
the nest Many sparrows rear two broods in a season As soon as
the insect season is over, they turn tluir attention to weed-seeds,
of which Beal estimates tint tree sparrows alone eat 875 tons m
one season , and ev en this est imate may )>e too low Forbush found,
among other things, that a song sparrow, even after it had been
eating seeds for about an hour before he began to count, ate 154
seeds in ten minutes and forty-hve seconds Song sparrows eat
the seeds of such troublesome things as elm kweed, purslane, sorrel,

dandelion, and dock, also pests like plant-lice and cutworms, ana
caterpillars of the brown-tail and gypsy moths The field sparrow
(Fig 571) is smaller than the song sparrow and very shy It

scarcely comes into our towns, but its clear trill from the fields

suggests the warm days of late spring and early summer It has
been Been to eat Ma> -beetles, leaf-hoppers, saw -flics, spiders, ants,
and some earthworms In the field it prefers weed-seed to grain
The chipping sparrow has the distinction of being the most useful
sparrow, having an astonishing list of services to its credit In the
spring it feeds largely upon small caterpillar*, as the gypsy, brown-
tail, and tussock moths It di stoys at least three speeies of cater-
pillars on the cabbage, it is fond of wild cherries, duckweed seeds
and seeds of ragweed, smartweed
and many otror weeds, including
dandelions and the crab-grass of

the lawn The vesper sparrow is

nearly as abundant as the song
sparrow It eats Quantities of
grasshoppers and beetles and
weed-seeds The English sparrow
was introduced into the l nited
States in 1R50 for the purpose of

destroying ennkerwonns and other
insects just then becoming numer-
ous At first it was received with
delight A very short tune, how-
ever, showed conclusively that it

,

did more harm than good, and
now every locality has its "spar-
row problem ” The charges against
the English sparrow are serious
An investigation in Illinois showed
that out of twenty-five stomachs of English sparrows at a time
when 30 per cent of the food of the robin, 30 per cent of the food
of the catbird, and 90 per cent of that of the bluebird consisted of
inseets.no insects were found in these sparrows, excepting traces
of grasshoppers making perhaps 6 per cent of the food However,
during the first sixteen days of the nestlings’ life, 40 per cent of the
food consists of caterpillars, 10 per cent of beetles, and 40 per cent
of small grains This is perhaps the best that can be said for the
English sparrow It is so pugnacious that it has driven most of the
bluebirds, wrens, and purple martins from the towns, while they
themselves do not eat the insects that these birds would cat Organ-
i«ed warfare against them has been more or less successful. But to

570 Bluebird. (7
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allow the public m general to attempt destroying the nests, poison-
ing them or shooting them, is running a great nsk in the use of
guns and poison, ana to offer prizes for their nests and eggs is sure
to result in the destruction of many nests of valuable sparrows.
This work should be done systematically by specially appointed
persons at the public expense In some European cities, there is an
official known as the “Sparrow Warden,” whose duty it is to pro-
ceed energetically against the sparrows

The house finch, or linnet, has been the source of much com-
plaint on the part of the fruit-growers of California, so that the in-
vestigations of the Biological Survey were of great interest It
appears that its claim to protection is in its enormous consumption
9f the seeds of weeds, as well as for its esthetic viuuo,—for it cer-

tainly is a trim little bird and a
good singer Inasmuch as the lin-
net’s food has been proved to be
86 2 per cent w eed-'-eeds, and since
examination of the contents of
many stomachs shows that fruit is

far from being its principal aiticle
of diet, many Californians pi^teet
the bird and plant shrubs and trees
to attract them away from the
fruit These birds are fond of elder-
berries and many other wild fruits.

The cedar waxwings or cherry-
birds (Fig 672), go m small flocks
in search of food Their fondness
for cedar berries has given them
their name although they ha\ e a
wide range of food In early sum-
mer they feed almost exclusively
on insects and become expert fly-
catchers. Unfortunately, they have
a bad reputation among fruit-

571. Field sparrow. (5J^in) growers because of their fondness
for cherries It has been shown,

however, that they abundantly pay for the cherries taken From
an orchard infested with canker-worms, the stomachs of seven
cedar-birds were examined, all of which were full of worms,
averaging 100 to each It was estimated that this flock would
destroy 90,000 of the pests if they stayed in the orchard a month.
At Washington, 152 stomachs of cedar-birds were examined show-
ing that 74 per cent of the food consisted of wild fruits, 13 per
cent of cultivated fruits, 6 per cent of which was cherries The
remainder consisted of grasshoppers, bark-lice, and beetles, among
them the elm-leaf beetle.

The Carolina wren adapts itself to civilized conditions, and often
nests about houses and farm buildings, as well as in old logs and
tree-trunks It is an eminently useful speues, destroying great
numbers of beetles, ants, weevils, especially the boll-weevil, which
it destroys during its period of hibernation Like its relati\e, the
house wren, it may be attracted by nosting-houses It is not
migratory and maybe heard all the year round from the Gulf north
to Connecticut and Illinois The house wren (tig 573) will occupy
almost any little box, provided it be water-tight The English
sparrow will do its best to drive the wren away, but with a small
opening the wren is safe and will usually win m the contest The
diet of the wren is mainly insectivorous, consisting of gias-dioppers,
ants, beetles, grubs, spiders, and hairy caterpillars Many a fruit
tree has been saved from the ravages of the tussock moth cater-
pillar by a family of wrens in the vicinity Wiens gather spiders’
egg-sacs full of eggs, putting them inside the house on the wall,
ready for the first meal of the young birds

The catbird (Fig 574) is fond of fruit The robm is often blamed
for the deeds of the catbird Inasmuch as the nestlings eat 95 per
cent animal food, mainly insects and spiders, it is far better to

plant fruit trees especially for the
catbirds than to destroy them on
account of their fruit-eating habits.
In case of insect outbreaks, the
catbird attacks gypsy, brown-tail,
canker-worm, ana tent-caterpillars.

The attacks that the Balti-
more onole makes on the cherries,
grapes, and the pea-pods, are more
than paid for by its destruction of
ingots Tent-caterpillars and other
hairy larvae that many other birds
w ill not touch are eagerly eaten by
it The onole does not swallow
the whole caterpillar, but carefully
removes a small portion of the
inside The orchard onole is a
related bird Investigations in the
cotton fields of Texas and Louis-
iana show that nearly a third of
the specimens examined contained

remains of the cotton-boll-weevil Like the Baltimore onole, it is
mainly insect’ vorous in its diet and destroys a great many injuri-
ous species

Blackbirds are of several kinds The purple grackle and the
bronzed grackle are together known as crow blackbirds (Fig 575).
Their food has been thoroughly studied An examination of 2,258
stomachs showed that corn is consumed every month At the same
time, were found insects, spiders, myriapods, crawfish, earthworms,
sow-bugs, hairsnakes, snails, fishes, tree-toads, salamanders, lizards,
snakes, birds’ eggs, and mice Of the 48 per cent of animal food,
46 per cent consisted of insects Of these, beetles were present
m the greatest numbers Many stomachs were crammed with
large white beetle grubs Often more than thirty grasshoppers
were found in a single bird. Young blackbirds are fed on insect

tood entirely They flock to caterpillar outbreaks Many ca>-» s

are reported in which fields have been entirely freed of sudden
growths of grasshoppers and crickets The red-winged black-
bird has a bad reputation and is unprotected m many states
These birds appear early in the spnng and remain late in the fall
They feed their young on in-
sect food Examinations of the
stomai h contents of the adults
show that about seven-eighths of
the red-wmg’s diet is made up of
noxious insects and weed-seeds.
The slaughter of blackbirds that
occurred in the West during the
twelve years previous to 1877 was
in reality a national loss The
cow bird was named from its habit
of accompanying the cattle and
eagerly picking up the insects
which are started up as they feed
The cowbird’s food habits are on
the whole beneficial, since it eats
many insects and weed-seeds The
fact, however, that each young 573. House wren. (4% in)
cowbird is raised at the expense
of several more valuable birds (by appropriating their nests)
makes it too costly Brewer’s blackbird is the western representa-
tive of the eastern rusty blackbird Examination of 140 speci-
mens gave the following facts (1) Grasshoppers constitute more
than half of its animal foot!, (2) more than 88 per cent of the
vegetable food is giam, which is freely eaten at all seasons, even
when insects are abundant, (3) seeds of harmful weeds are eaten
sparingly On the other hand, it does not attack fruit, which
is an important point in a California bird The yellow -headed
blackbird, while wintering in the Houth, wanders over the country
in quest of scattered ana wnld grain, weed-seeds, various insects,
grubs und worms, and does little harm In the spring, however,
the birds congregate at their nesting-haunts and supplement their
insect and waste-seed diet by various grains planted by the farmer
of the Great Plains, and they are deservedly regarded as a great
problem In the plowing season, they follow the plow and greedily
devour the earthworms and insects turned out, also the white grub,
the cockchafer, and grasshoppers, the la»t forming a large part of
the food of the young So far as it has gone, the published work of
the Biological Survey on the food of the yellow-headed blackbird,
indicates that on the whole tho good done by this bird somewhat
overbalances the harm

The meadowlark destroys quantities of grasshoppers, cutworms,
beetles, chinch-bugs, ciane-flics, and * thousand-legs,” where it

takeaonly a few useful insects and a little scattered grain. In sum-
mer, 99 per cent of its food consists of insects, and m winter it takes
many weed-seeds

The kingbird (bee martin) (Fig 570) is esteemed by agricul-
turists for its pugnacious disposition in driving off crow s and hawks.
Ninety per cent of its food consists of flying insects It bolongs to
the family of flycatchers, of which the pneebe, the wood pewee
and the great crested flycatc her are conspicuous members They
all obtain their food on the wing, darting out frequently from some
chosen limb and back again B< e-kcepers have contended that the
kingbird catches and kills honey-bees In an investigation of 281
stomachs, ouly fourteen contained any remains of bees, fifty in all,

of which forty were drones, four were workers, and six undeter-
mined At tho same time, nineteen robber-flies were found, which
more than compensated for tho four workers. It is probable that
kingbirds do eat a few bcpg, mostly drones, but they certainly
also protect bees from insects that prey upon them

Of swallows, there are five species in Eastern North America
that ono may expect to see the barn swallow, the cliff swallow,
bank swal'ow, tree swallow, and the purple martins AH of them
do valuable work in clearing the mr of insects, but the horticul-
turist wall do well to encourage especially the purple martin It
feeds largely on some of the greatest pests rose-beetles and May-
beetles, the stnped cucumber-beetle, as well as house-flies and flies

that trouble cattlo and horses

574. Catbird. (Length 9 in )

572. Cedar-bird, or cedar
waxwtng (Length 7 in )
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The blue jay (Fig 677) has been shown by investigation to be
beneficial as a rule, and that, except in cases m which it is dis-

covered actually engaged in doing harm, it should bo protected.
Nearly 300 stomachs showed that the real food is composed of about
26 per cent animal matter, and about 75 per cent vegetable matter
The animal matter is.chiefly insects, with a few spiders, myriapods,
snails, fish, salamanders, tree frogs, mice, and birds Remains of
birds were found in only two out of 300 examined Only throe con-
tained eggs of small birds Apparently its nest-robbing prop* nsities

are not so general as is supposed In August, the percentage of
insects reaches 60 per cent Th( y prefer mast, or seeds of trees and
shrubs, to corn or any other vegc table food Corn is the onlv vege-
table food of which the farmer suffers any loss, and here the aamaga
is small The California jay is a problem Very careful and exten-
sive investigations of the bird have resulted in the conviction that
it has many more bad qualities than good In fact, it has few redeem-
ing virtues Something may be saia in his favor, from the esthetic
side, as he is a handsome bird, and peoplo interested in country
life would no doubt miss his presr nee Beal says that if they could
bo reduced to a fourth or a half of their present numbero, the
remainder would probably do no serious harm Tht^v eat very few
insects, and destroy many eggs and young birds They eat gram
from the newly sown fields, but do not pull it up after it has
sprouted, so that this is of minor importance They are insatiable
fruit thieves, not only eating enough for present need, but storing
it away for future use

The blaek-billed and yellow-billed cuckoos are valuable to the
forester, orchardist, and the farmer They feed mainly on the
medium-sized and larger < ilerpillars and grasshoppers, as well as
many other m«octs In May and June, when the tent-caterpillais
are defoliating forest trees, those insects constitute half of the
cuckoo’s food One stomach w as so full that the bird had evidently

de\oured the whole ti nt-colony It is impossible to over-estimate
the Milue of the cuckoo's work The cuckoo of Europe is a bird of
k'ory difTen nt habits

The common crow is a subject of much dispute In a report of
the l nited Mates Department of \gncultun 1S95, the evidence
for and against the crow is clearly sununan/* d as follows (1)
(’rows seriously damage the corn crop and mjuic oth« r farm crops,
usually to it Ifs- extent, <2) they ate very destructive to the eggs
and young of dotrit tie ifed low U (d)thrydo me ale ulable dam-

age to the eggs and young of otl er buds, (4) they do much harm by
the distribution of seeds of poi«-on-ivj, poison sum n )i, and perhaps
jther noxious plants, (5) they do barm by the destitution of bene-
ficial inserts On the othi r hand they do much good (1) By the
lcstruetion of injurious insects (2 1 by the* do tiuction of mice and
other rodents, (.3) they me valuable occasionally as scavengers.
On the whole, it seems that the crow is not to be encouraged,
although it need not be altogether exterminated

The bobolink does nothing but good while it is feeding the young,
insects forming about H5 per cent of the food No fault can do
found with him in the Noith, although he becomes a veritable pest
in the South, destroying much nee The annual slaughter of the
“rice-birds” in the South accounts for the gradual decrease in num-
bers in New England

An examination of eighty -two specimens of California thrasher
shows that vegetable tood ( \rr< ds the animal in the proportion
of 59 to 41 Since it is emini ntly a bird of the ground, it is sur-
prising to find that in addition to very many Inetlos, caterpillars,
ants and hinders, a great numhet u, ' cos and wasps were found in
the food, also There were many more wasps than bees The vege-
table food consisted of fruit, poison-oak seeds, and miscellaneous
material The thrasher must bo added to the list of birds that
assist in the dissemination of poisonous plants It is not probablo
that the thrasher will ever becomo a resident of the orchard
The western tanager, like the robin, sometimes becomes a nui-

sance >n the orchard It breeds north of the fiuit-growing sections
of California, but does injury to the cherry crop on its way north
during the migration period The investigation of the Biological
Survey shows that it has a fair right to protection at the hands of
the farmer, and even of the orchardist It is suggested that wild
cherry trees planted around cherry orchards may attract the birds
ivvay from the fruit
The California bush-tit has been made thf* subieet of snecisl

study From 353 stomachs of bush-tits collected in every month,
less than 1 per cent of the food was found to consist of lruit, and
over four-fifths consisted of insects and spiders. The largest item
was plant-lice, or bark-lice, or scale insects. Several stomachs
were entirely filled with them. The stomachs of eight nestlings
contained pupa; of the cod-
lin-inoth It would prob-
ably be difficult to find a
more valuable bird than the
bush-tit The birds live in

flocks nearly nino months
of the year

The black-headed gros-
beak has been the subject
of complaint by the Pacific
coast fruit-growers, for it is

fond of figs, cherries, and
berms However, it eats
many insects that cost the
horticult urists much annoy-
ance The codlin - moth,
canker-worm, flower-beetles,

and scale insects are among
its favorites An examina-
tion of 226 stomachs, the
majority of which were col-

lected in California, shows
that during the six months
of its stay in that state the
bird oonsumes about 34
per cent of vegetable food,
and 66 per cent of animal food, with a distinct preference for the
black olivc-scale, one of the most destructive insects of the coast
This insect alone constitutes a fifth of the entire food 'lo put it

graphically, the black-headed grosbeak, for every quart of fruit

eaten, eats more than three pints of black olive-scales, and more
than a quart of flower-beetles, besides a generous supply of

canker-worms and pupa? of codlm-rnoths
The mourning dove has scarcely an equal as a weed-cradicator

The Biologic il Surv'cy has shown that of 237 stomachs examined,
over 99 per cent of the food consisted of seeds Wheat, oats, rye,

corn, ba'ley, and buckwheat, were found in 150 of thp stomachs
and commuted ahout 32 per cent of the whole food Three-fourths
of this however, was waste grain picked up from the fields after the
harvesting was over Wheat was the fuvorite gram, and about the
only one taken wh n in good condition Corn, the second in amount,
was damaged giain, taken aftez the harvest The principal and
almost constant diet, howevc r, is vu ui-seed eaten at all seasons, con-
stituting (»1 per cent of the annual food-supply and showing little

variation in anv month Three mourning doves w hich were exam-
ined had destroyed 2.3,000 prospective weeds Yet they moved
Hilently, und no one knew of their work

The dichciv«el, or blnck-thmatc cl bunting, is common in field and
prairie m the Middle West, where its plaintive song gives variety
to the silent days of July and August Its food is more than half
grasshopjiers and crickets, and the remainder seeds of weeds and
grasses In some localities it is known as the ‘little meadowlark,”
its color be ing like that of the meadow lark, even to the black locket
on i breast of brilliant yellow

The cardinal and his mate are indeed a conspicuous pair They
are known as cardinal grosbeaks, redbirds, crested redbirds, and
\ irgima nightingale's *1 hey are most abundant m the southern
United Mates, although frequent records show the limit of their
range to be approximately a lme drvwn from New York City west-
v ard to south* rn Nebraska, and thence south to Texas I'he cardi-
nals’ food is varied, (on-isting of seeds of numerous plants, especi-

ally those of rank w eeds and grasses The large and powerful beak
readily breaks into large seeds, as corn, wheat, rye, and oats It

eats great quantities of adult beetles, especially rose-beetles, also
crickets, grasshoppers, flies and ants It c njoys grapes, berries,

/ /

577. Blue jay. (11 in )

mulberries, cedar-bernes, preferring the wild varieties aiways.
These habits, added to the striking oeauty of its plumage and of
its song, make the cardinal a great favorite

The mockingbird is omnivorous While investigating the feed-
ing habit of this remarkable bird, Beal found that m fifty-two
specimens 29 per cent of the food consisted of vegetable matter,
of which 50 per cent was fruit The birds’ apnetite for fruit and
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(0) The Evergreen blackberries, of unknown origin, to
which the Himalaya is closely related, are commonly
put in R laciniatu8, Willd

,
but may be but a cut-leaved

form of the European bramble (R fruticosus, Linn ). The
vines are clinging, the foliage evergreen or nearly so,

and the berries m the Pacific coast climate are large,

black, sweet, and ripen through a period of two or three

months. The Oregon Evergreen is the typical variety.

Propagation.

In nature the blackberry propagates itself from
suckers and under cultivation young plants from
suckers are thriftiest, but many varieties produce but
few suckers and the natural process is a slow
one with all kinds A more expeditious method
is to use root-cuttings Such cuttings are usu-
ally made during the dormant season by taking
up old plants and cutting the roots with prun-
mg-shears into parts 2 inches long The cut-
tings are then started
under glass, or sown m
furrows in well-prepared
nursery bedsm the spring
The cuttings should fall

in sowing 2 inches apart
in furrows 3 inches deep
and should be covered
\yith well-pulverized soil.

The soil must be such
that it does not bake as
the young shoots appear
It sometimes requires two
summers to produce
plants ready for setting,

nut in the South, the
Pacific coast, and under
favorable circumstances in

the East, yearling plants
are strong enough for set-

ting Cuttings should be made
from the roots of thrifty, healthy
plants, preferably from a young
plantation It is contended and
there are many facts to substantiate
it, that propagating successive
generations of blackberries from
root-cuttings results m unproduc-
tive or c% on sterile plants
Some blackberries from the sev-

eral varietal groups may be grown
in almost every condition of climate
and soil in temperate regions, yet
this fruit does best in a carefully

selected environment Blackberries
cannot stand, without protection,

more winter cold than the peach
In dry, hot climates the plants suffer and the berries

are few, small, noorly colored and lacking in flavor.

A deep, mellow, clay loam, well filled with humus, is

most suitable for this fruit, Gravelly and sandy
lands are usually too hot and dry Flat wet lands are
quite unsuited and in such soils the plants suffer alike

from cold and heat; whatever else mav be said of the
soil, good drainage is imperative A northern exposure
-S usually desirable Fertilizers are little needed if the
land be rich enough naturally to grow fair farm crops.

Stable manure often induces rank-growing canes which
produce but little fruit. Cover-crops of vetch or clover
and some grain as oats or barley, sown in August, will

supply much-needed humus and about all the plant-
food usually necessary to add.

Field cultivation .

The plants are set in rows, 7, 8, or 9 feet apart,

depending on the soil and the variety, and from 3 to 4
feet apart in the row. There should be room between

the rows for a two-horse harrow or cultivator to keep
the plantation in good condition. Planting may be
done by spade or m furrows 6 or 7 inches deep A hoed-
crop is usually grown between the rows the first year
but seldom the second, as the plants need all the food
and moisture to make sufficiently strong plants to bear
a crop the third season The canes are allowed to grow
the first year to a height of 18 to 30 inches, when
they should be cut back a few inches The plants are
thus pruned to cause them to grow low, stocky and
upright, with many lateral branches, and so avoid the
necessity of a trellis and yet be able to hold the crop
up well. Trelhsing is troublesome and expensive

Subsequent training
and pruning consist i&
keeping the plants well

branched, low and stocky,
and in regulating the
amount of bearing wood.
Success in growing black-
berries depends largely

upon proper training and
pruning The fruit is

borne upon one-year-old
canes which should be
removed as soon as the
crop has been harvested.
To allow them to stand
through the growing sea-

son jeopardizes the proper
development of the new
canes, and often exposes

them to mfection
from fungi Five or
six canesto the plant
are quite enough;
if there are more,
the size and quality
of the crop will be

reduced The canes
should be headed -in
annually during the
growing season, as re-

commended for the
first year. In the spring
laterals are shortened-
m, the amount of cut-

ting-back depending
upon how close the
fruit is borne to the
cane on the variety in

hand. The laterals

are usually left from
12 to 20 inches long
This spnng pruning
may be and often

should be made a thinning process Managed accord-

ing to the directions just given, the plants need neither

stakes nor trellises In some plantations, however, a
wire is stretched along each side of the row to hold the
plants up, and in others, notably along the Hudson
River, the plants are trained on two-wire trellises. In
northern climates the training must be such as to
provide for winter protection for many varieties

Winter protection consists in laying down the
canes and covering them wholly or in part with a thin
mulch of straw or earth. The method of laying down
must be varied with the variety, the soil and the amount
of protection to be given Three men can do the work
most expeditiously; one goes ahead and digs the earth
from the front and back of the roots, a second with
fork or foot pushes the plant forward to the ground, the
third puts on the mulch of earth or straw Tender
varieties are wholly covered, but the hardier sorts need
only a covering on the tips of the canes The plants are
raised m the spring just before or as the buds begin to

579. The short-cluster garden blackberry. ( X Vi)
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Durst. Care must be taken not to break or split the
canes. Such protection at present prices of labor will

cost from eight to twelve dollars per acre Winter in-

jury is sometimes a matter of moisture as well as of

temperature, and, in irrigated regions, late irrigation

may obviate the necessity of a winter covering.

Thorough cultivation is essential for the proper
conservation of moisture in a blackberry plantation,

abundant moisture being a prime requisite for this

fruit It must be frequent and constant until the ber-

ries begin to turn in color After the crop is harvested,
the cultivator should be used to put the ground m shape
for the cover-crop. The cultivator must be shallow-

cutting since deep cultivation injures the roots, thereby
weakening the plants, and inducing suokenng Mulch-
ing to take the place of cultivation is not to be recom-
mended, except in small patches, and in the row with
cultivation between rows.

Blackberries should not be harvested until fully ripe,

and the sooner eaten after picking the better the qual-
ity. The fruits are not ripe when they attain full color

but must be left on the bushes until soft, at which time
they should part from the stem readily when the cluster

is shaken. In picking, the berries should not be exposed
to the sun. Well treated, the plants should bear some
fruit the second season, and the third summer should

§
ive a fair crop. The length of time the plants will bear
epends upon the variety, the soil and the treatment.
When the stools become thin, the canes weak and the
fruits small, the plantation should be cut down, this

time coming usually when the bushes are ten or twelve
years old

Blackberry-growers have several troubles to contend
with Late frosts occasionally do much harm in north-
ern latitudes Borers often do much damage to canes
and can be circumvented only by cutting out infested

stalks Two fungous diseases, orange rust and anthrac-
nose, are dangerous, and are successfully kept in check
only by cutting out the diseased wood Root-galls are
often found but it is doubtful whether they do much
damage, and it is certainly not worth while trying to con-

trol them. Good treatment, especially as regards culti-

vation and pruning, with careful attention to destroy-

581 Sand
blackberry.

(XH)

580. Wild probable hybrid of blackberry and dewberry

ing the pests

mentioned as
soon as practi-

cable, will keep
the plants m

The yields and

E
rofits in black-

erry-growing
arc most en-
couraging to small-

fruit - growers. In a
plantation well cared
for, a crop of two hun-
dred bushels per acre
may be expected.
Blackberries are not
suitable for long-dis-

tance shipments and
monetary rewards
come from local mar-
kets and here they are
often large when cli-

mate, soil and general

conditions are favor-

able. XJ. P. Hedrick,

BLACKBERRY LILY;
Belamcanda.

BLACKWOOD: Acacia.

BLADDER -NUT. Sta-
phylea.

BLADDERWORT:
Utriculana.

BLAKEA (Stephen
Blake, gardener, of the island of Antigua in the West
Indies, who wrote “Compleat Gardener's Practice,"

London, 1664). Valdesia, Ituiz & Pav Melwlomacex.
Hothouse or greenhouse evergreen shrubs, of which two
species are in cultivation for the showy flowers and
prominent foliage

Erect or scandent woody plants, sometimes small

trees: lvs. opposite, leathery, mostly prominently 3-7-

nerved, petioled, nearly or quite entire, often rusty-

E
ubescent beneath fls rose-purple or white, showy and
irge, solitary or fascicled in the axils; calyx with 4 or

more scales or bracts at base, petals 6, oblong or obo-
vate, stamens 12 with thickened filaments, the anthers

cohering and opening bv 2 pores at the apex; ovary
adhering to calyx, 4-6-eelled fr a fleshy berry—About
30 species in W Indies and S Amor. By some the

genus Amarabova (which see) is included with
Blakea, Ainaraboya has capsular rather than
baccate fr.

trin£rvia, Linn. Shrub, in the wild the branches
supporting themselves on neighboring bushes,

and roots sometimes springing from the sts

lvs oval-oblong to elliptic, dark green above, often

rusty-tomentose beneath, prominently 3-nerved.

fls pink or rose-color, solitary, on long stalks,

in early summer Mountain woods, Jamaica—
A good plant for the warm con-
servatory

gr&cilis, Hemsl. Compact shrub,
2-3 ft.* lvs elliptic, acuminate,
leathery, glabrous, fls. solitary,

fragrant, 2 m. across, the petals

white with a rose-colored spot at the
base Costa Rica.—Needs an inter-

mediate temperature. l. h. B.

BLANDF6RDIA (after George,
Marquis of Blandford). Ltlidcex.

Tender rhizomatous plants from
Australia and Tasmania, placed bv
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Baker (Jour. Linn. Soc. 11:361) between Kmphofia
and Funkia; adapted to cultuie in greenhouses Bland-
fordia of Andrews is a synonym of Galax

Roots thickly fibrous lvs in two vertical ianks,
narrowly linear, hard, persistent fls large, 1 -3 m
long, showy, nodding, in short racemes, usually orange-
red to crimson, with yellow tips—The authorities

recognize only 4 botanical species, but those below are
hortieulturally distinct from one another

Being tenderer than the poker plant, and of more
difficult culture, blandfordias are rarelv grown in Amer-
ica B flammea var princepa is the bist kind. In New
South Wales they grow in peat bogs and on shady
mountain sides Luring the growing season they must
be shaded from bright sunshine, and during the resting

season they may be placed in a light pit, m which they
are not crowded or shaded by taller plants They like

a moist atmosphere and plenty of air, but not draughts.
The chief element of the potting soil should be peat,

if the peat is heavy, use freely; if light, use some loam,
and pack firrnlv; if spongy, add some charcoal Pot
after flowering, m early spnng, being careful not to

overpot, and plan to leave roots undisturbed for two
years at least \ 'op-dressing each year and liquid

manure during growing season, is necessary to produce
a good flowering Perfectly hardy in central Flonda
when grown in lath-houses —Propagation is by seeds

sown in sandv peat with mild bottom heat, or usually by
caieful and not too frequent divisions of the root, made
m early spring, after flowering at the time of repotting,

and pieferably when strong offsets are formed

a Margin of lvs not roughvth

Cunninghamii, Lmdl Lvs 18-21 in long. 3-4 lines

wude, broader than in B flammin fl.s 10-15, or even 20
Blue Mts of Austral KM 5734 Gn 21 366 —This
has been held to be synonymous with B grandi-

Jlora, but it is hortieulturally distinct, and the pedicel*

are shorter Considered by Bentham the same as B
gramilflora

Aa Margin of Iv s roughish

u. Flt> golden yellow, without any red.

adrea, Hook f L\s 8-12 in long. 1 1 />-2 lines wide
fls 3-0, the only ones m the genus not touched with
red, perianth wide-swelling, sometimes nearly as wide
as long, more bell-shaped than any other species New
S Wales B.M. 5809.—By some considered a mere
variety of B flammea

bb Fls red-tubed and yellow-tipped

v Perianth long
,
S-/+ times as long as unde.

nfibilis, Smith Lvs 12-18 in long, * r*?4 lines wide,
dark green, sharply 3-angled fls 4-9, smallest of the
genus, and narrowest Near Port Jackson B M. 2003.
B R 286. Var. imperi&lis, Hurt Fls bright orange-
red, margined with yellow or gold, larger than the type

fl&mmea, Lindl Lvs 12-18 in long, 2-21 2 lines wide
fls 4-12, typically constricted near the base of the tube
and much lower down than in B Cunninghamii E
Austral B.M. 4819. P.M 16.353 FS 6 585, 18:1829
(as B. Cunninghamii) . Var. princeps, Baker (B prin-

ce ps, W.G. Smith), has larger and bright er-eoloied fls

and is the best of the genus The perianth is longer
and less spreading than in the type, and swells very
gradually from the base, instead of being constricted

near the base B.M. 6209. F.M. 1875 170. FS.
22 2314. Gn. 47-324.

re. Tube short, scarcely twice as long as wide

grandifldra, R. Br Lvs 12-18 in long, 3-1J3 lines

wide- fls 10-30. Distinguished from all others bv hav-
ing the filaments inserted instead of at the middle, but
in var. intermedia, Baker, which connects B grandiflora

and B nobilis, the filaments are inserted at the middle
of the tube, the lvs. are narrower and the fls. smaller.

33

Tasmania. B.R. 924.—The name B. grandiflora is now
a misnomer, as the fls are smaller than in any other
species except B nobilis

B cordate, Andr -Galax aphylla WlLHELM MlLLER.

BLANKET FLOWER. Gaillardia Taylor t

BLAZING STAR. Luilns; also Mcntzelia.

BLECHNUM (Greek name for some fern) Poly*
poduiceoe Rather coarse greenhouse ferns, with pin-
natifid or pinnate lvs

,
and rows of almost continuous

son parallel to the midvein and close to it, covered with
a membranous mdusium Bleehnum is here recognized
as including the species sometimes classified under the
generic name Lomana in addition to those species

which all writers agree to put in Bleehnum. The dif-

ferences on which Lomana has been based are very
slight and arc not recognized by leading European fern

students Besides, if the species included in Lomana
are kept separate, it is practically certain that they
must be classified under the older name Struthiopteris.

In Bleehnum oecuis a singular knot in nomen-
clature Linrueus described two species in 1753, and t.o

|

he West Indian

then black i f 582. Bleehnum brasiliense.
watered o\erhead
Propagation of Bleehnum is effected by spores.

Blochminis are very useful to florists for jardinieres,

and for specimen ferns To attain best results, it is

necessary to maintain an abundance of moisture at the
roots, with a drier atmosphere than most other ferns

require, to prevent leaves from turning brown daring
winter months. A\ erage temp 60° to 65° F Soil, equal
parts of rich loam and leaf-mold or peat. The spores of

most bleehnums germinate \ery freely if sown on a
compost of loam and leaf-mold or peat in equal parts,

and placed in a model at ely moist and shady position in

a temperature of 60° to 65° F Some of the species send
out creeping rhizomes, which develop young plants at
the ends \\ hen of sufficient size these may be detached
and potted, and in a short time they will develop into

good specimens. Some very attractive species are found
among the hardy British bleehnums. (N. N. Bruckner.)

INDEX.
brasiliense, 1 laneeolatum, 7 platyptera, 9.
corco\ adense, 3 Moorei, 0 serrulatum, 5.
criapuin, 3 nmdutn, 2, spirant, 11
discolor, 8 occidental?, 4 tabulare, 10
Ribbum, 9

A Fertile lvs not strongly different from the sterile lvs

b Pinnae strongly dt current at the base, joining with the

one next below

1. brasiliense, Desv Fig 582 Growing from a
stout, slightly arborescent trunk 1 ft. or more long- iv».
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2-3 ft. long, 1 ft or more wide, with the pinnae set at

an acute angle with the rachis, the lower much shorter

and more distant. Brazil S 2 4 — Rather tender in

Cent. Fla and needs protection during winter.

2 nitidum, Presl Habit of B brasiliense, but much
smaller, lvs. pinnate, pinnae oblong-falcate, thickish,

2-4 in. long, serrate Brazil —Plants 1-2 ft high.

3.

corcovadense, Raddi Pinnae not cut to the rachis,

much crowded and shorter than the last, longest pinnae

less than 6 in long, attenuate at the tips, lvs crimson
when young, and gradually turning to a metallic hue
before becoming permanently green. By some con-

sidered a variety of B. brasiliense. Brazil.

Var. crispum, Hort
,
with wavy edges, may

be commoner in cult, than the type.

. Pinnae contracted at the base to the midrib
,

forming a very short stalk.

4.

occident&le, Linn. Fig 583 Lvs. from
an erect rigid st

,
which is covered with

brownish scales, 9-18 m. long,

4-6 in wide, with the pinnae

truncate or even cordate at the
base and slightly falcate Mex.
and W Indies to Brazil—

A

beautiful small fern

5.

serrul£tum, Rich. Crow-
ing from an ascending nearly

naked rootstock lvs 1-2 ft

long, 6-15 m wide, with numer-
ous narrow pinme, which are

contracted at the base and of

nearly uniform width through-

out; margins finely serrulate,

texture coriaceous Fla to Brazil

—Especially adapted for the
edges of boggy ponds, river

banks and the like Soon forms
dense clumps 2-3 ft high.

aa Fertile lvs. distinct from
> sterile lvs

,
very much nar-

rower (Lomana )

b. Plant with an erect ngul st

c Lvs 6-12 m. long.

6 Modrei, C Chr. (Lomana
cilidta

,
Moore) St 6 in high,

1H in thick stipes blackish,

lvs 8-12 m long, the upper
pinnae with a rounded auricle at

the lower side of the base;

fertile lvs. narrow-linear. New Caledonia

7. lanceol&tum, Sturm St elongate, densely clothed

with dark brown scales lvs 6-12 in long, 2-4 in wide,

with close, slightly falcate pinnae; texture leathery;

fertile pinnae linear spreading Austral and Polynesia.

583. Blechnum
occidentale.

cc Lvs 1%-Sft. long.

d Lower pinnae connected at base.

8 discolor, Keys St. ascending- stipes black,

glossy, with dense scales at base lvs. 1^2-3 ft long,

4-6 in wide, with pinna1 narrowed suddenly toward the
point; fertile pinnae narrower and shorter Austral

and New Zeal

9. glbbum, Mett. St 2-3 ft. high: stipes short, with
black scales lvs 2-3 ft long, 6 in wide; fertile pinnae

narrower, 4-6 in. long Var. plat^ptera is advertised.

L. intermedia, Hort
,
may be derived from this species.

New Caledonia.

DD. Lower pinnae narrowed at base and distinct.

10. tabul&re, Kuhn (Lomana Bory&na, Willd.).

St. stout, erect 1-2 ft high, woody, densely scaly lvs.

lJ£-2 ft. long, 6-8 in wide, narrowed and sometimes
auricled at base; fertile pinnae narrow-linear, close. W.

Indies to Patagonia, Mauritius and S. Afr.—Probably
includes 2 or 3 species, among them L. zamisefolia,
Hort.

bb. Plant with a stout, short, creeping rhizome.

11. splcant, With Sterile lvs lanceolate, 6-9 in long,
1-1 lA in wide, gradually narrowed below; fertile lvs.

1 ft. long, with longer stalks (6-9 in ) and narrowly lin-

ear pinnae Eu
,
W. N. Amer—The large Californian

form with lvs 2-3 ft long is possibly a distinct species.

The European plant was early called Slruthioptens
spicant by Scopoli, by which name it is now cited as the
earliest generic name. Hardy, needs deepest shade
Lomana ruppdmca, Kunze, Japan, usually larger than
preceding, is much like it in other respects and probably
is better to be considered as a form of B. spicant rather
than as a distinct species.

B orientAle, Linn
, is a large E Indian and Polynesian fern with

lvs. often 3 ft. long —Well worthy of cult

L. M Underwood.
BLEEDING HEART: Dicenlra R C BENEDICT, f

BLEPHARIS (Greek, eyelash; referring to fringed

bracts) Acanthaceae. A large (80 species) genus of

dwarf, often spiny shrubs and herbs, allied to Acanthus,
and of similar culture Els in bracted spikes; calyx
cruciate, 4-parted nearly to the base, the 2 inner sepals

much shorter than the outoi; corolla short-tubed, the
limb blue or white, caps ellipsoid, flattened and woody.

carduif&lia, T Anders (Acdnthus cardmfdlius, Linn.
Acanthbdium cardmfdlius, Nees) Plant villous lvs.

lanceolate, sinuate-dentate, spiny spike terminal,

cylindrical bracts roundish, palmately 5-spined at
the apex S Afr —Not commonly cult

N. Taylor f

BLEPHAROCALYX (eye-lash and calyx, probably
referring to a fringed condition) Myrtdceae Woody
plants* differing from Myrtus in having a thin crusta-
ceous testa of the seed instead of a thick and horny one,

and other minor characters, and by some authors
united with that genus There are about 30 species in

S Amer
,
but very little known in cult B. spiraeoldes,

Stapf {Eugenia myriophylla, Hort ), is a much-branched
shiub, 9 ft high, free-flowermg lvs. lance-linear, %in.
or less long fls small, pale yellow, m terminal panicles;

petals 4 Brazil B.M 8123

BLftTIA (named for Louis Blet, a Spanish botanist).

Orchiddceae Terrestrial orchids with globose or depressed
pseudobulbs, from the apex of which arises a leafy

st
,
mostly hothouse plants.

Leaves plicate-veined fls borne on a lateral leafless

st
,
sepals and petals spreading, similar, or the latter

broader, lip attached to the base of the column, 3-lobed,

the lateral lobes erect, the middle lobe spreading, the
disk with several entire or dentieulate-crisped ridges,

pollmia 8—A genus of about 20 species in Trop Amer

a. Middle lobe of lip much crisped.

b Petals as unde as sepals, fls. rose.

verecunda, R Br. Lvs up to 3 ft long, 2-4 in wide,
scape 2-4 ft tall, the upper portion a raceme or panicle
of numerous rose-colored fls W. Indies and Fla
G C. II. 26, p 141 B M 3217 (as B acutipetala)

.

bb Petals broader than sepals, undulate, fls deep purple.

ShSpherdii, Hook. Lvs up to 2 ft long, 3-4 in.

broad scape, 2-3 ft tall, the upper portion a raceme or
panicle of numerous deep purple fls

;
sepals oblong,

acute, the petals broader, undulate; lip with the
lamellae white Jamaica. B.M 3319 PM. 2 -146.

aa Middle lobe jf lip not crisped.

Sherratti&na, Batem. Lvs. up to 4 ft long, 3-4 in.

broad fls bright rose, in a raceme of 10 or more;
sepals oblong-lanceolate, obtuse; petals much broader*
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rounded at apex; middle lobe of lip not crisped, deeply

emargmate. Colombia. B.M. 5646
B mmpanuh'ita, La Llavo & Lex FIs bell-shaped, purple, with

white center Mex —B hyarmthma, It Br *-=Blctilla. —B pdtula,

Hook FIs up to 2 in across, deep pink Said to be a native of

Haiti B M 3518 —B Tdnkervillrx, R Br =Phaius

George V. Nash.

BLETfLLA (diminutive of Bldia). Orchiddceye Ter-

restrial orchids with pseudobulbs, and a leafy st.

with a terminal infl sepals and petals nearly alike,

somewhat spreading; lip 3-lobed, furnished with
lamella?, the lateral lobes surrounding the slender

column, polhnia 8 —Outdoor orchids

hyacinthina, lleichb f (Bletm hyacinth)nn, R Br.).

Pseudobulbs tuberform sts up to 1 ft tall, with 3-4)

plaited lvs fls racemose, on short pedieels, sepals and
petals amethyst-purple, lip 3-lobcd, amethyst-purple,
the middle lobe nearly quadrate, denticulate China
and Japan Gt 15 527 On 16 416 BR 33*60 (as

Bletia (j'etnna) B M 1492 (as Cymbidium) —Grows
beautifully m half-shady, moist places, soon forming
large clumps Prop by division of the clumps

George V. Nash.

BLlGHIA (\V Bligh, British mariner, who wrote on
a journey in the South Seas, 1792) Sajnndaceje 'Frees

and shrubs with pinnately compound lvs and axillary,

racemose fls
,
difTeis from Cupania in having a deeply

cut calyx (rather than sepaiate sepals) with the parts
only slightly imbricate, and also in thefr—Onespecies
in Guinea, now naturalized m the W Indies, and yield-

ing the akee, a 3-pai ted fr with edible red aril that is

much improved by cooking The fls are so fragrant as

to deserve distilling The tree reaches a height of 30
ft

,
and is cult in Jamaica to an altitude of only 3,000

ft
,
but can endure dight frost It is also cult in S Fla

sdpida, Kon (Cupanui sdjtula, Voigt ) Akee Tree
Fig 581 I its 3 or 4 pairs, obovate-oblong, entire,

veined fls pubescent, the oblong petals white and
rather showy, bearing scales and stamens

X Taylor f

BLIGHT. An indefinite term, popularly used to desig-
nate any sudden and inexplicable death of plants The

term is now lestncted
by botanists to para-
sitic diseases These
diseases are of two
classes,—those due to

bacteria or microbes,
and those due to para-
sitic fungi For an
account of these
troubles, sec Diseases.

BLITE Chenopodium

BLOODROOT- San-
guinaria

BLOOMfcRIA
(named for Dr H G.
B 1 o om e r) Lihiicese

Small summer-bloom-
ing bulbous plants of

the allium kind
A genus of 2 species,

natives of S Calif In
every wav they are
closely allied to Bro-
d'ira, but differ in

having the perianth

E
arted nearly to the
ase Bloomerias have

a flattish corm, much
like Crocus, covered
with fiber, and not

often producing offsets The lvs. are radical, slender,

and grass-like scape slender but stiff, 6-18 in high,

naked, except for short bracts beneath the many-rayea
umbel; pedicels slender, jointed; fls nearly rotate, less

than an inch across, orange
Bloomerias prefer a sandy,

warm and well-drained soil.

In northern California, with a
minimum temperature of 15°

above zero, they are perfectly
* hardy. In a colder climate, a
covering of straw or leaves or

a position in the coldframe
would be a judicious precau-
tion Plant early, and see that

the soil is light and sweet
They like the sun, and are good
for forcing The light soil and
warmth of a pot more nearly
approximates natural condi-

tions than the open ground
docs in cooler climates After

ripening, it is best to dig and
replant in fall The seeds grow
readily, and the plants flower

in three to four years

a ft r e a
,

Kellogg.

Fig 585 Scape
roughish, 6-18 in If.

Ji-J^in broad*
fls numerous,
bright orange,
in a dense um-
bel, stamens
neaily as long
as the perianth,

the filaments dilated at the base B M 5896 (as

Nothoscordum aureum) GC III 20 687.

CRvelandu, Wats More slender lvs 3-7* fls.

smaller, keeled with brown, the stamens shorter G C.
Ill 20 687 —Less valuable than the other

Carl Purdy.
BLUEBELL: Campanula

BLUEBERRY-CULTURE. Fig 586 Blueberries are
fruit-bearing shrubs of the genus Vaccinium, long gath-

ered wild in North America in great quantities and now
about to be cultivated with success

Success in blueberry-culture rests especially on the
recognition of twfo peculiarities m the nutrition of these
plants first, their requirement of an acid soil, second,

their possession of a root-fungus that appears to have
the beneficial function of supplying them with nitrogen.

If blueberries are planted in a soil with an alkaline or
neutral reaction, such as the ordinary rich garden or
fertile field, it is useless to expect their successful

growth In such a situation they become feeble and
finally die Blueberries require an acid soil, and they
thrive best m that particular type of acid soil which
consists of a mixture of pure sand and peat The peat
mav be of either the bog or the upland sort

Good aeration of the soil is another essential It is

commonly but erroneously supposed that the swramp
blueberry ( Vaccinium corymbosum), the species chiefly

desirable for cultivation, grows best in a permanently
wet soil It is to be observed, however, that the wild
plants of the swamps occupy situations which though
perhaps submerged in winter and spring are exposed
during the root-forming period of summer and autumn,
or, when growing m permanently submerged places,

they build up a hummock or a cushion of moss which
rises above the summer water-level and within which
the feeding-roots of the bush are closely interlaced.

In actual culture, moreover, it has been found that the
swamp blueberry does not thrive in a permanently wet
or soggy soil.584. Blighia tapida. ( X H)
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Although some species of Vaccinium, such as the
common low-bush blueberry, V. pennsylvanicum, grow
and fruit abundantly in sandy uplands that are sub-

ject to drought, the swamp blueberry grows best m
soils naturally or artificially supplied with adequate
moisture

These then are the three fundamental requirements of

successful blueberry culture (1) An acid soil, especially

one composed of peat and sand; (2) good drainage and
thorough aeration of the surface soil, and (H) perma-
nent but moderate soil-moisture Under such conditions,

the beneficial root-fungus which is beiteved to be essen-

tial to the nutrition of the plant need give the cultivator

no concern, for it will propagate itself spontaneously
and adequately, without any necessity of soil or plant
inoculation.

Propagation.

Blueberry' plantations may be formed by the trans-

planting of unselected wild bushes or by the growing
of seedlings, but such a course is not the best. Seedling
plants, even from the largest-horned parents, produce
small berries oftencr than large ones Until nurserymen
are prepared to furnish plants asexually propagated
from superior stocks, the cultivator should begin b>
the transplanting of the best, wild bushes, selected when
in fruit for the size, color, flavor, and earhness of the
berry, and the vigor and productiveness of the bush.
These he should propagate by layering and by cuttings

until his plantation is completed 13y means of a com-
bination of these two methods, a valuable old plant
can be multiplied by several hundred at one propa-
gation, the fruit of the progeny retaining all the
characteristics of the parent.

Large bernes cost loss to pick than small ones and
bring a higher price. A berry ^ of an inch m diame-
ter has already been produced under cultivation and
others of still larger size are to be expected

While grafting and especially budding are useful

in experimental work, neither method is suitable for

commercial plantations because blueberry bushes are

continually sending up new and undesirable shoots
from the stock. The best season for budding is from
the middle of July to the end of August The budded
plants should be protected from direct sunlight, and
special care should be taken that the raffia wrapping
does not become wet for the first three weeks.
The easiest way to propagate the swamp blueberry is

by a special process of layering known as “stumping ”

In early spring, preferably before the buds have begun
to push, all the stems of the plant, or as many as it is

desired to sacrifice for propagation, are cut oft close to

the surface of the ground. The stumps are then covered
to the depth of 2 inches with a mixture of about four

parts of clean sand and one of sifted peat. The sand-
oed must not be allowed to become dry, except at the
very surface The new growth from the stumps, which
without the sand would consist of stems merely, is

transformed in working its way through the sand into

scaly, erect or nearly erect rootstocks w'hich on reach-

ing the surface continue their development into leafy

shoots. Although roots are formed only spanngly on
the covered bases of stems, they develop quickly and
abundantly on these artificially produced rootstocks
By the end of autumn the shoots are well rooted at the
base. They should remain in place in the sand-bed
through the winter, exposed to freezing temperatures.
Early in the following spring, before the buds have
begun to push, each rooted shoot is carefully severed
from the stump The upper portion of the shoot is

discarded, the cut being made at such a point as to

leave on the basal portion about three buds above the
former level of the sand-bed. The rooted shoots are

potted in clean 3-mch porous pots in a soil consisting

of two parts of rotted upland peat to one of sand anu
one of clean broken crocks. They are then plunged m

sand in a shaded coldframe or greenhouse, with abun-
dant light but no direct sunlight. For the first twe
months the temperature should be kept below 65° F
When subjected to high temperatures, the newly cut
shoots are liable to die and rot from the base upward.
Watenng should be infrequent, only sufficient to keep
the soil moist but well aerated The frame should re-

ceive ventilation but not enough to cause the new twigs
to droop. They are very susceptible to over-ventilation
and overheating just before they complete their pri-

mary growth After the new twigs have stopped growing
and their wood becomes hard, new root-growth takes
place Then secondary twig-growth follows Not. until

this has occurred is the life of the plant assured Those
plants that make sufficient growth to require repotting
during the first summer should be transferred to clean
pots of 2 inches larger diameter in a standard blue-
berry soil mixture.
A very successful potting mixture, or nursery-bed

mixture, for blueberry plants consists of one part of
clean or washed sand, nine parts of rotted upland peat,
either chopped or rubbed through a sieve, and three

parts of clean broken crocks
No loam and especially no
lime should be used Ma-
nure is not necessary, and
in the present state of our
knowledge may be re-
garded as dangerous, al-

though in small amounts
it selves to stimulate the
plants, at least temporarily
The danger from manure
apparently lies in its ten-

dency to produce an alka-
line condition in the soil

The use of crocks in the
potting mixture is based on
the fact that the rootlets

seek them and form around
them the same mats that
they form at the wall of

the pot, thus increasing
the effective root-surface

and the vigor of growth
The peat most success-

fully used for potting blue-

berry plants is an upland

586. Swamp Blueberry. A Peat procured in kalmia. or

cluster of bernes on a budded laurel, thickets In a sand),

greenhouse plant. (X‘i) Soil 111 which the leaves ol

these bushes and of the oak
trees with which they usually grow have accumulated
and rotted for many years untouched by fire, a mass
of rich leaf-peat is formed, interlaced by the super-
ficial rootlets of the oak and laurel into tough mats
or turfs, commonly 2 to 4 inches in thickness These
turfs, ripped from the soil and rotted from two to six

months in a moist but well aerated stack, make an
ideal blueberry peat A good substitute is found in

similar turfs formed m sandy oak woods having an
underbrush of other encaceous plants than laurel Oak
leaves raked, stacked, and rotted for about eighteen
months without lime or manure are also good The
leaves of some trees, such as maples, rot so rapidly
that within a year they may have passed from the
acid condition necessary for the formation of good
peat to the alkaline stage of decomposition, which is

fatal to blueberry plants Even oak leaves rotted for

several years become alkaline if they are protected from
the addition of new leaves bearing fresh charges of

' acidity.

By ordinary methods, cuttings of the swamp blueberry
have been rooted only in occasional instances. Two suc-
cessful methods, however, have been especially devised
tor these plants. The most novel of these but the one
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easiest of operation is that of “tubering ’’ This method
involves the same principle as that employed in stump-
ing, namely the forcing of new shoots in such a manner
that their basal portions are moiphologically scaly

rootstocks, with a strong rooting tendency This
method of propagation from stem cuttings is called

tubering because the treatment as well as the behavior
of the cuttings is essentially identical with that which
takes place m reproduction from tubers, as in the case
of the potato.

The cuttings are made in late winter or early spring,

and the whole plant may be used, including old stems
an inch or more in diameter With a saw and knife

cut the wood in pieces about 4 inches long Lay these
horizontally m a shallow, well-drained box containing
a bed of clean sand and cover them with half an inch
of the same material Water the sand well, cover the
box with glass, and keep it at a temperature of 60° to
05°, or less if the equipment does not permit the main-
tenance of such a temperature The sand-bed must be
kept moist, although if there are only slight apertures
beneath the glass, a second watering may not be
required for several weeks

At the temperature already specified, shoots should
begin to appear above the sand within six weeks The
boxes should then be placed in good light but pro-
tected from direct sunlight, and, when warm weather
approaches, they should be given the coolest, situation

available so as to keep the temperature below f».
r)° as

long as practicable W hen the first shoots hav e stopped
growing and their foliage has turned to a mature green
color, they are ready to produce roots A half-inch

layer of finely sifted rotted peat should then be added
to the surface of the sand-bed and thoroughly wet
down with a fine spray 1 he box should remain in

this condition, with a little yentil.ition but a saturated
or nearly saturated atmosphere, until new shoots cease
to appear Meanwhile, during the spring and early

summer the older shoots will have fonned roots between
the surface of the ground and the point at which they
sprang from the cutting Aftei a shoot is well rooted it,

will make secondary twig-growth, and if the develop-
ment of roots has not, alrcadv been ascertained b>
direct examination, the making of such secondary
growth is good evidence that rooting has actually
taken place If the rooted "hoots have not already
disconnected themselvc's from the dead e ut tings they
should be earefulh several with a sharp knife They
are then potted in 2-inch pots m the standard blueberry
soil mixture alrcadv described, and during a period of

three or four weeks thev should be gradually changed
from their saturated atmospheie and full shade to open
air and half sunlight If preferred, the shoots may
remain m the original cutting-bed until the following

spring, before potting, the cutting-bed being exposed to
freezing temperatures during the winter
When blueberry plants, either large or small, are

grown in porous pots, the surface of the pot should
never be allowed to become dry. for the rootlets, which
grow through the soil to the wall of the pot for air,

are exceedingly fine and easily killed by drying,
to the great injury of the plant This danger may
be eliminated by plunging the pots to the run m a
well-drained bed of sanef, or by seating the pot, in

another jxit, of 2 to 4 inches greater diameter, with
a packing of moist sphagnum between, and crooks at
the bottom.
A burning of the young leaves and growing tips of

twigs is often produced by the hot, sun from the mid-
dle of June to the middle of September Plants in pots
or nursery beds are easily protected from such injury
and forced to their maximum growth by a half-shade
covering of slats, the slats and the spaces between
being of the same width. On cloudy days the shade
should be removed. It should not be used in fall or
spring

During the winter the rooted cuttings or one-year-
old plants should be kept outdoors, exposed to freezing
temperatures, their soil mulched with leaves, prefer-

ably oak leaves. When kept in a warm greenhouse
during the winter they make no growth before spring.

Even then their growth is abnormal, often feeble, or
sometimes deferred for a whole year.

Plants from cuttings or rooted shoots are ready for

permanent field planting when they are two or three
years old and about 1 Yi to 2 feet high. They are best
set out in early spring before the buds have begun to
push.

The field plantation.

It is a curious fact that these plants send out no new
roots in spring until they are in full leaf, their flowering
is nearly or quite finished, and their principal twig-

growth has ceased It is important, therefore, in tak-
ing up either a wild or a cultivated plant from the open
ground, that as much as possible of the old root-mat
be lifted with the plant, for upon this they depend
for moisture until their new rootlets are formed.

In the case of mature wild bushes with very large

root-systems, when it is practicable to secure but a
fraction of the root-mat,, say a disk only 3 or 4 feet in

diameter, it is the best procedure to cut all the stems to
the ground at the time of transplanting The bush will

then produce a new and symmetrical top of a size

suited to the capacity of the roots The wood that is

removed may be used for cuttings if the plant is suffi-

ciently valuable.
A plant pollinated with its own pollen, or with pol-

len from its asexual offspring, produces fewer, smaller,

an 1 later berries than a cross-pollinated plant In a
field of plants propagated from cuttings or layers, two
parent stocks should be used, a row of plants from one
stock being followed by a row from the other.

Jn the permanent field plantation the bushes should
be set 8 feet apart each way When they reach mature
size they will nearly or quite cover the intervening

soace's

To secure full vigor of growth, the ground between
the bushes must be kept free from all other vegetation.

On rockv uplands a continuous mulch of oak leaves,

when it is practicable to secure them, will help toward
this end as well as keep the soil m the necessary acid

condition It is more economical, howrevcr, to choose
such a location for the plantation as will permit the use
of horse-drawn machinery, and will make mulching
unnecessary
The most favorable location for blueberry-culture is a

boggy area with a peat covering and sand subsoil, the
pe'al preferably of such a thickness that a deep plowing
wall turn up some of the underlying sand
The land should be so ditched that the waiter-level

can be kept at least a foot below the surface of the
ground during the growing season or can be raised for

bubirngation during a drought.
The ground should be plowed to the depth of about

8 inches and repeat exily harrowed during the season
preceding the planting, in order to kill the vegeta-
tion. After the plants are old enough to have formed
a root-mat, the harrowing should be very shallow,
not more than 2 or 3 inches, so that the roots will

not be injured.

Bv proper manipulation in the greenhouse, seedling
blueberry plants can often be made to ripen a few ber-
ries in less than a year, but they do not come into com-
mercial bearing in field plantations until they are
about five years old, when the plants are 3 to 4 feet

high They then increase slowly to full size and full

bearing.

The field plantings resulting from the recent experi-
ments m blueberry culture are too young to show the
mature yield Fortunately, however, there has been
found, near Elkhart, Indiana, a small blueberry plant-
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ing of mature age, believed to be the only commercial
plantation m existence, which sets forward our knowl-
edge of yields by at least a decade. The plantation is a
little less than two and a half acres in extent It was
started m 1889 in a natural blueberry bog, which was
first drained and then set with unselected wild blue-

berry bushes. Exact records of yield and receipts are
available only for the years 1910 to 1912. They are

as follows:

Year Yield
Qts

Pnce
(approx avg

per qt.)

Receipts

1910 (a year of “almost total

failure” because of late

spnng freezes) 1040 17H eta $178 25
1911

.

5620 12 J 8 cts 725 25
1912. 5900 12H eta 758 25

(latter apparently not cult.) representing Bocconia as
limited.

The large, handsome leaves remind one, by their tex-

ture and ToDing, of bloodroot and Stylophorum, which
belong to allied genera The flowers are very unlike
our common poppies, being small and without petals,

but they are borne m great feathery or plumy masses,
in terminal panicles raised high above the heavy foliage,

making the plant unique in its picturesque general
appearance Hence, it is much used for isolated lawn
specimens, or for very bold and striking effects, being
especially adapted to be viewed at long distances It

is also placed in shrubberies, wild gardens, and at the
back of wide borders It spreads rapidly by suckers,

any of which, if detached, will make a strong plant m
a single season. The plume poppy seems to be much
hardier in America than m the Old World. It was
popular early m the century, but was neglected,

The annual expenses for weeding, cultivation, and
irrigation were about $50. The cost of picking was 5
cents a quart The general cost of maintenance of the
equipment was about $5 per year, the crates and boxes
being used repeatedly

Estimating an annual charge of $30 for interest, $5
for taxes, and $10 for depreciation, the profits for these
three years are computed as follows:

Year Profits per aero
1910 $10
1911 139
1912 147

It must be borne in mind that these figures are based
on the yields from wild bushes transplanted without
selection as to individual productiveness or the size

of the berries With bushes propagated from selected

stocks, the yield should be greater and the berries much
larger, this greater size probably effecting a reduction
in the cost of picking and certainly an increase in the
selling price. Frederick V. Coville.

BLUE FLAG: Ins

BLUETS: Houstonia

BLUMENBACHIA (after Dr. J. F. Blumenbach, pro-

fessor at Gottingen, 1752-1840). Loasdcex S. Amer-
ican plants allied to Loasa and Mentzeha (prairie

lilies), not cult m Amer because of their covering
of stinging hairs The fls are odd and pretty, axillary,

solitary and bracteate. lvs opposite, lobed The

G
arden forms are mostly treated as tender annuals,
'rop. by seeds, to be sown in pots m spnng. Trans-

plant only when danger from frost is over.

B chuquitensit, Hook f Lvs 8-10 in long fls 1 '^-2 in long,
brick-rod, tipped yellow without, and yellow within, petals 5-10,
boat-shaped Peru, Ecuador F S 22 2358 B M 6143 —B
corondta, Haage & Schmidt l\i ft lvs narrow, bi-pinnatifid
fls half hidden by the lvs

,
2 m diam , pure white ft H 1874,

6
58 F M 1874 139 —B oramlifiAra, Don (B contorta,

ook f BM 61 14) Lvs 4-6 in long fls 1*2-2 in long, wholly
red, scales \i\ii long, cup-shaped, green, stamens m 5 bundles, with
long filaments Peru B inslgrus, Schrad St climbing, 4-sided
petals white, ungmculate B M 2865 —B laterilui, Brit (Cajo-
phora latentia, Benth ) Lvs pinnate, with roundish lobed Ifts fl

-

stalks, twin, single-fld fls orange-red S Amer B M 3632 B It.

24 22. N Taylor. f

BOCCdNIA (after Dr Paolo Boeeom, Sicilian botan-
ist and author). Papaverdce Plume Poppy. Tree
Celandine Tall garden herbs, suitable to the hardy
border

Herbs, but sometimes almost shrubby
?

glaucous:
lvs. lobed: fls. small, many, m terminal panicles; sepals

2, colored; petals wanting; stamens many’ fr a stalked
caps., few-seeded.—Four or 5 species in American trop-
ics, and China and Japan. The well-known China-Jap-
anese species, B. cordata

,
is by some recent authors

referred to Macleya, B frutacen <? and B intcqrifohi

587 Bocconia cordata.

probably because it spread so rapidly Lately it has
become popular again It deserves to be permanently
naturalized in the American landscape To produce
the largest specimens, it is well to plant in very rich

soil, give the old clumps liquid manure m spring,

and cut off the suckers. Propagation chiefly by
suckers See Pflanzenreich, hft 40, p 217 for the latest

monograph

cordHta, Willd (B japdnica, Hort ) Fig 587 Hardy
herbaceous perennial height 5-8 ft * lvs large, glau-

cous, heart-shaped, much lobed, deeply veined fls

pinkish, stamens about 30 China, Japan B M 1905.

Gn 54, p 279 Gng 5.342.

microc&rpa, Maxim Perennial, 9 ft fls golden
brown or bronzy, in immense panicles, summer lvs.

much as in B cordata N China R II 1898, p 302, f.

125

frutescens, Linn Perennial, somewhat shrubby,
4-9 ft.’ lvs. pinnatifid, pale green, often glauceseent
beneath, ovate-oblong, cuneate at the base, 6-12 in.

long: fls. greenish, the panicle often a foot long Oft
Mex. and Peru. L.B.C.:83 — Intro, by Francesehi
in 1895.

B \ntegnfdlia, Humb & Bonpl. 9 ft fls greenish. l*a nearly
entire. Peru. Ia aometimea cult —B maernedrpa, B Girdlda and
B. Thilnberyn are trade names, the first two referable to B cordata,
the last probably to B rmcrocarpa xr ’rXYtnR +
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BOfeA (name obscure, probably personal). Sometimes
spelled Bospa. Gesntri&c&e. Allied to Streptocarpus,
sometimes found in choice collections. Differs from
Streptocarpus in having a short corolla-tube and a
broadly campanulate fl

,
no disk, and very minor

characters. Boeas are perennial herbs with ovate or
oblique lvs radical or opposite on a very short st.:

peduncles axillary or elongated leafless scapes, the fls.

small or medium in size, blue —Species 16-20 in E.
Asia and to Austral and Seychelles B. Clarke&na,
Hemsl

,
from China, has been offered m the trade, lvs.

radical, roundish, strongly crenate, pctioled, bronze-
green above and maroon-red beneath fls 3-4 on each
peduncle, clear azure-blue with a whitish spot

BOEHM&RIA (G R Boehrner, a German botanist).
Urticdcex A fiber plant, and a greenhouse shrub or
tree

Leaves alternate or opposite, often 3-nerved fls

monoecious or ditreious, in dense clusters, petals none;
sepals 2-5 fr a flattened achene B mvea, Gaud

,
of

Trop Asia, is cult m some countries as a fiber plant,
and has been intro into this country for that purpose
Now grown extensively m Calif and La for its fiber.

See Report No 2, office of Fiber Investigations, U S.

Dept Agne
,
and Cyolo Amcr Agnc II, p 284. It

produces ramie It is a strong-growing, large-lvd per-

ennial, well suited to the border as an ornamental
subject A genus of 45 widely distributed species of

shrubs, trees or herbs

argentea, Lind Fig 588 Tree, 10-30 ft lvs alter-

nate, ovate, long-acuminate, 8-10 in long, 3-5 in wide,
usually silver}' fls in an axillary compound catkin-like

cluster, 6-10 in long Mex —An excellent warinhouse
plant, cult mostly in botanic gardens, but worthy of

wide attention

B macrophylla, Don A shrub or small tree lvs lanccoUte, 6-9
in lone, wrrUe, prominnitly 3-nir\id spikes slender, usually
shorter than the lvs. Himalayan region.

BOG - GARDENING. The growing of plants in

swamps, marsh-spots and bogs, distinguished from
water-gardening or aquatic-gardening in the fact that
the plants are not immersed or floating but grow
mostly free above the soil When water-gardening is

made to include bog-gardenmg, confusion in practice
is likely to result because the cultural requirements are

unlike
Bog-gardens may be separate areas m themselves,

or they may comprise the edges of water-gai dens or
the spongy ground along runnels or the margins of

pools Bog-gardening is mostlj a practice m colonizing

plants, finding the ones that are specially adapted to

the particulai place The artistic scheme is one of

informality If the place is vei> soft, stepping-stones

may comprise the walks Hereabouts may be grown
the many marsh and wet-land plants, many of which
are showy and also little known to cultivators. The
8parganiums, pontederias, some of the hibiscus (page

338), many orchids, loosestrifes, cephalanthus, utne-
ulanas, and a host of others will occur to frequenters
of morasses and distant shores L H B

BOLANDRA (II N Bolander, Californian botanist).

Saxifragdcew Two species of small W. American herbs
offered for borders and wild gardens

Flowers purplish in lax corymbs, petals 5, inserted
on the throat of the 5-lobed calyx, stamens 5, alternate
with petals Delicate herbs, suitable for rockwork
where there is a plentiful supply of moisture.

oreg&na, Wats A foot or 2 high, pubescent and
glandular lvs lacmiately toothed and lobed. fls. deep
purple, tube of the calyx equaling the teeth and a little

shorter than the petals pedicels reflexed m front. Ore.
and Wash —Intro by Gillett in 1881.

The first-described species, B calif6rnica. Gray, seems not to
have been offered in the trade It is a smaller species less pubescent

with smaller fls , the lower lvs round-remform and 5-lobed. plant
3-12 in. high, the sts weak and slender

BOLD6A FRAGRANS, cult in S. Calif : Peumus.

BOLETUS: Mushroom.

B6LLEA (in honor of Dr Karl Bolle) . OrchidAcex.
Epiphytic greenhouse orchids without pseudobulbs, with
flat lvs

,
and lateral 1-fld peduncles sepals and petals

nearly alike, spreading, the lateral sepals forming a
distinct chin, lip articulated to the column-foot, entire,

the margin revolute, furnished with a thick ndged
plate, over which the stout column extends, pollima 4
—A Trop. American genus of 4 species

A. Recurved tip of lip purple

viol&ceum, Reiehb f (Ifuutleya vwldcea, Lindl.
ZygopHalum moldceum

,
Reiehb f ) Fls deep violet;

sepals and petals broad, undulate, lip ovate, cordate,

the tip recurved. British Guiana F S. 7 678. P M.
8 . 1 .

AA. Recurved tip of lip yellow

b. Fls violet or purple

ccetestis, Reiehb f (
Zygopetalum caleste, Reiehb f ).

Lvs up to 1 ft long and 2 in broad, fls 3-4 m across,

sepals and petals bluish violet, with yellow tips, the
dorsal broadly obovate, petals similar to the dorsal
sepal, lip colored like the petals, the crest buff

Colombia BM 6458 Gt 31.1075. Lind. 2*61.

G. 16.99. Gn. 31, p 121

bb Fls rose-colored.

c. Sepals and petals light rose

P&tmii, Reiehb f (Zyqopetalum Pdtimi, lleichb f ).

Lvs up to 1 ft long and 2-3 in wide fls 3-4 m across;

sepals and petals light rose, undulate, the lower side of

the lateral sepals darker; lip triangular-hastate, yellow.

FM 1875 147. GC II 3.9

cc. Sepals and petals dull rose
,
tipped with yellow and

margined white or yellow.

Lalindei, Reiehb f. (Zygopetalum Lalindei, Reiehb.
f.). Lvs as in B Pahnii, but fls smaller and darker, lip

ovate-hastate, yellow. Colombia. B M. 6331. O.R.
8 •369 George V Nash.

B6LLEO-CHONDRORH?NCHA. A cross of Bollea

coelestis with probably Chondrorhyncha Chestedonn,
with both of which it was found growing m Colombia,
whence it was intro to the collection of Otto Froebel of
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Zurich in 1898 It has received the name B.-C. Froe-
beliina. Conn. This natural hybrid has a slender erect

peduncle 4 m. long, at the top bearing 2 membranous
bracts half the length of the ovary fl 3)4 in wide, the
sepals and petals lanceolate-hgulate, yellow-white,

lightly tinged with rose, especially at the summit, dor-
sal sepal pointed, curving outward at the top, the lateral

ones much incurved, petals obtuse, almost flat, curved

back at the tip; lip somewhat thick and fleshy, more
delicate than in B. cortestis, the blade widely obovate
and rounded, crest orange-yellow, with a yellowish

border and an edge of brown-purple.

BOLOCANTHUS, BOLUSANTHUS: Lophocarpua.

BOLTONIA (James Bolton, English botanist). Com-
vdsitx. False Chamomile Four or 5 species of aster-

hke glabrous often glaucous herbs of the United States

and eastern Asia, sometimes planted in borders and
wild gardens
They are tall and leafy plants, blooming profusely

in late summer and autumn, and excellent for the

hardy border They have alternate, entire and sessile or
clasping lvs and angled, often striate, sts. Differs from
Aster in having very few pappus bristles which in

Aster are numerous, and in other technical characters.

Boltonias are of easiest culture They take care of

themselves when once established Propagation is

effected by division Should be better known to garden-
ers. They stand without staking

asteroldes, L’Her. (B. glastifbha
,
L’Her ) Sts 2-8

ft., simple below and branching at the top: lvs broadly
lanceolate or the upper narrower heads short-pedun-
cled, numerous, the rays varying from white to violet

and purple, mvolucral bracts lanceolate and acute,

greenish; scales of the pappus numerous and conspicu-

ous, the 2 awns sometimes missing Pa to 111 and S

B.M. 2381, 2554. Mn. 1:33. Gn. 74, p. 438. R.H
1903, p. 59 —Perennial.

latisqufcma, Gray. Fig. 589. A handsomer plant,
with larger and more showy heads with blue-violet
rays, mvolucral bracts oblong or obovate and obtuse
(often bearing a minute point); pappus scales small,
the awns present and conspicuous. Kan. and Mo. to
Ark. G.F. 5-271 (adapted in Fig. 589). C.L.A. 7:490
Perennial. Var. n&na, Hort. A dwarf form scarcely
2-3 ft tall, with pinkish rayed fls Branches freely

from the base.

B cantomtnais, Franch & Sav
, 18 native to Japan, where the

young plants are used for greens See Georgeson, AG 13, p 8, fig.

4. It is annual Has not yet appeared in the American trade Gray
restricts Boltonia to the U S , and regards his species as of another
genus B laevigata, Hort =B asteroidesCf

) L H B
N. TwLOR.t

BOLUSANTHUS Loachocarpus.

BOMAREA (named after the French botanist, J C.
W de Bomare) Amarylhdacw Tender South Ameri-
can plants allied to Alstrameria, and with similar fls.

but a twining habit Lvs parallel- veined, usually

borne on short, twisted petioles fls m pendulous
umbels, variously colored and spotted, borne in early

spring and suinmet
,

penanth funnel-shaped, tube
none
The most beautiful species now grown is probably

B Carden It has laige terminal cymes of rose-col-

ored flowers, about 2 inches long, with dark purple
spots and blotches Another valuable form is B Shut-
tleworthn with pale yellow flowers, spotted with green

Bomareas delight in a rich, fibrous soil, and require

plenty of water during the growing season, which be-
gins early in the spring A little wel 1-decayed cow-
manure mixed with the soil impro\es the growth and
results in larger clusters of flowers, as does also manure
watering during the growing season Late in fall the
stems $,re cut down to the ground and the roots are

kept in the soil in a diy state While they often make
satisfactory pot-plants, they do best when planted out
in an open sunny position in a cool conservatory where
they have plenty of air m summer In the south,
bomareas may be grown in the open air on trellises m
half-shady place-. All are woodland plants and cannot
be successfully grown in the glaring heat of the sun.

Propagation is by fresh seeds, which germinate
readily if sown in shallow pans in a warm propagating-
house, also, and more rapidly, by careful division of

the rhizome, to which some of the roots should be
attached.

a. Penanth-segms. equal.

b Umbel simple, fls medium-sized.

oligfintha, Baker Lvs 3-4 m. long, oblong, acute
lax, thm, densely pubescent beneath: fls 6-8 in an
umbel; bracts large, If.-like; segms. 1-1 in. long,

outer dull red, inner bright yellow with reddish brown
spots Peruvian Andes
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bb. Umbel compound.

c FIs. small.

Salsflla, Herb {B ocul&ta, M J Roem Alstrcembna
oculdta, Lodd.) Fig 590 Lvs. 2-4 in long, %m.
broad, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, moderately firm,

glabrouB beneath: umbel 4-15-rayed; rays 1-3 m.
long, 1-3-fld.

;
bracts

small; fls. pink or

red, marked with
blue and dark pur-

E
le within. Chile.

i.B.C 19: 1851.

B.M. 3344.

cc. Fls. large.

CArderi, Mast.
Lvs 4-6 in long,

1*4-3 in broad, ob-
long, acute: umbel 1

ft long, 6-9-rayed;
rays 1-4-fld

;
bract*

large, leafy, peri-

anth-segms. 2 in

long, outer pale
pink, spotted brown
near tne top, inner
greenish white,
much spotted. F.
M 1876 239. G.C.
II 5 793

591. Bombax malabancum (x'«) Chon tal 6nsi S,

Seem Lvs 6-8 in.

long, broadly lanceolate umbel very large, rays 4-6-

fkl
,

fls numerous, 2*4 >n long, outer segms waxy,
wavy margined, rosy red or pink with brown spots,

inner ones thinner, pale greenish yellow, spotted —The
largest-fld species, very effective when well grown

Shuttleworthn, Mast Lvs 5-6 in long, oblong,
acute, glabrous umbel 1 ft long, 5-10-rayed, rays
usually 3-fld

,
penanth-segim 2 in long, outer reddish,

inner greenish yellow Colombian Andes G C II.

17 77, 85 — The curious egg-shaped tubers termi-
nate unbranched roots, which spring from a rhizome
about 1 m wide Having no eyes or buds, they cannot
be used for propagating

aa Perumth-segms not equal
,
the inner longer.

b. Umbel simple.

patacoclnsis, Herb (B conf6rta, Benth ) Sts pur-

C
le-tmted, pubescent lvs 5-6 in long, oblong-lanceo-
ite, pubescent beneath fls 20-30, outer segms. 1 in

long, bright red, inner ones 2*4 in long, Dright red,

jellow-keeled, with a few spots Andes of Ecuador
and Colombia G C II 17 187. B M 6692 —When
well grown, the umbel is very dense and many-fld.

CaldasUna, Herb Lvs thin, spreading, oblong,
acute, distinctly petioled, 3-6 in long, glaucous, puber-
ulent beneath umbel 6-30-fld

;
bracts many, oblong-

lanceolate. pedicels 1-2 in long, pilose, outer segms
reddish brown, about 1 in long, inner ^£in. longer,

bright yellow. B M 5442 (as Alstraenesia Caldani).

bb Umbel compound.

vitellina, Mast. Lvs 3-4 m long, ovate-oblong: um-
bel about 12-rayed; penanth-segms bright yellow,
outer 1*4 m long, inner 2 m long; bracts large, leafy.

Peruvian Andes GC 11.17:151.
B Wtrcklfi, Lemoinp Lvs lanceolate, acuminate, bright green

ns about 12 in a terminal umbel, vermilion—orange with orange-
yellow inside Costa Rica

j J^ogE j

B(5MBAX (a Greek name for raw silk
,
alluding to the

cottony contents of the pods) Bombac&cex. Silk
Cotton Tree A genus of 50 species of tropical shrubs
and trees, with digitate 5-9-foholate lvs., 1-fld. axillary

or clustered peduncles, and usually large white or
scarlet fls Specimens are rarely seen in cult, in fine

glasshouses, and only 1 of the species appears to be in
the American trade. The bark of some species pro-
duces commercial fiber such as the Kapok fiber.

malabkricum, DC (B. Ceiba, Burme ). Fig. 591.
Large deciduous tree, the branches in whorls, the trunk

and branches spiny lvs 5-7-foliolate, palmate, the lfts

entire, cuspidate fls 6-7 in long, clustered near the

ends of the branches, red or scarlet, sometimes white
fr a5-valved caps .silky India —A ver> showy plant,

excellent for warmnouse, but tender. Intro in U S.

by Royal Palm Nursenes in 1912. N Taylor.

BONESET: Eupatonum per/ohatum

BOOKS' Literature

BORAGE (Bordgo officinalis,

Linn ) Fig 592 Boraginaccx- A
coarse annual plant grown for

culinary use in some parts of Eu..

as m Germany Used as a pot-
herb and sometimes with salads.

Only the young lvs are palatable.

Mostly known in this country as

a bee-plant and for its handsome
blue or purplish racemed fls It

is a hairv plant, 1^-2 ft high,

with oval or oblong lvs Eu
,
N.

Afr Eng Bot 1 36 Borago laxi-

fldra DC ,
is a small, decumbent

alpine, but of easy cult
,
offered in

the trade It has alternate., ovate
lvs

, hairy throughout, and pretty,

long-peduncled, purple or violet

fls Corsica B M. 1798.—Little

known m Amer. jj. Taylor f

BORASSUS (an old name, cf

no significance here) Palmdcese.
tribe Bordssinse Tall unarmed
palms, with ringed trunks

Leaves large, palmately flabelh-

form; plicate sheath short, petiole

,
spiny; ligule short rigid fls small,

densely packed in pits on the cat-

kin-like branches of a spathe which
comes out between the lvs

,
sta-

mens 6 • fr large, subglobose,
brown.—Species 1. Trop Afr For

593 Borassus flabelhfer. cult , see Latania The seeds are
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very hard and do not germinate readily unless given
strong bottom heat and abundant moisture.

flabelltfer, Linn. (B flabelhfdrmxs, Murr. B. arthib-

pium, Mart.). Meelalla, a native name for young
plants, called also Palmyra Palm by the Hindoos Fig
593. St 60-70 ft high: lvs. 8-10 ft. long, broader than
long* If-segms. bifid at the apex, lanceolate or sword-
shaped m outline.—Widely cult One of the most use-
ful palms of India. The frs are very large Many parts
of the plant are utilized by the natives as food and in

the arts. Wood black, very hard. This plant requires

rich soil and strong heat for its best development, and is

rather slow-growing under cult., especially while young.

N. Taylor f

BORDER. In gardening practice, the term “border”
is employed to designate definite strip-planting on the
margins. The margin may be along the boundary of

a yard, pqrk or other area; close about a residence or
other building; or a parallel of walks and drives In all

these positions, the border becomes a part of the
artistic landscape plan. In some cases Borders are
designed separately as flower-garden or ornamental
features, as margins or boundaries of an avenue of sod

or of a formal walk The border derives its value from
its relationship as well as from its intrinsic character
It is a conception of boundaries and inclosures, and
consequently is part m a design of open centers and
good lawns. It develops mass effects rather than the
detached and spot effects of lawn beds and of single

planting; and it derives much of its pleasing result

from its length, distance and perspective The border
may be permanent, comprised of hardy plants; or

it may be a bedding form of gardening, using tem-
porary subjects; or it may have a framework of hardy
material, with inter-planting of bulbs and annuals and
greenhouse plants. Borders are often designed to carry
and emphasize one idea,—the idea of larkspurs or of

hollyhocks, for example; and in such cases the domi-
nance is secured by similarity, and repetition of one
plant-form. These borders, when well made, are most
effective; but they do not cover the entire season unless
expensive efforts are made to replant with other things
as soon as the desired effects are passed. Figs. 594-
596 show the placmg of borders in recognized land-
scape plans; and Fig. 597 suggests how a mixed hardy
border works itself out. Fig 598 shows the emphasis
of a single strong plant-form set against a border
rather than to be placed alone in the lawn without
background or support. L. H. B.

The hardy border.

The hardy border has assumed a new relation to ornar
mental planting within recent years in America. Once
only occasional, it now forms a dominant part of many
gardens previously given up almost entirely to the dis-

play of greenhouse plants or tender annuals. Properly
designed for a specific purpose, it is capable of giving a
maximum of pleasure for a minimum of effort and
exDense. Now that plants, especially American native
plants, are coming to be valued for then: intrinsic beauty
and interest rather than for their rarity and cost, the
hardy border is a more peisonal and individual expres-
sion than some other forms of garden effort.

The informal hardy border is often the most charm-
ing, and nature has provided us with many roadside
or meadow-corner examples of exquisite beauty. Such
a border may change not only with the day but almost
from morning until afternoon during the luxuriant
June weeks It may follow the chromatic balance of

the season from the blightness of spring hues through
the cooler tones of summer until the rich tints of the
autumn asters and goldeniods blend into the warmer
colors of the aftermath that remains to enhance the
effectiveness of the winter’s snow in making the border
a continuous pleasure This informal planting can be
handled with individuality and changed to suit knowl-
edge, circumstance and sui roundings without destroy-
ing its charm The wild things that are picked up-
let us hope without ever exteimmating a plant colony
anywhere—in a day’s woodland ramble, belong in this

informal border Often the border is built around or
with reference to some essential tree or larger shrub,

as a rugged old pine, or a picturesque clump of lilac,

or a mass of rhododendrons. It ma> combine shrubby,
herbaceous and bulbous plants to advantage
The formal hardy border has been exemplified in

some notable New England gardens It is usually

formed with masses of similar plants—as a long strip

of delphinium 4
!, a great body of aquilegias, serried rows

of phloxes, or lupines,—and at tunes is effectively com-
bined with architectural adjuncts m the so-called

“Italian” style, or with evergreen trees of formal or
clipped outline. But the “barbered” formal border is

passing, and even in the best American example of a
formal hardy garden, made up of various borders, the
edging of the daintily informal evergreen pachysandra
gives a note of variation that is significant and pleasing.

The hollyhocks, foxgloves and similar treasures of all

gardens are indispensable in the formal border to cariy
line and give contour and mass. In one notable example,
the background of a succession of fine hardy borders
is a clambering mass of Crimson Rambler roses hang-
ing over a great wall.

In the conventional hardy border, the shrubby plants
are used less freely than the herbaceous perennials, and
the bulbs still less freely, as yet. The shrubs, if selected
properly as to character, eventual height, color, time
of bloom and effect of foliage, may well form a frame-
work m which to set the higher colors of the composi-
tion supplied by the herbaceous plants—the peonies,
ins, gaillardias, veronicas, and the like. Or it is prac-
ticable to build the border entirely without shrubs,
depending only on the masses and forms available in

the plants that d>e to the ground each winter. With
the increase in variety of herbaceous plants now com-
mercially available everywhere, a very delightful and
continuous succession of bloom may be had.
The bulbous plants—of course as fully herbaceous

as any, but distinguished m trade parlance by their
“onions” instead of roots, and their different dormant
conditions—should come to more importance in the
hardy border. They give colors, forms, fragrance and
effects unique to the class. The popular conception of
“bulbs” has centered around tulips and hyacinths, the
so-called “Dutch” bulbs, but the various narcissi, the
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scillas, snowdrops, anemones, and especially the lilies,

are more adapted to the permanent border than those.

The narcissus, for instance, m several largely grown
forms, adapts itself to both the informal and formal
border plantings Combined with iris and lilies, and
using certain of the late-flowering tulips, effects as per-

manent as they are pleasing are now produced, and at

little expense. The fancier of rare things may indulge

himself according to his resources with the newer and
more unusual forms, theie are narcissi m commerce at
$(>() each and Js»5 is cheei fully paid for a gladiolus bulb

While the nature of hardy garden flowers, with the
relief of varied green loliage, seems to make agreeable

a heterogeneous color-combination, yet more pleasing

pictures are painted in harmonizing or properly con-
trasting hues The raw scarlet of the oriental poppv
or the kmphofia, for example, does not “go” or com-
pose agreeably with pink or magenta phlox It is well

to keep tiger lilies and certain pink hibiscus colors from
fighting each other, as another example Indeed, a
fascination of the hardy border is this opportunity to
select and combine hues that shall match and succeed
each othei agreeably A border is in mind that blended
insensibly from deep enmson at one end through white
to pink and white to yellow along to orange and seailct

at the other end There w as no clash It must he said,

however, that if the larger and more vividly colored
flowers are judiciously placed, the general mixture of

blooming plants in a bolder is wholly agreeable, even
as an oriental rug including many hues m small masses
is agreeable

Fragrance, also, is a quality to plan for m hardv
borders,—here a bit of bergamot m a half-shady corner,

there the stateliness and the sweetness of many lilies

The funkia scents the evening air, and the wild rose is as

fragrant m foliage as in flower There is added delight
in the odorous quality of certain shrubs
An interesting feature ot the border is the seasonal

succession of its bloom It may begin before spring
is more than an atmospheric hint, with its hepaticas,

certain violets, and the snowdrops and crocuses After
that there need be no flowerless moment until a freeze

—

not a mere frost—stops the glow of the chrysanthe-
mum and finishes the dainty display of the monkshood
The garden may also continue to please through ex-

tended weeks by changing foliage and by bared twigs
of bright, colors, as well as by glowing fruits that hang,
like the barberries, until the next spring signals retire-

ment
A pleasing way of creating hardy borders is by the

segregation of genera and families Ins will cover four
months with varied flowers of as varied heights. All

the columbines may cover many weeks in time of beauty.
A collection of viburnums makes a shrub border of

long showmess Lilies are gorgeous, or dainty
,
they are

short or stately, and they include months of bloom-time
as a family There is great delight in studying plant

families grouped in neighborly fashion
The hardy oorder ma> endure full sun or deep shade

with all variations between, if its citizens are selected

for their adaptability. Some plants of the border need
wet feet, others are best, like the moss pink, on a
diy and sterile sunny bank It is this great range that
makes the good border so very good, for it reflects the
adaptability of nature for thousands of years
The plants for a border are now legion The nursery*

men in these days have considered the needs of the

planter, and there is little difficulty in securing what is

wanted Certain tradesmen grow' perennials in small
pots, available nearly all the growing season Hut a
personal hardy border can be made with little aid from
the nurseryman The man—or woman—who loves

them can transplant hardy plants with success at any
tunc of the year when the ground is not frozen deeply,
and such persons find plants in the wild that mav be
separated without destroying colonics of a kind There
is also the fascinating and inexpensive method of

rowing the perennials from seed, resulting m more
nowledge gained through failures; and in enough suc-

cesses to furnish plenty of plants to the grower and his

friends The hardy border of the personal Bort is a
great educator in patience, perseverance and knowl-
edge of plant life. j. Horace McFarland.

The making of the border.

Perennial herbaceous plants should form the major
part of the planting in most borders, as these are per-
manent and eliminate the necessity of replanting the
whole each year. Biennials, such as the Canterbury
bells and foxglove,—for these arc best treated as sueh,

—
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hollyhocks and sweet williams are an essential that

should be provided for m a reserve garden, and moved
to the place in which they are desired to bloom as gaps
occur Annuals are necessary, such as mignonette,
larkspur, candytuft, asters, stocks and other favorites

to help out the display during July and August, for

this is a period when perennials in bloom are scarce.

There should be a background of shrubs with a group or
individual dwarf shrub here and there to break up the

flatness, especially in winter and early spring

It is a question whether spring-flowering bulbs are

admissible in this type of permanent border. It is

better to keep them in a place by themselves for the
reason that it is difficult, to make changes when tho
ground is planted with bulbs, and to lift these at
stated periods necessitates disturbing all the other
occupants A group of Darwin tulips here and there is

much admired and m keeping, but a general planting
is better made elsewhere, as under trees and among
ferns

A border being permanent, no effort should be
spared to prepare thoroughly m the beginning Deep-
rooting plants, as peonies,- hemerocallis, delphiniums
and columbines, require deep preparation of the soil

and liberal enrichment, double-digging or trenching
being essential It is better, if possible, to prepare and
plant a portion at a time rather than to plant m a hurry
and go over it all again later. If the soil is heavy, add
sand and coal-ashes, so that it may be easier to work at

all times If the soil is inclined to be wet, it must be
drained to take care of surplus water A dry soil can
be unproved by the addition of leaf-mold, and provision

must be made for watering in dry seasons. It is not

necessary to lay the pipes deep if there is a natural

pitch to the land, the water then being turned off late

in the year and the pipes drained for safety. Faucets

should he so placed that 50 feet of hose will water any
part that needs it; thus the outlets may be 100 feet

apart.

The grouping of plants m a mixed border is governed

by the width and extent of this border. In large, wide

spaces, ample groups of each plant are necessary to
secure the desired effect and to avoid “spottiness.”

I arge-growing permanent plants, as peonies, boltonias,

heleniums, rudbeckias and even silphiums and late-

flowering asters should be planted at the back, in front

of these, the phlox m separate colors, or at most two
colors together that will harmonize, German ins in

masses of one or more colors, bleeding heart, campanu-
las, Veronica subsesnlis, monarda, oriental poppy, col-

umbines, pyrethrums, perennial candytuft, and, in front

of these, the usual dwarf edging plants, as arabis,

alyssum, the Carpathian harebell, shooting-star, ery-

simum, Tunica saxifraga, geum, lleuchera mngumea
and others If the border is narrow, individual treat-

ment must be followed to secure a greater variety, and
it is always permissible to add the old favorite sweet-
smelling plants and herbs, such as balm, thyme, lemon
verbena, southernwood, rosemary, rue, marjoram, bor-

age and fennel, and some sweet geranium. All these

give interest when flowers are waning, and call up
associations helping to take the memory back to old

friendships
A borcler of this kind will need the addition of annuals

to take the place of the earlier flowering plants that are

past Seeds of mignonette may be sown in the place

where they are to flower; snapdragons may be raised in

frames or hotbeds and set out among other plants that

are passing; the scailet salvia may be put where its

color will not clash when in flower; gladiolus may be
set out in groups of one color; Hyacinthus candicans
looks wrcU in fall when planted at the back, m fact, the
mixed border of today should contain every desirable

plant that has either

sentiment or blossoms
— possibly both— to
recommend it.

Lilies often do well

m partially shaded
situations in which
moisture is sure and
leaf - mold has been
added. They should
never be treated to

manure They are best
seen when planted in

masses sufficient to

make a display m their

season L. auratum
never lives long but is

good for a year or two

;

L, speciosum is a better
lily to keep; the tiger

lily always remains
with us as do also L.
umbellatum, L. Han-
8onn

,
L. Thunbergi-

anum or L. eleyans, and
great results are ex-

pected from the new
Chinese L. mynophyl-
lum andothers of recent
introduction. The
flower-stalks of lilies

should never be pulled
up in fall, but cut off

at the ground. It is

a protection to the
heart of the bulb to let the stem remain.

Perhaps the most important detail of the manage-
ment of the border is that of protection m winter. The
border should be protected and nourished at the same
time, this is possible when a quantity of well-decayed
manure and leaf-mold is available for a top-dressing,

preferably after a little frost has penetrated the soil.

This can be lightly forked into the soil in spring, but a
spade should never be used except when making

507. A good mixed border, with many attractive plant forms.
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changes. The great charm of this form of gardening is,

after all, the necessity of change from year to year It

must not in any sense he considered changeless Some
plants will outgrow their allotted space and must be
restricted, biennials will die out and need replanting,

some color scheme may be wrong and need alteration,

other really good things will need to be divided ana
replanted, and in this way the interest is kept up by
the taking of notes through the season for reference at

598. The single specimen set against a border planting.

the planting-time, and this is best done after the fall

rams in September and early October before the soil

loses its wannth, root-action being rapid then, and the

roots soon become established before winter There is

always enough to do m spring, and changes in the

borders left for that tune are often made at the sacri-

fice of the display due in summer-time Much miscon-
ception was the result of the term “perennial border ”

The plants were not all permanent, and the display was
not continuous Out of it has been evolved a much
more satisfactory thing in that it. calls for endless study,

a greater variety containing all the good things, and the
possibility of change each season as fancy dictates.

In wide borders especially
,

it adds greatly to the

effect to plant some dwarf-growing shiubs near the
path, such as Leiroine’s deut/ia and philadelphus,

some specimens of the new choice lilacs (double and
single), Daphne ('montm, the dwarf flowering crabs

like Malta Toungo and M . Rxngo These are all very

beautiful and stand close inspection The shrubs may
be so arranged as to form bays for groups of plants,

either for certain seasons or color effects, and if 1 here is

a tendency to outgrow the situation, pruning judi-

ciously will help if done directly after the flowering

season is past, with no sacrifice of bloom, always taking

care to ki'cp the individual shape of each shrub
Shears must never be used on shrubs, but shorten-m
the longer shoots with a knife

The Japanese iris, if used in the border, must be
planted near water so they can be frequently irrigated

m dry times or failure is sure to ensue. They' are somi-
aquatie and will take much nourishment also The
German kinds require a warm sandy soil, and a dry
time in late summer suits them well. They are also

best transplanted in September before the heavy rams,
as root-action begins at this time and they become
reestablished before the winter sets in

Borders need constant care in summer to keep them
trim and clean. All seed-stems and dead flowers should
be removed, tall-growing plants staked up with neat
stakes, and, above all, plants grown in reserve to take
the place of such as are dying out after blooming There

is no more interesting phase of gardening than this,

because it calls for care and study all the time, year by
year, and our failures of this season are with us to
profit by during the next. E. O. Orpet.

BORECOLE: Kale

BORfeTTA: Dabiecta.

BORONIA (after Francis Borone, an Italian who
lost his life at Athens m the service of Dr Sibthorp).
Rut&ceae. Greenhouse shrubs, interesting, and very
fragrant

Boroma is a genus of Australian shiubs with numer-
ous fis

,
having a rue-like fragrance Ivs. opposite, odd-

pinnate, or sunnle fls axillary and terminal, red, rarely
W'hite or purplish, on the plan of 4, beatmg a thick
entire disk: fr 2-4 carpels, each 1- or 2-seeded B.
megnMgmc and its allies, B elotior and B. heterophylla

,

are remarkable for their very large stigrna (which is

4-lobed at the base), and their curious stamens, 4 of
which are small, yellow, pollen-bearing, and hidden
under the stigma, while the 4 large, conspicuous ones
are dark purple or black, and bear no pollen—About
00 species, in Australia.

The chief value of boronias is their delicious fragrance.
A small specimen will perfume a whole house for two
or three weeks Boronias are cultivated like (tape heaths
in a cool greenhouse. After flowering they should be
cut back, m order to make compact, bushy specimens.
The leading shoots ma\ be frequently' pirn hod, to pre-

vent a straggling growth As most of them are native
of barren sandy places, not bogs, good drainage is

necessary. “Sour" soil is very disastrous to them The
English florists set their young plants in the open ground
during summer, being careful to shade them with lath
frames Plants that have flowered two seasons are
thrown away and replaced by younger specimens.
They are propagated by cuttings from half-ripened
wood inserted m 1-mcli pots, which are filled to within
an inch of the top with a compost of finely sifted loam,
peat and sand, over which is spread a layer of sharp
sand After a thorough watering, they may be plaeed
under a bell-glass m a greenhouse m which the tem-
perature ranges from 4.)° to 50° F

,
and shaded from

bright sunshine Seeds germinate readily in the same
temperature, and make good flowering plants m one
se.ison Seeds can be obtained from German or Austra-
lian dealers, large quantities being collected in the wild.

Boronias belong to a large class of hard-wooded Aus-
tralian plants that were popular along with the Cape
heaths in the early

part of t he nineteenth
century These were
largely replaced by
quicker-growing,
soft -wooded plants.

The renewed interest

in boronias is largely

due to the more re-

cently introduced
species, of which the
first three described
below are the best.

American florists

have lately grown
them somewhat for

Easter, especially B.

hekrophylla. Many
species are likely to

be introduced, as
these shrubs arc very
brilliant m Australia,

blooming when very
voung, and remain-
ing attractive for two
or three months. 599. Boronia megastigma. (XH>
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a. Stigmas large.

b. Lvs. less than 1 in. long, Ifts. m 1 or 2 -pairs
,
plus an'

odd one.

c FIs borne singly .

megastigma, Necs. Fig 599. Height about 2 ft.:

lvs. very sparse, long, sessile, the upper with 1

pair, the lower with 2 pairs oi lfts beside the end one;

lfts narrowly linear: ns maroon-purple outside, yel-

low within, borne less densely than in B elatior. At
times some fls are chiefly brown, others chiefly pur-
ple B.M 6046 —Var. afirea, Hort

,
has pale creamy

yellow fls.

cc. Fls. borne in whorls of 4 or 6.

heteroph^lla, F. Muell Height 5-6 ft. in Austra :

lvs 1-1

A

>n long, sometimes simple, usually with 1

pair, rarely 2 pairs, of lfts : fls bright scarlet, but usually

pictured as purplish crimson. Differs from B elatior

and B megastigma in its larger lvs
,
fewer lfts

,
more

brilliant fls and longer filaments Cult only in its var.

brevipes, Hook f
,
which differs merely in the shorter

peduncles. B M. 6845 Gn 32:442— Of late years
it has been grown for Easter* by florists to a consider-

able extent

bb. Lvs. more than 1 in. long, lfts. m 2-6 pairs, plus an
odd one

elatior, Bartl. Height about 4 ft * pubescence vari-

able lvs close-set, 1-2m long, broad, petioled,

with lfts in 2-6 pairs, lfts. broader and shorter-acumi-
nate than m B megastigma fls dark red-brown, or rosy
red, or purple, sometimes showing groups of widely
different colors on the same branch, and borne so

densely as to hide one side of the branch. B.M 6285
Gn. 10:312. FE 9.491

aa Stigmm small

pinn&ta, Smith Lfts in 2-4 pairs, very smooth,
acute: peduncles dichotomous, 5-7-fld

,
stamens 8.

B.M. 1763. L B.C 5 473.

tetrfindra, Labill. Lfts in 4-5 pairs, obtuse, gla-

brous; branches pilose pedicles short, 1-fld * stamens 4.

B dentxculdia, Smith 2-b ft lvs mucronate, denticulate fls m
K’ inclcd corymbs, rose-purple —B Frdittri, Hook (B anemom-

, Paxt )
1-3 ft lvs tnfid, the wedge-shaped segms. entire

or 2-3-toothed fls axillary, solitary, pmk New Holland P M
9*123

—

B pulchHla, Turcz (B Drummondn, Planch) 2 ft* lvs.

pmnatifid fls rose-pink, freely produced m spring and summer.
Var dlba A white-fid form is known F S 9 881

Wilhelm Miller.
N. Taylor.!

BORZICACTUS: Cereus .

B6SEA (after Kaspar Bose, German amateur of

plants, at Leipzig, about 1700). Amarantdcex Syn.,

Bosia. Woody plants, rarely cultivated for their orna-
mental crimson berries

Upright shrub lvs petioled, alternate, ovate to ovate-
lanceolate, entire fls small, with 2-4 bracts at the base,

m terminal spikes or racemes; sepals and stamens 5;
petals wanting; ovary with 3 subulate stigmas fr a
1-seeded berry—Three species m the Canary Isis.,

Cyprus and Himalayas They can be cult only in

warmer temperate regions Prop by seeds and proba-
bly by cuttings of young wood.

Amhersti&na, Hook (Rodetia Amherstidna, Moq.).
Glabrous shrub, lvs ovate, acute or acuminate, 3-6
in. long, narrowed at the base into a petiole MrAva.
long. ns. perfect, greenish, 3^in. across, sessile, with 2-

4 bracts at the base, in terminal panicles: berries glo-

bose, Hm across, enmson W. Himalayas—Adv as

Bohea Amherstiana. The closely related B yervambra.
Linn., from the Canary Isis

,
is sometimes cult in Ola

World botanic gardens, it differs chiefly in its short-

stalked, polygamous fls., with only 2 bracts at the base.

Alfred Rehder.
BOSTON FERN: Nephrolepis

bOTANIC GARDEN. A collection of growing
plants, the primary purpose of which is the advance-
ment and diffusion of botanical knowledge

This purpose may be accomplished m a number of
different ways, and by placing emphasis on different

departments of the science. Some gardens, for exam-
ple, are preeminently centers of systematic botany, or
taxonomy; others of plant physiology and morphology;
while in two or three cases, more than special empha-
sis is placed on botanical education, or formal instruc-

tion, as distinguished from, or m close connection with,

research. But whatever the method, or wherever the
emphasis, the aim is the advancement of botany as

distinguished from horticulture or agriculture Some
of the ideas embodied in botanic gardens are dis-

played in Figs 600-603
All the scientific and educational work of a botanic

garden centers around the one important and essential

roblem of maintaining a collection of living plants,

oth native and exotic The extent to which this may
be done depends largely on the local climate, and ex-

tremes are found in such gardens as Christiana, Nor-
way, where the glasshouse is of prime importance, and
Havana, Cuba, or Buitenzorg, Java, where the tropical

climate renders a conservatory superfluous. At Buiten-
zorg there are coolhouses instead of hothouses

Many ancient
gardens were
little more than
olive orchards,
and one of the
earliest of these
of which there
is any authentic
record is the
temple garden of

Ivarnak There
was recently
discovered at
Thebes the tomb
of Nckht, the
head gardener of

this place, who
is believed to
have designed it

during the reign

of Thotmes III,

about 1500 B C.
While the

early gardens
were cultivated largely for economic rather than orna-
mental purposes, yet the Greeks, as may well be
expected, developed ornamental flower-gardens, and
this idea, with so many others of Greek origin, was
borrowed by the Romans Among the best known of

the Roman ornamental gardens were those of Lucullus,
and of Pliny the younger.
We learn from Pliny that during the first century of

the Christian era, Antonius Castor maintained in Rome
a garden of medicinal plants. Four hundred years pre-
vious to this however, or about 350 B. C., a botanic
garden was established in Athens by Aristotle. The
first director of this garden was Theophrastus, a pupil
of Aristotle, who fell heir to it on the death of the latter,

and was able to improve it by means of funds supplied
by a philanthropic citizen of Athens
The gap between these more ancient gardens and

those of today is, however, a wide one, and the modern
botanic garden may be considered as more immediately
derived from the private gardens of the herbalists in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. One of the best
known of these was the garden of John Gerarde, in Hol-
born. The plants here grown were chiefly medicinal
herbs, and the study of these collections, together with
the attempts to describe the plants accurately, grad-
ually develooed into modern systematic botany.

Dominica, B W Indies.
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The organization of all modern botanic gardens is

very similar in broad outline. There is usually a
director, with a scientific staff, and a head gardener,
with assistants Some gardens are purely scientific

institutions. Such were the early gardens of M’chaux,
m Charleston, South Carolina, of Darlington, in Ches-
ter, Pennsylvania, of Bartram, in Philadelphia, and of

Hosack, in New York City, all long since extinct, and
the Cambridge (England) Physic Garden A large

number of “botanical stations” and “acclimatization
gardens” in the various colonies of European coun-
tries, the Desert Botanical Laboratory of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, at Tucson, Arizona, and
the Acclimatization Garden of the same Institution at

Carmel, California, all devoted entirely to scientific

research, are often classed as botanic gardens, although
not such in a strict sense of the term
Many of the more purely scientific gardens are con-

nected with universities, or other institutions of learn-

ing, or closely affiliated with them This, for example,
is true of the Hortus Botamcus at Amsterdam, where

versities of Bonn, Breslau, Gottingen, Halle, Munich,
Strassburg, and Wurzburg, in Germany; of Ajbhens,
in Greece; of Groningen, Leiden, and Utrecht, m Hol-
land; of Genoa and Modena, in Italy; of Kov, Odessa,
and St Petersburg, in Russia; of Basel, in Switzerland;
of Nikko and Tokyo, Japan, and in the United States,
those of the University of California (Berkeley), Har-
vard University (Cambridge, Massachusetts), Smith
College (Northampton, Massachusetts), Mt Holyoke
College (South Hadley, Massachusetts), Michigan
Agricultural College (Lansing), the University of
Michigan (Ann Arbor), the University of Minnesota
(Minneapolis), the University of Pennsylvania (Phil-

adelphia), and Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore).
It is not uncommon in European countries to find

botanic gardens in connection with gymnasia (high
schools), and normal schools, but the only instance of
this kind m the United States, known to the wnter, is

the botanic garden of the Michigan State Normal
School, at Ypsilanti. This garden, with an area of 3
acres, serves only the purpose of supplying study-

601 . View in a botanic garden, showing related plants m groups.

were conaucted the epoch-making experiments of De
Vries with the evening primrose, (Enothera Lamartkiana,
and other species, culminating m the elaboration ot ttie

mutation theory, giving a new stimulus to studies m
experimental evolution and plant-breeding, and inci-

dentally illustrating how studies in pure botanical
science, made primarily for their own sakc

?
and seem-

ing, at first thought., ever so academic or impractical,

may be of inestimable value to such applied sciences as
horticulture and agriculture.

Among other botanic gardens forming an integral
part of the organization of collegiate or university
departments of botany may be mentioned those of
Aberdeen, Dundee and St. Andrews universities m
Scotland; those of Birmingham, Cambridge and Oxford
universities, and of the Royal Agricultural College at
Cirencester (Gloucester), in England; that of Trinity
College (Dublin), in Ireland; those of the universities
at Budapest, Czernowitz, Krakau, Lemberg, Prag, and
Vienna, in Austria-Hungary; of Ghent and Liege, in
Belgium; of Copenhagen, m Denmark; of the Catholic
university, in Lille, and the medical college and the
veterinary college in Lyons, France, those of the uni-

mat erial lor the courses in botany, nature-study and
agriculture.

It will be seen at a glance that botanic gardens are
much more common in Europe than in the United
States, and especially under governmental auspices.

The National Botanic Garden, at Washington. D. C.,

has not been developed as a scientific institution to

the extent of several private or semi-private foun-
dations.

Other so-called botanic gardens are little more than
public pleasure parks Golden Gate Park, the munici-
pal park of San Francisco, and primarily a pleasure
park, is administered with some regard to scientific

ideas, and is sometimes referred to as a botanical gar-

den. Here, also, for example, may be classed Prospect
Park, in Brooklyn, in which the labeling of the trees

gives a somewhat botanical aspect to the place Thie
park is said to contain more different species of trees,

both native and foreign, than can be found elsewhere in

America outside of a true botanic garden or arboretum
A third type of garden combines the features of a

scientific institution for research and education with
those of a public park. Of this nature are the Kew
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Gardens, near London, the Jardm des Plantes, Paris,

the Berlin Botanic Garden, at Dahlem, the New York
Botanical Garden, in Bronx Park, the Missouri Botani-
cal Garden, St. Louis, the Botanic Garden of the
Imperial University, at Tokyo, Japan, and the new
Brooklyn Botanic Garden.

It has already been implied above that the early

study of botany was closely connected with the use of

plants for medicine, gardens being largely, or even
exclusively, devoted to growing medicinal herbs. In
this connection it is interesting to note that while the
staple food, fodder, and fiber plants are grown as crops,

pharmacists and physicians have, with lew exceptions,

such as the opium-poppy and the ginseng, always
depended upon wild plants. This practice of gathering
only wild herbs doubtless accounts in large part for the
well-known and, until recent date, quite general adul-
teration of drugs
The total number of botanic gardens outside the

United States is approximately 325. In our own coun-
try there are about sixteen, eleven of which are college

and university gardens The following foreign gardens
are referred to in the order of their establishment.

Foreign gardens

1. Pisa, Italy, founded m 1543, by order of the
Grand Duke Cosmo de Medici I The second director

of this garden was Csesalpino, after whom the legumi-
nous genus Csesalpmia, was named. This was one of

the earliest gardens devoted to the public study of
botany.

2. Museum d’Histroire Naturelle, Paris, founded in

1635 by Guy de la Brosse, physician to the king. Its

first name was Jardm Royal aes Plantes Medicmales,
which was changed to the present name m 1790. The
gardens proper occupy 14 hectares out of a total of 23.

3 Chelsea Physic Garden, London. Established by
the Society of Apothecaries, in 1673, for the stated pur-
pose of furthering the teaching of botany, and of pro-
viding material and opportunity for botanical research.

The educational and scientific influence of this garden
can hardly be overestimated. It was founded By the
Society of Apothecaries of London, in 1606, and origi-

nally comprised the Grocers’ Company, an ancient
guild In 1617 a new' charter was granted by James I,

and the Society of Apothecaries became separate from
the Grocers’ Company. From the start the Society was
active in advancing botanical knowledge, and soon
after its incorporation, field trips, called “nerbarizings,”
were held at irregular intervals, and to these irregular

trips a regular annual one was added about 1633. The
botanical interests and activities of the Society found
natural expression in 1673 in the establishment of the
Physic Garden At first the ground was utilized not
only for growing specimens for scientific study, but also
for growing crops of medicmal plants sufficient to fur-

nish crude drugs for the commercial use of the Society.
However, when Sir Hans Sloan, in 1722, deeded to the
Society additional ground, adjacent to the original 4
acres of the garden, in the terms of the deed was a pro-
hibition of this practice, and the garden became from
thenceforth devoted to investigation and instruction.

The garden entered upon a new epoch with the
appointment, as ‘‘gardener,” of Philip Miller, well
known as the author of the classic ‘‘Dictionary of
Gardening.” The title of “gardener” was subsequently
changed to “curator ” In 1681 steps were taken toward
the development of a botanical library, which, by 1769,
contained about 300 bound and unbound books, deal-

ing chiefly with botany In 1835 John Lindley was
appointed Director of the Garden

It was in connection with the Society’s endeavor to
grow successfully plants that could be grown only with
difficulty or not at all in the smoky atmosphere of Lon-
don that the well-known “Wardian case” was devised,

by Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward, Fellow of the Royal

Society, and a friend and patron of the Physic Garden.
These “closely-glazed cases” were first described by
Ward in a letter to Sir William Hooker, dated 1834, and
published m the “Companion to the Botanical Maga-
zine,” in May, 1836. It was also found possible, by
employing these cases, to ship living plants across the
tropics from the southern to the northern hemisphere
with the loss of scarcely a plant, whereas, under former
methods of shipment many more plants penshed than
survived.
Among many important publications growing out of

the work of th^ Chelsea Physic Garden or produced by
members of its staff, may be mentioned Curtis’s “Lin-
nteus’s System of Botany,” and his “Botanical Maga-
zine,” and “Flora Londonensis;” Lmdley’s “Flora
Medica,” and Lindley and Moore’s “Treasury of Bot-
any,” Miller’s “Gardeners’ Dictionary,” mentioned
above; and Hudson’s “Flora Anglica ” In 1902 a well-

appointed laboratory building was opened m the gar-

den. In this building are two small rooms which con-
tain the private library of Charles Darwin. The library

equipment is used by students of the Royal College of

Science, and the Professor of Botany of the college is

Scientific Advisor to the Committee of Management.
The garden is used freely and largely by teachers with
classes, and living material for class study is supplied
in quantity to the University of London, the Royal
College of Science, and other local schools.

4. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, London (1759).

The present gardens resulted from the fusion of two
royal estates, the Richmond Gardens and the original

Kew Gardens. Richmond Gardens, composing the west-
ern portion of modern Kew, were the grounds of the
royal residence of Edward I The second half was the
private grounds of Kew House Lord Capel, who, by
marriage, came into possession of Kew House in 1696,
was greatly interested in the cultivation of plants, and
his collections formed the nucleus of the modern Kew
plantations. The property was leased to Frederick,
Prince of Wales, about 1730, and after his death, his

widow, Princess Augusta of Saxe Gotha engaged, in

1759, William Alton, a former pupil at the Chelsea gar-

den, to establish a physic garden, its rank as a true
botanic garden may be considered to date from this

year The union of Richmond and Kew was effected

m 1802.

Under Aiton was inaugurated the plan of sending out
expeditions for botanical exploration m foreign coun-
tries, a practice which has greatly enriched the her-
barium and living collections, and which has been car-

ried out on a large scale and with similar results in

America by the New York Botanical Garden. Perr6d6s
states that the specimen on which L’H6ntier founded

Snus Eucalyptus was collected on one of these
tions to the Cape m 1772 In 1789 Alton pub-
his now classic “Hortus Kewensis.” He was suc-

ceeded in the directorship by his son William T. Alton,
and the latter, in 1841, by Sir William J. Hooker,
although Aiton retained directorship of the pleasure-
grounds until 1845.

Hooker’s aims were to make Kew so attractive as to
create in the general public an interest in plants, to
advance pure and applied botany, and to train col-

lectors and gardeners. The area of the garden has
increased from 15 acres, when Sir William Hooker
became director, to about 95 acres at the present tune.

The former pleasure-grounds are now developed and
known as the Arboretum. In 1875, on the retire*

ment of Sir J. D. Hooker, who succeeded his father in

1865, Sir William Turner Thistle-Dyer was appointed
director. The present director is Lieut.-Col. Sir David
Prain.

In scientific matters the power of the Director of

Kew is absolute, but in matters of administration, he
is under the governmental Board of Agriculture. The
library consists of about 20,000 volumes, over one-half
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of which are set apart, primarily m the office of the
Keeper of the museums.
Kew has throughout exerted a profound influence on

the development of botanical science, and by the train-

ing of gardeners, and in numerous other ways, has for-

warded and really made possible the development and
work ot the numerous colonial gardens and botanic
stations The latter are in reality experiment stations,

and while administered by the colonial office, depend
upon Kew for scientific advice and for much economio
plant material. Consult Arboretum

5. Royal Botanic Society’s Gardens (1740). Special

mention should be made of the Royal Botanic Society’s

Gardens at Regent’s Park, Loudon, since so much
attention has been given there to the various aspects
of horticulture Prior to being taken over by the Royal
Botanic Society, about 1840, the area of the garden was
occupied by a nursery. Originally flat and circular in

outline, it has been given. Toy artificial treatment, a
diversified topography, and the plantations include an

A practical gardening school was established m 1897,
and in 1902 a laboratory building was erected for the use
of the school. A portion of the grounds is also set aside
for this school, and the head of the gardening staff is the
chief instructor in the gardening school Occasional
exhibitions are given to illustrate the nature-study work
of local schools.

The work of the garden m supplying study-material
for schools is unusually extensive, from 50,000 to 60 000
specimens of living plants being supplied annually to
students. Several hundred students* tickets are issued
each year by teachers in various schools. These tickets

admit the bearer daily until three o’clock, after which
hour the garden is closed to all except Fellows and
other visitors

The grounds are leased from the Crown, and the
money for this and other purposes is derived entirely
from private subscriptions by Fellows of the Royal
Botanic Society. On this account provision is made to
provide attractions for those not primarily or entirely

American garden (which is said to be now restricted to
a planting of rhododendrons), an herbaceous garden, and
an economic garden Much attention is given to the
growing of medicinal plants An arboretum was started,

But eventually abandoned on account of the small area.

The arrangement of plants in the herbaceous garden
is that devised by Mamock, the first curator, and the
one who planned the entire garden Each of the differ-

ent-shaped beds is devoted to one family of plants, so
that the relative size of the families is seen at a glance,
and beds of nearly related families are grouped together.
The economic division comprises trees and shrubs, but
the economic herbaceous plants are included m the
general herbaceous garden This is the most exten-
sive exhibit of economic plants grown in London, and
it is said that the first banana ever tasted bv the late

Queen Victoria came from a plant in this garden
The main part of the conservatory, built in 1845,

was the first large plant-house of glass and iron to be
erected in England The system of heating is that of
hot water, and the pipes are underground, but this

arrangement has not proved to be economical.

34

interested in botany The attractions include a tennis-
court, croquet-ground, flower-shows, garden f6tes, and
a club-house.

There is a set of meteorological instruments m the
garden, and records of barometer, wet- and dry-bulb
thermometers, temperature of the soil at depths of 1

foot and 4 feet, maximum temperatures m sun and
shade, minimum temperatures m shade and “on grass,”
precipitation, wind direction (but not velocity), durar
tion of sunshine, and general remarks are published m
the Botanical Journal of the Society This lournal,
issued quarterly, is now (1912) in its second volume

6. Buitenzorg (1817). The botanic garden at Buiten-
zorg is known officially as ’s Lands Plantentuin
(Botanic Garden of the State) Its Latin name, ‘Hor-
tus Bogorensis,” is derived from Bogor, the native
name ot Buitenzorg. The garden is a division of the
governmental Department of Agriculture of the Dutch
East Indies, and has been described as the most beau-
tiful botanic garden in the world. It was established
in 1817 bv Remwardt, and is located 36 miles from
Batavia. This location was fortunate for climatic rear
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sons, for while on the Java east coast there is a
drought season of three to four months, there is no
drought season at Buitenzorg The total annual
precipitation is between 180 and 200 inches, or approxi-
mately five times that of New York State. The inces-

sant rains are accompanied by a general lowenng of

the temperature, and this makes possible the cultiva-

tion of plants from the higher altitudes The altitude

of Buitenzorg is 900 feet. There are in reality three
gardens: First, the botanic garden proper, in the center
of the city, with an area of 89 acres. Each division of

this garden has a blanket label, giving a list of the
genera it contains, and each species is represented by
two specimens, one of which bears a label, giving the
scientific name, the common name, if there is one, and
usually the economic products of the plant The climb-
ing plants are arranged systematically m a group by
themselves The vast majority of plants are arbores-

cent, and there are about 10,000 species cultivated.

The garden is open day and night. The second division

is the agricultural garden, about a league from the
center of Buitenzorg, and having 173 acres Only
plants of economic .importance, including medicinal
plants, are grown here The third division or garden is

some distance from Buitenzorg, on the slopes of the
volcano of Gede Its area is 74 acres, and its altitude

is 5,000 feet, thus making possible the cultivation of

plants that cannot be grown m the other two gardens.
There is a museum building in connection with the
garden proper at Buitenzorg.

“The Annals,” the well-known publication, was
founded by the third director, Scheffer.

American gardens.

1. Bartram’s Garden (1728). The first botanic gar-

den in America was that of John Bartram, established

in 1728, and still existing, although in a greatly modified
form At about the same date (1725), Robert Prince,

one of the early settlers on Long Island, began to raise

a variety of trees for the purpose of ornamenting his

own grounds, and this activity soon developed into a
nursery, ultimately well known, not only m America,
but throughout Europe Such a venture was favored
by a growing interest in ornamental and edible plants

resulting from the importation of various French
fruits by the Huguenots, who settled at New Rochelle,
Now York, and along the north shore of Long Island.

This nursery continued under the supervision of the
same family for five generations (130 years). For a
number of years the proprietors confined their atten-

tion to fruit trees The institution was visited by
President Washington, and on August 29, 1796, after

the battle of Long Island, the British General Howe
placed a guard around the garden to protect the trees

and plants until all danger was passed. In many old

English gardens today are numerous native American
plants derived from tne Prmce nurseries In 1793 the
nursery was christened the Lmmean Botanic Gar-
den, and a catalogue of plants here grown passed
through more than twenty editions. The mahonias,

603. Entrance to a botanic garden (or arboretum), showing the utilization of natural features and woods as well as planted specimens.

Under the directorship of M Treub, the garden
became a mecca for investigators from all over the
world. One large laboratory is reserved entirely for
the use of visiting botanists. In the herbarium the
sheets are not kept in folios as ordinarily, but m tin
boxes, a necessary protection against insects and exces-
sive moisture. There is a library of several thousand
volumes. The director distnbutes annually, under the
authority of the government, and free of charge, seeds
and plants of useful vegetables.

desenbed in some of the earlier manuals as “from Ore-
gon,” are said to have been first grown in the Linnaean
garden, being one of the many novelties received from
the Lewis and Clark expedition. One of the plant-

houses was devoted to camellias, one to azaleas, one
to oranges and lemons, one to African and Asiatic

plants, and two to miscellaneous collections. The pro-
prietors were ever alert for novelties, and at the time oi

the potato famine in Ireland, Pnnce paid $600 for less

than a pint of bulbs of Dioscorea Batatas, for the pur*
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pose of testing them as a possible substitute for the
Irish potato At one time there were over 100 varieties

of strawberries under cultivation here, including the
once famous Isabella, which originated as a chance
seedling or mutant m the garden of Isabella Graham,
in Brooklyn. While not a botanic garden in the modern
or scientific sense, the Linmean garden exerted such
a profound influence on American horticulture and
arboriculture that it should not be entirely passed over
m this place.

2 Evans’s Garden (1828). The garden of John
Evans is located along Ithan Creek, near Philadelphia,

within walking distance from Rosemont Station, on
the Pennsylvania Railroad It was established about
1828, and was one of the fruits of Bartram’s garden
Evans frequently visited the Bartram garden and other
gardens in Philadelphia and vicinity, and became
greatly interested in plants His father was a miller,

and the vicinity of the mill, with the creek and mill-

pond, and the diversified land adjacent, afforded a
wide range of habitat conditions. Evans corresponded
with Sir William Hooker and exchanged seeds with him,
as well as with the son, Sir Joseph Hooker, including

material collected by the latter in the Himalayas lit*

also had a correspondent m Germany In Evans’s
garden the plants were arranged almost entirely on an
ecological basis, in “the order of nature,” and in this

respect it differed materially from most other gardens
befoie or since Mr Evans was his own director, cura-

tor, and head gardener, doing most of the manual labor

in the garden himself It is of interest to note here that
he used sawdust from his father’s mill to kill the weeds
around the cultivated plants, and this, on decaying,
made a rich fertilize!, which was spaded under The
garden is said to have been, m its prime, practically

unrivaled in shrubs and trees, and to have had few
equals m the richness of its herbaceous material Many
of the trees and shrubs were labeled with lead labels,

but no catalogue of the collections w’as ever published
3 The Missouri Botanical Garden (1859) The

Missouri Botanical Garden, at St Louis, was estab-

lished bv a gift of money and land from Heniy Shaw
It is popularly known in St Louis as “Shaw’s Gardens ”

On November G, 188.5, Mr Shaw established the
Henry Shaw School of Botany as a department of
Washington University, at St Louis, and the garden
and school became closely affiliated The professor or
one of the professors in the school shall be director

or director’s assistant, or both The grounds wrere

formerly closed to the public on Sunda\s, except the
first Sunday of June and September, but since 1912 they
have been open evciy Sunday afternoon irorn April
to December Each > oar there is preached m a local

church a sermon on “the wisdom and goodness of God
as shown m the growth of flowrcrs, fruits, and other
products of the vegetable kingdom.” The first director

of this garden was William Trelcase, who resigned
in 1912, and was succeeded by George T Moore.
The grounds comprise about 45 acres, the herbarium
about 800,000 sheets, and the library about 50,000
books and pamphlets One of the features of the gar-

den is a vegetable-garden, which gives pupils practice

m the growing of vegetables, and, by means of a forcing

house, this work is continued throughout the year The
best-known publication is the Annual Report “The
Missouri Botanical Garden Bulletin,” established in

January, 1913, will hereafter contain the annual
reports of the officers of the board and the director,

while the volume hitherto known as the “Annual
Report” will in the future be devoted exclusively to

the results of scientific research carried on at the
gardens.

4 Elgin Botanic Garden (1801) The first botanic
arden m New York City was located on Murray
Iill, about 1656, and was the precurser of the
Elgin Botanic Garden, established in 1801, by David

Hosack, on 20 acres of ground, located at what is now
the northwest comer of Fifth Avenue and 47th Street.
This garden was transferred to New York State in

1810, and became known as The Botanic Garden of the
State of New York. It was later transferred to Co-
lumbia University, but finally abandoned for lack of
funds. In the spring of 1913 the area was sold by the
university for $3,000,000

5 New York Botanical Garden (1894). The present
New York Botanical Garden, established in 1894, is

located at Bronx Park, in the Borough of the Bronx,
New York City. It comprises an area of approximately
250 acres, and besides two extensive ranges of plant-
houses, a range of six propagating-houses and the plan-
tations, includes the largest purely botanical museum
m the countiy, if not in the world. On the third floor

of the museum building arc located the herbarium,
libiary and laboratories The gr >unds, conservatories,

and museum are open daily without charge The
present Director-in-Chief, N L Britton, is also Pro-
fessor of Botany in Columbia University, and has
served since the foundation of the institution. Under
the auspices of this garden, the director and mem-
bers of the staff have conducted a systematic explora-
tion of continental and insular Amenca, the results of

which are being embodied in the “North American
Flora,” the most extensive botanical work evei under-
taken in America, appearing at intervals in fascicles or

parts. The herbarium, composed of the herbariums of

Columbia University, the Torrey Botanical Club, and
that of the garden pioper, contains over 1,500,000
specimens, and the library has over 40,000 volumes
anti pamphlets The scientific policy of the institution

is directed by a Board of Scientific Directors, and the
financial administration by the Board of Managers of

the Trustees The scientific staff comprises (1912),
besides the director-in-ehief, an assistant director, a
head curator, four curators, two assistant ourators,

head gardener, director of the laboratories, bibliogra-

pher, librarian, and other officers Free public lectures

on botanical and closely related subjects are £iven on
successive Saturday afternoons, and the following pub-
lications are issued “Journal” (monthly), “Mycolo-
gia” (bi-monthly), “Bulletin” (irregularly, and contain-
ing the Annual Report), “North American Flora,”
Memoirs, and Contributions. The Garden is supported
by municipal and by private funds

6 Brooklyn Botanic Garden. The Brooklyn Botanic
Garden, established m 1910, is a department of The
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, and an out-
growth of the work of the Department of Botany of the
Institute It was the wash of the founders to develop an
institution that, m connection with research, would
place more than usual emphasis upon formal instruc-

tion in botany. It is also the intention to emphasize
chiefly departments of botany other than taxonomy,
such as plant physiology and ecology, morphology, and
pathology, experimental evolution, and plant-breeding.
The first and present director is C Stuart Gager
The new laboratory and instruction building, in process
of erection (1912), will contain offices of administration,
several large laboratories, a small herbarium room, a
library, physiological and photographic darkrooms,
and twelve private research rooms A range of plant-
houses is also under construction The grounds com-
prise about 43 acres, located in the heart of the borough
of Brooklyn Through the center runs an artificial

brook, with swamp The plantations are classified un-
der ten heads, as follows (1) Systematic Section, com-
prising hardy herbaceous plants, chiefly perennials,

not native within 100 miles of the Garden, and arranged
in beds according to their natural affinities (2) Local
Flora Section (Native Wild-flower Garden), containing
herbaceous and wroody plants growing without cultiva-

tion within a radius of 100 miles of the Garden (the

Torrey Botanical Club Range). The strictly native
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sorts are designated by labels of different color from
those of introduced species (3) Morphological Sec-

tion, with divisions of (a) External Anatomy and (b

)

Comparative Morphology (4) Ecological Section,

adjacent to and including the swamp section of the

brook and extending back to include a dry knoll Here
is illustrated the adjustment of plants to environmental
influences (5) Evolution Section, illustrating such
subjects as variation, inheritance, artificial and natural

selection (including the origin of horticultural forms),

struggle for existence, and survival of the fittest. (6)

Economic Section with divisions of (a) Foods and Con-
diments, (6) Medicinal and Poisonous Plants, and (c)

Fiber Plants (7) Weed Section, to show the botanical
characteristics of weeds, as bearing on their economic
significance (8) Formal Garden Section, in front of

the laboratory building and greenhouses, and serv ing to

illustrate the uses of plants, chiefly horticultural, for

[

mrely ornamental purposes (9) Arboretum, a col-

ection of trees, chiefly native (10) Fruticetum, a col-

lection of shrubs, both native and exotic. The arbore-

tum and fruticetum features are developed in close

connection with the other sections, and in the syste-

matic garden the aim has been to group the shrubs and
trees as near as practicable to the herbaceous material
with which they are most closely related The willows

and alders are grown along the brook.
The Garden issues an administrative quarterly, “The

Brooklyn Botanic Garden Record” (the April number of

which contains the Annual Report), Contributions,
and Guides. A series of Memoirs and of Educational
Leaflets is also projected Admission to the grounds is

free daily, including Sundays and holidays, from 8 am.
until sunset The Garden is supported by annual munic-
ipal appropriations, by the income from an endowment,
amounting at present to over $50,000, and by gifts.

Suggestions from the foregoing

As may be inferred from what has preceded, the his-

tory of botanical gardens has shown a steady progress-

ive development from collections of medicinal herbs,

gathered and studied with reference to their economic
uses, to institutions endeavoring to maintain collections

of all kinds of plants, both herbaceous and woody,
some ornamental and useful, but perhaps most of them
collected and studied for their ow n sake, from the stand-
point of pure science, with an endeavor to understand
the nature as well as the uses of plants. The Chelsea
Garden affords a concrete illustration of this, for while
the collections here were at first almost entirely confined

to medicinal plants, these now form only a compara-
tively small portion of the collections In this way, and
in this way only, may botanical science be most rapidly
and most surely advanced, to the advantage not only
of pure science itself, but of horticulture, agriculture,

forestry, pharmacology, and all phases of applied
botanical science

It was one of the marks of greatness and of sound
judgment of Sir William Hooker, that he aimed defi-

nitely to make Kew Gardens not only a scientific insti-

tution of the first rank, but to make them beautiful,

—

attractive to the general public. This latter aim has
been too often neglected or minimized, on the theory
that a botanic garden is a scientific institution, and
should, therefore, be developed with little regard for

the non-scientific public. This is an unfortunate and
unfair attitude, unfair to the general public, espe-

cially in those gaidens which are supported m part
by public money, and unfortunate for botanical science
because it not only neglects a very important aspect of
botany—applied botany,—but loses the opportunity of

enlisting the intelligent sympathy of the community
with botanical endeavor Many persons who might
otherwise remain quite indifferent to botanical work in

general, or even to the work of a given garden m
particular, may, through being attracted primarily by

the beauty of the collections and grounds, be led to give
generous support to such work, or even to discover that
their own mam interest is botany, and ultimately to
advance the science by their own studies.

It is unfortunate that the United States government
has no national garden to do for our own country what
Kew has done for England. The climate and location
of Washington combine to make the capital city an
admirable place for the development of a botanic gar-
den, and two or three branch gardens could be estab-
lished to advantage in parts of the country, giving
wide diversity of climatic conditions, such as one of

the extreme southern states, the great American desert,

and one of the most northern states.

With only very little additional expense, many city

parks could be made more interesting and instructive,

and none the less beautiful and attractive, by giving
potions of them more the character of a botanic gar-

den, at least by suitably labeling the trees and shiubs
and growing them with some regard to botanical
affinities

With the exception of the Missouri Botanical Gar-
den, there is nowhere offered in the United States a
thorough course of study for the purpose of training
gardeners to take charge of botanic gardens The
training received in a few months’ experience with
a commercial florist or edsm.in is not sufficient, nor
do horticultural courses in our agricultural colleges

answer the purpose Botanic gardens need for garden-
ers, and especially for head-gardeners, men
whose training has included not only in- k
struction m the care and management of B',

greenhouses, and m plant-propagation and *

cultivation, but also a thorough laboratory
course in the elementary principles of

botanv, a course in systematic botany,
including the collection and identification /jyUrfy.
of' a minimum number of wild plants, an

t
elementary course in plant pathology, with
emphasis on methods of treatment, a Wclr
course in the physics and biology of soils, W
and also in such specialized work as acces-
sioning and labeling

r

lhe general educa-
tion of men for these positions ought also

to be such as to enable
them to express them- A I

selv es well in writing,
T' St? S7

and to give courses of xv/ly]
instruction to others in

>

the various practical

phases of their work, M
such as greenhouse
economy, plant -pro-
pagation, and the care

I 1
of herbaceous and
woody plants out-of- ' v a] \JyS\
doors The recent sue- V\

[
m

cess of a number of popular books \\

on gardening mdicates a rather \\

widespread demand for such infor- \\

mation on the part of amateurs \
and people of comparative leisure, 'A

as well as others. It is much
better to get this information in nS.

connection with the actual opera- ^1
turns of a scientifically admims-
tered botanic garden, rather than '

by the wholly inadequate method «
of reading a book on the subject. , . .

AL
C. Stuart Gager. ^ ( OjY)

3

BOTANY. The science that Jr'
treats of plants; plant-knowledge •

In its widest sense, and properly,
s

| .

it includes much that, by common 604. Botrychium
consent, is usually included m obhquum. (XMi)
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horticulture,— as amelioration of plants by domestica-
tion, hybridizing, and the like Horticulture is a part

of the large conception of botany, so far as its scien-

tific aspects are concerned.

BOTRfCHIUM (Greek, in allusion to the grape-hke
sporangia). Ophioglossaccse. A genus of mostly tem-
perate plants allied to ferns, with fleshy roots, short

underground sts
,
each of which bears a single free-

veined If
,
consisting of a short petiole, a usually tri-

angular, divided blade, and a single erect panicle bear-

ing the fleshy sporangia
These plants may be grown m the hardy border, or

against a building on the shady side They require no
special treatment They are little cultivated, but are
of interest to the collector or fancier.

a Petiole as long as the fertile portion.

virgini&num, Swartz Moonwort. Six in. to 2 ft

high, with a broad, triangular blade, with 3 main tn-
quaaii-pmnatifid divisions fertile portion long-stalked.

E U. S.—The only species large enough to make a
display.

aa Petiole much shorter than fertile portion.

obliquum, Muhl Fig 604 Plant, 6-15 in high, with
a temate blade 2-6 in wide segms obliquely ovate or
oblong, 3i~/4m long fertile part long-stalked. (B .

ternatum, Authors, not Swartz, which latter is a dif-

ferent Japanese species ) E U. S
dissectum, Spreng Plant, 6-1.S in high, with a ter-

nate, finely dissected blade, 3-8 m wide, the ultimate
divisions loin or less wide E U S—Evergreen, deli-

cate and graceful Growls m woods and meadows
11. C Benedict.

BOTTLE-BRUSH: Metroaideros; also Callistemon ami Mela-

Icuca

BOTTOM HEAT. Soil temperature that is higher
than that of the superincumbent air Most tender
plants require to have the roots warmer than the tops,

particularly when grown under glass

BOUGAINVILLEA (De Bougainville, 1729-1811, a
French navigator). Nyctagmacese. South American
shrubs, often climbers, with very gaudy large bracts,

grown under glass, and as arbor plants South
Leaves alternate, petioled, entire fls small and incon-

spicuous, tubular, the margin 5-6-lobed, stamens, 7-8,

on unequal capillary filaments; ovary stipitate The
small and inconspicuous fls arc inclosed with large and
showy magenta-purple or red bracts that constitute
the decorative value of the plants. Two more or less

scandent species arc chiefly known m cult. Less than a
dozen recognized species

The bougainvilleas have been much grown of late as
pot-plants. The young stock (started from cuttings)

may be grown in the field and be lifted in early autumn;
this will produce plants for spring bloom but not for

early flowering For earlier bloom, the plants may be
carried through the summer in pots Half-ripened or
old wood, in 6- to 12-inch lengths, may be used for

cuttings m April to June The subsequent culture is

simple. For glasshouse work the plants may be kept
cut back and the branches trained. In California,

Florida, and other southern regions, bougainvilleas are
plentifully used as poich-covers, where they make a
most brilliant show Not hardy.

The cultural requirements of the bougainvilleas are of

the easiest. They thrive in almost any kind of soil and
should be grown in full sunshine. B . glabra and its

varieties are the best for ordinary purposes, as they
bloom when small, and thrive readily in a cool green-

house or m the open where free from frost. B. specta-

bilis and its var latentia require more tropical condi-
tions and reach large dimensions All are readily prop-
agated, and will root m a few weeks from cuttings of

the young shoots a few inches in length and placed in

sandy soil in bottom heat and moisture at a temperature
of 65° or 70° F B glabra and its varieties make most
excellent pot-plants, either as large or small specimens.
They are also valuable for summer bedding. All the
kinds make very desirable subjects for clothing ver-

andas, arches and pergolas or for planting at the base

605. Bougainvillea glabra ( X } j)

of trees (where the climate is suitable for outdoor cul-

ture), which they will rapidly clothe m a mass of most
beautiful and highly colored flower-bracts Another
and most effective puipose to which these plants can
be put is that of hedge or fence plants m tropical and
subtropical countries They stand drought ‘exceed-

ingly well and may be pruned with impunity. (C P.

Balfill

)

gl&bra, Choisy Fig 605 Grows 10 and more ft high
and wide, when planted in the ground and allow ed to have
its way, glabrous, lvs ovate and acummate, glabrous
and bright green bracts cordate-ovate, bright rosy red,

distinctly veined Brazil. GC III 23 168, 30:

265 Gn. 54, p 257; 64, p 353 R II 1889 276 A G
16 15 A F. 11 1371 FE 10.106 —Free-flowering and
handsome, often grown m pots and kept dwarf Var.
Sanderiina, Ilort. Veiy floriferous, blooming even in

very small pots. Gn 45.418. A F 10:307, 11 .977;

12 1185 Gng 4 281; 5 345. G. 27:457—A very
worthy plant both for pot culture or as a shrub or
climber Often blooms when 1 ft high, but reaches a
height of 10-20 ft Var. C^pheri, Hort A much
larger and finer plant than the type; the large and
bright-coloied deep rose bracts are freely produced in

long plumose clusters on all the principal growths, and
aie more highly colored than those of thi var San-
dinana It may be treated the same as var Banderiana
as to cult It is an acquisition as a decorative plant.

Var varieg&ta, Hort. Lvs. prettily variegated with
creamy white; useful as a neat and quick-growing
foliage plant for summer bedding

spect&bilis, Willd (B speeibsa, Lmdl B splendens,

Hort ) Taller and stricter, with larger and thicker lvs.,

hairy, fls. m large panicles; bracts larger, deep rose-

color, but varying to purple and greenish Brazil. B.M.
4810,4811 P.M. 12*51. Ill 42*30—An immense and
strong-growing climber, rising by means of numerous
stout hooked spines Variable; known also as B.
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brasdietms.B. bracteata and B. peruviana. Var. later-

ltia, Lem. (B. lateritia, Hort.), has brick-red bracts. I H.
13.466 More showy than the last when m full bloom,
perhaps distinct; said to be more difficult to start from
cuttings than the type, at least without bottom heat.

B aurantiaca, Hort =B Lindleyana
—B formdm , Bull Semi-scandent, free-

flowenng purplish mauve under com-
paratively cool treatmont said to bo well
adapted tor decoration of warm green
house* and conservatories Brazil —

B

a
Lindleyana, Hort Hairy, climbing, with
strong curved spines lvs obovate- 4 1

rounded, acute, slightly undulate, very
>

hirsute bracts ellip-

tic, short -acumi-
nate, cinnabar-
color —B refulgens, C » V-'x V j
Bull Lvs pubes- Li ',"'1

coit racemes long
and drooping, ana
bracts purple
Brazil Apparently
a less valuable and
shy-flowenng form
of B spectabilis.

L. H. B.

606, 607. Flower theme (at the left) and
foliage theme (at the right). In Figs. 606-
616, the outline circles represent flower
masses, and the black circles foliage masses.

BOUQUETS. The aim in flower-arrangement ih

beauty (1) A display of the natural beauty of the
plant, or (2) the creation of a beautiful group of floral

material

C) (1) Plant beauty combines two chief ele-

«•*'!* ments color and form In such plants as
‘$0 the pansy, the peony, and the full-blown
V -V,.N

rose, color is the dominant element In
*!(£'} such plants as the calla, the Easter lily,

* ' > and many of the orchids, form is the domi-
nant element In some flowers, as rosebuds,
nasturtiums, and chrysanthemums, the two
elements are so nearly balanced that either

one may be selected for special display.

In any case, one element, color or form,
should predominate in the arrangement
Plate XVIII shows at a

, the yellow-centered
daisy massed to emphasize its beauty of

color, b shows the same flower arranged to
display its beauty of form A single clump
of the plant has been transplanted to a
bowl, that its wayward natural growth in

the midst of the grasses may be enjoyed
In some cases the flowers may be the

theme. The arrangement then becomes
similar to Fig 606. (In all the figures the
dotted circles indicate flower masses, and
the solid black circles, leaf masses ) In
others the foliage may be worthy to become
the theme, or may be used as a foil to

bring out more clearly the exquisite grace
or hue of a few flowers In such a case

mony in vase
607 represents the type of arrange-

and bouquet ment. Foliage and flowers should never vie

with one another for first place
Color flowers may oe massed The Digger the bunch

of peonies, the more impressive and splendid is the color.

Form flowers should not be massed. A single stalk of

Easter lilies is enough. When massed, the marvelously
graceful lmes of leaves and flowers are lost.

Receptacles should always be less attractive than
that wnich they hold. Brilliant colored vases, those
with gilding, cut glass, vases decorated with pictures,

or with flowers modeled m high relief or represented in

color, are all to be avoided. They are too obtrusive.

They force the floweis to take second place. Recepta-
cles of clear glass which take on the color of the stems
put into them, of dull soft colors, of unpolished metal,

are likely to be most serviceable in displaying the
natural beauties of

flowers

The receptacle
should be of the
shape best adapted *. */

to holding the now-
ers as nearly as pos-

sible in the position

in which they grew.
In Plate XVII atd,
the broad bowl (full

of pebbles to steady
the stems) makes
possible such an ar-

rangement for the
apple blossoms The
tall vase with the
narrow neck, at c,

insures the right
position for the
spray of bayberry.
Of course the na-

tural beauty of
610, 611 Simple and reversed curves.

plant cannot be displayed to advantage when confused

with other plants This lS the reason for the general

rule Use in a bouquet only flowers of one kind, with

their own foliage.

(2) Beautiful groups of plant forms present, (a)

Unity, (b) rh> thm, and (c) balance
(a) An arrangement has umty when all the parts of

which it is composed are so related that the whole
makes its appeal to the eye first All the parts must have
something at least m common to bind them together.

In nature the common element may be texture
,
as m

the snakeroot, color as in the mullein, hue as in the

goldenrod. In flower-arrangement the receptacle must
have some element in common with the plant, in a
(Plate XVIII) the color of the jar echoes the color of the

flowers; in b both the color

and the ornament of the

bowl echo the character V. J
of the sod, m d, the shape *-•

s

of the bowl echoes the 1 4

shape of the apple blos-

som and its color echoes

their color In c, the shape
of the vase echoes the

shape of a bayberry leaf,

its contours echo the lines

of the stems; its pattern
echoes the speckle of the
baybernes; and the dark
stand gives the receptacle

a color repeating the dark
color of the leaves The
receptacle must have
something at least m com-
mon with the plant, but must never vie with it in any
way. If the bouquet is tall and slim, the vase may have
similar form (Fig 608) ;

if it is short and broad, the vase
may repeat that shape (Fig 609) In Fig 610, the sprays
have onehne in common, asimple forceful curve repeated
in the vase In Fig 611, the sprays have the reversed
curve in common, echoed softly m the vase.

(b) Rhythm means orderly variety of some kind. Fig.
612 exhibits orderly variety in the sizes of leaves, all

subordinate to the one flower. Such an effect can always

612, 613, 614, respectively, show-
ing simple rhythm forms.
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J&jjl fl

JZSr&iK

615 A color rhythm.

be produced by pruning the spray. Fig. 613 shows an
orderly variety in sizes in both leaves and flowers. The
parts are in pairs, a larger and a smaller composing each

pair like march time in music. Fig.

614 shows an orderly vanety m
which each set is composed of a
senes of three, large, smaller, small-

est,—something like a three-part

measure, waltz time, in music Figs.

610 and 611 show rhythm of meas-
ure m the lengths of the sprays and

,

rhytlim of line m their curves. In
• each case there are three similar

curves, but three which form a senes

from least bent to most bent Fig.

608 presents a rhythm of measure
in the sizes of the flowers, another
m the sizes of the leaves, and
another in the lengths of the stems.

Fig 615 shows a rhythm of color.

When flowers of one kind present a
wide range of tone,—pinks, for

example, running from white to red

through various tones of pink, they
may be arranged agreeably by mak-
ing evident the rhythm of color from
lightest to darkest. When the flow-

ers vary m hue as nasturtiums do,

from yellow through orange to red,

a rhythm of hue may be estab-

lished in a similar way Such sequences of color

(unless too formal) are always more pleasing than hap-
hazard spottings of color All these arrangements show
rhythms of mass Fig 608, 610, and 611 show a triple

subdivision, large, smaller, smallest, but not so discon-

nected as to dest roy the unity of the whole in any case

Figs 609, 615, and 616, show' more complex rhythms of

mass, but m a general way they present a simple move-
ment from the diffuse to the compact This the eye can
take in at a glance Each review of this rh> thm gives

additional pleasuie to the sense of sight A rhythm, an
orderly sequence of some kind, for the eye to follow, is

essential in floral arrangement

(r) Balance—A flower-arrangement must not be too
lormal It must present something of the freedom of

wild nature but it must appear to be in stable equilib-

rium. Every spot, every color, every stem line, every
space between these elements, presents an attraction fof

the eye. All these attractions must be adjusted to one
another so that the whole appears to stand securely

This means that the parts must be disposed with refer-

ence to the vertical center line of the vase The principle

is that of the steelyard. A large, a brilliant, a solid mass,
near the center line, may be balanced by a small, a dull,

or a diffuse mass, farther removed from the center line

To appear free, like nature, the attractions on one side

must not duplicate, in form, size

or position, the masses on the
other Such an arrangement is

formal, and belongs in the realm
of structural and conventional
art; but, however varied the ele-

ments may be, they must be so
disposed as to counterbalance
each other, and maintain the bal-

ance of the whole Compare the
illustrations with this principle in

mind.
Lovers of natural beauty do

not overlook the possibilities of

winter bouquets. Sprays of seed

packs, withered leaves, and the
like often present soft dull colors

in such harmonious groups of

616. Complex rhytlim tones that they may serve as

of mass models for color schemes for cos-

<»«<?

tumes and the interior decoration of rooms. They often

present exquisite rhythms of measure, subtle refine-

ments of line, charming combinations of erratic curves
and surprising oppositions of harmoniously related

details, unrivaled in the growing period of the plant’s

life. Plate XVIII shows at e apicturesque spray of white
oak with “oak apples.”

More than one kind of plant may be used in an
arrangement, provided the beauty of one enhances the
beauty of the other, like day
and night, like a handsome
man and a beautiful woman
side by side But even then
the two must have something
in common The Japanese
often combine a round-leaved

plant with a linear-leaved plant

While presenting a contrast in

form the two have greenm com-
mon . Na-
ture often

combines
strong con-
trasts, as in

the dark
green holly /

with its'
bright red
berries.
While the
colors are

complemen-
tary, the
textures are alike. Both pre-

sent smooth surfaces with glints

of light in common Moreovei
the red never vies with the
green m mass. It is a green

spray, with a few precious red

dots
In a word, m good flower-

arrangement either beauty of

color or beauty of form is the

dominant, element The whole
arrangement presents a unity

within which play rhythms of

measure, of line and of tone, all

related to a principal mass, the

supreme center of interest, and
all so disposed as to constitute

a balanced whole.

Henry Turner Bailey.

BOUSSINGAtLTIA (J. B.
Boussingault, bom m 1802, a
famous agricultural chemist).

Bassellacese. Strong herbaceous
perennial vines, grown m the

open and sometimes under
glass

Branching twiners lvs. alter-

nate, entire, thick: fls. small,

perfect, with 2 sepals, a 5-

parted, short-tubed perianth, 5

stamens, and 3-divided style or

3-lobed stigma, in long ter-

minal and axillary racemes.

—

Ten species in Trop Amer.
Anredera is a related genus

baselloides,HBK Madeira
Vine Mignonette Vine Fig. 617. Perennial, root

tuberous sts. smooth, reaching 10-20 ft. in a season,

and m late summer or fall bearing profusely of the

fragrant white fls. (which become nearly black with
age), and producing little tubercles by means of which
the plant is prop. Ecuador. B M. 3620 —A common

617. BoussiflgaultUi

basselloides. ( X M)
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vine, prized for porches and arbors. The roots are
stored in the winter, and planted out after danger of

frost is past The plant will not endure frost. Some-
times grown in the conservatory and window-garden.
It has run wild in Fla. and Texas. L. H B.

_

BOUVARDIA (Charles Bouvard, 1572-1658, physi-
cian to Louis XIII, and Superintendent of Royal
Gardens in Pans) Rubi&ceae. Handsome greenhouse

flowering shrubs, once
popular as florists’

mm Small shrubs (rarely

perennial herbs), with
simple, sometimes ver-
ticiUate, lvs and sub-
ulate stipules: fls. m
terminal cymes, showy,
in red, yellow ana

v
t|^ white; calyx 4-lobed,

the lobes persistent;

corolla long - tubular
or salver form, with

. \1 4 spreading lobes;
11 stamens 4, alternate

\\ with corolla-lobes and
[I attached in the tube

618. The common garden form of or throat; styles in-

Bouvardia. Cluster from a side sorted or exserted in

growth. different fls., the stig-

mas 2; ovary 2-celled

:

fr. a locuhcidal caps.—About 30 species, from Texas
and Anz to Colombia and southward, chiefly m Mex.
and Cent Amer.

Bouvardias were once very important florists’ flowers,

but they have now given place, along with camellias
and others, to chrysanthemums, carnations and other
plants. The plants have such merit m themselves, how-
ever, and are so likely to return to favor in this coun-
try, that a rather full cultural treatment is here given.

The bouvardias of florists do not represent any of the
type species They are sports, hybrids, and other types
of variations. The Latin-form names in American

surfaces. Mex. B. sc&bra, Hook, k Arn. Lvs. ovate,
short-stalked, fls. large in dense clusters, pink: st.

hairy. Mex.
bb. Lvs. opposite.

Cavanlllesii, DC. (B . mvltiflbra ,
Schult.). Hairy:

lvs. ovate-acuminate, broad at base, short-stalked, edges
hairy: fls. 1^ in. long, very slender, glabrous. Mex.

aa. Fls. yellow.

fliva. Decne. Lvs. opposite, ovate-lanceclate or
lance-elliptic, very short-stalked, ciliate: fls. very long
drooping, in 3-5-fld. racemes, bright yellow. Mex.
F.S. 1:43.

aaa. Fls. white.

longifldra, HBK. Glabrous, branching shrub’ lvs.

opposite, ovate-acuminate, stalked* fls lJ^-2 in long,

with a very slender tube and a wide-spreading, large
limb, 2 or 3 together and aggregated into a terminal
cyme. Mex B.M.4223. FS 2*123

Hdmboldtii, Hort Lvs opposite, ovate-acuminate:
fls. very large, fragrant, in a large, teiminal cluster

G.C 1873*717. G 27*331 (var grandiflora) —This is

a choice conservatory plant It is usually catalogued
as B. Humboldtn corymbiflora. Blooms from summer
to winter. Probably a derivative of B. longijlora B
candidissima

,
Hort

,
white-fid

;
is said to be a hybrid,

with B Humboldtn as one of its parents.

jasminifldra, Hort. Compact and dwarf, very florif-

erous, the fls m close, terminal clusters G C 1872 215.
—Probably a derivative of B. longijlora. j, JI B

All the cultivated species and varieties of bouvardia
are evergreen greenhouse plants They thrive best in a
mixture of equal parts of rich turfy loam, leaf-mold and
sand, which should be rammed moderately firm but
not too hard. They require an abundance of water dur-
ing the growing season, and, once they have started

into growth in the spring, should never be allowed to
suffer for the want of water at the roots A house in

which the temperature can be maintained at 55° F.
with fire-heat, suits them best, but the temperature
may, with advantage, be allowed to run up to 80° or

trade catalogues nearly all belong to these garden forms.
The species which are of most importance to the hor-
ticulturist are mentioned below:

a. Fls m shades of red.

b. Lvs. normally m S’s (except ,
perhaps

,
on the

branchlets).

triphyila, Salisb (B Jdcquinn, HBK ). Small pubes-
cent shrub, 2-6 ft. high: lvs. in 3's or 4’s (or opposite
On the branchlets). lanceolate to lance-ovate, glabrous
above, fls. an inch long, pubescent, bright scarlet Mex.
and reaching north to Anz. B M 1854;3781 (as B.
splendens, Graham) —The genus Bouvardia was founded
upon this species, which was intro into England more
than 100 years ago. It is evidently the most important
parent strain, although it is probably not in cult m its

original form. Figs 618 and 619 partake very strongly
of this species In fact, Fig 618 compares well m
botanical characters (except less long-pointed lvs.) with
the early pictures of B tnphylla.

lei&ntha, Benth Much like B. tnphylla, more bushy
and better grower* sts hairy, lvs. hairy above: fls.

glabrous. Mex. R H. 1851:81.—Perhaps only a form
of the preceding. It is said that the first recorded
hybrid bouvardia appeared about 1857, with Mr.
Parsons’ nurseries at Brighton, England, being between
B. leiantha and B. longijlora Many secondary forms
have come from this cross, some of them being white,
as B. Davidsmni or B. Vreelandn (G. 27:632).
Other red-fld. 3-lvd. species are: B. anaustijdha.

HBK. Lvs. lanceolate, revolute, glabrous above ana
fine-pubescent below: branches nearly glabrous. Mex.
B. hxrUlla, HBK. Very similar: lvs. pubescent on both

619. The double-flowered form of the garden Bouvardia.
Terminal truss.

90° F. with sunheat, providing they are given an
abundance of ventilation at the same time. The plants
should be frequently syringed during the growing sea-

son to keep down insect pests and to help to main-
tain a healthful growing atmosphere. All the bouvardias
revel in a fair amount of sunshine, and may be described

as sun-loving plants, but under glass during the hottest

part of the day, it is an advantage to shade them
lightly to break the direct rays of the sun. Under this
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treatment growth is rapid, and the plants require to

be frequently pinched back at the points in order to

induce sturdy, well-balanced specimens If this mnch-
mg-back is neglected, the plants will become ill-bal-

anced and few flowers will be the result. The time of

flowering can be readily regulated by the time of the

last pinching back, and a succession of flowering plants

may be maintained practically throughout the whole
year. Amongst market-growers, the aim should be to

secure the bulk of the flowers in the winter period, for

which purpose very little pinching of the shoots should

be practised after September, and the plants should

then be allowed to grow on until the flowers appear.

When in flower, the plants should be removed to a
somewhat drier house, and they last much longer if

kept in a temperature of about 50° F
Many growers plant out strong healthy plants upon

benches under glass, or in favored
situations outdoors Under these

conditions growth is rapid, and if

carefully watered and attention is

paid to pinching-back the leadmg
growths, fine flowering specimens
are quickly secured. For the cut-

flower trade, this method has a
consideiable advantage over pot
culture All through the growing
period, it is absolutely essential

that the plants should never be
allowed to suffer for the want of

water and, when well established,

they should be fed liberally with
manure

Specimens planted out in the
open, should be lifted with a good
ball in early autumn, potted up and
placed in a close shaded house until

the roots again become active

These plants will furnish a laige

6upplv of flowers during the winter

months
After the flowering period is over,

bouvardias should be kept some-
what cooler and drier at the roots

for a few weeks, after which they
should be cut back and started

again in heat and moisture If kept
frequently syringed, they will soon
break freely and furnish a good
supply of cuttings These are best

removed with a heel when about
2 inches long, and placed in 4- or
5-inch pots in an open compost of

equal parts sand and peat or fine

leaf-mold, and placed m a moist
and close frame with a brisk bot-
tom heat Roots are soon emitted,

when the plants should be potted up singly and moved
on into larger-sized pots as required Most of the gar-
den varieties are also readily propagated from pieces

of the larger and thicker parts of the roots in spring
These may be cut into lengths of about 2 inches and
planted the same as cuttings, leaving a small piece
exposed above the soil Adventitious shoots are soon
formed on these and soon make good serviceable plants
The numerous garden forms are all so distinct in

habit, shape and poise of the flowers from all the known
species, that it is difficult to identify any of them as

varieties of any one species. It is probable that they
are complex hybrids of B. tnphylla, B. leiantha, B
Cavamllesu, B scabra and possibly B. flava, all of which
species are more or less villose and scentless The
garden forms are extremely handsome, and useful as

cut-flowers, for indoor decoration, also for button-
holes and for making up into ladies’ sprays, wreaths
and so on Other purposes for which they are largely

floriferous, large truss

grown, are the decoration of the greenhouse or conser-

vatory, and, in warm localities, as bedding plants A
selection of some of best varieties is given herewith:

Alfred Neuner. Double, pure white fls ; an old variety of great
merit, of good constitution Bridal Wreath White, free-flowering,
with large loose trusses, one of the best for cut-fls. Bridesmaid
Double, pink fls , brighter than President Garfield Brilliant
Bright crimson, floriferous, and of easy cult B candidisstma
White, an improvement on B jasminoides Dazzler Rich scarlet,
free and compact-growing B elcgans Scarlet, large truss of loose
habit B flavescena Light yellow, distinct, bad habit B flavescena
flore-pleno Double form of last-named Hogarth Brilliant scarlet,

large truss, a well-known variety Hogarth flore-pleno Double,
scarlet B jaammoides White, a free-flowenng dwarf form, of
easy cult King of the Scarlets Light-scarlet, large truss of very
fane large fls

,
a new variety of great merit Maiden's Bluah Light

rose, floriferous Mrs Robert Green A fine salmon-pink sport from
President Cleveland, distinct and beautiful President Cleveland
Brilliant scarlet, with enmson tube, the richest and best of its ^olor,
floriferous and of easy cult President Garfield Double, pink;

Priory Beauty Delicate rose or deep pink;
one of the most beautiful, elegant habit;
medium and com] act truss Purity. White;
fragrant, free, large fls , loose truss Sang
Lorraine Bright vermilion-scarlet, double
The Bride White, tinted with pink, one ol
the best for bouquets, etc Thomas Meehan.
Double, bright bearlet, with pale rose-scar-
let tube, floriferous Triomphe de Nancy
Double bright orange-red, large truss, dis-
tinct Victor 1 rrnoine Large, very double
fls

, brilliant scarlet B Vreelandti (B
Davidisotui) Pure white, txtiemely Aon-
ferous, a favorite variety in gardens, and
of very easy cult Vulcan Scarlet, medium-
sized truss White Bouquet Pure white,
exceedingly dwarf and compact

C. P. Raffill.

BOWENIA (bears the name of

Sir Geo F Bowen, onee Governor
of Queensland) Cycadacese. Zamia-
like plant, grown to some extent m
Florida and hardy in the central

nart.

Bowenia, a monotypic genus, dif-

fers from Macrossamia in foliage

characters and in the absence of a
point on the cone-scales, and from
Zamia largely m its bipinnate lvs.

B. spect&bilis, Hook Trunk, thick,

scarcely rising above ground, plant
glabrous lvs 3-4 ft long, loosely

bipinnate, each pinna or lft 1 ft.

or more long, the 9-20 segms ovate
or ovate-lanceolate, oblique or fal-

cate, acuminate * cones short-pedun-
cled, the sterile ones 1^-2 m. long
and half as thick, the fertile ones
3-4 in diam

,
and the scales ex-

E
anded between the seeds into a
road and thick truncate apex

Queensland, Austral. There is a var
semdata B M 5398, 6008 —This
charming little cycad makes beauti-

ful clumps, thriving well under lath houses m Fla
,

when given proper shade, good supply of moisture and
soil rich m numus, the lvs. are easily broken if the
plant is roughly handled. L # jj #

BOWIEA (after J Bowie, collector for Kew). Lilt-

Acex A monotypic genus containing one of the most
curious plants m the vegetable kingdom, sometimes
grown under glass as an oddity, and as an illustration

to students of botany.
A round, green bulb 4-5 in. thick throws up yearly a

very slender, twining fl.-st. 6-8 ft high, with many com-
pound, forked, curving branches below, and numerous
small green fls above This branched n -stalk is green
and performs the function of the usually absent lvs.;

somewhat asparagus-like. There are no lvs except 2
small, linear, erect scales at the apex of the bulb, which
quickly vanish. The lvs. show its relation to Drimia
and Scilla.

62 J Bowiea volubilis.
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voldbilis, Harv. Fig. 620. Perianth 6-cleft to the
base, persistent, green or greenish white, the segms.
incurved at the tips, ultimately reflexed. S. Afr. B M.
5619.— Sold by dealers now and then, and cult,

in botanic gardens with cactus-like euphorbias and
other curiosities. B . voluhihs is a remarkable bulbous-
rooted twining greenhouse climber. The bulbs grow to

be very large, sometimes becoming 19 in. circum.
and some 6 or 7 in. deep. The slender, twining
vine seems out of proportion to the size of bulb. It

does not produce lvs., but the lower part of the vine
is furnished with pendulous, abortive panicles which
seem to perform the function of lvs. The small insig-

nificant greenish white fls are borne at the upper end of

the vine. This is a useful plant for twining on the
supports of a moderately warm greenhouse, and is of

the easiest possible cult Prop is effected by seeds, or
occasionally by the natural division of the bulbs. The
season of growth usually begins about the first of Oct.,
when the bulbs should be repotted m any light, rich
soil, and kept well watered until the sts begin to
mature, which usually occurs in May, when water
should be gradually withheld, and the plants stored
away in some shaded part of the greenhouse and kept
quite dry until the season of growth begins again.

Wilhelm Miller.
E. J. Canning.

BOWKfcRIA (Henry Bowker and sister, botanists in

S. Afr.). Scrophulariacex South African shrubs of 5
species, one of which is rare in cult in south of England,
and likely to be intro into this country Allied to Scroph-
ularia, differing in being ligneous and in technical floral

characters B. Gerrardi&na, Harv. (B. tnphylla, Hort ).

Erect-branched shrub, 8-10 ft
,
with gray hairs lvs.

in 3’s, sessile, elliptic or oblong-lanceolate, 4-6 in. long:
fls m small axillary cymes, 1 m. across, satiny white,
calceolaria-luce, red-dotted inside, the upper lip flat,

lower lip shorter and ventricose and 3-lobed B M.
8021. G C III 36. Suppl. Dec. 10.—Hardy in the
Isle of Wight

BOX : Buxua

BOX ELDER (Acer Negundo, which see). A very
popular small native tree for planting on the prairies
and in trying climates It propagates most readily from
seeds It is an excellent nurse tree for other species.

The wood is of inferior quality. It grows with great
rapidity for a few years.

621. Brachycome lberidifolla.

BOYKINIA (named after Doctor Boykin, of Georgia)

.

Thbrofon. Raf. Saxijragacesp Glandular-pubescent
perennial herbs, 7 species, of which one is Japanese
and the others in the S Alleghany region and Calif

,

two of which have been offered for wild gardens. Lvs.
alternate, but mostlv radical, stalked, blade orbicular

or very broad and lobed or cleft: fls. white, small, in

terminal clusters; petals 5, entire or nearly so; stamens
5; styles 2-3 fr an urn-shaped or globose caps

,
elect

or pendulous. Mostly mountain plants B. rotundi-
fdlia, Parry Villous-pubescent, 2-3 ft., leafy: lvs 2-4
in. across, orbicular or broadly ovate, crenately cut
and toothed: fls. shoi t-pedicelled, on one side of the
branches; petals bttle surpassing the acute calyx-lobes.

Water-courses, San Bernardino Mts. B. aconitifdlia,

Nutt. Erect, 1-3 ft.‘ lvs. 2-6 in. across, nearly orbicu-

lar or remform, palmately 5-7-lobed . fls in a glandular-

pubescent corymb, petals eroded, sepals triangular-

ovate. Mt slopes, Va. to Ga.—A pretty foliage plant
for wild gardens and borders. H. B.

BRACHYCHL^TA (Greek, short bnstle). Com-
p6sitse. A monotypic genus, growing m open woods
from Ky to N C. and Ga. Closely allied to bolidago,

from which it differs in the very short pappus (the bris-

tles shorter than the achene), and the lower lvs cordate.

B. cord&ta, Torr & Gray (B sphaceldta
,

Brit.),
which has been intro by dealers in native plants, is

2-3 ft high, soft-pubescent, with thin, serrate, ovate to

orbicular-ovate lvs : fls. golden yellow, in small heads,
which are borne on the thyrsoid. secund branchlets;

disk-fls perfect—Recommended for the native border,

particularly in half shade.

BRACHYCHiLUS (short hp, the labellum being

suppressed) Spelled also Brachychiturn
,
from the name

as a subgenus of Hedychium. Zingiberacese Herbaceous
plants of two species, one or both of which have been
cultivated abroad, m warmhouses Closely allied to

Hedychium. The species aie B H&rsfieldn
,

Peters

(Hedxjchium Udrsfieldn, Wall ), from Java; and B
tenHlum

,
Schum

,
from Moluccas The former has

Jtpeen cultivated as Alpinui calcarata.

BRACHYCHlTON (name referring to the short

imbricated hairs and scales) Sterculiacese. Australian

trees (about eleven species), grown to some extent in

Florida and perhaps elsewhere South, often included
with Stercuha, from which they differ (when the genera
are distinguished) by bearing the radicle next the hilum
in the seed, having the seeds and inside of carpels

villous, and other technical characters

Leaves entire or rarely lobed . fls unisexual or polyg-
amous, in panicles or racemes, calyx with 5 or 4
spreading lobes; petals wanting; stamens 10-15 in a
column united with the pistils, ovary with 5 nearly or

quite distinct carpels, the styles united under the pel-

tate or lobed stigma—Two showy-fld species are
repoited in this country B. acerifdlium, Muell. (Sler-

culm acerifdlia, Cunn ) Large timber tree m its native
country: lvs. long-stalked, 5- or 7-lobed, 8-10 in.

across, the lobes oblong-lanceolate or almost rhom-
boid fls rich rod, in loose racemes or small panicles;

calyx 24 in. long, glabrous, broad-lobed, ovary Dome on
a short stalk or column* fr large follicles, long-stalked,

glabrous B. diversifdlium may be either B diversv-

fdlium
,

R. Br =Stercuha caudata, Heward; or B.
vopulnkum, R. Br..=&. dwersifolia, Don, probably the
latter and here desenbed. tree, 20-60 ft., glabrous
except the blossoms: lvs long-stalked, ovate to ovate-
lanceolate and entire, or more or less deeply 3- or 5-

lobed: fls. yellowish white, reddish within, in axillary

panicles that rarely exceed the lvs.; calyx broadly
campanulate, about diam., acutely lobed to mid-
dle: follicles nearly ovoid, sometimes 3 m. long, on
stalks 1-2 in. long Both species are reported as grow-
ing vigorously in high pme-land garden in Fla.; trunk
unusually thick near the ground, characteristic in the
open cone-hke tops L. jj. B.

BRACHYCOME (short hair, from the Greek, allud-
ing to the pappus). CompdsitM . About 40 species of
Australian herbs, with membranaceous involucral
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bracts, naked pitted receptacle, very short pappus
bristles, and diffuse leafy growth, one of which is cult,

as a garden annual, of very simple cult.

iberidifdlia, Benth Swan Riveh Daisy. Figs. 621,
622 A very graceful little annual (6-16 in. high),

suited to borders, and also

attractive in pots, seeds may
be sown in the open or under
glass fis blue, lose or white,

an inch across, lvs small, pin-
nate', with narrow divisions.

II F. 4 96. JH III. 5F461.
V. 3 170 A good wmter-
bloomer 1 or 5 inos. after

sowing L. H. B.

BRACHYSfeMA (short

standard, refeirmg to the
flower) Legununusj? Shrubs
or undershiubs, Australian,
making good pillar or climbi ng
plants for giccnhou.se; allied

to Baptism and Theimopsis
Fvcrgiecn lvs opposite

or alternate', simple, some-
tunes reduced to scales fls

red or vellowish or almost
black, solitaiy or several to-

gcthi'i ot sometimes crowded
on short ladical s< ap‘*x, the
keel turned upwaid by the
cuiving ot the peducls, sta-

mens not tinned with each
other fi ovoid or elongated,

tuigid — About 14 speues,
a few of which are known
in gaidcmng litmature B.

acuminatum, TiufT (B speci-

o.um, ttoir y, is now olieuaas
a good led-fld pillai plant
-.ub-fiutesi ent lvs opposite,

oval-elliptic, entne, moie or
less narrowed to base and
shoit-petioled, the older ones
long-acuminate fls deep ear-

mine-n'd to nearly purple, m short axillary clusters,

the coiolla much exceeding the yellow-green calyx, the

standard very small It H. 1866.413 —An attractive

free-flowering species L. H. B.

622 Brachycome iberidxfolia.

(N atural size )

will thrive very well. A mixture of sand, rich loam
and well-rotted horse- or cow-manure is best. They
require plenty of water. They are not very common
m the trade but two species are grown outdoors in

southern California Propagation is by seeds, which are
rare.

a. Fls. solitary on the spadix.

dtilcis, Mart. Palma Dulce Sts. several in a clus-

ter, 10-20 ft., 6-8 m. thick, cylindrical, lvs 4-5 ft long,
petiole plano-convex, green, with pale margins; ligule

short, nearly triangular, green, the scarious villous

margin at length deciduous, 1ft s 30-50, linear, acumi-
nate spadix 6-8 ft

,
pendulous from among the lowest

lvs
,
much branched fr edible Mex I H 10.379

calcHrea, Licbm (B rdtuia, Andre) Trunk 8-15 ft

high, covered with the woody persistent If -bases, lvs.

usually 20-30 in a dense bushy crown, unarmed, mem-
branaceous, covered below with f- brownish powder
spadix long, more or less erect and considerably longer
than the lvs

,
after flowering more or less pendulous, fls

solitary, with a bingle bract fr o\pid Mex R.H 1887,

p 341 Gn.35, p. 285.—Offered by Montarioso Nursery.

aa. Fls. m more or less dense, though small
,
dusters on

the spadix

Plmo, Becc. St 8-12 ft much the same as the
last in general appearance and vegetative characters

spadix 3-4-branched, the finer ramifications very slen-

der and bearing small dusters of whitish yellow fls
,

stamens 6, forming by unit ion a 6-lobed ring fr un-
known —A rare Mexican species, known in the trade

only at Santa Barbara, Calif

B edkht, Wrrull , sometimes offered in Amcr , is Ervthea adults,

Wats —B filamentb&a, Ilort =Wa.shingtoma fihfera, Wend! --B
fit Ifera, Ilort —W hlif< ra — li t/lauca, Hort »Lrythea armata,
Wats

—

B. robuxta, Hort =W aihmgtonia —B Rotzln, Iandl =
Lrythea armnta, Wats TaYLOK

BRAlNEA (C J Braino, Hongkong). Folypoduicese

One species related to Woodwardia L\s m a erdwn, 1-

pmnate, the venation as in Woodwardia, consisting of

a single row of areoles along each mulv ein w’lth free

simple veins extending to the margins* sporangia along
the free veins, not reaching the margin, without
indusmm

insfgnis, J Smith A beautiful small tree fern from
S. E. Asia. Requires rich soil, moisture and shade

R C Benedict.

BRAKE. A name applied to various coarse ferns,

particularly to Ftens aquihna.

BRACHYSPATHA. Amorphophallui variabihs, A. Ttlanum,
and others

BRADLfelA: Phyllanthus and Wisteria

BRAHEA (Tycho Brahe, the Danish astronomer)
Palmdcex, tribe Corypheat Medium-sized

;
usually

spineless palms except on the leaf-stalks, with ringed
trunks, the upper part of which is usually clothed with
the persistent leaf-bases.

Leaves usually numerous, nearly round and some-
what peltate, the many Ifts plicate and deeply 2-

parted, sometimes slightly spiny on the margin, more
often filamentous, petioles flattened, dentate or rarely

spiny along the margins, very fibrous at the sheathing
base spatnes usually linear, firm, almost woody, fre-

quently perfectly glabrous, spadix much branched,
sometimes twice or thrice paniculate and bearing
among the dense white wool 1 or many sessile fls. in

each cluster, fls hermaphrodite, sometimes with incon-
spicuous bracts, 3 nearly round sepals, 3 valvate petals

and 6 stamens* fr small, ovoid, sometimes pubescent.
Beccari admits only 4 species, all Mexican except B.
mlvadorensis . From its nearest horticultural relative,

Sabal, Brahea is distinguished by the purely technical
character of having 3 free carpels.

In a moderately warm house, the cultivated braheas

BRAMBLE. Thorny plants of the genus Rubus,

—

raspberries, blackberries, dewberries.

BRASftNIA (meaning unexplained). Nymphxdcex.
Water-Shield or -Target One species of aquatic plant

widely distributed (in N Amer
,
Asia, Afr., Austral

)

Lvs oval, entire, floating, centrally peltate; submerged
parts coated with thick transparent jelly* fls axillary

near the summit of the st
,
small (k£in.), purple; sepals

3 or 4; petals 3 or 4, linear, stamens 12-18, on filiform

filaments, carpels 4-18, separate, forming mdehiscent
1-2-secded pods B. Schr6beri, Gmel. (B peltdta,

Pursh B purpurea, Casp ), is not a showy plant but
is interesting and suitable for edgings of small aquatic
ardens. Grows m 1-6 ft of water. Easily prop by
lvision of roots or by seed. H. S. Conard.

BRASSAVOLA (A. M. Brassavola, Venetian botan-

ist) Orchuidcex About twenty tropical American
epiphytes, closely allied to Lselia, and demanding simi-

lar treatment.
The fls are large, solitary or racemose, the sepals and

petals narrow and greenish, the lip white: lvs thick,

solitary For the cultivator, the treatment of Bras-

savola is identical with that of the Mexican lselias.

Plenty of sun to mature the young growths, and water
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when growing, with a somewhat dner atmosphere when
resting, will be found to suit them Suspend on blocks.

B Dxgbyana, Lindl
,

is Lxlia Digbyana; B. glauca
,

Lindl , is Lxlia glauca.

a. FIs. solitary.

b. Lvs. long and narrow lip fimbnate-toothed.

cucull&ta, R Br (B cuspidAta, Hook ) Lf terete and
subulate, grooved above 1 scape very short but bear-

ing a very long-tubed fl
,
so that the blossom seems to

be elevated on a
st., sepals cream- V
colored, tinged red; Vl

petals white; lip 3- \\

lobed, fimbriate, the II

middle lobe beak- \ I

like. S Amer. B M J I

543,3722 GW. 11, l dll
p 556 Gt 1, p J|

324. O R 10 265. \

dens, makes a most attractive object The long-tailed
sepals and petals are a characteristic of the brassias,

and some have an agreeable odor. Pot culture is best,

with the usual peat fiber as a rooting medium In
winter-time much less water is necessary than m the
growing time, although the plants must never be dried
off completely or the flowering will be interfered with.
One often sees plants of B maculata brought here by
visitors to Jamaica, and other species are now intro-

duced there from the mainland of South America, and
thrive well. These may all be grown m an ordinary
greenhouse with other plants, in fact a mixed collec-

tion, and give satisfaction. Propagation is effected by
division only Green-fly is ottcn troublesome on the
young flower-spikes and must be kept down by fumiga-
tion, or sponge dipped in soapy water (Orpet

)

brachmta, 2 Lanoo
caudata. 5 Lawn-
Gireoudeana, 4 longw
guttata, 3

maculata 3.
verrucosa, 1.

Wrayx. 3.

623 . Brassavola cordata (. X > 5)
^

bb Lvs. short lip entire.

acahlis, Lindl & Paxt, Low lvs very narrow: fls.

large, greenish white, lip cordate; tube red-spotted at
base Cent Amer

aa Fls in racemes

b Blade of lip not longer than claw.

cord&ta, Lindl Pig 623 Lvs linear, rigid, recurved:
fls corymbose, sepals and petals lance-linear, acumi-
nate, pale green, lip roundish-cordate, cuspidate, entire,

scarcely as long as the claw Jamaica, Brazil. B M.
3782.

bb. Blade of lip longer than claw,

c Claw %-l m long

noddsa, Lindl (B grandifldra, Lindl ). Lvs lanceo-

late, acuminate, channeled above fls few and large,

corymbose; sepals and petals lmear-acuminate; lip

round-ovate, long-cuspidate, entire, longer than the
claw Jamaica, Mex

,
S BM 3229, of this name, is B.

subidifolia

cc. Claw very short

fr&grans, Rod Lvs up to 16 in long, terete, deeply
furrowed above raceme of 4-12 large fls

,
sepals linear-

lanceolate, yellowish white and faintly purple-spotted;
petals linear, yellowish white, lip obovate, with a very
short claw, a yellowish green spot at the base Brazil.

I.H. 5 . 180. George V. Nash t

BRASSIA (named m honor of William Brass^a botan-
ical collector of the last century) Orchidacex Epiphytic
orchids, thriving in intermediate temperatures

Pseudobulbs bearing 1 or 2 terminal lvs
,
and lateral

or axillary racemes sepals narrow, acuminate, or some-
times tailed, spreading, equal or the lateral longer;

petals similar to the dorsal sepal or smaller; lip sessile

on the foot of the column, spreading, flat, entire,

shorter than the sepals; pollmia 2, waxy—A genus of

about 30 species extending from Mex to Brazil and the

W. Indies
The brassias are plants of easy culture and add con- a

siderable interest to collections. They have little valuej
as a florists’ flower since the colors are not suitable, but a
well-grown specimen, such as is often seen in old gar-

a Lip with flat green warts.

B Sepals 3-Jf m. long lip white.

1. verruedsa, Batem Fig 624 Pscudobulbs ovoid,
much compressed, up +c i in long 1

lvs up to 1 ft long:

racemes 8-15-fld
,

sepals and petals light yellowish
green, spotted at base, the sepals 3-t m long,

. the petals about half as long, lip white, with
numerous dark green warts, with a broad
dilated claw, the upper part nearly orbicular,

abruptly acuminate Guatemala

bb Sepals 6 m long' lip light yellow

2 brachikta, Lindl Pseudobulbs 3-5 in long,

oblong, compressed lvs up to 1 ft long incomes 6-12-

fld ;
sepals and petals light vellowish green, with a few

purple basal spots, the petals about two-thirds as long

624. Brassia verrucosa. (XW
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as sepals; lip light yellow, with dark green warts, con-

stricted at the middle, the basal part nearly orbicular,

the upper portions broadly triangular-ovate, acuminate.
Guatemala. BR. 33*29.

aa Lip without warts.

B. The lip with a broad claw, broadly obovate or nearly
orbicular above

c. Lateral sepals lanceolate, about 3 m. long.

3. macul&ta, R Br. Pseudobulbs 3-4 in. long, 1-

lvd . lvs up to 9 in long racemes of 5-10 fls
;
sepals

and petals yellows h green, brown-spotted on the lower
part, the sepals about 3 m long, the petals two-thirds
as long, lip cream-white, purple-dotted, with broad
claw, the upper part broadly ovate, acute. Jamaica.
B M 1691 P M 6 5 Var gutt&ta, Lindl (B Wrayse,

Skinner) Fls smaller and greener. Guatemala.
BM 4003

cr Lateral sepals nairowly linear, /f~5 m long.

4 Gireoudeina, Reichb Pseudobulbs 1-1vd
,
3-4

in. long and about half as broad, much compressed:
lvs up to 1 ft long racemes with 6-12 fls

;
sepals yel-

lowish green, the base brown-spotted, the lateral

sepals up to 5 in long, the dorsal a little shorter, pet-
als about half as long as doisal sepal, the base brown,
the remainder yellowish green, lip yellow, brown-
spotted, with a broad claw, the upper part nearly
orbicular, acute Costa Rica.

bb The lip not clawed.

c Lateral sepals 0-8 m long.

d Sepals greenish yillow, lip ovale.

5 caud&ta, Lindl Pseudobulbs up to 5 in. long:
lvs up to 10 in long raeeims with 6-12 fls

;
sepals and

petals greenish yellow, brown-spotted at base, dorsal

sepal about 3 in long, the lateral 6 m
,
petals about 1

in long, lip without a claw, ovate, acuminate, light

yellow with biown spots W Indies. B R. 832. B.M.
3451 A F 6 609

dd Sepals deep oranqe-ijdlow, Up oblong-lanceolate.

6 longissima, Nash {H Laimnceana, Lindl, var.

lonqissirna, Reichb j Pseudobulbs 2-3 m long, com-
pressed, 1-lvd lvs up to 9 in long racemes of nu-
merous fls

,
sepals and petals deep orange-vellow, with

a fowr large basal blotches, the doisal sepal about half

as long as the lateral which are 7-8 m long and about
V\\\\ wide at base, the petals 2-3 in long, hp oblong-
lanceolate, about 3 m long, pale yellow, acuminate,
purple-spotted at base. Costa Rica. B M. 5748.

CC Lateral sepals 2 lA~8
in. long.

d. Crest 2-lobed, hp oblong.

7 Lance&na, Lindl Pseu-
dobulbs 2-lvd

,
3-5 in long,

much compiessod and ribbed:
lvs up to 1 ft long, racemes
of 7-12 fls

,
sepals and petals

light yellow, brown-spotted
below, the sepals 2A~% in

long, the petals about half

as Tong, hp oblong, yellow,
625 Flower Of mustard. unspotted or with a few basal

( brown spots, undulate, acute,
1-1M in. long. Guiana. B.R 1754. B.M 3577.

dd. Crest truncate in front, hp oblong-lanceolate.

8 Lawrence&na, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 2-lvd
,
3-5 in.

long, ribbed and much compressed lvs. up to 1 ft.

long racemes of 7-12 fls
;
sepals and petals light yel-

low, brown-spotted below, the sepals about 3 m. long,

the petals about lA m long; lip oblong-lanceolate,

light yellow, about 1A m long, acute, undulate. Bra-
zil. BR. 27-18. J.H. III. 30.275.

B Forgehdna, Hort Fls whitish with chocolate markings, the
crest of the hp orange Related to B maculata G C III 48 471.—B. Jossttdna, Reichb f. Brazil. Gt 3 308.

George V. Nash.

BRASSICA (old classical name) Including Sindpis.
Cruciferse Annual and biennial herbs, including cab-
bage and turnna, and their allies, and also the mustards.

Leaves various, the lower ones mostly
lyrate or pmnatifid fls yellow, mostly m
erect racemes, petals and stamens 4. pod
long and slender, compressed-cylindrical or
4-sided, beaked, seeds not winged, the coty-

ledonsconduplicate (Figs. 625, 626).—Nearly
or quite 100 species m Eu., Asia, Afr

,
and

many of them widely naturalized. The
brassicas possess a remarkable natural
tendency toward the thickening of parts

under cult., as of root, st
,
axillary buds,

If.-rosettes, midribs and even of fl -clus-

ters Oil is extracted from the
seeds of several species, and the
ground mustard of commerce is

made fiom the seeds of B nigra

and others.

The brassicas are botanically
much confused, paiticularly in the
groups containing cultivated spe-

cies The manuals probably con-
tain too few rather than too many
species of Biassiea; at lea^t, the
miscellaneous throwing of rutabagas,

turnips, rape and other plants into

Brassica campestris is unnatutal, and, therefore, unfor-

tunate One of the best piesentations of the true bras-

sicas is that of De Candolle's Prodromus, as long ago as

1824 (also in Trans. Lond Ilort Hoc
,
Vol V, and in

Systema, 2.582-607), and the present treatment follows

that outline in general Some of the forms that are here

kept separate as species may be derived fiom their

fellows, but the evidence of such origin is lost, and per-

spicuity demands that they be kept distinct in a horti-

cultuial treatise The taxonomic arrangement here

presented can be regaided as only tentative, however,
and new systematic studies should be made of the

entire group
The confusion into which our brassicas have fallen is

m some measure due to the various vernacular names in

the different countries The French use the word chou
gencrieally to include all forms of B oleracai and the

rutabaga—that is, all the blue thick-leaved brassicas;

while in England the rutabaga is called the Swedish
turnip. A tabular view of the different vernaculars may
be useful’

626 Pod or silique

of mustard.— Bras-
sica juncea. (XIJi)

French.

Chou cabus
Chou de Milan
Chou de Bruxellea
Choux-verta
Chou-rave

Chou-nave

Chou-fleur
Navet

English

Cabbage
Savoy rabbage
Brussels Sprouts
Borecole or Kale
Kohlrabi

1

Swede, or Swedish
turnip

Turnip-rooted
cabbage

Cauliflower
Turnip,

American.

Cabbage
Savoy cabbage
Brussels sprouts
Borecole or Kale
Kohlrabi

Rutabaga

Cauliflower
Turnip

The Latin names in Brassica, particularly in the
oleracea-campestns group, have been so variously used
that it is practically impossible to place some of them
accurately.

acephala, 1.

alba. 10
arvensis, 11
botrytis, 1

campestns, 3
capitatn, 1

Caulo-Rapa, 1.

chinensis, 5.

cuneifolia, 9
gemmifera, 1.

INDEX.
mtegrifolia, 9.

piponica, 8.

luntea, 9
Ixvigata, 9
lanceolata, 9.

napifornns, 6.

Napo-Brassica, 3.

Napus, 2
nigra, 12.

oleifera, 2, 3, 4.

oleracea, 1, 3.

patens, 9.

Pe-tsai, 7.

ramo8a, 9
Rapa, 4
rugosa, 9
Sinapistrum, 11
aylvestria, 1
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k. Whole plant glaucous-blue when m ft : Ivs of the fl.-

sts. clasping' fls various . (Mostly Brassica proper )

B. Lvs. from the first more or less fleshy throughout
,
and

glaucous-blue even when young: fls large and creamy
yellow

,
the petals conspicuously long-clawed, and the

sepals usually erect.

1 oler&cea, Linn Cabbaoe, Cauliflower, Brus-
sels Sprouts, Kale Fig 627.

627. Flowers of cabbage.

—

Brassica oleracea. ( X > 2)

Lvs smooth from the

first, and the root not
tuberous fls. large and
long (%-\ in lengtn,

at least often), light-

colored, slender - pedi-

celled, in long and
open racemes pods
large, long-beaked If

the name Brassica ole-

racea is held for a
generalized group with-
out a type form, then
the wild plant may be
designated as var syl-

vestns, Linn In the

E
resent treatment,
owever, the wild form

is regarded as the type
and is therefore not
given a varietal name.
Brassica oleracea grows
wild on the sea-cliffs of

W and S Eu. Fig.

628, from nature, shows
the common form as it

grows on the chalk
cliffs of the English
Channel. It is a peren-
nial plant of short dura-

tion, or perhaps sometimes a biennial, with a very tough
and woody root, a diffuse habit, and large thick deep-
lobed lvs in various shades of green and reddish, and
more or less glaucous The lvs of this plant were
probably eaten by the barbarous or half-civilized peo-
ples; and, when history begins, the plant had been
transferred to cult grounds and had begun to produce
dense rosettes or heads of lvs. It appears to have been
in general use before the Aryan migiations to the west-
ward There were several distinct iypes or races of the
cabbage m cult in Pliny’s time From the one original

stock nave apparently sprung all the forms of cabbages,
cauliflowers, brussels sprouts and kales For this family
or group of plants the English language has no generic

name. The French include them all under the term
Chou, and the Germans treat them under Kohl. These
various tribes may be classified as follows.

Var. acephala, DC Fig 706. The various headless cab-
bages, comprising kales or borecoles, m many types and

varieties, as the tall

or tree kales, curled

or Scotch kales,

and collards. Its
likeness may be
found wild on the
cliffs of the south-
eastern coast of

England today. The
thick, tender lvs. of

the kales are used as

“greens.” See Col-

lards and Kale. It

is not certain that
all the kales and
collards belong
here; some of them
may be B. campes-
tns.

Var. CatHo-R&pa, DC. Kohlrabi (which see). St.

tuberous above the roots, the tuber bearing th^ lvs.

Var gemmifera, DC. The bud-bearing cabbage, or
brussels sprouts (see Fig
672) In this group, the main
st. 01 axis is tall and erect,

and axillary buds are devel-

oped into little heads See
Bms iels sprouts.

Var. capit&ta, Linn The
head-bearmg, or true cab-
bages, kraut of the Germans.
In this group, the main axis

is short and thick, and the
lvs are densely packed into

a gigantic bud or head (Figs

701-705) The varieties of

cabbage are veiy numctou#
and various See Cabbage
A serviceable classification

of them might follow this 620 Flowers of rutabaga—
order: Brassica campestris (XK)

a. Lvs plain (not blistered).
b Head oblong or conical (Fig 701).

C Green
cc Red

bb. Head oblate or flattened (Jig 702), including c and cc,
as above

aa. Lvs blistered or puckered Tho Savoy cabbages, Fig 703
(B olerart

a

var bullnta, DC , or var sabnuda, Linn ), to be
further divided as m a.

Var. botrytis, Linn Cauliflower and broccoli, in

which the head is formed of the condensed and thick-

ened fl -cluster Broccoli produces its heads later in the
season than cauliflower, and 111 mild climates it is allowed
to remain and make its heads m spi ing See Ca uliflower.

2 N&pus, Linn Rape Lvs smooth from the first

differs from B oleracea chiefly in habit and more deeply
scalloped lvs. There are oil-producing forms (var.

oleifera, DC ). The botanical position of the rapes is

doubtful

3. campestris, Linn First lvs hairy, all lvs glaucous
and thickish or somewhat fleshy, the lower ones lyrate

and toothed, the st-lvs cordate-amplexicaul and

630. Pak-choi —Brassica chinensis.

acuminate fls shorter and also smaller than in the B.
oleracea series (Fig. 629) A weed m waste places, in

its run-wild form, but rarely persisting long or becom-
ing troublesome Theie are oil-bearing forms (var.

oleifera, DC.).

Var Nftpo-Briissica, DC (B . oleracea var Ndpo-
Brdssica, Linn ), is the rutabaga evolution of the plant.

The rutabaga tuber is either white-fleshed or yellow-

fleshed, but the preference in this country seems to be
for the yellow kinds. For contrasts with turnips, see

No. 4; also Turnip in Vol. VI.
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bb. Lvs. (except upon the Jl -at ) thin and green: fls.

smaller and bright yeUow, less jyronunently clawed.

c. Plant potentially biennial (that is, the root hard and
thickened, often distinctly tuberous): foliage firm
in texture.

d. Foliage distinctly hairy.

4 R&pa, Linn Common Turnip. Lvs. prominently
lyrate or interrupted below, the root tuberous—What-
ever the origin of the rutabaga and turnip may be, the

two plants show good botanical characters The tubers

of the two are different in season, texture and flavor

In the rutabaga, the small lvs immediately following

the seed-lvs arc sparsely hany, but all subsequent
lvs. are entirely smooth, densely glaucous blue, thick

and cabbage-like, with a fleshy petiole and midrib. In

the turnip, the radical lvs. are always more or less

hairy, and they are green and radish-like, thin, with
slender petiole, and the lvs are much more lyrate,

with mtcriupted lfts on the petiole; the small lvs.

following the seed-lvs are also thinner and narrower
and more deeply scalloped In the rutabaga, the fls.

are large and creamy-yellow, whereas in the turnip

631 Tuberous root of pak-choi —Brassica chinensis.

Mustard. Fig. 632. Radical lvs comparatively few.

the blade thm and oval in outline, and on long ana
slender, slightly feathered petioles, sharply and irregu-

larly toothed, with a thin bloom' beak of the pod more
abrupt, root distinctly

hard and tuberous.

Chin a.— This vege-
table appeared in /

Y

France in 1882 from ^THwi v \ \

^

seeds sent by Bre-
tschneider, of the Hus-
sian legation, Pekin It

was offered by Amen-
can seedsmen as early 532. Lower stem leaf of Brassica
as 1889. The plant is napiformis.

a biennial, with thm
bluish foliage, and a small tuberous root like a conical

turnip These roots reach a diarrl of 3 or 4 in
,
and are

scarcely distinguishable from white turnips m appear-
ance, texture and flavor In China the tubers are used
as a winter vegetable, the seeds being sown in summer
The plant does not appear to have been brought to

the attention of botanists until Bretschneider published
an account of it in a French jour-

nal in 1881 Paillieux and Bois
(Le Potager d’un Cuneux) regard

jgSjifciv it as a variety of Brassica juncea,

to which the Chinese mustard
belongs, but it is very different

from that plant It is nearly
related to pak-choi, and it may
have sprung from the same spe-

cies; but it is clearly distinguished
-- -

- by its sharply toothed lvs
,
one of

which is shown in Fig 632

cc Plant truly annual foliage
* - u jV" "«4 profuse, loose and soft

7. Pe-ts&i, Bailey Pe-tsai
Cabbage Fig 633. Numeious
radical lvs

,
laige and light green,

>nsis
oblong or ovate-oblong, cnnkled

claws and more spreading calyx The turnips vary in

hairiness, but the cone of expanding lvs
,
01 the “heart-

Ivs ,” alwavs shows the hairs distinctly, while the

heart-lvs of the rutabagas are normally entnely gla-

brous, fleshy. an<l lernmtl one of the young shoots of

sea-kale The turnip usually pioducc* seed freely if

the bottoms are left in the ground over winter, and
thereby the plant spieads becoming a true annual and
a bad weed, with a .slender hard root Oil-producing
forms are var olcifera, DC.

dd. Foliage not hairy

5 chinensis, Linn. Pak-choi Cabbage Fig 630.

Radical lvs broad and ample, glossy green, obovate or
round-obovate in general outline, cither entire or

obscurely wavy or even crenate, tapering to a distinct

and thick strong petiole, which is usually not promi-
nently margined, pod large and tapering into a beak
half an inch long root sometimes tuberous (Fig 631).
—This plant is grown by the American Chinese, and is

occasionally seen in other gardens (see Bailey, Bull No
67, Cornell Exp Sta ) It is impossible to determine
whether this particular plant is the one that Linmeus
meant to distinguish by his Brassica chinensis, but it

best answers the description in his Amoemtates (Vol

and very veiny, and the tfiargins

they are small, yellow and mustard-like, with shorter wavy, contracted into a flat and ribbed petiole 1-3 in.

wide, which is provided with a wide thm notched 01

wavy wing; st -lvs sessile and clasping pod of medium
size, with a short cone-like beak—The pe-tsai, or
Chinese cabbage, is no longer a novelty in American
gardens, although it does not appear to be well known
and its merits are not understood. Its cult, and peculi-

633. Brassica Pe-tsai.

IV). In Linnaeus’ herbarium is a Brassica marked
“chinensis” in his own handwriting, but it shows purple
fls and has lyrate-lobed lvs

,
whereas Linnaeus described

his plant as having yellow fls and cynoglossum-hke
lvs.; probably not the original

6 napifdrmis, Bailey (Sindpis juncea var napi-
fdrvus, Paill & Bois) Tuberous-rooted Chinese

arities were described in France as long ago as 1840, by
Pepin, who says that, while the plant had been known
m botanic gardens for 20 years, it was brought to

notice as a culinary vegetable only 3 years before he
wiote. It appears to have attracted little attention in

Eu. until late in the last century, however. It began to

attract attention in the U S probably about 25 years
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ago. The lvs. tend to form an oblong loose head, like

cos lettuce. Cabbage; also page 3582.

aa. Whole plant green or but slightly glaucous when
in fl.. lvs. on the fi.-sts. not prominently clasping:

jls. small and yellow. Annuals. (Sinapis or

Mustard

)

B. Pod long
,
terete or nearly so: pedicels spreading.

Brassica [or Sinapis] rugosa), the other with root-1vs.

obtusely toothed and spinescent on the veins below
(comprising Chinese mustard, Chinese broad-leaved
mustard, and brown mustard). Linnaeus founded his

Sinapis juncea on a figure in Hermann’s Paradisus (Her-
mann, Paradisus Batavus, t 230, 1705), which repre-

sents a plant very like the former type mentioned above,
and which Hermann described as “lettuce-leaved.”

8. japtfnica, Sieb. Pot-herb Mustard. Fig. 634.
Annual, self-sowing: rather numerous radical lvs.,

oblong or oblong-
obovate, the margins
either crisped or cut
into many very fino

divisions, the petiole

distinct at its lower
end; st-lvs. all peti-

oled
.
pod very small,

with a slender beak.
—The very soft thin
lvs. make excellent

— .
“greens.” Long
known, but with no
designative name, in

old gardens in this

country, and some-
times run wild about
premises. Intro, in

1890 by John Lewis
Childs as California
pepper-grass A very
worthy plant (Bull.

67,Cornell Exp. Sta ).

9. juncea, Coss (Sinapis jiincea, Linn ) Chinese
Mustard. Figs 626, 635. Bank and coarse grower, in

the common forms making great tufts of root-lvs if

sown early: radical lvs usually abundant and often
very large, oval or obovate m outline, the blade angled or

toothed, tapering into a narrow petiole, which generally
bears leafy appendages, lower st-lvs more or less

toothed and petiolate, the upper ones oblong or oblong-
lanceolate, entire and usually sessile or alternate* flow-

ering sts. and lvs. more or less lightly glaucous fls.

634. Brassica japonica, the radical
leaves used for greens.

bright yellow: pod slender, of medium size, tapering
into a short seedless beak Asia.—This species is held
by Hooker and Thomson (Journ. Linn Soc. v 170) to
include a great variety of forms, as Sinapis Ixmgata,
Linn.; S. mtegrifolia, Willd., S ramosa, S. rugosa, S
patens, S cuneifolia, Roxbg

;
S. lanceolata, DC

,
and

others. There are two types of it m cult, m our gar-

dens, one with the radical lvs somewhat sharply
toothed and nearly smooth below (sometimes grown as

635. Broad-leaved Chinese mustard —Form of Brassica juncea.

10. filba, Boiss. Wild Mustard. Tall: lvs pinna-
tifid and rough-hairy: pods spreading, hairy, the lower

S
art thick and few-seeded, the beak longer, seeds pale

rown, large. Weed, from Eu.

11 arvensis, Kuntze (B Smaplstrum, -s f

Boiss Sinapis arvtnsis, Linn. Sinapis- Al)

trum arvense, Spach). Charlock Tall* YW/V

lvs. strong-toothed, or sometimes nearly nyj
lyrate: poas knotty, glabrous or hairy, the * U/
upper third mdehiscent and 2-edgcd, usu-
ally 1-seeded. Weed, from Eu

bb. Pod short, distinctly 4-angled * pedicels

and pods oppressed

12. nigra, Koch. Black Mustard Fig
636. St tall and upright, with wide-spread-
ing branches* lvs pmnatifid, somewhat
hairy: pods short and erect, glabrous, seeds
small and dark brown, pungent, supplying
the mustard of commerce Cult in Eu

,
but

a weed in this country—Commercial mus-
tard is the flour of the seeds of this species

chiefly, but the seeds of B. alba and prob-
ably of B. juncea are sometimes used

B adprtssa, Boiss Annual or biennial,

much like B nigra but st stiffer, lvs less

divided and plant somewhat hoary pods
with a short 1-seeded beak. Occasionally
adventive from Eu—B. sinensis, Hort —
B. ehmensis
Many forms of Brassica have been described

that it is not necessary to endeavor to account for
here Studies in crossing may be expected to indi-
cate some of the relationships The writer has
found, no difficulty m crossing cabbage-kale-cauh-
flower and others See Lund and Kiaerskou, Land-
brugets Kulturplanter No. 4, and ‘‘Morfologisk-
anatomisk beskrivclse af Brassica oleracea, B.
campestris og B. Napus ’ L H B
BRASSOCATTLiELIA (compounded

from Brassavola, Cattleya and Laelia).

Orchiddcex A small group of trigenerie

hybrids between the genera Brassavola,

Cattleya and Lselia.

B balarucAnsis (B. Digbyana x L -C.
Schilleriana) .

— B. Fuersthibergn (Bras-
solcelia Gratrixiae x C. Trianie) —B. Mdck-
ayi (B Digbyana x L -C elegans). See
also Adamara and Lmneara.

BRASSOCATTLEYA (compounded
from Brassavola and Cattleya ) Orchiddcex Siliques of

A genus established to include hybrids Brassica

between the species of the genera Bras- xi)

savola and Cattleya.
The following, among others, are offered m the

American trade:
B. Akbbenn (B. Digbyano-gigas x C. Luddeman-

neana).

—

B Alexdnden (B. Digbyana x C. citrma).

—

B. Chdmberlaimx (B. Digbyana X C. quadncolor).—
B. Cllftonn, Hort. (B.-C. Digbyana-Massia? x C
Trianae var. Uplands). G C. III. 45*34. OR 18:48 —
var. Willesleyx

,
Hort G C. Ill 51 : 135—B. consplcua

(B glauca x C. Leopoldn).

—

B. Digbyano-Fdrbesn (B
Digbyano x C. Forbesii).

—

B. Digbyano-gigas (B. Dig-
byana x C. Gigas).

—

B. Eva (C Lawrenciana x B. Dig-
byana) —B. gesnenxfldra (B. fragrans x C. maxima).—B. heatoninsis (B. Digbyana x C Hardyana).

—

B.
Hdlfordu (C Forbesii x B Digbyana).

—

B. Hyex (B.
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Digbyana x C. Harrisomana).

—

B. langleyensis (B. Dig-
byana x C. Schroederse).

—

B. Laurmti&no-glauca (B.

Laurentiano X C. glauca).

—

B. Leemdnnix (B. Dig-
byana x C. Dowiana). O.R. 11 '57

—

B. Marlae (B.

Digbyana x C. Warnen).

—

B. Mardnas (B. Digbyana
X C. Warscewiczn).

—

B. niv&lis (B. fragrans x C.
intermedia) —B. PeUersn (B. glauca x C. Lawrence-
ana).

—

B Pocahdntas (B. Digbyana x C. Eldorado).—B. Sdnderi (B. glauca x C. Schroederse).

—

B.
sandhagh&nsis (B Digbyana x C. Setulleriana).

—

B.
striata (B. fragrans x C. Mossiae). FIs. rose-colored,

fragrant RH 1903 276, desc .—B Susannae. (B.

Digbyana xC Thayeriana).

—

B. Thdmtonn (B. Dig-
byana x C Gaskelhana) JH. III. 61 601 — B.
Vhtchn (B. Digbyana x C Mossiae).

—

B. Vilmonni&na
(B. Leemanmae x C. Mossiae) — B. W&lesleyx (B.

glauca x C. Mossiae Wagenen)
Brassavola Digbyana

,
Lmdl

,
is now considered a

Laeha, so the above hybrids, under that conception,
might be designated Laelio-Cattleya.

George V. Nash.

BRASSO-LixiA (compounded of the genera
Brassavola and Laelia) Orchidacex Established to
include hybrids between the two genera
The following are to be found in the American trade:
B Canan (B. Digbyana x L xanthina) —B. Digby-

ano-purpurata (B Digbyana x L. purpurata) —

B

fiadosa (B nodosa x L flava) —B. Helen (B Digby-
ana x L tenebrosa) OR. 10 169

—

B. Jdssopn (B.

Digbyana x L -C. xanthina).—B Lellieuxii (B Digby-
ana x L anceps) —B Rdlfe

i

(B Digbyana x L enspa).
—B Thwditesn (B Digbyana x L grandiflora) —B.
Veitchn (B DigbjanaxL purpurata).

—

B. weslficldi-

ensis (B glau< a x L flava)

Brassavola Digbyana, Lmdl
,

is now considered a
Ladia, so the above hybrids, under that disposition,

might be designated as hybnd Laelias

George V. Nash.

BRAsSO-LjELIA-CAtTLEYA. Orchidaceae. Atngen-
eric hybrid B -L -C. Fowlen (C. Schroederae auran-
tiaca x Brasso-La'lia Mrs M Gratnx) FIs. yellow,
tinged, and veined with salmon-rose G C. III. 41:

303 Brassavola Digbyana, one of the elements, is now
considered a Laelia, and the plant would then belong to

Laelio-Cattleya George V. Nash.

BRAVOA (Bravo, Mexican botanist). Amaryl-
luldcex A small genus, much resembling in some of its

species the tuberose (Folianthes)
,
and hardly distinct

trom it

Stems slender, from small thickened rootstocks lvs

mostly basal infl a lax spike or raceme; fls. always m
pairs, more or less bent or curved, stamens 6, included
within the perianth-tube fr 3-celled, many-seeded
Native of the mountain and tableland region of Mex—
Five species have been described formerly, but recent
explorations have discovered some 5 or 6 additional
species.

While the flowers are not so showy as the common
tuberose, yet the genus should be found m every choice
bulb collection Only one species has been cultivated to
any extent, and even this species is not well known. As
the species often grow in the high mountains of Mexico,
they ought to be hardy m the southern stretches of the
temperate zone.

geminifldra, Llav & Lex. Mexican Twin-Flower.
Sts 1-2 ft high: bulbs small, 1-1 L6 m. long, the outer
scales cut into fine fibers at the top : basal lvs. linear,

erect, 6 lines or less broad, smooth: fls. m a slender
raceme, reddish or orange-colored; lobes minute,
rounded. B.M. 4741.—Handsome, and worthy of more
attention.

B Bulhdna, Baker. Basal lvs. described as lanceolate, 1-1 H m
broad fls. in 5 or 6 pairs, white. Seemingly too near the little-known

35

Pohanthes mexicana. Not in cult —B aesnhfldra, B. dennfldra

,

and B amguli/ldra, arc rare species, only known from herbarium
specimens The latter two, however, should probably be excluded
from this group.

J. N> Rose
BRAYA (Count de Bray, 1765-1831, German

botanist). Cruciferas. Small tufted alpine or boreal
perennial herbs, sometimes grown in alpine gardening.
There are a dozen or moie species in Eu

,
Asia and

Amer. Plant glabrous or cano-tomentose' lvs. radical,

spatulate or linear, entire or dentate, fls. on scapes
that often are naked and sometimes only 1-flci but
mostly bearing racemes or corymbs, white or rose-

colored or purple B alplna, Sternb. & Hoppe, is the
usual species, with white fls. B pinnatifida, Koch
(probably properly Sisymbrium pinnatifidum, DC ),

has white-lilac fls. Practically unknown m cult, in N.
Amer.

BRAZIL-NUT: Bertholletxa.

BREAD-FRUIT: Artocarpus.

BREAD-NUT: Brosimum Alicastrum.

BREEDING OF PLANTS. The definite producing
of kinds of plants adapted to given uses and conditions
is known now as plant-breeding The existing varieties

are of course the result of ihe action of natural tenden-
cies and laws, but the producing of them has not been,
for the most part, a conscious, or at least not a regu-
latedj act on the part of man. The laws of variation

and inheritance are now beginning to be understood,
and the application of this knowledge is to produce
orderly and more or less predictable results.

In beginning the artificial cultivation of plants, our
early ancestors, even with their crude understanding
and methods, probably selected seed for planting from
the best wild individuals of any plant The selection of

seed from the best individuals has thus been continuing
for thousands of years, ever since the dawn of civiliza-

tion. While this is a crude method of breeding, if long
continued on an extensive scale, it could not, as is now
recognized, fail to have results The greatness of the
changes produced is shown by the fact that some of

the most extensively cultivated crops, such as wheat
and maize, have been so modified that the wild types
from whieh they sprang cannot now be recognized,

although the original wild ancestors probably still exist.

Breeding did not become established as an art until

comparatively recently The sexuality of plants was
not established until it was proved experimentally by
Cameranus in 1691

,
and the first hybrid of which there

is record was made in 1719 by Thomas Fairchild, an
English gardener, who crossed the carnation with the
sweet william The first exact knowledge of hybridiza-
tion dates from about 1761 when Koelreuter began
publishing the results of his observations, but even his

work had little bearing on practical plant-breeding
The systematic breeding of plants mav oe said to have
begun with the work of Knight and Von Mons about
the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Knight worked mainly in hybridization and m 1806
said “New varieties of every species of fruit will gen-
erally be better produced by introducing the farma of
one variety of pollen into the blossoms of another than
by propagating from a single bud ” Von Mons worked
mainly m selection and it is interesting to note that
his experiments were made primarily with pears. He
emphasized continuous selection and produced very
many valuable varieties. It is probable that a large
part of the success of Von Mons’ work was due to the
fact that pears are normally sterile to their own pollen,
requiring cross-fertilization, and, therefore, many of

his new varieties were probably hybrids. He was not
aware of this fact, however, and it made no great differ-

ence in the establishment of the principle which has
since proved to be so important.
A most important stimulus to the development of
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plant-breeding was given by the publication of Darwin’s
famous works, particularly his “Animals and Plants
under Domestication,” m 1868. His extensive re-

searches, masterful compilation and systematization of

the existing knowledge may be said to have established
breeding on a systematic basis— :— ta

little a(jvance was ma(je jn the
knowledge of the principles

of breeding until in 1900,

when Mendel’s papers on plant
hybridization, describing his

now famous principles or laws

of inheritance, were rediscovered
independently and brought to

attention by DeVries, Correns
and Tschermak The discovery
of these laws and the publication

of DeVries’ “Mutation Theory”
m the same year, marked the
beginning of a new era m plant-

breeding. No matter what the
final conclusions may be regard-

. ing Mendel’s principles and the
mutation theory, the stimula-

tion which these two theories

have given to breeding has
already served greatly to modify
and extend knowledge, both in

scientific and practical direc-

tions

The great advance that has
been made m the discovery of

the underlying principles of

breeding puts experimentation
in this field on a much surer

basis and the breeder can now
approach his subject with defi-

nite understanding.

Classification of varieties.

To understand clearly the character of organisms
with which breeding deals, careful definitions of the

different groups of cultivated plants which are ordi-

narily known as varieties are needed One speaks of

varieties of wheat, corn, apples and pears, yet it is

known that these varieties differ from each other as

natural groups. In order to distinguish clearly these

differences, the following classification of varieties into

races, strains and cions has been proposed

Races are groups of cultivated plants that have well-marked
differentiating characters, and propagate true to seed except for

simple fluctuating variations The different groups of beans, peas,
wheat, oats, corn, cotton, and the like, referred to commonly as
varieties, are thus in a more restricted sense races Boone County
White, Learning, Golden Bantam, and so on, would be recognized
as races of corn, and Turkey Red, Fulcaster, Fultz, as races of

wheat, and Early Pans, Dwarf Erfurt and Snowhall as races of

caultflower.

Strains are groups of cultivated plants derived from a race,
which do not differ from the original of the race in visible taxonomic
characters When the breeder, by a careful selection of Blue Stem
wheat, produces a sort of Blue Stem that differs from the original
race only m the quality of yielding heavily, it would be called a
strain of Blue Stem

Cions are groups of cultivated plants the different individuals
of which are simply transplanted parts of tho same individual, the
reproduction being by the use of vegetative parts such as bulbs,
tubers, buds, grafts, cuttings, runners, and the like The various
sorts of apples, potatoes, strawberries, chrysanthemums, and so on,
commonly denominated varieties, in a more restricted sense would
be cions Cions of apples, pears, strawberries, potatoes, and the
like, do not propagate true to seed, while this is one of the most
important characters of races and strains of wheat, corn, and others.
The term variety would thus bo used in a general sense, and would
include races, strains and dons.

Heredity.

The laws of heredity are of pnmarv importance to

the breeder It is a general principle that like begets
like, but it is also true that like frequently gives rise to

unlike. In general, by heredity is meant the tendency
which an organism manifests to develop in the form ana
likeness of its progenitors, and the study of heredity
includes thus the inheritance of characters It is of the
utmost importance that organisms in general reproduce
their kind, as otherwise the breeder would be confronted
with confusion, but it is of equal importance that the off-

spring does not always reproduce the parental charac-
ters There are thus apparently two conflicting prin-
ciples in plant-breeding On the one hand, the breeder
seeks to produce variations m order to get new types
as the foundations for improvement. On the other hand,
when such a variation from or improvement on the nor-
mal type is secured, he reverses the process and tries

to establish heredity and reduce the amount of varia-
tion, so that the aphorism, “like begets like/ will hold
true.

In pedigree- or grade-breeding, and m breeding to
produce new varieties, the importance of hereditary
strength cannot be overestimated, as it is only by ren-
dering this power very great that any new form can be
brought to what is called a fixed type

In recent years, the ideas of fixity of type have been
greatly modified, and it, is now held that fixity of
type is secured by purifying a race from all admixtures
so that any character represented in a race will be pure.

Unit-characters.

The modern studies of heredity have led to a new
conception of organic characters that should be clearly

understood by the breeder A careful study of species or
varieties of plants or animals focuses the attention not
on the generality of the differences exist >ng but rather
on the differences m certain characters, one observes
whether a plant is smooth or hairy, cut-leaved or entire-

leaved, much branched or simply branched, erect or
procumbent, tall or short, and the like This leads to
the conception that a plant is not of simple organiza-
tion but is comprised of a combination of characters.

These characters or the physiological units which cause
them are now thought of as m considerable measure
independent of each other and as representing dis

tinct organic units. The classical studies of Gret>o

b

638 Red cedar: a, Columnar form; b, Spreading form.

Mendel on the hybridization of races of peas that
exhibited different characters established the fact that
at least certain characters are inherited separately and
may form permanent new combinations.
A unit-character, then, may be defined as any char

acteristic quality or set of qualities or expression O-

character in an organism that is inherited as a whole
and independent of any other quality or set of ouahtus
They are the organic units of inheritance The uni.
that are considered in hybridization are not tne
species or varieties themselves, but the unit-characterb
of which they are composed The origin of a new

Following Darwin,

of wheat plants grown
side by side in field.
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variety would then consist in the acquirement of a new
character by the organism or the loss of an old character
or of the production through hybridization of new
combinations of characters that already existed but
in different combinations.

Nature of variation.

While, as indicated in the discussion of heredity,

organisms are usually reproduced in the likeness of

their parents, nevertheless it is well known that

all plants vary Individual plants differ from one
another mat as do men The fact that plants can be
improved by selection depends upon the occurrence of

these so-called variations One is accustomed to think
of plants as very stable and uniform Casually looking
over a field of ox-eye daisies and admiring their beautv,
one distinguishes no appart nt variability, all seem to be
alike Nevertheless, if the plants are examined care-

fully and the different individuals studied, it is found
that each one possesses certain peculiarities Home have
large flower-heads, otheis small flower-heads; some
have very many rays or pedals, others comparatively
few, some have broad rays, others narrow rays Some

f

ilants are tall, others short. No two plants can be
ound which do not differ from each other m some
noticeable character They present different facial

expressions, the same as do people or cattle, so that
different individuals may be recognized after one has
studied them and made their acquaintance This is

one of the interesting studies which the breeder pur-
sues Careful gardeners learn to recognize the individ-

ual nlants that thev handle day after day as the
shepherd recognizes the different members of his flock.

The inheritance of a character ordinarily does not
mean its exact expression m the offspring as in the par-
ent, In considering variations from the standpoint of

the conception of unit-characters, it must be remem-
bered that only the determiners of a character are in-

herited and the expression of the character m the new
individual is influenced by the environment under which
the individual develops It must also be remembered
that in the higher plants and animals with which the

breeder ordinarily has to deal, an individual results

from a fertilized egg-cell which contains the heritage

determiners of two parents and, as theie are a very
large number of ohai actors making up an> individual

and as different individuals possess different determi-

ners which are brought together in fertilization, rarely or
never can one individual be conceived to be an exact
counterpart of another

Variation s are of very great difference in magnitude
and kind, and while many different names have been
given to the different types of variation, the most
generally' accepted usage at present is to classify all

variations either as fluctuations or mutations
Fluctuations are those variations that are supposed

to be due to the direct action of environment and that

are not inherited The vanation m size as a iesult of

nchnebs of soil, is such a fluctuating variation and, as
well recognized, is not a heritable character A similar

illustration of such a variation is the difference m size

of oat or wheat plants due to crowding in the field

(Fig 637) It is knowm that if a pole bean be trans-

ferred to the North, it tends to produce a bush type,
and if a cowpea be transferred to the North, it tends to

shorten up its vine and assume a bush habit An in-

teresting illustration of such modifications is shown
m the ordinary red cedar, Juniperus virginiana (Fig.

638). In the rich, moist soils of Pennsylvania, Mary-
land and Virginia, this tree forms a beautiful tall col-

umnar top with dense foliage (Fig 638 a) . On the dry,

sterile, limestone hills of Kansas, Nebraska, and Ken-
tucky, and in the sandy soil of Florida, the same tree

produces a spreading, scraggly top of entirely different

character (Fig. 638 b). If one of these trees .is trans-

planted while young, from sterile barren soil to moist
rich land, it assumes the tall columnar habit as a result

of the environment
Plant-breeders have sometimes assumed that such

modifications, which are the result of environment
(Fig 639), are of great importance to them This
matter, however, is m grave doubt. The informa-
tion at command indicates that these characters, which
are physiological adaptations, are not hereditary, and
are lost as soon as the plant is transferred again to its

normal environment If, for example, it is desired tc

produce a bush cowpea and the selection is undertaken
m the South with a viny variety, a search should be
made among the plants for the individual that ap-
proaches most nearly to the bush type, and it is probabh
that this plant would be as likely to transmit this-

character to its progeny as a similar bushy tvpe selected

under northern conditions As a rnfttcr of fact, it may
be that this tendency could be recognized much more

639. Variation in size of dandelion caused by growing at dif-

ferent altitudes, a. Plant grown in valley at low altitude, b, plant

grown on mountain at high altitude (From Bonnier )

clearly m a southern location, where the plants normally
pi oduce vines, than in a northern location

Mutations, on the other hand, are changes that are
more profound and effect the germinal cells of the
organism m such a way that the changes are inherited
4 he most typical illustrations of mutations are the
striking large type-variations that are known to gar-
deners as sports, and which ordinarily reproduce true
to seed. It must not be understood, however, that

all mutations are large type-variations This, it is

true, was in large measure the meaning given to muta-
tions by DeVries in his development of the mutation
theory of evolution, but the moie general interpretation

of biologists at present is to consider any type of varia-

tion that is inherited as a mutation. Many small varia-

tions, such as a slight difference in height of ear m corn,

may be regularly inherited, and in some instances

differences tnat are so slight, as to be distinguished only
by careful biometrical analysis are regularly inherited,

generation after generation, even under very different

conditions Recent scientific studies have emphasized
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the great importance of such variations in the produc-
tion of cultivated varieties and the evolution of species.

As is well known to gardeners, these sports or mutations
appear suddenly without warning or reason, so far as is

known They cannot be produced, and one must simply
wait until they appear and then be prepared to recog-

nize and propagate them. Mutations usually repro-

duce their characters without much reversion to the
parental type except such as is caused by cross-pollina-

tion. Mutations of self-fertilized plants thus usually

come true to type, while in cross-fertilized plants the
mutation must usually be cultivated in an isolated

place and carefully selected to weed out the effect of

such crossing as has occurred Many seedsmen examine
their trial-grounds regularly for sports or mutations,
and many of the best varieties have insulted from the
selection of such sports. Livingston, of Ohio, who dur-
ing his life was famous for the number of new varieties

of tomatoes which he produced, made it a practice to

search regularly the fields of tomatoes, which he grew
for seed purposes, for such sports, and almost all of his

numerous varieties were pioduced by the discovery of

such striking variations.

A very interesting case of a variety that originated as

a seedling sport or mutation is the now familiar ease of

the Cupid sweet pea Until about fifteen years ago the
only sweet peas known were the ordinary tall twining
sorts which grow to a height of 3 to 6 feet, depend-
ing upon the richness of the soil At this time there was
found in California, a small dwarf sweet pea plant only
about 6 or 8 inches high. This was growing m a row of

the Emily Henderson variety, one ot the ordinary tall

sorts from which it evidently had sprung. Seed of this

dwarf plant was saved and grown, and it was found to
reproduce plants of the same dwarf character. The
variety was designated the Cupid, under which name it

was introduced to the seed trade and distributed over
the world. The Cupid differed from other sweet peas
not only in height but m its closely set leaves and general
habit of growth. Indeed it is as distinct from other
sweet peas as are distinct species of plants in nature.
From the ongmal Cupid, there have sprung many

different sorts, until now there are varieties of Cupids
representing almost all variations of color and shape
of flower known in the sweet pea family.

Carnes of variation.

Understanding of the causes of variation is as yet
very imperfect. Fluctuations are m general interpreted

as the direct physiological action of environment on the
pdant, or. in other words, environmental reactions.

There would seem to be no doubt of the correctness of

this view for the cause of ordinary fluctuations, and it

may be accepted as the cause of such fluctuating varia-

tions as the breeder will commonly meet Such reactions

as the changes m structure and form of the entire air-

leaves and finely divided w ater-lcaves of certain butter-

cups (Ranunculus) and the floating and submerged
leaves of pondweeds or Potamogeton (Fig 610), and the

loss of knees on the bald cypress when cultivated on
high land where the soil is well aerated, may be inter-

preted merely as extreme environmental reactions

Even these extreme changes are not inherited other
than that the ability to react in this way under different

environments is inherited

To account for mutations is, however, a muen more
difficult matter and no definite conclusion as to their

cause has yet been ranched Lamarck and hi* followers

have strongly maintained the hypothesis that changed
environment would stimulate the production of varia-

tions that would permanently effect the organism and
its progeny in the direction of better adapting them
to their environment Many scientists, even today,
believe m the effectiveness of environment in develop-
ing adaptive changes Weisman and his followers,

however, appear to have shown that characters acquired
through external influences, the so-called acquired
characters, do not affect the germ-cells, which are early

differentiated m the development of the organism, and
are thus not inherited

While, in general, it is certain that the ordinary
environmental reactions are not inherited, it is known
that plants long grown under a certain environment
become modified to suit that environment, and that
such adaptive changes have in some way so modified
the organism that the adaptive changes are rendered
heritable Thus the conclusion follow’s that m some wray
environment by its stimulation docs occasionally affect

the germ-cells and produce changes that arc inherited.

Plants that have long been cultivated under widely
varying conditions almost invariably develop numerous
heritable variations that would be classed as muta-
tions The older breeders strongly held to the belief

that such conditions as change of food-supply, change of

altitude, artificial cultivation, budding, and grafting,

indeed the ordinary manipulation of agricultural culti-

vation, lead plants to vary in directions of importance
to the breeder Cleai ly, no problem is of more impor-
tance to the breeder than to be able to produce or cause
such new characters to appear.

It is only very recently thut the idea has developed that one can
go farther than possibly to change the environment With the
publication of MaoDougal’s researches in 1906, describing mutations
that were apparently caused by injecting the capsules of plants with
certain solutions, such as zinc sulfate and magnesium chloride, a

E
issible new method of forcing variations was introduced Mac-
ougal apparently obtained marked variations as a result of his

treatment, that were inherited in succeeding generations
Tower, by subjecting potato beetles during the formation of the

germ-cells to extremely hot and dry or hot and humid conditions
with changes of atmospheric pressure, was able to cause the
development of marked changes or mutations that were found to
transmit their characters true through several generations and which
segregated as unit-characters following hybridization. He con-
cludes from his experiments “that heritable variations are produced
as the direct response to external stimuli

"

Gager has produced similar changes in plants by subjecting the
developing ovaries to the action of radium rays, and a number of
similar studies by Hertwig and others indicate that radium ema-
nations have a very active effect on both plants and animals

While the evidence favoring the value of such external stimuli
as the above m producing new heritable characters is apparently
definite and positive, the extent to which the method can be used in
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practical breeding has not been determined, and indeed further
experience must be awaited before the evidence, or the interpreta-
tion of the evidence presented in these vety valuable and sug-
gestive researches, can finally be accepted Humbert has made ex-
periments in which the capsules of a pure hue of a wild plant
(Silene nodiflora) were injected with the solutions used by
MacDougal, and although the number of plants handled (about
15,000) was apparently as great or greater than was used in Mac-
Dougal’s experiments, no mutations were found m the treated
plants that were not also found in the untreated or check plants

borne observations and experiments are recorded in literature
which indicate that mutilations or severe injury may induce the
development of mutations Most noteworthy among such obser-
vations are those of Blaringhem, who by mutilating corn plants m
various ways, such as splitting or twisting the stalks, apparently

{

iroduced variations that bred true without regression and which
le described as mutations Observations on the great frequency of
striking bud-variations on recovering trunks of old citrus trees in
Florida, following the severe freere of 1894-5, also furnished
evidence in support of this theory

While the evidence at command rtgarding the artificial pro-
duction of mutations is not yet sufficiently exact and trustworthy
to enable one to draw definite conclusions and formulate recom-
mendations for practical breeders, it may be stated that this is

apparently one of the most profitable lines of experimentation for
the immediate future

Principles of selection.

Selection is the principal factor of breeding, both in

the improvement of races and m the production of

new races and varieties (Fig 041). The keynote of

selection is the choice of the best, and a factor of the
highest importance m finding the best is the examination
of very large numbers

In evolutionary studies, it has long been recognized
that variation is the foundation of evolution and that
no evolution is possible without variation, but, to selec-

tion has been assigned an all-important part as guiding
and even stimulating the variation in a certain direc-

tion Darw in, and particularly some of his more radical

followers, have assigned to sele< tion a creative force, in

that it has been assumed that when nature by a slight

variation gave the hint of a possible change in a certain

direction, natural or artificial selection, by choosing this

variation and sclei ting from among its progeny the
most markedly similar variants, could force the advance
in the direction indicated Since Darwin’s time, this

cumulative action of selection had been emphasized so

forcibly that selection had come to be recognized as an
active force in creation rather than merely as a deter-

minative agency
It is certain, of course, that, by careful observation

and selection from any particular race, ultimately a
new race may be produced The question is whether
the individual or individuals selected in producing tho
new- race have not varied bv mutation or seed-sporting
rather than being rneiely representative of the cumula-
tive result of the selection of slight individual varia-
tions The sugar-beet furnishes an interesting illustra-

tion in this direction It will be remembered that
Louis Vilmoim started the selection of sugar-beets for

richness in sugar between 18.40 and 1840, selecting first

by means of specific gravity the method being to throw
the beets into solutions of brine strong enough so that
the great majority of them would float, the few that
sank being of greater specific gravity and presumably
of greater sugar-content Considerable improvement
was produced by this method. About 1851, the method
of chemical analysis was introduced to determine the
exact sugar-content. At this time, the sugar-content
was found to vary from 7 to 14 per cent, and in the
second generalion of selection individuals with 21 per
cent of sugar were found. The selection based on per-
centage of sugar, using the beets highest m sugar as
mothers, has been continued regularly since that time,
and the industry has come to rely entirely on careful

selection for high sugar-content It would be expected
that under these conditions, tho percentage of sugar
would have increased sufficiently so that the selected
plants could be considered a different race orstram. Yet,
after fifty years of selection, the highest sugar-content
found is only about 26 per cent, and this in a very few

instances, seldom over 21 per cent being found At the
present time, many thousand analyses are made every
year, so that abundant opportunity is afforded to find

individuals producing a high sugar-content. On the
contrary, whenVllmorm’s
work was started, the
determination of sugar-
content was made by
very laborious methods,
and was limited to com-
paratively few individ-

uals. It is not improb-
able that if Vilmorm had
been able to make analy-
ses of the sugar-content
in many thousands of

roots, he would have
found certain individuals

producing as high as 26

F
er cent. The inference

rom this illustration

would be that the limita-

tions of the variation

within the race have not
been surpassed as a result

of selection

641 Improvement of corn by
selection Boone County White
corn on left, and original type
from which it was developed by
selection on nght.

Of recent studies favoring the active influence of selection in

creating or strengthening characters, the most noteworthy are those
of Castle and Smith

Castle and his assistants made an extensive senes of experiments
with hooded rats to increase the black-colored dorsal band on the
one hand and to decrease or obliterate it, on the other He appears
to have obtained very positn e ev idenee favoring the gradual cumu-
lative action of the selection, as he succeeded in markedly increasing
the amount of black in one strain until the rats were almost wholly
black and in the other strain almost wholly obliterating the black.

Castle has also obtained similar results in prodw ing a four-toed
race, and a change of coloring in guinea-pigs His view may be
summarized m the following quotation "In Johannsen’s view,
selection can do nothing but sort out variations already existing in

a race I prefer to think with Darwin that selection can do more
than this, that it can heap up quantitative variations until they
reach a sum total otherwise unattainable, and that it thus becomes
creative

"

The experiments conducted by Smith and others at the
Illinois Experiment Station on selecting high and low strains of
corn with reference to oil- and protPin-content, have reunited in

markedly distinct strains possessing these qualities Experiments
have also been made in cultivating these varieties without selection

and the new characters have been maintained for several years
without marked regression

The standard researches of De\ nes, now familiar to all, chal-
lenged the correctness of the selection theory and sought to show
that species originated by sudden jumps or mutations It may be
admitted that DeVries proved that species or new characters
were formed suddenly as mutations, but this would not prove
that they might not also be formed or actually induced to mutate
by a cqntinuous process of selection Indeed, in his experiments on
the production of a double-flowered variety of Chrysanthemum
segetum ("Mutationsthcorie,’’ \ ol I, p 523b a few generations of
sol. etion led to increasing markedly the number of ray-florets

before the ligulato corollas appeared among the disk-florets, the
change that ho interpreted as the mutation that gave him the double
variety

Tower’s experiments with the potato beetle in attempting to

create by selection largo and small races, albinic and melanic races,

and races with changed color-pattern, although conducted carefully

from ten to twelve generations, failed to give any evidence of pro-

ducing permanently changed types While strains of plus and
minus varieties gave populations with a range of variation appar-
ently markedly restruted to their respective sides of the normal
variation range, still these selected strains did not greatly exceed
the normal range of variation in either direction, and when the
selection was discontinued, m two or three generations, again
populations exhibiting tho normal range of variation were produced
Jennings, in a senes of selection experiments with paramccium
extending over twenty generations, and Pearl, in an extensive
experiment in the selection of chickens in an attempt to produce a

breed of high egg-laying capacity, failed to secure any evidence
favoring an accumulative effect of selection

No senes of experiments have had a more profound influence on
the conception of selection than those of Johannsen, the Danish
investigator In studying commercial varieties of beaus, he found
that sueh characters as weight and sire of seed fluctuated around a

certain average, and when large seed or small seed was chosen, the

F

irogeny showed the influence of the selection, being smaller o»

arger in accordance with the direction of the selection Tho
progeny, however, did not exhibit the extreme sires of the selected
parents, there being a certain regression towrard mediocrity In
investigating this matter, Johannsen was led to use the ordinary
pedigree method of cultivating the progeny of different individual
separately and inbreeding or selflng all seed used to prevent the
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crossing of different strains By this method, he found that the
progeny of each individual fluctuated around an a/eragc or typical
size, as had the commercial varieties, but that while some strains
were exactly the same in average size as the commercial variety,

others fluctuated around a larger mean or a smaller mean than tht
commercial variety He tnod the experiment of selecting from
these large and small strains extreme variants, and found that no
advance was made as a result of the selection lie was thus led

to conclude that in a pure self-fertilized strain from a single plant

—

what he called a pure line—no advance could be made by selection
and that the commercial variety with which he first experimented
was a mixed race In the course of his experiments with pure lines,

several variations were obtained which reproduced true to type,
but these were interpreted by him as changes of type by mutation.

While, before the publication of Johannsen’s remits, breeders
clearly recognized the importance of determining individual per-
formance and using pedigree methods, still his pure-line conception
was a distinct advance and forcibly brought to attention the fact
that most commercial varieties and races consist of a number of
distinct types—biotypos, as he called them,—and that much of
our work of selection consists merely in isolating and purifying
these typos

Is one, then, to conclude that the practice of breeders
m continually selecting from the best for propagation
is useless, and must one advise practical breeders to

discontinue their selection? There can be no doubt
that the practical breeders have made advances by
selecting from the bast individuals No scientific

breeder will deny this It is simply the quastion of the
interpretation of how the results were secured that is

m doubt and whether these results can be considered
as permanent new unit-characters

It appears that one is dealing in breeding with two
markedly distinct types of selection, based on different

principles and arriving at different results, both correct

in principle and productive of equally valuable practical

results, out of very different value when considered
from a strictly evolutionary standpoint The first of

these types would be that in which mutations are
selected and new races established, while the second
would be illustrated by that type of selection which is

intended merely to maintain a maximum strain of the
race

It would seem that such cases of improvement as
are illustrated by the sugar-beet indicate that the con-
tinuous selection, generation after generation, of maxi-
mum fluctuations shown by a character, will result in

maintaining a strain at nearly the maximum of effi-

ciency, and that within a pure race the progeny of a
maximum variate which would probably be classed
us a fluctuation, docs not regress entirely to the mean of

the race in the first generation succeeding the selec-

tion, but that there is only a certain percentage of re-

gression similar to the regression determined by Galtoil.

These races or selected stiams maintain themselves
as long as the selection is continued, and when the
selection is discontinued rapidly regress to the mean of

the species

The practical breeder should clearly recognize that
the act of selection, the choice of the best, remains just

as important whether it has a cumulative effect,

thereby augmenting the character, or whether he is

merely purifying an already existing superior race. The
final result remains the same.

Methods of selection, or pedigree breeding.

Bv methods of selection is meant those practices that
the breeder uses to find promising variations, determine
their value, and punfy or develop them into fixed

races coming true to seed.

Choosing superior plants.

The first concern of the breeder is to find the valuable
variations How he had best do this will depend largely
upon the plant with which he is working. In all cases,
it is of the greatest importance to find the best possible
plants and this is likely to require the examination of a
very large number of individuals. This factor cannot
he too strongly emphasized. If, for example, one at-
tempted to find a man 7 feet high, one would probably

have to examine, or pass over, a million individuals

to find him The superior individuals fitted to be the
progenitors of a new or improved race arc very few.

Certain individuals far above the average may be
found by examining a comparatively limited number,
but the very best possible individual is but rarely

produced
The plants from which selections are to be made

should be grown under as uniform conditions as possible,

so that the experimenter may have opportunity to

examine and select the best Two methods of growing
plants for selection are in general use, and may be
termed the nursery method and the field method

The nursery method
,
which was first used by Hallctt

about 1808, consists m cultivating each plant under
the most favorable conditions possible for its best

development. By this method with wheat, for example,
Hallctt pursued the policy of planting the indidivuals

in squares a foot apart, which would give each plant

abundant opportunity for stoolmg, and also the inv esti-

gator an opportunity clearly to distinguish each indi-

vidual plant and determine its iharaeteristics, total

yield, and so on In lecent } ears, this method of grow-
ing the individual plants at a standard distance from
each other, in order to test their yielding capacities and
the like, has boon us*>d very cxl eusively

The field method was used by Kimpau about 1S67,

and probably by many otlieis before that time By
this method, the selections are made from plants grown
under normal field conditions The advantages of this

method are that it can be judged only what a plant will

do in the field under ordinary7 conditions of field cul-

ture, by growing and selecting it under these conditions

In the large majority of cases, the first selections are

probably made fiom plants grown in the held m the
regular course of crop-production, which thus wcie
.not specially grown for the purpose

If one is to use the nursery method, the plants must
be especially planted While the nursery method cer-

tainly allows the breeder to distinguish the individual

plants more clearly, in wheat, oats, and other crops that,

are sown broadcast or drilled, it, entails very much
extra work and is probably to be lecommended only for

the use of experimenters who are giving their entire

time to the work In the greater number of horticultural

crops, the individuals are normally cultiv ated one in a
place, as in the case of tomatoes, cabbages, strawberries,

currants and the like, and the examination of individuals

in the field thus satisfies the requirements of both
the above methods
The breeder may have in mind either of two pur-

poses in his work (l) On the one hand, he may debire

to secure an impioved strain of a certain race, that is,

by selection to keep his seed up to the maximum of

efficiency This may be called stiam breeding (2) On
the other hand, he may desire to produce an entirely

new race with different characters, and this may be
called race-breeding
He should clearly recognize which of these types of

breeding he is following As an illustration, suppose
that the breeder is growing the Stone tomato and
desires to maintain the best-yielding strain possible of

this race He would then attempt to choose from a very
large number of plants of the Stone variety, the best-

yielding plants having the largest number of perfect

fruits and typieal of the variety m habit of growth,
quality, character of fruit, and the like, and would hope
by a process of continuous selection to maintain his

selected strain in a state of high productivity. This is

the type of selection pursued by the sugar-beet
breeders described earlier in this article.

On the other hand, if he desires to produce an im-
proved new race, he would search among large numbers
of tomato plants of any or all varieties for the appear-
ance of mutations or sports, or plants of new type differ-

ing from any known variety As a matter of experience,
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it should be stated that it is very easy to find types of
plants differing from the varieties or races ordinarily
grown, but far the larger pait of such variations are
worthless types. Good new types, the superior or even
the equal of the known varieties, are of very rare
occurrence

If the general improvement of a variety is the
breeder’s purpose, he should choose a considerable num-
ber of apparently superior plants of good type, which
will form the basis of his selection work. Breeders who
are conducting careful experiments will find it neces-
sary and desirable to use careful methods of judging
their plants. While one is breeding possibly for one
primary improvement, as, for example, increased yield,
it is necessary, at the same time, that one should keep
the product up to the standard m other characteristics,
namely, quality, disease-resistance, drought-resistance,
and the like, and that one sees that all of the good
qualities of the variety are retained. To do this properly
necessitates the use of a score-card, on which each char-
acter of the plant that is important is given its relative
weight or giade. By the use of such a score-card, the
breeder can judge each character separately, and by the
adding up of the score-card get the rank of different
plants in a comparative wav

Inheritance test—When a number of plants have been
chosen, the next important factor is to test each indi-
vidual as to its inheritance It must be continuously
remembered that a plant is valuable only as it produces
good progen \ To determine the inheritance, the usual
method is to plant the seed from each individual se-
lected in a row bv itself, or in a marked part of a row.
This is the so-called “plant-to-row” method, and brings
the offspring of a single mdi\ idual together so that they
mav be readily compared with each other and their
qualities carefully judged. These progeny rows should
be grown in a special breeding-patch in which the soil

is as uniform as can be secured
It is frequently found tha* two select plants that are

equally good so far as their yield is concerned will give
progem that, as a whole, differ greatly in this respect.
In th(' progeny of one, almost every plant may have
inherited the desired quality, while in the progeny of
the other only a few of the plants may show, m any
noticeable degree, the inheritance of the quality To
determine the degree of inheritance, it is necessary to
grade car: fully the progeny of each individual

Finally, with the use of his best judgment, the
breeder determines the superior progenies, and these
would be the ones which have most nearly given the
ideal type and produced the best yield of the highest
quality This would end the work of the first gen-
eration of the selection as the breeder now has the
data which shows him which of the original plants
selected was the superior one It will be seen that this
is a method of judging the individual by its progeny.

Continuation of the selection the second year.

Having determined the superior progeny or progenies
at the end of the first year, the breeder tnen makes Ins
selections of seed-plants from these best progenies for
continuing the breeding While one progeny may be
and usually is superior to all others, this may be due
to the season or other accidental conditions and for a
few generations it is usually the best policy to make
selections from several of the best progemes. Select
from each of the superior progenies several of the best
plants, using the same care in selecting these plants as
was used m choosing the first plants Preserve the seed
from each of these plants separately and keep it care-
fully labeled so that its origin may oe known
The further work with these plants consists in plant-

ing each individual by the nlant-to-row method, test-
ing the inheritance as described in the first generation,
and finally selecting again the best progenies This
would be followed by again selecting from the best pro-
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genies a number of superior individuals to continue the
selections in the third year
The third and succeeding years of the selection would

be conducted in the same way as long as it was thought
necessary or desirable to continue the work.

Securing geiieral stock seed of the improved strain.

In carrying out selection work as outlined m the pre-
ceding section, it is ordinarily the object of the breeder
to secure an improved strain of the race with winch he
is working, and usually he desires to utilize such im-
provements as he can make at the earliest possible time.
With ordinary annual crops such as beans, peas, toma-
toes, com, and cotton, it will be found a good policy at
the end of the second year of the selection^ after taking
the seed from the few special plants used in continuing
the pedigree breeding, to harvest the seed from a num-
ber of the best plants remaining in the chosen progenies
and using this seed to plant a multiplication plat from
which stock seed may be secured to plant a fairly large
crop Each year following this, seed may be taken m
the same way from the best progenies m the breeding
patch to plant a multiplication plat By this method,
seed of a gradually improving grade may be secured
for planting a general crop.

Control of parentage.

In plant-breeding, as in animal-breeding, the isola-

tion of the parents is a very important consideration.
It is necessary that the character of both parents should
be known whenever this is possible In breeding plants,
more attention is given ordinarily to the mother parent,

and in very many
a b e instances the charac-

ters of the father
parent are entirely
neglected Animal-
breeders, on the con-
trary, give more

f^rxj
attention to the char-
acters of the male
parent, and much
improvement in ordi-
nary herds has been
accomplished by the
introduction of lm-

642. Aquilegia flowers, illustrating

the process of emasculation.

a, mature bud showing stage which
should be chosen for emasculation,
b, similar bud with the tips of the
corolla pned apart and the stamens
removed, c, a bud opened naturally,
too old to operate on , d, a bud of the
stage shown in a and b , with corolla
removed to show the internal organs,

a bud the same as m d, but with
the stamens removed, /, the same as e,

but older, at the age when pollination
normally takes place, g, pistil shortly
after tccundation, the remnants of the
stamens having fallen away.

proved heritage
through the male In
plant-breeding, it is

desirable that the
seed of the select in-

dividuals be planted
in a field by them-
selves. This insures
that only progeny of
carefully selected m-
dividuals will be
planted near to-
gether, and thus no
ordinary stock will

enter as a contamination. One can be certain that each
plant of the progeny is fertilized with pollen from
another similarly good plant, or at least from a plant
derived from good parentage. One difficulty, however,
has been experienced by plant-breeders m planting con-
tmuouslv their selected stock m such isolated plats. If
this method is continued year after year, it results m
fairly close inbreeding, which, in the case of plants,
frequently results m loss of vitality and vigor. In
animals there is freouently no noticeable effect from
close inbreeding, and many of the most famous animals
have been produced as a result of the closest m-and-in-
breeding. In plants, however, it is possible to secure
much closer inbreeding than in animals, as m many
cases a plant can be fertilized with its own pollen.

Within recent years, much activity has been shown
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in the careful breeding and improvement of com. The
com plant has been shown, as a result of experiments
made by various investigators, as, for example, the
Illinois Experiment Station and the United States
Department of Apiculture, to lose vitality very
rapidly when self-fertilized. Within three or four
generations, by the most careful inbreeding, it is pos-
sible to reduce com almost to total sterility. The

general practice of corn-
breeders who have been
giving attention to the pro-

duction of pedigree strains

is to plant the rows of com
from different select ears

side by side, giving a row
to each select car, and each
year selecting, from the
progeny of those rows that
give the largest yield, plants
to contmue further the
selection Planting these
select ears together every
year, therefore, means that
they are more or less inbred,
as the closest relatives are
planted together m the
same row. While in follow-

ing this practice at first no

643 Plant of aquilegia with effec‘ Visible, Corn-

flowers covered with bags in breeders are now finding in

hybridization work. some cases an apparent de-
crease in yield, which seems

to be traceable to the effect of inbreeding. It seems
necessary, therefore, in com and in other plants that
are affected by inbreeding, to use methods that will

avoid close inbreeding. The detrimental effect of in-

breeding is largely limited to those plants that are
normally cross-fertilized, this fact being strikingly

brought out m Darwin’s “Effects of Cross and Self

Fertilization in the Vegetable Kingdom ” Tobacco,
wheat, and some other plants that are normally self-

fertilized do not show this decrease in vigor as a result

of inbreeding
Considerable effort has been made within recent years,

in the selection of certain crops, particularly com,
to follow both parents, choosing good males and good
females of known parentage and crossing these by
artificial means Tfiere can be no doubt but that
by the use of such methods more rapid progress could
be made, but m the greater number of cases the meth-
ods thus far devised require so much work as to be
almost prohibitive

A method of breeding has recently been devised by
J. B Norton m the improvement of asparagus, which is

worthy of careful consideration and may be applicable,
at least m modified form, to use m the unprovement of

various crops Asparagus is dioecious, the male and
female flowers being borne on different plants The
first part of the process consists m selecting a number
of superior plants of both sexes, attention being given
to all important characters such as yield, quality, rust-

resistance, and the like This having been done, the
next process consists m crossing each female with each
selected male plant and testing the progeny produced by
the cross. If, for example, ten superior females and ten
superior males weie chosen, a sufficient number of
flowers on female No 1 would be crossed with pollen
of each of the ten males to obtain sufficient seed to test

the comparative value of the progeny of female No. 1

with each of the ten males. The ten lots of seed from the
crosses on female No. 1 would be grown separately and
the comparative value of the different progenies deter-
mined by careful observations on vigor, rust-resistance,
quality of product, yield, and the like. In this way, it

would ultimately be detei mined which of the ten male
plants was the superior one to use in crossing with

female No. 1. In like manner, female No. 2 would be
crossed with each male and the progenies tested to
determine the superior male in this combination.
Finally the combination of each female with each male
can be compared and if the work has been conducted
with sufficient care and for a long enough period, it can
be determined which combination has uniformly given
the best results.

Asparagus is perennial and is easily propagated
vegetatively by separation of the roots, so that when
once the superior male and female combination has been
determined, these may be propagated vegetatively as
cions, m alternate rows in an isolated place so that all

seeds developed will be of the desired combination.
Asparagus produces numerous seeds and by such a
method an indefinite quantity of seed of the desired
combination can be produced It would doubtless be
possible in a few years, if desired, to have all of the
seed used commercially grown from a single superior
combination

If experiments of this nature could be made on an
extensive scale so that the males and females of the
highest or maximum grade could be discovered, they
would be of almost fabulous value The importance
of this method of breeding may be better appreciated
by imagining the value Jf the best bull and the best

cow m the world if they would live indefinitely and if

it were possible for them to reproduce rapidly enough
to supply all of the individuals desired
The direct application of this method is possible only

with perennial dioecious plants that can be propagated
as cions and that develop numerous seeds The hop is

another plant to which this method of improvement
could be applied.

Hybridization.

-.Aside from selection, hybridization has played the
most important r61e m the formation of the varieties

and races of our cultivated plants, but the results

obtained are in many cases closely connected with selec-

tion Ever since the time of Knight, hybridization has
been used extensively m plant-breeding, and it seems
that this is the only sure means that the breeder can
use m producing new and desirable combinations of

characters. In hybridization, as generally used, the
breeder does not expect to cause or produce new unit-

characters, although such changes may occasionally
occur under the stimulus of hybridization. What he
can do with certainty is to secure hybrids combining
the different characters of two distinct sorts The
extent to which such recombination of characters can
be carried is almost unlimited. In many cases, two or
three or even four distinct species and the characters
represented in their various varieties have been
recombined in hybrids

In older literature, the term hybrid was restricted to
crosses resulting from the combination of distinct

species, while combinations of different races of the same
species were knowrn as crosses or mongrels The teim
hybrid is here used as designating any product of a
cross when the parents were noticeably distinct from
each other, whether the parents belonged to different

cions, races or species This broader use of the term
hybrid has become almost universal m recent years.

If, m discussion, it is necessary to refer to the degrees or

grades of difference m the parents, the hybrids may be
characterized as species hybrids, racial hybrids, clonal

hybrids and the like.

Choosing varieties to hybridize.

In starting any work in hybridization, the first

important step is the choice of the varieties to be
hybridized. It is interesting to make crosses of any two
plants with distinct characters and observe the recom-
binations of characters which result, but this haphazard
work takes too much time and is not to be recom-
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mended. The breeder, m general, should hybridize with
some definite aim m view and use systematic methods
in attempting to accomplish that aim One cannot
ordinarily expect to obtain m hybrids of any two varie-
ties any characters which are not present in the parents.
The unit-character conception explained in the begin-
ning of this article is of fundamental importance m
understanding hybrids. The breeder, by a careful

study of varieties, determines the good characters and
the poor or weak characters of each variety He may, as
an illust ration, if working with tomatoes, find all of the
varieties with yellow pear-shaped fruits to be large

bushy plants, the so-called standards, and he may
desire a dwarf type of plant and red fruits. By examin-
ing the different races of tomatoes, he would soon find

a variety, such as the Quarter Century, which possesses
the characters of dwarf plant and red fruit By crossing

these two varieties, he would obtain new combinations
of the characters of the two sorts, and if he grew a
sufficient number of the second generation of these
hybrids, he would be certain to find some plants in

which the pear-shape had been combined with the red
color and dwarf habit of the Quarter Century variety.

The study of the vaneties of any crop thus gives the
breeder an idea of the characters available, ana he must
then use his originality and judgment in determining
what combinations of these characters would form the
best commercial variety If this combination does not
already exist, he may start out with considerable con-
fidence that it is possible for him to obtain such a
combination and thus a valuable new variety. Plants,

however, are not simple m their organization and the
reaction of different characters on one another in

different combinations may not always be what one
expects. Again, in no plant has a complete analysis

been made of all ehaiacters, and it may be impossible

for us ever to reduce all the characters of a plant to a
unit-character basis, thus there is always an element
of doubt as to the value of any new combination of

characters until this combination has been produced
and tested

Methods of crossing plants.

Plants, like animals, bear male and female organs, and an act
of fo< undation is neccv,ury in all ordinury cases to insure the devel-
opment of seeds In probably the larger number of plants, the male
and female oigans or the stamens and pistils are borne in the same
flowers on one plant In some eases, as in the castor bean, corn, and
the like, both sexes aro borne on the same plant but in different

flowers In still other cases, as m the date palm, asparagus, hop
and hemp, the sexes are on different plants

In hybridizing plants, it is necessary to insure that the plants
are not fertilized with their own pollen or with pollen from any
other source than that desired If, therefore, the plant to be oper-
ated on has the stamens and pistils in the same flower, the stamens
must be removed from the buds before they burst and discharge
the pollen This act of removing the stamens, or emasculation,
as the process is called, is necessary in order to prevent self-fer-

tilization In some plants, it is necessary to emasculate the buds
very early, as the pollen develops considerably in advance of the
pntils In other cases, the pistils reach maturity or a receptive
condition before the pollen is shed In this latter case, the emas-
culation may be delayed until a timo just previous to the normal
opening of tne flower

The process of emasculation may be illustrated by the colum-
bine Here large-sized buds are chosen just before they open
normally (Fig 642) The tips of the petals can then be easily pned
apart so that the stamens may be pulled off with small forceps.
This process should be performed carefully to avoid crushing or
injuring the pistil The bud should then be inclosed in a small
light paper bag in order to prevent pollen from any foreign source
being brought to the pistil by insects or wind (Fig 643) The bud
should remain covered until sufficient time has elapsed to allow the
pistil to reach normal maturity, when the bag should be removed
and the pollen from the desired variety dusted over the pistil.

After this act of pollination, the bud should again be covered with
the paper bag, which should not bo finally removed until several
days later, after fecundation has taken place Aa soon as a flower is

pollinated, it should be labeled with t small tag of some sort
which may remain attached to the flower-«tem until the fruit is

npe In some cases, the pollen may be placed on the immature
pistil without injury, when the flower is emasculated, and this is a
groat saving of time when it can be done. However, in most
eases, premature pollination is liable to miure the pistil and pre-
vent tne setting of seed One should ordinarily attempt to doIH-
nate the pistil at as nearly the normal time as possible Many

plants are difficult to hybridize and every process must be as
natural as possible to insure results

Many handy methods have been devised to use in pollination
work and are described in breeding literature In all work fine
copper wire is better to attach bags and labels than is string In
emasculation work also, it will often bo found convenient when
some pollen has accidentally fallen on the pistil to wash it off with
water by means of a small dental syringe In many cases, such as
apples, pears and cotton, the best means of emasculation is to
remove the outer floral envelopes by cutting them off, using a
sharp scalpel. With a little practice this can be done quickly and
with minimum injury to the essential organs (Fig 644)

Difficulty is frequently experienced when hybridizing different
vaneties, in getting plants of each vanety to bloom at the same
time. This difficulty may bo overcome in many cases by keeping the
pollen, which can be done for a limited period by slightly drying
the pollen without allowing it to become desiccated, and preserving
it in a tightly corked bottle

After the pollen has been placed on the stigma of the pistil by
the act of pollination, each pollen-gram develops a small tube
which grows down through the pistil to the ovary Through this
tube, the male germ-cells pass down and finally a male germ-cell
comes in contact with each egg-cell of the different ovules m the
ovary (m most plants there are several ovuk s in each ovary) and
fuses with them This constitutes the act of fecundation or fer-

tilization This fecundated egg-cell is then the beginning of the
hybnd and from the seed containing it, when grown, there develops
the hybrid plant. The plant developed directly from this hybnd
egg-cell is known as the first-generation hybrid (F , ) Seeds from
this first-generation hybrid, when grown, give second-generation
hybnds (F«) The expressions F ,, F,,and F,, meaning first, second
and third filial generations, are used very commonly to designate
the first, second and third generations of hybnds

Laws of inheritance tn hybnds

When plants of different pure races are crossed, as,

for example, different races of wheat, com or cotton, the
hybnds are usually all very similar to each other m the
first generation, exhibiting in general the same char-
acters And this is the case also when different fixed

species are crossed If, however, individuals belonging
to unfixed races are crossed, there is usually a consider-

able variation in the first generation This is well
illustrated by the crossing of different cions of apples,

pears, oranges, and the like, when the different so-called

varieties are merely transplanted parts of the same
individual seedlings which have not been bred to a
purity of type. It is well known that if seeds of an apple
variety be planted, the resulting plants exhibit many
different variations in the first generation The parents,

themselves, therefore, not being of pure type, when
they are hybndized produce progeny which in the first

g
eneration is variable. In the crossing of races which
ave been bred true to type, whether of the same or of

different species, the first-generation hybrids, however,

a b e

644. Cotton flowers, illustrating the process of emasculation.

o, mature bud showing the stage which should be chosen for

emasculation, b, a similar bud with the corolla cut off ready
to emasculate; c, a similar bud with the stamens removed,

—

emasculated

are nearly uniform in the characters presented, and in

such instances it is necessary to secure a second genera-

tion of the hybrids in order to accomplish the segrega-

tion of the characters and the production of a large

number of variations Ordinarily, therefore, desirable

variations are looked for m the second generation.

This, as has been explained above, is true only in the

case of hybrids of species and races that are fixed in

type
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Mendel’s law of hybrids

The preceding discussion represents fairly well the
general understanding of hybrids until about 1900,
when DeVries and Correns rediscovered what is now
termed “Mendel’s law of hybrids.” These laws or prin-

ciples are of great value from an economic standpoint,
and are, furthermore, of the greatest scientific interest.

They should thus be thoroughly understood by every
practical breeder of plants It has been known for

many years that a splitting-up and redistribution of

parental characters occur m hybrids, and it is on this

fact largely that the practical application of hybridiza-
tion in plant-breeding depended. Until Mendel’s law
was discovered, however, there was no understanding
of why or how such a recombination could be made, and
it was necessary to experiment extensively in order to
determine what could be accomplished

If one carefully studies a number of first-generation

hybrids with special reference to the characters of the
parents exhibited in the hybrids, it will be found that
certain characters possessed by the male parent are
plainly represented. in the hybrid, while other charac-
ters possessed by the female parent are also represented
in the hybrid Many characters of the parents are thus
plainly represented m the hybrid, but it is probable that
other characters will be blends of the similar parental
characters, or possibly differ from any definite characters
distinguishable in the parents Attention has already
been called to the complexity of organisms in general
and the difficulty of recognizing all of the unit-charac-
ters Thus far it has been possible only to follow
carefully certain plainly marked characters This com-
mingling of the different characters of each parent
gives the hybrid a mosaic appearance, as if certain

characters had been taken from each parent and thrown
together to make up a hybrid individual.

Character-pairs —To understand this commingling of char-
acters in the first-generation hybrids, it is necessary to know that
the parents used in the hybridization differed from each other in

certain characters. One parent may have had red fruits, hairy
stems, and dwarf habit, while the other may have had yellow
fruits, smooth stems, and tall habit Such characters are opposed
to each other, and such opposed qualities or characters are termed
‘ oharacter-pairs ” A plant may have red fruits and smooth
stems, but it could not have red fruits and yellow fruits at the
same time As an illustration of such character-pairs, may be
cited, scarlet and yellow fruits of peppers, reversed or erect fruits

of peppers (Fig 645), starchy and sweet kernels of corn, standard
and dwarf size in tomatoos, stringy and stnnglcss pods of beans,
and tho like Such pairs of characters have been termed by Bateson
“allelomorphic pairs of characters,” and this terminology is com-
monly used in the literature on hybrids When parents possessing
opposed or contrasted characters arc crossed the hybrid egg-cell

receives, through tho male and female germ-cells uniting in the
fecundation, the determiners which represent the different con-
trasted pairs of characteis, and all cells making up the first-gener-

ation hybrid will contain m like manner the determiners repre-

senting these characters, and are thus hybrid in nature. This

645 Pepper plants: a, with scarlet-colored reversed fruits, b,

with yellow-colored erect fruits. The number and form of branches
are also markedly different.

being the case, it might be expected that all characters in the
hybrid would show as blends of the parental characters or exhibit
some stage of intermediacy between the characters of the parents.
This is indeed frequently the case, but more commonly one of the
characters is very strong, or "dominant,” as Mendel expressed it,

and only this character will show m the first-generation hybrid,
tho other character remaining recessive or masked, allhough
present As an illustration, in tho character-pairs mentioned above,
scarlet fruits of pepper, reversod fruits of pepper (this is true only
m certain varieties), starchy kernels of corn and standard size of
tomato plants, are dominant over their corresponding contrasted
characters Illustrations of blended or intermediate characters are
found, for example, in first-generation hybrids of round with pear-
shaped tomatoes, and large with small fruits of tomatoes or peppers

The law of segregation and -purity of the germ-cells—The second
important principle of Mendel’s law is what is termed the law of
segregation and punty of the germ-cells It seems certain from the
researches that nave been conducted that, when the germ-cells of
the first-generation hybrids are formed, the determiners which
represent the two different characters under consideration, and
which were united by the hybridization, ordinarily segregate
again in the cell-divisions, which lead to the formation of the germ-
cells, so that certain germ-cells include the determiner of one only
of the two characters There are thus two kinds of germ-cells
formed with respect to this one character-pair Choosing as an
illustration a hybrid of a pemier having si arlet fruits with one
having yellow fruits (Fig 045), when the gerrn-< ells were formed
a segregation of the determiners representing the two opposed
characters would take place and there would be g« rm-cclls ol one
kind, both male and female, containing the scarlet fruit deter-
miners and of a second kind, both male and fem ile, containing the
yellow fruit determiners This segregation takes place in the for-
mation oi both the egg-cells and the sperm-cells or pollen-grains.
It is thus seen that the first-generation hybrid, when two such
allelomorphic chaiaetere ure combined, forms two kinds of egg-
cells and two kinds of sperm-cells, so far as this one character-pair
is concerned This segregation of characteis, which has been termed
the law of segregation, is one of the mdst important facts oi in-
heritance and, in enabling us to get recombinations of characters,
is of the highest importance in breeding

The law of probability m recombination of characters—The third
important principle of Mendel’s law is what is termed the law of
probability, and explains what may be expected in plants of the
second generation of such a hybrid Remembering that there are
formed in the first-generation hybrid, as explained above, two kinds
of egg-cells and two kinds of sperin-cells with reference to the
opposed characters, what would happen if the hybrid were bred
with its own pollen, or, in the case ol an animal, if it were bred with
another hybrid of the same parentage? For the purpose of illus-

tration, suppose that a hybrid of a scarlet-fruited pepper with a
yellow-fruited pepper be fertilized witu its own pollen, and that
100 egg-cells be fertilized with 100 pollen-grains of the same
hybrid There are two kinds of egg-cells produced, some carrying
determiners of the scarlet fruit, and others determiners of the
yellow fruit, and the same is true of the pollen-griuns Taking
the egg-cells and pollen-grains without choice, as equal numbers are
produced of each kind, one would expect to have of the egg-cells
fifty with scarlet determiners and fifty with yellow determiners
In the pollen-grains, also, one would expec t to have fifty with scarlet
determiners and fifty with yellow determiners If, then, the 100
egg-cells and 100 pollen-grains are brought together in fertilization
by chance, as would occur in nature, according to tho law of prob-
ability, there would be twenty-hvc scarlet uniting with twenty-
five scarlet, twenty-five scarlet uniting with twenty-hve yellow;
twenty-hve yellow uniting with twenty-five scarlet and twenty-
five yellow uniting with twenty-hve yellow. Representing scarlet
determiners by the capital letter S because scarlet is the dominant
character, and the yellow determiners by tho small letter y, as
yellow is recessive, the unions may be represented as follows

One Hundred Ego-Cells by 100 Sperm-Cells.

Female Male Composition
Cells Cells of hybrids

25 S X 25 8 = 25 SS

25 S X 25 y 25 Sy

25 y X 25 S =* 25 yS

25 y X 25 y = 25 yy

These do not contain determiners
of y and will reproduce true.

’These are hybrids so far as this
character -pair is concerned,

—

exactly the same as in the first

,
generation and contain determi-
ners of both S and y These will
not reproduce true to type and
will break up like second-genera-
tion hybrids

( These do not contain the deter-
-< miners of 8, and will reproduce
(. true.

The above illustration explains the law of segregation, and the
probable ratio of recombination when hybrids are inbred with
their own pollen, and when only one pair of characters is considered.
When an egg-cell with scarlet determiners unites with a sperm-
cell with scarlet determiners, this gives rise to a pure germ-cell,
or zygote, containing only scarlet determiners, and the progeny in
subsequent generations will breed true so far as this character is

concerned Also, when an egg cell with yellow determiners unites
with a sperm-cell with yellow determiners the result is a pure
germ-cell, containing only yellow determiners and the progeny
would reproduce true, so far as this character is concerned, in su&
sequent generations In the other two cases, when in fecundation
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f
ametes with scarlet determiners unite with gametes with yellow
eterminers giving the combinations Sy and yS, which amount to

the same thing, there result in reality, hybrids exactly the same as
in the first generation and the progeny from these in the next
generation behave exactly the same as did the first-generation
hybrids in the second generation

In such a ease as the one under consideration, in which the sr arlet

is a strong dominant character, all combinations that contain the
determiners of this character, whether pure or of hybrid nature,
show this character only Thus in the above 100 combinations the
twenty-five yy would come with yellow fruits while the seventy-

9CRM-CCU9
r, HYBRID

646 Representing Mendelian inheritance of scarlet S, and
yellow Y, color of fruits in pepper hybrids.

fi\e othir combinations would ha\e scarlet fruits, although titty

ul thesi would bo of hybrid natun To dett rmint which of tin si*

si \ ( nty-five sc ulet-fruiti d plants are the combination Sy that is,

sc irlet with yi Mow, ami which are SS, that is, sc ark t with scurh t,

requires the growing ot self-fertilized piogcny from them to deter-

mine which tire reproduud Hue to type, as these would be the

pure scarlet The progenn s of my ol thr-t plants tint produced
noth scarlet- and yellow-fruited plants would show that the paitnt
of sin h progeny was a hybiul

In the bundled combinations thric is thus produced a ratio of

one pure sc irli t to two hybrid setrkt and yellow to one puie yel-

low, 1 SS 2 Sy 1 \ > or three* se lrlets to one yellow and this i*. the
tamous { 1 Me udehan tormula

1 his p-oeess ot union of an alle lomoiplm pair of ehuaeters
in hybrnh/ation, t he* foiumtiou i>! four kinels of gcim-eells, both
male, anti iemale

,
by the hybrid, and their four difteient unions, is

graphically lllustt Ued in rig <>tf>

While in certain hybrids of parents possessing two opposed
parental charaeteis, this ratio of probabilities is not moduced if

largo numbers an; used the ratio will be found in many eases with
little deviation \ sufficiently large number of eases ha\e now
been studied with vniious plants and animals to plate this con-
clusion beyond question It is not known, liowtver, how ininy
characters follow Mendel’s law, nor is it yet entirely certain whe-thc r

those character-pairs that sometimes follow the law of segregation
always follow it

The individuals of the seconii generation which contain the
eli'termmers of both characters of the pair, if se If-fertilized eir 1 ire-el

with similar individuals containing the dete*rimne'rs of both char-
acters, exhibit in the third generation exactly the s une natuie
that hrst-generatiou hybrids exhibit in the -s-eond generation Tilt-

two eleterminers are commingled in their cells, and to all intents
and purposes they are exactly the same as first-generatmn hybrids
When such self-fertilized hybrids are grown the-v give again, in

the third generation, the regular Mendelian proportion of 1 SS 2 Sy
1 yy Here the meliv idu ils eontaming only determme-rs of one
character, that is, SS and yy, would pome true to these characters
in succeeding generations, while those individuals containing the
determiners of both characters, S and y, would be expected to
segregate again in the fourth generation in similar proportions

When dealing with more than one character-pair, ratios of seg-
regation become complicated but are easily understood If the
character of reversed fruits (R) and erect fruits (e), two plainly
marked characters of ordinary garden peppers, caused by the
pedicel of the fruit curving backward m one case and remaining
straight in the other, are combined with the above allelomorphic

characters, it can be foretold exactly what combinations will occur
and the relative number of each This is a second alb lomorpnic
pair of characters that behaves in inheritance the same way as did
the two colors of fruit In this case, the reversed peduel is the
dominant character, as in the Fj hybrids of reversed with erect
sorts the peuicels are always or very generally u curved I'licse

characters would thus be represented by It for the recurved or
dominant character and e for the erect or recessive ehaructcr In
this character-pair one would expect a splitting and segregation to
have occuired in the formation of the germ-edls of the first gen-
eration so that the hybrid plants of the second generation would
exhibit these characters in Mendeliun proportions as in the char-
acter-pair first described The progeny in the second generation
would thus exhibit these characters in the following combinations
and proportions 1 RR 2 Re 1 ee This theoretic al proport ion
should hold rather constantly, either in small or large numbers of
hybrids, though in large numbers it would be more nearly realized
The determiners of the four c haractcrs, or two character-pairs, are
commingled in the cells of the first-ge ne r etmn hybrid. When the
egg-cells and pollen-grams are formed, however, a segregation of
the* eleterminers of the two charaete r-pairs occurs, but independent
of each either Each egg-cell or pollen-gram will receive only the
determiner of one charae ter of a certain ( nar teter-pair but will,

at the same tune, receive determine is of othe r e haractcrs belonging
to other character-pans Considering the two character-pairs
described in peppers, an egg-cdl receiving the determiner of the
scarlet color of fruit S, might aNo receive the dcteiminers for eithci

R or e representing the clmracte is of iccurvi d or cm cl fruits These
two character-pairs would thus give egg-cells of four combina-
tions, SR, Se*, ylt, and ye

In the formation of the pode n-grains, the same eombinition
occurs, so that with referc nc e to the- two e h irae te r-pairs ele-se ribcd,

the pollen - grains that would be- formed have the- seme combi-
nations of determiners as the egg-te Ms, namely, SR, Se

,
ylt, and ye

There would thus be four kinds of egg-cells anti four kinds of pollen

grains so far as these two charaete r-pairs are cone trued If these

are biought together, sixteen combinations are possible as follows:

SUSR SeSIt
SRSe SeSo
bUy R ScyR
SUye Scye

yUSR y t sR
y-Rbe yoSr
yRyR vvR
yRye >r>c

Examining these combinations carefully, and plating together
those combinations that contain the same < har it it r-de te runners
as indie lteef by the letters, and this can prope rly be* done as it

eloes not matte r in the fecundate d e gg w he thcr a c< rtaiu determiner
is furnished by the t*gg-tell or the pollen-grain, theie result the
following nine < ombmatioiis, all of winch are dufeicnt in gerpunal
constitution with reference to these two character-pairs

I\ABLF isHOWIMJ NUMBER OF GERMINAL COMBINATIONS AND CHAR-
ACTER ot 1 j Pei-peu Hvbkids with fwo Allelomorphs

No of G( rmin il Visual
COlllhltl l- ( on -titu-

non
charae ters of

hybrid
Nature of hybrid

1 SR.sR Searlet recurved Pure scarlet and recurved
1 Se-be Starlet e rt< t .Pure searlet and erect
1 yRyR Yellow recurved Pure yellow and returved
1 yeyc Yellow erect Pure yellow and tied
2 bR.se be ark t rtturved Pure starlet and hybrid re*-

2 SUyR Scarlet rccurve*d Hybrid se ark t v y-( llow and
pure re e lined

2 Nye Searlet erect Hybrid starlet < ye llow and
pure- cn ct

2 yRye \ ( How recurved Pure yellow and hybrid re-

eurv cd X erect
l bllyo Scarlet recurved Hybrid scarlet X yellow and

hybrid recurved X erect

Ml examination of the pre-eeding table, in which are grouped
the sixteen possible e ombinations when two allelomorphic pairs
ue eon tilled in the hybridization will show that among these
i\u e n th< it- are nine groups with different germinal constitutions
I In- visuil character of the hybrid plants of these nine different
gioiips is given in the third column and is easily understood by
examining the ge rnnnul ((institution and remembering that scarlet
S, and reversed R, are the dominant characters in the two allelo-

morphs and that the presence of one determiner of either of these
ehuraetus will cause the appearance of that character in the
liybml plant It will be observed that by grouping the hybrid
lil'ints according to the characters they show, there will be nine
sc u let and reversed, three scarlet and erect, three yellow and
reve rsed, and one yellow and erect This is the Mc-nde ban formula
9 3 3 1 The nature of the nine different groups of hybrid plants
with different germinal constitution is given in the fourth column of
the table When a character is pure, it may be expected to reproduce
true in succeeding generations but in those cases m which both
determiners of a character-pair are present, the character is ot
hybrid nature and will segregate in succeeding generations

In the illustration of the character-pair, scarlet and yellow fruita
nnd the probable ratio of number of unions in F, hybrids, it was
shown that out of 100 unions one should expect 25 SS 50 Sy 25 yy.
If now the second character-pair recurved and erect fruits is con-
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sidered m connection -with these same 100 unions, there would occur
the following combinations, according to the law of chance:

25 SS 50 Sv 25 yy

6 kSRSR 12H SRyR 6k yRyR
12 14 SRSe 25 SRye 12 J 2 yRye
6;k SeSe 12 ]4 Seye 6k yeye

These mne combinations are the same as given above, but the
percentage of each combination out of the 100 unions is shown

If a third character were considered, the proportions of the
combinations can bo determined in exactly tho same way Each
one of the above nine possible combination! would be again divided
into three different unions in the same way as the three combina-
tions of the one character-pair gave nine different combinations
with the second character-pair. In the consideration of the throe
character-pairs, there would thus bo twenty-seven different com-
binations of parental characters And again in each ovary fecun-
dated, when only one determiner of each character-pair occurred,

the opposing character-determiner being in each case eliminated,

such a cell should give a plant that would reproduce its character
true to type It is well known that almost any two different races

or species that may be chosen for hybridization will ordinarily

differ from each other in numerous characters. When there are a

647 Pepper hybrids distinct from parental types, formed by
recombination of characters, a, dwarf type with few small hori-

zontal branches, b, giant type with many large erect branches.

number of these opposing characters which form Mendelian
character-pairs, the determination of the possible combinations by
Mendel’s formula) becomes very complex and difficult to under-
stand It is only by taking a few well-marked character-pairs and
carefully studying them that the segregation and new combi-
nations according to Mendelian proportions can be followed and
understood

Any character-pairs following Mendel’s law would segregate as
indicated above, in the case of scarlet and yellow fruits and reversed
or erect fruits of the pepper A very large number of characters of
various plants and animals arc now known to bo Mendelian and
while many modifications of the principles have be( n necessary to
harmonize them with special eases, still it may be said that there is

no other general law of heredity and Mendel’s law has thus fur-
nished us with a working basis of great value

The study of hybrids has been resolved into a study of unit-
characters and their relation to each other By hybridizing related
typoe having opposed characters and obseiving the segregations
which occur m the later generations, the characters of each type
are analyzed and it is determined when a character-pair occurs.
The researches on this subject by Mendel, Bateson, Davenport,
Castle, Punnett, Shull, Hurst, Corrons, Tschermak, East and dozens
of other now well-known investigators, have developed a science
of heredity of which there was no conception a few years ago

The characters presented hy the different varieties of a plant or
of different species, which can be crossed with it, can now be studied,
and one can definitely plan the combination of characters desired
m an ideal type, and can with considerable confidence estimate the
number of plants it will be necessary to grow to get this combina-
tion It is now known in general how characters behave in segre-

S
ation and inheritance, so that one can go about the fixation of a
esired type, when one is secured, m an orderly and intelligent

The further the study of characters is carried, the more it la

coming to bo realized that the appearance of apparently new types
following hybridization is due to recombinations of different units
which in their reactions give apparently new characters As an
illustration, in a study of pepper hybrids, which has been con-
ducted dunng the past four yoars, it has become evident that the
form of plant and branching is duo to threo pairs of characters or
allelomorphs, namely, first, erect or horizontal branches, second,
large or small branc hes, anil third, many or few branches In cross-
ing two medium-eized races, one with large horizontal and few
branchos, and tho other with small erect and numi rous branches,
there result many new combinations of characters, among which
appear some with small horizontal and few branches, which gives
a dwarf plant, and others will have a combination of large erect
and numerous branches, which gives a giant plant (1'ig 647)
Those dwarfs on the one hand and giants on the other appear as
distinct, new creations, though they are very evuhntly men ly the
recombinations of already existing unit characters, and dwurfness
and giantncss are the results of tno reaction of the different units
combined

When the large number of distinct characters that are pre-
sented by the very numerous vanities of any of our cultivated
plants is remembered, an understanding is secured of the pos-
sibilities of improvement which the held of hybiiilizatum affords

The development of hybrids into pure races.

When hybrids have been produced between species or
varieties possessing certain characters that it is desired
to unite m a variety, the recombinations of characters
as explained in the preceding section become visible

in the second generation, and it is thus among the plants
of this generation of the hybrid that one should expect
to find the combination of characters desired The
breeder would thus very carefully examine a large num-
ber of second-generation plants and choose for further
experimentation those plants that were found to have
inherited the characters which he desired to combine
The entire batch of F 2 plants should be carefully exam-
ined to determine what characters behave as character-
pairs and also the dominant or recessive nature of each
character Thus knowledge is necessary m order to
•determine the practice to be pursued in choosing plants
in which the characters desired will be pure with refer-

ence to these characters If, for example, the breeder is

working to get a combination of two characters only,
such for instance as a yellow- and erect-fruitod pepper,
from the combination of character-pairs discussed above
in explaining Mendel’s law he would discover that both
of these characters are recessive, and thus when a hybrid
was found in which these two characters were united,
he could be sure that by self-fertilizing such an individ-
ual it would reproduce true with reference to both of
these chaiacters in the next and succeeding generations
He would know' furthermore in dealing with only two
pairs of characters that he should, according to the law
of chance, secure on an average about one such com-
bination in sixteen hybnds

If, however, the combination desired was a scarlet
reversed fruit, both dominant characters, the process
would be much more difficult As shown in the preced-
ing section describing the segregation and recombina-
tion of characters, nine plants out of the sixteen possible
combinations would have red, reversed fruits, while
only one of the nine would be pure with reference to
both of these characters The breeder would thus be
compelled to self-fertilize a number of the plants hav-
ing red and reversed fruits and grow a number of plants
from each in order to determine which one, if any, was
pure with reference to both characters. If, then, the
progeny from any one of the plants chosen and self-

fertilized came true to type with reference to both
characters, he would be certain of its purity and would
again self-fertilize some of the best plants of this
progeny, which should give him a pure type.

If a combination of a dominant and recessive charac-
ter is desired, the examination of the F2 hybrids would
enable the breeder to choose a pure plant so far as the
recessive character is concerned, but he could not
determine the purity of tho dominant character and
would be compelled to self a number of plants exhibit-
ing the two characters and grow progenies in the third
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generation, when he should be able to select a pure
type with reference to both characters

If, as frequently occurs, neither character of an
allelomorphic pair is dominant, but gives in the hybrid
an intermediate form, the fixation becomes simple, as m
such cases those hybrids m which either character is

pure can be recognized.

While these methods appear very complex at first,

they will be easily understood with careful study, and
are far simpler than the methods breeders were com-
pelled to employ m fixing hybrids before they had an
understanding of Mendel’s law.

When more than two characters are concerned m the
recombination, the process becomes more difficult, and
indeed one cannot limit one’s consideration to

two characters in practical breeding unless one
is combining standard varieties where all charac-

ters are good As in simple selection work, one
must necessarily consider all important characters

that go to make up a good variety, and usually

one will be able to recognize Mendehan segrega- I

tion only in a few prominent differential charac-
ters The breeder should use the knowledge of

inheritance that he possessess with all characters
which lie can recognize, but at the same time the
plants which he inbreeds to secure purity of type
should be perfect plants of all-round good tjpe,

and in every generation of the Inbnds grown he
should exercise his best judgment in selecting

the best plants for seed-bearers
In the fixation of cotton h>bnds, the

policy was pursued of selecting for in-

breeding the most fruitful and best -shaped
plants of those hybrids having the desired

characters, using very largo numbers of

h>bnds from which to choose
r

Ihe self-

fertilized seed of a eeitain type was then
planted by the plant-to-row selection

method in an isolated plat, in ordci to

give an opportumtv to select not only

the pure combination of the desiied

characters but the best all-round plants

As soon as the plants in such an isolated

plat were sufficiently developed to show
their characters and it could be recognized

that certain ones h:ul inherited the de-

bired qualities, the fields were carefully

searched and all plants not true to type
were pulled up, leaving only a few good
plants of the coirect type This process

of roguing, as the seedsmen call it, insures

that at least the great er part of the seed
developed would be fertilized with pollen

of similar plants of good type. This sort

of selection and pun heat ion of type will

probably in most cases be found neces-
sary even after such Mendehan charac-
ter as can be recognized have been
secured in a pure state.

The inheritance of many fundamental
characters will doubtless remain obscure
for many years.

The use of impure first-generation

hybrids.

In the case of very many of the most
important horticultural crops, fortu-

nately, it is possible to use hybrids with-
out the necessity of purifying or fixing

them as described in the last section.

Plants such as apples, pears, oranges,

grapes, roses and strawberries, which are

grown as clonal vaneties, being pro-
pagated by buds, grafts or slips, are

merely parts of one individual and it does
not matter whether they are germinally

648 Pyrus baccata above,
and three named crosses

with forms of P Malus,

—

Alberta, Columbia and Robin
respectively from top to

bottom. (Xj*)

pure, as seeds are not needed This makes it possible

to use Fi hybrids and, as hybrids are notoriously vigor-
ous, this is a factor of very great importance. Again,
characters which blend and give intermediates m the F x

generation may, in such cases, prove very valuable
The work that has been earned out by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture in the bicoding of citrus fruits very
clearly indicates that valuable intermediates may some-
times be secured The writer, m conjunction with
Walter T Swingle, hybridized the hardy cold-resist-

ant trifoliate orange (Ponctrm trifoliaia) with several

vaneties of the tender sweet oiange, and as a result at
least five different varieties of hardy oranges or citranges
have been produced Those h\ brids are nearly inter-

mediate between the two parents, having the
characters in the fust gi norat ion nearly blended.
The leaves are tnfoholate, but are much larger

than the leaves of the ordiqrr> trifoliate orange
tree, and show a tendency to drop off, the lateral

leaflets producing an unifoliolate leaf
r
lhe tri-

foliate orange is deciduous, while the sweet orange
is evergreen. The hybrids are semi-deciduous,
holding a large share of their leaves through the
winter In hardiness they also seem to be inter-

mediate, being much more cold-resistant than
the oriimary orange, but not so hardy as the tri-

foliate orange They are sufficiently hardy so

that they doubtless may be grown with safety a3

far north as South Carolina, or 300 to 400 miles

north of the present orange region. Some of the
fruits produced are as large as the ordi-

nary orange, but most of them are very
nearly intermediate in size. They are very
variable, however, m the first generation

At least five of the fruits that have been
produced are juicy and valuable It is not
probable that they would be reproduced
true to seed, but orange varieties are

cions, and the different typeh will, of

course, be normally reproduced by buds
or grafts, so that from a practical stand-
point it does not matter whether or not
they would reproduce true through the
seed. In the second generation it is prob-
able that these different characters
would split up, possibly according to
Mendel’s law, and it is likely that still

more valuable varieties will be secured
when a second generation has been
grown See Citranye

Similar groups of valuable intermedi-
ate types of fruits have been produced by
Wm Saunders, until recently the Director
of the Canadian Experimental Farms, by
crossing varieties of the ordinary apple,

such as the Pewaukee and Wealthy, with
a very hardy cold-resistant crab (Pyrus
baccata). Saunders has produced already
numerous hardy intermediate types
which bid fair to be of very great eco-
nomic value, particularly m the cold
regions of Manitoba and Saskatchewan
(Fig 648) Second generation seedlings of
these valuable types may be expected to
yield still more important improvements
The reproduction of such unfixed hy-

brids may be said to form the basis
of fruit-culture, as all of the apple,
peach, pear, plum, orange, lemon and
gr9pe varieties, as well as the vaneties of

small fruits, arc of mixed parentage and
do not reproduce true to seed. Most cf

the varieties ot these fruits are either

known to be hybrids or are superior seed-
lings that have been selected and propa-
gated. These latter, doubtless, in th*
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greater number of cases were of hybrid nature as all

of these fruits are normally cross-fertilized and natural
hybridization is exceedingly common
The same may be said of most flowers, such as carna-

tions and roses, that are cultivated extensively for the
cut-flower trade. Practically all of the varieties are
unfixed hybrids.

The selection of bud-variations.

No consideration of the methods of plant-breeding
would be complete without a mention of the improve-

ments that can
be produced by
what may be
termed the selec-

tion of bud-varia-
tions While, in

general, all buds
of a plant are
practically the
same, as is shown
by the fact that
buds taken from
the Baldwin apple
almost uniformly
produce Baldwin
apples, yet there
is considerable
variation fre-
quently in the
product from dif-

ferent buds, and it

is evident that
bud -variations
may be classified

like seedling-vari-

ations, into fluc-

tuations and
mutations or the
so-called bud-
sports (Fig 649)

Hybrid plants also frequentlv, for some cause, show
segregations of characters in different buds similar to the
segregations shown in F 2 hybrid seedlings It would
thus seem natural to suppose that these variations
could be utilized m producing new varieties much
as the similar types of seed ling-variations are used

In violets, for example, the propagation is normally
by slips that are developed from different buds These
slips when grown into plants frequently show consider-
able difference, and B T. Galloway and P H. Dorsett,
of the national Department of Agriculture, have
demonstrated that by the selection of slips from plants
which are very productive the yield in the number of

flowers to the plant can be increased considerably In
the ease of the orange, seedling trees are almost always
very thorny, yet certain branches may show a tendency
to be more nearly thornless, and by the selection of buds
from such branches the thorny character of almost all

the standard varieties has been reduced By the sys-
tematic selection of vegetative parts, such as buds,
slips, suckeis, and the like, m many cases very impor-
tant improvements could doubtless be secured, and the
plant-breeder should have a thorough understanding
of this method of improvement. In hybrids of mixed
parentage, frequently a bud on one side of a plant will

sport, showing different tendencies, and many of our
new varieties of roses, chrysanthemums and carnations
have been produced by the selection of such bud-sports.
Many standard varieties of carnations have produced
bud-variations that have proved valuable; the Lawson
has given rise to the Red Lawson and White Lawson,
the Enchantress has produced the Pink Enchantress
and White Enchantress The practice of exercising care

m choice of chrysanthemum or carnation cuttings and of

cions for fruit trees is, therefore, seen to rest on rational
reasons

Variations in the character of the seed from different

bolls, in the case of hybrid cottons, are frequently found
and may be of value to the breeder even in cotton that
is propagated by seed In the study of cotton, similar
bud-variations have been found, showing m the lmt
characters of hybrids In a number of instances,
certain bolls have been found which produced much
longer lint than other bolls on the same plant, and simi-
lar vanations in strength and uniformity of length have
been observed Experiments indicate that such varia-
tions, which are doubtless to be classed as bud-varia-
tions, are inherited in considerable degree This being
the case even m seed-propagated plants, it becomes
desirable to observe and search for bud-variations
The importance of bud-selection in oranges and

lemons has recently been called to attention by the
investigations of A D Shamel, of the United States
Department of Agricultuie It has been found that
groves planted with the Bahia or Washington Navel,
which is grown extensively in California, fiequently

show a number of different types with reference to pro-

ductiveness and form of fruit and that these conditions
remain the same from year to year The same has been
found to be the ease also m lemon groves, several dis-

tinct types not infrequently being produced on the same
tree (Fig 650) These barren trees, and trees producing
poor fruit, greatly reduce the production of the grove
and in many cases are a serious handicap Evidence
has been collected showing that when buds are taken
from productive trees of good type they may ordinarily

be expected to produce good types
In experiments which have been conducted during

the last six years in the selection of potatoes, it has been
clearly demonstrated that, in a family of potatoes
developed from a single tuber and thus positively known
fo be pure, low- and high-vielding strains can be pro-

duced by selecting from low- and high-yielding hills

(Fig 651) Such low- and high-yielding strains have
now maintained themselves for three years in over
thirty different cases representing work with eighteen
different varieties.

The importance of bud-selection is only beginning
to be realized and further data is necessary before it can
be determined how important this is in different cases

The evidence now at hand, however, clearly indicates

that this method of improving plants should be given
careful consideration. H J Webber

BREVOORTIA (J Carson Breevoort, naturalist,

Regent N Y State University) Lilinceje Differs from
Brodi.ea in the long-tubular and 6-saccate corolla

stamens 3, with 3 broad and truncate stainmodia caps,

stalked —One species

650 Two types of fruit, good and poor, borne on same tree

of the Eureka lemon.

Ida-M&ia, Wood (B. coccinea
,
Wats. Brodika coc-

clnea, Gray). Floral Fire-Cracker Lvs. slender,

grassy scapes slender, 1-3 ft. high, with 3-6 pendu-
lous tubular-saccate fls 1-2 m long, which are bril-

liant crimson-red, tipped with pea-green. N Calif, to

Ore in wooded foothills. BM 5857. G.C III 20 687.

Gn 46, p. 503—The fls. are very lasting and beautiful.

649. Bud sport of Cupressus to fastigiate

type, with branch of similar fastigiate

variety on right.
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Half-hardy. Needs partial shade and a deep, loose soil,

thoroughly drained, and with some leaf-mold. Corm
the size of a nutmeg. Carl Purdy.

BREWIiRIA (Samuel Brewer was an English bota-
nist of 18th century). Convolvulacex Perennial herbs,

rarely somewhat woody: fls much like those of Con-
volvulus but the styles distinct or partly so, the corolla

<& $3 Q@

651 Low- and high-yielding strains of Rural New Yorker potato

developed by hill-selection within the progeny of a single tuber

pubescent outside in the bud lvs simple, entire.—Trail-

ing plants ot 30 or more species m warm climates.

grandifldra, Gray Root tuberous st pubescent, lvs.

broad-ovate or oblong-ovate and very short-stalked,

peduncles 1-fld ,
fl very large (3 m long), bright blue

and showy, tunnel-shaped caps large and globose-

ovoid or ovoid Fla —Intro by Iteasoner Bros One
species of Brewena (H Pxckfriuqu, Gra>) occurs from
N J and 111. ^outh, and a few other species are also

native farther south in the U. S X Taylor f

BREtNIA (for J P Breyn, a German botanist of

17th century) Euphorbinrcx Tropical shrubs or t roes,

rarely cult
* Lvs alternate, simple, fls small, m short

axillary clusters, monoecious, apetalous, calyx imbri-

cate, styles 2-parted fi a red berry Related to Phyl-
lanthus about 15 species in Tron Asia and Pacific,

lsls li turbmdla ( PhylUinthus lurbrnatuv, Sims). B M
1862. L B C. 8 731, may be the same as Andrachne
fruticosa. J B S Norton

BRICKSLLIA (Dr John Bnckell, an early American
naturalist) Coleosanthm,

,
Cass Compdsitx About 40

species of herbs or small shrubs m the warmer parts of

the IJ. S and Mex
,
only one of which seems to be in the

trade. Somewhat allied to Eupatonum, from which it

differs in having 10-nbbed achencs Lvs veiny, either

opposite or alternate: fls white, cream-colored or flesh-

colored, small, with pappus either scale-like or somew hat
plumose, mvolucral bracts striate-nerved : achenes
striate Prop by cuttings under a bell-jar.

grandifldra, Nutt Tassel Flower Nearly gla-

brous, 2-3 ft
,
branchy above lvs triangular-cordate or

triangular-lanceolate above, coarsely toothed: heads
about 40-fld

,
drooping, in large panicles, tassel-shaped

and yellowish white. Rocky Mt.s.—Recommended for

moist shady borders, and best grown in a mixture of

leaf-mold, loam and sand. Taylor.!

BRIDAL WREATH: Spiraea prumfolia

BRIER. In America, commonly applied to brambles
or thorny plants of the genus Rubus, especially black-
berries In the Old World, it is applied to large wild-
gruw ing roses

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA, Horticulture in.

The vast territory of British North America, as under-
stood in this article, comprises the Colony of Newfound-
land and the Dominion of Canada. Much of the terri-

tory is so little developed horticultural^, and most of

the provinces are so very large, that rather extended
attention is given here to the adaptabilities of the dif-

ferent political divisions The map (Fig 652, page 560)
shows the outlines of the territory under consideration,

and its relation to the northernmost part of the U S
Horticulture in Newfoundland has so far not devel-

oped to a great extent and the island is not thought of as
a horticultural region, but the colony has great possi-

bilities in this direction The wintei temperatures are
not so low as m some parts of Canada where apple trees

grow well; and with care and protection from wind the
hardiest summer and autumn varieties can be grown.
The Canada plum (Primus nigra) is a native of the
southern part of the island and no doubt good varieties

of this could be produced The European oi domestic
plums can also be grown successfully near the coast
where protected from the high winds, but owung to the

moist air they are very liable to become covered with
moss and lichens Bush-fruits thrive, and strawberries
and goosebeiries succeed particularly well, and English
varieties of both these fruits, which do so poorly in

Canada on account of the hot, dry summers, are giving

admirable results In winter the plants are w-ell protected

by a deep covering of snow The hardier vegetables
flourish, and large quantities of potatoes are grown by
the settlers

Owing to the relatively moist summer, annuals and
herbaceous perennials do particularly well, it being
possible to have almost or quite as beautiful a gaiden
there as in eastern Canada

In the Dominion of Canada, horticulture has become
one of the most important industries In fruit-growing,
in floriculture, in vegetable-culture and in the beautifying
of cities, towns, and private grounds, Canadians are

fully alive to the possibilities of their country, and the
rapid development of horticulture in all its branches is

an indication of the success that has attended those
engaged in its pui suits
The history of horticulture m Canada dates from

the early settlement at Annapolis Royal in Acadia, now
Nova Scotia, in 1605, and from the founding of the
city of Quebec, now m the province of Quebec, in 1608
There is a definite statement as early as 1663 that
apple tiees were growing near the banks of some of the
rivers in Acadia. There are also records of trees grow-
ing in the province of Quebec about that time In the
province of Ontario, it was about the beginning of the
eighteenth century before horticulture began appre-
ciably to develop, while in British Columbia, which has
made such rapid advances in recent years, fruit trees

were not planted until about the middle of the nine-
teenth century Owing to inadequate means of trans-

portation, the development of mnt-cultuie was not
rapid in any part of Canada until within the past half-

century, but now the extension of orchards, small
fruit-plantations, glasshouses, and truck-farms is very
marked every year
The census of Canada for 1911 gives the following

figures Total number of fruit trees in Canada, 20,812,

556, area occupied by fruit trees m Canada, 376,322
acres, estimated capital value of fruit trees in Canada,
$127,000,000. The quantity of fruit grown m Canada
is not known, but the Trade and Navigation Returns
for the year ending March 31, 1912, show the exports
of fruit from all ports to be*

Value
Dried apples, 3,149,620 pounds . . . $248,035
Fresh apples. 1,664,165 barrels 5,104,107
Berries . 106,486
All other fruits . 159,293
Canned and pieserved fruits . ... 257,590
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The larger proportion of this fruit is produced in the duce excellent bush fruits, but the tree fruits have fof

provinces of Ontario and Nova Scotia, but rapidly the most part not done well up to the present, although
increasing quantities are grown in British Columbia. the hardiest varieties of apples succeed m some of tne
The fruit areas of Canada are large enough to sup- more favored localities and plums are native to Mani'

ly Canada and a large part of the world with some toba and the early varieties can be grown successful!}

inds of fnnt, and particularly with the apple, for over a wide area
many years to come In the great province of Ontario, Some of the influences affecting Canadian horti-

220,000 square miles m area, larger than the states of culture may be mentioned. The Dominion Experi-
New York, Ohio, Illinois ana Michigan together, there mental Farms, now sixteen m number, work upon
are large districts in which apples, pears, peaches, plums, which was begun twenty-five years ago, have played an
cherries, grapes and the small fruits can be grown to important part. There are six Provincial Agricultural

perfection. The province of Quebec is considerably Colleges, all of which have Experiment Stations that
larger than Ontario, and while Hie tender fruits do not disseminate information both through the students and
succeed except in the most favored parts, apples are by literature. The Provincial Experiment Stations and
grown in large quantities yearly From east to west in demonstration orchards are also doing much to explain
the provinces of Quebec and Ontario there is a belt of the possibilities of fruit-culture in their several dis-

about 700 miles in length m which apples and other tncts Seven Provincial Fruit Growers’ Associations
hardy fruits can be grown; while in the province of lend their aid in spreading a knowledge of the best
Ontario alone the best winter apples, pears, and plums methods of fruit-culture and of uniting the growers m
can be grown successfully over an area about 350 miles cooperation and legislation The horticultural periodical

long and 30 to 150 miles m width. The successful literature of Canada, although represented by few
cultivation of peaches in Ontario is confined to the papers, has done much to aid fruit-, flower- and vege-
Niagara district and to points along Lake Erie and table-growers.
Lake Huron, but the area suitable for this fruit is The Farmers’ Institute and orchard meetings organ-
extensive enough to supply a large population. ized by the Provincial Governments and assisted by the
Nova Scotia has long been noted for its apples. The Dominion Government, are very practical and helpful,

most favored districts are the Annapolis and Corn- In the province of Ontario, a large proportion of the
walks valleys, where apples, pears, plums and
cherries can be grown and where even peaches
can be successfully raised These valleys have a
total length of about 100 miles and vary in

width from 6 to 11 miles Fruit-culture is not
confined to this district, as over most of the
province the hardier iruits can be grown suc-

cessfully New Brunswick has not yet developed
a fnnt industry to anv great extent, but in some
of the valleys applies and other hardy fruits of

the finest appearance and best quality can be
produced In recent years there has been a
marked awakening in this province and, owm
to the cheapness of land and the beauty an
quality of the fruits that can be produced,
there w'ould seem to be a good future for

horticulture
Prince Edward Island, the smallest province

of the Dominion, produces excellent tree fruits, and, counties have the District Representative, a Government
owing to the late season, the apples keep better than in official whose duty it is to instruct, the people by word,

any other part of the Dominion Means of transporta- by experiment and bv demonstration
tion are not yet good, but it is hoped that this will The horticultural societies assisted by the Provincial

soon be much impioved Government, of which there are seventy-five in Ontario,

British Columbia, the area of which is about 370,000 are doing excellent work in aw akenmg a greater interest

square miles, or more than twuce the size of California, in horticulture and in spreading information, especially

has large sections admirably adapted to fruits Like in regard to ornamental pliant

s

the states of Oregon and Washington, with which its The apples originated by Wm Saunders in crossing

natural conditions may be compared, British Columbia the wild Siberian crab-apple, Pi/rus baccata, and the

has a number of districts wuth special conditions. varieties of the apple, have enabled the settlers in the

"lhrcc of these are, (1) that in the damp coast climate prairie provinces to grow at least small apples where
of Vancouver Island and the Lower Mainland, (2) in larger ones do not succeed

;
and the larger-fruited vane-

the dry interior country where irrigation is, as a rule, ties obtained by Saunders, by introducing more of the

necessary; (3) in the Kootenays, east and west, where blood of the apple into the first crosses, are now being

irrigation is necessary only in places. In these districts tested for hardiness, and, if found worthy, will mark a
all the best fruits, including peaches in some places, can step in advance.

be grown to great advantage. There are, however, All these factors affecting horticultural conditions

many valleys that are being found suitable for fruit- and progress have been made still more effective by the

culture, varying much m climate and extending from cooperative movement that has in recent years made
the American boundary far north. much progress m Canada. In the provinces of Ontario

Butish Columbia is expending its efforts mainly to and Nova Scotia are many cooperative associations

supplying the prairie provinces of Canada; and it has that now have central organizations where plans affect-

been very successful in placing fruits on these markets ing the weliare of all the associations are discussed,

in good condition. The trade abroad is growing also. These associations are doing much to make the fruit

Ontario is a close competitor of British Columbia for marketed of more uniform character and to bring better

the prairie trade, but the increase in population is so returns to the producer. One of the best influences in

lapid that it will require both provinces to supply the the improvement of horticultural products in Canada
demands for a long time to come. is the Fruit Marks Act (now the Inspection and Sales

The prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan Act) passed in 1901, and operative over the whole of

and Alberta and the great territories to the north pro- Canada. By this Act, growers are compelled to pack

36

653. The fruit regions in eastern Canada.
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their fruit according to certain standards and are liable

io fine if they do not do so. Inspectors are stationed
at packing-houses, on the markets, and at the ports of
export, who examine the fruit to determine whether it

is packed according to law A marked improvement
has been noticed in the Canadian fruit exported since
this law went into effect. There are also standard
barrels, boxes and baskets for the whole of Canada

While floriculture is growing very rapidly, the area
under glass in Canada is not very large yet, it being
estimated at about 120 acres or 6,000,000 square feet

in 1912 The estimated capital invested is $1,500,000
and the value of the output $1,800,000 The flowers
most grown under glass in Canada are carnations and
roses, although many other kinds are also raised Some
of the Canadian growers have an international reputa-
tion for the quality of the flowers they produce The
official organ of the florists in Canada is “The Canadian
Florist/’ a trade paper published every two weeks
Many kinds of vegetables succeed admirably in Can-

ada and there are a large number of skillful growers.
Owing to the rapid development of the larger cities and
the many new towfis in the newly settled parts, there
are many openings for market-gardeners Large quan-
tities of vegetables, including particularly tomatoes
and corn, are grown for the canning factories in south-
western Ontario where the season is earlier than in any
other part of eastern Canada. Early vegetables are

654. The fruit region (within dotted lines) in British Columbia.

grown on a large scale, and have proved very profitable
to those engaged in the business Perhaps the most
noted vegetable grown in Canada is the Montreal musk-
melon, which is well known for its high quality in many
cities of the United States The production of such a
high-class melon is a good indication of the summer
climate of Canada, which in many parts is hot enough
to mature melons well The market-gardeners are
represented m Ontario by the Provincial Vegetable
Growers’ Association, branches of which are to be
found in a number of the cities and towns. This organ-
ization has done much to assist market-gardeners and
to make them feel that their calling is as important as
any other branch of agriculture. \y. T. Macoun.

Nova Scotia.

Nova Scotia (Fig 655) is a peninsula on the extreme
eastern side of Canada. It extends in a northeasterly
and southwesterly direction and is crossed by the
forty-fifth parallel of north latitude. No part of the
interior is more than 30 miles from the sea The sur-
face is gently undulating, with no high mountain
ranges The principal farming and fruit-growing sec-

tions are mainly m the valleys through which the rivers

run and around the headwaters of the Bay of Fundy,
where the high tides have left extensive deposits of
rich alluvial soil The annual rainfall is about 42 inches.
The French Acadians early made plantings of the

apple in this province When the New England settlers

came, in 1761, to occupy the lands of the deported
French, they found apple trees in bearing, many of

which lived and continued to bear fruit well along into

the last century. The leading horticultural industry
is fruit-growing. Its most important division is apple-
culture, although pears, plums, cherries and small
fruits are successfully grown These soft fruits are
necessarily sold in the local markets, which, though
steadily growing in size, are as yet of too limited capa-
city to justify an extensive development of the culture
of such perishable products Apples, on the other
hand, are shipped to the British ana other foreign mar-
kets where, m their season, they successfully compete
with those from other parts of the northern hemisphere.
The strictly horticultural region of Nova Scotia is a

small section of the western part of the province gen-
erally called the Annapolis Valley. This region, except
in its extreme eastern part, is separated from the Bay of

Fundy and protected from the direct force of the north-
erly and westerly winds by a range of hills, some 400 to
500 feet in height, known as the North Mountain It

includes the valley of the Annapolis River, which flows
southwesterly to the Annapolis Basin, and the valleys

of the Pereaux, Habitant, Canard, Cornwallis, Gas-
pereau and Avon Rivers, which flow into Minas Basin
on the east It is a narrow strip of country 6 to 10
miles wide and less than 100 miles long
Here apple-culture, from being a side line to general

farming down to about forty years ago, has grown to be
the leading branch of agriculture. The yield of apples in

this district, packed and sold m 1911, was 1,734,000
barrels The yield for 1912 is estimated at 1,100,000
barrels These figures do not include, in either case,

those that were used by the canneries, evaporators anil

vinegar factories, or that were consumed in the dis-

trict m which grown About one-tenth of the output
finds a market in the*towns and the villages of the non-
fruit-growing sections of the maritime provinces, the
remainder being exported to Great Britain, Germany
and other European countries, and to Newfoundland,
the Canadian West, the West Indies and South Africa
The varieties of apples grown have been selected
chiefly with reference to the English market The
leading commercial sorts are Gravenstein, Blenheim,
Ribston, King, Yellow Bellflower, Cox Orange, Wagener,
Baldwin, Stark, Spy, Golden Russet, Fallawater, Rox-
bury Russet and Ben Davis Some of these have long
been known in England and were introduced from that
country The Gravenstein, especially, reaches a high
quality here The winter varieties also do well and
mature just as the cool weather of autumn comes on
As a rule, orchards are carefully cultivated, ferti-

lized, pruned and sprayed A large quantity of com-
mercial fertilizer is used every year, as the area in

orchards has outgrown the supply of stable manure
Cover-crops are grown to furnish humus, the clovers,

vetches and buckwheat being the crops chiefly used for

this purpose The practice of thinning apples has lately

been adopted by many ot the best growers and is likely

to become more general as competition m fruit-raising

increases

A system of frost-pioof apple warehouses, that has
come into existence during the last sixteen years, is an
important element m the carrying-on of the fruit busi-

ness m Nova Scotia These—numbering one hundred
m all—are found at the railwray stations throughout
the fruit district The usual width is about 40 feet, the
length from 80 to 120 feet, affording room for packing
and storage for 5,000 to 10,000 barrels. Formerly,
the fruit-grower packed his apples at home, or m his

bam Then, when a steamer was ready to load at Hali-
fax, the apples had to be hauled to the railroad station,

often several miles distant, and loaded into the waiting
cars. Now the apples are generally taken m barrels
directly from the orchard to the warehouse where they
are stored until ready to be packed out for shipment.
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Under this system, it is possible with very little delay thence came to be known here as Bishop Pippin Charles
to pack and place on cars a steamer-load of apples. R Prescott introduced Ribston in 1814, Blenheim in

A railway haul of four or five hours brings the cars to 1829, Gravenstem and Alexander m 1835, Baldwin and
the side of the steamer so that the danger from frost, Greening m 1820 and Northern Spy shortly after 1852.

even in zero weather, is largely avoided The Nova Scotia Fruit-Growers’ Association, founded
A further advance was made in the business of pack- m 1863, is the oldest m the Dominion, and receives an

mg and marketing apples when cooperative fruit, com- annual grant from the provincial government For
panics were formed. The first company of this kind several years it assisted in maintaining a school of

was organized in Berwick in 1907. During the next five horticulture at Wolfville In 1905, this school was
years, more than thirty similiar companies were formed merged into the College of Agneulture at Truro.
Under provincial legislation enacted in 1912, these were In 1911, a fruit experiment station was established
organized into a central association known as the at Kentville This is maintained by the federal govern-
Umted Fruit Companies of Nova Scotia, Limited All merit at Ottawa The provincial government has
the apples of the companies affiliated in this central established thirty-five demonstration orchards m parts
association are sold through its agency It controls the of the province outside the fruit district proper The
sale of fully one-half of the apple crop of the province purpose of these orchards is to discover the fruit-growing
A uniform standard of grading is maintained, an official possibilities of the different sections of the province,
of the central association inspecting the packing m all to find out the varieties bebt suited to these sections, ana
the warehouses of the affiliated companies Coopera- to give a demonstration of what orchard practice is

tion in the marketing ot apples was quickly followed considered most effective in such localities Ilorticul-

by the cooperative manufacture of barrels and pur- ture is taught at the Agricultural College which was
chase of fertilizers, feeds and seeds, greatly to the con- established at Truro in 1905. Pkiicy J. Shaw.
vcnience and financial advantage of the members
of the companies In the near future, all farmers’
supplies will probably be purchased cooperatively

The establishment of evaporators, canneries and
vinegar factories throughout the fruit district, some
of them owned by cooperative companies, furnishes

a market for defective fruit and has also the effect

of improving the grade of apples packed There
are now eight evaporators, two canneries and four
vinegar factories in operation.

Ijocal nurseries, chiefly for the propagation of

apple trees, ate to be found at Annapolis, Berwick,
Watcrville and Wolfville While these have re-

ceiv'd! good patronage in the past, the larger quan-
tity of nuisery stock in recent years has been
imported, chiefly from Ontario With a view to

avoiding the danger of introducing noxious insects

and plant diseases, the provincial department of

agriculture has lately passed strict regulations
governing the importation of nurseiy stock The
effect of this has been to stimulate the home
nursery industiy

Peais, plums and ehernes are growm for home use
and thi‘ local markets Bartlett, and Clapp Favorite
are the varieties of pears most largely giown 655 Nova Scotia, showing the present fruit district and two centers

Moore Arctic. Lombard, Yellow Egg, the Gages, (Bridgewater and Brookfield), where the industry is beginning to

Damsons and Burbank are the chief plums The develop.

cherries are the Morello and other varieties of the sour Prince Edward Island,
type Peaches are grown to some extent in the western
part of the province, Alexander, Early Canada and In the Gulf of St Lawrence, and separated from the
Fitzgerald proving hardy continent by the Northumberland Strait, lies theprov-
Cranbornos constitute an important part of the fruit mce of Prince Edward Island (Fig. 656), the “low and

crop ot Nova Scotia They are grown on reclaimed bog beautiful land” that Cartier saw on the afternoon of
lands that would be unsuitable for any other fa»m crop June 30, 1534. It is situated between 46° and 47° 7'

There is much land of this kind m the province still noith latitude and east of 61° 27' west longitude, and is

unused In 1908, the cranberry crop in the vicinity of distant from New Brunswick 9 miles, from Nova Scotia
one railway station, Auburn, amounted to nearly 5,000 15 miles and from Cape Breton 30 miles. In form, it is

barrels and netted the growers $25,000 A good market an inegular crescent, concaved toward the north with
for Nova Scotia berries is found in Montreal and the such an exceedingly indented coastline that no part of

Canadian Wr
est the country is far distant from the sea. Sand-dunes

Truck-gardening is conducted to some extent on the extend along the north shore for a distance of 50 miles
light sandy soil of the central part of the Annapolis The surface is gently undulating Ranges of low hills

Valley In the vicinity of Berwick, Aylesford, and t-iaverse the island from New London to Hampton,
Kingston, such crops as strawberries, raspberries, from Brooklyn to Wood Islands, and from Red Point
tomatoes, green beans, asparagus and rhubarb, are to Hollo Bay. The highest elevation is less than 300 feet,

grown for the local markets. Some of the tomatoes go Small flat areas occur in the western part of Prince Co.
to the cannery. The climate is temperate and not subject to rapid
Only one important variety of apple originated in changes For the past five years, the average tempera-

Nova Scotia, the Banks Red, a bud-sport of the Graven- ture during the winter months was 36.6°, the lowest
stein. John Burbidge, who settled in the Cornwal- registered being —19 5°, and during the summer months
lis Valley in 1764 introduced the Nonpareil (Roxbury 70°, with 86 5° the highest The yearly precipitation
Russet) Charles Inglis, first Bishop of Nova Scotia, varies from 38 to 42 inches, a little less than half falling

who re :eived a grant of land in Aylesford Towm- during the months May to October in light showers at

ship, in 1790, introduced the Yellow Bellflow’er, which more or less regular intervals
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The whole population is engaged in agriculture and
fishing and in the merchandise connected therewith
Horticulture is yet m its infancy and only very few of

the inhabitants have begun to realize its possibilities.

Nearly every farmer has a few trees producing suffi-

cient apples for his own family. But few have seriously

656. Prince Edward IslaDd The shaded parts are horticultural sections.

considered apple-growing as a revenue-producing branch s'

of agriculture. The first trees were planted shortly

after the English occupation in 1763 The stock was s<

brought out from the Old Country and was nearly all n
of the eider varieties On this account it was generally f<

believed that good apples could not be grown m this If

province. For over a century very little improvement 1
was made. ft

The development of the apple industry in Nova n
Scotia stimulated the planting of more trees m Prince t<

Edward Island and led to the setting out of nurseries

For a number of years the question of varieties has
been taken up by the Fruit-Growers Association. The
following are now recommended’ For home orchard

—

Yellow Transparent, Cumson Beauty, Duchess of
Oldenburg, Wealthy, Wagener, King, Northern Spy,
ftlclntosh Red, and Stark For commercial orchard—

•

Wealthy, Alexander or Wo 11 River, McIntosh
Red, Ribston Pippm and Ben Davis
The feeling is general that the next few years

will witness a great development of the apple
mdustry m Prince Edward Island
Very few pear trees have been planted, but when

given good cultivation and properh sprayed, they
nave done well The most popular varieties are
Clapp Favorite, Bartlett, Vermont Beauty, Flemish
Beauty, Howell and Anjou
The cool, moist climate of Pnnce Edward Island

favors the growing of plums of the very finest

quality, and of late years quite a number of trees

have been set out Among the varieties best suited

s>
to Island conditions are Glass Seedling, Moore
Arctic, Quackenboss, Yellow Egg, Victoria, Brad-

shaw, Prince Englebert and Blue Damson
Cherry trees were introduced by the early French

settlers and, as they were able to take care of themselves,
met with great success Ncarlv everv farmstead has a
few trees The crop is, however, veiy unceitain, as a
late fiost, catches the blossoms about eveiy third vear
They aie nearly all sour cherries of the Richmond and
ftlontmorcncy varieties. In a few orchards sweet cher-

ries are being tried with indifferent success. They bloom
too early and are caught by the frost

Grass lands that have not been manured with mussel
in 1886 by William Taylor at Lower Freetown and by
Condon at Kensington They received a great many
orders for trees but the orders were so small (very few
people wanting more than half a dozen) that there was
not much profit in the business and it was not continued.

A few men, however, were enthusiastic over the pos-

sibilities of fruit-growing and at the call of Lieutenant-
Governor Howlan met in Charlottetown on March 30,

1896, and formed the Fruit-Growers’ Association of

Prince Edward Island It received the encouragement
of the Department of Agriculture and was given an
annual grant of $100, for the purpose of holding a
fruit show.

mud invariably grow a crop of strawbemes m every
part of the province The increased cost of labor has
made the picking of the wild ones unprofitable and for

.the last few years the cultivated varieties have taken
their place on the market From 8,000 to 10,000
boxes to the acre is considered an average erop Some
progressive farmers have had verv large returns from
strawberry-growing, with the result that prospects are
very bright for a large industrv The chief varieties

grown at the present time are Splendid, Glen Mary,
Senator Dunlap, \\ llliams and \\ llson

Among the bush fruits, raspbernes and blackberries
are being cultivated but not to the same extent as goose-

This again gave a further stimulus to tree-planting,

and nurseries were set out by D A. Sharp at Summer-
side, Thomas Moyse at Central Bedcque and John
Robertson at New Perth. Many trees were sold but
the business does not seem to have been very profitable,

and at the present time all the stock is imported. A
few men, however, set out commercial orchards and
between the years 1897 to 1900 some shipments of apples

were made to the British market It was very difficult,

however, to find more than a few barrels of one variety

in a district This added veiy much to the expense of

packing and shipping, and as the business was at best

very uncertain, it vas soon given up.
In 1909 the Cooperative Fruit Company was formed.

The purpose was to provide proper packages and to get

together sufficient quantities of apples of one variety

to make a profitable shipment The Department of

Agriculture provides the Company with a secretary and
makes a small annual grant, sufficient to cover truckage
expenses.

In 1909, eighty-four barrels were shipped, in 1910,

some 350 barrels. 1 he expenses of getting their apples
together, graded, properly packed and marketed were
too great and in 1911 each grower shipped his own
This, however, proved even less satisfactory and the
Company is preparing to pack again this autumn.
They hope, however, to get a number of barrels of

apples together at certain centers, and with this end in

view, all the orchards m these vicinities are being
sprayed

berries and currants, which are in greater demand. All,

however, are being grown very successfully Dcwber-
ncs are not grow'n io any extent They have been
introduced at the Experimental Farm and their culti-

vation will likely be extended
As wild strawberries are found in the higher grass-

lands, wild cranberries are found in the bog-lands and
marshes In a few districts they are being cultivated

and giving very large returns. When the plantation

can be flooded, the crop is fairly sure, but when it

cannot be flooded the frost frequently does much
damage. The average crop is about eighty bushels
to the acre.

There are several thousand acres of blueberry bar-
rens in the province, from which about twenty car-

loads of berries are shipped annually They do not,

however, seem to improve by cultivation and the
increasing cost of labor will likely lessen the amount
marketed Now and again the crop is a comparative
failure, due to frost or to severe drought.

Prince Edward Island is peculiarly adapted to the
growing of fruit The reason that more progress has
not been made is the inadequate transportation facili-

ties. Last year, however, arrangements were made for

three calls of an ocean steamship at Charlottetown on
the way from Montreal to Manchester The ear ferry,

also, that is about to be built between Carleton ana
Cape Tormentine will mrther help to overcome this

difficulty, and it is expected that the next few years will

witness a great development m horticulture in this
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province. The census returns for 1911 give the follow-

ing figures of the industry:

No Product

Apple trees . . .205,979 . .160,124 bushels

Peach trees 546 ... 13 bushels

Pear trees 2,439 ... . 773 bushels
Plum trees 20,625 . . 27,480 bushels
Cherry trees 53,094 ... 7,576 bushels

Other fruit trees . 9,998 1,479 bushels

Grapes 1,641 pounds
Strawberries 186,692 boxes
Currants and gooseberries 48,429 quarts

Other small fruits 1,860 boxes

Theodore Ross.

New Brunswick.

The province of New Brunswick (Fig 657) lies

mainly between 45° and 48° north latitude, and 64°

and 68° west longitude Its boundaries arc. On the
south the Bay of Fundy, on the east the Strait of

Northumberland and the Gulf of St Lawrence, on the

north the Bay of Chaleur and the province of Quebec,
on the west the state of Maine The greatest length of

the province from north to south is 230 miles, and its

greatest breadth is 190 miles It has an area of 27,985
equate miles and about 600 miles of seacoast It is a
rolling country of no great elevations with the more
hill\ sections formed by an extension of the Appala-
chian Mountains in the northern and northwestern
parts of the province Few countries arc so well wa-
tered as New Brunswick Lakes and small streams arc

numerous all over the country. The St. John Rivei,

which flows into the Bay of Fundv, is 450 miles long.

The Miramiehi and Restigouche Rivers, both of which
are over 200 mill's long, dram into the Gulf of St.

Lawrence The Potitcodiac and St Croix are impor-
tant rivers situated respectively in the eastern and
western ends of the province and flowing into the Bay
of Fundy The yearly record for continuous sunshine

is excelled by only one other province in the Domin-
ion The average hours of sunshine recorded yearly at

Fredericton is 1,983 The average annual precipita-

tion for the last thirty-eight years at Fredericton is

45 6 inches

The province contains 17,393,000 acres, of which
7,750,000 are Crown land, 5,000,000 acres are settle-

ment land and 4,643,000 acres aio private timber land

According to the report of the Agricultural Commis-
sion, which investigated farming conditions all over the

province in 1908, there weie at that time 32,480

farms, and 1,171,076 acres of cleared land
Potato-growing is the leading hortieultuial indusny.

The province is paiticularly adapted for the produc-

tion of this crop, as the comparatively cool moist
climate enables the potatoes to grow for a long t

period of time, and they are green and vigor-

ous until the frost comes, hence their firmness,

full starch content, good keeping quality and
pleasant flavor An additional advantage is

the ease and cheapness with which the potato
can be shipped to tide-water, since the St

John River and its tributaries water an area

of 2,000 square miles Carried in scows, pota-

toes are delivered m St John from York
County for 5 cents the barrel Carleton
County on the western border, watered by
the upper reaches of the St. John River, has
long been the banner county for potato-grow-
ing. In 1910, it had 8,786 acres under culti-

vation, with a production of 1,127,680 bushels,
or 128.3 bushels to the acre. In 1909, from
8,910 acres, it derived 1,800,676 bushels, or
201.4 bushels to the acre. The same year the
province averaged 187.4 bushels to the acre.

Victoria County, to the north of Carleton
County and immediately adjoining Aroostook

County, Maine, affords considerable excellent potato-
raising land. In fact, the entire valley of the St John
River is well suited for this purpose and potatoes are
also grown extensively in the eastern counties of Kent
and Westmoreland.
The entire acreage under potatoes in the province

in 1910 was 47,744 and the yield 6,067,276 bushels In
1909 it was 47,853 acres and the yield was nearly 9,000,-

000 bushels In 1911, the acreage was 47,304 and the

yield 8,493,212 bushels. Large quantities of potatoes

are now being shipped annually to Ontario, the West
Indies and Cuba. Experiments conducted during the
past few years by experimental stations and practical

fanners in Ontario show' that potatoes produced in the

maritime provinces gave a much larger yield than those

from Ontario-grown seed. This has lea to an increas-

ing demand from Ontario for New Brunswick potatoes

for seed purposes.
Apples were undoubtedly grown m the province in

the early part of the nineteenth century, but it remained
for Francis Peabody Sharp, New Brunswick’s pioneer
horticulturist, to demonstrate the possibilities of com-
mercial apple-growing in this northern climate. His
operations were conducted at Upper Woodstock on the
St John River, and there, m 1844, he set out his first

trees Sharp planted many large orchards, did exten-

sive w'ork m h> bndizmg and introduced many of the
standard 'anetics into New' Brunswick from the

United States and elsewhere His death occurred at

Upper Woodstock in December, 1903 From that tune
an impression that apple-growing could not be made a
success seemed to gain ground, but of late years this

lias been swept away and the outlook for the future of

the industry is now very bright
r

l he list of apples recommended for New Brunswick
covers the season and provides a class well suited for

export shipment, as well as for supplying the local

markets With cheap and rapid transportation by
water, with an over-seas market close at hand, with
lenty of suitable land at a moderate cost, with the
nowledge that has been secured as to the proper

varieties to plant, and with the active cooperation of

the government, the success of New Brunswick as a
fruit-producing area seems assured.

Many commercial orchards are now being planted,

chiefly in the St John River valley and in the eastern
part of the province, and apple-growing bids fair in the
near future to take first place m the horticultural

crops of the province. The provincial Department of

Agriculture established a horticultural division m 1910
Hid there are now a provincial horticulturist and three
assistants actively engaged in promoting the fruit-

growing industry. Preparations for an export trade
are being made by experimental shipments of apples

657. New Brunswick The shaded parts represent the chief fruit-growing
and horticultural areas of the province.
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to the European markets and the placing of exhibits m
the principal cities of the United Kingdom and Can-
ada The following varieties of apples are grown very
successfully: Crimson Beauty, Red Astiachan, Duch-
ess, Sharp New Brunswick, Yellow Transparent,
Wealthy, Dudley, Alexander, Wolf River, Fameuse,
McIntosh Red, Bishop Pippin, Golden Russet and
Bethel Northern Spy, King of Tompkins and Rhode
Island Greening are grown to a limited extent. The
Moore Arctic, Ixunbard and Yellow Egg plums and
Flemish Beauty and Clapp’s Favorite pears are grown
successfully.

Wild raspberries, strawberries, blueberries and cran-
berries grow in abundance. Strawberry-culture was
first introduced into New Brunswick at Kingston,
Kings County, about 1862, by the late D. P. Wetmore,
Inspector of Schools. Large quantities arc now pro-
duced, and as the season of maturity is comparatively
late, many shipments are made to Boston and Mon-
treal, where they are much in demand, as the straw-
berry crop is then finished m other sections Blueber-
ries grow wild m enormous profusion and are canned m
large quantities.

Truck-gardening is practised extensively on the

northeastern bank of the St John River, in the vicinity
of Maugerville and Sheffield. The soil there is a dark
loam, several feet deep and exceedingly fertile, being
the old river-bed, and large quantities of cabbages,
cauliflowers, tomatoes, cucumbers, and the like, are
grown and shipped to Fredericton and St John.

A. G. Turney.
Quebec.

Old Quebec (Fig 658) occupies a unique position in

the Dominion of Canada because it is the oldest prov-
ince, the largest province and the province in which the
English-speaking people are in the great minority.
Although not regarded as maritime, yet it possesses
considerable coast, and the mighty St Lawrence takes
on the character of an open sea. The St Lawrence and
the numerous rivers and lakes that feed it are the prin-
cipal physical features of the province, and these
features have made of Montreal, Quebec’s chief city,

the importing, exporting and distributing center of

Canada The Appalachian Mountains extend mto
Quebec under the name of Notre Dame, but in no place
do they reach any great height. The greater part of the
country is decidedly level, while some sections are
gently undulating

South of the St I awrence the climate is not severe;

but in the extreme north arctic conditions prevail and
the country is sparsely inhabited. The greater part of

the piovince, however, is well suited to agriculture, and
the returns per acre compare favorably with other
agricultural areas of Canada The rainfall, although
quite scanty at certain seasons, is usually sufficient.

Iirigation is seldom or never practised and is usually

unnccessaiy
When horticulture began in Quebec is not known, as

it is oldei than the oldest records When the country
was first explored by the French, the Indians knew the
melon and cultivated it with some success, as well as a
number of other crops of interest to hoiticultunsts
Father Charlevoir (S J ). the histonan, is veiy plain

on this latter point In a letter dated Chambly, Apnl 1,

1721, while icierring to Montreal, he asserts that “The
Indians, before our arrival m Canada, were familiar

with both ordinary melons and watermelons.” He
said, “The former are as good as any in France, cspcci-

alty those raised on the island of Montreal, where
they grow m rich profusion” (Vol III, Journ d’un
Voyage, etc

, p. 164).

That melons in ordinary seasons wrere common
enough in Montreal may be gleaned from the appended

quotations from a letter of

Father Claude Chauchetiere
(S F ) ,

dated Montreal,
August 7, 1694. “We have
had no melons to speak of

this year, we shall barely
have enough for seed
This is something I have
never yet seen before in

Montreal, and every one is

surprised at it
”

The “Relation par let-

tres.” 1709, attributed to
Father Antoine Tiley (S.J ),

is authority for the state-

ment, “The savage had the
small squash, the water-
melon, the gourd and the
sunflower before the French
came to the country.” Al-
though horticulture is old
in Quebec, it has never
been extensively practised,

and the industry is expand-
ing slowly In the vicinity

of Montreal, vegetables are

extensively cultivated for the home market, but the
home market is not nearly supplied by native-growm
produce and will not be for some tune to come.
The present fruit areas are indicated on the map by

parallel lines, while those partly m fruit are dotted The
areas in which fruit might be grown are inclosed by a
dark line surrounding the section. It will be seen that
the total area is not large. Much of the province south
of the St. Lawrence possesses great horticultural pos-

sibilities and expansion may there be looked for.

Rouville, Chateauguay, Hochelaga, Jacques Cartier,

Two Mountains, Stanstead, L’Assomption arc regarded
as fruit counties; Huntingdon, Argenteuil, Vaudreuil,
Soulange, La Prairie, Napierville, Kainouraska, L’lslet,

Montmagny and Bellechasse are partly in fruit; while

Compton, Missisquoi, Brome, Beauce, Shefford, Bagot
and counties on the St Lawrence to Champlain County
may be regarded as possible fruit areas, but are not as

yet extensively planted
The present status of horticulture may be gleaned by

a study of the census of 1911 so far as the fruit industry

is concerned It would seem that many of the old trees

have fallen victims to the ravages of time, but that
young trees are being set in larger numbers Better
methods and a more thorough dissemination of knowl-
edge are constantly crowding out the old, so that there
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is no doubt that a few years hence the number of

bearing trees will be much increased. The census
figures are as follows:

1901 1911
Increase

decrease

Per cent of
Increase

or
decrease

Orohard and nur-
sery (acres) 34,289 34,376 Inc 87 Inc 02

Vineyard (acres) 119 641 Inc 522 Inc 438 6
Smull fruits

(acres)

Apple trees (no )

Bearing (no )

not given
2,210,7.52

1,669
2,158,589 Dec 98,163 Dec 4 3

1,476,727 1,295,992 Dec 180,735 Dec 12 2
Non-bearing

(no ) 780,025 862,597 Inc 82,572 Inc. 10 5
Product (bus )

Peach trees (no )

2,025,113
332

1,401,109
2,244 'Inc 1,912 Ine 575 9

Bearing (no ) 68 1,641 Inc 1,573 Inc. 2,313 2
Non-bearing

(no ) 264 603 Inc 339 Inc 128 4
Product (bus )

Pear trees (no )

17
11,823

987
7,534 Dec 4,289 Dec 36 2

Bearing (no ) 5,191 3,807! Dec 1,384 Dec 26 6
Non-bearing

(no ) 6,632
1

3,727 Dec 2,905 Dec 43 8
Product (bus )

Plum trees (no )

3,275
364, 2.80

4,967,
200,070 Dec 104,204 Dec 28 6

Bearing (no ) 243,370 143,567 Dec 111,803 Dec 45 5
Non-bearing

(no ) 118,910

1

126,509 Inc 7 599
\

Inc 6 1

Product (bus )

Cherry trrcs(no )

I 122,648

l

19 4,000
51,045

1 167,275! Dec 226,815 Dec 57 5
Bearing (no ) 117,762 lll,267 1)ic 206,495 Dec 64 9
Non-be iring

(no ) 1 76,328 1 56,008 Dec 20,320 Dec 2t , „
Product (bus )

Other fruit trees

(no )

i
130,690

1

,

28, 528

1

4 4,705

,

42,687 Inc 14,159 ' Inc 49 6
Bearing (no )

,

2 1,71

1

|

33,073 Inc 9, 162 Inc 19 4

Non-bearing
(no ) 4,817 9,61 4 Inc 4,797

j

Inc 99 5

Product (bus )

Total fruit trees
(no )

J

21,386

3,055,805

10,764,

2,638,405 Dec 417,400 i Dec 13 6
Bearing (no ) 2,068,829 1.579,347 Dec 489,482 Dec 216
Non-bearing

(no )
!

986,970 1,059,058 Inc 72,082 Inc 7 3
Grapes (lbs ) !

993,849 310,826 Dec 685,023 Dec 6S 7
Strawberries

)
(qts )

Currants and 1

Gooseberries >

1

842,968

1,953,749
j

661,101 Dec 181,867 Dec 21 5
(qts )

Other small 1

fruits J
|

194,901

The nursery business is popular in the province.
Considering the size of the horticultural areas, the num-
ber of nursery firms doing business is large Under the
name of “northorn-giown stock" the sale has been
pushed All nursery produce is carefully inspected by
government officials, and all imported stock must be
inspected befoie planting may be made
Many varieties have originated m Quebec The most

of these are of minor importance, but the Montreal
melon and the Fameuse apple have done more to adver-
tise hortieultuie in Quebec than all other causes com-
bined. The Montreal muskmelon is a melon of great
size, often weighing nineteen and a half pounds There
are many cases on record in which they became much
heavier, but these exceptionally large ones are not
sought after. It has been stated that early French
Jesuits brought melon seed to Quebec and that the
present Montreal melon evolved from this source, but
there is no such record. If this ever happened, the
event was deemed of so little importance as to be un-
worthy of record. There can be no doubt, however, that
the Indians were cultivating the melon in Quebec when
first explored by the French m 1645 to 1649. Father
Bressani (S.F.) mentions a plant he had seen in the
country of the Hurons, now Simcoe County, which he
says was similar to the melon of India (Bresse Rela-
tion, Martin’s translation, p. 68). The Journal of a “per-
son of merit," name not given, 1663, who was sent out
expressly to report on the resources of Canada, and

who spent one year in the colony, has this to say on
the matter in question “Thence we proceeded up the
river to Montreal. Its latitude is that of Bordeaux, its

climate most agreeable, its soil excellent; a gardener
heie has but to cast his melon seeds into a little patch
of loosened earth among the stones and they do not fan
to thrive without further care on the part of the man"
(Relations 1663, quib, ed. p 28, 2 col

,
Chiv ed , Vol 48,

f

) 169). He adds, “Squashes are raised there with still

ess labor, but differ much from ours [m France] for

some have the flavor of apples and pears when cooked
”

The Montreal melon has not been an equal success in

other sections The peculiar soil -format ion and cli-

matic conditions on the island of Montreal combine to

give the fiuit a flavor which is not equaled elsewhere.

At the beginning of the melon season moderate-sized
specimens bring on the Montreal market $18 per dozen
and retail at $2 25 each The Fa ft. use apple is now
commonly spoken of as the national apple of Quebec.
No definite records exist concerning the exact origin of

the Fameuse There can be no doubt, however, that
the Fameuse is a seedling arising fioin seed brought
from France by early French priests The Fameuse
in Quebec is a very striking apple; in form, color an 1

flavoi it is par excellence No province to the west can
compete with Quebec’s Fameuse Specimens are pro-

duced here as nearly ideal as may be found, as com-
parative exhibitions have shown Fameuse apples
from this province are eas\ winners
The local government giants $12,600 as an aid to

horticulture From this sum S7 a month is allowed all

stud mts fiom Quebec attending the regular agricul-

tural c itirsex at the colleg «>, $1,10) is gra it \i to three
pomological societies Aid is also given to horticultural

extension work, such as demonstration tiams, demon-
stiation orchards and various hums of institute work
Iloiticulturc is taught m thiec colleges, Macdonald Col-
lege, Oka, and St Aline de la Pocatiere, which deserve
special mention Macdonald College is unique in

agncultuial development along educational lines It

spuing into being fully equipped and ready for effi-

cient service at once This was made possible by the
munificence of Sir William Macdonald, a public-spirited

capitalist of Montreal It was Macdonald who financed

the undertaking, but it was James W Robertson, a
man of gieat vision, who, by means of lectures, litera-

ture and personal pei suasion, arouse 1 widespiead
interest in agriculture, and who, bv his work and ideals

was able to attiaet the attrntnn oi Sir William and to

gam his financial support The college property com-
prises 561 acres, and boasts the hugest horticultural

depaitment in similar institutions in America The
couises run over four > cars, leading to the degree of

B S A The agricultural school conducted by the

Trappist, fathers is of great mteiest to visitors These
Trappist monks, by their industry and skill in agricul-

ture, have changed the face of the countryside in the
region of the Lake of the Two Mountains since 1880
The scientific and practical training at the college is

given by twelve to fifteen fathers and lay teachers
The average number of pupils at present is about on '

hundred, who come largely from the province of Que-
bec Students who have passed all examinations suc-

cessfully obtain the degree of B S A from Laval Uni-
versity The agricultural school of St Anne de la

Pocatiere teaches horticulture as well as allied agneul-
tural subjects A limited number of students arc in

attendance, who secure diplomas upon completing the
courses. E. M. Straight.

Ontario.

The horticulture of Ontario is undergoing very rapid

evolution. The province is so situated geographically

and topographically as to enjov a climate much milder

than that of most parts of Canada Within the prov-
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nice, towns and cities are growing very rapidly, and
markets are thus being provided for high-class products
of all kinds. The Canadian Northwest, also, is rapidly
becoming an important market and is attracting every
year a large volume of trade that formerly went to
Great Britain and western Europe

Ontario (Fig 659) includes a vast extent of country,
being over 700 miles from extreme north to extreme
south and approximately 1,000 miles from east to west.

The outline of the province is very irregular. The most
noticeable feature is the vast extent of boundary line

which borders on the Great Lakes The altitude of the
lakes varies from 250 to about 600 feet and inland
Ontario ranges from lake-level to 1,700 or 1,800 feet.

Practically all of the fruit-growing districts he below
1,000 feet and all the important fruit districts border
the Great Lakes
The early settlers paid less attention to horticulture

than to other branches of rural activity, but of late

years very rapid development has begun, especially in

connection with fruit-growing, although commercial
vegetable-growing and commercial floriculture are
becoming increasingly important Landscape art is

newer and less developed than are the commercial
branches of horticulture, but many of the towns and
cities possess active horticultural societies, part of the
work of which is a propaganda looking toward the
beautifying of home surroundings Ontario, as a prov-
ince, possesses great natural beauty Few sections are
entirely level and the general character is undulating
or more or less rolling There are many beautiful homes
m towns and cities and many also throughout the
countryside
The many local horticultural societies and the provin-

cial federation of them are exerting profound influence

throughout the country on all kinds of amateur horticul-
tural work, and floriculture especially is a feature of
very many home gardens and of many school and pub-
lic grounds as well. In commercial floriculture, the
Dale greenhouses in Brampton were until recently said
to be the largest range of houses in America, and there
are many other up-to-date glasshouse plants in various
parts of the province.

Old Ontario lies farther south than any other part of
Canada, the most southerly part, as a matter of fact,

lying in the same latitude as Boston, Mass., and on a
level with the northern boundary of the State of Cali-

fornia In this southern district, the production of

early vegetables, both under glass and out-of-doors,

has become an important industry. In the vicinity of

many towns and of the large cities, such as Hamilton,
Brantford, London, Toronto and Ottawa, there have
also grown up important local industries m the produc-
tion of vegetables The extensive production of such
truck-crops as onions, cabbage, and celery is conducted
in a few small districts only, but with the rapid devel-
opment of markets this phase of vegetable-growing is

taking on increased importance In certain sections,

such as Prince Edward County, the vegetable industry
takes the form of production for canning factories In
that county, there are some sixteen large commercial
canning plants, and many additional factories are
located m other sections and devote themselves to
the canning of full lines of vegetables and fruits The
industry is growing
The apple is by far the most important fruit pro-

duced within the province, but certain sections have for

vears been producing peaches in a large way The
Niagara Peninsula has long been famed as an important
fruit center, and many fine commercial plantations of
peach and other fruits are found there Peaches from
this locality are being successfully shipped to W innipeg
and northwestern markets, and a few shipments have
also been landed in Great Britain in excellent condition
On the accompanying map, the three districts marked
No 1 produce peaches successfully in a commercial way.
The peach section bordering on Lake Huron is of com-
paratively recent development, but the climate and soil

are perfectly adapted to
this fruit, and a great
extension of acreage has
taken place in that local-

ity within recent years.

That part of district

No 1 which lies to the
north of Lake Erie does
not produce peaches
as extensively as
its area would indicate,

but there are numerous
localities that can and
do grow large quanti-
ties of this tender fruit.

The section marked
No 1 which lies south
of the west end of Lake
Ontario is the Niagara
district of Canada, and
is world-famous.
The sweet cherry as

a commercial crop is

found only m very few
localities, and these are
practically all m district

No 1. This district is

also the only part of the
province that grows
grapes extensively, as
the more northerly sec-

tions have not sufficient

length of season to ripen

the crop. District No. 2 produces most of the plums
and pears grown commercially m the province, but the
Niagara section of district No 1 also grows these two
fruits extensively. The part of district No 2 bordering
on Georgian Bay was formerly one of the most impor-
tant plum districts. The only district m the province
that produces pears extensively is the Burlington sec-

tion, lying at the west end of Lake Ontario.
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The commercial cultivation of strawberries, rasp-
berries, gooseberries, blackberries, and of sour cnerries,

is extensive in many districts of the province. Local
conditions, such as the presence of urban markets or of

canneries, together with the availability of labor, seem
to determine the localities which can engage profitably

in the production of these fruits. Large quantities of
even the most tender fruits, such as strawberries, are
shipped west to points in the prairie provinces, and
eastward in some cases to Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia.

The most important apple districts of the province
are all included in districts Nos 2 and 3 The northern, or,

more correctly, the upper limit of district No 2, forms
approximately the limit of the commercial cultivation

of the Baldwin apple Other important varieties grown
m district No 2 are Northern Spy, Greening and King.
That part of district No 2 lying to the north of Lake
Ontatio produces few Baldwins and some Greenings, but
the leading variety is probably Northern Spy District

No 3 grows winter varieties for storage purposes and
Northern Spy gi own here keep^ well until March or
April The counties north of Lake Ontario also produce
large quantities of Ben Davis, Gano and Stark

r

I hese
vaneties have been exported in laige quantities for

many veais to Kuiopean maikets
The area marked district No 1 in western Ontario lies

at a much higher altitude than the surrounding dis-

tricts and is consequently jiiudi colder There arc few
apples grow n commet lally, but the climate eoi responds
very closely' to that of the St Lawrence Rivei \ alley,

part of which on the map is also marked district No 4

The St Lawrence River \ alley has long been noted for

its McIntosh Red and Fameusc
r

i he McIntosh Red, by
the way, had its ongin in Dundas County, not far from
the St Lawrence River, about 1790 (See page 317 )

District No. f) and the large extent of country lying to

the north of Lake Huron and Lake Superior, and extend-
ing to James Bay, is comparatively new and untried with
regard to its possib.hties m fruit-growing In one or
two distncts of the groat noithland, apples are growrn
successfully' in a commercial wav This is true of St
Joseph’s Island, Algoma, and of the mainland of Algoma
District bordering on the north shore of Lake Huron
One of the most interesting features of Ontario hor-

ticulture is the existence wit.hm the province of a large

number of very successful fruit-growers’ selling organ-
izations The story of the work done by some of these

organizations in reviving the fruit industry in certain

S
reviouslv neglected counties reads like romance. In
forfolk County, on the north shore of Lake Kne, the

production of apples inci eased m ten \ears from nothing
to approximately 50,000 barrels, and this tremendous
development came about simply through the care given

to the old orchards, many of which had been standing
uncared for and idle thirty or forty years previous to

the organization of the fiuit-giowers’ association There
are some forty of these associations now doing business
within the province, and by their aid Ontario expects in

the future to be able to dispose of her fruit successfully

in the face of all competition. j. Crow.

Manitoba.

In considering the agricultural possibilities of the
province of Manitoba (Fig 660), the subject of horti-

culture is too frequently overlooked or given scant con-
sideration The fact that cereals can be grown with
great success has been very clearly demonstrated, but
up to the present time comparatively few of the persons
residing in western Canada have had sufficient, confi-

dence in the fruit-growing possibilities of the country
to enter the industry on a very extensive scale. How-
ever, a few pioneers have opened the way, and to the
results of their work one looks for encouragement and
guidance.

Geographically, Manitoba lies just north of the
international boundary line, extending from longitude
95° W. to 101 W., or about 276 miles Since the ex-

tension of the boundary, the northern limits are on
the shores of the Hudson Bay The altitude varies
from 760 to 1,500 feet above sea-level.

The annual precipitation in the Red River Valley
varies from 20 to 25 inches, and m the western part of

660 Manitoba.

the province from 15 to 20 inches The average rain-
fall for the growing season—May, June, July and
August—varies from 8 to 11 inches
The annual sunshine is 17 per cent of the possible,

and during the growing season is 56 per cent, making
an average of 8 5 hours of bright sunshine a da>, which
accounts for the phenomenal growth which is made by
most plants
The average monthly temperature in degrees Fahren-

heit is as follows January, 1 9; February, 5; March,
14.4; April, 38 2; May, 50 4, June, 60 6, July, 64 6;
Aug, 62 1; September, 52 8, October, 40.7, November,
20 7 ;

December, 7 5 Average temperature for the
growing season from the first of May to the first of
September is 59 2° F.

In a country of such rich agricultural resources as
Manitoba, in which excellent crops of cereals can be

{

iroduced on an extensive scale with a minimum of
abor, one would naturally expect that the people would
turn rather slowly to the production of fruits, which
require much greater care and a much more intensive
and exact system of cultivation. The growing ot this

finer class of agricultural products is usually delayed
until the country has become thickly populated and the
land has been brought into a fairly good state of cultiva-
tion. Making an allowance for the difficulties that must
be overcome in the production of fruits, some excellent

work has been done and substantial progress made
Among the valuable introductions is the Pyrus

baccata, or Siberian crab-apple, which was first planted
on the experimental farm at Brandon, in the year 1890,
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the trees having been grown at the Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, from especially selected seed that had
been imported from Russia. The introduction of this

hardy Russian apple has done much for the advance-
ment of apple-growing in Manitoba It furnishes a
hardy stock on which the tenderer standard varieties

may be grafted and their hardiness very much in-

creased An effort has also been made to increase the
hardiness of some of the standard varieties by hybridiz-
ing them with Pyrus baccata. Several promising hybrids
have been produced in this way and are now being
grown to some extent in the province. (See page 557)
Among the earliest attempts in fruit-growing m the

district of Winnipeg, may be mentioned those of the
late W. B. Hall, of Headingly. In the early sixties,

some not unsuccessful experiments were conducted by
him with currants, tomatoes, gooseberries, Siberian
crab-apples and lhubarb The results were indeed so
satisfactory that he and others in the neighborhood
were induced to undertake fruit-growing on a limited
scale Among other pioneers whose experiments on
fruit-growing have been of value, may be mentioned the
late Thomas Frankland, of Stonewall, A P Stevenson,
of Dunstan. and D. W. Buchanan, of St Charles Mr.
Stevenson nas experimented with apples, plums, cher-
ries, grapes, gooseberries, currants, raspberries and
strawberries, and his untiring efforts have been a great
incentive to others He lias been very successful in

growing apples, particularly the haidy Russian sorts
He has at the present time a number of the better
varieties of this class growing m his orchard, practi-
cally all of which are yielding good returns, his annual
crop being usually over one hundred barrels The
various hardy crab apples also yield good returns. Mr
Stevenson is convinced that apples can be successfully
grown in Manitoba if the proper varieties are chosen
and the proper conditions provided
The experimental farm at Brandon has accomplished

much for Manitoba horticulture Hundreds of varie-
ties of the various classes of fruits from different parts
of America and Europe have been tested there and the
results published In the month of April, 1899, about
500 fruit trees, consisting of apples, crab-apples, plums
and cherries, were placed under test at the experimental
farm. These included many of the large standard
varieties together with a number of hardy imported
kinds. Numerous varieties of grapes, currants, goose-
berries, raspberries, blackberries and strawberries were
also tested. Many of these plants did not survive the
first winter and in a few years only the hardiest sorts
were found to be alive. Since the first planting, many
other varieties of fruits have been introduced and
experimented with and much valuable information
has been gamed Among the numerous introductions
made was the Russian berry-crab, Pyrus baccata. Its

extreme hardiness makes it eminently well suited to this
country, where it is used as stock on which the less hardy
sorts are grafted for the purpose of increasing their
hardmess and thereby adapting them to an environment
that would otherwise be uncongenial to them.

Small-fruit culture in the province of Manitoba has
always been attended with a fair degree of success.
Currants, gooseberries, red and black raspberries, and
strawberries have been grown since the early settle-

ment of the country. They yield profitable returns when
intelligently cultivated Ihey apparently possess an
inherent hardiness not shared by many tree fruits,

which renders them much more suitable for the severe
chmate. It is only a matter of a few years until these
smaller fruits will be grown in all parts of the province,
m sufficient quantities to supply the local demand.

Another phase of horticultural work to which con-
siderable attention is being given, is the decoration of
home- and school-grounds by theplanting of ornamental
trees, shrubs and flowers The prairie is hare and unat-
tractive and around many prairie homes there has been

a lack of trees and shrubs. The work of beautifying the
surroundings of residences is one of the most necessary
steps in the horticultural work of Manitoba Much
has already been done in the cities, towns and lural

districts by horticultural organizations to increase their

attractiveness by ornamental planting.

Practically all garden vegetables, with the exception
of a few that require a long season, may be grown to a
high state of perfection The richness of the soil and the
shortness of the seasons tend to give a flavor and tender
crispness to the vegetables not attainable elsewhere
The heavy yields that may be obtained from these

g
ardens make vegetable-growing a very profitable

ranch of horticulture, as there is an abundant demand
for vegetables m the home market
The work of fostering horticulture within the prov-

ince is borne largely by the Agricultural College and
certain societies, among the latter are the Manitoba
Horticultural and Forestry Association, the Brandon
Horticultural and Forestry Society, and others of a
more or less local character The objects of these

societies are to bring together those persons interested

in horticulture, to assemble horticultural literature,

and to stimulate m every possible way a greater

interest in horticultural pursuits Much good work
has been accomplished by these societies and to their

efforts is largely due the increasing interest that is

being taken in the various lines of horticultural work
within the province
There are several directions in which progress may

be made in Manitoba horticulture, for example, a bet-

ter selection of vaneties, an improvement by breeding

and selection of wild and native fruits and varieties

f
rown in the country, and impiovcd systems of culture

luch is being done in plant-improvement in other
parts of the country, and Manitoba also offers an
etcellent field for the improyoment of native fruits

Various wild fruits grow very abundantly in many
parts of the province, and if a combination could be
effected whereby the hardiness and productiveness of

these could be combined with the larger size and
better quality of the cultivated fruit, a great step in

advance would be achieved. F \y Brodrick.

Saskatchewan.

In the map (Fig 661), all that part of Saskatchewan
that need be considered here is shown in the numbered
districts, the remainder farther north being still beyond
the reach of settlement, although many parts of it will

no doubt be found, amidst its lakes and forests, emi-
nently suited to the growing of farm and garden prod-

ucts, where now the lonely trapper and the mink and
marten roam. Districts Nos. 2, 3, 5 and 6 are mostly
bare prairie, being slightly wooded about some of the

hills, river-banks and coulees; district No. 1 has also

considerable prairie, but about the center is situated

the Moose Mountain Forest Reserve, while mixed prai-

rie and scattered groves of poplar extend over the

northeastern part and through districts Nos 4, 5 and

9, with heavier timber towards the northeast in dis-

trict No 7.

The average annual precipitation has been about 17

inches, but hardly more than 15 inches in districts

Nos. 2, 3 and 6. Over 12 inches of this occurs from
April to September. The elevation is also greater in this

southwestern portion of the province, being 2,439 feet

above sea-level at Swift Current, 1,884 feet at Mooso-
min near the eastern boundary, and 1,432 feet at Prince

Albert on the Saskatchewan River m the north.

The average mean temperature of Saskatchewan foi

ten years has been: January, 2.9°; February, 3 8°,

March, 14.5°; April, 37.4°; May, 50 2°, June, 57.5°;

July. 63 3°; August, 60.5°; September, 50 1°, October,

40.9 ,
November, 25.0°j December, 10 4° F.

Horticultural industries have not yet been developed
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to any extent, and consequently imports of canned fruits

and vegetables, fresh fruits and flowers, have been very
heavy m proportion to the population, and of exports
there have been none. A rapidly increasing resident
and floating population, combined with the attractions

of grain-farming, to some extent account for this. There
is no adequate reason why vegetables, small fruits and
flowers should not be grown in quantity sufficient at
least to meet the demand of the home market. There
is ample evidence at any of the fairs held in the various
parts of the province that the soil and climate are suit-

able for the production of a large variety of vegetables of

unexcelled quality It has been proved that vegetables
and flowers can be grown profitably under glass during
the coldest wintms The most important points to con-
sider in locating such industries are access to market
and cheap fuel. A glance at the map will show many
favorably situated distributing points on the network
of railway lines, while the lignite of the Souris Valley
in the south and the wood of the northland, readily

661 Saskatchewan

solve the fuel problem without considering the possi-

bilities that lie hidden in the straw piles that accumu-
late or are burned on the millions of acres of gram
fields each season

Small conservatories and nursenes located at Prince
Albert, Moose Jaw' and possibly other points, are devot-
ing their attention mostly to winter vegetables, while
at Saskatoon 25,000 feet of glass is used in the produc-
tion of pot- and cut-flowers. There is also a large de-
mand for shrubs and ornamental trees for the beautify-

ing of the homes so rapidly growing m numbers in

village, town and city, but few nurseries are specializing

in that line. The abundance of native small fruits such
as the currant, gooseberry, raspberry, saskatoon, blue-

berry, cranberry, cherry and strawberry, has to some
extent delayed tne introduction of cultivated varieties

into the gardens of the residents m those portions of

the province most suitable for successful fruit-growing,

and, on the other hand, those living on the open prairie

have first to grow shelter-belts before they can hope
for good gardens. When shelter is provided, the hardier
varieties of small fruits and crab-apples may be grown

without difficulty. There are, however, peculiar weather
conditions that should be considered before anything of
this kind be attempted on a commercial scale. Bright
warm days and cold nights in April, and frosts in May,
determine the extent of the fruit crop. It is true, how-
ever, that some of the evil effects of freezing and thawing
can be avoided by protection of the stems from the
direct rays of the sun

In isolated instances, m sheltered gardens, some of

the hardiest varieties of standard apples, such as Hiber-
nal, Anisette and Blushed Calville, are growing and
some are producing fruit, but the day is yet distant

when it can be said that apples are commonly grown
here The late Director of the Dominion Expenmental
Farms,Wm launders, since the beginning of these farms,
took a keen interest in the finding of suitable fruits

for the prairie provinces and m the encouragement of

horticulture, and has been ably assisted m this by
Angus Mackay, Superintendent of the Indian Head
Farm, where the Sinerian crab has been found hardy
enough to withstand the most severe climatic vicis-

situdes. This hardy crab has been used m the produc-
tion of most promising hybnds and as stock on which
to root-graft hardy cross-breeds At the same station
varieties of the native Manitoba plum of good quality
have been developed VNoik of this kind is also being
undertaken at the more recently established experi-

mental stations at Host hern and ^cott Another insti-

tution that, under the superintendence of Norman M
Ross, has awled greatly in demonstrating to the people
the possibilities m the way of landscape gardening and
floral beautification of home surroundings, is the Do-
minion Forestry Farm at Indian Head, from which many
millions of trees are distributed yearly to the farmers
on the open plains to be planted, as windbreaks and
shelter-belts, under expert supervision Much encour-
agement was given to the hoiticulture of the North-
west Territories, and Saskatchewan especially, -by the
interest displayed by A E. Forget, recently Lieuten-
ant-! Jovei nor, and the skill and success of his popular
gardener, Geoige Watt, who was ever ready to advise
and assist the inquiring amateur Probably no farm
in the province couid boast of so attractive a garden
as that of Geiald Spring-Rice near Pense, where in

typical Old Countiy fashion its labyrinth of walks mid
the choicest of flowers and shrubs, was centered by a
sun-dial Another faun on which the possibilities in

the way of garden and fruit-culture have been demon-
strated is that of George Harvey m the Indian Head
district, where shelter-belts, shade trees and hedges
provide the protection so necessary for success in horti-

culture and nesting-places for the birds that are of

so much assistance in controlling insect form. Personal
mention should also be made of John Ashworth, a
member of the legal fraternity, who, from love of
flowers and the pleasure of overcoming obstacles, estab-
lished the Saskatoon Nursery Company, which is now
a profitable industry

So closely is bee-keeping associated with successful
fruit-growing, that it may not be out of place to say
that very few in this province have yet turned their

attention to the production of honey, although it has
been amply demonstrated that bees make noney of
excellent flavor from the abundance of wild flowers on
the prairie; and bees may be safely wintered notwith-
standing the seventy of the frost at times

There are now only two horticultural societies m the
province, one being located at Regina and m receipt of an
annual civic grant, the other having been just started at
Saskatoon No direct aid to horticulture is given by
the provincial government, but through the Extension
Department of the University of Saskatchewan, the
agricultural societies and the homemakers’ clubs may
draw grants founded on their prize lists, in which horti-
cultural competitions may assume a prominent place and
expert judges are furnished when required. There is no
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horticultural school at present in the province, but a
department of horticulture is planned for the College
of Agriculture and will no doubt be equipped in the
near future, but at present the only instruction given
is through qualified practical horticulturists sent out
by the Extension Department to address meetings
throughout the province T. N. Willing.

Alberta.

Alberta (Fig. 662), is the farthest west of the three
prairie provinces of Canada. Its eastern boundary is

the 110th parallel of longitude, and its western bound-
ary for about 500 miles north is the summit of the
Rocky Mountains; and beyond this point, its western
boundary is the 120th parallel.

From a climatic point of view, the province naturally
divides itself into four prmcipal regions,—southern
Alberta, central Alberta, northern Alberta, and the
foothills or highlands district. The latitude of the
northern part of the provmce is offset to a great degree
by its lesser elevation

Northern Alberta may be said to be that part of the
province lying north of a line drawn cast and west
through Athabasca Landing. The whole of this dis-

trict is still practically unsettled, although people are
going in; a few small older settlements are scattered here
and there about the fur-trading posts, and all the com-
mon garden vegetables, as well as farm crops, are grown
at these places, as far north as 400 miles bevond Edmon-
ton. Wild currants, gooseberries, strawberries, rasp-
berries, and saskatoons or Juneberries are plentiful

throughout the region. The country is more or less

bush-covered or park-like, and is, m this way, protected
from the winds that sweep over the open country in the

south. In view of what has been accomplished in fruit-

growing in the south, at a higher altitude and under
wind-swept conditions, it is reasonable to expect that at

least some of the hardier apples and crabs will in time
be grown successfully m the far north The soil of

northern Alberta is a deep black humous loam, and its

very richness constitutes a danger from a horticultural
point of view. There is usually an abundance of rain-

fall, and the difficulty with fruit trees under such con-
ditions is to get them maturcd-up before winter No
reports are at hand as to attempts at growing fruit in

northern Alberta. The distance from the railways is so
great that plants are usually dried out before reaching
their destination, but as railways are now being pushed
north, it will doubtless not be long before promising
results will be secured.

Central Alberta may be said to comprise the region
lying south of northern Alberta as far as a line drawn
through Red Deer to Provost near the Saskatchewan
border Its soil, climate, and other featuies arc similar
to those of northern Alberta, although the altitude m
the central part of the distuct is greater, rising at

Laeombe to over 2,900 feet It is the oldest settled

part of Alberta, and is covered with well-handled fairns,

whose owners, having been some years in the country,
have had time to make experiments in fuut-growing
Apples have been produced near Edmonton, Ponoka
and Red Deer, and crabs have been grown at the Do-
minion Expel nnental Farm at Laeombe and also at

Calgary. Small fnuts are grown successfully all over
the district The influence of the difference in altitude

is very marked m this territory, as ornamental trees,

such as the soft maple (Acer satcharmum) and the
Ameiican basswood (Tilia amencana) are hardy m
Edmonton, while they are a failure farther south at

higher altitudes, and with similar soils, shelter, and
rainfall

The Highlands of Alberta may be described as the
country south of the Red Deer River, east as far as a
line drawn north of Cleichen on the main line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and thence running south-
west to Stavely on the Calgary and Macleod line, and
from that point south to a point north of Cardston,
and thence east through Spring Coulee Its western
boundary is the boundary of the province This is the
highest part of the cultivable land of Alberta, rising to

a height of over 4,(XX) feet A verv small area of the
northern part of this region is wooded, the remainder
being open and often wind-swept prairie, with the addi-
tional harassment in the south of the warm chinook
winds. In appearance, this southern section is not
unlike the country east of it, while it is still in the “dry”
belt, with a rainfall reaching in certain places at times
over 20 inches It has a little more precipitation than
southern Alberta to the east ot it This increased pre-

cipitation causes longer and thicker grass, and this

growing and dying down for generations has left a
richer soil, which in turn encouiages late growth in

trees This, coupled with the often shorter season be-
tween frosts, incident to its higher altitude, will proba-
bly preclude the possibility ol apple-growing becoming
general in the higher districts unless m favored spots
The hardier varieties of small fruits do well in thi*-

region, and at Cardston, 12 miles from the United
States boundary line, at an altitude of approximately
4,000 feet, apples have been grown by a number of

persons At JoeMcFarlane’s ranch about 6 miles from
the Livingstone Range of the Rocky Mountains, at an
altitude of over 4,000 feet, Hyslop crabs have been
ripened These successes were m sheltered situations;
and while this district may never become known
as apple-producing, still these cases serve to show
what may be done in isolated instances m which
conditions are favorable, and may be accepted as an
indication of what may become more general m years
to come.
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Southern Alberta proper is the district lying east of

the foothills, and south of central Alberta It also has
conditions peculiarly its own 1 he piaine is bare of

trees, and while the soil is of excellent quality, it is not
the black, deep, vegetable mold of theothei parts of the

province It is what may be classified as a triable clay

loam, that is, a rich clay loam containing enough sand
to enable it to be worked easily It is m the diy belt,

and the rainfall ranges fiom 12 to 15 inches per annum.
Being bare, it is often windswept, and gardening with-

out shelter-belts will never be successful It is the home
of the warm ehinook winds, and these may come at any
time, and often in a few hours, or even minutes, a rise

of tempera! uio from 50° below zero to 8° or 10°

above freezing will take place This is an extreme
change m temperature, and if the warm wave is fol-

lowed, after a lew days or weeks, by a cold spell, it can-

not fad to be a seveic tnal to growing trees These rapid
changes m winter have been declared by many of the
old settlers to be the cau->e of the seal city of tiecs on
the prairie This, howevei

,
is to a large extent a fallacy,

as is being now proved constantly by the successful

growth of shelter-belts of suitable species all over the
country, and exposed in the fullest degree to the in-

fluences of the chinooks The lack of rainfall, however,
does constitute a menace to successful fruit-growing,

for if there is a scarcity ol moisture m the soil m the fall,

there is invariably gi eater nsk of dead trees m the
spring Snow cannot be depended on to pieserve the
rrioistuie, or to supply it, as only about twice in thirty-

eight years has it lain steadily the whole winter The
dry winds drift the snow off, and the chinooks melt it,

so that in winter for weeks at a tune the ground may be
bare of snow Cultivation to pieserve the moist uie is

a necessity, though n ligation in the fall, m some dis-

torts in which it can be done, is of great assistance in

canying the trees over winter Notwithstanding all

these untowaid circumstances, a numbei of apple
trees aie glowing and producing fruit in southern
Alberta Settlement has been geneial onh m the last

ten ve.us, and vet in that tune mam successful experi-

ments in f i uit-gi owing have been made, possibly more
in the same tune than in tin* histoiy of am of the other
prairie piovinees Apples, ctabs and plums have been
giowmg in several gardens fm the last seven or eight

vcars m Medicine Hat, livme, 1 ethbndge, Magiath,
Calgai v and Maeleod, and they also hav e been grown m
seveial instances at Stilling and Raymond Ihus, al-

though southern Alberta would appeal at fust sight to

have natural conditions unfavoiable to laige-fi uit-gi ow-
ing, experience shows that, in spite of these, it is possible
to do so It would seem as if the diyness of the eoun-
trv, intensified perhaps by the influence of the ehinook,
tends to ripen the annual growth before frost comes in

the fall, so that the trees do not winterkill There is

no doubt, also, that the natuie of the soil has much
to do with this early iipenmg, lacking as it does the
stimulating effect of the moie vegetable soils of the
north Experience in grain crops and foiest tiees serves
to bear this out Howevei, it is still doubtful whether
southern Albeita will ever become a fruit country
The high winds that occur at any time m the spring

and fall may mtci fere greatly with the setting or matur-
ing of the fruit, and, as a consequence, the regularity

of the supply There is no doubt, however, about the
farmer m time being able to grow fruit enough for his

own use, with the help of shelter-belts When fruit is

grown under lrngation in Alberta, care must be taken
to avoid urigating after the last of June. If water is

applied after that, time, there is usually grave nsk of

winterkill, or rather fallkill, as the trees continue
rowing late into the fall and are not mature when the
rst frost comes. Even cultivation to preserve the

moistuie should not be earned on later than July 15
Thero is no provincial horticultural society, and no

state aid devoted purely to horticulture, although much

good work is being done by the experimental iarms,
maintained by the Dominion government '1 hese, how-
ever, have not been able to do much as yet, having been
established only six years

r
lhe chain of demonstia-

tion faims which is being established by the provincial

government will probably be of some assistance in this

direction There are two fairly strong local horticul-

tural societies at Edmonton and Calgary
Arch. Mitchell.

British Columbia.

In the tunc since the Cyclopedia of American Horti-
culture was published, hurt loult uie m British Columbia
(Fig 003) has passed through the experimental stage

Although the province is one of the largest in area in

Canada, its population in ISO I was only 08,000, in ten

years it had almost doubled, and m twenty years the
census of 1011 show’s a population of 302,000, of which
over half is uiban in character, and located on the coast.

While practical cxpeiiment has shown that different

forms of horticulture can be most successfully conducted
commercially under the widely diversified conditions

existing throughout southern British Columbia, devel-

opment has been so recent that only the fringe of its

possibilities has been touched Yet, even now the prov-
ince has gained such a reputation as a fruit-growing

country as to vvariant a rather full description here.

Fruit-growing in British Columbia has been inspired

by the success that the industry has attained in the
states of Oregon and Washington directly to the south,
in which conditions of climate and soil arc not dissimilar,

and by the rapidly increasing demand for fruit, not
only by the growing population of the province, but by
the phenomenal increase in demand from the Canadian
prairie provinces, which cannot possibly produce all

their own fiuit Early dreams of possible markets for

all the horticultural products of the province have been
far surpassed by the actual development of the market.
The population of western Canada was in 1911 over
three times as great as in 1901 On the other hand,
fiuit-grovvin£ is now firmly established as one of the
commercial industries of the province and though lum-
bering, manufacturing and mining surpass agriculture
in the amount of wealth now being produced, fruit-

growing will m a few years aid in bringing the returns
fiom agriculture well to the front

In general physical features British Columbia is

mountainous, the greater part of the area being covered
by the Rocky, Selkirk, Cascade and Coast ranges,

between W'hieh lie the valleys of the rivers and lakes m
which agriculture is being piactised It is probable
that about one-twentieth or one-thirtieth of the entire

land is eultivable The land is, therefore, usually fer-

tile, and m manv districts unusually so The climate is

remarkably varied The greater part of the cultivated
area of l’utish Columbia lies within the upper austral
and transition zones On the coast the atmosphere is

humid, the rainfall copious and the annual tempera-
ture has a very limited range In the interior, con-
tinental temperature conditions prevail, and m most of

the interior valleys it ranges from zero to 90° or 100° as
the extremes Some of the intei lor valleys have a total

precipitation of only 8 or 9 inches, while others run
from 35 to 40 inches. Irrigation is essential m the first-

mentioned, not in the latter A large percentage of
British Columbia horticulture is conducted under
irrigation The altitude of the horticultural districts

on the coast varies from a few feet above sea-level to
400 or 500 feet above In the interior valleys the altitude
runs from 800 to 2,800 feet, and even to 3,300 feet,

above sea-level

Among the tree fruits grown in the province, the
apple holds preeminence, and especially is this true in

the and and humid valleys of the interior, in which
many varieties of apples reach a degree of perfection
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not excelled elsewhere The interior valleys now
ship about 600 carloads of apples to prairie and
coast markets, and to Australia, China, Japan and
England Pears are largely planted, not only m the

mtei lor, but also on the coast where they are relatively

more successful than are apples, the principal varieties

being Bartlett, Clairgeau, Anjou and Flemish Beauty.

Plums and prunes are also ot considerable commercial
importance, the Pond Seedling or Hunganan being

the principal plum, although the Italian prune is more
largely grown commercially than any other variety of

either plum or prune Peaches are practically confined

to the Lower Okanagan valley, and the Triumph,
Early Crawford, Yellow St John and Elberta are most
largely grown commercially. The total shipments
probably aggregate about 100 carloads Cherry trees

are planted throughout the province on a commercial

scale, the hardier sweet cherries, especially the Bing,

Lambert and Royal Anne throughout the interior,

while on the coast the Olivet and English Morello,

both preserving cherries, meet with particular success,

the growers obtaining an average of 11 cents a pound
for a period of years Not the least important among
the tree fruits are the crab-apples, particularly Trans-
cendent and Hyslop, grown most largely in the Okana-
gan Valley The Transcendent is thought to be the

most profitable apple for a period of years in the prov-

ince. Prairie markets have recognized the superiority

of the British Columbia crab-apple and arc paying
prices extremely satisfactory to the fruit-grower. The
apricot is grown to some extent in the warmer interior

valleys Nut trees are being experimented with

throughout the province and indications are that some
varieties of walnuts will prove commercially profitable

on the coast

In small-fruits British Columbia has some areas,

especially those contiguous to the delta of the Fraser

River, that arc preeminently adapted to the strawberry

and raspberry; the loganberry also flourishes in the

coast regions and is proving profitable Blackberries

are grown to some extent on the eoast, as are

currants and gooseberries, although the latter are in-

clined to mildew, with the exception of the Oregon
Champion, a western variety now grown almost exclu-

sively The intenor valleys, especially those having a
more humid climate, are growing strawbemes and rasp-

berries commercially to an increased extent Taken as a

whole, however, the acreage m small fruits is only a
small fraction of that devoted to tree fruits, and this is

quite likely to be the case indefinitely

Vegetable-growing is practised throughout the prov-

ince, the white potato, onions, tomatoes, cabbage,
and celery being the principal crops in the order named.
The potato is grown as a field crop in practically all

districts and the aveiage yield an acre m 1911 was 230
bushels British Columbia potatoes won the Stillwell

trophy at the National Land and Irngation Exposi-

tion, New York, 1911, which proves the general excel-

lence of the soil and climate of the province for the crop

The potato-beetle is unknown and blight is not usually

serious enough to warrant preventive measures Pota-

toes are shipped in commeieial quantities to the Yukon,
to northern British Columbia, to the coast cities, to

the mining camps and to the prairie provinces The
acreage in 1911 was about 13,(XX) acres and this was
increased in 1912 The onions, of which the Yellow
Globe Danvers is grown in the Okanagan Valley to the

extent of about 100 carloads a year, are shipped to

coast and prairie markets The summer nights are too

cool for the tomato except in the and interior valleys

where they are grown in large quantities both for ship-

ping fresh and for canning purposes Cabbage, celery

and other vegetables are grown on an extensive scale

commercially on suitable soils throughout the province,

notably at Armstrong.
The greenhouse business surrounding the cities of the

coast, has trebled in volume in three years, and openings
still remain for its extension throughout the province.

Bulb-culture is making progress in the district surround-
ing Victoria, and will become an important commercial
industry when labor becomes cheaper.

The regions are shown on the map (Fig. 663). Hor-
ticulturally British Columbia is as yet almost confined

to the southern part, and only the different areas so

included are here discussed
Districts Nos 1 and 2 on the map are distinctly

coastal m character The Japanese current tempers
the climate throughout the entire year so that zero

weather is very uncommon, and the summer tem-
perature very rarely reaches over 80°.

r

Ihe humidity
is high almost throughout the year, and the annual

precipitation (which is nearly always m the form of

ram) runs from 30 to 120 inches, the average in the
horticultural areas being around 55 inches This falls

largely in the winter months, and July and August are
often so very dry as to cause a loss from drought This
area has a remarkably long growing season Owing to

the coolness of the nights, tomatoes, corn, and the like

do not ripen Early apples do well, but winter apples
cannot be matured successfully Fungous diseases

also restrict apple-culture to a senous extent Pears,

however, do well, small-fruits do exceptionally well,

and preserving cherries are very piofitable District

No. 1, being the southeastern pait of Vancouver
Island, with an annual precipitation of about 40 inches,

is rather drier than the lower mainland district No
2, but this difference has no great influence on the

character of its products In these districts only a
small proportion of the land suitable is being made
to produce what it is capable of pioducing The local

markets still import considerable quantities of prod-
uce from California, Oregon and Washington.
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The second great horticultural region of southern
British Columbia is the dry-belt. It lies just east of
the Cascade Mountains, is about 200 miles wide and
extend? northwest from the interior boundary about
250 mile'. In it are districts Nos 3, 5, 6 and 7 as indi-

cated on the map Its valleys lie at an elevation of 800 to

1,500 feet above sea-level. The annual precipitation

totals from 9 to 15 inches, distributed fairly evenly
throughout the months of the year The atmosphere is

dry and bracing. Sunshine is plentiful and m the sum-
mer months almost constant. 1 he winter extremes of

temperature are lower than on the coast, and the sum-
meis aie veiy much warmer. It is the great apple-,

peach-, tomato- and potato-producing district of the
province, all of its products being grown under irrigation,

and mostly marketed in carloads on the coast and in the
prairies Of its valleys, the Okanagan (No. 5) is the most
advanced and the largest shipper; Thompson River
(No 3) and the Kettle River (No 7) produce winter
apples and potatoes as their staple crop, while the
Similkaineen Valley (No. 0) produces principally

peaches and winter apples
The third great horticultural region in British Col-

umbia may be called the scmi-humid interior belt,

embracing districts Nos 4 and 8 Here irrigation for

most crops is not necessary, although for small fruits it

is desirable. The annual precipitation runs from 18 to

45 inches, a considerable portion of which falls as snow,
while June is a month of considerable rainfall The air

is more humid than m the dry-belt and extremes of

temperature of winter and summer are not so great
The humidity makes fungous diseases a problem and
spraying for apple-scab is necessary Unlike the dry-
belt, it is a timbered country, and the cost of land-
clearing offsets the cost of lrngation systems m the
former District No 4, m the water-shed of Shuswap
Lake, is as well advanced as the Okanagan Valley, the
rmcipal shipments from Armstrong and Salmon Arm
cing apples, potatoes, celery and cabbage District

No 8, the West Kootenay, has not thus far been a
shipping district, the local demand in the mining
camps of Rossland, Slocan and the Crow’s Nest con-
suming more than the locality produces
The following tabular statement indicates the adap-

tabilities of the different regions:

District
Present greatest I

production !

Best commercial
plantings

1 Island

2. Lower main-

Strawberries, King and
Wealthy apples,
pears, pit ms, and
Italian prunes

Olivet and English Mo-
rello sour cherries,

King apple, Bartlett,
C 1 a i r g o a u and
Anjou pears

land Strawberries, raspber-
ries, plums and
prunes

Strawberries, raspbei-
nes. King apple, also
the above pears

Wealthy, McIntosh,
Jonathan and Wag-

oner apples

3 Thompson Riv

4. Shuswap Lake
Section

Various winter apples.

Various winter apples Jonathan, Wagoner,
Spy and Grimes
apples

6. Okanagan Val Various fall and winter
apples, pears, plums,
peaches and prunes.

Ilyslop and Transcen-
dent crabB, Duchess,
Wealthy, McIntosh,
Jonathun, Wagener,
Y Newton, Spitzen-
berg. Northern Spy,
and Rome Beauty
apples

6. Similkameen .

.

Peaches and winter
apples.

Jonathan, Wagener, Y
Newton, Spitsenberg,
Winesap, and Rome
Beauty apples

7. Kettle River..

.

Fall and winter apples. Wealthy, McIntosh,
Jonathan, Wagener,
Rome Beauty and
King apples

8. W. Kootenay.. Strawberries, fall and
winter apples, plums,
prunes and pears.

McIntosh, Graven-
stein, Wagener, Jona-
than and Northern
Spy apples

The Dominion census of 1891 credited fruit with a

total of 6,500 acres By 1901 this had been increased
only to 7,500 acres, but m the decade just passed tree-
fruit-planting has had a tremendous impetus and the
acreage at the beginning of 1912 was thought to be
around 40,000 acres, of which 93 per cent is apples, 4
per cent pears, the remainder, plums, prunes, cherries,

apricots and peaches. The report of the provincial
statistician shows that in 1911 there were 15,454 acres
of vegetables, of which potatoes constitute some 13,000
acres, tomatoes and onions supplying the majority
of the balance Potatoes average 6 9 tons or 230
bushels to the acre, while other truck crops average
114 tons to the acre The value of the fruit and vege-
table products of 1911 was $5,084,241.

In floriculture and m landscape gardening, British

Columbia is only making the first steps. In the cities,

especially those of the coast. ther4 are many fine gar-
dens and estates, and the coast cities are developing
admirable park systems.
The exact records of the first fruit trees imported, it

has not been possible to obtain. It has been learned
that the Hudson Bay Company was instrumental m
bringing the seeds or seedling apples from California
to its forts Camosum and Langley sometime previous
to 1850 These old orchards are not now in existence.

Orchard-planting on the coast during the period 1850 to
1885 was almost altogether of an experimental char-
acter, and nothing commercial was expected from it.

From that time, and especially after the formation of
the British Columbia Fruit-Growers’ Association in

1890, experiments in commeicial orchaiding were
begun Among the first orchards in the interior coun-
try might be mentioned those of Thomas G Earl of

Lytton, that of Fred Gartrcll at Trout Creek, and
that, of Frank Richter at Keremeos Later on came
the planting of the Coldstream orchards owned by Lord
Aberdeen, under the supervision of John Craig, and
T W Stirling’s orchard at Kelowna All of these
orchards are still in bearing and nave produced the
wonderful fruit that has done so much to stimulate
the large plantings that occurred between 1900 and
1912
The British Columbia Fruit-Growers’ Association,

founded in 1890, has been in continuous activity since

that time, and has done a great deal to stimulate and
encourage the fruit industry and to secure governmental
aid and recognition for it With the British Columbia
Fiuit-Growers’ Association are affiliated all the fruit-

shipping and educational fruit-growers’ organizations
of the province
The provincial Department of Agriculture has done

very much to stimulate interest in the industry, and to
protect it. from the invasion of insect pests The Hor-
ticultural Board, organized under the auspices of the
Department to study the problems connected with the
industry, and especially the control of pests, has through
its inspectors succeeded m keeping the piovmce free of
codlin-moth, San Jos6 scale, Colorado potato-beetle,

plum curculio and many other insect pests which in-

crease the cost of production in other districts

Four years ago the Department organized the Hor-
ticultural Branch, which is devoted to supplying in-

formation on horticultural subjects to the many new
settlers embarking in the industry. The Horticultural
Branch maintains sufficient assistant horticulturists to
fprward this work in the various districts It has
inaugurated a series of schools to teach fruit-packing,
publishes literature including a list of fruits recom-
mended for planting, and is generally at the service of

the fruit, industry along these lines. The Department
has done much to make the possibilities of the province
known bv means of advertising and inspection work,
British Columbia having won the highest possible
awards from the Royal Horticultural Society in Lon-
don, England, against all the other colonies of the
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Empire for six years in succession, fruit being every
year exhibited. There are no horticultural schools in

British Columbia, the nearest approach to these being
the short courses conducted by the Horticultural Branch
of the Department. Provision has. however, been made
for an agricultural college, whicn is now being put
under way, and in this institution ample provision will

be made for investigation and experiment as well as
education in horticulture. Winslow.

BRlZA (ancient Greek name for a kind of grain,

probably rye). Gramineae. Quaking Grass Annual or
perennial grasses, with open pafiicles of handsome

spikclets, grown in gardens.
Spikelets several-fid

,
flat, trian-

gular or heait - shaped, glumes

gffa/Wfo strongly concave, these and the

LkSt lemmas usually horizontally spread-
mg— Species 12, m temperate
regions, 3 intro into the U. S.

/
These and one or two

/ others also cult, for
I J ornament, the panicles

) j
being suitable for

// 1 /JJgWSr A. Plants perennial.

I / jfzwfrrta
media, Linn Com-

/ /
MON Quakinq Crass.

I I nw+r / Culms erect or decum-

1 1 S bent at ^ase
» ^ »

II
panicle pyramidal,

III n many-fl<l
,
the branches

If III / stiffly spreading; spike-

fif & / lets nodding, 3 lines

a long, triangular-ovate.

n n AA ‘ annual.

f | if m maxima, Linn Fig. 664 One to 2

| J m ft : panicle drooping, few-fld.; spike-

II j Uj lets ovate, large, I£in long, 5 lines

l\l \ ill broad, the pedicels slender, drooping.
Ill \ M G.M. 47 175 V 3.246.

‘ '

In \ \mi minor, Linn. Four to 15 in . pani-

vll \ Wl c ^e erect
>

many-fld
,

the branches

||
ll wjf / stiffly spreading, the branchlets

| J
capillary, spreading, spikelet trian-

I lyif / gular-ovate, 1^ lines long —This
II V|flf j t species is known to gardeners also as

II Zfilf I if i " gracilis and B minima.
\m\\ UH

ti, geniculMa, Thurb “Eragrostis obtusa,

Will f Munro
A. S Hitchcock.

M Htf BRIZOPYRUM: Desmazerm.

n l
Jjju Jn BROCCOLI: Cauliflower

i I [Im BRODLA2A (J J Brodie, a Scotch

II 1 Sim
botanist). Lihaceae Brodiea West

W |||11 American cormous plants of low

B .
growth, a few of which are now be-

maxima (Y]A)
cominK popular m some parts of the
country for spring bloom

Flowers several on a scape* pedicels jointed: the
perianth mostly funnelform and non-saccate, not con-
tracted m the throat, ranging from purple to red, white
and yellow, stamens 6, 3 of them sometimes reduced to
stammodia lvs all radical, narrow, usually few, some-
times evanescent. Monographers include under Bro-
diaea a number of genera erected by other authors,
as Hookera, Tnteleia, Milla, Calliprora, Ilesperoscor-
dum. (The oldest generic name of the group thus con-
stituted is Hookera, but Brodiaea '8 one of tnc “nomina
conservanda,

’ of the Vienna code, retained because of
its general use in the 50 years following its publication
and since). For horticultural purposes, it is better and
more convenient to merge all into Brodiaea. In this

broad sense Brodiaea includes about 30 species, which
must be divided into several groups. Monogr. by
Baker, in G.C. III. 20, pp. 213, 238, 459; also Watson,
Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci. 14.236. Closely

related genera are Bloomeria, Brevoortia and Stro-

pholmon
The brodieas are valuable for naturalizing in Cali-

fornia and the West, as they can be grown very easily.

In colder climates they are worthy a trial for the same
purposes but probably better for specimen-beds or the
coldframe for cutting. They bloom during May, June
and early July. B. cnpitata is the earliest, to flower.

The flowers are very lasting and beautiful for cutting.

Unless planted in large numbers they are of little value
for color-massing in beds, but most beautiful and dainty
when planted in rockwork or with delicate plants

such as ferns, heucheras, or columbines. Wr

hile there is

room for much variation m the treatment of the dif-

ferent species, several growing well in very wet soils

while others can be grown even in rock fissures or grit,

it will be found that the following general treatment
will bring success

On the Pacific slope, brodieas will grow well and can
be naturalized in any soil or situation except in heavy
shades or generally wet places or in heavily manured or

much-watered soils When the soil is somewhat sandy
or gritty, or has been lightened with road grit, spent
tan-baric, leaf-mold or any light material, they will

usually) thrive best It is questionable whether they
are quite hardy east of the Rockies and north of Vir-

ginia The soil should be well drained, and a winter
covering of leaves should be given. Plant in the fall

before the ground is frozen up, from 2 to 3 inches apart
and not deeper than 2)^ inches, water sparingly, and
ripen well after flowering It is unnecessary to lift the
bulbs in the summer on the Pacific slope but probably
advisable east of the Rockies, unless they are kept dry
in summer by placing glass over them

All brodieas grow readily from seeds, but it requncs
several years to flower them. Many species produce
offsets which, if detached, soon flower If potted early
and placed in coldframes, they can be forced gently

In the following taxonomy, the species have been
thrown into four more or less marked horticultural

groups.

INDEX.

alba, 21 grandiflora, 11 multjflora, 20
Bndgetm, 8 Hendersonn, 9. Orcuttu, 16
califormca, 12. Howellu, 23 Palmeri, 24
Candida, 6 hyacinthina, 2, 3. parviflora, 20.
capitata, 21 ixioides, 1 pedunculans, 7.

congcsta, 19 lactea, 3 Purdyi, 18
Douglasu, 22 laxa, 5 rov*a, 15
erecta, 1 lilncma, 3, 23. splendent, 1.

filifoha, 17. major, 3 stHlana, 14
gracilis, 4 minor, 1, 13 terrestns, 10.

Group 1 —In this group, which contains some of the
best species in cultivation, the plants have a fibrous-

coated flattened corm, resembling that of the crocus;
not usually bulbiferous The lvs arc few, all radical

and grass-like, scapes slender but stiffly erect, naked
except for bracts below the many-fld umbel

;
fls usually

broadly tubular, borne on slender pedicels, m purples,
white and yellow; anther-bearing stamens 6 All are
hardy, but a protection of straw or lvs is advisable in

the colder regions A light, loose, well-drained, sandy or
loamy soil best meets their needs, and an excess of
moisture and very rich soils are to be avoided.

a Segms. equaling or exceeding the penanth-tube.

1 ixioides, Wats. Dwarf, 3 in to 2 ft. : lvs. linear,

fleshy: fls. few to many, on pedicels 1-4 m. long, in

shades of yellow and often purple-tinged, 1 m. or less

long; filaments winged, 2-toothed above S. Calif, to
Ore. B.R 1590. B.M 3588 (as Calliprora lutea).

G C. III. 20*459 —Many handsome varieties The best
is var. spl€ndens, Hort

,
with large, bright yellow fls .
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the limb wheel-shaped. Var. minor, Hort. Dwarf: fls,

yellow, with dark band and blue anthers. Var. er6cta,

Hort. Dwarf
2. hyacmthlna, Bailey ( Tritelda hyacmthlna

,

Greene)
From 1-2 ft., lvs linear, fls. 10-30, 1 in. or less long,

milky white or purplish. Calif.—Perhaps this and B
laciea are forms of one species.

3. lfictea, Wats. (B hyacmthlna var. Idctea, Baker).
In the type, has the habit of B laxa, but the fls have a
short tube with a rotate corolla, and are white, with
green midvein, filaments deltoid. Calif, to Brit. Col

,
m

many forms Watson combines the Hesperoscordum
lacteum and H hyacinthmum of Bindley, B R 1639,
into this species B. lactea

,
thereby not recognizing a

B. hyacmthlna Baker, however, unites the B laciea

form with B hyacinlhma, describing var laciea as “more
slender than the type, with white fls. and longer pedi-
cels ” G C III 20 459 —Var lil&cina, Wats

,
is much

stronger, very bulbiferous, grows in wet, heavy soils,

and has a larger ft
,
which is usually lilac-colored. Var.

m&jor, Purdy. Like var lilacma, but fls white

4 grdcilis, Wats A tiny species, with small yellow
fls scape 2-4 in and purplish If 1 fls long, on
pedicels of equal or greater length; filaments elongated
and very slender S Ore

aa Scgms shorter than the tube.

5 lfixa, Wats Strong plant, 1-2 ft lvs linear fls

many, broadly ^tubular, purple, tube very narrow, and
exceeding the scgms

,
filaments very slender, stamens

m 2 rows N Calif B R 1685 (as Tntdeia laxa),

G C III 20 241 —Showy, and one of the best There
arc many variations

6 Candida, Baker ( Tntdeia edndida
,
Greene) Much

like B laxa m character of bloom, but fls only 6-10,
and segrns white or bluish with a green vein, and the
fls set at an angle on the pedicel, so that the) all face

one way: further distinguished bv early flowering and
the very broad and glossy, scarcely carinate lvs Calif

7 peduncuBtris, Wats ( Tnlele'ta peduncularis,

Lindl ) Still stouter (1-2 it ), with smaller and fewer
white fls on pedicels a few inches to a foot long; fila-

ments short or none N Calif. G C 111 20 243—
This species grows in wet, heavy ground close to water,

and is very cormiferous

8 Brfdgesii, Wats Fig 665. Similar to B laxa,

but stamens in one row. corolla with a spreading
limb and sub-cylindrical tube, and color reddish purple,

filaments deltoid Cent Calif G F 1 126 (adapted in

Fig 665).—G row’s a foot or more high.

9 HSndersonii, Wats, Resembles B Bridgesiv yel-

low, banded purple filaments somewhat winged, but
not deltoid small-fld S W. Ore.

Group 2—Corm not flattened, bearing many strong

offsets, the coating haity and reddish lvs linear and
grassy scapes stiff, few-fid

,
fls large, of a thick, waxy

opaque texture, funnelform (except B Purdyi), very
lasting, usually purple, in an open umbel, perfect

anthers 3 These brodieas arc native to a heavy soil, in

rather moist situations, and are hardy. They will thrive

under conditions recommended for Group 1. (Hookera).

a. Fls. funnelform, with a prominent tube.

b. Scape not rising above ground.

10 terrSstris, Kellogg (// terrestns, Brit & Greene).

Scape short or practically none, the umbel sitting on
the earth’ lvs nearly terete, fls. %-l in long, stami-
nodia emarginate, yellowish, anthers sagittate-oblong.

Cent. Calif., along the coast.

bb. Scape evident.

c. Stammodia as long as anthers, or longer.

11. grandifldra, Smith (H. coronhria, Salisb.). Scape
4-10 m. high: lvs. nearly terete, dying before the fl.-st.

37

appears: fls 3-10, bright blue, of good size (1 in or more
long), segrns. longer than tube, very lasting, stamme-
dia obtuse; anthers linear Calif, to Brit. Col B.R.
1183. B.M 2877. GC III 20.213.

12

califdrnica, Lindl (H calif6rnica, Greene).
Much like B. grandiflora scape longer (12-30 in ); fls.

10-25, 134-2 m long, rose to deep purple, stammodia
linear and cuspidate N Calif G C III 20 215.—
“The finest species for garden purposes,” according to
Baker.

13 minor, Wats (H minor, Greene). Much like a
small B grandiflora scape very slender, 3-6 in

;
fls.

2 6 and only Yz-l in long, stammodia broad and
usually emarginate, anthers oblong Calif to Ore.

14 stellkris, Wats. (//. stellaris, Greene). Low:
scape with long pedi-

cels and 3-6 bright
purple fls

,
with

white centers lvs

nearly terete anth-
ers winged behind’
stammodia white,
longer than the
stamens, emargi-
nate. N Calif G C
III 20:213—Very
pretty.

15. rdsea, Baker
(H idsea, Greene).
About 3-6 in lvs

nearly terete • fls.

5-

8, under 1 in long,

rose-red, filaments
dilated, stammodia
white, obtuse and
entire, longer than
the anthers N Calif

GC III 20 213 —
A pretty species

cc Stammodia

*

markedly shorter

than anthers

16. 6rcuttii, Bailey
(H Orcuttn, Greene).
Plant rather stout,

a foot or more high

:

lvs linear, flat or
nearly so. fls. 5-15,

less than an inch
long, short - tubed,
lilac, stammodia a small triangular scale, or none S.

Calif G C III 20 215

17

filifdlia, Wats (// fllifblia ,
Greene) From

6-

12 m ’ lvs. slightly flattened, fls. 3-6, %in or less

long, dark-colored; stammodia triangular, twice shorter
than the anthers 8 Calif

665. Brodiaea Bndgesu. (plant XH)

aa Fls short and flaring.

18

Purdyi, Eastvv Different from others m having ft

short-tubed fl with broadly spreading, decimate segms.,
the throat constricted. Cent Calif

,
in Sierras.

Group 3—Corm long and cormiferous lvs grassy:
scape tall, slender and flexuous, fls small, m close,

head-like umbels, the separate fls waxy and narrowly
tubular; perfect anthers 3, except in B capitata. These
species thrive in a loose, perfectly drained, loamy soil,

with some humus Hardy The species are not readily
distinguished All are from Cent. Calif, to Wash.
Known as California hyacinths.

a. Anthers 3.

19

congesta, Smith Tn ll (2-3 ft ), with a globular
head of purple fls : lvs. somewhat terete, perishing:

fls 6-12, sessile or nearly so, n. long; filaments 0;
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ataminodia purple. 2-toothed. Calif, to Wash. G.C. III.

20.213—Blooms late

20 multifldra, Benth. (B. parmMra, Torr. & Gray).
Similar to B. congesta fls. 6-20 sessile or short-stalked,

umbellate, %in. long, blue; staininodia lanceolate,

entire. Calif., Ore
,
Utah. B M. 5989.

AA Anthers 6.

21. capitata, Benth. {Milla capitdta, Baker. Dichelo-

sUmma capilata
,
Wood). Lower (1-2 ft ) lvs narrow-

linear, perishing: fls many, in a capitate umbel, %m or
less long, lilac (a var alba ) ,

three inner anthers winged.
Calif

,
Utah, New xMcx 13.M. 5912. G C III. 20.238

—Early blooming.

Group 4 —Oorm as in Group 1 . fls many, in a dense,

or at least a close, umbel, the tube about as long as
the segms.

;
good

anthers 6.

a Fls essentially

capitate.

22 Do&glasii,
Wats (Tnteleia
grandiflbra, Lmdl.
Milla grandiflbra,

Baker). Lvs linear:

scape 1 3^-2 ft
;

fls.

few, in a close um-
bel, saccate as in

Brevoortia coccinea

,

blue; segms. as long
as the tube, the
inner ones wavy;
filaments winged.
Ore and Wash. 13.

M. 6907.

23. H6wellii,
Wats. (Tritelela
IIdwell? i, Greene)

.

Fls. bell - shaped,
white, differs from
B. Douglasii m
smaller fls

,
and

segms. not more
than half so long as
tube Wash B M.
6989.

Yar. lilficina
t

Hort One of the
handsomest of all

brodicas, and a
good grower, fls.

porcelain-blue, sug-
gestive of Brevoortia

coccinea Wash. G.
C III 19 767; 20:

666. Brodisea Palmen (plant X lA) 239 Gn 46 502
Large and strong.

aa Fls. in a close but rather free umbel
,
the pedicels

usually larger than the perianth.

24 Paimeri, Wats. Fig 666 Lvs firm and linear:

fls. many, long, the segms about as long as tube,
blue. S. Calif. G F. 2.245 (adapted in Fig 666).
B coccinea, Wats =Brevoortia —B crbcea, Wats 1ft or more'

fla 6-15, yellow N Calif —B mauUlria, Greene Like B napitata,
but more robust and larger-fld Islands off Calif —B IJmmonse,
Wats 1 ft fls. small, deep orange N Anz.—B leptdndra, Baker.
1 ft or less fls 2, purple Calif —B hldctno Baker 1 it or less,
fls 10-15, lilac-purple Calif —B liigens, Baker Like B ixioides,
but fls saffron-color within and brown-black on tube and ribs.

Calif —B pulthclla, Greene Probably the same as B congests —

-

B. sedbra, Baker Like B ixioides, but scabrous fls bright yellow.
Calif— 9 volubili s, Bakrr=Stropholirion

Carl Purdy and L. H. B.

BROMfeLIA (Bromel, a Swedish bo, an ist) Brome-
lidcese. Hothouse plants, grown for the stiff form and
clusters of flowers.

About two dozen species ot Trop. American herbs,

with stiff, pineapple-like lvs
,
and fls in heads or pani-

cles, corolla 3-parted; calyx of 3 ovate-oblong sepals.

Differs from Billbergia and Ananas in technical char-

acters, particularly m the deeper-cut calyx Less popu-
lar as stove plants than iEcnmea and Billbergia B.
bracteata and B. macrodonles of trade-lists belong to

Ananas. Culture as for Billbergia, which see. Monogr.
by Mez, in De Candolle’s Monogr. Phaner. 9.

Pfnguin, Linn Pinguin of Jamaica. Wild Pimp
Three to 4 ft higlr lvs broad-toothed and spiny,

bright green, but becoming pink and red with age fls

reddish, pubescent, m a dense panicle, with a mealy
rachis, the sepals acute fr jus large as plums, acid

W. Indies—Makes a good hedge in tropical countries,

and the tr yields a cooling juice

Bindtii, Morr Panicle lax, sepals rounded at the top:

habit open and spreading Bia/.il

B longifdha ,
Rudge—Blreptoc ily\ — B tricolor, Sanders I,\s

lV$-2 ft long, 1
* 2-2 in wide, the vv ivy m irgnis creamy yellow

except at the rose-red base, the central portion a glossy green
G.C III 43 261 yy jy

George V. Nash f

BROMHEADIA (Sir Edward F. Biomhead, English

naturalist). Orchulaccw Stove orchids, terrestrial or
epiphytic, non-bulbous, little known in cull

,
compris-

ing two speoes from the East Tndian-Mala>an region.

Leaves distichous, rigid, often fleshy fls showy,
white and orange, the paits narrow and pointed, lip

3-lobed, narrow. Prop by division or offsets after

flowering B. Finlaysom&na, Reiehb (B palustns

,

Lmdl Grammatoph i/lluru Finlaylonidnum, Lind) ).

Root of stout, and fleshy hbeis st 3-8 tt , w'lth sheath-
ing scales below and a few' oblong thick or fleshy lvs.

at the middle and elongated scaly peduncle at the top*

fls white, fragrant, the parts 1^2 in long, oblong-
acuminate and nearly equal, spreading, lip oblong,
3-lobed, white outside and purple-lined inside, the
middle lobe rounded and yellow at center B.M. 4001.

BROMPTON STOCK: Matthiola

BROMUS (ancient Greek name for the oat). Gran
minese Brome-Grass. Annual or perennial grasses
with large, usually awned spikclets m panicles.

Spikelets several-fld : lemmas convex or keeled, 5-9-

nerved, usually 2-tootlied at apex and awned from
between the teeth, sometimes awnless, the awn usually
straight.—Species about 100, mostly in the north tem-
perate zone
The genus contains a few forage grasses and several

annual species that have been mtro into the U. S

,

especially on the Pacific coast, where they have become
troublesome weeds. Among the weedy annual species

may be mentioned B secahnus, Linn
,
chess or cheat,

with smooth sheaths, drooping panicles of ovate short-
awned spikelets, the lemmas convex and smooth, B.
commutatus, Schrad

,
resembling the preceding but the

sheaths hairy; B. mollis, Linn. Resembles chess, from
which it differs by its hairiness and more erect panicle;

B. villosus, Forsk., with large few-fld. spikclets, the
awns about 2 in. long; B. tectorum

,

Linn
,

delicate,

slender spikelets in drooping panicles the awns 6-7
lines long; B rubens, Linn., with erect compact pan-
icles of purple spikelets, the awn 9-11 lines long
The last 3 are especially abundant in Calif. Cheat is

used for hay in Ore.

a. Plants perennial, producing rootstocks.

inermis, Leyss Awnless Brome-Grass Erect, 2-4
ft. panicle narrow, the branches ascending or spreading
in fl

;
spikelets about 1 in

,
the lemmas mucronate or

short-awned Intro, from Eu Gn 25, p. 429 Dept,
of Agne

,
Div. of Agrost

,
7 298 —Used as a pasture

and meadow grass in the northwestern states. Espe-
cially valuable in semi-arid regions
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aa . Plants annual or

biennial.

b . Spikelets awnless or

nearly so.

brizaeftfrmis, Fisch. &
Mey. One to 2 ft.: panicle
2-6 m

,
one-sided, nodding;

spikelets oblong - ovate,
stiongly flattened, as much
as 1 in long, 5 lines wide.

Hu Dept of Agnc
,
Div.

of Agrost
,
7 298—A hand-

some ornamental

uniololdes, II B K. (B.

Si hrdderi
,
Kun 1

1

1 ) Flg 667

.

Rescue-Grass Schrader's
Ruome-Grass Two to 3
ft sheaths pilose, blades
nanow, scabious panicle
erect, open or narrow', the
blanches ascending, spike-
lets 1 in long, compressed,
the lemmas heeled, strongly

nerved, acuminate, gla-

brous or scabrous Andes.
Dept of Agnc

,
Div of

Agrost
,
7 299, ibid, Cire.

26.1 —Grown m the south-
ern states as a foiage glass.

ub. Spikelets long-awned

macrfistachys, Linn One
to 2 ft pantile nanow,
compact, consisting ot a few
large spikes ^-1 m long,

awns spreading or recui veil,

^ 2in long Ku —Sometimes
cult tor ornament

madritensis, Linn Fig
668 One to 2 ft

,
tufted

panicle erect, 2- 1 in
,
ob-

long-ovoid, contracted,
glumes and lemmas nar-
row', the latter 7-9 lines

long, awn stiaight oi some-
what curved, 8-11 lines

long, Eu —Sometimes cult

for ornament.

B. s=Festuca elatior

A S Hitchcock 667 Bromus umoloides.
(X >*)

BROOM: Ci/tisuH and Genista.

BROOM-CORN. Brooms are made of the rays or
peduncles of the flower-duster of Andropogon Sorghum
(Sorghum vulqare), the species which in other forms is

known as sorghum, kafir, and Guinea corn For culti-

vation of bioom-eorn, see Cyclo. Amer. Agnc
,
II, 216.

BRtfSIMUM (Greek, edible). Mordcex. A genus of

8 species of large trees of Trop. Amer
,
yielding edible

fr fls monoecious, or rarely dioecious, inside oi on the

outside of a hg-like receptacle B Ahcdstium, Swartz,

is the bread-nut of Jamaica, but it is not growrn within
the U S

,
except m most of the botanic gardens It

bears round yellow fr
,
about an inch in chain

,
con-

taining a single large seed, which is edible after

roasting The tree has shining lance-elliptic entire lvs.

Prop, by cuttings of young wood m a bell-jar with
bottom heat.

BROUGHTONIA (named in honor of an English

botanist, Arthui Broughton) Orchuldcex. Epiphytic
orchids, requiring stove conditions

Pseudobulbs, 1- or 2-lvd, ovoid or globose: mfl.

terminal, simple or somewhat blanched, sepals and

petals similar, somewhat spreading, the latter a little

the broader, lip sessile on the base of the column or
sometimes a little adnate, lateral lobes inclosing the
column, middle lobe spreading, ovary extended into a
long cavity, polhna I, waxy —A West Indian genus of

2 or 3 species. Sometimes united with Epidendrum

sangufnea, R Br. Pseudobulbs up to 2 m. long,

2-lvd . lvs. 2-4 in long, leathery, lmear-oblong racemes
of .5-10 fls. about lji in across and of a crimson-purple,

sepals lanceolate, acute, petals oval-oblong, lip nearly

orbicular, denticulate on the margin Jamaica B M
3076. 3536 (as B coccmea) Georoe V Nash

BROUSSONETIA (after T N V. Broussonet, a
Fiench naturalist) Mortice

x

Ornamental trees or

shrubs, giown chiefly for their large handsome foliage.

Leaves alternate, putioled, seriate, undivided or

lobed' fls. dioecious, apetalous, the stamina! e in cylin-

drical, nodding catkins, with 4-parted calv x anil 4 sta-

mens, the pistillate in glohulai heads with a tubular
perianth including the stalked ovary, stigma filiform,

collective fr., a dense globose head consisting of the

persistent perianths and bracts with numerous small
1-seeded drupelets protruding at matunty and orange
red —Three species in E Asia, and there often cult

,

the bark be.ng used for papet -making.
These are deciduous tiees with wide-spieading

branches, under cultuie often shrubby, with lather

inconspicuous gieenish white floweis B papynjera,
the hardier of the two species m cultivation, is fanlv
hardy as far as noith New \ork It is usually a small

tree with a rathei low wide-spreading head and may be
used m cities m situations in which small shade trees

are wanted, as it stands heat and dust well It is not
particular as to the soil

Propagation is by seeds, sown after matui itv or m
spring, by greenwood cuttings under glass, or bv cut-

tings of ripened wood, kept in colder climates during
the winter in the greenhouse, also by root-cuttings with
slight bottom heat and layeis The varieties aie also

sometimes budded in summei or grafted m early spring

on the roots of the type m the gieenhouse Known as

paper mulberiies

papyrifera, Vent (M drus papyrifera, Linn.) Tree,

30-50 ft
,
with thick, pubescent branches lvs long-

petioled, usually coi date-ovate, acuminate, coarsely

dentate, often deeply lobed, especially on younger
plants, rough above, pubescent beneath, 3-8 in. long,

fr -heads ^m across, red May.
China, Japan B M 2358. S 1 F.

1 38 Var cucull&ta, Ser {B
navicularis, Lodd ) Lvs small,

concave and curled upwaid. G
\V 6 601 Var lacmi&ta, Ser
(var disshta, Hort

,
var Bil-

Ididu, Ilemsl ) Lvs finely dis-

sected into very nanow lobes,

often reduced to the nerves and
only at the end with a small
lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate 1ft.

RH 1878, pp 374, 375. Gn.
15, p 53.—Very distinct form,
low and shiubby, more tender
than the type. Var macrophjflla,

Ser Lvs. large, usually un-
divided Var leucocfirpa, Audib.
Fr. white.

Kazin&ki, Sieb. (B Sicb6ldii
t

Blume. B. Katmpfin
,

Ilort.).

Branches slender, glabrous at
length' lvs short-peiioled, ovate
or ovate-oblong, nearly glabrous,
only somewhat rough above,
entire or 2-3-lobed, 2-8 in long. 568. Bromus madritexu**
fr.-head less than J^m. diam. (XM)
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China, Japan. I. T 2:45 —This species is more tender
than the former. It is cult, sometimes as B. Kaempfen,
while the true B. Kaempferi, Sieb

,
with the lvs. resem-

bling m shape those of B. Kazmoki, but much smaller

and pubescent, and with very small fr.-heads, seems not
be in cult. Alfred Rehder.

BROWALLIA (after John Browall, Bishop of Abo,
Sweden). Solandcex Mostly blue-flowered greenhouse
and garden herbs.

A genus of about 6 S. American annuals, with abun-
dant blue, violet or white fls. which are solitary and
axillary, or in more or less 1-sided racemes; corolla-

tube 15-nerved, straight, which distinguishes it from
Streptosolen, m which the corolla is twisted

The seeds maybe sown in the open border, but for the

sake of the earlier bloom it is better to start them
indoors m early spring and transplant into the open
about May 15, where they will bloom profusely all

through our hot, dry summers, and until frost They
can be grown in poorer soil than most half-hardy

annuals, and make excellent bedding-plants They are

also used for winter decoration, the seeds being sown in

midsummer, earlier or later according to the size of the
specimens desired They should be placed near the
glass and frequently stopped, in order to produce com-
pact plants Large specimens are excellent for cutting,

and small potted plants should be grown more com-
monly by florists for home decoration at Christmas It

is even possible to lift flowering plants from the open
before the first frost of autumn and pot them for con-

servatory decoration, although the flowers are likely to

become successively smaller Blue flowers are rare in

winter, and browallias are especially desirable for their

profuse bloom all through winter and early spring The
flowers are, however, likely to fade, especially the pur-
ple ones. In pots under trees, B speciosa makes an
excellent summer plant.

In the names of the early species, Linnaeus com-
memorated the course of his acquaintanceship with
Browall • data, reflecting the exalted character of then
early intimacy; demissa, its rupture; and alienata, the
permanent estrangement, of the two men.

a. Corolla-segms. long, acute or acuminate: corolla-tube

at least 1 m. long.

specidsa, Hook. Fig 669 Lvs sometimes opposite,
sometimes alternate' fls much larger than in B grandi-

flora, all solitary, axillary
,
peduncle short er than the lvs.

;

corolla-tube thrice as long as the calyx, and abruptly
swollen at the top beneath the limb, limb of 5 ovate,
striated, dark purple segins

,
pale lilac beneath. Colom-

bia B M 4339 P M 16 290—There are blue-, violet-

and white-fid varieties. Var major, Hort
,
has violet

fls 2 in. across R B 20.240 B. gigantea, Hort
,
is a

florists' variety, with very deep blue fls and long-bloom-
ing habit. Intro, into American trade in 1899

aa. Corolla-segms. short, 2-lohed or notched, corolla %m.
long or less.

B. Upper lvs. not stalked fls all in loose racemes, calyx
not hairy.

grandifldra, Ciaham (B Itoezlu, Ilort ). St,, and lvs.

glabious, or m the upper part of the plant minutely
clammv-puberulent lvs ovate, the lower petioled:

calyx-teeth oblong, somewhat obtuse, equal, scarcely

shorter than the tube, spreading corolla white or pale
blue, the lnnb wider than in B demissa Peiu B M.
3069—In B Roizln, said to be fiom the Rocky Mts

,

some fls. are white, some pale blue The name is un-
known m N. American botanical literature No dark
blue or violet-colored forms are advertised

bb. Upper lvs stalkid fls solitary and axillary

below, raiunose above.

c. Calyx hairy.

demissa, Linn (/? eU'ita, Linn ) Fig 669. St and
lvs. pubescent or glabrous lvs ovate, with longer
stalks than in B grandi flora calvx-teeth acute, unequal,
much shorter than the corolla-tube The lvs are varia-

ble, cuneate, rotund, or rarely cordate S Amer. B.M.
34, 1136. The following are now referred to the above:
B amencana, B. elata, B elongata, B. nervosa This
species is the commonest, and is usually known as B.
elata. Blue, violet, white and dwarf forms are cult.

cc. Calyx sticky or clammy.

visedsa, HBK (B pulchella and B Czermakowskidna,
Hort ). Plant viscous-pubescent, lvs short-pet mled,
ovate, rough-hairy on both sides* pedicels a little

shorter than the calyx calyx-teeth very clammy,
oblong, shorter than the corolla-r.ube. The lvs are
similar to B demissa, but the habit is stiffer and the
fls more numerous The calyx-teeth spread less than
in B qraruliflora S Amer

ll nmtncAnn, linn
,

is considered by some a separate species
from the above, but in Germany, whero most weeds of annual ns aro
grown, it is used by Siebert <fc Voss (in Vilmorin’s BluiiieiiKartnerei)

to include B demissa, B elata and other forms —B Jdmesonn,
Benth =Streptosolcn Jamcnonii —B pulrhilla, Hort

,
is likely to

be either B grandiHora or B viscosa WlLHELM MlLLER.
N Taylor f

BROWNEA (Patrick Browne wrote a history of

Jamaica) Sometimes written Brownxa. (Ilermesias

,

Loefl ). Legummbsje A group of 10 small evergreen
trees of Trop Amer., allied to Amherstia and Bauhima
but little known in the American trade. Lvs. alternate
and pinnate fls showy, red, in dense terminal or axil-

lary clusters Cult, in hothouses B. Ariza, Benth.

(B .
pnneeps

,

Lind.) has drooping heads of scarlet fls.

I.H. 42:38. B. grtUidiceps, Jacq Fig 670. Fls.

red, in capitate spikes lfts about 12 pairs, lance-oblong.
S Amer. B.M. 4859. GM.31:115. B. Rdsa-de-M6nte,
Berger. Fls scarlet, m dense heads, lfts. 2-3 pairs,

oval, acuminate. S. Amer. N. Taylor,f
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BRUCKENTHALIA (after S. von Bruckenthal, an
Austrian nobleman). Ericaceae. Ornamental shrub,
chiefly grown for its profusely produced small spikes

of pink flowers

Leaves linear, whorled* fls. in short racemes; calyx

camnanulate, 4-lobed; corolla cainpanulate with 4
triangular lobes;
stamens 8, included,

connate at the
base, disk rudi-

mentary, caps sub-

globose, 4 - celled,

loculicid, many-
seeded — One
species in S. E Eu.
and Asia Minor.
Very closely related

to Erica, but differs

chiefly m (he calyx
being lobed only to

the middle, not 4-

parted, in the rudi-

mentary disk and
the connate sta-

mens.
This is a low

evergreen, heath-
like shrub forming
laige tufts, with
needle-shaped small
leaves and small

rosy pink nodding
flowers m short

teinnnal racemes,
produced m great

profusion Peifeitlv

hardy North and requiring the same treatment as

hardy ericas, a pretty little plant for rockeries Propa-
gation is usually by seeds which aie fieelv produced
in cultivation and treated like-those of erica, also by
cuttings

spiculifdlia, Reichb (Erica spicuhfdlm ,
Sahsb B.

smcuhjlvni, Benth ) Tufted shiub, .
r>-8 in high lvs.

about in long fls ) *m long, anthers obtuse, 2-lobcd

at the apex, style exserted. June, July B M SI 48.

Alfred Rehder.
brugmAnsia Datura

BRUN£LLA (probably fiom old German brenne or

braunc, quinsy, which it was thought to cure) Often
written Prunella

,
which was the spelling used by Lin-

naeus Brunclla is prc-Linnoean. Labmtac Low-grow-
ing hardy herbaceous perennials

Flowers usually violet or purple, produced all summer
on heads an inch or more high or in bracted spikes;

calyx reticulate about 10-nerved and 2-lipped, which
distinguishes it fiom the closely related Physostegia, in

which the calyx is almost regular

They aie best suited for the rockery and slightly

shaded parts of the border, succeeding in almost any
soil that is not excessively dry.

vulg&ris, Linn Self-Heal IIeal-All. Lvs. ovate-
oblong, entire or toothed, usually pubescent: corolla

violet or purple, rarely white, long, not twice

as long as the purplish calyx Amer
,
Eu

,
Asia.—One

of the most cosmopolitan of all plants, being too com-
mon in the wild to be cult A form with variegated

lvs. is rarely found wild Ilcib considered astringent

and vulnerary. Var. laciniftta, Hort., not Linn. Lvs.

much cut and torn: fls. as m the type.

grandifldra, Jacq (B .
pi/renaica, Phillipe) Lvs.

often toothed, especially at the base’ corolla over 1 in.

long, more than twice as long as the calyx. Eu. B M.
337.—Perhaps the best of the garden kinds. Var. Alba,

Hort. Fls pure white.

Webbi&na, Hort. Lvs shorter than in B. grnndiflora,

and not so pointed: fls. very freely produced, more than
twice as long as the calyx, bright purple. June-Sept.

N. Taylor f

BRUNFELSIA (Otto Brunfels, physician and bot-
anist of the sixteenth century) Franciscea Solanacese.
Trees and shrubs, a few of which are grown m warm
glasshouses.

Leaves entire, oblong, often shining* fls in terminal
cymes or clusters, or solitary, large and showy, some-
times fragrant; corolla with 5 rounded and nearly
equal spreading lobes (or 2 of them a little more united)

,

stamens 4, m the throat of the corolla, the anthers all

alike: fr. berry-like —Species above 20, in Cent and
S Amer and W. Indies

Brunfelsias are usually winter-flowering plants. The
wood must be well ripened befojv flowering begins.

Grow in a rich open compost, and feed liberally when
well rooted They need a night temperature of 50s They
bloom best when pot-bound Propagated by cuttings
from the new giowth in spring, or from pieces of the
ripe wood in autumn inserted in very sandy soil and
peat and kept close and shaded until rooted The
plants are of easy culture when the simple require-
ments are understood Under glass, the bloom begins
usually in October and November They are showy
open-air plants m Florida and southern California

a Fls violet or bluish, sometimes jading to white

calyclna, Benth {Franciscea calyclna, Hook F.

jxiunfldru, Benth F conferhfldra, Mooie Besleria
inodora, Vellozi) Habit erect- or spreading, branching
freely from the base upwards lvs shortly petiolate,

numerous, glabious or nearly so, 3-4 in long, elliptic

or elliptic-ovate, acute, rich dark livid green above,
pale green below fls rich dark purple in dense terminal
or axillary cymes, pedicels an moh long, limb salver-

shaped, with slightly wavy margins, calyx 1 in.

long, tubular, light green Brazil B M 4583 —Ex-
tremely variable in the size of the fls and lvs Some of

the most distinct forms have been described as species

by various botanists All have fls of some shade of

purple and are here included as varieties The follow-

ing are well-marked forms in cult .

Var. eximia {Franciscea ezimia, Scheidw ). A fine

iree-flowering variety intermediate in size between the
type and var macrantha and characterized by the long
slender slightly curved and hairy calyx, which is about
\Y\ in long, fls rich purple on first-opening, but soon
fading to Almost pure white, about 1 in diam

;
calyx

rather long for the genus, tube extending to three-
fourths its length whole plant slightly downy. B M.
4790 F.S. 10*1037.

Var. floribunda {B flonburula, Hort.). A dwarf
flonferous shrub of free-branching habit and glabrous
in all parts, lvs 2-4 in. long, elliptic, rich dark livid

green color, glabious, ami prominently veined on the
under sides* fls rich violet, with small white eye, hmb
flat or nearly so, calyx 5^in long, elliptic in outline;

pedicels stout, } -jin long —Largely grown by European
nurserymen in recent years. A pretty and desirable
form, as it. flowers rather early in the year without
any extra heat.

Var. macr&ntha {B. maerdntha, Lem. B. grandi*

Jldra ,
Don. B Lmdemhna

,
Nichols ). Fig 671 A

magnificent form of strong and vigorous habit, with
rich dark green lvs often as much as 8 in long and 2H
in broad, glabrous or neatly so in all parts, except the
upper part of the eorolla-tubc fls in dense axillary or

terminal cymes in the axils of all the upper lvs., rich

deep purple m color, with prominent ling of lavender-

blue color surrounding the white eye at, the mouth of

the tube calyx, 1 in long, bright green, corolla 2^-3
in diam.—One of the finest and most flonferous shrubs
for a warm greenhouse or subtropical country, of
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extremely easy cult., and readily trained into fine

specimens. Readily conforms to pot culture. Should
be kept slightly on the dry side during the winter, but
not enough to cause it to lose the lvs

ramosissima, Benth Lvs. oblong to nearly lanceo-
late, acuminate or obtuse, glabrous or rarely slightly

hairy above and hairy or villous beneath, fls large,

m lax cymes, deep violet-purple, the corolla-tube twice
longer than the calyx—One of the best, with luxuriant
foliage; may be grown cooler in winter than the other
species. Probably a form of B calycina.

Hope&na, Benth (Franciscea Hopedna, Hook. F.
umfldra, Pohl) A slender twiggy free-branching shrub:
lvs lanceolate-oblong, thin in texture, rich dark green,
paler beneath* fls. small but freely produced, solitary

or in pairs all along the leafy growths; limb light violet-

blue on first opening, fading to almost pure white with
age, tube very slender, curved upwards, nearly white,
1 in. long, calyx %in long, teeth obtuse. Brazil W.
Indies. B.M. 2829 LBC 14.1332.

latifdlia, Benth. (Franciscea lahfdlia, Hook ) Habit
dwarf with slender spreading branches lvs. elliptic,

2-4 in. long, acute or obtuse, glabrous above, slightly

pubescent beneath* fls. m terminal clusters or short
axillary, few-fld cymes, corolla in diam

,
pale

violet, with white center, changing in a day or so to
white, sweetly scented; tube iy in long, slender,

slightly curved; calyx erect, campanulate, yin. long,

teeth acute. Trop. Amer. B.M 3907.

aa Fls. white or yellow.

americ&na, Linn Habit dwarf, branches slender:
lvs glabrous or nearly so; lamina elliptic-ovate, acute;
petiole y2-\ in long, stout fls solitary and axillary, or
in terminal few-fld clusters, pure white shading with
age to pure yellow and sweetly scented, especially at
night, petals obtuse; calyx green, campanulate teeth
spreading, nearly equaling the length of the tube.
Trop. Amer B.M. 393.—Of very easy cult

, and thnv-
ing and seeding freely under the conditions of an
ordinary greenhouse In Fla

,
grows 4-6 ft high, the

eery fragrant fls are much prized

Var. pubescens (A fdllax, Hort.). Resembles the
type, but hairy in all its parts, and rather more
flonferous.

undul&ta, Swartz. A strong-growing evergreen
‘'hrub or small tree, reaching to 20 ft m its native
habitat and flowering freely when quite small lvs

ovate-lanceolate, margins slightly wavy, light green in

color, acute, variable in size up to 7 m long and 2 m
wide when vigorous, apex acute or obtuse, petiole

671 Brunfelsia calycina var.

macrantha. (XH)

m. long fls on the
upper parts of the
sts solitary or in

pairs m the axils

of most of the ter-

minal lvs. forming
terminal clusters;

calyx cyme green
y~%\n long, cain-

panulate
;

corolla

white changing to
creamv white with
age; lobes broadly
ovate or orbicular
in outline and with
beautiful wavy
margins. Jamaica.
B. M 8422 — A
magnificent free-
flowering species

and a great acquisi-
tion to any garden.
Requires subtropi-
cal conditions.

jamaiefinsis, Griseb. (

B

. nltula var. jamaicinsis.
Hook ) An erect shrub or small tree, sparsely branched
m the young state: sts. woody, with the lvs more or
less tufted at the ends of each year’s growths lvs.

elliptic or lanceolate, up to 7 in long, but often small
and borne on short lateral tufted growths, glabrous or
nearly so, petiole very shoit fls crowded on the apex
of the current year’s growth, solitary (occasionally in

pairs) and axillary; pedicels y~\ 2in. long, slender,

erect or spreading; calyx erect, )<pn long, campanulate
teeth spreading, acute, corolla erect, white, changing
with age to primrose-yellow. W. Indies B M 4287 —
A very fine species for the warmer parts of the S

,
but a

somewhat shy-flowering plant unless the giowth is

thoroughly well ripened up There is a general resem-
blance between this species and B mtuia and B undu-
lata and it is possible that they are forms of one
polymorphic species. L II B

C P Raffill
BRUNSD6NNA. A cross between Brunsviqia and

Amaryllis Belladonna has recently been given the
garden name Brunsdonna Sandeix alba, it has the
umbel resembling typical A Belladonna, and one-sided
rather than globulai fls white See Amaryllis Bella-
donna var. Parkeri, which is a similar cross

BRUNSVfGIA (after the Duke of Brunswick)
Amaryllxddcese. Tender summer- or autumn-flowei ing
bulbs
Umbels of large numerous brick-red fls

;
corolla

funnelformed, 6-parted, deciduous, its segms nearly
equal, recurved at the tip—Species 9 S Afr
The bulbs must be thoioughlv rested from the time

the leaves fade until the scape appears Brunsvigias are
hard to flower They require rich, sandy soil, plenty of
heat and sunlight When growing, give water and
lirtuid manure freely They propagate by offsets. For
fuller instructions, see Amaryllis

A Lvs strap-shaped

Josephlnae, Ker Bulb 5-43 in thick lvs 8-U),
strap-shaped, glaucous or greenish, thick, < losely ribbed,
2-3 ft long, 1

1 j-2 in broad scape 1 m thick, 1 \ 2 ft

long; fls 20-30, rarely 50-60, m an umbel, pedicels

y2-\ ft long caps smaller than in B gigantea, less

conical and less strongly angled B M 2578 F S
4 322—Named after the Empress Josephine, who
purchased the original bulb after it flowered at
Malmaison.

aa Lvs tongue-shaped.

gigant&a, Heist. (Amaryllis gigantea, Van Marum.
A orientdlis, Ecklon) Bulb veiy large lvs about 4,

tongue-shaped, closely ribbed, 3-5 in bioad, usually
under 1 ft long scape red or green, a finger’s thickness,
fls. 20-30 in an umbel, paler than in B gigantea, and less

numerous; pedicels stout, strongly ribbed, 4-6 in. long.
B.M 1619 (as B multiflora).
B falcilta, K< r=Ammoohnns falcata

—

B magnified, Lind FN
20-25 in a cluster, corolla short, the segms white, with medium
stripe of red or purplish red lvs 1-2 ft long, 3-3 J 2 in wide, re-
cumbent —Thought by Baker to be Crmum Forbesianurn or near
thM N TAYLOK.t

BRUSSELS SPROUTS. Fik 672 A form of the
cabbage tube, grown for the globular buds or “sprouts”
produced along the stout upright stem
The garden varieties of brussels spiouts represent

one of the many interesting variations that have taken
place m the cabbage family. This plant, while m its

seedling stage and during its early life, closely resembles
the ordinary cabbage, but later in its development the
axillary buds, instead of remaining dormant as is the
case with the common cabbage, develop into miniature
heads similar m their make-up to an ordinary head of
cabbage but very small
The soil to which the sprout is adapted is, in general,

the same as that for late cabbage; in fact, the plant ia
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always arc

,uhfl

672 Brussels Sprouts.

grown in conditions similar to those chosen for

late cauliflower or late cabbage, and its range of adapta-
tion is much the same as that of autumn cabbage. The
fertilizing of the crop should be the same, in general, as

for autumn cabbage. The plants should be set so as to

allow them sufficient room for full development, pref-

erably in check-
rows 30 to 36 inches
apart each way.
Young seedlings

should be ready 1

for planting m the
latitude or New
Yoik from June 20
to July 10 The
cultivation of the crop, up to

the time the sprouts begin to

develop, is practically the
same as that tor cabbage.
The enemies and diseases

to which brussels sprouts is

subject are the same as those
of the fall crops of other
cabbage-like plants. Aphis,

g
reen-worm, the harlequin-
ug and the cutworm are

probably the most annoy-
ing of the insect pests, while the rots, damping-off
fungus and the mildew are more or less troublesome

Before the sprouts are ready for harvest, the lower
leaves of the plants are broken away in order to facili-

tate the cutting of the miniature heads or sprouts, this

is done by means of a sharp short-bladed knife, used to

separate them from the stalk of the plant In sections

in which the plant can remain in the open during the
winter, two or three cuttings are made The first

sprouts develop in the axils of the leaves nearest the
ground, and as the stalk of the plant elongates and more
leaves are added, a succession of sprouts develop The
first cutting is confined, therefore, to the older and
more fullv developed sprouts When the miniature
heads have attained the size of 1

2 to 1 inch in diameter,
the cutting begins and is repeated at intervals depend-
ing upon the development of the sprouts In regions
in which it is not safe to allow the plants to remain in

the open during the winter, a small supply for home use
or for local market may be stored in a vegetable-cellar

01 storage-pit, the plants being lifted with earth adhei-
mg to the roots and planted in sand that is kept some-
what moist during the storage period Under these

conditions, the sprouts will remain m good condition
for several weeks and successive harvests can be made
the same as when the plants are standing in the open
The hand labor involved in gatheiing the .sprouts and

preparing them for market is the chief deterrent to the
extensive cultivation of this crop It is only m regions

in which mild winter conditions prevail and in which
labor is available to harvest and assort the sprouts
that the industry thrives on a commercial scale After

the spiouts have been cut and placed in suitable recep-

tacles, they are earned to a packing-house where each
head is him mod by removing the outer leaves The
tnmmed heads aie then placed in berrv boxes holding

one quart,, those for the top laver being selected for

uniformity m size and ai ranged so as to give a blushed
appearance to the receptacle

Several varieties of brussels spiouts aie offeied b>

the trade, but there is only one general type, the chief

difference being m the length of the stalk of the plant
itself and the manner in which the sprouts aie distribu-

ted along the stalk This plant, although a popular
vegetable m England and on the Continent, is sparingly

cultivated m the United States, a few centers only giv-

ing attention to it as a commercial crop. Paits of Long
Island, in New York, are well known for brussels

sprouts production c Count: it.

BRYANTHUS (Greek, bryon, moss, and anthos,

flower growing among mosses) Encdceae. Heath-like
low shrub with pretty pink flowers, suitable for rock-

eries, but not yet m cultivation

Leaves evergieen, linear, remotely denticulate - calyx

4-parted; corolla rotate, 4-partcd; stamens 8 caps,

subglobose, 4-valved —(ine species on Kamtchatka and
Behrings Isis. The genus Phyllodoce has been referred

by several botanists to Bryanthus, but it differs con-

siderably in its urceolate or campanulate 5-lobed

corolla, 10 stamens, 5-valved caps, and solitary 01

umbellate fls

This prostrate evergreen shrub has small needle-

shaped leaves and small rosy pink flowers in peduncled,

slender, 3-10-flowered racemes. Bryanthus will proba-
bly require the same treatment as Chiogenes, Loisel-

euna and Phyllodoce The only species is B. Gmelinii,

Don. For illustration, see Pallas, FI. Ross. 2.74 (as

Andromeda Bryanthus).

B Brbwen, Gray—Phyllodoce Brewen —B empctnfdrmis, Gray
“Phyllodoce empctriformia —B ereclus ,Lindl =Phyllodoce erecta
—B ijlandultfldrur, Gray=Phyllodoce glanduliHorus —B laxt-

fdlius, Graj —Phyllodoce taxifoha ALFRED ReHDER.

BRYONIA (Greek, to sprout, referring to the annual
growth from the tuber). Cucurbitacese Herbaceous
perennial climbers.

A genus of 12 species of perennial cucurbits, native

of Eu and W Asia They are herbaceous from a tuber-

ous root, with staminate fls in racemes, while Bryon-
opsis is an annual plant, with the staminate fls in

fascicles All species of Bryonia are dioecious except

B alba Bryonopsis is monoecious See Cogmaux, in

DC Mon. Phan 2.469

a. Fls. dioecious, stigmas rough fr. red.

di&ica, Jacq. Bryony Height 6-12 ft
- root long,

fleshy, branching, white, a finger’s thickness lvs ovate
or roundish in outline, 5-lobod, margin wavy-toothed,
rough with callous points, paler beneath -

pistillate fls

greenish white, corymbose, short-pedunclcd —Common
m England and in Cent and S Eu

,
rarer in W Asia

and N Afr Not usually sold in Amer
,
but a common

plant along English highways and cult in American
botanic gardens It grows rapidly over hedges and
fences Root of this and of B alba are employee! princi-

pally as a hydragogue-cathartic The fresh, bruised
root applied to the skin causes vesication.

aa Fls monoecious, stigmas smooth: fr. black.

Alba, Linn. Height 6-12 ft. . roots thick, tuberculate,

yellowish outside, white within -

lvs. long-petioled

pistillate fls in long-peduncled racemose corymbs Eu
,

Caucasus, Persia

B lacinidsa, Linn =Bryonopais lacimosa

Wilhelm Miller.

BRYONOPSIS (Greek, Bryony-like). Cucurbitdcese.

A genus of two species of annual climbers. Consult
Bryonia for generic differences.

lacmidsa, Naudm (Brybnia lacimdsa, Linn.) Lvs.
deeply 5-lobed, rough, light green above, paler beneath;
segms. oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate: fls. mo-
noecious, fascicled or solitary, yellow: fr. about the size

of a cherry, spherical, green, with pretty white markings
Asia, Afr , Austral F S. 12*1202. Var erythrocArpa,
Naudm {B erythroedrpa, Naudm) Has red fr. with
white marks I H. 12:431. F.S. 21 2237 Gn 6, p
193.—A warmhouse plant, rarely grown in pots and
trmned to rafters Prop, by seeds.

Wilhelm Miller.

BRYOPHlfLLUM (Greek, sprouting leaf). Cras-

sulaceee A small genus of succulent plants in the same
order with stonecrops, hen-and-chickens, cotyledon
and echevena, grown to some extent as flowering
plants but more especiallv as a foliage novelty.
Root-system fibrous and veiy abundant, sts. upright,
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simple or sometimes branching toward the base, of a
thiclc soft tissue over a woody cylindrical core. lvs.

Xsite, petioled, simple or pinnately compound, suc-

it, infl cymose or paniculate, fls nodding; sepals

4, united mto an inflated calyx which incloses the

lower half or more of the corolla, coiolla cylindrical,

ending in 4 petal tips, stamens 8, ovaries 4, separate

ar more or less united below.
The members of this genus may readily be dis-

tinguished from related genera by the “sprouting”
habit of their leaves as indicated bv the generic name.
If a leaf is removed from a plant and placed in a warm
moist place, young plants will very soon appear in the
notches around its border This is the simplest method
of propagation and is usually accomplished by placing

the leaf flat on the wet sand of a growing-bench, in a
warm, sunny exposure Tiny buds will soon appear
in the notches and these are followed by numerous fine

roots See Fig 673. When the small plants have
attained a size sufficiently large to be handled, they may
be removed from the parent leaf and potted This
method may bo employed in growing-houses at any
season. Plants are also readily produced from stem-
cuttmgs rooted in sand, or from seed. Seeds retain

sts.
;
petioles not grooved on the upper side* fls. nodding,

in terminal, open, corymbose cymes, calyx membra-
naceous, inflated, %in long, pink, corolla %in long,

ending in 4 rounded segms
,
red. Madagascar. B.M.

7856. GC 111. 33.59, 41:419.

GW. 10, p 396; 6, p.495. R H.
1900, pp 175, 176, 362.

B prollferum, Bowie Occasionally
mot with, is much more robust m
growth, reaching 12 ft in height* st

4-angled in new growth, becoming
cylindrical later lvs pinnatifid to pin-
nate, the base of the pinna very much
thickened, blade much contorted and
margin finely crenate, rachis and petiole
prominently grooved on the upper side
S 4fr BM 5147 F S 23 2446.—Of
little value more than a novelty.

C. H. Thompson.

BUCKEYE. JEbcvXus

BUCKLE?A (after S B Buck-
ley, American botanist, died in

1884 at Austin, Texas) Santa- Flowers of Bryophyllum
laces?. Shrubs rarely introduced pinnatum. (X'A)
in botanical collections, without

their vitality more than a year when kept dry. The particular ornamental qualities, but interesting as one
best plants are to be grown by using rather rich loose, of the few parasitic shrubs successfully introduced into
well-drained soil, with plenty of light, heat and mois- cultivation.
ture. However, they are very tenacious of life and will Leaves opposite, sessile, entire: fls. dioecious, apeta-
eurvive with a minimum of water and a low, but not lous; staminate in umbels, with 4 short ovate sepals
freezing, temperature. They grow luxuriantly out-of- and 4 short stamens; pistillate solitary, terminal, with 4
doors during the summer months but must be housed short deciduous sepals and below with 4 elongated
during the frost period. Useful in various botanical linear-lanceolate persistent bracts, calyx-tube clavate,

demonstrations. style short with 2-4-parted stigma; ovules 3-4 fr a

pinnatum, Kurz (B calydnum, Salisb ). Figs. 673-4. furrowed drupe —Three species in China and Japan

Height 2-4 ft lvs opposite, fleshy, becoming leathery and 2 m N. Amor
with age, earlier ones simple, ovate, with cordate or Only the American species, B. distichoph^lla, Torr

,

rounded base, later ones pinnate and then of 3-5 short- » in cult A slender-branchcd upright shrub, to 12 ft

stalked lfts
,
the rachis and petiole with a narrow groove Ns 2-ranked, ovate-lanceolate or ovate, 1-2 Li m long,

on the upper side, margin crenatoly doubly-serrate, light acuminate, ciliate fls small, greenish* fr an ovoid or

green becoming purplish along the veins toward matu- oblong-ovoid yellowish green drupe, about 1 in
^

long,

rity, ma.gin purple as are also the petioles and young crowned by the 4 persistent bracts N G and Tenn
st -growths, fls pendulous, m terminal panicles; calyx GF 3*237 —Parasitic on the roots of Tsuga Has
much inflated, purplish green with lighter dots, V/2 in proved perfectly hardy in Mass there is a plant about

long; corolla greenish white with purple-tinted, spread- 70 years old in the botanic garden at Cambridge It

ing acute tips Tropics of both hemispheres B M. has also been successfully cult, at the Arnold Arboretum

1409. L.BC. 9 877, GC III 41:422. JH III 46 205. and in a few European botanic gardens Prop by seeds,

best sown with a potted Tsuga in the

greenhouse and planted out with its host

when the youn$ plants are strong enough,
preferably withm the reach of the roots of

a large Tsuga, in order that the original

host may be removed later when it crowds
the young buckleya too much.

Alfred Rehder.
BUCKTHORN : Rhamnus, particularly R.

catharticus, also Bumelia

BUCKWHEAT (Fagopyrum escuUntum.
Moench) Polygondcese A tender annual
gram plant, flour being made of the large

3-cornered fr. It is much grown in the N.
U. S., usually being sown about, the first of

July. It is also a favorite for bee forage

Buckwheat is native to Cent Siberia and
Manchuna, and is now widely cult,

673 Sprouting leaf of Bryophyllum.

R.B 24.125 RH. 1900, p. 362 V. 3.117; 4:113;
7 .340.—Said to be used in India as a diuretic.

cren&tum. Baker lx ss robust in habit of growth than
the preceding: height 2-3 ft.: lvs. very fleshy, simple,

1-3 in long, becoming smaller upward on the st
,
ovate

with rounded or cordate base, in the latter case strongly
crested auriculate, margin coarsely crenate to dentate,

bright green with purplish pink margin and strongly

bluish glaucous when young as are also the petioles and

although it is a gram of secondary im-

portance. The Tartarian buckwheat (F .

tatdncum, Gaertn ) is occasionally scon It has smaller

and yellowish fls
,
and a smaller rough isIi, wavy-

angled fr. This species is often confounded with
forms of F esculentum, from which it is really easily

distinguished Buckwheat is a good cleaning crop for

weedy and hard lands. For general discussion of

buckwheat, consult Cyclo. Amer. Agnc.. Vol. II. See
Fagopyrum

BUDDING: Gra/tage
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BUDDL&LA (after Adam Buddie, an English bota-
nist) Syn

,
Buddlea Loganiacex Ornamental shrubs

or trees, chiefly grown for their handsome flowers pro-
fusely produced in showy panicles or globular heads
Woody plants or rarely herbs, more or less covered

with a stellate, glandular or scaly pubescence* lvs

opposite, short-petioled, entire or serrate, fls in racemes,
panicles or clusters, corolla tubular or campanulate,
4-lobed: stamens included, 4: fr. a ‘2-celled caps, with
numerous minute seeds —About 70 species in tropical

and temperate regions of Amer
,
Asia and S Afr

,
of

which only a small number of hardier species is cult

The buddleias are deciduous or sometimes half-

evergreen trees or shrubs with usually quadrangular
branches, narrow rather large leaves and small lilac,

violet, white or yellow flowers in showy panicles or
clusters None of the species is hardy North, but some,
as B. japomea, B David?

i

,
B Lmdleyana and B inter-

media will live through the winter, if protected with dry
leaves around the base, even if the stems arc killed

nearly to the ground, they will freely push toith young
shoots in spring, which usually flower the same year
The handsomest in flower are B Colvillei, B. Davidu,
B amihra, B qlobosa and B officinalis

They grow best in a rieh, well-drained soil, in a sunny
position, they are rather coarse plants and need much
space Propagation is readily effected by seeds sown in

spring in gentle bottom heat, by greenwood cuttings
under glass, or by hardwTood cuttings taken off

in fall and kept during the winter in a frost-

proof room
INDEX.

asiatna, 7
capitata, 9
Colvillei, 10
cuni/lora, 1

Davuln, 4
lobosa, 0
eterophylbi, S

insignis, 2

A. Corolla small, with long, narrow tube,

l
-

2-?4in long

b Fl*> m panicle.s.

r Color violet or lilac

d Lvs qlabious or only slightly grayish

toimntose bent nth stamens inserted

lx lou > the middle of the tube

1 japdnica, Hemsl (B < urviflora, Andie,
not Hook A Ain) Three to 6 ft, with
crpieadmg quadrangular, winged branches
lvs ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, remotely
denticulate or coarsely dentate, slighlly

tomentose or nearly glabrous beneath, 3-6
in long fls m dense, terminal, pendulous
racemes, 4-8 m long, corolla slightly

curved, lilac with grayish foment um out-

side Japan I II 17 25. RH 1870, p.

337; 1878, p 330

2. intermedia, Carr. (B japdnica x
B Lmdleyana ) Hybnd of garden origin,

similar m habit to B japomea Lv s ovate-
oblong, dark green above, 4-5 in long fls.

violet, in slendei, arching oi pendulous racemes, 10-20
m. long It II 1873.131 Var insignis, Rehd {B in-

signis, Carr ), has the upright habit of B Lmdleyana
Branches distinctly winged: lvs. oblong -lanceolate,

often in 3’s racemes erect, rather dense, 4-6 in long,

usually pamclcd at the end of the branches, with rosy
violet fls It II. 1878:330

3. Lindleyina, Fort (B sahcifbha
,
Hort.

,
not Jacq )

Three to 6 ft lvs ovate or oblong-lanceolate, acumi-
nate, remotely denticulate, pale green beneath, and
slightly pubescent or glabrous, 2-4 in long racemes
dense, erect, 3-5 in long; corolla purplish violet, slightU
curved, pubescent outside China BR 32 4 F S

2:112. P.M. 14.5. RH 1846.201. Var sinuato-den-
tita, Hemsl Lvs. sinuately-dentate. China

dd. Lvs. densely white or yellowish tomentose beneath:
stamens inserted slightly above the middle.

e Tomentum close.

4.

Davidii, Franch (B varidbilis, Hemsl ). Fig. 675.
Three to 8 ft * lvs nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate
or lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely serrate, whitish-
tomentose beneath, 4-10 in long fls in dense, terminal,

erect or nodding panicles, 4-6 in long or in some varie-

ties longer, corolla lilac, with orange-yellow mouth,
glabrous outside Aug

,
Sept China B M. 7600 R H.

1898 132, 1902, p 383 G C ill. 24 139. Gn 55 428;

64, p 153. MDG 1908 136 —A very handsome spe-

cies with showy and fragrant fls appearing m great pro-
fusion in late summer, several variel ies differing from the
type which has rather lax panicles of k'ac-purple fls with
an orange eye not very marked, by larger and denser
panicles and brighter color Var Veitchikna, Rehd. (

B

varidbilis var Veitchiana, Hort ) More robust, erect at

first, later gracefully arching, with denser and larger

clusters of bright mauve-colored fls with a bright orange
eve, begins to bloom early in Aug J H S 27 182 J H.
Ill 45 381. GM 5145 GW 16, p 538 Var mag-
nffica, Rehd. A Wilson (B varidbilis var magnifica ,

Wilson) Similar to the preceding has larger deep
rose-purple fls. wnth deep oiange eye and the margin

of the petals reflexed, panicles very dense, begins
to bloom about the middle of Aug Gn 68, p
161; 69 288 RB 33 281 FSR 3, p 339

52 668 Var superba, Rehd A Wilson {B.

varidbilis var superba, DeCorte) Color of fls

like the preceding variety but petals not reflexed

at the margin and panicles larger R B 35 12
Var. Wilsonii, Rehd A Wilson {B varidbilis var
WUsonn, Hort) Tall and arching, with longer

and narrower lvs panicles drooping rather loose,

sometimes attaining 30 in. length, corolla smaller,

bright rose-lilac with bright orange eye,
corolla-lobes half upright and reflexed at
the margin in full bloom through Sept

,

the latest of all There are also other
named varieties

5.

officinalis, Maxnn Shrub, to 8 ft

branchlets nearly terete, grayish tomen-
tose* lvs oblong to linear-lanceolate, 2-6
in long, entire or serrulate, grayish pubes-
cent above, whitish oi fulvous tomentose
beneath fls lilac with orange eye, fra-

grant, in terminal panicles usually 4-6 in

long, consisting of short-peduncled dense
clusters, corolla over V^in long with a
blender tube pubescent outside and within
and tw ice as long as the oval obtuse lobes

W. China. BM 8401 GC III 49 *200

—Tender; flow*ers during the winter in the
greenhouse like B asialica Page 3566.

ee. Tomentum fluffy, white or yellowish:

stamens inserted just below the mouth.

6 nivea, Duthie Shrub, to 8 ft
*

bianchlets, the under side of the lvs and
infl densely covered with a pure white woolly' tomen-
tum lvs ovate-lanceolate, 4-9 in long, acuminate,
coarsely serrate, glabrous above fls lilac or purple,

small, in long terminal panicles; corolla with the tube
tomentose outside, glabrous within except at the
mouth Aug., Sept W. China. G C. III. 38.275.

—

Very distinct on account of its white fluffy tomen-
tum, but fls less showy than m most other species,

nearly embedded in the fluffy tomentum of the infl.

Tender. Var yunnanensis, Rehd. & Wilson (B . macros-
idchya var yunnanensis, Don) Tomentum less fluffy,

yellowish, lvs pubescent above fls larger; panicles
usually solitary . W. China

intermedia, 2
jupomea, 1

Lmdleyana, 6
macrostaihya

,

0
unul iKfiseanonsiH, 8.

munition, 4
lurmda

, 7
nivea b

onoinahs, 5
sahnfoha, 3
mnuato-dentata, d
Miiperba, 1

lanabi/in, 4
Veitchiana, 4
WiNonn, 4
yunnanensis, G.

675
Buddleia Davidu (vk)
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cc. Color white: stamens inserted just above the middle of
the corolla.

7. asi&tica, Lour (R netrmla, Ro\bg.) Shrub or

small tree, branehlets terete with white or buff-colored

tomentum when young lvs. lanceolate, 4-8 m long,

acuminate, entire or serrulate, glabrous above, white
or buff tomentose beneath : fls white, very fragrant, in

slender drooping panicles, 3-6 in. ’ong and usually

several at the end of the branehlets; corolla with the

tube villous outside and spreading suborbicular erose

lobes or in a less desirable form with ovate, erect and
entire lobes Jan

,
Feb China, India, Java B M.

6323 G C III 39 106 Gn 69, p. 89, 76, p 80 J.H.
Ill 52 180 G W 10, p 502 —A very desirable green-

house shrub on account of its slender spikes of deli-

ciously fragrant white fls in winter. If prop early in

spring, transplanted several times or planted out dur-

ing the summer, the plants will be of sufficient size in

autumn to flower the following winter.

ccc. Color yellow.

8. madagascariensis, Lam. (R. heterophijlla, Lindl.).

Straggling shrub, 6-20 ft
,
with densely tomentose

branehlets* lvs ovate-oblong, rounded or slightly

cordate at the base, acuminate, entire, dark green and
lustrous above, whitish or yellowish tomentose beneath:
fls tomentose outside, in large terminal panicles, ap-
pearing during the winter Madagascar. BR. 15:1259.
B.M. 2824—Hardy only in subtropical regions. Some-
times cult, m Calif, and used as a half-climbing plant
to cover unsightly objects.

bb. Fls in globular heads.

9. glob&sa, Lam (B capitata, Jacq.). Three to 10 ft.

with the branches and lvs. beneath yellowish tomen-
tose: lvs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, crenate,

rugose above, 3-7 m. long* fls. orange-yellow, in dense,
long-peduneled, axillary heads at the ends of the
branches, fragrant Chile. B M. 174. Gn. 33, p. 369.

G 28 505 G M 53 979. F S R 3 335 (habit) —A
graceful and very distinct shrub, standing some degrees
of frost.

aa. Corolla with broad cylindrical lube, limb over 1

in. broad.

10 Cfilvillei, Hook & Thoms Shrub, occasionally

tree, to 30 ft . lvs. elliptic-lanceolate oi lanceolate, ser-

rate, pubescent, and pale or gi ayish green beneath, 5-7
m long panicles broad, pendulous

;

12-18 in long;

corolla purple or crimson, with white mouth B M.
7449. RH 1893*520. I.H. 41:10 FS 14 1487. J H.
III. 31 85—The most beautiful of all buddleias, and a
very desirable shrub for warmer temperate regions;

only older plants flower freely.

B albi/ldra, Hemsl (B Hemsleyana, Kochne) Allied to B
vanabiln Shrub or small tree, to 30 ft lvs lanceolate, 5-9 in.

long, glabrous above, white or yellowish tomentose beneath fls.

small, lilac, in elongated spikes, sometimes to 20 m long W China.
G 27 501 —Less handsome than B variabihs fls not white, as the
name implies, given under the impression that the fls were white.—B. amenedna, Linn Shrub, 8-12 ft lvs. ovate to oblong-lanceo-
late, cuneate at the base, glabrous above, yellowish tomentose be-
neath, 4-10 in : fls in terminal densely tomentose panicles consist,

ing of sessile subglobose clusters ilex to Peru —B aunculdla,
Benth. Straggling shrub petioles auriculate, lvs oblong-lanceo-
late, entire or denticulate, grayish white tomentose below, 1^-3
in long fls cream-colored, fragrant, tomentose outside, in termi-
nal compact panicles, stamens above the middle S Afr G C.
II. 16 633, III 6 529 IT 1 20 Tender —B brasilUnsvs, Jacq f.

Upright shrub sts quadrangular lvs ovate to oblong-deltoid,
crenate-serrate, white-tomentoso bc'ow, 4-8 in long, decurrent
into the winged auriculate petiole fls or mge-yellow, pubescent
outside, in axillary clusters, forming terminal narrow panicles;
stamens just below the mouth Mex to Brazil B M 2713 Ten-
der.—B columbue, Andr6 Upright shrub, similar to B Lindley-
ana Lvs narrow - lanceolate, entire, 4-8 in long, glabrous fls.

white in terminal slender panicles, corolla with spreading lobes
slightly shorter than the coiolla-tubo Spring Of unknown origin
RH 1901, p 37 Tender

—

B crUpa, Benth =B pamculata

—

B.
Hemsleydna, Koehne=B albiflora—B paniculdia, Wall. (B
enspa, Benth ). 6-15 ft fls, lilac, in rather dense panicles branches
and lvs tomentose B M 4793 F S. 9 958 —B pulchttla, N E.
Br Shrub, 2 ft . branehlets terete, tomentose lvs hastate, irreg-

ularly lobed, or rhomboid to lanceolate, 1-2 in long, pubescent:
fls white with orange eye, fragrant, in terminal panicles, 2-2 >3 in.

long, corolla with slender tube, pubescent outside S Afr (?)

—

B.
salicifbha, Jacq =Clnhanthus arboreus —B saltgna

,
Willd —Chil*

lanthus arboreus —B stenostachya, Rehd & Wilson Allied to B.
nivea Less fluffy lvs oblong-lanceolate
and slender: fls larger, anthers mserted
tube W. China.

panicles usually 3, long
ibovo tho middle of the

Alfred Rehder.

BUDS. A bud is an incipient shoot or short growth-
axis concealed by the closely investing leaves, or leaf-

parts, that it bears. The foliage-shoots and flower-

shoots of all seed plants arise from buds. The leaves

converge over the true stem-apex or growing-point.

The essential thing is that this growing-point con-

(

tinues the terminal growth and
gives rise laterally, behind the point,

to new leaves, m the axils of which
buds may be formed ultimately. In
the plumule of the seed the first

jSjjE bud activity is manifest, and thence-
forth a bud marks every growing

I Normally the leaves arise back ofI the stem-apex, first as small pro-
M* tuberances, which soon flatten later-

ally. They grow faster than the
stoii' -apex, and by moie rapid

Hj growth on the under surface they
HI bend over, forming for the time a
Hi part of the bud or bud-cluster of

Hi leaves which effectively protects the

.... delicate tip In many herbaceous

lift, P'f'f,
the shoot elongates through-

leaf-bud on the right,
out the growing period, so that
each leaf or whorl of leaves in turn

has a more or less equal work as a part of the bud
As the apex elongates and each leaf develops, greater

•growth on the inner (upper) surface effects its com-
plete exfoliation Using favorable material, one may
completely dissect the bud, laying bare the growing-
point, which may be readily examined with a hand-
lens. Either of the little pondweeds commonly culti-

vated, Elodea oi Ilippuris, may be used for this purpose.
The buds which are commonly most conspicuous and

at the same tune most highly specialized are the “rest-

ing’’ buds of temperate shrubs and tiees Such buds
are often scaly buds, and they are charactenstic of all

climates in which theie is an inteiruption to growth,
either through cold or dryness In this case the stcin-

apex and younger leaves are normally inclosed by per-

sistent more or less indurated leaf-parts modified as

bud-scales Resinous secretions may accompany the
scales and the younger leaves may be covered with
hairs The size, form and minute characters of such
buds vary widely, but obviously they are, in general,

wondrously efficient in the resist-

ance exhibited towards rigorous jM. A
climatic conditions The lm- a mEm JmZ
portant point is that the bud- W if

structures quite effectually pro- jEflegg E'r]

vent drying out of the young fjp
shoot which is there tucked a #!

Particularly interesting is the Hb||
fact that tho resting-bud of many aHw mj|
trees includes in miniature the Jpfjl?
entire vegetative or flowering Wfimll Hi
shoot of the next season In fijftl ill

such case the rapid elongation wk||
of the axis and unfolding of leaves BjL
in the spring is soon followed H!j| V

by the formation of a new rest- R|||l mff
mg-bud wherein the shoot of l||| Mf|
another year is gradually differ- Hi
entiated hivery gradation oc- 677> Pear twigs —
curs between this type and the fruit-buds on the left,

typical active bud of annuals. leaf-buds on the right.
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Interest m buds centeis m their spring activity, FIs. small, usually dark purple or greenish, m umbels
properly m the awakening and growth resulting when or cymes, petals 5, long-clawed, hooded and oddly
the conditions have remained favorable sufficiently appendaged at the top fr a 5-celled, globose spiny
long Leaves and axes enlaige and elongate rapidly, woody caps One species is catalogued m S Calif* B.
bursting asunder the dead scales and often carrying urticifdlia, Schum

,
fiom S Brazil, Argentina* Chmb-

foiward the expanding youngei ones The growth of ing shrub; branches grooved, spiny, nearly glabrous:
the younger scales exhibits lvs long-petioled, cordate-ovate, acuminate, coarsely
the true natuie of these serrate, appiessed-hany on both sides: fls. Y~Yi in.

structures, some of which aie across, 3-5 in a stalked umbel
found to be leaf petioles, some
petioles with minute blades, BUFFALO BERRY (Shepherdia argtntea, Nutt
and various othei modihca- Ixpnrgyrxa argentea, Gieene). Elxagridcex Fig. 680.
tions occur. Many resting- A shrub 6 to 18 feet m height, native from Mam-
buds are awakened fiom their

comparative inactivity by a
few da) s of favorable weather.

,
These aie “early” flowers,

678 Sections of pear and of this type are the lilac

buds—fruit-bud on the left, and the golden bell Other
leaf-bud on the right buds require a longer period,

such as the oak and the hick-

ory It is not strange, therefore, that some plants lend

themselves readily to eailv forcing by etherization, the
hot water treatment, and the like, while others are
with great difficulty forced

In the preceding, more specific mention has been
made of buds which develop leafy shoots, that is of

leaf-buds It is clear, however, that the resting-bud,

as well as an herbaceous bud, may develop a single

flower, as in the pearh, a cluster of flowers, as in the
red maple, or a shoot with leaves and flowers, as in the
apple and Norway maple The occurrence of leaf- and
flower -buds with respect to the age of the tw*ig and the

relation of pruning to bud disposition are questions of

special hoiticultuial interest, but cannot receive con-
sideration in this brief account Illustrations of flower-

buds and leaf-buds are shown in Figs b70-679
Buds are normallv produced terminally and in tin*

axes of leaves, the latter anangeimnt therefore corres-

ponding to leaves
,
but under exceptional circumstances

they rnav arise from the growing tissue of anv member. 680 Buffalo berry (x 2
v)

Buds from the roots of the s\\i_et potato and dahlia arc

important in propagation, likewise are those produced toba and .Saskatchewan south to Colorado, Nevada and
New* Mexico, now glow n in the upper Mississippi Valley
and noithwaid for rts abundant acid fiuits

The buffalo berry was brought into use early, men-
tion being made in Ilovev’s Magazine of Horticulture
for 1841, page 251, of its being frequently cultivated
It is a handsome ornamental shrub, with silvery foliage
and red berries Occasional plants aie found with yel-

low* fruit The plant is dioecious, theiefore, care should
be taken, if fruit is desired, to plant both staminate and
pistillate plants Western nurserymen are beginning
to offer these tw*o kinds of plants separately in the
ratio of one staminate to four pistillate plants, but the
best proportion is not yet known Many persons who
plant the buffalo berry are disappointed by securing
only one sex The staminate or male plants may be
known in their winter condition by the dense clusters
of rounded flower-buds, the pistillate or female plants
by the smaller, flattened, fevvei, more slender flower-
buds.
The fruit vanes greatly in size, quality and season,

and is gathered m large quantities for culinary use It
makes a delicious jelly Some berries are of sprightly
flavor, good for eating out of hand They can also be
dned for winter use The fruit is generally considered
better when touched by frost, less sugar being lequuod.

Duckwoith <fc Co m Duooah 679. The name is said to have come from the custom of eat-
Buds of mg the berries as a sauce with buffalo meat in the early

BUETTNERIA (D S Aug Buettner, the peach days The buffalo beny makes a fine thorny hedge,
1724-1768, German botanist) Bytlnena bud^s a that is both useful and ornamental
Sterculincex About 50 herbs, shrubs or leaf -bud It is found that sptouts received as dug up in the
trees of diverse habit, native to eastern and * nd the native thickets from various parts of the Northwest
western tropics, scarcely known in cult b^ s „

l

do not always transplant satisfactorily, a year in a
Some are prickly climbers or scramblers, fruit -buds. nursery row gives them better roots and secures an

ny tiie leaves ot ooitain species ol isegonia

As a matter of fact, buds onginating fiom
intei nodes, roots and leaves—so-called ic-

geneiativ e-buds —sue not uncommon, but

the development in such situations occuis

as a rule only when normal buds aie not
present

Bud-> with the leaves and leaf-parts sui-

rounding them aie sometimes organs of

food- accumulation The typical bulb is

little moie than a fleshy bud, and there aie

all gradations between the t> picul bulb and
the topical tuber—the latter with many
buds Small bulb-like buds occui m Lihuni
bulbiferum and a few other plants, and they
are always impoitant m piopagation It

requires no stietch of the imagination to

classify the edible shoots of biussels sprouts

among unusual buds, and from this it is no
great leap to the monstrous “bud” of the

cabbage
Literature Bailey, Lessons with Plants,

The Macmillan Company; Strasburger {d

al ), A Text-Book of Botunv, The Macmil-
lan Company, Peioivjd, Agucultuial Botany,
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even stand when set in their permanent place. Seed-
lings are better rooted. Seedlings are easily raised from
seed washed free from the pulp m the fall and stratified

lor winter, keeping in sand in a box buried just beneath
the surface in a well-drained spot m the garden. There
should be holes m the box for free diainagc and the
planting should be done very early m the spring In
Bulletin No 88, June, 1904, of the South Dakota Experi-
ment Station, Plate 19 shows a field of 7,500 buffalo

berry plants of the first generation under cultivation.

These plants were raised from seed gathered along the
Missouri River of South Dakota, where buffalo berries
are especially abundant. However, under cultivation the
plant does not respond, as regards early bearing, as
quickly as its near relative the Siberian sandthorn Qhp-
pophac rhamnoidcs) It was found that the buffalo ber-
ries can be worked on the Russian form of oleaster

(ELeagnus angustifolia). The fault of the buffalo berry
is its small-sized fruit and the difficulty of gathering it,

owing to its numerous thorns, but it has been and is an
abundant source of pleasant fruit to thousands of set-

tlers m the newer regions of the West The fruit vanes
greatly in size and degree of acidity, affording oppor-
tunity for selection work in its native home along the
Missouri River and tributaries. n. j; Hansen.

BUGBANE Ctmicifuffa

BULB, BULBS. A bulb is a thickened, fleshy, and
commonly subterra ican bud, usually emitting roots
from its under side. The office of the bulb is to carry
the plant over ?n unpropitious season, as over winter
or a dry period
True bulbs arc either tumeated, formed m rings or lay-

ers, like those of hyacinths and onions (Fig 681 ), or scaly,
like those of some liliums (Fig 682), but as popularly

understood and in commer-
cial parlance, the term bulbs
applies to a large class of

flowering and ornamental
bulbous-like plants in their

dormant condition, during
which period they arc col-

lected, dug, stored, shipped,
sold and planted, like so

many potatoes This class

includes, m addition to the
true bulbs, many that are
botanically known as corms,
which are solid, as crocus and
gladiolus (Fig 083), tubers
which are succulent and have
the buds or eyes near the
surface, as the dahlia and
potato (Fig 084); rhizomes,
fleshy, creeping underground
stems like certain ins, ginger,

and many wild plants (Fig

685), pips, the flowering
crowns of hly-of-the-valley;

and certain other dormant
fasciculated fleshy roots like

those of peonies, ranunculus,
and the like A variety of

bulbs is shown in Fig 686.

The true or feeding roots

grow generally from the base
of the bulb, the stems, flowers

and foliage from the crown
There is an exception to this

m certain lilies, which throw out roots above the bulb
also (Fig. 687). The bulb is a storehouse for the
plant, wherein is formed, after flowering, new stems,
leaves and flowers. In fact, the bulb contains a new
lant,, which is protected and sustained within the
ulb by the reserve food and energy collected therein

during one season for the plant’s successor. After the

flowering period, the plant above the bulb and the roots

beneath it ripen off and die away The bulb is then in a

dormant condition. It is during this state of rest, lasting

approximately from three to six months, that bulbs

are taken out of the ground and ti unspoiled easily and
safely from continent to continent, it required, after

which the incipient roots, stems, toliagc and flowers

may develop with as much luxuriance and perfection as

if the bulb had remained in its original environment.
Bulbous flowering plants (bulbs) aie very popular

with flowet -loving people 'Then' is a particular charm
and interest m growing them As a mle, they produce
flowers of remaikable beauty, unsurpassed by any
other class of plants, and many of them ai e deliciously

fragrant They comprise an endless variety in habit,

form, size and color, are adaptable for man> pui poses,

and many of them flower equally well under either

garden or house culture Soon after their beauty fades

they die away, or may be lemoved; and in the inter-

val, their places may be occupied by othei seasonable
flowering plants. Not the least, among the merits of

bulbs is their ease of culture, and the great certainty

and perfection with which their flowers art' produced,
under suitable conditions

Among bulbous plants are many that are sufficiently

hardy to withstand the seventy of our northern winteis

The kinds that are suitable are nearlv all dormant in

the fall, which is the proper time fot planting them, and
they will flower the coming season In Mai eh or earlier,

spring is ushered m with the blooming of snowdrops,
chionodoxas, anemones, srillas, crocus, winter aconites,

bulbocodiums and so on, followed m April with brilliant

hyacinths, tulips, narcissus and hosts of others In
April appear the unapproachable late tulips, poet’s

daffodils, dicontras and the like, followed in succession

until frost, notably with peonies, irises, hemerocallis,

lilies, montbrctias, tntomas and others

Gardeners usually think of bulbs as divided info two
classes,—hardv and tender, or those that stand freez-

ing and those that do not, There is a class fiom South
Africa known as Cape bulbs, which usually bloom in the
fall There are now so many improved hybrids and
breeds that arc crowding out the types, that the term
“Cape bulb” has lost its significance m this country. In
the present at tide, bulbs are treated under the follow-

ing general heads Hardy spiing bulbs for design bed-
ding, hardy bulbs in the heibaeeoux garden, mixed
flower-border or lawn, subsequent treatment of out-

door bulbs, summer- and autumn-flowering tender
bulbs for spiing planting, bulbs for flowering m the
house and greenhouse; the forcing of bulbs, other in-

door methods; subsequent treatment of foieed bulbs;

keeping dormant bulbs, tubers, and the like, propaga-
tion of bulbous plants; hints on buying and selecting

bulbs, catalogue of bulbs.

Hardy spring-flowering bulbs for design bedding.

The only bulbs adapted t,o geometrical bods are
Dutch hyacinths and tulips It is not best to use both
in the same bed for really fine effects For display bed-
ding in parks, public squares, and like places, only
solid bright contrasting colors as a rule arc used, since

brilliancy of coloring is advisable when the taste of
large erow'ds must be considered This limits the
selection in hyacinths to dark ciunson, rosc-ied, pink,

purple, blue, lavender, white and yellow (the lattei is

seldom satisfactory), and in tulips to dark blood-red,
scarlet, rose, blush-pink, yellow, white, and a bluish
claret, which last is seldom used On private grounds
many beautiful effects can be obtained by the use of

the softer colors, particularly in beds that are situated
in partial shade In ordering the bulbs for this style of

beading, ’t is important to select kinds that bloom at

the same time and are of uniform height; and in the
case of hyacinths to choose varieties with a strong stem,

681. Onion bulbs.

of the bulb, or the eyes.
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for many sorts arc liable to fall over from the weight of
the spike and are quickly soiled when they lie on the
ground If the item of expense is to be taken into

account, it is possible to use second-size bulbs of hya-
cinths, often listed as bedding sizes, with satisfactory

results, although only fine bulbs give fine bloom
In planting bulbs m “design beds,” it pays for the

extra trouble first to remove the soil to a depth of 6
inches, spade up the lower
soil, using well-rotted manuie
and plenty of bone dust

worked m Then level off,

smooth, and eovor with an
inch of sand This prevents
the manure from touching the

bulbs, a .id allows the water
to drain away fioin immedi-
ate contact with them, thus
removing causes which may
lead to t heir decay Bulbs
set in this manner on the

682 Scaly bulb of Lilmm ««»d nmv Ik* placed in their

pardaimum exact position, alter which
the top soil is carefully re-

placed It is a difficult matter to set bulbs just 4
inches deep and 4 to 0 inches apart with an ordinary
trowel The planter is almost sure o< casionally to chop
off a jnccc ot a neighboring bulb or displace it Bulbs
planted in the manner advised, being all of an even
depth, will flower uniformly, often, when planted with a
trowel, some bulbs w ’ll be an inch too high and some an
inch too low, w’hieh in eailv spring makes considerable
difference in the time of blooming Besides, when
bulbs are planted with a trowel or dibble, there is dan-
ger of “hanging” a bulb occasionally, where it may
perish on account of not touching bottom

Hardy bulbs in the hobaceous garden
,
mixed flower-

bordei
,
or lawn

The mixed border is a favorite place for most hardy
bulbs They should be planted in hi tie colonies here
and theie among the hardy plants and shrubs, and it is

here that bulbs seem to thine and gne the most pleas-

ure \s spring appi caches, the somber winter biowns
and dull greens of the deciduous and o\ergreen plants

are suddenly transformed into an unmaled setting,

studded with brilliantly eoloied and fragiant flowers,

the centrists being exceedingly effective and cheery;
and besides, from the bolder one does not hesitate to

out a few flowers for the house foi fear of spoiling the
effect, as would be the ease in formal bedding Fuither-
inore, bulbs seem to do better and last longer in a border
because the flow'd s aie cut freely m bud or when just

appioaehing their punie, which is the best possible time
for the benefit of the bulb, foi the efforts of any bulb
to form seeds weakens the bulb A hyacinth bulb that
matuies seed is virtually destroyed Then again, in an
herbaceous border the bulbs are not disturbed through
the necessity for replacing them with other flowering

plants, as such a mixed border w’hen properly planted
should do much itself to hide the withering leaves The
foliage then remains uninjured until ripe, thus ful-

filling its duty of recharging the bulb with new energy
for the next season’s display Of course, after three or

four years, the bulbs should be divided if they have
grown and spread, and judgment must be used to

determine when the lifting should be done with the
least injury to the other permanent subjects in the
border It is best, perhaps, to associate with the bulbs
plants that are not seriously injured by being moved

Bold clumps of the taller bulbous plants are very
effective on the lawn, where beds of one kind should
be isolated, and be given a position not too prominent
nor too near. The object desired is a mass of one color,

which at a little distance is more striking on account of

the contrast with the surrounding green grass and trees.

Among the best hardy bulbous plants for this purpose

are: hemerocalhs, such lilies as candidum, Henry i,

tigrmum, speciosum and auratum, also dicentia, crown
imperials, montbretias, tntomas, peonies, and Kaemp-
fen and germanica irises.

Bulbs planted right m the sod on the lawn make a
very pleasing picture when in bloom m the early spring

Make patches here and there of golden, white and
purple crocus, the little ehionodoxas, snowdrops, ScilUt

arruena
,
winter aconite, snowflakes, bulbocodium and

triteleia. These grow, increase, bloom and ripen the

foliage mostly before it is necessary to use the fiuvn-

mower. so that the surface of the lawn m summer is not
marrea. The bulbs may be dibbled m when the ground
is moist and soft during the fall rains, but it is better to

cut and turn back the sod heie and there, plant the

bulbs under it, then press the sod bar k again
For parks, groves and wild outfy ing grounds beyond

the closely clipped fawn, a very happy style of “natural-
izing” bulbous and other plants is coming much into

vogue Such bulbs should be used as can be planted in

quantity, twenty-five to a hundred or more of a kind m
a patch, and only those should be used which are hardy,
and will flowrer and thnve and increase under neglect.

Fortunately, there are many bulbous plants that suc-

ceed even better m such rough places than m the prim
garden Among them are hardy anemones, eamassia,

convallana, diccntras, erythroniums, funkias, certain

iris, liliums, poet’s narcissus, Von Sion end many other

narcissi, trilliums, and numerous others

In regard to the preparation of beds for hardy bulbs,

planting and treatment, one can only geneialize De-
tailed directions suited to the different species, and also

varieties where treatment vanes, wall be found under
their respective headings m this Cyclopedia As a rule,

well-rotted manure (mind that it is well-rotted, not
fresh and heating) should be libei ally applied and dug
into the ground deeply It must be where the long,

feeding roots can get at it, and yet not touch the bulbs,

nor be too near their base This is easily accomplished
by removing a few inches of the top soil first, as de-
senbed under “Design Bedding” above If it is imprac-
ticable to do this, then it is not advisable to use iftanure

at all, for the bulbs are liable to come in contact with
it and become diseased Bone meal alone is then the
safest fertilizer to use, and it should be applied lavishly.

Most bulbs like rich food it properly applied Although
the embryo flowers were formed within the bulb the
season before, yet their size, luxuriance and brilliancy

this season depend largely upon the nutrition the roots

receive Liberal applica-

tions of manure water,
dMllliwhen the bulbs are m

^|||

is a common fault to
plant them too near the

notably the Californian
Humboldtu and^ Wash- /

best when 10 to 12 inches
deep, hyacinths, tulips, „„ Corm or Mlld bulb of
narcissi, and similar gladiolus,
large bulbs from 4 to 6
mcnes deep, smaller bulbs somewhat shallower. A
good rule to follow is to make the depth three times
the average diameter of the bulbs. Hardy bulbs root
during the fall and early winter, and if planted too
near the surface the freezing, thawnng and heaving of

the upper crust of soil in mild winters often causes the
bulbs to break from their roots, and, m consequence,
only inferior flowers are produced. When good cold
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weather has set in and a light crust has been frozen

on the soil, then cover the bed with leaves, straw,

marsh hay or reeds to a depth of about 4 to (i inches
This protects not only from severe freezing, but liom
equally injurious unseasonable thaws Do not put the
covering on too early, for it. might warm the soil so

that the bulbs would begin to grow and afterwaid be
injured from freezing. Gradually remove the covering

in the spring
The general run of bulbous plants thrive in a loamy

soil, inclining to sand. This soil attracts moist uie.

allows free drainage, and admits air If the soil is colu

and stiff, a liberal admixture of leaf-mold and sand, wuth
the addition of manure applied as previously described,

will be beneficial The texture of the soil should be such
that stagnant wniter will not remain around the bulbs,

as it tends to rot them, particularly when dormant. An
excess of humus is, therefore, to be guarded against
for most bulbs

While most bulbous plants thrive under the soil condi-

tions advised above, yet there are many exceptions.

Happy should be the man on whose giounds is found a
variety of soils and exposures, shade and sun A small
wooded valley or ravine, w ith a brook flowing through
it into an open, moist meadow, affords conditions suitable
for growing to perfection the greatest variety of bulbous
and other plants, many of which cannot, be enjojed in

the average garden The hyacinth is a notable except ion

in regard to soil conditions In Holland this bulb is grown
in pure sand, and soon becomes diseased m heavier soil

This should indicate that in this country plenty of sand
should be added to the natuial soil, and that the bulbs
should not be left m the ground during the summer
The sooner bulbs can be put in the ground after they

are ripe, the better for the bulbs, foi, no matter how
long they will keep, they do not improve when out
of the ground, but tend to dry out and lose vitality.

This is particularly true of the narcissi, winch give very
noticeably larger floweis when the bulbs are planted
early. All of the sorts having a strain of poeticus blood
begin the new root-growth almost as soon as they have
ripened, and are far better off if they can be in the
round early There are, howrever, many reasons why
ulbs cannot be planted as soon as ripe, and when they

are to be kept for ceitain purposes, they should be stored

as advised below Hardy spiing-flowering bulbs should
be planted in the open ground in the fall, not earlier

than six weeks before regular frosty and freezing nights

are expected. Plant as much later as necessaiy, provid-

ing the bulbs are keeping sound, but it is not advisable

to plant them earlier Cool weathei is necessary to

deter top growth, which is very liable to start after four
to six weeks of root develop-
ment; and >oung, succulent
top growth is apt to be in-

jured by the succeeding
ti cozing In Maine, Ontario,
\\ isconsin, and other north-
ern parts (about 45 degrees
north latitude), such hardy
bulbs as hyacinths, tulips

and narcissi, may be planted
in September. In New Jer-

684 Potato —Example of sey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
a tuber. so on (about 40°), plant

about the middle of October.
In the latitude of Richmond, Louisville, and St. IjOuis,

the middle of November is early enough In the lati-

tude of Raleigh, Nashville, and south, do not plant until

middle of December; and for the latter section let the
selection of bulbs run to late-flowering varieties, such as
Bizarre, Darwin, and late double tulips, late hyacinths,
late naicissi, and the like, for they arc not so likely to
be caught by the occasional freezing weatherm January
and February In this southern latitude, however, very
early-flowering bulbs, such as Roman hyacinths, Due

Van Tholl tulips, Early Polyanthus narcissi, and so on
if planted in September, are usually through blooming
before freezing weather begins South of the freezing
belt, hardy spring-flowrenng bulbs are not very success-

ful, as a rule, theie being no sufficiently cool weather to
deter top-growth and force loot-action first, without
which the floweis and foliage will not develop beyond
such sustenance as the bulb can supply, and this sus-
tenance is usually exhausted by the time the flower-

spikes are half grown But there are many half-hardy
and tender bulbs that aie more easily grown and flow-

ered in the South than in the North.

Subsequent treatment of outdoor bulbs

The treatment of bulbs after flowering is important
when the bulbs are to be used again, for it must never
be forgotten that the flowers and resources for the next
season are garnered within the bulb after blooming,
through the agency of the roots and foliage Imper-
fectly developed and matured foliage this year means
poor floweis or none at all next y ear, so it is best to

leave the bulbs alone until the lca\ es hav e died dow'n.

The further treatment depends upon the kind of bulbs
under consideiation Geneiallj speaking, one class may
be left in the giound toi a numbei of yeais, while
another thnves bettei if lifted annually and given a
short period of lest out of the ground Among this

latter class must, of course, be included tendei bulbs
which will not survive the w intei if left in the beds or
borders and which should be taken up in the fall when
matured Of the haidy bulbs, h>acinths and tulips

succeed best if lifted annually Late tulips in borders
may be left undistuibed for two or three jeais with
fairly good results, but the single early kinds ought to
be taken up each >ear

Lifting of any bulbs should novel be done before the
foliage assumes a decidedh limp and brown appeal ance
From that time on until the root-giow 1 h begins, they
may be taken up, cleaned, and stoied awa\, or diwded
and replanted at once The found method is ad\ isable

for hyacinths and tulips, the latter foi most ot the bulbs
on the list appended hereto When bulbs aie grown
commercially, this jeailv lifting is essential in order to
make provision for propagation bj division oi by offsets,

as the young bulbs matme more rapidl) and perfectly
when separated from the parent bulb When summer
bedding-plants are to be substituted, it is sometimes
necessary to remove bulbs before ripe In such cases,

the bulbs should be carefully taken up with a spade
Disturb the roots as little as possible, and do not cut
oi crush the leaves Ileel-in the plants in a shallow
trench in some half-shady out-ot-the-wa> place until

ripe, taking pams to avoid setting them too close in the
trench to set ure some air-space about the tops If the
soil adheres to the roots when taken from the beds, the
bulbs will be less affected by being disturbed betoie
matunng As soon as ripe, they should be dug up,
cleaned, and stored away A point to be kept in mind
is that it is safer to lift tulips too early than too late;

these bulbs should be taken up just, before the stems are
quite dry By doing so the protective skin about the bulb
is more likely to be retained during the tune the bulbs
are out of the ground Dai win tulips have especially

thin skins which frequently loosen anil come off entirely

if the bulbs are left too long, and then the bulbs tend to
become soft and flabby during the resting period Nar-
cissi should be taken up with whatever foliage has not
quite withered away, indeed, it is always wisest never
to cut a leaf from choice kinds, but to make plantings
of cheap kinds if leaves are wanted for cutting.

Summer- and autumn-jlovienng tender bulbs for spring
planting.

This class (tender) includes some of our showiest
garden flowers, which are almost indispensable They
are of the easiest possible culture. Planted m the spring,
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after danger from frost is over, m a sunny position in culture possible cannot make them produce more; but
good rich soil, they will flower with giQat certainty the good culture will develop such flowers larger and better
same season After flowering and iipening of the foliage, The ne\t most important essential—one might say
they should be taken up and stored foi the winter as the sei ret of success in flowering bulbs in hoube or
advised under “Keeping donnant bulbs” (p ,

r
>93) until greenhouse—is pei feet root-development before the tops

wanted next spring Among the more important species begin to giow To aid the uninitiated m this important
of this elass of bulbs are the under mentioned (those matter, we will illustrate When hardy bulbs are planted
marked F must be kept in a serm-dormant condition in in the open ground in the noi thorn states in the fall, the
a coldframe or greenhouse) Agapant hus (F), alstremena
(F), amorphophallus, anomatheea (F), antholyza
(F) ,

tuberous begonia, bessera, eoloeasia (caladmm),
cooper i a, crinuin, cypella, gladiolus, galtoma (Ilya-

cmthus candicans), boussingaultia (madeira vine),

montbretia, nemastylis, border oxalis, ormthogalum
(F), pancratium, nchardia (cal la), schizostylis (F),

sprekeha, tigridia, tuberose, watsoma, zephyranthes. /7^

Bulbs for flowering m the house and greenhouse ^
There is no class of plants that gives more satisfac-

tion for this purpose, with so little skill, than the
various bulbs Perhaps the most important class of

all bulbs for winter-flowering and forcing are certain

hardy and half-hardy kinds They are the most easily

managed of all, and need occupy no space m the win-
dow or greenhouse, excepting when inbud and bloom
Under suitable treatment, they flower with great cer-

tainty, and their flowering period may be hastened
(forced) or retarded at pleasure, so as to “bring them
in” for certain occasions, or to give a continuous suc-
cession of bloom There is a great variety of kinds of

bulbs to select from for this purjiose (see list of species

at. end of this article), yet the great demand, at this

writing, has centered on the following leaders, especial lv

for forcing purposes Allium ruapolitanum, A Hemuttu
grandiflorum, Anemone fulgent, convallana (lilj-of-the-

vallej), Frusta refracta alba, gladiolus “The Bride,”

*arl} single-flow ermg Dutch hyacinths and Homans,
Jampernelle jonquil, IAhum caminium, L llarrvm
and L iongiflorum Several narcissi are in demand,
notably among the large trumpet \aneties Emperor,
Empress, Golden Spur, Horsfieldn, and Spurnis major,
among the medium and small trumpets Sir N\ atkin,

Barm conspieuus and Poetieus omattis, of the doubles
are Von Sion and Orange Phuunx, of the Polyanthus
narcissi Paper White grand l flora (Tot us albus), and
double Roman (Constantinople) Of other species of

bulbs, Ormthogalum arabteum
,
sp'rea Gladstone, and

single and double tulips of the early \ anet les are m
demand In the classes of bulbs there is often a great

diveisity in the fitness of the varieties for forcing Cer-
tain sorts will be found best adapted to early forcing,

others to midseason or late work, anil in selecting bulbs
for forcing these characteristics must be taken into con-
sideration Besides this general division into early and
late forcing kinds, the skilled grower recognizes that
each variety has its own peculiar period when it is at

its best, if forced Many tulips and narcissi are very
fine if forced early and only moderately good if forced

late; the converse is equally true, for often an early

variety will do only indifferently well when it is used
for late work This characteristic is wrcll studied by one
of the largest forcers for the English market, who
devotes whole separate houses to particular varieties of

tulips, and puts m charge of each one man who knows
the whims of the variety he tends This should not,

however, deter anyone from attempting to force bulbs,

as success is sure to be gained if standard forcing kinds

are used, and the few important rules arc followed The
principles of culture for hardy bulbs for winter-flower-

ing are the same, whether only a few are grown in pots
for the window-garden, or whether they are to be forced

by the thousand by the florist. The first essential is to

secure the strongest bulbs Remember that the flowers

were formed within the bulbs the previous season. If

one buys bulbs of narcissi containing only one flower,

or hyacinths with only ten Pells on a spike, the best

weather above them is cool or cold, the ground beneath

685. Example of a rhizome—Smilacina racemosa. The figures

show the duferent years’ growths.

them is warmer, and the conditions are congenial for

root-action but deterrent to top-growth This results in

the perfect development of such flowers as the bulbs
contain On the other hand, when hyacinths, tulips,

naicissi, anti most other hardy spring-flowering bulbs
are planted in fall in our extreme southern states, they
may prove disappointing, because the weather is

warm, causing the flowers and foliage to begin to grow
before the roots, and as soon as such sustenance as the
bulb could supply lias been exhausted, the plant stops
giow mg and dwindles. When one grows bulbs tinder

artificial conditions, one must make them produce roots

first Failure to do thus is responsible for nine-tenths
of the disappointments.

\\ hen haidy bulbs are to be grown in pots for winter
blooming m the house or conservatory, the bulbs sHould
be potted as soon as they are procurable, between
August and November. Some writers recommend that
bulbs be planted in sucoossional lots to give later and
continuous flowers, but such advice is at fault, as
the bulbs tend to dry out and lose vitality when kept
thy too long. It is no trouble to retard the flowering of

hardy bulbs m winter, as hereafter described, without
keeping them out of the ground.
The soil should be rich loam Fresh manure cannot

be used Of thoroughly rotted manure, some may be
pulverized and worked into the soil, but it is safer to
use pure bone meal, one part to fifty of soil If the soil

is stiff and heavy, mix with it santl and leaf-mold or
peat The size of pots depends upon the kinds of bulbs.
A 5-inch pot is best for a first-sized hyacinth, or large-

bulbing narcissus, particularly the polyanthus type.
Tulips, small narcissi, and bulbs of a similar size,

vdnle they can go individually into a 4-inch pot, are bet-
ter when put three or more of one variety together m a
larger pot, as the soil retains a more even temperature
and moisture, and for this reason some prefer earthen
bulb-pans, which come in various sizes, from 8 to 18
inches m diameter In potting, place a little broken
pottery or lumps of "harcoal m the bottom for drainage,
then fill the pot with soil and shake it down, but do not
pack it Neither must the bulb be pressed or screwed
into the soil, else the soil will be packed under it so
that when the roots start they often raise the bulb out
of the pot Plant the bulb just deep enough that its top
will not show. Largo and soft bulbs, which are liable to
rot, may be set m a cushion of sand, and the bulb not
covered with soil until it has taken root and become
established (Fig 688).
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When planting mixed bulbs m the same pot, pan or

box, care should be used in selecting different varieties

chat will flower at the same time. An early-flowering

Due Van Tholl and a double Tourncsol tulip would
dower a month apart under the same treatment. Some
varieties of hyacinths, of narcissi, and of most species

of bulbs vary greatly m tune of blooming, which, of

course, would spoil the effect.

The farcing of bulbs

When florists force bulbs in quantity for cut-flowers,

they seldom use pots, but shallow boxes, or flats, of a
size to economize bench-room. Usually these boxes are

cut down from soap-boxes to a depth of 3 or 4 inches.

The bulbs are planted closely in these, from an inch to

2 inches apart, according to the kind. The tops of the

bulbs (excepting lilies) are kept about even with the top
of the soil. Give a thorough watering to help settle the
earth about the bulbs, but give no more water until

growth begins, for bulbs in a dormant condition resent

an excess of moisture. After the bulbs are potted, or

boxed, as described,* they should be placed in a cold-

frame or cold-pit to root. This is the most important
detail in flowering bulbs under artificial conditions.

686 Various types of bulbs and tubers

1 Tuberose. 2 Colorasia antiquorum (Cnlndxum evcidentum).

3 Easter Lily. 4 Jonquil 5 Gladiolus 6 Lilmm pardalinum.
7 Hyacinth. 8 Lily-of-the-Vallcy

Cover the pots, boxes or pans with 4 inches of sand,

ashes, rotted leaves, tanbark or similar substance, and
do not put the sash on until freezing weather, and
even then remove the sash on pleasant days. When no
eoldframe or pits are available, the pots may be cov-
ered as advised m a cool cellar, provided close attention
is given to be sure that the soil is maintained in a uni-

formly moist, but not wet condition. It is preferable

however, to sink them in the open ground Very fine

flowers were obtained from hardy bulbs when treated as
follows’ A trench a foot deep is dug m the garden where
water will not settle in it, and it is protected from the
north and west cold Three inches of coal-ashes is first

placed m the trench, to allow drainage and keep the
worms out. The pots are then placed on the ashes, the
earth is filled in about the pots, filling the trench round-
ing over When the weather gets cold enough to freeze

a crust on the soil, an additional covering of about 4
inches of rough stable manure, leaves or straw, is put
over. This cover must be heavy enough to keep the pots
from freezing, not that this will injure the bulbs, but
that it will be almost impossible to remove the pots if

the covering of earth freezes solid Care should be taken
that the sides of the trench do not fall m, depositing a
layer of earth over the leaves or other cover, which will

freeze hard enough to make removal difficult. Often
a simple cover of 8 to 10 inches of leaves directly
over the pots will be most advantageous if earth has
been worked in about the sides of the pots to retain

moisture No further attention is required, as every-

thing is congenial to perfect root-development, while
the weather is cool enough to check top-growth. Some
early bulbs, such as Roman hyacinths, Paper White
narcissi, Due Van Tholl tuhps, and the like, will root
sufficiently in hve or six weeks to be taken up for first

flowers, which should be out by Christmas or earlier,

but it is safer to allow all bulbs not less than eight
weeks for rooting. A fairly sure indication that the
bulbs are ready to be brought into heat is the appear-
ance of about an inch of top growth, and of an abun-
dance of roots through 1 he bottom of the boxes or through
the holes in the bottom of the pots Every two weeks
after the first removal of pots, or as needed, further

relays of rooted bulbs may be taken out for a contin-

uous display of bloom When the pots of hardy bulbs
have been taken up, place them m a cool greenhouse
or cool, light storeroom, with temperature not over
50° This temperature will allow the flower-stems and
foliage to grow, and at the same tune prevent the
opening of the flowers until the stems have attained
their proper height. The pots should be kept shaded
for several days until the top-growth has taken on its

natural green color, after which the pots may be taken
to a sunny, warm window, or wherever they are
wanted to flower. Bulbs treated in this manner will

produce perfect spikeo of flowers.

A practice often followed by florists early in the
season is keeping the bulbs in the dark and in

heat m order to draw out the flower stems to a proper
height This can often be accomplished by placing an
inverted pot over the tops, the light coming through
the hole in the bottom being sufficient to draw out the

stems If this is done, the bulbs must be watched to see

that the tops are all growing evenly, should some of

the bulbs get a start of the others, the pots must be
put in the light at once to avoid irregularity in flow-

ering For early work, this darkening, together with
strong bottom heat, will give longer foliage and stem
than if the bulbs are subjected to strong light when
first brought under glass But plenty of fresh air must
be afforded, and as the buds begin to show color the
pots must be removed to a cooler temperature to har-

den the growth, and enough light given to put color

in the foliage and the buds
A good rule to keep in mind m flowering hardy bulbs

is Temperature, 40° for roots, 50° for foliage and stems,
60° for best, flowers, 70° for quick development, 80° to

rush bloom with loss of substance and risk of “going
blind” (producing no flowers)

The except ions to the above advice are liliums and
hly-of-the-valley. The bulbs of IAhum Harrisn, L.

longiflorurn and the various sorts of L speewsum
,
m

addition to throwing out roots from the base of the
bulbs, usually form roots from the new stem just above
the bulb, and the plants and flow’ers derive much
strength from these top-roots So m potting lily bulbs,

it is best to put them down so deep that there will be
sufficient soil above the bulbs to entice and sustain the
stem-roots This may be done when the bulbs are pot-

ted, or 2 or 3 inches of soil may be added after growth
is under way and the stem-roots have begun to work
into the soil An advantage m the latter method is that
some fertilizer may be mixed with the new soil, and
sustenance provided when it is most timely. In other
respects treat the bulbs after pottmg as just advised.
Winter-flowering hly-of-the-valley forms no new roots

The thick, fleshy, fibrous old roots should be trimmed at
the bottom, leaving them from 2 to 3 inches long. This
allows them to absorb the abundant moisture with
which they should be supplied while the flowen? and
foliage are developing. They flower just as well in sand
or moss, or anything that retains an even moisture and
temperature, as they do m soil, but hly-of-the-valley

for flowering m the house or greenhouse requires freez-

ing before it can be successfully brought into flower.

Without freezing, many pips will “come blind,” or pro-
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duce malformed spikes So it is just as well for ama-
teurs to plant their pips an inch or two apait in pots or
bulb-pans, and plunge them m the garden, as recom-
mended for other nardy oulbs Florists generally
freeze their pips in refrigerators, or have them placed,

just as they arrive from Germany, 2,500 pips in a case,

in cold storage, in a temperature of 23° to 30°.

Half-hardy bulbs for winter-flowering and forcing

should be treated the same as hardy bulbs, except
that after potting they should be placed for rooting
where they will not freeze Vet they can go fairly close

to it and be all the better for it In northern states, a
coldframe or pit or cold greenhouse* to root them in is,

therefore, almost indispensable For tender winter- and
summer-flowering greenhouse bulbs, the culture varies
with almost every species, and as no general instruc-

tions would suit all kinds, the reader may refer to their

individual cultures given under their respective head-
ings m this Cyclopedia. (See list of species at the end
of this article )

Other indoor methods.

The flowering of bulbs m glasses, bowls (

r

unique pots, is alw’ays interesting Among tin*

most successful and interesting art* hya< inth
bulbs in glasses of water I

T
se early-flowering

single varieties only The seedsmen and dealers
in bulbs supply special hyacinth glasses for the
purpose They come in various
shapes, colors and decorations, and
vary in price from 20 cents to $1 50
each These are simply tilled with
fresh, pure water A lump of char-
coal thrown m absorbs impunties,
but it is not absolutely neeessaiv
The bulb rests m a cup-shaped le-

ceptacle on top of the glass In
filling, the water should not quite
touch the bottom of the bulb Put
in a cool, dark, airy place until the
roots have reached the bottom of
the glass, which should be m about
six weeks Do not place them in a
close, warm closet They must liav e

fresh air Vs the water evaporates,
fill the glasses, and change the water
entirely when needed to keep it

sweet and cleai After root ing, place
the glasses in a light stoic-room
where the temperatme aveiagos
about 50°, until the stems and foli-

age have developed, then remove to a warm, sunny win-
dow for flow en to open

r

! heie arc other kinds that, do
equally well when rootl'd m water, pioviding the largest

healthy bulbs aie chosen Among them aie sprekeha
(Jaeobiean lily), Trumpet narcissi Ilorsheldu and
Golden Spur, polyanthus naicissi Grand Monarque and
Glonosa, large bulbs of Homan hvaeinths, earlv single

tulips, and Mammoth Yellow' cioeus Hyacinths have
been flowered on a piece of vngin eoik floating in an
aquarium, a hole being cut through the cork for the
roots to reach the water The so-called “Chinese sacred
lily,” a variety of Polvanthus mucissus, grows and
flowers luxuriantly m bowls of water, provided they are

not placed in a dry, furnace-heated room, which will

cause the buds to blast before opening Sufficient peb-
bles or shells should surround the bulbs to prevent
them from toppling over.

Crocuses, Roman hyacinths, and lilies-of-the-valley

are very pretty when nicely flowered in columnar,
hedge-hog- or beehive-shaped hollow pots wit h holes for

the reception of the bulbs. A bulb is placed m front of

each hole from the inside, with the crown of the bulb
looking outward The pot is then filled with soil through
the large opening m the bottom, moss being pressed in

last to hold the contents in place, after which the pots
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are put outside for the bulbs to root, as explained for

other hardy bulbs for the house.
The growing of bulbs in moss fiber

;
a method intro-

duced by Robert Sydenham, of Birmingham, Eng-
land, is well deserving of attention by the amateur.
The great advantage of this method is that the bulbs
can be grown in decorative china bowls, without drain-

age, while the compost is clean to handle and, as the
bowls are not porous, they may be set about a room
without danger of spotting the most highly polished
woodwork. The compost is made up of moss or peat
fiber and ground oyster-shell in the proportion of tnree

parts dry moss to two parts of the shell; a little pulver-

ized charcoal added tends to keep the material sweet
The moss must be rubbed between the hands thoroughly
to break even small lumps and then mix the shell with
it very carefully, after which water should be slowly

added in the proportion of four quarts to each half-

bushel of the mixture When properly moistened the
compost should feel quite damp but no water will be

squeezed out if a small quantity is pressed tightly

in the hand. A few pieces of charcoal should be
placed in the bottom of the bow'l to keep the fiber

sw'eet, and the bowls should be filled to within about
an inch from the rim Cover the bulbs with an inch

or so of the mixtuie, taking care not to pack the
fibei in so doing, and place the bowls in a cellar or
cool room where they can have plenty of fresh air

For about three weeks the mixture
will itself provide sufficient mois-
ture, but after that time they must
be examined frequently, nothing is

so essential as keeping the fiber

umformh damp to tne very bottom
of the bowls but there must be no
water standing If dry for but a
da> theie is great risk of the bulbs
going blind I he treatment from
this point on is identical with that
given for bulbs grown m ordinary
potting soil

Subsequent htntment offorcwl bulbs.

After being forced or flowered in

the gicenhouse or window', hardy
bulbs are of little \alue, for most
bulbs suitable for the purpose have
attained their maximum size, and,
in consequence, are ready to break
up Florists usually throw* these

bulbs awav However, if space can
be spared for the bulbs to complete their growth
after flowering, and watering and temperatures are
watched, many of them can be matured to be utilized

afterwaids. The ripening of the foliage is as necessary
to forced bulbs as it. is to those grown in the open, and
to promote this the potted bulbs should receive enough
caie and nourishment to counteract the artificial con-
ditions under which they are grow n When it. is desired
to keep forced bulbs, the compost should be made some-
what richer at potting time After flowering, the pots
may be plunged out-of-doors, if freezing weather is over,
until the foliage has ripened Then the bulbs can be
shaken out and planted m the mixed Dordcr or about
the kitchen-garden, w’here some of them will recuperate
and give flowers for cutting within a year or two, and
e\cntually they will regain their vigor sufficiently to
be transferred to the bulb-garden. Yet writh most of the
bulbs the labor involved is scarcely commensurate with
the returns, and the bulbs might just, as well be dis-

carded at the beginning.

Keeping dormant bidbs, tubers, and the like.

Bulbs and tubers of the various species, as well as
their vaneties, vary greatly in size Some, like oxalis,

snowdrops, and chionodoxaa, often do not exceed half

687 The Easter lily throws out feeding-roots

both below and above the bulb
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an inch in diameter, while other bulbs, such as those of

Caladium esculentum, certain arums and crinums,
attain great size, frequently weighing several pounds
each. Such solid bulbs as those of tulips, hyacinths
and narcissi, will remain out of the ground solid and
plump, in a suitable place, for three or four months. The
larger the bulb the longer it will keep, as a rule. Large
ermum bulbs have been kept for fifteen months Still,

it is always better to plant the bulbs as soon as possible,

for, although they keep, they do not improve, and their

tendency is always toward diymg out and loss of vi-

tality.

Never keep bulbs packed air-tight. They are liable

to generate heat or sweat, mold or rot, or to start.

When solid bulbs are to be kept dormant for any length

of time, they should be stored away from bright light m
baskets, shallow boxes or slatted trays, protected from
rats or mice, m a room or cellar in which theie is a cir-

culation of fresh air and the temperature is as cool

as possible. Forty degrees is the desideratum for all

excepting tender bulbs Scale-like bulbs, as lihums, soon
dry out and shrivel, if exposed to the air for any length

of time; therefore, they are best kept in open boxes
packed with some substance that will retain a slight and
even moisture, such as sphagnum moss, rotted leaf-

mold, coconut fiber refuse, or moist sand, but they must
be kept cold to check any efforts to start.. Fleshy roots,

like those of peonies, and so on, should be treated like

the lily bulbs When a cold-storage room, with an aver-
age temperature of 36° to 10°, is available, it is the
safest place to carry over hardy bulbs and roots for

spring planting
Lily-of-the-valley pips are carried m cold storage

rooms of about 28** to 30°. The pips and packing
freeze solid; and here they are kept for months until

wanted for foicing When they aie removed, they
must be thawed out gradually and as soon as possible,

by plunging in cold water, before they are subjected to

any heat; otherwise, they are likely to rot For this

reason, “cold-storage pips*’ cannot be safely shipped any
distance in warm weather,
this often being the cause
of the countiy florists’ dis-

appointment in results

Tender dormant bulbs,

as begonias, gloxinias,

amaryllis, pancratiums,
tigndias, tuberoses, must
be kept in a warm, dry
atmosphere, not below
50°. The cause of tube-
roses not flowering is often

688 Bulb with a cushion of sand that the bulbs have been
beneath it to prevent decay. kept below 40°, which

destroys the flower germ,
although the foliage grows just as vigorously. Tender
tubers, such as dahlias and cannas, should be stored
in dry sand in a warm, dry cellar or under the green-
house bench.

Propagation of bulbous plants.

Bulbous plants increase usually in either of two
natural ways—from division or from seed. Increase by
division, with true bulbs and corms, is due, m the first

place, to the tendency these plants have after reaching
a certain age to break up mto a number of smaller parts,

each part making a new start for itself and developing
with time mto a bulb of flowering size In addition to

this breaking up, all bulbs, even those of young growth,
form tiny bulbels or offsets, throughout their tune of

maturing These bulbels appear in many ways, some
forming outside of the protecting skin of the mother
bulb, as in the case of the tulip and hyacinth, others
developing about the base of a newly-formed corm like

the gladiolus In this connection it is proper to note that
die formation of bulbs during the growing season varies

in that some kinds form an entirely new bulb, as the
tulip and gladiolus, and others merely add new tissues to
the old bulb and increase in size, as the narcissus and
hyacinth. As a rule, small bulbs obtained by this pro-
cess of breaking up do not have the vigor of those from
offsets, the younger a bulb is, the greater vigor it always
has, although the flower may not show its true size.

Whereas bulbs secured by division always come true,—that is, the flowers resemble that of the parent bulb,
allowing for the occasional variation due to “sporting”

—

propagation by seed is likely to give new varieties, dif-

fering m character from the original. Certain kinds of

bulbs, such as the seilln, chionodoxa, or frcesia, can be
propagated by seed and come true, unless cross-fertilized

Bulbs grown from seed take longer to mature than do
those from offsets, and for commercial purposes the
seed method is seldom employed except when the
raising of novelties is an object
Of the other so-called bulbous plants which are under

consideration here, the tuberous kinds increase natu-
rally by the development of new eyes which grow into

young plants as the old tuber decays, while the rhizoma-
tous sorts form new plants through the elongation and
branching of the miming underground stems accom-
panied bv the dying back of the older parts Artificial

propagation ot these kmds is an easier affair than with
true bulbs, as the separation of the new growth is readily

effected by division with a knife, or even with the
rougher use of a spade Such tubers as potatoes, bego-
nias and gloxinias can be cut mto small parts wherever
an eye has started, and these planted out separately
grow into new' plants \\ ith certain kinds it is a
frequent practice to dust over the tubers where the cut
has been made wuth sulfur or soot to prevent decay
Caution must be used in following this method, as too
frequent division of this sort results in weakening the
.vigor of the stock to be grown Several tubers, such as

Ihe dahlia and begonia, can be propagated either by
stem or leaf cuttings taken from the young growth

Artificial propagation of the hyacinth by cutting the
old bulb is the method employed in Holland, while
many lihums ar' increased by loosening the outer bulb
scales and inserting them in sand after the manner of

cuttings Certain bulbs like the tulip, as grown in Hol-
land, are subjected to heat after lifting, to ripen the
bulbs more thoroughly. Bulbs to be used for propaga-
ting are given a higher temperature, which arrests the
flowering and tends to increase the breaking up of the
mother bulbs. For special methods of propagating,
the reader should consult the articles on the various
bulbs throughout this Cyclopedia
The cultural treatment for the young bulbs is in gen-

eral the same as that prescribed for the older, larger

ones. The offsets need not, of course, be planted so far

apart, the very smallest being simply scattered in drills

as peas or beans are sown At first the soil should be
somewhat lighter than later on, and must always be kept
free from weeds and well cultivated The young bulbs
should be planted early, and when annual lifting is

practised they should be the first to come out of the
ground.
From an economic point of view it is doubtful

whether the so-called Dutch bulbs can be successfully

propagated and grown m America. The extremely low
cost of labor, and the rapid increase of stocks in the soil

and climate of Holland, together with the fact that the
secret of ripening the bulbs to perfection is known
thoroughly only by the Dutch, makes it improbable
that bulbs can be grown as well, or with a reasonable
profit, here m America.

Hints on buying and selecting bulbs.

As already said, bulbs can develop only the flowers
which were formed within them before they were ri-

pened. A bulb may be poor because not full-grown or too
young, or because grown in impoverished soil or under
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uncongenial conditions, or because it may not have
been matured when dug; or it may be injurea from heat-
ing, sweating, rotting or moldiness in storage or transit,

caused by improper curing or packing, or it mav be
dried out from having been out of the ground too long.

In the majority of cases m which poor bulbs are planted,

however, it is the buyer’s fault in procuring cheap
bulbs, which in many cases are second grades, lacking
age and proper size The commoner varieties of a spe-

cies usually propagate the fastest, and it is generally

these less salable varieties and inferior seedlings and cull-

ings from the named bulbs that go to make up most
“mixed colors” and “mixed varieties.” Therefore, for

best results, it is advisable to expend a given amount
of money for the hrst-size named varieties, rather than
for a larger quantity of cheaper seconds and mixtures,
unless, of course, the bulbs are wanted for large perma-
nent plantings, as in promiscuous binders for naturaliz-

ing, in which best flowers the first season are of secon-
dary consideration.

The best named hyacinths—“top roots,” as they are
called in Holland—require from four to six years to
attain full sue and give best flowcis Such bulbs,

according to the variety, should measure from 20 to 24
centimeters (8 to 10 inches) m circumference These
naturally cost more to grow than the younger second or
“bedding” grade of bulbs, measuring from 18 to 20 cen-
timeters (0 to 8 inches) There is a third size, ranging
from 1G to IS centimeters (1 to G inches), that goes in

mixtures, and a fourth sue (12 to 11 centimeters) that
goes out as “Dutch Romans,” “Pan Hyacinths,”
“Miniatures,” and so on Some growers even scale their

sizes a centimeter or two less than mentioned, to enable
them to quote lower prices Crocus, narcissi, tulips

and rnanv other bulbs are also sorted into sizes, ena-
bling the growers to catch all classes of buyers
A first-si/e crocus bulb should measure 10 centimeters

(4 inches) in circumference, and such bulbs produce
from mx to twelve flowers each A small, cheap bulb
produces only two or three flowers A narcissus bulb of

maximum size will produce from tlnee to five flowers

(sometimes more), and an inferior sue usually but a
single flower A white Roman h> acini h bulb 14- to 16-

centimcter size (o to G inches in circumference) wall pro-
duce three and often four spikes of firsts and several

seconds, while an 11- to 12-centimeter size will aver-
age only one first-grade spike and a couple of seconds,
or pel haps nothing but seconds The best hl}-of-the-

vnlfev pips bear from twelve to sixteen bells on a spike,

usually all firsts Cheaper inferior giades of pips have
seldom more than seven to ten bells If the florist or
planter wants the best bulbs, he must pay more money
for them, but they are cheapest in the end, for second-
grade stock takes up just as much room and requires

as much care, fire, anil other expenses It is the grade
of flowers called firsts that sell and pay a profit. The
supply of seconds is often so abundant that the
market price for them does not pay the cost of

the bulbs.

Mere size alone should never be taken as the standard
in judging bulbs, however, as in this respect there is

always a great difference among vaneties of the same
kind of bulb A plump, solid bulb, without any sus-

picion of flabbiness, will give far better blooms than one
without these qualities, but if size goes with them the
purchaser will be just so much better satisfied Further-
more, the selection of varieties is of importance since in

recent years a great many vastly improved varieties

in all classes of bulbs have been introduced The grow-
ers, nevertheless, because of the demand for the older

sorts, of which they have large stocks, continue to list

many kinds no longer wortli growing, unless cheap
bulbs are wanted. Attention ought also to be paid to

the fact that a number of varieties appear in the lists

under different names, a feature of the bulb trade

which often leads to great confusion although the relia-

ble dealers usually note synonymous names in such
cases. Cheap bulbs may often be secured through the
auction sales in fairly good quality, but it is utterly im-
possible to count upon these being true to name, or
even to color. The surest way to obtain first-class bulbs

689 A good pot of narcissi

is always to purchase from a trustworthy source, and
to state clearly, when buying, the exact purposes for

which the bulbs are intended and the amount which
the buj er desires to spend.

Catalogue of bulbi>

To aid in the selection of bulbs for particular pur
poses, is appended a list of the leading species that a*
piocuiable wh.le dormant (between the months speci-

fied) from seedsmen and bulb dealers, and a sign is

affixed to each to indicate the purpose for which the
species—or certain varieties in it—are adapted Some
kinds arc useful foi moie than one puipose, and such
have a corresponding number of signs For example:
If a selection of bulbs is to be made for winter-flowering

in the house, make a note of those to which an asterisk

(*) is affixed, then turn to their respective headings
in this Cyclopedia, where will be found other advice and
descriptions, lead all cult ui al instructions carefully,

and consult good gioweis and reliable dealers for the
most lecent vaneties m any species, remembeimg that
new varieties frequently appear.

For u'uit< r-floutring bulbs for gn enhouse or window, select from
spent* markid *

For summer- and fall-dowiring bulbs for pots for greenhouse
and olhtr decoration, siliet from speues marked f

For spring-flowering hardy bulbs for gardens, lawns, and the like,

select from spine* non kid J
For summer- and fad-flowering hardy bulbs for gardens, lawns,

and the like, select from species marked P

For summir- and faU-flowei mg (not hardy) bulbs for spring
planting in garden, and th< like, select from sptcus marked 3.

For tlimbing bulbous plants, sehet from sptcus marked H
Those marked h are hardy, mi, half-hardy, t, tender.

GENERA, ETC H AKDINES8
Abobra 1j 3 HH . Oct to Apr.
Achinienesf T Oct to Apr.
Agapanthus t 3

Alhuca t

HH Oct to Apr.
T ( >ct to Apr.

Allium * t 11 & HH Aug to Dec.
Sept to Nov.Alstrrpmeria f i Hll

Amaryllis * t T Oct to Apr
Amorphophallus 3 T Oct to Apr

Aug to Nov.Anemone * t H ft HH
Anomntheea £ HH Oct to Apr.
Antholy/u 3 HH Oct to Apr.
Apios «i

,| H . Oct to Apr.
\nsietna t HII Oct to Apr.
Arum * t . T Aug to Apr.
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GENERA, ETC. HARDINESS. DORMANT.
Babiuna * HH . .Aug. to Nov.
Begonia, Tuberous t 1 T . . .Oct to Apr.

HH ... . Oct to Apr.
Blandfordm * T . . Aug to Nov.
Bloomeria t . H .... Aug to Nov.
Bomarea H t HH . Aug to Oct.
Boussmgaultia U § T Oct to Apr
Bowieu f f HH Oct to March
Bravoa

f

IIu Oct to Apr
Brodisea * t HH Aug to Oct.
Bulbocodium X H Aug to Oct
Caladium t 9 T Oct to Apr
Calorhortus * X HH Aug to Nov.
Camassia

|| H Aug to Nov
Oct. to Apr

Chionodoxa * J H Aug to Oct.
Cblidanthus i HH Oct to Apr
Colchicum

|| . . H Aug to Sept.
Coramehna 8 HH Oct to Apr
Convallana * J. . H Oct to Apr
Cooperia 9. IIH Oct to Apr
Corydahs

||
H Aug to Apr

Cnnum t 9 T Nov to Apr
Crocosmia i HH Oct to Apr
Crocus * t H Aug to Oct.
Crown Imperial X H Aug to Oct.
Cummingia t T Aug to Oct.
Cyanolla t HH Aug to Oct.
Cyclamen persicum * T Aug to Nov.
Cyclobothra § HH Aug to Nov.
Cypella 9 .... T Oct to Dec.
Cyrtanthusf • • T Oct to Apr.
Dahlia § ... T Oct to Apr
Dicentra t . H Oct to March
Dioscorea || H Oct to Apr
Eranthis f H Aug to Oct.
Eremurux

||
HH Oct to \pr.

Erythromum % U Aug to Nov.
Eucharia f T Sept to Dec
Eurycles f T Oct to March
Freesia * HH Aug to Nov.
Fntillana * t . H A HH Aug to Oct
Galanthus * J H Aug to Nov.
Galtonia g ... HH Oct to Apr
Geissorhmi t 1IH Aug to Nov.
Gesnena * t • T Oct to Apr
Gladiolus § HH Sept to Apr
Gloriosa f f T Oct to Apr
Gloxinia t T Oct to Apr.
Griffima f T Oct to Apr
Hamiunthus f T Aug to Nov.
Helleborus X H Oct to Apr
Uemerocallis

il
H Oct to Apr

Romena g HH Aug to Nov
Hyacinth * t H Aug. to Nov.
Hymenocallis g f T Oct to Apr
Imantophyllum | .

.

T Oct to Apr
Ins, Bulbous * X H * HH . Aug to Nov.
Ins, Rhizomatous, etc J || H Oct to Apr
Ismene g t r Oct to Apr
Ixia * . HH Aug to Nov
Ixiohnon J H Aug to Nov
Jonquil * j H Aug to Oct
Lachenaha * . .

.

HH Aug to Oct.
Leucojum f ||

H Aug to Oct
Lilium * i| H Sept to Apr.
Lycoris g f H1I Oct to Apr
Milla g HH Oct to Apr
Montbretia

|| HH Oct to Apr
Muscana X H Aug to Nov
Ntrgdia * t T Oct to Apr
Narcissus * J H Aug to Oct.
Nctiiastylus g 1 Oct to Apr
Ncruic p 1 Vug to Nov
OrnU.hog.ilum * g H A HH Vug to Nov
Oxalu, for borders t 11H Sept to Apr.
Oxah , Winter-flowering * f HH Aug to Nov.
Peony

|| H Oct to Apr
Pancratium f g r Oct to Apr
Phtedranassa * T Oct to Apr
Polygonatum

|| II Oct to Apr
Puschkima J 11 Aug to Oct
Ranunculus * HH Aug to Nov
Richardia * f g 1 Sept to Dec.
Rigidella g T Oct to Apr
Sangumana t H Oct to Apr
Selmostyhs *• g . . . HH Oc t to Apr
Scilla X

* H A HH Aug to Nov.
Sparaxis * HH Aug to Nov.
Spirsca (Astilbe) * II Oct to Apr
Sprckclia * t g T Sept to Apr
Stcrnbergia

|| 11 . . . Aug to Oct.
Tecophilffia *.

.

HH . . Aug to Oct
Tigndia g T Oct. to Apr.
Trillium 11 . H Oct to March
Triteleia X HH Oct to Apr
Tntoma l| H Oct to Apr
Tntoma * HH Aug to Nov.
Tl*op8eolum, Tuberous * ^1 HH Aug to Dec
Tuberose i T . Nov. to May

GENERA., ETC. HARDINESS DORMANT.
Tulip * $ . h Aug to Nov.
Tydaea * f t . Oct to Apr
Urceolma f . t ... Oct to Apr.
Vallota t ... t Oct. to Abr
Watsoma * § hh Sept to Doc.
Zophyranthes * \ hh Aug. to Apr.

Peter Henderson <fc Co.

BULBiNE (Greek, bolbos, a bulb). Liliacese. More
than 20 species of half-hardy African and Australian

plants, allied to Anthericum, but practically not culti-

vated in this country
Flowers showy, the petals distinct, 1-nerved, spread-

ing and often recuiving in age, stamens shorter than
the perianth. Some of the species are bulbous, and
require the general treatment given Cape bulbs (see

Bulbs), but none of the bulbous species is known here.

690. Bulbine annua.

&nnua, Willd Fig 090 Annual, acaulescent, without
any rootstock or bulb. lvs. 12-20, erect but weak' fls.

bright yellow, racemose S Afr. ft M. 1451 (as Antheri-
cum). DC. PI. Grasses, pi. 8 —Can be grown as an
annual S. N. Taylor.

BULBINfiLLA: Chryscbadron.

BULBOCdDIUM (Greek, woolly bulb ) Lihacex
Ciocus-like bulbous plants of mts of Ku and Russian
Asia, spring-flowering or autumn-flow ering

Leaves appearing after (or before) the ns
,
usually 3,

narrow, sheathed at base’ fls close to the ground, 2-3
from each bulb, the perianth funnelform, segms dis-

tinct to the base but conniving in a tube; stamens 6;
style 3-fld at the top —One variable species, treated m
general as crocuses aie cult. Allied to Merendera, to

which some of the former species are referred.

vSmum, Linn Fig 691. Blooms in gardens in

earliest spring before the lvs. appear, the fls resting

nearly on the ground, fls. rosy purple, white-spotted

on the interior, 1-3 from each bulb' lvs broad and chan-
nelled B M. 153 (cf. Fig 691). FS 11 '1149 Gn 75,

p. 409.—Bulbs should be taken up and divided every
2 or 3 years. Plant m the fall Usually blooms in

advance of the crocus. B. virsicolor
,
Spreng (B.

ruthtnicum
,
Bunge), is a small handsome form

L H. B.

BULBOPHYLLUM (Greek, bulb-leaf). OrchiMcex.
Epiphytic plants, creeping upon rocks or trees; cult in

the warmhouse
Pseudobulbs 1-2-lvd in the axils of the sheaths, and

with the infl. arising from the base of the pseudobulb:
fls. small and numerous in a raceme, or larger and tew
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or solitary; dorsal sepal erect or spreading, free, equal-
ing or snorter than the lateral, which are obliquely
broadened at the base and adnate to the foot of the
column; petals shorter than or nearly equaling the

sepals, lip articulated to
the foot of the column,
incumbent upon the
column; pollima 4.—

A

genus of about 125 spe-
cies, mostly natives of

Trop Asia and Afr.

—

Bulbophyllum needs a
moist atmosphere and
should not become dry.
Grown on pieces of

wood or tree-fern steins.

a. Fls large
,
solitary.

B. Petals and hp minute

;

sepals tessellated with
vale brown and yd

-

low.

grandifldrum, Blume.
' Pseudobulbs 2-3 m.
long, 1-lvd : If up to 10
m long and 2 m broad,
emarginate at the apex:
peduncle usually not ex-
ceeding the If. w ith 2-4
biaets and a solitary

large fl about 8 in long,

sepals tessellated with pale brown and yellow spots, the
doisal sepal arcuate and incurved, the sides reflexed,

the lateral sepals deflexet l, petals minute, triangular,

lip minute, 3-lobed New Guinea. B M 7787. G G.
Ill 17 429.

691. Bulbocodium vernum.

Bn Petals and lip large, the former as long as the sepals.

c Lip cordate-triangular; petals reflexed.

D&arei, Reichb (B Codseffianum, Hort ). Pseudo-
bulbs 1-lvd up to 1 pi m long If up to Gin long, acute:
peduncle as long as or exceeding the If

,
bearing a soli-

tary large fl
,
sepals and petals tawny yellow, the dorsal

sepal ovate-lanceolate, red-spotted, the lateral sepals

lanceolate, falcate, purple-marked on both sides,

petals linear-lanceolate, with the veins deeper, and some
pin pie spots, lip triangular-cordate Origin uncertain.

(1C II 20 108 (as Sareopodium)

.

ci Lip coi date-ovate; petals merely spreading.

L6bbii, Lindl Fig 692 Pseudobulbs 1-lvd, up to

I p2 in long If about G m long, nai rowed into a petiole

peduncle shoiter than the If
,
bearing a sobtary large

II .1-1 m aeioss, sepals and petals buff-yellow, the
dorsal sepal with lines of purple spots on the back,
ovate-lanceolate, the lateral sepals falcate, marked
with rose in the center, petals lanceolatp; lip yellow,

purple-spotted, cordate-ovate, acute Java. B M 4532
G C 111 38 184 (var Colosseum).

aa FIs less than Hin long, in a raceme.

Carey&num, Spreng. Pseudobulbs ovoid or oblong,

1-lvd . If up to 10 in long and 2 in. broad, scape with
many bracts, bearing a dense raceme, 2-4 m. long, of

numerous fls which are orange-yellow or greenish,

spotted with reddish brown or purple; sepals oblong-

ovate, acute; petals broadly ovate, minutely awnea;
hp nearly entire Himalayas.

B nunebmum, Lindl Burma B M 7938 —B barhtgerum,
Lindl Lip long, narrow with a tuft of long purple hain at the
apex Trop Afr Gt 4fi, p 491 B II 1942. B M 5288 It B.

30 253—B Bmnendtjkn, J J Smith Java BM 8187 G C.
III 47 84 —B birmcnse, Srldecht FIs orange-yellow, very email

Burma O.1910 107, dese ~~B Bittncrvlnum , Schlecht Fla golden
yellow bracts leafy, greenish white, rose-dotted Siam O 1910 108,
aesc —B cnlabdru um, Rolfe FIs small, light yellowish green, with a
dull reddish purple hp W Trop Afr

—

B eampanul&tum , Rolfe.

Sumatra. B M 8281 —B capituhfibrum ,
Rolfo Fla. very small;

sepals and petals whitish green, hp deep purple. W . Trop Afr.

—

B.

chryaocephalum, Soh\ccht Dwarf plaut fls yellow S E Asia —B.
comdsum. C. and M Burma B M 7283 —B. crenulatum, Rolfe.
Madagascar B.M 8000 —B cylindrnceum, Lindl Himalayas.
GC III 49 3 —-B Dayhnum, Reichb Burma FS 21 2236.
GC III 45 194 — B dichrdmum, Rolfe Annam BM 8100

—

B.
Dizonn, Rolfe Fls small, gre crush yellow with numerous dark
brown spots, petals with bnstle-like tails at the apex Siam —B.
Ericaabnn, Kranzl Fls umbellate, the sepals and petals green,
spotted with purple-brown, the lip triangular, broadly cordate at
base, acute, marked with red-brown Malay Archipelago B M.
8088 GC III 21 61,32 383 OR 15 233 —B exaUdtum. Lindl
Sepals light green, dotted with brown, hp blackish purple, much
fringed Brazil, British Guiana -B faactndior, Rolfe Annam
BNI 8199—B fuscopurnureum, W ight. Fls dull reddish brown,
about 1 in across 8 India —H oulbinum, Riddell Malay Pernn
BM 8210 GC 111.42 42 —B Centiln, Ilolfe Scape 1 2 ft long,
bearing a densely fid spike, fls scarcely k/in long, sepals and pet. L
straw-colored and purple Trop Afr GC III 30 26b, desc —

B

glxUindaum, Cogn Fls arranged in 2 rows m short spikes, sepals
greenish, spotted inside w ith red

,
petals minute, white, lip red Brazil

O 1910 108, desc —B munitum, J J Smith Fls larger than in B.
Lobbn, sepals densely clotted w ith purple, petals long and drooping
Borneo—B Kforn, Rolfe Lv« oblong, deciduous fls dull yellow,
pubescent Siam —

B

fom/ftuRum.VVilaem -similar to B.barbigerum,
nut the hairs on the lip are not club-shaped Congo tree State —
B IrmmscatouleK, Rolfe Javaf’) GC HI 45 68 —B lentniscalum.
Pax Burma F S 23 2476 Gn 35, p 010—B Upidum.i J Smith
=Cirrhop talum—B hlacinum, Ridhy FI* in dense racemes or
spikes, Iliac spotted with purple Siam —B loriyisimlum Rolfe.
New Guinea GC III 42 211 — II macrdnlhum Lindl Burma
and Maliy \rchipelugo BM 7208—B mandibulare, Reichb f.

Borneo — B Medina, Reichb f Malay — IS microintalum
Rodng A small plant with spikes of tiny transparent green
fls w ith prominent blackish purple stripes Brazil —B mmiatum,
Rolfe Resembles B barbigcrum but has a broader labellum with
white featht r-like processes Congo Free State —B trvrum J J
Smith Remarkable for its curious fls , lateral sepal* united,
petals consisting of a small round disk with motor filaments
Mai lya — B morpholoybrum, Hort Us curious in having a
small triangular plate betwrm the dorsal and lateral sepals,

Siam —B ntgreicens, Rolfe .Sepals yellow dotted with blackish
purple, petals and hp blackish purple Siam—B nudism purn,

Rolfe Allied to B barbigerum Congo —B orthoqUasum, Kranzl
Malaya GC III. 43 400—B Puhudu, Reichb f Malaya
F S 22 2268 —B jxipillbsum, Finet Raceme twice as long
as l\s , raclns and bracts green, lip dark purple French
Congo —B Pfchei, Bull Burma BM 7286 —B pol’/blfphmon,
Schlecht Fls solitary, dark purple N< w Guinea —B prupinquum,
Hort Fla gr»en with deuse purple reticulation Siam — B quud-
nfnrium, Rolfe Fls inconspicuous Madagascar—B redintum,
Lindl Fls yellowish white, with narrow lanceolate petals and
sepals If linear India —B Inmulum, Wight 1'. Indies GC.
Ill 49 291 OR 9 361 —B tndentutum, Rolfe Allied to B.
mandibulare British New Guinea —B tn/anum, Rolfe Fls.

arranged like the bracts in i rows, dull, lund purple, with numer-
ous minute darker spots on the sepals Madagascar —B nrti~

cerw, Thouars Fls umbellate, sepals and petals 4-5 in. long, pale

692. Bulbophyllum Lobbii. ( x|)

green, the veins and nerves brown, lip rather fleshy, about
long, cordate-ovate, pale green, purple at the base. Java. B M.
8327. G C III 40 260.—B. Weddtln, Reichb. f. Brazil. B.M.
7»58. Q.C Hi. 36 382. GEOROE y Nash.

BULLACE. A name used in England for half-wild,

half-domesticated plums very similar m character to
the Damsons. In America there exist no plums for

which another name can not be preferred The bullace,

or bullaces (for there are several varieties sometimes
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spoken of as bullaces) are usually referred to the botani-

cal name of Primus msititia (e g ,
Hedrick, Plums of

New York, p 40), but they are also classified with the
Damsons, thus taking the botanical name of Prunus

domestica var damas-

t
cena (See Bot. Gaz.

BULL-HORN. A
name applied to sev-

eral species of tiop>cal

American acacias le-

markable for their
laige btipular inflated

spines which closely

resemble the horns of

an ox or buffalo These
are utilized by ceitam
stinging ants of the

genus Pseudomyrrna
as nesting-places for

rearing their young.
The thorns, which aie

connate at the base,

are hollowed out by
the insects, which per-

<593. Acacia conugera. forate one of the spines

nea” the tip, usually

on the under side, so that no water can enter All the
species of tiue bull-horns have a four-lobed mvoluccl
on the peduncle of the flower-spike near the base The
bipmnate leaves have nectar-glands on the rachis and
petiole, as in many other acacias, and they aie still

further provided with peculiar processes on the tips

of the leaflets, minute wax-like bodies rich in oil and

S
rotoplasm, which Thomas Belt, m his “Naturalist in

iicaragua” (1874), discoveied to be used as food by
the ants inhabiting the spines, and whirh in his honor
were named Beltian bodies These apical bodies had
long been known, and Linnauis called attention to the

nectaries on the leaf-rachis, but Belt was the first to

suggest that in return for (punters and subsistence the
little ants serve their host as a body-guaid of soldiers,

and Darwin m his woik on the “Ktfects of Cioss- and
Self-Pert llizat ion in the Vegetable Kingdom/’ called

attention to Belt’s interesting obseivations and
deductions

Francisco Hernandez, the protomedico of Philip II

of Spam, sent in 1370 to study the resources of Mexico,
figured the peculiar spines and the loaves of one species

growing m the Huastcca region of Mexico, in the Tiena-
caliente, not far from the Gulf coast This author
speaks of the intense pain caused by the stings of the
ants and describes their larva* engendered in the hollow
spines Jacquin, in describing a bull-horn acacia grow-
ing near Cartagena (Colombia) m 1703, tells how the

little insects rush from the

<594. Acacia conugera.

thorns when the tree is struck
however lightly, falling upon
the unwaiy intruder and inflict-

ing upon him myriads of burn-
ing stings Bong before this

(1690) Plukcnet had figured the
bodies on the apices of the leaf-

lets, and Linnaeus himself ex-

pressed his wonder as to the
function of the extra-floral nectar
glands

In all bull-horn acacias, there

are two kinds of leaves with
accompanying spines vegetative
leaves in which the stipular

spines usually become greatly
inflated; and bract-like smaller
leaves subtending the flower-

heads or flower-spikes on the axillary raceme-like
flowering branchlets, with stipular spines usually small

and subulate. The extra-floral glands on the leaf-rachis

and petiole are either crater-like and more or less

elongated, or round and bead-like, often several in a
series at the base of the petiole and sometimes one
between each pair of pinn*
The flower-spikes or flower-heads are solitary, gemi-

nate, or fascicled m clusters of several in the axils of

the small bipmnate leaves on the axillary, raceme-like

flowering branchlets. In one species, Acciua Cooku,
there is apparently no specialized flowering branchlet,

but the globose heads are borne in dense rlusteis in

the axils of the large slender-pronged equitant spines

In all true bull-horns the four-toothed mvolucel is at

or near the base of the peduncle In A cochliacanlha

the mvolucel is at the apex of the peduncle, vei y much
as in A Fm nesmna In /I cornigera, A spadmgera .

and A Colluisii, the spikes are dense, cylindi leal and
more or less like the spadix of an aroid In A spharo-

cephala they are sphscionl-ovate or ovate-oblong, with

the flowers closely crowded on a fusiform receptacle.

In A Cooku, the heads aie perfectly globose with the

receptacle also globose In A Hindsn
,
which Bentham

put in a section (Americans laxiflonc) apart fiorn /l.

spadicigeia and its allies
(Pycnanthse amenuinse), the

flower-spikes are lax and slen-

der with flowers not very
closely crowded

Between the small flowers

are stipitate bracteoles or

umbracula which may
readily be likened to minute
umbrellas with slender
handles protecting

the flowers befoio

anthesis from
moisture and fun-

gus spoics The
lamina) of these
may be ovate-acu-
minate or hastate and long-

pointed, as m A cormgeia
and .1 spadicigera, ovate
with the maigm ciliate, as in

A spfnerocephala, circular or
neaily so, as in .1 Collmsn
and A fhndsn, or very 695 Acacia sphaerocephala.

broadly ovate, as in A Cooku
The flowers themselves consist of a tubular calyx, four-

or five-toothed or almost entire, a corolla ol four or

five lobes, in A cornigera and its allies only slightly

longer than the calyx but m A Htndsn about twice
as long They are polygamous; that is, some of the
flowers are entirely stammate, others are both stami-
nate and pistillate. The stamens are numerous, with a
single pistil m the hermaphrodite flowers rising from
the center of the mass; ovary several-ovulcd; style

filiform, btigina minute, terminal.

In one division, to which A cornigera and its allies

belong, the pods are mdehiscent, inflated, thin, ehar-
taceous, terminating in a sharp beak (Fig G93) In
another division, to which A Ilindsn and A Collmsn
belong, the pods are dehiscent (Fig 696) In A Cooku
they are very long and slender and two-valved In
all cases the hard smooth compressed seeds are sur-

rounded by sweetish yellow or orange-colored pulp,

somewhat hke that found in the pods of the algarroba,
or St John’s bread, which causes the fallen pods to

be eagerly sought by pigs and other animals This
peculiarity at once distinguishes the bull-horn acacias
from A arabica, the type of the genus, which has
dehiscent pods devoid of pulp.

Following are the leading species of bull-hora
acacias.
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A. Involucel8 at the base of the peduncle (Basibracteatx , Benth );

pedicelled bracteoles of the ft heads peltate Thue Bull-Horns.

B. Pods indeh'scent thin and fragile, terminating m a sharp, spine-
like beak

C. Laminw of pedicelled bracteoles (urnbracvla ) ovate-acuminate or
hastate U spikes dense, cylindrical, inflated spines broadly
spreading or incur led, ilosely resembling the horns of an ox

D Pedum lea of fl -heads puberulent lamina; of the bracteoles long

-

acumulate, more or less scabrous above, inflated spines usually
brown or chestnut-colord at length

A cornlgera, Linn (Arbor cornigera, Hernandez) Huitz-
mamakaiii Bull-Horn Cuernitoh Arbol de las IIormioas
An t-Trlk I< igs 093, 094 A shrub or small tree with 1-3 c rec t sts

and a few lateral branches bearing numerous large inflated spines
remarkable for thtir close resemblance to the horns of an ox or
buffalo The pods are eaten by pigs and other animals E Trop.
Mex
DD Peduncles of fl -heads glabrous lami rue of bracteoles short-

acummite not scabrous above inflated spines usually ivory-

white or yellowish

A nuuytnsis, N hr nek Nicoya Bui l-IIorn Espino bianco
White-spinkd Buil-Houn A shrub or small trie resembling the
former < )< < urs in ('osti Bica, Guatemala and the adjacent
regions of M< x and Salvador

Cc Lamin-e of pedicelled bracteoles ovate, ciliate, not acuminate
fl -spikes spharoid-ovate or ovate-oblong inflated spines not
broadly spreading, often V-shaped or b -shaped

A spheeroc phala. Chain <fe Sc hi Bull-Horn CuLRMros de
Veracruz Cohnizuho \hhol de i ah Hormh.ah \rbol
Horwioliho 1’ig t»V> A sin ub or small tiee resembling A
cornigera, from the state of \ c ra Cruz

li u Pods dehiscent, coriaceous or woody

C FIs m globose heads on long thick peduncles clustereei in the axils

of long fork-likc spines pods very lung

A Coeikn, bafford Blll-IIokn Acacia ok 4lta Vi-kapar A
small tree or shrub with '•lender fork-like inflated thorns inhabited
by stinging ants Guatemala

CC FIs in elongated spikes, borne on special flowering branchlets, in
clusters of seieral, subte tided by small hi pinnate Ivs uith subulate

stipular spines or by a pur o ( spines only lamina, of pedicelled

bracteoles circular or nearly so

D Spikes denst rigid oldony-ryh ndri i al nods thick and uoody,
straight or slightly curie d, obtuse or shortly acuminate larger

spines swollen at base, usually U-shaped and cquitant

A Cdllinsu, Sifford ^ shrub or small tree with infl ited U-
ehaped. oli\c-grermsh or blow rush stipulir spines tur\mg upward
and sometimes twisted around the branch S Mcx
DD Spike lax, fie able, linear pods coriaceous, slmdcr, falcate

usually long-ae umutate larger spines t try bioad and flat,

terminatuKj in widely dairying, icry sharp points, like an
inverted birorn chapeau

A Ihndsu, Benth Broad-Thorn Acacia Bun -Thorn of
Mazamllo Biffaio Horn I<ig b‘)P> \ small glabrous tico

remarkable for its broad flat stipular t horn-, which resemble in

form an inverted military ehapeau W coant of Mex

aa Involucel at the apex or above the middle of the slender peduncle
lamina of the bradeoh s oiate-cihati (not pelJate) larger spines
stout and straight widely diverging FIs in globose heads,

solitary or gemmate, on flowering branchlets, subtended by a
small bipmnate If with subulate stipular spines or by a pair of
small spines only largerr inflated spines at length split longi-

tudinally

4 coehluu uitha, H & B (Mimosa campeachiana, MillerJ.
Sput-1'horn Ac ac ia Spoon-Thorn Acacia This species la

not a true bull-horn since its

peduncles have not u basal m-
voluccl and its stipular spines
instead of being hollow and sub-
ject to the pc rforations of anta
become split longitudinally

W E Safford.

BUMfeLIA (ancientGreek
name for an ash-t ree) . Sapo-
tdeex. Buckthorn, also

Ironwood. Woody plants

sometimes cultivated in

botanical collections, but
without particular orna-
mental qualities

Small trees or shrubs with
milky or gummy sap and
very hard wood: branches
usually spiny • lvs alternate,

entire, short-petioled * fls.

mostly perfect in axillary

clusters, long-pedicelled;

calyx 5-lobed, persistent; 696. Acacia Hmdsu.

corolla campanulate, 5-lobed, lobes longer than tube
with a small appendage on each side; stamens 5, adnate
to the corolla, and 5 petal-like staminodes, ovary 5-

celled, pubescent, fr a 1-seeded drupe —About 20
species from the southern states to Brazil

These are evergreen or deciduous small trees or shrubs,
usually spiny, with generally obovate to oblong leaves
and inconspicuous white flowers on axillary clusters
followed by black subglobose to oblong-ovoid drupes
None of the species is of much horticultural value, but
as most of them grow naturally on dry, rocky or sandy
soil, they may be used sometimes with advantage for
planting m similar situations The hardiest are B
lanuginosa and B lyaoides, which have proved hardy in

sheltered positions at the Arnold Arboretum. Propa-
gation is by seeds

lanugin&sa, Pers Chittim Woor Tree, sometimes
50 ft lvs oblong-obovate or cuneate-obovat.c, rounded
and often apieulate at the apex, daik green and lustrous
above, tomentose beneath, sometimes neaily glabrous at
length, 1-2 in long clusters many-fid

,
pedicels

slender, hairy fr oblong-ovoid or obovoid, 3^in long
S S 5 217 II T 370 Southern states north to S 111

,

west to Texas —This is the species most often met
with m collections

B angustifhha, Nutt Shrub or small tree, to 25 ft lvs persist-
ent, obovate to oblanceolatc

,
glabrous, 1-1 in long , fr oblong

Fla S S "» 219 —B lycioide \ G lertn Shrub or small tree, to
25 ft lvs (ionduous, elliptic to oblong or ohlanteolate, acute, gla-
brous, 1*^-4 in long fr ovoid Va to HI , Fla and Texas SS
5 24S —B tfinax, Willd Shiub or small tree, to 30 ft lvs obovate
vo oblancrolate, pubescent beneath, 1-3 m long fr oblong N C.
to Fla S b 6 24b ALFRED REHDER

BUPHANE (Greek, cattle-ihstroyer, alluding tc poi-
sonous proper ties) A maryllaiders Amaiyllis-like bulbs,
very little known in this country, culture as for

Brunsvigia.
The buphanes are laige plants, with many red fls

in an umbel with 2 mvolueial bracts lvs appearing late,

stiap-shaped, thick perianth tubular, segms equal and
nanowr

,
spreading, stamen- (5, exserted, attached on

the throat, -tjle thread-like, the stigma small —Two
species in Trop and S Afr The fls appear before the
lvs

,
being as many as 200 together in a single head-like

umbel, on a -tout peduncle 1 ft or less high

disticha, Herb {B toricaria
,
Herb llaemdnthm

loxicanus
,
Tliunb Brunsvtyia toxiedna, Ker-Gawl).

Bulb, 0-9 in d»am
,
tunicate lvs several, distichous,

1-2 ft long peduncle or scape stout (6-12 m high) and
solid, compre-scd, glaucous, bearing a dense umbel.
B M 1217 —Sparingly offered Lvs said to be very
poisonous to cattle m S. Afr

;
bulb furnishes arrow

poison for the natives

cilulris, Herb (Amaryllis cihdris, Linn. BrunsvigM
alums, Ker-Gawl Crossyne rihdns, Salisb Hxmdn-
Ihus alums, Iann ) Fewer shorter lvs

,
and shorter

peduncle, bearing 50-100 dull purple fls
;
may occur

m choice collections BR. 1153 L H B.

BUPHTHALMUM (Greek for ox-eye). Compdsitse
A genus of 7 species of European and W Asian peren-
nial herbs, sometimes growm in the hardy border Heads
large, with long yellow rays and imbricated involucral
bracts lvs alternate, entire or dentate pappus short,
often connate into a corona: achenes glabrous Showy
plants of easy cult.

speciosfssimum, Ard (TeUkia speciosissima). Two
to 5 ft lvs cordate and clasping, the upper ones oval
and acuminate: heads solitary on the ends of the sts

,

flowering m July and later.

salicifdlium, Linn (B grandifldrum, Linn.) Lower
lvs oblong-lanceolate, 3-nervea, somewhat pubescent
and slightly serrate: fls solitary and terminal, large.

specidsum, Schreb. (B cordifdhum
,
Waldst & Kit.).

Lvs. verv lar;e, cordate, coarse-serrate, fls. very large
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and showy, on an upward-thickened peduncle 3-4 ft
,

blooming in June and later. J.H. 111. 53.187. BM
3466 (as Telekia speciosa)

.—The best of all, a bold free

and showy perennial growmg very close and making
good mass-effects L H B

N Taylor t

BUPLEtRUM (Greek, ox and nb; of no obvious ap-
plication) Umhellifersc A genus of 75 species ot weedy
plants of the Old World, of which one (B rolundifbhum,

Linn ), is natural-

ised in the eastern

states, and .mother
(B.faimturn,} inn ),

is cult, in Japan for

greens (AG 13*9).

Lvs simple, entire,

often perfoliate fls

umbellate mostly
without, an invo-

lucre except in the
species below;
cal>x-teeth mostly
none.

fratiedsum, Linn
Fig 697 Shrubby,
3-5 ft lvs oblong,

leathery, mucro-
nate, sometimes
pcisibtcnt, usually

quite sessile fls.

with a reflexed in-

volucre, the umbels
also with a set of

bracts, also re-

curved fr oblong
8 Eu —Suitable for

drv, almost sterile,

places

R crftceum, Fenzl A
showy perennial with
fls anilimolucralbruota
bright yellow Asm
Minor

N Taylor

BURBlDGEA
(after F W. Bur-
bid ge, who dis-

coveiod it in Bor-
neo). Zmgiberdcex Allied to Hedychium, but with no
lateral perianth segms. and the lip reduced to a small
b'ade The showv orange-scarlet fls rival cannas m
brilliancy. For cult

,
see Alpinui and Hedychium.

nitida, Hook f Tender herbaceous peienmal height
2-3 ft rootstock creeping, matted sts tufted, slen-

der If -blades glossy, 4-6 in long, eared at junction
with the sheath panicle terminal, 4-6 in long, many-
ild

,
inner perianth-tube 1-1^ in long, outer segms.

1)^-2 in long, orange-scarlet, the dorsal one shorter
and more roundish than the 2 lateral ones. B.M 6403.
GC II 12 401

B aihiZDchelli, Ilort Dwarfer and more compact m habit than
B mtida Lv-« dull green above, brown-red beneath fls orange-
yellow Mal.iya

BURCHlSLLIA (W Burchell, botanical traveler)
Rubidcex. One species fiom 8 Aft-

,
an evergreen

shrub, with opposite short-petioled lvs and dense ter-

minal clusters of sessile scarlet fls . corolla tubular,
bell-shaped; stamens 5, inserted in the tube. fr. a
2-celled, many-seeded bn rv B. capensis, R Br

,
has

been in the Amencan trade, being cult for its rich, dark
foliage and brilliant fls It is very variable, and has
received several names Three to 10 ft Prop by
cuttings. Grown under glass B M 2339 (as B bubo-

lined. R.H. 1886-420. J.H. Ill 34 81. L B.C 7.664.
B. R. 466.

BURDOCK. Arctium.

BURLINGTONIA: Rodnguezia.

BURNET (Potbnum Sanguisorba
,
Linn ). A hardy

rosaceous perennial, the piquant lvs of which are some-
times used in flavoring soups and salads The drifd

roots are occasionally used as a family remedy Burnet
is little known m this country as a condimental herb.

It. is worthy a place in the hardy border for the orna-
mental chaiacter of its odd-pinnate lvs and its little

heads of fls w-ith drooping stamens The lfts arc

von dark green, ovate and notched sts 1-2 ft high,

healing oblong or globulai monoecious heads Of easiest

cult ,
either from seeds or by division of the clumps.

Native of Eu. L. jj

BURNING-BUSH. Emnymws

BURRlfcLIA Baena

BURSARIA (Bursa, a pouch, alluding to the sh'pe
of the pods) Pittospordcex. Two species of shrubs
with white fls m clusters; sepals, petals and stamens
each 5, the petals soon witheiing fr a2-loculcd caps,
m shape like that of the shepherd’s purse

sprndsa, Cav An elegant spiny shiub or small tree,

with drooping branches and pretty white fls
,
produced

in summer lvs small, oblong-cuneate, alternate and
neaily sessile ) in long fls small, lateral or terminal,

mostly terminal in broad pyramidal panicles Austral

Tasmania B M 1767 Andr Bot. Rep 314 —Cult,

in 8 Calif.

BURSIiRA (Joachim Burser, a disciple of Caspar
Bauhui) Burst races Usually tall trees, with sim-
ple or pmnatoly compound lvs. : fls small, m clusters,

4-5-paited, with twice as many stamens as petals or
sepals, and a 3-parted ovary containing 6 ovules fr a
3-parted drupe with usually only 1 seed —About 40 spe-

cies of trees in Trop Amor For B serrata, see Protmm
Simartiba, 8arg (B gummifern, Jacq ) Glmbo-

limbo or West Indian Birch Lvs odd-pinnate, with
3-5 pans of lfts

,
lfts ovate, acute, membranous, smooth

on both bides, entire, the netted veins prominent on the
under side fls staminatc and pistillate, appearing be-
fore the lvs or as they unfold, in knotty racemes some-
what resembling those of the choke cherry fr a drupe,
with a 3-valved succulent rind and 3-5 nuts—A tall

tree w ith a straight trunk and spreading head, found m
Fla

,
Mex

,
and Cent Amer and the W Indies A\ ood

very light, specific gravity when dry 30, useless even for

fuel; decays very rapidly It yields a sweet, aromatic
balsam, vvhich is used in Trop Amer as a medicine for
internal and external application, ducd, it is known in

the trade as Chibou, or Cachibou resin, or Gomart
resin It is known as a hardy greenhouse plant, and
thi ives in a compost of loam and peat. Prop, by cuttings
under glass, with bottom heat. q_ Hastings

BUSH-FRUITS. A term used to designate those
small-fruits that grow on woody bushes. It includes
all small-fruits—as that term is used m America—ex-

cepting strawberries and cranberries. Bush-fruits is an
English term, but it has been adopted m this

country, notably m Card’s book on “Bush-Fruits ”

The common bush-fruits are currants, gooseberries,

raspberries, blackberries, and dewberries.

BUTCHER’S BROOM. Sarcococca

BUTEA (Earl of Bute) Jjegummbsx Three or 4
species of trees or woody vines of India and China, with
cieep scarlet papilionaceous fls in racemes, and pinnate
lvs In the Olcl World rarely grown in stoves In this

country 1 is cult, in S. Calif.

fronddsa, Roxbg A leafy tree, yielding gum or lac:

lfts. 3, roundish, pubescent beneath, the lateral ones
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unsymmetrical fla. 2 in. long, orange-crimson, very
showy; stamens 9 together and 1 free E India and
Burma Rheode Hort. Mai. 6. 16, 17.—Beaches a height

of 50 ft Inspis-

sated juice is known
as Bengal or Palaa
kino, or butea guin,

which has astrin-

gent properties, ic-

semblmg true kino
Seeds used in India

as a veirnifuge 'File

tree yields also
stick-lac The
coarse, fibrous ma-
terial obtained from
the inner bark is

used for caulking
the seams of boats
Dried 11s yield a
yellow or orange
dye.

BUTNfeRIA: Caly-

canthuH

BUTOMUS
(Greek, bous

,
ox,

and temno, to out;

the leaves too sharp
for the mouths of

rattle) Butomace<e

Hardy perennial

aquatic of easy cul-

ture in ponds
The Butomaccse

comprises 3 genera
Butomus is allied to

Alisma, but with
several ovules in

each carpel pen-
ant h-segms all

prominent and col-

ored, stamens 9,

carpels 6, tapeung

698. Butomus umbellatus. (XJO above lvs sedge-

like All the species

are referred by DC
,
m Mon Phan

,
Vol III, to B

umbellatus
,
and to the Australian Butomopsis, which is

also a monotypic genus (by some, however, included

m Tenagocharis)

umbell&tus, Linn Flowering Rush. Fig 698.

Rhizome thick. Ivs 2-3 ft long, ins-like, sheathing at

the base, 3-corncred fls rose-colored, 25-30 in an
umbel, on a long scape; sepals 3, petals 3 Summer.
Eu

,
Asia, in still water. Prop, by division.

BUTTERCUP: Species of Ranunculus

BUTTERFLY WEED : Asclepma tuberosa.

BUTTERNUT Juglans.

BUTTERWORT Ptnguicula.

BUTTON-BUSH. Cephalanlhus.

BUTTONWOOD: Platanus

Bt)XUS (ancient Latin name). Bux&ceae Box
Tree. Ornamental small trees or shrubs grown chiefly

for their handsome evergreen foliage

Leaves opposite, short-petioled, penmnerved, entire,

glabrous or nearly so, coriaceous fls. monoecious,

apetalous, in axillary or terminal clusters, consisting

usually of 1 terminal pistillate fl
,
with usually 6 sepals

and with a 3-cclled superior ovary with 3 short styles

and several lateral stammate fls with 4 sepals and 4

stamens fr. an obovate or nearly globular 3-pointed
caps., separating into 3 valves, each containing 2 shin-

ing black seeds.—About 30 species in the mts of Cent.

and E Asia, N. Afr., and S Eu
,
also in W. India and

Cent Amor.
These arc evergreen shrubs of rather slow growth, with

shining, small foliage and inconspicuous flowers and
fruits Bujlus japouica seems to be the hardiest species,

and it has proved quite hardy at the Arnold Arboretum;
and B. microphijila is of about the same hardiness, while
B sempervirens is somewhat tenderer, B baleanca and
B Wallidnana aie still more tender B sempervirens
stands pruning very well, and m the old founal gardens
of Europe was formerly much used for hi dges, and some-
times tiimmed into the most fantastic shapes, the
dwarf vanetv is still often planted for bordering flower-

beds 1 he ver> hard and eiose-giained wood is in great
demand for engraving and finer turnery work
The box tree thrives m almost any wrell-drained soil,

and best m a partially shaded position

Propagation is by cuttings fiom mature wood early

in fall, kept during the winter in the cool greenhouse or
under handlights in the open, in more temperate re-

gions they may be insei ted in a shady place m the open
air, 1 to 6 inches is the best size for outdoor cuttings.

Layers wall also make good plants The dwarf variety

is usually propagated by division In planting borders,

it is essential to insert the divided plants deeply and as
firmly as possible, and to give plenty of water m the
beginning 8eeds are sown soon after maturity, but it re-

quires a long time to raise plants of good size from them

a Width of Ivs less than j^in

B. Lvs. oval to oblong-lanceolate, broadest about or below

the middle branchkts usually slightly pubescent

sempervirens, Linn Common Box Tree Fig 699.

Shrub or small tree, to 25 ft branches quadrangular
lvs oval-oblong or oval, rarely roundish oval or lanceo-

late, usuallv obtuse, 1 o-l 1

j in long, petioles usually

pubescent fls m axillarv clusters, stammate fls sessile,

with a central gland half as long as the calyx S Eu ,

N Afr
,
Orient, China II W 3. p 29 F E 18 pi 81

Gn 55 p 62 —Wood much used for engraving Lvs
employed m medicine Very variable in size, color

and shape of the lvs
,
some of the most commonly

cult forms are the
following Var ar-

borescens, Linn.
Fig. 700 Tall
shrub or small
tree, lvs usually
oval. The typical

form Var argen-
tea, Loud (Vai
arqlnteo-margin-
ata, Hort ). Lvs.
irregularly edged
with silvery white.

Var a&rea, Ixiud.

(var. aitrea macu-
le)ta, Baill.). Lvs.
variegated with
yellow or entirely

yellow Var. mar-
gin&ta, lioud (var.

aitrea marainata,
Baill and Hort).
Lvs edged yel-

low' Var. glahca,

Koch (var ma-

699. Buxus sempervirens ( x 1
2)

The lower spray shows the under surface

crophylla glaitca, Hort.). Lvs. oval, glaucous Var.
rotundifdlia, Baill. (var. latifdlia, Hort ) Lvs broadly
oval. Var. Hdndsworthii, Koch Of upright habit, with
rather large dark green lvs. Var oleaeidlia, Hort. Of
upright habit, with oblong lvs

,
resembling those of the

olive Var elegans, Hort (var ole&fblia Slegans,

Hort ) A variegated form of the preceding variety.

Var. bullitta, Koch. With large bullate lvs. Var. angus-
tifdlia, Loud, (var longifdha. Hort

,
var. $ahafdliat
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Hort ) Shrubby: lvs oblong-lanceolate Var myrtiffc-

lia, Loud Usually low lvs small, elliptic-oblong Var.
rosmarinifdlia, Baill Low* lvs small, linear-oblong,

revolute at the margin Var suffrutic&sa, Linn (var.

ndna, Hort) Dwarf: lvs. small, oval or sometimes
obovate; flowering clusters usually only terminal

bb. Lvs. usually obovate
,
broadest above the middle

:

branchlets glabrous.

jap6nica, Muell Arg (B. obcorddta, Hort. B. F6r-
tunei, Hort ) Shrub, 6 ft

,
with spreading branches lvs.

cuneate, obovate or roundish obovate. obtuse or emar-
mate at the apex, lAr\

%

in long, lignt green with gla-

rous petioles’ clusters axillary; staminate fls. sessile,

with a central gland as long as the calyx. China,
Japan S I F 2 38 —Very distinct with its spreadmg
slender branches and light green, lustrous foliage.

microphylla, Sieb & Zucc (B japdrnca var micro-

phylla, Muell Arg ) Dwarf, often prostrate shrub,
quite glabrous: lvs obovate or obovate-lanceolate, lA~l
in long’ clusters mostly terminal; staminate fls sessile,

with a central gland like the former Japan.

AA. Width of lvs. or more.

bale&rica, Willd Shrub, 6-15 ft : lvs. elliptic or
oblong, acute or obtuse at the apex, 1-2 m long, light

green clusters axillary; staminate fls. pedicelled. S.

Spam, Balear—Handsome shrub, but less hardy than
the former.

B. calif6m\ca, Lk “Simmondsia California

—

B Fdrtunei, Carr.
*=B longifolia —B Fdrtunei, Hort =®B juponica —B. Hdrlandn,
Hanoe Branches pubescent lvs narrow obovate, emarginate,
Y\-\ Vi m long China

—

B longi/dlia, Boiss (B Fortunei, Carr ).

Lvs Darrow-elhptic or lanceolate, 1-1 4
4 in long Orient, China —

B. longi/dlia, Hort —B sempervirens var angustifolia

—

B WaU
lichidna Baill Branches pubescent lvs linear-elliptic, 1-2J^ in.

long Himalayas ALFRED REHDER.

BYRSONIMA (name refers to use of some species m
tanning, in Brazil) Malpighidiese. Perhaps 100 Trop.
American trees and shrubsj frequently climbing, rarely

known in cult. Lvs. opposite, thick, simple, entire, the
stipules often connate fls white, yellow or pink, in

terminal simple or branched racemes, sepals and
petals 5, the former bearing a pair of glands, the latter

clawed and the blades concave, stamens 10, the fila-

ments united at base and bearded fr a 3-celled fleshy

drupe, with bony seeds, often edible B litcida, HBK
,

occurs in Fla and \V Indies, a much-branched ever-

green shrub, with fls white turning yellowish or rose,

apparently not in the trade. B. crassif&lia, HBK
Mex. and S

,
is offered in S Calif Shrub or small

tree lvs ovate, tapering each way’ fls. yellow m
pubescent erect racemes Said to bear the ‘‘nanche,”

a popular fruit of the Mexicans This has a sour
fermented taste, it is offered for sale in the markets
of the west coast Mexican towns, and is eaten raw
with salt, or in soups, or in stuffing for meats
The astringent bark, rich in tannm, is used
medicinally.

700. Buxus sempervirens var.

orborescens.



CABBAGE. The more or less compact leaf-formed

head of Brassica oleracea; also applied, with designa-

tions, to related forms of the same species, as Welsh
cabbage, tree cabbage Closely related plants are the
kales (Fig 706), collards, Brussels
spiouts, cauliflower See Brassica
The Chinese cabbage of this country

is a wholly different species from the
common cabbages It does not form a
compact and rounded head, but a more
or less open and soft mass of leaves,

after the manner of Cos lettuce It is of

easy culture, but must be grown m the
cool season, for it runs quickly to seed
in hot and dry weather
The culture of the cabbage antedates

reliable historical record. Writers of

Pliny's time or before refer to variations

in growth and character which must
have resulted from selections and culti-

vation for many generations, under
conditions very different from those
which seem to be the natural
habitat of the plant on the com-
paratively barren chalk cliffs of

England, and in similar locations
in Europe

It is indeed hard to realize that
the scrawny and somewhat starved-
looking pfant shown in Fig 628
(Vol I) could be the ancestral
origin of such eoipulent, overfed
individuals as are shown in Figs.

701 to 704 Such a change in habit
of growth can be accounted for

only by the plant’s possession of ex-

ceptional capacity for using the
more abundant food-supply fur-

nished by cultivation for many
generations, and the storing of it in

a way that makes it available for

man’s use rather than for the mere
perpetuation and multiplication of

the parent plants

Characteristics of the plant and req-

uisites for best development.

The cabbage is classed by bota
msts as a slow-growing bi-annuaL
and has three distinct periods of
•life First, the more or less

rapid growth of leaf and plant
Second, a more or less distinct

resting period during which the
formation of embryonic blos-

soms is started. Third, the
growth and development of the
flower and seed The culti-

vated cabbages retain very per-
sistently these distinct growing
periods, but have added what
might be classed as another,
that of head-formation, which
is in reality simply a distinct

division of the first This ad-
ditional head-forming penod,
although essential to the plant’s
value as a cultivated vegetable,

is not at all necessary for the growth and perpetuation
of the plant, which, when it has been held in check by
long-continued severe frost or drought, will often
revert to the original order of growth and pass directly

from the growing to the seeding stages
with no attempt at head-formation

Cultivated cabbage thrives best m a
moist and comparatively cool climate,
and will not reach it? best and rarely a
satisfactory or profitable development in

a hot diy one, nor where there arc likely

to be even occasional days of high tem-
perature or hot dry winds Even if

there is abundant moisture m the soil,

a few hot dry days, such as corn and
tomato plants would delight in, will

often not only check but permanently
prevent any vigorous or profitable

growth This sensitiveness to over-heat
is most pronounced during the second or

unnatural period of growth, and the
least so during the first Young
plants will often thrive in tempera-
tures in which it would be quite
impossible to induce older ones to
form a solid head Excessive heat
is quite as injurious, and often more
so, than freezing, but the latter is

especially injuiious to the younger
plants, particularly if they are grow-
ing rapidly, the older ones being
little injured by frost which would
kill rapid-growing seedlings One
notable effect of exposure of young

{

ilants to severe or long-continued
ow temperature is that it takes the
place of the resting period, and thus
cuts out the second or head-form-
ing period, so that the plant, as
soon as established m the field, be-
gins to shoot to seed without form-
ing any head The degree to which
the plant suffers from unfavorable
temperature seems to vary not only
with different varieties but m differ-

ent locations In the Puget Sound
country, cabbage plants are often
killed by exposure to low tempera-
tures, which those of the same
variety and age growing in similar

soil and exposure on Long
Island would enduie with little

apparent injury In the United
States, favorable climatic con-
ditions are most likely to occur
in succession during the winter,
spring and fall months, as one
moves northeast along the
Gulf and Atlantic coasts, or in

the West along the coast north
from Portland, Oregon, and
in isolated sections south of

that point. Some of the finest

cabbages ever produced m
America have been grown at
points on the Pacific coast as
far south as Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. There are also locations,

701. Conical form of cabbage

—

Jersey Wakefield.

702. Round-headed type of cabbage.

703. Savoy cabbage.

704. A modem cabbage plant in head—Early Flat Dutch.

(603)39
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especially in New York, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and
Wisconsin, near the Great Lakes, or where smaller but
deep inland lakes abound, m which cabbage does
exceptionally well, but generally, in common with most
cruciferous plants, they do better near the sea, in such

locations as the Eastern
Shore of Maryland, Long
Island and Puget Sound
regions, than m the interior

or on the borders of even
very large bodies of fiesh

water.
As the plant is a native

of the temperate zone, and
thrives best m it, and cannot
long endure high tempera-
tures, one does not think
of it as particularly sun-
loving; but there are few
garden plants to which abun-
dant sunlight is more essen-

tial and shade more detri-

mental than the cabbage.
In its native habitat, the

plants are found growing alone or in small open groups
where they are fully exposed to the sun Similar condi-

tions are essential to its best development under culti-

vation so that it can rarely be profitably grown in the
shade or in crowded groups or rows, and ‘‘shooting to

seed” or other failure to form a head is often due to

the crowding of the seedlings m the seed-row.

The cabbage is one of the grossest and least fastidi-

ous feeders of cultivated plants, and while an abun-
dance of easily accessible food is essential for its profit-

able culture, it is less particular than most plants

as to its proportions and physical condition, if only it

has an abundance. Large crops of the best quality

are often produced by the use of fresh green and uncom-
posted manures m almost limitless quantities. Some
growers obiect to the use of manure from hog-pens,

yet some of the largest, healthiest and best crops ever

seen have been grown by the liberal use of hog manure.
Strange as it may seem, abundant fertilization hastens

rather than retards the plant reaching marketable
condition.

The plant is more particular as to its water-supply
than its food-supply, and suffers even more quickly

than most vegetables from a lack of sufficient moisture
in the air or soil On the other hand, it cannot long

endure an excess, particularly in the soil, and soon
succumbs to wet feet A well-drained soil which at the
same time is fairly retentive of moisture is essential

to profitable cabbage-culture.
Even more than with most garden vegetables, the

physical condition of the soil is a most important factor
in determining the development of the cabbage. Large
and often very profitable crops may be grown on soils

which would be classed as clay, loam, gravel, sand or
muck, provided they are rich and friable, but seldom
a large, or profitable crop can be giown on even a
very fertile soil which after rains quickly hardens and
bakes so as to be impervious to air. Permanent fria-

bility rather than superior fertility rnskes some soils ex-

ceedingly profitable for cabbage, while it is difficult and
often impossible to grow a paying crop on others which
are even richer and better watered, but which are liable

to cake after every rain. This is especially true of

some soils that are generally classed as a very rich

clay or muck Permanent friability is the most essen-

tial quality for profitable cabbage-culture, and the want
of it the most common cause of failure to grow a
profitable crop.

Varieties of cabbage. Figs. 701-704, 707.

Few vegetables show a wider range of variation.

There are sorts that can be grown to edible maturity

on a square foot and in 90 to 120 days from the seed,
while others can hardly be crowded into a square yard
or reach prune edible maturity in less than 200 days;
sorts so short-stemmed that the flat head seems to rest

on the ground, others in which the globular head
crowns a stalk 16 to 20 inches long, kinds in which the
leaves aie long, round, or broad, smooth, or savoyed,
light yellowish green, dark green or so dark red as to

seem black
?

with surfaces which are glazed, smooth, or

covered with thick bloom There are many early-

maturing kinds, each having characteristics adapting
them for different cultural conditions and uses, that
will, in fertile soil and a temperature between 60° and
80° by day, and never below 40° at night, form salable

heads in 90 to 110 or 120 days from the germina-
tion of the seed; others that mature in mid-season,
still others that grow the entile season and increase

in solidity even while stored for winter
Amencan seedsmen offer cabbage seed under over

500 more or less distinct vanetal names, a large propor-
tion of which stand for different stocks rather than
for distinct varietal forms, here only the most dis-

tinct types and the most commonly used names are
mentioned

Early York, Etampes, Large York, ete.—Very compact, upright-
growing smooth-leaved soits which are comparatively tender to
both heat and cold, and form vertically oval comparatively soft
heads of excellent quality, but better suited to European than
American climatic conditions and market requirements

Eaily Jersey, Large Wakefield, Winrugstadt, etc —Compact-
rowing, very surt -heading sorts which are very hardy to both
eat and cold and form comparatively small, but t lonely w lapped

hard sharply conical heads which are of attiaetive appearance,
but not of tne best quality Well suited to tho general soil and c li-

matic conditions and very popular in America
Enkhnizen Glory, Early Summer, Fotller’s Drumhead, ete —

Second-early sorts, forming small compact to large spreading short-
stemmed plants, and nearly round to distinctly flat heads which
mature quickly, are of good quality but not well adapted for distant
shipment or winter storage

Flat Dutch, Drumhtad, Ballhead or Hollander, etc —Large
spreading comparatively slow-growing plants, forming round to
oval hard heads, having tho leaves very closely wrapped and over-
lapping in the center They are generally good keepers, often
improving not only in solidity hut in quality during storage

S<ivoys —A class in which the leaves of both plant and head are
crumpled or savoyed instead of smooth as in the preceding There
are varieties of all the forms of smooth-leaved sorts The plants
are hardy, butsare slow to form heads, which are likely to be small

706. Curled kale —Brassica oleracea var acephala.

and more or less open or loose-centered, but they are of superior
flavor, and this class is worthy of more general cultivation in the
home-garden and for local market

Red cabbage—A class of which there are many varietal forma,
and m which the plants and heads vary from purple shaded green
to deep red The heads are generally small, but very solid and
are especially suited for use as “cold slaw ’’

Portugal Sea-Kale, Tronchuda or Chinese cabbage .— These
are distinct classes and species of cabbage, intermediate in char-
acter between the more common sorts and the more distant kales
They have never become generally popular m America, though
they are rather largely grown and used by the Asiatics, particularly

on the Pacific coast The sea-kale cabbage is not to be confounded
with sea-kaie, which is a very different plant.

705. Section of cabbage
head, snowing the thickened

rachis and leaf-stalks, and the

buds in the axils.
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These are but a few of the almost limitless, more or
less distinct variations offered by seedsmen, yet each
of them was thought by someone to be superior in
some location, under some conditions, or for some
purpose The general recognition of the value of each
variation, and the consequent popularity of the sorts

m which the vauation is best developed, are constantly
changing, partly because of local conditions of climate,
but more largely because of changes m transportation
and market facilities and conditions.

Cultural methods

Ideal climatic conditions are found only in very
limited areas, and the common cultural practice in

rach locality is largely shaped by the degree to which
local conditions approach them In the country north
of Washington in which a well-lighted and heated
gieeiihouse and experienced help are available, the
simplest method, and one by which the very best of

early cabbage can be grown, is to plant the seed in flats

some sixty to ninety days before danger of killing by
frost is past, and as soon as the cential bud or leaves
appear (which should be in ten to fouiteen days) to
“prick out” the plants, setting them 2 to 4 inches
apart in other flats, according to the relative impor-
tance in that particular culture of earhness and cost
of production The house should be given abundant
ventilation, and temperatures exceeding 70° or 8.5° by
day and 50° or 00° at night carefully avoided Often it

will be found veiy advantageous, as soon as the plants
are well established, to remove* them to well-lighted
coldfrallies These should be carefully tended in order
to give all the air possible, and to avoid over-heating by
the sun or falling below 35° at night, and the plants
tiansferred to the open giound as eaily as this can be
done without danger from killing fiost^ Some very
successful growers plant seed in well-protected cold-

frames so as to secure a thin, even stand, and by careful

attention secure a slow but steady giowth through the
winter, and the seedlings are first transplanted to the
open ground as soon as danger from killing frosts is

over A common practice from Philadelphia or Balti-

more southward is to sow the seed in the fall in eaie-

fully prepared beds m sheltered locations, and, as soon
as the plants uie large enough, to tiansplant them to

flat-topped ridges about 30 to 30 inches from center to

center and as high as (an be formed by two oi three

back-furrows These ridges usually are run east to
west and the plants aiesct on the south, the north oi the
top, or sometimes in the fuirow between them, depend-
ing upon the judgment of the planter as to which loca-

tion will give the best result on that particular farm
and exposure and in that particular season, as some-
times one and sometimes another location gives the best
icsults In some sections and often only on ceitain

farms of a section this method gives large veiy early-

maturing and profitable crops, while in different fields,

oven on the same farm, a large propoition of the
plants so handled will be killed by frost or will shoot,

to seed without heading In certain locations, notably
in the vicinity of Charleston, South Carolina, cabbage-
plant farms have been established, from which plants

m prime condition for setting in the field can be
secured by the million The location and exposure, and
the character of the soil of the most successful of these

fauns is such that the plants are rarely killed or seri-

ously checked by frost, but make a constant but slow
growth all winter and can be pulled at any time so as to

letain abundant root and vigor and be safely shipped
long distances. The seed is sown and the plant-beds
treated much as one would treat a bod of onions for

sets or pickles, except that in many cases the rows are
as close as 3 inches and the bed receives little or no
cultivation after the seed is planted.

Objections that are sometimes well founded to

plants from such farms are, that they are slow “taking

hold” and a large proportion of them “shoot to seed”
without heading, or the heads are small and of poor
quality, but such failures often come from the use by
the plant-raiser of cheap and inferior seed, or from the
crowded rows and careless handling, or from the
farmer sending for and setting the plants too eaily, or
from holding them too long before setting Some
plant-raisers take pains to advertise that they do not
guarantee plants shipped by them before December
1 to give satisfactory lesults (though they often do),

but that they are willing to guarantee that plants
shipped by them from December 1 to April 1 will,

in suitable soil and exposure and with good cultivation,
produce full crops of marketable cabbage. Most
farmers who use 20,000 to 30,000 plants could grow
on their own farms as good plants or better than
they could buy from even the best and most reliable

growers, and often at materially le>s cost, but it is

707. Cabbage shapes: Flat; round or ball; egg-shaped;
oval, conical

questionable whether many of them would do so, and
it is not surprising that the practice of buying plants,

particularly when earhness in market maturity is

desnable, is rapidly extending
Idle best distance between plants will depend not

only upon the variety used but upon the character of

the soil, kind of labor available and the condition and
way in which the crop is to be marketed. Such small
upright-growing vorts as Early York, Etampes, or true
Jersey Wakefield, which are to be marketed when
still quite soft, can be well grown set as close as 6 or 8
by 18 to 24 inches, requiring 20,000 to 30,000 plants to
the acre, but in America such close planting necessi-

tates so much hand labor that it is seldom piofitable,

and 8 to 12 by 28 to 30 or 3G inches, requiring from
8,000 to 15,000 or 20,000 plants to the acre, is usually
found the more profitable distance.

The best method of setting,, whether by hand, hand-
planters, or machine, will be determined by local con-
ditions. The plants should “take hold” in tw’o to
four days ana start into vigorous growth m ten
days to three weeks, the time depending upon the con-
dition of the plants, and the way they are handled,
quite as much as upon the weather. After active growth
has commenced, it should continue at a constantly
accelerated rate until the head begins to harden, and
although toward the last the plants may not seem to
increase in size, the heads will gam in weight. The cab-
bage suffers less than most vegetables from mutilation
of the root, yet deep cultivation is undesirable because
unnecessary. The essential thing is to prevent any
crusting over, and the keeping oi the surface in such
good tilth as to permit of the free aeration of the soil.
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One of the best crops of early cabbage on record
was secured from what was regarded as naturally a
rather unfavorable soil that was not very heavily
fertilized, but received a shallow cultivation with a
harrow tooth cultivator every day (.except Sundays and
on four days when the surface was so wet from rain

that it would puddle) after the plants were set until

the crop was in market condition
The tune of planting for fall and winter cabbage and

the general cultural methods most likely to give good
results in any particular location are the same for both
seasons, the time of maturity being determined more
by the varietal character of the seed than by method
of culture The cultural practice usually followed by
neighboring and equally successful growers is often
radically different. One planter may always, on some
fixed day in May or June, sow seed in flats and as soon
as the seedlings are well started pick them out mto
other flats, and then again into a plant-bed and wait for

a favorable day, if necessary until August, befoie putting
them in the field. An equally successful neighboring
grower may wait un’til as late as the last of June and
sow thinly in well-prepaied seed-beds and transplant
from them to the field, while still another mav wait
for favorable weather even until the last of July and
then plant seed in place as is the usual practice of some
most successful growers In New England, growers
often drill the seed in place, and when the plants are
well established chop out the superfluous ones

its value as a cultivated vegetable depends to the
more natural but less useful formation of blossoms
and seed Just how on any particular farm the
most favorable conditions can be secuicd cannot be
told in general cultural directions, but must be de-
cided by the grower from his knowledge of the
character and wants of the plant, the condition of the
soil, and last, but by no means least, his facilities for

controlling the conditions upon which the growth of

the crop depends.

Harvesting.

This is the simplest and easiest part of cabbage-
growing With an easily acquired dexterity, each head
m five or six rows can be cut, trimmed and tossed into

a central windrow by a single well-directed stroke of a
well-sharpened spade or heavy hoe Occasionally, be-

cause of some unnatural growth of the plant, or want
of attention, a head will need retrimming, but by the
exercise of a little care, practically all of them can be
kept in marketable shape From the windrows, the

heads are gathered and loaded loose into cars, delivered

to factories or placed in storage Yields secured vary
greatly, being influenced by the sort, the quality of

the seed, the character ot the soil, loss from insects and
disease; they generall> range from five to twenty tons

to the acre The crop is usually readily salable* in the

fall, delivered at factory or on boaid cars at prices

ranging from $4, or even less, to $10 to $20 a ton

708. An outdoor method of storing cabbage

Marketing

Cabbage a r ecus — In

some sections, notably
southern Mississippi and
Louisiana, considei able

acreage is grown and
marketed as cabbage
greens The -eed i^ sown
m place or the plants are
set quite close in the row,
and as soon as they have
commenced active

The weight or quantity of seed used for a given
area varies greatly, as the size of the individual seeds

vary, not only with different varieties but with different

lots of the same sort. Some growers expect to get

plants enough for an acre from less than an ounce,

while others require two to five times as much, ana
those who sow in place often will use four to eight

ounces to the acre. Superlative crops have been
known to be grown by radically different methods, and
very often successful growers nave some peculiarity of

ractice which they deem essential to the best results,

ut which a neighboring and equally successful

grower regards as a foolish waste of labor; but, how-
ever the practice of successful growers may differ, there

are some points in which they all agree Among these
are, the use of the best obtainable seed of some par-
ticular variety which they have found by experience,

or which they believe is best adapted to their condi-
tions and is uniform m time of maturity, so that all

the heads are in prime condition and may be gathered
at the same time, which is an important factor m
determining cost of production, while uniformity m
shape, form and color are equally important in

determining salability. The quality of the seed used,

while not the only factor, is generally the most impor-
tant one m determining the uniformity of product
of any particular culture Unchecked and constantly
accelerated rate of growth are most important factors

in securing the best possible development of any par-

ticular culture. Every check, whether it come from
overcrowding of the seedlings, careless transplanting,
or the caking and want of friability m the surface soil,

tends to divert the energy of the plant from the
unnatural and excessive leaf-formation upon which

growth and long before they have formed a distinct

head, they are cut and marketed much in the same
manner as spinach or kale, but this method of culture
and use is very limited.

Early cabbage is generally considered marketable as

soon as the leaves have closed into a head, even if this

is still so soft and loose that it would be quite unmar-
ketable later in the season If cabbages are cut when
soft and linmatuie, they soon wilt and lose all crisp-

ness and palatabihty, to avoid this, the earlier ship-

ments arc made in small open crates containing less

than a score of heads, or sometimes in larger closed

ones carrying ice, and often in rcfngerator cars Later
in the season, as the heads become larger and harder,

they are shipped in slat crates about 12 by IS by
38 inches, or in ventilated burlap-covered barrels

holding about two and three-fourths bushels
Fall and winter cabbages are usually sold by the ton,

of much more closely trimmed heads than aie con-
sidered marketable earlier m the season, and aie com-
monly shipped m open and well-ventilated cars without
special container or packing, except as may be neces-

sary to protect from hard freezing Many acres aie

grown on contracts with shippers, packets of sauer-

kraut, and the like, who contract for the delivery direct

from the field to factory or on board cars, of the usable
product of a certain acreage at an agreed price per ton.

While this is sometimes a very satisfactoiy arrange-

ment, many careless and incompetent growers are

induced to contract, and their neglected crops become
infected with disease and insects which spread to the
fields of even the most careful growers, and the crop
in the vicinity of such factories and shipping-points
soon becomes unprofitable.
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Storing.

Formerly the most common practice was to let the
plants stand until danger of hard freezing, then pulling,

allowing the roots to retain what earth they would,
but breaking off some of the most spreading leaves and
crowding the plants together (with heads all up or all

709 Cabbage in winter storage m cabbage-house

down and at a uniform height), with earth packed
between them, in long shallow trenches that were
gradually covered with sufficient coarse stiaw or litter

to protect from severe freezing A variation of this

method is to null, leaving what roots and earth adheres,

and set as closely and level as possible in a shallow
cellar not over 3 feet deep, which after filling is covered
with a roof of boards, tarred paper and litter sufficient

to keep out rain and frost, and high enough in the cen-

ter to allow of handling the cabbage It is essential to

success with either trench or cellar that they be located

where there is the least possible danger fiom standing
water, rats and other veimin, and as well protcited as
possible from severe winds and cold Advantages of

this method are that heads quite too soft to be salable

become hard and firm, and that cabbages so stored

retain to a remarkable degioe their crispness and
flavor, and are thought by some to be even better

than when fresh from the field, but when taken from
the trench or cellar, they soon lose their crispness

and will not stand shipment so well as heads which
wTere trimmed before storing A very common method
is to cut and paitially turn the heads and place m
piles 4 to fi feet high and broad, and of convenient
length, built over a board-covered trench which is

ventilated by open ends and tiles up through the cab-
bage, the piles being gradually covered and the open-
ings dosed so as to prevent hard freezing (Fig 708).

In certain sections a large proportion of the cabbages
grown for late winter and early spring market aie
trimmed and stored in bins or on shelves in frostproof

storehouses (Fig. 709).

Diseases

Clubroot (Plasmodiophora brassiest) —A soil parasite affecting
cabbage and other cruciferous plants It thrives best in acid soils

and in some cases can be checked by a liberal use of lime, but its

presence in any held m destructive abundance is seldom suspected
until too late to save the crop Planting cabbage or other crucif-

erous crops on such a field should not be repeated for several
years, during which it should have continued dressings of lime and
ashes Care should be taken to secure uncontnminated soil for

seed-beds, and to destroy all affected plants before cattle have
access to them, as the disease may be carried by such refuse in the
manure from cattle who have eaten it.

IV

t

It or Yellows, Black-rot, Stem-rot, Fusarium, Plwma —Infec-
tious diseases which sometimes become so abundant in certain
sections as to prevent the profitable culture of cabbage They are
all distributed by means of contaminated seed, by manure from
cattle fed on diseased refuse, by soil carried on tools from affected
fields, distnbution in this way should bo carefully avoided. AU
diseased plants should be destroyed by fire as soon as noticed The
•oil used in the seed-beds should be sterilised by live steam or

soaked m a weak solution of formaldehyde (one part to 260 of water).
The seed should be soaked fifteen minutes in the weak solution of
formaldehyde, then rinsed m clear water and immediately planted.

Animal pests.

Flea beetles —The securing of vigorous plants is sometimes pre-
vented by the attacks of lnnunu rable flea beetles, Phyllotreta nt-
taJn This may be prevented by surrounding the beds with frames
made of 10- to 12-inch boards tonntc ted across the top with 2-inch
strips and then covered with 20- to 40-thread to the inch cheese-
cloth This should be put on as soon as the seed is planted and
be removed, m order to harden the plants, four to six days before
they go to the field

Cut-worms —These are best guarded against by keeping the
field perieitly cl. ar cf ell vegetation for six to ten days before
setting, then mix four <juartsof bran meal or flour, one cup of molas-
ses or sugar, and two tablespoonfuls of pans green, with watev
enough to make about the consistency of milk, and sprinkle on
twenty to fifty times its bulk of frc^li-eut grass and scatter over
the field tho night before setting the plants.

Cabbage worm —Keep careful watch of the plants and if the
giecn worms appear in abundance and se> in to reach full size,

sprinkle or spray the plants with kerosene d,ul whale-oil soap emul-
sion, or pans green and water in the proportion of four gallons of
emulsion and one pound of pans green to fifty gallons of water.
After the heads arc two-thirds grown, powdered hellebore, one ounce
to two gallons of water, should be substituted for the poisonous
pans gre«jn mixture

Root-knot (\ tmatodes) —Although seldom very destructive
north of Philadelphia, this is often the unsuspected cause of failure

in the South, particularly of fall crops in light lands The only
practical remedy is the avoidance of affected fields or sterilizing

the soil by freezing or live steam.

Seed-breeding and -growing. Figs. 710, 711.

It is only through careful study of the practical value
anil correlation of varietal differences, the exercise of

great care in selection and growing of the plants, and
in the saving of the seed, that this or any vegetable can
be improved or even its present good qualities main-
tained Under favorable conditions the plant is capable
of producing abundant seed, a single plant having been
known to yield thirty-five ounces, enough to plant
2o to 40 acres, but such \ields aie very exceptional,

and one-half to four ounces a plant is much more
common Although botamcally the plant is self-fertile,

when isolated it seldom yields much and often
no viable seed It transmits veiy persistently through
many generations any distinct variation, but often
without expiession, although such hitherto unexpressed
variations are apt to appear in the seed of self-fertilized

plants, so that such seed is frequently less uniform than
that from a field of plants of the same ancestry At
least one of our popular varieties is made up of the
deseendents of a single isolated plant, but it is a curious
fact that in the second and subsequent generations 90
per cent of the plants, although quite uniform, were
very ihffcient m character from that of the selected

individual from which they were descended. The
ouginator of one of our best varieties maintains that it

is essential to the production of the best seed of that
sort that seed-plants of very different types should be
set together, and by crossing they will produce seed
giving plants of the desired type. In spite of these
facts, it is thought that the practice which will give the
best results with
other plants is

equally desir-

able for the cab-
bage, and that

first a distinct

and well-defined

conception of \N
the varietal form ^
desned must be
formed and the
stock started
from the plant

or plants whose
seed most uni-

formly devel-
oped into plants

\

of the desired
710. Wild cabbage plant in seed. Chalk

cliffs of England.
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character, rather than from those in which it was
exceptionally well developed. Often even professional

seed-growers have but a very vague and constantly
changing conception of what a given variety should be.

The greatest profit is not from the field that pro-

duces even a good many of the most perfect speci-

mens, but from that in which the largest proportion of

the plants are most uniformly of the desired character.

In order to produce seed which will give such results,

one must first form a very clear conception of just

what one wants in plant and head, and learn the rela-

tion between easily noted but economically unimpor-
tant qualities, and others not so easily seen but more
important in determining value. Having selected a
number of ideal plants, one should grow th&se either

singly, or m groups of three or four that are nearest

alike. Save and number the seed of each plant sepa-

rately and plant a small sample of each number, care-

fully noting the numbers in which the product was
most uniformly of the desired character. From the

reserved seed
of the num-
bers which
most uni-
formly devel-
oped the de-
sired form,
one can start

a stock for

field plant-
ing It is not
safe, how-
ever, to rest

there; one
must start a
new selection

of the desired
character so
as to contin-
ually renew
one's stock.

In raising
seed, plant-

ings should be made a little later than one would for fall

market cabbage. As the plants develop, each lot should
be repeatedly looked over and not only those which show
no disposition to form a head, or one in which the
inclosing leaves do not pass over the center, but also

those which show any departure (even if it be of itself

a desirable one) from the desired form, should be
removed The plants should be left in place until there
is danger of the ground being closed by frost and should
then be pulled, a few of the larger leaves removed and
then packed into narrow trenches in sheltered and well-

drained localities, taking pains to pack the earth closely

about the roots and stems. Gradually, as necessary
to prevent hard freezing, they should be covered with
earth and with coarse litter, the aim being to keep
them as cold as possible without actually freezing,

and to prevent them starting into growth. As early

in the spring as possible, they should be set for seed-
ing, giving each plant about twice the space needed
for market cabbage. In setting, the plants, should
be more or less inclined, so that while the top of the
head is but little above the surface, the roots are not
buried in hard and cold subsoil. As they are set, the
heads should be scarred across the top, not deep enough
to injure the sprouting center, but so as to facilitate

its pushing its way through the head. The seedstalks
should not be cut until they begin to shed the seed,

which turns black and seems ripe before it is fully mature.
The entire plant should be cut and stored until quite

dry, when the seed can be easily threshed, cleaned, and
spread not over ^ inch deep m full sunlight for a few
aays and then stored

Commercial seed-growing .—Although one occasion-

ally sees heavily seeded plants in all parts of the United
States, cabbage seed rarely proves a profitable crop,
except in very limited areas along Long Island Sound,
the eastern shores of New Jersey, Maryland and Vir-
ginia, and in the Puget Sound region, where the yield

commonly secured varies from 300 to 700 pounds to the
acre, although exceptional crops sometimes reach 1,500
to 2,000 pounds. The common method of growing does
not vary materially from that described, except that
very often too little care is exercised in securing stock
seed, and it is sowed or the plants set so late that they
fail to develop sufficiently to enable one to do very
effective rogueing out of inferior stock. In Holland,
seed is often raised from much better matured heads
than are commonly used m Amenca and which are cut
from the root, but leaving more stem than for market
use, and planted so that the top is level with or slightly

below the surface. Treated in this way, they root like

a great cutting and form loose, well-brancned plants
which are not so liable to injury from wind, and are
said to yield more seed than would be produced if the
entire plant was used It is possible that this method
might give good results in the Puget Sound region, but
it would not in the East. W. Tracy.

CAB6MBA (aboriginal name). Nymphxdcex. Fan-
wort Submersed aquatics of the western hemisphere,
used m ponds and aquaria.

Flowers small, sepals and petals 3, persistent; sta-

mens 3-6; carpels 3-18, separate: submerged lvs finely

dissected, mostly opposite —Six species

caroliniina. Gray (C aqudtica, DC
,
not Aubl

C. tnndifdlia, llort ). Washington Plant Fish-Grass
Floating lvs green, oblong-linear: fls axillary,

broad, white, with 2 yellow spots at base of each petal,

stamens 6. Ponds and slow streams, S 111 to N C
,
Fla

and Texas. A.G 15.157 —Hardy as far north as Phila
if not frozen. The commonest plant for fish-globes and
aquaria; roots easily in earth, grows well, is dense and
bushy, and a good oxygenatoi

,
prefers water free from

lime Prop by cuttings set in earth in 1-2 ft of water
at 55-70° F. Commonly sold for aquana m bunches of

6-12 shoots 8 in long, wrapped with lead at base,
without earth the bunch lasts 4-8 weeks, when it drops
most of its lvs and must be replaced Var rosaefdlia,

Hort
,
is a form with reddish lvs

,
less durable, and more

difficult to prop A G 15.157 Var pulch6rrima,
Harper, has sts reddish purple, lvs darker with nar-
rower segms. and petals bright purple Ga The true

C aqudtica
,
Aubl

,
of Trop Amer

,
with yellow fls

and nearly oibicular floating lvs., is shown in B M 7090
II S Conard.

CACALIA (ancient Greek name). Compdsitx Peren-
nial herbs of wide distribution, some of which are

planted in the open for ornament.
Floweis paniculate or corymbose, the florets all

hermaphrodite, with white, flesh-colored, or orange,
exclusively tubular corollas, each of the 5 lobes with a
midnerve, achenes glabrous: lvs. petioled, alternate

The genus is by some considered as a section of Senecio,

differing in never having ray-fls—Species about 40,

about one-fourth Asian and the remainder mostly
American They need protection in the North

Ifftea, Mill. A slender rather attractive perennial,

with alternate, widely separated lvs. half clasping the
st.: fls. orange-yellow, in heads about l/%in. diam.,

corymbose. St. Helena; perhaps not a true cacalia.

C. aiirea and C. liitea of gardens may be Emilia.

—

C. cocdnea,
Sims—Emilia. N . TAYLOR,f

CACALltfPSIS (Cacalia-like) . Compdsitx. Peren-
nial, for garden planting.

Heads discoid, very many-fld. of perfect yellow
florets; corolla rather deeply 5-cleft, the lobes lanceo-

late: lvs. palmate—One species, little known in cult.
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Nard6smia, Gray Stout, 1-2 ft high, loose, woolly,
but becoming nearly glabrous, lvs. nearly all radical,

not unlike those of Petas lies palmata, long-stalked,
6-9-cleft or very rarely parted, the loocs dentate or
cut: heads an inch high, in a loobe cluster at the summit
of the nearly naked st . fragrant Pine woods, Calif,

to Wash.—Intro, by Gillett in 1881 as a border plant.

CACAO, COCOA: Theobroma.

CACTUS, CACTI. The plants correctly designated
by this name constitute the family Cactdcex Scarcely
any group in the whole vegetable kingdom is more
remarkable for its st range and vaned forms, the beauty
of its flowers, and wonderful adaptation to desert life

It is not, however, confined to desert regions, for in the
moist forests of the tropics of the New World it is

represented by a number of interesting forms often
epiphytal or scrambling in their

habit of growth, with beautiful
flowers and sometimes with
delicious edible fruit.

"Botanical Features of North American Deserts,
publication No 99 of the Carnegie Institution <

Washington, 1908.
To the southward, the family extends to Chile anti

Argentina Giant torch thistles and echinocacti are
scattered over the pampas of Uruguay, and melon-
shaped echinopses amid the snows of the lofty plateau
of Bolivia
The genus Mamillaria, so well represented in the

southwestern United States and Mexico, is almost
absent from Cential America, the representative genera
of that region as well as of the warm Huasteca region
of eastern Mexico being Coieus, Peieskia, Pereskiopsis,
Nopalea, and Opuntia, while the “turk’s-head" or
"melon cacti" are chiefly West Indian
The peculiar structure of columnar, opuntiovd, and

melon-shaped cacti is undoubtedly the result of exces-
sive dryness of the climates in which they occur, to
protect themselves from which they have been obliged
to store up water and to

reduce their transpira-

712 Tips of Rhipsalis

cassytha.

jam
713 Skeleton of

Opuntia stem.

The Cactacese are confined to America, the only
apparent exception being the genus Klnpsalis, com-
posed of plants with the habits of the mistletoe, glow-
ing on the trunks and branches of tiees, and bearing

small pellucid glutinous berries (Fig 712) This genus,

endemic in tropical America, has found its way to

Afnca, the island of Mauritius and even to Ceylon,
and several opuntias, or prickly pears, occur on the

shores of the Mediterranean, in South Africa, and Aus-
tralia, where they have made themselves so thoroughly

at home as to be regarded by many writers as

indigenous The Caetaccic are not confined to trop-

ical or even semi-tropical regions At
least two species of Opuntia extend
northward into British Columbia, and
species of Kchinoeereus, Eehinocactus,

and Mamillaria aie found in the state

of Colorado The xerophytic forms
flourish especially in the southwestern

United States, the Mexican plateau,

the peninsula of Lower California, where
there are great cactus forests, and the

vicinity of Tehuacan, m the southern

part of the Mexican state of Puebla, a
region celebrated for its remarkable and
gigantic tree-like forms related to the

genus Cereus For an account of the

vegetation of the deserts of the south-

western states and of Mexico, the reader

is referred to Frederick V Coville’s

“Botany of the Death Valley Expedi-
tion," published as Vol. IV of the

"Contributions from the United States

National Herbarium, 1893," Coville

and MacDougal’s "Desert Botanical

Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution—1903"; and to D. T. MacDougal's 716. Cactus apiaea.

tion as low as possible They have a more or less pro-
nounced woody axis surrounded by pulpy cellular tissue

(paicnchyma) in which the water-supply is stored The
stomata are usually situated m depressions or grooves
in the leatheiy cuticle, and as an additional means for

checking transpiration, the cell-sap is nearly always
mucilaginous, whilem some forms latex cells are present,
filled with milky or gummy fluid which hardens on
exposuie to the air and effectively heals wounds in the
soft fleshy plant Certain species of Eehinocactus (viz-

nagas) are like great barrels studded wuth spines and
filled with pulp of the consi<?tenev of watermelon rind,

which is sometimes made into con-
serves like citron (dulees de viznaga)
Other foims, like species of Pereskia,

PereskiopMS, and arboreous opuntias
have hard, woody stems and branches
The reticulated skeletons of certain
species of opuntia (Fig 713) are manu-
factured into walking-sticks, legs of

furniture, napkin rings, and even into

veneering for woodwork In Lower
California and some paits of South
America, where other vegetation is

lacking, the stems of columnar cerei,

or "cardones,” are used for construct-

ing habitations, inelosures, and for

timbering mines Columnar cacti are

also planted for living fences, or hedges,

especially the "organ cactus" (Myrtil-

locactus geometnzans ) of tropical Mex-
ico. Leaves are present in nearly all

cacti, but in some species they are

mere vestiges and can scarcely be seen

with the naked eye In other species

they are large and perfectly developed,
either with distinct petiole and feather
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717. Opuntia leptocaulis, showing
sheathed spines.

veins, as in Pereskia acu-
leata (Fig 714), or sessile

and fleshy with only the
midrib and several paral-

lel nerves apparent as in

the genus Pereskiopsis.

They are sometimes
caducous, fleshy, cylindri-

cal or awl-shaped, as in

the genus Opuntia (Fig.

715). In the axils of the
leaves are peculiar cush-
lon-like areoles (corres-

ponding in all probability

to aborted branches)
clothed with down or felt-

like wool, from which
spines, and, m some gen-
era, also flowers, issue. In

the genera Opuntia and Pereskiopsis, the areoles also

bear minute short barbed bristles called glochidia,

which will penetrate’ the

skm and become detached
at the slightest contact and
are the source of annoying
irritation which often per-

sists for many hours.

The spines (Fig 716)
are not connected with
the axis of the stem or
branches, but emerge from
che areoles. In some
forms they are simple and
straight, bristle-like, awl-
shaped, or short and coni-

cal In others they are
bent like fishhooks or are

curved and horn-like, with
transverse ribs Some-
tunes they are minutely
downy or hairy and some-
times even plumose or
feathery. They may be
either naked or enveloped
in a membranous barbed
sheath (Fig 717) They
may be grouped in star-

like clusters, with straight

or curved rays spreading
from a common center, or
in comb-like fascicles, with
the radial spines arranged
in two rows on each side

of a longitudinal axis (pec-

tinate) . In addition to the
radial spines, there are
usually erect central spines

either straight and rigid,

or more or less curved. One of the most striking forms
is that of the organ cactus, Myrtillocactus geometnzans,

m which the stout erect

central spine resembles
the blade of a dagger
and the radials a guard
for the hilt. In contrast

with this may be men-
tioned the spines of

Pelecyphora aselliformis,

which resemble minia-
ture sow-bugs, or aselli

(Fig. 718).

The flowers in most
cases issue from the
upper portion of the
areoles, but in certain

mamillanas and allied

720. Leuchtenbergia principle, showing
transformation from scales to petals.

forms they come
forth from between
the tubercles or
fiom their base at

the end of a dorsal
groove. Usually the
flowers are solitary

and sessile, but m
the genus Pereskia
(Fig 714) they are

peduncled and often

clustered They
may be tinted with
rose-color, crimson,

purple, j cllow or
orange, or rarely
with copper-color or
scarlet, but they are
never blue. Often
they are pure white
at first, gradually becoming suffused with rose-color

in age. In a few species

they are inconspicuous, as

in the epiphytal Rhipsalis

(Fig 712) Some are diur-

nal, others nocturnal, some
open at sunrise and close

at night or when the sky
becomes clouded, others
open at a certain hour and
close at another fixed hour
of the day or night, some
last for only a few hours,

others for a day, and
some persist for several

days Some, like the
“night- blooming eereus”
are delightfully fragrant,

while otheis are lll-smell-

mg or have no perceptible

odor.

The perianth is not
divided sharply into calyx

and corolla, although the

outer floral leaves are usu-

ally sepal-like and the
inner ones ai e true petals.

In one great division of

the family including Opun-
tia, which has been named
Rotahflorse, the perianth

is more or less wheel-

shaped or widely spread-

ing (Fig 719) ,
in the other

division, Tubuliflorje, to

which Cereus belongs, the
floral leaves form a
tube, often

remarkably long and slender, and crowned
with a spreading limb. The floral leaves

are not arranged in definite series but
somewhat like those of a water-lily, the
scale-like lower or outer leaves gradually
becoming broad and petaloid as they
approach the center (Fig 720) In all

cases the perianth crowns the ovary,

and sometimes persists after withering
on the apex of tne fruit (Fig 721). The
stamens are very numerous and are

inserted on the petals or perianth-tube
(Fig. 722). The single style is longer

and stouter than the slender filaments,

and usually terminates into a radially

divided stigma (Fig 723) Sometimes
the stigma is conspicuously colored and
issues star-like from the center of the

718. Extreme condensation of the plant body.

—

Pelecyphora aselliformis (Nat Size )
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722. Echmocactus flower, show* showing styles and
mg insertion of stamens. ovary.

mass of stamens, as in the genus Echinocereus, in

which the emerald-green star contrasts prettily with
the golden-yellow or orange-colored stamens, rising

from a rosette of rose-purple petals (Fig 724). The
ovary (Fig 723;

,
although formed of several carpels,

is 1-celled The placentae are parietal, bearing an in-

definite number of ovules, the stalks of which (funiculi)

become fleshy as the seeds develop and form a sugary
pulp around the seeds

the different groups, and are 'TT
sometimes useful in making ,

generic determinations Thus the woolly seeds of
Pereskiopsis are sharply distinct from the black glossy
seeds of the genus Pereskia, with which the first-named
genus was at one time confused In Opuntia and Nopa-
lea they are flat, hard and bony, somewhat ear-shaped
in the flat-jointed opuntias (Figs 730, 733,) and usually
discoid and marginless mcyhndiical opuntias (Figs 730,
735). In Cereus they aie glossy black, with the testa

The fruits of the Cactacese are variable in form That either quite smooth or minutely pitted (rigs 730, 732);
of the leafy Pereskia is apple-shaped and bears a num- in Echinocereus they are covered with minute tubercles

her of leaf-like bracts on the skin (Fig 725), on which or granules (Figs 730, 731) In Echmocactus, which is

account the fruit of P aculeata is

called blad-appel, or leaf-apple, in

the Dutch colonies, while in the
British West Indies it is known as
Barbados gooseberry and is made into

tarts and sauces like real goose-

berries In some of the pereskiopses,

the fruit is elongated ana shaped like

a prickly pear, with watery nnd and
seeds covered with cottony hairs In
Opuntia and Nopalea the fruit is

commonly called prickly pear, or
tuna (by the ancient Aztecs, nochtli).

'these fruits bear small fleshy leaves

at first, like the flattened pads of the
plants, and when the leaves fall off

the areoles persist armed with the
irritating sharp-barbed glochidia de-

724. Echinocereus flower, showing
radiate stigma

not a very homogeneous group, the
seeds are pitted m some species and
tubereulate in others In one section

of Mamillaria (Eumamillaria) they
are glossy and marked with sunken
rounded juts (Fig'' 730, 731), while in

another section, which should prob-
ably be made a distinct genus (Corv-

f
hantha) thev are frequently smooth
n the closely allied Ariotarpus they

are relatively large and tubereulate
In the genus Pelecyphora, they are
sometimes kidney-shaped, as in P.
aselliformi^t, and sometimes of a pecu-
liar boat-like form with a very large
umbilicu 1

', as in P pedinata In the
epiphytal Jihipsahs enssytha they are
kidney-shaped and finely granular.

scribed above (Figs 717 and 726) Many species allied The seeds of many of the species of Paehyeereus ("car-

to the genus Cereus bear edible fruits, usually called pita- dones”) are used by the Indians of Lower California and
hayas Those of the tall columnar cardones (Leman eo- Mexico for food In south-
cereus) are covered with easily detachable tufts of wool
and spines but never bear glochidia Those of Cephalo-
cereus (Fig 721) are spineless The triangular climbing
forms which are often trained over garden walls in

tropical countries, sometimes bear enormous juicy
fruits of fine flavor (Fig 727) Those of Echmocactus
(Fig 728) arc more or less scaly The fruits of certain

species of Echinocereus, called alicochcs by the Mexi-
cans, are known to Americans as strawberry cacti, on
account of the fine flavor of their micy pulp Those of

Echmocactus longihamatus are known in noithern
Mexican markets as limas de viznaga, or cactus lunes,

on account of their acid
taste; and the small
smooth crimson fruits of

many mamillarias are
called chilitos, on account
of their resemblance to

small chili peppers. Very
much like them are the
fruits of melon cacti (Fig.

729) which issue from the
dense crown of bristles like

scarlet radishes or fire-

crackers tipped with a fuse.

The seeds of the Cacta-
725. Pereskia fruit. ce® vary considerably in

ein Puebla the fruit of

Pack ij( ereus columna-
trajani

,
called tetezo figs

(higos de tetetzo) are a reg-

ular food staple, offered for

bale m the markets of

Tehuacan during the
month of May.

Other cactus fruits of

gi eat economic importance
aie those of the giant
Ceieus of our arid south-
western region, Carnegica
gxgmrica, locally known as
pi taliayas de sahuara, first

brought to notice m the
year 1540 by the members
of Coronado’s expedition.
They are not spiny like

the fruits of Paehyeereus
and they burst open when
quite ripe. The fruit of

Lemaireocereus Thurben,
known as pitahaya dulce,
although much sweeter,
bears clusters of stout
spines issuing from tufts 727. Fruit of Hylocereus.
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of wool. Closely allied to it is Lemaireocereus griseus of

central and southern Mexico, which yields much nutri-

tious fruit. The fruit of the organ cactus, Myrtillocactus

geometnzans
,
sold m the markets as

garambullas, either fresh or dried,

must also bementioned as of economic
importance
Of medicinal importance is the

narcotic peyote or “mezcal button”

728. Fruit of
Echinocactus. 729. Melon cactus bearing fruits.

(Lophophora Wilhamsn), used as an intoxicant and
febrifuge by certain tribes of Indians, and regarded by
some of them with superstitious reverence. This little

plant was regarded by some of the early Spanish writers

as a fungus and was used by the Mexican Indians to
produce marvelous visions

For an account of the methods of propagation and
culture of cacti and their application to ornamental
gardening the reader is referred to a paper by Charles
Henry Thompson, on “Ornamental Cacti. Their Cul-
ture and Decorative Value ” issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture as Bulletin No 262
of the Bureau of Plant Industry, December 17, 1912.

See also Succulents, vol. VI. \y. e. Safford.

CACTUS (shortened from Melocactus by Linnaeus)

.

Cadaceae. A single small species, sometimes grown in

under-glass collections and in open succulent gardens
South.

Stems globose or ovoid, with vertical ribs, crowned
at maturity with a “cephalium”—a prolongation of the
axis densely covered with small
tubercles imbedded in wool and
bearing in their axils small fls. and
berries. The plant has the appear-
ance of an Echinocactus, but the
fls. and berries resemble those of

Mamillaria.

Melocfictus, Linn. (Melocdctus
communis, Link & Otto). Fig. 731
Ribs 10-20, acute; areoles nearly 1

in. apart; radial spines 8-11, straight

or curved, subulate; centrals 1—4;
cephalium at first low, hemispheri-
cal, becoming cylindrical in time,

reaching a height of 8 in
;
the dense

wool of the cephalium is pierced by
many red or brown bristles, fls. red,

slender, fr. %vn. long, crowned by
the persistent remains of the fl., rea.

W. Indies; called there “Turk’s
head.” B.M. 3090. j. n. Rose.

730. Seeds of Cacti.

1. Mamillaria, 2.

Cereus; 3. Flat-
jointed opuntias;
4 Echmocereus; 5.

Cylindrical opun-
tias.

CADALVBNA: Kaempferia.

cAdia (Arabic name, Kadi). Leguminbsae, tribe

Sophbreae. Small evergeen shrubs of Arabia and Africa,
remarkable for their regular mallow-like flowers.

Leaves pinnate: fls. axillary, mostly solitary, droop-
ing; stamens 10, free, shorter than the petals: pod
linear, acuminate, flattened, leathery.—Four species.

Can be grown outdoors m Calif, or S. Fla
;
in the N.

in the temperate house. Prop, by seeds and cuttings.

purpilrea, Forsk. (C. vdna, L’Her.). A small shrub,
the branches woody, lfts. 20-40 pairs, very narrow,
almost sessile: fls. bell-shaped, pedunculate, rose-red,

the corolla about 1—1^ in. long and very veiny, not
spiny. Arabia.
C Elliai&na, Baker, has few large lfts. and rose-colored fls

Madagascar. B M 6685—C. pubiacena, Bojer. Lfts. 8-10 pairs,
broad-oblong. Madagascar r

pAYLOR j-

CiESALPlNIA (Andreas Caesalpinus, 1519-1603,
Italian botanist). Leguminbsae. Brasiletto. Includ-
ing Guilandma, and Poinciana m part Ornamental
tropical or subtropical trees or shrubs chiefly grown for

their showy flowers and also for their attractive finely

divided fohage; some species yield tanning materials

and dye-stuff.

Calyx with short tube and 5 imbricated lobes, the
lowest concave and larger; petals 5, clawed, usually
orbicular or obovate and nearly eoual; stamens 10,

curved, ovary sessile with few ovules and a slender

elongated style, pod ovate to lanceolate, usually com-
pressed, often mdehisccnt—About 30 species in tropi-

cal and semi-tropical regions The genus belongs to

the subfamily Cajsalpmioidesc, in which the fls arc not
papilionaceous, and is allied to Gleditsia

Caesalninias are armed or unarmed trees or shrubs,

rarely cumbers, with finely divided bipinnate leaves

and conspicuous yellow or sometimes partly red flowers

in racemes, often forming terminal panicles Many
species are very showy in flower and are favorities in

tropical and subtropical countries; in this country they

can be grown only m Florida and southern California

except C japonicn, which is the hardiest species and
will probably stand the winter m sheltered locations as

far north as Washington, D C. They are also grown
sometimes in warm glasshouses.

Propagation is readily effected by seeds, which should
be well soaked in waim water for some hours before
sowing A sandy soil should be chosen for the seed-

bed, and lightly shaded After the plants show the
first true leaf, they should be potted off into small pots

of ordinary garden soil, not too rich, made light by the
addition of sand, if of a clayey nature The plants

grow very rapidly, and must be shifted into larger pots
as their size requires for greenhouse culture, but in tropi-

cal climates may be transplanted into permanent posi-

tions outdoors after they reach a fair size in pots. The
dwarf species are elegant subjects for subtropical

gardening during the summer months in temperate
climates, provided a sunny location is [given them, as
they revel in rather dry very warm soil, and do not
require artificial watering after being established A
rocky, sunny situation may be given C pulchemma
and its variety Jlava, where they will bloom during
many weeks of summer, until frost checks them, if

strong plants about a foot high are selected m early

summer Care should be taken to harden off plants

gradually in the house, so that they may not be chilled

when transplanted outdoors. While they will do well

in a poor soil, an application of manure or chemical
fertilizer may be given them to advantage, causing
them to make a more vigorous growth and give better
and larger heads of flowers. In the tropics, and also in

subtropical climates, these shrubs and trees are always
admired and are commonly planted for ornament.
The royal poinciana {C. regia, but properly Poinciana
regia, which see), and also the dwarf poinciana. or
flower-fence (C. pulchemma), will thrive in close

proximity to the sea, and are valuable for planting in

exposed coast situations. (E. N. Reasoner.)

a. Stamens long-exserted: fls. very showy: trees, unarmed
or nearly so.

Gflliesii, Wall. Shrub or small tree, with very many
small lfts., scarcely %in. long, oblong, obtuse, glabrous:



XXI. Cherry.—Specimen fruits of one of the heart cherries
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fia. light yellow, with brilliant red stamens protruding
o~5 in., in terminal racemes; sepals hairv-fringed. S.

Amer. B M. 4006 (as Pomciana Gilliesn, Hook.). F.S.
1:61. RH. 1893-400. G C. Ill 15.73. Gn 76, p 4.—
A very showy and worthy plant which bears in Calif,

the popular name of “Bird of Paradise” like Strehtzw
Regime. It will stand a tempei ature as low as 20° F.

pulcherrima, Swartz. Barbados Pride Barbados
Flower-Fence. Dwarf Poinciana. Shrub, with few
scattered prickles, delicate, evergeen, mimosa-like lvs

with 12-18 pinnae, each with 20-24 oblique-oblong
lfts less than 1 in long, and very gaudy red-and-
yellow crisped fls. on the ends of the new growth: sta-
mens and style red, and long-exserted Generally dis-

tributed m the tropics. B M. 995. P.M. 3:3. Gn 75,

p 594.—One of the most popular shrubs in warm cli-

mates, as S. Fla. There is a var. fliva, with yellow fls.

731. Cactus Melocactus. (XK)

aa Stamens not much e receding the petals, or

shorter

b. Lfts. very obtuse

c Branches unarmed.

panndsa, Brandeg. Medium-sized tree with slen-

der branches spreading horizontally and clothed with
white, deciduous bark* lvs decompound; pinnae 2-4,
each with 4-6 oblong and retuse lfts.' fls. yellow, showy:
pod glandular, 1-2-seeded. Lower Calif—A rapid-
growing species which can be used for fences and is

therefore called “palo cstaca” m Lower Calif.

cc Branches pnckly.

d. Pod smooth shrubs.

sepi&ria, Roxbg Scrambling pubescent shrub: lvs.

glaucous, slightly pubescent beneath; pinnae 12-20,

each with 16-24 oblong lfts
,
rounded at both ends, l/^~

1 m long fls yellow in simple stalked racemes. India.

—Furnishes dye-wood
,
also used as a hedge plant.

jap6nica, Sieb & Zucc Loose, spreading shrub,
armed with stout, recurved prickles: lvs with 6-16
pinna;, each with 10-20 lfts

,
oblong, very obtuse: fls.

m large, panicle-like clusters, canary-yellow, the sta-

mens bright red. Japan. B M. 8207. G C. III. 42:43.

R.H. 1912-60 Gn. 40:588; 61, p. 81; 76, p. 411. J.H.
III. 34 '531; 51 181.—Endures the winters in some

parts of England. The hardiest species of the genus,
probably hardy as far north as Washington, D. 0.

Nhga, Ait. Vigorous climber: branches flexuose with
copious hooked prickles- lvs glabrous; pinnae 4-6,

each with 4-6 ovate -obtuse lfts 1^-2 in. long: fls.

bright yellow m large panicles; calyx glabrous: pods
ovoid-oblong, 2 in long, mdehiscent, 1-seeded. Him-
alayas and Philippine Isis to N. Austral, and Poly-
nesia. Blanco, FI. Filip 150.

dd Pod prickly' tree.

echinftta, Lam Tree, with prickly rusty pubescent
branches* lvs. unarmed, glabrous, pinnae 5-9, each with
15-20 rhombic-oblong obtuse lfts Yt-*Ain long* fls.

yellow in axillary and terminal racemes; calyx pubes-
cent; stamens shorter than petals: pod oblong, 3 in.

long Brazil. FI. Brasil 15, 2:22.—Yields dye-wood.

bb. Lfts. acute or mucronulate: pod prickly.

minax, Hance. Diffuse shrub, thorny: pinnae 10, with
12-20 ovate-lanceolate glabrous lfts. 1-1H m long:

racemes panicled, many-fld
,
with very large bracts:

fls. white and purple: pods 7-seeded (seeds large ana
black), pnckly. China.

B6nduc, Roxbg. Climbing shrub, with prickly,

pubescent bipinnate lvs
,
oblong-ovate mucronate lfts.

1 }/*2
—3 m. long, yellow fls

,
and a few large yellow seeds

in a short, prickly pod. Tropics; S. Fla

C bfjuga, Swartz (Acacia Bancroftiana, Bert ) Spiny shrub
with ultimate lfts in 2 pairs* fls paniculate Jamaica—C hau~
at crisis, Manu==Mezoneuron kauaiense.—C rbgui, Dietr ==Pom-
eiana regia.—C verndhs, Champ Tall climbing prickly shrub:
fls m racemes China. B M 8132

L. H. B. and Alfred Rehder.
CAHOUN: Atialea Cohune.

CAILLIEA : Dvchrostachgs

CAJANUS (abongmal name) I^guminbsse. A
tropical shrub, grown for the nutritious peas One
variable species, probably originally from Africa

indicus, Spreng (Cytisus Cdtian
,
Linn ) Grandul.

Congo Pea Pigeon Pe\ Dual Took Urhur.
Erect, 3-10 ft

,
villous or often tomentose lfts elliptic-

oblong, exstipellato, resinous-punctate beneath: fls*.

yellow and maioon, pea-like, continuing all through the
year, in axillary lacemcs* pod pea-like, hairy, con-
stricted between the many seeds Much cult m the
tropics for the seeds or pulse, being treated usually as
an annual It vanes greatly m stature and in charac-
ter of seeds: C flavus ,

DC
,
has yellow fls and 2-3-

seoded pods which aie not spotted; C bicolor
, DC ,

a
smaller plant, has red-striped fls

,
and 4-5-seeded pods

which are spotted See B M 6410 and R H 1874*190.
The pigeon pea is much grown m the W Indies, some
varieties being preferred for human food and some for

live-stock; run wild. L. H. B.
CAJ6PHORA: Blumtnbacfna.

CALABASH: Crescentia

CALABASH GOURD: Lagenaria.

CALADIUM (origin of name obscure) Aracese.

Warmhouse large-leaved plants, grown for the foliage;

also employed m summer bedding
Herbaceous perennials, arising from large rhizomes

or tubers, acaulescent, with usually beautifully marked,
long-petioled lvs

;
the secondary nerves oblique to the

few spreading primary nerves* peduncles usually soli-

tary; spathe with the tube convolute, constricted at the
throat, the blade boat -shaped; spadix erect, a little

.shorter than the spathe, the lower part naked, stipe-

like, the staminate part longer than the pistillate; fls.

unisexual* fr. a berry, white—A dozen or less species

in Trop. S. Amer. Two of the species are immensely
variable, and many named horticultural varieties are

m the trade. EnglerinDC Monog Phan. 2: 459 (1879);
also F. S 13.
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A 8 soon as Caladium plants begin to lose their

leaves in the fall, water should gradually be withheld
until the leaves are all gone. The pots should then be
removed to a position under a bench, and laid on their

sides, or taken from the soil and placed m sand Dur-
ing tne resting period they should not be subjected to a
lower temperature than 60° F., and kept neither too
wet nor too dry. About the beginning of March the
tubers should be started for the earliest batch to be
grown m pots Arrange the tubers in their sizes, and
keep each size by itself The largest-sized tubers will

start quickest, and it is desirable to begin with these
for pot-plants. Start them in chopped moss in boxes.
The tubers may be arranged rather close together in

the box, and merely covered over with the moss to the
depth of about an inch. The new roots are made from
the top part of the tuber, so it is important that this

part should be covered to encourage the roots For
starting, a heat varying between 70° and 85° will

suffice. As soon as a healthy lot of roots makes its

appearance, the plants should be potted, using as small-

sized pots as possible. The soil for this potting should
be principally leaf-mold, with a little sand. In a short

732. Caladium bicolor var Chantinu. (No. 17).

time they will need another shift; the soil should on
this occasion be a little stronger; give a position near the
glass, and shade from strong sunshine—New forms are
raised from seed, this operation being an exceedingly
easy one with the caladium, as they cross-fertilize very
readily. The flowers, unlike those of the Anthurium,
are monoecious, the females ripening first To pollinate
them, part of the spathe must be cut away Seedlings
at first have the foliage green, and it is not until the
fifth or sixth leaf has been developed that they show
their gaudy colorings Propagation of the kinds is

effected by dividing the old tubers, the cut surfaces
of which should be well dusted with powdered char-
coal to prevent decay—As bedding plants, the fancy-
leaved caladiums are gradually becoming more popu-
lar. To have them at their best for this purpose, the
ground should be worked for some time previous to
planting out, with a goodly quantity of bone meal
incorporated with the soil The tubers are best put out
in a dormant state, as then they make very rapid prog-
ress, and eventually make finer plants than when they
are first started in the greenhouse, as by this system
they are too likely to sustain a check in the hardening-off
process, and lose their leaves. The fine, highly colored

kinds are not so well suited for outdoor work as those

having green predominating in the foliage, but some o»

the kmds, such as Dr Lmdley and Rosim, do remark-
ably well Frequent watering with manure-water is

absolutely necessary to the development of the foliage,

both outdoors and m. (G. W. Oliver.)

INDEX.

albxnervtum, 55. hastatum, 50. punctatxseimum, 17.

albomaculatum, 16. Hendersonn, 24 Furdxeanum, 9
albostnatulum, 51. Houbyanum, 26 pusillutn, 9.

Alfred Bleu, lb Houlletn, IS regale, 31
amxnum, 17 Humboldtn, 57. Rexchenbachxanum,ii
Appunxanum, 56. Kettelen, 13 Rogxern, 15
argyrxtes, 57 Kochn, 38 roseum, 14
urgytoneuron, 5 Kramenanum, 20 rubellum, 41
argyroneurum, 5. Laucheanuin, 13 rubicundum, 11
argyrospdum, 36. Lemaireanum, 55 rubrunervxum, 42.
Baraquinu, 12 Leopoldn, 15 rubrovenium, 42
Belleynici, 49 Linucnii, 46 sagxttscfolium, 31
bicolor, 8, 11 maerophyllum, 39. Schmxtzxx, 3
Brongmartu, 32. marginatum, 19 SchalUn, 5
Chautmn, 17 inarmoratum, 7 Sehomburgku, 1.

Connxrtn, 17. marmoreum, 2 Sicboldn, 25
cordatum, 3 Murltrsteigia num, 17 splendens, 14
cupreum, 53 mirabile, 33 Spruceanum, 9
Curwadlu, 37. Mooreanum, 18 Stangeanum, 21.
Devosianum, 28. myriostigma, 58 subrotundum, 0
discolor, 29 Neumann, 40 vurxnamtnse, 31.
Puohartrei, 35 Osyrnum, 52 thnpedestum, 7
Eckhartu, 23 Otton «, 28 transparens, 10
elegans, 54 palhdinervium, 30 Troubetskoyi, 56
Enkeunum, 45 pellucidum, 27, 29 Vellozianum, 9
erythnrum, 3. Perriern, 22 Versehaffeltn, *57

firmulum, 9 pictum, 4, 34 vxrxdxssimum, 55
Gardlu, 15 pieturatum, 48, 55 Wagner x, 31
gnsco-argenteum, 39. poecile, 30 Wallxsx, 28
Haageanum, 17 porphyroneuron, 53 Wightli, 44
bsematostigmatum, 29

It will be seen that most of the cultivated caladiums
are considered to be forms of C birolor and C pietura-

tum Only five species are concerned m the following

list. Schomburgku, /, marmoraturn, 7, bicolor, 8, pic

-

luratum, 48, Humboldtn, 57.

a Blade not at all peltate, obliquely elliptical-ovate

1 Sch6mburgkii, Schott Petiole slender, 4 times
longer than the blade, sheathed one-third its length,

blade obliquely elliptical-ovate, midrib and 4-6 acutely
ascending primary nerves silvery, pale, or red,, sparsely

spotted above, paler beneath. French Guiana to Para
—Runs into the following forms

(l) Veins red.

2 Var marmdreum, Engl Blade dull green, with
brownish red nerves, bordered with yellow

3. Var erythrsfeum, Engl (C Schndtzn, Lem. C
cordatum, Ilort.). Midribs and nerves red IH 8:297.

4. Var. pictum, Engl With white or red spots

between the red veins S Amer.

(2) Veins silvery or green.

5. Var. argyroneiirum, Engl (C argyroneiiron.

C Koch C. Schdellen, Lem.) Midrib and veins silvery

I.H 8 297

6 Var subrotfindum, Engl ((7. subrotundum, Lem )

Lf -blade rounded at the base, or shortly cordate, with
white or red spots Brazil.

aa. Blade distinctly peltate

B. Lf. sagittate-oblong-ovate, basal lobes united for two-

thirds their length, or more.

7 marmor&tum, Mathieu (Alocdsia Roezln, Bull C.

thnpedestum, Lem ) Petiole cylindrical, 12-16 m
long, twice as long as the blade, variegated; blade 6-8

in. Tong, 4-6 in wide, dark green, with irregular gray,

ellowish green and snow-white spots, glaucous-green

eneath, sagittate-oblong-ovate, the upper lobe semi-

ovate, slightly cuspidate, the basal ones unequal, one-

third or one-half as long as the upper, connate two-thirds

to three-fourths their length' spathe-blade pale green,

2-3 in long. Ecuador. I.H. 5, p. 69, desc.
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BB. Lf. not as above; basal lobes united one-third their

length or less.

c. Shape of If. ovate-tnangular, or ovate-sagittate (8-47).

8. tricolor, Vent. (Arum Ucolor

,

Ait ). Petiole

smooth, 3-7 times as long as the blade, prumo.sc toward
the apex; blade ovate-sagittate, or ovate-tnangular,
variegated above, glaucous beneath, upper lobe scmi-
ovate, narrowing gradually to a cuspidate point, the
basal ones one-half to but little shorter than the upper,
oblong-ovate, obtuse, connate one-fifth to one-thira

their length S Amer Intro, into cult in 1773 B M.
820 —Very common m cult

,
furnishing many of the

fancy-leaved caladiums. The marked varieties are
as follows (9-47)

.

(1) Lf.-blade and veins of one color.

9 Var Vellozi&num, Engl (C. Villozianum
,
Schott.

G Purdiednum, Schott. C. pus]llum, C. Koch. C.
Sprucednum, Schott C firmulum, Schott.). Lf.-

hlade dark green above, basal lobes connate past the
middle Brazil, Peru, it B 10.109.

(2) Lf -blade more or less vanegated.

(a) With a colored disk (Nos. 10-18).

(b) Disk transparent.

10 Var transp&rens, Engl (C transpdrens, Hort.).
Blade with a pale green, nearly transparent disk; mid-
r-b and pnmaiy veins red-purple.

11 Var rubicundum, Engl (C. bicolor, Kunth).
Petiole green, or vanegated green and violet; blade
green, with a red, transpaient, central disk, and a very
narrow red line between the disk and the margm.

(bb) Disk opaque.

(e) Purple disk

12 Var Baraqumii, Engl (C Bardquina. Hort ).

Petiole violet, blade with a pm pie-red disk, beautiful
green between the di'k and margin, nerves and midrib
red-violet Para 1 If 7 237 FS 13 1378.

13 Var K£tteleri, Engl (C KetUUn, Hort). Peti-

ole crimson, variegated toward the base, blade with
purple disk, midrib and primary veins, sparsely marked
between the veins with many small, rosy spots.

(ec) R(d disk.

14 Var splendens, Engl. (C rostum, Hort. C.
splcndens, Hort )

Petiole green below', red above;
blade with a red disk at the middle, midvein and
prunary veins red-purple, green between the nerves
and along the margin. Lowe, 4

15 Var L&opoldii, Engl (0 Leopoldn, Hort. C.
Gxrdtn,C Koch C Rogurii, Chant. & Lem.). Petiole

violet beneath, red-purple above, blade w'lth a broad,
reddish disk, margin green, red-spotted; midrib and
prunary veins dark red-purple Para, 1864.

1C Var albomacul&tum, Engl (C Alfred Bleu).

Petiole green, blade green, with red disk, midrib and
prunary veins, and marked clear to the margin with
many large, white spots between the nerves.

(eee) Rose di sk.

17. Var. Ch&ntinii, Engl (C. Chdnhnii, Lem. C.
Connkrln, Hort C. ameennm, Hort. C. Marter-
stcigidnum, Hort C. pvnetatissimum, Hort. C. Haage-
Anum, Hort). Fig. 732 Petiole more or less violet,

blade broadly red-purple along the midrib and primary
nerves, rosy at the center, and with very numerous,
unequal spots between the nerves clear to the maigmal
vein. Para, 1858. Ill 5:185 F.S. 13: 1350-51. B.M.
5255. A.F. 8:129. G. 12:375.

(cccc) Light green disk.

18. Var. HoullStii, Engl. (C. HoulUtii, Lem. C.
Moorednum, Hort ) Petiole green, the sheath and a
little of the base violet-vai legated; basal lobes of the
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blade somewhat introrse, rounded, connate one-third;
blade obscurely green toward the margin, the midrib
and primary veins slightly reddish, and with a Dale
disk marked with many irregular white spots.

(aa) IFithoul a colored disk.

(b) Margins colored throughout.

(c) Red margin.

19. Var. marginatum, Engl. (C. nuirgindtum, C.
Koch). Blade dark green, with a red line on the outer
margin.

(cc) Yellow margin.

20 Var. Krameri&num, Engl. (C. Kramenanum,
Hort ). Vems purple, yellow margin.

21. Var Stange&num, Engl (C Stangeanum, C.
Koch) Blade reddish, green along the narrow mar-
gin, yellowish toward the margin.

,

(cec) Solid uhite margin

22. Var. PerriSrii, Engl (C Perneri, Lem ) Petiole
violet-black; blade dull green, with many red-purple
spots, and white along the margin Brazil, 1861.

(cccc ) Spotted margin

23 Var fickhartii, Engl (C Eckhartu, Hort ).

Petiole violet-blotched at the base, green above the

middle, blade green, with few rosy spots along the mar-
gin, and small white ones m the middle

24 Var Hendersonu, Engl (C. Hhiderson 11
,
Hoi t )

Petiole v.u legated violet and green, reddish toward the
apex, blade mostly green, reddish next the lower parts
of the nerves, midrib and pi unary veins red-purple
spotted, small red spots along the margin

25 Var Sieboldu, Engl (C Si'eboldn, Hort )

Petiole violet and gieen, leddish toward the apex, basal
lobes of the lf somewhat mtrorse, connate one-third
then length, dark green, midrib and pi unary veins

beautifully red-purple spotted, and a very narrow white
bordei, marked with small purple-red spots A F
8 127.

(ccccc) Purple margin

26 Var Houby&num, Engl (C Houbyanum, Hort)
Petiole duty green on the lower surface, bright red
above, blade bright gieen, with large pale spots, and
small led-purple ones between the midrib and primary
veins, a red-purple spot above the insertion of the peti-

ole, and a pale purple line around the margin

27 Var. pelliicidum, Engl ((’ vellucidum, DC ).

Petiole reddish, variegated with violet, blade broadly
reddish purple spotted along the midrib and primary
veins, and moie or less marked with transparent, red-
dish purple spots between the primary veins, a con-
tinuous purple line along the outer margin.

(bb) Margin colored only on basal sinus.

28 Var Devosi&num, Engl (C. Devosidnum, L^m.
C Wallutt, Hort C Ottbms. Hoit ) Petiole green;

blade bright green, with small, irregular white spots
between the midrib and primary vems, and a narrow
crimson border at the' sinus. Para. 1 II 9 322.

29. Var. haematostfgmatum, Engl. (C hwmatostlg-
nuitum, Kunth C. pelluculum, DC C. discolor, Ilort

)

Petiole violet, blade dark green, with a purple line on
the basal sinus, and sparsely marked with blood-red
spots. Para.

30 Var poecile, Engl (C. parUe, Schott. C. pallidi-

n&rvium, Hort ). Peti le 1 eddish brown, or closely

streaked-vai legated, baidc dark green, midrib and
primary veins paler, often whitish, a red-purple spot

where the petiole joins the blade, narrowly purple-mar-
gined m the sinus. Brazil

31. Var. reg&le, Engl (C. regale, Lem C. Wdgneri,
Ilort C surinamense, Miq C sagittsefolium, Sieb.).

Blade bright green, purple-margined at the sinus, every-
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where marked with small, confluent white spots. W.
Indies, 1710. I.H. 9:316

(bbb) Margin and disk without color.

(c) Vanegated green blade.

32. Var. Brongniirtii, Engl (C Brongnidrin
,
Lem.).

Very large, petiole variegated violet and green, red-

dish toward the apex; blade green, except along the
nerves below, where it is colored reddish, paW green
between the primary nerves, deep green toward the
margin; veins and nerves red-purple. Brazil, 1858.

F.S. 13:1348-9 I H. 5, p. 58, desc.

33. Var mir&bile, Engl. (C nnrabile, Lein.). Petiole
green; blade bright green, densely covered with large
and small irregular pale green spots between the pri-

mary nerves and midvein. Para I H 10:354.

(cc) Blue-green blade.

34. Var. pfctum, Kunth (C. pictum, DC.). Petiole
greenish, variegated beneath; basal lobes connate
one-fifth their length; blade thin, blue-green, -narked
with large, irregular, usually confluent, pale yellowish
semi-transparent spots. Lowe, 43.

(ccc) Colorless blade.

35. Var. Duchfirtrei, Engl (C. Duchdrtrei, Hort.).
The long petiole green above, variegated below the
middle with violet-black; blade colorless, except the
midrib and all the veins, or here and there pale rosy
or red-spotted, or even more or less dirty green. A.F.
8:129.

(cccc) Solid green blade.

(d) Dark green.

36. Var. argyrtfspilum, Engl. (C. arayrdspilum
,

Lem ). Petiole grayish red, sparsely and finely streaked;
blade a most beautiful green, with a crimson spot at
the middle, and with many small white spots between
the primary veins. Para. F.S. 13 . 1346-7.

733. Caladium picturatum var. Belleytnen (No 49 )

37. Var. Curw&dlii, Engl (C . Curwddlii, Hort.).
Petiole greenish, slightly violet-blotched toward the
base; blade reddish purple along the midrib and pri-

mary veins, marked between the veins with large white
spots; otherwise dark green

38. Var. Kdchii. End (C. Kbchii, Hort.). Lf.-

blade more rounded, dark green, with small white spots
midway between the midrib and margin. Para, 1862.

39. Var. macroph^llum, Engl. (C. macrophyllum,
Lem C. grlseo-arg&nteum, Hort.). Petiole green;
blade dark green, marked everywhere with many small,

scarcely confluent white or slightly rosy spots Para,
1862 IH 9:316.

40. Var. Nedmannii, Engl. (C. Nehmanini, Lem.).
Petiole green, blade very beautiful dark green, with
scarcely paler veins, marked between the primary veins
with large and small white-margined, reddish purple
spots. F.S. 13:1352-3. B.M. 5199.

(dd) Light green.

(e) Not spotted.

41. Var. rub611um, Engl. (C. rub&llum,
,
Hort. C

.

Reichenbachidnum, Stange). Blade green, with reddish
purple midrib and primary veins

42 Var. nibrov&nium, Engl (C\ rub ovknium, Hort.
C. rubron&rmum, Hort ). Petiole variegated green and
violet, blade small, oblong-ovoid, the basal lobes some-
what introrse, obtuse, connate almost to the middle,
pale caulescent or red-green along the midrib and pri-

mary veins; vems pale red or scarlet. Para, 1862.

(ee) Spotted.

(f) With white spots.

43. Var. Lauche&num, Engl (C Lauchednum, C.
Koch). Blade bright green, with white spots at the
middle.

(ff) With purple and white spots.

44 Var Wlghtii, Engl. (C Wightu, Hort..). Petiole
pale green; blade vcr,> beautiful green, marked be-
tween the primary vems with large, red-purple and
small white spots. French Guiana

(fft) With red or rnmson spots

45. Var. Enkeknum, Engl (C Enkednum, C. Koch)
Blade bright green, marked with large and small red
spots.

46. Var. Lindenii, Engl (C IAndenu, Hort ). Blade
bright green, with confluent small red spots

47. Var Verschaffeltii, Engl. (C Verschaffeltn,

Lem ). Petiole pale green, blade very beautiful green,

with few irregular crimson spots I.H 5 185 B M.
5263. Lowe, 46.

cc Shape of blade lanceolate-sagittate.

48 pictur&tum, C Koch Petioles usually green,

variegated below, elongated; blade lanceolate-sagittate,

cuspidate and submueronate at the apex, the upper lobe
nearly triangular, oblong or ovate-lanceolate, basal
lobes over half as long, lanceolate subacute, connate
one-sixth to one-fourth their length, separated by a
tnangular sinus; primary lateral veins 4-7, erect-

spreading or spreading Brazil—Variable, furnishing

many of the fancy-leaved caladiums.

(1) Transparent white blade.

49. Var. Belle^mei, Engl. (C Belleymn, Hort.).
Fig. 733. Petiole greenish above, variegated violet

beneath; blade slenderly hastate-sagittate, white,

translucent except the green veins and nerves, with
small green spots along the margin; basal lobes 1-5, or
rarely one-fourth or one-third connate. Para. I.H.
7:252. A.F. 8:127. G.2.89.

(2) Pale green blade.

(a) With transparent blotches.

50. Var. hast&tum, Engl. (C hastdtum, Lem.). Peti-

ole long, stout, white, violet-spotted; blade hastate-
sagittate, slightly contracted above the lobes; dull,

pale green, very irregularly marked with transparent
blotches; basal lobe one-fourth connate, crimson
margined in the sinus. Para.

(aa) Opaque.

51. Var. albostriitulum, Engl. Blade greenish white
along the midrib and veins, white-striped and dotted
between the nerves.

52. Var. Osy&num, C. Koch. Blade white along the
midrib and primary veins, with purple spots between
the veins.
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53. Var. porphyrone&ron, Engl (C. porphyroneuron,
C. Koch. C ciipreum, Hort Alocdsia porphyroneura

,

Lem ). Petiole pale reddish, variegated with dull vio-

let, blade broadly hastate-sagittate, dull, pale green,

slightly reddish on the veins, opaque basal lobes one-
sixth to one-third connate. Peiu and Brazil. I.H,

8.297
(3) Dark green blade.

54 Var Slegans, Engl Petiole rosy, greenish
below, variegated, blade narrowly hastate-sagittate,

slightly contracted above the lobes, dark green above,
broadly reel or purple next the midrib and primary
lateral veins, basal lobes one-fifth connate

55 Var LemaireAnum, Engl (C. Lemavrednum,
Barr C pulurdtum nlbinermum, C Koch C. picturd-

turn vindhsnnum, C Koch) Blade shaped like pre-

ceding, dark green, midrib and prunary veins pale

green or white S Amer
,
1861. 1 H 9 311

56 Var Troubetskoyi, Engl (C Troubltskoyi

,

Chantin C A ppunidnum, Hort ) Petiole red, varie-

gated, blade very narrowly hastate-sagittate, slightly

contracted above the lobes, dark green above, broadly
marked with pale red along the midrib and primary
veins, and with scattered, transparent, small white or

rose spots F 8 13 1379

ccc Shape of blade oblong-ovate
,
or oblong * plant small.

57 Humboldtii, Schott (C argyrites, Lem ) Fig.

734 Petiole slender, variegated, 2 to 3 times longer

than the blade, sheath slender, narrow; blade oblong-
ovate, or oblong, green along the margin, midrib and
primary veins, with many large and small transparent
spots between, shortly and very acutely acuminate,
the apical lobe oblong-ovate, twice as long as the
oblong or ovate-triangular, obtuse basal ones, basal

lobes one-third connate, separated by an obtuse tri-

angular sinus, the 3-4 pnmaiy veins of the apical lobe
uniting m a collective nerve remote from the margin.
Brazil III 5 185 FS 13 1345. Gng 3 279. A F.
10 197 Lowe, 22 C L A 19 343. G 14 501.

58 Var myriostigma, Engl (C myriostigma, C.
Koch) Blade marked everywhere with small white
spots
The following names are in the trade, or occur in the

lists of dealers and fanciers, but are not identified

botanically —olbanense
,
Barrattn

,
canduium, Endlich-

enanum, Fenzlianum, Ortgieeu, Petschkann, Rodeckw,
specutsum

,
Thelemannn

,
venosum.

C ascu£<*n<um—Oolocasia antiquorum es^ulenta —C odor&him,
Lodd »AIocaeia macrorrhiaa—C. pubfacent, N.E.Br. A new

aa, distinct from those already in cult, by being pubeeoont.
B.M. 8402 Jared G. Smith.

Geo. V. NASH.f

CALAMAGR<5STIS (Greek, calamos
,
a reed, and

agrosh8, a grass). Syn Deyeuxia. Graminess. Usually
tall or reed-like perennials bearing rootstocks. In-
cluding nay grasses and a few more or less ornamental
species.

Spikelets 1-fld., the rachilla prolonged behind the
palea as a usually hairy pedicel, lemma hairy on the
callus, awned from the back —Species about 120, dis-

tributed throughout the world in temperate and arctic

regions, usually in damp or swampy soil. The species
are often valuable native forage grasses. One species,

C. canadensis, Beauv., is a source of an excellent
equality of native hay in the northwestern states, where
it is called blue-joint. Another species, C. stricta,

Beauv., native of the northern states, is sometimes
cult, m a variegated form as an ornamental.

C. 6ret>£pt/is==Calamovilfa brevipilis. ^ g HlTCHCOCK
CALAMINT, CALAMINTHA: Satureia

CALAMOVlLFA (Greek, calamos, a reed, and vilfa,

a kind of grass). Graminese. Purple Bent-Grass. A
group differing from Calamagrostis in having awnless

spikelets and no prolongation of the rachilla. Species

3, m S E. U. S. C. brevipilis, Hack . is cult as an orna-
mental grass. This is a stout, tutted grass, 2-4 ft.,

with short, horizontal rootstocks, pyramidal purplish

panicle 4-8 in. Sandy swamps in pine-barrens, N. J.

to N. C. Dept. Agric., Div Agros. 7:156; 20.84.

A. S. Hitchcock.

734. C&ladium Humboldtii. (No. 57.)

CALAMPELIS. Eccremocarpus

CALAMUS (Greek for reed) Palmdcex, tribe Lepido-
cdrpje. A group of interesting, usually climbing pinnate
palms of the Old World tropics, not much known to the
trade although over thirty species are in the European
catalogues
Stems very slender, always more or less prickly, usu-

ally climbing and never bearing a terminal infl : lys.

alternate, pinnate, often ending m a terminal some-
times elongated cirrus, by which they are attached to

their suppoit, lfts narrow, with 1-5 nerves, If -sheaths
at first completely inclosing the mternodes, sometimes
split and open . spadix laterally attached at the summit
of the If -sheaths

?
often elongate and slender and fre-

quently ending in a tail-like appendage (flagellum)

which is thorny; spathes long and narrow, hardly if at
all split, differing from Daemonorops which has a read-
ily opening spatne; fls. dioecious, paniculate or branched
2 or 3 tunes; corolla coriaceous, longer than the calyx
m male fls., as long as the calyx in the female, fr. glo-

bose, ovoid or ellipsoid, topped by a short permanent
style—There are more than 200 species, most of which
inhabit India. See Beecan’s excellent monograph Ann.
Royal. Bot Card Calcutta 11, 1908
Calamus is an easily grown group of palms, very

ornamental, even in a young state. Some of the spe-
cies have stems several hundred feet long, which enable
them to unfold their leaves at the tops of the tallest

trees The leaves are peculiarly well adapted to assist

the plant m climbing, having numerous hook-like pro-
cesses arranged on a long continuation of the midrib of

the leaf When accommodations can be given, these
plants should be selected, as their growth is rapid, and
they are capable of furnishing a large con.seivatory
quickly. Numerous suckers are produced, so that when
the mam stem ascends the lower part is clothed in foli-

age. Calamus tenuis (or C RoyCeanus ) and C Rotang
furnish the rattan canes. Malacca canes are furnished
by C Scipionum—Young plants thrive be^t m a root-

ing medium containing a considerable quantity of leaf-

mold. Older plants need soil of a more lasting nature;
a quantity of ground bone and charcoal in the soil may
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be used to advantage. Old well-furnished plants need
enormous quantities of water. All of them require stove
temperature (G. W. Oliver

)

cili&ris, Blume St. slender, climbing by means of

long axillary leafless branches, covered with short
hooked spines: lvs. 1)^-2K ft. long, 6 in. wide: lfts.

40-50 on each side, hairy; petiole 2 in. long witn few
hooked spines: spadix of female and male fls finely

hairy-hispid on the spathes: fr. globose, about ^m.
diam. Java and Sumatra. F R. 1 607. G.C. III.

21:86.—Intro, mto cult, in 1869. To be grown in

tropical house.

aspSrrimus, Blume. St. slender
;

climbing by the
prickly cirrus of the lvs and the prickly branches: lvs.

without stalks, about 18 in. long, bearing not more
than 8-10 thin, papery, irregularly placed lfts. on each
side of the rachis spadix simply decompound, about
7 ft. long, terminating m a slender prickly appendage.
Mts. of Java.—Can be grown in a cooler house than
the preceding.

C Andrednum, Hort., Pill & Mitterb— (’) —C calicdrpua, Gnff.
=Da?moriorops calicarpus, Mart.

—

C. dealbdtui IIort,=Acantho-
phcrnix rubra, Wendl —C Lewisidnua, Griff =*Dsemouoropa Lewm-
tanus, Mart. N . TAYLOR.
CALAMUS or SWEET FLAG: Acorua Calamua.

CALANCHOE: Kalanchoe.

CALANDRiNIA (J. L. Calandrini, Genevan botanist,
who wrote an important thesis in 1734). Portidacdcex.
Fleshy, spreading or nearly trailing plants, sometimes
cult in borders and rockeries, or used for edgings m
sunny places.

Flowers red or pink or rose-color, of short duration;
petals 3-7, sepals 2; stamens 5 (or 3) to 12; style with
3 branches, lvs alternate, narrow —About 60 species,

Brit Col to 8 Amer dnd m Austral. Annuals and per-
ennials, but the latter mostly treated as annuals; not
much grown in gardens.

A. Fla. in a short umbel-like cluster.

umbell&ta, DC Perennial, 4r-6 in.: lvs lmear and
hairy: fls m a corymb, or umbel-hke terminal cluster,

bright crimson. Peru. R.H. 1853:5.—The C. umbellata
of gardens is hardy in many parts of the U. S.; in New
York it should be planted m a well-sheltered position,

or provided with ample protection in winter; sometimes
it acts like the biennials, but, as seeds are produced
very freely, young seedlings spring up constantly
between the old plants, and one does not miss the few
which may decay during the second year; the plant forms
a very neat, slightly spreading tuft; fls. are produced in

many-fld. umbels, terminal, numerous, and large, glow-
ing crimson-magenta, saucer-shaped, very showy. June
to Nov. Full exposure to sun, and light sandy soil, are
needed to bring out the rare beauty of these plants.

The fls. close up when evening comes, like the annual
portulacas, but they reopen on the following day. In
the sunny sloping part of a rockery, even when quite
dry, or among other low plants in a bed or border,
they are highly satisfactory. Although perennial, it

may also be treated like the annuals, as it flowers the
first summer as freely as afterwards. Can be prop,
by cuttings.

aa. Fls. in longer dusters
,
'pedicels often more or less

drooping.

discolor, Schrad (C. degans
,

Hort.). Perennial,
1-2K ft.: lvs. fleshy, spatulate to obovate, purple
beneath, gray-green above, blunt’ fls bright light pur-
ple, 2 in. across, with yellow stamens. Chile. B.M.3357.

MSnziesii, Torr. & Gray (C. specidsa
,

Lindl.).

Red Maids. Annual: 3-12 in. high, with green herbage,
glabrous, or nearly so: lvs. hnear, or spatulate-oblanceo-
late: fls. rose-red or purple, rather large and long-
peduncled (petals Kin. long). Calif., N. B.R. 1598.

—

Variable. There is a white-fld. variety advertised.

grandifldra, Lindl. Perennial, 1-3 ft.: much like

C. discolor
,
but lvs. oval and pointed, narrowed to

petiole, green, 4-8 m. long: fls. somewhat smaller, light

purple. Chile.

spectdbilis, Otto & Dietr. Perennial, 2 ft : lvs.

lance-spatulate or rhomboid, 1^ in. long, somewhat
pointed, fls bright purple, 2 in across. Chile.—Said
to produce seed seldom; prop by cuttings.

Bfcridgii, Hort. Annual. 1 ft lvs. linear-lanceolate,

smooth ns. many, small, copper-rose or brick-red,

in leafy clusters. 8. Amer.

chrom&ntha, Gnseb One ft., loosely branched: lvs.

rather large, fls. and buds rose-colored: fr. orange-
yellow, persisting. Argentina.

C. oppoaUifdlia, Wats.—Lewisia oppositifolia.

J B Keller.
L. H B.

CALANTHE (Greek for beautiful dower). Orchxda-

cex. Sub-epiphytal or teirestnal hothouse orchids
found in the eastern hemisphere, and sparingly in the
western hemisphere.

Scapes erect, many-fld : lvs broad, plaited fls white
or rose-colored, rarely yellow, pseudobulbs angulate,

with grayish green ohoaths m the Vostitle section, but
absent in the Veratnfolue section.—Forty to 50 species

m tropics of both hemispheres.
Most of the species and the numerous varieties

grown are deciduous, losing the foliage about the tune
of flowering, and, at this season, water is given spa
rmgly until the flowers are cut, then the bulbs are kept

m a dry warm place until signs of growth m spring
All calanthes are terrestrial and should be potted each
year in fibrous loam, with a small portion of old manure
and sand mixed in Use plenty of drainage as for other
orchids, and about 2 inches of soil; secure the bulbs
firmly by means of part of the old wiry roots, water
very sparingly until active root-action takes place, but,
when in full growth, weak manure-water may be given
at each watering The young foliage is very sensitive to

sun, and must be shaded as soon as it develops, keep
the plants near the glass and give all light possible,

and the warmest treatment permitted in orchid cul-

ture. They enjoy a little heat, even in summertime,
from the pipes at night The best place to grow calan-
thes is a sunken, well-heated pit facing south, lowering
the plant as the foliage nears the glass Calanthe
veratrifolm is an evergreen species and may be treated
similarly to the Phaius. Calanthes are easily increased
by separation of the bulbs at the time of repotting
Young bulbs are often produced from the apex of old
ones, old ones will start again the second year and
make increase. (E. O Orpet

)

vestita, Lindl. (C. oculdta, Hort). Lvs. broadly lan-

ceolate, nearly 2 ft long, from grayish green pseudo-
bulbs’ fls nearly 3 in. across, numerous, in racemes;
petals and sepals whitish, all more or less overlapping,

the former oval-oblong, the latter obovate-oblong;
labellum flat, large, 3-lobed, the mid-lobe cleft; a
yellow or crimson Blotch in front of the short column;
scapes from 2-3 ft. high, hairy. Blooms in winter
Malaya. B M. 4671 F.E 9.325 A F. 6:655. F.S.

8:816.—A most popular orchid There are many
forms, of which the following are the most important:
Var gigant&a, Hort. Larger in all parts: fls. white,

with rea eye. Var nivftlis, Hort. Fls. pure white. Var.
Tfimeri, Hort. (C Turneri, Reichb. f ). Fls. more
numerous, labellum with a crimson blotch; blooms later

in the season than the next. Var r&bro-ocul&ta, Hort.
Labellum with a crimson-purple blotch. Oct.-Feb.
G. 10:629. Var. lflteo-oculita. Hort. Yellow-blotched.
Var. RegniSrl, Hort. (C. Regnien, Reichb. f. C. Stevensi-

dna, Regnier). Pseudobulbs more elongated, with a
depression above the middle: labellum rose-colored,

with a purple blotch in front of column, less deeply
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lobed than in the type. A.F. 6:655 Var. Regni&ri
Wflliamsii, Hort (C. Wilhamsn

,
Hort ) Sepals

white, sometimes shaded pink; petals white, rose-

bordored, lip deep rose.

veratrifdha, 11 Br Lvs oblong-lanceolate, about 2
it long, from a creeping rhizome, fls white, in dense
corymbose racemes; petals obovate-spatulate; sepals

obovate-oblong; labellum 4-parted
;
the anterior lobes

usually broader than the posterior or basal lobes

Blooms May-July. Malaya B.M. 2615.

Veitchii, Lindl Fig 735 A hybrid between C rosea

and (’ vet>tita fls. rose-colored; labellum with white
spot near the base. Winter-flowering. There is also a
white variety This hybrid was raised by Vcitch, m
1850 BM 5375 Grig. 14.134 A F 25:1093 Forms
of this are var b611a, Hort

,
with pink fls.; var. nigro-

ocul&ta gigantSa, Hort
,
with stout sts

,
the fls. white

with an eye of reddish crunson, var. Sandhurstiina,
Hoit

,
with crimson fls

;
var SSdenii, Hort

,
with deep

rose fls
,
var supSrba, Hort

,
has richer color.

Masftca, Lindl Scape 2 ft long, with large, marly-
ribbed, dark lvs : fls 1 in. across, the segms overlap-
ping, deep violet, fading to lilac, the lip deep violet-

purple Summer and autumn. N. India B M 4541
Var grandifldra, Hort

,
is of greater size throughout.

C bvTindn ua, ilolfe FIs. mauvo-purplo, with yellow crest

Burma (' (If if, Hort (C VeitchuX ?) —C Codloontt, Hort
(C \ f»it f tm ? (' ves-tita luteo-oculata) FIs pure white, except a
blotc h of yt How m the throat and a few lemon-yellow lines on lip—r CorntliuH VandtrbiU, Hort (C \estita rubro-orulata X

C

Veitchii) —(’ discolor, Lindl Sts leafy fls with claret sepals and
pi tills and a {-lobed whitr lip flushed rose Japan GC II I. 35:
i.v» B R 2b 55 —C Eyermannxx, Hort (C vestita rubro-
oculuta 'C \ eitehu) Racemes shorter than m C Veitchu,
with lar«cr more spreading white fls with a reddish
blotch at the base of the hp G F 4 17—C gigas,

Hort (C grandi flora XC Regnien) Fls nearly 3 m.
across, borne on a st over .5 ft tall, sepals and
petals milk-white the latter tinged rose at
raise and apex lip 4 lobeel, bright rose,

striateel with pale lose or white, a reddish
crunson blotch at the base —(' IJfnnvnt,
holier SmnlartoC' vestita Philippines GC.
Ill 4ft U, rlesc —(' mmlngnituirxensxs, ilolfe
Se p il and petals rosy miuve, hp dull ma-
genta with white spot at base GC III 28
115, de-.c —(

'

J/cll Ilhams it, Hort —(f ) —-C
summit/ fine, Hort -<’ II lirpun, Ilolfe Sepals white, petals much
narrow i r, white, lobe el lip dull purple, changing finally to orange
Madagascar

Gko. V. NASH t

CALATHEA (Greek for basket, the application not
apparent) Marantacese Perennial foliage plants of

warmhouses, with maranta-like leaves arising in a
tuft from the crown

Sepals 3, free and equal; corolla tubular, with 3
spreading lobes, stamens 3, petal-like, 2 sterile, and 1

bearing an anther on its side (compare Canna). From
Maranta the genus diffeis chiefly in technical charac-
ters In Maranta the fr is 1-seeded, in Calathea
usually 3-secded, in the former the n.-clusters are
branched and few-fld

,
in Calathea usually capitate

or cone-like—Of calatheas there are more than 100
species, mostly of Trop. Amer

,
but a few of trop Afr.

The lvs ,
for which the plant is grown, are variously

marked with shades of green, red, brown, yellow, and
white. They spring from the very base of the short
st

,
just above the rhizome, the rhizomes themselves

more or less tubenferous (Fig. 736). Monogr by
Schumann in Engler’s Pflanzenreich, hft. 11 (1902).

All the calatheas thrive m a moist tropical house
in a temperature that does not go below 65° F

,
with

a rise during the day to 90° or 95° F. For general pur-
poses, the best compost in which to grow them is made
of equal parts of good turfy loam, leaf-mold and sand.
Some of the more delicate species are best grown m
leaf-mold and sand only. Stagnation of the soil must
be particularly avoided by abundance of drainage, as
they require to be kept rather moister at the roots tnan
most stove plants The close moist atmospherical
conditions that these plants require can be secured

40

only by constant syringing and damping down amongst
the plants; therefore the need for abundance of drain-
age is apparent, whether they are grown m pots or
planted out in a border. It is only by planting them out
with a free root-run that calatheas may be had m their

full beauty; and when so grown a collection of these

plants forms one of the most beautiful examples of tropi-

cal foliage. Particular attention should be given to

protecting them from all strong sunshine, the thm text-

ure of their leaves rendering them specially liable to
damage from this cause. Most of the species are of

easy culture providing the above conditions are fol-

lowed Many of them spread rapidly and make quick
growth; therefore they require to be potted or over-
hauled every spring, but when once well established,

they may be fed with liquid manure once a week—
Propagation is by dividing the crop ns, or by cuttings

in those kinds that
make secondary
growths, these cut-
tings being taken just
below the nodes In spring,

^

just before growth begins, is a
good time for this work Tubers
may be used, if produced

In Florida, calatheas grow
exceedingly well in shady lath
plant-houses The soil should
lie leaf-mold and very old cow-
manure added to the original
natural soil Commercial fer-

tilizer should never be used.
In very cold weather they
should be covered with pine
branches and leaves or pme-
nwllet). All the kinds soon
form very beautiful clumps All of them need much
water while they are growing, but not m the winter if

they are planted out in beds Each spring they must
he replanted m fresh soil Then the clumps may be
divided, or if large specimen plants are desired, they
may be left intact. (Nehrhng )

The calatheas are a confusing group to the horti-
culturist, became the differences that he knows he
mostly m characters of leaf and habit and these are
variable. The size of leaf and plant depends much on
the treatment, and m some species the juvenile leaves
are different from the mature ones. The coloration
of the foliage depends much on the age, and the way
in which the plants are grown. However, we may
roughly throw the species into two groups,—the small-
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leaved and the large-leaved, although it is a question
where to place such intermediate kinds as C Veitchiana,

C insigms, C leopardma, C Sandenana, C nigricans
,

and some others; or we may arrange them in two
groups by the red-marked kinds (of foliage), and by
the green-, gray- and white-marked kinds, but this

would not account for the juvenile and adult stages of

C. leopardma, C. impenalis, C Chanlnen, C. ornata.

and others. The botanical classification by floral

characters would be of little use to the general horti-

culturist Some plants known in collections as calatheas
are likely to be marantas, phrynnuns, monotagmas.
ctenanthe, or others. The radical tufted leaves and
capitate inflorescence of Calathca, and the zigzag stems
and branched inflorescence and small flowers of Maranta
are general characters of separation between these two
genera In the present account, the attempt has been
made to draw the characters as much as possible from
cultivated specimens apparently authentically named.

index.

Alberta, 15. insignia, 38. pumilum, 4.

albo-lineata, 12, 35. Legrelliana, 30. regalia, 35.
Alluia, 32 leopardma, 33. roseo-hneata, 1.

angu.Htifolia, 3. Lietzei, 23. ros^o-pieta, 1.

argyrophylla, 39. Lnulemana, 28. roseo-atriata, 29.
Bachemiana, 45. Louis®, 21 rotundxfoha, 8.
Binotu, 42 Luciana, 9 rufibarba, 27
Chantnen, 34. majeatica, 35 Sagoreana, 11
chimboracensia, 5. Makoyana, 16. Sanrienana, 37.
coniptcua, 23 MarceUn, 14. Sophiae, 41
crocata, 18 tnicans, 4 tigrina, 43
crotahfera, 31. Neuberhx, 23. trifaaciata, 7.

Qxacolor, 3 nigricans, 40. tubmpatha, 2
eximia, 2b nitens, 17. Vamienheckei, 22.
fannosa, 8. noctiflora, 25. Veitrluana, 19.
fasciata, 8 olxvana, 16. virginalis, 14.

flavescens, 10. ornata, 12, 35. \ ittata, 12.
Foxu, 19 ovalxfolia, 8. Waaturx, 1.

Gouletn, 22. Pavonn, 2. Walhsii, 13.

gracilia, 25. picta, 24 Warscewiczii, 44.
grandiflora, 10. pnneeps, 29. Wiotiana, 6.

lllustris, 20 propiriuuum, 7. zebnna, 42.
impenalis, 36 pulchefla, 43.

A. Markings of If. (upper surface) in red or brown, at

least m part.

1. rdseo-plcta, Regel (C. rdseo-lmeata, Hort.?
Mardnla rdseo-plcta, Lind. M Wdgnen, Hort).
Dwrarf. lvs nearly orbicular, purple beneath, the upper
side dark green, the midrib red, and an irregular red
zone (sometimes two zones) two-thirds of the distance
from the midrib toward the margin Amazon. FS
16:1675-6 Gn. 2, p 3

2. Pavdnfi, Koern. (C. tublspatha
,
Hook f ). Two

feet or less high. lvs. obovate-elliptie, short-acuminate
or cuspidate, thin, greenish beneatn, lively green above,
and marked midway between the rib and the margin
with lighter green and squarish patches of brown.
Peru. BM. 5542.

3 angustifdlia, Kcem. (Mardnta discolor

,

Hort ).

Habit loose, erect, only slightly spreading at apex:

K
owths bearing 1-4 lvs. from 1-5 ft. high; blade
nceolate, unequilateral, %-2 ft long, rich light green

with fine lines of purple-red above, rich shining red
beneath, petiole erect, stout, 1-3 ft. high, rich dark
red, heavily marked with light green tuberculate
spots, sheath extending from one-third to one-half its

length, in the juvenile form the whole of the plant is

densely covered with reddish brown hairs, but in the
adult plant, the blade is almost entirely glabrous.
Cent Amer. B.M. 8149

aa. Markings of If. mostly on the order of green or white
(iexceptions m juvenile stages of Nos. 85, 86, 87
and others).

B. Lf.-blades small or short, usually less than 12 in. long.

c. Under side of lvs. green, grayish, or yellowish (violet

informs of No. 14).

4. micans, Kcern. {Mardnta mlcans, Math. Phry-
nium piimilum

,

Klotzsch). Very small: lvs. 2-3 in.

long, and 1 in. wide, oblong-lanceolate, somewhat
acuminate, green and shining above, the rib m a feath-
eied white stripe, paler beneath. Brazil—Probably
the smallest cult Calathea.

5. chimboracensis, Lind. Dwarf: lvs. oblong-ovate,
8-12 m. long, acuminate, green above and below, with a
very dark green white-maigined band running length-
wise the blade midway between the rib and each mar-
gin. Neighborhood of Mt. Chimborazo. III. 17:6.

6 Wiotiina, Makoy (Mardnta Widtn, Morr.).
Habit dwarf, spreading: rhizomes branching freely:

growths bearing only a single lf. each: blade linear-

lanceolate, slightly oblique, 4-
S 12 in. long, undulate, acute,

f upper sale silvery gray with a
narrow band of light green

CwWv ^ - around the margin
;
midi lb green,

with a row arranged pinnately,
” along either side of the midrib,

736. Tub., oft;,.'u.... °! ,Iark olive-urcen blotches or

(XU) stripes; under side dull grayish
J

green finely striated all over

between the principal veins, with patches of light

yellowish green; petiole 3-15 in. long, erect or spread-

ing, light green, terete sheath entirely absent Prob-
ably Brazil —A most beautiful species; thrives best m
leaf-mold and sand.

7. trifasci&ta. Kcem. (Phrpnium propinguum, Poepp.
& Endl.). Habit dwarf, spreading, with short free-

branching rhizomes, growths bearing 1 lf. only, blade

cordate-ovate, unequilateral, 3-12 in long, apex acute,

and half twisted around, upper side silvery gray shading

to green at the margins and with a row on either side

of the midrib of dark green stripes arranged pinnately,

under side light green, prominently striated on both
‘upper and lower sides with a network of fine veins

connecting all the principal lateral veins, midrib pale

yellowish brown on the under side and covered with
dark brown hairs m the lower half and extending for

an inch or more on the apex of the petiole, petiole 3-12
in long, light green, glabrous except in the upper inch

or so; scale lvs reddish brown. Guiana —A companion
plant to C Wiotiana, to which it is closely allied, but
differs in the broader and paler color of the lvs Of
easy cult.

8. fasciata, Regel & Kcem. Habit dwarf, compact:
lvs 10-18 in long, reflexed; growths bearing 1-3 lvs.;

blade broadly ovate or orbicular, acute or obtuse,

glabrous 5-10 in long, slightly undulate; upper side

rich dark olive-green alternately marked by trans-

verse bars of silvery white; under side dull grayish
green; petiole 4-8 in. long, spreading, dull green,

covered with short and minute brownish hairs; sneath
extending up to one-half the length of the petiole,

upper part terete. Brazil Gn 2, p. 3—Considered by
some to be a variety of C rotundifolia, Koern C.

fannosa and C. ovalifolia are probably stages in the
development of this plant or perhaps slight varieties.

9. Luciina, Hort. Habit medium to strong, compact,
more or less tufted

:
growths with 2-5 lvs

,
usually

with 3, arching over at the tips and K~3 ft. high;
blade elliptic, oblique, glabrous, acute, slightly undulate,
3-12 m long, upper side light pea-green feathered
along the midrib with pale greenish white and with a
concentric zone of the same shade near the margin of

the If., under side dull grayish green; petiole erect,

slender, rigid, pale green, glabrous or nearly so; sheath
extending from one-half to nearly the entire length of

the petiole, upper part oval, slightly flattened on each
side: mfl. a short few-fld. spike; peduncle 1-3 in long;

bracts spreading or erect, ovate, light reddish brown,
1 Vv in. long; fls. in pairs, yellow; sepals thin, linear,

one-third the length of the tube; corolla yellow; petals
elliptic, %\xi. long, spreading, acute; the 2 petaloid
aborted stamens obovate, j^in. long, bright yellow,
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and striped or blotched with bright red; style curved,
^£in. long, yellow. Trop. Amer.

10. flavdscens, Lindl Habit tufted, glabrous m all

parts growths with 3-5 lvs
, 1-2 J/j ft high, blade

elliptic, slightly oblique, 6-12 in long, acute, light

green above, soft grayish green below, petiole 12-18
in long, pale yellowish green finely spotted with darker
green, sheath one-third to one-half the length of the
petiole, upper part oval' mfl. a dense globose short
raceme, peduncle less than an inch; bracts large,

elliptic, outer ones 2 in long, bracteoles smaller,

linear or lanceolate; fls in pairs, sessile or nearly so,

an inch diam
,
sepal primrose, equal, lanceolate; petals

large, bilobed, obovate, bright yellow Brazil B R
932 —Perhaps to be referred to C grandiflora, Schum.

1 1 Sagore&na, Ilort (Mardnta Sagoreana, Hort ).

Habit dwaif and compact growth bearing 2-4 lvs,

usually with 3, and from 6-18 in high, erect at first,

arching towards the apex, blade lanceolate, unequi-
lateral, 4-9 in long, pale yellowish green with a row'

on either side of the midrib of arrowhead-shaped
blotches of dark green which give this plant a distinct

and pretty appearance, the under side in plain yellow-
ish green, petiole slender, erect, 6-12 in long; sheath
extending only to about a quarter of its length, upper
part terete

12 vitt&ta, Koern (C dlbo-linedta
,
Hort C or-

ndta vai dlho-lincdta and Mardnta dlho-linedUi, Hort )

Habit dwarf, compact, } ^ -2 ft high growths with 2-5
lvs

,
blade elliptic-lanceolate, slightly oblique, 3-12 in

long, glabrous, acute, upper side light green, pinnately
striped with white from apex to base, underside pale
dull green shaded between the veins with slightly

lighter jellowush green, petiole slender, erect or spread-
ing, 3 15 in high, light green, glabrous, sheath extend-
ing from one-thud to one-half its length, upper part
terete Probably Colombia

13 WAllisii, Regel (Mardnta Wdllisii, Lind ). Habit
strong, but neat and graceful, branching and forming
numerous growths' growths bearing from 2-7 lvs

,
and

1-1 ft high, blade bioadly ovate, acute or obtuse,
6-12 in long, rich light velvety green along the margin
and midrib and with a row' on either side of the midrib
of dark irregular blotches of olive-green, under side

soft gra>ish green, petiole eject, slender, sheath,
extending to half the length of the petiole, and covered
with soft hairs, upper part teiete with the exception
of the sheathing lower half of the If -stalks, the whole
plant ls glabrous Peru —One of the commonest
species in cult and of very easy culture A useful and
decorative pot-plant

14 virgin&lis, Lind Lvs soft-hairy below, broad-
oval, rather blunt, 7-9 in long, 4-6 in broad, upper
surface light green, and below, in the common form,

whitish green and lighter zones show'll, as on the upper
surface,—or in another form, which has been distribu-

ted in gardens as C (Maranta ) Marcellii, under side

shaded a light violet and without zones. Brazil.

AF 7*611 —Allied to C. Veitchiana, but has bracts

with indurated tips rather than membranaceous.

cc Under side of lvs. violet, purple, or suffused with red.

15 Albertii, Hort (Mardnta Albertn, Pynaert &
Van Geeit) Habit dwarf, spreading, less than a foot

high, growths bearing 2-5 lvs
,

erect or spreading;

blade oblique, elliptic, undulate, acute, 4-9 in. long,

glabrous, upper side dark green feathered on either

side of the midrib with a band of pale yellowish green,

under side dull green suffused with light purple-red:

mfl. a few-fld. terminal spike; peduncle 3-4 in. long,

pale green; floral bracts half reflexed outwards, orbicu-

lar or broadly ovate, %\n. long; bracteoles 4-6, white,

scanous, fls. m pairs, pure white; sepals half the length
of the tube; petals lanceolate, J^in. long, tube ^in.
long; 2 petaloid stamens slightly longer than the

petals, obovate. fertile stamen hooded and curved over
the stigma; style and stigma short curved, white.

16 Makoy&na, Nichols. (Mardnta Makoyd.no, Morr.
M. olivdrts, Hort). One to 4 ft.' lvs. broad-oblong,
obtuse or somewhat short-pointed, the stalks red, the
If olive-green or cream-colored above but marked
against the midrib with outspreading, dark green
blotches of oblong, oval or pyriform shape, the under
surface similarly marked, but in red. Brazil. F S
20 2048-9. G C. 1872.1589 Gn 4, p 87.

17 nltens, Bull. Habit dwarf, blade elliptic, acute,
glabrous, upper side bright green, with oblong acute
bars of dark olive-green, alternate long and short, on
either side of the midrib, under side dull green tinted
with dull red. Brazil—Distinct and pretty.

18 croc&ta, Morr. <fc Joris Whole plant 12 in

high lvs sub-distichous, petiolo 2-3 in long, sheath-
ing most of its length, blade 4-5 in. long, erect, ovate-
lanceolate, acuminate, somewhat undulate, dark green
and veined above, rose-purple beneath spike short,

the bracts bright saffron-yellow. Brazil B M 7820
GC 111.28 113. GM 53 265. J H. III. 60:329
G 32.263 F.W. 1876 . 161 —A free bloomer and showy
when in flower.

19. Veitchiina, Hook f. Fig 737. Habit strong,
loose, and spreading, 1-4 ft high' growths with 2-8
lvs

,
usually with 3; blade ovate or elliptic-ovate,

oblique, acute, undulate, glabrous, 4-12 in long, upper
side rich dark glossy green, feathered along either side

of the midrib with an irregular band of pale green and
with an inner zone of dark olive-green blotches and an
outer one of pale yellowish green (often shading to
white) between the midrib and margin; under side
similarly blotched, but in shades of purple -red and
rosy red; petiole Yi~3 ft long, stout, green and gla-

brous above, tinted with reddish brown and hairy m
lower part; sheath extending from one-third to one-
half ibe length of the petiole, upper part terete: infl.

I » \

737. Calathaa Vettchiana.
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on erect densely fld. spike on peduncle 4-6 in. long;
spike 2-3 in. long, with a rosette 2 in. diam., of large
green foliolose erect or capped spreading bracts

;

floral bracts erect, spreading at the tips, ovate, an inch

long, outer ones covered in lower part with brown hairs

;

fls. in pairs, primrose-white, tube %in. long, slender;

sepals erect, long, lanceolate, petals elliptic

Am. long, reflexed ; fertile stamen hooded, small, 2

aborted petaloid ones longer than the petals, obovate,

bilobed, with a bright violet blotch on the front;

style and stigma small, curved. Peru. B M 5535.

GC 1870:924. Gn 2, p 545 FS 16:1655-8—

A

dwarf var F6xii, Raffill, has recently been mtro into

cult from Venezuela. It differs from the type in its

dwarf habit, rarely exceeding 10-12 m high: lvs.

broader, more reflexed, and with a bright rose or red

midrib, the color of the markings of the If. are darker
and of a slightly different shape, the dark inner zone
of green being more broken in outline, and running into

the midrib mfl smaller, but the fls in size and color

green part reduced to a marginal ring Kin. diam.;

these two strikingly distinct forms of lvs. will often be

found on a single plant in adjoining growths: in this

cose it is not that either of them represent the adult

stage, as both are of frequent occurrence on the

same plant and both produce infls.; under side, dull

purple-red; petiole erect or spreading, dull reddish

brown; sheath reaching from one-third to one-half its

length, upper part terete or oval' infl an erect narrow
spike, sometimes sessile but more commonly on a
peduncle 3-15 in. high; bracts erect, ovate, green

tinted with brown, closely adpressed and forming a

narrow cone-like mass some 3-5 in. long, the upper pair

ot biaets always being enlarged and spreading outwards
like 2 small elliptic lvs : fls. m pans, white; sepals

half the length of the tube; tube %u\ long, petals

elliptic spreading; column curved, white with brown
stripe—A fine stove plant for large or small pots, and
on account of its tufted habit is of great use for decora-
tion. Of very easy cult.

are the same as in the type.

20 illustris, Nichols. {Mardnta illustns, Lindl.).

Habit dwarf and compact, 6-9 in high lvs spreading,
growths bearing 2-5 lvs 6-9 in. long, blade oblique,
ovate, acute, undulate, 4-6 m. long, 2-5 in broad,
upper side rich dark shining olive-green, with a bluish
metallic luster over the whole, the midrib being feath-
ered on either side with dull silvery white and an irregu-

lar zone of the same color running the complete circle

of the blade, under side dull purplish red; petiole 2-3
in long, spreading, dull greenish brown; sheath extend-
ing to one-half the length of the petiole, upper part
terete; petioles, lf.-scales and under side of the midrib
covered with minute brown hairs infl an erect, capi-
tate, few-fld. spike, on slender peduncle 4-0 in long;
bracts of two kinds, the upper 3 or 4 green, folio-

lose ovate, spreading over the floral bracts, and curv-
ing upward at the tips; lower bracts scarious, orbicu-
lar, light brown and shading to bright red at the point
of attachment to the rachis, bracteoles 2-4, lanceo-
late, shorter than the bract' fls. m pairs, sepals white,
two-thirds length of the tube, tube %m. long, petals
lanceolate, white, spreading, Am long; 2 aborted
petaloid stamens larger than the petals, obovate,
lower one heavily blotched with purple; stamen hooded;
style and stigma white, curved, Am. long; ovary
minute, white Ecuador. FS 16:1691-2.—-By some
regarded as derived from C. roseo-picta.

23. Li&tzei, E. Morr. (Mardnta consplcna, Bull M.
Neubertn

,
Hort.). Habit dwarf, spreading by means of

runners: growths bearing from 1-7 lvs \?~2 ft high;

blade obliquely elliptic, acute, undulate, glabrous,
3-9 in long, upper skip soft velvety green, striped along
the principal veins with dark olive-green and feathered

between the veins with splashes of \ellowish green,

lower side dull purple-red, midrib brown, petiole 3-15
in long, softly tomentose in lower part, sheath extend-
ing from one-half to nearly the entire length of the

E
etiole infl borne upon long slender leafy sts

,
which

iter become swollen and root at the nodes and change
to runners, thus forming an easy means of prop few-
fld

,
bracts green, ovate, fls. in pairs in axil of each

bract, pure white, Am diam
;

sepals linear, petals
.obovate. Brazil B II. 25 273.

24. pfeta, Hook. f. (Mardnta plda, Hort ) Habit
dense and compact, covered in all parts with soft

velvety hairs growths with 4-10 lvs. and A~3 ft.

high, blade elliptic, undulate, acute, 6-15 m long,
upper side rich velvety olive-green, feathered on either
side of the midrib, pale yellowish green, under side rich
purple-red

,
petiole 3-18 in. long, dull red

,
sheath extend-

ing nearly the entire length of the petiole, the upper
inch or two being terete, and rather brighter in color
than the lower part: mfl. a dense cone-like spike,
borne on long slender terete sts. 1-3 ft long and bear-
ing 1 or more lvs. which change into runners after

21. Loulsae, Chantrier (Mardnta Ixmha?, Hort ).

Habit tufted, 2-3 ft. high: growths with 2-5 lvs
;

blade elliptic, only slightly oblique, glabrous, acute
margins plain or slightly undulate, 6-12 in. long, upper
side light pea-green, feathered along the midrib with
white, changing with age to a soft greenish white;
under side light green tinted with pale purple-red:
petiole 2

A

ft. long, slender, erect, green, covered
with soft minute brown hairs, sheath extending from
one-third to one-half the length of the petiole, upper
part terete: mfl. an erect spike, elliptic in outline, on
a leafy peduncle 4-12 in. long; bracts creamy white,
reniform, obtuse or acute, bracteoles numerous, white,
scarious; fls in pairs; sepals linear, cream, half the length
of the tube, tube %in. long; petals lanceolate, reflexed;
lip elliptic, with bright yellow disk reflexed with scarious
margins; column white or cream, linear curved towards
the lip

22. V&ndenheckei, Regel (Mardnta and C. GouUth
,

Hort.). Habit dense and tufted, 1-2K It high • growths
with 1-3 lvs

,
usually 2; blade oblique, elliptic or

elliptic-ovate, 3-9 in. long, acute, upper side glabrous,
rich dark green, marbled with silvery white along the
midrib and an irregular undulating line of the same
color running the complete circle of the blade, the
intervening tissue in some cases will be also entirely
composed of this silvery white colored tissue and the

the fls. are over, becoming fleshy and rooting at the
nodes, forming a ready means of prop

;
bracts 1-2 in.

long, erect, cllmtic or ovate, pale primrose tinted with
rose or violet; ns. in pairs, 1 in diam

,
primrose tinted

with violet Brazil. B M. 7674 G C III 22.293.

25 noctifldra, Hort. (Mardnta noctiflbra, Regel &
Koein. M. gracilis, Hort ). Habit loose and spreading,

1-2K It high: growths with 2 or 3 lvs
;
blade elliptic

or elliptic-ovate, 6-12 in. long, pendulous or horizontal,
upper side pale yellowish green, pinnately striped with
rich dark green bars along the principal veins, lower
side light green faintly suffused with dull red, the prin-
cipal veins being more strongly marked with a deeper
shade of red; petiole erect, rigid, 6-18 in. long; sheath,
extending to half its length, upper part terete, green.
Probably Brazil —Perhaps a true Maranta.

26. exfmia, Kcem. (Phrymum eximium, Koch).
Habit loose and spreading, growths bearing 1-3 lvs

,

usually 2, and from 1-3 ft. long; blade elliptic or ellip-

tic-ovate, acute, 6-15 in. long, upper surface alter-

nately striped with rich olive-green and light silver

tissue, and arranged in the form of a feather, midrib
channeled pale yellowish green, under side rich dark
wme-red, glabrous above, softly tomentose with brown
hairs beneath: petiole spreading, stout, 1-2 ft long,
lower part light green, reddish brown above, beneath
extending from one-third to nearly the entire length of
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the petiole, upper part oval or terete. Cent. Amer.
Gt. 686.—One of the finest and most beautiful mem-
bers of the genus.

27. rufibArba, Fcnzl. Habit erect, densely tufted:
growths with 3-7 lvs. 1 Vi~\ ft long; blades linear-

lanceolate, 6-12 in. long, rich shining green, suffused

with purplish red below, undulate, acute, petiole %—
'IVi ft long, terete above the Bheath, sheath extending
from 2-10 in. of the base of the If., dull red heavily
spotted with green. Probably Brazil. B.M. 7560—
Densely hairy in all its parts.

28. Lindeni&na, Wallis (C Umlenn
,
Wallis & Andr6).

Lvs. elliptic-oblong, short-acuminate (12 m. or less

long), deep green above with an olive-green zone either
side of the midrib, and beyond which is a darker zone
of green, the under side counterfeiting the upper side,

but with purplish zones Brazil. Ill 18*82—By
some considered to be a form of C. roseo-jncta.

29 prfnceps, Regel (Mardnta princeps, Lind.).
Lf elongated or elliptical-lanceolate, 7-10 m. long,
3—3

* ^ in broad, light green above, with broad black-
green, flaming, broken band along the middle nerve,
violet-purple below Amazon.

30 Legrelliina, Rogel Lf.

elliptical, pointed, 5-6 in long,
2-3 1

2 in liroad, above shining
green, with broad, white, flam-
ing, broken middle band along
the middle nerve and numerous
broken white linear small bands
between the side nerves, lower
surface whitish green and
marked with red and green.

Colombia, Ecuador —-A neat species.

bb. Lf -blades larger
,
mostly upwards of

12 in. long.

c. Under side of lvs green (red in juvenile
slates of A os ,i'+ and others and m
No. 37 arui perhaps No Jrj)

31. crotalffera, Wats. Rattlkswkk
Plant Lvs oval, abruptly acute at
each end, 1

1 1~2 ft long, and 10-12 in.

broad, yellowish green, with a white-
margined midrib, paler underneath;
petiole 2-3 ft long, curved, sheathing*
peduncles 1 or 2, 8-10 in high, bearing distichous

yellow'-fld spikes Guatemala —Offered in Fla The
spikes suggest the rattle of a rattlesnake (Crotalus)

whence the specific name.

32. All&ia, Lindl Habit erect
:
growths bearing 4-10

lvs 2-4 ft long, blade 1-2 ft long, elliptic, arching m
upper half

;
light green above, pale silvery gray below*,

margins slightly undulate; petiole erect, often as much
as 2 ft. long, green, striped with dull r«l on each side,

the sheath extending up to within 2-3 in. of the apex,

where it becomes terete. W. Indies—Alluia is a native

Canb name.

33. leopardina. Regel (Mardnta leopardina
,
Bull).

Habit strong ana vigorous, quickly forming a large and
fine specimen: growths hearing 3-7 erect or spreading
lvs

,
often as much as 5 ft. high, and arching over at

the tip; blade to 20 m. long, elliptic, slightly oblique,

acute, slightly undulate, and glabrous in all parts,

upper side rich green in the adult stage; in the juvenile

stage the lvs. are dark olive-green m the center, with
an irregular outer band of paler green, forming a com-
plete zone between the dark green center and margin;
under side light green; petiole 1-4 ft. high, rigid,

erect: sheath extending from one-third to one-half the
length of the petiole, upper part terete, glabrous,

shining light green. Brazil—A near ally of C. Chant-
nen, but not so bnghtlv colored m the markings of

the lf.

738. Calathea zebriaa.

34. Chantrleri, Hort (Mardnia Chanln'en
,
AndrA).

Habit strong and vigorous, erect, spreading and arch-

ing above* growths bearing 3-4 lvs and reaching as

much as 6 or 7 ft. high in the adult stage, blade elliptic,

glabrous; m the juvenile stage the larger part of the

upper side of the lf is a pale yellowish green with a
dark green irregular band running around the margins
and along the midrib, the under side is nch purplish

red, in the adult stage the color on both sides of the

lf is all lost and becomes a rich dark green, the inter-

mediate stages of development are marked by a gradual
loss of the light yellowish green on the upper side and
purple-red of the lower and the gradual encroachment
of the dark green color which predominates m the
adult stage; petiole 1^-5 ft long, downy when young,

glabrous when old, spreading out-
ward

, sheath ext nding from one-
half to three-fourths of its length,

upper part terete Brazil.—A near
ally, if not a variety of the older
C. leopardina, Regel.

CC. Undir side of lvs in shades of
purple or red (or perhaps
green m No. 45).

35. ornita, Koern (Mardnta
ornata

,
Lind M. regdlis,

Hort) Habit vigorous, erect,

spreading with age growths
bearing 1-4 lvs

,
blade ellip-

tic or elliptic-cordate, acute,

1-3 ft. long, rich snming green above
(in the adult stage), dull purple-red

below, the lvs in the juvenile stage all

beautifully striped between the prin-
cipal veins with rose or pink, which in

the intermediate stage changes to

white and disappears entirely m the

adult: petiole erect spreading with age,

often as much as 4 ft long and thick in pro-

portion; sheath extending from one-third to

one-half its length, upper part terete, slightly

downy, especially m the lower part Guiana
to Ecuador FS 4 413-14—Tne forms this

plant assumes during the different stages of

its development have been distinguished by
some nurserymen who have distributed them
under separate names, C. regain, C majestica,

and C. rosco-striata all being stages of the one plant
To add to the confusion they are also known in the
trade under the generic name of Maranta The plant
known as C. albo-hneala or Maranta albo-hneata, has
been referred by some authors to this species, but it

has no near affinity and is a different plant from
C. ornata, C. impenahs or C. Sandenana.

36. imperiilis, Hort. (Mardnta tmpendhs
,
Hort

)

Habit vigorous, erect, spreading m the adult stage*
growths with 2-7 lvs 6 in. to 5 ft. long, blade as much
as 2 ft. long when adult, elliptic-ovate, acute, entire,

shiny green above, rich purple-red below, petiole

stout, erect or spreading, dull green
;
sheath developed

about half its length, upper part terete—One of the
best species for decorative effect This species presents
a striking dissimilarity between the juvenile and adult
stages of growth. The juvenile stage is much the better
for horticultural purposes as the lvs. are then striped

with bright rose or pmk between the principal lateral

veins. This color gradually changes as the plant grows
stronger and becomes vigorous, the stripes on the
lower lvs. first becoming white and gradually disappear-
ing on the lvs. that are developed after the plant
reaches the adult stage, until a stage is reached when
all the color and stripes on the upper side of the lvs.

are lost and the lvs. are a rich sinning green color.

The high color is again developed as soon as the plant
is disturbed at the roots either for prop or by injury.
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37. Sanderi&na, Hort. (Mardnta Sanderi&na). A
species closely allied to C. imperiahs but differing in

the broader and shorter If.-blades, darker color of the
under sides of the lvs

,
transverse stnation between the

veins, the hairy character of the petioles and under
side of the lvs. Habit erect, spreading with age * growths
bearing 1-4 lvs : blades ovate, or elliptic-ovate, up to

as much as 2 ft long when adult, acute, green above (m
the adult stage), rich plum-red below; lvs. in the juvenile

stage are striped witn bright rose which become white
in the intermediate stage and entirely disappear in

the adult; petiole erect, stout; sheath extending from
one-third to one-half its length, upper part terete;

lf.-scales, petioles and under sides of the lvs. slightly

pubescent. Brazil

—

C. omala
,

C. im-penalis and C.
Sandenana are probably all forms of one very variable

species.

38. insfgnis, Bull. Habit tufted, dwarf and compact:
rowths bearing 2-3 lvs. and from l/z~3 ft. high; blade
near-lanceolate, 3-18 m. long, undulate, acute, glabrous,

upper side highly glabrous, pale yellowish green shad-
ing to rich olive green at tne edges, and with a row on
either side of the midrib arranged pinnately of alter-

nate long and short blotches of dark olive-green,

giving the plant a most distinct and striking effect;

under side a rich dark maroon-red, petiole 3-20 in.

long, rigid, slender; sheath only developed near the
base, upper part terete, green Brazil. J H. Ill
45:218.—-One of the most Beautiful foliage plants in

cult, and one which thrives well in a hot moist stove
in a mixture of leaf-mold and sand.

39. argyrophylla, Hort. A garden hybrid. Habit
spreading growths with 2-5 lvs 1-3M ft. long, 12-20
in long, elliptic, silvery white, feathered with pale
green above and rich reddish brown below; petiole 12-20
in. long, pale green, striped along the back with red;

sheath extending up to within 4-8 in. of the If -blade,

upper part terete and slightly channeled on upper side,

glabrous m all parts

40. nigricans, Gagnep. Habit loose, light and elegant,

erect at first, spreading with age: growths bearing 2-3
lvs

,
2-5 ft high, blade elliptic, occasionally lanceolate,

acute, undulate, 12-20 m long, rich dark velvety green

above, dull red below, petiole 1-4 ft long, erect; sheath
extending to one-third the length of the petiole, upper
two-thirds terete, dull green m color, mfl. arising from
center of the growth of the lvs

,
an erect globose spike

with large foliose; bracts: fls. 2-3 in the axil of each
bract, 1 in diam

,
primrose in color, petals shaded

with purple; tube 1 in. long; bracts green, reflexed,

upper ones forming an umbrella-like mass under which
the fls. are developed m the axils of the lower bracts.

Trop. Amer. R H. 1904, p 576

41. Sdphise, Hort. Habit medium to strong: growths
with 3-7 lys and 1-3 ft. high; blade elliptic, acute, undu-
late, 12-18 in long, rich bright velvety green with a
bright yellowish green channeled midnb above, light

red below; petiole erect, rigid, covered with soft tomen-
tum; sheath extending from one-third to one-half the
length of the petiole, upper part terete.—Closely allied

to C. nigricans.

42. zebrina, Lmdl (Mardnta zebrina, Sims). Zebra
Plant Fig. 738. Habit compact, 1-3 ft. high, growths
bearing from 6-20 spreading lvs.; blade elliptic, obtuse
or acute, slightly undulate, %-2 ft. long, upper side

rich velvety green, with alternating bars of pale yel-

lowish green and dark olive-green, under side light pur-

ple-red in the adult stage, and pale grayish green in

the young stage; petiole H~2 ft. long, pale green;

sheath large, canaliculate, and extending nearly the
whole length of the petiole; scape short. Variable.

Brazil. B.M. 1926. L.B.C. 5:494. R.H. 1865, p.

90. S.H. 1:164. Lowe, 1 —The commonest species,

occurring in nearly all collections of warm greenhouse
plants.

Var. Blndtii, Hort., is a stronger-growing variety
with darker colored foliage, with lvs. as much as 4)dj
ft. long —One of the finest and best stove foliage plants

in cult
,
of easy culture and one that should be in all

collections.

43 pulchglla, Kcern. (Mardnta tigrina, Bull).

Weaker grower than C zebrina, the lvs. lighter colored,

with two senes (large and small) of broad green bars.

Brazil.—By some considered to be a form of C. zebnna.

44. Warscewiczii, Kcern. Rather large: lvs 2 ft.

long, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, purple beneath,
dark, velvety green above, but the midrib broadly
feathered with yellow-green. Costa Rica F.S. 9:939-
40 Gn. 17.560. Lowe, 17.—One of the best.

45. Bachemi&na, Morr. Lvs. uncquilateral, cordate
at the base, ovate-lanceolate or rarely oblong, attenuate-
acuminate. smooth, silvery green above, finely striate,

with parallel greenish or whitish markings along the
primary nerves, purplish or greenish beneath Brazil.

C. argyrka , Kcom. Lvs very short, unequal, oblong-lanceo-
late, short-acuminate, above deep green and ash-colored, beneath
purple. Country unknown—

C

orrtda, Lind & Andr6 Tall,
lvs oblong, red beneath, green above, with the nerves all prominent
Ecuador I H 18 77—C bambuxAcea, Poopp <fc Krull — Isohnosi-

phon.—-C Baraquinn, Rpgel. Lvs oval-lanceolate, green, with
bands of white Brazil —V. fascinAtor, Hort Dwarf h s broad-
ovate-oblong, purplish beneath, green above and with blotches of

lighter color and transverse narrow bars of ret! Bran! 1 H
41.104 (as Maranta Fascinator) —C. gigns, Gagnep Eight ft

If -blade lanceolate, 2 ft long, 8-10 in broad, violet-purple when
young but bocoming green, petioles 5 ft long spike cylindric,

about 4 in long, bearing 8 pairs of yrllow-and-white fls Trop
Amer.

—

C hieroglgphica, Lind & Andr6 Dwarf lvs short-

ovate, short-pointed, purplish beneath, green above and marked
by many oblique bands or bars of silvery white Colombia I H
20 122-3 —<7 KerchoveAna, Hort = Maranta bieolor var

—

C
LagerxAna, Hort Lvs large, dark red beneath, the prominent veins
nch bronze

—

C. mAjor, Hort =*Ischnosiphon —C WasbangiAna,
Hort =»Maranta bicolor var Massangeana —(' mcdio-picta,
Makoy (Maranta prasina, Bull) Lvs oval-lanceolate and
tapering to both ends, dark green, with the rib feathered with
white from base to summit Brazil —C musdica, Hort (Maranta
musiaca, Bull) A dwarf-growing species with obliquely cordate
ovate lvs 4-0 in long, glabrous, acute, upper side pale shining
green marked with numerous close set transverse veins of a lighter
shade, petiole 3-0 in long Brazil —(' OppenhexmxAna, Morr =>

Ctenanthe—C pardina. Planch & Lind =C villosa —C smarng-
dina, Lind <& Andr£=Monotagma —-C xplfndens and splfindtda,

Hort =Maranta splendida —C nlldsa, Lindl Large lvs 10 20
in long, oblong-ovate, pale green with dark brown angular
blotches, fls. yellow S Amer F S 11 1101-2 (as C pardina) , also,

Lowe, 32. L II B
C P. Raffill.

CALCEOLARIA (Latin calceolus, a slipper, alluding

to the saccate flower; these plants are sometimes called

lady-slippers, but the name is best used for Cypn-
pedium). Scronhulandcex . Showy-flowered herbs and
shrubs, grown both in the greenhouse and in the open.

Leaves mostly opposite, usually hairy and rugose,
entire or incised oi pinnatifid. corolla 2-parted nearly
to the base, the lower part or lip deflexed and inflated

slipper-like, the upper lip smaller and ascending, but
usually saccate; stamons 2 or rarely 3. and no rudi-

ments (A, Fig 739)- fr a many-seeded caps —About
200 species, mostly from the Andes of Peru and Chilo,

but extending north to Mex
;
also 2 in New Zealand.

Monogr. by Kranzhn, Engler's Pflanzenreich, hft.

28 (1907).
Many species of Calceolaria have been cultivated at

one time or another, but the number now grown is

few, most of the garden kinds apparently being hybrids
or marked variations from specific types. The genus
falls into two horticultural sections, the herbaceous
kinds, and the shrubby kinds. The former are the
only ones generally known in this country, being
treated more or less as annuals. The herbaceous
garden forms Rodigas considers to be offshoots chiefly

of C. arachnoidea and C crenatiflora, and he has called
this race C. arachnoideo-crenatiflora (see I H. 31 : 528, 536;
35 : 54) . In this work, however, the more inclusive terms
C. herbeohybnda of Voss is employed (Fig. 739) ;

and
also the corresponding C. fruticoybnda for the shrubby
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derivatives. C. crenatiflora seems to have left its impress
most distinctly on the greenhouse forms. The calceo-

larias are grown for the variously colored and often
spottod slipper-like flowers. The shrubbv forms, grown
much in England, do not thrive in the heat of the

American summer.
The cultivation of the herbaceous and the shrubby

kinds of calceolarias is about the same, with the dif-

ference that the herbaceous kinds are nearly always
grown from seeds, while the shrubby varieties are

oftener grown from cuttings.—Seeds may be sown from
the end of March until the first of September, according
to the size of the plant required. Those sown early are
more easily carried through the hot months than any
that are propagated in the end of May or in the month
of June. Sow the seeds in shallow pans with good
drainage in a compost of equal parts of sand and of

739 Calceolaria herbeohybrida.

the peat which is shaken out of fern-root that is to be
used for potting orchids, adding about one-fourth of

ehaicoal All this should be sifted through a fine sieve.

Tins mat dial should be well mixed and placed an inch

in depth in the receptacle that the seeds are to be
sown in. The surface should be made as level as pos-

sible, and the seeds, after being thinly scattered over
the same, may be pressed gently into the compost,
covering them very lightly with sphagnum moss sifted

through a very fine sieve. Water by dipping the pan
in a tank of water, allowing it to soak through the holes

m the bottom of the pan. This mode of watering is

not so liable to disturb the small seedsj as an overhead
watering with a fine rose on the watering-pot. A tem-
perature of 60° will cause calceolaria seeds to germi-

nate, but the sun should not strike them until the cool

of autumn comes. A greenhouse with a northern aspect

is best for them until the end of September, giving all

the air possible day and night. From the first of

October until the end of March, the plants will stand
the full sun, and should then be grown in a ni^ht

temperature of 40°, allowing 10° or 15° of rise during

the day. For a first potting (which may be to 2-
inoh pots) the same mixture in which the seeds were
sown is the best, and the seedlings should be big
enough to be easily held between the finger and thumb;
and as the plants are moved along into larger pots,
equal parts of fibrous loam, fern-root, leaf-mold, sand
and dried cow-manure may be used, always having
this compost in as lumpy a state as can be equally
and conveniently packed around the plant. When the

S
lants are well rooted in their flowering pots, they may
e watered with manure water An ordinary handful

of green cow-manure to about three gallons of water
may be used, and if any of the commonly used fertili-

zers are to be employed for a change, the same amount
of fertilizer to an equal amount of water is about right;

but always water with clean water twice between these
applications.—If cuttings are to bef used for the propa-
gation of calceolarias, they should be rooted m a
temperature of 45° to 50°, kept shaded from the sun.
Cuttings may be procured from the plants that are
trimmed into shape durmg their growing period (in

August or September) and should have two leaves

attached and another joint to go in the sand When
rooted, treat them as described above for the seedlings.

The varieties of the rugosa section are largely used for

bedding plants m Europe —Calceolarias are very sub-
ject to attacks of green- and white-fly, the best means
of keeping these pests m check is by fumigation with
hydrocyanic gas. In the evening is the best time to
fumigate, and the foliage of the plants should be per-
fectly dry; in fact, it is better if possible to use no water
at all in the greenhouse the day they are to be treated.

In the hot months of summer, a cool evening should
be selected and one-quarter of an ounce of cyanide
of potassium, one ounce of sulfuric acid and
two ounces of water to every 1,000 cubic feet

contained in the greenhouse may be used (See
Fumigation.) The house at this season of the year
should be opened up in forty-five minutes after

the cyanide has been dropped into the liquid.

Repeat at intervals of about three weeks In winter
the quantity may be doubled to the same cubic feet of
space, and the house may he kept closed until morn-
ing When opening the xentilators after fumigating
in this manner, do not breathe in the greenhouse until

the air has changed, sa> about half an hour after, as
the gas is deadly to human beings. Fumigating with
tobacco will kill the green-fly, but it has no effect on
the white-fly. (Geo F Stewart

)
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A. Herbaceous calceolarias, some of them parents of the
florists’ varieties of this country.

b. Lvs. simple.

c. FIs. essentially yellow.

1. crenatifldra, Cav. (C. pfoidula, Sweet. C. mirdb-
ilis, Knowl, & Wesc ). One to 2 ft

,
the st. soft-hairy,

terete: radical lvs ovate and long-petioled (the petioles
winged at top), undulate and dentate, sometimes
obscurely lobed, rugose and pubescent, paler beneath,
often purplish toward the tip: st -lvs. shorter-petiolea
and becoming sessile above, ns in a forking corymb,
the slipper large, oblong or oblong-obovate. fur-
rowed or crenate, hanging, yellow, with orange-brown
dots Chile. B.M 3255 —From this species we appear
to have derived the spots of calceolaria fls.
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2. corymbdsa, Ruiz & Pav. (C . Wheklen, Sweet).
One to 3 ft. high, the st. 4-angled: radical lvs. ovate and
sometimes cordate, obtuse or nearly so, doubly crenate.

rugose and hairy, whitish beneath • st.-lvs. smaller ana
narrower, somewhat clasping, opposite: fls. small
(about half as large as m C. crenatiflora)

,

in a broad,
somewhat loose corymb, the slipper somewhat short-

oblong, clear yellow outside and marked with red lines

inside. Chile. B.M. 2418.

3. bifldra, Lam. (C. plantayinea, Smith. C. subertcta,

Hort. C. Mdrrisonii, Don). Herbaceous, stemless:

t
lvs. ovate-spatu-

upper one small

slipper dotted

strong- growing,
herbaceous, or half
shrubby species:

st. terete, green,

740. Calceolaria integnfolia var. fff
en

(

C^-
viscosissima. (XH) ® ts * and lvs *

densely hairy,

infl paniculate, terminal, large and handsome; fls. rich

golden-yellow and marked in throat with brown, and
about 1 in. diam. Peru. B.M. 4525. G. 27:663. J.H III.

50:489. J F. 1, pi. 32.—One of the parents of several

handsome hybrids.

5. Bdrbidgei, Hort. (C. hybnda var. Burbidgei,

Gumbl.). A garden hybrid raised at Trinity College,

Dublin, by Burbidge between C. Pavomi on the one
side and C. deflexa (C fuchsuefolia) or possibly C.

amplexicaulis on the other: plant erect: sts. hairy,

terete: lvs. light green, lanceolate, 5-9 in long, serrate,

winged along the petiole: mfl. large, m terminal free-

branching panicles; fls. 1 in. diam., rich golden yellow.

G. 25:547. Gn. 47:306.—One of the finest of cool

greenhouse kinds and valuable also as a bedding plant
as it grows into a fine large specimen as much as 6
ft. high and branches freely from the base. .Readily

prop. Dy cuttings.

cc. Fla. purple.

6. purphrea, Graham (C. Herbertidna, Lmdl.). Sts.

erect, pubescent, 1-2 ft.: radical lvs. spatulate and
acutish, with a strong midrib, sparsely hairy, rugose,

dentate; st.-lvs. broad-cordate and clasping, less

toothed: fls. m loose corymbs, small, purplish or red-

dish violet, the slipper somewhat furrowed. Chile.

B.M. 2775. B.R. 1313.—Supposed to have entered

largely into purple-fld. varieties.

7. arachnoidea, Graham. St. a foot or two high,

terete, branchy, woolly, with appressed hairs: lvs.

oblong or lingulate, narrowing into long -winged
petioles, clasping, obscurely toothed, rugose, woolly

on both sides: peduncles m pairs, forking: fls. small,
dull purple, the slipper nearly globular and furrowed.
Chile. B.M. 2874. L B.C. 16: 1557.

bb. Lvs. compound, or essentially so.

8. scabiossefdlia, Suns (C pmndta, Ruiz & Pav.
C. heterophylla, Willd.). Often 2 ft

,
the st. terete, hairy,

and leafy: lvs opposite, with clasping petioles, cut
nearly or completely to the midrib; lfts. varying from
lanceolate to broad-oval, acuminate, cihate, dentate:
fls very small, m small hairy corymbs, pale yellow, the
slipper nearly orbicular in outline. Cnile, Peru, Ecua-
dor. B.M 2405.—This is sold by seedsmen as an annual
bedding plant.

9. pinnftta, Linn Often reaches 3 ft. or more: lvs.

pinnatifid or completely compound, the divisions short

and nearly entire, obtuse or nearly so: fls. small, sul-

fur-yellow Chile, Peru, Bolivia. B.M. 41.—The first

known garden species, still sold as an annual.

10 herbeohtfbrida, Voss (C. hybnda
,

C. herbdcea,

C. Yoimgii, Hort
,
and others). Derivatives of the

herbaceous calceolarias* mostly dwarf or small (2 ft or
loss), m many colors, usually with well-inflated slippers.

aa. Shrcbby calceolarias.

b. Fls yellow.

11. integrifdlia, Murr. (C rugbsa, Ruiz & Pav. C.
salviaefblia, Pers.). Two to 6 ft. high, branchy and bushy:
lvs glabrous, oval-lanceolate, crisped and dentate, the
short petioles winged fls m terminal clusters, small,

yellow Chile. LBC 10 942 B It. 744. 1083 —Variable.
Probably the chief source of shrubby calceolarias

Var viscosissima, Hort (Fig. 740), is a sticky-hairy
form with sessile lvs and showy fls.

. 12 thyrsifldra, Graham. More shrubby: lvs. linear

and clustered, toothed, sessile, not hairy, fls. small,

yellow, in a close, terminal cluster. Chile. B M. 2915.

13 amplexicahlis, HBK A foot or two high* lvs.

cordate-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate,
pubescent, woollv beneath and deep-rugose above,
clasping, fls. small, m an upright corymb, pale yellow
and spotless, the slipper hoof-shaped. Ecuador, Peru.

bb. Fls. white.

14 Alba, Ruiz & Pav. Shrubby, erect, branched, the

branches opposite: lvs linear, toothed above, with
fascicles of fls. m axils: fls. small, white, of 2 very
unequal lips, the upper one being vpry small, the throat
closed Chile B M 4157. G C III 22: 141 Gn. 51:60;

75, p 6 JH III 61:419.—A most beautiful species

in England when planted out m a soil rich in humus,
but should be shaded from hot sun The plant dislikes

pot culture This species has recently been used by the
hybridist in order to secure a race with white fls.

The new hybrid C. Veitchn is likely to prove a great
aquisition to gardens, and is partly derived from this

species.

15. fruticohybrida, Voss (C. ascendcns, Hort
,
not

Lmdl. C. dentdta, and C. mtegnfbha, Hort
,
for the most

part). Here may be grouped the shrubby garden
calceolarias that are derivatives of most other species.

They are marked by the prevailing under-color of yel-

low, orange or orange-red; sometimes they are yellow-

ish white or dull red.

C andina, Benth. (C. Herbertiana var palhdiflora, Lindl ).

Shrubby, glandular-pubescent' lvs orbicular-ovate, thick, rugose,
hairy fls small, yellow, the slipper crenate Chile B M. 7329.
B R 1370 —C. bicolor, Ruiz <k Pav Shrubby: lvs ovate, dentate:
fls small, the slipper sulfur-yellow above and white below Peru.
BM 3036 L.B C. 18: 1783 —C edna, Cav Herbaceous, tufted,
Bcapose, 1-1 Yi ft • lvs. radical, oblong-lanceolate, spatulate or
obovate fls white with small purple or rose-colored lines and
blotches Chile B M 8416—C Clibrdnu Hort =«C. profuse.
FE 28' 143

—

C.deflixa, Ruiz & Pav. (C fuchsiefoha, Hemsl ).

Shrubby’ lvs. laneeolate* fls. yellow, pamcled, the upper hn venr
large Peru B M 6431. G.C if 15 269 Gn. 15 258—C
ftexudsa, Ruiz & Pav Onrubby at base* lvs. large-ovate, coarsely
crenate-dentate fls rather large, clear yellow, with very large
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green calvces. Peru. B.M 5154 F 8. 22 23.31 —C Forgita, Skan
Underahrub, 1-1 Yi ft , slender lvs ovate, obtuse or somewhat
acute, serrate fls small, pale yellow with a large reddish brown
blotch inside the lowet lip Peru B M. 8436 —V furhst.rjoltn,

HemsJ ==C deflexa —C Hhiricx, Hook f Shrubby, evergreen,
lvs willow-like, small-toothed fls panic led, clear yellow , tin upp< r

lip large Peru BM 5772 —C hyxxupifMia, Hllk Shrubby lvs

crowded, Hrnall, lanceolate and toothed, or at top of st linear and
entire, margins revolute fls ruther large, in many-fld corymbs,
pale sulfur-yellow, the »hpper obovate-orbicular and ( renate
Ecuador —C Jeffnyi , Ilort ,w a hybrid group between herbaceous
greenhouse kinds and C mtegrifolia, produced about 10 years ago
in England 2-0 ft ,

with branching panicles bearing fls about 1

in ac ross of few colors —C kewenmn, Hort Cross of C. Jef-
frivi with herbaceous varieties more compact and larger-fld

than C* Jeffreyi, colors of wide range plant 1-2 x
/i ft high and

about as broad when in good bloom GC III 39 390—C lobiUa,

Cav Herbaceous lvs triangular-ovate, palmately 5-7-lobed,
dentate fls in terminal clusters, clear, pale yellow, and spotted
on the up-c urvec slipper Peru, Bolivia 13 M 1525,6330—(' mrr-
tc&na, Ilcnth

, is a small-fld , pale yellow species hardy in England
annual lower hs .3-parted or -lobed, the upper ones pinualiscat
Mts

, Mcx , Costa Kit a -C prlmldria, Cav (C flonlmnda, Lindl )

Htrbateous lvs ovate, the lower ones wing-pitiokd, toothed,
rugose fls yellow in loose panicles, the lips comment Chile
- -(’ pmacumf/ms, Meyen Hlirubby lvs ovate-cordate, nearly or
quite obtuse nearly sessile, irrt gularfy crenate, margins reflexed fls

large, orange v arying to red, the sliptier up-curved Peru B M 5677—(’ pnlt/rrhtza, Cav A dwarf and tufted species from Patagonia,
with dark yellow purple-spotted fls herbaceous, ecspitose l\s

crowded, lanceolate S Chile, Patagonia For rockwork —(
profiled, Hort (.(' ( ’librarm, Hort ) On the order of C Burbidgei
A garden form ot fr< e-flowt ring habit —C Sinrlairtt, Hook Her-
baceous, halt-hanly lvs oblong-ovate, stalked, on nate-dentate

,

h cirv fls small, lilac or flesh-colored, spotted within, the 2 lips

nt urly equal, not sac < ate Nt w Zeal 13 M 6597 Now refi rred to
lovi liana (I Since! urn, Krhnzl )—C tentlla, Poepp l'.ndl

Htrbateous, haP-hartly, 6 in high lvs ovate or orbicular, small

(
1 am long), nearly or quite se-ssde fls yellow, spotted within Chile

B \I ti231 -(’ \eitrhu, Hort Hybrid of C alba and a garden
varn tv 3-5 ft , erect and brunohed fls many, rutht r small, pale
l< inon-vellow G C III 51,Suppl June 1 Gn 76, p 271 tN-o No
14)- (' nolncm,('ti\ ( lov ell um violacea, Don) Shrubbv Ivssmall,
ovate-cordate, dt t p-totit heel, stalked fls yc flow -salmon, -potted
within and without, the two lips not saccate Chib BM 1929 —
(' nrgatn, Kmr & Pav Bu*h>,l 1

1 ^ ft lvs ovate, short-stulkul fls

rather small, numerous, white Peru, Bolivia G C III 51 50

L H B

CALENDULA (Latin, calemLe or caleruL throughout
th<* months) Composite Flower-garden plants

Small herbs
,
the common cult species annual, others

perennial, with alternate simple lvs
,
mostly largo heads

with yellow or oiange rays, glabrous int urved achenos,

plane naked receptacle, pappus none, and involucre

broad, with scales in one or twro series, their margin
usually seanous —Some l.

r
> species from

Canal y Isis to Persia

officinalis, Linn Pot Mvkioold Fig
741 Annual 1-2 ft high, more or less

hairy lvs oblong and more or less clasp-

ing, entire, thickish heads solitary, on
stout stalks, large with flat spicading
ravs, showy, closing at night S Eu B M.
13204 V 5 44, Hi 165 —One of the most
universal garden fls

,
running into many

vars
,
distinguished by size, color, and

degree of doubling The color varies

from white-vellow to deep orange This is

the marygold of Shakespeare’s time The
fl.-heads are sometimes used m cookery,

to flavor soups and stews The calendula
is of the easiest culture m any warm,
loose soil The seeds are usually sown
where the plants are to stand, but they
may be sown indoors or in a frame and
the plants transplanted The aehenes are

large and germinate quickly The plant
blooms the whole season, particularly if

the fls. are picked It is a hardy annual,
and in the southern states will bloom
most of the year. In the N it blooms up
to the first frosts, sometimes beyond.
Sown m summer or autumn, it makes a
good winter bloomer. Florets are used m
medicine as a vulnerary and anti-emetic.

The flowering plant was formerly used for

removing warts.

suffrutiedsa, Vahl (C\ Noeami
,

Boiss.) More dif-

fuse, annual’ lvs. sessile, lanceolate, somewhat dentate:
heads bright yellow, not doubled, very numerous, on
long peduncles VV. Medit region.—Seeds are sold by
American dealers.

(' P6nge i, Hort , and C pluvialta, Linn., will be found urder
Dimorphothoca. L H B

CALICO BUSH. Kalmm

CALIFORNIA POPPY: EschschoUzta

CALIFORNIA YELLOW BELLS: Emmenanthe penduliflora.

CALlMERIS (Greek, beautiful arrangement). Com~
pfaiLe Good daisy-like border plants
Cabmens comprises about 10 Asian herbs, now

mostly united with Aster, but' horticulturally dis-
tinct, ami differing from that genus in the hemis-
pherical involucre of few nearly equal scarious-mar-
gmed bracts, and broad convex receptacle achene
flat and hairy. Hardy perennials of lowr growth, suited
to the border in front of stronger plants C. tatarxea
s desenbed in the genus Heteropappus.

mclsa, DC (C mci'safolui, Hort ? Aster indaus,
1- isch ) One to 2 ft

,
erect, corymbose at the summit*

lvs lanceolate, remotely incise-dentate; stales of
mvolueie red-margined fls large, purple-rayed or
almost white, and yellow-centered —Of easy cult in

any good soil, making a
display throughout July and
Aug The commonest species
in cult

alt&ica, Noes (Aster alia-

teus, \\ llld ) Lower, pu-
bescent, or hispid lvs linear-

lanceolate ana entire .scales

of involucre pubescent and
white- margined, rays nar-
row, blue. jJm J3

CALIPHRURIA : Calhphruria

CALLA (ancient name, of

obscure meaning). Arose#

.

A monotypic genus, contain-
ing a native bog-plant with
a white spathe

Herb, with creeping rhi-

zomes and 2-ranked lvs

Differs from Oiontium in the
parallel secondary and ter-

tiary veins of the If -blade,
as well as in having a prom-
inent more or less fleshy
persistent spathe envelop-
ing the spadix, and in the
absence of perianth; lower
fls perfect, upper stami-
nate; fr a red berry. Bee
Zantedcschm for C aethio-

pxca, C. albo-maculata
f
and

others The ealla of florists,

or calla lily, is Riehardia of
recent books, but is properly
Zantedeschia, where it is de-
scribed and the culture given
in tins work

paltistris, Linn. Water
Arum Fig 742 Rhizome
bearing many distichous lvs.

one year, the next only 2
lvs and the peduncle:
petioles cylindrical, long*
sheathed

;
blade cordate

:

spathe elliptical, or ovate-
lanceolate, white Eu

,
N.

741. Calendula officinalis, double-flowered.

(Xh)
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Asia, and E. N. Amer. V. 2 '197; 14.244. B.M. 1831.

—An interesting little perennial plant, useful for out-

door ponds. Jared G. Smith.

CALLlANDRA (Greek, beautiful stamens). Legu-
mtndssp Evergreen shrubs and trees of greenhouse

culture, planted m
the open far south

Leaves bipmnate;
lfts numerous: fls

' usually in globose
heads or clusters

,

corolla small, ob-
scured by the nu-
merous, long, silky,

purple or white
stamens.—About
120 species, widely
distributed in trop-
ics Distinguished
from Acacia by the
presence of a thick-
ened margin on the
pod

Propagation is by
cuttings placed in

sand over bottom
heat Keep m warm-
house, with the ex-

ception of those
from Mexico.

LambertiUna,
D. Don ) Unarmed;

*

742. Calla paiustris.

Benth (Acdaa Lambert idtia,

branches terete: lvs. puberulous-villous; pinna) 2-3-

yoked; lfts. 9-12-yoked, oval-oblong, obtuse at both
ends, peduncles 3-5, racemose, heads roundish, stamens
20-25, pink. Mex B.11. 721.

tetragdna, Benth (Acacia tetragona
,
Willd ) Un-

armed; branches tetragonal pinna) 5-6-yokcd lfts.

16-29-yoked, linear, acute, the outer larger: heads
pedunculate, axillary, fls white. Trop Amer.

portoricensis, Benth. (Acacia portoricensis, Willd.).

Unarmed shrub or small tree, pinme 2-4-yoked; lfts.

15-25-yoked, hnear, obtuse, closing at evening, branch-
lets pubescent: heads globose, pedunculate, axillary,

the white fls. opening as lvs close; calyx ciliate on the
margin; stamens 20-25, filaments long, white’ pod
straight, hnear, tapering at base W Indies —Endures
temperatures as low as 24° F in Calif Var mitjor, a
splendid form, is known abroad B M 8129

Twefcdyi, Benth. Unarmed shrub, lightly pubescent
pinnae 3-4-yokcd

,
lfts 20-30-yoked, linear, obtuse,

shining: peduncles axillary, 1-2 in long, from large

scaly buds, calyx and corolla silky, lobes erect; stamens
long, numerous, purple Brazil B.M 4188.

C cali/Srnica, Benth A stiff, hairy, much-branched shrub cult
m Calif. It is native near Magdalena Bay and is the most north-
erly known representative of the genus —C caracaiAna, Benth
(Mimosa caracasana, Jacq ) differs from C portoricensis in having
purple stamens, but is probably not distinct —C grandifldra,
Benth Not over 10 ft foliage glaucous fia. scarlet Intro by
Franceschi “Mimosa grandiflora, L Her ('') —<7, Samdn, Gnseb.,
-PithecolobiumSaman. Harvey Monroe Hall.T

CALLlANTHEMUM (Greek, beautiful flower). Ra-
nunculdcew. Two or 3 little herbs of the mountains
of Eu. and Cent. Asia, allied to Anemone, some-
times mentioned for outdoor planting. Lvs radical

(very small or none on the st ), decompound fls. ter-

minal, white or rose-color, sepals 5, deciduous; petals

5-15, showy, with nectaries at the base. The species

apparently intergrade. C. anemonoldes, Endl. Three
to 10 m. high, blooming in spring: lvs. as broad as

lpng, triangular m outline, bipinnatifid. fls. m.
or less across; sepals broad; petals narrow: rhizome
somewhat fleshy. Tyrol. Useful in rockwork.

CALLICARPA (Greek, beauty and fruit) VerbenA-
cese Ornamental woody plants cultivated chiefly for

their brightly colored berry-like fruit appearing late in

autumn; also for the attractive flowers which appear
in summer.

Flowers perfect; calyx short-campanulate, truncate
or slightly 4-toothed, rarely 4-parted, corolla with short
tube, 4-lobed; stamens 4, of equal length; ovary 4-

celled, cells 1-ovuled. fr a subglobose berry-like drupe
with 2-4 stones.—More than 30 species in tropical

and subtropical regions of Asia, Austral., N. and Cent.
Amer

Calhearpas are shrubs or trees, often with stellate

hairs, with opposite, usually serrate, deciduous leaves

and small pink, bluish or whitish flowers in axillary

clusters, followed in autumn by small berry-like lilac,

violet or red, rarely white fruits The hardiest are C.
tluholoma, C juponua and C Giraldu, which may be
grown even North in sheltered positions, if somewhat
protected during the winter If killed to the ground,

young shoots spring up vigorously, and will produce
flowers and fruit in the same season If grown in the
greenhouse, they require a sandy compost of loam and
peat, and plenty of light and air Propagation is readily

effected by greenwood cuttings in spring or summer
under glass, also by hardwood cuttings, layers and seeds.

a Lvs tomenlose beneath.

americkna, Linn Shrub, 3-6 ft
,
with scurfy, downy

tomentum. lvs cuneate, elliptic-ovate, acuminate,
obtusely seirate, 3-6 in. long. cjmes short-stalked:

corolla bluish, glabrous fr violet July, Aug Woods and
rich soil, Va to Texas and W Indies —One of the hand-
somest in fr

,
but more tender than the Japanese spe-

cies Var 41ba, Hort
,
has white fr

;
very conspicuous

in fall and early

winter.

aa. Lvs not or

slightly pubes-

cent below and
glandular, co-

rolla glandular

outside

b. Peduncles longer

than petioles

lvs glabrous or

neai ly so below

fr violet Aug.
Japan. 8 IF. 1.70.

GC. 1871:173 P.

FG 2, p 165. II F.
1861 12. Var.leuco-
efirpa, Sieb. With
white fr

dich6toma, Koch
(C gracilis, Sieb. &
Zucc (

’
purpurea

,

•uss ) Shrub, 1 4
ft : lvs. cuneate,
elliptic or obovate,
crenately serrate
above the middle,
entire toward the
base, 1^-3 in. long:

japdnica, Thunb
(C M imurazdki,
Sieb ) Fig 743
Shrub, 2-5 ft. lvs

cuneate, elliptic or
ovate-lanceolate,
long-acumi nate,
serrulate, 23dr~5 in.

long’ cymes pe-
duneled, inany-nd

;

fls pink or whitish.

743. Callicarpa japonic*. (XX)
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cymes peduncled, few- or many-fld.; fls. pink: fr. lilac-

violet. Aug. Japan, China. Gn 23:540.—Closely
allied to the former, but smaller in every part.

bb. Peduncles shorter than petioles.

GirAldii, Hesse. Shrub: lvs. broadly elliptic or ellip-

tic-ovate to elliptic-lanceolate, 2-4 in. long, dentate,

glandular beneath, and sparingly stellate-pubescent;
petioles slender, J^-J^in long fls pink in dense cymes
on pubescent stalks shorter than the petioles: fr. violet.

W. China.
C. cina, Linn Shrub, lva. broadly elliptic, xhining above and

whituh-tomontose beneath fr deep purple E India, China. Phil-
ippine Inis B M 2107—C lonyifdha, Larn .Shrub lva oblong-
Janeeolate or lanceolate, narrowed at both ends, 3-5 in long, stellate
pubescent and glandular beneath cymes short-peduncled, fls pink
or purple fr white Himalayas, China B. It. 10 864 H E
2 133 —C mdllia, Sieb & Zuro Shrub, to 4 ft . lvs. oblong-lanceo-
late, rounded at the base, tomentose beneath fls. and fr pink.
Japan S I F. 1 70 —C. peduncul&ta, It Br (C lanata, Scnau ,

not Linn ) Shrub lvs oblong-ovate, nearly sessile, and rounded at
the base, green and slightly tomentose beneath cymes slender-
peduneled E Indies Austral Sieb. Flor. d Jard 4 07 —C.
rubella, Lindl (C dichotomy llort , not Juss ) Shrub or small tree,

to 20 ft lvs cordate-oblong, tomentose beneath fr purple
Himalayas, China B It 11 883 F.S. 13.1359. I H. 6 202 CLC.
1859.90. ItH 1859, p 100. 107. Alfred

CALLICHRCiA: Layia

CALLI6PSIS: Coreoptxa.

CALLIPHR&RIA (Greek beautiful prison; referring

to the sputhe inclosing the flowers) Written also Cali-
phuria Amarylluldcese Tender bulbs.

Distinguished from Eueharis by the stamens, the
filaments being petaloid, with 3 large linear teeth on
top, the middle one bearing the anther The fls ap-
pear with the lvs

,
perianth funnel-shaped, spreading

upward, stamens inserted at the throat of the tube
caps tardily splitting —Three species from Colombia

Calliphrunas are warmhouse plants and should be
grown in a rich ^oil of loam, peat or leaf-mold and sand.
Propagated by offsets.

Hartwegi&na, Herb Bulb ovoid, 1 in. thick, stolon-

iferous, with brown membranous tunics lvs bright
green, firmer and more closely veined than in Euchaiis,
with an oblong-acute blade 4-5 in. long, 2 in broad,
narrowed into a petiole, which is flat abo\e and round
beneath scape slender, 1 ft long, fls 6-8, m an umbel,
white, perianth 1 in long and wale Andes of Bogota—
B.M. 0259 B R. 30, p 87, desc. Intro, m 1<-’JS9 b>
Reasoner

C tubedentdta, Baker=Euchana aubedentata.

N. Taylor. t
CALLIPR6RA. Brodiwa

CALLIPStCHE (Greek beautiful and butterfly)

Amaryllulda ae Three bulbous plants from Ecuador
and Peru, the lvs produced after the \cllow or greenish

yellow' fls
,
probably not in the horticultural trade.

Leaves thin, oblong and stalked: fls. many m an umbel
on a hollow peduncle or scape; perianth funnelform
with short tube, the segms. all equal and oblanceolate

to oblong, stamens 6, much exserted, attached at the

throat, fr. a deeply 3-lobed caps, with many seeds.

They require the general treatment given amaryllis.

C. mirAbilis, Baker, has an oblong bulb 2 m. diam.:

lvs. 1 or 2, blade 5 or 6 m broad’ peduncle 2-3 ft.;

fls. greenish yellow, about 30 in a dense umbel, stamens
three tunes as long as perianth and widely spreading.

July, Aug C. aurantiaca, Baker, has an ovoid bulb
1 in diam : lvs. few. peduncle l^j-2 ft.; fls. bright

yellow, 6-8 in the umbel, stamens green, twice the

length of perianth. Autumn and winter B M 6841.

L H. B.

CALLtPTERIS (Greek, beautifulfern). Polypodidcev.

Ferns allied to Asplenium and Diplasium, with elongate
sori formed on both sides of the veins, and the veins

uniting to form meshes or areoles —Some 15 species are

known from the warmer parts of both hemispheres

The following is the only one in cult. Culture the same
as for tropical asplemums

prolffera, Bory (Asplenium decussdtum
,

Swartz).
Lvs 3-6 ft. long, the stalks 1-2 ft. long, the pinnae
numerous, 6-12 in long, 1-2 in. wide, with deeply
crenate margins and frequently with bulblets in the
axils; veins pinnate, with the branches of contiguous
veins uniting. Polynesia and Malaya.

L M. Underwood.
CALLtRHOE (Greek mythological name). Written

also Callirrhoe Malvdcesp Hardy showy herbs, for out-
door planting.

Perennials or annuals lvs alternate, with lobed or
cleft blades or more finely dissected . fls. showy, axillary

or sometimes in terminal racemes, the petals irregu-

larly cut at the apex or truncate, differing in this from
the notched petals of Malva, involLcel of 1-3 bracts, or
wanting — Nine species, native
The callirhoes arc of the easiest culture, and deserv-

ing of a much greater popularity. They are chiefly

propagated by seeds, but the perenmal species may
also be propagated by cuttings

744 Calhrnoe pedata.

a Annual mvolucel absent

ped&ta, Gray Fig 744 Height 1-3 ft. st erect,

leafy, radical and lower lvs. round-cordate, palmately
or pedately 5-7-lobed or -parted, the lobes coarselj
toothed or incised, upper 3-5-eleft or -parted, usually
into narrow divisions fls red-purple, cherry-red, vary-
ing to lilac On plains and in sand, S. U. S., spring and
summer. R.H. 1857, p 430

aa Perennial: mvolucel present.

involucr&ta, Gray Height 9-12 in
,
plant hirsute or

even hispid, root large, napiform sts. procumbent:
lvs of rounded outline, palmately or pedately 5-7-

parted or -cleft, the divisions mostly wedge-shaped,
incised, the lobes oblong to lanceolate: fls. crimson-
purple, cherry-red or paler All summer. Minn, to
Texas RH 1862:171 (as C verticiUata)

.

Var linearfloba, Gray (C. hnearUoba, Gray). Less
hirsute than the type: sts ascending: lvs. smaller,
1-2 in. across, the upper or all dissected into linear

lobes, fls lilac or pinkish. Texas and adjacent Mex.

—

An excellent trailer
2

especially for rockeries. Thrives
even in very dry soils, the root penetrating to a great
depth. A sunny position is preferable.

C Papdver, Gray A perennial decumbent or ascending plant
with 3-5-lobed or -parted lvs and involucrate purple-red fla 8 U.8.—Useful for very dry Randy places. TAYLOR t
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CALLtSTA' Dendrobxum.

CALLISTEMON (Greek, hallos, beauty; stemon, a
stamen; in most of the species the stamens are of a

beautiful scarlet or crimson color). Myrtdcex Bottle-
Brush Ornamental shrubs, thriving without irriga-

tion in California, where they are hardy and much
used; also planted to some extent elsewhere in warm
climates and occasionally seen under glass. Page 3566

Leaves alternate, entire, lanceolate or linear, mostly
with oil- or resin-dots and fragrant when crushed . fls. in

dense cyhndnc spikes, at first terminal but the axis

growing out as a leafy shoot; calyx-teeth 5; petals 5,

deciduous; stamens indefinite in number, not united;

in ihtr^»‘'raKUk,

stamens, which in

HaU^^iv^^Cahf!

common name to
y

render these shrubs
very ornamental^

^

i

cious autumn prun-
mg The various Wf
species^ are recom-

depot-grounds^

also for smaller 745. Callistemon VI
yards if kept well Uaceolatu*. {XH) jl

in warm-temperate districts but endur- r
ng temperatures less than 20° F
Propagation from seeds is satisfactory: these are

gathered during the summer months by allowing the
capsules to open m boxes or on sheets of paper kept in a
warm place, sow in early spring m finely sifted mixture
of sand, leaf-mold, and loam, and cover very lightly;

the ordinary cool greenhouse is warm enough. Some
nurserymen state that plants from cuttings of ripened
wood or of wood which is getting firm at the base will

blossom earlier than seedlings; others find no advantage
in this method. Although adapted to nearly every
variety of soil, these plants make but slow growth in
heavy clay

a Stamens %-l m. long.

(as M. citnna) . Maiden, FI. PI. and Ferns of New S.

Wales, 8.—Attains 30 ft. in Austral, where the hard and
heavy wood is used for wheelwrights’ work and for

mallets. Garden hybrids between this and other species

have been developed, especially in Eu.

specidsus, DC. Large shrub: lvs. narrowly lanceo-

late, obtuse or acute, ly^-A in. long, about }4\n broad;
midrib prominent but lateral veins obscure, spikes 2-6
in long, bright red, very dense, fr. nearly globose, the
summit scarcely contracted. March-June. B.M. 1761.

—The most highly colored callistemon, the golden an-

thers contianting well with the dark ml filaments.

There are many garden forms varying in color, habit,

and size

vimin&lis, Cheel Tall slender tree of pendulous habit:

lvs linear-oblong, stamens slightly shorter: rim of fr.

thinner.—A handsome, graceful tree, very showy when
in full bloom. Grown at Santa Barbara, Calif. (For-

merly referred to C. specidsus, of which this may be a
form.)

• rigidus, R. Br. (C. lineanfbhus, DC.). Lvs. narrowly
linear, rigid, sharp-pointed, 2-5 m long, about ) ^m.
wide; midrib and maiginal ribs prominent; cross-nerves
often hidden by oil-dots, spikes deep red, large, dense
March-July B.R. 393. —Stiffly branched shrub, the
branches inclined to become rangy; best form and
bloom secured by means of autumn pruning In order

to have fine specimen plants, cult well and now and
then give an application of commercial fertilizer

line&ris, DC Scarcely more than an extreme form
of C. rigidus with very narrow lvs channeled above,
the midvein quite obscure: fr. more globular and con-
tracted at opemng.

aa Stamens }/fon. or less long.
''

salfgnus, DC Tall shrub or small tree: lvs. lanceo-
late, acute, 1)^-3 in long, K~^4 in wide
(much narrower in one vanety), very
distinctly pennivemed. spikes yellow or
light pink, 1-2 m long fr nearly
globular, with rather large opening.
Apr., May. B M 1821 Var viridifldms,

F v M Lvs. only 1-2 m long, thicker,

rigid; veins obscure fls greenish yellow
B M. 2602.

j$> brachv&ndrus, Lindl Slender shrub,
young shoots soft-hairy or whole plant
gray with a soft pubescence lvs rigid,——

" nearly terete, %-\ Yi in. long: spike 2-3
in. long, the filaments dark red but

nearly obscured by the golden yellow anthers —The
slender habit, gray foliage, and golden bloom render
this shrub very desirable for ornamental planting

Harvey Monroe Hall.

CALLISTEPHUS (Greek words for beautiful
crown, said to be in allusion to character of fruit) Com-
pbsitx. China Aster (See page 419, Vol. 1 ) One
species in China and Japan. The genus Calhstemma,
also erected by Cassini, is older than Callistephus, but
the latter is one of the "nomma conservanda” of the
Vienna code, retained because accepted and in general
use for fifty years following its publication. Under
both these generic names, Cassini described the China
aster as C horten.su It was first named by Linmeus,
however, as Aster chinensis, and Nees subsequently
transferred this name to Callistephus, so that the plant
now would better bear the name Callistephus chinensis,
Nees.

lanceol&tus, DC. (Metrosidbros semperJlbrens, Lodd.).
Fig. 745. Height 6-12 ft.: lvs. lanceolate, 1^-2 in.

long, about xAyn. wide, acute, reddish when young;
midrib and lateral veins prominent: spikes 2-4 in long,
bright red, less dense than m the following species: fr.

ovoid, contracted at summit. Jan.-June. B.M. 260

Callistephus is closely allied to Aster, from which it

differs, among other things, in its pappus, which is

minute and forming a crown in the outer series, and
of slender longer barbellate and caducous bristles in
the inner series: annual, erect, hispid-hairy branching
herbs, with showy terminal fi.-heads: lvs. alternate,
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broadly ovate or triangular-ovate and deeply and
irregularly toothed; blade decurrent into a petiole,

those on the upper parts becoming spatulate or nar-
rower 1 heads in wild plant heterogamous and radiate,

the ray-florets m 1-2 series and pistillate, the disk-
florets perfect and fertile; involucre hemispherical,
the bracts imbricated m many series and tne outer
ones large and green, fr. a compressed achene. The
rays become much multiplied under cult

,
and they are

also variable in size, shape and color. The colors are
violet, purple, blue and white, the rays never being
true yellow. Widely variable under cult, and one of

the best of the garden annuals, growing from 6 in to

2

j

-^2 ft. high It is the Reme-marguente of the French
and the Sommeraster of the Germans. L. H. B.

CALLlTRIS (from the Greek for beautiful). Includ-
ing Fren^la and Widdnngtonia. Pinacex. Evergreen
trees or shrubs, not quite hardy in the open in England,
but thriving well m the southernmost parts of the
United States; allied to Thuja.

Leaves scale-hke or awl-like, in whorls of 3 or 4 on
jointed branches, or sometimes alternate: monoecious;
sterile catkins cylindrical or ovoid, the stamens in
whorls of 3 or 4, the scales broad and sometunes pel-

tate, fertile cones of 4-8 scales, and borne on short and
thick peduncles, either solitary or clustered, usually
ripening the second year and often persisting after the
seeds have fallen —About 15 species in Austral., New
Caledonia and Afr. Little known in cult here.

A. Cone 6-valved

robfista, R. Br (Frentla robtisla, Cunn ). Cyphess
Pine. Ranging from a shrub to a tree 90 ft. high:
branchlets crowded, short and erect 1

sterile catkins

J4m. or less long, solitary or m 3’s: cones solitary or
few-clustered, nearly globular, about 1 m. diam.; seeds
usually 2-winged Austral —Trees about 30 years old
are said to be growing at Santa Barbara In S. Fla it

makes good specimens, m 5 years becoming 10-12 ft.

high. The tree somewhat resembles red cedar, and is

reported as useful for tall hedges and windbreaks.
This is one of the “pines” of Austral

,
the wood being

used in building and for the making of furniture

rhombofdeaj R. Br. (Frentla rhomboidea, Endl ).

Smaller, reaching 25-50 ft branches somewhat slender
and often drooping^ angled when young 1 cones usually
only one-half tne diam. of those of C. tobusta, globular,

the 6 valves alternately larger and smaller, the larger

valves having a broadly rhomboidal apex with a pro-
tuberance at the center Austral and Tasmania.

—

Timber used for telegraph poles and m construction.

aa. Cone 4-valved.

quadrivfilvis, Vent. (Thuja artmdbta, Vahl).
Arar-Tree Sandarach Gum Tree. Small tree,

with fragrant hard durable wood, branches jointca

and spreading lvs. very small, flattened, distichous,

reduced to scales at the nodes, cone 4-sided, small, the
valves oval and with a protuberance near the tip.

N. Afr., in the mts. L B.C. 9.844.—Furnishes varnish
resin (gum sandarach).

Wh^tei, Engler {Widdnngtbnia Whytei. M. Wood).
The wood is dull reddish white, strongly aromatic,
and locally used for furniture and for doors and win*
dows. Tree attaining a maximum height of 140 ft.,

with a diam of 5H ft. at a point 6 ft. above the ground,
the trunk being clear for 90 ft. : lvs. on ultimate branch-
lets, deltoid and closely appressed opposite; on other
branchlets usually linear-lanceolate, spreading at the tips,

alternate, m seedling stage linear, spreading and about
1 m long 1 cones 4-6 together, about %‘m. long and
*,i-\ m wide when open. S. E. Afr.—It otows at an
altitude of 5,000-7,000 ft. on Mt. Milanji in Nyassaland
and is known as tne Milanji cypress or cedar. Appar-
ently hardy in parts of Cent. Calif L H. B.

call<5psis (Calla-like). Arbcex. A single species
from German E. Afr. C. Vfilkensii, Engler Spathe
like that of a little calla, snow-white, 1^ m long by
1 in. broad, the spadix partly united to it (and yellow):
lvs crowded, cordate-ovate, 5 in long, shining, the
petiole about 2 in. long, semi-epiphytic, with creeping
rhizome. Probably cult, only in botanic gardens or
other collections.

CALLtlNA (Greek, to sweep, the branches are some-
times used for making brooms). Encbcex. Heather.
Low evergreen shrubs cultivated chiefly for their bright
rosy pink, rarely white flowers appearing in great pro-
fusion late in summer.

Leaves scale-hke, opposite, in 4 rows, the branchlets
therefore quadrangular 1

fls in terminal, 1-sided Bpikes;
corolla campanulate, 4-parted,
shorter than the 4-parted colored
calyx, stamens 8, with 2 reflexed

appendages: fr. a septicide, 4-

celled, few-seeded caps—One
species in W. and N. Eu

,
also

in Asia Minor; in E. N. Amer.
m some localities naturalized.
The genus differs from the closely

related Erica m its deeply 4-

parted colored calyx, longer than
the 4-parted co-
rolla For culture,

see Erica.

vulgaris, Salisb.

(Erica vulgaris,
Linn ). Fig 746.
From ft : lvs.

oblong- linear, ob-
tuse, sagittate at
the base, glabrous
or pubescent, fls.

small,m long, erect,

rather dense ra-
cemes, rosy pmk,
sometunes white.
Aug

,
Sept —Some

of the most distinct
of the numerous named varieties are the following: Var.
41ba, Don (and var. dlba Hdmmoruiii), with white fls.;

var Alpdrtii, Kirchn
,
of more vigorous growth, with rosy

carmine fls
,
var cArnea, Hort., with flesh-colored fls.;

var. plSna, Regel, with double rose-colored fls.; var.

hirsftta, Gray (var tomentbsa, Don), the branchlets
and lvs with grayish tomentum: var n&na, Kirchn.
(var pygmxcij Hort ), forming low moss-like tufts,

var rflbra, Kirchn
,
with deep rosy carmine fls

,
var

prostr&ta, Kirchn
,
with the branches spreading and

partly prostrate, fls pmk; var SSarlei, Hort (var

dlba Sblei, Hort ), fls white, appearing late in autumn
—The heather is a very handsome small shrub, well

adapted for borders of evergreen shrubberies, or for

dry slopes and sandy banks and prefernng sunny posi-

tions; it is also found growing well in swamps and m
partly shaded situations. Cut branches keep their

life-like appearance for many months.
Alfred Rehder.

746. Calluna vulgaris. (Plant X H)

CALOCHORTUS (Greek for beautiful and grass).

Lilvbcex. Incl. Cyclobbthra. Mariposa Lily. Star
Tulip Globe Tulip. West American cormous plants,

the occidental representatives of Tuhpa, useful as border
plants and to some extent for indoor culture.

Stem usually branched, and from a coated corm,

more or less leafy: perianth of unequal segms., the outer

ones the smaller and more or less sepal-like, the 3 inner

ones large and showy and bearing glands and hairs;

stigmas 3, sessile and recurved, stamens 6; fls. showy,
shallow-cupped on the inner segms., arching.—From
40-50 species, mostly on the Pacific side of the con-
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tinent from Wash, to Mex., and some of them in the
interior country. Nearly all the species are in cult.

Monogr. by J G. Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc 14:302-10
(1875); and by S Watson, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts
and Sci. 14:262-8 (1879). See also Colochorti in

the Sierra Nevada, by George Hansen, Eiythea,
7:13-15, A. Davidson, Erythea,

i 2*1-2,27-30; Mallett. Gn. 1901,
I 60:412, vol. 61, pp. 185, 203, 220;
I Carl Purdy, Proc. Calif. Acad.
» Sci

,
3d ser

,
vol 2, No 4 (1901).

* VL Caloohortuses extend into Brit-

\ ish America, and a few, belonging
Bx l|l to a peculiar group, are found in

M Mexico, the remainder are natives

'll
of the United States, from Ne-

II
^raska the Pacific Ocean.
While the generic characteristics

are unmistakable, the species and
— even varieties

i ^ tiave the most
' jJl variable incli-

Jmjp ^ nations as to

NfflTT r soil) exposure

Wml. ^ ''4 and climate.

h IMffl Tlie Colorado
r\ w7 Desert and

|
the summits

I of the Sierra Nevada, the heavy

|j
clay lands of Californian valleys,

V
Jj

the volcanic soils of the foothills

/I and the meadows of the North-

ffu k west, each has its own representa-
jffl ^Myr tives of this beautiful tribe. The
flH character of the genus can be

HI ^ treated better under the various

U groups Nearly every known spe-

H 11 cies is in cultivation to some ex-
A tent. Some are readily grown,M 747. others present considerable cul-

Caiochortus tural difficulties, but while there
a b

No i

™ are some probably will

B ' always be difficult to cultivate,

there are many species—and the number in-

m eludes the very best—that can be grown suc-

m cessfully by anyone who is willing to give a little

W special care to them; and there are a few that

J possess such vigor and hardiness as to be
*

adapted to extensive cultivation.

All calochortuses are hardy in the sense of with-
standing extreme cold, but they will not endure alter-

nate thawing and freezmg nearly so well; and thus there

is the paradox of their gomg safely through severe

eastern or European winters and suffering tne loss of

foliage in mild ones. They should be planted m the
fall, and it is better to plant late, so that leaf-growth is

delayed until spring. Diverse as are their natural
habitats, one soil will answer the needs of all. A light

loam, made lighter with sand or sawdust, powdered
charcoal, or spent tan-bark, is best. Excellent results

have been secured with a mixture of equal parts of a
good light loam and spent tan-bark, with a little broken
charcoal. Wallace, one of the most successful English
growers, recommends making a bed sloping to the
south, composed of leaf-mold and road grit in equal
parts, with a smaller proportion of sharp sand. The idea
is to nave a light ana porous, not [too stimulating soil,

with perfect drainage. Wallace recommends covering
the beds with reeds to throw off the heavy rains. The
same end may be attained by such thorough drainage
that the rams pass through quickly. In New York,
they have been carried through the winter safely under
a covering put on before the ground freezes hard.
It is well to keep a few leaves about the shoots for a
time and to have extra leaves at hand to be used when
frost threatens. It is better to lift the bulbs as soon as

they ripen, and replant in the fall. Water sparingly at
all times Under suitable conditions they are nardy
and tenacious of life, but excessive moisture, either in

air or ground, is not to their liking after the flowering

season arrives. Theoretically, all calochortuses of Sec-
tion A (star and globe tulips) should have shade, and
all mariposas (AA) sunshine; but the light shade of a
lath-house suits all alike, giving much finer bloom in

the mariposas. The flowering season extends over three
months, according to species.

They take well to pot culture with similar soils and
treatment. While not to be forced rapidly, they con-
siderably anticipate their out-of-door season. The
same treatment can be used in coldframe culture, but
they must not be coddled too much.

INDEX.

albus, 1. Howelln, 19 metua, 27
amabilis, 3. Krnnedyi, 21. Flumvurst, 20
amcenus, 1. Leichtlinn, 33. pulchollus, 2
apiculatus, 12 lilacinus, 15. Purdyi, 13
atronolaceue, 28. Lobbn, 9. purpurascens, 20, 27.

aureus, 22 loriftebarbatus, 18. purpureua, 37
Bonplandianus, 37. lutcus, 24, 25 robintus, 25
Benthamu, 6 Lyalin

,
8 rowis, 5, 27

cseruleus, 7 Lyonu, 31 rubru, 5, 28
catahnre, 31. marffv arpus, 35. aanyumeus, 2 7

.

cttrinus, 25 major, 5, 28 gplendens, 28
clavatus, 23 Mawearms, 5 sulphurous, 27.
colhnus, 10 montanus, 28. Tolmitu, li

concolor, 24 nanus, 8 umbollatus, 10.

Eldorado, 27. mtidus, 16 unitlorus, 15
elegans, 8, 9. nudus, 14 venustus, 25, 27.
flavus, 36 Nuttailn, 32 Vesta, 2b
flexuosus, 29. obispoonsis, 20. vestus, 20
Goldyi, 4 oculatus, 25 Wallacei, 6
Greenei, 17. Palmeri, 30 Wmlu, 20
Gunmsonu, 34.

A. Blossoms or fr more or less nodding (unless No 4)'

inner penanth-segms strongly arched Ivs long

and glossy, not channeled. (Eucalochortus )

b. FIs. subglobose
,
nodding st usually tall and branch-

ing Globe Tulips —These have a single long

and narrow shining If from the base, and slen-

der, flexuous, leafy sts
,
the perfection of grace in

outline The fls are exquisite in delicacy of

tints Woodland plants

1. ilbus, Douglas ( Cyclobdlhra dlba, Benth ) Fig

747. Strong, 1-2 ft. high, glaucous, fls globular,

pendent, 1 in across, of a satiny texture, delicately

fringed with hairs, very strongly inarched or practically

closed Calif B It. 1661 F S. 11 . 1 171 —Chaste and
delicate The form from the Coast Range is the Pearl

caiochortus of gardens; the form from the Siorias with

fls less strongly inarched and at length opening dightly

is the C albus of horticulture.

Var. amefenus, Hort (C. ametnus, Greene) Like <7

albu8
}
but rose-colored, lower and more slender fls

openmg in full bloom. Fresno and Tulare Co
,
Calif.

2. pulchillus, Douglas (Cyclobdthra pulehello, Benth )

Stout, glaucous, 8-16 in
,
usually branching fls yel-

low, strongly inarched but parts not ovei lapping,

sepals shorter than petals, ovate-acuminate, yellow

tinged with brown on the back, petals ovate, obtuse,

1 in. or less long, canary-yellow, with long silky hairs

above the gland. Cent. Calif. B II 1662

3. am&bilis, Purdy. Habit like C albus sts stout,

usually branching in pairs, petals clear yellow, very

strongly inarched so that the tips overlap each other

much hke a child’s pin-wheel; gland lined with stiff

hairs that cross each other; petals margined with a line

of stiff hairs. Cent, and N Calif.

4. Gdldyi, Watkins. Possibly C Benthamu x C.

amabilis Sts several, freely branched, bearing 15-20

fls.: Ivs. narrow-lanceolate: ns erect, 1 in across, straw-

yellow, inner surfaces covered with long silky sulfur-

tinted hairs and a few shorter crimson hairs deep down
in the cup; petals rounded and very hooded. Appar-
ently of garden origin.
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BB. Pis . bell-shaped, erect when open, mostly lined with
hairs, the pedicels becoming recurved: st. mostly
low, and Jls often more or less umbellate. Star
Tulips proper.—Like the globe tulip, but
smaller as a rule, and the fls. dainty open cups.

All of the species resemble each other, and were
first included under the name C. elegans.

5. Mawe&nus, Leichtl Plant low (3-10 in.), very
slender, usually branched: fls. white, purplish at the
base, filled .vith silky hairs, the gland covered by a
broad semi-circular scale * caps long-elliptic. Calif .,north.
B M. 5976 (as C elegans) —Variable Var. m&jor,
Ilort. Twice as large in all its parts, fls. lighter colored.
Var rdseus, Hort. Fls. tinged rose.

6. Benthamii, Baker Sts 7 in. high, very flexuose,

dividing into pairs: lvs. linear-lanceolate fls. nearly
erect, yellow, the segms l^in long and brown at the
base Sierra Nevadas, in Calif B M 6475. J II III.

30 519 Var WAllacei (C Wdllacei, Hort ). Claw of

the petal dark red or nearly black

7. caer^leus, Wats. Similar to small plants of C.
Mawcanus, but lined and dotted with blue: low,

2-5-lld
,

the pedicels very slender; perianth ciliate

inside caps nearly or quite orbicular. Calif
,
m the

Sierras Not variable

8 elegans, Pursh. Similar to the last' petals green-
ish white and purplish at base, bearded, little or not at
all ciliate gland covered by a deeply fringed scale.

Ore , Idaho
Var n&nus, Wood (C. LyaUn, Baker). Subalpine,

dwarf and very slender petals delicate cream-color,
narrow and usually more acute, more hairy and ciliate.

Mts Calif
,
N

9 L6bbn, Purdy (C. Megans var Ldbbn, Baker).
St 3-5 in high petals white tinged green, broadly
rhombic-ovate, very deeply pitted and with the pit

showing as a prominent knob on back of petal. Mt.
Jefferson, Ore

10 umbell&tus, Wood (C . colDnus, Lemm.). Low
and branching, 3-15 in

,
flexuose fls 5-10, white;

petals broadly fan-shaped, nude excepting for many
white hairs just above the scale In open grassy places

around San Francisco Bay.

bbb Fls bell-shaped like bb, but tall (1 ft or more),

and stoutly erect, with several fine, erect cups
,

similar to C Maweanus. Giant Star Tulips —
In this splendid group the very dainty silky fls.

and handsome glossy lvs of the star tulip are
shown with a stout st. a foot or two high, and
large fls Unlike the others, they grow naturally

in open places, and have a vigor and health which
are a high recommendation

11. T61miei, Hook &Arn Stout, a foot high, generally

branched petals often more than an inch long, tinged
lilac, with purple and white hairs, gland without a
scale caps broad-elliptic, acutish. Mt. Shasta, N.

—

Remains a long time in bloom
12 apiculfttus, Baker. Taller and stouter, 12-18

in
,
with umbellate straw-colored fls. N. Idaho

13. Ptirdyi, East Glabrous and glaucous, 8-16 in.,

rather stout, branching, 2- to many-fld fls. creamy white
or purple-tinged, filled with blue hairs, gland absent.

S. Ore. GC. III. 23 395.—Very handsome.

BBBB. Fls bell-shaped, the petals naked or hairy only

at the base • low: If solitary. Meadow Tulips —
These calochortuses are natives of wet meadows.
C. uniflorus and C Vesta grow well in all soils so

long as well drained, and, as garden plants,

thrive everywhere. In habit they are low,

flexuous and leafy. The cups are open, erect

and numerous, an inch or so in diam.

14. nbdus, Wats. Low, 2-4 in., delicate: If. solitary:

fls. 1-6, umbellate, small, greenish white or pale lilac,

nude except for a tuft of 2 or 3 short hairs at each
extremity of scale, denticulate. Calif., in the Sierras.

15. unifl&rus, Hook. & Am. (C. liladnus, Kell.).

Handsome species, 4-8 m high. fls. 4-10, on long
pedicels, clear hlac, hairy only at base: caps elliptic,

obtuse. B.M. 5804—Grows naturally m wet meadows,
and makes offsets very freely. Often seen m a depau-
perate starved form, but responds at once to good
treatment.

aa. Blossoms on stout, erect pedicels, the sts. stout and
strict: fls. open-bell-shaped. Mariposa Tulips.—

•

Excepting in b, the mai lposa or butterfly tulips

have slender, grassy, radical lvs
,
stiff, erect sts.

bearing cup-shaped fls
,
and sparingly leafy and

with an erect caps. Bulbs small.

B. Caps, oblong, acute-angled or uinged: fls. lilac or

white These are hardy species, growing m the
meadows from Ore to Mont

,
where they endure

much cold. They form a connecting link be-
tween the giant star tulips and the true man-
posas. Their lvs are like those of the star tulips

—long, broad and glossy Like the star tulips,

also, the seed-pod is handsome, 3-cornered and
winged. The sts are stiffly erect the fls cup-
shaped, not so brilliant as the true manposas,
but very delicate the plants are hardy, healthy
and vigorous, and are to be highly recommended
for cold climates

16. nftidus, Douglas Scape erect, but not stiff If.

solitary, glossy, narrow fls 1-3, large and showy, lilac,

yellowish, or white, with a deep indigo blotch m the

center, lined with jellow hairs Meadows, E Ore to

Mont and N E Nov Spec miens from Yellowstone
Lake are yellow.—Vcr> beautiful and showy.

17. Grefcnei, Wats St stout and branching, 1 ft

,

2-5-fld.: sepals with a yellowish hairy spot, petals

lilac barred with yellow below, and somewhat purplish,

loose-hairy, not ciliate caps beaked Calif, and Ore.

18 longebarb&tus, Wats Slender, about 1 ft high,

bulb-bearing near the base, with 1 or 2 narrow radical

lvs
,
2-branched and usually 2-fld fls erect or nearly

so, lilac with yellow at base, scarcely hmy except the
long-bearded gland. Wash

19 Howellii, Wats St erect, 1 ft or more, 1-2-fld :

lvs very narrow sepals ovate, short-acuminate; petals

yellowLsh white, 1 in long, denticulate, slightly ciliate

near the base, brown-hairy inside, the gland yellow-
hairy. Ore.

bb Caps, oblong, obtuse-angled.

c. Color yellow or orange or orange-red, more or less

marked with brown and purple (except in forms
of C luteus): in cult forms running into other

colors.

20 Weddii, Wood Radical If single, glossy, broad:
st. tall, leafy, bearing large orange-colored fls dotted
with purple, petals triangular, square-topped gland
small, hairy- bulb heavily coated with fiber. S Calif.

B M. 6200 (as C cilnnus). GC 111.16.183.—Varies
to white.

Var purpurftscens, Wats. (C. Plummerae, Greene).
Similar, but lilac or purple and very showy. Calif.

GC III. 16133. JH 111 29:289. Gn. 47:80—

A

fine form with fl. of large size and full outline, lined

with long, silky yeilow hairs.

Var vSstus, Purdy. Petals much more truncated
and curiously fringed with brown hairs; reddish brown.
Santa Barbara.

Var. obispo£nsis, Purdy (C obispoinsis,Lemm.). Fig.
748. Tall and slender, branching, very flortferous:

petals yellow, verging to red at the tip and less than
half the length of the orange-brown sepals. Calif.

G.F. 2:161 (adapted m Fig. 748).—Odd and bizarre.
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21. Kennedy!, Porter. Bulb small and ovoid: st.

very low, 1-4 in.: Ivs. linear, tufted from the branching
of the st.: fls. 2-4, m an umbel; sepals broad with a
purple spot; petals red-orange to vermilion, not ciliate

nor prominently hairy, purple-spotted at the center.

Desert species of S. Calif. B M. 7264. Gn. 43:108.
—Brilliant and desirable, but difficult to grow.

22. &dreus, Wats. Low, 4-6 in., with a single

carinate radical If.: petals yellow, not hairy, the hairy
gland purple-bordered. S. Utah.

748. Calochortus obispoensis. No. 20 var. ( X M)

23.

clavitus, Wats. Petals yellow lined with brown,
the lower part bearing club-shaped (clavate) hairs,

the gland deep and circular; anthers purple. Calif.

—

In this excellent sort we have the largest-fld. and stout-

est-stemmed of all mariposas. The bulb is very large,

the single bare If. 1 or 2 ft. long- the st. is heavy, stout
and zigzag. The fls. are shaped like a broad-based
bowl, sometimes 5 or 6 in across The color is a deep,
rich yellow, and the lower half is covered thickly with
stiff yellow hairs, each tipped with a round translucent
knob, and in the light look like tiny icicles. There are
various strains: Elaorado, the largest, not so deep
yellow; Ventura, very stout, deep yellow; Obispo, like

the last, but the upper half of the back of each petal
is olive-brown, which shows through the deep yellow
of the inside, giving changeable shades.

24 c6ncolor, Purdy (C luteus var. c&ncolor
,
Baker).

Bulb large reddish. Ivs. narrow, glaucous: st. 1-2 ft.,

umbellate, if more than 1-fld.: not zigzag; petals a
rich deep yellow, tending toward orange, lower third
densely nairy with long yellow hairs above an oblong
gland. A desert species of S Calif. Much like C. clava-

tus m general aspect.

25. luieus, Douglas. Butterfly Tulip. St. 1—10-

fld
,

bulb-bearing near the base. Ivs. very narrow:
sepals narrow-lanceolate, with a brown spot; petals
2 in, or less long, yellow or orange, brown-lined, slightly

hairy below the middle, the gland densely hairy. Calif

B.R. 1567.—Variable. Some of the forms are sold as

C. venustus.

Var. citrinus, Wats. (C. venustus var. cilrlnus,

Baker) . Petals lemon-yellow, with a central brown spot.

Var. ocul&tus, Wats. (C. venustus var. oculdtus
,

Hort.y. Petals pale or white, lilac or yellowish, with a
dark spot.

Var. robustus, Purdy (C. venustus var. robiistus,

Hort.). A very bulbifeious form having white fls.

luridly tinged m browns and purples. Very beautiful

and also one of the hardiest.

26. Vesta, Purdy. Butterfly Tulip. Tall and large-

fld. with petals more narrowly euneate than m C. luteus

var. oculatus, and the gland narrow and doubly lunate,

color from white tinged through lilac to pink and lilac-

purple; fl. often lacinialely gashed, above the gland
bearing rich maroon penciling^ and markings. N. W.
Calif, in adobe soil —One of the largest-fld., showiest
and most easily grown of manposa tulips. Named by
its author in compliment to his wife

cc. Color prevailingly white or lilac
,
hut sometimes run-

ning into ydlows.

27. venfistus, Benth. Butterfly Tulip Stout, 6-36
in.: petals white or pale lilac, with a i eddish spot at

top, a brown-yellow center, and brown base: gland
large and oblong, usually densely hanj . caps. 1-2 1

i

in. long. Calif BR. 1669. FS 2 104 On. 46, p.

395.—Very variable The yellow forms (as var sul-

phiireus, Ilort ) are often treated as forms of C luteus

To this group of calochortuses is properly applied the

Spanish name manposa (butterfly), for their brilliantly

colored fl->
,
with eye-like spots on each petal and

sepal, and other delicate mai kings with dots, linos and
hairs, which are strongly suggestive of the wings of a
brilliantly colored butterfly. Botanists have variously

divided this great group of allied forms between C.

luteus and C. venustus Botanically all may be consid-

ered as either strains of one variable species or as a
number of closely allied species.

Var. Eldorkdo, Purdy. The finest strain of C. ven-

ustus in cult. It occurs naturally m a wonderfully
varied mixture, in color from pure white through pink,

to deep glowing reds and through Id at* to deep purples.

In one locality a few may vary to light yellow. Some
of these forms have been named var jnctus for the
white form, var. sanguineus for the blood-red. The pur-
ple forms are entirely distinct from C. venustus var.

purpurascens. Sierran foothills from Eldorado County
to the far South. Altogether these plants comprise the
loveliest group of the manposa tulips.

Var. purpurascens, Wats. Petals deep lilac orpur-
plish, darker at center, the fl. fully 3 in. across. Coast
Range. Strong grower. Gn. 46.394.

Var. rdseus, Hort. (C. rdseus, Hort.). Creamy white
or lilac, with an eye midway and a rose-colored, blotch
at apex. Gn 46.394.

Var. sulphffreus, Purdy. Taller than the type:
petals light warm yellow with eye, and with a rose-

colored blotch at top. Lower part of San Joaquin
Valley, Calif.

28. splendens, Douglas. Tall and slender, 1-2 ft.: fls.

1-1 Yi m. across, deep purple with a dark spot on the
cla\7 and with or without a gland covered with matted
hairs. San Diego Co., Calif. Known in horticulture aa
C. splendens var. alromolaceus.

Var. major, Purdy. Strong and tall, 1-2 ft.: fls. 2-3
in. across; petals large, clear lilac, paler below, with a
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darker claw and scattered long white hairs below the
middle. Coast Ranges, Monterey Co., Calif.

Var. mont&nus, Purdy. More slender than the type,
often bulbiferous: lilac to salmon-pink, densely hairy
with short yellow hairs about the
gland. High mts., S. Calif.

Var. rhbra, Purdy. Large, with
deep-seated reddish bulb, 1-3 ft.:

fls. reddish lilac, pink or purple;
petals quite hairy, with short hairs
on the lower third. Lake Co

,

Calif.

29. flexudsus, Wats. Related
to C. splendent

,
but with sts. so

weak as almost to be said to creep.

The fls. are large and very bril-

liant, a dazzling purple, with a
darker purple eye, and yellow
hairs below. S. Utah.—Intro, by
Purdy in 1897.

740. Calochortus
Gunmsomi. (XJ^D

30 PAlmeri. Wats. St. 1-2 ft
,
very slender and

flexuous, 1-7-rld
,
bulb-bearing near the base: sepals

with long, narrow, recurved tips, spotted; petals 1

in or less long, white (or yellowish below), with a
brownish claw and bearing scattered hairs about the
gland' caps very narrow. S. Calif—The C. Palmen
of dealers is sometimes C. splendent var. montanus.

31 catallnee, Wats. (C. Lyornx, Wats ). Habit of C.
spit rule ns st. 1-2 ft

,
branching: fls. white to lilac, or

deep lilac, very large and handsome, a large round
black spot at base of each petal —A lovely species

between (' splendent and C venustus Remarkable for

blooming with the star tulip section, fully a month
before other mariposas Native to Santa Catalina Isl.,

off S Calif
,
also to Calif, coast

32 Nuttallii, Torr A Gray Sego Lily. St. erect

and stiff, 1-2 ft
,
bulb-bearing*at base, usually with only

1 raulme If, 1-5-fld : sepals ovate-lanceolate, often

daik-spotted, petals 1-2 in long, white tinged with
greenish yellow or lilac, with a purplish spot or band
above the jellow base and hairy about the gland;

anthers obtuse Dak and Neb to Oalif. and New Mex.,
having the widest range of any calochortus—There
are no more exquisitely beautiful fls than these sego
lilies (the Mormon name) of the Great Basin Most of

them are plants of the sage-brush deserts. The lvs.

are an ashy green, the foliage scant, but the great fls.

are wonderful in tint mgs. There are shades m blue,

pink, lilac, and yellowish; also white. The sego lily

is the State flowrer of Utah.

33 Lelchtlinii, Hook, f Slender alpine species

(5-0 in. high), by some regarded as a form of C. NuUal~
In fls smoky white, banded with green and marked
with dark brown Sierra Nevadas. B.M. 5862. F.S.

20 2116.

34. Gtinnisonii, Wats. Fig 749. Much like C.
Nuttallii. anthers acuminate, fls. light blue or almost
white, delicate yellowish gieen below the middle, pur-

ple-banded at the base, and bearing a band of green
hairs across each petal. Rocky Mts., Wyo. to New
Mex.

35. macrocArpus, Douglas. Green-banded Mari-
posa Lily. St. stiff, the cauline lvs. 3-5: fls. 1 or 2;

sepals acuminate, sometimes spotted; petals 2 in. or

less, acute, lilac with a greenish midvein, somewhat
hairy. B.ll. 1152. N Calif, to Wash, and Idaho.

—

This fine species forms a group by itself. It has a venr

large bulb, a stout almost leafless st.
;
and a large n.

of an exquisite pale lavender, banded down the Back
with green. Petals long, narrow and pointed.

bbb. Caps, linear
,
not winged or prominently angled.

36. fl&vus, Schult. f. (Cyclobdthra fldva, Lindl.).

St. slender, 1-2 ft., forked: lvs. 2 or 3 below the

41

fork, linear, long-acuminate: fls. yellow, upright;
petals and sepals acute, rhombic-oblong, with a darker
somewhat hairv gland, the petals hairy and usually
denticulate. Mex.

37. Bonplandi&nus, Schult. f. (C. purpiireus, Baker.
Cyclobdthra purpurea

, Sweet). Rather stout, 3 ft.:

st.-lvs. short, acuminate-lanceolate: fls. yellow and pur-
ple' the sepals with a purple pit and the petals purple
outside: gland naked. Mex. Carl Purdy

L. H. B.

CALODfiNDRUM (Greek, beautiful tree). Palldsia,

Houtt, which is the older name Rutdcex. One of the
handsomest deciduous trees at the Cape of Good Hope;
cultivated in northern greenhouses, and outdoors in
southern California and southern Flonda.
The great panicles of white or flesh-colored fls. are

sometimes 7 m across and 6 in deop It is a symmetri-
cal tree, with attractive evergreen foliage and many
interesting features. Called “wild chestnut” m Afr.

Prop, by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass in

heat A monotypic genus.

capSnsis, Thunb. Cape Chestnut. Height in Afr.

70 ft. . branches opposite, orin3V lvs. simple, decussate,
ovate, obtuse retuse or acute, parallel-nerved, 4-5 in.

long, studded with oi1-cysts, which look like translucent
spots when held to the light panicles terminal

,
peduncles

usually tnchotomous; calyx deciduous, petals 5, linear-

oblong, 1^ in long, 2 lines wide, sprinkled with purple
glands, stamens 10, 5 alternate, sterile, and petaloid:

seeds 2 m each cell, larger than a hazelnut, black and
shining. G.C. II. 19:217. Also written Calodendron
capense.

CALONlfCTION (Greek, referring to the beauty
of the flower, and the night-blooming habit). Con-
volmMcese. Moonflower Twining perennial herbs
with large night-blooming flowers.

Flowers white or nurple, fragrant, showy; sepals 5,

the outer ones with horn-like tips, corolla salver-

form, the limb more or less flat, the tube very long
and not dilated at the throat; stamens 5. exserted;

style capitate and obscurely 2-lobed, ovules 4: lvs.

broad, alternate.—Three species in Trop. Amer
,
two

of which are widely cult By some, the genus is united
with Ipomoea, but it is well distinguished by the salver-

form rather than funnelform or bell-shaped corolla, by
the exserted stamens and style, and by the night-
blooming habit.

acule&tum, House (C speoibsum, Choisy. Ipomdba
Bdna-mdx, Linn ). Moonflowter. Fig 750. St 10-20
ft. high, with milky juice, lvs. 3-8 m long, cordate to

hastate, angular or 3-lobed, acute, glabrous: peduncles
2-6 in. long, 1-7-fld

,
equaling the petioles; corolla 3-6

in. long, 3-6 in. wide, trumpet-shaped, white, some-
tunes with greenish plaits;

fls.fragrant,usually closing

in the morning, sometimes
remaining open till noon.
Aug., Sept. B.M. 752. B R.
11:889, 917 (as Iponvcta

lahfiora). Gn. 21, p. 259;
27, p. 473. V. 10:359.
Known in gardens chiefly

as Ipomoea Bona-nox var.

grandifloraj Hort. (/.

orandifldra
,

Roxbg. and
Hort., not Lam.), which
does not differ materially
from the type. Most of

the large-nd. and very
fragrant forms in cult,

may be referred here.
Var. CTandifldrum. Hort.,
is sold under the following 750, Moonflower—Caionyctiac
names: Ipomoea Childsii, acoUatom. f X>i)
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l. nocttphyton
,
I. nodiflora, I. mexicana grandiflora, I.

mexicana grandiflora alba, I. mexicana grandiflora vera.

These trade names represent strains of varying ex-
cellence. (C. granchflorum, Choisy, is Ipormm Tuba.) A
form with variegated Ivs. is offered. Var. heterophyllum,
has lvs. 3-5-lobcd and subhastate.—The moonflower
is most popular as a garden plant, but it also does
well trained along the roof of a low house or against
a pillar. It is excellent for cut-fls. in the evening.
Little grown in the open N. because it does not
mature in the short seasons. It grows wild in swamps
and thickets in peninsular Fla., and is probably
indigenous there. Widespread in tropics of both
hemispheres.

muric&tum, G. Don. (Convdlvidus munedtus, Linn.
Ipomoea muricata, Jacq. Calonydion specidsurn var.
muricdtum, Choisy). Fls. purple, smaller than those of
C * speciosum, the
tube very slender
and the expanded
partof the tubenot
over 3 in. broad.

—

Tropical regions;
extensively cult,

in Japan and
India, and often
seen m American
conservatories

C tastinse. House
(Ipomoea tastense,
Brandoj; ), is the third
speciesofCalonyction.
It is native to Lower
Calif , and not m
cult C grandifldrum,
Choisy.=»Ipomoea
Tuba

* L.H B.

cal6phaca
(Greek, halos.

beautiful, and
phaka, lentil).
Legammbsdc. Or-
namental plants

cultivated chiefly

for their bright
yellow flowers ap-
pearing m sum-
mer
Deciduous

shrubs or herbs,
with alternate,
odd-pinnate, pub-
escent, and often
glandular lvs.:
stipules scanous
or herabceous, adnate to the petiole: fls. papili-

onaceous, solitary or in racemes; calvx tubular with 5
nearly equal teeth; standard upright; wings oblong,

free, as long as keel; ovary sessile with many ovules:

pod pubescent and glandular, cylindrical.—About 10
species from S Russia to E India.

. The two cultivated species are low, prostrate shrubs,

with grayish green foliage, and rather large yellow
flowers m erect axillary racemes, followed by decorative

reddish pods. They prefer a well-drained soil and sunny
position, and are well adapted for borders of shrubberies

and sandy or rocky slopes. Propagated by seeds sown
in spring; the young seedlings should have plenty of

light and air, as they are very liable to damp-off if kept
too moist and shady. Sometimes grafted high on Cara-
gana or Laburnum, forming a very attractive small

standard tree with pendulous branches.

wolg&rica, Fisch. Fig 751. Two to 3 ft.: pubescent
and glandular lfts 11-17, roundish-ovate or oval, l/£-

Hm. long: racemes long-peduneled, with 4-7 fls.;

coiolla over %in. long. June, July. S. Russia, Turkes-

tan. C. grandifldra, Regel, is similar, but lfts. 17-25:
racemes 10-16-fld.; corolla 1 in. long. S. Russia. Gfc.

35:1231. Alfred Rehder.

CALOPHfLLUM (Greek, beautiful-leaved). Guthf-
erdcae. Woody plants of the Old World and American
tropics, with shining leathery leaves, sometimes planted
South.

Leaves parallel-veined at right angles to the midrib:
fls. polygamous m many axillary or terminal clusters;

sepals and petals 4-12, m 2-3 series; stamens very nu-
merous. fr. a drupe with a single erect seed —Sixty
species. Closely related to Gamma, which, however,
has only 4-8 sepals.

In India, several species are of considerable economic
importance, especially C wnophyllum, which is the
source of a gum, and the seeds of which contain the
well-known domba oil used extensively for lighting

purposes They must be grown in a warmhouse and in

a rich well-aerated soil.

Calkba, Jucq. Calaha Tree. A tree, to GO ft.: lvs.

variable, dark glossy gieen, 3-10 in long : fls in axillary

racemes, white, rarely produced m cult
,
the petals

about 3 linos long: fr. about 1 in. diam. W. Indies,
perhaps intro, from the Old World. Timber and oil

inoph^llum, Linn. A medium-sized tree, with gray
smooth bark: lvs. 4-8 m long, 3-4 in wide, shin-

ing on both surfaces: racemes in the upper axils,

the fls. about £|in. diain. and pure white; inner
sepals petal-like: fr. about 1 in dnun

,
yellow,

smooth, almost fleshy. Trop. Asia. Taylor.

CALOPOGON (Greek, beautiful beard
,

in allusion

to the fringed or bearded lip). Orchiddcea' A very
attractive native orchid, sometimes planted m bog-
gardens and rock-gardens.

Flowers magenta-enmson, varying to white, in a loose

raceme on a naked scape, sepals and petals all distinct

and spreading, the Up narrow at base but broader and
hairy above, column winged at summit, not attached
to other parts; pollmia 2 m each anther cell —One
species, in bogs and moist meadows, Newfoundland to

Fla. and westward. Cathea is an older name, but, be-
cause of its general acceptance, Calopogon is retained
in the “nomina conservanda” of the Vienna code.
A moist and shaded position and veiy porous soil

are mast suitable for this pretty plant, although it may
do admirably in a rock-garden only slightly shaded at
midday .f the plants are watered very freely every day
during hot or dry weather. Propagated by offsets,

separated from the old tubers, but the old established
plants should not be disturbed very often. Collected
clumps of many native orchids are offcied at very
reasonable figures, and these give immediate results,

while the small offsets would not be strong enough to

flower for several years, and require much attention
during the first year, or perhaps longer (J B. Keller)

pulchellus, R. Br. (Limoddrum tuberbsum, Linn
,
in

part). Height 12-18 in
,
from a solid bulb or corm,

bearing a single grass-like If. at the base: scape 2-12-

fld.; lip bearded with white, yellow, and purple club-
shaped hairs; pretty. G.F. 10:505. J.IL III. 35:45.
B.M. 116. L. H. B.f

CALOSC6rDUM; Nothoscordum.

CALOTHAMNUS (Greek, beautiful bush). Myr-

tdeese. Australian shrubs (more than twenty species)

somewhat similar to Callisternon but more graceful in

habit; evergreen greenhouse subjects, and hardy out-

of-doors m California.

Leaves long, alternate: fls. showy, usually red, in

lateral clusters; stamens united in bundles opposite
the petals; anthers erect, attached by the base, oblong
or linear; cells parallel, turned inwards, opening by
longitudinal slits. For cult., see CaUxstemon.
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quadrffidus, R. Br. Height 2-4 ft. : lvs. narrow, terete

or slightly flattened, heath-like, glandular-dotted: fls.

rich crimson, 4-merous; calyx 2-lohed in fr.
;
stamina!

bundles nearly equal, of 15-20 or more filaments.

W. Austral. B M. 1500.

C mpMriH, Rchau. E\f*rgrccn shrub, the branches densely
covered with nocdle-Uke small lvs . fls in small clusters on previous
year’s (growth, stamens with crimson filaments and yellow anthers.
" M * 7sm

J. Burtt Davy.

CAL6TROPIS (from Greek words referring to the
beauty of parts of the flower). Asclepitulaccx. Milk-
weed-like shrubs, or small trees, grown in the Ameri-
can tropics and one species offered m southern Cali-

fornia

Branching, glabrous or tomentose-canescent: lvs.

opposite, subsetslie, broad, fls. with 5-[)arted calyx
glandular inside, corolla bell-shaped or somewhat
rotate, 5-parted with broad lobes; crown of 5 narrow
fleshy scales adnate to the stammal tube and free and
reeuived at the base; pollima solitary in each cell,

obovate-oblong and compiessed, hanging from the
apex fr short horned gibbous acuminate pods mostly
in pairs, seeds with silky hairs —Three species m Trop.
Asia and Afr

,
sometimes grown under glass in col-

lections but in this countiy practically confined to the
tropics The baik of C. (jignnica

^
produces a strong

fiber, and the acrid milky juice dries into a substance hke
gutta-percha The silk on the seeds is used in fabrics

by natives, that of C. yrocera is said to be exported
from the Cape Verde lsls as kapok (kapok is usually
from the oeiba or silk-cotton tree).

gigant&a, It Br (Abclepuis gigantba. Willd.). Giant
Milkweed Trec'-like, 8-15 ft., witn pale bark and
woolly shoots lvs obovatc to broad wedge-shaped,
entire, woollv beneath fls rose and purple, in simple
or compound umbels with mvolucrate scales, the
corolla-segms bent downwards and twisted with age:

fr 3-4 in. long; seeds broadly ovate. B.lt 58. India,

and plan toil or escaped m W. Indies.

proc&ra, Dry (Af>clbpias proebra, Ait ) Shrub or

bush, to 15 ft lvs more; oblong and acute than those of

C. gigantrn, grayish: fls. white and purple in long-

peduncled cottony umbels; corolla-lobes erect: fr.

4-5 m long, recurved; seeds ovoid. B R. 1792 India.

—Offered m S Calif., and said to be known m Porto
Rico as Algodon de seda. L. H. B.

CALPtJRNIA (after Calpumius, an imitator of Virgil,

because these plants are allied to Virgilia) Legumi-
no.sa* Trees and shrubs from tropical and southern
Africa, cultivated out-of-doors in southern California

and other subtropical regions.

Leaves odd-pinnate with numerous lfts : racemes
long, axillary and terminal, the peduncles often panicu-
late, giving rise to a splendid showy mfl.; fls. yellow, the

calyx Dell-shaped: petals pea-like: pods membranous-
winged on one side, often flattish.—Ten species.

sylv&tica, Mey. Shrub, 6-10 ft high* lvs 2-6 in.

long; lfts. m 3-10 pairs, membranous, obovate-elhp-

tical, retuse or obtuse: fls. Yzvn. long; ovary glabrous.

CafTrana.—Also rarely cult. N. as a greenhouse shrub.

lasidgyne, Mey. (C. aurea, Benth.). A taller shrub,

very rarely tree-like, with larger evergreen lvs.j more
coriaceous, more pubescent, and exactly elliptical or

oblong lfts: fls. racemose, much hke Laburnum, appear-
ing in winter, as do the fls. of most S. African plants.

The silky ovary at once distinguishes it. Natal.

N. TAYLOR.f
CALTHA (Latin name of the marigold). Ranuncur

lAcew. Beautiful hardy blooming marsh plants, the

largest and best of which arc used about water-gardens
and moist parts of borders.

Succulent perennial herbs, glabrous, with a fascicle

of strong, fibrous roots: lvs. simple, rather rounded-
cordate at base: fls. yellow, white or pmk; sepals large,

deciduous, petal-like; petals none; stamens numerous:
carpels sessile, becoming follicles, with 2 rows of seeds.
—About 10 species of temperate and frigid regions.
Monogr. by G Beck, in Kaiserlich-Konighche Zodl.
Bot. GcselLschaft (Vienna, 1886), 36:347-363; E. Huth,
Monogr in Helios 9*60-74.

Cal thas flourish best in wet places near running
water Though natuially bog-plants, they succeed ad-
mirably well in an ordinary border m rather rich soil.

They should be introduced more liberally into the
flower-garden, where they bloom very freely year after
year, and usually mature a second quite abundant
crop of bloom m the fall. The flowers hist a long tune
m water, and sell readily in the cut-flower market
The propagation is naturally accomplished by roots

and by seed. The roots divide easily and seyeral of the
species send out rootstalks The di 1, sions may be made
best in late fall or mild winter weather If seeds are
used, they must be fresh and given a moist, cool place
in partial shade.

bifldra, DC. No true st.: scape slender, usually 2-

fld.: lvs. as in C. palmtns: »epals 6-9, nearly white or
sometimes bluish: follicles at maturity distinct ly stalked
Bprmg. Calif, to Alaska.

leptosfipala, DC. Stout scape, 8-12 in * lvs all basal
or barely 1 on st.; nerves at base nearly parallel, other-
wise like those of C. biflora, sepals 7-10, oblong, becom-
ing narrower, white: fls solitary: follicles scarcely
stalked. May, June. Alaska to Wash, and Colo. Gn.
30.340.

paltistris, Linn Marsh Marigold. St. hollow, 1-2
ft

,
branching, scveral-fld lvs cordate or reniform, den-

tate, crenatc or entire fls blight yellow, 1-2 in. broad;
sepals 5 or 6, rarely 7: folia h>s compressed, J^in long.
Apr.-June Wet ground Carolinas to Canada and west-
ward Gt 47, p 630 Gn 59, p 166 —Used before flow-
ering in the spring as “cow dip preens.” Var monstrdsa-
pleno, Ilort (var. fibre-pi < no, Hurt ) An improvement
on the above* fls. larger, of greater substance, and often
much doubled. Veiy beautiful Var. T^ermami, Hort.
A dwarf form with golden fls. GM. 52:415.

polypetala, Hochst. Two ft. high* lvs 10-12 in.

across: fls. 3 in. across. Caucasus and Asia Minor.

—

The plant spreads rapidly by stolons and may thus be
easily prop. Gn. 69, p 269

C ebtia, Duthie. Fls smaller than in C. palustns, golden yellow
with orange-colored filaments and black anthers. Himalaya Gn.W.

CALTROPS: Tmpa

CALVOA (apparently a personal name). Melas-
toinaceje. A hall-dozen or more herbs and shrubs m
Trop. Afr., often succulent, with terete or 4-angled
branches, enlarged nodes, long-petioled ovate 3-5-

licrved lvs., and red, ro\v or violet fls m scorpioid
cjmes None of them is likely to be m commerce for

cult
,
although C orientals, Taub

,
is known in botanic

gardens It is a small shrub with 4-angled bts. produc-.
mg aerial roots: lvs. nearly ovate, shining green and
veined red at the base, the petioles red: fls. red, becom-
ing violet, less than %m. across.

CALYCANTHUS (Kalyx and anthos, flower; the calyx
is large and conspicuous). Svn Butnbna. Calycanth&eex.
Carolina Allspice. Sw elt-.scented Shrub. Orna-
mental shrubs, cultivated chiefly for their fragrant
flow’ers.

Winter-buds small, without bud-scales, hidden by the
base of petiole before the lvs. fall: lvs. opposite, petioled,

entire* fls with numerous imbricate sepals ana no dis-

tinct petals; stamens many, short with innate anther^,
pistils many, inclosed in a hollow receptacle: fr caps -

like, formed like the rose-hip by the calyx-tube and
containing numerous achenes.—Four species in N
Amer.
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These are deciduous shrubs of aromatic fragrance,
with opposite rather large leaves usually rough above
and brown or brownish usually fragrant flowers,

terminal on leafy branchlets followed by a large capsule-
like dry fruit Except C. occidentahs, the species are
hardy or nearly hardy North. They grow in almost

any well-drained and somewhat rich soil, and succeed
as well in shady as m sunny positions Propagated by
seeds sown m spring; also increased by layers put down
in summer, and by suckers or division oi older plants

a. Lvs densely pubescent beneath .

fldridus, Linn Fig. 752. Three to 6 ft. . lvs oval or

broad-ovate, acuminate, dark green above, pale or
rayish green beneath, 1 J^-3 in long fls dark reddish
rown, fragrant, about 2 in broad Va to Fla B M

503 Gn 21, p 184, 33, p. 392—This species is much
cult for its very fragrant fls and is the hardiest
of all Var ov&tus, Lav (C. ovatus, Ait.). Lvs ovate
to ovate-oblong, rounded or subcordate at the base.

L.I. 24.

aa. Lvs. glabrous beneath or nearly so: fls. slightly or not

fragrant.

fgrtilis, Walt (C ferax, Michx C. Isevigdtus
,
Willd

C. ndna
,
Loisel ). Three to 6 ft : lvs usually elliptic or

oblong, acute or acuminate, green beneath, 2-5H in.

long fls reddish brown, l^in. broad; anthers oblong:
fr. ovoid, contracted at the mouth as in the preceding
species. Alleghames, from Ga to N C. and Ala. B.R.
6:481 —Roots, lvs and bark used for their antipenodic
properties. Fr. said to be poisonous to sheep. Var.
glahcus, Schneid (C glaucus

,
Willd ) Fig 753. Lvs

usually ovate or oblong-ovate, acuminate, glaucous
beneath* fls paler BR 5:404. Var oblongifdlius,

Nutt
,
with oblong-lanceolate lvs glaucous beneath.

occident&lis, Hook. <fe Arn. (C. macrophyllus, Hort.).

To 12 ft . lvs. usually rounded at the base, ovate or

oblong-ovate, green beneath and sometimes slightly

pubescent, 4-6 m. long* fls light brown, 3 in. broacf;

anthers linear: fr. campanulatc, not contracted at the
mouth. Calif. B M. 4808. F.S. 11:1113. R.H. 1854:
341. Gn 33, p. 392.,

C. Mdhru, Small. Shrub. 2-6 ft.: lvs. ovate to oblong-ovate at
the base, rounded to subcordate or broadly cuneate, densely pubes-
cent beneath, 2-7 in long fls. purple, fragrant, more than 2 in.

across Tenn and Ala. Little-known species, very similar to C.
flondus var ovatus, but the fr campanulate and not contracted at
the mouth. It has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum—C,
prkcox, Lum.-Mer.tia pramox. ALFRED REDDER.

CALYCOCARPUM (Greek, cup-fruit, alluding to the
stone). Menispermacese. A tall-climbmg vine, genus
monotypic. C. Ljtomi, Nutt

,
m rich woods, Ky. to

Kans and south: woody twiner: lvs large and broad,
simple, deeply palmately 3-5-lobed, the lobes pointed:

fls. small, greenish, m long racemose panicles, m May
and June: fr. a globular drupe, the stone or pit hollowed
out on one side, ripe m Aug.

CALYC<5TOME (Kalyx, and tome
,
a section or cut:

calyx looks as if cut off). Legummdsje Ornamental
shrubs chiefly grown for their profusely produced
yellow flowers, also used for low hedges

Leaves 3-foliolate, without stipules fls papiliona-

ceous; calyx turbinate, truncate, colored; standard
upright; keel obtuse, curved, shorter than standard;
stamens 10 with the filaments connate; ovary sessile,

many-ovuled • pod linear-oblong, along the upper
suture winged or strongly thickened, 2-valved —-Five

species in the Med it region

Calvcotomes are low spiny shrubs with small 3-folio-

late deciduous leaves and fascicled or solitaiy yellow
papilionaceous flowers. Hardy only in wairnei tem-
perate legions. They prefer a sunny position and well-

drained soil For propagation, see Cytisus

vill&sa, Link Two to 4 ft : branchlets giayish tomcn-
tose lfts obovate to oblong-obovate, densely silky

beneath, under in long fls long, 3 or more,
.fascicled: pod villous. May, June —It is excellent for

dense low hedges

spin&sa, Link Closely allied, but somewhat larger

in every part, and with glabrous branchlets and pods:
fls. solitaiy or few. B R. 32:55. Alfred Rehder

CALYPSO (from the Greek goddess, whose name sig-

nifies concealment, referring to its lanty and beaut}).
Orchidaceae. One of the rarest and most prized native

orchids
A delicate bog-plant, 3-4 m high, with a small bulb,

1 roundish or ovate striated If
,
and 1 pink fl with a

spotted sac. For culture, see Calopogon, but moie diffi-

cult to grow than that plant. A monotypic genus.

bulbdsa, Oakes Fig. 754 Lf an inch wide and long:

scape 3-4 in. high, with about 3 sheaths; sepals and
petals similar, ascending, lanceolate, acuminate, pink;

up larger than the rest of the fl., with brown spots in

fines and purple and yellow markings, woolly-hairy
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within; column petal-like, ovate, bearing the lid-like

anther just below the apex. Maine to Minn, and N
;

also Eu Abundant in parts of Ore. and Wash. B.M.
2763. G.C. II. 16:656.

CALYPTR6GYNE (from calypfra, hidden, and gyne,

woman, in allusion to the half-hidden gynoccium).
Pnlmhceae

,

tribe Geonbrnex Short, almost completely
stemless and unarmed palms with unequally pinnate
terminal leaves.

Stems frequently stolon ifcrous, when present, ringed
below, lvs. muneious, often with the pinnate begins

i

oined together, in extreme youth 4-parted instead of

>i-partite as in most related genera, lfts somewhat
irregularly disposed on the raehis, broadly or narrowly
scythe-shaped, tunning at the tip to an abrupt point,

at the base revolute, petiole very short or piactieally

none spadix simple or sometimes branched at the base,

long-stalked, spat lies 2, fls. a little unequal, with 3
sepals, 3 petals and 6 stamens, the style half immersed
in the spadix fr oblong or obovoul, 1-seeded —About
4 species, all from Trop N Auiei From Geonoma, a
near 1 dative and hoitn ultm.illy a much more impor-
tant genus, Calyptiogjne is distinguished onlv by the
almost stemless habit, and the purely technical charac-
ter of having piominently anow-shuped anthers. In
Geonoina the anthers aie pendulous, but not
sagittate

Cal} ptiog} ties ,ue handsome palms, seldom seen out-
side of laigc collections Special care must be given to

the soil so that it will be sweet and porous, e* penally
after the plants leave the seed-pan \\ ell-diamed pots
and a little ch ireoal mixed xv it h the soil, and the plants

kept m a unifoimly moist st ite, are conditions essential

to the healthv giowth of the pi ints In this genus, C
Gfuesbreqhlinna is the most, widdv known spenes,
anothoi gatden n.une for which is Gtanoma Vtrschafftllu

These are shadfdoving palms, hn\ mg leaves of compara-
tively thin texture, and consequent!} aie subject to
attacks of red spidei unless properly caicd for in regard
to moisture Calyptiogv nes are most uselul in a small
state, old plants in general being lather leggy and poorly
furnished (G. W. Oliver and YY II. Taplin.)

754. Calypso borealis.

glatica, H. Wendl. (Gebnoma glauca
,
Oerst ) Practi-

cally stemless: lvs 4-5 ft long, the sheathing petiole

brownish, about 1 ft long; lfts numerous, about 2-3
m. apart, with 4 principal nerves, and scarcely any
secondary ones:
spadix simple, dif-

fering fiom the vy
following species v Jy
in which the Y\ Jr/
spadix is often
branched, 2-3 ft.

\\!l
long, the pistillate

yj J
fls half hidden in

common species,

but young plants if

are specially at- \A xif

Ghiesbregh- / /\ *^0)
ti&na, H YVendl. &s7L
(Gebnoma Ghiex-
bn yhliana, Lindl. If ^ //

/

& H YVendl. G. if
maynljica an<l G. Jji \ Ifff
Verschaff eltii

f 1/
or almost none:

segms m 6 pairs, /V/V/y __

unequal, almost — ^

opposite, rather ** '

remote, lanceo-

acuminate, faf-
the upper-

most on each side
very wide spadix 755. Camarotis rostrata
often branched
below, the fls half hidden in tmy pits Chiapas, Mex
BM 5782

(’ •oira\nguins\s, H. Wendl St short lvs 6 ft long Costa Rica.
G C' III 2‘> 217, desc —C spicfgera, H Wendl St evident hs.
irregularly pinnate, 3 ft or less long, the stalks flat on upper side.
Guatemala

—

C. SwdrUu, Hort
,
is a Geonoma TaVLOH

CALYPTROSTlGMA. DiernUa Mtddendorffiana.

CALYSTfcGIA. Convolvulus

755. Camarotis rostrata

CAMARdTIS (a vault, in reference to the cavity in the
apex of the lip) Orchulbcex Epiphytic hothouse orchids.
Stems elongated, with short lvs, and many-fld.

racemes sepals and petals similar, spreading, lip

spin red, 3-loocd, rostcllum and anther beaked
;
pollima

2, upon long thin stipes —Species 2, in E India

rostrata, Reichb (C purpurea, Lindl Sarchochllus
pmpureus, Benth ) Fig 755 Sts 2-3 ft long, climb-
ing lvs oblong-linear, bifid at apex, 3-4 in long:
incomes longer than lvs

;
fls. crowded, about 1 m.

diam
,
rose-purple, the lip somewhat darker India.

P M. 7:25.—A scarce plant, now offered in American
lists. Free-growing plant with aerial roots similar to
some epidondrums The treatment accorded to the
vandas and saccolabiums with similar roots wull suit

the camarotis. George V. Nash.

CAMASSIA (Quamash or Catnass is the Indian
name). Sometimes written Quamasia. Lihaceje.
Camass West American sprmg-flowermg bulbs.

Leaves all radical, long-lance-shaped, sheathing,
from a true bulb that is pointed and wuth a rounded
rather flattened base: sts. erect, 2-3 ft

,
bearing many

bracted blossoms that open from the bottom of the
raceme upward, in long succession, fls. blue, purple,
white or cream, with 6 spreading 3-7-nervea Begins.,
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6 thread-like filaments, filiform style, and 3-angled,

3-valved, several-seeded caps.—Five or 6 species in

the temperate regions of W. N. Amer. from Cent.

Calif, to Brit. Col. and east to Texas and Ark. They
have resemblances to Scilla, but are much handsomer.
The bulbs produce no offsets unless wounded. All the

756. Camassia Cusickii. (fls. XH)

species vary greatly in width of Ivs
,
size and number

of fis., so that definite figures mean little The large

bulb and broad bluish lvs of C Cusicku, the heavy
st., regular fls

,
and twisted old segms. of C Lexcht-

lirm, the irregular fl and drooping segms of C. Quamash,
and the tune of flowering of C Howelhi, are good gen-

eral characters to distinguish them.
Camassias are natives of rich meadows, very wet in

winter and spring but dry in summer Water often

stands on the surface at flowering tune. While the very
best success can perhaps be attained by giving them a
rather heavy soil with abundant moisture in the early

season, they are most amenable to cultivation ana
thrive in any loam (only avoiding too rank manures),
and they are perfectly hardy They have been thor-

oughly tested throughout the region from Illinois east.

Plant in early fall, from 3 to 4 inches apart and 3 to 6

inches deep, and do not disturb thereafter. As cut-

flowers, they are excellent as they open in long succes-

sion. Seeds grow readily, but from three to four years

are required to make flowering plants.

Cfcsickii, Wats. Fig 756 Bulbs very large (weigh-

ing 4-8 ozs ) . lvs. numerous, broad, glaucous, somewhat
undulate (15 in. long by 1H m. wide): st. often 3 ft.

high: fls. 30-100, very pale delicately blue; segms.
spreading, crinkled at base, faintly 3-5-nerved. Ore.

G.F. 1:174 (adapted m Fig. 756) —The very large

bulb and broader and more numerous lvs. easily dis-

tinguish this species. Very easily grown.

Qu&mash, Greene (C. escul&nta
,
Lindl.). Common

Camass. Fig. 757. This species varies greatly; some
forms are low and slender, others 2-3 ft high, stout and
many-fld

;
it can be distinguished by the irregular per-

ianth in which 5 segms. are more or less on one side and
1 on the other: lvs %in. broad or less fls 10-40, varying
from almost white to intense ultramarine in the varieties;

segms. 3-5-nerved and a little longei than the stamens,
narrow and channeled at the base; pedicels not exceed-
ing the fls.: caps, ovate-oblong, obtuse, transversely
veined Calif, to Utah and north to Brit Col. B.R.
1486. F.S 3 275 Gn. 46 338 and p 339—Bulb
cooked and eaten by the Indians The fls vary to
white. The large ultramarine form is the one m the
trade. The withered segments fall down about the
pedicel irregularly

Lelchtlinii, Wats Stout, often 3 ft. or even more in

height" fls white, cream-colored, blue or purple, nearly
regular; stamens and style ascending; segms broad ana
flattened at the base, usually 5-7-nerveu caps oblong-
ovate, emargmatc, obliquely veined The withered
segms of the perianth twist about the caps like

bonbons; this is an infallible distinctive mark of the
species C Lextchlinn is not common, but is distributed

from Mendocino Co
,
Calif , to Brit Col B M 6287

(as C esculenta var Leiehtlinn
,

Baker).—In Men-
docino Co

,
a clear blue form grows rarely in mountain

meadows In the Umpqua Valley, Ore
,
the type is

clear cream approaching white In the same region

and farther north, a very large deep blue or purple
form is found, while in But Col, the cream-colored
form again appears but is rare At their best, the sts.

are stiff and heavy, the fls large and many, and the
masses of bloom approach the Eremurus in beauty and
are even finer in separate fls C I^nchthnn is the finest

of all camassias Several color forms are described, as
var atrcmolcicea, deep purple, and others

Hdwellii, Wats. Bulb rather small lvs few, 1 ft.

long and less than wide st often 2 ft high, many-
fld

,
with spreading pedicels twice or more the length

of the linear
bracts fls pale
purple, opening m
the afternoon, the
segms Uzin long,

3-5-nerved; pedi-
cels longer than
the fls • cans,
small, broadly
ovate and very
obtuse 8 Ore.
Intro by Pilking-

ton & Co
,
18°2.

esculenta, Rob-
ins. (C. Frasen,
Torr ) . Scape 12-

18 in high lvs

keeled fls. light

blue, smaller than
m C Quamash;
segms . 3-nervcd

;

E
edicels mostly
mger than fls Pa.,

west and south.

BM. 1574 (as
Scilla esculenta).

Var. angtista
(C. angHsta,
Hort). Very slen-

der, and lvs nar-

rower O^in wide):
fls. smaller, l

/i or

\i\a long. La.
and Ark. to Texas.

Carl Purdy.
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CAMELLIA (after George Joseph Kamel or Cornelius,
a Moravian Jesuit, who traveled in Asia in the seven-
teenth century). Ternstrazmid.ee Camellia Woody

S
lants, chiefly grown for their showy white or red
owers and also for their handsome evergreen foliage.

Evergreen trees or shrubs with alternate short-peti-
oled serrate lvs. and large terminal or axillary white or

red flu followed by

758.' Camellia
japomca—

Abby Wilder.

low* fr. a dehiscent caps.,
i

W

with few large subglobose w¥
seeds —About 10 species \ |f

in tropical and subtropical 759. Camellia \Jf
Asia Often united with japomca—
Thea, which differs in its Lucida.

nodding and stalked fls *
with a persistent calyx

"

consisting of 5 nearly equal sepals There is

a monograph of this genus by Seemann in
Trans Linn Soc 22 337-352 (1859) and by JL
Kochs m Engler Bot Jahrb 27*577-634
(1900). Illustrated monographs of the horti- Qj*
cultural varieties are Curtis, Monogr of the
genus Camellia (1819); Baumann, Bollweiler

Camelliensammlung (1828), Chandler,
Camelhe® (1831 ), Berl6.se, Monogr du genre
Camellia a (1839); Verschaflfelt, Nouvelle
Monographie du Camellia (1848-1860) the ^p9§|
last with 576 and the previous one with 300
colored plates.

Camellias grow like natives on sandy lands
and even on high pine land in central Florida, 760> c

but, they flower best in half-shady somewhat
moist places The half-double varieties of

A *

Camellia japomca do best, while the very
double kinds often drop their buds entirely. The flow-

ers suffer very much from the sun and cannot be grown
much farther south than central Florida. Camellui
Sasanqua, single, half-double and double kinds, grow
much more satisfactorily than the varieties of C ja~

vonica They begin to flower late m October and early

November, and the double white C Sasanqua is a
mass of pure white usually at Christmas time All

the varieties of C. Sasanqua have somewhat fragrant
flowers C reticulata does equally well in Florida. It is

very distinct in foliage from the two former species

which have glossy leaves, while the leaves of C. reticu-

lata are dull green. All the camellias are extremely
slow growers if not carefully cultivated and fertilized.

A mulch of old cow-manure, now and then a little

commercial fertilizer, and thorough watering dunng
the dry season several times a week start the bushes
into a vigorous and healthy growth They are so ex-

tremely beautiful when in flower that all the care given
them is well repaid. (H. Nehrling )

a. Ovary and lvs. perfectly glabrous.

japtinica, Linn. (Thka japdnica
,
Nois ). Figs. 758-

761 . Shrub or tree, sometimes to 40 ft., glabrous: lvs

very shining and dark green above, ovate or elliptic,

acuminate, sharply serrate, 2-4 in. long: fls red in the
type, 3-5 in. across, petals 5-7, roundish. China-
Japan. B.M. 42. 8Z.82 FS. 20:2121. S IF. 1:73.
Gn. 24, p. 411; 28. p 203, 36, p. 241. Var ftlba, Lodd
Fls white. L B.C 7 636 Gn. 54, p. 243. J H III.

54*227; 64.397. Var alba-plena, Lodd. Fls white,
double L B C. 3 269 Gn.53, p 244 Var. anemonifl'ira,

Curtis Fls red, with 5 large petals, the stamens
changed into numerous smaller and narrow petals;

the whole fl. resembling that of a double anemone.
L B C. 537. B.M 1654. Gn 44, p. 329. Var. magno-
liasfldra, Ilort. Fls pale rose, semi-double, with 12-15
petals rather narrow and half upright. Gn. 76, p 31.
Var apucaeffirmis, Rehd. (C. apucapfdrmis, Jacob-
Mackoy) Lvs bifid at the apex—For the numerous
other garden forms, see the above-mentioned mono-
graphs; also, Flore des Serres, LTllustiation Horticole,

and other older horticultural publications contain a
large number of varieties with illustrations.

aa. Ovary and lvs on the midrib above pubescent.

reticulata, Lindl. (Thea reticulata, Pierre) Large
shrub, glabrous* lvs dull green, not shining above,
reticulate, flat, elliptic-oblong, acuminate, serrate, 3-5
in long, fls 5-7 m. across, purplish rose; petals 15-20,

obovate, loosely arranged. China. BR 13.1078. B M.
2784. P.M 3.101. GM. 35: suppl. Apr. 2. F VV.

1880*321. G 25 59 Var plena, H ort. Fls with twice

— in.ny^pptjls^unil mini' n.ularly

japomca—
H. A. downing.

serrate, shining,
dark green and
hairy on the midrib
above, 1-2 in long:
fls 1 } 2-2 in across,

white, petals 5 or {
more, obovate or ’ Vj
oblong China, Ja- 9
pan Gn 54*142. 761. Camellia I

8 Z 83 (except the japomca—
. f

red^varsO I^F.
President Clark f

Runs into many forms Var semi-plena, Hort. Fls.

semi-double, white. B R. 1 12; 13.1091 Var anemo-
nifldra, Seem. Fls large, double, outer petals white,
inner ones much smaller, yellow. B M 5152 Var.
oledsa, Rehd (Then Sasdnqua var oledsa

,
Pierre. C.

oldfera
,
Lindl ). Of more robust habit, with lvs and

the single white fls. larger than in the type B R 11:

942. LBC 11*1065. Var Kissi, Rehd. (Thha Sasdn-
quaxar. Kissi, Pierre C. Kissi, Wall.). Lvs. oval-oblong
to ovate, long-acuminate, to 3H in. long. Himalayas.
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C axxllclns, Roxbg.—Gordoma anoma’.i — C. euspxddta,
Hort =*Thea cuspidata —C. druplfera, Lour Shrub to 8 ft lvs.

"lliptic, long-acuminate fla. 1% m wide, fragrant, white, petals

obovate Himalayas, India LBC 19 1815 —C euryoides, Lir.dl.

»=Thea euryoides —C euryoides, Hort =»Thca maliflora —C. hong-
kongimxs, Seem (Thea honakongensis, Pierre). Tree with glabrous
branches lvs. ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate, indistinctly serrate,

lustrous above, coriaceous, 3-4 m long fls red. 2 in. across, petals
slightly emargmate, ovary pubescent Hongkong Trans Linn.
Soc 22 60 —€ mahfldra, Lindl =Then maliflora — C rosifldra,

Hook =Thea maliflora —C sxninsis, Kuntre—Thea sinensis—C.
spectdbxlxs, Champ.—Tutchena spectabilis —C Thea, Link—Thea
sinensis. ALFRED ReHDER.

CAMO^NSIA (Louis Camoens, Portugese poet).
Leguminbsse. Two species of climbing shrubs from W.
Trop Afr

,
with digitately 3-foliolate lvs

,
and large

papilionaceous fls. Calyx top-shaped; petals with long
claws, the standard orbicular or nearly so; stamens
free; ovary stipitate, with many ovules, the stigma small
and capitate fr a broad-linear flattened 2-valved pod.
C. maxima, Welw

,
has recently been offered by an

English firm. Described by Baker as “a magnificent
species” and by Bull as “one of the most gorgeously
beautiful of tropical climbers ” lfts obovate-oblong,
5-G in. long, cuspidate, fls. milk-white tinged with
gold and frilled on the edges of the petals, in shoit-
stalked 6-8-fld. axillary racemes; standard piojoetmg
4 in. beyond the calyx, 3-4 m. broad, other petals

enoiier and not more than 1 in. broad pod 6-8 in.

long Trans. Linn. Soc. 25 36. B.M. 7572. GO. 111.

20.597. L. H. B.

CAMPANULA (Latin, little bell, from the shape of
the corolla in some species). Campanulacex. Bell-
flower Harebell Bluebell. A large group of
attractively flowering herbs, containing some of the
most popular garden plants, especially of haidy her-
baceous perennials

Annual, biennial or perennial, mostly the last, often
small and tufted

- root-lvs usually larger than the st-
lvs

,
and often of different shape and more or less tran-

sitory: fls. blue, violet or white, sometimes yellow;
calyx 5-fid; corolla 5-lobed or 5-fid; stamens 5, free;

filaments wide at the base, membranaceous, stigmas 3
or 5, filiform* caps 3-5-valved, dehiscing on the sides

or (as in Fig 762) at the base by 3-5 small valves;
seeds ovate, complanato or ovoid.— Piobably 250
species, noaily all in the northern hemisphere with the
center of distribution in the Medit region, about a
dozen species are N. American. The species mostly
inhabit swamps or moist ground, or alpine and boreal
regions. Allied genera of garden
value are Adenophora, Jasione,
Lightfootia, Michauxia, Ostrowskia,
Phyteuma, Platycodon, Specularia.
Symphyandra, Trachehum, and
Wahlenbergia, m which genera
many species originally described
as campanulas may be sought Of
these, perhaps the two best known
cases are Platycodon grandiflorum

,

the “balloon flowei,” with its

characteristic inflated buds, dark
green, glossy, leathery lvs.

;
and

Speculana Speculum (C. Speculum),
“Venus’ looking-giass,” a pretty
annual, which grows in the grain fields of S Eu

,
and

is cult, for its violet fls with a white eye The ealyx-
tube of Speculana is relatively much longer than m
any campanula. The most prominent campanulas now
in cult, seem to be the forms of C Medium, C. carpat-

ica, C. persicifolia, C. pyramidalis, C punctata
,

C.
pusilla (csespitosa)

,
C rotundifolw.

Botanically. campanulas fall into two important
groups, basea on the piesence or absence of calyx
appendages The subgenus Medium has the appen-
dages, and Eucodon lacks them. These appendages are
often small and disguised. The genus may also be

762. Capsule of

Campanula with
basal dehiscence.

thrown into two broad groups based on the dehiscence,
—the subgenus Medium with capsule opening near
the base, and Rapuuoulus with the openings neai the
top For the hoiticultunst, the most serviceable classi-

fication is based on the use that he makes of the plants,

—whether as a garden vegetable, as bolder plants, or as

rock-garden or alpine subjects, and this is the division

attempted here In cultivation, campanulas tend to

become taller and moic robust, less haiiy, more
branched, and more floriferous. Blue is the prevailing

color in the genus A voiy few have white or yellowish

flowers, with no blue or violet foims Any blue or
violet-flowci ed foim is likely to have white varieties,

and double and semi-double forms arc common m
three or four of the most popular bpeeics All flowers

tend to become laigei and moic numerous on a stem.
In cultivation, the thiee-eelled species are likely to

have five stigmas instead of three, and fi\e-celJed cap-
sules, often along with noinuilly constiucted flowers

on the same plant The height is the most variable

feature of all, and m the sdicmc below ('. uupntica, C.

pumtata and foims of (' glomciata e^pecialb will seem
wrongly placed to many But the oharacteis used by
botanists aie w*oll-mgh useless to the gamener, and
nothing but a distinction of height can bring out
the two important cultmal groups ot campanulas
For a re< eat garden monogiaphy of dwaif campanulas,
see Conevon, “The (laidtn, 59 (1901) pp 270, 150,

00, pp 51, 04, 111, 101, 218
Cultivation —The genus Campanula is extraordi-

narily uch m flow eiing gaiden plants of merit The
alpine section is distinguished by a charming grace
both in character of growth and si/e and beating of

flowers The peach-leaved class (C pamcifolvi) is

eharacteiizod bv the noble and beautiful form of single

ai;d semi-double blossoms earned by thin erect stems
2-3 feet high The luster and clearness of tints of the
bushy biennial Medium and cal>canthema type are
remarkable, while the rambling habit and the marvelous
fioriferousness of the varieties C isophylla and its

descendant C Mayit, indicate the wide range of orna-
mental usefulness of bellflowers Considering the good
lasting qualities m a cut state and the great popularity
of the flowers of long-stemmed sorts for indoor decora-
tion. it is safe to say that campanulas will steadily gain
in importance as material upon the florists’ counter as
well as for garden planting The greatest curiosities

are C. punctata, C macrostyla, C Zousu and C rotundi-

foha var soldanell#flora For exhibition and for pot
culture and also for large single specimens, C pyram-
idalis is most used For edgings, C. carpulica is per-
haps the favontc Of all wild forms, the best known
ls certainly C. rotundifolia, the true harebell, or
“blue bells of Scotland ” It is native m North Amer-
ica as well as m Europe, on rocky banks and shores

—Wherever rock-gardens are planned, alpme cam-
panulas have become indispensable. The greater part
of typical mountain inhabitants chiefly available
for this purpose being spring-flowering plants, the
summer flowers of campanulas are especially welcome
One of the best bellflowers for rock-gardens is C
carpalica, blue and white, with its var compacts also m
blue and white, var. cxlestma, sky blue, var pelviformis,

light blue, and var Riverslea with large dark-blue bells;

but there are a number of other very handsome specie*

possessing commercial value that deserve the atten-
tion of progressive growers The demand is for a plant
material easy to handle, resistant and free-flowering.

As such may be recommended for rockeries, C. gargan-
ica and C. garganica var hiYsuta

}
both 4 inches high,

flowers light blue. C. pusilla, in white and blue, is

regarded as the hardiest low-growing alpine bellflower.

Excellent effect may be secured from a number of the
garden hybrids, when rightly employed; plantations of

C. Wilsonn, cross between C. pulla and C. lurbinata,

dark blue, 6 inches tall, and C Fergusonii and C. Hen-
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dcrsonu, 12 to 18 inches, all blooming freely from
late in Juno to early August, are good examples. Cam-
panula glomerata var. acauhs, a clustered-flowering low-
growing form, violet-blue, June and July, answers the
same purpose, while C. glomerata var. dahunca, 12 to

18 inches, dark violet-blue and white, very free-flower-

ing, is valuable also as a border plant Other good rock-
ery kinds are C. Jragilia (which needs protection, but
makes a good pot-plant), C. pulla in sheltered position,

C. Portenai hlagiana, and C rotundifolui. Many of the
larger-growing kinds are also good for the rock-garden.
—The best two representatives of the biennial class, are

G\ Medium and C calycanthema, both standard garden
flowers In the northern states, especially, they do
exceedingly well. When used for mass effects, their full

bloom becomes a prominent feature of June. The deli-

cate shades of pink and pale lavender, the purity of the
white, and the rich tints in purple and blue are a reve-
lation 'They transplant very easily, even in an ad-
vam ed state of growth, and readily respond to mild forc-

ing under glass in spring In a cut state, they show
remarkably good lasting qualities and are of excellent
value as material for tilling vases. A few other good
biennials are C sibirica, C. pnmuLefoha, C. spicala,

(p bolt), C thyrsoutes —The peach-leaved section com-
prises the most perfect forms of the bellflower family,
although C p< rsicifoha has been surpassed in popular
favor by the more vigorous C grandijlora varieties in
white and blue, which are r< ally platycodons C iso-

phyllu, native of Italy
,
is not hardy m Maine and must

be overwinteied under glass It, is a very effective

basket- and balcony-box plant, its Jong hanging vines
being covered with huge and attractive flowers in July
and August The color is a delicate light blue, while
the bells ot its garden descendant C Mayu

,
have a

deeper shade For the South, both arc valuable acqui-
sitions for rockeries —Of the perennial species, according
to Robert Cameron, the best border plants are the fol-

lowing C carpatmi and vars. alba and turbimta, C.
glomerata, especially var dahunca, C. lactiflora, C lati-

folui, especially its vars triocarpa and macrantha
, C.

nobilus (about 2 ft in height), C persicifolia and its

numerous vars , especially the white kinds; C. punc-
tata (about 1 *2 ft ), C pyramidalis, a very showy plant
when well grown, but not quite reliable in the eastern
states as to haidmess, making a good pot-plant for the
cool greenhouse. C rapunculoides, which spreads rap-
idly and must be so placed that it will not crowxl out
the other plants that are near it; C rotundifolui; C.

Trachelium, C Van Houtlet, a hybrid, and one of the
best bellflowers — Campanulas are raised from seed
and also by division or cuttings Seeds should be
started eailv under glass Cover very shallow', and
place the shallow seed-pans near the light in an aver-
age temperature of 00°. Shade at midday while in pro-

cess of germinating; avoid over-watering and “sticky”
atmosphere Transplant seedlings into flats as soon as

they can be handled Harden young plants gradually
and transfer them to the open ground in May. C.

Medium, C calycanthema, and all the C. persicifolia

varieties, when grown for the cut-flower trade, should

be placed on beds where they are intended to be flow-

ered and cropped the next season They thrive best

m a rather light well-manured garden soil. Some of

the alpine species require a sandy humus with addi-

tions of fine limestone material When grown for floral

garden effect, the open sunny position is preferable

throughout the Nortn, while for the South half-shade

at midday is likely to prolong the flowering season.

Seedlings of single varieties come true to color to

a high percentage Of the semi-double and double C.

persicifolia sorts, propagation is usually by division

m September C isophylla and C Mayn are shy seeders

and aie propagated by cuttings in spring For winter

protection, a light covering of straw, leaves or ever-

green boughs is sufficient south of New York. In more

northern parts, hardy campanulas require a uniform
layer of leaves 2 to 3 inches thick. The annuals can
be raised m the border by seeds sown late in April or
May, or raised m the greenhouse and then transferred
to the border. The best of the annuals are C. ramosu-
sima and var. alba, C. drabifolia, C. Ennus

,
C. macro-

styla, and C. amencana. (Richard Rothe.)

INDEX.

Wttulis, 12 grandis, 11 pumtla, 46.
alaakana, 44 Grosaeku, 7 pyramidalia, 16.
ulba, 11, 10, 19, 32, haylodgenms, 39 Rumerii, 37.

39, 45, 40 Henderaonn, 39. ramosisnima, 32.
alba grandiflora, 10. hirsuta, 33, 34 rapunculoides, 21.
alharispfoha, 5. Hohenaclcm, 30 Kapunculus, 1

Alliouu, 20. Ilohtu, 44 rhomboidalis, 19.
alpina, 29. imperially, 4 nvertJea, 39
amencana, 0. lsophylla, 40 rotundifoha, 44.
arctica, 44. lactiffora, 13 ' ruthomca, 18.
attica, 43 lamitfolia, 5 sarmatica, 6
Bat khouaei, 10. latifoha, 17. Scheuchzeri, 45.
barbata, 27 latiloba, 11 Scoulen, 41.
fcwcrra/a, 13 limfolia, 45 sibinca, 30
bonomerwiM, 18. longehtyla, 3. aoldanella, 44
csBspitosu, 40. Lorei, 32 boldanellseHora, 44.
calycanthema, 4. macrantha, 10, 17. wparsiflora, 12.

carpatica, 39. macrophylla, 5 speciosa, 12, 14
ceUidifolia, 13. maeroMyla, 2 Stanufieldn, 31, 39.
coelostina, 39. major, 16. atenocodon, 44.
coerulea, 13 marginata, 10 superba, 12
coinpacta, 16, 39 Mayn, 40 Tenorn, 38
coronata, 10 Medium, 4 Tommaamtana, 31.
dahunca, 12 mirabiha, 8 thyrsoidea, 14
divancata, 23. Moerheimci, 10 thyrsoidcs, 14.

divergens, 30 mollis, 28 Trachelium, 20.
drabifolia, 43. muralv), 3b. turbinata, 39.
Klatine*, 35 nobUia, 24 urticifoha, 20
Ennus, 49 pallida, 25, 4b Van Houttei, 25.
eriocarpa, 17. parviHora, 3 velutina, 44
extisa, 47 pelviforuus, 39 ver»icolor, 22.

eximia, 30 porac ifoha, 10 rerus, 1

Frrguaonn, 18 Porteu^chlagiana, 30 Vidalii, 15.

Jlonbunda, 40 pulla, 42 Wuldsteiniana, 31.
fragdis, 33 pullouiea, 42. Wiegandn, 4.

gargauica, 34 pumtla, 4b WiUonu, 39.
glome rata, 12. punctata, 24. Zoysn, 48.

C primuhefolia and C spicata will be found in the
supplementary list, p 650

Group I Kitchcn-gardtn vegetable’ roots radish-like:

a salad plant

1 Rapdnculus, Linn. (Iiapunculus v'erus, Fourr.).
Rampion Iig 763 Biennial or perennial, 2-3 ft.:

root ''pindle- or long-radish-shaped, Hm thick, white:
st erect suleate lower lvs. onovate, short-petioled,

somewhat uenate, st -lvs. linear-lanceolate, entire fls

calyx-tube obcomeal, lobes
lilac, m a spike or raceme;
glabrous or bnstly, erect,

awl-shaped, a half shorter
than or nearly equal to

the funnel-shaped corolla.

Eu , Orient, N. Asia, N.
Afr—The roots and lvs.

aie eaten as a salad The
seeds, which are very
small, are sowm in the open
ground m early May either

broadcast or m drills. A
little sand mixed with the
seed gives an evener sow-
ing Press firmly, and
water carefully. Thin out
the seedlings if necessary
Water freely m hot
weather. A fresh sowing
may be made in June, as
early-sown plants may
run to seed. Roots are
gathered in Oct and may
be stored in sand for win-
ter use. “Rapunculus”
means a little turnip.

763. Root of rampion—Cam-
panula Rapunculus.
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Group Q. Tall or border campanulas, characteristically

afoot or 15 in. or more high. Nos. 2-28.

A. Calyx mth an appendage at the base of each sinus.

B. Caps. 5-celled and stigmas 5 (variable m No. 8).

C. Style excessively long, the stigma an inch or more long.

2. macr6styla, Boiss. & Heldr. Annual, 1-2 ft.,

branched from the base, hispid with rigid spreading

scattered bristles, branches stout, lvs scattered, small

for the size of the plant, sessile, bristly on both sur-

faces; lower ones ovate-oblong, acute; upper ovate-

lanceolate, recurved, cordate, eared at the base : calyx-

tube hidden by the bladdery appendages, small, broader
than long; fls. solitary; on stout peduncles, 2-2H in.

broad; corolla

very broad and
open, pale pur-
ple without, dull

purple within,

marked with
violet, and hairy

toward the bot-
tom; lobes very
broad, short
and acute Mt.
Taurus m Ana-
tolia. Gn 15:

356 and 12, p.
209 B M 6394.
—The very long
exserted style is

brown and spin-

dle - shaped be-

fore spreading
open. Self-sown
seeds sometimes
remain a year
before sprout-

ing.

cc Style not ex-

cessively long

3 longestyla,

Fomine Peren-
nial, 1 3^-2 1 2 ft

,

more or less

hairy basal
lvs lance - oval,

lobcd, the st -

lvs oblong and
sessile fls blue-
purple, droop-
ing; ealyx-lobes

lanceolate-
pointed, the
appendages re-

flexed on the
pedunele;corolla

almost urn-shaped, dilated below the middle, style

exserted with 3, 4 or 5 stigmas' caps 3-5-celled Cau-
casus. Gn W. 23 671 Var parvifldra, Bois Fls

smaller. RH 1911'54S, p 549

4 MSdium, Linn {M'edium grandifldrum
,
Spach).

Canterbury Bells Fig 764 Biennial, 1-4 ft.;

E
lant pilose st erect' lvs sessile, ovate-lanceolate or

tnceolate, crenate-dentate' raceme lax, many-fld
;

fls.

violet-blue, varying to several shades and to white, 2 in.

long; calyx-lobes ovate-acuminate, the appendages half

as long as the ample ovate obtuse lobes; corolla bell-

shaped, inflated S Eu. Gn. M 14:9. Two forms (aside

from the single-fld ) occur the double, Fig 764a, with 1-3

extra corollas, and the var calyc&nthema, Hort
,
Fig

7645, with an enlarged spreading and petal-like outer
part sometimes deeply divided and sometimes little

fobed or nearly entire (varying on the same plant). The
var. calycanthema is the Cup-and-Saucer form (the

764. Campanula Medium, the’ Canterbury
Bell. Modified forms are shown.

name hose-in-hose, sometimes applied in Campanula,
would better be retained for Primula elatior), a fair

percentage come true from seed; usually a stronger
plant than the common C Medium. G C. ill.

24-65. R H. 1896, p 301; 1897, p 238. Gng. 5 88. Gn.
48, p. 295. F 8. 19, p. 152. G.W. 3, p. 291 G.Z. 17:

113. Var. WiSgandii, Hort. Lvs golden yellow: fls.

blue. Var imperi&lis, Hort
,

is a very flonferous form
or possibly a hybrid — Canterbury bells are most
commonly treated as hardy biennials, the seed being
sown in the open border, but they do not flower the
first year. They can also be treated as tender
annuals, the seed being sown indoors in early spring

and the plants set out May 1-15 They will then flower
well the first season, but always better the second year.
Sowings may also be made in April, May or later, m
pots, boxes or beds, and plants then be transferred into

some sheltered place where they can be slightly pro-
tected during the winter, and then tiansplanteu m
spring to their permanent places into good neh soil,

where they will make a great show if they have had the

right treatment Let them stand 18-24 in apart Seed-
lings potted up m autumn may be brought into bloom
readily indoors m spring, and even blooming plants, if

not spent, may be potted direct, from the garden and
used in the house m autumn

bb Caps 8-celled. stigmas 8.

5 alliarisefdlia, Willd (C lamnfbha
,
Bieb C. ma-

crophylla, Sims) Perennial, 1 } j-2 ft st elect, striate,

woolly, branched only at the top root-lvs large, heart-

shaped, crenate, tomentose, st -lvs on petioles which
gradually shorten upward, the highest being sessile*

fls white, nodding, on short stalks, borne singlv in the
axils of the floial lvs as in C saimatua, but the floral

lvs larger and broader, calyx a third or a fourth shorter

than the corolla, with margins rolled back, and appen-
dages less minute than in C sarmaticn, corolla always
white, 2 in long, ciliated at the maigm, and with char-

acteristic tooth-like piocesses at the base of each sinus.

Caucasus, Asia Mmoi BM 912 Gn M 11 9

6 sarmfitica, Ker-Gawl Perennial, 1 -2 ft st

simple, striate, pubescent lvs remarkable for their

gray color, haish, leathery, wrinkled, tomentose,
oblong-cordate, erenate, the lower long-pet loled, the

upper sessile calyx with minute reflexed appendages,
and a short, densely hairy tuft fls about 0 on a st

,

nodding, corolla about 1 in long, and lli in across,

pale blue, marked with 5 hairy lines Caucasus, in

subalpine places BM 2019 LBC 6 581.

7 Grdssekii, Ileuff Has the habit and mfl of C.

Traehelium, but the ealyx is appendaged, perennial,

2H ft, branching from the base, angled, pilose, lvs.

hispid, the lower cordate, unequally petiolod, doubly
crenate-seri ate, the uppermost ovate-acute, narrowed
into a petiole calyx sctose-cihate, lobes spreading,

reflexed at the apex, appendages lanceolate, a thin!

shorter than the lobes, corolla hispid, 2 or 3 times longer

than the calyx-lobes' fls large, bell-shaped, violet, in a
long raceme Hungary Gt 35, p 477. G. 27.459.

8 mirdbilis, Alboff Biennial or short-lived peren-
nial, 1 ft or more; whole plant forms a broad dense
cone with such a profusion of bloom as almost to hide

the foliage lower lvs 4-6 m long, obovate or spatu-
late, obtuse, coarsely toothed, petiole winged' fls pale

lilac, erect, broadly eampariulate, 2 in. across, the
corolla hairy on margins and back Caucasus. B M.
7714. GC III 24:33.42:144-5. Gt. 47, p 192. Gn.
54, p 454; 60, p 58 G.W. 12, p. 445.—A very beauti-

ful and remarkable plant.

aa. Calyx without an appendage at the base of each sinus.

b. Fls. rotate or wheel-shaped.

9. americ&na, Linn. Annual and biennial, 3-6 ft.:

st. erect, simple: lvs. thm, serrate, somewhat pilose;
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root-lvs. ovate-acute, subcordate, petiolate; st.-lvs.

ovate-lanceolate, acuminate at both ends’ calyx-tube
long, obconical, the teeth linear-acuminate, almost
entire, spreading, shorter than the 5-fid, wheel-shaped
corolla; fls. light blue, 1 in. broad, in long spikes, soli-

tary or in 3’s, corolla shallow, lobes pilose outside and
at the apex; stylo long, strongly declined and upwardly
curved: caps cylindrical, grooved Shaded low ground
Canada to Iowa, south to Fla. and Ark — Rarely
cult It is possible that Phyteuma canescens is still cult,

as C. amertcana.

bb Fls. saucer-shaped or broadly bell-shaped, i. e., the

tube shallower and the hmhs more widely spread-
ing than the bell-shaped.

c St -lvs linear-lanceolate
,
crenulate.

10 persicifdlia, Linn Fig 765. Perennial, 2-3 ft : st.

erect lvs glabrous, rigid, crenulate, root-lvs lanceolate-
obovate, st -lvs linear-lanceolate or spatulate, often 3 in.

long calyx-lobes acuminate, wide at the base, entire,

half as long as the broadly bell-shaped corolla, fls blue
or white, pedieelled, solitary, terminal and axillary, often
1 1

2 in long, 2 in broad caps ovoid, 3-grooved. Eu.
HM 397. G.C III 43 384 On. 75, p 30 G 6 ’297.
Gn M 14 9 GW 3, p 292. C.L A. 13.478, the
white form in G. 13:71 and Gn. W 23 Suppl Jan 27;
the double white in G.C III 27 409 and G 3 563.
One of the best of all perennial campanulas Var.
macr&ntha is a large-fid foirn with fK all along the st.

Gt 41. p 148 Gn 18, p 306 A F 0 383 S.II. 1:131.
Vai . &lba grandifldra and var. Bickhousei are among
the popular whit(*-fl<l forms There are double and
semi-double forms in blue and white The double
white is useful for cutting For portraits of var. yratidi-

flora, see G 27 158, 28 553, 673, G W 12, p 133.

Var coron&ta, Hort
,
is a semi-double white form F 8.

7 699 The pictures m B M. and F S show distinctly

saucer-shaped fls. Var. Moerheimei, Ilort White-fld
,

double, 2-3 in diam * excellent GC III 27.414 GM
49 535 G W 6, p 515; 12, p 434 AG 23 497 Var.
margin&ta, Hort

,
has white fls tinted blue on the bor-

ders K B 32, p 252 This species occasionally runs
wild, especially in England. The lvs. are very charac-
teristic, and, once seen, are never forgotten.

cc St.-lvs under and coarsely toothed.

11 latfloba, DC iC grdndvi, Fisch & Mey ) Peren-
nial, 1-1 1

2 ft, glabrous, st erect, simple, terete* st.-

lvs 3-5 in long, 4-6 lines w ide, lanceolate, narrow’ed at
both ends

;
cienate-seriuto’ calyx-lobes ovate-acute,

broad, entire, eiect, one-half shorter than the broadly
bell-shaped corolla: fls. blue, often 2 in. wide, sessile,

solitary or somewhat clustered, sometimes equaling
the ovate-acute, dentate bracts Mt Olympus. P.M.
10.31. HU 3, p 137. Gt 7 202 —Fls. like C. persi-

cifolia. Quickly forms a dense carpet. Variable in

color. Var. dlba, Ilort. White fls. G. 19:410.

bbb. Fls. bell-shaped or tubular, not saucer-shaped.

c. Injl. a dense roundish head.

12. glomer&ta, Linn. One of the most variable:

perennial, 1-2 ft
,
typically pubescent: st erect, simple,

terete, lvs. serrulate, lower ones rough with very short,

stiff hairs, 1 3i~3 in. long, 1-2 in. wide, with a cordate,

ovate-oblong blade shoiter than the petiole; upper ones
sessile, ovate, acute, fls. violet-blue to white, in dense
heads or glomes, 15-20 in the terminal hcadsj fewer in

axillary ones. Eu
,
Armenia, Peisia, Siberia, some-

times escaped m this country. Gn M. 14 9. B.M.
2649 is var. speci&sa, which has the largest fls L B C.
6 ‘505 is var. sparsifldra, with much smaller clusters.

—

This is one of the earliest flowering and easiest of

cult. Fls. typically dark purple, running into lighter

varieties Var dahurica, Hort
,
is probably the com-

monest form’ terminal clusters 3 in. or more thick, a
Very characteristic infl. The fl. has a longer tube than

C. lactiflora and C. thyrsoides. G. 26.305. Var acadlis,

Hort
,

is an almost stemless form with very large fls.:

sts only 3-5 m. high. G W. 9, p. 272. Var. superba,
Hort

,
is a cross of the dwarf variety with var. dahunca:

large heads of deep violet fls.

cc. Injl. a spike or raceme, dense or loose.

d. Color of fls normally white or yellowish.

E. Corolla small, short-tubed.

13 lactifl&ra, Bieb Perennial, 23^-6 ft.: st. erect,

branching* lvs sessile, ovate-lanceolate, acutely ser

rate calyx-lobes very nroad, acute, serrulate, one-half
shorter than the broadly bell-shaped corolla: fls m a
loose or dense panicle, which may be 3H in. long and
thick; corolla white or pale blue, 1 in. lonjs, nearly 1

H

m broad caps ovoid, erect Caucasus, Siberia. B.M.
1973 G C III 50 438. Gn. 61, p*. 29, 63, p. 90; 71,

p 418, 75, p 89 G M 46: .

168, 48 545. Gn W. 23 623. Jgs M
The normally milk-white blue- 1§SsL Jf
tinged fls are characteristic.

Var. coerhlea, Hort
,
has light \w V

blue fls.

—

C. celtidifulia, Boiss
,

»
referred to the above, may be
a strongly marked variety. C. ^1. vn^yII
biserrdla

,

Koch, is also referred

14 thyrsoides, Linn Bien-
mal, 1-1 Yi ft

;
st. grooved lvs Vwsrvr

all covered with long hairs at \lNy
the margin; root-lvs. sessile,

spatulate or obtusely lanceo- Xj
late, 2Yi in. long, %in wide, !
in a dense rosette, lying on

Tr
the ground; upper lvs more
narrow and acute fls 40-50,

vl

sulfur or creamy yellow*, in a 9 __

dense thyrse-like spike, which ' rxtftmay be 6 in long and 23 i m n ji/f
broad; style exserted. Alps ff
and Jura, 3,000-6,000 ft. BM .

1290 L B C. 17 1611.—Inter- *
mingled with the fls m the A/
spike are lvs. which are longer ^j/W
than the fls

,
which is not true It/

of C. lactiflora. Should not be v/yN
confounded with C thrysotdea,

Lapeyr
,
which — C. speciosa, U

(see supplementary list). Ap- tL
parent 1\ no blue or purple forms ^
aro known. Thep.cturomB.M.

,

™
show’s a characteristic red- siofolia.

tipped calyx. Garden hybrids
are reported with C. spicata (see Kew Bull 1910, p. 322)

.

ee Corolla large, long-tubed.

15 Vidfilii, II C. Wats Perennial, 1-2 ft ’ st

branching fiom the base, some branches short, sterile,

others tall, floriferous, all grooved, clammy, glossy,

lvs 3-4 in long, oblong-spat ulate, coarsely serrate,

thick, fleshy, firm, viscid, the upper ones gradually
becoming bracts fls 2 in long, nodding, about 9 m a
loose terminal raceme; calyx-lobes triangular, thick,

one-fourth shorter than the corolla; corolla tubular,

swelled below, constricted above, white with a yellow
base Azores. B.M. 4748. FS. 7:729 A. F. 3:116.
GC III 18’95; 34:330-1 Gn. 54, p 299, 63, p. 297;
74, p. 402; 75, p. 410. J.F. 3, pi. 274.—Very distinct.

i>d. Color of jls. normally blue or purple (with white

varieties)

.

e. Size of Jls. large.

f. Raceme pyramidal or long-conical
,
usually dense.

16. pyramid&lis, Linn Chimney Campanula. Fig.

766. Glabrous perennial, 4-5 ft.: lvs. glandular-den-
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tate, lower petiolate, ovate-oblong, subcordate; st.-

lvs. sessile, ovate-lanceolate: calvx-lobes acuminate,
spreading, half as long as the broadly bell-shapea

corolla, fls. numerous, in pyramidal racemes, pale blue

varying to white and darker at the base. G.C. III.

32:388. Gn 45, p. 67;

48, p. 306; 61, p. 221
(a staked pot plant);

47, p. 86 (with exten-
sive cultural notes)

;

53, p. 535, 62, p. 2.54,

64, p. 96; 68, p. 137;

69, p 4, 74, p. 548.
RH 1897, p. 238.

G M 46 612; 53* 811.
G.W. 1, p 39, 7, p.

7; 11, p 137; 13, p.571.
Var Alba, Hort

,
has

white fls Gn 74, p.

645. JH III. 51-257.
Var compActa, Hort.
Dwarfer: fls. larger and
of better substance.

The compact variety is

very flonferous and
convenient for conser-
vatory, but lacks the
characteristic erect,
pyramidal habit Gn
73, p 54 G. 18 64
S.H. 2:97. C Ftr-
ausonn, Hort

,
is a hy-

brid of C pyramidalis
and C cnrpalica

,
re-

sembling a dwarf form
of the former in growth,
18 in. petals more
pointed than those of

766. Campanula pyramidalis. the latter: fls bright
lilac Gn 66, p. 276.

Hybnds between C. pyramidalis and C versicolor are
reported.

ff. Raceme not pyramidal, usually looser.

17 latifdiia, Linn. Perennial, 3-4 ft Ivs large,

doubly serrate; root-lvs. sometimes 6 in long, petiolate,

cordate, covered with soft hairs; st-lvs sessile, more
acuminate, peduncle 1-fld.; calyx-lobes long-acumi-
nate, one-third shorter than the corolla, fls 6-15 m a
loose spike or raceme about 8 in long, erect, very large,

2\ /

2 in. long, purple or dark blue, hairy Eu., Persia

G.W 8, p. 445. Var macrAntha, Sims (C. macrdntha
,

Fisch ) is commoner m cult than the type, a little

hairier, with a glabrous calyx and very large fls. B M.
2553, 3347 R II. 1897, p. 239. J.H.ill 60.263. Var.
eriocArpa, DC., has the st and Ivs. pilose and more pallid,

and a hispid calyx-tube. There is a white-fld form. It

is native to England, and is easily naturalized there in

wild gardens. The st.-lvs. are probably the largest of

any of the garden kinds, often 3M in. long and 2 in. wide.

ee. Size of fls small
,
less than 1 m. long.

18 bononiAnsis, Linn Perennial, 2-2 ft.; sca-

brous: st. simple. Ivs. serrulatej ovate-acuminate, pallid

beneath; root-lvs. cordate-petiolate; upper Ivs. clasp-

ing: calyx-lobes acuminate, one-fourth shorter than tne
funnel-shaped corolla- fls. normally purplish, in a long,

loose, pyramidal spike, which may be 2 ft long, with
60-100 small fls

;
corolla %m. long and broad. E. Eu.,

W. Siberia, and Caucasus. Var ruthAnica (C. ruth&n-
ica, Bieb.), has Ivs. wider and tomentose beneath.
Caucasus and Tauna. B.M. 2653. There is a white-
fld. form The fls are much smaller than in C. latifolia,

and the raceme is much larger.

19. rhombofdalis, Linn. Perennial, 1 ft., sometimes
2 ft.: st. simple, erect: Ivs. sessile, ovate-acute, serrate:

calyx-lobes awl-shaped, one-half shorter than the bell-

shaped corolla; fls. 8-10 in an almost corymbose
raceme, the lower pedicels of which may be 3 m. long,

the uppermost 1 in. or less, corolla purplish blue, 1 in.

long, and a little wider. Mts of Eu. B.M 551 (as

C. azurea) J.H III 50:541 Var. Alba, Hort, has
white fls G.W. 3, p. 14—It flowers m July and
August, after which the sts and Ivs. die down quickly.

20 TrachAlium, Linn Throatwort Pig 767.

Perennial, 2-3 ft.: st. angular, somewhat bristly (as

also the fls): Ivs. rough, acuminate, coarsely crenate-

dentate; root-lvs cordate, ovate, short-stalked" calyx-

lobes erect, triangular-acuminate, one-third shorter

than the bell-shaped blue or white coiolla peduncle
1-3-fld

,
fls erect at hist, at length tending to droop

m a loose raceme, which may be 12-18 in long caps

nodding Eu
,
Caucasus, Sibena, Japan, and run wild

m parts of N Amcr R H 1897, p 239 There is a
double-fld form and variations in color—One of the

commonest and hardiest of the border plants, often

running out the other campanulas, and passing under
many names, especially as C. urtmfolui.

21. rapunculoldes, Linn Pig 768 Peiennml, 2-4

ft : st. indistinctly pubescent or almost smooth Ivs.

rough, ovate-acuminate, root-hs petiolate, cordate,

crenulate; st-lvs serrulate calyx a little rougher than
in C Trachehum, the lobes linear-lanceolate, at length

reflexed, one-fourth length of the oblong-campanu-
late bright blue corolla, fls soon declined or nodding,

m long mostly l-sided racemes or spikes, bright blue.

Eu
,
Caucasus, Siberia, and common in patches on old

roadsides and about yards Summer Gn. M 14 9

22 versicolor, Sibfch & Smith Perennial, 3-4 ft
;

plant glabrous st ascending Ivs serrate, root-lvs.

long-pet loled, ovate-acute, subcordate, st -Ivs short-

pet loled, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate calyx-teeth

acuminate, spreading, at length relieved, one-half as

long as the corolla 1

fls in long, spicate racemes, style

exserted caps spheioid Greece

cue Infl an open, compound panicle

23. divaricAta, Michx Glabrous peren-

nial, 1-3 ft st erect, slender, pamrulate
above branches slender, diveigent Ivs

sparse, subsessile, ovate-lanceolate, acumi-
nate at both ends, coarsely serrate calyx-

lobes awl-shaped, one-
half shorter than the
tubular, bell-shaped cor-

olla, fls small, nodding,
pale blue, in a very open
and compound panicle,

style straight, exscited

Alleghames, from Va to

^Ga.—Rare in gaidens

Group III Low-growing
i or rock-gardcn cam-
f panulas

,
mostly less

than a foot or Id in.

high Nos 24-49

A. Calyx with an append-
age at the base of
each sinus, often

minute or disguised

m form.

b. Throat of corolla

spotted violet.

24. punctAta, Lam. (C.

ndbilis, Lindl.). Named
from the spotted whitish
corolla, the purplish
spots being inside and
snowing through faintly

767. Campanula Trachelium. ( x H) is the fresh fl. but
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more plainly in the dried specimen: like C. alliar-

xxfoha. Perennial, 1 ft
,
with long and loose hairs:

upper Ivs neaily sessile, and more sharply toothed
than the lower - calyx-lobes one-third as long as the
corolla, longer, looser and hairier than in C. alliaridc-

folia, and the margins much more recurved - peduncle
l-4-fld

,
fls nodding, corolla cylindncal, in. long,

white, spotted within, strongly ribbed Siberia, Japan.
GC III .'IS, supp Aug. 26. 42:96. Gn 73, p 423; 75,

p 158 GM 51 781. G 29:595 —C nobilis has been
considered distinct. In F S. 3 247 the corolla is dark
violet without, the limb hairy, while in B M 1723
(C punctata) the corolla is white outside and not
bearded. In F S 6:563 (C. nobihs var alba) the limb
is not bearded and the st. is red, and not hairy The
three pictures show great differences in foliage, pubes-
cence and appendages This is one of the most inter-

esting of all campanulas, and is, unfortunately, usually
considered more quaint than beautiful. The spotted
throat readily separates it from other campanulas.

bb Throat of corolla not spotted

.

c Sts commonly 1-fld.

25 Van Hohttei, Carr Perennial, 2 ft : root-lvs.

long-pet loled, roundish cordate
?
more or less lobed;

Rt -Ivs sessile, oval-lanceolate, n regularly bi-dentatc,
232-4 in. long, more or less villous, strongly nerved,
fls usunlh solitary, nodding at the end of a small
branchlet, 2 m long, half as broad, indigo-blue, or
violet, calyx-lobes linear, spreading, 1 in. long —A gar-
den hybrid resembling C punctata. Intro into France
1878 By 3 Inbuilt and Iveteleer. Var pdllida, Ilort

,

has pale lau i der tls

26 Allidnn, Vill Perennial, 3-5 in . rootstock
slender, eieeping underground, sending up sts. at inter-

vals of } 2 1 1 ' Ivs f3W, about 7 on a st
,
1-2 m long,

•meai -lain eol ite, sessile, slightly hairy, entire, midrib
distinct, lowir ones in a whorl of about 5, upper ones
similar but more erect cal>\-lobe.s lanceolate, half as
long as the corolla, the appendages ovate, reflexed, one-
tlnrd the length of the calyx-lobes; fls purple, with a
rare white x ai iet\ , only one on a st

,
inclined or nodding,

1
1

2 m long, »nd as broad across the mouth, probably
the laigest foi the size of the plant of any campanula
A veiv local specie*, found only m the western Alps.
BM.6588 GC III 52 52 Gn 00, p 51

c< Sts usually scveral-fld

n Marym of corolla bearded.

27. barb&ta, I inn IViennial, 6-9 m -

st pilose. Ivs.

villous, entne oi ncarl> so, ioot-l\s tufted, lanceolate;

st -lv.s f«*w, ligulate (!): income loo-e, 3—1-fld
,
fls nod-

ding, pale blue, calyx appendage ovate*, obtuse, half as
long as the lobes, roiolla bell-shaped, shoitcr than m
C Allwnn

,
and with a beardod mouth Alps L B C

8:788 GC 111 18 388 Gn 48, p 297. G W 12, p 417
—There is a xvhitc-lld form, but app.uentlx no puiplc*

Readily distinguished fiom C Alhonn by the dillor-

ent coloied, bearded and smallei fls , which are raiely

borne singly, and by the dense, soft hairs of the st

Alps, 2,100-6,000 ft
,
widel\ distributed, mts. of Noi-

way, and the Carpathians Becomes roaise wrhen grow

n

in rich ground.

dd. Margin of corolla not bearded.

K FI s erect.

28. mdllis, Linn IViennial, velvety gray, 6-8 in :

sts. procumbent, about 2-(ld root-lvs tufted, obovate
or spatulate, st -Ivs ovate or rotund IK loosely pani-

cled; calyx-lobes lanceolate, eioct, half shorter than the

glabrous, bell-shaped corolla, appendages minute,

shorter than the calyx-tube; corolla erect, dark pui-

{

)lish blue or lavender, with a white throat, the tube
ong, segms shoit, broad, spreading, acute Spain,

Crete. B.M 404 —Rock or border plant.

ee Fls nodding

29 alplna, Jaeq Perennial, 3-8 in : st furrowed.
Ivs smaller than in C barbata, more narrowly lanceo-
late, entire, hairy fls typically deep blue, bell-shaped,

with broader and shoitcr segms tnan in C barbata;

calyx-lobes proportionately very long, surpassing the
fl -bud, and nearly as long as the flower, but widely
spreading Alps of Austria, Ivombardy and Trans- lvania,

6,000-7,000 ft altitude BM 957 J II III 29 5 —
There is a white-fld var. The plant has a characteristic

shaggy appearance from the hairy Ivs. Easy of cult.

30. sibirica, Linn. (C Ildhenackeri, Fisch.). Bien-
nial or perennial, setaceous-pilose, st. erect, simple,
pameled above Ivs crenulate; root-lvs petioled,

obovate. obtuse; st -Ivs lanceolate-acuminave calvx
liaiiy, tne lobes long-acuminatc, a third shorter than
the corolla, calvx appendages like the lobes but hall

*hoitei and reflexed; fls. 23 or more, violet, with a
longei and narrower tube than m C. alpina

,
and longer

divisions of the limb. N. Asia, Caucasus, W. Eu.
B M. 659. R H. 1861:431 —The type is rare, but var
eximia, Ilort

,
is somewhat commoner, it is dwarfer,

much branched, with long, scabrous Ivs. and pale
bluish to violet fls. Var. divSrgens, Willd

,
has larger

fls and bioader Ivs than the type. G.C. Ill 16:597.
C. sibirica usually does best when treated as a biennial.

aa Calyx without appendages.

b. Fls. very wide-spreading
,

i.e., rotate
,
wheehshaped,

almost flat,

c. Blossoms all erect.

31 Waldsteinikna, Roem & Schult. Perennial,
4-6 in. * sts. rigid, glabrous -

Ivs. fleshy, sessile, gray-green,
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lanceolate, slightly serrate-dentate, the lower obtuse,

the upper long-acuminate: calyx-lobes awl-shaped,
spreading or recurved, one-fourth shorter than the

corolla: ns. 5-9 in a corymbose raceme 1 Fi in. long,

%m. wide, pale purplish blue; corolla rotate, almost
starlike, with a dark spot in the

throat; pistil large, white, twice the

length of the corolla, with a yellow
stigma S Austria. Gn 8, p. 173.

G. 18:81. GW 12, pp. 446,710 C.

Tommamnana, Hort., is an allied

plant, with very wiry growth and

S
mdent pale blue fls. C. Stdnsjieldn

,

ort., is a supposed hybrid, perhaps
between C. Waldsteinuma and C. car-

patica.

32.

ramosfssima, Sibth. & Smith
(C Lbrei, Poll ) Annual, 1 ft oi less,

branching- lower lvs. obovate and
crenate, upper lvs. narrow, entire:

fls. violet with white base and blue

intermediate parts, erect on long
simple pedicels Eu B M 2581.

Var. Alba, Hort Fls. white.

cc. Blossoms not all erect.

d. Habit trailing or pendulous.

33.

frAgilis, Cynll. Peren-
nial, 4-6 in :st diffuse, trailing:

root -lvs. long-petiolea,
roundish - cordate, ob-
tusely dentate, or cre-

nately lobed; st -lvs.

smaller, scattered, the
uppermost ovate-lanceo-

late: fls. pale purplish
blue with a white center,

IYl in. wide, in loose

corymbs
;

calyx - lobes

linear- lanceolate,

acuminate, erect,

almost equaling

the corolla; style

exserted: caps’,

ily B.M. 6504. P.M.
G.C. III. 43*378. Gn. 8,

p. 174; 47, p. 278; 63, p. 53. G.
18:120. G.W. 2, p. 381. Var.
hirsdta, DC., is a hairier form.

—

This is the best species for hang-
ing-baskets. window- and veranda-
boxes, ana for covering large

stones in the rockery. Prop by
cuttings in spring, the roots being too fragile to divide
well. Not so hardy as C. gargamca.

34.

gargAnica, Tenore Perennial, 3-6 in : st. diffuse,

with pendent branches: lower lvs. remform-cordate,
crenate-dentate; upper lvs ovate-acute, dentate:
raceme lax; peduncles 1-2-fld

;
calyx-tube spheroid, the

lobes spreading, a third or fourth shorter than the
glabrous blue rotate corolla Mt. Gargano in Italy,

and elsewhere B R. 1768 Gn 48, p 295; 43, p. 25.

G M. 54.664. G W. 4, p 255. Var. hirshta, Hort., is a
hairier form. Gn. 46, p 253; 48, p 297.—Half-shaded
position. Prop, by cuttings or by division.

dd. Habit not trailing or pendulous.

35. Elatines, Linn. Perennial, more or less pubes-
cent, 5~6 in.: lvs. cordate, coarsely and acutely den-
tate, lower rotund, others ovate-acute raceme lax;

calyx-tube spherical, the lobes spreading, linear-lanceo-

late, somewhat unequal, a half shorter than the rotate
purplish corolla, style exserted. Piedmont. Gn. 60,

p. 64—Rare rock-plant for light, stony soil.

36. PortenschlagiAna, Roem. & Schult. (C. murblis.
Port.). Perennial, 6-9 m : sts. somewhat erect: lvs. all

alike petiolate, cordate, roundish, acutely angular-den-
tate: calyx-tube spheroidj lobes erect, acuminate, a
third shorter than the mfundibuliform blue-purple
corolla: fls. racemose. Dalmatia—Allied to C. gar-

ganica , but the corolla not so deeply 5-cut. Gn. 61, p.

225, 72, p.469. Var. m&jor, Hort. Fls. nearly twice
larger than in the type, in. across, making a large

mound of purple-blue. GC. III. 48:58. Gn. 60,.

p. Ill; 63, p. 110. G.W. 3, p. 13.

bb. Fls. broadly bell-shaped, less widely spreading than
in b, wider than m bbb (except perhaps in No. Jfi).

c. Height 2-3 m.

37. RAinerii, Perpenti. Perennial, 2-3 in.: sts.

suberect
;
branching* branches 1-3-fld : lvs. subsessile,

ovate, distantly serrate, the lower smaller and obovate:
calyx-tube obconical, the lobes long-acuminate, erect,

half shorter than the broadly mfundibuliform corolla:

fls. large, solitary, erect, dark purplish blue; style

short, not exserted: caps, obovate. Mts N Italy.

F.S. 18:1908. Gn 60, p. 163.—One of the choicest

rock-plants, but somewhat rare. Several forms of the

hybrid C. Wilsonii are often cult under this name, but
their lvs. are lighter green and less tomentose than C.

Raineni. Thrives m a well-drained, sunny position.

cc. Height more than 2-3 m.

d. Style not exserted.

38. Tendril, Moretti Perennial, 8-12 in
,
glabrous:

st. ascending or prostrate: lvs leathery* root-lvs. long-

petioled, ovate, subcordate, irregularly serrate, st-

lvs petiolate. ovate-acute, coarsely serrate calyx-lobes

lmear-lanccolate, spreading, half as long as the broadly

bell-shaped corolla fls racemose, blue* caps spherical.

Apennines, near Naples—This is referred by botanists

to- the Grecian species C. versicolor, which is typically

taller, but is kept distinct by Correvon and others In

the garden, C. Tenoru resembles C. pyramidalis in

foliage and fl., but is shorter.

39. carpAtica, Jacq Fig 769. Perennial, 9-18 in
,

glabrous, st. branching* lower lvs. thin, long-pet lolcd,

ovate-rotund, cordate, coarsely dentate, undulate;

upper ones shorter petioled, ovate-acuminate* pedun-
cles long, terminal and axillary, 1-fld

;
fls. large,

often V/i in. wide, bright deep blue; calyx-tube obconi-

cal, the lobes acute, wide at the base, subdentate-

erect, a third or half as long as the broadly bell-shaped

corolla; style not exserted: caps, ovoid-cylindrical.

Carpathian Mts. of Austria. B.M. 117. G.C. Ill

46:412. G.W. 12, p. 436. Gn. 48, p. 297; 62, p. 320.

Var. cceiestina, Hort. Fls. sky-blue. Var. Alba,

Hort. Fls. white. G M. 55:615. Var. turbinAta,

Hort. (C turbinata
,

Schott), is dwarfer, more
compact, with fls. more bell- or top-shaped, and
often 2 m. across, purplish blue. It also has larger lvs.

and more decumbent habit. Gn.

770. Campanula pulla. (Detail Xf)
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with pallid fls. is rarer. Var. Wflsonii, Hort. (C. WlU
sonii, Hort.), is a hybrid of var. turbinata and C. pulla,

with the large fls. of the former and the handsome dark
foliage of the Latter, it is compact, dwarf, and small,

ovate, very hairy lvs., with crenate-serrate margin.

Gn. 60, p. 219. Var. haylodgSnsis, Hort. (C. hay-

lodgSnns, Hort ) . is a garden hybrid, probably between
C. carpatica and C. cxspitosa. Raised by Anderson
Henry, Hay Lodge, Edinburgh. Height 6-9 in.: root-

lvs. tufted, roundish cordate, slightly dentate, st-lvs.

light green, ovate-cordate, conspicuously toothed, fls.

light blue, bell-shaped, few, at the ends of sts Var

C
elvifdrmis, Hort., from Crete, has very large, pale

lac, almost saucer-shaped fls It II. 1882, p. 509 (1 C
III. 44:64. Var. HSndersomi, Hort., is often refei red

to var. turbinata
,
but is more robust; there is doubt as

to its origin, C. pyramulalus or C. allianxfolia possibly

having played some part in it: lvs. ovate ana ovate-
cordate, 1 Y% m. long, %m. broad, slightly hairy on
both sides, folded upwards, serrate; petioles 1-1H in.

long: fls. dark blue, 1^-2 m. wide, m short, 6-9-fld.

racemes G.W. 8, p. 65; 14, p. 581. Var. riverslfea, Hort.
Fls. dark blue, 2-3 in. across: sts 12-15 in. long but
spreading, parts of corolla often 6 or 7. G M. 43*627
Var compile ta, Hort., is a condensed dwarf form C.

Stdnsfieldn, Hort
,
is supposed to be a hybrid between C.

carpatica and C. Waldstemiana (No. 31) —This species

is very variable in height and in shape of fls.

dd. Style exserted

40. isoph^lla, Moretti (C. flonbunda, Viv.). Perennial,

st suberect* lvs. all of same form, petiolate, roundish
cordate, crenate-dentate. calyx-lobes acuminate, half

shorter than the broadly bell-shaped or saucer-shaped
corolla; fls pale blue, 1 in. or more wide, corymbose,
style exserted caps, ovoid. Italy B M 5745. Gn 49, p.

483; 48, p 297 —A desirable

basket or rook plant m sun or

half shade. The white form, Var.
filba, ismost excel-

lent free-flower-

ing. C. M&yii,
Hort., is supposed
to be a dei ivat ivo
of this species lvs.

soft and woolly.

Choice

BBB. Fls bell-shaped.

c. Style exserted

41 Scoilleri, Hook.
Perennial, 3-12 in : st.

simple or branched:
lvs acutely serrate,

somewhat hirsute;
lower ones ovate-acute,
petioled; middle ones
ovate -lanceolate; up-
per linear - lanceolate,

sessile, calyx-lobes awl-
shaped, erect, one-third

shorter than the co-

rolla* fls. pale blue,

racemose, or more or
less panicled, style
exserted: caps ovoid.

N. Calif, to Puget
Sound.—The capsular
valves are a little
above the middle, while

in C. carpatica and C. persicifolia they are near the
apex.

cc. Style not exserted.

d Color dark purple.

42. piilla, Linn. Fig. 770. Perennial, 3-8 in., tufted

or in clumps, showy: st. normally 1-fld.* lvs. glabrous,

771. Campanula rotundifolia. (Xl)

772 Campanula
rotundifolia var sol-

danellaeflora. ( X %)

crenulate-dentate, lower ones short-petioled, ovate-
rotund; upper sessile, ovate-acute: calyx-lobes long-
acuminate, erect, a half shorter than the bell-shaped,
nodding corolla. Mts. of Austria, 4,000-6,000 ft. In
B.M. 2492 the calyx-lobes are short-acuminate, a
sixth as long as the corolla L.
BC. 6:554. Gn. 63, p 440 C.
pulloides, Hort

,
is a supposed

hybrid between C pulla and C.
turbinata

,
with habit of former* 5

in : fls glistening purple-blue. Gn.
66, p. 203

dd. Color not dark purple
,
but violet

or blue {varying to white.)

43. drabifdlia, Sibth & Smith
(C dttica, Boiss ). Annual, hispid,

3-4 in., lower lvs. oblong or ellip-

tic, dentate, tapering into a
petiole fls large, blue and lighter

on the tube, bell-shaped, on fork-

ing sts. Greece.

44 rotundifdlia, Linn. Hake-
hell IIairbell Blue Bells
op Scotland Fig 771 Peren-
nial, 6-12 in : root-lvs. petiolate,

orbicular or cordate, crenate-den-

tate st-lvs linear or lanceolate,

usually entire, calyx-lobes awl-
shaped. erect, a third shorter than
the bell-shaped bright blue cor-

olla; fl -buds erect Eu
,
Siberia,

N. Amer Gn 53.42; 62, p. 59.

Gn. M 14*10.—This is one of

the most cosmopolitan of all

campanulas, and the true harebell or bluebell of litera-

ture. In the wild it ls usually slenderer and taller than
in the garden. In shady woods it often grows 2 ft high.

The type has a white-fld variety which is much less

popular, but GC 1861.698 shows an excellent pot-
plant of it. Var. alaskHna, Gray Dwarfer, leafy to the
top* radical lvs. cordate, lowest st -lvs ovate and* the
upper ones becoming lanceolate ealyx-lobcs attenuate,
becoming deflexed; corolla m long Alaska
Var. Arctica, Lange Rigid, 1- to few-fld corolla 1 in

long, the calyx-lobes very slender and soon spreading
or deflexing. Canada north. Var velfltina, DC Herbage
whitish pubescent. Var. Hdstii, Hort. (C Hdstn,
Baumg ), has larger fls than the type and stouter sts

The lower st -lvs are lanceolate, remotely dentate, the
upper linear entire: calyx-lobes longer than in the type,

a half shorter than the corolla The white-fld form is

not so vigorous |G 5 207 The most pronounced
variant is var soldanellsefldra, Hort (C sManUla

,

Hort ). Fig 772 With semi-double blue fls split to

the base into about 25 divisions FS 18*1880 Gn
60, p 162 This cunous variation is unique in the
genus The alpine soldanellas are famous among trav-
elers for melting their way through the ice They have
fringed blue fls—The name C rotundifolia seems singu-

larly inappropriate until one finds the root-lvs in

eaily spring C stmoebdon. Boiss & Reut., by some
referred to C. rotundifolia

,
is more slender and with nar-

rower st -lvs.: fls. long and narrow, tubular, rich lilac-

purple Alps.

45. Sche&chzeri, Vill. (C hnifblm, Willd.) Peren-
nial, 4-12 in* st. 1-4-fld

,
usually 1-fld.. root-lvs

roundish, ovate, or cordate; st -lvs linear or narrowly
lanceolate, sessile, denticulate, the lowest st.-lvs.

spatulate: calyx-lobes slender, lmear-awl-shaped, nearly

as long as the bell-shaped (lark blue corolla. Alpine
and subarctic regions of Newfoundland, Labrador.
Alaska, and Rocky Mts to Colo

,
also in Eu and

N Asia F.S. 21:2205, not L B C. 5.485, which De-
Candolle states is C. rotundifolia. Var. dlba, Hort
Fls white Gn. 60, p 164. The st.-lvs. of C. Scheuch-
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eeri are distinctly serrate, while in C. rotundifolia they
are entire; the fl.-buds nod in the former, but are erect

in the latter. The calyx-lobes are relatively longer m
C. Scheuchzen, and perhaps the bell is deeper.

46. csespitdsa, Scop. (C .
piimila, Curt C pusllla,

Hsenk.) Perennial, 4-6 in., root-lvs. tufted, short-

petioled, ovate, glandular-dentate, shining- calyx-

lobes linear, erect, a third shorter than the bell-shaped

corolla: fls. nodding, blue; pollen violet-colored B.M.
512. Gn. 43.24; 48, p 297; 60, p.161 G 25 307.

R.H 1908, p. 223.—Dwarfer than C rotundifolia
,
with

root-lvs never remform, shorter-petioled, and lasting

until after fls. have gone. Perennial, quickly forms a
dense mat, and blooming from June till Oct The
European trade catalogues usually offer C csespitosa

and C. pusilla separately, and doubtless plants of dis-

tinct horticultural value are passing under these names,
but there seem to be no sufficient botanical characters

to distinguish them Correvon says that C pusilla

differs trom C. caspitosa only by its less stoloniferous

character. Var. filba, Hort., has white fls G C III,

48:96. Gn. 72, p. 143, 75, p 368 G M 51:466. Var.
p&llida, Hort

,
has pale blue fls. G M 53 . 612

47. excisa, Schleich Perennial, glabious, height 4-5
in : sts slender, 1-fld : root-lvs spatulate, upper lvs.

linear; calyx-lobes bristly, spreading, at length reflexed,

a third shorter than the bell-shaped corolla, fls pale
blue, divided to about half their depth, with a round
hole at the base of each sinus, winch easily distinguishes

it from C. pulla and all other campanulas. Rare m
Alps. BM 7358. L.B.C. 6.561. Gn. 60, p. 64.—

A

rare rock-plant. Likes cool, moist air, and not too full

exposure to sun.

bbbb. Fls. tubular
,
often long and narrow.

48. Zfiysii, Wulf. Perennial, 3-4 in.: plant tufted,

glabrous, sts. few-fld.: root-lvs entire, crowded, petio-

late, ovate-obovate, obtuse, st.-lvs obovate-lanceolate
and linear: peduncles 1-fld

,
terminal, rarely axillary;

fls. azure-blue, large for the plant, terminated by a
stellar process before expansion: calyx-lobes linear,

awl-shaped, spreading, a fourtn shorter than the
corolla; corolla long-cylindrical, constricted at the
apex, wider at the base, sharply angled, pale 'blue.

Austrian Alps, 6,000-8,000 ft Gn 8, p 173 G.C III.

20:183, 38*228—A rare and abnormal species.

49. Erinus, Linn. Annual, plant hispid* height
3-9 in.: lvs small, glossy, broad, cor-

date, deeply cut, the pointed lobes conspicuous: fls.

sessile, pale blue with a light center, tubular, ^m.
broad, with acute narrow lobes; style long, conspicuous,
colored like corolla racemes long, semi-prostrate,
10-12-fld. Medit—Rare, short-lived rock-plant; also

for edgings and pots
C. abxetina, Gnaeb Rare tufted rockery plant, with slender,

wiry sts 9-15 in. high fls light blue, in loose branching spikes.
July, Aug E Eu —C aculdnyula, Ler & Lev Dwarf, with trail-

ing sts from a rosette of ivy-like lvs at -lvs small, rounded and
toothed fls solitary on each st , rather large and star-like, purple-
blue N Spain G C III. 50 220 —C amdbilis, Leicht =C phycti-
docalyx —C Beaverdi&na, Fomine Slender, to 2 ft , glabrous or
finely hairy* lower lvs oblong-ovate to broadly ovate, obtuse,
prenate-serrate fls few or solitary, slender-pcdicelled, blue, 1 H
in. across B M 8299 Caucasus —C calycdnthema, Hort =C.
Medium var calycanthema —C cenlsia, Linn A rare rock-plant
from Mt Cems and other mts of the Alps, with solitary deep blue
fls on sts 2 in high Root-lvs obovate, obtuse, st -lvs ovate-
oblong, all lvs sessile-entire calyx hirsute, the lobes linear-lanceo-
late, a half shorter than the deeply 5-cut, spreading corolla—<7.

arandxfldra, Jacq ^=Platycodon —C hederdcea, Linn ==Wahlen-
bergia.

—

C. \meretina, Rupr Dwarf, branching, resembling C.
sibirica lvs small fls violet-blue Caucasus—C mciirva, Aucher—
C. Leutwemh

—

C kolenatidna, Mey Perennial, 9 in or less lvs.
mostly radical ovate, about 1 in long fls m long-stalked raceme,
bluish violet, 1 in. long, inside hairy Caucasus—C lacimdta,
Linn. Robust much-branched biennial, 2 ft , somewhat pubescent:
lower lvs. 8 in long by 2 lA in broad, deeply cut fls about 2 m.
across, upwards of 1 m long, pale blue Greece GC 111.40*165.—<7. LetUuseimx, Heldr vC incurva, Aucher) Perennial, simple,
1 ft. or more lvs cordate, white-downy, crenate, rounded at apex*
fls. pale blue, 1 H in long Greece—C Martitti, Hort =Platy-
oodon.—C. micnauxoldes, Boias. Tall-growing fls. bluish white.

the segms recurved Asia Minor.—C. Lamdrcku, D Dietr.««»

Adenophora Lamarckn —-C nltxda, Ait “C plamflora—C.
petr&a, Linn Biennial, with ascending st ,

hairy, 6-12 in lower lvs.

lance-oblong, narrowed to the Dase, toothed, upper lvs.

ovate and sessile fls small, pale yellow, m dense terminal and
axillary heads N Italy .—C phyctidocdlyx, Boiss & No6 (C.

amabilw, Leicht ) Like C Rapunculus in habit, 2-2ty ft., lvs.

lanceolate or cordate fls 10-12 in raceme, dark blue with black
styles, resembling those of C. persicifolia Armenia.

—

C plam-
fidra, Lam (C mtida, Ait ) Glabrous height 3-9 in st simple:
lvs sessile, leathery, shining, root-lvs crowded in a dense rosette,

ovate or ohovate-obtuse, crenulate, 1)^ in long, st -lvs. linear-

lanceolate, acute, nearly entire fls blue or white, with double
varieties, m spicate racemes, calyx-lobes ovate, acute, broad, erect,

a third shorter than the broadly boll-shaped or saucer-shaped corolla.

Not American, though commonly so stated Habitat unknown.
J II III 33 283—Rock-plant, for sunny position —C primu-
Ixfulia, Brot St hairy, sirnplo, 1-3 ft lowest lvs , lanceolate,
st -lvs oblong fls blue, downy at bottom, nearly rotate Portugal.
B M 4879 ——C Raddedna, Trautv Perennial, glabrous, 1 ft :

lvs cordate, long-stalked fls large, dark purple Caucasus—C.
spectdsa, Pourr , is a rare species Most of tho plants passing under
tnis namo are likely to be C glomerata B M 2b49 ih C glomerata
var speciosa C thyrsoidea, Lapeyr

,
is referred hero —C Specu-

lum, Linn —Specularia—C spudta, Linn Biennial, 1-2 ft lvs.

very narrow, nearly or quite entire fls 1-3, sessile, in a long inter-
rupted spike, blue Eu JII III 47 267—C sulphiirea, Boias.
Annual fls size of those of C rotundifolia, pale straw-color out-
side and sulfur-yellow inside Palestine —C urticvfdlia This name
is now abandoned Plants are likely to be C Traehelium.

Wilhelm Miller.
L,H Bf

CAMPANUMASA ( v&xiant of Campanula) Cam-

panul&cex Twining or loose-growing perennial herbs,

with rhizomes or tubers, rarely grown in. greenhouses.
Lvs mostly opposite, simple and often cordate,

petioled fls yellowish or greenish, broadly bell-shaped,

4-6-lobed fr a berry —Five species occur m the
Himalayan and E Asian region and the Malay Archi-

pelago C javdmea, Blume, and C. infldta, Clarke, both
with yellowish brown-veined fls. are mentioned in

gardening literature the fls are about l}4ln
>

in the
former the calyx is nearly free from the berry, which is

hemispherical, in the latter the calyx is adnate to the
berry, which is ellipsoidal

,
both are twiners. C grdcilis,

Hort
,

is of the genus Leptocodon, and C. lanceoldta,

Sieb & Zucc
,
is a Codonopsis.

CAMPHdRA: Cmnamomum.

CAMPION: Sxlene.

CAMPSlDIUM (alluding to its similarity to Camp-
sis) Bignoni&ceae Ornamental vines grown for their

bright orange flowers and also for their handsome
evergreen finely pinnate foliage

Evergreen shrubs, high-climbing, without tendrils

and without rootlets, with odd-pinnate, opposite lvs.

and tubular, orange, slender-pedicelled fls. in terminal,
loose and short racemes, calyx turbinate, 5-toothed,
glandless; corolla tubular, slightly ventneose, straight,

with 5 short equal lobes, stamens, 4, the 2 longer with
the anthers exserted; anther-sacs parallel, disk cupular,
flat* fr a narrow caps with many winged seeds.—Two
species m Chile and in the Fiji Isis

They are adapted only for subtropical regions and do
not seem to bloom readily, but even without flowers they
are worth planting for their foliage alone. In Old World
gardens, they are sometimes cultivated as stove plants,

but C. valdmanum, judging from its habitat, might do
better in the cool greenhouse Propagated by greenwood
cuttings under glass For further culture, see Campsis
Cammidium filiafolium

,
from the Fiji Islands, has

never flowered m the writer’s garden (m Florida) and
is cut down by frost almost every winter, but it is a
strong grower and worth planting for the foliage alone.

C. vaiaiuianum has proved to be a very poor grower
and is very difficult to keep in health for any length of
time. (H Nehrlmg )

valdivi&num, Seem. (C. chiUnse, Reissek & Seem.
Tteoma valdimdna, Phil ). Climbing, to 50 ft branches
angular, glabrous* lvs. glabrous. 4-6 in. long; lfts. usually
11-13, sessile, elliptic-oblong,%~1% in. long, serratenear
the apex or almost entire: racemes pendulous, 6-10-fld.;
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fla about V/% m. long, orange: caps. 3-4 in long, nar-
rowly elliptic-oblong. Chile. G.C. 1870:1182. B.M.
6111 F.8 20:2142.

filicifdlium, Van Geert (Tdconia filicifdha, Nichols.).

Climbing evergreen shrub: lvs. odd-pinnate, 5 in. long;
Ifts 19-25, ovate, with 2 or 3 lobes on each
side, the larger lobes sometimes dentate. Fiji

Isis. F. 1874.280. Alfred Redder.

CAMPSIS (Greek lcampsis, curve, refer-

ring to the curved stamens) Bignomdcex. nIrk/
Trumpet-Creeper. Ornamental
vines cultivated for their stnk-
ing scarlet or orange flowers. jn\

Deciduous woody plants,climb-
ing by aerial rootlets, with oppo-
site, odd - pinnate lvs

,
large

orange or scarlet fls m terminal
clusters or panicles, followed by 6A uRN)
large elongated
caps calyx tubu- K //nfx&jiA-
lar - campanulate, iC]

leathery, un-

JT equally 5-
toothed; corolla

funnelform-
campanulate, enlarged
above the calyx, 5-lobcd,
with spreading lobes,
slightly 2-lipped; stamens

/Ji\\ 4, 2 longer and 2 shorter
*

I wm

'

with diverging anthers;

(M }
ovaiy 2-loculed, sur-

w'J w rounded at the base by a

/jJf large disk fr an elongated
caps

,
loculicidally dehis-

773 Trumpet-vine—Campsis cent, With the 2 valves
radicans. (x>t) separating from the sej>-

tum to which the seeds
are attached, seeds numerous, compressed, with 2 laige

translucent wings —One species in N. Ainer and one m
China and Japan By some botanists, Bignonia is con-
sidered the correct name for this genus, because the
original description was chiefly based on C. radicans

,

wdiile Tecoma is the proper name for the genus known
as Stenolobium
The hardiest species is C radicans, which may be

grown as far north as Massachusetts, at least, in shel-

tered positions, while C chmensis is more tendei
,
the

hybrid is intermediate between the two in hardiness.

C chinemis and C hybrida, as well as C radicans var
spenosa, can be grown as bushy specimens and will

bloom freely on the young shoots, even if cut back
almost to the ground by frost Such plants can be
easily protected during the winter by laying them
down and covering them with eaith C radicans is

particularly adapted for covering walls and rocks, as it

climbs with aerial rootlets and clings firmly to its sup-

port The species of campsis prefer rich rather moist
soil and sunny positions Propagated by seeds, by
greenwood cuttings under glass, or by hardwood and
also by root-euttings and layers.

Trumpet -vines in the South —The trumpet-vines
are very successfully cultivated in Florida, being well

adapted to the soil and climate, but to do their best

need to be planted from the start in rich soil; and in

addition they should be well fertilized at least once a
year. They prefer a fertilizer rich in nitrogen, and a
heavy mulch will also prove very beneficial. They
should be grown on posts and tall stumps, or they may
be trained over small oaks, persimmon trees or catalpas

Other bignomads of similar culture are Tecomana
capensis, a half-climbing species with scarlet flowers effec-

tively used for decoiation of the veranda, and Tecoma
stans That and Campsis chinensis are the two showiest
bignomads cultivated m Florida, the latter being a
climber, flowering abundantly in May and June, while
the first one is a large-gt owing bushy species opening
its immense corymbs of vivid } ollow flowers the latter

part of November and early in December The Chinese
trumpet creeper, C chuunsis, is the most floriferous

and gorgeous In the writer’s garden a large pine stump,
about 16 feet high, m Maj and June is completely
covered with masses of brilliant fiery orange-scarlet
flowers which can be seen at a distance of half a mile.
The flowers are much huger, more bnlhant and much
more abundantly produced than those of the native
C. radicans It is some times infested by a voracious
caterpillar, which devours the leaves greedily. The
lubber grasshoppers also attack tfte lower foliage C.
chinensis grows well in the pool sandy soil, perfecting
luxuriant shoots 25 to 30 feet long in one season if well
fertilized The native trumpet creeper, C radicans, is

very common in the southern woodlands and fields.

There is a great vanety m the brilliancy of the blos-

soms This is an excellent plant for covering the bare
trunks of palmettos (II Nehrling.)

radicans, Seem (Tecoma radheans, Juss Biqndnia
radicans

,
Linn ) Trumpet-Creeper Trumpet-Vine.

Trumpet-IIonevsu kle.
Figs 773, 774 High-i limb-
ing shrub, clinging with
rootlets: lvs. odd-pinnate,
lfts 9-11, oval to ovate-
oblong, acuminate, serrate,

dark gicen above, pale and
pubescent beneath, at least

along the midrib, 1J 2
- 2 1

j

m long* fls m terminal
rat ernes; corolla tubular-
funnelform, about 3 in long,

with 5 spreading lobes, usu-

ally mange with seal let

limb, tube almost thrive as
long as the short-toothed
e,d\ \ fr eylindnc-oblong,
keeled along the sutures,
stalked and with a beak at
the apex, 3-5 in long July-
Sept Pa and 111 to Fla
and Texas. B M 485 Gn
22, p 339 F. 1873, p 220
A F 12 34 Mn 2 9
Var. atropurpilrea, Voss
(var grandiflora atrapur-
purea, Holt, ) \\ ith large,

deep seal let fls Var spe-
cidsa, Voss Scarcely climb-
ing, usually forming a bush
with long and slender
branches Ift,s small, oval,
abruptly narrowed into a
slender point often ^in
long fls. orange-red, with
rathei straight tube; limb
about l}4 in across. Var
prafecox, 8

c

h n e id . Largo
scarlet fls. m June. Var.
afirea, Hort. Fls. yellow.

chinensis, Voss (Tfooma
grandifldra,T)e\&,un T. chi-

nensis, C Koch. Bignonia
chmtnsis , Lam. C. adrepens,
Lour ) Chinese Trumpet-
Creeper Fig 775 (adapted
from Gardening) Climbing
shrub, with few or no aerial

rootlets: lvs. odd-pinnate;

774 The Trumpet-creeper
climbs by means of aerial

roots.—Campsis radicans.
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lfta. usually 7-9, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, serrate,

glabrous beneath. 1L6-2H in. long: fls. in terminal
racemes; corolla funnelform-campanulate, shorter and
broader than that of the preceding species, scarlet,

about 2 in. across; calyx 5-lobed to the middle, about
as long as the tube of the

775. Campsls chmensis on a
clothes-post.

intermedia, Schelle. T
purea, Hort T. Princei

corolla, fr. obtuse at the
apex. Aug

,
Sept. China,

Japan. B M. 1398; 3011.
F.S. 11:1124-5. Gn. 27, p.

94; 33, p. 348; 47, p 373.

G. F. 3.393. F.R. 2.27.
Gng. 4:195.— Less high-
g rowing and sometimes
shrubby

;
blooms when quite

small and can be grown as
a pot-plant, also suited for

forcing. Var. Thunbergii,
Voss (Tecoma Thiinbergii,

Sieb.). Fls. bright scarlet,

with very short tube ana
reflexed lobes. Often a var.

of C. radicans is cult under
the name C. Thunbergu.
Var Princei, Voss (Ttcoma
grandifldra var Princei,
Dipp ), probably belongs to

the following hybrid.

hybrids, Sch’neid. (T6-
coma hybnda, Jouin. T.

radicans grandiflora atropur-

qrandijlbra, Hort T. chmensis
aurantiaoa, Ilort.). Hybrid between the two preceding
species somewhat climbing, often forming a bush with
straggling branches. Ifts. 7-11, ovate to elliptic-ovate,

usually pubescent along the veins beneath, fls. in ter-

minal loose panicles, calyx divided for about one-third
into ovate long-acuminate lobes much shorter than the
corolla-tube, corolla funnelform-campanulate with
orange-yellow tube and scarlet limb, about 2 in across
and 3 in. long July-Sept Garden origin. S T.S. 1:47.

M.DG 1904:123 —The fls are almost as large and
showy as those of C chmensis and the plant is hardier.

CANANGIUM (Makassar, kananga: Malay, kenanga)
Annon&cex. Perfume-yielding tropical trees.

Closely allied to Desmos but differing in having the
apex of the connectives of the stamens prolonged into a
point, mstead of being broadened into a hood-like

covering for the pollen-sacs, sepals 3, petals 6 in 2
series, valvato, nearly equal, flat, linear; stamens many,
closely crowded on the convex torus, the connective
produced into a long tapering point; carpels indefinite,

777. Cauangium odoratum. a, flowering branch, b, stamens,

C, longitudinal section of fruit, d, fruit cluster.

Alfred Render.
CAMPTOS6RUS (Greek, bent son, alluding to the

irregular arrangement). Polypodidcese. Two species of

hardy ferns, with simple pointed lvs., which take root
at the apex, and arc hence known as

‘ 'walking-leaf

ferns ” A single species is native
mostly on lime-bearmg rocks, and
an allied species is known from
Japan and N. Asia. /ql

rhizophyllus, Link. Fig. 776. iitS \
Lvs. evergreen, simple, tapering HlS 'A

from a heart-shaped base, 4-12 \
in. long; veins forming meshes / jftjLA

j|

near the midrib; son Mar \ b
irregularly scattered, V i /
linear, straight or 11 \ WL $
bent Canada to Ala ll— Sometimes grown U

f
in roekenes ana wild V, Y\<*\ || (fr) \

L. M. Underwood. \

^
CAMPYLOBdTRYS:

p
CAMPYLONEtmON:

CANADA: British 7\V\X ^
North America. / I

^
CANAIGRE: Rumex

^ V

CANANGA: | Canan- ^
fftum. 776. Camptosorus rhizophyllus. ( X H)

clustered in the center of the mass of stamens, ovules in

2 columns or apparently in a single column, style linear

or linear-oblong, terminating m an obtuse swelling,

ripe carpels (fr ) several, pediceiled, ovoid or oblong
and more or less constricted between the seeds The'

name Cananga, usually applied to this genus, was used

by Aublet in 1775 tor an entirely different genus, and
cannot therefore be valid for the present one Badlon
recognized this fact, and proposed the name C.inan-

f
ium, without, however, coupling it with specific names
t was taken up by Sir George King in his Annonace.e

of British India, 1893, and was applied by him to the

celebrated ylangylang tree, Canangium odoratum

odor&tum, King ( Uvdria odordta, Lam Vnbna
odordta, Dunal Candngn odoidta, Hook, f & Thoms )

Ylangylang IijANGiLANCr Alangilang Mobo’oi
Moto-oi Fig 777. A tree bearing a profusion of

greenish yellow fragrant, fls with long narrow petals,

from which the celebrated llangilang is made The
tree is found in S India, Java, the Philippines, the

Malay Archipelago, and many islands of the tropical

Pacific It occurs spontaneously as well as in cult
,
and

its seeds are widely scattered by fruit-pigeons and other

birds In the Samoan Isis, it is much beloved by the

natives, who make garlands of "mo80 ,

ol
,, with which

to adorn themselves, and they celebrate its fragrance

in their songs. The fls. yield a fragrant volatile oil

known in commerce as the oil of llangilang, usua'lv

obtained by steam distillation. The natives use a much
simpler process in securing oil for anointing their

heads and bodies. Fls are put into coconut oil and,

after remaining a short time, are replaced by fresh ones,
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he oil being subjected to a gentle heat. “Macassar
oil” is prepared in this way, fls. of Mtchelta Champaca
being often added to those of the ylangylang

Brandis&num, Safford (Undna Brandisana, Pierre.

Uridna lalifdha, Hook. f. & Thoms
,
not Dunal) A

tree endemic in the forests of lower Cochin China and
Cambodia, with very fragrant fls resembling those of

C odoratum but with the petals lelativelv broader, con-

stricted at the base, and thicker, and the Ivs usually

cordate at the base and tomentose beneath, instead of

rounded at the base and pubescent beneath the fr

resembles that of the preceding species but with fewer
seeds arranged almost in a single row, but on close

inspection seen to be biseriatc The fls yield a per-

tume similar to that of the true ylangylang of com-
RR‘rct> VV. E Safford

CANARINA (from the Canary Islands) Campanu-
Idcex Cool-house tuberous-rooted herb closely allied

to Campanula, but with the tubes of the calyx and
corolla grown together, and the floral parts in 6\s.

—

Three species C. Camp&nula, Lam
,

is a tender per-

ennial from the Canaries, about G-8 ft tall, with
drooping, inflated buds and solitary, bell-shaped fls.

more than 1 in long and 1M in wide, dull yellow,

flushed and veined with dull purplish brown the lobes

of the corolla strongly reflexed lvs hastate, coarsely

lepand-dentate fr a fleshy berry. B M. 444 —Intro,

by Franceschi in 1X95

CANARY-BIRD FLOWER Tropxolum

CANARY GRASS Vhalurxa

CANAVALIA (an aboriginal name). Including
Malotchui Legumindsx Bean-like plants, some of

them producing edible seeds and some more or less

grown for ornament
Prostrate trailing or turning heibs, with pinnately

3-foliolate lvs fls in axillary racemes or fascicles,

of ten large, violet, rose oi white, with bell-shaped,

2-lipped calyx, papilionaceous corolla, 9 stamens
united and 1 fiee for all oi part of its length pods large

and ribbed on edges —A dozen species, widely dis-

tributed in warm countries

ensiffirmis, DC (C gladu'ita var cnsifdrnns, DC ).

Jack Bean Chk kasaw Lima Pigs 4X5 (Vol I),

778 Glabrous or neail> so lfts ovate-oblong or ovate,
mucronate upper lip of calyx longer than the tube,

recurved and notched, keel blunt, curved seeds white,
with a dark raphe
Tropics of both
hemispheres —

B

M 4027 AG 14.

84 —Grown m the
southern states for

stock, but the pods
make passable snap
beans when not
more than 4-0 in

long In warm
countries it is a
bushy plant, with
little tendency to
climb The pods

reach a length of 10-14 in
,
the walls being very hard

and dense when ripe; the halves of the pod, when split

apart, roll up spirally often into an almost perfect
cylinder. The large white turgid beans, bearing a
very prominent brown seed-scar, are packed crosswise
the pod, imbedded in a very thin white papery lining

The fls are small and light purple, resembling those of

the cowpea (but larger) and of various species of
Dolichos The lfts are large and broad (5-8 in long
and half or three-fifths as broad), strongly veined and
dull, dark gieen, abruptly pointed and smooth. Beans
said to be used as a coffee substitute.

778 Seeds of Canavalia ensiformis.

(XD

C. bonarxinais, LindJ Twining 1ft* ovate, with the long apex
obtuse, fls purple in drooping racemes that exceed the lvs., the
standard large broad and notched Uruguay and 8 Brazil B R 1199
IIU 4, p 129 —C obtusifulia, DC Prostraie or climbing lit* nearly
orbicular to oval or obovatc, lounded or cuneate at ba.se fls pink,
m racemes exceeding the l\s seed brown, oblong Ha and Texas
south Known os ‘‘mato de la playa" in Porto Rico —C runokperma.
Urban. Large and tall, ascending highest forest trees seeds red.
Known as “Mato Colorado ” W. Indies. L H B

CANDELILLO. Euphorbxa antxayphxlxtioa

CANDLEBERRY, CANDLENUT. Aleurites.

CANDOLLEA (A P DeCandolle, 1778-1841, fa-

mous botanist of Geneva, Switzerland). Carulolleacfx

;

formerly referred.to Dillemncex Herbs or woody plants
sometimes grown under glass or in the open far South
for the mostly yellow flowers

Shrubs or undershrubs or herbs, mostly glabrous,
lvs simple, mostly narrow, sometimes with margins
revolute, fls few or solitary at the ends of the branches;
sepals and petals 5, stamens many, united into 5
bundles or sets, each set bearing several anthers;
carpels 2-3-5, with 1-3 ovules in each —As now under-
stood, probably 80-90 species, mostly W Australian,
but 1 m Trop Asia and S China and 1 in the E Indies.
Little known m cult

,
but the following Australian

speeies are now offered

tetr&ndra, Lindl Shrub, w’lth branches angular,
pubescent lvs. narrow-oblong to oblong-ovate, obtuse
or short-acuminate, 2M m or less long, clasping, mar-
gins not revolute, fls much larger, paler yellow, the
petals 1 in long and the acute sepals long* fr

with orange aril B 11 29 50—Offered as a green-
house plant.

cuneifdrmis, Labill Erect shrub, 6 ft and more,
with short crowded branches that are somewhat hairy
when young* lvs oblong-cuneate to obovate, truncate
or few-toothed at apex, 1 in long fls bright sulfur-

yellow*, sessile in the crowded floral lvs
;
sepals about

Mm ,
and the notched petals somewhat longer B M.

2711 —Offered m S Calif, where it blooms Mareh-
June L H. B.

CANDYTUFT. Ibens

CANE-BRAKE Species of Arundinaria (treated under Bamboo)

CANiSTRUM (Greek, a basket) Bromchacex.
Epiphytic or terrestrial hothouse plants, requiring the
treatment of billbergias

Leaves in a dense tuft, acute, spmulose on the margin
infl compound, m a cup of lvs

,
on a very short st as

in Nidulanum, or on a longer exserted st
,

fls usually
green, rarely golden or blue—A genus of about 10
species, natives of Brazil. They are sometimes leferred

to Nidularium

Lindenii, Mez {/Echmka eburnea
,
Baker Guzmania

frdgrans, Hort Nidulanum Lindt-mi, Regel) Lvs.
about 20, in a dense losette, tomentose, green-spotted,
the bract-lvs. cream-white, fis. white or greenish

amazdnicum, Mez {Karatas amazdnica, Baker
Nidulanum ainazdnicum

,
Lmd & Andr6 Aichmba

amazdnica
,
Hort) Lvs 15-20, 10-20 m long, and

rather wide at the middle, greenish brown above and
light brown beneath, not spotted or scurfy, the bract-
lvs greenish brown* fls white, with a green tube, m a
dense head

C aurantlacum, E Morr LE'dimca aurantinca, Baker).
Plant vijrorou* Jv*__ expanded in the middle fls yellow, 2 in.

long 8 Amer B H 1X73 1» George V Nash f

CANNA (name of oriental origin, of no application).

Canndcex. Popular tall ornamental plants, prized for

their stately habit, strong foliage and showy flowers:
much used for bedding

Stout, unbranched: fls mostly red or yellow, in a
terminal raceme or panicle, very irregular: caps. 3-

loculed and several- to many-seeded (Fig. 779, p.) ; sepals
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(s) 3 and small and usually green; petals {cccj 6,

mostly narrow and pointed, green or colored
,
style (e)

single and long, the stamens are commonly petal-like,

oblanceolate bodies or stannnodia (aaab), 2 or .3 of

779. The parts of the Canna flower.

which are usually

much produced
and broadened,
and one is deflexed

and narrower and
forms the lip of

the fl (b), the
pollen is borne ma
single-loculed an-
ther (/), borne on
the side of a nar-

row and more or

less coiled stam-
modium— In the
latest monograph,
1912 (Kran/lm, m
Englcr’s Pflan-

zenreich, lift 56),
51 species of
Canna are de-
scribed from sub-
tropical and tropi-

cal Amer. and
Asia

A generation or two ago, cannas were grown for their

foliage or mass-effect. They were tall and long-jointed,

with small and late flowers (Fig 780) An old-time

garden race of tall cannas was C Anruri, raised by
M Ann<$e, of Franco, from seeds of the tiue C nt pal-

ensis, sown m 1818 The flowers from which the seeds

were taken probably had been pollinated by some other

species, most likely with C qlauca In 1863, a new
race appeared, as the result of the union of C mdifloia
with C Warsciwiczu This hybnd was known as C
Ehemanni (and C iruhjlora hybrida) This was ot inter-

mediate stature, with showy foliage and better dioop-
mg flowers Under this name plants are still sold, but
they may not be identical with the original C Ehe-
manni. This race has been variously crossed with other

species and forms, and from innumerable seedlings there

have been selected the dwaif and lai go-flow eied cannas
(Figs. 781, 782), which have now piactieally driven out

the old tall small- flow eied
forms These dwaif cannas aie

often known as French cannas,
from the country of their ori-

gin; also, as Oozy cannas,
from a renowned breeder of

them Within recent years,

another race of cannas has
ansen from the amalgamation
of our native C flaccida with
the garden forms and with C
xndiflora These have come
mostly from Italy and are

known as Italian cannas; also

as orchid-flowered cannas The
flowers are characterized by
soft and flowing iris-like out-
lines, but they are short-lived

Of this class are the varieties

Italia (Fig. 783), Austria, Ba-
varia, Burgundia, America,
Pandora, Burbank and others.

For a sketch of the evolution of

the garden cannas, see J G.
Baker, Journ. Roy Hort. Soc.,

Jan., 1894; also, for the his-

tory of the Italian race, Revue
Ilorticole, 1895, 516, and Gar-
deners’ Chronicle, Dec. 14,

780. Old-time canna. 1895; Kranzhn, cited above.

The culture of cannas is simple and easy. They
demand a warm, friable, rich and moist soil. They
are injured by frost, and therefore should not be
planted out until the weather is thoroughly settled For
dense mass effects, set the plants not more than 1 foot

apart each way, but if it is desired to show individual

plants and their flowers at the best, give three tunes
that amount of room to a single plant Pick the flowers

as soon as they wilt, to prevent the formation of seeds

(which causes the plant to lessen flowering), and keep
the plants in tidy condition. Give the soil and treat-

ment that produce the best results with Indian corn.

New varieties are raised from seeds The seeds
usually germinate slowly, and sometimes not at all,

unless the integument is cut or hied, or is softened by
soaking in water, these precautions taken, they geinn-

natc quickly Sow late in winter, in rather strong bottom
heat, m flats or pots. Puck out, and give plenty of

room. They should make blooming plants the hi st year.

Commonly, cannas are propagated by dividing the
rootstock This rootstock is a branchy mass, with many
large buds If stock is not abundant, as many plants

may be made from a rootstock

as there are buds, although the

weak buds produce weak plants.

Leave as much t issue as possible

with each bud These one-bud
parts usually give best results

if started in pots, so that the

plant is 6 to 12 inches high at

planting time. The
commercial canna
plants are grown
mostly m pots If

one has sufficient

roots, however, it

is better not to cut

so close, but to

leave several strong
buds on each piece

(as shown in Fig

784) These pieces

may be planted
diioctly in the
ground, although
moie certain results

arc to be secured by
starting them in the
house in boxes or 781, Modern flowering canna.
pots If strong
effects are desired, particuarly in shrub borders, it is

well to plant the entire stool In the fall, when the
ilants are killed by frost and the tops have dried a
cw days, dig the loots, and let them diy, retaining

some of the earth on them Then stoie them on
shelves in a cellar that will keep lush or round pota-
toes well Take care that the roots do not become too
warm, particularly before cold weather sets in, nor
too moist Well-cured roots from matured plants
usually keep without much difficulty If they do not
hold much earth, it is well to throw a thin covering of

light soil over them, particularly if they are the highly
improved kinds.

Cannas are commonly used only in formal beds, but
most excellent effects may be secured by scattering

them singly or in very small clumps in the hardy
border or amongst shrubbery. Against a heavy back-
ground of green, the gaudy flowers show to their

best, and the ragged effect of the dying flowers is not
noticed. They also make excellent centerpieces for

formal beds The tall-growing cannas, with small and
late flowers, have given way almost wholly to the
modern race of Crozy or French dwarf cannas, which
usually remain under 4 feet high, and give an abun-
dance of large early flowers. The canna always must
be used for bold planting effects, because the flowers
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have not sufficient durability to be very useful as cut-

flowers As individual blooms, the flowers are not usually

attractive, but they are showy and interesting in the

mass and at a distance. The new race of Italian or

Flaccida cannas has more attractive (lowers, but even
these are most useful when on the plant

It is impossible for the gardener to determine species

of canna in the common garden forms In fact, the

species are little known except m herbaria and as wild

plants growing in their original habitats The mon-
ographers do not agree as to the definitions of what v
have been described as onginal or wild species The
following account of species is included more for the

purpose of showing the range within the genus and
of making a catalogue of leading

^
V

botanical names than to set specific

limits or to indicate what species- ffvf ^
forms are in cultivation The Crozy 'WJ.*
experiments began with crossing C. ft ¥ v# 083(1Warscewiczii with a variety of C.
nepalensis of gardens (C flaccida f)

*

'

having large yellow flowers and very
long creeping tubers, and some of the
progeny was crossed with C aureo-

picta (a garden form) The reeent
< (tffn i

attractive orchid -flowered cannas spring
largely from the C flaccida forms.

Achxra8, 3
Altenstemn, 23.
angusti/oha, 13.

AruidPt, 16
aurantiaca, 7
aureo-uttnta, 19.

tiutk u, 15
earn* a, 8
eearmsis, 12
chinensis, 10
cinnabarina, 9
coccinea, 17, 18.

commit tata, 7
compacta, 2
conoinna, 6
crocra, 17
dennfolia, 7.

discolor, 6.

edulis, 20
escuU nta, 20.

excilia, 1

exiQua, 9
eximui, 12
Fintelinannn, 14.
flaccida, 13
flaveiceni, 11

florxbunda, 7, 19.

formosa, 18.

fulgula, 9

gemella, 23
giganlca, 23
gjauta, 13, 16.

heluuiniioha, 23.
huirnlis, 9
mdica, 17
lridiflora, 24
lata, 19
laRunonsia, 4
Lambortu, 22
lanreolatu, 1<>

lanviKino'.a, 3
latilolia, 23
leptochila, 10
lcucorarpa, 16
lilnflora, 25
lmibrta, 19
longitolia, 16
lutea, 7
macrophylla, 23
ma i it fata, 7
mexicnna, 16
Montzxana, 5
neglecta, 23
nepalensis, 10
orientalis, 11
pallida, 5
paruculata, 1

patens, 17, 19, 21

peduneulatn, 15.
Foepptyn , 22
polyilada, 12
polymorpha, 10
porlorutrtt.is, 19
recurtata, 19
reflixa, 15
Kfcw-n, 13
rotumltfolia, 6 .

rubra, 18
rubricauh's, 20
rubro-lutui, 16
sangutma, 10, 21
eaturalc-rubia, 10
tickled ti ndaliana,
bolloi, 21
sptuosa, 10
soectn bills, 17
8tolonifera, 10
sulphurfa, 7
syhostns, 19
tmuiflora, 17.
Tinci, 7
vanabihs, 8
tanegala, 19
tentneosa, 19
\ioliuca, 16
Warsrcvuczn, 21
xalapensis, 23

A. Petal-like slammodia none.

1. paniculUta, Iluiz & Pav (C excelsa, Lodd ) St
very tall, slender, glabrous lvs oblong or ovate and
acute, green and glabrous above and pubescent beneath
racemes lax, disposed in a squarrose panicle, the fls in

2’s, sepals lanceolate, gin long, obtuse; petals lanceo-

late, yellow-green, 2-3 in long, lip rather longer than
the petals, crimson. Subequatoriai Andes.

Aa Petal-like slammodia 2.

B. Plant woolly-pubescent on the sheaths and sometimes
on the If.-blades

the bracts obtuse, small and green, sepals ovate-lanceo-
late, gieonibh red, or less long; petals long-lanceo-
late, 1 Yi m long, tinged with red, staminodia entire,
red or red-yellow, lip the same color, and revolute.
Btazil, Peru B 11 1338

4 lagunensis, Lind I Differs from C lanuginosa m
having long pale yellows fls, by some referred to
C lutea plant of medium M/e, lightly lanate on the
sheaths If -blades ovate-oblong, short-acute and apicu-

,
late, palo-margined petals hncar-lan-
ooolato and nurnmate lip strongly
revolute, red -spot ted Mex

,
Cent.

\
'^IrlC,^ • 6 r. 1311, 1358 Aug -Nov

5 P 6
.

lHda
>
Roscoe (C.

Moritzuina, Bouclx^) Plant
mediun^ height If -blade

\ elongate-elliptic, acuminate

or
'

"KY ' W’ and filamentous at end,

t
1,1

fif sometimes wluto-margined:
y W\\(M/ *'*

iarorTlf‘ 8imjale and narrow,

late ami acuminate, groen-

W; )sh-sulfur-color, lip linear,

2-tippe<l, revolute, pale yel-

low, spotted W Indies and N S.

r '2 ' // t
bb Plant glabi ous on sheaths and

/ f, V -Mwlcs

c Lvs of 2 colors.

~*r|r
fi discolor, Lindl (C rotundifdha,

Andre; St stout, 6-10 ft
,
purple and gla-

S

lf bious lvs very bioad-oblong, acute, the
lay, lower ones sometimes 3 ft long, dark green

u,,d pui pie-margined, red-purple beneath:

Tim' ,n 11 ‘l^Plv forked panicle of lax racemes,
\jgL the biaets small and oblong, sepals lanceo-

late, obtuse, 1 mi long, gieen, tinted with
m purple, petals 1 mceolate, acuminate, \ x

/z in.

U long, pale green tinted with rose, .slammodia
ff entire, 2 1

> m long, bright red, exterior

ft yellow, lip lanceolate and emarginate, bnck-

IIH
red ^' crd ‘Bids Amor Bll 1231 C. con-

fill cinna, BouclnSis a rolate<l species with lance-

'I'Hi date lvs narrowed at both ends. S Amer.

'9 cc Lvs umcolorcd, green

|
B D Fls nmroiv, the parts conmvent

l|HI 7 l&tea, Miller (C eommutdta, C flon-
bunda and C dmsifblia, Bouch6 C macu-

l\l,M lata, Link C sulph urea, Ilort ) St slender

VijB and green, 3—1 ft
,
distantly foliated lvs.

I' Hi oblong or broad-lanceolate, acute raceme
Ln lax, simple or raielv foiked, the small

Vf green bracts oblong and obtuse, sepals ob-
rll long, green, white-margined, petals

9|| lanceolate, pale yellowish wdnte, 1-1 Lt m
782 long, staminodia ]>ale vellow, often emar-

Flowenng or Rinate, 1 1 jr'2 in long, lip linear, pale yel-

French canna low, emarginate Mex to Brazil BM
—Prince 2085 LBC 7 0i(> C. Trnei, Tod

,
perhaps

Hohenlohe. a hybrid, apparently is to be associated with

2 compficta, Roscoe. St tall, stout, and f?repn * lvs.

many, oblong to ovate and acute raceme simple and
densely many-fld

,
the rachis 3-angled; sepals ovate,

acute, Viva long; petals unequal, narrowly lanceolate
and long-acuminate, m. long, red-yellow; stamino-
dia oblanceolate, slightly emarginate, 1^~2 m long,

scarlet or deep orange-red; lip broad-linear, emarginate,
red-yellow. S Amer

3. lanugin&sa, Roscoe ((? Achlras, Litt ) St green,

woolly, 4-6 ft
,
densely lvd * lvs. ovate-oblong, acute,

green: raceme long and contracted, many-fld
,
simple,

this species

Var aurantiaca, Kranzl Fls. orange; lip yellow

8 van&bilis, Willd (C cornea
,
Roscoe). St. green,

3-6 ft • lvs broad-lanceolate or elliptic, acute, bright
green raceme simple and lax, the small bracts oblong
and obtuse, sepals lanceolate, green, ^m. long, petals

lanceolate, acuminate, concave, lH m. long, pale
flesh-color, staminodia 2, spatulate-linear, mostly entire,

variable in color but mostly orange or rose; lip linear

or ligulate and entire* caps, small, globose S Brazil,

the particular place unknown.
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dd. Fls. nngent or gaping
,
or open-spreading.

E. Infl. simple or only moderately branched.

9. hilmilis, Bouch6 {C exigua
,
BouchS) Low, 3

ft. or less, slender, lvs. short-petioled, the blade oblong,

acute or short-acuminate, glabrous above and below,
10-16 in long raceme sub-simple (raiely paniculate),

bearing fls large for size of plant (about 3 in long);

sepals very unequal, ovate-oblong, petals long-lanceo-

late, concave, connate at base into a tube, scarlet;

stammodia spatulate, more or less 2-lobed at apex, lip

rather narrow, about m long Farther India,

China, etc C. cinnabarlna, Bouchd (C

.

fiilgida, Bouch6), is a related species but
larger and with yellow and scarlet rather
smaller fls Mex., Cent Amer

,
W.

Indies

10 specidsa, Roscoe (C. leptochlla and
C saturdie-ritbra, Bouchd C polymdr-

pha, Loud. C. sanguinea, Hort ) Laige:
st. green, 5-6 ft. lvs broad-
oblong, acute' fls. in an elon-

gated raceme or sometimes
paniculate

;
sepals lanceolate,

%in. long, pale purple; petals

linear-lanceolate, 1M in long,

erect, pale purple; stammodia
3 in. long, emarginate, bright
red; lip emarginate, yellow.

Himalayas B M 2317. B.R.
1276. C. chinensis, Willd.

{C nepalensis
,
Wall ), differs

in having reflexed petals

11 orient&lis, Roscoe (C. flavSscens. Link). St.

slender, glabrous, 3-4 ft . lvs ovate-oblong, a foot
or more long, raceme lax, simple or forked, the
bracts oblong; sepals oblong-lanceolate, obtuse,
xA\n. or less long, pale green and rose-tinted;

petals lanceolate, acuminate, 1M in. long, pale
rose, upper stammodia 2M m or less long, bright
red, often emarginate, lip red-yellow caps globose
and very small Malaysian tropics

ee. Infl. much-branched; fls purple.

12. polycl&da, Wnwra {C exbnia, BouchlS. C.
ceardnsis, Huber) St tall and very slender* lvs.

ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acute fls (often in

pairs) in a long, much-branched panicle, the bracts
nearly orbicular, sepals lanceolate, M»n long;

E
etals long-lanceolate and unequal, acuminate, the
mgest about 2M m

,
purple; stammodia acute,

scarcely longer than the petals; lip oblanceolate,
scarlet-spotted. Brazil

aaa. Petal-like stammodia 3 {exception in No. 18).

b Lvs. lanceolate fls. mostly yellow or orange.

c. Petals deflexed.

13 flficcida, Sahsb (C glauca and C. angusti-.

fblia, Walt.) St. green and glabrous, 4-6 ft.,

very leafy below lvs ovate-lanceolate to narrowly
elliptic, acute, green . raceme simple, lax and few-

lanceolate, acuminate, greenish yellow, 1M~2 in.;

stammodia obtuse and entire (or 2-lobed at apex), 2-3
in . yellow; lip linear, strongly reflexed, yellow, mottled
red : caps, large. Mex. and Cent. Amer.

15. peduncul&ta, Sims (C . Bu6kn, Weinm. C.

refltxa
,
Nees). St. tall, slender, green and glaucous,

5-6 ft : lvs. oblong-lanceolate, green and glaucous,
1-2 ft. long and 3-4 in. broad, fls. m a many-fld long
raceme, with a hairy rachis and long-spreading pedicels,

the bracts small, oblong and obtuse, sepals oblong,

small and green; petals linear-lanceolate, greenish
yellow, reflexed, 2 m long; stammodia
emarginate, about 2 m. long, pale yel-

low; lip oblanceolate, yellow caps
globose, small. W. Indies, S.

Amer B M. 2323. L.B.C.
7:622.

cc. Petals erect.

16 glahca, Linn. {C.
Schlechtendaliana, B o u c h 6.

C Annul,Andvb C mexicdna
,

and V stolordfera, Bouch6.
C lanceoldta, Lodd ). St.

green and glaucous, 5-6 ft.,

from a long and stoloniferous
lhizome: lvs green and glau-

cous, oblong-lanceolate and
very arute, tapeung both
ways (the middle of the blade
4-6 in wide), white-mar-
gined* raeerne lax, simple or
forked; sepals ovate-obtuse,
green, j^m long, petals
linear -lanceolate, yellow*-
green, 1 \ i~2 m ,

stammodia
entire, 2H-3 in

,
yellow, not spotted, lip

linear or obovate-oblong, emarginate, pale

yellow: caps oblong, 1)

-

2-2 in long W.
Indies, S Amer Var rfcbro-Hitea, Hort

,

has fls. deep jellow tinted red, or m some
portraits represented as deep purple B M. 3437.
C. longifdlia, Bouch6, from Mex and Cent.
Amer

,
has the petals all free, whereas they are

united in a tube in C glauca, and with curved
sulfur-yellow fls C. leucoc&rpa, Bouch6, S.

Amer
,
has petals united into a short tube, the

fls small, pale orange with broad leafy style.

C. viol&cea, Boueh6, habitat unknown, has pet-

als united in short tube, fls violet, strongly
gaping, plant deciduous-woolly above.

bb. Lvs. broadly oblong or elliptic' rhizome
tuberous.

c. Plant low or medium m height {mostly

5 ft. or less).

D. Stammodia entire at apex.

17. (ndica, Linn. {C. pdtens, Roscoe. C. erbeea
,

Hort. C. tenuifldra and C. spectdbilis, BouchA
C. cocdnea

,
Link). Indian Shot St. slender,

fld., the bracts very small; sepals lanceolate or ob-
IuUa canna

* glabrous, green, 3-5 ft : lvs oblong and acute,
long, acuminate, 1 in. long, green; petals broadly
linear-lanceolate to obovate and reflexed, to 3 in long
(as is also the tube)

;
stammodia obovate, sulfur-yel-

low, 2-3 in. long by \Yz in. broad, lip large, yellow.
Swamps S C. to Fla., near the coast. L B C. 6.562.
G.W. 12, p. 253.—Useful for its good habit and lns-

like fls C. ReSvesii, Lindl
,
of India and the Philip-

pines, has the outside stammodia acute rather than all

obtuse or emarginate as m C flaccida
,
and fls. less than

4 in. across rather than about 6 in. across. B R 2004.

14 Ffntelmannii, Bouchd. St. green and glaucous,
4r-5 ft. : lvs. oblong or ovate-elliptic and acute, bright
green, raceme few-fld and rather dense, the bracts
green and oblong; sepals oblong, ^m

,
green; petals

uuoj ii. xj—

u

gioen, not glaucous, half as broad as long (1-1A ft.

long) racemes simple or very nearly so and lax, some
of the fls in pairs, the bracts green and nearly or-

bicular, fls small, sepals oblong and green, Y\\n. long;
petals lanceolate, pale green, about 1 >2 in. long; upper
stammodia bright red, entire, 2 in. long but narrow;
lip linear, red-yellow, minutely spotted with red: caps,
globose, 1 in diam. W. Indies, Cent, and S. Amer.
Naturalized in parts of southern states. B.M. 454.
B.R. 776. LB.C. 17:1693.

18. coccfnea, Miller (C. riibra, Willd.). St. slender,
green, 4-5 or sometimes 6 ft. : lvs. oblong, or oblong-
lanceolate, and acute: raceme simple and lax, with small
green, orbicular bracts; sepals lanceolate, Min* or lees
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long, green tinged with red; petals lanceolate, acumi-
nate, \ X

A. in. long, pale scarlet; staimnodia 2, long
and narrow, mostly emarginate; lip yellow-spotted,
caps, globose and small. W Indies, Cent, and S Amor.
C. formdsa, Bouche, Brazil, has .‘1 unlike staimnodia.

dd. Staminodia 2-lobed .

19. sylv6stris, Roscoe (C. partoneetons, Bouch6).
Plant stout, 4-5 or 6 ft lvs. long-oblong or oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, bright green, to 23^ ft long and
one-third as wide, raceme slender, usually squarrose,
rarely simple, fls narrow and elongated, red, sepals
lanceolate and acute, } 2m. long, petals much longer,
lanceolate and very acuminate, staimnodia sub-equal,
narrow-spatulate; lip narrow, strongly revolute \V.

Indies, Cent Amor C. limb&ta, Roscoe (C palens,

Hook. C aureo-vdt/da, I.«odd C fiortlmmla,(' vanegi'da,
(' recurvata, C lata and (! vintricosa, Boudi6), of S
Brazil, has unlike staimnodia, the largest being 2-lobed,
the medium one emarginate, theothei entue, all red with
yellow margins. B It. 771 L B C 119

cr Plant tall, often up to Ft ft (No 21 perhaps excepted).

d. Staminodia of midium length (S m or less).

E The staminodia not united

.

20

eddlis, Ker (C isiulenta, Lodd C rubricaulis,

Link) Rootstock thick and edible st stout, 8-12 ft

,

C
urple: lvs large, oblong, oi ovate-oblong, green or
ronze, 1-2 ft long laeeme lax, forked or simple, fl>

red or brick-red, usually m puns, the bracts orbiculai

or oblong, sepals oblong-lanccol.ite, ) 2 in long, tinged
with red, petals oblong-lanceolate, ll 2 m ,

staminodia
entire or emarginate, 2 1

2 in long, bright red or orange,
lip bright rod or yellow -ied caps laige \\ Indies, S
Amor BM 2498 Bit 775 --Starch is pronned from
the roots, and foi this purpose the plant is widely cult

m the tropics

21

Warscewiczii, Dn-ti (C sanguUna,\X ai.se ) St

claret-purple and glaucous, 3-1 ft lvs oblong and
acute, more or less claret- or bionzo-tingisl, ) 2lt long
and nearly one-half .is bioad raceme simple and
rather dense, with ovate, brown, glaucous bracts;

sepals lanceolate, } 2 in ,
glaucous purple, petals lanceo-

late, acuminate, neailv 2 m long, i eddish and glaucous;
staminodia oblanceolate, entue, 2 J

2 -3 in long, bright
scarlet, lip oblanceolate, emarginate. blight scarlet.

Costa Rica, Brazil B M 4851 C. Selldx, Hurt (C
patens, Baker), of S Brazil, is tomentose sepals ovate;
petals oblong-lanceolate, united into a tube, staminodia
strongly reflexed, one 2-parted.

ee The staminodia undid into a tube, or at hast connate
at base

22

Limbertii, Lindl (C Pceppign, Boucht*) St
stout, very tall (to 10 or 11 ft ) gieen and glabrous,
12-14 ft . lvs. oblong-lanceolate to elliptic, gieen, acute:
raceme simple or forked, lax and few -fid , the bracts
large and oblong, green, sepals lanceolate, pale purple
or lilac, ^2in long; petals lanceolate, acuminate, l 1

>

in long, purple, staminodia unlike, obovate, entire,

scarcely longer than the petals, connate at bast*, bright
crimson; lip bright crimson-purple* caps oblong, large

W Indies, S.Amei B R 470

23 ladfdlia, Miller (C giganlia, Desf. C macro-
phylla, Hort C. ncgUcla

,
Weinm C gemblla, Noes.

C. Altenstdnn, BouchO. St. stout, very tall (10-16 ft

)

pubescent: lvs. ovate or ovate-oblong, acute, green, but
purple-margmed when young, the lower ones often
3-4 ft. long. fls. m several racemes forming a panicle,

the bracts oblong or the lower ones becoming several

inches long; sepals oblong and green, J-2in long, very
unequal, petals lanceolate, acuminate, 2 in long,

scarlet; staminodia united mto a tube, entire at apex
or one of them 2-lobed, somewhat twisted, brick-

red; lip brick-red : caps, large S Amer L.B C. 7:634.

—C. heliconiifdlia, Bouche, Texas to Venezuela, has
the staminodia more or less conmvent fls orange-
red lvs long-petioled, more or less woolly, oblong-
acuminate plant 7-8 ft Var xalapensis, Kranzl
(C xalapensis, Bouche), has narrower lvs. and smaller
stature

dd. Staminodia large (J m or less long), united into

a tuiye

e. Fls pendulous, rose-colored

24 iridifl&ra, Ruiz & Pav St green, 6-12 ft. * lvs

broad-oblong, bright green, slightly pubescent beneath:
racemes paniculate, drooping; fls large, beautiful rose-
color, tube of corolla and staminodia as long sis the
blade, sepals lanceolate, 1 in long, corolla-lobcs lanceo-

late, 2V£ in long; 3 upper staminodia somewhat longer
than the corolla-lobcs, obovate, nearly or quite 1 in

broad, rose-crimson, lip narrow, deeply emaiginate,
rose-crunson Andes of Pr ru B M 1968 B R 609
LBC 10 905 11H 1861 110

784. Stool of canna, showing how it may be divided.

ee. Fh. erect-sprcoiling, white and red .

25. liliifldra, YVarse St robust, green, 8-10 ft.:

lvs many, oblong, green, 3-4 ft long, spi ending from
the st at a right angle fls m a corymbose panicle;

sepals linear, as long as the tube of the corolla, corolla-

lobes lanceolate, 2-3 in long, pale green, the tube of

equal length, 3 upper staminodia white, united into a
tuoe for half their length, the blade obovate and spread-
ing, lip oblanceolate, as long as the staminodia Colom-
bia. 11 11 1884:132 F S 10 1055-6 — \ fine species.

The white fls finally become tinged with brown;
lomcera-sccnted. L H B.

CANNABIS (the ancient Greek name) Moraceae.

Hemp. A widely cultivated fiber plant, and also used
occasionally as an ornamental subject, being grown
from seeds and treated as a half-hardy annual
Hemp is dioecious stammatc fls. m axillary panicles,

with 5 sepals and 5 drooping stamens and no petals,

pistillate ns in short spike*., with 1 sepal folding about
the ovary lvs digitate, with 5-7 nearly linear, coarse-

toothed lfts.. fr a hard and brittle achene C. sativa,

Linn
,
probably native in Cent Asia, is now escaped in

many parts of the world tall, rough and strong-

smelling, 8-12 ft lfts 5-11, lmear-lanceolate, toothed,

the upper lvs alternate and the others more or less

opposite Only one species, but various forms have
received specific names In gardens, the form known
as C. gignntea is commonest

,
this reaches a height of 10

ft. and more The seeds are usually sown where the
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plants are to stand : but if quick effects arc wanted, they
may be started maoors in pots or boxes. Hemp makes
excellent screens in remote places. It thrives best in a
rich rather moist soil For field cult for fiber (which
is derived from the inner bark), see Cyclo Amer Agric

,

Vol II, p. 377. L. H. B.

CANTELOUPE: Muakmelon.

CANTERBURY BELL: Campanula Medium.

CANTUA (from Cantu, Peruvian name). Pole-

mam&cex. Showy flowering shrubs, with variable

foliage, in greenhouses, and out-of-doors far South.

Flowers corymbose; calyx campanulate, of 5 (rarely

3) sepals, which are much shorter than the long tubular
corolla; stamens inserted at the base of the corolla, but
exceeding it in length -p3ix species in S . Amor
One kind is recommended in Eu as a coolhouse shrub.

No tenderer than fuchsias. Prop, by cuttings in sand
under a bell-jar.

buxifdlia, Juss. (C. dependens, Pers). Much-
branched shrub, about 4 ft high, branches more or less

downy lvs. very variable, generally oblong-obovato,
acute, tapering at the base, entire or serrate, downy or

glabrous, fls 5-8. drooping vertically, in a kind of leafy,

terminal corynm, calyx pale, membranous, green-

streaked, 5-toothed, a fourth shorter than the corolla-

tube; corolla long-funnel-shaped, the tube 2% in. long,

red, usually streaked; lunb of fringed, obcordate,
crimson lobes which are much shorter than the tube;
stamens included Peru Apr

,
May B M 4582.

F.S. 7:650 R.H 1858, p. 294 II B 27 181 —One of

the choicest of European greenhouse plants Very
liable to red spider.

C bicolor, Lera Distmi^uishcd from the above by the entire lvs.

which are shorter, about 1 in long, and the solitary fls with a short,

yellow tube, the limb not fringed The fls droop, but not vertically

Peru B M 4729 F S 4 343 Probably less desirable than the
above—C pynfblia, Juss Lvs generally broader and more
toothed than in C bicolor fls as many as 17, in an erect, terminal,
compound corymb, calyx red-tipped, nearly half as lon^ as the
yellow corolla-tube, corolla about 1 M in long, with a white limb,
Htamens long, exserted. Peru B.M. 438b FS 4 383

Wilhelm Miller.
N. TAYLOR.f

CAOUTCHOUC TREE’ Hura, Manihot, Ficus elastica, Castilloa,

Hevea, Landolphxa, and others, not treated here

CAPE BULBS. A name applied to bulbous and bulb-

like plants native to South Africa. They are dry-region

plants, and often bloom with us m summer and
autumn Some of the leading genera are Amaryllis,

Brunsvigia, Nerine, Ixia, Tntonia, Watsonia. See Bvlbs.

CAPS CHESTNUT: Calodendrum capenns.

CAPE GOOSEBERRY: Physalis.

CAPE JESSAMINE: Gardenia.

CAPER' Capparis

CAPE-SPURGE: Euphorbia Lathyrus.

CAPPARIS (Greek, caper, said by some to have been
derived from the Arabic name of the plant). Cappa-
nd&eeve Caper- Bush, or Caper-Tree Greenhouse
plants North, and suited to the open m Florida and
California

Trees and shrubs, with simple lvs : sepals 4, rarely

5; petals usually 4; stamens usually many, inserted
on the receptacle, the filaments thread-like and free;

ovary long-stalked, 1-4-celled, with many ovules—
More than 150 species distributed throughout the
warm regions of the eaith Differing from Cleome and
most other cult genera of the family in having baccate,
not capsular, fr

Capers are pickles made by preserving the flower-

buds of C ispinoba, a straggling shrub which grows out
of old walls, rocks, and rubbish in Mediterranean
regions and India Also rarely cultivated as a green-
house floweimg shrub Propagation is by cuttings of
ripe wood, under a bell-jar, m greenhouses, and by
seeds South

spin&sa, Linn Fig 785 Spiny shrub, 3 ft high,

often straggling and vine-like lvs roundish or ovate,
deciduous fls borne singly, alternately, and fading
before noon, sepals 4, petals 4, oblong, clawed, wavy,
white, in long, stamens 40-50, filaments purple
above, perhaps the chief beauty of the plant 13 M 291.
—What seems to be the long style with a short un-
opened stigma, is really the elongated peduncle or
toius topped by the pistil, which has no style and a
minute stigma Var rapestris (C rupettnn, Sibth &
Smith) is a spineless form

Mftchellii, Lindl A much-branched shrub, usually
very spiny, and more or less densely tomentose lvs

ovate-oblong, 1-1 h
£ m long, narrowed into a short

petiole fls few, axillary, white or yellowish, followed
by a tomentose globular berry 2 in diam Sand plains

of Austral—Suitable for dry places outdoors in S.

Calif

C acummdta, Lindl St shrubby, with flexuoie, smooth
branches lvs petiolate ovate-lanceolate, acuminate fls large, soli-

tary, white, the conspicuous stamens 3-4 times as long as the
petals. China B R 1320. WlLHELM MlLLER.

N. TAYLOR.f
CAPRIFdLIUM: Lomcera.

CAPRldLA: Cynodon.

CAPSICUM (name of uncertain origin, perhaps from
kaplo, to bite, on account of the pungency of the seed or
pericarp, or from capsa, a chest, having reference to the
form of fiuit) Solan&cete Red Pepper Cayenne
Pepper Herbs or shrubs, originally from tropical

America, but escaped from cultivation in Old World
tropics, where it was once supposed to be indigenous.

Stem branchy, 1-6 ft high, glabrous or nearly so:

lvs. ovate or subelliptical, entire, acuminate, fls. white
or greenish white, rarely

violaceous, solitary or some-
times in 2’s or 3’s, corolla

rotate, usually 5-lobed, sta-

mens 5, rarely 6 or 7, with
bluish anthers dehiscing
longitudinally, ovary origi-

nally 2-3-loeuled fr a juice-

less berry or pod, extremely
variable in form and size,

many-seeded, and with more
or less pungency about the
seeds and pericarp Fig 786 Normal 2-loculed fruit of

786. The fr becomes many- Capsicum, in crois-aection.
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loculed and monstrous in cult.—About 90 species have
been named, most of which are now considered forms
of one or two species. Monogr. by Irish, 9th Ann.
Rept Mo. Bot. Card. For cult

,
see Pepper.

a Plant annual or biennial

dnnuum, Linn Fig 787. Herbaceous or suffrutes-

cent, grown as annuals m temperate cl.mates, but in

warmer latitudes often treated as bien-

nials. All of the leading commercial varie-

ties in the U S. readily find classification

within the types or botanical varieties

The species has never been found wild.

It is the pimento of Trop Amer.

b Fr oblong-linear.

c Calyx usually embracing base of fr

Var conoldes, Irish (C conoid? Mill.).

SufTrutescent lvs numerous, rather small,

2-8 in long, ? 4—2 m. wide peduncles
blender, straight, erect; fls. small, calyx

obeonical or cup-shaped, usually embrac-
ing b.use of fi

,
corolla greenish white,

spreading, J s-?«m fr. erect, subcorneal
or oblong-c\ lindncal, about 1J 4 in long
or less, usually shorter than the peduncles
and mostly borne above the lvs

,
very acrid.

Coral (Jem, Tabasco Gn 66, p 381

Var fascicul&tum, Irish (C fasciculdtum
,
Sturt

)

Red Cluster Pepper Fig 788 St herbaceous,
round or nearly so branches few lvs clustered or

crowded in bunches about the summit, elliptical-

lanceolate, jiointod at both ends fr also clustered, erect,

blender, about 3 m long by J 4m diam
,
very acrid

Var acuminitum, Fmgh (C chxUnse, Hort )

Long Cvvenne Herbaceous, very branchy, about
2 1

1 ft high, bearing a dense masb of foliage, fl medium
size, spiead tin fr larger than the preceding,

either erect or indent Chile

co Calyx not usually embracing base of fr

Var I6ngum, Sendt (C dnnvum, Linn C I6ngum,
I)C ) PI mt herbaceous, about 2)4 ft high, with com-
paratively few branches lvs large, often 4 in long by

2)4 m wide A
large; corolla
spreading,

m
,
dingy white,

calyx usually
pateriform or fun-
nelform, rarely
embracing base of

fr fr often a foot

long by 2 m diam.
at base, flesh thick

and in some varie-

ties very mild
Garden varieties

are' Black Nu-
bian, County Fair,

Elephant’sTrunk,
Ivory Tusk.787. A form of Capsicum annuum.

bb. Fr of various shapes, but not oblong-linear

Var grdssum, Sendt (C grdssum, Linn ) Herba-
ceous, about 2 ft high, with few branches: lvs very
iarge, often 3 by 5 in., sometimes coriaceous, lower
ones usually pendent; petioles deeply channeled’ pe-

duncles stout, about 1 in long; corolla large, spreading,

%-l\i in. fr large, oblate, oblong, or truncated, 3-4-

lobed, usually with basal depression, more or less sili-

cate and rugose, flesh thiek, firm, and of a mild flavor.

Emperor, Monstrous, Bell, Sweet Mountain, Golden
Dawn, Ruby King, Golden King, Brazilian Upright,
Golden Upright, Squash, and others, are garden
varieties.

Var. abbrevi&tum, Fingh (C umbilic&tum, Veil. C.
luteum, Lam ) SufTrutescent lvs broadly ovate, 2-4
in long peduncles slender, straight or curved, as long as
or longer than the berry fr about 2 m. long or less, vary-
ing much in the different horticultural varieties, m gen-

eral ovate, quite rugose, ex-
cept in one variety, some-
times turbinate While this

variety is used to some ex-
tent for pickling, it is noted
more as an ornamental plant.

Some garden forms are Celes-
tial, Etna, Kaleidoscope, Red
Wrinkled, Yellow Wrinkled.

Var cerasiffirme, Irish (C .

cerasifdrme, Mill ) Suffrutes-

cent lvs mi'dmm size, ovate
or oblong-acuminate, about

1*4-3H 01 calyx seated on
base of fr

,
corolla large,

spreading, in fr.

sphencal, subeordate, oblate,

or oci asionally obscurely
pointed or slightly elongated,

smooth or rarely minutely
rugose or silicate, flesh firm,

lV"H*n thick, extremely
pungent Garden forms are:

Cherry, Yellow Cherry, Oxheart.

aa Plant pen nmal
frutSscens, Linn Rig 789 Shrubby

perennial, 3-6 ft high, with prominently
angled or somewhat channeled st and
blanches branches loosely spreading or

trailing lvs broadly ovate-acuminate,
3-6 in long, 2-3) 2 m w ide peduncles
slender, 1-2 in long, often m pairs, usu-
ally longer than the fr

,
calyx cup-shaped,

embracing base of fr , corolla often with
ocherous markings in the throat fr .red,

obtuse or oblong-acuminate, 3
L~1 l

/i m.
788 Capsicum Jong, 1

4
-,

4 ,n diam, very acrid —Cult.

onjy ^ ^ ^ thf seasons m temperate lati-

tudes are not long enough to mature fr.

Var bacc&tum, Irish (C baccdtum, Linn ) Plants not
so tall, but more erect than the species branches slen-

der, fast ignite, flexuose corolla small, spreading, about
Yim . fr ovate or sub-round, about J 4 in diam

H C Irish.

CARAGANA (Caragan , its Mongolian name) Legur
mindsje Pe\ Tree Ornamental shrubs chiefly’ grown
for their bright yellow flowers;

some species aie aKo used for

hedges
Leaves abruptly pinnate, often

with persistent spiny -pointed
rachis, lfts small, entire; stipules

deciduous or porn-dent and spiny:

fls papilionaceous; stand-
ard upright, like the wings
with long claws, keel obtuse
and straight, stamens 10,

9 connate, 1 free, ovary
scarcely s 1 1 p 1 1 a t e pod
linear, terete, straight, 2-

valved, with several seeds

—More than 50 species from
S Russia to China, most of

them in Cent Asia Mono-;?
graph by Komarov in Act
Hort Petrop 29 '179-388
(1908), with 16 plates

The caraganas are decidu-

ous unarmed or smny shrubs

annuum var.
fasciculatum.

789. Capsicum
frutescens.
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with yellow, rarely whitish or pinkish flowers axillary

and solitary or fascicled, followed by linear pods. The
cultivated species are quite hardy, except a few Hima-
layan species They grow m almost any soil, but best

m a sandy soil and sunny position, and are well adapted
for shrubberies C arborescens is the only one wnich
grows into a small tree, and is of upright habit, like

C frutex, which is about half as high and more grace-

ful; most of the other species are low shrubs, of usu-
ally spreading habit. C. arborescent is one of the best

hedge shrubs for the prairies of the Northwest
Propagation is by seeds sown in fall or in spring; if

kept dry during the winter, soaking m tepid water for

two or three days before sowing will be of advantage;
also increased by root-cuttings and layers, or by graft-

ing on seedling stock

of C. arborescens m
spring

A. Lfts. 12-18
, M-Vi

m. long: rachis

deciduous.

microphylla, Lam
(C Altagdna, Poir C
aiborescens var aren-

dna, Hort ). Fig 790.
From 4-6 ft : lfts.

12-18, obovate, pu-
bescent when young,

f

grayish green, 34in

ong or shorter fls

1 or 2, yellow, %in
long, pedicel about
as long as the fl.

Siberia, China L B.

C 11 : 1064—Under
this name a dwarf
form of C. arborescens

is often cult. Yar
megal&ntha, Schneid
Lfts bright green,

or sometimes J^jin.

long- fls \\i m long.

aa. Lfts. 8—t4> ^z—l
m long rachxs

deciduous.

arborescens, Lam.
Shrub or small tree,

to 20 ft : lfts 8-12,

obovate or oblong,
sparsely pubescent
beneath or glabrous

790. Caragana microphylla. (XM) at length: fls 2-4,

pale or bright yellow,

%in long, pedicels usually longer than the fls
. pods

about 2 in. long. May, June Siberia, Manchuria GO.
H 67. Var pendula, Dipp ,with pendulous branches, is

the most remarkable, it should be grafted high M D
G 1897-425 Var. Lorb6rgii, Koehne. Lfts linear to

linear-oblanceolate, about 1 in long. A very peculiar
and striking form.

fruticdsa, Bess. (C Red6wskn, Fisch C arborescens

var. arendna, Sims) Shrub, to 6 ft
,
very similai to the

preceding: lfts 10-14, oblong-elliptic to obovate, cu-
neate at the base, rounded at the apex; stipules herba-
ceous or somewhat spiny, pedicels and calyx puberu-
lous, calyx-teeth very short* pods about 1 in long;
seeds brown. Amurland, Korea. B M. 1886 (not good).

aaa. Lfts 2-4

b. Rachxs of the Ivs. deciduous' pedicels as long as or

longer than the fls.

fr&tex, Koch {C
.
frutiscens, DC) Fig 791. From

6-10 ft • lfts 4, approximate, nearly digitate, cuneate,
obovate or oblong, rounded or emarginate at the apex,

glabrous, 1 in. long- fls solitary, in long, yel-

low. May. S. Russia to China Gt 10*348 SBFG
3:227. Var grandifldra, Koehne Fls somewhat
longer than 1 in., lfts. usually large and broad. Var.

latifdlia, Schneid. (var. obtusifdha
,
Hort ) Lfts more

than an inch long and about 34 m. broad: fls. as in

the type.

bb. Rachis persistent
,
spiny: pedicels shorter than the fls.

Chfimlagu, Lam. Shrub, 2-4 ft . spines long lfts 4,

m 2 somewhat remote pairs, chartaceous, obovate
emarginate or rounded at the apex, glabrous, \i~%\n
long fls solitary, reddish yellow, iff. m. long May.
N. China. G O H 30

p^gmaea, DC (C grdcilis, Ilort). One to 3 ft :

spines short, 34m . Ivs nearly sessile, lfts 4, approxi-
mate and almost digitate, cuneate, linear-elliptic or
lmear-lanccolate, glabrous, 3 3“34m long fls solitary,

%u\ long, golden yellow Caucasus to Siberia and
Thibet B R. 12 1021 —Grafted high on C arbo-

rescens, it forms a graceful standard

tree, with pendulous branches

C Altagdna, Poir —C nucrophylla —

C

arbor/mens arendrin, Hort =(’ microphylla
—C urtndria, Dipp —C aurandaca,

~

—C aurant idea, Koehne Allied

pygmaca Fls orange-yellow
,
calyx as long as

broad, ovary glabrous Sibeua —C Bonn,
Schneid (C microphylla var crasse-aculeatu,

Bois) Allied to C arborescens Shrub, to 6
ft lfts 10-12, obovate or nurrowly obovate,
about }jin long, silky pubescent beneath at
least when young, whitish beneath, stipules
spiny fls solitary W China \ F 67 .—

C

brevnpina, Uoyle (C trifiora, Line1
! )

Spines 2-3 in long lfts 12-16,
pubescent fls 2-4, on a common
peduncle Himalayas P F G 2

184 —C decortiram, llcmsl Allied

tp C microphylla Shrub or small
trbe.spmy lfts 8-12, o\ al, less than
Van long fls 1-2 Afghanistan
HI 18 1725—C frutticens, DC
=C frutex.—C Gerardiana, Hoyle
Spines 1 }

2-2 in long stipules large,

scarious lfts 8-12, densely pubes-
cent fls 1-2, short- pedicellcd
Himalayas —C grdulis, Hort —C
pygnuea — C grandifldra, DC
Allied to C pygmaca l.fts cuneate-
oblong, glabrous or pubescent fls

1J4 in long, calyx gibbous at the
base Caucasus—The plant some-
times cult under this name is a
variety of C frutex—C jubtUa,
Pall Sparingly branched shrub
with very thick spiny and villous

branches stipules large, scarious lfts 8-14, linear-ohlong, villous
beneath fls w hitish, 1 in long, short-pcdicellcd Siberia F S
19 2013 L B C 6 522 Gt 10 331 A very distinct and curious-
looking species hardy—C aophortefdlta, Bess (C arborescens xC.
nncrophy'la C cuneifoha, Dipp ) Lfts usually 12, oblong to elliptic,

cuneate, acute pods *4in long Gaiden origin —C apmdsa, DC
Spines 1 in long lfts 4, rarely more, approximate, euneate-lanceo-
late, glabrous fls solitary, short-pedicelled Bibena —C aptnoida-
aima, C Kooh=C spinosa —C tragacantholdti, Poir Spiny lfts

1-8, cuneate, oblong, pubescent fls solitary, short-pedieelledj calyx
villous-pubescent Himalayas —C trifldra, Lindl =C bre\ lspiua.

-C vulgarn, Hort =C arborescens ALFRED Rehder.

CARAGUATA By the latest monographer referred to Gut-
mama, which see

791 Caragana

frutex. ( X A)

CARALLUMA (aboriginal name) Asclepiaddceae.

Low succulents, sometimes seen in collections, about
40 species, from S Spam and Afr to Arabia and
India They resemble stapelias, and require similar

treatment. The sts are leafless, somewhat branched,
erect, 4-sided and the angles toothed: fls near the sum-
mit of the sts , more or less clustered, purple, brown and
vellow, and other colors, corolla rotate and 5-parted: fr.

long and slender follicles. The carallumas are probably
not in the American trade Some of the names that
may be expected in collections are C. adscendens, R.
Br

; C afjinis, Wildem.; C. campanulata, N E Br.

(Boucerosia campanulata, Wight); C. commutata
,

Berger (sometimes grown as C. Sprengeri); C. fimbrv-
ata, Wall

;
C innersa, N E Br

;
C Lunin

,
N. E Br.;
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(' Sprengen, N. E. Br.; C. Simonis, Berger (Boucerosia
Simonis, Hort ); C. torta, N. E. Br.

CARAMB&LA: Averrhoa.

CARAWAY (Carum Cartn, Linn). Umbelllferx.
A biennial or annual herb grown for its seeds, which
are used in flavoring bread, cakes and cheese, also oc-

casionally for the young shoots and leaves, which are
eaten It grows a foot or two high, has finely-cut, pm-
nately compound foliage, and small white flowers, in

umbels It is of the easiest culture The seed is usu-
ally sown in spring and the crop of seed taken the fol-

lowing year It thrives in any garden soil The plant
occasionally runs wild See Carum

loose corymbs surrounded by large sterile fls . calyx-
tube cupulate, adnate to the ovary; petals 5, stamens
numerous with filiform filaments and suborbieular
anthers; ovary inferior, incompletely 3-celled, styles 3,

short; sterile ns with 3 large sepals caps loculicidal.—

Three species m Japan and China. Tender plants,

thriving in any good garden soil; best in a partly
shaded and moist position Prop by greenwood cut-
tings under glass.

altemif&lia, Sieb & Ziicc One to 3 ft * lvs broadly
elliptic to elliptic-lanceolate, tapering into a very short
petiole, coarsely serrate, sparsely pilose, membrana-
ceous, 3-7 in long 1

fls pink, lilac or white. Summer.
S Z 66, 67 Gt 14 486. Alfred Rehder.

CARB&NIA: An incorrect or doubtful name for Cntcus, which aee.

CARDAMINE (Greek name of a cress) Cruciferx
Small mostly leafy-stemmed perennials (the annual

species apparently not cultivated),

growing m low rich land, blooming
in spring or early summer

Flowers sometimes large for size

of plant, white or purple, petals

obovate or spatulate pods linear

and straight, more or less flat-

> tened, the wingless seeds in 1 row,

valves usually separating elastic-

ally from the base lvs simple or

a \s pinnate or lyrate . root often tuber-

|
«. ous or rhizomatous —About 50

| i j
8PCC1CS ;

largely in boreal or alpine

I \|a regions Of easy cult Only C
pratemis is much known among^ 1 r
growers

pratSnsis, Linn Cuckoo
Flower Fig 792 Plant slender

and usually glabrous, 12-20 m
,

/

I somewhat bran< hod lvs pinnately
divided, lfts of root-lvs small and
rounded (

’
jin or less across), those

of the upper st -lvs oblong or even
linear and entire or somewhat

I toothed fls ) jin long, in a
corymb, white or rose-color, pretty
Eu and Amor, in the northern

parts —In the gardens it is chiefly

„ _ known in the double-fid form.
792 Cardamme pra- wj110 |1

j
)robably has been derived

showing
°° " eaVeS n° from European rather than Amen-

< an sources There are other forms
of it It is an excellent little plant to grow in moist
places, particularly along creeks and about springs It

is also useful in drier places, as in rockeries.

trif&lia, Linn Attractive spring bloomer, 6 in
,
creep-

ing lvs ternate, the toothed parts or segrris. irregularly

roundish fls snow-white, on a naked scape. S Eu
B M 452

angul&ta, Hook. Erect, 1-2 ft. high: lvs. 3-5-folio-

late, the lfts ovate or oblong, and the middle one
usually coarsely toothed * fls. rather large, white,
in short, few-fld racemes. Mts. of Ore and
Wash —Intro 1881 by Gillett.

L. H B.

CARDAMON: Amomum and Elettana.

CARDlANDRA (Greek, heart, and
man or stamen: alluding to the shape
of the anthers) Saxifragdcex. Orna-
mental half-shrubby plants, rarely

cultivated for their white, lilac or pink
flowers

Suffruticose deciduous plants with 793 Frult
alternate rather large lvs. and small Cardiospermum.
pink, lilac or white fls. m terminal (xH)

CARDINAL FLOWER: Lobelia cardinalit.

CARDIOSPERMUM
(Greek, heart-seed

,
from the

white heart-shaped spot on
the round black seed; hence
the plant was thought a
cure for heart diseases).

Sapinddcex. Tcndril-clunb-

ing tropical herbs
Leaves alternate, biter-

nate, lfts coarsely serrate:

fls small, white, polyga-

mous or dioecious, in

axillary racemes or
corymbs, sepals
and petals 4, in

pairs, stamens 8;
ovary 3-celled, fol-

lowed by a mem-
branous caps.

—A dozen
species wide-
ly d i s t r i b-

0

uted The
most popular is

the interesting
balloon-vine,
which is a rapid-
growing, woody
perennial, behav-
ing as an annual,
curious for its

inflated seed-ves-
sels Fig 793.
Prop, by seeds

Halic&cabum,
Linn Fig 794.

Balloon -Vine.
Heart-Seed
Heart-Pea
Height 10 ft. st and branches grooved lvs glabrous,

oblong-acuminate, deeply dentate balloons an inch or
more thick Trop India, Afr

,
and Amer B M 1049.

—A general favorite, especially with children. Grown
as a garden annual

hirshtum. Willd Creeping or ascending perennial

vine with densely hairy grooved st and lvs as in the
preceding, but usually hairy on the under surface fls.

not showy, fr. pointed, hirsute, the globular choco-

late-brown seed is borne on the detaching parachute-

like dissepiment Afr—A useful perennial in S Calif,

for covering arbors; evergreen and blooming continu-

ously N. Taylor f

CARDOON (Cynara Cardunculus, Linn ). A thistle-

like plant of southern Europe, cultivated for the thick

leaf-stalk and midrib.
It is thought to be of the same species as the arti-

choke, and to have been developed from it by long culti-

vation and selection. See Cynara . The plant has been

794. Balloon-Vine—Cardiospermum
Halicacabum. (XH)
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introduced into South America, and has run wild exten-
sively on the pampas Darwin writes that “no culti-

vated plant has run wild on so enormous a scale as the
cardoon.” From the artichoke it differs in taller and
more prickly growth and smaller heads. The cardoon
is perennial, but it is not hardy, and is treated as an
annual. Seeds are sown m spring, either in pots under
glass or in the open where the plants are to stand. The
later sowing is usually preferred The plants are given

on dry land, but the largest species grow in low grounds
and swales, and often form much of the bulk of bog
hay. Cances cover great areas of marsh land m the
upper Mississippi region and are employed in the manu-
facture of “grass carpets” or Crex fabrics. The species

are difficult to distinguish because they aie veiy similar,

and the study of them is usually left to specialists Some
of our broad-leaved native species make excellent bor-
ders and interesting clumps in corners about build-

795 Leaf of Canada thistle.—Carduus arvensis or Cirsium arvense. (Xh)

ings and along walls Of such are C platyphylla
,

C. plantaginca, C. albwsina Many of the low-
land species are excellent adjuncts to the pond
of hardy aquatics Others have very graceful
forms, with drooping spikes and slendci culms
(Fig 798). The following native species, and
probably others, have been offered by collectors'

C. aw ea, C eburtua, C flava, C Giayi (one of

the best), C hystricina, C lupuhna and its var
pedunculata, C. lurida, C paupercula, C perm-
sylvamca, C plantaqmea, C P&iudo-Cyperus

,

C. retrorsa, C. Itichardsonn
,
C npana, C Tucker-

mumi, C utriculala, C vulpinouUa The species

rich soil and should have abundant moisture supply,
for they must make continuous and stiong growth.
When the leaves are nearly full grown, they are tied

together near the top, straw is piled around the head,
and earth is banked against it This is to blanch the

f

ilant, for it. is inedible unless so treated From two to

our weeks is required for the blanching The procedure is

not very unlike that adopted for the blanching of celery

or endive. If the plants are late, they may be dug just

before frost and blanched m a storage pit The plants

are usually grown 2 to 3 feet apart, in rows which are 4
feet apart. They arc sometimes grown in trenches, after

the old way of growing celciy. Cardoon is veiy little

known as a vegetable in America except among
foreigners. H. B.

CARDUUS (the ancient Latin name of these plants).

Composite Thistle Spiny-leaved annua', biennial or
perennial herbs, sometimes grown in holders and rock-

gardens for the interesting habit and the heads of

purple or white flowers.

Carduus is sometimes united with Cirsium, but is here

kept distinct, being separated chiefly by non-plumose
or only indistinctly serrate pappus-bristles (see Cirsium)

.

The common weedy thistles are icferred either to

Caiduus or Cirsium, depending on the definition of the
genus. Fig 795 shows the spiny leaf of one of these.

Under the restricted use of the name, Carduus com-
prises about 80 species, from the Canary Isis, to Japan.
For C. benedictus, see Cnicus

acantholdes, Linn A much-branched perennial

about 18-24 in. high: lvs. bright green, pinnately

parted, the nerves very prominent beneath, spinose

margined: the solitary heads long-peduncled, the fls.

purple and showy. S. Eu —Scarcely known in Amer
C. Man&nus, Hort

,
is a Silybum, and C tauricum, Ilort , is a

Cirsium Both aro advertised in England, but are unknown in

Amer N. Taylor, f

CAREX (name of obscure origin). Cyperdcex.
Sedoe Grass-like perennials of very many kinds, a
few of which are grown in bogs or as border plants.

Flowers unisexual, in spikes, the staminate naked
and subtended by a bract or scale, the pistillate com-
prising a single pistil inclosed m a thin sac or pengyn-
lum; monoecious or rarely dioecious: sts or culms solid,

not jointed, mostly 3-angled* lvs. grass-like but 3-

ranked. One large group has 2 styles and a lenticular

achene, and the spikes are commonly androgynous or
containboth sexes (Fig 796), another division has 3 styles

and a triangular achene, and the spikes are commonly
unisexual, the staminate being above (Figs. 797, 798).
Cances are veiy abundant in cool temperate regions,

both in species and in individual plants. There are

more than 800 known species. Many of them grow

present no difficulties in cultivation if the natural habitat
is imitated Propagated readily by seed sown in late

fall (germinating in spring) or by division of the clumps.

Morrowi, Boott (C japomca, Hort
,
not Thunb

C tenuissima
,
Hort C acutifolia, Hoit) Fig 799

Lvs stiff and evergreen, long-pointed, in the common
garden form with a white band near either margin
culm 1 ft with a terminal staminate spike and 2 or 3
slender pistillate spikes (1 in long) from sheaths,
pengynium small and firm, somewhat exeurved, 2-

toothed, glabrous Japan GO. III. 13 173 R H 20,
9 —A very handsome plant, suited for pots or the

order. The stiff clean white-edged foliage keeps in

condition for months, making the plant useful for

decorations in which pot-plants are used. It is per-
fectly haidy in Cent N. Y ,

796. Carex (C. scoparia), 797. Carex (C. lurida), with
with androgynous spikes and staminate terminal spikes and
lenticular achenes. (XI). trigonous achenes. ( X Vi) N.
N. Amer. Amer

intumSscens, Rudge (C. tendria, Hort. C. Unera
,

Hort.). Slender, but stiff, to 30 m.: lvs narrow, rolling

more or less when dry: staminate spikes long-stalked:

E
istillate spikes 1 or 2, short-stalked, short, with few
irge, turgid, tapering, shining pengyma and awl-like,

rough-pointed scales. N. Amer.
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c^m^ns, Berger (C . ViImorinn, Mott.
('

V ilmorinulna, Hort.) Densely tufted,

with many very narrow lvs., and filiform

culms 1H ft- or less high: spikes 5-7, the
terminal stammate, linear and short-

stalked, the lateral pistillate (or perhaps
stammate at base), oblong or cylindrical

and dense-fld
,
about 1 m long, and with

aristate scales: pengymum 3-angled
(stigmas 3), lance-ovate, attenuate at base
and with a 2-toothed scabrous beak New
Zeal —A good hardy edging plant when a
tufted grassy effect is desired

Buch&nanii, Berger (C lucuia . Boott,
var. Buch&nanii, Kuek ) Allied to the

preceding densely tufted: lvs leathery,

semi-terete ,very narrow, brown-red * spikes

5-8, the terminal stammate and linear-

cylindrical, long-stalked, the lateral pistil-

late and cylindrical, 1y2 in long, densely-

fld perigymum plano-convex (stigmas 2),

produced into a long margined scabrous
deeply bidentate beak New Zeal —Grown
for its reddish foliage

Gaudichaudi&na, Kunth (C. vulgdrts,

Fries, var Gaudichauduhia, Boott) Culms
erect, 1-2 ft lvs long and grass-like:

stammate fls m terminal spikes pistillate

fls in 2-3 cylindrical, sessile or subsessile

spikes perigymum lenticular, small, very
snort-beaked, obscurely 2-toothcd, finely

nerved, longer than the narrow scale.

Japan, Austral New Zeal —Useful for

bog planting

Fr&seri, Andr (CymophyUus
Frdseri, Mack.) Lvs 1 in or

more broad, stiff, but with no
midnerve, flat and thick, ever-

green culm 16 in or less high-

bearing at its summit a single

whitish spike which is stammate
at top perigymum ovoid, thin

and inflated Rich mountain
woods, Va B M. 1391 (as C.

Fratermna) —Rare, and a very
remarkable plant

C bdccnns, Neea Robust, with
curving lvs to 2 ft long and '/jin

broad fr berry-like (whence the name),
crimson or vermilion, in clustered spikes
standing well above the lvs India G
1 401 Useful for pots or for planting
in a conservatory, for its ornamental
.. , but probably not now m cult commercially—C galltca variegaln

is offered abroad as a "very elegant, showy and charming’’ carex—C.

npdria, Curt , a rank-growing lowland species of wide distribution,

is sometimes grown in a variegated-lvd form. The name haa no
botanical standing —With the exten-
sion of wild gardening, and particu-
larly of bog- and water-gardening,
many other species of Carex may be
expected to appear in the trade lists

L. H. B.

CARICA (a geographical
name) Papay&cese. Papaya.
Small, rapid - growing, un-
branened trees, commonly
grown in greenhouses as foli-

age plants and often bearing
fruit under such conditions.

Juice milky
Leaves large, soft, long-

stalked, in clusters at the top
of the trunk usually dioecious,

the male fls. on long axillary

peduncles, funnel-shaped, with
10 anthers in the throat, the
pistillate fls. larger and with 5
distinct petals and a single

pistil with 5-rayed stigma, sessile in the axils of the lvs.

—Perhaps 20 species, all native to the American tropics,

but C. Papaya is cult, throughout the tropics for its

delicious edible fruits. See Papaya.
The soil most suited for caricas is a rich loam, having

perfect drainage As the stem is succulent and tender,

great care is necessary to avoid bruising, hence pot-
grown plants are much to be preferred to seedlings

from the open ground. Seeds should be selected from
the best and largest fruits and sown in a well-worked
bed under a slight shade If seeds are quite dry or old,

they should be soaked in warm water before sowing.
The seedling plants are delicate, and require close

watching at first to avoid damping-off As soon as
plants are well up remove the shading, and after the
third leaf appears they may be prickpd out into a larger

bed, or better, potted off in fairly nch soil After plants
are a few weeks old, and have been shifted once into
larger pots, they may be set permanently outdoors in

the tropics Caricas seldom branch, but usually grow
upright like a palm, hence cuttings are not often avail-

able Sometimes small branches form, and these may
be cut off and as readily rooted as mos-t tropical deco-
rative plants, provided the cutting is not too young
and tender. This method has been found m Florida
to be too slow, and what is evidently a better method
of propagation, by means of graftage, has been devised

by Edw ard Simmonds, of the Plant In-
troduction Field Station, Miami, Florida.

Numerous shoots are formed by the buds
at the leaf-scars when a papaya tree is

topped, as many as fifty or more being
produced “One of these shoots is taken
when a few inches long and about the
diameter of a lead pencil, is sharpened
to a wedge point, the leaf surface re-

duced, and inserted in a cleft in a young
seedling which has been decapitated
when 5 to 10 inches high, and split with
an unusually sharp, thin grafting-knife.

At this age the trunk of the young seed-
ling has not yet formed the hollow
space in the center Seeds planted in

the greenhouse m February produce
young seedlings large enough to graft

some time in March, these grafted trees,

which can be giown in pots, when set out
in the open ground m May or the latter

part of April, make an astonishing
growth and come into bearing in Novem-
ber or December, they continue bear-
ing throughout the following spring and

summer, and if it is advisable, can be left to bear
fruit into the following autumn.” Varieties of superior
flavor and better size and shape for shipping, as well as

hermaphrodite varieties, may
now be successfully main-
tained For complete descrip-

tion of this method see “The
Grafted Papaya as an Annual
Fruit Tree,” by David Fair-

child and Edw’ard Simmonds,
Circular No 119, Bureau of

Plant Industry, 1913 In tem-
perate climates, caricas have
been found to be good decora-

tive plants for both conserva-

tory and summer bedding, the
deeply cut, palmate leaves

forming a striking contrast to

ordinary vegetation In bed-

ding out, select open, sunny
exposure, with perfect drainage,

and make the soil rich and
friable Constant cultivation

799. Carex Morrowu. with a light hoe will cause a

798 Carex (C longirostris), with termi-
nal stammate spikes and drooping pistil-

late spikes ( X)s) N Amor
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luxuriant growth under these conditions, and the

f

ilanfcer will be amply repaid for his trouble by beauti-

ul showy specimens as tropical-appearing as palms.

Pap&ya, Linn. (Papaya Cdrica, Gaertn ). Papaya.
Pawpaw. The commonast species in cult

,
sometimes

growing to a height of 20 ft
,
with large palmately

7-lobed lvs
,
sometime 2 ft. across, and fr shaped like

a roughly angled melon up to 12 in long and half as

thick, hanging, especially from the lower axils of the pis-

tillate plant B M 2898-9 —From the frs ,
which vary

in size up to 15 lbs and in number to the tree from 20-50,

is extracted the papaya mice, which furnishes the papain
of commerce. This is obtained by slashing the fr

,
and

collecting the milky juice in porcclain-lmed receptacles,

where it is allowed to evaporate When evaporated to

a granular condition, it is ready for the maiket and
brings from $4-$6 a Id. in the crude state. The papaya
has of recent years become one of the commonest table

frs. of the tropics The flesh, which is usually of a
salmon-pink or yellow' color, is excellent when one
becomes accustomed tq its peculiar flavor, and resem-
bles somewhat a most luscious muskmelon From its

large content of papain, it may be eaten without injury
in considerable quantities and assists in the digestion

of other foods. As the tiee grows with great lapidity

in tropical climates, it may be ticated as an annual, the
seeds being sowm early in protected beds, well cared for

and transplanted to their permanent places when well
established They will then bear fr. late in the suc-
ceeding autumn The method of graftage described on

p 663 is preferable, however The frs have a consider-
able cavity, which, in the smaller rounded frs

,
is well

filled with the small brownish or blackish seeds The
firm skin, the firmness of which may be increased by
selection, will permit of shipping to a distance The
plant is sometimes polygamous, and from such plants
in Hawaii there have been bred types which appear to
have great promise as a shipping fr The green frs.

are frequently used as vegetables, and the lvs
,
if cooked

with tough meat, are said to make it tender, due to
the digestive principle,

candamarcensis, Hook. f. (C curuhnamarctnsis,
Lindl.) This is a more hardy ornamental species with
numerous lvs

,
dark green above and pale beneath,

rounded-heart-shaped, 1^ ft across, 5-lobed to the
center with pinnatifid lobes, fls. green and pubescent:
frs. small, pointed, 5-angled, golden yellow B M 6198.
—Hardy m S Calif

,
but the frs. of no value as such.

quercifdlia, Benth & Hook. (Vasconcellea querci-

fdha, St Hil ). Lvs shaped like those of the English
oak, palmately 3-lobed, and containing a greater per-
centage of papain than C. Papaya; frs. small.—Hardy
in S Calif

gr&cilis, Solms (Pap&ya grdcilis
,
Regel). Habit of

C Papaya, trunk simple, 4-6 ft high, slendei, very gla-
brous lvs. 5-digitate. the lobes sinuate-lobed, the
middle one 3-lobed, tlie whole blade suborbicular m
outline, petioled Brazil. Gt. 1879.986.

S. C. Stuntz

CARlSSA (aboriginal name). Apocyn&cex. Very
branchy spinose shrubs of the tropics of the eastern
hemisphere, cultivated for ornament or hedges, but
here mainly for the edible berry-like fruits.

Flowers white, solitary or in cymes; lobes of calyx
and corolla 5, the 5 stamens free and included in the
throat, the ovary 2-loeuled: lvs. opposite and thick,

simple—About 30 species Used abroad as greenhouse
plants but grown in this country only in S. Fla., and
Calif Prop by seeds and cuttings of ripe wood.

Carfindas, Linn Caraunda. Christ’s-Thorn. Ever-
green shrub or small tree, with dark green ovate or elliptic

mucronate entire lvs
,
strong axillary spines (which are

often forked) and fragrant white fls in clusters of 2-3,
the corolla twisted to the left in the bud : fr. the size of

a cherry (1 in. diam.), reddish, pleasant-flavored. India.
L.B C. 7 . 663.—Reaches 20 ft. Half-hardy in Cent. Fla.

The frs are eaten from the hand or made into a jelly

much like currants when ripe, and pickled when green.

bispindsa, Desf (C arduina, Lam ). Amatungulu.
Maritzuula Spines strong, often 2 m. long lvs. ovate
and subcordate, mucronate, glabrous and entire: fls.

white, the corolla twisted to the light in the bud. S.

Afr—A choice evergreen shrub, rather hardy, with
thick camellia-like very glossy lvs. • fls. large, fragrant,

white, and borne profusely and continuously: fr dark
red, size of a cherry, good LBC 4*387 —Closely
resembles C grandiflora, but fls slightly smaller and
frs. in clusters, seeds lanceolate

grandifldra, DC Nvtal Plum. Spiny shrub: lvs

ovatc-aeute, tapering to the base: ns large, white,

fragrant, sohtaiy and terminal, twisted to the right,

heterogonous * fr. red, 1-1 } 2 m long, resembling cran-
berries 111 flavor when cooked, and having a papery skm,
milky juice and few small almost oncular seeds. Sauce
made from this fr is almost indistinguishable m flavor

from eranberiy sauce, but the frs. ripen so irregularly,

although almost continually, as to make the fr. suitable

only for home-garden use unless handled on a large scale.

Said to be the finest hedge plant in S. Afr. B M 6307.

acumin&ta, DC Spines weak lvs smaller, ovate-

acute, subeoidate. mueionate; peduncles short, forked,

axillary fls witn lance-acuminate calyx-lobes, the

corolla twisted to the right in the bud S. Afr.—Per-
haps not different from C bispinosa.

C etlulis, Vahl A straggling shrub with small purple edible fr.

from Trop Afr Intro lrom Vbyssima, but has not yet been
thoroughly tested The plant in the Ament an trade under this

name 1* described aa much talltr than C Carandas and more vigor-
ous lvs persistent, ovate-acuminate fls 10-2 “> in axillary dusters,
white and pink, jasmine-scented berries oval, red but turning
black at maturity, 1-sieded

—

C ovnla, R Iir ,
from Austral , a

more open shrub than any of tho preceding, the small frs of which
are edible and used for jams, has been intro by the < >ffico of Foreign
8eod and Plant Introduction as a possible stock for the more ten-
der species, in the hope of extending the range of these frs —
sptndrum, DO , a small edible-fruited evergreen shrub from India
is said to be an important element in reforestation since it persists

on tho poorest and rockiest soils in spite of being greedily eaten by
sheep and goats.

S. q STUNTZ.f

CARLiNA (said to have cured the army of Charle-
magne [Carolinus] of the plague). Compdsitx. Low
rather coarse annuals, biennials or perennials, with
thistle-like foliage, large white or purplish heads, a
feathery pappus, and chaffy receptacle* outer mvolu-
cral biacts coriaceous, usually spiny, the inner ones
colored or shiny and petal-like fr a silky-hairy achene.
—Some 15 or 20 species m the Medit region
An open sunny place and ordinary garden soil are

all they require. They are capital for the sunny part of

a rockery. Propagated by cuttings or seeds.

acahlis, Linn A very dwarf hardy perennial: height
3-6 in . lvs glossy, pinnatifid, divided, witn spiny
ends* fl rising barely above the foliage, solitary, very
interesting, the scales surrounding the fl.-head being
long and narrow and ray- or petal-like, silky, shiny:
head 6 in. acioss when expanded, white. June, July
and late fall. G.C. II. 13:720-1. G.L. 19:178.

acanthifdlia, Linn. A white-tomentose thick-lvd.
biennial, the lvs oblong, the upper pinnatifid and spiny:
fl.-heads 4 m wide, yellowish purple. S. Eu. July and
later. G.C. III. 47:68.—Little known in U. S.

N. TAYLOR.f

CARLUD6VICA (Charles IV, and his Queen Louisa,
of Spam). Cyclanth&cese. Palm-hke, sometimes merely
herbaceous plants, of tropical America.
The plants are stemless, or sometimes with a lax

creeping st
,
and usually have stalked, sometimes ses-

sile, flabellate lvs. : fls. monoecious, the two sexes being
on the same spadix, which is inclosed in a 4-lva.
spathe; staminate fls. with many stamens and many-
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lobed calyx, 4 of them surrounding a pistillate fl.—the
latter have a 4-sided ovary, 4 barren stamens, and 4-

lobed calyx: fr. a 4-sided, many-seeded berry. The car-

ludovicas are usually regarded and treated as stove
palms by gardeners. They are useful for decoration.

The family Cyclanthacese is exclusively tropical Ameri-
can, of about 45 species and 6 genera (Stelestylis,

Carludovica, Sarcmanthus, Ludovia, Evodianthus,
Cyclanthus)

;
it is often united with the Pandanacese

or screw-pine family.

The genus is an important economic one, as C.

palmata, and perhaps other species, are the source of

Panama hats In making these, the leaves are cut

young, the stiff veins removed, after which the leaves

are slit into shreds, but not separated at the stalk end
It is said that hats of superior quality are plaited from
a single leaf, without any joinings U S Dept. Agnc.,
Fiber Investigations. Rept. 9:112 (1897).

800. Carludovica palmata.

Carludovica 'palmata is the species most frequently
met with under cultivation Under favorable condi-

tions it grows to a height of about 8 feet. All of the
kinds need stove treatment during the winter months;
in summer they may be used for subtropical bedding
with good results. They have a certain palm-like ap-
pearance, but the leaves are of a softer texture than any
of the palms. They may be propagated by division,

choosing the early spring for the operation. C palmata
seeds freely The fruit, when ripe, has an ornamental
appearance for a short time after bursting open. The
seeds are very small, and should be carefully washed
free from the pulp, and sown on the surface of a pan of
finely chopped sphagnum moss. Germination takes
lace in two weeks from sowing if kept in a brisk, moist
eat. The species are not particular as to soil but the

drainage must be perfect, as the plants require an
abundance of water when growing. (G. W. Oliver.)

A. Lvs 8-5-lobcd.

palm&ta, Ruiz. & Pav Fig 800. No trunk- petioles

3-

0 ft long, glabrous, terete and unarmed, blades

4-

lobed, the lobes again cut into narrow Begins
,
dark

green, gracefully spieading, and drooping at the mar-
gin Peru. RH 1801, p 30—The common species,

and a very useful plant

rotundifdlia, Wendl Much like the last, but more
compact under cult

,
owing to the shorter petioles, but

growing much larger petiole distinctly pubescent,
If -blade large and orbicular, 3- or 4-lobed. Costa
Rica II M 7083

elsgans, Williams Blades with 4 or 5 lobes, which
are very deeply cut into straight strap-like divisions.

Probably of horticultural origin

aa Lvs 2-lobed <

atrdvirens, Wendl Blades very deeply 2-lobed and
very deep, rich green (whence the name, dark green)

,

glabrous Colombia

h&milis, Poepp & Kndl. Dwarf blades angular,
2-lobed at the summit, the segms more or less jaggea
but not divided, a foot or less broad Colombia. R H.
1869, p 327 —One of the best

Plhmerii, Kunth (C palmxfolia
,
Sweet). Caudex

erect blades with 2 lanceolate and plicate divisions,

bright green above and pale beneath spadices pendu-
lous Martinique

imperiMis, Lind & Andr6 Caudex short and pros-

trate blades with 2 ovate-lanceolate entire segms
,

w ith very prominent vein 1

', the lobes about 5 in wide
and shining green; petiole purplish, canaliculate, tumid
at the ba*e Ecuador I II 21 166 (by error 165)

The following species are in cult in this country but not as yet
known to the trade C funijera, Kunth Stemless or sometimes
creeping and with a round, 'linrsely branched st lvs alternate
1-2 ft 8 Amer—(’ i ncata, Wendl A much cut, low plant from
Cent Amer —C nuuropoda, klotzsch St scarcely 1 ft long lvs

faintly 3-nerved, deeply 2 parted, l}r2 ft Colombia.

—

C mtcro-
eiphala, Hook f St a few inches high 1\* numerous, 10-18 m
long, split into 2 8-nerved wgms

,
petiole slender, purplish at base.

Costa Rica BM 72t>3 —C plteata, Klotzsch St snort lvs di-

vided into 2 l-ner\ed segms
,
petioles channeled spadix about Sin.

long the thick woody caudex may not rise more than 1 ft

Colombia—C acdndjns, Cowell St creeping, often 25 ft. long
lvs several at the summit about 18 in long St Kitts

N Taylor. f

CARMICHiELIA (Capt Dugald Carmichael, Scotch
botanist, who wrote on the flora of the Cape and cer-

tain islands) Legunnnbsse Shrubs, leafless or usually
becoming so, either erect or depressed, with reddish or
purplish small fls

,
rarely cult There are about 20

species in New Zeal
,
very difficult of delimitation

Lvs 1- or 3-5-foliolate, wanting or deciduous after the
bloom has passed, fls in latcial racemes, calyx cup-
shaped or bell-shaped, 5-toothed, corolla papiliona-
ceous, the standard orbicular and usually refiexed, the
wings oblong and obtuse and somewhat falcate, the
keel oblong and incurved and obtuse, upper stamen
free pod small, leatheiy, oblong to orbicular C. grandi-
flfira, Hook f, is recently offered in S Calif.: it is

much-branched, to 6 ft high, with compressed and
grooved glabrous erect branches lvs pinnately 3-5-

foliolate, appearing in spring and eaily summer and
then caducous, the lfts glabious and obcordate-cuneate.
fls about ln lung, m drooping racemes of 5-12, white
or lilac. C. odor&ta, Colenso, has pubescent drooping
branches, and much smaller fls m 10-20-fld. racemes
pod smaller O^m. or less long) and longer-beaked

L. H B
CARNATION (Dxdnthus Caryophyllus, Linn.). Cary-

ophyllacex Choice and popular flower-garden and
greenhouse plants of the pink tribe; in North America
grown mostly under glass as florists’ flowers. PI. XXII
The carnation is a half-hardy perennial, herbaceous,

suffrutescent at base, height 2 ft.: st branching, with
tumid joints, lvs. linear, glaucous, opposite, fls termi-
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nal, mostly solitary; petals 5, flesh-colored, very broad,
beardless, margins toothed; calyx cylindrical, with
scaly bracts at base. June-Aug. S. Eu ,

occasionally

met in the wild state in England, where it was intro,

through cult. A single-fld and undeveloped carnation
is shown in Fig 801. A section of a single fi is

depicted m Fig 802, showing the 2 styles and the 5
stamens, also the bracts at the bottom, m 2 series,

beneath the calyx In Fig. 803 some of the beginnings
of doubling are shown.

General development. (By Geo. C. Butz )

Theophrastus, who lived about 300 years B C
,
gave

the name Dianthus (Greek dios, divine; anthos
,
flower)

to the group, probably sug-

gested by the delightful fra-

grance. The specific name
I
Caryophyllus (Greek, caryon,

nut; and phyllon
,

leaf) has
been applied to the
clove-tree (Caryo-

1^_„, phyllus aromaticus
)

,

and because of the
,
v

clove-like fragrance

' the carnation
MAjspv- this name was ap-™ ^ plied to it The

name carnation (Latin, camatio
,

from caro, carnis, flesh) has ref-

erence to the flesh-color of the
flowers of the original type This
plant has been in cultivation

more than 2,000 years, for

Theophrastus (Ilistot wof Plants,

translation) says' “The Greeks
cultivate roses, gillyflowers, vio-

lets, narcissi, and ins," gilly-

flower being the old English
name for the carnation It was
not, however, until the beginning
of the sixteenth century that the
development of the carnation
into numerous varieties made
an impression upon its history

The original flesh-color of its

flowers was already broken up
into red and white The garden-
ers of Italy, France, Germany,
Holland and England, with their

respective ideals of beauty in

this flower, contributed so many
varieties that in 1597 Gerard
wrote that “to describe each
new variety of carnation were to

roll Sisyphus' stone or number
the sands ”

There have been many at-

tempts at classification, but
most of them, like the varieties they serve, have dis-

appeared. Two of them are as follows A French
scheme arranges all varieties into three classes:

Grenadine (Fig 801), including those with strong per-

fumes, flowers of medium size, either single or double,

petals fringed, and of but one color, Flamands, includ-

ing those with large flowers, round and double, rising in

the center to form a convex surface, petals entire, either

unicolored or striped with two or more colors; Fancies,

including those with colors arranged in bands on light

grounds, the petals toothed or not The English classi-

fication of these varieties makes four categories* Selfs
,

or those possessing only one color in the petals, Flakes
,

or those having a pure ground of white or yellow and
flaked or striped with one color, as scarlet, purple or

rose; Bizarres, or those having a pure grouna marked
as in the Flakes, but with two or three colors, and
Picotees (Fig. 804), or those having a pure ground of

801. A single-flow-

ered Grenadm carna-
tion. {XH)

white or yellow, and each petal bordered with a band
of color at the margin This last class has been regarded
with the distinction of a race.

In the early part of the nineteenth century, English
gardeners exercised very great care m the growing of

carnations to ma-
ture only perfect

flowers. Imperfect

and superfluous
petals were ex-

tracted with for-

ceps, petals appearing out of

place were arranged in a perfect

imbrication, the calyx-tube was
cut partly down between the

teeth, to prevent excessive split-

ting at one side and to give

more fieedom to the expansion
of the flower These and many
more tedious details seem to

have wrought the depreciation of

this flower about the middle of

the nineteenth century.

All the foregoing has reference

to those types of carnations that
are little known or grown in

Ul uvluutl
America at the prebent day, the carnation flower,

varieties so common in Europe
are usually kept in coldframes or coolhouses during

the winter, and as spring approaches the plants are

brought into their blooming quarteis, for no flower is

expected to appear until the month of July, when there

is a great profusion of blossoms, but for a short season.

Therefore, they can all be clashed as a summer race.

They are also grown permanently in the open

Development of the perpetual-flowering carnation

(Remontant ,
Monthly, Forcing

,
or Tree) Figs.

805-807.

The perpetual-flowering race of carnation, which
has been brought to its highest state of perfection by
American growers, and which is generally regarded as

the “American carnation,” really originated in France,

and was grown in that country from its origin m 1840
until about the year 1856, before it was introduced to

America A French gardener, named M Dalmais,
obtained a constant-blooming carnation by crossing

(Edict de Mahon, which bloomed in November, with
pollen from (Edict Biohon, crossing again with the

Flemish carnation, the first-named sort being dissemi-

nated under the name “Atim ” By the year 1816 varie-

ties in all colors had been secured and the type per-

manently fixed These were taken up and improved
upon in quality by
other ent L

among who ....

Schmidt and M. Al-
phonse Alcgatiere, of

Lyons, France. The
latter succeeded in

securing varieties with rigid

stems which in 1866 were given
the name “tree-carnation ” M
Schmidt’s most prominent varie-

ties were Arc-en-ciel and Etoile

Polaire, which were grown for

several years But the stropg
rigid-stemmed varieties obtained
by Alegatiere, which were
termed tree-carnations in 1866,
proved of greater value com-
mercially, and became more gen-
erally cultivated About the year
1852, a native of France who 803. The anthers

had settled neai New York City, are leafy, showing one

imported plant* of this strain, process in doubling.
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and cultivated several varieties for a number of years.

About the year 1856 the firm of Dailledouze, Zeller &
Gard imported plants of La Purit6, a rose-colored

variety, also Mont Blanc and Edwardsn, white, and
Manteaux Royal, red-and-white variegated. These

were used for crossing,

and the first variety

produced in America,
about the year 1858,
proved to be a great

improvement on exist-

ing varieties It was
named “Mrs Degraw,”
and with another white
variety named “Flat-
bush,’’ was dissemi-

nated about the year
1864 Other varieties

followed, and the work
was taken up by other
growers, among whom
were M Donati, who
raised Astoria, a yellow
which is conceded to

be the ancestor of all

the yellow varieties

grown today, Rudolph
Heintz, who raised

804 . Carnation, P.cotee.
Heintz’sWhite m 1876,
Chas I htarr, who^c

most famous variety was Buttercup, introduced in 1884

,

Jos Tailby, whose Grace Wilder became and remained
the standard rose-pink variety until the introduction

of Wm Scott in 1893, John Thorpe and W P. Sim-
mons, who introduced Portia, Tidal Wave, Silver Spray
and Daybreak in the eighties, Sewal Fisher, whose
Mrs Fisher appeared in 1890 and became one of the

leading whites, K G Hill, whose most notable pio-

duetions were Flora Hill, the leading white for several

years, and \menca, a scarlet; R Witterstaetter, who
obtained Estelle, Aristocrat, Afterglow and Pres J A
Valentine, John Hartje, who raised the scarlet Jubilee,

Peter Fisher, whose Mrs Thos W Lawson, Beacon,
and Enchantress with its several sports, became leaders

in their respective colors; C W Ward, who dis-

seminated Governor Roosevelt, Harry Fenn and Mrs
C W. W aid
The late Frederick Dorner conducted the most sys-

tematic work in developing the carnation, and succeeded
in producing a strain which is recognized as the highest

development of the American carnation His records,

which cover a period of 22 years, contain a complete
list of the many thousands of crosses made during that

time This strain is distinguished for its easy-growing
habit, its freedom and steadiness in producing blooms,
the diversity of colors and its adaptability to commer-
cial growing His labors produced such varieties as

Wm. Scott, Mine Diaz Albertim, White Cloud, Mrs
G'o M Bradt, G H Crane, Lady Bountiful, White
Perfection, Pink Delight, White Wonder and Glonosa,
all leaders in their respective colors

Through the rapid strides m its development, after

being introduced in this country, the carnation estab-

lished itself as one of the leading flowers for commercial
growing and now stands second only to the rose m
commercial importance Not only does it share equally

with the rose the bench space in most large growing
establishments, but many large ranges are devoted
entirely to the carnation Growing methods have been
perfected by the carnation specialists until the practices

employed during its early history have been entirely

superseded. Since its first arrival in America, over
1,200 vanetie.s have been introduced, and the quality

has been improved until the highest developed varie-

ties produce blooms measuringW2 inches in diameter
and are canned on rigid stems 3 feet long.

43

In 1891 the American Carnation Society was organ-
ized to promote the interests of the carnation. By hold-
ing exhibitions annually it has assisted materially in

popularizing the flower. A system of registering new
varieties is in operation, which prevents confusion in

nomenclature.
From this country, the improved strain of the per-

petual-flowering carnation has returned to European
countries, being grown in increased quantities each
year and displacing all the older types of carnation for

commercial growing

Culture of outdoor or flower-garden carnations . Fig 808,

Americans are not sufficiently aware of the excel-

lence of some of the forms of the flower-garden or bor-

der carnation While perennial, like the greenhouse
carnation, many of them bloom profusely the first

year from seed and are desenbed as annuals. The
Marguerite type is one of the most useful These
forms bloom by midsummer from early-sown seeds, ana
with some protection the plants will pass the winter

in the open and bloom again the following spring.

The Margaret strain, distinct from the Marguerite,
bears double flowers,

bulfur-yellow, and also

blooms the hrst season

from early-sown seed

The Chabaud strains

behave similarly The
Grenadins (Fig SOI

)

bloom the first year
from seed They pro-

806. Modem florists' or

forcing carnation.
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duce fine singles. of simple form and strong fragrance,

although more than half of any sowing from improved
seed may produce various degrees of double bloom.
Riviera Market and others bloom in autumn from
spring-sown seeds. The culture of the hardy or flower-

f

garden carnations is

mer ^lo^m^ makes

lion.ting ttwni

condensed and
bushy plant than

A striped flower. M the long-stemmed
a few-flowered plant
a seen m the Ameri-
M can greenhouses,
M although there are

I different families or

Mm groups of them as

w |r there are of phlox

It or snapdragons.
Some forms are

fZT dwarf and some
W tall-growing.

807. Carnation,

Little Gem.
A striped flower.

American methods of culture for indoor bloom.

The modem method of propagating the carnation for
commercial gromng is by means of cuttings which are

taken from either the blooming stock or from plants that
are grown for cuttings alone. The old method of layer-

ing (Fig 809) would prove too slow in increasing stock
for present-day needs Millions of cuttings are rooted
each season for planting the houses for blooming pur-
poses. So much depends on the quality of the cuttings
m keeping up the vitality in the stock that expert
growers have learned to discriminate in their selection.

The best cuttings, if taken from the blooming stock,

are those from near the middle of the flower-stems
(Fig 810). These will not only show greater vitality

than those taken higher up or lower, but they will

prove more floriferous The tip cuttings are likely to

give a flower-bud immediately and, if this is pinched
out, develop into a weak plant. Those taken from the
base develop a large spreading growth known as

'‘grassy." The cuttings are severed by an outward pull

and arc afterward trimmed of all surplus foliage before
being inserted in the propagating sand. Have a sharp
knife with which to tnm and a pail of fresh water into

which to throw the cuttings as they are trimmed
Make a smooth cut at the base, near the joint, so that

the lower pair of leaves will peel off readily, leaving a
half-inch of clear stem to go into the sand. Shorten
those leaves which turn outward, leaving those which
stand fairly upright. The removal of part of the foliage

is to avoid crowding in the bench and also to prevent
flagging while the cutting is giving off more moisture
through its leaves than it is taking up through the stem
The cuttings are inserted m the sand about % inch deep
in rows across the bench, placing the cuttings about
%inch apart in the row and the rows about 2>£ inches

apart, according to the size of the cuttings. Use a putty
knife for making the cut in the sand. The sand is kept
constantly moist and the cuttings are protected from
both the sun and drafts by means of muslin curtains.

Frequent spraying should be avoided, though it must
be resorted to at tunes to prevent flagging on warm
windy days. The most favorable conditions for propa-

gating are usually secured during the months of Decem-
ber, January, February and early March During that

E
eriod, ventilation is limited ana a fairly even bottom-
eat is easily maintained Keep a bottom temperature

of about 60 ,
while the overhead temperature should be

about 52°. Any bench that can be protected from sun
and drafts will prove satisfactory

The bottom of the bench may be of wood or tile, the

latter being preferred on account of more perfect drain-

age and a greater retention of warmth The sand should

be 3 inches deep after being packed down by means of a
tool made from a 2-mch plank about 6 inches wide and

808. Flower-garden or outdoor carnation, showing the condensed
bushy habit and short flower-stems

12 inches long with an inverted V-shaped handle. In
about four weeks the cuttings should be ready for pot-

ting (Fig 811). Those that come out of the sand
February 15 or earlier should be potted first into 2-

inch pots and later on shifted into larger pots as needed.
Those potted later may be placed directly into 2j/£-inch
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pots and left until planted out. the object being to keep
the young plants growing steadily until they are planted
in the field Stunted, pot-bouna plants will be slow in

breaking and are likely to develop stem-rot m the field.

Use a moderately light soil and only fairly rich.

When the young plants begin to run up to flower,

they should be topped back to about foui joints above
the pot (Fig 812). A low-branched plant will stand up
better and will give less trouble in supporting later on.

A second topping may be necessary before planting-

out time, on early-propagated stock A slight harden-
mg-off of the young plants before planting out is bene-
ficial, though not essential. This is usually done by
placing the plants m coldframes about two weeks
prior to planting them m the field Late April or early

May is the time for planting in the field, according to

latitude and climate A rich loam, inclined to sandiness,

produces the finest plants in the shortest time In a
heavy soil the giowth will be heavier, but slower and
less branching Set the plants about 8 inches apart m
the rows, and if hand-power is to be employed in cul-

tivating, space the rows about 10 inches apart. Space
farther if horse-power is to be used
When a large business is done m young plants or

rooted cuttings, a part of the stock is grown espe-

cially for cuttings alone These plants are benched the
same as those for blooming, but are not allowed to

809 Layer of carnation. The parent

stem was severed at s This method is

now employed only in special cases.

Cultivate as soon as practicable after each rain, and
in the absence of rain at least once each week Shallow
cultivating is recommended, just enough to maintain a
loose mulch on the surface.

Do not water carnations in I 1/
the field under any con- V y/
sideration Cultivation will

preserve moisture m the y
soil without causing soft V

growth Keep topping back I

the young shoots as fast as fL

they begin to run up, thus Mjj
building up a shapely /

bushy plant \
// plants are to be placed 'So^Xjj 1

inside during the summer
,

^11 \

the benches should be re- '

\S aJ 1

filled and made ready for
/fSJz'y fsl Jl/

planting as soon after May vdr*/jk

1 as possible. It will be a
I\l/r

great help to get the plants Vv »

under way on the benches VJ \nH( \ lL
before hot weather sets in. ___ ^llLY/L
Fill the benches the hame f >

as for held-grown plants /
and set the plants where

xtlillw/
they are to bloom Indoor ‘"vJMv/ ^ .a

culture is practicable and
profitable only when the
benches can be spared by
early May. If a good mar- If

c
ket can be found for the W
May and June cut, they
will moie than offset the
slight advantage derived Jfcj
in the fall from indoor flBsf

culture '*3|

If the blooming plants if It

have not made an exceed- y\\f
ingly rank growth, they _ ^
may be cut back sharp .

8
J,°* 9 D«s,rabe

earfy Mav cleaned o£ TStZZtS
mulched with long manure
and grown on for blooming the following year. This
should not be attempted, however, unless the plants
are free from disease or insects and m good condition
to break freely from the lower part of the plant

('arnations are grown successfully on both raised and
solid benches Perfect drainage is essential, and must
be provided for, if solid beds are to be used There will

bloom As the shoots begin to nm up to flower, they
are broken off a few joints higliei up than is done when
topping in the field The young shoots which result

from these breaks are taken off for cuttings, the very
finest cuttings being secured in this way These are
trimmed and handled the same as those taken from the
flower-stems.

When packing cuttings for shipping, moist sphagnum
moss is used in which to pack the roots Cut papers
(newspapers are used mostly) into sheets about 10 by
18 inches Lay a strip of moss about 3 inches wide
across the middle of tlie paper lengthwise Then lay

the cuttings side by side with only the roots on the
moss When twenty-five have been laid on, begin to

roll from one end until all the cuttings have been taken
up Then turn in the lower part of the paper and con-
tinue to roll until the end of the paper has been reached
and tie aiound with any kind of cord There is little

diffeience in the returns from plants grown for cuttings

and those grown for blooms, providing a fair market
is found for each

In shipping plants from the field, the soil is all shaken
from the roots The plants are then set upright in the
shipping-cases with moist moss between the roots, a
layer of damp moss having first been placed on the
bottom.

be no difference m the quality oi the quantity if both
aic properly handled
By the end of June V **

the old blooming plants \ Ifl

will become exhausted, \n /
and refilling the benches

\J
. //

to receive the new plants v WJ ///7%
from the field will be in

order Clean out the old
ftHl

x

soil, whitewash the in- /fia

side of the benches with ^ ||
hot lime and allow to ^
dry before refilling with
the new eaith Four
inches of soil is enough,
and should be of equal
depth all over the bench,
especially along the W
edges The soil should yg
be fairly moist, but not
wet when the plants are Syil
set, sc that the roots

may draw moisture
from the soil rather I
than have the soil draw 1

the moisture from the 81

1

. strong cutting, w«U rooted.
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roots. On the other hand, soil for potting or planting
should never be handled while in a wet condition. If

too dry at the time of filling the beds, water, and let

stand long enough to dry to the proper state before

planting.

Apply a light shade of lime or whiting to the glass,

to break the fierceness of the summer
sun until the plants become estab-

lished. This shade should not be too
heavy, nor intended to darken the
house, else a softening and weakening
of the growth will lesult. Lift the
plants carefully by means of a spade
and leave a ball of soil about the size

of the fist on the roots This ball of

soil will greatly assist the plant in re-

establishing itself in its new quarters.
However, no serious harm will be done
should all the soil ciumble from the
roots without breaking the roots to

any considerable extent Set the plants

just about as deep into the soil as they
stood in the field and space them about
9 by 12 inches, if plants are of ordinary
size Larger plants may need more,
smaller plants lass space It should be
borne in mind that the highest quality

may be expected only when the plants
are not crowded

After setting a few hundred plants,

water each plant individually, satura-

ting the soil thoroughly around each
plant, but do not soak the whole bed
until the roots become active and the
surface of the soil has been worked over
and leveled off, which will be about
ten days after planting Spray the

plants overhead several times during
each day to pi event wilting Keeping
the walks wet will also help to maintain
a humid atmosphere until the roots

are able to supply the plants with moisture This
transplanting is an ordeal during which the plants are
unable to draw on the roots for support until they
have taken a new hold on the soil, and wilting must
be prevented by artificial means during this time To
allow severe wilting means loss of foliage and a loss

of vitality, which results m inferior qualitv in at least

the early part of the season
As soon as the soil has been leveled off, and most of

the weeds gotten rid of, the supports should be put in

place Large growers use one or two styles of supports,
or a combination of the two Wncs run lengthwise
between the rows, with cotton strings crosswise, plac-

ing two or three tiers one above the other to suit the
height of the plants is extensively used Another
ievice is the carnation support, consisting of a wire

stake with wire
rings to surround
each plant

Yield of bloom .

—

Plants that w’ere
benched in the
latter part of July,

or early August,
which is the time
to plant for best re-

sults, should begin
to yield blooms
early in September.
If flowers are not
desired so early,

the stems may be
broken off about
the time the bud

811. Undeveloped five-petaled carnation, appears, but no

general topping should be done after the plants are
housed, if a steady cut through the season is desired.

Cut the blooms during the early part of the day. They
are then fresh and retain their natural colois, much of

which would be bleached out of the delicately colored

sorts by the sun during a warm day Place in water at

once in a cool loom as near .50° as
possible Sort the blooms in sepai ate

colors, making two or three grades of

quality, tying them into bunches of

twenty-five blooms. Cut the stems
even at the bottom and replace in

water Avoid eiowdmg the blooms
while they are soaking up water, as

they will increase 25 per cent in size

during the first twenty-four hours in

water.
During a season, tunning from Sep-

tember to the end of the following

June, an average cut of twenty blooms
per plant maybe expected tiom most
vanetias Vanoties differ somewhat
according to the size of the blooms, the

smaller-flowered sorts usually being the

freer b'oomers.

The preparedion of the soil foi grow-
ing carnations is of the gieatest im-
portance Choose a piece of land which
has not been tilled for some years, if

possible If covered with a heavy sod,

all the better The soil should be a
loam of good substance, with an incli-

nation toward sandiness Hi oak this

sod in the fall and leave in a rough
state dunng the wmtei In the spring

plow again and sow to rowpeas or

some other leguminous crop After

lowing this under in the fa II, manure
eavily and leave until the follow-

ing spring when it should be plowed
again This <5011 should he in first-

class condition for use the following summer In

working or handling soil, nlwavs beai in mind that to

handle it. while it. is wet is to ruin it for immediate use

Onlv freezing will restore it again. If it will ciumble
readily, it is safe to handle Soil which has boon pre-

pared in this manner will be neh enough to carry the

plants until after the first of the year, when light feeding

may be given Feeding should be done judiciously

during the short

days of winter, to

avoid softening the

growth and bloom
Pulveiized sheep-

manure, dried
blood and wood-
ashes are used
mostly for this pur-
pose 'lhe manure
and blood improve
the size and quality

of the bloom, and
the ashes strengthen
the stem

Ventilation and
temperature — The
carnation being a
cool-temperature
plant, abundant
fresh air and ventil-

ation should be pro-

vided for. A steady
temperature la

essential to success 814. Carnation flower showing them growing cama- calyx which has split on account of

tions. Splitting of poor shape.

812. Showing where to top (a) or

to head back.
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the calyx may usually be traced to either irregular tem-
perature or to overdoses of feeding. Any point between
48° and 52° will prove a satisfactory night temperature
for most varieties, providing it is evenly maintained.

The temperature should be 10° higher during the day.

Care should also be exercised, when building, in plac-

ing the ventilators,

so that the atmos-
phere in the house
may be changed
without causing cold

drafts to strike the

plants By placing

the ventilators alter-

nately on both sides

of the ridge, this may
be accomplished The
side ventilators are
used only during
mild weather

The modern type of
carnation house runs

east and west, is of

even span and is 30
feet or more m width,

having ventilators on
both sides of the
ridge and in the side

walls, if houses are

detached Many
ranges are connected
by gutteis 6 feet or

more from the
ground When econ-

omy in ground is necessary, this is a good plan, but
such ranges always contain some benches inferior for

growing stock on account of the shade cast by gutters.

The single detached house is ideal See (Jreeahouse

Varieties

The leading \ finches in cultivation in this country at this time
are— White White Perfection, White Enchantress, White Won-
der, Shasta, Matchless t let h-Pink Enc hantress. Pink Delight,

Mavdaj, Pres Valentine Rose-Pink Rose-Pink Enchantress,
Dorothy CJordon, (iloriosa, Mrs (' W Ward, Philadelphia Pink.

Dark I'mk Rosette. Washington, Peerless Pink, Northport
Scarlet He icon, Victory, St \iehol is, Herald, Commodore.
Crimson Harry Perm, Octoroon, Pocahontas Yellow Yellow
Prince, Yellowstone White l anegatid Henora, Mrs II P
Cheney 1 ny other color (Jorge ous, Rainbow New varieties are
being registered with the Vmenc in Carnation Sotuty at the rate

of about twenty-five each year lew varieties remain in cultivation

longer than ten jears, so that the iist changes continually.

Disease s

Stcmrot (Rhizodonia ) is the common wet stemrot which does
perhaps more damage than all the other diseases combined, and it

is also more difficult to control than
any of the others Its presence does not
manifest itself until its damage is

wrought, and the plant is seen to wilt
and die The cause of the di*t asc is a
fungus whieh exists m the soil, nnd
which will lie dormant m the sod for

several years if there are no plants to
attack Hence no carnations should be
planted for several years m soil which
is known to have this fungus present

Species of Fusurium cause a slow
rot of the heart of the plant, the treat-
ment is same as above.

Carnation-rust ( Uromyces caryophyl-
'inus) is more common than stemrot,
but not nearly so destructive A slight d
swelling of the outer tissue of the leaf

is the first sign of its presence Later on
this bursts open, releasing a brown-
colored powdery substance, comprising
the spores by which the fungus is pro-
pagated Keeping the foliage dry and
the atmosphere buoyant and bracing
will prevent the appearance of this dis-

ease Spraying with bordeaux mixture
lias been found effective in combating
this disease ufter it has gained a foot-
hold

Fairy-ring [Heterosporxum ecktnula-
*’.m , is perhaps the most destructive of

the spot diseases. It is brought on by a humid or foul atmos-
phere, and must be fought with remedies which will produce the
opposite m atmospheric condition Bordeaux is the standard
remedy for all spot diseases

Bench rot may be caused by any one of a number of organism*
attut king the ends of the timings m the propagating-bonch It

is frequently a vrry serious disease The fungi most frequently
causing the trouble are in the sand and under the ideal conditions
of tc mpt rature and
moisture of the propa-
giting-bench spread
very rapidly The , sc

of clean sand, free from
all orgariu matt< r, and
the securing of new
sand for each lot of cut-
tings and t leaiilmess in
the propagating -house
will help to control tins

trouble.

Insect pests.

A green plant-louse
(Wyzuv /xrsic.e) is fre-

quently troublesome on
earn itions It also at-
tac ks a large number
of greenhouse and gar-
den plants as well as
several fruit trees Nic-
otine applied in one of
the many forms will

destroy it Spraying
anti v apon/ing are both
employed successfully as preventives of the attacks of aphids

Thnps (/Itholhrtps hrmorrhoulalis) are equally destructive and
more difficult to control The same treatment as for aphis is sug-
gested Sweetened pans grrtn used as a spray is also effective
(three gallons of water, two pounds of brown sugar, two table-
spoonfuls pans green)
The punctures made by thnps and plant-hee cause yellowish

spots on the leaves, a diseased condition known as shgmanose
lted-spider ( Tttrauychus Itimaiulalin) is found mostly where

plants grow near steam-pipes, where ventilation is poor, or in
liomes kept too dr> Pernstint syringing with water will usually
destroy them if the spraj is applied to the under surface Use
niueli force anel little wate r to aveael elrenclung the bods Sulfur
as a dust or in w iter will uKo destroj them

The carnation mite (Dediculupn i yratmnum) injures the buds bv
transmitting the spores of a fungus (Sporotrichum pox) which
causes them to elccay The injured buels are easily recognized and
should be promptly gathered and burned to prevent further spread
of the trouble

Raising new varieties

It is a long way from the undeveloped five-petaled

carnation (Fig 813) of early days to the perfectly

formed full bloom of today. This filling out of the
bloom has evolved gradually, and has been assisted

by cross-fertilization and selection by the carnation-
breeders through the many >oars in which the flower
has been cultivated This crossing, which has been the
means of perfecting the American strain of the perpet-
ual-flowering carnation, has been prosecuted continu-
ously ever since the arrival of the first, plants in this

country. Many men have found both pleasure and
profit in the work, and those
with scientific inclination will

find no subject more inter-

esting Not only have the
blooms become lai ger, but
the color has varied widely,
the “substance” has been
much improved, the calyx
has been developed for non-
bursting (Figs. 814, 815),
the keeping qualities of the
flowers have been improved,
and the stems have been
lengthened
The operation of pollinat-

ing the bloom, or transferring

the pollen from one flower to

the stigma of another, is a
simple matter, and is per-

haps of less importance than
other parts of the work of

producing desirable new
varieties.

816. Croswection of carnation flower showing

reproductive organs.

817 Carnation flower Pink Delight,

showing nearly entire-edged petals.
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818. Carnation flower Radiance, showing
deeply serrated petals.

The Fig 816 is a section of a flower showing the repro-

ductive organs; a shows the pod which encases the ovules

or forming seeds, b. From the tip of the pod rises the
style which has usually two, but frequently three

curved ends, or stigmas, c. When the stigma is in

the proper stage to be fertilized, which is indicated by
the fuzzy appearance of the upper part, the pollen,

which is the powdery substance released by the anthers,

d
,

is applied to

the fuzzy parts.

To prevent self-

fertilization, these

anthers should be
removed from
flowers intended
to be pollinated,

before tne pollen is

released. Within
one to three days,
if fertilization has
taken place, the
bloom will wilt,

the ovary will

begin to swell and
within a week the
seed-pod can be
seen to increase in

size As soon as
the bloom has

wilted, the petals should be removed and the calyx slit

down the sides to prevent water from standing inside

the calyx and causing the pod to decay In six to eight

weeks the seeds will be ripe and should be sown at once
Each seed may prove to be the beginning of a variety
which will be one of the milestones of progress in the
improvement of the carnation Not one should be
discarded until it has bloomed
The seedlings should be potted as soon as the first

pair of character-leaves appears. Later on they may be
shifted into larger pots and bloomed, or they may be
planted in the field and marked as they bloom and only
the promising ones housed in the fall. The selecting

of the plants for further trial is of the very greatest

importance and requires a thorough knowledge of the
subject There are many points in the make-up of a
first-class carnation, and a combination of as many of

these as is possible to get in one plant is the object

sought. No carnation has ever been found which was
perfect in every way The hybridist must be able to

judge correctly as to the relative value or loss repre-

sented in certain characteristics shown by a seedling

plant. This discrimination between the desirable and
undesirable calls for the clearest judgment, and a valu-

able variety might be discarded through the failure of

the grower to see its good points
Among the seedlings will probably appear variety

of colors, shapes and sizes of bloom, different types of

growth, perfect in some respects and faulty in others.

From these the hybridist is to select those which most
nearly represent his ideal of the perfect carnation. This
ideal should be of a pleasing shade of color, pure in tone,

so as to hold when the bloom ages The form should be
symmetrical, resembling as nearly as possible a half

sobere with just enough petals to fill the bloom nicely

without crowding. The petals may range from the
smooth-edged, as seen m Fig 817, to the deeply-sei-

lated, as seen in Fig. 818. The texture of the petals
should be such as will resist bruising. The odor should be
strong clove The size should be as near 4 inches across
as possible under ordinary culture. The calyx should be
strong and large enough to hold the petals firmly at all

stages of development The stem should be 30 to 36
inches long, and strong enough to hold the bloom erect.

The plant should have a free-growing habit, throwing
blooming shoots freely after a shoot is topped or a
bloom is cut. It should also be healthy and disease-

resistant. The American Carnation Society uses the
following scale of points for new varieties:

Color
Sue
Calyx
Stem
Substance .

Form
Fragrance

. 25
20
5

20
15
10
5

100

The most uniform results have been secured by con-
fining the breeding to separate colors; as, for example,
crossing white with white, red with red or crimson,
pink with pink, and so on This method has been
proved to produce the largest percentage of self-colors,

which are considered the most valuable commercially
in this country.

New varieties are frequently secured by sporting or

mutation A variety of a certain color may produce a
bloom of another color, and by propagating the cuttings

from the stem which carried the odd bloom a new
variety is established The securing of a new variety

m this way is purely a matter of good fortune, as no
method for causing the sporting is yet known.

Leading books on the carnation are. “The American
Carnation,” by C W Ward; “Carnations, Picotees and
Pinks,” by T W. Sanders; “Carnations and Pinks,”

by T H. Cook, Jas Douglas and J F McLeod;
“Carnation Culture,” by B C Ravenscroft The last

three are English. A. F. J. Baur.

CARN£GIEA (named for Andrew Carnegie, phil-

anthropist). Cactacex The giant tree cactus of Arizona,
California and Mexico

Large columnar plants, usually single, strongly
ribbed, with numerous spines, those from flowering
and sterile areolcs quite different, fls borne from the
upper areolcs, diurnal, funnelform, petals white: fr.

an oblong edible berry; seeds black and shining

gigantfca, Brit & Rose (Cfrcus giganthis, Engelm ).

Suwarro. (Plate III, Fig 819) A tree 20-60 ft high,

usually single, but sometimes with one or more branches

:

nbs in mature plants 18-21 fr 2-3 in long B M 7222.
A G. 11:451, 528—In rocky valleys and on mountain-
sides, S Anz. and Sonora, with 2 stations in Calif,

[reported, but probably not W be found, in Lower Calif j.

This great cactus does not do wrell in cult
,
although

large plants are often brought into greenhouses and
grounds about railroad stations in tne S W. It is

not suited for small collections. The fr. is gathered in
great quantities by the Indians of Ariz j. N. Rose.

CAROB: Ceratonia.

CAROLlNEA: Pachird.

CARPENTARIA (after Professor Carpenter, of

Louisiana) Saxifrag&cex Ornamental shrub culti-

vated for its large fragrant white flowers.

Evergreen lvs opposite, petioled, usually entire:

calyx 5-parted; petals 5; stamens numerous; ovary
almost superior, 5-7-celled; styles 5-7, connate at the
base, with lmear-oblong ptigmas. fr a many-seeded
dehiscent caps, with numerous oblong seeds —One
species in Calif

This is a highly ornamental ever-

green plant, with rather large oppo-
site leaves and showy white and
fragrant flowers in loose and terminal
corymbs. Hardy only in warmer tem-
perate regions. It requires a well-

drained, light and sandy soil, and
sunny, somewhat sheltered position;

it especially dislikes moisture during
the winter, and its perishing is more
often due to an excess of moisture gl9 piower 0f
than to the cold. Propagated by Carnegiea gtgan-
greenwood cuttings under glass in tea. (XK)
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summer, and by suckers, which it. produces freely; also,

by seeds sown in spring.

califdmica, Torr. Shrub, 6-10 ft. : lvs. elliptic-lancco-

late, entire or remotely denticulate, bright green above,
whitish-tomentose beneath, 2-4 m long’ fls pure white,

2^-3 in. diam., fragrant; petals orbicular, concave.
June, July B M. 6911. Gn 31 . 100 , 34, p 75; 36, p 26;

54, p. 248; 76, p. 376. GC II 26:113; III. 40:6, 7,

44:112 It H. 1884, p 365. JH III 29:251; 45 107;

59:61 M.D.G. 1913:121. G M. 31 .25; 40 300 G
29:695. Gn.W. 4:569. Alfred Rehder.

CARPET-BEDDING: Bedding.

CARPiNUS (ancient Latin name). Betulacese.

Hornbeam. Trees cultivated for their handsome
foliage, assuming bright autumnal tints, also for the

light green attractive fruit-clusters.

Deciduous trees or rarely shrubs* winter-buds con-
spicuous, acute with many imbiicate scales lvs alter-

nate, petioled, serrate, with deciduous stipules' fls.

monoecious; staminate catkins pendulous, each scale

bearing 3-13 stamens, 2-forked at the apex; pistillate

catkins terminal, slender, each scale bearing 2 ovaries,

the bracts and bractlets of which develop into a large,

leafy, more or less 3-lobed bract, embracing the small,

nut-like fruit at their base.—About 20 species, most of

them in Cent, and E Asia, 5 in Eu. and VV. Asia and 1

in N and Cent Amor Monogr by Winkler in Engler.

Pflanzenreich, Betulaceac, hft 19, pp 24-43, quoted
below as W. B
The hornbeams are trees usually with dense round

head, rarely shrubby, with medium-sized, bright green

ovate to lanceolate leaves and rather insignificant

flowers appearing with the leaves and followed by pen-
dulous catkins consisting of large bracts bearing a small

nutlet in their axils The wood is very hard and close-

grained, and much used in making tools and other small

articles The handsome foliage is rarely attacked by
insects, and assumes a yellow or scarlet color in fall.

The most beautiful are C cordata, with large leaves,

and C javonica, of graceful habit and with elegant

foliage The European hornbeam bears seveie pruning
well, and is very valuable for high hedges, it was for-

merly much used m the old formal gardens for this

purpose, it makes, also, an excellent game cover, as

it retains its withered foliage almost throughout the

winter.

The species are of comparatively slow growth and
thrive in almost any soil, and even in dry, rocky situa-

tions, most of them are quite hardy North Propagated
by seeds, sown usually in fall, germinating very irregu-

larly; if they do not appear the first spring, the seed-

bed should be covered until the following spring with
moss or leaf-mold, to keep the soil moist If intended
for hedges, the seedlings should be transplanted after

the first year, and allowed sufficient space to prevent
them from growing into slender tall plants, unfit for

hedges. The varieties of rarer species are grafted in

spring under glass, or m the open air on seedlings of one
of the common species.

a. Lvs with 7-16 secondary veins: mature catkins mlh
spreading narrow brads.

carolini&na, Walt (C. americana, Michx. C. mrgmi-
dno, Michx. f.). American Hornbeam Blue Beech.
Fig 820. Bushy tree, rarely 40 ft., lvs ovate-oblong,
usually rounded at the base, acuminate, sharply and
doubly serrate, glabrous at length, except in the axils

of the veins beneath, 2-4 in. long fr.-clusters peduneled,
2-4 m. long, bracts ovate or ovate-lanceolate, %-l in.

long, with 2 broad and short unequal lateral lobes, and
a much longer middle lobe, usually serrate only on one
margin. E. N Amer

,
west to Minn and Texas; also,

in Mex. and Cent. Amer. S.S. 9:447. Em. 1:199. Gn.
24, p. 418.—Bushy tree, with dense, but slender and

often somewhat pendulous branches, and dark bluish
n foliage, changing to scarlet or orange-yellow in

Betulus, Linn. European Hornbeam Tree, to 60
or 70 ft lvs similar to those of the former, cordate or
rounded at the base, ovate or oblong-ovate, of somewhat
thicker texture, and the veins more impressed above
fr -clusters 3-5 m long bracts over ljUj m long, with
ovate, lateral lobes, and much longer oblong-lanceolate
middle lobe, the margins almost entire or remotely den-
ticulate Eu to Persia H W 2*17, pp 31-33 WB
29 FS R. 3, p 153 Gn 24, pp 418, 419, 420—The
most remarkable of the garden forms are the following
Var inclsa, Ait (var asplen'ifdha, Hort ) Lvs incised

or lobed, smaller Gn 24, p 419 Var pyramid&lis,
Dipp (var fastigiAta

,
Hort ) Of upright growth Var

purptlrea, Dipp. Lvs purplish when young, green at
length —It
grows i

taller
than the Am-
erican species, -

although the
foimcr is of more vigor-
ous growth when young,
the foliage turns yellow
in fall, and remains on
the tree throughout the
winter.

AA Lvs with 16-25 pairs

of veins mature cat-

kins with loosely
oppressed ovale and
dentate bracts

, of
cone-like appearance.

japfinica, Illume (C.

Carpinus, 8arg Ihstego

-

edrpus Carpinus
,
Sieb &

Zucc ) Tree, to 50 ft
*

young branchlets pubes-
cent: lvs reddish brown
when unfolding, oblong- 820. Carpmua carolimana. (

X

H)
ovate or oblong-lanceo-

late, 2-4 in. long, acuminate, rounded or subcordate at
the base, unequal!> serrate, with 20-24 pairs of veins
deeply impressed above, bright green and glabrous
above, beneath brownish pubescent on the veins at
first, finally glabrous or nearly so matuie catkins ovoid-
oblong, 2 in. long, slender-peduncled , bracts inflexed

at the base inclosing the nutlet Japan G F. 6.365.
RH 1895, p. 427 S I F. 1*24—A very graceful

species and auitc hardy, sometimes cult under the
name C laxijtora

,
which is an entirely different species

with the lvs having only 10-1
1 pairs of veins

cord&ta, Blume Tree, to 40 ft young branchlets
hairy at fiist, soon glabrous lvs ovate or oblong-ovate,
acuminate, distinctly cordate at the base, 3-6 in long,

unequally serrate, with 15-20 pairs of veins deeply
impressed above, pubescent on the veins beneath or
glabrous mature catkins 2-3 m long, slender-pedun-
cled; bracts not inflexed at the base, but with an
opposite bractlet about as long as the nutlet. Japan,
Manchuria, Korea G F 8.295 S I F 1:24—A very
handsome species and quite hardy.

C amenc&na, Michx *=C caroliniana —C dumtnsit. Scop =*

C orientalis —C lanflAra, Blume* To 50 ft hs ovate or elliptie-

ovate, long-acuminate, 2-3 in long, with 10-14 pairs of veins.

Japan S I F 12.3—> cry attrnctn e m fall, with its long and slen-

der catkins Var macroddchw

,

W inkl Lvs o\ate-oblong fruit-

ing catk'ns 2 }$-3 14 in long \\ China H I 20 19S9.—Recently
intro

—

C onentAhs, Mill Bushy tree, to 15 ft lvs ovate or
oblong-ovate, 1 1 j-2 in long, with about 10 pairs of veins S E Eu.
to Persia Gn 24, p 41S

—

C Pam, Winkl ==C Turezaninown —
C polynefira, Franch (C Turp/tminowu var polyneura, Winkl.).
Small tree young branchlets pubescent, soon glabrous lvs ovate-
lanceolate, long-acuminate, usually rounded at the base, 1 H~2 Yi in.

long, with 15-20 pairs of veins, fruiting bractlets ovate to lanceolate,
serrate W. China. W B 39 —C Turczanmdwit, Hance (C. Paul,
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Winkl ) Shrubby tree’ lvs ovate, acute, 1-2 in Iona, with 10-12 pairs

of veins N. China—C virgtniAna, Mu hx f —C carolmiana —C.
yedoinvia, Maxim Small tree branrhlets and lvs beneath pubes-
cent Ivs ovate-elliptic or ovate-lanceolate, with about 12 pairs of

veins, 2-3 in. long Japan. S I.F. 2 11. ALFRED REHDER.

CARRIItREA (after E. A. Carri&re, prominent
French horticulturist and botanist, died 1896). Fla-

courtidceje. Ornamental tree chiefly cultivated for its

handsome bright green foliage

Deciduous: lvs alternate, long-petiolcd, serrate:

fls dioecious; sepals 5, broadly ovate, pubescent out-

side; petals wanting; stamens numerous, shorter than
the sepals, ovary 1-celled with numerous ovules, rudi-

mentary m the staminate fls
,
styles 3-4, 3-lobed, short

and spreading fr a dehiscent caps
,
seeds winged —

One species, or possibly two, in Cent China.
This is a medium-sized tree very much resembling

Idesia in appearance, the apetalous flowers with large

white sepals in terminal corymbs or short racemes, the
staminate usually many-flowered, the pistillate few-
flowered, rarely solitary, and with large capsular long-

pointed fruits It haii proved fairly hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum Propagated by seeds, can probably also be
propagated like Idesia by greenwood and root-cuttings

catycina, Franch Tree, to 30 ft
,
with a wide-spread-

ing flat head lvs elliptic or ovate to oblong-obovate,
3-6 m. long, short-acuminate, rounded at the base,

821 Last year’s umbel of wild carrot.

lustrous on both surfaces, glabrous, erenately-serrate:

sepals broadly cordate-ovate about ®£in. long and
nearly as broad, white caps 2-2^10 long, pubescent.
Cent China R II. 1896, p 498 Alfred IIehder.

CARROT (Daucus Cardta
,

Linn ) Umbelliferse.

Garden vegetable, grown fci its elongated subterranean
crown-tuber.
The carrot h native of Europe and Asia, and one of

the bad intro bleed weeds of eastern North America
(Fig 821) The improve 1 succulent-rooted garden
varieties are thought to be descended from the same
stock, though this has been denied It seems piobable
that the horticultural improvement of the species was
begun in Holland, and it is said that the cultivated

forms were introduced thence into the gardens of Eng-
land during the reign of Queen Elizabeth The carrot
is now very generally, though not extensively, cultiva-

ted everywhere, both for culinary pui poses and for

atock-feeding. It is sometimes forced under glass, but
to no great extent. Carrots are most useful in culinary
practice for soups, stews, and salads, and as this class

of cookery has never been reasonably popular m Amer-
ica, this vegetable has not received the attention it

deserves
The carrot is hardy and may be planted as soon as

the ground is in fit condition to be properly prepared
for seeding. When grown as a market-garden or truck

crop, this early seeding is essential to maximum re-

turns The best soil for carrots is a medium to light

loam, rich, friable and comparatively free from weeds.
As the seed is slow to germinate, it is a good plan to

sow some quick-germinating seed with the carrot seed
so that the rows may be noticed in time to keep them
ahead of weed growth. Lettuce serves well for this

purpose When the carrots aie thinned, this lettuce is

pulled out The carrot seed is best sown m rows 12 to

15 inches apart, using enough seed to produce a plant
every inch or two along the row. When the carrots are

3 to 5 inches high, they should be thinned to stand 3
inches apart in the row The only further culture

necessary is frequent tillage to conserve soil-mois-

and to pievent weed growth The early crop should
be ready to pull and bunch for sale seventy- five

days after sowing Early carrots are an important
crop on the market-garden and truck-farm They are
pulled a-, soon as they have attained sufficient size and
tied into bunches of three, six or seven roots, according
to the size of the roots and the market demands The
earliei the crop and the more active the demand, the

smaller the roots which may be salable A later sow-
ing is made for the main or winter crop or for live-

stock This may be from four to six week^ after the

first sowing The crop is handled in the same manner
as the early crop except that it is allowed to continue
growth as long as the weather is suitable It is then
pulled, the tops cut from the roots and the roots placed
in frost-proof storage for winter sale

The expense of production of carrots is consider-
able, but the returns are usually satisfactory The
fall crop should yield 500 to 1,000 bushels to the
acre Truck-growers of the South ship many bunched
carrots to the large northern markets in March.
Aptil and May, where they meet a ready demand
at prices ranging from 35 cents to SI per dozen
bunches

There are several distinct market types of carrots,

the variation being chiefly with respect to size and
shape The smaller varieties, as they mature moie
quickly, are used to some extent for the early bunching,
while the larger kinds are always more popular in the
general market
The varieties of oairots differ chiefly in respect to

size and grain, with differences in cat finest* closely cor-

related The following arc now favorite varieties.

French Forcing (Earliest Short Horn) —One of the
smallest and earliest; root small, almost globular,

orange-red

Oxhcnrl or Guerande —Small to medium in size, root
2 to 4 inches long, growing to a blunt point, of good
quality and popular in some sections for an early bunch
carrot

Chantenay—Large to medium in size, root 3 to 5
inches long, more tapering than Oxheait, of good
quality and a better carrot for the bunched crop than
the above

Danvers Half-Long—Six to 8 inches long
;
2 to 3 inches

in diameter, at top tapering to a blunt point; the most
popular garden carrot grown

True Danvers—A long carrot, 8 to 12 inches; tapering
to a slender point like a parsnip; grown more for

live-stock or exhibition purposes The Half-Long has
largely displaced it as a market sort chiefly because
of the greater ease with which the latter strain is

harvested.

Half-Long Scarlet —Top small, roots medium size,

cylindrical, pointed; much used for bunching
Early Scarlet Horn .—Top small, roots half-long,

somewhat oval, smooth, fine gram and flavor, a
favorite garden sort.

Large White Belgian—Of much larger size than the
above-named varieties, of less delicate flavor and
coarser texture; a popular variety for live-stock.
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The variation in the different strains of carrot seed

is marked and it is important to secure seed from care-

fully selected roots true to shape and color Carrot
seed may be produced in any location in which the crop

of roots is grown successfully.

The carrot may be successfully forced under glass and
is grown in this way to a limited extent The small early

varieties are used, such as French Forcing. Early Pari-

sian, Early Seailet Horn and Golden Hall. These will

usually be grown as a catch-crop between tomatoes or

cucumbeis When grown in this way, the carrot is one
of the most delicious of all vegetables, and deserves

much wider popularity See Forcing
The field cultivation of carrots for live-stock differs

CARYA (Karya, Greek name for the walnut tree).

Syn
,
Hicbria. Juqlandaceap Hk kory. Trees grown

for their handsome foliage and strong habit, and some
species for their edible nuts

Deciduous branches with solid pith, lvs alter-

nate, without stipules, with 3-17 serrate lfts fls.

monoecious, apetalous, appealing with the lvs
;
stann-

nate fls m axillary, slender, pendulous catkins, each
fl with 3-10 stamens, borne in the axil of a 3-lobed
bract, pistillate fls in a terminal, 2-10-fld. cluster or
spike, consisting of a 1-celled ovary inclosed by a 4-

lobed involucre fr globular to oblong, with a husk
separating into 4 valves and a bony nut, incompletely
2-4-eelled —About IS species of hickory, all in E N.

little from the garden oi horticultural treatment except
that earhness is not desiied, and the longer-rooted later-

mat in mg kinds are mostly used; and less intensive cul-

tivation is employed See Vol II, Cycle Amer Agnc
,

P F. A. Waugh and H F. Tompson.

CARTHAMUS (Aiabic name, alluding to a color

yielded b\ the flowers) Composite Hardy annuals.
Plant 2 3 ft high, with spiny lvs . involucre with

spreading and leafy outer scales and the inner ones more
or less spiny; receptacle chaffy, corolla 5-fid, nearly

Amer from Canada to Mex
;

the Chinese species

recently descubed by Dixie fioin nuts only is probably
not a Carya See Rep Mo Hot Ga J 7, pp 28-42, pis.

1-23, and Rep of U S Dept Ague
, Div Pomol

,

Nut-Culture (180(5), cited below as U S N C (the

first number refenmg to the plate, the second and third

to the figure) By some, Ilicona is consideicd to have
priority, but Carya is retained as one of the “nornina

regular, smooth, expanded above the tube achenes
glabrous, mostly 4-ribbed, the pappus none or scale-like.

—A genus of 20 species, fiom the Canary Isis to Cent.
Asia Of easiest cult

,
from seed.

tinetdrius, Linn (Cdrduus Imctbrius, Falk.). Sap-
flower False Saffron. One to 3 ft high, glabrous,

branched lvs ovate, spiny-foothed, almost as broad as

long fl -heads with upward-tapering mvolucie, and a
globular crown of orange florets Asia —Florets used
like saffron, they have diaphoretic properties and have
also been used for dyeing, especially silks, and in making
rouKe N Taylor.!

CARUfsLIA Ornithogalum.

conservanda” of the Vienna code of nomenclature,
because of its long-established usage.
The hickories are hardy ornamental, usually tall

trees with rather large, deciduous odd-pinnate leaves,
small greenish flowers, the staminate ones m conspicu-
ous pendulous racemes, and with rather large green
dehiscent fruits inclosing a mostly edible nut The
hickories are among the most beautiful and most useful
trees of the American forest, and are all very ornamental
park trees, with a straight, .sometimes high and slender

CARUM (probably from Caria, in Asia Minor).
UmbelUfer.T Glabrous annual or perennial herbs, some
of which yield aromatic and edible garden products

Leaves pinnate fls white or pinkish, small, in com-
pound umbels with involucres and involucels, the calyx-

teeth small fr ovate or oblong, more or less ribbed,

glabrous, or sometimes hispid* root usually tuberous or
filiform —Twenty or more species, widely distributed

in temperate regions The genus is variously defined
and understood 0 Pdrosclmum, the pursley, is here
kept, under the genus Pdrosehnam.

C&rvi, Linn Car kway (which see) St. slender but
erect, furrowed, 1-2 ft * lvs. pmnatcly decompound,
with thread-like divisions. Old World.—Sometimes
runs wild.

G&irdneri, Gray St solitary, 1-4 ft. : lvs. pinnate or
the upper ones simple, w ith 3-7 linear lfts., the upper
lfts usually entire, but the lower ones often divided:
fr with long style Dry hills, m Calif, and Nev. and
to Brit Col.—Intro in 1881, by Gillett,asan ornamental
plant Roots tuberous and fusiform. L. H. B.

CARCMBIUM: Homalanthua.

trunk and a large, graceful, pyramidal or oblong head
of usually light green foliage, turning from yellow to
orange or orange-brown m fall They are hardy North
except C. Pecan

,
C. aquatica and C mynsticuformis, but

C Pecan thrives rarely in Massachusetts in sheltered
positions. Most of the species have heavy hard strong
and tough wood, much valued for many purposes,
especially for handles of tools, manufacture of carriages
and wagons, also for making baskets and for fuel. The
nuts of some species, as C. Pecan and C. ovata, also C.
lanniosa and some varieties of C glabra and C. alba, are
edible, and are sold in large quantities, mostly gathered
from the woods, though in later years orchards of
improved varieties have been planted. A large number
of insects prey upon the hickory, attacking the wood,
foliage and fruit, for which see the Fifth Ann. Rep. of
the U. S. Entom. Com

, pp. 285-329. There are also
some fungi sometimes causing an early defoliation of
the trees.

The hickories generally thrive best in rich moist soil,

but some, especially C. glabra, C. alba and C. ovata
,

grow equally well in duer localities. They are of rather
slow growth, and difficult to transplant if taken from
the woods, therefore the seeds are often planted where
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the trees are to stand, but if grown in the nursery and
transplanted several times when young, trees 6-10 ft.

high may be transplanted successfully.

Propagation is usually by seeds stratified and sown in

spring in rows about 3 inches deep; named varieties

may be grafted in spring in the greenhouse, on potted
stock of C cordiformis, which seems to be the best
species for this purpose, veneer- or splice-grafting

being usually employed, sometimes also increased by
root-sprouts. For further horticultural advice, see
Hickory-nut and Pecan.

INDEX.

alba, 8, 10. xlhnoensxs, 1. ohtxformia, 1.

amnra, 4. lacimosa, 9 ovalis, 6
aquatica, 3. microcarpa, 6, 10. ovata, 10.

boreaha, 6. myristicseformm, 2. Pecan, 1.

cordiformis, 4. Nuttalln, 10 porcina, 5.

fraximfolia, 10. obcordata, 6. sulcata, 9.

glabra, 5. obovahs, 6. tomentosa, 8.
Halcsu, 10. odorata, 6. villosa, 7.

A. Scales of buds valvate, 4-6: fr. vnth winged sutures;

nut usually thm-shelled: Ifts 7-1.5
,
usually falcate.

B. Nut mostly elongated
,
almost terete , husk thin, splitting

to the base, kernel sweet; cotyledons entire or only
notched at the ape r.

1. Pecftn, Engler <fc Graebn. (Jiiqlans Pecdn, Marsh.
Hicbna Pecdn, Brit. C. illmotnsis, Koch. C.ohvaefdrmis,

Nutt.). Pecan. Fig. 823. To 170 ft., with branches
ubescent when young: bark deeply furrowed, grayish
rown* winter-buds yellow: lfts. 11—17, short-stalked,

oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate or doubly ser-

rate, tomentose and glandular when young, usually

glabrous at length, 4-7 in. long: staminate catkins

almost sessile: fr. 3-10 in clusters or spikes, oblong,

1^-33^ m. long; nut ovoid or oblong, smooth, brown,
irregularly marked with dark brown, 2-celled at the

base; kernel sweet From Iowa and Ind south to Ala
°.nd Texas; also in Mex. 8.8. 7*338-9 AG 12 273-

275 U S N C l, 8, 9.—This species is the most im-
portant as a fr. tree, and many named varieties are cult

m the southern states, but it is tender N The wood
is less valuable than that of the other species Hybrids
are known of this species with C. cordiformis, C alba

and C. lacmiosa, for which see Hep Mo. Hot. Gard 7,

pis. 20-23 and Gng 2.226 See Pecan.

2. mynsticaef6rmis, Nutt. (Hicbna mynsticsefbnms,
Brit ). Nutmeg Hickory. Tree, to 100 ft

,
with dark

brown bark, broken into appressed scales* wmter-buds
brown, lfts 5-11, short-stalked or almost sessile, ovati 4-

lanceolate, the uppermost much larger and obovate,
serrate, scurfy-pubescent beneath when young and with
brown scales above, at length dark green above, silvery

and lustrous beneath, 3-5 in long, stannnate catkins

peduncled* fr generally solitary, short-ovoid or obovate,

823. Foliage and pistillate

flowers of Carya Pecan.

about \y2 m long, nut ovoid, reddish brown marked
with irregular spots and stripes, thiek-shelled, 4-eelled

below, kernel sweet From S C to Ark and Mex
8 S 7 342-3—A very decorative species on account of

its handsome foliage, but not hardy N
bb Nut usually so broad as long, compressed, with irregu-

larly angled or reticulate surface, thm-shelled, 4~

celled below, kernel bitter, cotyledons deeply 2-lobed.

3 aqu&tica, Nutt {Hicbna aqudtica, Brit ) Water
Hickory Bitter Pecan Usually small tree, rarely to

100 ft
,
with light brown bark separating into long, thin

plates winter-buds dark reddish brown lfts 7-13,

sessile or short-stalked, lanceolate, long-acuminate,

,

finely serrate, yellowish tomentose when young, gla-
‘ brous at length* fr 3-4, ovoid to broadly obovate,

1-

1

Y

in long; husk thin, splitting to the base, nut
obovate, much compressed, lricgulaily angled and

ridged, dull reddish brown, kernel very bitter

From Va to 111 ,
south to Fla and Texas.

S S. 7:344-5. U 8 N C 12, 7-8^ 4. cordif6rmis, Koch (Hicbna minima, Brit

C anu'tra, Nutt) Bittermjt Swamp
^ Hickory Tree, to 100 ft bark grayish

brown, broken into thin scales young
r branches and petioles glabrous* winter-buds
bright yellow, lfts 5-9, ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate,

acuminate, densely serrate, pubescent when young and
glandular, almost glabrous at length, 3-6 in long fr

2-

3, broadly obovate or subglobose, winged from the

apex to the middle. *4~1 Yi long; husk thin, splitting

somewhat below the middle; nut slightly compressed,
roundish, abruptly contracted into a short point,

smooth, gray, kernel bitter Que to Minn
,
south to

Fla. and Texas SS. 7*340-1. Em. 226—A valuable
park tree, with handsome rather broad head, growing
m cult more rapidly than other hickories.

AA. Scales of buds imbneate, more than 6: fr. not or

slightly winged at the sutures; nut usually thick-

shelled, 4-udled below’ lfts 8-9, not falcate, the

uppermost larger and generally obovate.

B. Buds small, Y~Yin. long’ husk thin, nut slightly or

not angled.

C. Los. glabrous or only slightly pubescent while young:
nut not or only slightly angled, thm-shelled.

5. gl&bra, Sweet {Hicbna glabra, Brit C. porcina,

Nutt.). Pignut. Figs 821, 825. Tree, occasionally to
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120 ft., with usually dark gray fissured bark and slen-

der, glabrous branchlets: lfts 3-7, almost sessile,

oblong to oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate, sharply
serrate, almost glabrous, 3-6 in long- fr usually ovoid
or obovate, the sutures usually slightly winged toward
the apex and the husk splitting mostly only half way

824. Characteristic growth of the pignut hickory,

Carya glabra.

to the base; nut usually brownish, not angled; kernel

mostly astringent Maine to Ont and south to Fla

,

Ala and Miss STS 2 179 A Cl 11 386-7 USN
C 12, 5.—A very handsome park tree, with rather nar-

row-oblong head, and slender often pendulous branch-
lets A very variable tree

6. ov&lis, Sarg (Juglans oralis, Wang Hicoria mic-

roedrpa, Brit If glabra var imcroairpa, Trel ) Small
Pignut. False Su\gbark Figs 826-829 Tree, similar

to the preceding bark clo^e and furrowed on young
tiees, shaggy on oi l trunks blanches first hairy, soon
glabrous: lfts 5-7, sessile, oval, oblong oi ovate. 3-6
in long, aeute or aeummate, loundcd or narrowed and
unequal at the base, coaisely and shallowly toothed,

glabrous; terminal lfts cuneate at the base, short-

stalked* fr subglobose td short -oblong, m across,

densely scaly and slightly winged, tardily splitting

nearly to the base; nut slightly flattened, often broader
than high and usually rounded at the apex, sometimes
slightly angular, brownish, shell rather thin; kernel

small and sweet Mass to Wis., south to Ga
,
Ala

,
and

Miss. A G. 11 .381-388, 1, 2, 5, 8, 10. U S N C 12, 4, 6
Var. obcordalta, Sarg (J. obcoidata

,
Muhl J. porcina

var. obcordata, Pursh C. muroedrpa, Dari ) Fi

nearly globose or ovoid; nut
angled, broader than high,

sometimes obcordate S S 7

354, figs. 5, 6, 7, 9. Var. odor-
&ta, Sarg (Hicbiia glabra var.

odorata, Sarg.). Lfts generally

broader, ovate or oblong-ovate,
glandular: fr. subglobose or

higher than broad, with dis-

tinctly winged sutures, split-

ting freely to the base; nut
gray, veiy slightly ridged,

825. Or« form of pignut— slightly higher than broad.

C. glabra. (Natural sire ) CoilU. to Pa. and Mo. S S.

7:354, fig. 8. Var obovilis, Sarg. Fr. obovoid, nut
much compressed, pointed or rounded at the apex,
and rounded at the base Mass to Va and Mo Var.
borealis, Sarg ( Hicoria boredits, Ashe C. borealis,

Schneid ) Bark scaly lfts. usually 5, lanceolate* fr

ovoid, flattened, about %in long, very narrowly
winged and often incompletely
splitting* nut ovoid, ridged,

whitish
,
kernel sweet Mich

,
Ont

cc Lvs hairy beneath' nut
J
Vf J

angled, thick-shelled. I Ml
7. vill&sa, Schneid (Hicoria vil- \

Ibsa, Ashe H glabra var mllbsa
,

\
Sarg H pdllula, Ashe) Tree, to

20 or sometimes to 50 ft * branch-
(

lets slender, pubescent mixed with %
silvery scales, later glabrous lfts

5-9, usually 7, sessile or short-
82

,® of
.

C
\
ov

?
ll8 ‘

stalked, oblong to oblanceolate, ^Natural SU)*
3-5 in long, acuminate, narrowed
at the base, coarsely serrate, when unfolding glandular
above, hairy below and with silvery scales, petioles
pubescent and with tufts of brownish hairs, finally

often glabrous fr subglobose to pear-shaped, %-l $4
in long, winged, husk thin, splitting to below the
middle or nearly to the base, nut slightly angled,
somewhat compressed, thiek-shelled, pale or light
brown, kernel small and sweet N J to Fla, Miss
and E Texas S S 7 355 G F 10 305

bb Buds large, } ^~I in long nut angled, kernel sweet

c. Bark not shaggy branches and petioles tomentose.
outer bud-scales falling in autumn husk not sepa-
rating quite to the base

8 &lba, Koch (Hirbi in alba, Brit f tomejitosa,

Nutt Not to be confounded with C alba, Nutt
,
which

is C avata) Mockers r*r Big-bud Hickory Tree,
rarely attaining to 100 ft lfts 7-9, almost sessile,

oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate, usually finely ser-

rate, glandular and tomentose beneath, very frqgrant
when crushed, 4-8 m. long fr globose to pear-shaped,

827. Carya ovalis, the false ahagbark.
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1V6-2 in long; nut light brown, globular to oblong,

slightly compressed, angled, narrowed toward the apex,

thick-shelled, kernel small, sweet. Mass to Ont ana
Neb., south to Fla and Texas. S S. 7:350-1. U.S.N.

C. 12, 1-3. Em. 222.

cc. Bark shaggy
,

light gray branches and

;

petioles glabrous or pubescent husk
very thick, separating to the base:

outer bud-scales persisting through the

winter.

9 lacinidsa, Engler & Graebn. (Hicoria

lacimbsa
,
Sarg H acuminata, Dipp C.

sulcata, Nutt ) Bio or Bottom Shell-
bakk Hickory King -Nut Tall tree,

occasionally to 120 ft . branchlets orange-

red lfts 7-9, oblong-lanceolate, acumi-
nate, serrate, pubescent when young, usu-

ally glabrous at length, 4-8 in. long fr.

gcneially oblong, in long, nut
yellowish white, oblong, but sometimes as

broad as long, slightly compressed and
obscurely 4-angled, pointed at both ends;

kernel sweet N Y to Iowa, south to

Tenn and Okla S S. 7:348-9 US.
NC 11

828. Twig of Id ovita, Koch (Ihcdna ovata, Brit C.

C. ovalis. dlba, Nutt). Siiagb ark Hickory Also

Little Shellbark Hickory, although

the latter name by some is applied to the preceding.

Figs 830,831 Tree, occasionally to 120 ft lfts gen-

erally 5, sessile, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, acumi-

nate, serrate, densely fimbriate, pubescent and glan-

dular when young, glabrous at length, 4-0 in long’

fr subglobose, about V/z-2}i in long, nut white,

oblong to broadly obovate, 4-angled, kernel sweet

From Que to Minn
,
south to Fla and Texas. S S.

7.346-7. Em 217 U 8 N C. 10 A G 11.386, 6, 9;

387, 3, 388, 11. Gng. 7*51. AF 14.339.—Next to

Pecan the best as a fruit tree, especially for northern

states, where the

pecan is not quite

hardy Several
named varieties

are in trade, of

which probably
var. Hilesu,
Hort

,
with large,

thin-shelled nut,

is the best known.
An ornamental,
often very pictur-

esque tree; the

stout branches
forming a rather

broad, usually
somewhat open,
head Var Nut-
tailii, Sarg (C.

microcdrpa, Nutt,
in part). Fr.
smaller* nut
roundea, usu-
ally obcordate,

much com-
pressed and
prominently
angled, about
J^in across.
Mass to Pa.

and Mo Nut-
tall, Silv N.
Am 1.13 Var.
f:axinifdlia,
Sarg Lfts. 829, Habit of tbe small-fruited pignut,

lanceolate or Carya ovalis.

nearly oblanceolate, the terminal one 5-6 m. long anc
1^-2 in wide. fr. generally smaller, ovoid, pointed

in long, nut long-pointed. W. N. Y.
C. arkamd.no., Sarg. Allied to C glabra Tree, to 70 ft bark

dark gray, scaly branchlets pubescent 11 ts 5-7, lanceolate, densely
pubosccnt when unfolding, glabrous at maturity, 4-7 in long fr

ovoid or obovoid, husk usually splitting to the middle, nut slightly

obovoid, shell very thick and hard, kernel sweet, small Aik ant'

Okla S f S 2 181 —C Bitcklcyi, Durand (C texunu, Buckl
,
not

DC) Allied to C alba Tree, to 50 ft , with dark, furiowtd bark
lfts 7, laneeolate or oblanceolate, pubescent on the vein la low , 3-b
m long fr subglobose or ovoid, 1 4 in across, husk tlnn, splitting

to the base, nut reddish brown, veined, shell hard, keinel sweet
Texas to Okla and Ark STS 2 182 (' caroluut-
leptcntrumaUs, Kngler & Graebn (Ilirona carolina-sep-
tentnonahs, Ashe) Allied to C o\ata Branchlets
dinder llts .1-5, lanceolate, glabrous fr smaller, nut
tlun-shelled N C to Ga SS 14 720—C J1or uiana,
Sarg \llied to C cordifornns Buds valv ate, brown-
ish yellow lfts usually 5, elliptic-oblong to lanceolate,
densely scaly beneath, 2-D 2 in long fr obovoid, about
1 in long, husk tardily splitting tolhebase, mil obovoid
orsubglobosc Fla STS 2 177 C mtijami pa, Sarg
Closely related to C glabra Bark do.e buds large!

831 Fruit of Carya ovata, the sharp iiu h.ckui:

830 Twig of The cross-section is to show structure, not to show
Carya ovata. a good horticultural fruit. (Natural size )

lfts to 8 in long fr broadly obovoid, to l'o m long, husk thick,

tardily dehiscent to the middle, nut obovoid, kernel small, sweet
NY to Mo and Fla STS 2 180 —C mexirana, Knge Ini Tree,
with shaggy bark and tome ntosc-pubescent l\s fr de presM d, with
rather thick husk and broad, sharply l-angled, w lute nut Mex Thp
only species not native to the I' S--C tcrana, DC (Hu on.i U xana,
Le Conte) Similar to C Pecan, but lfts broidcr, less luk.ite,

almost sessile nut smaller, much darker, with somewhat tough
surface, kernel bitter Texas S S 14 719 -C lexana, Buckl -*

C. Butklcyi. Alfred Rehder.

CARYOCAR (from the Greek word for nut) ('ari/n-

cardcese, formerly included in TerndranmUctsc, and
by some refeired to Rhizobolacece Tiees, or rarely

ehrubs, of about 10 species in Trop Amor , one of

which is well known for its large edible nuts Lvs
opposite, digitately 3-5-foliolate, leathery, often seirnte

fls bractless, in terminal i iconics
;
calyx deeply 5-6-

parted, the lobes orbiculate and strongly imbricate;

petals 5-6, imbricate; stamens many, somewhat
joined at the base, ovary 4-6-eelled. fi ditipaeeous,

with a hard stone or stones and veiy laigo seeds C.

nuclferum, Linn
,
produces the souari-nut oi butternut

of the American tropics Although native ot Guiana,
it is cult m some of the W Inches lsls tiee, attaining

100 ft or more, producing durable tunbot used chiefly

in ship-building lvs trifoliolate, the lfts elliptic-lan-

ceolate, glabrous fls large, purple, the stamens white
and very numerous fr several inches in diam

,
nearly

globular or becoming misshapen by abortion of the

contents, containing 2-4 hard-shelled nuts the size of a
hen’s egg, and which are flat-kidney-shaped, warty and
reddish brown; kernel or meat white, with a nutty or
almond-like flavor, and yielding oil when subjected to

pressure B M 2727, 2728 The nuts now and then
appear in northern markets The closely allied C vil-

losum, Pers
,
of Guiana and Brazil, is repoiled as a

notable timber tree; and the oily pulp sui rounding
the seed is eaten boiled and the kernel of ine seed is

eaten raw. L, jj. jj.

CARYOPHfLLUS, tbe clove tree, it now referred to Ev<“ >
- »
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CARYOPTERIS (Greek for nut and wing). Ver-

bendcese. Ornamental woody plants grown for their

lavender-blue floweis profusely produced m autumn
Deeiduous small shiubs. lvs opposite, short-petioled,

serrate, ils in axillaiy cymes, calyx eampanulate,
deeply 5-lobed with lanceolate teeth, spreading and
somewhat enlarged in f-

;
corolla 5-lobed, with short

cylindnc tube and spreading limb, l begin, larger and
fringed, stamens 4, exserted, 2 of them longer, style

slender, 2-paited at the apex fr sepal at ing into 4
somewhat winged nutlets —About 6 species in E Asia.

Those are glabrous, pubescent or foment ose shiubs
With small blue or violet late floweis Fiee-floweiing
andveiy valuable foi their late blooming season, not
hardy North; even if well piotected they will be killed

almost to tin* ground, but the young shoots, springing
up freely, will flower piolusely the same season 4 hey
require well-diamed and sandy soil and sunny position;

if grown in pots, a sandy comport of peat and leaf soil

or loam will suit, them, and they will flower in the
gieenhou.se until midwintei Piopagated readily by
cuttings of half-i ipened wood in summer or fall under
glass, and by seeds sown in spnng.

inc&na, Miq (C Masttuantlnus, Schaucr C smenus
,

Dipp ) Fig 832 SulTiutieosp, 1-5 ft lvs petioled,

ovate or oblong, couisely seriate, pubescent above,
grayish t (mien tose bene it h, 2 5 in long cyme* pedun-
eled, dense-fld

,
fls small, violet-blue oi lavender-bluo.

Aug -Nov ('lima, .1 ipan HU 52 2 BM 071)1).

H II 1892 521 H B 19 275 GC II 21 119,111
42 409 Mn 5 5 SH 2, p S9 GW 0, jj 197 Gn.

24, p 525, 70, p 24 G M 45 7—Known m the nms-
eiv trade as “blue spnea ” Vai Candida, S< hneid.

has white fls

C monyiWua, HunRC' Ias 1 inw nlatp, almost th lire lymrswith
fewer but larger fK KH l'U- IsO ALFRED ReRDER.

CARYOTA (old Gieek name') Pulmacejr,

tribe Ai'trtw Fish-tul Falvi Spineless ^
monoearpic palms, with tall stout ringed
trunks, at length beating suekeis. JyfpP

Leaves disposed m an elongated terminal

fringe, ample, twice pmnately div nled, segms
dimidiato-flabelhform, or euneate, entire, or f
pplit, irregularly dentate, plicate, folded back f
in the bud, midnerves and pi unary neives
flabellate, petiole terete below, sheath keeled on the
bark, fibious along the maigms ligule slant spadices
usually alternately male and female peduncle short,

thick branches long, pendent spathes 5-5, not entire,

tubular, bract lets broad fls rathei laige, gieen or
puiplo. fr the size of a cheiry, globular, purple—
Species, 9. Malaya, New' Guinea, Austral GC II.

22.748
These palms are remaikahle tor the delta-shaped or

fish-tail-shaped leaflets, which make the graceful,

spreading fronds very at ti active They are excellent

warmhousc palms, veiv useful for decoiation, paiticu-
larly when young They are frequently’ planted out m
protected places for the summer (’ wens, the wine-
palm of India, yields, when full grown, about twenty-
four pints of wine in twenty-four hours The beverage
is very wholesome and a valuable article of commerce.
There being so many diffeient genera to choose from
in selecting plants for model ate-sized conservatoi ies,

the members of this genus are not very popular for

providing small specimens. In a high, roomy structure,

however, they are among the most ornamental of the
tube They are quick-growing, with large broad leaves,

finely cut uo, the small divisions resembling the tail of
a fish, hence the name “fish-tail palm ” After reaching
maturity the plant begins flowering at the top, and
continues downward until the vitality of the stem is

exhausted Suckers are freely pioduced by some spe-
cies, but these, as a rule, do not become so robust as

parent stem, owing probably to the soil becoming

exhausted Seeds are offered by most dealers The
young plants should be grown in a warm, moist atmos-
phere, the soil consisting of loam with about one-third
of its bulk leaf-mold and sand in equal parts They
sometimes lose their roots if kept too cool and wet m
winter Prop is by seeds and suekeis. (G. W Oliver )

mitis, Lour (C soboujem
,

Wall C furfurArea,
Blume) Caudex 15-25 ft high, 4-5 m diain

,
sobo-

liferous petioles, If -sheaths and spathes scurfy-villous:
lvs 4-9 ft

,
pinna* very obliquely cuneiform, irregularly

dentate, upper maigms acute, pinnules 4-7 m long.
Burma to Malaya

{Irens, Linn Wine-Palm Toddy-Palm Caudex
stout, even in cult specimens 60-80 ft high and 18 m.
thick, much higher m the wild, not sohohferous lvs.
18-20 by 10-12 ft

,
pinna* 5-6 ft

, curved and drooping,
very obliquely truncate, acutely serrate, the upper

is

mmm

83

inca^
PerfS

I

marKm produced and cau-
.

a
date, pinnules 4-8 in

;
petiole

X/SJ
I very stout India, Malaya.
\ A F 12 295 Gng. 5.131.
AG 21-535

Rumphi&na, Mart Lvs 2-pinnate, several feet long,
the pinnules thick, sessile, 6 m long or nearly so,

oblong Malaya Vai Albertu, Hoit (C Albertn

,

Muell ), is in the tiade It is large and free-growing,
the lvs being 16-18 ft long and two-tlnrds as broad;
If -segms fan-shaped and oblique, toothed

C Blum At, Ilort , from the* Philippines, haa been listed in the
Amem.tn trade It is probably a form of C urens

Jared G. Smith.
CASAREEP: Bliyhia

CASCARILLA: Croton.

CASHEW: Anacardxum occidentals.

CASIMIROA (named in honor of Cardinal Casimiro
Gomez de Ortega, Spanish botanist of the eighteenth
centuiv) Rutacrsp Evergreen trees, one of which is

grown for the edible fruits

Leave* alternate, long-pet loled, digitate, 3-7-folio-

late, lfts petiolulate, lanceolate, entire or slightly ser-

rate, smooth or pubescent beneath fls regulai poiy-
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gamodicecious; calyx 5-parted, small; petals 5, oblong,
valvate, apex incurved, disk inconspicuous, circular;

otamens 5, free; filaments subulate; anthers cordate;
ovary sessile, on disk, globose, 5- or occasionally 6-8-

lobed, 5-celled; stigma sessile, 5-lobed; ovules solitary

m the cells, axillary: fr. a drupe, large, depressed-glo-

bose; pulp agreeable to taste, edible, seeds oblong, com-
pressed, exaJbummose.—Four species in Mex and S.

ediilis, Llav. & Lex. White Sapote Cochil Sapota.
Large tree: trunk ashen gray, with warty excrescences:

lvs. dark green, glossy: fls. greenish yellow, small: fr.

greenish yellow when ripe, with strong, thick epicarp,

j^in. thick, about the size of an orange; seeds nearly
1 m long and half as wide. Mex.—The fr. of this spe-
cies has a delicious flavor, similar to that of a peach.
It is used m Mex as an aid in inducing sleep, and the
lvs. as a remedy for diarrhea. It grows on tne coast of

Mex. to an altitude of about 7,000 ft. Sec Sapote,
White. H. j. Webber.
CASSABANANA: Sicana.

CASSANDRA: Chamxdaphne.

CASSAVA: Mamhot.

CASSEBEfeRA (from a German botanist). Polypo-
di&ceat. Small Brazilian ferns allied to the maiden-
hair, but rarely seen in cult. There are 3 species:

son terminal on the veins, oblong or nearly globular;
mdusium within the margin and distinct from it. They
require hothouse conditions C. pmndta, Kaulf., has
fronds 6 in. long, pinnate, the pinme linear-oblong and
crenate. C. tnvhylla

,
Kaulf

,
has 3-5-parted fronds, the

arts linear-oblongand crenate C gleichenioides, Gardn.,
as twice-pinnate fronds, the pinnules 4-corneied.

CASSIA (ancient Greek name) Legummbsse Senna.
Herbs, shrubs or trees, a few of which are m cultivation

in America, as border plants and under glass.

Leaves even-pinnate : fls. nearly regular (not papilio-

naceous), with the nearly equal calyx-teeth mostly
longer than the tube; corolla of 5 spreading, nearly
equal clawed spreading petals, stamens 5-10, frequently
unequal and some of the anthers abortive, the good
anthers opening at the top: fr a stalked pod which is

either flat or terete, containing numerous seeds and
often partitioned crosswise.—Species nearly or quite
400 in the warmer parts of the globe, some of them in

cool temperate regions. See page 3566
The cassias delight in a sunny exposure. Most of

those cultivated in the United States are herbs or herb-
like shrubs, attractive for the finely cut foliage and the
showy flowers Some of them aie cultivated only m the
extreme South. C corymbosa is probably the best gar-

den subject. Cassias are summer bloomers, for the
most part. Propagat ion is mostly by divisions and seeds,

the annual species always by seeds.

Senna leaves, used in medicine as a cathartic, are
derived from various species, chiefly from C. acutifolia

of Egypt, and C. angustifoha of India and other Old
World tropics. The “Cassia lignea” of pharmacopeias
is the product of a Cinnamomum Cassia pods of com-
merce, used m medicine, are the fruits oi C. Fistula.

Many of the species contribute to therapeutics. Some
of them provide tanning materials

A. Hardy border plants IfIs 5 or more pairs

marylAndica, Linn Wild Senna. Perennial, gla-

brous or nearly so, st-s nearly simple: lfts. 5-10 pairs,

oblong or lance-oblong and entire, short-acuminate or

nearly obtuse: fls. m axillary racemes near the tops of

the sts. and often appearing as if panicled, bright yel-

low, wide open: pods linear, flat. New England, west
and south, mostly in wet soil.—Grows 3-4 ft. high, and
has attractive light green foliage.

ChamsBcrfsta, Linn (Chamsecrista nictitans, Moench).
Partridge Pea Annual, erect or spreading, 2 ft. or

less high: lfts. 10-15 pairs, small, narrow-oblong,
mucronate, sensitive to the touch: ns. large. 2-5 to-

gether in the axils, canary-yellow and 2 of the petals

pui pie-spotted.—Dry soil, Maine, south and west.

Sometimes known as Magothy Bay bean and sensitive

pea, and formerly recommended as a green-manuring
plant. See Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p. 309, for

account and picture.

aa. Tender plants
,
grown far south, or under glass:

lfts. few or many.

B. Tree, with woody indehiscent pods.

Fistula, Linn. Pudding -Pipe Tree. Golden
Shower Lvs. large, the lfts. 4-8 pairs, and ovate-
acuminate: fls. in long lax racemes, yellow, the pedicelfl

without bracts: pods cylindrical, black, 3-furrowed,
1-2 ft. long, containing 1-seeded compartments India,

but intro, in W Indies and other tropical countries.

Sparingly cult. S.—Furnishes the cassia pods of com-
merce.

gr&ndis, Linn Pink Shower. Lfts 10-20, oblong,
abrupt at either end, more or less pubescent beneath
and above • fls in long drooping axillary racemes, rom -

colored, without bracts suDtendmg the pedicels* pod
3 m. or less long, compressed-cylindrical, glabrous,
transversely rugose Trop Amer

;
offered in S. Calif

,

and grown in many tropical countries

bb. Shnibs or herbs, with more or less dehiscent pods.

Sophera, Linn. (C schinifoha

.

DC C. Soph bra,

Auth.). Shrub, 6-10 ft * lfts 6-10 pairs, lanceolate-

acute. fls yellow on many-fld axillary and terminal
peduncles, which are shorter than the lvs . pod thm,
tardily dehiscent Oriental tropics Intro m S Calif.

corymbdsa, Lam. (C. Jloribunda, Hort ) Shrub,
half-hardy in middle states, 4-10 ft : lfts 3 pairs,

oblong-lanceolate and somewhat falcate, obtuse or

nearly so. fls yellow, in long-stalked, small axillary

and terminal corymbs. Argentina. B M. 633. G C.
III. 31:252. Gn. 50, p. 139 J.H III 61.139. G.
25:553. H.F. II. 3:252. G W. 3, p. 421

, 6, p. 391 —
The best-known garden species, being an excellent con-
servatory plant for spring, summer and autumn bloom
It is an oln favorite, now coming again into prominence
(as C. flonbunda and var. A Boehm, corrupted appar-
ently into C Boema ) as a pot-plant, as a tub specimen
for lawns, or for plunging m the border; winters readily

m a dormant state m a cellar, very free-flowering.

tomentdsa, Linn. Shrub, 10-12 ft.: lfts. 6-8 pairs,

oval-oblong and obtuse, white-tomentose beneath: fls.

deep yellow. Mex.—Said to be a good winter bloomer
m S Calif

,
and naturalized m some parts.

artemisoides, Gaud. Bushy shrub, soft-canescent
and gray all over: lfts. 3-4 pairs, very narrow-linear:
racemes axillary, 5-8-fld., the fls. sulfur-yellow: pods
flat, shining brown. Austral.—Intro, m S. Calif. With-
stands drought.

bifidra, Linn. Shrub, 4-8 ft. : lfts. 6-10 pairs, broad-
oblong or obovate-oblong, very obtuse but mucronu-
late. fls large, yellow, on 2-4-fld. peduncles, which
are shorter than the lvs: pod 3 in. or less long, oblong-
lincar or narrower, membranaceous. S. Amer. and W.
Indies B M 810.—Sparingly cult, in greenhouses.

C. Isevigdtn, Willd Shrub, glabrous: lfts. 3-4 pairs, ovate-oblong
or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate: fls. yellow in terminal and axillary
racemes pod leathery, 2-3 m long, nearly cylindrical. Tropics—
C occidenldlm, Linn Hedionda Annual or subshrubby, widely
distributed m the tropics as a weed, the seeds used as a substitute
for coffee, it 13 the "fcdegona” and “negro coffee” of Afr.: lfts. 4-12
pairs, ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, acuminate, and a gland near
the base of the petiole racemes short and few-fld.* poa glabrous,
oblong-linear compressed or nearly cylindrical, the small seeds pro-
duced abundantly

—

C. spUndida, Vogel Shrub, 6-10 ft , much
branched* fls bright yellow, very large S. Amer Recently cata-
logued in 8. Calif—Others of the numerous species of Cassia are
likely to appear in cult., particularly some of the native kinds; but
as a whole, the genua ia not neh in horticultural subjects.

L. H. B.
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CASSiNE (a name said to have been used by the
Indians m Fla.; see Ilex Cassine). Celastrdcex. Some
20 or less erect or climbing glabrous shrubs of the Cape
region in Afr

,
apparently not known in cult, in this

country. Lvs opposite, thick, entire or serrate, fls.

small, white, in axillary clusters; calyx 4-5-parted,
minute; petals 4-5; stamens 4-5, on the disk, which
encircles the ovary, fr. a 1-2-seeded drupe, with a hard
pit or stone C. Coljwon. Thunb (or C capensis var.
Colpoon ) is the ladlewood of the Cape, the wood being
used in the making of small articles C. Maurocenia,
Linn (now placed in a separate genus, Maurocenia
capensis

,

Sond ) is the Hottentot cherry. H I. 6:55 2.

CASSlOPE (Greek mythological name). Encdcex.
Ornamental small shrubs sometimes cultivated for

their handsome delicate flowers
Evergreen lvs very small, usually scale-like and

opposite, rarely alternate and linear fls solitary, axil-

lary, or terminal, calyx small, 5-parted; corolla cam-
panulate, 5-lobed or 5-cleft; stamens 10, the anthers
with recurved appendages; style included: fr. a 5-

valved caps with numerous minute seeds.—Ten spe-
cies in arctic regions and high mountains of N. Amer..
N. Eu

,
N Asia and Himalayas Formerly included

under Andromeda
Cassiopes are graceful, delicate plants, adapted for

rockeries, flowering in summer They are of somewhat
difficult culture, and require peaty and sandy moist
but well-drained soil and partly shaded situation,

though C hypnoides grows best in full sun, creeping
amongst growing moss Drought, as well as dry and
hot air, is fatal to them Propagated readily by cut-

tings from mature wood in August under glass; also by
layers and by seeds treated like those of Erica

C fastiguita, Don (Androincdi Wall ) Ascending*
lvs imbricate, in 4 rows, with white-fringed margin fla. axillary,
white Himalaya'! ItM 47% (1C III 47 379 (habit) Gn 43

,

p 189 G 15 709 —C hypnoule v, Don (Harnmanella hypnoides,
Coville) Creeping lvs linear, alternate, crowded fls terminal,
deeply 5-cleft Arctic regions B M 2936 LBC 20 1946 G C
III 39 226 (habit ) —V Merlensulna, Don Erect or ascending to
1 ft high lvs imbricate in 4 rows, carinate on the back fla axil-

lary, white or slightly tinged rosy Sitka to Calif —C tetragdna, Don
(Andromeda tetragona, Linn ) Similar to the former, but lower,
and the lvs. with a deep furrow on the back Arctic regions. B M.
3181 MDQ 1910 125, 137 (habit) Alfred Rehder>

CASSIPOURfcA (a native name in Guiana). Rhtzo-
phordeese Perhaps a dozen or less species (if the African
Daetylopetalum is included m the American Casai-

pourea) in Trop Amer and in Afr
,
one of which if

now offered Glabrous trees or shrubs, lvs opposite
or whorled, stalked, somewhat leathery, oblong or
lanceolate, entire or somewhat crenate fls small or
medium in size, white, solitary or fascicled m the axils;

calyx 4-5-lobed, petals 4-7, fimbriate, linear or spatu-
late, inserted in the cup-like disk; stamens 16-30;
ovary 2-4-celled caps ovoid, somewhat fleshy, tardily

dehiscent, the cells 1-seeded C. verticillAta, N. E. Br.,

Natal, a handsome tree, with very shiny foliage: lvs.

about 4 in long and halt as broad, m 3’s or 4’s, lightly

ereno-eerrate or almost entire; petals 5-7, exserted,
very narrow; stamens 10-14.—A rare mangrove-like
tree, found at considerable elevations away from the
coast Offered in S. Calif. L jj 3
CASTALIA : Nymphsea.

CASTANEA (ancient Latin name). Fagdcese.
Chestnut Fruit and ornamental trees, grown fo»

their edible nuts and also for their handsome foliage

and attractive flowers
Deciduous trees, rarely shrubs* lvs alternate, ser-

rate, elliptic-oblong to lanceolate fls monoecious, the
staminate ones with 6-parted calyx and 10-20 stamens,
in long, erect, cylindrical catkins; the pistillate ones
on the lower part of the upper catkins, usually 3 to-

gether in a prickly involucre; ovary 6-celled: fr. a large

brown nut. 1-7 together in a prickly involucre or bur*
winter-buds with 3-4 scales: branchlets without ter-

minal bud.—About ten species in the temperate regions
of N. E. Amer., Eu., N Afr and Asia
The chestnuts are very attractive when m bloom.

The handsome foliage is generally not injured by
insects or fungi, but the whole tree is attacked by a
serious disease known as the chestnut bark disease
which has spread rapidly during the last years, chiefly

in New York, Pennsylvania and the adiacent states.

It was first discovered in 1904 It is caused by a fungus,

Endothia parasitica, which
» penetrates the bark, develops
v u its mycelium in bark and
v'K sapwood, finally girdles the

branch or trunk and causes
' yr the death of the portion above

K j\j the infected place. The pres-

V\ / 7. cnce of reddish pustules on

/y| the infected area is a sure sign
K \ ' /yl of the presence of this fungus.

jU \ ^ / /( The cutting and destroying of

\ / / yf
the infected parts seems so far

1\ \ \ / A the only way of checking the
1 / \ \ / / yf

spreading of the disease This

|\ Y. \ / A disease was without doubt lm-
jlA \ / / yr' ported with plants from eastern

\ / /! Asia, as the disease has been
u\ \ ^ / / yf

discovered recently in China
JN. \ \ ' / /\ on C molhssinia The latter

V\ \ \ / / y species and C crenata seem
Y\ \ \ / / /! much more resistant than the
V \\ > / / y American and European varie-

ty \ \. / / 7{ tics and there is much hope
V) \ \ > / / G for a successful selection and
y*. \ \. s / /L breeding of resistant varieties

Nv
N and for keeping this disease

Vv.Nw y / /{, under control, as it is done
n \. N. y / yd successfully m China
V\ \ \ / j/[j ^ dentata and C saliva

0\ / yj
are largo-sized trees, while C.

Yv N. N, ' / /I purmla and C crenata usuallyVNS y / u remain shrubby The coarse-

yx / yj grained wood is much used for/ // furniture, railway ties and/ \S fence-posts, as it is very dur-y y/ able in the soil The chestnut
// is extensively cultivated m

f s'

l

Europe and eastern Asia and
\ also m this country for its

y\ * ^ble fruit It grows best in

/ well - drained soil on sunny—I /I slopes, and even in rather dry
and rocky situations, but dis-

likes limestone soil. TheAmen-

J can species is perfectly hardy
NY North, while the European

species is somewhat tenderer.

% Propagated by seeds, sown
1 in fall where there is no danger

833. Castanet dentata. °f them being eaten by mice or

( x H) squirrels
;
otherwise they should

be stratified in boxes and
buned 1 or 2 feet deep m a warm soil until early
spring, when they are sown in rows about 3 inches
deep If growing well, they can be transplanted the
following fall or spring 2 or 3 feet apart from each
other, and planted after three or four years where
they are to stand. They are also increased by layers

in moist soil. Varieties are usually worked on seed-

ling stock or on sprouts by whipgrafting above the
ground when the stock is just beginning to push into

leaf. Crown-grafting, root-grafting and buading are
also sometimes practised, but no method gives wholly
satisfactory results, ana usually only one-half take
well. See Chestnut.
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A. Nuts & or more in one involucre and more or less com-
pressed, usually broader than high.

B. Branchlets glabrous or at first with close white tomen-
tum: Ivs. usually glabrous at maturity, often with
close white tomentum while young

.

c. Los. glabrous or nearly glabrous even while young.

dent&ta, Borkh. (C. atnencdna, Raf ). Fig. 833 Tree,
occasionally 100 ft : lvs. cuneate at the base, oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely serrate, nearly glabrous
when young, 6-10 in long and somewhat pendulous:
fls of heavy fragrance, in June or July nuts about J^in.

wide. S. Marne to Mich
,
south to Ala and Miss. S S.

9:440-1. Em 187. G F. 10 373 F.K 14, p, 30; 29,

p. 895—The tallest, most vigorous -growing and hard-
iest species. The nuts, though smaller, have a better
flavor than the European varieties Lvs. said to have
sedative properties; used in whooping-cough; bark
astringent, tonic, febrifuge.

cc. Lvs. stellate-tomentose beneath while young.

satlva, Mill. (C 'vtsca, Gaertn C Casthma, Karst.
C. vulgdns, Lam.). Fig 834. Tree, 50-80 ft.: lvs.

oblong-lanceolate, often truncate or rounded at the
base, coarsely serrate, slightly pubescent or tomentose
beneath when young, nearly glabrous at length, 5-9 in.

long, erect nut over 1 in. wide June From S Eu and
N. Afr to China. Gn 27, p 292, 50, p 389. Gng.
3:209. G W. 8, p 350, 385—There are some garden
forms with variegated lvs

,
and others, of which var.

asplenifdlia, Lodd
,
with lacimately cut and divided lvs.

is the most remarkable Of several varieties cult, for

their fr., Paragon, a precocious kind, and Numbo, a
variety with very large fr

,
are the most extensively

planted in this country. See Chestnut.

cren&ta, Sieb & Zucc. (C. japdnica, Blume. C.

satlva var pubintrvis, Makmo) Fig 835 Shrub or
tree, to 30 ft.: lvs elliptic or oblong-lanceolate, usually

rounded at the base, acuminate, crenately serrate, or

the teeth reduced to a long, bristle-like point, slightly

pubescent when young, glabrous at length or only
pubescent on the veins beneath, 3-7 m. long, erect,

nut over 1 in. wide. Japan, China. S. I. F. 1*34—
Shrubby and very precocious; it usually begins to

fruit when about six years old. Hardy as far north
as Mass.

bb. Branchlets pubescent, with
spreading hairs: lvs. soft-

pubescent beneath, at least

those toward the end of the

shoots.

mollfssima, Blume. Tree, to

40 ft.: lvs. oval-oblong to ob-
long-lanceolate, acuminate or
short -acuminate, rounded or

truncate at the base, 33^-6 in.

long, coarsely serrate, glabrous
above, white - tomentose or
nearly green, but soft-pubescent
beneath, at least on the veins,
petioles pubescent, with spread-
ing hairs nu , about 1 in. wide;
spines of the husk pubescent.
N and W. China —Has proved
perfectly hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum and is to be recom-
mended for its hardiness and
large nuts.

aa. Nuts solitary, round, higher
than thick.

p&mila, Mill. Chinquapin.
Shrub or small tree, rarely 50
ft.: lvs. cuneate, elliptic-oblong

or oblong-obovate, acute, serrate,

teeth often reduced to bristle-

like points, white -tomentose
beneath, 3-5 in long fr ovate,
small, about Y%\n wide and j^'-l

m. long May, June From Pa.
to N Fla and Texas SS 9
442-3—Useful for planting on
dry and rocky slopes, attractive
when in fi

,
and again m fall

with its abundant light green
burs among the dark foliage The closely allied C.

alnifoha, Nutt
,

in the southern states, grows only a
few feet high, and has larger lvs. and fr.

Vilmorini&na, Dode Tree, to 80 ft. : branchlets gla-

brous: lvs oblong-lanceolate to lanceolate, long-acumi-
nate, usually rounded at the base, the teeth mostly
reduced to slender bristles, quite glabrous even while
young, 4-7 in. long 1

fr globose-ovate, about Ym thick
and slightly longer. Cent China—A valuable timber
tree. Recently mtro. by the Arnold Arboretum.

Alfred Rehder
CASTANEA of commerce: The nuts of Bertholletxa.

CASTANOPSIS (Castanea and opsis, chestnut-like)

Fagdcex. Ornamental trees or shrubs sometimes culti-

vated for their handsome evergreen foliage.

Closely allied to Castanea, but pistillate fls usually
on separate catkins, sometimes solitary, ovary 3-celled

fr. ripening the second year, involucre sometimes
tuberculate; winter-buds with many scales, terminal
bud present: lvs evergreen, entire or dentate—About
25 species, chiefly m the tropical and subtropical
mountains of Asia, and 1 in W N. Amer., which is the
hardiest, and is sometimes cult., also several Chinese
species have been recently intro into cult

,
but their

names have not yet been determined. For prop, see

Castanea.

chrysoph^lla, DC. (Castdnea chrysophylla, Hook.).
Fig. 836 (adapted from Pacific R. R. Rep.). Tree, to
150 ft., shrubby at high elevations: lvs. ovate-oblong or
oblong-lanceolate, narrowed at both ends, entire, dark
green above, coated with minute golden yellow scales

beneath, 2-6 in. long: nut about Y>m. wide, usually
solitary in the spiny involucre. Summer. Ore to

CaUf. S.S. 9:439. B.M.4953. G.C. 111.22:411; 36: 145.

Gn. 76, p 634. F.S 12:1184 R.B. 7:240.—A highly
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ornamental tree with beautiful foliage, hardy only in

the warmer temperate regions, but the shrubby form is

much hardier. Alfred Rehder.

CASTANOSPfiRMUM (chestnut seed, because of

the taste of the seeds). Legummosae. A genus of 2
species, one of which is a tall Australian tree, with odd-
pinnate lvs

,
the lfts broad, thick, entire* fls. large,

yellow-orange, in lateral or axillary loose racemes
which aie usually about 5 in long; petals 4; stamens
free; ovary long-stipitate, many-ovuled* pod 8-9 in.

long with 4-5 seeds larger than Italian chestnuts, globu-
lar. C. austr&le, Cunn., is the species known locally

as “Moreton Kay chestnut ” The seeds are roasted and
eaten Intio m K Calif

,
but not common The other

species is New Caledonian, and apparently not in cult.

CASTILLEJA (a Spanish botanist, D. Castillejo).

Scrophulartacici

‘

Painted-Cut. Heibs with showy
bracts m a terminal head or spike, sometimes cultivated.

Flowas small, solitary, in terminal gaudy-bi acted
spikes; corolla tubular, sometimes flattened lateially,

2-lipped, lower lip smaller, moie or less 3-toothed,
stamens 4. lvs alternate, entire or cut—Upwards of
30 specif s in U S and Mex

,
and 1 in N. Asia. Cas-

tillejas air little known in gardens They afe more or
less loot-par.iMlir

coccinea, Spieng Biennial or annual, 1-2 ft
,
luury:

radical lvs clustered, ovate or oblong, mostly entire;

st -lvs lacirnate or cleft, and the middle lobe of the
bright scarlet In acts dilated, corolla pale yellow, about
the length of the calyx. Low' grounds anti grassy places,

Canada, south

indivlsa, Fngelm. Annual, 1-2 ft.: lvs lance-hnear
and entire (or sometimes 2-3-lobed) : bracts not lacun-
ate, bright red and showy. Texas.—Blooms early in
spring

affmis, ITook & Arn Perennial, 1-2 ft.' lvs narrow-
lanceolate, entire or the upper ones toothed at apex:
fl -bracts becoming short and broad, red* spike lax
below. Calif., in moist soils.—Intro. 1891 by Orcutt.

44

foliol&sa, Hook. & Arn. White-woolly perennial,
1-2 ft

,
the base woody, lvs small (1 m or less long),

narrow-linear, crowded or fascicled, bracts 3-parted;
spike dense. Calif

,
in dry soils —Intro. 1891 by Orcutt.

Integra, Gray. Perennial, 1 ft. or less, tomentose lvs.

grayish, linear, 3 in or less long, entire* bracts of the
slant spike linear-oblong or obovate-oblong, entire or
sometimes incised, red or rose Texas to Am. and Colo.
—Has been offered in Germany. L B

CASTILLOA (for Castillejo, the Spanish botan-
ist) Moracear. Latieiferous trees, of which (' elastica

Cerv
,
is one of the important rubner-producmg plants.

There are 2 or 3 species, in Cuba and Cent Amer Lvs.
alternate, short-petioled, often laige, entire or toothed:
plant monoecious, the sexes borne, n the same duster;
sterile fl. with no perianth, stamens numerous and
crowded, with scales intermixed, fertilp fls with 4-

lobed perianth, including the short-styled ovary, fr a
crustaceous pericarp containing a pendulous seed.

The cult of C. elastica for rubber is described in Cyclo.
Amer Agric

,
Vol 11, p 557.

CASTOR BEAN, CASTOR-OIL PLANT: Hicmus.

CASUARlNA (said to be derived from Casuanus, the
Cassowary, from resemblance of the branches to the
feathers) CaMuirindcfa Belfwood Sue-Oak Odd
elender-bi .inched leafless trees and shrub* grown in

w arm regions and i arely seen under glass They ai e thin-

fcopped trees of striking appearance
Casual mas are usually classified near the walnut

and luekoiy tubes, although veiy unlike them—or
otha known plants—in botanical characteis They are
jointed and leafless plants, somewhat suggesting
oquisetums in gross appearance Flowers are unisejoial;

stanunate in cylindiical terminal spikes, each fl con-
sisting of a stamen inclosed in 4 scales, 2 of the scales

being attached to the filament, pistillate fls m dense
heads borne m the axils, and ripening into globulai or
oblong cones, composed ofl -ovuled
ovaries subtended by bracts fr a
winged nutlet —About 25 species

m Austral
,
New Caledonia and

E Indies The species fall into

2 groups, those having cylind-

rical and vert loillate branches, and
those having 4-angled and only
imperfectly vertieillate branches.
The species bear small toothed
sheaths at the joints

Beefwood is planted in the ex-
tieine South for its very odd
habit and also to hold sands of
the seacoast. The wood burns
quickly, and is very hard and dur-
able The redness of the wood
has given the popular name, beef-
wood —The species are remark-
able for rapid growth. They glow
well m brackish and alkaline soils.

Ihopagattd by seeds and by
cuttings of partly npened wood.

equisetifdlia, Linn. Fig. 837.
Tice, becoming 150 ft. high in
favorable climates, and a most
rapid grow'er branches dioopmg,
pale irreen, simple, terete or nearly
so, the internodes very short (less than ); sheath-
teeth 7 (G-8) lanceolate and appressed: stammate cone
nearly terete, pistillate cone short-peduncled, ellip-

soidal, about, y2-m diam. Widely distributed in the
farther Old World tropics, and the Dest-known species m
this country (m P. Fla. and Calif, and south) Gn M.
7 21 L B C. 7:607 —The wood is valuable for many
purposes. The casuarmas are known as “oak” in Austral.

837. Casuarma
equisetifolia. ( X 3 a)
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CunninghamiAna, Miq. Tree with slender branches,
much like C. equiset\folia, but cones smaller, about
J^in. diam., globular and very irregular, with promi-
nent valves. Austral—Described as a rapid-growing
tree m Calif

,
with strong and dense growth ana

numerous fine branches with very short mternodes

stricta, Dry. (C. quadnvdlvts, Labill.). Becoming
20-30 ft. high: branches erect, simple, 6-7-angled,
scarcely green, internodes short, as in the latter sheath-
teeth usually 7, ovate-lanceolate and appressed stam-
mate cone slender, pistillate cone nearly sessile,

oblong (sometimes staminate above), about 14-sided,

1 in. diam. Austral. Gn M. 7 21.

toruldsa. Dry. (C . lenuissima, Siebcr) Reaches 70
or 80 ft . tranches erect, capillary, mostly terete, m-
ternodes short: sheath-teeth 4, very short, triangular

appressed: staminate cones filiform; pistillate cones
ellipsoidal, 8-10-sided. Austral

sumatr&na, Jungh Shrub with dense very slender
branches which are sharply angled, the mternodes often
very short, the sheath-teeth short, cone large, elliptical

or globose, the valves thick and concave-truncate at

apex. Sumatra.—Offered m England, and the branches
said to be useful for bouquets, very much branched

L. H B.

CATALPA (the Indian name of C. bignonioides )

Bignom&cex. Ornamental trees, often cultivated for

their handsome flowers appearing in large and showy
panicles m summer, and for their heavy foliage

Leaves usually deciduous, opposite, long-petloled,
entire or coarsely lobed' fls in terminal panicles; calyx
splitting irregularly or 2-lipped, corolla campanulate,
2-lipped, with 2 smaller upper and 3 larger lower lobes;
fertile stamens 2, curved, with diverging anther-sacs,

not exceeding the tube of the corolla; style 2-lobed at
the apex

;
slightly longer than the stamens* fr a very

long cylindrical caps., separating into 2 valves, with
numerous small oblong compressed seeds bearing a
tuft of white hairs on each end —About 10 species in

N. Amer
,
W. India and E. Asia, of which 6 are hardy

in the northern temperate regions
Catalpas are deciduous or rarely evergreen trees with

opposite or sometimes whorled, long-petioled, large

and simple leaves emitting in most species a disagree-

able odor when bruised, and with white, pinkish or yel-

lowish flowers in large and showy panicles followea by
very long and narrow cyhndric pods.

The coarse-grained and soft wood is very durable m
the ground, and, therefore, much valued for fence-psts

and railway ties. Catalpa bignonioides and particularly

C. speciosa are sometimes planted as avenue trees. For
formal gardens, if low round-headed trees are desired,

C. bignonioides var. nana is to be recommended. They

grow in almost any somewhat moist soil, and are hardy
as far north as New England. Propagated by seeds
sown in spring, m the North, best with slight bottom
heat, or by cuttings from ripe wood, the varieties often

by softwood cuttings m early summer or by grafting

on seedlings or on roots under glass m spring, also

increased sometimes by layers and root cuttings.

a. Infl. paniculate. Ivs.

usually pubescent,

with simple hairs.

B. Fls. yellow
,

striped

inside orange and
spotted dark violet,

less than 1 m long.

ov&ta, Don
( C. Ka'empferi,
Sieb & Zucc C,
Ilenryi, Dode).
Fig. 838. Tree,
to 20 ft.: Ivs.

bioadly cordate-
ovate, abruptly
acuminate, often

3-

5-lobed, nearly
glabrous at length, with reddish spots m the axils of

the veins beneath, 5-8 in. long panicles many-fld
,

4-

7 in long, fragrant June China, much cult, m
Japan BM 6611. I H. 9:319 LI 10 S IF 2 71 —
Hardier than the American species

839. Catalpa spaciosa. (X 5
’)

bb Fls. white, with 2 yellow stripes inside
,
and spotted

purplish brown
, l%r2 in long

bignonioides, Walt (C Catdlpa, Karst C synngi-
fdlia, Sims) Catalpa Indian Bean Tree, 20-50
ft • Ivs. often whorled, cordate-ovate, abruptly acumi-
nate, sometimes with 2 lateral lobes, pubescent beneath,
5-8 in. long, of unpleasant odor panicles many-fld

;

tls about 2 m diam
,
thickly spotted inside pod 6-20

m. long, thick June, July Southern states,

north to Tenn ,
often naturalised elsewhere B M

1094 LBC 13 1285 SS 6 288-9 Gng 6 118-9.
GF 3 537, 539 J H III 32 121 GC III 21 298,
29 167, 44 10, 312 FK 23 479 GW 7, p 88 G
23 481 GM 37 627 Gn 22, p 74,26, p 164-5,33,

p 393, 36, p 239, 66, p 205 —Usuallj low tree, with
very wide-spreading blanches Not much used medici-
nally, but pods and seeds said to possess antispasmodic,
cardiac, and sedative properties bark anthelmintic,

alterative There are some garden forms Var a6rea,
Lav Lvs. yellow G M 53 709 Var n&na, Bur (C
Bungei, Hort

,
not C A Mey ). Forms a dense, round

bush, often grafted high Gng 3:195. M D.G. 1903.616.
F E. 14, p 31

speci&sa, Warder Figs. 839, 840. (C cordifdlia,

Jaume, partly) Western Catalpa. Tree, to 100 ft :

lvs. cordate-ovate, long-acuminate, pubescent beneath,
8-12 in long: panicles comparatively few-fld

;
fls

about 2\i in. diam
,
inconspicuously spotted inside:

pod thick June From S 111 and Ind to

La and Miss. SS 6:290-1 R H. 1895*136 M.D.G.
1903 229-30 (habit) —A very desirable ornamental
tree, closely allied to the former, but taller and hardier.

Properties similar to C. bignonioides. Var pulverulSnta,

Paul & Son. Lvs. freely dotted with white or cream
color. G.M 53:30. G. 30.289 FE 31.319

hfbrida, Spaeth (C. Tedsn, Penhall. C. Teasidna,
Dode). Hybrid Catalpa. Hybrid between C. big-

nonioides and C. ovata. Large tree, intermediate
between the parents: the lvs. resemble more those of

C. ovata, and are purplish when unfolding, but much
larger and slightly pubescent beneath, while the fls.

are more like B bignoniodes, but smaller and with
the infl. often twice as long Originated at J, C.
Teas’ nursery at Baysville, Ind. G.F. 2*305. Gt.
47:1454. G.W. 3, p. 569.—A very valuable tree, flow-
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©ring profusely; of rapid growth and hardy. Seedlings
usually resemble C. ovata. Var jap6nica, Rehd. (C
japdnica, Dode). Lvs broader and more abruptly
acuminate, nearly glabrous beneath Var purphrea,
Rehd (C. hybrida var. atropurpurea, Spaeth. C. big-

nonioides var purpurea, Hort.). Lvs dark purple when
young, green at length

aa. Infl racemose, pedicels very slender
, /-/)4 m. long

,

occasionally the lower ones with 2 or 3 Jls

B Lvs pubescent or tomentose beneath
,
with branched

hairs.

F&rgesii, Bur Tree, to GO ft : lvs ovate, acuminate,
rounded at the base, entire, slightly pubescent above,
densely beneath, 3-6 m long racemes pubescent, 7-10-
fld

;
fls. about 1 )4 m long, rosy pink with purplish

brown dots in throat pod to 2 ft long, thick.

W China. Nouv. Arch Mus Pans III 6*3

bb Lvs quite glabrous.

Duclotlxii, Dode (C siihhuentrisis, Dode). Tree, to
SO ft lvs ovate, acuminate, usually rounded or sub-
cordate at the base, with pui pie spots in the axils of the
veins beneath, 5-8 in long and often 4 or 5 in broad:
racemes 5-15-fld

,
the lower branches sometimes with

2 or 3 fls
;
fls rosy pink with orange markings in throat,

1 } 2~1 /4 111 long pod about 2 ft long and
thick. Cent China

Bungei, C A Mey. Small tiee lvs narrowly trian-
gular-ovate, entire oi with 1 or few pointed teeth near
the base, long- acuminate, truncate or sometimes
broadly cuneate at the base, with purple spots in the
axils beneath, 3-G in long and not over 3 in wide*
racemes 3 -12-fld

,
fls white with purple spot, 1-1) j in.

long pod 12-15 in long N China Nouv Arch Mus
Pans 111 G 4—Has proved perfectly hardy at the
Arnold Arboretum Var heterophylla, C A Mey
(C. heterophylla, Dode) Lvs. with several pointed
teeth near the base, racemes 3-5-fld

(' longl^Kimn, Sims Tree to 50 ft lvs oblong-ovate, coriaceous
fls small, white W Indies, often planted aa Jinde tiee in Cuba

Alfred Redder.
CATANANCHE (Greek name, referring to ancient

custom of using the plant in making love-philters)

('ompdsilsp. Annual or perennial gaiden herbs, grown
for the bloom.

Leaves crowded at the base of the st
,
and linear

or lanceolate* head long-pedundcd, blue or yellow,
achene oblong, ribbed and usually villose or setose,

pappus of 5-7 lanceolate long-acuminate scales—

A

half dozen species in the Mecht region Of easiest

cult in any garden soil, particularly if light Prop by
seeds and division Useful for cutting

caer&lea, Linn Perennial, 2 ft.: lvs tomentose,
lanceolate and few-toothed, 3-nerved. fl -heads 2 in.

aeioss, with wide flat-toothed blue rays, on long slen-

der sts Blooms m June, July and Aug S Eu B M.
293. R H. 1890, p. 523. G 28:541 On. 42, p. 25; 55:
368. Var. £lba, Hort

,
has white fls Gn. 55:368. Var.

bicolor, Hort
,
has white margin and blue center

Often used as everlastings. L. H B.

CATASETUM (Greek for downward or backward,
and bristle). Orchidacex. Epiphytic or terrestrial

orchids, requiring hothouse conditions
Stems short fusiform lvs plaited, membranaceous,

scapes basal; fls. m racemes, globose or expanded;
labellum fleshy, column erect, provided with sensi-

tive appendages which, when touched, cause the pollen-

masses to fly out; pollmia 2. The genus includes Mon-
achanthus and Myanthus.—There are about 50 or 60
species in the American tropics.

The flowers are in racemes or spikes, firm in texture,
and white or in shades of green, yellow, brown or purple.

Catasetums are not much cultivated, since most of

the species are not showy, but they are interesting to

the botanist and amateur because of the striking ejec-
tion of the pollen-masses Gardeners often have trouble
with catasetums, but they are not difficult to grow if

given good care They need a high temperature, long
period of rest, and free supply of water during the
growing season They are grown in both pots and bask-
ets Readily propagated by dividing the plants at the
base, also from very ripe pseudobulbs cut m pieces and
put in sand. For culture, see Orchids

a Fls white.

Bungerdthii, N E. Br Sts 8-9 in tall* sepals larger
than the petals, nearly 2 in long, labellum tending
toward concave, roundish, appendages thickish Ecua-
dor BM 6998 GC III 1 142 IH 37 117,34*10.
Gn. 33.388. A F. 6 633 —A striking plant.

aa Fls. yellowish, more or less marked with brown
or red

macrocarpum, Rich (C Cldvenngi, Lmdl C triden-

tdtum. Hook ) Fls large, nearly 3)4 in across; petals
and sepals yellow, verging on green, spotted with red-
dish brown, labellum yellow Guiana B M 2559,
3329 I H. 33:619 Var rhbrum, Ilort A red-fld. form

fimbri&tum, Lindl. & Paxt Pheudobulbs 2-3 m
long raceme pendulous, 8- or more-fld

;
fls 2)4 m

across, sepals whitish or pale yellow, closely barred with
red Brazil B M 7158 A F 6 609 Var a&reum,
Hort Fls pale green, slightly marked with rose, centei

of lip deep golden yellow

longifdlium, Lindl Pseudobulbs deflexed* lvs. nar-
row and glaucous, reaching 3 ft fls on drooping, com-
pact spikes; sepals and petals greenish yellow tipped
with dull red; hp helmet-like, orange-yellow. Guiana
—Epiphyte.

aaa Fls essentially red or brownish.

deefpiens, Reichb f Fls 1)4 in across; sepals and
petals lanceolate, red-brown and spotted; lip saccate,

yellowish outside and red-brown inside Venezuela
A F. 6.609

aaaa. Fls. many-colored, grotesque

Gndmus, Andrd Pseudobulb oblong-ovate and
alternate, articulated fls in a long loose raceme on
slender pedicels; sepals greenish and purple-barred; 2

lateral petals spreading, concave, purple; hp bluntly

conical, olive-green spotted outside, ivory-white within,

fringed above S. Amer. IH 24:270. A F. 12:293

C barbAlum, Lmdl. Fls green, blotched with purple. Guiana.
—C calldsum, Lmdl. Odd: fls. with ohooolate-brown, narrow-
lanceolute sepals and petals, hp greenish, speckled with red

Venezuela B M 4219, 6648—

C

Cnrtsludnum, Reichb f Sepals

and petals usually chocolate, hp greenish yellow, purple fringed

S \mer (?) G C III 18 617 BM. 8007.—C. ClaMtdnum, Lind
<k Cogn Fls. greenish yellow, hp fringed along sides. Brasil G C
III 44 211 —C Cliflonu , Hort. Probably a form of C Bungero-
thn G M. 54 : 593 (desc ) —C Cdlmanxa, Hort. Fine yellow n
with 3-lobed lip stained with deep crimson.—C diteolor, Lindl Fls.

purple. An old »ort, now rarely seen. Brasil.

—

C. ebumeum, Rolfe.
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FW. ivory-white; sao of Up deep yellow Colombia —C. Garnettxd-

num, Rolfe. Allied to C. barbatum Fla. araall, sepala and petals

very narrow, green, with large bare of red-brown; Up white,

fnnged Amazon. B M. 7069 —C. impendle, Lind & Cogn Sepals

and petals ovqte-acute, white, purple-spotted, lip orbicular-cor-

date, purple in center and white-margined. G C III. 17 329 S H.

1, p. 369 J H III. 30 25—C. labxdtum, Rodr Scapes 1 Yi ft

long, the male 10-fld , female 2-fld. Organ Mts C Lindenx, Cogn
FIs large (as of C. Bungerothn), sepals and petals yellow , with
purplish spots and bars, lip yellow, spotted at base GC III 17.

329 S H. 1, p 369 —€. maciddtum, Kunth Sepals acuminate,
spotted with claret, petals broader, red-blotched, Up yellowish

green outside, dark brown within Colombia and Nicaragua —

C

mtrdbtle, Cogn FIs very large, the sepals and petals oblong-lan-
ceolate, and yellowish, with purple spots and bars, Up kidney-
shaped, bright yellow with 2 purple spots, toothed G C III 17

329 S H 1, p 309 —C mdnodon, Kr&nzl Spike long with tt-S

greenish fls , Up flat, with fringes along border Brazil G C III

35 354 (desc )
—C piledtum, Reichb , var aureum, Hort Fls

creamy white, shaded with greenish yellow. G M 47 829, 831 —
C Quddrxdens, Rolfe. Fls with pair of short, acute teeth situated

at lower angles of abortive stigma.—C. Rhamphdstoa, Hort
Raceme few-fld , up to 10 in long, ns. pale green Andes of Colom-
bia.—C Scdrra, Reichb f Compact ns fragrant, yellowish white,
green-veined, Up 3-lobed Guiana GC If 7 304-5—C apmd-
aum, Lindl (Myanthus spinosus, Hook ) Lip spreading, with
succulent hairs, bearing on upper side at base an erect 3-parlite

spine and a much larger one below the acumen Brazil B M 3802
—C splindens, Cogn Intermediate between C Bungerothn and C
macrocarpum Sepals greenish white with purplish center, petals
white with many purple spots, lip cream-color, purple-marked
Runs into many forms var. dibum, Lind <fc Cogn , white or nearly
so Var Alxcue, Lind <feCojp Fls large, sepala and petals purplish

,

lip white, toothed Var. aureo-maculatum Bossch Yellow I H
43 54 Var. atropurpureum Hort Blackish purple —C tenebrd-

sum, Kr&nzl Fls almost black, very spreading Peru G C III

48 229 (desc ) —A Tracydnum , Hort A provisional name for a

distinct species with whitish green fls —C vlrxdi-flA™™. Hook.
Fls green, the Up conic, yellow inside Cent Amer B M 4017—
C. Warscewiczu, Lindl & Paxt. From Panama Now rarely seen.

Oakes Ames.
L. H. B.f

CATCHFLY: Sxlene.

CATECHU: Acacia Catechu; Areca Catechu.

CATERPILLARS. The worm-like pods of Scorjm'trus

vermiculata
,

Linn., S. submlldsa
,
Linn

,
and others

(.Legumindsx), are sometimes used as surprises in

salads and soups; and for that purpose they are culti-

vated in parts of Europe, and seeds are sold in this

country. They are sometimes catalogued as Worms.
They are annuals of the easiest culture. The pods of

Medicdgo scutelldta, Mill., and others are known as

Snails The pods are not edible. European plants.

AG. 13*681. L. H. B.

CATESBAEA (Mark Catesby, 1679-1749, author of

natural histones of parts of N. Amer ). Rubiacex.
Spiny shrubs of the W. Indies and one (B. pamjiora)

reaching the coast of Fla
,
of 6 species, one of which

is offered in the trade' lvs small, opposite or fasciculate,

mostly ovate or oblong: fls axillary and solitary, white,

sometimes showy, 4-merous; corolla funnel-shaped,
with short lobes, stamens 4, inserted deep in the tube:
fr a globular berry. C. sprndsa, Linn

,
offered m Fla

,

is a slow-growing evergreen shrub from the W. Indies:
lvs. ovate to obovate, nearly as long as the straight
spines, fls. yellow, large and conspicuous, the corolla-

tube tapering down to the middle and then very nar-
row or filiform, the Begins, much shorter than the
tube: berry ovoid, yellow, edible.—Recommended for

hedges. L. H B.

CATHA (Arabian name). Celastrdcese. One ever-
green spineless shrub of Arabia and Afr., and cult, in
warm countries for the lvs., which are said to possess
sustaining and recuperative properties and which are
eaten by the Arabs or used in the preparation of a
beverage. C. edhlis, Forsk. (Celastrus ediilis, Vahl).
Khat. Cafta. Glabrous, to 10 ft.: lvs. opposite, or on
the leafy shoots alternate, thick, narrowly elliptic or
oval-oblanceolate, serrate, narrowed to the snort petiole,

4 in. or less long: fls small, white, in short axillary

clusters; calyx 5-lobed, petals 5; stamens 5, borne on
a disk: fr. an oblong or clavate caps., 3-valved, 1-3-

seeded, Y^m. long.—Recently offered in this country.
The twigs and lvs. are an object of commerce in Arabia.

CATMINT or CATNIP: Nepeta.

CATI5PSIS (Greek compound, of obscure applica-

tion) Bromdi&cex. Fifteen or more species in Trop.
Amer

,
with Btrap-shaped or lanceolate mostly rosulato

lvs and spikes or racemes of white or yellow fls termina-
ting a scape, very little known in cult . sepals and petals

separate to base, stamens shorter than the calyx;
stigma subsessile They require the cultural conditions
of the erect tillandsias C. nlhda, Griscb (Tilldndsia
nitida, Hook ), from W Indies and 8 ,

is 6-18 in tall,

with oblong-mucronate shining green lvs in rosettes,

and white fls in slender spikes C pendulijlora
,
Wright,

from Peru, is recently intro
,
with oblong-elliptic lvs.

(6 in long) in a rosette and with thm denticulate mar-
gins, and white pendulous short-stalked fls. on a race-
mosely branched scape \ l/2 ft. high.

CAT-TAIL: Typha.

CATTLEYA (Wilham Cattley, an early English
hoiticulturist and naturalist) Orchiddcex Epiphytic
oicluds, requiring intermediate temperatures

Pseudobulbs ovoid, clavate, fusiform or cylindnc,
short or elongated, smooth or furrowed, bearing 1-3

lvs lvs coriaceous- fls single or m clusters, borne
usually at the apex of the pseudobulb, rarely on a leafy

bt. arising from the base of the pseudobulb, showy;
sepals and petals similar or the petals much broader,

membranous or fleshy, lip usually 3-lobed, lateral lobes

commonly forming a tube inclosing the column, rarely

the lateral lobes small; column clavate, fleshy, pollima
4 —A genus of about 40 species, natives of continental
Ttop Amer

,
especially numerous m Brazil and in the

Andean region Innumerable hybrids and horticultural

forms have been named, those of the labiata group
alone running into hundreds Showiest of all orchids,

and of great commercial value.

The growing of cattleyas.

The cattleyas are indigenous to the western hemi-
sphere only, Central and South America being the
regions in which they abound, particularly in the latter,

from the different countries of which large quantities
aie imported yearly During the last few years the col-

lecting and importing of cattleyas into the United
States has assumed large proportions, owing to a con-
tinually and steadily increased demand, not only by
amateurs but also by the trade in general There are
two particular reasons for this increased demand: first,

the exquisitely beautiful flowers, combined with size

and marvelous colors adapted for decorations at all

sorts of functions, are never out of place, second, their

easy culture. Florists and amateurs alike are begin-
ning to realize that, after all, orchids are plants, and if

only treated m a commonsense way they are by far
easier to grow than a good many other plants, and
especially so the cattleyas, provided some attention is

paid to their requirements
Cattleyas, as a whole, delight m a genial atmosphere,

with all the air possible when the outside temperature
will permit. In summer, from May on to the end of
October, air should be admitted day and night; thus
there are no temperatures to be presenbed for these
months. Later, when artificial heat has to be depended
on, 50° to 55° at night is the best, bearing in mind that
the earliest species to flower may be kept at the warmer
end, and the later summer-blooming species, such as
C . Mossix and C. gigas, may be wintered at the cooler
end of the structure: thus beginning in autumn with
C. labiata, C. Percivaliana, C. Tnanx, C. Schrcederx, C.
Mossix, C. Mendelh; and, last of all, C. gigas, in their
regular order of bloom, these may be treated according
to their season of flowering. One cannot change the
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time of blooming of a cattleya, that is to say force it as
other plants may be forced, without injury to the
plants and a poor quality of bloom, but they are often
retarded by systematic cooler treatment.
The best potting material is the soft brown osmun-

dine, used alone with no sphagnum moss unless it is

possible to make this moss live, and even then it is of

no value to the plants except as an index to the pres-
ence of moisture. Moss that is dead and inert is a
detrunent m the potting material of all orchids. The
one imperative thing in the potting of cattleyas is that
they be made perfectly firm in their receptacles:

if loose potting is practised, the young roots are injured
each time the plant is handled, and the material is

like a sponge, holding too much moisture m suspension
for the plants to do well, and, given a time when the
roots do not dry out quickly, all will soon die.

Newly imported cattleyas, as they arrive from South
America, are usually much dried up, due to the treat-

ment given before shipment to avoid loss by decay or
fermentation on the way. If the plants are washed well

with soap and water, placed in an airy shaded house for

a few weeks and allowed to plump up again, roots will

soon be seen starting At this time, pot each piece in a
receptacle suitable to the size of the plant (never let it

be too large, but always err on the minimum when in

doubt), fill the pots half full of drainage if common
flower-pots are used, and fill up with osmundine to the
top, pressing this material in with a blunt-pointed stick

so that the plant will be firm. Moisture from this time
on for weeks may be applied by spraying overhead
during bright days. If the pieces are large, baskets
are preferable to pots, as there is more aeration through
the material ana the plants may be suspended and
space economized Newly established plants often

bloom the first year, and one may get an idea of the
infinite variety found among the plants, as no two are
alike. Some districts known to collectors produce bet-

ter forms than others, m fact, in certain localties, the
plants found produce flowers of very inferior quality.

It is becoming more difficult to collect orchids, especially

cattleyas from their native habitats, transportation

not having improved and the distance to travel being
greater each tune. In consequence of this, hybridizers

are now turning their attention to the reproduction of

fine forms true to themselves, with considerable success,

and should the supply of wild plants fail, there cannot
now, in view of the well-understood and successful

methods of raising cattleyas^ be a time when the plants

will be unobtainable. Considering the variation found
among the wild plants, it is to be expected that home-
raised seedlings will vary; but if the nest-known forms
are used, and these only are worth the trial, one may
expect a large measure of success.

In our climate there is no period when the cattleyas

should be kept dry at the roots The plants are either

getting ready to bloom, in crop, or recuperating there-

from, and these three periods cover the year. One does
not have to resort to drying to attain ripening as do
the European cultivators, and failure here is often

traceable to foreign training or text-books.

Established plants should be repotted at least every
second year This is as long as the osmundine will

remain suitable for the roots to ramify in, and if the
plants are grown m pots, immerse the same a day before
if the roots are dry, or most of them will remain at-

tached to the pots. Remove all decayed portions of

material and roots, wash with clean water, and repot as
with newly imported plants, remembering always that
a size too large often proves fatal to success. Plants
that have been newly potted must not be placed among
others that have not received attention, but all should
be put in a situation in which they can be treated to
little water at the roots for several weeks until the
weather is such that there is no danger of their becom-
ing overwatered Cattleyas should oe attended to in

this respect in the winter months, taking first C. labtata,
as it is the first to start growing, then C. Tnanae; the
later kinds may be potted before flowering with less
injury than afterwards, if done with care.

In hot weather, cattleyas should always be watered in
the evening or latter part of the day. A generous spray-
ing overhead will supply the moisture at a time when
the roots get most of it, as may be seen by an examina-
tion m early morning. There is no danger of injury if an
abundance of air is supplied One has only to be care-
ful during such times as the atmosphere outside is sur-
charged with moisture, then it is wise not to use any
moisture inside even for a week at a time This is when
the dreaded “black spot” disease is often seen It

usually begins at the union of leaf and bulb, and when
first seen, amputation must be practised to a point
below infection, and dry sulfur an i powdered charcoal
applied at once as an absorbent A small can of this

ought always to be ready to hand, for if the disease gets
down to the rhizome, several bulbs will be affected at
once, and it is often difficult to save the plant. The
disease is also highly infectious and may easily be
transmitted to a nealthy plant by means of a knife
used to cut off diseased parts of another

841. Cattleya Meadelii

Apart from seeds, the propagation of cattleyas is a
slow process to be accomplished only by the cutting of

the rhizome between the bulbs, leaving at least three of

the leading ones and separating the older ones accord-
ing to their strength or the dormant buds at the base
that are visible A clean cut or notch that almost
severs the rhizome is the best, leaving the parts where
they are until new growth and roots are made, then
potting m small receptacles, wiring or staking the little

pieces firmly Apart from the three last-made bulbs
on the rhizome, the older ones are a source of weak-
ness to the plants and are better removed, and in

the case of valuable forms utilized as above This is

the way all duplicates of the many albino varieties have
been obtained. There are many white cattleyas bearing

the same name, as C Tnnnx alba or C MossveWagnen
,

for many have appeared among importations, but these

differ in each individual and unless a plant is increased

by division one cannot be sure of the same thing.

Opinions are divided as to the “feeding” of orchids.

It is certain that when rain-water is saved in cisterns

for the plants, and these happen to be in the vicinity of

cities where soot collects on the roofs of the houses, the
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plants show unusual vigor and in consequence of
this, many have practised the use of fertilizers in ex-

ceedingly dilute proportions m all the water used on
the plants, and some have had surprising results. 'Die

temptation, however, is always present to feel that if a
little is good, more would be better, and herein hes the
danger. When plant-foods are used in solution, they
should be considered only as sufficient to make tne dif-

ference between rain-water and that which comes out
of a pipe
The oest twelve varieties of cattleyas for commercial

purposes, and, indeed, for amateurs also, are the fol-

lowing’ C. Tnanse
,
ns Jan.-March; C. Schroederse,

fls March, Apr
;
C. Mossix

,
fls. April, May; C. Men-

delti, fls Apr., May; C. Wamen, fls. May, June; C.
gtgas

,
fls. June, July; C. aurea, fls. June, July; C.

Gaskelliana, fls. Aug., Sept
;
C. Hamsoniana, fls. Sept.,

Oct.; C. labiata, fls. Oct, Nov
;
C. Bownngeana

,
fls.

Oct
,
Nov

;
C Percivaliana, fls. Dec.

With a number of plants of each of the above kinds,
it will be seen that it is possible to have a succession oi

flowers from one end of the year to the other.

E. O. Orpet and John E. Lager.
The following American trade names belong to

Laeha: C. crispa, C. lobata, C margtnala
,
C pumila. See,

also, the hst of hybrids at the close of Cattleya. For C.
aurantiaca, see Eptdendrum
The cattleyas enter into various generic hybrids:

consult, for example, Brassocatthelia
,
Brassocattleya,

Brasso-Lselia-Cattleya, Epicattleya
, Lxliocattleya.

Of several of the following species, there are named
varieties in the American trade, varying m stature,
habit and particularly in the color of the flowers.

INDEX.
Aclandi®, 1, 31 glorxoaa, 12 odorcUxsaxma. 23.
alba, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, Goodsonu, 13. ovata, 24

16, 17, 22 26, 27. Goosensiana, 9. pallida, 16.
albeacena, 12, 13. grandi flora, 15 Papnanaxarxa, 27.
Alexandras, 9 granulosa, 29 Parthema, 24.
Ame8iana, 14 grataxiana, 13 Pecteraxx. 9.

amethyalma, 24 guttata, 20, 28, 30. Percivaliana, 15.
ainethystoglossa, 20 nackbndgensia, 11 Perrinu, 14.
Aqxxxnxx, 24 Harrxaonxx, 27 PietiaB, 11
Arembergxx, 26 Harnsoniana, 27. prxncepn, 33.
atropurpurea, 12, 13. Harrxsonx», 27. Prxnzix, 20.
aurea, 4. Hodgkinsonn, 16. punctatissima, 24.
aureola, 9 Holfordxx, 18. quadrxcolor, 13.
autumnalis, 14, 21. Holmesu, 13. refulgerxa, 13.
Backhousiana, 13. Holtzeu, 13 Regnelhi, 31.
Baaaettx i, 10. xmparxalxa, 12. Remeckiana, 9.
Bertu, 11 innocens, 26 Rex, 8.

bicolor, 2 intermedia, 24, 20. rochellenaxa, 12.
Bluntu, 11, jensemana, 4 Rotzlxx, 10
boelensis, 9. Karwxnakxx, 19 Rollxaaonxana, 13.
boetzelanensis, 13. Keteleerxx, 20 rosita, 4
bogotensxa, 13 labiata, 4,7, 9, 10,11, rouseleana, 9
Bowringiana, 21 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. Russelhana, 29.
Brandnenana, 13. Laohnen, 11 Sander®, 20.
brunoyenais, 13. Lambeanana, 11. Sanderxana, 12.
bulboaa, 33 Lawrenceana, 5. saturata, 12
c®rulea, 9, 13, 16. Leeana, 13 Schillenana, 31.
Candida, 13, 27. Lemoxnex, 14 Schofieldiana, 29.
Carrxerx, 9. Leopoldn, 28. Schomburgkxx, 25.
chocoensis, 13. leucoglossa* 11. Sehroeder®, 13.
ehryaoloxa, 4. hlacxna, 13 Skmnen, 21, 22
oitrina, 19. Loddigesu, 24, 26, 27. «pectoj«it»w, 10.
ocelestw, 9 Lowi®, 11 splendens, 25, 26.
Cooksoni®, 14. Luddemanniana, 10. Stanleyi, 10
coundonientns, 9, 13. luteola, 18. summitensis, 15.
orocata, 7 macroziana, 11. superba, 14, 25.
Dawaomx, 10. maculata, 27. superbidsima, 27.
dehcata, 13, 26. majestica, 11. tessellata, 13.

Dixon®, 11. Malouana, 10. Tnan®, 13.
dolosa, 3 Man®, 13. trxlabxata, 17.
Dowiana, 4 marxtxma, 24. tnumphans, 13, 21.
DuBuysomana, 29. Maaaangeana, 13. zero, 14.

dulcis, 9 Maude®, 11. teatalxt, 32
elatxor, 30 maxima, 6. Victona-regina. 23.
Eldorado, 7. Mendelu, 11. violacea, 25, 27.
enfieldiensis, 13. Meta, 13. Wageneri, 9.

flavtda, 18. Meyerx, 18. Walkenana, 3, 33, 34.
Flory®, 9 modexta, 18. Wallisii. 7.

Forbeau, 32. Mooreana, 13. Wamen, 17.
fulgens, 9. Morganise, 11. Warocqueana, 14.
Oardnerxana, 33. Moari®, 9. Warsoewioali, 12.
Gaakelhana, 10. Naldereana, 14. Wellesley®, 13.
gigantea, 11, 19, 27. mgreacens, 1. wiaetonenau, 11.
gigas, 12. nobilior. 34.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Inft. terminal.

B. Lateral lobes of lip small or wanting,

the column exposed.

O. Peduncles 1 -8-fid. , from a very
short spathe or naked' pseudo-
bulb fusiform, short. .

.

1. Aclftndl*

CO. Peduncles many-fid , from a large

spathe pseudobulbs long . . 2 bicolor

bb. Lateral lobes of lip large

0. Comers recurved, exposing column. 3 dolosa
oc. Comers not recurved, concealing

column
D. Pseudobulbs ldvd.
B. Plants large, pseudobulbs fusi-

form or clavate fls large

F Sepals and petals yellow, lip

ample, rich purple, beauti-

fully veined and reticidated

with gold . 4 Dowiana
FF. Sepals and petals not yellow

O. Petals about twice as broad
as the sepals which are
markedly undulate

H. Tube narrowly cyhndnc,
the limb not striped. 5. Lawrenceana

HH. Tube cylindric-funnclform,
the limb bordered with
white and streaked nnth
darker color, with a
median yellow line 6 maxima

QQ. Petals 3 .times or more as
broad as the sepals which
are not undulate or but
slightly so

H. Lip with a large orange
blotch m the center, sur-

rounded by circles of
white and purple m
order . . 7. Eldorado

HH. Lip with other color ar-
rangement

I. The lip about as wide as
or under than the petals.

3. Tube of lip yellow;
sepals and petals

white 8. Rex
33. Tube white or colored

other than yellow
K. Border of limb while,

the center bright pur-
ple variegated with
violet 9 Mossiaj

DC. Limb without white
border

n. Throat with a yellow
or white eye on
each side 10 Luddeman-

Lb. Throat without eye [niana
M. Color of tube white,

or the same as
petals, limb pur-
ple-crimson 11 Mendelii

IfM. Color of tube and
limb bright pur-
ple, throat with
2 yellow spots 12 Warscewiczti

n. The ht> narrower than
petaU.

3. Limb much shorter than
the tube, the margin
relatively but little

crisped 13 Trianee
JJ. Limb about as long as

the tube, the margin
much crisped.

Z. Throat with a golden
eye on each side . 14. labiata

XX. Throat without eye

L. Margin of limb dif-

ferentm colorfrom
the center

If, Petals longer than
the sepals and
lip; fls. AYi-5 in
•cross 15. Percivaliana
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ut to thb species, continued

mm. Petals about as
long as sepals
and lip; fls. 6~7
in. across 16. Gaskelliana

ll. Limb not margined.,17. Warneri
hb. Plants small pseudobulbs ovate

or oblong fis small, yellow ..18. luteola

DD. Pseudobulbs 2-8-lvd.

a. Peduncle pendent, bearing usu-
ally a single yellow fl.; lip

entire 19. citrina

EE. Peduncle erect
,

bearing 2-10
fls or more; lip usually 8-

lobed
r. Ground-color of sepals and

petals not green nor brown,
g. With large purple spots. . . .20. amethyato-

aa Not spotted [glossa

h Fls 5-10; sepals and
petals not fleshy

I. Lip emargmate; blooms
m fall 21 BowringUna

n Lip acute, blooms in
spring 22. Skinneri

HH Fls 2~6; sepals and petals

fleshy.

I. Middle lobe of lip much
broader than tube 23. Victoria-

h. Middle lobe of lip not [regina
broader than tube,

j. Color of sepals and
petals pale or white;
petals the same width
as dorsal sepal 24 intermedia

jj. Color of sepals and pet-

als marked, petals

broader than dorsal
bepal

K. Lateral lobes of lip

and petals acute 25 violacea
kk Lateral lobes of lip

and petals obtuse

L. Lip distinctly 8-

lobed, the nerves of
the disk smooth.. 26. Loddigesii

LL. Lip indistinctly 8-

lobed, the nerves

of the disk rugose-
thickened 27. Harrisoniana

FF Ground -color of sepals and
petals broum 28 Leopoldii

fff Ground -color of sepals and
petals green.

G Lip warty or papillate.

h Claw long . . 29 granulosa

hh Claw short or wanting 30. guttata

gg. Lip not warty nor papillate.

H Middle lobe much broader
than the tube, sepals and
petals spotted . 31. Schilleriana

HH. Middle lobe not broader
than the tube, sepals and
petals not spotted 32 Forbeaii

AA . Infl. from the base of the pseudobulb
B. Pseudobulbs 1-lvd lateral lobes of

lip separated, exposing column.. 33. WalkerianA
BB. Pseudobulbs 2-lvd.: lateral lobes of

lip forming a tube, concealing
column 34. nobilior

1. Acl&ndiae, Lindl. Sts. 4-5 in. tall, bearing 2 or 3
Ivs 2-3 in. long: peduncle with 1 or 2 fls. 3-4 in. across;

sepals and petals similar, obtuse, greenish yellow,

marked with spots of black-brown; lip fleshy in the mid-
dle, somewhat fiddle-shaped, the lateral lobes small,

curved over the column, the middle lobe large, broadly
reniform, undulate, rose-purple with darker veins.

Brazil. B.M. 5039. C.O. 23. There is a var. nigrSscens.

2. bicolor, Lindl. Pseudobulbs cvlmdric, deeply stri-

ate, 1-3 ft tali, 2-lvd lvs. 4-6 in. long, oblong-lanceo-

late: peduncle with 2-6 fragrant fls. 3-4 m. across;

sepals oblong, acute, usually olive or bronze-green, the

lateral falcate; petals like the sepals but undulate;

lip crimson-purple, sometimes white-margined, the

lateral lobes wanting, the middle lobe recurved, oblong-

cuneate, bilobed, channeled m the center. Brazil.

B.M. 4909. CO. 10. O.R. 10:305.

3 doldsa, Reichb. (C . Walkendna var. dolbsa
,

Veitch). Pseudobulbs 4-6 m long, usually 2-lvd
,
the

lvs oblong: peduncle 1- or 2-fld. : sepals and petals

acute, rose-purple to lilac, the sepals oblong-lanceolate,

the petals cuneate-ovate, Up 3-lobed, the lateral lobes

erect, the middle lobe reniform, emargmate, amethyst-
purple. Brazil. GC II 5 430-1. V.O. 2:49. AG.
11:159.

4. Dowi&na, Batem (C labidta var. Domd.ua,
Veitch) Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft tall, furrowed, 1-lvd.:

lvs. up to 1 ft. long: peduncle 2-6-fld
;
fls. 6-7 in across;

sepals and petals nankeen-yello\V, the sepals lanceolate,

acute, less than half as wide as the undulate petals; lip

ample, about as long as the petals, the tube yellow,

striped with purple, the limb erisped, velvety, dark
purple, finely ana beautifully veined with golden lines

which radiate from the median lines RH 1869*30

A F. 25:593; 21.838, 30 1078. C L A 11*45, 19 343.

Costa Rica, where it was discovered by Warscewiez—
It was rediscovered in 1864 by Mr Aree, who sent

plants to Eu., where they were purchased by Messrs

Veitch & Son, m whose establishment they flowered

for the first time Var ahrea, Williams & Moore (vay.

chrysotdxa. Hort ). has the sepals and petals of a
deeper yellow and the golden veins on the Up more
copious and anastomosing Colombia A F 6 563, 12:

10 F It 1 76 C O. 2a O R 19 17 Var jenseni&na,

Hort A large and handsome form. Var r6sita, Hort.

Sepals creamy white, tinged with purple, petals rose-

purple, tinged with yellow

5 Lawrence&na, Reichb Pseudobulbs 12-15 in.

tall, fusiform-clavate, compressed, furrowed, 1-lvd.:

lvs oblong, 6-9 in long peduncle 5-8-fld
,

fls. 4-5 in.

across, sepals and petals pale rosy purple to almost

white, the sepals lmear-oblong, the petals elliptic-

oblong, undulate, about twice as wide as the sepals;

lip with a narrowly cyhndne tube, colored externally

like the sepals and petals, the limb purple with a maroon
blotch. Brit Guiana B M 7133 R 1 12.

6 m&xima, Lindl Pseudobulbs about 1 ft tall,

claviform, furrowed, compressed, 1-lvd. lvs oblong,

5-10 in. long: peduncle 3-6-fld
;

fls. 4-5 in across;

sepals and petals lilac or pale rose, acute, the sepals

lanceolate-ligulate, the petals about twice as broad as

the sepals, undulate or crisped; lip as long as petals,

the limb crisped, pale rose or crimson-purple with a
median yellow stripe, from which radiate darker lines,

the border white. Ecuador and Peru. B M. 4902. F.S.

20.2136. FR. 1:298 C O. 13.

7. Eldor&do, Lind (C labidta var. Eldorddo, Veitch)-

Pseudobulbs 6-8 in tall, stout, 1-lvd. lvs oblong,

8-12 in long: peduncle with 1-3 fragrant fls. 5-6 in.

across, sepals and petals pale rosy lilac passing to white,

the sepals lanceolate, acute, the petals oval-rhomboid,

obtuse, undulate; lip longer than lateral sepals, exter-

nally the same color as petals, the limb crisped, emargi-

nate, a large central orange blotch surrounded by zones

of white and purple Brazil. FS. 18.1826. C O. 26.

Var. crocflta, Hort. Sepals and petals white or pale

rose, the orange spot of lip extended m a broad line to

the base. Var. W&llisii, Rand. (C. Wdllun, Lind.).

Fls. pure white except golden spot on lip C 0. 26a.

8. R6x, O’Brien. Pseudobulbs 8-14 m. tall, clavi-

form or fusiform, furrowed, 1-lvd.: lvs. up to 1 ft long,

oblong: peduncle with 3-6 fls 6-7 in. across; sepals and
petals cream-white, the sepals acutish, linear-oblong,

the petals obtuse, as long as sepals but 3 times their

width, oval-rhomboid, undulate; lip about as long as

lateral sepals, the tube yellow, veined with purple, the

limb crisped, the front part margined white surround-
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Xa crimson center veined with a lighter shade. Peru-
i Andes. B.M. 8377. R.H. 1894:228. C.O. 22.

9.

Mfissi®, Hook. (C. Camkn, Houll. C. labidta

var. Mdsstse, Lindl. C. Pekterm, Andr6). Pseudobulbs
fusiform, compressed, furrowed, 12-15 in. tall, 1-1vd.:

lvs. 6-8 in. long, oblong: peduncle with 3-5 fls. 6-7 m.
across; sepals and petals rose, of equal length, the

sepals lanceolate, the petals oval-elliptic. crisped,

especially on upper margin; lip with the tube colored

like petals, the limb ample, emarginate, strongly undu-
late-cnsped, the center purple, variegated with violet,

the margin white, the throat yellow lined with purple-

crimson. La Guayra. B M. 3669. R H 1857, p. 322.

S.H 1:149. OR. 18.241 C.O. 9. AG. 14:70. A.F.
6:563. Var caerftlea, Cogn

,
has the sepals and petals

and spot on the limb a pale blue-violet. C.O. 9e. Var.
Reinecki&na, O’Brien (C. Reineckidna, Reichb.),
has the sepals, petals and external of tube white, the
limb a mauve-lilac, bordered white, the throat yellow,
veined purple-violet. C O 95. Var. Wigeneri, Veitch
(C. Wdgenen, Reichb ), has fls white except the small
yellow spot on Up. OR p 24. Var rousele&na, Hort

,

has rosy fls. Var coundoniensis, Hort Fls large and
richly colored. Var. dulcis, Hort Fls rose-tmted; lip

orange in center, rich rose-crimson in front, finely

crimped. Var boelensis, Hort Dark-colored form.
Var. ccel6stis, Hort. Fls. lavender-tin te<l Var. fulgens,

Hort. Fine fls in shape and color Var Alexandra,
Hort Fls pure white with tinge of ro&e-pink on lip.

Var. Alba, Hort. Fls. white Var Goosensulna, Hort.
Lip deep reddish violet, with white crimped margin;
sepals and petals white Var. auredla, Hoit. Fls. large,

white. Var. Fl&ry®, Hort. Fls. pure white.—A vari-

able group

10.

Luddemanniina, Reichb. f. (C labidta var Lud-
demanmana. Reichb t C. Ddwsonn

,
Warner C spe-

ciosissima, Hort C Rokzhi, Reichb f C. Maloudna,
Lind C. Bdsselhiy Hort ) Pscudobulbs clavate, 8-12
in. tall, 1-lvd : lvs. oblong, 6-10 in long: peduncle

2-5 fid
;
fls 5-6 in across; sepals and petals

rose-purple, suffused with white, the sepals

oblong, acute, the petals elliptic, undulate;
hp with the tube of same color as

petals, the front lobe crisped, emar-
ginate, amethyst-purple, the throat

with 2 yellow or white blotches,

separated by lines of amethyst-
purple. Venezuela. C.O. 21. Var.

842. Cattleya Warscewiczu

var. gifcaa (XH).

41ba, Hort. Fls. white. O.R. 16:201. Var. StinleyL
Hort Fls. white, disk of lip yellow, front lobe lined

with purple.

11. Mendelii, Backh. (C. labidta var. Mtndeln,
Reichb. f. C. M6rganix

y
Williams). Fig. 841. Pseudo-

bulbs 12-16 m tall, compressed, furrowed, 1-lvd * lvs.

oblong, 6-10 in long: peduncle with 2 or 3 fls. 7-8 in.

across; sepals and petals white, or often tinted pale
rosy mauve, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, the petals

obliquely oval, obtuse, crisped; lip with the tube white
or colored like petals, the front lobe much crisped, rich

crimson-purple abruptly passing into the yellow throat

which is reddish streaked. Colombia. OR. 1.273;
10:233. S II 2:413. C.O. 19. Var. Bldntii, Hort

,
has

the fls white, except a small yellow spot on Up. Var.

Maffdeae, Hort. White with rose markings on the Up.
Var. gigant&a, Hort

,
has a very large hp Var. hack-

bndgensis, Hort. Petals blotched with crimson. Var.
Bertii, Hort. Fls. white tinted with rose Var. leuco-

gl6ssa, Hort. Sepals bluish tinted. Var. Ldwi®, Hort.
Lip white, pale purple at apex. Var wisetonensis,

Hort. Lip ricn rose-purple, delicately veined, throat yel-

low veined with reddish purple. Var. macroziina,
Hort. Fls. very large. R H. 1903, p. 253 (desc ) Var
L&chneri, Hort. Lip curiously colored, front lobe hav-
ing a broad marginal band of dark purple sparingly

blotched with white and an inner band of lighter pur-

ple Var. Pilti®, Hort Fls. nearly white, lip marked
with pink. Var. majestica, Hort. Fls large, white
Var. Dixon®, Hort Attractive blush-pmk form. Var.

Lambean&na, Hort. Fls. white.

12. Warscewiczii, Reichb. f. (C. labidta var. Wars-
cewlczn

,
Reichb. f C. gloribsa, Carr. C. itnpendhs,

Wallis). Pseudobulbs 1 ft or more tall, stout, com-
pressed, furrowed, 1-lvd : lvs. oblong, 8-10 m. long

* peduncle with 2 or 3 fls. 7-9 in. across; sepals and petals

rosy mauve, the sepals lanceolate, acute, the petals

oval, obtuse, undulate; lip entirely bright purple except

2 yellow spots and lines of the same color in the throat,

crisped, the front lobe ample. Colombia. O R. 12*241.

GC 111.22:163; 42:312. Gn. 33, p 18. C.O. 1. Var.
glgas, Hort (var. Sandenbna

,
Hort. C. glgas, Lind.

<fc AndrA C. Sandendna, Hort. C. labidta var San-
dendna, Hort ) Fig 842 A noble form, the sepals and
petals dark rose, with a deep purple-magenta lip, the
fls. larger than those of any other form of the labiata

group. Colombia I.H 21.178. Gn. 45, p 445. GF
1.437. A G. 19 July 23, suppl. F R. 1.77, 674. F.E.
10.892. C L A. 11 .42, 44 The following forms of this

variety occur* dlba, fls pure white, the rarest of all

cattleyas (OR 18.232); var albescens
,

se-

E
als and petals white, with famt blush, the

p rose-purple, fringed; var. atropurpurea, of

deeper color, var. rochelttnsis, sepals and
petals white, the lip with the faintest

trace of color Var. satur&ta, Hort.
Fls. bright rose, with ruby-crimson lip.

13.

Truln®, Lind. & Reichb f. (C.

labidta var. Tndnx, Duch. C. Leedna,
Sander. (7. Rollissonidna

,
Moore. C.

auadrlcolor, Batem. C Massangedna,
Reichb. f. C bogolinsis, Lind.). Fig.

843. Pseudobulbs about 1 ft. tall,

clavate, 1-lvd : lvs. oblong, 6-8 m. long:

peduncle bearing 2 or 3 fls. about 6 in across;

sepals and petals a delicate rose to white, the
sepals oblong - lanceolate, the petals much
broader than sepals, obtuse, oval-rhomboid,
crisped; hp narrower than in the other
related forms, the tube rose, the front lobe

purple, less crisped than in most of the related species,

emarginate, the throat yellow, often streaked with
deeper color. Colombia. 011.6:145. B.M. 5504.
R.H. 1860, pp. 406-7. A.G. 17:177. Gng. 3:151. A F.

6:607; 13:715. F.E. 9:325. F.R. 1:672-3. C.O. 5.
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S.H. 1 : 11, 27; 2:403, 405. Var. Alba, Hort. FIs. white,

except yellow blotch in throat C O. 5a. Var atropur-

?
&rea, Hort. FIs. crimson-purple. Var. Backhousiana,
lort Sepals and petals rose-purple, the petals strongly

marked with amethyst-purple at the apex, the tube
of lip rose-purple, the front lobe purple -magenta.
CO 5c. Var. chocoAnsis, Hort. FIs. very fragrant,

not fully expanding, the sepals and
petals white, sometimes flushed
pale lilac I H. 20*120 A F. 6:
503 Var delic&ta, Hort. Sepals
and petals white, faintly flushed
pale amethyst-purple, the deeper
lip with a pale yellow spot FM.
1*8 Var Schrdederse, Hort (C.
Schrbedcrse

,
Reichb f ) FIs fra-

grant, the sepals and petals a deli-

cate blush, faintly suffused with
white, the petals and broader lip

much more crisped than in other
forms of this species (1C III.

20 73 A G 15 211 OR 11:177.
CL A 11.15 FE 9*331 The
following forms of this variety
occur dlba, the fl.s puie white,
<ilbeieens

,
the fls nearly white;

rsrulea, the lip a bluish color,

MHa, sepals and petals pink, the
throat bright yellow, lilaclna, lilac,

refulgent Var grataxi&na, Hort
A large and richly colored fonn
Var Candida, Hort his snow-
white, lip with faint violet spot
Var coundoniensis, Hoit Purple-
rose sepals and petuK Var MAnae.
Hort Silvery white sep.iL anil

petals veined with pink, front of

lip deep magenta-ci unson, with 2
vellow blotches on throat Var
triumphans, Hoit Sepals and
petals rose-colored, lip rich pm pie

W’lth an orange-yellow tube Var
enfieldiensis, Hort FL white, tip

of lip blush-pink Vai boetzelae-

nensis, Hoit Uom'-coIoi ed fonn
Var tessellitta, Hoit Lai go iose-

colored form curiously maiked
Var Brandneri&na, Hort Antonor part of lip dark
purple-violet Var Hdltzen, Hoit Lip dark Var.
WAUesleyae, Hort A pretty white form Var Moore-
&na, Hort Sepals and petals light rosy lilac, hp ruby-
claret color, orange at base Var Hdlmesii, Hort
Broad petals and rich rose-purple lip Var. brunoyen-
sis, Hort Sepals and petals mauve Var. Goodsdmi,
Hort Richly colored, petals flushed with deep rose.

14. labi&ta, Lindl ((' Lemoinci
,
Lindl. C. Naldere-

dna, Reichb. f C l
J
ein mi, Endl. C. labidta vfra,

Veitch C labidta autumndlis
,
L Lind C labidta var.

Warocquedna, Rolfe C Waiocquedna, L Lind ).

Pseudobulbs claviform, compressed, furrowed, 4-8 m.
tall, 1-lvd. lvs 5-7 m long, ovate or oblong* peduncle,
from a double spathe, beai ing 3-5 fls about 6 m across;

sepals and petals usually rose-lilac, the sepals lanceo-
late, the petals undulate, lip with the tube colored

usually like the petals, the front lobe deeply emargmate,
undulate-crisped, commonly a violet-purple with deeper
veins, the color running in streaks to the yellow throat
which has an orange spot each side The color-varia-
tions of this species are numerous Brazil BR 32*35,
1859 OR. 16.281. B M. 3998. Gt. 5:146. F.S.
1893-4. PM 4*121. A G. 17 65; 19:811. GC III..

19*13. A F. 6:607. F R. 1:8; 2:531.—Intro from the
Organ Mts in S. Brazil in 1818 Var. Alba, Hort Fls.

white, except yellow throat. C O. 3 Var. AmesiAna,
Hort. Sepals and petals white, the hp lilac. Gn. 62, p.

401 Var. Cooksdnise, Hort. Fls. white, except the

843. Cattleya Trianae ( X h)

crimson-purple hp with a narrow white margin. Var.
supSrba, Hort. Sepals and petals deep rose, with a
deep crimson-purple lip.

15. PercivaliAna, O’Brien (C. labidta var Percivali-

ana
,
Reichb f ) Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft. tall, clavate,

strongly furrowed when old, 1-lvd.. lvs. oblong pedun-
cle bearing 2 or 3 fls 4-5 in across; sepals and petals

commonly rose-lilac, tinted purple-
amethyst, the sepals linear-lanceo-

late, the petals longer than the
sepals, crisped, lip rather small,

shorter than the petals, the tube
of the same color as petals, tinged
with yellow, the front lobe purple-
crimson, shaded with maroon, the
undulate bo der lilac, the throat
yellow to orange, streaked with
purple Venezuela C9 7. F R.
1 297 JH III 32*179 Var.
grandifldra, Hort Fls larger, the
sepals and petals bright rose, the
petals stiongly crisped above, the
lip writh the tube yellow-orange
variegated with rose, the front
lobe maroon-purple with a bright
rose bordei, the throat orange-
yellow C O la Var summiten-
sis, Ilort Sepals and petals a pale
delicate pink

16

Gaskelli&na, Reichb f (C.

labidta var pdllida, Williams C.

labidta var. Gu.skel-

hana, Sander ) Pscu-
dobulbh 8-12 m tall,

oblong -fusiform, com-
pressed, furrowed, 1-lvd * lvs 8-12
m long, oblong* peduncle bearing
2 or 3 1ft s 6-7 m across, sepals

and petals of equal length, com-
monly purple-violet, suffused with
white, the color .sometimes deeper
ami mme uniform, rarely marked
with a median band of white, the
sepals lanceolate, the petals oval,

undulate, lip as long as the petals,

the tube of same color as petals,

the front lobe emargmate, undulate, purple-violet, with
a pale bonier, the throat yellow streaked with darker
yellow, bordered on each side with a zone of yellowish
white Brazil and Venezuela 11133*613. A F. 6:185;
30 662 Var. dlba, Williams Sepals and petals pure
while, the hp cream-white, the throat a pale yellow
st leaked with darker yellow C.O 20a. Var. caer&lea,

Hoit Fls pure white with bluish spot on base of lip.

Var Hddgkinsonii, Hort Sepals and petals white;
front of lip crimson.

17 Wirneri, Moore (C. trdabidta
,
Rodr. C. labidta

var Wdrneri, Veitch). Pseudobulbs 4-8 in. tall, cylin-

dne or fusiform, furrowed, 1-lvd.: lvs. oblong, 6-7 in.

long peduncle with 3-5 fls. 6-8 m across; sepals and
petals rosy mauve, the sepals lanceolate, the petals
oval, hp shorter than lateral sepals, the tube the color
of the petals, the front lobe strongly crisped, einargi-

nate, bright purple-violet, the throat yellow-orange,
streaked with white or pale lilac Brazil. C O. 12.

A F 6*563 —Very like C. labiata, but flowering m late

spring and early summer Var dlba, Hort. Fls. white,
except the pale yellow throat, streaked with orange-
yellow. C 0. 12a.

18 lutlola, Lindl (C. Hdlfordii, Hort. C. fldvida,

Klotzsch. C. Mhyeri, Ilegel. C. modesla
,
Mey ).

Dwarf* pseudobulbs 2-3 in. long, ovoid, 1-lvd.. lvs.

3-4 in. long, elliptic-oblong: peduncles bearing 2-5 fls.

about 2 in. across; sepals and petals similar, yellow,

oblong-lanceolate; lip nearly orbicular when spread
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out, yellow, the middle lobe crisped, whitish on margin,
the side lobes sometimes streaked purple inside. Brazil.

B.M.5032. FS. 23:2479.

19. citrlna, Lmdl. (C. Karwinskh, Mart.). Fig. 844.

Pseudobulbs 2-3 m. long, ovoid, 2-3-lvd.: lvs. 4-7 in.

long, hgulate, acute, glaucous: peduncle pendent,
bearing usually a single fra-

grant fl., rarely 2 or 3 fls
,

/y^K yellow except the white
border of front lobe of lip;

sepals oblong, acute, the
petals cuneiform-oblong; lip

longer than the petals. Mex.

/ m- BM.3742 jh hi 30:399.

m IMF Gn 33, p 535 CO 6. F S.

M m/Bfr 16' 1G89 Gt 27*931 Rl:20.
\ Var. gigantea, Hort. Fls.

7 P* large and intensely colored.

20 amethystogl6ssa, Lind & lleiohb

f. (C s guttdta var Prinzn, Reichb C.
/M \A Prinzn, Ilort C. guttdta var Ketelebm

,W Houl ). Pseudobulbs 1)^-3 ft
,
cylindnc,

¥ > \ "2-lvd : lvs 6-12 in long, elliptic-oblong.

1 ft .A peduncles 5-8-fld ;fls 3i£-4)^m across;

Mh ' M sePa ^s and petals white, suffused with
Ml ! 1 rose -pui pie, spotted amethyst -purple,

/ 111 tyli l\ml
especially on the upper half, the dorsal

/
||||{|W sepal linear-oblong, the lateral falcate,

l!.MHuKST Peta^s obovate, rounded at apex, lip

UdHKflHw much shorter than petals, the lateral
'

i mSW lobes erect, purple at apex, the middle
Mf lobe broader than long, emaiginate or 2-

Ljjfrll lobed, violet-purple, tne radiating ridges

Mf y papillose Brazil B M 5683 R H 1869:

J\\ \J 210 GC III 38' 105 Var. SAnderae,
W Hort. A creamy white form

21 BowringiAna Veitch (C. autumnd-
Its, Ilort C. Sklnnen var Boumngidna

,

flvjtfl
Kranzl). Pseudobulbs 10-20 in tall,

stout, fusiform above, 2-1vd . lvs 6-8 in.

844 Catti
long, °blong' peduncle bearing 5-12 fls.

citrina. (xy) 2K~3 m across, sepals, petals, and tube
4

of the lip rose-purple, tne sepals acute,

oblong, somewhat undulate, the petals oval-oblong,
obtuse, undulate; lip shorter than the lateral sepals,

the front lobe emargmate, the throat with a large

white spot, surrounded by a zone of bright maroon and
bordered with deep purple. Honduras R B. 21:37.

R.H. 1890:300. G.C III. 39-114. AF 19: 651; 34 *804.

CO. 24. OR. 12.361; 16.337. Var. tritunphans, Hort.
Fls. rich purple.

22. Skinneri, Lindl. (Ejnddndrum Hugehdnum
,

Reichb.). Flower of St. Sebastian. Pseudobulbs
5-10 m. tall, 2-lvd.: lvs. 6-8 in. long, oblong-oval:

peduncle bearing 5-10 fls. 3)/2~5 in across, rose-purple
except the white throat of the lip, the sepals elliptic-

lanceolate, acutish, the petals oval-oblong, broader
than the sepals; lip with the front lobe acute Guate-
mala to Costa Rica B.M.4270. PM 11:193. R.B.
22:201. G.C. III. 20-6. G.F. 3 201. C.O. 30. Var.

Alba, Hort. Fls. white.

var. pemambucensis, and considered by some a natural
hybrid between the two The variability of 1 or 2 lvs.

on a pseudobulb points in this direction

24. intermedia, Graham (C amethystma
,
Morr. G.

ovata, Lmdl. C. maritima, Lindl. C. Ldddigesn var.

amethystma, Lem C Aqulnn, Rodr ) Pseudobulbs
up to \ x

/i ft tall, cylindnc, somewhat furrowed, 2-lvd.:

lvs. 5-6 in. long, oblong, peduncle bearing 3-5 fls. 4-5
in across, sepals and petals equal, pale rose or white,

acute, oblong, the lateral deflected, the petals somewhat
falcate, lip a little shorter than the lateral sepals, dis-

tinctly 3-lobed, the tube the same color as the petals,

the lateral lobes rounded, the front lobe bright rose-

purple, orbicular, strongly crisped S Brazil B M
2851. OR 8 73; 15.156. PM. 1151 J F 4 379.

C O. 8. B R. 1919 V O 2 39 Var. ParthAnia,
ltcichb. f. Fls pure white CO Ha Var punctatfs-
sima, Sander. Sepals and petals spotted and dotted
with deep rose COSb

25 violAcea, Rolfe (C . superba, Sehoinb C Schoin-
burgkn, Lindl C odoratissima, P N Don) Pseudo-
bulbs 8-12 in tall, clavate, somewhat compressed,
2-lvd lvs 3-5 in long, oval or oval-oblong peduncle
bearing 3-5 flagrant fls 4-5 in across, sepals and petals

bright rose-purple, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, acute,

the petals oblong-rhomboid, acutish, undulate, bioader
than sepals; lip fleshy, distinctly 3-lobed, deep purple-
violet except the yellow disk streaked with purple, the
lateral lobes triangular, acutish, the front lobe nearly
orbicular, crisped N S Amer B M 4083 P M.
9*265 JH III 31-321 AF 11 1351 CO 28. Var.
splendens, Hort

,
has paler fls

26. Ldddigesii, Lindl (C Aremberqn, Scheidw C.
intermedia var varicgdta, Hook ) Pseudobulbs 8-12 m
tall, cylindnc, 2-lvd lvs 4-5 in long, oblong-elliptic

peduncle bearing 2-5 fls 3-4 in across, sepals and
petals rose-lilac, oblong-elliptic, the lateral sepals

somewhat falcate, the petals a little broader than the
sepals, undulate, lip snorter than the lateral sepals,

distinctly 3-lobed, the tube externally colored like

petals, internally whitish, the lateral lobes rounded,
undulate, the front lobe nearly orbicular, pale ame-
thyst, strongly crisped, the disk whitish passing into

yellow at the base Brazil CO 18 OR 15 145 —
There is a white form Var Alba, Hort Var
delicAta, Hort Fls. bluish white Var fnnocAns, Hort
Fls. milky white. Var. splendens, Hort Fls with
bright purplish rose sepals; lip white inside, pale lilac

outside; disk and side lobes pale yellow

27 Harrisoni&na, Batem (C Hdrrisomae, Paxt
C Papeumsidna, Morr C. Hdrrisonu

,
Beer C

Ldddigesii var Hdrnsorux, Veitch C Ldddigesn
var Harnsonidna, Rolfe) Pseudobulbs 8-16 in tall,

cylindnc, 2-lvd . lvs 4-6 in long, oblong-lanceolate,
peduncle bearing 2-5 fls 4-4 in. across, sepals and
petals similar, oblong, bright rose-lilac, the lateral

sepals falcate, the petals undulate, a little broader
than sepals; lip shorter than lateral sepals, 3-lobed, the
tube the same color as the petals, the front lobe
crisped, rose-purple, the disk yellow-orange. Brazil.

P.M. 4:247. CO. 17 Gn 48 380 Var. Alba, Beer

23. Victdria-reglna, O'Brien. Pseudobulbs 1-1

H

ft tall, somewhat compressed and clavate, 1-2-1vd :

lvs 3-6 in long, oblong or elliptic-oblong, peduncle
bearing 2-5 fls., rarely more, 5-6 in across; sepals

purple a little tinged with yellow, striated with darker
purple, oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, the petals purple
tinged with violet, obliquely striated with darker pur-
ple, elliptic-oblong. obtuse, undulate; lip distinctly

3-lobed, the lateral lobes exteriorly white or flushed

with rose, violet-purple at the obtuse apex and inside,

the front lobe remform, bright rose-violet, crisped, the
disk yellow streaked purple. Pernambuco. G C. III.

11:808. O.R. 3:17; 8.361. R.2.85. C.O. 3.—Said to

grow wild in company with C. labiata and C. Leopoldii

Fls. white, or sometimes faintly tinged with rose or
yellow. C O 17a. Var. cAndida, Hort Fls white
except yellow disk of lip Var. gigantea, Hort A
large form Var. maculAta, Hort Fls purple-dotted.

Var. superbfssima, Hort. Fls. large, the sepals and
petals dark rose, the lip creamy white Var viol&cea,

Hort. Fls. deeper colored

28. L&opoldii, Versch. (C guttdta var. Lhopoldii,

Lind. & Reichb. f ) Pseudobulbs 15-30 m tall, fusi-

form, 2-3-lvd. : lvs. 6-8 in. long, oblong-elliptic pedun-
cle bearing 10-25 fls 3-4 in across, sepals and petals

brown, oblong-cuneate, purple-spotted, the lateral

sepals somewhat falcate, the petals undulate and a
little broader than the sepals; lip strongly 3-lobed, the
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lateral lobes acute, the front lobe broadly cuneate-
obcordate, undulate, bright amethyst-purple, the tube
paler, the disk covered with small tubercles and elevated
papillate lmes. S. Brazil. C 0. 15. F.S. 14:1471-2.

29. granulosa, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 1-2 ft. tall, rather
stout, cylindnc, 2-lvd.: lvs. 5-6 m long, lanceolate-
oblong: peduncle bearing 5-9 fls. 3-4 in across; sepals
and petals obtuse, olive-green, red-spotted, the lateral

sepals strongly falcate and deflected, the petals obo-
vate-oblong, a little wider than sepals, undulate; lip

deeply 3-lobed, the tube white externally, internally
yellowish or rose, the lateral lobes acute, the terminal
lobe white, crimson-papillate, undulate, round-rcm-
form, eniargmate, the long claw yellow, marked with
crimson. Guatemala. B R. 28 1 GnM.9 30 C 0. 14.

Var. Du Buysoni&na, Hort (C. Dubuyt>onidna
,
Ilort ).

Sepals and petals yellow, often spotted with rose. Var.
Russelli&na, Lindl. Lvs. broader fls larger with
broader sepals and petals, the lateral lobes of lip orange-
yellow internally, the front lobe spotted with small
crimson-purple papilke. Brazil. BR 31 59 B‘M
5048. Var. Schofieldi&na, Veitch (C Schofiekliana,
Reiehb. f.). Sepals and petals yellow-brown, densely
spotted with crimson-purple, the lateral lobes of lip

cream-white externally, yellow, purple-marked inter-

nally, the front lobe with numerous purple-magenta
papillae, and a broad white border. Brazil. C 0. 14a.

30 guttata, Lindl (C. cldtior, Lindl ). Pseudobulbs
18-30 in tall, cylindnc, 2-lvd : lvs. 5-9 in. long, oblong-
elliptie peduncle bcanng 5-10 fls. 3-4 m. across; sepals

and petals yellowish green, spotted deep purple, the
sepals obtuse, the lateral somewhat falcate, the petals

undulate
?

broader than sepals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral

lobes white externally, acute, the front lobe amethyst-
purple, obcordate, papillate. S. Brazil. B.R. 1406.

31. Schilleri&na, Reiehb. f. (

C

. Regntlln, Warner.
C. Acldndix var. Schlleridna, Jenn ) Pseudobulbs

5-

6 in. tall, clavate, furrowed, 2-lvd.: lvs 2 , £-6 in.

long, oblong-elliptic, peduncle bearing 1-3 fls 4-5 m
across, sepals and petals olive-green tinted with blown
and spotted with black-purple, oblong-ligulate, undu-
late, especially in the petals; lip a little shorter than
the lateral sepals, deeply 3-lobed, the lateral lobes

whitish outside, pale yellow marked w'lth purple inside,

the front lobe remform, sessile, crimson, lined and
margined with white, undulate, the disk yellow with 5
sunken lines. Brazil. B.M. 5150 F S. 22:2286 A F.

6-

563. CO 16.

32 F6rbesii, Lindl. (C. vestalts, Hoffm ). Pseudo-
bulbs 8-12 in. tall, cylindnc, 2-lvd lvs 4-5 in long,

oblong peduncle bearing 2-5 fls 3-4 in across, sepals

and petals a pale yellowish green, obtuse, undulate,

sepals oblong-ligulate, the petals oblong-lanceolate,

lip distinctly 3-lobed, the tube pale yellow outside,

inside a bright yellow streaked with red, the terminal

lobe small, sessile, orbicular, undulate, pale yellow, with
a bright yellow center marked with purple. S. Brazil.

B.M. 3265 CO. 11. B R. 953

33. Walkeri&na, Gardner (C. bulbdsa, Lindl C.

Gardnendna
,
Reiehb. f. C princeps, Rodr.). Pseudo-

bulbs 2-5 in. tall, oval-fusiform, furrowed, 1-lvd : lvs.

2-5 in long, oblong-elliptic: fls 1-3, very fragrant, 3-5
in. across, on a scaly st. arising from the base of the

pseudobulb; sepals and petals pale rose-lilac or a deep
purple-rose, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, acute, the
petals about twice as wide, oval-rhomboid, undulate;
lip a little shorter than sepals, fleshy, 3-lobed, the
lateral lobes rose, separated, exposing the column, the
front lobe nearly orbicular, emargmate, crisped, violet-

purple, the disk yellow, streaked with bright purple.

Brazil B.R 33:42.

34. nobflior, Reiehb f (C. Walkeridna var. nobilior,

Veitch) Pseudobulbs 3-5 in. tall, ovate-fusiform or
nearly clavate, furrowed, 2-lvd.: lvs. 2-4 in. long,

elliptic-ovate: fls. 1 or 2, on a scaly st. arising from the
base of the pseudobulb, very fragrant, 3-4M in across;
sepals and petals purple-lilac, acute, the sepals oblong,
the petals ovate-rhomboid, about twice the width of
the sepals; lip fleshy, about as long as lateral sepals,

deeply 3-lobed, the tube the same color as the petals,

the front lobe broadly remform, emargmate, scarcely
undulate, the disk yellow, many-costate. Brazil. G C.
11.19:729. I.H. 30:485

The following are some of the many hybrid forms' C. Adula**»

C bieolor XC Hardyan a, C Albertn^C intermediaxC violacoa,
C ataldnta=C LeopoldnxC Warscewiczu gigas, C Ballantidna=—
C TnanffiXC. Warscewn zn , C hiesensis— Laelio-cattleya , C
Brabdntix~C Aclandue X C Loddicew, C. BrymeriAna—mppOBod
natural hybrid between C violarea xC Eldorado (C O 1), C Caa-
8dndr(i=»Laelio-cattleya, C ChamberUnmArui^C. LeopoldnxC.
Dowiaua, C Dietrtchidna—C Schillenana xC Tnan®, C Dorman-
oana~ l^srlio-cattleya , C Diichesnn^C bicolor xC. Iiamsomana
(It B 30 3),C Duss(ldorffi.i var bndme^G intermediaxC Moa-
ei® alba (OH 18 309), C eruminant— Lselio-cattlcya, C faiiata—
L®!io-cattleya, C Fowlrn—C LeopoldnxC Hardyana (C O 5);
C tJermdnia—C granulosa XC Hardyana, C hardyana=C Dow-
lanaxC Warscewiczu (C O 2) O R 4 241, 5 363,8 248, 11 336,
337), C Ildrruni==C Leopoldn X C Mondeln, C Heldiaue*—C.
ForbesuxC Mossiro, C hyhrula ptcta—C guttata xC Ixxldigesm,
(' tntrrglAsaa—C amethystogloswa xC intermedia, C KrameriAna
=*0 horbesuxC intermedia, C LouryAna^C Forbesn xC inter-
media, V Mdngleau=C Ixiddigesn xC Luddemanmana, C. Mdn-
tinn—C BownngianaxC Dowiana (C 0 7 OR 10 337), C
Mdrdellv— Lc'io-cattleya, (’ Mdrstersonix—C labiataxC Lod-
digesu, C Medsureux—C Luddemanmana X C velutina, C Min-
tiria=C IxHidige.su X C Warscewiczu gigas, (' ni6llut^*C Gaakel-
lianaxC violarea, C O’Bruniana—considered by some a natural
hybrid between C Loddigesu <C dolosa (CO 8), C Ptttix—C
Ilowiana XC Harnsomana, C Pittiana=C Dowiana xC granu-
losa (CO 28), C Purha=C BownngianaxC labiata, C Thay-
eru\na-°-C intermediaxC Bchrotdene (OIt 12 49), C teeedon-
t*nns-=-C’ granulosa xC Mendeln, C Whltei—C Schillenana XC.
Warnen (B M. 7727), C wofua^Lirlio-cattleya
C Abehdna, Hort Ms cieaniy yellow, speckled with purple

on the lip Peru

—

C ForgetlAna, ltolfe Somewhat resembling C
Ixiwrcnceana Scape bearing 2 fls , sepals and petals rose-purple.
Brazil - -C (irdtan, Hort , var pdlhda A nearly white form,
sepals slightly tinged with green, lip pale rose

—

C BardyAna.
Hort , var aurea Lip deep yellow —-C Jinmann, Rolfe . Allied
to C' Gaskelhana, but lvs broader and fls smaller Bntish Guiana.
-—C margin Afa, Part =L»ha numila—C velvtina, Reiehb Sts
slender, the fragrant fls with the sepals and petals orange, spotted
purple, the lip orango and white, veined violet. Brazil G C III.

24 333 CO 29a. George V. Nash.

CAULIFLOWER (Brdssxca olerdcea
,

Linn
,

var.
botrytis

,
DC ) A form of the common cabbage species,

producing an edible head of malformed and condensed
flowers and flower-stems (the word cauliflower means
stem-flower)

,
it will hybridize with the cabbage and

form home very interesting freaks. See Forcing
A perfect “curd” or head of cauliflower is one in which

the parts are so adjusted to one another that it looks
almost homogeneous This condition is most often
found m the young or partly developed heads As soon
as segmentation begins to take place, the curd has
reached full development and maturity from the mar-
ket-gardeners’ standpoint. The breaking-up of the
curd is an indication of the formation of floral parts.
The value of the curd depends upon its symmetry and
form, and the length of time that it will hold without
beginning to break up into distinct parts.

Not all plants produce perfect curds. Growers
recognize a peculiar form which is known as the “ricy”
curd illustrated at a in Fig 845. Another form, which
is equally undesirable is a segmented curd between the
segments of which leaves appear, known as a “leafy”
curd shown at b A head in perfect condition is shown
at c. Segments are apparent m c, but the develop-
ment of the curd is almost ideal and the head as a whole
is very nearly perfect It is the aim of the seed-grower
as well as of tne gardener to produce plants which will

return curds of the type shown at c.

Cauliflower is the most fastidious and exacting mem-
ber of the cabbage family. It is less tolerant of adverse
soil and climatic conditions than any of its near rela-

tives. This accounts, in a great measure, for its limited
cultivation and the fact that it is grown only in certain

localities. When well grown, however, it is one of the
most profitable market-garden crops. Because of its
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intolerance to heat, it is grown in the open so as to take
advantage of the cool seasons of early spring and
autumn. It is one of those crops, therefore, which is

less adaptable than those having a greater range of

heat-endurance. If the season happens to be favorable
the amateur may have good luck, but if the season
proves severe the most expert grower may fail

A rich loamy soil, thoroughly charged with available
plant-food is suited to this plant Light thin sandv
soils or those extremely heavy and retentive are, as a
rule, not well suited for this crop The soil should be
one which does not dry out quickly but which will

furnish the plants a constant supply of moistuie.
High-grade cauliflower is quite as dependent upon
careful handling of the plants and a constantly avail-

able supply of moisture as high-grade celery Among
the fertilizers, none is better than well-decomposed
manure from the horse-stable, thoroughly incorporated
with the soil at the tune of preparing it for the crop

If commercial fertilizers are necessary, auick-acting
ones are most desirable, except it is thought that sul-

fate of potash is preferable to muriate The nitrogen-
content of the fertilizer, however, should be m the
form of nitrate of soda or sulfate of ammonia rather
than in a slow-acting form If a fertilizer is to be used,
a portion of it should be scattered over the held before
the plants are set An application of 500 pounds to

the acre at this time, applied broadcast, and a side
dressing about the tune "buttons" begin to form, will

prove an advantage. The side dressing may be at the
rate of 500 pounds, making a total application of 1,000
pounds to the acre A good fertilizer is one carrying 3
to 4 per cent of nitrogen, 6 to 8 per cent of phosphoric
acid and about 10 per cent of potash

Cauliflower plants in northern latitudes are handled
so as to prepare them either for an early or a late crop.

The early crop should be started at the same time as

early cabbage, or a few days later Cauliflower plants
cannot, however, be started m the autumn and suc-

cessfully wintered in coldframos, as can early cabbage

g
iants Plants so handled are less likely to give a desira-

le product. The best early-crop plants are produced
from hotbed or greenhouse propagated stock started
in a mild temperature and grown so as to produce a
sturdy broad-leaved plant to be set in the held a few

845. Types of cauliflower heads: a

,

ricy; b, leafy; c, perfect

days later than the early crop of cabbage Young cauli-

flower plants are less hardy than young cabbage plants
and, for this reason, planting in the open must be some-
what delayed.
For the late cauliflower crop in the North, seed-beds

are prepared on the shady side of a building or in a
partially shaded situation and handled m same manner
as seed-beds for late cabbage, the late crop m the Long
Island region being placed in the open the last days oi

June or early in July.

The early crop is usually grown on a smaller scale

than the autumn crop. Plants grown m the hotbed are
usually transplanted and the transplanted plants
carried and set in the field by hand The distance be-
tween the rows should be sufficient to permit of culti-

vation with horse-power implements, but the plants need
not be set more than 18 inches apart in the row
The late crop, however, is frequently transplanted

during the drier parts of the season and, largely on
this account, growers prefer to use a transplanting
machine so as to water the plants at the same time they
are set A convenient distance between the rows is 3
feet, with the plants 20 to 24 inches apart in the row,
depending upon the vanetv grown
The old adage that “cabbage should be hoed every

day" applies with equal force to cauliflower Cultiva-
tion should be of such character as to prevent the
formation of a crust and to discourage the development
of weeds. The maintenance of a soil-mulch by shallow
cultivation which shall not disturb or severely prune the
roots of the plants is desirable

Cauliflower is subject to the same enemies and dis-

eases as cabbage Clubroot and mildew are two of the
most annoying diseases The aphis, root-maggot and
both the green cabbage-wonn and the cabbage-looper are
annoying pests The delicacy of the curd requires that

the plants be kept perfectly free from insects which
devour any portion of the plant

Cauliflower requires more careful field attention than
that required by any other garden crop except those that
are blanched either by tying or banking The young
curd of the cauliflower, as soon as it has reached the
size of a hen’s egg, should be carefully protected from
the elements by adjusting the leaves m such a man-
ner as to prevent discoloration by the action of sun or

ram. The expert growers accomplish this and at the
same time indicate the stage of maturity of the plants

by different methods of folding the leaves together over
the curd or by tying them with different tying materials,

a different method being used each time the field is

gone over To illustrate the earliest developed curds
may be protected by tying the leaves together with rye
straw, the next later size may be indicated by folding

the leaves together over the plant, while the third may
be indicated by tying the leaves with raffia Usually
three operations will be sufficient to care for the entire

season’s crop. As soon as the curds have reached the
desired market size, which varies greatly with different

producers and somewhat also with different varieties

and is to a degree dependent upon the season and
fertility of the land, the plants are harvested by cutting
the heads with at least two or three whorls of leaves

attached
After the heads have been cut and a sufficient num-

ber assembled in one place to justify packing, they are

trunmed by using a large knife to sever the leaves just

above the edge of the curd so as to form a border or
“ruche" of leafstalks with a part of the blade attached
about the curd This border of stiff green leafstalks

about the white curd gives it a very attractive appear-
ance

After the curds have been properly trimmed, which
varies somewhat with different operators, they are pro-
tected by the use of tea paper, either white or brown,
placed over the head in such a manner as to protect it

from dirt and contact with its neighbors The curds
are then packed in crates or barrels, the California and
Florida product being largely packed m crates holding
one dozen heads m a single layer If the heads are to

be packed in barrels, a layer of excelsior is first placed
m the barrel and the wrapped heads, curd down, are
carefully placed so as to form a layer resting upon the
excelsior over the bottom of the barrel. The next row
of curds is placed stem end down and curds up; on top
is placed another cushion of excelsior and the operation
repeated until the barrel is filled in such a manner as to
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leave the last row with the stem end upward, over which
a cushion of excelsior and a burlap cover are placed.

Ventilated barrels are ordinarily used for this purpose,
but for long-distance shipment the smaller crates hold-

ing a single layer of heads have proved most advan-
tageous.

During late years, the marketing of this crop has been
very greatly facilitated and the returns to the growers
considerably enhanced by a cooperative method of

sale which has taken into consideration a more ex-

tended distribution of the crop than formerly. In this

the Long Island Cauliflower-Growers’ Association and
the California Vegetable-Growers’ Union have both
been very helpful

One of the handicaps in the cultivation of cauliflower

has been the entire dependence of the American
growers on foreign seed, little or no cauliflower seed
having been produced in this country and that in the
open only in the Puget Sound region The seed has
been expensive and not always to be depended upon.
The greatest care should be given to securing a per-

fectly reliable stock ot seed.

Broccoli

Broccoli, which is a long-season cauliflower, is in all

respects like cauliflower except that its vegetative parts
are somewhat coarser, the heads somewhat smaller, and
it does not form an edible curd early in its life as does
cauliflower

Broccoli is cultivated only in climates having a mild
winter, when it can be planted the summer before and
carried through the winter to form heads early the fol-

lowing spring It is a popular plant in all parts of

France and particularly in England It is undoubtedly
the parent type of the cauliflower, the cultivated varie-

ties of cauliflower being short-season forms.
For best results, the seed should be sown at the same

tune as that of autumn cabbage and the plants trans-

planted to the field about the same time, so that they
will make their vegetative growth during the late sum-
mer and autumn Where winters are mild, the plants
can be left in the open, but in more rigorous climates
at the approach of cold weather, a small number of

plants can be lifted with earth adhering to the roots,

stored in a suitable root-cellar, and the following spring
transferred to the open to form heads

L. C Corbett.

CAULOPHfLLUM (Greek, stem-leaf) Berbvn-
ddeese Blue Cohosh Ty\o species of perennial herbs
(sometimes combined with Ijeontice), one m E. Amer
and the other m Asia, the former sometimes removed
from the woods to cult grounds Rhizomatous' sts

erect, very smooth: If 1, large, triternatcly compound
and sessile' fls small, yellow-green, panicled; sepals 6,

subtended by 3 or 4 bracts; petals 6, much smaller than
the sepals and appearing like glands or scales; stamens
6; ovary .soon bursting, freeing the 2 ovules which
develop into depressed-globular berry-like seeds (with-

out pericarp) C. thalictrioldes, Michx
,
Fig. 846, is

the American species, a smooth or glaucous plant of

rich woods from Canada south, 2-2F6 ft. high. The
plant is always attractive because of its trim growth
and interesting habit; m Sept, and later, when tne foli-

age is dead, the drupe-like seeds stand erect on the dry
stalks and afford one of the richest and best of deep
blues. L. H. B.

CAUTLfeA (Sir P. Cautley, 1802-1871, British natu-
ralist). Zingiberdcex. About a half-dozen Himalayan
species closely allied to Roscoea, differing in the
spherical rather than narrow fr

,
and the spicate infl.

Probably not in cult, in this country. C. liUea, Royle
(Roscdea liitea. Royle. R. grdcilis, Smith). Erect or
leafy perennial herb, ft or less. lvs. narrow-lanceo-
late, slender-tipped, reddish underneath: fls. 2 in. or
less long; corolla yellow; calyx reddish purple, the linear

segms. prominent, the lateral ones spreading or reflexed

and the dorsal one erect and with an meurved erect

staminode under it.—Treatment of Alpmia and
Roscoea.

CAVAN: Acacia Cavenia.

CAYENNE PEPPER: Capsicum.

CAYRATIA JAP6NICA: Cissua japonica.

CEAN6THUS (ancient Greek name) Rhamndceae.
Ornamental woody plants grown for their profusely

produced white, blue or

pink flower-clusters

Deciduous or evergreen

shrubs or trees, lvs alter-

nate or sometimes opposite,

short-petided, serrate or

entire, usually 3 - nerved,
with small stipules, fls per-

fect, small. 5-merous, in

small umbels forming pani-

cles or racemes; sepals often

incurved, colored; petals

clawed, spreading or re-

curved, filaments slender;

disk annular; ovary partly

adnate to the calyx -tube,
3-celled; style 3-cleft fr a
3-celled drupe, dry at length
and separating into 3 one-
seeded dehiscent nutlets—
Nearly 50 species m N.
Amer

,
chiefly in the Pacific

coast region.

These are free-flowering

shrubs, some especially
valuable for their late

flowering period Many of

them are hardy only in the
warmer temperate regions,

but C amenennus, C ovatus
,

and C Fendlen are hardy
Noith, while the numeioin
hybrids of C. amenennus
are only half haidy, and 846. Seed-bemes of blue
even if protected they are cohosh, Caulophyllum thalictn-

killed to the ground in the oides. (xH)
North, but the young shoot*
will usually flowrer the same season. The safest way,
however, to have good free-flowering plants of these
beautiful hybrids will be, in the North, to dig them up
m fall, store them away in a fro^t-proof pit or cellar, and
lant them out again m rpnng Pruning of the late-

owenng species will be of advantage; about one-half

of last year’s growth may be taken away They grow
in almost any soil, but best m a light and well-drained

one, and most of the Californian species prefer a sunny
position Propagated by seeds sown in spring and by
cuttings of mature wood in autumn, inserted in a cold-

frame or greenhouse; softwood cuttings also grow
readily if taken m early spring from forced plants
Sometimes increased by layers, and the varieties and
hybrids by grafting on roots of C. amencanus under
glass in early spring; the cions must be fresh and with
leaves, taken from plants kept in the greenhouse
during the winter.

albo-plenus, 4.

amencanus, 1.

arboreus, 7.

Arnouldix , 4.

airocsruleus, 4.

aiureus, 8.

bicolor, 8.

cseruleue, 8
cuneatus, 14.

divancatus, 12

INDEX.

Fendlen, 10.
hirsutus, 9
hybridus, 4
mtegernmus, 11.

intermedius, 1.

Lobbtanua, 5.

Orouttii, 9.

ortganuc, 3
ovaht, 2.

ovatus, 2.

pallvlus , 4.

prostratus, 15.
roseut, 4.

sanguineus, 3.

spinosus, 13.

thyrsi florus, 5.

Vettchianut, 5.

velutinua, 6, 7.
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a. Lvs. alternate. (Nos. 1-1S.)

B. Margin of Ivs. serrate or crenate.

c. Foliage glabrous beneath or slightly pubescent.

d. FIs. white: Ivs. thin, deciduous.

E. Peduncles slender, at the end of the new growth.

1. americ&nus, Linn. Fig. 847. Low, erect shrub, to

3 ft.: Ivs. ovate, usually acute, finely and irregularly

serrate, bright green ana dull above, paler and pubes-
cent or nearly glabrous
beneath, 1^-3 in.

long: fls. in terminal
and axillary panicles

on slender peduncles,
forming large, corym-
bose panicles. July-
Sept From Canada
to S. C and Texas.
B M H79. Gt. 61, p.
92 Gn. 56, p 137.—

-

Common in dry woods
and making a pro-
fusion of bloom, which,
however, is short-lived.

Many hybrids have
been raised from this

species in Eu. (see C.
hybndus). Var. inter-

medius, Trel. (C. in-

termodule, Pursh), has
smaller, ovate or

ovate - lanceolate Ivs.

and the fls in small,

very slender - pedun-
cled, short racemes or

panicles Tenn toS C.

2 ov&tus, Desf. (C.

ovdlis, Bigel.). Low
847. CeanOthus americanus. (XH) shrub: Ivs elliptic to

elliptic-lanceolate, ob-
tuse or acute, crenulate-serrate, nearly glabrous, glossy

above, 1-2 in long. infl. like the former, but usually

smaller. New England to Colo, and Ala.

ee. Peduncles visually stout, from lateral buds of the

old wood.

3. sanguineus, Pursh (C. oregdnus, Nutt.). Tall
shrub, with purple or reddish glabrous branches: Ivs.

orbicular to ovate or obovate, obtuse, serrate, nearly
glabrous, 1-3 m long’ fls in rather long, narrow pani-
cles, on stout, leafless peduncles, axillary, from branches
of the previous year. May, June. Brit. Col. to Calif.

B.M. 5177.

dd. Fls. blue or pink, rarely white: Ivs. usually
half-evergreen.

4. h^bridus, Hort. Hybrids of garden origin, chiefly

between C. amencanus and C. thyrsiflorus, between C.
ovatus and C. thyrsiflorus and between C. americanus
and C. azureus; the hybrids of the first group may be
classed under C. roseus, Koehne, of the second under C.
pallidus, Lindl., and those of the third group under C.
Amouldn, Hort Some of the most distinct are: dlbo-

§
lbnus, with double white fls.; atrocaeruleus purpiireus,

. blue, foliage purple when young; Amouldn, fls. sky-
blue, m large panicles; Gloire de Versailles, with
bngnt blue, large panicles (M.D.G. 1903:485); Gloire

de Plantihres, fls. dark blue, in large panicles; Victor
Joum, fls. deep blue, darker than in the preceding, one
of the hardiest hybrids; Cibl de Provence

,
fls. deep blue,

profusely produced (R.H. 1903:332); Marie Simon
,

fls. flesn-colored; rbseus, fls. pink (R.H. 1875:30);
pdllidus, fls. pale blue, Ivs. green and pubescent below
(B.R. 26:20).

5.

thyrsifldrus, Each. Shrub or small tree: Ivs. ob-
long, obtuse, crenate-serrate, nearly glabrous, 1-1

H

t

in. long: fls. blue, rarely white, in narrow padlclfce,

about 3 in. long. May-July. Ore. to Calif. B.R.
30:38. S.S. 2.64. G.C. III. 20:363; 37.179, 41:221.
Gn. 74, p. 303. G.M. 50:430.—A very fine, free-flower-

ing species of beautiful blue color. Probably natural
hybrids of this species are C. Veitchidnus, Hook. (C.

thyrsiflorus x C. ngidus), with deep blue fls. m dense
pamcled clusters (BM, 5127; F 8.13*1383), and C.
Lobbidnus, Hook. (C. thyrsiflorus x C. dentatus), with
deep blue fls

,
in oval, peduncled, solitary clusters. B.

M. 4810 (4811 by error). F.S. 10*1016.

cc. Foliage tomentose or densely pubescent beneath: half-

evergreen or evergreen (see also C. hybndus).

d. Branchlets and the veins beneath nearly glabrous: Ivs.

very obtuse, fls white.

6. velfltinus, Douglas Tall shrub* Ivs. persistent,

broadly elliptic, mostly subcordate, obtuse, serrate,

dark green and glabrous above, canescent beneath, but
the veins glabrescent, 2-3 in long fls in large, com-
pound panicles at the ends of the branches. June, July.

Brit. Col. to Colo and Calif. B M. 5165

dd Branchlets and the veins tomentose or pubescent Ivs.

mostly acute fls. usually blue

E. The Ivs. glabrous or puberulous above, whitish or

tawny tomentose beneath.

7. arbdreus, Greene (C veliitinus var arbbreus,

Sarg). Small tree, with whitish bark branchlets at
first angled and pubescent, later glabrescent and glossy:

Ivs elliptic-ovate, obtusisn or acutish, rounded or sub-
cordate at the base, closely serrate, with close white
tomentum beneath, 1H-3 in long fls pale blue to white
in panicles 2-3 in. long. Spring Isis off the Calif,

coast. S S. 2.65.

8. azhreus, Desf. (C bicolor, IIBK. C. caerulevs,

Lag.). Tall shrub* branchlets terete, densely tomen-
tose: Ivs. oblong-ovate or oblong, acute or obtuse,
rounded at base, serrate, with villous tawny tomentum
beneath, 1-3 in long fls deep blue, in slender panicles
2-4 in long Spring Mex LHC 2.110 B R. 4 291.
P.M.2*74. Gn. 61, p 223—Under this name, a hybrid
species with C. amencanus is often cult.

ee. The Ivs. villous or hirsute on both sides, usually green

beneath

9. hirshtus, Nutt Shrub or small tree, with villous

branches: Ivs. broadly elliptic or ovate
;
rounded or

cordate at the base, obtUBe or acute, with glandular
teeth, Yy-2 in. long: fls. deep blue to purplish, in nar-
row panicles 1-2 m long. Aprd, May Calif.-jCalled
“wild lilac” in Calif Var Crcuttii, Trel (C . Orcuttn,

Torr.). Fls. blue, paler, fr. loosely villous.

bb. Margin of Ivs. entire or nearly so (sometimes serrate

on vigorous shoots).

c. Shrub prostrate' fls. white.

10. F6ndleri, Gray. Low, prostrate and spiny shrub:
Ivs. oval, rounded or nearly acute at both ends, entire,

rarely finely serrulate, grayish green, minutely tomen-
tose beneath, Yr\ in. long: fls. white, in short racemes,
terminal, on short, lateral branchlets. June, July.

From S. D. to New Mex. and Anz. R.H 1901, p 423.

M.D.G. 1908 208; 1912:499.—A very graceful and
free-flowering shrub of almost creeping habit, well

adapted for covering dry, sandy banks; half evergreen
and hardy N.

cc. Shrubs tall, upright.

d. Branchlets terete or slightly angled
, rarely spiny.

11. integlrrimus, Hook. & Am. Tall
;
ereot shrub,

with glabrescent branches: Ivs. broadly elliptic or ovate,

obtuse, sparingly hairy or glabrous, bright green be-
neath, 1-3 in. long: fls. blue, sometimes white, fragrant,

in 3-6 in. long, narrow panicles. April-June. Wash, to

Calif, and 8. E. Am. B.M. 7640.
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12. divaric&tus, Nutt. Tall, erect shrub, with usually
glaucous branches and often spiny: lvs ovate, obtuse or
nearly acute, glaucous and glabrous or grayish tomen-
tose Delow, L3-I in. long: fls. pale blue, sometimes
whitish, in 2-3 in. long, narrow pamcles. April-June.
Calif. Gn. 74, p. 425 (habit).

dd. Branchlets angled, spiny.

13. spindsus, Nutt. Tall shrub, sometimes arbores-
cent: branchlets glabrous: lvs. elliptic to oblong, thinly
coriaceous, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base,
very obtuse or emarginate, scarcely 3-nerved, glabrous,
lA-\ l

/2 m long, fls light blue to almost white in large
terminal panicles 4-6 m. long. Spring. Cent, and S.

Calif., Coast Range and down to sea-level. S S. 13.621.

aa. Lvs. opposite, persistent.

14. cune&tus, Nutt. Tall, much-branched shrub: lvs.

spatulate or cuneate-obovate, mostly obtuse, entire,

minutely tomentose beneath, W-l in. long* fls white,
in small clusters along the branches. March-May.
Ore to Calif. B.H. 8.170

15. prostr&tus, Benth Procumbent shrub: lvs. cu-
neate, obovate or spatulate, coarsely and pungently
toothed, sometimes only 3-pomted at the apex, often
minutely silky when young, A~l in long: fls. blue, m
clusters, terminal on short branchlets. Spring. Wash,
to Calif

C africdnux, Linn =Noltea afncana

—

C dentdtua, Torr <&Gray.
Low shrub lvs oblong, penmnerved, dentate, glandular-papillate
above, loosely hairy its blue, in poduncled clusters Calif F 8
6 0fa7, 2. B II 3 101 —C dentdtua var fiorxbundua, Trel (C.
floribundus, Hook ) FI -clusters numerous, nearly sessile lvs
smaller BM 4806 FH 10*177 IH 7 238 HH 5 120—C.
folidaua. Parry Low shrub lvs small, broadly elliptic, glandular-
toothed, slightly hairy, pale or glaucous beneath fls deep blue, in
numerous small clusters Calif

—

C laengotua, Douglas Tall shrub*
lvs broadly elliptic, serrate, glabrous, glaucous beneath fls yellow-
ish white, in large pamcles Calif —C microphyllua, Michx Low
shrub, lvs very small, obovate or elliptic, nearly glabrous fls

white, in small, short-pedunclcd dusters

—

C papilldaus, Torr &
Gray Low shrub, lvs. narrow’-ohlong, dentate, glandular-papillate
above, villous beneath fls deep blue, in peduncled, axillary oblong
dusters Calif BM 4815 FS 6 567, 1 PFG 1, p 74 RH
1850 321 —C Pdrryi, Trel Large shrub lvs elliptic or ovate, den-
ticulate, cobwrbby beneath fls deep blue, in peduncled, narrow

f

iamcles Calif —C rigidus, Nutt Rigid, much-branched shrub,
vs opposite, cuneate-obovate, denticulate, usually glabrous, small:
fls blue, in small, nearly sessile, axillary clusters Calif. B M 4660
(as C verrucosus) and 4664 J F, 3 31b, 4 348—C verruedsua,
Nutt IjOW shrub, lvs mostly alternate, roundish obovate, emar-
ginate, denticulate, nearly glabrous, small fls white, m small,
axillary clusters along the branches. Calif.

—

C verruedsua, Hook.=
c. rigidus. Alfred Rehder.

CEARA RUBBER: Manihot.

CfiBATHA: Coccului.

CECR6PIA (from Greek word referring to use of

the wood of some species m making wind instru-

ments) Mor&ccx Milky-juiced trees, with peltate

leaves, sometimes planted m grounds in tropics and
warm countries.

Leaves large, alternate, long-petioled, the blade cir-

cular in outline; segms. or lfts. 7-11: dioecious; fls. very
small, sessile m cylindrical heads or receptacles, which
are arranged in umbels; calyx tubular and petals 0;

sterile fls with 2 stamens; fertile fls. with free ovary
and divided stigma’ frs small l-seeded nuts combined
into short spikes.—Species about 40, from Mex. to

Brazil. C. peltata, Linn., is the trumpet-tree of the
W. Indies and S. It is a middle-sized tree with lvs.

1 ft. across; hollow branches used for the making of

wind instruments. The juice of some species yields

rubber. The hollow stems are often perforated by ants,

which nest and rear their young m them.

palm&ta, Willd. Fig. 848 A characteristic tree of

the farther W Indies (and planted somewhat in S.

Fla.), with a single long weak thin trunk and at the top
a few horizontal or deflexed awkward branches bear-
ing at their ends large palmate lvs. with divisions like

thumbs, the trunk and branches partitioned at the

nodes: lvs 7-11-lobed to the middle, white-tomentose
beneath, the lobes oblong-obovate and blunt —The
tree attains a height of 50 ft.: wood soft, branches
more or less hollow; grows rapidly, like an herb; often
covering areas that have recently been burned over.

L. H. B.
CEDAR: Ccdrua, Juntperua.

CEDAR, WHITE: Thuya, ChammcyparLs.

CEDAR, WEST INDIAN: Cedrela.

CEDRELA (from Cedrus, the wood resembling that
of Cedrus). Mehdcese. Including Todna. Ornamental
trees, grown for their handsome foliage; some are
valuable timber trees.

Trees with alternate, usually abruptly pinnate lvs.,

without stipules lfts petioled, entire or slightly serrate:
fls. inconspicuous, whitish, usually perfect, 4-5-merous,
in large, pendulous, terminal panicles; calyx short,
4-5-parted, the petals forming a tube with spreading
limb, below partly adnate to the disk; stamens shorter
than petals; ovary 5-celled, style simple, with capitate
stigma, somewhat longer than the stamens fr a caps

,

dehiscent, with 5 valves not splitting to the base, with
many flat, winged seeds—Nine species m Trop Amer.
and 8, forming the subgonus Toona, m E India and
Austral. Toona is often considered a distinct genus,
distinguished from Cedrela by the disk being much
longer than the ovary and by the seeds being winged
above or at both ends, while m Cedrela the disk is as
long or shorter than the ovary and the seeds are winged
below. The first 3 species below belong to the sub-
genus Toona, the others are true cedrelas

Cedrelas are tall ornamental trees with large pinnate
foliage, well adapted for avenues C sinensis is hardy as
far north as Massachusetts, the others are hardy only
in southern California and in the Gulf states except C.
odorata

,
which is tender even there The wood of some

species, particularly of C odorata
,

is known as cedar
wood, and much valued for making furniture and
boxes. They thrive best in rich loam, and are propa-
gated by seeds or by cuttings of mature wood, and, also,

by root-cut tings, all with bottom heat
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a. Lfts. 10-25.

b. Lvs. quite glabrous.

c. Margin of lvs. more or less serrate: panicles very long

,

pendulous • seeds winged above.

sinensis, Juss. (Tobna sinbnsis, Room Aildnlhus

JlavSscens
,
Carr). Tree to 50 ft : lvs long-petioled,

10-20 in. long; lfts. 10-22, oblong or oblong-lanceolate,

acuminate, slightly and re-

motely serrate, light green
beneath, 4-8 in. long: fls

white, in very long, pendulous
panicles, ovary glabrous; 5
subulate stammodes alter-

nating with the stamens* fr.

oblong or obovate, about 1

in. long. June. China. R H
1891, p. 574-5, 1875, p 87.

Gng.4:l. MDG 1902:495
F. 1876, p 175 F E. 13, p
1 — Ornamental tree, with
large feathery foliage, very
valuable for avenues; similar

to ailanthus, and nearly of the
same hardiness, but of more
regular and dense growth,
and without the disagreeable

odor when flowering Ailan-

thus can be easily distin-

guished by the few coarse

teeth near the base of the
lfts., each bearing a large

gland beneath (Fig. 849)

serrftta, Royle (Tobna serrdta, Roem ) Tree, to 70
ft * lvs usually odd-pinnate, 15-20 in. long, lfts. 15-25,

ovate-lanceolate or ovate-acuminate, n regularly ser-

rate, glaucous beneath panicles longer than the lvs
,

J
endulous; fls fragrant, often 6-merous; ovary glabrous

limalayas, to 8,000 ft altitude Royle, III 25 Col-

lett, Flor. Siml 82 —This is probably the hardiest of

the tropical species. Sometimes united with C Toona

cc Margin of lvs entire:

panicles shorter than

the lvs.

Toftna, Roxbg (Tobna
cilidta, Room ) Tree, to

70 ft
,
nearly evergreen

lvs. abruptly pinnate;

lfts. 10-20, usually op-
posite, lanceolate or

ovate-lanceolate, some-
times undulate, 3-6 in.

long fls. white, honey-
scented, 5-merous; ovary
hairy; seeds winged at

both ends Himalayas
Wight, Icon 161. Bran-
dis, Forest FI. 14.

odor&ta, Linn. West
Indian Cedar Tree, to

100 ft.: lvs 10-20 in

long; lfts 12-20, ovate-
lanceolate

?
acuminate,

entire, bright green on
both sides, 4-6 in. long.

f

ianicles shorter than the
vs * fr oblong, 1}4 in-

king; seeds winged be-
low. W. Indies.—The
*edarwood comes mostly
from this species. Wood
brown, fragrant, the
source of the cigar-box

wood of commerce. It

is a very durable wood,

and is much prized in the W. Indies m the manufacture
of cabinets, furniture, canoes, and other articles. In the

W. Indies known as “cedar ”

bd Lvs densely pubescent beneath.

ffssilis, Veil Tree, lvs 10-15 in long, abruptly pin-

nate; lfts. 18-24, opposite, nearly sessile, oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate panicles pubescent, longer than
the lvs

,
calyx pubescent outside, petals fulvous tomen-

tosc; ovary glabious Biazil, Paraguay St Hilaire,

FI Brazil 2 101 —According to Franccschi it does
better at Santa Barbaia than any other species of this

genus
\ A Lfts 6-10, finely ciliate

Dug&sii, Wats Tree, lvs 10-15 in long, lfts cuneate,
ovate-lanceolate, long and slender acuminate, nearly

entire, shining above, pale green and glabrous or nearly

so beneath, 4-6 in long panicles rather compact, much
shorter than the lvs. Mex Alfred Rehder

CEDRONELLA (a little cedar, from the odor of C.

triphylla, a species from the Canary Islands sometimes
called “Balm of Gilead”) Jjalndtse Heibs or shrubs,
sometimes planted in borders m the middle and south-
ern parts of the United States

Four species allied to Dracocephalum, to which the
first 2 belong according to Bentham Engler and Prantl
consider the genus monot\pic, containing only the third

species below The 2 native kinds descubed below are
compact, freo-flowenng bolder peienmaN, with aromatic
lvs and numerous showy purplish pink fls with blue
stamens, and borne in dense whorls on long racemes or

spikes calyx a trifle oblique, 5-toothed, corolla-tube

exserted, the limb 2-lipped, stamens 1, the anthers
2-celled —They are not quite hardy N

,
and should

have a shelteied sunny position, or some winter pro-
tection The first 2 pi op by division of the root, the
last by cuttings

citna, Hook Height 2^-3 ft sts hard, square,
subshrubby branches numerous, especially at the base,

opposite, hoary with a minute pubescence upper lvs.

small, }'2~l }
/
2 in long,

entire, hoary, numerous
near the fls

,
ovate, lower

lvs larger, cordate-
ovate, dentate - serrate
spikes numerous, whorls
dense, 15- or more-fld

;

corolla 1 in long, limb
5-cleft, the lowest lobe
laigest, crenate, revo-
lute June-Oct Mex
and New Mex B M.
4618

mexic£tna,Benth. (Gar-
dbquia betonicoldes

,

, Lindl ) Height 1-3 ft .

root creeping* lvs 1%-
2 m long, ovate-lan-

ceolate (the lower ones
cordate), crenate -den-
tate, becoming purplish
below, petioled fls very
like the above, bright

pink. Mex
,
Mts S.

Anz B M. 3860—Rarer
in cult than above; lvs

larger, longer and fewer.

Intro into cult, in 1839.

triphylla, Moench
(Dracocephalum canan-
Snse

,
Linn ). Balm of

Gilead Shrubby, 3 to

4 ft : lfts. 3, oblong or
lanceolate: fls. purple oi

849 Leaflets of Cedrela
and Ailanthus. Cedrela on
the right. (XH)

850. Cedrus atlantica.
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white, in loose spioate whorls. Aromatic plant from
Canary Isis.

C pdllida, Lindl. Similar to C mexicaDa, but differing in having
shorter, pale red fls. B It. 1846 29. It is sometimes confused with
C. mexicana N TAYLOR.

f

CEDRUS (Kedros ,
ancient Greek name). Pindcex.

Cedar Trees grown for their persisting foliage and
striking habit, they are also valuable timber trees.

Large evergreen trees, with quadrangular, stiff,

fasciculate lvs :

fls monmcious,
the staminate
forming cylin-

drical catkins,
cones ovate or

ovate-oblong,
thick, 3-5 in

long, with
broad, closely

imbrica to,
bracts, attain-

ing maturity in

2 or 3 vears,
seeds winged —
Three closely

allied species in

N Afr
,

Asia
Minor and
Himalayas
The cedars

are laige orna-
mental com-
feis, with wide-
spreading bran-
ches, very dis-

tinct in habit
from most other
conifers They
are usually con-
sidered tender,

but a hardy
race of ('alius

L/ibarn has been
recently intro-

duced by the
Arnold Arbore-
tum from the
highest eleva-

tion where the
species occurs in

Asia Minor, the
plants have
stood all the
winters since
1902 unpro-
tected at the
Arnold A l bore-
turn and have
proved per-
fectly hardy. It

is very gratify-
851 Cedars on Mt Lebanon, Cedrus Libani.

mg that one is now able to grow so far north the
famous cedar of Lebanon which, aside from its beauty,
is of peculiar interest for its historic and religious
associations The race of Cedrus Libani commonly
cultivated is rather tender, more tender than C allan-
tica which maybe grown as far north as New York in
sheltered positions, while C. Dcodara can be grown
safely only in California and southern states. The very
durable and fragrant wood of all species is highly
valued.
The cedars prefer well-drained, loamy soil, and will

also grow m sandy clay, if there is no stagnant mois-
ture Propagated by seeds sown in spring; the varie-
ties by veneer grafting, m late summer or in fall, on
seedlings of C atlantica; or, in warmer regions, on C.

45

Deodara; they grow also fiom cuttings, if the small
shoots are selected which spring occasionally from the
old wood. Plants of this genus are the true cedars;
but trees of other genera are often called cedar. See
Chariuecyparts, Jumperus, and Thuya; also Cedrela.

A. Branches stiff, not drooping cones truncate, and often
concave at the apex.

atlintica, Manetti. Fig. 850. Large, pyramidal
tree, to 120 ft

,

with upright
leading shoots*,

lvs mostly less

than 1 m long,

usually thicker

than broad,
rigid, glaucous
green* cones 2-
3 m long, light

brown. N Afr.

Gng 2:163. G.
F 9 417 EH.
1890, p 32 G.
W. 6, p 498.
Gn. 37, p. 195.
Gt 61, p. 449.
Yar. glaflca,
Carr. Foliage
glaucous, with
silvery hue; a
very desirable

and vigorous
form. Gng. 8:
275. Var fas-
tigv&ta, Carr.
Of upright col-

umnar habit.
RH. 1890, p.
32.

Libani, Loud.
Fig 851. Large
tree, with wide-
spreading, hori-

zon tal bran-
ches, forming a
broad head
when older,
leading shoot
nodding: lvs. 1

in. or longer,
broader than
thick, dark or
bright green,
sometimes blu-
ish or silvery:

cones 3-4 in.

long, brown.
Lebanon, Tau-
rus, S. Anatolia
and N Afr.

Gng. 5*65.
Mn 1 39. G F 8 335; 2*149 (adapted in Fig. 851).
Gn 48, p 237, 66, pp. 121-5, 178 G C. III. 34*265.
F S.R. 2, pp. 291-4. Yar. brevif&lia, Hook. With shorter
lvs and smaller cones Cyprus Var. glahca, Carr,
(var argfintea, Veitch) Foliage of blue or silvery hue,
Yar n&na, Loud. Dwarf form.

aa. Blanches and leading shoot pendulous: cones obtuse.

Deod&ra, Loud Tall tree, of pyramidal habit, to 150
ft * l\s 1-2 in. long, dark bluish green, rigid, as thick
as broad* cones 3,1 2-5 in long, reddish brown Hima-
layas Gng 2*8. GC III 25* 139* 34*400 F. 1876,

p 103 Gn 28, p 223 V 20.185 Var. robiista, Carr.
Lvs. about 2 m long, rigid. Var. p&ndula, Beissn. (var.

recurvdta p&ndula, Hort.). With long pendulous branches
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or prostrate if not supported. G.W. 14, p. 413 Var.

fastigi&ta, Carr. Of columnar habit. Var verticill&ta,

Rehd. (var verhnlldta glaiica, Tutenberg). A com-
pact form with the lvs whorled at the base of the

shoots: foliage bluish white the hardiest form of the

species. G W. 11, p 89. Var. vfridis, Knight. Lvs.

852. Ceiba Caseana, the great silk-cotton tree a

oblong-obtuse, hairy outside: caps. 4-8 in. long, 5-

valved, bearing many woolly seeds Tiopies of Asia,

Afr
,
and Amer. B M. 3360 —One of the character-

istic and well-known trees of tropical countries The
wings of some of the old trees run far m all dueetions,

sometimes being prominent 30 ft. or more, note the
picture (Fig 852) of the
well-known tree at Nassau
on the island of New Provi-

dence. The wood is used to

some extent in interior con-

struction, but is soft, white

and brittle The eotton-like

material in the pods is used
in beds and pillows and for

stuffinglife-buoy s, butitcan-

not be spun into threads, it

is the “kapok” of commerce.
Offered in S Calif and Fla.,

as a tree of rapid growth.

grandifldra, Rose Tree,

15-20 ft
,
8-12 in diam.,

the branches with short

I

irickles: petioles 2-4 in.

ong, lfts 3-5, glabrous,

oblong, cuneate at base,

entire or slightly ser-

rulate, 2-3 x
/i in long petals

white, silky, 4-5 in long,

strap-shaped
,

stamens 5,

the filaments m long

and each with 2 anthers,

caps oblong, 4 } 2 in long.

Trop W Mex—The fls.

are fleshy, they change to

brown Listed in S Calif.

L H B.

bright green. Var. argentea, Carr Foliage of silvery

hue Var nfvea, Annesley. Young growth white.

G C III 25 399 Var &lbo-splca, Annesley (var dlbo-

sptcdta, Beissn ) Young growth green, becoming later

white at the tips G.W 11, p 89 Var. adrea, Beissn.

Foliage golden yellow. G.W. 11, p. 87.

Alfred Rehder.

ClSlBA (aboriginal name) Bombacdcex Silk-
Cotton. Kapok. Ceiba. Trees, one of which is

widely known in the tropics for its great size as a
shade tree, and for the “cotton” of its seed-pods.
Eriodendron is a more recent name.

Leaves digitate, with 5-7 entire lfts * fls medium to
large, rose or white, on 1-fld. peduncles, solitary or
fascicled; calyx cup-shaped, truncate or irregularly

3-5-lobed: petals oblong, pubescent or woolly, staminal
tube divined at the apex into 5 or 10 parts, each part
bearing a stamen, ovary 5-celled fr a coriaceous caps

,

pubescent within and bearing obovoid seeds embedded
m a wool-like or cotton-like fiber.—Allied to Bombax
and Adansoma, from which it differs m having 5 parts
m the staminal body or column, rather than a much
more divided column bearing many stamens on each
division. Ten or more species, mostly in Trop Amer

,

extending to Asia and Afr.

Case&ria, Medic. (C. pentdndra, Gaertn. Bdmbax
pentdndrum, Linn. B gmneense, Schum & Thoun.
Enodtndron anfractudsum, DC. E occidentdle, Don.
E. onentdle, Kostel Xylon pentdndrum

,
O Kunze ).

-Silk-Cotton Tree Ceiba Pochote Figs 852, 853.
preat tree, reaching 100 ft and more, and having
immense horizontal far-spreading branches and wide-
dung thin buttresses or flanges* trunk spmy when
young; branches verticillate . lfts. 7, arising from a
nearly circular plate or disk at the top of the petiole,

lanceolate-acuminate, undulate, smooth, each 4-6 in.

Tong: fls. white or rose, the corolla 2-3 m. long, petals

CELASTRUS (Keladros ,
ancient Greek name) Cel-

astrdeex. Woody plants grown chiefly for their brightly

colored fruit, some also for their handsome foliage

Shrubs, usually climbing, with alternate, petioled,

usually deciduous and serrate glabrous lvs fls. polyg-

amous, 5-merous, inconspicuous, greenish white, in

axillary or terminal panicles or racemes, calyx 5-parted,
petals small, oblong-ovate, disk entire or erenate, sta-

mens short; ovary superior; style short with 3-lobed

853. Leares and fruits of Ceiba Casearia,

the silk-cotton tree. ( X K)
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stigma: fr. a caps, dehiscent into 3 valves, each con-
taining 1 or 2 seeds, inclosed in a fleshy crimson aril.

—More than 30 species in S. and E. Asia, Austral, and
Amer. The species with perfect fls. m axillary cymes
and with evergreen lvs

,
being rigid and often spiny

shrubs, are now included under Gymnospona, wmch
see.

These shrubs are hardy and ornamental, very effec-

tive with their bright-colored fruit remaining usually

throughout the winter; C angulatus is also worth
growing for its large handsome foliage. They are very
valuable for covering trelliswork, trees or rocks and
walls 1 they grow in almost any soil and situation, and
as well in shaded as in sunny positions Propagated by
seeds, sown in fall or stratified, and by root-cuttings or

layers, suckers are freely produced, and become some-
times a nuisance in nurseries; they also can be increased

by cuttings of mature and of soft wood.

A Under side of lvs green.

b IjVS m long branchlets terete.

c Fls. andfr maxillaryfew-fUl cymes along the branches

orbicul&tus, Thunb (C. articulalus, Thunb ). Fig.

854 High-climbing shrub' lvs cuneate, suborbicular
to oblong or obovate, acute or acuminate, crenate-ser-

rate, 2-3 in long’ fr globular, orange-yellow, with
crimson seeds Japan, China B M 7599 G F 3 550
(adapted in Fig 854) A F 9 534 G C. Ill 23 29,
43 242 Gng 5 119 MDG 1902 306 Var punc-
t&tus, Rehd (C vuncldlus

,
Thunb ) A less vigorous

grower, with smaller, elliptic lvs —C orbiculatas is of

more vigorous growth than the following species, and
fruits very profusely, but the frs are hidden by the
foliage, and are not very conspicuous until the lvs have
fallen, while C scandens bears its frs above the lvs.

cc. Fls. and fr. in terminal panicles.

sefindens, Linn False Bitteh-sweet. Wax-Work.
Fig 855 High, climbing to 20 ft lvs. cuneate, ovate to
ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, crcnate-scrrate, glabrous,
2-4 in long fls in terminal, many-fld panicles or racemes
2-4 in long fr about 3-^in diam

,
orange-yellow, with

crimson seeds Canada to IS D and New Mex Em 545
AG 11 29, 31. G F 5.569 (adapted in Fig 855) Gng
5* 119 AF 9 534 V 3 315 Gn 33, p 393 (habit).

854. CeUitrus orbiculatus. (XH)

panicul&tus, Willd. (C. dependens, Wall.). Branches
brown with numerous small white lenticels, pendulous:
lvs. ovate-oblong or obovate, sometimes to 5 in long:

fls. in terminal pendulous panicles 4r-8 m. long. Hima-
layas.—Not hardy N.

bb. Lvs m long and 3-5 in. broad:

branchlets angular.

angul&tus, Maxim (C lahfMius, Hemsl.). Glabrous
shrub, climbing to 20 ft . branchlets angular, finely

lentieellate. lvs. broadly ovate or roundish, abruptly
short-acummatc, crenately serrate: terminal panicles
4-6 in long fr. subglobose, nearly thick, on thick

shoit stalks, yellow with orange seeds N W. and Cent.
China II I 23 2206—Even without fr. effective on
account of its large foliage, has proved hardy at the
Arnold Arboretum

aa. Under side of the lvs bluish white.

hypoleflcus, Warb (C. hypoglaiica, Hemsl Erytkrch
spermum hypoleiicum, Oliver) Glabrous shrub with
terete brown branches scarcely lentieellate' lvs. elliptic

or oblong-elliptic, 2-4 m long, short-acuminate, re-

motely serrulate, teimmal panicles 2-5 in long, loose:

fr about )^in thick on slender stalks, 3^-J^in long.

Cent China. H I 19 1899
C. flagellArit,, Rupr Allied to C orbiculatus Branches with

persistent spiny stipules, sometimes rooting Ivh ovate or oval,
small, finely serrulate, slender-potioled fr axillary, small N.
China, Korea, Japan Quite hardy, but not so handsome as C.
orbiculatus—C niUans, Hort Reasoner, not Roxbg =QuisqualiB
indica.—C. Orixa, Sieb dc Zucc =Onxa japomca.

Alfred Rehder.

CELERIAC (Apium gravbolens, Linn
,

var. rapd-
ceum, DC ). Umbelliferx. Fig 856 An offshoot of the
celery species, producing an edible root-part instead of

edible leaves.

Celenac is very little grown in this country, and to
Americans is almost unknown, but it is much prized m
Europe Here it is cultivated chiefly where there is a
foreign population Fifteen or twenty varieties are
mentioned m the seed catalogues, but there is very
little difference m the various sorts, some seedsmen
even making no distinction between varieties, but
cataloguing the plant simply as celeriac.
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In general, the culture is the same as for celery, ex-

cept that no blanching is required, since it is the en-

larged root that constitutes the edible part Sow the

seed during the spring in a well-prepared seed-bed, pref-

erably in a more or less shaded location A coldframe

or a spent hotbed is a good place. The seed is slow
to germinate, and must
be kept well watered.
When the plants are 2
or 3 inches tall, they
ought to be trans-

planted, about 3 inches

apart each way is a good
distance to place them
at this handling Later,

again tiansplant them
to the open ground, in

rows about 2 ieet apart
and 6 or 8 inches dis-

tant in the row The
soil should be a rich

light loam well supplied

with moisture. (T h e

seed may be
sown where the
plants are to

remain, and
thinned to the
required dis-

tance, but
stronger, more
stocky plants
are seemed by
transplanting as

directed ) Plants
thus treated w ill

be ready for fall

and winter use
If they are de-

sired for earlier use, the seeds may be sown m a mild

hotbed and transplanted to the open
Aside from frequent tillage, celenac requires but

little attention during growth It is a frequent prac-

tice with glowers to remove a little of the earth from
about the plants after the root has become well enlarged,

and to cut off the lateral roots This tends to make the

main root grow laiger, smoother and more symmetn-
cal in shape For winter use, the plants may be pro-

tected with earth and straw to keep out frost, or packed

856. Celenac trimmed for market

(XM); al|so a11 untnmmed root, on a
smaller scale.

in moist sand and placed in a cool cellar.

The principal use of celeriac is for the flavoring of

soups and stews, but it is also served in several other

ways It may be boiled and eaten with a white sauce,

like cauliflower, as a salad, either first being cooked

as beets or turnips, or else cut up into small pieces and
used raw; when boiled, sliced and served with oil and
vinegar, it foims the dish known as “celery salad ” An
extract may be obtained from it which is said to have
medicinal properties

Just how long celeriac, or turnip-rooted celery,

has been m cultivation is unknown Its history as a

garden vegetable can be traced definitely as far back
as the middle of the seventeenth century, although
writers for a century oi more previous to this time made
references which would seem to relate to this vegetable,

but the identity is obscure. Its origin was probably the

same as that of the common garden celery, of which it

is doubtless a state wherein the root has become en-

larged and edible. This form is supposed to be the one
most remotely removed from the wild state.

H. P. Gould.

CELERY (Apium gravbolens
,
Linn ). Umbelttferse.

A major garden vegetable, grown for its blanched leaf-

stalks which are eaten raw and also used in cookery.

Biennial, sometimes annual, plants 1

If.-stalks 6-15

in. long, bearing 3 pairs and a terminal 1ft. coarsely
serrated and ternately lobed or divided. The fl -stalks

are 2-3 ft high, branched and leafy; fls. white, incon-
spicuous and borne in compound umbels; seeds very
small, flattened on the sides, broader than long. An
acrid, pungent flavor characterizes the wild plants.

The genus Apium is variously understood. As
mostly accepted, it comprises some 15 or 20 species of

annual or perennial glabrous herbs with pinnate or
pinnately compound lvs

,
and small gieemsh white fls.

in compound umbels; calyx-teeth wanting, petals ovate
or rounded The species are distributed widely m
temperate regions and in the mountains in the tropics.

A graveolens is the one important species to the horti-

culturist. Var. rapaceum is celeriac, a form or race m
which the crown of the plant is thickened and turnip-

like (see Celenac) The wild celery plant is not stout,

nor arc the If -stalks thickened, as they are in the
domesticated races It grows 1-2 ft high when in

bloom, in marshy places near the sea, on the coasts of

Eu
,
Afr

,
and Asia, and it has run wild from cult in

some parts of N. Amer.
Celery probably was not cultivated until alter the

Middle Ages, and the varieties now grown so exten-

sively have been developed within the past thirty-five

years It is not many years since this vegetable was
regarded as a luxury and sold at prices that could be
paid only by the wealthy, but today it is one of the
standard vegetables and is produced in enormous
quantities for the city markets. The industry is often
highly profitable on muck areas, and thousands of

acres of this land are used for celery-culture in Michi-
gan, Ohio, New York, Florida and California Intensive

market-gardeners of the North regard it as one of their

most piofitable crops, and lesults are especially satis-

factory if the land can be irrigated When good markets
are available, celery is an excellent crop to follow early

garden crops, such as peas, beans, beets, bunch onions,

ladishes ancl other vegetables that mature m ample
time to allow the after-planting of celery to mature
Soils that have been previously cropped the same season

should be manured liberally before celery is planted.

Types and varieties

The methods of cultivation and handling of celery

depend so much on the variety that this part of the

subject should be discussed at the outset Celery may
be classified into two general gioups—green varie-

ties, and the so-called self-

blanching varieties For-
merly, the green kinds were
rown almost exclusively,

ut commercial growers
soon discovered that the

self-blanching varieties pos-

sess certain cultural advan-
tages that make them highly
desirable from a business
point of view They are

more easily blanched, and
this is probably the most
important consideration

when the crop is to be
grown for commercial pur-
poses This is particularly

advantageous in the sum-
mer crop, and equally ap-

preciated by those who
plant large areas for the late

market. When boards are

used for blanching, more
than twice as many plants

may be set on a,n acre as

when green varieties are

employed and the crop
bleached with earth. It is
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universally conceded, however, that the light-colored
varieties are somewhat inferior in quality to the green
sorts. For this reason it is a mistake to rely wholly
on self-blanching varieties in the home garden. Many
home gardeners plant the light-colored kinds for sum-
mer use only, and green varieties for fall and winter
use.

In some regions, a plant with a much-branched base
is desired as in Fig 857 ;

but m general a less bpreading
or a lighter plant is grown, as m Fig. 858. These differ-

ences are mostly matters of the way m which the plants
are grown, as to room m seed-bed and field.

White Plume is one of the beyt known of the Belf-hlanching
varieties It is vigorous in growth and attains a greater height
than Golden Self-blanching and, for this reason, does not meet
with as great favor among commercial growers The quality is
also inferior to Golden Self-blanching

Golden Self-blanchmu is by far the most popular of American
varieties It is a favorite with amateurs and constitutes probably
00 per cent of all the celery grown in the l nited States Tne plants
attain a height of 14 to 20 inches, and are compact and stocky
The stems are short, thick, « asily blanched to a creamy white, and
the foliage is abundant

Row-ribbed Golden Stlf-blnncfnng has a tinge of rose-color on
the ribbing of the stems, which makes the variety at t rat ti\e for
the home garden It is not growrn largely for couuueiual purposis.

Giant Pascal is an old green-stem varu ty
that is not surpassed in quality In ruh
moist soils the plants attain a height of JO
inches or more It is a tavorite of home* gar-
deners who take pride innioducing tall, tender
stalks of the highest quality

Winter Quetn is a more popular green
variety among (ominen ml glowers than Giant
Pascal It does not attain such a great height
and grows more compactly, so that h ss spare
is required betwee n rows, ami the crop is more
convenient to store

French Success is a vfry stocky compart
wint< r variety that possesses excellent keep-
ing qualities

Boston Marktt is famous for its excellent
quality It is grown extensive Ij. dxmt Uos-
ton in the home gareluis ami for eoimm and
purposes It is low, compact, eusp, tender
and of the best flavor

Many other varieties ait plsnteel to some
extent, but the most important have been
mentioned

Soils

As previously stated, gicat com-
mereutl plantations are on nnuk soils,

although the business is not confined
to such lands The mucks usually
provide ideal conditions for the cul-

ture of eeleiy The plant thrives in soils abounding in

vegetable matter, and as mucks contain GO per cent or

more of organic matter this requirement is fully met.
A Kalamazoo (Michigan) muck soil, used extensively
for celery, analyzed as follows:

Per cent
Sand and silicates 19 lb
Alumina 1 40
Oxide of iron 3 94
Lime . . 6 09
Magnesia 0 81
Potaah 0 34
Soda 0 38
Sulphuric acid . . 1 31
Phoaphonc acid 0 88
Carbonic acid , .

.

195
Organic matter (containing 2 53 per cent of

nitrogen) .... 63 76
Water . 6 51

Properly prepared mucks arc loose and friable, and
this is a great advantage m transplanting and m per-

forming all tillage operations. The land is easily plowed,
harrowed, leveled, marked and cultivated, and the
work of ridging the plants is accomplished with the
greatest ease. The depth of the water-table in muck
lands varies greatly, but about 3 feet is considered
most favorable; at this depth the plants never suffer

from drought.
While it is universally conceded that muck soils

provide the best conditions for the extensive cultiva-

tion of celery, the crop is grown with entire success on
a great variety of soil types. In fact, the plants thrive
m any friable soil which is adequately provided with
moisture, plant-food and vegetable matter Near all

the northern cities of the United States may be found
plantations of limited area that return excellent profits.

This is particularly true m sections devoted to the most
intensive types of market-gardening, when stable
manure and commercial fertilizers are used almost
lavishlv. With this system of soil-management, the
ground soon changes its physical properties and m
some cases approaches the muck soils in mechanical
composition It is not uncommon to find small areas
on various types of soil, cultivated intensely, which
make a gross return of $1,000 or more to the acre.

These results indicate the great possibilities of the
home garden for the production of celery. There is

no reason why every gardener, whatever his type of
soil, should not be fully successful in growing a boun-
tiful supply of the choicest celery for the home table.

The reclaiming of new muck lands is often an expen-
sive undertaking The land must be cleared of brush
and sometimes timber. Drainage must be provided

858 A good celery plant in the general market.

by means of tile or open ditches The land is often
acid, and lime should be employed to correct the
acidity For a \ear 01 two other crops than celery

should be planted to get the land m the proper physical
condition The first plowing should be done in the
fall so that the land will be exposed to frost during the
winter Corn is an excellent ciop to plant the follow-

ing spring. There should be repeated cultivation
throughout the summer to destroy any other vegeta-
tion that may start

Other tvpes of soil should be prepared as in the
usual way for the small garden crops. Fall plowing,
after large quantities of manure have been added, is

often desirable wThen an early crop is to be started the
following spring Smoothing harrows and plank drags
should bo used to make the soil fine and smooth pre-

paratory to planting. All preparatory tillage opera-
tions should be conducted with a view to conserving
soil-inoisture, which is exceedingly important to celery

throughout the period of growth.

Fertilizing.

As previously stated, it is important for land that
is to be planted in celery to abound m vegetable matter.
There must also be an abundance of available plant-
food m order to secure a rapid and vigorous growth.
When applying either manure or commercial fertilizer,

the grower should bear in mind that this is a shallow-
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rooted plant and the materials should not be placed

at great depths.
All classes of growers, whether they are producing

on a garden or field scale, and whatever their type of

soil may be, recognize stable-manures as the best fer-

tilizer that can be applied for this crop. Stable-manures
are the most satisfactory .because they furnish

both organic matter and plant- food. It is often

desirable to supplement stable-manures with
commercial fertilizers, but the success of this crop

will be far more certain if reliance is placed on
barn-manures rather than chemical fertilizers.

An effort should be made to have the manures
near the surface of the ground, and this can be accom-
plished by applying rotten or composted manure after

plowing and working into the soil with a disc-harrow. If

coarse fresh manure must be used and partially decayed
manure is not available, it is preferable to apply it be-

fore plowing Market-gardeners often apply thirty to

forty tons to the acre, although smaller quantities give

excellent results, especially if fertilizers are used in

addition to the manure. Ten tons of manure on muck
land is a decided advantage over no manure, even
when fertilizers are used in large quantities.

Probably no commercial grower of celery should
attempt to produce this crop without the use of at

least some commercial fertihzer. When stable-manures

are used lavishly, a little acid phosphate, nitrate of

soda or potash will often give increased profits.

When stable-manure is not used at all, or perhaps
in very small amounts, commercial fertilizers should
be used with freedom Two tons of a high-grade fer-

tilizer to the acre is not an unusual application, and
some of the most intensive growers use larger amounts
In the smaller areas, from which a gross return of $800
to $1,200 to the acre is expected, there should be no
hesitancy in spending $100 to $125 an acre for manure
and fertilizer. Celery requires much nitrogen and the

mixed fertihzer applied before planting, or afterwards
as a side-dressing, should contain not less that 4 per
cent of this element There should also be an abundance
of potash and phosphoric acid. A feitilizer containing

4 per cent of nitrogen, 8 per cent phosphoric acid and
10 per cent potash should meet the requirements of

this crop in all soils, when applied in sufficient quantity.

Some growers have found it highly desirable to apply
nitrate of soda or complete fertilizer as side-dressings

after the crop is well started. These applications may
vary from 100 to 200 pounds to the acre and should be
made at intervals of about three weeks.

Starting the -plants.

The greatest care should be exercised in procuring

3eed, for inferior seed may result m pithy or hollow

:SSi&

859. Celery planted thick, and the patch edged with boards.

The “new celery-culture.”

stalks, a poor stand of plants in the seed-bed, seedlings

of low vitality, or a large percentage of seed shoots.

Only the most reliable dealers, those who have a repu-
tation for furnishing first-class seed of the varieties

desired, should be patronized. To make certain of

securing good seed, some careful growers import their

seed directly from foreign producers, which, however,
is unnecessary if the proper precautions are taken in

the seloction of a responsible seedsman. Practically
all cf the seed of the self-blanching varieties is grown
in France, while most of the seed of green varieties is

produced in Cahforma. As there is never absolute
certainty of securing en-

f
tirely satisfactory seed,

some growers follow the
excellent practice of buy-
ing in large amounts,
sufficient to last several

years. Only a small
quantity of the seed is planted
the first year to determine its

real merit, and if found satis-

factory there is sufficient quan-
tity on hand to last several years
If kept in sealed jars in a room
where the temperature does not
vary greatly, the germinating

J

power will be retained at least

six years.

Celery seed is very small. An
ounce contains about 70,000
seeds, and with the very best

= conditions should produce at
least half this number of plants
It is not safe, however, to count

|
on a much greater number than

U\\ 10,000 plants to the ounce, be-

Ik V _ cause many of the seeds usually
fad to germinate and the plants
at first are very small and easily

860. Blanching celery by Perishable The seeds are slow

wrapping it with paper. to germinate I hey should be
planted in fine soil which, if pos-

sible, should be kept constantly moist but never wet
Seed for the early crop is seldom sown before the

first of March If checked in growth at any time, there
is great danger of the plants producing seed shoots
which renders them unsalable Plants started the first

of March will, with piopcr care, be ready for market
in August Earlier sowing is possible and sometimes
desirable, but adequate facilities must be provided to
avoid crowding the plants, which invariably results

in checking the growth. Some gardeners have found it

to be profitable to start the plants the latter part of
February, finally transplanting into frames, where the
crop is matured.

Seed for the early crop may be sown m the beds of

the artificially heated frame or greenhouse Many
growers use flats or shallow plant-boxes, which are
placed in the hotbed or greenhouse While broadcast-
ing of the seed is often practised, it is better to sow m
drills 2 inches apart. The furrows should be very
shallow, as the seeds should not be covered with more
than % inch of earth Muck mixed with a small
amount of sifted coal-ashes, sand and a little bone-
meal, is most excellent for starting plants under glass

After sowing and lightly covering the seed, place a
piece of burlap over the bed, and water it. Keep the
bed covered with burlap or a piece of cloth until the
plants begin to come up Do not water more than
necessary to keep the bed moist. When the plants
appear they will need plenty of !ight

?
sunshine and

fresh air. A temperature of 70° to 75° is most favora-
ble to germination, but 10° lower should be maintained
if possible after the plants are up. Higher tempera-
tures, however, will do no harm if the proper attention
is given to ventilation.

When the rough leaves appear, the seedlings should
be transplanted into beds or preferably flats, spacing
the plants 1H inches apart each way. Stronger plants
will be developed if they are set 2 inches apart. The
flats may be about 2 inches deep and half filled with
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rotten manure, the remainder of the space being filled

with good rich soil. The manure will furnish ideal

conditions for the roots of the young seedlings and
make it possible to transplant them to the open ground
with blocks of earth and manure so that there will be
practically no check m growth If earlinesa is an
important consideration, this method of treatment is

highly important. Young celery plants require con-
siderable nursing, and it will not do to take them from
warm greenhouses or hotbeds to coldframes before
the season is well advanced. They will suffer even
more than tomato plants from low temperature. One
of the most successful of our American growers invari-

ably plants from the greenhouse to the open ground,
beginning about May 10 .

Spraying the seedlings several times with bordeaux
mixture may be the means of avoiding loss from fungous
diseases

Seed for the late crop should be sown m the open
ground or in protected beds as soon in the spring as
the soil can be prepared Delay in starting the plants
is often responsible for a failure of the late crop It is

not so easy to control moisture m the outdoor seed-
beds If overhead irrigation lines are available, there
will be no difficulty in this matter The beds are often
shaded with brush or lath screen Small beds may be
kept covered with moist burlap. When startmg on a
large scale, the rows may be a foot or more

when this method is used that they blanch themselves
and it is unnecessary to use boards or other devices
“The new celery-culture” is better adapted to green-
house and coldframe use, where the plants can be
watered by sub-irrigation When plants stand so
close together, there is little circulation of air and heart-
rot or other diseases are likely to occur m hot moist
weather. The possibilities of a small area by use of

this method are very large and the system appeals
to growers who have only bmall tracts of land to
cultivate.

A more common practice is to space the rows 18
inches to 2 feet apart and to set the plants 4 or 5 inches
apart in the row This method is now almost univer-
sally employed for Goldin Self-blanching when boards
are to be used for blanching the crop When trans-
planted 4 by 24 inches apart, about 00,000 plants are
required to set an acre If horse implements are to bo
used in planting, it is better to allow at least 28 inches
between rows.
Some growers prefer to plant Golden Self-blanching

in double rows 0 inches apart, placing the plants 4 or 5
inches anart in the row This plan is not universally
popular because it is not favorable to the full develop-
ment of every plant. Boards are also used for blanch-
ing when this system of planting is followed.

When soil is to be used for blanching, more space

apart Thinning is often necessary to secure
stocky plants The plants may be set where
they are to mature any time after they have
attained a height of about 3 inches Ordi-
narily seedlings started out-of-doors are trans-

planted directly to the permanent bed or
field without an intermediate shift, although
this is an advantage m developing stronger
plants with better roots If the plants attain

a height of 5 inches or more before they are

set in the held, the tops should be cut back
before transplanting.

Planting m the field .

As previously indicated, plants for the early

crop should not be set m the open ground
until about May 10 in the latitude of Philadelphia and
New York There is danger of injury from hard frosts

if transplanted before this time, and such injury may
result in a large percentage of the plants producing seed
shoots, thus rendering them unsalable Seedlings for

the late crop may be transplanted in permanent quar-
ters any time after June 20
The time of planting in the field will depend largely

on the varieties to be used For example, Golden Self-

blanching may be set out three or four weeks later

than Giant Pascal and have time to mature fully

861 The last earthmg-up or banking of celery

must be allowed between rows Formerly the almost
universal practice was to allow 5 feet between rows.
AN ith tall-growung varieties, such as Giant Pascal, this

is not too much space to provide sufficient soil for

blanching When lower-grow’ing varieties, such as
Winter Queen, are used, the rows need not be more
than 4 or 4 feet apart to give sufficient space for

blanching with earth. The larger varieties of the green
type should not be planted quite so close together in

the row as Golden Self-blanching
;
for the best develop-

ment of the plants, it is better to space them 5 or 6
before hard freezing weather is likely to occur. Many
commercial growers do not transplant the late crop
until nearly the first of August In most parts of the
North, it is better to transplant early m July The
date of transplanting, however, is not so important
as to have the plants, as well as the ground, in proper
condition before transplanting is started. Plants that
are 3 to 5 inches high are much more likely to live and
thrive than taller ones. The ground should be smooth,
fine and moist. It is exceedingly important to have the

inches apart in the row
Glowers who plant both early and late varieties

often alternate the rows The early variety is removed
first, of course, and then there is 4 feet or more of space
between the rows of late varieties which are blanched
with earth Transplanting should proceed as rapidly
as possible without undue exposure of the roots to the
air If the plant-beds are watered twenty-four hours
in advance of transplanting, the plants may be removed
with less injury.

rows perfectly straight and this can be accomplished
by the use of a marker. A line may be used for this

purpose, but transplanting may be accomplished much
more rapidly by using a rope-and-peg marker
There is the greatest variation m the planting dis-

tances for celery Some of the most intensive growers
plant 7 or 8 inches apart each way. Others prefer to

space the rows about a foot apart and have the plants
stand 4 inches apart in the row. When such close

planting is followed, it is known as “the new celery-

culture” (Fig. 859). The plants stand so close together

Subsequent tillage practice in the North.

Celery is often inter-cropped with other vegetables.
One of the most common plans is to plant five rows of
onions about a foot apart as early m the spring as the
ground can be prepared The fifth rows are pulled for

bunching, and celery is planted instead of the onions.
This is a most excellent combination for muck soils

where good markets can be found for both crops.

Radishes are also excellent to precede celery. If

desired, the small button-shaped varieties may be
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used, every fifth row to be planted in celery and later-

maturing varieties of radishes in the four rows between.
Frequent tillage is necessary for the best results

with celery. As it is a shallow-rooted plant, tools that
run at considerable depth should be avoided. For
horse tillage, there is nothing superior to the spike-
tooth cultivator in general use If the plants are small,
great care should be exercised to avoid throwing dirt

on top of the hearts. If the ground contains many

weeds, more or less hand work will be required between
the plants in the rows
The mulching of soils with horse-manure has been

a very popular and profitable practice in recent years
It has been shown m the laboratory as well as in field

practice that a fine mulch of .*1 or 4 inches of horse-
manure conserves moisture more perfectly than the
most thorough tillage. The mulching of celery in the
field not only conserves moisture but it reduces the
labor of tillage and also furnishes nourishment to the
plants. The rains carry liquid food to the roots and a
more rapid growth invariably follows Considerable
hand labor m required, of course, to place the manure
between the rows, but this is probably no greater than
the labor needed to till the crop when a mulch is not
used. It is customary to use fresh liorse-manure,
which has been aerated in thin layei s foi a few days
before making application. The ground is completely
covered, although the manuie is not allowed to touch
the plants The mulch may be applied immediately
after planting or, as some prefer, the plants may be
tilled for ten days or two weeks and the mulch then
applied Very few weeds will appear if 3 or 4 inches
of horse-manure is used

Irrigation makes the crop more certain, and it is also
a means of securing larger and more vigorous growth
and consequently better quality Most of the inten-
sive groweis of the East arc prepared to irrigate Va-
rious methods are employed Some who cultivate very
small areas use the hose or other sprinkling device
The method that is now in most common use is the
overhead system of nrigation, providing for parallel
pipe lines about 50 feet apart (see Irrigation

) These
are turned at will by means of levers at the ends and
the water is thrown out at any desired angle through
small nipples placed about 4 feet apart on the lines.

It is important to do the watering if possible in the
evening or at night so that the foliage may be as dry
as possible during the day It is also important to
make thorough applications, as it is not advisable to
water more frequently than absolutely necessary

Blanching.

All American markets demand celery with creamy
white stalks This light color is secured by causing the
plants to grow with the stalks in the dark, or nearly
so, which prevents the development of ehlorophyl.
When boards, earth, paper, tile or other means are
used, most of the leaves are not covered, and growth
is not hindered in the least.

Green varieties are blanched almost exclusively
by the use of earth. There should be no ridging until
the weather is cool and, therefore, this operation is

not usually undertaken until early in September at
the North. At first the ridging should be only a few
inchts high, but later should extend to the full height
of the stems. Finally, the rows are ridged so that only
the tops protrude above the ridges, as shown in Fig.
861. .Special tools are available for this operation and
the wmrk may be done very rapidly
Theeaily crop is blanched mostly by means of boards,

although paper (Fig 860) and other devices are some-
times used. Hemlock

;
pme and cypress lumber are

used for this purpose m various parts of the country.
The boards need not b'1 more than 10 inches wide,
although 12-inch boards are commonly used The3r
may be of any convenient length, say 14 to 16 feet long.
To prevent waipmg and splitting, cleats about 3
inches wide and Vhneh thick should be nailed at each
end and m the middle of the boaids The boards are
placed on edge, one on each side of the row and brought
as close together as convenient at the upper edge and
secured by means of wire hooks Sometimes stakes are
driven at the sides, although wnc hooks are more
convenient The hooks should be 6 or 7 inches long
and may be made of heavy lence wire From ten days
to two weeks is inquired lor proper blanching with
boards As the crop is sold, the boards aie shifted from
place to place so that they may be used seveial tames
during the seison When not in use, the boards should
be stored undei covei or stacked m piles with strips

between them With good caie, boards that are sound
when purchased will last fifteen years

Harvesting and maikdtng.

The harvesting of the celery crop when grown in
coldframes usually occurs in the month of July.
If the climate is not too severe, it is possible to have
celery ready tor market the latter part of June The
late crop, which is produced without the use of boards,
is not usually readv for market until August It is

lifted with folks or pet haps rut with a sharp knife just
beneath t 1m* sin face and conveyed to the packing-
house when* it is propaied for maikot In some sec-
tions the roots aie not trimmed at all, the plants being
tied in bunches ot a dozen and parked in a standard
ciate such as is shown m Fig 862 These crates are
24 by 21 inches at the base, and contain six to sixteen
dozen plants, depending on the size of the celery. The
height of the ciate maj be varied to suit the height of
the celery Another form of celery crate is shown m
Fig 8!> 5 In some regions, the roots are tnmmed into
tapciing cubes as shown in

Fig 861 V very convenient
method of bunching is to
place thiee plants side by
side, tapering the roots as

indicated, tying the taper-

ing roots tightly and then
securing the tops. Formei ly

twine was used almost en-
tnely for bunching, while
in recent years many grow-
ers have found it desu able
to use cither blue or red
tape, which gives the celery

a more attractive appear-
ance on the market Michi- _
gan growers and other pro- 863 . Celery crate
duceis ot eelery in the Great
Lake district, use small crates of very thin lumber.
These vary m size and range about as follows’ 6 by 12
by 24 inches

;
6 by 16 by 24 inches; 2 by 20 by 24

inches; 6 by 26 by 24 inches and 6 bv 30 by 24
inches The number of bunches in the crates depends
on the size of the celery and of the crate, but varies
from four to twenty-four dozen For local markets, the
plants may be tied m bunches of the most popular size

and packed in any crate of convenient form and size
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Storage.

A large percentage of the late celery crop is placed
in city cold-storage houses. It is packed with the
roots on, and there is very little trimming. Golden
Self-blanchmg keeps fairly well m cold storage, or at
least the hearts are presentable when they come out
of storage. This is the product that now meets the
general demand of the large cities until celery begins
to arrive from Florida.

In the North, this crop is very commonly stored in

trenches The trenches are dug m well-drained ground
and must be deep enough to accommodate the plants
so that the tops will not extend more than about 2
or 3 inches above the trenches The celery will keep
better if the trenches are not too wide Ordinarily
they arc dug 10 to 14 inches wide. The plants are
lifted and stood as close together m the trench as pos-
sible. Some growers prefer to place a little earth over
the roots, although this is not necessary If the tops
of the plants are
dry when stoied,

and if the plants

are not permit-
ted to wilt by
being l n the
sunshine, they
should keep in

perfect condi-
tion in the
trenches Boards
are nailed to-

gether in the
form of a trough
and placed over
the trenches as
rapidly as they
are filled Early
in the season,

and especially if

the weather is

quite warm, it is

an advantage to
provide addi-
tional ventila-

tion by placing
stones or blocks
under the edges
of the trough
As the season
advances and
the weather be-
comes colder,
these should be
removed and when necessary, earth, or, better, manure,
thrown over the boards to give additional protection.

Four or i3 inches of manure will protect the crop
thoroughly in most sections until Thanksgiving and
perhaps Christmas, depending on the weather Two
kinds of trench storage arc shown in Figs. S65, 866
The late crop is often stored m coldframes of suffi-

cient depth to receive the plants The frames are
usually covered with boards lapped in roof fashion, and
straw or marsh hay is placed over the boards when
necessary to give additional protection.

Ordinary house cellars, which are well ventilated
and not too w’arm, may be used for storing a limited
quantity of celery. Various types of houses have been
built for keeping the crop. Cement or brick structures
are perhaps the most serviceable. It is important to
provide am])le ventilation m structures of this kind. In
some regions, as around Boston, pits are constructed.
The sides of these should be about 2 feet high and the
roof may be constructed in an even-span form or sim-
ply a shed roof against some other building. Boards
are also used for the roofs and covered with straw or
hay to give protection during cold weather.

864. Celery plant trimmed for market

Enemies.
Celery does not have any serious insect enemies.

Diseases are much more destructive and difficult to
control. The most important diseases are the blights
(Cercospora ajm and Septona petroselim var apn ),

leaf-spot (Phyllosticta apn), and rust (Puccima bul-
lata) The application of bordeaux mixture m the seed-
bed will help to control some of these diseases Many
growers also find it necessary to make frequent appli-

cations of bordeaux mixture in the field in order to
prevent serious losses The complete contiol of dis-

eases m the field may be the means of avoiding loss in

storage The earlier applications of bordeaux mix-
ture are regarded as the most effective Rotation is

also desirable m preventing losses from disease.

R. L. Watts,

Celery-growing in the South.

The method of raising celery seedlings is not the
same m the South, and especially in Florida, as it is

in the North. Sowung is done in July, August, and
September, at a time of the year when there is con-
tinued warm weather, and frequent beating ram
A place is chosen for the seed-bed near the eelery

field,—usually a plot at the edge The size of the field

to be planted wall deteimine the extent of the seed-

bed The width of the seed-bed varies from 18 to 86
inches Rows arc sown across it, making it possible to

weed and keep the earth woiked fioin both sides

Immediately after sowing, pieces of heavy burlap
(usually old fertilizer sacks) .ire placed over the beds
to conserve the moisture, cool the soil, and to protect
the seeds against the beating of heavy rains The
seed-beds are sprinkled jus often as is necessary to
keep the surface moist

After the seeds have germinated and the seed-leaves
have pushed their way through the ground, the sack-
ing is removed and a scieemng of cheese-cloth is

placed over the bed Some beds may be covered with
cheese-cloth parallel to the suiface of the soil In other
eases, a wire is run lengthwavs over the middle of the
bed, and the cheese-cloth is placed over the wire and
secured at the sides like a roof The covering is about
8 to 12 inches above the bed, winch gives room for the
circulation of air The beds arc kept moist by repeated
watering, applied directly through the cheese-cloth
As soon as the plants are 2 or 3 inches high and are

well greened, thev wall be strong enough to stand direct
sunlight and will shade the ground sufficiently to keep
it from drying out rapidly

The best variety

Formerly nearly all vaneties of wdiich seeds were
offered by seedsmen were planted. In recent years,
however, all have been nearly eliminated except the
Golden Self-blanching The seed ot this variety is very
high in price and, in years of scarcity, seed supplied
under this name is often found to be more or less untrue
to type. Seed of low-germinating quality is often found
to contain many plants that will make unwelcome vege-
tables, probably because the undesirable green and red
strains that may occur in the Golden Self-blanchmg
variety arc more resistant to deterioration than the
true type.

Planting and blanching.

Blanching is secured entirely by the boarding-up
method. For this purpose, second- or third-grade
cypress boards are used; these low-grade boards usually
have defective parts or are filled with worm-holes so as
to be obtainable rather cheaply. The expense of the
lumber, notwithstanding, is so great that it becomes
necessary to plant the celery in double rows Two rows
are planted 8 or 10 inches apart, and the plants set 6 or
8 inches apart in the row. By alternating the settings m
the two rows, additional space is secured for the plants.
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A space of 30 to 40 inches is allowed between the sets of

double rows. As soon as the celery has reached the proper

stage of growth, or the market has arrived at a condi-

tion in which it is thought wise to ship the celery,

the boards are placed alongside the plants and held m
place by stakes driven into the ground. Further to

exclude the air and light, a small quantity of soil is

plowed against the bases of the boards, although this

is unnecessary when the soil is

sufficiently mellow. The tops
of the boards are placed firmly
together so that only a part of

's above themthe foliage extends a

With the Golden Self-blanch-

ing variety, it is only a few days
until the celery is sufficiently

blanched and crisp to make a good
vegetable.

Fertilizer

.

In the preparation of the field,

large quantities of fertilizer are
used Stable manure is not a
favorite, unless it can be applied
to the land early enough to be-
come thoroughly rotted before the

sometimes stored for plants are set out The quantity

trenches.
1Q *UCh

obtainable, however, is usually so
small and the price so high in the

South that commercial fertilizers have largely replaced
it. The quantity of fertilizer applied may range up
to $80 or even $125 worth per acre (of the formula
given on page 704.)

865 An old method
of growing celery in

trenches. It is yet

Irrigation.

In the most productive celery regions, sub-irrigation

systems (as described under Irrigation ) are established.

The laterals are laid 15 to 25 feet apart, according to

the contour of the land, and the notion of the grower
The irrigation system at the same time serves as a
drainage system This makes it especially convenient,
since abundant artesian water is present m nearly all

the celery-growing sections far south The system
has been found so convenient that a large amount of

damage has been done by over-irrigation, not only in

carrying off much soluble fertilizer, but also by water-
logging the soil and thus driving the roots of the celery

plants so near the surface as to be constantly liable to

injury. In the hands of careful celery-growers, how-
ever, the system is the best that has been invented

P. H. Rolfs.

Celery-growing in California.

There are two principal celery-growing districts in

California,—Orange County, which is situated in the
swamp lands south of Los Angeles; and the northern
district, which includes the peat orswamp lands along the
Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers between Sacramento

and Stockton.
Several varieties

of celery have been
tested in this state,

^ but the Golden Self-

blanching is most
popular and profit-

able.

Seeding.

In California the
seed is sown in the

open ground, but, owing to its extremely small size, it

is difficult to get a good stand unless the ground is well
pulverized. It is commonly estimated that enough plants
may be grown on 1 acre of seed-bed to plant 20 acres m
the field. To produce healthy, vigorous plants, heavy

866. A good form of trench storage.

watering is the rule at first, but as soon as the plants

have begun to grow the quantity of water is reduced,

and it should never be allowed to stand on the surface

of the bed In order to accomplish this the land must
be well drained. The seed is usually sown m March,
April or May.

Irrigation and drainage

Although not nearly so much water is required for

the plants in the field as m the seed-bed, celery plants
cannot stand drought at any stage of their growth;
a well-controlled irrigation system is imperative, except
where the water-table is close to the surface
Good drainage is as important as irrigation, for, if

water is allowed to stand in the field even for a short

time, the plants will suffer seriously As most of the
California celery land is low and the ordinary drainage
is poor, an extended system of tile drainage has been
laid in nearly all celery fields, especially in Orange
County, to prevent losses from standing water.

Subsequent tillage.

When the plants are large enough to be transplanted,

they are pulled from the seed-beds, placed in tin pans
and hauled to the field, where they are planted 0
inches apart in the funows feet apart The depth
of the furrows in which the plants are set is some-
what varied, depending on the soil-moisture, and
the size of the plants The aveiage depth is from 3
to 5 inches

After the plants have been set in the field for about
three weeks or a month and have recovered from the
transplanting, the field is “crowded ” This operation
consists in moving the earth away from the young
plants so that they will have more air around them and
to kill what weeds have grown so close to the plants
that it is impossible to reach them wuth the cultivator

As the earth between the rows of plants is left in a
ridge after the plants have been “crowded,” a large

wooden roller, which extends across several rows, is

now used to flatten down these ridges and to pack the
soil more firmly The roller is used only when the
plants are small, otherwise they would be injured by
being crushed If the plants have grown so laige that
there is danger of injury by this rolling of the middles,
the ridges are smoothed down by the cultivator

When the plants are 12 to 15 inches tall, earth from
between the rows is drawn up to them This is termed
“splitting/’ This should be done carefully, for, if the
earth is put too close or too high up on the plants, they
will become tender and wreak, especially if the weather
is hot The object of “splitting” is gradually to encour-
age the plants to grow tall and stiaight instead of

spreading out This operation is repeated twice in the
season, the first time when the plants are 14 to 16 inches
tall and the second time just before banking. This
last “splitting” also aids blanching.

Blanching.

Practically all the celery grown in California is

banked with earth for blanching. Banking is done
when the celery is reaching its maturity and is neaily
ready for shipment This is the last field operation
before the crop is cut. When the celery is banked for

the first time, the earth is not drawn very high on the
plants, but each time the field is banked the soil is

drawn higher so as firmly to hold the leaves together
and in an upright position If celery that has been
banked for the last time is not harvested shortly, it

will soon become “punky.” The length of time that

it can safely be left m the bank depends upon the

character of the soil, the weather conditions, and upon
the condition of the plants themselves. Celery on sandy
soil will keep much longer in the bank than on heavy
clay loam or peat soil. If the celery has not matured
or if the weather is hot or moist, its keeping quality
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will be injured. Holding too long in the bank will

result in a wilted and “punky” product.

Harvesting and shipping.

When the celery is ready to harvest, a cutting

machine is used which cuts off the plants just below
the crown, leaving a few roots attached. The plants
are then lifted and shaken from soil, trimmed and
thrown m piles by laborers, who are usually Japanese.
Another gang of men then place the plants m crates,

marking on each crate the number of dozens it contains.

More men follow, nail the crates securely, load them
on wagons which transport them to the railroad sidmg,
where they are ready for shipment and distribution to

the various markets in the United States and Canada.
The celery is packed in the fields m crates 22-by-24-

mch base and 18 to 24 inches in height, according to

the quality One of these crates holds fiom five to ten
dozen celery plants An ordinary ear holds from 160
to 165 of these crates The shipping of the crop starts

in October and continues through March, but the bulk
of the crop is harvested during November, December
and January The earlier shipments come into com-
petition with celery from Michigan and other middle
western states, and the later shipments come into com-
petition with celery from Florida A very efficient

system of marketing has been developed bv means of

various associations of the growers which have repre-

sentatives in the leading markets in the United States
so that the celery is shipped to points of greatest
demand.

Enemies.

The most important disease in California is the late

blight (Septona petrosehm var. apn), which has done
an immense amount of damage in the past but is now
handled successfully by most of the growers Spray
with bordeaux mixture For early blight (Cercospora
apn) keep plants growing thriftily and spray with
bordeaux (For a detailed account of the diseases of

celery m California see Bulletin No 208, published by
the University of California ) Stanley S Rogers.

CELMISIA (a name in mythology) Compdsitx.
More than 40 New Zealand perennial herbs, and 1

in Austral and Tasmania, some of which may be
expected in botanic gardens and collections Lvs.
radical and in rosettes, or densely imbricated if borne
on the sts

,
usually toinentose heads large and solitary

on a long or short scape, with imbricate pubescent or
glandular bracts in several or many series; rays in a
single row, always white The celmisias are charac-
teristic plants of New Zeal

,
covering the mountain

slopes and valleys, especially in the South Isl
,
with the

showy daisy-like fls. Probably none is regularly m cult.

L H. B.

CEL6SIA (Greek, kelos
,
burned; referring to the

burned look of the flowers in some species). Amaran-
tacex. Cockscomb Popular garden annuals, grown
for the showy agglomerated flower-heads and sometunes
for colored foliage

Alternate-leaved annual herbs, the lvs. entire or
sometimes lobed, mostly narrow, fls m dense terminal
and axillary spikes, the spikes in cult, forms becoming
densely fascicled and often the sts. much fasciated;

[

icnanth very small, 5-parted, dry, the segms. oblong or
anceolate, erect m fr

,
stamens 5, the filaments united

at base' fr a circumscissile utricle, with 2 to many
seeds—About 35 species, all tropical, in Asia, Afr. and
Amer
There are two mam types of celosias, the crested

form and the feathered or plumy ones. The crested
cockscomb is very stiff, formal and curious, while the
feathered sorts are less so, and are used to some extent
m dried bouquets. The plumy sorts are grown abroad
for winter decoration, especially under the name of C.

pyramuialis
,
but to a small extent in America. The

crested cockscomb is less used as a summer bedding
plant than formerly, but it is still commonly exhibited
m pots at small fairs, the object being to produce the
largest possible crest on the smallest plant
For garden use, the seeds are sown indoors in early

spring, and the plants set out May 1 to 15. If the roots
ary out, the leaves are sure to drop off. The cockscomb
is a moisture-loving plant, and may be syringed often,

especially for the red-spider, which is its greatest enemy.
A light, rich soil is needed.

A Spikes crested, monstrous.

crist&ta, Linn. Cockscomb Fig 867. Height 9 in.

or more: st very glabrous’ lvs petiolate, ovate or some-
what cordate-ovate, acute, glabrous, 2-3 m long, 1 m.
wide: spikes crested, subsessile, f<ften as wide as the
plant is high* seeds small, black, shining, lens-shaped.
Tropics Gn 13, p 231 R II 1894, p 58.—There are
8 or 9 well-marked colors m either tall or dwarf forms,
the chief colors being red, pui pie, violet, crimson,

amaranth and yellow The forms writh variegated lvs.

often have less dense crests A japdnica
,
Mart

,
little

known to botanists, is said to be a distinct garden plant
with branching, pyramidal habit, each branch bearing
a ruffled comb

aa Spikes plumy, feathery, or cylindrical.

argentea, Linn Taller than the above lvs shorter-
stalked, narrower, 2-2 1

2 in long, 4-6 lines w ide, linear-

lanceolate, acute, spikes 1-4 m long, erect or drooping,
long-peduncled, pyramidal, or cylindrical India—
This species is considered by Voss (in Vilmorm’s Blu-
inengartnerei) to be the original one from which the
crested forms are derived He makes 9 botanical forms,
to one of which he refers C enstata The range of
color is even greater in the feathered type than in the
crested type The spikes are very various m form and
habit Vanous forms are shown m Gn 6, p 513, 9, p.

149; 17, p 331 (all as C pyramuialis) R H. 1857, p.

78, and 1890, p 522 (as C pyi anndalis )

Huttoni, Mart Height 1-2 ft * habit bushy, pyram-
idal st. sulcate-stnate lvs reddish or crimson,
lower ones lanceolate, subsessile* spikes red, cylindrical,

oblong, obtuse, 1J^ in long; penanth-segms oblong
(not lanceolate, as in C. argentea) Java—A foliage

plant, and less common than the 2 species above.
C. rpicdta, Hort =»(?) Not the C spicata, Spreng , perhaps

some form of C enstata—C Thdmptonn magnifica, Hort , is a trade
name and apparently without botanical standing

Wilhelm Miller.

CELSIA (Olaus Celsius, 1670-1756, a Swedish ori-

entalist). Scrophulandeex Herbs, with yellow fls. in
terminal racemes or spikes, closely allied to Verbascum,
but has only 4 stamens, and they are of 2 sorts. About
40 Old World species, mostly from the Medit. region.
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Only C. erotica, Linn, f., is known in Amer., and that
very sparingly. It is a hardy or half-hardy biennial,

with alternate Ivs., of which the lower are slightly pin-

nate and lanceolate, and the upper ovate-lanceolate,

toothed and clasping: fls. large (nearly 2 m. across),

and somewhat as in Antirrhinum, yellowish, with dark
markings m the center and conspicuous deflexed sta-

mens. Stout hairy plant, 3-6 ft. high, from Crete.

B M. 964.—A very showy plant well worth much
wider cult. See page 3566

C. pdrUxca, Hart. Has whitish Ivs. and pure white fls.

N. TAYLOR.f

CELTIS (ancient Latin name). Ulmacese. Nettle-
Trek. Woody subjects grown chiefly as shade or lawn
specimens.

Trees or rarely shrubs, sometimes spiny: Ivs. alter-

nate, petiolate, stipulate, deciduous or persistent, usu-
ally oblique at the base and 3-nerved * fls, polygamous-
monoecious, inconspicuous, apetalous, 4-5-merous, axil-

lary, the staminate in small clusters on the lower part
of the branchlets, the fertile solitary in the axils of the

868. Celtis occidentalis (XH) (Detail X M)

Ivs. on the upper part of the branchlets, with a 1-

celled superior ovary crowned by a 2-parted style and
with 4-5 short stamens* fr a 1-steded, small drupe,
ediblem some species; embryo with broad cotyledons—
Seventy species in the temperate and tropical regions of

the northern hemisphere, of which a few hardy orna-
mental species are cult.

The nettle-trees are valuable as shade trees or as
single specimens on the lawn, mostly with wide spread-
ing head and light green foliage, which is rarely seri-

ously injured by insects or fungi, they thrive m almost
any soil and even m dry situations, they are of vigor-

ous growth when young, and are easily transplanted.
The straight-grained wood is light and elastic, easily

divided, and much used for the manufacture of small
articles and for furniture; that of C. australis is valued
for carving. Propagated by seeds, sown after maturity;
also by layers and cuttings of mature wood in fall;

rarer kinds are sometimes grafted on C. occidentalis.

a. 1x8. entire
,
or rarely utth few teeth, thin

,
at

length glabrous.

mississippiSnsis, Bose (C. hevigdta, Willd. C. inteari-

fblia ,
Nutt.). Tree, 60-80 ft. : Ivs. unequally rounded or

cuneate at the base, oblong-lanceolate or ovate, acumi-
nate, usually falcate, smooth above, 2-4 m. long: fr.

orange-red, nearly globular, J^in. thick, on slender
pedicel, longer than the petiole; stone pitted. From S.

111. to Texas and Fla
,
west to Mo. S.S. 7:318. G.F.

3:41, figs. 9-11. Mn. 7:225, 227.

aa. Lvs. serrate
,
sometimes entire and pubescent.

b. Ovary and fr. glabrous.

c. Branchlets usually and lvs. more or less pubescent
,
a

least when young.

D. Fr.-stalks slender, longer than petioles * lvs. usually
rough above stone pitted

e. Under surface of lvs glabrous at maturity.

occidentalis, Linn Fig. 808 Large tree, occasionally

120 ft. : branchlets glabrous or slightly pubescent lvs.

oblique and lounded at the base, ovate-acuminate,
pubescent when young, usually rough above, some-
times smooth at maturity, usually entire toward the
base, light green, 2-6 in long fi orange-red, la-J^in.
long, on slender pedicel, longer than the petiole. S S.

7.317. G F. 3:40 (adapted in Fig 868) and 43. Fm.
304 Mn 7.231, 233. AG 20 210, 531 —Very vari-

able species Var crassifdlia, Koch (C erassifalia,

Lam ), has firm, very rough and large lvs
,
to 5 in long,

usually cordate at base and more strongly serrate

Michx. Hist. Arb 3:228

ee. Under surface of lvs pubescent.

australis, Linn Tree, to 60 ft lvs oblique, broadly
cuneate or rounded at the base, ovate-oblong, long-

acummate, pubescent beneath, 2 in long. fr.

over l^in long, dark purple, sweet, pedicels 2-3 times
longer than the petioles Mcdit region to Persia.

H W. 3.40, p 11 —Not hardy N
Hglleri, Small. Tree, to 30 ft branchlets pubescent,

lvs ovate or ovate-oblong, obtuse or acute, truncate
to subeordatc at the base, rough above, grayish and
pubescent, or tomentose, and reticulate below, 2-3 in.

long fr thick, light, brown, on pubescent pedicels
about } ^in long and lather stout Texas —Sometimes
planted as a street tree in Texas

Di) Fr -stalks father stout, as bmq or .slightly longer than
petioles' lvs grayish given beneath stone smooth

sinensis, Pers (C uiponua, Planch ) Tree, to 30 ft

lvs usually rounded or cordate at the base, broadly
ovate to oblong-ovate, acuminate, serrate-dentate,

pubescent when young, pale or glaueescent and promi-
nently reticulate beneath, 2-4 in long fr dull orange-
red

7
pedicels rather stout, not much longer than the

petioles China, Japan SIF 1 36—Has proved
hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

cc. Branchlets and lvs quite glabrous stone smooth.

d. Foliage bluish or grayish green.

Toumefdrtii, Lam. (C orientals, Mill
,
not Linn ).

Tree, to 20 ft
,
or shrub, lvs ovate, acute, usually

rounded or subcordate at the base, 1 J4-3 in. long, of

firm texture, not reticulate, sometimes pubescent, fr.

reddish yellow, about J^in. across, its stalk about as

long as petiole, Y^ya long or somewhat less. Greece,

Sicily and Asia Minor—Not quite hardy N.; attractive

on account of its bluish green foliage.

dd. Foliage bright green, lustrous

Bunge&na, Blume Tree: lvs. usually rounded at the

base, ovate, acuminate, crenate-serrate. nearly glabrous

when young, green ana shining on both sides, 1M~2^
in.' fr. purplish black, small; pedicels longer than the

petioles. N China.—Hardy, and a very distinct spe-

cies, with dark green and glossy foliage.

bb. Ovary andfr. pubescent; subtropical, tender tree.

Kraussiina, Bemh. Tree: lvs. oblong-ovate, usually

rounded at the base, acuminate, crenate-serrate, pubea-
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cent on the veins beneath, semi-persistent: ovary
tomentose: fr. mostly pubescent, slender pedicelled.

S. Afr. to Abyssinia. Sim, Forest FI. Cape Colony, 134.

—Hardy only S.

C. Bidndii, Parapamm. Lvs. broader than m C Bungeana,
grayish below frs dark blue, small. Cent China.

—

C caucdnca,
Willd Allied tc C. australis. Lvs broadly rhombic-ovate, somewhat
smaller' fr. smaller, reddish brown Caucasus, N Persia —C David-
tdna, Carr Allied to C Bungeana Small tree lvs. ovate-oblong or
elliptic-oblong, often sparsely hairy on the veins below, 2-5 in.

long N. China Incompletely known —C. geurgiAna, Small Allied
to C occidentals Shrub or small tree branchlets pubescent' lvs.

ovate, acute, entire or sharply serrate, 1-2 in long, fr Km across,

short-stalked Md to Fla , Ala. and Mo—C onenlAha, Linn =
Trema orientals —C orientaha, Mi'l Tourncfortu — C retiru-

lAta, Torr (C misswsipiensis var reticulata, Sarg ) Small tree, to
60 ft branchlets pubescent lvs ovate, usually cordate, entire or
serrate, rough above, pubescent and reticulate below, 1 in long*
fr. Hid. thick, orange-red Colo to Texas and Arm—C SmAlln,
Beadle. Allied to C mississippiensis. Lvs lanceolate or oblong-
lanccolate, thin, sharply serrate, 2-4 m long fr thick, slender-
stalked. N. C. and Tenn. to Ga. and Ala

Alfked Rehder.
CEMETERY GARDENING. Treated under Landscape Gar-

dening

CfiNCHRUS (an ancient Greek name). Cramlneap.
Mostly annual grasses with simple racemes of burs that
become detached and adluue readily to clothing and
animals Spikelets as in Pamcum, but 2-6 together in a
spiny involucie or bur C. carolixuiinus, Walt. (C tnb-

id(Adn

i

of American authors), Sand-Bur, is a common
weed m sandy soil. Dept. Ague. Div. Agrost 20:40.

A S. Hitchcock.

CfeNIA (Greek for empty
,
in allusion to the hollow

receptacle) Compdsitse Low herbs from S Afr
,
with

the aspect of mayweed Head small and rayed, the
ray-fls pistillate, tne disk-fls compressed and 4-toothed,
the receptacle gradually enlarged from the top of the
peduncle, and hollow About 8 species, none of which
are of much horticultural value C. turbm&ta, Pers.

(C piuinbsa

,

DC ), is a common weed in Capo Colony,
and it is occasionally seen in American gardens. It is

annual, dill uselv branched, and a foot or less high, with
finely dissected, soft, almost, moss-hke foliage, and
long-pedunclod, small, yellow heads Of easy cult.

United with Ootula by Hoffmann in Engler & Prantl.

L. H. B.

CENTAUREA (a Centaur, famous for healing). Com-
pdsiter. Centmjry. Dusty Miller. Bachelor’s
Button Cornflower Knapweed Annuals or
hardy and half-hardy perennials with alternate leaves,

useful for bedding, vases, baskets and pots, and for

borders and edgings, species many and various.
Involucre ovoid or globose, stiff and hard, some-

times prickly, receptacle bristly marginal florets

usually sterile and elongated, making the head look as
if rayed Differs fioin Cmeus m having the achenes
obliquely attached by one side of the base or more
laterally.—Species about 500, much confused, mostly
in Eu

,
Asia and N Afr

,
1 in. N Amer., 3 or 4 in Chile.

Several Old World species have become weeds in thus

country J H. 43:76. The species are of simple cult.,

coming readily from seeds Many of the perennial
species make excellent border plants, and their blue
and purple heads aie welcome additions to the horde
of yellow-flowering composites.

INDEX,

alba, 6, 14. declinata , 13. nana, 5.

Amberbon, 6. depreasa, 2 nervosa, 16.
amencana, 10. flore-pleno , 5. nigra, 12,

argentea, 3 glastifolia, 7. odorala, 6.
atropurpurea, 17. gymnocarpa, 3. plumom, 3.
babylonica, 18. imperiahs, 6. rosea, 14.

ealocephala, 17. leucophylla, 13. rubra, 6.

candtditstma, 1. macrocephala, 11, ruthemca, 9.
Cineraria, 1. Margaritacea, 8. splendens, 8.
oitnna, 14 Margarita, 6. suaveolens, 6,
Clementei, 4. Maria, 6. sulphurea, 14.
Cyanus, 6 montana, 14. vanegata, 12.
dealbata, 16. moschata, 6.

A. Dusty Miller—While-tomentose low plants
,
used

for bedding or for the sake of their foliage.

1. Cineraria, Linn (C candidlssuna, Lam ) Fig. 869.
Perennial: sts erect, 3 ft

,
branched, the entire plant

white-tomentose" lvs almost all bipinnate (except the
earliest), the lower petioled, all the lobes hnoar-lanceo-
late, obtuse" scales of the ovate involucre appressed,
with a membranous black margin, long-ciliate, the api-

cal bristle thicker than the others* fls purple S Italy,

Sicily, etc.—Much used as a bedding plant, not being
allowed to bloom The first lvs of seedlings are nearly
entire (as shown in Fig 869), but the subsequent ones
become more and more cut Grown both from seeds
and cuttings. Seedlings are veiy
apt to damp off unless care is A
taken in watering. fc.A

2. deprSssa, Bieb. A flat, 'nf/f
almost prostrate perennial: st wk
floccose - tomentose and much wWam
branched lower lvs. scarcely »
denticulate, the upper oblong-
linear, entire, bracts of the invo-
lucre white- or black-margined
fls showy, the blue rays about KKgm
l^in. long. Persia, Caucasus

violet or pur- 869- Lower leaf **

i Po nr ao from a young plant 870. Radical leaf of

P/ "

, ,
a' of Centaurea Cm- Centaurea gymnocarpa.

V. 4.337.— erana. (XH) (XH)
Very ornamen-
tal on account of its velvety finely cut lvs. Much
used, like No. 1, for low foliage bedding: lvs. more
compound, and usually not so white.

4. Clementei, Boirs. Perennial, the entire plant
densely white-woolly sts erect, branching, with few
lvs loot-lvs petioled, pinnate, the lobes ovate-trian-
gular, sharp-pointed

,
st -lvs. sessile: fl -heads terminal

on the branches, globose; involucre scales with scanous,
eiliate mat gins, scarcely spiny; fls yellow. Spain.

aa. Cornflower, or Bachelor’s Button—Tall-

arowmg annual, with very narrow lvs
,
grown for

the showy fls.

5. Cyanus, Linn. {Cyanus arvinis, Moench.) Blue-
bottle Bluet Bachelor’s Button (see also Gom-
phrena ) Cornflower. Ragged Sailor French
Pink. Fig 871 Annual, slender, branching, 1-2 ft.

high, woolly-white when young: lvs. linear, entire or

the lower toothed
j

sometimes pinnatifid: fls. blue,

purple, pink or white, the heads on long, naked sts.:

mvolucral bracts rather narrow, fringed with short,

scanous teeth. S. E Eu Gt. 38, p. 641; 39, p. 537.

V. 5, p 44; 13:361 —One of the most popular of garden
fls., variable. It is perfectly hardy, blooming untu frost

870. Radical leaf of

Centaurea gymnocarpa.

(XH)
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and coming up in the spring from self-sown seed. The
following are varieties of this: Pure White; Victoria, a
dwarf, for pots and edgings (Gn. 40, p 147), Emperor
William, fine dark blue; flore pleno, with the outer disk-

fig. converted into ray-fls
;
nana compacta, dwarf (Gt.

44, p 150 ) Centaurea Cyanus is one of the
<

‘old-fash-

ioned flowers,” everywhere well known and popular.

It often escapes from gardens.

aaa. Sweet Sultans—Straight-growing smooth an-

nuals or perennials, with dentate lvs., grown for

the large fragrant heads.

6 mosch&ta, Lmn (C suavbolens, Linn. C. odor&ta
,

Hort C Amberbou, Mill Amberbda mosch&ta, Less.).

Sweet Sultan Fig 872.

Annual sts 2 ft high, branch-
ing below, erect whole plant
smooth, bright green. Ivs. pin-
natifid, the lobes dentate, fl.-

heads long-peduneled
;

invo-
lucre round or ovate, smooth,
only the innermost of the
.nvolucral scales with scanous
margins: fls. white, yellow or
purple, fragrant. Orient Mn.
4, p 149. Gn. 54 * 372. I H.
42, p 106 Gng 4:147. G 5:

289; 16:267; 25.71.

Var. filba, Hort. (C Mar-
garitx, Hort.). Fls white Gn.
19, p 337; 54:372 AG 13:

607. This form, known as C.
Margantx

,

is pure white and
very fragrant. It was mtro.
by an Italian firm in 1891.
Var. r&bra, Hort Fls red.
Gn 54 . 372 —A popular, old-

time garden fl
,

with long-
stalked heads; of easy cult. It

does not bear transplanting
well —C irnperi&lis, Hort

,
is

said to be the offspring of C.
moschata and C. Margantx,
intro into the American trade
m 1899 Gn M. 13:74. Plants
are said to inherit the vigorous
free growth of C. moschata.
being of the same easy cult, ana
forming clumps 3-4 ft. high.

The fls. resemble C. Margantx.
but are twice as large ana
abundantly borne on long sts.

from July until frost. They
range through white, rose, lilac

and purple, are fragrant, and
if cut when first open will keep
10 days C.M&nx, Hort

,
mtro.

1899, resembles C. impenalis,
but the fls. open sulfur-yellow,

become lighter, and are tipped
with rose All sweet sultans do
best if the bloom is secured before very hot weather.

7. glastifdlia, Linn. A strong-growing border peren-
nial with a rough much-branched and winged st. . Ivs. ob-
long, entire, decurrent, the basal Ivs petiolate, sometimes
divided . fls. yellow, tne heads solitary, without bracts,

and quite smooth. Cent Eu. B.M. 62. June-Sept.

AAAA. Other Centaureas of vanous kinds, occasion-

ally grown m hardy borders, for their fls, or im-
posing stature. See page 3567.

B. Foliage green on both sid<ts.

c. Lvs pinnate or bipinnate.

8. splendeos, Linn. <C. Margantacea, Ten.). Peren-
nial: sts. erect, branched: lvs. smooth, the lowest bi-

pinnate, the upper pinnate, all with very narrow, linear,

entire, acute lobes- fl.-heads subglobose; scales of the

involucre with a rounded almost entire rather lax tip;

fls. purple Spam, Italy.

9. ruth^niea, Lam. Hardy perennial about 3 ft.:

st. erect, branching, smooth: lvs. pinnatiscct, the lobes

linear-toothed, sharply narrowca at both ends, the

base often somewhat decurrent: fl -heads usually

solitary, the pale-yellow rays about %in. long; pappus
double: achenes glabrous. Cent. Eu. July. G. 26:630.

cc. Lvs. entire or dentate, not pinnatised.

10. americkna, Nutt. (Plectociphalus americ&nus
,

Don). Basket Flower Fig 873 Hardy annual,
nearly smooth: sts. stout,

simple or sometimes a little

branched, 2-5 ft
,

thickened
under the naked head. lvs.

mostly entire, oblong - lance-

shaped, mucronate involucre

Vt-IYi in diam
,
its bracts all

with fringed scarious appen-
dages- fls. rose or flesh-colored,

sometimes purplish; disk 1-3
in diam \ narrow lobes of the
ray-fls. often 1 in long Mo.
and Ark. to La and Mex F S.

4 327 S H. 12 223 A F 16:

1644 (alba). Gng 9:341 (alba).

— Very atti active.

11 macroc§phala, Puschk.
Perennial* sts simple, erect,

swollen below the fl -head,

leafy, 2)^-3 ft. high: lvs ovate-
lanceolate, slightly decurrent,

scabrous, acute, somewhat ser-

rate, gradually diminishing up-
wards to the base of the single

terminal head head subglo-

bose, larger than a hen’s egg,

often 3-4 in diam
;
involucre

of 8-12 rows of appressed, scan-
ous-margined, rusty, fringed
scales, fls yellow, the marginal
and disk alike Armenia B M.
1248 JH III 33 331, 52:

547; 63*319— Often grown
from seeds

12. nigra, Lmn. Knapweed.
Hardheads. Perennial, 1-2
ft. high: sts. branching, rough
pubescent: lvs. lance-shaped
and entire or lower sparingly
toothed or lobed, but not pin-

natifid involucral bracts with
pectinate-ciliate-fringed black
appendages fls all alike, the
disk and marginal ones of the
same size Eu Var varieg&ta,

Hort. Lvs. edged with creamy
white, tufted A very striking

border plant; useful in dry or open places.

bb. Foliage white or tommtose, at least beneath (often
green above).

c. Sts. low, weak, not strict.

13. leucoph^lla, Bieb (C. declm&la, Bieb ). Peren-
nial: sts short, decumbent, with very few lvs * root-
lvs. petioled, tomentose-woolly on both sides, pinnate^
the ovate lobes undulate, sparsely cut-lobed or sinuate-
toothed. fl.-head with few bracts, solitary, terminal;
scales of the ovate involucre lanceolate, acuminate,
brown, long-ciliate; fls. purple. Caucasus.

14. mont&na, Linn. Mountain Bluet. Perennial:
sts. low, stolomferous, unbranched, 12-16 or rarely 20

871 Centaurea Cyanus (X'f)
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m high: lvs. decurrent, the young ones silvery white,

oval-lance-shaped: involucre of 4 or 5 rows of scales,

black-ciliate along the margins: fls. blue, the marginal
ones 1 in. long; aisk-fls. very short, becoming purple.

Eu. B.M.77. G.M. 47:243. Var. 41ba, Hort. Fls. white.

G. 25:71; 29:109. G.M. 51:162. Var. r6sea, Hort. Fls.

rose-colored. Var. citrlna. DC. (var. sul-

phured, Hort.). Disk-fls. brown, rays yel- ?>%.

low. Armenia. B.M. 1175 (asC . ochroleuca)

.

cc. Sts. erect, simple or branched. mb
15 dealb&ta, Willd Perennial: sts. |

sub-erect, 8-24 in high: lvs white-villous I
beneath, glabrous above, the lower ones
1-1 Yz ft. long, petioled, pinnate, the obo-
vate lobes coarselv cut-toothed or auricled
at the base; st -lvs. sessile, pinnate, with
oblong-lance lobes, fl.-head solitary, just
above the uppermost If.

;
fls. red, those of

the disk rosy or white; outer scales of the
involucre with lanceolate tips, the middle
rounded, deeply fnnged, ciliate. Asia
Minor, Persia. JH 111.46:515.

16. nervdsa, Willd. A V
stout perennial about 2- k
'lYi ft. tall with a simple \
unbranched rough st.: / /
lower lvs glandular, usu- VT / i

ally slightly toothed, the V
st -lvs clasping by the \
auneulate base; heads
solitary, the rays deep
purple. A branched and ™ ^ ^numerous -fld. form is Vt. wF ^
known in the wild but not Tlf* m
to the trade. Cent. Eu.
July

,
Aug

17. atropur pilrea,
Waldst <fe Kit (C. calo-

cfphala, Willd ) Peren-
nial sts. erect, branched,
about 2-3 ft high, the 872. Centaurea moschata.
branches white-woolly at (XJ4)
the summit lvs bipmnate,
lobes linear-lanceolate, acuminate, lowest lvs. petioled,

uppermost pinnatifid. fl -heads without bracts; mvol-
ucral scales with fnnged ciliate white lanceolate tips,

the innermost ones rounded, scanous-margined; fls.

black-purple Hungary
18 babylonica, Linn Silvery white perennial: sts.

simple, stout, erect, 6-10 or 12 ft high lvs. long, cona-
ceous, strongly decurrent on the st

,
the radical lyrate,

the lower st -lvs oval or oblong-acute, entire or undu-
late, the upper lance-acute, fls. yellow, the globular

heads almost sessile m the axils of narrow bract-hke
lvs.; one-third to half of the st fl -bearing; involucre-

scales with a short, recurved tip Asia Minor, Syria.

Gn. 2, p. 73; 8, p. 263. R.H. 1859, pp 540-1 —Tall,
stout and stnking plant.

<7. alpina, Linn Lva downy beneath, prickly fl.-heads yellow;
scales of involucre ovate, obtuse hardy herb, 3 ft . from Eu ,

sometimes seen in collections—C <ri6phom, Linn A low plant
with a spiny v’alyx and silvery lvs , is cult in England Not known
in Amor—C pulnh irrvma, Willd (/Ethenpappus pulohominus,
Hort.). A stout hardv perennial about 2A ft. with brilliant rose
fls. is known m the trade.

—

C. riguiifdlia, Hort. Stout perennial,
2A ft , with crimson heads is apparently C. orientals, Linn —Not
much known m U. S xj rr. VIr,p +

lentalis, Linn —Not

N. Taylor. f

CENTAURlDIUM : Xanthuma.

CENTAURY; SabcUta.

CENTRADfeNIA (Greek for spurred oland
l
alluding

to the anther glands). Melastom&cex. Tropical herbs
or sub-shrubs grown in warmhouses for their showy-
colored leaves and pretty flowers.

Branches angled or winged: lvs. petiolate, opposite,

lanceolate or ovate, entire, ribbed: fls. with 4-lobed
calyx, 4 petals, 8 stamens, and a 4-loculed ovary, pink
or white, m axillary or terminal clusters.—Species 4-6,
m Mex. and Cent Amer They fall into 2 groups,

—

those with very unequal stamens, and C.flonbunda with
nearly equal stamens.
Centrademas are very showy and desirable plants.

The stems are often colored. They like rich leaf-mold
with sharp sand, and brisk heat Give a light but
shady position. Strong plants are much benefited by
liquid manure, and such applications give better colors
m both flowers and fruit.

grandifdlia, Endl Branches 4-winged: lvs. ovate-
lanceolate, strongly 3-nerved, brilliant red beneath,
long-pointed and curving at the end. cymes many-fld.,
shorter than the lvs., the fls light roso, rotate, the petals

very obtuse, the stamens unequal Mex. B M. 5228—
The plant grows 2 ft high, and blooms in winter Very
showy, and the species usually cult. The cut branches
hold their color a long time, making the plant useful

for decorations

inaequilater&lis, Don (C. rosea, Lmdl.). Lvs. ovate-
lanceolate, unequal-sided, entire, ciliate, reddish be-
neath -

fls. pink, m terminal corymbose racemes: dwarf.
Mex B.R 29.20.

ovUta, Klotzseh. Lvs. ovate-acute, smooth and shin-

ing, pale beneath, 3-nerved : fls. pink in large terminal
clusters. Cent Amer.

floribdnda, Planch Branches obscurely angled, pu-
bescent, red * lvs narrow-lanceolate, tapering below, 3-

nerved, red-nerved below: fls. pink, in terminal pani-
cles. Mex. F.S. 5.453. L jj g |

CENTRANTHUS (Greek, spurred flower) . Valerian-
deex Centranth. Annual and perennial herbs, one
of which is frequent in old gardens

Leaves opposite, entire, dentate, or pinnatisect -

fls.

in dense clusters, small, red or white, terminating the
branches; calyx cut into 5-15 narrow divisions, en-
larging after flowering, corolla slender-tubed, 5-parted,
spurred at the base, stamen 1; fls. with a pappus-likc
crest.—About a dozen species m the Medit. region,

some of them sometimes half shrubby C ruber, the
common garden species, sometimes escapes and becomes
more or less spontaneous.

rilber, DC Red Valerian. Jupiter’s Beard. Per-
ennial, 1-3 ft

,
smooth and glaucous, forming a com-

pact and flonferous bushy plant* lvs ovate to lanceo-
late, some of them toothed at base but mostly entire*

fls. numerous, deep crimson to pale red, fragrant Eu
,
E—A very handsome old

garden plant, too much
neglected

;
blooms all

summer; excellent for

cutting. Increased by
division; also by seeds.

There is a white-fid.

form (var. dlbue).

angustifdlius, DC.
Perennial, glaucous, to
2 ft

,
simple or some-

what branched : lvs.

linear- lanceolate or
linear, very entire,

nearly perfoliate: fls

clear rose, fragrant. S.

Eu.—There is a white-
fld. form (var. albus).

macrosiphon, Boiss.

Annual, of easy cult,

in any good soil: 1-2
ft. :lvs. ovate, glaucous,
toothed: fls. larger

than in the last, deep 873. Centaurea americana. (X Jfl
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rose. Spain.—There are white-fld. (var. dlbua) and
dwarf (var. ndnus) forms. Excellent for rockeries and
borders; also for lawn vases. L. h. B.

CBNTROP6GON (Greek kentron
,
spur, and pogon

,

beard, refernng to the fringed stigma). CampanuLdcex.
Sub-snrubs or shrubs, often scandent, grown under
glass.

Plants with alternate mostly dentate lvs., and axil-

lary, long, tubular fls. which are violet, purple, red, or
orange, and usually borne singly on long peduncles:
corolla 2-lipped, tne tube incurved: bracteoles very
small or wanting.—More than 100 species in Trop.
Amer. Warmhouse perennials useful for hanging-
baskets, prop, by cuttings which it is better to put
under a bell-jar

LucyAnus, Houll. Height 1-2 ft.: st. somewhat
woody, lvs. short-petioled, finely toothed: fls. rose,

hemispherical, with lanceolate segms recurved at the
tips. R.H. 1868:290. Native country unknown—
Described from a cult specimen and said to be a
hybrid of C. fastuosus and Siphocampylus betulxformis

,

but seems to show little influence of the latter, which
has longer petioles and peduncles, more coarsely toothed
lvs., longer calyx-segms

,
and a yellow-tipped corolla.

fastudsus, Scheidw. Lvs peach-like, oblong, acute,
bordered with glandular teeth, very glabrous, short-

pexioled: fls rose-colored, winter; calyx hemispherical,
with 5 lanceolate denticulate segms. Alex R H. 1853:
181. Wilhelm Miller.

CENTROSfcMA (Greek, spurred-standard) Legvr
mmdsx. Butterfly-Pea. Twining or trailing herbs,

one of which is sometimes cultivated
Leaves pinnate, 3-7-foliolate fls in the axils, showy,

white or reddish, papilionaceous, the standard spurred
on the back, the keel broad, and the style bearded at
the apex: pod long and narrow, many-seeded, with 2
thick-edged valves—Species about 30 in Trop. Amer.
and 2 m U. S Centrosema is a more recent name than
Bradburya of Rafinesque, but it is thoroughly estab-
lished in usage and is retained m the “nornina conser-

vanda” of the Vienna Congress.

virgini&num, Benth (Bradburya vzrginidna
,
Kuntze).

Roughishj climbing, 2-6 ft • lfts ovate to linear, shi-

ning, stipitate. fls. 1-4 in the axil, 1 in long, violet and
splashed, showy: pod straight and long-pointed, 4-5
in. long. N. J. and S

,
m sandy lands. A G 13:649.

—

Intro, to cult many years ago, but again intro, in 1892
(as C. grandiflorum)

,
and much advertised. It is a

hardy and desirable perennial vine, blooming the first

season from seed; easily grown. There is a white-fld.

forin- L. H. B.

CENTURY PLANT: Agave.

CEPHA&LIS (Greek-made compound, referring to the
fls. being borne in heads) . Rubidcex Tropical shrubs,
sub-shrubs or herbs, one of which yields ipecac, some
of them sometimes rarely seen m growing collections.

As the genus is commonly delimited, it comprises per-
haps 75 species of both the eastern and western hemis-
pheres. Engler & Prantl and others, however, unite it

with the Linnsean Uragoga Lvs. opposite, usually
ovate, oblong or obovate: fls mostly small, white, col-

lected in an involucrate head; calyx 4r-7-toothed and
persistent* corolla trumpet-shaped or salver-shaped,
the short limb 4-5-lobed; stamens 4 or 5, inserted in the
throat of the corolla* fr. a dry or fleshy 2-seeded drupe.
C. Ipecacudnha

,
Willd (Psychotna Ipecacudnha,

Muell.-Arg. Uragdga Ipecacudnha, Baill ), from the root
of which the commercial ipecac is produced, is a low
creeping herb (4-8 m. high) with oblong-ovate entire

lvs. which are pubescent beneath: heads becoming
pendulous: root slender, knotty; it is exported in large

quantities from Brazil. L. H. B.

CEPHALANDRA: Cocdnia.

CEPHALANTHfeRA (Greek for head and anther).

Orckiddcese. About 10 species of small temperate-
region terrestrial orchids, allied to Epipactis and
Pogoma. Some of them are western N. American, and
others are European. Sepals 3; petals small, ovate;
hp saccate* lvs (sometimes wanting) lanceolate or

oblong: fls. mostly small (sometimes showy), in an open
spike. The species are scarcely known in cult

,
but 2

Japanese species have been offered by importers. These
are E. falcAta Blume, yellow, and E. erScta, Blume,
white.

CEPHALANTHUS (Greek, head and flower; flowers

in heads). Rubulcese. Button-Bush. Bush grown for

its attractive white flower-heads appearing m summer
Shrubs with opposite or whorled entire stipulate

lvs * fls. small, tubular, white or yellowish, 4-merous,
with included stamens and long exserted style, in

globular heads; ovary 2-celled* fr dry, separating into

2 nutlets—Five species in Amer. and Asia, of which only
the one N. American species is cult, hardy ornamental
shrub, with handsome glossy foliage and very attrac-

tive with its fl -

balls appearing
late in summer.
It thrives in any
good garden soil,

best in a sandy,
somewhat moist
one; naturally it

grows in swamps
and on the bor-
ders of streams
and ponds, often
with the sts.

partly sub-
merged Prop
by seeds or by
cuttings of
ripened wood in

fall, and also by
greenwood cut-
tings taken from
forced plants
early in spring.

occidentAlis, Linn Fig 874. Shrub, 3-12 ft
,
some-

times tree-like: lvs long-pctiolcd, ovate or oval, acumi-
nate, glo.ssy above, glabrous or slightly pubescent below,
3-6 in. long heads about 1 in uiam

, long-peduncled,
3 or more at the end of the branches July-Sept From
New Brunswick south, west to Ont. and Calif. Em.
394. R.II 1889, p 280. S S. 14:711. Var. angusti-
f&lia, Andr6 Lvs oblong-lanceolate, usually m 3’s.

R.H. 1889, p. 281.
C nalalinais, Ohv Branchlets hairy Ivb. ovate, acuminate, 1

m. long fls green, in solitary heads: fr. edible 8 Afr. B M.
74<x)

* Alfred Rehder.

CEPHALARIA (Greek for head
,
alluding to the capi-

tate flower-clusters). Lhpsacex Coarse annual or per-
ennial herbs planted to some extent m herbaries.
Much like Dipsacus, but the heads less spiny and

mostly smaller: heads terminal, ovoid or globular,
bearing many 4-parted yellowish, whitish or bluish
florets; stamens 4, perfect; style filiform: fr. a 4-8-

nbbed achene, the calyx-border often remaining on its

summit.—About 30 species in the Medit. region, N. and
S. Afr and W. Asia; also m Abyssinia. Lvs. entire,

dentate, or lobed. They are not much planted in Amer.,
but they make striking subjects for summer bloom,
and the long sts make ihem useful for cut-fls. The
bloom is something like that of scabiosa. Of simple
cult.

;
grown readily from seeds.

alplna, Scnrad. Perennial: tall and widely branched,
5 or 6 ft. : lvs. pubescent and pinnatifid, the segms. out
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and decurrent: fl.-heads sulfur-yellow; involucre with
8 anstate teeth. S. Eu.—A good coarse plant for sum-
mer bloom. Hardy N.

leucAntha, Schrad. Perennial: lvs. pinnate-parted,

the lobes linear or oblong: fls. m subglobose heads,
creamy white, in autumn. S. Eu. Variable.

transylvAnica, Schrad. Annual, slender, 2-3 ft. : lower
lvs. iyrate; the segms. serrate and the terminal one
large, upper lvs. pinnate-parted into linear-lanceolate

divisions fls m globular heads on long peduncles, the
ray-corollas bluish and disk-corollas whitish (fls. said

to be yellow, in trade lists, to bloom June-Aug and
plant perennial). Greece and eastward.

tatArica, Schrad Perennial, G ft
,
rank, with striate

sts., suited to the rear border, where strong effects are

desired, with showy cream-white, flat heads in July
and Aug., lvs pinnate, the lfts broad-lanceolate and
serrate. Russia, Asia Minor and E —Grows readily,

and is increased by seed or dividing the clumps
L H B.

CEPHALOCfeREUS (referring to the crown of long
hair) Syn Pilocereus Cactacele Mostly large columnar
plants, single or branched, usually characterized by an
abundance of wool or long white hair developing at the
top or on one side near the top fls nocturnal, small,

thick, fleshy, naked fr small, globular berry, naked:
seeds black -Some 1G or more species are known.
The culture of the species is similar to that of the

arborescent species of Cereus The species of Cepha-
loecreus are well suited only for large collections and
are rarely seen elsewhere, except, in the case of <7

senilis, of which enormous quantities aie shipped to

Europe by commercial dealers See Succulents

senilis, Pfeiff (Pilocereus senilis, Lem ). Old Man
Cactus Columnar, reaching a height of 35 ft and a
diam of 1 ft

,
branching at the very base, the branches

becoming parallel with the parent ribs 20-30, very
little elevated, areoles bearing 20-30 white, wavy
bristles 2-5 in long, later appear also, at first 1, then
3-5 strong, yellowish spines fls very numerous m the
cephalmm, nearly 4 m long, red outside, reddish white
within fr violet, 2 in long Cent Mex. R.H. 1889, p
568, 1890, p 128

SartoriAnus, Brit & Rose (Pilocereus JlouU'etn, of

authors, not of Lem ) Tree-like, attaining 40 ft in

height branches divaricate cult plants usually 3-4 m
diatn ribs 6-8, rounded, glaucous, radial spines 7-9,
spreading, J^in long, honey yellow, central twice as
long and stronger areoles of the sterile st with more or
less hairs, which m the fruiting area are very numerous,
making a shaggy tract sometimes 1 ft long fls 3 in

long, imbedded in the wool, turbinate, greemsh-red
outside, rose-red within -

fr dark red, depressed-glo-
bose Mex RH. 1862, pp 427-30.

RAyenii, Brit & Rose (Pilocereus Hdyenn
,
Rumpl.

P floccbsus

,

Lem ) Columnar, branching, reaching 15
ft height, 2-3 m diam ribs 9-10, obtuse, Lluish, pruin-
ose. spines 12-16, rigid, divaricate, bright amber-yel-
low, the inner ones larger, nearly an inch long on the
sterile branches long hairs are found on areoles, on the
fertile bract these are more numerous and aggregated:
fls and fr as in the last species, but lighter m color.
Isl. of St Croix.

HoppenstAdtii, Schum. (Pilocereus HoppenstMln,
Web ). Columnar, simple, slender, reaching a height of
30 ft : ribs numerous, more than 16: radial spines
14-18, very short; centrals 5-&, the lower longest one
reaching 3 in

;
all the spines at first yellowish, then

white cephalium of 1-2 in. long tufts of yellowish hairs,
forming a narrow bract on the north side of the plant:
As. 3 in. long, bell-shaped, whitish, with rosy tips.

Mex.
polyldphus, Brit. & Rose (Pilockreus polylbphus,

SaJm-Dyck. Cbreus Nickelsii, Hort.). Columnar,

46

attaining a height of 50 ft. and a diam. of 1H ft**

rarely branching, ribs 10-22, sharp-angled, shallow,
the old sts perfectly cylindrical* spines small and
bristle-like, less than Hm. long, radials 5-6, central
usually 1; spines of the flowering area 2-3 in long,

crowded -

fls large, trumpet-shaped, dark red. fr. red,

scaly. Mex
scopArius, Brit & Rose (Pilochreus scopanus,

Poselg ) Tree-like, richly branched, 25 ft. high, 1 ft.

diam radial spines 12-15, very short; centrals 7-8,

not much longer, in the flowering branches the spines
change to longer stout bristles and the areoles are
closer together, forming a bristly cephalium fls small,
bell-shaped, reddish, fr. size of a hazelnut. Near Vera
Cruz, Mex

exerens, Rose (Pilocereus exbrens, Schum P.
virens, Lem ) Branching at base, 3-4 ft high, 2-3 m.
diam

,
tapering above - ribs 4-6, obtuse, the sterile

shoots with short, sparse, woolly hairs at the top: spines
commonly 7 . radials, very short, 1-3 centrals 4 times as
long, wmolly hairs much more abundant on the bloom-
ing plant -

fls. about 3 m long, trumpet-bell-shaped,
without wool or spines Brazil —Not common, if

occurring at all, m cult m U S.

The following specie* ha\ e hr ui reported or may he expected m
cult , but none is us yet at all common C chrysordnthun, Brit &
Rose, (' comhte*, Brit it Rose, C lanui/indsu,a, Brit & Rose, C
itwsdlinnus, Rose (C\reus liuv>< lhanus, Rilinpl ) C noblnx, Brit

J N. Rose.

CEPHALOSTACHYUM (Greek, head and spike).

Grand ties A few species of grasses of the bamboo tribe

in E Indies anti Madagascar, one of which (C\ per-

gracilc) has been offered in this country Tall shiubs
spikelets in dense solitaiy heads at the ends of the
branches or m scattered gloineiules, the heads briskly
with the subtending lvs

,
stamens 6, empty glumes

1-2, stvle long, 2-3-cleft fr elongated and beaked.
C. pergrAcile, Munro Forty ft

,
sts 2-3 m thick* lvs.

11m or less long an elegant species, growing in clumps.
Burma It is offered m S Calif In Fla

,
it loses mo„st

of its lvs m winter, but the new growth in spring and
summer is very attractive, it is said not to do well there
on high diy pine land, preferring moderately moist
soil, it needs much water in summer, and responds
readily to fertilizer L H B
CEPHALOTAXUS (Greek, head, 7\mta-hke plant,

with fls in heads or clusters). Taxacex. Yew-like
plants, grown for their handsome evergreen foliage

Trees or shrubs, with evergreen linear pointed lvs.

with 2 broad, glaucous lines beneath, arranged in 2
rows fls dioecious, staimnate in. 1-8-fld

,
short-stalked

clusters, pistillate consisting of a small cone with sev-
eral bracts, each bearing 2 naked ovules: seed mclosed
in a fleshy envelope, drupe-like, about 1 in long, reddish
or greenish brown From allied genera it may be easily

distinguished by the resin-eanal m the center of the
pith, and bv the glaucous linos beneath from Taxus,
which has the lvs yellowish green beneath; and from
Torreya by the glaucous lines being broader than the 3
green lines, while m Torreya the glaucous lines are
narrower than the green ones—Six closely allied spe-
cies from Himalayas to Japan.
These are ornamental evergreen shrubs, m appear-

ance very like a yew, but of more graceful habit Not
hardy North, or only m very sheltered positions They
thrive best in a somewhat moist but well-drained sandy
loam, and in partly shaded situations. Propagated by
seeds, stratified and sown in spring, imported seeds
usually do not germinate until the second year, in-

creased also by cuttings m August, under glass, and by
veneer-grafting in summer, on one of the species or on
Taxus baccata. For cions and cuttings, terminal shoots
should be chosen, which form regular plants with
whorled branches like seedlings, while cuttings from lat-

eral branches grow mto irregular, low, spreading shrubs.
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a. Lvs. 2-8 in.: branchlets yellowish green
,
pendulous.

F6rtunei, Hook. Lvs tapering gradually into a sharp
point, usually falcate, dark green and shining above:
fr greenish brown, obovate. N China, Japan. B M.
4499. FS 6 555. RH 1878, p 117.—This is the
most graceful species, with long and slender branches,

attaining in its native country 50 ft in height, in cult,

usually remaining a shrub.

aa. Lvs. 1-2 in. long.

b. Base of lvs. cuneate; lvs. loosely 2-ranked.

Harringtdnia, Koch (C
.
pedunciddta, Sieb. & Zucc.

C drupdcea var. Harnngtdnia, Pilger). With spreading,

often somewhat pendulous branches, dark green when
young lvs to 2 in. long, narrowed into a sharp point,

shining and dark green above* staminate fls distinctly

peduncled* fr ovoid, rounded at both ends, rarely

globular Japan, China. G C II 21 113; III 18.716,
33:228 —In Japan, tree to 25 ft

,
usually shrub in cult

A remarkable form is var. fastigi&ta, Silva Tarouca
(C. pedunculdta var fastigidta

,
Carr. Podocdrpus

koraidna
,
Sieb & Zucc.), of columnar habit, with up-

right branches and spirally arranged lvs G C. II

21.112; III. 33 229 S.H. 2:450. Gng 2.341. Yar.
sphaer&lis, Rehd., (C. pedunculdta var. sphardlis,

Mast), has globose fr.: lvs. falcate, subacummate,
1 ^-2 in. long G.C. 11.21:117.

drup&cea, Sieb. & Zucc. Branches spreading, stiff,

usually light green when young lvs about 1 m. long,

abruptly pointed, narrow and straight, ofton upturned,
staminate fls. very short-stalked : fr usually obovate,
narrowed at the base Japan G.C III 18 717, 33:
227. B.M. 8285 —The dwarfest species Var. sinensis,

Rehd & Wilson Shrub, to 12 ft . lvs linear-lanceolate,

tapering to sharp point. Cent, and W. China.

bb. Base of lvs. truncate; lvs. very closely set

(3liven, Mast. Shrub or small tree lvs strictly

2-ranked, rigid, broadly linear, spiny-]minted, about 1 in.

long, bright green with 2 broad white bands beneath,
the midrib scarcely elevated fr ovoid or obovoid,
shortly apiculate, about Vim long Cent. China. II I

1933 (as C Griffithn) G C. Ill 33 226 —Differs from
the other species in the very closely set rigid lvs

Alfred Rehder.

875 Cephalotus follicutans.

CEPHALdTUS (Greek, head-shaped
,
m reference to

the knob-like swelling behind each anther). Ceph-
adotdcese

,
a monotypic family near Saxifragdcea The

one species C. follicul&ris, Labill (Fig 875), is

abundant at King George’s Sound and Swan River in

S. W. Austral From there it has frequently been
intro into cult., and is now met with m American
collections The short deeping rlmomes form 2 sets

of lvs. each season: a set of 4-6 flat spatulate lvs., and
later as many dainty pitchered lvs. that are richly

colored green, crimson or purple, and white The
pitchers are M-1'2 in. long, are covered externally

with minute alluring glands, and these with the color-

ing attract insects They slip from the smooth-ribbed
rim into the cavity, and
there are digested by fer-

ment liquids poured out by
special glands The erect

scape bears an interrupted
spike of small white apeta-
lous fls

,
each with a 6-

parted calyx, 12 stamens,
and 6 separate 1-seeded
carpels The plant grows
best under a bell-jar, and
in a pot amongst fine sandy
loam that is covered by
sphagnum moss The lower
part of the pot should stand
in a vessel with about J^in.

of water, and the whole
should be placed m a cool

greenhouse near the light,

when the pitchers assume
richest colorings Prop is

easily effected by separation
of small pieces of rhizome
that bear 1 or 2 lvs

,
also

by seeds that mature not
unfrequently under cult R
B 23, p 233 III 27.391
FvS 3 290. G 23 340 G
W. 8.390. J II. Ill 35 260

J. M. Macfarlane

CERASTIUM (Greek for

horn, alluding to the shape
of the pod). Caryophyl-
lacese Mouse-Ear Chick-

876. Cerastium arvense

"weed Decumbent annuals or perennials, used in

rockeries or for bedding and borders
Pubescent or hirsute herbs, randy glaucous lvs

small, opposite, entire fls white, borne in terminal,

dichotomous cymes, sepals 5, randy 4, petals as many,
emarginate or 2-cleft, stamens 10, rarely fewer; styles

5, rarely 4 or 3, opposite the sepals caps cylindric,

often curved, dehiscing at the top by 10, rarely K,

teeth.—About 100 species of world-wide distribution
according to the largest delimitation of the genus, by
some authorities reduced to 40 or 50 species

Cerastiuins are of easy culture in ordinary garden
soil They are propagated by divisions or by cuttings
taken after flowering and planted in a shady place
They are more or less used for edgings and in rockeries

a Lvs green, merely pubescent.

arvense, Linn (vai oblongifdlium, Holl & Brit ).

Starry GrAvSswort Fig 876 Perennial, low, much
branched and matted sts 8-12 in long lvs oblong or

lanceolate, pale green, pubescent, obtuse, Y>- 1 x

/i in

long, Y^m wide fls very numerous, appearing m Apr
and May, petals 5, deeply bifid (japs twice as long as

the calyx —A species of very wide range, growing
mostly in dry rocky places from Labrador to Alaska
and south to Ga and Calif

,
also in Asia and Eu Gn

71, p 504 —Recommended as a bedding plant, for its

mat-like habit, covered with white bloom Var. com-
pfictum, Hort

,
is hardy m S. E. Canada.

purpur&scens, Adams Perennial, hairy, pubescent,
cespitose, about 4 in high lower lvs oblong, narrowed
into the petiole; upper lvs linear-lanceolate : cymes
dichotomous or often simply umbelliform, fls. white;
petals twice as long as calyx, ovate-oblong: caps,

cylindrie, twice as long as calyx Asia Minor.—Hardy.
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AA. Lvs. silvery or grayish.

b. Caps equaling the calyx.

grondifldrum, Waldst. & Kit. (C. arg&nteum
,
Bieb ).

Creeping perennial. lvs linear, acute, the margins
reflexed infl. dichotomous; fl.-sts 6-8 in. high; petals
oval, 2-parted, transparent white, twice as long as
calyx. E. Eu.

bb Caps, much longer than the calyx.

Bidbersteinii, DC Perennial : sts. 6 in
,
creeping,

diffuse, branched: lvs ovate-lanceolate, tomentose-
woolly peduncles erect, dichotomous, fla. white: caps,
ovate-cylindrical Tauna. B M. 2782. Gn. 59, p. 470.
— Like C. tomentosum

,
but with larger lvs. Fine for

edgings

Boissi&ri, Gren Perennial, low: lvs silvery, ovate-
lanceolate, acute, entire, sessile' peduncles 4-12 m.
high, infl a dichotomous cyme, fls. large, white. Spain.

tomentdsum, Linn Snow-in-Nummer Perennial,

low, creeping, branched lvs oblong, spatuiate, grayish
woolly, upper lvs lanceolate peduncles 6 in high,

erect, dichotomous, fls white caps cylindrical Eu.
G 29 555 Gn. 69, p. 148 —Much used for edgings.

E. Z B.f

C^RASUS (from Ccrasunt or Cerasonte, a place in

Asia Minor on the Black Sea, whence cherries are said
to have been brought to Italy before Christ) Cherry.
Rosucej’ Tournefort m 1700 founded the genus Gera-
sim, but by general usage it is now combined with
Primus inasmuch as no single important character
holds clearly between the two groups The name is

sometimes kept distinct m tiade lists, representing the
cherries as distinct from the plums Botanicall>, the
group is distinguished from Piunus proper (the plum
group) in having conduphcate vernation (young lvs.

with the halves folded together) rather than involute
vernation, fls more characteristically m umbels or
racemes, fr mostly lacking bloom anil pubescence, and
the stone not corrugated or pitted. See Prunus.

L. H. B.

CERATlOLA (Greek, a little horn, referring to the
four-branched, serrate stigma) Empctrdcese. A heath-
like evergreen, from the sand barrens of South Carolina
to Florida and Alabama; rarely cultivated North, but
not hardy

Branches often whorled as are the lvs
,
which are

narrow, strongly revolute and thus almost tubular:
fls dioecious, 2-3-whorled in the axils, sessile; sepals,

petals and stamens, each 2 —Only 1 species

ericoldes, Mich\ Height 2-8 ft bi anches subverti-

cillate, marked with scars of numerous fallen lvs, the
younger and upper ones only ictaining foliage’ lvs.

crowded, } 2
~?'4 in long, linear, rigid, shining, pale: fls.

inconspicuous reddish, w’horled m the axils
- drupe

round, orange-yellow, berry-like. B M 2758

N. Taylor f

CERAT6LOBUS (Greek for horned pod). Palmdcex.
tribe Caldmex. Low or creeping pinnate palms allied

to Calamus, and not as yet common in the American
trade.

Stems and If -stalks spiny but not the If -blades: sts.

frequently 30 ft or more long and armed with stout
spines an inch long: lvs pinnate, often as much as 7 ft

long, with numerous alternate or opposite lfts
,
which

are crenate-dentate towards the apex fls polygamous-
monoecious, in a paniculately branched spadix: fr.

drupe-like, 1-seedcd.—There are only 3 wild species and
2 species known in horticultural literature, tne botani-
cal status of which is doubtful All the wild species

come from Java or Sumatra For cult
,
see Calamus to

which Ccratolobus is closely related, differing m having
rhomboid, not linear lfts. G C. II. 23:338.

glaucescens, Blume. St. up to 30 ft. and about
as thick as one’s wrist’ lvs. 6-7 ft long, of 14-18 sessile,

erect or spreading lfts. which are 8-10 m long, 2)^-
3 l
/i in. wide, opposite above, alternate below spadix

from the axils of the upper lvs. . spathes 2-homed, 4-
6 in long. Java.

C cdncolor, Blume. Similar, with 10-14 lfts ,
relatively broader

than m C glaucescens Sumatra—C Ftndleydnus, Hort Lvs 2-4
ft long, clear pale shining green Hab (?) AG 15 169

—

C.
Micholxtziana, Hort Very elegant palm, the st and If -rachis with
scattered spines lvs. oblong, the lfts remote, linear-oblong, acute,
pale on the under surface.—Ilorticulturally the most attractive of
thegroup

- N Taylor.

CERAT6NIA (Greek for ham, in reference to the
large pod). Legummosx. Carob. A handsome ever-
green tree, bearing large pods that are used somewhat
for human food but chiefly for forage
One of the Cassia tribe’ ealyx-tube disk-bearing,

somewhat top-shaped, the segms 5 and short; petals

0; stamens 5 pod long (4-12 in 1, compressed, thick and
coriaceous, liidchiscent, filled 'with a pulpy substance,
bearing obovate transverse seeds C. SUiqua, Linn.
(Figs 877, 878), the only species, is now widely dis-

tributed in warm countnes, being grown both for shade
and for the edible pods It reaches a height of 40-50
ft : lvs pinnate, shining, the 2-3 pairs of lfts oval
and obtuse, fls in small lateral red racemes, polygamo-
dimeious, the
trees said to be
variable m sex-

uality at differ-

ent ages It
thrives well m S
Calif andS Fla.

The dry pods
are occasionally

seen in the fruit

stands in north-
ern markets.
There are many
varieties, differ- -

ing in the size

andshape ofpod. 877. Ceratoma Siliqua.

TheCeratoniais
known also as Algaroba, Karoub, Caroubier*. and St.

John’s Bread The last name records the notion that
the seeds and sweet pulp are respectively the locusts

and will! honey which St John found in the wilder-
ness The dry valves or pods have been supposed to
be the husks that provided the subsistence of tne prod-
igal son. See G F. 3 318, 323. The seeds ure .said to
have been the original carat weight of goldsmiths

L H B
The carob is of much importance as a farm crop

throughout the Mediterranean basin and other hot
and semi-arid regions According to Alphonse de Can-
dolle, its original home was about the eastern end of the
Mediterranean, including the southern coast of Asia
Minor and Syria and perhaps Tripoli Its cultivation

began m historic times, and was diffused by the Greeks
in Italy and Greece and was carried by the Arabs west
as far as Spain and Morocco. In all these countries
the large pods, rich in protein and sugar, arc a very
important forage crop, being eaten with avidity by all

kinds of stock, besides furnishing considerable susten-
ance to the poor in times of scarcity, and arc also used
for the manufacture of syrups and different fermented
drinks Carob pods were the mam sustenance of Well-
ington’s cavalry m the Peninsular campaign and at
the present time are the chief food of the British army
horses on the island of Malta and the horses of the
tramways m the cities of southern Italy. They form
one of the principal exports of Palestine, Syria and
especially of the island of Cyprus. Thousands of tons
are annually imported into England where they are
ground for stock-feed. A. Aaronsohn, Chief of the
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Jewish Experiment Station m Palestine, says that an
acre of oarob trees on arid soil yields a much greater

quantity of food matter than an equal area planted
With the best alfalfa He gives the sugar content at

40 per cent and m some varieties even higher, and the
protein content as 7 to 8 per cent The French and
Portuguese writers give somewhat lower percentages,

but this seems to be much a matter of climate and
varieties The analysis published by Riviere and
Lecoq points to a high digestive coefficient, and nutri-

tive value a little higher than oats, it is estimated that
147.5 kilos of carobs equals 100 kilos of wheat (a kilo

is nearly 2 14 pounds)
The first introduction of the tree into this country

on a considerable scale was by the U S. Patent Office

from Alicante, Spam, m 1854 and from Palestine m
1859 About 8,000 plants, grown from seed in Wash-
ington, were distributed during the spring of 1860,
mostly in the southern states Some of these plants
probably found their way to California, as a number of
old trees are growing in vai ious parts of that state from
San Diego on the south to Napa and Butte counties on
the north The latest imputation was m June, 1911,
from Valencia, Spain, by the Office of Foreign Seed
and Plant Introduction of the Department of Agricul-
ture This shipment consisted of cuttings of six of the
leading varieties grown in that district which are now
being propagated by budding at the Chico (California)

Introduction Field Station and will soon be available
for distribution

Centuries of cultivation have given rise to a large
number of varieties, differing in quality of pods, vigor
and productiveness and adaptability to various soils.

The species is either ditecious or monoecious All trees

in California arc of course seedlings and, as far as
examined by the
writer, momeci-
ous, although
Aaronsohn states

that the best kinds
in Palestine are
dioecious, and a
sufficient number
ofstammate trees,

therefore, must be
planted with those
varieties to polli-

nate the female
trees In the pro-
vince of Algarvia,

Portugal, seven-
teen named varie-

ties are cultivated

and about as
many in France
and Spam. The
best of these
should be intro-

duced into this

country.
The carob tree thrives only m a warm climate, the

range being about the same as that of the orange, but
with a little protection for two or three winters, the
range can be considerably extended At the Govern-
ment Field Station at Chico, several varieties have
survived temperatures of 18° to 22°, while others when
young have been killed to the ground by the same
degrees of frost The old trees scattered about the Pacific

Coast States show that a large area is adapted to it

In France, Spain and Portugal, the carob grows in

most kinds of sod, except m stiff clay or wet ground,
and even in gravel if fertile and permeable to the roots.

The crop is sufficiently valuable to make it worthy of

the best soil and treatment.
The carob is usually grown from seed and afterwards

budded to the best varieties. It can be raised from cut-

tings, but requires bottom heat and careful treatment.

At the Chico Field Station, where thousands of seed-

lings are grown, the best success is had by planting under
glass. Quicker germination is secuied by soaking the

seed in water for three or four days or until they begin

to swell The tree is difficult to transplant and usually

fails unless moved with a ball of eai th The best results

are had by growing the plants m pots or in ‘‘flats” in

tenacious sod, as is the practice with eucalyptus, when
the ticcs are cut apart and lifted with squares of earth
attached At Aleppo, in Syria, the growers make pots
of a mixture of clay and cow -dung which, dried in the

sun, are strong enough to hold the earth m which the

seeds are planted. When ready to put into the orchard
the pot is sunk where the tree is to stand. As soon as

the pot becomes moist from contact with the earth, it

is readily permeable by the roots.

While the carob is a rather slow grower, it lives to a
great age and should be planted not less than 35 to 40
feet apart, with interplanting of peaches or other

growths for income until the carobs begin to bear In

Algiers and Tunis, it is often planted as a border tree,

for which its beauty and utility admirably fit it When
well established, the seedlings are budded with the

best varieties If buds are taken from bearing trees,

fruit may be expected m three or four years In Cali-

fornia seedlings bear when six to eight years of age.

While it is eminently a diy-cliinate tree, two or three

summer ungations will greatly aid the development,
hasten fruiting and u.creasi tin \ield It will lcspond
to the same good treatment that is given to a well-

kept fruit, orchard
The crop matures m September and October and,

as with most other fruit trees, it is most abundant
every second year When ripe, the pods turn brown
and begin to fall Those that fail to drop are easily

knocked down with bamboo or other poles

Aaronsohn gives the ciop in Palestine in good years

at an average of 450 pounds to the tree, and states that

he has seen wild stocks fifteen to eighteen years after

grafting give a yield of 900 to 1,000 pounds of pods
Du Breuil gives the yield in southern France at 220
pounds and mentions single trees at Valencia, Spam,
that produce as high as 1,380 kilos, or 3,040 pounds
ItivnVe and Lecoq report the yield of trees in Algiers

at 100 to 300 kilos, or 220 to 600 pounds Francis do
Mello Lotte gives the crops of mature trees on deep
fertile soil in Algarvia, Portugal, at 300 to 750 kilos,

or 660 to 1,650 pounds each. As the pods are equal in

nutrients to barley and superior to oats for feeding and
fattening cattle, sheep, hogs and horses, and the >ield

is from three to four times the weight per acre of grain,

it is evident that few crops will give the farmer an equal
value In the mild climate of the Gulf States, especially

the coastal regions of Texas, the southern parts of New
Mexico and Arizona and the greater part of California,

this beautiful and valuable evergreen tree, when once
appreciated, is bound to become a staple addition to

farm crops for the nourishment of both man and beast.

G. P Rixfoud

CERATOPETALUM (Greek, horned petal). Cunoni-
hcese, by some, Cunomacesp is included m Saxifragaeeas.

Greenhouse trees or shrubs
Glabrous and resinous trees and shrubs lvs opposite,

compound, with 1-3 digitate lfts * fls small, white, rose
or yellow, m terminal branching cymes or panicles;

calyx-tubc short, 5-lobcd; petals 0, or, if present,

laciniate; stamens 10, with connectives: fr a small ana
hard aehene-hke body, with persistent calyx -lobes,

I-seeded —Two or 3 species, in Austral.

gummfferum, Smith Tree, 30-40 ft . lfts 3, lanceo-
late, serrulate, narrowed at base, shining and strongly
nerved: petals deeply 3-5-lobed, not exceeding the
calyx.—Said to thrive in a peaty soil, and to prop, by
cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass. L. H. B.

878 Pods of Ceratoma Siliqua.
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CERATOPTERIS (Greek, horned fern). Ceratop-
end&cex Very succulent tropical ferns, forming also a
distinct family. They are the only truly aquatic plants
among true ferns and grow floating or rooted under
water in the mud or sometimes only occasionally
flooded. The lvs. are borne in rosettes, the sterile

879. Ceratopteris pteridoides. ( X H)

Fla., and it may be adapts! to glasshouses It is a tall

herb (5 ft ), with the habit of foxglove, probably bien-
nial, hairy and rather fleshy lower lvs. stalked, broadly
ovate or almost round, the tipper sometimes broadly
angular and even 3-lobed, both kinds crenate-dentate
corolla 3 in long, blue or violet-blue, pubescent, de-
flexed, the lower lobe prolonged Handsome B M
6974.—Could be grown m temperate house N. m sandy
l0am

* N. TAYLOR.f

CERATOZAMIA (Greek, homed Zarrna, referring to
the horned scales of the cones, which distinguish this

genus from Zamia) Cycadacex Handsome Mexican
foliage plants, with cycas-hke leaves, but less culti-

vated m American palm-houses than Cycas.
Trunk erect m age, crowned by a whorl of pinnate

cycas-hke lvs which are petiolate and unarmed:

^
fls in cones borne from among the lvs

,
the

cones often stalked seeds rare and little known.
iPs*-: —Six species Best raised from young imported
SjjSrg plants, but rarely prop by seeds, or by offsets

^ from the slow-growmg trunk Burn out the cen-
ter of the plant with a hot iron, and a number

spreading, often floating, the fertile more erect, 2-4-

pinnate, with very slender rolled-up pod-like segms.:
sporangia very large, borne separately along the veins
and eoveied by the revolute maigins somewhat as m
Ptens —Species very few Best grown by planting in

pots, slightly submerged Reproduced by buds which
arise from all part** of the lvs New plants must be
developed each season Useful in ponds and aquaria

F

iteridoides, Hook Fig 879 Sterile lvs broadly
told, short-stalked, the maigins irregularly lobed,

floating, the fertile lvs tullei, completely divided into

long whip-like segms sporangia with a very small
annulus, and containing 32 spores Fla to S Amor

of offsets will spring from the trunk and the
crown; these may be used for prof)

mexic&na, Brongn Fig S80 Trunk thick, short,

covered with the remains of fallen If -stalks lvs rich,

dark green, pinnate, on puckly petioles 5-6 m long,

which aie shaggy when young, lfts very numerous, 6-
12 m long or more, lanceolate cones produced annually
on separate plants, female cones 9-12 in long, 4-6 in.

thick, the scales 2-horned, male cones nanower, longer,

on a hany stalk, the scabs with 2 small teeth Mex.
Gn 9, pp 30S-9 —An excellent decorative plant, best
giown in sandy loam Give freely of water and heat
in spring and summer, but keep cooler and drier in

winter Somewhat tender although grown in Cent.

thalictroides, Brongn Sterile lvs narrowly deltoid, Fla

long-stalknl, 1-2 pinnatihd into deltoid segms not
floating, fertile lvs similar but with linear segms
annulus wr

ell developed Old World tropics

11 C Benedict.

CERATOSTlGMA (Greek, horned .stigma). Plum

-

bagmen ex Diffuse glabrous perennial herbs or sub-
shrubs, one of which is m cultivation as a bedding and
border plant

Ceratostigma differs from Plumbago m having no
glands on the calyx, stamens adnate to the corolla-

tube, fls in dense clusters rather than spicate, and other
technical characters, lvs alternate, lanceolate or

obovate, more or less ciliate fls. mostly m terminal
heads, blue or rose; calyx tubular, deeply 5-parted, the
lobes narrow; corolla salver-shaped, the tube long and
slender, the limb spi ending and with 5 obovate obtuse
or ret use lobes; stamens 5, attached on the corolla-

tube fr a 5-valved caps inclosed in the calyx —Species
4 or 5, in N. China, llnnalay as, Abyssinia

plumbaginoides, Bunge (Plumbago Ldrpenlx, Lmdl.
Valorddia plumhayindidt .s, Boiss ). Herb, 6-12 in

,
the

st red and branchy lvs entire, strongly ciliate on
the edges fls with a deep blue limb, the 5 lobes mi-
nutely toothed, collected m dense /leads or umbels
China. B M 4487 F S 4 307 —A hardy bedding
plant, producing profusely of its deep blue fls late in

fall, very valuable Needs covering m winter in the N.
Under the name C P6lhilh, a dwarf and creeping shrub, with

delicate lavender fls , is mentioned in British journals as coming
from high elevations in W. China and giving promise as an outdoor
subject L jj B
CERATOTHfeCA (Greek for horned capsule). Pcda-

li&cese Tropical African glasshouse herbs.

Leaves opposite, ovate, calyx 5-parted; corolla 2-

lipped, the lower hp very long in proportion to the
upper fls in pairs in the axils caps. 2-homed —Five

C MujUihana, Wend! A plant with 20-30 pairs of lfts and a
If -stalk IS in long fr not known certainly Cult, in botanic
gardens and worthy of wider use Mex and w Indies

N. Taylor t

CERCIDIPHYLLUM (Cercis and phyllon, leaf, the
lvs. resemble those of Cert is) Trochodendrdcex. Tree
grown for its handsome foliage and habit.

Leaves deciduous, usually opposite, petioled and
palmately nerved fls dioecious, inconspicuous, apeta-
lous, solitary, staminate nearly sessile, bearing numer-
ous stamens with slender filaments, pistillate pedicelled,

species C. triloba, Mey
,

is occasionally grown in S. 880. Ceratozamia mexic&na —Young plant (ferine;
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consisting of 3-5-carpels, ending in long, purplish styles

and developing into about a4m. long, dehiscent pods,

with many seeds —One species in Japan and W China.
Hardy, ornamental, shrubby tree of pyramidal and,
when young, almost fastigiate habit, with handsome,

hght green foli-

age,purplishwhen
unfolding, turning
bright yellow or

partially scarlet in

fall It prefers

rich and moist
soil, and grows
rapidly when
young. Prop, by
seeds, sown in

spring, and by
greenwood -cut-
tings, taken from
forced plants in

early spring, or

by layers; cuttings
from half-ripened

wood m summer,
under glass, grow
also, but not very
well

jap6nicum,Sieb.
& Zuce Fig 881.
Bushy tree, com-

monly with several trunks, usually 20-30 ft
,
but some-

times rising to 100 ft., with slender, glabrous branches:
lvs. opposite, occasionally alternate, slender-petioled,
cordate, orbicular or broadly ovate, obtuse, crenate-
serrate, glabrous, glaucous beneath, 2-3 in. long.

Japan. GF 7*100,107, and 0.53 Mn. 3:74 Gng.
5:135 F E. 32 211 (habit) P G 2 105 SI F 1:41.

—A very desirable tree, one of the best introductions
from Japan Var sinense, Rehd & Wilson. Tree, to

120 ft, usually with a single trunk petioles shorter,

about %in long, somewhat hairy on the veins beneath:
caps gradually narrowed at the apex, J^in long. W.
China—This recently intro, variety is perhaps still

more desirable than the type It is the largest of all

broad-1vd trees known from China; the trunk is

sometimes free of branches for nearly 50 ft above the
ground and attains to 25 ft or exceptionally to 55 ft.

in girth Alfred Reiider

CERCIS {Kerkis, ancient Greek name) Legummdsx.
Judas Tree Red-Bud Trees or shrubs grown for

their pink flowers profusely produced early in spring
before the leaves, very interesting, also, in mode of
branching, as seen m mature trees

Leaves deciduous, alternate, petioled, palmately
nerved, entire fls papilionaceous, pedicelled, pink or
red, appearing before or with the lvs

,
in clusters or

racemes from the old wood; calyx 5-toothed, red;

petals nearly equal, the uppermost somewhat smaller*

pod compressed, narrow-oblong, narrow-winged on the
ventral suture, many-seeded.—Seven species m N
Amer

,
and from S. Eu to Japan

These trees and shrubs are very ornamental, with
handsome distinct foliage and abundant showy flowers

in spring, very effective by their deep pink color They
are well adapted for shrubberies or as single specimens
on the lawn, and attain rarely more than 20 or 30 feet

in height, forming a broad, irregular head when older.

Only C. canadensis is hardy Noith, while C. chinensis

can still be grown in sheltered positions near Boston,
but is occasionally injured m severe winters; the others
can not be grown successfully farther north than New
York. They grow best in rich sandy and somewhat
moist loam, and should be transplanted when young,
as older plants can hardly be moved with success.

Young p'snts, four or five years old, produce flowers

freely and may be recommended for forcing, especially

C. chinensis and C racemosa, which are the most beau-
tiful of all. Propagated by seeds, sown in spring, best
with gentle bottom heat; sometimes increased by layers,

or by greenwood cuttings from forced plants in early
spring, C. chinensis grows also from greenwood cuttings
m summer under glass.

a Lvs. abruptly and short-acuminate.

b. Fls m clusters: lvs. usually pubescent only beneath
near the base.

canadensis, Linn Fig 882. Tree, to 40 ft.: lvs.

roundish or broadly ovate, usually cordate, 3-5 in. long:

fls. rosy pink, j^in. long, 4-8 in clusters* pod 2^-3^
in long. From N. J. south, west to Mo. and Texas.
SS. 3*133-4. A.F. 13:1370 Gng 6 290. FE.9 593.
Mn. 2, p. 139. M.D.G. 1899:434-5 (habit) Gn. 25,

p. 347. —A very desirable ornamental tree for the
northern states Var. Alba, Rehd Fls. white Var.
pRna, Schneid Fls. double—Recently C. canadensis

nas been split by Greene into several new species (see

Fedde, Rep Spec Nov Veget. 11:110).

chinensis, Bunge (C.japdmca, Sieb ). Fig 883. Tree,
to 50 ft

,
shrub in cult, lvs deeply cordate, roundish,

with a white, transparent line at the margin, subcona-
ceous, glabrous, shining above, 3-5 in long fls. 5-8,
purplish pink, %in. l°ng pod 3-5 in long, narrow.
China, Japan FS 8.849. Mn. 2*139 GF 6:476—
A very beautiful species, with the fls nearly as large as
those of C. Sihquastrum and more abundant,

Bi3. Fls m pendulous racemes.

racemdsa, Ohv Tree, to 30 ft : lvs broadly ovate,
truncate or subeordatc at the base, pubescent beneath,

2^-4 in long: fls. rosy pink, about ^in. long on slen-

der pedicels of about equal length, m many-fld. racemes
1^-3 in long: pod 2^-4 in long. Cent China. H I.

1894—The handsomest of all. Young plants have not
proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum, but it is per-
fectly hardy in S. England
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4A. Lvs. rounded or emarginate at the apex, usually

broader than long.

occident&lis. Torr. (C. calif&rnica, Torr.). Shrub, to

15 ft.: lvs. cordate, roundish, glabrous, about 2 in. wide*
fla roae-colored, )<>in long, pod 2-2)4 in. long. Calif

Torrey in U S Explor. Exped. 1838-1842, 17, pi. 3.—

A

closely allied species is

C remf6rmis, Engelm.
(C. textnsis, Sarg.).

Small tree: lvs. sub-
coriaceous, 3-5 m wide,
sometimes pubescent
beneath pod 2-4 m.
long Texas, New Mex.
SS 3:135.

Siliqu&strum, Linn.
Tree, to 40 ft . lvs.

roundish, deeply cor-
date, glabrous, 3-5 in.

wide' fls 3-6, purplish
rose, %\n. long, pou 3-4
in long S Eu

,
W Asia

B M 1138 (In 25, pp.
346, 347, 350; 33, p. 416;
42 342, p. 343; 44, p.

379, 52, p 5. G C III.

52 6 (habit) G 25 209.
R H. 1899 469 (abnor-
mal form). Var Alba,

Carr (var dlbida,
Sehneid ) with white fls.

cercocArpus
(Greek, tail and fruit;

the fruit with a long,

hairy tail). Rosacese.

Mountain Mxiiouany.
Small trees or shrubs
but rarely grown for

their attractive ever-
green or half-evergreen
foliage and the peculiar
feathery tailed achenes

Leaves alternate, per-
sistent, rather small fls.

inconspicuous, apetal-
ous, whitish or reddish,

in the axils of fascicled lvs
;
calyx-tube cylindnc, elon-

gated, abrupt I v expanded at the apex into a cup-shaped
deciduous, 5-lobed limb bearing 15-30 stamens with
short filaments, ovary 1 -celled, inclosed in the calyx-
tube, with a long exserted style fr a 1-seeded
aehene, surmounted by the persistent, long and hairy
style —Small genus ot about 10, mostly rather local

species, in the Rocky Mts. from Mont south to Mex.
and in Calif

The cercocarpuses are not particularly ornamental,
yet they are attractive with their small evergreen dark
foliage and their feathery tailed fruits; they are adapted
for planting on dry rocky or gravelly slopes in and
tempeiate regions, as they thrive under very unfavor-
able conditions The very heavy and close-grained
wood is manufactured into small articles, and valued as
fuel and for making charcoal V ledifohus and C.
parvtfolius are the hardiest and stand frost to zero,
while C Traskise can be grown only in southern Cali-
fornia. They may be cultivated in any well-drained
soil in sunny positions, and propagated by seeds or by
cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass.

883. Cercis chinensis.

(Natural sm>)

A Margin of lvs toothed fls 2-5 in a cluster.

B. Lvs oval to suborbicular, usually rounded at the base.

Tr&skiee, Eastw Tree, to 25 ft . lvs. coarsely sinuate-
dentate above the middle, lustrous above, tomentose
below, 1-2^6 in long: aehene w’lth the style 2-2)4, in.
long Santa Catalina Isl

, Calif SS 13*635.

bb. Lvs usually cuneatc-obovate, smaller.

parvif&lius, Nutt Bushy tree, to 25 ft * lvs. dull green
and pubescent above, pubescent, or tomentose beneath,
XA~^ XA m long, with 4-5 pairs of veins style 2-4 m.
long From Neb and Oic to Low Calif, and W. Texas.
S S 4 166. II I 4 323 —D M Andrews, of Colo.,

who handles this shrub, writes of it as follows “Moun-
tain mahogany, 6 feet A nearly evergreen rosaceous
shrub of peculiar and attractive habit of growth Fls.

white, early, followed by the long, plumose achenes,
which are 3-5 in long, strangely curled and twisted,

arranged above and on each side of the slender branches,
so that at a little distance they have an appearance sug-
gestive of ostrich plumes. Easily transplanted, and
thrives anywhere ”

betulaefdlius, Nutt (C fnnnfdlius var. glaber
,
Wats.

C parvxfdlius var betulmde s, Sarg ) Small tree, to 30
ft., lvs thinner, bright green and glabrous above at
maturity, pubescent or glabreseent beneath, )4~2 in.

long, with 5-6 pairs of veins style 2-4 in long. Calif.

W G Z 4, pp 554-5 II 1. 4 322

aa Margin of lvs entin
,
n volute fls solitary or m pairs.

ledifdlius, Nutt Tice, to 40 ft lvs lanceolate, cori-

aceous, lustrous and glabrous above at maturity,
pubescent below, lesinous, * £-1 in long, veins obscure:
style 2-3 in long From Wyo and Wash to S Calif,

and New Mex. SS 4:165 H.I 4*324

Alfred Rehder.

CEREALS (Ceres, goddess of agriculture) The
agricultural grains, properly those of the grass family:
maize or Indian corn, kafir, wheat, enirner, spelt, rice,

oats, barley, rve, sorghum (for grain); popularly held

to include buckwheat, but not accurately so Consult
Vol II, Cyclo Amer Agnc.

CEREUS (fioin the Latin, but of uncertain applica-
tion) Cactdceje. Usually arborescent, columnar cacti

with the surface covered with spiny ribs

Flowers large, borne singly along the sides of the st
;

fl -tube slender and, as it decays, cutting off from the
ovary, petals numerous, stamens numeious, style single,

thick fr a large, naked, fleshy berry; seeds small,

black The genus Cereus, as it has generally been
treated, contained more than 1(X) species w’hich differed

greatly m habit, armament, fls and fr
,
and was one of

the most complex and difficult of the family As now
understood, it, contains species of umfoim habit, with
similar fls anil frs

,
while a number of species of very

different habit have been referred elsewhere Even as
here treated, more than half of the species are anomalous.
Until the fls and frs have been studied, it seems best
to cave them in Cereus. The species are all from S.

Amer
Only a few species of true Cereus are grown m this

country, and most of these are grown under glass.

The flowers do not compare m size and attractiveness
with those of the so-called night-blooming Cereus,
which is described elsew’hcre under the genus Scleni-

cereus. Several of the species have cristate and other
abnormal forms w’hich make them desirable to certain

growers. C. lepidotus is a rather common cultivated

species in certain of the West India Islands, where it

grows to considerable height, and several of the species

are grown m Europe along the Riviera, where they
reach great size. With us, however, they do not grow
very rapidly. They are easily propagated from seed
or by cuttings. See Succulents
The species treated in the first edition of this work

that are not here given may be looked for under the
following genera: Acanthoeereus, Aporocactus, Ber-
gerocactus, Carnegiea, Cleistocaetus, Escontna, Har-
nsia, Heliocereus, Hyloeereus, Lemaireocereus, Lopho-
cereus, Myrtillocactus, Oreocereus, Pachycereus,
Rathbuma, and Selemcereus
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CEREUS

5. chiloSnsis, DC. (Cdclus chiloinsis, Colla). Sts.

strong, upright, simple (so far as known), about 2K ft.

high by3K-5 in.diam., cyhndncal to somewhat clavate,

bright, clear green: ribs 10-V2 obtuse: areoles about an
inch apart, large: radial spines straight, sharp, rigid, at
first 9, but later 4 others appear above these; centrals

mostly 4, seldom but a single one, bulbose at the base;

the young spines are brown honey-yellow, becoming
white, with dark tips, and finally gray. fls. from the
upper lateral areoles about 6 in. long, white, resem-
bling those of Echinopsis. Chile.—This is not a true

Cereus.

A. Sts. erect, 2 m or more diam.

B. New growth green, not prumose or covered with a
bloom.

C. Ribs of st. 10 or more.

1. Pasacina, Web. A gigantic species, reaching a
height of 20-30 ft

,
and sometimes even 50 ft

,
and a

diam of 12-16 m
;
sparingly branching above; m new

growth dark green, becoming gray or bluish: ribs 15-

20, or m young plants only 9-10. areoles K'K111 apart,
large, brown, becoming yellowish and finally gray:
radial spines 10-13, about 1 in long, the under one or
lowest pair straight,' subulate, the others curved, cen-
trals mostly 4, the under and upper ones the longest,
reaching 2 in length, straight or curved, the young
spines are clear brown, often with alternating rings of

light and dark tissue, later gray, bulbose at the base:
fls. from the lateral areoles about 6 in long, white.
Argentina.—This is the giant cereus of the Argentine
desert, as Carnegiea gigantea is of the certain N.
American deserts It is not a true Cereus.

2 c&ndicans, Gillies Sts upright, low, cylindri-

cal, bright green, 2)^-3 ft. high by 6-8 in diarn.; freely

branching from the base ribs 10, obtuse -angled*
areoles K-/4m apart, large, depressed, white, becom-
ing gray . radial spines 1 1-1 1, spreading, at first thin,

needle-form, later stronger, stiff, straight, about Kin
long, central solitary or later 3-1 additional ones ap-
pearing above, stronger, reaching a length of IK in

,

sometimes somewhat curved, all the spines horn-col-
ored, with tips and bases brown, later becoming gray:
fls long, funnelform, resembling those of Echinopsis,
10 m long by 6 in diam.. fr spherical to ellipsoidal,

about 3 in diam
,
red, somewhat spiny, flesh white.

Argentina.—Not a true Cereus

3. lamprochldrus, Lem Related to C candicans, of a
taller growth, cylindrical, 3-6K ft high by about 3 m
diam

,
at first simple, but later branching at the base;

in new growth bright green, later duty green, ribs

10-11 or occasionally 15, conspicuously crenate, later

blunt and but little crcnate areoles medium size, about
Km apart, yellowish white, becoming gray, above each
areole 2 radiating grooves form a letter V’ radial

spines 11—14, spreading, straight, sharp-pointed, about
Km. long, clear to dark amber-color; some are strong
and rigid, while others are bristle-form; centrals mostly
4, somewhat longer, stronger and deeper colored, with
brown bases, becoming dark gray, about Km. long:
fls. from the previous year’s growth, about 8-10 in.

long by 6 in. diam., white. Argentina.—Not a true
Cereus.

4. Spachi&nus, Lem. Sts. upright, at first simple,
later profusely branching at the base, branches ascend-
ing parallel with the main st

,
2-3 ft high by 2-2K

in. diam, columnar: ribs 10-15, obtuse, rounded:
areoles about Km. apart, large, covered with curly
yellow wool, becoming white: radial spines 8-10,

K_K m long, spreading, stiff, sharp, amber-yellow
to brown; central solitary, stronger and longer; all the
spines later becoming gray: fls. about 8 in. l$ng by
about 6 in. diam., white. Argentina.— Not a true
Cereus.

cc. Ribs of st. 7-9.

6. euphorbioldes, Haw. (C.Olfersn, Otto). Columnar,
simple, 10-16 ft high by about 4K in. diam., in young
growth pale green,

changing with age
to gray-green ’ ribs

8-10, separated by
shaip grooves, sharp-
angled, becoming flat-

tened in older growth:
ai coles about Km.
apart, small, white to

gray radial spines

mostly 6, the under
one the longest,
reaching a length of

over an inch, strong,

yellowish biown to

black, the upper ones
shorter and bristle

form
,
central solitary,

111 young plants twice

as long as the radials,

all the spines finally

become gi ay fls from
near the crown, 3K-
4 in long, beautiful

flesh -red, remaining
open for 21 hours
Brazil. R II 1885,

p. 279.— This
plant is insuffi-

ciently under-
stood; it may be
a form of some
bpecies of Ceph-
alocereus.

7 SSpium, DC
(C Ro'ezlu,Huage )

Upright, colum-
nar, about 3 in.

diam ribs 9, sep-
arated by sharp, somewhat serpentine grooves, ob-
tuse, above the areoles, 2 radiating, slightly curved
grooves form a letter V areoles K~Km. apart, com-
paratively large, shghtly sunken, yellowish, later

gray radial spines 9-12, radiate, nearly Km long,

straight, subulate, tolerably sharp, shghtly thickened

at the base, clear brown, with darker stripes, cen-
tral solitary, reaching IK m long, straight, porrect,

later somewhat deflexed, clear brown; later all the spines

become gray. Andes of Ecuador.—Near Borzicactus;
needs further critical study.

8. tetrac&nthus, Labour. Upright, arborescent or
bushy

,
freely branching, young branches leaf-green, later

gray-green . ribs 8-9, low, arched : areoles medium-sized,
shghtly sunken, about Km. apartj white to gray,
radials 5, later 7, radiate, about Km. long, straight,

subulate, stout, white, with brown tips and bases, later

ashy gray; centrals 1-3, under one largest and porrect,

when young yellow and translucent, later gray fls re-

semble those of C. tortuosus Bolivia

—

This species

should doubtless be referred to Eriocereus.

884 Cereus peru-
vianus. A flower that

is just closing, from
a plant flowered in

Washington, D C , in

1904. ( x h)
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ccc. Ribs of st. 8-6.

9. Hanke&nus, Web. Upright, robust, not branch-
ing (so far as known), young growth bright green, later

dark green, about 2 in diam.: ribs 4-5, compressed,
about \yx in high, conspicuously crenate, with an S-
form line passing from each areole toward the center of

the st areoles, K~1 in apart, horizontally elliptical to

heart-shapiHl, brown, becoming gray below and yellow
above* radial spines 3, needle-like, stout, sharp-pointed,
about K in long, amber-colored when young, turning
to brown, central solitary, straight, porrect, Km. long,

stronger than the radials, horn-colored: later all the
spines become gray: fls. 4-5 in. long, white. S. Amer.

bb. New growth blue, white- or gray-prumose.

c. Ribs of st comparatively broad and low: st. more or

less triangular in cross-section.

10 macrogdnus, Otto Arborescent, sparsely branch-
ing, reaching a height of 20 ft (in cult

,
6 ft high bv

3-5 in diam ), branches columnar: ribs mostly 7, sel-

dom 8-0, thick, slightly urdulate, obtuse and with
convex faces, about 1 in high bluish green, frequently
having a depressed line near the areole areoles about
Kin apart, large, gray radial spines 6-9, radiate or
spreading, strong, subulate, long, horn-color, later

black, central spines 1-3, somewhat stronger and longer
than the radials, more or less conspicuously porrect:
fls from the lateral areoles near the end of the branches,

2K"3 in long, tolerably fleshy, white fr. depressed-
globose, 2 m diam. by little more than 1 in. long.

Brazil

cc Ribs of st strongly compressed laterally.

11 peruvi^nus, Haw (C\ monocllmos, DC.). Hedge
Cactus Fig 884 Tall, 30-50 ft ,branching freely toward
the base, columnar, 4-8 m diam

,
new growth dark green

and glaucous, becoming a dull green with age, and, m
old sts becoming corky ribs 5-8, compressed * are-
oles } 2~1 in apart, m new growth covered with con-
spicuous, curly brown wool, becoming grav: radial

spines about 6-7, about K-Km long; central solitary,

reaching a length of 2K ,n
>
Bn1 number of spines in-

creases with age to as many as 20, all are rigid, brown:
fls. abundant, from the lower part of the st

,
white, noc-

turnal, 6-7 in long by 5 in. diam. 8 Amcr. G C. 111.

24 175 (var monstrosus)

.

Var Alacriport&nus, K Sehum (C. A lamportdnus,
M art ) Of somew hat weaker growth, low, and less con-
spicuously prumose in the new growth, which is con-
sequently nearly clear green. 8 Brazil

12 Jamac&ru, Salm-Dyck (C vdhdus, Haw ). Sts.

upright, robust, rigid, 12-16 ft high by as much as 6 m.
'ham

,
young growdh azure-blue, turning dark green

with age, glaucous ribs 4-6, thin, compressed, crenate:
radial spines 5-7, stiff, needle-like, clear yellow with
brown points, or brown and finally black, about K~K
in. long, centrals 2-4, .somewhat stronger, porrect,
%-3 in long fls large, 10 in long by 8 in. diam

,
white,

nocturnal Brazil, Venezuela.

13. chalybtfeus, Otto Sts upright, branching above,
arborescent, azure-blue and prumose, later dark green,

1K~4 in diam ribs 6, in young growth very much
compressed, later depressed till the st. is nearly cylin-

drical areoles about Kin apart, dark gray-brown:
radial spines mostly 7, about Kin. lon^, centrals 3-4,
similar but somewhat stronger and a little longer; all

the spines are pointed, stiff, when young are black,
later brown to gray with black tips, bulbose at the
base: fls very similar to those of C. cxrulescens.
Argentina.

aa. Sts. erect, less than 2 m diam

.

b. Ribs of st 10 or more.

14. isogdnus, K. Schum St upright, columnar, about
1-1K in. diam., m young growth light green to yellow-
green, later darker, ribs 15-16* areoles approximate,

white, turning gray* radial spines as many as 20, spread-
ing, at first clear or dark yellow, becommg white, and
finally gray, bristle form, flexible, about Km. long:
centrals 6-8; two of these art; somewhat stronger ana
stiffer, about %m long, one directed upwaid and one
downward, yellowish brown to dark honey-color; later

gray, as m the radials. 8 Amcr.

15. splendens, 8alm-Dyck Columnar, slender,

short, rigid, more or less branching from the base,
reaching a height of about 2 ft and about 1-1K m.
diam

,
light to yellowish green ribs about 10-12,

rounded areoles prominent, about Km apart, tawny,
becommg white, tomentose: radial spines 8-12, radiat-
ing, yellow and light brown, becoming gray, centrals

1-3, scarcely larger than the radial, yellowish to white;
all the spines slender, bristle form, about K~Km long.

—C Caverulishn has been referred to this species, but
with some question.

bb. Ribs of st. 3-10.

16. platygdnus. Otto. At first upright, later some-
what reclining, branching, at the base about 1 in.

diam
,
tapering in the new growth* ribs 8, low, arched:

areoles about Kin apart, very small, yellow, becoming
gray, subtrudod by a small 3-angled bract: radial

spines 12-15, spreading, bristle form, little more than
Km long, central solitary, slightly longer and stronger;
all the spines at first yellow-brown, changing to white
or gray with age.

17 caerulSscens, 8alm-Dyck {C IAndbeckii, Phil.).

Arborescent or shrubby, 3-5 ft. high* sts. 1-1K m.
diam * ribs usually 8. obtuse areoles approximate,
white bud soon becoming black spines rigid; radials

9-12, K~Km long, black; centrals 4, Km long,

stronger, black or white, fls from the side of the st
,

slightly curved, 6-8 in long by 6 in diam
,
tube bronze-

green, corolla white or occasionally rose-pink: frs.

ellipsoidal, pointed at both ends, about 3 in long and
half that in diam

,
bright red, with blue glaucous eover-

mg Argentina. B M 3922

18 Bridgesii, Salm-Dyck Upright, tall, columnar,
sunple or later branching at the base, bright green when
young, becoming blue to gray-green, IK-2 m diam :

ribs 5-7, very' broad and low areoles K~Km apart,
yellowish to gray spines 3-5, radiating, the under one,
or seldom the upper one, the longest, IK m long, stiff,

sharp, straight, dark honey-y ellow, with brown tips,

becommg gray with age Bolivia

Var lagemfdrmis, K 8chum. (C lagenifdrmis, Forst.).
Spmes more numerous, somewhat longer.

19. azilreus, Farm. (C. Seideln, Lehm ) St upright,
tall, slender, columnar, branching from the base, m the
young, fresh bluish green, later dark green with gray,
glaucous covenng, about 3—4 ft high and about 1 m
diam ribs 5-7, rounded, cnlaiged at the areole.

areoles about K~1 ft apart, elevated, laige, abundantly
woolly when young spines 8-18, nearly alike, about
K—? »m long, stiff, slender, needle-form to bristle-like,

black; the 2-4 central ones somewhat longer fls 8-12
in long, obliquely attached to the st., slightly curved,
white Brazil

20 c&sius, Otto Upright, columnar, branching at
the base, somewhat tapering above, m new growth,
beautiful light blue, prumose, later, light green to

slightly bluish, about 1K m diam * ribs 5-6, separated
by sharp grooves, about Kin high, compressed, faintly

crenate, becoming depressed m older growth areoles

about Km apart, small, yellow at first, later becoming
white and finally gray radial spines 8-10, sometimes
more appear later; radiate, light amber-color, brown at
the base, the lower pair the longest, mostly about Km.
long, centrals 4-7, like the radials but usually some-
what stronger, longer and darker; all the spmes thm,
needle-form, flexible, sharp; later, light, horn-color,

finally gray. S Amer.(?).
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aaa. Sts . weak, clambenno ovei "ccks % other, pia,ur
t

and withoiu 21 <' iuo tools.

21. Bdnplandii, Parm. Sts. at first upright, later

clambering over rocks and bushes, about 1-1K in

diam., branching and spreading, m new growth com-
monly of a bluish or purplish green, later gray-green:
ribs 4-6, sharp, corr pressed, crenate, separated by
broad, concave faces; later the ribs become much de-
pressed, so that the st is sometimes nearly cylindrical;

the ribs commonly run spirally around the axis of the

st . areoles m apart, at hist considerably de-
pressed, later shallower, white, becoming gray radial

spines 4-6 (later 1-4 more appear), straight, spreading,

the largest about in
,
stout, subulate, pointed, the

under one needle-foim and shorter, central solitary,

straight, stronger, 1 in long, deflexed or porrect; the

sttv*>ger spines are white, with tips and bases brown,
wher -oung beautiful ruby-red, later all are gray, with
black tips and bulbous bases . fls from the lateral areoles

about 10 in long, white, nocturnal: fr nearly spheri-

cal, about 2 111 . diam
,
inanimate, dark carmine-red.

Paraguay, Brazil, and Aigentina

22. tortudsus, Forbes (C atropurpureus, Haage).
Sts. slender, weak, at first upright, but later reflexed,

reaching a length of 3-4 ft
,
and 1-1A in. diam ‘ ribs

commonly 7, sometimes but 5, rounded, low, separated
by regular serpentine grooves areoles about 1 in apart,

large, radial spines 5-8, about %-l in long, centrals

1-4, about %-V/i m. long, all the spines slender, rigid,

red-brown when young, becoming ashy with age fls.

from the prpvious year’s growth, about 6 in long, trum-
pet-shaped, tube olive-green and spiny, m the axils of

the reddish green scales, outer petals pale green, tinted

with brown, inner petals clear white 1
fr. spherical, bril-

liant red without and white within, mammate, bearing

a few spines on the summits of the lower mammas
Argentina.

23 MArtimi, Labour (C. monaednthus
,
Hort ) At

first upright, later requiring a support, freely branching
from the base, branches long, reaching nearly 5 ft

,

%-l in. diam
,
slightly tapering, dark green’ ribs 5-6,

separated by serpentine grooves, contracted between
the areoles, sometimes the ribs are not evident, when
the st. is cylindrical areoles about 1-1 Li in apart,

white* radial spines 5-7, reddish, short, bristle-form,

with bulbous bases or short conical, usually about Mm
long, central solitary, mostly deflexed, M~\ m long

(m young growth, frequently not longer than trie

radial), subulate, robust, light brown or white, with
bases and tips black, fls from the older growth sts

,

8-9 in. long, clear white, nocturnal fr spherical (very

similar to C. tortuosus), pointed, dark carmine-red,
about 2 in. diam., mammate, a few spines on the mam-
mas, toward the base of the fr. Argentina. .li.H. 1860,

pp 658-9.—This species is commonly sold under the
name of C. platygonus.

24. Pitaj&ya, DC (C\ pernamhuctmis [fernambu-
ccnm], Lem C. formdsus, Salm-Dyck C. vandbilis,

Pfeiff ) By recent authorities referred to the genus
Aeanthocereus St at first simple, later branching, m
young growth light green, turning grayish green with
age, pointed, in diam ribs 3-5, commonly 4:

areoles about 1 in. apart, large, bearing a conspicuous
amount of curly hair, about long, in new growth:
radial spines 5-7 and a solitary central one, uniform,
about M~M m long, amber color to brown and finally

gray fls. from the older growth, large, about 8 in long,
slightly curved, white, nocturnal Uruguay, Brazil,
Colombia B.M 4084 —C. grdndis, Haw

,
according

to Weber, is but a larger form of this species.

aaaa . Sts more or less climbing by means of
aerial roots

25 Martiknus, Zucc Of bushy growth, branching,
reaching a height of 3 ft and more branches slender,

provided here and there with aenal roots, cylindrical,

about fiin diam : ribs commonly 8, straight, sepa-
rated by sharp grooves, veiy low areoles in.

apart, small, white’ radial spines 6-10, bristle-form,

spreading, clear honey-yellow, at base brownish, later

whitish and becoming gray, about Mm long, centrals

3-4, similar, only somewhat stouter and darker: fls.

usually abundant, straight or slightly S-shaped, 4-5 in.

long, scarlet-red fr. spherical, reddish green, covered
with bristles S Mex B M 3768.

C xentimiglia, Vaupel (Bomcactus Ventimiglia, Ritcob ) St
slender, 8- or 9-ribbed spines in clusters of 8-10, spreading pen-
anth-tube elongated, opening into a large throat, petals red-violct
fr small, globular, bearing few bracts This species apparently
does not belong to the true CVreus, and is probably tnuen nearer
Cleistocactus, as suggested in the Kew Bulletin It was described
from plants flowering in the Botanical Garden at Palermo, Italy,
and which are said to have come from Ecuador Borzicactua ns a
recently described genus, not yet intro into American collections
C «famos^nst#=Rathbunm alamosensis —C Baiimanmi

Cleistocactus Baumannu — C Berlnndxhx •== Eclunocercus — C
c<tspitbans = Echinocereus — C candelAbrum^ Lomaireoeereus
Weberi

—

C Chxotttla=*Escontna Chiotilla —C chlordnthua^hdn-
nocereus.

—

C coc<nneu«—Echinocereus—(’ CAcha!** Myrtil local tua
Cochal

—

C. conoirfeus—Echinocereus

—

C denoides—Echiuoier-
eus — C. cylindncus=OpuiiUik — (' dasyaednthua — E< luno-
cereus—C. DonkeUerx—Sclemeercus Donkelaern —V dtibiu**=*

Echinocereus

—

C Dumortxen -=Lomaireoeereus Dumortieri —('

ehurneu#—Lemaireocereus griseus —C fimoryx~Bergcrocactus
Emoryi

—

C finoelmanxi—Echinocereus

—

C enneacdnthux— Ech-
inocereus

—

C ernca— I^cmaireotem.B (ruca

—

C external—Hylo-
cereus extenaus

—

C F^nd/cri=Echinocereus

—

C flag/ IlifArmia^
Aporocactus flagelliformis — C geomitnzans — Myrtillocactus
geometnzans—C gigantbus—Carnegioa gigantea — V gonaebnthua
—Echinocereus —

C

pranrfi/Iorua—Selemrereus grandiflorua —
C 6V^i/u==Pemocereus Greggn —C gummbsus— Lctnai rcocereus
gummosus—

C

hawd<u8 i=*Seltnicorcus hamatus —C \ntrm\»=
Selenicereus inermis—C longi litus—Echinocereus —C Mdl-
lisonii is a hybrid—C MacDdnaldiw—fsolonieeroxia MucDonaldise—(7 rmiri/ia<itus=Pachycereu8 margmatus

—

C Maynardxx=*
Sclemcercus

—

C mexxebnus is probably a hybrid —C mojavinaxa
—Echinocereus —C napolebnxa— Hylocoreus napoleoms —C
Nlckclaxx—Cephalocereus—C nycHcalus—Sclemcercus nycticalus.
—C pa uclspinus—Echinocereus —

C

pcdtmUus=Echinocereus—C photniceus = Echinocereus — C prlncepa — Aeanthocereus
pentagonus — C procum6pn8=Echmocereus — C queretnrbiaxa
=Pachycereus queretarensis —C Salenuereus hybrid
—C repdndua= Harnsia gracilis—

C

/?cf«m=Echmocereus.— C. Schebri =*» Echinocereus — C a&nxlxa =» Cephalocereus — C
aerpentinus=*Nyctocereus serpentinus —C apecidaus— Heliocereus
speciosus—C. 8jnnuWim8=SolenicerouB spinulosus —C atelldtua

=I^emaireocereus stellatus —C alramlneus—Echmoccreua—C
Thiirberx— Lemaireocereus Thurberi — C trxanguldrxa ”= Hylo-
cereus tncostatus.— C. tuberbaua= Wilcoxia

—

C vxrxdx/ldrua ==»

Echinocereus. J RoSE.f

CERlNTHE (Greek, keros, wax; anthos
,
flower* the

ancients thought that the bees visited the flowers for

wax) Boragindceae. Annual or perennial herbs from
Europe and Asia Minor, with alternate glaucous
leaves and showy purple bracts
Calyx deeply divided, the tubular corolla with 5 very

umctll rpflovnd lnhos nunollsr difforontlv nnlnrcul fmm
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the tube.—About 6 species. The best species is C.
retorta, which has a unique appearance in the garden,

and is strongly recommended for more general cult.

It is a hardy annual of easy cult.

retdrta, Sibth. & Smith. Honeywoht, Fig. 885.

Height 1*^-2 ft : lvs. glaucous, often spotted white or

red; lower lvs. obovate-spatulate, upper lvs. ampiexi-
caul, with 2 round ears, on the flowering branches gradu-
ally becoming smaller and closer together until they

f

»ass into purple bracts, which form the chief attractive

eature of the plant fls when full-blown protruded
beyond the bracts; corolla tubular-club-shaped, yellow,

tipped pui pie, with 5 small, spreading teeth: frs smooth
but not shining. Greece BM. 5264 Gn. 41.212.

For a garden review of the other honeyworts, see

Gn 41, p 212.

C mAjor, Linn A showy annual 0-15 in high* lvs clasping the
st , very rough and cihate ns with showy bracts, the corolla yellow
below, purplish at the top fr. smooth, shining and brown-spotted.
Medit region B M 33d. WlLHKLM MlLLER.

N. Taylor.!

CEROP&GIA (Greek, wax and fountain
,
the flowers

having a waxy look). Asclepiadacex. Greenhouse
vines of Africa and Asia
Stems fleshy, erect and twining among the other

plants in nature, or pendulous lvs. opposite, sometimes
in the S. Afriean species wanting fls medium-sized, the
corolla more or less inflated at the base, straight or
curved, corona something as in our common milk-
weeds, double —A genus of 1(X) species, a dozen of

which are known in Old World collections but only the
following in Amer Many of them have tuberous roots,

and need a season of rest and dryness. May be grown
in a compost of loam, leaf-mold or peat, and sand.
Temperate house is the best for the two following.

Prop by cuttings in spring over bottom heat. Odd and
handsome.

Wo6dii, Schlecht With many slender prostrate or

trailing sts lvs fleshy, about Hi in. long, almost
rotund fls in pairs, axillary on stalks, 3-7 in. long;

corolla slightly curved, about long, pink or with
dark lines below, the uppe- part sometimes purplish.

Natal G C III 22 357, 37:244 (dose ). B M. 7704.

Sfindersonii, Decne. St. twining, fleshy and thick:

lvs about 1^4 m long, ovate-lanceolate, fls. cymose, 3-4

at a node, the greenish white corolla about 1^-2 m.
long, curved and with an obvious inflation at. the base.

Natal BM 5792 GC 111.40.383. R.H. 1901, p.
Ill

C barberlonensii, N E Br Lvs somewhat variegated with pale
green along the veins fls similar to C Woodu Transvaal.

—

C
ordwnu, ledger Corolla-tube pale green with dark blotches, lobes
greenish vuth nlzoneof white and dark purple in the middle. Uganda.—T dlurreta, N E Br Tuberous tube whitish, dark-veined, lobes
naleyi llow at base, purple-green at apex Madras

—

C fu*ca,C Bolle
Many succulent sts corolla dull reddish brown coronna light yel-
low Canary Isis B M SOGG —C gemmUera, K Schum A tall

climbing species fls solitary W Trop Afr —C Lugdrdx, N E Br
Lvs thin, 1-2 in long tube 1 in long, abruptly curved immediately
above inflated base, dilated at apex into funnel-shaped mouth.
Bechuanaland G C III 30 302 (dose ) —C Rfndallii, N E Br A
smad species with fl having an umbrella-like canopy surmounting
the corolla twining Transvaal —C tlmihs, N E Br In cult as
C Thwaitosn Corolla-lobes white or pale green at base, cihate.
G C III 40 384 C Thdmcroftu, N Br. Sts twining: cymes
axillary, many-fld , corolla white, with purplo blotches Trans-
va.1 fc M 8458. N. Taylo„.

CERdPTERIS (Greek, waxfern). Polypodtdcex

.

Hot-
house ferns of rather small size, interesting for the
powdery covering on the leaves.

A rather small group somewhat related to Pteris,

characterized most conspicuously by having the under
surface of the lvs. covered with a colored powder, often

silver, white or bright yellow (so-called silver and

S
old ferns). The sporangia are borne in indefinite

nes and are unprotected by any indusium The spe-

ies of Ceropteris have in the past been classified under
the generic name Gymnogramma, but fern students
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are now general’y agreed m separating it as a distinct

genus.

argentea, 4.

argyrophylla, 7.

calomelanos, 6.

chrysophylla, 2, 6.

decomposita, 5.

INDEX.

gigantea, 2
Laucheaua, 2.

magmfica, 0
peruviana, 7.

pulchella, 9.

sulphurea, 3.

tartarea, 8
triangularis, 1.

viscosa, 1

Wetteniialliana, 9.

a. Powder commonly yellow lvs. about as broad os long

1 triangularis, Underw {Gymnogramma tnanguld-
ns, Kaulf ) Fig. 886 Lf -blades 2-5 in. wide and
long, on stalks 6-12 m. long,

dark green above, below deep
golden yellow, or occasion-
ally white; lower pinnae much
larger than the others, del-

toid, the upper lanceolate.

Calif, to Brit. Col Gn 48,

p. 444—A white-powdered
variety with a viscous upper
surface and coarser cuttings
(var visedsa, D. C. Eaton)
is found m S Calif.

aa. Powder yellow: lvs. lanceo-

late, several times as long

as broad.

b. Lvs. scarcely more than
bipinnate.

2. chrysophylla, Link
{Gymnogrdmma chrysophylla

,

Kaulf ) Lvs 12—18 m. long,

with blackish stalks and
rachiscH, the segms slightly

i

unnatifid at the base: powder golden yellow W.
ndies to Brazil. R H. 1856.201 G C III 23 '373 —

Often considered a var. of C calorrulanos, Var.
Laucheina {Gymnogrdmma Ixmchedna, Iiort ), has tri-

angular lvs. except in its sub-variety gigantea Gn 48,

p 437.

886. Ceropteris triangularis.

(xw

bb Lvs tnpinnatifid to quadripmnate.

3. sulphdrea, Fde {Gymnogrdmma sulphurea, Desv.).
Lf.-blades 6-12 in. long on chestnut-brown stalks, the
pinnae long, tapering, less than 1 ) 2 in wide at base, the
pinnules compact, with 3-7 divisions, powder sulfur-

yellow. W. Indies.

4. argentea, Kuhn {Gymnogrdmma aurea, Desv ).

Lvs 6-12 in long, 7-10 m wide, deltoid, pinnae del-

toid, 2-3 in wide at base, the ultimate divisions cu-
neate Madagascar—By some this is referred to Gym-
nogrdmma argentea

,
Mott

,
a similar fern with white

powder

5. decompfisita, Baker (known only under the
name Gymnogrdmma dtcompdsita, belongs in Cerop-
teris). Lvs. V/i ft long, 1 ft broad, deltoid, quadnpin-
nate or even 5-pinnate; pinnae close, lanceolate, with
the ultimate divisions linear and 1-nerved powder
rather scanty. Andes. FR225 G C. 111. 11:365.
F. 1874, p. 148.

aaa. Powder white: lvs lanceolate.

b. Segms acute

6. calomllanos, Underw {Gymnogrdmma calomila-
nos, Kaulf.). Fig 887 Stalks and rachises nearly
black' lvs. 1-3 ft long, with lanceolate pinnae, segms.
often with a large lobe-like auricle at the upper side of

the base. W. Indies to Brazil AG 14.303—The
most variable species of the genus C magnifica, Hort

,

is probably one of the many garden varieties. Var.
chrysophylla, is here considered a distinct species. (See
No. 2.)

bb. Segms obtuse, rounded.

7. peruviana, Link {Gymnogrdmma peruwdna,
Desv.). Lvs. 6-12 in. long, 3-5 in. wide, with dark
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chestnut-brown stalks; pinnae somewhat regularly

pinnatifid on both sides below. Mex. co Peru. By
some considered a var of G. calomelanos Var. argyro-

phjrlla (G. argyrophylla, Hort.) is silvery on both sides.

8 tart&rea,
Link {Gymno-
grdmma tatdnca,

Desv G tntdrica,

Holt ). Lvs. 9-18
in. long, 2-5 m.
broad,with closely

set pinnai, taper-
ing gradually to

a point, pinnules
scarcely divided
or cut, mostly
merely crenate.

Trop Amer from
Mex southward.

bbb Segms fan-
shaped or wedge-
shaped.

9. pulchSlla,
Link (known
only under the
genonc name,
Gymnogramma

;

887. Ceroptens calomelanos. ( XfV) belongs in Cerop-
iens). Lvs. 6-12

in long, 4 in wide, the lower pinnce much the largest;

pinnules imbricated, texture rather thin. Venezuela.
Var Wettenhalli&na, Moore (G Wcttenhalhdna,
Hort ), is a gaiden variety, with pale sulfur-yellow

powder. L M. Underwood.
R. C. Benedict, f

CERtfXYLON (Greek, wax and wood, i.e , wax-tree).
Palmdcese Wax-Palm. Tall palms with ringed stems
and pinnate leaves.

Spineless, the trunk covered with wax lvs clustered

at the top, 15-20 ft. long when full grown, equally
pinnate, pinnae long, rigid, sword-shaped, bases re-

curved and tips pointed, dark green above and glau-
cous beneath, the petiole very short and sheathed fls.

mostly unisexual, on spikes nearly or quite covered by
the simple spathe, fl -parts 3; stamens 9-15 seed as
large as a hazel-nut, round, bony, inclosed in a soft or
crumbling integument —Perhaps 4 or 5 species m the
Andes of Colombia and Ecuador

andfeolum, HBK. (Iridrtea andicola, Spreng I.

Klopstdckia, Hort Klopst6ckia cerifera, Karst
Beethovbnia cerifera, Engl ). The celebrated wax-palm
of the Andes, and a good greenhouse subject said to

reach nearly 200 ft : trunk slender, swollen at the mid-
dle* lvs 6-8 in

,
the crown, the under sides silvery-

scurfy.—The waxy covering of the trunk gives it a
marble-like and columnar appearance The wax, used
as an ingredient m the making of candles, is an article

of commerce It is said that Dxplothemmm caudescens
(Ceroxylon niveum, Hort ) is sometimes sold for the
wax-palm bv plant dealers. C ferrugineum, Regel, is

probably referable to Inartea It appears not to be
in the trade. C. andicolum is a free grower under cult.,

and is a very ornamental subject It thrives in a
warm moist house^ and the seeds also germinate well
under similar conditions. l jj g

CESPEDfeSIA (named in honor of Juan Maria
Cespedes, priest of Bogota). Ochndcese. Tall handsome
glabrous trees, sometimes grown m the juvenile state
in hothouses

Leaves alternate, large, coriaceous, mostly obovate
to lanceolate and narrowed at base, entire, or crenate:
fls. yellow, showy, m large terminal bractless panicles;

sepals 5, small and deciduous; petals 5; stamens 10 to

many: fr. a 5-valved caps
;
seeds very small.—Species

probably 6-10, in S Amer and Panama
discolor. Bull Lvs large, lanceolate, drooping, hand-

somely colored on young growths m bright brown or

tan tinted with rose and veined with yellow. Gn. W.
20.618.—A comparatively recent intro, to cult, in

England. L. II. B.

CESTRUM (old Greek name). Inch, Ilabrothdmnus.
Solandcese. Greenhouse shrubs (or low trees) some
of them with a climbing habit, and grown in the open
in southern California and elsewhere South

Leaves alternate and entire, usually rather narrow:
fls tubular, in axillary or terminal cymes, led, yellow,

greenish or white, often very flagrant, corolla salver-

shaped or somewhat trumpet-shaped, the long tube
often enlarged at the throat, 5-lobed, exceeding the
bell-shaped or tubular 5-toothed calyx, stamens mostly
5, all perfect, attached in the tube, fr a scarcely

succulent mostly reddish or blackish bony, derived from
a 2-celled stipitatc ovary and seeds few or reduced to

1 —Probably 150 species, in Trop and Subtrop Amer.
They are much grown in warm countries, wrhere they
bloom continuously. For a monograph of the West
Indian species (about 20) see O E Schulz, in Urban,
Symbols, Antillanse, vi, p 249-279 (1909-1910).
Oestrums are among the most useful of bright-

flowering shrubby greenhouse plants, and they may
be grown either as pot-plants, or planted against the

back wall or supports of a greenhouse, where, if given
a light position, they will produce an abundance of

flowers from January to April The Mt xicun species

will do well in a winter temperature of 15° to 50°, but
the species from Central America require stove tem-
perature They are propagated by cuttings taken in

February or early in March and mseited in sand in a
warm temperature, keeping them somewhat close until

rooted, when they should be potted in a light soil, after

which they may be grown in pots, shifting on as often

as required, or planted out in the open ground toward
the end of May in a sunny position, where, if kept
pinched back to induce a bushy growth and attention

is paid to watering, they will make line plants by the
first of September. They should then bo lifted and pot-

ted m a light rich soil and kept close and shaded for a
few days, and then transferred to their winter quuiters

After flowering, the plants should be given a rest for

a month or six weeks, gradually reducing the supply
of water to induce the leaves and wood to ripen, after

which they should be cut well back, the old soil shaken

888. Cestrum elegans. ( X Vz)

off, and the roots trimmed back, and then either

potted again or planted out for the summer While
in the greenhouse, cestrums are very subject to the
attacks of insects, especially the mealy-bug. (E. J.

Canning.)

A. Fls red.

elegans, Schlecht. (Habrolhdmnus Megans
,
Brongn ).

Fig 888. Tall and slender, half-climbing, the branches
pubescent: lvs. ovate, lanceolate, long-acuminate, of

medium size, pubescent beneath, fls. red-purple, swollen
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near the top of the tube, m loose clusters which nod at
the ends or the branches, the lobes ciliate. Mex. F S.

2:82.—One of the old-fashioned greenhouse shrubs,
blooming almost continuously. There is a form with
variegated lvs. Var. Smlthii (C. Smlthu, Hort. Bull

)

has beautiful blush-rose fls
,
profusely produced through

summer and autumn. Gn 62, p 242, desc.

fascicul&tum, Miers Spring bloomer, with larger fls.

than those of C. eleaans, and more compact, nearly
globular fl.-clusters, tne cluster subtended by small lvs.

as if an involucre lvs ovate Mex. B M. 4183 (and
probably the C elegants, B.M. 5659.).

NSwelli, Nichols (//. Newelli, Vcitch). Fls. bright
crimson, larger and more brilliant than those of C. ele-

gans and C fasciculatum. Gn 34*106—A free-grow-
ing plant, originating from seed by Mr. Newell, Down-
ham Market, England Evidently an offshoot of one
of the preceding species.

aa Fls. orange or yellow.

aurantiacum, Lindl. Of half-climbing habit: lvs.

oval to ovate, more or less undulate, fls sessile in a
panicle, orange-yellow. Guatemala. R H 1858, p.
238.

Psehdo-Qulna, Mart Glabrous* lvs. membrana-
ceous, jvate, obtusish or acute, narrowed at base:
peduncles articulate* 1 at apex, axillary or in congested
4-8-fld terminal racemes, corolla slender with acute
lobes, much longer than the toothed calyx Brazil.

—

Said to have marked medicinal qualities Differs from
C Parqui in having glabrous filaments and pedicillate

fls.

aaa. Fls. white, greenish, or cream-ycllow

.

P&rqui, L’Her Shrub, half-hardy, nearly glabrous,

lvs lanceolate to oblong, petioled, short, acuminate*
fls sessile, long, tubular, with a wide-spreading limb,

in an open panicle, greenish yellow, very fragrant at
night Chile B M 1770 Adventive in Fla

diumum, Linn Quick-growing evergreen shrub,
minutely pubescent or glabrous lvs oblong and short-

acute, thickish and glabrous, shining above fls white,

very sweet-scented by day, in axillary long-poduncled
spikes; corolla-lobes roundish and reflexed berry nearly

globular; filaments erect and not denticulate \V Indies

noctumum, Linn Night-blooming Jessamine
Shrub, 4-12 ft.: branches brownish, very slender or

flexuose, glabrous or nearly so lvs thinner, ovate or
elliptic, prominently acuminate: fls crearny-yrllow,

very fragrant by night, corolla-lobes ovate and blunt:

berry ovoid-oblong; filamants denticulate. W Indies.

phbens, Gnseb Sts and lvs. woolly-pubescent: fls.

greenish, much like those of C. noctumum and also

fragrant at night Argentina.

laurifdlium, L’Her Glabrous shrub* lvs. ovate to
oblong, glossy, thick fls. greenish yellow and changing
color (sometimes described under cult as pure white),

in erect heads, slightly fragrant; corolla-tube club-

shaped, tapermg gradually; corolla-lobes ovate-round-
ish and blunt

;
filaments toothed . berry ovoid W Indies,

S. Amer—Much planted in S. Calif. L H B

CEUENAcTIS (Greek, gaping ray: the marginal
corollas often ray-like) Compdsitx. West American
low herbs or undershrubs sometimes planted in the

open for ornament.
Leaves alternate and mostly dissected: fls. yellow,

white or flesh-colored on solitary peduncles or in loose

cymes; florets of one kind, but the marginal ones with
a more or less enlarged limb, involucre campanulate;
receptacle flat and generally naked: pappus of toothed
or entire scales (wanting in one species) —About 20
species, of which 3 have been intro as border plants;

but they are little known to gardeners. Of easy cult.

Prop, by seeds or division.

A. Pappus of entire or nearly entire persistent scales.

tenuifdlia, Nutt Small, tufted annual, white-pubes-
cent when young but becoming nearly or quite glabrous:
1 ft : lvs. once or twice pinnately parted, the lobes
linear or filiform, heads ^in. hign, lemon-yellow.
S. Calif.

DoOglasii, Hook <& Arn. Perennial, 3-15 m high,

usually white-woolly when young, lvs. broad, bipin-
nately parted into short and crowded, obtuse loDes:
heads p'j-^m high, white or whitish, usually m
crowded, cymose clusters Mont south and west.

—

Variable Var. achilleaefdlia, A Nelson, is often sold
for the type. It has more finely divided lvs.

aa. Pappus of fimbriate and deciduous scales, or even
wanting

artemisiaefdlia, Gray Tufted annual, 1-2 ft., rusty
pubescent and somewhat sticky on the under side of
the lvs

,
glandular hairy above lvs twice or thrice

innately parted into short*- linear or oblong lobes:

cads ]/2va. high, the involucre viscid, the florets white
or cream-color. S Calif. N Taylor f

CHASNOMIiLES (Greek chainem

,

to gape, to split,

and melca, apple* the fruit was supposed by Thunberg
to split into five valves) Rosaces,

,
subfamily Pbrnex.

Woody plants, grown chiefly for their handsome
brightly colored flowers appearing early m spring;

formerly commonly included m Cydonia
Shiubs or small trees, sometimes spiny* lvs. sub-

perustent or deciduous, alternate, short-petioled, ser-

rate fls solitary or fascicled, before or after the lvs
,

sometimes partly staminatc, calyx-lobes entire or ser-

rate, petals 5, stamens numerous: styles 5, connate at

the base fr 5-celled, each cell with many seeds —Four
species in China and Japan. See page 3507
These are ornamental plants, nearly hardy North

except C sinensis, which can be grown only South C
japomca and C Maulei, with handsome glossy foliage

and abundant flowers in early spring, varying in all

shades fiom pure white to deep scarlet, are highly
decorative, and especially adapted for borders of

shrubbeues and for low ornamental hedges The fruit

of all species can be made into conserves They thrive

m almost any soil, but require sunny position to bloom
abundantly Propagated by seeds, usually stratified

and sow*n m spring, also readily increased by root-

cuttings made in fall or early spring, and rarer kinda
or levs vigorous-growing varieties are grafted in the
greenhouse m early spring, on stock of the Japanese
or common quince, they grow also from cuttings of

half-ripened or nearly matui e wood, under glass, and
from layers.

A. Fls solitary, with reflexed serrate calyx-lobes, with or

after the lvs stipules small. (Pseudocydonia )

sinensis, Koehne (Pyrus sinensis, Poir Cydbnia
sinensis, Thoum Pseudocyddma smbnsis, Schneid.).

Shrub or small tree lvs elliptic-ovate or elliptic-oblong,

acute at both ends, shaiply and finely serrate, villous

beneath when young, 2-3 in long fls light pink, about

1H m across* fr dark yellow, oblong, 4-6 m long.

May China B R 11 905 RI1 1889*228 AG.
12:16. BM.7988 —The lvs assume a scarlet fall

coloring Not hardy north of Philadelphia, except in

favored localities. See also Quince.

aa Fls in leafless clusters, nearly sessile, before or with
the lvs., calyx-lobes erect, entire, stipules large.

(Chxnomeles proper

)

b Lvs. lanceolate or narrow-lanceolate
,
pubescent beneath

while ijoung.

cathaySnsis, Schneid (Pyrus cathay&nsis, Hemsi.
Cydbnia cathaytnsis, Hemsi ). Shrub, to 10 ft. lve

lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acute, finely and
sharply serrate, 2 3-^-4! 2 m - l°ng anc* YrIP2 m. broad;
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petioles about Yt'ii. long. fls. in clusters, red. \Yi in.

across: styles pubescent at the base; petals distinctly

clawect. fr. oblong-ovoid, 6-7 in. long, with a cavity at
each end. Cent. China. H.I. 27.2657, 2658.—Closely

related to the following species, but lvs. much narrower,
less hardy.

bb Lvs. elliptic-oblong to obovate
,
glabrous.

jap6nica, Lindl. (Pyrus jap6nica
,
Thunb. Cyddnia

japbmca, Peis. Ckxnomeles lagenana, Koidzumi).
Japan Quince Japonica Fig 886 Shrub, 3-6 ft.,

with spreading, spiny branches’ lvs ovate or oblong,

acute, shaiply senate, glabrous, glossy above, 1^2-3 in.

long, fls in 2-6-fld. clusteis, scarlet-red m the type,

13^-2 m across fr globular or ovoid, lj^-2 in. high,

yellowish green March, April China, Japan R.B.
1 260 L11C 16:1591 Gn 33, p 491,40:126:50,
p 106 (frs ) , 71, p 262 (habit). GC 111 34:434. BH.
1 260 (frs.) R.H 1876. 330 (fr) G M. 35,suppl Nov.
12 V. 4.38.—Many garden forms in all shades from
white to deep scailet, and also with double fls Some
of the best are the following Var &lba, Lodd. Fls.

white, blushed LHC 6 541. Var. ilbo-clncta,

VanHoutte Fls. white with pink margin F.S. 14:1403.
Var. filbo-rdsea, Spaeth Fls white, partly pink.

GW. 7:113 Var atrosanguinea plena, Hort Fls.

deep scarlet, semi-double Var Biltzii, Spaeth. Fls
beautiful rosy pink, very floriferous GW 7' 113 Vai.
cdndida, Hort. Fls pure white Var. cardin&lis, Carr.
Fls large, deep scarlet. R II 1872 330, f. 1 Vai.
ebumea, Carr Fls. pure white, rather small R II.

1872 330, f. 4 Var. Gauj&rdii, Lem. Fls. salmon-
orange. Ill 7:260. Var grandifl&ra, Rehd (C dlba

grandiflbra, Carr.). Fls. nearly white, laige R. H.
1876:410 Gn. 13:144. Var. Millardii, Carr. Fls.

'•ose, bordered white. RH 1872 330, p 2. Ill 4:135.
G.Z. 1.208. Var. Moerlodsei, Versch. Fls white,
striped pink III 3:107. FS 5 510 Var. Papele&i,
Lem. Fls yellow, bordered pink. IH 7.260. Var.
pgndula, Temple & Beard, with slender, pendulous
branches. Var rdsea pldna, Hort. Fls. rose, semi-
double Var. r&bra grandifldra, Hort Fls. large,

deep crimson. Var sangufnea plena, Hort. Fls.

scarlet, double. Var ser6tina, Andr6 Fls in stalked
leafy clusters m autumn R.H 1894, pp. 424, 425;
1903, p. 20. Var Simonii, Andre Fls dark crimson,
semi-double. low and upright GW 7.113 Var.
sulphftrea, Hort (var sulphiirea perfecta, Van Houtte).
Fls. yellowish. Var umbilic&ta, Sieb. & De Vries.

With rose-red fls., and large frs. umbilicate it the
apex. F.S. 5:510.

Madlei, Schneid. (Pyrus Maulci, Mast Cydbnia
Maiilei, Moore. C aldtna, Koehne). Low shrub, 1-3 ft.:

branches spiny, with short, rough tomentum when young:
lvs roundish oval to obovate, obtuse or acute, coarsely

crenate-serrate, glabrous, 1-2 in. long, fls bi lght orange-
scarlet, 1-1

Y

in across, fr yellow, nearly globular,

about 1 \<i in across. March, April Japan B.M.
6780 GC II 1:757 and 2:741; 111.34:435. Gn.
13:390, 33, p. 490; 50, p 106; 55, p. 354. F 1875.49.
RU. 1875 195 FM 1875 161. HB 26 241 —A
very desirable hardy shrub, with abundant fls of a
peculiar shade of led Var. alpina, Hchneid (C japdmca
vai alphia, Maxim Cydbnia Sdrgentu

,
Lemoine).

Dwarf spiny shrub, with piocumbent sts. and ascend-
ing branches, lvs roundish oval, Y~1 hi long flower-

ing and muting profusely RII 1911 204 Var.
superba, Hort Fls deeper red Var tricolor Hort.
Dwarf shrub, with pink and white variegated lvs—
By some botanists this species is considered to be the
typical C japonica

,
and the preceding species is called

C. lagenana Alfred Rehdek.

CHAEN6STOMA
(i
gamng month, in allusion to the

shape of the corolla) Scrophulandceap African herbs
or sub-shrubs sometimes planted in greenhouses, or in

the open in mild climates
Leaves simple, mostly opposite* fls axillary or ter-

minal-racemose, showy, stamens attached to the throat
of the coiolla, more or less exserted, style filiform and
club-shaped, and obtuse at the apex, corolla tubular,
swollen m the throat, with a 5-lobed spreading limb:
fr. a caps with numerous seeds —Recent authorities
combine this genus with Sutera, which, in the enlarged
sense, comprises more than 190 species in Afr and the
Canary Isis Chienostoma, as separately limited, has
25-30 S African plants with white, yellow or rcadish
fls. axillary or in terminal racemes, lvs usually oppo-
site, mostly dentate, 4 didynamous stamens which are
exserted rather than included as in typical Sutera and
the top of the style club-shaped and stigma obtuse
rather than 2-lobed

hfspidum, Benth (Stitera brachiata
,
Roth) Small

perennial, sometimes an under-shrub, with opposite,
oval or oblong, toothed lvs

,
and blush-white or rosy

white star-like fls I^in across, in dense clusters S.

Afr J H III 33 636 —An old and deserving green-
house or pot-plant, but rarely seen at present It

blooms almost continuously, the fls sometimes hiding
the foliage Prop by seeds or cuttings, cither in fall or
spring Begins to bloom when 4-6 m high To be
recommended for windows, and for summer vases It

has been listed as Schcenostoma fn&fndum In S Calif .

it is a half-hardy dwarf shrub (12 to 20 m high anti

withstanding 4-6 degrees of frost), recommended for

edgings N Taylor f

CKL®ROPIT$XLUM (Greek-made name, referring

to the agreeably scented foliage). Umbelliftne
Scented herbs, annual, biennial or perennial, glabrous
or hirsute, often tuberous-rooted, of 30-40 species m
the northern hemispheie, one of which is cult Lvs
pmnately or ternately decompound, the segms also

toothed or cut fls small, white, in a compound many-
rayed umbel, calyx-teeth 0. carpels with 5 more or less

apparent ribs, the beak 0 or much shorter than the
body. C bulbdsum, Linn

,
of Cent Eu and, the Cau-

casus, biennial, is the turnip-rooted chervil (See Cher-
vil ) St hairy, at least below, 3-5 ft tall, branching,
swollen below the joints, the root tuberous (and edi-

ble). lvs much compound, the ultimate divisions very
narrow. L II B

CHiETOSPlSRMUM (from Greek, hair and seed).

Limonia § Chaetospermum , Roomer. Rulbceae, tribe

Citrezp. A small spiny tree, proposed as a stock for

citrus fruits.
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Chsetospermum bears hard-shelled frs : lvs. persist-
ent, trifoliate: fls pentamerous with 10 free stamens;
ovary 8—10-celled, with numerous ovules m each cell,

< ells Idled with spongy vesicular tissue; seeds hairy,
the cotyledons aerial m germination* first foliage lvs.

opposite.—Only one species is known.

glutindsa. Swingle (Lirndma glutindsa
,

Blanco.
ALgle decdnara, Naves JEgle glutind.sa, Merrill) Taboo.
Fig. 890. Petioles margined, lateral lfts small, sessile,

scarcely one-third as long as the terminal one, spines
slender, straight, sharp, axillary usually m pairs in the
axils of the lvs.. 11s rather large, occurring singly, or
in few-fld. clusters on long slender pedicels in the axils

of the lvs : fr. oblong, 2-3 x V/i in with a thick
leathery rind longitudinally ribbed, 8-10-celled: it con-
tains numerous flattened hany seeds, % to Ain im-
mersed in a watery tissue Native to the lsl of Luzon,
Philippine Archipelago 111 Blanco

,
FI Filip ed. Ill,

pi. 124 Vidal y Soler, Sinop de fain til pi. 25. Bull.

Soc Bot Fr 58, Mem 8d pi 5—The tabog is a
rapid-growing tree when young, and in a waim green-
house shows a vigorous root-growth. This species is

being tested as a stock for use m commercial eitrieulture

Experiments have shown that oranges, lemons, grape-
fruits and kumquats grow well when budded or grafted
on young tabog plants Walter T Swingle.

CHALCAS (from Greek for copper, as the w*ood has
a copper-colored grain) Alurrwa of Ivoenig Rulacew
Small spineless trees or shrubs, suggested as a stock for

citrus fruits

Leaves pinnate, alternate fls large, 4-5-merous,
solitary or in terminal or axillary cymes; ovary 1-5-

celled, with 1 to several ovules seeds white, woolly or
glabrous, cotyledons aerial in germination, first foliage

lvs opposite

ex6tica, Millsp {Mvrrjea exdtxca, Linn ) Orange
Jessamine A small tice with pale bark, twugs and
petioles usually puberulous lvs pinnate; lfts usually

5-9, ovate, obtuse or obtusely acuminate, often

emarginatc, dark green above, paler below fls fra-

grant, catnpanulate, 5-part ed, petals white, stamens
10, free, ovary 2-eellod, style deciduous fr subglobose,

m long, pointed, led 111 Beddome, Outlines
Bot

,
pi vn

,
Wight, Ie

,
pi Ind I, pi 96 —The orange

jessamine is commonly grown in gieenhouses on ac-

count of its abundant and vcr> fragrant fls These arc

often to be seen along with the mature red fr
,
which

makes a striking contrast with the panicles of white fls

and delicate foliage The loot-growth of this species

is remarkably vigorous under gieenhouse conditions.

Lemons can be budded on it and make a rapid growth.

It is being tested as a stock for the common citrus

fruits m situations m which a vigorous root-system
is desired Walter T. Swingle.

CHAM^BATIA (Greek, dwarf
,
and bramble

,
allud-

ing to its bramblc-likc flowers). Rosdcese. A wToody
lant, grown for its handsome white flowers and for the
nely divided aromatic foliage

Low shrub, clothed with glandular pubescence: lvs.

alternate, stipulate, tnpinnatifid, persistent: fls. in

terminal corymbs, white; calyx-tube Droadly campanu-
late; petals 5; stamens numerous; pistil solitary, with
short style and decurrent stigma* fr. a small aehene
inclosed by the persistent calyx.—One species in Calif.

Ornamental shrub of agreeable aromatic odor, with
raceful foliage and showy white fls. m June and
uly. It can be giown only m warmer temperate

regions, and thrives best in sandy well-drained soil

and sunny position Prop by seeds sown m spring and
by greenwood cuttings under glass.

foliol&sa, Benth. Two to 3 ft.: lvs. nearly sessile,

oval or ovate-oblong, closely tripinnately dissected,

l x/r'2Y2 in. long: fls. white, wide, in 4-8-fld.

corymbs. B.M. 5171. G. 29:29 B.H. 10, p. 295
II f . 1861:9. Gn. 3, p. 27. Alfred Rehder.

CHAM^EBATlARIA (in allusion to the similarity
of this plant to Cham&batia). Rosacese. Shrub grown
for its handsome white flowers and the finely divided
foliage, allied to the spireas

Deciduous, with glandular aromatic pubescence:
lvs alternate, bipinnatc, with numerous minute segms.;
stipules lanceolate, entire fls m terminal panicles;
calyx turbinate, with 5 erect lobes, petals 5, suDorbicu-
lar, stamens about 60 carpels 5, connate along the
ventral suture, at maturity dehiscent into 2 valves:
seeds few, terete, with a simple testa—One species in
W. N. Amer. Very similar m general appearance to
Chanuebatia. but easily distinguished by the bipm-
nate lvs. ana the large dense panic les, and very differ-
ent in its floral structure An upright aromatic shrub
with finely cut foliage and white fls m large terminal

f

iamcles, one of the fir*t shrubs to burst into leaf. It is

lardy as far north as Mass
,
but, like other plants from

the same region, it dislikes an excess of moisture,
articularly during the winter, and is hkely to be killed

y it. It prefers a sunny position and a well-drained

soil, and likes limestone, but grows nearly as well

without; it is not a plant for dense shrubberies
Propagated by cuttings of half-ripened wood taken
with a heel m August with slight bottom heat, usu-

ally by seeds sown in spring, and treated like those of

spirea.

Millef&lium, Maxim. (Spir'ca Millefolium, Torr.
Sorbdria MiUefbhum

,
Fockc) Shrub, to 3 ft

,
glandu-

lar-pubescent lvs. bipinnatc, short-stalked, ovate-

oblong to linear-oblong in outline, 2-3 in long, primary
segms. linear, deeply pinnatifid, with closely set

obtuse lobes about a line long, fla white,

across, short-pedicelled, m terminal panicles 3-6 in.

long* carpels hairy. Calif to Wyo. and Ariz B M.
7810 G C III. 22 237; 40.183 Gn 75, p. 459 G F.

2 509 II H. 1900, p 515 M D. 1905T98 M D.G.
1908 208 Alfred Rehder.

CHAMJSCltRASUS: Lonuxra
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CHAMAEC^PARIS (chamai ,
dwarf, and kupanssos,

cypress; referring to its affinity). Pmdceae. Trees or
shrubs grown for their handsome evergreen foliage;

also valuable timber trees; Retinosporas, in part
Evergreen, with opposite scale-like lvs in 4 rows,

densely clothing the compressed branchlets fls monoe-
cious, small; pistillate inconspicuous, globose; staminate
yellow or red, oblong, often conspicuous by their

abundance' cones small, globular, with 6-11 bracts,

each bearing 2, or rarely 5, winged seeds, npenmg the
first season Closely allied to Cupressus, which differs

m its larger cones maturing the second year, the bracts
containing 4 or more seeds, and m its quadrangular
branches and minutely denticulate lvs—Six species
in N. Amer and E Asia, all very valuable timber trees
in their native countries Highly ornamental ever-
green trees of pyramidal habit, of which only C.
thyoides is fully hardy N

,
while the Japanese species

are hardy in sheltered positions north to New Eng-
land

?

and C Lawsomana only from Mass south; the
horticultural varieties are often shrubby.
They grow best in somewhat moist but well-dramed,

sandy loam and m a partly shaded position, sheltered

against dry winds C Lawsomana and C. obtusa like

more dry, the others more moist situations, and C.
thyoides grows well even in swamps Propagated by
seeds sown m spring; increased also by cuttings from
mature wood in fall, inserted m a sandy soil and kept
in a coolframe or greenhouse durmg the winter; if

in early spring gentle bottom heat can be given, it

will hasten the development of roots considerably. All

the so-called retinosporas and the dwarfer forms, and
most of the varieties of C. Lawsomana

,
are readily

increased m this way, while the other forms of C. noot-

katensis, C obtusa and C. thyoides do not g^ow well

from cuttings; therefore for most varieties veneer-

grafting on seedling stock durmg the winter in green-

house is preferred, but dwarf forms always should be
grown from cuttings, as they often lose their dwarf
habit if grafted. The so-called retinosporas ol the gar-

dens, with linear, spreading leaves, aie juvenile foims,

which have retained the foliage of the seedling state.

There are similar forms in Thuja For their distin-

guishing charactcis, see Retmospora. For the numer-
ous gaidens forms, see Beissner, Ilandb. dcr Nadel-
holzk., 2d ed., pp. 528-574, quoted below as Beissner.

a. Lvs. green on both sides or paler beneath.

thyoides, Brit. (C . sphwroulea, Spach Cuprfssus
thyoides, Linn.). White Cedar. Tice, to 70 or 80
ft, with erect -spreading branches, branchlets irregu-

larly arranged, spreading, not pendulous, very thin

and slender, flattened: lvs. closely imbricate, glaucous
or light green, with a conspicuous gland on the back,
fragrant cones small, b*in diam., bluish purple, with
glaucous bloom From Maine to Fla

,
west to Miss

SS 10 529. MDG 1896.301 (habit). Beissner 529
(habit) Var. ericoides, Sudworth (C encoldes, Carr.
Retmospora ericoides

,
Hort ) Compact shrub, of erect,

dense habit lvs linear-lanceolate, spreading, with 2
laucous hues beneath, coloung in winter usually red-

lsh brown. Beissner 532, see also Retmospora Var.
andely€nsis, Silva-Tarouea ((’. spfueroidia andilyensis

,

Carr. C. leptddada, Hoehst Rilmdspoia leptdclada,

Hort., not Zuce ) Intermediate form between the
former and the type* Muish green, and of erect growth,
with loosely appressed, lanceolate lvs , often some
branchlets with lvs of the type and some with lvs of

the var. ericoides R II 1S69, p 32, and 1880, p 36.

MDG 1890 329 R B. 2 155 Beissner 532, see also

Retmospora Var. glaiica, Sudworth (C spharoidea
glaiica, Endl Var kewensis, Hort ) Of compact habit,

very glaucous, with silvery hue Var variegita, Sud-
worth (Cupi hsus thyoides vanegala, Loud ) Branchlets
partially colored golden yellow'

nootkatensis, Sudworth (Cuprdssus nootka ldims,
Lambert C. nulkadnsis, Spach Thuydpsis borealis,

Hort ). Yellow Cedar Tree, to 120 ft
,
with ascend-

ing branches, pendulous at the extremities, branchlets
distichouslv ai ranged, slightly flattened or nearly
quadrangular, pendulous lvs densely imbricate,
usually dark green, acute, mostly without glands:
cones subglobose, nearly Fim diam

,
dark red-brown,

with glaucous bloom From Sitka to Ore. S S 10 530.
R II. 1869, p 18. G 19:345. FE 25 513 Gt 53,

p 542. G W. 8, p 484; 10, pp. 41, 227 Beissner 555.
Gn. 5.395. GC. Ill 40.167. Var glaiica, Regel
(Thuydpsis borealis var. glaiica, Jaeger) With very
glaucous foliage Var pendula, Beissn Distinctly
pendulous Gt. 53, p. 542 G W 1, p 300 G C III.

40:166. Beissner 539. Var. lhtea, Beissn. The young
growth colored light yellow. J IIS 1902.427, fig 113.

Gn. 50, p. 68. Gn W. 11:313—There are other forms
with variegated lvs. C. nootkatensis is about as hardy
as the Japanese species.

aa. Lvs. with glaucous or whitish marks beneath : branches
with horizontally spreading ramijications.

Lawsoniina^Parlatore (C'upr&ssus Lawsomana, Murr.
C. Boursibn, Decne.). Lawson’s Cypress Tree, to
200 ft

,
with horizontally spreading and usually pen-

dulous branches, branchlets frond-like arranged, flat-

tened: lvs. closely appressed, obtuse or somewhat
acute, usually bright green, with a gland on the back:
staminate catkins bright red (yellow in all other
species): cone globose, about in. across, red-brown
and often glaucous. From Ore. to Calif SS 10’ 531.

Gng. 2:327. S M 2, p. 49 F E 23 309, 33 559 G W.
10, p. 42. Beissner 541 G 1 : 121

,
7 . 129 —This is one

of the most beautiful conifers and very variable, about
80 garden forms being cult, in European nurseries and
collections. The following are some of the best. Var.
Albo-spica, Beissn. Tips of branchlets creamy white, of
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slender habit. Var. Alumii, Beissn. Of columnar habit,
foliage very glaucous, with a bluish metallic hue The
best blue columnar form. Var. argentea, Beissn.

(Cupre.ssus Lawsonidna argentea, Cora ). Of slender
habit, with very glaucous, almost silvery foliage Var
erdeta vlridis, Beissn. Dense, columnar habit and

bright green foli-

age One of the
most beautiful va-
rieties, but some-
what tender G W.
14, p 601. MDG
1909.45 CM. 51:

511. F 1871, p 92
Var. erecta $lahca,

Beissn. Similar in

habit, but with
glaucous foliage
Var filifdrmis,
Beissn. Branches
elongated, some-
what pendulous,
with few lateral

branchlets, of low,

globular habit
Var gla&ca, Beissn
Foliage of metallic
glaucous tint One
of the hardier forms.
GM 53.832 Var.
gr&cilis, Beissn.

(var. grdcilis pbi-
duLa, Ilort ). Ele-
gant light green
form, with graceful,

pendulous branch-
lets Var. inter-

t4xta, Beissn Glau-
cous form, of vigor-

ous growth, with remote, pendulous branches and
distant, thukish branchlets Beissner 550 Var lhtea,

Beissn Of compact habit, young growth clear yellow.

GC III 20 721 JI1S 1902, p 426, fig 110. Var
n&na, Beissn {(' Boursiin ndna

,
Carr) Dwarf,

globose habit (Beissner 553), with some variegated
and glaucous forms Var pSndula, Beissn With pen-
dulous branches Mn 1.43 FE 27 187 Gt 1890,

p 4 19 Var pyramid&lis, P Smith Of columnar habit,

var pyramidihs 41ba, Beissn. Of columnar habit with
the young growth colored white. R B 4 281. Var.
Weisse&na, Hansen Low dense form of umbrella-like
habit with almost horizontally spreading branches
and nodding tips MDG IKQO‘245 S M 1, p 214.

Var Yohngii. Beissn Upright form of vigorous
growth with thickish dark green branchlets G C. III.

1 176, 177
obtiisa, Sieb & Zucc (Cuprtssus obtiisa, Koch Ret-

mdspora obtiisa, 8ieb & Zucc ) Hinoki Cypress.
Tree, to 120 ft

,
with horizontal branches* branchlets

frond-like arranged, flattened, pendulous: lvs bright

green and shining above, with whitish lines beneath,
thickish, obtuse, and very closely appressed, with a
gland on the back* cones globose, nearly diam.,

brown Japan 8 Z 121 G C II 5 236. R.H. 1869,

p 97 Gn Wr

. 20, suppl. April 25. Var ilbo-spickta,

Beissn Tips of branchlets w'hitish Var. aiirea,

Beissn (Retmdspora obtiisa aiirea, Gord ) Golden yellow.

Gt 25.19. Var. brevir&mea, Beissn. (C. brevirdmea,

Maxim. Thuja obtiisa var. bremrdmea, Mast ). Tree, of

narrow pyramidal habit, with short branches: branch-
lets crowded, glossy green on both sides Var. comp&cta,
Beissn Of dwarf and dense subglobose habit Gn M.
7 76 Var ericoldes, Boehiner (Retmdspora Sdnden

,

Sander Juniverus Sdnden, Hort ). Of low subglo-

bose habit with bluish gray linear spreading blunt lvs
,

marked with a green lme above. G C. III. 33:266;

47

36, suppl. April 25. MDG 1900:589; 1903:291,
R II. 1903, p. 399 Beissner, 556 Var. filicoldes

Beissn Of slow growth with short and densely frond-
like arranged branchlets G C II 5 235 Var filifdnnis,

Beissn. (C. pdndula, Maxim. Thuja obtiisa pendula,
Mast

,
not C. obtiisa pdndula, Beissn.) Branches

elongated, thick and thread-like, pendulous, with few
distant branchlets Var gracilis aurea, Beissn. Grace-
ful form, foliage bright yellow when yoXmg, changing
later to greenish yellow. Var lycopodioides, Carr.
Low form, of somewhat irregular habit, with spread-
ing, rigid branches and thick, nearly quadrangular,
dark green branchlets Var n&na, Carr Low form,
of slow growth, with short, deep green branchlets.
R.II 1882.102. Var pygm&a, Carr (C obtiisa bre~

virdmea, Hort., not Beissn ) Very dwarf form, with
horizontal, almost creeping branches, densely frond-
like branched Exceedingly interesting form for rook-
eries R H 1889, p 376 Var formos&na, Hayata.
Differs in its smaller and finer foliage, and much smaller
cones Formosa J C T 25, 19, p 209

pisifera, 8icb. & Zucc (Cupreous pisifera, Koch.
Retmdspora jnsifera, 8ieb Zucc ) Sawara Cypress.
Fig 891 Tree, to 100 ft

,
with horizontal branches:

branchlets flattened, distiehously arranged and some-
what pendulous, lvs ovate-lanceolate, pointed, shi-
ning above, with whitish lines beneath cones globular,

H~Hm diam
,

brown 8 Z 122 G C II 5 237.
C L A 11 311 —This is, next to C thyuides the hard-
iest species, and some varieties are much cult

,
w-hrie

the type is less planted Var aiirea, Carr. Yellow foli-

age GW 1, p 303 Var filifera, Beissn
(Retmds-

S
yra filifera, Standish C obtiisa Jiltjera, Hort ).

ranches elongated and slender, threadlike, gracpfully
pendulous, with distant branchlets and ivs Very
decorative form. GC. II. 5.237 GW 1, p 301;

893. Chamaecyparis pisifera var. squarrosa.

5, p. 17. Beissner 571, 572. Var. plumdsa, Beissn.
(Retmdspora plumdsa, Veitch) Fig 892 Of dense,
conical habit branches almost erect, with slender
branchlets of feathery appearance lvs subulate,
pointed and slightly spreading, bright green Inter-

mediate between the type and var squarrosa G C.
11.5:236. Gn. M 2 27 Beissner 569 Var plumdsa

892. Chamaecyparis pisifera

var plumosa.
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arg6ntea, Beissn Tips of branchlets whitish. Var.
plumdsa a&rea, Beissn. {Retmdspora plumdsa aurea,

Standish). Young growth of golden yellow color A
very showy form. Var. squarr&sa, Beissn. & Hochst.
{Retmdspora squarrdsa

,

Sieb. & Zucc. R leptocldda,

Zucc.). Fig 893 Densely branched, bushy tree or
shrub, with spreading, feathery branchlets* lvs linear,

spreading, glaucous above, silvery below. A very dis-

tinct and beautiful variety S.Z. 123. It. II. 1869, p.

95, and 1880, p 37. Beissner 567. M D.G. 1909.44.
R.B. 2.189

C form.086n.M8, Matsura (Ouprcsaus formosensis, Henry) Vlhed
to C pisifera Tree, to nearly 200 ft and 20 ft diam branchlets
dull green on both surfaces or slightly bloomy below l\s acute,
ovate cones ovoid, Hui across, with 10 or 11 scales Formosa
GC III 51 132, 133.— Recently intro into England, but prob-
ably tender Alfred Rkhdek

CHAMjEDAPHNE (chamai ,
dwarf, and daphne

,
the

laurel m ancient Greek, alluding to its dwarf habit and
evergreen leaves) Syn

,
Cassdndra. Encdcex. Leather-

Leaf. Small plant, rarely cultivated for its early white
flowers and evergreen foliage

Low shrub, with evergreen alternate small lvs fls.

nodding in terminal leafy racemes, calyx small, 5-

lobed; corolla urceolate-oblong, 5-lobed, with 5 included
stamens; anthers 2-pomted* fr. a depressed-globose,
5-lobed caps with numerous seeds —One species in the
colder regions of the northern hemisphere Low, hardy,
ornamental shrub, valuable for the earliness of its

pretty white fls It thrives best in a peaty and sandy,
moist soil Prop by seeds sown in sandy peat, only
slightly or not covered, and kept moist and snady; also

by layers and suckers and by cuttings from mature
wood in late summer under glass

calycul&ta, Moench {Cassandra calyculdta, Don
Lybnia calyculdta

,
Reichb Andrdmeda calyculdta,

Linn ) Fig 894 Bush with spreading or horizontal

branches, 1-3 ft * lvs short-petioled, oblong, obtuse,
slightly serrulate and revolute at the margins, dull

green above and rusty-lepidote beneath fls short-

peduncled, nodding, corolla white, oblong, about }^in

long BM. 1286 LBC 6:530, 15 1464, 16 1582.

Mn N 1 125 Em 423. Var angustif&lia, Ftehd
{Andrdmeda calyculdta \ar angustifdlui, Ait A crispa,

Poir ) Lvs linear-lanceolate, undulate and crisped

at the margin.
Var n&na, Rehd.
{Andrdmeda caly-

culdta var ndna,
Lodd A vacci-

nuAdes, Hort ).

One foot or less

high, with hori-

zontal branches.
LBC 9:862 —
Handsome little

shrub, well suited

for borders of

evergreen shrub-
beries and for

rockeries

Alfred Rehder.

CHAMASDdREA (Greek, dwarf and gift ) Palmdcex.
Spineless, erect, procumbent or rarely climbing usually

pinnatisect or pinnate palms.
Trunks solitary or cespitose, slender or reed-like* lvs.

simple, bifid at the apex or variously emially-pmnati-

sect; lobes broad or narrow, straight or oblique, acumi-
nate, plicate-nerved. usually callous at the base, the

basal margins folded back or recurved; petiole usually

cylindrical; sheath tubular, oblique at the throat:

spadices among or below the lvs
,
simple or paniculately

branched; spathes 3 or many, often appearing ^luch

below the lvs., alternate, sheathing, elongated, split

at the apex, membranous or coriaceous, usually per-

sistent, pistillate fls. very small, solitary, in small pita

in the spadix: fr small, of 1-3 globose or oblong-
obtuse carpels, coriaceous or fleshy.—Species about 60.

Mex to Panama. G.C. II. 23.410, and Dammer’a
articlesmG C III.

38.42-44 (1905),

and 36.202, 245
(1904)

Peat or leaf-

mold. loam and
sand in eoual
parts, with a little

charcoal added,
form the best soil.

The species com-
mon m cultiva-

tion are quick-
^

growing They^
are well suited for

planting out m
greenhouse bor-
ders The sexes

are on different

plants, therefore

several should be
planted in a group
if the handsomely
colored fruit is

desired All of the kind* require warm temperature in

winter Increased from seeds Of the many species,

only a few appear m the American trade. (G W.
Oliver.)

895. Chameedorea glaucifolu.

INDEX.

Arenbergiana, 8. Ernesti-Augusti, 1. Pnnglei, 9.

desmoncoides, 2. glaut'ifolm, 3. Sartorn, 4.

elatior, 7 Karmnskmna, 7. lepejilote, 6.

elegans, 5. lati/oha, 8

a Lvs simple.

1.

fimesti-Augtisti, Wendl St 3-4 ft
,
reedy, erect,

radicant at base blade obovate, cuneate at the base,

deeply bifid, coarsely serrate along the margins; petiole

shorter than blade, sheath amplexicaul sterile spadix
8-9 in

,
the simple branches 6-8 m

,
attentuate, slen-

der; fertile spadix simple, fls red. Mex. B M 4837.

F.S. 13*1357.

aa Lvs pinnate

b. Plant becoming of climbing habit.

2.

desmoncoides, Wendl Lvs. 2-3 ft long, with
drooping, narrow lfts a foot long, and glaucous petiole.

S
lant tending to climb after it becomes a few feet high,

lex.

bb. Plant not climbing,

c St or trunk evident

d. Lfts. 40-50, glaucous on both sides.

3.

glaucifftlia, Wendl Fig 895 St 20 ft. lvs.

long, pinnate, lfts 40-50, narrowed, long and slender,

dark green, glaucous, fls on a tall spadix which often

exceeds the lvs and comes out from between them.
Guatemala GF 8 * 507 (adapted in Fig 895).— Horti>
culturally one of the best of all chamaedoreas.

dd. Lfts. less than 4^> bright green, at least above.

E. Spadix appearing among or mth the lvs., not

conspicuously caulme

4. Sirtorii, Liebm St 8-14 ft
,
ringed, clothed above

with If -sheaths: lvs. 3—3 ft. long; petiole terete, sul-

cate, dilated at the base, sheath, petiole and rachis

white on the back, lfts. 12 m long, 1 %~2 in. wide,

alternate, falcate, acuminate, narrowed at the base,

sometimes almost confluent spadix among or just below
the lvs Mex.

5. Diegans, Mart. St. strict, 6 ft. high, scarcely more
than 1-11^ in. thick, closely ringed, often sending out
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roots from above the base. lvs. 6-8 in a cluster, broadly
lanceolate; lfts. about 14, the upper pair sometimes
confluent, acuminate, straight: fls. redJish orange: fr.

globose. Mex. B.M. 4846.

ee. Spadix appearing much below the lvs., conspicur
ously cauhne.

6. Tepejildte, Liebm. St. 10 ft high, closely ringed,

about \ x
/i m. thick* lvs 4 ft

;
lfts. 20-80, 7-nerved,

close alternate, falcate, acute, narrowly lanceolate,
18-15 in long, 13^ in. wide, raehis convex on the back,
canaliculate above, fls. yellow Mex. B.M. 6080.

7. el&tior, Mait (C Karwmskidna, Wendl ). St
20-30 ft

,
bamboo-like, lvs 6 ft long, the sheath 18 in.

long, lfts. 15 or 10, the lower very narrow, opposite
or nearly so, the upper lanceolate, acuminate at each
end, petioles 13^-3 ft long spadix simply branched,
appearing at least 6 ft below the lvs

;
fls reddish

orange fr globose, ovoid. Mex —Intro, by Fran-
eeschi in 1898.

8 Arenbergiilna, Wendl. (C. latifolui, Hort ). St.

slender, 5-6 ft
,
green lvs usually only 5 or 6, erect-

spreading, lfts. 10-15 pairs, alternate and drooping,
verv long-pointed, plicate and many-ribbed, fls. yel-

lowish white Guatemala B M 6838.

cc. St or trunk none.

9 Pnnglei, Wats Acaulescent or nearly so: lvs.

usually rather stiff, erect, pinnate, 3 ft
;

lfts. 12-15
on each side, linear-lanceolate, aevuninate, 6-8 in

long, wide, raehis triangular spadix simple,

8 in long San Louis Potosi, Mex
C atrdi irtns, Mart St hiiniboo-like, 8tiff and pimple, about 9

ft high lvs briRht green, spreading about 2

J

2 ft lonj< Mex
Not common in the trade but grown m fancier^’ colhetiona

—

1
'

bambuiini{e8, Hurt St<< tuftid, thin, reed-like, with feathery
light gr< eii l\s Honduran —C formdsa, llort A ahowy pmnatc-
lvd palm of unknown botanical status (1 ( 1! 5 724 —('

yeonomu /ormvt, Wendl St 4 ft l\s simple, duply cut, about 9
in long spadix from among the lvs long-pendulous Guatemala
Gn 24, p 244, 30, p ,VH -Ihere are said to be a number of
unidentified speciea acattered about Calif

Jared G Smith.
N Taylor f

CHAMAELIRIUM (dwarf or ground lily
,
a Greek com-

bination) LihdcecT Sometimes spelled Chanuilirion
Uhizomatous whitish flowered hardy plant, sometimes
planted in the herbarv

Erect, tall unbranched herb 2-4 ft high (or perhaps
2 species), inhabiting low grounds from Mass to

Fla and \\ rootstock tuberous dioecious, the
sterile plant less leafy than the other lvs radical

and cauhne, the lowermost spatulate, the upper lanceo-

late, mu rowed at the base fls sm ill (^m across),

in a slender tcimmal rac(*mc, sogms of perianth 6,

w'hite, narrow, 1-nerved, withering and persistent,

sterile fls with 6 stamens, and fertile fls with rudi-

ments of stamens, ovary 3-cclled and 3-stylcd: fr. a
3-valved caps

Iftteum Gray (C carohnidnum, Willd ChamxUrum
caroUma

,
Hort ) Blazinc-Stvr Dkvil’s-Bit Vari-

able as to height (6 in to 3 ft or more), with most
of the lvs at the base raceme spike-like, 4-12 m long,

fls > oliowash white, in effect, fruiting pedicels J5U1 or

less long—A good perennial, blooming May-July,
thriving in moist shady places —C obordle, Small, by
some considered not to bo distinct, has larger fls and
fruiting pedicels 3 2m <>r more long L H B

CHAMAEMfeLUM (small apple
,
suggested by the

odor of the fls ) Composite Under this name one
plant is offered. The genus is by many included in

Anthemis, however, the sub-group being distinguished

by very short or absent pappus, sometimes making a
l-sided border, ray-fls fertile, and other minor charac-
ters C. cauc&sicum, Boiss. (PyrUhrum caucdsicum

,

Bieb ), is listed, with wdute daisv-hke fls about the size

of a marguerite, of trailing habit, voiy free-flowering,

recommended for the rockery: perennial, 1-1H ft,
smooth, not strong-scented, st ascending from a
rhizome or procumbent or sub-erect: lvs oblong,
pinnatisect, the segms

,
cut into linear-subulate parts:

fl -heads large, terminal; involucre-scales oblong-
obtuse, margined. High mts. m the Caucasus, variable.

CHAMJSPEttCE: Carduua. ^J * ®*

CHAM.ERANTHEMUM (dwarf and flower, from the
Greek) Acanthdcese Three or 4 Brazilian small herbs,
allied to Eranthemuin, but readily distinguished by the
4 (instead of 2) stamens. Lvs large and membrana-
ceous, entire, variously marked, fls. showy, white or
yellow, in braeteate clusters—Grown chiefly for the
beautiful foliage, greenhouse subjects. C. fgneumv

Hegel (Erdnthemum igneum
}
Lind ), is m the American

trade It is a low spreading warmhouse plant (cult,

of Eranthemuin and Justicia), with dark green lvs.,

with the veins and sometimes the margins richly
banded with orange or yellow: fls. small. F § 17 : 1722.

N. Taylor f

CHAMAEROPS (Greek for dwarf bush). Palmdcex,
tribe Sdbalex Low fan-leaved palms.

Caudices cespitose, branched from the base and
clothed with the bases of the If -sheaths . lvs terminal,
rigid, semi-orbicular or euneate-flabellate, deeply

gins smooth or rough, sheath split, reticulate, fibrous:

spadices short, erect compressed, branches short,

densely fid * snathes 2-1, broad, thickly coriaceous, the
lower ones split, the upper entire, bracts small, subu-
late, bract lets none primary spadix blanches braeted:
fls small, yellow, fr globose or ovoid, 3-sided toward the
base, brown or yellow —Species 1 or perhaps 2 Medit
region From Rhapidophyllum, an American relative,

it may be distinguished by its braeted spadix The
common C. humilis is widely cult

,
and very variable.

Many of speciflc-made names represent forms of this

species Of such cases are evidently the garden names
(' arborescens, C argentea, C cananrnsis, C. elata, C.
elegans

, C fannosa, C gracilis, C. httoralis, C mvea.
GC II 23.410.
The best soil for these palms is fibrous loam two

parts, leaf-mold and sand one part, with good drainage.
Propagated by suckers and by seeds These are among
the hardiest of all palms, and are well suited to gieen-
houses where a high temperature is not kept up. (G.

\V Oliver

)

hftmilis, Linn Fig S96 This is the only palm
native to Eu St 1-1 1

2 ft high lvs. ragged, fibrous;

margins of + he petioles armed with stout, straight or
hooked spines, blade suboibieular, truncate or enneate
at the base, rigid, palmately multifid, segms acumin-
ate, bifid Medit BM 2152 RH 1892:84 (show-
ing habit and a colored plate of the fr ) —Reaches 20
ft in a rather arborescent variety Var dactyloc&rpa,
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Becc
,
is interesting for its elongated frs shaped like a

date. Offered by Montanoso Nursery in 1912.
(' Biron, Sieb — Livntona rotundifolia

—

C Bijrrho, Hort *=
Livistona rotundifolm —C ex ci Isa, Thunb =Traehycarpus excelaus
—C fnrimUa, Hull —C liumills, Linn

—

C Furtunm, Hook =
Trachycarpus —(' hiimilisxhysirix, llort Saul to be a “choice
garden hybrid of Florida origin”—C hi/xtruc, Fraser —Rhapido-
phyllum hystrix—C t-tauracanlha, llort ^=Acanthorlnza aculcata.

Jared G Smith
N. Taylor, f

CHAMOMILE: Anthemia.

CHAPTALIA (J A C. Chaptal, 1756-1831, agricul-

tural chemist) Compd^ilse Low perennial herbs, with
white or purplish fls. on naked scapes, blooming in

spring and summer, heads radiate, the ray-fls pistillate,

and the disk-fls perfect, but some or all of them sterile,

involucre campanula! e or turbinate, of appressed and
imbricated bracts; pappus of soft capillary bristles:

achenes oblong or fusiform, narrowed above, 5-nerved.
—Twenty-five American species The only species in

the American trade is C. tomentdsa, Vent (Thyrsan

-

thema semiflosculcire, Kuntze), of N C and south Of
this the scape is 1 ft. or less high, and the heads are

purple-rayed lvs ob-
long or oblanceolate,

more or less remotely
denticulate, rather
thick, white-tomentose
beneath Intro, as a
border plant. B M.
2257. n Taylor f

CHARD (eh pro-
nounced as in charge)

Swiss Chard Sea-
Kale Beet A form
of the plant {Beta vul-

garis) which has pro-

duced the common
beet, known as Beta
Cicla{p 496). See Beet

and Beta

The beet plant has
given rise to two gen-
eral types of varieties’

those varieties with
thickened roots (the

beet of America, the
beet-root of European
literature), and those

with large and pulpy
or thickened leaves

(but whose roots are

small and woody) The
897. Chard, or sea-kale beet. latter type is known

under the general name
of leaf-beets These leaf-beets may be arranged into

two sub-groups (1) Common or normal leaf-beets, or

spinach beets, in which the leaf-blade is large and
pulpy, and is used as spinach, chard, m which the

petiole and midrib are very broad and thick, is a form
of this, although the name is sometimes used as

synonymous with the general edible leaf-beet group.

(Fig. 897), (2) ornamental beets, of which the foliage

is variously colored

Chard is of the easiest culture Seed is sown m spring,

as for common beets. The broad petioles, or cnards,

may be gathered from midsummer until frost. These
broad white stalks or ribs are used as a pot-herb; and,

if desired, the leaf-blades may be cooked with them.
The dish is usually more attractive, however, if only

the chards are cooked If cutting of the leaves is

carefully performed, a succession may be had till

cold weather. Chard is an attractive vegetable when
well grown, but is little used m this country.

L. H. B.

chArieis (Greek, elegant, from the pleasing
flowers). Compdsitx. Attractive hardy flower-garden
annual
A small, branchy plant, 6-12 in high, with blue or

red aster-like fls
,
on long sts plant pubescent or hispid •

lvs oblong-spatulate or oblong-lanceolate, entire or

remotely denticulate: heads
many-fld

,
radiate, the ray-fls

pistillate, the disk-fls perfect

achene ooovatc and compressed, *

those of the disk with plumose ^
pappus involucre scales m 2 wLwfJfl^r
rows —One species, in the W.
Cape region. Known as Kaul-

Ml
fussia m gardens The genus

||
Kaulfussia was founded by Nees III

m 1820, m 1817, however, the |i||

plant was described by Cassini
||

as Chaneu> hcteiophglla.
f

heterophylla, Cuss (('. AW,,.,
m8

' 2Z'(xT‘
>'

llort Kaulfu^ia am, Urn,Us,
py w>

Nees) Figs 80S, 899 Rays blue, disk yellow or blue
An excellent subject of easy cult in any garden soil

Var atroviol&cea, Hort
,
has dark violet fls Var.

kermesina, Hort
,
has violet-red fls Sow seeds where

the plants are to grow, or they may be started indoors
and the plants transplanted to the open. l H B.

CHARLOCK Brassica i»ho Raphauue.

CHARLWO&DIA. Cordyhne

CHASTE TREE Vitex

CHAVlCA, kept distinct in part by recent authors, is accounted
for under Piper

CHEAT, or CHESS. Bromua

CHECKERBERRY: Gaultherxa

CHEESES. Vernacular for Malm rotundifolia

CHEILANTHES (Greek, lip-flower
,
alluding to the

mdusium). Polypodidcew Senn-hardy or hothouse
ferns of small size

Plants often hairy or woolly, with the son terminal
on the veins and covered with a roundish mdusium —
Some 60 or 70 species are known, nearly a third of which
are natives of theW and S W United States, one speeies

as far east as Conn They are of easy cult
,
enjoying

a position near the glass, and disliking strong, close

heat and syringing or watering overhead Most of the

899 Charieis heterophylla.

species grow naturally in dry rocky situations. They
are among the few ferns to be found m dry regions.

Commercially valuable only from the fern collector’s

standpoint

INDEX

cahfornica, 1. Fendleri, 11 mierophylla, 3
Clevelandn, 9. eracillima, 8 mynophylla, 12
Cooperse, 7. mrta, 6 tomentosa, 10
elegana, 12 lanona, 6. vesttln, ft

Eliuiana, 5. meifoiia, 2. viacida, 4
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A. Lvs. pentagonal-deltoid
,

the indusium confined to a
single vemlet

1. califdmica, Mett. (Hypdlepis califdmica, Hook.).

Lvs. densely ccspitose from a short creeping rootstock,

2-

4 in each way, on stalks
4-8 in long, quadrimnnatifid,
ultimate segms. lanceolate,

incised or serrate. Calif.

2 meifdlia, D C. Eaton
(Ilypolepis meifdlw, Baker)
Lvs ce.spitose, with slender

brown stalks f>-7 in long, the

lamina 2-3 in each way, 3-4-

pmnatifid, with finely cut
segms Ain wide Mex.

AA. Lvs lanceolate or ovate-

lanceolate

b. Segms. fiat, indusui extend-

ing over the apices of
several vein lets, but not

continuous

c Surface of lvs smooth.

3 microphylla, Swartz.
Lvs 4-10 in long, on stalks

nearly as long, from a short,

creeping rootstock, bi-tnpin-
nate sts glossy, rusty-pubes-
cent on the upper side Fla.

and New Mex southward.

co. Surface of lvs viscid-

glandular

4 vfscida, Davenport Lvs.

3-

5 m long, on stalks of the
same length, tripinnatifid, segms toothed, everywhere
glandular Calif

ccc Surface of lvs hairy
,
not uoolly

5 hlrta, .Swartz Lvs densely cespitose, with short,

scaly stalks which are brownish, like the laclndes,
pinna1 numerous, rather distant bipinnatihd, the segms
with much incurved margins The lvs are usually
6-15 in long Cape of Good Hope Var Ellisiilna,

is more commonly cult

6 landsa, Wats ((' vcst\ta, Swartz). Fig 900. Lvs.
ccspitose, with stalks 2-4 m long, slightly hairy, as are
the segms

,
tripinnatifid, 1-10 in long, 1-2} 2 m wide,

the pinna* laneeolat(*-doltoid indusia formed of the
ends o! roundish or oblong lobes Conn to Kans and
Ala —Hardy

7 Codperae, D C. Eaton Lv.s 3-8 in long, bipm-
nate, the stalks covered with nearly white hairs, each
tipped with a gland, pinnules
roundish ovate, crenate and in-

cised Calif to Mc\

900 Cheilanthes lanosa.

(XH)

bb Segms bead-like, minute: in-

dusia usually continuous.

C. Lvs hairy or woolly beneath
,

but not scaly.

d. Upper surface of segms smooth.

8. gracfllima, D C. Eaton.
Lace Fern Lvs cespitose, 1-4
m long, borne on the nearly equal
dark brown stalks, bipmnate; ri

pinme with about 9 pinnules,
finally smooth above. Idaho to Calif.

—

Hardy
9 CISvelandii, D C Eaton Lvs 4-8 in.

long, tnpmnate. dark brown beneath, with
closely imbricate, dilute scales, which grow
on both the segms and the rachides; segms.
nearly round, the terminal larger. Calif.

dd. Upper surface of segms. pubescent.

10. tomentdsa, Link Lvs 8-15 in. long, on stalks
4-6 in. long, everywhere covered with brownish white
hairs, tnpmnate, terminal segms twice as large as the
lateral. Va to Anz

cc. Lvs. covered beneath with scales, but not woolly

11. Fendleri, Hook Lvs 3-6 in long, borne on the
chaffy stalks, rising fiom tangled, creeping rootstocks,

tnpmnate, rachis with broadly-ovate white-edgea
scales, which overlap the subglobose segms. Texas,
and Colo to Calif

ccc Lvs covered beneath with both scales and wool.

12 myrioph^lla, I)esv (C. Hegans, Desv.). Lvs.
densely cespitose from short, erect, scaly rootstocks,
3-9 in long, borne 011 the chestnut-colored scaly stalks,

tnquadnpinnatifid, ultimate segms minute, innumer-
able Texas, Anz and Trop Amor
A native species worthy of <ult. ( leucopoda, Link, from

Tenus, with broadly ddtoul-ovatc ivs —(’ unilufata, Hope <fc

Wright Dark green fronds, softly pubescent China GC III
31.397 (deuc

) j M UNDERWOOD.
R C Benedict f

CHEIRANTHUS (derivation in dispute, but proba-
bly from Greek for hand and flawtr) Cructftrje Flower-
garden perennials, with large purple, brown, orange
or yellow fragrant bloom

Leaves alternate, entire, on a
strict or upright st lateral

sepals sac-1 ike at the base valves
of the pod with a strong nud-
nerve Much confounded with
Matthiola, and the genera are

not sufficiently distinct In
Cheiranthus, the lvs are acute,

hairs 2-parted and appressed,
stigma more spreading, pod more
flattened and seeds not thm-
edged, and the fls are prevail-

ingly orange or yellow—Probably
a score of species, in the Canary
and Madeira Isis

,
Med it region

and E and m N Arner The
garden species are confused, a
critical study* may find that some
of them belong to Erv simum or
other genera The genus hybrid-
izes with Erysimum

Chelri, Linn. Wallflower
Fig 901 Perennial, slightly

pubescent, 1-2} 3 ft lvs lanceo-
late and entire,
acute fls large,

mostly in shades of

y
rellow, m long, ter-

minal racemes,
sweet-scented S
Eu —

A

11 old gar-

den favorite, bloom-
ing in spring Al-
though a woody
perennial, it is best

to renew the plants
from seed, for they
begin to fail after

having bloomed one
or twro yeats. Seed-
lings should bloom
the second year,

in England, Christ-

mas bloom is se-

cured from seeds

sown in Feb. There
are dwarf and dou-
ble- fid. varieties,

901

Cheiranthus Chein.

(XH)
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and innumerable forms in various shades of yellow,
brownish, and even purple. Not prized so much in

Amer. as in Eu. A common plant on walls m England.

alpkius, Linn. St. strict and simple, 1 ft lvs.

lanceolate, somewhat dentate, stellate-pubescent: pods
spreading on short pedicels fis. lemon-yellow, spring.

Norway, Lapland.

mut&bilis, L’ller More or less woody, 2-3 ft : lvs.

linear-lanceolate and pointed, obscurely serrate: fls.

white, cream-colored or yellowish, becoming darker and
striped Madeira K M 195 —It is doubtful whether
the plant known m cult, as C mutabilis is this species.

M&rshallii, Hort. Perhaps a hybrid, 1-1 ft., lvs

spatulate and crowded below, more scattered and
narrower above: fls. orange.

Alli&nii, Hort. Said to be a hybrid* 12 in or less:

fls brilliant orange, profusely produced m spring and
summer and sometimes so freely that the plant exhausts
itself and becomes practically biennial.

kew£nsis, Hort
,

is valuable as a winter-blooming
greenhouse plant, prized for its fragrance and its dark-
colored fls In 1897 at Kew a cross was made between
C. mutabilis of the Canary Isis and a yellow wall-

flower, the cross being known as C hybnaus, and this

in turn was crossed with a red wallflower, producing
the plant known as C kewensis. It has the bushy char-

acter of C mutabilis, racemes upright; fls about 1 in.

across, brown in bud, or expanding brownish orange
inside and reddish brown outside, all turning pale

purple with age. Prop, by cuttings G C. III. 35 123.

Gn 65. p 89.

C dnnuua, Hort =Matthiola, but early-blooming forms of

C. Chem seem to pass under this name —C Mimum Bentb
& Hook.=Parrya. L H B

902 Chelone glabra. ( X M)

CHELID6NIUM (Greek for the swallow, the fls.

appear when the swallow comes) Fapaverdccde Cel-
andine Poppy One or two loose-growing herbs, some-
times seen m old gardens Plant with fl -buds podding,

and small yellow fls. in small umbel-like clusters;

sepals 2; petals 4; stamens 16-24; style very short, the

stigma 2-lobed. pod slender, 2-valved, opening first

at the bottom. C. mftjus, Linn., is a European plant,

now run wild m waste places, and often seen m old

gardens. It is biennial or perennial, with buttle hairy
sts. and pin itcly-parted lvs

,
the lobes rounded and

toothed (or, in var. lac imaturn again dissected) The
plant has bright oiange juice which has been used for
removing warts Herb an old-time remedy, used for
its cathaitic and diuretic properties, for promoting
perspiration, and as an expectorant. Lvs. light glau-
cous underneath. • 3 jj 3

CHELONE (Greek for tortoise or turtle' the corolla
fancied to resemble a reptile’s head) Scrophidandcese.
Tuktle-Head Several North American perennial
herbs, with showy flowers in short spikes or in panicles,
some of which are now sold by dealers in native plants.
Allied to Pentstemon.

Upright smooth branching plants: corolla more or
less 2-lippcd or gaping, white or red, the upper lip

arched and conspicuous and notched; anthers 4, woolly,
and a rudiment of a fifth stamen seeds winged, lvs.

opposite, serrate—Four species, in N Amer
Ilalf-shadcd places are preferable for these easily

cultivated plants Very dry pounds should be avoided,
from the fact that they are best in swampy places. In
the ordinary border they should have a very liberal

mulch of old manure in their growing season 4-5 in.

thick is none too much* the surface roots will feed in

this compost, and the plants are not so liable to suffer

from drought when thus protected. (J B Keller.)

A. Fls. in terminal and axillary close spikes

b Lvs. elliptic to broail-ovate, long-petioled

L^onii, Pursh Plant, 2-3 ft high lvs bioad to
nearly cordate at base, thin, evenly serrate: fl -bracts
minutely ciliatc fls rose-purple Mts

,
Va and S.

bb Lvs lanceolate or oblong, short-petioled

obliqua, Linn Two ft or less* lvs 2-8 m long,

broad-lanceolate or oblong, very veiny, sharp- or deep-
serrate or cut* fl -bracts ciliate. fls deep rose. Damp
grounds, 111

,
Va

,
S

gl&bra, Linn (C obliqua var alba, Hort ) Fig 902
One to 2 or more ft high, more strict lvs mostiv nar-
rower, acuminate, appressed-serrate, nearly sessile, not
very veiny fl -bracts not ciliate. fls white or rose-

tinged Wet grounds: common

aa Fls in a loose thyrse or panicle

nemordsa, Douglas (Pentstemon nernordsus, Trautv.).
Tw*o ft or less high, of unpleasant odor lvs. ovate and
acute, sharp-dentate, sessile or nearly so fl -bracts

none, corolla 1 in. long, violet-purple Calif and N
Bit 1211.

C barbtUa of gardens is Pentstemon burbatus. L H B

CHENILLE PLANT. A proposed name for Acalypha
fnspida, better known as A. Sanden.

CHENOP6DIUM (qoosefoot, alluding to the shape of

the leaves). Chenopodwlcex. Goosefoot Widely dis-

persed weedy herbs, with very inconspicuous greenish

flowers, some of w hich occur in gardens as oddities or for

ornament, and others are pot-herbs of very minor
importance Spinach, beet, and orach are allied plants

Plants of vaiioiis habit, mostly erect* fls perfect,

bract less, sessile in small masses and these clusters

arranged in spikes or panicles; calyx 4-5-parted, petals

wanting; stamens usually 5; styles 2 or 3.: seed lentic-

ular. lvs. alternate The calyx sometimes enlarges

and becomes succulent and colored, inclosing the fr

,

and the glomerules may then look like berries.—Per-
haps 60 species in all parts of the globe, annuals and
erenmals, sometimes woody Many of them are
eld and garden weeds Thev are mostly mealy or
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glandulai herbs, often with strong odor. Some of them
are used as pot-herbs or “greens.

A, Fls. iv dense heads or glomerules which become berry

-

like and bright red in fr.

capit&tum, Aschers (Bliturn capitdlum, Linn.). Str aw-
berry Blite Annual, erect and becoming diffuse or

spreading, branching, glabrous or nearly so lvs soft,

hastate-ovate, toothed, stalked* fr -clusters large and
becoming fleshy, in an interrupted spike, the upper
part leafless Eu —A frequent but not pernicious weed,
and sometimes offered as a pot-herb.

a a. FIs. not m dense sejxirate heads, and the clusters not

becoming prominently fleshy or colored.

b. Plant shrubby, spmescent.

nitrari&ceum, F Muell Rigid, much-branched, often

prostrate shrub or undershrub, mealy-white lvs lmear-

oblong or Iinear-spatulate, obtuse, entire, 1 m or less

long, often clustered fls clustered m dense or more or

less interrupted spikes and panicles, greenish Aus-
tral.—Offered m Eu

bb Plant herbaceous

c Species perennial a pot-herb.

Bdnus-Henrlcus, Linn (Bhtum Bbnu'-IIenAcus,
Reichb.) Coon King IIeniu Mercury (by cor-

ruption, Markery) Stout and erect from a thick root-

stock, to 2 ft, glabrous lvs broad, triangular-

hastate or ovate, with very long wide-spreading basal

points, entire or undulate fls in paniculate spikes Eu.
-Escaped now and then, and sometimes cult for

“greens
”

cc Species annual.

purpurfiscens, Jacq (C Atriplias, Linn f) Vigor-
ous, erect, 3 ft

,
the young parts and lvs covered

attractively with a rose-violet or violet-purple crystal-

line pulverulenee lvs spatulato or rhomboid or oval,

obtuse, long-petioled, the lower ones sinuate-dentate

and the upper lanceolate and entire fls small and
numerous, in dense pyramidal leafy reddish clusters

China —An old garden plant, seldom seen m this

country, grown for its colored character m summer
There are different forms, one with variegated foliage

amarantfcolor, Coste & Reyn Very large. 8 ft
,

much like the preceding and perhaps derived from it:

st glabrous, striped white and red lvs triangular to
rhomboid, 4 in or less long, red-pulverulent fls in a
long red panicle S France —Differs from C pur-
purascens m its greater size and its black shining some-
what sharp-edged seeds. The brilliant colors dis-

appear as tne plant matures.

Quinda, Willd Quinoa. Erect, stout, st furrowed,
4-o ft lvs triangular-ovate, sinuate, long-petioled,

angulate-pmnatifid, glaucous fls small and green, m
dense axillary and terminal farinose clusters arranged
in panicles . seeds very large W slope of the Andes
B M 3641 —A very important plant in W S Amer

,

the seeds being used as food. There are white- and red-
fruited forms Sometimes cult in this country as a
curiosity. Allied to C. album, the common pigwreed

Bdtrys, Lmn. Feather Geranium. Jerusalem
Oak. Erect, glandular-pubescent and viscid, aromatic,
1-3 ft. high, with pmnatifid long-petioled lvs and long,

feather-like, enduring spikes, for which it is used in

vases and baskets; pretty Eu
,
and widely naturalized

although not usually becoming abundant
Many weedy chenopods mvade cult grounds C dibum, I.inn .

the common pigweed or lamb’s quarters is a favorito for “greens ’*

This species runs mto many forms C nride, of Eu and Asia, has
seeds that are said to be edible C Vuhdria, Linn

, sparingly
intro from Eu , has the smell of stale fish C, ambrosioldes, Lmn ,

Mexican tea and var anthelmtnficum, Gray, wormseed, are fre-

quent, they contain strong essential oils The weedy species are
variable, and puszling to the syatematist L H B

CHER1MOYA, CHERIMOYER (Qmchua language
of Peru, chirimuya, signifying cold seeds) (Annbna
Chenmdla, Mill ) Figs 003-905. An important table
fruit of warm countries See p 293, Vol I, for botani-
cal description

The cherimoya is considered by many to be the finest

of the subtropical fruits, and that not only by the

natives of the countries in which it grows, but also by
Europeans It is somewhat like the pomme-cannelle,
or sweet-sop, but differs from it in having a peculiar

acidulous flavor most agreeable and grateful to the
taste. For centuries the cherimoya has been cultivated

and several distinct varieties have resulted One of

these has smooth fruit devoid of protuberances, which
has been confused with the inferior fruits of both
Annona glabra and A reticulata The last two species,

however, are easily distinguished by their leaves ana
flow’ers, Annona glabra, commonly know'n as the alli-

gator apple or mangrove annona, having glossy laurel-

like leaves and globose flowers with 6 ovate petals, and
A reticulata having long narrow glabrate leaves devoid
of the velvety lining whnh characterizes those of the
cherimoya. Both of these species, moreover, are essen-

tially tropical, while the cherimoya is subtropical,

growing in tropical countries only at considerable ele-

vations, where the climate is cool and the soil well

drained
The origin of the cherimoya has been much discussed.

De Candolle, however, is m all probability correct m
attributing it to the mountains of Ecuador and Peru.
The common name which it bears, even in Mexico,
is of Qmchua origin, as explained above, and terra-

cotta vases modeled from cherimoya fruits have been
dug up repeatedly from prehistoric graves in Peru.

It was introduced at a very early date into Central
America and Mexico and into Jamaica m 1786 by
Hinton East It is now of spontaneous growth in

limited areas both in Central America and the moun-
tains of Jamaica In Madeira, the cherunoya has
taken the place of the grape-vine on many of the
estates on the warm southern slopes of the island.

Here the cultivation is systematic The two-year-old
seedlings are budded or grafted. The trees are fre-

quently trained on walls or on trellises, so that the
fruit may hang in the shade while ripening, and manure
is regularly supplied (see Annona) The result of careful

selection is that there are varieties of fine flavor, com-
paratively few seeds, and great size, weighing from
twelve to sixteen pounds According to W Fawcett,
ordinary fruits weighing from three to eight pounds,
have been sold m the London market at SI 50; large

ones at $2 50 and even S3 The cherimoya has been
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successfully introduced into southern California where
it finds the most favorable conditions in the foot-hills

near the coast
The chcrimoya grows in the form of a small tree,

usually about 15 or 20 feet high The flowers are

remarkably uniform, but vary somewhat in size They
are often solitary or in two’s or three’s, while those of

the bullock’s heart (Annona reticulata) and the sugar-

apple (A. squamosa) are usually clustered The leaves

are always velvety on the lower surface The follow-

ing varieties, based upon the form of the fruit, are

recognized’

(1) Finger-printed chenmoya (forma impressa),

known in Costa Rica as “anona de dedos pintados ”

This form was the first to be figured (Feuill6e, PI med.
Journ Obs. 3. append 24, pi 17, 1725) The fruit,

conoid or subglobose m shape, has a smooth surface
covered with concave U-shaped areoles resembling
finger-prints in sott wax or putty It. is one of the best
varieties, with sweet juicy pulp of good flavor, and with
relatively few seeds

(2) Smooth chenmoya (forma laws), called m South
America “chirimoya lisa” and in the market of Mexico
City, “anon ” Fig 903. It is this foim which is so
often mistaken for Annona glabra and A. reticulata on
account of the general appearance of the fruit and
the common name “anon,” which is also applied to

the fruit of the last-named species This is one of the
finest, of all the ehenmoyas

(3) Tuberculate chenmoya (forma tuberculata)

.

Fijf.

904 One of the commonest forms, m which the fruit

is heart-shaped and bears small wart-hke tubercles
near the rounded apex of each aieole To this group
belongs the “golden russet” chenmoya grown m the
orchard of C. 1\ Taft at Oiangc, California It is the
form most frequently found m the Penman markets
and is represented in prehistoric potteiy from the
graves of that country

(4) Mammillate chermioya (fonna mamillata).

called in South America, “chirimoya de tetillas.”

This is the fonn
successfully cstab-
lished on the
ranch of Charles
F O’Bnen, in the
mountains of
Santa Monica,
southern Califor-

nia It is also the
common form of

the Nilgin Hills

of India, and is

one of the best
forms grown on
the Island of
Madeira

(5)

Umbonate
chernnoya (forma
umbonata ), called

“chirimoya de
puas” and “anona
pieuda” in Latm
America In this

form the skin of

the fruit is com-
paratively thick,

the pulp more
acid than m other
forms, and the
seeds more nu-
merous It has
the flavor of pine-
apple and is one
of the bist for

904. Cherimoya, tuberculate form. produemg cooling

(XH) drinks and sher-

bets. The fruit is oblong-conical in shape, with the
base more or less umbilieate and the surface studded
with protuberances, each of which coi responds to a
component carpel. To this form should be referred the

“Horton” chernnoya, grown
in the vicinity of Pasadena,
California.

Very recently there has
been received from Florida
an interesting fruit borne by
a hybrid, the result of polli-

nating the stigmas of a cheri*

moya with the pollen of An-
nona squamosa The leaves

of this plant are very broad,
resembling those of A Cheri-

mola in shape, but glabrous

like those of A squamosa.

The fruit resembles that of

A Chenmola m form, but
with the piotuberences very
distinct and covered with a
glaucous bloom like that of

A. squamosa The seeds are

distinct from both species,

larger than those of A squam-
osa, and much darker
colored than those of A
Cherimola, and the pulp is

very juicy, with the fine

slightly acidulous flavor of the chenmoya
For the propagation and culture of cherimoyas, see

Annona W. E Safford.

CHERLERIA: Arenana.

905. Flower of Chenmoya
with two outer petals re-
moved to show minute
inner petals and essential
parts, also an outer petal.

1X1*2)

CHERRY. Several kinds or types of small stone-
fruits ripening in late spring and in summer, wide-
spread and popular in domestic and commercial use.

Figs 906-910 Plate XXI.
Sweet and sour cherries have been domesticated

from two Old World species: cultivated sweet cherries

having come from Primus avium and the sour cherries

from Prunus Cerasus Varieties of these two species,

and hybrids between them, now encircle the1 globe in

the north temperate zone and aie being rapidly dis-

seminated throughout the temperate parts of the
southern hemisphere For centuries, piobably from
the beginnings of agriculture, cherries have been
valuable fruit-producing trees in Europe and Asia,

—

inhabitants of nearly every oichaid and garden as

well as common roadside trees in temperate climates

of both continents.

Coming from the Old World to the New, the cherry
has played an important part m the orcharding in

temperate regions of the western hemisphere. In North
America, varieties of one or the other of the two culti-

vated species are growrn from Newfoundland to Van-
couver Island on the north, soutlnvaid to the Gulf of

California, Texas and Florida, probably yielding crops
in a greater diversity of soils and climates on this con-
tinent than any other tree fruit

Sour cherries are suited to many environments,
thriving in various soils and withstanding rather better
than most orchard fruits heat, cold and atmospheric
dryness, and though they respond to good care, yet
they thrive under neglect better than most other tree

fruits Sour cherries also have fewer insect and fungous
troubles than other tree fruits, being practicallyimmune
to the dreaded San Jos6 scale. Sweet cherries, however,
are much less easily grown. Sweet varieties are all

somewhat fastidious as to soils, are lacking m hardi-
ness to both heat and cold, are pro} to more insects

than sour cherries and subject to nearly all of the
fungous ills to which stone-fruits are hen, suffering in

America m particular from brown-rot and leaf-spot.
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Sweet cherries can be grown with commercial success

in but few and comparatively limited regions, although
the localities adapted to sweet varieties are rather

widely distributed
The cherry is probably the most popular of temper-

ate climate fruits for the home yard, being planted
more commonly than any other
tree-fruit, in the many regions m
which it is grown, in tne dooryard,
garden and along the roadside The
characters, other than those already
named, that commend it for home
plantations, are, early bearing after

planting, early ripening in the sea-

son, regularity in bearing, great

fruitfulness and ease of culture It

is more than a home fruit, however,
and is largely grown for the mar-
kets, for canning and for preserving

Mill// America, the consumption of

VI I I i I / cherries is being greatly increased
M ill I / by the fashion of adding them pre-

served to many ices and drinks The
demand for canned cherries has also

increased enormously in this coun-
try during the last few years In
Europe, wine is made from cherries,

“kirsehwasser,” a spirit, is distilled

from the fermented fruit rmlp, and
in the Austrian province of Dalmatia
a cordial called maraschino is made
by a secret process of fermentation
and distillation This liquor is im-
ported to America m considerable

quantities to flavor preserved cherries which become
the well-known “maraschino cherries” of confection and

906
Tall erect growth of

sweet cherry

used for their fruits, as ornamentals, as stocks, and
for hybridization with species already domesticated.

Propagation.

Both orchard and ornamental cherries are commonly
propagated in Europe and America by budding on
Mazzard or M a h a 1 eb
stocks and in Japan, where
chen les are much grown,
on Prunus Pseudo-Cera-
sus When exceptional

hardiness is required, seed-

lings of the Russian sour
cherries may be used or

those of Prunus Pe.sseyi

or Prunus pennsylvamca
Undoubtedly the Mazzard
is the best stock for re-

gions in which cherries can
be grown commercially
Upon the Mazzard, varie-

ties of either sweet or
sour cherries make larger,

thriftier, longer-lived and
more productive trees

The Mahaleb, on the other hand, is the best stock
from the nurseryman’s point, of view It is more easily

budded, hardier, freer from insects and fungi as it

stands in the nursery before budding, and the buds
more quickly develop into salable trees But the advan-
tages of the Mazzard are so much greater for the fruit-

grower that he should accept only trees on this stock
unless hardiness be a prime requisite Cherries are
set m the orchard at two years from the bud

The cultivation and handling

907 Low-headed and spreading
growth of sour cherry.

delicatessen shops.

Other species

Several species of cherries other than the two named
have more or less hoiticultural value Prunus Padus
and Prunas Mahalib of the Old World furnish fruits

sometimes used for culinary purposes but much more
cultivated, m their various forms, as ornamentals, the

latter furnishes a stock upon which orchard varieties

arc now most commonly budded Prunus liesseyi
,

Prunus pumila and Prunus pennsylvamca are species

from North America, the first two having varieties

cultivated for their fruits and all three being used as

ornamentals and for stocks Prunus Pseudo-Cerasus
and Prunus tomentosa
from Asia are much grown
in China and Japan as

ornamentals, for their
fruits and as stocks, and
should find favor in Eu-
rope and America for these

purposes In recent years

many new species of cher-

ries have been discovered

in Asia E Koehne, one
of the best authorities on
the genus Prunus, places

120 species, nearly all

from Asia, in the sub-
genus Cerasus to which
belong the orchard cher-

ries (Mitt Pent Dcndrol.
Gesell

,
1912 168-183) A

few of these have already
been introduced in Am-
erica by the United States
Department of Agricul-
ture, and from them one
is sure to find valuable
horticultural species to be

Sweet cherries arc most profitably grown on high,

comparatively light, sandy, gravelly or even stony
loams, while sour cherries do best on somewhat heavier
soils The former are set 22 to 24 feet apart, the latter

16 to 20 feet Both respond to care in cultivation which,
in brief is early spring plowing, frequent cultivation
until the first of August with a cover-crop sown just

before the last cultivation Cover-crops are various

—

a favorite one in New York and Michigan is a half
bushel of oats or barley, and twelve pounds* of clover
or twenty pounds of winter vetch In Delaware and
New Jersey the cowpea is much liked as a cover-crop.

Cherry trees are usually headed 2 or 3 feet from the
ground with a tendency to head them lower -half the

above distances, in the
lower - headed orchards
there seems to be no in-

convenience in tilling with
modern implements
Nearly all commercial
growers form the head
with five to seven mam
branches about a central

trunk, but some prefer to

remove the central stem,
especially in sweet varie-

ties, leaving a vase-formed
head After the head is

formed, the subsequent
pruning is exceedingly

simple, consisting of

cutting out an oc-

casional injured or
crossed branch and
nowr and then head-
ing-in a long whip-
like growth
In soils well

adapted to cherry-
growing, commer-908. Old sweet cherry tree, on the Chesapeake peninsula
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cial fertilizers are little needed. Good cultivation, the
yearly cover-crop and an occasional dressing of stable-

manure furnish an abundance of food. If, with this

treatment, the trees fail to make sufficient growth, and
if the drainage be good, the grower should experiment
with fertilizers contaming potash, phosphoric acid or
nitrogen to see which, if any, his trees may need.

Cherries are picked with stems on, the sweet a few
days before fully ripe, the sour when practically

mature. Some growers guard against breaking the
fruit-spurs for the next year by using picking scissors.

Cherries are variously packed in boxes and baskets but
the container is usually a small one and much art may
be displayed in placing in layers, facing, and in making
the package m all ways attractive. Fruit for canning
must be carefully picked but is sent to the cannery in

trays holding one or two pecks
The chief commercial plantations in eastern America

are found in New York, New Jersey, Delaware, north-
ern Ohio and western Michigan Sweet-cherry grow-
ing is precarious because of natural obstacles, and sour
cherries are so easily grown that through very abun-
dance their sale is often difficult. Yet with both success

has been attained by many, the profits ranging as high
as $300 to the acre.

Special difficulties.

The cherry is attacked by a dozen or more fungi.
Of these, three are serious pests. The brown-rot,
Sclerotima fructigena, attacks the flowers, leaves, twigs
and most disastrously the fruits at ripening time.
Leaf-blight, Cyhndrosponum Padi, produces diseased
spots on the leaves, which for the most part drop out,
giving a shot-hole effect and eventually causing the
foliage to drop prematurely. A common and striking
disease of the cherry is black-knot, Plowrightia mor-
bosa

,
characterized by wart-like excrescences on shoots

and branches which at maturity are black; affected
parts sooner or later die
The text-books give no less than forty insect enemies

of cherries, of which the plum-curculio, ConQtrachelw
nenuphor

,
the peach-borer, Sannmoidea exitiosa, and

the San Jos6 scale, Aspxdiotus perniciosus, on sweet

cherries, must be combated. All of the pests named,
both fungi and insects, are more destructive to plums
and peaches, and the reader is referred to these fruits

for treatment which is much the same as for the
cherry.

Sweet cherries suffer severely m the South and the
Mississippi Valley, and somewhat in the North, from
sun-scald, either directly from the sun’s rays or from
alternate freezing and thawing m winter or spring.

The injury is manifested by the bursting of the bark
and the exudation of gum on the south and west •sides

of the tree. Some immunity from such injuries may be
obtained by protecting the trunks with ooards or other
screens. “Gummosis,” or a flow of gum from the wood,
often follows injuries of various kinds and the
work of insects and fungi in both sweet and sour
cherries.

Types and varieties.

There are now about 600 varieties of cherries grown
in America and Europe, and the names of as many more
that have passed from cultivation remain These are
variously grouped, but the following simple classifica-

tion takes in tne common orchard sorts

a. Prunus avium

(1) The Hearts.—Large, heart-shaped, soft-fleshed,

sweet cherries, light-colored as represented by Governor
Wood and dark as in Black Tartarian

(2) The Bigarreaus —Large, sweet, heart-shaped
and colored as in the previous group but with firm,

crisp and crackling flesh Well represented by Napoleon
(Fig 909) and Yellow Spanish as light-colored members
of the group, and by Schmidt and Bing as dark sorts

(3) The Dukes—Somewhat smaller cherries than
the Hearts and Bigarreaus, softer m flesh, light-colored

and usually sour or nearly so This group is placed
under Prunus avium, but there can be no doubt but
that the widely varying Dukes are hybrids between
Prunus avium and Prunus Cerasus May Duke and
Reine Hortense serve as illustrations of the group

AA. Prunus Cerasus

(1) The Amarelles —Rather small, light-colored, sour
cherries with colorless or nearly colorless juice, pro-

duced on upright trees, represented by Early Rich-
mond and Montmorency (Fig 910)

(2) The Morellos —Also comparatively small and
very sour but dark in color and with dark-colored juice

and trees with a drooping habit, represented by Eng-
lish Morello and Louis Philippe

In spite of the great number of varieties, the cherry,

of all stone-fruits, seems most fixed m its characters

Thus, the difference between tree and fruit in the cher-

ries of the several groups is comparatively slight and
many of the varieties come nearly true to seed So,

too, cherries, although probably domesticated as long

ago as any other of the tree-fruits, are now most of

all like their wild progenitors Notwithstanding this

stability, there are probably rich rewards to be secured

m breeding cherries by those who will put in practice

the discoveries of recent years in plant-breeding, and
will hybridize especially the various groups of the

two species now cultivated and introduce wholly new
blood from wild species. So little effort has been
directed toward improving cherries, and the material

seems so promising, that it would seem that with proper
endeavor the coming generation may have a new and
greatly improved cultivated cherry flora.

U. P. Hedrick.

The cherry in California.

In commercial importance, the cherry is least of the
fruits of the temperate zone grown m California on a
commercial scale—not considering the quince and
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nectarine, of which the product is almost insignificant
This is not because the finest cherries cannot be grown -

but because the avenues for the disposition of the prod-
uct are not so wide as for other leading fruits.
Recently there are indications that these avenues will
be widened, for, in the year 1912, 244 carloads were
profitably shipped in a fresh state to eastern markets,
and in 1911 a product equivalent to 243,010 cases (each
containing two dozen 2^-pound cans) of canned cher-
ries were disposed of to advantage. In 1910, there was
large shipment of barreled cherries in sulfur water to
eastern bottlers who put up maraschino cherries in

competition with importations, but this business seems
to have transgressed the pure food laws and declined.

Until it is demonstrated that such distant demands
will increase, present plantations will not be largely

extended. Cherries are costly m picking and packing,
and the chance of low price in a local market, over-sup-
plied whenever the trees do their full duty, the grower
does not enjoy Cherry-drying has never seemed war-
ranted on a large scale, because of the large amount of

labor required to the pound of product; and the
grower has had no recourse when the eanner and local

consumer would pay only the cost of picking and box-
ing A good shipping demand seems, therefore, the
measure of the extension of California’s cherry inter-

est, and the early ripening of the fruit, which permits
its sale during the blooming season of eastern cherry

trees, is the leading surety of such demand On several

occasions early varieties have been shipped from the

Vacaville district overland, on March 31, but the usual
opening date is about two
weeks later, and thence onward
later varieties, and from later

regions, may be shipped until

July, if found profitable

But, although there is plenty
of good land upon which to

multiply the present total of

three-quarters of a million trees,

the eheriy regions of California

are restricted It is one of the
most exacting of all trees, and
is profitable only when its

requirements are respected.

About one-half of the present

acreage lies m valleys opening
upon the bay of San Francisco,
where deep and moist, but
well-drained alluvial soil fosters

strong and sound root-growth,
and modified atmospheric
aridity favors leaf and fruit-

ing On similar deep and moist
soils, how'ovor, the sweet cherry
enters the hot interior valleys

to certain limits, chiefly along

the river bottoms It abhors
dry plains In dry air it usu-
ally refuses to fruit, although,

if the soil be moist, it may
make stalwart tree-growth In
foot-hill valleys it sometimes
does admirably, both in growth
and fruiting, and in mountain
valleys, above an elevation

of 2,000 feet, on good soil,

and in the greater rainfall, and even with the snow
flurries, which are experienced every year at proper
elevations, the tree becomes very thrifty and profitable

to the limits of local markets The tree seems to have
no geographical limitations m California, wherever
suitable soil and weather conditions occur, it accepts

the situation—the Dukes and Morellos succeeding

under conditions too trying for the Hearts and Bigar-

reaus, but the latter, only, are of commercial account

910. Montmorency cherry —Sour. ( X J i)

Cherry trees are grown by budding upon Mazzard
ana Mahaleb seedlings—both being largely lnmorted.
It is customary to plant out in orchards at the end of
the first year’s growth from the bud, though two-year-
old cherry trees can be more successfully handled than
other two-year-olds The trees are headed at 1 or 2
feet from the ground, cut back to promote low branch-
ing for two years, and then allowed to make long
branches, and not usually shortened-in, so long as
thrifty and healthy The tree, in a good environment,
is, however, a very hardy tree, and will endure pruning
to almost any degree There are many trees which have
made a very broad but not usually nigh growth, bear-
ing 1,000 pounds of fruit to the tree, and a few others
which have even doubled that figure, while others
have been dwarfed and trained en espalier. The com-
mercial orchards are, however, uniformly of low trees,

approximately of \ase form m exterior outline, and
with branches curving outward without shortening.

The cherry is very readily giaf fed over by the usual
top-grafting methods, and large orchards have been
thus transformed into varieties more acceptable for

canning or shipping Comparatively few varieties are
grown. Karly Purple Guigne, Chapman and Knights
Early Black are grown in early-ripening localities.

Black Tartarian, Lewellmg and Bing are the mainstay
for black cherries The Napoleon Bigarreau (locally

known as Royal Ann) is the ideal for a white cherry,

and almost excludes all others, although the Rockport
Bigarreau has some standing Of all the varieties

grown, the Black Tartarian and Napoleon (Fig 909)
constitute 70 per cent of the crop, and probably 90
per cent of the amount marketed

California-grown cherries attain large size, the can-
ner's requirement for fancy fruit us a diameter not less

than % of an inch, and for No 1 not less than % of an
inch Wholesale prices usually range from $40 to $60
a ton for black and $X0 to $120 for white, but occa-

sionally canners have paid as
high as $160 a ton for white
cherries The higher rates can
be expected only in jears of

short crops

Edward J. Wickson

CHERVIL. A term applied
to two umbelliferous plants

that produce edible parts,

neither of which is well known
in America The name is

sometimes applied, also, to the
sweet cicely

Salad chervil or leaf chervil is

Anthriscus Cenfolium, lloffm
,

a native of Cauiasus, south-
ern Russia and western Asia
It is annual, reaching IV^ to 2
feet high The neat and aro-

matic leaves are used like pars-

ley, which they much resemble.
The leaves arc decompound,
wuth oval cut leaflets; and there

are varieties with much cut
and curled foliage. The culti-

vation of salad chervil presents
no difficulties. Leaves are

ready to use in six to ton weeks
from seed-sowing, and any good garden soil is con-

genial It thrives best in the cooler and moister part

of the year. In hot weather, seeds would better be
sown in a shaded place.

Tuberous or turnip-rooted chervil is Chserophyllum
bulbosum, Linn., of southern Europe. (See Chserophyl-

lum ) It is biennial or plur-annual, like the radish

and carrot. The roots are like small carrots m shape
(t to 5 inches long), bub are gray or blackish, and the
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flesh is yellowish white and of different flavor. The
roots are eaten as carrots are, either boiled or in stews.

The one difficulty m the growing of tuberous chervil

is the fact that the seeds germinate very tardily, or

even not at all, if kept dry over winter. It is cus-

tomary, therefore, to sow them m the fall, although
they do not germinate until spring. If they are to be
reserved for spring-growing, they should be stratified

(see Seedage) or kept m sand. In four or five months
after germination, the roots are fit to use, although
they improve in auahty by being left m the ground.
The roots keep well in winter. Ji. H. B.

CHESS, or CHEAT: Bromus.

CHESTNUT. Three species of tree or true chestnuts
are cultivated in this country for their nuts,—the
European Castanea satwa

,
the American Castanea den-

tata, the Japanese Castanea crenata. See Castanea. The
horticultural characters that distinguish these three

types are as follows:

European chestnuts .—Tree large, with a spreading
but compact head, stocky, smooth-barked twigs and
large glossy buds of a yellowish brown color; leaves

oblong-lanceolate, abruptly pointed, with coarse some-
times incurved serrations, thick and leathery, generally

pubescent beneath when young, but green on both
sides when mature. Burs very large, with long branch-
ing spines, and a thick velvety lining. Nut larger than
American chestnut, sometimes very large, shell dark
mahogany-brown, pubescent at tip, thick, tough and
leathery; kernel inclosed in a thin tough and astrin-

gent skin: quality variable from insipid, astringent to

moderately sweet The leaves remain on the trees until

late in autumn, but are more susceptible to the attacks
of fungi than the American and Japanese species. At
least one variegated and one cut-leaved variety are
grown as ornamentals. This species is variously known
as European, French, Spanish and Italian chestnut
(Castanea satwa), and sweet chestnut of English writers.

It is an inhabitant of mountam forests in the temper-
ate regions of western Asia, Europe and north Africa,

and is esteemed for its nuts in Spam, France and Italy,

where they have constituted an important article of

food since an early day. Introduced to the United
States by Ir6n6e Dupont, at Wilmington, Delaware, in

1803, although recorded by Jefferson, under the desig-

nation “French chestnut,” as grafted by him on native
chestnut near Charlottesville (Monticello), Virginia,

in 1773.

American chestnut (Castanea dentata).—Fig. 911. A
tall straight columnar tree, m forests reachmg a height
of 100 feet and a diameter of 3 to 4 feet; when grown
in the open, forming a low round-topped head of

slightly pendulous branches. Leaves thinner than in C.
satwa

,
oblong-lanceolate, acute, long-pointed at the

apex, coarsely serrate except toward the wedge-shaped
base, green and
glabrous on both
surfaces, chang-
ing to bright
clear yellow
later in autumn.
The stammate
flowers open m
June or July
after leaves have
attained full
size, and exhale
a sweet, heavy-
odor, disagree-

able to many
persons, and
sometime!? caus-
ing symptoms of

911. Native wild chestnuts. < x '/Q hay-fever. The

two- or three-flowered involucres of pistillate flow-

-ers are on short stout peduncles at the bases of
androgynous aments which bear toward their tips

scattered clusters of staminate flowers. Burs smaller
and spines sharper than in C. saliva. The nuts, usually
two or three, rarely five to seven, are usually broader
than long, and much compressed by crowding, although
sometimes nearly oblong and approaching cylindrical.

912. Japanese chestnuts. ( X H)

They are of a bright brown color, covered at the apex
with thick pale tomentum, which sometimes extends
nearly to the base of the nut. The nuts are sweet and
agreeable in flavor, the best among chestnuts, and are
marketed in large quantities from the forests of the
Appalachian region Occurs in eastern North America,
Maine to Georgia, westward to Michigan, Mississippi
and Louisiana Gradually receding irom its southern
areas from causes not yet understood A few selected
forms have been propagated by grafting
Javanese chestnut (C crenata ) —Fig 912. A dwarf-

ish close-headed tree of slender growth, said to attain
a height of 50 feet in Japan, with small buds leaves
smaller than other chestnuts, lanceolate-oblong, usually
pointed, with a truncate or cordate ba^e, finely ser-

rated, with shallow sharp - pointed indentations,
whitish tomentose beneath, pale grot i above, less sub-
ject to injury by fungi than other s| hum Bur-' small,
with a thin papery lining and shoit widely branching
spines. Nuts large to very large, glossy, usually three,

sometimes five or seven in a bur, usually inferior to
the other chestnuts m quality, although good when
cooked, and in a few varieties excellent in the fresh
state. Many cultural varieties are recognized Intro-
duced to the United States m 1876 by S. B. Parsons,
Flushing, New York.

Aside from these three types, there are certain dwarf
and small-fruited castaneas known as chinquapins.
The two native chinquapins may be contrasted as
follows (page 682)

:

Common or tree chinquapin (C .
pumila) — Fig.

913. A shrub 4 or 5 feet tail, rarely a tree, attaining
a height of 50 feet, with slender branchlets marked
with numerous minute lenticels, and coated with a
pale tomentum, which disappears during the first

winter. Leaves oblong, acute and coarsely serrate at
apex, bright yellowish green, changing to dull yellow
before falling m autumn. Flowers strong-smelling, the
catkins of staminate ones appearing with the unfolding
leaves in May or June, the spicate androgynous
aments later, with pistillate flowers in spiny involucres,
producing solitary cylindrical nuts % to 1 inch in
length and Y& inch in diameter, with sweet seeds This
species occurs in dry lands from southern Pennsyl-
vania to Florida and Texas, and its nuts, which ripen
earlier than the American chestnut, are esteemed for
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food and marketed in considerable quantities. The
species is sparingly introduced to cultivation and in its

native region is Being somewhat grafted upon in place

with the choicer vaneties of chestnuts. It has some
promise as a dwarfing stock but is subject to the trouble-

some fault of suckenng rather abundantly. Two named
varieties, the Fuller and the Rush, have been pub-
lished and somewhat propagated. (Upper part of Fig.

913 illustrates common chinquapin bur, and nut in

natural sue ) Apparent intermediates between this

species and the American chestnut, probably of hybrid
origin, are found in various localities from Pennsyl-
vania southward and westward to southern Arkansas
and eastern Texas, m some localities attaining truly

arborescent proportions (Lower figure in Fig 913
illustrates bur ol hybrid chinquapin )

Bush chinquapin (C alnifolia) —A shrub, rarely

more than 3 feet in height, forming small thickets,

by means of stolons, in sandy barrens South Atlantic
states, westward to Louisiana and Arkansas Distin-
guished from C. pumila by larger, oval-lanceolate,

mostly obtuse leaves, which are but slightly tomentose
beneath, and by its larger nuts, which ripen earlier.

The cultural range of Castanea m America is not
well defined, but extends from Florida and Texas to

Massachusetts and Wisconsin, and on the Pacific

slope The three species cultivated in America thrive
best on dry, rocky or gravelly ridges or silicious uplands,
failing on heavy clays and on limestone soils unless

deep, dry and rich.

Propagation of chestnuts .

Propagation of species is by seeds Certain types
reproduce their striking characteristics m their seed-

lings, but varieties are perpetuated by grafting, occa-
sionally by budding Seeds for planting should be free

from insect larva?, and should not be allowed to dry out
before planting They may be planted in drills in fall

on deep and well-drained loam, or, to avoid damage by
rodents, may be stratified m damp sand until spring.

Nuts held in cold storage at lo° F from October to
April have germinated well at Washington, D C.
Young trees destined for removal to orchard should be
transplanted in nursery at one year old, to promote
symmetrical development of root system Grafting
may be done on any of the species of Castanea, and on
some of the oaks, notably the chestnut oak. Quercus
Pnnos, though the durability of grafts on the oak is

questionable Where the chestnut is indigenous, bear-
ing orchards of improved varieties are ouickly secured
by cutting down and removing the timber, and graft-

ing the young sprouts which spring up in abundance
about the chestnut stumps (Fig 911) Recently the
chinquapin has been similarly used with good success

where chestnut docs not occur Grafting may be by
splice method on one-year-old seedling roots, by splice

or cleft at crown on two- or three-year trees m place;

or by veneer, splice or cleft methods on one- to three-

year-old sprouts or branches. Top-working of old trees

is uncertain and practised only m special cases. Cions
should be dormant, and work may be done at any time
after freezing ceases, but in trunk- and branch-grafting

best results are secured by most grafters if work is

done after leaves begin to unfold. Two- or three-

bud scions are preferred The fitting of cion to cleft or
splice and the waxing should be carefully done If

strips of waxed muslin are wrapped about the stubs,

the danger of loss by summer cracking of wax is les-

sened In cleft-grafting young sprouts or seedlings, the
stub should be cut 2 or 3 inches above the departure
of a branch, to prevent too deep splitting of cleft. Two
or three weeks after growth begins the waxing should
be inspected and repan ed if cracked If grafts make
rank and brittle growth they should be checked by
pinching, and if m exposed situations, tied to stakes to

prevent breaking out of cions. Budding is sometimes

practised, usually by use of dormant buds inserted in

shoots of previous year, when the bark “slips" after
growth has begun m spring. There is a growing con*
viction in the minds of close observers that certain ot

the popular varieties, especially Paragon, under cer-
tain conditions do not find the American chestnut a
congenial stock. In several orchards, Paragon, when
grafted on native sprouts, although apparently making
a good union at the start, has within eight to ten years
developed weakness at the point of union, followed by
loss of vigor and death of the top without other appar-
ent cause than lack of congeniality of cion to stock
For this variety, at least, the grafting upon seedling
stocks grown from nuts of the variety appears advisable.
The chestnut is admirably adapted to ornamental

plantmg, either singly or in groups on suitable soils.

913. Chinquapin. (Nut and bur natural size.)

The native species is successfully used as a roadside
tree in many sections outside of its natural range. It

requires a space of at least 40 feet for development
when thus used, the European species 30 feet, and the
Japanese 20 feet. If in orchard, the last-mentioned may
be planted as close as 20 feet, and thinned when the
trees begin to crowd, thus securing several, crops of

nuts from land otherwise unoccupied.

Care of chestnut orchards.

Planted orchards are yet few in America, most of

the extensive commercial efforts having consisted m the
grafting of sprouts on rough lands where the American
chestnut is indigenous On such lands no cultivation
is attempted, the brambles and undesired sprouts
being held m check by occasional cutting in summer,
or by pasturing with sheep Much care is necessary
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to protect against damage of the sprouts by fire on such
land. Clean cultivation, at least during the first few
years, is probably best in planted orchards, although

heavy mulching may be found a satisfactory substitute

The Japanese and some of the American varieties of

the European species require thinning of the burs on
young trees to avoid over-bearing, with its consequent
injury to the vitality of the tree.

Special difficulties.

Leaf diseases are apparently subject to control by
bordeaux mixture, but for the weevils, which damage
the nuts previous to maturity, no satisfactory remedy
has yet been discovered except the yarding of poultry

in sufficient numbers to destroy the adult insects and
their larvae when they reach the ground
The most serious difficulty confronting the present

or prospective chestnut-grower in North America is

the chestnut-bark disease which, during the last decade,

has worked havoc m the native chestnut forests

throughout a region of country extending from cen-

tral Connecticut through southeastern New York,
New Jersey, and eastern Pennsylvania into northern
Delaware, northeastern Maryland and northern Vir-

ginia As this region contains most of the commercial
plantings of improved chestnuts they have also suf-

fered severely, especially since about 190S The distri-

bution of the native chestnut, together with the known
distribution of the disease February 1, 1912, is shown
on the accompanying map (Fig 915), which was pre-

pared by Metcalf to accompany a special report on the

disease in response to a resolution of the United States
Senate.

This disease, caused by a parasitic fungus (Dmporthe
or Endothia varasitica), attacks trees of all ages and
kills by girdling at various points It is known to

attack all species of chestnut and chinquapin grown in

this country, although some, at least, of the Japanese
varieties, are practically resistant, so far as observed.

A few cases of the disease have also been found on
living trees of the chestnut oak in Pennsylvania, though
with less evidence of destructive effect than on chestnut.

914. Chestnut sprouts two years grafted The cion was
inserted where branching begins

The disease is spread by the spores of the fungus,
which are sticky, and are carried by rain, insects, ana
man, and probably by birds and small mammals It

is known to have been carried on nursery stock for

long distances and is easily transported on newly cut

915. Distribution of the chestnut blight.

timber and cordwood from which the bark has not
been removed Infection frequently occurs through
wounds made by bark-borers.

Although first attracting attention in New York
City in 1904, it appears certain that it had secured

a firm foothold in southeastern New York, including

Long Island and adjacent portions of Connecticut
and New Jersey, prior to that time, there being some
indication that it was introduced from Japan, although
satisfactory evidence of this is still lacking The pres-

ence of the disease in chestnut forests in China was
discovered by Meyer in 1913, where, upon an unidenti-

fied species of chestnut, it is reported to be less virulent

than in American chestnut forests

For several years after publication of the cause of

the disease by Murnll, in 1906, little effort was made in

a systematic way to accomplish its control until 1911.

when the legislature of Pennsylvania appropriated

$275,000 for this purpose and inaugurated a state-wide,

two-year campaign of eradication The work is being
done in cooperation with the Federal Department of

Agriculture which, since 1907, has been investigating

the disease with a view to developing effective methods
of controlling it Several other chestnut-producing
states are also giving more or less attention to the prob-

lem Up to the present time, systematic cutting out
of infected trees coupled with destruction of their bark
by fire has proved the only practicable control method.
This is being vigorously applied in Pennsylvania and
those portions of Maryland, West Virginia, and Vir-

ginia m which the disease has appeared
In forests, the disease is exceedingly difficult to

eradicate after it has once gained a foothold, owing to

the minute examination of the entire tree which is

required to locate infections in their early stages. In
any district in which there is a general infection of the

t crests, the only practicable course is to clear off the

timber while it is sufficiently sound to be merchantable.

The relative disease-resistance of the Japanese
chestnuts, coupled with their precocity and produc-
tiveness, renders them now the most promising sorts

ioi the American chestnut-grower. Planted m sections
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outside of the native range of the American chestnut,

they may reasonably be expected to remain practically

free from the disease, especially if care is exercised to

prevent its introduction from infested regions on
nursery stock or cions The poor flavor and eating
quality of most of these varieties is their worst fault,

but in view of their wide range of

variation in this respect, the problem
of producing resistant varieties of

good quality appears relatively simple.
The few trees of Korean and Chinese
chestnuts thus far grown in the east-

ern United States are apparently
nuite resistant to the disease ana
therefore of much interest to the tree

breeder as parents of possible resist-

ant. forms Systematic work on the
breeding of resistant varieties is being
prosecuted in the Bureau of Plant
Industry

Vanities of chestnuts.

The varieties of the three species,

although possessing many points in

common, differ sufficiently in impor-
tant. characteristics to justify sepa-
rate grouping for cultural discussion
As chestnut-culture is new in this

country, it, seems best to append
descriptions of all the varieties which
are in the American trade For fuller

discussion of cultivated chestnuts, see

Nut Culture in the United States
(Bull Div of Pomology, U S Dept
of Agric ), from which Fig 913 is

adapted, Nut Cultunst, A S Fuller,

1K%, European and Japanese Chest-
nuts in Eastern United States, (1

Harold Powell (Bull Del Exp Sta-

tion), 1X98, Nut Culture for Profit,

Jno It Parr\, 1897

American Group — Although the mv lid

nuts exhibit side \ limit ions in size, form,
quality, proiliu t lioness, find season of ripen-
ing but few \ nrii ties have b< on dignified by
names and propagated Solitary tries are
frequently sterile, although producing l»oth

stuminstc and pistillate flout rs, apparently
requiring cross-ft rt ill/ it ion to insure fruitful-
ness This is especially true of planted trees
of this specie s on the Pactfie slope, where
produi tivc trees an- reported to be rare The
susceptibility of the species to injury by leaf

diseases, as pointed out by Ton ell, unci the
injury to nuts by Ian re of weevils, are draw-
backs to its extensile culture

The following i ineties are propagated to
some exte nt

Dulanty — Howling Green, Ky Large,
and of hnequdity Original tree productive,
though isol itc d

Griffin --Griffin, Ga A large, very downy
nut, of good quality

Hathaway —I it tie Prairie ltonde, Mich
A large, light-colored, sweet nut, annually
productive, frequently having flic to seven
nuts to the bur

Kitrham — Mountftinville, N Y Aboie
medium in sire, oblong, tomentose, sweet
Tree productive and vigorous in hoavy sod
at fifty years of age

Murrell —Cole man’s Falls, Va A large,

high-flavored nut, bearing three nuts to tiie

bur
OUo —Otto, Tenn Large, oblong, very

downy at tip, very sweet, and nch
Rochester —Rochester, N Y First fruited at Alton, 111 Nuts

medium to large, somewhat rounded, usually three in a bur, of
dull brown color, downy at tip, quality excellent Tree a very
rapid grower and a heavy bearer, ripens late

IFcitson —Fay, Pa Medium to large, slightly downy, com-
pressed, very good

European Group —It is a significant fact that, dunng the
century that has elapsed Hince the introduction of this species, the
imported named varieties of Europe have not found favor m eastern
America Seedling trees have been found productive and profitable
at many points in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Mary-

916. Successive stages in the rava-
ges of the chestnut blight. 1909,

1910, 1911.

land, however, and these form the basis of the culture of the species
east of the continental divide West of the Rocky Mountains,
several of the choice Frehoh "Marrons” are reported to succeed m
California and Oregon Among the more important varieties of the
European group in America, are the lollowing

Anderson —Flushing, N J Bur medium to small, nuts of
medium sue, bright reddish brown, pubescent at the tip and over
half of the nut. Tree a strong grower, with medium to small

leathery leaves Very productive
Iiartram —Milltown, Pa Bur medium to

small, nut medium, thickly pubescent at tip,

dark reddish mahogany color, three in a bur,
unusually free from insect attack, quality
good Tree vigorous, spreading, with large
leaves, productive

Combale (Marron Combale)—France A
large and handsome, bright brown striped
nut, with but little tomentum at tip, usually
two, sometimes but one in a bur Somewhat
grown in California, where it was introduced
from France about 1870

C'halun (syn , M irron Chnlon Early) —
France Sparingly grown in C alifornia Nut
of medium size, early, productive, pre-
cocious

Oorson.— Plymouth Meeting, Pa Bur
large, with thin bmk, nuts large, usually
three in a bur, dark brown, ndged, heavily
pubescent at tin, qualify very good Tree
vigorous, spreading, very productive

Dager —Gamden, Del Bur medium, nut
medium to large, dark brown, thickly tomen-
tose, usually three in a bur, quality good.
Tree vigorous, spreading, productive, a seed-
ling of Ridgely

Darlington —Wilmington, Del Bur me-
dium to small, nut medium to large, usu-
ally three in a bur, dark, distinctly striped,

thickly tomentose at tip, sweet, good Tree
vigorous One of the earliest to ripen of this

group
Lyon (Marron de Lyon) —France A large,

round nut of fair quality, grown in a small
way in California, but le^s productive than
Combale, which it resembles

Marron —This term is used by the French
to designate the larger cultiv ated chestnuts,
most of which have relatively few nuts, often
only one m a bur

Moncur—Dover, Del A scedhngofRidgely
Bur medium, nuts medium, of light color,

heavily tomentose Tree vigorous, spreading,
very productive

Nouzillard—France A large, handsome
variety from central France, and there con-
sidered very productive and valuable Has
been tested in New Jersov, Pennsylvania and
California without marked success in any
locality

bumbo — Mornsville, Pa Bur medium
conical, nut large, from two to three in a
bur, bright brown striped, thinly tomentose,
of good quality Tree compact and droop-
ing, rather uncertain in bearing

Paragon (s>n , Great American. Sobers
Paragon) —Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa
Bur very large, nut laige, usually three in a
bur, broad, plump, thickly tomentose at the
tip, and thinly over two-thirds of surface,

color dull brown, quality very good Tree
hardy, spreading, vigorous, w ith narrow,
coarsely serrate leaves having a narrow base,
subject to leaf-blight, but very productive -

The most widely planted and most uniformly
successful variety of chestnut yet cultivated
in the United States Possibly a hybrid with
C. dentata

Quercy (syn , Marron Quercy) —France.
A beautiful, medium-sized nut, commended in
portions of California for precouty, earli-

ness, productiveness and quality
Ridgely (syn , Du Pont) —Dover, Del

Bur medium, nut medium to large, moder-
ately tomentose, dark, of very good quality.
Tree vigorous, with narrow leaves free from
blight, spreading, very productive, hardy

Scott —Burlington, N J Bur medium;
nut medium, slightly pointed, usually three

y, dark brown, slightly tomen-m a bur, glossy, . ...... r
tose at the tip Tree open, spreading, very

productive, said to be comparatively free from attacks of weevil
Styer—Coneordville, Pa Bur medium, nut medium pointed,

dark brown, striped, tomentose at tip, 1 to 3 in a bur Tree vt*ry

vigorous, upnght, with large, dark green leaves, free from disease

Japanese Group —Though most of the imported Japanese
chestnuts have been found of poor quality for eating in the fresh
state, the product of many imported seedling trees, and of a num-
ber of American-grown seedlings of this type, is equal to the Euro-
pean nut in this respect The Japanese varieties m general have
the advantage, also, of greater precocity and productiveness,
larger size and earlier maturity of nut, greater freedom from injury
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by leaf diseases and nut-eating insect larvto. As productiveness
and easiness are the most important points m chestnut-culture at
the present time, this type is the most linportant to commercial
nut-growers Because ot the ease with which chestnuts hybridise,
the disease-resistance of varieties that have originated from seed
produced within the habitat of the American chestnut must be
regarded as uoubtful until thoroughly tested Information as to

the place of production of the seed from which the several varieties
originated is there-
fore of importance
in selecting varie-
ties for planting.
The more important
named varieties are
as follows
Alpha —Now

Jersey Bur me-
dium, nuts medium
to large, generally
three in a bur, dark,
of fair quality, ope-
ning \ ery earl>
Tree upright, very
vigorous and pro-
ductive Originated
in New Jersey from
seed of Parry

Beta —New Jer-
sey Bur small, nut
medium, light
brown, smooth,
slightly tomentosc
at tip, good , ripe-

ning just after
Aloha Seedling of
Parry

B i idle—New
917. Boone chestnut. Jersey First fruited

in Maryland Bur
medium: nut large, bright brown, broad, rather thickly tomentose,
two to five in a bur, of medium season and fair quality Tree
regular, round-headed, vigorous Grown from imported *<ecd.

Black (syn , Dr Black) —New Jersey First fruited m Mary-
land Bur large, nut medium to large, three to seven in a bur, con-
sequently irregular in shape, dark brown, slightly tomentose, very
early and of good quality Tree round, close-headed, vigorous, pro-
ductive. Grown from imported seed

Boone—Villa Ridge, ill Fife 917 A hybrid between Giant and
a native chestnut Bur of medium size, nuts large, usually three in

a bur, of light brown color, rather heavily tomentose, quality very
good Tieo vigorous, precocious and productive, nuts ripening
early Considered difficult to propagate

Coe—California. A large, very sweet variety, but recently
disseminated Tree upright, somewhat spreading. Grown from
imported seed

Felton —New Jersey First fruited in Delaware Bur small,
nut medium, dark brown, slightly tomentose, rather eaily and of
excellent quality Tree round-headed and fairly productive
Grown from seed of an imported tree.

Gumt —Japan A trade name, under which a number of varie-

ties have been imported from Japan See Parry
Hale (syn, Eighteen Months) —California A newly intro-

duced variety, having a large, dark brown nut of excellent quality.
Very precocious Grown from imported seed

Kent (syn , Extra Early) —New Jersey First fruited in Dela-
ware Bur small, nut medium to large, dark, usually three in a bur,
very early, of good quality Tree round-headed, precocious, pro-
ductive Grown from seed of an lmoorted tree

Kerr —New Jersey First fruited in Maryland. Bur small,
nut medium to large, dark brown, broad, three in a bur, early, and
of excellent quality. Tree vigorous, symmetrical, round-headed,
very productive Grown from imported seed

Kitten —New Jersey. First fruited in Delaware Bur very
large, nut very large, broad, light brown, slightly ridged, of excel-
lent quality, midseason Tree upright, open, spreading, moder-
ately vigorous, productive The largest chestnut yet brought to
notice. Grown from seed of an imported tree.

Mammoth —A trade name for the imported Japanese nuts and
trees, not restricted to any particular variety

Martin (syn , Col Martin) —New Jersey First fruited m
Maryland Bur iargo, nut large to very large, broad, bright reddish
brown, slightly tomentose, throe to five nuts m a bur Midscason;
of good quality for cooking Tree vigorous, open, spreading, pro-
ductive Grown from imported seed

McFarland—California Bur very largo; nut large, and of fine

quality; early. Tree spreading, very productive. A newly dissem-
inated variety of great promise Grown from imported seed

Parry—Japan Bur very large, nut very large, one to three in
a bur, broad, with apex sometimes depressed, dark brown, ridged,
of fair quality Tree moderately vigorous, open, spreading, with
large leaves One of the largest and most beautiful of this group.
Selected for propagation as the best of 1,000 imported grafted
Japanese chestnuts

Prolific —Japan Bur small, nut medium, rather long, striped,
three in a bur, early. Tree vigorous, compact, with small narrow
leaves

Reliance—New Jersey Bur medium, nut medium to large,

rather long, light brown, ndged, midseason, and of fair quality.
Tree dwarfish, spreading, drooping, very precocious and produc-
tive, inclined to overbear, and needs thinning Seedling of Parry.

Success —New Jersey. Bur very large, nut very large, usually

three in a bur; midseason, of rather poor quality until oooked.
Seedling of Parry Tree upright, productive.

Superb —New Jersey Bur large, nut large, oroad, brown,
usually three in a bur, early, and of fair quality Tree vigorous ana
very productive. Seedling of Parry. -yym . A TAYLOR.
CHEVALIERA, CHEVALlfeRIA, CHEVALLI&RA, CHE-

VALLIERIA. The species in tho American trade are Aichineas.

CHICK-PEA. Cicer.

CHICKWEED: Cerastium and Stettana .

CHICORY, or SUCCORY (Cichbnum fntybus,

Lmn ) Compdsilst* Fig 918 A native of Europe,
naturalized m America and familiar to many as a weed,
is a pot-herb, a salad, and the leading adulterant of

coffee It came prominently before the public in the
late nineties and the early years of this century as an
American farm crop Prior to that year, its cultiva-

tion as an adulterant and substitute for coffee was
largely prevented by the prejudice of the primipal
consumers, our foreign-boin population, who insisted

that American was inferior to European root, and also

by the low tariff, which allowed the root to enter dutv
free, or with a very small impost During 1898 and
1899 advantage was taken of a protective duty, and
several factones were erected, for which farmers grew’

the roots For a few years our home market was sun-
plied from American fields in part But even the sub-
stitution of horse-power for manual labor, improved
plows and cultivating implements for crude ones,

machine-digging of the roots for hand-digging, efficient

slicing machines, and improved evaporating kilns did

not make the business satisfactory. There was not
enough money in it either to

powers or to manufacturers, so it

has been abandoned
Chicory will probably succeed

wherever the sugar beet is grown
in this country, the climatic re-

quirements being similar In gen-
eral, it may be said to thrive upon
all stone-free soils that will pro-

duce paying staple ciops, except
clays, lightest sands and mucks
The first are too hard, the second
too dry, the third too rich in

nitrogen and too sour The sur-

face layer of soil should be deep,

the subsoil open and well drained.

If the water-supply be sufficient,

high land is as good as low' land
of the same texture, though if too
dry for profitable gram-growing,
the former may yet be made to

produce chicory, but if too wet for

cereals, the latter will generally be
found unsuitable for this root.

The fertilizing of the land should
be the same as for other root-crops,
nitrogen being used sparingly,

potash and phosphoric acid rather
freely—one and one-fourth to one
and one-half times as much of the

former and two and one-half times
the latter as has been removed by
the preceding crop. It is best to

apply these fertilizers to preceding
crops that do not make heavy
demands upon them In rotation,

chicory is classed with root-crops,

and should be preceded by a small

grain, since this is harvested in

time for fall plowing Clover
should not immediately precede,

since it leaves too much nitrogen

in the soil. The ground being
warm, fairly moist, thoroughly
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prepared by deep plowing, harrowing and scarifying

with a weeder, the seed, which must be fresh and clean,

is sown rather thickly but covered thinly, m drills 18
inches apart

There are but few well-defined varieties of this plant
used for held culture, and even the garden sorts are

not so stable as could be desired Of the former group,

Magdeburg, Brunswick and Schlesische are the prin-

cipal, of the latter, Witloof (fao-called), Red Italian,

Broad-leaved, Improved Variegated and Curled-leaved
arc* best known Witloof and Barbc de Capucin can
be produced from any variety, the difference being
brought about by the method of growing

Clueoiy has no specific enemies in this country, and
is troubled by only a few of the general-feeding insects,

such as cut-worms and wire-worms
From six to ten tons is the general acre yield, although

with good management fifteen tons may be produced
The cost of growing and the returns are about as fol-

lows Rent, wear of tools, etc
,

.$5
;

preparation of

land, $4 .30, seed, 75 cents, cultivating and tending,

•$15, harvesting and delivering, $12, total, $37 25.

Aveiage price the ton, $7
From a purely hoi tieultural standpoint, chicory is

of mt( rest as a root, a pot-herb, and a salad plant
The young tender roots are occasionally boiled and
served with butter, pepper and salt, like young carrots,

but they have never become widely popular in this

form As a pot-herb, the young leaves are equal to

those of dandelion They are cut when 0 to 8 inches
long, boded in two waters to remove the bitter flavor,

and served like spinach As a salad, chicory is famous
in three foims Common Blanched, Barbc de Capucin
and Witloof Barbe de Capucin is comprised of small
blanched leaves Witloof is a more solid head

r

I lie

pink, red and curled varieties make a very pretty

appearance, and, if well grown and served fre.sh, are
delicious, there being only a slightly bitter flavor

The method of growing for salads is the same as for

endive
Fot Barbe and Witloof, well-grown roots are dug m

Or tolar, ti mimed of unnecessarv roots and of all but
an inch of top For Barbe, the roots are laid hori-

zontally m tiers in moist earth, the whole forming a
sloping heap, the crowns of the roots protruding an
nidi oi so Since darkness is essential, a warm vege-
table c('ll ir is the usual place seler ted to grow this

vegetable, which requires three or four weeks to pio-
dine its fine white leaves These are cut when about
t> indies long, eaten as a salad, boiled like kale or cut
up like slaw If undisturbed, the roots will continue
to produce toi several weeks The most rapid way to
piodme Witloof is to plunge the roots (shortened to 5
inches) m spent tanbark, or such matenal, and cover
w it h 2 feet or more of manure, the space under a green-
house bench being used. In about two weeks, heads
lesemblmg cos lettuce mav be dug up, boded like brus-
bels sprouts, oi served as salad If the roots be left in

place, pioteeted from the light, but uncovered, a crop
of leaves resembling Barbe may be gathered Sowing
and other cultural management is the same as for othci
garden roots, as beets and carrots It, is a pityr that
those vegetables are so little known in this country
Witloof is a popular winter vegetable in the larger
cities of the East Much of it is imported from Europe

Chicory has run wild along roadsides and m dry' fields

in many parts of the country, and is considered to be a
bad w'eed However, the handsome sky-blue flowers
(Fig. 962), which open only in sunshine, are very
attractive M. G. Kains.

CHlLDSIA WfiRCKLEI: Hidalgoa.

i

CHILlANTHUS (a thousand flowers ) Loganidcese.
Four or 5 S African trees or shrubs, very closely allied
to Buddleia, from which it differs m having stamens

48

exserted from the short tube lvs. opposite, entire or
dentate, nearly always tomentose or scaly fls very
numerous, in dense terminal cymes or panicles, calyx
and corolla deeply 4-parted, the latter usually yellow-

ibh Unknown to the American trade The plants
known as liuddlem salicifolui, .Jacq

,
and B saligna,

W'llld
,

are Chihanthus arborem, Benth (which is

probably identical with ('. oleaieus, Burch.).

CHIL6PSIS (Greek, lip-likc) Bignonideex One
deciduous shrub or low' tree, often planted m southern
California and other parts

Allied to Catalpa differs in having 4 anther-bearing
stamens and 1 rudiment, a more trumpet-shaped corolla

and wuth jagged lobes, and lvs linear and often not
opposite

line&ns, DC (C saligna, Don). Slender-branched,
10 20 ft • fls handsome, bignoma-hke, in a short

tenninal raceme, corolla 1-2 in. long, 5-lobcd and
eiunped, the tube and throat lilac, and 2 yellow stripes

inside Dryr districts from S Texas
to Calif, and m Mex - -From its

narrow -lanceolate or linear lvs
,
it is

known as desert willow, also called

flowering willow and mimbres
There is a white-fld form

L II B
CHIMAPHILA (Greek, winter-

loving, green in winter) En-

edetw Pii’SissEWA Perennial small
plant", interesting for the white or
nnkish flow eis and the evergreen
oliage, but little cultivated

Half shrubby or
herbaceous, w’lth
c recping st lvs.

evergn en, serrate,

in irregular w’horls.

fls nodding, form-
ing a terminal, few-
lld umbel, on a
long naked pedun-
c le, petals 5, spread-
ing, stamens 10, the
anthers opening
with 2 pores at the
apex, the filaments
short, dilated, style

short, w ith a peltate
stigma fr a dehis-

cent, deeply fur-

rowed, 5 -eel led
caps with nuinci-
ous minute seeds—
Four species in N.
Amer , Eu ,

and N.
Asia to Japan; for-

merly unites! with Pyrola Low evergreen plants, with
pretty white or reddish fls in summer They grow
best in a light, sandy soil, mixed with peat or leaf-

mold, and piefer a half-shady position Prop, by divi-

sion of the creeping rootstock. Useful m wild borders.

a . Lvs broadest above the middle.

umbellUta, Nutt. (C corymbbsa
,
Pursh) Five to 12

m lvs 3-6 in a whorl, short-pet loled, cuneate-lancco-
Ute to oblong-obovate, sharply serrate, dark green and
shining above, 1-2 m. long fls. 4-7, white or reddish,

wide. N. Amer
,
from Canada to Mex

,
Eu

,

Japan BM 778. LHC 5 463. Mn 7 161—Lvs.
said to be employed in rheumatic and kidney affec-

tions

aa Lvs broadest below the middle.

macullta, Pursh Fig 919 Lower and less branched
than the foiegoing, lvs. usually in 3’s, ovate or oblong-
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lanceolate, sparsely and sharply serrate, variegated
with white along the nerves, 1-2 in long fis 2-5, white,
%m. wide. From Canada to Ga. and Miss. B.M. 897.
Mn. 9 1. GC 111. 32 318.

M6nziesii, Spreng Slender plant, 3-8 in high:
lvs. alternate or m 3’s, ovate to oblong-lanceolate,
acute at both ends, in. long, sharply serrate,

sometimes variegated fls 1-3, whit*'1

,

1 2m across,

filaments with a round dilated portion in the middle
Brit Col. to Calif Alfred Reiider.

chimonAnthus. Meratia

CHINA ASTER- Aster

CHINA-TREE: Meha.

CHINA WOOD-OIL. Aleurites Fordu

CHINESE LANTERN PLANT: Physalis.

CHINESE LAUREL. Antidesma.

CHINESE SACRED LILY Narcissus.

CHINKAPIN, CHINQUAPIN: Chestnut and Castanea

CHIOCtfCCA.. Rubidcex Snowherhy (which the
name means in Greek). Shrubs, mostly climbing or
trailing, of Trop Amer (a half-dozen or so species),

and 3 in extreme S. Fla Fls in axillary panicles, the
corolla funnelform and 5-partcd, stamens 5, inserted
on the base of the corolla, the filaments cohering at
base, style filiform, the stigma club-shaped; ovary 2-3-
loculed, becoming a small globular 2-seeded drupe
C. racemdsa, Linn

,
of the Fla Ke>s and S

,
is some-

times cult in hothouses for its panicles of yellowish
white fls and the white frs.: lvs. ovate to lanceolate,

thick and shining, entire drupes 3/4in diam twining,

glabrous C. anguffuga, Mart (C brachu'ita, Ruiz &
Pav ), of S Amer

,
tne root affording a native snake-

bite remedy, has appeared in cult (under the name var.

aeutijolia)' woody, with erect branches lvs ovate, 3
in or less long, sharp-acuminate fls J4in long with
recurved lobes, in axillary panicles shorter than the
lvs —In S Fla or on the Keys, 2 other sfiecies occur,

but they apparently are not in cult C <Uba, Hitchcock.
Large, erect or reclining - lvs elliptic to ovate fls

white, often becoming yellow. C. pmelbrum
,

Brit

Small, trailing, lvs. mostly elliptic to oblong corolla

always white L H. B

CHI6GENES (Greek, snow
, offspring, referring to

the snow-white berries) Encaceje Snowberry.
Creeping plant, rarely grown in rockeries for the car-

peting effect of the evergreen foliage and for the attrac-

tive white berries
,
with small alternate 2-ranked lvs and

inconspicuous axillary fls
;

corolla short-campanulate,
4-cleft, stamens 8, included, with short filaments,

anthers opening by a slit
- berry white, many-seeded —

Two species m the colder regions of N. Amer and
Japan Slender trailing evergreens, m appearance
much like the cranberry, rarely cult Thriving best in

moist and peaty soil, in a shaded position, creeping
amongst growing moss. Prop by seeds, by division or

by cuttings in Aug under glass. The American spe-

cies, C. hispfdula, Torr & Gray (C. serpylh/blia, Salisb ),

has hirsute branches and ovate or oval, £m -long
ciliate lvs

,
greenish white fls. and white berries, 34 in.

across, usually hirsute. Alfred Rehder.

CHIONANTHUS (Greek for snow and flower, allud-

ing to the abundance of snow-white fls ). Oledcex.

Fringe Tree Woody plants grown for their pro-
fusely produced white flowers.

Shrubs or low trees, with deciduous, opposite and
entire lvs : fls in loose panicles lrom lateral buds at the
end of last year’s branches, white, dioecious or only
functionally dioecious, calyx 4-cleft; corolla divided
nearly to the base in 4 narrow petals, stamens 2, short;

ovary superior, 2-celled; style very short with a 2-

lobed stigma, fr a 1-seeded oval drupe —Two species
in E. N. Amer. and China Ornamental shrubs, with
large, dark green foliage, and very showy white fls

in eaily summer. The American species is almost
hardy N

,
but lequues a somewhat sheltered position,

the Chinese may be more tender, but has proved haidy
at the Arnold Arboietum They tlmve best in a some-
what 11101st and sandy loam, and in a sunny position
Piop by seeds sown in fall or stratified, increased also
by layers and by grafting under glass or budding in

the open air on ash seedlings (111 Fill ope, Fraxmus
Omus is preferred), sometunes by cuttings from forced
plants in early spring

virgfnica, Linn Fig 920 Large shrub or slender
tree, to 30 ft lvs oval or oblong, acuminate, pubes-
cent beneath when young, mostly glabrous at length,

4-8 in long panicles 4-6

f

® CH l)
ln pendulous, fls func-

N II ^ tionally dioecious, petals 1

in long fr dark blue, ovoid,

\ i\ 1 1
/4m l°nK May, June From

\\\ 1 Pa to Fla and Texas L B
fe\ \|

1 C 13 . 1264 Gt 16 561
Mn. 2 151 G F 7 325.

Gng. 16 306 G M 31 527Wk v 10 227 G W S, p 293
M DG 1899 412,413, 1900
413, 1907 73, 337 —Variable
in shape ami pubescence of

the lvs
,
and several varieties

have been distinguished, but
none of them sufficiently dis-

till^ tmet for horticultural pur-
poses The staminate plants

920 Chionanthus .irgtoic.
arp sh

(

OW
f

lpr
.

“<
,

,loWer °"

(X !
2)

account of their larger pani-
cles and broader petals, but

lack the attractive pendulous blue frs in autumn.
Root-bark tonic, febrifuge, laxative, reputed narcotic

retfisa, Lindl (C chinbnsvs, Maxim ) Shrub, with
spreading branches, or small tree, to 20 ft lvs obovate
or oval to oval-oblong, acute or obtuse, sometimes
emargmate, pubescent on the veins beneath, at least

when voung, and reticulate, petioles densely pubes-
cent ns duecious, fragrant, in panicles 2-4 in long,

petals about l^in long, narrow oblong drupe ovoid,
dark blue, Km long China PFG 3, p. 85 GC
II 23 821; III. 47.328, 329 Gt 35, p 667 AG.
13 374; 20 107 ;

22*363 Mn 2 157 G F 7 327 G
29:347; 33*521. Gn. W. 8 453 — Young plants have
the lvs. serrulate. Alfred Rehder

CHIONODOXA (Greek, snow and glory). Lilidcex

Glory -of -the -Snow. Very early-blooming hardy
bulbs, flowers and leaves appearing together

Closely allied to Scilla, but differs, among other
characters, in having a short tube to the corolla fls

blue (running into white and red forms), with recurved-
spreadmg acute segms

,
dilated filaments, and small or

capitate stigma—Four species, Crete to Asia Minor.
These are among the best of early-flowering plants,

blooming in February, March and April, according to

the locality, with the early snowdrops and scillas Since
their introduction to cultivation by Maw in 1877, they
have been widely cultivated under the popular name
of “glory-of-thc-snow,” in allusion to their early-

blooming habit C. Lucilix is the most widely cultiva-

ted species This varies much in color, the type having
flowers whose petals are more or less deeply tipped
with blue, shading to white at their bases C Lucilix
also occurs with pure white flowers, and m reddish and
pink forms C sardenns has smaller flowers of a deeper
tone of blue and without the white markings of the
petals. There arc two varieties of this, one with white
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and the other with black stamens C grandiflora is

the largest-flowered of the group, the type being slaty

blue with dark lines down the center of the segments:

however, like others of the genus, there arc pink ami
white forms sometimes found in collected bulbs,

although somewhat rare C. Tmolubu, one of the kinds

sent out by Whittall of Smyrna some years ago, is

very like C Lvalue in form but of a deeper blue and a
distinctly later flowering habit, Chionodoxas hybridize

with Scilla, and the hybrids are sometimes known as

chionoseillas.—Chionodoxas thrive in any fertile soil,

well drained and not too heavy, and in any exposure,

the main requisite for growth being that they have
light and an adequate supply of moisture while grow-
ing and until the foliage is ripened. The bulbs should

be planted about 3 inches deep, and closely, say an inch

or less apart Lift and replant about the third year
They need no winter covering They flower wel' in pots

in winter in a coolhouse temperature Must be foioed

only gently, and given abundance of air, light and
moisture They are increased by offsets anil seeds,

which the} pioduee freely Under favorable conditions

they mciease rapidly by self-sown seeds Preferably,

seeds should be sown m a frame, and may be expected

to germinate the following winter Under ordinary

conditions, self-sown seeds germinate early in the

year, or late winter (J N Gerard )

Lucfli®, Boiss Fig 1)21 Bulb ovoid, brown-coated
lvs kmg and narrow, 2 or 3 writh each st scape 3-6

in. high, bearing a dozen or less bright blue, more or

less hanging, w'hit e-contered fls Asia Minor and
Crete B M 0433 Gn 2X, p 179 —Huns into many
forms, one of which has white fls C. gigantea, Hort

,

is a larger form of it,

distinct m habit C.

grandifldra, Hort
,

is

a large garden form,

with fls violet -blue
and white in the
throat Var F6rbesii,

Hort
,
somewhat taller

and bearing more fls

C. am&bilis Leichtlinn,

Hort
,
is a very hand-

some form, 2 weeks
later than the others*

fls 1% m acioss, with
broad full segms of

soft creamy white
s hade d rose-ja irple

C. Tmolhsu, Hort
,

is

a late-blooming form,

bright blue and white,

apparently a variant
oi C Lucilui

sardensis, Drude
Fls 2-6, smaller, much
darker blue with no
white m the eye, the
perianth - limb twice
longer than the tube
lvs channeled Sardis

Gn 28.178 —Probably
a form of C Lucilue

erotica, Boiss &
Held Slender* fls

smaller and fewer (1-2

on a scape) than C.

Lucilwe, white or very
pale blue Crete—Of
little horticultural
value

Allenii, Hort (Chio

-

noscflla Allerm, Hort ).

921. Chionodoxa Luciliae. (xH) Perianth segma. cut to

the base: habit of V Lvalue, but the white eye is

indistinct. Supposed natural hybrid of Scilia bifolia and
Chionodoxa Lucihx. G.C HI 21:191. There is said to
be another C Allenn that is a direct selection probably
from C Lvalue, very like var grandijlora. Chionowilla
Penryi is another Chionodoxax Scilla hybrid, the exact
parentage not being stated. L. H. B.

CHIONOSCILLA:
Hybrids of Chionodoxa
and Scilla, consult these
gflMTi

CHIRANTHO- '

DfiNDRON (Greek,
sign i fy lng handflower-
tm ) Stercididceae

( )dd - flowered orna-
mental tree of Mexico
and to be expected
in Went Indies and
elsewhere in cultiva-

tion

A inonotypic
genus, w Inch together
with the Californian

F r em on t oden d ron
forms the remarkable
group Fremontieae.
The fls. are devoid
of a corolla, but in

its place have a large

deeply 5-parted cup-
shaped calyx, con-
cave at the base, in

which there are 5
glands which secrete

an abundance of 922 Chiranthodendron platanoide*"

4

honey, stamens The hand-flower (Xh)
umfixl together for

about one-third their length, above which they separate
into 5 lays bearing linear anthers which dehisce by a
longitudinal groove, style issuing from the center of
the stamens and terminating m a pointed stigma fr a
woody caps with 5 valvate dehiscent lobes foliage
linden-like and densely clothed with stellate hairs.

platanoides, Baill (('hnrosthnon platanoldes,

Huinb <fc Bonpl ) The celebrated Macpalxochi-
QiHiibiTL, or Handflower Thee of the Mexicans,
also call<*d Mano de Mko, Monkey’s Hand, and
Deml’s Hand Fig 922 The remarkable feature of

the fl is the form of the bright red stamens, which
resemble the fingers of a human hand and are tipped
with appendages like claws, from the base of the
fingers issues the style which is more or less like a
thumb A single tree growing near the city of Toluca
was known to the ancient Mexicans, who regarded it

with superstitious veneration It was of great age and
was supposed to be the only tree of its kind in the world.
But an entire grove of the trees was discovered in

Guatemala on the slope of the Volcano de Agua, near
the town of Antigua, whence m pre-Columbian times
the specimen had been brought This established
itself on the slope of the volcano of Toluca, where the
conditions of soil and climate were similar to those of

its original habitat. £ Safford

CHIRlTA (Hmdostani name). Gesnerdceae. Plants
much like gloxinias and streptocarpuses. A genus of 100
species, none of which is m Jhe American trade. They
are natives of E Asia and are herbs or low undershrubs
with opposite, often unequal lvs.. fls. in shades of pur-
ple and blue, tubular, in clusters on the tops of snort
scapes For cult

,
see Gloxinia.

C barbdta, Sprague Perennial fls pedicellate, corolla funnel-
shaped, bluish lilac, with yellow band in front India. B M.
K200 —C. rupfstrts, Ridl Bushy, compact annual. Malay
Peninsula. B M. 8333.

—

C. nninns, Lindl , is the best known
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species and is well worth cult. It has bright green lvs. and scapose
cymes of blue and white fls., the yellow anthers of which add
attractiveness. B R. 30 59.—A variegated form is known

N. TAYLOR.f

CHIRdNIA (classical mythological name) Gen-

tiandcex A dozen or so soft perennial herbs or slirubs

of Afr
,
rarely seen m collections of greenhouse mate-

rial Fls in shades of red and purple, terminal, with a
salver-form corolla and short tube: lvs opposite, ses-

sile, on single or branching sts Most of them are from
the Cape region.

wider than the inner. Mex.—Perhaps a form of the
above. L. II. B.

CHLORAnTHUS {green flower). Chloranth&cese.

Tropical herbs, shrubs or trees, one of which is some-
times grown under glass in the North.

Perennial aromatic herbs or evergreen shrubs, with
jointed sts opposite simple lvs

,
and small, inconspic-

uous fls
,
in slender terminal spikes, penanth repre-

sented by a single scale, in the axil of which is the
1-loculcd ovary and mostly 3 united stamens (the sulo

CHIVE, or CHIVES (written also Cive) Allturn

Schcendprasum, Linn., a perennial plant native to
Europe and the northern borders of the United States
and northward See Allium The leaves of chive
are used green as seasoning in soups

;
salads and

stews Chive grows 6 to 8 inches high, making ^
dense mats of narrow hollow leaves, and bloom-
ing freely in violet-

colored heads, which ,tA
i

J A-Xv,
scarcely overtop the foil-

age, bulbs small, oval. J SA
The plant makes an ex- f\,f| m,
cellent permanent edg- «u| 1 jpa&'y %/,

mg, and is w orth growing Jf/ %'!

for this purpose alone.
It is easily propagated
by dividing the clumps; Wm'wmW-y
but, like other tufted
plants, it profits by hav-
ing the stools broken up V fy (M
and replanted every few V
years. It rarely seeds. % W
It thrives in any garden %
soil. The leaves may be
cut freely, for they
quickly grow again. M

L. II B. 1\

CHLIDANTHUS (idel- \|
icate flower, from the
Greek) Amarylliddceae. \\ v
Tropical American sum- V4 \
mer-flowenng bulbs. m
Alhed to Zephyranthes. ^ ^

Flowers erect, yellow, jM.
fragrant, in a small 2- JH

bracted umbel, termina- In
j

ting a solid scape, long- ||l I

tubed, with wide-spread- m Jmg segms
;
stamens 6, m //

inserted at the throat, M I

the filaments unequal |j| //

and dilated at base * fr a 923. chions eieg&na 924 ci
3-valved caps . lvs long (XX) dacty

and strap-shaped bulb
tunicate—Three or four species Mex

,
and S Amer.

Chhdanthuses are increased by offsets or by seeds.

The bulbs should be kept dry and cool during winter
and in spring started m a moderately warm house.
After flowering, care must be taken to have the bulbs
make their annual growth. They may either be grown
m pots plunged in ashes, or planted out where they
can be watered occasionally during dry weather. Like
other similar plants, they will benefit by a mulching
of spent hops or rotted manure (G W Oliver )

fr&grans, Herb (C liiteus, Voss) Bulb large and
ovoid: lvs. about 6, appqprmg in spring or early sum-
mer with the fls

,
narrow, glaucous, obtuse fls 4 or

less in each umbel, 3 m or less long, nearly sessile,

erect, on a 2-edged scape or peduncle 10 m or less high.
Andes. B.R 640 F S. 4:326.—A good summer-bloom-
ing plant. i

fihrenbergii, Kunth. Somewhat taller: fls. yellow,
nearly horizontal, distinctly stalked, the 3 outer segms.

stamens sometimes obsolete) —Some 10 species in the
eastern tropics Two other genera (Ascarina and
Iledyosmum) comprise the family Chloranthaceai, of

the pepper-like series

of plants

» as brach^stachys,
xh Jt Blume. Shrub used

% % M f°r pot-growing, rcach-
S. Iff » jp W mg a height of 1-2 ft

,

{

Jjffl
bearing glossy foliage

(V
ojz dflF and small yellow ber-

irfflir * ries stamen single m
eack ^ * *vs lon«-
lanceolate, acuminate,

UmS Jr b feorrate —Tropics and

yl
8U b tropics, Ceylon

x wf wJr fr Av id dr* eastward There is a
variegated-leaved

IW? form. l II. B.

F CHLORIS (the god-

//
dess of flow’ers) Gra-

il minese FiNOEK-GitAssk.

// Jr
Annual or usually per-

// ff enmal grasses, some'
I // times grown for decoration

j f Plants with flat blades, compressed sheaths
I j and digitate unilateral spikes spikclets with
I I 1 perfect fl and 1 or more rudimentary sterile

| J lemmas on the prolonged raehilla — Species

| J about 40, in the warmer regions of the world

|
# A few are cult for ornament on account of

I J the attractive infl Of simple treatment

Vegans, HBK Fig 923 Annual, 1-3 ft :

W uppermost sheaths usually inflated around
I the base of the infl

;
spikes 6-12, pale or dark,

1-3 in long, lemma fusiform, 1 line long,

short-pilose at base and along the lower half

of the keel, long-pilose on the margins near
the apex, the awn about 5 lines long, rudi-

ment cuneate, twice as long as broad, the

single awn somewhat shorter than the awn of

1
» the perfect floret Mex Dept Agric

,
Div.

» (XH)’ Agrost, 7:192, 20 102

polyddctyla, Swartz (C barbdta, Nash) Fig
924 Perennial, 1-3 ft. spikes several, awns 2-3 lines,

rudiment triangular-truncate, the 2 awns about as

long as the awn of the perfect floret. Tropics of both
hemispheres.

verticill&ta, Nutt. Windmill- Grass Perennial,
4-15 in spikes several, slender, in 1-3 whorls, 2-4 in

long; awns 2-3 lines, lemma 1 line long, nearly glabrous;
rudiment oblong-truncate, l-awned Dept Agric

,

Div Agrost 7 191. Kan to Texas.

radi&ta, Swartz. Perennial, 2-3 ft * spikes several,

about 3 in. long; spikelets slender; lemma slightly cili-

ate on callus and near apex, the awn 6 lines long;

rudiment narrow, acute, the single awn about half

as long as the awn of the perfect floret. W Indies

gay&na, Kunth. Rhodes-Grass. Robust perennial,

with abundant foliage and termmal umbels of 6-15
spikes—An African species at present under experi-

mentation in U. S. in dry regions. Cult, in Austral.

(See Agr. Gaz. New S. Wales 19:19, 118, 389 [1908]).

924 Chions poly-
dactyla. (XX)
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trunc&ta, tt. Br. (C. barbata v'era, Host., not C. bar-

bdta, Swartz or Nash). Star-Grabs. A Btoloniferous

perennial, with erect eulms 1-3 ft.: spikes 6-10. 3-6

in
,
becoming horizontal or reflexed; spikelets 1M lines,

dark at maturity, the awns 3-6 lines long. Austral.

Turner, Austr Grasses 1:17—Cult for ornament
C ordcilm, Dur =~»Leptochloa virgata, ticauv Tina has been

recommended as an ornamental —C petriea, Swartz, and C glauca,

Vasey, both handsome species from Fla , have been recommended
for cult as ornamentals y JfjTCHCOOK

CHLOR<5CODON (Greek for green and bell

,

allud-

ing to the flowers) Asclejnadac&e. Twiners, one of

which is planted far South
Large plants with opposite cordate entire heavy lvs

,

notched stipules and purplish or greenish fls in axillary

panicles calyx 5-parted
,
corolla deeply 5-lobcd, corona

of 5 lobes coming from the base of the filaments, the

lobes obcordate or broader, sometimes with an erect

or incurved projection or horn on the back, pollen

granular —Two species in Trop and S Afr. C.
ecornutus, N E Br

,
is apparently not m cult

Whlteii, Hook f Strong woody twiner, with large

opposite cordate-ovate thick lvs and axillary clus-

ters of odd fls y±-1 in diam
,

corolla rotate-bell-

shaped, thick, begins ovate and acute, purple and with
maigms and central stripe green, and bearing long-

notched lobes, corona-lobes horned, anthers connivent
over the capitate stigma Guinea to Natal B M
5S9S GO III IS 213 — It is now cult in 8 Fla and
N Calif The roots are used medicinally m Natal,

under the name of mundi The plant is an interesting

greenhouse climber, but not handsome L II B

CHLOR6GALUM (gran and milk, from the Greek,
referring to th'» juice of the plant) Lilidcesp Hardy
West American bulbs, allied to Camassia

Tall plants with a tn.ucated bulb lvs at base of st

long-linear, wavy-maigmed, those on thest ver> small

fls white or pink, in a panicle terminating a nearly

leafless st., on jointed pedicels, segms of perianth 6,

3-nerved, at length twisting over the ovary, stamens 6,

not exceeding segms . style long and deciduous Plants
of easy cult

,
to be treated like eamassias or omit hog-

alums Three* species, m Calif.

a Pedicels marly as long as the fls : segms sjrreailing

from near the base

pomeridi&num, Kunth (Anthericum californicum,
Hort ) Soap-Plant Amolu St i caching 6 ft

,
many -

branched, from a very large bulb, fls small (1 m or

less long) and star-like, numerous, white with purple
veins, on spreading pedicels, opening m the afternoon
(hence the specific name ponui id i a nus, post-mi ruhan)
---Bulb used by Indians and Mexicans for soap-mak-
ing Has been catalogued as Antlu ricum californicum.
Bulb 4 m long and half as thick, covered with coarse

brown fibers.

aa Pedicels very short: segms. spreading from above

the base.

parvifldrum, Wats Bulb small (1 in diam ): st.

1-3 ft
,
slender-branched: lvs. narrow and grass-like:

fls pinkish, in long, ovary broad and acute

angustifdlium, Kellogg Low, about V/i ft Resem-
bles the last, but fls white and green-lined and some-
what larger, the ovary acute above, perianth funnel-
form campanulate, the segms narrow-oblong.

C Leichtlmn, Baker==Camassia Leiehtlinu. L H B
CHLOR(5PHORA (Greek, referring to the fact that

the fustic-tree bears a green dye). Mordccse

.

Two
milky-juiced alternate-leaved trees, one m Trop Afr.

and one in Trop Amer Lvs entire or toothed:
dioecious, male fls in cylindrical spikes, the females in

nearly globular or oblong heads, tnese clusters solitary
m the axils, perianth of male fls 4-part ed, the segms.
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broad and obtuse, stamens 4; ovary a minute rudiment
in the males, perianth of female fls 4-parted or -divided,

the segms concave-thickened at the apex, style lateral

on the oblique-ovoid ovary aehene equaling the peri-

anth or somewhat exserted, covering the receptacle.

C tinctoria, Gaud (Maclura tinctdna, Don) is the
fustic of the W Indies It reaches a height of 50 ft

,

and a diam of trunk of 2 ft usually not thorny lvs.

nearly entire, oblong, acuminate Variable. The hand-
some yellow wood yields a yellow dye, which is used
also m the making of browns and greens, it is also a
strong and resistant timber L. H. B

CHLOR6PHYTUM (name means, in Greek, green
plant) hiheueje Rhizomatous herbaceous plants, one
of which is familiar in greenhouses

Very like Anthericum, but differing in the thickened
filaments of the stamens and the 3 angled or 3-wmgcd
caps : infl often denser lvs broader, often oblaneeo-
late and petiolate seed disk-like —Some 60 or more
species, m warm parts of Asia, Afi., and Amer Con-
sult Anthericum and Paradisea

el&tum, R Br. (AntlUncnm vanegatmn, A mttatum.
A picturatum, A WUliamstt, Hort ) Root fleshy ana
white lvs freely produced from the crown, often I in.

wide, flattish and bright green, or m the garden varie-

ties with white lines along the margins, and often (var.

picturatum) also with a yellow band down the center,

scape terete and glabrous, 2-3 ft high, branched, fls.

white, \i\n long, with revolute oblanceolale segms
,

which are obscurely 3-nem*d on the back S Afr.

F S 21 2240-1 —A valuable and common plant for

vases and pots, and sometimes used in summer borders.
Thm* pecies that recently have been mentioned in horticul-

tural literature are (' amamense, Engler, from German E Afr ,

10 m lvs lanceolate-acuminate, 10 in long and 3}i m or less

broad, somewhat fleshy, bronre, with white margin fls greenish
white, in cluster 6 m long—(' comdxum. Wood (Natal Plants, fig

270), from Lake Albert, Cent Afr .proliferous lvs radical, linear,

deep green, 2 ft long fls small, white, soon fading, usually in 4’s,

in a branched cluster 3 ft long

—

C Huyghei, DeWild, Congo,
l\s in a basal tuft, lanceolate, petiolcd, about 18-20 in long, 2-2$
in broad fls greenish w hitc, about Rm. long, in a bracted raceme
2-3 ft long L H. H

CHLOR6PSIS BLANCHARDlANA: Tnchlorit

CHLORtfXYLON (green uood • Greek) Rulacesr.

One .species of moderate-sized tree of India, slightly

intro in this country, C. Swietenia, DC. (Swietema
('hlordxi/lon, Roxbg ) Young parts gray-puberulent

:

lvs abruptly pinnate, the lfts 20-40, oblique and obtuse
and entire fls small. 5-merous m terminal and axillary

pubescent panicles, calyx deeply lobed, petals clawed,
spreading, stamens 10, disk a 10-lobed pubescent
body, in which the stamens arc inserted* fr a coria-

ceous 3-eellod caps Heartwood fragrant, with a
beautiful satiny luster, whence the name “Indian
Satin-wood ” An interesting tree for trial on the south-
ern borders of the US L II. B.

CHOCOLATE: Theobroma.

CHOlSYA (J D Choisy, Swuss botanist, 1799-1859).
Rutace.e One Mexican shiub, C. tern&ta, HBK

,
grown

in S Calif and S. Fla
,
and sometimes under glass It

grows 4-8 ft high, making a compact free-bloommg
bush, with opposite ternate lvs

,
the lfts lanee-obovate

or oblong, thick and entire, with pellucid dots fls in a
terminal, forking cluster, white, fragrant, orange-like
(whence the vernacular name “Mexican orange”), 1 in

across, with pellucid dots R H 1869.330 Gn 50, p
203 J II III 34:253 —A handsome shrub, worthy of

greater popularity. It will endure several degrees of

frost, and should succeed in the open in many of the
southern states Blossoms in S. Calif at different sea-

sons; it can be made to bloom, it is said, every twro
months by withholding water and then watering liber-

ally, as is done with roses m S. Franco Hardy against
a wall in parts of S England j ( fj g.
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CHOKE-CHERRY. Prunua derniam (West) and P. nrginxana
(East).

CHONDROB6LLEA (compounded from Chondrorhyncha and
Boliea) A genus established to contain hybrids between these
genera See also Bolleo-Chondrorhyncha

CHONDROPfiTALUM : hybrids of Chondrorhyncha and
Zygopetalum, see those genera.

CHONDRORHYNCHA (cartilage and beak ) . Orchidd-

cex Three species of S American epiphytal orchids,

practically unknown m the American trade Cult,

as for Odontoglossum cnspum. They are short-stemmed
herbs without pseudobulbs, and oblong, plicate, peti-

oled lvs
,
the simple scape bearing a smgle large, odd,

yellowish fl C ChSstertonn, Reichb f (OR. 11 '305;
16 '57), C. fimbndta, Reichb. f, and C. rdsea, Lmdl

,

are the species Keep cool and moist. A garden hybrid
is reported between C Chestertonn and Zygopetalum,
Mackayi under the name of Chondropetalum Fletchen.

O R. 1908, 56, f. 8. George V. Nash.

CHORfSIA (Ludwig Choris, born 1795, artist of

Kotzebue’s expedition) Bombacacese. Spiny trees of

S. Amer (3 species), one of which is somewhat cult.

Lvs alternate, digitate, of 5-7 entire or serrate lfts fls

large, with 5 linear or oblong petals, the peduncles
axillary or racemose; staminal tube double, the outer
one short and with sterile anthers; ovary 5-loculed

and many-ovuled fr a pear-shaped caps, with many
silky seeds C. specidsa, St. Hil

,
of Brazil, the “floss

silk tree,” is cult in S Calif
,
and is adapted to warm

glasshouses It is a medium-sized tree, allied to Ceiba
and Bombax Lfts. lanceolate, acuminate, dentate'
calyx irregular, shining outside, but silky inside, petals

obtuse, yellowish and brown-striped at the base,

pubescent on the back The soft silk or cotton of the

seed-pods is used for pillows and cushions. L. jf j*.

CHORfZEMA (fanciful Greek name) Sometimes
spelled Chorozema Legummdsap Evergreen coolhouse

small shrubs grown for the showy pea-like yellow

orange and red, usually racemose flowers; spring- and
suinmer-blooming
Woody plants of diffuse or half-climbing habit, with

thick and shining simple often spiny-toothed lvs and
pea-like red or yellow fls calyx-lobes 5, the 2 upper ones
mostly broader; petals clawed, the standard very broad,

keel short, stamens not united: pod short, not con-

stricted —About 15 species, in Austral., 3 of which

025. Chonzema ilicifolium ( X H)

appear to be chiefly concerned in the garden forms.
Handsome plants for the cool greenhouse, less popular
in this country than abroad. When not grown too soft,

they will stand slight frost at times. Grown in the open
m S. Calif and S. Fla They are grown m a rather
peaty soil, after the manner of azaleas, and usually
rested m the open m summer. They are excellent for

training on pillars and rafters

Chonzemas are among the most attractive spring-
flowermg plants, and they are not difficult to grow.
Cuttings snould be secured m March front medium-
ripened wood and may be either potted singly in small
pots, or several placed together in larger pots. The

former method has the advantage, because when
cuttings are well rooted in the small pots, they may be
shifted along without so much disturbance to the roots.

The cuttings root readily in a mixture of two parts
sharp sand and one of peat, sifted through a fine sieve.

They should be placed in a tight case or covered with a
bell-glass in a temperature of 58° to 60° by night A
rise of 10° in the day will be sufficient. The mclosure
that protects them from drafts should be opened a
few minutes now and then to change the air. For
potting chonzemas in the early stages, equal parts of
good peat and sharp sand is about right. When a
5- or 6-mch pot is reached, much less sand should be
used,—just enough to give the earth a gritty feeling and
the peat may be in a rather rough state, just small
enough to be conveniently used in potting The potting
should be firm, as loose potting is bad for all kinds o?
hardwood plants Keep the plants shaded from the bun
during the hot months, and use the syringe freely.

Also pinching must be attended to from their early
stages to insure a good bushy plant It is best not to
stop the plants after August, as they will begin then
to set buds A plant in a 5- or 6-inch pot may be
grown the first year if properly attended to The
plants should be wintered in a night temperature of
40° with a rise of 10° or 15° during the day The
second summer, and from that on as long as the
plants are kept, they do better if plunged in a bed
of clean coal-ashes out-of-doors, provide there is no
danger from frost, by so doing, a much shorter-jointed
growth will be the result Plants well established in

their pots may be fed with liquid manure until they set

buds A 3-inch potful of cow- or horse-urine to two
and one half or three gallons of water, will be sufficient,

and for a change a handful of soft-coal soot to the same
amount of water, but always water twice with clean
water between applications Brown scale sometimes
ets a foothold on chonzemas and it may bo eradicated

y fumigation with cyanide of potassium Red-spider
may be kept down with the syringe (George F
Stewart

)

v&rium, Benth (C tlegans, Hort ) The common
cult species, in several forms erect, 4-6 ft

,
pubescent

on under side of lvs and on branches lvs cordate-
ovate, undulate and prickly-toothed, 2 in or less long:
fls in many pubescent racemes, standard light orange,
wings and keel handsome purple-red BR 25.49 —
Garden forms are C Chdndlem

,
with yellow-red stand-

ard, and blood-red wings, the fls large and numerous,
and such names as grandijlortnn, ?nacrophyllum, lah-

folium, floribundum, multiflorum C. L6wu
,

Hort

,

is a form of this species, with larger and brighter-
colored fls.

cord&tum, Lindl (C sup&rbum, Lem ). Tall slen-

der glabrous shrub (7-10 ft.), with weak branches lvs

cordate-ovate to ovate lanceolate, 2 in. or less long,

small-toothed and more or less prickly fls many,
standard scarlet-red, wings and keel purple-red B R
24:10 IH 29. Var rolundifdliurn, Hort, has
roundish lvs Var. spUndens, Hort

,
is offered

ilicifdlium, Labill. Fig 925. Low and diffuse, weak,
glabrous, the branches slender and erect or drooping,
lvs. ovate to lanceolate, 1 in long, often cordate at

base, thick, coarsely veined, strongly undulate and
with prickly teeth or lobes fls in few-fld loose racemes,
orange-red in spring and summer B M 1032 (as C.
nanum). B.R. 1513 (as C. triangulate). jj g
CHRISTMAS FLOWER: Euphorbia pulcherrima.

CHROSP£RMA: Zygadenut.

CHROZOPHORA (Greek, color-beanng
,
on account

of their use). Euphorbidceae. Dye-yielding herbs. Lvs.
alternate, stellate hairy fls. monoecious; stammate
calyx 5-parted, valvate; petals free; styles biparted,
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ovary 3-celled, 3-ovuled.— Nine, specie? chiefly

of Old World deserts. C. tinctdria, Juss (Crbton
tmctdrius, Linn.), Turnsole, a Medit. annual, for-

merly used for its blue dye, is listed in some European
catalogues.

CHRYSALIDOCARPUS (Greek for golden fruit).

Palm&cex
,
tnbo Arece.e. Spineless stoloniferous feathei

palms, with medium fasciculate ringed stems
Leaves pmnatisect, long-acuminate; Begins about 100,

bifid at the apex, the lateral nerves remote from the
midrib fr usually violet or almost black —Species 1,

whi«h is a popular florist’s plant Madagascar. Treated

as a part of liyophorbe by Engler and Prantl, but here

kept distinct, as it is commonly known as Chrysar
lidoearpus by cultivators.

lutescens, Wendl (Hyophdrbe indim, Gaertn H
Commersomdna. Mart Ar'ecn lutesicns

,
Bory) Fig

920 St 30 ft high, 4-6 in diam
,
cylindrical, smooth,

thickened at the base lvs very long, segins almost

opposite, lanceolate, 2 ft long, 2 m wide, acute,

with 3 prominent primary nerves, which are convex

below and acutely 2-faced above Bourbon AG 13.

141 AF 4.566.— In growing Chrysalidocarpus (or

Arrcn) lutescens in quantity, it will be found a good

plan to sow the seeds either on a bench, in boxes or

seed-pans, so prepared that the seedlings will remain
m the soil in which they germinate until they have
made 2 or more lvs The first If made above the

soil is small, and if plants are potted off at this stage

they must be very carefully watered in order not to sour

the soil In the preparation of the receptacles for the seed,

a little gravel in the bottom will be found good, as the

roots work very freely through it, and when the time
comes to separate the plants previous to potting, it is

an easy matter to disentangle the roots without bruis-

ing them Probably the plan which works best is to

wash the soil and gravel entirely from among the roots.

Pot m soil not too dry, and for the next few days keep
the house extra warm and humid, and the plants shaded
from the sun without any moisture applied to the soil.

Jared G Smith and G. W. Oliver.

CHRYSANTHEMUM (Greek, golden flower). In-
cluding PyrHhrum. Compdsitx. Plate XXX. A diverse
group of herbaceous and sub-shrubby plants, mostly
hardy, and typically with white or yellow singfe
flowers, but the more important kinds greatly modified
in form and color, grown in the open or flowered under
glass in fall

Annual or perennial herbs, sometimes partly woody,
glabrous or loosely pubescent or rarely viscid, usually
heavy-scented lvs alternate, various, from nearly or
quite entire to much dissected* heads many-fld

,
termi-

nating long peduncles or disposed in corymbose clus-

ters, radiate (rays sometimes wanting), disk-fls. perfect

and mostly fertile, ray-fls pistillate, mostly fertile,

the ray white, yellow, rose-colored, toothed or entire;

receptacle naked, flat or convex, involucre-scales
imbricated and appressed, mostly m several series, the
margins usually scarious achene of disk- and ray-fls.

similar, btnate or angled or terete or more or less ribbed,
those of the ray-fls often 3-at.gled, pappus 0, or a
scale-like cup or raised border — Probably nearly 150
recognizable species, m temperate and boreal regions
in many parts of the globe, but mostly in the Old
World.
The genus Chrysanthemum, as now accepted by

botanists, includes many diverse species so far as gen-
eral appearance is concerned, but nevertheless well

agreeing within themselves in systematic marks and by
these same marks being separated from relat ed groups
The marks are in large part set forth m the preceding
paragraph Bentham and Hooker make twenty-two
sub-groups (of which about six include the garden forms),

based chiefly on the way in which the seeds arc ribbed,

cornered, or winged, and the form of the pappus The
garden pyrethrums cannot be kept distinct from chrys-

anthemums by garden characters The garden con-
ception of Pyrcthrum is a group of hardy herbaceous
plants with mostly single flowers, as opposed to the
florists’ or autumn chrysanthemums, which reach per-

fection only under glass, and the familiar annilai kinds
w*hich are commonly called summer chrysanthemums
When the gardener speaks of pyrethrums, he usually
means P roseum Many of the species described below
have been called pyrethrums at various times, but they
all have the same specific name under the genu’s Chrys-
anthemum, except the most important of all garden
pyrethrums, viz

,
P roseum, which is C coccineum

The feverfew and golden feather are still sold as
pyrethrums, and there are other garden speues of

less importance The botanical conception of Pyrre-

thrum is variously defined
,
the presence of a rather

marked pappus-border on the achene is one of the dis-

tinctions, the pyrethrums are mostly plants with large

and broad heads either solitary or in loose corymbose
clusters, the rays usually conspicuous and commonly not
yellow, and the fruits five- to ten-ribbed Hoffmann,
m Engler <fc Prantl “Naturliehen Pfianzenfanulien,”
adopts eight, sections, one of them being Tanacetum
(tansy) which most botanists prefer to keep distinct

Although the genub is large and widespread, the
number of plants of interest to the cultivator is rela-

tively few Of course the common garden chrysanthe-
mum, derived apparently from two species, is the most
useful The insect powder known as “pyrcthrum,” is

produced from the dried flowers of C cinerariafolium
and C coccineum The former species grows wild m
Dalmatia, a long narrow mountainous tract of the

Austrian empire “Dalmatian insect powxler” is one
of the commonest insecticides, especially for household
pests r. cineransefohum is largely cultivated in France
C. coccineum is cultivated in California, and the prod-
uct is known as buhach

There are over one hundred books about the garden
chrysanthemum, and its magazine literature is proba-
bly exceeded in bulk only by that of the rose It is the
flower of the East, as the rose is the flower of the West.
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Aside from oriental literature, there were eighty-three

books mentioned by C. Harman Payne, in the Cata-
logue of the National Chrysanthemum Society for

1896 Most of these are cheap cultural guides, circu-

lated by the dealers The botany of the two common
species has been monographed by W B. Hemsley m
the Gardeners’ Chronicle, series III, vol. 6, pp 521,

555, 585, 652, and in the Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, vol. 12, part I. The great repositories

of information regarding the history of the chrysanthe-
mum, from the garden point of view, are the scattered

writings of C. Harman Payne, his “Short History of

the Chrysanthemum,” London, 1885, and the older

books of F. W. Burbidge and John Salter. For informa-
tion about varieties, sec the Catalogues of the National
Chrysanthemum Society (England) and the Liste De-
scriptive, and supplements thereto, by O Meulenaere,

Ghent, Belgium
There are a
number ofrather
expensive art

works, among
which one of the
most delightful

is the “Golden
Flower: Chry-
santhemu m,”
edited by F.
Schuyler Math-
ews, Prang,
Boston, 1890.

“Chrysanthe-
mum Culture
for America,”
by James Mor-
ton, Clarksville.

Tenn
,
published

in New York in

1891, was the
first authentic
American work.
Within the past
few years have
appeared “The
Chrysan the-
mum,” by

927. Chrysanthemum carmatum, the form Arthur Herring-

sold as C Burridgeanum. (Xh) ton, “Smith’s
Chrysanthe-

mum Manual,” by Elmer D Smith, and recently
“Chrysanthemums and How to Grow Them,” by I. L.

Powell
Aside from the florist’s chrysanthemum (G

Y
. hor-

lorum), no particular skill is required in the growing of

these plants, although great perfection is attained by
some gardeners in tnc handling of individual plants
of the marguerites (C. frulescem). The hardy border
perennial .chrysanthemums may be either small-
flowered rugged forms of C hortorum, as the “hardy
pompons” and also the “artemisias” of old gardens,

or they may be other species. Some of these other
species are the “pyrethrums” of gardens, and some (as

the C. maximum and C. uliginosum class) are the
“moon daisies” and “moonpenny daisies” of the
hardy perennial plantation. Some of the very dwarf
tufted kinds (as C. Tchihatcheum) make excellent
edging plants. The moon daisies deserve to be better
known for mass planting and bold lines when a great
display of heavy white bloom is wanted. Most of

them bloom the first season from early-sown seed.

The Shasta daisy and its derivatives are of the moon
daisy group. They all profit by a covering of coarse
mulch in the fall. See Pyrethrum and MarguerUe,
The annual chrysanthemums are easily grown nower-

garden subjects, suitable for a bold late display m
places where delicate and soft effects are not desired.

C. carmatum
,
C. coronanum and C. segetum are the

common sources of these annuals They are hardy and
rugged; and they need much room.

INDEX
achillcsefohum, 8. glaucum, 10. ornatum, 7.

anethifohum, 13. gracile, 5 Parthenmm, 10.
annulatum, 1 graudiflorum, 3, 12. pinnatifidum, 20.
arcticum, 22 nortorum, 6 prxaltum , 10.
atroiangumeum, 14. hybndum, 14. punulum, 3.

aureum, 10 indicum, 0 Robinsonn, 18.
Balaamita, 16 lacimatum, 10. roseum, 14
Burridgeanum, 1. lacustre, 17 segetum, 3
carmatum, 1 latifohum, 17 selaginoides, 10.
uneraruefohum, 15. Leucanthomuin, 20. Shasta daisy, 18.
coccmeum, 14 marginatum, 7 mnense, 5
coronanum, 2 Marachallii, 14 tanacetoides, 16.

corymboaum, 9 matncaroides, 1. Tchihatchejffii, 11.
Davidsn, 18 maximum, 18 Tchihatchewn, 11.
Dunnettii, 1. inorifolium, 5. tricolor, 1.

filiformc, 18 multioaule, 4 uliginosum, 19.
faeniculaceum, 13. mppomeum 21. venustum, 1.

frutescena, 12

a. Plant annual (at least so treated m cult ) : the

“summer chrysanthemums ”

b. Rays typically white .

1. carini-ttum, Schousb (C tricolor, Andr C. matn-
caroides

,
Hort ) Fig. 927 Glabrous annual, 2-3 ft.

high st much branched, lvs rather fleshy, pinnatiftd'

fls in solitary heads which are nearly 2 in across, with
typically white rays and a yellow ring at the base,
involucral bracts carinate (keeled). Summer The
two colors, together with the dark purple disk, gave
rise to the name “tricolor ” The typical form, intro,

into England from Morocco in 1798, was pictured in

B M 508 (1799) By 1856 signs of doubling appeared
(F S 11 1099). In 1858 shades of red in the rays
appeared in a strain intro, by F K Burridge, of Col-
chester, England, and known as C Burridgeanum

,
Hort

(see B M . 5095, which shows a ring of red on the rays,

adding a fourth color to this remarkably brilliant and
varied fl

,
and F S 13 1313, which also shows C.

'venustum
,
Hort

,
in which the rays are entirely red,

except the original yellow circle at the base) G 2 307
GnW. 24.675 C. annuldtum, Hort, is a name for

the kinds with circular bands of red, maroon, or purple.

It II 1869 450 C Dunnttti, Hort, is another seed-
grower’s strain There are full double forms in yellow
margined red, and white margined red, the fls 3 m.
across (see It H 1874 410), under many names See,

also, Gn 26, p. 440; 10, p 213; 21 22 RH. 1874,

p 412 S II. 2 477. G.W 14, p 99 - -The commonest
and gaudiest of annual chrysanthemums, distinguished

by the keeled or ridged scales of involucre and the dark
purple disk.

bb. Rays typically light yellow

2 coron&rium, Linn. (Antheims coronaria, Hort),
Annual, 3-4 ft lvs. bipmnately parted, somewhat
clasping or eared at the base, glabrous, the segms
closer together than m C. carmatum involucral scales

broad, scanous; rays lemon-colored or nearly white.

July-Sept Medit. Gn 26 440 G C II 19.541 —
The full double forms, with rays reflexed and imbrica-
ted, are more popular than the single forms This and
C. cannatum are the common “summer chrysanthe-
mums ” This is common in old gardens, and is also

somew'hat used for bedding and for pot culture.

bbb. Rays typically golden yellow.

3. sggetum, Linn Corn Marigold. Annual, 1-1

H

ft.: lvs sparse, clasping, oblong to oblanceolate, vari-

able, the lower petioled and the upper clasping incis-

ions coarse or nne, deep or shallow, but usually only
coarsely serrate, with few and distant teeth, the lower
ones less cut' bracts of involucre broad, obtuse; rays

obovate and emarginate, golden yellow. June-Aug.
Eu., N. Afr., W. Asia. Escaped in waste places. Gn.
18, p. 195. R.H. 1895, pp 448, 449. Var. grandifldrum,
Hort

,
is a larger-fld form of this weed, which is com-
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mon m the English grain fields. Forms of the plant are

cult
;
the var. Cloth of Gold, J.H. III. 12:445, is one of

the best Var. p&milum. Hort., very compact, 8 m.
high. This species is much less popular than P canrui-

tum and P coronanum It is forced to a slight extent
for winter bloom.

4 multicadle, Desf. Glabrous and glaucous annual,

G-12 in high’ sts numerous, simple or branched, stout,

terete* lvs. fleshy, variable, usually lmear-spatulate
1-13 in long and 3^-%in broad, very coarsely toothed
or lobed, sometimes shorter, with lew narrow-linear,

acute, entire segms about 1 line broad rays much
shorter and rounder than in C. scgelum, golden yellow.

Algeria B M 6930 —Rarer in cult than the last. Said
to be useless as a cut-fl.

aa Plant perennial.

B. The florist’s chrysanthemum
,
and wild progenitors err

near relatives, grown as not or bench subjects

because the seasons are not long enough
,
in the N

,

for full maturity in the open rays of many forms
and colors in cult

,
heads often double: lvs usually

lobed or strongly notched

5 morifdlium, Ram (C sinense, Sabine) Fig 928.

Perennial, one of the sources (with C. indicum ) of the
l.irge florist’s chrysanthemums wild plant shrubbv
erect and rigid, 2-3 ft

,
branching, few-lvd : lvs thick

and stiff, 2 in long, densely w hitc-tomentose beneath,
variable in shape from ovate to lanceolate, cuneate at

base, margin entire or coarsely toothed outer bracts of

involucre thick, linear, acute, whi te-tomentose, fl -

heads small, with yellow disk and white rays somewhat
exceeding the disk China G C III 31.302 (adapted

in Fig 928) Var gr&cile, Ilemsl Lvs thin or only
moderately thick, palmately lobed or pinnately lobed,

dentate, the teeth often mucronate outer mvolucral
bracts herbaceous, linear and acute, varying m pubes-
cence, rajs white, pink or lilac, equaling or exceeding
the disk China, Mongolia, Japan

6 mdicum, Linn Fig 929. Much like the last, but
lvs. thin and flaccid, pinnately parted, with acute or

928. Wild form of Chrysanthemum monfolium,
as grown in England.

929. Wild form of Chrysanthemum mdicum,
as grown m England.

mucronate teeth outer mvolucral bracts broad and
searious except the herbaceous midnerve, rays yellow,

shorter than diam of the disk China and Japan.
B \I 7874 GC III 8 565 ,

28 .342
,
31 303 (adapted

in Fig 929) —This species is not native to India, and
therefore Linnieus’ name is inappropriate Abroad,
r unhewn is often used m a wide sense, to include C
monfolium. In recent years, both C monfolium and
C indicmn have been grown in England from wild
stock, and from such studies of them the present
descriptions and figures are drawn From these plants
it is supposed, by endless variation and by hybridiza-
tion, the highly developed glasshouse or florist’s

chr\ santhemums have come, a group that may be
distinguished as C. hortdram, Figs 938-50

7 om&tum, Ilemsl (C marginatum, Hort ) Allied

to the above two species, and perhaps a form of C
monfolium bushy plant, 3-4 ft lvs palmately lobed,
ovate in outline, wmte-tomentose beneath anti on the
mat gin, l\i~2 in. long ft -heads loosely corymbose, 2
in or less across, the disk yellow* and rajs white and
broad, bracts of involucre in about 3 series, all similar,

w lute m center, purple-brown on margin achencs small,

oblique, glabrous. BM 7965 GC III 35 51 Gn 71,

p 53, 73, p 90—A recent introduction, grows well in

the open in England, but does not bloom unless taken
indoors

BB The garden pyrethrums and others, heads usually
not highly doubled ami modified

c Lvs cut to the midrib or nearly so

d. Heads boi nem corymbs
,
i e

,
flat-lopped

,
dense clusters

e Rays yellow

8 achilleaefdlium, DC (Achillba aurea, Lam ) Per-
ennial, 2 ft . st usually unbranched, except along the
creeping and rooting base* sts and lvs covered with
fine soft grayish white hairs, oblong in outline, about
1 in long, }^in wide, finely cut: rays 7-8, short, a
little longer than the involucre {Siberia, Caucasus —
Rare in cult Ivcss popular than the achilleas, with
larger fl -clusters.

ee Rays white.

9 corymbdsum, Linn (Pyvbthrum corymbdsum,
Willd ). Robust perennial, 1—4 ft * st branched at the
apex, lvs sometimes 6 in long, 3 m. wide, widest at

middle and tapering both ways, cut to the very midrib,
the segms alternating along the midrib Eu

,
N Afr

,

Caucasus GC. II. 20*201 —Rare in cult. Segms.
may be coarsely or finely cut, and lvs glabrous or vil-

lous beneath
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10. Parthfcnium, Pers. (Pyrkthrum Parthbmum,
Smith. Parthbmum Matncdria

,
Gueld.). Feverfew.

Fig. 930. Glabrous strong-scented perennial, 1-3 ft

,

much branched in the taller forms, lvs ovate or oblong-
ovate in outline, pinnatisect or bi-pinnatisect, smooth
or lightly pubescent; segms oblong or elliptic-oblong,

S
innatifid or cut, the uppermost more or less confluent :

-heads small, many, stalked, corymbose, disk yellow;

rays white, oblong, equaling or exceeding the disk.

Eu to the Caucasus —Some authors regard this as one
widely variable species, others make at least two spe-

cies, one of them (C. prxaltum, Vent.) being the Cau-
casian form, distinguished by more deeply cut lvs

,

Ionger-peduncled heads, and rays longer than the disk
rather than equaling it (as in C Parthemum type) —
There are double-fld and also discoid forms. Var.
ahreum, Hort. (P aureum

,
Hort ), is the Golden

ing dry, waste places; height 2-9 in. sts very numerous,
rooting at the base: foliage handsome dark green,

finely cut, the segms. linear, persisting into winter:
fl.-heads solitary on axtllary peduncles, borne profusely

for several weeks; rays white, disk yellow Asia
Minor. It H 1869, p 380, dose., and 1897, p. 470 Gn
26, p 443 —'Prop by division of roots or simply by
cutting the rooted sts

,
but chiefly by seeds. Highly

recommended abroad for spring and early summer
bloom in edgings and low formal plantings. Said to

thrive in dry places and under trees

ee Height more than 1 ft

f. Group of greenhouse plants {at the N ), shrubby at the

base • sts branched at the top rays white or lemon.

a. Foliage not glaucous

12 frutescens, Linn Marguerite Paris Daisy.
Figs 931, 932 Usually glabrous, 3 ft high, peren-

nial. lvs fleshy, green* heads numerous, always
single, rays typically white, with a lemon-colored
(never pure yellow or golden) form Canaries
GC II 13 561; III. 35 216 Gn 12,

p. 255; 17, p 5, 26, n 445, 70, p 310.—-Intro, into England 1699 This is the 'WjmWMJs
popular florists’ Marguerite, which can

931 Chrysanthemum frutescens.

The Marguerite or Pans daisy.

(XH)

Feather commonly used for carpet-bedding It has
yellow foliage, which becomes green later in the season,

especially if fls. are allowed to form. It is used for

edgings and cover. Var ahreum erfspum, Hort
,

is

dwarf, compact, with foliage curled like parsley Var.
selaginoides, and var. lacinifltum, Hort

,
are distinct

horticultural forms Var. glailcum, Hort
,
has dusty

white foliage, and does not bloom until the second year.

Intro by Damman & Co
,
1895. All these varieties are

prop, by seeds The feverfew is common about old

yards, and is much employed in home gardens as

edging. In its undeveloped and prevailing forms, it is

one of the “old-fashioned” plants

dd. Heads borne singly on the branches or sts. (or at

least not definitely clustered). -

e. Height less than 1 ft.

11. TchihAtchewii, Hort. (C. Tckihdtcheffii, Hort.).

Turfing Daisy. Densely tufted perennial for carnet-

be had in flower the year round, but is especially grown
for winter bloom. Var grandifldrum, Hort

,
is the

large-fid prevailing form The lemon-colored form
seems to have originated about 1880 Under this

name an entirely distinct species has also been pass-

ing, yet it has never been advertised separately in the
American trade See No. 13

gg. Foliage glaucous.

13. anethifdlium, Brouss. (C foemculdceum, Steud.

P. fceniculdceum var. bipinnatlfidum
l

DC ). Glau-
cous Marguerite. Fig 932 Perennial rarer m cult,

than C frutescens (which see), but distinguished by its

glaucous hue, and by the way in which the lvs are cut.

The segms are narrower, more deeply cut, and more
distant than in No. 12. The lvs. are shorter petioled.

Canaries —This species is doubtless cult in American
greenhouses as C. frutescens. A lemon-fld. form is

shown in R H. 1845.61 but called C. frutescens.
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ff. Group of hardy outdoor herbs, sts. usually un-
branched: rays white or red, never yellow.

g. Foliage not glaucous, jls. sometimes double.

14 coccfneum, Willd. (PyrUhrum rdseum
,
Bieb., not

Web. & Mohr. P. hybndum, Hort.). Fig. 933. Gla-
brous perennial, 1-2 ft. high: st. usually unbranchcd,

932. Leaves of Chrysanthemum frutesoens (left) and
C anethifolium (right) (XD

rarely branched at the top lvs thin, dark green, or m
dried specimens dark brown involucral scales with a
brown margin; rays white or red in such shades as
pink, carmine, rose, lilac, and crimson, and sometimes
tipped yellow, but never wholly yellow Caucasus,
Persia FS 9 917 Gn 2C, pp 440, 443 Gng 2 7,

5 309 R II 1897, p 521 Not B M 1080,

which is C coronopifolium The first picture of a full

double form is It H 1804 71-—This species is the most
important and variable of all the hardy herbaceous
kinds There have been perhaps 700 named horti-

cultural vaneties There is an anemone-fid form with
a high di^k The species is also cult in Calif and
France for insect powder C atrosanguintum, Hort

,
is

said to be a good Horticultural varietv with dark crim-
son fls The C roseum of Weber & Mohr being a ten-

able name, Hoffmann proposes Ascherson’s name, C
Marsehallii

,
for the P roseum of Bicberstein, but

Willdenow’s C coccineum is here retained.

go Foliage glaucous fls never double

15. cineranaefdlium, Vis Glaucous perennial, slen-

der, 12-15 in high sts unbranched, with a few' short,

scattered hairs below the fl lvs long-pet loled, silky

beneath, with distant segms involucral scales scarious

and whitish at the apex. Dalmatia B M 6781 —Said
to be chief source of Dalmatian insect powder Karel}
cult, as border plant Common in botanic gardens

cc. Lvs. not cut to the midrib
,
pinnatifid or coarsely

toothed (except perhaps m No. 22)

D. Heads borne in clusters, mostly flat-topped

16 Bals&mita, Linn. (Tanacbtum Balsdmita, Linn.
PyrUhrum Balsdmita , Willd. Balsdmita vulgaris

,

Willd ) Costmary Mint Geranium. Sometimes
erroneously called “lavender,” from its sweet agree-

able odor. Tall and stout perennial lvs sweet-scented,

oval or oblong, obtuse, margined with blunt or sharp
teeth, lower ones petioled, upper ones almost sessile,

the largest lvs 5-11 in long, 114-2 in wide: pappus
a short crown W Asia —Typically with short white
rays, but when they are absent the plant is var tana-
cetoides, Boiss Fig. 934. Rayless This has escaped
m a few places from old gardens it seems to be the
prevailing garden form.

dd Heads borne singly on the branches or sts
,
or at

least not m definite clusters, rays large, white.

17 lactistre, Brot. (C latifolmm, DC ) Fig 935.
Perennial, endlessly confused with C. maximum in gar-
dens, and the two species are very variable and diffi-

cult to distinguish; the fls can hardly be told apart. C
lacustre is a taller and more vigorous plant, and some-
times it is branched at the top, bearing 3 heads, while
C. maximum is always 1-headed, and the lvs in that
species are much narrower Height 3-6 ft : st sparsely
branched lvs partly clasping, ovate-lanceolate, witti

coarse, hard teeth, rays about 1 in long; pappus of the
ray 2-3-eared Portugal, along rivers, swamps and
lakes. R H 1857, p 456

18 maximum, Ramond Fig 936 This perennial
species has narrower lvs than C lacustre

,
and they are

narrowed at the base height 1 ft st more angled than
the above, simple or branched at the very base, always
1-headed and leafless for 3-4 in. below the head: lower
lvs petioled, wedge-shaped at the base, or long-
oblanceolate; the upper lvs becoming few, lanceolate
but usually not very prominently pointed, the teeth
not very large or striking pappus none involucral
scales narrower and longer, whitish-transparent at the
margin, while those of C lacustre are broader, more
rounded at the apex, and with a light brown scarious
margin Pyrenees J II III 5 251 Gn 26, p 437,
73, p 567. G 5 445 G M 46 676. Var. R6bin-
sonii, Hort, has finely cut or fringed rays, giving the
bloom the appearance of a Japanese chrysanthemum

R II 1904 515 Var
D&vidsii, Hort

,
has sts

of great length, suitable

for cutting Var filiffirme,

Hort
,
has deeply serrate

long and drooping rays
There are many other
forms, differing in time of

bloom as well as m habit
and in form of 11 The
Shasta daisy (said to be a

934. Chrysanthemum Bal-
933. Chrysanthemum coc- samita var. tanacetoides.

cineum. The Pyrethrum Costmary or mint geranium.
roseum of gardens. (XJ4) (XH)
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935 Chrysanthemum
lacustre A short-rayed

form ( X H)

hybrid) is an early-flowering very flonferous race,

with several strains of fls
,
mostly large and pure

white, although m one form the buds are reported

as lemon-yellow but opening white; various sub-
varieties are now offered.
It is a good summer and au-
tumn bloomer, and usually
hardy in the northeastern

states.

19 uligindsum, Pers (Pur(th-
rum uligindsum, Waldst ) Giant
Daisy Stout, erect bushy leafy-

stemmed perennial, 4-7 ft. high,

with light green foliage: st.

nearly glabrous, striate, branch-
ing above,
roughish:
lvs. long-
lanceolate,
prominently
pointed,

.^SSSP' with large

coarse sharp
teeth • heads
often sev-

eral together and not long-

stalked, 2-3 in across, white,

late Hungary. B M 2706 A F.

4:523; 8.813 Gng. 2 375, 5:

183. AG 19:403 RH 1894,

p 82 Gt 46, p. 103 G C II

10-493 Gn 26, p 442; 38, p.

523; 62, p 180 G VV 15, p 316
GM 51.453 Gn W 23 415
—It blooms the first year from
seed or division, and has been
forced for Easter somewhat as

Hydrangea jxiniadata can be
treated Excellent for cut-fls. The blossoms should

be cut soon after opening, as the disks darken
with age The plant needs a rich moist soil;

it. deserves a greater popularity

20 Leuc&nthemum, Linn (Leucdnthemum
vulgdre, Lam ) Whiteweed. Ox-eye Daisy.
Fig. 937 Glabrous perennial erect weed,
1-2 ft high, root-lvs. long-petioled, with a
large, oval blade and coarse, rounded notches:

st -lvs lanceolate, becoming narrower toward
the top, serrate, with few distant and sharper
teeth. (Var pinnatljidum, Lee & Lam

,
has

more divided lvs ) heads terminal, showy
white June, July Eu

,
N Asia Gn 70, p 176.

—One of the commonest weeds m the eastern

states, being characteristic of worn-out mead-
ows The daisies are not cult.,

but they are often gathered for

decoration, and make excellent

cut-fls. The plant is very vari-

able, and forms adapted to fl -

garden uses will probably be
developed Hayless plants are
sometimes found.

21. nipp6nicum, Hort. (Lew-

rdnthemum nipp dnicum,
Franch ) Differs from others

of this set in being shrubby at

base and lvs broadest above
the middle* to 2 ft

,
the sts.

strong, simple, few-fld. : lvs.

thick, oblong-spatulate to ob-
lanceolate, sessile, irregularly

denticulate but entire at base,
3-4 in. long, pale beneath: fl.-

heads 2-33^ in. across, with a
hemispherical involucre of oval

937. Chrysanthemum Leu-
canthemum Ox-eye daisy, or

whiteweed ( X 1

2 )

obtuse bracts, rays bright
white, linear, minutely 5-

toothed; disk pale greenish
yellow. Japan. B M 7660.
R II. 1905, p 47. F E. 20.

434 —Hardy m the N
,
in

the root, but the sts. killed

down by frost, has the
general appearance of C.

lacustre A beautiful large-

fid species, producing its

lai ge blooms in late autumn

22 fircticum, Linn Low
perennial, 3-15 in

,
glabrous

or neaily so. lvs cuneate,
long -tapering at base,

toothed or cut at the apex,
sometimes 3-5-lobed, the
uppermost ones small and
very narrow and nearly en-

tire* involucre-bracts broad
and brown-margined, rays
clear white, about 1 m
long, pappus wanting
Arctic Eu

,
Asia and Amer.

—An attractive very hardy
species, making a clump of

dark green foliage and pro-

ducing m autumn many
large white fls

,
sometimes

tinged lilac or rose

C coronopi/dlium, Willd. — C.
roseum — C grdruie, Hook f.

(Plagius grandiflorua, L’ller

)

Stout erect perennial of Algeria,
2 3 ft lvs oblong to hnrar-
oblong, often lyrate, coarsely toothed fl -heads large, solitary, ray-
less, golden yellow, to 2 in across BM 788l > — (' grnmhfidrum,
Willd Shrubby, smooth, from the Cauanes, with mneate lobed
lvs , the parts lanceolate or linear and toothed or entiro fl -heuds
solitary, the rays w-hite and disk yellow allied to C frutcsccns,
variable —C inoddrum, I inn = Mat Tirana modora —C rnacro-

ph yllum, Waldst Kit Perennial herb, 3 ft lvs very
large, nearly sessile, pinnatiseet, the lobes lanceolate
and coarsely toothed heads very many, corymbed,
rays white with yellowish tinge, the disk vollow June,
July, an outdoor plant Hungary G VV 12

, p 410 —
C Aldun, Hook f Herbaceous, with woody root-
stock, 1 J j ft lvs about 1 in long, triangular to ob-
long, pinnatifid fl -heads IJ 2 in diarn , long-stalked,
rays 3-toothed, white with reddish backs Sits Mo-
rocco, summer in the open II M .WJ7 —C mulhfld-
rum, Hort Fls greenish white* said to be a c ross
between a single-fid chrysanthemum and C Pallusia-
num (Pyrethrum Pallasianurn, Maxim , of N Asia,
apparently not a garden species ) — C ochroleucum,
Masf Glabrous undershrub of the Canaries lvs

obovate-euneate, coarsely toothed rays pale yellow—C parthem/dlium, Willd , a form of C Purthemum—C partheniddes, Voss One* of the feverfew forms,
probably C prtealtum — C rdstum, Web & Mohr (C
coronopifolium, Willd , not Vill ), not Bieb Pe'ronmal

herb, 2D ft lvs once-pmnate fl -heads
solitary, rays rose-rod or flesh-color

Caucasus—C fomentdsum, I.oisel An
alpine Corsiean species tufted, 2 in

high when in bloom lvs pinnatifid,
densely tomentose fl -heads *4111

across, white-rayed, on sts 1 in long —
C tisedsum, Desf Annual disk orange-
yellow, rays sulfur-yellow Medit —
C vulgdre, Bernh —Tanacetum vulgare—C Zawddskn, Herbith, of Gallicia, is

a tufted plant with rose-tinted fls all

summer. WlLHELM MlLLEK.
L. H B.f

Types of the common
chrysanthemum.

The common chrysanthemums
of the florists (<7. hortorum

)

are
often called “large-flowering/’

and ‘‘autumn chrysanthemums,”
to distinguish them from the
hardy outdoor kinds, although936. Chrysanthemum maximum ( X H)
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neither of these popular names
x c

is entirely accurate or distmc-
.

*

tive They are the blended
product of C. indicum and C. I iW/

f

rnonfolium, two species of ~ 0 ifJj
plants that grow wild in China
and Japan. The outdoor or

hardy chrysanthemums are de-
rived from the same species,

being less developed forms. sEp$[£
The florist's chrysanthemum is

'

not necessarily a glasshouse
p

subject, but it is bloomed
under glass for protection and - M ™/mnN1

to secure a longer season Ten 'm. wF*
to fifteen dominant types of "M
chrysanthemums have been
recognized by the National ix0V^!v^SW&iH^
Chrysanthemum Society of

England. The words “types,"
*

“races," and “sections,” have
always been userl by horticul-

turists to express much the
same thing, but types can
always be defined clearly, while

r<"\; X !'

sections cannot, and the word
lace should be restricted to v-*

cultivated varieties that repro- ^ })k
duce their character by seed, ^ v

j
*

winch is not the case with the 938. The small and f

large- flowering chrysanthe- regular anemone type,

mums The following explana-
tion and scheme, it is hoped, will clearly set forth the
main types, and explain some of the many terms that
confuse the beginner The horticultural sections are

938. The small and (

regular anemone type.

Aa A nemone-fid. forms ram as
i7i a: disk high and rounded.

b. FIs {florets) small, numerous,
regular.

3. ^he Small Anemone Type

V/JsŜ —Commonly called “Pompon

l
Anemone.” Fig. 938. FIs 2-3

m acro8S
>
and usually more^Mwifiovl

numc>rous than m the large

anemone type. All the anem-
} one forms are essentially sm-

Hp////= gle, but the raised disk, with its elon-

Fatec^ tubular fls
,

usually yellow

JBBwMt ~ but °^en °f °*her colors, gives them
a ^,Rtmct artistic effect, and they
are, therefore, treated as intermediates

i
^tractor between the single and

double forms Like the single forms,
11 they are less popular than the double

%V ' // '' kinds, and the varieties are, there-

- '* fore, ^os8 nurnorous and more subject

to the caprices of fashion

’fry J r bb. Fls. large, fewer, regular

vw* ( 4- The Large A nemone Type —Fls 4 m
f or more across and fewer Heads must have

large size, high neatly formed centers, and
regularly arranged florets, the disk being composed
of long tubes or quills and the rays flat and hori-

zontally arranged.

bbb Fls large, few, irregular.

5 The Japanese Anemone Type —Fig 939. Fls.

4 m or more across, and irregular in outline, fantastic

and extreme anemone forms

<p-r
fj ur* *

wholly arbitrary, being chiefly for the convenience of

competitors at exhibitions, and therefore changing with
the fashions The present classification is based on the
form of the flow'er, as each tyoe can be had in any
color found in the whole genus

a Single forms' rays in 1 series, or few senes' disk
low and flat

1 The Small Single Type —Fig 950 Fls about 2 m
across, star-like, l. e

,
with the rays arranged in one

series around the yellow disk “Single,” however, is a
relative term, and in Fig 950 there is more than one
series of rays, but this does not destroy the “single-

ness" of effect All

aaa. Doublc-fld forms rays m many senes disk absent

or nearly so

b Fls small, rays short

6 The Pompon Type —Figs 940, 949 Fls. 1-2 in.

across The outdoor kinds are likely to be small, flat

and buttonlike, while those cult indoors are usually

larger and nearly globular Fig 940 shows the former
condition. It is from one of the old hardy kinds long

cult in the gardens as “Chinese" or “small-flowered"

chrysanthemums, and commonly supposed to be the

product of C indicum, as opposed to the “Japanese"
or “huge-flowered” kinds intro in 1862, which marked
a new era by being less formal and more fanciful than

939. Japanese anemone chrysanthe-
mum when fully expanded.

fls are either single,

semi-double, or

double, but all the
intermediate fonns
between the two
extremes of single-

ness and doubleness
tend to disappear,

as they are not
desired

2 The Large Sin-
gle Type —Like the
preceding, but the

ns. 4 in or more
across, and fewrer

The large and small
single types are

practically never
grown outdoors and
are best suited for

pot culture, each
specimen bearing
20-80 fls They
are also grown by
florists m consider-

able quant ity for

t utting

any of the preceding
kinds Pompons are

*?<',*£*
little cult under glass

m Ainer
,

being re-

garded mostly as out-

door subjects. JpHggfr
bb Fls. large

c. Blossoms hairy. *
j

7 The Hairy Type
.

yif J8£—Fig 941 Also called I
“Ostrich Plume” and

*i8i
“Japanese Hairy” yjrjrjj/ |^7
The famous prototype A
is the variety Mrs. ^
Alpheus Hardy, pic- Y r ..r^ri
tured in Gn 35, p 307,
which was sold for S
$1,500 in 1888, and

Jfl *4/
started the American
chrysanthemum craze

White fls with long # I
hairs are very delicate \
and pretty, but the ^ [|

hairs are often minute, 040 Type of pompon chrysan-
and on many of the themum. Grown outdoors, with no
colored fls they aie special care
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considered more curious and interesting than beauti-
ful So far, nearly all hairy chrysanthemums are of the
Japanese Incurved type. Since the hairs are on the
backs of the florets, they show best m incurved types.

cc. Blossoms not hairy.

d. Rays rejlexed.

8. The Reflexed Type—
Also called “Recurved.” Fig.

942. The reflexed forms can
be easily broken up into 3
types (a) the small and
regular, (6) the large and
regular, and (c) the large and
irregular types The latest

standard requires that re-

flexed flowers have hemi-
spheroidal heads, with no
trace of thinness in the cen-
ter, and broad overlappmg
florets.

m> Rays incurved.

e Form absolutely regular.

9. The Incurved Type—
Fig 943 shows the general

941. Hairy type. idea, but such a fl. would
hardly win a prize at an

English show, where anything short of absolute regu-
larity is relegated to the “Japanese Incurved” section
(No 10) This form is by far the most clear-cut ideal of
any of these types, and for many years this ideal of the
florists so completely dominated the English chry-
santhemum shows that the incurved section came to
be known there as the “exhibition” or “show type.”
In America the Japanese types, which are less formal
and fanciful, early prevailed, but in England this has
been the most important section of all

ee Form more or less irregular.

10 The Japanese Incurved Type—This section and
the next have been the most important in America.
There are many variations of this type. It often hap-
pens that the outer 4 or 5 series of rays gradually become
reflexed, but if most of the rays are incurved, the variety
may be exhibited in this section Fig 943.

ddd. Rays of various shapes forms diverse

11 The Japanese Types—The word “Japanese”
was originally used to designate the large-fid fantastic
kinds, intro by Robert Fortune from Japan m 1862.
It has never been restricted to varieties imported
directly from Japan, but has always included seedlings
raised in the western world. Before 1862, all florists'

fls. m England were rela-

tively formal and small.

The informal, loose, gro-

tesque, Japanese chrysan-
themums, intro by Fortune
broke up the conventional
era, and the demand for

large specimen blooms that
resulted in fl -shows all over
the world reached Amer. in

1889 The “Japanese sec-

tion” now means little more
than “Miscellaneous.” The
10 types previously men-
tioned can be rather accu-
rately defined, but the Japa-
nese section is purposely
left undefined to include
everything else. ^All the
tubular and quilled sorts are
now included in it, although
formerly kept distinct.

Relative importance and uses of the foregoing types .

—

In general, the large-flowered forms are more popular
than the small-flowered forms, especially at exhibitions,

where great size is often the greatest factor m prize-

winning. Types 9, 10 and 11 are the most important
in America, especially the Japanese section The flowers

of types 9 and 10 are likelv to be more compact and
globular, and hence better for long shipments than the
looser and more fanciful types TyPcs 9, 10 and 11

are those to which most care is given, especially in

disbudding and training They are the ones most com-
monly grown by the florists for cut-flowers, and when-
ever one large flower on a long stem is desired The
anemone-flowered forms are all usually considered as
curiosities, especially the Japanese anemones, which
are often exhibited as freaks and oddities The single

and anemone-flowered forms are used chiefly for speci-

mens in pots with many small flowers, but all the other
types are used for the same purpose. For outdoor cul-

ture, the hardy pompons, with their numerous small
flowers, are usually better than the large-flowering or

Japanese kinds
As an indication of the constant change in standards

of appreciation, may be cited the present popularity

943. Type ot Japanese incurved chrysanthemum

of short-stemmed chrysanthemums (Fig 944) as dis-

tinguished from the greatly elongated stem that was
exclusively desired some years ago; and also the demand
for bushy many-flowered plants, producing small bloom
as compared with the former excessively large detached
flowers.

The current English classification.

The Floral Committee of the National Chrysanthe-
mum Society (of England) in 1912 published the fol-

lowing “new classification of Chrysanthemums”
(published also m American Florist, Sept 21, 1912,

by Elmer D. Smith)

:

Section I. Incurved (Fig 945)

The distinguishing characteristics of this section are the globular
form and regular outline of the blooms The flower should be as

nearly a globe as possible, as depth is an important point in esti-

mating its value The florets ought to be smooth, rounded, or
somewhat pointed at the tip, of sufficient length to form a graceful

curve, and be regularly arranged A hollow center or prominent
eye are serious defects, as also are a roughness in the blooms,
unevenness of outline and a want of freshness in the outer florets.

The section is now subdivided into.

Subsection (a) —Large-flowered varieties.

Subsection (b

)

—Medium- and small-flowered varieties.
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044 New type with short stem,

which is becoming very popular

with commercial growers

Section II Japanebe
(Fig. 946).

Japanese varieties include a
wide ranee of form, sire and
color Their florets uiay be
either flat, fluted, quilled or
tubulated, of varying length,

from short, straight, spreading
florets, to long, drooping,
twisted or irregularly incurved
In breadth the florets may vary
greatly, ranging from those an
inch in width to others scarcely
broader than a stout thread.
Home also either have the tips

of the florets cupped, hollowed,
curved or reflexed

Subsection I Japanese
(a) Large-flowered varie-

ties

(b

)

Medium-flowered va-
rieties

(c) Small-flowered varie-
ties

Sub - section II. Incurved
Japanese

() Large-flowered varie-
ties

() Medium- and small-
flowered

Sub-section 11

1

Hairy Japa-
nese

Reflexed section to be deleted
as these i ant ties are now re-
ferred to other sections

eccentric shape, but most fre-

quently of a light and graceful
character, some have threadlike
florets, and some have broader flo-

rets, but they may be either erect,

horizontal or drooping and of vari-
ous shapes and colors

Market, Decorative and Early-
flowering varieties will be deleted
as such, Dut lists will be drawn up
under each heading for general
guidance.

Wilhelm Miller.

Culture of the florist’s chry-

santhemum (C. hortorum)

The first step towards suc-
cess in chrysanthemum-cul-
ture is good healthy cuttings,

and as they become estab-

lished plants they should
receive generous culture

throughout their entire grow-
ing season. This requires
close attention to watering,

947. Japanese anemone type.

airing, repotting, and a liberal supply of nutriment
Chrysanthemums are propagated m four ways,—by

cuttings, division, seeds, and grafting. By far the most
important is the first, because it is the most rapid It

is the method of the florists In loeali-

Skction III \nemoneb (Figs 947 and
948, also Figs 938, 939)

The distinctive characteristics of anemone
varieties are their high, neatly formed centers
and regularly arranged rav -florets 'Ihere are
two distinct sets of florets, urn* quilled and form-
ing the center or disk, and the other flat and
more or less horizontally arranged, forming the
border or ray 1 he flowers may lmv e the ray or
guard florets broad or twistid, or nurrow, and
forming a fringe, but should be so regularly
arranged as to form a eirele round the (enter,
the latter should be a hemispheronial disk, with
no trace of hollowness and every floret in its

place
(a) Large-flowered, l e , with a diameter of 3

inches and upwards
(b) Small-flowered, i e , with a diameter of

less than 3 inches

Section IV Pompons (Fig 949,
also Fig 940)

Pompon varieties have blooms that may be
somewhat flat or nearly globular, very neat and
compact, formed of short, flat, fluted or quilled
florets, regularly spreading or erect, the florets

of each bloom being of one character
() Large -flowered, l e , with a diameter of

2 inches and upwards
() Small-flowered, l e , with a diameter of

less than 2 inches.

Section V Singles (Fig. 950).

ties in which the plants can remain out-

doors over winter without injury, they
may be increased by division. This sys-

tem is praetited more by amateurs than
florists, being the easiest method for the
home garden but not rapid enough for

the flonst Propagation by seeds is

employed only to produce new varieties,

ana ls discussed at length elsewhere
(page 7b4) Grafting is seldom praetiscd

(Skilful gardeners sometimes graft a
dozen or more varieties on a large plant,

and the sight of many different colored
fls. on the same plant is always inter-

esting at exhibitions

Section /.—Culture of chrysanthemums for
cut-flowers.

This account is intended to describe

the method chiefly employed by florists,

the plants being grown in benches under
glass

1 Projxigatwn by cullinas —Plants of

the preceding year afford stock from
which to propagate the following season.

They produce quantities of stools or

suckers, which form

but the florets, whether short and rigid or long and drooping,
should be arranged sufficiently close together to form a regular
fringe

Subsection I Varieties with one or two rows of ray florets

() Large-flowered, l e , with a
diameter of 3 inches and
upwards

() Medium and small-flowered,
l e , with a diameter of
less than 3 inches.

Subsection II Varieties with
three to five rows of ray florets

(a) Large-flowered, i e , with a
diameter of 3 inches and
upwards

(b) Medium and small-flowered,
l e , with a diameter of
leas than 3 inches

Sub-section III. Ancmone-oon-
2 tered varieties.

Section VI Spidery, Plumed
and Feathery.

Varieties in this section have
small or medium-sued flowers of

excellent material
for the cuttings. Those are usu-

ally taken from lpj to 3 inches in

length, the lower leaves removed,
also the tips of the broad leaves,

then placed m propagating-beds
close together, where they are kept
continually wet until rooted To
insure a large percentage, the
condition of the cuttings should

be moderately soft. If the stock
plants are allowed to become ex-

cessively dry, the cuttings are

likely to harden, and thus be very
slowr in producing roots Single-

eye cuttings may be used of new
and scarce varieties when neces-

sary. These are fastened to a
tooth- pick with fine stemming
wire, allowing half of the tooth-

pick to extend below the end of the946. Japanese type.
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cutting, and when inserted in the cutting-bed the end incorporated in the soil If the soil be very rich, the
of the cutting should rest upon the sand It requires liquid applications should be only occasional and very
more time to produce good plants by this system than dilute. Theie is more danger of overfeeding by the
when fair-sized cuttings can be taken, but it is often use of liquids than by using excessively nch soil Each
of service when stock is limited The propagating- grower must depend on Ins own judgment as to the

house should be well requirements, being guided by the appearance of the
aired, and it is ad- plants When the leaves become da? k-colored and very
visable to change the brittle, it is safe to considei that the limit in feeding hes
sand after the second been reached Some varieties refuse to bud when over-

or third batch of fed, making a mass of leaves instead Others show very
cuttings has been re- contorted petals, giving a rough unfinished bloom,
moved, to avoid what Still others, particularly the red varieties, are likely

is termed euttmg- to be ruined by decomposition of the petals, called

bench fungus. The “burning,” especially if the
cuttings should never atmosphere is allowed to
be allowed to wilt, become hot and stuffy. The
and this is avoided same result will follow m
bv giving abundance daik weather, or when the
of air, and when the nights become cool, if the
temperature reaches moisture of the house is

over 70° from sun allowed to fall upon the
heat, by shading with blooms Under such eondi-
some material, either tions, the ventilation should
cloth or paper. Fig. remain on during the night,

951 shows a good or heat be turned in accord-
form of chrysanthe- mg to the outside tempera-
mum cutting ture

2 Planting—Cut- 5 Watering and shading—
tings should not be Let the foliage be the index
allowed to remain to watering If it appears
in the cutting-bench yellow and sickly, use less

after the roots are water, and sec that the

Yi inch in length, or drainage is perfect There
they will become is little danger of over-water-

haidened, which will ing as long as the foliage is

check the growth As bright green A little shad-
soon as rooted, they ing at planting time is not
should be potted into objectionable, but it should
2- or 2Li-meh pots, be removed as soon as the
using good mellow plants are established It is Q50. single type

soil, with a slight admixture of decomposed manure often necessary to shade the
Most of the large flowers are produced under glass, and pink and red flowcis, if the weather continues bright
the bench system is generally employed, which consists for some time, to prevent their fading
of 4 or 5 mches of soil placed upon benches In these 0. Training—When the plants are 8 inches high,

benches the small plants are planted 8 to 12 inches they should be tied either to stakes or to jute twine
apart each way, from the latter part of May to the mid- In the former system, use one horizontal wnc over
die of July Those planted at the first date usually each row, tying the stake to this aftei the bottom has
give the best results. The soil should be pounded been inserted into the ground Two wires will be
rather firm either before planting or after the plants necessary when twine is used, one above the plants and
have become established. the other a few inches above the soil to which the

3 Soil—There are many ideas as to what soil is twine is fastened Fiom the first of August until the
best suited for the chrysanthemum, but good blooms flowers are in color, all lateral growths should be
may be grown on clay or light sandy loam, provided removed as soon as they appear, allowing only the
the cultivator is a close observer and considers the con- shoots intended for flowers to remain The above
dition of the soil in which they are growing Clay soil, remarks refer to the training of bernhed ehrysanthe-
being more retentive of moisture, will require less water mums as grown by florists for cut-flowers. Other kinds
and feeding than soil of a more porous nature The of training are described under Section II, pages 763-4
chrysanthemum is a gross feeder, and, therefore, the 7 Disbudding —No special date can
fertility of the soil is very important in the production bo given for this work, as much depends
of fine blooms. Each expeit has a way of his own in ^ on the season ami the earliness or late-

reparmg the soil, but as equally good results have ness of the variety to be treated. Buds
een secured under varied conditions, it is safe to usually begin to form on the early sorts

conclude that the method of preparing the soil has V about August 15, or soon after, and
little to do with the results, provided there is sufficient some of the late varieties are not in con-
food within their reach All concede that fresh-cut sod, dition before October 10 Golden Glow
piled late the preceding fall or m early Bpring, with Vtei « and Smith Advance among the large-

one-fourth to one-fifth its bulk of half-decomposed flowering, and several of the early-
manure, forms an excellent compost. Many use 1 or 2 ' flowering of the hardy varieties, are
mches of manure as a mulch after the plants have i exceptions to the foregoing, as they will

become established Others place an inch of half- set buds in June and July that will

decomposed manure in the bottom of the beach This ' develop very good blooms during the
the roots find as soon as they require it. Good blooms

f

month of August, and later. The advent
have been grown by planting on decomposedt sod and of these kinds has advanced the flower-
relying on liquid applications of chemicals. One kind of

inK season four to six weeks The
4. Feeding .—No definite rule can be given for this chrysanthe- object of removing the weak and small

work, as so much depends on the amount of food mum cutting, buds and retaining the best is to con-
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centrato the whole energy of the plant and thereby
increase the size of the flower.

There are two forms of buds, crowns and terminals.

A ciown bud (Fig 952) is formed first, never coming
with other flowei-buds, and is provided with lateral

growths which, if allowed to remain, will continue their

growth and produce terminal buds later Terminal
buds come later, always in clusters (Fig. 954), are
never associated with lateral growths, and terminate
the plant’s growth for that season If the crown bud is

to be saved, remove the lateral growths as shown by
Figs 952, 953, and the operation is complete If the
terminal bud is desired, remove the crown and allow
one, two or three (according to the vigor of the plant)

of the growths to remain In a few weeks these will

show a cluster of buds, and, when well advanced, it

will be noticed that the largest is at the apex of the
growth (the one saved, if poifect, as it usually is), and
one at each of the leaf axils (see Fig 955) The rejected

buds are easiest and safest removed with the thumb
and forefinger Fig 95(1 Should the bud appear to

be one-sided or otherwise unperfect, remove it and
letam the next best In removing the buds, begin at
the top and work down By so doing there are buds
ui reserve, m case the best one should accidentally be
broken, while if the reverse course were taken, an<f the
best bud broken at the completion of the work, all

the labor would be lost A few hours’ disbudding will

teach the operator how far the buds should be advanced
to disbud easily Early and late m the day, when the
growths aie brittle, are the best tunes for the work
Some glowers speak of first, second and third buds
The fust is a crown, and usually appears on early-

propagated plants fiom July 15 to August 15 If

removed, the lateral growths push forward, foiming
another bud In many cases m which the crowns are

removed early, the next bud is not a terminal, but a
second crown, which is termed the second bud Re-
move this, and the third bud will be the terminal.

Plants propagated in May and June usually give the
second and third bud, not forming the typical crown
Those struck in .July and planted late give the terminal
only Most of the best blooms are from second crown
and terminal Pink, bronze and ml flowers from first

crowns aie much lighter m color than those fioin later

buds The> aie large, hut veiy often abnormal to such
an extent as to bo decidedly interior This is doubtless
due to the large amount of focal utilized in their eon-
btiuetion, owing to the long tune consumed in develop-
ment The hot weather of September and October
must have a detrunental effect upon the color

Enemies —Green aplns [Aphis mfomaculata) and
the black aphis (Macrosiphum sanbom) are some-
times very troublesome They may be controlled by
spraying with “Black Ixxaf 40” tobacco extract, one
part to SIX) parts wrator with soap added Fumigation
with hydrocyanic acid gas is also widely practised

by commercial growers In moderately tight green-
house's, use one ounce potassium cyanide for each
3,500 cubic feet of space for all-night fumigation
For details, see Fumigation lied Spider (Tetranychus
bimaculatus) becomes injurious if neglected It may
be easily controlled by spraying with waiter, using

much force and little water to avoid drenching the beds.

The use of sulfur has also a beneficial effect.

Thnps (See Carnation).
Leaf-tyer (Phlyrtsnna ferrugalis) is frequently very

abundant in some parts of the country. It is essentially

a greenhouse pest although it can live out-of-doors.

The greenish whitish striped caterpillars, %inoh in

length when full grown, feed on the under side of the
leaves which they roll or tie together The moth is

f

iale brownish with an expanse of about %mch. The
eaf-tyer is most destructive during the summer months
when the temperature is highest. It can be controlled

by spraying with arsenate of lead. It is advisable to

49

begin the work early in the season when the insects are

less numerous and the plants are small Care should
be taken to hit the under surface of the leaves

The tarnished plant-bug (Lyyus pratensis) often
injures the blossom
buds by its feeding

punctures. This
causes wilting and
blind growths The
bugs may bo ex-

cluded from green-
houses with screens

Out-of-doors no sat-

isfactory means of

control has been de-

vised But it has
been noticed that
plan! s growing in

partial shade are less

subject to injury.

Grasshoppers are

sometimes injurious

They may be con-
trolled by the use
of arsenate of lead

or bj hand-picking.
Diseases — Damp-

mg-off in the cutting-benches is not uncommon See
Damping-off, page 961 Ilust [Puccinia ehrysanthemi) is

the only serious fungous disease of the chrysanthemum
It is cnaraetenzed by the reddish brown pulverulent

masses on the foliage consisting of the spores of the
fungus The disease is usually not destructive but may
make the foliage unsightly Any leaves appearing dis-

eased should be removed promptly In watering care

should be taken not to wet the foliage, as moisture on
the leaves allows new infections Leaf-blight (Cylin-

drosporium) and leaf-spot (Septoria) occur on mature
or languishing foliage and usually do little damage

Section II —Culture of chrysanthemums in pots.

The same principles are employed in pot culture as

when planted upon the bench, with the exception that

the plants are generally allowed to produce more
blooms The most popular type of pot-plant for home
growing, or for sale by florists and intended for home
use, is a compact,
bushy plant, to

2 feet high, branched
at the base, and bear-

ing four to twenty
flow ers averaging 3
to 4 inches across

They are here called

“market plants”
“Single-stem plants”
are also popular
Great quantities of

large flow ers (say
twenty to one hun-
dred) are rarely
grown on a potted
ilant, except for ex-
nbitions Such
plants are commonly
called “specimens,”
and the three leading
forms are the bush,
the standard and the
pyramid, the first mentioned being the most popular.

1 Market plants —Dwarf plants of symmetrical
form, with foliage down to the pots, are the most
salable, and when thus grown require constant atten-

tion as to watermg and stopping, allowing each plant
plenty of room to keep the lower leaves in a healthy
condition. Cuttings taken June 1 and grown in pots, or
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planted on old carnation benches or in spent hotbeds
(light soil preferable), and lifted by August 15, will

make very good plants 1 to 1% feet high. The reason
for lifting early is to have them well established m
their flowering pots before the buds are formed.

2. Single-stem plants—Same culture as market
plants, except that they are restricted to one stem and

flower. Those from 1 to 2 feet

in height are more effective

and useful than tall ones. For
this reason, many prefer plung-
mg the pots out-of-doois wheie
they have the full benefit of

the sun and air, making them
more dwarf than when grown
under glass.

3 Pot-plants for cut-flowers.

—Culture same as for speci-

men plants, except that the
nipping should be discontinued
July 1 to give sufficient length
to the stems If large flowers

arc desired, restrict the plants
to eight or ten giowths Huch

954. The terminal bud. plants can be accommodated
m less space than specimens,

when the chief object is symmetry
4. Bush plants —For large bush plants, the cuttings

should be struck early m February, and grown along
in a cool airy house, giving attention to repotting as

often as necessary. The final potting into 10- or 12-

inch pots generally takes place in June They are
potted moderately firm, and watered sparingly until

well rooted As soon as the plants are 5 or 6 inches
high the tips should be pinched out, to induce several

growths to start As the season advances and the
plants make rapid growth, pmching must be attended
to every day up to the latter part of July, to give as
many breaks as possible and keep them m symmetrical
form By the middle of August (if not previously
attended to), staking and getting the plants m shape
will be a very important detail If stakes are used,

they must be continually tied-out, as the stems soon
begin to harden, and this work can be best accom-
plished by looking them over daily Light stakes of

any material may be used. Many other methods are
in use, such as wire hoops and wire framework, to

which the growths are securely tied.

5 Standards differ from bush plants in having one
stout self-supporting stem, instead of many stems.
They require the same culture as bush plants, with the
exception that they are not stopped, but allowed to
make one continuous growth until 3, 4 or 5 feet high,

and are then treated the same as bush plants They
require the same attention as to stoppmg and tying to
secure symmetrical heads.

6 Pyramids are only another form of bush plants,

and it is optional with the grower which form he prefers.

Section III — Culture of chrysanthemums for the

production of new varieties.

The object of seed-saving is the improvement of

existing varieties. It is not conclusive, however, that
all seedlings will be improvements; in fact, it is far

from this, as the greater proportion are inferior to their

antecedents Only those who give the most careful
consideration to cross-fertilization are certain of marked
success. Hand-hybridized seeds possess value over
those haphazardly pollinated by wind and insects only
according to the degree of intelligence employed m
the selection of parents What the result will be when
a white flower is fertilized with a yellow one, the opera-
tor cannot determine at the outset It be either

white, yellow, intermediate, or partake of some ante-
cedent, and thus be distinct from either Improvements
m color can be secured only by the union of colors,

bearmg in mmd the laws of nature m uniting two to

make the third. Red upon yellow, or vice-versa, may
intensify the red or yellow—give orange or bronze, as

nature may see fit The operator is more certain of

improving along other lines, such as sturdiness or
dwarfness of growth, earlmess or lateness of bloom, or
doubleness of flowers. The selection of those most
perfect in these paitieulars is very sure to give similar

or improved results. Always keep a record of this

work showing the parents of a seedling The satisfac-

tion of knowing how a meritorious variety was pro-

duced more than pays for the trouble, and may lead to

further improvements along certain lines —The opera-

tion begins when the flower is half open, cutting the

petals off close to their base with a pair of scissors, until

the style is exposed Should the flower show signs of

having disk or stanimate florets, remove these with the

points of the scissors ami thus avoid self-fertilization

When the styles are fully grown and developed, the upper
surface or stigma is in condition to receive the pollen

By pushing aside (with the thumb) the ray-florets of

the flower desired for pollen, the disk-florets which pro-

duce the pollen will become visible The pollen may be
collected on a camel’s-hair pencil or toothpick and
applied to the stigma of the flower previously prepared
If a toothpick be us<nl, never use it for more than one
kind of pollen By allowing the camel’s-hair pencil to

stand m an open-mouthed vial of alcohol a few moments
after using, it may be again used, when dry, upon
another variety without fear of the pollen of the former
operation affecting the present —Cuttings struck in

June and July and giown to single bloom in 4-inch pots
are the most convenient for seeding Such flowers, if

not given too much food are more natural and furnish

an abundance of pollen, as well as being easier to trim
than the massive blooms produced for the exhibition-

table The pollinating should be done on bright, sunny
days, and as early m the day as possible As soon as

the seed plants aie trimmed, they should bo placed by
themselves to avoid fertilization by insects, and should
there remain until the seeds are ripe Keep the plants

rather on the dry side, and give abundance of air.

Seeds, which ripen in five to six weeks, should be saved
without delay, and carefully labelled. In sowing seeds,

955. Terminal buds of chrysanthemum at an early

stage. None too early for disbudding.

they should be covered veiy lightly and kept in a
temperature of 60° When the seedlings are large

enough to handle easily, remove to small pots, or trans-

plant farther apart in shallow boxes Chrysanthemums
flower the first season from seed

Section IV.—Varieties.

Of the long list of new varieties sent out each year,

but few are retained after the second year’s trial This
is probably due to the fact that most'American growers
arc more interested in the commercial value of the
flower than the curious forms or striking colors they
present Exhibitions have not reached the people here
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as in England and France. There are a few varie-

ties that have stood the test for several years, such as

Ivory, 1889, Geo W Chdds, 1892; Golden Wedding,
1893, Major Bonnaffon, 1894; Yanoma, 1896, W H.
Chadwick, 1898, John K Shaw and Nagoya, 1899;
Monrovia, Col D Appleton and White Bonnaffon, 1900.

There are many other varieties that have stood the test

for four or five yeais
It is not the purpose of this article to recommend

varieties of chrysanthemums, but the following list

includes the best varieties known m North America at
the present time 'Hie list will bo valuable as showing
a serviceable classification, and also for refei once when
other varieties have come into existence:

Selection of varieties bastel on main types — (1 ) Tnt urreel yEsthe tic*,

Emberta, Major Bonnaffon, Pink Gun, Mary Dom Han, Naoinuh,
Smith’s Sensation, William Turin r (.2) Japanese I’a< ific Sunn me,
Crocus, Hamapo, December (Jr in, F S Vallis, Glen ('ove. Golden
Robin, Reginald Vallis (1) fapant st Incurved Chrybolora,
Col D Appleton, W 11 Chadwick, Mile J« anno Nomn, Artistic
Queen, Christy Mat lit w son, Elbe ron, Dakota (1) Hairy
Arvedo Banne, Betuty of Tiuru, Prison d’Or, Leociwlie Gcn-
tils, Louis Boehm, r, L’Enfant des Deux Mondes, R M Gny,
White Swan (>) lieflexed .Smith’s Advance., Dick WitUr*daette_r,
Harvard, Yanoma, Mrs f Wills, Rose Pockitt, Thanksgiving
Ouoen, Mailison (0) 1strye i turnout Satisfaction, Surprise,
Ernest (Mope r, Geo Hawkins, Gladys Spaulding, John Bunyan
(7) Japanese imrnotu Eleanor, Mis F Gordon Dext. r, Zoraida
(8) Pompons Alma, Baby, C'lormda, Fairy Qurcn, Helen New-
berry, Minta, Julie Lagravere, Quinoln (0) Pompon Arurnone
Diantha, Ada Sweet, Ge rtrude W ilson, Lida Thomas, Vaymne,
Bessie Flight (10) lAirye-flov tring Sinyh s Arlee, Catherine
Livingstone, Fihcity, Itanka. Lady Lu, Rid light (11) Small-
flowmny Singles Ladysmith, Anna, Bluing Star, Little Bniboe

Selection of inru tics based on color— White Smith’s Advance,
Chadwick Improved, Christy Mitluwson, Mrs Gilbert Drabble,
Nuornnh, W llliam lunar Yellow ( hrysolora, Comoleta, Goldin
Glow, Golden Eagle, Itairiano, 1 1 nox Pink Pacific Supri mi

,

l
Tnaka, Patty, Gh n Cove, Morristown, Smith’s Sensation Crim-

son Du k W itterstai Itc r, Hnr\ ird, Intensity, J W Molymux,
Pockett’s Cnmson, Mrs Harry lurmr Hronze an l buff Glen-
view, Mrs J A Miller, Mrs H Stevens, Ongawa, Rose Pockett,
William Kleinheinz Crimson, yolde n re terse Harry L Converse,
Howard Gould, Mrs () 11 K vim, W \\ oodmason Amaranth or
purplish crimson George I Bru/ ml, Mrs G C Kelly, Reginahl
vallis, T Carnngton, 1 eshr Morrison

Selection based on spinal uses —Hush jelants Goleleu Age,
Brutus, Dak Witterstartte r, Dr Lngue harel, Garza Setiyle

stemmed pot-plant N icinah, ('hrysolora, Esthetic, President
Roeisevelt, Be*n Wells, Glen Cove, Mrs George Hunt, Mrs (J 11

Kahn, Pockett’s Crimson Kihilnlion blooms Artistic Queen,
Christy Mathewson, ( hrysanthe lmste Monlipny, h S A allis,

George J Bruz erel, Glen CV>vt, Gle nvie w , Ilarry F Converse*, Laely
Hopetoun, Ia nox, Elbe ron, Morristown, M Iaiisoau-Rou^scau,
Mrs Gilbert Drabble, Mrs H Stevens, Mrs Harry I tinier,

Naornah, Pockett’s Crimson, Rose* Pe>cke*tt, William Turner, W
Wooelmason, Ben Wells, Merra, Reginald Vallis Commcncal
blooms —Extra-early-ftdu triny, July to OUober Golden Glow,
Smith’s Advance* Se cond-e arly-Jlou e ri ny, last of September into

October Early Snow, Glory of Paeific, Monrovia, October I*rost,

Rosene Eeiily-midseasnn-Jloueriny, middle of Oetoher Chrysolon,
Comoleta, Glona, Ivory, Paeific Supreme, l naka, \ irgima Poe Li-

man n Midsea son-flowering, last of Oitober to A member 10 Col
I) \ppleton, Crocus, Dick W itterstaetle r, Pink Gem, Runiapo,
Mrs W E Kelley LaU-mulseason-Jlowrnna, Nnumber 10 to

Thanhsymng Dr Enguchard, Emberta, Goltlen Eagle, Golden
We*dding, Major Bonnaffon, Patty, President Itoejse velt, Timothy
Eaton, W H Chadwick, Mrs Jerome Jones, Wlnte Bonnaffon
IAite-flowenny ,

Thanksgmng and lattr December Gem, Harvarel,
Helen Fnck, Intensity, John Burton, Milo Jcanno Nomn, Thanks-
giving Queen, Yanoma.

Section V.—Culture of chrysanthemums for exhibition.

This branch in which the highest standard must be
attained if the slightest hope of success at the exhibi-

tions is entertained, requires a thorough knowledge of

the most suitable kinds for the purpose and the ability

to bring them to the highest state of perfection. The
methods are not very different, from those employed
in the production of high-grade commercial blooms.
The most successful growci s usually propagate earlier,

and if grown on benches they are also planted earlier

to secure all the vigor possible. The finest blooms are

those produced on the pnvate estates, where one man
has charge of a few hundicd plants, giving them his

undivided attention, so that every need is provided at

the proper time. During the past few years, the major-
ity of such expert growers have adopted a system of

growing m pots, each plant restricted to one bloom,
which is practically the same method as the one used

throughout England for many years. Here they are
kept under glass the entire season, while m England
the climate permits them to be grown out-of-doors
during the summer months By this method, the
roots are more closely confined, which has a tendency
to produce short-jomted plants with stronger stems,
and gives the grower perfect control, so that each

variety may be treated accord-
ing to its needs, especially

when liquid fertilizers are nec-
essary to promote the maxi-
mum m size and finish. The
other factors necessary to the
successful exhibitor are full

consideration of the require-
ments of the schedules, so as
to select the best varieties for

the vai ions t lasses, and a com-
plete knowledge of packing
and staging the blooms Dur-
ing the past decade, those
originating new varieties have
scrutinized more closely in

making a decision, and, as the
commercial and exhibition
varieties are considered from

an entirely d’fferent standpoint, these two sections are
drifting farther and farther apart Size is the foremost
quality from the exhibition point of view.

At the present time (1012) the varieties generally shown in
pn/r -winning exhibits arc* White —Beatrice May, Lady C'ar-
inn hat I, Mi rza, Mrs Davul .Syint

, \aomth. Win lunar Yellow—F S Vallis, I/cnox, Mrs Gt o Hunt, Mrs J C Neill, Yellow
Miller Pink —Lady Hopetoun, M Loieoau-Roussenu. Mrs C H.
1 ot t \ , () II Broonhcud, Wm Duckham, Wells’ Late Pink
Itrunze —Glenview, Harry E C’onvrrse. Mrs O II Kahn, Mrs H,
Stcvms Red —J Wr Molyneux, Poekett’s Crimson, W Wooel-
ni isou

\ few of the commercial section are suitable for this purpose,
ospicnliy win n the schedule ta’ls for twelve or inort blooms of a
kind foi one vase and at exhibitions at which artificial supports
art* prohibited The* best art as follows While —Lynnwood Hall,
’1 limit by Eiton, Cliidwick Improved, Mrs Jerome Tones Yellow—( ol 1) \pplt ton, Golden E egb, Golden Wedding, Yellow Eaton,
Golden Chadwick, Major Bonn iffon Pink —Dr Knguehard,
Miyor W caver, Maud Dean Red—Dick W itterstaetter, Geo W.
C Inlds

Section VI.—Culture of chrysanthemums out-of-doors

The kinds most suitable for out-of-door culture are
those* making abundance of rhizomeb or underground
stems, which withstand the winter and furnish the
new growth*) for the successive years The Pompons
are more hardy than the large-flow eung sorts, and, as
hardiness is of vital importance to those interested m
this subject, especially north of the Ohio lliver, it

should be fully eonsideied in selecting for this purpose.
It is more practicable to choose varieties which perfect
then lloweis early, during August, September and
Oe tober when grown m the noithem states, as the buds
are less likely to be injured while m a soft growing
state by host In the South many of the later varieties
will live over and be satisfactory, owing to the contin-
uance of mild weather In the past few years, some
improvements in this section ha\e been attained, many
of w hich are the results of crosses betw een the Pom-
pons and the laige-flowenng Japanese, m which the
progeny have combined the hardiness and dwarf habit
of the foimer with the laiger and more irregular-formed
flowers of the latter, producing aster-like flowers rather
than the symmetrical form of the pompons All of the
tvpes may be successfully grown out-of-doors if provi-
sion is made to protect the bud, blooms and roots from
severe frost A temporary covering of cloth or sash in

eaily autumn will piotect, the blooms, but the roots
will require artificial heat or should be removed to the
gieenhouse or frame where the temperature can be
maintained a few degrees above freezing In growing
exhibition blooms out-of-doors, all the unportant*
details, such as watering, airing, disbudding, feeding
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staking and tying, must be complied with, if the
ji rower expects to be rewarded for his cffoits.

The oldest of the outdoor types are the Pompons,
which produce from forty to one hundred buttons an
inch or two across, with short and regular rays. Such
plants can be left outdoors all winter

Since the large - dowering or Japanese types have
come m, numberless attempts have been made to grow
them outdoors, but with poor results. The greenhouse
varieties are not so hardy In the North they are likelv

to be killed by the winter Their flowers usually lack

in size, depth and symmetry, largely because there are
more of them on a plant than a florist allows for his

best blooms, but chiefly because they do not have so
much care m general as is given to plants under glass,

where space is precious For the very best results,

chrysanthemums must be flowered under glass, and
they need the greatest care and forethought practi-

cally all the year round Half-way measures are unsat-
isfactory Thus it happens that the Japanese varieties

are usually unsatisfactory out-of-doors, and the Pom-
pons are chosen by those who can give very little care
to plants and would rather have many small flowers

than a few large ones This also partly explains why
no two dealers recommend anything like the same list

of Japanese varieties for outdoor culture Neverthe-
less, it is possible to grow excellent flowers 4 and 5 or
even 6 inches across outdoors, but it requires staking,

disbudding, and some kind of temporary protection, as
of a tent or glass, during frosty weather Fig 957
shows a cheap and simple structure of coldframe sashes
resting on a temporary framework In severe weather
a canvas curtain can be dropped in front, and the win-
dow of a warm cellar in the rear opened to temper the
air. For general outdoor culture, however, wnen no
special care is given to the plants, the Japanese kinds
are usually less satisfactory than the Pompons These
Pompons are a much-neglected class since the rise of
the large-flowered Japanese kinds, but they are unlike
anything else m our garden flora Their vivid and
sometimes too artificial colors harmonize with nothing
else at Thanksgiving time, and they are so strong a,nd

commanding that they should have a place by them-
selves It is not uncommon for the flowers to be in

good condition even after several light falls of snow,
and they may be considered the most resistant to frost

of any garden herbs In fact, their peculiar merit is

blooming after the landscape is completely desolated
by successive frosts. The flowers are not ruined until
their petals are wet and then frozen stiff., They are
essentially for mass effects of color, and great size is

not to be expected Masses of brown and masses of
yellow, side by side, make rich combinations. The
whole tribe of crimsons, amaranths, pinks, and the

like, should be kept by themselves, because their colon

are variable and because they make a violent contiast

with yellow, which few persons can find agreeable

Wilhelm Miller.
Elmer Smith t

CHRYSOBACTRON (golden wand, from the Greek).
Lilian .< Two New Zealand rhizomatous herbs, usually
classed with “bulbs” by gardeners, bearing many small
yellow fls m a long raceme on the top of an elongated
scape plant often dioecious or polygamous, perianth

ti-paitcd, the segms nearly equal; stamens 0 caps
3-celled and 3-valved The genus is now commonly
united with the S. African Bulbinella, the combined
species becoming 13 or 14 C. Hodkeri, Colenso
(.Bulbinella Hodken, Benth & Ilook

,
now the accepted

name. Anthericum Ilodhn, Coknso)is in cult in this

country It is a hardy plant 2-3 ft high, with sword-
like foliage, fls Gin diam

,
bright yellow, perfect, on

slender pedicels, the segms linear-oblong,

and obtuse and spreading B M 4o02 —Cult,
m the ordinary border, and treated like the

asphodel, they do well But they are im-
proved in lien, deep and rather moist soil,

strong clumps, 4-0 years old, are then at

their best and are \er\ excellent plants

After that they should be divided Prop by
division or seed Blooms in June and July

J B Keller and L H. B

CHRYSOBALANUS (golden acorn
,

from
the Greek, referring to tne fruit) lioAn.e
Bushes or trees, planted far south for orna-
ment, fruit otton edible

Leaves thick and coriaceous, entire, gla-

brous fls white, rather small, in axillary or

terminal short cjines, cahx 5-parted, petals

5, clawed, stamens 15 to many, some of them
perhaps sterile fr a di> ish-pulpv drupe, with
stone pointed at base and ridged -'two spe-

cies m tropics of Amor and Afr., reaching
Fla

,
and another one in S U S

Icilco, Linn Cocoa-Plum Icaco On coasts and
along streams in S Fla

,
to S Amor

,
and also in Afr

,

and is sometimes planted in the extreme S (and in

the tropics) as an ornamental shrub and for its sweet-
ish but insipid and dry plum -shaped frs which are
sometimes used for preserves It is a mere bush on
the northern limits of its distribution, and on eleva-
tions, but m extreme S Fla it rea< lies a h< ight of 25-
30 ft Lvs glossy, thick, obovate (sometimes obcor-
date)* fls small and white, m axillary eiect racemes
or cjmes, caljx 5-cleft, pubescent, petals 5, stamens
about 20 fr 1-seeded, 1-1% in long, varying from
nearly white to almost black, globular or neaily so.

Wood close-grained and heavy, hard, brown or reddish
It is best prop by seeds, but may also be had from
cuttings of half-ripened wood C peVoidrpus

,
Meyer,

the small-fi uited cocoa-plum, is a smaller plant, with
smaller lvs, petals spatulate, diupe onovoid or
oblong, about half the size of that of f . Icaco, it grows
in extreme S Fla and farther south; probably not
planted C oblongifdlius

,
Michx

,
occurs fiom Ga to

Fla and Miss It is a low shrub, spreading widely by
means of undei ground sts . If -blades longer than
broad, sharp-tipped * fr. ovoid or obovoid, about 1-1%
in. long not in cult L. jj ]3

CHRYS6C0MA- InnosyriB.

CHRYSCDIPM: Elaphoglosttum.

CHRYSOGONUM (Greek-made name, golden knee
or joint). Compdaita1 A few composites, of which
C. virginldium, Linn

,
is a perennial yellow-fid plant of

S. Pa. and south; sometimes cult as a border plant.
It blooms in spring or early summer on sts which
become 1 ft high, tne heads being solitary and pedun-

957. Suggestion for protecting chrysanthemums that are to bloom outdoors.
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cled in the axils or some of them teiminal lvs. oppo-
site and basal, ovate and mostly obtuse, crcnate. Prop
by creeping rootstocks and runners. Of little merit
hortieultuially

CHRYSOPHYLLUM (Greek, golden leaf, m reference

to the color of the under sutface of the leaves) Sapo-
tdeeae Handsome trots, grown far south for fruit, and
for ornament.

Juice milky, lvs. alternate, thick and stiff, usually

shining and copper-colored or golden beneath with

958 Chrysophyllum Cauuto (.XJa)

silky pubescence, with many parallel cross-veins fls

small, sessile or stalked, clustered at the nodes or m
the axils, calyx mostl> 5-part ed, corolla tubular-cam-
panulate or somewhat rotate, mostly 5-lobed, without
appendages, stamens as mon\ as the corolla-lobes,

and staimnodu 0, ovary 5-10-eollod fi fleshy and
usually edible, 1- to several-seeded —About (>() spe-
cies in tropics, the larger pail Vmcnc.m
The various species of Chrvsophvllurn have beautiful

broad green leaves, with under surfaces of a silky tex-

ture, varying in color from a silverv white through
golden to a nisset-brown, and are well worth a place
in the conservator as ornamental tiees By giving
them sufficient room, they will hear fruit m the course
of a few years, under glass, which in the case of C
Cfiinito

,
the stai -apple of tropical Arneiica, is edible,

and well liked even by people of :i temperate clime All

species are stnctlv tropic il md cannot bo grown where
frosts occur unless properly protected Propagation is

ordinal dv effected by seed, which readily germinate if

planted when fresh, and it is st ited that all species may
oe grown from cuttings of well-ripened shoots placed
in strong, moist heat The soil most suited for their

glow th is of a sandy charactei, and if not of a good
quality should be well manured, using a considerable
proportion of potash in the fertilizer for fruiting speci-

mens They seem to do well on a great variety of soils,

however, that are sufficiently ivcll drained, wet land
not agreeing with them (10 N lieasoner )

Camito, Linn Star-Apple Caimito Fig. 958.

Thick-headed evergreen, to 50 ft lvs oval or oblong,

silky-golden beneath corolla-tube t ware jus long as the
calyx, stigma 8-10-cronate or -lobed; fls purplish
white W Indies, Panama, Cent Amer I II 52 567
AG 11 405 —The fr is the size of an apple, symmet-
rically globular and smooth, hard, a cross-section shows
the star-shaped core, whence the common name, it

varies from white to purple in color of skin and also of

flesh The pulp is delicious (used uncooked) if the fr.

is allowed to remain on the tree until ripe It has large,

pumpkin-like dark seeds It is very impatient of frost.

olivif<5rme, Lam (C monopurenum, Swartz).

Satin-Lexf To 55 ft lvn like those of C Cainilo

fls white; stigu.a 5-crenate fr ovoid-oblong or oval,

1-seeded V. of ovules, blackish, 1 4 in long,

said to be insipid S Fla and S. B M. 3303 —Spa-
ringly transferred to grounds as an ornamental tree.

impenMe, Benth (Theophrd&ta impend l is, Lind ).

Plant strict and simple, to 20 ft- or more, unarmed:
lvs obovate-oblong to oblong-oblanceolate, 3 ft long,
on large plants very shaiply serrate, fls yellowish
green, small, m clusters along the trunk, the cluster
sessile but the fls pedicellate, corolla rotate, 5-lobed,
thick fr 5-angled, nearly globular, size of a small
apple, with a hard thick flesh, seeds 1 in long and
wide, compressed Brazil B M 6823 I H 21 184
Gt 1864.453 —This species was grown 30 years before
its genus was determined, but upon flowering in Euro-
pean gardens it was found to be a Chrysophyllum (by
some referred to Martiusella, which sec) £J B.

CHRYSOPOGONt ,Soruhastrum.

CKRYSOPSIS (goUhn appcarctfi, e, from the heads).
Compositje Mostly low and hany perennials, some-
tunes planted m holders heads of medium size and
m.inv-lld

,
usually with numeious yellow lays, involu-

cre bell-shaped or hemispherical, of unbneated nar-

row bracts, achenes compressed, bearing a pappus of

numerous hair-like bristles U>out 20 species of Chiy-
sop is are known Mex and N C. villdsa, Nutt (C.

lioldnden
,
Gray), is one of the species m the trade It

is widely distributed from 111
,
west, north, and south:

I 2 ft
,
grayish pubescent lvs oblong to lanceolate,

entire or few-toothed heads usually at the ends of

leafy branches, aster-like in shape Extremely varia-

ble, and has several named forms Mn 7 101 Var.
Rutten, Hot hr, is laiger and later Of value as a
border plant Cult the same as aster Perennials, but
bloom the first year from seed, if sown early

(' marmna, Nutt Differs from C \ jllosa m ha\ lng rorymbose-
pamculate II -cl ust < rs F N Arner Auk -Sept Offered by dealers
in nitne plants It has showy yellow fls and prefers dry sandy
*,laccs N TayloIi f

CHRYSOSPLENIUM (name from golden and
•s/Vit/i, referring to some old medicinal tradition).

»S'axifraqacea' Golden Swifraue. Low semi-aquatics,
sometimes used
in bog-planting

C. ameriritnum,
Sehw ,

is a na-
tive plant erocp-

mg m mud Sts

forking, bearing
roundish or cor-

(1 ate sm a 1

1

mostlv opposite

lvs, with very
sm ill, nearly ses-

sile. gicenisli, in-

conspicuous fls

Scarcely known
in cult and, ex-

cept, foi wet
places whole a
cover or carpet

is wanted, of no
value horticul-

turally

CHRYStRUS
CYNOSUROlDES:
Lnmarckxa

CHUFA. The
edible subter-
ranean tubers of

Cyperus escu-

lentus, Linn.,
(which see)
much prized in

the South. Fig 959 Chufa—Cyperus esculeutus. ( X H)
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959. Chufas aro eaten raw or baked, or used for the

making of coffee. The plant is sometimes cultivated

in the North, but it will not withstand the winter.

The tubers are oblong, Yi to % inches long, cylin-

drical, hard The plant is grass-like, and in the North
does not flower Tubers are planted m the sprmg, and
the new crop is ready for dig-

ging in the fall. It thrives

easily in loose and warm soils.

The nutty flavor of the hard
tubers is very agreeable

CHUSQUfiA: Bamboo, p. 449,
Vol I.

CHtSIS (Greek for melt-

ing, in allusion to the pollen-

masses) . Orchiddcese Orchids,
pendulous from trees; grown
in hothouses.
Stems fusiform, leafy,

thickening after the lvs. drop:
fls. fleshy, m short racemes,
which are pro-
duced freely
in the axils
of the young
growths; dor-
sal sepal and
petals similar

in shape, the
lateral sepals

with the foot
of the column
forming a long
foot ;lipjointed

to the column
foot, lamellate
longitudinally,

the lateral
lobes upright,

loosely sur-
rounding the column; pollinia 8—About 6 species in

Trop. Amer. Cult as for Vanda, in baskets, pans or

pots. They require tropical temperature when grow-
ing, then cooler.

a Ground-color of fls. yellow.

a&rea, Lindl. Fls. 5-8, about 2 in across
;
sepals and

petals yellow, oblong-oval; lateral lobes of lip yellow,

the middle lobe white, downy, spotted with red and
yellow S Amer B R 1937. B M. 3617.

l&vis, Lindl. Fls 8-12, about 2Yi in across; sepals

and petals yellow, tinted above with lines of purple-

carmine, sepals oblong, the dorsal one inflexed, the
lateral falcate; lip yellow, marked with red. Mex.

Chelsonii, Ilort Fls 5-7, about 2^ in across;

sepals and petals yellow, with a large blotch of reddish

fawn at the apex; lip yellow spotted with red. Hybrid:
C. bractescens x C hems F.M. 1878.297.

aa. Ground-color of fls white.

bractescens, Lindl Fig. 960 Fls 3-5, about 3 in.

across; sepals and petals ivory-white; lip with the
lateral lobes white outside, the inner surface yellow,

streaked red, the middle lobe yellow, streaked and
stained with red Mex. B M 5186. R.H. 1859, pp.
294, 295. IH. 27.398. OR. 9 371; 13:236, 19:201.

J.H. 111.28 263 CO 1. A F 28 747.

Lfmminghei, Lindl. & Reichb. Fls. 4-7, 1H-2 in.

across; sepals and petals white, with an apical blotch
of purple; lip with lateral lobes yellow, marked with
reddish purple on the inside, the middle lpbe white,

streaked with bright purple. Mex. B.M. 5265. I.H.

7:240. C.O. 3.

Sddenii, Hort. Fls. 3-6; sepals white; petals white
with an apical rose-purple blotch; hp with the side

lobes sulfur-yellow, purple-streaked within, the middle
lobe white, streaked with amethyst Hybrid: C.
Lirnminghei x C. bractescens. George V. Nash f

CIB6TIUM (Greek, a little seed-vessel ) Cyalhedcex.

A small group of tree-ferns from Mexico and Polynesia,

with bivalved coriaceous indusia, dif-

fering from Dicksonia in having the
outer valve entirely distinct from
the leaf For culture, see Dicksonia
C Barornetz is the plant that gave

rise to the wonder stories of the
Barornetz or Scythian lamb (Fig.

961), which, according to Bauhin,
1650, had wool, flesh and blood, and
a root attached to the navel The
plant was said to resemble a lamb in

every respect, but grew on a stalk

about a yard high, and turning about
and bending to the herbage con-
sumed the foliage within reach, and
then pined away with the failure of

the food until it died In 1725 Breyne,
of Dantzig, declared that the Baro-
metz was only the root of a large

fern, covered with its natural yellow
down and accompanied by stems, which had been
placed m museums in an inverted position, the better

to represent the appearance of the legs and horns of a
quadruped
Young plants of C Schiedel and C regale are fre-

quently offered by florists at a stage before the trunk
has developed and when the leaves are about four or

five feet long. They require greenhouse conditions for

successful culture

a. Outer valve of the mdusium larger, or the valves

subequal

glaflcum, Hook & Am Lvs ovate-lanceolate, tripin-

nate, pinnules about 6 m long, taper-pointed, segms.
close outer valve of mdusium larger, broader than the
inner, veins once- or twice-forked. Hawaiian Isis

Bdrometz, J Smith. Scythian Lamb Trunkless:
lvs scented, tripinnate the lower pinna; ovate-lanceo-
late; pinnules short-stalked, 4-6 in long, with falcate

segms valves of the mdusium nearly equal: veins
prominent, rarely forked. China.

961. The Scythian Lamb; reproduced from an old book.
See Cibotium Barornetz.

aa. Outer valve of the mdusium smaller than the inner.

SchiMei, Hook Trunk 10-15 ft high lvs oblong-
deltoid, tripinnate, with pinna; 1-2 ft long; segms.
falcate, sharp-pointed: son sparse veins forked, on
the lowest pinnate Mex

regale, Lind. Trunk 10-12 ft. hi^h lvs oblong-
deltoid, tripinnate, with pinna; 18-24 in long; pinnules
sessile, with close, falcate, deeply incised segms.;
veins pinnate in the lobes. Mex

L M. Underwood.
R. C. BENEDICT.f
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ClCCA: Phyllanthus.

ClCER, (old Latin name for the vetch). Legiir

minbsx Pea-like annual or perennial herbs, with
5-parted calyx, the lobes being nearly equal or
the 2 upper ones somewhat shorter and eon-
mvent, oblong turgid 2-valvcd pod, mostly 1-fld.

peduncles, odd-pinnate lvs and toothed lfts.

:

standard ovate or nearly orbicular, wings obo-
vate and free, keel rather broad and incurved:
fis white, blue or violet terminal 1ft often
represented by a tendril or spine —A dozen or
more species, with a Mediterranean-Asian range.
C. arietinum, Linn

,
the Chick-Pea or Gar-

banzo, is sometimes cult, in vegetable-gardens
for the edible ripe seeds It is an annual and is

cult, the same as bush beans It withstands dry
weather well It grows 2 ft high, making a
bushy, hairy plant, seeds are planted as soon
as warm weather comes, usually in drills, the
plants standing 8-12 in apart Lvs with small,
roundish lfts . fls white or reddish, small, axil-

lary Seed roundish, but flattened on the sides,

with a projection on one side, shaped like a
miniature ram’s head (hence the name aneti-
nurn, in vars of rod, black and white Much
cult in S Eu and Asia, and widely known in

Calif and in Mex
,
and other Spanish-Amencan

regions The peas are eaten boiled, or
roasted like peanuts, often used for soup
oh as a substitute for coffee, and some
kinds are used for horse-feed It is a
piomismg crop for some purposes; yield

sometimes 500 to 1,000 lbs to the acre.

L II B
CICHORIUM (from an old Arabic

name) Compo si/,r Seven or eight herbs,

one of which is chicory and one endive
Perennial, biennial or annual, branch-

ing and diffuse when in bloom, mostly
with deep hard roots, milky mire and
alternate lvs

,
and sessile axillary and

terminal fl -heads fls several to many in

the head, all hgulate and perfect, blue,

purple or white, involucre double
?
pap-

pus of bustle-like scales —Mostly m the

Mediterranean region and to Abyssinia.

Intybus, Linn Chicory Succory.
Fig 902 Stout deep-rooted tall peren-
nial (3-0 ft ) lvs broadly oblong, ob-
laneeolate or lanceolate, hairy, rapidly

becoming very small toward top of

plant so that the branches appear
nearly naked and w and-likc, more or less

clasping and the lower ones runcinate.

fls. bright- azure- blue, 1)2 111 or more 'yO
across, dosing about noon; pappus about /

8 tunes shorter than fr. July-Oct.— A
Now a widespread weed of hard road- fm

sides and field* but producing one of ml
the cleaiest of light blues and worthy a ml

place in the fl -garden Recent experi- 1
ments promise attractive color forms. \
For cult, for the root and for the salad

lvs. see Chicory

Endfvia, Linn. Endive Annual or

biennial lvs many at the base, oblong,

lobed and cut, smooth- st 2-4 ft,

branching, grooved . fls Dale blue; pappus
about 4 times short ci than fr India;

CIMICfFUGA, Iann (cimex ,
a bug; fugere, to

drive away) Hanunculdcesp Bugbane Tall
hardy herbaceous perennials, ornamental, but
bad-smelling, suited for the back of plantings or
for partially shaded places in the wild garden.
The leaves and tall plants are admired in the
hardy border

Leaves large, decompound: fls. white, in
racemes, sepals 2-5, petaloid, deciduous, petals
1-8, small, clawed, 2-lobcd or none- follicles

1-8, many-seeded, sessile or stalked; stigma
broad or minute Allied to Actaea —About 10
species, natives of the north temperate zone,
practically all of which have been used m gardens.

Cimicifugas thrive m half shady or open
places in any good gaidon soil, but are much
taller and more showy if the soil is very black
and rich Propagated by seeds and division of

roots in fall or early spang Seeds should be
sown m cool moist soil soon after ripening

amenc&na, Michx (Adjpa podoedrpa
,

DC) Slender, 2-4 ft high lvs pale
beneath fls in elongated raceme; petals
2-horncd; pedicels nearly as long as the
fl. follicles 3 or 5, stalked, seeds in 1

- row, chaffy, stamens and pistils usually
/ in same fl Aug -Sept Moist woods

N. Y. and S.

^ foetida, Linn. Lvs bipinnate, termi-
nal ift 3-lobcd. petals of the white fls.

often tipped with anthers, no stami-
nodia follicles 3-5, seeds very chaffy.

Summer Siberia—Following forms are
. more commonly cult

racemdsa, Nutt {C serpenlana,

'J/S Pursh) Fig 963 St 3-8 ft high- lvs.

2-3 times 3-4-parted, lfts mostly ovate,
firm texture racemes few, rigidly erect,

often becoming 2 ft long follicles rather
shorter than the pedicel, nearly V\va.

long, short style abruptly recurved July,

Aug Ga to Canada and westward
Intro 1891 Gt 13:443 Gn 46, p.

269 GC II 10 557; III 48*218 —
Very pretty m fr

,
with its 2 rows of

a oval follicles always extending upward
from the lateral branches The com-

^ monest in gardens Rhizome and roots

valued in medicine
' Var dissecta, Gray (C sjneala, Hort )

Lvs more compound than the type
small white fls closely packed on lateral

and terminal branches Lasting until

Sept Conn to S Pa J H III. 33.381

Var simplex, Regel (C. simplex.

Wormsk ). Tall and handsome, fls

short-pedicelled, forming a fine, dome
raceme, and at first pubescent follicle

*2r short-stalked. Kamtschatka. Gn 67,r
p. 8. Gn.W. 21 115,23.899

C cordifdlia, Pursh Lvs very broadly ov ate
or orbicular US B M 2069—C dahiinca,
Ilutt Higher and more branched than former
Cent Asia —C ihUa, Nutt (C foetida, Pursh
Actsea Cimicifuga, Linn ) Used in medicine

* Ore , Wash —C jupvmca, Spreng 3 ft high
“• lvs very large FS 22 2163 (as Pithyrosperma

acennum) —C palmdta, Michx =*=Trautvetteria

carolinensis, \ail K q j)avI8.

but by some thought to be a derivative

of C intybus, or of C. divancatum of the

Medit. region For cult, as a salad plant,

see Endive. L H. B.

CIENKdWSKIA: Kaempfena.

ll ^ CINCHONA (from i he Countess Chin-

Ip
J chon, wife of a Spanish Viceroy of Peru,

962. Flowers of chicory.—Cicho- who was cured of fever in 1638 by the

rium Intybus (xW A familiar use of Peruvian bark) Rubidcese Plants
weed along roadsides in the east- widely known as yielding a remedy, in
•rn part of the country. the bark, for malaria
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Some of the species are lofty trees, others are mere
shrubs. They grow isolated m various districts of the

Andes, at elevations ranging from 2,300-9,000 ft
,
and

between 22° south and 10° north latitude. Lvs oppo-
site, with deciduous stipules, fls. much frequented
by humming-birds, fragrant, white and pink in color,

growing m terminal panicles; calyx small, 5-toothed,

963 Cimicifuga
racemosa
(lit 9 XH)

and persistent; corolla has a long tube with 5 short
spreading valvate lobes, hairy at the margins, sta-

mens 5, included in the corolla; ovary 2-ccllcd, with
very numerous ovules inserted on linear axile placentas:

caps opening septicidally from the base upwards; seeds
small, numerous, flat and surrounded with a wing—
There are 30-40 confused species Specimens are some-
times seen in collections of economic plants, but they
are not horticultural subjects.

From the pharmacopceial point of view there are
two distinct kinds of cinchona bark: (1) Cinchona,
also called yellow cinchona and calisaya bark, which
is probably the bark obtained from Cinchona Ledger-

tana, Moons, and hybrids of this with other species of
Cmchona The bark secured from these sources is said

Clements R Markham “A Memoir of the Lady Ana
de Osorio, Countess of Chmchon and Vice-Queen of

Peru (A D 1629- 39), with a Plea for the Correct
Spelling of the Chinehona Genus," London, 1874
The febrifuge reached Spain as early as 1639. Knowl-

edge of it was spiead by the Countess of Chmchon,
hence it was called Countess’ powder and Peruvian
bark, and also Jesuits’ bark, fiom the knowledge of it

spread by Jesuits The word quinine is derived from
the name by which it was known m Peru, qumaquma

,

or “bark of barks ’’ In 1849, trees were sent by the
Jesuits to Algei la, but the experiment was not success-

ful. In 1852-4, Ilasskarl successfully introduced living

plants into Java, in 1859, Clements It. Markham was
entrusted by the government of India with the task of

collecting plants and seeds on the Andes, and estab-
lishing them m India In his fascinating book “Peru-
vian Bark a popular account of the introduction of

Chinehona cultivation into British India" (1880),
Markham recounts the difficulties in South America
and his final success Cmchona is now grown commer-
cially in India and also in Jamaica, but most of the
coinmoicial product is secured from trees grown in

Java, it is also cultivated in New Zealand and Aus-
tralia C Ledgenana, Moons (C Calisaya, Wedd

,
var

Ledqaiana, How), is a small tree with small thick
elliptical lvs

,
reddish beneath, and with yellowish

not fragrant fls
,
and a short caps C succirubra,

^ Pav
,
has large and tlnn broad-elliptic lvs

,
purple-

w red calyx and rose-colored petals, and an elongated
™ caps C officinalis, Hook f, has oval-lanceolate
jr acute shining lvs

,
and rose-colored sdky fls It is

f sometimes seen (in some of its forms) in collections.

f Var Condammca (C Condamxnea
,
Huinb & Bonpl

)

r is one of t hc.-'O fonns and has been intro inS Calif,

and said to be easily giown theic. L H. B.

Cultivation of cinchona (By Win Fawcett

)

The seedlings mav be raised either in boxes or in

beds. The boxes should not be more than 3 or 4 inches
deep. Three -quaitn -inch drainage- holes should be
made m the bottom, about b inches apart Whitewash
the boxes or dust them inside with lime Put pieces of

broken flower-pots over the drainage holes, and cover
the bottom with gravel to a depth of 1 inch The soil

should be made up of one-third leaf-mold, one-third
good soil and one-third fine liver gravel These should
be thoroughly mixed and passed thiough a J^-inch
sieve Fill the boxes to within inch of the top, and
slightly water Sow the seed evenly, and sprinkle over
it some of the sifted soil, only just coven ng it The
boxes should bounder shade, shelteied from ram, and
watered every day with a very fine spray from a
watermg-can The seedlings will appear in three or

four weeks If the seeds are sown in beds, they require
the protection of a roof sloping south, and* supported
by posts 4 feet 6 inches high on the north, and 3 feet

3 inches on the south side The sides may also have
to be covered in The bicadth of the beds is 3 feet

The roof proiects beyond the south posts sufficiently

to keep off direct sunlight, and in the summertime,
at any rate, a narrow north roof must be added at

right angles. If the sheds are built under the shade
of tall trees, the roof is needed only for shelter from

to contain 6 to 7 per cent of alkaloids, of which one-
half to two-thirds is quinine. (2) Cinchona rubra, or

red cinchona, which is obtained from Cinchona succir-

ubra, Pavon, or its hybrids In this bark the alkaloid
cmchomdine exists m greater proportion.

The cinchona trees arc considered to yield the maxi-
mum of alkaloids at six to nine years of age. /The bark
of the trunk and roots is removed; the latter is used
mostly in the manufacture of quinine Effort has been
made to adopt the spelling Chinehona, although Lin-
meiis, in founding the genus, used only one h. see

When the seedlings are to 2 inches high, they
should be transplanted into nursery beds, made up in

the same way as for seeds. In transplanting, use a
wooden peg 4 or 5 inches long, ^4men thick at one
end and tapering to a dull point A seedling is picked up
with the left hand from a bundle brought from the seea-

beds, a hole is made with the peg m the right hand,
big enough to receive the roots without bending or

crushing them The soil is then pressed closely over the
rootlets with the peg Two inches between each plant is

enough room At first the plants should be shaded, bu*
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when they arc twice or thrice as high as when trans-

planted the shading may be gradually removed to harden
them for putting out in their permanent positions

The soil and Hubsoil should be free and open to insure

£ood drainage; newly cleared forest land on a hillside

is the best for Cinchona trees. In Jamaica. Cinchona
officinalis flourishes best at an elevation of about 5,500
feet, with a moan annual temperature of about 60°

F
,
ranging from a minimum of 46° to a maximum of 75°

and with a total annual rainfall of 120 to 150 inches

The distance when planted out in their permanent
positions is 3 by 3 feet, and as soon as they begin to

interfere with each other’s growth they should be
thinned out just sufficiently at first to prevent this

'idle baik of those cut down may be worth stripping if

the price of bark is high
Several methods have been used m taking the bark

from the trees In South America, the tree is uprooted,
and the whole of the b.uk may be taken from both root
and stem A second plan is used if shoots spring from
the root; the trunk is cut through above the ground,
the baik stripped, and the stump left to coppice, one
or two of t In* shoots being allowed to grow The third

method is to make the same tree yield bark in succes-

sive seasons, foi this purpose longitudinal layers of the
bark are removed fiom the trunk, and the exposed
surface is sometimes covered with moss, the bark
renews itself, and the “renewed bark” is as nrh (or

richer) in alkaloids as the onginal In this wav, by
taking successive strips of baik m different years, the
tree \ jelds a continuous supply of bark l. h B f

CINERARIA (ash-colored, from the Latin, referring

to the gray foliage) Compdsit* Herbs or under-
shrubs, closelv allied to Senecio, from which they are

separated chiefly by technical

chaiacters of the aeliene. The
genus is variously understood by
different authors As hunted by
Bent ham A Hooker, and also by
Kngler A Pi anti, it comprises
about 25 South African species,

and the common gat den Cineraria
becomes a Senecio (S cruentus,

DC ) The genus Cineraria differs

fiom Senecio m having a cone-
like rather than branched style,

and a usually flattened

>r manv-augled rather
than terete achene, the
speeies are herbs or sub-
shrubs with
yell o wr

fl -

heads
The cine-

raria of the
florists (Fig
964) is now
much modified by culti-

vation There are twro
views of its origin, one
holding that it is a
direct development of

C ci uenta, Mass (Pericalh s

enta, Webb A Berth ), B M
the other that it is a hybrid, into

which C. cruenta, C flcritieri, C.

populifoha. and perhaps others, have
probably blended These are all

natives of the Canary Islands. For
unportant literature respecting the
origin of the garden emeraiia, see

Natuie, 51.461, 605, 52. 3, 29, 54,

78, 103, 128, 55 341 GO III.

3.654, 657; 17 ’588, 655, 742, 18'

89, 186, 29 297

The florists’ cinerarias run in white, and in shades of

blue, pink and purple-red There is promise of yellow-
flowered strains by hybridizing with yellow senecios or
related plants.

See Senecio for Cintraria acanthi/alia, C. camhdis-
sima

,
and C marUvna To the garden or florists’ cine-

raria (C cruenta) belong the horticultural names C.
orandijldra, C. kewensts, C nano, C. stellata

,
and others.

There arc full-double forms (see It H 1874, p 17, 1886,

p. 41. FS 22 2347-8 III. 32 556 ) —C Jhit < seens,

Hurt
,
is a garden hybnd between Cineraria “Feltlmm

Beauty” and Seneuo nut uulahssimus C C III 45, 322
On 73 252 It is a compact glower, ongmating with
James Veitch A Sons, giving pionuse of a new strain

of winter -blooming plants IE cieamy yellow, the
younger blooms almost eanarv yellow. If peculiarly

constricted at the middle ami mm h enlarged at the
top

—

C. hybrida
,
Hoit., is a hybnd between Senecio

cruentus and S. tiissilaguns, wit fc white fls. having pale
blue tips on the rays and purplish centeis G M 55'

337—C slellata, Hort
,
now a popular race of florists’

cineraria, has open spieady panicles of star-like single

fls. Fig 965. Most excellent.

The true yellow-fld South African cinei arias seem
not to be in cultivation, although C pnitait'ina, Hook
f

,
has been recorded in horticultural literature within

recent years slender and climbing, with lax paniculate

inflorescence, pale reel flower-stems and hvo golden
yellows lays in each head. B M 7799. Elegant
giccnhouse climber. L # ^

Culture of the florists’ cineraria.

The single hybrid cinerarias are among the most use-
ful and beautiful of all greenhouse flowering plants.

The ease with which they

I #
can he raised, the httlo heat
required, together with their

free-blooming qualities,
brilliant ana various-
coloicd flowers, wrhich last

for a considerable tune in

blossom, make them popu-
lar with most people pos-
sessing even only a small
greenhouse Though they
aie herbaceous in character
and may be propagated by
cuttings or division of the
roots, the single varieties

are best treated as annuals,
raising t h em
from seed each
year and throw-
ing away the
plants after
llow ermg Al-
though one may
save one’s own
seed, the cine-

rarias, like most
hybrids, wall de-
teriorate both
in size and
quality of the
flowrer after one

or two generations unless
they are crossed; there-

fore, unless one cares
to cross one’s own plants,
it is best to purchase
fresh seed from some
ichable firm that secures
its stock from hybrid-
ists. For florists’ use,

or when a succession of
064. Small plant of the florists’ cineraria—

Botamc&lly Senecio cruentus.
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these flowers is required, two sowings of seed should

be made—the first about the middle of August, and
the second a month later. The seed should be sown in

pans or shallow boxes 1 foot square, these should be
well drained, and the soil should consist of one part

fine loam, one part leaf-mold, and one part clean sharp

silver sand. The surface should be made very fine

and pressed down evenly The seed should then be
sown evenly and rather thinly, and covert'd with sand
about the eighth part of an inch. This will m a great

measure prevent the seedlings from what gardeners

term “damping off,” which they are very apt to do if

the atmospheric conditions become at all stagnant.

The seed-pans or boxes should be carefully watered
with a fine rose and then placed m some cool shaded
place, such as a
frame placed on
sifted coal-ashes on
the north side of a
wall or building,
where they will ger-

minate in about a
week or ten days. As
soon as large enough
to handle conve-
niently, the seedlings

should be potted
into thumb-pots and
grown on as rapidly

as possible, shifting

on into larger size

pots as often as re-

quired, never allow-
ing them to become
the least pot-bound,
or suffer in any way
during the season of

growth. The soil

should consist of half

leaf-mold and half

fine fibrous loam,
with a good sprink-

ling of silver sand,
until the final shift

into their flowering

pots, when the soil

should be three parts
fibrous loam and one
part well - decayed
cow-manure or pul-

verized sheep-ma-
nure. About the first

of October the plants
should all be removed
to the greenhouse,
where the atmos-
phere should be kept
cool and moist, but
not stagnant If a rainy spell should set in, a little

artificial heat should be given to cause a circulation of

the atmosphere, and as autumn advances the tempera-
ture should be kept about 45° at night, with a rise of

10° by day. Liquid stimulants should not be given
until the flower-budR begin to appear, when they are
greatly benefited by an occasional watering of clear

liquid cow- or sheep-manure. The plants should be well

in bloom after the holidays.

If bloom is wanted m late fall or early winter, seed

may be sown in May, keep the plants growing all

summer, but do not let them bloom till they are estab-
lished in 5- or 6-inch pots
The Star cineraria (Fig 965), now popular, is an

open grower, 2 feet, not having the large sollfl masses
of flower-heads of the older larger-flowered kinds. The
blooms are single and mostly smaller, and the rays are
separated as m a wild aster. These plants go under the

name of C. stdlata They are very free flowering, and
as pot plants are more decorative than the large-flow-

ered types, they meet the presentdemand for simplicity.

In color they have the same range as the ordinary flor-

ists’ cmeranas, and there are cactus-flowered strains,

with narrow rolled petals The star cinerarias require

the same handling and treatment as the others.

Double-flowered varieties of cinerana are not com-
monly grown, neither are they so beautiful as the single

varieties. They may be propagated by seed or by cut-

tings, the latter being the best method, as a large per-

centage of seedlings are sure to turn out single, which
will be inferior in size of flower as compared with the

best single varieties Double-floweimg varieties must
be propagated each year to secuie the best results As

soon as the plants
have finished blos-

soming, the flower

stalks should be cut
away to induce the
plants to make fresh

growth, which, as
soon as large enough
for cuttings, should
be taken off and in-

serted in an oidinary
propagating bed,
whole they will soon
root,aftci which they
should be potted and
shifted on as often

as required, growing
them during the hot-
test months in as cool

and shaded a position

as can be provided
C l n e r a i i a s are

very subject, to the

attacks of greenfly

To keep these in

check, the house in

which they are grown
should be fumigated
with tobacco about
once in ten dajs, or
tobacco steins placed
among the plants if

fumigating is objec-
tionable, or the cyan-
ide treatment used
See Diseases and
lusi l Is

Of thedifferent spe-
cies of Cineraria from
southern Europe
(properly Senecios),

C manhma is per-

haps the best It is of

dwarf habit, with tomentose, silvery, pinnatifid leaves,

and is a most useful subject for edging flower-beds

It is not hardy in the North, consequently must be
treated as an annual, sowing the seeds early m March
in the greenhouse, afterward treating it as an ordinary
summer bedding plant. The other species from south
and eastern Europe do not prove hardy North, and if

grown should be treated as tender annuals, planting
them in the herbaceous borders for the summer. The
species from the Cape of Good Hope require greenhouse
treatment, the culture being the same as for the com-
mon cineraria, although, from an ornamental point of

view, most of them would hardly pay for the room they
would occupy. Edward J. Canning.

ClNNA (old Greek name for a kind of grass).

Graminex. Tall perennials with flat leaf-blades.

Spikelets 1-fld., numerous, in nodding panicles, the





XXVII. Coconut in flower and fruit. Southern Florida.
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rachilla prolonged
;
lemma short-awned below the

apex. There are two species, C. arundin&cea, Linn.,

with contracted panicle, the spikelets 2^2 lines long,

(Dept. Agnc ,Div Agrost 7. 140,20.79) and C.latifdlia,

Griseb (C. pmdula, Tnn ), with open panicle, the
spikelets 2 lines long. Both species are native in cooler
parts of N. Amer. A. S. Hitchcock.

CINNAMOMUM (the ancient Greek name) Laura-
cese Evergreen trees and shrubs of Asia and Australia,

with aromatic leaves and wood, of which a few are cul-

tivated in the extreme southern United States
Leaves usually thick, mostly opposite, strongly

3-nerved or pinnate-nerved buds not scaly (exception
in C (’amphora) fls usually perfect, with 9 (or less)

perfect stamens in 3 unlike rows ana a row of imper-
fect ones, perianth short-tubed, segms 6 and nearly
equal fr a small 1-seeded berry, in the cup-like
perianth.—Upward of 50 species, among which are
plants yielding cinnamon ((' ziylanicum ), camphor
(G (’amphora), cassia-bark (G Cassia), and other
aromatic and medicinal products Various species may
be expected in collections of economic plants, but
most of them are not strictly horticultural subjects.

It is not known whether some of the species in cult in

this country are passing under the proper names; pos-
sibly G Tamnia

,

Fr Nees, widely distributed m the Far
East, may be confused m our ( ultures.

The genus Ginnamomum embraces tropical and
semi-tropical shrubs and trees, which are mostly of

economic value, and in one or more eases are valuable
shade trees for lawn and street planting The leaves
are evergreen, usually of a rich shining green, and in (

’.

('amphora have a silvery blue color on the under sur-

faces G ('amphora, the camphor tree, is hardy in the
low’er Gulf states, and is now Deuig extensively planted,

both for shade and extraction of guru G Cassia is not
quite so hardy, but withstands a temperature of 20°

F without injury, and has been planted in Honda for

manufacture of its various products,— oil, gum, buds
and cinnamon bark (' zeylanuum, is likely to be
extensively grown in Mexico and the West Indies—
The various species are usually propagated by seeds,

which are sown as soon as ripe in a shaded bed, the
seedlings being transplanted when very small into pots
and kept thus growing until permanent planting out
The species, without exception, arc very difficult to

transplant from the open ground, and hence pot-

grown plants are almost a necessity. Cuttings of half-

ripencil wood of some species may be rooted in the
spring in moderate heat, following the usual method of

preparation, and planting in coarse sand The soil best
suited to cinnamomums in general, and C. Camphora
in particular, is sandy loam, although a heavy loam,
when wrell prepared, answers fairly well The sandy
soil of Florida, when moderately manured, suits all

species so far tried admirably. (E N Reasoner )

Camphdra, Nees & Eberm (Camphbra officindrum

,

Nees Laiirus Camphdra, Linn ) Camphor Tree
Stout tree with enlarged base, to 10 ft * lvs. alternate,

ovate-elliptic, acuminate, not large or very thick, pink-

ish on the young growths, with a pair or more of strong

side veins buds scal> fls small, yellow, m axillary

panicles, perianth membranaceous fr a drupe the size

of a large pea China, Japan B M 2658.—A handsome
dense-topped tree when young, becoming bare below
with age; withstands some frost The young growth is

very attractive It is hardy in central peninsular Fla
,

where it thrives well if attention is given to fertilizing

and cultivating; it does not thrive in wet soils. Cam-
phor is a common roadside planting m 8. Calif. Com-
moncal camphor is extracted from the wood.

zeyl&nicum, Nees. Cinnamon Tree. Small tree

(20-30 ft )

.

lvs very stiff. 4-7 in long, ovate to lance-

ovate, glossy, 3-5-nervea, obtuse or somewhat acute,

reticulate on under side: fls. small {
lA\n. long), yellow-

white, in loose somewhat silky clusters, which often
exceed the lvs.: fr. %\n long, dry, pointed India,

Malaya, and widely dispersed m tropical countries as
a cult, plant. B.M 2028 L.B.C. 1:91.—Variable; and
many forms have been described.

Cfissia, Blume. Cassia-Bark Tree. Handsome
tree* lvs stiff, 3-6 in long, oblong to nearly lanceolate,

long-acummate, glossy, 3-nbbed; petiole slender' fls.

very small, in terminal or axillary silky-tomcntose
amcles 3-6 m long fr size of a pea. China—Young
ranches somewhat 4-angled Hardy and successful m

central peninsular Fla (Nehrlmg), thriving best m
moist and rich land, and making specially fine specimens
near residences where now and then it receives applica-

tions of fertilizer and water

pedunculUtum, Presl Glabrous tree: lvs. thick,

oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, 3-nerved, glossy above;
petiole to %in long, blade 2-5 it long and somewhat
glaucous or areolate beneath* fte very small (Hin or
less long), in axillary corymbs that about equal the
lvb

,
peiianth glabrous outside and whitish-puberulent

inside, the lobes oval-obtuse: berry globose-ovoid,

lim. long Japan —This species is said to have been
intro at Los Angeles some 35 years ago, where a hand-
some tree still exists, seedlings of which are to be found
in other parts of S Calif In central peninular Fla

,
this

species and C Lourieru are hardy and attractive, thriv-

ing particularly well in rich and rather moist land.

Loureirii, Nees Cassi \-Flower Tree. Middle-
sized tree, glabrous lvs opposite or alternate, rigid,

elliptic or oblong, attenuate-acuminate; petiole to

} 2in long, the blades 3-5 in long fls very small (there

is a variegated-lvd form) China, Japan —Perhaps a
form of the last, with nerves on upper side of If. less

prominent or bunken, and other minor differences.

L. H. B.
CINNAMON FERN: Osmurula.

CINNAMON VINE: Dwscorea.

CINQUEFOIL: PotenhUa.

CIPURA (origin of name unexplained). Indhcex.

Four Trop American bulbous plants, rarely grown
under glass Allied to Nemastylis’ fls with 6 parts or
petals, the inner 3 being much smaller, white or light

blue, borne m terminal heads, short-tubed. The
only species likely to be in cult is C. paluddi>a, Aubl

,

with white fls and radical linear-lanceolate lvs
;
bulb

conical-globose BM 646 (as Marica). Prop by seeds
and offsets; to be kept on the dry side through winter.

CIRC&A (Circe, the enchantress). Onagr&cex.
Enchanter’s Nightshade Six or seven herbs of low
or moist woods in North America and other temperate
and cold regions of the northern hemisphere, two of

which have been offered for growing in shady places and
about garden bogs

Perennials, small and soft* lvs. opposite and stalked:
fls perfect, small, and white, in terminal and lateral

racemes, calyx-tube hairy, prolonged beyond the ovary,
2-lobed, petals 2, notched: fr a small, bristly bur.
They are interesting little plants, but not showy. Of
easy cult, in shady, damp spots.

Luteti&na, Linn. Erect and branching, 1-3 ft
,
the

st. swollen at the nodes: lvs. ovate-acuminate, more or
less rounded at the base, somewhat toothed: pedicels

slender, reflexed m fr.: fr. 2-celled, bristly. Woods, E.

E
acifica, Aschers <fc Mag. From 6-12 in

,
from a little

er; smaller than the above, lvs. less acuminate, fls.

smaller, fr. 1-celled and less bristly. Wyo
,
west

L. H B.

CIRRHzfcA (from Cirrhus, a tendril) Orchid&ce.x.

About a half-dozen Brazilian orchids, of no special im-
portance, one of which, C. mruhpurpurea, Lindl., is

sparingly offered abroad, and two or three others of
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whi^h are mentioned in horticultural literature Allied

to Gongora; cultured as for Cymbidium; warmhouse.
FIs mostly greenish and red (or purple), on long pendu-
lous racemes that arise from base of the pseudobulbs.

CIRRHOP^TALUM (tendril petal
,
alluding to the

narrow lateral sepals). Orchxdacex Epiphytes, grown
in baskets or on blocks in a warmhouse.

Fseudobulbs from a creeping st : dorsal sepal free;

lateral sepals much longer than the dorsal, cohering
excepting at the base; petals much shorter, often
ciliate; Tip entire, usually recurved; column short,

2-winged at the apex; pollima 4—About 90 species

m Trop. Asia, Mascarene Isis
,
and Australia.

Being of rambling habit, with creeping rhizomes, cir-

rhopetalums should be grown in baskets sufficiently

large to afford plenty of growing suiface, and suspended
from the roof where they will get abundant light and
free access of air to the roots, which is equally essential.

Liberal allowance must be made for flramage, which
should consist of either broken potsherds or charcoal,
the latter being preferable, as it is light, durable and
contains nothing detrimental. Two-thirds osmundine,
or other clean fiber, and one-third chopped live sphag-
num moss, well mixed' together, afford a good compost,
and after this has been carefully tucked in about the
roots and interstices, the plant should be held firm
with brass or copper wire until reestablished The
compost should be used rather sparingly to prevent
over-watering. Many of the smaller-growing species
do very well on orchid blocks, firmly attached, with a
small quantity of compost beneath them During the
winter months, little or no shade is required The
temperature may range from 58° to 65° F by night,

with about 10° rise through the day, or even a little

more, with sun-heat, will do no injury. No artificial

heat is necessary in summer, except in extreme cold
or wet weather, but a shaded moist location should be
chosen, such as is afforded in the cattleya or palm
department. When the plants are dormant, light

syringing overhead will keep the compost moist and
the plants in healthy condition, but as the growing
season advances, a liberal quantity of water and copious
syringing in bright weather will be necessary. The stock
is increased by division, the most judicious method
being to cut nearly through the rhizome with a sharp
knife, about three pseudobulbs behind the lead, just

before growth action, allowing the part to remain
until the dormant eyes start to grow, when it may be
removed and treated as an established plant. A little

extra heat and moisture at this period will prove bene-
ficial with the weak plants. All are of moderately easy
culture. (Robert M. Grey )

Medhsae, Lindl Pseudobulbs ovoid, ribbed: Ivs.

6-8 in long, oblong-elliptic scapes with .large sheath-
ing bracts; umbel many-fld ;fls creamy, yellow-spotted;
dorsal sepal lanceolate; lateral sepals with long pendent
tails, 4-5 in. long; petals and lip minute Singapore.
B.R. 28:12. B.M. 4977. I.H 39.154. GC III 21 25.

picturitum, Lindl Pseudobulbs ovoid, about 2 in.

long, angled* lvs 3-5 m. long, linear-oblong scape with
sheaths pale yellowish-green, red-speckled; umbel
ll>-15-fld

,
sepals and petals green, the dorsal sepal

erect, obtuse, red-spotted, with a thread-like purple-
knobbed summit, the lateral sepals linear; petals small,

rounded, curved; Up blood-rea, obtuse. India. B.M.
6802.

C Andersonn, Kurz. Dwarf habit* fls in umbels, lateral sepals
whitish, with fine rose dots, dorsal sepal marked with purple
lines Sikkim.— C appendiculAtwn, Rolfe. Dorsal sepals and

g
etals pale yellow, lip rosy purple E. Indies —C btfldrum, J J.

mith Sepals purple-spotted, the dorsal elliptic, about 1 A in.

Iona, including the seta, the lateral sepals linear-lanceolate, 3-3Hm long Java B M 8321 —C breviacdpum, Rolfe DorsaKsepal
oblong-lanceolate, about %m long, dull purple, the lateral sepals
yellow, spotted red-brown, about i in long, the lip rose-purple,
broadly cordate, ovate-cuneate, hairy at base. Perak B.M 8033—C. cauddlum, King A Pantl. Dwarf species dorsal sepals short;

lateral sepals tail-like, about as long as scape Himalayas — C,
chmtnae, Lindl Fls pale fawn-color, the dorsal sepal hooded,
crimson-spotted, the lateral sepals linear-lanceolate, the lip crim-
son-spotted China B II 29 49 —C chrtfseum, Krftnzl Scape
filiform, 1-fld

,
fls yellow Philippines—C Cumingti, Lindl

Umbel 9-12-fld
,

fls purple, the dorsal sepal glandular-cihate, the
lateral sepals l m long, linear-oblong, lip with 2 erect processes
Philippines B M 4996 — C flodkert , Dutlue Fls 1 in.

long, yellow, the dorsal sepal about Jim long, obtuse, purple-
streaked, the lateral linear-lanceolate, acuminate Himalayas
BM 7869

—

C lepulum (Bulbophyllum lepidum, J J Smith)
Dorsal sepal, erect, ciliate, Hm long, browuish yellow, lateral
sepals united, spreading, bright brownish yellow, somewhat red-
flushed, at base, the upper portion pale yellow, marbled with
brown-red, about 1 in long, petals >>,in long, ciliate Java —
C longUsimum, Riddell. Fls whitish, rosy-streaked, the
dorsal sepal laneeolate, long, the lateral sepals linear,
8-12 in long, with slender tails, petals falcate, ciliate Siam
BM 8366 —U Micholftzu, Rolfe Umbels 8-12 -fld , lateral

sepals deep yellow, dorsal sepal and petals blotched with
dark purple on a pale ground \nnain —C mimAtum , Rolfe
Fls \ erimhon-colored with hairs of dorsal sepal and petals
yellow, lateral sepals caudate, almost thread-like Annam —

-

~C
papilldsum, Rolfe Umbels usually 6-fld , dorsal sepals and petals
lined with dark purple on a pale ground, lateral sepals spoikled
with red-brown Siam —C pulchrum, N E Br I H 33 608
OR 17 328 AF 6 609—0 retusiuaculum, Koichb f his

4̂in length, upper sepals dark purple, lower coherent, yellow,
marked with dark red China Rdxburghn, Lindl Small, with
ovate reddish green lvs and almost globose umbels of cream-white
fls tinged with rose or purple India A pretty dwarf species —
C Thoudran, Lindl Umbel of 10-12 fl« , sepals and petals tawny

{

rellow, the dorsal ovate, cuspidate, with purple warts, the lateral

anceolate, acute, stained claret, petals small, ovate-lanceolate,
pale yellow, purple-spotted, with a thread-like tail at apex, lip

oblong Madagascar, Java, Philippines, Society Isis B It 24 11.

B.M. 4237 C. sm6nae—C chinense GkORQE V. NASH

CfRSIUM (old Greek name, referring to the use of

the plant in an ailment) Comp6sil<e Thistle
Prickly-leaved plants (largely biennial) of bold habit
and showy purple, pinkisn, white or even yellowish

heads, sometimes planted m wild gardens
The thistles are botanically confused By some

authors, Cirsium is combined with Carduus, but others
keep it distinct because of the plumose or feathery
pappus (which is most constant on the inner florets),

and this disposition is here accepted The cirsiums are
herbs or subshrubs, more or less spiny lvs alternate,

sessile, often pinnatifid fl -heads large, mostly terminal,
involucre ovoid or spherical, with many rows of

imbricated often spiny-tipped scales, many-fld
,
florets

all tubular and alike (seldom more or less dioecious)

—More than 120 species of annuals, biennials or peren-
nials, widely spread in the northern hemisphere

Other generic names
partaking m the con-
fused usage are Car-
bema, now a synonym
of Cnicus, Chama?-
pcuce, now a section

of Cirsium; and Cnicus
(which see), a genus of

one species, distin-

guished by sterile mar-
ginal florets, pappus of
ten long bristles and
equal numbers of

shorter ones and of

horny teeth, and achene
attached obliquely near
the base rather than
squarely on the base
A number of the this-

tles are field and pas-
ture weeds. The most
penicious of these
weeds is the Canada
thistle, C arvensc, Scop.
(Carduus arvensis,
Robs ), Fig 795 The
common bull thistle or
pasture thistle (Fig.

966) is a stately bien-
nial, and very decora-
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tive. It is C. lanceolatum, Hill (Carduus lanceolatus
,

Linn.). Both those species are introduced from Eu., as

well as two or three others of lesser distribution in this

country. There are a number of showy native species,

one of which, C muticum
,
Michx., (Carduus muticus,

Pers.) is shown m Fig.

967 This purple-fld

.

species occurs in low
grounds from Newfound-
land to W Va
A few species of Cir-

sium (as the genus is

here defined) may be
expected to occur in cult.

C oleraceum
, Scop,

(Carduus oleract us. Vill ),

of Eu
,
has very ciecora-

tive foliage, and thrives
in the inoister parts of a
garden; the fls are not
very handsome, whitish
or yellowish, 3 ft The
Charna'peuees are some-
times grown for

the large prickly

spreading rosettes

oflvs that are pro-
duced thefirst year,

the bloom appearing the
second year They com-
bine well with plantings
made for subtropical
effect* C ('asabonx, DC
(Cham&pewce ('asabonse

,

DC Carduus Casabonx, 967 Cirsium muticum (XH)
Linn ), has Ivs deep
green veined white, spiny, the fl -heads pale purple; C
Diacantha, DC (( 'hanupe uce Diacantha, DC Cardmis
Diacantha, Labill ), has thick lvs shining green with
silvery lines, white beneath, linear-lanceoirte, the prin-

cipal nerve or rib terminated by a single spine and the
lateral nerves usually 2-spmed, and dense clusters of

purple heads, C afrurn, DC (('hamsppcuce afra, DC
Carduus afer

,

Jacq ), has dark green blotched white
linear-lanceolate lvs tomentose beneath, and large

bright purple heads, C Sprcngiri, Hort
,

'a garden
hybrid, perennial, with dark green white-vemed spiny
lvs, and white fragrant heads, C tauncum, Hort, is

probably C Diacantha I, j£ b
CISSAMPELOS (Creek for ivy and vine) Memsper-

mdcep Mostly twining plants, shrubs and herbs,

one of which is cultivated far south
Leaves various, mostly cordate or remform, often

peltate, alternate . fls in axillary racemes or clusters, the
plant dioecious, sterile fls with 4 sepals and 4 petals

united, the anthers 2-5 on a stanimal column or disk,

fertile fls with 2 united fleshy sepals, subtended by a
sepal-like bract, and solitary ovary, with 3 st>les fr

a subglobose drupe, with a flattened and tuberculate
stone Many species or distinct forms in tropical
regions, but many of them are evidently forms of the
widely distributed C. Pareira, Linn 'Phis plant, as C.
heterophylla

,
DC

,
and under other names, ih cult in

S Fla and the tropics. It is known as Velvet-Leak
and False Pareira It is an exceedingly variable
vine, with downy round-cordate or peltate entire or
lobed lvs . the very small sterile fls in stalked corymbs
and the fertile m large-bracted clusters, and a nairy
or glabrate nearly globular red drupe It occurs in all

tropical countries. “Pareira brava” of the pharmaco-
peias is derived from the root of the related perennial
climber, Chondrodendron tomentosum, of Peru and Brazil.

Whether the genus Cissampelos contains 20 or 70 spe-
cies depends mostly on the rank given to the many forms
of the cosmopolitan C. Pareira L H B

ClSSUS (Greek name of ivy). Vitdcex. Mostly
tendril-climbing shrubs, a few of which are grown in

the open, and others under glass for the handsome often
colored foliage

Very like Vitis (with which some authors unite it):

at best a mixed group botamcally, and capable of good
definition only when certain groups or subdivisions are
removed from it For the characters of related genera,
see Ampelop8i8, Parlhtnocusus, Vitis As constituted
by Gilg m Engler & Prantl’s “Pflanzenfamilien,” the
genus includes Cayratia but which might well be kept
distinct. This subgenus, of which two or three interest-

ing species from China and Japan are in cult., differs

from Cissus proper in the always compound lvs., which
are usually pedate, the axillary infi

,
the thin or even

membranous disk, the 2-4-secded fr
,
and the plants

mostly herbaceous Excluding Cayratia, Cissus is

known by usually simple lvs
,

1 -seeded fr
,
and the disk

being deeply 4-lobed or separated into 4 gland-like

bodies. From Ainpelopsis, as that genus is character-
ized in this work, Cissus differs in the 4-merous fls.,

often herbaceous, and fleshy st
,
the 1-seeded rather

than 2-4-seeded fr and in the disk not being cup-like
and not irregularly lobed From Vitis, it differs in its

4-merous fls
,
its expanding petals (the corolla not fall-

ing off as a cap), the 4-parted disk, its 1-seeded mostly
dry and inedible fr

,
and other characters Cissus com-

prises probably 200 species, widely dispersed in tropi-

cal regions and a few of them reaching extra-tropical

areas (as m the southern U S ) mostly climbers by
means of tendrils without enlarged or disk-like ends,

rarely erect shrubs or even perennial herbs, sometimes
with greatly thickened sts either under ground or

above* lvs alternate, simple or compound, with tendril

(if present) opposite or at same node fls usually per-

fect, m mostly umbel-like cymes that are terminal or
axillary, parts of the fl in 4’s, the petals at length
spreading and falling separately, disk around the ovary
4-parted or -separated, st>le long and mostly .^lender

rather than conical* fr typically a dryish 1-seeded

berry (2-4-seedcd m Cayrat in'!

In cultivation there are very few species of Cissus,

and these are mostly the tendiil-climbuig Vitis-like

species grown under glass for the handsome fpliage

The best known is C discolor, although other species

are likely to become widespread and popular in green-

houses The fleshy-stemmed erect species arc some-
times grown m botanical collections for the cactus-like

forms and for illustrations in adaptive morphology.
The species are readily propagated by cuttings

acida, 4

adenopodus, 3
antarctica, 9
argtntea, 10
Baudimana, 9
discolor, 8

INDEX.

^dngylodes, 6
mcisa, 5
Japomca, l.

mollis, 8
ohgocarpa, 2.

ovata, 10
Rochrnna, 1
sicycndea, 10
striata, 7
vcliUmus, 8.

a St herbaceous.

1 japdnica, Willd (Cayrdtia japdnica, Gagnep ).

Herbaceous, glabrous or minutely puberulent, the
branches striate, climbing bv tendrils lvs pedately
5-foholate, long-stalked, the Ifts lanceolate or obovate-
oblong, serrate fls in a long-peduncled 2-3-foiking
cyme, greenish; petals ovate-triangular, blunt, berry
size of a small pea, 2-4-seeded, the seeds 3-angled-
ovate, keeled. Japan, Java, Austral—Appears to be
root-hardy N., when covered.

2. oligocfijrpa (VUis oligocdrpa. Lev. & Van Cayrdtia
oligocdrpa, Gagnep.) Differs from the above m the
acuminate and more sharply and closely serrate lfts.,

which are puberulous when young: anthers orbicular.

China —Very recently intro.

3. adendpodus, Sprague Herbaceous, climbing
by tendrils, slender, terete root tuberous lvs red and
decorative, 3-foliolate, petioled, 3-0 in long, hairy,
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lfts. stalked, ovate, abruptly acuminate, coarsely

serrate, green with sunken nerves above and red witn
prominent nerves beneath’ fls light yellow, in a loose

panicle or cluster about 4 in long, the pedicels recurved
after flowering, petals oblong, much reflexed (about

Km. long) berry globose, diam
,
dark purplish

black. Trop. Afr. (Uganda). B M. 8278—A quick-
growing plant requiring warmhouse conditions Readily
prop by cuttings or seeds, and of very easy cult.

Thrives well m sunlight. A recent
intro.

aa. St not herbaceous at maturity
,

although perhaps fleshy.

b Lvs. fleshy, 3-lobed or 3-foliolate.

4. ficida, Linn Low glabrous climber,
with slender and striate somewhat
fleshy branches and long stout tendrils:

lvs rigid, petiolate; lfts or If -divisions

rather small, broad-cunoate and sharply
toothed near the apex fls small, in

corymb-like or umbel like clusters’ fr.

an ovoiu and abruptly pointed dark
purple berry, with 1 or 2 large seeds,

the pedicel being recurved at maturity
S Fla

,
and Trop Amer.; also, m Anz

and S.—Sometimes planted.

5 incisa, Desm ( C Rochedna,
Planch ) Climbing 20-30 ft , the sts

warty and very fleshy and the tendrils

root -like lvs pale green, very fleshy:

lfts. or divisions wedge-ovate, notched
on both sides and top, the middle one
sometimes again lobed and the lateral

ones 2-lobed fls m umbel-like mostly
3-forkuig cymes opposite the lvs * fr.

an obovoid blackish berry, with 1 or 2
seeds, the pedicel being strongly re-

curved Fla
,
t*j Ark and Texas R II.

1884, pp 272-3 —Often planted in the
extreme S. Sometimes called “marine
ivy.”

bb Lvs. not fleshy

c. The lvs 3-5-foliaie.

6 gongylddes, Planch ( VUis gongy-
Iddes and V. pterdphora, Baker) Vigor-
ous tendril-climber with 4-angled
branches, desirable for large green-
houses where tropical effects are de-
sired, sending down long bright red
aerial roots lvs large, stalked, 3-folio-

late; lfts. rhomboid or the middle one
often 3-lobed, the lateral ones some-
times lobed on the outside at the base, hairy on
margin and nerves ’ fls red-brown, in pedunculate cymes
opposite the lvs. : a tuber (reaching 5-6 m. long) is borne
at the end of each branch when the season’s growth has
ceased, and this drops and produces new plants Brazil.

BM. 6803. Gt 37 1273 R H. 1908.203.

7. striata, Ruiz & Pav (Ampeldpsis sernp&rvirens,

Hort.) Low, shrubby evergreen vine
?
tendril-climbing,

the branches striate and usually lightly hairy: lvs.

small, 3-5-foliolate, with cuneate-obovate or lanceo-
late coriaceous lfts

,
serrate above the middle, fls.

}

yellowish, in manv-fld pedunculate cymes opposite the
vs • fr depressed-globose, size of small pea, often 2-

celled and 2-4-seeded Chile, S. Brazil.—Graceful small
climber for the cool greenhouse; robust in S. Calif,

cc The lvs. not compound although perhaps lobed.

8. discolor, Blume. Fig 968 Tendril-climber,

smooth, but not glaucous, the branches slender and
with 4 or 5 ribs or angles, red: lvs. oblong-ovate or

cordate-ovate, acuminate, bristly serrate, reddish be-
neath, velvety green and mottled with silvery white

above’ fls small and yellowish, in dense and very .short

axillary peduncled clusters’ fr. globular, 1-seeded Java.
B.M. 4763. Lowe 13. F S. 8.804-5.—One of the best

of warmhouse foliage plants Easily grown Prop, by
cuttings It must have a season of rest, usually in

spang or eaily summer If wanted for winter growth,
temp must be about 75° It thrives in rich somewhat
moist soil and responds to small applications of fer-

tilizer now and then. The plant is very susceptible to
root -knot. Variable.
Known to some as
“trailing begonia

’’

Var mtfllis, Planch
(0 veliitinus, Lind )

Pubescent or velvety,
lvs green and boldly
veined with white
above, blood-red
beneath fls intense
bright red, m large

laxer and longer-pe-

duncled cymes Habi-
tat unknown. B M.
5207

9 ant4rctica, Vent
(C . Baud im ana,
Biouss ) Kangaroo
Vine Upright shrub,
but the branches climb-
ing by tendnls, hairy
lvs rather thick,
glossy

;
ovate to oblong,

sometimes more or less

cordate, very short-

acuminate, mostly
toothed or notched,

green: fls green, in few-fld
,
axillary

clusters fr a globular- or few-seeded
berry, said to be edible Austral B M
2488 —Valuable for cool greenhouses,
but does not withstand fiost Grows
well on walls in darkish and neglected
places

10 sicyoides, Linn Tall, tendril-climbing, pubes-
cent, the branches terete or compressed, tubciculatc or
smooth, striate lvs ovate or oblong, often cordate at
base, margin more or less serrate with bristle-tipped

teeth or even cut, thickish, green: infl. corymb-like,
opposite the lvs

,
the fls small, and vaiying from green-

ish to white and purplish, fr an obovoid, 1-seeded black
berry. Very widely distributed m Trop Amer

,
and

exceedingly variable, and extending into Fla The
C. argdntea of horticulturists is var ov&ta, Baker, which
has glabrous ovate or ovate-oblong remotely serrate

and somewhat glaucous lvs Called “season vine” m
tropics

It is probable that some of the plants listed as Cissus belong to
other genera, and some of the trade names are unidentifiable
botanirally—C dlbo-nitens, Hort Lvs oblong-acuminate, more or
less cordate at base, silvery white and shining over the upper sur-
face Brazil Warmhouse climber—C amazdnica, land Lvs
glabrous and glaucous, oval-acununate and narrower, reddish
beneath and silvery veined above Brazil Warmhouse climber.—C Dnvuluhia, Carr , is a Vitis (which see) —C lAndeni, Andr6
(I II 17 2), has large ovate-cordate silver-blotched lvs a gla-
brous climbing shrub, with terete branches Colombia—C por-
phyrvphylla, Lmdl ,is a Piper—C. VtUchxx, Hort , lsParthenocissua.

L. H. B.

ClSTUS (ancient Greek name). Cistdcese. Rock
Rose. Low shrubs grown for their red or white hairy
flowers.

Plants usually with villous and glandular tomentum,
aromatic’ lvs. opposite, mostly persistent, entire, the
opposite petioles connate at the base fls. large, in

terminal and axillary cymes at the end of the branches,
rarely solitary, white to purple; sepals 3 or 5; petals 5.

stamens numerous; style elongated or short with a
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large 5-10-lobed stigma caps many-seeded, splitting

into 5 valves.—About 20 species m the Medit. region

and many natural and garden hybrids. Monograph
by Grosser m Engler, Pflanzenreich, hft 14, pp. 10-32
(1903) and an illustrated monograph by R. Sweet,
Cistineae (1825-30) quoted below as S C
The cistuses are ornamental free-flowering shiubs,

usually only a few feet high, with very showy purple
or white flowers similar to a small single rose, appear-
ing in early summer. They are hardy only in warmer
temperate regions, but many of them will stand 10°

of frost without injury, and C. laurifolius and C. mllosus

var tauncus even more. They thrive best in a well-

drained light soil, mostly preferring limestone soil,

and in a sunny position; the dwaifer species are well
adapted for rockeries with southern aspect They do
not bear transplanting well, and should be grown in

pots until planted out. Some species yield ladanum,
a resin used in perfumery. Propagated by seeds sown in

spring in pans or boxes and the young seedlings shaded;
inci cased also by layers and cuttings m spring or late

summer, inserted in sandy peat under glass In the
Old World, the cistuses are important garden plants,

but they are little known in America

albuiuH, 1

curdxfuliuit, 11
creticun, 1

criapus, 4
Cupantanua, 11
cypriua, 8
heterophylluH, 2

INDEX.

incanus, 1

ladamforu*, 7
laurifolius, 9
maculatus 7
parviflorus, 0
populifohus, 11

purpurous, 3
rotuudifoluiH, 1.

K&lvifolius, 10.

taunt us, 1.

uixlulatus, 1.

VlllosUB, 1.

a Color of jls purple or red.

b. FIs 1 Yz-2 in. wide, petals imbricate.

c. Ijvs pammerved, S-nerved only at the base.

n. Petals witkoid a dark blotch at the base.

1 villdsus, Linn (C incanus, Linn ) Erect shrub,
3-4 ft

,
villous or tomentose lvs penmnerved, round-

ish-ovate or oblong, narrowed into a veiy short petiole,

rugose above and grayish green, tomentose or villous

beneath, 1-2 in long fls 1-3, long-peduneled, reddish

{

mrple, 2 in wide, petals light pmk or yellowish at the
iase May, June Medit region BM 43 S C 35 On
27, p 571 —A very variable species Var cret’cus,

Boiss Lvs smaller, more spatulate at the base, very
rugose, undulate at the margin fls pui pie S E Eli

,

Asia Minor Sibthorp, F1 Gnrea 5 195 SC 112 Gn
27, p 571 , 33, p 190

Var rotundifdlius, Loud Dwarfer, with more lound-
lsh lvs S C 75 Garden form Var tahricus, Grosser
(C tauricus, Presl) Lvs obovate-spatulate, the
upper ones lanceolate, scarcity undulate, pedicels

twice as long as sepals Asia Minor Var. undul&tus,
Dunal Lvs linear-oblong, acute, undulate: fls. soli-

tary S C 03 Garden form

2 heteroph^llus, Desf Erect, to 2 ft.: lvs. short-

petioled, elliptic- or oval-lanceolate, gieen on both
sides and slightly hairy, Yr~l in long: fls 1-.‘L 2 m
wide; petals red, yellow at the base. N. Afr S C 6.—

*

More tender.

Di). Petals mth a dark blotch at the base.

3 purphreus, Lam (C ladaniferus x C mllosus)
Shrub to 4 ft

,
somewhat glutinous lvs. nearly sessile,

lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acute, rugose above,
slightly undulate and revolute at the margin, 1-2 in.

long: fls. usually 3, lilac-purple, 3 in. across, the petals
yellow at the base and with a maroon blotch. Of gar-
den origin. Gn. 31*326: 45, p 33; 53, p. 134. B R.
6:408 SC. 17. GC III. 48.118-19 —One of the
most beautiful rock roses.

cc Lvs. 3-nerved to the apex.

4.

erfspus, Linn Compact shrub, to 2 ft., villous: lvs.

sessile, linear-lanceolate or oblong-elliptic, undulate,

rugose above, villous beneath fls 3-4, nearly sessile,

1^-2 in. wide, deep rose-colored. June-Aug. S W.
Eu. S.C.22. Gn. 34.252.

5. filbidus, Linn. Shrub to 4 ft
,
the young parts

white-tomcnto.se: lvs. sessile, elliptic or ovate-oblong,
revolute at the margin, reticulate beneath, whitish
tomentose, j/>-2 in long fls. 3-6, lilac or rosy, 2Y% in

across, style longer than stamens. S W. Eu. N. Afr.

H C. 31. G.C III. 45.117. G.M. 51:783.

bb. Fls 1 in. wide; petals not imbricate.

6. parvifldrus, Lam Much-branched shrub, 1-2 ft
;

tomentose: lvs. 3-nerved, elliptic-ovate, undulate,
rugose above, reticulate beneath, twisted, 1 in. long:

fls 3-5; petals pale rose, yellow at the base. June.
Greece, Crete. S.C. 14.

aa. Color of fls. white: lvs. 3-nerved.

b. Sepals 3.

c. Lvs. nearly sessile: plant very glutinous: fls. usually
solitary.

7 ladaniferus, Linn Shrub, to 4 ft
,
glutinous:

lvs lanceolate, glabrous and viscid above, whitish
tomentose beneath, 1 Yi~\ in long fls. usually solitary,

long-peduneled, 3-3Y m wide, petals yellow at the
base June S W Eu 8 C 84 FSR 2, p 44 G.
22*213 Gn 58, p 171; 60, p 257 F. 1874, p. 160
Var macul&tus, Sweet Petals with a dark brownish
crimson spot above the base Gn 30:30

; 33, p. 490.

SC 1 G 26*598. Grosser 23.—Probably the most
beautiful of all cistuses

cc Lvs. distinctly petioled: fls. several.

8. cforius, Lam (C. ladaniferus x C launfolius).

Erect shrub, to 6 ft., somewhat glutinous lvs. oblong-
lanceolate, gla-

brous above, vil-

lous- tomentose
beneath” fls. 5-7,

nearly 3 in wide,
petals blotched
purple at the base
June. Garden
origin S C 39
Gn 76, p. 438.

BM 112 (as C.

ladaniferus )

9 laurifdlius,
Linn Fig 969.
Shrub to 6 ft.: lvs.

petioled, ovate or
ovate - lanceolate,

glabrous above,
whitish or brown-
ish tomentose be-
neath, 1-2Yi m
long. fls. 3-8, 2-3
in wide; petals

with yellow”
blotch. June-
Aug S. W. Eu.
Gn. 53, p. 131; 64,

p 231 GM. 34:
95. SC. 52 —The
hardiest species.

bb. Sepals 5.

10 salvif&lius,

Linn Shrub, to 2
ft

,
sometimes procumbent: lvs. petioled, oval to ovate-

oblong, rigid, very rugose above, tomentose on both
sides, Y~1% in long; bracts deciduous fls. solitary or

several, white, \Yi in. across. S Eu
,
N. Afr

,
Orient.

SC 54. Gn 76, p. 352 G. 30:593.—A very variable

species.
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11. populifdlius, Linn. (C. cordifdlius, Mill. C.

Cupanidnus, Presl) . Shrub to 6 ft. : lvs long-petioled,

cordate-ovate, acuminate, penninerved, rugose, gla-

brous, 2-3K in. long. fls. 2-5, white, 2 m. across.

S. W. Eu S C. 23, 70.

C. algarv&nsxa, Sims=Hehanthemum ooymoides—C candidis-
Bimus, Dun , S C 3=C symphytifolius, var—C ranescens, Swoefc
(C. villosua var canescens, Nichols. C. albidusXC villosus) Lva.
short-petioled, narrow-oblong or lanceolate, 3-nerved, obtuse,
undulate fls dark purple. Of garden origin S C 45.

—

C Cluat%,

Dun =C rosmarimfohus—C corbarihisis, Pourr (C populifolius
XC salvifolius) To 5 ft lvs slightly cordate, glutinous, fls. 1-
5, white, 1 in. SC 8—C Jlorentinus, Lam (C monspehensis

X

C. sah ifohus) Dwarf lvs lanceolate fls white, 2 in SC 59.
G 11 183, 14 241. G M 32 277, 31 587 Gn 27 570, 38, p 177;
63, p. 130, 134, 75, p 422 F S It 2, p 43 —C formdm. Curt —
Hehanthemum formosurn —C glaucui, Pourr (C Ledon, Lam.
C. laurifoliusXC mouspeliensis) 1-2 ft lvs lanceolate, glossy
above fls 5-10, white, 1

J

2 in S France

—

C hirsutus, Lam 1-3
ft , clothed with spreading and glandular hairs lvs sessile, lan-
ceolate fls 1-5, white § W. Eu SC 19 —C latifdhus. Sweet,
S C 15==C populifolius var—C Idxua, Ait =C nigricans—C.
Lidon, Lam =C glaueus —C longi/dliua, Lam —C nigricans—
C Lorktu, Rouy & Fouc (C ladamferusxC monspehensis)
Habit like C monspehensis lvs linear-lanceolate, re\olute, gray-
ish beneath, glutinous fls 1-5, white, 2 in across Of garden ori-
gin, also found spontaneous Var maculAtui, Rouy & Fouc Fls
with 5 dark red blotches Gn 75, p b33, 70, p 139—C monape-
lifnsia, Linn To 5 ft lvs sessile, lanceolate fls white, cymose,
1 in S Eu S C 27 —C nigricans, Pourr (C longifohus, Lam
C laxus, Ait C monspehensis X C populifolius) 2-4 ft, glan-
dular lvs oblong-lanceolate, glossy above fls white, 1 H m S W.
Eu SC 12 "Variable —C oblongifdhus, Sweet, SC 67=C
nigricans var—C obtimfdhua, Sweet, SC 42=C nigricans var
—C roamarimfbliua, Pourr (C Clusii, Dun ) Allied to C ladamf-
erus. Lva linear, strongly revolute at the margin, viscid above
while young, tomentose beneath fls 4-f>, white, 1-1 in acrossW Medit. region. S C 32 GM 31 587, 32 277—V symphyti-
fdliua, Lam (C vaginatus, Dry Rhodocistus Berthclotianus,
Spach) To 2 ft lvs pctiolcd, ovate, acuminate fls cymose, deep
rose-colored, yellow in center Canary Isis SCO B R 3 225.
F S 15 1501 —C. mginatua, Dry =C symphytifolius

Alfred Reiider

CITHAREXYLUM (Zither-wood used for the making
of certain musical instruments) Vt rbendeese Shrubs
or trees, sparingly planted in southern California, and
perhaps elsewhere South for ornament

Spiny or unarmed, tomentose or glabrous, with
opposite entire serrate often spinose-dentate lvs :

fls white or sometimes yellow, odorous, small, in spici-

form terminal or axillaiy racemes, calyx 5-toothed or
-lobed, corolla-tube cylindrical, the limb broad and
5-lobed, the lobes spreading and obovate, stamens 5,

included, one of them abortive, the 4 pollimferous ones
didynamous, ovary more or less 4-celled, each cell

1-seeded; style often 2-lobed fr. a fleshy drupe, partly
inclosed in the calyx—About 20 species, Mex. to S.

Amer
cinSreum, Linn. Tree, to 20 ft

,
the branches 4-

angled and becoming cylindrical, lvs elliptic-oblong

or lance-oblong, usually obtuse, glabrous or nearly so
beneath fls. white, in long lax and nodding spike-like

racemes; calyx unequally lobed, corolla-tube twice as
long as calyx fr nearly globular, red becoming black.
W. Indies. L.D. 7 '493.

quadrangulire, Jacq. Larger tree, the branches
permanently 4-angled: lvs elliptic-oblong : fls. white;
calyx nearly truncate W. Indies—These two species
are here defined as understood by Gnsebach, as it is

probable that the plants in cult, were determined on
that basis. Schulz, however (Symbol® Antillame), refers

C. cinereum
,
Lmn,, to C. fruticosum, Linn

;
and C.

quadrangulare, Jacq., to C. spinosurn, Linn. C quad-
rangulare of Grisebach, at least in part, he refers to C.
fruttcosum

;

and C. cinereum, Jacq
,
to C. spinosurn.

What are the plants catalogued cannot be determmed
without a brmging together of material.

ilicifdlium, HBK. Low shrub, very branchy, not
spiny, the branches 4-angled: lvs. elliptic-oblong, nar-
rowed into a short petiole, entire or spinose-dentate,
thick, the margin revolute, shining above and! punctate
beneath: fls. white, m a short terminal raceme; calyx
5-toothed; corolla scarcely exceeding the calyx, the
lobes pilose : drupe size of a pea. Ecuador.

barbinlrve, Cham. Spiny shrub, the branches 4-

angled: lvs. obovate or elliptic-lanceolate, acute or
obtuse or retuse, narrowed into a petiole, nearly entire,

glabrous and shining above and paler and somewhat
pilose beneath, bearded at the axils of the nerves, fls.

white, m a terminal laxly-fld. raceme. Brazil, Uruguay.
L. H. B.

CITRANGE (from Citrus tnfoliata and orange by
syncopation: Ci[trus] tr[ifohata]

[or]ange) Rutdceje.

A hybrid between the common orange and the hardy
trifoliate orange, Poncirus tnfoliata (Citrus tnfoliata)

Citrangcs have trifoliate lvs
,
but the lateral lfts are

much smaller than the terminal one lvs semi-decidu-
ous, falling completely only during a very severe win-
ter: fls borne on new wood m spring, very large, white,
sometimes over 2 in diam

,
but with long and narrow

petals, which vary much in size in different citranges:

frs variable, from 1—4 in diam
,
globose, or depressed-

globose, red-orange or lemon-yellow, smooth or hairy,

the pulp abundant and very juicy, acid or subacid,

with an agreeable aromatic flavor; peel often full of a
disagreeably flavored essential oil.

The citranges are very cold-resistant if in a dormant
condition, being able to stand temperatures as low as
15° or even 10° F without injury. They are not
adapted to commercial culture but are of much inter-

est for home use ui the cotton-belt of the southern
states where the winters are too severe to permit of the
culture of oranges or other citrous fruit The flowers are
showy and fragiant and the handsome flints are
used for making ade and for culinaiy purposes. The
first successful hybrids between these plants were made
by the writer at Eustis, Florida, m March, 1897, where
eleven were secured. These remarkable hybiuls were
named citranges by H. J Webber and the writer in

1905 (Yearbook, Department of Agriculture for 1904).

The principal vaiieties now grown m the southern
states are.

Rusk (Fig 970).—This is the most precocious of

the citranges and has the smallest fls and smallest
(1)^-2 in diam ) and reddest frs. Young grafted trees

often bear m 3 years The foliage is den*>e and dark
green The frs are thin-skinned, aromatic, juicv, and
almost seedless The peel contains a disagreeable oil

and care must be taken to keep this out of the juice

of the fr Many thousand trees of this variety are
now growing in the southern states and are prolific

bearers

Colman—This is very unlike all the other citranges.

The frs are large, 3-3j£x2%-3H m ,
flattened, light

vellow, and with a thick fuzzy peel, usually nearly seed-

less; the pulp is greenish, juice abundant, strongly acid,

agreeably aromatic.
It can be used for ade.

Morton.— The
largest of the cit-

ranges, fr. often
weighing more than
1 lb. Fr round, re-

sembling a large
orange, rmd medium,
pulp sprightly acid,

with a peculiar taste,

usually seedless. Tree
a vigorous grower,
cold-resistant.

Saunders.—A
small-fruited variety.

Frs. 2-2H in* diam.
with &-10 seeds,

orange -yellow, peel
thick with prominent
oil-glands The thick
skin of this hybrid
makes it keep well. 970. Rusk citrange. (

x
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The juice is sharply acid This is probably the most
cold-resistant of the citranges tested as yet.

FAonia .—This hybrid is remarkable for its profuse
bloom. The large white fragrant fls make this a good
ornamental m the cotton-belt; frs small, very few.
Cunningham .—This resembles the Colman in hav-

ing fuzzy frs which arc, however, small and nearly
spherical. The juice is sharply acid, aromatic, and
makes very good ado.

Savage —Fr. similar to an orange m appearance,
2-3x2 yr-'&Yi m, light yellow, rind medium thick,

bitter, pulp tender, translucent, juice with a sprightly

acid flavor, aroma pleasant. Tree very vigorous and
prolific Foliage dense. Walter T. Swingle.

CITRON (Citrus Medvca, Linn ) Rutacex. Fig 971.
A large lemon-like fruit with a very thick peel and a
small amount of very acid pulp, the peel is candied and
used in confectionery and for culinary purposes
The citron is grown in the Mediterranean regions,

especially in Corsica,
and large quantities
are preserved in brine
and shipped to the
United States to be
candied The Corsi-
can citron of com-
merce was introduced
into this country m
1891 by David Fair-

child for the Division
of Pomology of the
United States De-
partment of Agricul-

ture, and it has been
grown to some extent
in California

The plant usually
is propagated by cut-
tings but it can be
grafted on rough
lemon or other stock
In the region of Va-
lencia, in eastern
Spam, the citron is

used m propagating
oranges, since citron

cuttings strike root
more easily than
oranges A piece of

citron twig is giaftcd
into branches of

oiange which are
afterwards set as cut-
tings whereupon the
citron strikes root and
later on the orange.
Then the roots are exposed ami the citron roots cut aw ay,

leaving the orange growing on its own roots.

The cition can be planted and cultivated much as
the lemon m cool callable climates, such as m the
coastal region of southern California In Corsica, the
trees are kept low and trained in vase form, but other-
wise tioated like lemons
Theie are but few citron orchards m the United

States, one at West Riverside, California, about 10 acres
in extent, is perhaps the largest.

The Etrog or sacred Jewish cit ron, used by the Jews
at the Feast of Tabernacles, has small greenish yellow
fruits which, if they are of exactly the prescribed size,

form ami color, may bring as much as $5 or $10 each.
This variety is grown principally in the island of Corfu.
See Citrus and Etrog.
The word citron is also applied to the preserving

Watermelon . see Citrullus and Melon
,
Water.

Walter T. Swingle.

CITRtfPSIS {I/imonia § Citiopsis, Engler). Rulacex
African Cherry Orange Very interesting and as yet
little-known citrous trees, of interest for use in hybri-
dizing and for stocks, also piomising as ornamentals

Small spiny trees lvs compound, 3-12 in length;
lfts 3, 5 or even 7, conaceous; petioles and rachis
usually very broadly winged, fruiting twigs sometimes
with umfoliate lvs spines usually paired, sometimes
single fls large, white, in the axils of the lvs

,
tetramer-

ous (rarely 5-merous), with 8 free stamens: frs small,

$4
- 1 } 2 in diam

,
borne in tufts in the axils of the lvs

,

bright orange-coloml, with an agreeable odor and a
pleasant flavor, 3-4-celled, with a single seed m each
cell; cells m some species filled with pulp-vesicles full of

pleasantly flavored juice

There are several species of this interesting genus
in the tiopical forests throughout central Africa
These plants, because of then sweet high-flavored fruits

borne in tufts like cherries and thur unusually large
compound leaves, should prove very interesting for use

in hybridizing Tests
made m the green-
houses of the Depart*'

inent of Agriculture,
at Washington, have
shown that at least

two species of Ci-
tropsis can be budded
leadilv and giowr very
well on the common
citrous slocks 'lliis

genus is undoubtedly
dosely i elated to
Cittus See deser in

Journ Vg Reseal eh,

1 419-130, w figs

Preftssii, Swingle &
M Kellerman (L> md-
ma Pnubsn, Engler
L Demeu set, De
Wild f) Lvs 3-o-
foliate, with very
broadly winged pet-

ioles and rachis,

lfts. large, broadly
oval fls large, axil-

lary; style long, slen-

der, broad at the
base: frs small,
apiculatc Kainerun.
\V Congo 111 Engler
& Prantd, Nat.
Pflanzf III 4 189,

fig 109, E H IX*

Wildeman, Etudes FI.

Congo, pi 41.

Schweinfurthu, Swingle & M Kellerman (Limonia
Srh m'tnfurt/m, Engler Limonia vgatuh'nsis, Baker).
Fig 972 A species named from sterile leafy twigs
collected by Sehwemfurth at Uando at the head-
waters of the Ghazal branch of the Nile. Lvs. 3-5-

foliate, lfts. narrowly lanceolate, acute at both ends'
fls large, usually 4-merous; style rather short and
thick frs lime-like, \ x

/2 in. diam
,
sweet. Sudan,

Uganda, Congo
gabongnsis, Swingle & M. Kellerman (Ijimdma

gabonctusis, Engler). Lvs of medium size, sometimes
umfoliate like orange lvs

,
sometimes 5-7-fohate; rachis

narrowly winged; lfts caudate fls small, borne on
long pedicels, 4-merous; style not broad at base frs

globose, small, about 1 in diam
,
almost dry, having

only rudimentary pulp-vesicles, seeds large French
Congo, Kamerun.

Walter T. Swingle.
Maude Kellerman.
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CITRtJXLUS (diminutive of Citrus, said to be in

allusion to the shape of fruits and color of flesh resem-
bling those characters in fruits of the orange or citron).

Cucurbit&cex. Annual or perennial tendril-bearing herbs
of three or four species, one yielding the watermelon
and one the colocynth

Climbing or long-trailing, hispid or rough, with 2-3-

parted tendrils, often with a strong odor. lvs. alter-

972. Citropsis Schweinfurthn. ( X K)

nate, petiolate, mostly round-cordate in general out-
line, deeply 3-fi-lobed, and the divisions often again
lobed, and the segms commonly obtuse fls monoe-
cious, solitary and peduncled in the If -axds, the corollas

5-lobed, stamens 3, included and united or cohering
by the anthers, and rudiments of stamens m the pis-

tillate fls
,
pistil 1, the ovary ovoid or globose, bearing

a short style and 3-lobed stigma fr a globular pepo,
morphologically 3-celled, usually smooth and with a
hard rind —Trop Afr and Asia, 2 of the species now
w idely distributed m warm and tropical countries.

vulg&ns, Schrad Watermelon (see Melon, for cul-

ture). Annual, glabrous or pubescent, lvs not rough,
either deeply or moderately divided, the sinuses open
and obtuse fr in the wild state from the size of an
apple to that of a man’s head, sweet or slightly bitter.

Trop and S Afr—When the fr. is sweet and edible

(C Cdffer, Schrad ), it is the watermelon, or “kaffir

watermelon” of S Afr
;
when bitter (C amarus,

Schrad ), it is the “bitter-apple” of S Afr The fr now
varies widely in cult., m size, season, shape and quality.
The soft pink flesh is much prized in its natural state
for eating A form with hard and inedible white flesh

is known as “citron,” and the rind is used for the mak-
ing of preserves (as is the rind of the true citron).

Colocjrnthis, Schrad. (Colocynthis officinalis, Schrad.
Ciicumis Colocynthis, Linn.) Colocynth. Bitter-
Apple. Perennial (m the wild), the st. angular and
rough: lvs rough, 2-4 in long, 3- or 7-lobed, the mid-
dle lobe sometimes ovate, the sinuses open apd the If.

in general form like that of C. vulgaris: ovary villous: fr.

gloDose, green-and-yellow variegated, about 3-4 in.

diam., intensely bitter; seeds small (J^in or less long),

smooth. Trop. Asia and Afr
,
now widely distributed in

Afr. and the Medit. region.—The dried frs are used in
medicine (as purgative), being imported from Turkey
and Spain. Sometimes cult in this country as a curios-
ity or in collections of economic plants; culture for
officinal purposes has been attempted m New Mex

, but
the frs., although larger than the official product, are
reported to be less active. l H. B

CifTRUS (ancient name of a fragrant African wood,
afterward transferred to the Citron). Ruldcex.
Citron Lemon. Orange Small evergreen, more or
less spiny trees or shrubs^ grown for their edible fruits,

and also attractive in foliage and flower.

Leaves glandular-dotted, persistent, apparently
simple (in reality umfoliate compound lvs ), borne on
more or less winged or margined petioles, which are
usually articulated with the blade and at their attach-
ment to the twig spines usually present, borne singly

at the side of the bud in the axils of the lvs fls clus-

tered or rarely solitary in the axils of the lvs, or in

small lateral or terminal cymes or panicles, wnite or
pinkish purple in the bud, petals 5 (rarely 4 or 6) thick,

strap-shaped, not clawed at the base, imbricated

,

stamens numerous (16-60, usually 20-40) at least four
times as many as the petals, polyadelphous, cohering
toward the bases m a few bundles, ovary 8-15-cclled,

with a prominent usually deciduous style containing as
many tubes as there are cells in the ovary fr a hes-
pendium, globose, oval or oblate-spheroid, the segms.
filled with juicy pulp composed of stalked pulp-vesicles,

seeds 1-8 m a cell, oval or oblong, ^4-Min long, with
a pergameneous testa and thick fleshy cotyledons,
usually with adventive embryos arising as buds from the
nucellar tissue of the mother plant Natives of Trop
and Subtrop Asia and the Malayan Archipelago —
Half a dozen species are commonly cult and have given
rise to very many varieties as well as numerous hybrids,
making the delimitation of the species exceedingly
difficult See (htrange, Citron, Elmg, Grapefruit, Lemon

,

Lime, Limequat, Orange, Pomdo, Tangclo
The nomenclature here follow ed is based on the

writer’s treatment of the species of ('itrus in “Plantie
Wilsoniame” The fewest possible number of changes
have been made consistent with presenting a clear

account of the genus A careful study of Citrus and
the genera most nearly related to it has shown that
the trifoliate orange differs m so manj and such
important characters that it seems necessary to recog-
nize it as a separate genus (Poncirus ) The same is

true of the kumquats and the Australian limes

aurantifoha, 3
Aurantium, 4, 5, 6
Bigaradia, 5
decumann, 4
dehciosa, 7
digitata, 1

grandis, 4.

INDEX

lchauKoiHis, 9
limelta, 3
Lirnoma, 2
Limomum, 2
Medica, 1

imtis, 8

myrtifolia, 5
nobilis, 7
sarcodactyhs 1

sinensis, 6
unshiu, 7
vulgaris, 5

KEY TO TIIE SPECIES

a Winged petiole nearly as large as the

blade of the If seeds very large, thick

fr rough, oval, lemon-yellow when
ripe fls solitary 9 ichangensis

aa Winged petiole much smaller than the

blade of the lvs seeds small or me-
dium sized fls usually in clusters

B Lvs apparently not jointed between

blade and petiole, oblong-serrate,

petiole unngles8 ft -buds tinted

reddish’ fr with a very thick peel,

fragrant, pulp acid 1 Medica
bb Lvs with an obvious joint between the

blade and petiole, crenate peel thin

or only moderately thick

c FI -buds tinted, reddish on outside:

petioles merely margined: lvs.

crenate frs oval, more or less

amculate 2 Limonia
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cc. FI -buds white petioles more or less

winged
d. Fr8 oval, often slightly papillate,

small, 1-1 Yx m (ham
,
greenish-

yellow when ripe, thin-skinned,
smooth Jls small pi holes
plainly winged Ivs small, pallid

above, eremite, more or less

punctate, obtuse spmis short,

very sharp 3 aurantifolia

dd Frs globose, di pressed globose,

rarely oval or pyriform, never
pajnllate, orange-colored, or if

yellow, frs large and thvek-

slcmnul
E Size of fr viry laige, pale yel-

low when ripe twigs pubes-
cent when young pi holes
broadly winged 4 grandts

EE Size of fr medium or small,
orange or orange-yi How

F The frs with a solid tore and
a light skm, pulp swut
pehoh s slightly winged 6 sinensis

FF The frs with a hollow core

when fully ripe, skm loose

or, if tight, pulp arul and
petiohs broadly winged.

o Skintight pc twh s broad-
ly winged pulp and 5 Aurantium

OG Skin loose petioles only
narrowly winged or
nrnrgi nod.

H The fr borne singly at

ti]>s of branches,
small, si gins 7-10,
pulp v*ry and hs
pale bnuath <S mitis

HH The fr borne m axils

of the h s , segrns

8-15, pulp sweet lis

dark gra n bilow 7 nobihs

1. MSdica, Linn (from Media whence the species
first came to the notice of the ancient Greeks and
Romans) Citron Fig 971 A shrub or small tree,

with long irregular branches thorns short, stout and
stiff Ivs rather pale green, large, oblong, 4—<> or 7 in

long and 2 in wide, bluntly rounded at the tip

with serrate margins, not articulated with the petioles,

which are wingless fls large, reddish tinted when in

the bud, usually m terminal panicles, or clustered,

in the axils of the Ivs
,

petals large, white above,
reddish purple below, stamens numerous, 30-40 or
more, ovary tailoring gradually into the often persist-

ent style fr large, oval or oblong, 6- 10 x 4-6 in
,

bluntly apieulate, often rough or bumpy, lemon-yel-
low when ripe, skin very thiek, fragrant, pulp scanty,
acid; seeds oval, smooth, white inside —The eitron is

very sensitive to cold because
of its ability to grow at low
temperatures, which causes it.

to stai t into a fresh and very
tender growth after a few’ days
of warm weather in winter It

is cult in the Mcdit. region,

especially in Corsica, whence
large quantities of the peel are

exported in brine to Amer to

be candied The candied peel

is much used in confectionery

and in cakes Sparingly cult in

Calif and Fla A number of

ill-defined varieties are grown,
the most important being the
Corsican, intro from Corsica in

1894 by David Fairchild The
Etrog or sacred Jewish citron is

grown in Corfu See Citron

Var sarcodActylis, Swingle
{Citrus sarcoddctylis v.

973 Fingered citron —
Citrus Medics var ssreo-
dsetyhs. (XH)

974 Citrus Limoma ( X fr

Nooten. C Medica var digitdta, Auct,
,
not Ixmr ).

Fo Shu Kan (Chinese) Bushitkan (Japanese) Fig
973. Differs from the common citron in having the
segms of the fr separated into finger-like processes.

The frs are very fragrant and are used by the Chinese
and Japanese for perfuming rooms and clothing It is

sometimes grown as a dwarf potted plant for ornament
It should be intro into this country
2 Limdnia, Osbeek (from Arabic hmun, a lemon)

(C Mbdica var L\mon
y
Linn C. Limbmum, Risso).

Lemon Fig 974 A small tree with long irregular

branches* thorns
short, stout and
stiff : Ivs rather pale
green, elongate-
ovate, pointed at
the tip, with ser-

rate or sub-seriate

margins
;

petioles

wingless but some-
times narrowly
margined, articu-

lated both with
the blade and the
twug fls rather
large, solitary or in

small clusters m the
axils of the Ivs

,

reddish - tinted in

the bud
;
petals

white above, reddish purple below, stamens 20-40;
ovary tapering into the deciduous style fr oval or
oblong, with an apical papilla, 3-5 x 2-3 m with 8-10
segms

,
lemon-yellow when ripe, with a prominently

glandular-clotted peel, often more or less rough and
moderately thick, pulp very abundant, very acid; seeds

small, ovate, smooth, often few or none, white inside.

—The lemon is very sensitive to (“old as, like the
citron and the lime, it is readily forced into new
growdh by a few days of warm weather m winter It

is found in all tropical and warm subtropical regions

and is cult on a large scale in the Medit region,

especially in Sicily, whence large quantities of the frs

are exported to the U S In this count r> the lemon is

widely cult in Calif and to a much smaller extent in

Ha The frs are gathered just before they ripen
while still green in color and often before they attain

their full si/e and are then ripened m curing-houses,

in which temperature and humidity are artificially

controlled The juice is used for making lemonade,
for cooking, and the arts, the peel is used m cooking
and the oil extracted from it is used in cooking and in

perfumery The principal cult varieties have rather
small smooth frs The more important varieties are

listed here Eureka Frs oval-oblong, medium size,

usually seedless, ripening early tree small, nearly

thornless Genoa Frs oval, pointed at base and tip,

ripening early, seedless tree dwarf Lisbon Frs
oblong, with a large papilla at the tip, few-seeded tree

of medium size, thorny, a vigorous grower Villa

Franca Frs oval-oblong, medium to large, apex
abruptly papillate, seeds numerous tree of good size,

nearly thornless Kennedy Frs oval, with a very
small papilla, thin-skinned, nearly seedless Pondtrosa.
Frs very large, sometimes weighing 2H lbs, with a
neck at the base; seeds numerous Everbearing Frs
large, abruptly papillate at the tip, with a narrow’ed
neck at the Dase, rough all over, seeds rather numerous:
everbearing, borne on a straggling bushy tree that
sprouts from the roots Grown for home use in Fla.

Hough (Florida Rough) A tree of doubtful origin,

occurring wild in the Everglades of S Fla * frs round-
ovate, very rough, apical papilla surrounded by a
depressed ring; seeds numerous, tree large and vigorous
The frs. of this variety are useless for commercial pur-
poses, but the seeds are m considerable demand by
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nurserymen as the tree makes an excellent stock for

very poor sandy or calcareous soils. See Lemon.

3. aurantif&lia, Swingle (Limbma auranhfbha, Christ-
mann. C. limetta Auct not ltisso) Lime A small
tree, with rather irregular branches spines very sharp,

short, stiff lvs. small, 2-3 m. long, elliptic-oval, crenate,

rather pale green; petioles distinctly but narrowly
winged* fls small, white m the bud, occurring m few-
fld. axillary clusters; petals white on both surfaces;

stamens 20-25; ovary rather sharply set off from the
deciduous style: fr. small, oval or round-oval, 1 XA~2> XA
m diam

,
often with a small apical papilla, with 10

segms
,
greenish yellow when ripe; peel prominently

glandular-dotted, very thin; pulp abundant, greenish,

very acid, seeds small, oval, smooth, white inside —
The lime is perhaps the most sensitive to cold of any
known species of Citrus Even a few days of moder-
ately warm weather m winter suffice to force it into a
tender and succulent growth that is killed by the
slightest frost. It is found in all tropical countries,

often in a semi-wild condition It is cult, in the warm-
est parts of Fla., especially on the Keys Large quan-
tities of the fr

,
picked when still green and often not

full-sized, are packed in barrels and shipped to the
cities of the N U S., where they are extensively used
for making limeade. Large quantities of bottled lime
uice are exported from Montserrat and Dominica
sis in the W Indies, and used on shipboard for pre-

venting scurvy. Limes are too thin-skinned to keep
well and are not processed as are lemons It is usually
prop from seed—rarely from cuttings The principal

varieties grown m the U S are Mexican (West Indian).

Frs small, smooth, often with a slight apical papilla;

seeds few* tree small, very spiny, usually branching
from the base Tins variety, almost alw*ays grown
from seed, is the only one planted on any considerable
commercial scale Tahiti (Persian?) Frs large, smooth,
with a broad apical papilla; seedless, about the size and
shape of an ordinary lemon* poor keepers See Lime
Hybrids* Sweet (C. limetta, ltisso ?) Frs about the
size of a lemon, with a sweet and insipid pulp Com-
monly grown in the W Indies and Cent Amer Lime-

S
uats arc new hardy hybrids between the common
lexican lime and a kumquat, these hybrids vary
much in size, shape and flavor, but some arc about the
size of a lime and have abundant very acid pulp. See
description under Limequat.

4 gr&ndis, Osbeck (C. Aurdntium var. grdndis, Linn.
C Aurdntium var dccumdna

,
Linn C decumdna,

Linn ) Grapefruit (or Pomelo) Shaddock.
Pummelo Fig. 975 A large round-topped tree,

been a steady increase in the area devoted to this fr in

Fla., and plantings have been made m Calif
,
Ariz

,
and

the West Indies The pummelo of India, called shaddock
in Fla., is not grown on a commercial scale, but occuis
m many tropical countries The grapefruit is usually
served as a breakfast fr. cut in half and seeded It is a
vigorous grower, even on light sandy loam soils and is

coming increasingly into use as a stock upon which to

graft other citrous frs The young trees are tender, but
the matui e ones are well protected by a dense canopy of

lvs. and may stand more cold than an orange tree The
grapefruit is much like the orange in its ability to

resist cold and is much less easily forced into a new

{

p*owth by a few warm days in winter than the lime or
cinon The varieties of grapcfiuit grown in the U S
have almost all originated in Fla

, where the early
settlers prop, this tree from seed, thereby originating

many slightly different varieties, the more important
of which are listed here. Duncan Fr. laige, keeps
well on the tree, seeds few. tree rather hardy Hall
(Silver Cluster) Frs. medium size, produced in large

clusters, seeds numerous Triumph Fr small or
medium size, early tree rather tender Does not suc-

ceed well when budded on sour orange stock Mc-
Carty. Fr large, late borne singly, seeds numerous
A variety recently found in the Indian River region of

Fla Besides these standard varieties of grapefimt of

the Fla seedling type a large number of other similar

varieties are cult locally in the state, such jus the
Bowen, Excelsior, Josselyn, Leonardy, Manville, May,
McKinley, Standard (or Indian Rivei), Walters, and
many others The following varieties diffei more oi

less widely from the old Fla seedling type Marsh
Frs large, depressed globose, often seedless, pulp
subacid, less bitter than in the other varieties This
variety, though it originated as a seedling in Fla

,
is

best adapted to cult in Calif, where many of the
ordinary Fla varieties do not succeed well Pirnam-
buco Frs large, skin very smooth, light-colored, late,

seeds abundant Intro from Pernambuco, Brazil, to

the U S by the U 8 Dept of Agric —The shaddocks
or pummelos are seldom cult in the U S The Ttesea
variety from the Bahama lsls has large pyriform frs

,

with pink flesh of good flavor and abundant seeds the
tree is tender A pummelo from near Canton, China,
is imported into San Francisco on a small scale by the
Chinese resident there The frs are pyriform, very
thick-skinned, not pink within, seeds numerous
Some seedlings of this variety are to be found at various
points m Calif They are very leafy and of vigorous
growth, and make excellent stocks upon which to graft

other citrous frs Many other sorts of pummelos are
with regular branches* spines, if present, slender

and flexible, rather blunt: lvs large, yj\
dark glossy green above, oval or
elliptic-oval, with a broadly rounded /^\
base; petiole broadly winged, more or /C \
less cordate* fls axillary, borne singly / x. / '

or in clusters, large, white in the bud; \ y4'

petals white on both sides; stamens /\ \ / >

20-25, with large linear anthers, ovary ^
globose, sharply delimited from the .V \ ^ "

deciduous style: fr very large, 4-6 K\ \

'

in. diam
,
globose, oblate spheroid or \ \x\X

broadly pear-shaped, smooth, with 11- U xn /

14 segms
,

pale lemon-yellow when yC'On ^
ripe, peel thick, white and \xX
pithy inside; seeds usually very numer- y ysy
ous, large, flattened and wrinkled,

If ikh
white inside.—The grapefruit (or po- V

| JJ
melo) is now one of the most appro- vJfy
ciated citrous frs grown in the U.S The
culture of this delicious fr. was limited

to the Fla pioneers until some 25 years 975^ Citrus
ago, when the first commercial planta- grandis.

toons were made. Since then, there has ( x|)

/r\Ty)\

X- /
•x/f

1 Ifv
\xx

known from Asia and the Malayan \rehipelago and
some have been intro for trial by the

Jh Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Intro-

/, j\ duction of the U S Dept of Agric The
/r\l)\ true grapefruit seems to be scarcely

)\ known outside of U S and the W In-

)

/v\ X / j\\ dies See Grapefruit and Pomelo.

1

1

X. y )\ 5 Aurdntium, Linn. (C vulgaris,

( l \ '' ( /j\ Risso. C Bigaradia, Risso C Aurdn-

//) }
hum var Bigaradia, Ilook f ) Sour or

YO^ /Jil Seville Oranoe. Fig 976 Amedium-
\V / JJJ sized tree, with a rounded top and
nxX regular branches spines long but flex-

y lble and blunt lvs light green when
(V ^ young, medium-sized, 3-4 m. long,

lx
jj

tapering to the somewhat wedge-
V J shaped base, and more or less acumi-
Y J nate at the tip^ petiole broadly winged*

J y
fls medium-sized, axillary, single or
clustered, white in the bud *, petals white
on both sides, very fragrant; stamens

976 Citrus 20-24; ovary globular, sharply delimited
Aurantium. from the deciduous style, fr. in.

(xf) diam., globose, slightly flattened at the
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tip, with a hollow core when fully ripe; pulp acid, mem-
branes with a bitter taste, segrns, 10—12

;
seeds cuncatc-

oval, flattened, with raised lines, white inside.—The
sour or Seville orange is grown all over the world It

is able to withstand more cold than most of the other
citrous frs. and is rarely forced into new growth by warm
weather occurring in winter The sour orange is found
in a thoroughly naturalized condition m many parts
of Fla where it doubtless was brought by the Spaniards
Most of these wild sour orange trees were dug up and
transplanted for use as stocks when orange-culture was
being rapidly extended some 25-30 years ago. The
Seville orange, as its name would indicate, is grown on
a commercial scale in the vicinity of Seville, Spain,
whence the frs are shipped in large quantities to Eng-
land and Scotland for use in making orange marma-
lade, for which this species is best adapted The petals

yield a valuable perfume, oil of Noroli, which is pro-
duced in the south of France and the Italian Riviera.

The peel of the fr is sometimes candied and, when
fresh, yields an essential oil The sour orange is grown
m a small way in Fla for home use, the frs being used
for making “orangeade ” In the U S the sour orange
is used almost exclusively as a stock on which to bud
other citrous fr trees The seeds are in demand by
nurserymen at a good price for this purpose The
sour orange is well adapted to grow on a great variety
of soils but is especially well fitted for low' wet soils,

where it is valuable because it is immune to the
mal di gamma or foot-rot so destructive to the
common orange and lemon on such soils There are no
named varieties of the sour orange in cult m the U S —
Mutations The so-called Citiw* myrtifolia , a naiiow-
lvd form with spineless twigs and short internodes,

bearing small flattened sour oranges is a mutation
ausing from tin* root of the sour orange Chmotto (the

Chinoise of the French confectioners) '1 lus is a
broader-lvd form of the above described mutation
It is cult along the northern shore of the Mtdit fiom
Genoa to Toulon, vields the small green fis u^ed for

candying This vanety, which should be railed the
Chmotto, is being tested in the U S and may prove
adapted for commeicial culture on a small stale in

this country Hybrids Bittersweet A good-Mzed tree

occurring wild m Fla
,
is undoubtedly a hybnd between

this species and the following Frs oblong, flattened

at the ends, pulp sweet, but the membranes sepa-
rating the segins have a bitter taste The fr np< ns very
late on some trees and keeps well on the tree

6 sinensis, Osbeck (C Aurdntnmi var sm/tisis,

Linn C. Aurantnim, Lour et Auct
,
not Linn

)

Common or Sweet Orwoe Fig 977 A medium-
sized tree, with a rounded top and regular branches
spines, when present, slendei, flexible, rather blunt,
lvs medium-sized, rounded at the base, pointed at the
apex, petiole narrowly winged, articulated both with
tne blade and the twig' fls medium-sized, smaller than
those of the sour orange, white in the bud, petals white
on both surfaces; stamens 20-25; ovary subglobose,
clearly delimited from the deciduous style, fi sub-
globose or oval, pith solid, pulp sweet, membranes not
bitter in taste, segms 10-12 or 13 in number, seeds

cuneate-ovoid with rugose margined piano surfaces,

white inside —The common or sweet orange is widely
cult m all the tropical and subtropical regions of the
world It is rather tender, not so hardy as the som or
Seville orange, but much more cold-resistant than the
lemon or lime A very few orange trees occur in a senn-
wild state in 8 Fla Sweet oranges were doubtless
intro into Fla by the Spanmi ds nearly four centuries
ago and, as tho^ were prop by seeds until within the
last half-century, many local varieties have arisen

there Orange-culture has reached its highest develop-
ment in S Calif

,
where it. constitutes one ot the mo<*t

important agricultural industries Fla is second onlv
to Calif in the extent and value of the orange groves,

while some oranges are grown in favored spots in La

.

Texas, and Ariz —Oranges arc the best known ana
probably the most lnghl> esteemed desseit fr A few
are used in cooking and the peel is sometimes candied.
An essential oil is also pressed from the peel The
sweet orange is commonly used as a stock on which to

graft other species of rations frs It grow'S w'ell on fight

well-di allied loam or sandy loam soil On heavy sou it

is subject to the mal
di gonima or foot-

rot Very many
varieties are in

cult. Some of the
principal sorts

grown in the U 8.

are listed here (1)

Florida seedlings—
varieties originated
in Fla as a result

of prop oranges
from seed, mostly
strong-growing
trees: Parson
Brown. Frs. me-
dium -sized, very
early. Pineapple
Frs. medium or

large, very juicy;

seeds rather numer-
ous midscason tree

a strong grower.
Homasassa Frs medium-sized, very juicy a good bearer
and keeper tree nearly thornless Madam Vinous Frs
medium or large, pulp coarse-grained, juicy, midseason.
Nonpaml his rat hoi large, flattened, pulp fine-grained,

juie> tree vigorous ALo Arcadia, Summit, Foster,

Hick, Magnum lionuin. M.iv, Old Vim, Osceola, Stark.
W hittakei , and very many otluis of the same general
tvpe (2) Honda mutations or hybrids—new sorts

onginated in Fla
,
usually differing m some striking way

from the old Fla seedling manges, perhaps through
labialization with foreign varieties Boone (Boone’s
Eurlv ) Fis medium size, strongly oval or oblong,

verv jukv, very late, keeping well on the tree: lvs.

with petioles varvmg in width. Lue Gun Gong Frs

oval, jukv, ripening very late and holding very well

on tii(» tree, even until late summer A variety newly
intro into cult Drain Slur A rare variety with vane-
gated foliage, usually a poor bearer but sometimes bear-
ing a good ciop of ext client fr (3) Mediterranean varie-

ties, largely intro into Fla by Sanford and Lyman
Phelps, about 30-10 vears ago Ruby. Frs small or
medium-sized, peel icd-orange, pulp streaked with red
when fully ripe, juicj

,
weds xather few. rather late

tree vigoious, nearly thornless, prolific St Michael.
Frs medium-sized, oblong, red-blotched when ripe;

flesh wine-red, seeds few, rather early. Jaffa Frs
huge, oblong, juicy; seesIs few Possibly not the same
as the celebrated oiange of Jaffa, Palestine. Mediter-
ranean Suxit Fis large, oval, juicy, late tree nearly
thornless Majorca Frs round or slightly flattened,

juicy, rather late Hart (Hart’s Tardiff). Frs. round or
slightly oval, medium to large size, juicy; seeds few;
ripens very late similar to the next and thought by
some to be identical Valencia (Valencia Late). Frs.

medium to large, oval or rounded, juicy, nearly seed-
less, very late A prolific variety, largely grown in Calif,

and held m cold storage until early autumn. There are
many other Medit vuieties of nearly or quite as much
value as some of the above, such as, Centennial, Du
Roi, Joppa, Paper Rind, Prata, Saul Blood, St Michael
(Blood), etc —The navel oranges all show a second
smaller moie or less included fr formed at the tip of
the main fr Many varieties are of foreign origin.

Washington (Bahia, Washington Navel) Fr large,

rounded slightly, pointed at apex; flesh firm, juicy; skin
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very tough
,
seedless . early midseason. The most famous

variety of oranges intro from Bahia, Brazil, by Wm.
Saunders of the U.S. Dept of Agnc in 1870. Its cult, has
steadily extended m Calif, until it is the principal variety

grown there. It does not succeed well .in Fla Thomp-
son (Thompson's Improved Navel). A smooth-skinned
hard-fleshed variety found by A. L>. Shamel to arise as

a mutation from the preceding, to which it is inferior

in quality though better in appearance Australian.

Frs large, coarse . tree vigorous
?
but a shy bearer Also

found by Shamel as a variation oi the Washington
Navel (Bahia) Svrpnsc. Fr medium-sized, rounded
or even slightly flattened, juicy, early, seedless. A
variety originated by E S. Hubbard, of Fla. Double
Imperial Fr. small or medium-sized, navel hidden,
pulp firm; seeds few or none A Brazilian variety, said

to fruit well in Fla. when budded on trifoliate orange
stock. There are many other varieties of navel oranges
occasionally grown on a commercial scale. In Calif.,

among others, Golden Nugget and Navclencia, m
Fla., Egyptian, Melitensis, and Sustain are known
There are doubtless many more navel oranges which
should be tested. See Orange Hybrids Citranges are

hardy hybrids between the common sweet orange and
the trifoliate orange, Poncirus trifoliata The principal

varieties are the Rusk, Morton, Col-
man, Savage, Cunningham and Saun-
ders See description under CUrange.

7. ndbilis, Lour King Orange.
Small trees, with slender twigs and
pointed lvs

,
with very narrowly

winged or merely margined petioles,

fls small, white, stamens 18-24 • fr.

with a loose peel and a hollow pith;

seeds usually green inside—This spe-

cies comprises several well-marked
groups; the original C. nobilis of

Loureiro was undoubtedly something
very like the King orange, a medium-
sized tree with long upright branches,

with dark bark, having large depressed
globose fr. with a rough thick not
very loose skm; segms usually 12-13;
seeds rather numerous, large like those
of a sweet orange, wrhite inside See W.
A Taylor, Yearb. Dept. Agnc. 1907,
pi. 34 This variety was found by
Loureiro growing m Cochin China m
the latter half of the 18th century and
was intro into Amer by Mrs S It.

Magee, of Riverside, Calif
,

in 1880, from Saigon,
Cochin China, which introduction became known as the
King orange. It has frs. of large size, very juicy, and
of delicious vinous flavor Its rough skm seems to be
no obstacle to its ready sale at good prices.

Yar. delici&sa, Swingle (C. delicibsa, Tenore).
Mandarin Orange. A small tree, with slender
branches, willow-like lvs

,
with merely margined peti-

oles. fls. small, frs depressed globose, bright orange-yel-
low or reddish orange, with a very loose peel; seeds
small, beaked, bright green within.—This variety com-
prises the many varieties of Mandarin oranges, includ-

ing the so-called tangerine varieties These are deli-

cious dessert frs
,
attractive in appearance and easy to

handle because of the loose skin and the easily separable
segms. Aside from the greater ease of preparing them
for the table, Mandarin oranges are used exactly as

are common oranges. The principal varieties grown
in the U. S. are the following. Mandarin (China, China
Mandarin, Willow-leaved). Fr. medium-sized, 2-3
m diam

,
depressed-globose, early, orange-yellow; very

iuicy; sweet; seeds abundant. Oneco Fr. medium to
large, orange-yellow, midseason. Intro, from India m
1888 Tangerine (Dancy’s Tangerine) Fr red-orange,
medium size, depressed-globose, juicy, seeds rather

abundant: midseason * tree of good size: lvs much
broader than those of the Mandarin variety. Other
Mandarin oranges are occasionally grown, especially
m Fla

,
such as the Beauty, Cleopatra, Kmo Kumi, and

Mikado. Hybrids. Tangelos, are a striking new group
of citrous frs Sampson, the first tangelo to be grown
commercially, was obtained by the writer in 1897 by
crossing the tangerine with Bowen grapefruit, it is

unlike either parent in quality, being more like a choice
sprightly flavored sweet orange. Many other tangelos
are now being tested. See Tangelo.

Var unshiu, Swingle (C ndbilis subsp genuina var.

unshiu, Makmo). Satsuma or Unshiu Orange. A
small spineless tree, with a spreading dwarf habit lvs.

broad, abruptly narrowed toward the apex, with
strongly marked veins on both faces, fls. small, very
abundant,* fr. depressed-globose, 2-3^ in diam

,
deep

orange; pulp orange, very juicy, of a peculiar but
agreeable flavor, pith hollow, segms 9-13, seeds often
lacking, when present only few in number, broadly
top-shaped, not beaked as in the Mandann oranges,
greenish within —This very marked orange seems to

constitute a botanical variety distinct from the King
or the Mandarin oranges It is commonly grown m
Japan, whence it was intro into Fla by Geo 11 Hall
in 1870, accoiding to II H Hume, “Citrus Fruits and
Their Culture,” p 112. 1909 The Satsuina orange is

one of the hardiest of all edible citrous frs Budded on
the trifoliate orange, it, can be grown in many parts ot

the Gulf (’oast region, where all other citrous frs

except citranges are killed by cold. The Sat.suma can
be grown best on the trifoliate orange stock It grows
on sweet stock but does not produce as much nor as
good fruit and is not so hardy. It makes only a stunted
growth on sour orange stock and soon dies It cannot
be grown satisfactorily on light sandy land or on black
waxy lands with a marly subsoil where the trifoliate

orange does not grow well It could be grafted on llusk
eitrange for the black waxy lime soils of Texas

8 mltis, Blanco Calwiondin Orange A small
tree, with upright blanches lvs broadly oval, pale
green below like those of kumquat, petiole narrowly
winged fls small, angular in the bud, borne singly at

the tips of the twigs, fr small, depressed globose, deep
orange-yellow when npe, loose-skinned, segms 7-10,
easily separable; pulp very acid, seeds few, small —
This tree, a native of the Philippine Isis

,
is commonly

cult m Hawaii, where it is wrongly called “China
orange ” It was intro into Fla by the U S Dept
of Agric from Panama, and was foi a time distributed

by nurserymen under the erroneou 1
- name of To-Kum-

quat. It is very hardy, probably as hardy as the Sat-
suma, or even more so It can be budded on sour orange
or on trifoliate orange stock A promising fr for home
use, for culinary purposes and for making ade

9 ichangensis, Swingle Fig 978. A small tree,

with long slender spines, lvs narrow, with oblong
broadly winged petioles nearly or quite as large as the
blade fls white; stamens 20, cohering in bundles fr

lemon-shaped, 3-4 in long, with a very Broad low apical

papilla surrounded by a shallow circular fuirow; segms.
8-11; pulp acid, of good flavor, seeds very large, thick,

cuneate-ovate, lA~%\n long and yi-%m thick, white
within —This interesting new species, not closely

allied to any other of the known members of the genus
Citrus, is native in highlands of S W. China it is

the northermost evergreen tree of the citrous group and
grows at high altitude, 3,000-5,000 ft. It is able to

withstand considerable cold in winter, so it is very
likely to prove of value in breeding new types of hardy
substitutes for the lemon. E. H. Wilson, who col-

lected excellent material of this plant for the Arnold
Arboretum, is endeavoring to secure it for trial m U. S.

C bergAmm, Risso Beroamot A small tree lvs oblong-oval,
with long, winged petioles fls small, white, very fragrant, frs

978
Citrus ichangensis

(X{)
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pyriform, i-4 in diam , thin-skinned, pale yellow when npf,
pulp acid, seeds oblong, many Extensively cult m Calabria foi

the essential oil which is expressed from the peel and used in making
Eau de Cologne and other perfumes —C Matrix, see Papeda —

C

japAmca, see Kumquat —C. taitfnaia, Hisso Otahfite Orange A
dwarf plant, having lemon-like fls and lemon-shaped fr orange m
color with a mawkish taste Commonly grown by florists as an orna-
mental pot-plant Rarely u*ed as a stock tor dwarfing common citrous
frs This plant is not a native of Tahiti as the name would indicate,

but is probably of hybrid origin —C. tn/ohutu—Poncirus tnfoliata.

Walter T. Swingle.
CIVE: Chne.

CLADANTHUS (Greek, klados, branch, and artthos,

flower; alluding to the branching, which distinguishes

this genus from Anthemis). CompdsiLe. An annual
yellow-rayed herb, sometimes planted in the open
garden. Plant branched from the base in a forking
manner; a fl. terminates each branch, whereupon 2
new branches start from directly beneath the fl

,
each

of these is temporarily stopped by a fl
,
and so on.

involucre hemispherical, receptacle conical or oblong,
with scales about fls, ray-fls pistillate, disk-fls per-
fect —One species, allied to Achillea and Anthemis.

ar&bicus, Cass (C proliferns, DC Anthemis ardbiea
,

Linn ) Glabrous, 2-lVA ft high lvs alternate, pin-

nately parted, lobes linear, trifid fl -heads solitary,

bracted S Spain and Moroeeo—A free-flowering

heavy-scented plant of easy culture. L H. B f

CLADOTHAMNUS (klados ,
branch, and thamnos

,

bush, from the Greek) Encan\e Shrubs, rarely cult

for their handsome pink fls Erect, with many virgate
branches lvs deciduous, alternate, entire fls pink,

terminal, 1-3, nodding, corolla divided to the base or
nearly so into 5 oblong petals, stamens 10 caps 5-6-

celled —One or 2 species in Pacific N Airier
,
from

Alaska to Wash. Hardy, with handsome rather large

pink fls m summer, rarely cult They will probably
grow best in peaty and sandy soil, in a half-shady
position, prop by seeds or by cuttings of soft wood
under glass, and by layers

C pyrolorfldrus. Bong Shrub, 4—10 ft lvs nearly sessile, obo-
vate-laneoolato, rnut ronulatc, glabrous, pale green, 1 Jtj in
long fls solitary, with 5 separate petals, 1 in atro-,8 Alaska to
Ore OF 10 215 B M 8.151—( mmpanulatun

,

(jiu.ue
According to Oreene, this species differs from the preceding c hn fly

in the petals being united at th< base and the anthers op« mng
with a pore at the apex, and occurs in Wash , while C pyroh florus

is restricted to Alaska, but the specimens from Ore and Wash do
not differ from C pryolirflorus, possibly C' eampanulatus was
based only on an abnormal form ALFRED HERDER

CLADRASTIS (Greek, brittle branch) Virgilm of

gardens Ltguminosae, Yellow-Wood Trees grown
chiefly for their large pameles of white flowers and for

their handsome foliage

Deciduous winter-buds naked, several super-
posed anti concealed during the summer m the enlarged
base of the petiole lvs alternate, odd-pinnate, with
few rather large entire short-stalked lfts fls m long,

usually pamcled racemes, white, papilionaceous;
calyx campanulate, 5-toothed, stamens 10, nearly
free pod narrow-oblong, compressed, 3-0-seeded, with
thin membranous valves —Four species in N Amer
and E Asia Hardy ornamental trees of medium size,

with showy fls and handsome foliage, turning bright
yellow in fall They thrive in almost any soil Prop
by seeds, sown m spring, or by root cuttings, dug up m
fall and kept in sand or moss, moderately moist and
cool, until spring.

lbtea, Koch (C. tinctona, Raf. Virgilui liiiea
,

Michx.) Tree, with yellow wood and smooth bark,
sometimes 50 ft • lfts 7-9, oval or ovate, glabrous,
bright green, 3-4 in long: panicles loose, drooping,
10-20 m long; fls. white, fragrant, over 1 in. long.
June. Ky. Tenn

,
and N. C SS 3-119-20. BM

7767. Mich. Hist. Arb. III. 266 Gng. 2*401; 5 9<S

I’E. 8.427. G.F. 1:92. Gn. 24, pp 96-7, 31, p 329.
GC 111.42*186-7. M.D.G. 1899 144-5. G.W. 12, p

397 V. 4.307 A G 15 270 —One of the most beau-
tiful flowering native trees, with wide, graceful head
and a short trunk, well adapted as single tree on the
lawn Hardy north to New England and Ont The
wood yields a clear yellow dye There is a var aureo-
vanegutn with lvs variegated with yellow.

sinensis, Ilemsl 'Free, to SO ft . lfts. 9-13, oblong
to oblong-lanceolate, usually rounded at the base,

yellowish green, pubescent beneath along the midrib,
2-4 in long, rachis and petiole pubescent: fls. m
loose, upright, much-
branened pani-
cles, 5-12 m. long
and 4-8 in across,

white or pinkish,

about Hm. long
June, July W. and
China

C am ur An si a,

Koch — Maackia
amurenaia — ('

platyrdrpa, Makino
(Soph ora platy-
carpa, Maxim )

Tm* 1ft* 9-15,
o\ut< to clliptu-
lauuolate, 2- 1*2 in

panicles broadly pyrami-
dal, upright, ‘la } 2*n
long, white,standard with
yellow spot at the base
pod narrowly w mged
Japan S I F 2 32 Very
rare in cult —C Taahirdi,
Y a tube — Maackia Ta-
shiroi - C H'ffaontt,
3 akoda Tree, to 50 ft

lfts 7 9 « Ihptic-ovate to
ovat* -oblong, usually
broadly mm ate at the
base panicles upright,
5-8 in long, fls *im
long, o\ary pubescent
Cent China

Alfred Rehder

CLARKIA (Capt
Wm Clark, com-
panion of Ixwvis, ex-

plorer of the Rocky
Mt region and be-

yond, 1806) Ona-
yrac-t+e Flower - gar-

den annuals
Herbs, with alter-

nate mostly entire

lvs
,
anti showy fls

in the upper axils or in terminal racemes fls regular, the
calyx tubular, the petals 4, narrow at the base and entire

or iobed, wide-spreading; stamens 8, the alternate ones
short or rudimentary; stigmas 4, large and spreading:
pod oblong or linear, 4-sided —Half dozen or more
species in W N Amer See also Eucharidium

Clark las are hardy annuals of easy cultivation.
They thrive in a warm, light soil, either fully exposed to
the sun or in partial shade They are useful for low
masses or for edgings; also for vases and baskets.
They have been much improved by domestication.

979. Clarkia elegans ( X hi

A Stamens (8) all perfect lvs broad.

elegans, Douglas (C. unguicuWa, Lindl C. neni-
fdlia, Hort ) Fig 979 From 1-6 ft high, glabrous or
nearly so, the sts reddish and glaucous, simple or
sparingly branched lvs broad-ovate to linear, remote-
dentate fls purple or rose-colored, running into white
vars

,
double forms in cult

;
claw of the petal about as

long as its rhomboidal entire limb caps sessile B M
3592 BR 1575 R H. 1845 385 Mn 1*22.—One
of the commonest annual fls

rhomboidea, Douglas Not so tall and more slender*

lvs thin, lance-oblong or ovate-oblong, entire: claw
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often toothed, shorter than the rhomboidal limb:

caps, stalked. B.R. 1981. R.H. 1864: 151 (?).—Not
much cult.

aa. Stamens 4 perfect and 4 rudimentary' Ivs. very

narrow.

pulchella, Pursh. Fig. 980. One ft. to 18 in high,

branchy, often tufted and dwarf, the sts. mostly pu-
berulent lvs narrowly lance-oblong to linear, narrowed
into a petiole, entire fls lilac, running into white vars.;

petals 34m or less long in wild plants, with 3 wide-

spreading lobes and a pair of recurved teeth on the

claw, caps stalked B M. 2918. BR 1100. RH
1845 385, 1886, p 557 —Common in cult There arc

semi-double and dwarf forms Var holopetala, Voss

(C mtcgripHala
,
Ilort ) is a garden form or race with

entire petals There are also dwarf forms of it. The
garden names kermesma and
limbata belong with C pul-

chella L H B

CLARY. The dried leaves

of Salma Sclarea, which are

used for seasoning Other
6pecies of Salvia have been
used for the same purpose.

See Salvia.

CLAUCfeNA (a personal

name) Rutdceae Small
inermous trees lvs pinnate:

fls in terminal panicles or
loose racemes, ovary raised

on a short disk, 4-5-celled,

with 1-2 ovules in each cell;

stylo short, deciduous; sta-

mens 8-10 • fr 4-5-celled,

with usually 1 seed m each
cell, cotyledons aerial in

germination, first foliage-

Fvs opposite or alternate.

L&nsium, Skecls (Claw-
skna Wdmpi, Oliver. Quin-
dna Ldnsium, Lour. Codkia
Wdmpi, Blanco) Wampi.
Low spmeless tree, with
spreading branches: lvs.

spirally arranged, pinnate;
lfts 5-9, ovate -elliptical,

3-

5 m long, petiolate, light green, shiny above: fls.

4-

5-parted, small, white, in large terminal panicles;

ovary villous, 5-eelled, with 1 ovule in each cell, style

short; stamens 10: fr ovate-globose, about 1 m long;
skin glandular, pubescent, seeds green —The wampi
is a native of S China, where it is commonly grown for

its frs It is cult to some extent m Hawaii and could

f
robably be grown in the warmer parts of Fla. and Calif.

t can be grafted on grape-fruit and other species of

Citrus, which makes it desirable to test it as a stock for

common citrous frs. ' Walter T. Swingle.

peaty potting soil, and prop, by cuttings of half-

ripened growths. They are odd plants The features are
here given as apparently understood by horticulturists.

a Lvs entire
,
or only repand.

n6biiis, Mez, (C. clavdta, Decne). Plant 4-5 ft : lvs.

long-petioled thick, 1 Yi ft or less, elliptic or oblong or
oblaneeolate, entire, acute or semi-acute, fls. yellow,

with a very large disk, %\n long, the corolla fleshy, in

drooping racemes 2-4 m long. Venezuela. B.M. 6928
(as C. Ernstn, Hook., f ).

integrifdlia, Mart (Theophrdsta integnfbha, Pohl).
Allied to C longifolia

,
differing chiefly in the less rigid,

broader and entire leaves, longer petioles and larger

fls Lvs distinctly petiolcd (petioles Yi~\ in long),

obovate-oblong to lanceolate-oblong, acute and inucro-
nate, cuneate at the base, quite entire or slightly

undulate, 8-18 in long racemes erect, 5-7
m. long; fls larger than in C ornala, on
slenderer pedicels, 5-merous; appendages
of the corolla rounded, short. Brazil.

gr&ndis, Decne (Theophrdsta macro-
phylla, Lind, not Link T. grdndis,

O Kuntze) Lvs large (to 3 ft ),

long -oblong, narrowly pale -margined,
entire or smuatc-repand, petiole thick
and dark violet, the secondary nerves
slander and simple or forked fls orange-
yellow, m short and erect racemes;
calyx-lobes orbicular and nearly gla-

brous, the corona 5-lobed Colombia.

aa Lvs serrate, often spiny-toothed

longifdlia, Mez (C omdta, Don, Theo-
phrdsta longifolia, Jacq ) Plant 10-20
ft lvs many, in a crowded head or tuft

at the top of the st oblong-spat ulate to
lanceolate, leathery, narrowed at base
and stalked, acute, spiny-toothed, 1Y2 ft

or less long fls orange- or saffron-col-

ored, fragrant, in drooping racemes 4-10
in long Venezuela, Colombia.
B M 4922. B R 1764 Blooms
m June and July

sprndsa, Mez (C Riedehana,
Regel) Plant 5-6 ft

,
glabrous,

stout and erect lvs obovate-
laneeolate, sessile, 20 in or less

long„spinose-serrate fls orange-
yellow, in slender racemes 5-8
m long Brazil

fdigens, Hook f Plant 3 ft or more, very stout:
lvs spatulate-obcuneate, narrow, remotely toothed
near the apex, narrowed into a very short petiole,

very coriaceous, 1 ft or so long, fls deep red, with
yellow disk, handsome, in erect racemes 4 or 5 in. long.

S. Amcr. B M 5626.

C fotif'Wui, Radik (Theophrastus latifoha, Willd ) Lvs xrace-
fully elliptic, (xUioled, narrowed at both ends, nuirronate-scrrate.
racemes erect Colombia

I H B

CLAVljA, (Don Jos6 de Viera y Clavijo, of Madrid).
Syn

,
Horta Myrsindcese; by Mez separated in the

family Theophrastdcese. Thirty and more tropical
American evergreen unbranched trees or shrubs, a
few of which are sometimes grown in the warmhouse.
The sts are simple, often spiny, bearing at the top a
cluster of large rigid, simple, entire or spiny-toothed
lvs : fls. polygamous-dioecious in axillary racemes;
calyx 4r-5-parted, the segms round; corolla white, yel-

low or orange, the tube short and fleshy, the limb mostly
spreading and 4-5-lobed, stamens 4 or 5, the filaments
often united in the sterile fls

;
staminodia 4 or 5,

being scales in the throat; ovary fusiform, narrowed
into a short style, the stigma obtuse or capitate: fr.

several-seeded, Derry-like. The clavijas thrive in a

CLAYTONIA (after John Clayton, of Virginia, one of

the earliest American botanists upon whose collections

Gronovius based the Flora Virgimea) Portidacdceae.

Spring Beauty Little smooth succulent herbs some-
tunes transferred to gardens for their bright flowers.

Perennials with slender, 2-lvd sts from a deep,
globular corm, and loose racemes of white or rose-

colored fls with deeper veins, appearing among the
first wild fls and lasting only a few days. The genus
is characterized by its oval, persistent sepals and 5
stamens Plants can be secured from dealers in native
plants They can be naturalized m moist places, and
do well in half-shady spots at the bottom of a rockery.

For C. parmfolia, C. parvtflora and C. perfoliata
,
see

Montia.
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virglnica, Linn. Plant 4-8 in. long, often forcing an
irregular way through the leaf-mold of damp, rich

woods: lvs linear-lanceolate or linear, 2-6 in. long,

including the gradually tapering base: fls larger and
more numerous than m C carohnuina, whitish, tmged
with pinkish Colo, to Atlantic and south to Gulf.

B.M.941. L.B.C. 7.643.

carolini&na, Michx. Lower and fewer-fld.: lvs. 1-2
in long, oblong, oblong-lanceolate, somewhat spat-

ulate, or even ovate-lanceolate, with a blade 1-2 m.
long, abruptly contracted into a marginal petiole: fls

smaller than in the preceding and more deeply colored.

Minn to Atlantic and south to mts. of N C —Should
be grown only in cool places above 1,000 ft.

lanceol&ta, Pursh About 4 in high' lvs oblong or
lanceolate, y%-\ 3^ in long, the base broad or narrow;
petiole as long as the blade, raceme short-peduncled

;

petals emarginate or almost obcordate N W. N.
Amer —Considered by some to be a mere form of the
preceding Wilhelm Miller

N Taylor f

CLEIS6STOMA (Greek, closed mouth, referring to

the structure of the spur) Orchiddcex. Epiphytic
orchids, adapted to the warmhouse.

Steins leafy lvs coriaceous, flat or nearly terete*

sepals and petals adnate to the column, spreading;
labellum with a large saccate spur, column short,

thick, pollinia 2 P'rom E Asia and Austral —A genus
comprising in the neighborhood of 40 species, which sug-

gest Saccolabium The plants are little known in

Amer They require the treatment usually given
Aerides The leading species are C. crassifdlium,

Lindl
,
from India, with small green rosy-lipped fls m

nodding panicles, and thick recurved lvs. 10 m. long.

J F 4 397 ;
and C rinqens. Reichb f

,
Philippines,

with yellowish white purple-lipped fls. with orange spot
on side lobes, spur large, in few-fld racemes* lvs 3-4
in long C Dawsonidnum, Reichb f

,
isaTrichoglottis;

C multiftbrum, Hort
,

is probably Aerides mxdtxjlorum
C secundum, llolfe, a recent introduction from Burma,
has light rose-pink fls. that are turned sidewise, the
front lobe of the lip rose-purple, borne on a scape 3-4
in long lvs. lance-oblong, about 4-5 in. long and 3^in.

broad.

CLEISTANTHUS COLLlNUS- Lebxdxeropna.

CLEISTOCACTUS (closed Cactus, referring doubts
less to the peculiar flowers) Cactdcex. Slender colum-
nar cacti, with few branches and many-ribbed, fls.

short and narrowly curved, orange-red, ovary covered
with small appressed bracts bearing hairs in their
axils, filaments somewhat exserted and grouped
together near the upper lip fr spineless, pulp white;
seeds slightly punctate —About 14 species have been
described in this genus.

Bahmannii, Lem. (Cbreus Baiimanmi, Lem. C.
colubrinus, Otto) Sts dark green, slender, flexuose,
columnar, reaching a height of 6 ft and a diam. of

1-1H in
,
the few branches ascending, slender, parallel

with the mam st : ribs 12-16, rounded, areoles close
together, brown: spines fine, slender, very sharp, 15-20,
fascicled, white to yellow or dark brown, about }4m.
long; sometimes a single one from the center reaches
a length of %\n : As numerous, tubular, zygomorphous,
2)^-3 in long by about J^in diarn throughout, red
or sometimes with orange-red petals and red tube.
Uruguay, Paraguay and Argentina. j, n Rose.

CLEMATIS (Greek name of a climbing plant). Ra-
nunculdcex Familiar garden plants, prized for their
handsome and often very showy flowers followed in
many species by attractive feathery-tailed fruits.

Climbing vines, or erect or ascending perennial
herbs, more or less woody . lvs. opposite, mostly slender-

petioled, usually pinnately compound, lobed, or in

some species entire and rarely sessile * sepals usually 4
or 5, sometimes more, valvatc in the bud, rarely imbri-

cate, petaloid; petals none (or small in Atragene sec-

tion, usually considered as petaloid stammodes); sta-

mens many; pistils many achenes m a head, 1-seeded;

style persistent, long, plumose, silky or naked Fig.

983—About 150 species of very wide geographical
distribution, most abundant in temperate regions.

About 20 species found native in N Amer and about
80 m E Asia. Lcs Cleinatites, Alphonse LavaMe,
Paris, 1884; referred to below by “Lav ”—The Clema-
tis as a Garden Flower, Thomas Moore and George
Jackman, London, 1872, referred to below by “M &
J ”—Clematises, Dr Jules le Bole, m Bull de la Societe
d’Hort de la Sarthe, republished in The Garden (vol.

53), June-Oct
,

1898 —O Kuntze, Monogr der
Gattung Clematis in Verb Bot. Ver Brandenb. 26
(1885) —A Gray, FI N Amer 1 4-9, 1895 —Fmet &
Gagnepam, Contnb. FI As Orient ! :l-42 (1905).

The culture of clematises. (K C Davis )

A rich soil of a light, loamy character is the best for

clematises, and a little mixture of lune will make it

better The soil must be well drained, and must be
kept rich by at least annual applications of horse- or

cow-manure. On dry, hot soils cow-manure is best,

while on heavy soiLs a thorough dressing of rich leaf-

mold would best serve the purpose Mulching with
half-rotted manure on the approach of winter tends

to increase the strength of the plants and the size of

the flowers. In dry seasons, spraying is always helpful

during the growing period
Clematises belonging to the Montana, Patens, Flor-

ida, and Lanuginosa types should be pruned in Feb-
ruary or March, by cutting away all weak, straggling

and overcrowded branches The first three mentioned
flower from the ripened wood, it, is essential, there-

fore, that m order to secure blossoms, enough of the
strong one-year-old wood should be retained. Viticella,

Jackmann and Lanuginosa should be vigorously cut
back, say in November, they blossom from the new
shoots Those of the Patens type should be pruned very
little, soon after the flowers have disappeared, by sim-
ply tnmming off useless branches and seed-bearing
peduncles

Clematises of the vigorous clunbmg varieties are
used in many places to cover walls root-fences, mounds,
arbors, balconies, trellises, small buildings, and, in

fact, many other places the ingenious gardener will

thmk of. For pot culture in the greenhouse, and for

conservatory walls, the less vigorous species are best
suited All the many varieties and hybrids of the
Patens and Lanuginosa types, including Hcnryi and
the forms of Jackmann, are well adapted to this use, as
well as for outdoor purposes. The dwarfer and more
bushy species are used in greenhouses to some extent,

but are found principally in borders or on large rock-
enes Of the latter J B Keller says. “Their flowers are
not so large as we see them in most of the climbers, yet
they are indispensable in the flower-garden, being
prolific bloomers and free growers m ordinarily rich,

deep garden soil. There is room for improvement in

this class, however, and specialists, who hitherto have
done so much for the climbers, ought to direct their

efforts now to the long-neglected bush clematises A
noble beginning has been made, resulting m the large-

flowering C Durandu, but we expect more of them m
the future.” See special notes on culture and hybrid-
forming qualities after the descriptions of some of

the species and varieties

The most common method of propagation is by
grafting Roots of C Flammula or C Viticella are
used; the cions are taken from plants that have been
grown under glass, and are used before the wood is

entirely ripe. Cions taken from plants grown m the
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garden in summer are rarely successful. The grafts, in

pots or trays, are grown in a moist coolhouse, over gen-
tle bottom heat. Another method of propagation,
involving less labor but usually successful, is to take
cuttings of nearly ripe wood, grown under glass, and
treat them as the cions first above mentioned, without
the roots. The latter method is practised preferably
in summer in gentle hotbeds; shading, spraying, ana
later on airing, must be strictly attended to Layering
is practised when large old stools are at hand The
knife is not used in tne operation, but a twist of the
stem will split the inner bark lengthwise. Every other
jomt is thus treated, pegged down, and covered with
soil It is best to leave the layers undisturbed until

the following sprmg
Many of the species are
often propagated by
seed, and many new
varieties have thus been
secured The number of

hybrids is almost count-
less; in this ac-

count are care-

fully recorded
those in the
American
trade which
are traceable
to their origin.

The clematis
is subject to a
very serious

disease, due to

the depreda-
tions of a ne-

matode worm
m the roots This trouble
is most serious under
lass and alongside
uildings where the

ground docs not freeze

deep The parasite is

probably distributed in

the soil adhering to pot-grown plants It is probable
that hard freezing kills the parasite There is no
remedy, so far as known, for affected plants Using
only soil which has been frozen is to be recommended
to the propagator.

The kinds of clematis (Jackson & Perkins Co )

The hybrid varieties of Clematis, commonly known
as the large-flowering sorts, are, when successfully

grown, among the most beautiful of hardy climbing
plants The commercial propagation and growing of

most of the large-flowering varieties, however, is

attended with so many difficulties and disappoint-
ments that it has never been very generally attempted
by nurserymen or florists m this country At the pres-

ent time there are scarcely half a dozen houses on this

continent who attempt the propagation of clematis to

any considerable extent, ana it is only within the past
thirty years that clematises have been commercially
grown even by this limited number. Prior to that, prac-

tically all of the large-flowering clematises planted in

this country were imported from Europe, the major
part being supplied by Holland, whose moist atmos-
here and black soil produces large, vigorous plants,

ut whose climatic conditions are so entirely different

from those usually found m this country that the

plants often failed to adapt themselves to their new
surroundings, and did not thrive to the extent that
their good size and vigorous condition seemed to give

promise. a

The propagation of clematis throughout Europe is

usually effected by grafting pieces of well-npencd,
year-old wood upon roots of almost any of the more

vigorous-growing species, Clematis Flammula being
most commonly used In this country, on the contrary,
the method commonly pursued is by means of cuttings
from young wood, stuck in sand, with gentle bottom
heat, usually during May or June So far as concerns
the comparative vigor and desirability of plants pro-
duced by these two methods, there is small choice
between them Propagation by cuttings is, in this
country, the more rapid and economical way, and
further, it removes the possibility, sometimes realized
in grafted plants, of sprouts being thrown up from
the roots, and, if in the hands of an uninformed ama-
teur, entirely “running out” the variety grafted in;

thus considerable annoyance is avoided.
Clematises hybridize so readily that the number of

varieties resultant from various crosses forms a long
list But while so many have been dignified with
names and places in the catalogues of nurserymen,
yet the varieties of large-flowering clematis that have
proved so valuable as to secure permanent places for
themselves m popular demand can almost be counted
upon one’s fingers There are many varieties possess-
ing most beautiful shades and variations of coloring
that fail to attain popularity, chiefly on account of

deficiency in two essential characteristics—vigorous
habit of growth and abundance of bloom Clematis
Jackmann, purple, originated in 1802, by Mr George
Jackman, was on** of the first, hybrid clematises intro-

duced, and still stands as the most popular, and, of its

color, the most valuable variety yet known The vari-

ety, Madame Edouard Andr6, a deep rich crimson, is

distinct and novel, being at this time about the best
large-flowering sort of a truly crimson shade It is not
quite so vigorous habit as the Jackmann, but its flowers

are similarly massed, though not produced in quite such
profusion. Clematis Madame Baron Veillard is a dis-

tinct variety It is of exceedingly vigorous habit, and
the flowers are quite freely produced, though, being
more dispersed over the plant, they do not make so
much of a show as do varieties whose flowers are
closely massed The flowers are of very large size and
of a light rose-color, shaded with lilac. Of white varie-

ties, Ilenryi, Mrs George Jackman and Lanuginosa
Candida, all of them introduced long ago, still remain
about the most desirable ones known Ramona, deep
sky-blue, is a variety which originated some twenty-
five years ago. It is of extra-large size, often 9 to

10 inches across, of very vigorous habit and free-

fiowermg
Of double-flowered varieties, Duchess of Edinburgh,

white, is the best known m this country, and about the
most desirable. John Gould Veitch is a double sort

with flowers of lavender-blue, but has seemed a shy
bloomer and of weak habit Mme Grange (purplish
violet), Star of India (purple), Velutma Purpurea (pur-
ple), and Viticellii Venosa (reddish purple), are all

desirable varieties.

Although they are in reality slightly less hardy than
the Florida anti Patens types, varieties of the Lanugi-
nosa, Viticella and Jackmann types,which produce their

flowers from young growing wood, are recommended
for northern localities. Plants of these types, even if

frozen back to the ground, will still produce a good
show of flowers, since, as stated, they bloom from the
recent vigorous wood, even if tne old tops are killed.

Indeed, they need to be pruned back considerably
anyway to induce a free growth of young vigorous
blooming wood. With plants of the Patens and Florida
types, however, which blossom from year-old wood, a
severe freezing back of the plants would destroy the
crop of flowers for the year.

Of the small-flowering varieties, Clematis paniculata
(white), introduced from Japan, has proved to be a
wonderfully valuable acquisition in this country, and
has become exceedingly popular. It is of remarkably
vigorous habit, often making a growth of 20 to 25
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feet in a season. It seems thus far to be entirely free

from disease, is delightfully fragrant, and so floriferous

that the blossoms form a dense sheet of bloom, remain-
ing in full beauty for several weeks. The foliage is very
thick and heavy, thus making it very desirable for

covering porches and arbors.

Crispa (blue) and texensis (red) are species with
very pretty, bell-shaped flowers. They are easily

grown and do well in almost all situations

The perennial, non-climbing varieties of clematis are
most pleasing border plants, succeeding well in all ordi-

nary soils and making a rich show of bloom at their

flowering season. Davidiana (blue) and recta (white)

are about the best known and most desirable varieties

of this class

To grow clematis most successfully, they should be
given a good depth of loamy soil, with a fair supply of

well-rotted manure spaded m and thoroughly distrib-

uted through the soil In hot, dry weather, the plants
should be regularly watered in order to obtain the
greatest number of flowers possible, for the plants are
very susceptible to injury by drought A point of great
importance, especially in caring for newly set plants,

is to provide a firm support for them to climb upon.
A solid wooden or metal trellis is preferable, for the
reason that it. prevents the plants from being whipped
about by the winds, which often results in breaking the
stalks just above the ground or else in cracking the

outer bark of the stalks and rendering them more
liable to the attacks of insects and fungous diseases.

Training the vines upon strings, or a pliable support of

any kind, is not to be advised for this reason Propar
gation of the hybrid varieties is effected both by cut-

tings and by grafts All of the type varieties grow
readily from seed.

INDEX.
Kthusifolm, 16 Gableiuit, 23 parviftora, 20
akebioules, 48 glaura, 48 patens, 24
alba, 18, 20, 23 , 4 Pavohniana, 33
alba magna , 2 \ gracilifolia, 27 Prllien, 23
albi/tora,20 grandidf ntatu, 40 per/erta, 28
alpina, 18 grandiHora, 24, 28 Pitcheri, 7
anemom/lora, 28 grata, 40 plena, 34
ungustifplm, IS yravcolens, 47. put tulo-coccinea, 10
apnfolia, 18 (iw.coi, 24 jrurpurea-hybrxda, 23
Armandn, 30 hakonenms, 23 recta, 34
aromatira, 3 fftndtrwnxx, 20. repent, 28
atrovxnlacea, 20. Ilenryx, 23 reticulata, 8
azurea, 24 beraclewfolia, 12, 13 nvoluta, 20
balearini, 2b uhangensis, 12. rotundifoha, 36
Herurrunu, 20 lndmsa, 10 rubella, 23, 30
birolor, 22 lnlt grifoliu, 1 rubena, 28
lirevieuudata, 39. inttrmedut, 20. rubra, 20
breru ortlala, 19 xntneata, 48 rubro-rnarginat/x, 20.
tarulea, 5, 21 Ja< knuutti, 23. rubro-violacea, 23.
cahfornica, 13 janthina, 11 Sargentn, 7
ralyciTui, 20 japonim, 22 Seottn, 4
eampaniHoru, 21. Jouitnana, 12 serratifoha, r

>0.

Candida, 23 hermemiui, 20. sibinca, 18
C'atesbyana, 12 kureana, 50 »Sj< boldu, 22
Chandlen, 20 lunuginosa, 23. 8imsu, 7
tirrhosa, 25 lasiandra, 15 Souliei, 37
corcxnea, 10 lasiantha, 45 iplendida, 2.3

colutnbiana, 17 latiseeta, lb Spwneri, 29
contorta, 20 Lavallei, 13 Standishu, 24
erasaifoha, 32 iMivtonutna, 23 Stanleyana, 11)

enspa, 0 liRuatK lfoha, 43. Stanley! , 19
cylmdricn, 1 hlacina, 28 stans, 13
Davidiana, 12 Ixlacxrxa-flurxbunda , superba, 23
devonxensxs, 23. 20 Symesiana, 23
diitorta, 20 lobata, 46 tangutica. 49
dxvaricata, 1 lobulata, 40 tenmsepala, 39
Douglasu, 4 maynifica, 23 termflora, 34.
Drummondii, 44. mandshurica, 34. texensis, 10
Durandn, 23 marmorata, 20 thyrsoidea, 14
erecta, 34 Meyomana, 31 tubuloaa, 12
eriopoda, 49 modeita, 23 tunbridgensis, 23.
erioitemon, 20 monstrosa, 24 undulata, 28
Fargesn, 37 montana, 28, 29. Vexiehxx, 22
Farquhariana, 30 mvea, 23 veluhna-purpurea, 23.
Flammula, 20, 36 nutans, 14 venoaa, 20
florxbunda, 20 obtusidentata, 38 >erticillans, 17
flonda, 20, 22 occidontalis, 18 violacea, 11, 20, 23,
Fortunei, 22 ochroleuca, 3 24
fragrant, 36 odorata, 28 Viorna, 9, 10
fraruofurtensxs, 24. orientalis, 47, 48, 49 virgimana, 42
Freinontn, 2 Pallasxx, 36,48,49 Vitalba, 4l.
fuly, nt, 23 pallida, 23 Vtticella, 20
fusca, 11 pamculata, 35. Wilsonu, 28.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Sepals upright, forming a tubular or
urceolate fl , stamens upright, op-
pressed, pubescent, or stjxils more
sj/rcadmg and fls with petaloid
stammodes

B. Fls without petaloid stammodes.
C. Lvs simple herbaceous, not

climbing
D. Color of fls purple or blue

e The Its thin, acute, sessile 1. integrifolia

ee The Irs subcoriac, out, retic-

ulate, obtusish, short-peti-

ole/i 2. Fremontii

dd Color of fit yellow 3. ochroleuca

cc. Lvs compound
i> Lfts entire fls solitary

E Plants upright, herbaceous
V Shape of lfts lanceolate:

lvs bipinnate or ternately

compound . . 4. Douglasii

FF Shape of lfts mate lvs.

pinnate 5 aromatica

ee. Plants climbing, shrubby
F Styles not plumose m fr

a The lvs not reticulate,

usually with terminal
1ft 6 crispa

go. The lvs reticulate

,

usually without termi-
nal Ift 7 Simsii

FF. Styles plumose in fr

G. Fls axillary, with the

pedicels much longer

than the fls

H. Sepals outside pubes-
cent, dull

I. Lfts subcoruiccous,
reticulate 8. reticulata

n. Lfts me mbranous,
indistinctly retried 9 Viorna

HH. Sepals outside gla-

brous, bright scarlet 10 texensis

GO. Fls terminal and axil-

lary, the latter with the

pceiiccls shorter than
the fls 11. fusca

DD Lfts serrate JU usually clus-

tcreel or panuled
E Plants herbaceous, upright’

fls clustered, often nearly
sessile

F Fls blue or molet, in
axillary clusters 12 heracletefolia

FF Fls uhitish, usually in an
elongated terminal pan-
icle 13 stans

EE. Plants climbing, shrubby
F Lvs pinnate
G Fls yellowish while, m

panicles 14 nutans
ou Fls reddish purple, 1-3,

eixiUary 15 lasiandra
FF Lvs bipinnate, lfts small,

deeply lobed, usually less

than 1 m long fls

ivhitish 16. aethusifolia

bb Fls with petaloid stammodes, sepals

more or less spreading, stamens
upright, appressed pubescent

c Lvs always 3-foholate, lfts ovate,

subcordate 17 verticiUaris

cc Lvs partly biternate, lfts. ovate to

ovate-lanceolate 18 alpina

aa. Sepals spreading, stamens more or

less divergent
B. Stamens glabrous or only with a few

hairs below the anthers (or hairy
at the base only m No 19)

c. Fls solitary or in 3's or m axil-

lary fascicles, blue, violet, red or
while, usually large

D. Lfts entire fls on the new
growth after the lvs , solidary

or in 3's.
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XI. Plant herbaceous, upright:
sepals imbricate in bud;
stamens pubescent at the

base 19. Stanley!
EE. Plants woody, climbing sepals

valvate, stamens glabrous
p. Achenes with short style,

pedicels longer than the

sepals
Q. Number of sepals 4- fls.

open cam panulate

,

usually 1-2 in across.

H. Style glabrous fts 1—2
in across, often m
8’s 20 Viticella

HH. Style pubescent except
at the apex, JIs 1

in or less across 21 campaniflora
GO. Number of sepals

usually 6-0 fls flat,

2~4 m across 22. florida

PP. Achenes with long plumose
style

Q. Pedicels shorter than
sepals l vs simple or
ternate 23. lanuginosa

GQ. Pedicels longer than se-

pals fls from last

year’s wood m spring
or early summer Ivs

ternate or pmruite 24 patens
DD. Lfts or Ivs sirrate fls m

axillary clusters, or solitary

on last year’s branches with
the los m spring, white or
pink

E. The sepals with a small invo-
lucre bilow their base, fls

nodding, open lampanulate
F. Lvs simple fls whitish 25 cirrhosa

FF. Lvs tcnuite fls greenish
yellow, spotted red msuie 26 baleanca

EE. The sepals without imolucre
F. Lvs pinnate, lfts small,

about m long 27 gracilifolia

FF. Lvs. teniate, lfts 1-3 in
long

G. Lfts glabrous or spar-
ingly pubescent 28. montana

go. Lfts densely silky pu-
bescent beneath, less so

above . 29. Spooneri
CO. Fls. in terminal or axillary

panicles or cymes, rarily 3 {if

solitary, with bracts about the

middle of the pedic(l) white,
rarely pinkish, sepals 4 {some-
times 4-6 m No 37), usually
small {except m No 37)

D. Lvs 3-foliolate, lfts always
entire, often sub-coriaceous or
coriaceous

E The fls from the old wood
from scaly buds 30 Armandii

EE. The fls from the new growth
F Lfts ovate or ovate-oblong
a Filaments as long or

shorter than anthers
lfts rounded or sub-
cordate at the base 31. Meyeniana

GO. Filaments longer than
the anthers lfts cune-
ate at the base 32 crassifolia

FF. Lfts narrow-lanceolate or
oblong-lanceolate 33 Pavoliniana

DD. Lvs pinnate or bipmnate {if

S-foliolate, lfts lobed or den-
tate or fls dioecious)

E. The fls perfect

F. Lfts entire or nearly entire,

or 3-lobed anthers linear,

much longer than broad ,

o. Plant herbaceous, up-
right 34. recta

go. Plant climbing, half-
woody

h. The lvs pinnate . . 35 paniculata
hh. The lvs bipmnate 36. Flammula

FF. Lfts serrate, occasionally
nearly entire anthers
oval or oval-oblong, not
more than twice as long
as broad {longer m Nos.
37 and 38)

a. The fls 1-8, long-stalked,
2-8 m across lvs.

pinnate 37. Fargesii
OG. The fls m panicles or

cymes, not exceeding
I m diam

H. Lvs ternate or biter-

nate fls \%xn.
across, m rnany-fld
cymes 38. apiifolia

HH. Lvs usually bipm-
nate, lfts ovatc-lan-

ceolate tails of fr

about 34m long 39. brevicaudata
HHH. Lvs pinnate tails

longer
I. Sepals glabrous in-

side lfts pubes-
cent beneath 40. grata

n. Sepals pubfsant in-
side and outside
lfts glabrous or
nearly so 41. Vitalba

ee The fls dioecious

F Foliage deciduous sepals 4.

o Fls appearing on the

young wood m summir,
less than 1 m across

H. Lvs ternate, lfts 2-3
m long 42. virginiana

HH. Lvs pinnate, lfts 1-
2 m long

I. Plant glabrous lfts

rounded or sub-
cordate at the base 1.3 ligusticifolia

II Plant pubescent lfts

truncate or cune-
ate at the base 44 Drummondii

aa. Fls on last year's
branches from scaly
buds m early spring,

l\iin across 45 lasiantha
ff Foliage evergreen, lvs kr-

nate si pals 5-7 46 indivisa
bb. Stamens pubescent, fls yellow or

yellowish, nodding achenes with
plumose tails

C. Lvs pinnate or bipmnate
D. Fls usually several, 1-2 in.

across, pale yellow lvs. bluish
or grayish green, lfts usually
entire, often lobed

E. Lfts often oblong or lartceo-

later sepals pubescent in-
side 47. orientalis

EE. Lfts usually ovate or oval,

pale bluish green’ sepals
glabrous inside 48 glauca

DD. Fls solitary, 2-3 m across,

on stalks to 10 in long, sepals
glabrous inside lfts usually
lanceolate, serrate, green 49 tangutica

CC. Lvs biternate, lfts serrate, green
fls solitary 50. serratifolia

Section VIORNA.
Group Crisps.

1. integrifdlia, Linn Herbaceous, erect, becoming
2 ft. high’ lvs. rather broad, entire, ovate-lanceolate:
fls solitary, nodding; sepals 4, rather narrow, blue,

coriaceous, 1-2 in. long. June-Aug. Eu ana Asia.
B.M 65

The following are supposed to be hybrids of this species C
cylindrical, Sims ( XC crispa C integnfolia var diversifolia, Hort.
C. integnfolia var pinnata, Hort ) Lvs more or less irregularly
lobed or pinnate fls solitary, eyhndric-eampanulate with the sepals
more or Joss recurved from the middle, blue or bluish-violet B.M.
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1100. Lav. 13 GW 14, pp 562-3 R H 1856 341 Hero also

belongs probably C divaricdta, Jacq , with short-petiolcd pinnate
Ivs. and blue, less spreading sepals

2 Fr&montii, Wats. Fir. 981. Closely allied to <7-

ochroleuca

,

but with lvs 3-4 m long, nearly sessile,

either entire or with a few coarse teeth ns. often
drooping; sepals thick, purple, nearly glabrous, except
the tomentose edges; styles when young downy rather

than feathery July, Aug Mo. to Colo. OF. 3.381
(adapted in Fig 981). G.W. 14, p. 563.

3. ochroleftca, Ait Herbaceous, 1-2 ft. high, silky-

pubescent, becoming glabrate: lvs ovate, entire fls.

erect, solitary, terminal, sepals yellow outside, cream-
colored within; styles becoming somewhat plumose.
July, Aug Dry grounds, N Y to Ga LBC 7:661.
—Intro 1883

4 Dohglasii, Hook Has habit of C mtegmfolia,
about 2 ft high: st and petioles angled and ribbed:
lvs twice pmnately or ternately compound, lfts nar-
row-linear or lanceolate fls tubular or bell-shaped, 1

in long, sepals recurved, deep purple within, paler

without June In mts
,
Mont to New Mex—Intro.

1881 Var Sc6ttii, Coulter, has the lfts ovate- or ob-
long-lanceolate A hybrid of C Douglasn var Ncottn x
C texensis is (7. globuldsa

,
Hurt

,
with deep purple

pitcher-shaped fls Gn 75, p. 472.

5 aromitica, Lenn6 & C Koch (C. caeriilea var.

odorata, Hort ) Slender, herbaceous or somewhat
climbing, reaching 6 ft high if supported lvs of 3-7

ovate, nearly entire lfts fls. solitary, terminal, very
fragrant, lp£-2 in across, sepals 4, spreading, reflexed,

reddish violet, stamens white July-Sept Nativity,
perhaps S France It is thought by some to be an old
garden hybrid, probably C Flamrnula x C mtegrifolui.

R II 1877, p. 15. Lav. 9.

6 erfspa, Linn A slender climber, reaching 3-4 ft

:

lvs very thin, lfts 3-5 or more, variable m outline and
sometimes undivided, often 3-5-lobed fls purple,
varying to whitish, cylindrical or bell-shaped, 1-2 in

long, points of sepals recurved, styles of fr hairy but
not plumose June-Sept Va to Texas 13 R 32 60.

11 M 1892 III 2 78 (as C rarnpamjlora) G 30 503:
34 147. V 6 379 Lav 14 —This and the allied

species are fragrant A hybrid of this species is C.
cylindnca, Suns (x C mtegrifolm) See No 1 A number
of hybrid forms, the offspring of a cross between this

species and C texensis are figured and described in

M DG 1898 500 and one as “blue bells” in Gn. 49,

p 189

7 Sfmsu, Sweet (C PUchen, Torr & Gray) High
climbing branchlets pubescent* lvs of 3-4 pairs of

lfts and a terminal 1ft reduced almost to a midrib;
lfts coarsely reticulated, lobed or 3-parted, usually
mucronate fls 1 in long and Y\m diam

,
with swollen

base, sepals dull purple, recurved at the tips achenes
pubescent, styles not plumose June-Aug S Ind to

Mo
,
southward to Mex Lav 15 13 M 1816 (as

(7 cordata). Var S&rgentii, Rehd ((7 Sdrgentu, Lav ).

Fls. smaller
;

paler, lfts rarely lobed Lav 18—

A

hybrid of this species with C. texensis is figured in R H.
1893:376

8. reticulata, Walt A slender climber, allied to C.
enspa: lfts much reticulated and very coriaceous fls.

solitary in the axils of the lvs
,
nodding, bell-shaped;

sepals recurved, crispy at the margin: mature fr with
plumose tails. June, July. S. C to Ala. and Fla.
B M. 6574. Lav. 16.

9. Vi6ma, Linn. Fig. 982. Climbing, 8-10 ft

,

sparingly pubescent or glabrous: lvs. not glaucous nor
coriaceous; lfts. subcordate-ovate to ovate-lanceolate,
slightly reticulated: fls solitary, on long peduncles,
pitcher-shaped; sepals 4, 1 in. long, variable in color,

often dull purple, thick and leathery, finely pubescent
outside, tips often recurved; styles plumose when

mature, 1 in. long June-Aug. Pa. to Ala. and west-
ward Lav. 17. Gn 45, p 240

10.

texensis, Buckl ((7 cocdnea, Engelm. C Vi6rna
var cocdnea, Gray) Climbing, to 6 ft

;
glabrous,

lvs glauccscent, subcoriaceous, lfts broadly ovate,
often obtuse, bubcordate, 1H~3 in long, fls solitary,

pitcher-shaped, nodding, carmine or scarlet, glabrous
outside achenes with plumose style, 1-2 in long,

glabrous at the tip Texas. Lav. 19. B M. 6594 Gn.
19 284. G W 10, p 498 G C II. 15*405. W G Z
2.111 F. 1880, p 115 Gt 32*86. RH. 1878*10;
1888 348—Much superior to the preceding because
of its beautiful fls Some of the garden hybrids of this

species, which have been classed under C. pseudo-
cocdnea, Schneid (x C Jackmann), are found under
the names. Countess of Onslow, deep scarlet. Gn 57,

p 376 MDG 1898:481.
G M 37 381 G C III.

16.9 Countess of York,
white, tinted with pink.

Duchess of Albany, clear

pink. Gn 52 304. See
also No 6 for hybrid
forms of C crispa with
this species and No 7 for

a hybrid with C Simsn

11 ffisca,Turcz. Climb-
ing, to 15 ft

;
sparingly

pubescent lvs pinnate;

lfts usually ovate, to

ovate-oblong, acute, glab-

rous or pubescent beneath
and ciliate, l lA~2}4 in.

long, the terminal one
usually wanting* fls on
rather short villous pedi-

982 Clematis Vioma (^j 3o cels, nodding, urceolate,

about 1 in long, sepals

with recurved tips, densely brownish pubescent out-
side, violet inside pubescence of achenes and plumose
tails fulvous June-Aug E Siberia, Japan Lav 20
Var viol&cea, Maxim (C janthina, Koehne). Less
pubescent fls violet Gt 13 455

Group Tubulos.e.

12 heracleaef&iia, DC (C tubulosa, Hook ). Stout,
erect, woody only at the base lvs ternate, large,

bright green, lfts broadly ovate, rounded at the base,

slightly pubescent, mueronately toothed, 4-6 m long*

fls numerous, in coiymbs, either axillary or terminal,

E
olygamous, tubular in form, with 4 light blue sepals,

ecoming reflexed, peduncles and pedicels downy;
recurved stigmas club-shaped. Aug

,
Sept China.

M & J 17 B M 4269, 6801 (as var Hooken). P.M.
14 31. FS 3 195 R II 1858, p. 42—Prop by root
division. Var Davidi&na, Hemsl (C Davidiana,
Decnc ) About 4 ft high, hardly strong enough to
btand without support lvs usually cuneate at the base,

nearly glabrous fls brighter blue, fragrant, in clustered

heads, 6-15 together, and also singly or clustered in

the If -axils RH 1867, p 90 Gn 31, p. 145; 45, p.

241, 49, p. 99, 68, p 273 GM 37.48. G W 6, p.

124 Mn 9:76 A F. 25.1055 Var ichangSnsis,
Rehd. & Wilson. Lfts. broad at the base, sparingly
pubescent above, densely beneath, achenes densely
villous Cent China
A hybrid of this species is C Jouim&na, Schneid (var David-

iana xC Vitalba) Half-climbing, to 6 ft fls in large panicles,
bluish white, first tubular with tho sepals finally spreading G C.
Ill 51 34 Another hybrid is C Davtdxdna hybrida, Lem (var.

Davidiana XC stans) of which Lcmoine advertises several named
forms varying from light to deep blue, very floriferous

13 st&ns, Sieb & Zucc (C heraclesefdha var steins,

Hook ). Herbaceous, upright, to 6 ft : branches gray-
ish pubescent, lfts. broadly ovate, lobed and coarsely
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toothed, more or less pubescent: fls. in terminal pani-
cles sometimes 2 ft long and in axillary clusters,

whitish or bluish white, tubular, with revolute sepals,

less than }^in. long, dioecious Sept
,
Oct Japan

B.M. 6810—Used chiefly because of the striking foli-

age and its late-blooming qualities. Var Lav&llei,

Schneid (C Lavdllei, Decne.). Fls. }^-%in. long,

monoecious.

H.W. 3, p. 16 —A very hardy climber, preferring a

northern exposure. Var. sibfrica, Kuntze (var. dlba,

flort. Atrdgene sibinca, Linn ). Fls white or nearly
so. B.M. 1951 L.BC 14 1358 R.H. 1855.321. Var.
occident&lis, Gray. Petal-like stamens very few, and
often beanng rudimentary anthers. Rocky Mts.

Section PSEUDANEMONE.
Group Connate.

14 ndtans, Royle Slender woody climber lvs

{

annate, lfts ovate-oblong or lanceolate, deeply 3-5-

obed, rarely entire, 1-3 m long fls nodding in many-
fld. panicles, yellowish white, tubular, )^-%in long,

pubescent outside, filaments silky pubescent below the
middle* aehenes silky with plumose tails. July-Oct.
Hmialaya Var thyrsoidea, Rehd & Wilson Climb-
ing to 20 ft . lfts broadly ovate, usually cordate
at the base, silky pubescent beneath* panicles larger

and more compact, on upright stout peduncles 3-6
in long W. China GC III 48.310 Gn 75, p 557
(as C nutans). R.H. 1905, p 438 (as C. Buchaniana
vitijoha). See pa ere 3567

15 lasi&ndra, Maxim Climbing, to 12 ft young
growth viscid lvs pinnate with 3-foliolate or 3-fia

segms.; lfts ovate to ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate,
serrate, glabrous or sparingly pubescent on both sides,

l/dr2M in long: fls axillary, solitary or m 3's on
stalks 1-3 in long, campanulate, reddish purple, about
^in long; sepals with recuived tips, as long as the
stamens. Aug.-Oct Cent and W China

16. eethusifdlia, Turcz Slender, climbing* lvs.

bipinnate, pubescent; lfts. finely cut, usually unequally
3-lobed and deeply incisely serrate with obtusish mu-
cronulate narrow lobes, M_%in long As. 1-3, axillary,

on slender stalks, whitish, tubular, %m. long, sepals
with recurved tips: achcnes pubescent with long plu-

mose whitish tails. Aug
,
Sept Mongolia, Manchuria

Var latisecta, Maxim Lfts larger, to 1}$ in long
with oval or oblong rounded lobes. Gt 10:342 B M
6542. Gn 6, p 423; 31, p 186; 45, p 241 R H 1869,

p. 10.—This is the form usually cult
;
the type with

much more finely divided foliage is very rare in cult

Group AtraoenEj®.

17 verticill&ris, DC (Atrdgene amenedna, Sims)
Fig 983 Trailing or sometimes climbing, 8-10 ft usu-
ally 4 trifoliate lvs from each node, lfts thin, ovate,
acute, toothed or entire, somewhat cordate* fls. soli-

tary, blue or purple,

nodding at first, 2-4
in. broad when ex-

panded, 4 thin sepals,

silky along the margins
and veins; stammodes
spatulate, narrow,
scarcely half as long
as sepals. May, June.

Woodlands,
Va. to Hud-
son Bay,
west to

983. Achene of Clematis verticillaris. (XI) Minn B M.
887 -Intro.

1881. Var columbi&na, Gray Sepals narrower and
more pointed than m the type. Rocky Mts.

18. alpina, Mill. (Atrdgene alpina, Linn ) Sts. 3-5
ft., slender, with prominent joints becoming swollen
with age. lvs. once or twice ternate, with ovate or ovate-
lanceolate lfts

,
serrate or incised; many petal-like sta-

mens, which are devoid of anthers, sepals* 4, bright
blue. Spring N W N. Amer., Siberia to S. and Cent
Eu. B.M. 530 (as var austriaca) Gn. 46:318; 57, p.
481. R.H 1855 321. L B C. 3.250. G W. 10, p. 82

19 StAnleyi, Hook (C Stanleydna, Hort ) Fig.
984 Erect robust herbs, 3 ft high lvs bitemate,
lfts sessile or petioled, variable in size, cuneate, silky*

984. Clematis Stanleyi. (XH)

fls 1-3 in across, white to pink-purple, sepals becom-
ing widely expanded, stamens yellow; styles becom-
ing very plumose, white July-Oct Transvaal Intro
1893 B M 7166 Gn 39 76. G F 3 513 (adapted
in Fig 984). GC III 8 327 GM 34

* 320 —Suitable
for greenhouse cult

,
in Ihe northern states it is apt to

winterkill if left unprotected

Section VITICELLA.

20 ViticSlla, Linn Climbing 8-12 ft * lvs some-
times entire, but usually divided into 3 nearly entire

lfts.. fls 1)^-2 in diam
,
growing singly on pedun-

cles or sometimes in 3’s; sepals 4, blue, purple or rosy
purple, obovate, pointed, reflexed; stamens yellow fr.

with rather short glabrous tails. June-Aug. S Eu to

Persia. R II 1860, p. 183; 1876.110, 1879.350 (vars.).

B.M 565. G 22 310, 8*399 H.W 3, p 15. Lav. 7.

—This is the type of one of the leading groups of

garden clematises, and is one of the parents of the
Jackmanii type of hybrids.

The following are garden varieties’
Var albi/ldra, Kuntze Fls white
Var rubra, Hort Fls purple —Var riibra grandxfldra, Jackman,

has larger bright crimson fls and 6 sepals F S 20 2053 (1783).
F 1872 265

Var kcrmtdna, Lem (C kermesma, Hort ) Fls of bright wine-
red color, purple being absent Gn 39 30

Var liidcrna-flonbunda, Hort (C lilacina-flonbunda, Hort C
flonbunda, Hort ) Fls pale gray-lilac, conspicuously veined
Gn 18, p 389 (note! —An abundant bloomer Produced in an
English garden in 1880

Lady BoviU, Jackman (C. Lady Bovill, Hort ) Fls cup-
formed, sepals being concave and little or not at all recurved at

the ends, ns 4 in across, sepals 4-6, grayish blue, stamens light

brown M & J 15 RH 1876 ’ 190.
Var marmordla, Jackman (C marmorata, Hort ) Fls rftther

small, with 4 broad sepals, light grayish blue with darker veins, 3
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iongitudma.1 bars M & J. 1, f 2, same plato m F S 20 2050-55
(2008) F 1872 265

Hybrids of C Viticella which are closely allied to that type.

C. eriostimon, Decne.(xC integrifoha, C. Hcndersonn, Hender-
son. C Chandlen, Hort ) Fiji 085 St and habit of C Viticella Ifts

and fls much like C integnfolia climbing 8-10 ft.: 4 blue sepals,

spreading, reflexed at

the tips R H 1852
341. FS 13 1364 (as

var venosa). Lav 12.

Here belong also C.
intermedia, Bon a my,
smaller, with more pu-
bescent branchlcts and
paler fls C Bergerdnh,
Lav

,
resembling more

C integrifoha Ivs usu-
ally entire fls pink,
about 2 in across in

terminal panicles Lav.
10 C dist&rta, Lav .

with rosy-lilac twisted
sepals Lav 11 C Bos-
koop, Hort (C Bos-

985 Clematis enostemon ( X H)

C V XC integrifoha).

A new raeo in 1892

g
rowing 3-5 ft fls

lue, lavender, rose or
reddish rose

(J cl a l rice a, DC
(XC Flammula) Fls
in several- to
mauy-fld term-
inal panicles,
pale violet, about
1 in across,
petals sometimes
6 Here belongs
also C Othillo,

Cripps («C V
var rubra X C
Flammula) Hs
of medium size, of a deep velvety punple, continues blooming
until Oct —C rubro-margmata, Joum (C Flaiamula var rubro-

marginata, Cripp ) Similar to C Flammula, sepals white bordered
reddish violet

C par vifldra, DC (xC campamflora, C revoluta, Desf ) Fls

white, small, scarcely 1 m across, sometimes larger achencs with

the tnil usually pubescent at the base A P De Candolle, PI.

Rar Oene\e 12 —Of no ornamental \alue
C vendsa, Krampen (xC flonda, C flonda var venosa, Lav )

Similar to C flonda, but petals obovate Lav 6 R II 1860, p.

183 G 2 251 G Z 6 160 F S 13 1364 Here also belongs

Louise Carriere, fls lilac with paler veins RH 1880 10 and
several forms described by Cionere as C contbrta, C. atronoldcea

and C ViticfUn dlba R H 1879 350
For other hybrids of this sjjecies see C Guascoi,'Lem , under

C patens, C spletulula under C lanuginosa as form of C Jackmanu.

21 campanifldra, Brot.

Climbing, 10-15 ft . fls.

reflexed and bell-shaped as

in the above type or more
so, usually 1 in or less

diam
,
purple or whitish fr.

with short pubescent tail.

June, July Native of

Portugal. LBC 10 987.

Gn 31, p 187. Lav. 8.—
This has been called C.

Viticella because of its close resem-
blance in fl

?

fr. and If.; but the lvs.

are often twice ternate, and the plant
is much more slender m habit.

22. fldrida, Thunb. (C. japdnica,

Makmo, not Thunb.). A slender

plant, climbing 9-12 ft.: lvs. variable,

more or less ternate or biternate;
lfts. small, ovate-lanceolate: fls. 2-4
m across, flat when expanded; the
5-6 broad, ovate sepals creamy
white, barred with purple beneath;
stamens purplish. May, June. Japan.
B.M. 834. RH. 1856:41. Lav. 5.

J.H. Ill 44:321. G C. Til 35.51.
Var. bicolor, Steud. (C. Sihboldn, D.
Don). Fig 986. Like the type, but
with the purple stamens somewhat
petal-like, and forming a dense, pur-
ple head in the center. F.S. 5:487. *86. Clematis florid# var. bicolor. (XH)

Lav. 5. M.& J. 16. B R. 24 25. PM. 4 147. Gn.22:
142. RH. 1856:401. SBFG II. 4.396 F. 1872, p.

200 Var. F6rtunei, Moore (C Fdrtunei, Hort). Fls.

large, very much doubled, sepals creamy white, becom-
ing pink. FS 15 1553 GC 1863.676. I.H 10, p. 86.

M. & J. 13. F. 1863 169. F.M. 3.153

Belle of Woking A hybrid form fls very full and double, sepals
purple

John Gould Veitch (C Veitchu, Hort ) Fla velvet, double,
resembling var Fortunei, f xcept in the color of the aepaia From
Japanese gardens FS 18 1875-6

Hybrids of this species arc C venosa, Krampen, see C. \ iticella,

C Lausoniana, nee C lanuginosa

23 lanugindsa, Lindl (including var pdllida, Hort.).

Climbing only 5 or 6 ft . lvs simple or of 3 lfts
,

cordate-acuminate, woolly beneath fls erect on stout
stalks shorter than the sepals, woolly in the bud, the
largest of the wild species, being 6 in across; sepals

5 or 6, broadly ovate, leathery, rather flat, overlapping,
lavender or bluish gray, center of stamens pale reddish

brown; styles plumose. Summer I ative near Ningpo,
China. FS 8.811 1 H 1 14 Lav 1 M & J 4 J.

F 4 363. H F 1855 1 1854 225. G C III 29 23 G.
I, p 257. Gng. 5 '38—It is to this species, more than
to any other, that the beauty and popularity of the
garden varieties and hybrids arc due. The finest

hybrids, including C Jackmanu and its section, and C.
Lawsotnana

,
contain more or less of the blood of C.

lanuginosa.

Forms of C lanuginosa arc*

Var edndida, Ixunoint (C Candida, Hort ) Like the type,
except that the simple lvs and lfts of the compound lvs are much
larger, and the fls are larger, being 7-8 in across, and white with
a purplish shading around the margins F M 5 310 V C 225—
Perhaps a hybrid of C patens

Var ntvea, Lemoine (C nivea, Hort ) Sepals 6-8, narrowish,
pure white, anthers pale brown —Thought to be of same origin as
the above var

dlba mdgna, Jackman Us very large, pure white, with about
6 broad sepals and purplish brown anthers G C II 3 685

Lady Caroline Nevill, Cripps Fls
often 7 in across, sepals 6, nearly
white, with mauve -colored stripe
down center of each Gn 4b, p 33—
One of the finest light-colored varie-
ties

Princess of Wales, Jackman Fls
. 6 in across, sepals 8, satiny bluish

mauve, very broad G C Ilf 27 53.
Gn 59, p 360

Mane Lefebvre, Cripps Resembles the
last, but has 8 sepals, more pointed, and
darker in shade

Ptrferhon, Froebel Fls very large, sepals
8, very broad, lilac-mauve R B 6 193

Situation. Crinns Fls like the type, but
with 6-7 grayish blue sepals, 6 in across

Madame kmile Sorbet, Paillct Fls bright
blue It H 1S78 291

Madame Fan Ifoutte, Cripps Latc-bloom-
ing, sepals pale blue, becoming white

Madame Thibaut Fls very abundant —
Thought to be a hybrid with C Viticella

The President, Noble A rich violet-
blue fl

Ercehior, Cripps Fls double, sepals
grayish purple, with a reddish bar down the
center of each F S 20 2055

noldcta. Noble Fls violet-blue, 7 in.

across F M 1876 217
Robirt llanbury, Jackman Sepals bluish

lilac, flushed at the edges with red, and the
bar slightly tinted with red Gn 16 128.

This species has given rise to
numerous beautiful hybrids which m
many cases are the product of so
much intercrossing that it is impos-
sible to recognize the exact parent-
age By far the most unportant
group of these hybrids may be classed

under C. Jackmanu, which, however,
by some is considered not a hybrid,
but a species intro from Japan

C Jdckmann, Moore (C lanuginosa xC.
Hendersonn and C lanuginosa XC Viticella.

C hakonenais, Franch & Sav ) Fig 987.
Habit and lvs of C lanuginosa ns flat,

5-6 in broad, usually in 3’s and forming
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panicles at the ends of the branches; sepals 4-6, very broad,
velvety purple, with a ribbed bar down the center, broad, central
tuft of pale green stamens. M & J. 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14. 1 II.

11 414 FS lb 1629 Gn 22 142; 53, p. 262, 71, p 107. AG.
12 125, 19 269 A F. 10 1329, 14.995-7, 16-283. RH 1868’
390 Gng 4 261, 9 17, 7 230-2 C L A. 5 379 Gn M 4 228.
G M. 47 102 G Z. 9 96 F 1864 193 V 6 129, 9 340. 18
70. Lav. 4 Var. dlba, Hort. Fla. nearly pure white G 23.185.

F. 1884 33. Gn.
25 126. Var. ru-
bfUa, Jackman.
FIs deep velvety
reddish violet F.
M.5 310 FS 20.
2050-51 (1874).
Var. sup Sr ba,
Hort. FIs violet-

purple, resem-
bling C Madame
Grange.

Also the fol-

lowing hybrids
are to be classed
under C Jack-
mann modista,
Modeste - Guerin
(=C \ XC lanu-
ginosa) FIs well
expanded, large,

bright blue, bars
deeper colored.

fu Igeris, Simon-
LouisO=C V.var.
grandifloraxC
lanuginosa)
Sepals 5-b, rather
narrow, dark pur-
ple to blackish
crimson, velvety,
edges somew hat
serrate purpurea-
hybnda, Modeste-
Gurrm (=C V.
XC Jackmann)
FIs 4-6 in across,
deep purple-vio-
let, with red veins,
but not barred.
riibro -v tolhcea,
Jackman (C lanu-
ginosa X C Viti-
cella var atroru*.
bens) Lvs pin-
nate, with ovate-
acuminate or
sometimes ovate-
lanceolate Ifts .

sepals 4-6, ma-
roon-purple w ith

a reddish bar,
stamens greenish
FS lb 1630 G.
Z 10 112 F.
1864 265 Var
Prince of Wales,

987. Clematis Jackmann Hort , has fls of
lighter tint L<j

France, G6gu (C. lanuginosaXC Jackmann) Lvs smooth: buds
woolly, sepals deep cobalt-blue, pointed, with wavy edges Reme
des Bleues, Boisselot (same cross as the last) Fls large, blue, with
broad, recurved sepals devonifin-is. Lem (same cross) Fls 8-9
in across, sepals 8, delicate lavenner-blue Gn 9, p 563 (note).
spl&ndida, Simon-Louis (xO Viticella) Fls. very dark purple,
changing to reddish violet R II 1865 71

Gipsy Queen, Cnpps Deep violet AlexAndra, Jackman. Red-
dish violet Star of India, Cripps Five in across, purple, barred
with red tunbndgtnsis, Cripps Reddish purple, barred with light
blue Lav 4 bis I H 18 50 magnlfica, Jackman Rich purple,
shaded with crimson, 3 bars of red in each sepal F M 8 453.
R H 1876 110 Madame GrangG, Hort. Sepals very concave, pur-
ple crimson R H 1877 150 Mrs James Bateman, Noblo Palo
lavender, a probable cross of C J with C lanuginosa. M & J. 2,
f 1 FS 20 2053 (1779) Mrs Moore, Jackman Eight to 9 in.

across, senals rather narrow, white Thomas Moore, Jackman. As
large as the last, rich violet, with white stamens Madame Baron
Veillard, Baron Veil Rose-lilac Madame Andrf, carmine-violet.
R H 1893 180 veliUina-purphrea, Jackman FIs 4-6 in across,
usually 4, sometimes 5 or 6 sepals, blackish purple Francois
Morel, Morel Fls 4 in across, sepals usually 4, bright violet-
red R H 1884 444. Vilie de Lyon, Morel Fls 5 in across;
sepals usually 6, broad, deep amaranth-red R H 1899 184.

Other hybrids of C lanuginosa are the following
C. Durdndu, Kuntze (C mtcgnfolia or possibly C Jackmanii X

C. integrifolia) Upright, to 6 ft lvs simple, petioled fls and infl.

similar to C. Jackmann, fls. blue, 4-5 in broad, flat, with usually
4, rarely 5 or 6 recurved sepals June-Sept. Gn. 49 98 Gng.
5.276 G. 31 257—Here belongs probably C. Pelhbn, Carr.,
though the author gives C. lanuginosa X recta as the parents. R.H.
1880, p. 228

C. Lawsonidna, Andcrson-Henry ( XC florida var. Fortunei).
Fig 989 (adapted from Floral Magazine, 1872) FIs very large;

sepals 6-8, broad, rose-purple, marked with darker veins. Aug -
Nov G 33 411. Var Symesidna (C Symesiana, Anderson-
Hcnry XC flondavar Fortunei) Fls 7 in across, sepals 6-8, pale
mauve, a profuse bloomer. Var. Hlnryi (C Henryi, Andcrson-
Henry) fig 988 Robust plant, free bloomer fls creamy white,
becoming fully expanded when grown in the open sun or under
glass Aug -Nov. Gn M 13 348 G M 43 318 —It resembles
moro the lanuginosa parent It is not to be confused with G.
Henryu, Gli\., a Chinese species allied to C. oriental is and not m
cult

C. Gablbizu (XC patens; C. patens var Gablenzu, Hort ). Lvs.
simplo or 3-parted, ovate, suboordate fls large deep violet-blue;
sepals 6-8 GZ 14 80—Here belong also

Otto Froebel, Lemoine Lvs leathery, simple or 3-parted’ fls of

fleshy texture, grayish white, sometimes becoming bluish, sepals

8, blunt, broad, anthers brownish Imperatrice Eugenie, Carr6
(C 1 var pallida XC patens) Lvs simple or 3-parted, If ts broad
and woolly fls K-9 in across, with 8 broad, white sepals Jeanne
d'Arc, Dauvcssc Same cross as last and much like it, but the sepals
are grayish white, with 3 blue bars down the center of each Gloire

de St J alien, Carr6. (XC pate is var plena) Plant much like C.
lanuginosa, but with larger fls * sepuls 6-8, white or pale gray at
first, stamens yellow Gem, Baker (

X

C Standishn) Lvs 3-parted
or simple fls like C lanuginosa in form, grayish blue

24. patens, Morr. & Decne (C. cserulca, Lindl. C.
aziirea, Hort. ex Turcz.). Taller and more slender,

and lfts. smaller and mu rower than <7 . lanuginosa fls.

appearing on last year’s branches on slender stalks

longer than the sepals, spreading; sepals about 8,

rather narrow, delicate lilac, stamens purple Spring.

Isle of Nippon, Japan. M. <fc J. 3. Lav. 2 and 3.

BR 23 1955 PM. 4*193. B 3. 120 If B 4 78.

RH 1850:201 —Should be grown on a northern ex-

posure to preserve the color of the fls It is almost as

prolific as C lanuginosa in producing garden varieties

and hybnds, and it is the most likely of all to produce
double-fld founs. Var grandifldra, Davis (C c+erur-

lea var grandifldra, Hook ) Fls larger than the type.

B M 3983 Var. Stftndishii, Moore (C Stdndnhn
,

Hort ). Fls. about 5 in. across, sepals light lilac-blue,

elliptic, of metallic luster* lfts. 3, ovate, acuminate,
small —A fine variety from Japanese gardens flower-
ing profusely in spring.

The following other garden varieties or crosses belong here
Mrs James Baker Sepals nearly white, ribbed with dark

carmine Miss Bateman, Noble Fls more <ompact than the type,
6 in across, sepals ovate, shortly acuminate, pure white, with
cream-colored bars

t

anthers brown Probably of hybrid origin,
allied to var Standishn Stella, Jac kman Fls not ho large as t ho
last, sepals deep mauve, with a red bar down the center of each
FS 22 2341 Amalia, Sieb Sepals 6 or more, oblong-lanceo-
late, light lilac From Japanese gardens F S 10 1051 Lord
Ijanesborough, Noble Sepals bluish lilac, each with a metallic
purple bar —A good variety to gradually force to blossom in the
greenhouse by March Lady Ijanesborough, Noble Sepals silver-

gray, the bar being lighter colored —It will blossom in March in
the greenhouse Mane, Simon-Louis Fls darker than the type
Mrs G Jackman, Jackman Sepals blush-white with indistinct
wine-red bars Gn 16 128 The Queen, Jackman Hs rathe r com-
pact, the sepals being broader than the type John Murray,
Jackman. Habit and foliage bolder than the type fls somewhat
later Gn 46 32 Fair Rosamond, Jackman Sepals apieulate,
broader than the type, and of the same color F S 22 2342
Gn 16 128 Countess of Lovelace, Jackman Fls double, blue-
violct, sepals much imbricated In the second i rop of blooms the
fls are single, as is often the case in other double varieties Albert
Vic~or, Noble Fls much like the type, but large and more compact.—Suitable for forcing under glaas Duchess of Edinburgh, Jackman.
Fls double, white, strongly imbricated Marcel Mnur, Moser
FIs 7 in across, sepals 8, mauve with a reddish violet bar J
1897 10-4, 19(H), p 85 Nelly Moser, Moser Fls. 5 in across
sepals 8, mauve-pink, with a darker ml bar 1LH 1898 236
Louis van Houtte, Hort Semi-double, rosy white Ve\ta, Endl
Sepals gray, anthers red. Gt 39 133 4 Gn 9 408 RB 6 191
Helena, Sieb Fls pure white, with yellow stamens F S
11 1117. I H 1 21 R H 1855 341 Louisa, Sieb Fls pure
white, with purple stamens F S 10 1052 monslrdsa, Planch Fls.

semi-double, pure white F S 9 960 11 H 1856 9 Sophia, Sieb
Sepals deep lilac-purple on the edges, with light green burs F
S 8 852 I H 1 21 B H 4 97 R H 1855 461. moldcea, Lem.
Fls violot-blue; stamens yellow I H 7 254

Some double-flowered varieties which possibly belong hero are.
Snowdrift, with white, very double fls. Gn 49, p 189. M D G.
1898 496 Ostrich Plume, also white and very double with nar-
rower wavy sepals M D G 1898 496 Waverly, blue, semi-
double M D G 1898 497

Hybnds of this species are the following’ C Gudscoi, Lem.
(XC Viticella) Branches pubescent lfts 5, nearly glabrous fls.

solitary, violet-purple, 3 in across, with 4-6 sepals, strongly 3-
nerved, tomentose outside JH4117 III 7 226

—

C franco-
furtensis, Lav , supposed to be a hybrid of C Jackmann (C.
hakonensis) and C patens, is hardly different Lav 7 bis—C lanu-
ginosa X C patens, see the preceding species—C florida X C patens.
Some believe that C patens var Standishn represents this cross
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Section VITALBA.

Group ClRRHOSiB.

25 cirrhdsa, Linn Climbing, to 10 ft.; glabrous:
lvs peisistent, slender-petioled, simple, ovate to ovate-
oblong, crenately serrate, 1-134 in long, fls 1-2 on
the old wood, axillary, whitish, open campanulate,
nodding, 134 m across, with a short involucre below
the sepals, achenes with long plumose tail Spring.
S Eu, Asia Minor. 11 M 1070 L.B C. 19: 1806.—
Tender, only for warmer temperate regions.

26 bale&rica, Rich (C cnlycina, Ait.). Closely
allied to the preceding lvs ternate; Ifts incisely ser-

rate, often deeply 3-lobed, 34~1 in long: fls. greenish
yellow, spotted red inside Spring S Eu Asia Minor.
II H 1859, p 190; 1874, p. 289. GC 11.9.500. Gn.
6, p 425, 31, p 187, 45, p 240. LBC. 8:720. B.M.
959 —Tender.

Group Montana.

27 gracilifdlia, Rehd <fc Wilson. Climbing, to 10 ft :

lvs deciduous, ninnate, lfts 5-7, ovate to oblong-ovate,
cuneate at the base, coarsely serrate, pubescent, about
34in long fls 1-4, axillary, fascicled, white, 1-134 m.
across, on slender stalks 1-2 in long; sepals 4, spread-
ing, obovate to oblong-obovate achenes glabrous,
with long plumose tail June VV China.—Very grace-
ful and floriferous species, has proved hardy at the
Arnold Arboretum.

28 mont&na, Buch -Ham (C odordta, Hort
,
not

Wall ) A vigorous climber, often reaching a height of
15-20 ft lvs. ternate, with oblong-acuminate cut-
toothed lfts fls several in each axil, following each
other in succession of time, resembling white anemone
blossoms, sweet-scented, sepals 4, elliptic-oblong, 1 m.
long, spreading, becoming pink, stamens conspicuous,
yellow achenes glabrous with plumose tails May.
Himalaya region B R 26 53 M <fc J 8 Gn. 30, p.

309, 49, p 39, 51, p 319, 60, p 79, 68, p 379, 75, p.

371 AG 19 391 RH 1856 161; 1899, p 529 GC.
III 18 303,20 589 M DO 1902 423 Lav 22 J H.
Ill 49 533 G 27 237 G M 38 661,46 121, 51.319.
Var grandifldra, Hook (var anernomflora

,
Kuntze).

FF larger, 3-4 in across BM 4061 MDG 1902:
422 G 34 477 Var rilbens, Wilson Foliage red-
dish, particularly when unfolding fls pink or light

pink June RII 1909 35. RB 33 232 FSR 3 252.
Gn 77, p 84 G M 50 395; 54 168 J II III 59.325.
—Offsprings of a cross between this variety and the
preceding are Var. lildcma, Lemoine, with bluish lilac

fls G 34 345. Var perjceta, Lcmoinr, and var. undu-

lata, Lemoine, with bluish white very large fls. Var
Wflsonii, Sprague (O repens, Veitch, not Finet &
Gagnep ) Lfts ovate, usually rounded or subcordate
at the base, puberulous on the veins beneath; sepals

obovate-oblong, %-\ in long fls in July and Aug

,

nearly 2 months later than the type B M 8365.
MDG 1912 26 R B 35 108. See page 3567

29 Spodneri, Rehd & Wilson (C montana var.

sertcea
,
Franch ) Climbing, to 20 ft . lvs ternate;

lfts ovate or oval, usually rounded at the base, with
1 or few teeth on each side, silky pubescent above
and beneath, 1-3 in long fls. 1 or 2, white, 3^4 in.

across on pedicels 3-6 in. long; sepals broadly obovate,
densely pubescent outside: achenes pubescent, with
long plumose tail Spring W China—Beautiful
species; has proved fairly hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum.

Group Rkct.b.

30. Armandii, Franch. Climbing, to 15 ft * lvs.

ternate, evergreen, glabrous; lfts ovate to ovate-
oblong, acuminate, rounded or subcordate at the base,

entire, 4-5 m. long, coriaceous 1

fls. white, 1-2J4 m.
across, with oblong-obovate sepals, in loose axillary

51

cymes in the axils of last year’s branches, with persistent
bud-scales at the base, achenes hairy, with long plumose
tails. April, May. Cent and W. China. G.C III. 38:
30 R B. 35, p 281. RH 1913, p 65. Var Farquha-
riAna, Rehd. <x Wilson. Fls. light pink, large, about 2
in across, lfts oblong-ovate—This handsome species
is like the following 3 species, adapted only for warmer
temperate regions.

31 Meyeni&na, Walp Climbing rapidly; glabrous
or slightly pubescent lvs ternate, lfts coriaceous,
ovate to ovate-lanceolate, cordate or rounded at the
base, entire, 2-3 in long panicle loose and many-fld.;
fls white, less than y2m across sepals 4, obtusish.
anthers as long or longer than filaments' achenes with
long feathery tails Japan, E China and Indo-China.
Summer. B M 7897 —Hardy only in warmer tem-
perate regions.

32 crassifdlia, Benth Closely allied to the preceding
species climbing, quite glabrous lfts thicker, cuneate
at the base, usually obtusich, sepalfe acuminate, anthers
shorter than the filaments Late summer China—
Suitable for greenhouse, more tender than the pre-
ceding.

33 Pavoliniina, Pampanini Climbing, glabrous:

lvs. subconaceous ternate, lfts long-petiolcd, lanceolate

or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, 2-3 in long fls slen-

der- pedicelled, white, 1-114 m across m axillary

racemes; sepals lmear-oblong achenes fulvous-pubes-
cent, with a long plumose tail May Cent Chma.
34 r§cta, Linn. (C erteta, Linn.). Herbaceous,

somewhat tufted, 2-3 ft long: lvs pinnate, lfts.

stalked, ovate, acuminate, entire fls numerous, on a
large, branching terminal panicle, white, sweet-scented,

988 Clematis Lawsoniana var. Henryi, a derivative from
C lanuginosa ( X 44)
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1 in. across. June-Aug. S. Eu. Gn. 52, p. 510; 53, p.

547; 66, p. 152. R.H 1899, p. 528. G.M. 45.866.

G.W. 14, p. 561. Var. plSna, Lemoine. Fully dou-
bled, button-like blossoms HF. 1860:13. R.H 1860,

pp. 512-13 Var mandshfcrica, Maxim (C. ternifidra,

DC. C. mandchuna, Rupr.). Taller arid slenderer, lfts.

3-5, ovate, subcordate at the base, rarely cuneate,

obtuse, reticulate beneath: fls. pure white in axillary

md terminal panicles. R H. 1909, p. 423.

35 panicul&ta, Thunb Figs. 990, 991. A vigorous

climber, lfts 3-5, often lobed, acuminate, 1-4 in long,

glabrous* fls. fragrant, 1-1H in across, in axillary and

numerous, in axillary and terminal panicles, sepals 4,

lmear-oblong, white; stamens white, fr. bearing white
plumes. Aug.-Oct. Medit. region. Gn. 52, p. 499;

55, p 114; 58, p 319; 76, p. 23. Gn. M. 13 347 H W.
3, p 14 V. 5*321.—Must have a sunny exposure;

very beautiful. Var rubella, Bele (C. rubttla, Pers
,
not

Hort ). Differs from the type m having the fls. red

outside. Var. rotundifdlia, DC. (C. frdgrans, Tenore).

Lfts. broader, obtuse: fls. fragrant. S. Eu. R.F.G.
4:62 (4666).

There are hybrids of this species with C integnfolia

for which see No. 5, C. aromahca and with C. Viticella,

see C. vtolacea under No. 20.

989. Clematis Lawsoniana, one of C. lanuginosa derivatives. (XH)

terminal panicles; sepals 4, dull white. Sept Japan.
G.F. 3:621 (adapted in Fig. 990); 5*91; 9:75 and 185.

F.R 2.581; 6:471. Mn. 7:113. Gng 1:101 and 165;
4-161,229; 6 291; 7 246. A F. 13:1314 M.DG 1898:
487-9 G.W. 11:127. V. 16:18 A.G 20:847. FE.
16:375. Gn. 57, p. 155* 61, p.91. RH 1874, p. 465
and 1899, p. 527 (as C. Flammula robusla). 1902, p 86.

Prop, by seed. By far the most common of the fall-

blooming species in American gardens Thrives best in

sunny situations. Will stand severe pruning in winter.

36.

Fl&mmula, Linn (C. Pdllasn, J. F. Gmel.). A
slender but vigorous climber, reaching 10-15 ft : lvs.

usually bipmnate. dark green, remaining fresh till mid-
winter; lfts. small, ovate, oblong or linear: fls. small,

Group Euvitai.BjE.

37.

F&rgesii, Franch.
Climbing, to 20 ft : lvs pin-

nate; lfts. 5-7, ovate,
incised - serrate, sometunes

3-

lobcd or 3-parted, nearly

glabrous or sometimes
sparingly silky-pubescent,

particularly beneath, 1-2

in long fls 2 in across,

white, m 3-fld axillary

cymes, long-stalked, sepals

4-

6, obovate, finely pubes-
cent outside achenes gla-

brous with feathery tails July W.
China Var. Sohliei, Finet & Gag-
nep. Fls larger, 3 in across, soli-

tary.—A handsome species, resem-
bling C mcmtana.

38. apiifdlia, DC Climbing, to 10

ft branchlets pubescent lvs ter-

nate, long-petioled
,

lfts usually

ovate, coarsely serrate and some-
tunes 3-lobed or occasionally the

terminal ternate, glabrous above,
pubescent on the veins beneath
fls m axillary, many-fld short
cymes, white, about Ym across,

sepals pubescent on both sides,

achenes pubescent with plumose
tails Sept

,
Oct Japan Var.

obtusident&ta, Rclid <fc Wilson
Lfts broader, usually truncate or

subcordate at base, less deeply ser-

rate with shallow rounded teeth,

more pubescent Cent China—
Resembles C grata in the shape of

the lfts.

39. brevicaud&ta, DC. (C brevi-

eordata, Hort ) Climbing vigor-

ously* lvs pinnate to bipmnate

;

segms ovate-lanceolate, acuminate,
coarsely toothed, sometimes nearly
entire, nearly glabrous or pubescent-
fls in axillary panicles, white, Yi~
%in. across- achenes hairy, rarely

glabrous, with rather short plumose tails Aug -Oct.

China. G.F 5.139—A very variable species, but little

used. Var tenuisepala, Maxim. Segms with only 1-3

teeth on each side or sometimes entire* fls about 1 in.

across with glabrous sepals

40.

grata, Wall High climbing: young branchlets
pubescent: lvs pinnate; lfts usually 5, broadly ovate,
usually cordate at the base, incisely serrate, sometimes
3-lobed, 1-2 m. long, pubescent on both sides or gla-

brous above * fls zA-\ in. across, creamy white, in large
panicles; sepals tomentose outside: achenes densely
pubescent, with long feathery tails. Sept., Oct. Him-
alayas. GM. 47-642 Gn 66, p 365; 71, p 506. Var.
lobul&ta, Rehd. & Wilson. Lfts. with coarser and fewer
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rounded teeth, often 3-lobed or 3-parted, densely
pubescent on both sides Cent. China. Var. grandi-
dent&ta, Rehd. & Wilson. Lfts. occasionally only 3,

mcisely dentate, usually rounded at base, glabrescent
above, silky pubescent beneath, chiefly on the veins,

2-33^ in. long. Cent. China.

990 Clematis pamculata. ( X h)

lary from scaly buds on last year’s branches, white, fra-

grant, \y2 m. across, sepals tomentose outside, achenes
pubescent, with long feathery tails. Spring. Calif.

Group Hexapetal/E.

46. indivlsa, Willd Large woody climber: lvs. ter-

nate, coriaceous; lfts ovate-oblong to narrow-oblong,
subcordate, 1-4 in long, usually entire, fls in axillary
panicles, white, 2-4 in across
with 6-8 oblong sepaln achenes
pubescent with y long plumose /m

tail New Zeal —Only the fol-

lowing var seems to be m dm
cult : Vai lobita, Hook. Lfts

more or less lobed or even 3
parted BM 4308 It H 1853’

241 FS 4-402 Gn 12 400; 41, > IRi
p 336, 53, p 547, 74, p. 527;

'

77, p 67. HF. 1853.144 G C. 991

III 29*215; 38 135. G.M 50.* Flower of Clematis

267 G 8:289 ;
32 281-3 J.H. pamculata. <XH)

11162*387 A F.13 879,16*56;
30 221. Gng. 16.199, 8.356. G F. 6 167.—Only for

warm or temperate regions, often cult, as a green-

house plant and flowering profusely m winter and
early spring.

Group OlUENTALES.

41 Vitfilba, Linn In England called Traveler’s
Joy The most vigorous climber of the genus, ascend-
ing 20-30 ft lvs. pinnate, lfts ovate to ovate-lanceo-
late, acuminate, cordate at the base, partly cut, 2-3V2
in long fls numerous, in axillary panicles, dull white,

%in. across, with a faint odor of almonds styles of

fr long and feathery, from which it is given the name
“old man’s beard ” July-Sept Ku

,
N Afr. Cauca-

sus region Gn 31, p 187, 45, p 389, 53, p 546 M
DG 1898.319 JH III 54 441 II W 3, p 13 —
There is a hybrid of this species with C heraclcxfolia,

for which see No 12

47 orientAlis, Linn (C graveolens, Lmdl ) A rapid

climber, reaching 12-15 ft lvs thin, glaucous and
shiny, pinnate, lfts 3-paited or -lohed, with small,

ovate or oblong-ovate, entire or cut-toothed divisions

>2-1H m long fls m few-fld cymes, sometimes
solitary, becoming erect or nearly so, \\ 2 in across;

sepals 4, yellow, tinted with green, pubescent on both
sides, spreading, somewhat lefiexed, styles plumose.
Aug, Sept llimuhwu, region to Persia Lav 21
BM 4495 Gn 31, p 186, 15 240, 52, p. 501 FS
4 3746 (pi 336), 6 548 1U1 1855 321, 1899, p.

530 J F 2 128 P.F G 2, p. 67 Gng. 5 227.
V 3 362

42 virgini&na, Linn Fig 992 Climbing 12-15 ft

lvs ternate, lfts glabrous, cut-toothed, bases often

cordate, 2-3 m long fls white, in leafy panicles, often

mono'cious or dioecious, about 1 in across when
expanded, plumose styles 1 in or more in length. July-
Sept. Nova Scotia to Ga

,
westward to Kan G W -

FA 12 V 3 19. 9 36 Var Catesby&na, Brit (C
Cateshyana, Pursh) Lvs somewhat pubescent, often

biternate Southeastern states Intro 1883

43 ligusticifdha, Nutt Allied to C niymuma, but
having 5-7 lfts

,
of firmer texture, rather more pubes-

cent, variable in form and margin, but usually 3-lobed

or coarsely toothed, 1-2 in long fls white, j^in

across, in terminal and axillary panicles; styles densely

silky-pubescent, with long straight

hairs Aug Mo. to New Mex and \
Brit Col Intro. 1881 Var calif6r- \\\

nica, Wats
,
has no marked differ- vA

ence. lvs usually smaller and per- vA

haps more tomentose

44 Drummondii, Torr &
Gray Climbing* st and lvs

T < *

ashy pubescent lvs pinnate; lfts yrM "z:
0

coarsely cleft, with the segms more I /I
Uema s

or less flaring and sometimes Jl
toothed, y~l m long* fls diceei- jjfl *

ous, white, %in. across, in 3-fld. yif

cymes or sometimes solitary; styles *

becoming 2-4 in. long. Sept Dry ground, Texas to

Ariz.

45. lasi&ntha, Nutt. Climbing; tomentulose* lvs

ternate; lfts roundish, few-toothed, tomentulose on
both sides or glabrous above, 1-2 m long: fls. 1-3, axil-

48 glaftca, Willd (C orientally var glaiicn, Maxim )

Slender climber, glabrous lvs pinnate, very glaucous,

lfts usually oblong, obtuMsh, entire or sometimes 3-

lobed or 3-parted, 1-2 in long fls

t

yellow, open, eainpanulate, nodding,

1
1
i in across, m few-fld axillary

cvmcs, sepals quite glabrous inside and
no trly so outside, not reflexed achenes
with long plumose tails Aug -Oct.
.Siberia to W. China R H 1890, p

561 —Hardier than the
i preceding species Var.

'/ akebioldes, Rehd & Wil-

fj
f son. Lfts usually 3-lobed

jl with broad rounded lobes

j!l often coarsely crenate,

^——j. about 1 in.

\m,
7^. ? long: fls usu-

1

\ rarely solitary

<
w ciuna - Var

ar»
mm

3-parted

I
Kenerall>

3-parted with narrow
generally linear-lanceo-

late segms. Mongolia

49 tangfltica, Kor-
shmsky (C orientals

var. tangidica
,
Maxim.

C eri6poda, Koehne,
not Maxim ) Climb-
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ing, to 10 ft.’ young branchlets slightly villous or nearly

glabrous lvs. green, pinnate; lfts. oblong-lanceolate or

lanceolate, acuminate, megularly serrate with spread-

ing teeth, sometimes 3-lobed or 3-parted, 1-3 in. long:

11s solitary, bright yellow, nodding, 3 in. across, sepals

glabrous, except at the maigin, acuminate or obtusish:

achencs with very long plumose tails. June, sometimes
again m Aug. Mongolia to VV. China. B M 7710.

R.H. 1902 528. G VV. 14, p 651.—Very handsome
with its showy bright yellow fls. and later in summer
with its large heads of feathery frs.

;
hardy.

50. serratifdlia, Rehd. (C. koredrui, Hort.. not
Komarov). Shrubby climber: lvs biternate, bright

green
t
glabrous; lfts ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate,

acuminate, inequally serrate, 1-2)2 m. long: fls. 1-3,

axillary, long-stalked, yellow, nodding, 2 m. across;

sepals glabrous, except at the margin: achenes With
long plumose tails. Aug., Sept. Korea.—Handsome
anil quite hardy The true C koreana belongs to the
Atragene group and has pctaloid stammodes.

C acutdnyula, Hook f & Thom* Allied to C Iasiandra Sts.

deeply grooved lvs bipmnate, with mate or o\ate-lanceolate
crenate lfts fls axillary, brownish yellow, with the seoals winged
on the Lack Sept , Oct Himalayas Not hardy N —C Addisomt,
Bnt Allied to C Viorna Upright herb, glabrous lower Iva.

simple, upper pinnate fls purplish May, June V’a and N C.
G V 9 325 —C anyunlifolia, Jacq Allied to C recta Lvs piu-
nate with simple or 3-pnrted linear lfts fls solitary or in 3’s

with 4-8 sepals S Eu R F (1 4 62 (4bb5) —C artstata, R Br
Allied to C mdivisa Evergreen lvs ternato, with ovate to
ovate-lanceolate, cordnto lfts fls dioecious, white, in few-fld
axillary corymbs, 2 in across, fragrant Austral BR 3 2)8
and LBC 7 620 (pistillate plant) GC III .32 55 (stammato
plant) \ ar Detinue, Giulf (C Handeri, Wats) Fls with sal-

mon-red filaments BM 8367 Tender—C tmrbdlata, Kdgew
Allied to C montana Lfts ovate-lanceolate, toothed fls solitary,

large, dull purple achenes glabrous Himalaya R II 1858, p
407 B \1 4794 FS 9 956 Benthamhirm, Hemsl (C term-
flora, Bcnth not DC ) Allied to C Meyeniann and C chincnsis
Lfts 5, broadly ovate, subcordate, sparingly pubescent, 1*2-2 in

long fls in axillary and terminal panicles, white, *^in across.

China—Of no particular ornamental value—C brachuUa, Tliunb.
Climbing, pubescent lvs bipmnate or the upper pinnate, lfts

ovate coarsely toothed fls greenish white, in axillary panicles,
fragrant, I -1 ) 2 in across, sepals spreading obtuse, filaments hairy
at the base S Afr B R 2 97 GC III 30 367 Tender—C.
brachyiira, Maxim Similar to C recta Herbaceous, upright,
lvs pinnate with 3-5 ovate, 3-ncrved lfts fls axillary, solitary,

white, sepals (glabrous except at the margin achencs few with
short pubescent style Korea—C Buchanam&na, DC Allied to

C. nutans Large climber, hairy lvs pinnate, lfts broadly ovate,
serrate or lobed fls m panicles, tubular, sepals ribbed Himalaya
See also C nutans var. thyrsoidea —C rhtninsis, Retz Allied to

C Meyemana Lfts 5, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, nearly glabrous,

^-1^2 in long fls in axillary and terminal panicles China—
C chrysocdrna, Franch Allied to C montana Upright shrub
lfts obovatc with few coarse teeth, ?£-l*i in long, yellowish
silky-pubescent beneath, fls axillary, 1-3, 2 in across, sepals white
with pink margin. China. B M 8395.—C connatn, DC Allied
to C nutans Large climber, glabrous lfts 3-7, broadly ovate,
slightly pubescent or nearly glabrous, cordate at base, coarsely
serrate, often 3-lobed, 2-4 in long fls %-l in long, in many-flii
panicles Himalayas G F 4 235—C Dehivdyi, Franch Allied
to C recta Upright shrub lvs pinnate, ltts 9-11, ovate, entire,

silvery white be math, >3-^111 long fls white, slender-stalked,
3-5, terminal, about 1 in across W China Very distinct, but
apparently not harely N —C Gtbleriana, Bong =C songarica var.
Geblenana—C. Gouriana

, Roxbg Allied to C grata Tall (Umber;
usually glabrous lvs pinnate or bipinnate, lfts ovate-oblong,
glabrous above, pubescent or sometimes glabrous beneath fls

n across, white, in large panicles Himalayas S Asia
,

Philippine Isis. Wight, Icon 933-4 —C grewm/ldra, DC.
Allied to C nutans Tall woody « limber, densely tomentose lfts.

3-5, broadly ovate, cordate, serrate, usually deeply 5-lobed, 3-4
m long fls in long, tubular-campanulate, tawny yellow.
Himalayas B M 6369—Very distinct, but only for warmer
regions—C hexaptlala, Forst (C hexasepala, DC ) Allied to C.
mdivisa Lvs ternate, lfts coarsely dentate or lobeel fls dioecious,
in axillary cymes, greenish white, fragrant, 1 in across New Zeal.

B R 32 44 —C kuTftlna, Komarov Allied to C alpina I.vs.

ternate or biternate, lfts ovate, cordate, coarsely toothed: fls.

yellow or violet, sepals about 1 in long, staminode, spatulate,
narrow Korea Act Hort Petrop 22 0—C macropltala, Ledeb.
Allied to C alpina Lvs ternate or biternate, lfts coarsely serrate
or nearly entire fls large, violet, petaloiel stammodes lanceolate,
little shorter than sepals N China Gt 19 651 —C mendncina,
Phil Allied to C hgustieifolia Lower lfts 3-parted or 3-lobed,
segms lanceolate fls monoecious, white, in panicles, sepals spa-
ringly hairy inside tails of achenes very long Sept , Oct Chile
Tender —C Pierdtu, Miq Allied to C brevicaudata£ Slender
climber lvs. biternate, lfts ovate-oblong, coarsely serrate, 1}^-
2^in long fls. white, 2 4in across, solitary, or in 3-fld , rarely
many-fld cymes achenes glabrous, with rather short plumose
tails Aug Japan .—C qumquefoholdta, Hutchinson (C Meyemana

var heterophylla, Gagnep ). Allied to C. Meyemana. Lfts. 5-

lancoolate or oblong-lanceolate, about 3 in long cymes few-fld.,
shorter than the lvs tails of fr. fulvous. Cent China V F. 3 —
C Sdnderi, Wats =C anstata var Denmste—C. smilanfdlia.
Wall Tall woody climber lvs simple, ovate usually cordate,
entire, 3-10 in. long, rarely ternate fls 1-1 in across, browmish
toinentose outside, purple inside, in axillary panicles achenes with
long foathery tail BM 4259 F S 2, pt 12 3 GC III 30 466—C sony&rioa, Bunge Alliod to C recta Shrubby, upright’ lvs.

simple, thiekish, grayish green, usually lanceolate, entire or spa-
ringly serrate fls yellowish white, in terminal and axillary cymes,
sepals glabrous inside Turkestan, Mongolia Vur Gtblertdna,
Kuntzo (C Geblenana, Bong ) Lvs thinner, more serrate, green—C Sukaddrfii, Robins Allied to C hgustieifolia Lfts 5, ovate,
to ovate-oblong, 1-1H in. long fls in axillary racemes or panicles,
white, 1 in across, sepals reflexed achenes few Brit Col G F
9 255

—

C Thunberyn, Steud Climbing, pube Bcent or glabrous
lvs pinnate with ovate to lanceolate, often 3-lobed or 3-parted
lfts fls in axillary panicles, sepals spreading, lanceolate, filaments
hairy at the base. S Afr. G C III. 50 253

K C Davis
Alfred Redder f

CLEMATIS, MOCK: Aydestia clemahdea.

CLEMATOCLETHRA {Clematis and elethra, refer-

ring to the similarity of the flower to that of Clethra
and to the climbing habit) Dillen liu e <r. Shiubs
grown for the profusely produced fragrant floweis and
the attractive black 01 red beri les

Deciduous climbing plants, branches with solid

pith winter-buds conspicuous, free, with several

imbricate scales lvs. petioled, usually serrate, fls in

axillary cymes or panicles, sometimes solitary, white;

sepals 5, imbricate, persistent; petals 5, imbiicate
stamens 10, short, ovary 5-col led, each roll with 10

ovules, style simple, eyluuliic fr. beriy-like, with
thin flesh, subglobo.se, usually 5-seeded -—About 12

species in Cent and \V China Closely allied to

Aetmidia which is easily distinguished by its numerous
stamens, many styles, many-needed fi and in the win-
ter state by its winter-buds being hidden by a swelling

of the tissue around their base. Several species have
been recently intio

,
but the names of most of them

have not yet been dotet mined
r

i hey are apparently
hardier than the Chinese actinidias and superior from
an ornamental point of view on account of their pro-

fusely produced fls and frs though the foliage as a rule

is smaller ana not quite so handsome Pi op by seeds
and probably, like actinidias, by greenwood cuttings

m summer and also by hardwood cuttings and layers.

Hemsleyi, Baill.

Climbing.to 20ft .

young branches
pubescent at hist,

soon glabious. lvs.

slender petioled,

ovate to oblong-
ovate, acuminate,
denticulate, gla-

brous above,
brownish pubes-
cent on the veins

beneath, 2-4 in.

long fls white,

about )£in across.

4-12 in stalked

axillary cymes : fr.

globose, black,

aboutl^m acioss.

Cent China. H I.

29:2808.

integrif 61 ia,

Maxim Quite
glabrous: lvs.

ovate to ovate-
lanceolate, acumi-
nate, finely serru-

late or entire, dark
green above, glau-

cous beneath,
1)4-3 in. long. 993 Cleome sprnosa.
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fls. solitary or in 2- or 3-fld cymes on slender stalks,

white, across: fr. globose, black. W. China.

Alfred Kehder.

CLEdME (meaning uncertain). Capparuldceap Odd
spidcr-floweiod plants sometimes grown in the flower-

garden
Sub-shrubs or annual herbs, simple or branched,

glabrous or glandular, with simple lvs. or 3-7 lfts., ana
white, gieen, yellow or purplish

fls borne singly or in racemes;
petals entire, with claws.

—

Seventy tropical species, in

both hemispheres The genus
is distinguished from Gynan-
dropsis by its short torus,

which often bears an appen-
dage, and by the 4-6, rarely 10,

stamens
The garden cleomes are

chiefly interesting for their

long puiple spidery stamens
and showy rose-colored petals.

They succeed m sandy soils

and sunny situations, and can
be used like castor-oil plants

to fill up large gaps in a
border C spinosn is the best,

and has lately been planted
considciably in public parks
amongst shrubbery Propa-
gated by seeds, which are

produced freely m long slender pods borne on long

stalks

a Lftis more th/in 3.

spindsa, Jacq (C punqcns, Willd C qigantba, Hort

,

not Linn) Giant Spider Plant Iigs 993, 994

Clammy, strong-scented, 3-4 ft high lfts usually 5,

sometimes 7, oblong-lanceolate, wuth a pair of short

stipular spines under the petioles of most of the lvs
,

and in the tropics some little prickles on the petioles

also fls rose-mu pie, varying to white, petals 4, obo-

vate, clawed, l^in long, stamens 2-3 in long, blue or

purple N C to La (naturalized from Trop Amor

)

and escaped from gardens B M 1640 Cl C III 45'

115 —A tender biennial north, but annual m the

tropics The plant recently intro as (' gigantm is

not the true species, which is a green-fid S Amer-
ican plant as yet apparently unknown in the trade in

this country C spinosn differs widely in the extent

and character of its spines The fls vary m the

development of the style, Fig 994 shows a fully per-

fected style

speciosissima, Deppe Annual or half- shrubby,
sometimes 5 ft high sts strongly hairy without spines,

lfts 5-7, lanceolate, dentate, narrowed at the base, con-

spicuously hairy on both sides fls light, purple or pur-

plish roe e July to fall Mex B H 1312 —Said to be
the showiest of cleomes Under this name a very Aff-

erent plant is passing,

the lfts of which have
only minute hairs but
rather numerous spines.

aa Lfts 3

semil&ta, Pursh (C.

mtegnjblio, T o r r &
Gray) Rocky Moun-
tain Bee-Plant. Gla-
brous, 2-3 or even 6 ft.

high lfts 3, lanceolate
to obovate-oblong, en-
tire, or rarely with a
few minute teeth ' bracts
much narrower than m
C. spinosn- Detals rose,

rarely white, 3-toothed: receptacle with a flat, con-
spicuous appendage Along streams in saline soils of
prames—In cult over 30 years as a bee-plant.

C dendroldea, Schult Tnt*-hk<*. 10-14 ft fls blackish purple.
Brazil B \1 32‘Jb

—

C yif/nnlta, Linn Shrubby, i-
r
> ft

, downy:
lfts 7, lanceolate, lanct-oblong or oblanccolate, the entire If.

shortr r than petiole fls jrrumsh, p«t.ils Imenr, 2 in or more long,
cohering by their margins arid opening only on one side, sepals
long-linear, glandular, becoming revolute. Trop Amer BM,
3147 —C apec io8a, HBK—Gynandropsis TAYLOR f

CLERODENDRON (Greek,
chance and tree of no signifi-

cance) Includes Siphondntha
and Volkamena Verbennceae.

Greenhouse climbers and hardy
shrubs and other ornamental
plants, grown for the showy
white, violet or red flowers

Shrubs or trees, often scan-
dent* lvs opposite or verticil-

late, mostly entire or
not compound fls m
mostly terminal
cymes or panicles;
< iilyx campanulate or
laroly tubular, shal-

lowly 5-toothed or 5-

1 o b e d
,

corolla-tube

usually slender and
cylindrical, the limb
5-parted and spread-
ing, the lobes some-
what unequal, sta-

mens 4, affixed on the corolla-tube, long-exserted and
curved, style exserted, 2-cleft at the end, ovary
4-loculed fr a drupe indosed in the calyx —About 100
species, in the tropics, mostly of the eastern hemisphere

Glerodendrons are divided into two garden sections,

—those with a shrubby habit, and the twining kinds
The culture is about the same for both kinds They
may be grown from seeds or from cuttings of the hali-

ripened wood In either case, use 2-meh pots filled with
a mixture of eoual parts of leaf-mold or peat and good
sharp sand Place a cutting or a seed in each pot, and
press moderately farm Leave the pots in a tight case
with a temperature of 70°, and keep the soil at all times
fairly moist When the pots are filled with roots, shift

into a 4-inch pot, using a compost consisting of fibrous
loam two parts, leaf-mold and sand one part each,
and .i fifth part of well-rotted manure Pot rather firm,

as this insures a stronger giowth, and during the grow-
ing season keep in a night temperature of 65° — Clero-
dendrons mav be flowered m any size pot desired, and
some of the species, notably C Balfourn (or properly
C. Thomsona?), can be had in flower from Faster until

late September This species is probably the best and
most useful, either for decorative work or exhibition
purposes, when it is grown in large pots, a good rough
material may be used for potting A good st iff fibrous loam

with about one-third
part of decayed manure
is best When the sea-

son’s growth is com-

}

Acted, gradually with-
lold water for two
months and lower the
night temperature from
65° to 55°. Many of the
leaves under the above
treatment will drop and
the wood will become
firm. If plants are

wanted
in flower

about
Easter,995. Clerodendron Thomson*. (XH)
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give them a thorough soaking with water about
January 1, and raise the temperature again to 65° bv
night, letting it rise during the day to 75° to 805

Syringe the plants two or three times a day. which will

encourage tne young growths to start all over the
ripened wood When this takes place, the plant will either

have to be repotted or fed liberally with liquid manure
and fertilizers, repotting usually resulting in larger

panicles of flowers. If feeding is resorted to, a handful
of green cow-manure to a watering-pot containing two
and a half or three gallons of water is

sufficient; and if any of the popular "

fertilizers are used for a change, a —

’

small handful to the same amount of

water will answer. Water twice in ik Q
between with clean water. 'BrLmA
Plants for a succession may JnJK
be started when the first are

^
^

beginning to

show the cnm- \T\pCT\'s^i
son at the end a. V
of the flower. VS4 M V
and so on until *\V\

'|
sv\ fs

the end of July or \ N^jv 1

first of August. ’

»—Clerodendrons \V\ \
are not subject 1

to insect pests if '
-

\

kept thoroughly \\
syringed during their growing season. \\
If this is neglected, the shrubby kinds \\
may become affected with brown- \ <

scale or mealy-bug, which should be \
immediately treated with the usual ^

hydrocyanic gas fumigation. (George 1

F. Stewart.)

Baljourx, 1.

Bungex, 15.
coronana, 4.

delectum, 1.

dehcatum, 1.

fallax, 13
Fargenn, 7
fuetidum, 15
fragrans. 4
inci8um, 10.

merme, 8
infortunatum, 5.

Kaemp/erx, 12
macrcmiphon, 10
myrmecophilum, 14.
serotxnum, (1

Siphonanthus, 11.

spenosum, 3
splendens, 2
squamatuin, 12.

Thomson®, 1

tomentosum, 9
tnchotoraum, 6, 7.

vx8C08um, 5

a Plant of tmning habit.

1 Thdmsonae, Balfour (C. Bdlr
foun ,

Hort ) Fig 995. Tall, twining,

glabrous evergreen shrub lvs oppo-
site, oblong-ovate and acuminate,
strongly sevcral-nerved, entire, pet- Uj| '^/‘V
loled fls m axillary, and terminal WyfflOtBr

forking lax cymes, calyx strongly ]KfjXBr

5-angled, narrowed at the apex, white; wjgjm
corolla-hmb light crimson and spread- Wx
mg; corolla-tube 1 in long; stamens 'm oo<
%\n long. W Afr B M 5313 R H. ¥
1867.310, 1902:504 GM 46173
G W. 4, p. 439; 8, p. 173; 13, p 340. F.E. 28:261

3. specidsum, Hort. A garden hybrid between C.
splendens and C. Thomsona?, intermediate in habit and
foliage, the fls. are produced in profusion, are dull red,

and are continuously borne throughout the summer
months; old calicos more or less persistent, and orna-
mental pale red after fls. are past.—As figured in R. H
1873, 471 and Gn. 1877, 404, this recedes very little

from typical C. splendens, according to Baker, but the
C. speciosum hybndum of I. H. 1869, t593 is interme-
diate between C. splendens and C. Thomsons.

\ aa. Plant of erect or self-sup-
- Nky porting habit.

B * C°r°tta~tubc not much if any
longer than the large calyx:

1/) txj'r’ fls ‘ white or light blush

ft* Mu* 4. fr&grans, Vent (C cor-

onana, Hort.? Volkamena
1 frdgrans

,
Vent). Pubescent,
half shrubby, with
angled branches, 3-

Y 5 it., lvs broadly

\dfV Jr ovate, with trun-

fi ^ ' ca*e or c 0 r d a t e
*

VJr/ base, acuminate,

J (
coarsely toothed:

if fls- white or blush,

1/ m fcrmmal, com-
Jw l pact, hydrangea-

like corymbs, usu-
ally double, deh-

fBV ciously scented China, Japan.
B M 1834 —Very desirable and
fragrant plant for the ('oolhouse.

HnT Hardy in S Lvs ill-scented

5 infortunatum, Gaertn (C

.

WBlv
|

(mjSfi3S msedsum, Vent ) Height 5-7 ft

,

alaWK pubescent, with sciuare branches'.

(J lvs opposite and stalked, cor-

date-ovate, acuminate, entire or

NlreMMjBWk toothed, hairy fls m a loose
fn villous terminal panicle, white,

with a flesh-colored center, flar-

r'jtW \ wSNSwMIm lng
’
^ie tllk° projecting beyond

\fflwm>faUnlr the loose, hairy, large, 5-angled

ItiBy calyx E. Indies B M. 1805 —
Fls sweet-scented. Greenhouse,

till 6 trich6tomum, Thunb (C.

serotinum
,

Carr Volkamena

j
japdmea, Hort

,
not Thunb )

'WMW iH ^ ,g ' Slender but erect,

WmM

*

graceful, pubescent sub-shrub,

1WUf tL 4-10 ft nigh or even higherW lvs mostly opposite
;

soft and
W flaccid, ovate - acuminate, nar-
J rowed at the base, very closely

r serrate or entire, hairy, fls.

996. Clerodendron trichotomum. white, with a reddish brown
(Xh) calyx, on forking, slender, red-

dish peduncles, tne corolla-tubedish peduncles, the corolla-tube
sometimes twice as long as the calyx; segms of

warmhouse plant of great merit, and the most popular
of the tender species Blooms profusely on the young
wood. Var delectum, Hort (C delectum and C dched-
tum, Hort ). FI -clusters very large; calyx pure white
or green-tinged; corolla large, rose-magenta

2. splendens, Don (Siphondnthus spUndevs
,
Hiem).

A most excellent stove climber, sts. slender, woody,
glabrous, slightly angled lvs opposite, variable, oblong-
cordate, or elhptic

;
4-6 in long, dark green, petiole

rather short, fls in dense many-flowered cymes on
leafy growths from the ripened wood of the* previous
year, bright scarlet passing into bright yellow, an inch
or more in diam

;
stamens 1 m long Trop. Afr. B R.

28:7 R.H. 1902*504. H U. 5, p. 325.

calyx turning red and affording pleasing contrast
to bright blue frs. Japan BM 6561. Gn 43.504;
51, p 320; 75, pp 67, 447 O 26 492 J H III.

55*355 FE 29.653. RII 1867, p. 351.—A very
handsome, hardy shrub or small tree. In the N. it

kills to the ground, but sprouts up if the crown is pro-
tected

7 F&rgesii, Dode (C. tnchdtomum var. Fdrgesii
,

Hort ) . A recent shrub, reported as being hardy in

England, rapid-growing lvs. dark green or purplish,

opposite, petioled, the blade ovate and acute or acumi-
nate, strongly veined, abruptly narrowed at the base,
entire: fls m panicles m summer, whitish, fragrant;

sepals laDce- ovate, becoming reflexed: fr. globular,
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size of a sweet pea seed, peacock-blue, set on the pur-

ple or crimson old calyx. China. G.M 54:817. K.H.
1911, p. 522, 523.

8 in6rme, Gsertn Tall shrub or becoming small

tree ' 1vs opposite or ternate, obovate or elliptic, entire,

scentless, privet-like, 1% m or less long fis white,

fragrant, on 3-7-fld. axillary peduncles, corolla-tube

%in. long, the lobes

very short fr. y%m.
long, smooth, separa-

ting into 4 parts India,

where it is said to be
used for hedges —
Offered in S Calif.

bb. Corolla-tube mark-
edly longer than
the small calyx

(usually 2-3 times

or mare longer).

c FIs white

9 toment&sum, It.

Br. Shrubby and erect

(often becoming a
small tree), pubescent,

often purplish: hs
opposite and pet-

jioled, ovate-elliptic

to sub -lanceolate,

short-acuniinate, 2-
4 in long, entire or
sparingly toothed,

pubescent on both
sides, but thickly

so on the under
side fls in opposite,

forking compact
clusters, the caljx

not enlarged, the
slim, corolla -tube

long-c\serted (3—4 times length of calyx), and the clear

white corolla-lobes reflexed-curled, anthers yellow,

protruding Austral B M 1518 —Cult in S Cabf

10 macr6siphon, Hook f (C\ inclsum var macros t-

vhon, Baker) Elegant erect shrub, finely pubescent

lvs opposite, oblanceolate-oblong, acuminate, notched
or pinnatifid: fls in a nearly sessile terminal cyme or

head, pure white; calyx green, very small; corolla-tube

very narrow, 4-5 m long, hairy, the limb l-sided, Hin.
long; filaments 2 in long, red E. Afr B M 6695—
Warmhouse plant of merit, but the handsome fls are

short-lived.

997. Clerodendron fallax ( X >f)

11.

Siphon&nthus, R. Br. (Siphondnthus indica,

Willd ). Turk’s Turban. Tube-Flower Shrub,
2-8 ft. high, open-branched : lvs opposite or verticillate,

nearly sessile, narrowly lanceolate, entire or nearly so

fls. long-tubed and white (tube 3-4 in. long) in very
large terminal racemes, the lobes £3111 long, obovate-
oblong: fr a showy, red and purple berry, which per-

sists a long time. E. Indies. Hardy in Fla.

cc. Fls. red, orange or distinctly lilac.

12. squamktum, Vahl (C. Katmpfen, Sieb.). Shrub
6-10 ft., thinly pubescent lvs. large, opposite, round-
cordate, entire or denticulate, acuminate, mfl and fls.

brilliant scarlet; fls. with small red calyx and reflexed,

spreading, unequal corolla-lobes; corolla-tube 1 in. or

less long, very slender: drupe blue-black or greenish

blue, rather fleshy. China B.R. 649 RB. 22:253.
Gn 42.562. Gt. 5:352.—Very showy. Cult, in warm
greenhouses, and in the open in S. Calif, and S. Fla.

The fls. are in an erect branchy, pamcle-like cluster.

13. f&llax, Lindl. Fig. 997 A highly ornamental
species st. ciect, shrubby, branching after flowing,
bluntly 4-angled: lvs. large, cordate-ovate, hairy, rich

dark green, often 1 ft in length and supported by a
stout hairy petiole, mfl erect, often 18 m. or more in

length; fls bright scarlet, numerous, 1^-2 in. diam.,
tube narrow, lobes reflexed Java GC 111.45*324.
Gn. 59, p 179, desc G \\ 10, p 247 —Should be in every
collection of warmhouse plants, as it may be induced to
bloom practically all the y ear round; it should be given a
fairly light position, with slight shade from strong sun

14.

myrmec6philum, Ridley Shrub, sparingly
branched, 3 ft

,
with terete sts and white bark lvs

opposite and alternate, 1 ft long, linear-oblong, shining
dark green, with a dozen pairs of conspicuous nerves
short-petioled. fls yellow-red, in a large, showy terminal
pubescent panicle, calyx about long; corolla-

tube considerably longer than calyx, corolla-lobes y>m.
long, obovate to oblong and obtuse; filaments red,

much exserted Singapore B M. 7887 G C III

33 291; 35 237 RI1 1907, p 443 G 26.359 GM
47 259 Gng 13 376 A F. 25.78.—The hollow sts

afford nesting-places for ants, whence the name
myrmemvhiluni (“ant-loving”) —Blooms well in 6-in.

pots m a warmhouse, producing panicles 8 in. long on
plants 2 ft high

15 fdetidum, Bunge (C Bungei, Steud ). Shrub,
3-6 ft

,
pubescent, spiny, of a dwarf spreading habit,

sparsely branch^! lvs opposite, broad-ovate and
acuminate, stalked, coarsely toothed, often 1 ft. long,

dark green above and red-hairy beneath fls rosy-red,

®iin across, tube 3-4 times as long as calyx, m a dense
capitate corvinb 4-8 in across China B.M 4880
FS 9 863 G 27 152,30 361 —Cool greenhouse, hardy
in middle and southern states August Killed to the

ground in the latitude of Philadelphia, but sprouts

up ami blooms FIs not fetid, but name given because
of the odor of the bruised lvs Spreads by suckers from
the root, and soon forms a mass of beautiful free flower-

ing growths. L H B

CLETHRA (ancient Greek name of the Alder, trans-

ferred to this genus on account of the resemblance of

the leaves) Clethrdce.r W hite Alder Shrubs or

small trees grown for their handsome spikes of white
fragrant flowers appearing in summer

Leaves alternate, usually serrate,

deciduous or persistent fls white, m
terminal often panic led racemes,
petals 5, erect, stamens 10: caps split-

ting into 3 valves,

many -seeded —
About 25 species

in Amer
,
E Asia,

Madeira Only a
few hardy de-

ciduous species

are generally
cult

,
valuable

for their showy
bpikes of white
fragrant fls

,
ap-

pearing late in

summer. They
grow best in a
moist, peaty or

sandy soil Prop,

by seeds, sown m
spring in pans in

sandy and peaty
soil, and by
greenwood cut-

tings under glass,

growing best if

taken from forced

plants in early

spung and placed

m slight bottom
heat

,
also, in- 998. Clethra tomentosa. ( X 46)
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creased by layers and by division of large plants.

Handsome when forced under glass.

a. Lvs. deciduous: stamens exserted.

b. Racemes usually solitary, stamens pubescent.

acumin&ta, Michx. Tall shrub or small tree, to 15 ft :

lvs petroled, oval or oblong, acuminate, rounded or
narrowed at the base, sharply serrate, pubescent
beneath at least on the veins. 3-7 in long: racemes
usually solitary, nodding, sepals acute, style glabrous.

July-Sept Alleghany Mts
,
Va to Ga. L.B C. 15 : 1427.

bb. Racemes usually panicled.

c. The lvs. with 7-10 pairs of veins
,

1 wi. long:

sepals obtusxsh; stamens glabrous.

tomentdsa, Lam. (C. almfbha var. tomentdsa,

Michx.). Fig 998 Shrub, 2-8 ft.* lvs. short-petroled,

obovate, acute or short-acuminate, cuneato, serrate

usually above the middle, pubescent above, tomentoso
beneath, 2-4 m long* racemes few or solitary, style

pubescent Aug
,
Sept. N. C to Fla and Ala B M.

3743. GF. 4.05 (adapted ’in Fig 998). RH 1912,

p. 519

alnifdlia, Linn Sweet Pepperbush. Shrub, 3-10
ft : lvs. short-petioled, cuneate, obovate or oblong,
sharply serrate, mostly glabrous or nearly so, 2-4 in.

long fls fragrant, m erect, usually panicled racemes.
July-Sept. Maine to Fla MDG 1890 65, 1903:

473,474. G. 26.63 J H. III. 31 .375 Em 426 Var.
panicul&ta, Arb. Kew. (C paniculata, Ait.) Lvs
cuneate-lanceolate, less toothed, green and glabrous
on both sides* racemes panicled. Var rdsea, Rehd.
With pinkish fls

cc. The lvs. with 10-15 pairs of veins
,
8-6 m long

barbinervis, Sieb. & Zucc (C canfaccns, Authors, not
Reinw ) Shrub or tree, to 30 ft : branches glabrous
lvs petioled, cuneate, obovate or oblong-obovate,
acuminate, sharply dentate-serrate, pubescent beneath
at least on the veins, 3-6 in long racemes panicled,

fls. fragrant; pedicels about as long as the fls
,
sepals

obtuse, filaments glabrous July-Sept. E Asia

Gt 19:654.

Fargesii, Franch Shrub, to 12 ft * young branchlets

tomentose or nearly glabrous* petioles ^-1 in long:

lvs. oblong-ovate or elliptic-oblong, acuminate, broadly
cuneate or rounded at base, sharply serrate, slightly

pubescent beneath or nearly glabrous, 3-6 in long*

fls. white, m panicled racemes 5-7 m. long, sepals

pointed, filaments hairy, style glabrous. Cent China.
—One of the most ornamental species on account of

its very long racemes

aa Lvs. evergreen: stamens included.

arbdrea, Ait. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.* lvs.

cuneate, narrow-elliptic, acuminate, serrate, almost

g
labrous, shining above, 3-4 in. long, racemes panicled;

s fragrant Aug. -Oct Madeira. B.M 1057. G C.
III.52.100. JIL III 64.245. G.M. 49 *97, 52: 127
Gt. 52, p 209. Gn 76, p. 428—It stands only a few
degrees of frost.

C monostdehya, Rehd & Wilson Allied to C Fargesii Lvs.
cuneate, elliptic-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, glabrous or nearly so.

racemes usually solitary, style appressed pilose Cent China

—

C
querci/dha, Schlecht. Shiub lvs obovate-oblong, tomentose
beneath" racemes panicled Mex B R 28 23 —C timfdlia, Swartz
Shrub lvs oblong, entire, tomentose beneath racemes panicled.
Jamaica—The last two are evergreen and hardy only in subtropi-
cal regions. Alfred Rehder.

CLEYtRA (after Andrew Cleyer, Dutch physician
of the seventeenth century). Temstrazmehceie. Green-
house evergreen shrubs distinguished by the petals free

or scarcely coalesced, the pilose anthers^ numerous
ovules, and scarcely bracted fls: sepals ' 5, with 2
bractlets; petal* 5, stigmas 2-3. I^rne? 2-3-celled.

—

About 9 specie*

ochndcea, DC. (C .
javdnica, Sieb. & Zucc ) Height

about 6 ft.: lvs oval-oblong, acute at both ends, veined
abovc

?
entire Himalayas.—A tender shrub rarely

cult in northern greenhouses. In the S. it is cult,

outdoors. It has glossy foliage, numerous creamy
white, fragrant fls., borne in June, and red berries,

which last all winter —C. gapomca was distinguished
by DeCandolle by its oblong-lanceolate lvs

,
which

arc veinless, and minutely serrate at the apex. Var.
tricolor, Hort

,
has dark green lvs

,
with grayish mark-

ings, and a margin of white and rose, the variegation
bemg more brilliant in younger lvs.

Wilhelm Miller.

CLIANTHUS (Greek, glory-flower) Legummdsje.
Glory Pea. Glory Vine. Parrot’s Bill Tender
half-trailing shrubs, with large, showy flowers of unique
appearance Swainsona is an allied genus, but its

general appearance is very different and it has acami-
nate, not obtuse petals. Interesting plants, with pin-

nate lvs. of many lfts
,
and fls in racemes, scarcely

papilionaceous, pod stalked, many-seeded.—Two or 3
species

Clianthus Dampien is somewhat difficult to grow on
its own roots. In Germany, a method has been found
whereby it is as easy to succeed with this species as
with the better-known C. puniceus. The method con-
sists of using small seedling plants of Colutea arbor-

escem as stocks, these are
cut over near the soil and
seedlings of C. Dampien

,

while in the cotyledon
stage, are separated from
the root, the base cut
wedge-shape and inserted

m a cut made m the
colutea stock. While the
union is taking place, the
pots should be placed
under a bell-jar C puni-
ceus is an old-fashioned
greenhouse plant, grown
sometimes to cover rafters

or tiellis work, but more
frequently trained around
sticks placed about the
edge of the pot. The
flowers, not very unlike

those of the common Erythrma, are freely produced
in hanging clusters Cuttings rooted m early spring
may be grown into good-sized plants during the sum-
mer Water should be given sparingly during the dull

months Pruning, repotting and tying the shoots
should be done just before the growth begins A
sharp lookout should be kept for the red spider, fre-

quent synngings being the only remedy for this pest.

Propagated Dy seeds and cuttings. (G. W Oliver.)

Dampidri, A. Cunn. Glory Pea Fig. 999. Height
2-4 ft : plant glaucous and hoary, with long whitish
silky hairs, sts slightly tinged with red petioles longer
than in C puniceus, lfts 15-21, nearly opposite, ses-

sile, usually acute, stipules larger than in 6. puniceus
fls 4-6 in a raceme, large, drooping, about 3 m. long,

rich crimson or scarlet, with a handsome velvety,

purple-black area on the raised center. Austral. B.
M. 5051. 11H. 1868*230 Gt 48, p 272. Gn. 20.86.
Var. germfimeus, Hort

,
is also sold, and is probably

var margin&tus, Hort., which has one petal white,
margined scarlet. See Gn 37 298 and p. 299 for an
account of grafting this species on stocks of C. puni-
ceus. Var. tricolor, Hort. Keel white except the tip,

which is bright scarlet, Gn W. 20*409 (desc )

puniceus. Banks & Soland. Parrot’s Bill. Red
Kowhai. Height 3-6 ft, much branched: plant gla-

brous lfts 16-28, each with a very short petiole, alter-

nate (at least toward the end of the If ), blunt or





/
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slightly notched: As 8 or more in a raceme, crimson,
fading with afjje, at least 3 in. long. New Zeal. B.M.
3584 —Cult, in eastern greenhouses, and a favorite
Californian outdoor shrub. Blooms all winter in

Golden Gate Park, San Francisco. A white-fid. form
has been grown m Cahf

,
but is not so pftpular as the

type. It is commonly cult, in New. Zeal. Var. mag-
nrncus, Hort. Clusters of bright scarlet fls.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. Taylor.|

CLIDfcMIA (old Greek name). Melastomacese.
About 100 Trop American species of horticulturally

rather unimportant plants in a family famous for its

fohage plants Lvs broad, entire, 5-7-nerved, oppo-
site, petioled fls in panicles or axillary clusters, white,

E
ink, or purple; petals 5 or 6, stamens 10 or 12:

ranching shrubs, mostly hairy. C. vittita, Lind. &
Andr6, has large, oval, pointed lvs. with 5 strong
nerves, and a narrow band of white down each side
of the midrib I H. 22.219. R.H. 1876, p. 233.

CLIFF BRAKE: Pellxa.

CLIFTONIA (after Dr. Francis Clifton, an English
physician, d 1736) CyrxllAcex. Buckwheat Tree.
Glabrous evergreen shrub or small tree, rarely cult,

for its early appearing racemes of white or pinkish
fragrant fls * lvs alternate, short-petioled, without
stipules, entire fls in terminal racemes; sepals and
petals 5-8, stamens 10, shorter than the petals, the
filaments flattened below, ovary superior, 3-4-celled,

with a 3-4-lobed nearly sessile stigma -

fr indehiscent,
ovoid, with 3-4 wings and as many seeds. The only
species is C. monoph^lla, Sarg (C. ligiistnna

,

Spreng. C nltula, Gaertn Mylocdryum limistnnum
,

Sims). Occasionally 50 ft tall lvs oblong-lanceolate,

obtuse, cuneate at the base, dark green above, 1 3^-2 in

long racemes 1-2M m long, fls white or pinkish, fra-

grant, about across fr \i\n long Feb
,
March;

fr in Aug
,
Sept Ga to Fla and La . swamps S S

2 52 B M 1025 —Little known m cult and now not
in the trade, but well worth cult for its early, delicate

and fragrant fls
,

also the buckwheat-like frs are
attractive Hardy as far north as Philadelphia Thrives
best in humid sandy and peaty soil Prop by seeds
and probably like Cyrilla by cuttings of half-ripened

wood under glass with slight bottom heat
Alfred Rehder

CLIMBERS are distinguished from twiners by having
some means of attachment, as tendrils or other special

devices, while twiners rise by twisting their stems round
their support In a wider sense, the word is often used
synonymously with “vines,” including all plants that
use other plants or other objects for support, by what-
ever mechanism or method. By “trailers,” nurserymen
commonly mean low-growing vines, and by “climbers,”
tall-growing vmes. See Vines

CLIMBING FERN* Lygodium Climbing Fumitory* Adlumui

i
'unooaa Climbing Hempweed: Mikania acandena Climbing
.lly . Glorioaa superba

CLINOSTfGMA (Greek, inclined stigma). Pal-
mdcex, tribe Arbceae. Low spineless palms with the
habit and somewhat the appearance of small kentias;
feather-leaved.

Trunks not over 8 ft., usually conspicuously ringed:
lvs usually 3-4 ft. long, rarely more, and pinnate; lfts.

scythe-shaped, or lanceolate, 2-parted or obliquely
truncate at the apex, not revolute at the base; rachis
scaly, convex beneatn, grooved above, fls monoecious
in the same spadix, sessile along its branches, the
male usually 2 together, the female solitary; spadix
long and usually much branched, m the male there are
3 imbricate outer segms. and 3 valvate inner segms. to
the perianth, with 6 stamens surrounding an abortive
ovaiy: fr. obliquely globular.—-Species 3, one from

Austral., one from Samoa, and another from Fiji. Only
the following is known in cult

,
and it is a rare palm.

Its graceful lvs and convenient dwarf habit should
commend it to the trade. For cult, see Kentui.

Moore&num, F Muell (Kentui Mooredna, F. Muell.).
Dwarf palm, 3-4 ft high lvs 3-4 ft. long, segms.
numerous, about 1 ft long, longitudinally plicate when
young spadix at first closely sessile, very much
branched when older New S Wales, confined to Lord
Howe’s Isl —This graceful and recent palm resembles
Howea Forstenana somewhat in habit of growth, but
its arching lvs spread wider, and its sts are dark pur-
plish, and its pinna? tough and leathery. The palm is

free and clean in growth N. Taylor.

CLINTONIA (after DeWitt Clinton, the famous
Governor of New York and promoter of the Erie Canal).
Liliaeeae. A small group of low-growing, herbaceous
lants of North America and Asia,, with a few tufted,

road shining leaves, and usually umbels of flowers
Perianth - segms equal or nearly so; stamens 6,

inserted at the base of the penanth-segms . ovary 2-3-

celled with 2 to several ovules m each cavity fls on
scapes: root-stocks slender fr a globose or oval berry
For C pulchclla and other species of the abandoned
genus Chntonia of Hort

,
see Downmgia a very different

genus belonging to Campanulacea?
Chntomas grow in cool, moist woods, and fanciers

can secure them from some dealers m native plants. It

is difficult to tell the species apart by the leaves.

a. Scape bearing an umbel of fls.

b Fls greenish yellow.

bore&lis, Raf Height 1-2 ft fls 3-6, nodding, green,
margined yellow Labrador to Winnipeg and south to
N. C B M 1403 (as Smilacina borealis ) —This is

one of the choicer plants of cool, moist woods, known
to plant lovers chiefly by its handsome umbels of blue
berries found in autumn, which are borne above the
large, dark green, shining lvs The commonest species,

but not easily grown below elevations of 1,000 ft.

bb. Fls white
,
with green spots.

umbellul&ta, Torr Fls 10-20 or more, smaller than
m C borealis, erect or nearly so, white, with green or
purplish spots Alleghany Mts from N Y to Ga. B M
1155 (as Smilacma boreahs

)

—This species has the
smallest fls of the group, and is the only one that has
but a single pair of ovules in each cell of the ovary

bbb Fls deep rose.

Andrewsikna, Torr. One to 1 ft. high, bearing 4
sessile, oblong, acute lvs

,
and 20 or more nearly erect

fls which are m dense umbels Calif
;

to S Ore
,
in

deep, cool woods, in clayey soil rich in mold. B.M.
7092 — The showiest of the group. Cult to some
extent.

aa. Scape bearing 1 white fl

unifldra, Kunth. The only species in which the
scape is shorter than the lvs fls nearly erect, rarely
there are 2 fls . lvs. narrow, obovate-lanceolate, hairy.
Calif, to Alaska. Wilhelm Miller.

N Taylor f

CLITdRIA (derivation recondite). Ijegummbsx
Butterfly-Pea. Glasshouse vmes with pea-like flow-

ers, and also hardy perennials
A widespread and variable genus of 30 species

allied to Centrosema, and characterized by the calyx-

tube being cylindrical and longer than the lobes:
standard narrowed at the base, not appendaged on the
back; stamens in one group, the anthers all alike;

style often bearded. The most important garden plant
is C. Tematea

,
a warmhouse annual twiner, reaching

15 ft
,
and requiring no special cult. It has very showy

blue fls.
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A. Lft8. 5.

Temat&a, Linn. (C. cseridea, Hort. Temat'ea vulgdns,

HBK.). Lfts. 5j oblong, obtuse, short-petioled: fls. 1 in.

or more long, rich blue, with beautiful markings, espe-

cially on the standard. B.M. 1542 Gn 38.132. PM.
7:147 and 13:79.—Name from Ternate, one of the

Molucca Isis, and not from ternate, meaning 3-leafleted.

forms have been known for over a century.

aa. Lfts 3.

mari&na, Linn. Hardy perennial, smooth, erect, or

slightly twining, 1-3 ft. high 1

lfts. 3, obovate or ovate-
lanceolate 1

fls Tight blue, 2 in. long, on short peduncles:
pod straight, few-seeded. Summer Dry banks, N. Y.
to Fla. and west to Mo. Also India and Burma.

—

Rarely sold by dealers m native plants.

arborescens, Ait. St. shrubby, the rusty colored
branches twining lvs. trifoliolate, the lfts elliptical

or oval 1

fls racemose, showy, purple, the standard
more than 2 in long Trop. Amer. B M 3165—An
excellent warmhouse climber, grown chiefly m botamc
gardens. Wilhelm Miller.

N. Taylor f

CLiVIA (after a Duchess of Northumberland and
member of the Clive family). Syn., Imanlophyllum.
Amarylliddcex Tender bulbous plants with handsome
evergreen foliage and showy, bright red or red and
yellow flowers m large umbels.
Bulb imperfect, mostly of old If.-bases: perianth

funnelform, curved or straight, the segms much longer
than the tube; ovules 5-6 in each cell

1

fr. a berry, dif-

fering in this from the capsular fr of Nerme—Three
species from S Afr. J. G. Baker, Amarylhdeae, p. 61.

Clivias make excellent house plants, but. like amaryl-
lis, are too costly to be very popular. They have the
advantage over amaryllis of having attractive foliage

all the year round, and are more certain?, to bloom
well. They have thick, fleshy roots, like an agapanthus.
All the species are well worth growing, because of
their handsome umbels of flowers, produced during the

spring and early summer months. Cbma mimata is the

species most commonly grown. There are several dis-

tinct forms of this, with larger and deeper colored

flowers. Established plants may be grown in the same
pots for several years, if the plants are fed during the

growing period with weak liquid manure In potting,

the soil given should be of a lasting nature, not easily

soured, nor likely to become sodden. In arranging the

drainage, place one large piece, concave side down,
over the hole, and around this arrange several smaller

pieces. Over these place one or two handfuls of pieces

small enough to go through a No. 2 sieve The best

tmie to pot is after the flowers have been produced.

The plants should then be kept for some time in a humid
atmosphere to encourage growth, receiving an abun-
dance of water after they are well started After growth
has been completed, they will winter safely in an ordi-

nary greenhouse temperature (not under 40°), if kept
rather dry at the root For propagation, choose old

plants which have become crowded in their pots, so

that the entire plant can be pulled to pieces After

trimming the roots, put the growths in small pots and
keep in heat, to encourage root action Clivias are

well suited for planting permanently m the front part

of greenhouse borders The soil for this purpose should

be rich and well firmed about the roots Withhold
water as much as possible during the resting period,

or the plants will produce leaves at the expense of the

flowers. (G. W Oliver )

a Fls. erect; perianth broadly funnel-shaped.

mini&ta, Regel (Imanlophyllum mimaturn, Hook ).

Fig 1000 Lvs 16-20, in a tuft, sword-shaped, tapering

to a point, l}4 ft long, IH~2 in broad 1

fls 12-20, in

an umbel; perianth erect, bright scarlet, with a yellow

throat, tube broadly funnel-shaped, longer than C.
nobilis; segms about 2 in long, the inner ones broader
than the outer; stamens shorter than the segms

;

style not exserted berries ovoid, bright red, 1 in long.

Natal. B M 4783 R II 1859, pp 126-7, 1869 250,

and 1894, p. 572. FS. 9.949, 23.2373 III 26.343,

36.80; 37.102; 40:177.— I ci/rtanthiflorum
,

Van
Houtte (F S. 18 1877), is a hybrid between this species

and the next It has a curved perianth, with the inner

segms of the lunb twice as broad as the outer; sta-

mens longer than the corolla R H.
8 259 (desc ) Var ahrea, Hort. Fls

yellow with a deeper shade at base of

the segms Var striata, Hort Lvs
freely variegated.

aa. Fls. pendulous, perianth narrowly

funnel-shaped.

nfibilis, Lindl. (Imanlophyllum
Axiom

,
Hook.). Lvs. about 12, strap-

shaped, very obtuse, with a roughish
edge, fls 40-60, m an umbel; perianth
curved and drooping, tube narrowly
funnel-shaped, shorter than in C.
mmiata; segms tipped with green,

about 1 in long; stamens as long as

the segms
;

style exserted. Cape
Colony. B M. 2856. L.B.C.20:1906.
Intro, to cult. 1828—I. cyrtanthiflb-

rum, Van Houtte (F S. 18:1877), said

to be a hybrid between this and the
above, shows little if any influence of

C. mimata. It has the narrow-tubed,
pendulous fls. and the greenish tinge

of C.nobilis RH 1894, p. 573.

C Gdrdenn, Hook. Very much aa in C.
nobihs but with the corolla-lobes obviously
spreading . stamens as long as the perianth-
segms

,
anthers oblong, yellow B M. 4895.

—

A desirable plant. WlLHELM MlLLER. 1001<
N. TAYLOR. f Trifolium pratense.

CLOTBUR, a weed Xanlhium Root-system
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CLOVE PINK: The carnation, Dianthim Caryophyllus.

CLOVER. Species of Tnfblmm (Lcguminosae), par-

ticularly those that are useful in agriculture The
word is also applied to species of related genera, as

Medicago. The sweet clover is Mchlotus Bush and
Japan clover are Lespcdezas. Prairie clover is a
Petalostemon
About 300 species of Trifohum have been described

These arc widely dispersed in temperate climates The
flowers are papilionaceous but small, and are dis-

posed m dense heads or spikes The leaves are digitately

or palmately 3-foliolate. The common European rod
clover is T pretense, Linn

,
now thoroughly naturalized

in North America, but supposed not to be native here
It is valuable both for stock feed (as pasturage and hay),

and also as a green manure As a manure crop, to be
plowed under, it is particularly useful because of its

deep root-system and its power (in common with other
leguminous plants) of fixing the nitrogen of the air by
means of its roots Fig 1001 illustrates the root sys-

tem F'lg 1002 shows the root of a fifteen-months-
old plant that grew in hard clay soil It is 22 inches
long, and some of the root was left in the ground The
mammoth red clover (T mbduirn. Linn ) is perhaps an
offshoot of T. pretense. It is usually a larger plant, with
zigzag stem, entire and spotted leaflets, and longer-

stalked head. White clover, or shamrock, is T rbpens,

Linn
,
introduced from Europe,

«K>2 The penetrating root 1003. Crimson clover —Tnfolium
of the red clover incarnation ( X Is)

Old World nativity The crimson or scarlet clover (T

.

mcarnAtum
,
Linn.), Fig. 1003, an annual from south-

ern Europe, is now much grown as a catch- or cover-

crop in orchards See Cover-crops It is also highly
ornamental, and is worthy the attention of the florist.

For agricultural

discussion of the
clovers, see Vol
II, Oyclo Amer.
Agric l II. B.

CLOVES are

the dried flower-

buds (Fig 1004)
of a handsome
tree of the myrtle
family Jambosa
Caryophyllus or

Euqinia caryo-
phyllata ,

better

known as Caryo-
phyllus aroma -

lieu's, a native of

the Spice Islands,

but now culti-

vated in the West
Indies and else-

where See Eu-
qenin Carvophyl-
lus, the ancient
name of the clove,

means “nut-leaf.’’

The carnation, or
“clove pink, “was
named Dianthus
Caryophyllus be- 1004 Clove

cause of its clove- 1 Spray of lrai PS and flowers, 2 The

like odor, and it
fl°Wer

’
3 A° unopeiled bud ’ or

has become the
type of the great order Car} ophyllace®, which, How-
ever, is far removed botamcally from the Myrtaceai.
The word “gilliflower” is a corruption of caryophyllus,
and, until Shakespeare’s time and after, was applied to

the carnation, but now-a-days it usually refers to cer-

tain cruciferous plants of the genera Cheiranthus and
Matthiola
The clove bark of pharmacy is secured from Dicy-

pellium caryophyllatum, of Brazil, one of the Lauracea?
The word clove is used among gardeners for a small

secondary bulb employed for propagating, specially for

the little bulb that forms in a scale-axil of a larger bulb.

CLUB-MOSS Lycopodium

CLUYTIA (after Oluyt, Dutch botanist of 16th cen-
tury) Euphorbutcea’ Evergieen greenhouse shrubs
from S Afr

,
rarely cult

,
chiefly in botanical gardens

Habit often cricoid lvs alternate, small, entire fls

clustered in the axils, staminate with petals; calyx
imbricate; stamens about 5, ovules 3 Prop by cut*

tings C. pulchella, Linn
,

is a small shrub* lvs

ovate and somewhat acute, petioled, glabrous, entire*

fls axillary, small, w*hite B M 1945

J B S Norton.

CLYT6STOMA (Greek klytos, splendid or beauteous
and stoma mouth, alluding to the beautiful flowers)

Bignomaccje Ornamental vines, grown for then
beautiful flow*ers

Evergreen shrubs, climbing by leaf-tendrils: lvs.

opposite, with 1 pair of short-stalked entire lfts
,
the

rachis elongated into a slender simple tendril, some-
times wanting* fls. in 2’s, axillary, or terminal or m
panicles; calyx campanulate with 5 small or subulate
teeth; corolla funnelform- campanulate with imbri-

cate rounded lobes, stamens 4, with spreading anther-
cells, disk short, ovary conical, warty, 2-celled, with
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the ovules in 2 rows: caps. compressed, prickly, sep-
ticid, with numerous nearly orbicular winged seeds.

—

About 8 species in S Arner
,
usually described under

Bignonia in horticultural writings Closely related to
Bignoma, from which it differs chiefly m its simple

slender tendrils, the short disk, the small 01 subulate
calyx-teeth and the prickly pod Suited for cult m
subtropical or tropical regions only, or as a stove plant,

in the N. For cult and prop
,
sec Bignoma

callistegioides, Bur. & Schurn (Bigndma callisteg-

toldes, Cham Li specidba, Graham B pida, Lindl.
B Ltndleyi, DC ) Large climber lfts elliptic-oblong,

acuminate, undulate, glabrous, lustrous, reticulate

below, about 3 in long ns on2-fld terminal peduncles;
calyx campanulate, with subulate teeth, corolla pale
purple, streaked, about 3 in long, the tube yellowish
streaked purplisn, limb 2-3 in broad, with the lobes
spreading, broadly oval, obtuse and wavy

,
disk crenate.

Spring and early summer. S. Brazil, Argentina B M.
3888 B.R 28 45. HU 3 227 PM 10:125. FS.
9.907.—Will stand a little frost, when grown in the
open in the S.

purpfireum, Rehd (Bignoma purpurea, Lodd ) Large
climber* lfts sometimes 3, ovate-oblong or obovate-
oblong, short-acuminate, bright green above, paler
below, entire, occasionally toothed, about 3 in long. fls.

on axillary 2-fld peduncles or sometimes in clusters;

calyx tubular-eampanulate, with short triangular teeth,
corolla mauve-coloied with white eye, with a rather
slender tube 1 in. long, lobes spreading, orbicular-obo-
vate. Uruguay. B.M. 5800 G C. III. 24:399.

Alfred Rehdek
CNiCUS (Latin name of Safflower, early applied to

thistles) Compdsitsc. Blessed Thistle. A monotypic
genus allied to Ccntaurea, and distinguished from it

botanically by its heads being quite sessile and sur-

rounded just below by bristly leaves. Its habit in

the garden is very different from the bachelor’s but-
ton, being thistle -like, and more interesting than
ornamental. A hardy annual low-growing herb, rough,
branching and pilose Once thought to counteract poison.
Culture easy. Fit for wild gardens and rockeries.

benedfctus, (Linn Cdrduus benedlctus, Authors. Cen-
'aurba benedlcta, Lmn Carbbnxa benedlcta, Adans.).

Fig. 1005 Height 2 ft * lvs. alternate, sinuate-pinnati-
fid, oblong, the lobes and teeth spiny heads terminal,
yellow, 1 m. wide, the fls exclusively tubular Medit.
regions and Caucasus Sometimes cult

,
also seen in

waste places of S Atlantic states and Calif as a weed
adventive from Eu.

C rhaphilbpva, Hetnsl , S Mex , has recently been cult abroad
It is described as a handsome plant with deeply eut spiny-toothed
lvs about 2 ft long, gray-tomentose beneath st colored, much
branched fl -heads 3-3H in long, the involucral bracts scarlet
and spine-tipped, fls scarcely exserted, the filaments carmine
Under the above definition of Cmcus, this plant must fall in another
genus It has been placed in Carduus by E L Greene, as C
r“I,h,,<>1:,18

• N Taylor t

COBJfeA (after Father Coho, Spanish Jesuit of the
seventeenth century, naturalist, and resident of America
for many years). Syn Rosenbdgm Sometimes incor-

rectly spelled Coboea Polemomacesr Attractive climb-
ers, one or two species commonly giown in the open
and under glass for the large bell-shaped flowers

Shrubby plants climbing by If -tendiils, but known
in cult as herbs lvs alternate, pinnate calyx large,

5-part,ed, corolla bell-shaped, the limb 5-lobed caps
3-valved, angled, fls solitary on long peduncles,

bracted at the base —A genus of about 10 Trop Ameri-
can climbers (monographed by Brand in Englcr’s
Pflanzenreioh, hft. 27, 1907), of which C scandem, a
tender perennial plant, is amongst the dozen most
popular vines commonly treated as annuals. This is

the only genus of chrnoers in the order Prop by seeds

which should be placed m moist earth, edge down It is

a rapid grower.

sc&ndens, Cav (Itosenbirgia sedndens, House)
Figs 1006-1008 Height 10-20 ft lfts in 2 or 3 pairs,

the lowest close to the st
,
and more or less eared fls

bell-shaped, 1-1K m across, light violet or greenish

purple, with protruding style and stamens tendrils

\006. Cobaea scandens. (XH)
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branched. Mex B.M. 851. FS. 14T467 —There is a
white-fld form (C dlba, Hort.). and one with variegated

lvs
,
var. vanegdta, Hort —The terminal 1ft. is repre-

sented by a tendril (Fig 1007). Sometimes there are

indications of tendrils on other lfts. (Fig 1008), mak-
ing the plant an interesting one for students of mor-
phology.

stipul&ris, Benth. (Rosenbdrgia stipuldris, House).
Resembles the preceding species but the sepals ovate,

tapering to a broadly acuminate apex (the sepals of

C. scandens being broadly ovate or suborbicular). Mex.

1007 Normal leaf of Cobaea scandens

macrostdma, Pav (Sometimes erroneously written
macrostema and macrostemrna ) Sts climbing 6-10 ft

*

lvs alternate, of 3 pairs of obovate lfts fls solitary, on
a 2-lvd long peduncle, the petals yellow-green, sta-

mens at least \Yi m longer than the corolla Guate-
mala BM 3780

C minor Martin & Galleotti A small \ino of which little

is known, but cult in Arner in botanic garden* and fanciers'

collections It has small fls , borne on stalks shorter than the lvs

Mex —C Prinyle t, House (Rosenhcrgia Pringle 1 , House) A gla-
brous, high-twining vine lfts 6, the nasal pair oblong-lan< colate,

hastatoly clasping peduncles 4-3 in long, talyx-lobts green, her-
baceous, scarcely 1 m long and half as broad, corolla pure white,
2 in long, stamens exserted less than Mex

Wilhelm Miller
COBNUT. Corylus N TAYLOR f

COBtJRGIA: Stenomc88on

COCA. The leaves of Erythroxylon Coca, used in

medicine Sold chiefly as a fluid extract Cocaine is the
famous local anesthetic See Erythroxylon

COCtfNIA (Latin, scarlet, referring to the orna-
mental gourds) Cucurbitdcesr Tender perennial vines,

usually with tuberous roots, giown for ornament mostly
indoors

Leaves angled or lobed, sometimes glandular: fls

white or yellowish, laigc, staminate and pistillate on
different plants or sometimes on different branches of

the same plant; calyx short, often eampanulate. fr a
small, scarlet gourd, sometimes marbled, with an insipid

pulp—Twenty species from the tropics of Asia and Afr
A. Cogniaux in DC., Mon Phan 3 528 C cordifolia

is treated as a tender annual, requiring an early start

and no special cult The genus is sometimes referred

to Cephalandra.

a Tendrils simple male fls solitary: lvs small

cordifdlia, Cogn (C Indica, Wight & Arn ). Height
about 10 ft

.
perfectly smooth' lvs small, 1-2 in long,

glossy, ivy-like, short-petioled, obtusely 5-angled' fl

white, bell-shaped, the staminate solitary: fr roundish
at both ends, about 2 in long, 1 in thick India.

aa Tendrils bifid male fis. m racemes: lvs. large.

palm&ta, Cogn (Cephaldndra palmdta, Lond.). At-
taining 30 ft . lvs large, 3-4 in long and wide, long-

petioled, palmately 5-lobed: fls yellowish' fr. ovate,
acute Natal —Intro, by P. Henderson & Co

,
1890.

A rare greenhouse plant.

C Dinten, Andr6, with palmate lvs and handsome scarlet fra.,

may be in cult. S. Afr. R II. 1900 268

Wilhelm Miller.
N. Taylor f

COCC6LOBA (Greek, lobed berry, referring to the
ends of the pear-shaped fruit). Sometimes spelled Coo
colobis Including Campdcria. Polygonacese Tropical
shrubs, trees or rarely tall woody climbers, grown for

their fiuits and usually large glossy leathery leaves

Leaves alternate, always entire fls small, in axillary

or terminal spike-like racemes, usually some shade of

green or yellow-green; sepals 5, heibaceous; petals 0;
stamens 8, exceeding the perianth' fr berry-hke

?
with

a small stone, often edible—About 125 species m the
American tropics and reaching to Fla C. platyclada is

now referred to M uehlenbf ekia, which sec

Coccoloba uvifera, the sea-grape or'shore-grape of the
West Indies, bears an edible fruit, and has particularly
beautiful foliage It is the most important of the genus
and is offered ny dealers m tropical plants It will not
stand the frost and its cultivation out-of-doors is

limited to the frostless legion of California and Florida.

It can be easily grown m any greenhouse North All

species are easily propagated by seeds, which are very
plentiful with most of the species Some species may be
increased by cuttings of ripe wood, which root easily

m sand under the usual conditions, in a frame or prop-
agating-house Layering may also be employed to in-

crease the stock The various species grow naturally
in both clayey and sandy soils, preferring moist rich

earth, and a high temperature C uvifera frequents the
seashore, and is found growing in sand and broken
shells apparently lacking altogether m plant-food.
Rich sandy soil of a light character seems to be best for

all the species so far known in cultivation Plants are
readily transplanted from the open ground, but pot-
grown plants are to be pi eferred (E N Reasoner

)

uvifera, Linn Sea-Grace Shore-Grape Uvadel
Mar Fig 1009 Tree, reaching 20 ft or more, with
many flexuous branches lvs large, often 5 in long by
7 in wide, broadly heart-shaped, wavy margined,

1008. Monstrous or abnormal leaf of Cobaea.

glossy, leathery, glabrous, the midrib red at the base;
petioles short, with sheathing stipules at the base:
racemes 6 m. long, erect in fl

,
nodding in fr

,
fls \ l

/i
in across, white, fragrant, petals 5, stamens 8; styles 3*

berries 9 or more in a raceme, small, about %m long,
pear-shaped, reddish purple, dotted green, sweetish
acid nut roundish, with a short, sharp point on top,
and vertical wrinkles Sandy seashores of Trop Amer
especially S. Fla. and W. Indies B M 3130—The wood
is used in cabinet-work, and, when boiled, gives a red
color
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floridfcpa, Meissn. (C laurtfdlia
,
Jacq ). Pigeon

Plum. Tree, 25-30 ft * lvs lJ^-3 in. long, 1-2 m.
wide, ovate or elliptical, glabrous, narrowed at both
ends, obtuse, margin slightly recurved* berries small,

3^in long, pear-shaped, edible, but not marketable.
S. Fla., the Bahamas, and northern coast of S. Amer.

1009. Coccoloba uvifera. ( X K)

pubSscens, Linn (C grandifbha, Jacq ). A high,

sparingly branched tree. lvs. cordate-orbicular, 3-6 m.
long, rusty-pubescent beneath, chiefly on the promi-
nent veins, fls racemose, fr berry-like, about %in.
diam. Trop Amer April B M 3166

C carauisdna, Meissn , or a closely related species, has recently
been intro to the trade by Francesehi, of Santa Barbara, Calif
It is des< ribed as having ‘‘larger frs, than other known species, liko

a good-sized plum ” Venezuela. WlLHELM MlLLER.
N. Taylor f

COCCOTHRiNAX (a berry and Thnnax, in reference

to the berry-like fruit) Palmdcex Small or medium-
sized palms, with fan-leaves.

Trees (or rarely stemless) with slender sts., clothed
above with the persistent petiole-sheaths, . lvs terminal,

pale beneath, thm and brittle, divided into narrow,
acute, 2-parted obliquely folded lobes; petioles com-
pressed, slightly rounded and ridged on the 2 surfaces,

thin and smooth on the margins* spadix mterfoliar,

paniculate, shorter than the petioles: fls. perfect,

minute, solitary, perianth cup-like, obscurely 6-lobed,

deciduous, stamens 9, exserted; ovary superior, ovoid,

1-celled: fr berry-like, subglobose, 1-seeded, in ripen-

ing becoming thick and juicy, shining black or purple-
black

;
albumen channeled —A genus of a few species,

made from Thrinax; Fla. and S.

G&rberi, Sarg (Thrinax Gdrbert, Chapm. T. argentea

var Gdrbert
,
Chapm ). Silver-Palm Stemless lvs.

only 10-12 in across, fan-shaped, silvery beneath.
An attractfve dwarf palm, early showing its characteris-
tic form, native on shore of Biscayne Bay, Fla

;
per-

haps a depauperate form of C. jucunda
,
Sarg (Thrinax

argentea, Chapm
,
not Roem & Sch ), which has lvs.

20-32 m across; it bears the fls on rigid spreading
short pedicels, the perianth is white, anthers l,ght yel-
low, and ovary orange* fr. %m. or less diam

,
becom-

ing succulent and bright violet and later almost black

and shining, ripening 6 months after the flowering:
petiole slender, flexible, rounded on upper side and
obscurely ribbed on lower side, extending as a thin
undulate rachis that ends in a short obtuse point.

L. H. B
C6CCULUS (diminutive of kokkos, berry, the fruit

being berry-like) Syn
,
Cibatha, Epibatbnum. Menn-

permdeex. Shrubs grown for their handsome foliage

and the ornamental red or black fruits

Twining or erect* lvs. alternate, petioled, entire or
lobed, with entire margin, deciduous or persistent,
palmmerved fls inconspicuous, dioecious, in axillary

panicles or racemes, sometimes terminal; sepals, petals
and stamens 6* carpels 3-6, distinct, developing into
berry-like, 1-seeded drupes; seed reniform —About 12
species in N Amer

,
E and S Asia, Afr and Hawaii,

chiefly m tropical and subtropical legions Only a few
species are cult

,
thriving in almost any somewhat

moist soil, the evergreen kinds arc sometimes grown
in pots, in a sandy compost of peat and loam Prop
by seeds or by cuttings of half-ripened wood in summer,
under glass, with bottom heat

“Coceulus indicu.%” is the trade name of the berries

used by the Chinese m catching fish The berries con-
tain an acrid poison, which intoxicates or stuns the
fish until they can be caught The berries are imported
from the East Indies to adulterate porter, and “Coc-
culus mdicus” is a trade name with druggists, not a
botanical one

;
just as “Cassia lignea” is a trade name

of a kind of cinnamon bark, derived, not from a cassia,

but from a species of Cinnamomum The name “Coc-
culus indicus” was given by Bauhin, but binomial
nomenclature began later, with Linnajus, in 1753 The
plant which produces the berries is Atiamirta Coceulus

carolinus, DC (Ctbatha carohna, Brit. Epibatbrium
carollnum, But ) Carolina Moonseed A rapid-
growing, twining shrub, attaining 12 ft

,
with pubes-

cent branches lvs long-petioled, usually ovate, some-
times cordate, obtuse, entire or 3-, rarely 5-lobed,

pubescent, glabrous above at length petals emargi-
nate: fr red, J^in diam Along streams from Va and
111 to Fla and Texas —Decorative m fall, with its

bright red fr. Not hardy north of N Y
trflobus, DC. (C orbiculatus, Schneid. Cebalha

orbiculdta
,

Kuntze C Thtmbergn, DC ) Slender
climber with pubescent branches* lvs broadly ovate to

oblong-ovate, truncate or subcordate at the base,

obtuse, often emargmate, usually entile, pubescent
on both sides petals bifid at the apex fr bluish black,

about 34in thick, in short-stalked axillary clusters

Japan BM 8489 IT 6.231 —Quite hardy at the

Arnold Arboretum, keeps its lvs green until very late

in autumn
C diverst/Mms, Miq , not DC =8inomemum aoutum—C hele-

rophyllus, Hem'll & Wilson=Sinomonium acutum —C japdmeus,
DC =»Stephama hernandifoha—C laurtfdlius, DC Erect shrub,
to 15 ft

, glabrous lvs evergreen, oblong, acute at both ends
Himalayas Decorative, with its bright
green, shining foliage Only hardy in

subtropical regions

Alfred Rehder.

COCHLEARIA (Greek, coch-

lear, a spoon, referring to the
leaves). Crucifer# More or less

fleshy seaside small herbs, in-

cluding scurvy-grass and related

things; scarcely cultivated.

Annual or perennial: lvs. 1010. Cochleana dime*,
simple* fls small, white, yel-

lowish or purplish, m racemes, fr. an inflated silicle,

with very convex valves, the seeds several in each cell

and usually 2-rowed —About 15 species m Eu and N.
Amer. Formerly the horse-radish was referred here, but
it is now placed by some in Radicula, by others in

Roripa, and by still others m Nasturtium.
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officin&lis, Linn Scurvy-Grass. Hardy biennial,

2-12 in high, but cult as an annual: root-lvs petioled,

cordate; st -lvs oblong, more or less toothed and some-
times with a short-winged petiole, fls early spring;

calyx-lobes erect Arctic regions.—Prop, by seed,

which is small, oval, slightly angular, rough-skinned,
reddish brown The germinating power lasts 4 years.

The green parts of the plant are strongly acrid, and
have a tarry flavor. The seed is sown m a cool,

shady position, where the plants are to stand The
lvs are rarely eaten as salad, but the plant is mostly
grown for its anti-scorbutic properties. Not to be con-
founded with water-cress.

dfinica, Linn Fig. 1010. Annual, scarcely 6-8 in.

high* lvs rounded, kidney-shaped, scarcely 1 in. long
in large specimens, usually much smaller North tem-
perate and arctic regions L B C. 15: 1482 —It is cov-
ered m early summer with a profusion of small white fls.

A valuable plant for ornament northward.

N. TAYLOR.f

COCHLldDA (Greek for spiral, in reference to the
stiucture of the lip) Orchidacex. A small group of

orchids found at high elevations in South America,
little grown, requiring treatment given Odontoglossum.

Pscudobulbous. fls bright rose-color or scarlet, in

long racemes, sepals equal or the side ones more or less

joined, petals all much alike, lip clawed, the blade
spreading and the side lobes rounded and perhaps
reflexed, the middle lobe narrow—Some of the species

are retained by various authors in Odontoglossum and
Mesopimdium

Noetzli&na, Rolfe Pseudobulbs ovate-oblong, com-
pressed, about 2 in long, monodiphyllous lvs linear:

peduncles arcuate, fls numerous, in graceful racemes,
orange-scarlet, about 1 in across, sepals oblong, petals

rather ovate, labelluin 3-lobed, disk yellow, otherwise
similar in color to the petals Andes B M 7474 Gt.
43 1403 GC III 16 71 OR 12.309

rdsea, Hort Plants similar to C Noetzhana: fls.

rose-color Peru B M 6084 J H 18 66.

vulcdnica, Benth & Hook Peduncles more or less

erect fls larger than in the preceding, bright rose-color;

labelluin 3-lobed, provided with 4 ridges Peru B M.
6001

C bravlihisis, Rolfe Psoudobulb* tufted, oblong lvs oblong-
lanceolate scapes erect or arching, with 0-1.1 greenish 11s Brazil —
—C Fldnjt, Rolfe Natural hjbrid between O Noetzhana and C.
rosea t In cinn ibar-rcd with yellow- crest, sepals lanceolate, pet-
als elliptic oblong Oakes Ames.

cochliogl6ssa. Orchidacex A garden hybrid
between Cochhoda Noflzliana and Odontoglossum scep-

trum or O prxmtens, known as Cochhoglossa vioorte-

beekiensis Fls star-shaped, the petals and sepals yel-
low with pale brown spots, lip has the characters of that
of Odontoglossum sceptrum, but a little longer and less

attractive Shows no marks of Cochhoda Noetzhana.

COCHLIOSTEMA (Greek, spiral stamens). Com-

mehndcex Curious and gorgeous plants cultivated
under glass

Cochliostemas are epiphytes, with the habit of Bill-

bergia and great axillary panicles of large fls of peculiar
structure and beauty They are stemless herbs from
Ecuador, with large, oblong-lanceolate lvs

,
sheathing

at the base, and fls which individually last only a short
time, although a succession is produced for several
weeks; sepals 3. oblong, obtuse, concave; petals 3,

nearly equal, wider than the sepals, margined with long
hairs; staininodes 3, villous, 2 erect, linear, the third
short, plumose; starninal column hooded, with in-

curved margins, inclosing 3 spirally twisted anthers;
style slender, curved —Gardeners recognize 2 species,

although they are considered by some botanists as
forms of one. Recorded as the most beautiful cult,

plants of the family.

These are handsome stove-flowering perennial
plants, closely related to the commelmas, and are of

comparatively easy culture, thriving well in ordinary
stove temperature m a mixture of two parts loan/ and
one part fibrous peat, with a little well-decayed cow- or
sheep-manure added when potting mature plants

They like a copious supply of water at the roots dur-
ing the summer months, and at no season must they
be allowed to become dry Propagation is effected by
division of the plants m early spring, or by seeds, to

obtain which the flowers must be artificially fertilized.

—They seed freely when fertilized at the proper time.

Only a few of the stronger or larger flowers snould be
allowed to bear seed. Sometimes a simple shaking of

the flower-stalk will accomplish the necessary work of

fertilizing, but it is safer to employ the regular method
to insure thorough impregnation. The seeds ripen

within six weeks’ time, and they can be sown soon
thereafter, m shallow pans of light, peaty soil, and
placed in a warm, close atmosphere until germinated.
As soon as the seedlings are large enough, they should
be potted singly into thumb-pots, and shifted on as

often as they require it, when they will flower in six

to twelve months. The chief reason why cochliostemas

are grown in America so little is, probably, that it is

necessary to keep a much more humid atmosphere in

stove-houses than in England, and this is very much
against all stove-flowering plants, causing the season
of blossoming to be very short (Edward J. Canning )

a Lvs. red beneath’ panicle hairy; fls very fragrant

odoratissimum, Lem Lvs lighter green above than
in C. Jacobianum, and deep purplish red beneath, nar-

rower, and with a similar margin, fls very numerous;
sepals more leaf-like, hairy, green, with a reddish tip.

I.H 6:217. RH. 1869, p 170

aa Lvs green beneath panicle not hairy; fls. less

fragrant

JacobiUnum, C Koch and Lind. Height 1-3 ft. • Lvs.

in a rosette, spreading or recurved, dilated and sheath-
ing at the base, margined brown or purplish, 3-4 ft long,

6 in broad at the base, 4 in broad at the middle ped-
uncles stout, white, tinged purple, 1 ft long bracts
large, opposite and whorled, 3-4 in long, acuminate,
concave, panicle-branches 4-6 in. long; fls 2-2 } o in

across
,
sepals purplish

,
petals violet-blue Autumn B M

5705 R H 1868 71 G C 1868 323,desc. F S 18-1837-9.

Wilhelm Miller.
COCHLOSPliRMUM: Maximilianea.

COCKLE. In North America, a name for Lychnis
Githago, or corn-cockle, a familiar handsome-flowered
weed ot wheat-fields The name is also applied to the
darnel, Lolium tcmulentum.

COCKLE-BUR: Xanlhium, a weed.

COCKSCOMB: Celosxa.

COCKSFOOT GRASS: Barnyard Grass, Pamcum Crus-Galh.

COCOA: Products of Theobroma Cacao.

COCOA PLUM: Chrysobalanus Icaoo.

COCO-GRASS: Cyperus rotundas.

COCONUT. Plate XXVII Figs 1011, 1012, 1014,

1015 The coconut, Cocos nucxfera
,
is the most important

of cultivated palms Its nearest relatives, whether or not
regarded as m the same genus, are natives of tropical

America For this and for other reasons which have been
presented by Cook, it must be believed that the coco-
nut is a native of America, and that it was carried west-
ward across the Pacific in prehistoric times While the
nut will float and retain its power of germination for a
considerable time, its propagation from island to island

m known cases has practically alwavs been the delibe-

rate work of men, and it is probable that men were
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also responsible for its crossing the Pacific. It was a
cultivated plant in Polynesia and Malaya, and m
many places the chief crop at the time of the discov-
ery of this part of the world by Europeans. But it

reached Ceylon recently enough so that its introduc-

tion is a matter of fairly reliable legend. It is now
grown in all tropical countries except the interior of

continents Its cultivation extends somewhat beyond
the tropics, both north and south, but its growth at

these extremes, in Florida, India and Madagascar, is

not thrifty enough to give it any industrial impor-
tance. Within the last two decades, the rise in the price

of oils and the discovery of new uses for coconut-oil

have caused a tremendous increase in the area devoted
to the plantation and cultivation of coconuts.

Climatic conditions favorable for the coconut.

The coconut makes on the climate the characteristic

demands of a typically tropical plant It thrives where
the mean annual temperature is 72° F or higher, and
where there are no great differences m temperature
between seasons. Except where supply of ground water

1011. End of a mature coconut. The nut sprouts usually
from the largest eye.

makes it independent of local rainfall, the coconut
demands an annual rainfall of at least one meter (about
40 in.)

;
and this precipitation should be well distributed

through the year In most of the best coconut coun-
tries, the rainfall is considerably more than one meter.
The coconut can endure exceedingly drying conditions
for short periods, and is accordingly adapted to the
intense light of the seashore, to resisting strong winds,
and to enduring salt water about its roots for short

{

leriods of time Moreover, it will live through pro-

onged droughts. But long dry seasons cut down the
crops; and the damage done by droughts lasts for as
much as two or three years after the return of rain. A
dry season of five or six months every other year will

keep the crop at all times down to not more than 40 per
cent of what it would be if the supply of water were
constant. If there is an ample supply of soil-water,

dryness of the atmosphere is favorable to the best
production Seacoasts usually have higher land back of

them, and the ground-water from the higher country
circulates through the soil toward the sea Near the
shore it comes near enough to the surface to be
reached by the roots of the coconut. For this reason,

coconuts thrive on the seashore under climatic condi-

tions that prevent good development in the interior.

This is the principal ground for the idea that coconuts
thrive only near the sea Around the bases of volca-
noes m the interior, similar soil conditions are met
with, and such localities are admirably adapted to this

crop.

Propagation and cultivation.

The coconut is produced only by seed. Nuts for this

purpose should of course be selected from conspicuously
good trees They are usually planted in seed-beds,
although, on a small scale, there are various other
local methods of handling them during germination.
The best treatment is to take them from the seed-bed
when the plumule is not more than 6 inches high, which
will usually be after about six months To avoid the
expense of keeping the groves clean while the trees are
small, it is common practice to leave the nuts for a
longer time m the seed-beds, but the transplanting of
older seedlings, even with the greatest practicable care,

sets them back for several months. In the Jaffna dis-

trict of northern Ceylon, the nuts are transplanted
from the first seed-bids to others in which they have
more room, and arc not put in their permanent places
until they are three or four years old.

In the first years after the coconuts are transplanted,
it is good policy to raise catch-crops between tnc trees.

But these crops should be so chosen that they will not
compete with the coconut for light or water, and from
the profit they pay, a return should be made to the
soil of fertilizers at least sufficient to replace what they
have removed By the time the grove is four years old,

the coconuts will shade the ground and it will no longer
be possible to raise catch-crops on a large scale Then,
but not before this time, it is good practice to use the
grove for pasture. The returns from live-stock should
be at least sufficici/ to pay for keeping the plantation
m good condition and cattle will themselves do a large

part of the work in keeping down the other vegetation.
Pasturing of other live-stock in coconut groves is in

general not to be recommended It is not customary
anywhere in the tropics to give to coconut plantations
such cultivation as is given to orchards in temperate
countries It has even been believed that any but the
most shallow' cultivation would be detrimental by
destroying the roots near the surface, and that machine-
cultivation was likely to be too expensive to be profit-

able, in view of the time that it would have to be kept
up before the coconut begins to pay returns Limited
experience in the Philippines indicates that real culti-

vation produces very much the same results with
coconuts as it does with other crops Coconuts respond,
as do other crops, to the application of manures con-
taining potash, nitrogen, and phosphorus. So far as
the very limited evidence shows, the demand for these
three fertilizing elements is in the order given. With
ordinarily good treatment, coconuts come into bearing
in seven or eight years. Single trees of standard varie-
ties will bear fruit in five years, while others will require
ten If the coconut is treated as a wild crop, which is

by no means uncommon, and little or no attention is

given it after the first three years, it will be ten or fifteen

years, as a rule, before a full crop is produced and even
then the crop will be an inferior one.

Pests.

With the increase in the industry m the tropical
world, and with the increase in commerce, there nave
been created conditions favorable to the development
and spread of pests Twenty years ago, serious coconut
pests were practically unknown, and only eight years
ago, Prudhomme, in an excellent general treatment of

the coconut industry, listed as serious pests only two or
three insects and no other organisms There are now
known as serious pests various species of Rhynchoph-
orus, known as palm weevils. Oryctes, called the
rhinoceros beetle; a scale, Aspiaiotus destructor, closely
related to the San Jos6 scale, at least two fungi,
and the organisms causing bud-rot The latter have
been determined in the West Indies to be Bacillus
Coll, and in India to be a fungus, Pythium palmivorum.
Besides these, there are a large number of minor or
local pests, including weevils and other beetle*, the
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larva; of moths and butterflies, insects of other groups,
and fungi. Damage is also done m places by crus-
taceans, and by rats and other higher animals Forests
made up of one kind of tree practically do not exist in

nature in the tropics, and when such forests arc made,
as has been done with the coconut, the prevention of

devastation bv pests will be accomplished only by
greater care than is ordinarily demanded to protect
the crops of temperate lands.

Varieties.

A very large number of varieties of coconuts is

known in different parts of the tropics, but a careful
comparative study of their merits has never been made
on a large scale and with nuts from many different

sources The best experiment began less than a decade
ago in Madagascar In several localities in the Philip-
pines, there are strains of very large nuts, of which, as a
plantation average extending over years, 3,300 produce
a ton of copra. In favorable seasons the production
has been at the rate of a ton from 2,800 nuts There are
reports of similar large nuts from other countries, but
no data as to then yield on a plantation scale In the
parts of the Philippines having the greatest coconut
industry, it requires 5,600 to 6,000 nuts to produce a
ton of copra, and the same figures apply to Ceylon and
various other coconut countries. In still other places
the nuts are so small that 7,000 are required to the ton.
There are varieties characterized by shape and by
color, but these characteristics seem not to be related
to the yield either of copra or oil. The nuts of the
Laccadive and Maidive Islands are reputed to produce
a particularly good fiber Throughout the eastern
tropics, coconuts are locally used to produce liquor
For this purpose, early maturing varieties that are
likely also to produce very small nuts, but numerous
clusters, are selected There are varieties in Ceylon
and the Philippines which bear at the age of four years,
while the varieties in extensive cultivation and used for
the production of copra can none of them be relied

upon to produce a crop in less than seven years and not
in less than ten years unless properly treater! A Philiji-

pine variety known as Makapund has the interior of the
nuts completely filled with a soft, sweet tissue, used as
a table delicacy Such nuts sell locally for about 10
cents, while the ordinary nut is worth 2 or 3 cents

Uses and products of the coconut .

The local uses of the coconut an; almost unlimited.
Resides being of practical utility in a very large num-
ber of wavs to the people of the Malay-Polynesian
region, it has, as a result of its practical importance,
acquired a prominent place in the rites and supersti-
tions of the people of this part of the world Thus
Murray tells of a tribe of Papuans, among whom it is

not proper for a man to eat a person whom he has
killed, this privilege being reserved for his associates,
but a man may eat the heart of his own victim if he
sits on one coconut and balances himself with his feet
on two others while he prepares and devours it.

The products of great industrial importance are
toddy and its derivatives, coir, and copra and its

products
Toddy is an usual English name of the fresh bever-

age obtained from the unopen flower-clusters In
the Philippines it is known as “tuba ” The mode of
securing it differs somewhat in the three countries in

which it is secured on an industrial scale, the Philip-
pines, Java and Ceylon. In all of them, the spathe is

bent down gradually and the tip is then cut off A
thin slice is afterward cut off with a sharp knife, usually
twice a day. After a few days of this treatment, the
irritation results m a flow of sap from the cut surface.
This sap falls into a jar or bamboo tube from which it

is collected, as a rule twice a day, and a very thin slice
is removed from the end at each time of collection.

52

This continues until the whole inflorescence has been
removed by the senes of slices. The amount of toddy
collected depends on the vigor of the tree, on the
weather, and on the skill of the workman Under
fairly favorable conditions, a good workman will secure
a auart or more a day from one inflorescence The
technioue of this business seems to be better developed
m the Philippines than elsewhere, with the result that
more toddy is secured in a given time from the tree.

1 he toddy is used as a fresh beverage or as a source of
alcohol, or less frequently of sugar, or still more rarely
of vinegar; it is also a common source of yeast m the
East Indies The toddy, as it falls from the cut branch,
contains about 16 per cent of sucrose This inverts
very rapidly if permitted to do so, and the invert
sugar is in turn rapidly fermented to alcohol In parts
of the Philippines, the production of strong liquor in
this way is a business of some importance If sugar is to
be produced, care is taken to keep the vessels clean and
approximately sterile, and the inverson is often pre-
vented by the use of tanbark from one of the man-
groves, usually Bruguiera. If alcohol is the product
desired, the same bamboo tubes are used over and over
without cleaning In the Philippines it is common
practice to connect the trees used for this purpose
with bridges of bam-
boo on which the col-

lectors pass rapidly
from tree to tree. In
other countries each
tree is climbed by
itself.

(Nat rizp at this Btage ) (Nat aut .)

1012 Stages in the growth of a coconut.

Coir is produced for local use in many parts of the
world, but as an article of commerce comes chiefly

from Ceylon This fiber was the old staple cordage
material of the Polynesian region As a fiber material,

it. is conspicuous for its elasticity
,
being able to stretch

26 or 25 per cent without exceeding the limit of elas-

ticity It is also remarkable for lightness, for resist-

ance to decav, and for the short length of the individual

cells It is accordingly a valuable fiber for use in ropes
subject to abrupt strains, for calking boats, and for a
stuffing fiber Its stiffness and durability make it

especially serviceable for the manufacture of mats,
and this is its chief commercial use.

Copra —The principal coconut product exported
from most producing regions is copra, which is the dried
meat or hard endosperm of the fruit To produce the
best copra, nuts should be thoroughly and uniformly
ripe, and this condition is best guaranteed by per-

mitting them to ripen on the trees until they fall, and
then to collect and use them at frequent intervals

However, it is far more common practice to harvest
them before they fall, going through the groves at

regular intervals This is most commonly done every
three months. The nuts are cut down m various ways
The simplest method is the use of a long pole made of

detachable joints of bamboo and bearing at the top a
sharp and recurved knife. A nut-gatherer then goes
from tree to tree and cuts down the nuts that are

ready, without leaving the ground. This method is

the local one used in certain parts of the Philippines.
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Elsewhere in the Philippines and in many other places,

the practice is to climD each tree, using notches cut at
convenient heights for this purpose If these notches
are cut with sufficient care, it probably

t
can be done

without real damage to the tree, but in practice such
care is not usually taken, and the notches are very
often centers from which decay of the trunk begins.

In other places the nut-gatherers climb the trees with-
out notches. To do this easily, they usually bind their

ankles together with a thong, or pass a rope around the
hips and around the tree, or use both of these devices
The old story of the harvesting of coconuts by the use
of monkeys is not altogether a myth. In the Sunda
islands and in Sarawak, monkeys are sometimes
trained for this purpose; and from Sarawak, these
trained monkeys are occasionally exported to tho
Straits settlements In some of the islands of the
south seas, the entire nuts, husk and all, are split into

halves with an axe, and m Ceylon a machine for this

urpose has come into limited use. Elsewhere, the
rst step in the preparation of copra is the removal of

the husks This is usually done with the aid of a piece
of iron, three cornered and moderately sharp, mounted
on an erect stick and standing at about the height of

the knee. This implement is in universal use in the
Philippines, and elsewhere in the East, and has of late

years come into use in the tropics of the New World.
A machine to remove the husks has also been invented,
but the most that is claimed for it is that a workman
can husk a thousand nuts a day, and this is only the
standard day’s work for a nut-husker in the Philip-

mes by the old method After the removal of the
usk, the nut is split, into two halves by a sharp blow

with a heavy knife The water is allowed to run out on
the ground —Methods of drying copra fall under three
heads sun-drying, grill-drying, and kiln-drying Cen-
trifugal dryers have also been tried and are said to
give good results Sun-drying is the oldest method, and
is a good one where the climate is such that the drying
can be trusted to go on without interruption Under
favorable conditions it produces the finest grade of

copra, Cochin sun-dried being the standard of excel-

lence Most Philippine copra is grill-dried A hole is

dug in the ground on which is placed a grating usually
made of bamboo, and the whole protected by a roof

Coconut husks and shells are used for fuel The heat
and smoke rise directly from the fire to the coconuts
Sun-drying takes usually five to nine days; if more than
this is required, the method is unsafe Smoke-drying
is finished as a rule in a single day or in parts of two
days Smoke-dried copra is unsuited for the manu-
facture of food products and accordingly sells at a
lower price than the best copra It is a good way of

making poor copra, for if any copra is imperfectly
dried or is even in part the product of unripe nuts, it

ferments with a considerable loss of oil, and this fer-

mentation is decidedly checked by smoking Kilns
for drying coconuts are of various patterns in different

countries, and if properly handled always produce a
high grade of copra There is one kiln m the Philip-
pines which handles more than three tons of copra at

a charge, and dries it in six or eight hours By all

methods, it. is customary to make two stages of the
drying, one immediately after the nuts are opened, and
the other after the meat has shrunk enough to be easily

removed from the shells The ultimate use of copra is

the manufacture of oil, an industry which has been
developed to the greatest extent in France In all

coconut countries there is a local business in manufac-
turing oil This is done by various primitive methods,
some of which produce a food or toilet product of the
highest possible quality. In the manufacture of such
oil, the utmost care is taken and the product is of

purely local use Oil for wider distribution is manu-
factured with less care, by methods characteristic of

the different countries To prepare oil for world com-

merce, such establishments as have long been used
in European countries, and to a less extent in the
United States, have more recently been founded in the
iroducing lands. The oil has a variety of uses. It was
ormerly consumed almost entirely in the manufacture
of soap and candles Principally during the last decade,
methods of refining and separation have been developed,
by which excellent butter-substitutes are made. As
the butter produced in this way is palatable and most
digestible, and is cheaper than real butter, these prod-
ucts have found a ready sale, with the result that there
has been a great increase m the demand for good
grades of copra and a consequent improvement in the
general quality produced m most countries, and an
increase in the price of all grades. It seems probable
that the market will for some time continue to increase
more rapidly than the supply

Other products —A well-known product is desic-

cated coconut Among producing countries, Ceylon is

the only one which has taken up the manufacture of this

article It is prepared directly from the fresh meat of

ripe nuts Very large numbers of coconuts are also

put upon the market of temperate countries as “coco-
nuts,” usually after the removal of the husk The
United States is the chief market for these nuts and the
export of them is accordingly a conspicuous feature of

the business in lands situated where delivery in the
United States is economically possible^ that is in the
West Indies and to a much less extent in the islands of

the Pacific An exportation of this kind is also assum-
ing large proportions with Australia as a market For
all kinds of coconut produce, Ceylon long held first

place and the business of producing coconuts, copra
and oil, as well as coir, and desiccated coconut, has
reached a better development in Ceylon than anywhere
else However, during the last few years, the Philip-

pines have far outstripped Ceylon in the production of

copra. The export from the Philippines in the year
ending June 30, 1912, was more than 160,000 tons In
this year, copra was for the first time the foremost
export ot the islands, taking from abacfi the place
which it has held almost without interruption for the
last fifty years E B Copeland.

COCOS (Portuguese, monkey, from the nut, which
suggests a monkey’s face) Palmocese This genus
includes the coconut tree, C nucifera, and a few pinnate
palms cultivated for ornament m the North under glass,

and in southern Florida and southern California as
avenue and ornamental trees See page 3567
Low or tall palms, with slender or robust ringed

spineless trunks, often clothed with the bases of the lvs :

lvs. terminal, pinnatisect, segms. ensiform or lanceo-
late, equidistant or in groups, 1- to many-nerved, entire

at the apex, or with 1 lateral tooth, or more or less

deeply lobed, the margins smooth, recurved at the
base, rachis 3-sided, acute above, convex on the back;
petiole concave above, smooth or spiny on the margins,
sheath short, open, fibrous spadices erect, at length
drooping, the branches erect or drooping, spathes 2, the
lower one the shorter, split at the apex, the upper one
fusiform or clavate, woody, furrowed on the back;
bracts variable, fls white or yellow, fr large or
medium, ovoid or ellipsoidal, terete or obtusely 3-angled,
often fibrous-coated as in the coconut—Species 56 m
Trop and Subtrop S Amer

,
1 in the tropics around the

world The genus is allied to Maximiliana and Attalea,
and distinguished by its male fls having lanceolate
petals, 6 included stamens, and a 1-seeded fr. G C. II.

23 439
The coconut is the example most commonly cited of

dispersal of seeds by water Its buoyant, impervious
husk is said to enable it to cross an ocean without
losing its germinating power Its structure is interest-

ing and at first puzzling. Although it is a dry, mdehis-
cent, one-seeded fruit, it seems veiy unlike an achene, as
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for example, in the Composite. Structurally, it is more
like a drupe, for the fibrous husk is formed from the
outer part of the pericarp, and the hard shell inclosing

the meat from the inner In other words the husk is

exocarp and the shell endocarp. The milk of the coconut
is unsolidified endosperm In the cereal grains it- is

the endosperm which affords most of the material used
for human food Only a part of the liquid matter of the
coconut solidifies, and the milk is left in the center

The eyes of the coconut (Fig 101 1) mark the positions

of the micropyles, and germination takes place only
through the larger one. Palm pistils are three-oarpelled
and each carpel m Cocos has one ovule The marks of

the three carpels are seen in Fig 1011, but only one
ovule develops into a seed. Fig 1012 tells the story

of the growtn of a coconut In a, the young nut is

enveloped by three petals and three sepals. At b, the
pericarp has far outgiown the sepals and petals.

Sometimes the floral envelopes remain when the nut is

picked Coconuts, like many other fruits, often grow to

a considerable size without pollination, and then perish.

Of the species cultivated for ornament, C. Wed-
delhana is by far the most important It is sold m
great quantities from 3- and 4-inch pots when the
lants are 12 to 15 inches high They are favorite

ouse-plants, as their culture is easy, and they grow
slowly and retain their beauty a long while They are

much used in fern-dishes As a house-plant, C Wed-
delhana is probably the most popular species of all the
smaller palms It is especially suitable for table deco-
ration In distinguishing tropical from subtropical

regions, the coconut is an excellent guide It flourishes

best where frost is never known, although there are
magnificent, specimens at Miami and Palm Beach,
Florida, both places having rare but sharp frosts The
od extracted from the nuts is an important article of

commerce The fiber refuse is much used by florists

and ganleners Being open, spongy, very retentive of

moisture, clean and easily handled, it is a favorite

material in which to root bedding-plants and to start

very small seeds, but it is not used for permanent
potting See U S Dept Agnc

,
Bull of Div. of Ent

(new series) 38 20-3, for a report of diseased coconuts
For culture of Cocos under glass, see Palms

Cocos m Florida —-The species of the C. australis

group (as known m the trade) are dry-land palms, the
best and most beautiful palms adapted to poor sandy
soils in Flonda In moist and rich ground they are sub-
ject to diseases, particularly to blight On dry land, they
thrive with great \igor, and although slow growers,
they are strikingly beautiful specimens when only a few
years old They look best in gioups of five or even a
dozen planted together (about 12 to 15 feet apart)

After they have formed trunks 5 to 10 feet high they
are very impressive, particularly when the background
consists of tall bamboos or dark evergreens buch as
Magnolia graruhflora or live-oaks. All the species of

this group have leaves more or less glaucous, silvery

white or bluish green The leaflets are often very
hard to the touch—very rigid The petiole at its base
is provided with shmt blunt spines The roots are
brown and quite numerous, but the root-system is very
shallow, the trunks do not rest deep m the ground as is

the case with the Sabal and Phoenix species, and for

this reason they are easily blown over or they acquire a
leaning disposition In planting these palms, they
should be set in a saucer-like cavity, which can be
filled up gradually Both young and old plants arc
easily transplanted in November and December, but it

is always advisable to plant only young specimens
Pew palms require so little care and fertilizer as these
Cocos species. A good application of stable manure as
a mulch when the rainy season begins helps them along
wonderfully, or they many be fertilized with a com-
bination consisting of equal parts of ammonia, phos-
phoric acid and potash. The nowors are always inclosed

in a club-like spathe varying m size from a large walk-
ing-stick to a baseball club These spathes burst open
with a crack and reveal the much-branched flower-spike,

varying in color from a creamy white
?

yellowish,

lavender-crimson to a deep violet The fruits also vary
in size and color Some of them are not larger than a
large pea, others as large as a plum, some are yellowish

and others orange and red m color (H. Nehrling )

Cocos m California —After passing through a severe

test during the first week m January of the year 1913,
the several species of Cocos palms are in a condition
m which one may safely judge of their comparative
hardiness In the Cocos palms found m local gar-

dens are two very distinct groups These two groups
may each contain but one species having several varie-

ties, or they may consist of several species as they are
known “m the trade,” and it is upon the latter basis
they are here dealt with (1) The dwarf group is com-
monly and widely represented by the one known as
C australis and the other and less-known kmds are
catalogued as C. Alphonsi

,
C Bonnetin, C. campestm,

C Uaertnen, and C. Yatay. Occasionally two others, C.
odorata and C. pulposa, are listed All those named are
quite hardy and may Bafely be planted from Los
Angeles to San Francisco without fear of losing them
through freezing, though in places some may get

“scorched” while young With age all become quite

hardy (2) To a taller and more striking group, belong
those of which C. pluniosa is the best known and, unfor-
tunately, most widely planted type. These are C.
botryophora, C coronata

,
C Dahl, C. flexuosa, C. plu-

mosa, and C. Romanzoffiana Of these six four have
proved quite tender and three auite hardy, the latter

lot resistant to at least a half-dozen degrees more of

cold than the former The tender ones are: C. botryo-

phora
,
C. coronata, C plumosa

,
and C. Romanzoffianu.

Those proving hardy over all of southern California

in 1913 were C Dahl and C flexuosa
,
the latter the
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only one at all common. To these may be added the
true C. australis, not known here in the trade at all, a
tail-growing species, and not the dwarf one commonly
sold under this name. J Harrison Wright, of Riverside,

has grown this novel species and assures the writer of

its hardiness in his garden where C plumosa succumbs
in comparatively mild winters. These notes are based
upon a close study of these species and varieties as

observed during the past few winters in the gardens of

Los Angeles and Pasadena in Southern California.

(Ernest Braunton.)

INDEX.

aurea, 8. eoronata, 2, 11. nucifera, 8.
australis, 2, 7. Datil, 2, 10 plumosa, 2, 4.

botryophora, 2. enospatha, 1. Romanzoffiana, 6.
butyruoea, 5 flexuosa, 2 Wodtlelhana, 3.
campestns, 12. insignia, 13. Yatay, 9.

A. Filaments present on the rachis.

1 eriospktha, Mart St 9-15 ft. high, 10-14 in.

thick, capitately thickened with the persistent bases of

the petioles, lvs ample, glaucous, finely pectinate,
margins of the rachis with excurrent filaments, segms
about 1 m apart, the lower elongated, linear, 20-24 in

long, very long-acuminate, the upper narrowly linear,

short, attenuate, 1 ft long, 2 lines wide, all rigid, faintly

nervose-stnate spadix thick, branched but very com-
pact. S Brazil —“The hardiest of the genus and one
of the hardiest palms in S Calif. Fronds bluish* fr.

pulp tastes like apricots ”—F. Franceschi, Santa Bar-
bara Some of the C. australis of the trade may belong
here.

aa. Filaments absent.

b. Rachis abruptly contracted above the insertion of the

lowest Ifts.

2 flexudsa, Mart St 9-12 ft high, 2-334 in diam.,
arcuate-ascending, naked just above the base, thence
densely clothed with dead petiole bases lvs lax, 3-6 ft

long
,
petiole flat above, arcuate, at first tomentose, later

smooth; rachis abruptly narrowed above the insertion

of the lowest If -segm
,
thence linear-filiform at the

apex, excurrent, segms 70-90 on each side, rigid in

opposite groups, the middle 10—14 m long, J-^in wide,

the upper 4 in long, wide spadix long-peduncled
and rather loose. Brazil—Cult m northern green-
houses Similar m habit to S plumosa, but with more
finely cut lvs

,
and in S. Eu considered to stand more

frost Probably the C. flexuosa planted in this country is

not the true species C flexuosa of Martius, but of
Hoi t

,
a hardy form of C. Romanzoffiana, Cham ,

which latter according to the late Barbosa-Rodnguez
is a polymorphic species including, besides this flexuosa
type, all our garden forms known as C plumosa, Hook.,
C eoronata, Hort., not Mart

, C botryophora, Hort
,
C

Dahl, Griseb & Drude, and C. australis, Mart. The
foregoing description has been drawn from Martius and
not from cult, specimens The true C flexuosa of Mar-
tius is a slender-stemmed palm from tropical Brazil

The true C. australis of Martius is native in Paraguay;
it is hke C. plumosa in appearance but hardier.

bb. Rachis not abruptly contracted.

c. Lfts flaccid.

D. Arrangement of lfts. equidistant.

3. Weddellikna, Wendl. {Glazidva Martidna, Glaz.,
to which genus Martius considers the species to

belong). Fig. 1013. St. 4-7 ft. nigh,

/A V in diam.. densely covered with persistent

ill M sheaths: lvs. equally pectmate-pinnatisect,WJK 3-3)4 ft. long; petiole 8-20 in
;
sheath co-

naceous-fibrous, glabrous or tomentose, withHV slender brown hairs, at length evanescent;
Hw blade 2-3 ft. : segms. about 50 on each side,

Wf widely spreading, the middle 5 in. long, 2
B lines wide, subequidiwtant, glaucous beneath

;

U rachis filiform at the apex, brown -scaly:

1 spadix equaling the lvs
,
stiff and erect Trop.

i Brazil. It H. 1879, p 434 I H.
22:220. AG 16 345 —The
most important of small orna-

*

mental palms for the N.

dd. Arrangement of lfts. in

4 plumdsa, Hook St.

30-36 ft high, 10-12 in.

1014. Coconut germinating. thick, ringed at inter-

vals of a foot, clothed
near the apex with remnants of the dead petioles lvs.

erect-spreadmg, 12-15 ft. long, recurving; petiole a
third to half as long as the blade, segms linear-acumi-
nate, sparse, solitary or mostly in groups of 2-4, 134
ft. long, denexed near the apex spadix usually 3 ft.

long and much branched, the branchlets pendular
Cent Brazil. B M 5180 —The chief avenue palm of

the genus A quick grower, ultimately 50 ft high in S.

Fla and Calif The slender smooth boles and heads of
graceful recurving lvs make this a very attractive tree,

cc Lfts rigid

d. Form of lfts sivord-shaped

5 butyrkcea, Linn Sts very tall, naked: lvs pin-
nate, lfts simple, spathc eylindrical-oblong, 4-6 ft

;

spadix as long as the spathe, 4-6 ft
,
branches of the

spadix about 1 ft., thickly clustered and somewhat
pendulous Venezuela—Rare and perhaps confused
with Scheelea butyracea. Little known, although long
ago described.

6 Romanzoffikna, Cham. Sts 30-40 ft high, some-
what fusiform above: lvs. about half as long as the cau-
dex, the withered ones deflexed, pendent, the upper
spreading, often arching; segms eonduplicatc at the
base, ensiform : spadix about 6 ft. long, at first inclosed
m a stout pendulous spathe which appears among tho
lowest lvs. S Brazil near the sea; according to recent
characterizations, it comprises a wide variety of forms,
as explained under No 2
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dd. Form of lfts. linear apex obtuse: petiole glaucous.

7. austr&lis, Mart. Pindo Palm. Height about 30
ft.: st erect, columnar, equal, strongly annular above:
Ivs. 9-12 ft. long, the sheath fibrous and glabrous;

petiole naked; segms. linear, glaucous, rather rigid -

fr as large as a pigeon's egg, outer pulp sweet, edible,

seed oily Paraguay. G C. Ill 18.739. A F. 5 515,
7:805. R H. 1876, p 155 —A good grower. Cult,

under glass and outdoors in Fla. and Calif

8. nudfera, Linn. Coro Palm Coconut Tree
Figs. 1014 (adapted from Cook), 1015. Caudex 40-100
ft. high, flexuous, thickened at the base: lvs 12-18 ft

long; lfts. linear-lanceolate, 2-3 ft., coriaceous, flaccid:

petiole 3-5 ft , stout. Seashores within the tropics and
at Miami and Palm Beach, Fla. Indigenous to Cocos
or Keeling Isis of the Indian Ocean, but recently
thought to be native of Trop Amer See O F Cook,
Contr U. S Nat Herb

,
7

- 257-93 (1901); 14 271-342
(1910). RH 1895, p 457 Mn 2* 171 GF 7 15—
Produces the coconuts of commerce. Var ahrea, Hort

,

is a form remarkable for its orange-yellow sheaths,
petioles and midribs.” It is known in cult only in
England

ddd. Form of lfts narrowly lanceolate.

E Lvs long, 6-15 ft. in mature specimens.

f. Petiole spinose-serrate segms. of If less numerous.

9 Yat&y, Mart St 12-15 ft high, over 1 ft. diam
,

naked below, covered with dead sheaths above, lvs re-

curved, spreading 6-9 ft
,
sheath 1 ft long, fibrous at

the mouth, petiole ft long, sptnose-serrate, the
spines increasing in length towards the lower end of

petiole, segms 50-60 on a side, crowded below, then
equidistant, linear-lanceolate, the uppermost long-

setaceous filiform, the middle ones 2 x/
2 ft. long, 2-5 m

wide, the upper 20 in long, j^m wide, all rigid, glau-
cous beneath, spadix about ft. long with at least

150 branches Brazil, Argentina

ff. Petiole not spinose-serrate segms. of If.

very numerous

10 D&til, Drude & Gnseb. St 30 ft high, 8-12 in

diam lvs 12-15 ft long, sheath about 16 m long,

I

ietiole 1)4 ft long, 1^3 in wide, thick, segms.
inear-acuminate, glaucous, densely crowded in groups
of 3 or 4, 150-160 on each side, the lowest 2 ft

,
middle

ft and apical 1 ft
,
the uppermost filiform, all nar-

row, stiff and rigid, the dried lvs glaucous green or
whitish spadix 3-3)4 ft long with at least 300 spirally

twisted branches Argentina, lsls and river banks.

—

The frs are edible, resembling those of the date palm
Hardier in S Calif, than C plumosa, C flexuosa, and
C Romanzoffiana

11

coron&ta, Hort
,
not Mart. Trunk at length 18-

30 ft high, 8 in diam
,
erect, deeply ringed: lvs. erect-

spreading, 6-9 ft long, short-petioled, arranged in a
close, 5-ranked spiral, the long-persistent bases of the
petioles forming a spiral-twisted column below the
crown; If -segms m groups of 2 or 3, folded together
from the base (conduphcate), linear-lanceolate, coria-

ceous, densely crowded, about 100 on each side; mid-
rib 4-sided below, 3-snied above: spadix about 2)4-3
ft. with not more than 60 branches. Brazil.

ee. Lvs. shorter
, 3-414 ft- %n nvaiure specimens.

f Apex of lfts. obtuse.

12 camp6stris, Mart St. 8-10 ft. high, thickened,
scaly -

lvs. spreading-recurved, rigid, 3-414 ft long;
rachis elevated, triangular above, convex below; segms
narrowly lanceolate, 30-40 on each side, obtuse at the
apex and shortly cordate-acuminate - spadix about 2)4
ft long, with 10-14 branches. Brazil.—Hardier than
C nucifera, but scarcely known in cult in N. Amer
Perhaps hardy as far north as N C.

ff. Apex of lfts acuminate.

13 insfgnis, Mart. (Glaziova mslgnis, Hort ) St.

3-6 ft high, \]4 m diam -

lvs 4)^-6 ft. long, sheath
densely brown-lanate

;

petiole shorter than or equaling
the sheath, a fourth or fifth as long as the rachis, segms.
equidistant, 50 on each side, narrowly lanceolate,

obliquely acuminate and caudate, silvery glaucous
beneath: spadix about 3 ft. long, with about 50
branches Brazil

The following are trade namon of raio or botanically little-known
plants not sufficiently described C Alphonsei —C Arechamletdnn,
Barb , i« deacribed as somewhat like C Romanzoffiana but taller

and making larger crown® It is a native of Uruguay—C Blumeti-
Avi=C enospatha

—

C Bonnetu —C Gstrt»ert=( ? )

—

C Genva,
Hort G C III 27 293 figures C Genva, a remarkable Cocos (?)
with 4 branches Nothing further is known of this plant It may
be C Geriba, Ilodr =C botryophora, Mart

—

(’ Maximili&na,
Hort «=(’) —C odorAta

, Rodr St short lfts in 3’s or 5’s, linear-
lanceolate, petioles spiny fr yellowish green or pink, pulp scented.
Brazil Rll 1893, p 345

—

C pulpdw, is supposed to be very like

C enospatha This species is scarcely known in this country —C.
Yurumajna*-(?). N T LOR f

CODL5SUM (probably from Gieck for head, the
colored leaves being used for crowning-wreaths, or
from the Malayan name). Euphorbiacese Croton.
Variegated Laurel. Tropical shrubs or trees growrn
for the variegated and interesting foliage, as green-
house plants or for summer bedding outdoors

Leaves alternate, simple, somewhat thick and
leathery, pmnately veined, glabrous: juice somewhat
milky fls monoecious, in slender axillary racemes;
stammate fls with petals, calyx imbricate, stamens
20-30, erect in the bud, pistillate fls apetalous, ovary
3-celled, 3-ovuled—Six species of Malaya and Pacific

Isis , not closely related to any other commonly cult.

Euphorbiacese. Differs from the true crotons in the
erect stamens, glabrous foliage and more or less milky
juice

The almost endless variety of codieums (or crotons
of gardens) are probably all from one botanical species,

greatly varied by selection and crossing Although a
great many of these bear Latin binomials they inter-

grade so that it is often difficult to separate them <5r to
make a reliable classification, however, they may be
grouped conveniently as below. Totally different leaf

forms and color variations often appear on the same
plant The latest botanical treatment is by Pax in

Das Pflanzenreich, hit. 17, and is followed m ‘this

article.

The crotons are prized chiefly for the varied and
brilliant markings of the leaves The young leaves are
usually green and yellow, changing later to led,

although m some the markings remain yellow or with
red only in the petiole They are usually kept not over
2 to 3 feet high, but if given opportunity will glow into

considerable trees in the greenhouse. They are good
subjects for massing in the open and develop most
brilliant colors in our blight hot summers, however,
they will not stand frost

Codieums (or crotons, as they are popularly knowm
in America) are beautiful plants with many forms of

handsome and odd foliage of the most brilliant color-

ing The colors range from almost pure white to light

and deep yellow, orange, pink, red and crimson, in the
most charming combinations In some eases one color

predominates, as m Carrierei (yellow), Czar Alexander
III (crimson), Hawken (light yellow) These varie-

ties of distinct coloring make beautiful specimen plants

for jardinieres; and their beauty is enhanced when
used in jardinieres of appropriate color As exhibition

plants they are very effective, and may be grown to

specimens 5 or 6 feet high, or even larger In smaller

sizes, codieums are much used as table plants, for which
purpose well-colored tops are rooted and grown on
until they are from 12 to 15 inches high The narrow-
leaved varieties are most used for this purpose Codi-
eums are very atti active in vases and window-boxes
and for mantel and table decoiations They are also
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very valuable as bedding plants. Planted in clumps or

masses, the effect of the combination of rich colors is

charming. They should be planted in any good, rich,

not too heavy soil, and regularly syringed to keep down
red spider They color best when fully exposed to

the sun, and should not be planted out until about the

10th of June in the neighborhood of New York and
Philadelphia. If something is needed to make the beds
look attractive early in the season, it is a good plan to

plant pansies in April, to remain until it is time to

plant the codieums. Some of the tender varieties, such
as Reedu, albicans, and a few others, are inclined to

burn in the extremely hot weather, but nearly all the

sorts do well beddea out Among the very best for

this purpose are Queen Victoria, Dayspring, Baron
Rothschild, Andreanum, Lady Zetland, Carrifcrei,

Barryi, Hawken, fasciatum, ametumense — The
house culture of codieums is very simple. It is neces-

1016. Codiaeum variegatum Baronne de Rothschild.

(An example of form platyphyllum.)

sary that a night temperature be maintained of 70°

to 75°, and that the air be kept moist by frequent
syrmgings Cuttings of half-ripened wooa may be
easily rooted at any time from October until June, a
bottom heat of 80° being just what they need When
very fine specimens are desired, root strong and shapely
tops by making an incision m the stem and tying moss
around the wounded part; it will be rooted ready to

pot in about three weeks By this method all the foliage

may be retained, and a perfect plant will result. The
more light the plant receives, the better will be the
color, but with some kinds oi glass it is necessary to
shade lightly to prevent burning of the leaves. They
may be grown finely m a house glazed with ground
glass, which admits the light and does not require

shading It is well to syringe two or three times a week
with tobacco water, to kill mealy bug and red spider.

Little’s Antipest, or any emulsion of coal-oil, is a good
insecticide for codieums New varieties from seed,

the result of crossing existing sorts, are continually
being raised. Seed ripens freely under glass m North
America, and there is no doubt that the list of about
eighty choice varieties now in cultivation will be largely

added to m the near future. (Robert Craig.)

variegatum, Blume, var. pfetum, Mueil. Arg.
(C. mkdium, Baill. C. varieg&tum var. genulnum,

Muell. Arg., in part C. pictum
,
Hook. Crbton variegdius

,

Lmn. Crbton pictus, Lodd, Phyllaiirea Codikum,

Lour.). Lvs. ovate to linear, marked with various
colors, entire or lobed.—Cult, throughout the Old
World tropics as well as in Eu. and Amer. The wild
form with green lvs. is var. molluccanum

,
Muell Arg.

(C . moluccbnum, Decne.). B M. 3051. LB.C 9:870.

a. Foliage plane or recurved
,
entire

,
not appendiculate.

b. Lvs. 2-3, rarely 4 times as long as broad, usually broadest
above the middle Form platyphyllum, Pax.

c. The lvs. with practically no red coloration.

Hort vars : aureo-maculatum, aureo-marmoratum,
Baron Frank Seilliere, Barryi, Bergmann, Bruce Find-
lay. Carn&rei, Delight, Exquisite, fasciatum, fucatum,
Golden Queen, grande, Hawken, Henryanurn, Hookeri,
mvictum, Jamesn, lacteum, magnohfohum, maximum,
medium variegatum, Orvilla, ovalifoliuin, Princess
Waldeck, supermens, tournfordensis, Truffautn.

cc. The lvs., at least when older, red colored.

Hort. vars : Andreanum, acubaefolium, Austimanum,
Baronne James de Rothschild (Fig 1016), B Compte,
Beauty, Daysprmg, Dormanmanum, Hilleanum, Le
Tzar, Magnificent, Marquis de Guadiaro, Me Lueien
Linden, Mortn, Mrs Iceton, Nestor, Newmannii, Pon-
mncki; pictum, Pilgnmn, Prince Henry, recui vifohum,
Reidn, Reginae, roseo-pictum, Stewartn, Williamsn

ccc The lvs. broad, color not specified.

Hort. vars Compte de Germiny, d’Haenei, Dr.
Fnedenthal, Hendersonn, Kreutzeanum, Makoyanum,
marmoratum, Prince Royal, Sanderi, Seemannn, Sinai,

Stroemen, verum, Watsonn

bb. Lvs. lanceolate to narrowly lanceolate, 5 or more
times as long as wide Form ambiguum, Pax.

c. The lvs with practically no red coloration

Hort vars albo - lmeatum, angustissimum, amet-
umense, bellulum, Burtonn, eoneinnum, Countess,
Crown Prince, Davisn, Duvalu, eburneum, elongatum,
eminens, Goednoughtn, irregulare, latimaculatum,
maculatum, Monarch, Mooreanum, Mrs Swan, vol-

utum, Wcismann, Wilsonn

cc. The lvs
,
at least when older, red-colored.

Hort. vars : albicans, amabile, Broomfieldn, Chal-
lengern, Chantneri, chrysophyllum, Cooperi, Drouetn,
DuVivien, Flamingo, Hanburyanum, imperiale, mimita-
bile, insigne, Jubilee, Lady Zetland, lancifolium, Mac-
farlanei, magmficum, Massangeanum, multicolor,
musaicum, Nevilli®, prmceps, Queen Victoria, rccurva-
tum, Sunshine, tnumphans, triumphans Harwoodi-
anum, Vervaetn, Victory, Veitchu, Youngn

ccc. The lvs. medium width, lanceolate, color not specified.

Hort vars : Boucheanum, Eckhautei, Eclipse, Excel-
lent, Flambeau, Gaerdtn, Grusonn, fmperator,
Leopoldn, Margarete Daniel, marginatum, nernfolium,
Oberstleutnant Brode, Ohlendorfhi, Pres Chereau,
Said Pascha, Spmdlerianum, splendiaum, undulatum.

bbb. Lvs linear, 1 cm (%in ) or less broad. Form
tasniosum, Muell. Arg.

c. The lvs. with practically no red coloration.

Hort. vars.: aigburthiense, aureo-punctatum, Dodg-
son® (m part), elegantissimum, Elvira, glonosum, Her-
mon, Johanms, Philhpsu, superbum, Van Oosterzeei.

cc. The lvs. with red color, at least when old.

Hort. vars.: Bragaeanum, elegans, majesticum, Mrs.
Dorman, nobile, Princess of Wales, Rodeckianum,
ruberrimum, sceptre.

ccc. The lvs. narrow linear, color not specified.

Hort. vars.. Donai, Fascination, Grayn, Khssmgii,
lineare, penduhnum.
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AA. Foliage lobed, or with margin crisped or spirally

twisted, or with a havrdvke or If.dike apical appen-
dage.

b. Lvs entire, with margin crisped, or the whole If.

spirally twisted
,
without appendage. Form crispum,

Muell Arg

Hort vars : caudatum tortile, Chelsonn, Cronstadii,

Elysian, Kyrei, Katharma, Madam Seilliere, Rex,
spiralc (in part) (Fig. 1019), Warrenn.

bb . Lvs more or less 3-lobed, at least constricted in the

middle (pandunform ) Form lobatum, Pax.

c The lvs ,aruluriform or indistinctly lobed.

Ilort vars.. Bisrnarckn, irregulare, lyratum, roonti-

fontainen.se, multicolor, Princess Matilda, Russelii,

Thomaonn
cc. The lvs distinctly 3-lobed.

Hort. vars • Crai^o, Disraeli, Evansianum, Fred
Sander, Goldiei, hastiferum, lllustre, Lord Derby,
maculatum Katomi, trilobum.

bbb Lvs entire or nearly so, the midrib projecting
,

usually below the apex, as a hom-like appendage.
Form cornutum, AndrL

Hort vars * appendiculatum, chrysophyllum (in

f
art), cornutum, exeurrens, Mrs McLeod, paradoxum,
’rince of Wales, spiralc (Fig 1019)

bbbb Lvs constricted to the midrib, or with the apically

projecting midrib, bearing a second or even third

plane, or cucullate, lamina Form appendiculatum,
Celak

Aigberth Gem (== following)
Aigburthiense. Yellow midrib and spots, K X 11. A F. 16*255

Gng 9 19
Albicans White variegated, crimson beneath, 3 X 18.

Albo-lmeatum. Yellow center changing to white, 1x12. AF
16 255 Gng 9 19
Amabile ("often called vanabile") Lvs often distorted and

curved to one side, variegated with yellow and two distinct shade*
of green and red, 1 lAx 11
Andreanum Yellow to red veins, 2^X9. I.H. 22.201. AF

23 241. Gng 13.81. R H. 1876, p. 234.

Angustissimum (Angustifolium) Yellow margin and ribs,

MX15 GC 1871 612
4ntetumense Yellow midrib and cross veins, lXll

Hort. vars : Dodgsona*, interruntum (Fig 1018),
olegans, irregulare, Laingn, Mrs McLeod (in part),

multiforme, mutabile, picturatum, Rodcckianum (in

part), SiniUianum.
The following varieties are in the American trade or frequently

iiiltivatcd in this country \ great many variations m spelling of
names occur, chiefly due to different terminations to agree with
either C roton or C odiseum Such slightly different forms of names
have bten omitted The brief descriptive phrases do not include
the more important characters given m the above classification
When yellow and red aro both mentioned, the foliage is generally
at first yellow-marked and later the yellow changing to rod with
ground-c olor green or dark rod-green The measurements are
approximate, and of course. _
more or less unreliable and
show respectively width 'fh )
and length of leaves in /
inches It is intended here J'l%f
to account for the Latin-

/Jft
-

form names, that might aft/ Jm
be confused with tenable mfi {¥£)
species-names, but practi-
cally all the prevailing ver- &
nacular names have been

Jiff'

1017 m
Codiseum Disraeli /«

(An example of form wij

lobatum.)

Aucuhsefohum Yellow, red-blotched, 2 VaX 8 I H 19, p .327.

Aureo-maculatum Yellow -spotted, 1^X3 Yi
Aureum Yellow -marked
Baron Adolph Seilliere Lvs large, veins pale yellow*, soon white
Baronne James de Rothschild (Baron Rothschild, etc , Baron A

de Rothschild (’) ) Fig 1016 Yellow, red veins, etc, 2^X7.
A F 23 242 R H 1879 450, 1898 180 F E 18 379 I H
26 365

Barryi Yellow, changing to white, midrib, veins and dots, 2x7.
B Compte Large, yellow, red blotches, 2^x7
Beauty Yellow to pink center, margin and mottling, ovate,

2x6
Bergmann Cream-yellow with green blotches I H 27 389
Broomfieldu Various yellow marks, midrib red-tinted, 2x10
Burtonn Yellow mottled, lanceolate, 3 X 15
Carrtern Margin, midrib, dots and some veins yellow, oblong,

lhxll I H 27, p 90, desc
Caudatum tortile Yellow v anegated with some red, long, narrow,

spiral lvs R K 35 240 Gn 11, p S3 Gt 33 9
Challenger (Challenge™’, Imperator’) Midribs creamy white

changing to red
Chelsonn Yellow, red midrib and mottling, HxlO. AF

16 255 Gng 9 19
Chrysophyllum (perhaps two vars under this name). Irregular,

large, yellow, red blotch, 2x12
Compte de Germing Lvs brovd
Coopen Yellow, Ted center and spots, ?4Xl0 Gn 10, p 139
Cornutum YpIIow nndnb and dots, often wavy, spiral or even

lobed, S
4 X4 I II 19, p 1S8

Countess (Countess Superba’) Yellow spotted, tapering, X 14
Cronstadtn Yellow varu g.iti d, tapering, spiral, wide. AF

18 255,23 275 Gt 31 309
Crown Prince Yellow veins, 2x16
Czar Alexander III See \xt Tear
Dansn White midrib and variegation, Xl2
Dayspnng Yellow, red-mottled, margin green, ovate, 1HX8.
Delight Yellow changing to white, with green margin, lanceo-

late, 2x8.
Disraeli Fig 1017 Variously lobed, yellow, red veins and spots,

3x12 Gn 10, p 141 FM 1876 207
Dodgsome Yellow midrib, margin and spots, often spiral, excur-

rent midrib often fallacious, X 1

2

Dormanmanum Lvs small, bronze-red and yellow.
Earl of Derby See Lord Derby
Earlscourt
Edmontonense Lvs narrow, brilliantly colored

. Elegans (Parvifohum, see Interruptum) Yellow, red midrib
w and margin, Hx6

Elegantissimum Yellow center and dots, petiole red, rarely

with apical seta, *5X14 I H 29 469
Elnra. Yellow center and variegation, sometimes with apical

seta and twisted, M X 10
Elysian Yellow midrib and dots, H X 14, twisted
Evansianum Yellow, red-veined and mottled, 3-lobed. Gn W.

4 409.
Excelsior
Exeurrens Greenish yellow variegated, oblong, midrib pro-

jecting.
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aiuerpe.
Faaciatum Yellow veins, broad ovate. A.F. 23:241.
Flambeau Medium width, lanceolate.
Flamingo Irregular yellow central stripe, 1 )4 X 8.

Glomoaum (Prince of Wales) Lvs long-narrow, variously yel-

ow-marked, sometimes spiral and appendaged. Gng 9 19. Gn.
14, p 543. AF 16, p 255
Golden Ring
Goldiex Yellow veins, 3-lobed, 3x10.
Grande Yellow veins and spots
Grayn Resembling Majesticum
Hanburyanum Yellow, rose marks and blotches, 2)4 X 15. Gng.

7 324
Harwoodianum (Tnumphans Harwoodianum). Yellow, crimson

midrib
Hawkeru Light yellow, green margins and tips, broad-lanceo-

late, 6 in long J H III. 61 129 G.Z 23, p 265
Henryanum Yellow-mottled, ovate, 3x9
Herman Yellow midrib anil spots, )4 X 10
Hilleanum Purplish green, crimson marks, oblong oi spatulate,

3X9 I II 19, p 326
Hookerianum (Ilookeri) Irregular yellow center and blotches,

broad lance-ovate G C 1871 1067 Gn 3, p 45 I H [19, p 40.

G 7 137 F 1871, p 199
IUustre Yellow markings, 3-lobed, midrib excurrent. G Z 28 2
Imperator See Challenger
ImmUabilie Yellow, red midrib and veins all dark red, 1x6.

Insigne. Yellow midrib and veins, margin red, narrow-oblong
Interruptum Fig 1018 Yellow, red midrib, M X 12 Sometimes

distorted or spiral, midrib excurrent. I H 19, p 170 F. 1872. p. 209
A F 16 1510 Joum Bot. 19 220

Invicta Lemon-color, broad If

Irregulars Lf form irregular, often contracted below middle,
midrib and spots yellow I H 19, p 135
Jamem Irregular yellow blotch changing to white, 3 X 10
Johannis (Taeniosum) Center and margin yellow lvs long,

narrow F 1872, p 161 Gng 9 19 I.H. 19, p 169. F.S. 19, p 12.

Gt 34 24 A F. 13 1070
Katonn (Maoulatum Katonu). Lvs. partly trilobed, yellow-

spotted F 1879. p 27
Lady Zetland Yellow, red margin, midrib and veins, % X 11

Lamgn Lf base yellow, remainder green to dark red, spiral,

midrib excurrent or appendaged
Le Tear. Lf. broad, veins and most of If. yellow, red. I. H.

35 70
Lord Derby (Earl of Derby?) Trilobed, base and center yellow,

red, 14-4x8.
MacFarlane t Yellow, red-blotched, 1 X 12
Maculatum Katonn See Katonu
Madam Seilliere Lvs. lanceolate, spirally twisted, vanegated.

A.F. 13 1068
Magnolifolium A few yellow spots and veins, 3X6
Majesticum Yellow, red margin, midrib and mottling, linear,

15 in long G Z 18, p 97 G 2 163 F 1876, p 53 F.M.
1874 103
Makoyanum Broad lvs chocolate and carmine marking.
Marquis de Castellane
Maximum Border and veins yellow or yellow with green

blotches, 12 in long. IH 14, p. 534, 19, p 168. B H 19 65.

Memphis.
Monte/ontamenae (Montfortiense?) Somewhat 3-lobed, veins

yellow, red, 1 )s X 6
Mortn Midrib and veins yellow, light red, 3 X 10
Mra. Chaa Heme
Mrs Craige Lippincott. Lvs lance-ovate, veins colored. A.F.

23 274 Gng 13 98
Mrs Dorman Midrib scarlet, margins green, linear, )4 X 12,

A.F. 16.255 Gng 9 19
Mrs. H. F. Watson. Lvs largo, variously marked with yellow

and red.
Mrs Iceton. Very dark red with rose mottling, 2 X4)4
Mrs McLeod Constricted in middle, midrib yellow, red, pro-

jecting,

J4
X 10.

Central yellow stripe and blotch, petioles red,Mr8. i

1x12
Multicolor Like Irregulare but with red coloration developed.

I H 19, p 120 F 1872, p 89
Muaaicum Yellow, red-veinod and mottled, or with green

blotches on colored ground, 1 )a X 8 R H 1882 240
Nestor Serrated central yellow, red blotch and spots, 2 \4 X 12.

Nevilhse Green-red mottling on yellow
Newmannn Lvs short, broad, dark c nmson
Nobile Lvs linear, yellow, red variegated. A F. 16 ‘255. Gng.

9 19 F 1878, p 133
Orvilla Green mottling on yellow, 1 x4 )4
Ovalifohum Yellow variegated Gt 24, p 221 F. 1875 8
Ftctum Lvs broad oblong-acuminate, less than 10 inches long,

blotches of green and blackish on rod B M 3051.
Picturatum Similar to Interruptum Gt 25 375
Pilgnmn Yellow-blotched, overspread with pink, 3x9
Princeps (mutabile) Yellow, red midrib and margins, lvs.

narrow, variable in form, sometimes appendaged F 1879, p 69.
Gn 13 621, desc

Princess Matilda Lvs subtnlobed, yellow, Ted blotch, base
nearly white, petioles red

Princess of Wales Yellow midrib and mottling, changing to
white, with pink reverse, linear, YiX 12 Gng 13 84 AF 23 275

Punctatum
Queen Victoria Yellow, red veins and mottling, 1)4x10 A F

23 241
Recurnfolium Lvs acuminate, recurved at the tip, yellow, red

veins and blotches
Regime Lvs short and broad, yellow, crimson and brown

colored F 1879, p 59
Reidn Yellow, red variegation and veins, rose tints, 4x8.

A F 23 242
Rodeckianum Variously mottled and marked with yellow and

red, X 12, sometimes twisted and appendaged
Roseo-pxctum \ellow, red, with green blotches between veins.

I H 26 364, 43, p 159
Rubernmum Crimson marked with creamy white, linear
Rubro-lmeatum Yellow, with crimson tints, oblong-lanceolate,

“1 in to 1 \i in long.”
Rubrostrxatum
Sceptre Lvs linear, yellow spots, red midrib
Sinitzuinum Yellow spots changing to white, projecting mid-

ribajjpendaged.ijXlO Gt 30 278 G Z 26 145 J II III 48 435.

Spirale Fig 1019 Midrib yellow, red or green, lvs spiral, midrib
excurrent, ?

3 X 10 V 9, p 203 F 1874, p 211 FM 1874 120.
A F 23 212 Gt 24 26

Splendens ‘‘Lvs broad, yellow and dull red on green ”

Stewarln \ cllow veins and margin, midrib and petiole red
Sunshine (Sunbeam?) Yellow, red veins and mottling, 2x9.
Superbissimum
Superbum I.vs linear, drooping, green and yellow mottled

A F 16 255, 23 p 275,21 674 Gng 12 471,9 19
Thomsonn Irregular central yellow area or all yellow, subtri-

lobcd, 2x6
Tortilia See Caudatum tortile

Tricolor Lvs oblong spatulate, margin sinuous, center yellow,
lower surface reddish
Tnumphans Lvs oblong, green and red
Undulalum I.vs long and oroad, undulate, veins red to purplo.

III 19. p 265 F 1870, p 207 G 9 106 Gn 3, p 118
Veitchu Yellow, red midrib and wide veins, some mottling,

1J4X10 Gn 17, p 565 F 1870, [p 206 IH 19, p 134 RH
1867, p 190 V 9, p 203

Victory Yellow , red midrib and blotches, 2 )4 X 12
Volutum \tllow midrib and veins, 1x6, with long tip rolled

backward Gt 24 01 V 9, p 202 F 1874, p 138 G Z 20, p 33.
FM 1875 154

Warrenn Yellow, red variegated, 1x20 spiral PFG 1882
111 G 11 121, 13 705 AF 16 255 GW 12 62 Gn W.
6 457 Gn 36, p 337

Wei8tnann Yellow midrib and veins, petiole red, margin undu-
late, 1x10 I H 20, p. 80 F S 19, p 14 F 1873 55 Gt.
22, p 149

Williaman, Yellow, red and pink variegated, ovate-oblong,
3x12

Wil8onn. Green overspread with yellow, linear lanceolate,

1X18
Youngn Irregular yellow, red blotches, 1x15 Gn 4, p 129

Others not in American trade 1 appendiculatum Horned, green.
GZ 21 241 F 1879, p. 07 RH 1877, p 88 F W. 1877, p 136 —
aureo-lineatum Yellow margins and veins —Baron Frank Seilliere.

Yellow to white veins on reddish green I H 27, p 72, desc Gn.
21, p 289 —bellulum Yellow, green margins I H 22 210—Bra-
gseanum Yellow and green, red midrib, linear, 18 in long —Chan-
trier*. Linear, yellow red spots I H. 27, p 73, desc —contortum.
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Lvs. ovate, tips recurved, veins and margins yellow—Craigti.

3-lobed. Gng. 13 97. A F 23 238—Crasus Oblanceolate, yel-
low-blotched —Drouetn Linear, border and veins yellow, red.

IH 27, p 73, desc

—

Duvaln Lvs lance -linear, veins light

yellow I H 27, p 73, deso.

—

Duvivieri. 8hort-oblong, chiefly red.—eburneum Central irregular, white band

—

elongatum Narrow
lanceolate, yellow veins, margins, and spots I H 24 299—
emmens Lanceolate, midrib and pair of veins white —Exquisite.
Broad-ovate, margins and variegation yellow—Eyret Recurved
and spiral, yellow vanegated, petiole red

—

Fascination Long-
linear A.F 23 243 Gng 13 119

—

firrmosum. Yellow, rca-
imotfed —fucatum. Obovate, yellow blotched, petiole red —
Goedenoughtn Yellow variegated.

—

Golden Queen Yellow midrib
and few veins and dots, petiole red, 2Wx9

—

hastifcrum. Two
acute lobes at broad base, yellow veins ana blotches. I H 22 216
heroicum Yellow, rod —imperials Oblong, yellow, red margins
and veins, horned F 1876, p 209—interruptum elegans I H 27.

p 90, dose II H 1880 170

—

Jubilee. Center, veins and margins,
yellow, red, 2x13 —Junnis Long, narrow, yellow and red-colored.—Knthanna Spiral, red variegated, 2x10

—

lacteum Oblanceo-
late, margin sinuous, midrib and veins yellow F S 19, p 8 —

•

lunnfohum Lanceolate, yellow- and red -marked, 1 Lj X 15 —
latimm ulatum Lanceolate, yellow-marked, petiole red IH 27, p.

73, desc

—

limbatum Yellow margins and spots

—

Lord Btlhaien
Latin olate, Gng 7 123 FE 18 379

—

lyratum Slightly 3-lobed,
y< llow veins I II 24 293 —marulatum Lanceolate, 12 in long,

y< llow-spottcd --magnificum Yellow, red irregular central mark
1 H 29 447

—

Magnificent Central part yellow, red, 2HX7—
Marquis de Guadiaro. Irregular yellow, red cente I II 37 96—
Massangianum Lanceolate, 10 in long, yellow, .„rl, with green
blotches I II 26 347 SH 1 124

—

medium vanegatum.
Ovate, margins and veins yellow

—

Me Lunen Linden Yellow,
rr d-vanegated I H 38 140

—

Monarch Lanceolate, 21^X12,
ytllow spots - -Moon anu

m

Oblanceolate, yellow edge and veins.
G 5i 22 25

—

ornatum Yellow, red ernter, veins and blotches—
jtarndorum Horned, yellow variegated F 1879, p 68

—

Pennmckx.
Obovate, red with green marks RB 33 304 —Philhpsii. Lance-
lint ar, base and center yellow, *4*9

—

Prince Henry Tip re-
curvtd, variously red- and yellow-marked

—

Princess Waldeck.
Ovate, 4 in long, yellow center

—

ncurvatum Tip recurved, yellow
along th< red midrib —Hex Spiral, yellow, red mottled, X 10—
Iiu'tielfu Constricted in the middle, yt llow, red spots and veins.
1 H 111 27, p 493 —Sandiri Ovate, large, irregular on tches G
22 197 —spit ndtdum Lvs broad, lanceolate, yellow, red —
suptrbunt Oblong, yt llow, rod-variegated Gng 13 84 —Tor-
quetum -Toirigianum \ ellow, red veins, ribs and margins—
tourn forth nst (h ate, wide yellow ci nter and base Gn 65, p 42—tnlobum Lobed, yellow hlotthtd RH 1877, p 89 F 1877, p 56
G Z 21 97

—

Truffautn Yellow to white veins, lvs broad —
Van OusttrzHi Lam e-linenr, yellow - spotted 111 30 502 —
Vermin Yellow, red midrib and spots, lanceolate I II 23 253 —
nttatum' Irregular yellow center, petiole red

—

Wigmanmi
Yellow blotches, >^x9

J B S Norton
CODLIN. Used in England to mean a small, green,

half-wild, inferior apple. It is used m distinction to
grafted or dessert fruit It is about equivalent to the
American popular use of the word “crab." The word
is also used in England as the name of a particular
variety or group of varieties, as Keswick Codlin. The
word codlin is known in America only in connection
with the api ile-worm insect, the codhn-moth. Some-
times written Codling.

CODONANTHE (Greek for bellflower) (lesneraeeae.

A dozen or more trailing or scandent herbs or sub-
shrubs of Brazil, Guiana, Cent. Amer

,
and W Indies,

1 or 2 of which may be found in choice collections of

stove plants Plants with long branches, opposite
entire and fleshy or thick mostly small lvs

,
and wnitish

fls borne singly m the axils* corolla with a declined or
curved tube, the throat broad or open, and the limb
with .5 rounded nearly equal lobes, exceeding the 5
narrow lobes of the calyx, stamens attached in corolla-

tube, not exserted . fr berry-like. C grdcilis, Hanst.

,

with creamy white spotted orange fls and lvs often
blotched red beneath, is the species most likely to be
seen Cult of Gesncna and similar things. L. II B
CODON6PSIS (Greek, bell-like

,
alluding to the

shape of the flowers) Campanuliiceae Twining or
decumbent perennials, more or less hardy in the open,
with showy blue, whitish or greenish flowers.

Herbs, with tuberous rhizomes: lvs alternate or
irregularly opposite, petiolate, mostly crenate fls

axillary or terminal, stalked, calyx-tube hemispherical,
the limb 5-parted and the lobes leafy; corolla-tube
broadly tubular or bell-shaped, 5-parted (rarely 4- or
6-parted), stamens tree, the filaments dileted at base;
stigma 3-5-iobed: fr a dry or somewhat fleshy 3-5-

valved caps.—Eighteen or 20 species in Cent, and
E. Asia. A few of the species may occur m choice
border-collections; they need protection N.

ov&ta, Benth. Six to 12 m
,
decumbent and branches

becoming erect: lvs ovate, small (%m. or less long),

both alternate and opposite, acute or obtuse, hairy,

short-petioled : fls pale blue, speckled inside, 1 J4in or
less long, broadly bell-shaped, on long terminal pedun-
cles Himalayas.—Offered m England; half-hardy to
hardy
C clemnttdea, Schr Two to 3 ft , f-orn mts. of Asia; one of tho

hardiest lvs ovate-acuminatc, petiolod fls white tinged blue.
Much likeC ovata.—C convolvuloiea, Kurz Sts tlun and wiry fls.

bright blue, 1 m across, numerous. Upper Burma—<7. lancenldta,
Benth & Ilook (Campanumaea lanceolata, Sieb & Zuec ) Twin-
ing, 2-3 ft fls hanging, greenish white and purple-veined, 1-2
in long and 1 m wide, in a short simple raceme lvs alternate,
oblong-lanceolate, nearly or quite entire Burma, China. F S.
9 927

—

C Tdngshen, Oliver Climbing, with long thickened rhi-
zome, the sts slender and 2 ft or more long lvs ovate or broad-
la.netolate, toothed fls solitary, stalked, bell-shaped, 114 in long,
greenish, spotted and striped purple inside China BM 8090.
Root used in China as a tonic —(' vinnfldr i, I'Ve ido Allied to C.
eonvolvulacca twining, slender lvs mostly opposite, ovate or
ohlong-ai uminate, sinuate-dentate fls solitary, very long-pedun-
cleel, rather small, rotate, and deeply parted, lilae W China—
C iiruhflbra, Maxim Small climber, free-flowenng fls. bell-

shaped, whitish green, gray anil violet. E. Asia
jj

CCELIA (Greek, koilos
,
hollow referring to the pol-

len masses). Orchiddceae Epiphytic orchids of minor
importance, culture of Epidendrum.

Tho ccelias are divided into 2 strongly marked
groups with widelv different kinds of infl C mac ro-

utachya is a type of the first section, with long racemes
of numerous small, horizontal fls

,
which are much

exceeded by the long spreading bracts, and the base
of the column short C bella is typical of the second
section, with the fls few, larger, erect, m groups of
about 3, longer than their bracts, and the base of the
column produced to twice its own length, which gives
the fls a tubular appearance—A half-dozen species
in Cent and S Amer

a. Fls small, m a long raceme.

macrost&chya, Lindl Pseudobulbs 2)^ m. long,
almost round, with brown scales at the base, lvs
about 3, from the top of the pseudobulb, 1 ft or more
long, lanceolate, arching, broader than m C. bella, and
not channeled sepals red; petals white. Mex RH.
1878 210 B M 4712. J F. 4:423

Baueriilna, Lindl Fig. 1020. Pseudobulbs 1-2 m
long, 2-3-lvd * lvs 10-18 in long, linear, acute*
racemes of numerous small white fragrant fls

;
ovary

3-wmgod, sepals ovate-lanceolate, the petals ovate-
oblong; lip with the claw yellow, the blade triangula”.
W. Indies and Mcx B R. 28 36.

aa. Fls. white
,
tipped put pie, Jew, large

bel J a Lleichb f. Pseudobulbs smaller and more con-
stricted at the top: lvs. 6-10 in. long, narrower, chan-
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neled above, arching, fls 2 m long, erect, 3 or 4 in num- be held about the roots. Place in the shady part of
ber, with the mid-lobe of the lip orange-colored. Guate- a warm house until root-action begins; but, during
mala B M. 6628. the hot summer months, the varieties of C cnslata

C. dermflbra ,
Rolfe. Characterized by a dense-fld. raceme,

wingless ovary and oblong mcntum. Cent Amcr.

George V. Nash.!

may with great benefit be placed in a frame m a
shady place outdoors, there to remain until danger of
frost in October. Treated in this way, the plants will

bloom much better. They should all be placed on
inverted pots when outside to exclude vermin When
brought indoors the bulbs will be finishing up for
bloom, and as they are terrestrial plants, weak
manure-water should be given at every watering. A
glance at the roots and their structure will show how
they differ from the epiphytal orchids such as the cat-
tleyas. Ccelogynes, being evergreen, should never be
quite dry at the roots, or shriveling will result, this
always is the case after flowering or repotting; but,
when growth commences, they soon plump up again
It is often desired to grow these plants in baskets
Space can then be made for them overhead m the cool-
houses m winter, bringing a few at a time into warmth,
thus having succession of bloom for three months for
cutting, house or conservatory decoration, where they
last a long time There are more than 100 kinds of coelo-

gynes, many of which are but of botanical interest C.
andurata, C Dayana and C Sandenana are warm-
ouse plants and should be kept at a minimum tempera-

ture of 60° in winter C. nervosa
,
C flaccida, C nitida

,

and C Massangeana are coolhouse plants, often grown
in collections, but C. cnstata and its forms are the most

1021 Details of Coelogyne speciosa

CCEL6GYNE (hollow pistil) Orchiddcex Popular
epiphytic warmhouse orchids of the eastern hemisphere

Pseudobulbs tufted or at intervals on the st fls

in racemes, opening simultaneously or m succession;

sepals and petals similar, spreading or reflexed; lip

3-lobed, the lateral lobes erect, inclosing the slender

column, the middle lobe flat or recurved, keeled
,
column

slightly curved, winged above; pollinia 4 —Species

about 115, distributed from N India to Ceylon, middle
China, and in the islands of the Indian Ocean The
botanical details of Coelogyne speciosa are shown in Fig.

1021 At the top is a general view of the fl Below
,
on

the left, is the column, front and side view In the
center is the hp, with the column lying along its top.

Below the lip, on the left, is the stigma. To the right,

on the bottom row, are the polhnia, _
front and back view; and at the

right center are separate pollen i'

masses (/

Ccelogynes may be grown in pots, r
baskets or pans, using pots for small v,

plants, and larger receptacles when the

f

ilants require them, but when a pan
arger than 12-mch is necessary, it islarger than 12-mch is necessary, it is /fT/Tff^ \ li

best to use perforated ones so that the /////fi
material may be well aerated and not // /i f/f vk jl

become unsuitable for the roots All the
[
/ //

y

IrV /f|

species are of rambling habit and large \ / JS
fc

jyA.
specimens may soon be had by growing 1

’/
on, provided the material at the roots y

'

is kept in a sweet healthy condition.

When, however, it beeomes necessary
to divide a plant, this is best done di-

rectly after flowering, carefully separat-

ing the running shoots, cutting off about
three of the last-made bulbs with all the
roots attached, planting these in suit-

able-sized receptacles, being very careful

to point the growing end away from the
edge, or toward the center, so that they
will not so readily outgrow again The
material to use is osmundine with a
little sphagnum moss if it can be made v
to grow, packing all very firm about the 1^22 . Cceiogyne Mas-
roots so that too much water will not saoge&na. ( x H)

valued, especially the variety maxima once so scarce,
but now plentiful, this makes large bulbs and longer
spikes of bloom The Chatsworth variety, by some
considered the same as maxima

,
hololeuca or alba

as it. is most often known in gardens, is a pure white
form, perhaps the whitest of all orchids This is

inclined to ramble, owing to the length of rhizome
between each bulb or growth, and needs attention in

repotting frequently, it is also the latest to flower. C.
Lemomana has a pretty lemon-yellow blotch ‘on the
lip instead of the usual orange and is very pretty by

contrast with the other
_

^
, forms When it is desired

— to increase the stock of
plants, the back bulbs taken

/ off at potting time may be
y^f planted similar to the other

'.i‘A pieces and will grow on,

///fl but c&nn°t be expected to bloom for two
//ffjLWm years (E O. Orpet.)

alba, 1, 9
asperata, 15
barbata, 4
Chatsworthn, 9
cifrina, 9
corrugata, 6
cnstata, 9
Dayana, 10
flaccida, 3
Fcerstermanmi, 8
hololeuca, 9
lactea, 2
Lemomana, 9

MaswanRcana, 12
maxima, 5, 9
Mayenana, 14.

nervosa, 6
Ditida, 5
ocellata, 5
pandurata, 13
Panshn, 16
lalmomcolor, 1

Sandcriana, 7
speciosa, 1

tomentosa, 11.

KEY TO THE SPECIES

a Racemes with fls openingm succession 1 speciosa
aa Racemes with fls opening all at once

b. Scape of the raceme naked between
the pseudobulb and lowest fl -bract

c Imbricated bracts below fls none
d Keels of lip extending into

broadly ovate front lobe 2 lactea

dd Keels of lip not extending into

ovate front lobe 3 flaccida

cc Imbricated bracts below fls several,

close 4 barbata
bb Scape of raceme with 1 or few scales

between pseudobulb and lowest fl-.

oract
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c. Lip with a large eye-like spot .... 5. mtida
cc. Lip with no eye-like spot

d. Keels of lip lacerated or fim-
briated.

E. The scape arising from large
Ivs

f FI -bracts persistent ... .6 nervosa
ff FI -bracts deciduous . . 7 Sanderiana

ee. The scape without large Ivs.

F. Sepals about as long as
broad, ke-els of the lip

only slightly cut 8 Foerster-
FF. Sepals about twice as long mannii

as broad, keels of lip

strongly cut 9 crxstata

dd. Keels of lip warty
E Peduncle, rachis and ovaries

tomentose
F. The scape arising from

large Its 10 Dayana
FF. The scape without large Ivs

a. The keels m middle lobe

of lip pajnllosc 11 tomentosa
GO. The keels m middle hp

cut into tooth - like

segms

.

12 Massangeana
ee. Peduncle, rachis and ovaries

glabrous
F. Pseudobulbs elliptic to

o vale-oblong, comprissed
o Middle lobe of lip sepa-

rated from lateral lobes

by a distinct claw 13 pandurata
GO. Middle lobe of hp sissile 1 1 Mayenana

FF Pse udobulbs fusiform, la-

nded
G Ran me many-fid ,

nod-
ding 15 asperata

go Raceme fnv-fld , erect 16 Parishu

1 specidsa, Lmcll (O salmomcolor, Reichb ) Pseudo-
bulbs ovoid, distinctly angled, 2-3 in long, 1-lvd.:

Ivs up to a foot long racemes with 1, 2 or 3 fls : sepals
oblong, translucent, pale yellow-brown; petals pale
yellow-brown, linear, reflexed; lateral lobes of lip

erect, reticulated, with dull copper-brown on a blush-
salinon ground, mid-lobe roundish, partly broad-
margined with white, disk with 2 fringed ridgeb and
umber-brow'n markings. Java B M. 4889 Gn 49,

p 62 B.R 33 23. C O. 3. Var filba, Hort. A light-

colored form.

2. lfictea, Reichb f. Pseudobulbs ovate, somewhat
4-sided, sulcate, 2-lvd

,
3 in long Ivs up to 10 m long,

2 in broad fls 6-12, sepals and petals spreading, cream-
white, the sepals oblong-ovate, acuminate, the petals
much narrower, linear-lanceolate, hp about as long as
petals, the lateral lobes seiru-ovatc, truncate, the mid-
dle lobe about equaling one-half the whole length of the
hp, triangular at the apex, acute, reflexed. keels 3,

undulate, extending to the center of middle lobe
Burma.

3. flficcida, Lindl. Pscudobulbs ovate, angulate,
2-3 m long* Ivs. lanceolate, about 8-10 in long:
raceme 7-12-fld

,
cream-white, the sepals oblong, the

petals linear-oblong, fls 132 m. across; sepals and
petals pendulous, lip with 3 ridges, the lateral lobes
white, streaked red-brown inside, the middle lobe
reflexed, acute, a bright yellow blotch on the disk.

Nepal. B M. 3318 Bit. 27.31. CL.A. 6:166.

4 barb&ta, Griff. Pseudobulbs about 2 m. long,
ovate. Ivs broadly lanceolate, 10-12 m long: raceme
6-10-fld

;
sepals and petals white, the sepals ovate-

oblong, the petals linear; mid-lobe of hp brownish
inside, curiously fringed with brown; crests 3. Khasia
hills

5 nftida, Hook, f (C. ocelldta
,
Lindl ). Pseudobulbs

pyriform or nearly so: Ivs up to 1 ft longj narrowly
lanceolate, racemes erect, 5-8-fld.; fls 2 in. across,
white, the sepals oblong, the petals linear-oblong; lip

with bright orange-yellow spots on each of the lateral

lobes and 2 smaller spots at the base of the mid-lobe,
disk with 3 keels, the front lobe of hp with 5 Hima-
layas, at an elevation of 7,(XX) ft B.M. 3767 C L A.
1.55 Var. mftxima, Reichb. Racemes longer; fls.

larger. J.II. Ill 52 25

6 nervdsa, A Rich (C . corrugata
,
Vvighij. Pseudo-

bulbs ovate-pointed, 2^-3 m long Ivs 6-12 m long:
racemes 3-6-fld.; fls white, 2-23^ in across; sepals and
petals nearly equal, oblong and acute, hp with the
lateral lobes striped red inside, the middle lobe ovate,
acuminate; disk yellow, with 3 white fringed keels.

India BM. 5601.

7 Sanden&na, Reichb. f Pseudobulbs ovate and
WTinkled or costate, 2-3 m long Ivs a foot long: fls

about 6 in a pendulous raceme, 2-3 in across, white;
sepals lanceolate-acuminate, petals narrower; hp with
the side lobes striped with brown inbide and with a
yellow blotch, the middle lobe oblong, acute, reflexed,

undulate, disk bright yellow, wifh 6 fringed keels.

India J H. III. 44 75

8 Ftierstermannii, Reichb. f Pseudobulbs cyhndric
or fusiform Ivs up to \ lA ft long racemes many -fid

;

fls 2 m across^ white, sepals and petals lanceolate;

lip with 3 denticulate keels, the middle lobe elliptic,

acute, disk marked with yellowish brown. India.

9 crist&ta, Lindl Fig 1023 Pseudobulbs V/z~2 in.

long, ovoid-oblong, scattered on a scaly rhizome Ivs.

8-12 in long racemes 5-9-fld
,
drooping, fls. white;

sepals and petals lanceolate-oblong, undulate, acute,
with 5 orange fringed keels, the lateral lobes slightly

incurved, the mid-lobe transveisely oval, denticulate.
Nepal JH III 31 349 PG 155 AG 14 331;
15 513 A F 4 497, 6 87, 9 1111, 13 1133, 16*1445.
CL A 6.103 FE 9 331 BR 27 57 GC III
47 10 OR 18*169 Gng 2*393; 4 225 Var.
hololeilca, Hort (var dlba), has wdute fls , labclluin

without yellow. C O la Var Lemom&na, Hort (var
« ttr'inn, Hort ), has citron-yellow fringes. J H III

57 537 Var Ch&tsworthii, Hort ,has large pseudobulbs
and large fls of good substance Var. m&xima, Hort

,

has very large fls —C cristala is one of the best and
most popular of orchids It is one of the easiest to
grow Can be grown with cattleyas

10 Day&na, Reichb f. Pscudobulbs cylindriefusi-

forni, 5- 10 in long Ivs up to 2F£ ft. long, oblong-
lanceolate racemes many-fld

,
pendulous, fls 2-2 x

/i m.
act oss, sepals and petals pale yellow, margins reflexed,

the petals much narrower than sepals, hp with 6 erect
ridges fringed with brown, the lateral lobes brown,
streaked with wrhite inside, the middle lobe nearly
quadrate, reflexed, apiculate. Borneo. G C III 15 695.
A F. 35 380

11. tomentdsa, Lindl. Pseudobulbs elongated, ovoid,
2-3 m long Ivs up to a foot long, 3-5-nervcd racemes
pendulous, tomentose; fls 15-20, 2-2Y2 m. across; sepals
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and petals pale orange-red, sepals lanceolate, petals

linear-lanceolate; Up with lateral lobes oblong, rounded,
streaked with red on inside, the middle lobe remform
or transverse-elliptic, sessile; keels 3, crenulate, lateral

ones converging in the middle lobe and sometimes
bearing 2 branches. Perak, Borneo, Sumatra.

12. Massange&na, Reichb. f. Fig. 1022. Pseudobulbs
pyriform. 3-5 in. long: lvs elliptical, large, tapering
toward the base, up to 20 in long racemes many-fld

,

pendulous, pubescent, fls. 2-3 in. across, sepals and
petals pale yellow, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, the
petals linear-oblong; lip with lateral lobes brownish
within, lined or streaked with yellow, mid-lobe with a
verrucose brown and yellow disk from which extend 3
denticulate keels. Assam B M 6979. C O 4

13 pandtir&ta, Lmdl Pseudobulbs 3-4 in. long,

oval-oblong, compressed, lvs 15-20 in long, cuneate-
oblong. racemes many-fld

,
pendulous; fls up to 4 in

across, sepals and petals green, linear-oblong, acute;
lip fiddle-shaped, with black veins and stains on yellow-
ish green ground, the mid-lobe crisped, black-warty;
disk 2-keeled Borneo B M 5084 FS 20.2139
JH. Ill 30 377. A F 6.633 C O. 6. Gt. 49:1480.

14. Mayeri&na, Reichb f. Pseudobulbs ovate-
oblong, about 2 in long, compressed, 2-lvd . lvs 8-10
in long, cuneate-obovate raceme 8-10-fld

,
erect or

nodding, fls about 2J^ in across, green, veined black-
brown, sepals oblong, acuminate, the petals shorter
and narrower, the margins reflexed: lip nearly as long
as sepals, the lateral lobes concealing only the base
of the column, the middle lobe sessile, oblong-elliptic,

crisped
,
keels 3, papillose Singapore

15 asper&ta, Lmdl (C . Lbmi, Paxt ) Large species

(18-24 in. high), pseudobulbs ovate-oblong, 5-6 in

long or more lvs up to 2)^ ft long, lanceolate, acute
raceme 7-10-fld

,
pendulous; fls 3 in. across, cream-

colored, sepals and petals lanceolate, lip with the
lateral lobes white, streaked red-brown inside, the
middle lobe nearly orbicular, the crisped margin pale
yellow streaked red-brown

;
disk with 2 or 3 orange-red

warty ridges Borneo P M. 16 227. G.C. Ill 46 '34

16 Pfirishii, Hook f Like No 13, but racemes not
drooping, pseudobulb 4-angled, 4-6 in long lvs up to a
foot long, lanceolate, acuminate, racemes 4-7-fld., erect,

fls. about 2 in. across, pale yellow-green, sepals lance-

olate, acuminate; petals linear-lanceolate, lip fiddle-

shaped, black-spotted, the middle lobe apiculate, undu-
late; disk with 5 raised lines. Moulmein B M 5323

C dlbo-lutea, Rolfe Fla showy, very fragrant, pure white,
with lobes yellow Mts of N India —C Brymerihna, Hort A
garden hybrid between C Dayana and C asperata—C burfor-
dxtnsis, Hort (C pandurataxC asperata) Fls pale green, the
spiny crest black, the ndgea green ana yellow GC III 49d.il.

—

C7. cnrysotrdpia, Schltr Scape much shorter than the lvs , fcw-fld.
Sumatra—C Cdlmann, Hort A garden hybrid between C.
speciosa major and C cnstata alba—C Ciimtngii, Lmdl Fla
white, the disk citron-yellow, aepala and petals lanceolate Singa-
pore B R 27 29 BM 4645 —-C frdgratia, Hort A trade name—C fuliQinb8a, Lindl Fls appearing in succession, 2 in across,
light brownish white, the lip fringed N India B M 4440 J F
1 7—C Garderidna, Lindf ==Noogyne—C Lavarencedna, Rolfe
FI single , sepals and petals yellow, 2-2% in long, the sepals lanceo-
late-oblong, the petals linear, lateral lobes of lip brown, the middle
lobe white, the disk marbled with brown Annam B M 8164
G C III 47 335 —C Mooredna, Sander Racemes 4-8-fld , fls

white, disk golden yellow, covered with clavato processes Annam
B M 8297—C ochrdcea, Lindl Fls about 2 in across, fragrant,
white, the lip blotched and streaked orange-yellow N India.
B R 32 69 B M 4661 J F 4 342 —C peraktnsia, Rolfe Ra-
cemes many-fld

, sepals light buff, lanceolate-oblong, about J^in
long, petals light green, linear, a little shorter than sepals, Jip light
yellow, with a deep yellow blotch on disk Perak. B M 8203—
C prmcox, Lindl

,
var dlba A nearly white form .—C Sdnderse,

Kr&nzl. Fls. white, sepals oblong-lanceolate, petals narrower,
linear, lip yellow, marked with golden, the keels red-brown.
Burma. G C III 13 361 —C Veilchti, Rolfe Racemes many-
fld., pendulous, fls nearly globose, white, the sepals and petals
much incurved, lip longer than sepals, the lateral lobes obtuse, the
middle lobe ovate, revoluto, disk obscurely 3-keeled New Guinea,
B M. 7764

—

C ventlsta, Rolfe. Racemes many-fld , pendulous,
fls. pale yellow, the lip white, marked with yellow, p. W China
B M. 8262—C. vtriscena, Rolfe. Resembling C Pansan Fls pale
green with dark dots on the lip. Annam. qborqe y. NasHi

COFFEA (from the Arabian name for the drink,
itself conjecturally derived from Caffa, a district m
southern Abyssinia). Rubi&ceas Woody plants, pro-
ducing the coffee of commerce; as a horticultural sub-
ject, sometimes cultivated for the ornamental appear-
ance; and also in collections of economic plants

•Shrubs or small trees, natives of Trop Asia and Afr :

lvs mostly opposite, rarely m whorls of 3, elliptical,

acute, usually coriaceous and glossy: fls clustered m
the axils, cream or cream-white and fragrant; calyx-
limb 5-, rarely 4-, parted, the corolla salver-shaped,
the corolla-tube cylindrical, the throat sometimes
villous, stamens inserted in or below the throat of the
coiolla fr a berry; seeds 2, horny, which are the well-

known coffee of commerce—From 25-40 species, in

Trop. Afr. and Asia, the species not yet clearly defined,
nor well understood horticulturally

Coffee-production is based mostly on C. arnbica and
C hberica

,
both widely cultivated throughout the

tropics, and in greenhouses northward The coffee

industry, one of the most important industries m the
tropics, reaches the enormous figure of $200,000,000 or
sometimes a little more than this See the treatment
in Vol II Cyclo. Amer Agn.

The coffee plant and its product. (T. B. McClelland )

The main source of coffee is Coffea arabica, an ever-
green shrub, growing 10 to 15 feet high The younger
plants have one mam trunk or stem, but from this

others frequently develop later, which are similar m
form and nabit to the first The lateral branches are
opposite, horizontal and in pairs, very rarely in whorls
of three The pairs of branches are in whorls on the
mam stem The leaves, which are opposite and borne
m pairs, are 4 to 7 centimeters (about to 3 inches)

broad by 10 to 20 centimeters (4 to 8 inches) long, the
length being usually slightly more than two and a
half times the breadth They are elliptical, acuminate
at tip and attenuate at base There are eight to eleven
pairs of mam lateral veins In the axils where the
veins join the midrib are small pores, open below and
slightly swollen above The tip of the leaf is frequently
curled and is rather abruptly contracted The margin
is entire and wavy The leaves, which are perennial,
are a dark glossy green, and though thin are firm in

texture
There are usually two or three large blossomings and

several small ones extending over a period of several
months The pure white and delicately fragrant star-

like flowers are borne on very short pedicels in one to
four axillary clusters of one to four flowers each.
These flower-clusters are subtended by two to four
common calycuh The tube of the corolla is 8 to 10
millimeters (about to % inch) long Its segments
are about 7 millimeters (nearly inch) broad by 15 to
18 millimeters to % inch) long The style is 17 to
22 millimeters (^ to nearly 1 inch) long The stigma
is two-branched, each branch being 5 millimeters
(about H inch) long The linear anthers, corresponding
m number to the petals, are 9 millimeters long and are
supported on filaments 5 to 7 millimeters long. The
size varies somewhat with favorable or unfavorable
conditions The short annular calyx with its den-
ticulate limb is so small as almost to escape notice
Under Coffea arabica are included a number of varie-

ties quite distinct m growth and product from the
other varieties of the same species, such as Maragogipe,
Mocha, Pointed Bourbon (sometime classified as C.
launna) and others.

Maragogipe coffee, as its name indicates, is of Brazil-
ian origin, having been discovered m 1870 near the
tov,n from which its name is derived. On account of

the large size of the bean it has commanded a fancy
rice on the market, but this variety is considered to
e a small yielder. The flowers, fruits, and leaves are

all larger than the ordinary Arabian coffee and the
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leaves curl noticeably. Its flavor is not considered
superior to that of the ordinary Arabian coffee.

Mocha coffee, with its shorter internodes and smaller
flowers, fruits, and leaves is a distinct variety. The
“beans” are much less oval and are more rounded and
hold a high reputation for quality.

Normally two coffee “beans” or seeds are produced
in each red cherry-like drupe. Some drupes, however,
contain three beans and others only one. When only
one is formed it is called “peaberry,” and is oval in

shape instead of being flat on one side and convex on
the other as is the bean when two are produced. The
peaberries are sorted out by machinery and are sold

at a fancy price on account of being a little different

in appearance from the other coffee, but any claim to
superiority of flavor is without foundation There is

one variety of coffee that produces a number of beans
in each drupe, and the corolla-segments may range up
to ten As the number of beans increases, the size and
the attractiveness of appearance decrease, so that this

is a very undesirable variation

The fruits require six and one-half to seven months
to mature The ripening of the coffee, in relation to
the blossoming, extends over several months Where
the West Indian or wet process for curing the coffee

is followed, the ripe chernes are picked every fort-

night While fresh they are passed through a machine
which pulps and separates the coffee in its parchment
from the pulp The former is then fermented and
washed to remove a slimy cov a mg After thorough
(hying m the sun or in heated driers, the parchment
coffee may be stored or it may have the Ihm brittle

parchment or horn-skin and the silver-skin removed
by special machinery If desired it may be further
polished and artificially colored. After being sized and
having the better grades cleaned of mferior beans, it

is ready for roasting. In some places where the dry or
old preparation is followed the coffee is allowed to
ripen and much of it to fall from the trees and lie on
the ground until all can be col-

Although coffee has been used as a beverage for

hundreds of years by a few persons, as a world beverage
it is comparatively modern In 1825 the estimated
production did not exceed 218,255,400 pounds. In
1906-1907 the production was estimated as 3

;
164,041,-

920 pounds, or an increase of 1,350 per cent in eighty-
one years.

Brazil produces about three-fourths of the world’s
coffee cron. Then follow in order of importance Vene-
zuela, Colombia, Guatemala, Mexico, Haiti, Salvador,
Dutch East Indies, Porto Rico, British India, Costa
Rica, Nicaragua, and other countries.

In Bulletin No. 79, Bureau of Statistics, United
States Department of Agriculture, may be found a
very extensive bibliography of coffee. In the Nether-
lands the per capita consumption is more than 15

?
ounds; in the United States under 11

A

pounds, in
apan 003 pound.

A. Corolla 5-parted, sometimes 4~parted

.

b. Segms. of corolla narrow: hs. oblong
,
4~5 wl long,

lAm wide.

ardbica, Linn Common or Arabian Coffee. Fig
1024 Lvs 3-6 in long, rather thin, oblong, needy 3
times as long as broad, more or less abruptly contracted
near the apex to a point about ^in. long: segms. of
corolla over twice as long as wide* fr a 2-seeded, deep
crimson berry, but the “berries” or beans of commerce
are the seeds. The commercial varieties of coffee are
based largely on the size, shape, color and flavor of
the seeds, and hence the fr is very variable, but the
typical fr. may be considered to be oval and Ain. long.
Indigenous in Abyssinia, Mozambique and Angola;
supposed to have been intro in early Mohammedan
times from Abyssinia to Arabia, whence it became
known to Europeans in the 16th century This species
furnished until recently the entire commercial product.
B M. 1303 Gng 6 55 —Avanegat d form, var varie-
g&ta, Hort

?
is more showy than the type. It is offered

By dealers in tropical plants As coffee grows w lid in

Air it is a small tree 10-15 ft. high, with the trunk
9-12 in thick at the base Often cult, under glass m
the N. for its economic interest, and in S Calif it is a
good outdoor ornamental shrub, esteemed for its shi-

ning lvs
,
fragrant white fls

,
and red berries.

bb. Segms of corolla wide lvs ovate.

bengalensis, Iioxbg Bengal Coffee Lvs ovate,
barely twice as long as broad, acute, but not having a
long, abrupt point fls m 2’s or 3’s; segms of corolla

barely twice as long as wide E Indies, Malaya.
BM 4917 —This has much showier fls thanC arabica.

A small shrub w*ith glabrous, dichotomous branches.
Mts of N. E India, whence it was brought to Calcutta
and much cult for a time It is now neglected, the berries
being of inferior quality and the plants not productive
enough.

aa Corolla 6*-, 7-, or 8-parted.

b. Fls m dense dusters or qlomes: lvs. short-pointed.

liberica, Hiern. Liberian Coffee Lvs longer than
m C arabica, and wider above the middle, with a pro-
portionately shorter and less abiuptly contracted point

:

fls 15 or more in a dense cluster, corolla-segms usilally

7 Trop. Afr. Trans Linn. Soc II 1 171 (1876).
G C II. 6:105. R H. 1890, pp 104-5 —Said to be more
robust and productive than C. arabica

}
with berries

larger and of finer flavor It is a more tropical plant than
the common coffee, and can be grown at lower levels

Zanguebkriae, Lour (C. Zanzibar6n<ns
,
Hort ). A

glabrous, erect, closely branched shrub or small tree,

to 6 ft., the branches ashy lvs ovate or obovate, obtuse
or shortly pointed, 2-4 in long, Y~lA in. wide, the
lateral veins about 6 pairs, fls white, axillary, in dense
clusters; corolla-lobes 6-7. berry red, turning black.

bb. Fls. solitary or m 3’s lvs long-pointed, 2 lA~5 m.
long

stenoph^lla, Don Lvs 4-6 in. long, 1-1

A

in. broad,
narrower than m C arabica, with a relatively longer
and more tapering point corolla-segms usually 9.

W. Afr BM 7475 —This is said to yield berries of

finer flavor than the Liberian coffee, and quite as freely,

but the bush is longer m coming into beanng. This is

a promising rival to the C arabica of commerce. Seeds
have been distributed bv British botanical gardens,
but are not knowm to be for sale at present in Amer

C madagascar\ 6nsta, Hort , and C robusta, Hort. are names of

uncertain status.
Wilhelm Miller.

COFFEE. Coffea. N. TAYLOK.f

COFFEE BERRY. A name of Glycine hispida,

which should be abandoned in favor of soybean Vari-

ous leguminous seeds are used as coffee substitutes
and are so named, cf. Cassia , Canavalia and others.
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COFFEE PEA. A western name for chick pea,

Cicer arietmum
,
which is used as a substitute for coffee.

COFFEE-TREE Gymnocladua.

COHOSH: Actsea The blue cohosh is Caulophyllum.

COHUNE: Attalea Cohune, it is a source of oil.

COIR: Fiber of coconut, which see.

C6lX (an old Greek name). Gramlnex. Tall, broad-
leaved, branched grasses with bead-like inflorescence,

one of them grown in gardens
Plant loose-growing* at the end of each peduncle is

an indurated, globular, or oval, hollow bead, developed
from a If .-sheath; from an orifice at the tip projects

the staminate spike pistillate fls inclosed in the bead,
the styles projecting —Species about 3, E Indies, the
following widely distributed in all tropical countries.

Lficryma-Jdbi, Linn Job’s Tears Fig 1025 Annual,
2~4 ft the beads or “tears,” pearly white to lead-color,

containing the seed, are about )4\n long Dept Agric.,

Div. Agrost
,
20 14 —Cult for ornament and as a

curiosity The hard bony frs are used as beads and
made into necklaces, to which are attributed marvelous
properties. Var. aitrea zebrina, has yellow-striped
blades A S Hitchcock.

C6LA (native name). Sterculidcex Cola Also
called Kola, Korra, Gorra. One species is much grown
in the tropics for the stimulating cola nut
The genus consists entirely of plants with unisexual or

polygamous fls in axillary or terminal clusters calyx
4-5-cleft; petals none fr of 4-5 leathery or woody
oblong carpels —Probably about 40 species, of Trop.
Afr trees chiefly interesting for the cola nuts, which
are said to sustain the natives in great feats of endu-
rance The tree grows on the east coast of Afr

,
but is

very abundant on the west coast, and is now cult in

the W Indies Within the tropics the trade in this nut
is said to be immense It has become famous in the
U 8 through many preparations for medicinal pur-
poses and summer drinks The sectls are about the
size and appearance of a horse-chestnut, and have a
bitter taste Although repeatedly intro to Kew, Eng-
land, the plant never flowered there until 1868

Colas require a rich, well-drained soil Those intro-

duced into the West Indies and other parts of America,
especially C. acuminata

,
thrive best on a sandy loam.

The trees are grown from seeds, which are large and
fleshy, keeping well for some weeks after ripening As
the tree is difficult to transplant, the seeds may be
planted singly in small pots, and the young trees kept
growing thus until wanted for permanent planting.
Propagation may also be effected by cuttings of ripe
wood, which should be placed in bottom heat, and
treated in the usual way. (E N. Reasoner )

acumin&ta, Schott & Endl. About 40 ft high in Afr
,

resembling an apple tree ' lvs alternate, petiole 1-3 in.

long; blade 4-6 m long, 1-2 m broad, leathery, with
prominent ribs below; older lvs entire, obovate, acute;
younger lvs often once or twice cut near the base
about half way to the midrib, fls yellow, 15 or more in

axillary and terminal panicles, about Vzvsx. across, with
a slender green tube and a showy yellow 6- or 5-cut
limb, which is a part of the calyx . fr. 5-6 in. long. B.M.
6699 N. Taylor. f

CdLAX (Greek, parasite). Orchiddcex. Epiphytic
orchids, much like Lycaste.

Pseudobulbous: Ab in an upright raceme, arising
from the base of the new shoot, sepals and petals simi-
lar, the lateral sepal forming a distinct foot with the
base of the column; lip 3-lobed, clawed, witlj a trans-
verse hairy process; pollima4.—A Brazilian genus of 2
species.

jugdsus, Lindl. {Maxilldna jugbsa, Lindl. Lycdste
jugdsa, Benth.). Pseudobulbs ovoid, 2-3 in. long,

2-lvd.: lvs. 5-9 in. long, lanceolate: raceme 2-3-fld.;

fls. 2-3 in across; sepals white, obtuse, oval-oblong;

petals white, obovate-oblong, spotted and barred with
violet-purple; lip white, shorter than petals, the side

lobes streaked vio-

let-purple, the mid-
dle lobe semi-circu-

lar, with numerous
pubescent keels,
streaked and
blotched violet-

purple B.M. 5661.

I.H. 19:96
C tHpterus, Rolfe.

Ovary 3-winged, disk
of lip bearing a broad
fleshy callus Brazil

George V. Nash.

c<5lchicum
(from Colchis, a
country m Asia
Minor, where the

genus is most plen-

tiful) Lilidcex .

Meadow Saffron.
Autumn Crocus.
Autumn flowering,

rarely spring-flow-

ering, bulbous
plants with croeus-

like blossoms
Leaves either all radical, or

radical and caulinc, sometimes
ciliate, appearing in early spring

and usually dying down by June:
fls various colored, very beau-
tiful; perianth tubular, vary-
ing from purple to white (there

is 1 yellow-fld sort), the limb
6-parted

;
stamens 6, inserted on

the perianth, ovary 3-eclled,

many-ovuled caps ovate-ob-
long in most of the species, the

seeds globose.—A difficult genus,

very much confused botamcally,

but horticulturally well known
and popular They are narcotic

poisons J G Baker, Jour Linn
Soc 17 1880 G B Mallett, in

Flora and Sylva, 1 108, 1903
has an excellent horticultural

account of the genus
Colchicums are most charming and interesting plants

of easy culture The bloom comes in August and Sep-
tember, at a season when the herbaceous beds begin
to lose their freshness, and, although individual flowers

are fugacious, others follow in quick succession, thus
prolonging the time of flowering Opening, as they do,
without foliage, some help is required from the greenery
of othei plants; for this purpose any low-growing, not
too dense kind, may be used, such as the dwarf arte-

misias, sedums, or Phlox subulata. Colchicums are
most effective in masses, which can be established by
thick planting, or as the result of many years’ growth.
They can be grown in rockwork, in beds, or in grass
which is not too thick nor too often mown; they will

thrive m partial shade, but succeed best m an open
sunny border They should be planted m August or

early September, in deep well-enriched soil, a light

sanay loam, with the tip of the long bulbs 2 to 3 inches

below the surface; some protection should be given in

winter. They remain in good condition for many years,

and should not be disturbed unless they show signs of

deterioration, fewer flowers and poor foliage. Then

1025.

Coix Lacryma-Jobi.

(Xh)
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they should be lifted and separated, just after the leaves

die, end of June or early July. This is the usual method
of propagation, but they can also be increased from
seeds, sown just after ripening, June to July, the seed-
lings may not appear until the fo*lowing spring. Seed-
lings bloom when three to five jears old. The bulbs
are obtainable from the Dutch growers at moderate
prices, and they must be imported early; otherwise
they are apt to bloom in the cases C. autumnale, with
rosy purple flowers, is a well-known and the most
commonly cultivated species. There are numerous
varieties, of which the best are the white, the double
white and the double purple. Belonging to this same
group and not differing much except in size and sha-
ding of the flower, are C byzantmum, C montanum

,
and

C umbrosum. C. speciosum, a native of the Caucasus,
is the finest in every way of the genus. The flowers are
much larger and of better shape, and the color, a rosy
pink, is much more delicate; the habit of growth is

robust, and the plant is most easily handled C.
Parlansonii is distinct from the above varieties inas-

much as the flowers are tessellated, purple and white,
giving a curious checker-board appearance which is

unique, the leaves are much smaller and are wavy. C.
agmppmum, C Bivonse

,
C cilicicurn and C Sibthormi,

are other species having checkered flowers more or less

similar to C Parkinsonn C Bulbocodium= Bulboco-
dium vernum Monograph by J G. Baker in Jour.
Linn Soc., vol 17 (1880) (B M. Watson )

AKrippinum, 7.

alpinum, 18
autumnale, 13.
Bertolunn, 1

Bivon®, 8
Bornmuollen, 12
byzantmum, 11
chionenne, 5

ciltcirum, 11
crociflorum, 2
Decaisnei, 14
fpseiculare, 16
luteum, 4
maximum, 10
montanum, 1, 18.

Parkinsonu, 6

Sibthorpu, 9
speciosum, 10.
Stcvenn,

3

superbum, 8
tessellatum, 6, 7.

Trootln, 15
umbrosum, 17.
variegatum, 5.

a Blooming m spring Ivs appearing with the fls.

b Color rosy lilac size of anthers small,

c Anthers oblong
,
purple.

1 montanum, Linn (C Bertolomi, Stev ) An im-
portant and variable species, with many synonyms and
variations Baker makes 7 forms Corm ovoid, *^-l m.
thick, the tunics brown, membrananceous, the inner

ones produced to a point 2-4 m above the neck. Ivs

2-3, rarely 4-6, linear or lanceolate, about 2-3 in long

at the tune of flowering, finally 6-9 m long fls 1-4, in

spring and autumn Oct -June Medit region, from
Spam to Persia B M 6 143 —It appears in early spring

with the snowdrops and crocuses

2 crocifldrum, Regel, not Sims nor Schott &
Kotschy Corm ovate-oblong Ivs all radical, sheathing
at the base, a few sometimes on the st

,
flat and linear,

margins minutely and usually distantly toothed corolla

white, with violet-purple stripes, especially within, the

tube about 2 in long, the limb scarcely 1-1M in. long;

style exceeding the stamens. Feb., March. Cent. Asia.

cc. Anthers linear
,
yellow.

3. Stfcvenii, Kunth Corm narrower than in No 1,

about m thick" Ivs. at length 4-5 m. long: fls.

Oct -Jan. Syria, Arabia, Persia—Less popular than
No. 1.

bb. Color yellow' size of anthers large.

4. lhteum, Baker. This is the only yellow-fld form
in the genus, all the others ranging from purple to

white Although it belongs to the Medit. group, with
Ivs. and fls produced at the same time and in spring, it

is a native of W India at an elevation of 7,000-8,000 ft.

Corm tunics dark brown, sometimes almost black . Ivs.

3 or 4, wider and less tapering than in No. 1, at the
time of flowering 3-4 in. long, finally 6-7 in. long. B.M.
6153.—Very desirable.

aa. Blooming m autumn: Ivs. appearing after the fls.

b. Perianth tessellated or checkered.

c. Tessellation distinct.

d. Lvs spreading or prostrate.

5 variegatum, Linn Lvs 2-3, lanceolate, about 6 in.

long, 12-15 lines wide, lying flat on the ground; margins
wavy fls 2-3 from each spathe, 4 in across, rose-color
with a white tube. Isis of the Levant and Asia Minor.
B M 1028 Variable The plant known as C. chionense
is apparently a form of it. Corm size of walnut.

6.

P&rkinsonu, Hook f (B M. 6090) (C. tesselldtum,

Authors), is the best of all the tessellated forms, the
tessellation being more sharply defined and more delicate

^ than the type.
I* 18 a smaller

S e 1 1 g h t f u 1 1 in

1026. Colchicum autumnale. (XH) the thicke, deep
blewr

,
or purple

coloured beautifull spots therein, which make it excell

all others whatsoever the leaves rise up in the
Spring, being smaller then the former, for th<j most
part 3 in number, and of a paler or fresher green
color, lying close upon the ground, broad at the bottome,
a little pointed at the end, and twining or folding
themselves in and out at the edges, as if they were
indented I have not seen any scedc it hath borne
the root is like unto the others of this kinde, but small
and long, and not so great it flow ereth later for the most
part then any of the other, even not untill November,
and is very hard to be preserved with us, in that for the
most part the roote waxeth lesse and lesse every yeare,
our cold Country being so contrary unto his naturall,

that it will scarce shew his flower, yet when it flow-

ereth any thing early, that it may have any comfort of

a warm Sunne, it is the glorj of all these kindes
”

dd Lvs ascending

e. Margin of lvs wavy.

7. agripplnum, Baker (C tessellatum
,
Hort ). Corms

a trifle thicker than in No. 5 lvs 3-4, 6-9 in. long,
12-15 lines wide, margin wavy fls 2-4 from each
spathe FS 11.1153 —This is a marked form of C.
variegatum, of garden origin, which has similar fls.,

but a more robust habit and more nearly erect lvs.

ee. Margin of lvs flat, not wavy.

8. Bivdnae, Guss Lvs 6-9, nearly 1 ft. long, 9-15
lines wide, rather hooded at the apex, margin flat, not
wavy fls 1-6 from each spathe, rose-purple faintly

checkered with a darker color, 4-6 in. long. Medit.
region. Var. supSrbum, Hort

,
an excellent form, is

advertised in English catalogues. F S R. 1 . 108.
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cc. Tessellation less distinct.

9. Sfbthorpii, Baker. Easily distinguished from Nos.
5, 7, and 8 by the much broader segms. of the peri-

anth, and by the lvs., which are nearly erect, obtuse,
and not at all wavy : lvs. 5-6, dull green, finally 1 ft. or
more long, m. wide, narrowed gradually to the
base: spathe striped with green, and tinged with lilac

at the tip. fls. 1-5 from each spathe; perianth-tube often
6 in. long. Mts. of Greece. B.M 7181. F.S.R. 1:108.
—A large, cup-shaped fl., showing no open spaces
between the broad, overlapping segms. Very hand-
some.

bb. Perianth not tessellated.

C. Size of fls. large
,
8 m. or more across.

D. Lvs. broad, 8-4 m wide.

E. Number of fls. 1-4 •

10. speciftsum, Stev. Corm 2 m thick, the largest of

the genus: st 1 ft high: lvs. 4-5, 12-15 m. long, 3-4
in. wide, narowed from the middle to the base, shining
green: ns. 1-4 from each spathe, violet, with a white
eye, but varying almost to pure pink, often 6 in across.

Caucasus. B.M 6078 FS 23 '2385 FM 1876:235.
Gn 11: 80—Commonly considered the finest species of

the genus; blooms Sept, and Oct. Var. maximum, Hort.
Plant 7)4 m. high.

ee. Number of fls. 12-20.

11. byzantlnum, Ker-Gawl. Closely allied to the
above, but with wider lvs., smaller and paler fls., and
broad, short anthers: st. 6 m. high. lvs. 5-6, oblong,
dark green, striate, 9-12 m. long, 3-4 m. wide: fls.

smaller than in No 10, usually 3-4 in. across, lilac-pur-

ple, and often 12-20 from each spathe Transylvania
and Constantinople. B.M. 1122.—Com large, de-
pressed. C. cilicicum, Hort., has rosy fls., somewhat
tessellated. G.C. III. 23:35.

dd. Lvs. narrow, 1-2 m. unde.

12. Bommhelleri, Freyn. Lvs. elliptic-lanceolate,
3-4 in. long, 1-2 m. broad: fls 8 in. long and 5 m across,

the limb pale rose or lilac-rose at first, subsequently
deeper purple, the corolla-tube white. Asia Minor.
Early spring—One of the rarest and finest of the
group, suitable for the rock-garden.

13 autumniUe, Linn Fig 1026; 442, p. 433. St.

3-

4 in. high: lvs. 3-4, rarely 5-6, 9-12 m. long, 1)4-2
m wide : fls. 1-4, rarely 5-6, from each spathe, purple,
with a white variety, about 4 in. across; perianth
veined Eu. and N. Air. B M. 2673 (asO crociflorum)

.

—Possibly the commonest m the American trade. It

has beautiful double forms m purple and pure white.
FS. 19:1936.

14. Dec&isnei. Boiss. Corm ovate, membranaceous:
lower lvs broadly lanceolate, the upper ones narrower
and acutish, entire, 1-1)4 in. broad: fls. pale-rose, or
flesh-colored, the tube elongate-elliptic, the stamens a
little shorter than the perianth; anthers yellow, linear;

style only slightly exceeding the stamens. N. Afr.
and the eastern Medit. region. Nov.-Jan.—Planted
in masses with C. crociflorum for rock-gardens, it is

very effective.

cc Size of fls. small
,
about 2 in. across.

D. Number of fls. from each spathe more than 1 or 2.

e. Pemanth-segms. acute.

15. Troddii, Kotschy. Corm medium-sized: lvs. 3-4,
6-12 in. long, 9-12 lines wide, dark green above: fls.

4-

5 or even 12, lilac-purple, about 2 in. across; perianth
segms lanceolate-acute. Cyprus. B M. 6901 shows a
pure white variety.

16. fascicul&re, Boiss. Corm oblong: lvs» 5-7,
broadly lanceolate, channeled, the apex acutish, fre-

quently ciliate, about 1 m. wide" fls. many, m clusters,

the corolla 2)4 m.long, white, 6-10-nerved; stamens
equaling the corolla, but slightly exceeded by the style

branches. Feb. Syria.

ee. Penanth-segms. obtuse.

17. umbrdsum, Stev. Corm small: lvs. 4-5, 6-9 in.

long, 9-12 lines wide -

fls 1-5 from each spathe, lilac,

about 2 in. across, perianth - segms. oblanceolate,

obtuse, with 8-12 veins. Caucasus.

dd. Number of fls from each spathe 1 or 2.

18. alplnum, DC. (C. montdnum
}
All. not Linn ). Lvs.

2, rarely 3, nearly erect or spreading, 4-8 in long, 3-6
lines wide, obtuse, channeled, shining green, narrowed
from the middle to the base: fls 1 or 2 from each
spathe, about 2 in across, hlac; segms. oblanceolate,
obtuse, 3-4 lines wide, with 10-15 veins. Mts. of

France and Switzerland.

C owantbum, Hort. A plant with magnificent pink fls —Is not
certainly referable to any species The name appears in several
catalogues, but is unknown m botanical literature See F S R.
1 108—C hydrophilurn, Hort An early spring - flowering spe-
cies, bulb size of a walnut lvs and fls appearing together, the
fls bright clear rose anil taller than the lvs , the latter growing
after the fls are gone and attaining a length of 6 in , fls in clus-
ters of 3-15, stamens half as long as the segms Taurus Mts G C
III 29 102

—

C siehednum, Hort A lata autumn-flowering species
with rich reddish purple fls Asia Minor—C vrrnlrt/dlvum, Hort
Similar to some of the forms of C. speciosum, but earlier in flowering.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. Taylor. |

COLDFRAME. An unheated covered frame (see

Frame) used (1) for the starting of plants m spring in

advance of settled weather but not so early as m a
hotbed; (2) for receiving plants from a hotbed or green-
house, holding them as an mtermediate station until

they may go in the field, (3) carrying hardy plants over
winter, as spinach, lettuce, (4) providing a general
store-place for hardy or semi-hardy stuff from green-
house and garden; (5) affording a propagating-bed m
spring and summer for seeds or cuttings Usually the
coldframe is topped with ghiss, as is the hotbed, but
prepared paper or cloth is sometimes used Coldframes
are usually of temporary construction L H. B

COLD-STORAGE, REFRIGERATION, RETARD-
ING. Dealers m bulbs, cut-flowers, nursery stock,
fruits and vegetables employ cold-storage to retard the
growth of bulbs and plants, or to preserve cut-flowers

and produce, by using specially constructed sheds,
refrigerators, ice-boxes, or the public cold-storage
warehouses. The nursery stock thus stored can be
packed and slupped from the coid to warmer parts of
the country in good season for planting, when it would
be impossible to dig and ship such stock without the
storage system Sheds for the storage of nursery stock
have earthen floors, are ventilated and lighted from
the ridgo-and-furrow roof and heated to exclude frost,

the maximum temperature being 35° to 40.° Large
trees are stood upright, the smaller stock usually laid

lengthwise m compartments. The roots are covered
with sphagnum, or a mixture of sphagnum and excelsior

or cedar shingletow, the shmgletow or excelsior alone
will not make good covering for this purpose See
Nursery.
The roots and bulbs commonly placed in cold-storage

are those used by florists for forcing, such as lily bulbs,
lily-of-the-valley pips, and the like. By placing these
in cold-storage, growers can secure a continuous suc-
cession of bloom throughout the year. Lily bulbs are
stored in the original cases packed m soil, the cases
being cleated to provide circulation of air, and held at
34°. The multiflorum and formosum varieties of Lilmm
longiflorum can be held in storage three to four months,
and the giganteum type of this lily ten to eleven months,
L. auratum four months, L. speciosum and varieties
eight months The sizes (circumference) of storage lily

bulbs and number of bulbs to the case are as follows:
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1027. Coleus cutting.

L longiflorum and its varieties nvdhflorum, formomm
and giganteum

,
6- to 8-inch, 400, 7- to 9-inch, 300, 9-

to 11-inch, 200, in L longiflorum giganteum there is an
8- to 10-meh size which runs 225 to the case; L auratum
8- to 9-inch, 100, 9- to 11-ineh, 100, 11- to 13-inch, 75;
Ij spcuoHum, 8- to 9-inch, 200, 9- to 11-inch, 100, 11-

to 13-inch, 75. Lily-of-the-valley pips are packed in a
mixture of sphagnum and sand, one-fourth of the latter

being used to three-fourths of the moss and held at 28 0

These are packed 500, 1,000 and 2,000 to the case and
can be kept in storage

eleven months Canna
roots, dahlias and gladioli

should be held at 35° to 40 °

Cut-flowers, such as rosea,

carnations, orchids, violets,

and lilies, used by florists,

are preserved for varying
periodsm ice-boxes or refrig-

erators, the usual tem-
perature being 35° to 40.°

Peonies cut when the buds
show color, leaves removed

from the lower part of the stem, wrapped in paper,

and the lower Dare portions of the stems placed in

water, will keep several weeks at a temperature of 32°

to 33
0 Lxhurn caruhdum in bud can be treated the

same wray
Fruits and vegetables are stored at 33° to 35 ° Ware-

housemen say that eold-stoiage merchandise keeps
best and is easiest to handle in packages containing
about a bushel See SUnage Michael Bakkeb

COLE. A generic name, little known in North
America, for plants of the cabbage tribe, cole-oil is

secured from species of Brassica

COLEA (Sir G Lowry Cole, Governor of Mauritius)
Jhgnonuxux Glabrous evergreen trees or shrubs of

Madagascar, Mauritius and the Seychelles, members
of which may occur in collections of warnihouse (or

stove) plants Lvs opposite or vertieillate, pinnate,

with many entire Ifts fls medium-sized, yellow, white
or rose-color in lax or dense cymes or fascicles, corolla

funnelform, somewhat bilabiate, with 5 rounded
spreading lobes, perfect stamens 4, didynamous —
Probably 15 species, but little knowm in cult They
thrive in a fibrous earth and prop by means of mature
shoots in sand over bottom-heat.

COLEUS (Greek for shtalh, referring to the mona-
delplious stamens) Labialu Common window-gar-
den and greenhouse showy-leaved herbs, and a few
less known species grown for the handsome flowers.

lleibs or small shrubs, annual
or perennial, upright lvs opposite,

dentate or serrate, petiofed or

sessile st 4-angled fls mostly
blue or lilac, m teiminal spike-

like racemes, small and middle-
sized and usually bluish, the 5-

toothed calyx deflexed m fr

;

corolla bilabiate, the lower lobes

longer and concave, and inclosing

the essential organs, stamens 4,

didynamous and decimate, the
filaments united into a tube, the
anther-cells confluent, ovary 4-

parted, subtended by a gland-hke
disk, the style 2-lobed —Probably
150 species, m the tropics of the
eastern hemisphere, being especi-

ally abundant m Afr
,
E India

and adjacent lsls. Some species

produce tubers that are eaten in

the same way as potatoes.

53

The common coleuses are of the most easy culture.
They root readily from short cuttings, cut either to a
joint or m the middle of an mternode (Fig 1027). Few
conservatory plants are more ready to root than this
They may be rooted at any tune of the year when new
wood is to be secured Formerly
coleuses were much used for

bedding, but the introduction
of better plants for this purpose
has lessened their popularity.
They require a long season

,
they

are likely to burn m the hot
summers of the interior country;
they have a woody habit How-
ever, they withstand shearing and
therefore are useful for carpet-
bedding The leading variety
for this purpose is still the old
Golden Bonder, whose golden
yellow foliage is used as filling

for fancy designs —Coleus plants
make excellent specimens for

the window-garden and
conservatory Best results

,

are secured when new
plants are started from
cuttings each spring

They also grow readily

from seeds, many interest-

ing leaf-forms and colors arising

The old plants become leggy, lose

their leaves, and lack brightness
of color They are very subject to
mealy-bug They are also liable

to root-gall (the work of a nema-
tode worm), as shown m Fig 1028
When plants are thus affected,

take cuttings and burn the ola
plants, and either bake or freeze

the earth m which they grew.

a Common garden coleus, mth red,

purple, yillow, green and 1028. A coleus attacked

variegated foliage by root-galls.

Bl&mei, Bcnth (C Vtnchafffltn, Lem. C acutel-

larw'ules var Blumet, Miq ) This species, founded on
cult plants m Java, is probably to be regarded, as now
understood, as an assemblage or combination of

species d'he horticultural forms are perhaps derived
in part (as suggested by Briquet and by Koorders)
from C lacmiatus, C bu.olor, and others, and perhaps
the\ are to be considered also in connection with C.
atropurpurews

,
Bcnth

,
of Malaysia, and its relatives

The entire garden material needs to be worked over in

comparison with authentic native
oriental specimens Portraits of

C Blumei of botanical interest

are BM 4754 I H 27 3-7, 35
46,39 164 FS. 22 228778 A
soft perennial herb or sub-shrub,
growing 2-3 ft high, little

branched lvs ovate, narrowed or

broad at base and long-acuminate,
sharply and nearly regularly

toothed, variously colored with
yellow, dull red and purplish An
extreme form of this is var Ver-
schaff61tii, Lem

,
Fig 1030, which

is more robust and branchy, the

lvs more brilliantly colored, acute
but not acuminate, truncate or

even cordate at base, and irregu-

larly cut-dentate, with rounded
teeth, giving the margin a crispy

effect (I. H. 8.293) In some
forms, the lvs are laciniate.1029. A good young coleus plant.
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aa. Other species of Coleus
,
now and then %n cult. (Still

other species may he expected to appear m the trade.)

thyrsofdeus, Baker. Tender shrub, 2-3 ft. high: sts.

f

mbeseent : lvs. cordate-acuminate, coarsely erenate,

ower ones 7 in. long. fls. bright blue, in racemes which
contain as many as 18 forking cymes with about 10

fls. in each Cent. Afr. B M. 7672 —Considered to

have much merit for cult., either under glass, or in the

open far S. Winter.

shirensis, Baker. Perennial herb, densely pubescent,

3 ft., much like the above m habit- sts. angular, pale

green turning to brown: lvs. glandular, pungently

aromatic, broadly ovate, acuminate, membranous,
2-3 in. long, deeply erenate, pubescent beneath but
scantily so above’ fls dark blue (also described as light

blue), in large erect terminal panicles. Cent Afr.

B M 8024 —Winter.

Mahdnii, Baker Shrub, to 2 ft
,
pubescent, the

branchlets slender: lvs. petioled, ovate, acute, 2-3 in.

long, erenate, membranous, pale and finely pubescent

beneath and green and nearly glabrous above* fls

small, purple with golden anthers, in a large graceful

panicle Cent Afr.—Winter

Penzigii, Damm. Soft perennial herb, white-hairy:

lvs ovate, membranous, narrowed abruptly at base,

erenate; petiole winged -

fls. bright lilac (also described

as ashy blue) in a long and lax racemose panicle, the

whorls being about 8-fld. Nile Land. L. j{. B

COLIC-ROOT: Aletna fannoaa.

COLlAbIUM (neck and lip, referring to a peculiarity

of the fl ). Orchidacex Two terrestrial orchids, of

Java and Borneo, rarely cult
,
requiring the treatment

given Catasetum. Lf single, plicate fls. or clusters

racemose, on a tall scape; lateral petals attached to

the foot or base of the incurved column, lip at its base
encircling the column (whence the generic name);
pollima 2 C nebuld&um, Blume Sts. fleshy, about 2

in. long* If. broadly ovate, acuminate, the petiole

rounded * scape about 2 ft
,
erect

,
fls. numerous in scat-

tered clusters or whorls, spurred, about fan long, the
lip 3-Jobed, white and a little fringed, the sepals and

1030. Coleus Blumei var. Verschaffeltu.

petals greenish with reddish margins. Java. C. sim-

plex
,
Reichb. Lf. oblong, acute, wavy, green with

aarlcer blotches: fls racemose at the apex of the scape;

lip white; sepals and petals greenish yellow with purple

and brown blotches. Borneo.

COLLARDS. A kind of kale. Probably several

somewhat different plants pass as collards, the charac-
teristic being that they produce tufts or rosettes of

leaves that are removed and used as greens. Usually

referred to Brassica oleracea var. acephala. See Brassica.

In the South, a form of the plant known as Georgia
collards is much grown for domestic use and the south-

ern market. The plant grows 2 to 4 feet high and
forms no head, but the central leaves often form a kind
of loose rosette.

These tender leaves

are eaten as a pot-

herb, as ail other
kaiesare. Fig. 1031,

shows a Georgia
collard, with a
heavy crown. The
seeds of collard
may be started m
a frame under glass,

or m a seed-bed m
the open As far

south as the orange-
belt, they are usu-
ally started in Feb-
ruary and March,
m order that the
plants may mature
before the dry, hot
weather. Farther
north they are
started in July or
August and the
plants are ready
for use before cold

weather Trans-
1031. Collards.

plant to rows 3^ to 4 feet apart, and 3 feet apart in

the row Till as for cabbage.
Young cabbage plants are sometimes eaten as

“greens” under the name of collards, and cabbage
seeds are sown for this specific purpose. In the Nortn,
where heading cabbages can be raised, collards of what-
ever kind are not greatly prized. L. H. B.

COLLtTIA (Philibert Collet, 1643-1718, French
botanist). Rhamnaceap. Odd spiny shrubs grown under
glass, and in the open in California and other warm
regions

Leaves small and simple (or wanting), opposite

branches short, often flattened, arranged in opposite

pairs, thickened, spiny (sometimes called lvs ) fls

small, perfect, yellowish or white, nodding on 1-fld.

pedicels, single or fascicled in the axils or beneath the

flattened divaricate spines; calyx bell-shaped or tubular,

4-5-parted, petals 1 6 or 0, inserted on the calyx,

stamens 4-6, disk joined to calyx-tube, inconspicuous

or the margin rolled-in, ovary 3-lobed and 3-celled,

standing in the disk, the stigma 3-lobed fr a coriaceous

dry drupe-like caps —About a dozen species in S Amer.,
mostly in the tropical parts The collet las are said to

start readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood, as

well as from seeds. They are to be grown as single or

detached specimens, because of their oddity

cruci&ta, Gill. & Hook (C . hdmda
,
Hort ). Verv

curious shrub, 3-4 ft
,
with elliptic flattened very broad-

spiny decurrent branches: lvs few, elliptic, entire* fls.

small, white, a few together at the base of the spines,

borne profusely in spring S. Brazil, Uruguay. B M.
5033.

spindsa, Lam Shrub, to 10 ft
,
with strong awl-

shaped very sharp spines lvs. elliptic, small, sessile,

serrate, mostly vanishing at blooming time fls. larger,

urn-shaped, borne singly or nearly so beneath the

spines. S. Brazil, Uruguay.

ullcina, Gill. & Hook Smaller, 3-4 ft. : spines as m
C spinosa, but more numerous, thicker, and hairy: fls.

cylindrical, in clusters near tops of the branches. Andes
of Chile.

Ephedra, Vent. Small stiff bush: branches erect,

spiny: lvs. wanting: fls (in very early spring) sessile at
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the nodes, spicate-glomerate, calyx top-shaped, the
lobes spreading. Peru, Chile. L.B.C. 19.1830.

—

Reported as cult, in Calif L. H. B.

COLLIGUAYA (Chilean name) Euphorbiacex Small
trees of the Chilean region, scarcely in cult

,
although

the fragrant wood of some species is used Seeds of

this and related genera which have springing move-
ments, due to contained insect larvie, are sometimes
known as "lumping beans ” Juice milky* fls monoe-
cious, apetalous, calyx imbricate or none m staminate
fls

;
stamens 1-5, ovary 2-4-cclled, cells 1-ovuled.

The following may be expected in botanical collec-

tions, although probably not m the trade* C odorifera,

Molina Lvs serrate, ovate to oblong C. brasiliensis
,

Klotzsch. Lvs serrulate, linear-lanceolate. C. ndtger-
nma

,
Gill. & Hook. Lvs linear, entire.

J B S Norton.

COLLfNSIA (after Zaccheus Collins, American phil-

anthropist and promoter of science, Philadelphia, 1764-
1831) Scrophulan&cex. Ilardy flower-garden annuals
mostly from California and western North America
Leaves simple, verticillate in 3’s, or opposite, fls

in the axils, solitary or in whorls, racemose m some
species, calyx bell-shaped, corolla deeply bi-labiate,

stamens 4, the fifth rudimentary and glandular —About
25 species They are not far lemoved botanically from
Pentbteinon and. Chelone From the former, the genus
differs in having the fifth sterile stamen reduced to a
mere gland
The collinsias are free-flowering and of the easiest

culture They may be sown outdoors in the fall m wel-
drained soil, and will bloom earlier than if sown in

spring Then* flowers borne in

midsummer range in color

from white through lilac and
rose to violet, with clear, bright

blue also, at least on one lip of

the flower There is no yellow.

a. Fl.-stalks very short, giving

the clusters a dense ap-
pearance

b. Corolla strongly declined;

throat as ividc as long

bicolor, Benth Fig 1032.

Height 1-2 ft hairy, glabrous,

or sticky, sts weak and bend-
ing lvs more or less toothed,

and oblong or lanceolate, ses-

sile, finely toothed, opposite or
in 3’s. fls topically purple and
white, with 5 or 6 well-marked
color varieties. Var alba, Hoit
(Fig. 1033), has pure white
fls., or the lower lip greenish
or yellowish. Var multicolor,

Voss (C multicolor, Lmdl &
Paxt ), has variegated fls

,
the

same fl being white, lilac, rose

or violet on either lip or both
Var. multicolor marmor&ta,
has the lower lip white, suf-

fused lilac, and upper lip light

lilac, bpotted and striped car-

mine Calif
,
below 2,000 ft

B M. 3488 PM 3 195. BR
1734 —This is the most widely
distributed and variable spe-

cies, and the one on which the genus was founded.
Calif

,
mostly in moist ground

bb. Corolla less strongly declined, throat much longer

than broad

bartsisefftlia, Benth. Height VA ft
,
the st. usually

stiff and simple: sticky and somewhat glandular, rarely
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hairy lvs from ovate-oblong to linear* fl -whorls 2-5,
purplish or whitish seeds not wrinkled. Calif.

aa. Fl.-stalks Am long or more, giving the clusters

a looser look.

verna, Nutt Height about 6 in lvs ovate or oblong
or the lowest rounded and slender-stalked, and the up-
per ovate-lanceolate and partly
clasping, whorls about 6-fld

;
fl -

stalks longer than the fls
;
throat

of the corolla as long as the calyx-
lobes, lower lip bright blue, upper
lip white or purplish seeds thick,

not flattened, oblong, arched.
Moist woods, W. N Y and Pa.
to Wis and Ky. B M 4927.

grandifl&ra, Douglas Height
4-12 in * lvs thickish, the lowest
roundish and stalked: whorls 3-

9-fld
,

fl -stalks about as long as

the fls
;
lower lip deep blue or

violet; upper lip white or purple;
throat of the corolla sac-like, aa

broad as long, or as long as the
upper hp* seeds roundish, smooth.
Snady hills of Calif B R 1107.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. Taylor f

^ lujj. V/Ouinsia oicoior

COLLINSONIA (after Peter var. alba {x'A)
Collinson, English botanist, cor-

respondent of Linmcus and John Bartram) Labiatx.
Horse-Balm Horse-Weed. Stone-Root. Native
peienmal herbs

Plants of small importance hortieulturally, with large,

odorous, ovate, serrate, mostly long-stalked lvs
,
thick

roots, and simple or pamcled, naked, terminal racemes
of yellow or whitish fls —Three species m E N Amer

,

one of which is sometimes offered by dealers in native
plants, but is not especially ornamental They are of

simple cult

canadensis, Linn Citronella Height 2-4 ft lvs.

4-9 in long, broadly ovate to oblong racemes pamcled;
calyx in fl 1 line, in fr 4 or 5 lines long, corolla light

yellow*, lemon-scented, ) an long Rich woods, Can-
ada to Wis

,
Kans

,
and south to Fla L H B

COLLOMIA (Greek for glue, alluding to the muci-
laginous character of the wetted seeds) Polemonuicex.
In \sa Gray’s late treatment, Collornia is included with
Gilia, although at first kept distinct by him (Proc.

Amer Acad Arts & Sci XVII, 223), and this dis-

position is followed here, particularly since none of

the species seems to be known in the trade as Collornia.

Engler & Prantl keep the genus distinct, however,
aseiibing to it eighteen species from western North
America and Chile Such as are cultivated will be
found in this Cyclopedia under Cilia. The Collomias

are annual, biennial and perennial.

COLOCASIA (old Greek substantive name) Ardcex.
Perennial herbs with cordate-peltate leaves, w’hich are

often handsomely colored m cultivation, grown under
glass, and one of the forms much used for planting out
when large-leaved tropical effects arc desired; also

grown for the edible tubers.

Plants tuberous or with an erect caudex*. If -blades

peltate, ovate or sagittate-cordate, basal lobes rounded:
blade of spathe 2-5 times longer than tube; spadix
shorter than spathe, terminating in a club-shaped or

subulate appendage destitute of stamens Differs from
Alocasia and Caladium in floral characters—Species 5.

Tropics.

Colocasia includes the plants known as Caladium
esculentum, which are much grown for subtropical bed-

ding. C. odorala (which is an Alocasia) has very large,
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thick stems, which may be wintered over safely with-
out leaves, or at most with one or two, the stems, to
save space, being placed close together m boxes C.
esculenta rests during the winter and is kept under a
greenhouse bench or anywhere out of the reach of
frost or damp
All of the tall-

growmg colo-

casias are of

the easiest cul-

ture As they
are very rank-
growing plants
they are not
much grown in

green ho uses,
but are chiefly

planted out-of-

doors for sum-
mer display.
They do best
in damp rich
soil. The
dwarf species

and forms are
suited for pot
growth, but
little IS seen of 1034. Colocasia antiquorura var. esculenta.

them except in (Caladium esculentum).

public gardens
Consult Caladxurn for further treatment (G W Oliver.)

Oolocasias furnish the much-cultivated taro of the
Pacific tropics, this edible product being the large

starchy roots. From it is made the poi of Hawaii In
Japan and other countries the tubers of colooasias are
much cultivated, and are handled and eaten much as

we use potatoes (see Georgeson, A G 13 81) The
young leaves of some kinds are boiled and eaten The
dasheen is of the same group It has been recently

introduced from tropical America, and is receiving

consideiable attention for cultivation m the South
The tubers may also be forced for the tender shoots
Cf Bull. 164 Bur. Plant Ind IJ S Dept Agnc
(1910), and subsequent publications of Off. Foieign
Seed and PI Intro

antiqudrum, Schott Lvs. peltate-ovate, basal lobes
half as long as the apical one, connate two-thirds to

three-fourths their length, separated by a broad, trian-

gular, obtusish sinus India B M. 7364.

Var euchldra, Schott (C euchlora
}
C Koch).

Petioles violet, blade black-green, with violet margins.

Var FontanSsii, Schott (Alocasia noldcea, Hurt.
Caladium vwl&ceum, Hort C. dlbo-noldceum

,
Hort ?).

Petioles violet, blade dull green, with violet margins
B M 7732 —Multiplies rapidly by whip-hke runners
and grows well in shallow water

Var. illustris, Engler (C. illustris, Hort ). Black
Caladium Petioles violet, blade more oblong-ovate,
with black-green spots between the primary veins.

F.M
,
1874 107 —Very beautiful in masses, but fls

have offensive odor

Var. esculenta, Schott (Caladium escuUntum, Vent.
Colocasia escuMnta, Schott). Elephant’s Ear. Fig.

J034 Spadix with an appendage half as long as the
staminate infl.: lvs. bright green, often 3 ft. or more
long, nearly as wide. Hawaii and Fiji G. 2:62, 571;
7:44

affinis, Schott. Blade thin, membranaceous,
rounded-ovate or ovate, the apical lobe scarcely a
fourth or a third longer than wide

;
basal lobes connate

nearly their entire length, bright green above, glaucous
beneath; blade only 4-6 m long Himalaya—Not
hardy in Cent. Fla.

Var. Jgnningsii, Engler (Alocasia Jeiuiingsii,

Veitch). Petiole purplish, with transverse purple lines;

blade cordate, emarginate, with large, oblong or trian-
gular black-green or black-violet spots between the
primary lateral veins. I H. 16:585. FS. 17.1818-19.
—Not hardy m Cent Fla.

neo-guineensis, Andr<? Remarkable for its tufted
habit, the shortness of the If -stalks, its short-stalked
infl

,
and the beautiful green tone of its smooth and

shiny lvs
,
spotted with creamy white. New Guinea

I H 27 380

M&rchalln, Engler (Alocdsia Mdrchalln, Hort. A
hybrida

,
Bull). Hybrid, probably of C. ajjinis and C.

antiquorum. Larger m all parts than C. affims, the

I

ietioles pale green, very slightly emarginate, with
arge, confluent spots

C 6a/aiJiMsis=\locasm bataviensis(?)

—

C Carac<u,Ana, Engler
—Xanthosoma — javdnua, Hort —

(

7
)
—C. Mafaffa, Hort =•

Xanthosoma

—

C murt/inrlta, Hort —Caladium bicolor

—

C monor-
rhisa, Hort = (’) —C oddra Brongn — \locasiu odora, Koch. Tree-
like, the st or cuudt'Y .3-0 It and 6 m diatn lvs green, cordate,
stalked, bearing peduncles in pairs in their axils E Asia 13 M
3935—C odorAla, Hort —Alocasia macrorrhiza

George V. Nash f
COLOCYNTH: Citrullus

COLOR IN FLOWERS. The range of simple color

among flowers is not very extensive There aie singu-
lar and almost unaccountable intei vals in that range
where color is conspicuously absent in cveiy genus
Indeed, there is no such thing as a pure green flow er,

nor a pure blue one, neither is there any flower to

match the remaik«Me blue-gieen or green-blue so
familiar in the plumage of eeitain birds, this has no
existence at all in the vegetable world The lange of

color, therefore, among flow ei s is stnctly eiicumseiibed
A simple color is a hue not complicated with an\ other
tint or shade or hue Roughly described, the hues com-
prise yellow, gold-yellow, orange, scarlet, red, crim-
son, magenta, purple, violet, and ultramarine, these
together with nine, peacock-blue, green, and yellowr-

green (hues which do not appeal in the floral world)
compose a circle of color trom which all tints and
shades are derived Fig 1035 In other words, the
admixture of w’hite wuth a hue produces a tint, and
the admixture of black, a shade Fig 1036 A
reduction of the lange of bias given above to its sim-
plest terms w’ould comprise only -yellow, mange, led,

purple, blue, and green, six pi unary colors Fig 1037
Although pioneer investigators of the nature of color

resolved these six hues into three—yellow, red, and
blue,—the restriction was made at the cost of absolute
purity in the other three hues which they chose to

name secondary colors There is no possible way of

producing absolutely pure orange, violet, or green, by
a combination of pigments
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The generic character of flower-colors is com-
prehended in the hues just named, although such
names are of little consequence so long as identifica-
tion is without question Unfortunately scientists and
artists have not yet established a standard nomen-
clature of color, and as a consequence the name of a

{

larticular hue is

argely determined
by a consensus of
public opinion,
which, very natu-
rally, is not always
correct.

Classification ofcolors.

It is essential,
therefore, to accept
both popular and
scientific estimates of
color if the subject
is to be considered m
its relation to flow-

ers The scientific

determination of
simple colors is ex-
pressed by certain
arbitrary numbered
lines in the spec-
trum Thus, yellow
is at line 580, gold-
yellow at 605, orange
at 630, scarlet at 655,
red at 680, green at

530, peacock-blue at
505, violet at 430, ultramarine at 455, and blue at
480 These numbers indicate ihe wave-lengths of the
respective hues, with the micron tone-millionth part
of an inch) as the unit This identification of color,

however satisfactory from a scientific point of view, is

both intangible and impracticable m every other
respect Tne flower-petal or the artist’s pigment
matched with the spectrum is the only proper medium
through which to convey an adequate knowledge of a
given hue to the layman, and it must be remembered
that everyone is hypothetically the layman who is not
directly associated with the particular bcience or art
under consideration The colors of certain flower-
petals as matched with the spectium lines are as follows

Yellow (580) —(Enothern Imrtms, Brassica nigra,

Ranunculus acris, Ihlianthus decapetalus, a single
dandelion ray

Cold-yellow (590).

—

Rudbeckia hirta, golden calen-
dula

Cold-yellow (585) —Kerria japonica
Cold-orange (600) —Golden eschscholtzia.
Cold-orange (615) —Croius susianus
Orange (635) —Trapsolum majus (deepest orange

hue), the common type.
Scarlet (645) —Mme. Crozy canna, scarlet geranium

and tropieolum, berry of Cornus canadensis
Red (680) —Red azalea, red carnation, tube of

Rhododendron nudifiorum
Red (690) —Red gladiolus.

Crimson —Crimson peony, American Beauty rose
(dilute).

Magenta —Magenta cineraria, Polygala sanguinea.
Purple —Purple cineraria, Mimidus nngens.
Violet (425) — Viola cuculata and Campanula rolun-

difolia (light)

Violet (430).

—

Verbena erinoides.

Ultramarine violet (440) —Ccntaurca Cyanus
,
the

bluest phase (light).

Ultramarine blue (455).

—

Scilla sibirica (light)

Ultramarine blue (435).

—

Genliana Andrewsii,
(bluest tip of petal).

Blue (475).—Myosotis palustns
,
bluest phase (pale).

WITH BL^CK WITH WHITE CLEAR COLOR

OLD COLD SULPHUR YELLOW

OCHRE STRAW Y. COLD Y.

burnt
orange

salmon ORANCE

TERRA
COTTA 5HR1MPB SCARLET

CARDINAL PINK RED

MAROON C PINK CRIMSON

PLUM P.LILAC MACENTA

DARK
B PLUM LILAC PURPLE

LOGWOOD
VIOLET B. LI LAC VIOLET

INDtCO V. BLUE UlTRAM*

1036. Color phases in flowers.

Such a list is manifestly imperfect; to state the case
accurately, few flowers are "on the line,” three of the
colors have no numbered lines, and many of the plant
species or varieties are not and can not be explicitly
cited For example, the red carnation must be a red and
not a scarlet-red variety, and its coloring should match
that of the Rhododendron nudifiorum tube; the same
rule applies to the red gladiolus. It is equally the case
that many flowers show only a modification or a dilution
of the hue they are chosen to represent; the blue of the
forget-me-not at best is extremely dilute.
A list of artists’ pigments is more to the point. It has

the great advantage of nomenclatorial fixity and it

does not include hues subject to change. The repre-
sentative colors are

Lemon, zinc, ultramarine, pale cadmium, and light
malon yellows
Medium cadmium and malori gold-yellows.
Cadmium orange and deep malori orange-yellow.
Orange mineral.

Scarlet-vermilion.
Carmine or alizarin lake (no single pigment is exactly

normal red), these incline to scarlet.
Crimson lake
Magenta, a mixture of crimson and mauve lakes in

nearly equal parts
Mauve lake 1 a true purple.
Violet ultramarine
Gunnel’s French ultramarine.
Cobalt blue
Emerald-green.

The color harmonies.

If the simple colors, yellow, orange, red
;

purple,
blue, and green, are arranged m a circle (Fig. 1037),
those lying opposite each other harmonize by reason
of absolute contrast Blue and orange, for example,
are complementary colors and theoretically they bal-
ance eacn other It by no means follows, however, that
a mass of orange nasturtiums and blue forget-me-nots
must therefore look weU together; the very massing
of such hues would make that impossible in spite of the
fact that the misty grayish character of a clump of
blue forget-me-nots is the reverse of aggressive. But
the orange of the nasturtium is obtrusive to the last
degree, and its environment should be as colorless as
possible—even to the point of dull gray or white

If these six simple colors in the circle are again
separated by intermediate hues (Fig 1035), so about
three of the latter lie between the six original colors, the
result will be a circle of twenty-four divisions, having
the effect of a rainbow This will perfectly illustrate

the principle of color harmony and color discord.
Besides the opposing colors which harmonize by con-
trast, there are neighboring colors which harmonize
by analogy.

For example, any four or five colors lying side by
side m the circle are bound together harmoniously by
reason of their near relationship. Therefore, all these
four or five colors may
be combined—and na-
ture does combine
them— with esthetic

results But skip over
four of the colors and
attempt a combination
of the first and sixth,

and the result will

prove to be a discord,
the bond of relation-

ship is broken, and the
eye is disturbed by the
aggressiveness of two
colors between which
there is evidently no
bond of sympathy. It 1037. Harmony by contract.
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would be safe to say, therefore, that the circle demon-
strates the fact that its colors situated at right angles
with each other are discordant, and those lying nearly
parallel with each other are harmonious

This is the theoretical side of color harmony. The
practical side is scarcely different, it simply modifies the
theory. Brilliant blue and orange, which are theoreti-

cally harmonious, are scarcely as agreeable m each
other’s company as the rule would imply. The trouble,

however, lies with the brilliancy The golden calendula
and the deep purple aster in association are violent and
aggressive. Remove the one and the other and substi-

tute pale-tinted flowers of these hues and the result

will be harmonious
Flower families arc very likely to sustain harmonies

of analogy. Hyacinths, sweet peas, and nasturtiums

represent groups with very nearly related hues or tints

There is a predominating influence of crimson-pink
among sweet peas, of lilac among hyacinths, and of

orange among nasturtiums, yet the influence at times
(in a particular variety) is wholly wanting and is

replaced by an analogous tint or hue It would be a
rather nice bit of color adjustment which would result

in a harmony superior to that of a careless grouping
together of flowers gathered at random from any one
of these three genera.

But the theory that analogous colors harmonize is

correct only when not carried to excess Attempts to

force deep-hued flowers into harmony often lead to

contrary results A range of color from crimson to

ultramarine depends for its harmony upon the careful

grading of intermediate hues Such colors, in full force,

might do violence to each other. It is tempting the
hardness of a diamond to pound it with a hammer. It

is taxing crimson too heavily to expect it to show its

beauty m the presence of strong violet! The effort

should rather be to merge the individualities of the
crimson and the purple flowers into a group and effect

a play of color between the two
The theory that colors at right angles on the wheel

are discordant is also subject to some modification.
Relatively the right-angled colors must be crude and
strong to affect tne eye objectionably Yellow and red
in the rose is an agreeable color-combination Yellow
and red dahlias crowded together are certainly harsh
and unncighborly.
A country bouquet of asters, marigolds, fuchsias and

dahlias is bad, because the country garden is not a part
of it. Atmosphere, space, and a stretch of green foliage

make a world of difference.

It is wisest to try the effect of one eolor'lipon another
before allowing two or three strong hues to wage war

with each other. It will be found quickly that white is a
peacemaker, and green is an invaluable mediator With
these colors at command, the chances of discord are
reduced to a minimum. Everything also depends upon
simplicity in color-combinations It is questionable
whether a combination of more than two colors can
be ever esthetically a success. The adjustment of
many colors needs the hand of an expert.

The restriction of color in flowers.

The very strict limitation of range in flower-colors

demands careful study if it would be thoroughly under-
stood Augustin Pyramus de Candolle divided flower-

colors into two classes, which he named xanthic (red,

scarlet, orange, gold-orange, yellow, and green-yellow),

and cyanic (green-blue, blue, ultramarine-violet, violet,

purple, and red) Further, he explained, flowers of the
ellow (xanthic) series could pass into red or white
ut never into blue, and those of the blue (cyanic)

senes could pass into red or white but never into yellow.

The theory is correct but it requires both modification
and revision Gold-orange must evidently displace
yellow, and ultramarine-violet displace blue as series

names; furthermore, the passage into red should not
exceed scarlet-red in the xanthic series, or crimson-red
m the cyanic series. Pure red logically should be the
zero point between the two divisions, and not be
included in either unless connected by analogous hues.

Gold-orange and ultramarine-violet are respectively
the type-colors of the two senes because each occupies
a median position with equal influence on either hand.
Red, occupying the median position between the two
senes, should and does exercise an equal influence on
both, a casual glance at the chromatic scale demon-
strates the fact Neither the xanthic nor the cyanic
series can exclusively claim the respective yellow and
blue in absolute purity, for the cogent reason that
among flowers yellow is associated with both these
divisions, and a true blue scarcely appears at all.

Further, if pure red is the zero point between the two
senes, then the consistent red of the xanthic order is

scarlet-red, and that of the cyanic order is crimson-
red; a pure red or pure yellow flower, therefore, con-
sistently belongs to either order according to its xanthic
or cyanic congeners.
Tne best proofs of the above statements are to be

found among the flowers themselves Asters belong to
the cyanic group, but there is no blue aster Tropieo-
lurns belong to the xanthic group, but there is no pure
yellow nasturtium, there are, now ever, ultramarine-
violet asters and gold-yellow nasturtiums There is a
pure yellow, a golden orange, but no white marigold
(Tagetes); the species is xanthic The family Cru-
cifer® is cyanic; it includes pure y ellow, deeper y ellow,

and magenta flowers The genus Ilyacinthus is cyanic;

it includes no blue flower, but many which are purple,

violet, cyanic red. and modified yellow Viola tricolor

is cyanic, it includes a strong yellow along with intense

purple and violet-ultramarine flowers. The genus
Zinnia is xanthic, it includes no true yellow flower but
many which range through all reds into cyanic crimson.
The genus Rosa is cyanic, its flowers range from pure
red to magenta-crimson, develop a strong, modified
yellow, fuse yellow with crimson, but never approach
the xanthic gold-orange. The genus Chrysanthemum is

xanthic; its flowers include all yellows, skip pure orange
and scarlet, and range from scarlet-red to cyanic red-

crimson.
Species belonging to the cyanic group invariably pro-

duce white flowers which have an albino origin. Spe-
cies of the xanthic order produce white flowers which
are not albinos but which invariably displace flowers of

some strong, pure xanthic hue. For example, geraniums
are white, red, scarlet, and pink, but never gold-orange
or golden yellow Carnations are white, red, and car-

dinal-red, but never scarlet, or orange. Chrysanthe-
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mums are yellow, white, and pink, but never orange or

scarlet. Dahlias are scarlet, red, crimson-red, and even
pure yellow, but never pure gold-orange, or orange

It is perfectly evident from the foregoing examples
that the range m a given genus, or species, is limited to

what may be termed the swing of a pendulum upon
the chromatic scale (Fig. 1038). The swing may extend
over a quarter of the dial, rarely it does more If it

happens that two colors are developed, like violet and
yellow, it will still be found that there is but one pen-
dulum-swing and not two Violet will be associated

with contiguous hues, but yellow will be developed
quite alone.

This, it is reasonable to believe, is direct evidence of

a dual or treble origin of color in a flower group Yel-
low cannot be evolved from violet, or vice versa.
Necessarily, if white appears in a xanthic group, it

must have evolved alone and independent of any color-

range in that group Undoubtedly the range of con-
tiguous colors itself has evolved from a median hue
which has spread out, fanlike, in graded variations
within strict limits Naturally, such statements con-
flict with the old theory that all flowers were originally

yellow, but they are not inimical to the idea that the
earlier ones might have been yellow, and later ones
magenta, violent ultramarine, scarlet, and gold-orange.
It is important to keep in mind the fact that, a steam-
boat is not evolved from a locomotive

It is further evident that yellow belongs quite as
little to the xanthic as it does to the cyanic series, or,

to put it more strongly, it belongs to neither Its

origin, independent of any “range,” was undoubtedly
the elimination of blue from chlorophyll Hence, it is

not surprising to find it in some modified form associa-

ted with both series, and m the cyanic series isolated.

The flora of the northeastern United States is essen-

tially cyanic Twenty-one per cent is yellow, 21 per
cent magenta and 22 per cent white, the remainder is

8 per cent xanthic and 28 per cent cyanic—the last

mostly pink and light violet The record is significant

and points directly either to an arrested color develop-
ment, or to a depauperate color condition m an inclem-
ent region, the former seems the more likely. An aggre-
gation of cvanic-flowered plants are found in the north
temperate zone, and of xanthic-flow'ered plants in the
torrid zone

Color activity.

Color results from a play of light upon a surface
which rejects or absorbs certain rays It is a significant

fact that the red end of the spectrum comprehends
those hues which are produced by the caloric rays of

the sun, and the violet end those hues which are pro-
duced by the actinic rays It is not surprising there-
fore that the coloring of vegetation is intense, and
that xanthic flowers predominate under the equator A
separation of cvanic and xanthic flowers follows almost
identically the thermal lines which band the great con-
tinents of the northern hemisphere, cyanic color pre-
vailing north, and xanthic color south of the line

marking 80° F. In a word, xanthic flowers belong to a
very warm, and cyanic flowers to a temperate or cold

climate That they should become mixed in a narrow
zone between the extremes is only natural; the rule,

.hercforc, is m no way compromised thereby. That
yellow, too, should appear in both cyanic and xanthic
groups is not at all surprising In the spectrum it

holds a median position between the red and the violet

ends; it is neither a hot nor a cold color, and has con-
sequently evolved from its primitive condition as a
constituent of the green in chlorophyll under any and
all temperatures That is the only way to account for

its isolation when connected with cyanic groups.
It would appear, then, that magenta, violet, and

ultramarines, together with gold-orange, orange, and
red, are primitive colors quite as wr

ell as yellow and

white • In w hat order they appeared upon the earth in

the petals of flowers, it would be difficult to determine,
but it is reasonable to think they appeared as original

colors, in weak, perhaps, but absolute purity. Other-
wise, the remarkable limitation of color-range must be
accounted for by a less logical theory. Upset this

limitation, and attempts to produce a blue rose, yellow
aster, white nasturtium, or green carnation, should
prove successful Recognize the limitation, and the
futility of such attempts becomes at once apparent, and
the possibility of improving existing “strains” of color

is illimitable. At some time or other in the distant past
the law of limitations fixed the range of flower-colors;

no new law of elasticity has since developed to remove
the boundaries and thus aid the floriculturist m his

ambition to produce what would prove to be a mere
novelty See Standards of Color.

F Schuyler Mathews.
COLTSFOOT Tuvnlago Farfara. Sweet coltsfoot is Petaeites,

formerly culled Nardoama.

COLUMBINE Aquileaia.

COLQUHOTJNIA (after Sir Robert Colquhoun).
Lahxatx Tender plants with dense whorls of gaping
fls an inch long or more, colored scarlet and yellow

Erect or twining shrubs, woolly in all parts when
young lvs. large, crenate whorls few-fld

,
axillary or

crowded into a terminal spike or raceme, corolla-tube

incurved, the throat inflated.—Two Asian species

Prop, by cuttings of growing tips, in sandy soil,

under glass in summer.

coccinea, Wall Tall climber, w,jth very long branches,
8-10 ft * lvs stalked, ovate-acuinmate, 3-5 in long,

crenate, dark green above, roughish, typically with
scarcely any woolliness except when young, corolla

twice as long as the calyx B M 4514 —C tomentosa,

Houll., is probably identical The dense woolliness is

perhaps temporary R H 1873 130 shows a handsome
terminal spike in addition to axillary clusters, contain-
ing about 20 fls—Apparently not advertised, but
probably as worthy as the next

vestita, Wall. Very sinilar to C coccinea, except that
it is a low-growing, erect plant, and more densely and

permanently woolly on
the st

,
cal>x and under

side of lvs
,
which are

elliptic or elliptic-ovate

and cordate —Cult out-
doors at Santa Barbara,
Calif

,
where it may be

used for the wild garden
as it is perfectly hardy
Not of much horticul-

tural value

N. Taylor t

COLtJMNEA (after
Columna or Colonna,
Italian writer on plants,

sixteenth century) Ges-
nerdeeje Tropical Ameri-
can shrubs and climbers,

sometimes grown under
glass in choice collec-

tions

Flowers widely gap-
ing, showy, often 2 m.
long: lvs. opposite,
nearly eaual or widely
unlike: ns. solitary or
numerous, axillary,

stalked or not, without
bracts or with bracts in

an involucre; corollas

scarlet, carmine or yel-

lowish —A group of 100
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species of which half a dozen mostly red- or orange-
fid

,
are cult, abroad and may be known to a few

fanciers at home, but are not advertised by the
dealers. They are warmhouse evergreens requiring the

treatment of Trichosporum (j'Eschynanthus).

Schiede&na, Schlecht. The best known species. It has
handsome scarlet fls. 2 m. long, sometimes varie-

gated with yellow. It is an herbace-
ous climber from Mex. B.M. 4045.

P.M 9:31.

gloridsa, Sprague. Fig. 1039. An
epiphytic perennial herb: lvs. ovate
or ovate-oblong: fls. axillary, solitary,

scarlet and yellow. Costa Rica. B.
M. 8378.

C gldbra, Oerst, var. mdjor Fls. scarlet;

stamens white Costa Rica—C magnified,
Klotzsch & Hanst Corolla bright scarlet;

tube inflated about the middle Costa Rica
G C III. 43 66 —C Oerstedidna, Klotzsch
Epiphytic undershrub or herb fls. scarlet.

Costa Rica. B.M 8344. N TAYLOR,f

COLtTTEA (Koloutea

,

ancient Greek
name). Legunnnbsse. Bladder
Senna. Shrubs grown chiefly for

their attractive yellow or brownish
red flowers and the ornamental
bladder-like pods

Deciduous, with alternate, odd-
pmnate lvs : lfts. many, rather small,

stipules small: fls. papilionaceous, in

axillary, few-fld
,
long-peduncled ra-

cemes, yellow to brownish red; calyx
campanulate, 5-toothed; standard
suborbicular with 2 swellings above
the claw; 9 stamens connate, 1 free

pod inflated, bladder -like, many-
seeded —About 15 species in the
Medit region to Abyssinia and Hima-
layas Ornamental free - flowering
plants of rapid growth, a*th pale
green or glaucous foliage and yellow
or brownish red fls. during summer,
followed by large, usually reddish-
colored and decorative pods They
grow in almost any soil, but prefer
a tolerably dry and sunny position;

not quite hardy N
,
the hardiest being

C arborescens —Prop by seeds sown
in spring or by cuttings of mature
wood inserted in fall m sandy soil;

rarer species and varieties are some-
times grafted on C. arborescens in

spring under glass.

a. Fls yellow * pod closed at the apex

arborescens, Linn. Fig. 1040. Shrub, to 15 ft : lfts.

9-13, elliptic, dull green, mucronulate, usually slightly

I

jubescent beneath, %-l in. long: fls. 3-8, about %in.
ong; wings nearly as long as the keel, flat. June-
Sept S. Eu., N. Afr., N. B.M 81.—Lvs. have
cathartic properties. Var. crlspa, Kirchn. Dwarf,
with crisped lvs. Var. bull&ta, Rend. (C. bullata, Hort.).

Dwarf and compact: lfts. 5-7, obovate or nearly orbicu-

lar and somewhat bullate.

cilfcica, Boiss. (C longxalata, Koehne. C. melano-
cdlyx

,
Hort., not Boiss ). Shrub: lfts. bluish green,

usually 11, oval or broadly ovate, rounded or truncate
and mucronulate at the apex, long: fls. bright

ellow, 3-6, about %in. long; wings longer than the
eel. June-Aug. Asia Minor. G.C. III. 16:155.

aa. Fls. orange-yellow or brownish red, wings shorter

than the keel.
,

mMia, Willd. Shrub, to 10 ft : lfts. 7-13, obovate,
grayish green or glaucous, %-Hm. long, nearly gla-

brous: fls. 3-6, orange or reddish yellow, the standard
with brownish markings pod closed at the apex. June-
Sept.—Probably hybrid of garden origin between C.
arborescens and the following, often cult, under the
names of the following species.

orient&lis, Mill. (C crutnta, Ait). Shrub, to 6 ft.:

lfts 7-11, obovate, glaucous, thickish, long,

nearly glabrous fls 3-5, reddish yel-

low or brownish red pod open at the
apex June-Sent S K. Eu

,
Orient —

Often cult under the name of C. hale-

pica or C iUna
C brenaldta, Lan«e Shrub, to 4 ft lfts.

usually 11, oval, long fls 2-6, yellow,
wings much shorter thun keel S France—C
grdcilis, Frcjn & Sintenis lfts usually 11,
obovate, J-i-^in long fls 2-5, yellow, with
the wings almost as long as the keel '1 urk-
estan —C istna, Mill (C halepica, I,am C
Pocockn Ait ) To 4 ft lfts glaucous, Mnall

and numerous fls yellow,
nearly 1 in long, wing longer
than the keel —C nepaUnsis,
Hook Similar to C arbor
osccna racemes drooping B M
2622. B R 1727 Tender.

Alfred Rehder

COLVtLLEA (after Sir

Chailes Colville, governor
of Mauritius). Legunn-
ndsse Show y - flow ered
tropical tree, a worthy
rival of the rojal poin-

ciana, which is closely

allied, but easily distin-

guished, especially by its

round and full, not flat,

legume
Colvillea has drooping

racemes, 1 J 2 ft. long,

densely crowded with per-

haps 200 fls of curious

shape and of a splendid scarlet, the fls

open at the st. end of the pendent
dense raceme, and display masses of long
showy yellow stamens, the unopened fls

are about the size and shape of a filbert,

and these are gradually smaller tow ards
the end of the raceme — Only 1 species,

characterized b> its large, oblique, colored
calyx, having 4 segms

,
the standard be-

ing the smallest instead of the largest pint, wings very
long, narrow, erect, obovate pod 2-vah ed - Supposed
to be a native of E Afr

,
but discovered in 1824 by

Bo]er on the west coast of Madagascar, where a single

tree was cult, by the natives It flowered there 111

April or May. Its cult is similar to that of cesalpinia.

Prop, m the S only by seeds Not common in cult,

outside of botanic gardens and fanciers’ collections

racemftsa, Bojcr Tree, 40-50 ft high, with the
general aspect of Pomciana regia but with a thicker

trunk and ampler foliage, branches very long and
spreading’ lvs. about 3 ft long, alternate, remote,
twice pinnate, with 20-30 pairs of pinnae which are
opposite, 4 in. long, and have 20-28 pairs of lfts

,
each

]Aa\. long: keel very small, almost, covered by the
wings; free stamens 10, 3 inserted below the standard,
2 under the wings, 1 under the keel, and 4 under the
ovary. B.M. 3325-6. Wilhelm Miller.

COMANDRA (name alludes to the hairs in the fl ).

Santaldcese. Perhaps a half-dozen leafy herbs or sub-
shrubs, one in Eu.. and the others m N. Amer

,
more

or less parasitically attached to the roots of other
lants, one or two of which may be of interest to

orticultunsts Lvs. alternate, almost sessile’ fls

whitish or greenish, small, perfect, in terminal cymes or

umbellate panicles; calyx 4-5-cleft, lined or constricted
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1041 Comandra umbellata. ( X h)

above the ovary, and the tube sometimes conspicu-

ously continued to a neck or top on the fr
;
petals want-

ing; stamens of same number as calyx-lobes, the anthers

connected by hairs to the calyx-lobes, fr nut-like or

drupe-like. C. umbellata, Nutt. (Fig 1041), 6-18 m.
high, in dry mostly
open ground in the
eastern states, is

an attractive plant
when allowed to

spread naturally m
f patches in waste
places rootstock
not showing above
ground (C Richard-

sidna, Fern
,

has
a superficial root-

stock).!vs thin, ob-
long, pale beneath:
fls. whitish

L H. B.

COMARfXLA: Po-
tentilla

comarostAphy-
LIS irciogtaphyloa

COMARUM (an
old Greek name).
Rosace# One spe-

cies allied to Poten-
tilla, and ofton re-

ferred to that genus
but differing in the
lateral style un-
known inPotentilla.

C. palustre, Linn
(PoUmtUla palustns,

Scop ), the marsh cinquefoil, is a decumbent herb growing
in swales in the northern states (also in the Old World),
with pinnate, 5-7-foholate lvs (lfts dentate), and
solitary or cymose purple fls \ 2in across petals snorter

than the calyx-lobes, acute, stamens numerous An
odd and interesting but not showy plant, sometimes
planted ill bogs Mn 3’ 97 —The fr somewhat
resembles a strawberry, but is spongy instead of juicy.

In some parts of Scotland, it is said to be called cow-
berry ami is rubbed on the inside of milk-pails to thicken

the milk C. Salesdvii, Bunge (Potentilla Salcbovuina
Steph ), of the Himalayan ngion
and Thibet, 11,000-14,000 ft alti-

tude, is a suffruticose silky-hairv

plant worthy of cult
,
but little

known in gardens: lvs. pinnate;
lfts. 7-9, oblong, obtuse, crenate-

serrate* fls white, in an ample
paniculate cyine Probably better

placed in Potentilla. B.M. 7258.

N. Taylor.!

COMBRETUM (old Latin name). Com-
bretacese Tropical shrubs and trees, many
of which are climbers by means of the
persistent leaf-stalks

Leaves mostly opposite, m some species

verticillatc in 3’s or 4's, entire fls in

spikes or racemes, polygamous; calyx bell-

shaped; petals usually 4, stamens usually
8 fr winged and indehiscent, 1-seedea.

“—A genus of 250 species from Asia, Afr.

and Amer
,

particularly S Afr. The
combretums are warmhouse plants, little

known in this country Prop by cuttings
of firm wood One climbing species is

in the American trade C. coccfneum,
Lam (C vurpiireum

,
Vahl. Polvrea

coednea
,
DC.), from Madagascar. Lvs

oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, evergreen . fls. small, bril-

liant red, the long-exserted stamens forming the chief

feature of beauty; the handsome loose spikes often m
panicles; parts of the fl. in 10’s. B.M. 2102 L B.C.
6 563 —Handsome. C. butryosum yields a butter-like

substance, used by the Kafirs as food. C. sundaicum
in recent years has attained some prominence as s

reputed anti-opium remedy. n. Taylor.!

COMFREY: Symphytum

COMMELiNA (bears the name of early Dutch
botanists) Also written Commelyna. Commelinaceae.
Day-Flower. Perennial or annual herbs, of which a
very few are cultivated in the open or under glass for

their interesting flowers

Upright, spreading or procumbent, usually more or

less succulent, often rooting at the joints, lvs alternate,

sessile or short-petioled, clasping tne st
,
a If subtend-

ing the sessile fl -cluster and forming a clasping foldea
spathe: fls. opening for a day, mo-tly blue (varying to

white and rose), irregular; outer perianth parts (calyx)

3, colored, 2 of them somewhat united, inner parts
(petals) 3, one of them small and 2 broad and with
long claws, stamens usuallv 6, but only 3 of them fer-

tile, filaments not hairy fr. a 2-3-cclled caps on a
recurved pedicel —Nearly or quite 100 species, in

warm regions around the globe, a few of them reaching
cool-ternDerate climates The cult species are peren-
nials Tne hothouse species appear not to be offered

m this country or to be much cult. Allied to Trades-
cantia and Zebnna
Commelinas are mostly of easy culture, thriving

well in any light rich soil The evergreen stove anu
greenhouse species are readily propagated in March oi

April by cuttings inserted m an ordinary propagatmg-
bed and kept close for a few days, while the tuberous-
rooted half-hardy herbaceous species may be propa-

gated either by division of the tubers or by
seeds sown in a frame early m April and
afterwards transplanting the seedlings in

the herbaceous border. In the fall, they
should be lifted and the tubers stored away
in the same manner as dahlias Of the

tuberous-rooted species, C coeles-

hs is perhaps the best, its bright
blue flowers being very effec-

tive, especially when planted u>

masses (Edward J Canning )

a Plant hardy in the open

nudifldra, Linn (C SMlomi,
Walp C StUomdna, Schlecht ).

Creeping, rooting at the joints,

glabrous or practically so lvs

lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate,

acute or acuminate, the If -

sheaths often ciliate* spathe-lf

acute or acuminate, broad at

ba.se, petioled fls few m each
cluster, or less across, blue •

caps 3-celled and 5-seeded N
J southward and widely dis-

persed in other parts

of the world.—Some-
times offered as an

1

outdoor plant. A rose-

colored form is re-

ported.

commftnis, Linn. Much like

the last and often confused with
it more erect and less rooting at

joints fls larger, caps 2-celled

and 4-seeded. N. Y. southward,
and widely distributed; perhaps
an intro, from Asia.
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aa. Plant tender or only half-hardy.

tuberdsa, Linn. Diffuse and branching, from a
tuberous root: lvs. narrow-lanceolate, 2-3 in. long:

spathe-lf. cordate-ovate to lanceolate, conduplicate,

more or less haAy; sheaths pubescent, fls. rich blue.

Mts of Mex—The plant sold under this name is

recommended as a froe-flowermg border plant m Eng-
land, the tubers to be lifted in autumn and stored m
dry sand for the winter.

ccelestis, Willd. Fig. 1042. Erect, root more or less

tuberous, 10-18 in. high, branching, with clasping,

long, broad-lanceolate pointed lvs. and blue fls (2-10
together) on elongating axillary pubescent peduncles:
spathe-lf. ovate, folded; sheaths ciliate Mts of

Mex—Runs into several forms. Var. filba, Hort
,

has white fls. Var. varieg&ta, Hort., has fls. blue and
white C. calestis is a half-hardy plant, in the N.
requiring protection of a greenhouse, although it may
be planted out. Prop, by seed, cuttings and tubers.

L. H. B.

COMPAR^TTIA (Andreas Comparetti, 1746-1811,
Italian botanist). Orchid&cex. A small group of
graceful epiphytes.

Pseudobulbs, 1-3-lvd. : racemes simple or branched

;

fls. small, lateral sepals united in a single piece, length-
ened at the base into a conspicuous horn

,
lateral petals

converging; labellum large, produced into a double
spur, which is hidden in the horn made by the sepals;

column free, semi-terete, erect, pollinia 2—Four spe-
cies, Mex. to Brazil Grown on blocks or in baskets in

a light intermediate or warmhouse

coccinea, Lindl. Pseudobulbs small, bearing lanceo-

late, coriaceous lvs
,
purple beneath: racemes several-

fld
;
fls. 1 in across: petals and sepals light yellow, mar-

gined orange-red, labellum large, broader than long,

crimson. Brazil. BR. 24*68. 1.11.13:472.

falc&ta, Poep et Endl, (C. rdsea, Lmdl ). Similar in

habit to C. coccinea

:

fls 1 in across, deep crimson;
labellum broad; racemes pendent. Peru. B.M. 4980.

A.F. 6.609. Lind. 4.163 F.S. 2:109.

macroplectron, Reichb f. Fls 10 or more, 2 in.

across, dorsal sepal whitish, often spotted with purple;

midlobe of labellum cleft, suborbieular
;
magenta-rose,

dotted at the angled base; spurs conspicuous. Colom-
bia B M. 6679. Var punctatissuna, Hort., has the fls.

copiously rose-spotted. C.0. 1. George V. Nash.I

COMPASS PLANT: Silphmm.

COMPOST. Mixed and rotted vegetable matter,
particularly manure and litter, used as a fertilizer and
amendment
The mixture of bulky fertilizing materials known as

compost, while of little importance to the general

farmer, plays an important part m garden practices.

Many of the garden crops must be made m a very short

time, or are of delicate feeding habits Their food,

therefore, must be easily assimilable It is good practice

to pile all coarse manures, sods, weeds, or any rubbish
available for the purpose, m big flat heaps (Fig. 1043),
to ferment and rot before being applied to the garden
soil If desired, chemical manures, especially super-
phosphate (dissolved bone or South Carolina rock)

and potash (muriate or kamit), may be added to make
the compost the richer By spading or forking the
heaps over a few times at reasonable intervals, a homo-
geneous mass is easily obtained, which can be applied
m greatest liberality without fear, or more sparingly, in

accordance with the needs of the particular crop. Of
equal, if not still greater importance, is the compost
heap which gives soil for greenhouse benches, flats,

hotbeds and coldframes. This compost is principally

made of sods shaved off a rich pasture or meadow and
piled in alternate layers with stable manure, more of

the latter being used for forcing succulent crops, and

less in growing plants which should be short and stocky,
hke cabbage or tomato plants. Garden Utter may be
added to the pile, as leaves and trimmings All com-
post heaps, during dry weather, need frequent and
thorough moistening with water, or, better, with liquid
manure Turn several times during the year, to ensure
thorough rotting of the materials Greiner.

COMPTfcRIS. The only published reference to this

generic name and species is in G C. III. 29: May 21,
1901

?
suppl 2, where its introduction to cultivation by

L. Linden is noted. The name Compteris may be a cor-
ruption, or the plant may have been a young form of

some known form. The description below is quoted
from The Gardeners’ Chronicle

C. Brazzaiitna, Hort. Intro in Eu about 1900, as a
remarkably distinct large fern with long bipinnate
fronds narrow at base and broad across the middle and
tapering to a narrow point, barren pinna) oval or
oblong and simple; fertile pinnae distinctly lobed.

R C. Benedict

COMPTdNIA (Henry Compton, Bishop of Lon-
don, patron of horticulture, died 1713) Myncdceap
A small native shrub, useful for covering banks and to

grow* on sterile sandy and stony soil.

The genus is allied to Myrica, and by some not
regarded as sufficiently different in botanical characters
to justify separate generic rank branching brown-
twigged bush, dioecious or monoecious, w*ith globular
fertile catkins, the 1-celled ovary surrounded by 8
linear persistent scales oi bractlets lvs long-oblong,
pinnatifid.fr. a bur-like axillary head of few small nuts
The only species is C. asplenifftha, Giertn. ((7 pere-

grtna, Coulter Myrica asplemfdlia, Linn ) Sweet Fern
In dry, sterile soil in the 10. and N U S

,
also

in the trade It is an attractive undershrub (1-3 ft )

with fern-like, scented foliage and brownish heads of

imperfect fls : roots long anil cord-like staminate cat-

kins 1 in. or less long, slender, m clusters at the ends of

the branchlets. L, jf }}

CONANDRON (cone-shaped anther) Gesneridcex
Almost stemless herb with radical glabrous rugose
lvs Differs from Streptoearpus, its nearest horticul-

tural relative, m having a straight, not twisted pod.
For cult, see Streptocarpus It should be grown in

shade and is hardy only south of N. C
C. ramondioldes, Sieb. & Zuec

,
of Japanese moun-

tains, is the only species It is an interesting little

tuberous-rooted herb, with oblong, rugose, irregularly

toothed root-ivs. and scapes bearing 6-12 white or

purple, dodecatheon-like fls . cymes nodding or droop-
ing pubescent; corolla 1 in. diam.: seeds very minute.
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B M 6484.—This is one of several groups of rare and
widely scattered herbs, of which Ramondia, Haberlea,
Wulfenia, Didymocarpus, Shortia and Schizocodon are

examples. Conandron is adapted to growing in shady
rockeries Scapes less than 1 ft. high. Little known m
cult

,
but is m the trade. jj. Taylor

j

CONE-FLOWER: Rudbeckxa. Purple Cone-Flower: Echinacea.

CONGfeA (from an East Indian vernacular name).
Verberuiceoe A few species of climbing shrubs in Burma
and the Malayan peninsula, lvs opposite and entire:

fls m peduneled capitate cymes wlych are combined
in large terminal panicles, the bracts at the base of the
cyme-peduncles large and often showy; calyx funnel-

form, 5-toothed; corolla-tube slender, seldom much
exceeding the calyx, usually hairy in the throat,

2-lipped, the upper lip of 2 narrow upright lobes and
the lower of 3 shorter broader lobes, stamens 4, ex-
serted

,
ovary incompletely 2-celled fr a small roundish

nearly dry drupe C. tomentdsa, Roxbg
,

is grown
in India and is said to be suitable for growing in a stove
or warm conservatory m Britain a strong climber,
conspicuous for the pink and changing tints of the large

elliptic persistent bracts in the loose woody terminal
panicles lvs 3 m long, ovate-acute, soft-hairy beneath:
corolla white, calyx hairy Burma Cl O. Ill 54 399—
Evergreen mfl retained for several weeks. Allied to

Petrara volubilis

CONIFERS Arboriculture

CONIOGRAMME (Greek, dust-line) Formerly
Diclgoyramma Polgpoduieese A few Japanese and
Pacific island ferns, with naked son, which follow the
couise of the free or reticulated veins The species are
sometimes referred to Gymnogramma Strong-grow-
ing indoor-ferns, useful for specimen plants

jap6mca, Duds Lvs simply pinnate or bipinnate
at the base, 1

1 >-2 ft high, the pinna' 6-12 in long and
an inch wide, soil extending from the midrib to the
edge Japan and Formosa —Also known as (lymno-

gramma japornca An interesting fern of rather strong
growth, and very distinct in appearance Grows best

m a moderate temperature—for example, 55-60°

—

and requires an open and well-drained soil of peaty
character R C Benedict t

CONiUM (Greek name) UmbeUifcrar Two weedy
biennial plants, widely distnbuted (' maeuldtum

,

Linn
,

is the poison hemlock, “by which,” oh Gray
writes, “criminals and philosophers were put to death
at Athens” It is a lank, much-branched European
herb which has run w ild m E. N Amer

,
and which has

been ofTeied in the trade as a border plant It is bien-

nial, rank-smelling, and poisonous, and is scarcely worth
cult although the finely cut dark foliage is highly
ornamental It grows from 2-4 ft high, and has large

umbels of small white fls See Poisonous Plants

In North America the word hemlock is used for the
hemlock spruce, Tsuga

CONOCEPHALUS (Greek, cone head). One of the
liverworts (Marchantiacese), with broad flat forking

evergreen thallus, growing on moist banks, like a
moss C edmeus, Dumort ,

is sometimes offered by
collectors as a cover for rockeries, but can scarcely be
said to be a cultivated plant.

CONOCLfNIUM: Eujxitonum.

CONOPHALLUS (name refers to the cone-shaped
inflorescence) Ardcex A name proposed by Schott
for certain aroids, but now made a section of Amor-
phophallus C. Kdnjac, Koch

,
is Amorphophallus

Rivieri var. Koniac, Engler The great tuber is much
grown in Japan for the making of flour (see Georgeson,
A.G 13:79). Amorphophallus Rivieri is figured on p.

276, Vol I.; also m R.H 1871, p. 573; and in B M.
6195 (as Protevnophallus Revieri). Konjak is offered

by importers of Japanese plants.

CONSERVATORY. Primarily a glasshouse in which
plants that have been brought to perfection—usually
in other greenhouses—are to be placed for display or
to be kept in condition.

The conservatory should be as near the residence as
possible; if not an architectural unit of the house, it

may be connected by a corridor or pergola The size

of a conservatory depends of course upon the require-
ments or taste of the family, some are as small as 6
by 10 feet, while others are as large as 35 by 75. The
aspect or side of the dwelling best suited to a conservar
tory is on the east, and preferably against a gable, so
that bliding snow from the roof of the dwelling will not
give trouble If this is not convenient, the glass roof
of the conservatory must be protected with snow-
guards A lean-to house is subject to great fluctuations

if placed against the south side

Since much attention has been given to the build-
ing of conservatories within the past few years, they
can now be made attractive in architectural design,

and at the same time supply the best possible condi-
tions for the well-being of the plants. A curvilinear roof
is usually more attractive and is better for the plants
than a flat roof, but abundant ventilation must be pro-
vided The roof glass should be ground or, frosted, as
plants remain in flower much longer under a subdued
light than when exposed to direct sunlight. Even
ground glass is not sufficient in summer, some shading
being required, roller shades are hard to adjust and not
altogether practicable, whitewash applied to the glass

outside is unsightly and damages the painted wooden
strips in which the glass is laid The following has been
found to be an excellent shading mixture: Sixteen
ounces white lead, thirty-eight ounces turpentine,

two ounces linseed oil, apply to the glass outbide with
an ordinary paint-brush The advantages of this mix-
ture are that it is not unsightly, is easily applied, and
wears off as winter conies on
The heating of a conservatory is an important mat-

ter, since even night temperatures must be maintained
as in other greenhouses This can easily be arranged if

the dwelling is heated by hot water, which is the best
for any conservatory, but with steam or hot air it is

more difficult, if possible when these methods of

heating the dwelling are used, a separate small hot-
water system should be installed for the conservatory.
The temperature at which conservatories are to be
kept depends upon the plants grown m them. Palms,
ferns, orchids and ornamental-leaved plants generally

require a night temperature of about 60° Flowering
lants, such as chrysanthemums, azaleas, primulas ana
ulbs, do better in a temperature of 45° to 50° at night

with a rise of 15° to 20° for both classes of plants by
day before opening the ventilators, and these, in winter
especially, must be opened with caution, admitting
the outside air very sparingly.

The floor of a conservatory may be of tiles and the
interior may be arranged with rugs and easy chairs in

the center with the plants arranged on tables around
the outside or over the heating-pipes. The catalogues
of the principal greenhouse builders show some very
artistic arrangements, both inside and outside
A conservatory is often a part of a commercial green-

house establishment, being in effect the display house
or room into which interesting and perfected plants
are brought for inspection; and in large cities conserv-
atories are often attached to florists’ stores, not only as
a display house but because plants will keep in much
better health and condition for a much longer time
than in the ordinary conditions of the florist’s store; but
commonly the word is used as above to designate an
adjunct to a home. Edward J. Canning.
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CONVALLARIA (old namcLilium convallium, derived
from convallis, a valley) Lih&cese. Lily-of-the-Val-
ley. A dainty herb, much prized for its erect racemes
of white delicately-scented flowers; perennial

Leaves radical, from a horizontal rootstock, produc-
ing upright parts or pips (Fig 1044) fls. white (some-
times pink-tinged), small and short-bcl1-shaped, with
bhort blunt recurved lobes, nodding, in a short, radical,

raceme (Fig 1045), the stamens 6 included, style 1

(Fig 1046) • fr a globular small few-seeded red berry.

—Commonly considered to be only one species, native
in Asia, Eu

,
and in the higher mts

,
Va to S. C

;
of

several similar races or types
Lily-of-the-valley is much prized for its delicate,

sweet-scented flowers. The rhizome and roots arc sola
in drug-stores they are poisonous m large doses; in

small doses used as a heart tome The plant is popu-
larly supposed to be the one referred to in the Sermon

on the Mount, but this is

f\ not to be determined It isM essentially a shade -loving
tew] plant The species is C. ma-

j&lis, Linn Lvs oblong or
oval, thick and persisting till

autumn, forming a dense sod,

plane, with more or less

< bloom • racemes 5-10 in high

'

berry J/fin diam. RH 1886
84 Gn 47

> p 179
;
52 182

/UMmmmr' and p. 319 (the latter in

fruit). AF 13.402 Gng.

/ 5.56-7. F.R 2 4. G C. III.

j
sj 23:149 (var grand*flora)

.

'JT v Lowe, 42 (var vaneyata)
I. „ The plant is hardy, and is

, k easily grown m partially

shaded places and moder-
^ ately r'c“ Old beds

are *° run ouL The

/ J roots and runners become
(

^

\pf2TlY'A.

*

crowded, and few good flow er-

// n$.f\

{

* \*) stems are produced It is

jCy
v, best to replant the beds every

tf ' \
few years with vigoious

1044. Lily-of-the-valley pip. f^sh clumps which have
been grown for the purpose

in some out-of-the-way place Five or six strong
pips, with their side growths, planted close together,

will form a good clump m two years if not allowed to

spread too much The mats of clean foliage make
attractive carpets under trees and in other shady
places If the bed is made rich and top-dressed evciy
fall, it may give good results for four or five years; and

E
lants in such beds thrive in full sunshine One form
as prettily striped foliage, very ornamental in the early

part of the season Lilies-of-the-valley bloom early m
spring. They run wild in many old yards, in cemeteries,

and along shady road-sides There are double-flowered
forms; also one (var. prohficans) with racemes 2 feet

long (J. B Keller )

For culture as a florist’s flower, see Lily-of-the-

valley.

Recent studies of this genus by E L Greene, have distinguished
3 other species C japomca, Greene, representing the Japanese
form of the plant rootstock very short and stout lvs 2 only, sub-
equal, elliptic, cuspidately acute, bright green with no rrace of
bloom on either surface peduncle short, about equaling the bases
of the lvs , raceme few-fld , the bracts small, ovate-lanceolate,
perianth widely opening, broadly bell-shaped or almost saucer-
shaped, stamens large, very short,’ the very obtuse anthers longer
than the filaments —C globdsa, Groene Herbage light green,
without trace of bloom lvs with a more fibrous and less fleshy
anatomy than those of C. majalis, and of shorter duration, disap-
pearing by the end of summer penanth urn-shaped (not bell-

shapod), stnmens inserted about the middle of the penanth,
extending horizontally (rather than vertically, as in C majalis).
Probably N C , but described from plants growing in a wild gar-
den m Washington, D C ,

later-blooming than C majalis —C.
majUscula, Greene Differs from C majalis in its very large light

fcieeu lvs., which have no trace of bloom and an excessively fibrous

anatomy which makes the growing If. to look plicate, more than
twice larger than C majalis, later-blooming perianth broadly
bell-shaped, filaments very short, nearly hypogynous, erect,
anthers large, oblong, obtuse, cordute at base S E. ra , and south-

CONV(3lVULUS (Latin, convolvo, to entwine). Con-
volvulacese Includes Calyst'egia. Bindweed Annual
and perennial herbs, grown mostly in the open, some
are twiners r
Sometimes suffiutescent,

twining, trailing, erect or as- (J? ^
cending, with filiform, creeping \
rootstocks lvs petiolate, en-
tire, toothed or lobed, gener-

^
ally cordate or sagittate: fls. 1
axillary, solitary or loosely J.
cymose, mostly opening only
m early morning, corolla cam- J 1

f

ianulate or funnelform, the A**®
imb plaited, 5-angled, 5-lobed

j

or entile —A genus of about
j

175 species, widely distributed
in temperate and tiopieal
regions Convolvulus and
Calystegia are no longer kept El

separate As Convolvulus C

1

Sejnum is the type of both V
genera, they are theiofore V
synonymous \\ hen the fls of |1

C occidentals are borne singly. |l

the calyx bracts arc broad ana
Calystegia-hke, when borne m
clusteis the bracts are greatly /t/ H
reduced €if£w v|
The species thrive in a va- ^2* VI

ncty of soils without especial JT
care The greenhouse species
do best in a soil with consider-
able fiber The hardy peren- V
nials are usuallv propagated O' I

by dividing the roots, other- 1045 R,„Inc o( 1
wise by cuttings or seeds, the Lily-of-the-valley. J
tender species prof01 ably by (Natural size)

$
cuttings (

' huoloi is the most I

important of the hardy annuals ft m.i> also be «

started m the greenhouse, and makes an excellent
|

plant for the hanging-basket All are vigorous If

growers, and may become troublesome weeds in I

some places if not kept within bounds C japom- M
cus and C Septum should be list'd with caution.
This is the chief reason why the hardv perennials
are not often found in well-kept gardens, except along
wire fences or lattice screens, whote the tuif is laid up
close so as to allow only a narrow bolder foi the roots
The double-flow ered form of C japonicus is seen to best
advantage in half-wild places, or on rocky banks,
where shrubs make but a stunted giowth Here it

will grow luxuriantly, forming graceful festoons from
branch to branch, and covenng the ground with a pretty
mantle of green (J B Ixeller)

C purpureas, the common morning-glory, and many
related species are to be found under Ipomoca.

1046 Section of flower

of lily-of-the-valley, laid

atnphcifalius, 2
aureus superbus,
Bcrryx, 2
Binyhamise, 4
ealiformcus, 1.

Cncorum, 8
compactus, 10.
cycloslegius, 4
delloideut, 2
gracilenlus, 4
Greener, 4
tllecebro8U8, 4.

open to show the parts, mlenor, 5

longiprs, 4

malaeophyllus, 2.

mauntdrueus, 6.

minor, 10
Occident alls, 4
olea'fohus, 9
polymorphic, 4.

pubcscens, 3
purpuratvs, 4.

repens, 5
saxicola, 2.

Scammoma, 7.

Sepmm, 5
tricolor, 10
ullosus, 1

vittatui, 10
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A, Calyx with 2 membranaceous bracts at the base:

peduncles usually 1-fld. (Calystegxa.)

B. St. 'prostrate
,
8 in. to 2 ft. high peduncle usually

shorter than the Ivs.

1. califfimicus, Choisy (C villdsus, Gray. Cady-

sthgia vtlldsa, Kellogg) Plant densely white-villose

throughout* st prostrate, scarcely twining: lvs. slender-

1047.

Convolvulus
japonicus.

(X*/8 )

petioled, reniform - hastate to

sagittate, the upper acuminate,
1 m or less long, the basal lobes

often coarsely toothed bracts oval or ovate, com-
pletely inclosing the calyx, fls cream-yellow, 1 in long.

Calif —Perennial.

2 malacoph^llus, Greene Similar to the preceding
but foliage vclvety

(
or plushy pubescent Calif —Peren-

nial Other closely related Californian species are

C saxicola
,
Eostw

',
C delta)deus, Greene, C Berryi,

Eastw and C atriplicifolius, House.

bb St tinning or ti ailing, 8-10 ft high * peduncle
exceeding the lvs

8

jap6mcus, Thunb (Calyslcgia pubescens
,
Lindl ).

California Rose Fig 1047 Hardy perennial herba-
ceous twiner growth very vigorous, often 20 ft whole
plant more or less densely and minutely pubescent,
lvs hastate, lanceolate, obtuse or broadly acute, with
angular or rounded lobes at the base, variable,

occasionally without lobes, rarely sharp lanceolate, fls.

bright pink, 1-2 in broad, produced freely during the
summer months and remaining expanded for several
days Japan and E Asia The double form is now
naturalized from S E N. Y to D C and Mo P M.
13.243. FS 2:172 BR 32 42 —The double form
is completely sterile, with narrow wavy petals, irregu-

larly arranged, the outer somew hat lacerate. A valuable
decorative plant for covering stumps and walls In
rich soil the roots spread rapidly, and will smother out
all other plants unless confined in tubs The Calystegxa

pubescens of Lmdley has been wrongly referred to

Ipomcea hederacea, but the tw*o plants are very different,

the former being perennial and the latter annual Sec
Journ Hort Soc 1:70 (1846) The plant is commonly
confounded with C Septum

4 occidentals, Gray. Hardy perennial, herbaceous
or with suffrutescent base: st. twining, several feet

high, glabrous or minutely pubescent: lvs from angu-
late-cordate, with a deep and narrow sinus, to lanceo-
late-hastate, the posterior lobes often 1-2-toothed:

duncle 1-fld. or proliferously 2-3-fld
,
bracts ovate or

peolate, usually completely inclosing the calyx,
variable; corolla white or pinkish, 1-2 in. long; stig-

mas linear. Dry hills, Calif.—Listed as early as 1881.

An admirable plant for rockeries. Several related species

are native also to Calif C cyclostegius, House, C Bing-

hamise
,
Greene, C. polymdrphus, Greene, C. Grebnei,

House, C. drulus, Greene, C purpurdtus, Greene, C.
illecebrdsus, House, C. gracxUnlus, Greene, and C. I6ngi~

pes, Wats.

5 Sfcpium, Linn. {Calystegxa Septum, R Br.) Rut-
land Beauty. Fig 1048 Perennial trailer, 3-10 ft. long,

glabrous or minutely pubescent* lvs. round-cordate
to deltoid-hastate, the basal lobes divaricate, entire or
angulate: fls white, rose or pink, with white stripes.

FS 8.826 BM 732 AG 12 638 Gn. 50.514.—
A very variable species Cosmopolitan in temperate
regions. An insidious weed in moist soil. The native
forms have been called C interior, House, Rocky Mt.
region; and C. amenednus, Greene, m the eastern
states, but are difficult to distinguish Var repens,

Gray (C . rbpens, Linn ) Pubescent, sts. trailing or

sprawling: the basal lobes of the lvs. obtuse or rounded.
Coastal region from Que. to Fla.

aa Calyx unthout bracts peduncle 1-6-fld. {Eucoru-

volvulus

)

b. St. prostrate
,
trailing, glabrous or minutely pubescent.

6 maurit&nicus, Boiss Strong perennial roots, st.

herbaceous, slender, prostrate, rarely branched, minutely
villose lvs alternate, round-ovate, obtuse, short-
petioled fls blue to violet-purple, with a lighter throat,
1-2 in. across, very handsome Afr. B M. 5243 F S.

21*2183 Gn 39 ‘52 —A free bloomer through the
summer. On dry banks each plant forms a dense tuft

which throws up many graceful shoots Not hardy
north of Philadelphia

7 Scammdnia, Linn Hardy perennial trailer,

deciduous: st. angular, glabrous lvs cordate-sagittate,

gray-green, the lobes entire or dentate* sepals glabrous,

ovate, obtuse; corolla white, creamy or light pink Asia
Minor—The large tap-roots supply the resinous
cathartic drug scammony

bb St erect or ascending, silky.

8 Cne&ram, Linn. St shrubby, half-haidy, 1-4 ft.

high lvs persistent, lanceolate or spatulate, silky gray:
infl a loose panicle, 1-6-fld.; fls white or tinged with
pink, borne freely during the summer. S Eu —
Valuable as a pot-plant for greenhouse or window
decoration, or trained to a warm wall Confused with
C olcaejolius

9 oleaef&lius, Desr Tender perennial lvs linear-

lanceolate, acute, slightly villose: fls bright pink,
borne freely m
loose, umbellate
panicles m the
summer Greece.
B M 289 (as C.
linearis) —Many
plants now pass-

ing as C olesfohus
are C Cneorum.
The latter may
be distinguished

by its broader,
blunter, silvery-

villose lvs.,
lighter- colored
blossoms and
taller growth.

10 tricolor,
Linn. (C minor,
Hort) Fig. 1049.

Hardy annual st.

trailing, ascending
6-12 in., angulate.

densely covered
With long brown- 1048. Convolvulus Sepium. {xH>
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i8h hairs: lvs. lmear-oblong or subapatulate, obtuse or

rounded at the apex, usually pubescent but sometimes
glabrous, the margin ciliate towards the base, peduncle
3-fld., exceeding the lvs

,
sepals ovate, lanceolate, vil-

lose, acute, limb of the corolla azure-blue, throat
yellow, margined with white. S Eu. B M 27.—One
of the best annuals for the home border. Each plant
covers a ground space of 2 ft

,
and blooms continuously

throughout the summer. FIs. re-

main open all day during pleasant
weather There are many variously
striped and spotted forms of this

popular annual, none of which sur-

passes the type m beauty. A va-
riety with pure white fls is attrac-

tive. Other well-marked horticul-

tural forms are Var vitt&tus, prettily

striped with blue and white F S
3'298 RH 1848 121. Var com-
pActus, dwarf, and valuable for

pot culture Gt 47, p 635 A 5-

petaled form is also recorded. F S.

8, p. 116, desc.

11. aureus superbus, Hort. A
tender perennial, but may be treated

as an annual, sihce it flowers the
first season from seed: st trailing

or twining, 4-5 ft long* fls golden.

—Valuable as a greenhouse climber and for hanging-
baskets. Not sufficiently described for identification.

C althxoides, Linn (C italicus, Itoem & Schult ) St prostrate,
twining or climbing, if it finds support upper lvs pedatmd , lower
ovate-cordate, crcnate, silvery fls pink Mny-Aug Medit region
BM .159 FS 10 1021 (as var argyreus) RH 1804 111 —C.
amblgem, House, native from Mont to New Mex and 8 Calif , is a
close relative to C arvensis —C arrensis, Linn Slender perennial
trailer, 1-3 ft long, glabrous or nearly so lvs ovate-sagittate or
hastate, variable ns white or pink Eu and E Asia Naturalized
in old fields through the Atlantic states and Caltf \ troublesome
weed in cult grounds .—C canarirrrns, Linn Greenhouse ever-
green lvs oblong-cordate, acute, villose fls violet-purple, pedun-
cle 1-6-fld Canary Ids B M 1228—C dahiintus, Hetb (Calys-
tegia dahuncus, Fisch ) Hardy deciduous twiner, 3 6 ft lvs.

oblong-cordate, shortly acute fls pink or rose-violet June, July
N Eu B M 2609 F S 10 1075 —C erubitscens. Suns (C
acaulis, Choisy) Tender biennial lvs oblong, hastate, the basal
lobes toothed fls small, 5-lobed, rose-pink Austral B M 1067—C macrosthguis, Greene The plants in the trade under this name
may be referred to C occidentalis —C rndjor, Hort , not Gilib =
Ipomcea purpurea —C ocellatus. Hook Stove evergreen limb of
corolla white, 5-angled, throat reddish purple lvs sessile, linear,

acute. 1-vcined, villose 8 Afr B M 4065 —C scopdnut, Linn —
C SouianHla, Linn Sts prostrate lvs. remform fls pink or rose-

colored. 8andy shores, Wash, to Calif., also in Eu and Asia

S W. Fletcher.

COftKIA: Claucena. H * HOUSE.

f

COONTIE: Zamia \nlegr\fol\a.

COOPi)RIA (after Joseph Cooper, English gardener).
Amarylliddcex Tender bulbous plants with the habit
of Zephyranthes but night-bloommg

Flowers fragrant, solitary, 2 in or more across, waxy-
white, tinged red outside, and more or less green within;
the perianth subtended by a bract-like spathe, some-
what as in Iris; anthers erect in distinction to versatile

in Zephyranthes. lvs appearing with the fls m summer,
long, narrow, flat and twisted —Only 2 or 3 species from
Texas to New Mex and Mex

,
usually growing in dry

places. The bulbs should be taken up in autumn and
stored during the winter in dry soil. Cult, easy and like

zephyranthes

a. Neck of bulb short: perianth-tube 3 lA m long or more.

Drummondii, Herb. Evening Star Bulb round-
ish, 1 in thick, with a short neck: lvs narrowly linear,

erect, 1 ft long: peduncle slender, fragile, hollow, Yr1

ft. long, spathe 1^-2 in. long, 2-valved at the tip;

perianth tube 3-5 in long; limb %-l in long, white,
tinged with red outside; segms oblong, cuspidate.
Prairies, of wide range. Var. chlorosdlen, Baker, has
a perianth-tube stouter and tinged with green: limb

longer and less wheel-shaped: lvs. a little broader.
B.M. 3482.

aa. Neck of bulb long * perianth-tube less than 2% m. long.

g
eduncul&ta, Herb. Giant Prairie Lily. More
ust than C Drummondii' bulb with a longer neck,

2-3 in long' lvs about 6, 1 ft. long, J^in broad:
peduncle about 1 ft long, spathe 1-2-valved at the

tip, perianth-tube shorter, 1Y in.

long, limb nearly as long as the
tube, tinged red outside BM 3727.
14 H 1853 * 401 —The best species.

FIs larger, of purer color, and re-

maining open a day or two longer.

N. Taylor,f

COPAlFERA (from copaiba,
Brazilian name of the balsam de-
rived from some of these trees).

Syn Copaiba Legummbsx Sixteen
or more spineless trees of Trop.
Amer., and Afr, with abruptly pin-

nate lvs
,
small mostly white, not

papilionaceous fls m panicles, inter-

esting because several of them
produce an oleo-resin known as

copaiba They are not in cult.,

except now and then in collections

of economic plants

COPERJSrtCIA (from Copernicus) Palmdcex, tribe

Coryphee Tall fan-palms with their trunks frequently
thickened above the base

Leaves flabellate, the petiole often with small spines;

the small young lvs usually undivided, the older much
cut palmately. spadix very much branched, the fls

single upon it or in small clusters; calyx tubular, more
or less deeply 3-toothed fr globose or ovoid, 1-seeded.
—Species about 8, all confined to Trop Amer C.
cerifera is a valuable economic plant, the wood being
among the hardest known, and the lvs being the
source of a valuable wax For cult

,
see Corypha G C.

II 24 362 Beccan, Le Palme Americane, tribe Cory-
phea>, 1907

cerifera, Mart Carnaub \ Palm St 30-35 ft
,
with

a small swelling neai the base lvs 3-4 ft wide, nearly
round; rachis none; petiole convex below, concave
above, the margins with rather thick spines spadix
erect or spreading, 5-6 ft long and thrice branched;
fls in clusters on the spathe Trop S Amer—Not
well known in the trade; see Livistona.

C auslr&hs, Bece , a recently described species, said to be
more hardy than C cerifera, has been cult at Riverside, Calif
Taller, 60-80 ft , mfl densely woolly tomentose

N. Taylor.
COPRA: material from the coconut, which see (p 811)

COPR6SMA (Greek name referring to the fetid

odor of the plants). Rubidcex. Shrubs or small trees,

often trailing, of New Zealand, Australia and Poly-
nesia. sometimes planted for the pretty fruit or varie-

gated leaves.

Leaves opposite, mostly small, stalked or almost
sessile’ fls small, solitary or fascicled, white or greenish,

dioecious, corolla-limb 4-5-lobed, the lobes revolute,

stamens 4-5. fr. an ovoid or globose usually 2-celled

drupe.—About 60 species mostly m New Zeal
,
extend-

ing to Borneo, Hawaii and Juan Fernandez
Coprosmas are greenhouse plants in the North, but

they are rarely cultivated. Propagated by hardened
cuttings. The soil which is found among kalrma roots,

mixed with good loam and sand, if necessary, will suit

these plants Cuttings should be rooted in moderate
heat in spring, before growth begins. If placed under a
handhght or propagating-trame. care must be taken
to prevent damping, to which tne cuttings are liable.

(G. W. Oliver.)

1049. Convolvulus tricolor. (Xtf)
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Ba&eri, Endl. (C. Baueridna, Hook, f ) Rhrub or

small tree, m exposed and rocky places in its native

habitat sometimes not more than 1-3 ft high and with
branches nearly prostrate, in better conditions often a
round-topped tree 20-25 ft. high' lvs. thick, shining

green, 1-3 m long, wide-ovate or oblong, obtuse or

notched at the apex, the margins usually revolute’

male fls. m dense heads on short axillary peduncles;

females 3-6, the heads with shorter peduncles; calyx

very small; corolla of female fls tubular, 4-lobed New
Zeal —In cult there are two forms, both with varie-

gated lvs
;
one has lvs broadly blotched creamy yellow,

at times the green disappearing altogether (var
vanegdta or jncturata)] the other (G\ Stockn

,
Hort ) has

lvs blotched yellow-green on a deeper ground C Bauen
is a favorite in 8 Calif

, and probaLly the only one
grown there; thrives near the sea

acerdsa, A Cunn Low and spreading, much branched,
with minute lvs

,
small white fls

,
and pretty sky-blue

drupes or berries New Zeal.—Once catalogued in

Calif

P&triei, Cheescm Prostrate and creeping, forming
mats, the branches to 1^ ft long lvs \ t in or less

long, linear-oblong or -obovate, rigid and thickish fls

solitary, on the ends of short erect branchlets, the
males 4-toothed and without calyx, the females smaller,
irregularly toothed and ealyculatc drupe

J- 3~k2in

diam ,
mostly purplish. New Zeal.—Mentioned abroad

for cultivation. L H B.

1050. Corallorhiza multiflora.

<xh)

COPTIS (Greek, to cut, from the cut
leaves) Ranunculacue. Hardy per-
ennial herbs of the cooler parts of

the northern hemisphere, sometimes
planted in bogs and moist places

Low, stemless plants, with slender
rootstocks* lvs radical, compound or
divided, lasting over winter’ fls white
or yellow, scapose, sepals 5-7, netal-

like, petals 5-6, small, linear, hood-like;

stamens numerous carpels stalked,

few, becoming an umbel of follicles—
Light species, only one of which is

used in American gai dens
The bitter roots yield the tonic med-

icine know’ll as “gold thread,” also a
yellow dye The plants should have
peaty soil, with a little sand, and prefer

shade, in damp situations They are
rather hardy The roots withstand
severe winters, bung native of the
cooler parts of the northern hemisphere
If the plants are given some protec-
tion in winter, as in a cold pit or by a
dressing of litter, the leaves remain
green and fiesh The plants are valu-
able m hardy borders because of the
leaves and also the flowers

The plants are very easily propa-
gated in either early spring or late fall,

the former being preferred Reeds may
be sown when ripe, before they become
old, and will grow readily m moist but
well-drained soil. They should be only

slightly covered with
* soil but the surface

should be kept moist
gS** by a close covering

^ * with leaves or paper,
and partial shade is pre-

ferred The seedlings
* * maY be transplanted

at any time after the
leaves are large, by

iiza multiflora. keeping plenty of soil

u) about the roots.

trifdlia, Ralisb No st : rootstock yellow: lvs com-
pound, long-petioled

,
lfts broadly obovate, euneate,

obtuse, the teeth mucronate. fl -st. slender; sepals

white, with yellow base; petals small, club-shaped
follicles 3-7, spreading, equaled by their stalk; seeds
black May-July. Adirondacks and westward. L.B C.
2.173 —Neat and pretty, with shining lvs.

K. C. Davis.
CORAL BERRY : Symphoricarpus vulgaris

CORAL DROPS: Bessera elegans

CORALLORHiZA (Greek for coral-root). Orchida-
cCiC Coral-Root. Low’ orchids, growing in woods and
parasitic on roots, destitute of green foliage, the plant
usually brownish or yellowish and inconspicuous.

Flowers small, somewhat 2-lippcd, usually obscurely
spurred at the base, sepals and petals nearly alike;

lip small, slightly adherent to the base of the column;
pollinia 4 —Species few, in N Amer., Eu. and Asia.

The coral-roots have little merit as garden plants,

although very interesting to the student They may
be grown in rich, shady borders. Two species have been
offered by dealers in native plants C. multifl&ra,

Nutt (Fig 1050), is purplish, l
x
/2 ft or less high, 10-30-

fld
,
lip deeply 3-lobed grows in dry woods in northern

states, C. Mertensi&na, Bong
,
scape many-fld

,
8-15

m high, the hp entire and broadly oblong occurs in

Brit Col and north to Alaska C. odontorhiza, Nutt

,

provides what is known as crawley-root, said to be
used for its diaphoretic and febrifuge properties it is

a slender plant, m woods 8 ,
but extending north as far

as Canada, light brown or purplish, 6-7 in tall lip

nearly or quite entire, white spotted with crimson.

L. H. B.
CORAL-PLANT- Jalropha.

CORAL-ROOT: Corallorhiza.

CORAL-TREE- Erythnna.

CORCHORUS (name refers to some reputed virtue,

as an eye remedy, of one of the species) Tihdcesp.

Shrubs or herbs of the tropics, two of w'hich supply
jute
The jute plants are C capsularxs Linn and C olttor-

ius, Linn. The latter differs from the C. capsularis

in having an elongated, not semi-globose, pod B M
2810 They are annual plants, natives of Asia but
cult throughout the tiopies, growing 10-12 ft high,

with a straight st as thick as the little finger and
branched only at the top Fls small, >ello\v, with 4-5

glandless petals and a slender caps
,
or sometimes

the caps is globose The young shoots of both arc

used as pot heibs C ohtorius is much grown for this

purpose in Egypt, and is known as Jews’ mallow.
Jute is made from the fibrous bark of these and
other species of Corchoius It is released from the sts

by retting in stagnant pools Ree Cyclo. Amer. Agric.,

Vol II, pp 282, 507
C Balddccii, Fedde, has very recently been men-

tioned m foreign horticultural literature. It is described
as a perennial, woody at the base lvs linear-elliptic,

pilose above and white-tomentose beneath fls. solitary,

axillary and minute Italian Romaliland
The corchorus of trade lists is likelv to be Iverna.

c6rdia (an early German botanist, Valerius Cor-
dus, born 1515) Boragxmicex Warm-climate trees,

sluubs or almost herbaceous, sometimes planted.
Leaves mostly alternate, i/etioled, entire or dentate,

fls m dense heads or clusters or scirpioid cymes, per-

fect or polygamous, the corolla usually white or orange;

calyx tubular or campanulate, toothed or lobed;
corolla tubular, funnelform or salverform, lobed, the
parts and the stamens 1 or more; style 4-lobed. fr a

drupe which is 4-loculed and usually 4-seeded —Species

about 230 m tropical and subtropical regions, mostly
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in the western hemisphere. Some of them are vines;

Borne are herbaceous above the base. Species confused.

The cordias are greenhouse plants with showy flowers

of easy culture. Grown m the open m the extreme
South. Propagated by cuttings of firm wood and by
seeds.

1051. Cordia Greggn var. Palmen. ( X ?f)

Sebestena, Linn. (C. spcndsa, Willd ) Geiger
Tree Tall evergreen shrub or small tree, hairy, with
rough, ovate, entire or undulate stalked lvs fls 1-2

in. long, orange or scarlet, stalked, in large open
terminal clusters, the ciurnpled corolla-lobes and
stamens 5-12. drupe inclosed in the hazel-like husk
formed by the persistent calyx Keys of Fla and south
BM 794.

Greggu, Torr Much-branched shrub, to 8 ft lvs

less than 1 m long, pale, obovate, obtuse, dentate,
rugose, long-cuneate at the base fls moie than 1 m.
across, white, in few-fld contracted capitate clusters

but becoming looser as flowering proceeds; corolla-

lobes obtuse, stamens 5 or 6, scarcely half the length
of the corolla Mex Var Pfilmeri, Wats (Fig 1051,
adapted from G F 2 283) has more broadly funnel-
form corolla, the limb l)i in broad lvs somewhat
larger, ovate-oblong and abruptly cuneate at the base,

acute or obtuse at the apex Mex.—Deserving of
planting m the southwest country, if hardy

Other cordias are likely to come mto cult in the southern coun-
try. Some of them yield diugs, many of them produce useful tim-
ber, and some have edible frs The re arc numbers of species in
Porto Rico and others of the W Indus—C. Francuici, Tcnore
Tall lvs dark green fls white S Amer—C Myxa, Linn

,
from

Trop. Asia and Austral
, is one of the b< st woods for kindling fire

by friction, and is useful in many other ways L H B
CORDYLiNE (club-like ,

referring to the fleshy roots).
LiMcese. Dracena. Dracena Palm. Greenhouse
plants closely related to Dractena, planted m the open
in California and similar climates

Stems tall, often woody and palm-like, bearing large
crowded lvs

,
to the striking variegation of which the

group owes its value fls pamcled, stamens 6, pedicels
articulated; perianth 6-parted; ovary 3-dellea. fr a
berry.—Cult for the ornamental foliage. The horticul-

tural forms and names have become very numerous.
The various species are in the trade under Dracaena,
which sec for a key to the species of both genera com-
bined. From Dracaena, Cordyline differs in the ovary
containing several ovules in each cell, and the solitary

pedicels Being provided with a 3-bracted involucre.

In the following paragraphs, the initial D. indicates

that the plant m question is known m the trade as a
Dracaena, and C. that it is known as a Cordylme (see

Drachma). For a monograph, see Baker, Journ. Linn.

Soc 14-538 (1875).

Of cordylines or dracaenas, propagation is usually
effected by cutting the ripened stems or trunks, from
which all leaves have been removed, mto pieces from
2 to 4 inches long These are laid either in very light

soil or in sand in the propagatmg-bed, where they
receive a bottom heat of about 80°, being barely cov-

ered with sand or moss (Fig 1052) The eyes soon start

into growth, and, as soon as they have developed about
six leaves, these shoots are cut off with a small heel and
again placed in the propagating-bed until rooted, after

which they arc potted off into small pots in light soil,

kept close until they become established They are

then shifted on into laiger pots as soon as well rooted.

They delight in a mixture of three parts good turfy

loam and one part well-decayed cow-manure, with a
liberal sprinkling of sharp sand A warm, moist
atmosphere suits them best while growing, but towards
fall the finished plants must be gradually exposed to

full sunshine ana a diy atmospheie, which develops

their high colors The kinds enumerated below are

such as are mainly grown in large quantities for decora-

tive purposes, and are sold principally during the win-
ter months, especially dui ing the holiday season, when
plants with bright-colored foliage arc always in strong

demand' C. arnabihs —A strong-growing form with
broad green foliage, which is prettily variegated with
white and deep rose One of the hardiest varieties,

either for decorations in winter or for outdoor work,
vases, and the like in summer 1) fiagrans —An African
species with bioad, massive, deep green foliage which
makes noble decorative plants, being frequently grown
mto specimens from 6 to 8 feet high Its foliage is of

heavy texture, making it a useful plant for the dry
atmosphere of a living-room Two handsomely varie-

gated forms of the above are D Lindcnn and I) Mas-
tangeana, both very desirable varieties C ((rmtnalu—
This is the most popular species, and is growrn in

immense quantities The foliage on well-matured
plants is of an intense rich crimson marked with lighter

shadings C austialvi (commonly called C tndmm) —
Used principally as an outdoor decorative plant in

summer, being extensively used for furnishing vases,

window-boxes, and the like It succeeds best when
planted out in the
open bolder during
summer, potted in the
fall and stored during
winter in a cool green-

house It is propa-
gated almost exclu-

sively from seed,
which germinates
freely if sown du^ng
the early spring

months in sandy
soil, in a tem-
perature of 60°

to G5°, growing
them on during
the first season
in small pots.

These, if planted
m the open bor-
der the second
season, make 1052. Stcm-cuttmg of Cordyline.
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fine plants for 6- or 7-mch pots There are a number of

varieties of C australis, among them several handsomely
variegated bronze-eolored forms, which, however, are

but little distributed yet Among the principal varie-

ties and species besides the above which are grown in

a commercial way are: Baptistn, Shepherdn, stncta
grandis, Youngn, Goldieana, Lord Wolseley. De-
Smetiana, Sanderiana, Godsefhana, and Manclaeaua.
(J. D. Eisele.)

alba, 6
alho-hneata, 0.
amabulis, b
miibuyi nsis, 6.
ancrlicnsiB, 6
atropurpurea, 3.
auri‘o-Mtriata, 3.

australis, 3
Bapti-tn, 0.
Baiisei, b
holla, b
bmzthfnsw, 6.
lirunntn, 4
raloroma, 3
citriMtpfolia, 6.
Cantrellu, 6.

INDEX.

congutla, 2
Cooperi, b.

discolor, 2
Kich 'icholzuina, 6.

ferrea, b.

Frasan, 6
Gladstones 6.
Krandis, 2.

(Suilfoybt, 6.

Haaiceana, 5.

Honki ri, 3
hyhnda, ti

\mptnalis, b.

lndivisa, 1, 3.

lardimerc, G.

Iineata, 3.

metalbea, 6
Murchiionise, 3.
mgro-rubra, G.

norwoodienms, 6.
r<gm,e, G
Robinnomana, 6.
ros« a, 0
rubra, 4.

Schuldu, 6.
Seottn, 0.

stncta, 2.

II, o
Veitchn, 3.
Youngu, 6.

A. Foliage of sessile
,
thick, sword-shaped Ivs.

B Lvs. glaucous beneath, broad.

1 indivisa, Kunth Arborescent, 10-20 ft. high: lvs.

dark green, densely crowded, 2-6 ft long, 4-6 m broad
at the middle, 1 ) 2-2 in at the base, rigid, very coria-

ceous, midrib stout, colored red and white, veins on
each side of it 40-50 panicle nodding, bracteoles lanceo-
late, 3-4 lines long, membranous, perianth 3-4 lines

long, white, tube very short, campanulate, segms.
equal, sharply recurved berries \ t in diam

,
blue, ovules

5-

6 m each cell New Zeal Gn 49, p 86 Lowe, 52 —
Coolhouse, valuable for vases. Rare in cult. 8ee C.
australis, No. 4.

bb Lvs green on both sides, narrower .

2 stricta, Endl (/> conyista, Hort ) Slender,

6-

12 ft high lvs less crowded than m the next, acumi-
nate, 1-2 ft long, 9-15 lines wide, base 3-6 lines w-ide,

scarcely costate, veins scarcely oblique, margins ob-
scurely dentate panicle terminal and lateral, erect or
cernuous, pedicels Y^-X line long, lower biacteoles
lanceolate, perianth lilac, 3-4 lines long, campanulate,
interior segms longer than the outer, ovules 6-10 in

each cell Austral BM 2575 GO III 17 207 —
Coolhouse, v.ises, and the like Var gr&ndis, Uort.
Large, highly colored Var discolor, Hort Like var.
grandis, but with foliage dark bronzy purple

3 austr&lis, Hook (/) indirtsa, Hort I). colorbma,
Wend ) Fig 1053, 359, Vol I Arborescent, 15-40 ft

high lvs densely rosulate, 1 J4—3 ft long, \y%-2 l
2 in.

wide, base 6-12 lines wide, acuminate, green; midrib
firm, indistinct, nerves on each side of it 12-20, scaieely
oblique panicle drooping or erect, terminal, ample;
pedicels very short; bractcoles deltoid, \<i line long;
perianth white, 3-4 lines long, tube short, campanulate,
segms nearly equal, recurved berry white or bluish-
white, mature seeds often sohtaiy New Zeal B M.
5636. GC III 23*153 Gn 47, p 312, 48, p 197.
I H 35 40 (as var Doucetiana), 37 114 (as var Dal-
lenana), 40 190 (as V Iineata var jmrpurascens)
S1I 1, p 487 —Coolhouse, vases Var ailrea-stri&ta,

Hort. Variegated with a number of longitudinal yellow
stripes Var atropurp&rea, Hort Base of If. and
under side of midrib purple Var line&ta, Hort Lvs.
broader, the sheathing base stained with purple Var
Veitchii, Hort (D Veitchn, Hort ) Base of If and
under side of midrib bright crimson. C Ilobken,
Hort

,
was a garden form of this species —Much of

the C indivisa of the American trade has been, in
the past, C. australis. Known as “cabbage tree” to
residents of New Zealand.

aa. Foliage of petroled lvs.

B. Lvs. oblanceolale; petioles broad.

4. rfibra, Hugel Slender, 10-15 ft. high* lvs con-
tiguous, ascending, 12-15 in long, 18-21 lines wide
above the middle, thick, dull green both sides, distinctly
costate, veins oblique, petiole broad, deeply grooved,
4-6 in long panicle lateial, nodding, pedicels very
short, bracteoles small, deltoid; perianth lilac, 4)^-5
lines long, inner segms longer than the outer, ovules
6-8 Country unknown! — Cool-house, vases. D.
Brudntn, Hort

,
was a garden form of this species R II

1897, pp 514, 515 G C III 22 285 G W. 12, p. 230

bb Lvs lanceolate; petioles narrow
,
nearly terete.

5. Haageina, Koch (G'. Murchisomse, F Muell

)

Slender and small lvs contiguous, ascending, oblong-
falcate, 4-8 in. long, 2-2 >2 m wide at the middle,
acute, base rounded or deltoid, thick, dull green

1053. Cordyline australis—C. mdmsa of the trade.

throughout, distinctly costate, veins slender, oblique;
petiole 3-4 in long, deeplj channelled panicle lateral,

pedicels HY‘2 lines long, perianth 4-4^2 hues long,

tinged with lilac, ovules 6-8 in each cell Austial

6 termm&lis, Kunth Low and slender, 3-8 ft

high lvs contiguous ascending, green or rarely col-

oml, 12-30 m long, 2-5 in wide, elliptical or elliptic-

lanceolate, acute, tluckish, distinctly costatc, veins

frequently unequal, strongly oblique, petiole 4-6 in.

long, deeply channelled pedicels very shoit or none,
bracteoles deltoid, membranous, penanth 5-6 lines

long, white, lilac, or reddish, segms short, ovules
6-10 in each cell beiry large, it'd E Indies AG
16 361 BR 1749 V.ir cannaeffiha, Baker (l) and C.

cannofbha, Hort ) Lvs oblanceolate, 12-15 in by 2-

2^ m perianth 2 lines long, segms twice the length of

tube Var ferrea, Baker (D and V ferrea, Hort) Lvs
narrow^ oblanceolate, 2-2 1

> in broad, dull purple or

variegated, petiole short fls much as in the tvpical

form, but redder and often smaller B M 2053 —
C. Gudfbylei is a form with lvs tapering both w*ays,

recurved, striped with red, pink or white; white on
lower part of If. and maigin of petiole I.II 19, p. 249.

Var. Ti, Baker (D braziliensis, Schult C Eschscholzi-

ana, Mart ). Robust lvs large, mostly oblong, 4-6

in. wade pamcie laige, lower branches compound,
perianth 6 lines long, lilac; segms as long as the tube
—D impenahs, Hort

,
is a form with lvs arching or

erect, thick, deep metallic green, rayed all over with

bright crimson or pink, handsome. D. regime, Hort.
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belongs here. The varieties of this species in cult, are

almost innumerable Names that have been used for

those in the American trade, usually considered as

horticultural species, though many of these names are

now no longer used, are as follows: C. am&bilis. Lvs.
broad, shining deep green, in age becoming spotted and
suffused with rose and white. C. amboySnsis. Lvs.

oblong-lanceolate, recurved, deep bronze-green, edged
with rose-carmme below; petioles tinged with purple.

C. anerliensis. Lvs very broad
?
deep bronze-red, with

some white C. Baptistii. Fig. 1054. Lvs broad,
recurved, deep green, with some pmk and yellow
stripes sts also variegated I H 26 334 C. Bahsei.
Lvs broad, dark green, with some white. C. b411a.

Lvs. small, purplish, marked with red C. C&ntrellii.

Lvs dark metallic crimson, young ones bright carmine.
C. Codperi. Lvs deep wine-red, gracefully recurved;
common in cult C. Fritseri. Lvs somewhat erect,

broad, oblong, abruptly acute, blackish purple with
bloom, margin below with a deep rosy lake stripe extend-
ing down the petiole C. Gl&dstonei. Lvs. broad, bril-

liant crimson C. hjrbrida. Lvs broad, varie-

gated, deep green margined w ith rose, in age
deep rose, creamy white in young lvs C.

jardiniere (C termmalis alba x C Guilfoylei),

Lvs very small and compact, nairow, green
broadly margined with white C. met&llica.
Lvs erect-arching, oblong, when young uniform rich

coppery purple, m age dark pin pie-bronze, petioles

same. F M 1872 24 C. nigro-rhbra. Lvs narrow,
linear-lanceolate, dark brown with rosy crimson een*

ters, young often entirely rose C. norwoodiensis. Lvs.
striped with yellow, green and crimson, last color

principally confined to the margin; pptioles brilliant.

C. Robinsom&na. Lvs long lanceolate-acuminate,
arched, light green, striped with bronze -green and
brownish crimson I H 26*342 C. Schuldn. Lvs.
broad, variegated FE. 7.961 C. Sc6ttu. Lvs.
broad, arching, deep green, crimson edged, said to be
a hybrid C. Youngii. Lvs. broad, spreading, when
young bright green streaked with deep red and tinged
with rose, in age bright bronze C. Youngii var rdsea,
Hoit Green, tinged with pink, white or carmine.
C. Youngii var &lba, Hurt Variegated with white
instead of red Crosses with C ticolln are known as

C. stncta, C albo-lmeata, Mis George Pullman, Mrs.
Terry, with C nonvoodiensis, as Little Gem

C angusta, Hort (C terrmnahs var ) Lvs narrow, arching, dull
dark green abov o, purplish beneath A slender form —C anytuUt-
fdha, Kunth—C stneta

—

C aurantiaca, Hort ==(’) —C Bal-
moredna, Hort Lvs bronzy with white and pinkish stripes—

C

Bdnktni, Hook Lvs very long, linear-lanceolate, 3-5 ft long, 2-3
m wide, petioled, green, glaucous beneath, \eins conspicuous.
GC III 18 613- C Btrhfleyi, Hort = (

7 ) —C Cassandue, Hort
==(?) —C ('hihonn, Hort (form of C termmalis) Lvs large,
glossy dark gro«n, almost black, becoming suffused and edged with
crimson I H 19, p 90 —C‘ compdeta, Hort (C tcrminahs form)
Lvs recurved, broad, dull green, with bronze and rose stripes in
age —V Demnsonii, Ilort (C termmalis form) Dwarf lvs broad,
bronzy purple —C EUsabethia, Hort — (

? )

—

C excHsa, Hort (C
termmalis form) Lvs broad, arching, bronzy, margined with
crimson

—

C Frederica = (
9

) —C frutfscens—C) —C glondsa
Hort (C tcrminahs form) Lvs very large and broad, green, with
a pei uliar bronze-orange hue —C helyrhtnldrs, F Muell =C
tenniualis —C hihconuefdlui, Otto & Diet =C termmalis —

C

Hfndcrsonn, Hort — (?) —C magmfica, Hort (C ttrminahs form)
Lvs large and broad, bronzy pink, becoming darker—C M(innerh-
SuUontse, F Muell —C terrmnahs —C ’Afdyi, Hort Lvs green,
margined with red, young lvs wholly red—€ porphyrophylla,
Hort (C termmalis form) Lvs deep bronzy purple, glaucous
beneath —(' Iilx, Ilort (C tcrminahs form) Lvs medium width,
bronzy green, flushed purple and streaked with carmine —C
rosacea, Hort (C termmalis form) Lvs recurved, broad, dark
bronzy green margined with pmk —C Rumphn=*=T> Hookenana.
•—C Salmdnca=^> (?

)

—C sepidna, Seem —C termmalis

—

C.
Sidbert, Kunth=C tcrminahs

—

C spl&ndens, Hort (C termmalis
form) Lvs dense, short, ovate-acute, bronzy green, shaded with
rose-carmine.

—

C zecldndtca, Hort —C rubra.

K M. WlEGAND.
GORfeMA (Greek, a broom, in allusion to its bushy

habit) Empetrdcese Broom Crowberry. t Two spe-
cies of low heath-like shrubs from E N. Amer and S. W.
Eu and the Atlantic Isis., of which the American spe-

cies is rarely cult, in botanical collections Closely allied

to Empetrum and differing chiefly in the apetalous fls.

arranged m terminal heads, and m their upright bushy
habit Cult and prop like Empetrum C. C6nradii,

Torr . is a much-branched shrub, to 2 ft. high, with
crowded linear lvs. about t£in long fls inconspicuous,

m terminal heads, the stanimate with long exserted

purple stamens: fr. a small berry-like drupe, usually with

3 nutlets. H I. 6:531. Hardy
N.— C. dlbum

,
D Don, has

obtuse lvs with revolute edges
and lesmous dots, fls pmk. fr

white to purple S W Eu.,
Azores. Alfred Rehder

1054. Cordyline termmalis
var Baptistn.

COREOPSIS (Greek, signifying bug-hke, from the
fruit) Including ('allibpsis CompdsiLv Ticksekd
Annual or perennial heibs, flow ei mg m summer or
autumn, nearly all natives of eastern Noith America,
some of them popular as flower-garden subjects

Leaves opposite or rarely altern ite heads pedun-
culate and radiate, the broad involucre with bracts of
2 distinct senes, the outer nai rower or shorter and
more herbaceous, the inner broad triangular-ovate or
oblong, thm, yellowish green or purplish, and stnate*
receptacle chaffy, rays very showy, jellow, particolored
or raiely rose, neutral, disk-fls yellow, dark oi brown;
pappus of 2 W’eak bustles oi scale's, or a low crown or
none, achones often winged —The genus differs from
Bidens only in the if dueed or obsolete, not stiff-awned
pappus, and If -segms not serrate Many of the species
are in the trade under the name Calhopsis Other

f

jenera with this peculiar involucre are Hmalgoa, Dah-
la, Thelesperma, Cosmos, and Leptosyne All the kinds
are of easiest cult The perennials are hardy border

g
iants The annuals are raised in any garden soil, and
loom freely with little care. They are all showy

plants, of 50-70 species.

angnstifolia, 2, 9
Atkinsomana, 4
atropurpurea, 5.

auncuUita, 8
bicolor

, 5
Bnykxniana , 10
cardammefoha, 3.

coronata, 7.

delphimfoha, 14.
dichotoma, 2
diversifolia, 0
Drummondii, 0

INDEX.

elegans, 5
glabella, 9
grandiflora, 10.

lanccolata, 9.
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limfolia, 2
lonffipes, 10
major, 13
marmorala, 5.

nana, 5
nigra , 5
oblongifolia, 9.

Of•mien, 13.

palmata, 12.
picla, 6
prtecvx, 12
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rosea, 1.

senifolia, 13
tenuifolm, 15.
tinctona, 5
tnptens, 11
verticillata, 15
villosa, 9.
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A Rays cuneate, lobed.

B. Disk yellow, rays rose-purple.

1. rdsea, Nutt. Perennial: diffusely branched from
slender, creeping rootstocks, 1-2 ft high, smooth:
Ivs all narrowly linear, entire or with a few linear
teeth or lobes heads small, about 1 in broad or less,

short-peduncled
;
rays narrowly wedge-shaped, lobed

at the apex achene narrowly oblong, wingless; pappus
an obscure border Mass to Ga

bb Disk and involucre dark purpit , rays yellow or parti-
colored, wedge-shaped and lobed.

c. Outer mvolucral brads very shoit
,
lanceolate or

triangular.

D. Lvs. entire’ achmes with lacerate wings and setifarm
pappus.

2 angustifdlia, Ait (C dichdtoma, Michx. C hni-
folia, Nutt ) Perennial, strict and tall, 1-3 ft high,
glabrous, sparsely branched at the summit lvs entire,

th.ckish, basal oblaueeolate to nanowly spatulate, long-
petioled, lower cauline elliptical on long petioles, upjier
narrow ly spatulate or linear, sessile or reduced to bracts:
heads 1-1* 2 in broad, laj s entirely yellow 8 TJ 8.

dd Lvs divided attunes and pappus not as above.

3 cardaminefdlia, Torr <fc Gray Annual, low and
diffusely much branched from the base, 6-24 m high,
glabrous numerous basal and lower cauline lv.s peti-
oled, pinnatihd, divisions several pairs, short, oval,
elliptical, rarely linear, often again divided, upper
cauline nearly sessile with nanower and fewer divi-
sions heads as in No 5, but smaller, and often entirely
dark achems bioader, winged, pappus minute or
none 8 II S Gn 29, p IPS, 37, p 203

4 Atkinsoni&na, Douglas Perennial oi annual st.

tall, 2—1 ft high lvs pinnatihd, the divisions linear*

heads as m the next achenes with narrow wing or
scarious maigin, pappus composed of 2 short, subu-
late teeth Autumn-flow enng 8 \\ US. Bit 137b

5. tinct&ria, Nutt. (C bicolor, Reichb C.
Hort. Calhdpsismarmordta, Hort.). Fig. 1055 Annual:
st. tall, strict, 1-3 ft high, branched, glabrous basal
lvs few or wanting, cauline petioled, the upper sessile,

pmnatifid, divisions from narrowly elliptical to often
again divided and
narrowly linear:

heads y2 ,
rarely

2, in broad, rays
with dark purple
base, achenes ob-
long, wingless, pap-
pus none Cent
U. 8 BM 2512
Bit 840. Mn. 1,

p 85 —A common garden
annual, showy and good.
Var nkna, Hort Dwarf,
low and compact G11 29,

p 499 Tom Thumb va-
rieties. Var. atropurphrea,
Hook (C nigra, Hort ).

ltays almost entirely dark.
BM 3511.

cc. Outer mvolucral bracts

narrowly linear
,
about

equaling the inner

6 Drtimmondii, Torr.

&

Gray (C divertfolia,
Hook C jncta, Ilort ).

Goiokv Wave Annual:
st branched above, 10 -24

in high* lvs petioled be-
low, sessile above, pin-
natifid, divisions lew,
short, broadly elliptical, those of the upper lvs linear,
heads 1-2 in bioad, large, rays usually dark at the
base achene oval, wingless, margin cartilaginous in-
curved, pappus none Texas B M 3474 SBFG II
4*315 Gn 26, p 461, 29, p 498; 37, p 203, 4

r

i, p
397 GM.54 13. G 10 58

1056. Coreopsis lanceolata.

(X) 2)

ubb. Disk yellow or brown, ray s' entirely yellow (except
No. ?), pedu rules long

c. Style-branches acute or obtusish, not acuminate: dark
lines at base of rays

7 coron&ta, Hook Annual low and often weak, 12-
24 m high, much branched fioin the base, sparsely
hirsute lvs thick, the basal usually numerous, peti-
oled, pinnatifid or entire, divisions elliptic, lather
obtuse, lateral divisions smaller, the cauline lvs few,
spatulate, often entire heads 1 } 2-2 in broad, rays
with a few dark lines above the 01 ango base, outer
involucre a third to a half shortei than the inner
achene orbicular, broadly winged, often cellmate, with
a thickened callus at base and apex on inner face;
pappus very minute. Texas BM 3460 8 II 1.270.
Gn 26, p 461

; 29, p 499

cc Style-branches cuspidate-acuminate’ rays entirely

yellow

8 pubSscens, Ell. (C . aunculdta, Schkuhr & Ilort..

not Linn). Perennial* tall, 1-4 ft high, branched
above, pubescent or nearly glabrous, leafy throughout
lvs thiekish, oval to lanceolate, very acute, petioled
or nearly sessile, entire or w*ith small, acute, lateral
lobes; basal few. heads m broad; outer
involucre nearly as long as the inner achenes and
pappus similar to those of the next species. 8 U S.
Gn 37, p 202.

9 lanceolata, Linn. Fig 1056. Perennial* low, 1-2
ft. high, sparingly branched, glabrous or neaily so,
leafy toward base lvs few*, large, oblong-spatulate to
linear, petioled, barely acute, upper entire, low*er
usually pinnatifid, divisions very distant: heads 1^-
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2 lA m. broad; peduncles very long; outer involucre
equaling the inner or one-half shorter: achenes orbic-

ular, papillose, broadly winged, pappus of minute
scales or obsolete. E U S. (in 25, p. 165, 63, p, 7;

37, p 203 GW 10, p. 22 V. 18.102—Used exten-
sively for cut-fls

Var. glabella, Michx. (var. angustifdlia, Torr. &
Gray) Low sts scapiform: lvs. narrow ana crowded
at base of st., 2-4 lines wide.

Var villdsa, Michx (C. oblongifblia, Nutt ). Lvs.
spatulate-obovate to oblong, villous, as is also the st.,

with jointed hairs.

1057. Coriana japomca (X}$)

10 grandifldra, Nutt. (C. Ibngipes, TTook C. Boy-
kmidna, Nutt ) Perennial, simple or branched, gla-

brous, 1-2 ft high, leafy throughout basal lvs few.

lower lvs spatulate or lanceolate, entire, upper divided
into several linear entire divisions heads 1-2} £ in

broad aehene orbicular, papillose, broadly winged;
pappus of 2 small scales S U S B M 3586 Gn
47 7, 62, p 338 Mn 5 201 G. 29 46 1 J H. Ill o7:

479 Gn. W 23.349 ,
26 113.

aa Rays elliptical, entire or toothed at apex.

B. Color of rays pale yellow lvs pi holed.

11 trfptens, Linn Perennial, very large and stout,

4-8 ft. high, blanched above, glabrous* lvs potioled,

8 in or less long, trifoliate, or rarely n regularly 5-7-

foliate, divisions lanceolate heads medium, rays pale,

disk-fls yellow or daik purple aehene oblong, narrowly
winged; pappus a fimbiiatc border Cent. 13. S

bb Color of rays deep yellow, lvs. sessile

c. Lvs. 3-cleft to below middle, base entire
,
3-nbbed.

12. palm&ta, Nutt (C prsecox, Fresen ) Perennial,

tall and stout, lJ^-3 ft high, sparingly branched at

the summit: lvs thick, cuneate, 2 Yi in long, divisions

broadly linear, often irregularly again divided* heads
1^-2^ m broad: achenes oblong, narrowly winged;
pappus minute or obsolete Cent. U S R II 1845:265.

cc. Lvs divided to the base

D. The lvs. 3-divided, divisions entire
,
%-l in. broad.

13. m&jor, Walt. (C senifoha
,
Michx.). "Perennial:

tall and stout, 2-3 ft. high, pubescent, much branched

above, basal lvs wanting, lower caulme small, upper
2-3 m long, palmately 3-divided, divisions equal,

lanceolate, acute heads 1)4-2 in broad; rays deep
yellow, disk-fls yellow, achenes obovate-elliptical,

winged, summit 2-toothed. S E. U S

Var Oemleri, Brit Smooth. If -divisions more
attenuate at the base. B M 3484 (as C. senifolia)

Var. linearis, Small. Smooth: If -divisions narrow,
2-4 lines wide

dd. The lvs dissected
,
divisions A~S lines wide.

14 delphinifdlia, Lam Perennial, glabrous, branched
above, 1-3 ft high lvs. sessile, 2-3 in long, basal
wanting, ternately divided, divisions dissected into

linear-filiform segms., which are 1-3 lines wide, head
1-2

A

m broad, disk dark aehene oblong-obovate,
narrowly winged

,
pappus-teeth short S E U. S.

15 verticill&ta, Linn (C. tenuifolia, Ehrh ). Peren-
nial; sparingly branched, 1-3 ft high basal lvs want-
ing, caulme, sessile, similar to the last but segms only

lines wide, heads 1-2 in broad; disk yellow:
achenes oblong-obovate, narrowly winged, pappus
nearly obsolete E U. S

C arist<ha, Michx , C aurea, Ait , and C tnchosptrma, Michx ,

arc now pliccd under Unions (which see) — (' <itropurpur< a, Hort
—Thclesperma sp —<’ auriculuta, Linn ((’ div< rsifoha, DC’

)

Perennial low, stolomfcrous, hirsute lvs pi Holed, short, oval,
mostly entire heads large, very long-pcduni led probably not in
the trade S U S—C bflla, Hutchins t

T
nd< rslirub about 1 ft

high British E Afr— \ very handsome species —C (jrdntn,
Ohv A compact bushy plant about 2 ft high Ms in the winter
Trop Afr TIM S110 Cl C* III 30 102 Cln GO, p lbl —C
Ltavenworthn, Torr &Gray Annual If -divisions linear-spatulate
rays ouneate, lobed, yellow, awns 2, slender aehene winged.
Fla—C nudrUa, Nutt Perennial, rush-like lvs mostly basal,
long, filiform rays rose-colored wing of ache nc pectinate S l’ S—C radiata. Hurt Plant very dwarf fl -heads with ray-floreta
rolled up. Of garden origin. K M WlEGAND.

CORIANDER is the seed-like fruit of Coriandrum
sativum

,
Linn

,
an umbelliferous annual of southern

Europe The plant grow s 1 to 3 feet high, glabrous,
strong-smelling, with loaves divided into almost thread-
like divisions, and small white flowers The plant is

easily grown in garden soil It. occasionally becomes
spontaneous about old yards The seeds (fruits) arc
used aa seasoning and flavoring in pastries, confections
and liquors, although they are less known in this coun-
try than caraway The plant is sometimes grown in

American gardens with sweet herbs and other things

coriAndrum. Coriander

CORIARIA (conum ,
skin, leather, a shrub used

for tanning leather was described as frutex cormri us,

by Pliny) Coriariaeejp Shrubs or perennial herbs
grown chiefly for their ornamental fruits

Leaves deciduous, entire, 3-9-nervcd, opposite and
distichous: fls polygamous-moniecious in slender
racemes, small, petals and sepals 5, stamens 10 fr

berry-like, consisting of 5 1-seeded nutlets inclosed by
the enlarged and colored petals —About 8 species in

Himalayas and E Asia, Medit region, N Zeal and S.

Ainer Ornamental shrubs or herbs, with slender arch-
ing branches imitating mnnate lvs

,
and with very

showy yellow, red or black fr The lvs of some species

are used for tanning leather, the frs are poisonous
in some species, edible m others C japomca has
proved hardy with slight protection in Mass

,
and C

terminalis seems to be of the same hardiness, the other
specie's arc more tender They grow m almost any
good garden soil and prefer sunny position. Prop,
readily by seeds and greenwood cuttings in summer
under glass; also by suckers and layers.

japdnica, Gray. Fig 1057. Shrub, 2-3, sometimes to
10 ft branches quadrangular lvs nearly sessile, ovate
or ovate-lanceolate, 3-nerved, smooth, 2-4 in long fls.

in axillary racemes from the branches of last year* fr.

becoming bright red in summer, changing to violet-
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black when ripe Japan B M 7509 G F. 10 343
(adapted in Fir 1057). S I F. 2*58 R H 1913, p 79.

terminals, Hernsl Herbaceous or .sufTrutico.se, 2-3
ft branches quadrangular lvs nearly sessile, broad-
•

f o ovate-lanceolate, 5-9-nerved, scabrous on the
ueath, 1-3 in fls m terminal racemes on

. t he current year fr black Sikkim, W China
xanthocarpa, Rehd & Wilson. Fr yellow Sikkim,

li .\i 8525. R II 1907 100. G C. Ill 34 282 J H.
Ill 49.443. FSR 3 100 MD 1897 1 —A very
ornamental plant, keeping its yellow fr. from July until

late in fall, being heibacoous, it is easier to protect
from frost than the former. Originally intro, into cult,

as C. nepalcmi'i

C himaUnjfnms, Hort Saul to have persistent lvs and edible
frs Possibly not different from C nepalensiH—C myrtifhha,
Linn Shrub, 4-10 ft lvs 3-nervcd, glabrous Hs greenish, from
the old v.ood fr black, poisonous Mnlit region Vu Ids a black
dye —C nepalnms, Wall Shrub, 8-10 ft lvs 3-5-nerved, gla-
brous fls brownish fr black Himalayas —C sarmentfim, Forst
Suffruticose, procumbent racemes axillary, on young branches
B \1 2170 —The wmeberry shrub of the nitives The berries
yield a pleasant drink, but the setds arc poisonous Source of the
New Zi al toot-poison, which is very destructive to human and
animal life — Hniot, Maxim Allied to C lsponua Shrub to
18 ft lvs oval or broadly elliptic, abruptly short-pointed, 1 }^-.J

in long fr black Cent China ALFRED REHDER

CORIS (ancient name, transferred) Pnmulacej.

?

Two low thyme-like herbs of S Ku
,
sometimes planted

in rock-gardens, but apparently not in the trade Lvs
small, alternate, linear, spreading or recurved, the
margin revolute fls lilac or rose-purple, m terminal
densely-fld racemes C. monspdu'nsis, Lmn

,
of the

Med it region, is G in Ingh, much branching and
spreading, the sts thickly covered with the little

narrow lvs

CORK-TREE. Qucrcus.

C6RMUS Sorbus

CORN, MAIZE (SWEET and POP). A tender
annual cultivated for its gram, which is u^ed both for

human and live-stock food, and for the herbage which
is used as forage As a horticultural crop, it is grown
primarily for the unripe grain or for pop-corn
The word maize, Spanish maiz . is denved from the

name Mainz, which Columbus adopted for this eeieal

from the Hayturns Maize has not yet been found
truly wild Its close relationship to a native Mexican
grass called tcosmte, Euchlana niencana, is indicated

devoted to its cultivation and m the value of the annual
crop The types known m garden culture in this coun-
tiy arc the sweet corns and the pop-corns, the other
types, which are rnoie strictly agricultural, may be
designated as field corns Sweet com and pop-corn arc
also giowm as field trops in comparatively limited
areas, the sweet com < it her as a truck crop or for can-
ning, and the pop-coin to supply the d anand for this

product in our domestic markets Only the types oi

sweet corn and pop-corn will receive attention m this

article.

Botanical classification

Zea almost umfoimly has been considered by botan-
ists as a monotypic genus, its one species being Zea
Mays But Z Mays is an extremely variable species,

including groups which are sepal ated by definite char-
acteristics As a wot king classification, that proposed
by Sturtevant, is the best, which has yet appeared. He
describes seven “agncultuial species ” These are Zea
tunicata, the pod corns, Z. u'nta, the pop-corns (Fig.

1058), Z mdnrata, the flint corns, Z irnkntata
,
the dent

corns, Z nmlyacea
,
the soft corns, Z saccharata, the

sweet or sugai corns (Figs 1058,1059, 1060), Z amylcar
sacchaiafa , the starchy sweet corns Z camna, Wats ,is

a hybrid form, as shown by llarshberger. Z Mays,
Linn

,
belong*- to the natural older of grasses or Granu-

nexo Culms 1 or more, solid, erect, 1^-15 ft tall, or
more, terminated by a panu le of staminatc fls (the tas-

sel) internodes grooved on one side branches ear-bear-

ing or obsolete l\s long, broad, channeled, tapering to
the pendulous tips, with shoit h> aline ligules and oppn
embracing sheaths fls monacious, avvnless, usually

proteraiiiIrons, staminatc fb in clusters of 2-4, often
overlapping, 1 fl usually pedieelltd, the other sessile

or all sossile, glumes heibacoous, paloa membranace-
ous, antheis3, linear The ear contains the pistillate

fls on a hard, thickened, cvlindiical spike or spadix
(cob), which is inclosed in many spathaceous bracts
(husks), spikelots closely sessile, in longitudinal rows,
paned m alveoli with haid, corneous margin, fls 2 on
a sjnkelet th<* lowei aboitnc, glumes membranaceous;
stvle single, hlifonn, veiv long (silk), ovary usuallv

sessile eai vanable in length and size, often distich-

ous, giam variable m shape and size 4 he color ranges
from white through light and dark shades of vellow, red
and pin pie to nearly black

by the known fertile hybrids botw'ocn this species and
maize as pointed out by llarshberger Tcosmte and the
only other species which show close botanical relation-

ship to maize are indigenous to Mexico In fact the

evidence all shows that maize is of American origin,

although its original form has not yet been dis-

covered, nor has its evolution from other tvpcs
been completely traced DeCandolle concludes that

maize is not a native of the Old World but is of .

American origin, and that it was introduced into ,<

the Old World shoit ly after the discovery of the (//

New, and then was rapidly disseminated W
Very early in the exploration and settlement of ^

the New World, the whites learned from the natives -

the use of maize as food Several of the Indian
names for preparations of food from this cereal

wore adopted or adapted by the settlers and passed _!
into the English language,—as for example hominy, _
samp, and succotash In the English-speaking colo- ^
nies, maize was grown as a field crop under the

name Indian corn, but later the tendency was to

drop the word Indian so that this cereal is now
known in Ameucan agriculture and commerce by P
the simple w'ord corn The word corn has thus come
to have a specific meaning on this continent which
does not attach to it in the British Isles

Corn now holds first rank among the agricultural

products of the United States, both in the area
1058. Kernels of corn on the cob—-sweet corn behind,

pop-corn in front (

X
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Sweet corn (Zea saccharala
,
Sturt ) Figs 10.58-1060.

This is a well-defined species-group, characterized

by horny, more or less crinkled, wrinkled or shriveled

kernels, having a semi-transparent or translucent

appearance Sturtevant, in 1899, lists sixty-one dis-

tinct varieties He gives the fiist variety of sweet corn
recorded m American cultivation as being introduced
into the region about Plymouth, Massachusetts, from
the Indians of the Susquehanna m 1779. Schenck, in

1854, knew two varieties It appears, therefore, that
the distribution of sweet corn into cultivation made
little progress prior to the last half of the nineteenth
century, green field corn having largely occupied its

place prior to that period.

Sweet corn is preeminently a garden vegetable,
although the large kinds aie sometimes grown for silage

or stover. As a garden vegetable, it. is used when it

has reached the “roasting ear” stage, the kernel then
being well filled and plump but soft, and “in the milk.”
The kernel is the only part used for human food. When
sweet corn is used as a fresh vegetable, it is often
cooked and served on the cob Dried sweet corn,

though never an important article of commerce, was
formerly much used, especially by the rural popula-
tion It is gradually being generally abandoned for

canned corn, for other cereal preparations or for other
vegetables, but recently desiccated corn has been put
upon the market and is finding sale in certain districts,

particularly in the South and in mining and lumber
camps It is practically unknown outside North
America

In the last quarter of the last century, canned sweet
corn came to be an important article oi domestic com-
merce m the United States and Canada The total pack
for the United States and Canada for the year 1898 was
4,398,563 cases, each containing two dozen two-pound
tins The following statement shows the number of

cases packed for the United States for the five-year
period from 1907 to 1911

on medium heavy loams that are well supplied with
humus or organic matter. It luxuriates m rich warm
soils The crop rotation should be planned so as to

use the coarse manures with the corn, which is a gross

feeder On the more fertile lands of the central corn-

belt, nitrogenous manures may not always be used to
advantage with corn, but in the eastern and southern
states, where the soil has lost more of its original fer-

tility, stable manure may often be used profitably with
this crop at the rate of 8 or 10 cords to the acre, or

possibly more.
In the northern part of the corn-belt in the central

and western states, that is to say north of the Ohio and
Missouri rivers, deep fall plowing of corn land is gen-
erally favored, but in experiments at the Illinois and
Indiana experiment stations, the depth of plowing
has had little influence on the crop In sections of the
eastern states, shallow plowing late m spring is favored,
especially if the land be in sod In warmer, drier regions,

as m parts of Nebraska and Kansas, listing has been
much practised on stubble ground The listing plow,
having a double mold-board, throws the soil into alter-

nate furrows and ridges, the furrows being 8 or 9

1907 .

.

6 ,653,744
1908 6 .779,000
1909 5 ,787,000
1910 10 ,063,000
1911 14 ,301,000

Comparatively little of this corn was stmt abroad,
most of it being consumed m the States, Canada, and
Alaska In 1911 Iowa took first rank in the output of
canned corn with a pack of 2,774,000 cases, which was
nearly 20 per cent of the total output of the United
States for that year Illinois, New York, Maryland,
Maine, Ohio, and Indiana followed in the order named
These seven states packed about 88 per cent of the
total output of the* country in 1911 These figures are
the best obtainable and give a general idea of the prog-
ress and distribution of the corn-canning industry.
Maine produces as good canned corn as is put on the
market and grows the crop largely in localities having
too short a season to mature the seed.

Sweet corn is commonly grown for canneries under
contract, the canning company supplying the seed
and guaranteeing it to be good and true to name, while
the farmer agrees to grow a certain specified acreage
and deliver the whole crop to the cannery at a stipula-

ted price. In Iowa the price now paid the grower is

about $7 per ton of good ears A yield of three to four
tons to the acre is considered good. The ears are
snapped from the stalks with the husks on and hauled
in deep wagon-boxes to the canneries. The stalks,

when preserved either as ensilage or as stover, make
excellent fodder. The overripe and inferior ears, being
unmarketable, are left on the stalks and thereby
materially increase their value as a stock food. The
stover keeps best in loose shocks, as it is liable to mold
when closely packed m large stacks or bays.’’

As a field crop, sweet corn is grown most extensively

inches deeper than the tops of the ridges The corn is

planted in the bottom of the furrow, either by means
of a one-horse corn-drill or by a corn-drill attachment
to the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow* through
the hollow leg of which the corn is dropped

Great care should be used to secure seed-corn having
high vitality as a precaution against the rotting or
weak germination of the seed m the soil, should the
season be cold and wet after planting Select the seed-
ears early before any hard frosts have come At this

time the large, eaily, and well-matured ears can be dis-

tinguished from the rest of the crop, as the husks about
the early-maturing ears will have started to turn brown.
Early maturity is a vital point to considei in selecting
seed-ears and this quality should never be sacrificed for

the size of late unmatured ears In selecting seed for a
field crop, seek systematically for stalks having little

or no growth of stools and bearing single, large, and
early-maturmg ears. For garden use, seed from more
productive stalks is desirable, even though the ears be
smaller The seed-ears should be dried at once by
artificial heat so that the seed may better withstand
unfavorable conditions of temperature or moisture In
many localities so-called kiln-dried seed is much m
favor

In the North, sweet corn should be planted as early
as can be done without involving great risk of loss from
frosts or from rotting of seed in the soil In New York,
field-planting is generally done from May 10 to May
20; m central Minnesota from May 10 to May 30.
The ground having been plowed and prepared so as to
make a seed-bed of fine, loose soil 3 inches deep, the
seed should be planted to a depth of 1 to 3 inches.
The drier and looser the soil, the greater should be the
depth of planting In planting small fields, the ground
may be marked in check-rows so that the mils planted
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at the intersection of the rows will stand about 3 feet

4 inches to 3 feet 6 inches apart each way, and the corn
planted by a hand-planter, which each time it is thrust
into the ground drops from four to five kernels, which
is usually the number desired Three feet apart is too
close to allow the cultivators to work easily For large

helds, the check-row type of planter should be used
These planters drop and cover the seed m hills at uni-

form distances apart, planting two rows at one trip

across the field Two types of furrow-openers are now
used on corn-planters, these aie the runner furrow-
openers and the disc furrow-openers The former are

less satisfactory on sod land or m fields covered with
trash, as the runneis will often ride out and leave the
seed uncovered. It is better to use the disc furrow-
opener on such land, besides opening the furrow better,

it also pulverizes the soil about the seed Field corn is

often planted m drills by planters adapted to this pur-
pose, out sweet corn should be in hills so that the sur-

face of the ground may be kept loose and entirely

free from weeds
Till for the purpose of retaining ..oil-moisture as well

as to kill weeds This requues fiequent shallow cultiva-

tion, pulverizing the surface of the soil so that it will

act as a mulch to retard the evaporation of soil-mois-

ture Tillage should begin as soon as the planting is

done, using the slant mg-tooth harrow and the weeder
types of implements until the corn is nearly 6 inches
high, providing that the weeds are small and the ground
is in friable condition After this time the spring-tooth
cultivators or the two-horse cultivators, having prefer-

ably three or four shovels on a side, are generally used,

depending somewhat upon the kind of soil to be culti-

vated This type of two-horse cultivator is preferable

to the double-shovel type which was formerly much
used The two-horse revolving disc cultivator is some-
times used in damp, w'ecdy ground One great objec-
tion to this type is that too much earth is thrown
toward the corn and the middles between the rows are
usually left either untouched or bare of the loose soil

which is needed for a mulch For the later cultivations

the two-horse surface cultivator is coming more and
more into general use

Till at intervals of seven to ten days At first the cul-

tivator may run from 2 inches deep near the plant to

4 inches deep midway between the rows Each suc-
cessive cultivation should giadually increase in depth
tow'ards the middle between the rows, throw }

2

inch
or more of earth towards the corn and cover the weeds.
At the last cultivation the cultivator may be kept a
little farther from the corn It should leave the soil

pulverized to a depth of 2 to 3 inches over the entne
field. The earlier cultivation may be deepened, if

necessary, to kill weeds, even though some corn roots

are severed, but cutting the roots by deep cultivation

near the plants late in the season is to be especially

avoided. Till the soil until the coin gets so large as to

prevent the use of a two-horse cultivator Occasion-
ally a later cultivation, with a one-horse cultivator,

may be necessaiy if heavy rams leave the surface soil

hard and start the woods Often catch-crops for late

pasturage, cover-ciops 01 crops of winter wheat or rye

are sown m the cornfield and cultivated in with the
last cultivation. The seed is covered deeply by cultiva-

ting it m because the weather is apt to be dry at this

period. The lower part of the furrow-slice is thus left

compact, furnishing a compact seed-bed, m which small
grains delight.

The cultivation of sweet corn m the garden should
follow the general lines indicated for field culture, but
stable manure and commercial fertilizers may be used
more liberally. Except on very fertile soils, it is wrell to
put a small amount of a complete commercial fertilizer

m each hill and mix it well with the soil before plant-
ing the corn A fertilizer which has a largo amount of

nitrogen in quickly available form should be chosen

for this purpose. Dwarf early-maturing varieties ma\
be planted, for early use, as soon as the ground is

sufficiently dry and warm A little later, when the
ground is warmer, the second-early mam crop and
late varieties may be planted. Later successional
plantings insure a supply of green corn till frost kills

the plants.

Corn is not grown commercially as a forcing crop
Attempts to force it in winter have not given encour-
aging results, but it may be successfully forced in

spring, following any of the crops of vegetables which
are grown under glass, providing the houses are piped
so as to maintain the minimum night temperature at
65° F. Provide good drainage Give a liberal application
of stable manure and thoroughly mix it w ith the soil

In the latitude of New York the planting may be made
as early as the first of March As soon as the first leaf

has unfolded, the temperature may be allowed to run
high in the sun, if the air is kept moist by wetting the
floors and walls. The glass need n<5i be shaded Keep
night temperature close to 65° F

,
not lower and not

much higher. After the silk appears, jar the stalks
every two or three days, when the atmosphere is dry,
and thus insure abundant pollination Early maturing
varieties, like Cory, give edible corn m about sixty

days when thus treated. Coin may be forced in the
same house with tomatoes, eggplant, and other vege-
tables w'hich require similar range of temperature

Varieties of sweet com.

Some of the desirable varieties for the garden, the
market, and for canning are listed below These varie-

ties are named to show the range of variation and to

indicate the leading groups or types, rather than to

recommend these particular kinds New varieties are
continually supplanting the old

For the home garden —Extra-early Golden Bantam,
an extra-early sort, has recently become very popu-
lar, on account of its productiveness, good flavor, and
desirable size for table use, and because the kefnels

separate very easily from the cob, many plant it in

succession so as to cover the entire season with this

variety alone Peep o’Day and Minnesota are other
good extra-early varieties .Second-early Early Crosby,
Early Evergreen Medium or standard season Hickox
Improved, Stow ell Evergreen, White Evergreen. Late
Black Mexican, Country Gentleman.

For maiket —Extra-caily Cory (red cob), White
Cob Coiy, and Extra-Early Adams, which, though not a
sweet corn, is largely grown for early use This last-

named variety is recommended m the South because
of its comparative freedom from the attacks of the ear
worm. Second-early Shaker, Ciosbv, Early Champion;
Early Adams also is extensively grown foi market,
though not a true sugar corn Midscason and Late.
Stow ell Evergreen, Country Gentleman, Late Mam-
moth, Egyptian
For canning —Stowell Evergreen is the standard

variety for canning factories everywhere Country
Gentleman is also grown to a considerable extent for

fancy canned corn Other varieties that are used for

canning include Early Evergreen, White Evergreen,
Egyptian, Potter Excelsior, and Hickox Improved.

Diseases and pests of sweet torn

The most widespread and destructive disease of corn
in the United States is the smut produced by the para-
sitic smut-fungus, Ustilago Zex The sorghum-head
smut, Ustilago Reihana

,
also attacks maize Smut

causes most injury when it attacks the ears The
grains are transformed into a mass of daik-colored
smut spoios, and become exceedingly swollen and dis-

torted out of all semblance to their normal outlines

Infection may take place at any growing point of the

plant from early till late in the season, hence treat-

ment of seed corn by fungicides is of no value as a
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remedy for corn smut. The destruction of smutted
parts of the plants, and taking especial care that the
smut does not become mixed with manure which is

used for the corn crop, are measures which may be
expected to lessen the prevalence of the disease. No
remedy is known

Another disease of sweet corn in the United States is

the bacterial blight caused by Pseudomonas Stewartn.
It has been found n New Yoik, New Jersey, and Michi-

gan, but thus far has been seriously destructive only
on Long Island on early dwarf varieties of sweet corn
It is characterized by wilting and complete drying of

the whole plant, as if affected by drought, except that
the leaves do not roll up. The fibro-vascular bundles
become distinctly yellow, and are very noticeable
when the stalk is cut open The disease attacks the
plant at any period of growth, but is most destructive
about the time the silk appears No remedy is known.

These two diseases are of the most economic impor-
tance in the United States. Two others of somewhat
minor importance which deseive mention are rust and
leaf blight. The leaf-blight fungus causes round,
brownish, dead spots on the foliage The maize rust,

Puccima sorghi, is found pimeipally where rainfall is

abundant. It is rather common throughout the corn-
belt The fungus is similar in nature to that which
causes the rust of small grains It cannot be controlled
economically
Over 200 species of insects are knowrn to be injurious

to corn, either to some pai t of the growing plant or to

the stored product The corn-car worm, known South
as the cotton-boll worm, is especially injurious to sweet
corn It burrows in tender gieen coin, 1 inning the ear
for either canning or maiket purposes It is known to

do serious damage as tar noith as western New \oik
and central Iowa Recent experiments in dust-spraying
promise well Spraying is done weekly, beginning
when silks appear, using equal weight powdered lead
arsenate and Lime Shallow fall plowing to kill pupae
is a partial remedy. Wirc-woims, northern corn-root
worms, white grubs, and certain other grass insects

attack corn plants One of the best preventive meas-
ures is to plan the rotation so that corn does not
immediately follow any cereal or grass crop.

Pop-corn (Zta everta, Sturt.) Fig 1058 Pop-corn
is characterized by the excessive proportion of the
corneous endosperm and the small size of the kernel
and ear. The kernel split laterally shows the chit and
corneous matter enveloping, and in some cases a fine,

starchy line The small size of the kernel and the
property of popping makes identification certain.

This species-group extends throughout Noith and South
America and has claims for prehistoric culture
The preparation of the ground recommended for

sweet corn holds for pop-corn. Tillage should bo
started early m the spring to conserve as much of the
soil-moisture as possible, thus protecting the crop
against possible injury from drought later in the
season.
On good clean ground the pop-corn is very often

drilled, dropping the kernels 6 to 8 inches apart in the
row. More often, how’ever, it is check-rawed with
the rows 3 feet 4 inches apart and from four to six

kernels in the hill. The ordinary corn-planters are

used with special plates for pop-corn planting. For
dwarf varieties of pop-corn such as the Tom Thumb,
when planted m home gardens and tilled by hand,
the hills may be as near together as 2^2 feet

Pop-corn is much slower in germinating than field

corn and the plant is not so vigorous a grower. Shal-
low cultivation is recommended just as for other
corns, especially for the later cultivations, since deep
cultivating cuts too many roots.

Pop-corn is planted earlier than field

corn. It should be planted deep enough
to reach the moist soil, usually 1 to
2 inches, but m a dry season it may
need to go 3 inches deep.
The White Rice, which is grown

moro extensively for market than any
other variety, mixes with field corns
readily. The resulting hybrid types
have larger ears and larger, smoother
kernels and give heavier yields than do
the pure pop-corns These hybrid types

were for a time quite in favor with the commercial
growers because of their greater yield Now they are
being discriminated against by the buyers because of

their infeiior popping qualities, and the tendency
among the growers is to get back to the pure types,

even though they give smaller yields

Pop-corn matures earlier than field corn. For this

reason in many sections of the country it is regarded as

a surer crop In the region about Odcbolt, Iowa, where
pop-corn is grown more extensively than m any other
district in the world, harvesting sometimes begins as

early as the middle of September, but more often it is

delayed till the first of October or later to let the corn
dry on the stalk There are two methods of harvest-
ing One is to snap the corn and pile it in the crib,

then shuck it during the winter. However, this is not
generally practised because it makes more work and
takes more cub room The other and common method
is to pick and shuck the ears from the standing stalks

directly into the wagon, the same as with field corn
On account of the heavy expense of hand-picking,

some are now using the harvesting apparatus called the
corn-picker and husker Opinions diner as to the econ-
omy of using this picker The rows should be long and
the corn should stand up well to justify its use For
hand-picking the price per bushel usually ranges from
10 to 12 cents A good hand can jack about forty
bushels in a ten-hour day if the corn is good

It is very important that the pop-corn be thoroughly
dried After it is picked it is placed in the crib which
usually has ventilators through the center These
extend along the middle of the floor, are slatted to
admit air, and are about 1^2 feet wide by 21^ feet high.
The com is usually left in the crib through the winter
season Sometimes it is marketed on the cob Formerly
it was a common practice to ship it on the cob m
sacks, but now it is generally held over winter in the
crib, shelled the next spring and shipped in two-bushel
sacks It is usually marketed from June to September.

It is ready to use for popping just as soon as it is dry
enough. It can be popped immediately after it is

gathered if the season is dry and the corn is allowed, to
dry sufficiently in the field. Usually it is left on the
stalk till it is so dry that it shells some when thrown
into the wagon

Various companies make a practice of contracting
for a certain number of acres of pop-corn at a certain
price m the spring of the year, so that the farmer may
know just what price he will get for his corn m the
fall or at some stated time at which it is to be delivered.
The contracting firm does not as a rule supply the seed
but does specify the grade of the corn ana objects to
the coarse hybrid types
The prices for corn in the ear are ruling from 1 cent

to 2 cents a pound; for shelled corn from cents

1060 Golden Bantam sweet corn
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to 3 cents a pound. Pop-corn is considered a very
profitable crop and less likely to fail than field corn
because it matures earlier A good return to the acre
would be twenty to twenty-five bushels of ear corn,

worth from $20 to $50, averaging about $30 Field

corn in the same region averages about fifty-five bush-
els, worth usually from $20 to $25 an acre.

Varieties.

In 1899, Sturtevant described twenty-five varieties

of pop-corn. Tracy, m his “American Varieties of

Vegetables for the Years 1901 and 1902,” enumerated
fifty-four varieties The rice pop-corns are generally
used for commercial plantings White Rice is now the
leading commercial variety of pop-corn, since it gives

the greatest yield and also brings the highest price

on the market. In the noted region about Odebolt,
Iowa, this variety is grown almost exclusively The
following list includes the leading varieties:

White Rice—Ear 4 to 8 inches long This vigorous,
late variety is widely cultivated. With other nee
corns, it is characterized by deep, tapering, beaked
kernels
White Pearl—Ear 4 to 8 inches long Matures some-

what earlier than Rice and later than Dwarf Golden.
Kerrtels round and silvery white
Dwarf Golden —Ear l to 3 inches long An early-

matining sort, with broad, golden yellow kernels. A
favorite garden variety
Golden Tom Thumb —Ear 2 to 214 inches long An

ornamental variety for home gardens. The stalks only
grow to a height of about 20 inches. The kernels are
bright and golden yellow.

Other kinds of pop-corn worthy of mention are
Golden Queen, Silver Lace, and California Yellow.

S. A. Beach.
CORNCOCKLE: Lychnts Gtfhago.

CORNEL, CORNELIAN CHERRY: Cornua mas.

CORNFLOWER: Ceniaurea Cyanus.

CORN POPPY of Europe is the weed of the grain

fields from which some of the garden poppies have been
raised, Papavir Rhacas.

CORN-SALAD ( Valenanclla olitona
,
Poll ). Valeri-

andeex. A spring and summer salau and pot-herb
plant
Annual mature plant 4-6 in. tall, forking: radical

lvs. tufted (the parts used), oblong and obtuse, nar-
rowed at the base, entire or few-toothed, st -lvs nar-
row, often clasping fls very small, in small terminal
cymes, whitish fr (seed) nearly globular, gray, not
crested S Eu V criocdrpa, Desv

,
of S Eu and

N Afr
,

is sometimes cult as salad lvs longer and
lighter-colored fr (seed) flattened, pale brown,
crested. Known also as lamb’s lettuce, fetticus, and
vcttieost.

Sow the seed of corn-salad m early spring, at the time
of the first bowing of lettuce, and make suecessional

plantings as often as desired. For very early salads

the seeds are planted in September, and the young
plants are covered with a light mulch and wintered
exactly as spinach is often managed Sow in drills a
foot or 18 inches apart and cover lightly Work the
ground thoroughly, and give an abundance of water
The leaves may be blanched, but are usually eaten
green. It matures in sixty to sixty-five days during
good spring weather. Only one variety is offered by
most American seedsmen, but several sorts are known
to European gardeners It is sometimes used for a
pot-herb, being served like spinach, but is chiefly

valuable for salads It is rather tasteless, and is not so

popular as cress or lettuce on that account, but per-
sons who prefer a very mild salad, or who would rather
taste the salad dressing, will doubtless fancy corn-salad.

It is best served in mixture with other herbs, as lettuce,

water-cress or white mustard It is easy to grow.
There are no special enemies. F. A. Waugh.

CORNUS (ancient Latin name of Comm mas).
Corndcex Dogwood Woody plants (one or two infre-

quently cultivated herbs), grown for their attractive

flowers and fruits, some species also for the winter effect

of their brightly colored branches.
Shrubs or trees, rarely herbs lvs. opposite, rarely

alternate or whorled, deciduous, entire: fls small,

4-merous, usually white, in terminal cymes (Fig 1061)
oi heads; calyx-teeth minute, petals valvate, style

simple, filiform or cylindnc; ovary inferior, 2-celled‘

fr a drupe with a 2-eelled stone—About 40 species in

the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere and
one in Peru Monograph by Wangerin in Engler,
Pflanzenreich, hft 41, pp 43-92, quoted below as Wang.
The dogwoods aie hardy ornamental shrubs with

handsome foliage, often assuming A brilliant fall color-

ing, and with attractive flowers and fruits Nearly all arc

very desirable for planting in shrubberies They grow
nearly as well m shady places under large trees as in

sunny exposed situations, and thrive m almost any soil

One of the most beautiful in bloom is C florida, with
extiemely showy flowers in spring C racemosa is

one of tne best tor shrubberies, blooming profusely in

June The red-branched species, as C alba,C Amomum,
C Baileyi, C. sanqumea are very attractive in winter

Propagated by seeds, which usually do not germinate
until the second year The species with willow -like

soft wood, as C alba and its allies, grow readily from
cuttings of mature wood, while the others are some-

times increased by layers They

Baileyi 1062 . Cutting of Cornus.
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(Fig 1062), handled in frames in summer. Horticul-
tural varieties of other species are mostly budded in

summer on seedlings of the type, or grafted in early

spring in the propagating-house
Various species of Cornus have many interesting uses.

Our native C florida, which m flower is the showiest

1063. Cornus alternifolia.

member of the genus, furnishes a useful substitute for

quinine. The bark of all parts contains the same sub-
stances found in cinchona, but in different proportions.

It is inferior in effectiveness and more difficult to secure

in large quantities It is sometimes possible to ward off

fevers by merely chewing the twigs The powdered
bark makes a good tooth-powder, and the fresh twigs

can be used for the same purpose The bark mixed
with sulfate of iron makes a good black ink The bark
of the roots yields a scarlet dye The wood, being hard,

heavy, and close-grained, is good for tool handles The
cornelian cheriy has pulpy fruits resembling cornelian

in color and about the size and shape of olives, for which
they can be substituted The ripe fruits are soft and
rather sweet The name dogwood comes from the fact

that a decoction of the bark of C sanguined was used in

England to wash mangy dogs The small red berries

of C. suecica (not in the trade) are eaten by the

Esquimaux.

INDEX.

alba, 3, 4.

albocarpa, 17.
alternifolia, 1.

Amomum, 8.

arjjentea, 1

argentco-marginata,
4, 17

aspenfolm, 6.

aurea, 17
aureo-elegantissima,

17
Baileyi, 5
braebypoda, 2, 12.

cacrulea
,
8

canadensis, 23
candidissima, 10.

capitata, 22
cirnnata, 7
coloradensis, 3.

controversa, 2.

fastiyiata, 11.

femina, 11
flaviramoa, 3.

florida, 19
Gouchaultii, 4.

ignoratn, 12
japomca, 21
Kcsselnnuu, 4.

Kousa, 21
luteocarpa, 17
macrocarpa, 17
macrophylla, 2, 12
mas, 16, 17
mascula, 17.

nana, 17
mtida, 3
Nuttalhi, 20.
obliqua, 9
oblongata, 10
ochroleuea, 1

officinalis, 18
pamculata, 10.

paucinervis, 14
penduia, 3, 19
pumila, 16
Purpusn, 9
quinquenerns, 14.

racemosa, 10
rubra, 19
rugosa, 7
sanguineu, 16
sericea, 8
sibinca, 4
Kpaethii, 4
stolomfcra, 3, 9.

stricta, 11
tatanca, 4
Theleryana, 12
Thelycamn, 12
umbracuhfera, 1

variegata, 2, 8, 16
vindissima, 16
Wilsomana, 13

A. Plants
,
shrubs or trees.

B. FIs. m eyines or panicles without involucre. (Smda .)

c. Foliage alternate: fls m umbel-like cymes

,

cream-colored.

1. altemifdlia, Linn. (Svtda alternifblia
,

Small).
Fig 1063. Shrub or small tree, to 25 ft. : lvs. slender-

petioled, elliptic or ovate, usually cuneate, acuminate,
nearly glabrous above, pale or whitish beneath and
appressed pubescent, 3-5 in long: cymes 1)^-2H in.

wide, fr dark blue, globular, J^in. across, on red pe-
duncles May, June New Bruns, to Ga and Ala

,
west

to Minn SS 5.216 Em 463. Wang 51 —Of very
distinct habit, the branches being arranged in irregular

whorls, forming flat, horizontally spreading tiers, as in

the picture. A variety which shows this habit more
distinctly than the common form is var umbraculffera,
Dieck Var argSntea, Temple & Beard, is a form with
white-marked foliage Var ochrole&ca, Rehd., has
yellowish frs.

2 controversa, Ilemsl. (C. brachypoda, Koch, not
C A Mey C maciophylla, Koehne, not Wall ). Tree,
to 60 ft., lvs slendcr-petioled, broadly ovate or elliptic-

ovate, usually rounded at the base, abruptly acuminate,
whitish and slightly hairy beneath, 3-5 m long cymes
3-4 in wide. Ir. bluish black June. Himalayas to

Japan B M 8261 8 I F. 1 77. R B 30 63 -With
the habit of the former, but of more vigorous growth,
not hardy N. Var varieg&ta, Rehd (C macrophylla
variegata

,
Barbier) Lvs edged white Gng 3 67;

16:291 JH. III. 28.129, 47.147.

cc Foliage opposite.

d Fr white on blue.

E. The fis. in umbel-like flat cymes.

p. Color of fr white or bluish white

Q. Under side of lvs with oppressed hairs, glaucous.

3. stolonifera, Michx (C dlba, Wang ) Red-Osier
Dogwood Fig. 1064 Shrub, to 8 ft

,
usually with dark

blood-red branches and prostrate st
,

stoloniferous:

lvs obtuse at the base, ovate or oblong-lanceolate,

acuminate, 2-5 in long cymes dense, 1-2 in wide,
disk usually red fr white, globose, with the stone
broader than high. May, June From Brit N Arner
to 111 and Calif GC II 8 '679 —Habit bush-like, as

m Fig 1064 Var flavir&mea, Spaeth Branches yel-

low There are also vanctics with variegated lvs.

Var. mtida, Schneid (C dlba var nltida, Koehne)
Branches green lvs glossy above Var coloradensis,

Schneid (C dlba var C coloradensis, Koehne)
Branches brownish red, strongly recurved fr bluish

white Colo Var. pSndula, Ell Low shrub with
pendulous branches

4 ilba, Linn (C tatdrica

,

Mill ) Shrub, to 10 ft

,

with usually erect st and bright blood-red branches,

mostly with glaucous bloom when young lvs obtuse at

the base, ovate or elliptic, somewhat bullate or rugose
above, acute, in long cymes dense, small; disk

\Q64. Cornus stolomfera.
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yellow: fr. ovoid, bluish white, sometimes whitish;

stone usually higher than broad, flat. Siberia, N. China
Var. arg6nteo-margin&ta, Rehd (C dlba var ele-

gantiasima varlegala
,
Hort.) Lvb edged white. Var

Sp&ethii, Spaeth Lvh broadly edged yellow. Gn 64,

p 378; 69, p. 343 Var GouchaAltii, Rehd. (C. sibinca

Gouchaiiltn, Carr ) Lvs variegated with yellowish

white and pink Var sibirica, Lodd Branches bright
coral-red CL A 21, No 4*29. GM 54.249 Var.
Kesselringii, Rehd (C sibinca var. Kessdringii,
Wolf). Branches very dark purple, nearly purplish
black. There are also some other varieties with varie-

gated lvs.

go Under »uie of lvs . with woolly hairs

5. Bilileyi, Coult & Evans Fig. 1065. Erect shrub,
with reddish branches: lvs ovate to lanceolate, acute or
acuminate, white beneath, with woolly and with
appressed hairs, 2-5 in. long* fls in small rather com-
pact woolly cymes* stone of the white fr. much broader
than high, eompressed and flat-topped Pa to Minn
and Wyo G F 3 465 (adapted in Fig 1065) —A very
handsome species of upright growth, with dark red
blanches, blooming neaily all summer, and of a dis-

tinct grayish hue due to the slightly upward curled lvs

The fall color of foliage and winter color of twigs are
unequaled Well adapted for sandy soil Early observed
on dunes, S Haven, Mich

,
but brought to the atten-

tion of systematists from specimens collected m ex-
tieme N E Minn in 1886

6 asperifdlia, Midix Shrub, 8-15 ft branches
reddish brown lvs slender-petioled, elliptic to ovate,
acuminate, rough above, pale and woolly-pubescent
beneath, 1-4 in long cymes rather loose, rough-pubes-
cent fr globose, white, stone nearly globose, slightly

furrowed Ont to Fla
,
west to Texas. G F 10 105.

FF. Color of fr blue or bluish
,
sometimes partly white

or gienush white

g Lvs densely woolly-pubescent beneath.

7. rugdsa, Lam (C urcinata, L’Her ) Shrub, 3-10
ft . the young branches green, blotched purple, older

ones purplish lvs orbicular or broadly ovate, acute or
short-acuminate, slightly pubescent above, pale and
densely pubescent beneath, 2-6 in long cymes rather
dense fr light blue or greenish white May, June.
Em 464 Wang 61.—Bark has medicinal properties

gg Lvs pubescent only on the veins or nearly glabrous
beneath

8. Amdmum, Mill (C serlcea, Linn. C. coerulea,

Lam) Shrub, 3-10 ft, with purple branches* lvs.

usually rounded at the base, elliptic-ovate or elliptic,

dark green and neaily glabrous above, pale green
beneath, usually with brownish hairs on the veins, 2-4
in long* cyme compact* fr blue or sometimes partly
white. June, July Mass to Ga

,
west to N. Y. and

Tenn Em 46C —Bark has medicinal properties.

Var varieg&ta, Ilort Lvs. variegated with yellowish
white.

9 obllqua, Raf (C Purpusii, Koehne). Shrub,
similar to the preceding, usually broader and more
loosely branched branches purple to yellowish red * lvs.

usually narrowed at the base, elliptic-ovate to oblong,
dark green and glabrous above, glaucous beneath, on
the veins usually with whitish or brownish hairs, 2-3
m long, cyme compact: fr blue or partly white May,
June in the S

,
July in the N Que to Minn and Kans.

south to Pa
,
111. and Mo. S.TS. 1:39. RH. 1888:444

(as C. stolomfera )

ee The fls m broad panicles' fr. white or pale blue.

10 racemdsa, Lam. (C candidissima, Marsh
,
not

Mill C. pamculdta, L’Her C oblonghta
,
Hort ). Shrub

6-15 ft
,
with gray branches* lvs. cuneate, ovate-

lanceolate or lanceolate, acuminate, appressed-pubes-

ceno or nearly smooth, whitish beneath, 1H-4 in long

petals white, lanceolate* fr white May, June Maine
to N C

,
west to Minn

,
and Neb Wang. 58 (as C.

femina).—Free-flowering, very handsome when in

bloom, and with its white frs on red peduncles in fall

11. fSmina, Mill {('. stiida, Lam. C. fastigidta,

Michx.). Shrub, to 15 ft
,
with purplish branches lvs

ovate or ovate-lanceolate, sparingly and minutely
appressed-pubeseent, green on both sides, lJ^-3 m
long petals white, ovate-lanceolate fr pale blue, \pril,

May. Va to Ga and Fla —Tender N. Closely allied

to the former, and perhaps only vanety.

dd. Fr. black (grien in a var. of No. 16).

E Fls. in broad panicles.

12. brachypoda, C A Mey (C ignorata, Shiras. C
macroph ylla, Hemsl

,
not Wall C Thelycanis

,
Lebas.

C Theleryana, Hort ) Shrub or small tree branches
yellowish or reddish brown lvs slender-petioled,

elliptic-ovate to elliptic-oblong, abruptly acuminate,
rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, dark green

above and nearly glabrous, glaucous beneath and spa-
ringly appressed hairy, with 6-8 pairs of veins, 2 1 2-6
m long panicle rather loose, 3-6 in acioss, style
below the stigma abruptly enlarged into a disk fr

bluish black. Aug Japan, Cent China S T S 1 11

SI.F 1:77. RH 1875, p 395 F 1876, p 123 —One
of the handsomest dogwoods on account of its large
lvs. and large panicles of white fls

;
not quite hardy N

13.

Wilsoniina, Wang Tree, to 40 ft branches
brownish lvs elliptic, narrowed at the base, acuminate,
above sparingly, beneath more densely appressed-
pubeseent, green or glaucescent beneath, wTith 3-4 pairs

of veins, 2-4 m long panicle 2 3-2-4 m across, style

cylmdric, scarcely enlarged below the stigma, fr.

bluish black. Cent. China Wang 66—Very hand-
some, similar to the preceding, but hardier. Page 3567.

ee Fls. in umbel-hke cymes lvs. green beneath.

f. Lvs. with appressed hairs beneath.

14 paucinlrvis, Hance (C. qumquenervis
,
Franch.).

Shrub 4-6 ft : young branches quadrangular, usually
reddish brown * lvs short-petioled, of firm texture,

oblong-obovate to elliptic-lanceolate, acute, cuneate at

the base,' dark green above, paler beneath with ap-
pressed hairs, with 3-4 pairs of veins, 1 14-3 in long:

cymes long peduncled; style thickened below the apex:
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fr. black. June, Cent. China. G C. III. 50:95. G.M.
54:593 Gt. 1896, p 285. Wang. 72.—Handsome
shrub nearly half-evergreen, but not hardy N. P 3567

15. p&mila, Koehne (C. mds var. ndna, Dipp ).

Dense shrub, to 6 ft * branchlets terete, glabrous, lvs.

crowded, broadly ovate to oblong-ovate, short-acumi-

nate, abruptly contracted
at the base, dark green

and nearly glabrous above,

E
aler and appresscd-hairy /

eneath, 1 Vr-V/i m long ^ A
cymes long-peduncled, 2-3

|f \

m broad

; ^

style thickened

dense dark §ML
green foliage, particularly l

when dotted with the white 4

II

fl - clusters; has proved ^ II

hardy at the Arnold Arbo-
I

ff. Lvs. with woolly hairs

beneath: branches purple
|

16 sanguinea, Linn J
Shrub, to 12 ft

,
with purple ¥ <

or dark blood-red blanches T

lvs broad-elliptic or ovate,
j

rounded or nai rowed at [

the base, usually pubescent 1066. Cornus m
on both sides, pale green
beneath, 1^-312 m long fls greenish white, in den.se

cymes fr black May, June Ku
,
Orient Var.

varieg&ta, Dipp Lvs variegated with yellowish white.

GW 9, p 247 Var. viridissima, Dieck With green
branches and green fr.

bb. Fls. m dense heads or umbels
,
with an involucre.

c Color of fl s yellow; involucre yellowish
,
not

exceeding the fls (Macrocarpium )

17 m£s, Linn (C mdscula, Hort ) Cornelian
Cherry Fig 1066 Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft lvs

ovate or elliptic, acute, apprcseed-pubescent, and green
on both sales, 1^-4 m long; fls in sessile opposite
umbels, before the lvs

;
pedicels not exceeding the invo-

lucre 4

fr. oblong, scarlet, %in long, edible March,
April S Eu ,

Orient Mn 5 192 GC II 9*399.

H W 3, p 61 —Handsome shrub of dense growth
with glossy foliage, very attractive in early spring
with its yellow fls

,
and again in fall with its shining

scarlet frs. Var ma-

larger. Var albocArpa, mj

edrpa, Wang ) Fr yel- gTsS
lowish. Var. aftrea, Em}
Schelle. Lvs yellow. flflL
Var ahreo-elegantis-
sima, Schelle. Lvs
vanegated with pink

109
y
GZ

W
21:169

1(

vJr.
argenteo-margin&ta,

\
Hort. Lvs. bordered >a5sp _ Mj, WMM'M
white. Var. nlna. fSSmmWWw/
Simon - Louis. Dwarf 'Amjyym
form. It has been con-
fused with C. pumila fl
(No. 15) which has len- Jfl

ticillate branchlets and
*

usually 4 pairs of vems 1067. Cornus i

1066. Cornus mas. (Sprays X Vi)

1067. Cornua flonda. (XM)

18. officinalis, Sieb. & Zucc. Shrub or small tree, to
15 ft.: lvs. elliptic, acuminate, pale green beneath and
with large tufts of dark brown hairs in the axils of the
veins' fls like those of the former; pedicels longer than
the involucre* fr. scarlet, oblong Japan, China. S Z.

50 —Very similar to the last.

. cc. Color of fls. greenish ye\-

L low, sessile, with a shoivu

/tk, white involucre, much
exceeding the fls

D. Frs. in dense clusters, but
indimdually di stinc t.

(Benthamidia ,
Cynoxy-

}nr
19. fldrida, Linn. (C?/-

ndxylon fl&ridum, Raf ).

Flowering Dogwood Fig.

1067. Shrub or small tree

jak with spreading branches,
10-15 ft, rarely to 40 ft.:

lvs oval or ovate, acute,

dark green and glabrous
above, glaucous or whitish
beneath, usually only pu-

W bescent on the veins, 3-6
in long involucre w lute or
pinkish, 3-4 in wide, bracts

4, obovate, emarginate* fr.

Yiiw long, scarlet May.
* Mass to Fla

, west to Ont.
and Texas, also E and S.

Mex SS 5 112-13 Em.
468 G F 3*431 B M 526

s. (Sprays XVi) Gn 33, p 441, 43, p 153;

52, p 177; 53, p 222 J H.
Ill 28.453

,
55 331 FE 23 511 G 34 531 (in

M 5 138 MDG 1898 405 V 5*230, 20 51 —One
of the most beautiful American flowering trees, hardy
N Var pendula, Dipp With pendulous branches
FE 17, p 68 V 13 333 Var rhbra, Andrd With
pink involucre RH 1894*500 AG 18*411 F E.
9 572 B M 8315. G 28 689. Neither variety as
hardy as the type.

20 Ntittallii, Audubon Tree, to 80 ft * lvs ovate or
obovate, usually pubescent beneath, 4-5 in. long:
involucre white or tinged with pink, 4-6 in across;
bracts 4-6, oblong or obovate, sometimes roundish,
mostly acute fr bright red oi orange, crowned with
the broad, persistent calyx Brit Col to S Calif.

SS 5 214-15 Gng 6 274 BM 8311 G 27 306 —
This species surpasses the former m beauty, but is more
tender, particularly while the plants arc young, and has
rarely been successfully cult, outside of its native country.

dd Frs connate into a

~^ June. ^Fapan, China,
onda. (XH) S.Z. 16. S I.F. 2.59.
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Gn. 43:152; 60, p. 165. G C III. 19.783 A.G. 9:329
(adapted m Fig. 1068): 13:674. Gng. 3:149. J.Ii. III.

35:9; 63:187. M D G. 1899:328-9 R B 30 64 G.
27:367 Gn.W. 8 741 G M 35, suppl. Oct. 8—FIs

very showy, appearing after the lvs. m June and con-

trasting well with the bright

green foliage; hardy as far

north as Mass. Sometimes
variegated.

22. capitilta, Wall. (Ben-
thdnna fraglfera, Lindl.).
Tree : lvs coriaceous, elliptic-

oblong, narrowed at both
ends, appressed - pubeseen t

above and more densely and
whitish beneath, 2-4 in : in-

volucre about 2^-3 m wide,
creamy white;
bracts ovate,

acute* fr -head
over 1 in across,

scarlet June.
Himalayas. B
R 19* 1579 Gn
54, p 310; 60, p.

165, 64, p 135;

70, p 123; 73, p.

411 GC. Ill

16.501; 45 83,
48 447 J H.

Ill 30 213 M D G. 1898*568 —Evergreen tree, with
showy fls and frs

;
hardy only S

1068. ComusKousa. (XH)

aa. Plants low herbs' fls in dense heads
,
with a white

(or pinkish) involucre (Arctocrama ,
Chamwpcri-

clymenum )

23 canadensis, Linn. Herb, It high, with
creeping rootstock lvs whoiled, sessile, elliptic or

obovate, glabious or nearly so, 1-3 m long head green-

ish, long-peduneled
,
involucre white, 1-1*2 m wide:

fr bright red, globose* Mav-Julv N Amor
,
south to

Ind
,
Colo

,
and Calif B M 880 G C III 47 363.—

Handsome plant for half-shady places

C Arnolduina, Hohfi (C obliquaXC racemosa). Intermediate
between the parents last year's branches purple, older Kray or gray-
ish brown fls as profusely as in C raceniosa, but the while or

bluish white fr appears rat nor sparingly Originated at the \rnold
Arborituiii S T S 1 40— (' amtrMis, C A Mey. Clo-ely allied

and \ cry similar to C sanguine a, hut l\s beneath with appressed
hairs and branches less brightly colored Asm Minor, Caucasus —
C BrctichneUien, Henry (C asperu, Wang) Shrub, to 12 ft

branches green or purplish lvs ovate to olliptie-ovate, usually
rounded at the base, rough-pul>cscent on both sides, 2-4 in long
cyme dense fr bluish black N China Hardy

—

(' corynovtyhs,
Koehne^C nmirophylla

—

C ylnbrnta, Benth Shrub, to 10 ft

brandies gray lvs small, nearly glabrous, green and shining on
both sides fr white Ore to Calif —C ll/ssa, Koohne Allied to

C alba Dwarf, dense shrub hs crow ded, small, \ery dark green
fr bluish white Probably from E Asm—C Kohngn, Schneid
(C australis var Koenigu, Wang ) Allied to C sanguinea L\s
larger, 3-5)^ in long, sparingly appressed-puescent beneath
Transcaucasia —C macrophylla, Wall (C corynostyhs, Koehnc)
Allied to C brachypoda Tree, to 30 ft lvs broadly ovate to
elliptic-ovate, acuminate ind eymose, style club-shaped at the
apex Himalayas B M. 8261 JHS 27, p 860 Gt 1896, p
285—C oblfinga, Wall Shrub or tree, to 30 ft lvs narrow-
oblong, nearly glabrous, glaucous beneath, coriaceous fls white,
fragrant, in cymoso panicles Himalayas—C polxophyUa, Schneid
& Wang Shrub, to 12 ft * branches brown lvs subeormceous,
elliptic or elliptic-ovate, slightly villous above, beneath more
densely so and grayish w bite, 2 \ >-4 H m long cymes long-pedun-
e'ed fr black Cent China—V pubttcens, Nutt Shrub, to 15
ft , with purple branches lvs nearly glabrous above, glaucous and
woolly-pubescent beneath fr white Brit Col to Calif —C <SM-
wm.Rehd (C rugosaXC stolomfcra) Intermediate between the
parents branches purple lvs more or less woolly beneath fr blu-
ish, rarely white Originated at Rochester, N Y —C tmfcica, I inn
(Chamsepenclymenum suecicum, Aschors <fc Graebn ) Allied to
C canadensis lvs all opposite, fl -head purple, the white involucre
1 in or less wide Arctic Amer., N Eu , N Asia. Gn 55. p 239.
8 E B 4 634. ALFRED REHDER.

CORdKIA (from the native name). Com&cex. Ever-
reen shrubs, adapted to outdoor planting in the S.

fpright, with tortuous or straight branches and black

bark' lvs alternate or fascicled, stalked, entire fls per-
fect, small, yellow, in axillary or terminal clusters, calyx-
tube top-shaped, the limb 5-lobed

;
petals 5, each with a

scale at base, stamens 5 fr an ovoid or oblong 1-2-cellcd
drupe. Three or four species in New Zeal C. Cotonefister,
Raoul, is offered abiotul as a bush of curious growth,
very attractive when covered with its very small yel-
low star-like fls ngid, densely branched, 4-8 ft, the
branches crooked and interlaced, tomentose lvs 1 in
or less long, the blade orbicular to obovate or oblong-
ovate, obtuse or einarginate, shining above, flat,

stalked. B M 8425. I T. 2 73. L H B

CORONlLLA (Latin, a little crown from the arrange-
ment of the flowers) Legunnnd see Crown Vetch.
Shrubs and herbs, some grown in the hardy garden and
some in greenhouses, for their yellow or purple bloom.

Annuals or perennials, often woody, smooth or rarely
silky-hairy, with odd-pinnate lvs , entire Ifts

,
and pur-

ple or yellow fls m ped uncled beans or umbels, calyx
5-toothed, coiolla papilionaceous, the standard orbic-
ular and the keel inemved, wings obovate or oblong;
stamens 9 and 1 pod jointed, terete oi 4-angled, seeds
oblong —Species about 20, Medit region and Canary
Isis, VV Asia The shiubby C Enin us and C glauca
aro useful m S Calif and the southern states The
species arc occasionally giown m borders C glauca
is sometimes grown under glass for spring bloom,
after the manner of Cytisus All are of easy cult

a. Fls yellow.

n Plant herbaceous.

cappaddcica, Willd (C ibencei, Bieb ). Low peren-
nial herb, about 1 ft high Ifts 9-11, obcoi date, ciliate*

umbels 7-8-fld
,

fls yellow, large, July, Aug stipules

membranaceous, rounded, n hate-toothed Asia Minor.
LBC 8 789 BM 2640 —A good trailer for rock-
gardens and the margins of borders

bb Plant shrubby
,
at least at base

c Claw of the peteih much longer than the calyx.

Emerus, Linn (Emerus major, Mill ) Scorpion
Senna Fig 1069 Dense, symmetrical shrub, 3-5 ft.

high, the branches
green and striate:

lvs deep glossy
green, Ifts. 5-7,

obovate
;

stipules

small peduncles
3-fld

,
fls large, > el-

low*, tipped with
red Blooms freely,

May -July Showy,
half-hardy S Eu B M
445 Gng. 5 36 —Ever-
green in southern states

emeroides, Boiss &
Sprun (C ftmerus var.

emeroides
,
Wohlf ) Bush,

3-6 ft . branches gla-

brous or soft-hairy, Ifts.

2-3 pairs, heart-shaped

:

peduncle 2-3 tunes as long v

as the If
,
the umbel 5-8-

fld
;

fls yellow; claw of

petals about twTice as long

as the calyx: pod 2-3 in.

long, very narrow. April,

May S Eu

cc Claw of petals scarcely

exceeding the calyx

jffncea, Linn Glabrous
grav-green shrub branches
rush-like, terete, nearly
naked Ifts 3-7, linear- 1069. Coromlla Emerus.
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oblong, obtuse, somewhat fleshy, scattered, fls golden
yellow, in 5-7-fld umbels: pod hanging, lance-linear.
S. France BR 820 LBC 3:235

minima, Linn Glabrous, diffuse, soft gray-green
sub-shrub, 3 or 4 in high, procumbent lfts 7-13, ovate,
obtuse or retuse, scattered or at base of plant, fls.

golden yellow in 7-8-fld umbels, sweet-scented. In
dry sands. Eu B M 2179

gla&ca, Linn. Glabrous shrub 2-4 ft high: stipules

small, lanceolate lfts 5-7, obovate, very blunt, glau-
cous. fls 7-8 in each umbel, yellow, heavy-scented
S Eu B M 13.—One of the common garden shrubs
of S. Calif

,
flowering all the year. There is a varie-

gated form.

aa. Fls white and pink

vimin&lis, Sahsb Trailing shrub stipules soon
deciduous, ovate, membranaceous lfts 13-21, obovate,
notched, glaucous umbels 6-10-fid ,fls pale red or white
with a red stripe on the banner Algeria.—Promising
as a florists’ plant for cut-fls Fls. all the year in S.
Calif.

v&ria, Linn. Crown Vetch. Fig 1070, Straggling
or ascending smooth herb, 1-2 ft high. Ivs sessile,

lfts. 11-25, oblong or obovate, blunt and mucronate,
long: peduncles longer than lvs., fls in dense

umbels, Yin long, pinkish white June-Oct. Eu.
B M. 258. Gng 5 337 — Trailing plant for hardy
herbaceous border. Jared G. Smith.

L II B f

CORREA (after Jose Francesco Correa de Serra,
Portuguese author, 1750-1823) Rutacese Tender
Australian shrubs, rarely cultivated under glass.

Shrubs, usually with dense, minute, stellate hairs'

lvs. opposite, stalked, entire, and with transparent
dots: fls. rather large, showy, red, white .yellow or
green, usually pendulous, solitary or 2 or ,f together;

petals and sepals each 4; stamens 8: carpels 4, nearly
distinct.—Seven species. C. spcciosa is probably the

best and most variable species It- .s a native of barren

sandy plains, and belongs to the large and much-
neglected class of Australian shrubs

specidsa, Ait (C cardmalis, F. Muell ). Tender
shrub, 2-3 ft high: branches slender, brown, opposite,

covered with
minute rusty
hairs: lvs oppo-
site, about 1 in

long, elliptic,
about a fourth
as wide as long,

wrinkled, dark
green above,
whitish below,
margin entire,

recurved
:

pe-
duncles oppo-
site, axillary,

longer than the
lvs

,
1-fld

,
wuth

a pair of leafy

bracts, fls ly£
in. long, pen-
dent, tubular,

bright scarlet,

with a veryshort
limb of 4 spread-
ing, greenish
yellow segms

,

calyx small, cup-
shaped, wuth 4
almost obsolete teeth; stamens 8, exserted, about ^m.
B M 4912—There are several varieties

illba, Andr Fig 1071 A compact and much-branched
shrub, 3-4 ft

,
the branches rusty-tomentose* lvs

variable, orbicular to obovate or elliptic, very blunt,

Yt~1 in long fls white or pink, 2 or 3 together, not
over L^in long, and not so showy as preceding B.lt.

515.—Offcred in S Calif. Wilhelm Miller
N TaulokI

CORTADERIA (from Corladero, the native name in

Argentina), Giam'mese Pampas-Grass Large reed-

hke perennials with numerous long, narrow blades and
a large striking plume-like inflorescence Species six,

South America. See Gynenum.

argSntea, Stapf (Gynenum argdnteum, Nees). Pam-
pas-Grass Culms numerous, m large thick tussocks,
3-10 ft high, excluding the panicle lvs. mostly basal,

the upper sheaths gradually elongated, blades firm,

long and slender, very scabrous on the margins, Y%~ XA
in. wide, tapering to a slender point, panicle large,

compact, 1-3 ft., silvery white or m cult varieties

tinged with purple, dioecious; spikelets 2-3-fld
,
the

pistillate silky with long hairs, the stammate naked;
lumes white and papery, long and slender; lemmas
earing a long slender awn A G. 14.323. G 1.412.
GC. III. 40*295; 43:195. Gn 62, p 346; 66, p
375. G.W 3-415. Gn W. 5:85; 23:20. J H. Ill

35.483; 49*27. R H. 1862, p. 150 V. 3:369, 391.

S Brazil and Argentina. C. IAmbleyi fdlns vanegdtis,

Hort. GC. III. 25:335, appears to be a form of C.
argentea.

Quila, Stapf (Gynhnum Qulla, Nees. G. jubdtum,
Lem. G. arcuato-mbulbsum, Hort ). Differs from pam-
pas-grass m the rather laxer, more graceful plume, with
longer, more flexuous, nodding branches, somewhat
smaller spikelets, and more delicate glumes, and m the
longer, very Blender stammodes of the pistillate fls.:

plume lavender-colored, 1-2 ft. long,the spikelets 3-5-fld.
B M 7607. G C III 26:102. Gn 15, p 179; 55, p. 93.

R H. 1885, p 200; 1899:52, 53.—Grows m a dense tuft;

perennial, but with biennial culms; the plant has been
killed by a temperature of 3° F. Intro by Lemoine, of
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Nancy, France. Probable synonyms are Gynenum
roseum Rendlateri and G. argenteum carminatum Rend-

laten. F.S. 20:2075. Not so well known as C. argentea.

A. S. Hitchcock.

CORTtlSA (named by the herbalist Matthiolus after

his friend Cortusus, professor of botany at Padua).

Pnmulaceae Scapose, perennial, pubescent herbs with

xong-stalked, cordate-ovate lvs and purple umbel-

late fls. C. Matthidli, Lmn.. from the Swiss Alps,

has long been a choice and delicate but not very popu-
lar plant, suited for shady parts of the rockery. It was
long considered the only species of the genus. It is an
herbaceous perennial, about 6 in high, pubescent,

rhizomatous, with a few long-stalked, cordate, 7-9-

lobed, dentate lvs
,
and a slender scape bearing an

umbel of about 7 small, rosy purple, drooping fls

,

which appear in early spring B M 987 L B C 10 956.

It has some resemblance to Primula cortusioides The
genus has possibly 4 species, and is distinguished from
Primula and Androsace by its stamens attached to the
base of the corolla, and its long-acuminate anthers
Its culture is similar to that of the hardy primulas,

but it needs winter protection in the northern states.

Prop by division of the roots

CORYANTHES (Greek, korys, helmet, and anthos

,

flower, referring to the shape of the lip) Orchiddcex

.

Epiphytic orchidB requiring warmhousc conditions

Pseudbulbous lvs plicate, lanceolate fls in racemes:
sepals spreading, dilated, flexuose, conduphcate, lateral

ones largest, distinct at the base, petals small, erect;

lip large, tridentate, basal portion forming a hood,
continued into the column, distal portion bucket- or
pouch-like; column pointing downward, elongated,

terete, bicornute at the base, apex recurved, pollima

2, compressed, caudicle linear, arcuate The bucket

C
art of the lip is provided wuth a spout-like structure,

y means of which the bucket overflows when about
half full of a secretion which drops from a pair of glands
near the base of the column The fls of the species

known are not lasting, the sepals being of such delicate

texture that although at first they fully expand, they
soon collapse and become unsightly Although muen
interest attaches to the species of Coryanthes, the
genus is not generally cult

,
since the fls last too short a

time and are not particularly brilliant This complex
genus, which is closely related to Stanhopea, is repre-
sented by several interesting species inhabiting Trop.
Amer. For cult see Stanhopea

macr&ntha, Hook Fls. few, in drooping racemes’
ground-color rich yellow dottixl with red; hood and
part of bucket brownish red Caracas PM. 5.31.
BP 1841. BM 7692 G C. Ill 28 .355. O R. 3 41.

macul&ta, Hook. Fls in a drooping raceme; sepals
and petals dull, pale yellow, bucket blotched on the
inside with dull red B M. 3102; 3747. B R. 1793. F S.

8.755 (as C. Albertinx). A F. 30*325 CO. 1. Var.
punctHta, Hort., has the petals and sepals bright yellow,
speckled with red, the hood yellow, blotched with red-
dish orange, the pouch pale, speckled and spotted with
red. Demerara. C Cdbbn is an unspotted form of this.

C. Balfourvlnn, Hort Similar in habit to a stanhopea, with
a long pendulous scape bearing 2 or 3 large and curiously shaped
fls Peru—C. leucocbrys, Rolfe. Sepals yellowish green, marked
with brownish purple, the petals white, marked with light purple,
the lip white with the bucket marbled with light rosy purple
Peru. Lmd 7 293—C. MastersiAna, Lehm Raceme erect, fls 2
°r 3, yellowish, tinged and spotted with copper-red. Colombia.
G C. Ill 29 19 — C Sdnderx, Hort A very large-fid plant
allied to C macrantha —C speadm, Hook. Raceme of 2 or 3 fls ;

sepals and petals pale yellow, lip brown-red, the stalk brownish
yellow. Brazil. G.C III. 30 100. BM 2755 (as Gongorn) . C O. 2.

George V. Nxsn.t
CORYDALIS (Greek, lark, the spur of the flower

resembling a lark’s spur). Fumaridccx. Hardy plants
allied to the Dutchman’s breeches.

Erect or prostrate herbs, usually perennially rooted,

but often annuals, lvs. lobed and finely dissected in

nearly all the species’ fls. racemose, often yellow, less

frequently blue, purple or rose; petals 4
;
spurred as m

the Dutchman’s breeches; stamens 6, m 2 groups —
Ninety species, natives of the north temperate regions.

They are all of easy cult. They prefer full sunlight but
will grow m half-shade. Prop, by division or seed.

Allemi, 2
aurea, 10
bulbosa, 1

clmilantlufolia, 7.

curvisilujua, 9.

glauca, 3
iutea, 11
nobihs, 4
occidental™, 10
ophiocarpa, 8.

aolvda , 1.

thahctrifolia, 5.

tomentosa, 12.
Wilsonu, 6.

a. Fls. chiefly purple or rose, sometimes tipped yellow.

b. Plant perennial • root tuberous: st -lvs few.

1 bulbdsa, DC (C sdlida
,
Swrartz). Erect, 6 m.

high* lvs 3-4, stalked, bitemately cut, segms. wedge-
shaped or oblong: root solid: fl? large, purplish.

Spring Eu.

2 Allenii, Fedde A perennial caulescent herb, with
glaucescent foliage: lvs usually alternate with finely

divided segms
,
the whole If. not over 10 m long fls.

showy, rose-colored, pendu-
lous, on a terminal dense-fld.

raceme that is usually about
the height of the lvs N. W.
N Amer—Perhaps not hardy
in the northeastern states.

Bn Plant annual root fibrous:

st -lvs many.

glaitca, Pursh Annual,
1-2 'ft. high,

very glau-

cous: lobes

of the lvs.

mostly spatu-

la
late racemes
short, pam-
cled at the
naked sum-
mit of the

branches; fls barely Min.
long, rose or purple with yel-
low’ tips, spur short and
round caps slender, linear;

seeds with minute, transverse
wrinkles Summer. Rocky or

sterile ground, Nova Scotia to Rocky Mts
,
and even

Arctic coast, south to Texas B M 179 (as Fumaria).

—

Not advertised for sale, but probably wrorth cult.

1072. Corydalis nobihs.

aa Fls ehufly yellow.

b. Foliage not tomenlose.

c. Plant perennial root tubirous or woody: st.-lvs. few
or none.

d The fls at least 1 m long.

4 n6bilis, Pers Fig 1072 Perennial, erect: lvs.
bipinnately cut, segms wedge-shaped and lobed at
the apex’ fls w’hite, tipped with yellow, and a dark
purple spot; spur 1 m long Spring Siberia. B.M.
1953 (as Fumana nobilis). G C. II. 19:725.

5. thalictrifdlia, Franch
,

not Jameson. Rhizome
woody, elongated, lvs large, long-petiolate, rigid, but
spreading, the pinnie of the finely dissected lvs.

petiolulate. fls yellow, m large spreading racemes,
which are opposite the lvs

;
sepals persistent, ovate.

—

A very showy species from China, the foliage strongly
resembling Tlialictrum

6. Wflsonii, N E. Br. A glabrous, often glaucescent
perennial, with a rosette of radical much-dissected lvs.

about 5 m long: fls. in an erect raceme 7 in high, which
is usually leafless; corolla deep canary-yellow, about 1
in long, the blunt spur about Hm. long. G.C. III.
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35:306.—Useful for the Alpine garden and more pro-
fuse bloomer than C. tomentosa, its nearest relative.

China.

dd. The Jls. not over lAin. long.

7. cheilanthifdlia, Hemsl. A small low perennial
with radical, fern-like, much-dissected, erect lvs about
8 in. long: scape usually taller than the lvs., bearing
numerous fls. not over E^in. long, yellow. China.
May.—Suitable for moist places m the alpine garden.
Probably unknown m U. S. as it is a rare plant in nature.

CC. Plant annual or biennial: root fibrous: st.-lvs.

numerous.

d. Height of -plants 2 ft. or more.

8. ophioc&rpa, Hook. f. & Thoms. Root fibrous, the
st. 2-3 ft. and branched, lvs. pmnatisect, 4-8 in long,

and glaucous beneath: fls. yellow, m many-fld
,
lax

racemes which are opposite the lvs
;
sepals orbicular,

finely toothed and fimbriate. Moist valleys of the
Himalayas.

dd. Height of plants usually less than 1 ft.

e. Raceme spike-like; Jls. almost sessile.

9. curvisfliqua,- Engelm Probably a biennial: com-
monly more robust than C aurca, ascending or erect,

1 ft. nigh or less, fls golden yellow, over 3-2in long, 111

a spike-like raceme; spur as long as the body, com-
monly ascending caps quadrangular, in. long;
seeds turgid to lens-shaped, with acute margins densely
and minutely netted. Woods m Texas.

ee. Raceme not spike-like; fls pedicillale.

10. a&rea, Willd Annual, 6 in high, commonly low
and spreading fls golden yellow, about Lim. long, on
rather slender pedicels in a short raceme, spur barely
half the length of the body, somewhat decurved caps,

spreading or pendulous, about 1 m long, seeds 10-12,
turgid, obtuse at margin, the shining surface obscurely
netted. Rocky banks of Lower Canada and N New
England, northwest to latitude 61°, west to Brit. Col.

and Ore
,
south to Texas, Ariz. and Mex

;
not Japan —

The western forms have the spur almost as long as the
body of the corolla and pass into

Var. occident&lis, Engelm. More erect and tufted,

from a stouter and sometimes more enduring root. fls.

larger; spur commonly ascending caps thicker, seeds

less turgid, acutish at margins. Colo., New Mex., W.
Texas, Ariz

11. l&tea, DC. Erect or spreading, 6-8 m. high,

annual, or forming a tufted stock of several years’

duration: lvs delicate, pale green, much divided;

segms. ovate or wedge-shaped, and 2-3-lobed. fls pale
yellow, about Yin long, in short racemes; spur short:

pod Y or Yin long Stony places of S Eu
,
and runs

wild m Eu.
bb Foliage tomentose.

12. tomentdsa, N. E. Br. A low rock-loving peren-
nial, with a rosette of radical lvs. 4-7 in. long, oblong
in outline and tomentose, the tomentuin whitish pink,

pinnse finely dissected: racemes erect, 5-7 in. tall;

corolla about Hm. long, light canary-yellow, the spur
very blunt and about Hm . Tong. China.—A good plant
for the rock-garden.

C, angustifdba, DC , is a little-known perennial with bi-ternately
divided lvs and flesh-colored fls =Fumana angustifolia, Bieb.
G C III 35 307—C edva, Schweigg & Kort (probably a form of C
tuberosa, DC ) is somewhat larger than C bulbosa, with pretty
fls varying into purplish and white Eu —C ochroleuca Koch.
One ft high, blooming Junc-Sept fls yellow-white, the spur yel-
low caps, linear petiole winged Italy—C Scoiileri, Hook , grows
3 ft , and is cult, in some European gardens W Amer

N. Taylor.f
CORYL6PSIS (Corylus and opsis, likeness] in foliage

resembling the hazel). Hamamelid&ceae. Woody plants,

grown chiefly for their yellow fragrant flowers appear-
ing in early spnng and for the handsome foliage.

Deciduous shrubs, rarely trees’ lvs. alternate,

strongly veined, dentate: fls. m nodding racemes with
large bracts at the base, appeanng before the lvs

,
yet-

low; calyx-lobes short; petals clawed, 5, stamens 5,

alternating with entire or 2-3-parted short staminodes;
styles 2, ovary half-superior, rarely entirely superior,
fr. a 2-celled, dehiscent, 2-beaked caps., with 2 snimng
black seeds.—About 12 species in E. Asia and Hima-
layas.

These are low ornamental shrubs, with slender
branches and pale bluish green distinct foliage; all are
very attractive in early spring, when covered with
numerous nodding spikes of yellow, fragrant flowers.

Not hardy north of New York, except in sheltered
positions They grow best in peaty and sandy soil.

Propagated by seeds sown in spnng, best with slight

bottom heat, and by cuttings of half-npened wood in

summer under glass, also by layers, rooting readily in

moderately moist, peaty soil.

A. Fls m many-fld racemes.

b. Petals obovate to oblong-obovate.

c. Young branchlets and lvs. beneath pubescent
,
at least

on the veins.

spic&ta, Sieb & Zucc Shrub, to 4 ft . lvs oblique and
rounded or cordate at the base, roundish ovate or obo-
vate, sinuate-dentate, glaucous beneath and pubescent,
2-3 in. long* racemes 7-10-fld., 1-2 in long, their

bracts ovate; fls bright yellow; stamens slightly longer

than the obovate petals; calyx hairy. Japan S Z 19.

BM 5458 FS 20 2135 1UI 1869, p 230, 1878,

p 198; 1907, p. 403 G C. II 15 510, III 25 210
Gn 33, p 441. S I F. 2 26 —This species has larger

and handsomer foliage and fls of a deeper yellow, in

longer racemes, but C paucijlora flowers more profusely
and is somewhat hardier.

sinensis, Hemsl Shrub, 6-15 ft : lvs obovate to
oblong-obovate, abruptly acuminate, obliquely sub-
cordate or cordate at the base, sinuate-denticulate,

ubescent at least on the veins and grayish green
eneath, 2-4 in. long- racemes about 2 in long, their

bracts nearly orbicular; petals orbicular-obovate,
slightly longer than style and stamens, calyx hairy
Cent China GC III 39 18 Var glandulffera,
Rehd & Wilson (C. glandullfera

,
Hemsl ) Young

branchlets and petioles with scattered glandular bris-

tles: calyx glabrous H I. 29.2819.

CC. Young branchlets glabrous, lvs glabrous or only with
a few silky hairs on the veins beneath when young

Veitchiina, Bean. Shrub, 3-6 ft . lvr short-net loled,

elliptic, abruptly acuminate, subcordatc at the base,
sinuate-denticulate, glaucous beneath, 3-4 m long:

racemes 1-2 m long, petals obovate, slightly shorter
than the stamens; calyx hairy, nectaries 2-parted.
Cent. China. B M. 8349. Gn. 76, p. 184.

bb. Petals with the blade as broad as or broader than long.

Wfllmottiae, Rehd & Wilson Shrub, to 12 ft lvs.

oval to obovate, cordate or truncate at the base, sin-

uate-denticulate, glaucescent beneath, 1-3Y m long
racemes 2-3 in long, petals suboibicular, calyx gla-

brous, nectaries 2-parted, slightly shorter than the
sepals Cent China G M 55 191 (as C rnultiflora)

platypetala, Rehd & Wilson. Shrub, 3-8 ft . young
branchlets with scattered glandular bustles lvs. on
glandular petioles, ovate or broadly ovate, cordate or

subcordate at base, sinuate-denticulate, on both sides

sparingly silky-hairy when young, soon glabrous 2-4
in long, racemes 1-2 in long, petals hatchet-shaped,

broad, nectaries emargmate at the apex; stamens
and styles much shorter than petals; calyx glabrous.

Cent China. Var levis, Rehd. & Wilson. Branchlets
and petioles without any glands W. China.

—

Less
showy than most other species.
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aa. Fls. in 2-8-jld racemes.

paucifldra, Sieb & Zucc Low, much-branched shrub,
2-3 ft lvs. obliquely cordate, ovate, sinuate-dentate,
ciliate, pubescent and glaucous beneath, 1-2 in long:

racemes 2-3-fld
,

long, fls light yellow; petals

obovate, about as long as stamens and style. Japan.
SZ 20 G.F 5 342. Gt 48.1467. B M. 7736. G.W.
15, p 101 J II III. 48 381 S I.F 2 26.

C Griflithn, Hems! (C himalayana, Hook , not Griff ). Shrub
or small treo, to 20 ft young brauohlets and lvs beneath densely
pubescent lvs -mbcordate racemes 1-2H in long, stamens and
styles much shorter than the obovate petals. Himalayas B.M.
6779 Alfred Rehder.

C6RYLUS (ancient Greek name). Beluldceae.

Hazel Filbert Cobnut. Woody plants grown for

their handsome rather large foliage and some species

for their edible nuts.

Deciduous shrubs, rarely trees: lvs alternate, stipu-

late, petioled, serrate and usually more or less pubes-
cent fls momrciouH, appearing before the lvs

;
stam-

mate in long, pendulous catkins, formed the pre-
vious year, and remaining naked during the winter
(Fig 1073), each bract bearing 4 divided stamens; pis-

tillate included in a small, scaly bud with only the red
styles protruding (Fig 1074) fr a nut, included or sur-
rounded by a leafy involucre, usually in clusters at the
end of short branches —Fifteen species in N Airier

,

Eu and A^ia, all mentioned below Monograph by
Winkler in Engler, Pflanzenreich, lift 19, pp 44-56

(1904), quoted below as Winkl
Numerous varieties arc culti-

vated in Europe for their edible

nuts They are also valuable for

planting shrubberies, and thrive in

almost any soil The foliage of

some species turns bright yellow or

red in autumn Propagated by
seeds sown in fall, or stratified ana
sown in spring, the varieties usually
by suckers, or bv layers, nut down
in fall or spring, they will be rooted
the following fall Budding in sum-
mer is sometimes practiced for

growing standard trees, and graft-

ing in spring in the greenhouse for

scarce varieties They may also be
increased by cuttings of mature
wood taken off in fall, kept during
the w inter in sand or moss in a cellar

and planted m spring in a warm
and sandy soil. Illustrated mono-

1073. Winter catkins graph of the cultivated varieties

of filbert by Franz Goeschke, Die Haselnuss
(1887) See, also, bulletin on Nut-

culture by the IT S. Dept of Agnc For the culture of
the nuts, see articles Filberts and Hazels.

index.
nmencana, 7. ferox, 1 pontica, 5.

ntropurpurea, 4. futco-rubra, 4 purpurea, 8
aurea, 4 glandulifera, 2 rostrata, 9, 10, 11, 12.
A vt liana, 4, 8 neterophylla, 4, 6. JSieboldiana, 10.
califormca, 12 laeimata, 4 setchuenensis, 6.
calyeulata, 7 mandahurica, 9. thibetioa, 1

chmensisi, 3. maxima, 8 tubulosa, 8
Colurna, 2, 3 pendula, 4. yunnanenns, 0.
Gnsta-Galh, 6.

A. Ilusk or inrolucre consisting of 2 distinct bracts

(sometimes -partly connate).

b. Involucre densely spiny lvs nearly glabrous.

1. ffcrox, Wall Tree, to 30 ft.
:
young branchlets

silky-hairy lvs oblong to obovate-oblong, usually
rounded at the base, acuminate, doubly serrate, gla-
brous except on the veins beneath, with 12-14 pairs of
veins, 3-5 m. long: involucre tomentose, forming a
spiny bur about 1A in. across, longer than the small
nuts. Himalayas. Winkl. 45. Var, thib6tica, Franch.

55

(C. thib&ica
,
Batal.). Lvs broadly ovate to obovate:

involucre glabrescent. Cent, and W. China. R.II,

1910.204.
bb Involucre not spiny.

c. Bracts of the involucre deeply divided into linear lobes
t

much longer than the nut tree.

2. Coltima, Linn. Tree, to 70 ft * petioles %-2 in.

long, usually glabrescent lvs deeply cordate, roundish
ovate to obovate, slightly lobed and doubly erenate-
serrate, at length nearly glabrous above, pubescent
beneath, 3-5 in long ns 3-10, clustered involucre
open at the apex, usually densely beset with glandular
hairs nut roundish ovate, long From S Eu to
Transcaspia G C Ilf 40 256 Gn. 31, pp 260-1
II W 2, p 29 GW 14, p 642 Gng 16 163 —Orna-
mental tree, with regular pyramidal head, not quite
hardy N Rarely cult for the fr under name of filbert

or of Constantinople or Constantinople nut Var glan-
dulifera, DC Petioles arid peduncles glandular-setose:

lobes of the involucre less acute and more dentate

3 chinensis, Franeh (C Colurna var chirdnsis,

Burk ) Tree, to 120 ft petioles A~\ in long, pubes-
cent and sctulose lvs ovate to ovate-oblong, cordate

and very oblique at the base, glabrous above, pubes-
cent on the veins beneath, doubly serrate, 4-7 m long:

fr 4-6, clustered, involucre constricted above the nuts,

with recurved and more or less forked
lobes, finely pubescent, not glandular.

W. China Winkl 49 and 50

cc Bracts of the involucre divided into

lanceolate or triangular lobes shrubs

d. The involucre not or only slightly longer

than the nut
,
open or spreading at

the apex

E. Lobes of bracts serrate or dentate.

4 Avell&na, Linn Shrub, to 15 ft :

lvs slightly eordate, roundish oval or
broadly obovate, doubly serrate and often
slightly lobed, at length nearly glabrous
above, pubescent on the veins beneath:
involucre shorter than the nut, deeply
and irregularly incised nut roundish
ovate, Jj-J (m high Eu

,
N Afr ,W Asia.

II W 2 16, p 28 Var atropurphrea,
Kirchn (var fusco-ruhra, Goeschke).
Lvs purple Var atireu, Kirchn Lvs.
yellow’ Var lacmi&ta, Kirchn (var.

neterophylla, Loud ) Lvs luciniately in-

cised or lobed Var pendula, Goeschke.
With pendulous branches G W 2, p.

13 There arc also many varieties cult.
107?’ Pistll

]
ate

for their fr Co*".,.
5 pdntica, Koch Shrub lvs cordate, (Natural size;

roundish ovate or broad-oval, doubly ser-

rate, pubescent beneath involucre finely pubescent,
with few glandular hairs at the base, campanulato,
somewhat longer than the nut, with large spreading
lobes nut huge, broad-ovate W Asia J'" S 21 2223-4
(as C Colurna) —From this bpecies the cobnuts seem
to have originated; also the Spanish nuts are probably
mostly cross-breeds between this species and C Avellana
or C maxima, or between the two latter species.

ee Lobes of the brads entire or sparingly dentate
,

triangular.

6. heteroph^lla, Fisch Shrub, to 12 ft : petioles

about %m long’ lvs orbieular-obovate, cordate at the
base, nearly truncate at the apex and with a very short
point, moiselv serrate, pubescent on the veins beneath,
2-4 m long involucre somewhat longer than the nuts,

striate, glandular-setose near the base Japan to W.
China SIFl 20—Several varieties apparently not yet
m cult occur m China* var Crista-Cdlh, Burkill, var
cetchuentmsis

,
Franch

,
and var. yunnanensis, Franch
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dd. The involucre about twice as long as the nut, usually
tightly inclosing the nut

7. americkna, Walt. Shrub, 3-8 ft.: young branch-
lets pubescent and glandular bnstly lvs slightly cor-

date or rounded at the base, broadly ovate or oval,

irregularly serrate, sparingly pubescent above, finely

tomentose beneath, 3-6 in. long, involucre compressed,
exceeding the nut, the 2 bracts sometimes more or less

connate, with rather short, irregular, toothed lobes:

nut roundish ovate, about Kin. high From Canada
to Fla west to Ont and Dak Var. calycul&ta, Wmkl.
(C calyculdta, Dipp ) Involucre with 2 very large

bracts at the base

aa. Husk or involucre tubular, narrowed above the nut
and forming an elongated beak.

b Involucre finely pubescent outside with rather unde
gradually narrowed beak

8. maxima, Mill. (C tubulbsa, Willd ). Shrub,
sometimes small tree, to 30 ft • Ivs cordate, roundish-
ovate, slightly lobed and doubly serrate, 3-6 in long*
involucre finely pubescent outside nut oblong, large,

kernel with thin red or white skin S Eu H W 2, p 30.

Wmkl 49. Var purpdrea, Rehd (C Avellana purpurea,
Loud. C martina var atropurpurea, Dochnanl). Lvs
deep purplish red darker than in C Avellana atropur-

purea F.E 21 325 —Many varieties, with large nuts,

known as filberts or Lambert’s filberts The cult, forms
are partly hybrids with C. Avellana

bb. Involucre densely beset with bnstly hairs, and
usually rather abruptly constricted into a narrow beak

C. Petioles usually longer than l/fan.

9 mandshfirica, Maxim {C rostrdta var mands-
chiinca, Regel). Shrub, to 15 ft * young branchlets
pubescent: lvs suborbiculai to elliptic or obovate,

1075. Corylus rostrata.

(XM)

doubly serrate and slightly sinuately lobed, pubescent
beneath, 3-5 m long, involucre thickly beset with
brown spreading bristles, about 2 m. long, about 3
times as long as the nut, divided at the the apex mto
narrbw entire segms. Manchuria, Korea. Wmkl. 49.

10.

Sieboldi&na, Blume (C. rostrdta var. Sieboldidna,
Maxim.). Shrub, to 15 ft.: lvs. elliptic to oblong or
obovate, usually rounded at the base, doubly serrate
and slightly lobed, 2-4 in : the young lvs. often with a
purple blotch m the middle: involucre with less stiff

bristles, about IK in. long, 2 or sometimes 3 times as

long as the nut, narrowed toward the apex. Japan.

S.IF. 1:20.

cc. Petioles shorter than l/ftn.

11. rostr&ta. Ait. Fig. 1075. Shrub, 2-6 ft.:

branchlets pubescent or glabrous, not bnstly: lvs.

rounded or slightly cordate at the base, oval or obo-
vate, densely serrate and sometimes slightly lobed,

nearly glabrous at length, except sparingly pubescent
on the veins beneath, 2^-4 m long: involucre densely
beset with bnstly hairs, beak long and narrow: nut
ovoid, Hin long E N Airier

,
west to Minn and

Colo. GF 8.345 (adapted in Fig 1075).

12. calif6mica, Rose (C rostrdta var califArnica,

DC ). Allied to C rostrata Shrub, to 20 ft. lvs more
villous beneath involucre with a short beak, which is

often flaring and sometimes tom Calif to Wash
C colchica, Alboff Ix>w shrub, to 3 ft * lvs ovate or obovate,

densely doubly serrate, sparingly pilose involucre connate, with
a short lacerated beak, pubescent Caucasus Wmkl 53

^
Not in

cult —C colunioides, Sohueid (C intermedia, Lodd , not Fingerh ,

C ColurnaXC Avellana) Similar to C Column small trie or
large shrub bark darker in\oluero shorter, scarcely glandular
Garden origin —C Fargesti, Schneid (C mandshurica var Far-
pesii, Burkul) Tree to 45 ft lvs narrow -obo\ ate to oblong
involucre soft-pubescent, sometimes only slightly so W China—
C Jacquemontn, Deeno (C Colurna var lacera, DC ) Allied to
C chinensis Tree lvs ovate, lobed toward the apex, less pubes-
cent, 5-8 in long involucre pubescent, not constricted, lobes not
or rarely forked, often dentate Himalayas

Alfred Rehdeu.
CORYNOCARPUS (Greek, club-fruit, alluding to

the shape). Anacarduicese; by Englor made the sole

representative of Corynocarpdcew A very few New
Zeal and Polynesian evergreen trees, one of which is

intro in Calif Glabrous lvs large, alternate, simple
and entire, without stipules, fls perfect, small, whitish
green, inodorous, in terminal or subtormmal panicles;

calyx-lobes petal-like, unequal, 2 exterior smaller;

petals much like the calyx-lobes, stamens 5, opposite
the petals and shorter, staminodia 5, petal-like fr

drupaceous, narrowly ovoid, 1-soeded, the pulp said

to ne edible, seed very bitter, poisonous C. laevigita,

Forst New Zealand Laurel Attractive leafy tree,

30-40 ft
,
the tiunk sometimes more than 2 ft diam :

lvs to 8 m long, elliptic-oblong or oblong-ovate, with a
short stout petiole, margins slightly recurved, suggest-
ing those of Magnolia granditlora fls very small,

greenish or whitish, short-pedicelled, m a terminal
branched panicle, petals concave, little exceeding the
calyx-lobes drupe 1K in or less long, orange-colored,
fleshy, plum-like N Zeal , m lowlands not far from
the sea. B M. 4379.

—

<7 si mihs, Hemsl
,
and C. dis-

simihs, Hemsl
,
from New Hebrides and New

Caledonia respectively, are not listed among
cult, plants jj

CORYNOPHALLUS: Hydrosme.

CORYN6STYLIS (Greek, describing the club-
shaped style) Vxolacese A monotypic genus of woody
climbers, with alternate lvs. and terminal racemes of
long-stalked violet-like fls C. HybAnthus, Mart &
Zucc. {Calyptnon A vblctii, Ging. Coryndstylis Aubl'etn,
Hort.), is native of Trop Amer. The lvs are 2-5 in long,
ovate, or orbicular, bright green, serrate: fls. white, in
axillary showy racemes which are contiguous along the
st

,
long-spurred, 2 or 3 times as large as a violet, the

spur half-twisted FS 21 2213 BM 5960.—A hand-
some, vigorous warmhouse climber, and cult, in the
open m S. Calif Prop by cuttings and seeds

CORYPHA (Greek for summit or lop,—where the
leaves grow) Palmdcew, tribe C&ryphese. Tall fan-
leaved palms with a spineless stout trunk

Leaves terminal, large, orbicular, flabellately divided
to the middle mto numerous linear-lanceolate segms.;
segms. mduplicate in the bud; rachis none; ligule
small; petiole long, stout, concave above, spmy on the





XXX. Chrysanthemum.—Two of the florist’s types.
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margins; sheaths split: spadix solitary, erect, panicu-
lately much branched

;
spathes many, tuoular, sheathing

the peduncle and branches: fls. green, the plant dying
after once flowering and muting -

frs. as large as a
cherry, with a fleshy pericaip —Species 6,

Trop Asia and Malay Archipelago G C.
II. 24:362. These fan-palms are cult the
same as Chamaerops and Livistona. They
are warmhouse plants, prop, by seeds.

Large fans, umbrellas ana tents are made
of the talipot palm by the natives of

Ceylon. Coryphas are but little grown
commercially, the growth of young plants
being slow Good loam well enriched with
stable manure, a night temperature of 65°

and abundant moisture, are the chief

requisites in their cult
,
with a moderately

shaded house during the summer.

el&ta, Roxbg {Cl Gebdnga, Blume). Fig 1076.
Trunk straight, 60-70 ft high. 2 ft. diam., spirally

ridged, lvs. lunate, 8-10 ft diam
;
segms 80-100,

separated nearly to the middle, ensiform, obtuse or
bifid, petioles 6-12 ft, with black margins and
curved spines spadix about one-fourth the length
of the trunk, but narrow. Bengal and Burma.

umbracuUfera, Linn. Talipot Palm. Trunk
ringed, 60- 80 ft lvs sub-lunate, 6 ft. long by 13
ft wide, palmately pinnatihd, folded lengthwise
above the middle, segms obtusely bifid; petiole 7 ft

,

the spines along its margins often in pairs spadix
sometimes 20 ft long, with spreading branches.
Malabar coast and Ceylon A F 12.313 Gng 5:

213 —Lvs used as a substitute for paper
C auitrdhi, U Br Livistona—C macroph^Ua, Hort =»

(’) — (' minor, Jaor| =-=Sulml —C Wogann, Hurt , in a dwarf
round-1vd plunt \G l

r
> MV7 'j^LOR f

CORYSANTHES ( hclmet-Jlower ,
Greek) Orchid-

aeear Not to be confounded with Coryanthes Fif-

teen or more terrestrial orchids of Austral
, New

Zeal and Malaysia, little cult Dwarf, delicate,

tuberous-rooted or fleshy-rooted herbs, bearing a
solitary broad If and a large solitary fl : upper
sepal large, helmet-shaped, lateral sepals free, linear

or filiform, petals (sometimes wanting) smaller than
lateral sepals and similar to them, lip large, tubular
at base, the margins inclosing the column, the upper
part extended into a broad leflexed limb; pollinia

4 C ph'la, Lindl
,
Malaya, is 3-4 in high upper

part of fl deep purple and yellow, and lower part
with four long awl-like segms and a bract at base
of ovary (' hmhnio, Hook f , Java, is mostly even
lower, with fl purple and white, the ovate-cordate
If with reticulating white veins. B M 5357.

CORYTHOLOMA (referring to the
helmet-shape), Gesiuridcea- By some
referred to Gesnera* a half-hundred
or more leafy-stemmed tuberous herbs
of Trop S Ainer

,
with mostly red

or speckled tubular fls in terminal
umbels or racemes, or solitary or few
m the axils lip of corolla erect, con-
cave, disk 5-glandular; stamens didy-
namous It is doubtful whether any
of the species are in the trade. C.
maerdpodum, Sprague, recently men-
tioned, is a glandular-hirsute herb,
6-9 m high, from a subglobosc tuber,
lvs 3-5 in. across, suborbicular: fls.

m solitary axillary cymes, 5-7-fld
,
cinnabar-red, the

corolla-tube about 1 in long and nearly cylindric, the
limb only slightly 2-lipped, the 3 lower lobes blotched
purple. S. Brazil. B.M. 8228 —A handsome little

plant These plants are probably to be handled after
the manner of gloxinias and similar things.

_
rc##l

1076. Corypha elata, having spent itself

in blooming.

COSMANTHUS: Phacelva.

CdSMEA: Cosmos.

COSMtDIUM: Thelesperma.

COSMOPHtLLUM : Podachxmum

COSMOS (from the Greek word with a
root idea of orderliness; hence an orna-
ment or beautiful thing). Syn., Cdsniea
Compdsitap. Annual or perennial herbs,

now popular as flower-garden subjects.

Often tall, usually glabrous: lvs. oppo-
site; pinnately cut in the garden kinds fls

typically shades of rose, crimson and

E
urple, with one yellow species, and white
orticultural varieties, long peduncled,

solitary or m a loose corymbose panicle:

achenes glabrous - chaff of the receptacle
in C. bipinnatus with a long and slender apex, in

other species with a blunt and short apex—Perhaps
20 species, all Trop American, mostly Mexican.
The genus is distinguished from Bidens chiefly by the
seeds, which are beaked in Cosmos but not distinctly

so m Bidens, and by the color of the rays, which in

Cosmos is typically some form of crimson, while m
Bidens the rays are yellow- or white.

The “black cosmos” (0 diversifolius) is, perhaps,
better known to the trade as a Bidens or Dahlia. It

has the dwarf habit and dark red early flowers of

some dahlias, but the achenes are very puzzling.

They resemble those of Bidens in being four-angled,

and not distinctly beaked They are unlike Bidens,
and like Cosmos, in being not distinctly com-

E
resscd on the back They resemble both genera m
aving two rigid persistent awns, but, unlike these

genera, the awns have no retrorse barbs or prickles.

The achenes are linear, as m Cosmos and all our
native tropical species of Bidens, but, although
narrowred at the apex, they are not distinctly

beaked, as in most species of the genus Cosmos. The
plant is, perhaps, nearest to Bidens.

Until 1895 there wore in the two leading species

only three strongly marked colors, white, pink and
crimson These and the less clearly defined inter-

mediate shades have come from C bipinnatus; and
the yellow- forms have come from C sulphureus,

which was introduced in 1896 At first cosmos
flow ers w ere only an inch or two across The best
varieties now average 3 inches, and sometimes
reach 4 or 5 without thinning or disbudding Pure
white flowers of cosmos are rarely if ever found
wild, but some of the cultivated varieties are clear

white The group is lacking in bright deep reds.

Then' are no full double forms of cosmos as yet,

anil, as regards strongly marked types of doubling,
the cosmos may be decades behind the China asters,

In the single forms, flat, incurved, or cupping, and
reflexed flowers are to be looked for. Stellate forms

are now offered; and also dwarfs,
and other variants

It is a mistake to grow cosmos m
,

~ . rvxdP' - too rich soil, as one gets too \ igorous
^ growth and too few flowers, which are

also late A sandy soil is to be pre-

ferred as being earlier, and not too
rich. It is well to pinch out the lead-

ing shoots of young plants m order
to make them bushy and symmetrical,
instead of tall and straggling In the
East, for best results it is still neces-

sary to sow seed indoors in April and transplant
outdoors as soon as danger of frost is past. Seed sown
in the open ground often fails to produce flowers in

some northern localities before frost. The early frost

kills the typical species, but some of the new strains

are said to resist a degree or two of frost
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A. Rays white
,
pink or crimson : disk yellow.

bipinn&tus, Cav. Fig. 1077. Glabrous annual, 7-10
ft. high. lvs. bipinnately cut, lobes linear, remote,
entire: involucral scales ovate-lanceolate, acuminate:
fls white, pink or crimson seeds smooth, with an abrupt
beak much shorter than the body Mex B.M. 1535.
Gn. 41:10. R.H. 1892.372.—The older and com-
moner species. C. hybndiis, Hort., is presumably a
trade name for mixed varieties of C. biptnnatus, but
see G.F. 1*474 for note.

aa. Rays yellow: disk yellow

.

sulphhreus, Cav. Fig. 1078. Pubescent, 4-7 ft. high,

much branched: lvs often 1 ft. or more long, 2- or
3-pmnatclv cut, lobes lanceolate, mucronate, with
rachis and midrib ciliate or hispid; pinna? alternate,

entire or 2-3-toothed peduncles 7-10 in long, naked:
outer involucral bracts 8, linear, acuminate, green, 2
lines long, inner ones 8, oblong, obtuse, scanous, 5
lines long, fls 2-3 in. across, pale, puie or golden yel-

low; rays 8, broadly obovate, strongly 3-toothed at the
apex, ribbed beneath, anthers of the disk exserted,

black, with oiange tips: seeds linear, 1 m long, includ-

ing the slender beak Mex G F 8 485 (adapted in

Fig. 1078).—Intro. 1896; parent of the yellow forms.

aaa Rays dark red. disk red.

diversifdlius, Otto (Bidens atrosangulnea, Ortg. B.
dahhoides, Wats. Odhlia Zimapd.nn

,
Roezl) Black

Cosmos Tender annual, 12-16 in high, with tubers
more slender, and requiring more care m winter than
those of common dahlias lvs pinnately carted

;
lfts.

5-7, entire or slightly seriate, the terminal lfts largest:

peduncles each bearing 1 head 0 m oi more above foli-

age, rays dark velvety red, sometimes tinged dark
purple Mex BM 5227 Gt 1861 347. FC 2*47.

J H. Ill 33*403 Var superba, Ilort
,

is sold —Prop,
almost exclusively by seeds. Wilhelm Miller, t

COSSIGNIA (Jos Fr Charpentier de Cossigny,
1730-1789/ French naturalist) Sajnnddcex. Shrubs
or little trees of about 3 species, sometimes mentioned
for cult, m warmhouses C. pinndta, Comm

,
of Mauri-

1077 Cosmos bipinnatua.

tius, has white fls. in terminal panicled corymbs, and
odd-pinnate lvs., with 3-5 oblong and entire lfts.

COST-ACCOUNTING. The keeping of profit-and-
loss records, and the drawing of conclusions from them
for the improvement of the business.

In recent years, the application of cost-accounting
and efficiency methods to farming operations has
opened practically a new approach to the discussion
of agricultural problems and is forcing a reorganization
m practices and m the sub-divisions ol the business.
Careful and extended studies have not yet been
made of the efficiency principles in most horticultural
occupations, but the suggestions drawn from orchard
records may show the nature and scope of the work.

Annual inventory.

There is no single account that is more important
than the annual mventoiy. This mventoiy should list

the land and each important building separately The
total value of these items should equal the value of the
farm It should list each cow, hoise and important
piece of machinery separately All the cash, notes,
mortgages and accounts due the farmer should be
recorded with Ins property. A separate list should be
made of all notes, moitgages or accounts due to others.
The difference between these and the value of property
owned gives the net worth of the farmer A comparison
of the net worth at the beginning and end of the year
shows the gam or loss for the year unless money or
property has been added to the business from some
other sources or taken from it.

Cost-accounts.

But an inventory does not show on which enter-
prises gains or losses have occurred Usually a busi-
ness is made up of both profitable' and unprofitable en-
terprises, or of entei prises that are unequally profitable
In order to know how to develop the business to the
best advantage, it is impoitant to know which enter-
prises pay best for the use of land and labor Cost
accounts also have very many uses aside' from deter-
mining the relative profitable'iiess ot different enter-
prises If all the time spent, labor costs, nnel other
costs, and the receipts are known, it is often possible

to see wa>s of changing the management of a crop so as
to increase profits

In older to keep a complete cost-account with any
crop, it is necessary to know' all the labor of men, teams
and machinery foi the crop, to know all receipts and
expenses caused by the cropping, and to keep track of

any outlays contributed to the ciop from the hum or
other entcrpiisos, also whatever this ciop contributes
to other enterprises

A work-repoit, of the time of man and hoise should
be kept in an oidinary account-book At the end ot the
year, the total time is charged to each crop-account in

the ledger The ledger should have wide pages, so
that there ma> be room for full descriptions The left-

hand page is used for charges, and the right-hand page
for credits

Each evening one should rccoid any cash spent dur-
ing the day under the proper crop or entei pi isc The
number of hours that have been spent on each enter-
prise for both man and horse labor are also recoided in

the form shown on the next page For convenience,
the horse time is reduced to terms of one horse A
three-horse team working 10 houis is put down as 30
hours If one desires, he may keep an account with
only one enterprise. It is bet ter to keep accounts with
all the enterprises on the farm, so that one may study
each part of nis business and the business as a whole
The best method of discussing the subject is to show

an account as kept by a farmer The following account
with a 3-acre apple orchard was kenfc by a New York
farmer in 1912.

—
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Work Report for Apple Orchard.—Three Acres

COST-ACCOUNTING 863

Man
i

Horse
1912

Hrs Min Hrs Min.

April 1

May 8
Manured 9 45 18

2 30 5
15 Pruned 3
25 Brush hauled and burned 1 30 3
27 Sprayed . . 16 30 13
28 4 30 5
31 ** 10 15 10

June 1 13 45 3 45
3 ** 16 30 9
4 ** 9 30 5
5 •• 14 7
7 Cleaned and put up sprayer 1 15

July 31 Removed borers 7 15
Aug 19 Thinned 11 30

20 4

Manured 8 30 17
Sept 7 Picked 4 15
Oct 11 Hauled barn Is 8 16

3012 Picked and pa< kod 34 30 2
14 7 2
15 11 10 5

Hauled to station 2 30 5
17 Picked and packed 1ft 15 4
18 12 30 30
19 41 14 44 28 30 2
21 44 4* *» 22 15
25 44 14 44 19 30 1

26 44 44 44
2.5 30 1

28 36
30 34 30

Hauled to station 5 30 11
31 Picked and parked 21 30 1

Nov 4 Sc Uing 2 1 30
6 Packed 7 30

Picked up drops 17 3
8 Hauled to station 10 15 8
12 (.ot r< ady for shipping 7 30
n Hauled to station 4 30 9
14 9 10
15 9 30 14

Doc. 10 Hauled manure 2 4

Total hrs and mins 492 45
|

190 15

Left-hand Ra<»e Right-hand Page

1912
:

Aug 11 4 empty barrels sold $1 58
Jan 1 Imontory—barrels on hand $12 00 12 1 bus king, $1 1 bus .Snow, 7.5 cts 1 75
Mar 25 1(K) lbs arsenate of lead 8 10 17 12 bus drop apples 3 00
April ft I' night on arsenate of lead 34 2 empty barrels 1 10

1 bbl lime-sulfur, $8, freight 28 cts 8 28 21 2 bus .spy, 1 bus Baldwin 2 25
June 10 i loads manure 1 50 22 25 bus drops 6 25
Sept ft 0 1

2 loads manure . 3 25 Oct 25 Mrs hrinklm, 7 bids Baldwin, 2 bids King,
Oct 11 1 re lght oil barrels . 0 00 2 bbls Greening, 1 bids 8py, 1 bid .Spitz 35 25

18 150 barrels 75 00 Archdcac on A ( <> , 0 bbls Snow, nc t 9 39
31 Barrel liners, 60 c ts , freight, 25 cts 85 No\ 4 1 bid King $2 25, 1 bid Baldwin, $1 85, 1 bbl

Nov 8 Postage 20 bpy, $2 7 > 6 85
Dec 2 Post-cards for ad\ertising l 52 11 2 bbk Bild win 3 95

\elv , “Apples for sale” 37 1 5 bus Baldwin culls 75
Telephone 1 25 20 12 bids Baldwin, $20.50, 4 bbls Greening,

31 Use of land 10 00 $8 25, 1 bid bpy, $2 25, 1 bbl Wagener,
493 lira man-labor (ca 18 1 cts ' 'to 22 . $1 75 38 75
190 hrs horsc-l.ibor («> 13 1 cts 20 07 21 3 bus culls 1 00
196 hrs ecpiipincmt-labor (« 5 1 cts

|

10 00 111 bids (1 bbl bpitzenberg, 1 bbl King,
Interest on costs I 3 00 0 bbls Wagoner, 1 bbl Fall Pippin, 9 bbls

Hubburdston, 69 bbls Baldwin, 21 bbls
Total $288 95 Greening) 188 70
Gain 51 47 22 2 bids Baldwin Bill not collected

23 5 bids (1 bid King, 2 bbls Balelwin, 1 bbl
$340 42 Greening, 1 bbl Spy) 12 75

26 .5 bids Baldwin 7 85
3 bus Hubbardston, 0 bus King 5 25
Kept for home use, 3 bus Snow', 20 bus. Bald-
win ... 11 50

25 bus drops to chickens 2 50

Total . . $340 42

^

This more keeping of cost-accounts is not the end.
The accounts must dg studied The following are a
few of the facts that the farmer used m the preceding
records and the suggestions derived from them'

Total crop
Baldwin
Greening
Hubbardsto

Bus
421

Spy
King

Carried forward

23
22
22

Total crop
Brought forward
Wagoner
Spitrenberg
Fall Pippin

Drops and culls

Bum
<>11

641
105

From the foregoing records be was able to determine the yields
per tree ot different \ aricties

Yields per acre good apples, 214 bushels.
Yield per aero culls and drops, 33 bushels.
Per cent of culls and drops, 14
Total receipts, good apples, less cost of barrelR, $233 07.
A\erago price per bushel, good apples, without barrels, 36

ccnt«
Hours of man-labor, per acre, 164.
Hours of horse-labor, per acre, t>5.

Profit, per acre, $17
Profit, per hour, of man-labor, 10 cts.

Cost per bushel, good apples, without barrels, 28 cents.
Profit, per bushel, 8 cents.
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It will be seen that the cost of barrels was very high
owing to buying late in the season. Ten cents a
barrel extra cost is more than equal to the profit on a
bushel of apples, or one-third the entire profit. Usually
the profit on an enterprise can be greatly changed by
small changes in cost.

The profit per acre is in addition to pay for use of
land. If all tne profit is expressed in terms of land, the
orchard paid $27 per acre rent, or gave a profit 0/ $14
per acre

If the profit is all expressed in terms of labor, the
orchard paid 28 cents per hour for time spent on it, or
gave a profit of 10 cents per hour.

Records similar to those given above may be kept
with each crop or enterprise on the farm. If this is

done, an account is kept with horses from which the
cost of an hour of horse-labor is determined. At the end
of the year, the labor on each crop for the year is charged
at this rate. Similarly, the cost of man-labor is found
and charged. The cost of machinery-labor is charged
in proportion to the hours that horses worked for the
enterprise This is how the costs per hour given above
were determined. But if a complete set of accounts
is not kept, the charge for labor of men and horses is

placed at the usual rate of pay for such work in the
region, including the cost of board. References.
‘Farm Management,” G. F. Warren, pp 428-93
(1913) Minnesota Bulletins, Nos. 97, 117, and 124.

“Farm Accounts,” J A. Vye. G. F. Warren.

COSTMARY: The rayless form of Chrysanthemum Balaamita,
known as var. tanacetoides

COSTUS (old classical name). Zxnq%bera.eese Spiral
Flag. Perennial thick-rooted tropical herbs, cultivated

under glass for their flowing-limbed showy flowers,

which are in terminal bracteate
spikes
Stems short or tall and leafy

(plant rarely acaulescent), roots

often tuberous: fls. golden yel-

low, red, saffron-colored or

white; corolla tubular, cleft,

not showy; 1 stammodium,
enlarged and bell-shaped, usu-
ally with a crispy limb, and
forming the showy part of the
fl (called the lip), cleft down
the back; ovary 3-loculed; fila-

ments petaloid.— About 100
species, widely distributed in

the tropics. More or less

fleshy plants, prized in warm-
houses, and grown m the open
in S Fla and other warm
regions Monogr. by Schu-
mann m Engler’s Pflanzenreich
hft 20 (1904)

This interesting genus of

tropical herbs thiives m any
rich moist soil, but luxuriates

in that of a gravelly or sandy
character, when under partial

shade. The plants are readily

propagated Tby cutting the
canes, or stalks, into short
pieces of an inch or two in

length, and planting m sifted

peat, or fine moss and sand,
covering but lightly. The roots

may also be divided, but this is

a slow means of propagation.
Specimen plants require rather
high temperature to bring out
the rich colors of the leaves,

which in some species are

prettily marked with a purplish

tint, and are usually arranged spirally on the ascend-
ing stem This gives rise to the name “spiral flag.”

(E. N. Reasoner.)

specidsus, Smith. Somewhat woody at base, 4-10 ft.,

stout, erect, lvs. oblong or oblanceolate, acuminate,
nearly 1 ft long, silky Beneath, bracts red: fl. large,

with a flowing white lunb and yellowish center, 3-4 in.

across, not lasting. E. Indies. I.H. 43:56. Gn.
47-166

fgneus, N E Br One to 2 ft lvs. oblong or elliptic-

lanceolate, 4-6 in. long, bracts not colored nor conspicu-
ous. fls clustered, orange-red. Brazil. I H. 31.511.
BM 6821 JH III 28:11.

Fow species of Costus are offered in this country, but others may
occurm special collcc tions —(' FrtMrxchsen 1

1

, Petersen 6ft oriuore
lvs sessile, lanceolate, acuminate, 1 pj ft or less long fls very large,
bright yellow in thick terminal spikes Gt 52 15-21 Cent
Ainer (

7 )

—

C micrdnthus, Gagnep 5-6 ft lvs spirally placed,
lanceolute fls very small with red tube and orange-red yellow -

tipped lobes, the lip tubular and purple, in cone-like spikes A m
long Martinique.—C musdicus, Hort L\s obliquely Tanci ol ite,

4-5 in long, dark green, marked and tessellated with sihery gray
W. Afr.

—

C zebnnus is very likely the same as last,
jj

CtfTINUS (ancient Greek name of a tree with
red wood). Anacarduicese. Smoke-Tree Ohittam-
Wood Woody plants, grown chiefly for the attractive

feathery tiuitmg panicles and for the handsome foliage

turning brilliant colors in autumn
Deciduous shrybs or trees with a strong-smelling

juice: lvs. slendcr-petioled, entire, without stipules fls

dioecious or polygamous, small, greenish or yellowish,
in large and loose terminal panicles, the pedicels of the
numerous sterile fls lengthen after the fls have dropped
and become clothed with spreading hairs, petals 5.

twice as long as the pointed
calyx-lobes, the 5 stamens
shorter than the petals, msei ted

between the lobes of the disk;
ovary superior with 3 short
styles fr. a small compressed
oblique-obovate dry drupelet
with the style on one side —

•

Two species, one in N Arnn
and one in S Eu to Cent
Asia Formerly usually in-

cluded under Rhus, which
differs chiefly m its usually
compound and more or less ser-

rate lvs, the globose fr with
terminal style, the absence of

plumose pedicels and in the
milky juice. Often planted,
particularly the European spe-
cies, for its loose feathery pani-
cles which give almost the
effect of a dense cloud of

smoke, from which the shrub
derives its name The panicles

of the American species are
much less showy, but the au-
tumnal coloring is more bril-

liant. Both species hardy as

far north as Mass
,
the Amer-

ican being somewhat more
tender. They prefer a sunny,
and in the N

,
a somewhat

sheltered position and well-

drained soil, and are adapted
for planting m dry and rocky
round. Prop, by seeds; also

y root-cuttings and layers.

Cogg^gria, Scop (C. Cdtmus,
Sarg C CoccyqeaJ&och Rhus
C6tinus, Linn ) Smoke-Tree
Fig. 1079. Spreading, rather
dense shrub, to 15 ft : lvs.

slender-petioled, oval or ob-
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ovate, abruptly narrowed at the base, rounded at the
apex, glabrous, 1 in long namcles to 8 m long,

densely plumose, usually purplisn: frs few, about
in long June, July. fr. Aug

,
Sept S Eu to Cent.

China and Himalayas Gn 34, p 162, 54, p 505, 71,

p 552. Gng. 5*118 MDG 1902 217 GC 111.

29 92 H W 3, p 32 Var atropurp&rea, Dipp
Panicles with dark purple hairs. Var. p6ndula, Dipp.

1080 Cotoneaster honzontalis

Branches pendulous Var pubescens, Engler Lvs
,
at

least beneath, and often also the young branches,

pubescent

americ&mis, Nutt (C cotmoides, Rrit Rhus coO-
noldes, Nutt ) Fpright shrub or small tree, to 35 ft

lvs gradually narrowed at the base, obovate to ellip-

tic-obovate, rounded at the apex, silky beneath when
young, at maturity glabrous or nearly so, 4-6 in long
panicles 5-6 in long, with short and rather inconspicu-
ous pale purple or brownish hairs June, July Ala to

W Texas and E Tenn SS 3.98,99 —The autumnal
tints orange and scarlet, as m the preceding species,

but more brilliant Alfred Redder

COTONEASTER (cotoruum ,
quince, and aster, simi-

lar the leaves of some species resemble those of the
quince) Rosdcese, subfamily Pdmea? Shi ubs, rarely

small trees, chiefly grown for their ornamental red or
black fruits and some species also for their foliage which
turns brilliant colors in autumn
Leaves alternate, deciduous or persistent, short-

petioled, entire, stipulate fls solitary or in cymes, ter-

minal, on short lateral branchlets, white or pinkish*

petals 5, stamens about 20 fr a black or red pomaceous
drupe, with 2-5 stones —About 40 species, in the tem-
perate regions of Eu and Asia, also m N Afr

,
but

none in Japan
Cotoneasters are ornamental shrubs, many of them

with decorative fruits remaining usually through the
whole winter, while only a few, like the hardy C.
hupehensis and C multijlora and the tender C fugxda,
and also C racam flora and C salicifoha, are conspicuous
with abundant white flowers Of the species with deco-
rative red fruits, C tomentosa, C racenu flora and C.
mtegernma are quite hardy, and C Simonsii

, C.
acuminata, C. rolundifolia, G microphylla and others
are hardy at least as far north as New York, while C
fngida and its allies are the most tender The foliage

of some of the species assumes brilliant colors in

autumn; dark crimson in C. Smionsii, C. honzontalis

,

C divancaia and C Dielsiana; scarlet and orange in
C foveolata

,
bright yellow m C. Zabeln. The half-ever-

green C. honzontalis and C adpressa, and the evergreen
C Dammen and G. microphylla

,
with its allied species,

are well adapted for rockeries on account of their low,
spreading or prostrate habit. Cotoneasters thrive in
any good, well-drained garden soil, but dislike very
moist and shady positions. Propagation is effected by
seeds, sown in fall or stratified; the evergreen species
grow readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood in

August under glass; mcieased also by layers, put down
m fall, or by grafting on C. vulgaris, hawthorn, moun-
tain ash or quince.

acuminata, 3, 5.

acutifolm, 12, 13.
adpreaoa, 1

apylanatn, It.
bullata, <1

buxifolia, 23
caloc.irpa, 10
conmuxta, 15.

conytula, 21
Dammeri, 22
Dielsiana, 10.

•Jivaruata, 4
olettans, 10
floceosa, 20
flonbunda, 0
Fontanesn, 18
foveolata, 14
tranche! n, 11
fngida, 21
glacialia, 24

INDEX.

glacio&a, 20
honzontalis, 1, 2.
humtfusa, 22
hupehensis, 17.
lntogernma, 7.
Ianat a, 23
laxillora, 15.

lucida, 12
microphylla, 6.
major, 10
melano(arpa, 15
microcarpa, 18
microphylla, 2 1, 24
moupmt unit, 0
multiflorn, lb
niyra, 15
nummuluna, 18.
orbicularis, IS,

punnoaa, 19

pe/ci nenais, 13.
perpusilla, 2.

proatrata, 23.
racemiflora, 18.
radicana, 22.

reflexa, 16
rotundifolia, 23.
rugona, 20
saficifoha, 20.
Simonsu, 3
amtnste, 12
soonganca, 18.

apeciom, 8
thymifolia, 24.
tornento^a, 8
villosula, 13.
vulyarvt, 7
Wheelen, 18, 23.
Zabeln, 9.

A. Petals upright, small, usually pinkish; cymes ueualli

few-Jld or nodding, if many-Jld (Orthopetalum.)

h Fr red.

C Under side of lvs glabrous or only pubescent.

d Habit prostrate

1 adpressa, Bois (C honzontalis var adpressa
Schneid ) Prostrate slnub, with creeping ana often
rooting sts irregularly blanched lvs oval, acutish,
wavy at the margin, nearly glabrous, J^-J^m long,
fls 1-2, pinkish fr subglobose, usually with 2 stones.

June fr Aug , Sept \\ China VF 11G —Hauly at
the Arnold Yrbon t um

2 horizon t^hs, Docile Fig 1080 Low shrub:
branches almost honzont.il and densely distichously
branched lvs round-ox al, acute at both ends, glabrous
above, sparingly sitosely hairy beneath, long:
fls erect, 12, pmh. fr ovoid, bright red, usually with
3 stones, srndlor than m the preceding species June;
fr Sept, Oct China RH 1885, p 136; 1889*348,
fig 1 GC HI 32 91 Gn 66, p 107 Var perpusilla.

Schneid Lvs less than 1 jin long fr J-^in across —
Like the preceding species, one of the most effective

fruiting shrubs for loekeries

dd Ilabil upright

E Lvs small, not exceeding 1 in
,
nearly glabrous beneath

3 Simonsii, Baker (C acumindla var Sbnofisii
Decne ) Shrub, with spieadmg branches, to 4 ft

lvs roundish oval, acute, glabrous above, ¥2-\ m
long, semi-persistent c\ mes 2-5-fld

,
fls white, slightly

pinkish, calyx appressed-puhescent fr bright red,

usually with 3-4 stones June, July Himalayas
Rcfug Bot 1 55 B M 8010 (excl fls

;
as C rotundi-

folia). One of the best red-fruitmg species, often
imdcr the name C Simomisn oi C Symonsi

4 divaricilta, Rchd Sc Wilson Upright shrub, to

6 ft lvs deciduous, oval or broadly oval, acute or

obtusish, broadly cuneate at the base, lustrous above,
lt>nK fls usually 3, pink, calyx appressed-

I

albescent fr ovoid, nearly sessile, bright red, J^in.

ong, usually with 2 stones June, fr Sept Cent and
W China —Very handsome when studded with its

bright red frs
,
hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

ee Lvs larger, 1^-3 m. long, deciduous

5 acuminata, Lindl Erect shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs.

oblong to ovate-oblong, acute or acuminate, appressed-
hairyonboth sides, dull above to light green beneath:
cymes 2-5-fld

,
nodding; fls white or slightly pinkish;

calyx pubescent fr deep scarlet, turbinate, with 2-3
stones June; fr. Sept, Oct. Himalayas. L B.C.
10 919 (as Mespilus). RH. 1889:348, fig. 5 (as C
nepalensis)

6 bull&ta, Bois Spreading shrub, to 6 ft * lvs. ovate,
acuminate, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base,

rugose and finally nearly glabrous above, reticulate,

pale grayish green and pubescent beneath fls pinkish,

few, calyx glabrous fr. red, subglobose, with 4-5
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stones. May, June; fr. Sept
,
Oct W. China. V F.

119. Var. fioribunda, Rehd. & Wilson (C moupi-
n&nsis flonbuiula

,
Stapf) Cymes many-fld

;
calyx

slightly pubescent. B.M. 8284. Var. macrophjrlla,

Rehd. & Wilson. Lvs. elliptic to lanceolate-oblong,

narrowed at the base, often nearly glabrous, 2-6 in.

long: cymes many-fld.—The varieties are much
handsomer than the type.

cc. Under side of lvs whitish or grayish tomentose:

young branchlets densely pubescent

D. Lvs. 2 in long, rounded at base.

7. integerrima.Medikus
(C. vulgdns, Lindl ).

Shrub, to 4 ft. : lvs ovate
or oval, acute or obtuse
and mucronulate, gla-

brous and dark green
above, whitish and at
length greenish tomentose
beneath, %-2 m. long:

cymes nodding, 2-4-fld
;

fls pale pinkish; calyx
glabrous outside fr. globu-
lar, bright red May,
June; fr Aug. Eu., W.
Asia. Siberia. H.W. 3, p.

73, figs. a-i.

8 tomentdsa, Lindl-
Shrub, to 6 ft • lvs broadly
oval, obtuse, dull green
above and pubescent
when young, whitish to-

mentose beneath, 1-2K
m long, fls 3-12, white,

calyx tomentose outside
fr. bright brick-red June,
fr. Sept

,
Oct. Eu

, W
Asia II W 3, p 73, figs

k~o G O H 105—Some-
times cult as C. speciosa,

Hort.

dd. Lvs about 1 m or

less long, slightly

pubescent above

E. Apex of lvs mostly ob-

tuse, base rounded

9 Z&behi, Schneul.
Shrub, to 6 ft. with slen-

der spreading branches:
lvs. oval to ovate, dull

green and loosely pubes-
cent above, grayish or yellowish tomentose below, on
young plants sometimes more glabrescent and acutish,

134 m. long, fls 5-9 in loose corymbs, pinkish;
calyx villous outside, with obtuse teeth: fr ovoid, red,

about %m long, with 2 stones. May; fr. in Sept
,
Oct.

Cent. China.

ee. Apex of lvs mostly acute, base often cuneate.

10. Dielsi&na, Pntz (C. applandta, Duthie) Shrub,
to 6 ft with slender spreading and arching branches:
lvs. deciduous, firm, ovate or elliptic, acutish, rounded
or broadly cuneate at base, yellowish gray tomentose
beneath, K~1 in long: fls. few, short-stalked; calyx
pubescent 1

fr 1-3, subglobose, Km across, red, with
3-4 stones. June; fr Sept

,
Oct. Cent. China. Var.

m&jor, Rehd & Wilson. Lvs larger and broader* fr.

larger Var elegans, Rehd & Wilson. Lvs. smaller,
sub-persistent, finally nearly glabrous and somewhat
shining above: fr. pendulous, coral-red. W. China

11. Frdnchetii, Bois Upright densely branched
shrub with spreading branches lvs thickish, elliptic

or ovate, acute or acuminate, usually cuneate at base,

yellowish white tomentose beneath. K~1K in. long:

fls 6-15, in short and dense corymbs, pinkish, small;

calyx pubescent outside, with acute teeth: fr orange-
red, ovoid, over Km. long, with usually 3 stones.

June; fr Sept
,
Oct. W. China. R H 1902, p. 379;

1907.256. V.F. 118.

bb. Fr. black or nearly black.

C. Lvs. acute or acuminate, pubescent

or nearly glabrous beneath.

D. Upper surface of lvs glabrous and
somewhat lustrous * calyx slightly

pubescent or glabrous

12 l&cida, Schlecht (C acutifolia,

Lindl C sinensis. Hort ) Upright,
rather dense shrub, to 12 ft * lvs.

elliptic or elliptic-ovate, acute, usually
cuneate at the base, slightly pubes-
cent beneath, 1-1K m. long, fls

3-6, in nodding corymbs fr. purplish

black, subglobose, with 3-4 stones.

May, June, fr. Sept Altai Mts
G W 5, p 247 (as C acutifolia) —
Foliage dark green, remaining green
until very late in autumn.

dd Upper surface of lvs pubescent, at

least when young, dull green *

calyx pubescent

13 acutifdlia, Turcz (C pekmtnsis,
Zabel C. acutifbha var pekmensis,
Koehne) Shrub, to 12 ft

,
with

spreading slender branches lvs ellip-

tic-ovatc to oblong-ovate, acute or
acuminate, usually rounded at base,
slightly appresscd-pilosc beneath,
becoming nearly glabrous, 1 } i~2 in

long fls 2-5, nodding fr ovoid, black, to Am long,
with usually 2 stones May, June, fr Sept

,
Oct N

China Var villdsula, Rehd & Y\ llson Lvs more
densely villous beneath, somewhat larger calyx densely
villous fr thinly pubescent Cent and W China.

14 foveoiata, Rehd & Wilson Shrub, to 10 ft with
spreading branches lvs elliptic to elliptic-ovate,

rarely ovate-oblong, acute or acuminate, soon glabrous
above, pubescent beneath, chiefly on the veins, finally

nearly glabrous, 2-3 in long fls 3-6, pinkish, calyx
pubescent: fr. black, subglobose, K*n across, with
3-4 stones June; fr Sept Cent China—The foli-

age turns bright scarlet and orange in autumn

cc Lvs. obtuse or acutish, tomentose beneath.

15. melanocdrpa, Lodd. (C n\gra, Wahlb ) Shrub
with spreading branches, to 6 ft. lvs oval or ovate,
usually rounded at base, dark green and sparingly
pubescent above, grayish white tomentose beneath,
1-3 in long, fls 3 8, calyx glabrous fr black, globose,
with 2-3 stones May, June fr Aug N and F Eu to
Siberia L B C 16 1531 Var laxifldra, Koehne (C

.

laxifldra, Jacq ). Corymbs 12- to many-fld
,
elongated,

pendulous Bit. 14*1305 Var commfxta, Schneid.
(C laxifldra, Hook ) Lvs acutish, 2 m long corymbs
8-15-fld. B.M. 3519.

aa. Petals spreading, white, roundish: fr. red.

{Chaenopetalum )

b. Fls. m many-fld. corymbs’ upright shrubs.

C. Lvs. broadly ovate or oval, obtuse or acute, A~1A in.

long
,
deciduous

d. The lvs. glabrous beneath at maturity.

16. multifldra, Bunge (C. refltxa, Carr ) Shrub, to

6 ft
,
with usually slender, arching branches* lvs

broad-ovate, usually acute, slightly tomentose at

first beneath, soon becoming glabrous: cymes very
numerous, 6-20-fld

;
calyx and peduncles glabrous, fr.

red, Km. across May Spain, W Asia tu Himalayas
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and China R H. 1892, p.327; 1893, p 29. G W. 6. p. 62

M D.G. 1914: 7.—Very decorative in bloom, and hardy,

but less free fruiting. Var. calocdrpa, Rehd. & Wilson.

Lvs. larger and narrower, slightly hairy below: fr. larger,

nearly j^in. across, freely produced. W. China.

dd. The lvs. tomentose beneath.

17 hupeh6nsis, Rehd. & Wilson. Fig. 1081. Shrub,

to 5 ft., with slender spreading branches, villous while

young . lvs ovate to elliptic, obtuse or acutish, mucronu-
late, rarely emargmate, above finally glabrous, thinly

grayish tomentose beneath, Yirl m long, corymbs very
numerous, with 6-12 or more white fls.; peduncle and
calyx villous; anthers yellow: fr. red, subglobose, about

J/3 in. across, with 2 stones May Cent and W. China.

M D G. 1914*6 (as C.acutifolia var ) —One of the hand-
somest species m bloom; hardy as far north as Mass

18 racemifldra, Koch (C. nummul&ria, Fisch & Mey.
C FontanUn, Spach). Shrub, to 4 ft

,
with erect or

spreading branches, rarely prostrate* lvs roundish or
broad-ovate, obtuse or acute, whitish or grayish
tomentose beneath, glabrous above, cymes very short-

peduncled, 3-12-fld
,
peduncle and calyx tomentose:

fr red May, June. From N Afr and W. Asia to

Himalayas and Turkestan. R H. 1867 31 —Very deco-
rative and hardy Var soong&rica, Schneid. Lvs oval,

usually obtusish, less pubescent Var. microcfixpa,

Rehd & Wilson Similar to the preceding, but fr.

ovoid, smaller Var orbicularis, Wenz. (C. Wheklen
,

Hort ) Low and divaricate: lvs. roundish or obovate,

Yt-%m long: cymes 3-6-fld.

cc Lvs elliptic to oblong
,
acute at both ends,

subcoriaceou8.

D Length of lvs Y>-1 Yi m : corymbs 1 in. across or less.

19 panndsa, Franeh Half-evergreen shrub, to 6 ft :

lvs elliptic- to ovate-oblong, mucronate at the apex,
glabrous above, densely grayish white-tomentose
beneath calyx tomentose* fr red, globose-ovoid,
long with 2 stones S W China RH 11K)7.256. G
25 408 Gn 67, p 118 J. 12 120—Very handsome,
but tender

dd Length of lvs 1 Yirh m ‘ corymbs 1-2 in. across

20 salicifdlia, Franeh Half-evergreen shrub, to 15
ft young branchlets floccose-tomentose. lvs elhptic-
oblong to ovate-lanceolate, acute or acuminate,
rugose and glabrous above, floccose-tomentose beneath,
1

3

-2-3 in long fls white in dense corymbs 1-2 in across,
fr subglobose, bright red, k£in. across, with 2-3 stones.
June, fr Oct

,
Nov W China. Var rugdsa, Rehd. &

W ilson {(' rugdsa, Pntz ) Lvs broader and shorter,

elliptic-oblong, dull green above, more woolly-tomen-
tose beneath fr larger, usually with 2 stones. Cent.
China Var floccdsa, Rehd & Wilson Lvs. oblong
to oblong-lanceolate, floccose-tomentose beneath while
voung, later becoming partly glabrous and glaucous,
oright green and lustrous above, fr larger, usually
with 3 stones W China—This bpecics is very hand-
some, particularly in autumn when studded with its

clusters of bright red berries. The var. floccosa which
has been advertised as var. glaciosa (misspelled for

Jloccosa) seems to be the hardiest and most desirable.

21. frfgida, Wall Large half-evergreen shrub, to 20
ft lvs oblong, acute at both ends, glabrous above,
tomentose beneath when young, 2—4 m. long: cymes
long-pcduncled, very many-fld

,
pubescent* fr. scarlet.

April, May. Himalayas. B.R 15*1229. L B.C. 16:
1512.—One of the most beautiful in fl. and fr., but
not hardy N.

nn. Fls. 1-3: low prostrate or trailing shrubs: lvs. persistent.

c. Lvs green beneath.

22. D&mmeri, Schneid. (C. humifiisa, Duthie).
Prostrate shrub with trailing often rooting branches:
lvs. elliptic, usually cuneate at the base, obtusish and

usually mucronulate, glabrous or nearly so, about 1

in. long fls. usually solitary, calyx sparingly pubescent
or nearly glabrous: fr bright red. May, June; fr.

Oct
,
Nov. Cent. China. Var. radlcans, Schneid

Lvs. often obovate, slender-petioled: fls. 1-2, on
peduncles about long.

cc. Lvs. glaucous or whitish tomentose beneath.

23.

rotundifdlia, Wall (C. microphylla t/va-Hrsi
,

Lindl. C. prostrdia, Baker) Low or prostrate shrub:
lvs nearly orbicular or broadly oval, dark green above
and somewhat pubescent, loosely pubescent beneath or
glabrescent and glaucous, Y-Yiva long: fls 1-3, about
Yi\n across* fr bright red, subglobose, more than J^in
across Himalayas May, June, fr Sept BR 14:

1187 Var lanlta, Schneid (C buxifolia, Baker, not
Wall C Wheblen, Hort ) Lvs elliptic to elliptic-oblong,

tomentose beneath* fr Jjin across Refug Bot 1:52
(fls. m bud). Gn 55 186 RH 1889, 348, fig 4

24 microphylla, Wall Low, prostrate shrub,
densely branched lvs cuneate-oblong or obovate, acute,
shining above, densely pubescent beneath, Yin - long fls.

usually solitary; calyx pubescent fr bright red May,
June Himalayas. BR 13 1111 LBC 14:1374.
R H. 1889:348, fig 3 G C II 12 333, 18 681 Gn.
4, p. 165 Var thymifdlia, Koehne (C thymifolia,

Baxer). Very dwarf lvs linear-oblong, smaller fls.

and fr. smaller RH 1889.348, fig 2 GC 11.

12:333; 18*681. Refug Bot 1 50 Var. glacials,

Hook. (C. congdsta, Baker) Lvs glabrous beneath,
oval: fls. bmaller, often pinkish. Refug Bot. 1:51

C affinxs, I indl Allied to C fngida Lvs broad-elliptic fr.

dark brown, globose Himalayas L 14 C 10 1522

—

C ambigua,
Rehd <fc Wilson Related to C acutifolia Shrub, to fo ft lvs
elliptic-ovate to rhombic-ovate, villous beneath fls 5-10, ealyx
slightly pubescent or nearly glabious fr ovoid, black W China —

•

C amcena, Wilson Related to (' Franchetii Dense shrub, to 5
ft • lvs ovate or elliptic, usually *

2in long corymbs b-10-fld ,

sepals acuminate fr globose, orange-red Yunnan GC III.

51 2—C nntfuitift'iha, Frant h —Pyracantha angustifolia

—

C
apiculata, Rehd & Wilson Related to C Simonsii Shrub, to 6
ft lvs orbicular to roundish o\ ite, apuulate, bright green and
lust rou«, nearly glabrous, ^-J^in long fr nearly sessile, globose,
bright red W Chirm—C arbortscens, Zabel=C Lindleyi

—

V bacxlIAns, Wall Related to C fngida Lvs Mnaller, usually
glabrous beneath at length fr dirk brown Himalayas

—

C.
BuxifMui, Wall Related to C rotundifolia l.vs elliptic, slightly
pubescent abeivc at first, grayish tomentose beneath fls 2-4, ^m.
across fr reel India Wight, Icon 3 992 Tender—C disticha,

Lange Related to C Simonsii Half-e*vergreen, upright shrub, to
4 ft lvs auborbieular to broadlj obovate, ap’culate, sparingly
pubescent above, nearly glabrous beneath, Vyn or less long fls.

1-2, calyx glabrous or nearly so fr scarlet Himalayas

—

C.
Harroxvina, Wilson Related to C salieifolia Shrub, to 0 ft

*

lvs elhptic-obkmg, sometimes oval, 1-2 in long, densely villous
beneath corymbs 1 H m across S W China

—

C Henrydna,
Rehd & Wilson (C rugosa var llenryana, bchncid ) Related to
C Bttlicifolia hhrub, to 12 ft lvs thinner, elliptic-oblong to
oblong-lanceolate, 2-3*21° long, and about 1 in broad, pubescent
and only slightly pubescent abov c ,

dt nsely grayish pubescent
beneath corymbs many-fld , about 2 in across, calyx pubea-
scent fr red, ovoid, }«in across, with 2-3 stones Cent. China.
C> C III 40 339 (not good) MDG 191115—0 tgtuha.
Wolf Related to C mclanoearpa Shrub, to 5 ft lvs ovate or oval,
greenish white beneath, pubescent, 1-2 in long fls 8-13, pinkish,
calyx pubescent at the base fr dark reddish l rovvn, nearly black.
E Turkestan Yearb For Inst, Petersburg, 15 240

—

C Llndleyt,
Steud (C arboreseens, Zabel) Similar to C racemiflora but fr.

black Himalayas

—

C maunintnsx'i, Frunch Reluted to C foveo-
lata Shrub, to 15 ft lvs elliptic to ov ate-oblong, thicker, rugose
above, pubescent beneath, at least on the veins, 2-5 in long,
corymbs many-fld

,
fls white or pinkish, calyx sparingly pubes-

cent fr black, with 4-5 stones W China —C miens, Rehd &
Wilson Reluted to C divancata Lvs broadly oval or roundish
ovate, glabrous and lustrous above, ^in long fr ov oid, purplish
black, stalked, pendulous W* China —C obscura, Rehd & W llson.

Related to C acuminata hhrub, to 10 ft lvs elliptic-ovate,
finally glabrous above, yellowish gray-tomentose beneath, 1-2
m long fr dull brownish red, ovoid, H in long, usually wath 3
stones. W China

—

C Pyracdntha, Spach—Pyracantha coccinea—
C. rdsea, Edgew Related to C mtegerrima Shrub, with slender
upright branches lvs elliptic to ovatc-ohlong, nearly glabrous,
grayish green beneath, 1-1 *2 in long fls 4-9, pinkish with slightly

Bpreading petals fr subglobose, dull red Himalayas—C Su~
vtstrxi, Pampamm Allied to C mtegerrima Lvs elliptic-ovate,
densely hairy and creain-t oleired beneath, 1-2 m. long calyx

g
ibescent outside fr orange-colorod Cent China

—

C unxfldra,

unge Allied to P vulgaris Lvs oval to oval-oblong, glabrous
when older, fls solitary, fr red Altai Mts.

Alfred Rehder.
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COTTON belongs to the genus Gossypium (name
used by Pliny), of the Malv&cex. The species are now
much confused, but it is generally agreed that the sea
island cotton is of the species 0. barbadense, Linn. The
upland cotton is probably derived chiefly or wholly
from G. hirsutum, Linn. The former is native in the
West Indies. The nativity of the latter is in dispute,
but it is probably Asian The cotton flower is mallow-
like, with a subtending involucre of three large heart-
shaped bracts The carpels or cells of the pod are
three to five These carpels break open, and the cotton
covering of the seeds makes a globular mass,—the
cotton boll (Fig. 1082) Cotton is not a horticultural

1082. A cotton boll.

crop, and is therefore not considered in this work.
The reader will find “The Cotton Plant" (published by
the Dept of Agric., Bull. 33), a useful monograph.
Consult Cyclo. Amer. Agric., Vol. II, p 247.

COTTONWOOD: species of Populus.

C6TULA (Greek, small cup, the bases of the clasp-

ing leaves forming a hollow or basin) Compdsitse.

Small diffuse or much-branched strong-smelling annual
or perennial yellow-flowered herbs

;
a few of the peren-

nials sometimes used as carpeters m rock-gardens
Leaves alternate, toothed, lobed or pinnatisect:

heads pedunculate, hemispherical or bell-shaped,

many-fld. and discoid; outer or marginal florets nearly
or quite apetalous, usually pistillate and fertile; disk-

florets 4-toothed, fertile or male; torus naked; pappus
not evident, achene glabrous, compressed.—About 50 or

60 species, largely in the southern hemisphere.

diolca, Hook, f (Leptinella durica, Hook, f ). Sts.

glabrous or slightly hairy, 1 ft or less long, creeping:

lvs solitary or tufted, not thick or stiff, stalked, 2 m.
or less long, linear-obovate to spatulate. obtuse, ser-

rate to pinnatifid or even pinnate: heacls on axillary

naked peduncles that arc longer or shorter than the
lvs., unisexual, the males )^in. or less diam

,
and the

females a little larger achene obovoid, curved New
Zeal —Very variable. A compact dwarf carpeter.

Muelleri, Kirk (C potentillidna, Hort ? Leptinella

j

potentillina
,
Muell ) Sts. long and rather stout, creep-

ing and rooting, the branches ascending and somewhat
villous towards the tips* lvs 2-5 in. long, stalk and all,

linear-obovate, deeply pinnatifid, glandular-dotted:

heads on peduncles that usually are shorter than the

lvs., bisexual, about J^in. diam.: achene club-shaped
and 4-angled. New Zeal.

C. landta, Hook. f. (Leptinella lanata, Hook f ) Stout and woolly:
lvs rather fleshy, pinnate or pinnatifid florets glandular New
Zeal —C lobdta, Linn.=Lidbeckta —C plumdan, Hook. f. (Lep-
tinella plumosa, Hook, f ) Stout, soft-woolly lvs. 3-4 tames pra-
natisect. florets not glandular New Zeal —C Smt+lida, Hook. f.

(Leptinella squalida, Hook f.) —Allied to C. dioica, with lvs.

deeply pinnatifid and segms. incised New Zeal. L H B

COTYLEDON (a name used by Pliny, meaning
a cavity

,
having reference to the concaved or cup-like

leaves of some kinds). Crassul&cex Succulent herbs or

shrubs, rarely annual, grown mostly for their oddity,
but some of them making good winter bloomers m pots
and some used for summer bedding because of the stiff

thick foliage, some are half-hardy North.
Habit very various, rosulate or erect, sometimes of a

scandent tendency: branches and lvs. thick and fleshy:

lvs. opposite or alternate, petiolate or sessile, calyx
5-parted, as long as or shorter than the corolla-tube;

corolla tubular, cylindrical or urn-shaped, sometimes
5-angled, the parts or petals 5, erect or spreading,

connate to the middle, longer than the usually 10
stamens; ovary of 5 free carpels, each with a narrow
scale at base; ns. erect or pendent, sometimes showy, in

terminal racemes or cymes Differs from Scdum in the
connate petals —Species about 100, in Calif to Texas,
and Mex., Afr

,
Asia and Eu See I II 10 76 for an

account of many of the species. Some of the species

make dense rosettes of stiff lvs on the ground and send
up a small bracted scape; they remind one of the house-
leek (Sernpertnvum tectorum and related species).

As above defined, Cotyledon comprises the broad
roup habitually known under that name. Recently,
owever, Britton and Rose have revised the group,

excluding Cotyledon from America, reinstating Eehe-
veria and Pachyphytum for some of the American
species and making new genera for others, as Dud leya,

Ohveranthus, Urbinia, Stylophyllum For the conve-
nience of the gardener, the cult species are here brought
together under Cotyledon, and they are also listed at
other places under their new generic names

Cotyledons are little known m this country except
among fanciers and for carpet-bedding Culturally, there

are two groups,—the greenhouse kinds and the bedding
kinds The greenhouse kinds are well represented by
C. gibbxflora It is attractive both in foliage and flower.

It may be expected to begin bloom in January or
February Its period of bloom is short, after which it

may be propagated. The top of the main shoot (or of

strong side shoots) may be cut off with 2 or 3 inches
of stem, and stood m pots so that the cut end will rest

on moss m the bottom and the leaves on the rim of the
pot, using no earth; fine roots will soon form and the
young plant may then be repotted into dryish soil.

The old stems of this and similar tall kinds may be
placed rather close together in shallow boxes, when it is

desired to propagate them, and kept in a warm dry
place, where tney will form small growths along the
stems; these, when large enough, may be put into boxes
of dry sand, and potted in thumb- or 3-inch pots when
they have made a sufficient, quantity of roots This
species should be kept in a warmhouse in winter, where
it is rather dry and not exposed to drip C fulgens is

a good greenhouse species, producing showy waxy
red flowers in winter; also C coccinm. For this purpose
the large plants should be lifted from the beds and care-

fully potted, as they make a much finer growth in the
open ground than when grown in pots —When it is

desired to increase the low-growing carpet-bedding
kinds on a larger scale, the plants should be lifted before
the ground gets too wet and cold They may either be
boxed m dry soil and kept in a cool dry house, or placed
thickly together in a frame, taking care that no drip is

allowed on the plants, and giving no water The most
convenient time for propagation by leaves is during the
months of November and December, when the fall

work of rooting soft-wooded plants is over. Leaves
rooted at this time will make plants large enough for

planting out the following season They will take from
three to four weeks to root, according to the kind The
leaves must be taken from the plant as follows Grasp
each leaf between the thumb and forefinger, give a

!

;entle twist first to one side then to the other until the
eaf comes off, taking care that the dormant bud in the
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axil of the leaf accompanies it, otherwise the leaf will

root but a plant will not form from it. Make a depres-

sion about 2 inches deep in the center and 4 inches wide
across the sand-bed, m this lay two rows of leaves with
their bases touching each at the bottom of the depres-

sion; give no water until the small roots make their

appearance, and only slightly afterwards When the

little plants are large enough they should be boxed,

using sandy loam, and kept in a temperature of not
less than 60° F. at night —For summer bedding pur-

poses the following have been employed very success-

fully, being lower growers: C. atropurpurea, C fulyens,

C coccinea, C fasciculans, C. gibbijlora var. mctallica
,

C. Pachyphytum, C. Peacockn, C . Purpusii
,
C roseola,

C secunda
,
C. secunda var. glauca, C. mexicana. (G.

W Oliver )

Other species of Cotyledon occur in collections of

succulent plants, but the following probably represent

those of commerce in this country.

RKHVoides, 12
Aizoon, 1

atropurpuroa, 14
Burbeyi, 2
bracteosum, 13
onlifornicii, 2f>

rhrywmtlm, 4
comma, 20
edulis, 10
ebon, 8
/art now, 22
fasrtcuhins, 6

INDEX.

fuljrcns, 18
Kibbiflora, 10
Klauoa, 16
hupanica, 9
lanoeolata, 24
iik tallica, 19
mexicana, 11
obitin (/a, 8
orbit ulata, 8
Pachypbytum, 13
Pudcorkn, 1')

pendulums, 5

pulverulenta, 22.

rurpuau, 23.
ramom, 8
reticulata, 3
rosea, 21
roHcatu, 21
rnlundt/oUa, 8
sanguinen, 14
Schecni, 17
secunda, 10
Hetnpervivum, 7.

Umbilicus, 5

A. Plants of the Old Warid, of various habit corolla-tube

elongated
,

usually much longer than the calyx.

{Cotyledon and Umbilicus )

B Lvs crowded in a rosilte {ro sidote) at the base of the

st plant low
,
more or less sltmless species of the

houscleek or hen-and-eh tokens type, used m rock-

gardens and for carpit-bidding.

c FIs yellow or milk-white

1 Aizdon, Sehoenl ( Umbilicus Aizoon, Fenzl).

Plant small, nnnutelj pubescent, the st very short:

Ivs donseh rosulate, lingulate, obtuse, cihatc, those

on the st oblong-obtuse fls golden yellow, on very
short pedicels, calyx spreading, corolla-parts lanceolate-

acuminate and keeled Asia Minor.

cc FIs red or greenish

2 BArbeyi, Sehwemf. Whole plant hoary-white,
tall and branching Ivs thick, fleshy, shovel-shaped:
fls olive-green and red, 1 in long, in a close panicle.

Blooms fieely in spring and summer Abyssinia Gt.

45, p 465 —An exquisite plant for carpet-bedding

bb Lvs variously scattered along the st
,
or sometimes in

rosettes or clusters at the ends of the branches mostly

branching plants, grown m greenhouses, wirulow-

gardens, and sometimes used in summer bedding-out

but not m carpet-bedding designs

c. Fls white or och oleucus.

3 reticulata, Thunb Sts much branched, fleshy:

Ivs few at the ends of the branches cylindrical, acute,

erect, fleshy, soft., smooth, ^m, or
less long* fls. J^m. or less long,

whitish, in an erect, dichotomous
panicle. Cape. GC III 21*282—
The wiry fl -stalks remain on the
plant and give it the appearance of
being inclosed in a network. Odd.

4 chrys&ntha, Hort. {Umbilicus
ehrysdnthus, Boiss.). Plant pubes-
cent, glandular above, the st short:,
|vs. rosulate, short, oblong-snatu-
Ltc, obtuse, those on the st elliptic
and somewhat acute, fls large,

oehroleucous (milk-white or yellow- 1083. Cotyledon secunda (Detail x M)

ish), red-striped on the back of the oblong-lanceolate
keeled lobes or parts of the corolla. Perennial. Asia
Minor.

cc. Fls. yellow or greenish.

5 Umbilicus, Linn. {Umbilicus pendullnus, DC ).

Pennywort. Navelwort Perennial, 6-12 in high
in flower, simple or slightly branched, leafy at base:
radical and lower Ivs fleshy, orbicular, crenate, more
or less peltate: fls yellowish green, pendulous, m a
raceme, calyx very small, corolla cylindrical. ]4m.
long but somewhat enlarging, with 5 short teetn —-On
rocks and walls, W. flu. Adaptable m rock-gardens.

ccc Fls. red or purple.

6 fascicul&ris. Soland Smooth, 1-2 ft. high, thick-
stemmed, branched. Ivs pale greenish white with a
yellowish margin, glaucous, few, sessile, cuneate-obo-
vatc, thick, flattened, slightly concave, cuspidate:
panicle branches long, scorpioid. Ah, large, 1 m. long,
pendent, calyx-lobes short, broadly ovate-acute;
corolla-tube much longer than the calyx, with a green-
ish tube and reddish revolute limb. S. Afr. B M. 5602.
J II III 29 443

7 Sempervlvum, Bieb {Umbilicus Sempervhvum,
DC ) Houseleek Cotyledon Plant green, glandu-
lar radical Ivs. spatulate, obtuse, attenuate-cuneate at
base, the margin denticulate, st -Ivs oblong, fls pur-
plish and papillose on the outside, on secund branches in
a corymbose panicle, corolla thrice longer than calyx,
parted to the middle, the parts lanceolate-acuminate
and somewhat recurved Perennial —Not to be con-
founded with Sempervirum tntorum.

8 orbiculita, Linn Erect, 2-4 ft high Ivs oppo-
site, flat, obovate-spatulate, obtuse, mucronate, glau-
cous and mealy, with red margins- fls. large, reddish,
pamcled. Fls. June-Sept S Afr B M 321 R H.

1857, p 347 —Grows well from
cuttings Variable, and has sev-
eral named forms as var data,
oblonga, iamosa,rotundifolia

9 hisp&nica, Linn ( Pi startma
hispdraca, DC ) Annual or bien-
nial, branched, 6 m high, erect:
lvs small, nearly cylindrical, ob-
long, few, sessile fls erect, in

cvmes, reddish, corolla trumpet-
shaped, lobes spreading Spam,
Morocco R H 1895, p. 472

Plants of the New World,
corolla- tube usually short,

pet haps always shot ter than
the calyx

b Lvs Urete. {Stylophyllum )

10 edfths, Brewer {Sbdum
edulc, Nutt. Stylophyllum edule,
Brit. & Rose) Sts ccspitose,
very short and thick lvs cylin-
drical, 3-4 m long, erect, whitish
or glaucous green, not mealy* fls

white, tinged with green, re-
sembling those of Sedum, ypn
diam

, short-pedicelled, along the
upper sides of the flexuous
branches of the cymose panicle,
scape 1 ft. high. San Diego,
Calif.— Young lvs. eaten by

Indians.

bb. Lvs linear or
nearly so.

11. mexicana, Hemsi.
Plant glabrous, 3-4 m.
high, erect, the branches
woody * lvs. few, alternate,
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crowded on sterile shoots, somewhat fleshy, linear

or linear-spatulate, obtuse, long: fls. few
short-pedicelled, cymose; sepals free, linev, obtuse;
petals plane and strongly coherent, forming a tube,M*n*J

or less long, the lobes ovate, acute, erect. S Mex —One
of the dozen known species of Altamiranoa (see p 257,
Vol. I), in that genus becoming A mexicana, Rose.

bbb. Lvs. broader
, flat, often very fleshy.

c. Calyx minute. ( Urbima )

12 agavoides, Baker (Echevbna agavoides, Lem.
Urbima agavoides, Brit & Rose) Small and compact:
lvs densely rosulate, stiff, acuminate and very sharp-
pointed, pale gray-green on both sides, papillose fls 4-6,

orange, on long pedicels, sepals several times shorter
than the corolla. Mex —Useful for carpet-beddings.

cc. Calyx evident or prominent.

D. Petals always appendaged at insertion of stamens.
(Pachyphyturn )

13 Pachyph^tum, Baker (Pachyphytum bractcb-

sum, Klotzsch) Silvek-Bkact Somewhat shrubby,
very succulent, pale glaucous blue throughout, lvs.

clothing upper part of st
,
more or less rosulate, large

and thick, spreading, obovate, obtuse or obtuse-pointed,
the scars from the fallen lvs orbicular, fls in spikes
4-6 in long on lateral peduncles, corolla red, immersed
m the large calyx which is about 1 in. long, stamens 5
large and 5 small Mex B M 4951 —A singular plant,

blooming in summer 1 ft.

dd Petals not appendage

d

e. Corolla strongly d-anglid (Echeveria.)

f Color of plant (or of lvs ) dark purple

14. atropurpflrea, Baker (Echeveria sanquinea, Morr ).

St short and stout lvs in rosette at top of st
,
dark

purple and glaucous, obovate-spatulate fls bright red,

in a long raceme terminating the erect st
,
corolla 5-

angled, white toward base Mex. See p. 1086.

ff. Color green
,
or ordinarily glaucous (except var.

of No. 1.9)

G. St wanting or nearly so (acaulescent species).

15 Pe&cockii, Baker (Echevbna Peclcockn, Crouch ).

Acaulescent lvs about 50 in a dense rosette 0 in across

and standing 4 in. high, obovate-spatulate, mucronate,
reddish toward tip, glaucous, st. 12-21 in

,
with small

If -like bracts: fls. bright, red, in a scnpioid spike,
calyx-lobes linear, unequal, corolla about long,

the parts lanceolate-acute. Mex (
? )—Interesting for

its glaucous coloring and waxy coating of the lvs.

Named for Mr Peacock, of Hammersmith, England, in

whose collection it flowered See p. 1086

16. secunda, Baker ( Ecluvlria secundo, Booth) Fig
1083 Stcmless 1 lvs in a rosette, crowded, cuneiform,
mucronate, glaucous, curving upward fls m a 1-sided,

recurved spike, reddish yellow; peduncle long, 6-12
in high. June-Aug. Mex 13 R 26 57 —Probably
the most common species in gardens Distinguished by
its pale green red-tipped rosettes, several forms Half-
hardy E. glaflca, Baker (E. secunda var glaitca, Otto),
has glaucous-green foliage See pp. 1086-7.

gg St evident, often tall (caulescent species).

17 Sch&erii, Baker (Echevbna Schebrn, Lindl.).

Caulescent, branching lvs large, glaucous, oval, acute,
narrowed into a long plane petiole-like part, fls dingy
red with yellow tips, broadest at base, in drooping
racemes; sepals linear, acute, green, spreading, shorter
than the corolla Mex B.R 31 27 P. 1087

18 ftilgens. Baker (Echevbria fulqens, Lem ). St.

4-8 in tall, out bearing long leafy fl -benches : lvs.

obovate-spatulate, pale glaucous green, clustered 1

fls.

Dnght reu with yellow base, in nodding racemes. Mex.

19 gibbifldra. Moc & Sess6 (Echevbna gibbiflbra,

DC ) Sts 1-2 ft high 1

lvs. flat, wedge-shaped, acutely
mucronate, crowded at the ends of the branches: fls

short-petioled; panicle branches 1-suled, spreading;
corolla gibbous at the base between the calyx-lobes,

the tube white, the tips touched with crimson Mex.
B R 1247. Var met&llica, Baker (Echeveria rnetdlhca,

Hort.). Lvs large, obovate-spatulate. 6 m. wide by
7 m long, a beautiful glaucous purple with metallic

reflections
1

fls yellowish with red tips. Mex.—An
excellent plant for summer bedding P. 1087.

20 coccfnea, Cav (Echevbna coccinca, DC ) Plant
soft-pubescent, 1-2 ft... lvs. lance-spat ulate: fls scarlet

and yellow or paler within, in axillary long leafy, 15-25-

fld., loose spikes. Mex. B M 2572. P. 1086.

ee. Coiolla not strongly angled .

F Fls. in a dense spike (Courantia )

21 rosekta, Baker (Echevbna rosea, Lindl Courdntia
rdsea, Lem ) Sts branching, 1 ft

1 lvs oval, erect,

acute, mostly in terminal rosettes on the sterile shoots:

fls yellow, in dense rose-bracted spikes, sepals linear-

acute, rose-colored; corolla bell-shaped, 5-parted. Mex.
B.R. 28 22.

ff. Fls. in cymes or panicles (Dudleya )

22 pulverulSnta, Baker (Echeveria p\dv< rulf nta, Nutt.
E fannbsa, Hort Dudlbya pulverulentn, Bril &
Rose) Lvs m a rosette, silvery green, veiy mealy,
spatulate, acute, the tins reflexed, the cauline lvs grad-
ually diminishing into broadly cordate, clasping biacts*

panicles dichotomously branched
,
pedicels slightly longer

than the pale scarlet or coral fls Plants 1 ft diam.
S Calif F S 19 1927-8—A fine plant for oarpot-

bedding

23 Purpusii, Nichols (Echeveria Purpusn, Solium
,

not Blit Dudlbya Purpusn, But. Rose) Cespitose,

with powdered snow-white foliage lvs densely ro-.ii-

late, broadly spatulate, acuminate fls in a blanching
upright cluster, coiolla conico-tubular, much exceeding
calyx, segms scarlet with golden jellow tips S Calif.

B.M. 7713 C, C III 20 60S Ct 15, p 009.

1084. Couroupita guianensis, the cannon-ball tree, showing the

trunk and the hanging flowers and fruits.
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24 lanceol&ta, Benth & Hook (Echevena lanceol&ta,

Nutt. Dudleya lanceoldta, Brit. & Rose) Green or
slightly glaucous, acauloscent. lvs. in a rosette, lan-

ceolate, acuminate, slightly mealy; st.-lvs or bracts
small, cordate, clasping, distant* panicle narrow, dichot-
omous: fls red and yellow, calyx-lobes broad-ovate,
)^in. long, corolla >21n or more long. S. Calif.

25 cahf6rnica, Baker (D. Cotyledon, Brit. &, Rose.
Sedum CotylMon, Jacq. Echevena califdmica, Baker).
Plant acaulescent, tinged red: lvs. in a rosette, con-
cave, hgulate, lanceolate, acute, glaucous, mealy,
slightly yellowish, 8 in long fls pale yellow, on weak
lateral flowering sts 1-2 ft long, with short, ovate,

clasping lvs or Bracts and bi- or trifid racemes Calif.

Many warden names occur in Cotyledon, some of whuh are
unidentifiable and some of which probably reprrs«nt hybrids
C dfvitrnt, Jlort Hybrid between piobably C glaura and C
gibbiflora 11 -sts 5-7 ft long B\1 8104 —C {•leaans, N K Br
Oliverantlms — (' extmia, I lort == — C ylubdsa, Hort , see

pane 1087 —(’ ybtlmhirupfMui, Baker Rosulate, 8 in lvs 30-40,
obovate-spatulate, 2 1

2 in or less long fls while tinned red, 20-40
in a dense thyrse-like < luster .Syria —C unbneata , Hort ,

d«s<nbed
on p 1087 -V msl(jnis, N E Br About 2 ft , wholly glabrous,
erect, light green lvs opposite, broad, to 5 in long fls light red
with lobes greenish yellow insult, l}^ in long, m terminal and
axillary c yrnes Cent \fr BM 8036

—

C mirdbilin, Hort .hybrid
—C mucronata. Bake r la h< \c ria, p 1080 —C nana, Marl Very
dwarf, 1 1

2 in or ksa high, densely branched and forming a tuft lvs

y< llowish green, not speculate S \fr —C P* ttnlAzz i , Mast Lvs
distributed, the radical om s spatulate-oblust and margins slightly

elt ntie ulate, the cauline obov ite -oblong fls pale rose, somewhat
setund in a glanelul ir-hairy p mule ( ilieia—C pulnndta, HeK>k f

—Echevena, p I08f> — (' suluuit s, DC Annual, erei ping, smooth
lvs sedurn-hke, oblongatid obtuse, convex fls ft w

,
pink, in summe r.

Pyrenees Distinguished lrom Sedum by the jmmopetalous corolla.—<’ vpinAut*, I inn Small and quunt, Apiera-like, with a ro-ette

of flat spoon-shaped spine -tipped lvs , 12 m or more tall fls yellow,
m early suinme r Siberia to China and Japan, but not hardy —
(’ guprrhn, Hort , is an annual with \cllow fls —

C

Thunn St somewhat wootlv, 0-S in high, simple or branchcel
lvs 4-5 in long, opposite, ne irly t< re te

,
acute or e uspielate, hir-

sute or suhglabrous fls many, eorjmbtd, the pe dune le to 18 in ,

yellow ,
corolla-tube a little shorter then calyx fc> Afr

L H BI-
couch GRASS: Ayrnpyron rep^ns

COURANTIA (pt'rsonal name) Crassularex. Caules-
cent lvs alternate, closely set, broad fls in a dense
braetcate spike, calyx-lobes nearly equal, linear, brightly

colored, coiolla not angled, yellow, stamens 10, fila-

ments united into a tube for half their length Only
one species First brought into cult about 1X42 For
cult

,
sec Cotyhdon C. rdsea, Lem (Cotyledon rostdta,

Baker) See No 21, p 870 j. \ Rose

COUROUPITA (from a vernacular name m Guiana)
L< eyifndhce.r Tices of Trop Amor (about 9 .species)

sometimes planted as oddities oi for shade, paitieularly

for the curiosity of the gieat ball-like frs borne on
the trunk Lvs alternate, oblong, let inflate, entile or

crcuate-serrate fls showy and odd, borne in racemes,
often from the trunk and laigei blanches, cal>\-tube
top-shaped, the limb 0-lobed or -divided; petals 0,

somewhat unequal, spreading and moie or less incurved,

borne on a disk, stamens many, in 2 sets,—one series

forming a ring or cup m the center of the fl and about
the single 5-7-eelled ovary, the other longer and rising

from one side like a fringed palm or ladle over the
pistil fr a large nearly or quite globular ball, coria-

ceous or woody, mdohiscent, with many seeds imbedded
in the pulp C. guianSnsis, Aubl Cannon-ball Trek.
Figs 108 1, 1085 Tall soft-wooded tree m Guiana,
where it is native, lvs oblong-obovate, elliptic or broad-
lanceolate, acute, entire or very obscurely toothed* fls.

with concave petals about 2 in long, yellow- and red-
tinged on the exterior and crimson-lilac within, very
showy, m racemes 2-3 ft long fr nearly or quito
globular, 6-8 in diam

,
reddish, hard on the exterior,

pulpy inside, with very disagreeable odor wrhen ripe.

BM 3158-9 —-Sometimes planted in the tropics, in

botanic gardens and elsewhere Shell of the fr used for

utensils, and the pulp said to be eaten by negroes and
to be used for the making of beverages. L. H. B.

COUSSAP6A (Caribbean name). Morhcex. Fifteen
to 20 milky-juiced trees or shrubs of Trop. S. Amer., 1 or
2 sometimes grown under glass, but apparently not in
the American trade They are sometimes scandent and
epiphytic, like other Ficus-like things, sending down
branches and completely enveloping the supporting
tree and stranghng it Lvs alternate, stalked, thick,
penninerved or 3-nervi'd, entire, fls dioecious, in
globose heads, the peduncles solitary or in pairs and
axillary, the male clusters few-fld and often paniculate,
the females on shorter peduncles fr oblong, becoming
succulent and wuth the including thickened perianth
forming a mulberry-like multiple iruiting body. C
dealbata, Andr6 (Ficus dealMta, Hort ), is described as
a very beautiful greenhouse subject, with coriaceous
elliptic lvs 1 ft long and half as broad, white-silky
beneath and deep green above. Ill 17 : 4.

L. H. B.

COVER-CROPS. Green temporal y crops, grown for

the purpose of improving the soil, either as protection
or to be turned down as
green manure; word used
chiefly m speaking of

fruit-growing operations
The use of cover-crops

has become an essential

part of orchard manage-
ment The name is de-
rived from the fact that
the seed is sown in the fall

or late summer, and suf-

ficient grow-th results so
that the ground is ooveied
and protected during the
winter. The crops are
grown for their effect,

upon the orchard, not for

the direct value of the
crop The term was first used m this connection by
Bailey, Bulletin No 61. of the New York Station at
Cornell, p 333, December, 1893

(’over-crops make use of the. available plant-food at
a time when the trees aie beginning to use it less and
less In 4 his waj, food that otherwise might be lost is

stored up until it, becomes available to the trees the
following spring through the rotting of the cover-crops.
The presence of the tover-ciop, with its mat of roots,

also prevents soil-washing and erosion with its aceom-
paming loss of plant-food The legumes, through the
action of the baeten i found in their root-nodules, are
able to add to the total amount of nitrogen present in

the soil This is the only wa\ in which cover-crops
increase the total supply of the plant-food elements,
but the decay of the cover-crops increases the humus
m the soil and, by the activities thus set up, the locked-
up plant-food is released in a soluble form and thus the
total available plant-food is increased The ability of

a soil to absorb and retain water is greatly inci eased in

proportion to the humus that the soil contains For this

reason, soils rich in humus are less likely to be injured
by erosion from the rapid run-off of the rainfall and less

liable to suffer from drought In soils plentifully sup-
plied with moisture and plant-food, the trees are likely

to continue growth so long that the wood does not
mature and haiden before winter, thus lendering them
liable to injury during a severe winter Such trees

usually bear fruit that is poor m quality and in color.

To produce mature, w’dl-colored apples, it is essential

that, excessive giowtli after midsummer be prevented
The best means of doing this is to grow a crop m the
orchard that will compete with the trees for the food
and water Soil pioteetod by a eover-erop docs not
freeze so quickly or so deeply as when uncovered, and
therefore the tree roots undei a cover-crop are less

likely to be injured by freezing and by heaving Many
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of our best fruit soils contain a large proportion of clay.

When the humus-content of such soils becomes low,

they are stiff and difficult to work and they dry out
and bake quickly. Plowing under cover-crops restores

the needed humus. This is important from the farm-
management point of view The period of time dur-
ing which a clay field may successfully be plowed may
frequently be doubled by thus increasing the humus
supply As the physical condition of the soil is bettered,

the rootlets of the tree can more easily penetrate it in

their search for food, and this larger feeding area means
a greater supply of food. Orchards that are to be culti-

vated should be plowed as early as the land can be
worked, in order to prevent excessive loss of moisture
through evaporation and the demands of any growing
cover-crop This is especially true when rye, clover, or

vetch are grown Fall plowing is seldom advisable, as
much of the benefit of the cover-crop is then lost The
time of seeding depends upon the needs of the fruit

and the supply of moisture available In seasons of

plentiful rainfall the cover-crop should be put in early,

but in a period of drought the trees need all the moisture
there is in the soil and the seeding should be late. In
the North Atlantic States, the cover-crops are planted
from the latter part of July to the middle of August.

Kinds of cover-crops.

In general, cover-crops may be divided into the legu-

minous or nitrogen-gathering, and the non-legummous
crops.

1. Leguminous cover-crops—Red and mammoth
clover, Canada field peas, and winter vetch are used
in the northern states

,
soybean, cowpea, crimson clover,

and vetch in the central and southern states.

2. Non-legummous cover-crops —Rye, oats, wheat,
and barley; rape and turnips; Buckwheat and nearly
all weeds.

Average quantity of seed per acre.

Barley . .

.

2 to 2Y bushels.

Buckwheat 1 bushel.

Clover, red 10 to 15 pounds.
Clover, mammoth 10 to 15 pounds
Clover, crimson 15 to 20 pounds
Cowpea

.

1/2 to 2 Dushels.

Millet .... VA bushels.

Oats 2 3
Peas 2 to 3 bushels.

Rape ...2 to 5 pounds.
bushels.Rye VAto 2

Soybean 1 to 1 Yi bushels
Turnip
Vetch Y* to

4
1

pounds.
bushel.

Wheat ... 2 to 2 Yi bushels.

3.

Combinations of cover-crops—An ideal cover-crop
should possess certain characters It should make a
vigorous vegetative growth by fall so as to furnish an
abundance of humus and to hasten the maturity of

the trees. The seed should be of such a nature that it

will catch well when planted at a time of year when
the soil is very dry Preferably, the cover-crop should
winter over. All these characters are seldom found m
a single crop and, hence, combinations are desirable.

Thus buckwheat, which makes a quick growth, does
not live through the winter as does the slower-growing
rye, so the two combine well. The following combina-
tions are frequently used

:

1 .

2 .

Clover (red or mammoth) 10
Winter vetch. . 15
Oats
Cowhom turnips.

pounds,
pounds.

Yi bushel

Yi pound.

{

Buckwheat .

Oats
Rye

Yt bfcishel.

1 bushel
1 bushel.

3.
f Oats
\ Clover 15 pounds.

4.
f Buckwheat .

\ Oats . .1 bushel

5.
f Oats .

.

1 Yi bushel.

t Rye . . 1 bushel.

In the peach orchard, where large annual growth is

not desirable, or m apple orchards making excessive
growth, the leguminous crops should be used sparingly,

at ali
- C. S Wilson.

COWANIA (after James Cowan, an English mer-
chant, who intro many Peruvian and Mexican plants
into England) Rosacea? Some 4 or 5 small shrubs
from the S W U S. and from Mex

,
with small

crowded lvs and handsome white or purple fls
;
rarely

cult in botanical collections Closely related to Fal-
lugia, but differing in the absence of bracts at the base
of the calyx Cult and prop like Fallugia, but appar-
ently more tender like that plant well adapted for

planting m rockeries. C. mexic&na, Don (C Stans-
bundna

,
Torr ), has small crowded cuneate 3-7-lobed

lvs. and white fls about 1 in across C. plic&ta, Don
(G\ purpurea, Zucc.), has incisely serrate lvs and
purple fls. Alfked Rehdek.

COWBERRY - Usually means Vacctmum V\t\‘i-Idxa. In parts
of Scotland, Comarum palusire.

COW-HERB: Saponana, Vaccarxa.

COWPEA. Fig. 1086. The American name for the
cultivated forms of Vigna catjang

,
Walp (1839), and

1086 Cowpea (X10* jf- y
Peus natural size

Vigna sinensis, Endl (1848), two of

the Legununosie allied to Doliehos and
Phaseolus, grown for forage, and the
seeds used somewhat for human food.

From Phaseolus (the common bean)
Vigna differs m not having a spiral

keel, and from Doliehos m its lateral

introrse stigma which lies opposite to a
recurved protruding terminal style

beak. In other than American litera-

ture, the cowpea is known as China
bean and black-eyed bean. Botamcally
it. is a bean rather than a pea. The
cowpea is a rambling tender annual,
native to India and Persia. Its cul-

tivation also extended to China at a
very early date. In this country it is

extensively grown in the southern
states, as a hay crop for stock and as

a dry shell bean for human consump-
tion. It is also invaluable as a green-
manure crop (soqCover-crons) Including
both the true cowpeas ( Vigna sinensis)
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and the catjangs (V. catjang), Piper lists 270 varieties.

As a class the catjangs may be distinguished from the
true cowpeas by the smaller size of the seeds and
pods and by the latter remaining upright throughout
their growth period, never becoming strictly pendulous
even after ripening. At the present time the true eow-

E
eas are much more widely grown than the catjangs
ut the latter may yet come into more prominence on

account of the resistance to the weevil of their small
hard Beeds The cowpea is to the South what clover is

to the North and alfalfa is to the West, It is sown
broadcast after the manner of field peas. From three to
five pecks of seed are used to the acre. See Cowpeas,
Fanners’ Bulletin No 89, U S Dept, of Agric . by Jared
G Smith; Bulletin No 102, pt. Vi, and Bulletin No.
229 of the Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S Dept, of
Agric

;
Cyclo Amer Agric

,
Vol. II, p. 260. For a

botanical discussion of the cowpea and its taxonomic
relatives, see Vigna. Geo. F. Freeman.

COWSLIP. The true English cowslip is Primula
officinalis The plant wrongly called cowslip m Amenca
is the marsh marigold, Callha palustns. The “American
cowslip” is a popular name for Dodecatheon Meadia.
The name “Virginian cowslip” is sometimes used for

Mertensia virgimca

CRAB’S-EYE VINE: Abrus.

CRAB-APPLE in its widest sense means a small
apple The crab-apples of botanists are particularly

fruits of Pyrus baccala For more restricted uses of the
word crab, see Pyrus.

CRAB-GRASS* One of several names for Eleuaxru- xndxca, also

for certain Panicums, as l’ mnguxnale (or Dxgxtarxa sanguxnalx$)

CRAMBE (old Greek substantive). Crudferx.
Herbs or sub-shrubs, one grown in the vegetable-gar-

den, and one or two in the hardy herbary
Annuals, biennials or perennials, with thickened sts

,

and more or less fleshy lvs
,
glaucous lvs mostly large,

more or less cut, lyrate or pinnatifid fls small, white,

fragrant, in panicled racemes fr 2-jointed, mdehis-
cont, the lower joint st -like and seedless, the upper one
globular and 1-seeded —About 20 species in Eu., Asia,

and 1 in Patagonia Of easy cult.

cordifdlia, Stev Excellent foliage plant, withstand-
ing the winters m the northern states* Ivb. very
large and heavy, cordate and ovate, toothed, glabrous
or nearly so fls small but very numerous, in great

branchy panicles 5-7 ft high and nearly as broad, over-
topping the mass of root-lvs Caucasus Gn 50, p.

319 Gng 4 291 —For the first 2 years from seed tne
plant makes only lvs

;
but the third year it may be

expected to bloom, after which the plant usually
becomes weak and cues

marftima, Linn Sea-Kale. Perennial, smooth,
stout, to 2 ft * lvs large, heavy and cut, more or less

fringed or curled, glaucous green fls many, white,

broad, honey-scented, m a tall panicle, in May Coasts
of Eu.—Grown as a garden vegetable See Sea-kale.

c jiincca, Bicb Biennial small species with white fls. in an
attractively slcnder-branehod panicle Iberia —C Kotschydna,
Boiss Perennial lvs somewhat hairy, the radical ones cordate-
ovatewith rounded dent ate lobes, the st -lvs few, ovate-oblong,lobed.
W Asia —C tatdrxra, Jaoq Perennial, said to be grown in Hungary
as "Tartarian bread ” Glaucous, more or less rough-hairy radical
lvs decompound, with linear segms Hungary, E L H B
CRANBERRY. A name applied to trailing species of

the genus Vaccinium (Ericdce.r)
;
much grown m North

America for the fruit Plate XXIX
Of the true cranberries, there are two species in

North Amenca, the small (Vaccinium Oxycoccus), and
the large (F. macrocarpon). The large cranberry, F.
macrocarpon (Fig. 1087), is now cultivated on thou-
sands of acres in the United States and this cranberry
culture is one of the most special and interesting of all

pomological pursuits. This cranberry grows wild onh
m North America, where it is native to acid swamps
in the cooler parts of the United States and in Canada
Here it trails its slender stems and small oval ever-
green leaves over the sphag-
num and boggy turf, and the
firm red berries which ripen JjISf

during September and October
often persist on the vines till

the following spring or even
longer. The curve of the
slender pedicel in connection
with the bud just before the Ir^Va* aa
blossom opens, with its re- ^ ASfWi Hm
semblance to the head and
neck of a crane, is said to have Ef
suggested the name craneberry
which is now shortened to

The low-bush cranberry, or f Y
wolfberry (F Vitis Id* a), is

much used in Nova Scotia and
other parts, and is gathered am ^
and shipped m large quanti- ^
ties to Boston, but it, is not ^
cultivated This berry is also &common in Europe, where it

^
is much prized The quanti- ^ /a
ties of this fruit imported into 7j
the United States from various

”

sources is considerable jSl

The ideal bog for cranberry-
culture should have the follow- \Jlii

ing qualifications (1) Capa-
bmty of being drained of all tAa_ „
surface water, so that free J°

8
„
7 ” “\C.T

water does not stand higher be,™. v u,
than I foot below the surface

in the growing season (2) Soil that retains moibture
through the summer, for cranberries suffer greatly in

drought (3) Sufficient water-supply to enable it to be
flooded. (4) A fairly level or even surface, bo that the
flooding will be of approximately uniform depth over
the entire area (5) Not over liability to frosts.

The water of the streams and pools in the acid
swamps or bogs, which are the natural habitat of the
cranberry, is usually, but not invariably, of a brownish
or amber color, and some of the most common asso-

ciate plants are the swamp huckleberry or blueberry
(Vaccinium corymbosurn), the cassandra or leather-leaf

(Chamxdaphne calyculata), the red maple (Acer rubrum)
and the swamp cedar (Chamxcyparis thyoides)

There are three centers for the production of cran-
berries in the United States. Massachusetts, where
cranberry-culture began and from which come the
most berries; New Jersey second; and Wisconsin third.

While the culture is m most respects similar in these
three centers, each has its own characteristic methods
of preparation and caie of the bogs There is also

an important and growing cranberry industry m
Nova Scotia.

The cranberry bog. Figs. 1088-1090.

To insure success in cranberry-culture, a prime
requisite is to locate the bog on soil on which wild

cranberries or some of their common associate plants

flourish This is usually a black peaty formation from
a few inches to 7 or 8 feet m depth, overlying sand
which m turn is frequently underlaid by a “hardpan”
that is nearly impervious to water ana the presence

of which had much to do with the formation of the

peat. Another requisite is to make sure of an ample
supply of water, preferably of the brownish color, for

winter flooding and for protection from frost in spring

and fall Flooding at special times is also the safest

and surest weapon against many kinds of insects
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Without an ample supply of water, cranberry-culture
is so hazardous as hardly to be worth undertaking.
The building of the dams is the first step necessary

for the improvement of a bog A foundation for these
should be made by digging a trench entirely through
the peat, even if it should be 8 feet or more thick, to
the clean sand, and this trench should be filled with
sand free from all foreign material, above this founda-
tion, embankments are built of clean sand and faced
up with sods of live turf to prevent their being washed
by the waves of the lake formed. The darns should be
sufficiently high to flood the higher parts of the bog
a foot deep, which will frequently make the water m
the deeper parts 3 to 6 feet or more in depth Gates
or flumes must be constiucted at the lowest point in

these dams to provide for drawing the water off the
bog and provision made for surface drainage. The
latter is generally accomplished by opening the natural
stream, if there should be one, or by digging an open
ditch through the natural drainage center of the piece

ample supply of water permits refloodmg when a later

severe frost threatens. Ileflooding about the first of

June, provided the water has not been withdrawn
earlier than May 5 to 10, will also furnish protection

from a number of damaging insects and will not injure

the crop, provided care is taken that the water does
not stand on any part of the bog more than forty-

eight hours. If a bog should become seriously infested

with insects later in the season, it is occasionally profit-

able to sacrifice what remains of the year’s crop and
clear the bog of insects by flooding This sometimes
results m a greatly increased yield the following year
Damage from a light frost in the fall, before the ber-

ries are picked, may be prevented by raising the water
in the ditches and aoout the roots of the vines Protec-
tion from a heavy frost requires covering the plants

with water, but this will cause immature berries to

rot and should be done with great caution or the
damage from water may be greater than it would have
been fiom frost Duung summer the irrigation of

the crop is accom-
pli,1sheil by holding the
water low or high in the
ditches, as the varying
season may demand.

Prepai alion and tdlage

Before cranberries

are planted, the land
must be cleared of all

its natural growth, the
stumps and roots re-

moved and the ground
leveled to a greater or
less extent The more
nearly level a bog is

made, so that proper
drainage is piovided
for, the more economi-
cal it is in the use of

water and t he easier it is

to provide the optimum
amount of irrigation

during the summer
The first cost of such
perfect leveling, how-
ever, may be prohibi-
tive or it may require
the removal of all the
good peaty soil over

of land being improved. Side ditches should be dug
leading into the stream, or mam ditch, in sufficient num-
ber to dram off all surface water; they may be made
from 1 to 3 feet deep, according to the character of the
land to be drained A reservoir built above the bog is

very desirable in facilitating control of the water. In
frosty Wisconsin it is considered almost necessary to
have three times the area of the bog in reservoir to
insure the ciops If a bog is situated on a stream sub-
ject to high water, provision must be made for keeping
the flood water from the bog, as the crop would be
destroyed if it were flooded during blooming time or
seriously injured by flooding at any time during the
active growing season. Winter flooding of cranberry
bogs is to prevent heaving and winter-killing The water
is put on about the first of December or after the vines
have become thoroughly reddened by cold weather.

Cranberry bogs, being always lower than the sur-
rounding land, are peculiarly liable to damage by frost,

serious loss frequently occurring when an ordinary
farmer would not dream of danger,and a good supply
of water is the only preventive that has oeen found
efficient. The time of starting growth m th«,eprmg may
be controlled by the time the water is drained on, and
the earlier sprmg frosts may so be avoided while an

a considerable area,

leaving nothing but pure sand in which the cranberries
will not grow well In many places, the removal of the
natural growth may best be accomplished by cutting
off the tops of the bushes and trees so that they will

not extend above the surface of the water and flood-
ing for two years, thus killing all vegetation. While this
flooding entails loss of time, it is much easier and cheaper
to clear away the dead roots and stumps than live

ones, and when no sand is applied to the surface, as is

the rule in New Jersey, it greatly lessens the expense
of keeping the bog free from woods for there are no
live roots in the ground to send up suckers In some
places, as in most of Wisconsin, this method of drown-
ing out is impracticable, because the surface soil, m
winch are the roots of all the living plants, will separate
from the more perfectly decomposed peat below and
rise to the surface of the water in floating islands mak-
ing death to vegetation by drowning impossible. In
such situations the ground must be turfed and all roots
and stumps grubbed out In either case the roots and
stumps are best disposed of by piling in heaps and
burning In Massachusetts, it is the custom to cover
the cleared and leveled bog with 3 to 5 inches of sand,
which makes it still easier to keep the bogs free from
weeds and acts as a moisture-retaining mulch for the
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underlying peat. Where sanding is practised, it is the

custom to apply a fresh coat of sand an inch or less in

depth every two or three years; this keeps the vines

short and close.

Cuttings for planting are secured by mowing
vigorous vines from an old bog with a scythe These
cuttings, preferably not more than 8 or 10 inches long,

are thrust diagonally into the surface of the bog from
J2 to 14 inches apart. Not more
than 3 or 4 inches of the top
should be exposed, and if the
bog is sanded, care should be
taken that the cutting extends
well into the muck below. As
the vines grow they send out
runners in all directions, netting
the ground completely over.

These sometimes grow as much
as b feet m length and root in

the soil at frequent intervals

Fioin the runners grow upright
stems which, m time, cover the
bog with a solid mat of vegeta-
tion The uprights are prefei-

ab]y not more than 6 inches high
but under some soil conditions grow to a foot or more
when the fruit is likely to be scanty From the time
of planting, three to five years must pass before the
ground is matted over and a crop may be expected
The character of the growth of cranberry vines pre-

cludes any cultivation in the ordinary sense of the
word The rare of the bogs consists m keeping them
free from other plants, which is accomplished almost
entirely by hand-pulling, the regulation of the irriga-

tion water, and preventive and curative measures for

the many diseases and insect enemies to which they
are subject

Fertilizing of cranberries has met with considerable
sureess m inn eased crops, various brands of commercial
fertih/ei having been employed The subject is not
well understood, however, and is attracting the atten-
tion of many thoughtful growers and their scientific

helpers in the state experiment stations
The pretty little pinkish white flowers of the cran-

berry open during June, when the bogs are not flooded,
hut the holding of the winter water till May throws the
lul lost bloom into the early part of July.

Diseases and insects.

Spraying with bordeaux mixture is very generally
piuctised to prevent “scald," a fungous disease which

has been especially

injurious to the grow -

ers of New Jersey
and which was so
named because it was
long thought to be
caused by the scald-

ing effect of the hot
sun shining on berries

wet with dew As it

is seldom possible to
run heavy spraying
machinery over the
bogs, spraying in-

volves the use of very
long lines of hose or
the laying of pipe
lines, or both, the
spraying of each

property being a separate engineering problem.
Insects of many kinds attack the roots, the leaves,

the blossoms and the fruit of the cranberry. Knowl-
edge of the life history of each of these is necessary for
successful warfare against it, and detailed information
18 best secured from the various bulletins of the

56

United States Department of Agriculture and the
agricultural experiment stations of New Jersey, Wis-
consin and Massachusetts More vaneties of insects
may be successfully combated with water than with
any other one thing, as already explained. Arsenical
poisons are expensive to apply, of indifferent success
in destroying insects on the bogs, and they are sus-
pected of being an actual poison to the vines.

Varieties

There are now many vaneties
of cranberries m cultivation, all

of them having been selected
from wild vines or vines that
appeared naturally in cultivated
bogs These vaneties vary m
shape, color, size, productive-
ness, time of ripening and adap-
tation to differe.it soils Some
of the forms are shown in Figs
1091 -1093 The most generally
cultivated are the Early Blacks
and the Howes, both of which
originated in the Cape Cod dis-

trict and which together make
about 50 per cent of the berries marketed from all

three of the cranberry states

The Early Blacks are ready to harvest about the
first of September both in Massachusetts and New
Jersey, anu the last of the Ilowes are seldom picked
before the middle of October As the pickers advance
ovei a cranberry bog, they pick clean as they go and
do not go back for successive relays of ripening berries
as with most other small fruits

Picking and grading

In Massachusetts most of the picking is done by a
scoop, by which the berries are raked from the vines
When the vines are short, the uprights not tangled,
and the picker is experienced, berries can be harvested
in this way very rapnil} and with very little damage
to either fruit or vines The bogs are kept m good con-
dition for “scooping" by pruning every three or tour
>ears with a rake the teeth of which are knives placed
about 6 inches apart. The scoop (Fig 1091) is also

used to a considerable extent in New' Jersey and Wis-
consin but in these states a great many berries are
still picked by hand
Some of the berries, (‘specially m Massachusetts, are

cleaned and packed on the bog as they are picked, and
sent directly to market, but this immediate packing
tends to poor keeping Most
eianbernes, after picking,

are put in boxes which are

packed in well- ventilated
stoiehouscs Here they art*

kept from a few days to

several months
and the cleaning

and packing for

market is done im-
mediately before

they are shipped.
The machine

wrhich has been
the standard for

cleaning ci an-
bemes for many
years is provided with a fan to blow away all grass,

pieces oi vine, dried-up berries or anything of like

natuie that may have gotten in the berries while

being picked. The berries are then allowed to roll

down a series of steps; those that are sound are

elastic and will bounce like little rubber balls There
are bands of cloth stretched above the steps in such

a way that when a beiry bounces m the right direc-

1089. A cranberry bog flooded in winter.

1090 The flume or outlet at the
bottom of a cranberry bog.
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tion it is received on the cloth and slides down into

the box placed for the good berries without more
bouncing * The rotten berries having lost their elas-

ticity are not able to bounce over the cloth partition

that separates the good from the bad. With berries

that are nearly spherical and not too juicy this machine
works very well, provided there are no frozen berries

to be taken out

^ ^ Berries damaged by
frost are even more
elastic than sound

# ones and will all go into the
*1 box for good fruit

,
Neither

[
will the bounce machines work
well with long or oval berries;

when these strike on their"
lAlp pointed ends they fail to

^ r ^ bounce and there is always a
considerable percentage of

1092. The obovoid or sound fruit found in the refuse

bell-shaped form of com- box As there may be any-
berry (XM) where from ten to thirty or

more steps, it is easily under-
stood that berries going over these machines are not
m the best possible condition for long keeping alter

they are put on the market. Some varieties of beines
which are verv juicy and tender can not be put-

through these machines at all as the steps get so sticky

with the juice that the berries will not bounce.
In 1903, a machine was patented by Joseph J.

White, which avoids the defects of the bounce ma-
chines This has since been put on the market and its

use is spreading among the more careful packers of

Massachusetts and New Jersey, but the more compli-
cated machinery and greater cost have prevented its

adoption by other growers This machine is provided
with a hopper into which the cranberries are emptied
through a screen which removes the coarser grass and
vines, from the hopper the berries are fed, single file,

to screw conveyors on which they are held by trough-
like guards These guards do not quite touch the

screw, leaving a crack through which the remaining
bits of grass, vines and dried berries are dropped into

a box placed below to receive them
The screw conveyor passes the berries over a series

of selecting plates made of some resilient material,

the best found so far being the selected spruce wood
prepared for piano sounding-boards These plates are
tapped by small hammers placed beneath, the strength
of the blow being regulated by a thumb-screw The
sound berries respond to this gentle tapping by jump-
ing off the screw conveyor and falling on an endless

belt a few inches below, which delivers all the sound
fruit at one end of the machine The rotten beiries

do not respond to the tapping of the selecting plates

and are carried to the ends of the screw conveyors
where they drop in the same box under the machine
that receives the fine grass and the like Frozen ber-

ries are removed by this machine nearly as well as

1093. The globular or cherry-
ahaped cranberry. ( X H)

rotten ones and the
shape of the berries is of

no importance, while the
berries only drop twice,

a few inches each time,

and are in much better

condition for long keep-
ing than those that go
over the bounce ma-
chines. After the berries

have been cleaned by
machine it is customary
to place them on tables

where women remove
any defective berries

that may have been
missed by the machines.

Marketing; yield.

Most cranberries are marketed in barrels holding
about 100 quarts; a few are marketed in crates three

of which fill a barrel. Some dealers prefer to buy
cranberries “in the chaff,” that is, just as they come
from the bogs without having been run through any
machine. Berries sold in this way are always packed
in crates and are cleaned by the dealer, a few crates

at a time, as his trade calls for them
;
they keep better

than those that have been cleaned before being shipped
Evaporated cranberries have been on the market for

a number of years and are excellent, there being less

difference between the sauce made from them and from
fresh fruit than is the case with most kinds of fruit

From the cranberry centers, the fruit is shipped m
carload lots to the large cities of the United States,

and from these distributed to the surrounding towns.
There is also a small but steadily growing export trade

A bog in good bearing should yield fifty barrels to

the acre, but as many as 200 bands have been seemed
In 1895 cooperative selling of cranberries was inau-

gurated by some of the New' Jersey growers, who
organized the Growers’ Cranberry Co

,
with Joseph J

White as president and Theodore Build as vice-presi-

dent This company was joined by a number of large

New England growers and, though handling only 25
per cent of the crop, prospered greatly Later, A U.
Chaney organized another cooperative selling company.
These two companies consolidated in 1910, forming the

American Cranberry Exchange, with George W. Briggs,

of Massachusetts, as president. The Exchange controls

about 50 per cent of the crop of the country and has
been remarkably successful in securing good prices for

its members while keeping the letail price as low as

duung the years of fiercest competition.

History.

Cranberry-culture began about a century ago m
Massachusetts on the Cape Cod Peninsula William
Kenrick, writing in 1832 in the “Orchardist.” says that

“Capt Henry Hall, of Barnstable, has cultivated the

cranberry twenty years,” “Mr F A Hayden, of Lin-
coln, Massachusetts, is stated to have gathered from
his farm in 1830, 400 bushels of cranberries, which
brought him in Boston market $600.” In the second
and subsequent editions, Kenrick makes the figure

$400 It is not said whether Hayden’s bernes were
wild or cultivated At the present day, with all the

increase m production,
prices are higher than
those received by Hay-
den In the third (1841)
and subsequent editions,

it is said that “an acre
of cranberries m full

bearing will produce over
200 bushels, and the
fruit generally sells, in

1094. Cranberry scoop, sometimes
used in picking the berries.

the markets of Boston, for $1.50 per bushel, and much
highei than m former years.” It was as late as 1850,
however, that cranberry-culture gained much promi-
nence It w as in 1856 that the first treatise appeared
B Eastwood’s “Complete Manual for the Cultivation
of the Cranberry.” About 1845, cranberry-culture
began to establish itself in New Jersey
The culture of cranberries began in Nova Scotia

about thirty years ago The first attempt consisted

m improving some of the patches of wild berries found
growing around the central district of the Annapolis
Valley. Gradually the idea was entertained of plant-

ing new areas, and as this proved successful the new
industry was soon fairly established Farmers in the

vicinity of Auburn soon took up the industry, and in

the fall of 1892 the first carload of cranberries was
shipped to Montreal Since then, Nova Scotia cran-

berries have met with a ready sale throughout Canada.
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Production of Cranberries in the United States
in 1899 and 1909 (13th Census)

State 1899 1909

New England

—

Quarts Quarts
Maine 100.192 49,728

31,136New Hampshire 30,304
Vermont 1,120
Massachusetts 22,714,496 19,164,992
Rhode Island 34,688. 209,888
Connecticut 145,408 221,472

Middle Atlantic

—

New York 327,370 348,064
New Jersey 12,072,288 7,687,072
Pennsylvania 5,728

East North Central

—

Ohio 4,256
Indiana . 7,552 139,520
Illinois 13,418

125,53b
1,696

Michigan 124,288

1

3,553,130Wisconsin 2,549,344
West North Central

—

Minnesota 22,112 1 35,840
Iowa 1,952
Missouri b,944
North Dakota 1,120

"
32

South Dakota 288 704
Nebraska 640
Kansas 1,152

South Atlantic

—

Virginia 18,112
North Carolina 1,024

East South Central

—

Alabama 96
West South Central

—

4rkans is 288
Mountain

—

Montana 32
New Mexioo 96

Pacific

—

Washington 9,728 4.416
Oregon 40,8b4 22,784
California 10,b56

United States 38,243,060 11,600,512

Literature.

The standard books on the cultivation of cranberries

are Webb’s “Cape Cod Cranberries,” and “Cranberry-
Culture,” by Joseph J White, these are old books and
in many respects out-of-date The best literature on
the subject is to be found m thcvanous publications
of the United States Department of Agriculture, the
bulletins of the agrieultural experiment stations of

New Jersey, Wisconsin and Massachusetts, the pro-
ceedings of the American Cranberry Growers’ Associa-
tion which have been published bienmallv since 1880,
the reports of the Cape Cod Cranberry Growers’
Association, and the reports of the Wisconsin State
Cranberry Growers’ Association.

Elizabeth C. White.

CRANBERRY TREE: Ihgh-bush cranberry, Viburnum Opulue.

CRANESB1LL. Loosely applied to the whole genus
Geranium. In America it usually means (7. maculatum

CRANIOLARIA (from a fancied resemblance of the
pod to a skull or cranium). Martynicteear Coarse but
interesting flower-garden annual
Wide-spreading low viscid-hairy rank forking herb

lvs large, opposite, long-petioled, broadly cordate,
reniform or palmately lobed* fls. white, racemed, calyx
3-5-lobed, more or lqss inflated, corolla very long-tubed,
the tube slender and cylindrical, campanulate at the
throat, more or less 2-lipped, the 5 lobes rounded
and somewhat undulate, the anterior largest, perfect
stamens 4, didynamous, affixed at or near the throat,
ovary 1-celled: fr. a 2-valved caps, with a long incurved
beak, many-seeded —Two species, Venezuela to Para-
guay. Usually confused with Martynia, from which
J t is distinguished readily by having 4 rather than 2
fertile stamens and by the very long and slender corolla-

tube which widens at the throat; the closely related
Proboscidea has a much broader tube widening nearly
from the base.

Annua, Linn. (Martynia Cranioldna, Glox.). Two
feet high: lvs. palmately lobed, the margins dentate*
calyx 2-bractea, cut down one side, about one-third
the length of the slender straightish corolla-tube;
lobes of corolla rounded and not much undulate; style

2-lobed, equaling or slightly exceeding the 2 pairs of

stamens N. S Amer—The thick fleshy root is pre-
served m sugar as a £omfit, plant known as “Creole
.seorzonora” in S Amer There appears to be con-
fusion m the seed sold as Martynia Craniolana; some of

it may be M. louimina or other species. H. B.

CRASSULA (Latm thickish, referring to the thick
leaves and stems) Crassulacex Fleshy and leafy green-
house shrubs or herbs, grown for the grotesque appear-
ance of some of the kinds and also for the bloom.

Variable in habit and foli-

age, mostly erect; rarely

annual- lvs opposite, usu-
ally sessile and often con-
nate, fleshy, very entire and
the margins sometimes
cartilaginous, glabrous or
pubescent or scaly, fls. usu-
ally small, white, rose or
rarely yellow, commonly m
cymes but sometimes capi-

tate, usually 5-merous; calyx
5-parted, the lobes erect or
spreading, petals 5, free or
joined at the base, erect

or spreading; stamens 5,

shorter than the petals;

carpels 5, many-ovuled—
Species 150 or more, mostly
in S Afr

,
but a few m

Abyssinia and Asia. Many
species have been mtro. to

cult
,
but only a few are

actually grown outside of

fanciers’ collections. The
rucheas sometimes pass as

crassulas See Rochea.

The genus Crassula gives

the name to the order Cras-
bvi lacca', which contains
many cultivated succulent,

plants, and also others of

w idely different habit The
order is closely related to the
Saxifragaceae, but differs in

having the carpels of the
ovary entirely free and equal in number to the petals,

but the forms pass easily into the Saxifragaceae through
Francoa and Tetilla, and back again through Triactma
The genera, as usually treated, are ill defined, and
celtam species of Sedum cross over the lines of Crassula,
Cotyledon and Sempervivum, while between Crassula
and Tilkea no very clear distinction can be made.

Crassulas are greenhouse plants requiring a dry
atmosphere during the resting-period. While making
growth, they may be treated like other greenhouse
>lants m the way of watering, placing them m the
lghtest and airiest part of the house. The pots must
be drained so that any surplus moisture will easily

ass through. The soil should consist of sand, loam,
roken brick, and a very small quantity of leaf-soil or

thoroughly rotted cow-manure Propagation is usually

from cuttings Some of the species, such as C falcaia,

do not give much material for this purpose, and they
should, therefore, be headed over and the tops put m
dry sand in the spring, allowing water only when they
show signs of shriveling The cut-over plants should
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be encouraged to make side shoots, which may be
rooted after they are large enough (G. W. Oliver.)

a. Floral parts in Ifs.

quadrifida, Baker. Fig. 1095. Perennial, lvs oblong-
spatulate, the upper ones rounder, decussate: fls. with
their parts m 4’s, pamcled, white, tinged red. Cape.

aa. Floral parts m 6’s, which is considered to be normal
m the genus.

b. Lvs petroled

.

cord&ta, Soland. Plant slender and shrubby, 1-3 ft.,

erect or diffused and sometimes rooting at the joints:

lvs dotted, stalked, cordate-reniform, obtuse, entire,

glabrous cymes panicle-like; fls. reddish, sometimes
pure white; petals free, lanceolate, spreading. Cape
W inter.—Closely allied to C. spathulata.

spathul&ta, Thunb. Somewhat shrubby, more slender
ana trailing than C. cordata, decumbent, branching*
lvs stalked, roundish, crenate, glabrous, shining above:
corymbs panicle-like; fls rosy or flesh-colored: petals

acute Cape LBC 4:359 as C cordata).—Likely to

be cult, as C. cordata

bb. Lvs not petroled (or only tapenng to base).

c. Foliage glaucous.

falc&ta, Wendl (Rochea falcdta, DC ) Height 3-8
ft : lvs. grown together at the base, thick, glaucous,
oblong, falcate, fls small, numerous (50 or more), m
a crimson, rarely white, dense, terminal corymb;
corolla-tube Yyn. long, as long as the limb or shorter.

Cape. B M. 2035.

cc. Foliage not glaucous.

lfictea, Soland. Plant shrubby, branching, tortuous
below, 1-2 ft * lvs narrow-obovate, acutish or acumi-
nate, narrowed and grown together at the base, gla-

brous, spotted along the margin, cymes panicle-like,

many-fld
,

fls. white, small Cape Winter. B M
1771 L.B C. 8 '735—A free-flow'ermg window plant
of easy cult. There is a form with variegated lvs.

Differs from C. arboiescens m the narrower acute lvs

that are more tapering at base, and m the color of

the fls

arborescens, Willd. Fleshy erect shrub, reaching
8-10 ft. lvs. roundish-obovate and obtuse, tapering to
base, fleshy, flat and glaucous, dotted above, the edges
smooth . ns rather large, rose-colored, in triehotomous
pamcled cymes Cape B M 384 (as C Cotyledon).

C atroaangulnea, Barbey Erect, 12-20 in
, rigid st reddish,

branched at top lvs aloe-like, straight or recurved, glabrous, nar-
rowed from base to apex, olten S in long, rosulate and on the st
fls dark red, in a dense terminal many-nd cluster Transvaal —
C cocdnea Linn —Ilochea coccinea—C congfita, N. E Br Only

in high lvs thick and fleshy, ovate-lanceolate fls numerous,
densely crowded in a sessile terminal head, the petals scarcely y>in
long, white »S Afr—C conjuncta, N E Br. Lvs concave fls

pure white in a compact narrow cluster S Afr— (' dedptens, N. E
Br Dwarf tufted perennial lvs densely covered with blunt
papill® or nipple-like projections, fleshy, oblong fls very small,
white, in terminal 3-branched cymes 8 Afr (?)—C jasmlnea,
Ker-Gawl=^Rochca jasmmea — C sedifdlta, N E Br Only 1-2 m.
high when m bloom lvs in small tufts at the base and 3 or 4 pairs
on the fl -sts , bright green, ciliate, with red-brown spots along the
margin fls white, 3-9 together in terminal cymes S Afr.

—

C vartdbihs, N E Br Plant 3-6 in high, branched at base lvs
m 4 rows, densely imbricated, ovate, small (b>m or less long),
ciliate on margin fls white, or red outside, 5-7 in small cymes
disposed in a narrow terminal panicle. S. Afr. L H B f

CRATjE-M£SPILUS : Cralxgus grandiflora.

CRATiEGO-MlSSPILUS. This name has been
bestowed on a graft hybrid between Crataegus mon-
ogyna and Mespuus germanica, discovered m 1894 in

the garden of M. Dardar at Bronvaux near Metz,
Germany. Like Laburnum Adamn, which is probably
the best known of the graft hybrids^ it produces at the
same time branches intermediate in their < characters
between the parents and branches resembling more or
less closely the parent plants Two distinct forms pro-

duced on different branches of the parent tree have
been prop, and distributed under the names C Ddrdari
and C. Asnierksn. The first form (C. Ddrdari

,
Simon-

Louis), has the lvs. and the frs. very similar to those of
the medlar, but the branches are spiny, the fls appear
in corymbs, are distinctly pedicelled and have 15-20
stamens and the frs. have only 1-3 stones, measure
l/2r%va across, and are crowned by persistent upright
connivent calyx-lobes M D G. 1912 101. The second
form, C Asniertsn, Schneid. (C Jules d’Asmbres,
Simon-Loins) resembles more Crataegus monoguna, but
is pubescent; the lvs on the flowering brancnlets are
usually oval to obovate and often entire, while those of

the shoots are ovate or rhombic-ovate and usuallv with
1 to 3 rounded or rarely acute lobes on either side; the
fls are borne in pubescent, 6-12-fld corymbs, have 20
stamens and 1-2 styles; the fr is subglobose and less

than y%\n. across G C III. 50 183, 185 Gn. 75, p
310. MDG 1912 100.—While C Dardan is botani-
cally more interesting, C Asmeresii is more ornamental
and forms a handsome small tree with gracefully arch-
ing branches studded with numerous fl -clusters. It is

prop, by budding or grafting like the horticultural

varieties of Crataegus Alfred Redder

CRAT.32GUS (ancient Greek name, derived from
kratos, strength, on account of the hardiness of the
wood) Ros&ceae, subfam. Pbmcae Crategus Haw-
thorn Woody plants grown for their handsome foliage,

attractive flowers and decorative fruit which, in a few
species, is edible, and also for their picturesque habit

:

very valuable for ornament
Shrubs or small trees, usually spiny, lvs alternate,

deciduous, stipulate, serrate, often lobed or pinnatifid:

fls white, in some varieties red, in corymbs, rarely

solitary, petals and calyx -lobes 5, stamens 5-25,

usually 10 or 20; styles 1-5 fr a drupe-like pome, with
1-5 1-seeded bony stones —A large genus, widely dis-

tributed in the temperate regions of the northern
hemisphere, most abundant pi N. Amcr., where be-
tween 800 and 900 species have been described, while

from the Old World
only about 60 species

are known. There ex-

ists no recent mono-
graph of the genus, a
systematic enumera-
tion of the arborescent
American species will

be found in Sargent,
“Manual of the Trees
of North America,”

pp 363-504, of the
species of the southern
states in Small, “Flora
of the Southeastern
United States,” pp
532-569; and of the

species of the north-
eastern states in Gray’^
Manual, ed 7, p 460
79, and in Britton and
Brown, 111. Flor (ed

2) 2.294-321; for the

species cult m Euro-

E
ean gardens, see
i$nge, “Revisio Speci-

erum Generis Cratirgi'

(1897), quoted below as Lange.
The hawthorns are hardy ornamental shrubs and

trees, mostly of dense and low growth, with handsome
foliage, turning, in most species, to a brilliant coloring in

the fall Almost all have attractive white flowers, pink

or enmson in some varieties of C. Oxyacantha and C>

monogyna Most of the species have very decorative
fruit which in C. Phsenopyrum

,
C nitida

,
C. vindis, C

1096. Thoms of Cratagus. They
are modified branches, being in the
axils of leaves; sometimes, as in the
lower figure, some of the short
branches bear leaves.
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fecunda, C prumosa, C Carneim, C persi dens, C
Oxyacantha, C. monogyna and others persist- on the

trees until late into the winter, while some species, as

C Arnoldiana, ripen their large fruits, which soon drop,

in August, also C dahunca, C sanguined and the black-

fruited C nigra ripen about the same time, and C.

submullu only a little later, but the earliest of all is the

southern C. aestivalis, which ripens its fruits m May.
This and the blue-fruited C brachyacantha are among
the most decorative hawthorns for the southern states.

The fruit of C sestivali s, and that of C. tnexicana is

made into preserves and jellies; also the fruits of the
Molles group are suited for jelly-making, and in South
Carolina an excellent jelly similar in quality and taste

to Guava jelly is made from the fruits of some species

of the Flavae group In Europe, C monogyna and C.
Oxyacanlha are counted among the best hedge plants;

also many American species like C Phaenopyrum, C.
Crus-galli and possibly C macracantha

,
C mtneata

, C.
pastorum, C rotundifoha, may be used for hedges, but
they arc stronger growers and cannot be piuned so
closely as the European species The hawthorns grow
well in exposed positions and as a rule do not like much
shade, they are not particular as to the soil, but grow
best in limestone soil, also in a neh, loam\, somewhat
moist one, and even in strong ci.*y Propagated by
seeds, sown in fall or stratified, before stratifying, most
of the pulp may be removed by laying the fruits in

shallow piles and allowing them to decay Then they
are mixed with sand or sifted soil and buried in the
ground or kept m boxes in a cool cellar The young
plants should not be allowed to remain over one year
in the seed-beds, as they form long tap-roots and are
then difficult to transplant Varieties and rarer kinds
are easily budded or grafted on seedling stock of C.
Oxyacantha, or other common strong-growing species.

The spines of crategus arc modified branches (sec

Fig 1096) The fruits arc pomes (Fig 1097), with
structure similar to that of the apple

Alfred IIkhder.

The American hawthorns are highly ornamental sub-
jects for the planting of parks and pnvate estates

The showy flowers in spring and eaily summer, the
conspicuous red, crimson, and scarlet flints of nearly all

of them, which extend amongst the different species

fiom Augubt to early winter and midwinter,—and some
of the species markedly retain their fruits without
shrinkage of pulp or loss of color until eaily winter,

—

the absolute hardihood, and the bold rugged branch-
ing habits characteristic to most of them, make them
very interesting objects when their leafless forms are
outlined m a winter landscape The landscape gardener
cannot make any mistake in planting them in liberal

quantities in private estates or public parks
They are easily transplanted They are much bene-

fited by liberal pruning w'hen transplanted fiom nursery
rows or from the woodland The side branches should
be pruned in severely, and as the centers of good-sized
lants are likely to be full of intricate and congested
ranches, these should be carefully thinned In a young

state they should be grown to one stem w'hether they
are arborescent or shrubby species Under this treat-
ment they make beautiful garden plants
The American hawthorns are almost invariably

found growing m heavy limestone clay. They may
occasionally overlap into sandy soil. In planting them
m sandy soil, it should be liberally enriched with well-
rotted manure, and they should be kept well mulched.
The seeds of all of the species of American hawthorns
erminate slowly None of the species germinates
ofore the second year after sowing, and many of the

6eeda in the same “flat” will not germinate before the
third year. In many instances, part of the seeds germi-
nate the second year, and the remainder the third The
seeds of Crataegus geneseensis have been known to be

dormant tor three years, and all come up thickly at the
same time. In some of the groups the seeds of the
species germinate more freely than in others The
species in the Molles, Flabellatai and Tomentosae
groups germinate abundantly. The germination of the
species in the Pruinosaj group have a much lower per-

1097. Pomes of Crategus, one of the large-fruited forms.

(Half size )

centage than in the former. The species in the Intri-

catae group germinate badly
The fruit can be sown broadcast m beds without

any separation of the seeds, and heavily mulched until

the spring of the second year, when the mulching should
be removed This method, how’ever, is not considered

good, and has been given up The best way is to soak
the fruits m water, and by maceration the seeds or

nutlets are separated from the pulp, and the seeds will

sink to the bottom of the tub or vessel The seeds are

then dried m +he sun as they can then be handled
easih They are sown m “flats” of convenient size to
handle, and piled up in the corner of the shade house
and fitted tightly above each other to prevent mice
getting at them Dining this period of rest they must
not be allowed to become diy In the spring of I he
second year they are spiead out to allow the seeds to

germinate Numbeied zinc tags are nailed on the
“flats” and the corresponding numbers with the names
of the species are recoided.

The Amencan hawthorns can be grafted leadily on
potted seedling stocks m the greenhouse in winter, any
of the species m the Crus-galU group being good to
use They arc grafted at the crown This, however,
is an unnecessary operation. All of the species of Ameri-
can haw'thorns (and there are over 900 of them) come
absolutely true from seed, and whilst they germinate
slowly, they start to grow rapidly into plants of good
stocky size from about twro years after they germinate.
Some of the species of American hawthorns have

highly colored foliage m the fall. The species m the
Prumosa1

,
Medioxirnse and Intricate? groups have per-

haps the most highly colored foliage Notable examples
are Crataegus opulens , C diffusa, C mameana

,
C. dis-

sona, C.cognata, C conspecta
,

(
T

promissa, C. exornata,

C. perjucunda, C foetula, and C verecunda.

The different species vary greatly m the tune of

ripening their fruits and in the penod of duration.

In many instances the fruit drops soon after ripening

and m others hangs on for a long period A selection
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of twenty-six species that would give a good fruit dis-

play from August until early or mid-winter, would be
as follows: Crataegus matura

,
C. praecox

,
C. Arnoldiana

,

C. Dayana, C Robesomana, C. vedicellata, C. glonosa, C.
Ellwangeriana, C lauta, C. submollis, C. champlainen-

sis, C arkansana, C. Dunban, C ferentana, C. opvlens,

C. compta, C gemmosa, C. livomana, C geneseensis, C.
versimilis, C. maineana, C. Barryana, C. coccinioides, C.
leiophylla, C durobrivensis, and C. cordata. (See pp.
887-889 for some of these.)

acerxfolia, 1, 40
ffistivalia, 28
albo-plena, 46
apufolia, 41, 48
apnea, 32.
arborescens, 17
Arduennte, 22
arkansana,

2

Arnoldiana, 3
Aroma, 49
aurea, 26, 45
Azarolus, 49.
Barryana, 8
bicolor, 45
Boyntonn, 16
brachyacantha, 42
Brettschneuierx, 50
Bruantii, 46
Buckleyi, 15
californtca, 50
Calpodendron, 33
Canbyi, 20
carpalhica, 43.
Carneroi, 23
Chapmanxx, 33
chlorocarpa 38
coccinea, i, 6, 7, 13,

35, 45
coccinioides, 9.

colhna, 27
cordata, 40
crocata, 26
Crus-^alli, 19.
dahunca, 39
Douglasu, 35, 37.
Ellwangeriana, 5.

fecunda, 21.
ferox, 46
filmfolia, 46
flava, 31.

INDEX.

flortda, 29
plandulosa, 13
Gumpperx, 45.
hypolasia, 25
lnermis, 19, 46.
mtneata, 14
Korolkown, 50.
laciniata, 46
Lavallei, 23
leucophlceos, 33.
linearis, 19
lobata, 31
lucida, 19
macracantha, 34, 35
macrosperma, 12.

luarsnauxx, si.
maura, 49.
media, 45
melanocarpa, 44.
mexicana, 25.
mollis, 1, 4
monogyna, 46.
nana, 19.

nigra, 43
nitida, 18.
odaratxssxma, 48.
onentalis, 48
ovalifolia, 19.

Oxyaeantha, 45, 46.
parvifoha, 29
pastorum, 12.
Paula, 45
pedicellata, 11.
pcndula, 46.
pennsylvamca, 19.
pentagyna, 44
persistens, 24
Phsenopyrum, 40.

John Dunbar

pinnatifida, 50.
popuh/oha, 40.
prumosa, 7.

prunifolia, 36.
ptendifolia, 46.
pubera, 13.

punctata, 26.
pumcea, 46
purpurea, 39
pyracanthifolia, 19.
pyramxdalxs, 46.
pynfolxa, 33Sufolia, 45.

somana, 6.
rosea, 46
roseo-pendula, 46.
rotundifolia, 13.

rubro-plena, 46.
sahcifolia, 19.

sanguinea, 37, 88, 39,
4b

semperflorens, 46.
sinaica, 49.

Bpeciosa, 10.

»pi8eiflora, 6.

splendens, 19.
stneta. 46.
submollis, 4.

succulents, 34.

tanacetifolia, 47.
tatanca, 50.
txlxxfolxa, 1.

tomentosa, 29, 33.
Toumefortxx, 48.
unifiora, 29.
Vailise, 30.
vanegata, 36.
vindis, 17.
xanthocarpa, 26, 38.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Ferns of the Ivs extending to the points

of the lobes or to the teeth only, Ivs.

usually slightly or not lobed fr. not
black or blue, except m No 37

b. Stones plain on the inner surfaces.

c. Petioles elongated, usually slender.

d. The petioles glandular at the apex
or sparingly glandular through-
out.

E. Corymbs many-fld .
petioles

glandular only at the apex’
Ivs broad at the base, trun-
cate to broadly cuneate

F. Lvs tomentose or pubescent
beneath, at least on the veins.

G. Stamens 20, anthers pale
yellow; lv3 thick and
leathery

S. Fr. ripening m Aug.
and Sept ' lvs. broad-
ly ovate . 1. mollis

hh. Fr. ripening at the end
of Oci . lvs. oblong-
ovate to oval.. 2. arkansana

go. Stamens 10 lvs mem-
branous at maturity

H. Anthers yellow.

i Fr crimson, villous,

ripening the mid-
dle of Aug ' lvs

dark green and
smooth above 3. Arnoldiana

n. Fr. orange-red, lus-

trous, puberulous at

the base lvs dark
yellowish green,
scabrate above 4. submollis

HH Anthers rose-color, lvs.

scabrate above
i. Plant a tree, lvs with

short lobes corymbs
many-fld . 5 Ellwanger-

ii Plant a shrub' lvs [tana
rather deeply lobed'

corymbs 4~6-fld. 6 Robesontana
ff. Lvs. glabrous beneath or

nearly so

a. Fr bloomy until nearly
fully ripe

H Stamens 20 lvs gla-
brous fr. subglobose,

often 5-angled 7 pruinosa
hh. Stamens 10 lvs. sca-

brate above, while
young fr obovoid 8 Barryana

go Fr. not bloomy
H Stamens 20, anthers

pink lvs truncate at

the base
i. The lvs dull above,

villous beneath
when young fr
with conspicuous
calyx and with red

flesh 9 coccinioides
ii The lvs lustrous above,

quite glabrous fr
with yellow flesh
and small calyx 10 speciosa

hh Stamens 5-10 lvs

broadly cuneate
i Anthers pink or rose-

purple, stamens
usually 10

} Calyx-lobes coarse-
ly glandular-
serrate stones

usually 5 lvs

distinctly lobed 11 pedicellata
jj Calyx-lobes entire

or obscurely ser-

rate stones 2-3
lvs slightly
lobed 12 pastorum

II. Anthers yellow, sta-

mens 5-10 lvs

orbicular-ovate fr
with 2-3 stones 13 rotundifolia

be. C or ymb 8 usually few-fld
petioles sparingly glandular
throughout lvs cuneate at

the base ’ stamens 10
F. Calyx-lobes glandular-ciliate

corymbs slightly villous

anthers yellow 14 intricata

FF. Calyx-lobes entire or glandu-
lar above the middle
corymbs glabrous

G. Anthers purplish calyx-
lobes glandular above the

middle 15 Buckleyi
GG. Anthers yellow calyx-

lobes without glands 16 Boyntomi
dd. The petioles glandless or with a

few minute glands lvs cu-
neate at the base, ovate to lanceo-
late, not or very slightly lobed,

lustrous above, glabrous at

maturity stamens 20.
e. Fr subglobose, Y\in across or

less, bright scarlet or orange
lvs oblong-obovate to ovate 17 viridis

EE. Fr ovoid, about Ym across,

dull brick-red, bloomy lvs

lanceolate to oblong-obovate 18 nitida

cc. Petioles short, lvs. cuneate at the

base, not or very slightly lobed.

d. The petioles glandless

E. Corymbs many-fld
F. Lvs dark green and shining

above.

a. Stamens 10- under side

of lvs glabrous or nearly
so
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h. Anthers rose-color or
purple

I. Fr. glabrous corymbs
glabrous.

j. Shape of Ivs ou-
neate-obovate to

oblanceolate fr.

dull red, stones
usually 2 19. Crus-g&Ui

JJ. Shape of Ivs ob-
long to ovate, fr.

crimson , lus-
trous; stones S-5 20 Canbyi

n. Fr villous until near-
ly fully grown Ivs

oblong-obovate to

br o ad l y ovate:
cor y mb s slightly

villous. 21. fecund*
HH. Anther8 yellow' Ivs

obovate fr. dull dark
crimson .22. Arduenn«

GO. Stamens 20
H. Under side of Ivs vil-

lous corymbs densely
pubescent 23. Carrierei

HH Under side of Ivs gla-

brous corymbs
slightly pubescent 24. persistent

FT. Lvs dull aboie stamens 20.

G Fr juicy, edible lvs cu-
neate-oblong or elliptic-

lanceolate, tomentose be-

neath 25. mexicana
GO. Fr dry, mealy lvs obo-

vate or oval

H. Length of lvs 2-4 m ,

pubescent beneath fr.

ovoul, %-l in long,

with large dots 26. punctata
HH. Length of lvs 1

2 m , at maturity
hairy only on the mid-
rib beneath fr glo-

bose, Y-Yin across,

with small dots 27. collina

EK). Corymbs fiw-fld lvs Y~2 m
long, pubescent beneath’

stamens 20-25
F. FIs with or before the lvs • fr.

ripening in May, juicy,
bright red lvs lYt~2 in.

long 28 SBstivalla

FF. FIs after the lvs fr ripen-
ing very late, dry, dull red

or yellow lvs less than
1% m long

G Lvs obovate, mostly ob-
tuse, crenately serrate’

fls usually solitary 29 uniflora

go Lvs oval or ovate, acute,

serrate and often lobed.

fls 2-

a

30 VaiUse
dd. The petioles, margin of lvs and

corymbs densely glandular:
corymbs 8-7-fid

k Stamens 20, anthers purple: fr.

ovoid .31. flava

be Stamens 10
F Fr pyriform anthers pur- [lobata

plish 31 flava var.
ff Fr globose anthers yellow 32 aprica

BB. Stones umh furrows or irregular

cavities on the inner surfaces; fr.

lustrous, soft at maturity.
c. Lvs. not or only slightly lobed.

d. Color offr scarlet or orange ; stones
2-3 lvs with impressed veins.

e. Fr small, ovoid or pear-shaped,
upright, orange-red lvs thin,

dull above, pubescent below 33. tomentosa
EE. Fr subglobose, larger, nodding,

scarlet lvs subcoriaceous,
pubescent only on the veins
beneath

F Anthers rose-color; stamens
usually 20 34 succulenta

FF. Anthers yellow, stamens 10.

G. Foliage glabrous below

’

stones deeply grooved on
the inner surface 35 macracantha

GO. Foliage usually pubescent
on the veins below while
young stones slightly
grooved 36. prunifolia

DD, Color of fr black, nutlets 6 lvs

broadly elliptic to obovate, gla-
brous (see also No 42 with
bbue frs ) 37. Douglasii

CO. Lvs more or less distinctly lobed
D Length of lvs more than 2 m lvs

pubescent fr nearly %m
across 38 sanguinea

dd. Length of lvs less than 2 m lvs.

quite glabrous fr Yin or less

across 39 dahurica
A. Veins of the lvs extending to the points

of the lobes and to the sinuses, lvs.

usually distinctly lobed

B. Fr. very small, Yiiti long or less, red:
calyx deciduous

C. Lvs triangular-ovate, with shallow
and broad lobes, oftin S-lobed fr.

subglobose, lustrous, nutlets 8-5. 40 Pheenopyrum
cc. Lvs ovate, deeply 5-7-lobed fr.

ovoid, nutlets 1-3 . . 41. apiifolia

bb. Fr larger calyx-teeth persistent.

O. Color of fr. black or blue
D. The fr blue, bloomy lvs obovate

to obovate-oblong, crenate-ser-

rate, usually not lobed 42. brachya-
dd. The fr. black, stones with cavities [cantha

on the inner surfaces
e. Lvs with about 5 pairs of lobes

fr lustrous, subglobose, juicy 43 nigra
ee. Lvs with 2-8 pairs of lobes fr

ovoid, dull black or purplish
black 44 pentagyna

CO. Color of fr red or yellow

D. Stones with cavities on the inner
surfaces, 1-2

e. Styles 2 lvs 3 5-lobed uith
short and broad serrulate

lobes 45 Oxyacantha
EE. Style 1 lvs deeply 3 -7-lobed,

with acute, entire or sjxi-

nngly toothed lobis 46 monogyna
DD. Stones plain on the inner sur-

faces, 2-5
B. BranchleU and lvs. pubescent.

f. Lvs with glandular toothed

lobes, pubescent 47. tanacetifolia

FF. Lvs not glandular-toothed,
lobes often nearly entire

G. Upper surface of lvs dull,

pubescent, under sur-

face villous 48 orientalis

GO. Upper surface of lvs gla-

brescent, lustrous, under
surface finely pubescent 49 Azarolus

EE. Branchlets glabrous lvs deeply
lobed, glabrous

.

. 50. pinnatifida

1. Molles.

1. mdUis, Scheele (C tiliifolia, Koch C. acenfdlia,
Hort, C cocHnea var mdllts, Torr & Gray) Tree, to
30 ft

,
with short, stout thorns: lvs. broadly ovate,

sharply and doubly serrate and with 4-5 pairs of short
acute lobes, densely pubescent beneath, 3-4 in long
corymbs densely villous-pnbescent; fls with red disk
fr about J^in across, usually pear-shaped, scarlet,

more or less pubescent, with thick mealy flesh and
4-5 stones. April, May fr end of Aug

,
Sept Ohio

to S Dak. and Kans SS 13 '659 Em 494 (as C
tomentosa

)

G F 5 221 —One of the most decorative
species, with large, bright green foliage and showy fls

and frs
,
ripening in Sept

, but dropping soon after

maturity.

2 arkansS.na, Sarg. Tree, to 20 ft.: branches wide-
spreading, forming an irregular open head, unarmed or
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with straight spines long: lvs oval or oblong-
ovate, acute, truncate or broadly cuneate at the base,
serrate and with 3-4 pairs of short lobes, pubescent on
both sides at first, at maturity dull dark green and

f

glabrous above, villous on the veins below, 2-3 in.

ong corymbs villous; fls. nearly 1 in. across: fr. ovoid,
bright cnmson, slightly villous at the ends, %-l in.

long, with thick subacid flesh and usually 5 stones.

1098. Crataegus Arnoldiana ( X H) No 3

May; fr. end of Oct
,

falling gradually Ark S S.
13 '660.—Very handsome in autumn with its abundant
brilliant frs. persistent for some time; the lvs. turn
clear yellow

3. Arnoldiana, Sarg. Fig. 1098 Tree, to 20 ft., with
stout ascending branches forming an open head with
zigzag branchlets, armed with stout spines 2-3 m.
long lvs broadly ovate to oval, acute, truncate to
broadly cuneate at the base, doubly serrate and with
many shallow broad lobes, at first hairy above and soft-

pubescent below; later smooth, dark green and lus-

trous above, slightly villous on the veins below, 2-3 in

long, corymbs tomentose; fls. across* fr subglo-
bose, bright crimson, villous toward the ends, %xn
long, with thick subacid flesh and 3-4 stones May;
fr. middle of Aug

,
soon falling. Mass S S 13*668.

4 submdllis, Sarg Tree, to 25 ft
,
with ascending

or spreading branches forming a broad handsome head,
spines numerous, thin, usually straight, 2-3 in. long:

lvs ovate, acute, broadly cuneate at the base, doubly
serrate and with 3-4 pairs of acute short lobes, scabrous
above, below at first soft-pubescent, later only puberu-
lous on the veins, 2-3 in long* corymbs tomentose;
fls 1 in across* fr pear-shaped or ovoid, bright orange-
red and lustrous, %m long with persistent erect calyx;

flesh yellow, mealy; stones usually 5 May; fr, early m
Sept

,
soon falling Que. to Mass and E Y S.S.

4:182 (as C. mollis).

5 EUwangeriina. Sarg Tree, sometimes to 20 ft

.

with stout ascending branches forming a broad
symmetrical head, and with zigzag branchlets lvs.

oval, acute, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base,

coarsely and often doubly serrate with many short

acute lobes, at first hairy above and villous below on
the veins, later scabrous and light green above, nearly
glabrous below, 23^-33^ in. long* corymbs densely
villous; pedicels short; fls. 1 in. across: fr. ovoid, bright
cnmson, very lustrous, slightly villous at the ends, 1 m
long, with thin yellow acia flesh and 3-5 nutlets. May,
fr at the end of Sept

,
soon falling. N. Y. and Ont to

Mich
,
south to W. Pa. S S. 13:671. G.C. III. 47:130.

A F. 24:325. FE. 33:488.

6. Robesoni&na, Sarg. (C. spissifidra
,
Sarg.) Shrub,

with numerous erect sts
,
to 12 ft., or occasionally small

tree, to 20 ft . spines few, stout, 1-1K m long: lvs

oblong-ovate, acute, or acuminate, rounded or broadly
cuneate at the base, sharply doubly serrate with many
broad acute lobes, pubescent below on the veins while
young, glabrous at maturity, scabrate above, 2-3 in.

long* coivmbs pubescent, 4-6-fld
,

compact, calyx
villous, lobes glabrous outside fr. ovoid, scarlet, ^4 in.

long, with small calyx; flesh thm, mealy; stones 4-5.

May. fr. Sept, soon falling. N. Y. to S Ont —This
species wis formerly sold by Ellwanger & Barry under
tne name C. coccinea.

2 PruinosjE.

7 pruindsa, Koch (C coccinea var. vindis
,
Torr &

Gray) Shrub or tree, to 20 ft branches spreading with
numerous stout straight spines lvs elliptic or ovate,
acute, usually broadly cuneate at the base, irregularly
and often doubly serrate, with 3-4 pairs of short acute
lobes, red when unfolding, later dark bluish green
above, paler below, glabrous, 1-2 in long, corymbs
rather few-fld

,
fls slender-pedicelled, %-l in across;

stamens 20, anthers pinkish* fr subglobose, apple-
green and glaucous until nearly fully ripe, finely dark
purple with yellow sweet flesh and 5 stones calyx
prominent with a well-developed tube. May; fr. Oct.
Vt to Va, and 111 8 8 13.648

8 Barry&na, Sarg Shrub, to 15 ft * branches spread-
ing or ascending with slender spines lvs broadly ovate,
rounded or abiuptly cuneate at the base, sharply
doubly serrate and slightly lobed, scabrate above,
glabrous and glaucous below, 2-3 m long corymbs
glabrous, calyx-lobes entire or sparingly dentate, fls.

•3iin across, stamens 7-10, with purple anthers fr

obovoid, cnmson with small pale dots, prumose, )4in.

long, with usually 3 nutlets. May; fr. in Oct. W. N Y.

3 Deltoides

9 coccinioides, Ashe Fig 1099 Tree, sometimes
20 It branches stout, spreading, forming a broad
handsome head spines thick, 1 3^-2 in long. lvs.

broadly ovate, acute, rounded or truncate at the base,

doubly serrate, with several pairs of broad acute lobes,

at first yellowish gieen and lustrous above, villous on
the veins beneath, later dull dark green above, paler
and neaily glabious beneath, 2-3 in. long fls %in.
across, in compact 5-7-fld

,
sometimes slightly villous

corymbs: fr subglobose, dark crimson and lustrous,

%in across, with thick subacid reddish flesh and 4-5
stones May; fr early in Oct and falling gradually
Mo

,
Ind

,
and Kans S R 13 674 MDG 1901

358, 359—Very handsome small tree, the foliage tinged*
red when unfolding and turning scarlet and orange in

autumn
10 specidsa, Raig Shrub, to 15 ft

,
usually with

many sts spines numerous, 1-2 in long lvs ovate,
acute or acuminate, rounded or subcordate at the base,
doubly serrate and with 4-5 pairs of broad and short
acute lobes, tinged red when unfolding and nearly
glabrous, at maturity thick, dark green and lustrous
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above, paler below and quite glabrous, 2-3 in. long 1

corymbs glabrous, 5-8-fla
,

fls 1 in across fr de-

pressed-globose, bright crimson and lustrous, nearly

1 in broad, with thin yellow flesh and 5 stones May;
fr the middle of Sept

,
soon falling Mo. S T S 1 33 —

Verv handsome with its lustrous lvs., large fls and
brilliant fr.

4 Coccineas.

11 pedicell&ta, Sarg Tree, to 20 ft, with rather
slender spreading or ascending branches forming a
symmetrical head* spines straight or slightly curved,

l
lA~2 in long: lvs broadly ovate, broadly cuneate or

truncate at tne base, coarsely and often doubly ser-

rate, above the middle with 4-5 pairs of short acute
lobes, at maturity membranous, dark green and
scabrous above, paler and nearly glabrous below, 2-4 in

long fls J^in across m loose slightly villous corymbs.
caly\-lobes coarsely glandular-serrate fr pear-shaped

or ovoid, bright scarlet, lustrous, with conspicuous per-

sistent calyx, flesh thin, mealy, stones 4-5 May, fr.

Sept Pa to Conn
,
N Y

,
and Ont. S S 13.677.

5. Tenui foli;E.

12 pastdrum, Sarg (C niacrosptrma var. pastbrum,
Eggleston) Glabrous shrub, sometimes to 15 ft

,
with

many erect sts
,
armed with numerous stout or slender

spines lvs ovate, acute, usually rounded at the base,
doubly serrate, slightly lobed, at maturity thick, dark
dull blue-green, glaucescent below, 1^-2 in long: fls.

^ 4 in across in many-fld corymbs, calyx-lobes lanceo-
late, entire or obscurely serrate fr ovoid, bright scar-

let, lustrous, about }^in long, with thick, yellow and
mealy flesh and 2-3 stones New England. May; fr

Sept S 8 4*180 (as C cocnnea).

6 Rotundifolij®.

13 rotundifdlia, Moench (C cocdnea var rotundi-

fbha, Sarg C glaruiulbt>a, Willd ) Shrub or bushy tree,

sometimes to 20 ft
,
with slender, straight or curved

spines lvs ovate-orbicular to oval, or obovate, acute,

broadly cuneate at the base, lather coarsely serrate

and usually with 3-4 pairs of short acute lobes, gla-

brous, l-2)'2 in long corymbs glabrous or slightly

villous, fls Y\-l in across, calyx-lobes and bractlets

very glandular fr subglobosc, about Am long, red
with yellow sweet flesh and 2-3 «tones May, fr Sept
Nova Scotia to Sask

,
111 and Va GO fl 11 557

Gn 22, p 145, 33, p 464 —The most noithern spe-

cies Var plibera, Sarg (C cocdnea, Linn
,
in part)

Branchlets, petioles and the lvs oil the veins more or
less pubescent below while > oung

7 Intricate

14 intricata, Lange Shrub, to 10 ft... branches
upright or spreading, with rather long curved spines
lvs elliptic-ovate, acute, cuneate at the base, doubly
serrate with 3-4 pairs of short acute lobes, at first

slightly pubescent, later scabrate above, bi lght green,

slightly paler beneath and nearly glabrous, 1-2

m

long corymbs slightly villous, fls about 1 in. across,

calyx-lobes serrate* fr subglobosc to ovoid, sparingly
villous or glabrous, dull reddish brown, with usually
3-4 stones May, fr Oct

,
Nov Mass and Vt to

Pa Lange 1.

15 Btickleyi, Beadle Large shrub or tiee, often
to 25 ft

,
with stout spreading or ascending branches

and stout straight spines Am long: lvs broadly ovate
or oval, acute, usually rounded at the base, coarsely
serrate and mcisely lobed with acuminate lobes, gla-

brous and thick and firm at maturity eoiymbs 3-7-
fld

, compact, glabrous, fls. %m across; sepals serrate
toward the apex and stipitate-glandulur fr subglo-
bose, usually angled, about Am across, yellowish green
and flushed red or red, with 3-5 stones Mav; fr Sept
and Oct Va to N. C and Tenn S.M 464

16

Bo^ntonii, Beadle. Tree, occasionally to 20 ft

,

with stout ascending branches: spines straight, thin,

1Y~2 in. long, lvs broadly ovate to oval, acute,

sharply serrate with glandular teeth and often with 2-3

pairs of short acute lobes, bronzy red when unfolding
and slightly viscid, at maturity yellowish green, thick

and firm and glabrous, 1-2 Yi in long, petioles glandu-

lar: fls Am across, in 4—10-fld glabrous corymbs,
calyx-lobes entire or obscurely glandular-serrate above
the middle fr depressed-globose, yellowish green

flushed with red, about Am acioss, with 3-5 stones.

May, fr. Oct. Va. to Ky ,Tenn and Ala S S. 13:650.

8 Virides.

17. vfridis, Linn. (C aihorhcem, Ell ) Tree, to 35
ft

,
with spreading branches forming a round, rather

compact head, spines slender lvs oblong-ovate to

oval, acute or acuminate, serrate above the cuneate
base, dark green and lustious above, paler below, finally

glabrous, 1-3 m long corymbs glabrous; pedicels

slender; calyx-lobes lanceolate, entire fr globose,

bright red, A~A in across, with usually 5 stones Md
,

Va to 111
,
Iowa, Texas and Fla May, fr. Oct

,
persist-

ing tlirough the winter »S S 4 187

18 nftida, Sarg Tree, to 30 ft, with spreading

branches unarmed or with thin straight spines lvs.

elliptic to oblong-obovate, acuminate, coarsely ser-

rate except at the cuneate base, often slightly lobed,

dark green and lustrous above, paler below, glabrous,

1-3 in long corymbs glabrous, calyx-lobes elongated,

entire or sparingly glandular-serrate . fr. ovoid or sub-

globosc, dark duU red, about ^m long with thick

mealy flesh and 2-5 stones May, fr Oct
,
persistent

through the winter 111
,
Ivans. SS 13.703 —Like C.

vtruhs very ornamental with its lustrous foliage and
IxTsistent frs
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9. Crus-galli.

19 Crus-g&lli, Linn Cockspur Thorn Shrub or
tree, to 40 ft • branches wide-spreading, rigid, often
pendulous, with numerous slender spines, lvs. obovate
or oblanceolate, irregularly and sharply serrate^ usually
rounded at the apex, quite glabrous, 1-2 3^ in long,

often semi-persistent* corymbs glabrous; calyx-lobes

entire or minutely serrate, fr. usually globose, red,

with usually 2 stones; flesh thm and dry May,
June: fr late in Oct Que

,
south to N C

,
west to

Mich SS 4 178 Em 492 RB. 1 116 OF 7 295.
G C III 28 244, suppl Sept 29.—A very decorative
species of distinct habit, handsome in bloom and with
snowy, bright red fr

,
remaining on the branches often

until spring; the lvs assume a brilliant orange and
scarlet color m fall Often used for hedges Var in§r-
mis, Lange Spineless form Var line&ris, Ser Lvs
linear-lanceolate Var n&na, Nichols Dwarf form
Var pyracanthifdlia, Ait Lvs elliptic or obovate, usu-
ally acute* fr. smaller, brighter red W N Y and Pa
to Fla and Tenn S S 13 637. Var. salicifdlia, Ait
Lvs. oblanceolate or lanceolate, thinner. Var. splen-
dens, Ait (var liicula, Ilort ) Lvs elliptic-oblanceo-

late, very shining. Var ovalifdlia, Lindl (C pennsyl-
vdmca, Hort

,
not Ashe). Lvs. elliptic or elliptic-obo-

vate, less lustrous, fr ovoid. BR 22:1860. Gn 22, p.

146, 33, p 468—This is probably not a variety of C
Crus-galli, but a distinct species identical with one of
the recently described species of this group

20 Canbyi, Sarg Shrub or bushy tree, to 20 ft :

branches wide-spreading, with thick usually straight
spines, lvs oblong-obovate to elliptic, acute or obtuse,
coarsely and often doubly serrate above the middle,
glabrous, 1 3^-3 in long: corymbs glabrous; calyx-
lobes entire or sparingly serrate* fr subglobose or ovoid,

about Yi\n. long, dark crimson, with juicy flesh and
3-5 stones. May; fr. Oct. E Pa

,
Del

,
Md. S S

13:638

21. fecunda, Sarg Small tree, to 25 ft * branches
wide-spreading, with slender spines* lvs. oblong-ovate
to oval, usually acute, doubly serrate, with strongly
marked veins, 13^-3 in long corymbs slightly villous;

calyx-lobes glandular-serrate* fr subglobose to ovoid,

Yz-%m long, orange-red, with thick flesh and 2-3
stones. May; fr. Oct. Mo

,
111. S.S. 13*641.

22. ArduSnnae, Sarg. Shrub or tree, to 20 ft :

branches spreading, forming a round-topped head
spines slender* lvs. oblong-obovate, acute, acuminate
or rounded, crenulate-serrate from below the middle,
with obscure veins, lYr-'lVi m long, corymbs glabrous,

pedicels slender, calyx-lobes entire or slightly serrate:

fr. ovoid, dull dark crimson, about J^in long, with
1-2 stones May; fr the middle of Sept. Pa. to 111

,

Mich and Ont S M 373.

23.

Carrierei, Vauv. Small tree, to 20 ft
,
with spread-

ing branches and stout spines* lvs elliptic or oblong-
obovate, acute, pubescent below, glabrous above at

length and lustrous, irregularly serrate, 3-4 in. long:

corymbs rather few-fld
,
pubescent; fls large, with red

disk; calyx-lobes linear, serrulate: fr. bright orange or
brick-red, ovoid, about Yin long, with 1-3 stones.

May RH 1883 108 GC III 2i:118, 119—Proba-
bly hybrid between C Crus-galli and C. mexicana

,

originated in France Possibly not different is C. Lav-
dllei, Henncq, described with larger subglobose fr.

24.

persistens, Sarg Low tree, 12 ft. or more,
branches wide-spreading, with numerous stout spines

to 2 in. long lvs lanceolate to oblong-obovate, acumi-
nate, cuneate at the base, coarsely serrate above the
middle, at maturity glabrous, dark green and lustrous

above, pale beneath, 2-3 in long corymbs slightly

villous, fls over %in across; calyx-lobes glandular-

serrate above the middle or entire, stamens 20, anthers
white, styles surrounded at the base bv a broad ring

of pale tomentum. fr. ovoid or slightly obovate, crim-

son, not lustrous, over Ym across, flesh thick and
mealy, with 2-3 stones. May fr in Oct STS 2 190
—Of unknown origin, possibly a hybrid of C Crus-
galli Raised at the Arnold Arboretum. The lvs remain
on the branches unchanged until those of all the other
hawthorns have fallen and the frs persist until late into

the winter One of the most conspicuous of winter

fruiting plants.

10. Mexicans.

25 mexic&na, Sess & Moc (C hypolasm, Koch).
Small tree, to 30 ft . branchlets tomentose, unarmed or

with short spines lvs cuneate-oblong or elliptic-

lanceolate, obtuse or acute, eremite-serrate and often

slightly lobed toward the apex, pubescent above, some-
times nearly glabrous, tomentose below, lYz-’&Y m
long corymbs white-tomentose, fls %\n wide, calyx-

lobes entire or with a few teeth at the apex, stamens 20,

with pink anthers fr ovoid to pvnform, orange or

dull orange-red, %-l m thick, edible, with 3-5 nut-

lets March, fr Oct., Nov. Mex BR 22.1910

11 Punctate

26 punctata, Jacq Fig. 1100. Tree, to 25 ft
*

branches horizontally spreading, with short, stout
bpines or unarmed* lvs obovate, obtuse or acute, nar-

rowed at the base into a rather long margined petiole,

irregularly serrate, on the shoots often slightly lobed,

villous below, with impressed veins above, 2-1 In long
corymbs villous, fls large, calyx-lobes entire fr pyri-

form or subglobose, dull red, dotted, about Ym across,

with 5 stones. May; fr Oct
,
falling soon From Que

to Ont
,

111 and Ga S S 4 184 A F 28 805 Var
a&rea, Ait (var xanthoedrpa, Roem C cracdta, Ashe).

Fr yellow.

27 colllna, Chapm Shrub or small tree, occasionally

25 ft . branches wide-spreading, with stout spines, on
the trunk with large branched spines lvs obovate or
oval, acute, broadly cuneate at the base, irregularly,

often doubly serrate, at maturity yellowish green above,
paler below and glabrous except on the midrib, corymbs
villous, calyx-lobes glandular-ciliate; anthers yellow
fr subglobose, dull red, Y~Yim. long, with yellow
mealy flesh and usually 5 stones. May; fr. Oct.
Va to Tenn. and Ala. S S. 13.654.

12. jEstivales.

28. aestivalis, Torr. & Gray. May Haw. Apple
Haw Tree, to 30 ft

,
with a round compact head,

unarmed or with stout straight spines i-\Yi m. long:

lvs elliptic to oblong-obovate, acute or rounded, gradu-
ally narrowed into the J^-l m long petiole, sinuate-

dentate or crenate-serrate, at maturity dark green and
lustrous above, below, particularly on the veins, densely
rusty-pubescent, 1 ^2-2 Yl in long. fls. with the lvs.,

1 in across, in 2-5-fld. glabrous corymbs; calyx-lobes
entire or minutely glandular-serrate, fr depressed-
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globose, fragrant, Y~%m. across, bright red, crowned

by the conspicuous calyx, with juicy subacid flesh and
3-5 stones Feb

,
March; fr. May. Fla to Ark and

Texas. S.S. 4 : 192.—The fr is made into preserves and
jellies.

13. Uniflou.*:.

29. unifldra, Moench (C. ‘parvifblia, Ait. C. tomen-

tbsa, Eggleston, not Linn. C. fldrida, Loud ) Dense,
low shruD, with numerous slender spines, rarely spine-

less, 3-8 ft. lvs on short not glandular petioles, cuneate,

obovate or oblong-obovate, irregularly or doubly cren-

ate-serrate, pubescent on both sides, at length gla-

brous above, Y~YY m long’ fls Yln ‘ across, 1-3-fld

corymbs, calyx pubescent, with large serrate lobes fr

pyriform or globose, yellow, Y in across, with 3-5
stones May, June Ga and Ala to Fla S S 4 191

30 Vallise, Brit Shrub, to 12 ft
,

with slender

straight spines, lvs. oval or ovate, acute, cuneate at

the base, crenatc-scirate and often slightly lobed, at

maturity glabious and lustrous above, pubescent
below, in long A8 %in across, in 2-6-fld

,

pubescent corymbs, calyx-lobes glandular-serrate fi

globose, }<jin across, dull red, with 3-5 stones May,
Fr Oct. Va to Ga. and Ala

14 Flav.e

31 fl&va, Ait Tree, to 20 ft branches wide-spread-
ing, with thin nearly stiaight spines lvs broadly obo-
vate or elliptic, acute or nearly rounded, cuneate at base,

coarsely and doubly serrate, on vigorous shoots usually
slightly lobed, the teeth tipped with red glands, at

maturity puberulous only on the veins below, about 2
in long, petioles glandular, short corymbs few-fld

,

slightly villous, calyx-lobes glandular-serrate, fls ?4in

across, stamens 20, with purple anthers fr ovoid,
dark oi ange-brown, >^in long, with dry and mealy
flesh and 5 stones April, fr in Oct Ga and Fla
S S 13 693 —The true C jlava is not in cult

,
the plant

now cult as (7 flava is quite different and is apparently
not very closely related to this species, it has so far not
been found growing wild in E N Amer

,
though it was

apparently intro from the southern states As it has
not yet been determined to which species it belongs, it

may be enumerated here as var lob&ta, Lindl. Shrub
or small tree lvs ovate or obovate, cuneate at the base,

acute, crenately serrate and often slightly lobed, at
maturity pubescent on the veins beneath, i-2 in long:

corymbs pubescent, few-fld . stamens 10 fr pyriform,
green oi reddish with hard flesh, and 3- 5 stones. B U.
23.1932, 1939 GC III 27 404 —Tender

32 &prica, Beadle A shrub or small tree, some-
times to 20 ft

,
with spreading branches and slender

zigzag branchlets armed with thin straight spines l-~lYi
in long* lvs broadly obovate or oval, acute or rounded
at the apex, narrowed into the short petiole, serrate
usually only above the middle and often slightly lobed,

with gland-tipped teeth, pubescent on both sides while
young, at maturity glabrous, dark yellow-green and
thickish, %-\Y m long fls £4111 across, in 3-6-fld

compact pubescent corymbs, calyx-lobes glandular-
serrate. fr globose, Ym across, dull orange-red, with
3-5 stones. May; fr Oct Va to Ga and Tenn S S.
13 ’698.—This species has proved hardy at the Arnold
Arboretum.

15 Tomentos.®

33. tomentdsa, Linn. (C. Calpodbndron, Medikus. C.
pynfblia

,
Ait. C. leucophlaos, Moench. C. Chdpmanu

,

Ashe). Fig 1101. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft
,
with

spreading branches unarmed or with short spines lvs

cuneate. obovate-oblong or elliptic, acute, serrate and
often slightly lobed, dull green and usually finely

glabrous above, below pubescent, 2-5 in. long’ corymbs
pubescent, compound and inany-fld

;
fls. Ym across,

calyx-lobes serrate fr usually oval, dull yellow 01

yellowish red, across, sweet and succulent, in

upright corymbs, stones 2-3, with 2 furrows on the
inner side June; fr. Oct Ont to Minn

,
south to

Tenn and Mo »S S. 4:183 G.F. 2 ’425 (adapted m
Fig. 1101). Gn. 22, p. 145. B.R 22:1877.

34

succulents, Link (C. macracdntha var. suceu-

lenta, Rehd ). Tree, sometimes to 20 ft
,
with stout

ascending branches, armed with numerous stout

co.usely and usually doubly serrate and with many
short acute lobes, at maturity dark green, thickish

and somewhat lustrous above, pale green and usually
puberulous on the veins below, 2-3 m long fls %in
acioss, m many-fld villous corymbs; stamens usually

20, sometimes 15* fr globose, bright scarlet, Y~Y ln

across, with juicy sweet flesh and 2-3 stones May, fr

Sept
,
Oct. Quo and Ont to Mass and 111 S S 4 181

(as C coccinta var macracantha

)

35 macracantha, Lodd (C cocdnea var macracan-
tha

,
Dudley) Fig 1102. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft

,

of dense growth, with numerous long and slender spines
lvs rather slender-petiolod, broadly elliptic or ovate,
doubly serrate, glabrous, at maturity thickish, shining
and dark green above, almost glabrous beneath, 1-2}^
m long corymbs slightly villous; fls across,

stamens 10, calyx-teeth glandular-serrate’ fr sub-
globose, )3in diam

,
dark cherry-red, shining, with

usually 2-3 stones May, June. W N Y and Vt to
Pa. SS 13 689. B.R. ,22:1912. LBC 11 1012 (as

C qlandvlosa). AG. 11 ’509. M D.G. 1906 561
GW 5 ’245.—Sometimes cult, under the name of C.
Douqlasn See page 3567.

36 prunif&lia, Pers Shrub or tree, to 30 ft ’ branches
spreading or somewhat ascending, spiny* lvs obovate,
or roundish obovate, doubly serrate, glabrous or
pubescent on the veins beneath when young, 2-3 in.

long corymbs pubescent, stamens 10; anthers pink
fr led, stones with 2 furrows on the inner side, some-
times nearly plain May, June—Origin unknown, by
some thought to be a hybrid between C Crus-galh ana
0 maaacantha or C. s accidenta B.R 22*1868 G.W.
8.111 Var varieg&ta, Hort. Lvs. variegated with yel-

lowish wdute F.W 1877 65.
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16 DouglAsian® (page 3567).

37. Doftglasii, Lindl. (C. sangulnea var. Doiiglasii,

Torr & Gray). Tree, to 40 ft., with slender, often pen-
dulous branches, unarmed or with short spines: Ivs.

short-petioled, broadly ovate or oblong-ovate, acute,
gradually narrowed at the base, serrate and slightly

lobed, nearly glabrous, pubescent on the midrib above,
chartaceous, 1-4 m long - corymbs glabrous; fls. A~A
m across; stamens 20; calyx-lobes tnangular-ovate,
usually glandular-serrate above the middle, fr ovoid,

Hm. long, black and lustrous, with sweet, light yellow-
flesh and 3-5 nutlets. May; fr. Aug

,
Sept. Bnt Col.

and N. Calif, to Wyo. S S. 4:175. B.R. 21:1810.

17.

Sanguined.

38. sangufnea, Pall. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.,

with upright, spreading branches and short spines* lvs
ovate or broadly ovate, narrowed into the petiole, lrreg-

1102. Crategus macracantha (Xh). No 35

ularly serrate and slightly lobed, more deeply lobed on
vigorous shoots, at first hairy above and often also

below, at maturity glabrous or nearly glabrous, 1A~

3

in. long - corymbs pubescent or glabrous; fls. large;

stamens 20, with purple anthers, fr. A m - dmm. May;
fr. in Aug., Sept. E. Siberia. Var. chlorocdrpa,
Schneid. (var. xanthocdrpa, Regel). Fr. yellow, smaller:
anthers whitish.

39. dah&rica, Koehne (C. purpurea, Bose. C. san-
guinea var. altdica, Loud.). Shrub or small tree - spines

to 1A in. long: lvs. ovate or broadly elliptic-ovate,

acute, broadly cuneate at the base, sharply serrate,

those of the flowering branches very slightly or scarcely
lobed, those of the shoots distinctly and acutely lobed,

glabrous, %-2 in. long: corymbs glabrous, fls. Ain
across: fr. subglobose, 3^m. across, orange-red. April,

May; fr. Aug. E. Siberia.—The earliest leafing species

of all hawthorns; very graceful; hardy.

18.

Cordat®.

40. Phaenop^rum, Medikus (C. corddta, ' Ait. C.
acenfdlia, Moench. C. populifblia, Walt.). Washing-
ton Thorn. Tree, to 30 ft., with slender spines: lvs.

slender, petioled, triangular or broadly ovate, usually
truncate at the base, 3-5-lobed, sharply serrate, 1A~
2A in- long: corymbs many-fld., glabrous: styles 5: fr.

depressed-globose, Ain. across, shining, bright coral-

rea; calyx deciduous, leaving a circular scar; stones
3-5. May, June; fr Sept

,
Oct. Va to Ala. and Mo.

SS. 4:186. B.R. 14:1151. F.E. 28, p 103 (habit) —
A very desirable species, with beautiful fall-coloring and
large clusters of bright red fr remaining a long time
on the branches. Formerly much used for hedges.

19.

Apiifoli®.

41.

apiifdlia, Michx (C. Mdrshalln, Eggleston).
Shrub or small tree, rarely 20 ft., with stout spines and
the branchlets pubescent when young, lvs. slender-
petioled, broadly ovate, pmnately 5-7-cleft, serrate,

g
labrous or pubescent, A~lA m long - corymbs few-
d ,

villous; styles 1-3: fr ovoid, Am- high, scarlet,

with 1-3 stones: calyx often deciduous April, May,
fr. Oct. Va. to Fla., Ark. and Texas. S S. 4:188.—

A

handsome species with graceful foliage and an abun-
dance of white fls. in spring and small but bright-

colored frs. m fall.

20.

Brachyacanth®

42.

brachyacAntha. Sarg & Engelm Tree, to 50 ft

,

with stout spreading branches, armed with numerous
short usually curved spines, A-

A

m long lvs obovate-
oblong, oblong-lanceolate or elliptic, acute or sometimes
obtuse, cuneate at the base, crenulate-serrate, rarely

slightly lobed, glabrous at maturity, lustrous above,

A~2 m long corymbs many-fld
,
glabrous, fls Am

across, turning orange in fading, stamens 15-20 fr

subglobose, A~Am across, bright blue and bloomy,
with 3-5 stones. April, May; fr. Aug. La. and Texas
SS 4:177.—Tho only species with blue fr.; hardy
only S.

21 Pentagyn®.

43.

nigra, Kit (C carpdthica, Lodd ) Shrub or small
tree, branches pubescent or tomentose, with short
spines: lvs. short-petioled, ovate or ovate-elliptic,

deeply pinnately 5-9-lobed with serrate lobes, slightly

pubescent above, densely pubescent beneath, 2-3 m
long corymbs dense, 10-15-fld

,
tomentose; pedicels

short, fls white, becoming slightly red, anthers yellow-
ish fr. subglobose, A^. across, black, lustrous, juicy,

with 5 stones May; fr m Aug SEEu LBC11:
1021 LI 30.

44 pent&gyna, Waldst & Kit. (C melanocdrpa,
Bieb ). Shrub or small tree, to 15 ft.

:
young branchlets

pubescent, with short spines -

lvs ovate to obovate,
irregularly and usually sparingly serrate, pmnately
3-7-lobed, hairy above while young, finally nearly gla-

brous above, pubescent below, 1-2 in long corymbs
villous; fls. Am. across, anthers red fr ovoid or

obovoid, purplish black, ^>in. long, with 4-5 stones.

May; fr. Sept, Oct. S E. Eu., Caucasus. BR 22:

1874; 23:1933 (as C. Oxyacantha Ohvenana) . R.H.
1901, p. 310.

22. Oxyacanth®.

45. Oxyacdntha, Linn. Hawthorn or May of Eng-
lish literature. Shrub or small tree, to 15 ft

,
with

spreading glabrous branches and stout spines -

lvs.

short-petioled, cuneate or truncate at the base, round-
ish or broadly ovate, 3-5-lobed, with broad, serrulate

lobes, 1-2 m long: corymbs 5-10-fld., glabrous: fr.

globular or roundish oval, A~Ain- high, scarlet; stones

2, with 2 furrows on the inner side. May. Eu., N. Afr.

BR 13.1128 (as C. oxyacanthoides) Var. bfcolor,

Rehd (C Oxyacdntha var. Gumppen bicolor, Hort
C. Oxyacdntha rubra, Schneid ) Fls. white in the center,

edged red. FS 16:1651. Var Pa&lii, Rehd (var
cocdnea, Hort. Var. Paul’s New Double Scarlet. C.

Oxyacdntha var. splindens, Schneid.). Fig 1103. With
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double, bright scarlet, fls
;
one of tin* most showy I H

14 536 F. 1867.117 Var atirea, Loud (C Oxyacdn-
tha var canthocdrpa, Lange) With yellow fr Var.
quercifdlia, Loud Lvs with broad, rounded and ere-

mite lobes —Most ot the garden forms usually listed

as varieties of C Oxyacantha belong to the following
species Even the varieties enumerated above are by
some botanists not considered true C Oxyacantha, but
referred to C media, Bcclist

,
a hybrid between this

and the following species, the existence of hybrid forms
makes the distinction between the two species still

more difficult.

40 mon6gyna, Jacq (C Oxyacdntha, Hort ) Shrub
oi tiee, to 20 ft

,
with stout spines. Ivs on rather slen-

der petioles, ovate, 3-7-lobed, lobes with few teeth at
the apex, 1-2 in long corymbs many-fld

,
with usually

hairy pedicels fr oval, with usually 1 stone,

high May, June Eu and N Afr to Himalayas fin

33, i) 165, 37, p 467, 40, p 500, 52
,
)) 266, 55, p 452

R H 1900, p 72 (all as C Oxyacantha) —Many gar-
den forms are cult

,
some of the most distinct are the

following Var punicea, Rehd FIs deep red, single.

FS 15 1509, fig 1. L 13 C 14 1363 Var rdsea,

Hoit FIs pink, petals with white claw Var dlbo-plena,
Schneid With white double fls FS 15 1509, fig 2.

Var rhbro-plena, Schneid With double red fls F S.

15 1509, fig 3 Varieties differing m lvs and habit:
\ ui lacim&ta, Loud Lvs deeply pmnatihd with
incised serrate lobes Var pteridifdlia, Rehd (C.

Oxyacdntha var pteruhfblia, Loud Var Jdmfbha .

Hort ) Similar, but, lvs longer, with narrower anti

more incised lobes F S 20 2076 Var ferox, Schneid
(C Oxyacantha var fhox Gan C. Onjacdidha var
hbrnda

,
Gair ) Branches with fascicles of numerous

stout spines FS 14 1468 GC III 24 13 Var
inlrmis, Rehd ((' Oxyacdntha wtrims, Dauthenay)
A spineless form R H 1900, pp 72, 73 Var pendula,
Loud With pendulous branches Gn 68, p 288
GM 44-827 MDG 1902 25, 26 Var rdseo-pen-
dula, Rehd (C Oxyacdntha var pendula rosea, Hort )

A pendulous form, with pink fls. Var stricta, Loud
(var pyiannddh^, Hort ) Of fastigiate, upright habit.
GC 111 41 184 MDG 1906 390 \ai semper-
fldrens, Rehd (var Hihantn

,
Can ) Low, gi aceful

shiub, flowering until fall RH 1883, p 140 Gn
29, p 431, 33, p 465 There are also some varieties

with vai legated lvs

23 Okientales

47. tanacetifdlia, Pers Shi ub or small tree branches
with short spines or unarmed, branehlets tomentose
lvs cuneate, obovatc, pinnately 5-7-deft, with the
lobes glandular-senate, villous-pubescent, 1 2 m long,
coiymb dense, 5-7-fld

,
calyx-lobes large, deeply

glandular-serrate, fls large- fr pubescent, yellow', 1 m
or more across, with lacmiate biacts at the base May,
June Asia Minor B R. 22 1881 Gt 43, p 215.

48 orient&lis, Pall (C odorathsima, Lindl C
apnfbha, Hort ). Shrub or small tree, with spreading,
almost unarmed branches and tomentose branchless:
lvs short-petioled, cuneate, obovate or oblong, pin-
nately 3-5-cleft, with the lobes mcisely seirate at the
apex, tomentose pubescent, 1-2 in long corymb dense,
tomentose; calyx-lobes entire* fr depressed globose,
brick- or orange-red, m across, with 4-5 stones.
June. S E Eu

,
Asia Minor B M 2314 B R 22.

1885 (as C odoratissima) Gn 28 632 (as C tanace-
lifolia), and p 635 G M 40 824. Var sangufnea,
Rehd (C . sanguinea, Schrad

,
not Pall C Tournefdrtn,

Gnseb ). Lvs more glabrescent fr. dark red, with 2-4
stones BR 22 1852.

49. Az&rolus, Linn (C Arbma, Ser. C maiira, Linn,
f.). Shrub or tree, to 25 ft

,
with pubescent branehlets:

lvs short-petioled, cuneate-obovate, deeply 3-5-lobed,
with the lobes nearly entire or incised at the apex,

grayish green, pubescent, 1 ^-2)^ in long corymbs
lew-fld., densely tomentose fr orange-red or yellow,

globular or ovoid, in across May N Afr

,

Asia Minor B R 22 1897 (as C Aroma ) R H.
1856.441 Var sin&ica, Boiss Lvs glabrous ’ fr smaller,

reddish yellow BR 22,1855 (as C. maroccana). Gn.
22, p 146; 28, p 634.

24. PlNNATIEIDAE.

50. pinnatffida, Bunge Fig 1104 Shrub or small
tree, to 20 ft * lvs slender-petioled, cuneate, elliptic-

ovate, pinnately 5 9-cleft, mcisely serrate corymbs
many-fld

,
usually pubescent fr globular or pyriform,

dark red, punctate 1 jin high, stones 3-5 June.
N China, E Siberia to Ixoiea RH 1901 "308 Gt.
1862 366 Var m&jor, N E Br (C Korolkbwn,
Schneid, not Henry C Bnttschueideri, Schneid C.
californtta , Hort C. latdrica, Hort ) Lvs larger, less

deeply lobed ' fr pynforrn, 1 in long. G C II 26:620.
RII 1901 308
C altdica, Isnge= C Wattisna —C amhlrjua, C A Mcy.

Related to C monogyna Lvs duply 4-7-lobed, sparingly hairy
on lioth sides, 1-2 in long corymbs slightly hairy fr o\ old, usually
with 2 stones 8 Russia -(’ Jiduten, Sarg =C fcetida

—

C.
bcata, Sarg Allied to C prmnosa Shrub, to 15 ft lvs oblong-
ovate, villous above while young anthers dark maroon-color fr.

1103. Paul’s thorn—Cratasgus Oxyacantha var Paulii. (X M)

eninson, pruinose, ripens end of Sept N Y —C Biclncithae, Sarg.
Allied to C pastorum Shrub or tree, to 18 ft lvs ovate, usually
truncate at the base, at m ituntj thin calyx-lobes glandular-sen ate
fr subglobose, crimson, with 5 stones N Y —C b/llula, Sarg
Related to C prumosa Nnub, to 12 ft , glabrous lvs ovate,
bluish green and lustrous above, 2-3 in long stumens 8-10 fr

dull crimson, bloomy, 3
t in across, with usually 4 stones Mich

STS 1 50 —C berbmfolia, Torr Gray Related to C Crus-
galh Lvs obovate or obov ate -oblong, obtuse, pubescent below,
lustrous and nearly glabrous above, 1G-2 in long corymbs
pubescent, anthers yellow fr or inge with red cheek La SS
4 170 —(' Celnarui, Bose Shrub l\s pinnately lobed, slightly
pubescent beneath corymbs many-fld fr ovoid, red Origin
unknown, probably hvbnd of C pentagyna—V champlam fnsu>,

Sarg Allied to C mollis Tit e, to 20 ft , spiny lvs ovate, usually
truncate at the base, lo'.ied, glabrous above, pubescent on the veins
below, 2-2 in. long corymbs v illous, usually 4-5-fld , stamens 10.
fr obovoid or ovoid, scarlet, }*pn long, in Sept Que and Ont to
Vt and NY SS H t>i>0 —V chloroidrca, Maxim Allied to C.
sanguinea Lvs pmnatelj lobed, truncate at the base, with short
lobes, glabrous at length corymbs many-fld , nearly glabrous fr.

black, with green flesh Japan —C co<jn ita, Sarg Closely related
to O pruinosa Shrub, to 10 ft , spiny lvs ovate, acute or acumi-
nate, slightly lobed, dull bluish green, gl ibrous corymbs 5-7-fld ;

anthers yellow fr ovoid or pyriform, pruinose, dull crimson at
maturity, over Hin long, Oct Mass.

—

C edmpta, Sarg (C
silvicola var compta, Eggleston) Allied to C pruinosa Shrub,
spiny, glabrous lvs oblong-o\ ute, usually rounded at the base,
slightly lobed, glabrous corymbs many-fld

,
stamens 7-10, anthers

dark rose fr obovoid, light chcrry-rcd, hiin long, in Oct W N Y.—C conspMa, Sarg Allied to C piuinosa Tree, to 20 ft , spiny:
lvs broadly ovate, rounded or subcordate at the base, lobed, yel-

low-green, pubescent on the midrib below corymbs 5-6-fld , slightly

hairy, compact, anthers white fr subglobose, crimson, over ^in.
across, m Oct Ont —C crenuldta, Roxog =Pyracantha crenulata.—C cunedfa, Sieb <fe Zuce Be'onga to group C uneat ip Shrub:
young branehlets villous lvs short-petioled, euneate-obovate or
cuneate-oblong, crenate-serrnte, glabrous and lustrous above, spa-
ringly hairy below' corymbs villou«, 3-7-fld. , stamens 20, anthers
red fr red, with 5 stones, plain inside China and Japan t. I 5 —

•

€ cupullfera, Sarg Allied to C rotundifoba Shiub, to 20 ft lvs.

obovate or rhombic, slightly lobed, lustrous and ‘-cabrate above:
corymbs slightly villous, fls cup-shaped, stamens 10, anthers pink,
fr. scarlet, with 3-1 stones N Y —C Day&rui, Sarg. Mhed to C.
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pedicellata Tree, to 15 ft , spiny lvs broadly ovate, acuminate,
rounded or cuneate at the base, dark yellow-green, slightly hairy
on the veins below while young corymbs 10-14-fld., fls ^in.
across, stamens 20 fr obovoid, crimson, in Sept

, soon falling.W N Y —C diffusa , Sarg Allied to C pruinosa Intricately
branched spiny shrub, to 15 ft , glabrous l\s ovate, acuminate,
rounded or cuneate at the base, dark bluish green and slightly
scabrate above corymbs 6-12-fld , stamens 10 fr subglobose, scar-
let, less than across, in Oct W N Y —C DippeliAna, Lange
(C tanacetifoliavar Leeana, Hort C tanacetifoha xC punctata?).
Sin ill tree, spiny lvs rhombic-elliptic, lobed, sparingly pubescent
abo\e, densely beneath eorymbs densely villous, stamens 20 fr.

subglobose, reddish yellow or dull red Ougm unknown Gn 33,
p 408.

—

C dfssona, Sarg (C pruinosa var dissona, Eggleston).
Allied to C pruinosa Slender spiny shrub, to 10 ft

, glabrous lvs
ovate to rhombic, cuneate at the base, dark bluish green corymbs
5-7-fld , stamens 10, anthers purple fr subglobose, crimson, in
Oct. Mass.—C. dsungAnca, Zabel Allied to C. sanguinea. Tree

lvs. deeply lobed, sparingly pubescent or nearly glabrous’ corymbs
slightly pubescent fr black, stones without or with slight furrows.
Of unknown origin —C Diinban, Sarg Shrub, to 12 ft., spiny
lvs ovate to suborbicular, usually rounded at the base, slightly
lobed, glabrous or slightly rough above corymbs 10-14-fld . fr.

aubgloboso, cnmson, Mm across, in Oct W N Y. Belongs to
group Anomalie, allied to Tenuifoli® —C durobr%v&na*a, Sarg.
Allied to C coccinioidcs Shrub, to 20 ft , spiny lvs ovate, with
3—4 pairs of short lobes, glabrous corymbs glabrous, stamens 20:
fr. bright red, in Oct. NY STS 12 -~C elltptica. Ait (C.
glanduTosa, Moench C flava var pubescens, Gray) Allied to
C flava. Lvs broader, of firmer texture, moro pubescent and glan-
dular: fr. subglobose, red or yellow. Southern states. BR 22.
1890 (as C spathulata) —C elltptica. Beadle, is C senta, Beadle,
a species allied to C flava S S 13 697 —C elUptica, Mohr, is C.
aignata, Beadle, a species allied to C Crus-galli S S 13 644—
C. exorndta, Sarg Allied to C, pruinosa Shrub, to 1<I ft , spiny:
lvs ovate, usually rounded at the base, slightly lobed, dark yel-
low-green and rough above eorymbs 5-6-fld , stamens 7-10;
anthers pink fr subglobose, scarlet, less than J/£in. across, m
Sept. Ont.—<7. Fdxonn, Sarg. Allied to C. rotundifoha. Shrub, to

10 ft , spiny* lvs broadly ovate, with 4-5 pairs of short lobe*,
nearly glabrous at maturity corymbs villous, stamens 5-10 fr.

dark crimson, in Sept N H STS 1 60—C ferentdrta, Sarg.
Allied to C macracantha Intricately branched shrub, to 12 ft

,

with stout spines lvs rhombic or obovate, puberulous below on the
veins corymbs slightly villous, stamens 7-10, anthers white fr
subglobose or ovoid, Mm long, scarlet, with usually 2 stones, ripen-
ing in Oct W N Y —C flabell&ta, Spach (C Giayana, Eggleston).
Allied to C pedicel! ata Shrub, to 20 ft lvs ovate, with short
acute lobes, at first sparingly hairy above and villous at tho veins
beneath corymbs slightly villous, calyx-lobes sparingly glandular-
serrate, stamens 20 fr ovoid, crimson, with 3-5 stones, in Sept
Oue .—C fforenttna, Zuccagm»—Pyrus crnta-gifolia—C /tktida , Ashe
(C Baxten, Sarg). Allied to C intricata Intricately branched,
spiny shrub, to 12 ft , glabroiw lvs ovate or oval corymbs usually
5-6-fld ,

calyx-lobes serrate fr subglobose, orange-red or red-
brown, about him thick, with 3-4 stones, in Oct Mass to Ont
«nd Va—C FontanesiAna, Steud Allied to C Crus-galli Lvs
elliptic or olliptlc-lanceolate, almost glabrous, shining above eo-
rymbs many-nd

,
pubescent fr red Probably hyhud of C Crus-

galli —C Fdrbesx, Sarg Allied to C’ pastorum Shrub, to 15 ft

lvs ovate to oval, cuneate or rounded at the base, slightly lobed
stamens 20, anthers dark rose-color fr globose or ovoid, scarlet,

with thin and juicy flesh Mass —(' formbsa, Sarg Allied to C
pruinosa Shrub, to 15 ft lvs oblong-ovate, rounded or cuneate
at the base, slightly lobed, slightly hairy above while young co-
rymbs many-fld fr ovoid or obovoid, seal let, pruinose, wi-th 4-5
stones N Y —C oemmdsa, Sarg Allied to C succulents Tree,
to 30 ft , spiny lvs broadly obovate to broadly elliptic, doubly ser-
rate and otten slightly lobed, at maturity pubescent on the midrib
beneath corymbs villous fr. scarlet, lustrous, in Oct N Y to
Mich and Ont. S S 13 686 —C geruseuisis, Sarg Allied to C
Crus-galli Small tree, to 12 ft ,

spiny, glabrous lvs obovate-
oblong, pointed at the rounded or acute apex, with prominent
veins corymbs many-fld ,lax, anthers pink fr ovoid, scarlet, t 2m
long, with 1-3 nutlets, in Oot W N Y G (' III 53 115- C’

glandulbaa, Moeneh=*C elliptiea —C pluridsa, Sarg Allied to C
pedicellata Tree, to 25 ft , with few spines lvs ovate, cuneate or
rounded at the base, rough above, slightly pubescent on the veins
below, sometimes finally glabrous corymbs 10-15-fid

, stamens 7-
10 fr ovoid, often uusymmetiical, deep crimson, in Sept W N Y—C grandiflbra, Koch (C lobata, Bose Cratse-mespilusgrandiflora.
Camus) Small tree lvs elliptic, serrate, often slightly lolled toward
the apex, pubescent fls 1—3, large fr brown, globose, large Sup-
posed to be a hybrid between Mopilus germanica and a Cn.tn*gus
G F 10 35 R H 1869, p 80 —(' (jrayAna, Eggleston—C flabcl-

lata —C Hdrbisona, Beadle Belongs to group Bractcatir allied
to Intncatse Tree, to 25 ft lvs oval or broudly obovate, coarsely
serrate, petioles glandular corymbs many-fld , with conspicuous
glandular bracts fr red or bright red, in Oct SS 13 691 —C hetero-
phylla, Fluegge Allied toC monogyna Lvs larger, usually trifid.

fr larger, bright red corymbs many-fid Bit 14 1161,22 1847 —
C hxemAlia, Lange Possibly C Crus-galli xC pentagyna Lvs.
elliptic to ovate, densely serrate or slightly lobed, lustrous above,
pubescent on the veins beneath corymbs villous, stamens 15, with
purpleanthers fr purplish black Ongin unknown — C Ilolmeai&na,
Sarg Allied to C podicellata Tree, to 30 ft lvs oval or ovate,
slightly lobed, at maturity yellowish green, glabrous fls Vi-Min
across, stamens Usually 5, anthers purple fr ovoid, cnmson, with
usually 3 stones Montreal to Pa ,

W NY and Ont S S 1 3 676 —
C. integriloba, Sarg Allied to C tomentosa Tree, to 10 ft , spiny
lvs broadly obovate or oval, broadly cuneate at the base, slightly

lobed, glabrous corymbs villous, calyx-lobes entire fr subglobose,

M~M^ across, scarlet, lustrous Qui GC III 47 60—C irrdsa,

Sarg Allied to C pedicellata Shrub, to 12 ft lvs ovate, cuneate
or rounded at the base, slightly lobed, lustrous and glabrous above
stamens 20, anthers yellow fr ovoid, dark red, lustrous Que - (’.

Korolkdwn, IIenry=C. Wattiaua See also No 50 — C lauta, Sarg
Allied to C Ellwangenana Arborescent shrub, spiny lvs ovate,
acuminate, scabrate above, sparingly pubescent on the veins below
corymbs 8-I2-fld , compact fr ovoid, bright orange-red, *

4 in long,
with 5 nutlets, in Sept Origin unknown, much planted m Boston
parks —C leiophylla, Sarg Allied to C pruinosa Slender intricate,

spiny shrub, to 15 ft , glabrous lvs broadly ovate, usually rounded
or truncate at the base, dark dull blue-grc en above corymbs 5-7-
fld , compact, anthers yellow fr obovoid, bright red, J^in long, with
usually 4 stones, in Nov W N \ — C hioniAna, Sarg Allied to

C Crus-galli Tree, to 20 ft , spiny, glabrous lvs oblong-obovate,
acute or rounded at the apex, finely and often doubly serrate

corymbs lax, 10-18-fld , calyx-lobes glandular-serrate fr subglo-
bose to ovoid, dark cnmson, Min long, with 2-4 stones, m Oct.
N. Y S T S 2 129—C. lobAta, Bosc=C grandiflora —C luedrum,
Sarg Allied toC pastorum Tree to 25 ft , spiny lvs broadly ovate
to obovate, slightly lobed, glabrous corymbs villous, few-fld

, sta-
mens 20, with purple anthers, fr ovoid, crimson, m Sept 111.

8 8 13 679 —C mameAna, Sarg (C. leiophylla var maincana,
Eggleston) Allied to C. pruinosa Tree-like shrub, to 15 ft , spiny,
glatirous lvs ovate to deltoid, acuminate, hairy while young,
corymbs many-fld , stamens 10, antho.s dark purple fr globose,
scarlet, scarcely prumose, about Min tmek, in Oct W N Y.

—

C. matiira, Sarg. Allied to C pastorum Shrub, to 10 ft , with few
spines, glabrous lvs oval to ovate-oblong, usually cuneate at the
base, dark green above, yellow-green below corymbs many-fld ;

stamens 5-10, anthers red fr ovoid, dark purplish crimson, Min.
long, m Aug Vt , Mass , N Y —C MaximouAczn, Schneid (C.

sanguinea var. villosa, Maxim ) Allied to C sanguinea Small tree,

to 20 ft lvs. ovate, slightly lobed, pilose below corymbs densely
pilose fr. pilose when young, finally glabrous Amurland, Man-
churia —C microcdrpa, I indl =C spathulata —C dpulens, Sarg.
Allied to C pruinosa Shrub, to 15 ft , spiny, glabrous lvs oblong-
ovate to oval, acuminate, hairy above while young corymbs 5-8-
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fld ,
compact fr. subglobose, obscurely angled, crimson, slightly

pruinoso, long, in Oct W N Y —C Pdlmert, Sarg Allied to

C Crus-galli Tree, to 25 ft lvs broadly ovate to oblong, rounded
or acute at the apex, coarsely serrate, glabrous corymbs glabrous,
stamens 10, with yellow anthers fr dull green, tinged with red, in

Oct H M 381 ~—C perefjrlna, Sarg Allied to C mollis Tree
lvs ovate, broadly cuneate, with 5-6 pairs of narrow lobes, glabrous
above, villous beneath corymbs many-fld

, villous fr ovate-glo-

bose, dark dull purple, pubescent at the base and apex, fan across.

Origin unknown, probably ,8 W Asia STS 2 191 — C per-
jucujida, Sarg Allied to C pruinosa Spiny shrub, glabrous lvs.

ovate, acuminate, dark green aboce corymbs 8-10-fld , anthers
white fr ovoid, orange-red, finally enmson, slender-stained, less

than *Ain long, in Oct Out
,
N Y —C peraimilxa, Sarg Allied to

C Crus-galli Shrub, to 8 ft lvs oblong-obovate to oval, usually
acute, veins prominent, slightly hairy while younp corymbs
slightly villous, stamens 10-20 fr subglobose or ovoid, crimson,
lustrous, with 1-2 stones N Y —C nrsecox, Sarg (C praeeoqua,
Sarg,) Allied to C rotundifolia Shrub, to 10 ft , spiny lvs
rhomboidal to oval, slightly hairy while young, glabrous at matu-
rity and scabrous above corymbs slightly villous, many-fld , sta-
mens 10 fr subglobose, dark crimson, £jin thick, in Aug Vt.,
Que —C promiaaa, Sarg Allied to C pruinosa Shrub, to 12 ft ,

spiny glabrous lvs oblong-ovate, acuminate, deeply lobed.
corymbs lax, many^Hd

,
stamens 5-7, anthers pink fr ovoid,

crimson, not pruinose, less than V^in long, in Sept W N Y —
C Pi/ruidntha, P< rs =Pvracantha coccinca —C nrulana, Nutt
Allmd to C Douglasii .Shrub lvs ovate-lanceolate, serrate, gla-
brous at length Wyo to Colo and Utah 8S 4 176—C Sdr-
Oentn, Beadle Allied to C uitricata Tree, to 20 ft lvs elliptic

to oblong-ovate, slightly lobed, glabrous at maturity corymbs
slightly villous or glabrous, stamens 20, with purple anthers fr,

yellow or orange-yellow, tinged with red, in S< pt Ga to'Ienn and
Ala —C sonodrua, Jiegi I—C Wattiani —C spnthnlnta, Michx.
Shrub or tree, to 20 ft lvs < uneatc

,
oblaneeolate, erenately ser-

rate or 3-lobed at the apex corymbs many-fld fr scarlet, globular,
^4 in across Southern states SS 4 185 BR 22 1846 (as C
murocarpa' The only species of the group Microcarose allied to
the Apnfolia' (' Irxfldrn, Chapin Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft

lvs ovate or t lliptic, serrate, often slightly lobed, pubescent, 1-2H
in long corymbs 3-fld , hirsute, fls 1 in across, stamens 20, anthers
yellow fr globose, red Ga , Ah Belongs to the group Tnflor®,
allied to Intruatse —Very distinct and handsome, has proved hardy
at the Arnold Arboretum —C terecundn, Sarg Allied to C mtn-
cata Shrub, about 3 ft ,

spiny, glabrous lvs oblong-obovate or
oval, acute or acuminate, light bluish green corymbs 6-10-fld ,

stamens 7, anthers white fr ovoid or obovoid, less than fan long,
with 2-3 stones, m St pt or Oct W N \ —C WatUfina, Hems!
A I,ace (C altaica, Lange C songanca, Rtgel) Allied to C san-
guines Lvs smaller, truncate at the base, glabrous corymbs gla-

brous fr yellow or reddish yellow, smaller Cent Asia Var.
tncisa, Schneid (C Korolkown, Henry C sanguines var incisa,

Regel ) Lvs more deeply and acutely lobed RH 1901 301 —

C

Wilsonu, Sarg Allied to C tomontosa Shrub, to 20 ft !v« ovate
or obovate, acute or obtuse, lustrous above, sparingly villous be-
neath fr ovoid, red, nearly fan long, with 1-3 stones Cent.
China Alfred Rehder
CRATj&VA (after Cratevaa, an obscure writer on

medicinal plants, not, as sometimes stated, at the time of

Hippocrates, but at the beginning of the first century
B C

,
since he named a plant after Mithndates) Cap-

panddeex Tropical trees and shrubs, sometimes
planted in the warm parts of the country
Leaves 3-foliolate* fls in corymbs, usually polyg-

amous, with the odor of garlic; sepals and petals 4;
stamens 8-20, torus elongated berries ovate-globose,
with a slender stripe —Ten species, around the globe.
The bark of the garlic pear, C gynarulra, blisters like

cantharidcs C rehgiosa, from Malabar and the Society
Isis 18 a sacred tree, and is planted m native grave-
yards The bitter, aromatic lvs and bark are used
by them in stomach troubles. The above and some
other species are cult, in Eu. as ornamental green-
house shrubs.

religidsa, Forst f. (C Nurvdla
,
Buch -Ham ). A

spreading unarmed deciduous tree of graceful propor-
tions. lvs. long-petioled, the lfts. 2^-3 times as long as
broad, fls. 2-3 m across, showy, yellow, or purplish
yellow, the petals long-clawcd.—Once cult by Fran-
ceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif

,
but reported by him as

no longer m cult, there. Excellent greenhouse plant N.
N. Taylor f

CRATEROSTfGMA (Greek, referring to character of
stigma). Scrophidaridcex. Torenia-like perennial low
nearly stemless herbs of E. and S. Afr

,
sometimes

grown under glass. Lvs. radical, plantago-like, many-
nerved, entire : fls lilao and purple, spicate, racemose or
even solitary; calyx tubular, 5-ribbed and narrowly
5-toothed, corolla tubular, 5-nbbed and 5-toothed, the

tube enlarged toward the top, the limb 2-lipped, the
dorsal lip concave and entire or emargmate, the other
large and spreading and 3-lobed, stamens 4 and per-

fect, in unequal pairs, style filiform, 2-lobed and
dilated at apex. fr. an oblong caps included in the

calyx Differs from Torema m technical floral char-

acters and in being nearly or quite stemless and with
only radical lvs —About 4 species C. pffmilum,
Hochst {Torema auriculajdim, Dombr ) has fls. on
slender pedicels lA~V/£ m long, the corolla-lobes pale
lilac blotched with purple and veined with white:
lvs sessile, ovate, m a basal rosette, pubescent beneath
and nearly glabrous above. E. Africa. F.M.10:534.—

A

stemlcss perennial. L j£. B.

CREPIS (Greek for Sdndal; application obscure).
Compdsilx. A large group of annual, Biennial and peren-
nial herbs, a few of which are now and then grown in

outdoor gardens for the showry flowers.

Much like Hieraoium, dif-

fering mostly in the simpler
involucre, white soft pappus,
and beaked achene lvs radi-

cal and cauline, the former
mostly runcmato, repand or

pinnatiscct, the latter mostly
clasping heads pedunculate,
solitary or paniculate, all the
florets perfect and ligulate,

the rays yellow', orange or

red fr. a smooth achene —
Perhaps 250 species in the

north temperate zone, some
of them weedy and widely
dispersed. Among the cult

kinds is C sibirica, which
resembles a sow-thistle m
habit, and has corymbs of

reddish blue fls about the
size of a hawkweed, or a
small dandelion It is one of

the coarser border
plants, and rare
Rather light, sandy
soil, and full exposure
to the sun are essen-

tials to the welfare
of this plant It is contented
in a rather dry position, either

in the rockery, or in the
border It is prop by divi-

sion A common plant on
the moss of English thatched
cottageb is C virens, a yel-

low-fld plant resembling a
dandelion. C. rubra appears
to be
species

sibfrica, Linn Perennial, 2-3 ft high, and at least as
wide when in bloom plant covered with short rough
hairs’ root large, fleshy lvs rough, winkled, the lower
coarsely dentate, the upper often somewhat cordate,

12 in long, including a petiole half as long fls bright
ellow in a strictly terminal corymb; involucre loose,

airy. July Eu
,
Asia Minor, Himalayas Gn 53, p.

493 —The tallest and largest-fld of the genus. Its

white plumy masses of seeds are also attractive.

afirea, Reichb Black-hairy- height 1 tt or less:

fls. orange, mostly solitary, lower lvs. spatulate-oblong,
toothed, shining June. Alps.—One of the commonest
perennial species of the genus abroad Repays rich soil.

riibra, Linn. Fig 1105. Annual’ height Ar^A ft

:

fls. red, usually solitary, the involucre being hispid.

An attractive little flower-garden plant Var Alba,

Hort., has flesh-colored or whitish fls. Italy, Greece.
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r barbdta, Linn «=ToIpis —C mont&na, Reich 12-18 in . lvs

unequally dentate fls yeflow in a large head High mts , Switrer-
'and, etc Mentioned as grown in this country, but apparently
not in the trade L H B |

CRESC^NTIA (after Crescenzi, thirteenth century
Italian agricultural writer) Bignoniacex This genus
is chiefly interesting for the calabash tree, which has

1106. Crescentia Cujete —The calabash. (XH)

no near allies of horticultural importance; yields the
calabash fruit.

Tropical trees, glabrous: lvs alternate, solitary or

clustered at nodes, fls. large, tubular, with a fluted 5-

cut limb, yellowish, with red or purple veins; calyx
2-parted or deeply 5-cut —About 5 species, in Mex.
and Cent. Amer The calabash tree is a native of Trop.
Amer

,
is especially familiar in the W Indies, and can

be grown outdoors in extreme S Fla. and S Calif The
outer skm of the fr is removed and the seeds and pulp
from within, and the hard woody shell is used for water-
gourds and for all sorts of domestic vessels, according
to size and shape. The growing fr. can be made to
assume various forms by skilful tying It is a tree

20-40 ft high, and readily distinguished from all

others by its peculiar habit of growth, as it bears large,

horizontal, scarcely divided branches, which bear
clusters of lvs. at intervals The tree is becoming
important in the manufacture of tobacco-pipes.

Cujfcte, Linn. Fig. 1 106 A handsome tree when grow-
ing in the open, with wide-spreading well-foliated

branches, lvs. 4-6 in long, broadly lanceolate, taper-
ing at the base, dark glossy green fls. solitary, pendu-
lous; calyx 2-parted; corolla constricted below the mid-
dle, and then swollen above, malodorous when decay-
ing; stamens 4, sometimes 5: fr frequently 18-20 in.

through The growing tree has somewhat the habit of a
Burbank plum tree. B M. 3430. N. Taylor,t

CRESS. A name applied to the pungent herbage of

several species of the Crucifene, used as salad.

The leaves of the ordinary garden cress (Lepidium
sativum), sometimes called peppergrass, have a pleas-
ant pungency, somewhat like that of the water-cress,
which makes the plant well adapted to be used as a
popular condiment, served with salads, especially

lettuce, and also for garnishing purposes The quick
sprouting habit of the seed is proverbial Often the
plants show above ground the third day after seed is

sown But if cress is wanted in its prime continuously,
new sowings must be made every few days. ISow seed
rather thickly in rows a foot apart, selecting any good
garden loam. The reason that this useful plant is

seldom seen in the average home garden is probably

its liability to be attacked by hordes of flea-beetles

which seem to have a particular fondness for cress

pungency. But it is easily grown under glass, in flower
pots, flats, or on a bench, m any light and fairly warm
place and in any good soil Grown thus it is usually
free from flea-beetle injury, and goes well with forced
lettuce. Seed is easily grown, either m the open or under
glass The plants are allowed to mature their seeds, are
then pulled and the seed rubbed or thrashed out and
cleaned. There are slight vanations in the form of

the leaves, some of which are more or less curled, others
more of the broad-leaved type

Water-cress (Nasturtium officinale of the older books,
but known as Hadicula Naslurtium-aquaticum and
Ronpa Nasturtium in recent books), Fig 1107, is a
hardy perennial, and finds a congenial place m small,

running streams, shallow pools or ditches, wintering well

when covered with water. It is usually found freely,

bunched, in most of our markets and at green grocers’.

It grows readily from seed as well as from freshly cut
pieces of branches, and soon spreads over a large area.

The best product comes from clear running water
Similar to water-cress in pungency is the upland

cress (Barbarea prxcnx) ,
a naidy biennial It also

grows easily from seed sown in the open or under glass

in ordinary soils and situations Tne root-leaves are
used for garnishing and seasoning, but they are not of

the highest quality . Seep 454, Vol 1.

Other plants sometimes grown under the name of

cress are Cardamine pratcrusis (p 661) and Spilanthes
oleracea (which see) The very pungent root-leaves of
the former arc said to be eaten, but apparently the
plant is not cultivated for this purpose

T. Greiner.

CRlNUM (Greek name for a lily) Amaryllidhcex.
Large and showy flowering bulbs, mostly tender, closely

allied to Amaryllis and distinguished by the longer
perianth-tube; flowers usually white or in shades of

red, largely summer bloomers, but differing widely in

this respect

Stems arising from a tumcated bulb with a more or
less elongated neck' lvs mostly persistent, usually
broad, sometimes several feet long fls few or many in a
2-bracted umbel, often very fragrant and with 3 types
of coloring, pure white, banded red or purplish down the
center, or flushed with the same colors, penanth salver-

form or funnel-shaped, the tube straight or curved,
long-cylindrical, segms linear, lanceolate or oblong,
nearly or quite equal, stamens 6, attached on the throat
of the corolla, with long filiform filaments and very
narrow versatile anthers; ovary 3-celled, the ovules few
in each cell, the style long and filiform, somewhat bent

1107 Water-cress—Radicula Nasturtium-aquaticum.

downward, the stigma not lobed: fr a roundish or

irregular caps
,
at length dehiscing; seeds large, green,

thick —Probably 100 species in warm and tropical

regions around the world, in moist or wet places. The
ermums are amaryllis-like plants of great beauty.
They are widely grown, often under the name of

“lilies,” some of them as warmhouse plants, some as
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ooolhouse subjects, and a few as hardy border plants.

The bulbs are often very large, sometimes as much as

2 or 3 feet long, neck and all, the leek-like neck grad-

ually tapering from the bulb proper. In some species

the bulb is short and onion-like Fig. 1 10K shows forms
of ennurn bulbs In some species the Uowers are 1

foot long and half as broad, and sometimes the leaves

leach the length of 6 feet and a width of 5 or 0 inches.

The flower-stalk is solid, leafless, usually arising from
the side of the bulb-neck. The genus might be roughly
divided into the evergreen kinds, mostly with leek-like

bulbs and symmetrical star-like sti night-tubed usually

erect flowers, and the deciduous-leaved kinds, mostly
with roundisli bulbs and nodding bell-shaped more or

less irregular flowers

The cimums require so much room that they are not
often seen in commercial collections in this country
They are particularly adapted to mild and warm cli-

mates, and therefore full notes on such handling of

them are given here They are not much grown in Ameri-
can greenhouse's The species cross freely, and many
fine hybrids are known, some ot them under Latin
species-names

11auly ennums

The species of Crinum require widely different cul-

ture, and their geographical distribution furnishes an
important clue as to the degree of warmth required.

There are two species hardy in the northern states, C
longifohum and V Moon t, the latter being less reliable

than the former but with finer flowers These two
species differ from others in blooming all summer
instead ot during a short period, and m the more
lasting qualities of their flowers An interesting hybrid
between the two, (' Poudln, is hardier than <7. Moorei,
and the flower, though better than C longifolium

,
is

not quite so showy as tli.it of C Moom The hybrid
has three well-marked colors, white, rosy and purplish.

A single bulb of the white vanet\ has given fifty

flowering bulbs m four yenis It is excellent for

placing in conspicuous posit ions on terraces or lawns, or
in corners where flowers are wanted to combine
with architecture oi statuaiv for summer effect. The
Agapanthus is frequently grown also for such purposes.
Of course large specimens arc* needed for this use, but
they are easily secured and they last from vear to year.
The bulbs of ennums are mostly grown m Rolland and
m Honda The only natixe species, C. anuncanum

,

the “swamp lily of Florida,” makes a brilliant and
sti iking spectacle when seen m places far from cultiva-
tion, as in the Everglade's
The most reliable* of the hardy ennums in the North

is probablv C Poirdlu If the bulbs are planted 2 x
/i

to 3 feet deep (to the bottom of the bulb) in well-
drained soil, the plant stands without protection in the
neighborhood of New York City Let them stand 2 to 3
feet apart 'Phis crinum makes a very ornamental
summer plant, even the strong foliage prcxlucmg a
tropical effect It produces offsets very freely, but they
are deep in the ground It seems not to produce seed
in the North C longifolium is also hardy, but is better
with a covering in winter; and it is inferior to C.
Powelln in leaf and flower C Moorci is equally hardy
except that the bulbs grow near the surface and are
therefore so much exposed as often to be ruined by
frost. It is a very desirable summer species It often
seeds in the latitude of New' York City, and these
fleshy seeds germinate readily if placed on the surface
of moist soil. It produces offsets freely, which are
used in propagation It has very strong fleshy roots;
and when grown m pots or tubs (which is a desirable
practice) it should be given plenty of room This spe-
cies has a long columnar neck with a spreading cap or
erown of leaves, and large white or pink flowers. C.
variabilc (C. capense) is hardy south of the Ohio There
are a number of half-hardy species; and most of the

57

greenhouse kinds make very desirable lawn or porch
plants when well established m large pots or tubs.

Tender ennums.

There are more than fifty species of greenhouse
ennums, all of them worth growing because of their

handsome flowers; some of them have very ornamental
foliage. Most of the species art* seldom seen in this

country, possiblj' because they occupy too much space
and give a comparatively small number of flowers to

recompense the grower for their upkeep. It is not
necessaiy to keep the evergreen species growing all the
tune after the flow'd s have been produced. The plants
may be put out-of-doors under a lath-house for four
or five months The soil should be of a lasting nature
with good drainage so that frequent repotting will not
be necessary. When the plants are in a growing state,

frenuent applications of manure water will be found to
be beneficial. In the warmer part§ of the country,

1108 Cnnum bulbs as named m the trade Left to right,

C Moorei, C. giganteum, C. Kirlui, C. Powellii.

many of the tropical species should be plunged or
planted out in the open border, where they often
give a satisfactory quantity of flowers. In winter, the
plants may be carried over under the bench of a tem-
perate house They should be given water occasionally
during Apul and the first half of May to encourage
new' root-growth When planted out in rich soil,

nearly all of them will produce their gorgeous flowers
out-of-doors, and during winter they are best treated
as dormant bulbs with a little more heat than given
such plants as cannas and nchardias, planting them
out as soon as the weather is favorable. A few of the
tropical ennums arc grown for their foliage principally,

and are often seen m public conservatories and palm-
houses where they suffer but little from dense shade
The flow ers of most species are exceedingly handsome
but only for a comparatively short time; during the
remainder of the year when out of bloom there are

hosts of things that are much more ornamental.
Tropical ennums should be grown m this country
nearly altogether for outdoor w'ork; we then get the
best out of them because our hot summers are favor-

able to their growth and for the production of bloom.
Those species not amenaole to this treatment do not

§
ive results at all in keeping with the space and time
evoted to them. (G. W Oliver.)
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Crinums in Florida and the South.

The vanous species of Crinum belong to the most
important, the most beautiful and the most popular
of Florida garden plants. No plants grow so easily,

with so little attention, and no plants are so flonferous
and so deliciously fragrant. Some of the species, as

C. zeylanicum
,
C. eruhescens and C. Sandenanum

}
are

so common in gardens, that they are little appreciated
by people in general. Planted together in masses or in

borders and in front of shrubbery
?
they look extremely

beautiful They grow best m rich, somewhat moist
soil, but they are also perfectly at home m the high
pineland ridges when well fertilized and cultivated.
There is great confusion m the nomenclature of these
plants, scarcely half a dozen being correctly named m
the various catalogues The following notes are based
on many years’ experience with crinums m Florida,
and the names represent plants that the author con-
siders to be proper representatives of the species.

C. abysemicum had white flowers and is attractive, but it does not
grow well in the sandy soils of Florida.

C amabile. Very much like C augustum in growth and the
flowers also much the same, but it is considerably smaller and
multiplies rapidly by offsets Every three or four years it must be
replanted m fresh rieh ground, and the offsets must then be re-
moved. It is a very beautiful plant, and much more flonferus than
the C. augustum, flowering m every month of the year The per-
fume of the masses of flowers m spring and summer is so strong
that it pervades the entire garden It does not bear seeds m
Florida, but the pollen is fertile and can be used in cross-breeding

C amertcanum Common along muddy banks of lakes and nvers
A very beautiful pure white, intensely fragrant species and very
valuable in hybridizing work. Flower-stem usually 3 feet high,
bearing mostly four flowers. Grows well in gardens, particularly
in rich moist soil

C amaenum A rather small-growing Asiatic species with long
slender bulbs and wlute flowers tinged red on the outside. Rare

C asiaticum The columnar stem-hke bulb, about 12 to 15
inches long, grows mostly above the ground. In planting it should
never be set deep in the ground, a few inches is sufficient The
leaves are arranged m a rosette They are about 3 feet long, very
broad near the bulb, gradually narrowing to a sharp point at the
end. The color is light bluish green Flowers almost all the year
round, even in winter when the weather is warm, usually 20 flowers,
in an umbel being borne always a little above the foliage on a
strong stem The flowers are pure white, with linear narrow seg-
ments, filaments and stigma purplish red, yellowish white m the
lower third Strangely and deliciously fragrant A real gem among
our garden flowers Hardy all over the Gulf Coast region, where it

forms m time large and impressive clumps of tropical foliage
Bears large pea-green fleshy seeds abundantly Excellent for
raising hybrids.

C. augustum "Great Mogul” of Barbados. The largest-growing
of all our crinums, specimens 4 feet high and 6 to 8 feet m diameter
being not uncommon It needs rich moist soil and a fair amount of
gooa fertilizer Leaves are very broad, 4 to 5 feet long, narrowing
gradually to a sharp point, deeply channeled It blooms con-
tinually for months Flower-stem an inch in diameter, purplish-
red, 4 feet high, bearing a large umbel of glossy purplish crimson
flower-buds which are pink inside after opening Nearly twenty

mass of very beautiful
is umbel is so largo and

flowers to each umbel, giving a large mass of very beautiful
and deliciously fragrant blossoms Tins umbel is so largo and
heavy that it soon bends over and finally lies on the ground For
this reason, it is necessary to tie it to a strong bamboo stake
It is difficult to propagate, as offsets are formed slowly A plant
five years old has formed only two side-shoots Although it affords
good pollen for hybridizing purposes, it does not seed Hardy m
New Orleans

C. campanulatum (C. caffrum) Very distinct, with beautiful
glaucous green leaves and umbels of six to eight rosy red cam-
panulate flowers The flowers aro much recurved at tneir edges
It blooms several tunes each year. One plant, although eighteen
years old, never made a side-shoot. It grows wild m ponds m
southern Africa and very likely needs moist soil

C. Careyanum (offered in the trade as C vtrgmeum which is

really a white-flowenng species from Brazil) It also goes under
the name of C. grandum This is a doubtful plant, being perhaps an
old English hybrid. It is very distinct from all other crinums, very
beautiful and deliciously fragrant and a night-bloomer Flower-
stem 3 feet high, with an umbel of six to eight pure white flowers
with a faint red band m the center. The buds are reddish and the
stem is purplish grayish green. Bears no seed.

C. cartbmum. Reminds one of C amertcanum, but flower-stem
grayish purple on a green ground. Flowers pure white, very fra-
grant. Rare.

C. crassipes. Bulbs conical, very large, 8 to 10 inches in diameter.
Forms offsets tardily, if at all Flower-stem short. Flowers fifteen
to twenty in an umbel, white, bell-shaped, faintly keeled with pink

C. erubescent (usually advertised as C flmbriatutfyn). One of
the most oommon species in Florida gardens. Increases rapidly
by offsets Leaves long, thin and narrow, 2 to 3 feet long’ flower-
stem 2 to 3 feet tall, purplish green, carrying usually four to six
very beautiful fragrant flowers, pure white with a faint pink keel,

outside purplish red. Does not bear seeds, and pollen, and is useless
for cross-breeding. Found everywhere in gardens

C. fimbruUulum. Extremely rare, and not m the trade. Flowers
pure wmte, with a soft red band in the center of each petal. One
plant formed only five offsets in the course of eight years.

C. giganleum Perhaps the most beautiful species, the leaves
being as ornamental as an aspidistra or a dracena Evergreen
like C pedunculatum, C. amabile, C. augustum, and C. asuiticum.
The leaves are about 3 feet long, nch deep green with a slight

bluish tint. It forms large clumps in the course of a few years.
Flowers six to eight in an umbel, bell-shaped, creamy wlute in the
bud, pure white when fully expanded, exhaling a very strong vamlla-
like perfume They appear six or eight times during the year,
even in winter when the weather is warm Needs rich moist soil

and does not thrive satisfactorily on high dry land. An excellent
species for hybridization.

C imbneatum Allied to C. giganleum, but bulbs much larger
and leaves rather glaucous green, strongly nerved, with serrated
edges Flowers similar, but creamy white Flowers usually two or
three times during the year This is as beautiful as C. giganleum,
but it does not form such large clumps in the course of a few years.
Seeds freely.

C. Kunthianum. A largo-growing species, with a fine rosette of
bright green spreading leaves ana large umbels of pure white
flowers Its variety mcaraguense is a still larger-growing plant.
The flower-stem is quite Bhort, about a foot high, bearing five or
six very large white flowers with a faint pink band in the center,
purplish on the outside. The flowers of both are strongly fragrant.

C longi/ohum. An excellent plant for hybridizing The leaves
are glaucous green, flowers eight to twelve in an umbel, pink,
flushed with deeper red on tne outside A fine foliage plant,
though flowers not very showy The white variety, C. longifohum
album . with very beautiful pure white bell-shaped flowers, is a
very snowy plant and much superior to the type

C Macowann Forms very large bulbs with long slender necks.
A beautiful species with pink flowers, but very difficult to grow in
light soils It does not flower regularly each year

C. Moorei Bulb very large, 6 to 8 inches in diameter, with a very
long slender, stem-like neck about 10 to 12 inches long The leaves
are very beautiful, long and thin and very wavy It usually flowers
in March in oentral Florida Flowers four to ten in an umbel, bell-

shaped, rosy or pinkish red and deliciously fragrant There is a
beautiful whito form of this extremely beautiful species Var.
Schmidtn, which usually flowers also in March or April Both
kinds bear seeds if hand-pollinated with their own pollen or crossed
with different other species. This ennum will not thnvo well in
the light sandy soils It requires a heavier soil with some clay
in it, and it grows well only m a lath-house.

C. pedunculatum. Very rare in Florida gardens Reminds one
of C asiaticum, but the bulb is shorter, more massive and the
leaves thinner and of a brighter green Flowers twenty to twenty-
five in an umbel, pure white and strongly fragrant This plant
needs rich mucky soil to do its best It does not thrive on dry
ground It is a much shyer bloomer than C asiaticum, with whicn
it is often confounded

C podophyllum This is another evergreen species, almost a
miniature C imbneatum Leaves glaucuous green, strongly nerved,
with serrated edges Bulb only a few inches in diameter and very
short Flower-stem about 10 inches high bearing only a few pure
white strongly fragrant flowers. Flowers only once during the
summer

C pratense. Bulb 5 to 6 inches in diameter Flowers white.
Requires moist nch soil Rare

C. purpurascens This small species, with linear undulated
leaves about a foot long, forms largo clumps in rich moist soil,

thriving with caladiums, marantas, ferns, and other shade-loving
plants Flowers fivo to six in an umbel, slightly red m bud ana
pink when expanded Flower-stem purplish, only about 6 to 8
inches high

C Sandenanum (Milk-and-Wine Lily) Common in Flonda
gardens. Flowers white, keeled with bright red, deeper red on the
outside Flower-stems 3 feet high, carrying five or six flowers in
the umbel Bears no seed

C scabrum One of the showiest Flowers large, amaryllis-
like, pure white, banded crimson, reminding one of Hippeastrum
nttalum. Very fragrant, but flowers of short duration Flowers
three or four times during spring and summer Bears seed abun-
dantly and can be easily cross-fertilized with other species. Grows
well on high dry pine land, but, like all crinums, requires rich soil.

C vanabile When in bloom, this is the showiest of all the
species Bulbs very large, comcal Flower-umbels consist of
fifteen to twenty large pure white bell-shaped flowers, being borne
well above the foliage, standing upright. The flowers are faintly
striped with pink Three or four stems are usually pushed up at
the same time from one large bulb, and beds consisting of twenty-
five or fifty bulbs are a magnificent sight, as almost all the buas
open at the same time. This ennum is strictly a night-bloomer, the
flowers begimng to open in the dusk of evening, remaimng in per-
fect condition until sunrise A clump or a bed of this species in

full bloom during a moonlight night has a wonderful effect It

looks particularly beautiful under palms This species is hardy
as far north as southern Missoun and Kentucky, with a little

protection in the form of stable manure or dry leaves It has been
received under the names C. Ktrkii, C. omatum and C. latifolium.

Does not bear seeds
C. yemenee. Flowers pure white, bell-shaped and somewhat

fragrant Bears seeds. Excellent for cross-breeding purposes
C. zeylanicum (often sold as C. Kirkii) Perhaps the most com-

mon of all the crinums, being found in almost every garden, even
in the backwoods. The flowers which are intensely fragrant are
borne on tall purplish stems. They are deep crimson in the bud
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state, white with a red stripe, when fully expanded They usually
flower in June and July after the rainy season has set in. Bears
large grayish green fleshy seeds abundantly and is a fine plant to
be uwd m hybndizmg. H NehrliNQ

abyssimcum, 31.

album, 12, 14, 15.

arnabile, 4, 8
amenoanum, 5.

amcenum, 7
anomalum, 1

aquahcum, 26.
asiaticum, 1

augustum, 4, 8.

australc, 2.

caffrum, 26
canipanulatum, 26.
canaliculatum, 2
capense, 12
cappedum, 1

Careyanum, 24.
canbffium, 3.

Colensoi, i4
crassifohum, 18.
crassipos, 21.
dcclinatum, 1.

eboraei, 1

elegans, 6.

eruDescens, 9, 10.
exaltatum, 2.

INDEX.
fimbnatulum, 25.
flondanum, 3.

giganteum, 29.
grandiflorurn, 12.
Herbertn, 23.
hybndum, 1

imbricatum, 33
intermedium, 15.
jemenicum, 19.
jemense, 19
Johnstonn, 20.
Kirku, 16.

Kunthianum, 10, 23
latifolmm, 19
hneare, 27
Lmneet, 19
longifolium, 12.
Mackenn, 14
Macowanu, 13.

Makoyanum , 14.
Mearsu, 7
Moorei, 14
natalense, 14
mcaraguense, 10.

ornatum, 19, 22, 24.
pedunculatum, 1, 2.

platypetalum, 14.

podophyllum, 28.
Powellu, 15.

pratense, 6
procerum, 1

purpurascens, 11.
Kattrayn, 30
rtpanum, 12
Sandenanum, 22.
ecabro-capense, 23.
scabrum, 23
Schmidtu. 14.

simco-scabrum, 1.

sinicum, 1.

toxicanum, 1.
vanabile, 18.

venustum, 6.

virpncum, 32.
viginicum, 23.
yemen8e, 19.
seylamcum, 17.

A. Perianth erect, salver-shaped
,
with linear segms.;

stamens spreading. (Stenaster.)

b. Color of perianth white; tube greenish.

1. asifiticum, Linn (C toxicanum, Roxbg.). Bulb
4-5 in thick, neck 6-9 m. long, lvs 20-30 to a bulb, 3-4
ft long. 3-4 m broad, peduncle l lA~2 ft long, 1 in.

thick; ns 20-50 in an umbel; spathe-valves 2-4 m.
long, pedicels 1 in long; perianth white; tube erect,

tinged with green, 3-4 m long, segms. 2)4-3 in long;

filaments tinged red, 2 in long - ovule 1 m a cell. Trop.
Asia. B M. 1073. G F 4:283. Baker gives 5 botani-
cal varieties, of which the most important m the
American trade is probably var. sinicum, Baker
(C. sinicum, Roxbg. C. pcdunculdtum, Hort

,
not R.

Br.). St John’s Lily. Bulb 6 in. thick, 18 m. long:

lvs 5 in broad, with undulated edges, forming a mas-
sive crown 4-5 ft high' peduncle 2-3 ft. long; fls. 20
or more, the tube and segms longer than in the type;
perianth white China The bulb usually divides

into 2 of equal size; small offsets are rarely produced.
Seedlings flower in 5 years Var. declinAtum, Baker
(C declmatum, Herb.), has a declined instead of erect

bud
;
penanth-segins tinged red at tip BM 2231 Var.

prdcerum, Baker (C prdcerum, Carey), is larger than
the type with lvs 5 ft. long, 6 m. wide, perianth-tube
and hmb 5 m long, the latter tinged red outside. Ran-

f

;oon. B M 2684 Var anfimalum, Baker, is freakish-

ookmg, its lvs being expanded into a broad, membra-
nous, striated and plaited wing B M 2908 (as C.plica-
tum). C. ebdraci, Ilerb. (C. hybndum Todbrx, Hort ).

Similar to the variety next mentioned, but half the size.

Garden hybrid between a small form of C. asiaticum and
C longifolium. C. ebdraci var cAppedum, Reasoner (C.

cdppedum
,
Reasoner). Habit much like C. asiaticum

,

but lvs tapering to a slender point, semi-erect, 4 ft.

high: fls. about 20, segms. 4 in. long, Ym. broad, spread-
ing, white, sometimes changing to pink. Garden hybrid
between C. asiaticum var. sinicum and C. longifolium.

Increases both by offsets and splitting of the bulb into
two. C. sfnico-sc&brum, Hort

,
hybrid of C. asiaticum

var. crossed with C. scabrum, and intermediate in aspect
and fl.

—

C asiaticum is the largest of the cult, species,

good specimens standing 5 ft. high and having a greater
spread. The evergreen reticulated lvs. are ornamental.
It blooms several times each year in good warmhouseor
greenhouse conditions.

2. peduncul&tum, R Br. (C. austrdle, and C. exaltd-

turn, Herb. C. canaliculdtum, Roxbg.). Bulb 4 in. thick;

neck 6 in. long. lvs. 25-30 to a bulb: fls. 20-30 in an
umbel; spathe-valves 3-4 m. long; pedicels 1-1M in.;

perianth greenish white, not tinged with red outside,

the segms. linear and spreading and shorter than the
tube: filaments short, bright red; style shorter than
the filaments: ovules 3 in a cell. Austral. B.R 52.

—

The bulb grows above ground on a large rootstock;
summer; coolhouse.

3 caribsfeum, Baker (C. floriddnum, Griseb., not
Fraser). Lvs. lorate-oblong, 1 ft. or less, 3-4 in. broad,
narrowed to the base: umbels 3-4-fld.; perianth-tube
3-4 in. long, nearly straight; segms. white, linear,
spreading, nearly as long as tube. W. Indies.

bb. Color of penanth purplish red outside; tube purplish
red.

4. amAbile, Donn. Bulb small; neck 1 ft. or more
long: lvs. 25-30 to a bulb, 3-4 ft. long, strap-shaped,
tapermg to the point, the margin entire peduncle 2-3
ft. long; fls 20-30 m an umbel, very fragrant; spathe-
valves 4-5 in. long; pedicels )4~1 in long; perianth with
a crimson center band, tinged outside bright purplish
red; tube bright red; segms. 4-5 in long; stamens an
inch shorter than the segms. Sumatra B.M. 1605. R H.
1856.241.—Summer; warmhouse Supposed by Her-
bert to be a spontaneous hybrid between C. asiaticum

1109. Crrnum amencanum. (XM)

var procerum and C. zeylanicum' fls sterile; bulb
increases by small offsets; has been sold under the name
of C augustum (Hort . not Roxbg ), which is a similar

but smaller natural hybrid presumably between C.
bractealum and C. zeylanicum, and has more obtuse
lvs. than C. amabde.

aa. Penanth erect, salver-shaped, with lanceolate segms.:
stamens spreading. {Plalyaster.)

b. Lvs. few, 6-12 to a bulb.

5. americAnum, Linn. Fig. 1109. Florida Swamp
Lily. Bulb stoloniferous, ovoid, 3-4 in. thick, neck
short, lvs. 1)4~2 m. broad and 2-4 ft long, curved,
denticulate: fls. 3-6, usually 4 on an erect scape 20-30
m. high; pedicels 0 or very short; perianth creamy
white, the lobes linear or lance-linear; tube greenish,

equaling or exceeding the lobes. Native m river swamps
Ga ana Fla. and westward. B.M. 1034—Blooms m
spring and summer, but some fls. may occur m winter
far S.

6. pratense, Herb. Bulb ovoid, 4-5 in. thick; neck
short: lvs. 0-8, linear, suberect, \ x

/r-2 ft. long, 1)4-2 in.

wide, channeled, narrowed to point, margin entire:

fls 6-12 on a lateral compressed peduncle 1 ft or more
high; perianth white, the tube greenish and 3-4 in.

long, the segms. nearly or quite as long, Hin. broad,
lanceolate; filaments shorter than segms, bright red.

Low grounds, India. Summer. Var. Alegans, Carey, has
a longer-necked bulb, decumbent, peduncle, and tube an
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inch shorter than the segms BM 2592 Var. venfistum,
Carey, has about 30 fls in an umbel India.

7 amdfenum, Roxbg Bulb globose, 2-3 m. diam
,

with a very short neck 1 lvs 10-12, suberect, linear,

2 ft or less long, rough-edged, tapering to the apex,
fls 6-12, the peduncle standing 1-2 ft high; perianth-
tube greenish, 3-4 m long; segms. white tinged red
outside, 2-3 m. long, lanceolate, filaments bright red,

shorter than segms. India Summer; warmhousc.
Var Mearsii, Bedd (C Mcarsii, Bedd.). Very small:
lvs 1 ft. or more long, 1 in. wide, very
smooth peduncle 3-5 m long, 6-l(F V
fld

,
fls white, the tube slender and 5 \1

in long; segms lanceolate, 2Yi m. long
. Jj

and broad. Upper Bui ma. G C. rtf'
III 42 62 —Whole plant not more W
than 2 or 3 in high when not m bloom;
blooms well in a 3-m. pot

j

bb Lvs numerous, 20 or more to a bulb

.

8. augustum, Roxbg (C amdbile
var. augustum

,
Gawl) Bulb conical, ©

6 m thick
,
neck long lvs 20-30, strap- MSaaC

shaped, 2-3 ft long, 3-4 m broad: fls. /)*4\w
12-30, on a lateral much-compressed V*
peduncle 2-3 ft. high, pedicels some- 4

times an inch long, color strong pur- . _ . .

phsh red outside, banded within; tube Crinum Moorei.

f

nirplish; segms. lanceolate, 4-5 m.
ong, filaments half length of segms., red. Mauritius,
Seychelles. B.M. 2397. B R. 679 —Warmhouse;
effective

9 erubescens, Ait Bulb ovoid, 3-4 m thick, the
neck short, lvs many, curved, strap-shaped, thm, 2-3
ft long and 2-3 in broad, slightly rough on edges, fls

4-12, on peduncle 2 ft or more high, the pedicels 0 or
very short, color reddish outside, white within; tube
bright red, 5-6 m. long; segms. half as long as tube,
lanceolate, reflexing Trop. Amer. B M 1232. L B.C
1 31.—Summer; warmhouse.

10 Kunthi&num, Roem. {C erubdscens, HBK., not
Ait ) Bulb ovoid, 3 in diam

,
with a short neck* lvs

about 20, strap-shaped, spreading, 2-3 m broad,
undulate but entire fls 4-5 in an umbel, the peduncle 1

ft high, the pedicels 0 or very short, pure white, tube
7-8 in long; segms lanceolate, 23'3 in long; filaments

less than 2 in long, bright red. Colombia. Var.
nicaraguense, Baker, is purple outside, the segms.
a little longer and lvs. longer and narrower.

11 purpurAscens, Herb Bulb ovoid, short-necked,
2 m. diam

,
stoloniferous lvs 20 or more, linear, thin,

3 ft or less, prominently undulate fls. 5-9, on a
peduncle 1 ft or less long, tube very slender, 5-6 in.

long, segms lanceolate, half as long as tube, pink
or purplish; filaments bright red Upper and Lower
Guinea, in streams and lakes, the lvs often floating

BM 6525. G.C. III. 47:114—Amphibious. Summer;
warmhouse.

aaa Perianth funnel-shaped, lube permanently curved

,

segms oblong ascending, stamens and style con-

tiguous and declined (Codonocrmum.)

b. Bulbs long-necked {No. 30 omitted).

c. Margin of lvs. not cihate, but often scabrous

12. longtfdlium, Thunb. (Amaryllis longifdlia,

Linn C. ripdnum
,
Herb. C capense, Herb ) Bulb

ovoid, 3-4 in. diam : lvs. 12 or more, strap-shaped,
2-3 ft. long, 2-3 m wide, margins rough fls 6-12,
pedicels 1-2 in. long; perianth tinged red on the back,
and sometimes on the face, with a white vanety, tube
cylindrical, 3-4 m. long, about equaling the limb;
segms. oblong, acute, 1 in. or less broad; stamens nearly
as long as segms.; filaments red. Cape. Natal. B M.
661. Var. Album, Hort. Gn. 52, p 123.—Probably
the hardiest pure species of crinum, enduring the win-

ter of the Middle States, if protected with litter dur-
ing cold weather. Prop, by offsets or seed, which
latter is produced abundantly C. grandifldrum, Hort

,
is

a hybrid with C Careyanum, said to partake of the
hardiness of C longifolium. Sometimes described as

having a short-necked bulb.

13. Macdwanii, Baker. Bulb globular, 9-10 m.
diam

,
with neck 6-9 m long. lvs. 12-15, strap-shaped,

thin, 2-3 ft long, 4 m or less broad: fls. 10-15, on a
stout green peduncle 2-3 ft high; tube curved, green,

3-4 in. long; segms about equaling the tube, pmk,
oblong, acute, 1-1 3^ m broad. Natal.—Late autumn,
greenhouse, or half-hardy.

14. Modrei, Hook. f. (C Makoydnum, Carr C.
Colensoi, C Mdckenn and C notaleuse, Hort ).

Fig. 1110 Bulb ovoid, neck 12-18 m long lvs 12-15,

strap-shaped, 2-3 ft long, 3-4 m wide, margin entire,

veins rather distant, distinct fls 6-12, on peduncle 2-3

ft high, the pedicels 13^-3 in long; tube greenish,

about 3 in. long and with a funnel-shaped pinkish limb
of equal length, the segms oblong, neaily acute, con-
mvent, filaments pmk, an inch shorter than segms.
Natal and Kaffrarm B M 6113 G C III 2 499,
48*59. RII 1887 300 and p 417 RB 22 p 196,

23.61 Var Album, Hort Gt 31*1072. Gn 52, p 122,

and var platypAtalum, Hort
,
arc cult C Colinsoi has

a longer tube, smaller fl
,
with a paler and narrow er

limb C. Schmidta, Regel, is probably a pure white-
fld. form of this species.

15 Pdwellii. Hort Fig 1111 Bulb about 3 in.

diam
,
with a long slender neck lvs about 20, spi end-

ing, ensiform, acuminate, 3-4 ft long, 3-4 in broad
near the base, margin smooth fls about 8, perianth
dark rose-color, pedicels 1-1^3 in long - Garden
hybrid of C longifolium and C. Moorei —A valuable
outdoor crinum Var Album, Hort

,
white Var.

intermedium, Hort
,
light rose-color

cc Margin of lvs ciliated

16 KIrkii, Baker Bulb globose, 6-8 in thick, neck
6 in long* lvs 12 or more, 3^-4 ft long, 4-433 m
wide and long-tapeiing to a point, margin rough, veins
close fls 12-15 on a stout compiossod peduncle 1

- 1 1
3 ft.

high, pedicels 0 or very shoit, color white, with a very
distinct bright led band down the center of each oblong
acute segm

,
tube greenish, 4 in

,
about equaled by the

segms E Afr B M 6512 —Probably not in com-
merce. See No 17. Sept

;
warmhouse

bb Bulbs short-necked {not considering No 30)

c Fls numerous
,
usually more than 8 m an umbel.

17 zeylAnicum, Linn Bulb globose, 5-6 in thick,

lvs. 6-10, thin, sword-shaped, 2-3 ft long, 3-4 in wide,
wavy, margin roughish, peduncle long and not very
stout, often tinged led, fls. 10-20 on veiy short pedicels;

tube 3-4 in long, curved, segms oblong, acute, 3-4
m long, 1 in broad, white with a broad led keel, sta-

mens ail inch shoiter than segms Spung to midsum-
mer, waimhouse Trop Asia and Afi B M 1171 (as

Amaryllis ornata) —A waimhouse species Usually
sold as C Kirku, which is an allied species from E
Afr., probably not known outside of botanic gardens

18 variAbile, Herb. {C aassifblium, lleib ) Bulb
ovoid, 3-4 in. thick, without distinct neck lvs 10-12,
linear, glabrous and entire, the outer ones 2 ft. and more
long, 2 m. wide, weak, fls 10-12, on a compressed
erect peduncle 1—1 ^2 ft high, the pedicels 3

*2-1 m.
long; tube greenish, 1

x
/i in. long, segms white with

red tinge down the keel, oblong, acute, 23^-3p3 m.
long, filaments red, an inch shoiter than segms Cape
region Spring

19 latifdlium, Linn {C. oindtum var latifbhum,
Herb C. Linnsn, Roem C. jemenst

,
C ji menicum

and C yenUnse
,
Hort ) Bulb nearly globose, 6-8 m.

diam., with a short neck* lvs. many, strap-shaped, thin,
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2-3 ft. lone and 3-4 in broad, slightly scabrous on the

margins' ns. 10-20, on a peduncle 2 ft. or less high;

tube curved, 3-4 m long, greenish; segms. about as long

as the tube, oblong-lanceolate and acute, 1 in broad at

middle, whitish tinged red. Trop Asia.—An excellent

species; summer; warmhouse.

20 Jfihnstonii, Baker Bulb globose, 3-4 in diam.,

without neck* lvs about 20, long-pomted, the outer
ones 5-6 ft long and sword-shaped, the inner linear*

fls about 20 on a peduncle 2 ft high; tube slightly

curved, tinged green, 4 m
,
limb shorter than tube,

the segms. ovate or oblong, acute, white and tinged

S
ink on the back

,
stamens nearly as long as limb Mts.

Intish Cent. Afr. BM 7812. G.C. III. 50.170—
Closely allied to C. longifohum. Fls. fragrant, 8 m.
long

necked, with brown coverings lvs 8-10, strap-shaped,
undulate, thin, 2 ft. or less long, 2-3 in. broad, the
margin entire * perianth-tube curved, greenish, 3-4 in.

long; segms. (or limb) about as lor.g as the tube, oblong-
acute. 1 in. broad, lightly red-tinged at center, stamens
a little shorter than segms Mauritius and Seychelles.

B M 2466 —Autumn; greenhouse.

25. fimbridtulum, Baker. Lvs. linear, 4r-5 ft. long, 2
in. broad toward base but long-pomted, glaucous green,

margins ciliated with small membranous scales: fls

3-

7, nearly sessile, on peduncle 2 ft. high; tube curved,

4-

5 in long; segms. white with distinct red keel, oblong,
acute, ascending, 3 in long and 1 m. broad; stamens
an inch shorter than segms. Lower Guinea. Gn. 55.

92 Allied to C scabrum —A different plant is passmg
in the trade under this name.

without neck: lvs sword-shaped, 3-4 ft long, 4 in.
' A

broad and long-tapering to the apex, entire, fls 15-20, .xP*
caiPPaP

u‘a

in a stout compressed peduncle less than 1 ft long, the caffrum, ncrb ).

pedicels 1-1H m long, tube about 3 m long, slightly
deeply channeled,

curved, green, segms oblanceolate, J^in broad, equal-
, ,

or more 10

ing the tube, ascending, white tinged red on the back; slender, o m or

filaments purple, nearly equaling the segms. Probably
Smch exo^dm

S<

Trop. Afr.
2352 —Twryfli

cc Fls. fewer, usually less than 8 in an umbel 27 linekre Li
d. Segms. of perianth red, striped or tinted with red. lJ-i-2 ft long,

e. Tube of perianth usually 8 in. or more long. the face, the n
22. Sanderi&num, Baker (C. orndtum

,
Bury). Bulb f

lendo
,

r “d**™
globose, 2 in thick, neck short, 2-3 in long. lvs. 10-12,

on«’ tub« fe,

+

end<

thin, 1^-2 ft long, IU2 in broad, margin denticulate,
™lte

tapering to a long point fls 3-6, nearly sessile, white,
lanceolate, acute

keeled with red; tube 5-6 in long, curved; segms ob-
region. ±5

long, acute, ascending, 3-4 in long and 1 in. or less ^ A ’ revoiu

broad; stamens much shorter than segms Upper an. Seyms, of per
Guinea Gn 52 122 -Closely allied to C. scabrum.
Intermediate house, blooms at intervals. E
23 scabrum, Herb Bulb globose. 5-6 in diam

, 28 podophGlt
with short neck lvs 12 or more, 2-3 ft long, 1 3^-2 in.

t]lam witho
wide, closely veined, margin scabrous, fls 4-8, the 2 in or less wid
peduncle 1-2 ft high; pedicels 0 or very short, tube ^ flg 2 se
greenish, 4-5 in long, segms white with distinct red 1 ft ionv t,,iA t

keel, oblong, acute, 3 in or less long, fila-
*

merits rather shorter than segms Apr ^ A
May Trop Afr B M 2180 F 8 21 2216
A very showv and easily cult species,

,
ri

f
spring or early summer, warmhouse C.
Herbertii, Sweet {(’ siabio-uiptnse, Hort. ~

if nC Kunthidnum, Hort
,
not Room ) Fls If-

similar to C scabrum, but color lighter, the
plant taller and larger Garden hybrid jjjtjjw W
between C scabrum and C lonyifolium \

jg h&Njff
This is a doubtful name C Heibcrtianum, S
\\d\\ —C. zcylariicum C Herbertianum,

but the plant is smaller
and ^the fls larger and

/fjjr

^24 Careyknum, ' ^
1

Regarded by Baker as jlU'
j

“scarcely more than a [m v
variety of C latifo- 'M W//mm yfe

'

hum, confused m M /W^Mg
cult * fls only 4-6 in the

>71 ^ //r
umbel, on a subterete / \

\

ttreen peduncle about /
1ft high bulb globose, /
3-4 in. diam., short- llil. Crinum PoweUii.

ee. Tube short,—8 in. or less.

26. campanulaturn, Herb. (C aqudheum, Herb. C.
cdffrum, Herb). Bulb small and ovoid: lvs linear,

deeply channeled, 3-4 ft. fls 6-8, on a slender peduncle
1 ft. or more long, the pedicels lA~\ m long; tube
slender, 3 m or less long, about as long as the cam-
panula!e limb; segms bright rose-red, oblong, obtuse,
much exceeding the filaments Cape region B M.
2352 —A very distinct species; warmhouse.

27. linekre, Linn f Bulb small, ovoid: lvs linear,

13^-2 ft long, y2\x\ broad, glaucous, channeled on
the face, the margin entire fls 5-6, the peduncle
slender and about 1 ft long, the pedicels or less

long, tube slender. in or less long; segms 2-3 in.

long, white tinged with red in center, oblong or ob-
lanceolate, acute: stamens much shorter than segms.
Cape region. BM. 915 (as Amaryllis revoluta). B R.
623 (as A. revoluta var. gracihor).

dd. Segms. of perianth pure white (exception m one form
of No 29)

E. Pedicels very short or 0.

28 podophyllum, Baker. Bulb subglobose, 2 in. or
less diam

,
without evident neck lvs. 5 or 6, 1 ft. long,

2 in or less wide, oblanceolate, acute, thm, narrowed
to base fls 2, sessile, the slender compressed peduncle
I ft. long, tube 5-6 m long, slender and curved, limb

somewhat erect, the segms

\ oblong-spatulate, pure white;
filaments nearly as long as

Wyfi -n limb Upper Guinea B M.
6483 —Perhaps a form of C.

QuJnnini™ late autumn; warm-

Bra M 29 giganteum, Andr.
Bulb globose, 5-6 in.

1 L* thick, the neck short:
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lvs 12 or more, lanceolate, narrowed both ways, 2-3
ft. long, 3-4 in. broad, veins distant, with distinct

cross vemlets. fls. 4-6, rarely 8-12 on a stout com-
pressed peduncle 2-3 ft long; tube 5-7 in. long;

segms pure white, much imbricated, oblong; filaments

S
ure white, an inch shorter than segms. Trop Afr.

I M. 5205. F S. 23.2443. G F. 4:223. I.H. 33.617.

—A very fragrant species. Yar. n6bile, Baker (C.

nObile
,

Bull), has the peduncle and fl. suffused with
tinge of red—C giganteum is large or gigantic only in

its fls., summer; warmhpuse

30 Rattrayii, Hort Excellent stove plant, 20 in.:

lvs. ascending, strap-shaped, acute, entire, dark green:
fls pure white, with a spread of 6 in

,
in few-fld. umbels;

segms ovate-elliptic, acute or sometimes erose; sta-

mens strongly declined, nearly equaling the segms.
Uganda GC III 38 11 and suppl

31 abyssfnicum, Hochst. Bulb ovoid, 3 in. thick,

the neck short’ lvs. about 6, linear, 1-1^ ft. long,

Vt~\ in wide, veins close, margin rough, narrowed to
a point fls 4-6, on a peduncle 1-2 ft high, the pedicels
very short or 0, perianth white, the tube slender, 2 m.
or less long, the segms oblong, acute, 2-3 in. long and
%\n or less broad, filaments less than 1 in. long. Mts.
of Abyssinia. Greenhouse.

32 virgfneum, Mart Bulb large and brown: foliage

as in C giganteum, the lvs 2-3 ft long and 3—4 in.

broad at the middle, narrowed both ways, pointed, fls.

about 6, sessile or very nearly so, tube 3-4 m long,
segms. pure white, connivent, acute, as
long as the tube, filaments much shorter
than the segms S Brazil. See also C
virgmicum under No. 23.

ke Pedicels 1 in long ,

33. imbric&tum, Baker Bulb very large,

globose lvs strap-shaped, very thin, 3 ft

long, 3 in broad at middle and narrower
toward base, distinctly veined fls 5-6, on
a stout peduncle 1 ft or more long; tube
slender and curved, 3 m long, the cam-
panulate limb of equal length; segms.
imbricated, oblong-obtuse, filaments 1 in. shorter than
segms S Afr—Allied to C. giganteum

Crinums hybridize so freely, and the progeny is so likely to be
interesting, that many mongrel forms have been recorded under
Latin names It is not feasible to account for all such names hero.
Many of the forms are soon lost —(' Luydrdse, N E Br Bulb
small lvs Jong and narrow, rough-edged fls 2-6, the peduncle
1 ft or less high, tube nearly or quite 4 in long, segms lanceolate,
about or nearly as long as tube, 'white with light pink median stripe
Trop Afr —V ndtans, Baker Allied to C purpurascens, but
aquatic, the 20 or so strap-shaped undulate lvs submerged bulb
small, narrow -ovoid, with many long fibrous roots fls few, white,
the narrow segms recurved Upper Guinea B M 7862—C.
rhoddnthum. Baker Lvs lorate, exceeding 1 ft , thick, ciliate-

edged fls many, tube 3 in long, segms red, lanceolate, 21-2 in
long, erect-spreading and curved in upper part, stamens as
long as segms , the filaments red Cent Afr GC III 3.3 .315.—C Sdmutlu, Worsley Bulb 3 in diam and 2 3'2 m long lvs.

sometimes 4 ft long, rough-edged fls 2, sessile, on peduncle 1 ft

high, white slightly flushed with pink, not fragrant, in
across Cent Afr

—

C Vdsiei, Boiss Bulb ovoid, 4 in across,
without distinct neck lvs hnear-lorate, 2 ft or less long, 2 in
broad, rough-edged fls about 15, on peduncle 1 ft or less high,
white with rod median stripes, perianth funnel-shaped, 8 in
long, the tube curved and red, the segms linear-lanccolatc, and
a little shorter than tube Mozambique R H 1908 132—
C Wimbushu, Worsley Differs from C Sarnueln in lvs not
rough-edged, fls on short pedicels, faintly fragrant, less lasting
and with longer style Cent Afr

—

C zanzibartnse, Hort ==(?).

L H. B.f

CRfTHMUM (Greek for barley, from some resem-
blance m the seed) Umbelliff'rse. Samphire. A single

species, C. maritimum, Linn
,
on shores in Great

Britain, W. Continental Ku
,
and the Medit. region,

rarely planted in wild gardens or borders It is a fleshy

glabrous perennial herb, seldom more than 1 ft. high,

somewhat woody at the base: lvs. 2-3-ternate, the
segms. thick and linear: umbels compound, of 15-20
rays, involucrate, the umbellules with involucels;

petals very minute, entire, fugacious: fr. ovoid, not
compressed, about %in. long. Thrives well in a sunny
situation, and will grow at considerable distance from
the sea. Prop, by division, and by seeds sown as soon
as ripe.

CROC6SMIA (Greek, odor of saffron, which is per-

ceivable when the dried flowers are placed in warm
water) IruiAceie. Gladiolus-like garden plant.

This genus has but one species, and is not clearly

distinguished from the closely allied Tritoma, but it

differs m the stamens being separated at equal dis-

tances instead of grouped at one side, the form of the

limb, the tube not swollen at the top, and the fr.

3-seeded, sometimes 5-seeded, instead of many-seeded
The name of this genus
is spoiled Crocosma by
Baker, but it was first

spelled Crocosmia The
fls with coppery tips sha-

ding into orange - yellow
are veiy distinct and at-

tractive Pax, in Engler
<fc Prantl, combines the
genus with Tritoma.

Crocosmia aurea is a
showy bulbous autumn-
blooming plant, which is

hardy south of Washing-
ton, D C

,
with slight

protection, and m the
North is treated like

gladioli, the bulbs being
set out in the spring, after

danger of frost, and
lifted m the fall for

winter storage It

is of easy culture,

and is propagated
by offsets or by
seeds which should
be sown m pots,

undei glass, as soon
as ripe Corms

should be stored in peat
or sphagnum to prevent
them from becoming too
dry.

abrea, Planch (Tntbnxa
auiea, Pappe ) Height 2
ft . eorm globose, emitting
offsets from clefts in the
side scape 1 1 £-2 ft high,
leafy below, naked or only
brae ted above, com-
pressed, 2-wmged. lvs.

distichous, shorter than
the scape, linear, ensiform,

striated, but with a distinct midrib’ fls sessile m the
panicle, perhaps 25 scattered over a long season,
with buds, fls and seeds at the same time; perianth
bright orange-yellow toward center; tube slender,
curved, 1 in. long; segms longer than the tube caps
3-cclJcd. Trop and S. Afr July-Oct FS. 7.702.
B M. 4335. B.ll 33.61 (Tritoma). Also interesting
as one parent of a bigeneric cross resulting in Tritoma
(Montbretia) crocosmseflora Var. imperiilis, Hort

,

Fig 1112, grows about 4 ft. high. Var. maculbta,
Baker, has dark blotches above the base of the 3 inner
segms. J.H. Ill 33:567. j. N. Gerard.

Wilhelm Miller.

CR6CUS (Greek name of saffron). Indacese. Low
spring-flowering and autumn-flowermg garden bulbs,
showy, and well known.

Stemless plants (the grass-like lvs. rising from the

1112. Crocosmia aurea var.

impenalis. (X%)
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ground or corm), with solid bulbs or corms: fls showy,
in many colors, funnel-shaped and erect, with a very
long tube and 6 nearly or quite equal segms

;
stamens

3, attached m the throat of the perianth and shorter

than the segms
;
style 3-cleft, the branches entire or

forked or much fimbriated, ovary 3-loculed seeds

many, nearly globular: fr. an oblong 3-valved caps —
Probably 75 species, many of them variable, in the
Medit region and extending into S. W Asia The
fls open in sunshine They come in fall or spring, but
the best-known species are spring-flowering, which are

amongst the earliest and brightest of spring bloom.
Crocuses force easily (see Bvlb). A half-dozen corms
may be planted m a 4-in pot for this purpose Cro-
cuses are scarcely known in the American trade
under their species names Inasmuch as the flowers

of the common crocus close whim taken out of the
sun, they are not popular as window-garden or house
subjects. Crocuses have been much hybridized and
varied There are many color-forms The common
crocuses of the trade have descended from C. vernus
chiefly, but C. susianus, C . nunsiacus, C stellans, C.
bijtorus and C sativus are frequent. The Dutch bulb-
growers cult many species, and these are offered for sale

in their American lists, the species are therefore included
in the following synopsis In this account, the treatment
by Baker is followed (Handbook of the Indese).

Botarneally, the genus divides itself into three groups
on the characters of the style-branches the branches
entire, once-forked or fimbriated at the apex, or cut
into several capillary divisions Horticulturally, the
species fall into two groups,—the spring-flowering and
t lie aut umn-flowermg. These groups are not so definitely

sepal ated as it would seem, however Some of the
species bloom in winter m regions m which the ground
does not freeze hard, others begin to bloom in July or
August, some may continue to bloom till winter closes

in Vet these two flowering periods mark very impor-
tant differences in the utilization of the plants and the
pi unary division m the following treatment is made on
this basis The colors are now much varied by cultiva-

tion and hybndizmg, but they aie well marked in the
specific types as a lule They run largely in yellow,

white and purple
The covering or tunic of the bulbs may be uniformly

membranaceous, or it may be composed of strongly
reticulated or parallel fibers Fig 1113 The flowers

appear usually just in advance of the grass-like foliage-

leaves The floial leaves are small and more or less dry
or scarious and arise directly from the corm and may be
seen as a spathe-like btiucture inside the leaf-tuft, this

is usually known as the basal spathe. The real spathe
subtends the bloom, and it is always one-flowered; this

floral spathe may be one-leaved or twro-leaved

Culluie —Many forms of crocus are well known,
where they are justly valued as among the showiest
and brightest of winter and spring flowrers They thrive

m any ordinary soil About two-thirds of the species

are classed as vernal and the remainder as autumnal
flowering, but the various members of the tribe would
furnish nearly continuous bloom from August to May
were the season open While there are numerous spe-
cies interesting to a botanist or a collector, practically

the best for general cultivation are Crocus Imperati, C.
susianus (Cloth of Gold crocus) and the Dutch hybrids,
mostly of C. mcesiacus These bloom in about the
order named The rosy flowers of C. Imperati may be
expected with the earliest snowdrops. The named spe-
cies, having shorter flower-tubes than the Dutch
hybrids, are not so liable to injury by the severe
weather of the early year. The autumnal species are
not satisfactory garden plants, the flowers mostly
appearing before the leaves, ami being easily injured
C speciosus and C. sativus are probably the most
satisfactory. The latter species has been cultivated
from time immemorial, the stamens having a medi-

cinal reputation, and being a source of color (saffion).

The cultivation of this species is a small industry in
France, Spam and Italy.—The corms of crocuses
should be planted about 3 or 4 inches deep, m a
well-worked and perfectly drained soil which is free

from clay or the decaying humus of manure They
should be set only 2 or 3 inches apart if mass effects

are desired They may be planted *m September or
October for bloom in the spring or the following autumn;
or the autumn kinds may be planted early in spring.

The corms should be carefully examined and all

bruised and imperfect ones rejected, as they are very
susceptible to attacks of fungi, which, gaming a footing
on decrepit corms, will spread to others—The careful

gardener will examine all exotic small bulbs annually,
or at least biennally, until they show by the perfection
of their new bulbs that they have become naturalized,

or arc suited to their new environment In this case
they may be alkwved to remain until crowding requires

their division This examination should take place
after the leaves are matured and dried up. Inasmuch as
new corms form on top of the old ones, the plants tend
to get out of the ground; it is well therefore to replant
the strongest ones every two or three years Increase
may be had from
new corms which
are produced more
or less freely in

different species

on top or on the
sides of old corms.
—Seeds are often

E
reduced freely,

ut are likely to

be overlooked, as
they arc foi med
at the surface of

the soil These
geiminate readily
and most freely

at the growing
tune of the plant.

They should pre-
ferably be germi-
nated in seed-pans, which should be exposed to freez-

ing before the natural germinating time Seedlings
usually flower the third season —The dutch hybrid
crocus is often useful for naturalizing m the lawn,
although the grass may run out the plants m a few
years, if the bulbs are not replaced by strong ones, they
will not last more than a year or two if the foliage is

mown off, but if the foliage is allowed to remain until ripe

and if the lawn is feitile, the plants may remain in fair

condition three or lour years or more. (J N. Gerard )

1113 Reticulated and membranaceous
tunics Crocus susianus (left) and C
sativus (right).
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. Blooming in spring (sometimes m midwinter and
continuing toward spring).

b. Style-branches entire or merely toothed.

C. FIs. yellow, at least msule (varying to whitish forms):
basal spathe absent.

D. Outer segms. striped or feathered outside.

1. susi&nus, Ker Cloth-oi-Gold Crocus. Fie.
1114. Corm %m. diam.: lvs 6-8 m a tuft, reach-
ing to the fi., narrow-linear, with revolute edges and a
central band of white, upper spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-
segms. \ x

/2 in. or less long, orange-yellow, becoming
reflexed, the outer ones brownish or striped on the out-
side; anthers orange, longer than the filaments; style-

branches long and spreading Crimea BM 052 (adapted
in Fig. 1114).—Blooms very early, Feb., Mar.

2 chrysifithus, Herb (not B 11.33:4, fig. 1,

which«*C. Olivieri var Sutermnus) Corm small:
lvs as high as the fl

,
very narrow* upper spathe 2-

lvd
,
nearly as long as perianth-tube, perianth-tube

2-3 timeB as long as the segms
,
the latter 1)4 m or

less long, and plain orange-yellow (varying tinted or
striped on the outside, or even nearly white); throat

glabrous; anthers
orange, twice as
long as the rough-
en ed filaments;

style-branches
red-orange. Ma-
cedonia and Asia
Minor. Gn 74, p.

140. Var ilbidus,
Hort. FIs whitish.

Gn.W. 25*229

3.

stell&ris,
Haw. Supposed to
be a hybrid be-
tween C. moesiacus
and C. susianus,

and known only
in cult.: blooms
with C. moesiacus:

lvs. only 4-6,

narrow-linear,
1114 Crocus susianus. ( x H) reflexed edges,

white-banded . up-
per spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-tube short, the segms.
1-1 Vi in long, bright orange, the outer ones striped
and feathered with brown on the back; anthers pale
orange, a little longer than the filaments; style-branches
somewhat overtopping the anthers. Mar.

dd Outer segms. not striped (at least not in the specific

types).

4. moesiacus, Ker (C aureus, Sibth. & Smith).
Dutch Crocus Later: corm larger: lvs. 6-8 in a tuft,

overtopping the fl
,
narrow-linear, with reflexed edges

and white central band : upper spathe 2-lvd
,
inner

valve very narrow or obsolete; segms very obtuse,
bright yellow, 1^ m long, one-half to a third the length
of the tube* anthers pale yellow, hastate at the base,
somewhat longer than the filaments; style-branches
overtopped by the anthers. Transylvania to Asia
Minor. B M. 2986—Variable. A sulfur-yellow form is

C. sulphiireus, Ker. B M. 1384. There is a striped
form. B.M. 938. A cream-white form is C. Idcteus,

Sabine.

5. ancyr€nsis, Maw. Corm %in. diam.: lvs. 3-4, as
tall as the fl., very narrow: upper spathe 2-lvd.: peri-

anth-tube exserted; segms. bright orange-yellow, 1 in.

or less long, not striped nor colored outside; anthers
orange-yellow, much longer than the filaments; style-

branches red-orange. Asia Minor.—Blooms early.

. Korolkdwii, Maw & Regel. Corm globose, 1 in.

diam. with matted fibers: lvs. 8-12, very narrow, with

reflexed edges and a central white band: upper spathb
of 1 or 2 membranous valves: perianth-tube shortly

exserted; segms about 1 m long, bright orange-yellow
and not striped, the outer ones grayish brown on the
outside; anthers orange-yellow; style-branches entire

and orange-yellow. Turkestan, etc. Var. dytfscus.

Bowles, has the outer segms deep brown outside and
with narrower maigins of yellow.

cc. FIs. lilac, purple or white.

D. Basal spathe (rising directly from the corm inside the

lvs.) absent.

7. bifldrus, Mill. Scotch Crocus. Corm %in. or

less in diam.* lvs. 4-6, overtopping the fls., very narrow,
with deflexed edges and a white central band: upper
spathe 2-lvd.: perianth-tube exserted, the segms 1)^
in. long, purple-tinged, the outer ones 3-striped down
the back, the throat bearded and yellowish; anthers
orange, exceeding the filaments; style-branches orange-
red. S and S. W. Eu B M 845 —Runs into many
forms, some of them almost wlute Some of the named
botanical forms are: Var argenteus, Baker (C argen-

teus, Sabine. C piweo^, Haw. C. hnedtus, Jan) Less
robust and with only 3 or 4 lvs to a tuft and smaller

fls. more tinged w ith puiple and the outer segms
dark-striped outside. Italy BM 299 1 (as C minimus
Var pusfllus, Baker (<7 . pusUlus, Tenoie) Fls smaller

than in var argenteus, paler, the 3 outer segms striped

with dark purple Italy B.R. 1987 (var otnatus, with
petals pale purple and not striped). Var. Weldenii,
Baker (C Wildenil, Hoppe), with uniform slaty pur-

ple limb. Dalmatia B M 6211 Var. Adamii, Baker
(C. Adamn, Gay) Limb pale purple, the outer segms
1-colored or with 3 pale purple stripes. Caucasus.
B M. 3868 (as C. annulatus var Adanncus). Var.
nubfgenus, Herb. Segms veiy small anil nearly white,

the outer ones with a broad band of puiple on the back
Asia Minor Var. PestaI6zzse (C Bestaldzza, Boiss

)

Small-fld
,
with 1 -colored whitish segms Asia Minor

Var Alexdndri, Hort (C Alexdndn, Velen Fls larger

than in C bifiorus type, outer segms flushed all over
the back with bright lilac and with a narrow margin of

white, or often with only feather-like stripes on white
grounds. B M 7740

8 eferius, Herb (C. Sibthorpidnus var staiincus,

Herb.). Corm globose, *4m or less diam
,
the tunic

bristle-ringed at top lvs 3-6 in the tuft, as high as the
fl

,
very narrow, with reflexed margins and a white

band: upper spathe 2-lvd * perianth-tube little exserted;

segms. 1 m. or less long, unstriped, pale or daik lilac,

the throat yellow* and glabrous, anthers orange, twice
the length of the slightly papillose filaments Armenia,
Kurdistan. B M. 685213. Gn 74, p 212 Early.

r>D Basal spathe present

e. Throat of perianth glabrous.

9. versicolor, Ker (C frdgrans, Haw C Rdnwardhi
,

Reichb ) Corm or less in diam
,
with tunics of

matted parallel fibers: lvs 4-5, as high as the fls
,

otherwise like the last upper spathe 1- or 2-lvd .

perianth-tube exserted; segms V/2 in. long, pale or
dark purple, often striped and feathered with dark
purple; throats glabrous, whitish or yellowish; anthers
yellow7

,
twice as long as the filament; style-branches,

orange-yellow, equalmg or overtopping the anthers.

S. France. B M. 1110.

10 ban&ticus, Heuff. Corm globular, diam.:
lvs. usually 2, thin and flattish, and becoming Y\\n.

broad, glaucous beneath : upper spathe 1-lvd * perianth-
tube scarcely exserted; segms V/z in or less long,

bright purple, and never striped, but often dark-
blotched toward the tip; throat glabrous; anthers
orange, a little longer than the white filaments; style-

branches short, orange-yellow, somewhat fringed at the

tip Hungary
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11. Tommasini&nus, Herb Corm globular, 34m
diam. : lvs. appearing with the fls

,
narrow (Hin. broad)

:

upper spathe 1-lvd perianth-tube little exserted;
segms 1 Vi m. or less long, pale red-bluish, sometimes
dark-blotched at the tip; tliroat glabrous, anthers pale

orange, a little longer

than the white
glandular filaments;

style-branches short,

orange-yellow Dal-
“ matia and Serna.

—

Distinguished from
C. vernus by its gla-

brous throat.

12. Sieberi, Gay.
Corm globular, %m.
diam.: lvs. 4-fi, as
high as the fit., glau-
cous beneath,
broad. upper spathe
2-lvd : perianth-tube
short-exserted

;

segms. 1-134 m.long,
color of C. vernus;

throat yellow and
glabrous; anthers

orange, twice as long as filaments; style-branches nearly
entire, orange-red Greece, Crete Gn VV. 22 287
G M. 49 fit Var purpfireus, Hort Fls darker purple
than the t>pe Var versicolor, Hort. Outer perianth-
segins white feathered with purple or dark violet

,
inner

segms white, > ellow at base inside Gn. 73, p. 201

13 reticul&tus, Bieb Corm ^'m. diam
,
covered

with honeycombed fibers: lvs. 3-5, as high as the fl
,

very narrow, with refle\ed edge and a white band:
upper spathe 2-lvd porian*h-tube much exserted;
segms 1-1 3 2 in long, white to purple, the 3 outer ones
striped, throat glabrous; anthers orange, twice the
length of the orange 1 filaments; stvlc-brunches scarlet,

overtopping the anthers. S E. Eu —Varies to white.

1115 Crocus vemus. (XjfD

hh Throat of perianth pubescent or bearded

14 vSmus, All Fig. 1115. Corm 1 in or less

dinm . lvs 2-1, as high as the fl., often 3a in broad,
glaucous beneath, but green above, with reflexed edges,

and a central white band: upper spathe 1-lvd
,
about

as long as perianth-tube: penanth-segms 1-1 14 in.

long, lilac, white or purple-striped; throat pubescent,
never yellow, antheis lemon-yellow, exceeding the
filaments, style-branches orange-yellow ft Eu B M
800,2240 IUI 1809, p 331 Gn 54, p 79 —The com-
monest garden crocus.

15 etruscus, Pari Corm 1 m or less m diam lvs.

about 3, very narrow, as tall as the fl upper spathe
1-lvd • perianth-tube short exserted; segms l-13^in.

long, lilac, or the outer ones cream-colored and some-
times purple-feathered outside; throat ycllowr

,
slightly

E
ubescent; antheis orange, twice as long as the gla-

rous filaments, style-branches nearly entire, orange.
Italy

10 M&lyi, Vis Corm depressed-globose, 1 in or

less diam
,
with fine parallel fibers m the tunic which

is slightly reticulated upward: lvs. narrow-lmcar, not
so tall as the fl

,
with reflexed margins and white

central band upper spathe 2-lvd
,
foliaceous: perianth-

tube yellow, scarcely exserted; segms white, l%m.
long; throat orange-yellow and bearded

;
anthers orange,

twice as long as the filaments; style-branches orange,
slightly divided at tip. Dalmatia. G.C. III. 37:163.
G. M. 51:455.

bb Style-branches fimbriate at the top, or once-forked.

17 Imperiiti, Tenore. Fig. 1116. Corm nearly or

fluite 1 in diam.. basal spathe present' lvs 4-6, exceed-
ing the fls

,
very narrow . upper spathe 1- or 2-lvd :

perianth-tube little exserted; segms. 1-1 34 in long,

lilac or even white, the outer ones buff and 3-striped on
the outside; anthers yellow, exceeding the filaments,
style-branches fimbriate Italy. B.R. 1993. Gn. 54, p.
79. Very early.

18. 6livieri, Gay. Corm nearly globose, * 34-%m*
diam.' basal spathe absent: lvs. 4-5, as tall as the fl

,

becoming 34ln broad' upper spathe 2-lvd . perianth-
tube little exserted, segms bright orange-yellow and
never striped, 1 34 in. or less long; throat glabrous;
anthers orange, twice the length of the rougnish fila-

ments; style-branches orange, slender-forked. Var.
Suteri&nus, Baker ((7 rhrysdnthus, Bot Reg.) has nar-
rower and more rolled lvs. Greece to Asia Minor. No. 2.

hub. Style-branches cut into capillary divisions: basal

spathe absent * upper spathe 2-lvd

19. vitelllnus, Wahl (C. synacus, Boiss & Gaill ).

Corm %\n. or less diam : lvs 4-0, as high as the fls

,

narrow-linear: perianth-tube short, exserted, segms
1 in. or less long, orange-yellow, the outer brown-
tinged outside; style-branches divided into many
capillary parts Asia Minor B M 0416 —Rare m cult.

Var graveolens, Baker (C graveolens, Boiss & Reut.
C. si/riacus, Baker) Lvs narrower outer segms.
flushed with black or bearing 3 distinct stripes of black
down the back.

20 Flelscheri, Gay (C. Fleischenanus, Herb. C.

smyrnensis, Poech) Corm or less diam
,
the

tunics a dense mass of regularly interlacing fibers, lvs.

about 6 to a tuft, as high as the fls
,
very nairow and

having reflexed edges and a white band perianth-tube
not exserted; segins 1-134 m long, white, acute, the
outer with 3 slender lilac lines on the hack; throat
yellow and glabrous; anthers small, orange, about as
long as the filaments; style-branches brick-red. Asia
Minor, on limestone hills

21. c&ndidus, Clarke (C Kbkii. Maw) Corm glo-

bose, diam.; tunics of matted parallel fibers, lvs

as high as the fl
,
becoming 34m broad, the margin

ciliated and the keel very nanow: perianth-tube little

exseited; segms 1-134 in long, white tmged yellow
towards throat (which is glabrous), the outer ones
tmged or feathered with purple on back; anthers
orange, about as long as the filaments; style-branches
cream-white. Asia Minor. G. 31:17. Var. lilteus,

Hort Fls yellow, more deeply colored at the base, 3
outer segms veined and mottled
with purple

22 hyemUhs, Boiss.& Blanche.
Corm globose, 34m or loss

diam
,
the tunic membranous:

lvs about 4 to the tuft, as high
as the fl

,
with reflexed margins

and a white band perianth-tube
little exserted, segms 1-134 m.
long, white, with a long central

purple line and throe shorter
lines, throat yellow, glabrous;
anthers orange, tw ice as long as
filaments; style - branches red.

Palestine Var. F6xii, Maw, has
nearly black anthers. Gn. 74,

. 188.

aa. Blooming in autumn (some-
times in late summer and
continuing toward autumn).

b Style-branches entire or very

nearly so.

. Fls. white or Mac' basal spathe

present (except m No. 26);
upper spathe 2-lvd.

23. satlvus, Linn. Saffron 1116. Crocus Imperati.

Crocus. Fig. 1117. Corm 1 in (xH)
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or more diam : lvs 6-10, as tall as the fl
,
very narrow,

ciliate-edged
:
perianth-tube little exserted

;
segms. oblong

and obtuse, bright lilac or even white; throat pubescent;

anthers yellow, longer than filaments; style-branches 1

in or more long, bright red (the source of saffron).

Asia Minor. R.H. 1895, p. 573.—The commonest fall-

blooming species.

24. hadri&ticus, Herb. Much like C salivus: usually

8maller-fld., pure white, the segms. pubescent at base:

anthers bright orange, more than twice longer than the

white or purple filaments Greece, etc —Runs into

several forms. Var. melitensis, Hort. FIs. feathered

with purple and brown Malta. Var. Wflhelmii, Hort.
FIs. pale, with purple markings outside near the throat.

25 zon&tus, Gay. Corm somewhat flattened or

deflexed, l/2r%m. diam.: lvs. appearing after the fls.,

narrow-linear, perianth-tube exserted, 2-3 m.; segms.

1-

2 m. long, rose-lilac, purple-veined and orange-

spotted within, throat yellow, pubescent; anthers white,

2-

3 times longer than the yellow filaments; style-

branches short and yellow Cilicia. G.C. III. 23:85.

26. c&spius, Fisch & Mey. Corm
ovoid, %ul. or less diam., with
rigid tunic that has matted parallel

fibers toward base lvs 4-5 in a
tuft, not reaching the fl

,
veiy

narrow, with a white band and
reflexed margins perianth-tube
much exserted; segms white, not
striped, 1-134 in. long; throat
yellow, glabrous or slightly pubes-
cent; anthers pale yellow or
cream-colored, twice the length
of filament, style-branches much
exceeding anthers, slender, yellow.

Near Caspian Sea. Oct. G.C. III.

34:443.

cc. Fls. yellow: basal spathe pres-

ent; upper spathe 1-lvd.

27. Scharoj&nii, Itupr. Corm
globose and very small, the tunic
membranous lvs developed
m spring and remaining till

the fl. appears; perianth-

tube much exserted; segms.
bright yellow, 1-colorcd,

in long; throat
yellowish white; anthers pale yellow; style-branches
nearly entire, orange-red, shorter than tne stamens.
Caucasus, Armenia, bloommg end of July and in Aug.
GC 111.32:321.

1117 Crocus sativus

(XK)

bb. Style-branches fimbriated, or forked at the top : basal

spathe present, upper spathe 1-lvd.

28 longifldrus, Raf. Corm 34in - diam.: lvs. 3-4,
very short at flowering time, very narrow: penanth-
tubc much exserted, segms oblong and bright lilac,

134 m., never striped, tiiroat slightly pubescent, yellow;
anthers orange, more than twice as long as the filaments;
style-branches scarlet, slightly compound. S. Eu. B.R.
30:3.—Not frequent.

29 serdtinus, Salisb. Corm 1 in. or less: lvs. 4-0, as
high as the fl., very narrow, perianth-tube little exserted

;

segms. oblong, 1 34 in
,
lilac or purple, indistinctly or

not at all striped; throat glabrous; anthers yellow, much
exceeding the filaments; style-branches orange-yellow,
fimbriated. Spain. B M 1267.—Not frequent.

30.

S&lzmannii, Gay (C tmgitdnus, Herb ). Corm
somewhat depressed, 1 in. diam.: lvs. about 6, not
prominent at flowering time, very narrow

:
perianth-

tube much exserted; segms. 134 in. long, plain lilac;

throat pubescent, yellowish; anthers orange, longer
than the filaments; style-branches slender, orange.
Morocco. B.M. 6000.

bbb. Style-branches capillary-divided.

c. Fls. white.

d. Basal spathe present.

31.

nfveus, Bowles. Very robust and vigorous:

corm globose. %~1 m. diam., the tunic of fine reticu-

lated fibers; lvs. 6 in the tuft, equaling the fls.: basal

spathe 234 m. long; spathe 2-lvd.. 4 m. long, leafy at

top: perianth-tube 534 m long, the segms. white but
with an orange glabrous throat; anthers yellow, 3
times as long as the filament. Probably Greece—
Differs from C. Boryt, to which it is closely related, by
the basal spathe being present, yellow anthers, naked
filaments, and reticulated tunic.

dd. Basal spathe absent.

32.

laevig&tus, Bory & Chaub Corm ovoid, ^in. or
less diam

,
with rigid tunic broken into many small

imbricated parts: lvs. 3-4 in a tuft, as high as the fl.,

very narrow, with reflexed margins and a white band:
upper spathe 2-lvd

,
very short* perianth much ex-

serted: segms about 1 in long, white and 1-colored

or with 3-5 stripes of lilac on the back of outer segms
;

throat yellow, glabrous; anthers white, about as long

as the papillose filaments; style-branches bright yellow,

exceeding the anthers Greece Var. Fonten&yi,
Bowles, is very late-blooming, and the fl has a buff

tint, outside finely

feathered with purple, and
clear lilac inside Gn. 74,

p 176.

33.

Bdryi, Gay Corm
globular, %\r\ or less

diam : lvs 3-6, narrow-
linear, as high as the fls :

upper spathe 2-lvd peri-

anth-tube short-exserted

;

segms. 1-1 34 m. long,

white, sometimes lilac-

lincd at the base outside;

throat yellow, glabrous;

anthers white, somewhat
longer than the orange
filaments; style-branches
scarlet, divided into many
capillary segms and ex-
ceeding the anthers.
Greece. Var Tournefdrtii,
Baker (C Orphanldis

,

Hook. f. B.M. 5776), has lilac fls. Var marathonfseus,
Baker (C. marathonfseus, Heldr ), has style-branches less

divided than in the type, shorter and not overtopping
the anthers. G.C. III. 40:335. Gn. 70, p. 273. G M.
49:767.

1118. Crocus speciosus var.

Aitchisomi. (X3^)

cc. Fls. lilac (varying to white in No. 89).

D. Basal spathe present; upper spathe 1-lvd.

34. mfcdius, Balb. Corm globular, 1 in. or less

diam.: lvs. 2-3, appearing m spring, narrow, becoming
a foot or more high: perianth-tune much exserted;

segms 13^-2 in. long, bright lilac; throat glabrous,

whitish; anthers pale orange, twice the length of the
yellow filaments; style-branches scarlet, with many
capillary divisions. S. France, Italy.

35. nudifldrus, Smith. Corm very small, stolonif-

erous: lvs 3-4, appearing after the fls., very narrow:
perianth-tube much exserted, segms. VA~2 in., lilac;

throat glabrous; anthers large and yellow, twice aa

long as the filaments. Mts. S. France and Spain.—

•

Long known in cult
,
but not common.

36. asthricus, Herb. Corm globular, %in. or less in

diam. : lvs. about 3, appearing in fall but not maturing
till spring: penantn-tuDe short-protruded; segms. 134
in long, lilac: throat pubescent; anthers bright yellow,

longer than tne white filaments; style-branches orange,
with many capillary divisions. Spam.
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37. byzantlnus, Ker (C. indifidrus, Heuff.). Corm
Y^n diara.: lvs 2-4, developing after the As.: peri-
anth-tube much exserted; segms 2 m. or less long,

the outer ones dark lilac and acute, the inner ones
shorter and pale lilac or white, anthers orange, longer
than the filaments S E Eu B M. 6141. B R 33 4.

—

An old garden plant, but rarely seen m this country.

dd Basal spathe absent, upper spathe 2-lvd.

38. pulchellus, Herb Corm small, somewhat de-
pressed: lvs produced after flowering, maturing in

spring perianth-tube much exserted, scgms 1-1 Yi m
long, bright lilac, more or less indistinctly striped,

throat glabrous, bright yellow, anthers white, longer
than the pubescent yellow filaments, style-branches
orange, with many capillary branches. Greece to Asia
Minor B R 30 3

39 specidsus, Bieb Corm not stoloniferous, 1 in.

or less lvs usually 3, developing after the fls
,

thin,

very narrow, becoming 1 ft long perianth-tube much
exserted; segms 1 Yi-l in, lilac and feathered with
darker color, anthers very large, bright orange, much
exceeding the filaments S E Eu and Asia B M
3861 Gn 62, p 265, 71, p 613 BR 25 40 —Hand-
some and variable Var Albus, Ilort Fls white
Var Aitchisonii, Foster (C AUchisonn

,
Hort ) Fig.

1118 More graceful than the type and larger, fls paler

in color, the begins more pointed, divisions of stigma
more numerous and more spreading or even drooping
fls very pale bluish lilac. Asia G. 28 ‘415 Gn M
8 228. L H B

CROP. The product secured from an area of culti-

vated plants; as, a crop of wheat, a crop of mush-
rooms, a crop of violets The word is used generically

for classes of products, as gram crop, root crop, forest

or timber crop, fiber crop, flower crop, seed crop, salad

crop It is employed also as a verb,—the cropping of

the land, to crop to fruit

Other limitations of the word refer to duration and
inter-relations catch-crop, a secondary crop grown
between the succession of other crops, as m the time
between a crop of radishes and a crop of cabbages,
or between the rows or stands of other plants, compan-
ion-crop, a catch-crop grown between other growing
plants, as lettuce between rows or hills of beans;
succession-crop, a catch-crop succeeding another crop
as late celery following early potatoes, cover-crop, a
catch-crop grown usually late m the season, or m win-
ter, to protect the land and to afford green-manure.
Rotation-cropping is a form of succession-cropping
Double-cropping may be either companion-cropping
or succession-cropping, or both L H. B.

CROSSANDRA (Greek, fringed anthers). Acanthacex.
Warmhouse evergreen shrubs of minor importance.

Upright, with entire or somewhat toothed, often
verticillate lvs

,
glabrous, or the infl. hairy' fls. in

dense sessile spikes, red or yellow, with prominent
bracts, corolla cylindrical, more or less curved, some-
what enlarged at the throat, with a flat or spreading
oblique limb, stamens 4, in pairs —Perhaps 20-25
species from India, Trop Afr

,
and Madagascar. The

one commonly m the trade has handsome 4-sided spikes
of scarlet-orange fls.

,
perianth has 5 segms

,
the 2

upper ones being smaller, stamens 4, of 2 lengths' caps,

oblong, acute, 4-seedcd. It is cult. S. outdoors to a
slight extent, and also rarely m northern greenhouses.
Should be grown in rich loam, peat or leaf-mold, and
sand Prop, by cuttings in sand over bottom heat,

preferably under a bell-jar.

undulaefdlia, Salisb. (C. infundibvlifdrmis, Nees).
Height 1 ft., rarely 3 ft.: lvs. opposite, ovate-acuminate,
stalked: fls. scarlet-orange, overlapping one another
in dense closely bracted, ajehmea-like spikes, 3-5 in.

long India. B.M. 2186. RH 1891:156. B R. 69.
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C fl&va, Hook. Unbranched shrub, 6-8 in high’ st green, gla-
brous lvs. opposite, close together, large for the size of the plant, 6
in long, obovate-lanceolate, dark green above, Daler beneath, wavy,
more obtuse than m the above, lower lva stalked, upper ones
sessile spike 4-sided, spiny, fls yellow, tube much exserted,
Jointed Trop W Afr B M 4710 —C gutneSnsta, Nees. Height
2-6 in st light red, rusty pubescent lvs 2-4 pairs, 3-5 in long,
elliptic, preen above, with golden netted nerves, reddish beneath:
spike solitary, terminal, slender, 3-5 in high, fls numerous, small,
pale lilac, with 2 darker spots on the 2 smallest segms and a white
eye Guinea B M 6346 —A handsome foliage plant

N. Taylor t

CROSSOSOMA (Greek, referring to a frmge-like
body on the seeds) Ranunculdce by Bentham &
Hooker referred to Dilleniaceap, and by Engler made
the type of the family Crossosomatdcese Four much-
branched woody plants of Mex

,
Ariz and S Calif :

very glabrous, with grayish bark and whitish wood ' lvs.

oblong or narrower, entire, alternate, nearly or quite
sessile, some of them fascicled fls mostly white, soli-

tary and shoTt-stalked at the ends of the branchlets C.
califdrmeum, Nutt

,
has been mentioned m gardening

literature abroad' 3-15 ft high lvs 1-3 in long, not
much fascicled fls large, with nearly orbicular white
petals more than l^in long, the anthers long-oblong,
follicles or more long, many-seeded. Isl of Santa
Catalina C Bigelovii

,
Wats

,
is lower, the lvs mostly

fascicled and fls only half as large, the petals white or
purplish. Ariz to S E. Calif.

CROTALARIA (Greek, rattle, castanet; from the rat-
tling of the seeds in the pod) Legummdsse. Rattle-
Box Annual outside herbs, and shrubs grown m green-
houses or in the open far South

Herbs or shrubs of various habit: lvs. simple
(actually unifobolate) or compound fls. m terminal
racemes or rarely the racemes opposite the lvs.

,
calyx-

tube short, the teeth narrow, as long as or a little

shorter than the pca-like corolla —A cosmopolitan
genus of perhaps 250 species, in tropics and sub-
tropics mostly For best results, the seed should be
started early indoors, after being soaked m warm water.
The name is sometimes misspelled Crotolaria Green-
house kinds are subject to red spider C. juncea yields

the Sunn hemp of India Our common rattle-box, C.
sagittalis, is often a troublesome weed.

a Lvs apparently simple

retflsa, Linn. Annual, 1 Yt ft. high branches few,
short, lvs entire, very various in shape, but typically

obovate with a short mucro, clothed beneath with short
appressed hairs fls about 12 in a raceme, yellow,
streaked or blotched with purple, standard roundish,
notched Cosmopolitan June-Aug—Intro. 1896, as

a novelty and called “dwarf golden yellow-flowering
pea,” “golden yellow sweet pea,” etc The fls are

much less fragrant than the true sweet pea
verruedsa, Linn Annual, erect and nearly glabrous,

the branches and fl -stalks 4-angled . lvs. ovate, shortly
petioled, blunt' fls racemose, numerous, their variega-

ted blue corollas making a magnificent show m early

spring Cosmopolitan in the tropics. B.M. 3034.

B.R. 11^7. P.M 13.223

aa Lvs foliolaie {compound).

b Fls. striped with, brown or red.

longirostr&ta, Hook & Am Greenhouse plant, her-

baceous or somewhat shrubby, much branched, 3 ft.

high, branches long, slender, glabrous, petioles 1H in.

long; lfts 3, oblong, with a minute mucro, glabrous

above, hoary beneath, with very short, appressed,

silky hairs racemes erect; calyx with 2 upper lobes

ovate, the 3 lower ones lanceolate; fls. as many as 25
in a raceme, yellow with reddish or reddish brown
stripe along the back of the unopened fls

;
standard

wider than long, reflexed, notched. W Mex
,
Guate-

mala BM 7306. FR 1:809.—Flowermg from Dec. to

March. Intro, into Kew through the U. S. Dept.
Agric. in 1891.
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bb. Fls not striped, pure yellow.

inc&na, Linn. A woody perennial, 2-4 ft., with stout
round branches, the whole plant silky-hairy lfts 1 J4~
2 m. long, obtuse, cuneate below, membranous fls.

12-20 m a raceme, yellow, at least J^in long: pod
nearly sessile, loosely hairy. Common throughout the

tropics. B R. 377.

capensis, Jacq Stout, much-branched shrub, 4-5
ft high* branches terete, appressedly silky, stipules

when present petiolulate, obovate and If -like, obsolete

or wanting on many petioles’ lfts broadly obovate,
obtuse or mueronulate, glabrous or minutely pubescent
on one or both sides racemes terminal or opposite the
,vs

,
loose, many-fld., the fls usually more than 1 in long:

calyx and pod pubescent; wings transversely wrinkled
and pitted. S. Afr.—Cult in S Fla

C. Trdpeae, Mattel. An erect or prostrate annual racemes lat-

eral, often 20-fld. or more, Os. small, yellowish Italian Somaliland.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. Taylor. f

CRdTON (Greek name, probably of the castor bean)
Euphorbihcex. Herbs, shrubs or trees of no special

horticultural value, some cultivated for economic prod-
ucts which they yield

Pubescence stellate or scaly, lvs. usually alternate,

fls mostly in terminal spikes or racemes, usually
monoecious, sometimes dioecious; sepals usually 5-10,
small, petals present at least in the stammate fls

;

stamens 5 to many, incurved in the bud
;
ovary 3-celled,

1 ovule m each cell.—Five hundred or more species in

the warmer parts of the world, chiefly in Amer. Several
herbaceous species native in S. and W. U. S.

1119. Croton alabamensis.

fls ’ lvs ovate-lanceolate, acuminate subcordate.
Bahamas B M. 7515 — This species and C. Cas-
canlla, Benn., Bahamas and Fla., yield the cascarilla

bark

alabamensis, E. A. Smith Fig 1119. Shrub, 6-9 ft.

high lvs evergreen, nearly entire, oblong-lanceolate,

upper side nearly smooth, lower side densely silvery

scaly both stammate and pistillate fls with petals.

Local m Ala., rarely cult G F. 2.594 (see Fig. 1119).

J. B. S. Norton.
CROWFOOT: Ranunculus.

CROWN IMPERIAL : Fntillaria Imperially.

CRUCIANELLA (Latin, a little cross, from the ar-

rangement of the leaves) Rubidceje Crosswort.
Hardy rock plants of minor importance

Herbs, often woody at the nase. branches usually

long, slender, 4-corneicd upper lvs opposite, without
stipules, lower lvs or all in whorls of 3 oi more, linear

or lanceolate, rarely ovate or obovate fls small, white,

rosy or blue—About 30 species, natives of the Mcdit
region and W. Asia The genus is closely related to

Asperula, and is distinguished by the fls having bracts,

not an involucre, and the stjle- branches distinctly

unequal instead of nearly equal The fiist species

below has lately been referred to Asperula It is of

easy cult
,

preferring light, moderate loam and partial

shade A delicate plant for the front of borders, and
capital for the rockery. Prop, chiefly by division,

and also by seeds.

styl&sa, Trin (Aspbula nliata, Rochel) Annual,
prostrate, 6-9 in high lvs in whorls of 8 or 9, lanceo-

late, hispid, fls small, ciiiiisoii-pink, in round terminal
heads J^in diam

,
floral paits in 5’s, style club-shaped,

long exserted, very shoitly twice cut at the top June-
Aug. Persia Growm, and often acting in England,
as a perennial

angustif&lia, Lmn Annual lower lvs 6 to a whorl,

linear, on an erect or sometimes branching, smooth st
*

fls white, in spike-like clusters, small, the petals some-
times short mucronate. Medit region July

C chloroatachys, Fisoh & Mey Annual, rough and spreading,
but the whole plant only 4-13 in high fl« small, m spike-like
clusters—C glomerdta, Bieb (Asperula glomerata, Grisob ), has
yellowish green fls in many interrupted spikes Palestine to Persi i

Properly an Asperula. N . TAYLOR t

CRYPTANTHE (Greek, for hidden flower) Bor-
ragindcese Nievitas This genus includes many spe-

cies referred by some writers to Kritrichium and Kry-
mtzkia, but probably none of them is in cult They
are mostly annuals, with white fls, which art* usually
sessile calyx 5-parted to the base, as long as the corolla-

tube; 8egms more or less hispid oi with hooked bristles,

m fr. closely embracing the nutlets, eventually decidu-
ous: nutlets 4, sometimes 3, 2 or 1, smooth, papillate,

or muriculate, never rugose—Over 60 species, m
Pacific N. Amer

,
southward, into N Mex and Chile.

C. glomer&ta, Lehm. (Krynltzkta glomerdta, Gray),
is a coarse biennial, 1-3 ft high lvs spatulate or lmear-
spatulate Plains, alorig eastern base of Rocky Mts. C.
barbfgera, Greene (K barbigera, Gray Entnchium barbi-

gerum, Gray) Nine to 12 in high lvs. linear S Calif

For Croton tmetonus, see Chrozophora; for C.
sebiferus, see Samum See also Codiseum for the com-
monly cultivated crotons of florists.

Tfglium, Lmn. Croton-Oil Plant. Physic-Nut.
Purging Croton. Small tree: lvs. ovate, acuminate,
serrate, petiolate, varying from metallic green to bronze
and orange

:
pistillate fls. apetalous. S E. Asia. Blanco.

FI Fil. 383.—The powerful purgative, t croton oil, is

obtained from the seeds. Offered in S. Calif, as an
ornamental and curious plant.

Elutfcria, Benn Cascarilla. Seaside Balsam.
Sweetwood. Petals in both staminate and pistillate

CRYPTANTHUS (Greek, for hidden floiver ) Brome-
liaceae Brazilian epiphytal bromeliads, differing from
jEchmea and Billbergia (which see for culture) in the
tubular calyx and the dense heads of flowers nearly
sessile amongst the leaves.

Leaves crowded m a rosette, recurved-spreading.
spmulose-serrate ’ fls m a terminal head, nearly buried
beneath the bracts; petals oblong, joined at the base;
stamens attached to corolla-tube —Monogr. by Mez
(who recognizes 8 species) in DC. Monogr. Phaner. 9
(1896) ;

by some, all are considered to be forms of one
species.
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a. Lv8. not narrowed or petiolate above the sheath.

acaftlis, Beer {Tilldndsia acaiihs, Lindl C unduld-
tus, Otto & Dietr.). A few inches high, suckermg
freely . lvs sea-green, long-pointed and spreading, weak-
spmy: fls. white, ncsthng deep in the foliage. B R.
1157.—A very variable plant, of which Mez recognizes

the following leading types:

Var. genuinus, Mez. Stemless or very nearly so: lvs.

sub-elliptic-laneeolate, strongly undulate, gray-scurfy
beneath, scurfy above.

Var. discolor, Mez (C. discolor, Otto & Dietr.). Stem-
less or nearly so. lvs. elongated, scarcely undulate, sil-

very-scurfy below, glabrous or nearly so above.

Var. r&ber, Mez (C ruber, Beer) Produces a branch-
ing st. or trunk, lvs short, strongly undulate, reddish.

Var. bromelioldes, Mez (C. bromeltoides, Otto &
Dietr.) St tall* lvs much elongated, scarcely undu-
late, remotely spmulose.

Var. diversifdlius, Mez (C. diversifdlius, Beer). St.-

bearmg lvs clongate-lingulate, deep green above, sil-

very-scurfy beneath

zonitus
?
Beer Fjg. 1120 Lvs oblong -lanceolate,

the margin undulate and densely serrate-spmulose,
marked with transverse bands of white: fls. white.

bivitt&tus, Regel (Billb&rgia bivittAta, Hook. B.
mtt/'ita, Hort ) Nearly or quite stemlcss* lvs long-ob-
long, curving, long-pointed, somewhat undulate, spiny,

dull brown beneath, green above and with 2 narrow
buff or reddish bars extendmg the length of the If. . fls.

white. B M 5270.

aa Lvs narrowed or petiolate above the sheath.

Betlckeri, Morr. Lvs 10-20, oblong, pointed, cana-
liculate at base, very finely spiny, brownish green or
rosy and spotted or striped with light green fls white.

r nltidus, Bull A recent importation from Brazil, described
as a stemless species with sessile dark olive-green lvs , marked
with a baud of cream-color each side of the midrib

L. H B
. George V. Nash f

CRYPTOCORVNE (Greek-made name, referring to

the spadix being inclosed or hidden m the spathe).
Syn Myriobldstm Ardcese Aquatic or paludose
herbs of 20-30 species m Trop Asia and the Malayan
Archipelago, rarely seen in choice collections but
apparently not in the trade They have creeping and
stoloniferous rhizomes, strongly ribbed oblong or linear

or ovate lvs
,
monoecious ns without perianth, the

upper ones on the spadix stammate and the lower pis-

tillate spathe closed, the mfl wholly included The
species require the treatment given tender arums. C.
nlmta, Fiseh

,
1 ft lvs narrow, stalked, fls fragrant

in a long tubular peduncled spathe which is fringed at
the top. C. relrospirdlis, Fisch

,
plant slender with

very narrow almost grass-like lvs
,
and small spathe

teimmating m a spiral or twist. C. Griffithu, Schott,
with lvs ovate or orbicular-oblong marked with fine

red lines; spathe purple B M. 7719

CRYPTOGAMS are flowerless plants, producing
not seeds but spoiir The whole vegetable kingdom
was formerly thrown into two classes, the flowering
plants or phanerogams and the flowerless or crypto-
gams. Cryptogam means “concealed nuptials,’’ and
phanerogam “visible nuptials.” These names were

§
iven when it was thought that the sexual parts of the
owerlcss plants were very obscure or even wanting.
The word is now falling into disfavor with botanists.
Cryptogams are of less horticultural interest than the
flowering plants, although they include the ferns, and
some interesting smaller groups, as selaginellas, lyco-
pods or club mosses. The word cryptogam is now
mostly given up by botanists as representing a taxo-
nomic group, as the name is founded on imperfect

or false analogies The plants covered by this name are
now distributed in the great divisions of thallophytes,
bryophytes and pteridophytes; and the phenogams or
phanerogams are spoken of as spermatophytes (see
the categories on p. 2, Vol I.).

CRYPTOGRAMMA (Greek, a concealed line, allud-
ing to the sub-marginal son). PolypodiAcese. Hardy
subalpine ferns of both hemispheres of interest mainly
to the collector

Leaves of 2 sorts, the fertile lvs contracted and the
sori covered by the infolded margin of the segms

,

forming pod-like bodies Besides our native species, a
third one. C. crispa, is found in Eu . and a fourth m
the Himalayas Name often incorrectly written Crypto-
gramme. Cult, simple.

acrostichoides, R. Br Rock-Brake. Height about 8
in.: lvs. numerous, 4-6 in long, on tufted straw-colored
stalks, tri-quadripinnatifid, with toothed or incised
segms

r

the snorophylls with longer stalks, less divided
and with poa-like segms. Canada to Colo., Calif., and
northward.

Stelleri, Prantl (PeVJea gracilis, Hook. P. BUlleri,

Baker) Slender Rock-Brake. Lvs 4-10 in. long,

very delicate in texture, withering by Aug., few to a
plant, about 2 pinnate —Grown best in loose well-

drained leaf-mold. A rather rare rock fern of the
eastern states, offered by some dealers in hardy ferns.

Grows m crevices of cliffs, or m moss
R. C. Benedict t

CRYPT6LEPIS (Greek, hidden scale) Asclepiadd-

cese Shrubs, erect or twining, of Trop Asia and Afr.

Lvs opposite, fls. m a loosely forking, few-fld. cyme;
calyx deeply 5-parted, with 5 scales at base, corolla

with spreading limb, the tube short-cylindrical or cam-
panulate, the lobes 5 and linear, spreading or deflexed
and twisted

;
corona of 5 scales attached at or near the

middle of the tube, follicles terete and smooth, spread-
ing—Species 20. Cult only in S. Calif, and S Fla.

C. Buchinanii, Roem & Schult. A twining shrub with
yellow fls

,
resembling those of an echites: lvs 3-6 m.

long, leathery, shining above* cymes very short-stalked,
paniculate. India C. longifldra, Regel. Dwarf and
compact growing, with long lvs tinted with red; tubular
white fls

,
as m Bouvardia jasmimflora. Native coun-

try unknown.

CRYPTOMERIA (Greek, kryptos
,

hidden, meros,
part; meaning doubtful) Pindcex Ornamental ever-
green cultivated for its handsome habit and foliage.

Large pyramidal tree, with a straight slender trunk,
covered with reddish brown bark and with verticil-

late spreading branches, ascending at the extremities:

lvs spirally arranged, Linear-subulate, acute, slightly

curved, decurrcnt at the base. fls. monceoious; stanu-
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nate oblong yellow, forming short racemes at the
end of the branches, pistillate globular, solitary, at

the end of short branchlets. cone globular, with thick,

wedge-shaped scales, furnished with a recurved pout
on the back and with pointed lobes at the apex, each
scale with 3-5 narrow-winged, erect seeds.—One species

in China and Japan, extensively planted for avenues,

and as timber trees in the latter country, where the
Ught and easily worked but durable wood is much used.

It is hardy as far north as New York, and thrives in

sheltered positions even m New England. It seems,
however, in cultivation, not to assume the beauty it

possesses in its native country. With us, it looks best
as a young plant, when it much resembles the Arau-
caria excelsa It is therefore sometimes grown m pots.

It thrives best in a rich, loamy and moist soil and
sheltered position Propagated by seeds or by cuttings

of growing wood, especially var. elegans
,
which grows

very readily The horticultural varieties are also some-
times increased by grafting.

japdnica, Don. Tree, attaining 125 ft.: lvs. linear-

subulate, compressed and slightly 4- or 3-angled, bluish

green, K~1 in. long: cone brownish red, K-l in. across.

SZ. 124 HI. 7*668. RH 1887, p. 392. Gng. 4:197.
F.E. 10 '510 G.F. 6:446—Of the garden forms, the
most desirable is var. Diegans, Beissn (C. elegans,

Veitch) Low, dense tree, with horizontal branches
and pendulous branchlets: lvs. linear, flattened, soft,

spreading, longer than in the type, bright green, chang-
ing to bronzy red in fall and winter Very handsome
when young, but short-lived. Var. araucaroides,
Carr. Of regular pyramidal habit, with short, thick
falcate lvs., resembling Araucaria excelsa. Var.
comp&cta

?
Beissn Of very compact habit, with bluish

green foliage. Var. pyramid&lis, Carr. Of narrow
pyramidal compact habit, dark bluish green, not chang-
ing to reddish brown during winter Var. Ldbbii,
Carr. Of compact habit, with shorter and more ap-

S
essed bright and deep green lvs. Var n&na, Knight.
warf and procumbent, densely branched form;

adapted for rockeries Var. spirilis, Veitch Slender
shrub, with strongly falcate lvs., twisted spirally around
the branchlets. S Z. 124, fig. 4. Alfred Rehder.

CRYPTOPHORANTHUS (Greek, meaning to bear

hidden flowers). Orchiddceae. A few Trop American
orchids closely allied to Masdevallia and Pleurothallis,

remarkable for the almost closed fl within which is

hidden the lip: sepals united at the base into a short

tube and joined also at the apex, the petals being
inside; there are openings or “windows” on either side

where the sepals spread apart at their middles. The
species require the cult, given Pleurothallis. Appar
rently none is in the American trade. C. macvlatus,

Rolfe (Pleurotkdllis macidata, Rolfe), is a little plant
with numerous yellow densely crimson-spotted fls.

C. Daydnus, Rolfe (Masdevdllia Daydnus
,
Reichb. f ).

and C. atropurpiireus, Rodr. (Pleurotkdllis and Mas-
devdllia fenestrata, Hort.)

?
may be expected; the former

has upper sepal yellowish white and purple-spotted
keels, and inferior sepals (joined) orange with brown
spots; the latter has dark purple solitary fls. C.
Mobrei

,
Rolfe, has small dull red-purple fls. with

darker lines, the lateral openings about Km- long:

lvs. broadly elliptic, purple beneath, about IK hi. long.

CRYPTOPYRUM: TrUtcum.

CRYPTOST&GIA (Greek, brupto, conceal, and steao,

cover; referring to the 5-scaled crown in the corolla-

tube, which is not exposed to view). Asclepiaddcese.

Tropical climbers. *
Leaves opposite: fls. large and Showy in a terminal

tnchotomous cyme; corolla funnel-shaped, the tube
short.—Only 2 species, 1 from Trop Afr

,
and 1 from

Madagascar. The juice of C grandiflora
,
when exposed

to the sunshine, produces caoutchouc. See Diet
Economic Products India 2*625. The plant is cult in

India for this purpose. It is rarely cult, m Old World
greenhouses for ornament. It is said to be of easy cult,

in a warmhouse and prop, by cuttings.

grandifldra, R. Br. (N'enum grandiflbrum
,
Roxbg.).

St. erect, woody: branches twining: lvs. opposite,
shoit-stalked, oblong, entire, 3 in long, IK in. wide,
fls. in a short spreading cyme, reddish purple, becom-
ing lilac or pale pink, about 2 in across, twisted in the
bud fr a follicle Old World, probably Indian origin,

but established m the African Isis of the Indian Ocean,
especially Reunion Hooker, however, thinks that it

was originally a Trop African plant. B R. 435 —
Once cult at Oneco, Fla

,
by Reasoner, and not uncom-

mon m botanic gardens under glass Called pulay or
palay in India where it is \n idely cult as an ornamental
Not important as a rubber plant

madagascariensis, Hernsl A climbing glabrous
shrub: lvs. short-petioled, leathery, variable in out-

line, 2-4 in long, fls 2K~3 m across, pink or whitish,

not lilac as in many specimens of C grandijlora, corolla-

lobes longer than the tube. Madagascar—A very
showy greenhouse climber with eyfhose infl

N Taylor t

CRYPTOSTfiMMA (Greek, hidden crown) Cotn-
pdsitse. Two or 3 hoary herbs, by some united with
Arctotis, apparently not in the trade, but sometimes
mentioned in gardening literature: diffuse or creep-
ing, with basal or alternate lvs. that are dentate or
lyrate-pmnatisect, villous above and white-tomentose
or woolly beneath, heads radiate, yellow or more or
less purplish, rather large, peduneled, or solitary on
leafless scapes, the rays sterile: achcue densely villous,

5-ribbed, the pappus paleaceous and in 1 series C.
calenduldceum, R Br (C lusit&mcum, Hort ), is a
free-blooming annual with pale yellow rays and a dark
brown disk, the heads on 1-fld peduncles lvs pmnati-
fid, 3-nerved Cape and Austral B M 2252 G C.
III. 28.390, desc. C Forbesidnum, Harv

,
and C rd-

veum, Nichols (Microstbphium niveum
,
Less ), of S Afr

,

may be more or less in cult. Both have yellow rays, m
the latter the heads being solitary and the plant decum-
bent or creeping and the lvs. ovate, cordate or orbicu-
lar; in the former the lvs. are mostly pinnatisect, the
margins revolute.

CRYPTtfSTYLIS (hidden style
,
Greek) Syn. Zos-

terdstylis. Orchuldcex. Eight or 10 terrestrial orchids of

the E. Indies, Malaya and Austral
,
allied to Pogonia

Lvs. solitary or few, narrow and membranaceous, on
stiff petioles: fls rather large, racemose or spicate on
simple sheathed scapes, the sepals and petals very
slender or even awl-like and nearly or quite equal;
lip large, sessile, the broad base inclosing the column
and then expanding into a broad blade C. arachnites

,

Blume Rootstock fleshy: lvs. erect, green, lanceo-
late: fls. on a scape 18 in. or less high, many and
spider-like, the sepals and petals green and the fleshy

lip purple and mottled, pubescent and grooved India
(Ceylon, Khasia). B.M.5381. A curious indoor orchid.

CTENANTHE (Greek, comb-flower). Marantacex.
About a dozen Brazilian plants closely allied to Cala-
thea and Maranta, differing from the former in belong-
ing to the 1-seeded section of the family and from the
latter in having a shorter corolla-tube and different

shaped fls. Sepals 3, free and equal, somewhat parch-
ment-hke; corolla-tube short but wide, the lobes 3 and
nearly equal and hooded at the apex; staminal tube very
short, 2 exterior staminodia petal-like, short, obovate
and hooded, with lateral deflexed lobes The ctenanthcs
are perennial herbs with basal and cauline lvs. that are

more or less petiolate, and crowded fls. in terminal

spikes or racemes. They are glasshouse plants requir-
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mg the treatment of calathea; apparently little known
m American collections The species fall into two
groups, those with variegated and those with green
lvs Of the former group are C. Kummeri&na, Eichl

,

and C. Oppenheimi&na, Schum
,
the former being 20 m.

or less tall and with villous ovary and raceme, the latter

robust and 3 ft. or more tall and ovary glabrous. Of the
plain-lvd kinds, C. Luschnathi&na, Eichl (C. comprhsa
var Luschnalhiana, Sehum ), and C. setfisa, Eichl

,
may

be found in choice collections, both species grow about
3 ft high, the former having ovate-acute bracts and
the latter long-acuminate brown-villous bracts.

CUCKOO FLOWER: Cardamme pratenaxa.

CUCKOO-PINT: Arum

ment. Any method whereby marketable cucumbers
may be obtained a few days earlier, if not extravagant
of time and labor, will pay handsomely.
The cucumber, m the field, should yield marketable

fruits in seven to eight weeks from seed and continue
in profitable bearing until frost. It is customary among
commercial growers to allow two or three plants to the
hill, and when grown in drills, one plant is left every 18
to 24 inches.

During the height of the growing season, which is

usually in August when the days are hot and nights

moist and warm, the cucumbers need to be picked
every day. The fruit is ready to harvest when it is well

filled out, nearly cylindrical in shape When immature
it is somewhat furrowed. When allowed to remain

CUCUMBER. Plate XXXI The common cucum-
bers are derived from an Ahian species, Cucumn sativus

(see Cucumus), which has long been known in cultiva-

tion. The so-called West India gherkin, which is com-
monly classed with the cucumbers, is Cucumis Anguna.
The snake, or serpent cucumber is more properly a
muskmelon, and snould be designated botamcally as
Cucumis Melo var jiexuosus (cf. A G. 14 206) The
“musk cucumber” is Cucumis nwschata, Hort., which is

probably identical with concombre musqu6, referred to
Sicana odorifera by Le Potager d’un Cuneux, known in

this country as cassabanana. The Mand^ra cucumber
is Cucumis Sacleuxn, Paill. et Bois. (Pot. d’un Cuneux),
but it is not in cultivation in this country None of
these is of any particular importance except the com-
mon types of Cucumis sativus These are extensively
cultivated m all civilized countries as field and as garden
crops. They come into commerce as pickles packed in

bottles and barrels, and are very extensively used in

this form. Of late, the forcing of cucumbers under
glass has come to be an important industry in the
eastern states.

The common cucumber is an important field and
garden crop and may be classed as one of the standard
crops of the vegetable-garden. The fruit is used as a
table salad, eaten raw, with the usual salad seasonings,
and is pickled in large quantities. The cucumber is

pickled in both large and small sizes, both by the house-
wife and commercially on a large scale. The small
fruit, of not more than a day or two’s growth and meas-
uring from 1 to 2 inches m length, makes the most
desirable and delicate of pickles These are packed m
bottles for the commercial trade and bring fancy prices.

Larger sizes are pickled and sold by the keg or barrel.

The cucumber is a native of the tropics and tender
of frost. It should be planted m a warm location,

after danger from frost is past. For the early crop—ana
earlmess is of prime importance to the commercial
vegetable-grower—a sandy soil is preferable, supplied
with an abundance of well-rotted stable manure. The
seed may be sown m hills 3 feet apart with rows 6 feet

too long, it becomes swollen in its middle portion and
cannot oe sold as fiist quality Cucumbers are mar-
keted by the dozen, tha field crop often bringing as

much as 60 cents a dozen at the first and selling as low
as 5 cents a dozen at the glut of the market.
The cucumber plant is affected by serious insect

pests and fungous diseases. Of the insect pests, the
striped cucumber beetle is the most serious and diffi-

cult to combat. It feeds on the leaves, usually on the

apart, or may be planted by machine (the common
seed-drill) in drills 6 feet apart. In either case, an abun-
dance of seed should be used, for severe injury by insect

{

)ests often occurs in the early stages of the cucumber’s
ife. Plants may be started under glass to hasten matu-
rity. The seed is sometimes sown in pots or baskets or in

inverted sods and these protected and so managed that
the cucumber plant receives those conditions most
suitable to its rapid and healthy growth. These condi-
tions are: a temperature between 60° and 65° at night,
which may be allowed to rise to 100° in bright sunshine;
an ample supply of moisture; sufficient ventilation,
without draft, to prevent a soft brittle growth. It is

almost impossible to transplant cucumber seedlings
and secure satisfactory results if the roots are disturbed.
A glass-covered frame may be used over seed planted
m the field, and yields good returns on labor ana equip-

1121 House of English cucumbers.

under sides, and appears soon after the cucumber
seedlings break ground. This cucumber beetle seems
to be little affected by the common remedies for chew-
ing insects. This is probably largely due to its activity,

the beetle moving to unpoisoned parts of the plant, and
also to the fact that rarely, m commercial practice, is

the underside of the leaves thoroughly poisoned. Arsen-
ate of lead applied m more than ordinary strength is

the most satisfactory remedy. Hammond’s Slug Shot,
dusted lightly over the plants, will drive the bugs
away, while a teaspoonful of paris green mixed with
two pounds of flour makes also an excellent mixture
with which to fight the bugs Or cover the young plants

with small wire or hoop frames, over which fine netting

is stretched. If the plants are kept quite free from
attack till these protectors are outgrown, they will

usually suffer little damage Plants started in hotbeds
or greenhouses may usually be kept free at first, and
this is the chief advantage of such practices Tha
cucumber beetles are kept away somewhat at times by
strewing tobacco stems thickly under the plants; and
kerosene emulsion will sometimes discommode the
young squash bugs without killing the vines, but usually

not. What is known as the cucumber bhght (Pseudope-

ronospora cubensis) has done much to discourage the
growth of cucumbers. This fungus may be repulsed by
thorough spraying with bordeaux and the plants should
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kept covered with bordeaux throughout their

growth This will require at least three or four spray-
ings. The growth of the vines, which usually com-
pletely covers the ground, prevents late sprayings,
which are often necessary to maintain healthy growth
and insure maximum returns.

The common field varieties most popular in the
United States grown for a slicing cucumber are of the
White Spine type. Many of the so-called White
Spine varieties now on the market are not typical
of the oiiginal White Spme cucumber, which is a fruit

averaging about 6 inches m length, rather blunt on
both ends, with white prickles appearing at frequent
intervals over the surface The seed end is light-colored,

m mature specimens almost white with whitish stripes
extending toward the stem end from one-third to one-
half the length of the cucumber. What is often cata-

•j&m

1122. Three prominent varieties of English or Forcing cucumber.
S. Sion House; E. Duke of Edinburgh, T. Telegraph. (Xl£)

logued as the Improved White Spme has become more
popular among growers within recent years. This type

g
issesses some of the characteristics of the popular
nglish type of cucumber known as the Telegraph.

The improved type has been obtained by crossing the
White Spine with the Telegraph or some closely related
variety. This cross has resulted in an increased length
and darker green color, with a fewer number of spines
and seeds and a moie common tapering of the ends.
All of these changes have apparently been beneficial

and have Deen well fixed by careful selection. This is

well illustrated by the cucumber of the White Spine
typo sold as Woodruff Hybrid.

The.English type of cucumbers is raised on a small
scale in this country but infrequently for market
'purposes.

Forcing of cucumbers.

The commercial production of cucumbers under
glass has assumed large proportions. This crop ranks
second in commercial importance among greenhouse-

grown vegetable crops, lettuce only exceeding it m
importance The cucumber crop is ordinarily grown m
the spring of the year after two or three crops of let-

tuce nave been removed, and it continues to occupy the
ground until the vines cease bearing, due either to poor
management, pests or some similar trouble. The cucum-
ber should come into bearing six to eight weeks after

setting in the houses. It is the customary plan to plant

the seed in 4- to 6-mch clay pots about two weeks
before the house to be used is ready for setting. These
pots are often placed over manure heat and should

always be in a warm house separate from the lettuce

Two weeks should be sufficient to allow the plant a good
start, two or three pairs of leaves being all the develop-
ment desired before setting in the permanent location

Careful management is essential to a healthy growth, for

many pests prove more serious in the glasshouse than in

the field. A night temperature not below 60° I" . is very
essential, while the day temperature may go to 90° F
without danger in bright sunshine The appearance of

the plants will immediately indicate, to the experienced

observer, the conditions under which the crop has been
grown. A short stocky growth between joints with
dark green foliage is desirable. There are localities

in which growers make cucumbers the all-the-year-

round crop in the glasshouse, usually growing crops
from twTo seeding* during the entire season It requires

more skill to produce good cucumbers during the fall

and winter months than from February on, and the

yield is much lighter in the late fall and early winter

than for the spring crop All cucumbers require an
abundance of moisture and food. It has become a com-
mon practice m certain sections to muhh the cucum-
ber vines m the greenhouse with good quality strawy
man'ire to the depth of 3 or 4 inches and apply the

waiter directly on the manure This practice eliminates

the packing and puddling of the soil often caused by
direct heavy watering, increases the supply of readily

available plant-food and gives the roots a good oppor-
tunity to glow near the surface where air is available

and still be protected from the drying out which occurs
when the sou is directly exposed to the sun
The pruning and training of the cucumbers in the

greenhouse is of much importance A number of

methods are in common use, one of the most common
and practical of which is

- Stretch a wire tightly the
length of the house at the base of the plants which may
be set in row's 3 feet apart and 18 inches to 2 feet apart
in the rows, fasten at the base of each plant a soft but
strong twane known m tobacco-growing sections as
tobacco twine, securing this single twane to an over-
head wire running parallel and directly over the ground
wire, but not stretching the string tight As the cucum-
ber plant grows, it is twined about this string to which it

clings by tendrils When the plant reaches the upper
wire it is either allowed to grow at will over wares
provided for an overhead support and from which the
cucumbers usually hang down where they can be easily

picked, or it is pruned and the encouragement of
fruiting along the upright stem continued In the mean-
time more or less fruit has been harvested and at each
joint a lateral branch has appeared It is necessary to

cut these off. Home growers prefer to take t|hem off

back to the main stem, while others, if a cucumber
is obtainable on the first joint of the lateral, nip the
lateral just beyond this point

‘‘In the greenhouse, cucumbers are liable to damage
from mite, aphis, root-gall and mildew For the mite,

syringe the plant and pick off the infested lvs
;
for

aphis, use tobacco fumigation and pick infested lvs
;

for root-gall, use soil which has been thoroughly frozen;
for mildew, improve the sanitary conditions, and then
use sulfur ”—Bailey, “Forcing-Book ”

Yields of twenty-five to one hundred and twenty-five
cucumbers have been secured from Bingle plants. The
expert growvrs, under normally good circumstances,
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may expect to obtain a yield of six to seven dozen
marketable cucumbers from a plant.

Varieties of cucumber.

There are a great many varieties of cucumbers m
cultivation This means that the group is variable, the

varieties comparatively unstable, and varietal distinc-

tions somewhat uncertain Nevertheless, there are cer-

tain dominant types which may be separated, and
around which most of the varieties may be conveniently
classified The principal types are the following:

Common cucumber, Curumii suhvun

I. English forcing type (var anglicus) Fig 1122 Litrgt-Ivd,
strong-growing, slow-maturing plants, not suited to outdoor
cult fr large, long, smooth, usually given, with few or ovrly-
dc( iduous black spines Telegraph, Sion House, Tnilby Hybrid,
Kenyon, Lome, Edinburgh, Blue Gown

II. Field varu tics (lull or ridge cucumbers)
a Black Spine vunetici

1 Netted Russian type Small, short-jointed vines,
bearing more or less in clusters, small, ellipsoidal fr.

cox red with many small, black, deciduous spines
fr green, ripening to dark reddish yellow, on a
f rar sing, ( hartaeeous skin Early-maturing and pio-
lifu Nit ted Russian, Everbearing, New Siberian,
Parisian Prolific Pickle

2 Early Cluster type Small or medium vines fr small,
usually hss than twice as long as thick, indistinctly
ribbt u, groin, ripening yellow, with scattered, large,
black spines Early Cluster, Early Frame

3. Medium Green type Interim diate in site of \ine
and fr b< tween the last and next fr about twice
us long as thick, green, ripening yellow, with scatter-
ing, large black spirits Nichols Medium Green,
Chicago Pickle

4. Long Green type One of the b<st fixed typo, rip-
rt s( nting, perhaps, one of the more primitive stages
in the evolution of the group Vines large, long and
free-growing fr large ami lemg, gre*e n, ripening
yellow, with Mattered, large, black spines long
Gre e n, Japune se Climbing

b. White Spine* vnrietn s

5. White 'spine tjjs \ strong and important type plants
medium large*, v igorous fr medium I erge about
time i as long as thiek, grern, ripening white, with
m ate ring, large, white* spines There an in. ny
se lc< te el strains of White Spine Cool uiel ( rnp,
1 ) tv is Pc rfe e t tnel I ordhnok 1 amous la long he re

6. Chant Pintjpe Mostlv j^oorlv hxe*el varie ties having
large r.tlher unthrilt} vines, bearing hrge trs

tardily ami sparse 1>, which are white or whitish,
smooth or with se ittcnng, deciduous, usu dl-y white
spines Chicago Glint, Goliath, Giant Peru, White
Wonder, Lemg Green ( hum

fcjikkun e ue limbi r, IV«iku Mi/inee var t.ikkimennr< Plant small
and stooky, much like the* common cucumber fr 1 erge, red-
dish brown marked with vtllow (The* Egyptian heir eueum-
be r, of Hinge A Sthmidl.u** we* have grown it, is eppaiently
an odd form of ('ucumis m/tiui, and may belong hue It has
a me dmm-M/e d white fr

,
densely covered with soft, white

hair The plant resembles the Sikkim cucumber ) Not in

general cult.

pickling, the medium sorts for slicing, and the large, late

varieties for ripe fruits The White Spine varieties are
great favorites for slicing, and only less so for pickling

F. A Wauuh.
H F. Tompson.

CUCUMBER TREE: Averrhoa and Magnolia.

CUCUMIS (old Latin
name) Cucurbitdceae. Ten-
dril-bearing soft tender herbs,

some of which are grown for

their edible fruits

Annual or perennial-
rooted (the common cult.

1124. Pistillate flower of Cucumis Melo (Natural size )

species annual), with large alternate entire or palmately
lobed or dissected lvs monoecious (rarely dioecious),

sterile in clusters, not long-stalked, the fertile ones
solit.u j and mostly shoit -stalked m the axils, coiolla

of 5 deep acute lobes, stamens not united, stigmas I),

obtuse tendrils simple fr a pepo, mostly 3-celled,

usually indchiscent, fleshy or thick, globular, oblong
or cylindrical, sometimes eehmate, many-seeded —
About 30 species of villous or spineseent climbers and
truileis with annual sts

,
in warm parts of the globe,

most abundant in Afi Monogr by Ckigmaux, DC
Monogr Plianer 3 See, also, Naudm, Ann Sci Nat
(Hot ) IV 119, 12 108

a The melon group fr smooth at matuntij or only
pubesemt (not spiny or tubaculate)

Melo, Linn Melon Muskmklon. Figs 1123,
1124 Long-running, hairy or villous annual lvs

large, soft-hairy, round -heart -shaped or remform,
sometimes rounded-lobed and more or less denticulate:

1123. Staminate flower of Cucumis Melo. (Nat. size)

Snake or Serpent cucumber, Cticumti M< to var flexuasui Vines
resembling those of musktnelon fr very long, twisted, nhbed-
cylinclrieal, grten, tardily yellowing, eovered with di nsc,

woolly hairs

West India gherkin, Cucumis A ngunn Figs 1127, 112S Vines small
and slender, somewhat resembling a slender watermelon plant:
fr very abundant, small, ellipsoid, covered with wurts and
spines, green, tardily whitening Good for pickles

These varieties are mostly all good for one puipose
or another The small sorts are naturally prefeired for

58

1125. Cucumis sativus Staminate flower at s;

pistillate at p. (Xh)

male fls. clustered, the peduncle
short fr very vanablc, pubescent
or becoming glabrous S Asia and
Trop Afr —Very variable, and widely cult.

1 Subspecies or var agrestis, Naudin The wnld or
run-wild or spontaneous plant: slender* fls small,

.shoit-ped uncled, often in 2’s or 3’s fr oblong or tur-

binate, size of a plum, not edible —To this subspecies
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Cogniaux refers such names as C. Chate, Linn
,
C.

pubescent, WiUd., C. maculalus, Willd., C.
f
campechlanus

Kunth, C Gurmxa and C. Chaeta, Wall., C maderas-
patanus, lloxbg

, C. eriocarpus, Boiss
,
C picrocarpus

and C. jucundus, Muell
,

C. trigonus, Benth (not

Roxbg ), C. Panchenaibus .

Naudm, and the varietal

names rnaculatus, Cossoma-

nus, texanus, cantonianus

,

saharunporensis, anatolicus,

sethiopicus of Naudm
2. Subspecies or var.

cfilta, Kurz. The many
forms of the cult, melon:
plant very robust : fls. longer-

pedunculate, 3-5 together

and large, fr. large to very large, edible:

widely variable: when forced under glass

the Ivb tend to be more prominently lobed.

See Melon Forms of this group may be
distinguished as follows. Var Chito, Naudm
(IC Chito, Morr ) Oranoe Melon Mango
Melon. Melon Apple. Vine Peach.
Garden Lemon Vegetable Orange
Vine less robust than that of the musk-
melon, and lvs smaller* fr size, shape and
color of an orange or lemon, without mark-
ings, with a white or pale yellow cucumber-like flesh,

with no muskmelon odor Not edible m its natural

state, but useful for the making of preserves (or

“mangoes”) and pickles. Name pronounced keeto.

Cf Bull 15, Cornell Exp 8ta
;
A G 14 206 —The

“Lemon cucumber” offered by dealers is apparently

a form of C. sativua, the fruit being nearly round with
yellow and green markings and
smooth skm, like the lemon.

—

Var Dfidaim, Naudm (C Dudairn
,

Linn C odoratissirnus, Moeneh)
Dudaim Melon. Pomegranate
Melon. Queen
Anne’s Pocket
Melon Vine
small, as in the
last* fr size and
shape of an
orange, somewhat
flattened at the
ends, very regu-
lar and smooth,
marbled with
longitudinal markings of cinnamon-brown overlying
yellow, exceedingly fragrant A most handsome gourd-
like fr and highly and deliciously perfumed Not
eaten A nearly odorless and scarlet-rinded form is

separated by Naudm as var erythrmm—Var. acfdulus,

Naudm Cucumber Melon Frs oblong or cylin-

drical, mottled or urneoloiod, the flesh white and cucum-
ber-flavored No varieties in the American trade are
of this group, but they are occasionally seen m bo-
tanical gardens and experimental grounds that import
seeds of oriental plants — Var. flexudsus, Naudm
(C jlexubsus, Linn.). Snake
MELon Snake Cucumber. Fr.

many times longer than broad,
greenish at maturity, variously
curved and furrowed AG. 14:

203 Fr often 2-3 ft long, and
1-3 in diam. Grown mostly as

an oddity, but it is useful for the
making of conserves. The hard-
shelled snake gourd is a Lagen-
ana (which see).—Var inoddrus,
Naudm Winter Melon. Lvs.
lighter colored, less hairy, nar-
rower. frs possessing little or
none of the common musk-

melon odor, and keeping long. The winter muskmelons
are little known in this country, although they are

worthj of popularity. Much cult, in parts of the Medit.
region —Var saccharlnus, Naudm. Pineapple Melon.
Comprising varieties oi oblong shape and very sweet

flesh. Not sufficiently distinct from the

next—Var. reticul&tus, Naudm Nutmeg
or Netted Melons Frs softer rinded,

more or less netted, or sometimes almost

plain or smooth. Comprises the common
muskmelons, aside from cantaloupes —
Var. cantalup6nsis, Naudm Cantaloupe.

Rock Melons Frs mostly
hard-rinded, more or less

wraity, scaly or rough, often

deeply furrowed or grooved.
Name derived from Canta-

luppi, near Rome, a former country seat of the Pope,
whither this type of melons was brought from
Armenia. In the U S the word cantaloupe is often

used as a generic name for muskmelon, but it is

properly a name of only one group of muskmelons

—

the hard and scaly-rinded (see Waugh, G F. 8 183).

aa. The cucumber group: fr. spiny oi tuberculate

(nearly unarmed m C. Sacleuxn )

sativus, Linn. Cucumber Figs 1125,112(3 Long-
running, prickly lvs usually 3-lobed (or strongly

angled), the middle lobe most prominent and often
pointed* fr prickly or murieate, at least when young,
but m some varieties becoming smooth, mostly oblong,
the flesh white 8 Asia See Cucumhei Runs into
many fr -forms m cult

,
but not so widely polymor-

phous as C. Melo .—Var Anglicus, Bailev Figs 1121,
1122 English or

Forcing Cu( um-
ber A pioduct
of cult and selec-

tion, distinguished
from the (ommon
or field cucumbers
as follows frs

(and ovuties) very
long and slender,

little if any fur-

rowed, spineless

or nearly so when
grown, nearlv or quite green at maturity,
comparatively few-seeded 11s. very large:
lvs very broad in proportion to their length,

with shallower sinuses vines very vigorous, w'lth long
and thick tendrils —Var sikkimensis, Hook f

,
cult m

the Himalayan Mts
,
but not known to be in this

oountiy, has large 7-9-lobed lvs and cylindrical-club-
shaped fr. B M 620(3

Angitria, Linn. (C.echxnafus, Moeneh C.angvnoides
,

Room C grossulariaf6rmis, llort ). Bur Cucumber.
West Indian Gherkin Gooseberry Gourd. Figs.
1127, 1128 Sts slender, hispid lvs deeply cut into
3-5 narrow obovate or spatulate divisions, w*atei melon-
like fls small, the pistillate long-stalked, fi 1-3 in.

long, cucumber-hke but more spiny Supposed to be
native to the American tropics B M 5817 —Cult,
both for the oddity of its frs. and for the making of
pickles The gherkins of mixed pickles, however, are
young cucumbers.

dips&ceus, Ehr. (C. berddna and C. amUgua
,
Fenzl.

C crindceus, Hort ). Dipsaceous
Gourd Ostricii-Egg Gourd
Hedgehog Gourd. Plant and
foliage like that of C. Melo: fls.

long-stalked: fr 1-2 in long,

oblong or nearly spherical, be-
coming hard and dry, densely
beset with long scales or hairs,

and looking like a bur. Arabia,

1126. Branch
of Cucumis

SAtivus.

1128. Fruit of Cucumis AnguriA. ( X Y%)
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1 129 Young Turban squash, on which
the remains of the corolla still persist.

The central part of the fruit is the ovary.

Afr. R.II. 1860, p. 210.—Cult, as an ornamental
gourd.

Sacleilxii, Paiil. & Bois. Mandera Cucumber
Slender, hairy, whitish: lvs. rov dish-reniform, ob-

scurely lobed and
irregularly dentate,

scabrous on both

S surfaces and gray-

* ish green, fls soli-

/ /MKwAJlt tarv, males on long-

filiform peduncles,

.%y
l
% Mam the females on

'IML shorter but slender
^

.. JHn peduncles and with
hairy ovary, fr.

i 1 y ovoid, 3-4 in. long

Jpflj'fy j^

1

; and haif as thick at

the middle, some-
v 4 wliat scabrous, with

'Xl \

*^ longitudinal stripes

of lighter green,

seeds brown, j^in

1 129 Young Turban squash, on which J?
n3 Zanzibar —

the remains of the corolla still persist, haul to be omamen-
The central part of the fruit is the ovary. tal and the fruits

useful for pickles

C acut/ingulus, Hort =Luffa—C CUntllui, Ser =Citrullus
vulgaris —C Colorytithi*, Linu *»=Oitriillu* Colocynthis

—

C metu-
llferus, M«*y Hispid unnuil, with palmately somewhat 3-lobed
cordat( potiolate l\ s

, and oblong-obtuse spiny fr , about 4 in long
8 Afr

—

C prrtnnu, James -=Cu< urbita

—

C prophelurum, Linn
Slender perennial with ashy scabrous long-stalked mostly 3-5-
lobed lvs, and longitudinally white-striped softly spitiose fr

1-1*4 m long Afr

—

C 1 ilmdrinn, Hort A plant of un-
re< orded ongin, with cut lvs and abundance of canary-yellow
eoft-spincd fra L H B

CUCURBIT. A plant of tho genua Cucurbita. JwL-

Sometimes shortened to Cucurb

CUCfjRBITA (classical name). Cucur-

bitaccep Gourd Pumpkin Sqihsh.
Vme-like tender herbs, tendnl-bearmg,
grown for their edible and ornamental

Annual, or the root perennial-rhizo-

matous, rough-hairv and scabrous, with
large often palmately lobed lvs., the tendrils bifid or
multifid fls. monoecious, large, yellow, solitary m the
axils, the staminate long-stalked, the pistillate short-
stalked, corolla 5-lobed; stamens 3, arising from the
bottom of the fl

,
and united in a column; stigmas

3, but 2-lobed; ovary inferior, inclosed m a hollow re-

ceptacle; tendrils 2-3-forked —About 10 species m
warm parts of Asia. Afr

,
Ainer. The morphology

of the pepo or gourd-fruit may be illustrated by the
Turban squash. Figs. 1129-31. In this fr

,
there is a

“squash inside a squash.” The inner part bears the
corolla and the
styles It is the
ovary. The co-

rolla is attached
about the edge
of the inner
squash, as the
withered re-

mains in Fig

1129 show.
Sometimes the
withered corolla

becomes de-
tached, but
hangs to the
withered re-

mains of the

1130. Young Turban squash, in which
stigmas, as m

the withered corolla has become detached, Uie

but hangs to the remains of the styles and longitudinal sec-

atigmas. tion of the flower

(Fig. 1131) explains the struc-

ture. The corolla is shown at zjl
c, d The top of the ovary is at *'-]§
o The stigmas are on the ovary. JfM
The part encircling the ovaiy
(outside of o ) is the hollowed
receptacle Ordinarily the recep- /?JEl
tacle is closed at the top, com- jihm 1 \ T*
pletely confining the ovary, but fll f I

in the Turban squashes the U V ^ J ?I
receptacle does not extend over
the top of the ovary, and the nL
ovary tlierefore protrudes. The ra<fc>^r
older morphologists held tlus NaHlljpi

outer part of the squash to be
adnate calyx, rather than recep- * 131, Secuon of flower

tacle The cucurbits are mono- °* Turban squash Show-

rnw h; DC *•

Monogr Phaner 3 Also by
Naudin, Ann. >Sci. Nat (Bot.) IV, vol. 6. See Pumpkin
and Squash.
The terms squash and pumpkin are much confused.

In Europe, the large vaneties of Curcubita maxima are

known as pumpkins, but m this country the fruits of

this species arc known usually as squashes. In America,
the w ords pumpkin and squash are used almost indis-

criminately, some varieties m all species being known
by those names The field or common pie pumpkins are

C Pepo, so are vegetable marrows; also the summer
squashes, as the Scallop, Pattypan and Crookneek
varieties. The Hubbard, Marblehead, Sibley and

1131. Secuon of flower

^ 1132. Plant of Cucurbita Pepo.

Turban kinds are C. maxima. The Cushaws, Canada
Crookneek, Japanese Crookneek, Dunkard, and Sweet
Potato pumpkins (or squashes) are C. moschata The
fruit stem (as shown m Figs. 1133, 1136, 1141) is a dis-

tinguishing characteristic of the ripe fruits C Pepo
and C maxima

,
and C maxima and C. moschata appar

rentlv do not intercross C. Ptpo and C. moschata nave
been crossed, but it is doubtful if they intermix when
left to themselves In Europe, the word gourd (or its

equivalent m various languages) is used generically for

cucurbitas; but m this country it is restricted mostly
to the small, hard-shelled forms of C. Pepo (var. omfera

)

grown for ornament, and to Lagenana vulgaris

a Plant annual.

b. Lvs lobed. stalks of frs. strongly ridged.

P$po, Linn. (C. Melophpo,
Linn.). Pumpkin. Figs. 1132, Ml
1133. Annual, long-running,

prickly on sts and petioles: lvs

3-5-lobed, dark dull green: co- '
n\\

rolla-tube widening upwards, the JIM
pointed lobes erect; calyx-lobes ** -J ’

narrow, not If.-hke: peduncle very 1 j j

hard and deeply furrowed when jyj j
X

mature, not enlarging next the
/ * \

fr • the fr. very various in form, ii
*

color, season, size Probably native
to Trop Amer

,
but unknown ‘ X

wild —Cult by the Indians when n33f stemofCucur-
Amer. was discovered, in fields of btuPepo.—Early Sugar
maize. For studies in the nativity pumpkin.

' \
1133. Stem of Cucur-
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of tho pumpkins and squashes, see De Candolle, Origin

of Cultivated Plants; Gray and Trumbull, Amer Journ
Sci 25.372, Sturtevant, Ainer. Nat 1890.727; Witt-
mack, Ber der Deutschen Bot. Gesell. 6.378 (1888).

WrWhL

1134 Cucurbita Pepo var ovifera

i
f Is Jyvvll

^ar con(*ensa, Bailey Bush
1-7y / Pumpkins Scallop and Summer

I
/ Crookneck Squashes Plant
\s^ compact, little or not at all run-

• mng Of hoi ticultural origin

Var. ovffera, Bailey (C ovifera
,
Linn ) Gourd Fir

1134 Plant slender, running lvs smaller than in C.
Pepo, usually very prominently lobed. fr small, hard
and inedible, egg-shaped, globular, pear-shaped, oblate,

often striped 11 H 1894.429 —Sold in many vars by
seedsmen, under the names of C. Pepo vars. pyrifor-
mu, depressa, annulata, eto See Gourd.

mosch&ta, Duchesne (C melons?- ' ^
fdrmis

,

Carr ) Cushaw. China,
Canada Crookneck and Win-

lvs more rounded
than those of C. Cucurbita

Pepo, but lobed, J moschata.

with a widening
tube, and large, erect lobes; calyx-lobes large, often

If -like, peduncle becoming deeply ridged and much
enlarged next the fr. Possibly of E. Asian origin

triangular, grayish pubescent, the margin shallowly

apiculate-erenate. fl nearly as large as m C Pepo and
similar m shape, the pistillate on a peduncle 2 3 in

long, fr size and shape of an orange, smooth, green and
yellow splashed, not edible. Sandy arid wastes, Neb
and Colo to Texas and Mex. and westward to Calif

R II 1855 61; 1857, p. 54.—In its native haunts, the

root is tuberous, 4-7 in. diam and penetrating the

earth 4- 6 ft Roots
at the joints The

fjj
plant has a fetid y/i

odor Sold by ]//

seedsmen as a

§
ourd, but the fr jS/ T
oes not often ripen ^ V \

in the northern ^ ^
states Useful on
arbors and small ^4 \ \V~j
trees, when coarse JLj VVCl —
vines are wanted

fidfolia, Bouch^
1136 stem of Cucurbita moschata

(C mclanosptrma, Large Cheese pumpkin
A Br ) St very
long, stout, becoming somewhat woody lvs pale

gieen, often marbled, in outline ovate or suborbicular,

cordate at base, roundly 5-lobed and thr* sinus rounded:
calyx-tubc »hort and campanulate fi large (often 1

ft long), fleshy, round-ovoid, white-striped, the flesh

white, seeds ovate, black E Asia, but widely cult

in warm countries for its ornamental watermelon-like
frs A var mexictina, Ilort (C mexutina, Spreng ),

is mentioned, with seeds twice the size of those of the
tjpe, and said to grow wild in the neighborhood of

Mazatlan, Mex

1136 Stem of Cucurbita moschata
Large Cheese pumpkin

C Andriana, Naudin Allied to C moschata sts long and root-
ing at the nodes lvs large, marbled with white fls of the form of
those of (' maxima but much smaller fr obovoid, S in long,
marked with white and yellow Uruguay R II 1S%, pp

rA2 3 -
C lahforntca, Torr
Can os cent lvs

aaum thick, 2 in across,

S-lobtd tho lobes

arffc triangular and mu-
L

||

£ paA f eronate tendrils
J parte d to the bast^ XS fls 1 in or more

fy long on pedieels

Vi~ 1 in long Calif ,

imperfectly known —C. dxgxtdta, Gray Perennial, the root fleshy

sts slender and long, usually rooting tendrils abort and weak,
3- r

>-cleft lvs scabrous, 3-5-palmatelv narrow-loin d fls 2-J in

long on slender pedicels 1-4 m long fr subglobo^r, yellow, 2-4

in diam Calif to New Met — V piitmata, W ats Mo» k Orvnoe
Caneseent lvs cordate, thirk, 2 or 3 in across, palmate ly 5-cleft

to middle with narrow toothed lohts fls 1 in long on stout

peduncles fr globose, i in diam S Calif

CUDRANIA (derivation unknown) Mortices? Woody
subjects cultivated for their foliage and as hedge plants

Deciduous trees or shrubs, often thorny, with alter-

bb Lvs not lobed (except sometimes on young shoots):

stalks of frs. not prominently ridged

maxima, Duchesne Squash Figs 1138-41 Annual:
long-running, tho sts nearly cylindrical, little prickly

ana often hairy lvs. orbicular or kidney-shaped, com-
monly not lobed, the basal sinus wide or narrow,
the margin shallowly apiculate-sinuate corolla-tube

nearly the same diam. at top and bottom (Figs 1139,

1140), the corolla-lobes large and soft, and wide-spread-
ing or drooping peduncle at maturity soft and spongy,
not ridged nor prominently enlarged next the fr fr very
various, but not light yellow nor warty nor crookneck-
shaped, usually late-ripenmg, the flesh orange and
not stringy. Nativity undetermined. Var. sylv^stris,

Naudin A form found wild m the Himalayan region,

with fr. as large as a man’s head.

aa. Plant with perennial root.

foetidfssima, Kunth (C perenms, Gray Ciicumu
rterinnis, James). Calabazilla. Fig 1142 Perennial
long-running, scarcely prickly: lvs. large, cordate- 1137 Fruit of Cucurbita moschata—Tonasu, a Japanese variety.
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nate, petioled and stipulate lvs.: fls. dioecious, m axil-

lary globular heads; stammate with 4 sepals and 4
stamens and 2-4 bracts at the base; pistillate with 4
sepals inclosing the 1-ovuled ovary, growing into a
fleshy subglobose fr. with a crustaceous rind.—About
3 species, m S. and E Asia and Trop. Austral., of which
only one is sometimes cult. It re-

quires protection in the N and is

usually prop, by greenwood cuttings

in summer under glass

tricuspid&ta, Bureau (Maclura tri-

cuspiddta, Carr. C triloba, Hance).
Shrub, or small tree, to 20, rarely to

60 ft
,
with slender, thorny branches:

lvs elliptic-ovate, acuminate, entire,

sometimes 3-lobed at the apex and
on young plants even tncuspidate,

nearly glabrous, 1^-3 in long: fl-

heads axillary, solitary or in 2’s, on short peduncles: fr.

globose, about 1 in across China. R H 1864, p 390;
1872, p 56, 1905, p 363 (habit) HI 18*1792.—
Recently recommended as an excellent hedge-plant for

the S In China the lvs are used as a substitute for

mulberry lvs and it. is ealled silkworm thorn, the fr. is

edible Between this species and Madura pomxjera
,
a

hybrid has been raised, described as Macludrdma
hybrida, Andrd R H. 1905.362. Alfred Redder.

CULINARY HERBS are those herbs used for

flavoring in rookery, but the term has a wide applica-

tion, including species used for garnishing and some-
times as potherbs The culinary herbs are of very minor
importance in American gardens, and yet a few of them,
as anise, caraway and coriander, are well and favorably
known The species are mostly aromatic They are

largely of the Umbelliferifi and Labiata> No special

Basil (Ocymum basiheum). Labiate Annual. Uses' As flavor in
highly seasoned dishes, oil as perfumery Propagated by seeds.

Borage (Borayo officinalis ) Boraginatex Annual. Uses Herbage
aa potherb and salad, garnish, tlavor in beverages Propagated
by seeds in spring

Caraway (Carum Carvi) Umhilliferx Biennial or annual Uses
Herbage eaten cooked or as salad, roots as vegetable, seeds for

flavoring, oil in manufac-
ture of perfumery and
soaps Propagated by seeds
in May or early June

1139 Stammate flower of

Cucurbita maxima—Hubbard
squash. (XM)

1140 Pistillate flower of

Cucurbita maxima—Hubbard
squash ( X 1$)

difficulty attaches to their cultivation, and little more
may be said here than to present an alphabetical list

with statements as to uses, duration of plant, and means
of propagation. They all thrive in mellow fertile

garden land. Usually they are grown at the side of

the main garden plantation, and they may add a
certain charm to the garden as well as to supply an
agreeable aroma to the kitchen products. See the little

book on “Culinary Herbs” by M. G Kains, 1912.

Angelica (A rchangelica officinalis) Umbelhferx. Bienmal or peren-
nial Uses Stems and leaf-stalks as salad, or roasted like pota-
toes, garnish, as "candied angelica,” sterns blanched and used
as vegetable, leaves as spinach, seeds for flavoring, oil of angelica
obtained from seeds for flavoring Propagated by seeds in
late summor or early autumn.

Anise (Pimpmella Amsum) Umbelhferx Annual Uses Leaves
as garnish, flavoring, and potherb, seeds and oil for flavoring
ana perfumery Propagated by seeds in early Bpring

Balm (Melissa officinalis ) Labiate Perennial Uses Foliage for
flavoring and salad, oil for perfumery and flavoring beverages
Propagated by divisions, layers, cuttings and seeds.

Perennial Uses
medicinal

1138. Cucurbita maxima.

Catnip or catmint (JVepphi Catana) Labiate
As bee forage, leaves as condiment, formerly
remedy Propagated by seeds in autumn or spring

Chervil (A nthnscusCerefohum) Umbdhfrrx Annual Uses Leaves
for seasoning and fot mixed salads Propagated by seeds

Chives (Allium Srhanoprasum) Lxluicex Perennial Uses.
Leaves for flavoring Propagated by individual bulbs or division
of clumps in early spring

Clary (Salvia Sclarea) Ijabintx Perennial Uses Leaves in cook-
ery, wine mado from plant when m flower Propagated by seeds
in spring

Coriander (Conandrum sativum) Umbelhferx Annual Uses
Seed m confectionary and aa ingredient in condiments, flavor
in beverages Propagated by seeds in spring or autumn

Cumin (Cuminum odorum) Umbelliferse. Annual Uses Seeds
as ingredient in curry powder, for flavoring pickles, pastry and
soups Propagated by seeds in spring.

Dill (Anethum graveolens) Umbelhferx Annual Uses Seed as
seasoning, extensively for commercial pickles, oil for perfuming
soap, young leaves as seasoning and salads, dill vinegar as condi-
ment Propagated by seeds in spring

Fennel (Famculum vulgare) Umbelhferx Biennial or perennial
Uses Herbage as garnishes and flavors, as salads, seeds for
flavoring beverages, and for confectionary, oil as perfumery
Propagated by seeds, and grow n as an annual

Finocchio or Florence fennel (Fxmculum dulce). Umbelhferx
Annual. Uses As a vegetable Propagated by seeds

Fennel Flower (Nigella saliva) Ranunculacex Annual Uses
Whole plant or seed used in cookery Propagated by seeds in
spring

Hoarhound, or horehound (Marrubtum vulgare). iMbuitx. Peren-
nial Usts Formerly m cookery and medicine; now for candy
only Propagated by seeds in spring

Hyssop (Hyssopus officinalis) Labiate Perennial Uses' Herbage
in salads: oil m preparation of soaps, etc Propagated by divisions,
cuttings and seeds in spring

Lavender (Ijavandula anguhfolia, L
Spica) Labiate Perennial Uses
Flowers and oil in perfumery, some-
times ns condiment and in salads
Propagated by divisions or cuttings,
or rarely seeds

Lovage (Lensticum officinale) Umbelli-
frrx Perennial Uses Young stems
in confectionary Propagated by
division or seeds m late summer

Mangold (Calendula officinalis)
^
Com-

posite Annual Uses' Flower-
heads as seasoning, fresh flowers to
color butter Propagated by seeds
m spring

Marjoram (Origanum vulgare and 0.
Marjoram) Labiatx Perennial (0.
Marjoram treated as annual) Uses
Herbage for seasoning, oil in per-
fuming soaps, etc Propagated by
cuttings, division or layers and seeds in spring.

Mmt (
Mentha spxcata) Labiatx. Perennial. Uses Herbage as

seasoning, leaves in jelly Propagated by cuttings, offsets and
divisions in spring

Parsley (Petrosehnum hortense) Umbelhferx Biennial. Uses
Roots as vegetable, top as potherb, leaves for seasoning and
garnish Propagated by seeds ni spring

Pennyroyal (Mentha Pulegvim) Labiatx Perennial Uses Leaves
as seasoning, pennyroyal oil Propagated by division, or rarely
cuttings

Peppermint (Mentha piperita) Labiatx Perennial Uses Oil
as flavoring, perfume in soaps, etc Propagated by division or
running rootstocks.

bita maxima -Hubbard
squash.
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Rosemary (Rosemarmus officinalis). Labiatm. Perennial. Uses:
Herbage as seasoning, oil for perfuming soaps and in perfumery.
Propagated by cuttings, root division, layers m early spring,
and seeds.

Rue (Ruta graveolens). Rutacese Perennial Uses Leaves as sea-

soning and flavor m beverages, oil for aromatic vinegar and
toilet preparations. Propagated by soeds, cuttings, layers or
division of tufts.

Sage (Salvia officinalis). Labiatse Perennial Uses Leaves for

seasoning dressings, sausages, cheese, etc , oil in perfumery.
Propagated by division, layers and cuttings, also seeas

Samphire (Crithmum maritimutn) Umbelliferas Perenmal Uses.

Leaves pickled in vinegar, sometimes with other vegetables.
Propagated by seeds in autumn.

Savory, Summer (Saturcia hortensis). IxibiaUe Annual. Uses:
Seasoning Propagated by seeds in spring

Savory, Wmter (Satureia montana) Labiate Perennial Uses'
Seasoning Propagated by seeds, cuttings, layers and division.

Southernwood (Artemisia Abrotanum) Composite Perennial
Uses Young shoots for flavoring cakes, etc. Propagated by
seed, also cuttings in early summer

Tansy (Tanacetum lulgare) Composite Perenmal. Uses: Season-
ing Propagated by division of clumps, or seeds

Tarragon (Artemisia Drai unculus) Composite Perennial. Uses’
Herbage in salads and with meats, seasoning, as a decoction
in vinegar, oil to perfume soaps, etc. Propagated by cuttings,
layers and division

Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) Labiatje Perennial Uses Herbage as
seasoning, oil as perfumery, oil-crystals as disinfectant Propa-
gated by scods in spring, also cuttings, layers and divisions

L. II. B.
CUMIN, or CUMMIN : The seeds of Cuminum odorum (or less

properly C. Cymmum) ,
black cumin, Nxgella saliva, sweet cuimn,

or anise, Pimpxnella imsum. See Culinary Herbs

Flowers small, white or purplish, 2-hpped, borne
in corymbed cymes or clusters. The genus contains
not more than 16 species, 2 N. American, 2 Mexican,
and the others S. American. They are somewhat
woody, and usually have small lvs.: the whorls of
fls. are sometimes loosely corymbose, sometimes axil-

lary, few-fld., muoh shorter than the lvs
,
sometimes

many-fld
,

in dense spikes or terminal heads, calyx
10-13-nervcd, 5-toothed; perfect stamens 2.

mari&na, Linn. (C . origanobies, Brit ). Maryland
Dittany. Stone -Mint Height 1 ft : lvs smooth,
ovate, serrate, rounded or heart-shaped at the base,

nearly sessile, dotted, 1 m. long: fls. pui pie-pink in a
loose cymose cluster which is terminal. Dry hills, S.

N. Y. to Ohio., south to Fla. J.H. III. 35 321. Mn.
7:201. See also Dittany.

CUNNINGHAMIA (after J Cunningham, botanical

collector, who discovered this conifer in China in

1702) Findcex. Evergreen trees cultivated for their

handsome foliage.

Trunk stout, branches verticillate, spreading, pendu-
lous at the extremities* lvs. lmear-lanceolato, rigid,

densely spirally arranged and 2-rowed in direction,

fls monoecious; staminate oblong, pistillate globose,
both sexes in small clusters at the end of the branches
cones roundish-ovate, 1-2 in long, with roundish-ovate,

1142. Cucurbita foetidiasima.

CUMMfNGIA (for Lady Gordon Cumming) of

gardeners (name bestowed by D. Don in 1828), some-
times spelled Cumingia (Kunth, 1843), is now referred

to ConanthSra. Amarylhdacese. The conantheras are
of about four species in Chile, one of which is rarely

in cult, as a tender summer-blooming bulb. They are

said to be difficult to keep long in cult. They are
cormous plants, with basal linear or linear-lanceolate

lvs
,
erect sts paniculate-branching above, fls. blue on

bractless pedicels, perianth funnelform, the tube short;

lobes longer than tube, oblong, nearly equal, spreading
or becoming reflexed, stamens 6, attached m the throat,

shorter than the perianth-lobes, all perfect, the fila-

ments very short; ovary 3-celled, the style subulate.

ConanthSra campanul&ta, Lindl. (C. Slmsii, Sweet. C.
bifolia, Sims, not Ruiz & Pav. Cummlngia campanw-
Iclta, D. Don) is 1-13^ ft. high, with linear lvs. shorter
than the st. or peduncle and blue paniculate pretty
fls. B.M.2496.

CUNiLA (origin unknown). LabiAtx. A low-growing
tufted hardy native perennial of this genus is rarely
cultivated in bordeic for its profusion of bloom.

serrate and pointed, coriaceous scales, each with 3
narrow-winged seeds at the base—Two species, m S
W. China and m Formosa. The species in cult is a
very decorative conifer for warmer temperate regions,

much resembling the Araucaria brasiliensis. It prefers

a half-shaded position and sandy and loamy humid
soil. Prop, by seeds or cuttings of half-hardy wood m
late summer under glass; short sprouts from the old

wood of the trunk or larger branches are the best;

cuttings from lateral branches grow into weak and one-
sided plants.

lanceol&ta, Hook. (C. sinensis, R. Br.). Tree,
attaining 80 ft.: lvs. linear-lanceolate, with broad,

decurrent base, sharply pointed, finely serrulate, light

Ei and shining above and with 2 broad, whitish

s beneath, in. long: cones 1-2 m. high.

China, cult in Japan. B.M. 2743. 8 Z 104, 105. R H.
1903, pp. 549-551. GW. 13, p 330; 14, p. 13. J.H.
III. 49:447. F. 1854, p. 169.—The second species, C.

Konlshn, Havata, from Formosa, is not in cult
;
it has

narrower and much smaller lvs
,
glaucescent on both

sides, and smaller cones; it is very different and forms
a transition to Taiwania. Alfred Rehder.
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CUN6NIA (named for John Christian Cuno, who
catalogued his garden in Amsterdam at the middle of

the 18th century) Cunomace<£, formerly included in

the Saxifragacex A half dozen trees or shrubs of the

southern hemisphere, one of which is sometimes grown
under glass
Lvs opposite,

petiolate. thick

and leathery, 3-

foliolute or odd-
pinnate: fls

white, in dense
spike - like ra-

cemes; calyx-
tube short, the
limb 5 -parted;
petals 5; sta-

mens 10.fr a co-

riaceous beaked
caps. C. cap§n-
sis, Linn

,
in

moist woody
places in Cape

Colony, is a large glabrous shrub or tree to 50 ft * lfts

2-3 pairs, oblong-lanceolate, sharply serrate: fls small,

very numerous, in opposite racemes, the stamens much
exserted Said to be of easy cult in a sandy-peaty soil,

prop by cuttings of half-ripened wood. H. B.

A. Petal8 6, but very minute and inconspicuous.

1. micropetala, HBK (C tminens, Planch & Lmd.).
St shrubby, more or less branched, 1-2 ft. high:
branches and calyx scabrous' lvs oblong-lanceolate,

acute at both ends, but without a distinct petiole, rigid,

scabrous' fls borne singly m succession at a point
above the axils, which distinguishes this species from
all others here described, petals 6, minute, borne
between the calyx-teeth, and shorter than them, calyx
12-toothed, scarlet at the base, yellow towards the top,

greenish at the mouth, stamens and filaments red;

ovary 2-celled, many-seeded Mex HBK. Nov. Gen.
Sp 6, p 209, t 551 R H 1857, p 151. F S. 10 994.

—The picture first cited shows a 1 -sided raceme, the
second a panicle and the third a common raceme In
this species the calyx-tube is the attractive portion,

while the petals arc inconspicuous. The tube is not 2-

hpped, but almost reguku. See page 3567

aa. Petals 6, all conspicuous, but 2 of them much larger

than the others

2 lanceol&ta, Hook (C Zimpdnn, Roezl). An erect

sticky annual, 3-4 ft high, the branches stout, purplish

green' lvs petiolate, opposite and alternate, %-3 in

long, entire fls axillary, solitary, purple or reddish
purple, often deflexed, stamens hardly longer than the
etals Sept

,
Oct B M. 6412 —A good, showy her-

aceous border plant

CUPANIA Iihghia

CUPHEA (Greek, curved, referring to the prominent
protuberance at the base of the calyx-tube). Lylhrdcex
Mostly small greenhouse and conservatory plants

Plants often clammy lvs opposite, rarely whorled
or alternate, ovate, lanceolate, or linear, entire* the

fls are often borne in 1-sided racemes, and some of the
species have a very odd look from the bold angle made
by the slender ascending pedicel and the descending
calyx-tube, with an odd projection at the base —An
exceedingly interesting genus of 200 species of tropical

and subtropical American herbs and shrubby plants,

with remarkable variations in the petals In C tgnea,

perhaps the most attractive of the group, the petals are

entirely absent, and the showy part is the brilliantly

colored calyx-tube At the other extreme is C.

folia with 6 petals (the normal number in the
genus), and all of equal size Between these

two extremes (shown in Figs 1143 and 1145)
are at least two well-marked intermediate
types One of these (exemplified in C. pro-

cumbens) has 2 large and 4 small petals the v,

other ((' IJavia) has 2 conspicuous petals ^
and the other 4 are completely abortive.

These two types are unique among garden
plants The series of intergradient forms is

completed by C cuania, m which there are

only 2 petals, and these minute, and C. micro-
petala in which there are 12 barely visible

petals, alternating with and shorter than the
calyx-teeth In addition to the species de-

senbed below, C. Hookcriana, Walp
,
is cult. ff W

as C. Roezhi, Carr It has lanceolate lvs., If;f fJi
with vermilion and orange calyx R H. 1877

:

470 According to many American botanists,

the correct name for these plants is Parsonsia,

Cuphea applying only to another Widely separated genus.

Nearly all cupheas are grown from seed and treated
as tender annuals, but C. ignea is chiefly propagated by
cuttings They are of easy culture, and tne whole series

is worth growing
INDEX

3 proctimbens, Cav Annual, herbaceous, 1 ft high,

procumbent, sticky-pubescent, with characteristic pur-
plish hairs lvs ovate-lanceolate, with white hairs, 1

3 in long, gradually decreasing in size until they be-

come bract-like; petiole short fls numerous, peduncles

longer than the petioles, 2 or 3 times shorter than the

calyx, calyx 6-toothed, purplish at the base, green at the
tip, with 12 raised streaks, and a pubescence like that

of the st.
,
petals 6, the 2 larger ones on the upper Up

of the calyx purple, filaments included. Mex B R.

compacts, 8.

cyanea, 6
eminens, 1

Gnlleottiana, 6
hyssopifolia, 5

ignea, 9
lanceolata, 2.

Llavea, 7
micropetala, I

mmiata, 8
pmetorum, 4

platycentra, 9
procumbens, 3.

purpurea, 3
strxgulosa, 6.

Ztmpanu, 2

1144 Cuphea Llavea.

(Natural sue)

182. C. purp&rea, Hort F.S.
s
'\ 4.412. RB 22*85, said to be a

hybrid between C mmiata and C.
viscos8ima, is probably not distinct.

4 pinet&rum, Benth Perennial and somewhat
woody, usually procumbent: lvs lanceolate, eiliate, 1-2

in long, fls purple, the calyx %m, long, colored; sta-

mens 11, the filaments unequal In sandy plains. Mex.
—A useful plant S.

aaa. Petals 6
,
all of the same size.

5. hyssopif&lia, HBK Fig. 1143. St shrubby:
branches numerous, strigose lvs lanceolate, rather
acute, obtuse at the base, glabrous above, stngose-

pilose along the midrib and veins, as may be seen with a
hand-lens. fls. with their slender pedicels scarcely

longer than the lvs.; calyx glabrous; petals 6, somewhat
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unequal, dilute violet; stamens 11, included, filaments

villous; ovarv 5-6-seeded. Mex.—This ib the least

attractive of the species here described, and is no longer

advertised; but it probably still lingers in conserva-
tories. It is readily distinguished from its showier rela-

tives by its much smaller lvs.

(less than long) and much-
branched and woody appearance.

aaaa. Petals normally 2
,
the other

B ^tze °f Peta^s verV 8mall> fess

^an 05 l°nQ 0/3 the calyx.

6 cy&nea. Mo? & Sessd (C.

strigulosa
,
Hort

,
not HBK C.

*
a 'w&fWL Galleottiana, Hort ) St her-

baceous, erect * branchlets hispid

.

lvs. opposite, stalked, ovate, cor-

J
date, acuminate, villous on both

fj^r
||

' sides: peduncles alternate, raee-
^ 9 mose; calyx slightly hispid, scar-

1145. Cuphea ignea.
let at th

,

e bas
?> ye

J
low at the

(XH) top. Petals 2, clawed, spatulate;

antners and petals violet-blue

Mex. B.R. 32:14 (as C strigillosa, Lmdl ) F S. 1.15
and P.M. 11.241 as C strigulosa

,
but neither of these

plates is the C strigulosa, HBK
,
which is a different

species, with a shrubby st. : branches and calyx clammy-
mspid. lvs. ovate-oblong, acute at both ends, clammy,
glabrous above, strigose-scabrous below

:
petals nearly

equal; ovary about 8-ovuled.

bb. Size of petals larger, half as long as the calyx or longer.

c. Calyx 6-toothed.

red except at the tip, which has a dark ring and a white
mouth, petals 0, stamens 11 or 12. glabrous Mex
F S 2.180. P M 13 ’267 —This is still sold as C. platy-

centra, although De Candolle corrected the error m
1849 (FS 5.500 c) This is a remarkable instance of

the persistence of erroneous trade names.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. Taylor, t

CUPRESSUS (ancient Latin name from Greek,
Kuparissos) Cypress. Pindcese. Evergreens, culti-

vated for their graceful habit and the dark green or

glaucous foliage, some are timber trees.

Trees, rarely shrubs, with aromatic evergreen foliage:

branchlets quadrangular or nearly so: lvs. opposite,

small, scale-like, appressed, minutely denticulate-ciliate,

on young seedling plants linear-subulate and spreading -

fls monoecious, minute, solitary on short branchlets;

st.aminate ovate or oblong, yellow; pistillate subglobose*

cones globular or nearly so, consisting of 3-7 pairs of

ligneous, peltate scales, with a mucro or boss on the
flattened apex, each bearing many or numerous seeds,

but the lower scales usually sterile and smaller; they
upon the second year —About 12 species m Cent
Amor

, north to Calif and Anz
,
and from S Eu to S

E Asia Monogr by M. T Master i in Journ of Linn
Soc 31 312-51 (1895) By some totanists, the allied

genus Ch&uKecyparis is included
The cypresses are highly ornamental evergreen trees,

greatly varying in habit, hardy only m California and
the Gulf states The hardiest scemb to be C Macnab-
xana and C anzornca, which will stand many degrees of

frost in a sheltered position, also C macrocarpa, C
sempervirens, C. funehris and C torulosa are of greater

hardiness than the others They stand pruning well,

7 Ll&vea, Lmdl Red-White-and-Blue Flower,
Fig 1144 Sts. numerous, herbaceous, hispid: branches
ascending -

lvs almost sessile, especially near the top,

ovate-lanceolate, strigose: racemes short, few-fld.;

calyx green on the ventral side, purple on the back
and at the obhque-6-toothed mouth; petals 2, large,

scarlet, obovate, the other 4 abortive, stamens 11.

Guatemala B R 1386 J H III 31 305.—It is

doubtful whether the plant described by Lindley is

the same as the Mexican plant originally described
by Lexarza, which was said to have petals of

"dilute scarlet ” Lindley ’s plant had a green calyx,

but the plant in the trade is colored Used for

baskets and bedding Often misspelled Llavae.

cc Calyx 12-toothed

8 miniita, Brongn St shrubby, erect ’ branches
few, hispid: lvs. opposite, the upper ones not quite
opposite, with a very short petiole, ovate, acute,
entire, with white, silky hairs which are denser
beneath fls. solitary, subsessile, axillary, the pe-
duncle adnate to the branch in such a way as to

appear between and below the petioles
,
raceme few-

fld
,
l-sided FS 2 73. PM. 14 -

101 R.H 1845.
225. R.B 22.85 Var &lba, Hort A white-fld.

variety. Var. comp&cta, Hort SH 2 43 Gt. 46,

p 637 —This is referred to C Llavea of Lexarza, by
Index Kewensis. The above description is from tho
original in FS. 2:73. Van Houtte describes sev-
eral hybrid varieties in F S. 5, p. 487, which differ

chiefly m size, color, and marking of petals. Calyx
1 in long, hispid, green at the base, purple above,
12-toothed at the tip; petals 2, scarlet, wavy. The
specific name mimata means cinnabar-red, and
refers to the petals.

aaaaa. Petals 0.

9 ignea, DC. (C. platyc&ntra, Horfc, not Benth.).
Fig 1145. Branches somewhat angled: lvs. petioled,

ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, narrowed at the base,
lightly scabrous: ^.-stalks 2-4 times longer than the
F -stalks, calyx glabrous, shortly 6-toothed, bright

and some species are valuable for hedges, C macrocarpa
being especially extensively planted for this purpose
in California C. arizonica yields excellent timber
The cypresses seem not to be very particular in regard

1146 Cupressus sempervirens. Verona.
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to soil and situation, but prefer a deep, sandy-loamy
soil. For propagation, see Charmed/pans. The young
plants should be removed several tunes in the nursery
to secure a firm root-ball; otherwise they will not bear
transplanting well.

INDEX.

amomea, 7 funebris, 10 lutea, 2.

Htdfordinna, 1 glandulosa, 4 Maenabiana, 4.

Benthamn, 6, 7. glauca, 5, 9
Goveniana, 5

maerocarpa, 2, 3.
cali/ornua, 5 majestiea, 8
o.ishmeriana, 11. guadalupensia, 3.

tlarlwryn, 2

nepalensis, 8
eereifomus, 1 pendula, 9, 10, 11.

ootnpat ta, 5 horizontalis, 1 Roylei, 1

C’omt yana, 8. indica, 1 sempervirens, 1.

cornuta, 5 Karuninhyana, 6 sinensis, 9
Crippsn, 2 Kmghtiana, 6 strict a, 1

elegans, 0 Lainbortiana, 2 thurifera, b
excslsa, 0 Iandleyi, 8 torulosa. X, 11.

fastigiata, 1, 2. lusitanua, 9 viridis, 5
Win tieuatw ,

1

A Branches and branchlds erect or spreading, branch-
lets short and usually rather stout

b. Cones 1-1 Yl in across, imth 6-1J+ scales,

c Lvs obtuse bark scaly

1 sempervirens, Linn Fig 1146 Tree, to 80 ft,

with erect or horizontal branches and dark green
foliage lvs closely appressed, ovate, obtuse, glandular,
cones oblong or neirly globose, scales 8-14, with a short
boss on the back, bract free at the apex FS 7, p 192.

(as C torulosa

)

S Eu
, W. Asia Var strfeta, Ait

(C fadigiata, DC C Bcdfordidna, Hort ) Italian
Cyphess With erect branches, forming a narrow,
columnar head The classical cypress of the Greek anu
Roman writers, much planted m S Eu GW 9, p 127
Gn dd, p 3 (as (_' stricta ) Var cereiffirmis, Rchd
((' fastn/idta cernfdrrms

,
Carr) A form with \eiy

short branches, forming a narrow and slender columnar
head Var mdica, Pari (C Roylci, Carr C Whitlcy-

dna, Hort ) Similar to var fasliguiia in habit cones
globose, with 10 scales, bract acutely mucronate at the

apex Var horizontalis, Gord (C horizontal] s, Mill)
Branches horizontally spreading, forming a broad,

pyramidal head The famous avenue of C sempervi-

rens in the Villa Giusti, Verona, Italy, is shown in Fig

1 1 it) (G F. 2 464)

2 macroc&rpa, Ilartw (C Hdrtwegu, Carr

)

Montehk y Cyphess Tree, to 40 ft ,
occasionally

to 70 ft , with horizontal branches, forming a
blond, spreading head branchlets stout l\s rhom-
bic-o\ate, obtuse, closely appiessed, not or obscuielv

glandular, daik or bright gioen cones globular

or oblong, scales .8-12, with a short, obtuse boss

on the back Calif, Bay of Monterey SS 10 525
G 22 30 G M 52 952 G W 2, p 497 G C 111

18 Od, 22 53 (in 29, p 36; 30, p IS9, 38, p 303,53,

p 219; 08, p 237 G F 7 215 Var Crippsn, Mast
Lvs spreading, light glaucous A juvenile form Var
fastigiata

;

Knight Of nanow, pyramidal, fastigiate

habit Var Lamberti&na, Mast (C Lambatidna
,

Can ) Dark green form with spreading branches
It II 1870, p 191, 1907, p 565 Var. l&tea, Ilort,

has yellow foliage. Gn 68, p 237. J II.S 1902,

p 426, fig 111.

re Lvs acute bark exfoliating, cherry-like

3 guadalup€nsis, Wats (C macroedrpa var gua-

dnfupensts, Mast ) Wide-spreading tree, 40 ft high
or more bark grayish brown, exfoliating, brownish
red below branchlets drooping, slender - lvs bluish

green, scentless, acute or acutish, obscurely glandular
cones globose, 1 in across or more, with 6-8 very thick

stiongly bossed scales Guadalupe Isl. GC III. 18.62.

mi Cones }
/
2~l in across, until 6-8 scales,

c Lvs distinctly glandular

4 Macnabi&na, Murray (C glanduldsa, Hook ) Fig
1147 Shrub with several sts

,
or small tree, to 20 ft

,

forming a dense, pyramidal head lvs ovate, obtuse,

thickened at the apex, glandular, dark green or glau-
cous cones oblong, %-l in high; scales usually 6,
with prominent conical and cuxved bosses on the
back Calif S S. 10 528 R H 1870, p. 155. G.C. III.

9:403. F. 1874, p 88

cc Lvs inconspicuously glandular.

D. The branchlets slender lvs. green or sometimes glaucous.

5 GoveniUna, Gord (C. califdrnica, Carr ). Tree,
to .50 ft

,
with slender, erect or spreading branches,

forming a broad, open or
pyramidal head branch-
lots slender, lvs ovate,
acute, closely appressed,
inconspicuously glandu-
lar abundant atammate
fls in spring cones sub-
globose or oblong, sea|t s

6-8, with short, blunt
bosses Calif S S 10.
527 RH 187.5, p 108.

F 1870, p 197 Var com-
p&cta, Andre Of compact,
pyramidal habit R H.
1896, p 9 Var gladca,
Carr

,
with glaucous, and

var viridis, Carr
,

with
bright green foliage Var.
comdta, Carr A form
with strongly developed
bosses R II 1866, p 251.

6 Benthamn, Endl. (C.
excf-lsa, Scott C Karwinr
skyana, Regel C thurif-

era, Sehlecht
,
not HBK.).

Tree, to 70 ft
,
with hori-

zontal branches, forming
a pyramidal head branch-
lets slender, lvs ovate. 1147. Cupressus Macnabiana.
obtuse or acute, keeled (From a cultivated tree )

and somewhat tnickencd
at the apex, inconspicuously glandular, bright green,
cones globular, H-^in across, scales 6-8, with short-
pointed bosses Mex Var Lindleyi, Mast (C. LAnd-
leyi

,
Ixlotzsch) Branchlets regularly arranged, of

nearly equal length cones small, tvith small-pointed
bosses Var Knighti^na, Mast (C elegans, Ilort

)

Branchlets very regularly arranged, fernlike, drooping,
glaucous cones with stout, conical-pointed bosses,

(i C III 16 669 C Benthamn has been found in

prehistoric asphalt beds at Los Angeles

dd The branchlets stout * lvs glaucous.

7 ariz6nica, Greene (C Benthamn var arizdmca.
Mast ) Tree, to 40, rarely to 70 ft

,
with horizontal

blanches, forming a narrow', pyramidal or broad, open
head' branchlets stout -

lvs ovate, obtuse, thickened at
the apex, usually without glands, very glaucous cones
subglobosc, in across, scales 6-8, with stout,

pointed, often curved bosses Ariz
,
Calif. S S 10:526.

GC III 18 Od IT 4 145 MD 1904:50

aa Bianchlcts slender, more or less pendulous lvs.

usually acute and keeled, not thickened at the

apex cones about Yiin or less across (see No 6).

b The bianchlcts not or only slightly compressed.

8 toruldsa, Don (C. nepaldnsis, Loud ) Tall,

yranudal tree, to 150 ft
,

with short, horizontal
ranches, ascending at the extremities branchlets

slender, drooping lvs rhombic-ovate, acutish or
obtusish, appressed or slightly spreading at the apex,
bright or bluish green - cones globular, nearly sessile,

m across; scales 8-10 with a short, obtuse, incon-
spicuous boss Himalayas Gn 27, p 39 Var Comey-
&na, Mast (C Corneyana, Knight) With distinctly

pendulous branches cones oblong, larger Var ma-
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jSstict, Qord. (C. majistica, Knight). Of more vigorous
growth, with drooping branchlets, grayish green.

9 lusit&nica, Mill. (C. glauca, Lam C. p6ndula,
L’Her. C sintnsis, Hort.). Tree, to 50 ft

,
with spread-

ing branches and more or less pendulous branchlets:

lvs. ovate, acutish, glaucous, cones peduncled, about
y<$n across, covered with glaucous bloom, scales 6-8,
with an elongated, pointed and usually hooked boss
Habitat unknown; cult in Portugal and naturalized;

possibly intro, from India

bb. The branchlets distinctly flattened.

10. f&nebris, Endl (C pendula, Lambert). Tree, to
60 ft

,
with wide-spreading, pendulous branches and

branchlets, branchlets flattened* lvs deltoid-ovate,

acute, light green, often slightly spreading at the apex,
cones short-peduncled, globose, across, scales

8. with a short-pointed boss China GC 1850*439.
Gn. 28, p. 62 FS 6, p 91

11. cashmeri&na, Royle (C toruldsa var kashmiruhia,
Kent. C pendula var glauca, Nichols ) Tree* branch-
lets very slender, pendulous, flattened lvs rhombic-
ovate, spreading at the acute tips, glaucous, cones ) 3in.

across. Intro, from Kashmir
C formoshisis, Henry=Chamircyparis formosensis.

—

C Lato-
tonidna, Murr =Cham»cyparis Lawsomana —C nootkatlnsis,
Lambert— Chamsecypans nootkatensis —C obtiim, Koch=
Chameeeyparis obtusa —C pist/era, Koch=Chamae< ypans pisifera—C pygmxa, Sarg (C CJovemana var pygma*a, Lemin ) Tiee,
to 30 ft , often fruitinR when only 1 or 2 ft tall branrhlets rather
stout lvs dark green, without glands cones o\oid, J i—

8 t»n long,
with 6-10 scales, seeda black Calif , Mendocino Co S S 14 740—C thurifera, HBK Tree with sprtuding branches lvs oblong-
lanceolate, upright-spreachng, not closely appreseed cones glo-
bose, about 1 in across, with slightly mucronato scales—C thy~
aides. Linn -Cham*cypans thyoides. Alfred Rehder
CURATlSLLA (name refers to the plants being

used or worked used for polishing weapons and metal)
Dillenidcex. Three or 4 8 American and Indian
small trees or scandent shrubs, of which one is some-
times mentioned in horticultural literature They are

warmhouse evergreens, with white fls in dense pani-

cles. Sepals and petals 4-5, stamens many, carpels 2
(rarely 1), more or less cohering, follicular. C amen-

1148. Curcullgo latifolia,

cana

,

Linn., of W. Indies and S. Amer., grows to 10
ft., erect, tortuous, lvs. oval, rough on the upper side,

toothed fls malodorous, in lateral compound racemes:
bark wrinkled and cracked.

CURCULIGO (Latin, curculio
,
weevil; referring to

the beak of the ovary) AmarglUducese Waimhouse
and conservatory foliage plants with the habit of a
young palm and an odd flower-cluster.

Htemless herbs, with short rhizomes, radical long
narrow usually plicate lvs., and small fls. m spikes or

clusters on short scapes that may be nearly concealed
at the base of the plant perianth 6-partcd, the segms.
spreading and about equal, stamens 6, attached at the
base of the segms

,
ovary 3-celled —The genus is closely

related to Hypoxis, but differs in its succulent mdehis-
cent fr

, and because in many species the ovary has a
long beak which looks like a perianth-tube, but this

beax is ahvays solid, and bears on its summit the style

which is in the center of the penanth —Twelve species

in eastern and western tropics of which C new rata is

grown 8 and N, being used by florists for vases,

jardimeies, and general decorative woik, and also used
outdoors in summer It is of easy cult

,
but requires

perfect dunnage It is a question to be determined
whether the plants mostly in cult aie C. iccurvata or

<7 latifolia, the recurved dense ovoid head of fls.

quickly distinguishes the foimer species

The curcuhgos are very ornamental plants for large

greenhouses, where a high temperature is maintained.
To have them looking then best they should, if possible,

be planted out in a bed, W'here they will attain a height
of 5 feet Their gracefully niching leaves are so con-
structed that they move continually horn side to side

with the slightest movement of the air The variety
vnriegata is one of the best variegated-leaved plants
While not so robust as the gieen loim, it is more
adapted to pot eulture The soil should be twro parts
loam ami another of rotted cow-manure and sand
Diainage must be carefully arranged, as the plants need
an abundance of water The green-leaved kind stands
the summers well in the neighborhood of Washington,
D C ,

if protected from the sun and afforded an
abundant supply of water As house-plants they are
likely to suffer for lack of moisture.

Propagation is by division The pieces, before pot-
ting, will make new roots rapidly if placed in the sand-
bed of a warm propagating-house for a few days.

recurv&ta, Dry Height 2Yi ft or more, root tuber-
ous lvs from the root, 1-3 ft long, 2-6 in wide,

with a channeled stalk one-third or one-fourth the
length, the blade lanceolate, recurved, plaited scapes
very rarely as long as the If -stalks, covered with long,

soft brown hans, recurved at the end, beanng a head
of drooping yellow fls

,
each across; the scape is

frequently only 1-3 in long, the fls appearing almost
on the ground; bracts 1 to each fl and about as long.

Tron Asia, Austral. B.R. 770. (with scape abnor-
mally long). Var. striata, Hort

,
has a cential band of

white Var varieg&ta, Hort
,
has longitudinal bars of

white.

latifdlia, Dry Fig 1148. Height 2-3 ft * differs from
C recurvata in having a very short-stalked erect mfl

,

the bright yellow fls. m a dense cluster near the base
of the plant: lvs. lanceolate, 1-2 ft long and 1-5 in.

wide, the petiole 12 in. or less* fr 1 in long, club-

shaped or pyriform, hairy, with black seeds* the plant
produces numerous suckers which, when removed, are
easily grown, and bloom m about a year; said to be
a beautiful and hardy house-plant, more satisfactory
than palms for one without a conservatory. India,

Malaysia B M. 2034. BR 754. L B C. 5*443 (as

C. 8umatrana).—Variable in foilage.

G W Oliver
Wilhelm Miller.
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CtJRCUMA (Arabic name). Zingiberdcex. Curious
and showy warmhoubc herbaceous plants with great

spikes of large concave or hooded bracts, from which the
flowers scarcely protrude.

Erect herbs, the st. rising to 10 ft from a thick tuber-
lfcrous rootstock lvs. usually large: fls. in a dense cone-

lihe tlj\ise, borne behind concave or hooded imbnea-
< ated obtuse often coloied hi acts, calyx and corolla

tubular, the former 2-d-toothed, the latter dilated

above and with 3 ovate or oblong lobes, staminodium
petal-like, 3-parted, the middle lobe anther-bearing fr

inclosed by the biacts
rrho latest monograph, 1901

(by Schumann in Knglei’s Pflnnzenreub, hft 20),

recognizes 42 specie's, mostly in Trop Asia and some
in Trop Afr The fleshy bracts are perhaps the show lest

feature of the plant, the topmost ones being colored

with gorgeous tiopic.il hues Rhizomes of some of the
species yield East India arrowroot, while others fur-

nish turmeric The rhizome of C zedoaria of India

is very pungent and has propel ties similar to ginger

'Phe genus is allied to Alpinia and \moinum
In spring the tubers should be deprived of last year’s

mold and repotted in a fr< sh mixture of light loam, leaf-

mold and tuify peat, the pots being well drained, and
placed m a warm pit or frame m bottom heat Water
should be given sparingly until after the plant has made
some growth The >oung loots are soft and succulent,

and are likely to rot if the soil remains wet for a long

time After flowering, the leaves soon show signs of

decay, and w ater should be gradually w it hdrawn Dur-
ing the resting period the soil should not be allowed to

get dust-dry, or the tubeis aic likely to shrivel The
plants are propagated by dividing the tubers m spring

cord&ta, Wall Lvs 1 ft long, sheathing, ovate,

acuminate, the same color on both sides, obliquely

pennmerved. bracts m a cylindrical spike, the upper
part forming a sterile part called a coma, which is a
rich violet, with a large, blood-colored spot fls yellow,

with a pink hood Burma B M 4435 —This is now
referred to C petiolata, Roxbg , but it seems at least

horticulturally distinct, with its rose-pink bracts.

petiolftta, Roxbg Queen Lily. Figs. 1149, 1150 Lvs
6-8 in long, peculiar in this genus as being more or less

rounded or cordate at the base, the stalk 4-5 in. long

fls. spicate, the spikes 5-6 m long, bracts 20-30, con-
nate at their bases, and wholly including the pale yel-

low fls. India. B M. 5821 —The most beautiful and
showiest of the curcumas

16nga, Linn. Lvs. 2-2H ft,, the blade about 1 ft and
narrowed at the base’ fls spicate, autumnal, the spikes

4-0 in. long; bracts pale green, not wholly inclosing the
pale yellow fls. India. B.R, 886.—The dried rhizomes
of this furnish the well-known turmeric of India, used
as a condiment and as a dye. Intro, by the Royal
Palm Nursenes
C nlbijldra, Tfcwaites, differs from some others here described in

having its spikes sunk below the lvs
, instead of standing high

abovi the* lvs ,
and all the bracts have fls , while the others have a

sterile portion of the spike which is brightly colored In this species
the spike is short and green and the fls are prominent and white
Ceylon B M 3909 —C uuntralaeica. Hook, f., has its upper bracts
soft, rosy pmk and the fls pale yellow Austral B M 5620 —C
RoHcoinna, Wall

,
has a long and splendid spike, with bracts gradu-

ally changing from green to the vividost scarlet-orange fls pale
yellow Burma B M 4bb7 —C rubesetns, Iloxbif (C rubncaulis,
Link) Lvs stalked, oblong, with red sheaths, said to be brown in
the center fls red E Indies — C zedoaria, Hoscoe, has the upper
bracts white, tinged with carmine, and handsomely variegated lvs,,

which, with the green of the lower bracts and the yellow of the fls.

makes a striking picture of exotic splendor Himalayas B M.
!n5!>

Wilhelm Miller.

CURMfeRIA: Ilomalomena. ^ T-AILOK.f

CURRANT. The currants grown for their fruit in

Arricnca arc derived mainly from two species, namely,
the European red currant, Iiibes vulgare (It rubrum)
(Fig 1 151), and the European black currant, R nigrum
(Fig 1152) There are two promising American species,

of which tew, if any, improved varieties have been
introduced, the swamp red currant (R . triste ) and the
wild black cui rant (R armricanum) Another American
species of which at least one named variety has been
offered for sale is the Buffalo or Missouri currant (R
annum) (Fig 1154), aho grown because of its orna-
mental flowers The currant is not known to have been
under cultivation before the middle of the sixteenth
century It is not mentioned by any of the ancient
writers who wrote about fruit, and was evidently not
known to the Romans

Currants arc natives ot comparatively cold or very
cold climates; lienee most varieties succeed over a very
wide area m America They arc among the hardiest of

fiuits fiom the standpoint of resistance to cold or

changes of temperature, but in hot and dry sections

thc> do not, thrive, and, on this account, are unsatis-
factory m parts of the
southern states

The currant is not so

genciallv used in America
as sonic other fruits, as few
pel sons care for them when
eaten raw, and when cooked
the> are usually made into

j( llv and consumed by only
a < oniparatively small pro-
portion of the people In
the oddest parts w here other
fiuits do not succeed well,

the currant is more popular,
and is used much more gen-
ii all> It is a wholesome
and refreshing fruit and
deserves much more atten-
tic-n than it receives at the
piesent time.

The currant does not vary
so much when grown from
seed as most cultivated
fruits, and, being so easily

propagated from cuttings,

it, has not, been improved so
much as it otherwise would
have been Moreover, size

m currants was not of great
importance until recent
years, when competition ill

marketing has become
keener It is only during
the past fifty or sixty years
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that many new varieties have been introduced. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century, few named sorts

were recognized, the currant being generally known
simply under the names black, red and white.

Propagation of currants .

The usual method of propagating currants is by
means of cuttings These root very readily and good
lants are secured after one season's growth. The
est time to make the cuttings is in the autumn, as

currants begin to grow very early in the spring, and
once the buds have swollen they cannot be rooted suc-

cessfully Wood of the current season’s growth is used.

This may be cut early in the autumn as soon as the
wood has ripened, from the end of August to the middle
of September being the usual time It should be cut

m as long pieces as possible to save time m the field,

and put in a cool moist cellar or buried m sand If the

cuttings can be made at once, it is best to do so. These
are made by cutting the wood into pieces, each about 8
to 10 inches long, although an inch or two more or less

is not of much consequence. The base of the cutting

should be made with a square cut just below the last

bud. There should be at least lA inch of wood left

1151. Common currant—Ribes vulgare, in bloom. (X%)

above the top bud of each cutting, as there should be
a strong growth from the upper bud, and if the wood is

cut too close it is liable to be weakened. A sloping cut
is best for the upper cut, as it will shed ram bettor, but
this is not important. When made, the cuttings should
be planted at once, which is usually the best plan, or

heeled in If heeled m, they should be tied in bundles
and buried upside down in warm well-dramed soil,

with about 3 inches of soil over them The object of

burying them upside down is that by this method the
bases of the cuttings will be nearer the surface where
the soil is warmer and there is more air, and will callus

more quickly than if they were further down.* The cut-

tings should callus well in a few weeks, and may then
be planted outside, if thought advisable. Cuttings may
be kept in good condition over winter by heeling-in

or burying in sand in a cool cellar, or after callusing
under a few inches of soil outside, they may be left

there over winter if covered with about 4 to 5 more
inches of soil to prevent their drying out Good results
are secured with the least trouble by planting the cut-
tings in nursery rows as soon as they are made The
soil should be well prepared and should be selected
where water will not lie Furrows are opened 3 feet

apait and deep enough so that the top bud, or at most
two buds, will be above ground The cuttings are
placed about 6 inches apart on the straight side of the
furrows and soil thrown in and tramped well about
them When only a smaller number aie to be planted a
trench may be opened with a spade It is important to
have a large proportion of the cutting below ground,
as more roots will be made and the plants will be
stronger There would also be danger of the cuttings
drying up before rooting if too much of the wood is

exposed. If the season is favorable the cuttings should
callus well and even throw out a few roots by winter
Where there is little snow m winter, it is a good prac-
tice to cover the tops of the cuttings with about 2
inches of soil, which will be a good protection for them.
This soil should be raked off m spring. In the spring,

cultivation should be begun early and kept up regularly
during the summer to conserve moisture and favor
rooting and the development of the bushes By autumn
they should be large enough to transplant to the field.

In Great Bntam and Europe, currants are often
grown in tree form and are prevented from throwing
up shoots from below ground by removing all the buds
of the cuttings except the top one before planting in the
nursery This system is not recommended for most
parts of America as it has been found by experience
that snow breaks down currants grown in this way, and
when borers are troublesome it is not wise to depend
on one mam stem.
Most of the cultivated varieties of currants have

originated as natural seedlings, little artificial crossing

having been done with this fruit. Currants grow readily
from seeds, and it is easy to get new varieties in this

wTay. The seeds are washed out of the ripe fruit, and
after drying, may either be sown at once or mixed with
sand and kept over winter in a cool dry place and sown
very early in the spring. The best plan is to sow them
in the autumn in mellow well-prepared and well-

drained soil, since when this is done they will germinate
very early in the spring, while if sown in the spring the
seed may be all summer without sprouting. The seed
should not be sown deep, from pi to Y2 an inch being
quite sufficient. If sown very deep they will not germi-
nate. The young plants may be transplanted from
the seed-bed to the open in the autumn of the first

year if large enough, but if the plants are very small
they may then grow another season, when they should
be planted out at least 4 by 5 feet apart, so as to give

them room enough to fruit for several seasons, in order
that their relative merits may be learned If intended
to remain permanently, the plants should be at least

6 by 5 feet apart The bushes should begin to bear fruit

the second or third year after planting out. Each bush
will be a new variety, as cultivated fruits do not come
true from seed. If a seedling is considered promising
it may be propagated or increased by cuttings, as
already described.

The soil and its preparation.

Currants should be planted in rich soil in order to
get the best results. The soil should also be cool, as
the currant is a moisture-loving bush The currant
roots near the surface: hence if the soil is hot and dry
the crop will suffer. A rich, well-drained clay loam is

the best for currants, although they do well m most
soils If the soil is not good, it should receive a good
dressing of manure before planting, which should be
well worked into the soil, tne latter being thoroughly
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pulverized before planting is done. A northern exposure
is to be preferred, as in such a situation the currants
are not likely to suffer in a dry time.

Planting.

The best time to plant currants is m the autumn. If

planted in the spring, they will probably have sprouted
somewhat before planting, and on this account their

from six to eight mam branches each season and a few
others coming on to take their places. By judicious
annual pruning, the bush can be kept sufficiently open
to admit light and sunshine. A good rule is not to
have any of the branches, more than three years of age,
since when kept down to this limit the wood will be
healthier, stronger growth will be made, and the fruit

will be better
growth the first season wilt be checked When the
soil is in good condition, entrants, especially the black
varieties make strong growth, and the bushes reach a
large size; hence it is best to give them plenty of space,

as they will do better and are more easily picked than if

crowded Six by 5 feet is a good distance to plant If

planted closer, especially in good soil, the bushes become
very crowded before it, is time to renew the plantation.
Strong^ one-year-old plants

old plants are better than ^

better to err on the side of
planting a little deeper than
is necessary than to plant
too shallow A good rule to
follow is to set the plants at
least an inch deeper than they L

were m the nursery. The \5 JfaWnT
soil should be well tramped k ]TmWM
about the young plant so t) J gLjfjfjpjKk

that there will be no danger
of its drying out. After plant- mm
mg, the soil should be leveled Wif
and the surface loosened to JSMr

1152. Black currant—Ribes nigrum.
(About natural size.)

As the currant, to do well, must have a good supply
of moisture, cultivation should be begun soon alter

planting, and the surface soil kept loose during the
summer While the plants are young the cultivation
may be fairly deep between the rows, but when the roots
begin to extend across the rows, cultivation should be
shallow, as many of the roots are quite near the surface.

Fertilizers

After the first application of manure, no more should
be necessary until the plants begin to fruit, unless other
crops are grown between, after which an annual top-
dressing of well-rotted barnyard manure is desirable.
When only a light application of manure is given, the
addition of 200 to 300 pounds to the acre of muriate
of potash would be very beneficial. Wood-ashes also
would make a good fertilizer with barnyard manure.
There is little danger of giving the currant plantation
too much fertilizer. Unfortunately, it is usually the
other way, this fruit being often very much neglected.

Pruning.

The black and red currants bear most of their fruit

on wood of different ages, hence the pruning of one is a
little different from the other The black currant bears
most of its fruit on wood of the previous season’s
growth, and it is important always to have a plentiful
supply of one-year-old healthy wood. The red and white
currants produce their fruit on spurs which develop
from the wood two or more years of age, and it is

important in pruning red and white currants to have a
liberal supply of wood two years and older; but, as the
fruit on the very old wood is not so good as that on the
younger, it is best to depend largely on two- and three-
car-old wood to bear the fruit. A little pruning may
e necessary at the end of the first season after planting

in order to get the bush into shape. From six to eight
mam stems, or even less, with their side branches, will,

when properly distributed, bear a good crop of fruit.

Future pruning should be done with the aim of having

When to renew the plantation.

A currant plantation will bear a great many good
crops if well cared for, but if neglected the bushes lose

their vigor in a few years. The grower will have to

decide by the appearance of the bushes when to renew
the plantation; but as a currant plantation can be
renewed at comparatively little labor, it is best to have
new bushes coming on before the old ones show signs of

weakness. At least six good crops may be removed with
fair treatment, and ten or more can be obtained if the
bushes are in rich soil and well cared for When one
has only a few bushes for home use, they may be
reinvigorated by cutting them down to the ground in

alternate years, and thus securing a fresh supply of

vigorous young wood.

Yield of currants.

The red currant is one of the most regular in bearing
of all fruits, and as it is naturally productive, the aver-

age yield should be large. Bailey, in the “Farm and
Garden Rule-Book,” puts the average yield at 100
bushels per acre. Card, in his book on “Bush-Fruits,”
says that it ought to be 100 to 150 bushels, “with good
care,” and reports 320 bushels At the Central Experi-
mental Farm, Ottawa, Canada, the Red Dutch aver-

aged for four years at the rate of 7,335 pounds to the

acre, or over 183 bushels. The largest yield from red
currants obtained at the Central Experimental Farm
was in 1900, when six bushes of the Red Dutch currant

yielded 73 pounds, 15 ounces of fruit. The bushes were
6 by 5 feet apart This means a yield at the rate of

17,892 pounds to the acre, or, at 40 pounds per bushel,

447 bushels 12 pounds to the acre. The same variety m
1905, in a new plantation, yielded 55^ pounds from
six bushes, or at the rate of 13,431 pounds to the acre,

or 335 bushels 31 pounds. These are very large yields,

and while half of this amount may not be expected in

ordinary field culture, the fact that such yields can be
produced on a small area should be an inspiration to

get more on a larger one.
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The average yield of black currants has been some-
what less than the red, although individual yields have
been large. The Saunders currant yielded for four
years at the rate of 6,534 pounds to the acre, or over
163 bushels; the Kerry at the rate of 6,382 pounds to

the acre, or over 159
bushels. The highest

yield of black currants

was obtained in 1905,
when six bushes of Kerry
planted 6 by 5 feet apart,
yielded 62 pounds of
fruit, or at the rate of

15,004 pounds to the
acre, equal to 375
bushels, estimating at 40
pounds to the bushel.

Red and white currants.

The red currant makes
excellent jelly, and its

popularity is largely due
to this fact. A large

quantity of red currant
jelly is made every year
in Canada Red cur-
rants are used to a less

extent for pies

and as jam
and are also

eaten raw with
sugar As a
fruit for eating
out - of - hand,
the red cur-

rant is notvery
popular, but
there arc few
fruits so re?

freshing. The
white currants
are better liked

for eating off

the bush than the red, as they are not so acid The
Moore Ruby is a red variety, however, which is milder
than most others, and for this reason is better adapted
for eating raw The red currant does not vary so
much in quality as the black.

Red currants will remain in condition on the bushes
for some time after ripening, and therefore do not
have to be picked so promptly as the black

Vai icties Varieties of red currants vary considerably
m hardiness, the Cherry. Fay, Comet, Versaillaise,

Wilder and others, while bearing very large fruit, are
decidedly more tender than some of the others, hence
they should not be planted m the coldest parts The
Franco-German and Prince Albert currants are later

than most other varieties, and when it is desired
to lengthen the season, these may be planted.

Varieties of red and white currants recommended

:

Red—for general culture—Pomona, Victoria, Cumber-
land Red, Red Dutch, Long Bunched Holland, Red
Grape. Where bushes are protected with snow in win-
ter, and for the milder districts —Pomona, Victoria,
Cumberland Red, W ilder, Cherry. Fay, and Red Cross.
White—White Cherry, Large Wnite, White Grape.

Black currants.

1153. Native black currant—Ribes flondum.
The fruit is immature ( X h)

There are not so many black currants grown in
America as red, but there is a steady demand for them,
and it is thought there will be an increasing demand as
they become better appreciated. They make excellent
jelly and the merits of black currant jam have long
been known.

Black currants vary considerably in season, yield and
quality, and theiefore it is important to know those

that are the best As most varieties of black currants
drop badly from the bushes as soon as ripe, it is impor-
tant to pick them in good time.

Varieties of black currants recommended * Saunders,
Collins Prolific, Buddenborg, Victoria, Boskoop Giant.
Of those not yet on the market which are considered
equal or better than those above, the following are the
best: Kerry, Eclipse, Magnus, Clipper, Climax and
Eagle, and the Success, for an early variety when yield

is not so important as size and quahty.

Crandall currant.

This is a variety of the Buffalo or Missouri currant
(Ribes odoratum) A tall, strong, moderately upright

grower; moderately productive Fruit varies in size

from small to large, m small, close bunches, bluish

black, skin thick, sub-acid with a peculiar flavoi
.
Qual-

ity medium Ripens very unevenly Season late July

to September. As this variety ripens after the others,

the birds concentrate on it and get a large proportion of

the fruit

Some of the most injurious insects affecting the currant

Currant aphis (Myzus nbis). When the leaves of

cun ant bushes are nearly full grown, many of them
bear blister-like elevations of a reddish color, beneath
which will be found yellowish plant-lire, some winged
and some wingless The blisters are due to the attacks

of these insects, and when, as is sometimes the case,

they are very abundant, considerable injury is done to

the bushes Spraying forcibly with whale-oil soap, or

kerosene emulsion will destroy large numbers of these

plant-lice at each application, but the liquid must be
copiously applied and driven well up beneath the foliage

by means of an angled nozzle Two or three applica-

tions at short intervals may he necessary

Currant borer (Sesia tipuliformis) Early m June
a beautiful little bluish black flv-like moth, with three

bright yellow bands around the body may be seen dart-

ing about, around, or at rest on the leaves of currant

bushes of all kinds This is one of the most trouble-

some enemies of these fruits The moth lays an egg
at a bud on the young wood, and the caterpillar, when
hatched, eats its way into the cane and destroys the

pith It remains in the wood during the winter, and the

moth emerges dur-
ing the following
summer Close
pruning is the best

remedy Burn the
wood.

Currant maggot
(.Epochra canaden-
sis). Red, black and
white cur-

rants are in

some places

seriously at-

tacked by
the maggots
of a small fly.

These mag-

?

;ots come to

ull growth
lust as the
berries are about to ripen,

causing them to fall from
the bushes, when the in-

sects leave them and
burrow into the ground to

pupate Attacked fruit is

rendered useless by the
presence of the maggots
inside the berries; and
frequently it is not until 1154 Buffalo currant,

the fruit is cooked that r aureum (xH)
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the white maggots can be detected Goose-
berries are sometimes injured but far less fre-

quently than black and red currants The
only treatment which has given any results is

the laborious one of removing about 3 inches
of the soil from beneath bushes which are
known to have been infested, and replacing
this with fresh soil That which was removed
must be treated in some way, so that the con-
tained pupana may be destroyed. This may
be done either by throwing it into a pond or by
burying it deeply in the earth

Currant worm or imported, currant sawfly
(Pteronus ribesn) By far the best known of all

the insects that injure currants and goose-
berries, is the '‘currant worm.” The black-
spotted dark green false caterpillars of this

insect may unfortunately be found in almost
every plantation of currants or gooseberries,
every year in almost all parts of America
where these fruits are grown. The white eggs
are laid in rows along the ribs of the leaf on
the lower side, toward the end of May. From
these the young larva* hatch and soon make
their presence known by the small holes they
eat through the leaves Unless promptly de-
stroyed, they will soon strip the bushes of their

leaves, thus weakening them considerably so
as to prevent the fruit from ripening the first

year, and also reducing the quality of the crop
of the following season Theie are at least tw'o

broods in a season in most places, the first

appears just as the leaves are attaining full

growth, and the second just as the fruit is

ripening The perfect insect is a four-winged
fly which may be seen flying about the bushes
early in spring The male is blackish, with yel-

low legs and of about the same size as a house-
fly, but with a more slendei body The female
is larger and has the body as well as the legs

yellow For the first brood a weak mixture of

Currant Pans Kreon >
ono ounce to ten gallons of water,

cutting may be sprayed over the bushes, or a dry mix-
ture, one ounce to six pounds of flour, may b*»

dusted over the foliage after a showrer or when the
leaves are damp with dew. For the second brood
pans green must not be used, but white hellebore, or
hellebore may be used for first brood, but it is necessary
to kill quickly This is dusted on as a dry powder, or a
decoction, one ounce to two gallons of water, may be
sprayed over the bushes It is, of course, far better to

treat the first brood thoroughly, to reduce the number
of females which lay eggs for the second brood.

Oyster-shell scale ( Lepulosaphes uhni). Several kinds
of scale insects attack currants. These plants seem to

be particularly susceptible to the attacks of the well-

known oyster-shell scale of the apple, and the San Jos6
scale In neglected plantations these injurious insects

increase rapidly, and a great deal of injury results to

the bushes The remedies for scale insects are direct

treatment for the destruction of the infesting insect,

and preventive measures, such as the invigoration of

the bush by
special culture

and pruning,
to enable it to
throw off or
outgrow in- ***«**%' vqt '

Infestedjury Infested

plantations J
should be cul-

tivated and
fertilized early

in the season,

and all unne-
cessary wood

1156 To illustrate the pruning of a currant

bush The old cane, a, is to be cut away The
straight new canea at left are to remain.

should be pruned out As direct remedies, spraying
the bushes at the time the young scale insects first

appear in June with kerosene emulsion or whale-oil

soap
;
or spraying in autumn before the hard weather

of winter sets m with a simple whitewash made with
one pound of lime in each gallon of water, give the
best results. Two coats of the whitewash should be
applied, the second one immediately after the first is

dry. In putting on two thin coats of the wash instead

of one thick one, far better results have* been secured.

For the San Jos6 scale, the hmo-and-sulfur wash is

necessary, and must be repeated every year.

Diseases of the currant.

The currant is affected by very few diseases. The
only ones that do much injury are the following:

Leaf-spot . rust (Stploria nbis) The loaf-spot fungus
affects black, red and white currants, causing the leaves

to fall pre-

maturely, and
thus weaken-
ing the bushes.

This disease is

first noticed
about mid-
summer, when
small brownish
spots appear
on the loaves

These often become
so numerous that

they affect a large

part of the foliage,

soon causing the

leaves to fall As the
disease often appears
before the fruit is

picked, it is difficult

to control it if the
bushes are not
sprayed previously
By using the am-
momacal copper car-

bonate the bushes
may be sprayed a
week or two before

it is expected, with-
out discoloring the
fruity giving a second
application, if neces-

sary As soon as the

fruit, is picked, the
bushes should be 1157 Tree-form training of currant

thoroughly sprayed
with bordeaux mixture Experiments have showm that
this disease can be controlled by spraying.

Currant anthraenose {Glatospoimm nbis). This dis-

ease, which may be mistaken for the leaf-spot, affects

different parts of the bush, including the leaves, leaf-

stalks, young branches, fruit and fruit-stalks. On the
leaves it is made evident during the month of June
by the small brown spots which are usually smaller
than those made by the leaf-spot fungus The lower
leaves are affected first, and finally the upper ones.

They turn yellow and gradually fall to the ground, and
when the disease is bad the bushes are defoliated before
their time On the petioles or leaf-stalks, the disease
causes slightly sunken spots The fruit is affected with
roundish black spots which are more easily seen when
the fruit is green On the young wood the diseased
areas are light, m color and are not so noticeable The
wood is not nearly so much injured by the disease as

the leaves. The spores which spread this disease ar6
formed in pustules, the majority of which are under the
upper epidermis 01 the leaf. Where the spores are to
appear, the surface of the leaf »« raised and blackened
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in spots looking like small pimples. When the spores
are ready to come out the skin breaks and they escape
and re-mfect other parts. When the foliage drops early
on account of this disease the fruit is liable to be scalded
by the sun The fruit may also wither before ripening
properly, owing to lack of food or of moisture, as, the
leaves having fallen, they are unable to keep up the
necessary supply. The premature falling of the leaves
prevents the buds from maturing properly, hence they
are not in so good condition to bear fruit the next
year. Spraying with bordeaux mixture is recommended
as an aid m controlling this disease. It would be wise,

when currant anthracnose is troublesome, to spray the
bushes thoroughly before the leaves appear. A second
spraying should be made when the leaves are unfold-
ing, and successive sprayings at intervals of ten to
fourteen days until the fruit is nearly full grown, and
there is danger of its being discolored by the spray when
ripe Paris green should be added to the mixture when
the first brood of the currant worm appears A thorough
spraying after the fruit is harvested is desirable.

W. T. Macoun.
CtJSCUTA (origin of name obscure). Convolvuldcex.

Dodder Degenerate parasitic twiners, bearing clus-

ters of small flowers They are leafless annuals, with
very slender yellow, white, or red stems, which become
attached to the host-plant by means of root-like

suckers. The seeds fall to the ground and germinate in

1158. Dodder, twining on its host.

—

Cuscuta Gronovii.

the spring. — Species 100,
widely distributed. As soon
as the young shoot reaches
an acceptable host, the root
dies ana the plant becomes
parasitic. Failing to find a
nost, the plant dies. Dod-
ders are common m low,
weedy places. Some species
are also serious pests, as the
clover dodder, alfalfa dodder,

and flax dodder. One of the common species (C.
Gronomt

,
Willd.), of low grounds, is shown in Fig. 1158.

CUSHAW ; Cucurbita moschata.

CUSTARD APPLE: Annona.

CUT-FLOWER INDUSTRY IN NORTH AMERICA.
The feature that most distinguishes American floricul-

ture from that of Europe is the great preponderance of
the cut-flower trade as compared with the sales of
plants. Forty years ago the passion of Americans for
cut-flowers was remarked bv travelers, but however

important the cut-flower trade may then have appeared
it nas had a marvelous growth since that time Prior
to the Civil War it would have been impossible to
purchase any considerable quantity of cat-flowers in
the winter season in any of the large cities. The green-
houses were small flue-heated structures m which a
great variety of plants was grown

,
hence it would have

been impossible to secure a quantity of any one kind.
There were no middlemen to collect even the small
quantities produced in a locality, and when large
numbers of blooms were required* advance notice was
expected and the person wishing the flowers had to do
the collecting from the various establishments After
the period mentioned, floncultural establishments
rapidly increased m number and size. This growth has
continued until today Instead of being concentrated
about large cities, there is scarcely a city of 5,000 or
even less that does not have its florist Not less than
$100,000,000 is now invested in the cultivation and
sale of cut-flowers in America Although statistics of
the cut-flowers alone are not available, a conservative
estimate based on the United States census of 1910
places their annual value at $25,000,000.
From forty to sixty years ago the camellia was the

most valued cut-flower, either for personal adornment
or for bouquets, and sometimes as much as $1, $2 and
even $3 were obtained for single flowers at the height
of the holiday season Then came a period of decline
during which they were almost forgotten except in a
few private collections, but now they are seen upon the
market as pot-plants The florist of the present genera-
tion wonders how they could have been admired to the
extent that they should lead as cut-flowers Perhaps
no better idea of the requirements of the former cut-
flower trade can be given than to quote the record of a
leading New York florist establishment for 1807 which
shows a product as follows Camellias about 45,000,
bouvardias 20,000, carnations 70,000, double prim-
roses 100,000, and tuberoses 50,000 Other flowers on
the market in those days were daphne, abutilon, callas.

sweet alyssum, poinsettia, eupatorium, heliotrope ana
a few tea roses. The most profitable white cut-flowers,

in the opinion of many florists, were Sterna serrata,

Double White camellia, Calla sethiomca, Lilium can-
didum

,
Deutzia gracilis, and Double White Chinese

primrose
It will be noted that roses were not important in

the cut-flower trade of this period. It is a fact that very
few were grown under glass. A few florists were grow-
ing Hon Silene, Lamarque and Safrano roses, occa-
sionally devoting an entire house to them, but more
often in houses with other flowers The rapidly-awaken-
ing demand for all kinds of flowers brought good prices

for roses and stimulated the florists to give this flower
more attention. The time was one of changing ideals

and the old formal camellia^ show dahlia and Chinese
chrysanthemum were passing, while new and less

formal flowers were coming into favor. The flower-

buying public, however, wanted something larger than
the small tea varieties then grown. Every new variety
from Europe that had any promise was tried, and from
that day to this scarcely a new introduction has escaped
a searching test as to its adaptability for culture under
glass. The Marechal Niel was grown for the discrimina-

ting trade, and it continued the leading variety until

it was supplanted by the everblooming, more prolific

and more easily cultivated Perle des Jardins. Likewise,

the hybrid perpetuals were tried, and some of them,
notably General Jacqueminot, were found to force well

This variety, when it could be had for the holidays,

brought $1 and $2 a bud.
The roses of this time were produced on plants grown

in deep beds or in pots or boxes The latter method
enabled the grower better to time his crops, while the

former involved less time and attention. The endeavor
to secure the advantages of both naturally resulted in
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the shallow raised bench, and this method of growing
cut-flowers has been adopted for practically all now
grown in large quantities, in fact, this system of cul-
ture is perhaps the greatest single feature which dis-

tinguishes American tloricultural methods from those
of Europe Simultaneously it became very generally
recognized that to grow roses successfully required
separate houses and a different temperature. For a
long time it was thought that a special form or construc-
tion was necessary, viz

,
the three-quarter span, but

now the even-span house is in general use.

The present cut-Jlower production

Having made these important advances in cultural
methods, it needed but the introduction of the epoch-
making rose, Catherine Mermet, to place the rose m
the first place among cut-flowers This variety came
at once into great popularity with the flower-buying
public and was very profitable to the growers, thereby
attracting capital to the flower business The competi-
tion to pi od uce and market the best quality of flowers

elevated the standards m cut-flowers to a higher level

Although the introduction of Catherine Mermet did
much for the flower business, it is as the parent of

Bride and Bridesmaid that the variety is generally
remembered These “spoits” have been the leading
white and pink varieties for twenty years, and have
been displaced only during the last five years by
White Killarney and Killarney, although many claim-
ants arose to dispute their leadership These roses
suet ended because they were profitable with every
florist who could grow roses, and it is doubtful whether
v\e shall ever see vaneties so generally successful
over so wide a territory The market is seeking a
gi eater variety among loses than it, did during the
years these roses held sway, but all this is advan-
tageous to the rose specialists Next in importance
to Biide and Bridesmaid and their successors, White
Killarnry and Killarney, is the American Beauty
(Madame Feidinand Jamain) This variety can be
grown successfully and profitably oflly by growers wrho
have spec nil conditions As the variety is still with-
out a rival, it, continues to be popular with the wealthy
flower-buyei s

The American carnation may be regarded as the
greatest contribution America has yet made to the
floriculture of the world The plant is unlike any type
grown in Europe and its development is due to Ameri-
can plant-breeders, Dorncr, Fisher, Ward and many
others During the last fifty years it has been improved
in form, size, color and product iveness Hundreds of

varieties have been introduced and the progress has
been so rapid that the best have lasted but a few years.
Within the last ton years the American carnation has
become popular in England, and now new varieties

are appearing from over the sea The United States
census of 1890 shows that roses were first, carnations
second, and that the two comprised 65 per cent of all

cut-flowers This relative standing has been main-
tained to the present time
The development in chrysanthemums has been no

less marked From the old formal Chinese sorts, the
popular fancy turned to the large informal Japanese
kinds Now a change to the single and pompon types
is being experienced The varieties of greatest com-
mercial importance have been for the last ten or fifteen

years of American origin The English, French and,
finally, the Australian varieties have led as exhibition
flowers, but only an occasional variety has proved
meritorious as market cut-flowers (See Carnation

,

Chrysanthemum
,
Rose, and other special articles.)

At the present time the important cut-flowers are
roses, carnations, violets, chrysanthemums, sweet peas,

lilies, narcissi, orchids, hlies-of-thc-valley, mignonette,
snapdragons, marguerites and gardenias. A modern
cut-flower establishment m the region of New York

59

grows for its wholesale trade the following numbers of
plants:

Roses , 100,000
Chrysanthemums 240,000
Carnations 15,000
Lilies (75,000 for Easter) 150,000
Lilies-of-the-valley 300,000
Orchids . 25,000

These are grown in a range of houses comprising
900,000 square feet of glass requiring 8,000 tons of ,

coal, 300 employees, 25 horses, 4 automobiles, and a
250-acre farm with a dairy of 160 cows to suppy the
manure required
The past ten years have witnessed the development

of the new winter-flowering types of sweet peas, and
now these flowers bid fair to rival the violet and chry-
santhemum for position after roses and carnations

Orchids, particularly cattlcyas, now aic being grown
by commercial flutists for cut-flowers Although of
recent development, during the last ten or twelve
years, all large establishments have an orchid depart-
ment, while many smaller growers are specializing

in their culture
Lilies, through the means of cold storage, ma> riow

be had by forcing throughout the year The varieties

of Japanese longiflorums have largely supplanted the
old Ltlium Harriett kind. Lihum speciosum varieties

are now largely grown
The antirrhinum is now being grown by sewral

specialists and doubtless will yield varieties adapted
to greenhouse culture
The most important outdoor flowers for cutting are

peonies, gladioli and asters The peony is now a most
lmjKirtant Memorial Day cut-flower, and many acres

are devoted to its culture in regions in which the
improved varieties mature their flowers early enough
By means of cold storage, flowers of certain varieties

may be kept in good condition for as much as four
weeks The florists are enabled to have a supply of

this flower for commencements, weddings, and the
like, thioughout the latter part of May, June and early

July
Gladioli are increasing in popularity as summer cut-

flowers because of their keeping qualities under ordi-

nary conditions. Not only are the white varieties use-

ful, but the magnificent colored varieties are being
used in large numbers for bouquets on dining-tables
in hotels and restaurants

The selling.

The marketing of cut-flowers is a business of itself

Manv an excellent grower fails berause he is not expert
in selling his blooms The cutting of the blooms must
be properly done and at the right stage of development
The proper stage in the development when cutting

should be done varies with the variety and the season
Roses should be cut as the petals begin to unfold, when
the tip of the bud is bursting and the outer petals have
reached the proper color Carnations are picked when
fully developed or when three-quarters developed
The latter stage is determined by the pistils having
reached an even length with the center petals Most
flowers should be out early m the morning, and as soon
as cut should be placed in clean fresh water, after

which they are carried to the cooling-room. The vases

m which the flowers are placed should be deep enough
to allow plunging the stems two-thirds their length m
water The temperature of the water should be 10° to
15° higher than that of the coolmg-room which is 45°

to 50° The temperature is thus gradually lowered
to that of the storage-room The flowers remain in

the cooling-room until the picking is done, when they
are graded

Along with the advance in cultural methods and to

meet market requirements, flowers have been graded.

Although the kinds of flowers grown and the quality
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differ but little in the various flower markets, the
grades are not yet uniform However, this ultimately
will be brought about through the Florists’ Telegraph
Delivery Association, an organization which enables a
resident of San Francisco, for example, to have an
order filled and delivered at an address in Boston,
Montreal, Baltimore or elsewhere The American
Rose Society adopted the following grades for tea and
hybrid tea roses: 9, 12, 15, 18, 24 inches of stem. Of
course the flowers must bo good to accord with this

standard. American Beauty is graded Specials, above
38 inches; fancy, 32 to 36 inches; extras, 24 to 32
inches; firsts, 13 to 23 inches; seconds, 8 to 13 inches;

thirds all under 8 inches On the Chicago mai ket this

variety is graded into specials, 36-, 30-, 24-, 26-, 18-

and 12-mch stems. Carnations on the New York mar-
ket are usually graded into

inches in diameter, with .

straight stems 16 to 24 yJ’Ji
inches or more in length.

Extras are those blooms Ufi . 3 xi'M
which ^fall short in^ one or

prise all merchantable flow-
(

j
|

^

^

from the lower 6 inches^are
"

the remaining leaves. Ip
Chrysanthemums are

|y|
|

and that the^ grower use
|

products ^
The present methods of 1159 - Carnations i

the growers m disposing of

their flowers to the retail florists are as follows’ The
large wholesale growers maintain wholesale stores of

their own, dealing with the retailers direct and conduct-
ing a shipping trade The growers at a distance from
the city market usually consign to the wholesale com-
mission florist whose field is as broad as that of the
wholesale grower These two classes of florists keep in

close touch with their customers, even those at a dis-

tance, by the ordinary means of communication and in

some cases by traveling representatives. The smaller

growers living close to a large city adopt any one of

1159. Carnations packed for shipment,

purpose. At present the florists employ wooden^ and
folding paper boxes for different classes of trade. These

are in various sizes adapted to the kind of flower to

be packed and to the quality shipped. Furthermore,

the package is clean, light, strong and entirely m keep-

ing with the goods. The perfection of the railway and
express service has facilitated the delivery of flowers

to the consignee. Not only has this enabled growers to

get their flowers to the city, but has made it possible

for florists over the country to secure flowers when they
do not have a sufficient supply. The great wholesale

flower business of Chicago is built m a larpc measure
upon the demand of florists m towns and cities over the

vast territory extending from Winnipeg to the Gulf

of Mexico, and from the Alleghames to the Rockies.

The packages now used to carry the flowers to the
wholesale market are either

return or gift boxes, the

8
to 16 inches wide and 5 to

grower Some do not find

it profitable or possible to

flowers to distan C
’
1

1

^

11era

toms and sides, with two
interior cleats to hold the
flowers down These boxes

or more long The boxes
eked for shipment. are first lined with paper,

usually four to eight thick-

nesses of newspapers, according to the season Then a
layer of waxed paper is put in Roses, whether on
their way into or out of the wholesale market, are sel-

dom bunched. Carnations, when shipped out or when
sent m by a wholesale grower to his own store, are
usually not bunched, but growers who sell through
the commission florist should bunch the flowers as it

facilitates handling when the flowers aruve on the
market Sweet peas, violets and similar flowers are
always bunched. The number of flowers in a bunch
will depend upon the requirements of the market.

IIjjlgfflKi
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five methods, that is, (1) form a cooperative associa-

tion with an expert salesman to sell the flowers, (2)

organize a flower-market and operate a flower-stand;

(3) consign the flowers to a commission florist, (4)

supply certain retailers regularly, (5) operate their

own retail stores. The particular method to be adopted
in any individual case depends upon the local condi-

tions and the business ability of the grower. The
grower-specialist usually will find it more remunerar
tive to arrange with retailers better able to dispose of

his high-class product.
The development of the methods of packing and

handling flowers has been a great factor in the busi-

ness. In the old days flowers were brought to market,
or as was more often the case, the retailers went to
the growers and carried them into the city fei market-
baskets. They were delivered to the customers in the
same way. When flowers were to be shipped, which
was seldom, any convenient box was adapted to the

Usually sweet pea bunches contain twenty-five, vio-

lets, fifty or one hundred; peonies, thirteen; and car-

nations, twenty-five flowers The bunches of violets

are encircled by a rim of twenty to thirty leaves and the
combination must be attractively done if even the
best flowers are to bring a good price. Sweet peas are
bunched without foliage, while most flowers bear their

natural foliage

Long-stem flowers, such as roses and carnations,

when not tied m bunches, are packed one by one in

rows across the width of the box, beginning at one end.
The first row rests upon a pillow made of a roll of paper,
and each succeeding row is separated from the preced-
ing row bv a strip of wax paper. This continues until

five rows have been put in each end of the box. Five
or six rows of flowers m each end constitute a layer.

The flowers of each layer are covered with a sheet of

wax paper, and the packing goes on until the box is

filled; but only four to six layers should be put in a box,
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Over the stems in the center are placod eight to ten
thicknesses of well-saturated newspapers, after which
cleats are nailed in place This will prevent the flowers
from becoming disarranged in shipping When differ-

ent grades of roses are to be packed m the same box,
the specials are placed in first unless shipment has a
long distance to travel, when two or three rows of the
cheap, short grades should go next the end of the
box because of danger of injury to the flowers. Each
grade is separated from the next by sheets of tissue

paper and the different grades are filled in until the
short lengths complete the box It should be a general
rule to pack white floweis in the top of the box. Every
box should contain a statement of the contents for the
information of the recipient No icing is usually needed
m winter, but in warm weather the foliage of roses
may be sprinkled with water or chipped ice Carna-
tions are cooled by lumps of ice wrapped m wet news-
papers and placed between the cleats of the boxes.
Violets are preserved by wrapping the stems m soft

tissue paper and dipping this in cool w'ater. Sweet
pea stems are wrapped in wet cotton wool, great care
is being taken to prevent wetting the blooms.

In the early days of the cut-flower business, the
grower retailed his own flowers. He found time to
propagate the plants, tend the furnace, grow the crops,

cut the blooms, make floral designs and, if necessary,
pack and ship his product The rapid growth of the
cities, making it impossible for the florist to conduct
his business near the centers of trade, led to the retail

florist This man, having no glass, could open a flower-

stand or store in the most favorable locations, giving
it lus entire time The present-day flower stoies arc
the achievements of his skill and industry m develop-
ing the art side* of the flonst business.

The changing demands.

The uses to which cut-flowers are put have changed.
Forty years ago the taste was for formal designs. The
flowers were picked with short steins, and in the ease
of carnations only the open buds wore cut, while the
remaining buds on the stem weie allowed to develop
These flowers were wired to wooden sticks for basket
work or to hi oom-corn straws for bouquets The details

for making the formal pieces of that time will be found
in Ilendei son’s “Piactical Floriculture.” That the
florists ot that day enjoyed a good tiade is seen in the
fact that on New \ ear’s Day, 1.S67, one New York
firm sold $6,000 worth of flowers, and it was estimated
that the total sales in the city amounted to $50,000.
The same authority estimates the annual sales of flowers
in New Yoik at $100,(XX) and in Boston $200,(XX)
Probably the sales of the whole country did not exceed
$1,000,(XX) Often $200 or $300 were spent for flowers
for a reception, and the spending of $1,500 for a similar
purpose, as wT

ell as a $6,000 church decoration, were
then the highest achievements of the profession.

The public taste of the present day is for loose,

artistic arrangements of long-stemmed flowers The
popular funeral emblems are forms of the wreath which
are either made of one kind of flowers or of a great
variety of material Flat sprays and bunches of flowers,

and palm (sago) leaves tied with ribbon are also com-
monly used. House decorations consist of vases of

long-stemmed flowers Hoses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, peonies and gladioli are suitable for this pur-

f

iose. Table decorations for dinner are also made of

ong-stemmed flowers in vases, with some placed on
the cloth with ferns or asparagus. Bridal bouquets are
arranged often in shower effects by means of narrow
ribbon. A remarkable advance has been made in the
use of ribbon Instead of the florist going to the nearest
drygoods store for the ribbon he needed, the present-
day florist carries his own supply of specially prepared
ribbon. As soon as a new shade of color appears in

roses, a new ribbon is manufactured to match the

color. The accessories now required to conduct a
successful florist business are numerous, requiring a
considerable outlay of money; and the trade m this

class of floral supplies is a very large one Every large

city now has its supply houses The kinds of flowers

used throughout the United States and Canada vary
very little and this is confined to varieties rather than
species. The growth of the cut-flower business in

Canada also has been rapid, and artificial boundaries
have not divided the florists of the tw'o countries A

f
ood book on cut-flower culture is “How to Grow Cut-
’lowers,” by M A. Hunt There are no works on the

handling of cut-flowers On the use and arrangement
of flowers, the best literature is found in the current
trade papers Among the foreign works which may
prove helpful are “Floral Decoration,” by Felton;

“The Book of Cut-Flowers,” by R, P Brotlierston;

and the German special jouiual, “Die Bindehunst
”

A. C. Beal.

CUTTINGS, PROPAGATION BY. A cutting is the
gardener’s name for a piece of stem, root, rootstock

or leaf, which, if cut off and planted under suitable con-

ditions, will form new roots and buds, reproducing the

parent plant
The word cutting, when unrestricted, is given to

parts rf the stem; a part or the whole of the leaf, when
so used, is called a leaf-cutting; a piece of root or root-

stock is called a root-cutting. The scales of some bul-

bous plants, as of the lily, can also be used as cuttings

A cion used m grafting might be called a cutting which
unites and grows on another plant Plants secured by
division or layering are provided with roots before they
are detached from (he parent plants, and, therefore,

are not properly cuttings There are intermediate

states between these different categories, however, so

that hard-and-fast definitions do not hold.

1160 Section of propagating-bed. Shows four pipes
beneath, the door in the side, and the frame cover.

The practice of propagating by means of cuttings,
together with the discussion of the reasons, results ana
bearings, constitutes a department of horticultural
knowledge that has been denominated cuttage

,
as the

practices, reasons and philosophy of tilling have been
called tillage.

Multiplication by cuttings is a form of bud-propa-
gation m contradistinction to sexual reproduction, i.e.,
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1161 Permanent propagating-frames m a greenhouse.

ivy, oleander and other plants can be struck
in water, but this method is cumbersome
Peter Henderson’s saucer method is valuable
in hot weather, the cuttings are planted in

sand, kept saturated and fully exposed to sun.
/n the open air, a well-protected place, a part

of the frame-yara, for example, should be chosen
for a cutting-bed. The aspect should be south-
erly and the soil must be well drained. The soil

should also be trenched to the depth of 2 Yi to

3 feet, all poor material removed and additions
of humus, m the form of peat, leaf-mold or
well-rotted barnyard manure incorporated.
Provision for watering should be easy. If the
soil is a heavy clay, aud sand.

Structures m which cuttings are started.

Figs. 1160-1165

propagation by seeds. It is a cheap and convenient
way of securing new plants All plants cannot be profi-

tably increased by these means. Why they differ we
do not know; the gardener learns by experience wiiat

species yield a good percentage of healthy plants, and
acts accordingly.
The following table will show the different ways in

which cuttings are made:

Cuttings

/•Growing

j
wood.

Ripened
^ wood.

Soft
e g., verbena.

Hardened
o g , tea roses

Long, in open air

e g , grape

Short, under glass
e g , Japanese cedar

Short, under glass

a or e. g , Anemone japomca

ststocks TLong, in open air

e. g ,
blackberry

(

Entire
e. g., echevena.

Divided
e g , Begonia Rex.

Bulb-scales
e g , lilies.

There is less variation in cutting-progeny than in

seed-progeny, and therefore cuttings (or layers or cions)

are used when it is desired to keep a stock particu-

larly true to name. They are used largely for the
multiplication of forms that are specially

variable from seed (which have not become
fixed by seed selection), and of mutations as
between the different branches or parts of a plant

(bud sports) Thus, the varieties of roses, chry-
santhemums, carnations, most begonias, and cur-

rants and grapes can be grown from cuttings.

Cuttings are also employed when seeds are dif-

ficult to secure, as m many greenhouse plants,

or when propagation by seeds is difficult and
cuttings are easy, as in poplars and willows.

The cutting-bed.

Under alass cuttings are commonly planted in

pure sand, such as a mason would use for mak-
ing mortar. Sphagnum moss is sometimes used
and various substances like brick-dust, coal-ashes

jadoo fiber have been tried, but without much
success Sand and well-rotted leaf-mold mixed
half and half, is occasionally employed for gera-

niums, for lily scales, root-cuttings and some
succulent plants.

Sphagnum is useful in rooting Ficus elastica.

the case of the cutting being wrapped in a ball

of moss and plunged in a bed of moss. English

Large establishments have one or more houses set
apart for this and similar purposes called “pr0PaKa_
ting-houses ” In smaller places a propagating-bed or
-bench can be made at the warmest end of the warmest
house It should be placed over the pipes where they
leave the boiler, and, in order to secure bottom heat
when needed, the space between the bench and the
floor should be beamed up, having a trap-door to open
on cold nights (Fig 1160). Cutting-frames inside a
greenhouse are aiso shown in Fig 1161 Side partitions

should also be piovided to box in all the heat from the
pipes under that part of the bench Good dimensions
for such a bed are, width 3 feet, length 6 feet or any
multiple of six thus making it simple to use a hotbed
sash when confined air is wanted The depth of the
frame should be from 6 to 10 inches in front and about
the same behind The bottom of the bed may be
either wood, slate or metal and should be well drained

.

place a layer of potsherds first, then moss, and from 2 to
3 inches of sand on top The sand should be clean,

sharp and well compacted' befoie planting it should be
watered if at all dry It is sometimes advisable to have
the bed tilled with moss (sphagnum), into which pots or

boxes containing cuttings arc plunged the moss should
be moist, neither too wet nor dry, and well paeked.

In many cases, when large quantities of one sort of

easily struck cuttings are to be planted, the ordinary
greenhouse bench covered with sand is sufficient

(Fig 1162)
Hand-lights and bell-glasses arc sometimes used under

glass for small quantities of cuttings instead of frames
They may be oi every convenient size up to 12 or 15

inches m diameter. The important point is that

1 162. Cutting-bench shaded with lath
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1163. Propagatrag-bor.

provision for good ventilation be always provided: if

too much water accumulates inside the glass it can be
wiped off with a cloth They are somewhat obsolete
devices for providing a close atmosphere and intensify-

ing bottom heat. The modern gardener finds that
sunlight and shading with apers put directly over the
cuttings is quite sufficient lor all plants except a few

difficult subjects. Figs.

1103-1165 illustrate
forms of hand structures.

Out-of-doors cold-
frames are employed for

striking cuttings in

summer. They are made
of concrete or plank,

and are about 5Yi feet

wide, 18 inches deep
behind and 12 inches in

front. They are of any
convenient length, which is a multiple of three and
are covered with standard hotbed sash Instead of

coldframes, light hotbeds are sometimes employed for

rooting cuttings in the open air m summer They
entail more care and the results do not offset the gain.

Cuttings of growing wood Figs 1166-1171

These cuttings are made either of the soft growing
tips, as m coleus (Fig 1166, also Fig 1027, p 827),
salvia, verbena (F»g 1167), geranium (Fig 1168) and
others, or, of the same wood in more mature condition,

but by no means ripe, as m tender rosea (Fig. 1169),
and Azalea indira The cuttings of

plants lik° Euphorbia pulchernma
,

erica, epacris, are used in the soft

growing staff', if a well-built propa-
gatmg-house is obtainable, nut in

an ordinary house, apait of which
is used for other purposes, the older

and better ripened wood will be
more successful

It is generally true that cuttings

of hardened wood will always loot,

although they require more time
and may not make the best plants,

but it is not true that cuttings of

the soft wood will always root In many cases, as in

the rose, the\ succumb before they callus, much less

produce loots In plants of rapid growth and good
vitality, the proper condition of the soft glowing wood
for cuttings can be determined by its readiness to snap,

not bend, when bent back the hardened wood is in the

right state as long as it continues to grow
The treatment of cuttings in both classes is prac-

tically the same They should be planted m sand under
glass

The wood for soft cuttings should be fresh, and pre-

cautions should be taken to prevent wilting during

making and planting if the weather is hot, sprinkle the

floor and bench of the workroom* if they arc delicate

and exposed for an hour or more, lay them between
folds of moistened paper. The average length of these

cuttings is from 1 to 3 inches, but they can be made
longer or shorter .much
depends upon tne na-
ture of the plant. The
best growers prefer
short cuttings; the

advantage of a long

piece to begin with is

more than offset by
greater danger of wilt-

ing and consequent
retrogression It is not
necessary to cut to a

1165. Small propagating-box, bud, i. e., at the node,

adapted u> a winnow. in the more easily

handled plants except in some herbaceous tuberous-
rooted plants, like dahlia (see Fig 1170), and Ealvxa
patens

,
m which a crown must be formed to insure

future growth Make the cut where it will give the
proper length A part of the leaves
should be removed, always enough
to secure a clean stem for planting,
and as many more as are needed to
prevent disastrous wilting - this factor
varies greatly In a hardwood cut-
ting of lemon verbena all leaves are
taken off, in zonale geraniums from
the open ground few if any are left,

oleii

1166. Cutting of

soft growing wood,
(as of Coleus.)

1164 Propagating-box or hood.

m coleus and verbena about one half
are removed, while m Olea fragrans,
Daphne odora, and heath, only enough
for planting Use a sharp knife; but
scissors are handy for trimming and
some! lines for making cuttings of those small-wooded
plants which root easily.

The cuttings of plants with milky juice should be
washed before planting. Sometimes the lower ends are
allowed to dry for several hours, the tops being pro-
tected against wilting Large and succulent cuttings,

e g ,
of pineapple, cotyledon .and cactus, should be

dried before planting by letting them lie on the sur-
face of the propagating-bed for several days, or they
may be planted in dry sand at first Under these con-
ditions a callus forms which tends to prevent decay;
but the wood must not shrivel

Peter Henderson has introduced a method which is

likely to increase the percentage of

rooted plants, and which is desir-

able m slow-growing varieties, like

the tricolor geraniums He advises
that the cutting should be partly

severed and allowed to hang to the
parent plant for a few days, this

results in a partial callus or even
roots, before the cutting is entirely

removed
In planting cuttings, use a dibble

or open a V-shaped trench Never
thrust the cutting directly into the
soil Plant deep enough to hold

the cutting upright and no deeper (as in Fig 1171),

making due allowance for the sand settling; the dis-

tance apart should be just enough to prevent them
from pressing against each other. It must be remem-
bered that they stay in the bed only until rooted. As
soon as growth begins, they are potted off. When the
cuttings are inserted, tne sand should be firmly pressed
about them, and they should be watered with a syringe

or with a fine rose; the forcible application of water
compacts the sand, thus ex-

cluding air, and prevents
undue wilting

Give shade immediately,
using lath shutters outside,

cloth screens or papers placed
directly on the cuttings
within, and attend to this

very carefully for the first

few days. Lift the shades
early m the afternoon, and
put them on late in the morn-
ing, but keep them on during
the middle of the day, thus
gradually accustoming them to full light.

Cuttings should never suffer from dryness. The
sand should always be kept moist to the verge of wet-
ness. Ventilation should be given on bright days, but
all exposure to draft avoided. A good temperature for

propagating is from 60° to 65° F
}

increasing these
figures for tropical plants and reducing them for more
hardy kinds. It is debatable whether bottom heat and

1167. A rooted verbena
cutting.
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confined air are advisable for cuttings of growing wood.
The older gardeners employed both, but now neither

is commonly used, except for tropical plants, like croton,

or when a constant succession of crops of cuttings is

required. There is no doubt that with this aid cuttings
will root more quickly, but more skill and care are
required, neglect bringing on fungous disease, which

heat is used, the average temperature of the bed should
be 10° or so above that of the air, but less will suffice

Indeed, in beds made as described above, in good
weather the sand is enough warmer than the green-

house atmosphere to answer every purpose If a con-
fined air is wanted, ventilation and shading must be
carefully looked after, and precautions taken against
the accumulation of condensed moisture within the
bell-glass or franu

Although it is tender plants, in the main, that are
propagated by cuttings of growing wood, the above
methods can be practised advantageously with some
hardy plants The wood, which is invariably more
successful if hardened, is obtained either from plants
forced for this purpose, e. g ,

spirea, Deutzia gracilis

,

or it is gathered in June and July out-of-doors, e g.,

lilac, hydrangea They should be potted off in 2- or

3-inch pots, in a rather sandy soil, when the roots are

from l
/i to inch long It is sometimes good economy

to box them, i e
,
plant them a few inches apart m flats,

when not immediately required
Some hardy perennials, like Phlox subulata, Campanula

carpalica, Gentiana acaulis and the hardy candytuft,
can also be easily increased m this

way. Make the cuttings 2 to 3 If

inches long and plant in flats or pots
in sand or a sandy soil in October, -

November or December, before any
hard frost Keep m a coolhouse and
pot off when rooted They make nice <

plants for planting out the following
spring Plants of this same nature 1

can also be propagated in the open air 1

in autumn. Make the cutting longer,
j

6 inches when possible, and do the
I

work earlier, in September or in

August m some cases.

1170 Hardened-wood 1171. A carnation 1172. Hardwood
cutting of dahlia cutting. cutting of currant.

Cutting of ripened or dormant wood. Figs 1172-1174.

Many plants grow roadily from twigs of the year's

growth taken m fall or winter or very early spring.

The “soft-wooded" plants usually propagate most
readily by this means. These cuttings of mature wood
may be either long or short.

Long cuttings of ripened wood m open air.—This

method is used to propagate many hardy trees and
shrubs, c. g ,

willows, currants, grapes, forsythia.

Wood of the current year’s growth is gathered in

autumn or early winter, before severe frost, and either

stored m a cool cellar, covering with moss or fresh

earth to prevent drying, or immediately made into

cuttings These cuttings are usually 6 inches or more
long and should contain at least two buds. It is not
necessary to cut to a bud at the base, but the upper cut

should be lust above one Figs 1 172, 1173 They should

be tied in bundles with taired r>.pe, taking care to have
them he “heads and tails" to facilitate planting, and
with the butts on the same level, to promote eallusing.

They should then be buried m well-drained soil, with
the butts down and protected against frost In early

spring they should be firmly planted in V-shaped
trenches in well prepared soil sot an inch or so apart,

with the rows 1 or 1 ff apart The upper bud should
be just at the surface; to prevent suckers the lower buds
may be removed In autumn they should be dug,
graded and heeled-in for winter Some varieties will

require a second or third year’s growth in the nursery,
others are ready for

permanent plant-

ing, as willows and
poplars, which often
grow 6 feet the first

year This is one
of the very cheapest
ways of propaga-
ting, and will pa}'

when only 25 per
cent root. This
method is generally
used with decidu-
ous-leaved plants, 1173. Cuttings of grape, to show
but some conifers, how planted,

e.g
,
Siberian arbor-

vita!!, will strike Remove enough twigs to get a clean

stem for planting, and allow 2 or 3 inches of top above
ground.
The excrescences, knots or knaurs, which are

found on the trunks and the mam limbs of
olive trees, are sometimes used as cuttings for

propagation
Short cuttings ofripened wooa (Fig 1174 ) Cuttings of

this class are used under glass wiih tender or half-hardy
species, and sometimes with new introductions, m cases
in which the grower is short of stock, and when the plant
is delicate and small The wood should be gathered
before severe frost and the cuttings made and planted
directly m October and November Make them from
2 to 4 inches long (sometimes a single eye only is used)
and plant with a dibble, m pure sand m pots, pans or
flats (boxes about 16 inches square and 3 inches deep).
If a layer of potting soil is placed under the sand, the
young plants have something to feed on and do not
need to be potted so soon after rooting; if this is done,
drainage should be given It is important to keep them
cool until a callus is formed or roots produced If the
buds start into growth before this, the cuttings become
exhausted and are likely to die After rooting,—the
time required varies from one to six months—they may
either be potted or the strong-growing sorts be planted
out m well-prepared beds in May or June, where they
are likely to make a satisfactory growth. The weaker
kinds may remain a year m pots or flats, be wintered
in a pit, and planted out the next spring. Some green-
house plants, e.g., camellia, laurestinus, tender grapes,
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arc propagated in this way with cuttings of fully

ripened wood, and others, as cactus and dracena,
vith wood which is much older They should be given
the care described under the head of "Cuttings of grow-
ing wood” (p. 927), but they must not be forced too
hard at first The temperature should be regulated by
the nature of the plant The safest

rule to follow is to give a few degrees
more heat for propagating than the ^ fPP
plant received when the cutting t
was removed. £
Hardy shrubs can also be propa- $1

gated by cuttings of growing wood, 1 ¥h*
somewhat hardened, planted in

coldframes in June and July. They
y

are called "cuttings of greenwood,”
and are made from 4 to 6 inches
long and sometimes longer. They

i

ate closely planted m sand, or soil lm Short cutongs
one-half sand and one-half leaf- Qf npened wood,
mold, in rows 4 to 6 inches apart.

They must be carefully watered, shaded and ventilated

for ten days or more after planting. Much of the
success of this method depends upon the weather; it

brings in a gambling element a few hot and dry days
are dangerous A light hotbed may be used instead
of a eoldframe but this means more care. The rooted
plants are left in the frame all winter, protected and
planted out the following spring.

Rool-cuttings Fig 1175.

The cuttings of this class are made of either root or
rootstock and are useful m propagating some plants,

either in the greenhouse or in the open air Tender
plants, like bomardia, and those which are hardy but of

delicate growth, eg, Anemone japonica, are handled
under glass

,
blackberries, horse-radish, and so on out-of-

doors The cuttings are made m autumn or winter,

the roots of hardy plants being gathered before severe
frost and either planted directly or kept m moss until

spring, This process of storing develops a callus and
has a tendency to produce buds For greenhouse work,
the cuttings arc made from 1 to 2 inches long, the larger

roots being selected, although the small ones will grow’

They are planted in pans or flats, in soil composed of

equal parts sand and well-rotted leaf-mold Ordinarily
they are set horizontally If planted vertically, in

cuttings from the true root, the end which was nearest

the crown should be uppermost
,
but if made from the

rootstock, that end should bo uppermost which grew
farthest from the crown In either case they should be
covered, as seeds are covered, and the whole made
firm Root-cuttings of hardy plants should be kept
cool at first and brought into heat only when ready to
grow They may be kept in a pit or cool cellar Tender
plants require tne same or a little higher temperature
than that in which they thrive

In sw’eet potato, the tuber is cut lengthwise and laid,

with the cut side down, on moist sand or moss, the
edges being slightly covered. Buds develop on these

edges and are removed when of proper size and treated

as cuttings of growing wood, or allowed to remain until

rooted . In draeena
—

1
,

-—

(

see Fig 1052, page
842)—and this applies

U—^ O aXA-. to stem- as well as

root -cuttings— the

«« a“serB

"

mal cutting remains
in the sand and sometimes produces a second or even a
third crop. The tuberous rootstock of Arum macula-

turn, and plants of like nature, can be cut into pieces,

remembering that the bud-proauemg portion of arum is

the top, and each part will grow successfully Exercise

care in watering and maintain a good temperature,

The rootstocks of cannas are cleaned and cut into

pieces 1 Vi to 2 inches long and planted in a warmhouse
in February (Fig 784, p. 657). As soon as buds push
and roots form they are potted off and grown until the
season for bedding out. Dahlias are not, properly
speak mg, propagated from rootstock, but by division;

the plant cannot produce adventitious buds. There
must always be a bit of the crow n attached to the tuber
The propagation of dahlias so closely resembles the
methods here described that it is perhaps well to
mention it

Root-cuttings for planting in the open ground are

made from 4 to 6 inches long, and are planted firmly m
V-shaped trenches or furrows m spring, being covered
2 inches or more deep Roots as large as one’s little

finger are chosen, and good results are secured with
plants of vigorous growth In plants like lily-of-the-

valley, common lilac, calycanthus, Scotch and moss
roses, unless short of stock, it is

better to encourage the natural
growth of the suckers and prop-
agateby division, but they all can
be multiplied as above described

Variegation, curiously enough,
is not always reproduced by
means of root-cuttings.

Leaf-cuttings. Fig 1176.

Many leaves are capable of

producing roots Some have the
further power of developing buds
after rooting, and of these last a
few furnish an economical means
of bud-propagation, particularly

when the stem growth is in-

sufficient In cotyledon (eche-
veria) the whole leaf is used,
the smaller ones from the flowrer-

stalk being often the best
Choose those that are fully U76 Leaf-cuttmg of
matured, and dry them for a gloxinia
few da> s on sand, but do not
let them shrivel The treatment, otherwise', is as given
above for cuttings of growing wood. In gloxinia and
other GesneraeesD, the w hole leaf (Flg 1176), half a leaf,

or even a lesser portion, is used When enough clear

petiole is obtainable, no further preparation is needed
\\hen a part only of the leaf is planted, some of the
blade must be cut away As a rule, no bud is de-
veloped the first season a tuber is formed, which will

grow in due time
The common Begonia Rex is increased by

leaves m vai ious ways The w hole leaf may
be planted as a cutting, keeping the petiole
entire or cutting it off where it unites with
the blade, or the whole leaf may be pinned
or weighted to the surface of moist sand
(Figs 501-508, p 470), and, if the principal
veins are severed at intervals of an inch, a
plant let will appear at every cut The best
way is to divide the leaf into somewhat
triangular pieces, each part having a strong

_ vein near the center Plant in sand, m
producing K°°d temperature, and treat precisely as if

bulblets. they were cuttings of growing W’ood Roots
and buds will soon grow, and a good plant

will result within a reasonable time Pot off wrhen roots
are % mch long Certain other begonias may be
similarly multiplied.

Other cuttings

The thickened scales of bulbs, like lilies, can be used
for propagation. Remove the scales intact and plant
upright, like seeds, m soil made of equal parts of sand
and rotted leaf-mold (Fig 1177). September and
October are the usual months for this work. If they
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are kept in a cool greenhouse, the young bulblets will

appear in the course of the winter, out top growth will

come later, in summer.
This is a slow, laborious

process, and is seldom prac-
tised except in propagating
new varieties. The granular
scales of achimenes and
plants of like nature can be
used for propagating, sow-
ing them m a sandy soil as

seeds are sown; but this

method is not a good one in

ordinary cases The scales

of Zamia homda have
been made to produce new plants, as have also the
tunicated scales of an amaryllis.

For further details of cuttage, consult Lindley’s

“Theory and Practice of Horticulture/' 2d ed.:

Burbidge, “The Propagation and Improvement oi

Cultivated Plants,” Peter Henderson's “Practical
Floriculture;” Bailey’s “Nursery-Book.”

B. M. Watson.

CYANANTHUS (Greek for blue flower). Cam-
panulacex Ten or a dozen herbs, probably mostly
perennial, of the high mts of Cent and E. Asia,

with showy blue fls. terminating the ascending
mostly simple hairy sts : corolla funnelform, tubu-
lar or bell-shaped, 5-lobed; stamens free from the
corolla, the oVate anthers more or less connate
around the pistil fr a caps with persistent calyx,

locuhcidally 3-5-valved lvs. alternate, usually small,

entire or somewhat lobed C. lob&tus, Wall
,
may

be expected in collections of choice alpines. 4-5 in.:

lvs. small, narrowing to base, tooth-lobed at sum-
mit: fls bright blue, 1 in. diam

,
resembling a shi-

ning periwinkle fl
,
funnelform with reflexed lobes,

the corolla exceeding the calyx-tube and hairy ip.

the throat B M 6485 Other species mentioned in

recent horticultural literature are C. microphyllus,

Edgew. (C. hmfdlius, Wall ), with slender wiry
sts

,
small entire lvs

,
and fls like those of C. lobatus

but with very hairy throat and longer narrower
segms

;
C. mcdnus

,
Hook. f. & Thoms

,
with nu-

merous wiry sts ,
small nearly sessile lvs

,
and yellow

campanulate fls. with hairy calyx; the W. China
form of this (var. leiocdlyx) has a less hairy calyx:

C. Hodken ,
Clarke, is an annual with small stalked

lvs and blue fls
,
from China and India, has rigid

sts. with short lateral fl -branches. l H. B.

CYAN^LLA (from the blue color). Amarylliddcese;

it has been referred to Lthdcex and also to Hxmo-

doracex. A half-dozen or less small bulbs from S
Afr., sometimes grown m the way of lxias Plants
with rhizomes or tunicate corms, radical or basal

lanceolate or linear lvs
,
and simple or rarely

branched sts fls violet, rose, yellow or white, soli-

tary or racemed-pamculate; perianth-tube 0, the
segms. distinct or very nearly so; stamens 6,

attached to base of segms ,
all perfect, often dimor-

phous* fr. a loculicidal 3-angled caps., on bractlesa

pedicel. The cyanellas are

summer- and fall -flowering

bulbs with us. The following
are the kinds likely to be
found: C. capSnsis, Linn.
Lvs. lanceolate, undulate: st.

pamcled, leafy, 1 ft.: fl pur-

E
le. B M. 568. C. lfttea,
iinn f. (C. odoraUssima,
Lmdl ) Less branched . lvs.

linear-lanceolate, acuminate,
not undulate: fls. rose, chang-
ing to yellow. B.R. 1111.

L. H. B. 1178. Cyathe* meridenais.

CYANIDING, CYANIDI2ING: Diseases and Insects, p. 1044,
discussion of fumigating by hydrocyanic acid gas.

CYANOPHfLLUM: Tam-
onea.

CYANOTIS (Greek,
referring to the blue
petals). Commehrutcex.
Probably 40 creeping,

ascending or weak
branching often woolly
or hairy herbs, much
like Tradescantia; they

are native in warm countries about the
globe Lvs sheathing, small or medium
in size, various* fls in bcirpioid cymes
or variously disposed, mostly blue or
rose-colored, sepals 3, lanceolate-cari-

nate, nearly equal, usually combined at

base into a shoit tubej petals 3, also nearly equal,
often connate m a tune, the limb spreading and
suborbicular; stamens 6, all perfect, nearly equal,
ovary sessile, 3-cellcd and each cell 2-ovuled Easy
of cult.; prop by cuttings There are few species

in cult
;
perennial; grown in greenhouses or warm-

houses. C. hirsilta, Fiseh & Mey
,
from Abyssinia,

villous or glabrous, has erect st
,
globose tubers,

linear soft-hairy lvs
,
and rose-colored perianth and

blue-bearded filaments B M 7785 C. barb&ta,
Don, of E India, lias elongated branching nearly
glabrous st

,
narrow-oblong or nearly linear lvs

,

and blue spatulatc- oblong petals free to the base:
ovary hirsute at apex and the style bearded C.
kewlnsis, Clarke, of E Indies, is procumbent,
reddish-hairv, leafy, the branches fleshy lvs a
half or more longer than broad, sessile and
amplexicaul petals rose-purple, ovate, free, fila-

ments bearded B M 6150 (as Erythrotis Bed-
domet) C. nodifl&ra, Kunth, of S Afr

,
is cobwebby

or woolly but becoming glabrous, the fibrous roots
terminating in tubercles, lvs narrowly lance-lmear:
petals blue, lightly connate. B M. 5471 l. II. B.

CYATHEA (Greek, a cup, alluding to the mdusia).
Cyatheace

x

A large genus of tree ferns in both
hemispheres, with a globose mdusium which ulti-

mately ruptures at the apex and becomes cup-
shaped All the species in cult have decompound
lvs Most of them are large plants, speciob with
trunks 20-30 ft. high being common, but there are
a few species that have lvs. and sts. no more than
2 ft. long Strictly speaking, the genus Alsophila
is a part of Cyathea Many other species from
Colombia and the W Indies besides those described
below are well worthy of cult

The species offer a great variety. Those of tem-
perate regions are mostly stout and not spiny; the
tropical species are more slender and in many cases
densely armed with stout spines All species are
evergreen The culture of cyatheas is simple in

warmhouses. They require an abundance of water
at the roots and the trunks should be kept con-

stantly moist The foliage lasts

longer if it has been inured to

the sun during summer lake all

other tree ferns, cyatheas need
little pot-room They rarely

produce adventitious growths
along the trunk or at the base
and none is proliferous. The
plants are, therefore, usually
propagated by spores, which
germinate freely, making attrac-

tive young plants m two seasons.

(Adapted from Schneider,
“Book of Choice Ferns ”)

w
*jr*>*'**.





XXXIII. Cycas circinalis. the male plant.
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a. Rachides unarmed. Ivs. white beneath.

dealb&ta, Swartz. Rachides with pale rusty wool
when young. Ivs firm, bi-tripinnate, almost pure white
beneath New Zeal —C. Smithn

,
Hurt., is regarded by

some as a horticultural variety.

aa. Rachides unarmed Ivs. green beneath.

Btirkei, Hook Stalks with tubercles near the base
bearing large, glossy rusty scales Ivs bipinnate, with

broad pinnules S Afr

meridensis, Karst. Figs.

1178,1179 Lvs. trimnnatifid,

with oblong-lanceolate pinnae

and rather narrow lanceolate
pinnules; begins scaly on the
ribs beneath. Colombia.

1179 Fruiting pinnule of

Cyathea meridensis.
aaa Rachides spiny lvs.

green beneath

medull&ris, Swartz Lvs bi-tnpmnate, densely scaly
when young, with soft, deciduous hair-like scales,

segms coarsely serrate or pinnatifid, on spore-bearing
lvs New Zeal.

C aiiQolin
fronds G-S ft

Trup W Afr

.nit, Wolw A greenhouse species said to have
long produced from a trunk wnich attains 12-15 ft.

L M Underwood.
CtCAS (Creek kukas, the name of a palm tree)

Cijcadaci\e Several beautiful palm-like plants, com-
mon m cultivation undei glass. Plate XXXIII
The Cycadacea* are of great interest because they

occupy a place intermediate between flowering plants
and tiie cryptogams Like the former they have fr

with a large starchy endocarp, but like the latter their

sexual prop is accomplished by means of sporma-
tozoids and arehegoma, corresponding to the male
and female elements m animals The plants are di<e-

cious, the male infl is in the form of an erect cone
composed of modified starninal lvs which bear on the
under surface globose pollen sacs corresponding to
microsporangia, the female infl consists of a tuft of
spreading carpellary lvs. having their margins coarsely
notched, in the notches are situated the ovules, which
are devoid of any protective covering, and correspond
to macrosporangia Pollination under natural condi-
tions is effected by the wind The pollen settles on the
ovules and sends down a tube into the tissue of the
nucellus Arehegoma are formed, egg-cells develop,
and in the pollen-tube are produced spermatozoids
provided with minute movable cilia by winch they are
propelled, very much as in the spermatozoa of animals
These are discharged over the arehegoma and fecun-
date the egg The discovery of spermatozoids in the
cycads was made by a Japanese student, S Ikeno,
while investigating the process of reproduction of

Cycas nrcinalis Those of Zamia, endemic in Fla

,

were described and figured by II J. Webber, who
found the mature spermatozoids of the latter genus to

bo the largest known to occur in any plant or animal
Most of the species of Cycas are arborescent, having

a trunk marked with rings of growth and with the
scars of fallen petioles The trunk is usually simple and
columnar (though sometimes it is branched), and is

elongated by a terminal bud The pinnate leaves form
a beautiful terminal crown like that of a palm or tree-

fern Cycads are found among the fossils of many
geological formations, especially m those of the early

Mesozoic. The latter formations are grouped together

on this account, and the geological epoch which they
represent is sometimes designated as the “Age of the
Cycads ”

Cycads are among; the most ornamental plants of

tropical and subtropical gardens In the United States

they are often designated “sago palms,” although they
have nothing in common with a palm except the general

habit of growth. In Florida, according to H Nehrling
who has a plantation at Gotha, near the center of the

state, they thrive equally well on high pme land and
in the rich soil of the low hummocks C. circinalis is

apparently the most sturdy of the cultivated species.
It is almost free from diseases; but it is more sensitive
to cold than C revoluta. The latter, on the other hand,
is subject to diseases m low flat wooded situations.
A third species, C. siamensis, which is comparatively
rare, seems to be perfectly hardy in Florida In cultiva-
ting cycads, Nehrling has attained the best results by
keeping the weeds away from the base of the trees and
loosening the soil from time to time, taking care not
to injure the small network of tubercle-bearmg roots
surrounding the trunk The tubercles, which are
about the size of a pea, are interesting to the plant
physiologist, and are apparently conducive to the
plant’s well-being Nehrling gathers the pollen from
the male plants and sprinkles it by hand over the
female flowers to insure fertilization of the naked ovules.

Plants are propagated by seeds, which keep well for
a month or more after ripening According to E. N.
Reasoner, they should be sown in shallow boxes or the
greenhouse bench, lightly covered with sand, and after

germination, potted off in small pots of moderately
rich, light soil The growing plants do best in partial

shade The old plants frequently send up suckers around
the base of the trunk These may be taken off when m
a dormant state and rooted, care being taken to remove
the leaves to guard against excessive transpiration
Growing cycads require sunshine and moisture.

The beautiful glossy leaves of cycads are used m
many countries for ornamenting temples and for decorar-

ting altars On the island of Guam they are used for

palm leaves on Palm Sunday, and in the early days
they were carried by children m religious processions,

marching from one village to another under the guid-
ance of the Jesuit missionaries Cycads are popular
conservatory plants, of easy culture, and tenacious of
life, even when neglected for a long time Their stems

1180. Cycas pectinata.

deprived of leaves are easily transported m bulk
and will soon resume growth when planted. In tho
southern United States, cycads are injured by frost but
often revive after having apparently been killed.

a. Margins of pinnae flat.

b. Modified fr -bearing lvs. (carpophyUs) spinous-
toothed along the margin.

c. Scales of male infl. tapering into a long spine.

d. Lvs. 5-8 feet long
,
with pinnae 10-12 m. long.

circinalis, Linn. (C. Thoudrsii, R. Br.). Fern Palm.
A palm-like tree with cylindrical trunk and a crown of
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glossy, fern-like, stiff but gracefully curved pinnate
lvs.: trunk clothed with the compacted woody bases
of petioles, usually columnar ana simple, but often
branching when the terminal bud has been cut off, or

in clusters of several springing from the base of an old
trunk which has been cut down; in addition to tho
true lvs

,
modified lvs in the form of simple short

subulate woolly prophylla; true lvs 5-8 ft long, long-

petioled, the petiole bearing short deflexed spines near
the base; pmnte alternate, 10-12 in. long and quite

narrow, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, subfalcate, the
midrib stout and prominent beneath, bright green
above, paler beneath: male infl in the form of an erect

woolly cone composed of scales bearing globose pollen-

sacs on the under surface and tapering at the apex
into a long spine; female infi in the center of the crown
of lvs., consisting of a tuft of spreading buff-colored,

woolly, pinnately-notched lvs. (carpophylls) about
6-12 m. long, spinous toothed along the margin, and
bearing m the notches the naked ovules, ovules 3-5
pairs, borne above the middle: fr about the size of a
walnut, with a thin fleshy covering, and a fleshy

starchy endosperm resembling that of a horse-chestnut.

S. India, Ceylon, Sumatra, Java, Philippines, Madagas-
car, E. Trop Afr

,
Guam.—In Fla the lvs. of this

species are often destroyed by sharp frosts, but the
trunk is rarely injured and will soon send forth new
lvs when the weather becomes warm again. Nehrling
recommends that fine specimens be protected by a tent

or by a house of lattice-work covered with canvas,

and with the sides also inclosed if necessary In this

house a large kerosene lamp will be sufficient to keep
the plant from freezing. In Tampa, Fla

,
this spe-

cies appears to flourish, some of the specimens having
trunks 6-8 ft high It grows best in rich moist soil

and m partial shade. On the island of Guam, the nuts
of this species form a food staple for the natives m
times of famine following hurricanes. These aia.so

poisonous that the water in which the kernels aie

soaked is fatal to animals After having been soaked
for some time and the water repeatedly changed, the

kernels become haimless, and are ground up mlo meal
and dried for future use They aie usually piepared

in the form of cakes, which are said to be nutntious

although rather tasteless

dd. Lvs. less than 6 ft. long; pinnx 8-8 in. long.

media, R Br. Nut Palm of Australia. Trunk
attaining height of 8-10 ft. or sometimes twice tins

height, rarely
branched at the
top: lvs. 2-4 ft.

long or more, the
pinme very nu-
merous, straight

or falcate, ob-
tuse or pungent-
pointed, flat or
slightly concave
above when
young, promi-
nently keeled
beneath,,the mar-

§
ms often slightly

ecurrent on the
rachis, glabrous or

slightly pubescent

1181. Cycas revoluta. when young, the
longer ones vary-

ing from 3-8 in., the lower ones shorter and more con-
tracted at the base, the lowest ones prickle-like, some-
times continuing to base of petiole: coqps variable m
size, but apparently smaller than in C. circinahs,

which this species otherwise resembles; seeds 1-1

in long, glabrous. Austral, along the northern coasts;

also Queensland.

cc. Scales of male infl. shortly acuminate.

Rtimphii. Miq. Closely related to the preceding, but
growing taller in its natural habitat, sometimes reach-
ing a height of 20 ft. or moie. lvs. shorter and with
fewer lfts. scales of male cone thickened and obliquely
truncate at the tip, with a short upeurved sometimes
caducous point; carpophylls a foot long, narrower
than m C circinahs, with an entire often elongate
subulate tip, seeds oval or subglobose, 2-2% in long
by 1 %j-1% m diam Moist wooded regions of Burma,
Ceylon (possibly intro.), Andaman Isis

, Nicobar,
Malaya, New Guinea, and N. Austral—This species

when growing in cult, is usually much lower, and
has a full large crown of lvs

,
with lanceolate pinmj;

thinner and paler than those of C circinahs Much
grown in tropical gardens of E. Indies, male plants
rare.

bb Modified fr.-beanng lvs. pectinate along the margins

c. Trunk much swollen at the base blade of carpophyll
ovate-rhomboid

siamensis, Miq. A small palm-like tree sts 2-6 ft
,

much swollen at the* base, lvs 2-4 ft
,
stiff spreading,

pinnae 3-8 in long, linear mucronate-acurmnate, blade
of carpophyll tawny-woolly when young, at length
glabrcsccnt above, ovate-rhomboid, long-acuminate,
margin deeply pectinate lacerate scales of male infl.

about %in long, with a slender terminal point of the
same length: seeds 1% in long, obovoid-oblong
Burma, Siam, Cochin China —Apparently hardy in

Fla It is rare, occurring in only a few gardens It is

a beautiful species, easily recognizable by its trunk
which is swollen very much like that of Dasyhrion,
and according to Nenrlmg grows much faster than the

species moic commonly cult It is certainly deserving

of more general cult.

cc. Trunk not swollen at the base • blade of carpophyll
broadly orbicular.

pectinUta, Griff. Fig 1180 A glabrous evergreen
palm-like tree, to 10 ft high in its native habitat but
usually much shorter in cult l\s ascending, recurved,
5-7 ft. long, pinnae 7-10 in long, narrowly linear taper-

ing into a minute apical spine, subfalcate, blade of

carpophyll covered with dense tawny wool throughout,

6 in. long, broadly orbicular, long-acuminate, its

margin deeply subulate-pectinate, stalk about equal in

length to the blade with 2 or 3 pairs of ovules above
the middle; spiny marginal teeth %in long, terminal
point 1% in long, tapering from a flat base, with 1 or

2 spinous teeth seeds about 1% m long, ovoid, male
cone 18 in long, 6 in diam

,
cylmdnc-ovoid; anther-

bearing scales 1 x
/i in. long, 1 in diam

,
deltoid-clavate,

the apex much thickened, abruptly acuminate, ter-

minal point 1% in long, spme-like, ascending India,

Nepaul, East Bengal, 2,000 ft elevation, Assam,
Martaban, in pine forests GF. 4:114 (adapted m
Fig. 1180).

aa. Margins of pmnx revolute.

b. Blade of carpophyll pectinate.

revoldta, Thunb. Sago Palm. Figs. 1181, 1182
A graceful palin-like tree or shrub, becoming 6-10 ft

high, with tno trunk simple or branching lvs long and
recurved (2-7 ft.); pinna; numerous, suboppositq.

curved downward, narrow, stiff, acute, terminating k

in a spine-like tip, dark shining green, the margin
revolute; carpophylls with the blade broadly ovato,

densely clothed with brownish felt-like wool, pec-

tinate, ovules 2 or 3 pairs borne near the base: fr.

ovate, compressed, red, about 1% in long. S Japan.
—This is the most common cycas in conservatories

It is of Javanese origin and is much hardier than the
species mentioned above. In Fla. it is usually found in

all of the better parks and gardens, where it is suitable

as a center about which to arrange other ornamental
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shrubs According to Nehrling, this species is of slow
growth. In the male plants there arc usually several
heads The male mfl is usually 18-20 in long and
cylindrical in form The female infl is in the form of a
semi-globose head, yielding 100-200 large bright red
nut-like seeds, which ripen about Christmas time. The
new lvs. appear

nately this beau- 1182 . Leaf of Cycas^SSPSiSi Jill
tilul species is, in revoluta.

blight for which no remedy has yet
been found It appears to thrive best
m open situations; and in Cent Fla.
it grows with little care, flowering and
fruiting abundantly. The nuts are
eaten by the natives, and from the
pith of the trunk a kind of sago is prepared
for which the common name “sago palm” is —^S
given it. The leaves are much used in funeral
decorations

hb Blade of carpophylls dentate-lobate.

Beddomei, Dyer (C revoliila, Bedd., not Thunb.)
A low shrub with sts only a few in high lvs about
3 ft long, pinnie about wide, strongly revo-
lute, carpophylls fl-8 in. long, with the blade 3 in

long and 1 in broad, ovate-lanceolate, tapering
into a long-acuminate point, strongly dentate-lobate,
bearing 2 pairs of ovules above the middle seeds glo-
bose, 1H m diam

,
male cone about 1 ft. long and 3

in. diam
,
very short-peduncled

,
anthenferous scales

long-acuminate, acumen in upper half of cone strongly
deflexed, near the base of the cone ascending.—E.
Madras, abundant on the hills

Other cultivated ejeads are C neo-ealedomea, Lind “A very
ornamental palm-like plant, of a differc nt Hpccies from the oyonda
ordinarily Krown," intro into the U S by W T .Swingle Much
like C cm malls but with fronds narrower and pinnae closer—
(' Xormanbyati'i, Muell , intro into the U S from France by W T
Swingle, a spceirswith oblong-obovate lvs

,
h,i\ mg numerous linear

pinna* 0 in long Austral —C Kmmiman'i, Hegel St rather stout
lvs bright green, erect, spreading m a \ase-hkc crown, the pumas
fine-pointed Philippines I II 11 405 £ SAFFORD

CYCLAMEN (classical name, probably from the Greek
word for circle, in allusion to the spirally twisted
peduncles) Primuldccar Heibaceous and low plants,
with a flattish tuber or corm, giown sometimes m the
open and one of them much prized as a florist's and
window-garden subject

Flower single, on a scape, with usually 5-parted
calyx and corolla (the parts strongly reflexed), 5 con-
mvent stamens, with pointed sessile anthers, 1 style
and stigma, and a 5-splitting caps lvs cordate or
remforin, long-petioled, entire or sinuate-dentate: fls

nodding or declined, purple, rose or white.—About 20
species of the Medit region, extending to Cent Eu.
C perstcum is the source of the standard florists’

more popular were they hardy in our eastern climate.

On the Pacific slope many of them probably would be
perfectly at home as outdoor plants, producing a great
number of flowers above the bare soil in the depth of
winter before the leaves are developed —It is, however,
with the Persian cyclamen (C persicum), which is

tender, that florists have had the greatest success.

There is no common winter-flowering subject of as
much value for duration in bloom, variety of coloring,

or wealth of color. It is preferable at all times to begin
the culture of Persian cyclamen with seeds, sown m
the early winter months Grow on without any check

for the following year. They should bloom
freely about fifteen months from planting Old
tubers, such as are offered in fall with other
florists’ bulbs, rarely give satisfaction as com-
pared with a packet of seeds It is not the

V nature of the plant to have all its roots dried

off, as if it were a hyacinth or tulip Our sum-
mera are rather too warm to suit cyclamen

fllli
perfectly, and it will be found that the most

HI M grow th is made in the early autumn It is best

flj ft to give the plants a little shade m the hot
months, such as a frame outdoors near the
shade of overhanging trees at midday This
is better than growing them under painted

L glass, as more light is available, together with
i plenty of fresh air on hot days It will be

found that cyclamen seeds require a long time
I in which to germinate,—often twTo months.
m This is due to the fact that the seed produces
Ij a bulb or corm before loaf-grow'th is visible As
m soon as two leaves are well developed, place

& the plants around the edge of 4- or 5-inch pots

until every one is large enough for a 3-inch

pot The roots are produced sparingly in the
jl initial stages, and too much pot-room would

bo fatal at the start By the middle of sum-
(1 mer another shift may be given, and in Sep-

i if tember all will be ready for the pots in which

a II they are to flower,—5- or fi-ineh pots, accord-

’!!§
1I1K v,Kor ^e plants. It will always
^ found, how ever, that there will be a certain

percentage that will not grow', no matter how
« * much persuasion is used These may be

thrown away, to save time and labor early in

the season In the house they should have the light-

est bench It is impossible to grow them in a warm,
shady house About 50° at night is the ideal tem-
perature when in flower The best soil is a fresh,

tufty loam, with a fourth or fifth of well-rotted horse-

manure, to which add some clean sand if the soil is

heavy. At all tunes, the pots should be well drained —
The Giganteum strains of the Persian cyclamen
produce the largest blooms, but at the expense of

quantity For the average cultivator it is better

to try a good strain that is not gigantic. There is

a recent departure in the form of crested flowers.

Cyclamens come true to color from seeds, and one can
now buy named varieties that will reproduce them-
selves almost to a certainty —Of recent years culti-

vators have had mueh trouble with a tiny pest or mite
that attacks the plants and renders them useless for

bloom. Its work is done mostly after the plants are
taken into the greenhouse and when about to mature

cyclamens Most of the other species are essentially

outdoor plants. They arc little known in outdoor

{

ilanting m N. Amer
,
however. The European cata-

ogues list several species aside from C. persicum, and
they are here described; and others are included in

the supplementary list that are recently mentioned m
horticultural literature. Old English name sow-bread,
from the tubers being sought by swine Consult Fr.

Hildebrand, Die Gattung Cyclamen, Jena, 1898; also

Pax & Knuth in Engler’s Pflanzenreich, hft 22, 1905.

All cyclamens are very beautiful, and would be much

into blooming specimens If the first flow’ers come
deformed or abnormally streaked with colors that are
darker in shade, it is a sure indication that the pest is

present. Frequent light fumigation with hydrocyanic
acid gas as soon as the pest is discovered will in time
eradicate it, but being very small, and able to hide
under the divisions of the calyx, seldom coming out
except on bright days, makes the pest a difficult one
to fight. The gas cannot be used during sunshine.
Tobacco stems used freely between the pots is a good
preventive measure. Greenfly is likely to attack the
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plants at all stages of growth. In the frames the plants
may be plunged in tobacco stems, and m the green-
house they must be fumigated or vaporized with some
of the nicotine extracts. Great vigilance must be exer-

cised m growmg cyclamens. (E. 0. Orpet.)

INDEX.

seahvum, 5 fionbundum, 5. puntcum, 1.

afncanum, 7. giganteum, 1. purpurcum, 1.

album, 1, 2. hederaefolium, 1, 8. purpuraarena, 5.

aleppicum, 1. ibericum, 3. pyrolsefolium, 1.

Atkinan, 3 mdicum, 1 roseo-superbum, 1.

atro-rubrum, 1. latxfohum, 1. rubrum, 1.

autumnale, 8. hbanoticuro, 4. snldense, 7.

cihcicum, 6. macrophyllum, 1. sanguineum, 1.
Cluan, 5 magmhcum, 1. splendens, 1

cordxfolxum, 5 neapohtanum, 8. subhastalum, 8.
coum, 2, 3. orbiculatum, 5. vernale, 3, 8.
eleyans, 3. Papilio, 1. vernum, 2
europaeum, 5. persieum, 1. violaceum, 1.

ficarxsefolium, 8. pundatum, 1.

A. Plant blooming m spring (or m winter under glass).

b Corolla-lobes not eared .

3. iblricum, Goldie (C. cdum var. ib'cncum, Boiss.

C. blegans, Boiss. & Buhse. C vernale, Koch) Dwarf:
lvs appearing before the fls

,
ovate-orbicular and

rounded at the apex, entire or obscurely undulate,

more or less zoned with white above fls purple with
a darker colored throat. Caucasus—Perhaps a geo-

graphical form of C. coum. C. Atkinsii, Moore, is

C. coum x C. ibencum, Hildeb. Lvs. remform, apex
rounded, more or less shining, deep green, spotted

silver-white, the corolla-lobes pale rose or white and
usually lined or spotted red. F.S. 23 2425.

bb. Corolla-lobes eared.

4. libanfiticum, Hildeb. Tuber globose with a cork-

like covering: lvs. autumnal, the blade obcordate,

sinuate, dentate or crenulate or raiely entire, marked
with white above, deep violet or purple beneath fls

fragrant; calyx-lobes oblong-acuminate, the margin
lightly undulate, 5-nerved, corolla-tube somewhat
globose-cainpanulate, the lobes lightly eared at base
and broad-ovate, entire, pale or deep rose-color with

a deep red T-lorm inaik at the

1. pSrsicum, Mill. (C hedersefblium, Sibth. &
Smith. C indicum, Linn C. latifblium, Sibth. &
Smith. C. macrophyllum, Sieb. C piinicum, Pomel.
C. pyrolsefblium, Salisb) Fig 1183. The common
greenhouse or Persian cyclamen, in many forms:
tuber large, flattened endwise, corky on the outside:
lvs. appearing with the fls

,
ovate,

crenate-dentate, base deeply cor-

date, usually marbled or variegated k\A\
with white fls. on scapes wjgrr, 4?
6-7 in high, large, scent- M /vVflir A
less, white, purple-blotched f ' pW/7/
at the mouth, but with X 1 /wjf )V
rose - colored, purple and vj&/\ / Lpi
spotted forms, the segms. ^ \ f /I
oolong-spatulate in shape, i, 1

not eared or lobed at the B
base: pedicel not coiling m ISK/gj® g
fr^ Greece to Syria. ^ jBSpr g |
forms are grouped
as follows by Pax i'/s'* ll V sr / S\ 1

& Knuth: Var I
Album (C. alippi-
cum, Hort ). Pure white.

// J?
Var. gigantdum. White with

,

red throat; very large. Var.
magnificum (var. puncta- A
turn). White, speckled with

, 1Q ,j 1183. Cyclamen persicum.
red, large. Var. r&brum. showing a flower of perfect
Red Var. sanguineum. form, and the crested variety.

Light blood-red, large. Var. (XH)
rdsea-sup6rbum. Brilliant

rose-red, large. Var. purp&reum Purple with bluish

coiling in fr.

1183. Cyclamen persicum.
Showing a flower of perfect

form, and the crested variety.

<XM)

base, style exseited. Lebanon

aa Plant blooming m summer

^ and autumn

1 B. Corolla-lobes not eared.

5 europafeum, Linn (C
Cltisn, Lindl C sedivum,

Jr Park C. conlifblium,
Stokes C flonbundum,
Salisb C. orbiculatum. ami
C purpurdscens, IVIill )

Tuber with cork} exterior

lvs ovate -orbicular or

iL i
rentforin, entire or

Jr £ tf nearly so, with a

Wi an< ^ minow
basal sinus, more or

above, purple-tinted
beneath, fls on scapes
^1-5 m high, bright red

and very fragiant, not spotted,

SsKl’ the corolla - segms oblong-
s'' spatulate (^m or less long),

calyx glabious pedicel spually
Cent, and S. Eu BR 1013 —Lvs

i the fls, more or less evcrgieen.appearing with the fls, more or less evcrgieen.
Variable

6 cihcicum, Boiss &Heldr Much like C. curopaeunr
tuber hairy: fls pale rose, with purple at the mouth,
about twice larger; corolla-lobes elongated; calyx
puberulent. Sicily. GC. III. 23 ‘81

bb Corolla-lobes eai ed.

markings, large. Var. violaceum. Violet-red. Var.Atro-
r&brum and var. splSndens. Dark red, large The
var gigantbum (C. gigantbum, Hort ) is the common
large -fid, improvea form of the florist’s cyclamen.
There are also double-fld. forms (R H. 1886, p 250);
also fimbriate or crested forms, C Papilio (I H 43:63.
GF. 5*235. GC. III. 21:71; 23:173). Other por-
traits of C persicum are'. BM 44. I H. 35:43 Gn.
47.378; 48:182. J H III. 34 578 Gt. 44, p. 203; 45,

p 164. F.S. 22:2345 AG 14:390-2; 17:261. A F.

7. afric&num, Boiss. & Reut (C. saUUnse, Pomel).
Large: tuber large* lvs ovate-cordate to reniform,
coarsely toothed, pale beneath, dull and pale green
marbled above* calyx pubescent, the lobes broadly
ovate-acuminate, corolla nearly white, faintly rose-

or purple-tinged, the segms 1 m long and deep purple
at the base; calyx-lobes lanceolate Algeria. B M
5758. FS. 8:841 —Little known in this country, but
sold by the American agencies of the Dutch bulb
houses.

7:521-5; 11:1176-9; 12:499. The species is frequently
figured in the trade catalogues.

2. cdum, Mill. (C. vbrnum, Sweet). Tuber smaller
than in the last, globose or flattened: lvs. with or pre-
ceding the fls

,
nearly orbicular or round-reniform,

entire, firm, not marbled nor variegated: fls. small,

scentless, half or less as large as those of the last, purple
and spotted in the throat. S. E. Eu. to Persia. B.M.
4. L.B.C. 2:108. F.S. 22:2345.'—'There is a white-fid.

form (C . Album, Hort.).

8 neapolit&num, Tenore (C autumndle, Boos C.

ficansefblium and C subhastalum, Reichb C. heden-
fblium, Ait C verndle, Mill ). Tuber very large, black,

thick-rinded: lvs. variable, from hastate to round-
reniform, more or less wavy-plaited on the edges,
green or somewhat parti-colored: calyx small; corolla

pink or rarely white, the segms. short and twisted
and the edges raised and white-edged at the base;
calyx-lobes triangular to oblong. S. and E. Eu. B.R
24:49. Gn. 51, p. 37
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C. xqinilicum, Hildeb. Intermediate between C. grrocum and
C pseudo-grsecum, from the former it differs in its small fls. and
other parts and from the latter in having more rounded lvs Greece.—C grkcum, Link Autumn-flowering, lvs obcordute, irregularly
cartilaginous-dentate - corolla-lobes lanceolate or oblong-lanceo-
late, eared at base, rose-colored with deep purple at base » E Eu—C hiemAle, Hildeb. Winter-flowering lvs round-reniform, bright
green and silver-zoned, fl. purple with deep red in the throat,
corolla-lobes round-ovate, not eared. Asia Minor—C. J
Hildeb Differs from C neapolitanum in its more slender fls with
longer lobes of calyx and corolla Asia Minor

—

C. marUimum,
Hildeb Lvs. variable in form, mostly ovate, brown-green fls.

m 8ept , inconspicuous, pale rose with marked throat, the corolla-
lobes rounded Asia Minor—C Afiliaraklsn, Hort *=C grsecum —
C pseudo-ffreecum, Hildeb Differs from C gnecum in having
filaments and anthers longer, the latter 3-angled and acuminate,
corolla pale rose or almost white Crete —C paciulo-ibiricum,
Hildeb. Spring-flowering lvs obcordate, rounded at base and top,
the margin cartilaginous-crcnulate, deep green and spotted sil-

very white fl violet, spotted with darker color, wlnte at base,
corolla-lobes oblong-ovate, not eared pedicel spiral in fr Probably
Asia Minor—C. paeudo-marltimum, Hildeb Differs from C.
mantimum in lvs being lanceolate-acuminate, calyx-lobes rounded
and corolla-lobes long-acuminate Asia Minor—C. repdndum,
Sibth & Smith Spring-flowering tuber small lvs cordate, undu-
lato-lobed, the lobes usually mucronate fl beautiful purple, the
throat constricted and deeper-colored. Cent, and E Medit basin.

L. H B
CYCLANTHfeRA (Greek, anthersm a circle). Cucur-

bithcese. Annual- or perennial-rooted herbs, one of

which is sometimes grown for its ornamental character.

Climbing by tendrils, glabrous or pubescent: lvs.

entire, lobed or 5-7-foliolate: fls. monoecious, minute,
yellow, greenish or white, with their parts in 6’s,

stamen 1 with a 1-celled anther. The plant is a climb-
ing half-hardy annual of easy cult The seed should
be started indoors early. The genus is near Echino-
cystis and Elaterium, and has more than 30 species, all

from Trop Amer

?
editta, Schrad Annual -

st. glabrous lvs pedately
-foholate, the Ifts. sessile or nearly so and lanceolate

or oblong-lanceolate, serrate - tendrils 3-4-parted: male
fls small, m panicles equaling or exceeding the lvs : fr.

nearly sessile, somewhat soft-prickly or smooth, oblong
and attenuate at base, green becoming yellowish white,
2-locular Mex south —A strong ornamental climber.

C explbdens, Naudin, with somewhat 3-lobed lvs. and
short spiny explosive fr., may be in cult. r. H. B.

CYCLANTHUS {flowers m a circle). Cydanthdceae.
A Trop American genus of 4 species giving name to a
small order which is allied to the palms. They are
acaulescent palm-like herbs with a milky juice: lvs.

long-stalked, entire or bi-furcate, the segms lanceolate,
1-nerved: fls fragrant. The species are not m the
American trade Cult of Carludovica (which see). C.
bipartite, Poit

,
of Guiana, has lvs. sometimes divided

into 2 long nanow lobes, the petioles being 3-6 ft.

long spadix straight and cylindrical, m a 4-lvd.
yellow spathe, the scape 2 ft long. G W. 8, p. 153; 15,

p. 610. C. cristalus

,

Klotzsch, of Colombia, has short-
stalked bifid lvs

,
with the parts falcate and conmvent:

spadix about 8 m. long. G W. 8, p 202. C. discolor
,

Hort
,
has young lvs. streaked with brown-orange: lvs.

bifid, the parts lanceolate, acuminate, the margins
frilled Probably S. Amer. C. Godsejfidnus, Hort

,

exhibited m 1892, “has noble lvs. of a rich green color,

oblong, obovate, tapering to a sheathing stalk.’

Sander.

CYCLOBdTHRA: Calochortus.

CYCLOLdMA (Greek for circle and border, from the
encircling wing of the calyx). Chenopodidceae. One
weedy herb, C. alnplicifblium, Coulter (C. platyphyl-
lum, Moq.), of sandy soils from Mmn

,
west and south,

which was once intro as the “cyclone plant,” since the
plant is a tumble-weed or rolls before the wind when
it is matured and becomes detached from the soil. The
lant is a much-branched rank-growing annual, 1-2 ft.

igh, pubescent or nearly glabrous, with narrow but
flat and sinuate lvs., and Dractless fls. in an open
panicle. The fls. are very small, perfect or sometimes

lacking the stamens; calyx 5-cleft, the lobes strongly
keeled and becoming winged and inclosing the seed
Plant not fleshv or jointed.

CYCLOPHORUS (Greek, circle-bearing). Polypodi-
aceas. An E Indian and Malaysian genus of simple-
lvd. ferns, related to some species of Polypodium. The
genus is characterized by having creeping scaly root-
stocks, simple lvs usually densely covered with star-

shaped scales, at least on the back. The son are round,
naked, and placed so closely together as to appear often
completely to cover the back of the If. The venation
consists of a very fine close network difficult to dis-

tinguish. Often listed in trade under Polypodium

Lingua, Desv. {Niphdbolus Lingua, Spreng ) Lvs. 6-
12 m long, on short stalks, the If.-blades thick, leathery,
narrowly oblong, 4-8 m long. 1-2 in. broad, densely
covered beneath with rusty white scales. Var. corym-
bifera, Hort. A form with the tips of the lvs. much
forked, making the blade much broader than in the
type Var. varieg&ta. Hort. A form with “light yellow
lines about Ysva. wide and %m. apart, running across

the fronds at right angles to the midrib.” See also

Polypodium. R. C. Benedict.

CYCN6CHES (Greek, swan's neck, referring to the
shape of the column). Orchiddceae. Epiphytic orchids,

requiring warmhouse treatment when growing.
rseudobulbs fusiform: lvs. plicate

-

fls. of 2 sexes, the
perianth alike, the lip entire, or that of the staminate
very different, with tne sepals and petals narrower, the
lip clawed and with finger-like projections from the
side, the column much elongated and arched; pol-

lmia 2 Both sexes may be produced in the same plant.

A third form of fl., usually perfect, occasionally appears;
this is intermediate between the others —About a dozen
species of Trop. Amer.

A. Perianth alike m both sexes; lip entire.

chlorochilon, Klotzsch Pseudobulbs 5-7 in tall. lvs.

lanceolate* raceme erect, 2- or 3-fld
;
fls 4-6 in. across:

sepals and petals yellowish green, acute, the lateral

sepals broader than the dorsal, lip obovate or elliptic,

acute, a dark green depression near the triangular erect

callus. Venezuela. G.C. Ill 3:145 IH 35:65. R.
1:39. J.H. 111.35:285. Gn. 49, p. 403; 51:172.

ventriedsum, Batera. Pseudobulbs 8-10 in. tall: lvs.

lanceolate - raceme drooping, 4-6-fld.; fls 4-5 in. across;
sepals and petals yellowish green, acute, the petals
broader than the sepals, lip white, cordate, acuminate,
clawed, a black callus at tne junction of the claw with
the lip. Guatemala.

aa. Perianth differing in the sexes; lip with finger-like

lateral projections.

afireum, Lmdl. Male racemes pendulous, 8-12-fla
;

fls. 2-3 m. across, yellow, red-spotted; sepals and petals

similar, the former spreading, the latter reflexed; lip

clawed, the dilated middle giving rise to a number of
projections, forked at the ena. Cent. Amer. J.F. 3:264.

pentadfictylon, Lindl. Male racemes usually pendu-
lous, many-fld.; sepals and petals greenish yellow
barred with brown; lip white, red-spotted, with 5
finger-like projections; female racemes erect, few-fld.;

sepals and petals broader than in the male fls., spotted;
lip ovate, entire. Brazil. B.R. 29:22. J.H. III. 62:
305. OR. 8 312.

pemvi&na, Rolfe. Maleracemes pendulous, many-fld ;

sepals and petals light green, copiously brown-spotted;
lip, with its projections, white. Peru. Lind. 7:301.

C densifidrum, Rolfe Male racemes pendulous, many-fld., the
fls greenish with purple blotches, female racemes short, erect, 2-fld ,

the sepals and petals green, tho lip ivory-white. Colombia. 0 R.
17 204, 20 - 331. BM 8268—C. maculdtum, Lindl. Male racemes
pendulous, the sepals and petals light yellowish green, spotted with
red-purple, the lip white Mex. 0. 1910 104 O.R. 17 . 273 , 20 : 315.

George V. Nash.
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CYDfSTA (Greek, kydistos, most glorious; alluding

to the beautiful flowers). Bignomdceae. Ornamental
vines, grown for their beautiful flowers

Evergreen shrubs, climbing by If.-tendrils . lvs.

opposite, with 2 lfts
,
the rachis elongated into a simple

slender tendril, sometimes wanting fls in terminal or

axillary panicles, sometimes 2, calyx campanulato-
turbinate, truncate or with 5 short teeth; corolla funnel-

form-campanulate, with imbricate lobes, stamens 4,

inclosed, with spreading anther-cells, disk wanting;

ovary linear, with numerous ovules m 2 rows caps,

linear, septicid, with numerous, nearly orbicular, winged
seeds —One or 2 species in the W. Indies and S Amer.
Closely allied to Bignonia, but easily distinguished by
its simple slender tendrils, by the paniculate fls

,
the

usually truncate calyx and the wanting disk. Suited

for cult m tropical and subtropical regions only and
as a stove plant in the N. For cult, and prop., see

Bignoma.
aequinocti&lis, Miers (Bignbma arqmnortidlis, Linn ).

High climbing lfts ovate to ovate-oblong, obtuso-

acummate, undulate, lustrous, reticulate, 3-4 in. long;

petioles n~%in long, calyx campanulate-turbmate,
truncate; corolla white or pink, with dark pink or pur-

plish veins, 2/2 m long W. Indies, Brazil —The B
sequmoctiaLu var. (B R. 9 : 741) with yellow fls in elonga-

ted racemes is Anemopsegma Chamberlaymi
,
Bur

^

&
Schum (Bignoma Chamberlaymi, 8ims B.M.2148. F S.

3:235. P.M. 14 3) See page 502. Alfred Rehder.

CYDONIA (the fruits known to the Romans as Mala
Cydoma, apples from Cydon, now Canea, m Crete).

Rosacex, subfamily Pbrnex Quince Shrub or small

tree, grown for its fruit, which is much used for preserves

and sometimes baked
Branches unarmed: lvs. deciduous, alternate, peti-

oled, stipulate, entire fls white or light pink, rather

large, terminal on short leafy brancnlets, petals 5;

stamens numerous, styles 5, free, ovary 5-celled, c^lls

with many ovules: fr a 5-celled, many-seeded pome.

—

One species from Persia to Turkestan The genus

Chacnomeles, often included under Cydoma, is easily

distinguished by the serrate or crenate chartaceous

lvs. and the connate styles

1184 Twig of common quince

—

Cydonia obiooga Showing where the
fruit was borne at a and b. (XH)

The quince, though not without orna-
mental merit, particularly in spring
when studded with its large pinkish flow-
ers and again in autumn when loaded

with its golden fragrant fruits, is rarely planted as an
ornamental shrub, but chiefly, though not very exten-
sively, grown for its fruit which is made into preserves.
It is of slow growth and prefers heavy and rather moist
soil. It may be propagated by seeds stratified and sown
in spring, but is usually increased by cuttings of one-
to four-year-old wood

;
taken m fall and stored until

spring in sand or moss m a cellar or frame; also by layers
and budding, or by grafting on vigorous growing varie-
ties. See Quince. *

obl6nga. Mill. (C . Cyddnia, Pers C vulgdris, Pers.

Piiru$ Cydbma, Linn ). Quince. Fig 1184. Shrub or
small tree to 15, rarely to 25 ft

,
with slender, spineless

branches, lvs. oval or oblong
?
rounded or slightly cor-

date at the base, acute, entire, villous-pubescent be-
neath, 2-4 in long: fls. white or light pink. 2 in across:

fr. large, yellow, villous, pyriform or globular. May;
fr m Sept, and Oct. Cent and E Asia. Gn. 33, p.

491 FSR 2, p. 379’ 3, p. 283. Seeds have muci-
laginous and demulcent properties. Var. pyrif6rmis,

Rehd. (C vulg&ris var pyrijbrmis, Kirchn ) Fr.

pear-shaped, the typical form Var lusit&nica. Schneid.
(C luntdnica, Mill ) Fr pear-shaped and ribbed lvs.

larger, of more vigorous growth Var. maliffirmis,

Schneid. (C malxfbrmis. Mill.). Fr. apple-shaped.
Var pyramidillis, Sehneia. Of pyramidal habit. Var.
marmor&ta, Schneid. Lvs whitish and yellow vari-

egated For pomological varieties, see Quince

For Cydonia japdmea, Pers., C. Mail lei, Moore, and C nntnsis,
Thomo, ** Chsnomeies. Alfred Redder.

CYMBlDIUM (boat, from the Greek, referring to the
shape of the lip). Orchiddceae. Handsome epiphytal,

rarely terrestrial orchids, requiring warmhou.se con-
ditions

Stems pseudobulbous or not so’ lvs coriaceous, long,

rarely short, persistent, sepals and petals sub-equal,

labeilum usually tn-lobed, adnate to the base of the
column, column erect; pollima 2 —Species 30 and
more, tropical or subtropical, found on mountains at

high elevations in Asia, and a few species in Afr.

and Austral
These are among the most decorative of orchids

when m bloom, and are attractive all the time owing
to the graceful foliage seen on well-grown specimens
There are now many handsome species and varieties

and these in their turn have produced, at the hands
of the hybridizer, many fine decorative plants, so that

a house of cymbidiums produces flowers most of the
time, and these last many weeks m full beauty There
are few orchids whose flowers last so loi g, and the
spikes of bloom, often 2 to 3 feet in length, are useful

for decorative purposes of all kinds, either on the plants

or eut The recent species, C msiqne, is the most
beautiful of all and has already lent itself to hybridiza-
tion, so that to the very many known hybrids C.
insigne will soon add its influence and coloring—Cul-
tivated cymbidiums are terrestrial, with thick fleshy

roots best contained in pots A portion of tough fibrous

loam should be added to the osmundine, about half of

each with plenty of broken charcoal to keep the whole
porous The plants will do well for years without dis-

turbance at the roots, but when this is necessary, great
care must be taken not to injure them Division is, m
fact, very difficult to accomplish when the pots are
full of roots, and it is best practice to pot the plant in

a larger receptacle if the roots arc healthy, washing out
loose earth and removing dead portions of roots first

Cymbidiums may be grown in a temperature of 50°

aa a minimum m winter, must not be subjected to
strong sunlight after March, and never allowed to

become dry at the roots, as these are more or less active,

even in winter Being terrestrial, weak manure-water
may be applied during active growth. Many species

thrive well when planted out in large palm ana fern

houses among rocks arranged in a natural manner, and
when the plants are placed so that the flower-spikes
are on a level with the vision, they have a charming
effect for many weeks when in bloom, and the environ-
ment suits them well. Of the few well-marked species,

there axe many forms that have been collected and when
flowered in cultivation, proved distinct. These m
some cases have been called new species, but are now
being better understood

;
some prove to be natural hy-

brids, others are varieties. (E. 0. Orpet.)

a. Fla. white.

•burneum, Lindl. Sts. tufted: lvs. distichous at
base, 1 or 2 ft. long, linear or lorate, bifid at apices:
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peduncles not so long as the lvs
,
few-fld.; fls about 3

in acioss, ivory-white, sometimes tinged with rose;

sepals and petals oblong-lanceolate; lip 3-lobed with a

f
olden yellow ridge running down the center Khasia
Iills, at an elevation of 5,000-6,000 ft. B.R. 33 *67.

B M. 5126. Gn. 46, p. 398. G C. III.

35:99 Var. Goodsoni&num, Hort. Fls

white, with broad rose-purple band down
middle of lip. Var. Dayinum, Hort (C.

Day&num, fteichb. C eburneum Ddyi
,

Jenm ). Lvs. longer and narrower: lip with
a row of purple spots each side of disk.

aa. Fls. not white.

b. Infl. arching or erect.

c. Sepals and petals veined with red

,

brown or purple.

d Ground-coUjr of sepals and
petals not white

e. Middle lobe of lip purple-maroon,
margined yellow.

Lowi&num, Reichb f. Pseudobulbs oblong: lvs. 2-3

ft long, linear-acute, recurved racemes many-fld
;

fls. about 20 in number, 3-4 in across, sepals and petals

oblong-lanceolate (lateral ones sub-falcate), greenish

yellow marked with brown, lateiai lobes of lip yellow-

ish, midlobe reflexed, purple-maroon, margined with
yellow' Burma Gn 48, p. 263. Gng. 5.73 A F.

34 1089 R B 30 276. Var. Mandaiitnum, Hort. (C.

Mandmdnum, Hort ), has yellow fis.

ee Middle lobe of lip yellow, spotted.

gigantfcum, Wall. Fig. 1185 Fls. dull purple (brown-
ish, or yellowish green striped with purple), sepals and
petals oblong, the petals narrow and shorter, midlobe
of hp reflexed, yellow, spotted with red, lateral lobes

yellowish green. Nepal B M 4844 P M 12*241

Traceyftnum, Hort Pseudobulbs and foliage as in

C giganteum’ racemes 3-4 ft long, ascending, 15-20-

fld
,

fls 4-5 m. across, sepals and petals greenish yel-

low, lined with crimson; middle lobe of lip oblong,

reflexed, crisped, cream-white, crimson-spotted Burma
CO 4 II B 29*25.—By some considered a natural

hybrid between C grandijloium and C. giganteum.

dd Ground-color of sepals and petals white, flushed i ose

insfgne, Rolfe (C. Sdnderi, Hort C. insigne Sdn-
den, Hort ) Lvs up to 3 ft long* infl long, ascending;

fls. rosy white; sepals and petals elliptic; lip marked
with lines of purple dots, the middle lobe short, obtuse,

emargmate;cfisk yellow CO 10 BM.8312 0.1911.
64. R.B. 33*53. RH 1907*496. GC III 37:115.

cc. Sepals and petals not veined.

tigrinum, Parish. Lvs. oblong-lanccolate* peduncles
•lender, 3-6-fld.; sepals and petals linear-oblong, acute,

green, spotted at base, petals often paler and with more
spots than the sepals, lip with yellow, red-brown
striped lateral lobes; midlobe white, transversely
streaked with purple. Burma. B.M.5457. AG 22 715

grandifl&rum, Griff. (C Hookenhnurn, Reichb f

)

Lvs about 2 ft. long, acute, peduncle arching above,
erect at base; fls from 6-12, large, sepals and petals
oblong, greenish, hp yellow, spotted with purple. Sik-
kim. B M. 5574.

bb. Infl pendulous.

pendulum, Swartz The leathery lvs distichous, 2-3
ft long, broadly linear* fls yellowish; side lobes and
midlobe of hp rose-color; the disk more or less white
with yellow crests; sepals and petals narrowly oblong,
with a purple median line. E Indies

Finlaysoni&num, Lmdl (C pendulum. Lindl ) Lvs.
ensiform raceme many-fld

;
sepals and petals linear-

oblong, obtuse, dull yellow, semetimes with a reddish
median line, lateral lobes of lip cumson; imdlobe white,
tipped with crimson Malaysia. Var. atropurp&reum,
Hort. Lvs. nanower, racemes longer, with larger fls

sepals and petals purplish, front lobe of lip white, spot-

ted with purple Borneo
C Alexdnderi, Hort Hybrid between C eburneo-Lowianum X

C insigne—C alotfMiurn, Swartz Raceme** many-fld , arched, fls.

pale purple, black-striped K Indies—C Bathduum, Hort Nat-
ural hybjid betwten C eburneum xC Master**n — C Cftlmanse,

Hort Hybrid between C eburneo-TjowiamimxC eburneum
Paynnum —C Cravenmnum, Hort Hybrid between C I/Owianum
XC Traeeytinum —C Dernmdnum, Paxt Racemes many-fld.
pendulous, sepals and petals greenish or reddish yellow, spotted
or lined with purple, hp purple India CO 8 —C eburneo-
gignnttum, Hort Hybrid between C eburneum xC giganteum.

—

C elurtuo-Bawidnum, Hort Hybrid between C eburneum X
C Ijowianum—C enmfdhum, Swartz Lvs ensiform, aeute
racemes many-fld ,

fls greenish yellow, purple-veined, sepals and
petals linear-oblong, acute, lipspotted India Japan BM 175 —
C erythrostuhim, Rolfe Sepals and petals white, hp yellowish
white, lined red-purple, column crimson Annam B M 8131.
GC III 40 2X0

—

C galtonenst, Hort Hybrid between C
LowianumxC Traceyanum —C Gammiednum, Rolfe Supposed
tobeanatural hybrid between C giganteumxC elegaus GC III
38 427—C glebeland*tnw, Hort Hybrid between C Schroeden
XC m«igne —C Gottumum, Hort Hybrid between C e*burneum
XC m-igne Sanden Fls whit*., the sepals with a faint greenish
tinge, the lip blotchcel with ruby-purple GC III 49 180

—

C.
Holfordianum, Hurt Hybrid between C grandiflorum xC ebur-
neum—C IlMmcsit

, Hort Hybrid between C Mastersn X C gigan-
teum—C Huttomi, Hook f =Grammangis

—

C langlei/finse,

Hort Hybrid between C LowianumxC Devonianum Sepals
and petals greenish brown, the hp marked with reddish brown
GC III 49 146—C Undleyi= (? )

—C longifdhum, Don Lvs
linear, acuminate racemes subercct , fls alxmt 12, sepals and petals
green, striped brownish purple, the sepals oblong, the dorsal one
blonder and incurved, lip with the lateral lobes purple-lined, the
middle lobe and disk white Himalayas GM 54 472 —

C

lowgrinum, Hort Hybrid bet w'een C LowianumxC tigrinum —
C Ldu'i-grnndiflorum, Hort Hybrid between C LowianumxC
grandiflorum

—

C Ldui-Mdstersit, Hort Hybrid between C Lowi-
nnumXC Mastersn—C Mdstcrsi i, Griff ==Cyperorchis—C Pd-
mh’i var bdnderw, Rolfe (C Sanderae, Hort ) Sepals and
jietals nory-white, the front lobe of lip hea\ily blotched with
erimsou-purple, the crests orange-yellow Burma G C III
35 338—C Paulwehn. Hort —C insignexC Lowianum concolor—C ptinvlum, Rolfe Scape 4-6 in long, many-fld , sepals light
reddish brown, lip white with red-brown spots, disk and keels
bright yellow China—C rhodochilum, Rolfe A striking plant
iaceme many-fld , sepals and petals pale green; the latter with
darker green spots, lip with the lateral lobes pale green, margined
crimson, the middle lobe obtordate, crimson, with a yellow central
band which is green-spotted Madagascar B M. 7932-3. O R.
14 209 A F 18 810. GC III 37 378 Gn 61, p 383 —C. rose-
ficldtnse, Hort Hybrid between C Traceyanum xC grandiflorum.—C iS*dmfers«mt=“Ansellm—C Schruderi, Rolfe Petals and
sepals lanceolate, green, lined and dotted with reddish brown,
lip light yellow striped with brown Annam

—

C Sivwnsidnum,
Ruiz & Prantl Sepals and petals grayish white, streaked blood-red
in the center, lip white, streaked blood-red, the middle lobe revo-
lute, w’lth a yellow blotch Assam B M 7863 —C Steppcdnum,
Pynsprt Hybrid between Cyperorchis Mastersn xCymbidium
giganteum Sepals and petals yellow ish green, the hp white marked
brown and yellow K B 36 397 —C. Veitchn, Hort Hybrid
between C eburneum xC Lowianum Fls fragrant, about 5 in
across, sepals and petals white, tinted yellow, hp white, tinted yel-
low*, with a large V-shaped purple-crimson spot on the middle lobe.
G C III 47 407 O R 12 369, 16 325 C O 1 —C nrfscens, Lmdl.
Sepals and petals greenish, the hp yellow, red-blotched Japan—
C Wigam&num, Hort Hybrid between C eburneum x C Tracey-
anum .—C WVsonit, Hort Sepals and petals green, indistinctly
marked at base with lines of reddish dots, hp cream, the lateral
lobes lined with sepia-brown and reddish markings on the front
lobe Cmna G C III 35 157 —C WinniAnum, Hort Hybrid
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between C. giganteum X C. eburneum. Racemes 10-15-fld.; fla.

about 4 m. across, sepals and petals ivory-white, hp ivory-white,
spotted with crimson. O.R. 1 361, 12 369 GM 51179—
C. Woodhammanum, Hort Hybrid between C Lowiunum X
C Veitchn G 30 107 —C. woodlandense, Hort Hybrid between
C TraceyanumxC Mastersu

—

C Zaletktdnum

,

Hort. Natural
hybrid between C. giganteum X C. grandiflorum.

Georgb V. NASH.f

CYMBOPfTALUM (Latin, signifying boat-petal
,

from the shape of its petals) Annondcex. A group of

S
lants remarkable for the fragrance of their aromatic
owers.
Flowers with the 3 inner petals having the margin

incurved somewhat like the upper part of the human
ear, the several-ovuled
carpels forming a clus-

ter issuing from a
globose mass of sta-

mens: fr. in the form
of separate oblong
berries borne on the
hardened torus or re-

ceptacle and resemb-
ling that of our papaw
(Asimina triloba ).

—

Several species, all of

them endemic in Trop
Amer. Among the
species thus far de-
scribed are C. brasil-

terms, Benth. (Uvana
brasiliensis, Velloso )

.

C. pendidiflorum, Baill.

(Unona penduliflora,
Dunal). C. longipes,

Diels, and C stenophyl-

lum, Donnell Smith.

pendulifldrum, Baill.

XoCHINACAZTLI. TEO-
nacaztli Sacred
Earflower of the
Aztecs. Orejuela.
Flor de la Oreja.
Mexican Earflower.
Figs. 1186, 1187. A
shrub or small tree
with distichous, mem-
branaceous, subsessile lvs. oblanceolate m form, sub-
cordate and usually unequal at the base, acute at the
apex, solitary fls borne on long slender peduncles
issuing from the internodes of the smaller branches:
sepals broadly ovate or suborbicular, cuspidate, reflexcd

at length; outer petals similar to the sepals but much
larger; inner petals thick and fleshy, their margin
involute, causing them to resemble a human ear —
The pungently aromatic fls. when fresh are greenish
yellow, with the inner surface of the inner petals inclin-

ing to orange-color, at length turning brownish purple
or maroon, breaking with a bright orange-colored
fracture. The tree is planted for the sake of its fra-

grant fls., the petals of which are dried and are used
medicinally as well as for imparting a spicy flavor to
food. They were used by the ancient Mexicans before
the intro, of cinnamon and other spices from the E.
Indies for flavoring their chocolate. Though described
by Hernandez more than two centuries ago, the botani-
cal identity of the xochinacaztli remained unknown
until quite recently (see Smithsonian Report for 1910,

pp. 427-431, 1911). This species is native of the mts.
of S. Mex and Guatemala. A closely related species,

C. stenophyllum, Donnell Smith, was discovered by
Capt John Donnell Smith m the Dept of Quetzal-
tenango, Guatemala; and another species, C. cos-

tancense, Safford (Asimina costaricensis, Donnell Smith)
was collected by Adolfo Tonduz in the Dept, of Tala-
manca. Costa Rica, in April, 1894. Steps have been
taken by the Bureau of Plant Industry to intro, into

the U. S. C. pendulijlorum, seeds of which have been
sent from Guatemala by the American Consul-General,
George A. Bucklin. The other Cent American spe-

cies, as well as C. brasiliense, recently collected by
Henry Pittier m Venezuela, are equally worthy of

cult, in greenhouses and in the warmer regions of

Fla., Calif, and the Island possessions.

W. E. Safford.

CYMBOP6GON (Greek kumbo
,
a cup, and pogon

t

beard). Graminex Oil-producing grasses.

The genus resembles Andropogon, of which it is

considered by some a subgenus, but differs in having
some of the lower pairs of spikelets in each
spike staminate The spike-like racemes are

borne in pairs at the ends of the short branches
of the mfl and are subtended by a somewhat
inflated sheath —About 40 species, mostly of

the tropics of the Old World Several species

furnish essential oils and some are cult for

that purpose They are
known under the general

name of oil grasses or

lemon grasses. Some of

the more important are.

C. Schcendnthus, Spreng
Camel Hay. Fig 1188.

G.W 14 399; C Ndrdus,
Rendle Citronella
Grass Gn 12.495, C.

citrdtus
,

DC. Lemon
Grass Gn 12 495
For a full account of

these, see Kew Bull.

Misc. Inf. No 8, 1906.

See also Vetivena.

A. S Hitchcock.

cynAnchum
(Greek, dog strangle

)

Asclepiadacex Herbace-
ous or sometimes half

woody at the base, twi-

ning, sometimes seen in

gardens.
In the restricted sense

as limited by Bentham
<k Hooker, perhaps 25
species differing from
Vmcetoxicum in having
a scale or ligule on the
inside of each of the 5

parts of the crown lvs

opposite, cordiform or

hastate: fls small, in

umbelliform or racemi-
form cymes; calyx 5-

parted
;

corolla nearly
rotate, deeply 5-cut, the

lobes oblong or round-
ish; corona membranaceous, adnate to the stamen-
tube, cup-shaped or at base ringed, 5-lobed opposite

the anthers and with inner scales or small lobes

follicles rather fleshy, acuminate and smooth —The
genus is mostly of S. Eu

,
Afr., Asia and Austral

Schumann in Engler & Prantl combines Vmcetoxicum
and other genera with it, making more than 100 spe-

cies m the warmer parts of both hemispheres. Vince-

toxicum is here kept distinct.

acuminatifdlium, Hemsl. ( Vmcetdxicum acumindtum,
Decne. V japdnicurn, Hort ) Mosquito Plant
Cruel Plant. Perennial: erect or nearly so, or the tips

showing a somewhat twining habit -

sts grayish and
more or less angular* lvs. opposite, broadly ovate and
acuminate, short-petioled, strongly pinnate-veined,

entire, usually conspicuously gray-pubescent beneath:

1186. Cymbopetalum penduli-
florum. (XH)

1187 Cymbopetalum
penduliflorum
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fl -clusters lateral (1-2 between the Ivs ), shorter than
the lvs

;
fls white, small, in umbel-like cymes fr. a

milkwerd-like follicle Japan —In the fls mosquitos
and other insects are caught, much as they aie in other
asdepiadaceous plants The native Amsoma Taberme-
montana is sometimes sold as this plant, and it has been
figured as such. This plant attracted
attention some ycais ago as a curi-

ous garden subject Other species

are mentioned in foreign gaidenmg
literature, but they are apparently
not in the American trade C acutum
Linn

,
with coidate smooth lvs and

white or l ose-oolored fiagiant fls
,
is

a climber in H Eu
,
reaching 10 or 12

ft C formdsnm, N E Br
,

is gla-

brous, with petiolato ovate, elliptic or

oblong-ovate acuminate lvs fls in

large* lateral pedunculate cymes, co-
rolla pale green, deeply lobed, corona
tubular - bell - shaped, 15 - crenulate,

prominent Peru L JI. B.

CfNARA (involucre spines
likened to a dog’s tooth).

Composite. Aktk iioke and
Cakdoon

Thistle-like perennial herbs,

mostly coarse, and sometimes
prickK lvs commonly huge,
vanousl> lobed or pinn.it lsect:

head large, tei initiating im-
portant branches, the corollas

violet, blue, or white, in-

volucre broad or nearly glob-

ular, with bracts in many
series and more or less en-
larged at the base, receptacle
fleshy and plane, bristly, co-

loll.i slender-tubed, 5-parted,
not ligulate fr a thick gla-

brous compressed or 4-angled
ach(*ne with a tunicate apex
—Ten or a dozen speci<*s

in the Medit region and
Canary hsls

,
two of which

are grown as garden
vegetables

Cardunculus, Linn Cardoon
(which see) Robust, to 6 ft

tall and more st grooved lvs

very large, deeply pmnatihd,
grayish green above and whitish
beneath, prominently spiny
heads purple -fid

,
with sharp-

pointed scales S Eu
,
but ex-

tensively run wild on the pampas
of S Amer. B M 3211.—In
cult

,
the thickened If -stalks or

ribs are blanched and used as a
pot-herb, and the root is also

edible

Scfilymus, Linn Artichoke
(which see) Not so stout,

usually 3-5 ft *lvs less pinnatifac

and spiny, scales of in-

volucre broad, thickened
at base, unarmed* heads
larger than in <7 Cardunc-
ulus, the receptacle en-
larged and fleshy —Probably
last

Flowers in slender digitate spikes; spikelets 1-fld.^

compressed, awnless, sessile in 2 rows along one side
of a slender laehis —Species 4, in warm regions

dfictylon, Pers (Caf/iwla ddetylon, Kiintze) Bjor-
muda-Guash Wire-Grass Fig 1189 Sts flattened,
slender, creeping and rooting at the nodes, producing

numerous slender or
stout ci e e p i n g root-
stocks blades hairy
around the base, spikes
4-5, l-l 3 j ni long Dept
Ague

,
Div Agrost 20

99 —A native of the
wai mer parts of the Old
World, now widely dis-

tubuted in the warmer
arts of the western
icmispheie Cult as a
pastuie and lawn grass
in the southern states
Often a troublesome
weed in cult ground A
fine-lvd foi m with run-
ners above giound, much
used in the S for lawns,
is called St Lucie grass
In Eu tin* stolons arc
said to be used medici-
nally like couch-grass,
principally as a diui otic

C imont/Mux, Nee« Hi i s
Coi ch-Cju

\

iss Occurs m l
1

and S> Afr md d o New S
\V«il< s, w lu ro it is use <1 m a
piistun (.miss It is reported
as poisoning stork, .it ci rtain
btatfosoi its growth producing
hydrocyanic (jirussir) acid

A S lllTCHCOt K

derivative of the

L. II. B.

C^NODON (Greek kuon, a dog, and odons, a tooth).
Gramlneie Low creeping perennials, used for lawns
and pasture.

60

CYNOGLOSSUM
(Greek, hound's Unique

,

from the shape and soft
surface of the.lvs of the
c om m o n o s t species )

.

Borragmdusp A widely
dispersed genus of little

horticultural interest,

being mostly tall, coarse,
weedy herbs Lvs alter-

nate fls. always in elon-
gated, often 1 -sided
racemes- Species 75 C.
officinale, Linn

,
Fig

1190 (stick-tight), has a
bur that becomes at-

tached to clothing and to

fleece of sheep It is a
biennial weed, natural-
ized from the Old World

;

grows about 2 ft high m pastures and waste places of
the Atlantic states, and has soft-pubescent, lanceolate
lvs

,
and dull red-purple (sometimes white) fls. m pam-

eied racemes. Root and herbage possess medicinal prop-
erties C. grande, Douglas Once cult, from Calif
as a hardy border perennial;
grows about 2 ft high, with
lower lvs ovate -oblong, or
somewhat heart-shaped at the

1189. Cynodon dactylon. (Natural size )
baM

/
arute or acuminate, 4-8

in long, on maigmed petioles
of about the same length upper lvs
smallei, ovate to lanceolate, abruptly
contracted into shorter winged petioles*
fls violet or blue For C app< nninum,
Linn

,
see Solenanthus A new plant,

C. furc&tum, Wall
,
has recently been

1190 Bur of

Hound's tongue
or stick-tight.

(XI X)
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intro. It is a hairy herb, 1-3 ft. high, with large lvs. and
numerous blue ns. in clusters as in forget-me-not.

India FIs. in June. See page 3567
C amdbile, Stapf & Drummond. Allied to C. furcatum, but

has larger fls. Perennial. S W. China. BAYLOR f

CYN6RCHIS (Greek for dog orchid). OrchiMcese.

Terrestrial orchids, grown in the warmhouse.
Flower-clusters loose; sepals and

petals similar, or the petals smaller,

spreading; lip spreading, 3-5-lobed,

spurred; anther short, with 2 points,

between which arises the middle lobe

of the beak.— About 25 species, of

the Mascarene Islands ana tropical

Africa.

The following have beon in cult C com

-

pdcta, Reichb f Fls white, the disk of lip

red-spotted Natal B M 8053 OH 19 265.

—C Lowidna, Reichb f Lateral sepals light

green, the lip bright rose-purple, the spur
elavate Madagascar B M 7551 ( as C.
purpuraseens) O R 10 273 G C. Ill 43
184

—

C Mdrlandn, Rolfe Racemes 5-9-fld.;

fls medium-sized, lilac Mozambique — C.
purpurdscens, Thomas Fls numerous in a
spike-like raceme or head, rose, with the disk
of the lip white Mascarene Isis B M. 7852.
O R 14 305, 15 121, 10 272 G C. Ill 29:
87,35 227 —C villdsa, Rolfe Raceme spike-
like, densely fld , fls rose-purple, the sepals
glandular-hairy Madagascar B M. 7845

George V Nash.

CYNOSURUS (Greek kuon, a dog,
and oura

,
a tail). Gramines'. Dog’s-

tail-Grass Cespitose grasses with
flat blades and spike-like panicles,

two species of which are cultivated as

ornamental grasses and m lawns and
pastures

Spikclcts of 2 forms in small fas-

cicles, the terminal spikelets perfect,

fhe lower sterile, consisting of several

empty glumes.—Species about 6, in the north temper-
ate regions of the Old World.

crist&tus, Linn. Crested Dog’s-tail. Fig 1191.

Perennial, 1-2 ft.: spike 1-3 in long; awns shorter than
the lemmas. Eu. Dept. Agric., Div. Agrost. 20:146.
—Sometimes used m mixtures of lawn or pasture

1191. Cynosurus
enstatus. ( X M)

tail. S. Brazil. Uruguay. Argentine B.R. 949 (as

Moroea) and B M. 2599 (as Tigndia) show very distinct

colors, but Baker says there is a lilac variety

plflmbea, Lindl. Three to 4 ft
,
the st glaucous,

round and thickish: lvs not very close together, sheath-
ing at the base, plicate and glaucous* ns fleeting, at
their best early in the morning, not unlike those of

Ins versicolor, and the same color; style slender, broad-
ening at the apex into a spur-like appendage Trop. S
Amer.—Has been offered under the name C. platensis,

which is otherwise unknown in botanical and horti-

cultural literature.

aa Style appendages pelal-like, flat.

peruviana, Baker Lvs 6-9 m. long, linear, narrowed

g
radually from the middle both ways, glabrous, plaited

.

s 2-3 in a solitary stalked cluster, soon withering,
chiefly yellow; segms with a distinct long claw and a
proportionately shorter and broader blade and a shorter
cusp, at the base spotted brown. Peiu B M. 6213

N Taylor |

CYPERORCHIS (Cyperus and Orchis, from the
scdgc-like appearance) Orchiddces Epiphytic orchids,

thriving in the waimhouse.
Very closely allied to Cymbuhum, fiom which it

differs in the narrower sepals and petals which are con-
nivent to the middle or beyond, thus preventing the
full expansion of the fl

,
and by the straight narrow

lip —There are 3 species, natives of the Himalayas
and the Khasia Hills.

41egans, Blume Fig. 1192 Pseudobulbs short, 2-3
in long, lvs linear, up to 20 in long, streaked, pale
yellow-green raceme many-fld

,
dense, pendulous, fls

yellow, 1H“2 m across, sepals and petals linear-

oblong, the recuived tips acute; lip cuneate, 3-lobed, the
middle lobe oblong, short, obtuse, disk with 2 raised
orange lines Himalayas. B M. 7007

M&stersii, Benth (Cymbidium Mdstersn, Griff)
Pseudobulbs 4-10 in long: lvs. up to 2y2 ft long,

acute, racemes 6-10-fld
,
fls about 2 in across, almond-

scented, ivory-white; sepals and petals oblong-linear,
lip usually spotted loso-purple, the lateral lobes lound-
lsh-oblong, the middle lobe undulate, reflexed, oval,

Diegans, Desf. Annual, 6-18 m.: panicle loose, 1-

sided, about 1 m long; awns silky, longer than the
lemmas, sometimes as much as 1 in. Eu—Used for

dry bouquets. A. S Hitchcock

CfNTHIA: Knyia.

CYPELLA (application obscure). Indacex.
South American bulbs, resembling Iris

Half-hardy, bulb tunicate: lvs radical or

cauhne: fls 1-3 from a spathe, yellow, orange
or blue; segms free, narrow or broadly un-
guiculate, the outer ones spreading and the inner erect

and somewhat recurved at the apex. The genus differs

from Iris and Moraca in its stigmas, which are neither

petal-like nor filiform, but erect, and in the anthers,

which are broad, erect, not curved, bearing the pollen

on their edges, also m the plaited lvs. Perhaps a half-

dozen species —The bulbs should be set out in spring,

lifted in fall and stored over winter Prop by offsets or

by seed, which should be sown as soon as npe. The
blue-fid species are presumably equally worthy of cult.

For the still showier C. c&rulea, see Manca.

a Style appendages spur-like.

HSrbertii, Herb. Lvs. about 1 ft. long/linear, acumi-
nate, twice plaited, the angles of the plaits winged:
scape 2-3 ft. high, erect, flexuose, glaucous, branched,
many-fld

;
fls 3 in across, chiefly yellow, odorless, soon

withering; outer segms bearing a rather long cusp or

1192 Cyperorchis elegans

(XM)

disk with 2 raised orange
lines. Sikkim and Khasia
Hills. BR 31:50. F.M.
1879:346; 1880:391. Lind. 5:222 J.F 3 : 289. O.
1910:8. George V. Nash.

CYPfcRUS (ancient Greek name). Cyperdees.

.

A
large genus of tne sedge family, inhabiting Doth tropical

ana temperate regions. The species in cult are all

perennials from rootstocks or tubers lvs grass-like

st. simple and mostly naked above fls peifect, without
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perianth, borne in small, compressed spikes, which are

variously aggregated in compound umbels, the latter

surrounded by foliaccous bracts ,
stylos and stamens 3.

A few are cult, in jardinieres, aquatic gardens and

aquaria Several others are pests in cult fields P 3567

INDEX.

altemifolius, 3. fertilis, 5. natalensia, 4.

compressuB, 7. flabdliformis, 2. Papyrus, 1.

conglomeratua, 8. gracilis, 3 puugens, 8
diffusUH, 6 laxua, (1 rotundus, 11.

eleganti, b longus, 10. fitrigosus, 13.

esculentus, 12. luudue, 9. vanegutua, 3.

A Basal lvs much reduced or wanting.

n. Umbel-rays nearly 100, much longer than the 3-10
mvolucral Ivs

1 Papyrus, Linn (Papyrus Anhqubrum, Willd ).

Egyptian Paper Plant Papyrus. Ospitose, strict,

tall and stout, 4-8 ft. high, st obtusely 3-angled,

smooth: mvolucral lvs only 3-10, small, 3-6 in long,

3-12 lines wide, lanceolate, acute primary rays of the

umbel very numerous, slender, fui rowed, equal and
drooping, 10-20 in long, seeondaiy hi acts prominent,

filifoim, 1-6 in long, spikelets clustered and sessile,

pale chestnut, scales obtuse, laehis strongly winged.

Egypt, Palestine On 30, p 348, 57, p 105 G M.
40 700 G W 2, p 571 —For aquaria and damp soil.

Not hardy N.

bb. Umbel-rays 2b or less.

c. Involucral Ivs very numerous, somewhat separated

,

much ext ceding the umbd, rat his scarcely winged

d Scabs broadly ovah . Ivs scabrous throughout

2 flabellifdrmis, Rottb Rhizome horizontal, sto-

loniferous, stout st stout, spongy at base, 2-4 ft high,

obtusely angled’ involucral Ivs 15-25,2-8 lines wide,

6-16 in long, strongly nerved or plicate: umbel lax,

about a third as long as involucre, spikelets very

numerous, elliptic-oblong, very flat, lustrous, 23 i~3 3^jj

lines long, scales firm, lustrous, scan ely striate, cari-

nate, barely acute, closely imbricated, pale brow n with

dark brown area on each side. Afi —Rare in American
trade Tall and palm-1ike; used b> the natives for

wickerwork, very ornamental in vater-gaidcns.

dd Scale? lanceolate Ivs scabrous only at apex

3 altemifdlius, Linn Umbrella Plant Umbrella
Palm Fig 1193 Cespitose, strict, 1-4 ft high st.

nearly terete, ribbed, smooth and slender involucral

Ivs about 20, spreading or slightly drooping, linear,

4-8 in long, 2-5 lines wide, plain umbel open, rays

only 1-3 in long, spikelets numerous, ovate-lanceolate

acute, very flat, 2 line's long, pale brown suffused with

darker brown, dull, scales tlun, very acute, somewhat
nerved Madagascar.—Much used for aquaria and
jardinieres Gn 35, p 573 A G. 17:57 V 4 159;

5 39 Var. varieg&tus, Hort. St and Ivs striated with

white, sometimes entirely white Var gr&cilis, Hort

Plant smaller and more slender’ involucral Ivs much
narrower and shorter, and not so spreading —The
above description is from Boeckeler, and from a speci-

men from Madagascar The plant in cult under the

name C altemifolius may not be that species The
Ivs are too long, too scabrous and too veiny, and the

spikelets are elliptic-oval, or oval, 2 lines long, and have
broader and more closely overlapping scales than m
the typical form. The illustrations cited are probably

of the garden plant.

cc. Involucral Ivs about 3, contiguous
,
shorter than

umbel; rachis strongly winged.

4 natalSnsis, Hochst. Rhizome long, stout and hard,

2 lines thick, scaly: st. solitary, 2-3 ft high, the size

of a goose-quill, triangular: Ivs. 2-6 in long, often

wanting; involucral Ivs. 3, only 1-3 in long- umbel
rather dense; spikelets 5-9 (rarely 12) lines long, linear-

lanceolate, scarcely compressed, rigid; scales obtuse,

not carinate, nerved, shining, pale or brownish. Natal.

—Decorative. Not hardy.

AA. Basal Ivs well developed.

B. Sts. very short, 3-5 in high, umbel-rays up to 2 ft.

long, weak, decumbent.

5. fSrtilis, Boeck. Roots fibrous: Ivs. numerous,

about equaling the st
,
3-7 lines broad, margins strongly

scabrous, mvolucral Ivs 6-7, short: rays flaccid, pendu-

lous, often rooting at apex, spikelets few, ochraccous or

olive, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, slightly

compressed, 8-10-fld
,
3-4 lines long; scales obtuse,

nerved W Afr. G W 8, p 523 —Recently intro
,
and

excellent for hanging-baskets. The umbel-rays often

bear plantlets instead of spikelets

1193. Cyperus altermfohus or umbrella plant.

bb. Sts. longer than the umbel-rays.

C. Rachis of spikelet wingless scales broad, much over-

lapping, acute or mucronate. spikelets lanceolate

or lance-oblong.

D. Involucral bracts 2-6 lines broad, about 6-12
in number.

6. difffcsus, Vahl ( C ch gans, Hort C Idxus,

Hort) Roots fibrous’ st solitary, 1-3 ft high basal

Ivs many, equaling the st
,
2-7 lines broad, margin

scabrous, involucral Ivs 4-15 in long, 2-6 lines broad,

longer than the mfl umbel diffuse, spikelets greenish

yellow or pale brown, linear oblong or ovate-lanceolate,

3-8 lines long; scales loose, soft, dull, midrib deeply

striate, cuspidate Tropics G C II 1874 99,111 13*

41.—For table decoration As now interpreted, C.

elegans, Linn
,
is a more rigid plant with narrower Ivs.

dd Involucral bracts 1 3 ^ lines broad, or less, 3-6 in

numba

E. Lvs. flaccid: mfl usually open; spikelets very flat;

scales 1 XA lines long.

7. comprSssus, Linn Roots fibrous* st. cespitose,

2-16 in. high: lvs 2-3, slightly shorter than the st

,

scabrous only near apex” umbel of several pedunculate,

sessile heads, or reduced to 1 sessile head, spikelets

lance-oblong or lance-linear, 4-12 lines long, scales soft,

carinate, acuminate, striate close Tropics —Cult, in

Eu
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ee. Lvs. rigid: mfl. congested, spikelets thicker; scales

2^/2 lines long.

8 pungens, Boock Roots of coarse lanate fibers:

st 6-20 in high, stiff, terete above lvs several, with
conspicuous, loose, brownish sheaths, equaling the st.

1194 Cyperus esculentus —Chufa.

or shorter, narrow, lA to % lines broad, thick and rigid*

umbel congested, often simple, spikelets 5-9 lines long,

lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, pale brown; scales firm,

with thm mat gins, obscurely cannate, inconspicuously
striate, apiculate, midrib obscure, close N Afr and
S W. Asia —By some authors united with C conglom-
eratic, Rottb

,
under the latter name There is some

reason to suspect that the plant in the trade under this

name may not be this species

cc Racfns of spikelet with scarious, winged margin;
scales obtuse or obtusish, less overlapping * spike-

lets linear

d Lvs thick, glossy

9. l&cidus, R Br Rhizomes short and thick* sts.

stout, 2-3 ft or even 4 ft high, sharply 3-angled lvs.

equaling the st or longer, 3-fi lines wide, margins
scabrous, mvolueral lvs 3-6, the lower very broad, often

ft. long* umbel large, lax, compound, rays many,
9 in long or less; spikelets spicate, rich deep brown,
lustrous, linear, flattish, acute, 4-6 (rarely 7-8) lines

long, wings of rachis narrow, scales loosely imbricated,
few-nerved, 2 lines long. Austral.

. dd. Lvs. thinner, duller.

E Rootstock long, stout, 2-214, lines thick.

10 16ngus, Linn Sts 2-4 ft high, acutely angled,
stoutish lvs. several, with long sheaths, about equal-
ing the culm 2-4 lines wide; margins finely scabrous;
involucral bracts very long, often 8-24 in*: umbel lax,

the rays 12 in or less long; spikelets 3-fo lines long,

linear, dull, dark chestnut-brown, rarely paler, slightly

compressed
;
scales 1 34-1 \4 lines long, scarcely carinate,

obscurely striate, midrib green. Eu —Cult m Eu.

ee. Rootstock long
,
slender, tuber-beanng

f. Scales dark reddish brown

11. rottmdus, Lmn. Nut-Grass Coco-Grass.
Rootstocks 34 nne thick: sts. 4-24 in high, bulbous,
thickened at the base, rather slender, 3-angled lvs

several, usually shoiter than the st
,
only 1-2 (rarely

3) lines wide; margins finely scabious; involueial

bracts 2-4, scarcely longer than the mfl umbel lax;

rays few, 4 in. long or less; spikelets linear, 5-12 lines

long, inconspicuously spicate on the branches, few in a
cluster, dull; scales 1% lmes long, scarcely striate,

obscurely cannate; midrib green achenes linear,

acute Tropics and subtropics.—A weed southward

ff Scales brownish chestnut or stiammeous.

12 esculentus, Lmn Chufa Fig 1194; also Fig
959. St 8 in. to 3 ft. high, stoutish lvs seveial, equal-
ing the st or slightly shorter, larely longer, 2-4 lines

wide; involucral lvs exceeding the mfl umbel open,
rays 3i~4 in long; spikelets veiy numeious, spicate on
the branches, crowded, divai irate, brownish stramin-
eous, linear, 4-12 lines long, scarcely compressed, stales

lax, scveral-nerved, dull, rarely carinate, nndnb some-
what green achenes oblong, obtuse Ttopics and sub-
tropics —A weed m sandy cult fields noithward and
southward; rarely grown for the edible tubers

eke Rootstock globular spihcUh stramineous

13 strigdsus, Lmn Running rootstocks absent, not
tuber-bearing sts rathei stout, 1-3 ft high, sharply
3-angled

,
base bulbous lvs numerous, usually equaling

the st ,2-4 lines wide, more or less scabrous, involueial

bracts 6-12 m long, usually exceeding the infi umbel
open, rays several, 6 111 long or less; spikelets very
numerous, spicate on the branches, crowded, divai irate,

linear-subulate, 5-8 lmes long, scarcely compressed;
scales 13^ to 2 lmes long, appressed, dull, stiiate,

midrib green N Amor—Haidy perennial, used for

the bonier of aquatic gardens ]Vj Wieuvnd.

1195. Cyphomandra betacea. (Xh)
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CYPHOKENTIA (allied to Kentia, differing, among
other things, in having a lateral protuberance or tumor
on the fr

,
whence the name) Palmdcex Feather-

lvd robust spineless palms, of very few species in

New Caledonia, suitable for the warrnhouse out Little

grown. The lvs are terminal and pinnate-parted, the
segms long-swordshaped and narrowed at apex, the
margins at base recurved: spathe-valves 2, deciduous,
bearing stout glabrous branching spadices; fis diclinous,

the stamens <5 or 12 fr small, globose or ellipsoidal.

Engler and Prantl combine Cyphosperma and Micro-
kentia with this genus, comprising, about 10 species,

all of New Caledonia The original species are. C.
robusta, Brongn

,
with the branches of the spadix thick

and long-cylindrical, fr remform-ellipsoidal, stigma
not prominent above the base, and seeds reniform;

C. macroslAchya, Brongn., with long flexuose spadix
branches, globose fr

,
lateral stigma, and usually sub-

globoso seeds The cyphokentias probably require the

treatment given arecas. L H. B.

CYPHOMANDRA (from the Greek, referring to the
hump-shaped anthers) Solnndce.e South American
spineless shrubs or small trees, one of which is some-
times grown for its edible fruit

The genus is distinguished from Solanum chiefly

by the thickened connective of the anthers the plants
are elect and usually stout and the large lvs are entire,

3-lobed, or pinnatisoct fls pedicellate, m racemes,
scorpion! cyme-branches, or arising below the nodes,
calyx and corolla 5-lobed, the corolla somewhat rotate,

the tube veiy short, anthers porose or acuminate at

apex, ovary 2-colled fr an ovoid or oblong fleshy berry,

many-seeded —Some 30 or more species, of little con-
cern to the horticulturist

bet&cea, Sendt (Solatium fragrant, Hook ) Tree
Tomato Fig 1195 Cult occasionally for the egg-
shaped, reddish brown, faintly striped fra

,
and under

such conditions it becomes a tree-shaped, half-woody
plant 0- 10 ft high lvs large, soft-pubescent, cordate-
ovate. more or less acuminate, entire fls small, pink-
ish, fragrant, in small axillary or super-axillary clus-

ters fr about 2 in long, on slender stalks, 2-loeuled

and seedy, musky-acid and tomato-like in flavor, agree-

able to those who like tomatoes Brazil B M 3084
J II III 31 470 (1 C 111 25 105 A G 11 409—
Bears t ho second and third year from seed, under glass

(w hei e it must be grown m tne northern states) Grown
mostly as a curiosity. L II B.

CYPHOPHCENIX (hump and Phoemx, a palm).
Palmace,f, tribe Arecex A rather unimportant genus
of unturned, stout-stemmed palms, with terminal
pinnatiscct leaves.

Leaflets acute at the apex, sword-shaped, the base
often with a thickened and reeurvetl margin; rachis

stout and broad, a little convex on the lower side,

spadix glabrous, with many long stout branches bear-

ing short bracts and numerous monoecious fls
;
sepals

thick and leathery, round and a little concave fr

elongate-ovoid or rarely ellipsoid —There are only 2
species, both from New Caledonia They have sorae-

tmng the aspect of Kentia from which they differ in

having only G stamens. They are almost unknown m
the trade For cult

,
see Kentia or Howea

Slegans, Benth & Hook (Kentia Hegans, Brongn. &
Griseb ) Rachis convex below, keeled above; lfts alter-

nate, not close together, scaly along the mid-nerve below,
3-ncrvcd spadix more or less spreading or reflexed in

age, simply branched* fr. oblong-elliptical, acute.

fulcita, Benth & Hook (Kentia fulcita, Brongn.).
St clothed at the base with smooth aerial roots* fr.

ovoid, attenuate above—A tall graceful palm scarcely

known outside of botanic garden collections

N. Taylor, f
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CYPHOSPERMA (Greek, hump and seed). Pal-
macex, tribe Ar'eccx. Unarmed stout-stemmed palme
with a crown of pmnately divided, terminal leaves.

Leaflets leathery, sword-shaped, the apex narrowly
oblique, the base with a thickened recurved margin;
rachis broad and stout, slightly convex beneath, chan-
neled above spadix smooth and much branched, the
branches distichous, fls spirally disposed on the
spadix, brownish, otherwise as in Cyphophoenix fr.

globose or 4-5-angled —Two species of New Cale-
donian palms, rare m cult in U S and only doubtfully
in the trade See Cyphokentia, for cult, see Areca. The
young plants have rather stiff petioles, but graceful,

arching If -segms G C II 24.362.

Vieillirdii, Benth & Hook (Cyphokentia Vieiildrdii,

Brongn ). St medium height lvs pinnatisect, the
lfts thiek and narrowly sword-shaped fr obtuse, 4-5-

angled, the seed also acutely angled.—A rare palm,
known also under the names Kentia robusta and K.
Vieillardn n Taylor.

CYPRESS. Chamxcyparxs, Cupressus and Taxodxum.

CYPRESS VINE: Ipomaea.

CYPRIPEDIUM (Venus 1

-slipper). Lady’s Slipper.
Moccasin-Flower. Orchiddcex. Attractive hardy
orchids, often
planted m moist
cool borders,
bogs, and some-
times in rock-
gardens
Steins very

shoit, with apair
of lvs dose to or
near the ground,
or long and
leafy lvs com-
monly m any-
nerved fls ter-

minal, 1 to few,

withering on the
ovarv, lateral
sepals free, or

united nearly or

to the apex, the
dorsal sepal
erect, petals gen-
erally narrower,
spreading ;

lip
saccate, rarely

split down the
front, ovary 1-

celled, with 3
parietal pla-

centae — Species
about 30, in the
north temperate
zone For the
greenhouse spe-
cies formerly
included here,
see Paphiopedv-
Iwn, and Phrag-
tmpiddum.

A. Lvs 2
,
oppo-

site. hp split

m front.

aca&le, Ait.
Lvs flat on the ground, ovate to oblong-oval: scape
with 1 il

;
upper sepal and petals brownish, lanceolate;

labellum pmk- purple, darker veined May, June.
Newfoundland to N C

,
west to Ind

,
Mich and Minn.

AG. 13.514, 14*405 Grig 4:263 A F. 11:1049. G C.
111.46:209
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japfinicum, Thunb Lvs. above the ground roundish,

undulately plicate, bract longer than the ovary: fl. ter-

minating the scape; sepals and petals lanceolate, acu-
minate, greenish, dotted with red, labellum white-

pmk April, May Japan.
G.C. III. 33 355.

aa. Lvs several
,
alternate:

lip not split

b. Lateral sepals free.

arietlnum, R Br Plant
about 6 m high, slender:

lvs. lanceolate' fls small,

resembling a
ram’s head, ter-

minal, solitary:

upper sepal
ovate -lanceo-
late, brownish
green* petals lin-

ear, labellum
tapering at the

apex, white
veined with red-

dish purple,
clothed with white, woolly
hairs near the aperture.

May. Maine to N Y

,

Mich and Minn
,

and
northward B M 1509.

LB 0.13:1240. F8.20:
2095.

bb. Lateral sepals united

nearly or to the apex.

c Fls yellow

pubescens, Willd Fig
1196 Lvs oval, acute,
petals usually twisted,

much narrower than the
ovate -lanceolate sepals;

labellum pale yellow; staminodium triangular Same
range as tne next. May, June B M 911 (as C parm-

florum). A.G. 13:513. Mn 7, p 5. G C. Ill 33.379;
47 : 369 —The rhizomes and rootlets are employed m
medicine for their antispasmodic and nervine properties.

Perhaps a form of the next
parvifl&rum, Salisb Lvs ovate, acute* fls smaller

than m C pubescens, labellum flattened from above and
below, not laterally, bright yellow, staminodium trian-

gular May, June. Newfoundland to Ga
,
west to

Minn, and E. Kans. AG 13 515 G C. III. 46.227.

—Same medicinal uses as C pubescens

1107. Cypnpedmm spectabile.

(XH)

cc. Fls. white or greenish.

D. Number of fls 1-3.

c&ndidum, Muhl. Lvs oblong-lanceolate* fls. ter-

minal, solitary; sepals broader than the petals, ovate-
lanceolate; petals spreading like the sepals, greenish;

labellum white, striped inside with purple, staminodium
lanceolate May, June. N Y., Pa

,
Minn

,
Mo and Ky.

ieglnce, Walt. Fig. 1197 Plants stout: lvs oval,

acute* sepals ovate, rather roundish, white; petals

oblong, white; labellum white or pale pink-purple;
staminodium oval-cordate. June. Maine, W. New
England to Minn, and Mo

,
Mts. of N. C. R H 1868:

410. Gn 53, p. 77; 61, p.191; 65, p.447 R B 20, p 198
AF. 11:1048. Gng. 4:262, 327. G.C III 29.21, 47*

370; 50* 315 Known also as C hirsutum and C. spectabile.

mont&num, Douglas. One to 2 ft., leafy, pubescent:
lvs. ovate to broad-lanceolate, 4-6 in long, fls 1-3,

short-pedicelled, the wavy-twisted petals brownish,

the inch-long lip dull white veined with purple: caps,

erect or nearly so Calif, to Wash. B.M 7319.—Fra-
grant Grows in clumps Handsome.

dd. Number of fls 6-12.

califdmicum, Gray. Fig. 1198. Plants either slender
or stout, varying in height, sometimes exceeding 2 ft.*,

lvs ovate-alternate: floral bracts very large, becoming
narrowly ovate: fls small, from 6-12 open at the same
time, an inch or more apart on the st

;
labellum whitish;

sepals oval, yellowish green; petals narrowly oblong,
colored like the sepals Calif B.M. 7188. G.F. 1.281
(adapted in Fig. 1198). G.C III 41 .418; 46:211.

C Calcedlu8, Linn Fls. single, sepals and petals deep brown;
lip yellow, slightly compressed Eu R H 1892, p 392 It B 21,
2l0 G C III 40 210 —C d6bile, Iteichb f Lvs 2, opposite fls

small, the sepals and petals pale green with a dark brown basal
blotch, sometimes brown-striped, the lateral sepals united, lip white,
brown-streaked about the mouth China and Japan BM 8183 —
C lligant, Iteichb f Sts 4 in tall lvs opposite fl single, the
sepals and petals brown-veined, the lateral sepals united, lip

brownish, corrugated Thibet —C gutthtxim, Swartz Lvs 2,

alternate fls single, white, b'otched with purple NE Eu to N W.
Amer B M 7746

—

C htmahheum, Rolfe Sts up to a foot tall,

lvs 3 sepals and petals brownish, deeper veined, lip brown-purple,
many-nerved Bhotan —C %raprdnum, Llav & I^ex Lvs ovate-
lanceolate fls several, large, pale yellow, the large lip with some
scarlet spots about the mouth Mex —C maerdnthon, Swartz k Is.

purple, the lip contracted at the mouth Siberia and N Asia R H
1877 310 BM 2938 G C III 16 212 —C apendmm, Rolfe St.

leafy fls whitish or flesh-colored, veined with rose, lip subglobose.
Japan B M 8.386 —C Thunbtrgn, Blume Fls pale purple G C
III 46 228—C txbftinirn. King Fls 3-4 in across, sepals and
petals white, light yellow at apex, veined with maroon-purple, Up
rnaroon-purple K Thibet anu W China B M 8070 G C Ilf.

39 347, 4b 420, 40 103, 410—C ventrirAnum, Hurt Saul to be a
natural hybrid between C Calceolus and C macranthon G C.
ill 46 229 Georoe V. Nash

CYRlLLA (after Donunico Cyrillo, professor of medi-
cine at Naples, 1734-1799) CynMcese Woody or

nearly tree-like, rarely cultivated for its handsome bright

green foliage and white flowers in slender racemes
Leaves alternate, without stipules, short-petioled,

entire, glabrous, deciduous or nearly persistent* fls.

small, white, in narrow slender racemes, 5-morous;
stamens 5-10, ovary superior with 2 shoit styles fr a
small indehisoent 2-oelled eaps with 2 seeds —Proba-
bly one variable species iroin N G to Fla west to

Texas, and in W India and S Amer Plant with
handsome bright green foliage, and graceful racemes of

white fls
,
hardy north to N. Y Thrives best m humid

sandy soil and shady position. Prop, by seeds and
cuttings under
glass, w ith slight

bottom heat.

racemifldra, Linn.
Leatherwood.
Shrub, occasionally

tree to 30 ft.: lvs.

cuneate, oblong or
oblanceolate, usu-
ally obtuse, reticu-

late-veincd, 2-3 in.

long, bright green,

turning orange and
scarlet m fall, but
in tropical climates
evergreen, racemes
4-6 in long, erect,

at length nodding.
BM 2456. SS.2:
51. G.C. III. 30:
198 J.II III. 43:
197.—The variety

from W. Indies has
been described as C.
antiMna, Michx

,

that of Brazil as C.

racemifera,Nandelh,
and a small - lvd.

form from Fla. and
La. as C. parn-
fdha, Raf.

Alfred Rehiier. 1 198 Cypripedium californicum. (X 1^
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CYRTANDRA (name refers to the curved stamens)
Gesnen&ceae A large group of tropical shrubs and
trees, two or three of which are more or less known in

cult for their fls.; akin to Trichosporum (.Eschynan-
thus)j warmhouse subjects Lvs opposite, or alternate

by failure of one of the pair, membranaceous, or fleshy

or leathery: fls usually white or yellowish, in fascicles,

heads or cymes; corolla-tube cylindrical, the limb more
or less 2-lipped; perfect stamens 2, and 2 or 3 small
stammodia Nearly 200 species in the
islands of the Indian and Pacific oceans
and in China C. pdndula, Blume Short
and stout: lvs. long-petioled, elliptic or

lance-elliptic, acute, grav-blotched above:
fls white with brown calyx, 1H m. long,

the corolla inflated, and purple-dotted on •

lower side Java C. Pritchardn, Seem. '***?$&£
Lvs. petiolcd, elliptic, obtusely toothed,
acute -

fls small, white, m 3-fld cymes. Fiji Isis.
T IT D

CYRTANTHfeRA: Jacobtnxa.

CYRTANTHUS (Greek, curved flowers; from
their pendulous habits Amarylhddcew Tender ^
bulbs from South Africa, known only in a few
American greenhouses. A

Flowers umbellate, pendulous or erect, usually red
oi white with green stripes; stamens inserted m the
tube of the corolla, ovary 3-celled, crowded with nu- A
merous ovules, the seeds flat—Species 20 Their cult.

is like that of hemanthus and many other bulbs from
the same region They are suitable for pot culture, or

for planting out in summer The following analytical

key gives an idea of the group, and its 3 subgcnera. .

a Fls many in an umbel, pendulous wi

b. Lvs strap-shaped (Cyrtanthus proper ) tjk

procdra, HBK Very tall tree, with slender, terete,

dark purplish, resinous branches, lvs alternate, odd-
pinnate; lfts 5-7 or 9, oblong, entire, with a very slight

silkiness, especially below, veiy shortly stalked, 1 m.
or more long, half as wide fls white, inconspicuous, m
panicles 1-2 in. long, calyx 5-parted, villous, persist-

ent, segms roundish; petals 5, elliptic; stamens 10;
style 1 . fr. the size of an olive, edible Mex. HBK. 6, t.

609
CYRTOCfiRAS: Hoya.

> CYRTOCHlLUM: Oncidxum.

Vi || A CYRTODfelRA: Episcta

SfiI Jm A CYRT6MIUM (Greek, a bow)

.

M’

E

-v Polypodvacex. Asiatic half-hardy

w ^greenhouse ferns of rigid

Jjrtffj
Leaves simply pinnate, anas-

/ l\
tomot mg veins and firm mdusia

f fixed by the depressed

,
center It differs from

J
'< Polystichurn mainly m

venation — Three or

/! four species known

/j Culture as for

Polystichum, to

J which it is closely

allied

obliauus, Ait Bulb ovoid, 3—4 in thick* lvs 10-12,

strap-snaped, distichous, produced after the fls
, \Yi-i

ft long scape 1-2 ft long, stout, mottled; fls 10-12 in

an umbel, entirely drooping, odorless, bright red, with
,

more or less yellow', and greenish tips 2-3 in long, pedi- '

cels in long, style not exserted. Cape Colony. B.
M. 1133 LBC 10-947

bb Lv<* linear (Monella )

M&ckenii, Hook. f. Bulb 1 m thick, lvs 2-0,

appearing with the fls
,
linear, 1 ft long scape slender,

slightly glaucous, fls 4-10 in an umbel, pure white,

2 m long, style exserted. Natal G C 1869 641 Gn.
50, p 63

aa. Fls single, or few in an umbel, erect or slightly

curved downward (Gastronema )

sanguineus, Hook Bulb 2 in thick lvs 3-4, appear-
ing with the fls

,
lanceolate, petiolcd, 1 ft long scape

slender, 6-9 in long, fls 1-3, Wight red, 3-4 F6 in long,

wider funnel-shaped than m the 2 preceding species,

with a throat 1 in acioss Caffraria, Natal BM 5218
Var glaucoph^llus. Hort A foim with somewhat
glaucous foliage and orange-red fls

C. Hxlttonn, Baker, belongs to Cyrtanthus proper, but its l\s

appear with the Ah ,
and it has 6-8 or even 12 nale red fls about 1 in

long and a much shorter style than in C obliquus Cape Col ny
BM 7488 Gn 50 62 —V iruqu&li*, O’Brn n Fls erect, coral-

red, borne m umbels on scapes 1 ft high, upper segms of perianth
overhanging Cape Colony GC III 37 261 — C Jimodu,
Beauverd Umbel 6-9-fld , fls cinnabar, yellow at apex, pendulous.
Transvaal. N TAYLOR t

CYRTOCARPA (Greek, curved fruit). Tapira.
Anacardidcese One or two Mexican trees, one of which

A Margins of
lnnnSP crdire

or sltohlly nn“

V falc&tum, J
% \ Smith Fig 1199.

yW? Holly Fern.

\
P inn oo glossy,

Jkowk ovate, falcate, the
lower rounded or

obliquely truncate at them J base, 4-6 in long, 1-2 in.

'sh wide Japan, India—The
* \ large thick glossy foliage

H* k’ makes it an excellent fern
' for decorations One of

yJL the specie's used in fern-

1199. Cyrtomium -/JR’ dishes and one of the few
falcatum. species which can be made

(Leaf XM) KjP to thrive under ordinary
house conditions Plants
from the temperate parts
of Japan will do wrell out-

of-doors m the northeastern states if given slight winter
protection For another illustration, see article on
terns C. Butterfieldii, Hort

,
is a form of this species

differing m having the pinme deeply serrate. C. Roch-
fordi&num, Hort

,
recently advertised, is a vanety of

C falcatum with fimbriated lftb Superficially these
twro forms resemble C caryotideum somewhat, but the
species are entirely distinct It has begun to replace
the origmal form in the dealers’ stocks

Fdrtunei, J. Smith. Pinna; dull, lanceolate, opaque,
2-4 in long, )^-l m. wide Japan

aa. Margins of pinnae toothed or sometimes lobed.

caryotideum, J Smith. Pinnae larger, 5-7 in. long,

1/4~2J4 in. wide, often auncled on both sides at the
base, sharply toothed. India. R. <3. Benedict^

bears a small fruit, likened to a cherry by the natives

of Lower Calif.

Leaves alternate, compound, fls axillary or terminal,

f
amculate, polygamous, fr. an oblique drupe, 1-seeded,

ntro. into S. Calif, by Franceschi Sometimes united

with Tapina (or Tapirira), from which it differs m its

straight embrvo and other characters

CYRTOPfcRA. Eulophxa

CYRTOPdDIUM (Greek for curved foot, from shape
of lip) Orchiddceae. Epiphytes, grown in warmhouses.
Stems fusiform, bearing plicate lvs.

- scapes radical,

bearing numerous fls., pure yellow or spotted with
crimson, sepals and petals equal, free, column semi-
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terete; pollmia 2, caudicle short; gland ovate.—Species
3 or 4 m the tropics. They are large-growing plants,

with large and showy As. They need a rich, fibrous soil

with manure. Grow in a warm or tropical house.

Andersonii, R. Br Sts 5 ft. high. lvs. long, lanceo-
late, sheathing at the base' scape often 3 ft. high,
branching, bearing many yellow ns

;
sepals and petals

broad, bright yellow, the labellum brighter, front lobe
slightly concave. Specimens with over 100 fls have
been recorded. Trop. Amer. B M 1800

punct&tum, Lindl Habit as above scape from 2-3 ft.

high, branching about midway, dotted with dull purple,
the branches subtended by membranaceous

f
vhich are lanceolate, un-
ted with crimson; sepals
undulate, greenish yellow
ted with crimson, petals
r, spotted at the base;
lm %in. long, fleshy,

>
yellow, lateral lobes

in, midlobe spotted and
ned with crimson, column
Extensively distributed

?h S Amer B M 3507.
22.2352. R.B. 30 158
Saintlegeriinum, Hort
untlegendnunij Reich f ).

irighter markings on the
bracts and fls. J H.

Woddfordii, Sims
(Cyrtopbra Wobdfordn

,

Lindl). Sts fusiform:

lvs. lanceolate, scape
radical, bearing a
many-nd. raceme, fls.

greenish, with a purple
labellum; sepals linear-

lanceolate; petals ob-
long. Trinidad, Mar-
tinique B M. 1814.

C pdlmifrons, Reichb f

AlWarm St«i about 2 ft.

tall, clothed with the lemon-
yellow, purple - marfpned

1200. Cystopteris fragllis. (XH) sheaths lvs 6-8 m Tong
panicle 12 - 15 in long,

many-fld , fls about 1 in. across, lemon-colored, spotted rose-pink.
Brasil B M. 7807. 0AKES Ames

George V. Nash.I
CYRTOSPERMA (Greek, curved seed) Aracese

A handsome warmhouse tuberous foliage plant, with
large, hastate red-veined leaves resembling an alocaaia,
but easily distinguished by its spiny stems

Herbs with tubers or long rhizomes. If.- and fl -stalks
often spiny or warty, lvs hastate or sagittate; petioles
long, sheathing at the base.—Cyrtosperma has 10-12
species, remarkably scattered in the tropics. Cult,
presumably same as alocasia.

Jdhnstonii, N. E. Br. (Alocdsia Jdhnstomi, Hort.).
Tuberous: petiole 2-2% ft. long, olive-green, spotted
rose, covered with fleshy, spine-like warts: lvs. sagit-
tate, depressed in the middle, l%-2 ft. long, olive-green,
with prominent and beautiful red veins above I H.
27:395 GW 15, p 340—Intro from the Solomon
Isis, as Alocasia Johnstonii, but when it flowered it

became evident that the plant is a Cyrtosperma.
C. fkrox, Lind & N E. Br., is a second species of this genus,

figured in I H 39 153, but not known to be in the American trade.
It has narrow-sagittate lvs on slender, very prickly petioleB spathe
rather large, reflexod, greenish white Borneo

George V. Nash.I
CYRT<5STACHYS (Greek for a citrved spike).

PalmAcex, tribe Arbcese. Three or four palms of the
Malayan region of stately habit, but little known m
this country.

Stem spineless, slender and tall, crowned by a grace-

ful cluster of pmnately divided lvs.: lfts. narrowly
lanceolate, a little oblique, at the apex somewhat bifid:

spadix short-peduncled, the branches more or less com-
pressed, alternate, sometimes pendulous; fls. monoe-
cious, tne two kinds m 1 spadix; stamens 6. rarely 12 or
15: fr. small, elongate-ovoid, tipped by tne persistent

stigma. For cult., see Areca. The small and young
lvs. of C. Renda are effective but old plants are not
very attractive and scarcely known. G C. II. 24.362.

Renda, Blume Height 25-30 ft * lfts. linear or ensi-

form, obtuse but somewhat obliquely bifid, delicate

gray beneath, the petioles dark, brownish red. spadix

3-

4 ft long, the branches nearly alternate, about 18 in.

long. Sumatra. Var Duvivieri&num, Pymert. Lf.-

stalks brightly colored Malay Archipelago

L&kka, Becc. Petioles green, not over 4 m long lvs.

broad, boldly arched, 3%-4% ft. long, the lfts nearly
18 in. long, 1% m. wide, obliquely bifid at the apex,
pale beneath. Borneo. n. Taylor.

CYSTACANTHUS (Greek for bladder Acanthus
,
be-

cause the flowers are inflated). Acanthacex Evergreen
herbs of Burma and Cochin Chma, with showy, sessile

fls m the axils of bracts, the entire infl more or less

crowded into a terminal panicle or thyrse Corolla-
limb spreading, unequally 5-lobed, the lobes short-
rotund; stamens 2, style filiform, the stigma 2-toothcd.
lvs entire caps long and narrow, almost 4-sided, many-
seeded Doubtfully distinct from Phlogacanthus —
One species is cult This is C. turgida, Nichols B M
6043 (as Meninia turgida) It comes from Cochin
China. 2 ft. or less high, witn prominently jointed sts

and opposite, elliptic-lanceolate lvs fls white, yellow
in the throat and pink-reticulated on the lobes April

Cult as other warmhouse acanthads (See Aphelandra
for example ) Prop by cuttings of young wood There
are 4 or 5 species of Cystacanthus m farther India

CYST6PTERIS (Greek, bladder-fern). Polypodia-

cex. Native ferns, with delicate foliage; deserve to be
planted m the hardy fern garden.

Sori round, covered by a delicate indusium which is

attached under one side and opens at the other, becom-
ing hood-hke in appearance and finally disappearing.
The 5 species are native in the north temperate zone.
Of easy cult, m shady, rich borders

bulbffera, Bernh Lvs. 8-24 in long, dark green, 3-5
in. wide, widest at the base, long tapering, tripinnatifid,

bearing on the under surface of the rachis a series of

bulb-like bodies, which germinate and prop new plants.

Canada to N C—Thrives best on lime-bearing rocks.

Exceptionally useful and attractive on damp rocky
banks.

frigilis, Bernh Fig. 1200. Lvs. clustered, gray-green,

4-

8 in. long besides the slender stalks, tripinnatifid,

widest above the base. Widely distributed over the
world at all altitudes. L. M. Underwood.

CYTISUS (Greek name for a kind of clover). Legu-
mmbsx, Broom. Woody subjects, chiefly grown for

their profusely produced yellow or sometimes white or
purple flowers.

Mostly low shrubs, rarely small trees: lvs tnfoliolatc,

sometimes umfoliolate, rather small, alternate, decidu-
ous or persistent, sometimes few and minute and
branches almost leafless: fls. papilionaceous, axillary

or in terminal heads or racemes, yellow, white or pur-
ple; stamens 10, connate; style curved* pod flat, dehis-
cent, with few or many seeds; seeds with a callose

appendage at the base.—About 50 species m S and
Cent Eu

,
Canary Isis

,
N Afr and W. Asia. For a

monograph of the genus see Briquet, Etude sur les

Cytises aes Alpes Maritimes (1894)
The brooms are ornamental free-flowering shrubs,
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blooming moat in early spring and summer. Nearly
hardy North are C. hirsutus, C supinus, C. scopartus,

C nigricans, C. leucanthus

,

while the evergreen species

C canai wrists, C monspessulanus, C. Jilipes are hardy
only South Most of the species are well adapted for

borders of shrubberies, and thrive m almost any well-

drained soil and in sunny position; they naturalize
themselves often very quickly in dry, gravelly soil,

where few other plants will grow, C scopanus especially

does so. The eytisus ought to be transplanted care-

fully and when young, as they do not bear transplant-
ing well as older plants Some dwarf species, like C
Ardomn

,
C hewen sis, C cnunflorus, C purpnreus and

C. leucanthus aie very handsome for rockeries The
evergreen C cananensis and C racemas us are much
grown in the North as greenhouse shrubs, blooming
profusely in early spung, also the white C multiflorus

and C Jihpes make handsome pot-plants, and may
be had in bloom in Fcbruaiy with gentle forcing.

For pot-plants, a light sandy loam with peat added
forms a suitable compost After flowering the plants
should be cut back and repotted as soon as they start

into new giowth After repotting, they are kept close

and often syunged until the} are established, then they
ought to have plenty of air and only slight shade When
the new giowth has been finished they may be put m
the open an until frost is threatening During the win-
ter they should bo kept m a cool greenhouse with plenty
of light and carefully and moderately watered From
January they may be tiansferred gradually in a warmer
house for fencing (hit tings started in early spring,

transplanted seveial times and then gradually hardened
off, can be grown into flowering specimens for the fol-

lowing spring Piopagated by seeds sown m spring

and by greenwood cuttings under glass, they are also

sometimes me reused by layers or by grafting As stock
C nujruans is much used, or Laburnum vulgan for

small standard tiec s, for plants grown in the greenhouse
or South, <7 innuritnsis is a good stock

Of eytisus, the young growths root lead lly in Decem-
ber and Januaiv in the ordinary way They should be
shifted on as they grow' (lood-sized plantsVan be pro-
duced if shifting and pinching is not neglected By the
following winter, the winter-propagated plants should
be in 5-irich pots, in which size they' are most useful

Keep very r cool during winter, and withhold anyr for-

cing They flower m March, or, if kept at a night tem-
perature of 45°, as late as April Syringe at all times to

prevent red spider To produce good-sized plants in one
year, it is best to keep them plunged on a bench under
the glass the entire summer, with little shade Older
plants can be plunged out-of-doors during July, August
and September. (William Scott

)

albo-carneus, 5
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atropurpureus, 5
AttleynnuR, 15
canimrnsis, 15
canaicans, 14
cantahricuR, 12.
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A. Calyx tubular, much longer than wide * Ivs always
8-foholate branches ten te. (Tuboi ytisus )

B. FIs. m terminal heads with bracts at the base, yellow

to white

1. suplnus, Linn (C . capitdtus, Scop ) Shrub
to 3 ft

,
with erect, or sometimes decumbent, villous

branches lfts obovate or oblong-obovate, sparingly

appressed pubescent above, villous pubescent beneath,

in. long: fls yellow, brownish when fading, nearly
1 in. long; standard pubescent outside or nearly gla-
brous: pod villous, 1-1 Yi in long July, Aug Cent,
and S. Eu L B.C. 5.497 J H 111. 31 : 161 (as Genista).

2 leuednthus, Waldst <fc Kit (C dibits, Hacq ).

Upright shrub, to 3 ft., with villous branches lfts. 3
oblong-obovate, obtuse or aeutish, appiessed pubescent,
sometimes glabrous above, ciliate, Yy~y^\n. long fls.

3-6, yellowish white, calyx appressed-villous, standard
pubescent outside pod about 1 in long, appressed
pubescent. June, July S E Eu Var pdllidus,
ttchrad (C pdllidus, Kerner) Fls pale yellow. Var.
schipkaensis, Dipp Low shrub, about 1 ft. high:
fls white Bulgaria —The oldest name for this species
is C albus, but as the same combination has been used
by many writers for C multiflorus, the name C. leucan-
thus is heie used to avoid possible confusion

bb. Fls axillai ij, distnt uled along the branches.

C Color of jls yellow

3 hirs&tus, Linn (C elongatus, Ilort
,
not Waldst &

Kif C. polytrichus, Bieb C ruthenicus, Hort., not
Fisch ) Shrub, to 3 ft

,
with erect or procumbent,

villous, terete branches lfts obovate or obovate-ob-
long, villous pubescent beneath, Yz-%m. long. fls.

2-3, short-petioled; calyx villous pubescent, standard
glabrous on back, pod 1 m long, villous May, June.
Cent, and S Eu Orient B M 6819 (lfts erroneously
shown as serrate) L B C 6 520 (as C. falcatus).

BR 14.1191 (as C multiflorus).

cc Color of fls white or purple.

4. proliferus, Linn Shrub, to 12 ft
,
with long and

slender pubescent blanches lfts oblaneeolate, silky

pubescent beneath, green and sparsely' pubescent above,
1—1y in long’ fls white, 3-8, pedicels rather long,

tomentose; calyx tomentose, standard pubescent out-
side. pod densely tomentose-villous, 1 \ 2-2 in long.

May, June. Canai y Isis BR 2 121 LBC 8.761.
G. 32 291 —Recommended as a fodder plant for Calif.

5 purp&reus, Scop Piocumbent or eiect shrub, to

2 ft
,
quite glabrous lvs lather long-petioled

,
lfts oval

or obovate, dark gieen above, in long fls 1-3,

S
urple, calyx reddish pod black, 1-1 \

2

in long May,
une S Austna, N Italv BM 1176 LBC.

9 S92 GC III 36 217, 50 163 On 21, p 421.

J H III 49 399 Var dibus, Kirchn Fls. white.

G 6 433 Var dlbo-cdmeus, Kirchn (var carneus,

Hort ) Fls light pink Var atropurpureus, Dipp.
Fls dark purple Var elongdtus, Andre (var pendulus,
Dipp ), with slender, pendulous branches and purple
fls

,
is sometimes grafted high on Laburnum. There

exists an interesting graft hybrid of this species and
Laburnum vulgare, for which see Laburnum Adamn.

AA. Calyx campanulate, as long or only slightly longer
than wide branches grooved or angled.

b. Fls. axillary along the branches.

c. Lvs. simple' fls. yellow procumbent shrubs. (Coro-
thamnus )

6 deedmbens, Spach. Prostrate shrub, 4-8 in. high:
branchlcts 5-angled, glabrescent: Ivs oblong-obovate,
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obtuse or acutish, pilose on both surfaces, ciliate,

H-%in. long. fls. yellow, 1-3; calyx sparingly pilose;

standard broadly obovate, broad, pod
long, pilose, with 3-4 seeds. May, June 8 Eu. B.M.
8230. L.BC. 8:718.

cc. Lvs. 8-foholate (m Nos. 9 and 10 partly simple).

D. Plant a prostrate shrub, jls yellow or yellowish white.

(Tnanthocytisus

)

7. Ardolnii, Fournier. Prostrate shrub, about 1 ft.

high: branchlets grooved, pubescent: lvs. long-petioled;

ltts. 3, linear-oblong, acute, covered with spreading
hairs, long fls golden yellow, 1-3, crowded at

the end of short lateral branchlets, nearly Y^m. long:

pod very villous, %m long April, May S France.
Moggriage, Flora of Mentone 58 —Very handsome, but
tender.

8. kewSnsis, Bean (C Ardomn x C. muUiflorus).

Prostrate shrub : lfts 3, lmear-oblong, clothed with short
soft pubescence, M~72in long, fls yellowish white,

1-3, along slender branches, Hin. long May. Origina-

ted at Kew Gn 60, p 348; 69, p. 282, 73, p. 228; 75,

p. 273. G.M 44*579; 51:355 G.W. 16, p. 610.—Like
the preceding well adapted for rockeries or for forming
a close covering to the ground.

dd. Plant an upright shrub: foliage scarce.

E. Style slightly curved
,
shorter than keel: fls. white or

yellowish white. (Spartothamnus .)

9 multifldrus, Sweet (C . dibus. Link, C. lAnkii
,

Janka. Spdrtium multiflbrum, Ait.). Shrub, to 3 ft.,

with slender, erect, grooved branches pubescent at
first: lvs. short-petioled, 1- to 3-foliolate, lfts. obovate-
oblong to linear-oblong, Y^-Viua long, sparingly
appressed-pubescent . fls. axillary, 1-3, white,
long: pod appressed-pubescent, usually 2-seeded May,
June. Spain, N Afr Gn 64, p. 251; 69, p. 92, 72, p.
276. GM 49.579. G.W 5, p. 111. Var incamftWs,
Sweet. Fls. white, slightly blushed. L.B.C. 11.1052
(as Spartium).

10 pr&cox, Bean (C muUiflorus xC purgans) Shrub,
to 10 ft

,
with slender upright or arching branches:

branchlets grooved, pubescent at first lfts usually 1,

sometimes 3, short-petioled, oblanceolate or linear-

spatulate, silky pubescent, %-%m. long: fls 1-2,

ellowish white, very numerous along the slender
ranches, nearly Yin long pod appressed-pubescent,

about 1 m long, usually 2-secded May. Of garden
origin. G.C. III. 29 41. Gn. 56, p. 37; 65. p 438, 69,-

p. 318. GM. 44-581, 52.183. M.D G. 1903.265.
G.W. 3, p 221 Var ilbus, Smith Dwarfer, more
pendulous- fls white Gn 75, p 192 Var lfcteus,

Smith Dwarf fls. yellow —This hybrid is one of the
most floriferous of all brooms

11. fflipes, Webb (Spartocylisus fihpes, Webb).
Shrub, with slender, ungulate, thread-like branches:
lvs slender-petioled, 3-foliolate, nearly glabrous; lfts.

linear-lanceolate: fls axillary, 1-2, fragrant, pure white;
wings much longer than the keel Feb -May Tene-
nffa—As C pabnensis, Hort

,
m the American trade.

EE. Style longer than keel, spirally incurved, fls. bright

yellow or partly crimson, rarely pale, large. (Saro-
thamnus )

12. scop&rius, Link (Sarothdmnus scopdrius, Wimm.
Spdrtium scopanum, Linn ) Scotch Broom Shrub,
to 10 ft., with erect, slender branches- lvs short-
petioled, 1-3-foholate; lfts. obovate or oblanceolate,
sparingly appressed-pubescent, long' fls.

usually solitary, %in long; calyx and pedicels nearly
glabrous: pod brownish black, glabrous, villous only at
the margin. May, June. Cent, and S.Eu G. 25 169.

—

The tops are used for their sedative and diuretic prop-
erties In Germany the fls also are used medicinally
Var Andre&nus. Dipp (iGenista Andredna, Puissant)

Fls. yellow with dark crimson wings. R.H. 1886:373.

Gt. 40 . 1342 R B 19 . 129. J.H. III. 32 : 462.—A beau-
tiful and striking variety. Var. filbus, Loud. (var.

pdllidus, Hort var. ochroleiicus, Zabel., var. sul-

phureus, Arb Kew). With yellowish white or pale

yellow fls. Gn. 61, p. 299; 65, p 375. G.M. 44:580.

Var. pfindulus, Arb. Kew (C. grandifliyrus, Hort
,
not

DC C cantdbncus, Hort
,
not Willd.) With slender

pendulous branches There is also a variety with double
fls—All the vars. are more tender than the type.

The Scotch broom, C. scoimnus, has become established

in this country, as a naturalized plant, m waste places

from Nova Scotia to Va
;
and it is also reported from

Vancouver Isl It is also recommended by landscape
gardeners for covering raw and broken places Its

yellow fls and nearly bare sts make a unique combina-
tion in the American landscape Even when it kills

to the ground in winter, it throws up its sts again in

the spring

bb. Fls m terminal racemes, sometimes umbel-
like, yellow branches very leafy.

c. Fohagr deciduous branches terete, racemes very long

and slender. (Phyllocytisus )

13 nigricans, Linn (Lembdtropis nigricans, Griseb ).

Shrub, 2-4 ft
,

with erect, appressed-pubescent
branches* lvs long-pet loled; lfts obovate or oblong-
obovate, glabrous above, appressed-pubescent beneath,

Y~1 in long: racemes very long and slender, 3-8 in.

long June, July. Germany, N Italy, Hungary.
L.B.C. 6.570. BR 10.802 BM 8479 RB 26 3.

Var. elong&tus, Borkh (var. longespicdtus, Hort ).

Blooming again in fall at the top of the elongated fruit-

ing racemes. R.H. 1891, p 149 (as var Carlien)

cc. Foliage persistent' branches grooved. (Teline )

d. Lvs. distinctly petioled, obovate or obovate-oblong.

e. Racemes nearly capitate, 3-9-fld
,
at the end of short

lateral branchlets

14. monspessulftnus, Linn (C cAndicans, DC.
Genista cdnaicans, Linn ) Shrub, to 10 ft * branches
villous-pubescent when young lvs short-petioled,

usually glabrous above, pubescent beneath, lfts obo-
vate or obovate-oblong. mucronulate, long-

racemes 3-9-fld
,
short, leafy at the base, fls fragrant,

bright yellow, pod rufous-villous May, June Medit
region, Canary Isis W D B 1 SO (not good)

ee. Racemes longer, 6- to many-fld ,
secured, terminal and

lateral

f. Petioles Yin. long or shorter, lfts usually obovate,

less than Y^in long

15. canarignsis, Kuntze (Genista cananeims, Linn )

Genista of florists Fig 1201. Much-branched shrub,
to 6 ft

,
with villous-pubescent branches . lfts cuneate,

obovate or oblong-obovate, rounded at the apex,
pubescent on both sides, Y~ ]/2^ long - racemes usually
many-fld

,
dense and rather short, fls fragrant, bright

yellow. May-July Canary Isis A F 6 802 li B
26'229. Var. ramosfssimus, Briquet (C ramosissi-
mus, Poir. C. Attleydnus, Hort ) Lfts very small,

glabrous above, racemes short, but nurneious L.B C.
13:1201 BR 3:217

16. racemdsus, Nichols., not Main (Genista formbsa,
Hort). Fig. 1202. Shrub, to 6 ft branches pubescent,
lvs rather long-petioled : lfts oblong-obovate, mucronu-
late, Y-H11*. long, silky pubescent on both sides:

racemes elongated, many-flcl
,
secund and rather loose.

2-4 in. long. Probably of garden origin and hybrid
between C. cananensis and C maderensis var. magni-
foliosus A F 6.802; 13.1136 F-E 9:431 —Better
florists' plant than the last; much grown as a pot-
plant and forced for early spring and Easter Var.
EverestiUnus, Rehd Fls of a deeper shade of yellow

,

very free-flowering. RH 1873:390.
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B’F. Petioles ]/2%n long or longer; lft&. oblong-obovalc,

about Am long or longer.

17 maderSnsis, Masferrer (Teline mader6n$is,

Webb) Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs. slender-

petioled, crowded, lfts oblong-obovate, silky pubes-
cent on both sides, or smooth above, acute or acutish,

in long* racemes 6-12-fld
,
rather short, fulvous

or silky pubescent
j

fls bright yellow, slightly fragrant

.

pod 5-7-seedcd May, June Madera Var magmfoh-
osus, Briquet ( Teline stenopGala, Webb C. steno-

petalus
,
Christ C. racetnbsus, Marnock) Lvs larger,

lA~\ lA m long: racemes elongated, 10-20-fld Madera
Marnock, Floricult Mag 2 19 B R 26 23 (as Genista

bracteolata) Webb & Berthelot, Phytogr Canar 45 —
Sometimes cult as C splendens

,
but less desirable as a

greenhouse plant than the two preceding species.

dd Lvs nearly sessile, linear or linear-lanceolate.

IS linifdlius, Lam. Shrub, to 3 ft., with erect, ap-

}

>ressed-8ilky tomento.se branches* lfts linear or linear-

anceolate, acute, revolute at the margin, nearly gla-

brous and shining above, silvery pubescent beneath,

A-X in long racemes short and compact, fls bright

yellow pod torulose Apnl-June Spam, N Afr.,

Canarv Isis B M 442

C Adamn, Poi r —Laburnum Adamu—C alpinus, Mill —
Laburnum alpinurn —C anxtriacus, Linn Allied to C supinus.
Lfts narrow, oblanceolate, ulky pubescent on both sides fls yel-

low, calyx ih nxoly villous SK Ku , Caucasus—C Urban,
Nichols (C ArdoinnxC purgnns) Low shrub with golden y« How
fls

,
and narrow mostly simpli lvs G 30 207 —C bxftbrus, L’Hir

==C ratisbonenus —C cantdbncus, Willd Allied to C scopanus

but prostrate, with silky lvs and large bright yellow fls podwllous
May Spain.

—

C. congestus, Ball (Teline congesta, Webb). Allied
to C Unifolius. Densely villoua-tomentose, small-lvd lvs short-
petioled racemes short Teneriffa —C Dallimdrei, Rolfe (C multi-
florus X C sconarius var Andreanus) Upright shrub with pale
purple fls GC III 51 198 Gn 74. p 291 GM 55 11 BM
8482 There are forms with sulfur-yellow and one with orango-yellow
fls —C dongdto-purpureus, Hort —C. versicolor—C elong&tus,
vValdst & Kit “C ratisbonensis var elongatus .—C emenfldrus,
Reichb (C glabrescens, Sartor not Schrank) Allied to C Ardoini
Sparingly approsscd-pubescent branchlets angled fls yellow pod
glabrous N Italy GW 15, p 557 —C fragrans, Lam Allied to
C filipen Petioles short lfts densely pubescent fls fragrant,
white Spring Teneriffa JH III .50 448—C glabrescens,
Sartor, not Schrank=C emeriflorus —V handsuorthimns, Paul
A Sons “A whitc-fld plant suitable for the rockery”—(’ Hllle-
bramlht, Briquet (Genista Hillebiandtu, Christ) A suffruticose
species, with long, Hlendi r hairy ats and trifoliate hairy lvs Canary
Isis —C incarnatus, Hort — C versicolor—C Laburnum, Linn =====

Laburnum vulgare —C nubigenus, Link—C fragruns—C purgans,
Willd Shrub, to 3 ft , appressed-pubesccnt blanches striped lvs
1-1-foliolate, oblong or linear-lanceolate fls axillary, yellow, fra-
grant pod glabrous May- July Spain, S France —C rament&ceus,
Sieb ==Pettena rumentacea —-C ratisbonensis, .Schacff Allied to C.
hirsutus To 3 ft branches •• ender, appressed-pubcscent lfts.

glabrous above, silky beneath fls 1-2, yellow , calyx with appres&ed,
yellowish, silky hairs Apnl-June M Eu , W Asia Var rlonga -

tus, Koch More erect fls larger, 3-5, calyx with somewhat spread-
ing hairs BR 4 308 (as C biflorus) —C srsuhfblxus, Linn
Allied to C nigricans Quite glabrous lvs nearly sessile, with
roundish-obovate lfts racemes short, 4-11-fld May, June S
Eu BM 255—C Spachiunus, Kuntze (Genista Spachiana, Webb)
Closely related to C canariensis Taller lfts obovate, acuminate
racemes somewhat elongated Canary Isis B M 4195 —C.
trxflbrus, L’Her Similar to C hirsutus Fls 'ong-pedicelled, yel-
low, calyx-tube short, not tubular April, May S Eu , N Afr
Tender F C 3 102 —C versfeolor, Dipp (C hirsutus XC purpu
reus) Low shrub, with sparingly villous lvs fls yellowish white
and pale purple Sometimes cult as C. mcarnatus —C Weldrnu,
V,a —CettFna ramentacea. ALFRED liEHDF.R

1202. Cytisus racemosus.

(XH)



D
DABCECIA (after its Irish name, St. Dabeoc’s Heath), regions of 75-100 ft. Some of the species may be

More commonly spelled Daboecia, and sometimes expected to thrive in the southern areas.

Dabeocia Syn
,
Bordtta. Ericaceae Shrub cultivated

f

for its purple flowers appearing in summer. DACTYLIS (Greek daktulos, a finger) Grarnlnese.

Low evergreen with alternate entire Ivs and droop- A perennial tufted grass with flat blades, thm promi-

mg pedicelled fls. in long terminal racemes, corolla nent ligules and sheaths closed nearly to the throat,

ovoid, contracted at the mouth and shortly 4-lobed, grown for forage and one form for ornament,

with recurved lobes; stamens 8, included, caps. 4- Panicles glomerate; spikelets 2-5-fld
,
nearly sessile

celled, dehiscent.—One species m W. Eu m dense 1-sided fascicles, these arranged in a panicle;

This is a very pretty heath-likc plant, with purple lemmas hispid-ciliate on the keels, awn-tipped, eom-
or white flowers in elegant loose racemes, well adapted pressed.—Species 1, north temperate regions of the

for rockeries or borders of evergreen shrubberies. Old World.

Requires protection North during the winter, and glomer&ta, Linn Orchard-Grass Fig 1203 Acoaise
thrives best m a peaty, sandy soil. Propagated by grass, 2-3 ft

,
forming large tussocks panicle a few

seeds treated like those of Erica, and by cuttings of stiff branches, expanding in fl
,
afterwards appressed.

half-ripened wood under glass Dept Agnc
,
Div Agrost 20 145 —Commonly cult as

cant&brica, Koch (D polifdlia, Don. Boretta can- a pasture and meadow grass and useful for lawns under

tdbrica, Ixuntze. Menzihia polifolia, Juss ) Irish trees Var. varieg&ta, Hort
,

is a dwarf form of coin-

Heath. To 2 ft branchlets glandular pubescent: Ivs Pac‘t habit with foliage variegated silver and green;

elliptic, the uppermost narrower, revolute at the mar- used for borders. Prop, by division, of easy eultiva-

gin, whitish tomentose beneath, shining and dork green tion A. S. Hitchcoc k
above, %-%in long- racemes rnany-
fld

;
corolla 2in long, purple in

the type June-Oct Ireland, W.
France, N Spain, Azores Gn 52 344,;

71, p 442, 76, p 490 Gn M 3 336
R B 3 121 Gt 47 1450 S B F G.
2.276 —There are many varieties, as
filba, Dipp

,
with white fls (Gn 22,

p 302), bicolor, Dipp (var striata,

Hort ), with white- and purple-striped
fls

;
rdsea, ltehd (Borltta cantdbrica

rdsca, Koopmann), with pink fls
;

atropurpilrea, Dipp
,
with dark purple

fls
;
nina, llehd ( Mcnzicsia polifolm

ndna, Lodd M polifdlia pygma a, Arb.
Kew). Dwarf, with small and narrow
Ivs. L.BC 20 1907

Alfred Reiider.

DACR^DIUM (Greek-made name,
referring to the tear-like exudations)
Taxdceae About 16 species of New
Zeal

,
Austral

,
Malaya and Chile,

being trees or shrubs with closely

imbricated scalc-likc Ivs. on old trees

and linear or linear-subulate ‘Dreading
Ivs. on young trees and lowrer branches,
none apparently in the trade in this

country but more or less grown in

European arboreta, allied to Podocar-
pus, from which it differs in having
dimorphic Ivs

,
peduncle of fr dry or

fleshy (fleshy and enlarged m Podocar-
pus), and the ovule becoming erect;

and to Phylloeladus, which differs in

having cladophylla and the true Ivs.

reduced to minute scales Dacrydium
is dioecious or rarely monoecious, the
fls. not in cone-like structures; male
fls solitary at tips of branchlets and
with the uppermost Ivs

,
females nearly

or quite terminal under the If -like

scales, seeds nut-like, ovoid, borne in

a cup-like fleshy or thm aril —These
more or less spruce-like trees some- 1203 . Orchard-grass.—Dactylis pelago; by some authors the name
times attain a height in their native glom«rata. (plant x K) Eranthemum is applied to those plants

(950)

DACTYLOCTfeNIUM (Greek, dal-
tulos

,
finger, and ktuuon

,
a little comb)

Grandness Fimier-Comii Grass An-
nual grasses with spioading or creeping
stems, one of which has been offeied

as an ornamental subject

Spikelets sevei.tl-fld
,
sessile, crowded

in 2-6 digitate 1-sided, lather broad,
flattened spikes, axis of spike extend-
ing beyond the spikelets as a naked
point Species 2, warm regions of the
Old Woild One species, D. segyptium,
Richt (I) a>gypt)anim, Willd EUuunt
ugyptica, Desf Cynosiirus aqyptius,
Linn ), Crow-Foot, is a common weed
111 Trop Amer The 3-5 short spikes

are divaricate at the summit of tin*

culms, about 2 in long —It has been
offered as an ornamental grass for gul-
den cult

,
but has little value Mojave

Indians of S Calif use the giain for

food In Afr a decoction is prepared
from the seeds for inflammation of the
kidneys. A S Hitchcock

DASDALACANTHUS (Greek words,
signifying an acantlmd of curious struc-

ture) Acanthdcej * Tropical shrubs or
sub-shrubs, with blue or rose-colored
flowers, sometimes grown under glass

and in the open in w\arm countncs
Leaves entire or scarcely dentate

fls in bractcd spikes which are some-
times paniculate, the biacts usually
much exceeding the calyx, calyx deeply
5-lobed or -parted, corolla-tube elon-

gated and slender, more or less curved,
bearing an oblique spreading 5-lobed
limb, perfect stamens 2, affixed in the
throat, included, style slender and
recurved • fr an ovate or oblong caps

,

the seeds 4 or fewer—Some 15 to 20
species m E. India and Malay Arehi-
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and what are known as Eranthemum in this work
then become Pseuderanthemum.

This genus contains some tender shrubs of rather
difficult culture under glass, but great favorites in the
tropics, particularly in India. D. nervosus is a popular
winter- and spring-blooming shrub in southern Florida.
It has blue flowers an inch across, five-lobed, and
shaded purple at the mouth of the tube. For culture,
see Justicia.

nervdsus, T. Anders (Erdnthemum nervbsum, R.
Br. E pulchdlum

,
Andr., and some dealers, while

that of others is E bicolor
,
and that of Roxburgh is D.

vurpurascens) . Fig. 1204. Glabrous or very nearly so 1

lV8 ovate or elliptical, acuminate at both ends, some-
what crenate or entire: spikes axillary, opposite, over-
lapping and interrupted: bracts elliptical, acute, ner-
vose ' iimb of the corolla as wide as the tube is long.
India 13 M 1358 (as Justicia nervosa). Gn 51 352
GC II 21 '415 —A very pretty shrub for the warm-
house, 2-6 ft

,
its fls being of a color that is not very

common in winter-blooming plants It is an easy sub-
ject to manage, requiring a light, rich soil, full sunlight
and plenty of water Cuttings of young growth root
readily in a warmhouse

macrophjrllus, T Anders St pubescent toward top:
lva elliptic-lanceolate, ovate-acuminate, attenuate at
base’ spikes linear, somewhat interrupted: bracts
elliptic, rather obtuse, nervose: fls pale violet-blue
India B M. 6686 —Differs from D. nervosus in laxer

infl
,
hairy lvs which are scabrid-pubescent on the

nerves beneath, and more pubescent shoots

Wfittii, Bedd (D pdrvus, C B Clarke) Slender,

2 ft lvs deep green with a light metallic shade, very
broad-ovate : fls 1 in across, lilue or violet-blue, the
corolla-lobes broad-obovate and narrowed abruptly
to a point, the white stigma protruding from the nar-
row throat India GM 44*645 GC III 32 311.

A F 17*382 —A good dwarf species with fls in dense
clusters, blooming in pots when 1 ft high and flower-

ing in Sept Requires a warmhouse treatment, grows
well in sandy loam; prop, by cuttings. L H. B f

DA2M(5nOROPS (probably means God-like, of
divine appearance) Palmaceae

,
tribe Lepuiocdrpex.

Slender pinnate palms grown for their graceful foliage,

but little known m Amer outside of botanic gardens
Differs from Calamus (with which it is by some united)

only in having the outer sheaths or spathes boat-shaped,
deciduous, at first inclosing the inner sheaths, its more
longly stalked fls also separate it from Calamus—
About 85 species, all Trop Asiatic. Only a very few
are in cult. Treatment and general cultural conditions

of Calamus D. Draco produces some of the “dragon’s
blood” of commerce. See page 3568.

a. Young lvs. green.

b. Sts erect or climbing, sometimes both in one plant.

calicirpus, Mart. (Cdlamus cahcdrpus
,
Griff.). St.

erect or climbing, 1 in. diam.. lvs. 6-8 ft. long, upper
small with long flagella; lfts numerous, 12-13 in long,

J^-^in. wide; petiole 1 ft
,
the base not gibbous or puck-

ered. fr. about diam
,
tawny. Malacca.

melanoch&tes, Blume. St. erect* lvs. pinnate, 10-12
ft. long in nature, the pinnae long and narrow, dark
green and drooping, furnished with many cirrhi, the
petioles sharp-spined at the sheathing base: fr. vellow-

green. Malaya.—Very decorative A small form is

var. microcArpus. Little known m U. S.

bb. Sts. always climbing

Lewisi&nus, Mart. (Cdlamus Lewisxdnus
,

Griff).

St climbing, 1 in. diam : petiole 1 ft.., base much
swollen, armed below with scattered, short, deflexed

spines, and above with straight and hooked spines 1

in. long; lfts. 13-15 m. long, %-l in. wide; sheath

961

armed with solitary or seriate flat-back spines, fr. pale
yellowish. Penang.

interm&dius, Mart. St. 15-20 ft
,
%in. diam : lvs.

long-petioled, 4—6 ft. long; lfts opposite or scattered,
18-20 m long, 1-1 x

/2 in wide, linear-lanceolate, acumi-
nate, margins and 3-5 cost* bristly above and below;

1204. Daedalacanthus nervosus. (XJi)

rachis semi-cylindrical, sparingly armed; petiole 1 ft.

long, with flattened spines. Malaya.

aa. Young lvs. brownish or straw-colored.

palembAnicus. Blume St erect: lvs. pinnate,
broadly ovate, bright cinnamon-brown when young,
and lfts many, long, narrow, l 1/^ ft long, about J^in.

wide, petioles erect, with stout spines on the back,
which are deflexed and not thickened at the base and
are arranged singly or in series Sumatra. F. 1873,

p 136

periacAnthus, Mia Height 15 ft.: resembles D
palembamcus, but the young lvs are nearly straw-
colored, and the spines are placed m irregular rings
Sumatra —A most graceful species.

D plumdsus, Hort Graceful plume-like lvs , with pinna
4 ft or less long, petioles with rigid black spines with white bases
India. F. 1871, p. 39.—Not m cult in N Amer.

Jared G. Smith.
N. Taylor t

DAFFODIL: Narcissus. Daffodil, Sea: Pancratium.

DAHLIA (named after Professor Andreas Dahl, a
Swedish pupil of Linnseus, and author of “Observa-
tiones Botanic®”) Syn. Georgina Compbsitae Stout
perennial herbs, sometimes somewhat woody, much
grown out-of-doors for the rich and profuse autumn
bloom Plate XXXIV.

Tuberous-rooted (Fig 1205) : st. mostly erect, branch-
ing, glabrous or scabrous, lvs. opposite, 1-3-pmnate:
heads long-peduneled, large, with yellow disk and
rays in a single series and mostly m shades of red and
purple and also in white (in cult ) ;

ray-fls neutral or
pistillate, disk-fls perfect and fertile; involucre double
the inner series of thin scales that are slightlv united
at base, the exterior series smaller and somewhat leafy;
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receptacle plane, bearing chaffy scales, rays spreading,

entile or minutely 3-5-dentate* fr. oblong or obovate,

strongly compressed on the back, rounded at the apex,

obscurely ‘2-toothed or entirely bald —Probably 10 or

12 species, in the higher parts of Mex
,
some of them

now much modified by cult., and the domesticated
forms often difficult of systematic study The nomen-
clature of the group is confused because systematists

are not agreed on the rank to be given to forms that
have received independent names Voss (Blumen-
gartnerei) combines the three species of Cavanilles,

D. pinnata
,
D coccmea, and D rosea, all under the name

D. pinnata His arrangement is as follows D. pinnata,
Cav., var. coccmea, Voss (D. coccmea

,
Cav. I). rosea,

Cav
,
m part D frustration, DC. D, crocea

,

Poir. D
bidentifolia and 1) tnexicaria, Hort); var. qiacilis,

Voss (D gracilis, Ort.), var Ccrvantesn, Voss (D
Cervantesii, Lag); var. variabilis, Voss (/). variabilis,

Desf D rosea, Cav
,
in part D sambucifoha, Salisb

D superflua, Ait I) purpurea, Poir ) It seems to

be well, however, to keep D rosea and D coccmea dis-

tinct, and pei haps also D. pinnata, and this is the
method adopted for the present treatment Of the three
Cavan lllesian names, D pinnata has priority.

a. Plant very tall, tree-like

b FIs nodding, bell-shaped.

impenalis, Roezl Height 6-18 ft sts usually many
from one base, mostly unbranched, knotty, 4-6-angled,
usually <lying to the ground in winter in S. Calif .

lvs 2-3-pmnately parted; lfts ovate, narrowed at the
base, acuminate, toothed, with a few short scattered
soft hairs fis nodding, 4-7 in across, white, more or
less tinged with blood-red, especially at the base; rays
sterile or pistillate, lanceolate, sharp-pointed, not
3-toothed at the apex Gt 1863 407; 56, p 22. GC
1870 459, II 12 437, III 34 178 B M 5813 Gn
12.352, 33, p 527, 61, p 40 It H 1872 170; 1911, pp
62-3. AG 15*313 Mn 8, p. 61 —As few conservatories
can make room for so large a plant, it is common to

graft this species on dwarf varieties of D. rosea The
inflated and pointed fl -buds (3-4 in long) are very
characteristic It is not known whether the original

plant collected by Roezl was found in wild or cult

surroundings This species and the next are mostly
cult under glass if cult, at the N

,
but this species

thrives in the open in Cent Calif
;
the others are

grown outdoors m summer, and the roots stored in

winter. Hybrids are reported between this species and
D excelsa

bb FIs. erect, not bell-shaped, but opening out flat.

excglsa, Benth. (D arbdrea, Regel) Height to 20
ft or more: sts. several from same base, usually

unbranchcd, glaucous,

marked with horizon-

tal rings made by the
stem-clasping base of

the petioles as the
lower lvs fall away,
becoming woody for

several feet in mild
climates: lvs bipm-
nate, as much as 2^
ft long, 2 ft. wide; lfts.

as many as 25, ovate,
those of the upper lvs.

1205. Clustered roots of the often contracted at

garden dahlia the base, acuminate,
toothed

,
pale green

beneath, with a few short scattered hairs or none: As.

4H m. across, dilute purple, crimson-pipk. G C. II.

19:80; III 27*85.—This species was described from a
cult plant with 8 rays in a single row, but with
considerably elongated disk-fls It was almost an
anemone-fld type, and all the florets were sterile. D.

arborea has never been sufficiently described as a
botanical species, but plants have been cult for many
years under this name Var anemonsefldra, Hort.
Disk of lilac or yellow tubular florets; rays flat.

aa. Plant medium, averaging 3 ft., commonly from 2-5

ft., rarely exceeding these extremes.

b. Lvs. once pinnate: st. not branching from the base:

habit erect.

c. St. usually not glaucous: rays fertile.

D. Rays of the single fls. not recurved at the margins

,

of the double fls. never flat, but cupped

rdsea, Cav. (D. varidbilis, Desf. D. Barkena? and
D Rogleiina, Knowl Wcstc ? D suphflua, Alt.

1206. Dahlia rosea (or D variabilis). (XH)

D purpurea, Poir D nhna, Andr D crocata, Lag
D coron'ita, lloit) Fig 1206. Lvs typically once
innate, sometimes bipinnate; lfts. ovate, toothed,
roader and coarser than in the other species B R.

55. B M 1885.—The original of practically all the
old-fashioned dahlias, particularly the Single, Pompon,
Show and Fancy types. It is therefore the parent or

the vast majority of the horticultural varieties This
is a wonderfully variable species. Some plants are
densely hairy, others scarcely at all. The lvs are some-
times bipinnate in parts of plants or throughout an
entire plant. In double forms the rays usually have
abortive pistils Many garden forms have glaucous
sts. Some authors have doubted whether this species

is distinct from D coccmea, but the two types are very
different in the garden, although there are intermediate
forms m nature

dd. Rays of the single fls. with recurved margins; of
the double fls. not cupped, but long, flat and pointed,

and some at least with recurved margins.

JuarSzii, Hort. (D. Yuartzn, Hort.). Cactus
Dahlia. Fig 1207. Distinct in the bloom: heads bril-
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lianfc scarlet; fls. irregular in length and overlapping,
the rays narrow. The Cactus dahlias all originated
from one plant, which was flowered in Eu. for the first

time m 1864, and first pictured in G C 11.12.433
(1879). EM 1879:383. Gn. 18, p 589, 19.742

, 50,
p. 236. G.Z. 26.49.

cc. St. glaucous: rays not fertile.

coccinea, Cav (D bidentxfbha, Salisb D Cer-
vdnte8ii, Lag D. Crbcea, Poir ) Fig 1208, redrawn
from B.M 762 (1804). Always more slender than D.
rosea, with narrower lfts

,
and in the wild, at least,

dwarfer than that species. The color range is much
smaller, and does not include white or any shade of

purple or crimson. The colors vary from scarlet,

through orange to yellow. There are no double forms,
and it has been said that this species will not hybndize
with D. rosea. The named varieties pictured m I H.
31*515 and 533 (1881), which are emphatically
declared to be varieties of D coccinea

,
are probably

garden forms of D rosea. The only characters that
certainly distinguish D coccmca from D. rosea are the
glaucous sts and infertile rays of the former, but these
characters break down m garden forms B.M. 762.
Gn 19:154 GC II 12.525

nn. Lvs. twice jnnnate sts branched from the base:

habit spreading

M6rckii, Lehm (I) glabrata, Lmdl ) Fig. 1209,
redrawn from B M. 3878 (1841). Height 2-3 ft : roots

much more slender than those of D. rosea st and lvs.

wholly devoid of hairs; lvs bipinnate. floral bracts
linear, fls. typically lilac; rajs pistillate; outer involu-
cral bracts linear Bit 26*29 (1810) Gn. 19 154

(1881) —This is a very distinct garden dahlia, and is

worth growing merely as a foliage plant The fine-cut

character of the foliage makes it more attractive than
the coarse foliage of most of the varieties of D rosea.

The plants are much dwarfer and wider spreading than
most florists’ dahlias, and show no st. w'hile growing.
The branched flowering sts are remarkably long, slen-

der and wiry, often rising 2-3 ft above the foliage.

The rays are very short and often roundish, with a
short sharp point instead of 3 minute teeth There are
no red, yellow or white forms m nature. The roots of

this and D coccinea, being slenderer than those of D.
rosea, must be preserved with greater care in winter.

D yrdcihx, Ort I.vs bipmnate and ternately divided, gla-
broua, the lfts small, (wsite and coarsely toothed fls brilliant

oranRo-scarlet , outer bracts of involucre almost orbicular 4-5 ft

,

making a dense bush with very slender growths, bearing heads
2}$-3 in ucroas \pparently not in general cult—D ptnnAla,
Cav Plant scarcely 3 ft high, glabrous lvs 5-foholate, lfts ovate,
crenate-dentate, glaucous beneath, sessile, rachis winged fls large,

aohtary, female corolla large, blue-red, exterior involucre with b-7
bracts, ovate, narrowed toward the base, spreading and reflexed-
incurved, the interior with coriaceous lobes The plate of Cavan-
llles shows semi-double fls , i e with several rows of rays, with the
rays incurved at the rnurgin and becoming at the base nearly
tubular.—D Zimapinn, Roezl, is by some retained in Dahlia and
by others referred to Bidens, in this work it is described under
Cosmos (C. diversifolius). WlLHELM MlLLER.

L. H. B.t

Types and varieties of the dahlia.

Practically all of the named varieties of dahlias have
come from one immensely variable species, usually
known as D. vanabilis. but more properly as D. rosea.

For garden purposes, nowever, a second form of great
importance, D. Juarezii, the parent of the Cactus
forms, must be kept distinct. There are other species

cultivated to a slight extent. It is curious that these
showy plants should be closely related to a common
weed, the beggar’s tick, of the genus Bidens; but other
species of Dahlia have leaves whose forms pass grad-
ually into those of Bidens. Other close allies arc
Cosmos and Coreopsis. Cosmos flowers are some shade
of purple, rarely white m wild nature, and only one
species has yellow flowers; Coreopsis has yellow flow’crs

only; Bidens. yellow' or white, and none of these
genera has produced double -flowered forms of the
first importance. Dahlia has all these colors and more,
being far richer m bright reds, and lacking only sky-
blue and its closely related hues, w'hich are seen to
perfection in the China asters.

Although dahlias are popular plants, especially in old
gardens, they are destined to still greater popularity
from the new “Cactus,” “Decorative,” “Peony-flow-
ered,” and “Collarette” types. There exists a prejudice
against dahlias in many localities m which these new
types have never been seen. This prejudice is part of a
reaction against formal and artificial flow ers in general
The old-time dahlias were round hard and stiff like a
ball The now-time dahlias are flatter, and tend
toward loose, free, fluffy chrysanthemum-like forms.
The dahlia has now become >minensely variable
Of the important and very variable florists’ flowers,

the dahlia was one of the latest to come into cultiva-
tion The first break of considerable importance in the
wild type occurred about 1814 Up t-o that time there
w'ero perhaps a dozen well-marked colors in good
single-flow ered varieties. Dahlias had been cultivated
in Europe since 1789, and it is a curious fact that
they showed signs of doubling the very first year of
their European residence, but it was not until twenty-
five years later that a marked gain m doubling was
made The dahlia seemed to be undeveloped until

1811, when the era of doubling began Before another
twentj'-five years had passed, the dahlia had sprung
into the front ranks of garden plants In 1826 there
were already 6ixty varieties cultivated by the Royal
Horticultural Society In 1841, one English dealer
had over 1,200 varieties. Today it is not uncommon
for the leading tradesmen to keep 500 to 1,000 dis-

tinct varieties. In the absence of good records, it is

conjectured that over 3,000 different nantes of varie-
ties have been publish^! in the catalogues Most of
the varieties are the Show and Fancy types, which are
as spherical and regular as possible, and differ only in

color At first the distinction between the two types

1207. The original Cactus dahlia —D. Jaurezii.

Reduced from the Gardeners’ Chronicle, where
it was fii at pictured
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seems to have been the same as that between “self-

colored” and “variegated” flowers m general Lately,

for purposes of exhibition in prize competitions, the

following arbitrary distinction has been adopted* A
Show dahlia (Fig. 1210) is often of one color, but if

the edges of the rays are darker than the ground-color,

the variety may be exhibited m the Show section A
Fancy dahlia (Fig. 1211) always has two or more
colors, and if the rays are striped or if the edges are

lighter than the ground-color, the variety must be
exhibited in the Fancy section The two types reached
full perfection certainly by 1840, and after that date
the improvements were mostly in matters of seconflary

importance. Most of the longest-lived varieties belong
to the Show and Fancy type. These types held full

populanty until about 1879, when the first Cactus
dahlia appeared in England with a promise of new and
freer forms This form is

the one which is perhaps
farthest removed from
nature, and it is probably
so highly esteemed largely

because the most,work has
been spent on it.

1208. Dahlia coccinea.

Redrawn fium the Botanical
Magazine for 1804

A reaction against formalism in all departments of

life and thought set in about the time of the American
Civil War It was m the sixties that the Japanese
chrysanthemums did much to emancipate the floral

world. With dahlias the reaction came much later and
has proceeded more slowly. The first Cactus dahlia

was so called because of its resemblance in form, but
chiefly in color, to the brilliant crimson-flowered Ceieus
speciosisstmus, a well-known garden plant (which is

known m the present work as Hehocerus speciosus).

The name is now highly inappropriate because the
color range of the pure Cactus type has been extended
to include all of tne important well-defined colors of
which the dahlia seems capable The original Cactus
dahlia was named Dahlia Juarezn, after President
Juarez, the “Washington of Mexico.” It was pic-

tured for the first time in the Gardeners’ Chronicle for

1879, and this interesting picture is here reproduced
in a reduced size in Fig 1207. The type is still culti-

vated under the same name and in all essentials seems
to be unchanged. Forms of the Cactus dahlia are
shown in Figs 1212, 1213
The origin of the Cactus type, as of all the other

types of dahlias, is uncertain, and our efforts to
secure full and definite information upon some of the
most interesting points may perhaps always be baffled.

A Dutch dealer secured a root from Mexico that pro-

duced one plant which is the parent of all the Cactus
forms. It is not known whether the seed which may
have produced the original loot came from a wild or a
cultivated flower It has been said that seedlings of D.
Juarezu have produced in cultivation forms appioach-
mg the Show type of D rosea The reverse piocess is

also said to have taken place, but full, authoritative

and convincing statements are wanting In the garden,

D. Juaiezu is exceedingly distinct from the florists’

forms of D. rosea It is usually a slenderer, taller and
longer-jointed plant, with much handsomer and more
delicate foliage, the leaves being nariower than in

the coarse and almost ugly foliage of the old forms
It has another peculiarity of growth, which is still one
of the most serious defects in the true (’actus type:
the plants tend to hide some of the flowers beneath
their foliage. This comes about in a curious wray At
a node between two young leave's theie commonly
appear, at about the same time three new growths:
the middle one develops into a flower with a naked
stalk only 2 or 3 inches long, while the side shoots
quickly overtop it and repeat the same threefold

arrangement The other most serious objection to the
true Cactus type is that it, does not stand shipment
well and does not last so long as a cut-fiowTer as the
Show dahlias

The Decorative or Cactus Hybrid types are numer-
ous, and their popularity is more modem They have
been largely seedlings from show floweis Then rays
are rarely, if ever, recuived at the maigins All the
other types of dahlias are well defined, and a single

picture of each one wall repiesent its type with suffi-

cient exactness No one pictute, hmvever, can give any
conception of the great variety of forms included m
this more or less open horticultural section The name
Cactus Hybrid means piactically “miscellaneous,” and
is analogous to the “Japanese” section of chrysanthe-
mums It- is on this section and the pure Cactus type
that the greatest hopes for the future of the dahlia
are based

Dahlias considered to be of true Decorative type are
those possessing broad flat and nearly straight petals,
arranged somewhat irregulaily, but the flowers are
not sphencal m shape like the Show dahlia, but are
inclined to be flat and massive, and are always full to
the center Dahlias of this ehai actor score a greater
number of points at exhibitions
The Colossal dahlia is the basis of much discussion,

especially at exhibitions, the cause of debate being
that these dahlias are in reality not classified, that is,

the same variety is exhibit ed in one display as a Show
dahlia, and in the next as a Decorative dahlia, but in

reality there should be a Colossal class for this type of
dahlia. This typo, if it may be so called, has large
cupped but not quilled rays or petals, the flowers are
5 inches and over in diameter, and spherical in shape;
they therefore partake of both t ypes, but are sufficiently

different to spoil the harmony, when exhibited m either
the Show or Decorative class “Lc Colosse” is the fust
of this type of dahlia, and hybridization has given a
large number of seedlings, which are almost identical
in form, shape, and size, the most prominent being
at present Amenean Beauty, Giant Purple or Royal
Purple, J. K Alexander, Surpasse Colosse, and Janne
(Yellow) Colosse.

The Pompon type is a small form of the Show and
Fancy types It has the same colors and the same form,
but the flowers are smaller and more abundant. As
a rule, the smaller the flowers the prettier and more
individual they are. The larger they are, the more
they suffer by comparison with the Show type. Per-
haps their greatest point is their productiveness When
profusion is the mam idea, not great size and quality,
the Pompons are the favorite type of dahlia for cut-
flowers.
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The Single dahlias may be freely produced, but they
are not so lasting for cut-flowers. The Single type has
had many ups and downs In the reaction against

formalism, it came to the front about 1881, and for

several years thereafter several hundred forms were
kept distinct and they were made the chief feature of

the European
shows When
the dahlia first

came into culti-

vation, its rays
were relatively

long, slen-
der, acuminate,
notched at the
end, and with
such wide spaces
between the tips

of the rays as to

give the flower a
stellate appear-
ance. In the
course of the
evolution of the
single type, the
gardeners re-

tained the most
regular and sym-
metrical forms.
Single dahlias
with always and
only eight rays
were preserved.

1209. Dahlia Merckii. The rays of
Redrawn from the Botanical Magazine, dahlias became

for 1841 broader and
rounder, as in

Fig 1214, until finally in pedigree varieties the vacant
spaces were closed up The same mental ideals have
produced the rose-petaled geraniums and the should-
ered tulips In a high-bred single dahlia there are no
minute teeth or notches at the tips of the rays
Most of the single dahlias of high pedigree have ravs

of uniform coloration with no secondary color at the
base, but a few have a distinct ring of color at the base,
often culled an “eye or crown,” which is sometimes
yellow and rarely led or some other color Usually the
rays of a single dahlia are spread out horizontally,
sometimes they bend back, and rarely they bend
inwards and form a cup-shaped flower These three
forms can doubtless be separated and fixed during
those periods when the interest in the Single type
warrants it. Semi-double forms are frequent (Fig.

1215)
Single dahlias are likely to lose some of their rays

after a day or two in a vase In cutting them it is well

to choose the younger flowers A vigorous shake often
makes the oldei ones drop their lays. It is an easy
matter to keep the seeds from forming, simply by
removing the flowers as they mature, and by so doing
save the strength of the plant for the production of
flowers

There are three other dahlia types of minor impor-
tance,—the Single Cactus, the Pompon Cactus and
Tom Thumb The Single Cactus type differs from the
common Single type m having rays with recurved
margins, which give a free and spirited appearance to
the flowers. Instead of spreading out horizontally,
the rays often curve inward, forming a cup-shapea
flower

^
This type originated with E. J. Lowe, Chep-

stow, England, was developed by Dobbie & Co. about
1891, and was first disseminated in 1894. The Single
Cactus dahlias are very interesting and pretty. The
Tom Thumb type is a miniature race of round-rayed
single dahlias, which grow from 12 to 18 inches high,
and are used for bedding. The type originated in

61

England with T. W. Girdlestone, and was developed
and introduced by Cheal & Sons.
The “green” dahlia (Da/ilia mruhjlora, Hort ) is an

interesting abnormal form in which the rays are
partially or wholly suppressed, and the chief feature

of interest is a confused mass of green, not resembling
petals at all, but evidently a multiplication of the outer
involucral scales, which, in the dahlia, are green, leafy

bracts. The “green” dahlia is not unhealthy; it is as
strong and vigorous as any of the ether forms, but very
unstable and variable, producing flowers of solid green
color, others of green with small cup-shaped crimson-
scarlet petals intermingled, and others of solid enmson-
searlet color, and all on the same plant This freak
was pictured as ’long ago as 1845 in G C

, p. 626; and
again in G C III 80. 294

Another interesting variation which hardly ranks in

present importance with the eleven types contrasted
below is the laciniated form, which makes a very
pretty though rather foi mal effect Examples are Ger-
mania Nova, Mrs A W. Tait and its yellow variety

among large double forms, and White Aster among
the Pompons In these cases, the notches at the tips

of the rays, instead of being minute and inconspicuous,

are deepened so much that they give the laciniated

effect At present this form is available in a very nar-

row range of colors It is not probable that it will be
an important factor in producing chrysanthemum-like
forms
Another form which baffles description, but is

nevertheless very distinct, is that of Grand Duke
Alexis It is nearer the Show type than any other, but
is perhaps best classed with the Cactus Hybrid sec-

tion, simply because it seems advisable to keep the
Showr type the most sharply defined of all It is a very
flat flower, and the rays are remarkably folded, leav-

ing a round hole at the top of each one. Up to 1909
the varietv of colors of the type of Grand Duke Alexis

has been increased, including the vaheties Drecr
White, Mrs Roosevelt, Purple Duke, Pythias, W. \Y.

liawson, and Yellow Duke
About midway between Grand Duke Alexis and

the Showr or cupped type is an interest\ng form, the
“quilled” dahlia, a name which is perhaps necessary,
though unfortunate In A. D Livoni the rays are

rather tightly folded for about two-thirds of their

length, leaving a round hole at the tip as in Grand
Duke Alexis, but giving a peculiar whorled effect,

which plainly shows the spiral arrangement of the suc-
cessive tiers of rays. Among Pompons, Blumenfalter
is an example of
this rosette-like or
quilled form, and
many colors are
procurable How-
ever, the word
“quilled” usually
suggests a long
tube with a flared

opening, whereas
in the form de-
scribed above the
margins of the
ray are merely
rolled tightly to-
gether, but not
grown together
into a thin seam-
less tube Perhaps
the most impor-
tant variation
that has not yet
appeared in the
dahlia is the won-
derful elongation
of the disk florets
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into long, thin, variously colored tubes which have
produced such charming effects m the China aster and
have culminated m the marvelous grace of many chry-
santhemums The dahlia may not be denied such
possibilities, for in G C III 20 339 (1896) a new dahlia
was described in which the quills are really tubes for

two-thirds of their length.

The Collarette dahlia is a very novel and distinct

type The flowers are single, with an additional row
of short petals around the disk, which forms a frill or
collar usually of a different color from the remainder
of the flower. The same method obtained in the
development of the Collarette dahlia as m the develop-
ment of the Single dahlia Varieties having only eight
rays or petals, with the additional collar, and present-
ing a symmetrical and concentrated impression, were
preserved The collar consists principally of three or
four smaller and more gracefully curved rays, pro-
duced at the disk, at the center of each of the eight
larger rays or petals, and taking the same direction as
the large rays, thus showing distinctly the golden
yellow center, so pronounced in the Single dahlia
The first Collarette dahlia was President Viger, and was
originated at Parc de la Tcte d’Or, or m the gardens of

the City of Lyons, France, then under the supervision
of Professor Gerard, who was succeeded by M Cha-
bannes President Viger was first shown in 1900 at
the Universal Exposition, and offered for sale m 1901
by Ilivorie Pere & Fils of Lyon. In 1902 appeared the
variety Joseph Goujon also obtained at the Parc de
la Tete d’Or, Lyon, then in 1903 Ilivorie offered

Etendard de Lyon and Gallia, which figured with
honor for that firm. During the next ten years, from
1903 until 1913, all the known varieties of the Col-
larette dahlia were developed by Rivono Pere & Fils,

and appeared in the following order 1903, Etendard
de Lyon, and Gallia; 1904, Mine LePage Viger, La
Fusee, Duchesse J Melsi D’Ehril-Barbo, Prince Gaht-
zine, Comte Cheremeteff, and Maurice Rivoire; 1905,
Exposition de Lyon Orphee, and Prince de Venosa;

1906, Merveille de Lyon, Mme Georges Bernard,
Comte Nodler, Deuil de Brazza, Princesse Olga
Altieri, Corbeille de Feu, and Signorina Rosa Esen-
grini, 1907, Comtesse Dugon, Ami Cachat, and Vol-
can; 1908, Jupiter, Pluton, Pan, Etoilc de Moidiere,
and Mme. Chamrion; 1909, M. Mery de Montigny;

1212. A Cactus dahlia ( X h)

1910, Abbe Hugonnard, Comte de Vezet, Mme. Pile,

Souvenir de Bel-Accueil, and Vicomtesse des Mons;
1911, General de Sonis, and Deuil du Docteur Ogier,

1912, Cocarde Espagnole, Etincelant, and Stella,

1913, Geant de Lyon, Maroc, and Etoile de Mon-
plaisir In 1912, J K Alexander, a dahlia specialist

m East Bridgewater, Massachusetts, succeeded in

developing the first Collarette dahlia of American
origin, the variety Champion, this added the red and
yellow coloring to the type Previous to 1912, three
other foreign varieties, Directeur Rene Gerard, Mme.
E. Poirier, and Souv de Chabanne, found their way to
America, and were offered the following year in the
leading seedsmen’s catalogues The year 1913 gave a
collection of nearly fifty distinct named varieties of the
Collarette dahlia, including every known color in the
dahlia world.
The Holland Peony-flowered dahlia is now the most

popular dahlia, possessing an entirely original form,
resembling the semi-double peonies; the flowers are
broad, flat, somewhat irregular in form, and are pro-
duced with remarkable freedom on long stems. This
type of dahlia has proved the most satisfactory for

garden purposes, the plants being covered with flowers
the entire season The origin of the Holland Peony-
flowered dahlia, like all other types, is uncertain,
and all efforts to secure full and definite informa-
tion are unfruitful. Originally the Holland Peony-
flowered dahlia was grown for some years in Germany
in a mixture known as “Half-double Giant Dahlias ”

A Dutch grower, H. Hornsveld of Baarn, Holland, was
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1213. Single cactus dahlia. (XH)

the first to note their possibilities, and selected from
these “mixed dahlias” the best varieties, from which
he propagated; then he drew the attention of the public

to nis new varieties, which he named and offered for

sale. Other growers in Holland followed his example
with great success. The Holland Peony-flowered

dahlia was imported
to America m 1908,

and simultaneously
appeared in the cata-

logues of the leading

growers and seed-

men. The number in-

creased rapidly, and
in 1910 appeared new
varieties of American
origin, notably the

new varieties origi-

nated by the W. W.
Rawson Co

,
of Bos-

ton, Massachusetts.

The most prominent
varieties are the fol-

lowing Andrew Car-
negie (1908), Bertha
Von Suttner (1908),

Caesar (1911), Cecilia

(1911), Dr K W.
van Gorkum (1906),

Dr. Peary (1911),

Duke Henry (1906),

Geisha (1908), Ger-
mania (1906), Glory
of Baarn (1906),

Glory of Groenekan (1907), II Hornsveld (1907), Hugo
de Vries (1907), H J Lovink (1911), Kaisenn Augusta
Victoria (1907), King Edward (1909), King Leopold

(1906), La Raintc (1907), Mannheim (1908), Mer-
veille (1907), Miss Gladys Dawson (1908), Paul

Kruger (1906), P. W. Jansen (1907), Queen Alexandra

(1909), Queen Emma (1906), Queen Wilhelmina (1906),

Snow Queen (1907), and Sherlock Holmes (1912)

The fragiant dahlia is the pride of the true Peony-
flowered type, possessing a pleasing and agreeable

odor, so long desired The fragrant dahlia was first

detected by J Herbert Alexander, in the year 1912,

on the trial-grounds of J Iv Alexander of East Bridge-

water, Massachusetts, hybridization and propagation
was begun immediately with the new variety, and
in 1913 a collection of five fragrant dahbas appeared
m Alexander’s catalogue
The main types of dahlias may perhaps be distin-

guished more elcaily by the following scheme:

a. Plants very dwarf

1 The Tom Thumb Types.

aa. Plante not very dwarf

b FIs single

c. Rays flat, not recurved at the margins

2. The Single Type Fig 1214

cc. Rays with recurved margins

3. The Single Cactus Type Fig 1213

bb FIs double

C. Size of fls small, 1-2 m, across.

d. Rays cupped

4. The Pompon Type Fig. 1211. Also called “Bou-
quet” and “Lilliputian

”

dd. Rays flat.

5. The Pompon Cactus Type.

cc. Size of fls. large, 3-5 m. across, averaging 4 in

d Rays cupped.

E. Colors single, or the edges darker than the ground-colot

.

6. The Show Type. Fig 1210

ee. Colors 2 or more, striped, or with edges lighter

than the ground-color.

7. The Fancy Type.

dd. Rays not cupped, hut long and flat, or with
recurved margins.

8. The Cactus Type. Figs 1207, 1212.

ddd. Rays various m form.

9. The Decorative Type

10. The Collarette Type.

11. The* Peony-flowered Type; including the
fragrant dahlia Fig. 1215.

Useful dahlias for vanous purposes, as they exist in

North America in 1913.

Cactu« dahlias, for cut-flown purposes —Alexander, Alight,
Alfred Vascy, Clara G Stedwiik, Countess of Lonsdale, Dainty,
Effective, Eureka, Floradora, Forbes Robertson, I* lame, Glory of
Wilts, Golden Gem, Gazelle, Gabriel, Gen Buller, llelene, Henn
Cayenx Hereward, Iverma, Jeannette, J H Jackson, J Weir
Fife, Killarney, Lightship Lady Fair, Lady Cohn Campbell, Lord
of the Manor, Mary Service, Mrs DeLuta, Mrs H L Brouson,
Mrs Winchester, Mrs Mortimer, Mrs Geo Caselton, Mme Henn
Cayeux, Mrs MacMullan, Reme Cayeux, Rosa Starr, Reliable,

Stella, Sirus, Sandy, Thomas Wilson, and Yonne Cayeux
Cactus dahlias for exhibition purposes —Amazon, Clincher,

Diavolo, Master Carl, Mercury, Airs S T Wright, Rev Dr
Bakci, Rev T W Jamieson, Royal Scarlet, Schneewitchen,
Snowstorm, T G Baker, Wellington, Whirlwind, White Swan,
Wm Marshall, W B Childs

Decorative dahlias for cut-flower purposes —Dehce, Himmhsche,
Jack Rose, Jeanne Charmet, John R Baldwin, Minos, Maid of

Kent, Mme A Luimere, Mme Victor VaBsier, Mme Van den
Dacl, Perle de la Tete D’or, Reggie, Souv de Gustave Douzon,
Wilhelm Miller

Decoratu e dahlias for exhibition purposes —American Beauty,
A E Johnson, Blue Oban, Gigantea, Grand Duke Alexis, Gettys-
burg, Le Grand Manito, Le Mont Blanc, Lea Alhces, Mme Helene
Charvet, Mme Augusta Lumiere, Mademoiselle Galy Miquel,
Madame Devinat, Mme Marzi , Morocco, Peerless, Perle de
Ocean, Papa Charmet, \ille de Lyon, Yellow Colosse

Petmy-flowered dahlias for cut-flower purposes —Admiration,
Bertha Von Suttner, Goddess of Fame, Geisha, M&ne Studholme,
Mrs A Platt, Mrs Jacques Futrelle, Queen Wilhelmina, and
Sunrise

Peony-flowerrd dahlias for exhibition purposes — Hampton Court.
King L< opohl, Priscilla, Snow Queen, Solfatara, Duke Henry, and
Iiollaudia

Collarette dahlias for massing—Exposition de Lyon, Maurice
Rnoire, and President Viger

Show dahlias for exhibition purposes —Acquisition, Alice Emily,
Acme of Perfection, Brown Bess, Dreer’s White, Dr Keynes, David
Johnson, Emperor, Ivanhoe, Harrison Weir, Mrs Susan Wilson,
Mme Rune Furtudo, Mme Marika Anagnostajn. Mme Alfred
M ireau. Merlin, Muriel, Norma, Nugget, Queen of Autumn,
Rosebud, htradclla, Standard, W P Laird, and Wm Dodda

Among the Show dahlias that are the best for flowering are A D.
Livoni, Arabella, Ansoma, Dr J P Kirkland or Cuban Giant,
Dorothy Pearock, Imperial, Miss Fox, Perfection, Storm King,

and W hite Queen
Show dahlia for bedding purposes—White Bedder.
Fancy dahlias of merit —Chorister, Chas Turner, Daztler,

Dorothj, Distinction, Durhess of Albany, English Dandy, Eric
Fisher, Gloire de Guiscard, Frank Smith, Frederick Smith, General
Grant, Gold Medal. Goldsmith, Geo Barnes, Hercules, Les
Amours de Madame, Lucy Faucett, Mme Lily Large, Polly San-
dall, Rebetca, Rev. J B
McCanmi, S Mortimer,
Sunset, and Wizard

Pompon dahlias for bor-
ders or hedges—Achilles,

Crusoe, Darkness, Fasci-
nation, Mabel, Pure Lo\e,
Rosalie, Red Indian, Snow
Clad, Vivid, and Wini-
fred

Pompon dahlias for ex-
hibition purposes—Amber
Queen, Ideal, Harry, Lit-
tle Mary, Rosebud, Shalu,

. and Spy
Pompon dahlias for

flowering purposes—Klein
Domitea, Darkest of All,
Fairy Queen, Star of the
East, and Spy.

Societies and shows.
—The dahlia is one
of about a dozen
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genera of plants whose horticultural value has been
attested by permanently successful special societies.

There are national dahlia societies in England and
America Dahlia shows are usually held the second or
third week in September On December 21, 1906, the
New England Dahlia Society was chartered; this

Society led to great advancement m the dahlia, hold-
ing an annual exhibition in Boston, and issuing monthly
a paper known as the “Dahlia News ” Great mtcrest
was fostered, and in 1913 its membership list included
nearly every state in the Union, and six foreign coun-
tries At the present date of writing the New England
Dahlia Society is considering the adoption of a new
charter, whereby it can become the National Society.
Other societies devoted to the welfare of the dahlia
have been recently formed, principally “The Dahlia
Association of Seattle,” “Tacoma Dahlia Society,”
“Inter-town Dahlia Association” in Connecticut

Literature—As in many other cases, the magazine
literature of the dahlia is the most bulky, and, m some
respects, more important than the books on the subject.
C Harman Payne published a bibliography m G.C.
Ill 21 329 (1897) There had been about twenty-five
books devoted to the dahlia, many of them pamphlets
and cheap cultural manuals. These books were mostly
published from 1828 to 1857, with none in North
America for nearly forty years after that date until

1896, w’hen Lawrence K Peacock’s book, “The Dahlia,”
appealed The fust American treatise was by E Sayers,
published at Boston, 1839 Many interesting facts
came out in 1889, the centennial year of the dahlia. A
repoit of the National Dahlia Conference is reprinted
from the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society
for 1890, but Shirley Ilibberd’s statements therein
regarding the botany of the dahlia agree very poorly
with Hemsley’s revision of the genus m GO. II.

12:437, 524, 557 (1879) In 1906 W W. Wilmore
published “The Dahlia,” a handsomely illustrated

American manual, valuable to both amateur and pro-
fessional The annual catalogues of the leading dahlia
specialists furnish much valuable matter, and cultural
hints, and are the most up-to-date issues m the dahlia
line - Wilhelm Miller.

J. K. Alexander.

Cultivation of the dahlia.

The dahlia has no very special or particular require-
ments, and yet many groweis fail of the best success
because the few demands are not well met.

Propagation.

There are four methods by which dahlias are propa-
gated by cuttings (the commercial method), by divi-

sion of roots (the amateur’s method), by grafting to

perpetuate rare kinds, and by seeds, to produce new
varieties

Cutting s—Propagation by cuttings is employed
mainly by commercial growers, and though the ama-
teur may propagate plants successfully, the attention a
few cuttings would probably require is so great that it*

would be cheaper to buy plants The roots are planted
closely in benches m the greenhouse early m January,
and cuttings are made from the young shoots as fast

as they form the third or fourth set of leaves. These
cuttings are carefully trimmed and placed in pure sand
in the propagating-bench, usinj; a dibble and putting
the cuttings m rows about 3 inches apart and
inch between the cuttings.

The propagating-bench is made by running a flue,

hot-water or steam pipes beneath an ordinary bench,
and boarding up the side to confine the heat. Althougn
there may be a difference of opinion among propaga-
tors, yet a bottom of sand heat of 65°, with the tem-
erature of the house from 5° to 10° less, will give the
est practical results. With this temperature, the cut-

tings will root in about two weeks, and will be far
stronger than if rooted m less time with greater heat
As soon as cuttings are rooted, they are potted off into
small pots and grown in a cool greenhouse until danger
of frost is over, when they are planted out m the open
ground Cuttings made too far below a joint, or too
late in summer, will produce flowering plants but
no tubers.

Division of roots .—This is the easiest and most satis-

factory way for amateuis As the eyes are not on the
tubers, but on the crown to which the tubers are
attached, care must be taken that each division has at
least one eye, otherwise the roots will never grow It

is, therefore, best to start the eyes by placing the roots

m a warm, moist place a short tune before dividing
The roots are sometimes placed m a hotbed, and shoots
grown to considerable size, then set out as plants, but
this plan has many drawbacks, and is not advised

Grafting—A very interesting, though not profitable
mode of propagation is by means of grafting The top
of the tuber is cut slantingly upward, and the cutting
slantingly downward, placed together and tied with
raffia or any soft, handy material They are then
planted m a pot deep enough to cover the lowin’ part
of the graft with earth, and they will soon adhere if

placed under a hand-glass or in a frame Grafting is

practised only for the preservation of rare and weak-
growmg sorts.

Seeds—The chief use of seeds is the production of

new varieties. Seeds are also used by those who
chiefly desire a mass of color, and are not paiticularly

desirous of finely formed blooms If planted early
enough indoors and transplanted to the open as soon
as sale, fine masses of color can be secuied before frost,

and the roots of the more desirable kinds can be saved,
and will give even better results the next season.

Field or garden requirements.

Dahlias are easily destroyed by high winds unless

they are given a protected position, and they need
plenty of air and sunlight for best results In shaded,
close, airless quarters the growth is sappy, and the
flowers are poorly colored

The soil is not so impoitant, except in its ability to

hold moisture during severe droughts Any ri< h soil

that will grow corn will also grow dahlias to peifection,

if all other conditions are favoiable They will grow
equally well in clear sand, clav <>i gravel, if the proper
kinds and quantities of plant-tood are added ard well

and thoroughly worked in It is, however, unreason-
able to expect dahlias or any garden plants to succeed
in a hard clay, devoid of humus, easily baked and
never tilled.

Feedmq—It is always best to broadcast the manure
and plowr or spade it into the soil, thorough spading is

absolutely necessary if the manure is not well decom-
posed On heavy clay or gravelly soils, loose coarse

manure may be used, but on light or sandy soils,

manure should always be fine and well lotted. Com-
mercial fertilizers are also largely used, and are most
valuable when used in connection with manure Any
good fertilizer, rich m ammonia and phosphoric acid,

with a liberal amount of potash, will answer at the

time of planting, but as a top-dressing later, nothing
equals pure bone-meal and nitrate of soda, four parts

bone-meal to one part soda.
Kinds of stock —Dahlias are offered in five forms

'

large clumps, ordinary field-roots, pot-roots, green

plants and seeds The clumps give the best satisfac-

tion the first year, but are entirely too large and un-

wieldy for anything but a local trade and exchange
among amateurs. The ordinary field-roots are the most
valuable, as they can be handled easily and safely, and
always give satisfactory results Pot-roots are largely

used in the mailing trade, and, while they will not give

as good results the first year, are valuable for shipping
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long distances where larger roots could not be profit-

ably used, owing to heavy transportation charges.
Green plants are mainly used to make up any defici-

ency in the field-crops, owing to unfavorable seasons,

or an unusual demand for certain varieties

Planting—There is diversity of opinion as to the
proper time to plant dahlias, but the writer has always
found it best to plant eai ly, and would advise planting
large strong roots about two weeks befoie danger of

frost is over This would be, in the vicinity of Phila-
delphia, about April 15, and as it requites from two to

three weeks for the plants to get up through the
ground, there will be no danger, while the plants will

bloom that much earlier It is best, however, not to
plant small roots or green plants until danger of frost

is over—m the vicinity of Philadelphia, about May 1

to 10, according to the season. A good rule to follow
everywhere would be to plant small roots and green
plants as soon as danger of frost is

the soil is seldom stirred, the roots become so enfeebled
that they are unable to supply the needs of the plant,
as a consequence, but few buds are formed, and they
generally blast before developing into flowers In other
cases, as the enthusiasm wears off, watering is stopped,
probably right at the beginning of a severe drought,
and the weak, pampered plants are fortunate to sur-
vive, much less bloom

If large, strong roots are planted and the soil is kept
thoroughly stirred, there will be little need of artificial

watenng until after the plants come out m full bloom
However, if it should become hot and dry after the
dahlias come into bloom, it would be very beneficial to
give them a thorough watering once each week or ten
days during the continuance of the drought But care
should be taken to stir the soil to the depth of 1 to
2 inches the next day, carefully pulverizing it later m
order to break the natural capillarity by which the

moisture is evaporated
past., and large roots about three
weeks eai her

Tillaqi - 'The first requisite of
successful garden cultivation is

thoioughly to stir the soil to con-
siderable depth and ennch it, if it

is not already ri< h, by broad-cast-
ing and plowing or spading in a
good coat of well-rotted manure.
Too much stic ns cannot be placed
upon the thorough preparation of

the land, as it not onlv allows the
roots to go down deep after the
moistuie more leadilv durmg dry
weather, but nffoidsgood drainage
during excessive rains Having
prepaied the land as above, mark
out lows 4 feet apart and 0 to 8
inches deep, and plant tin* roots

from 18 inches to 3 feet apart in

the* row, nceoidmg as solid rows
or specimen plants are desiied

In its eaily stage of develop-
ment, the dahlia glow's very

The best rule to follow' is not
to allow the plants to suffer for
wTant of moistuie, not to wrater
them except when they need it,

but to water them thoroughly
when necessary, and not to allow
excessive evaporation for want of

frequent Stirling of the soil.

Training —In planting the roots

or tubers, place them on their

sides with the eye as near the
bottom as possible, and cover
only 2 to 3 inches deep. As soon
as the shoots appear, remove all

but the strongest one, and pinch
out the center of that one as soon
as two or three pairs of leaves

have formed, thus forcing it to
branch below the level of the
ground As the plants develop,
the soil is filled in gradually by sub-
sequent hoeings By this method
the entire strength of the root
and the soil is concentrated on

rapidly, and should bo kept 1215. A semi-double form of dahlia. the one shoot, causing it to grow
thoroughly tilled But while deep vigorously, while the pinching
tillage is beneficial dining its early stages of develop)- back not only causes it, to branch below the surface of
merit, it is almost fatal to the* production of flowers the soil, and thus brace it against all storms, but also

if practised aftei the plants come into bloom There- removes all of those imperfect, short-stemmed flowers
fore, when the plants begin to bloom, cease deep that appear on some varieties If the plants are
tillage, and stn the soil to the depth of 1 to 3 inches punched back low, as desenbed, there is no danger of
only, but stir it often, and never allow the surface to the branches splitting down, as the soil around them
become h.ud and baked This will not only pirevent will hold them securely in place However, when they
excessive evaporation of moistuie and keep the under branch above ground and are inclined to split down,
soil cool and moist, but will also pievent the destruc- drive a short stout stake near the stem and tie the
tion of immense quantities of feeding-roots branches to it These short stakes are not to hold the
As long as the roots supplv more nouiishmont than is plants up, but to prevent the branches splitting down

needed to suppoit the plant, both the plant and the when the above directions have not been followed
flowers increase m size and beauty, but as the supplv closely

gradually becomes exhausted, the pilants cease growing
and the flowers become much smaller This condition

is what is generally called ‘‘bloomed out,” but what is

really “starved out,” and can easily be prevented if

the proper attention is given to the plants As soon as

the flowers begin to grow smaller, broadcast around
each pilant, a small handful of piure bone-meal, and
nitrate of soda, in propiortion of four piarts bone to one
part soda, and carefully work it into the soil

Watering—This is a debatable subject, and, although
a judicious application of water during a severe dry
spell is very beneficial, yet in nine cases out of every
ten in which w’ater is applied, a thorough stirring of

the suifacc soil would give better results

By this method it is possible to grow dahlia blooms
on stems from 18 inches to 2 feet, long It has always
been thought necessary to tie dahlias to stakes to pre-
vent them from being blown down by heavy winds.
The system of staking is not only unsightly durmg the
early stage of their growth, but is attended with con-
siderable labor and expense Staking, however, is

unnecessary, if the directions already given are fol-

lowed, as the plants will branch out below the surface
of the ground, and the stems will become so heavy as
to resist the strongest winds The pilants are one-
third dwarfer, compact and regular in form, and pro-
duce much finer floweis on long stems w'ell supplied
with buds and foliage.

Many persons think Dahlias should be watered every Storing the roots —As soon as the plants are killed

evening, and as soon as they are up begin watering by frost, lift the roots, and, after removing all the soil

them daily unless it rams This practice is very m- possible from them, allow them to dry in the air for a
junous, as it causes a rapid but soft growth, and as few hours, when they should be stored in the cellar or
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.some other cool place secure from frost. If the cellar is

very dry or is not frostproof, put the roots in a barrel

or box and cover completely with dry sand or some
other suitable and convenient material, such as saw-
dust or tanbark, to prevent freezing or loss of vitality

by drying or shriveling. Lawrence K. Peacock.

DAHOON HOLLY: Ilex Dahoon.

DAlS (Greek, pine torch; application not obvious)
Thymelaaceap. Contains a woody plant that yields a
strong fiber, and is also rarely cultivated for ornament,
especially in Florida and southern California, and pos-
sibly in a few northern conservatories
Tender deciduous shrubs lvs opposite, often crowded

at the ends of branches fls m terminal heads, perianth-
tube cylindrical, often curved, stamens 10, in a double
series, the alternate ones shorter, upper or all exserted

,

style exserted The plants are prop with difficulty

by cuttings ot half-ripened wood. The single cult,

species has lvs resembling the smoke tiee, or Cotinus,
and bears long-stalked umbel-like heads of starry
pink fls

,
with floral parts in 5’s The genus has 2

species, 1 from S Afr and 1 from Madagascar
cotinifdlia, Linn Lvs opposite and alternate, oblong

or obovate, acute at both ends involucre a half shorter
than the fls : head about 15-fld

;
fls ^in across, fra-

grant S Afr. B M 147 G W 8, p 313 —Said to
bloom profusely at Santa Barbara but not to produce
seed. L . H. B

DAISY (l. e., day’s eye
,
in allusion to the sun-like

form of the flower). A name applied to the flowers
of many Compositie, but it properly belongs to the
Beilis perenms of Europe, a low carly-flowei mg plant,

which, in its double forms (Fig 535, Vol I), is widely
known as a garden subject (see Belli a) The American
congener is B mtegrifolia, Michx

,
an annual or bien-

nial, very like the Old World species, rangmg south-
westward from Kentucky; it is not domesticated In
North America, the word daisy is applied to many
field composites, particularly to those of compara-
tively low growth and large flower-heads Unquali-
fied, the word is commonly understood to mean Chry-
santhemum Leucanthemum (Fig 937), an Old World
plant that has become an abundant field weed in the

eastern part of the country
This plant is also frequently
known as the ox-eye daisy,

although in parts of New Eng-
land it is called whiteweed, and
the term ox-eye is applied to
Iiubdeckia hirta, which has a
yellow-rayed head. Kin to the
Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum
are the Paris daisies, or mar-
guerites, of the conservatories

(see Chi ysanihernum) The wild
astcis (Fig 1210) arc called

daisies, especially Michaelmas
daisies, in many parts of tl>*

country, particularly west ofNew
1216. Wild aster, or York Spring-flowering engerons

Michaelmas daisy. ( x Vt) also are called daisies The
Swan River daisy is Brachycome

iberidifoha (Figs 621, 622, Vol I) The African daisy
of gardens is Dimorphotheca. L. II. B.

DALB^RGIA (N. Dalberg, a Swedish botanist, 1730
to 1820). Legumuidsse Nearly 100 species of trees,

shrubs, or climbers, belonging to tropical regions all

over the world, a few of which have Deem, introduced
to North America, one for timber.

Leaves alternate, odd-pinnate (rarely 1-foliolate)

without stipules: fls small, numerous, purple, violet

or white, in forking cymes or irregular cyme-like

panicles, which are axillary or terminal, papilionaceous,

with ovate or orbicular standard, fr an indehiscent

narrow pod, l-seeded at middle and with few seeds
toward the ends, the seeds compressed and reniform.

Sfssoo, Roxbg A good-sized tree, 80 ft. high in

India, lvs pinnate, lfts 5, alternate, stalked, obovate,
abruptly acuminate, pubescent beneath: fls white, in

short, axillary panicles—In India considered one of

the best timbers, whenever elasticity and durability

are required Intro at Santa Barbara, where it is

hardy but growth said to be very slow. The Sissoo tree

is worth trial in nearly frostlcss districts, especially

along sandy river banks. It improves sterile lands.

Experiments in Egypt have shown its most remarkable
property of standing severe droughts, as well as sub-
mersion for a long period. The wood is very elastic,

seasons wrcll, does not warp or split, is easily w-orked,

and takes a fine polish It is also a durable wood for

boats The tree is raised easily from seeds or cuttings,

and is of quick growth. Other species of Dalbergia are

of economic value and have been sparingly planted

DALEA (Samuel Dale, 1659-1739, English botanist

and author on pharmacology). Syn Paroslia Legu-
mmdsa' More than 100 herbs and small shrubs bear-
ing purple, blue, white or even yellow fls in terminal
or lateral spikes or heads, odd-pinnate lvs

,
and usually

glandular-clotted, a very few of which have been cult
;

probably none is now in the American trade. Fls

papilionaceous, the standard mostly cordate or eared
and clawed and attached in the bottom of the calyx,

the wings and keel attached or adnate to the stamen-
tube and usually exceeding the standard, stamens
10 or 9, monadelphous fr a small usually l-seeded
mostly indehiscent pod inclosed in the calyx The
species occur from the N U S to Chile and the Gala-
pagos Isis They grow in the 1J S

,
mostly on prairies

and in dry soil; some of these species might, make
acceptable border plants Those that have received

most attention are tropical species, as I) mutdbilis
,

Willd
,

of Me\
,
with fls white changing to violet,

(B M 24S6) and I) Mutisii, Kunth (piopeily Psordlea
Mutisn, HBIx ), of the northern Andes, with deep blue
fls m cylindrical heads, these are to be regarded as

greenhouse perennials. L H B

DALECHAMPIA (from J Daleehamps, French
savant of sixteenth century) Euphorbuiceu; Climbing
or rarely erect tiopical shrubs; one rarely cultivated in

warmhouses for its ornamental bracts

Leaves alternate, simple, stipules large: fls small,

montccious, apctalous, in dense clusters, with 2 con-
spicuous, colored mvolucral bracts; calyx valvate,
styles united

,
ovules 1 in each of the 3-4 cells —About

60 species scattered through the tropics Plukenetia, a
lelaied genus, is without the large involucre

Dalcchampia RoezUana was described by Hooker m
1867 as one of the noblest plants introduced for many
years, comparable with the bougainvilleas and surpass-
ing them in size of bracts and brilliancy of color It is

no! so fine a florists’ plant as the poinsettia, but is

worth trial in the finer conservatories It requires well-

dramed sandy, peat soil, and is propagated by cuttings

Roezli&na, Muell Arg (var rosea, Authors) Erect
shrub, 3-4 ft, high, much branched, leafy’ lvs 6 in.

long, sessile, obovate-oblanceolate, acuminate, entire,

or wuth coarse, obtuse teeth above the middle, narrowed
to a small cordate base, bracts 2-2F2 m long, broadly
cordate, nearly sessile, toothed, membranaceous, dis-

tinctly nerved, rose-reel, other smaller bracts among the
small yellow fls

;
stamens united Mex B M 5640.

11 F. II 11 234, pi. 8 Gt 16:532 FW 1867, p.

318 F M. 7 373, 374. F S. 16’ 1701-2 G.C 1867:236,
desc Var. filba, Hort., has white bracts

J. B. S Norton.
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DALIBAKDA (after Thomas Francois Dalihard,
French botanist). Rosdcex A low-growing native
hardy herbaceous perennial, with foliage resembling
violet and flowers like those of a strawberry, some-
times grown m bordeis and rock-gardens

This rnonotypic genus has lately been referred to

Rubus, but it differs m habit, in the caipels being
usually well defined instead of indefinite and the
achenes dry instead of drupaceous tts 1 or 2 on a
scape-like peduncle, white, and also others that arc

cleistogarnous and apctalous on short curved peduncles,
calyx 5-0-part.ed, 3 of the parts larger, petals 5, sta-

mens many; ovaries 5-10

ripens, Linn (Rubus Dalibdrda, Linn ) Fig 1217
Tufted, creeping lvs heart-shaped, wavy-toothed fls

white, 1 or 2 on each scape, calyx 5-6-part ed, 3 of the

divisions larger and toothed, petals 5, stamens numer-
ous; pistils 5-10 Common in woods in New Biuns-
wick, Ont. and south and west to N J , Pa , Ohio
and Minn — It blooms June -Aug It is a slow -growing
plant, thriving m a deep fibrous soil and sheltered

position, little grown In Fig 1217. u shows the pei-

fect flower; 6, c, achenes of the cleistogarnous fls

L II 13

DAMASK ROSE: Rom Damascena

DAMASK VIOLET: //f<jp<rn matronalut

DAME'S ROCKET and. DAME'S VIOLET: Ilaprrv, rnairo-

tialm

DAMMARA : Agathvt

DAMNACANTHUS (Greek, referring to the power-
ful spines). Rubidceze A tender evergreen shrub,

chiefly valued for its coral-red berries, which remain
on the bush until the flowers of the next season ale

produced
Divaricately branched, stronglv spiny woody plants

lvs small, opposite, leathery, nearly sessile, broadly
ovate, acuminate, fls small, axillan, in l’s or 2’s,

wdnte, fragrant, calyx-tube obovoid, limb 4-5-cut,

corolla funnel-shaped Prop by cuttings, sometimes
grown in greenhouses and perhaps adaptable for plant-

ing m the southern parts

Indicus, Gaertn. Described above, being the only
species as understood by some authors, but others

keep D major. Sieb & Zucc (which is sometimes
nearly spineless), distinct, distinguishing it by the 2-3-

times larger lvs and the larger fls
,
others combine the

two as species and variety, as D. fndicus var m&jor,
Makino. Gt. 17 '570. The species occurs fioin E India
to Japan, the var major being Japanese. The species

is a low thick bush, densely dichotomously branched:
lvs. ovate-acute, shining green above, light green
beneath, in var major 1 in long The shining lvs

and showv berries commend the plant to cult. L H B.

DAMPING-OFF. A gardeners’ phrase for a disas-
trous rotting of plants, especially of seedlings and cut-
tings, and commonly at the surface of the ground It
is usually associated with excessive moisture m the soil

and air, with high and close temperatures, and some-
times poor light. Such conditions weaken the plants
and allow them to fall a prey to the minute parasitic
fungi which live upon the decaying vegetable matter m
the soil, and can remain alive for months, even if the
soil is thoroughly dry or frozen A whole bench of
cuttings may be ruined in a night The skilful propaga-
tor takes every possible precaution. His benenes have
perfect drainage, he uses fresh sharp sand, and some-
times sterilizes it with steam heat for several hours
Damping-off is one of the most trying experiences of
the beginner, and nothing can prevent it but a thorough
grasp of the principles of greenhouse management in

general, and watering in j.articular (Consult articles

on these subjects ) As soon as the disease is noticed,
the healthy plants should be removed to fresh soil, as
the disease spreads rapidly It the disease appears m
the entire bed, the organisms causing the trouble
almost certainly are distributed generally in the sand,
and stciihzation either with formaldehyde solution

(10 per cent strength diluted one part to fifty parts
water) or with steam should be employed in all future
woik If only' a spot here and there shows the trouble,

saturate the affected area at once with formaldehyde
solution, as above, or with copper-sulfate solution (one
part by weight to one hundred parts of water) One
of the commonest occasions of damping-off is the sud-
den flooding of a bed or bench after leaving it. too dry
for a long time
The terms damping-off and burning are also used for

ruined flow'ers Burning is often caused by sunlight or
by imperfections in glass, but a flow er spoiled by drip-

ping cold water, or by some unknown cause, is said to
have a burned look D, Reddick f

DAMSON Plum

DANAE (name of a daughter of King Acnsius of
Argos) Lilidccx Alexandrian Laurel An ever-
green erect much-branched shrub with thick unarmed
alternate eladophylla and terminal racemes of small
whitish fls

,
often refened to Ruscus It is one of the

Asparagus tribe of the lily family fls nearly globular,

the lobes short and erect, with a crown at the throat,
stamens affixed m the tube beneath the crown, the
filaments united, the anthers 6 fr a pulpy mdehiscent
red berry D. racem&sa, Moench (Ruscus racemdsus

,

Lmn I) Lauries, Medikus), occurs from Greece to
Persia, making a bush 4 ft high, with ovate-lanceolate,
nearly sessile, about 5-7-neived leaf-hke cladodes
Recently intro in S Calif

,
but is little known in this

country Ornamental for porches, vases, and similar
~ L H. B.

DANAA (a personal name). Marattidcex. A small
genus of tropical American fcrn-like plants, with syn-
angia sessile, arranged m rows, and covering the entir6

under surface of the leaf. They are apparently not in

cultivation in America

DANDELION (i e
,
dent de lion

,
French for lion's

tooth; referring to the teeth on the lvs.) The vernacu-
lar of Tardraeum ojficindk, Weber, a stemless peren-
nial or biennial plant of the Compdsitx

,
a common weed,

much collected m spring for “greens” and m improved
forms sometimes grown for that purpose.

Dandelion is native to Europe and Asia, but is

naturalized in all temperate countries. On the Rocky
Mountains and in the high North are forms that are

apparently indigenous. A floret from the head of a

dandelion is shown m Fig 1218. The ovary is at e;

pappus (answering to calyx) at a, ray of corolla at c;

ring of anthers at b, styles at d. The constricted part
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1218 Floret of

Dandelion.

at e elongates in fruit, raising the pappus on a long

stalk, as shown in Fig. 1219, and thus is the balloon of

the dandelion formed. A dandelion plant, with its scat-

teruig fruits, is shown in Fig 1220 Another species of

dandelion is also naturalized in this country, but is not

so common; it is the red-seeded dan-
delion (T. erythrospermum

,
Andrz ),

with red fruits, not reflexed mvo-
lucral scales, and shorter beak.

The dandelion is much prized for

“greens.” For this purpose it is

cultivated in parts of Europe, also

about Boston and in some other
localities in this countiy There are

several improved large-leaved varie-

ties, mostly of French origin Some
of these named forms have beauti-

ful curled leaves Seeds are sown
m the spring, and the crop is

gathered the same fall or the follow-

ing spring,—Ubually in the spring

in this country. Commonly the

seeds are sown where the plants are to stand, although
the plantlets may be transplanted. The plants

should stand about 1 foot apart each way, and a
good crop will cover the land completely when a
year old. Sandy or light loamy soil is preferred. The
crop is harvested and marketed like spinach The
leaves or heads are often blanched by tying them up,
covering with sand or a flower-pot The plants are
sometimes grown more closely in beds, and frames are
put over them to force them Roots aie sometimes
removed from the field to the hotbed or house for

forcing. When treated like chicory (which see), the
roots will produce a winter salad very like barbe de
cavucm. Roots of dandelion dug in fall and dried are
sold for medicinal purposes in drug-stores under the
name of Taraxacum. L. II. B. '•

DANGLEBERRY: Gaylussacia frondosa.

DAPHNE (Greek name of Launts nobilis). Thy-
melxdcex. Ornamental woody plants, chiefly grown
for their handsome foliage and sweet-scented, white,

purple, lilac or rarely greenish flowers, which, with
some species, in warmer climates, often appear in the
winter
Low deciduous or evergreen shrubs: lvs. alternate,

rarely opposite, entire, short-pet loled fls m clusters,

short, racemes or umbels, apetalous,

mostly fragrant; calyx-tube eyhndric
or campanulate, 4-lobcd, corolla-like,

usually clothed with silky hairs out-
side, stamens 8, in two rows, included;
stigma capitate, sessile or nearly so:

fr. a fleshy or leathery 1-seeded diupc.
—About 50 species in Eu. and Asia.

For a monogiaph of the section Daph-
natithes see Keissler m Engler Bot.

± Jahrb 25.29-124 (1898); see also

W Nitschc, Beitrage zur Kcnntnis der

y Gattung Daphne (1907).
Only D Mezereum, with very early

lilac fragrant flowers and decorative
scarlet fruit, and some low evergreen
species, like D Cneorwn and D. Blaga-

yana, are hardy North, while most of the evergreen
species can be recommended only for warmer climates.

u. Genkwa with hlac flowers appearing before the
leaves, and D. ponlica and D Laureola, with large ever-
green leaves, are hardy as far north as New York.
L>. odora is fairly hardy in Washington, D? C

In Cahforma, according to Franceschi, the species

most commonly grown is D. odora
,
the plants being

mostly hnpoi ted from Japan Many plants are also sent
from Japan for eastern greenhouse culture A decoction

1219
Mature fruit of

dandelion.

of the bark of D Mezereum is sold m drug-stores under
the name of mezereum. It is stimulant and diuretic. It

is also known as olive spurge
Daphnes thrive best m a well-drained light soil and

in a partly shaded position, but some, as D. Cneorwn,
and D Blagayana

,
which are exceedingly pretty plants

for rockeries, do better m sunny situations In the
North, D. odora and its varieties are often giown m
pots for their Bweet-scented and handsome flowers

appearing during the winter A sandy compost of peat
and loam in equal proportions will suit them, they
require a good drainage and careful watering during
the winter, and pots not larger than just necessary

should be given; they may also be planted out in a cool

greenhouse and trained as a wall plant. D. Genkwaj
with abundant lilac

flowers before the
leaves, is sometimes
forced

Propagation is by
seeds, sown after
matui lty or stratified,

but germinating very
slowly, also by layers

put down m spring
and taken off the
following year The
evergreen species
may bo increased by
cuttings of mature
wood in fall under
glass, and kept m a
cool greenhouse dur-
ing the winter. If

gentle bottom heat
can be given in early
spring, it will be of

advantage to the de-
velopment of the
roots; softwood cut-
tings taken from
forcedplantsmay also

be used D odora is

often veneer-grafted
on seedling stock of

D Laureola in win-
ter, or on roots of J)

Mezereum, also other
species are grafted
on roots of D. Meze-

D. Cneorum
and probably its

allies are readily in-

creased m sprmg by
removing the earth
around the plant,

pegging down the
branches and filling

with fine compost almost to the tops of the branches.
Next spring, if the compost is carefully removed, a large

number of little buds, each supplied with a white root,

are found along the branches; they are easily detached
and planted in pans or boxes.

alba, 1, 10.

alba-plena, 1.

australis, 7.

autumnalis, 1.

Blagayana, 5.

buxifolui, 6
Cneorum, 4.

collina, 7
Duuphirm, 9
Delahayana, 7.

Delphmu, 9
Fiomana, 6
Fortunei, 3
Genkwa, 3

grandiflora, 1.

Houtteana, 2.

hybrida, 9.

truhea, 10.

Japomca, 11.
Jenkwa, 3
Laureola, 13.

major, 4
marginata, 10.

maximum, 4
Mazehi, 11
Mezereum, 1, 2
neapolitana, 7
odora, 111

odorata, 10.
olcifolia, 8.
oleoidcs, 6.

Phihppn, 13.
plona, 1.

pontica, 14.

punctata, 10.

purpurea, 13.

retusa, 12
rubra, 10.

soncoa, 7, 8.
sinensis, 10.

Verlotu, 4.
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A. Foliage deciduous • fls axillary along the branches of
the previous year

,
appearing before the Ivs.

b Lvs alternate, glabrous. (Mezereum.)

1 MezSreum, Linn Erect shrub, with stout
branches, to 4 ft : lvs. alternate, cuneate, oblong or

oblanceolate, glabrous, grayish beneath, 1-3 in. long:

fls usually 3, sessile, silky outside, fragrant, lilac-pur-

ple, appearing long before the lvs * fr roundish ovoid,
scarlet Feb -April. Eu to Altai and Caucasus Gn.
29 602, 33, p 514; 69, p 131 V 2.206 Var Alba, Ait

,

has white fls and yellow fr Gn 29:602; 69, p 131, 74,

p 255 G C. III. 21*183, 185, 38.153 RH 1905, p.

532 Var plena, Schneid (var dlha-plena
,
Hort ),

has double white fls Gn 29 602 Var grandifldra,

Dipp (var autumndhs, Hort ) With larger brighter
purple very early fls

,
sometimes blooming in fall.

2 Houtte&na, Planch. (D Mezkreum var atropurpu-
rea, Dipp j

Shrub, to 4 ft
,
with erect, stout branches:

lvs alternate, cuneate, oblong-lanceolate, glabrous,
coriaceous and often persistent, purple, fls appearing
befoie the lvs

,
lilac-violet, 2-4, in short-peduncled clus-

ters April F S. 6 592.—Of garden origin, supposed to

be a hybrid between D. Laureola and D. Mezereum.

bb Lvs opposite, silky below. (Genkwa )

3 Genkwa, Sieb A Zucc (I). Jtnkwa, Hort ).

Shrub, to 3 ft
,
with slender branches: lvs opposite,

oblong-elliptic, appressed-pubescent on the veins

beneath, IJ4-2 in long fls lilac, 3-7, in short-stalked

clusters, scentless, densely silky-villous outside March,
April. Japan S Z 75 tit 15 499 F S 3 208 G M.
35 292 Gn 42 91, 76, p 105 RB 10 73 Var.
Fdrtunei, Franch ( I) Fdrtunei, Lindl ), has larger

fls and larger less regularly opposite lvs.

aa Foliage evergreen, alternate (see also No. 2).

(Daphnanlhes )

b. Fls. in, terminal heads, rarely axillary and pinkish,

c Habit low, procumbent or trailing

4 Cnedrum, Linn Fig 1221 With long, trailing,

pubescent branches lvs crowded, cuneate, oblance-
olate, mucronulate, finally glabrous, dark green and
glossy above, glaucescent beneath, Yi~\ in long fls

m sessile, many-fld heads, pink, fragrant Apr
,
May,

and often again in summer Mts of Cent Eu 13 M. 313.

L 13 C 18 1800 Gn 33, p 514, 45, p 237, 62, p 83.

G C III 47 21 GM 47 117. M D G. 1900 417,418;
1906 75 GW 14, p 625 V 2 342, 4.168 Var.
m&jor, Dipp Of more vigorous growth, with larger

fls Gn 51, p 358, 65, p 457 Var Verlotii, Meissn.

(D Verloln, Gien & Godr ) Lvs longer, mucronate
fls 2 weeks later than the type R II 1901, pp 304,

305, 1902 552 Var. mdximus of European nurseries
“/J neapohtana.

5 Blagay&na, Freycr Branches often ascending,

glabrous, lvs cuneate, obovate or oblong, glabrous,
1—1

1 2 111 long heads many-fld
;

fls white or yellow-
ish white, fragrant, nearly glabrous outside, almost
1 in long April, May Mts of S E Eu 13 M 7579
F 8 22*2.313 Gt 29 1020 Gn 14.200; 35, p 540;

42, p 95, 50, p 26, 67, pp 287, 71, pp 7, 247; 73, p 241.

GC II 13*245, 17 505, 111.11:491; 32 300, 301;
38 171.

cc. Habit erect, 1~4 ft. high.

D. Lvs. less than 2 m long, usually pubescent: perianth

densely pubescent outside.

E. Lobes of perianth lanceolate, acute; heads unthout

bracts

6 oleoides, Schreb (D buxifdlia, Vahl). Shrub, to

3 ft . branches pubescent, lvs obovate-elliptic to obo-
vate-lanceolate, usually mucronulate or acute, villous-

pubescent on both sides or finally glabrous above,

punctulate with whitish dots, 1-1 yi in. long: fls. in

tew-fld heads without bracts, white or pale lilac, with

ovate-lanceolate, pointed lobes, J^in long. S. E. Eu.
L B C. 3 299. B M. 1917.—Very variable in shape and
pubescence of lvs Var Fiom&na, Hort

,
with obovate-

laneeolate, obtuse lvs and lilac fls
,
is said to be a hybrid

between this species and D collina

ee. Lobes of perianth orate, obtusish; heads with bracts

at the base.

7. collina, Smith (D australis, Cyrill. D sericea,

Hort
,
not Vahl) Shrub, 1-3 ft : branchlets villous, lvs.

scattered, oblong-ovate to oblanceolate, obtusish, gla-
brous and shining above, tomentose below, 1-lii m.
long fls rosy purple, fragrant, %in long, in 10-15-fld
heads, lobes broad-ovate, obtuse, about as long as
tube, bracts bioadly oval, tomentose, about half as
long as the fls

,
persistent for some time April-June.

Italy, Crete, Asia Minor BM 428 13 R 24:56.
Var. neapolit&na, Lindl (D neapohtana, Lodd. D.
Delahayana, Hort ) Lvs glabrous or nearly so. L B.
C. 8*719 BR 822 By some supposed to be a hybrid
of D. collina and D. Cneorum.

8

sericea, Vahl (D oleifblia, Lam ) Shrub, 1-2 ft .

branchlets short, puberulous or nearly glabrous: lvs
crowded at the end of the branchlets, lanceolate or
oblanceolate, acute or acuminate, glabrous above,
appressed pubescent beneath, sometimes nearly gla-

brous, long As m 3-8-fld heads, rose-colored,
%in long, lobes broadly
ovate, obtuse, a third
shorter than tube bracts
obovate, silky, soon droop-
ing May, June Sicily,

Crete, Asia Minor Ann
Mus Hist Nat. Pans 10
20 —Rare m cult

;
usually

confused with the preced-
ing species.

dd Lvs. usually longer

than 2m
,
glabrous (or

slightly pubescent
beneath m No 9.):

perianth glabrous or

pubescent

E. Apex of lvs obtuse or

acutish.

f. IIcads of fls all terminal,

uallyus ually many-fld ;

bracts persistent
1221. Daphne Cneorum.

9

h^bnda, Lmdl (D Daiiphimi, Hort. D Del-
phian, Lodd ) Garden hybrid of D collina x D odora
Similar to I) odora, but hardier Erect shrub, to 4 ft.

lvs cuneate, oblong-elliptic, dark green and shining
above, glabrous or slightly hairy along the veins beneath
when young, 2-3 in long fls reddish pui pie, pubes-
cent outside, very fragrant, rather large, in few-fld.

heads B R. 1177.

10

oddra, Thunbg (D swtnsis, Lam D indica,
Loisel

,
not Linn ) Slnub, to 4 ft

,
with glabrous

branches, lvs oblong-elliptic, acute at both ends,
bluntly pointed, glabrous, 2-3 m long fls m dense,
terminal heads, very fragrant, white to purple, ovary
glabrous; bracts 6-10, lanceolate, persistent Winter
and spring. China, Japan Gn 28.8 JH III
50 367. V 4:318 Gng 2 211 Var Alba, Hemsl
Fls. white Gn 28.8, 37, p 10; 76, n 240. G
8:45; 22 9 Var. punctAta, Hemsl FIs in dense heads,
white, spotted outside writh red B M 1587. Var
margin&ta, Hort Lvs bordered yellow fls red. P M
8.175 and RH 1866 252 (as D. japomca) A.G
22 843. Var. rflbra, Sweet Fls. purple S B F G II

4:320 GC III 21:173 —By some botanists D odora
and D sinensis, Lam (D. indica, Loisel ), are considered
distinct species D. odora has larger fls about ^4 in long,

glabrous outside, the bracts shorter than the fls., and
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usually oval lvs
,
while D. sinensis has fls. about J^in.

long, slightly silky outside, the bracts longer than the
fls

,
and usually oblong-elhptic lvs.; but it is doubtful

whether these characters are constant.—D. odor&ta,

Hort
,
is a common misprmt m catalogues for D. odora.

D. odor&ta

,

Lam.= D. Cneorum.

ff. Heads of fls. axillary and terminal, few-fld.; bracts

caducous; 'penanth glabrous

11. jap6nica, Sieb. & Zucc. (D. Maztta , Carr.).

Shrub, to 4 ft.: branches glabrous, lvs. oblong-deltoid,

gradually narrowed at the base, nearly sessile, 2-4 in.

long, heads axillary and terminal short-peduncled,

3-4-fld.; fls. pink, short-pedicelled, long; lobes

ovate, obtuse, as long as tube, bracts ovate-lanceolate,

ciliate, slightly shorter than fls
,
peduncles and pedicels

silky. Spring. Japan, China. Gn 14.442.

ee. Apex of lvs. usually emarginate

12. ret&sa, Hemsl Shrub, 2-3 ft • branchlets pubes-
cent at first, soon glabrous: lvs oblong or oblanceolate-
oblong, obtuse and usually emarginate, narrowed at
the base into a short petiole, glabrous, 1-3 in. long,

3^-%in wide fls white, tinged outside rose or violet.

labrous, fragrant, in long, in many-fld terminal
eads; lobes slightly shorter than tube; bracts 3-4,

oval or obovate, ciliate, deciduous, shorter than fls.:

fr. red. May. W. China. B.M. 8430.—Recently intro,

and apparently fairly hardy; a very desirable plant.

bb. Fls. axillary
,
yellowish or greenish white, glabrous

outside.

13. LaurSola, Lnir. Shrub, to 4 ft. . lvs. cuneate. obo-
vate-lanceolate, acute, shining and dark green above,
glabrous, 2-3^ m. long: fls. m 5-10-fld

,
nearly sessile

racemes, yellowish green, scentless fr black. March-
May. S. Eu., W. Asia. Gn. 29, p. 602 (poor). Var.
Philfppii, Arb. Kew (

D

. Phdippn, Gren. & Godr.).
Lower lvs obovate: fls. often violet outside; bracts
as long or longer than the fls. Pyrenees.—Var. purpurea
of the Kew Arboretum Houtteana.

14. p6ntica, Linn. Shrub, to 5 ft : lvs. cuneate, obo-
vate or obovate-lanpeolate, acute, shining, glabrous, 2-3
in. long: fls. in long-peduncled, 1-3-fld. clusters, green-
ish yellow, fragrant, with linear-lanceolate lobes. April,

May S E. Eu, W. Asia B.M. 1282. G.C. II.

14:209. G.W. 5, p 261.

D alpina, Linn Erect shrub, to 2 ft • lvs deciduous, cu-
neate-lanceolate, sparingly silky fls white or blushed, terminal,
fragrant. May, June S Eu LBC 1 66 Gn 29, p 603—
D. altdico, Pall. Shrub, to 4 ft . lvs. deciduous, cuneate, oblong-
lanceolate, glabrous, fls. white, in terminal, l-5-fld heads, fragrant.
May, June. Altai, Songaria, Mongolia B M 1875. L B.C 4 399—D arbuscula, Colak Evergreen dwarf shrub branchlets red lvs.

crowded at end of branchlets, linear-oblunceolate, obtuse, pubescent
or glabrous beneath, %xn long fls pink, in 3-8-fld heads June
Hungary—D. caucdsica, Pall Allied to D. altaica Lvs narrower fls

in 3-20-fld heads Caucasus B M. 7388—D glomer&ta, Lam Allied
to D pontica Low fls light pink, fragrant, the clusters crowded
at the ends of the branches May W Asia —D Gnldium, Linn
Evergreen shrub, to 2 ft lvs linear-lanceolate, acute, glabrous fls

yellowish white, fragrant, m terminal racemes or panicles S Eu
LBC. 2 150 Gn 29, p 603—D jezofnsis, Maxim Upright
shrub, 2 ft. . lvs oblong-obovatc, persistent, obtuse, 1 3^-3 in long
fls axillary, yellow March, Apr Gt 15 496 —D kamtschdlica,
Maxim Low upright Bhrub, sparsely branched' lvs oblong-
lanceolate, acutish fls fascicled, yellowish. Kamchatka, Manchuria—D papyrifera, Sieb -=>Edgeworthia papynfera—D petr&a,
Leyb Dwarf evergreen shrub lvs linear-lanceolate, small, obtuse
fla light pink, m terminal, 3-6-fld heads, fragrant June, July
S Tyrol Gn 69, p 327—D pseudo-mezbreum

, Gray Low,
almost decumbent shrub lvs lanceolate-oblong, acutish fls

fascicled, axillary, greenish yellow, scentless March, Apr Japan.—D. rupfatna, Facch —-D petrsea—D salicxfblia, Lam =D.
caucasica—D [SdpJua, Kalen Allied to D caucasica lvs obovatc-
oblong, glaucous below heads few-fld S Russia—D struita,

Tratt. Dwarf evergreen shrub lvs small, cuneate, linear-lanceo-
late, glabrous fls in terminal, many-fld. heads, pink June, July.
Switzerland and Carpathian Mts—D V&hlit, Keissler Allied to
D collina. Branchlets thick, puberulous lvs oboyate or oblong-
obovate, appressed-pubescent below heads 8-10-fld bracts
obovate, silky, deciduous. Crete, Asia Minor.—D yezobnsxt, Hort.
"D- je*oensis ALFRED Rehder
DAPHNlDIUM: Benzoin,

DAPHNIPHfLLUM (Greek, laurel leaf, from the

similarity of the leaves). Ewphorbi&ceae. Broad-leaved
evergreen hardy or semi-tropical shrubs or small trees,

sometimes cultivated for their handsome large foliage.

Leaves large, without stipules, leathery, smooth, more
or less glaucous, alternate, entire, petioled, pinnately

veined: fls. dicocious, m axillary racemes or panicles,

apetalous; calyx 3-8-paited, small, imbricate, sta-

mens 5-18; pistil 2-celled, 4-ovuled. fr. a small, olive-

like drupe, usually l-seeded —Twelve to 20 species,

mostly in Trop Asia, etc. The one, or possibly two,

species, rarely seen in cult, in Amer
,
are from Japan.

The large evergreen lvs. distinguish it from other

hardy euphorbiacous shrubs. They are somewhat
rhododendron- or laurel-like, hardy as far north as the

Middle Atlantic States, and make very handsome
broad-spreading shrubs with inconspicuous fls

Daphniphyllum can be propagated by cuttings, but
roots rather slowly, and if seed could be secured it

would no doubt give better results The plants need
protection from frost in winter till well established

They are strong growers in rich soil.

macr6podum, Miq. (7). glauccscens, Hort ) A shrub
or small tree, broad and compact, 5-10 ft high, or more
in native land, smooth, twigs red: lvs. oblong, 2 \ 8 in

,

bluish glaucous below; petiole 1-2 in. long, red; lateral

veins, apart, fls. small, in short racemes, fr.

oblong, not over black Japan and China
G 18 478; 31 16 SI F 1.54
Two other namos, D. glauctscens, Blume, ami D jezoinse, Hort

,

occur occasionally in horticultural literature The first has scarcely
glaucous lvs witn lateral veins apart and is probably not
in cult., the latter is a more dwarf form than the others.

J B. S. Norton
DARBYA: Neslronxa

DARLINGTONIA (after William Darlington, of

West Chester, Pa
,

author of “Memorials of John
Bartram and Humphrey Marshall,” and of “Florida
Cestnca.”) Sarract niacew A monotypic genus of

American pitcher-plants which, apart from their strik-

ing aspect and beautiful coloring, have acquired
celebrity from their insectivorous habits
The short rhizomes grow in tine muddy soil, and pro-

duce annually a terminal rosette of lvs
,
all of which are

modified into upright pitchers* each pitchered If is

3-30 in long by m. wide, is somewhat spirally

twisted, hollow throughout and with a median crest

or flap in front; the tube represents the hollowed If -

midrib, the flap is formed by the fused halves of the If.

that have united by their upper faces in front of the
midrib; the top part of the tube curves over in rounded
fashion to form a down-directed pitcher orifice, from
which depends a bilobed unusually crimson and green
appendage of attractive aspect, the lounded top is also

beautifully mottled by white translucent areas, the
pitcher exterior and the appendage bear many hone\-
glands, the excretion from which tempts insects toward
the orifice The rounded hood is lighted within through
the white areas, and bears many attractive honey-
glands interspersed with down-directed hairs Tempted
by the foimer, and impelled by the latter, insects step
or drop on to the upper interior of the tube This is

extremely smooth, affords no foothold, and so they
soon tumble into the lowrer part This is covered by
down-directed hairs which prevent egress of the caught

I

ircy Disintegration of the insects, amid a neutral
lquid that is excreted by the pitcher-wall, then takes
place and the products are gradually absorbed through
thin areas of the lower cavity. Honey-secretion and
msect-catching proceed most actively m May and June;
by midsummer, therefore, each pitcher is filled to a
depth of 4-8 in by a decaying mass of msect-remains,
amid which at times centipedes or a slug may be found.
The genus is native from N. Cen. Calif, to S. Ore.
It occurs there on the Sierras by the edge of mountain
swamps or “deer-licks” at an elevation of 2,000-8,000
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ffc. Specimens were first hurriedly collected by W. D.
Brackenndge of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition, on
the southern slopes of Mt Shasta, when the explorers
were retreating before attacking Indians The speci-
mens were desei ibed and named by Torrey

Darlmgtonias have been grown outdoors in the East
the year round in a few special localities. Edward
Gillett at Southwiek, Massachusetts, grows them in a
favored spot without artificial protection. F H Hors-
ford can preserve them at Charlotte, Vermont, with
the aid of a winter mulch
As greenhouse plants, darlmgtonias require the same

treatment as their allies, sarracenias, dioneas and dro-
seras A well-grown collection of these plants is not
only very interesting and curious, but also very beau-
tiful To succeed, they must occupy a shaded position,

and never be allowed to become dry.
Give a cool, moist, even tempera-
ture. If possible, a glass case should
be provided for them, with provi-
sion made for ventilation; a con-
stant moist atmosphere can be more
easily maintained, and at the same
time the greenhouse in w'hich they
are grown may be freely ven-

1222 Young plant of Darhngtoma.

tilated without injury to these plants The material

m which they grow best is two-thirds fern-root fiber

with the dust shaken out, and one-third chopped sphag-

num moss and silver sand, with a few nodules of char-

coal added. About the first wreek in July is perhaps the

best time for potting, though one must be guided by the

condition of the plants, choosing a time when they are

the least active When well established they will

require potting only once m two years The pots should

be placed in pot-saucers as a sal (‘guard against their

ever becoming dry, and all the space between the pots

should be filled with sphagnum moss up to the runs of

the pots. A temperature of 40° to 45° during winter,

with a gradual rise as the days lengthen in spring, wall

suit them admirably During the summer they should

be kept well shaded, or they may be removed to a well-

shaded frame outside in some secluded position free

from hot drying winds. Propagation of these plants is

effected by division of the roots, or by seeds sown on
live sphagnum moss in pans, the moss being made very
even and the pans placed either under a bell-jar or glass

case in a cool moist atmosphere (Edward J Canning )

califdmica, Torr Fig. 1222. Rootstock horizontal:
lvs 5-8 in annual rosettes, long-tubular, somewhat
twisted, with median anterior flap, green below, green
mottled with white over the arched nood, orifice down-
directed with bilobed red and green appendage in front *

fl -stalk 10-30 in
,
bearing scattered bracts, fl solitary,

inverted; sepals 5, pale green, petals 5, yellowish to
brown-red with red veins; stamens 15-12, inserted
below ovary, ovary obconic with depressed apex, style

5-lobed with radial stigmas caps, obovate, surroundied
by the persistent sepals Flowers from May to July,

according to elevation BH 5* 113. F.S. 14.1440.
KM 1869 457. BM 5920. I H 18.75 GC III.

7*84, 17.304, 24 339 —Intro into cult m 1861. Var.
rfibra, Hort. Differs from type in being a reddish hue.

D. Coitrni=Sarracema Court u

DARNEL. Lolium perenne.
J. M Macfarlane.

DARWlNIA (Dr. Erasmus Darwin, an English
nature-student). Myrtacese. About 40 Australian
evergreen shrubs, a very few of which are sometimes
grown for the colored flower -like campanulate invo-
lucres that hold their condition 3-5 months; not in

the American trade Lvs few and usually heath-like*
fit, small, inclosed in petal-like bracts at the summit of

the branches; calyx-lobes 5, petals 5, stamens 10,

alternating with stammodia, ovary 1-celled, the fr.

1-seeded The darwinias prop from well-ripened tips

of side shoots taken in early autumn or in spring They
require greenhouse or intermediate temperatures
D. Hookeri&na, Benth (Genetyllis fuchsuAdes, Hort )

Lvs linear-oblong, J/jin long, scattered sts red inner

biaits of hanging involucre 1 in long, bright red, the

outer ones shorter and greenish and passing into the

st, -lvs fls small, greenish white, usually about 6 in

each involucre B M 4860 (as Genetyllis macrosteqia)

GC 111 43 243 F 8. 10, 1009 D. macrostfcgia,

Benth Lvs elliptic-oblong, %in or taw long, scat-

tered inner bracts V/i in. long, creamy white with red
splashes and stripes, the outer ones shorter and more
colonsl, the lowest ones passing into the foliage B M
48.58 (as Genetyllis tuhpifera). I II. 2.73 FS 10 1064.

. L II B
DASHEEN. Edihlc crown-tubers of Colocasia, lately cult in

the U b to some extent See p. S.tO, also Taro

DASYLIRION (Greek, tufted lily) Liliaccsp Stiff

shoit-ti unked desert plants, with crowded leaves and
elevated panicles of small mostly white or whitish
flow ers

Caudex or trunk erect and woody lvs numerous,
near the top of the trunk, long and rigid, usually
piickly-margined fls dioecious, in dense racemes
which are crowded mto a narrow compound panicle,

perianth campanulite, the sogms toothed, distinct

and nearly equal, obtuse, stamens 6, exserted, style

short, stigmas 3: fr dry and indchiscent, 3-winged,
i-celled and 1-seeded —About 15 species Me\

,
to Texas

and Ariz Monograph in Proc Amor. Phil. Soc. 50,

p 401 (1911).
Dasylirions are highly ornamental plants, well

adapted for rockeries, for isolated specimens on lawns,
decoration of conservatories, staircases and similar

uses, and eminently suitable for terraces and vases, m
the formal style of gardening The leaves are in large

number, inserted m a symmetrical way, so as to form
a dome or globe-shaped, regular head, more or less

serrulated, and in some species ending m a brush-
like tuft of dried fibers The tall panicles of number-
less whitish green minute flowers are also a striking

feature, standing far above the crest or crown of

leaves They are of the easiest possible culture, and
will stand some degrees of frost, particularly if kept
dry Easily propagated from seeds and from cuttings

of the branches when produced, as they do not sucker
as a rule These plants are inferior to Yucca filamentosa
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in hardiness, showiness and regularity of flowering, but
they have an individuality of their own. They are
especially esteemed in California, where the great
flower-stalks, 8 to 10 feet high, give a strong impres-
sion of the desert The individual flowers are not
highly colored, but the spikes are several feet long
These and related plants have been the subject of

recent revision. Beaucarnea is now considered to be
distinct, and a new genus, Calibanus, is erected by
Rose on D. aespitosum. These new treatments are
explained under Nolma.

a . Lv* flat ,
pnckly-margined.

B. Lvs. usually gran, splitting into fibers at tip, narrow.

tex&num, Scheele Lvs x 2-3 ft
,
glossy green:

prickles yellow, turning brown infl 9-15 ft high,
fr elliptical, A x A m

,
shallow-notched. S. Cent.

Texas.

acrdtriche, Zuec (D . aadlnchum. Baker D.
grdcile, Planch. Bonapdrtca gracilis, Otto Houllnia
grdcilis, Brongn Yucca grdcilis, Otto. Y acrdtricha,

Schiede. Barbaccnia grdcilis, Brongn LitUea grdcilis,

Hort ). Lvs very nanow, 9sin \2-3 ft, sometimes
dull or pale’ prickles pale yellow, brown at tip infl

9-15 ft. high fr round-coi date, ,

3
ff xJi ln

,
shallow-

notched E Cent Mex Abhandl Akad Muench
Cl 2, 3 1 B M 5030. F S. 1448; 7, p. 10 G C. Ill

19, p 204.

graminif&lium, Zuec (Yucca grannmfblia, Zucc ).

Lvs 1 ^in x3 ft, glossy green, prickles veiy short,

yellowishwhite.fr elliptical, x ? 8m E Cent. Mex.
Abhandl. Akad. Muench

,
Cl 2, 3.1. Allgem. Gartenz.

9:1.

bb. Lvs. glaucous and dull.

c The lvs not shredded at tip, narrow.

glaucophyllum, Hook (D qlaiicum, Carr. Bona-
pdrtea glaiica, Hort ) Lvs x

/iin x 3-4 ft: prickles
yellowish white infl 12-18 ft high* fr. elliptical,

M x ^ 8in E Cent, Mex B M 5041 G C II. 13,

p 205, III 40, p 247. Rep Mo. Bot. Card 14, p. 12.

cc. The lvs. splitting into fibers at tip, under.

serratifdlium, Zuce (D laxifl'orum, Baker. Yticca

serratifdha, Schultes. RouUma serratifolia, Brongn ).

Lvs 1-1 }
-2

in x2-3 ft., rough prickles rathei long,

sometimes % in apart. 8. E. Mex. Abhandl Akad.
Muench

,
Cl 2, 3 1

Wheeleri, Wats With distinct short trunk: lvs.

nearly 1 in x 2-3 ft
,
nearly smooth prickles yellow,

browning at tip. infl 9-15 ft. high: fr round obovate,
x i^in ,

openly notched. S E Ariz and adjacent
region PI World, 10, p 254 Publ Carnegie Inst.

99 . 58. leones Sel Ilort. Thenensis, 225.

AA. Lvs. sided, neither prickly nor usually brush-tipped

longissimum, Lem. (I). quadrangaUitum, Wats.
D. junafolium, Rehnelt) Tiunk 3-0 ft. high: lvs

very numerous, i

4 in x 4 0 ft
,
dull green: infl 0-18 ft

high * fr. xV x } 8m ,
scarcity notched E. Mex. B M

7749. G F 30, p 280 Bull Soc. Tosc. Ort 9, p. 236;
35:6. Die Natur, 34, p 340. It H. 86, p. 66.

D Hodkeri, Lom —Cultbanua Hooken, Trel (aeo Nolinu).
—D junieum, Zucc =Nolina Hartwegmna

—

D. longifdltum,
Zucc.-Nol.na longifoha WlLLIAM TuELEASE.f

DATE. A palm, Phoenix dactylifera, Linn
,
native

to North Africa or Arabia and extensively planted m
countries inhabited by Arabs, and having arid or
desert conditions Figs 1223-1226 It is also grown to
some extent in southern Asia and southern Europe and
m other tropical and subtropical countries. It is of

very ancient cultivation, having been grown along the
Tigris and Euphrates Rivers for four thousand years
or more. It has long been planted casually m parts
of Mexico and the southwestern paTts of the Umted

States, and is now becoming a fruit of commercial
promise in some of these regions.

The date palm reaches a height of 100 feet, making
a nearly straight, shaggy trunk, and it continues to
bear for one or two centuries. It is dioecious, the mak^s
usually equaling the females m a batch of seedlings,

this constituting one of the great disadvantages of rais-

ing seedling dates The Arabs practise artificial pollina-

tion by tying male flowers on the pistillate clusters.

The flowers are produced early m the spring, from six

to twenty clusters appealing on a matui e tree The
female or fertile clusters of good size will produce as
much as twenty to forty pounds of dates As with
apples and other fruits, there are many varieties differ-

ing in quality, seedlings do not reproduce the variety,

so that propagation of named varieties must be accom-
plished by othei means
The date is the fruit, being essentially a drupe,

measuring 1 to 3 inches long The date of comineice
is the cured and dried natural fruit. The sweet nutri-

tious pulp of the fruit constitutes one of the most
important foods of the Arabs The loaves and other
parts of the plant afford matciials for dwellings and
many domestic uses The wood or trunk is used for

timber The importation of dates into the United
States amounts to about $500,000 wr01 th annually No
doubt the consumption will be greatly increased when
a home-grown and clean-packed product is obtainable

Aside from the direct uses of the plants and tin*

fruits, the date palm is valuable as a cover for othei

crops in the hot and dry regions Beneath the palms,

other fruits, vegetables and many crops may be grown
with more safety than in the open blazing sun It

is probable, therefore, that the date palm will become
a feature of the farming in all the regions of the South-
west in which it thrives.

The general situation

In Florida, California, and rcstticted areas of a few
other states, the date has been grown for decorative

J

)urposes for more than a century At the missions

ounded by the Spaniaids at St Augustine, and other

places in Florida, and that long line of missions extend-
ing from far into Mexico northward and westward
through southern Newr Mexico, Arizona and Calitotnia,

it is likely the date was planted wherever the climatic

conditions were favoiablc to its growth Within the

borders of the United States the greater number ot

these early plantings were in Florida or along the coast

of southern California, regions wheie the sum total

of summer heat is not sufficient to develop the date
fruit perfectly. The date, as a fruit-pioducer, being
indigenous to a desert environment, docs not take
kindly to humid regions, even wrhere it is not sufficiently

cold to prohibit the growth ot the tree It is not onlv

a question of maturing the tree or even of producing
the fruit, but also of bringing the fruit to perfect upe-
ness For this leason the greater number of the early

plantings in this country matured little flint, while

that produced was of poor quality, although 111 many
instances the trees grew luxuriantly and to laigo size

In the more and parts of Lower California and Sonora,

where there is sufficient water for irrigation, the early

plantings have been continued down to the present

time, and dates of fair quality have been grown for

many years. Moreover, each year the area devoted
to dates is increasing, and with the recent- studies of

the life-history of the plant by Swingle and others the

adaptation of regions is now better understood and
undoubtedly the future plantings will be made with
much better assurance of success. Modern date cul-

ture in this country may be said to have begun with
the planting of imported Egyptian and Algerian palms
and seedlings principally in Salt River Valley, Arizona,
in the years 1890-1900 Tourney’s studies of these

early plantings resulted in Bulletin No 29 of the
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Arizona Station Studies of conditions in the Saharan
region and the importation of varieties by the United
States Department of Agriculture, were made in 1899
and 1900 These results were set forth in Bulletin No.
53 of the Bureau of Plant Industry, by Swingle Sta-

tions for testing the introductions were provided by
Arizona in 1899, by California in 1904, and by Texas
m 1907 Subsequent large importations were made by
Fairchild and Kearney, as described in Bulletins Nos
54 and 92 of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the
national Department of Agneulture
Dates unquestionably can be grown profitably m

many of the hot dry irrigated vallejs m the south-
western parts of the United States The Salton Basin
m southern California promises particularly well for

date-culture because of the high temperature, and
here even the famous Deglet Noor date of the Sahara
will ripen fully, even m cool seasons Considerable
attention is also being given to dates m the newly
developing Impenal Valley In northern California,

the date can undoubtedly be giown tor home use in

many regions, even north of San Franciseo, it finds

good conditions for commercial culture in parts of

Arizona, and there are probably adaptable regions in

Texas The date can endure more alkali than any
other profitable fiuit crop, and this fact will extend
the range of its usefulness Whan once well established,

brief temperatures as low as 10° F do not do serious

harm to date palms
While date trees have been grown in the United

States and Mexico for certainly more than a century,
and while much fruit has been produced incidentally

here and there, largely as a by-product, neveitheless
date-growing on a commeicial si ale is yet a new and
experimental industry m this countiy Although it

promises well, the business requires experience and
skill, and it must be established only in those regions
which are particularly adapted to it, especially those
that have an extremely hot summer climate As yet,

the returns fiorn date-culture are almost impossible

of determination As ne irl\ always happens with new
and promising lndustius, doubtlul claims have been
made for profits of date-culture by interested paities.

It must be borne in mind that politically all the vane-
ties now recommended for commercial cultivation

in this country are of Old \\ orld oi lgm Although many
seedlings are being raised, it is yet too early to desig-

nate any one of them as supeiioi for general orchard
planting It is advisable th it m the regions in Cali-

fornia and Anzona, and elsewhere, that are adapted to
dates, numbcis of seedlings should be raised from the
best varieties, care being taken that they have been
pollinated from the best males, in this wa> the chance
will be increased of ongmating varieties that are
especially adapted to the legion The business must be
developed by residents and those who study the con-
ditions closely from year to year

According to Swingle, at present less than a dozen
varieties among the 200 or more on trial at the govern-
ment date-gardens in the Southwest can be said to be
well enough known to warrant planting on a commer-
cial scale The Deglet No ir and the Tazizaoot can be
recommended for orchard planting in the Coachella
and Imperial Valleys of California, the Halawy, the
Khadrawy, the Maktoom, and the Hayany are prom-
ising for cooler regions, such as the Salt River Valley

of Arizona, and may be planted m the California

date regions on a scale not too large for the early

markets; the Khars is excellent for home use as a
fresh date, but is of little commercial value, the Thoory
is a dry date of great promise, but it is as yet doubtful
whether dry dates can be maiketed advantageously on
a large scale without an expensive publicity campaign.
To plant other varieties that are new or inadequately
tested, involves a considerable element of risk The
fact tnafc they appear satisfactory in the Old World

deserts is no guarantee that they will grow, bear, and
ripen fruit properly lr the Southwest or that their fruit

will prove acceptable to American buyers Any plant-
ing of a variety on a large scale before it has been
thoroughly tested must be considered as a speculation.

It would be much safer for those who expect to grow
dates on a commercial scale to limit themselves at first

to those varieties that have been tested by public and
private agencies, and to learn all phases of the culture,

curing, packing, and marketing of the fruit of one
or more of the standard varieties This is the best

possible preparation for the efficient culture of new sorts

when they have been sufficiently tested m the govern-
ment or other adequately supervised testing-gardens to

render it desirable to test them on a commercial scale

1223 Young date palm, with growing suckers*or offshoots.

in private culture The government, through the
Department of Agriculture, has taken special pains to
safeguard the young industry.

Propagation.

It is alwrays preferable to propagate dates from
suckeis unless one desires to originate new varieties,

not only on account of the knowledge of the .sex (it

being hardly necessaiy to state that the sex of a sucker
is the same as that of the plant fiom which it is taken),

but on account of the ability to make a selection in

the variety and quality of the fruit

Dates are easily giown fiom seed if the ovules
have been properly pollinated Seeds may be planted
in anv month immediately after they are taken from
the fruit, particularly in the mild climates of the
Salton Basin, Lower Coloiado Valley, and Salt River
Valley Unless the conditions are good, however, it

is better to stratify them in a box between layers of
moist sand and allowr them to remain for three to six

weeks in order that the seed-coats may be softened
It is important, however, that in the stratifying-box
the seeds do not sprout, as they are easily damaged
after sprouting takes place The seed may be sow n in

nursery row's and the young seedlings transplanted
after one, two or three years, or if the field is well
prepared, and has good irrigation, the seed may be
planted directly in the fields where the palms are
permanently to remain. If they are placed directly

m the held, it is well to plant them in rows 25 to
30 feet apart and to allow the voung plants to stand
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3 to 5 or 6 feet apart in the row. When the dates

come into bearing, the undersirable ones and the
males may be removed and the probability is that
a sufficient number of good varieties will remain to

make the row properly continuous; and the rows will

be far enough apart for the regular or permanent
plantation.

Suckers or offshoots are taken from the base of the

>oung palm (Figs. 1223, 1224) One to several suckers

may be removed each year, averaging two to four

for the productive period, and when they are three to six

years old and have begun to develop roots of their own.
All species belonging to the genus Phoenix are diffi-

cult to transplant with uniform success. Frequently as

high as 50 per cent of transplanted dates die even
when watered daily and given the best of care. In
planting suckers with the best of attention, a percent-

age die; while without
care not one m a hun-
dred will grow. It is

due not so much to the
lack of experience in

removing the suckers
as to lack of proper
care after removal,
that so large a per-

centage fail

Suckers may be re-

moved at any time
during the sprmg or

early summer, or even
in tne winter, if proper
care be given them
after removal If they
are to be planted in

the open ground it is

advisable to remove
them in sprmg or early

summer, April prob-
ably being the best
month In winter,
when the plants are at

a standstill, the suckers
may be removed with
comparatively small
loss, if the “bulbs” or
bottoms be not less

than 4 inches in dia-

meter It is necessary,
when suckers are re-

moved at this season,

to set them in rather
email pots, so that the
earth, which should be
given a daily soaking,

may have a chance to

get warm quickly. The
pots should be kept in a dry greenhouse, or, better
yet, imbedded in a hotbed of manure, covered with
the customary frame and glass In all cases the leaves
should be cut back to 6 to 12 inches in length, and
sometimes they are removed. Transplant only when
the ground is warm

If proper attention can be given it is best to plant large

suckers where they are to remain, as a second chance
for loss occurs when they are transplanted from a
nursery to the position that they are finally to occupy.
An iron bar weighing thirty to forty pounds, and
flattened to a 4-6-mch cutting end, may be used to
cleave the offshoots from the tree The leaf-stalks

should be cut away, exposing the bulb of the sucker,
care being taken not to injure the bulb in removing.
One should cut m rather deeply at either sjde, not being
afraid of injuring the old plant, cutting out a V-shaped
portion extending from the base of the bulb downward
for a few inches. Wounds may be painted with coal-

1224 Deglet Noor date palm about eight years old, with offshoots

and ripe fruit.

tar to prevent bleeding and evaporation. It is

important, when planting the suckers in the field,

to set them so hign that the crown-bud will not be
covered with water during irrigation, in order to avoid
decay and death
A successful method of rooting the suckers is to

bank up earth about the base of the parent tree and
above the base of the suckers, and keep moist by
watering daily to induce formation of roots. Suckers
may be partially severed from the old stock before the
banking is done, or after the roots have started When
the roots are well grown, the suckers may be trans-
planted with little loss

The suckers will grow perfectly well, however, if

no loots are left attached. The offshoots may be cut
away from the parent plant, with all the leaves removed,
and leaving only the oud m the center or at the apex

surrounded by the leaf-

stalks Such offshoots

will stand very much
exposure and may be
shipped long distances
without being packed
in moist material, care

being taken that the
boxes are so filled with
packing that they will

not be jammed or

bruised in transporta-

tion After they are

E
lanted, they should
e kept constantly

moist about the bot-
tom and should not be
allowed to suffer any
check. The Arabs
apply water every day
for thirty or forty days
and then continue to

irrigate each week un-
til the following win-
ter, care being taken
not to water too much
If these precautions
are taken and if the
offshoot 8 are planted
in wrarm ground, there
need be very little loss

They should never be
set in the open ground
when the soil is cold, as

in fall or winter If the
offshoots are tobe taken
off at that time, they
must be grown in pots
or in some similar way,
as described above.

The growing of dates.

The date palm grows m nearly all kinds of soil, if

only the climatic conditions are right. If it be suffi-

ciently irrigated and have the requisite amount of heat,

the soil seems to be a secondary consideration In
general it may be said, how'ever, that sandy-loam soils

of the desert, with a small percentage of clay and
slightly charged with salts, are preferable to rich and
heavy soils, suitable for growing ordinary crops. The
question of water is of great importance in the culture

of dates, as it is necessary that the roots of the date
palm be m moist earth throughout the year In general,

the amount of water required for successful culture is

considerable. If sufficient water cannot be supplied by
natural methods, one must resort to irrigation Water
should be supplied at frequent intervals throughout the
year. However, the most should be supplied in the spring
before blooming, and in the fall prior to the ripening of
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the fruit. The amount of water for each palm depends so

much upon soil and local conditions that an estimate
would be worthless. Care should be taken not to irrigate

to excess at the time of blooming and immediately alter,

as it will militate against the successful setting of the
fruit The date seems to enjoy not

t

only a high atmospheric tempera-
ture, but a high temperature of the
water supplied m irrigation as well.

In irrigating small crops by flood-

ing, it is necessary m midsummer
to irrigate late in the afternoon or

at night in order to prevent scald-

ing. Care should be taken, in the
hotter part of the year, that the
date palm is not subjected to hot
water about the roots, rising above
the soil for a considerable length of

time, and later left until the soil

becomes exceedingly dry and baked
by the sun Such extremes some-
times seriously injure or destroy

The date palm comes into bearing
early, examples being known in Cali-

fornia of fruits being produced two

1225. An American years after the seeds were planted,

seedling date. It usually requires six to eight years,

however, for seedlings to bear any
considerable quantity of dates. Under the best date-
culture, seedlings are not used but the plants are propa-
gated by means of suckers, as already explained; these

suckers soon become established and will bear abun-
dantly in five or six years afterwards. After ten or

fifteen years, the palm may be considered to be in

full bearing and should continue to produce indef-

initely It should yield 100 to 200 pounds of fruit

annually, although there are cases of very much
higher yields than this. To conserve the strength of

the parent plant, the suckers should not be allowed

to grow around the base in large numbers. Usually
not more than three or four of these suckers or
offshoots are allowed to remain at any one time.

After the palm is in full bearing and has a trunk a
few feet high, the offshoots cease to be produced It

is recommended, however, that one offshoot be left

attached to the mother plant m order to replace the
tree in case of an accident If the date palm is allowed
to grow as it will, it becomes a clump of many trunks,

surrounded by a jungle of offshoots
It is advised that the date palm be planted at

distances of not less than 26 to 33 feet Other crops
can be grown between the trees till they come into
bearing heavily, or even continuously
Under proper cultivation, the date palm should

produce from ten to fourteen leaves each year. A
well-developed tree will have at one time from thirty
to sixty leaves, the old ones dying away below while
new ones are forming at the top. The different varie-

ties show great variation in rapidity of growth, form
and length of leaves, size of stem, and general aspect
of plant. The stem of the date palm is very rigid.

When the stem reaches a height of 6 or more feet it is

frequently necessary to tie the growing bunches of

dates securely to the lower leaf-stalks, that they be
not broken and injured by the wind before maturity.
While it is possible to produce dates by depending

on wind-pollination from male to female trees, this

process is much too uncertain for commercial culture

and requires a very large number of male trees. In
commercial plantations, one male tree to 100 females
is sufficient; but this requires that the pollinating shall

be performed by hand. Small separate twigs or branch-
lets of the male inflorescence, from 4 to 6 inches long

and bearing thirty to fifty flowers, are tied on the

female cluster. Inasmuch os the .flowers in the female

cluster mature at different times, it is necessary to
repeat the operation of pollination. In old plantings,
persons must climb the trees in order to perform this
operation, but for the first ten or fifteen years of beai-
mg the clusters are so near the ground that little if

any climbing is required. Each female flower pro-
duces three ovaries. After pollination, two of these
ovaries fail and one matures into the date. In case
there is no pollination, all three of the ovaries will

develop but will be seedless and the fruit will be inferior.

As with other fruits, it is often necessary to thm the
dates on trees, particularly on young trees that tend to
overbear Even on old trees, best results are to be
secured if only eight or ten bunches are left.

Usually the dates in an entire bunch do not ripen at
the same time Picking off the dates as they ripen is a
practicable operation when labor is cheap In general,

however, it probably will be found the better plan to
cut the entire bunch at once. This may require some
special operation m the handling and curing. Some
vaneties require practically no special handling or cur-
ing and are ready to ship as soon as they have ripened
naturally Usually, however, the bunch must be ripened
much as a bunch of bananas is cured, by being cut off

and hung in a moist and warm place It has been
found that in Arizona the best varieties of dates may
not ripen naturally on the tree Freeman’s experi-

ments at the Arizona Experiment Station show that
conditions favorable for the rapid ripening of the
Deglet Nocr may be produced artificially in an oven
The degree of moisture and temperaturemay be carefully

regulated In this ripening process, there is not only a
change in the sugar-con-
tent but the tissues of

the date are softened,

the tanin is precipitated
and the astnngency of
the fruit is thereby
relieved. Vinson found
that dates may be
ripened artificially by
means of chemical re-

agents Artificial ripen-
ing by means of heat,
moisture, and chemical
stimulation makes pos-
sible the production of
commercial crops at alti-

tudes too high and cool
to mature many medium
and late varieties Losses
by ram, insects, and
birds are minimized, and
greater cleanliness se-

cured Last year over
half the crop from miscel-

laneous varieties at the
Tempe Date Orchard
(Arizona) would have
been lost but for artificial

methods of ripening
These methods are cheap
and practicable. In con-
nection with ripening
operations, the fruit can
be pasteurized at a tem-
perature of 65° to 70°

C (149°-158° F.) and
then packed under
cheese - cloth to secure
it from contamination by flies and other insects
Recent experiments by Drummond show that fumi-
gation with carbon bisulfide kills insect eggs, and
is preferable to pasteurization with varieties inclined
to be sticky. In 1910, Swingle discovered the pro-
cess now m use for ripening Deglet Noor dates by
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keeping them m moist atmosphere in closed packing-

boxes which are kept warm at night and heated to 80°

or 90° F. during the day Deglet Noor dates ripen

perfectly by this process and remain light-colored while

those ripened by tho rapid process are darkened.
Freeman’s rapid process will ripen greener dates,

however.
For further discussion, see Phoenix; also the bulle-

tins of the United States Department of Agriculture,

and of the experiment stations of Arizona and California.

J. W. Toumey.
L. H. B t

DATlSCA (old Greek name, applied to some doubt-

ful plant). Datiscdcex. Tall perennial herbs, one of

which is sometimes planted in gardens
Glabrous branching hemp-like plants with pinnately

compound or ternately divided alternate lvs., the lfts.

or segms lanceolate and usually serrate or toothed : fls.

usually dioecious, the stammate fascicled in the axils

and snort-pedicelled the pistillate racemose on axil-

lary branchlets, stamens in sterile fl 8-12-25, mostly
opposite the calyx-lobes, stamens sometimes present

in fertile fls but few and perhaps alternate with calyx-

lobes, ovary 3-angled at top, with 3 styles which
are 2-parted: fr. a narrow ribbed many-seeded caps.,

opening between the styles at the top —Species 2,

one in S E Eu and W Asia, and the other in Calif

and Mex
;
the former is in cult abroad, requiring no

special treatment, prop, by seeds and division

The family Datiscaceir is placed near Begomacese
and Cactaceie It comprises two other genera of tall

trees, neither of which is recorded as in cultivation;

these are Octomcles, with two species in the Malayan
archipelago, and Tetrameles, with one species in East
India to Java

cannablna, Linn. Three to 7 ft.: lvs odd-pinnate;
the lfts. of 3 pairs, 2 in. long, deeply serrate, long-

acuminate: fls small, yellow, the females in long apd
( men r> enie Eu —Attractive bushy plants with grace-

ful foliage; both sexes should be grown, the female
being the finer for ornament
D olomerdia, Brew <fe Wats , the American species, is apparently

not in cult 2^2-4 ft , stout, glabrous, the sts clustered lvs ter-

nately divided or lobed stammate fls m clusters of 3, pistil-

late fls 4-7 together or scattered along short branchlets It is

the durango-root of the Coast ranges and Sierra Nevada

L.H.B.

1227. A triple form of Datura fastuosa, commonly
known as D. cornucopia.

DATURA (Arabic name) Syn. Brugmdnsia. Sol-
andeese. Thorn-Apple Several large plants cultivated
for their huge trumpet-like flowers, which have an
odor that is very pleasant to some persons

Annual or perennial herbs, shrubs, and trees: lvs.

large, entire or wavy-toothed -
fls large, solitary, erect

or pendulous, mostly white, with more or *less violet,

rarely red or yellow; calyx 5-toothed, sometimes
breaking apart near the base or splitting lengthwise*
corolla trumpet-shaped, with spreading 5-10-toothecl

limb; stamens 5, all perfect, slightlv or not at all

exserted, the filaments slender; style long, the stigma
2-lobed -

fr a large 2-celled caps., mostly prickly or
spiny, usually dry and 4-valved at top v"it sometimes
fleshy and bursting irregularly, with large seeds.

—

Some 15 species, mostly strong-smelling, in the warmer
parts of the globe, some of them weeds.
A few daturas are grown as flower-garden subjects,

or the shrubby kinds under glass or as tub specimens
The most popular kind m northern gardens is com-
monly called D. cormicopia (Fig 1227), which is espe-
cially interesting when its flowers develop two or three
well-defined trumpets, one within another Some-
times, however, these double flowers are a confused
mass of petalage Double and triple forms are likely

to occur in any of the species described below. The
horn-of-plenty has been especially popular in America
since about 1895, when it was found in South America
by an orchid collector of the United States Nursery
Company, and soon became widely distributed m
“yellow, white, blue and deep carmine,” all double
forms Daturas contain strong narcotics Large doses
are poisonous, small doses medicinal Separate prepara-
tions of Stramonium seed and leaves are commonly
sold in the drugstores. D. Stramonium (Fig 1228) is

the thorn-apple or Jamestown weed, the latter name
being corrupted into jimson weed Its foul, rank herb-
age and large spiny fruits are often seen in rubbish
heaps At the first successful settlement in America

—

Jamestown, Virginia, 1007—it is said that the men ate
these thorn-apples with curious results Capt John
Smith’s account of their mad antics is very enter-
taining It has been conjectured that this same plant
was used by the priests at Delphi to produce oiacular
ravings The seeds of D sanguinea are said to have
been used by Peruvian priests that were believed to
have prophetic power

Daturas are of easy cultuie Some are treated as
tender annuals In the North the woody species can be
grown outdoors in summer, and stored m cellars dur-
ing the winter; m the South and in southern Cali-
fornia they are almost everblooming They are some-
times kept in cool conservatories the year round, in

which case they should be planted in the border, as

they rarely flower well in pots, their roots being large

and spreading and requiring a constant supply of

moisture. This method produces great quantities of

bloom in spring. After flowering, the plants should be
cut m to the main limbs

a. Fls. red.

sangufnea, Ruiz & Pav Tree-like shrub, 4-12 ft.

high - branches fragile, leafy at the apex lvs clustered,
5-7 from the same point, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate,
almost 7 in long, 2^-2% in wide, pubescent on both
sides, shining green above, paler beneath, the lower lvs

wavy or angled, upper one entire; petioles 2)^ in. long,

channeled, pubescent, peduncles terminal, fls pendu-
lous, brilliant orange-red, about 8 in long: calyx
ovate, 5-angled, variegated, inflated. Peru B R. 1739
(as B bicolor) F S. 18:1883 —All the other species

are said to be easily raised from cuttings, but this is

very slow to take root.

aa Fh. yellow.

chlorfintha, Hook. Shrub, glabrous throughout: lvs.

broadly ovate, almost triangular; margin wavy, with
short, rather sharp, very distinct teeth - peduncles axil-

lary, very short; fls pendulous, yellow; calyx tubular,
with 5 nearly uniform, short, triangular teeth. Habitat
unknown. B M. 5128 Gn 46*429, 49, p. 379.

—

Datura “Golden Queen” is presumably a horticultural

variety of this species While this species is horti-

culturally distinct by reason of its yellow fls., it is a
doubtful species botanically, being founded on a very
double garden form of unknown origin In Vilmonn’s
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Blumengartnerei, by Voss, it is referred to D huimhs,
Desf., but D. humilis, in turn, is perhaps a form of 1).

fastuosa.

aaa. Fls. normally white (sometimes touched with violet)
or purple.

B. Plants tall
,
7-15 ft. high: blossoms pendulous.

c. Calyx tubular, with 5 obscure teeth.

suaveolens, Humb & Bonpl (D Gdrdnen, Hook )

Angei/s Trumpet. Tree-like shrub, 10-15 ft high
lvh ovate-oblong, 6-12 m long, 234~4 m wide, entire,

glabrous, petioled, often unequal at the base, fls

9-12 m. long; calyx inflated, angled, glabrous, with 5
obscure teeth; corolla-tube plaited, the limb with 5
shmt lobes, anthers crowded together. Mex. G C. Ill

1 1 593, 23.71 S II 2 433 —The double form is much
commoner m the gardens than the single. This is the
plant which is usually cult as D arborea. It is said to
be very distinct from the true D. arborea of Linn., but
it can be separated writh certainty by the calyx.

cc. Calyx spathe-like, not toothed.

arbdrea, Linn. (Brugnidnsia arbbrea
,

Steud.).

Angel’s Trumpet Small tree: lvs ovate-lanceolate,
maigin entire, never wavy or angled, pubescent, m
pans, one a third shorter than the other; petioles 1 in.

01 more long fls with a musk-like odor; calyx tubular,

entire, spathe-like, acuminate; corolla-tube terete, the
lobes of the limb very long; anthers distinct, not con-
glomerate Peru and Chile GO II 11:141 —Most of
the plants cult under this name are presumably D
s uaviohns The extent to which the true D. arborea

is cult is undetermined.

mi. Plants less tall, only 2-5 ft. high.

C. Blossoms erect, calyx not spurred.

fastudsa, Linn (D Ilummatu, Bernh. D and B
cornucopia, I fort ) Fig 1227 Annual, 4-5 ft high,

heibaceous lvs ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, acute
and unequal at the base, toothed or wavy, glabrous
on both sides, solitary, upjier ones m pairs one of which
is laigei, 7-8 in long, 2 1 a-3 1

2 m wide, petioles lpj-
2 1

2 m long (Is b'j-T in long, violet outside, whitish
within, ialyx pm pic, angled, 2 m long, 5-toothed, the
teeth tnangul.tr lanceolate, acuminate, 5 lines long,

2 3 lines wide caps spmv, subglobose, 1^ ill diam
Native of India Natuiali/ed m the tropics of both
woiltls FS 11 1157 Gn 46 224 III 12 25 —The
commonest garden datura Resembles the common
]) Shamonium, but fls laigei Var alba, Clarke (

D

alba, Net's), has fls white or neaily so (D alba vai

afneana, Fedde, is distinguished by its huger lvs,

longer calyx, and corolla glabrous outside Italian

Somaliland ) Var dhbia, Claike (I). diibui, Don D
N ilhummdtu, Dunal), has spineless frs. Var Huber-
i&na, Iloit

,
is a thick bushy cult form with large

fls of several colors, lunmng into yellowish, blue and
red; it is said to be a hybrid with J) cldorantha

meteloides, DC (D Wdqhtn, Ilort ). Peiennial

(cult as an annual N ). glaueeseent and puberulent
branches slender, foikecl. lvs unequally ovate, almost
entire, acuminate, acute at both ends, upper lvs often

in pans, the larger 2-2K in long, 8-9 lines wide,

petioles thickened at the base, 4-5 lines wide calyx

tubular, the teeth mostly 5, corolla about 1-8 in long,

or twice as long as the calyx, 5-toothed, the teeth

slender-subulate caps 2 m diam
,
succulent, prickly.

Texas to Calif Gt 1859*260 RH 1857, p 571.

FS 12*1266.—Fls white, suffused with violet, fra-

grant. Occurs also in Noi thorn Mex.

cc. Blossoms pendulous; calyx icith a long spur.

comfgera, Ilook (D. and B. Kn\ghtu, Ilort).

Height 3-4 ft.: branches downy: lvs chiefly at the ends
of branches, ovate, petioled, acuminate, margin entne,

wavy or angled fls pendulous, w lute or creamy white,

62

veiy frugiant at night, striated, 5-lobod, the lobe ter-

minated by a long awl-shaped spreading or recurved
point, stamens included. Mex BM 4252. Brug-
mansia Knightn seems to be a trade name for only
the double form. Gn. 45, p. 549.

Weedy annual species of Datura, intro from the tropics or
warm countries and run free in this country, are D. Mitel, Linn.
Pubescent l\s entire or slightly toothed calyx tubular, corolla-
limb 10-lobed, i in across caps nodding, prickly 3-5 ft fls

white

—

l) Strumdniwn, Linn tig 1228 The common stramo-
nium or pmaon-weed glabrous, green-stemmed lvs ovate, sinuate
or angled or even cut-toothcd caps erect, with stout prickle*
2—i ft fls white A very similar species but
with a smooth and spineless caps is D
intrmiH, Jaccj—D Tdtula, Linn Differs from
C Stramonium in having purple sts

, and
violet-purple or lavender ns , and prickles of
the caps more nearly equal

1228 . Pods of Datura Stramonium.

Other daturas more or less cult abroad are* D eeraiocaula,
Ort Annual, 2 ft branches horn-shaned lvs broad-lanceolate

cry large, inside white or light violet, outside bluish, opening
'* * " J " of forenoon fr hanging, smooth

11s . ...

lute in afternoon till middlo e. ..

Trop Aim r BM 3352 —D coccinea, Ilort =D De Notcn -—D into*sea aurea, Hort Carden hybrid, parentage not reported,
with bright golden yellow fls—D De Ndtcri, Hort P-ohably
annual 3 ft fls fragrant, brilliant red, Ire* ly produced S \fr —
D Jirox, Linn St thick, glabrous, red at base but otherwise green-
or wlnte-punetato lvs rhombic -ovate, angled-toothed calyx r>~

angled and about 5-part ed, corolla light blue, the limb ungulate
fr unequally spiny, with 4 large spines at top S Du

—

D querci-
jnlin, IIHK Annual, with green sts

, the young growth somewhat
pulx ‘-cent 1\ s deeply sinuate-pnmatifid fls as in D TatuLa
caps bearing laige and unequal flattened prickles that are some-
times ) 2 m long Mex. WlLHKLM MlLLEK.

DAUBENTdNIA: Seebania.
L. H B.j

DAtlCUS (ancient Greek name). Umbelliferse. Per-
haps 60 annual and biennial herbs of very wide distribu-
tion One or 2 species are native to N Amer

;
one

species of Daucus is the common garden carrot, and
tnc wild foim of the same species is an abundant old-
held weed in the northeastern states. Aside from the
eairot, there are no horticultural members of the genus.
Daucus compuses bristly or setose slender plants, with
pnmately decompound and often finely divided lvs ,

very small fls in compound mvolucrate umbels, and
oblong mostly dorsally flattened frs The species are
mostly of the temperate regions of Eu., Air. and
Asia.

Carftta, Linn Figs. 821, 822. Bristly biennial, with
twice- or thncc-pmnatifid lvs., the ultimate divisions
cut and pointed fls. crowded m urnbeliefs, mostly
white but sometimes blush or even pale yellow, some of

the marginal fls larger, rays of umbel numerous,
involucre of many elongated-subulate divisions, fr.

(or “seed”) small, greenish or brownish, somewhat
convex on one side and plane on the opposite side
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grooved, bristly, aromatic. Eu. Under cult., the root
nas been greatly developed into many edible forms.

Var. Boissidri, Schweinf., from Egypt and also in

Spain, has blood-red or violet-colored roots. Gt.
1904:1527. L. H B.

DAVALLIA (a personal name). Polypodiacex. Ferns,

some of them grown under glass, and the smaller species

making good plants for hanging-baskets
Tropical plants, usually with firm, somewhat finely

divided foliage and coriaceous semi-cyhndric indusia,

which are attached at both the base and sides, opening
toward the margin of the leaf—Some twenty species, in

many parts of the globe, some of them epiphytes.

The diverse habits of growth of the many different

species of davalhas, and their good lasting quahties,

peculiarly fit them under ordinary care for decorative

purposes, when delicate and graceful plants are desired.

Among the many species, the following are most often
seen and best adapted for commercial purposes. D.
bullata

,
D. parvula, very dwarf; D. pcntaphylla, young

fronds of a dark bronzy green, and D. Tycrmannn
(Ilumata), a^re well adapted for hanging-baskets. D.
dissecta and var. elegans

,
D. concxnna (Loxoscaphe)

,
D.

fijiensis and vars plumosa and major
,
D. famrulacea

(Loxoscaphe), D solida, D pallida (syn. Mooreana) and
D pyxidata are adapted for huge specimen plants. D.
tenuifolia (Odontosoria chinensis) and vars. stricta and
Veitchiana are desirable for fern-dishes, because of their

dwarfish habit of growth and the ease with which they
may be raised from spoies —Old plants of davallia

may be cut into a number of smaller ones with a sharp
knife. Planted firmly into shallow pans and placed in

a temperature of 60° to 65° F., they soon develop into

symmetrical plants. The rhizomes should be firmly

fastened to soil by strong copper-wire staples, where
t hey will root m a short tune. To gam a large number of

small plants, the rhizomes should be detached, cleaned
from all soil and roots, laid on sand and thinly covered

with moss Placed m a shaded position in a temperature
of 65° to 70° F., and kept moderately moist, a number
of small plants will develop from the dormant eyes,
which may be separately potted as soon as of sufficient

size. Spores of davallia should be sown on a fine com-
post of soil, leaf-mold or peat and sand m equal parts,
and placed m a shaded position in a temperature of
60° to 65° F. All the operations of propagation of
davalhas will be most successful if conducted during
the spring months All davalhas delight m a rich and
open compost, an abundance of light and air, and mois-
ture at their roots, a temperature of 60° to 65° F. and a
thorough syringing every bright day. (N. N. Bruckner )

INDEX,

bullata, 3. fijiensis, 10. parvula, 2
cananensis, 8. major, 10 pentapliylla, 1.

decurrcns, 6. Marieau, 4. plumosa, 10
dcnticuiata, 5. Mayi, 6 polyantha, 12.
dissecta, 11 Mooreana, 13. pyxidata, 9.

divancata, 12 ornata, 7. solida, 7.

elegans, 5, 8, 11. pallida, 13. euperba, 7.

a. Lvs. once pinnate, with few linear segms.

1. pentaph^lla, Blume. Lvs. scattered, from a stout
fibnllose rootstock, 1-pinnate, with 1 terminal and 4-6
pairs of lateral pinnie, 4-6 in long, ^in. broad; son
in marginal rows. Java and Polynesia.

aa. Lvs. tn- or quadn-pinnatifid, deltoid.

b. Length of lvs. less than 1 ft.

2. pirvula, Wall. A tiny fern with scaly creeping
rootstocks, the lvs. sessile or with stalks 1-2 in.

long, the blades long, broad, triangular,

2-3 pinnatifid, the segms. threadhke, pointed Singa-
pore and Borneo.

3. bullata. Wall Figs 1229, 1230 Rootstock creep-

ing, clothed with whitish or light brown hair-like

scales: lvs. scattered, 6-10 in. long, 4-6 in wide, quad-
npinnatifid, with deeply incised segms

,
texture firm.

India to Java and Japan. FE 11 543 —Often sold

for house cult in the form of a fern-ball

4. MAriesii, Moore. Rootstock stout, with brownish
scales, which are lanceolate from a broad dilated base:

lvs deltoid, 4-6 in each way, with the pinna? cut awav
at the lower side at base, segms short -linear, 1-nerved;
sori mtramarginal Japan G C. Ill 13*571.

mi. Length of lvs 1-2 ft

c. Foliage commonly tn-pinnatifid

5. denticul&ta, Mett (D elegans, Swartz) Root-
stock clothed with woolly fibers lvs 9-15 in wide,
with the main rachis slightly winged toward the apex;
indusia several to a segm

,
with the sharp teeth

projecting beyond the cups Ceylon to Austral, and
Polynesia

6 decurrens, TIooker Rootstock stout, creeping,

fibrillosc. If -blade 1-2 ft long, 9-15 in broad, triangu-
lar, the mam rachis scarcely winged at the apex, 3-

pmnate, the segms linear-oblong, broadly toothed;
son inside the margin Philippines. Var. Milyi, Ilort.

Graceful, much divided lvs.

7. sfilida, Swartz (D ornata, Wall ) Rootstock
clothed with appressed scales or fibers* lvs 1-2 ft

long, 12-15 in wide, the center of the apex broad and
undivided, segms. bioad and slightly cut; indusia
marginal Malaya Var. superba, Ilort Lvs flat, in

young state tinted with red

cc Foliage commonly quadn-pinnatifid.

8. cananensis, Smith Rootstock stout, densely
clothed with pale brown linear scales* If -blades 12-18
in long, tnangular, with ovate-rhombic, deeply incised

segms
,
son on entire segms

,
or with a horn outside.

Spain, Canaries, N. Afr. Var. Elegans, Ilort Lvs.
finely divided.

9 pyxidata, Cav. Rootstock clothed with pale
brown linear scales: If -blades tri-quadri-pinnatifid,
6-9 in broad, with oblong segms

;
son with a broad

space outside, which is extended into a horn-like pro-
jection. Austral

10 fijiensis. Hook. Lvs 6-12 in broad, with the
lower pinnsc deltoid and the segms. cut into narrow,
linear divisions long; son on the dilated apices
of the segms with no horn Fiji Isis A F. 6*900,
9 233 GC 111.23:323 —One of the finest species,

with numerous varieties. Considered by some botanists
to be a variety of D. solida Var. plumdsa, Bull Dis-
tinct from the species by the gracefully drooping habit,

and feathery nature of the pendulous lvs. Var mAjor,
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Moore. More robust: lve. not so fine, lighter color
than the species.

1 1 dissecta. J. Smith. Rootstock stout, with dense,
rusty scales. Ivs. 10-12 m. broad, on straw-colored
stalks, segms oblong, cuneate at base, with simple or
bifid lobes, son minute, often with 2 projecting horns.
Java. Var. elegans, Hort. Similar to type but with
more graceful habit.

bbb. Length of Ivs. 2-3 ft.

12. divaric&ta, Blume (D. polydntha, Hook.). Root-
stock with linear rusty scales: Ivs. tn-pinnatihd, some-
times 2 ft. broad, with deltoid segms. cut into linear-

oblong lobes; sori at some distance from the edge.
India to Java and Hong Kong.

13 p&llida, Mett. (D MooreAna, Mast.) Root-
stock stout, with lanceolate dark brown scales Ivs

with straw-colored stalks 12-18 m long, quadn-pin-
natifid, with deltoid, stalked segms

,
the ulti-

mate obovate-cuneate, bearing the sorus on
the upper side at the base. Aneityuin and mis
Borneo A F. 6:901; 9:231. A. G 13.143

For D concinna and D fceniculacea, see Txtxoacapho «...
D platyphylla, hog Mierolepia, I) stneta, see Bteuo-
lorna. D tcnutfolui, see btenoloraa, D Tycrmannn, see
Humata

.Several other ferns are in trade under the name
Davallia, « hioh are properly referred to other genera
Of these, disposition should bo made as follows. D
alpina— Humata repens, D angustata—Humata hetero-
phylla, D 6ra«/iensis=^Saeeoloma ina?quale, D retusn
=«Odontosoria retusa, D tenuifoha***Odontosona chi-
nensi* D amacna and D decora are names of uncertain jK
standing ami application. R Q BENEDICT.

f

DAVlDIA (after Armand David, French ^
missionary, botanized in China from 1862
to 1873) Nyss&ceae. Ornamental deciduous
trees, cultivated for their handsome foliage

and the large and showy white flowers. h
Leaves alternate, slender-petiolcd, dentate, cj

without stipules: fls. polygamous, m dense A'
subglobose heads consisting of numerous W
staminate fls and 1 bisexual fl

,
with 2 large \1

j

bracts at the base; sepals and petals wanting, /fJY
stamens 1-7, with slender filaments; ovary YsV
6-10-celled, with rudimentary perianth and y/
a circle of short stamens on top of the ovary
at the base of the short and thick style, with spreading
stigmas: fr a drupe with a 3-5-seeded stone.—One
species m W China

This is a handsome tree of pyramidal habit, with
rather large and attractive bright green foliage, and an
object of striking beauty when studded with the very
large creamy white floral bracts The tree has proved
hardy in favorable positions as far noith as Massachu-
setts, it seems to be somewhat tender only while young
Apparently it grows well in any good fresh soil Propa-
gation is by seeds sown in spring, which soon germi-
nate, and by cuttings m summer of half-ripened wood
under glass, also by layers.

involucr&ta, Baill Pyramidal tree, to 60 ft
,
with

upright or ascending branches: Ivs. cordate-ovate,

acuminate, coarsely serrate, strongly veined, bright

green and finally glabrous above, densely silky pubes-
cent below, 2)^-5 m long: heads terminal, peduncled;
bracts 2, opposite, rarely 3, ovate to oblong -obovate,
entire or serrate, creamy white, of unequal size, the

larger to 7 m long and to 4)4in. broad: drupe oblong-

ovoid, brownish, punctulate, about 1)4 m long. May,
June: fr. in Oct W. China. Var. Vilmorini&na,

Hemsl (

D

. VilmonmAna, Dode. D. Ikta, Dode). Lvs
glabrous and glaucescent below, or only sparingly

pubescent while young. B.M 8432 HI. 20*1961

GC. 111.33:235; 39:346. J.HS. 1903 57, 37:129,

fig. 113. R.H. 1906, pp. 297-9; 1907, p 321. R B.

34:230. This variety is better known in cult, than the

type. It was intro, in 1897 by Farges who sent seeds

from which a single plant was raised by Vilmonn.
Later E. II. Wilson sent seeds of the variety as well as
the type, from which a large stock of plants was raised
by Veiteh Alfred Reader.
DAY FLOWER: Commchna

DAY LILY: Funkia and llcnurocallia.

A DEAD NETTLE: Lamiutn.

Jfo DEBREGEASIA (derivation un-
known, probably named after a per-dw son) ttyn

,
Morocdrpus. Urticaceae.

5*T4WM2, Upright shrubs, grown for their hand-
some foliage and ornamental yellow or
red fruits, which are edible.

^ Leaves alternate, short-
'

a petioled, serrulate, 3-nervcd at

mLwW ^
ja,sp

’
rugose above, tomen-

^ tose beneath; stipules Difid: fls.

monoecious or dioecious in uni-
sexual globose clusters arranged

v 111 bmad axillary cymes; stami-
nate fls. with usually 4-parted
perianth, with 4 short stamens;

pistillate with
urceolate or obo-

W rtf vate perianth much
contracted at the

WSm a ! *22 mouth, with very
short usually 4-

,
toothed limb, ad-
nate to the ovary;

JY* Yf ™ v stigma pemcillate,

i on a short style or
I

JJ
sessile: fr subglo-

13 j*fit
bose consisting of

II
numerous small 1-

1 I "»n; seeded fleshy drupe-

O YV \ lets — Five or 6

y W 7
f

species m China, S.

. Asia and Abyssinia.

7 The two speciesm
/ cultivation, neither

of which is yet in

trade, are spreading
1230. Davallia tender slirubs with

buHate. handsome slender
(XL) J foliage, dark green

above, whitish be-
low*, and small usually orange-red fruits resembling m
shape a small mulberry and produced profusely along
last year’s branches. D longifolia is a stove-plant; D.
edulis is hardier, and at the Arnold Arboretum sur-
vives the winter outdoors It is, however, killed back
nearly to the ground, but sends up numerous shoots,
and although it does not flower and fruit, it is an attrac-
tive bush on account of the striking contrast of the
dark green lustrous upper and the white lower surface
of the leaves. Propagation is by seeds and by green-
wood cuttings under glass.

edfilis, Wedd. (Morocdrpus edulis, Sieb. & Zucc.).
Shrub, to 6 ft.: branehlets appressed-pubescent, soon
glabrous: lvs. oblong-lanceolate to elliptic, acuminate,
serrulate, rugose and smooth above, whitish tomentose
below, 3-5 m. long: fr. orange-red, globose, about
)4»n across, in small dichotomous cymes in June.
China, Japan.

longifdlia. Wedd. (D. vdutina, Gaud. ConocSphalus
niveus

,
Wight). Shrub, to 8 ft. : branehlets villous: lvs.

lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, acummate, serrulate,

rugose and rough above, white-tomentose beneath,
4-7 in long fr. orange-yellow or red, lAm across, in

small dichotomous cymes. Subtropical Himalaya to
Java. R H. 1896, p. 321. G.C. Ill 39:232, suppl.

Alfred Rehdsr.

1230. Davallia

bullata.

(XL)
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DFCaBEL&NE: Tavareaut.

DECAlSNEA (after Joseph Decaisne, French botanist,

who wrote much on the botany of cultivated plants;

1800-1882). Lardizaboldcese Woody subjects grown for

the large pinnate foliage and the conspicuous fruits

Upright sparingly branched shrubs: lvs. odd-pin-
nate, large, with opposite entire Ifts fis polygamous, in

axillary racemes, slender-pedicelled; sepals 6, petaloid,

long-acuminate; petals wanting; stamens 6, the fila-

ments m the stammate fl connate into a column,
pistils 3, growing into rather large oblong follicles

with numerous seeds in two ranks imbedded in a
white pulp —Two species in E Himalayas and in

W China
These are distinct -looking shrubs, in habit resem-

bling a large-leaved sumac, with long racemes of pendu-
lous greenish flowers similar m shape to those of a
yucca, but are smaller, and with conspicuous blue or
yellow fruits which are edible, but insipid. The Chinese
species has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum in

sheltered position, while the Himalayan is tender
They prefer a sheltered situation of warm southern
exposure and do not seem particular as to the soil.

Propagation is by seeds

FArgesii, Franch Shrub, to 15 ft : lvs to 3 ft long,

glabrous; lfts 13-25, elliptic, acuminate, short-petioled,

bright green above, glaucescent below, 2-5 m long*

racemes upright, manj^-fld
;
fls nodding, campanulate,

greenish, 1-1K m long, sepals lanceolate, long-acumi-
nate, much longer than the stamens fr pendulous,
oblong-cylindrie, deep blue, 3-4 in long, about 1 m
thick, with numerous black seeds about ! 3in long'

April, May; fr in Sept. W China BM 7848. R H.
1900, pp 270, 271, 273 M D 1912.197
D inslgms, Hook f Thoms In habit, lvs and fls , very little

different from the preceding «neeies, but fr yellow, thicker, (tirved.

E Himalayas H M 0731 FS 11 im I II 3 01

Alfrf.d Redder
DECODON (Greek, ten-toothed) Lythrace<r A

hardy perennial herb sometimes offered by dealers in

native plants Decodon is sometimes considered a
subgenus of Nestea, but is bitterly kept distinct, as a
monotypic genus It is distinguished from Lythrum
by having 5 (rarely 4) petals instead of 6, and 10

stamens while Lythrum has mostly 6 or 12 It has
opposite or whorled lvs

,
the upper with axillary, short-

stalked clusters of fls

verticiUAtus, Ell (Nesjea verticillata, HBK ) Swamp
Loose-Strife Water-Willow Smooth or downy
sts. recurved, 2-8 ft long, 4-6-sided lvs lanceolate,

nearly sessile' petals 5, cuneate-lanceolatc, rose-pur-

ple, ^in long, stamens 10, half of them shorter.

Swampy grounds, N E to Fla
,
west to Minn and La

—Desirable for colonizing about ponds and m very
wet places. It runs into 2 or 3 varieties

DECUMARIA (Latin, decumvs, tenth, referring to
the number of the parts of the flower) Saxifraqaceee.

Climbing shrubs, cultivated for their handsome glossy
foliage and clusters of attractive white flowers

Climbing by aerial rootlets lvs deciduous, opposite,

petioled. fls in terminal peduncled corymbs, small,

white, perfect, sepals and petals 7-10: stamens 20-30:
fr a 5-10-eelled ribbed caps opening Detween the ribs,

with numerous minute seeds.—One species m E. N.
Amer. and one in Chma.
These are ornamental climbing shrubs with handsome

glossy foliage and fragrant white flowers, forming a
corymb of feathery appearance, well adapted for cover-
ing walls, rocks, trellis work and trunks of trees; tender,

but the American species survives in sheltered posi-

tions as far north as Massachusetts, while the Chinese
is more tender. They thrive m almost any humid
soil Propagation is by greenwood cuttings in summer
under glass, rarely by seeds

Mrbara, Linn. (D. sarmentosa
,
Bose). Climbing to

30 ft
,
but usually less high lvs. ovate, obtuse or acute,

remotely denticulate or entire, glabrous and shining
above, 2-4 in long and 1-2 in broad corymbs 2-3 m
broad, semiglobose May, June. Va. to Fla

,
west to

La B.B. (ed. 2) 2.233. Mn. 1:41. G.C. III. 46 242,
suppl.

D aintnsis, Ohv Very similar to the precHding, lees high lvs.

generally oblong, obtuse or obtusish, 1^-3 in long and 1

2 -l in.

broad pedicels apprcssod-pubescont Cent China H I 18 1711.

Alfred Redder.
DEERBERRY: Vacctmum 8tam\neum.

DEERGRASS Rhexvu

DEERfNGIA (Karl Deering, died 1749; born in

Saxony, practicing physician in London and author
of catalogue of plants of England) Awarantdiejp.
About a naif-dozen species of climbing herbs or sub-
shrubs, from Madagascar to Austral

,
one of which is

offered m Calif Lvs alternate fls durcious or per-

fect, numcious and small, m terminal spiciferous

panicles, paits of fl 5, spioading under the succulent
mdehiscent fi

,
stamens 5, united into a ring D. bacc&ta,

Moq (D celosuddes, R Br ),in Austral
,
E Indies and

elsewhere, is a smooth wroody climber, 10-12 ft lvs

ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, entire, fls in

slender interrupted spikes 1 ft or less long, greenish
white berry red, nearly globular, I 4m or less diarn.

BM 2717 The plant offered as D vat irgata, described
a" a slender-growing shrub that will climb if shoots are

trained up, long spikes of white fls
,
and lvs margined

with white, is piobably a form of this species, 01 it may
be Bosea Amherrtiami (I) Aniher.sliana, Wall ), which
has a form with variegated lvs jJ jj

DEINANTHE (Greek crlraordinary
t

refeiring to
the flow cis being large foi the gioup) S<u 1ft aqarca-

Herbs or sub-shrubs of 2 species, 1 in Japan and 1

in China, at least the Chinese species having been
offered in England Of the Hydrangea tube, allied

to Cardiandra, but lvs opposite lather than alternate

and st>le 1 -5-forked rather than 3 and separate.

D Cftruha, Stapf, from China, is a perennial herb,
1-1 1

2 ft high, with honzorital stout rootstock, the
solitary st from the tip of the rootstock lvs about \

at the top of the st
,
ovate or broad-elliptic, shaiply

toothed fls stenie and fertile, tin* foimei few, the
fertile much larger and nodding, the petals blight blue,

stamens blue, all constituting a terminal panicle B M
8373 D bifida, Maxim

,
has creamy white or pmc

white fls with yellow' stamens, a different mfl , and lvs.

deeply bifid at apex L. II B

DELABfiCHEA RUPfiSTRIS: Stercuha rupeilris

DELARBREA (after a French naturalist) Auihacex

\

Tall tender shrubs from New Caledonia, grown in hot-

houses
Leaves alternate, decompound, gracefully arching, the

lfts leathery and entire or slightly cut. fls falling very
early, in large umbellate-paniculate clusters, not very
showy Distinguished from Aralia by its round, not
angled frs —Two species. Cult Rame as Aralia.

spectAbilis, Lind & Andr6 (A rdha condnna, Nichols ).

St ashy gray, with brown, warty spots, lvs odd-pin-
nate, lfts in 8-10 pairs, each 1ft entire or 3-toothed or

twice cut, sometimes so deeply cut as to make 3 entirely

free segms. IH 25.314.—Under the name of Aralia
spectabilis, two different plants have been sold One
is Aralia fihcifolia The two plants can be dis-

tinguished at a glance The primary division of the

If in A fihcifolia is long and narrow, thrice as long

as in D. spectabilis, and tapering to a long point,

while in D spectabilis the primary division of the

If. is short and has 3 well-marked segms In A.
Jdicifolia the secondary divisions are deeply and irregu-
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larly cut; in D. apeclatnhs they are merely serrate.

The two plants are also immediately distinguished by
the black spots on the at. of D. spectabilis.

N. TAYLOR.f
DELAVAYA (after J. M. Delavay, French mission-

ary, who explored the flora of S. W. China). Sapin-
ddcex . A tree from S. W. China, allied to Xanthoceras,
Out differing chiefly in its 3-foliolate lvs and in the
much smaller fls. with a cupular disk. The only species,

I). toxocdrpa, jFranch (D yunnanfains, Franch ), is a
small tree, to 25 ft. lfts lanceolate, serrate, glabrous,

to 7 m long' fls. about )^in. across, white, fr a
2-3-lobed woody caps with large brownish black seeds.

Reported as recently intro, but probably hardy in

warmer temperate regions only. Alfred Redder

DELPHINIUM (Greek, a dolphin, from the resem-
blance of the flower). Ranunculacex. Larkspur A
group of beautiful hardy plants grown m borders for

their handsome spikes of flowers and stately sterns of

foliage They are of great value for cut-flower pur-
poses as the blooms keep well

Annual or perennial, erect, branching herbs: lvs.

palrnately lobed or divided* fls. large, irregular, in a
showy raceme or panicle, sepals 5, petal-like, the pos-
terior one prolonged into a spur, petals 2 or 4, small,

the posterior ones spurred, the lateral ones small, if

present, the few carpels always sessile, forming many-
seeded follicles Full double forms are

veiy common in a number of the
species (compare Figs 1232, 1233) A
Gray, An attempt to distinguish be-

tween the American Delphiniums, Bot
Gaz 12 49-51, 1X87 E Huth, Mono-
graphic der Gattung Delphinium, in

Eng Bot Jahib 20 322-499, 1X95.

There are about 00 species, native of

the north temperate zone, four of which are of

much greater popularity than the others: the
annual, D. Ajacis, and the perennials, D grandi-

floTum, D hybridum and 1) formosum The last

three have been especially prolific in named garden
varieties See page 3568
Some of the garden varieties of delphiniums

are as follows. King of Delphiniums, semi-double,

and Duke of Connaught, distinguished by a deep
intense blue and conspicuous white center of the

large singular flowers, Mine Violet Geslin and
Julia, cornflower-blue varieties with white eye;
Amos Perry, a combination of licli rosy mauve,
flushed with sky-blue, Lizzie and Rev J J Xtubbs,
spikes of vivid azure aiound deep brown centers
Combinations of sky-blue, pink and lavender are
striking characteristics of Diademe, Excelsior,

Grille, Hallgarten, Libelle, Minerva, Niederwald
and Seidenspinner, distinguished from each other
by white, brown or black centers. The petals of

Carmen are of deep gentian-blue and pmk, sur-

rounding a brown center; those of Lamartine and
Musea, lavender-blue; and Felicite, sky-blue.—Of the
perpetual-flowering Belladonna class, the trade offers the
following named hybrids: Capri, clear sky-blue; Moer-
heimen, pure white, Nassau, Mr Brunton and Persim-
mon variations in sky-blue and azure; while the light

graceful spikes of Semiplenum and Grandiflora show
a clear intense cornflower-blue.—Perfect double-flower-

mg delphiniums, though very handsome, are shy seed-

ers and a small percentage come true to color and
variety. They do not seem to share in the great popu-
larity of the singles. Of the latter the old species D.
chmense

,
D. Davidu, and the rather hard to handle

but otherwise beautiful yellow D. Zalil
,
are well worth

cultivating (R. Rothe.)
Rocket and Candelabrum are names used to desig-

nate the forms of inflorescence m the two annual spe-

cies. The “Rocket” or spike-like form is more com-

monly found in the Ajacis type, and the “Candela-
brum,” with a number of short spike-hke heads of
different heights, is found more often in Consolida

Delphiniums thrive in any good garden soil, but are
improved by a deep, rich sandy loam, exposed to the
sun Deep preparation of the soil is very important.
The annuals are propagated from seed, which are very
slow m germinating In the warmer latitudes they may
be sown in early fall and will then produce flowers early
the next season

;
or they may be started indoors.

The perennials, may be propa-
gated (1) By root-division in the
fall or spring. The large strong-
growing species may be divided
into a number of plants after
growing m the flower-bed for sev-
eral years (2) By cuttings, about
which J B Keller says' “Take a
few cuttings from each plant in

early spring, when growth is

about 3 or 4 inches long, or else

use the second growth, which has
come after the flower-stems have
been removed Cuttings root
readily m a shaded frame, no bot-
tom heat being required, but an
occasional sprinkling during dry

and hot weather is neces-
sary. When rooted they
are treated like seed-
lings ” (3) By seeds
started in the green-
house or hotbed in

March or even earlier.

The young seedlings
should be given plenty
of room by transplant-
ing as they grow, and
may be set in the open
garden by June. If

started thus early they
flower the first autumn
The seed may be planted
in late spring or sum-
mer, care being taken
to water well during drj r

weather, and flowers
will come the next sum-

„mer. To get the best
results, the perennials
should be transplanted
every 2 or 3 years Two
good crops of blossoms
may be secured in one
season by cutting away
the flower-stems of the
first crop as soon as the
flowers have faded; of

course no seeds will be produced m this way
In most climates where they are grown the roots

of the perennials are left unprotected, in the open
garden, during the winter This plan can be improved
by giving the bed or border a good dressing of barn-
yard manure about the time the ground begins to
freeze m the fall This will greatly enrich the soil

and also protect the underground buds during winter.
A much better show of flowers will be the result.

Because of their ability to use much fertility, it is

well to spade in the manure instead of removing it

in the spring. A top-dressing of manure near the plants
in midsummer is used to aid m forcing the “fall” or
second crop of flowers This dressing conserves the soil-

moisture, prevents weeds, and adds plant-food Such
applications of manure will make the plants more vig-

orous throughout. They will flower more profusely ana
if desired, the roots can be divided much more freely.

1231. Delphinium Ajacis. (XH)
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albxdum, 18.
albo-pleno, 17.

album, 17, 18.
alpmum, 16
altissimum, 14.
atureum, 18.
Barlowu, 27.
bicolor, 7.

Breckn, 17
Brunonianum, 8.

cardinale, 4.

carohmanum, 18
caahmonanum, 10.
cheilanthum, 24.
chmensc, 17.
ccelestinum, 25.

INDEX.

columbianum, 22.
Com*ohda, 2.

cultorum, 28
decorum, 9
elatum, 16.

exaltatum, 15.

flore-pleno, 17.

formosum, 25
grandiflorum, 17
hybridum, 6, 17, 27,

28
imperial is, 2.

Maackianum, 26.
Menziesn, 12.

mesoleucum, 19.

nudicaule, 3.

Nuttallu, 22.

occtderUale, 23.
pauciflorum, 13.
Prsewalskianum, 5.
Przewalakn, 5.

pyramidale, 16.

scopulorum, 23.
simplex, 21.
stnenae, 17.

subalpinum, 23.
8ulphureum, 6.

tricorne, 11
trollnfolium, 20.
vuwneum, 18.
mrescena, 18.
Walken, 10.

Zalil, 6.

a. Annuals: petals only 2, united: follicle 1.

1. Ajicis, Linn. Fig. 1231. An erect annual, about
18 in. high, with a few spreading branches: lvs. of at.

sessile, deeply cut into fine, linear segms.; root-lvs.
similar, but short-petioled : ns. showy, blue or violet,

varying to white, more numerous than in D. Consolida,
m a spicate raceme: petals 2, united; calyx-spur about
equaling the rest of the fl.: follicle only 1, pubescent;
seeds with wrinkled, broken ridges May-Aug. Eu.
R.H. 1893, p 228 Same figure in SH 2*282—'The
season of flowering is governed largely by the time of

sowing the seeds If sown in the fall, as may be done
in warm climates, the plants will produce fls by May
or June. But if the seeds be sown m spring no fls.

should be expected before July or Aug.

2. Cons61ida, Linn. (Consdlida arv6nsis
t
Opiz). An

erect, hairy annual, 1—1 ft high* lvs similar to D.
Ajacis fls. few, loosely panicled, pedicels shorter than
the bracts, blue or violet or white; petals 2, united: fol-

licle 1, glabrous; seeds with broken, transverse ridges.

June-Aug. Eu. Baxter Brit Bot. 4, t. 297. R H.
1893, p. 228 (var ornatum Candelabrum). G Z. 15:81.
Var. imperiilis, Hort. (D. impendlis fl. pi

,
Hort-.).

Fls. double From the English gardens—See above
species for sowing of seeds.

aa. Perennials, pure species: petals 4' follicles 8-5
(Nos. 8-27).

b. Sepals red.

3. nudicafile, Torr & Gray St 1-1 Yi ft. high, gla-

brous, branched, few-lvd. : lvs. rather succulent, 1-3 in.

across, lobed to the middle or farther 3-7 times, the
secondary lobes rounded and often mucronate; petioles
3-5 m. long, dilated at the base, fls panicled; sepals
bright orange-red, obtuse, scarcely spreading, shorter

than the stout spur, petals yel-
low, nearly as long as sepals:
follicles 3, spreading and re-

curved, soon becoming glabrous;
seeds thin-winged Apr.-July.
Along (mountain streams, N.
Calif. B.M.5819. FS. 19:1949.
R.H. 1893, p. 259.—A good per-
ennial in the E.

4. cardin&le, Hook. St. erect,

2-3A ft. high and much higher
under favorable conditions,
partly pubescent: lvs smooth,
fleshy, deeply 5-parted, the
parts cut into long, linear lobes:

1232. Single larkspur, raceme elongated, many-fld.
;
fls.

—D. grandiflorum. bright red, with petal-limbs yel-

low : follicles glabrous, usually 3;
seeds smooth. July, Aug. S. Calif. B M. 4887. Gt.
6:328. F.S. 11:1105. RB. 6:101. Gn. 19:234.

bb. Sepals clear yellow or tipped witty blue

.

5. Przewfilskii, Huth (D. Prsewalskidnum, Hort ).

Nearly glabrous, often branched at base, erect, varying
much m height: lvs 3-5 times deeply parted, parts

divided into narrow, obtuse lobes: fls clear yellow, or
sometimes tipped with blue; spur equaling the sepals:

follicles 3, densely hairy. July, Aug. Asia.—Intro 1892.

6 Z&lil, Aitch & Hemsl. (D. sulphiireum, Hort D.
hybridum var sulphiireum

,
Hort ). St. nearly simple,

erect, 1-2 ft high, rather glabrous, or becoming so.

lvs. of several narrow, linear lobes, dark green; petioles

not dilating at the base: fls. large, light yellow, in long
racemes* follicles 3, longitudinally furrowed and ribbed,
seeds with transverse, fibrous

f
lates. June, July. Persia,

ntro. 1892. B.M. 7049. Gn.
50:434; 54, p 347; 71, p.
285 G.C. III. 20.247 —
Seedlings from tubers and
plants die down as if dead;
but they make a second
growth after a short period
of rest.

bbb. Sepals blue or varying
to white.

C. Height 1 'A ft. or less.
1233 Double larkspur -

n .,,/ , ,
D grandiflorum

d. Petioles dilating at the base.

7 bfcolor, Nutt Erect, rather stout, lA~\ ft high,
from fascicled roots: lvs small, thick, deeply parted
and divisions cleft, except perhaps in the upper lvs

,

segms linear and obtuse: raceme rather tew-fld
,
the

lower pedicels ascending 1-2 in
;
spur and sepals nearly

equal, Ain long or more, blue, upper petals pale
yellow or white, blue-veined, lower petals blue follicles

glabrous or becoming so May-Aug. Dry woods, Colo
,

west and north to Alaska

8. Brunoni&num, Royle. Musk Larkspur Sts.

erect, Yir^Yi ft high* plant somewhat pubescent upper
lvs. 3-parted, lower ones reniform, 5-parted, segms
deeply cut, musk-scented fls large, light blue with
purple margins, center black, spur very short, sepals
1 m. long, membranous and often clinging until the
fr. is mature: follicles 3 or 4, villose June, July. China.
BM. 5461. 11B. 1863*34

9.

deedrum, Fisch & Mey. St. slender and weak,
Vz-\ lA ft high, smooth or nearly so lvs few, bright
green; upper ones small, 3-5-parted into narrow lobes;
lower and radical ones somewhat reniform in out-
line and deeply 3-5-parted, lobes often differing widely:
fls. m a loose raceme, or somewhat panicled, sepals
blue, Yvo long, equaling the spurs, upper petals at
least tinged with yellow, follicles 3, thickish, glabrous.
Spring. Calif. Intro. 1881 B 11.26:64.

DD. Petioles hardly dilating at the base.

E. Upper petals never yellow

10.

cashmeri&num. Royle. Plant pubescent, not
very leafy: st. simple, erect, slender, 10-18 in. high:
root-lvs. orbicular, 2-3 in. diam

,
5-7-lobed, coarsely,

acutely toothed and cut; petiole 5-8 in long; sts -lvs.

short-petioled, 3-5-lobcd, cut like the radical ones, all

rather thick, and bright green, mfl. corymbose, the
branches rather spreading; fls. 2 in. long, deep azure-
blue; spur broad, obtuse, inflated, decurved, little over
half as long gs sepals; upper petals almost black, 2-

lobed, lateral ones greenish: follicles 3-5, hairy. July-
Sept. Himalayas. B.M. 6189 Gt 32*1105 Gn 18.568.
R.H. 1893, p 259.—Hardy in Mass., and choice.

Var Wfilkeri, Hook. St. very short, leafy, many-
fld.: upper lvs. less lobed or almost entire, small, long-
petioled: fls. very large, light blue with yellow petals.

Suited to rockwork B.M. 6830.

ee. Upper petals yellow or striped with yellow.

11.

triedme, Michx. St succulent, about 1 ft. high:
lvs. 3-5-partod, with 3-5-cleft linear lobes, petioles
smooth, hardly dilating at the base* fls large, blue,
rarely whitish; upper petals sometimes yellow, with blue
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veins, lower ones white-bearded; sepals nearly equaling
the spur: follicles 3-4, very long, becoming glabrous,
strongly diverging; seeds smooth. May. Northern
states L.B C. 4.306 —Very beautiful and much used.
Best for rockwork The foliage dies down in midsum-
mer and the plant appears as if dead.

12 M6nziesii, DC Plant sparingly pubescent: st.

simple, slender, ft. high, few-lvd.: lvs. small,

3-5-parted, the divisions mainly cleft into linear or lan-
ceolate lobes; petibles hardly dilating at the base: fls. m
simple, conical racemes; sepals blue, somewhat pubes-
cent outside, nearly equaling the spurs in length;
upper petals yellowish, follicles 3, pubescent, or some-
times glabrous; seeds black, winged on the outer angles.
Apr -June. On hills, Calif, ana northward to Alaska.
BR 1192

13. paucifldrum, Nutt. Roots oblong or fusiform,
fasciculate-tuberous, sts. slender, nearly glabrous, )/£-l

ft high lvs. small, parted into narrow, linear lobes;

petioles not dilating at base fls. and fr. similar to those
of D. Menziesii, but on shorter pedicels. May, June.
Colo, to Wash and Calif. Intro. 1892.

cc. Height usually more than 1A ft-

d. Seeds wrinkled or smooth
,
not winged nor scaly.

e Follicles always S.

14 altfssimum, Wall Plant shaggy-hairy above:
st tall and slender, branched lvs. palmately 5-parted,
the divisions 3-lobed and toothed: bracts long-lanceo-
late fls blue or purple, in long, branching racemes; spur
straight or slightly incurved, equaling the sepals; petals
2-lobed follicles 3, erect; seeds not winged or scaly.

Aug
,
Sept Himalayas.

15 exaltAtum, Ait St stout. 2-4 ft. high, smoothish:
lvs flat, nearly glabrous, deeply cleft into 3-7 wedge-
shaped lobes, which are often trifid; petioles usually not
dilated at the base fls blue, with yellow on the upper
petals, medium in size, on long, crowded, erect, pyrami-
dal racemes, sepals nearly equaling the spur in length:

follicles 3, pubescent or smooth; seed-coats irregu-

larly wrinkled. June-Aug. Borders of woods, Ala. to

Minn.

16. elAtum, Linn. (D . alphnum, Waldst. & Kit. D.
pyramiddle, lioyle) Bee Larkspuk Glabrous, 2-6
ft high, lvs somewhat pubescent, 5-7-parted, part
rather narrow, cut-lobed; upper lvs. 3-5-parted,
petioles not dilated at the base, raceme much like D.
exaltalum or more spike-like, fls. blue, with dark violet

petals, sepals ovate, glabrous, nearly equaling the
spurs, follicles 3, seeds transversely wrinkled, not
scaly June-Aug B R. 1963 (as D. intermedium) . F S.

12 1287 (var Jl-pl). R.H. 1859, p. 529; 1893, p. 258.
—A polymorphous and complex species of Eu. It

is probable that all or nearly all the plants sold

here under this name should be called D. exaltalum,

which is a closely allied species.

17. grandifldrum, Linn. (D. sintnse, Fisch.). Figs.

1232, 1233 St rather slender, 2-3 ft. high. lvs. rather
small, many tunes parted into nearly distinct, narrow,
linear lobes* fls large, blue, varying to white, the spur
and lower petals often violet, upper petals often yellow;

spuis long and taper pointed: follicles 3, pubescent;
seeds triangular, coats wrinkled, not scaly. Blooms m
midsummer Siberia. Intro. 1880. B.M.1686. Gn. 46:

484. Var Album, Hort. Fls. pure white. Var. Albo-

plSno, Hort. Fls. double and pure white. Var.

fldre-plfcno, Hort. (var. hybndum fl.-pl, Hort ). Fls.

double, blue, very pretty. R H. 1893, p. 259; 1895,

p. 379 (same).—This group includes the most com-
mon and the most beautiful of the perennial delphin-

iums. Grandiflorum is also one of the most stately.

Its striking foliage remains beautiful throughout the

growing season. It is usually planted well back in the

hardy border because of its height, smaller plants
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being in front. They may be massed as close as 2 ft. or
less but produce a fine effect when 4 ft. apart.

Var. chindnse, Fisch. St. very slender, not much
branched: lvs and fls like the type, but fls. more
numerous China. LB.C. 1:71 —A favorite garden
form. The double blue form has been known as D,
Brtekxi, Hort.

ee. Follicles varying from 8-6.

18. caroliniAnum, Walt. (D azureum, Michx. D.
virtecens, Nutt.). Plant somewhat pubescent: st. VAr
2 XA ft. high, not much branched* lvs 3-5-parted, the
divisions 3-5-cleft into usually lmear lobes : racemes spi-

cate, usually many-fld.; fls. azure-blue, but varying to
whitish or white; sepals often with a brownish spot:
follicles 3-5, oblong, erect; seeds transversely wrinkled.
July. N C. to 111

,
west and south P M. 16*258 Var

Album, Hort. (var dlbidum, Hort.). Sts 2-3 ft high:
lvs. larger than the type and with border divisions:
fls. creamy white.—The double form of this is not much
used.

Var. vimfneum, Gray. St. 2-4 ft. high, sometimes
branched, broader-lvd

,
looser-fld.: fls. violet or white.

Texas. B.M. 3593. B.R. 1999 (as D. azureum).

19. mesole&cum, Link. St. 3 ft. high, pubescent
above: lvs. 3-5-parted, the segms. wedge-shaped and
deeply serrated; petioles somewhat dilated at the base:
fls. blue, with pale yellow or whitish petals: seeds not
seen. June. Nativity not known.

dd Seeds winged.

e. Upper petals never yellow.

20. trolliifdlium, Gray St 2-5 ft., leafy, often re-

clining. lvs. thinmsh, large, often remform at base,

3-7-parted; lobes wedge-shaped, mcised. racemes in

larger plants 1-2 ft. long and very loose; fls blue, with
upper petals white; spur and sepals each ^m long:
follicles glabrous; seeds with thm wing or crown at the
end. April. Moist grounds, Columbia River. Intro.

1881.

ee. Upper petals often yellow

21. simplex, Douglas St nearly simple, 2-3 ft high,

soft-pubescent throughout: lvs. many-parted, into

linear divisions and lobes: racemes dense, little

branched
,
fls pale blue, with upper petals yellow, lower

petals white-bearded, sepals equaling the spur fol-

licles 3, pubescent; seeds dark, with margins white-
winged. June. Mts. of Idaho and Ore. Intro. 1881.

22. Ndttallii, Gray (D columbidnum, Greene). St.

erect, simple, nearly glabrous, leafy, IA~2A ft.: lvs.

thinmsh, 3-5-parted, parts divided into many lihear-

oblong lobes* racemes long, many-fld
;

sepals deep
blue, ovate, sparingly pubescent, shorter than the spur;

E
etals blue or upper ones yellow, lower ones white-
earded follicles 3, pubescent, rather erect; seeds thm,

dark, with yellow wmgs Summer. Low, open woods,
Columbia River Intro. 1892.

23.

scopuldrum, Gray. St 2-5 ft
,
glabrous, at least

below: lvs. 5-7-parted, the upper ones the more nar-
rowly cleft; petioles dilating at the base: racemes
simple, densely many-fld

;
fls. blue or puiple, rarely

white
,

upper petals often yellow; spur %in. long,

equaling the sepals: follicles 3, pubescent; seeds large-
wmged Aug

,
Sept. Moist ground, west of Rockies.

—

A polymorphous species.

Var. subalpinum, Gray (D. occidentdle
}

Wats.)
A smaller plant, pubescent above: broader divisions of

lvs.
;

shorter racemes, larger and deeper-colored fls :

follicles glabrous. Wasatch Mts.

24.

cheilAnthum, Fisch St. erect, simple or
branched, 2-3 ft.: lvs. glabrous or slightly pubescent,
5-parted, the lobes pointed, sub-trifid, and somewhat
toothed : fls. dark blue, the upper petals sometimes pale
yellow, the lower ones mflexed, ovate, entire; 8**ur
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rather long, straight or somewhat curved: follicles 3,

either glabrous or pubescent: seeds 3-cornered, 3-

winged, not scaly. June, July. Siberia B R. 473.

J.F. 1, pi. 49. Gt. 13:253. P.M. 16:258 (as D. mag-

nificum).

ddd. Seeds scaly .

25. formd$um. Boiss. & Huet. Fig. 1234. St. strong,

2-

3 ft., hairy below, rather glabrous above' lower ivs.

5-7-parted, fong-petioled
;
upper ones 3-5-parted, short-

petioled or sessile, all alternate: racemes many-fld
;

ns blue, with indigo margins; spur long, violet, bifid at

the tip
-

follicles 3, pubescent; seeds scaly. June, July.

Asia Minor perhaps, but the origin of it is disputed. F.S.

12:1185 R.H. 1859, p. 528.

GZ 1:144. HF. 8.99.—The
most permanent form for nat-
uralizing, because it is so
hardy. If given rich soil and
good cult

,
it is one of the

most effective for U8e in the
permanent fl.- border. Var.
ccelestinum, Hort. FIs. light

blue.

26 Maackilnum, Rcgel.

Erect, 3 ft high, pubescent or

glabrous, branched above: lvs.

pubescent on both sides, base
often truncate or remform,

3-

5-parted, the parts serrate;

petioles dilated at the
base

:
peduncles yellow-

hairy, with the bracts
often inserted above
the base; fls. in loose

E
anicles; sepals blue,

alf as long as the
spurs; petals dark
violet : follicles often
glabrous, 54 in. long;

seeds small, distinctly

scaly July. Siberia

27. h^bridum,Steph.
St 3-4 ft

,
pubescent

above - root somewhat
bulbous: lvs. 5-many-
parted; lobes linear:

petioles dilated and
sheathing at the base
racemes dense ;fls blue,

-

lower limbs white-
bearded; spur straight,

longer than the sepals
-

follicles 3, hairy; seeds
ovate, with transverse
scales. June-Aug.
Mts. of Asia. R H.
1893, p. 258; same
cut in S.H. 2:282 — 1234. Delphinium formosum. (XH)
There are many double
and semi-double varieties of this type. This is the
tallest and most robust of the popular species of Del-
phinium. It will respond well to fertilizer and cult.

When the clumps become large and strong they are
usuallv set about 4 ft apart. Young plants may be
set 2 ft apart and thinnea a year or two later.

Var. Bdrlowii, Paxt Very large, semi-double fls.,

deep blue, with brownish center. A supposed hybrid
with D. grandiflorum

.

B.R. 1944. Intro. 1892.

aaa. Perennial, garden hybrids.

28. cultftrum, Voss (D. hybndum, Hort
,
not Steph.).

The general mixed and more or less undefinable hybrid
delphiniums, constituting some of the choicest garden
ana border plants of many colors, single, semi-double
and double.

D. cierulieeens

,

Frcyn A fine Asiatic species, with single and
double forms PM 16 258 —D cdndidum, Hemsl A dwarf
perennial fls pure white Uganda. B M 8170.

—

D cardiopftla-

lum, DC , is a pretty annual, branching very low, the outer branches
very short, giving a pyramidal form when covered with blue fls.

R H 1893, p 228 —D caucdsicum, C A Mey. (D. spcciosum var.
caucasicum, Huth ) Similar to D cashmenanum —D Davidu,
Franch Hairy lvs 3-parted almost to the base fls light blue
China —D divaricdlum, Ledeb Allied to D Consolida, but taller,
more branched, with smaller more abundant fls Caucasus and
Caspian rogion RH 1912, p 513

—

D macrocfntron, Ohv Per-
ennial, hairy m nearly all parts fls blue and green or yellow and
green E Trop Afr B M 8151 —D Moerhelmei, Hort A garden
hybrid —D Pdrdomi, Craib Fls blue in somewhat lax raceme
China

—

D Pdrryx, Gray, is also listed m the trade, and n
closely allied to D Consolida —D WheHertt is listed in the trade
and is doubtless a variety of D speciosum, Bieb , from E Asia.
Many other species may be expected in the lists of collectors and

K. C. Davis.
DEMAZ&RIA: Desmazena.

DEMERARA ALMOND: Terminal™.

DfiNDRIUM. Leiophyllum

dendr6bium (tree and life, they are epiphvtic).
Orchid&cex. Epiphytic orchids of great horticultural
merit, grown in hothouses and greenhouses

Pseudobulbs (sts ), tufted or arising at intervals
from a creeping st sometimes very short and thick,

more commonly elongated and often thickened at or
near the base, naked or leafy at time of flowering, fls.

usually showv, rarely small, in terminal or lateral

racemes which are long and lax or short and dense,
sometimes of a few fls

,
or sometimes reduced to l or

2, sepals about equal, the dorsal free, the lateral adnate
obliquely to the foot of the column, forming either a
short sac-like or long spur-like foot or mentum, petals
usually resembling the dorsal sepal, either broader or
narrower; lip jointed or adnate to foot of column,
3-lobed or entire; pollinia 4 —A large genus of about
600 species, ranging from India and Ceylon to Austral

,

New Zeal
,
Japan, and the Pacific Isis

,
being especially

numerous in the Malay Archipelago. There are nu-
merous hybrids, artifically produced
There arc two well-marked sections m this genus for

the guide of the cultivator, the evergreen and tne decid-
uous The first named should not be allowed to become
dry at the roots at any period, or loss of vigor will

result Among these, also, are some that need warm-
house treatment all the time, such as D Phalsenop-
sis

,
D bigibbum, D Hensomse, D Brymerianum

,
D

Dearei, and others There are, in fact, Dut few among
the evergreen species that need a eoolhouse, and of

these D formosum, D infundibulum and its variety
Jamesianum are conspicuous Apart from these, the
evergreen dendrobes should be kept in a warmhouse
during winter where 60° F may be maintained —
All the deciduous species (typified by D Nobile, D
Wardianum and D Pierardn

)

need a marked resting

period, easily determined by the finishing up of the
growth in autumn, and the swelling of the nodes for

flowering in spring When at rest, it does not hurt the
plants to be subjected to a low temperature of 45°,

and it may be done to retard plants for later blooming,
allowing the day heat to be regulated by the sun,

with plenty of ventilation on favorable days. After the
pseudobulbs have flowered, they cease to be of value
to the plants, and should be cut out; if there are por-
tions that have not produced flower-buds, these may
be used for propagation, cutting the pieces into lengths
of several joints or nodes, and laying them on moss
m a warm propagating-house or -case, when they
will soon produce growths The above also applies

to the hybrids, now so numerous, that have been
raised from the deciduous Indian species.—Another
section that requires warmth in winter, and now very
much grown for cut bloom, is represented by D.
Phalsenopsis and D. bigibbum. These are Australian,

quite distinct in growth, and usually short-lived in

cultivation The flowers are produced freely for a
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few years, arc very decorative, and the plants may
be increased by taking off the young plants that often

appear on the stems These often can be grown
on to strong flowering specimens, and thus the stock
maintained When wintered in a temperature less

than 00°, the plants suffer, and great care is neces-

saiy at the time the young growths appear m spring
to prevent damping off. Small pots or pans are best,

and always keep the plants suspended near the sun
and air The evergreen tropical species, as D densi-

floium , D. thyrsiflorum
,
D aggregaturn, D Farmen, D

moHchntum
,
D. fimbnatum ana D Dalhousicanum, also

need warmth m winter and must not bo dried severely
during the resting-period or loss of vigor will ensue at
the price of blooming This section of the genus pro-
duces flowers from the old stems for many years It

frequently happens that growths made in India will

bloom long after the plants have become established
in gardens It is thus unwise to cut old growths unless

they become withered or dead Enough water may be
given to keep the plants plump, and the flowurs will

be produced freely in their season In some species,

growth begins before or at the time of bloom This is

usually a sign of extra vigor and should not be dis-

coui aged The proper time to repot with all plants of

flow (‘ring age, is when they begin to recuperate in early
summer after the bloom is past, young roots will be
seen pushing out at the base of die stems, and if this

is anticipated by a wTeek or two, the new matenal is

soon taken to by the roots and no check is experienced
flood sound osmundinc is the best material, always
using small receptacles rather than large, and if larger

than a 0-ineh pot or pan, use perforated ones The
roots do not like exposure, but the material will be
kept m a sweet healthy condition Moss is best avoided
in most eases, it often fails to grow, and is mimical to
the welfare of the plants, when it does grow, it holds
too much moisture about the roots. (E O Orpet

)
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luteolum, 51
lutfuni, 37, 53
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59
majus, 29
micropbtalinum, 54.
monilc. 21
monthf<n mt , 17
most hatum, 38
inurrlumarum, 32.
mveuni, 11.

nobile, 32
nobihua, 32.
nodatum, 41

ochreatum, 53.
orulatum, 40
Owemanum, .12.

Palpobne, 05, 70.
Panshii, 26
Paxlomt, 54
pendulum, 16
Phalirnopsi t, 63.
Pierardu, 25
pnmulinuni, 27.
vul< helium, 47.
Uajah, 32
rainosum, 52
regnun, 34
rhodopterygiuin. 35.
rhombouleum, 42
Kichardn, 48
roaeum, 28, 67
Bothscliildmnum, 63.
Rothwellianum, 32.
ruliest eng, 63
Rutkeri, 52
salacanse, 14
Sunderianum, 32.
scabnlmgue, 4
Btbneiduiununi, 32

Kohrenderl, 74.
Schrcedenanum, 32,

01
Scortechinn, 48.
setundum, 11
Sndelianum, 47.
itii/mUum, 29.
spit ndens, 03
Htatterianum, 63.

INDEX, CONTINUED
stenoptcrum, 59
Buavisaimum, 72
sulcatum, 73
sulphureum, 42.
summitcnse, 32
superbieni, 61
superbum, 48
thunderslcyense, 63.
thyrsiflorum, 66

Tolluinum, 32.
tortile, 64
transparens, 24
Veitrhuinum, 59
virginale, 32
Walkenanum, 66.

Wardianum, 33
xantholeucum, 33.

GENERAL KE4 TO SECTIONS.

a. Lvs. cquitant.

aa Lv sr not equitant
-sheathsb. Lf black-hairy

Section I. Species 1 and 2.

Section II. Species 3-10

bb Lf -sheaths not black-hairy

C p8eudobutt>8 not thickened at base.

d. Mentum or chin of Jls elongated

Sep ion III Species 11-14.

dd Mentum or chin of Jls short (rather

long m D ramosum )

e. FIs usually m pairs, rarely 1 or 8
or more

Y The pseudobulbs leafless at flower-

XTXQ time.
Section IV Species 15-44.

ff. The pseudobulbs leafy at flowering
time

Section V Species 45-55.

EE. FIs m 8- to many-fid. racemes (single

m D Jenkmsn)
F. The pseudobulbs 1-lvd , short, fusi-

form.
Section VI. Species 56 and 57.

ff The psevdobulbs several-lvd

a Racemes very short, glomerate

Section VII Species 58.

go Racemes usually long, not glom-
erate

H. Sepals and petals hairy ex-
ternally, literal lobes larger

than middle lobe of lip.

Section VIII. Species 59.

hh. Seixils and petals glabrous
externally

I. Pseudobulbs gradually at-

tenuated from a thick
bulbous base.

Section IX Species 60.

II Pseudobulbs not bulbous at

base

j FIs ,
at least the lip, pur-

ple or red
Section X Species 61-63.

jj FIs white or yellow

Section XI. Species 64-75.

CC Pseudobulbs fu sifaim -thickened above
base, attenuated beyond

Section XII Species 76.

Section I.

A Pseudohulhs leafy at base, naked above 1 Macfarlanei
aa Pseudohulhs hafy throughout 2 anceps

1 Macfarlanei, Reichb Pseudobulbs erect, nearly
cylmdne, up to 9 m. tall, 2-3-lvd.: lvs 3-4 in long:

racemes 8-15-fld
,
fls 4-5 m. across, white, except the

purple mai kings on lateral and middle lobes of lip.

New Guinea

2 dneeps, Lindl. Pseudobulbs tufted, compressed,
5-8 m. long lvs up to 3 in long, fleshy, laterally com-
pressed fls axillary, solitary or in very short racemes,
lemon-} ellow at maturity Trop Himalayas BR 1239
B M 3608 and L B C. 19 1895 (as Aporum anceps).
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Section II.

A. Raceme 1-2-
,
rarely 8-fid

B. Mentum of fls very short, sepals and
petals green, yellow-margined 3. cruentum

BB. Mentum of fls long, extinguisher-

shaped
C. Sepals and petals white , not keeled

D. Fls l'A-2 m across, lateral

lobes of lip manifest
E. Middle lobe yellow, reflexed,

lateral lobes yellowish green 4 scabnlingue
EE Middle lobe white

,
yellow-

marked, fimbriate 5 longicornu
dd. Fls 8 in across, lateral lobes of

lip indistinct

.

6 infundibulum
cc. Sepals yellowish white, keeled . 7 carimferum

AA Raceme 8-8-fld
B Fls yellow 8 Lowii
bb Fls white

c Petals broad, oval or obovate . 9 formosum
cc Petals oblong-lanceolate , narrow. 10. dracoms

3 cruentum, Reichb. Pseudobulbs erect, 10-12 m.
tall fls. 1H~2 m. across, sepals triangular-ovate,

keeled; petals linear, lip 3-lobcd, the lateial lobes

scarlet, the middle lobe pale green, red-margined.
Malay Penihs. G C. Ill 18 91

4 scabrillngue, Lindl Pseudobulbs erect, 8-14 in.

tall fls about 1A in across
,
sepals and petals similar,

ovate-lanceolate, white; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes yel-

low-green, the middle lobe reflexed, yellow with orange-
yellow lines. Burma. B.M. 5515 (as D. hedyosmum).

5. longicdrnu, 'Lindl. Pseudobulbs 8-14 in tall,

slender fls 2-3 m across, white except a central orange
or yellow band on lip; sepals and petals similar, elliptic-

oblong, lip fimbriate, spur slender. Burma. B R. 1315.

6. infundibulum, Lmdl Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft.

long, cylindnc, slender: fls. about 3 in across, white
except the yellow blotch on the lip; sepals oblong-
elliptic, less than half as broad as the nearly rhomboid
petals; lip resembling a wide-mouthed funnel Burma.
B.M. 5446. I H 21:172 CO 6 Var Tamesi&num,
Hort. (D Jamesianum, Reichb ) Pseudobulbs stouter
and stiffer: lateral lobes of lip roughened on the inner
suriace; disk cinnabar Gn. W 9.485

7 cariniferum, Reichb. Pseudobulbi 6-10 m tall,

nearly cylindnc. fls about l^in. across; sepals yellow-
ish white, fading white, narrower than the ovate white
petals; lip 3-lobed, the triangular lateral lobes red-

orange, the middle lobe hairy, red-orange at the base,
the front part white or pale orange; spur long, obtuse.
Burma.

8. Ldwii, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 8-15 m tall, slender:
fls l

xA~2 m. across, bull-yellow, sepals narrower than
the undulate petals, lip distinctly 3-lobed, the lateral

lobes tipped with red, the oblong middle lobe reflexed,
marked with 6 lines of red hairs. Borneo B M 5303.
FS 23.2395 C.O 30

9 form&sum, Roxbg Pseudobulbs up to VA It.

tall, cylindnc fls. 3-4 in across, white except the yel-
low mark on lip; sepals oblong-elliptic, about half as
broad as the obovate petals; lip refuse, erose Khasia
Hills BR 25 64 FS 3.226 PM 6 49. COS.
OR 15. frontispiece Var. giganteum, Hort Fls. 4-5
m. across GC III 24.471 Gng. 1*118-9 F.E.
10.1240. FS 16 1633-4 G 25 385

10. draednis, Reichb. Pseudobulbs up to VA ft.

tall, fls about VA in across, white except for some
orange-red stripes at base of lip, sepals narrower than
the petals, lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes small, the
oblong-oval middle lobe crisped and minutely toothed.
Burma. B M. 5459 (as D. ebumeum).

Section III.

a. Raceme secund 11. secundum
aa Raceme not secund.

B Bracts small racemes not cajntate

c Fls rosy purple, about 1 in across 12. cumulatum
cc Fls white, about 2)/, m across 13 Dearei

bb Bracts large, colored racemes cajntate 14 Bullemanum

11 secundum, Wall Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft tall,

cylindnc fls narrow, less than 1 m. long, rosy purple,
on one side of the raceme; hp with an apical orange
blotch Sumatra B R 1291 B M 4352 CO 35.
Var niveum, Hort Fls white.

12 cumul&tum, Lindl Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft long,

pendulous fls rosy purple, in shoit racemes with a
purple axis; sepals and petals similar, oblong, lip

oblong-obovate, spur obtuse, slightly curved. Burma.
B.M 5703

13 Dearei, Reichb. Fig 1235. Pseudobulbs up to
3 ft long fls white, 2-‘2 xA in across, in 5-7-fld.

racemes, sepals lanceolate, acuminate, about one-thud
as broad as the oval petals, hp oblong, obscurely 3-

lobed, a pale yellowish green band across the middle;
spur funnel-shaped, elongated Philippines. V.O.
3 37 G W. 1 225 O 1912 18 C O 36

14 Bulleni&num, Reichb f (D salacrense
,
Hort

,

not Lmdl D erylhroxdnthum
,
Reichb f ). Pseudo-

bulbs 10-18 m tall racemes densely fid
,

fls yellow,
striped with purple, dorsal sepal and petals oblong;
lateral sepals oblong, acute, about as long as the obtuse
spur, hp oblong, from a long linear base, acute. Philip-

pines

Section IV.

A Sepals and petals not yellow
b Lip deejily fimbriate 15. Devonianum
bb Lip entire or minutely fimbriate.

c. Nodes of pscudobulb much thick-

ened
D. Pseudobulbs thick.

e Internodes abruptly depressed-
globose, thickened at apex 16 pendulum

EE. Internodes gradually thick-

ened toward apex
F. Front lobe of lip ovate,

reflexed, purple 17. Linawianum
FF Front lobe of lip orbicular-

ovate, yellow 18 Findlayanum
dd Pseudobulbs wand-hke, slender 19 Falconeri.

cc. Nodes not thickened, or but slightly

so
d Intemodes usually more than 5

times longer than broad
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B. Lip curved like a trumpet,
sepals and petals purple .... 20. lituiflorum

BE. Lip not curved.

F FIs white . . 21. mowle.
FF. FIs with si pa Is and petals

white, tips colored.

G. Throat of lip yellow

H. Middle lobe violet,
white-margined .22. amoenum

mi Middle lobe yellow, tip
rose . 23 crystallmum

oo Throat of lip purple 24 transparens
FFF FIs with sejxds and petals

mauve, lip primrose 25. Pierardii
dd Internodes usually less than 5

times longer than broad
E FIs in auoss or less.

F Color nolet-purple . 26. Parishii
FF. Color white or lilac

G Lip prirnro sc-yellow,
s( pah and petals lilac 27 pnmulinum

gg. Lip with ground color

white,a large light or dark
yellow blotch m center

H Blotch not marked,
base plaited „ 28 crepidatum

HH. Blotch marked
I W ith 2 basal purple

spots 29 Bensomse
ll. With reddish orange

lims
j. Shape of lip ob-

tuse, blotch light

yellow 30. cretaceum
jj. Shape of lip acute,

blotch deep yel-

low 31. gratiosissi-

EE. FIs exceeding 2} 2 m across [mum
F Ground-color of sepals and

pi tals white
G Throat deep purple 32 nobtle

gg Throat yt Uow, with 2 pur-
pl< spots 33. Wardianum

FF. Ground-color of sepals and
petals rose

g. Front lobe of lip rose, the

throat yellow 34. regium
gg Front lobe of lip whiti-

margirud, the throat
with 2 dark spots . .35 rhodoptery-

AA. Sepals and petals yellow [gium

ts. Lip deeply pectmate-fringed .... 36 Brymen-
bb. Lip not fringed [anum

c Disk pilose, 2 large purple fringed
spots at base of lip 37 Dalhousie-

cc. Disk not pilose, nor with fringed [anum
spots

d. The hp slipper-shaped . . . .38. moschatum
DD Thi lip not slipper-shaped.

E. Unicolored, yellow
f Shape of sepals and petals

acute, lip minutely serrate 39 dixanthum
FF. Shape of sepals and petals

obtuse, lip fimbriate 40 fimbriatum
EE. Bi-colored, yellow with purple

markings
F. Apex of lip acute; sepals and

petals pale yellow

G. Front lobe nearly rhom-
boid, cream-marginal 41. Aphrodite

GG. Front lobe ovate, red-lined,

the apex recurved 42 aureum
FF. Apex of lip rounded, sepals

and petals rich yellow.

G. FIs. 2V% m or more
across, lip with a single

large spot.

B. Lip serrate, or shortly

fimbriate, floral bracts

large. . 43. clavatum
HH. Lip fimbriate, the divi-

sions branched, floral

bracts small 40. var oculatum
GO. FIs. about £ in across,

lip with 2 spots 44. Gibsoaii

15. Devoni&num, Paxt. Peeudobulbs up to 3 ft

long, round, pendulous: fls single or in pairs, about 2
in across, sepals and petals white tinted amethyst
at the apex, the sepals about half as broad as petals,
lanceolate, the petals ovate, acute, eiliate; lip white,
funged, the apex purple, and 2 orange blotches m the
throat N India to S China B M. 4429. J.II. Ill
31 197, 52.317. GC III. 7.680. C O. 23. OR
4 177, 12 152

16 pendulum, Roxbg Pscudobulbs abruptly swol-
len at the nodes, up to 2 ft long, somewhat pendulous,
fls solitary or 2 or 3 together, 2-23i m long, sepals
and petals white, purple-tipped, acute, the petals
broadci than sepals, lip white, eiliate, pubescent on
upper surface, the center yellow, the front margin
pm pie Moulmem B M 5766 (as D. crassmode).
CO 19 OR 2 177; S 177 Var Barberi&num, Hort
I'ls blighter, the apical spots larger and deeper.

17 Linawianum, Reichb (D momhformc, Lindl

,

not SwuiU) Pseudobulbs with mternodes gradually
thickened toward apex, up to 1 x

/i ft* long, clavatc:
fls in pairs or 3’s, about 2 in across, sepals and petals
rosy purple above, white below, the sepals half as broad
as petals, Up obscurely 3-lobed, small, the front lobe
purple, the lower part white with 2 purple spots on
disk China and Japan B M 4153 l’M 3 77

18 Fmdlay&num, Pai & Reichb. Pseudobulbs with
mternodes gradually thickened toward apex, up to

ft long fls in pairs, 2-3 in across; sepals and petals
pale lilac, the sepals much narrower than the petals;

up yellow, wdiite-maigmed Burma B M 6438. Gn
49 416 G M 44 373 (var rose urn). O R 8 169

19 F&lconeri, Hook Pseudobulbs slender, up to

132 ft long fls solitary, 2-3 in across, sepals and
petals white, purple-tipped, the former tinged with
pale rose, the petals broader than sepals, hp obscurely
3-lobed, the thioat deep purple, with an orange spot
on each side and a white band in front, the acute apex
purple N India B M 4944. I II. 23 243 F M.
1876 226 G Z 31 145. Var gigantdum, Hort. Pseudo-
bulbs larger fls larger and lasting longer.

20 lituifl&rum, Lindl Pscudobulbs up to 2 ft long,
pendulous fls in pairs, xarcly more, 2-2 J4 in across;
sepals and petals amethyst, the former paler at base, the
latter the more richly colored, the sepals much narrower
than the petals, lip cuived like a trumpet, the opening
turned up, the throat purple, surrounded by a white
zone, the margin purple Burma B M 6050 Var
efindidum, lteiehb Fls larger, the sepals and petals

white, the lip sulfur-yellow. Var. FreSmami, Hort.
Sepals and petals deeper in color, the hp with a sulfur-

yellow zone

21 monile, Kranzl {D japdnicum, Lindl ) Pseudo-
bulbs up to 1 ft long, slender-clavate : fls solitary or in

pairs, fragrant, white except for a few purple spots on
the lip, sepals narrower than petals, both acute; hp
acuminate, icflexed at apex S Japan B M 5482

22 amefenum, Lindl Pseudobulbs up to 13^ ft

long, slender fls solitary, or sometimes in 2’s or 3’s,

about 2 in across, sepals and petals white, amethyst-
tipped, lip with the front lobe ovate, amethyst mar-
gined with white. Nepal BM 6199. G C II 16 625

23. crystAllinum, Reichb f Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft

long, somewhat pendulous, fls. solitary, or sometimes
in 2’s or 3’s, about 2 in across, sepals and petals white,
tipped with amethyst, or this sometimes lacking in the
sepals which are much narrower than the petals, lip

with a yellow middle lobe margined white Burma
B M 6319. Var. Albens, Hort Sepals and petals

pure white; lip rich yellow tipped with white.

24. transpArens, Wall Pseudobulbs up to 20 in.

long, slender: fls in pairs or 3’s, about in. across,
white, the sepals, petals and hp tipped pale mauve,
sepals lanceolate; petals oblong-elliptic; up recurved
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at the obtuse apex, the disk with a large purple spot
India. B M. 4663. J.F. 1:68. C.O. 27.

25. PierArdii, Roxbg. (D. cueullatum, R. Br ).

Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft. long, slender, pendulous: ns.

commonly m pairs, up to 2 in. across
,
sepals and petals

pale rosy mauve, acute, the sepals lanceolate much
narrower than the elliptic-oblong petals; lip obscurely
3-lobed, pale primrose-yellow, pubescent on the upper
surface, purple-streaked at base India B R 548
(as D cueullatum.); 1756. Gn 55, p 405 FS 9 ‘955
LBC 8750. C.O pi 26. BM 2242 (as D. cueullatum);
2584. Var. latifdlium, Hort. Lvs. broader.

26. PArishii, Reichb. f. Psoudobulbs up to 15 in.

long, curved, rather stout: fls solitary, or m 2’s or 3’s,

amethyst-purple with 2 maroon spots on each bide of

the throat of lip, sepals oblong-lanceolate, narrower
than the oval-oblong petals; lip downy, apiculate.

Moulmein. B.M 5488.

27. primulinum, Lmdl. Pseudobulbs up to 20 in.

long, erect or nearly so, rather stout : fls. solitary or in

pairs, 2-3 m. across; sepals and petals pale mauve-
lilac, oblong, obtuse; lip pale primrose-yellow, purple-
streaked at base, the middle lobe very broad Nepal
and Sikkim Gt 1861.326. J.H III 50 377 B.M.5003
(as D nobile

,
var ) Var. gigantSum, Hort Pseudobulbs

pendulous, more slender: fls. larger, the lip sometimes
veined with pale rose

28 crepidAtum, Lindl. Psoudobulbs up to 1 Yi ft.

long, nearly erect, rather stout, longitudinally marked
with white lines fls in 2’s or 3’s, about \ XA in. across;

sepals and petals white, tinted lilac, obtuse, the sepals

oblong, narrower than the petals; lip white tinted lilac,

sometimes downy, the front lobe obtuse or refuse, the
middle orange-yellow Assam. B.M 4993,5011 C.O
40. Var. rdseum, Hort. Fls. darker. Var. Album,
Hort. Fls white

29 Bensoniae, Reichb. f (D Dartoisuinum, De YVild

D. signdtum, Reichb f.). Psoudobulbs up to 32 in. long,

erect, rather slender, fls solitary, or in 2’s or 3’s, 2-

2H in across, white, the disk of the lip yellow with 2
maroon spots; sepals oblong, obtuse, much narrower
than the petals, lip with the front lobe orbicular,

denticulate, downy on the upper surface. British

Burma. BM 5679, 8352. OR 11 241; 16:68. F M.
355. Var. miljus, Hort. Fls. larger.

30 cretAceum, Lindl Pseudobulbs up to 15 in long,

rather stout, curved, pendulous, fls solitary, about lA
in across, cream-white, with a large light yellow spot
on lip streaked with orange-red; sepals and petals
lanceolate, obtuse, lip with the front lobe orbicular-

ovate, obtuse, downy. Khasia Hills. B.R. 33 62.

BM 4686. FS 8818. JF 4*344.

31. gratiosfssimum, Reichb. f. (D. Bdxalln, Reichb. f

D. Bullendnum
,
Batem ). Pseudobulbs up to 1^ ft

long, somewhat thickened from a slender base: fls in

2’s and 3’s, 2-2}^in. across, white, the sepals, petals
and lip tipped with rose-purple; sepals oblong-lanceo-
late, narrower than the ovate-lanceolate petals; lip

with the front lobe broadly ovate, acute, a large yellow
orange-streaked blotch m the center. Burma and
Moulmem. B M. 5652. F.M. 315. G.W. 1, p. 227

32. ndbile, Lmdl. Fig. 1236. Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft.

long, erect or nearly so, tufted, nearly round ns in 2’s

or 3’s, 2H~3 in. across; sepals and petals white, the
upper portion, varying m extent, amethyst-purple, the
sepals ligulate, the petals broader, oblong-oval, wavy-
marginea; lip with a broad nearly orbicular blade,
downy, a large rich maroon spot in the center, inclosed
by a cream-wnite zone, the apex amethyst-purple Him-
alayas to China. PM 7:7. CO 1. OR 5*209; 9:73.
G.M. 47:425. J.H. III. 48:511; 56*511 Var. albi-

fldrum, Hort. Fls. white, with a black-purple spot on
the lip. OR. 2: 113; 9 *73. Var. Album, Hort. Fls pure
white. Var. Am&siae, Hort. Similar to the preceding,

but fls laigcr. Var. Armstrongiae, Hort. Sepals
and petals pure white, of great size; lip very dark
maroon-purple. Var. AshworthiAnum, Hort. Fls. pure
white, except the green mouth of the lip. Var. BalliA-

num, O’Brien. Sepals and petals white; lip yellow-
ish white or white with 2 crimson spots. C.O. 1 b.

Var. coeralescens, Reichb. ( 1). coeruUscens, Lindl.).

Shorter and more slender pseudobulbs: fls smaller

and of a deeper color, and the lip-blade more oval
Var. ColmaniAnum, Hort A large, pure white variety
with a sulfur-yellow disk to the lip Var CooksoniAnum,
Reichb. f. Petals concave, approaching the lip in

form, erect, with a large basal maroon blotch. CO.
la OR. 2*113; 9:73. Var. elegans, Hort. Fls.

larger and more symmetrical; petals broader, the base
white; a pale sulfur-yellow zone inclosing the maroon
spot on lip, which has a rose-purple apex. Var for-

mosAnum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs somewhat longer,

pendulous: fls with longer pedicels, the tips of the
petals and lip only purple, the mouth and mentum
green. Var. jaspidium, Hort. Fls. very showy; apex
of segms red variegated with purple. Var. murrhi-
niacum, Hort. Like var Ballianum, but finer, sepals
and petals slightly tinged violet; disk rich violet,

finely veined with rose-violet. Var. nobflius, Reichb. f.

Fls. larger, the sepals and petals, except at the base,

deep purple; lip large, rose-tipped, deep purple m the
mouth. C.O. lc. GM. 46:193. O.R. 2:113; 9:73.
Var. OweniAnum, Hort. Var. RAjah, Hort. Like var.
allnilorum, but sepals and petals broader and flushed
with delicate pink. Var. RothwelliAnum, Hort. Var.
SanderiAnum, Reichb. f. Resembles var nobllius but
fls. smaller, the color more intense, the sepals and
petals broader, the lip with a large black purple spot,

the surrounding white zone larger R 58. O.R. 2:113:
9:73. Var. SchneideriAnum, Reichb. f. Lip suffused
with yellow, and wuth a deep purple spot. Var. Schrce-
deriAnum, Hort. Larger fls. with broader segms

,
the

sepals and petals white, sometimes tipped with ame-
thyst; lip with an almost black spot, bordered with

S
ue yellow, passing into white Var. summitense,
ort Var. TolUAnum, Reichb. f. Pedicels twisted, the
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fls. therefore appearing inverted, fls not fully opening
Var virgin&le, Hort Fls pure white, except a pale
primrose tinge on the lip. G C. III. 35:357. G.M. 52:
394 OR 5 145; 8:121

33 Wardi&num, Warner. Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft.

long, round, pendulous fls in 2’s or 3’s, 3-4 in. across;

sepals and petals white, oblong, usually tipped with
amethyst, about half as wide as the white oval petals

which are amethyst-tipped, lip white with an ame-
thyst apical blotch, the throat yellow, with a maroon
spot on each side. 13 M 5058 I II 24 277 F R
1231 Gn. 47, p 84 It 13 23.25. J.H. III. 30 454,
32 237, 42.211 GM 45 744 C O. 5. OR 2:177,
8 177, 9. frontispiece. R 9. Var Album, Williams Fls.

white, except the yellow throat with 2 purple-crimson
spots C O. 5a. Var. aftreum, Hort Sepals and petals

light yellow. Var. Fdwleri, Hort. Lateral sepals with
yellow markings and purple blotch as in the lip. G C.
Ill 31 125 Var xantholebcum, Hort Fls pure white,

with a large orange-yellow disk to the lip

34 regium, Pram. Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft long,

cylmdnc. fls in2’s or3’s, nearly 3 in across, sepals and
petals purple-rose, darker veined, obtuse, the sepals

oblong, narrower than the ovate oi oval petals, lip with
the limb nearly orbicular, purple-rose, the throat
yellow', surrounded by a cream-white zone India.

13 M 8003 GC III 42.122

35 rhodopter^gium, Reichb f. Pseudobulbs up to

2 ft long, erect, cylmdnc’ fls about 2 x
/i in across,

sepals and petals rosy purple, mottled with white,

sepals oblong-lanceolate; petals oblong-ovate; bp crim-
son-purple, striated, white-margined, denticulate, with a
central pale longitudinal band 13uima end Moulmein

36 BrymeriAnum, Reichb f Pseudobulbs up to 2
ft long, rather stout, a little enlarged at the middle*
fls solitary or in few-fld racemes, about 3 in across,

f

;olden yellow, sepals broadly lanceolate, acutish, a
ittle broader than the linear-oblong obtuse petals;

lip with lateral lobes erect, fimbriated with short abate
flexuous divisions, the middle lobe ovate, fimbriate

with very long branched abate divisions, disk papil-

lose Burma 13.M. 0383 A F G 009 G C II.

11 475, 16.689 FM n s 459 R. 92. Lmd. 4 183.

G Z 30 121. O.R. 12.249, 16 24

37. Dalhousie&num, Wall Pseudobulbs 2-4 ft long,

round, rather slender racemes pendulous, 6-10-fld;

fls 4-5 in ac ross, sepals and petals pale yellow*, tint eel

and veined with rose, the sepals ovate-lanceolate, much
narrower than the ovate petals; lip concave, hairy in

front, with 2 large fringed purple spots near the base.

Burma Bit 32 10 III 28 423 Gn 48 222
GC III 21 157 PM 11 145 F S 7 698 C O. 7.

Var l&teum, Hort Fls tinted sulfur-yellow, writh

crimson disks at base of lip.

38 moschatum, Wall. Pseudobulbs up to 6 ft tall,

cybndric’ racemes 5-15-fld
;

fls 3-4 m across, faintly

fragrant of musk; sepals and petals pale yellow, tinted

pale rose at apex, veined and reticulated, the sepals

much nai rower tnan petals; lip slipper-shaped, pale

yellow, with 2 large maroon spots encircled with orange,

the front part hairy India B M 3837 B.R 1779
(as D cupreum). P M 2 241 Var. Calceolaria,

Veitch Man Fls. smaller, orange-yellow*, with deeper
veins and reticulation, and deeper spots on bp C 0. 13.

39. dixAnthum, Reichb f Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft.

tall, erect, somewhat clavate: racemes 2-6-fld
;

fls.

yellow, with an orange mark on bp; sepals and petals

acute, the former lanceolate, narrower than the oblong,

serrulate petals; bp serrulate^ the blade nearly orbicu-

lar Moulmein and Tenasscrim. B.M 5564.

40 fimbriAtum, Hook Pseudobulbs 3-5 ft. tall,

cybndric: racemes 6-12-fld., pendulous; fls. 2-3 in.

across; sepals and petals bright orange-yellow, the
former oblong-elhptie, narrowei than the oblong-oval,

ciholate petals; bp bright yellow, with an orange spot
on the orbicular fimbriate blade, Nepal. PM. 2’172
JF. 3:314 GC III 25:305. C.0. 9. Var oculAtum,
Hook Pseudobulbs shorter, more slender, the smaller
fls with a maroon spot on the bp B.M. 4160. I H
1:15 C.0. 9a PM. 6:169 (as D. Paxtom). FS
7:725 (as D. Paxiom)

41. Aphrodite, Reichb f. (D . noddtum, Lmdl )

Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft long, slender, branched Ah.
solitary or m pairs, 2-3 in across; sepals and petals
cream-colored, the former lanceolate, narrower than
the ovate petals, bp ci earn-colored, with a large saffron-
yellow spot in the middle, and 2 maroon spots at base,
the front lobe nearly rhomboid, acute Moulmein
and Tenassenm 13 M 5470 FS 15.1582

42 atlreum, Wall (D heteroedrpum
,

Wall. D
rhomboideum

,
Lmdl ) Pseudobulbs up to \ lA ft. tall,

erect, somewhat clavate. fls. in 2’s and 3’s, fragrant,
2-2p2 m across; sepals and petals cream-colored, acute,
the former oblong-lanceolate, a little narrower than the
oblong-ovate petals, bp yellow, streaked with reddish
purple, the front lobe ovate, acuminate, recurved, the
disk velvety Trop. Himalayas to Philippines B M
4708 FS 8*842 PM. 14, p. 68, desc JF 4 386
CO 10 R 63 BR 29 17 JH 111.52.405,57*3
O R 8 41, 169 Var sulphbreum, Hort Fls sulfur-
yellow, with the usual orange-colored markings

43 clavAtum, Wall Pseudobulbs up to 3 It. long,

cybndric, pendulous racemes 4-6-fld
,

fls 2-3 in

across, sepals and petals orange-yellow, the former oval-
oblong, about half as wide as the nearly orbicular
petals, bp bright yellow, with a maroon blotch m
center, the front lobe orbicular, denticulate, the upper
surface pubescent Trop Himalayas to S China
BM 6993

44 Gfbsonii, Lmdl (D fusedtum, Lmdl ) Pseudo-
bulbs up to 3 ft tall, a little enlarged in the middle,
slender racemes 5-10-fld

,
pendulous; fls about 2

m across, golden yellow*, with 2 maroon spots on the
bp; sepals and petals oval-oblong, obtuse, about the
same width, bp with the limb a little broader than long
rounded at apex, fimbriate, villous on t^he upper sur
face Trop. Himalayas to S. China and Java. P M
5 169 B M. 6226.

Section V.

A Sepals and petals white
B. Without markings

C Middle lobe of lip quadrate, ernar-
ginatc , undulate, spur short, sac-
cate 45 lasioglossum

cc Middle lobe of lip triangular, acute,
ciliate , spur long , conic 46 aqueum

BB With purple or mauie at apex 32 nobile
aa Sepals and petals purple, mauve or

lilac

b Base of lip inclosing column, sepals
and petals widely spreading

C. Lip fringed, disk yellow 47. Loddigesii
cc Lip denticulate, throat deep purple 48 superbum

BB. Base of lip not inclosing column,
sepals and petals ascending . 49. MacCarthia

AAA. Sepals and petals yellow
B. Color pale .

c. Fls. buff-yellow, lip clawed, with 2
purple 8pots . . 50. albo-san-

cc. Fls primrose-yellow, lip at base [guineum
convolute around column

D. Middle lobe of lip oblong, emar-
gmate, petals larger than sepals 51. luteolum

DD. Middle lobe of lip nearly orbicu-
lar, reflexed, much undulated 52 ramosum

BB. Color bright
c. Lip with a single large maroon

blotch . 53 ochreatum
CC. Lip with 2 purple spots

d. Margin of lip denticulate 54 chrysanthum
dd Margin of lip fimbriate, the

divisions long and bearded 55 Hookerianum
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45. lasiogl6ssum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs up to \ lA
ft. long, slender, pendulous, a little enlarged at the
middle, fls in 2’s or 3’s, white, except the reddish lines

on the side lobes of the lip; sepals ovate, a little

narrower than the petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes

rounded, denticulate, the middle lobe nearly quadrate,
undulate, reflexed, the disk with a tuft of orange-
yellow hairs Burma. B.M 5825.

46 &queum, Lmdl (D dlbum, Wight ). Pseudo-
bulbs up to 2 ft long, rather stout, decumbent: fls.

about 2 in across, solitary or m pairs, cream-white,
except a yellow spot on the lip; sepals and petals simi-

lar, broadly ovate, acute; lip obscurely 3-lobed, the
middle lobe triangular, deflexed, ciliate, the upper
surface pubescent Neilgherry Hills. BR 29:54.
BM. 4640 JF 3 262

47 Ltfddigesii, Rolfe (D vulchfllum, Lodd
,
not

Roxbg D Sadelidnum, ReichD f.) Dwarf : pseudo-
bulbs 3-4 in long fls solitary, about 1^ m. across;

sepals and petals lilac, the sepals oblong, much nar-
rower than the ovate petals, lip orbicular fringed, the
center orange-yellow, the margin pale lilac. China.
L B.C 20 1935. B M 5037

48 superbum, Reichb f (D macrophyllum, Lmdl.
Plate XXXV D. ScorUchinn

,
Hook D. macrdnthum,

Hook ) Pseudobulbs up to 3 or 4 ft long, cylmdric,

pendulous, fls in pairs, 3-5 in across, with the odor
of rhubarb; sepals and petals purple-lilac, acute, the
former oblong-lanceolate, about half as wide as the
oblong-ovate petals, lip with the tube a deep red-

purple, this color appearing as 2 large spots in the
throat, the front lobe acuminate, reflexed, denticulate,

the upper surface pubescent Philippines B M 3970.

C O 20 PM 8-97 F S 8 757 O R. 14 78; 20-144.

Var. anfismum, Reichb f (D andsmum, Lmdl.
D macrophyllum Daydnum, Hort ). Pseudobulbs
shorter fls usually solitary,

nearly odorless, smaller, the
sepals and petals shorter and
broader Lind. 6:264 P M
15*97 Var gigant&um, Reichb
f Fls larger Var Huttonii,
Reichb f Fls white, except
the base of the lip and 2 spots
on it which are purple. Malay Archipelago. Var.
Rfchardii, Hort Medium-sized very fleshy fls set on
long bristled pedicels.

49 MacC&rthiae, Thwaites. Pseudobulbs up to 2
ft long fls in 2-3-fld pendulous racemes; sepals and
petals ascending, the fl not opening wide, pale rosy
mauve, acute, the former lanceolate, narrower than
the oblong-ovate petals which are sometimes purple-
striped, lip pale purple, striped with deep purple and
with a maroon spot surrounded by a white zone. Cey-
lon B M 4886 G W. 14, p 408.

50 filbo-sangufneum, Lmdl. Pseudobulbs up to 15
in. long, stout, cylmdric, erect: racemes 2-7-fld

;

fls 2-3 in across, buff-yellow, with 2 purple spots on
lip; sepals oblong-lanceolate, acute, about half as broad
as the oblong-oval petals which sometimes have a
few red streaks at the base; lip broadly clawed, the
blade broadly obovate or nearly orbicular, undulate.
Moulmem and Tenassenm. B M 5130 F 8 7 721.
J.F. 2:203

51. lutSolum, Batem Pseudobulbs up to 1H ft tall,

furrowed, cylmdric" fls 2-4, in lateral racemes, 2-2^
in across, primrose-yellow; sepals oblong-elliptic,

narrower than the oval petals
j

lip with a few reddish
streaks, slightly 3-lobed, the middle lobe oblong, ernar-

gmate, a tuft of yellow hairs below the tonouentose disk.

Moulmem B.M. 5441 F.S 23*2395 (ai D. Larni).
JH III 32-143; 51 519; 54-137. V.O. 57. Var.
chlorocentrum, Reichb Fls. a little larger with greenish
hans on the lip. G C II 19:340.

52. ramdsum, Lmdl. (D. Rucken, Lindl ) Pseildo-

bulbs up to 1H ft tall, slender, fls. solitary or m pairs,

about l l/2 m across, sepals and petals pale primrose-
yellow, the dorsal sepal oblong, the lateral triangular,

the petals narrower than dorsal sepal; lip 3-lobed, the
lateral lobes white, rose-streaked, the middle lobe
nearly orbicular, reflexed, deeper yellow than petals,

much undulated. Trop. Himalayas. B.R. 29:60.

53. ochre&tum, Lmdl. (D. cambndge&num, Paxt ).

Pseudobulbs up to 10 in. long, stout, curved, cylmdric,
decumbent, fls m pairs, 2-3 in. across, rich golden yel-

low, except the maroon blotch on lip; sepals and petals

oblong, acute, similar; hp with the concave blade
orbicular, recurved on the margin, the upper surface
downy Trop Himalayas B M 4450. CO. 16.

Var. lfcteum, Hort Fls. lemon-yellow, with blotch

on hp of much lighter purple than in type.

54. chrysftnthum, Wall (D. Pdxtonn, Lindl

)

Pseudobulbs up to 6 ft. long, slender, furrowed, pen-
dulous. fls about 2 m across, in racemes of 4-6,

golden, except the 2 maroon spots on the hp, sepals
oblong-oval; petals broadly obovate; lip denticulate,

the middle lobe orbicular. Tropical Himalayas to

Burma and southern China. B R 1299 Lind 5 194
C.O. 2 G C. III. 15 565; 40 374. Var. anoph-
tAlmum, Reichb. f. Lip not spotted Var. microph-
tfilmum, Reichb. f. Petals serrate, and the spots on
the hp smaller.

55

Hookeri&num, Lindl (D. chrysdtis, Reichb f).

Pseudobulbs up to 8 ft long, pendulous fls 3-4 in.

across, in pendulous racemes of 10-15, golden, except
the 2 maroon spots on the hp; sepals and petals oblong,

acute, similar, hp
with the blade
broadly oval, velvety
on upper surface, fim-
briate, the divisions

long and bearded
Trop Himalayas and
Bengal B M 6013.
Lind 16 730 I H.
20 155 JII III.

33 221 Var brachy-
st&chyum, Kranzl.
Fls a little larger,

fewer, in shorter ra-

cemes. Khasia Hills.

Section VI.

a Fls usually single.

50

Jenkmsii
aa Fls in racemes.

57 aggregatum

56 Tenkinsii,Wall.
Dwarf pseudobulbs
up to 1 Lj in long,

crowded, oblong,
compressed, 1-lvd .

Iv8 oblong, oval, 1-2
m long- fls solitary,

about \ l
/i m across,

orange -yellow, with
the disk on the lip

darker; sepals oval,

much narrower than
the rhomboid petals,

the hp downy above.
Assam and Burma.
B R 25 37.

57 aggreg&tum,
Roxbg. Pseudobulbs
ovate-fusiform, up to
2 in long, crowded,

1237. Dendrobium superblens. ( x4) 1-lvd. : lvs. 2-3 in.
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long, oblong-oval: racemes pendulous, 6-12-fld
;

fls.

becoming orange-yellow with age, the disk deeper;
sepals ovate, about half as broad as the nearly orbicular

g
etals; lip with a pubescent disk. Burma and China.
i.R. 1695. B.M. 3643. G.C. III. 50.82. C.O. 33

Section VII.

58. bicamer&tum, Lindl (D breviflbrum, Lindl. D.
calhbdtrys, Ridley) Pseudobulbs tufted, fusiform, up to

16 in long: racemes short, fascicled, on the old pseudo-
bulbs, fls. yellow, the sepals and petals marked with
red spots in lines; lip cuneate, 3-lobed, the lateral lobes

small acute, the middle lobe retuse, the callus fleshy,

papillate Trop. Himalayas.

Section VIII.

59 macroph^llum, A Rich. (D Veilchianum, Lindl.

D macrophyllum Veilchmnum, Hook f. D. ferox,

Hasbk.). Pseudobulbs stout, clavate, up to 2 ft. long,

furrowed, narrowed below, lvs. up to 1 ft. long. racemes
many-fld., erect; fls about 2 in. across; sepals oblong-
ovate, hairy externally, pale yellowish green, larger

than the whitish spathulate petals; lip 3-lobed, the

lat end lobes round, purple-streaked, the middle lobe

broader than long, with radiating purple lines New
Guinea, Java, Trinos, Philippines B M. 5649. IIP.
2 132 Var stendpterum, Reichb f Fls. smaller, the
rnentum much reduced, the sepals and petals ochre,

copiously dotted inside, marked outside with large

brown spots.

Section IX.

60 King&num, Lindl Dwarf pseudobulbs 2-3

in long, attenuated unwards from a bulbous base,

2-5-lvd : racemes few -fld
,
fls nearly 1 in across; sepals

and petals purple, the acute ovate sepals broader than
the petals, lip white, marked with purple, 3-lobed, the
lateral lobes obtuse, the middle lobe remform, apicu-

late; spur yellow-tipped Queensland. B.R. 31:61.
B.M. 4527. J.F. 2:143. C.O. 38.

Section X.

a Sepals and petals undulate; ovary same
color as jl 61. superbiens

AA Sepals and petals not undulate; ovary
green

b. Fls about 2 in across; middle lobe of
lip r< tube , disk papillose .. .. 62. bigibbum

bb. Fls 2\-z~4 m across, middle lobe of
lip acute, disk smooth 63. Phalsenopsis

61. supSrbiens, Reichb. f. (D . Goldiei, Reichb f.

D Fitzqeraldn, F. Mucll.). Fig 1237. Pseudobulbs
up to 2 Yi ft., cylindnc, somewhat narrowed at both
ends, leafy above: peduncle nearly terminal, bearing a
nodding terminal raceme; fls about 2 in. across,

crimson-purple, the sepals and petals often white-
bordered; sepals oblong, reflexed, undulate, narrower
than the obovate petals: lip 3-lobcd, the lateral lobes

round, the middle lobe oblong, wavy, reflexed. Austral.

FM 1878*294 R 1’39. G. 34:117. G.W. 14, p. 29.

G C III. 49 36. C.O 15.

62 bigibbum, Lindl Pseudobulbs cylindric, some-
what fusiform, slender, up to 1^ ft. long, leafy: pedun-
cle nearly terminal, slender, with a terminal many-
fld. raceme; fls. 1J4-2 m. across, purple-magenta, the
lip darker; sepal oblong, acute, much narrower than
the nearly orbicular petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral

lobes oblong, incurved, the intermediate one oblong,

reflexed, crest white, papillose Austral. B M. 4898.

FS 11:1143. Gt. 49: 1473. Var. edndidum, Reichb. f.

Fls white.

63 Phaleendpsis. Fitzgerald. Fig. 1238. Pseudobulbs
slender, up to 2 ft. long, leafy above: peduncle terminal

or nearly so, slender, bearing a terminal raceme of

8-15 fls. which are in. across; sepals lanceo-

late, acute, white, flushed pale rose, narrower than the
rhomboid orbicular mauve petals with deeper veins;
Up 3-lobed, the lateral lobes round, curved over the
column, maroon-purple, the middle lobe pale purple,
deeper veined Austral. G F. 5.440 (adapted in Fig.

1238). AF. 16:

1442. BM 6817
C 0. 4 Var holo-

ledceum, Hort.
Fls white. G.C
III 28 239. Var
Lindeniae, Hort
Fls large, creamy
white Var
RothschildUtnum,
Kran/J Fls 4 in.

aejoss, the sepals

and petals white,

suffused rose, the
lip rose, intensely

veined Var
rubescens, Hort
An exceptionally

dark form Var
Schroederi&num,
Hort Sepals
whit<

,
the petals

and lip deep vio-
let GC III 28*

238 Var splen-

dens, Hort. Fls

bright magenta-
rose, white at

base of segms.
Var Statterii-
num, Sander. Fls.

deep violet. Var.
thundersleyense,
Hort A dark-
colored form.

A. Sepals and petals not yellow
B Pstudobulhs clavate, few-jomted

C Fls single or in racemes of 2 or 3,
sejxils and petals contorted 64 tortile

CC. Fls m 6- to many-fld racemes,
sepals and petals not contorted.

D. Lip white with a yellow spot;
racemes loosely fld . 65. Palpebrse

dd. Lip entirely yellow, racemes
densely fld 66 thyrsiflorum

BB. Pseudobulbs cylindric, many-jomted.
C. Lip white, colond at base, sepals

and petals white
D. Middle lobe of lip broadly obcor-

date, resembling the pttals 67. Fytchianum
DD. Middle lobe, of lip narrowly ob-

long, much differentfrom pttals.QS. leucolopho-
CC. Lip rose with a large orange blotch; [tun\

scixils and petals lose 69. Bronckartii
jla. Sepals and petals yellow.

b. Color pah straw-color, tinted with rose.70. Farmer)
BB. Color clear yellow, nut tinted.

c Raceme of 2-4 fls . 71. capillipes
CC. Raceme 10- to many-fld.

d. Lip deeply fimbriate, the divisions
exhale 72. chrysotoxum

DD. Lip minutely fimbriate.
E. Throat of lip marked with

purple radiating lines .

.

73. sulcatum
EE. Throat not lined

F. Petals about as wide as
sejxtls 74. densiflorum

FF. Petals neady twice as wide
as sepals 75. Gnffithianum

64. tdrtile, Lindl Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft long,

clavate. furrowed, fls m 2’s or 3’s, sometimes solitary;

sepals and petals narrowly oblong, twisted, pale lilac;

Section XI.
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Up convolute at base, nearly orbicular, primrose-yel-
low, with a purple basal spot. Malay Penins. B.M.
4477. O.R. 8:201. Var. Dartoisi&num, O’Brien (D .

Dartoisidnum, De Wild). Sepals and petals yellowish.
French India.

65. Pfilpebrae, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 10 in. long,
clavate, 4-angled: racemes loosely 5-10-fld.; fls. white,
except the orange-yellow disk on lip; sepals oblong,
narrower than the oval petals; lip oblong, downy above,
fringed near the base. Burma, Siam, China.

^

66. thyrsifldrum, Reichb f (D. densiflbrum dlbo-
liiteum, Hook ). Pseudobulbs up to 2 ft. long, terete,
leafy: racemes pendulous, many-fld

,
lateral, ns 134-2

in. across; sepals and petals white, nearly transpa-
rent, the sepals oblong-ovate, acute, narrower than the
nearly orbicular denticulate petals; lip orange-yellow,
downy, the blade nearly orbicular, fimbriate Moul-
mein and Burma. OR 6*209. C.O. 18 Gn 60, p.
282 Gt. 55, p. 98. JH III 48*313 IH 22:207. G.
19*204 FM n s. 449 Var Walkeninum, Warner.
Pseudobulbs longer: fls larger in longer racemes.

67. Fytchiinum, Batem (D barbdtulum, Batem.,
not Lindl ). Pseudobulbs up to 1)4 ft tall, slender,
erect: racemes 10-15-fld

,
fls. 1)4-2 in. across, white,

except the rosy tint on sides of lip, sepals lanceolate,
about one-third as wide as the obovate petals; lip

3-Iobed, the lateral lobes incurved, the middle lobe
broadly obcordate, with basal tufts of yellowish hair.
Burma. B.M 5444. Var. rdseum, Berkeley Fls. rose.

68. leucoldphotum, Reichb f. Pseudobulbs up to

1)4 ft. tall, rather stout raceme nodding, many-fld
,

l-sided, on a long peduncle; fls. about 1 in across,
white, except the pale green on the side lobes and base
of lip: sepals oblong-linear, keeled, much narrower
than the obovate petals; lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes
incurved, the midlobe narrowly oblong. Malay
Archipelago.

69 Br6nckartii, De Wild Pseudobulbs up to 3 ft.

long, furrowed, terete, leafy: racemes pendulous,
laxly many-fld.; fls. about 2 in. across

;
pale rose,

except an orange blotch on lip, sepals elliptic-oblong;
petals elliptic-ovate: lip nearly orbicular, denticulate,
the disk velvety Annam. B M 8252. R B. 33 * 369.

70 Firmed, Paxt (D. Pdlpebrx, Hook, not Lindl.).
Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft tall, 4-angled, clavate, leafy:
racemes pendulous, laxly many-fld

;
fls about 2 in.

across; sepals and petals pale straw-color, tinted rose,
the sepals oblong, acute, narrower than the broadly
oval petals; lip nearly orbicular, deep yellow, downy
above. Sikkim to Nepal and Burma B.M 4659.
FS 7.741 JF 307 CO. 30. Var albifldnun, Hort.
Sepals and petals white Var. ailreo-flivum, Hook.
Sepals and petals golden.

71. capfllipes, Reichb f. Dwarf: pseudobulbs 2-3
m. long, fusiform, racemes few-fld.; fls. about 134 in.
across, golden yellow, with a deeper blotch on lip;
sepals lanceolate, acute, much narrower than the
broadly oval petals; lip with the blade about orbicular,
emarginate. Burma. B.M 7639. Var Diegans, Reichb.
f Pseudobulbs taller, and base of lip deeper yellow.

72. chrysotdxum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 1)4 ft.

tall, clavate or fusiform, racemes drooping, many-fld.;
fls. about 2 m. across, golden vellow

;
except the red-

dish streaked orange-yellow disk on lip; sepals oblong-
elliptic, about half as broad as the obovate-oblong
petals; lip orbicular, fimbriate, pubescent on upper
surface. Burma. G. 18:465 ; 30:275. B.M. 5053.
I.H 5:164. CO 11. Var. suavfssimum, Hook f. (D .

suavissimum, Hook f ). Differs in its shorter, thicker
nseudobulbs, and the large chestnut spot on the lip.
Burma. Gn 13:166. CO. 11a.

73. sulcitum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs up to 10 in. long,
clavate, furrowed: racemes 10-15-fld., short, nodding;
fls. yellow, the lip deeper and purple-streaked; sepals

oval-oblong, narrower than the ovate petals, lip broadly
ovate. Khasia Hills BR 24:65 BM 6962.

74.

densifldrum, Wall Pseudobulbs up to 134 ft.

tall, 4-angled, clavate, leafy, racemes pendulous, many-
fld

;
fls about 2 m across, sepals and petals orange-

yellow, nearly transparent, the acute sepals oblong-
ovate, narrower than the denticulate nearly orbicular
petals; lip nearly orbicular, orange-yellow, downy
above. Nepal B.R 1828 BM 3418. F.S 14.1397.
G.W. 1, p 223 JH 111 51:123, 64:94 CO 14.

Var Schrcfederi, Hort (D densiflbrum Schr&den, Hort.
D. densiflbrum dibum, Hort ). Fls larger in looser,

longer racemes, the sepals and petals white, the lit)

deep orange, shading at margin to pale yellow. F M
502. A G 20 5.

75 Griffithiftnum, Lindl Pseudobulbs up to 134 ft.

tall, furrowed, attenuated below: racemes pendulous,
many-fld

;
fls. about 2 m across; sepals anil petals

bright yellow, the sepals oblong-oval, narrower than
the nearly orbicular petals, lip orbicular, fringed,
papillose above Burma Var Guibertii, Veitch
(D GuibSrtii, Carr ) Fls. larger and more intensely
colored* pseudobulbs more abruptly narrowed below.

Section XII

76. crumen&t-'m, SwMtz Pseudobulbs fusiform,
thickened above base, then attenuated* fls appearing
successively in upper part of st

,
white, or suffused with

pale rose, sepals acute, the petals oolong-lanceolate,
acute: lip cuneate, the lateral lobes rounded, the mid-
dle lobe nearly orbicular, the disk with 5 keels Malay
Archipelago BR 25.22 BM 4013.
D acummdtum, Rolfo=Saicopodium acuminatum —D dm-

plum , Lindl =Sarcopodium amplum —D annameme, Rolfe Fla
buff-yellow, rather membranous Annam

—

D arcudtum, J J.
Smith Fls white, with stout spurs curved forward at the tip
Java —D Ashworthix, O’Brien Fls cream-white, except a few
purple streaks at base of Up, the sepals lanceolate or triangular,
the petals clawed New Guinea BM 8141. GC III 29 86CO 39

—

D atroviol&ceum, Rolfe Racemes many-fld, the fls.

about 3 in across, the sepals and petals primrose-yellow, claret-
spotted, the Up 3-lobed, the disks violet, white-striped, the
middle lobe recurved, dark violet streaked white at base, the
upper part yellow, claret-spottod New Guinea B M 7371.CO 12 OR 3 305, 9 152, lb t>9 GW 14, p 407 I H III
50 355 —D belldtulum, Rolfe Dwarf, tufted fls 1 or 2,
axillary, white with a vermilion Up China B M 7985 G C III
36 114

—

D bicauddtum, lieinw Sepals and petals whitish, chang-
ing to greenish yellow, with faint purple lines, lip elongated, white
Java—C Brdndtn, Krftnzl Resembles D Phalspnopsis Fls,
more fleshy, mauve-purple with silvery crests to the Up, sepals and
petals twisted or curled

—

D capUuhfldrum, Rolfe fls in dense
axillary heads, greenish white, with column and disk of Up bright
green New Guinea —D cilidtum, Parish Sepals and petals yel-
lowish green, the Up yellow, purple-lined Moulmem B M 5430.GW 11, p 340 Var nnnaminse, Hort A white-fld form with
fringed Up, purple at the base Annam —D Caldai/ne, Reichb f —
Sarcopodium Ctrlogync CO 32 —D compdctum, Rolfe A small-
growing species sepals and petals pure white, linear, acuminate,
lip nearly as long as sepals, light green China—D convolittum,
Rolfe Sepals and petals light green, with a few small dark brown
markings at tho base, lip green and dark brown New Guinea —

D

ennlferum, Lindl “Fls lasting only a single day, whitish, with a
3-lobed Up which breaks up m front into a fringe of long spreading
yellow filaments ” Malaya GC III 43 194 —D cucuminnum,
M’lxiav Dwarf lvs oblong, terete, with tubercles arranged in
lines Hs 3-5, white or yellowish, purple-streaked New S Wales.
J F 4 358 B M 4619 —D delicdlulum, Krhnzl=D subacaule—D dflicdtum, Bailey Sepals and petals milky white the Up white,
violet-lined, the callus golden, minutely violet-dotted New Guinea
G 34 245.

—

D epidendrdpsxs, Krftnzl Resembling an epidendrum
fls greenish or yellow outside, yellow inside, about 1 yi in long
Philippines —D Faulhaberxdnum, Schltr Fls violet-rose, lateral
sepals formingamentum scarcely Kin long Hainan —D fusxfdrme,
Bailey=D. speciosum fusiforme—D 'jlomerdtum, Rolfe. Fls rose-
purple, in few-fld fascicles, the lip golden carmine Molucca. Gn.
65, p. 123 —D Goldachmxdtidnum, Krftnzl Over a foot high • racemes
short, about 12-fld , fls deep rose-purple Formosa—D. Illlde-
brandxx, Rolfe. Racemes axillary, 3-4-fld , sepals and petals
white, the Up primrose-yellow, the tube pubescent externally.
Burma BM 7453 O R 3 49, 12 153, 16 26 —D Hddgkxnsonxx,
Rolfe Raceme 5-7-fld , terminal, fls ^pale green, tho lip purple-
nerved New Guinea B M. 7724 —D Imthurnn, Rolfe x^robably
the most robust of all dendrobiums in cult, racemes axillary, many-
fld

;
fls of medium size, white, with lilac streaks on lateral lobes of

lip. New Hebrides B M 8452.

—

D xnsequdle, Rolfe Flowering
pseudobulbs separate from leafy ones, clavate, the fls gecuncL
arising alternately from the margin of the mternodes, sepals and
petals white, the lip tubular, pale yellow, purple-streaked inside.
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Ne*w Guinea HM 7715 —D JerdomAnum, Wight=*D nutans —
D kaidfnse, Schlecht FIs. solitary in axil of If at apex of the st ,

small, while A curious species New Guinea —D Maddnnsc,
RoJk*==T) rhodostictum —1) munophyllum, F Muell In habit
resembling a bulbophyllum racemes with 9 15 greenish yellow fls.

Au-tr.il —D M6rtn, F Muell I'ls solitary, sepals and petals
light yellow, lip whitish, maiked with lilac with 3 undulate green
k< els on disk New 8 Wales --D munratum murdfieum, Finet =
Inobulbon irmnificum —D nutans, Linell FIs short, m few-fld
racemes, golden, sheaths hispidulous Malabar B M 7741
CO 28 (as I) Jerdonianum ) — D punlceum, Rolfe Fls in
racemes, light rose-pink, with light yellow tips to the sepals and
petals New Guinea —D qumatmm, Rolfe “Fls light yellow
with several light brown nerves in front of lip ” New Guinea —
1) rhodustlctum, F Muell Fls white, with a few purple spots on
margins of lateral lobes of lip New Guinea B vl 7900 (as D
Madonna4

) GC III 43 162—D rosdlum, Ridley FIs rosc-
folored Borneo —D rdsro-nervdtnm, 8e hh e ht Id- pale rose, borne
at the summits of the sts Sumatra — D Sdnderje, Rolfe
Pse udobulbs up to 3 ft long, leafy racemes lateral, 3—1-fld , fls

large, white, the hp with purple stripes on the disk and lateral
lobes, the middle lobe obovate, truncate, crenulate 8 E AsiaBM 8151 GC III 45 174 GM 52 b21 UR 17 209 —D
Stlrnzti, Rolfe Ms pale green, very fugauous Sumatra —

D

Brhwtza, Rolfe Fls very large, white A new species of the D
Hearn group —D senile, Pav A Reichb f Pseudobulbs fusiform,
hairy us are the Ivh fls in pairs or solitary, fleshy, rich yellow,
with a few orange streaks on bp Burma, Tc nassenm MoulmeinBM 5520 GW 0, p 422 —D spathanum, Lindl A small
-pec les with slendc r nseudohulbs fls white Mkkim —D specidsum
futijoimi, Bailey Psi udobulbs fusiform fls pale sulfur or straw-
coloi to ne ulj white, the lip white, marked with violet Austral
G 31 ltd GC III 11 317

—

I) spcctdbile, Miq Pstudobulbs up
to 2 ft , dav ate, grooved fls 1 in across, white, streaked and
-potted with dark purple, the sepals and petals undulate, recurved,
the former triangular-lanceolate, the petals much narrower, hp
undulate, narrowly pandunform, the narrow lanceolate tip re-

curved New Guinea and Solomon Isis 11M 7747 CO 22
AG 21 219 GM 11 51 Var Simmondm, Hort Lip much
longer than in the type, white, veined with dark purple—

D

*•pnrium , I I Smith M* solitary, sepals and petals white A
distinct and singular <-pe ne>s Java, Borneo—D stridtum, Ilort
isepals and petals narrow and neaily rental, labellum as long as

petals narrow , with side s folded bin k, wh'ti-h tinged with rose’’
Philippines — /) subtic'iub Rcinw I<ls fragrant, white spec kleel with
purple on lip hp v it h ve rv -hurt apieulnte middle lobe Queensland.— I) taimnum, I.indl P-e udobulbs ejlindne racemes inany-fld ,

fls large , the sepals white, the* petals and lip pile rose, intensely
striatesl Philippines G C III 31 90 BR 29 28 —D tank-
nmiu He Wild Lip entire, furnished with crests, the median
onevtry prominent Tnnqiun —D Treat hendrutm, Reichb f =»
8 ire o|>odiuin rreacherianum —D trxftuium, Lindl —Sarcopodium
e ymtodionh s — l) umlulntum var Brubm/uldu, Fitzgerald Fls
pale greenish yellow N \ustral —D \ xridrx e^reginje, Loher
Race mes f( w-fld sepals and petals white at the base, violet-purple
above, the lip golden at the base, violet-purple above, marked with
black-purple lines of papilla* Philippines G M 51 blO, 54 550
Gil 75, p 170 CO 21 OR 20 17—I) \\ Uliamm, Day &
Reichb f Pseudobulbs up to 1 ft tall, hairy, as well as the
ivs fls usually m pairs, 2 ] 2-3 m across, ivory-white or yellowish,

the thro it of hp bright orange-red N E India BM 7974
(.C III 35 J»1 —I) Uilsonn, Rolfe Racemes 2- or 3-fld ,

fls delicate junk or marly white, with small yellow blotch on
eh-k of hp W China -iJ H oltt nanum, Se hltr Racemes many-
fld ,

fls rose-e olem d New Guinea
The following are some of the hybrid forms D Ainsworthii,

Moore* (D aureum *D nobile) Fls white, more or less suffused
with rose, the lip with a leathered purple spot CO 1 Gn 51, p.
1 IS G C II Iti 624 I H III 02 281 —D Apulia grandxflbrum
—-IJ rubens —D fr/ew/4—D aureuin X D Ainsworthii OR
14 72 —1) A'iptUui—M aureiimxD Warthamim OR 1 137—
1) butJordx east~D uureumxD Linnwinnum G 29 35—

D

Cassxopt — I) momhtorme* v. D nobile CO 2

—

D ehrysodtscu*—
1) Ainsworthii < D Findlayanum

—

D Curlim=D aureuraXl).
Cas-iope Gn 09, p 145 OR 14 73 —D Ddlhousn-ndbxle= D
nobile X I) pule he Hum GC III 27 379

—

D dommyt\num~\).
nobile X I) Linawianum

—

D dulre—l1 aureumxD Linawianum.—D Edith* —D nohile nolnlusxD aureum

—

D end (>t hart ?=*=

D aureum « D momloforme G 32 291 GZ 36, p 195—
D < uosmu endochansxD nobile

—

D Lccchianum=*D.
aureum X D nobile R II 1904 280 CO la

—

D mtlanodlsrus
glorxdsa—D Ainsworthii xl) Mndlayanum GC III 35 219

—

D.
melanodlscus pdllens=D Ainsworthii X D Findlayanum. Jll III.

50 25 —D Rwblingidnum,^=D nobile XD ramosum Gn 59, p.
198, dese —D It6lf(,e—D nobile X I) pnmuhnum

—

D Rdlfete
rdsium^D nobile X D primulimiin Gn W 18 541

—

D rubens
grandi/ldrum=Y) Ainsworthii XD nobile. GM 53 206

—

D.
£>chn eideridn u

m

=D a’lreumxD F ndlavanum —D splendidls-

mmum grandxfldrum—Y) nohi'c aD aureum GM 43 179 Gn
05, p 140

—

D ThtvaUexw=*D Ainsworthii xD. Wigamae GM
47 273.

—

D. F^nus«=D. nohile xD Faleonen. G M 51 459
CO 3

—

D TFi(/efnu*=*D nobile X D Hignatum

—

D Wiganise
xanthoihilum—B nobile X D. siguatum Gn W 20 161

—

D Wig-
arndnum—B, Hildeb.nndu X I), nobile GM 44 167.

—

D xanth-
oc£ntrun—U WardianumxD. Linawianum

Georqe V. Nash.
DENDROCALAMUS: A few large bamboos of the East Indies

and China, see Bamboo,

DENDROCHtLUM : Platycume.

83

DENDROMfeCON (Greek demlron
,

tree; mecon,
poppy) Papaver&ceae An outdoor shrub m California,

with bright yellow flowers; sparingly grown elsewhere.
Smooth low branching plant with rigid alternate

mostly entire lvs.: fls golden yellow, 1-3 in. across,

single on short pedicels, petals 4, large; sepals 2;
stamens many, short, fr a linear curved grooved
caps 2-4 in. long — Long considered to comprise
a single species, but lately redefined by Fedde into

20 species, but only one species-name appears to

be in the trade The division into species is largely

on foliage characters It is not unlikely that some of

the cult material represents one or more of these
segregates.

rfgida, Benth Rigid, very leafy, 2-10 ft. high:
sts up to 2 in. thick, bark whitish: branches stiff,

erect lvs. lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, coriaceous,

roticulately veined, very veute and mucronate: fls.

on pedicels, 1-4 m. long’ seeds black, almost globular.
Dry parts of Coast ranges and in the Sierras B M.
5134 FS. 14:1411 Gn 50 292 J H III 29 92 —
Spring-flowering In England it is somewhat tender,

requiring some protection in winter. Prop from seeds,

that take very long to germinate. Con-
siderable variation m size of fls. appears
to depend on the conditions in which
plants are growing. Evergreen, but m
hard winters in Calif., loses most of its

lvs by Feb
,
when, becoming

scraggly, it may be cut back to

ground for renewal jJ ]{ f

1239. Tip of leaf of Dennstaedtia
punctilobula ( x H)

1240 Fruiting lobe
of Dennstaedtia punc-
tilobula.

DENDR6PANAX (Greek, tree Panax). Arah&ceae.
Unarmed trees and shrubs from Trop Amer. and Asia,
also China and Japan. Fls. hermaphrodite, rarely
polygamous. Species about 20. D jap&nicum, Seem.
(Hedera japdniea, Jungh ), may be secured from deal-
ers in Japanese plants The lvs have been compared to
Falsia japomca, but are smaller and mostly 3-lobed
but bimple. The floral parts are in 5’s: infl. umbellate,
terminal nearly simple and not showy: berry globose.
Cult m temperate house. N. TAYLOR.f

DENDROPHYLAX: Polyrrhtza.

DENNSTASDTIA (August Wilhelm Dennstedt, early
German botanist). Polupodidcex, Hardy or green-
house ferns of wide distribution, often referred to Diek-
honia but belonging to a different family from the tree
ferns of the latter genus from the antarctic or southern
hemisphere. Indusium inferior cup -shaped, open at
top and adherent on outer side to a reflexed toothlet:
lvs 2-3-pinnatifid from erect or creeping rootstocks.
Species about 30; of simple cultural requirements.

punctil6bula, Moore (Dicksdma pilosvtiscula
,
Willd.).

Figs. 1239, 1240. Rootstock slender, creeping, under-
ground* lvs. light green, 1-2^ ft. long, 5-9 in.

wide, usually tn-pinnatifid, under surface minutely
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glandular, giving the dried lvs a somewhat pleasant

fragrance; son minute, on small, recurved teeth.

Canada to Tenn —Sometimes called hay-scented fern,

and boulder fern Likes light porous soil and semi-
shaded places Variable

Smfthii, Moore Lvs thick, the under surface almost
woolly, glandular, tripmnate; lower pinna? 9-12 in.

long, 3-4 in wide; son 2-8 to each segm. Philippines

dissecta, Moore From the W Indies, often 6-7 ft.

high, with broad (2-4 ft ) lvs —Sometimes seen in cult,

and is well worth a place m the trade.

L M Underwood.

DENTARIA (Latin, dens, tooth; referring to the
toothed rootstocks) Crucifer# Toothwort Small
early-flowering herbs, sometimes offered by dealers in

native plants
Hardy herbaceous perennials, usu-

ally with pleasant-tasting rootstocks.

2 or 3 lvs
,
mostly with 3 parts, and

corymbs or racemes of large white or
purplish fls in spring sts mostly
unbranched and not leafy below, lvs.

palmately 3-divided or lacimate petals

surpassing the sepals, stamens 6, style

slender* fr a very narrow flat siliquo

dehiscent from the base —Probably 20
species in Eu

,
Asia and m N Amcr.

The European and E American species

are readily told from Cardaimne by
habit and many obvious differ-

ences, but the W American —
representatives of the 2 genera V
converge so that some botan-

) \ \
ists have merged Dentaria into l\V
Cardaimne (See E L Greene, C , i v, \ . i

Pittonia, 3:117-124) V] X>
Several species are culti- V

vated in Old World rockeries f ^r

Phey are of easy culture m f\ '

light rich soil, and moist shady 'I'
'

positions. Usually propagated X;
bv division, as seeds are not
abundant

\ Rootstock continuous, not pm
tuberous

diphylla, Michx Pepper- \\ I

Root. Fig. 1241. Eight to 16 PrJ
in . rootstock several inches —
long, often branched, strongly

ft J

toothed at the many nodes s' Py\
st -lvs 2, similar to the root- Y il

|

lvs
,
close together; segms 3, \|

'

ovate or oblong-ovate, coarsely 1241. Dentaria
erenate, the teeth abruptly
acute* petals white inside, pale purple or pinkish out-
side Nova Scotia to S C

,
west to Minn and Ky

B M 1465—Rootstocks 5-10 in. long, crisp, tasting
like water-cress. Pretty spring fl

aa. Rootstock tuberous or jointed.

b Lvs. dee-ply 3-parted, but not into distinct Ifts.

bb. Lvs. of st. cut into 3 distinct Ifts. (except sometimes
in D califormca).

ten^lla, Pursh Six to 12 in .* tubers small, irregular:

basal lvs simple and round-cordate, erenate or sinuate;

st -lvs 1 or 2, nearly sessile, sometimes bulbiferous;

Ifts. linear-oblong or linear, obtuse, entire: petals rose.

Ore ,
Wash

califfirnica, Nutt Tubers mostly small: st. ft.

high lvs very variable; st -lvs. 2-4, mostly short-
petiolate, and above the middle of the st. with 3-5
Ifts., rarely simple or lobed, Ifts mostly short-petio-

lulate, ovate to lanceolate or linear, entire or toothed *

petals white or rose Mountains and streams of Calif,

and Ore
m&xima, Nutt Ten to 16 in * tubers near the sur-

face, jointed, strongly tubercled . st -lvs 2 or 3, usually
alternate; Ifts ovate or oblong -ovate,
coarsely toothed and somewhat cleft oi

lobed, with petiolules* fls white or purple-
tinged Maine to Mich and Pa

L II Bf
DEODAR Cedrua Deodara

DEPARIA (Greek, depas, a beaker or
chalice; referring to the form of the mvo-
lucie) Polypodt-dee# A small genus of
Hawauan ami South American ferns

related to Dennstaxltia, rarely seen in

cultivation in America The sori are mar-
ginal and usually on stalked projections
from the margin of the leaf

DORRIS (Greek, a leather coi enng).
Syn Degueha Legumindsse Tropical, tall

woody climbers (sometimes trees), one of

which has been offered in S.

f
Calif

,
but is now apparently

out of cult there Lvs alter-

nate, Ifts opposite, the odd
one distant; stipules none fls

violet, purple or white, never
yellow, m racemes or panicles
or fascicles, papilionaceous,
standard broad and rounded;
wings oblique pod mdehiscent;
1- to several-seeded — About
40 species, of little horticultural

significance.

scandens, Benth Climbing:
Ifts 9 T8, 1-2 in long, oblong,
obtuse, or acute, glabrous or
minutely pilose beneath fls.

pale rose, in very long racemes:

E
od long, lanceolate, acute at
oth ends, narrowly winged at

the base, ovules G-8 S Asia
and Indian Archipelago to Austral —It has been offered
m this country, but has not been successfully cult

D alborubra, Hemal
,
from China, has been flowered at Kew in

the palm house “where it covered some square yards of the roof
"

fls. white, fragrant, with red calyx, in long panicles Ifts coria-
ceous, glabrous, ovate-oblong a climbing evergreen shrub once
confused with D Fordn, Oliver B M 8008. r tt r>

lacini&ta, Muhl Eight to 16 in * the st pubescent
above: tuners deep* st -lvs 3, with lateral segms
often 2-lobed, all oblong to linear, more or less sharply
toothed

:
petals purplish to white Que. to Minn

,
south

to Fla. and La. Var Integra, Fern
,
has the lateral

segms. entire or nearly so. D. an&mala, Fames, is per-
haps a hybrid with I) diphylla; Conn

macroc&rpa, Nutt. ((?. gemmdta, Greene) St sim-
ple, 4-15 in.: lvs 1-3, palmately or pinhately 3-5-

S
arted, or divided; segms linear to oblong, entire:

s. purple or rose: tubers with jomts about 1 m long.

N. Calif, to Brit Col.

DESCHAMPSIA (for Deslongchamps, a French
botanist, 1774-^1849). Gramlne

#

Tufted perennials
with shining spikelets in narrow or loose panicles, some-
times grown for dry bouquets

Spikelets mostly 2-fld
,
with a hairy prolongation

of the rachilla; glumes about as long as the florets;

lemmas toothed, bearing a dorsal awn —Species about
20, m the cooler regions of the northern hemisphere

caespitdsa, Beauv. (Alra cxspitdsa, Linn ) Tufted
Hair-Grass. Hassock-Grass. Growing in tufts 1-3
ft : blades firm, narrow, panicle open, the branches
slender. G.M. 54:916 Common in N. U. S., extending
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south m the mountains.—In England, it is sometimes
used by the farmers to make door-mats.

flexudsa, Trm {A\ra Jlexubsa, Linn ). Wood Hair-
Grass Culms slender, 1-2 ft : blades numerous,
capillary panicle open, the flexuous branches spikelet-
bearing near the enus Dept Agnc

,
Div. Agrost 7 173

Open woods N. E U. S —Of some value for woodland
pastures, as it will grow well in the shade Also used
for ornament A form with yellow-striped foliage is sold
under the name Aira folns vanegatis

A S Hitchcock.

DESIGN, FLORAL. An important feature of the
work of a retail florist is the making of floral designs or
‘‘set pieces ” Fig 12 12 This work is direetly opposed
to the informal arrangement of flowers which is so
much admired at the present time. See Bouquets

,
Vol

I By artistic arrangement, however, these designs

are now made less formal than in the earlier history

of the retailer’s work These designs lend themselves
well to the working out of various inscriptions and
legends in flowers; therefore, these arc most frequently
used as tokens of affection

sent to friends or relatives

at the time of a death
These designs are also

much in demand by vari-

ous fraternal orders and
other societies, when the
emblems of the order or
society are worked out in

flowers and sent as a
tribute to the house of sor-

row’ They then fore have
their place in the work of

every flower-shop
As has been stated, the

present-day tendency m
the arrangement of flow-

ers in designs is to get as
far away as possible from
a stiff, set formality A
design must, of necessity,

be distinct in outline, but
by a careful and free use

of ferns and other florists’

“green,” the effect may
be made somewhat infor-

mal and pleasing Various
forms of the “shower”
wreath illustrate this, as
well as a loose arrange-
ment of flowers, and even
foliage and flowering plants about the base of a standing
emblem
The most common forms of floral designs in use at

the present tune are flat and standing wreaths, pillow’s,

casket-covers, crosses, anchors, and the emblems of

various fraternal orders, such as the Masonic square
and compass, and the Odd Fellow’s’ three links

, The flowers, of which these designs are made, vary
in different stores The price which is to be paid for the
design usually governs the species and varieties used
Orchids, lilies, lilies-of-the-valley, roses and Farley wise
ferns compose the most expensive designs, while carna-
tions, stevia, Roman white hyacinths and other more
common flowers, with asparagus fern, comprise the
cheaper designs Usually the florist determines the price

the customer wishes to pay and selects the flow’crs in

accordance with this Within recent years there has
come to be a demand for unusual material in designs,

and boxwood, galax, leucothoe and magnolia leaves,

ericas and other woody plants have been much used
In making these designs, the arrangement must

necessarily be quite formal: therefore, wire frames are

used. These are made in large quantities by various

wire-working firms and are sold at wholesale at a
comparatively low figure. In order to emphasize the
particular formal outline and to hold the flowers
permanently m place, the flower-stems are usually
removed and the flowers then wired with 9- or 12-inch,

No 22 or No 24 wire The wire forms are first filled

with sphagnum moss, which is moistened so that the
flowers will retain their freshness, and the wired stems
of the flowers are inserted in this moss The wiring is

an art, and the design-worker becomes so proficient m
this that many flowers may be wired in a short period
of time This is necessary when many designs must be
made quickly, as is so frequently the case in a flower-

shop at the time of the funeral of a distinguished person
Design work usually brings the retailer a substantial

remuneration In many instances, flowers of a lower
quality may be used in designs than are demanded
by persons buying cut-flowers They must always be
fresh, however, but, when roses are used, those having
bhoit stems are just as desirable as long-stemmed
flowers In carnations, many having a split calyx may
be used when they would be salable m no other way.

If Roman hyacinths are
used, the main truss may
be sold as cut-flowers, and
the secondary trusses used
in designs
The green elements in

the design, which are used
to emphasize the beauty
of the flow ers, vary much
m different stores Each
designer has his own ideas

regarding the uses of this

material, but often he is

compelled to use what is

available at the precise

moment when it is needed.
Because o£ its excellent

keeping qualities, the
“dagger,” or Christmas
fern, is frequently used;
but, when thib is plainly

visible in . the finished

design, it has a coarse
appearance which cheap-
ens the effectiveness of

the piece It may, how-
ever, be used as a cover
for the frame and moss,
with excellent effects The
“fancy dagger,” or spinu-
lose wood fern, is more

attractive than the common dagger fern One of the

earlier greens used was smilax, but this has inferior

keeping qualities to other kinds and is not so popular
at the present time It does not lend itself readily to a
loose, formal arrangement Both Asparagus vlumosus
and A. Sprenqcri make excellent backgrounds for all

design work For softening effects to be worked among
the flowers, nothing adds value to the design so much as

a few sprays of Adiantum Ciowtanum or A Farlcyense

Often the foliage of the plants from which the flowers

come adds a more pleasing effect than does the green
of any other species This is especially true when roses

or hlies-of-the-valley are used
Of the many designs made by the retailer of flowers,

wreaths are probably the most in demand They
exhibit good taste, and many have excellent keeping
qualities. One of the earlier forms was made of Eng-
lish ivy, and the effect was pleasing This was espec-

ially so when the wreath was enriched with a large

bunch of violets, arranged in a loose, artistic manner
Because of the difficulty of getting a sufficient quantity
of these leaves, the ivy wreath has been largely replaced

by that made of galax leaves. These have excellent

1242 A floral design.
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keeping qualities and are obtained in large quantities

by wholesale dealers from the mountains of North and
South Carolina. Both bronze and green galax may be
secured, but the green is most satisfactory as it makes
a more pleasing contrast with a larger number of

colors of flowers It is customary to make these in

rather large sizes, a 16-inch frame, or even larger,

being used Usually the right-hand side of the wreath
is decorated with roses, lilies-of-the-valley, or other
flowers A standing galax wreath, with a base of galax
leaves, cocos palms, white roses and “valley,” and the
wreath itself decorated with white roses, lilies-of-the-

valley, with shower sprays of “valley” and maiden-
hair ferns on dainty narrow ribbon, makes an effective

design If a single spray of cattleyas is placed among
the roses and “valley,” the effect is enriched wonder-
fully. Magnolia and lcucothoe leaves are also used
extensively for wreaths, but this foliage is heavier and
less pleasing than galax However, the buying public
is tiring of the galax, and the retailer is searching the
continents for something to replace it Boxwood also

makes a rich and attractive wreath Wreaths made
principally of flowers are often m demand, and when
varieties are carefully selected, the results are pleasing.

Fig 1242 (redrawn from American Florist).

In selecting the flowers for any design, certain rules

must be observed. In the first place, a designer must
realize that, as m all other flow*er-arrangement, a
lavish use of material is not essential to good effects.

A flow'er has an individuality of its own, and this

should be just as pronounced in a design as in a loose

vase arrangement \t no time should the material
be crowded When an inscription is to be placed over
the flowers, as, for example, in a pillow when carna-
tions are to be the background, even then each carna-
tion should show its form and the background
should not be a mass of petals without definite shape.
As a general thing, it is best to place the flowers

m position fir-'t, after having covered the mossed frame
with green, and then to work the foliage among the
flowers where it is needed for the best effects. This
method requires fewer flowers, and the effect is more
artistic. In making a design, it must h? remembered
that there may be contrast of forms as well as colors

As a rule, there should not be over three contrasts of
forms and two contrasts of colors, although there
may be variations to this rule in special cases. As
regards shapes and forms, it is quite essential that
larger, heavier blooms, such as lilies and roses, should
be contrasted with sprays of a light and graceful
character, like lilies-of-the-valley and Roman hya-
cinths. The larger flowers are to be placed low in the
arrangement, and the finer sprays higher. Often the
center of a design is made of one particular species, as,

for example, pink roses with their foliage; and the
borders of the design are filled with sprays of lighter
flowers, like lilies-of-thc-valley with their foliage or
that of the maidenhair fern If in the arrangement
of the larger flowers a few buds of the species used are
added, the effectiveness of form is increased.

In selecting colors for designs, the lighter shades
are the most desired, although in recent years there
has come to be a freer use of darker colors. For exam-
ple, a large wreath of Richmond or other red roses
contrasted with lilies-of-the-valley or white Roman
hyacinths, is very effective and is not considered out
of place for a funeral design. The amateur should,
however, avoid striking contrasts or to endeavor to
harmonize unusual forms in flowers The experienced
designer may bring these together with pleasing effects,

but this ability comes only after years of study and
experience. Large designs are more easily arranged
than small ones, and in them may be used a wider
range of colors. The most striking colors are, however,
widely separated, and between these the flowers should
be of such tints that they assist in blending.

Flowers with a strong fragrance should not be used
in designs if they can be avoided. They are especially

objectionable if they are to be used in a dwelling-house
where the rooms are often crowded. In a church or

other large room, the fragrance is less noticeaoie.

Polyanthus narcissi, tuberoses and freesias are espe-

cially objectionable The more delicate odors of violets,

lihes-of-the-valley and Roman hyacinths aie less so.

The funeral designs most frequently ordered by the

immediate family are pillows and casket-covers Both
of these demand careful treatment in making, the

pillow being especially difficult The smaller the

pillow, the harder it is to produce a pleasing result.

The flowers should be of a rich character, and it shows
better judgment to select a less expensive wreath as a
floral tribute than to purchase a pillow made of cheap
flowers. Casket-covers should also be made of expensive
flowers These covers are not lasting, for they must of

necessity be light m character; and moss, which is so

neccssaiy to retain moisture and freshness in the
flowers, cannot well be used. Light wire of a fine

mesh, such as mosquito netting, is cut of the desired

size and the flowers which are usually of one species,

like Easter lilies or roses, are wired to this with suffi-

cient foliage or other green to rover the win* A flower

of some contrasting color nmv be used for a border,

or a rich outline of smilax is effective

The construction of many fraternal emblems in a
pleasing, artistic way, demands all the fine points of

the professional designer’s skill Often all rules of

flower-arrangement have to be disregarded Special

emblems have to be made of special tolois, and when
an emblem must be made which calls for definite parts

to be blue, others to be yellow, red, white and green,

the problem to harmonize these is a serious one. The
designer has no choice in such a case, and can moot
this demand only with an attempt to reduce to the
minimum these clashing contrasts in color

As has been stated, formal design', in the arrange-

ment of cut-flowers an* a necessity, and for these

there will probably always be a demand The designer

should have m mind, however, that it is possible to

arrange flowers in a pleasing way and still emphasize
the formal lines Artists in this line of work are just

as truly “born, not made,” as in any other branch of

art: and unless one has a genuine love for flowers and
the artist’s skill in their arrange-
ment, the making of formal designs
should not be attempted

E A. White.

DESMANTHUS (name refers

to flowers being in bundles) Syn.
Acuan. Leguminttsje About 10
herbs orshiubs in subtropical N.
Amer

,
and 1 m the tiopies of the

Old World, a few of the American
species reaching well north in the
U. 8.; piobably not legularly cult

,

but now and then tiansferied to

the garden for the effect of their,

bipinnate lvs and small greenish
white fls

,
m axill.u y peduncled

heads or spikes The genus is one
of the Mimosa tribe, and the fls.

are not papilionaceous, petals 5,

distinct or very nearly so, calyx
bell-shaped, 5-toothed, stamens 5
or 10, distinct, usually exserted:
pod flat, narrow, straight or
curved, several-seeded 1) illino-

tnsis, MacM (Mimosa illitiotnsis,

Michx Acuan ilhnocnsu
,
Kuntze),

occurs in prairies and river borders
from Ind. west and south * 1-5 ft

,

nearly glabrous, perennial erect
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herb -

lfts. 20-30 pairs, obtusish. D. leptdlobm, Torr. &
Gray, occurs on prairies from Kans to Texas: lfts.

mostly fewer and acute, and peduncles much shorter

(1 in. or less long).

DESMAZ&RIA (m honor of Desmazieres, a French
botanist). Gramlnese. Plants resembling Eragrostis,

sometimes grown as ornamental grasses.

Spikelets many-fld
,
strongly compressed, the lemmas

keeled and coriaceous but faintly 3- or rarely 5-nerved,
awnless : mfl. several closely unbncated spikelets,

arranged m a linear, dense, nearly sunple spike-like

panicle.—Species 4, I in Medit. region, and 3 in S. Afr.

sfcula, Dum. (Brizopyrum slculum, Link). Spike-
Ghass. Fig 1243 Annual, 8-12 in spikelets ^m.,
in a nearly simple spike. Eu.—Cult, for ornament and
frequently used for edging A. S Hitchcock.

DESMODIUM (Greek, a band or chain, referring to
the jointed pods) By some called Meibdnna. Legumv-
nosx Tick Trefoil Mostly herbs, upwards of 170
species, m temperate and w arm regions of Amer

,
Asia,

Afr. and Austral Lvs pinnate, with 3-5 (rarely 1)
lfts fls small and papilionaceous, m terminal or
axillary racemes in summer, mostly purple;

calyx with a short tube, more or less 2-

lipped, standard broad, wings joined to the
keel pod flat, deeply lobed or jointed, the
joints often breaking apart and adhering
to clothing and to animals by means of small hooked
hairs Fig 1244 A number of species are native to
N Amer

,
and are sometimes grown in the hardy bor-

der, where they thrive under ordinary conditions One
hothouse species, D gyrans , is sometimes cult for its

odd moving lfts D. penduliflorum and D. japonicum
will be found under Lespedeza Several of the native
species are worthy of cult

,
but are practically unknown

m the trade The following have been offered by col-

lectors D canadense, DC (Fig 1244), D cuspulatum,
Hook

,
D Dillcnn

,
Dari

;
D marilandicum, Boott,

D nudiflorum

,

DC.; D pamculatum

,

DC ,
D pauci-

florum ,
DC

,
D sessilifolium, Torr & Gray The

Florida beggarweed is Dcsmodium tortnosum, DC
,
of

the W Indies It is coming into prominence in the 8 as

a forage plant (see Cyclo Amer Agnc
,
Vol II, p 214).

Two Chinese shrubby species have recently been
intro to Ku . I) armthydmum, Dunn, growing 3-5 ft :

lvs 3-foliolate, the lfts elliptic, 4-7 m long fls amethy-
stine, l^in long, in a terminal panicle 1) etnerdsetns,

Franch
,
not Gray broad bush, 3 ft high, densely

leafy, lvs large, the lfts lozenge-shaped fls rosy lilac

to violet, in many racemes, produced in June and
again in Sept
The gieenhouse species, 1) yyians

,
is of tolerably easy

culture It requires stove temperature, and, although a
perennial, it is best treated as an annual The best
method of propagation is by seeds These should be
sown in February in a light, sandy soil, in 4-inch pots,

and placed in a warm, close atmosphere, where they
will soon germinate. The seedlings should be potted
singly into small pots as soon as large enough to handle
and grown on as rapidly as possible, using a mixture of

good, fibrous loam and leaf soil in about equal propor-
tions By midsummer they will be good bushy plants,

and, though not showy, they arc very interesting.

(Edward J. Canning )

gyrans, DC Telegraph Plant. Undershrub, 2-4
ft. high, with 3 oblong or elliptic lfts

,
the small lateral

ones (which are almost linear) moving in various
directions when the temperature is congenial, and
especially m the sunshine: fls purple or violet, in

racemes and terminal racemose panicles. Ceylon to the
Himalayas and the Philippines—Grown occasionally

as a curiosity, particularly in botanical collections. See
Darwin’s “Power of Movement in Plants,” and various
botanical treatises, for fuller accounts L. H. B.

DESM6NCUS (band and hook, referring to hook-
like points on the lvs.) Palmaceae About 25 palms of

U S, S. Mex. to Bolivia and Brazil, differing from
Bactns in the long slender climbing caudex and tech-
nical characters. They are gregarious plants, with
spines or hooks by means of which they climb or are
elevated on growing trees, the sts. usually thin and
flexuose and annular: lvs. scattered along the st.,

pinnate or pmnatisect, the parts or segms. opposite or
alternate, the rachis produced mto a long hook-beanng

climbing organ: fls

greenish, in solitary

spadices with 2
spathe-lvs.: fr

small, pea-shaped,
red. D. m&jor,
Crueg., st. becom-
ing very long and
clinging to sup-
ports by the modi-
fied retrorse oppo-
site segms on the
prolonged rachis:

lvs. pinnate, lfts 20
pairs, linear-acumi-
nate and usually
clustered, rachis
spiny, dark-tomen-
tose - spathe cov-
ered with brown

prickles. Trinidad Little known
under glass, and reported as cult,

in the open m S. Fla. and S Calif.

L. H.B

DESMOS (Greek, chain, on ac-

.... _ .. count of the fruit resembling nodes
13esinodium chained together) A nnondeeae

(Nearly natural „,;e )
A genus established .in 1790 by
Loureiro and based upon Desmos

cochinchinensis (Unona Desmos
,
Dunal, 1817; Unona

cochinchmensis
,
DC

,
1824). The flowers are com-

posed of 3 sepals and 6 petals in 2 series, the
latter valvate, nearly equal, and flat, stamens numer-
ous, tetragonal - oblong or cuneate, the* connective
expanded above the dorsal oblong or linear-oblong

pollen-sacs into a truncate hood-like process, recep-
tacle, or torus, slightly raised, usually truncate or
somewhat concave at the apex; carpels indefinite;

ovules several, usually forming a single column, but
sometimes sub-biseriate; style ovoid or oblong, re-

curved, ripe carpels indefinite, either elongate and
chain-like from constrictions between the seeds, or
baccate and spheroid. D. cochin- chintnsis, Lour

,

is a shrub with an erect or climbing st and weak
rechnate branches, lanceolate lvs

,
fragrant yellow-

ish green pendulous fls , and reddish green momh-
form frs D chmensis, Lour (Unona discolor, Vahl),
is a small tiee ot the E Indies, with ovate-oblong lvs

glaucous beneath and extra-axillary sweet-scented
aromatic fls

,
for the sake of which it is often cult.

The greenish yellow corolla resembles that of Canang

-

inm odoratum, but the momliform fr consists of several
joints, each containing a pea -like seed It is used
when green by the Chinese at Hongkong, who make
from it a fine purple dye D elegans, Safford ( JJnbna
Diegans, Thwaites), remarkable for its fr

,
which resem-

bles strings of beads, and the very closely allied D.
zeyldmcus, Safford (U. zeyldnica, Hook. f. & Thoms ),

are endemicm the moist forests of Ceylon. Many species

of Desmos have been erroneously referred to the genus
Unona, based upon a S. American plant (Unona discreta,

Linn f ) not congeneric with the Asiatic genus above
described, but more closely allied, if not to be identified

with the genus Xylopia. See Safford, W. E
,
Bull. Torrey

Bot. Club 39:501—8 (1912). w. g Safford.
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DEtJTZIA (named by Thunberg m honor of his friend

and patron, Johann van der Deutz). Saxifragdcex.
Very ornamental shrubs grown for their showy white
or blush flowers appearing in spring or early summer

Upright* lvs deciduous, rarely persistent, opposite,

petiolod, serrate, usually with rough stellate pubes-
cence: fls m panicles, rarely m racemes or m corymbs,
white, sometimes purplish, epigynous; calyx-teeth 5;
petals 5, stamens 10, rarely more, shorter than the
petals, filaments usually winged and toothed at the
apex, styles 3-5, distinct caps 3-5-cellod, with
numerous minute seeds.—About 50 speciesm E. Asia and
Himalayas and 1 m Mex Monograph by Schneider in

M.D. 1904.172-188, and a hort monograph by
Lemoine in J.H F 1902.298-314; sec also Rchder in
Sargent, Plant Wilson 1 14-24 for Chinese species

The deutzias belong to our most beautiful and most
popular ornamental shrubs; they are very flonferous
and of easy cultivation D parmflora and D grandi-
jiora are the hardiest, and also D gracilis, D . Sicboldi-

ana and D scabra are hardy as far north as Massachu-
setts; the recently introduced D longtfolia, D Schncid-

eriana, D discolor, and D Wilsohu have proved fairly

hardy with slight protection or in sheltered positions

at the Arnold Arboretum One of the most, tender is

D. purpurascens Of the hybrids, D. Lernoxnei is the
hardiest, while D rosea has proved about as hardy as
D. gracilis, D kalmiseflora, D mynantha and others are
tenderer. Most of the deutzias have white flowers, but
D. rosea, D. purpurascens, D longtfolia, I), mynantha

,

D kalmiveflora and some varieties of D scabra, have
the flowers carmine outside or pinkish They flower
most profusely if pruned as little as possible, although
an occasional thinning out of the old wood soon after

flowering will be of advantage.
The deutzias thrive m almost any well-drained soil,

and are well adapted for borders of shrubberies
Potted plants forced with a temperature not exceed-
ing 50° develop into beautiful specimens for the decora-
tion of greenhouses and conservatories, especially

D Lernomei, D gracilis and D. discolor. The same
plants cannot be forced again Propagate readily by
greenwood and hardwood cuttings, also by seeds sown
in pans or boxes in spring

INDEX.

albo-marmorata, 1. floribunda, 2. parviflora, 18,
albo-plena, 3 formosa, .

r
> plena, 3.

albo-punctata, 3 Fortunei, 3. punctata, 3.
angustifolia, 3, 17. gracilis, 1, 2 punicea, 3
aurea, 1. grandiflora, 2, 15, purpurascens, 8,
aureo-vanegata, 3. kalmitpflora, 11. rosea, 2
campanulata, 2 latiflora, 5. scabra, 3, 6,
canaidistuina, 3. laxiflora, 4. Schtieideriana, 4.
carmmea, 2 Leinomei, 17. sH< hucncnsia, 7.
comparta, 17 longifolia, 0. Sieboldiana, 6.
corymbiflora, 7. ma^mfica, 5. superba, 5
crenata, 3, 5. major, 12 Veitchu, 9.
dentata, 3 marmorata, 3. venusta, 2
Dippeliana, 6. mitii, 3 Vilmorinro, 13.
discolor, 2, 8, 12. multiflora, 2. Watoron, 3.

eburnea, 5 Mushm, lb Wtllsn. 3.

erccta, 5, 7. mynantha, 10. Wilsonu, 14.
eximia, 2.

A. Petals valvate in the bud .

b. Fls. in panicles or racemes, calyx-teeth short (except

m the hybrids

)

c. Lvs glabrous below or nearly so.

1 grficihs, Sieb & Zucc Fig 1245 Shrub, to 3 ft.,

with slender, often arching branches lvs oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, sharply seirate, with sparse
stellate hairs above, nearly glabrous beneath, blight
green, 1-2 m long, fls pure white, m racemes, petals
erect or somewhat spreading, oblong, stamens much
shorter than the petals, calyx-teeth persistent May,
June Japan S Z. 8 PFG 2, p 7 FS 6 611.

RH 1891, p 203. GM 50.563 Gn 39, p 200
GW. 12, p 534 Gt 1897 384 II F 1 48 JF 1.44
V. 7 217 Var aiirea, Schelle Lvs yellow Var.
dlbo-marmor^ta, Lemoine Lvs sprinkled with white.

2 rdsea, Rehd (D gracilis x D purpw ascins D
grdcihs rdsea and D discolor rosea, Lemoine) Lvs
ovate-oblong, acuminate, blight green, slightly paler

below, very spaungly stellate-pubescent on both
sides fls pink, campunulate, in panicles, calyx-lobes

longer than the tube, filaments slightly toothed or
subulate, but strongly toothed in all varieties except
in var venusta and var multiflora. F E 30 423 0
27 274 Var campanulata, Rehd With largo white
campanulate fls G 28 485 Var venusta, Rehd.
With white fls G 27 275 Var multifldra, Rehd

1245 Deutzia gracilis. (XH)

With white fls Var eximia,
Rehd With white fls tinted

pink outside, in upright pani-
cles Var carminea, Rehd
With light pink fls tinted

carmine outside Var flori-

btinda, Rehd With white fls

tinted pink outside J H F.

1902 312 Var grandifldra,

Rehd With fis of the same
color, but larger All these
varieties were originally

described by Lemoine as

varieties of D. gracilis ex-

cept the two last ones, which
he has under D discolor.

cc Lvs. stellate-pubescent

beneath.

D Filaments all toothed at

the apex.

E. Calyx-lobes shorter than the

tube, petals upright

3. sc&bra, Thunb Shrub,
to 6 ft . lvs all petioled,

ovate to ovate -lanceolate,

rounded at the base, erenate-
dentate, with rough pubes-
cence on both sides, dull

green, 1-3 m. long* panicles
erect, 2-4 in long, fls white
or blushed, with erec t petals;
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calyx-lobes deciduous. June, July. Japan, China. 8 Z.

6 BM 3838. BR 1718. BBFG II 4 393 Gn.
37, p 315 F E 31.1163. H U. 1, p. 106 Var. angusti-

fdlia, Voss Branches redd.sh brown lvs ovate-lanceo-
late, rougher Var crenAta,Voss (I) crenata, Sieb &Zucc.
D dentata, Ilort D mitts, Hort ). Branches brown:
lvs ovate or oblong-ovate, less rough This variety

is less common in cult, than the former. Var. marmo-
rAta, Rehd (var. aiireo-vanegdta, Schneid ) Lvs.
spotted with yellowish white Var. punctata, Arb.
Kew (var dlbo-punctdta, Schneid ). Lvs sprinkled

with white dots Var. F6rtunei, Schneid. FIs.

larger F E. 31 "1071 Var. WAtereri, Rehd (var.

punlcea, Schneid D. crenata Wdlereri, Lernome).
FIs white, tinted carmine outside G C III 39 340.

Var. pldna, Rehd (D crenata var. plena, Maxim ).

FIs double, white, tinged with rose outside. RH 1867*

70 FS 17.1790; 18 1850 G 21:263 F 1863 153.

G F 8*112, here belongs also Prule of Rochester, with
very large fls

,
faintly tinged with rose outside Gn.

33, p 514. Var candidissima, Rehd (D scdbra var.

dlbo-plena, Schneid D crenata candidissima plhna,

Carr D Wdllsn, Ilort ) Fls double, pure white.

4 Schneideri&na. Rehd. Shrub, to 6 ft lvs elliptic-

ovate to elliptic-oblong, short-acuminate, sharply ser-

rulate, stellate-tomentose and whitish below, 1 yfc-3 in.

long panicles broadly pyramidal; fls. nearly ^in.
long, white, stamens nearly as long as the petals;

calyx-lobes deciduous Cent China Var laxifldra,

Rend Lvs oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, remotely
denticulate, rough-pubescent above, thinly stellate-

pubescent beneath and light green panicles broad and
rather loose, 2 Vo-3

J

2 ,n long, Ah about, J^in long
June W China —Only the var is m cult

,
similar

to D. scabra, but the panicles looser and more graceful

ee Calyx-lobes longer than the tube

5. magnifies, Rehd (l) scdbra x D Vilmonnx D.
crenata magnljica, Lernome) Lvs ovate-oblong, acumi-
nate, appressed-serrulate, rough above, stellate-tomen-

tose and grayish green below, 134-2^2 in long fls in

erect panicles, white, double, sepals ovate or ovate-
oblong, about as long as calyx, acute June G M
53 108 FE 31.322 Var latifldra, Rehd

,
with very

large single fls 1 } 2 m across Var superba, Rehd
,

with large single earnpanulate fls Var ebumea,
with white single earnpanulate fls in loose panicles,

stamens slightly shorter than petals Var erecta,

Rehd
,
with white fls m dense panicles Var formdsa,

Rehd
,
with double white fls in large panicles. These

varieties w*ere originally described as vars of D crenata

dd. Filaments, at least the longer ones, subulate, without
teeth

6 Sieboldi&na, Maxim (D scdbra, Sieb & Zucc

,

not Thunb ) Low shrub, to 2 ft lvs short-petioled,

the pair below the panicle nearly sessile, ovate or ovate-
elliptic to oblong-ovate, rounded or cordate at the base,

rough and rugose above, stellate-pubescent and light

green beneath, 1-2 in long panicles erect, loose, 2-3
in. long with appressed stellate pubescence mixed
with spreading simple hairs, fls white, rather small,

with spreading petals; the shorter filaments usually
abruptly contracted or with very short teeth; calyx-
lobes persistent. June Japan SZ 7. GC III 36 244.

Var Dippeli&na, Schneid (D scdbra vbra, Hort ) Lvs.
broader and smaller* panicle only with appressed
ubescence, stamens all subulate—Graceful low shrub,

ut less showy than most other species.

Bn. Fls m corymbs or cymes,

c Infl. many- or several-fid,

D. Calyx-teeth shorter than tube, anthers attached to the

inside of the broad filament

7. setchuen6nsis, Franch (

D

. corymbifldra erteta,

Hort.). Shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. ovate-lanceolate to lanceo-

late, denticulate, rough-pubescent above, grayish green
below and densely covered with stellate and simple
hairs, 2-4 in long, corymbs few-fld

,
fls. less than %n.

across; filaments with large broad teeth about as
long as the nearly sessile anther Cent. China. Var
corymbifldra, Rehd (D corymbifldra, Lernome) Lvs
elliptic-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, sometimes
slightly cordate at the base, 2-4 in. long: corymbs
many-fld

;
fls. with spreading petals, J^in. £ cross;

stamens about one-third as long as the petals, upright
and connivent, styles shorter than stamens. June,
July Cent China B M 8255 G C III. 24 267.

R II 1897, pp 466, 467 (as D corymbosa), 1898, p.
402 MIX) 1913 9 (lower picture) A F. 14:166.
Cng 7 2 —The variety is much handsomer than the
type, the fls. are comparatively small, but very
numerous Tender.

dd Calyx-teeth lanceolate, as long or longer than the lube.

e. Anthers of the inner stamens borne on the inner side

of the petaloid filaments; fls. pink or purplish
outside.

8 purpurAscens, Rehd (D discolor var. purpu-
rdscens, Franch ). Fig 1246 Shrub, to 3 ft

,
with slender

arching branches, lvs ovate to ovate-lanceolate,
crenatcly and unequally serrate, usually rounded at the
base, green and only sparingly stellate-pubescent on
both sides, 1)^-2 )

2

ln long corymbs 5-10-fid.; fls.

with spreading petals, about across, white, out-
side purple, the inner filaments with the anther below
the apex May, June S W China B M 7708.
GC III 2.15, 26:45. GF 7:287 (adapted in Fig.

1246) G. 27.201. R II. 1895 64.—Very handsome,
but tender

9 longifdlia, Franch Shrub, to 6 ft
,
with upright

branches lvs oblong-lanceolate to narrow-lanceolate,
long-acuminate, narrowed at the base, thickish, rough
ami somewhat rugose above, grayish wrhite and densely
tomentose below, 2-4)^ m long* corymbs many-fld

,

loose or dense; fls with spreading petals, more than
in across; the shorter filaments lanceolate with the

anther inside near the middle. June. W China.
G.C. Ill 51:409. Gn. 76, p. 243. G.M. 55:353 Var.
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Veitchii, Rehd. (D. Vdtchu, Veitch) with somewhat
larger ns. in dense many-fld. corymbs. G.C. III. 51:
suppl. 19. M D.G. 1913:17.—One of the handsomest
deutzias, but has proved hardy only under protection

at the Arnold Arboretum.

eb. Anther8 home at the end of the filaments.

f. FIs. usually pinkish outside (hybrids of D. pwrpur
rascens).

10. myriAntha, Lemoine (D. Lemmnei x D. pur

-

vurdscens). Lvs. oblong-ovate, acuminate, rounded or

broadly cuneate at the base, serrulate with spreadmg
teeth, rough above, slightly stellate-pubescent beneath,

13^-3 in. long fls. in broad corymbs, white, with
spreadmg petals, partly imbricate m bud; filaments

strongly toothed; anthers short-stalked; styles shorter

than stamens; sepals triangular-ovate, about as long

as calyx-tube G C. III. 52 -45 F S.R. 3, p. 193. A.F.
31:100, 101. M DG. 1907.376, fig 5; 377, fig. 8.

G W. 13, p 614. Var Boule Rose and var. Fleur de

Pommier have the fls pink outside.

11. kalmisefldra, Lemome (D pannflbra x D. pur-

purdscens). Lvs oblong to ovate-oblong, short-acumi-

nate, broadly cuneate at the base, serrulate,

rough above, slightly stellate pubescent below,
1-2 in. long. fls. m rather small corymbs,
pinkish, white in the center, light carmine out-

side, cup-shaped, %in. across; petals mostly
imbricate in bud; stamens half as long as petals;

filaments with large teeth, nearly
as long as the anthers

;
styles shorter

than stamens M D.G 1913*25. G.
27:199. Gn. W. 17:627.--0ne of

the handsomest hybrids.

ff Fls white.

a Filaments toothed below the

apex.

12. discolor, Hemsl. Upright
shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, acuminate,
cuneate at the base, denticulate, sparingly stellate-hairy

above, stellate-tomentose and whitish below, 2-4 in.

long . corymbs dense, hemispherical, pedicels usually
not exceeding J^in. ;

fls. white, with spreading elliptic

petals, about %in across: stamens about half as long
as petals; filaments with large teeth usually as long as

the stalk of the anther, the anthers of the inner
stamens sometimes inserted inside a little below the
apex. June. Cent. China. Var. m&jor, Veitch Fls.

about 1 in across G. 30:307. R.B. 32, p. 174. M.D.G.
1913:9 (upper picture).

13. Vilmorinae, Lemoine. Shrub, to 5 ft. : lvs oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, narrowed at the base, serru-
late, thinly stellate-pubescent above, densely so below
and grayish white, 2-3 in. long: corvmbs loose and
large; pedicels long; fls. more than '/fin across;

larger stamens only slightly shorter than petals; the
teeth of the filaments shorter than the stalks of the
anthers; styles as long as stamens. May, June. Cent.
China. R.H. 1895, pp. 266, 267. F.V. 126. A very
graceful shrub with its large and loose corymbs of

white fls.

cc. Infl. 1-8-fld.; filaments with long and slender recurved
teeth.

15 grandifldra, Bunge. vShrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. ovate,
acuminate, rounded at the base, unequally and closely
denticulate, rough pubescent above, whitish stellate-

tomentose below and reticulate, 1-2^ in. long fls.

white, nodding, with slightly spreadmg petals about
%in. long; stamens about half as long as petals; calyx-
lobes lanceolate, twice as long as tube. April, May.
N. China—A very distinct species, the earliest of all

to bloom, the fls appearing with the lvs
;
has proved

perfectly hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.

aa. Petals imbricate in the bud (or partly imbricate m
the hybrid) ; fls white.

16. parvifldra, Bunge Shrub, to 6 ft
,
with erect

branches : lvs ovate
or oblong-ovate, usu-
ally narrowed at the
base, finely serrate,

with stellate hairs on
both sides, often
grayish green be-
neath, 2-3 in long:

fls m many-fld.
corymbs, petals
roundish obovate,
spreadmg, imbricate
in the bud

,
longer

filaments without
teeth June. N.
China, Mongolia G.
F.l 365 Gt 11*370,

43, p 65, 46, p 382.

R II 1892, p 223.
GC III 14*153 Gn
41, p 181 FSR 3,

p 197. A F 15*1297
Gng 8.305,307. Var
Mussfei, Lemome Of
stronger growth, lvs.

larger and more acu-
minate . fls creamy
white in denser
corymbs.

17. Lemdinei, Hort.
(D grdcilis x D.
parvifldra D an-
gustifdha, Dipp ).

Fig 1247. Spreading shrub, to 3 ft * lvs elliptic-lanceo-

late, finely serrate with appressed teeth, with sparse
stellate hairs above, near'y glabrous beneath, 1H~3
m long fls in large corymbs or broad panicles, pure
white; petals broadly ovate, spreadmg, partially

valvate and partially imbricate in the bud
,
filaments

with large teeth G F. 9 285 (adapted m Fig 1247).
A F. 11*457; 15 1296. Gt. 44, p 567; 46, p 383 Gng.
4:135; 8 307 J.H III 34.77 G C III. 18 389 Gn.
48, p. 317. G.M 39*251,51 962,963 G 16:223 F E.
24:747; 31*1119. G W. 2, p 173 M D G. 1895.438,
439.—A very desirable shrub, more vigorous and with
showier fls than D. gracilis Excellent for forcing.

1247. Deutzia

Lemoinei.

go. Filaments, at least the longer ones, gradually nar-
rowed toward the apex, without teeth.

14.

Wflsonii, Duthie. Shrub, to 6 ft : lvs. elliptic-

lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, short-acuminate,
rounded or narrowed at the base, rough-pubescent
above, grayish white and tomentose below, 2-4 m.
long: corymbs compact, many-fld

;
fls white, more

than %m. across, stamens a third shorter than the
petals; the shorter filaments usually abruptly contracted
or sometimes with short obtuse teeth; calyx-lobes
oblong-ovate, about as long as tube. May, June. Cent.
China BM 8083. G. 30:373. G.M. 51:473. M.D.G.
1912:27, 1913:16.

Var compActa, Lemoine Dwarfer and of more com-
pact habit D Boule de Neige. Lemoine, with creamy
white fls. (Gng 8.306) and D. Avalanche, Lemoine,
with pure white fls

,
are exceedingly flonferous forms.

D. Brunomdna, R Br =D. staminca var Brunomana—D can-
deldbrum, Rehd (D gracilis X D Sieboldiana D gracilis var can-
delabrum, Lemome) Shrub with slender branches and large white
fls in dense elongated panicles R B 33, n 372 R H 1908, p
174 M D G 1907 378 Var erMa, Reha (D gracilis erecta,
Lemome) Fls smaller and panicles shorter Var fattudsa, Rehd
(D gracilis fastuosa, Lemoine) Fls. in elongated rather dense
pamdes.

—

D edndida, Rehd (D LomoineixD Sicboldiana D
discolor Candida, Lemoine) Upright shrub with large white fls

in panicles M D G. 1907 376, fig 6

—

D edrnea, Rehd (D
Sieboldiana X D rosea grandiflora D discolor earnea, Lemoine)
Upright shrub with pink rather small fls in upright loose panicles-
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Var Idctea, Rehd., with white flu., var sleU&ta, Rehd ,
with narrow

spreading petals, pale pink or carmine-pink, and var dmnflbra,
Rehd , with white fls in dense upright panicles, petals narrow, all

these varieties described by Lemoine as varieties of D discolor—
D compdita, Craib Allied to D parviflora Lvs lanceolate,

sparingly pubescent on both sides, %~2 m long fls white in dense
corymbs, filaments strongly dentate W China—D corymbdsa, R
Br Allied to D parviflora Lvs rounded at the base, crenate-serrate,

long-acuminate fls lurger, all filaments toothed Himalayas —

D

discolor vars —D Candida, D carnea, D elegantissima, D ex< el-

lens—D elegantissima, Rehd (D purpurascens X D Steboldiana
D discolor var elegantissima, I>emoine) Shrub, with slender
branches, with numerous corymbs of large white, open fls slightly

tinted with rose inside and outside RB 3b, p 387, M D (1

1907 377, fip 9 Var arcuata, Rehd (D. discolor var arcuata,
Lemoine), with white fls Var fatuculdta, Rehd (D discolor var
fasciculata, Lemoine) Flat white fls tinted with pink—D excel-

lent, Rehd (D Vilmoriniana X 1) rosea grandiflora D discolor
var excelleus, Lemoine) Shrub, with slender upright branches,
with large loose corymbs of pure white fls—D globdsa, Duthie
Similar 1o 1) Wilsonn, but smaller in every part -

fls creamy white
in dense corymbs, filaments abruptly contracted below the apex
Cent China —D ylorneruhfldra, Franeh Similar to D discolor
Shrub, to 0 ft lvs smaller, grayish white and soft-pubescent
below fls white in dense and small, but very numerous corymbs
along the slendi r branch* s, stamens like those of D. longifolia.W China Handsome and fairly hardy—D grdcilis vars —IX
candelabrum —D mdllis, Duthie Allied to D par\iflora. Shrub,
to fl ft , with upright bramhes hs elliptic-ovate to elliptic-lanceo-
late, soft-pub* sc* nt below, 2-4 in long fls small, creamy white or
slightlj pinkish in <1* nse flat corymbs, filaments subulate Cent.
China - I) rtflura, Dutlm Allied to D discolor Lvs oblong-
lanceolate, 2-1 in long fls smaller in loose corymbs, petals with
reflexed margin, filaments with short teeth or abruptly contracted
Cent China ~D starnirun, R Br Shrub, to 3 ft lvs ovate or
ov ate-lancoolate, with w hitish stellate pubescence beneath corymbs
mauy-fld , fls white, fragrant, filaments with largo teeth Hima-
layas HR 33 13 Var Urunmnnna, Hook f A Thoms Lvs less

densely pubescent fls larger. B R 2b 5 (as D. corymbosa).

Alfred Redder,
DEVIL-IN-A-BUSH: NtgtUa.

Of the thirty or more species of Rubus which all

could agree in calling blackberries and dewberries, the
fruit-grower would probably distinguish five as dew-
berries. Between these there are hybrid forms under
cultivation, as probably there are in the wild, and since

1248. Lucretia dewberry ( X X)

DEWBERRY. A blackberry-hke fruit of trailing

and climbing habit, now considerably grown in North
America
The botanist makes no distinction between dew-

berries and blackberries But to the fruit-grower,
trailing blackberries are dewberries, distinguished
further, and probably better separated, by the flower-

and fruit-clusters In the true dewberries, the center
flowers open first and flowers and fruits are few and
scattered, in true blackberries—there are hybrids
between the two in which the distinguishing characters
are confused—the lower and outer flowers open first

and flower- and fruit-clusters are comparatively dense.
In the method of propagation there is a further dis-

tinction In nature or under cultivation, dew'bernes
are usually propagated from the tips, while black-
berries are naturally propagated from suckers and
under cultivation from root-cuttings
The dewberiy is an Amencan fruit but very recently

domesticated—if, indeed, it can be said to be domesti-
cated, for it is the most uncertain and the most unman-
ageable of the small fruits Its history as a garden
plant, according to Card (Card’s "Bush-Fruits,” page
1.12) at the most does not go back further than 1863,
and dewberries were not generally cultivated until
well toward the close of the nineteenth century.
Undoubtedly, despite unmanageable habits of growth,
uncertainty in fruiting, the necessity of eross-polhna-
tion between varieties, eapnciousness as to soils and
lack of hardiness in northerly climates, the several
species and the rapidly increasing number of varieties

of dewberries, fill a place not occupied by the better-
known and longer domesticated blackberries; for, as a
rule, they ripen eailicr and, when well grown, give
larger, handsomer and better, or at least, differently

flavored fruits than the blackberry. Moreover, from
the several species of dewberries are being acrived
greatly improved varieties and hybrids between them
and species of blackberries, of which there are now
several under cultivation, as Wilson Early and Wilson
Junior, which are most promising These qualities

make certain the place of the dewberry m home and
commercial plantations and presage for it even greater
value in the future

there are also hybrids between blackberries and dew-
berries, the group is one of great taxonomic difficulty.

The fivespecies of dewberries are (1) Rubus procumbens.
Muhl , found in dry open place’s from Maine westward
and southward. The species is characterized by woody,
stoutly armed stems, membranaceous leaves, viIIoub

beneath, flowers few to several in leafy ‘racemes, and
short rychndrical fruits with few to many large drupe-
lets. Var. roribaccus, Bailey, is a well-marked sub-
species from West Virginia of more vigor, with larger

flowers with elongated pedicels, and larger fruits; much
cultivated with the Lucretia as the best representative
(Figs 1248,1249). (2) Rubus uinsus, Bailey, is similar

but stouter, with canes less procumbent, leaves more
coarsely ioothed, pedicels longer, and with the sepals

large and leaf-like The species grows wild from New
York to Kansas and southwest and is the parent of

several cultivated dewberries of which Bartel (Fig
1250, adapted from G F 4 ’19) is the type (3) Rubus
trivialis, Michx

,
the southern dewberry, is quite dis-

tinct from 1 and 2. This species is found
near the roast from Virginia to Florida and
westward to Texas It is characterized by
slender trailing stems armed with recurved
prickles, evergreen, smooth, leathery leaves,

corymbs 1-3-fiowered, and cyclindrical fruits

with many drupelets Of the few varieties

of this species cultivated, Manatee is prob-
ably the oldest and best known (4)

Rubus rubrisetus, Rydb
,
found m

sandy soils in Missouri and Louisi-

W an ana, 18 s,m, lar tnvialis but with
stems, petioles, and pedicels rough
with reddish, purplish nairs, the flow-

ers are smaller but the corymbs are

BBP 3-9-flowered. The species is locally

cultivated and gives some promise

gOP* for greater improvement (5) Rubus
iHi ntifolius, Cham. & Schlecht, is the

Hf Pacific Coast dewberry characterized

|§P by trailing, slender, pubescent canes

with weak, straight or recurved

1240 Lucretia dew- prickles, leaves various, flowers stami-

berry (Nat mze) nate or pistillate on different plants,
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fruit of medium size, round-oblong, sweet Several
varieties, of which possibly Aughmbaugh and Skagit
Chief are the best known, are cultivated in the far

West The loganberry is said to be a hybrid between
this species and R Idams, and several less well-known
hybrids are recorded.
The dewrberry should receive under cultivation much

the same treatment given the more common black-
berry. The culture of the two differs chiefly m the
dewberries requiring more care in training and must
usually be better protected for the winter The plants

are trained on trellises of two or three wires or tied

to stakes, the former method giving better results, but
the latter being more common. The object in either

case is threefold,—namely, to regulate the amount
of bearing wood, to keep the vine out of the way of the
cultivator and to keep the fruit off the ground The
plants should be set 4 by 7 feet apart, these distances

varying somewhat in accordance with the variety and

the soil. Pruning is a simple matter, consisting of short-

ening back young plants to 4 or 5 feet the first season
to keep them from sprawling too much, cutting out
old canes at any time after fruiting, and heading-in
long shoots and laterals in early summer. From four

to six fruiting canes are allowed to the plant In
northern climates, the vines must be laid on tne ground
and protected m winter with straw or other material
The plants thrive on a somewhat lighter soil than the
blackberry—in fact some sorts require such a soil.

Varieties should be intermixed to secure cross-pollina-

tion and thereby insure a good set of fruits and avoid
the formation of nubbins
Of about thirty named varieties, Lucretia, Bartel,

Austin and Prerno are the best. Of these four, Lucretia
is far most commonly grown, being adapted to the
greatest diversity of soils and is m general best suited
to varying environments For history and botany, see
Bailey, “Evolution of our Native Fruits;” for culture,

see Card's “Bush-Fruits,” and Cornell Bulletins Nos.
34 and 117. Consult Blackberry, Loganberry and Rubus.

U. P. Hedrick.
DEYEUXIA: Calamagrosha.

diacAttleya ( compounded of Diacnum and
Cattleya). Orchiddceae. A genus established to include
hybrids between the two genera, Diacrium and Cat-
tleya. A hybrid between Diacnum bicornutum and
Cattleya Mendeln is known as Diacattleya Sandera?.

It was raised by Sander & Sons. The fls are pure white,
the lip with a pale yellow disk and small rose markings.
G.C. III. 49:290 D Cdlmanix, Hort (Diacrocdltleya

Cblmanise is a hybrid between Diacnum bicornutum and
Cattleya intermedia var. mvea. G.C. III. 43:114. J.H.
56:167. It resembles a slender plant of Diacnum

bicornutum sepals and petals pure white, lip slightly

tinged primrose-yellow. George V. Nash.

DlACRIUM (through and point, the sts. are sur-

rounded by sheaths) Orchid&ccse. Four Trop. Amer.
epiphytes, closply allied to Epidendrum, with which
tney have been included. It differs from that genus
in the fact that the column and lip are not united. Fls.

showy, in loose racemes: lvs few, sheathing: pseudo-
bulbs slender. Cult, of Epidendrum and Cattleya.

bicornutum, Benth. (Epidendrum bicorniitum,

Hook ). Pseudobulbs 1-2 ft. long, hollow, bearing dry
sheaths, lvs short and leathery: raceme slender, 3-12-
fld

;
fls white, with small crimson spots on the 3-lobed

lip, fragrant. B.M. 3332 G C III 16 337. J H.
Ill 33 29 OR 12*113, 16 81; 20 361 —A hand-
some orchid, requiring high temperature.
D bultntatum. Hemal (Epidendrum bidentatum, Lindl ),

of Mex
,
haa been listed in trade catalogues, but it is practically

unknown to cult , and is probably not now in the American trade.

L H B
DIAL.&LIA (Compounded of the genera Diacnum

and Lselia) Orchiddcese D. VtMchn
,
Hort

,
is a hybud

between Diacnum bicornutum and Lxha cinnabarina.
Pseudobulbs fleshy fls 9 or 10, the segms white suf-

fused with lilac, also showing a bronze tint derived from
the La*lia parent

DIAMOND FLOWER* Ionopsidium

DIANDROL^RA (two-stamened Ohjra). Gramlneae.
A single species raised at Kew some 8 years ago from
seed supplied by Sander but native country unknown-
differs from Olyra m its twin spikelets and other charac-
ters, the upper one being male and the lower one
female, the male fls with 2 stamens. The species is D
bicolor, Stapf, a perennial densely tufted grass with
erect culms bearing 1-3 lanceolate or lance-oblong lvs.

that arc dark green above and violet-purple beneath

DIANELLA (diminutive of Diana, goddess of the
hunt). Liluicex. Tender perennial rhizomatous plants,

related to Phormium.
Leaves hard, linear, sheathing, grass-hke, crowded at

base of st
,
often 2-3 ft long- fls blue, m large loose

panicles, on delicate pendent pedicels; perianth wither-
uig but not falling, with 6 distinct spreading segms.;
stamens 6, with thickened filaments; ovary 3-celled,

each cell several-ovuled, the style filiform and stigma
very small plant bcanng great numbers of pretty blue
berries, which remain attractive for several weeks, and
are the chief charm of the plant.—There are about a
dozen species in Trop. Asia, Austral, and Polynesia.
They perhaps succeed best in the open bonier of a cool
greenhouse Prop by division, or by seeds sown in

spring m mild heat They are little known in this

country. They are spring and summer bloomers.

A. Lvs radical or nearly so.

tasm&nica, Ilook. f. Height 4-5 ft • lvs numerous, in

a rosette, broadly ensiform, 2-4 ft long, %/\-l in wide,
margined with small reddish brown spines that cut
the hand if the lvs are carelessly grasped: panicle

very lax, surpassing the lvs. 1-2 ft
,
with as many as

60 fls.; fls. pale blue, nodding, across, segms.
finally reflexed; anthers 1 line long, berries bright
blue, on very slender pedicels. Tasmania and Austral.
B M 5551 Var vaneg&ta, Bull. Lvs. handsomely
striped with light yellow. R B. 29:61.

lsfevis, R Br Lvs. 1-1H ft. long, 6-9 hnes wide, less

leathery and paler than in D caerulea and at first slightly

glaucous panicle deltoid, the branches more com-
pound than in D revoluta, outer segms. of the perianth
with 5 distant veins, inner ones densely 3-veined in the
middle third, anthers 1 lines long. Eastern temperate
parts of Austral. B.R. 751. L.B.C. 12:1136 (both as
D. strumdsa).
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revolftta, R. Br. Height 2-3 ft.: lvs. m a rosette,

1-

1H ft. long, 3-4 lines wide, dark green, purplish at
the base and margin, not spiny at the margin: panicle
branches short, ascending, fls. later than D. caerulea;

veins of the penanth-segms. crowded into a central
space. W. and E. Austral, in temperate parts. Tas-
mania. B.R. 734 (as D. longifolia); 1120.

aa. Lvs. more or less scattered on sts. that often branch
at base.

csr&lea, Sims. Sub-shrubby, with a short st. in age,
branching: lvs. about 0, clustered at the ends of
branches, 9-12 in long, 0-9 lines wide, dark green,
rough on the back and margin outer perianth-segms.
with 5 distant veins, inner ones with 3 closer veins.
E Temp Austral B M. 005.

nemordsa, Lam. (f. ensifblw, Red ) Caulescent 3-6
ft high, the lvs. never m a rosette, numerous, hard,
linear, 1-2 ft. long, 9-12 lines wide, lighter-colored on
the keel and margin, fls blue or greenish white Trop.
Asia, China, Austral., Hawaiian Isis B M 1404.

Wilhelm Miller.
L. II Bf

DIANTH^RA (<double anther referring to the sepa-
rated anther-cells) Acanthdcne Water- Willow.
Herbs, mostly of greenhouses and warmhouses, and
sometimes of open planting in mild climates.

Glabrous or pilose ix*rennial herbs or sometimes
somewhat woody, mostly of wet places, with opposite,

mostly entire lvs . fls mostly purplish or whit ish, irregu-

lar, usually in axillary spikes, heads or fascicles, or the
clusters combined in a terminal thyrse; corolla slen-

der-tubed, 2-lipped, the upper lip erect and more or less

concave or arched and entire or 2-toothed, the lower
lip 3-lobed or 3-erenate and spreading, and with a
alate-like structure, anther-cells separated on a
roadened connective, not parallel with each other fr.

an oblong or ovoid 2-celled caps
,
the seeds 4 or less:

floral bract lets small or minute —Probably more than
100 species, mostly in warm and tropical countries

Lindau in Engler <fc Prantl unites it with Justicia

as a subgenus, and the number of species is estimated
as more Ilian 70 in Trop Amer The diantheras are
little known in cult 1) Pohliana is to be found m
Jacobima The treatment given Jacobima and Justicia

applies to these 1 plants.

americtlna, Linn St angled, 1-3 ft * lvs narrow-
lanceolate, 3-4 in long, nearly sessile: fls several m a
close cluster with a peduncle mostly exceeding the lvs

,

pale violet or whitish, the corolla mostly less than
^2in long, the tube shorter than the lips. In water,
Quebec to Wis

,
Ga and Texas.—Sometimes trans-

ferred to garden bogs and streams.

sectinda, Griseb (Justicia secunda, Vahl) Nearly
glabrous, constricted at the nodes: lvs ovate or ovate-
lanceolate, acuminate: fls crimson, short-pedicellate,
in a usually 1-sided panicle; lower lip 3-crenate W.
Indies B M . 2060.

pectorillis, Gmel {Justicia pectoralis, Jacq ). Garden
Balsam St slender, often woody, 1-3 ft * lvs lanceo-
late-acuminate or nearly oblong, to 4 in long 1

fls. rosy
or pale blue, with a parti-colored throat, rather dis-

tant m elongated branched mostly 1 -sided spikes. W.
Indies, Mex

,
Brazil.

D buU&ta, N E Br St terete, purplish lvs. elliptic, to 4 J $ in.

long, short-stnikerl, cordate at base, bullate or puckered between
the veins, dark green alwve and purple-veined beneath fls white-
ish, small, clustered Borneo I II 33 589—A handsome foliage
subject, with the appearance of a rubiaceous plant —D cihdta.
Bent h & Hook (Jacobima ciliata, Seem ) St obscurely 4-angled, 2
ft lvs ovate-lanceolate, 2-3 in long, short-stalked fls violet with
white palate, sessile, many in a snort-peduncled fascicle, calyx
ciliate, corolla-tube *4in long, cylindrical, upper lip very small,

2-

lobed, concave ana recurved, lower lip very large and showy
(ljim across ), flat, with 3 large lobes. Costa Rica Panama(?)
B M 5888 (as Beloperone ciliata, Hook, f ).— Described as an
annual Perhaps not of this genus. L II B

DIANTHUS (Greek for Jove’s flower). Caryophylld-
cex. Pink. Small herbs, many of them prized for

their rich and showy flowers in the open garden, and
one is the carnation. Some of them are deliciously

fragrant.

Mostly perennials forming tufts and with grass-

like lvs
,
and jointed sts with terminal fls and opposite

lvs. From kindred genera Dianthus is distinguished
by the sepal-hkc bracts at the base of a cylindrical

calyx (Figs. 802, 803), petals without a crown; styles

2: caps, opening by 4 valves Mostly temperate-
region plants, of S Eu and N. Afr

,
but occurring

elsewhere, one of them (a form of D aljnnus ) being
native m N. Amer

,
about 250 species are recognized

The fls are usually pink or red, but m garden forms
white and purple are frequent colors Most of the cult,

species are hardy in the N and are easy of cult. The
perennial species are excellent border plants The chief

care required in their cult is to see that the grass does
not run them out. Best results m flowering are secured
usually from 2-year-old seedling plants The genus
abounds in attractive species, and other names than
those in this article may be expected to appear m the
catalogues Numbers of species are likely to be grown
by rock-garden specialists Pinks are among the old-

lashioned flowers, particularly D plumanus, which was
formerly common m edgings and in circle-beds The
sweet williams are always popular. All the species

described in this article are perennial, but there are a
few annuals m the genus but apparently not in cult.

Two weedy annual species, D. prolifer
,
Linn , and D.

Armeria, Linn
,
are naturalized m the eastern states,

and two or three others have run wild more or less.

See E T Cook, “Carnations, Picotees, and the Wild
and Garden Pinks,” London, 1905 See p 3568

Dianthuses like a warm soil, and one that will not
become too wet at any time, especially in winter, when
the perennial kinds are grown, as they are often killed

not so much from cold as from too much iCe around them.
Snow is the best possible protection, but ice is the
reverse —All dianthuses are readily propagated from
seeds sown in rich soil (usually beginning to bloom the

second >ear), but tlx 1 double kinds are reproduced
from cuttings alone to be sure to have thbm true, and in

the fall months cuttings are easily rooted if taken with
a “heel” or a part of the old stem adhering to the base
of the shoot, so that to make cuttings it is best to strip

them off rather than to make them with a knife It

will be found, also, that cuttings made from plants

growing in the open ground do not root readily but
seem to dry up in the cutting-bench, if the plants to be
increased arc carefully lifted and potted, placed in a
temperature of say 50° until young growth shows signs

of starting, every cutting taken off at this stage will

root easily The transition from outdoors to the propa-
gating-house should not be too abrupt Another method
of piopagation is by layering, and with the garden pinks,

or forms of D plumanus
,

it is the easiest and surest.

After hot weather is past, stir the soil round the parent
plant, take the branches that have a portion of bare
stem, make an incision half way through and along the
stem for an inch, and peg this down m the soil without
breaking off the shoot (Fig 809) Roots will be formed
and good strong plants be the result before winter.

The layering method is specially suitable to such
species as D plumarius

,
D Caryonhyllus and double

foi ms of others, such as sweet william —Among the
species are various pretty little alpine tufted sorts as

D negketus, D. glacinhs and D. alpmus, all of which
are of dwarf close habit, not exceeding 3 inches high
and having very large single flowers of brightest colors.

These are suited only for rock-gardenmg, as on level

ground they often become smothered with weeds or
swaunped with soil after a heavy rainstorm, and to

these two causes are attributable the failures to culti-

vate them. (E. O. Orpet.)
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INDEX.

alpmus, 21 diadematus, 25. onentalis, 14.

arenanus, 10. fimbnatus, 14. Pancicu, 2
super, 25 Freynn, 24 petrous, 13
atrococcxneua, 5. fngidua, 17. plumanus, 9.

atrorubena, 4 gigantcus, 6. punctatua, 19.
attenuatus, 18 glaciahs, 24. repens, 21
barbatus, 3 glaums, 10 ruthentcus, 25.
C8B81US, 16. grandiflorus, 2 scoticua, 9.

oalhzonus, 23. Heddewign, 25 freguen, 25
capitatus, 7 hybndus, 25 semperflorens, 9, 25.
carthusianorum, 4. xbencus, 25 Sinensis, 25
Caryophyllus, 19. impcnahs, 25. squarrosus, 12.

mucaaxcua, 25 lacimatus, 25 stellans, 25
chinenma, 25 latifohus, 26 stenopetalua, 2
cincinnatUB, 25 Lauchcanus, 3. superbus, 15.

cmnabarinus, 1. longicauhs, 19. sylvcstns, 17.

tollxnua, 25 macrosepalua, 25 versicolor, 22.
cruentus, 5 monspessulanus, 11. vxrgmeus, 17.

deltoides, 20. montanua, 25 viscidus, 8.

dentoaua, 25. neglcctus, 24.

A. Fls. mostly in cymes or in heads, often densely aggre-

gated, the duster often subtended by involucre-

like lvs

the oldest garden fls. It is sure to be found in the old-
fashioned gardens. The cult, forms run into many
colors Sometimes found along roadsides as an escape.
There are double-fld forms R H 1894, p 277 Some
of the modern improved large-fld. forms are very
showy, and produce their bloom over a long season.
D. Laucheinus, Bolle, is a hybrid of D. barbatus and
D. deltoides. Gt 53 1528.

4. carthusiandrum, Linn. (D atrdrubens, Willd ).

Hardy, glabrous, scarcely glaucous, 12-20 in high, the
8t. angled* lvs linear and pointed, without prominent
nerves when fresh, fls. in a dense, 0-20-fld head (some-
times the clusters very few-fld ), in shades of red, odor-
less, the petals sharply but not deeply toothed, the
cluster subtended by very nari ow or even awl-like lvs

;

calyx-bracts 4, coriaceous, yellowish or straw-colored.
Denmark to Portugal and Egypt B M 1775, 2039 -
Widely variable. Little planted in Amencan gardens.

cc Plant glabrous and glaucous

b. Petals not bearing hairs or barbs: bracts dry.
\tose

1. cinnabarlnus. Sprun. A foot high, woody at base, {^s
many-stemmed, the sts simple ana 4-angled, bloom- 7-nerv
mg in Aug and Sept.: lvs linear, sharp-pointed and g8
rigid, 7-nerved. fls few m heads, petals fiery red above, dense
paler beneath, glandular, stamens mcluded. Greece.— July.
Handsome little species; useful for hardy border or

rockery 2-3 ft
2 P&ncicii, Velen. (D. stenopttalus var. Pdncicii, Spreacj

Williams) Cespitose, glabrous, 2-3 ft., the sts. slen- ^he .

der and 4-angled : lvs. ^ ^ v Qn>
hnear-acuminate, soft,

3-

nerved, m a dense
grass-like basal tuft: 7. c
fls. 5-15 in a paniculate in

,
sir

cyme or head; calyx ing, 7-

green; petals rose or head,
crimson Balkan re-

gion. Var grandifldrus, T
Hort., has very stout u *7' K 8 v

sts
,
large clusters, and f a / and st

large purple - carmine 1 8°^’ P

bb Petals with hairs or ^
barbs on the lower mWvhf
part of the blade. W/ 1

J

Jpti

c. Plant glabrous but W
j

1

usually not glaucous S II

f

3. barbfttus, Linn ^ ill /
Sweet William. Fig /
1251 Readily grown

. //
from seed and flower- s'fl‘ If- _
ing well the second ' r r 'W

| ¥ !/
year: glabrous, the sts. \ //

4-

angled, 10-20 in high, \
|]

//

simple or branched \ f / >
only above : lvs broad \

J

and flat or condupli-

cate, 5 -nerved, fls

several to many in a fin

round -topped dense f fj¥
cyme, the petals /if

toothed and bearded, a

red, rose, purple or a

white and also van- M .—

»

colored in garden -
forms, the bracts sub-
tending the calyx 4 and /
long - pointed Russia j
to China and south to {/ (J *

the Pyrenees. G. 1*372. (i if
Gn. M. 2:217; 14:55. \

If

F. E 23:219 —The 1251 . Sweet William—Dianthus barbatus.
sw« t william is one of ( X H)

5. cruentus, Griseb (D atrocorchieus
,
Hort ) Ccs-

{

litose, glaucous, glabrous st 1-2 ft
,
terete, forking:

vs linear or lance-linear, sharp acuminate, spreading,
7-nerved, the cauline lmear-appressed and 5-nerved:
fls. deep blood-red, small, about 20 in a subgloboso
dense head, odorless, petals red-lnury towards the base
July. Greece and N.

6. gigantSus, Urv. Cespitose, glabrous, glaucous,
2-3 ft or more, simple* lvs long-linear, 7-neived, plane,
spreading and acuminate, fls 10-12 in a head, led,

the petal-blade obovate-cuneate. Balkan region.
Gn. 66, p. 122.

ccc. Plant woolly
,
glaucous.

7. capit&tus, Balb Plant glaucous, woolly, 12-16
^ in

,
simple, st 4-angled lvs linear, acute, plane, spread-

f
ing, 7-nerved, those on the st 5-nerved fls 6-8 in a
head, the petals purple-spotted Siberia to Servia

\ cccc Plant mscul-pubescent.

8 viscidus, Bory & Chaub. Cespitose, pubescent
and sticky, about 12 m

,
simple* lvs linear, acuminate,

soft, plane, 1-3-nerved fls 3-6 in a fascicle, the petals
purple-spotted, the blade obovate-cuneate
and few-toothed Bulgaria, Greece, Turkey.
—Runs into several marked forms.

aa. Fls. solitai y, or loosely in 2’s or 8*s.

B. Calyx-bracts short and broad, mostly
oppressed.

C. Petals fimbriate.

d. Teeth of calyx mucronate

9. plumirius, Linn (D sc6ticus, Hort ).

Common Grass or Garden Pink Scotch
Pink Pheasant’s-Eye Pink Low, tufty,

1 ft sts simple or forked, plant blooming in

spring and early summer, very fragrant * lvs

elongate-linear, keeled, spreading or recurved,
thickish, 1-nerved, blue-glaucous : fls medium
size, rose-colored (varying in cult to purple,

white and variegated), the blade of the petal

fringed a fourth or fifth of its depth; calyx
cylindrical, with short broad -topped mucro-
nate bracts Austria to Siberia Gn. 66, p.
260. FE 23:401 — A universal favorite.

Hardy. Much used m old-fashioned gardens
as edging for beds. There are double-fld.

forms. A more continuous-blooming form is
J catalogued as var. semperfldrens.

10. arenirius, Linn. Cespitose, glabrous,

1 ft. or less, the sts. simple or forked, slen-

der, 1-3-fld.: lvs. elongate-linear, keeled,

obtuse, fascicled, spreading : fls. white, fra-

grant; petals much cut beyond the middle;
calyx purplish, the teeth ovate-lanceolate.
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Dalmatia to Finland. G 26 '433.—Var glatlcus, Blocki,

connects this species with No 9

dd. Teeth of calyx acuminate or attenuate

11. monspessuldnus, Lmn Sts. terete, glabrous,

branching, 12-20 in.: lvs. linear, acuminate, plane,

spreading but strict, 5-

I
nerved As solitary or 2 or

3 together, showy, odorless,

petals rose, rarely white,

cut or fimbriate, calyx at-

tenuated at top, the teeth

7-nerved. Spam to Cau-
casus.

12 squarr6sus, Bieb.

Cespitose. sts terete, slender

and squarrosely few-fld
,

gla-

brous, more or less branching,

1J4-2 ft. * lvs linear, acute, cana-

liculate, recurved * fls rose; petals

oblong, pinnately many-parted
Russia, Siberia

13 petnfeus, Waldst & Kit.

Cespitose, glabrous, the sts slen-

der and simple, 1 ft or loss lvs

linear-lanceolate, acute, keeled,

spreading, 3-nerved fls white,
fragrant; petal -limb obovate,
fimbriate but not bearded. Bul-
garia, Austria B M 1204

14. fimbri&tus, Bieb Suffruti-

cose, glabrous, the sts simple, 1

ft lvs linear, acute, appressed,

3-nerved, plane or keeled fls.

variable, rose-colored, much fim-

briate, bearded Var orient&lis,

Williams (D onentdlis
,
Donn),

has fls w ith lmear-cuneate petals,

s t r o n g ly imbricate obovate
straw-colored bracts. B M 1069
—A very variable species, rang-
ing from Portugal to Thibet.

15 superbus, Linn Fig 1252.

Glabrous, light green* sts 10-20
in

,
dichotomous and branched

at top, terete and slender lvs.

lance-linear, acute, 3-5-nerved, rather soft, plane fls

very fragrant, m a lax forking panicle; petals lilac, dis-

sected below the middle Norway to Japan and Spain.
Variable B M 297 —A handsome species

,
garden

forms are sometimes offered.

1252 Dianthus

superbua. (Xh)

cc. Petals only dentate (except perhaps in some garden

forms

)

16. c&sius, Smith Cheddar Pink Cespitose,
glabrous, glaucous sts 12 in or less, simple, or forked
above, 4-angled, 1-2-fld : lvs. lance-linear, plane,

3-nerved, the cauline acute and keeled' fls snowy,
fragrant, the petal-limb rose-colored, obovate-cuneate
and irregularly toothed. Eu G C. III. 44 214. Gn.
64, p. 236.—Runs into several forms

17. sylvlstris, Wulf {D virgineus, Hort ) Cespitose,

slender, 1 ft high, the st simple or somewhat branched,
angular-compressed and bearing 1-3 odorless fls • lvs

tufted, linear and sharp-pointed, scabrous on the
margins, fls rather small, red, the petals obovate-
cuneate and shallow-toothed. Spain to Greece and
Austria —Very variable Pretty perennial border plant

Var frfgidus, Williams (D frlgidus, Kit ) is a dwarf
Hungarian form.

18 attenu&tus, Smith. Cespitose, glaucous, woody
at base, the sts. diffuse and tortuose, 20 in . lvs. linear,

acute, plane, 3-nerved: fls. small, solitary or twin but
disposer in a lax panicle, odorless, rose-colored; petal-

limb oblong Eu

19 Caryoph^llus, Lmn. Carnation. Clove Pink
Picotee Grenadine Figs. 801-818. Plate XXII.
Cespitose, glabrous, 1-3 ft

,
the sts hard or almost

woody below, the nodes or joints conspicuous: lvs.

thick, long-linear, very glaucous, keeled, 5-nerved,
8tiffish at the ends. fls. mostly solitary, showy, very
fragrant, rose, purple or white; calyx-bracts 4, very
broad, abruptly pointed B M 39 (Bizarre Carnation);
1622 (var imbricatus)

,
2744 (Pieotees).—Generally sup-

posed to be native to the Medit. region, but Williams
gives its geographical limits as ‘‘north and west Nor-
mandy” and “south and east Punjaub” (northwestern
Hindoostan) In Eu it is largely grown as an outdoor
pink, but in this country it is chiefly known as the
greenhouse carnation The American forcing type
(which may be called var. longicahlis) is distinguished
by very long stems and a continuous blooming habit;
it is here the carnation of commerce Garden varieties

of D CaryophyUus are numb< rless, and they often pass
under Latinized names (D punctatus

, Hort ,
is one of

these names). See Carnation The carnation has
been long in cult. The bloom is now very variable
in size, form and color, originally probably pale lilac.

Fragrant.

bb. Calyx-bracts half the length of the calyx
,

mostly
narrow-pointed, more or less spreading at the tips:

hs. short and spreading, the radical ones obtuse

or nearly so

20 deltoldes, Linn. Maiden Pink. Fig 1253. Densely
tufted, 6-10 in

,
blooming m spring and early summer,

creeping* sts ascending, forking, with solitary fls.

on the branchlets st -lvs. an inch long, linear-lanceo-

late, sharp-pointed: fls small (A-%\n across), the

petals toothed, deep red with a crimson eye, the petals

bearing an inverted V-shaped pocket at their base
(whence the name deltoides), fragrant Scotland to

Norway and Japan Gn 66, p 224 GM 55*28 G.W.
14, p 181.—One of the prettiest border pinks, making
neat mats of foliage and bearing profusely of the little

bright fls There is a white-fld variety

21 alpinus, Lmn. More or less cespitose, verv dwarf,

the 1-fld slender sts. rarely reaching more than 3-4

m high, more or less prostrate foliage dark shining

green, tne lvs. linear or lance-hnear, those on the st.

keeled and strict* fl 1 in or more across, odorless, deep
rose or purplish and crimson spotted, a darker ring

around tne eye. Russia to Greece and Swiss Alps. B M
1205. Gn. 26:184, 47, p 292; 45, p 53 Gt 4.110
G.W. 8, p 14 —One of the choicest of alpine and rock-

work plants Var. rdpens, Regel (D repens, Willd ),

of Siberia and Alaska, has a single root and procumbent
sts branched from near base: fls purple; calyx some-
what inflated, lAm. long Apparently not cult. This
is kept as a distinct species by some

22 versfcolor, Fisch. Glabrous, the sts 10-12 in
,

terete, pamculately branched, lvs narrow-linear,

plane, those on the st becoming scale-like fls loosely

paniculate, the petal-limb obovate-cuneate, red-spotted

above and greenish

yellow beneath;
calyx-teeth lanceo-

late, acute Altai

Mts
,
Siberia

23 callizdnus,
Schott & Kotschy
Smooth and glau-

cous, the sts. terete,

1-fld, 12-16 in lvs

canaliculate, 3-5-

nerved. the radical

linear-lanceolat e

and acute, the cau-
line lance-linear and
acuminate petal-
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limb obovate-cuneate, purple-spotted above, and with
a zone at the center, rose-colored beneath; calyx pur-
ple, the teeth lanceolate-acuminate. S. E. Eu. Gn. 64,

p. 298; 66, p. 54; 70, p 275.

hub. Calyx-bracts leafy and spreading.

24 glaci&lis, Haenke Three to 4 m. high, the 4-

angled sts tufted and 1-2-fld : lvs. green, linear-lanceo-

late, pointed, those on the st. linear-acute and strict

or recurved, 3-nerved • fls. small and odorless, red-
purple, the petals toothed, yellowish beneath, con-
tiguous, bracts 2-4. Mts of S. Eu. G.C. II 21.809.

—

A pretty species, but diffi-

cult to establish Grown
among alpine plants Var.
Frfcynii, Williams ( D .

Frhjnn, Vandas) Lvs.
rather soft, keeled, the
lateral nerves obscure sts.

usually 1-fld calyx-teeth
ciliate Var neglectus, Wil-
liams (I) neglectus, Loisel).

Lvs. plane, ffs. rarely twin;
bracts 4 petals separate.

G C. Ill 49 415. Gn . 76,

p 339 Gn W 20:711.

25 chinensis, Linn. (JO»
' a

sinensis, Hort.).
Fig 1254 Cespi-
tose, glabrous, more
or less creeping at
base . st. forking,

angled and more or
less grooved, pubes-
cent • lvs. broad
and nearly flat or
slightly trough-
shaped, 3-5-nerved:
fls large, solitary or more
or less clustered, pink or
lilac; the petals (at least in

the wild) barbed or hairy
toward the base; calyx-
bracts 4, in some cult, vars,

short China and Japan;
but recent authorities con-
sider a European pink to be
but a form of it, and thereby
extend its range west to
Portugal B M 25. The
Amoor pink (D dentdsus

,

Fisch.) is a form known an
var. macrosepalus, Franch.:
it is a hardy border plant.

1 ft. high, with bright rea
fls and a spot at base of each
petal Var ftsper, Koch (D.
SSguien, Auth ) has fls. in
panicles, and the bracts
squarrose - spreading : the
European form of the
species D. semperfldrens,
Hort., is a hardy perennial form, 12-18 in., with
silvery foliage and deep pmk, red-eyed, fragrant fls.

D. chinensis has given rise to a beautiful and variable
race of garden pinks, var. H5ddewigii, Kegel (Z).

Htddewigii, Hort.). These are extensively grown from
seeds, and are practically annuals, although plants
may survive the winter and give a feeble bloom in the
spring m mild climates. The fls are scarcely odorous.
They are single and double, of many vivid colors; and
many of the garden forms have bizarre^ markings. Gt.
7:328. G. 2:537. In some forms, var lacmi&tus.
Regel (D. lacinidtus

,
Hort.), the petals are slashed and

cut. G 2:538. G.Z. 6:1 D. imperi&lis, Hort., is a
name applied to a strain with strong habit and rather

tall growth, mostly double. D diadem&tus, Hort.,

is another garden strain. G. 2:538. D. cincinn&tus,

Lem., is a red form with shredded petals I. II. 11 ’388

D. htfbridus, Hort
,

is another set This name (

D

.

hybridus) is also applied to a dentosus-kke form, which
some regard as a hybrid of D. dentosus and some other
species. A recent race of the garden pinks, with narrow
petals and a star-like effect, is var. stell&ris,

(D stellans, Hort ). For portraits of garden pinks, see

BM 5536 FS 11 1150,12 1288-9; 13.1380-1 Gn.
49 82 —The garden pinks are of easy cult. Seeds may
be sown in the open where the plants are to stand, but
better results arc obtained, at least in the N., if plants

are started in the house. Plants bloom after the first

fall frosts They grow 10-16 in high, and should be
planted 6-8 in apart. They are very valuable for

borders and flower-gardens. Species - names now
referred to D chinensis arc D caucasicus

,
Sims, I).

ibencus, Willd
,

I), rulhenicus, Roem
,
D montanus,

Biob
,
D. collmus, Waldst & Kit

,
representing the

European extension of the species

26. latifdlius, Hort Plant 6-12 in high, of doubtful
origin, but m habit intermediate between
IJ chinensis and D barbatus Fls largo,

double, m close clusters or even heads,

in good colors, lvs oblong-lanceolate —
A good border plant, perhaps a hybrid.

D arbdreua, Linn 3-4 ft , glabrous and glau-
cous, with a woody trunk, linear-acute canalicu-
late 3-nervcd lvs, and showy rose-tolorod
fragrant fls in a dense corymb S E Eu (J C
III 43 52 This aperies is one .of the sub-shrubby
group of Dmnthus, comprising also D fiuticosus,

Linn (of the Grecian Archipelago), D Bisig-
nani, Tenore (of Tunis and Naples', and othr «

' w-, >
the last ~

. v Vv“ callironus and D
ft

1254. Dianthtts chinensis. (XH)

D call-alpi nus, Hort Hybrid of D
. and I) dipinus G M 47, p 40S —

D diutmus, Kit Allied to D barbutus glabrous
sts. simple

,
12-18 in , 4-angled fls pale r<d, b 8

together in a head, the petals barbed Hungary,
Servia Rockery —D frilgrov*, Bicb Cespitosf,
glabrous ats 10-16 in, simple, or hramhed
above lvs elongated-linear, acuminate, 1-5-

nerved fls fragrant, the limb white suffused
with rose, petals 1m ardlc ss C'uucaaia, \lgena —
D (/ractliK, Sibth More or h ss woody at base,
glabrous and glaucous, the sts 14-18 in and
simple and slender lvs linrar-arute, strict, 3-

nerved fls rose, paler beneath, 2- 3 in a cluster
Balkans —D granUtcui, Jord Sts simple, scab-
rous below ami glabrous above, slender, 4-angled,
C> in lvs linear-acute, 3-mrved fls solitary or
in pairs, purple France Rockery—D japont-
cws, Thunb Glabrous perennial, with simple sts

20 in lvs ovate-lanceolate, acute, canaliculate,
twisted at base fls 6-8 in a head, red Japan,
Manehuna—D mirrolepw, Boiss \ery dwarf,
cespitose, glabrous lvs scale-like fls rose-colored
(varying to white) Balkans A marked httlo

•lpine L. H. B.

DIAPENSIA (ancient name of obscure
application) Diapenswcex Two alpine-

arctic species, one nearly circumpolar
and one Himalayan, the former at least

sometimes transferred to alpine gardens
and rockeries Diapensias are very
small compact tufted evergreen more
or less wooay perennials, with small entire

coriaceous crowded lvs * corolla 5-lobcd, bell-shaped;
calyx inclosing the caps.: stamens 5, affixed in the
corolla, the filaments broad; ovary 3-celled

;
fls solitary

on peduncles that project above the dense lf.-rosettes

(or the peduncle projected, at least in fr ), white or rose-

purple. D. lappdnica, Linn., on mountain summits m
New England and N. Y., and distributed northward to
the arctic, forms dense cushion-like tufts, 1 or 2 in.

high, with white fls on peduncles that become 1 or 2
in. long; a very interesting alpine, but seldom grown.
B M. 1108. D. himal&ica, Hook. f. & Thom Densely
tufted: lvs. somewhat acute, very short: fls. white or
rose-red, subsessile, the corolla-tube twice the length of

the calyx Sikkim, 10,000-14,000 ft L j{. B.
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DlASCIA (to adorn
,
Greek, having regard to the

attractive flowers). Scrophulandcex Low and slen-

der herbs, mostly annual, one of which is recently
grown in flower-gardens.

Leaves usually opposite: fls.

mostly violet or rose-color m gen-
eral effect, m racemes or fascicles

at the end of the st. or branches,
calyx 5-parted or -lobed; corollar

tube very short or none; limb 2-

lipped, the upper lip 2-lobed and
lower 3-lobed, all the lobes being 1

broad and flat, 2 of the fauces be-
ing projected into spurs; stamens
4, didynamous; style filiform: fr.

a globose or elongated dehiscent
many-seeded caps —Probably 25
or more species in S Afr.

Bfirberae, Hook, f Fig. 1255.
Annual • st erect, 1 £ ft

,
square,

green and glabrous lvs. ovate,
blunt, obtusely serrate, petioled

or the upper ones sessile: fls. sev-

eral to many in an erect terminal
raceme, on slender glandular pedi-

cels
,
calyx deeply 5-lobed

;
corolla

%m across, rose-pink with yellow
green-dotted spot in throat, the 2
upper lobes
small and nearly
orbicular, the
lateral twice
larger, and the
lower one much
larger and ob-
scurely4-angled

,

the spurs cvlin-

dne and about
as long as lower
lobe, filaments

glandular B M
p 039.—A very attractive little

plant, of simple cultural require-

ments, blooming freely in summer.
It also makes a good pot-plant for

indoor use Half-hardy annual.
Pink and orange shades are 125S - J51®801® Barber®

advertised. L H . B.
x ‘

s)

5933 Gt. 50,

racemes, very irregular, with 4 petals cohering into a
heart-shaped or 2-spurred apparently gamopetalous
corolla (the 2 outer petals oblong with spreading tips

and spuired or saccate at base, the inner 2 narrow’ and
clawed and crested or winged and more or less united
over the stigma); sepals 2, very small, scale-like,

stamens 6, m sets of 3; pistil 1-celled, with a 2-4-

crested and sometimes 2-4-horned stigma, ripening
into an oblong or linear 2-valved caps bearing crested
seeds; pedicels 2-bracted —About 15 species, m N
Amer

, W. Asia and the Himalayas The names
Bikukulla (or Bicuculla) and Capnorchis are older than
Dicentra, but are rejected by the “noimna conser-
vanda” list of the Vienna code
The squirrel-corn and dutchman’s breeches are two

of the daintiest native springtime flowers, and the
bleeding-heart is one of the choicest memories of old-
fashioned gardens it, is also tb" most widely cultivated
of all the plants of this delightful order Though long
known to herbaria, plants of bleeding-heart were not
intioduced to western cultivation from Japan until

the late forties of last century. Robert Fortune saw it

on the Island of Chusan, where he also got Ihervilla

rosea and the “Chusan daisy,” the parent of pompon
chrysanthemums. The fiist live plants seen m England
flowered in May, 1847 It rapidly spread into every
garden ui the land, and is now rich in home associa-

tions It is an altogether lovely plant. The species

of Dicentra may be classed as caulescent and aeaules-

ccnt The stemless kinds send up their short scapes
directly from the ground, as D Cucullaria, D canaden-
sis, D.formosa,

D eximui. The species with leaf-bear-

ing stems are such as D chrysantha and D spcclabilis.

In the species here described the flowers are nodding
except in D. chrysantha

Dicentras are easily cultivated m borders and wild
gardens. Two or three kinds can be readily secured
from the woods in the East Effort should.be made
to reproduce the natural conditions, especially the de-
gree of shade. They like a rich light soil Propagation
is by dividing crowns or roots The forcing of bleed-
ing-hearts, though pactically unknown in America,
is said to be commoner in England than outdoor cul-

ture The forcing must be very gentle and the plants
kept as near the glass as possible It is best to have
fresh plants each year, and return the forced ones to

the border None of the species is muen cultivated
with the exception of the bleeding-heart (D speclabilis).

DIASTEMA (fivo stamens). Gemeridce<c Dwaif
warmhouse plants of Trop Amer (about 20 species),

allied to Dicyrta, Aehimenes and Isoloma, and requir-
ing similar treatment; differs from former two in Hav-
ing 5 distinct glandular parts to the disk rather than
annular, and from Isoloma in the narrower parts of the
disk, plants weak, fls pale, white or pur-
plish, and in the short or nearly globular
anther-cells, and other features summer-
flowering. D. ochroleftcum, Hook

,
has yel-

lowish white fls
;
corolla somewhat swollen

at base: lvs ovate, acute, hairy, coarsely

serrate, on hairy purplish erect sts. 1-2 ft.

high Colombia B M. 4254 D. pfetum is

offered abroad, but its identity is in doubt;
see Isoloma . p, II b

DICfiNTRA (Greek. dis, kentron
,
two-spurred, but

originally misprinted Diclylra
,
and then supposed to be

Dielytra) Fumandceae, by some this family is combined
with Papaverdcese Charming hardy perennial plants
with much-cut foliage, and clustered attractive flowers

of interesting structure

Herbs of various habit, erect, diffuse or climbing,

often stemless, with rhizome horizontal and branching
or more or less bulbous, lvs ternately compound or

dissected* fls rose-red, yellow or white in attractive

a FIs rose-purple.

b Racemes simple.

spectfibilis, Lem
(Diel ytra specldbilis,

Don) Bleeding-
Heart Fig. 1256
Height 1-2 ft., lvs

and lfts broadest of

the group, the ulti-

mate segms. obovate
or cuncate. fls large,

deep rosy red; corolla

heart - shaped
,

inner
petals white, protrud-
ing. Japan F S 3
258 Gn 40:198,60,

p 375; 70, p 192
( Jn.W. 23 . suppl July
14 G.2'375; 26:142,
27:112. GM. 49:718,
51*160 GW. 5, p

388. H.F. 2:96. BM 4458 RH 1847:
461. Var lUba, Hort., the white-fid. form,

has a weaker growth The bleeding-heart
is one of the best of flowering perennials.

The bloom m spring and also the foliage

ire attractive If given room and moisture,

1256.

Dicentra spectabilis —
Bleeding-heart. (XH)
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the plant will continue to be attractive as a foliage

mass till late summer.

bb. Racemes compound.

eximia, Torr. Stemlcss, glabrous and somewhat
glaucous, 1-2 ft., from a scaly rootstock: ultimate lf.-

segms broadly oblong or

ovate, the lvs. being ter-

nately parted: scape about
equaling the lvs

;
fls rose or

pink, heart-shaped, taper-

ing to a neck, inner petals

?
rotruded. Rocks of W. N.

and mountains
to Ga. Var. multi-
pinn&ta, Hort

,
has

lvs. more finely cut,

making a very
handsome foliage
plant.

formdsa, Walp. Fig. 1257.

Stemless, with a fleshy and
spreading rootstock: lvs.

very long -stalked, biter-

nately compound, the
segms. cleft or pmnatifid.:

scapes about 2 ft., some-
what exceeding the lvs.,

naked; fls. in a terminal

cluster of short and bracted
racemes, rose-purple, the

corolla ovate-cordate, the
petals all united to above
the middle, the inner petals

scarcely protruding. Cent.
Calif, to Brit. Col A.F.
21:459. Mn. 8 17 B M.
1335 (as Fumana formosa).

aa. Fls. chiefly white.

canadensis, Walp (Dielytra canadensis
,

Pon).
Squirrel-Corn, from the scattered little tubers
resembling grains of maize Fig. 1258. Stemless,

fragile: lvs finely cut, glaucous, the segms. lmear and
abruptly pointed: raceme simple, few-fld

;
fls white,

tipped with rose; corolla merely heart-shaped, the

spurs being short and rounded, crest of the inner petals

conspicuous, projecting. Nova Scotia to Mich
,

to

N. C and Mo and Neb
,
but chiefly northward in the

vegetable mold of rich woods. B M. 3031.

CuculRria, Bernh. (Dielytra Cuculldna
,

Don).
Dutchman’s-Brkeches. Fig. 1259. Easily
told from D. canadensis Dy its loose,

granular cluster of tubers, forming a
bulb-like body: lvs finely cut, little or

not at all glaucous 1 racemes simple, few-
fld.; fls. white, tipped creamy yellow;

corolla not heart-shaped, the spurs longer
and divergent; crest of the inner petals

minute Nova Scotia to Ga and Mo., and
also along the Columbia River (the west-
ern form differing m having shorter and
rounded spurs). I.H. 6 215. Mn. 6:41.
A.G. 13:516. B.M. 1127 (as Fumana
CucuUana).

aaa. Fls. yellow .

chrysAntha, Walp. Golden Eardrops. Pale and
glaucous, with leafy sts. 2-3 ft. high. lvs. bipin-

nate, 1 ft or more long, segms. narrow: infl thyr-
eoid paniculate; fls. numerous, as many as 50 in a
thryse, erect, golden yellow; corolla Unear-oblong;
outer petals hardly larger tnan the inner,' the tips

soon recurving to below the middle, all distinct Dry
hills of the inner Coast range Calif. B.M. 7954. F.S.

8:820 (as Capnorchis chrysantha) —Rare in cult.

D torulisa, Hook. f. & Thoms., of the Himalayan region, has
been intro abroad. It is an annual climber, 10-10 ft. lvs. attrac-

tively cut* fls 6-8 together, yellow: fr. red. L H B f

DICHORISANDRA (compounded of Greek words
referring to the division of the stamens into two
series). Commehndcese. Tropical perennial herbs,

with handsome foliage, often beautifully variegated,

and rich blue flowers borne in thyrse-hke panicles.

Stems simple or branched, erect or partially scandent,

the lvs. sheathing at the nodes, lvs. entire, sessile or

petiolate, mostly long sepals 3, distinct, ovate or oblong,

green or colored, not equal; petals 3, distinct, wider
than the sepals; stamens 6 or 5; ovary
sessile, 3-celled: fr an ovate-3-angled 3-

valved caps, few -seeded.— About 30
species in tne American tropics.

The dichonsandras are usually handled
as warmhouse subjects, although some of

them may be plunged in the open ground
south of Philadelphia D. thyrsxflora is a

satisfactory plant of unusual and interesting appear-
ance, which requires little attention when once well

established, and may be relied upon to flower regularly

year after year. It needs careful repotting every year
at first until a good-sized pot (say 8-mch) is well filled

with roots. It then throws up a strong shoot each
ear about 5 or 6 feet high, unbranched, and with per-

aps 8 or 9 leaves near the top. The handsome thyree

of blue flowers gives a color tnat is rare in the green-

house. This plant may be the only representative of

its interesting order in a private collection It is will-

ing to be crowded into the background, where its bare
stem is hidden, and where the light may be poorest.

The stem dies down in the winter time, when water
should be gradually withdrawn Water should be
given liberally during the growing season Of the
foliage plants of this genus, D. mosaica is commonest.
It is dwarfer, and does not flower so regularly. (Robert
Shore.)

a. Foliage not vanegated.

thyrsifldra, Mikan Simple or nearly so, stout,

3-6 ft.: distinguished by its large lvs
,
which are lanceo-

late, narrowed into a distinct petiole, glabrous, 6-10 in.

long, 2 m wide, green on both sides
1

st about 3 ft.

high, scarcely branched, robust, glabrous racemes
suDpanicled, pubescent; petals dark or light blue;

sepals glabrous, blue or somewhat herbaceous Brazil.

BR. 682. LBC. 12:1190. P.M. 3.127. G. 27:569.
J.H. III. 43:262.

AA. Foliage variegated.

1257. Dicentra formosa.

(XX) -.
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the base, sessile, glabrous, about 6 in. long, 3-4 in. wide,

with a short, sharp, rather abrupt point* st unbranehed,
robust, spotted, raceme short, densely thyreoid; sepals

white or greenish Gt. 1808 593 FS. 16.1711 —Its

chief beauty is the mosaic appearance of the foliage,

due to numberless short transverse whitish lines,

which do not pass by the longitudinal veins of the If.

The under side of the lvs is a rich purplish color. Var.
gigantea, Hort., a large form, has been offered.

Var und^ta, Miller (D unddla ,
C Koch & Lind ).

Foliage without any mosaic appearance, the variega-

tion being entirely longitudinal. Each parallel vein

1259 Dicentra Cucullaria —Dutchman'* Brooches.

lies in the middle of a long, whitish band extending the
full length of tin* If. F S 17 1763 G W 3, p 159

I) aruuhx, C’ogn Stemli ss ha in a rosittc, almost srsyik,
narrowly oblong, wavy, acntisli, sliort-cuncati at the base, sparsely
pilose on both sides panicles terminal, stssih, much shorter than
the lvs Brazil I H 41 1‘1 11 iiidsonnly vara gated with count-
less short longitudinal liras 1) alho-marginata, Lind St d 4
It lvs lameolutr , aturmnali , it K nuate to bast , glabrous raet me
peduneled, 2 in long, dt ns<

,
p< tab d irk blue, white at base st pals

white Hr ml (1 V\ 4, p 107 —D angu^tifdlia, Lind & Kod
St purple, spotted gru n lvs oblong-lanteolatt, sessile, glabrous,
roundish at tin basi ,aeut< , about tun long, 2 in wide it the middlt

,

purple below, marked ahovt with short transverse white lines

Ecuador I II Ids— D leucophthdlnw s, Hook, differs in hav-
ing radical infl

, its Hs lying 11 vl on the ground Lvs < lhptic, atunn-
nntt ,

grtin on both sides fls blue, with a white < y< ,
stamens t>

Brazil B \t 4711 J1 1 42S 1) mailfolia, Prc -1 lvs oval,
sessile, acuminate, glabrous, the uppti ones oblong-lanceolate
panicle vvide-biant lung Nicaragua to Colombia— D orypftala.
Hook

,
is instantly recognized by its icuto petals, which art purple

Lvs green on both sides Brazil 11 M 2721 —f) pitta. Loth 1 , has
narrower prtals than usual, with a white spot at the bw, but is

told from all othcis litre dt scribed by the irregular blot rhea ol

purple on the upper side of the lvs l
r
he purple is the same color

as that on the under surface Brazil (\ IlM 4760 LHC
17 lt»b7 - D Regina, Hort = Trade-tan tia Regime, Lind &
Hod , intro about 20 years ago by a firm of Continent d Eu
—D Sa'uuUrbii, Ilook , diffc rs from all others here described m
the extreme density of its head-like infl Lvs green on both
sides, lanceolate sepals white, tinged blue Bruzil B M '6165 —
D Siebertn, Hort A little-known plant with white midrib and
margins, probably a form of D ovalifoha —D thim&na—Pahsota

Wilhelm Miller
L. II B f

DICHROA (Greek, dis, two, and chi os, color). Syn
Addmia. Saxifraydce

w

Rare greenhouse shiub in

habit resembling a Hydrangea, with violet-blue fls in

a pyiamidal panicle a foot across, and handsome blue
berries Lvs persistent, opposite, stalked, narrow,
tapering both ways, serrate panicles terminal, many-
fla.; fls blue, lilac, or violet, petals 5 or 6, valvate,
styles 3-5, club-shaped: seeds numerous, small. The

64

genus has only 1 species, in the Himalayas, Malaya,
and China. It is sometimes considered to be bitypic,

but the other species, L) imbescens, Miq
,
is considered

by Reorders ( Exkursiononora von Java) to be probably
a true Hydrangea

febrifuga, Lour (Addmia versicolor
,
Fortune Cyout-

hs sylvutica, Reimv ), Later writers also include
Addmia cydrtta, Wall, which Lindley distinguished by
its sinalit r lvs an<l fls

, 3 petals, and 10 stamens, whilo
A versicolor had 7, or sometimes 6 petals, and 20
stamens Blunts may still be cult under the name
of A lyanta

,
but it cannot be stated here how distinct

they are for hoitieultuial put poses A somewhat
virgate shrub 5-9 ft tall, with lanceolate or obovato
laneeolate lvs to 8 in long, glabrous except on the
neives, petals less than 1 pit long Clarke states that
the C3nne.se varieties have larger fls. than the Indian
ffirms Oceui s in the temper >tc Himalayas from 5,000-
8,000 ft B M 3040 P M. 10 322

Wilhelm Miller

DICHROPHtLLOM Euphorbui
L ^ t

DICHROSTACHYS (two-colored spikes ) Lcgu

-

minusw Stiff shrubs, with bipmnato lvs and small
leathery 1ft-, and wry small polygamous fls m bpikes,

sometimes mentioned as useful for cult m waimhouses
The species art few, m Trop Asia, Afr

,
and Austral.

Fls m the upper part of the spike perfect, those of the

lower part bearing 10 long filifoim staminodia, corolla

not papilionaceous, comprising 5 strap-shaped petals

that are more or less united at base, stamens 10 in the
perfect fls, free, slightly exserted pod narrow, com-
pressed, mostly or nearly mdehiscent D. platyc&rpa,

Welw , is or has been in cult a slender spmv tree.

10-15 ft high pinruu 10-18 pairs, the lfts 1-2 lines

long and very narrow spikes usually shorter than the

lvs pod twisted, 2-4 m long, about 1 in broad
Guinea D n&tans, Benth (Caillua Dithrostachys,

( hull A Beir has been intro in S Calif spiny,

mtnh contorted shrub or small tree, lvs glabrous or

pubesi cut, at at la-like, puma' 5-10 pairs, lfts 10-20 or

more purs, sessile, linear oi lmear-oblojig, rarely as

long a- 1 2in fl- m dense awilaiy twin*or solitary

spike-, the upper ones sulfur-yellow and the lower ones
rosy lilac pod twisted, 1 3U1 or less broad Cent Afr.

L II B.

DICKSONIA (named for James Dickson, an English
botanist, 1738-1822) Cyathedccse Tree ferns of

gi eonhouses
Plants with a distinctly 2-valvcd inferior mdusium,

the outer valve formed hv the apex of the If -segm
— \ small genus, mostly of the southf'rn hemisphere
F01 I) pilosiuscula, 1) piwdtlohtdii and I) »Snnthii,

see l)t un^tadha Foi I) Schicdt t and D regnhs, see

('ibotium These aie only two of several contusions of

specus whuh have been called Dieksoma, but really

belong in othei genera Modem fern students aie now
reaching the conclusion tli.it Diel soma is not only veiy
distinct tioin th<* genus Cyathca and its iclatives, but
belongs in a distinct family

Dieksomas are among-t the most important tree

feins, both for their beauty and because of then iclative

haidiness In their native count lies some of them are

occasionally weighted with snow, and U anlarctica has
to endure frosts They can be grown in eoolhouses,

and should be tried southward outdoors m sheltered

places Their trunks are more fibrous than those of

most tree ferns, and hence more retentive of moistuie,

so that they need less eaie A good tiunk produces
thirty to forty fronds a ye.u, and retains them until

the next set is matured, unless the trees suffer for mois-

ture m winter Although they* lost m winter, the fronds

soon bluivcl up if the ti links aie allowed to get too dry.

Dieksonms bhould have their tiunks thoroughly watered
twice a day during the growing season These waterings
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should be gradually decreased until winter, when the
trunks should be kept merely moist all the time Only
m the hottest summer days is slight shade needed. It is

a pity to grow tree ferns in pots, but if this must be
done several principles should be observed The lapse

of a single day’s watering will often cause serious

damage As a rule, the pots should be of the smallest
size consistent with the size of the trunk Three or
4 inches of soil all around the trunks are enough The
above points are taken from Schneider’s “Book of

Choice Ferns:” see also the discussion of tree ferns,

under Ferns, Vol. III.

ant&rctica, Labill Lf -stalks short, the scales dense,
dark purplish brown; lvs 5-6 ft. long, the middle
pinnae 12-18 in long, segms oblong, the sterile incised.

Austral and Tasmania G C III 9 81 —Trunk some-
times 30-35 ft high A very useful decorative plant

squarrdsa, Swartz Lf -stalks short, the scales hair-

like, light colored lvs. 3-4 ft long, the pmme 9-15 in

long, segms lanceolate, the sterile toothed, the ribs

scabrous New Zeal and Chatham Is!

L M Underwood and Wilhelm Miller

DICLfPTERA (named m allusion to the 2-celled
winged caps ) Acanthdce«*\ Pubescent or hirsute

annual or perennial herbs or sub-shrubs, with red,

violet or blue bracted flowers in terminal or axillary

clusters, in the tropical parts of the world, 1 or 2 of

which may sometimes occur in the trade Lvs opposite,

entire, the plant usually evergreen corolla-tube,

slender, often somewhat expanded above, limb 2-

lipped, the lips narrow, stamens 2, on the throat D.
Niederleini&na, Lind

,
has been recently mtro abroad

from Argentina sub-shi ub: lvs oval, to 3 in long,

pctioled, rounded at apex, densely pubescent fls

about 1 l4 in long, several crowded in a terminal pani-
culate cyme I) Tweediana, Nees, of Uruguay, is a
showy perennial with orange-red fls. and oblong-obtuse
lvs There are probably 75 species of Dicliptcra Very
likely the horticultural names are confused as between
this genus and others. ]j j*

DICLYrRA: An ancient typographical error for Diolytra See
Diccntra

DICTAMNUS (old Greek name, supposed to indicate

foliage like the ash* hence Fraxmella, diminutive of the
Latin Fraxinus, an ash) RuLdcete Gas-Plant Burn-
ing-Bush Fraxinella Dittany. A hardy peren-
nial herb

Stout plants woody at the base: lvs alternate, odd-
pinnate, the lfts ovate, serrulate and pellucid-punctate,
fls showy, white or rose, on bracted pedicels, petals 5,

the lower one declined; disk thickish, annular, stamens
10, declined, ovary deeply 5-lobcd, 5-celled, hispid,

becoming a hard 5-divided caps
,
each division or

separate part being 2-3-seedcd —One variable species,

native from S Eu to N. China
This genus includes an old garden favorite which has

a strong smell of lemon, and which will give a flash of

light on sultry still summer evenings when a lighted

match is held under the flower-cluster and near the mam
stem It is one of the most permanent and beautiful

features of the hardy herbaceous border Instances are

known in which it has outlived father, son and grand-
son m the same spot It thrives in the sun
The gas plant makes a sturdy, bold, upright growth,

and a clump 3 feet high and as much m thickness makes
a brave sight when in flower A strong, rather heavy
soil, moderately rich, is best for these plants They are

not fastidious as to situation, succeeding as well in par-
tial shade as when fullv exposed to the si^i, and drought
will not affect them when once fairly established. Old
strong clumps are good subjects as isolated specimens
on a lawn, and a large patch, planted m the border, is

not only effective while in full flower, but the dark,

persistent foliage is ornamental throughout the sea
son. It is not advisable to disturb the plants very often,

as they improve with age, producing taller flower-stems
and more of them as they grow older. They arc excel-

lent for cutting, especially the white variety. Propaga-
tion is accomplished with difficulty by division, but
easily by seeds, which are sown in the open ground in

fall as soon as ripe, and covered an inch or so. Thev
will germinate the next spring, and, when two years
old, the seedlings may be removed to their permanent
positions, where they will flower the following year.
(J. B Keller )

illbus, Linn (D. FraxmHla, Pers Fraxmdla dlba,

Gaertn F Dictdmnus , Moench). A vigorous, sym-
metrical, hardy herb, with glossy leathery foliage sur-

mounted by long showy terminal racemes ot good-
sized fragrant fls * lvs alternate, odd-pinnate, lfts.

ovate, seirulate, dotted writh oil-glands fls. white.
G.C 111 34 409. Gn 35 458, 68, p 73, 75, p 381
G 13 25 AF 5*328 Gng 5 321 Var purphreus,
Hort

,
has large dark-colored fls Var rilbra, Hort

,

has rosy purple fls
,
the veins deeper colored. Var.

giganteus, Hort (D giganteus, Ilort.) Plant large Var
caucdsicus (D cavcdsicus, Hort ), is a giant form with
racemes twice the length of those of the common kind
and standing well above the foliage It B. 32, p 253.
Perhaps the same as var. giganteus.

Wilhelm Miller.

f
L.H Bf

DICTYOGRAMMA’ Contogramme

DICTYOSPfiRMA (Gieek, netted seed) Palmdce<e
Areea-like palms, comprising several species of desirable

pinnate house and table palms that are becoming
deservedly well known

Slender spineless palms, with a ringed tiunk lvs

equally pmnatiseet, segms linear-lanceolate, acumi-
nate or bihd, the apical ones confluent, margins thick-

ened, recut ved at the base, midrib and nerves promi-
nent, sparsely clothed with persistent scales beneath,
or naked, raehis and petiole slender, scaly, 3-sided,

furrowed, sheath elongated, entue spadix on a short
glabrous or tomentose peduncle, the branches erect

or spreading and flexuose, the knver ones with mem-
branaceous bracts at the base, spat lies 2, complete,
dorsally compiessed, papery, the lower one 2-erostod,

fl -bearing areas much depressed, bracts and bract lets

scaly, pistillate fls rather large, white or yellowish fr

scaly, small, olive-shaped or subglobose —Theie aie

6 or 8 species all from Trop \sia but only the follow-

ing seem to be known in the trade For cult
,
see Artca

from which Dictvosperma differs only in having a
1-cclled and 1-seeded fr

Alba, Wendl & Drude (Ar'eca dlba, Bory Ptgeho-
sperma dlba, Scheff ) Distinguished by the whitish

petioles and the whitish green veins of the lvs caudex
about 30 ft high, 8-9 m diam

,
dilated at the base lvs

8-12 ft long, petiole 6-18 in long, grooved down the
face; segms 2} 2-3 ft long, 2-3 in wide, 7-nerved,
veins and margins green or reddish blanches of the

spadix 6-18 in long, erect or slightly reflexed, zigzag

when young —By far the best of the genus and rather

widely sold as Areca as is also D rubta

ailrea, Wendl & Drude (Arbca aurea, Hort ) Dis-

tinguished by the yellow or orange petioles and veins
of young plants caudex about 30 ft high, smaller and
more slender than the preceding, lvs 4-8 ft long, peti-

ole 8 in long; segms 1^-2 ft long, 1 in wide, sec-

ondary veins scarcely visible, branches of the spadix
rigidly erect, 9-11 in long

furfur&cea, Wendl & Drude (Arbca furfurdcea,

Hort ). Like D rubra, but the petiole and lf -sheath

of the young plant tomentose.

r&bra, Wendl. & Drude (Areca rubra, Hort ). Re-
sembling D. alba, but the lvs of the young plants
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darker green, the primary veins and margins dark
red, the redness disappearing very much in adult

plants branches of the spadix longer and more reflexed.

—Young plants of this may be used for table decora-

tions as the plant grows quickly and is attractive m
juvenile condition. Jared G. Smith.

N. Taylor. t

DICfRTA (itwice curved . refenmg to structure of

As.), (Hesnendccx. Very closely related to Aehimenes
with which some authors unite it, differing in the
smaller fls

,
and diverging anther-cells Low-growing

slender villous herbs with creeping roots: lvs opposite,

membranaceous fls axillaiy, small, white or pale
lilac, sometimes spotted, coiolla-tube decimate, the
limb obliuue with f> nearly equal spreading lobes;

stamens affixed in the base of the corolla-tube, included,

the anther-cells distinct Two species occur m Guate-
mala D. Candida, Hanst <fc Klotzsch (Achlmaiei

>

cdndula, Lmdl Diastema qrdcile
,
Regtl) To 1)^ ft .

Ivh ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate,

short-pet ink'd fl on a bracted pedieel that much
exceeds the petiole, white, tubular-campanulate, the

lowest lobe projecting Summei The other species is

D Warscnmczidna, ltegel (A. miscra
,
Lmdl ), appar-

ently not in cult . fls smaller. jj 1$

DIDlSCUS: Trailiymrnc

DIDYMOCARPUS (twin fruit). Gesnermcex Attrac-
tive warmlumse heibs, writh few showy flowers

A pohmoiphous genus, distributed in E India,

Malaga, China, and Trop Afi
,
differently named and

defined by dill (‘rent authors Roettlera is an older

name, and has been used lecently, but it is discarded by
the “nomina eonservanda” list of th<‘ \'ienna code
The genus includes Clnrita and Tiarhj stigma accord-
ing to Putsch, and it then numbeis inoie than 100
specie" Hcntham A Hooker omit Ghinta, which differs

in its 2-parted stigma, always 2 stamens, and other
chai actors, in this work it is kept distinct Didymo-
carpus comprises plants that are caulescent or neaily
acaulescent, sometimes woody, of various habit lvs

radical and cauline, those on the st opposite oi alter-

nate*, eremite, rnoie or less wrinkled and hauv fls

violet, blue, white or even yellow, on fow-fld scapes

or axillary peduncles; corolla with an elongated tube
which is widened at the throat or ventneose, the limb
spreading and somewhat 2-lobed, stamens 2 or rately 4,

the anthers conmvent or coherent and c< 11s divergent;

style long or short, the stigma little dilated and entire

or nearly so —The species require the treatment given
the warmhousc gesnenaeeous plants, usually ditticult

to grow, or are soon lost because s('e<ks may not be pro-

duced Several species are mentioned m horticultural

literature; but the following are moie recently intro

and are likely to be cult or perhaps m the trade They
are lowr heibs with few lvs , resembling Streptocarpus
Many new species have recently been added to this

interesting genus, and a number of them may be
expected to appear in cult

cy&neus, Ridley Stemless lvs. in a rosette, ovate,
elliptic or obovate, ascending, somewhat obtuse, to 6
m long, crenate-serrate, soft pubescent, pctioled’ fls,

deep blue, trumpet-shaped, about 1>2 m long, with
rounded spreading lobes, 4 or 5 on a scape. Malaya.
B M 8204.—Blooms in autumn; should have warm
treatment, such as is given Streptocarpus.

Veitchiitna, W. W. Smith. Eight in or less: lvs 2-4
pairs, ovate, somewhat cordate at base, serrate, 4 in.

or less long, stalked fls. lilac with longitudinal lines,

tubular, nearly 1% in. long, in few-fld axillary cymes.
China. L. H. B.

DIDYMOCHL&NA (Greek, twin cloak; alluding to
the indusium). Polypodidcex. Greenhouse ferns of

rather coarse foliage.

Indusium elliptical, emargmate at the base, attached
along a central vein, free all around the margin —One or
2 species. Large coarse ferns somewhat resembling the
shield ferns, Dryopteris, in habit and gross appearance
D lunulata is a very distinct fern It looks like a tree

maidenhair, but the stems are thick and fleshy and the

leaves are fleshier than any Adiantum. In cultivation

the trunk is only a few inches high, but the fronds are

4 to 6 feet long and densely covered with long, brown
chaffy scales and has a metallic luster This is a warm-
house fern, and may be used for subtropical bedding
It has a bad trick of dropping its pinnules if allowed to

get too dry at the root, but soon rallies under liberal

treatment

lunul&ta, Desv. (D trunculata
,
Hort ). Fig. 1260.

Lvs clustered from an erect rigid st., bipinnate, 3-6
ft. long, pinnules almost
quadrangular, 1 in. *r~

broad, entire or slightly M
sinuate, each bearing 2-0
son Cuba to Brazil, the
same or an allied species in

Madagascar and Malaya.
—D lunulata is a veiy
attractive fern while in a
small state, but its decidu-
ous aiticulated pinnules

^ _
are a drawback as a com- ^>>v
mereial species, rendering
it of little value for house

L M Underwood and

DIDYMOPLEXIS

Orclndacex One sapro- g^p***^*'^

photic orchid with leafless >****?§§& ^
has been cult abroad but
is ^lobably^not in the

ing and tuberous,
bearing a st 4-6 in.

high with loose
sheaths racemes
terminal, with 4-8
small brownish or dull

yellow -white fls
;
perianth "«

lain diam
;
lip stipitate, 1

tiansversely oblong, with I
3 nerves and a papillose 1

tihzation E India—The
4

genus Didymoplexis comprises 2 or 3 species (Leucor-
chis is a more recent name), in India, Malaya and the
Pacific Isis

,
characterized by simple flexuous scapes,

dorsal sepals and petals connate into a 3-partcd upper
lip, the lateial connate into an entire or 2-parted lower
bp, the regular lip inserted on the foot of the column,
very short and broad, entire, caps becoming very long-

pedicelled. Apparently of little horticultural interest

1260 . Didymochlsena lunulata.

(XU)

DIDYMOSPERMA (Greek, double-seeded) Pal-
mdcex, tribe Arecex. Low or almost stemless pinnate
oriental palms.

Leaves terminal, unequally pinnatisect, silvery-

scaly below; segms opposite, alternate, sohtaiy, or

the lower ones in groups, cuneate at the base, obovate-
oblong or oblancoolate, sinuate-lobed and erose. the
terminal one cuneate; margins recurved at the base,

midnervc distinct, nerves flabellate; sheath short,

fibrous: spadices writh a short, thick peduncle and thick
branches; spathes numerous, sheathing the spadix;

fls. rather large; calyx 3-1vd., corolla with 3 stiff petals;
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ovary ‘2-3-celled: fr. ovoid or oblong, 2-3-, rarely

1-, seeded.
Didymosperma is a genus of East Indian palms of

moderate growth, containing possibly eight species,

most of which are stcmlcss or else forming but a short
trunk, the pinnate leaves rising from a mass of corn sc

brownish fibers that surround the base of the plant.

The leaflets are of irregular shape, bearing some resem-
blance to those of Caiyota, and the plants frequently
throw up suckers from the base The members of this

genus arc not very common in cultivation The species
that is most frequently seen is the plant known to the
trade as D. caryotoulus, an attractive warnihou.se palm
that has also appealed under the synonym Hanna
caryotoides, and has lately been referred to Wallichia,
which see While young, at least, the didymospermas
enjoy a warm house and moist atmosphere with
shading from full sunshine, though one species, D.
ohlongifolia (or Wallichia), is frequently found in

Sikkim at an elevation of 3,000 feet above the sea.

Propagated usually by seeds, occasionally by suckers,

which are kept rather close for a time after their

removal from the parent plant See G C II. 24.362
for description of garden foims

porphyroefirpon, Wendl <fc Drude (Wallichia por-
phyroedrpa, Mart ) Sts reedy, 3-6 ft * lvs 5-8 ft.

long, lfts. 9-15, about 6 in long, distant, narrowly
oblong, long-cuneate, blunt, or sinuatelv 2-3-lobed,
ti uncat e, denticulate, glaucous beneath. Java.

n&num, Hook A dwarf robust palm, 2-3 ft
,
covered

with rusty pubescence lvs 1-2 ft long, glabrous above,
glaucous beneath, lfts 1-3 pairs with an odd terminal
one, 7-10 in long, 3-5 m broad, wedge-shaped,
sharply toothed • Assam. B M 0S36 —One of the
smallest of all palms
D Hooken&na, Becc Resembles a Caryota, about 3 ft high.

Malay Pernns Plant scarcely known in cult in \mer but per-
haps cult mEu.

J \red G Smith.
N Tailor t

DIEFFENBACHIA (J. F. Dieffenbaeh, a German
botanist, 1794-1817) Ardceze Popular hothouse plants,

giown for their handsome and stnkmg foliage.

Low, shrubby perennials sts rather thick, inclined

or < looping .it the base, then erect, with a leafy top

1261. Dieffenbachia picta var. Bausei.

petioles half-cylindrical, sheathed to above the middle,
long, cylindrical at the apex; blade oblong, with a thick
mini lb at the base, veins very numerous, the first and
second parallel, ascending, curving upward at their

ends peduncle shorter than the lvs. DilTeis from
Aglaonema in floral characters. Cent, and S. Araer.

—

Perhaps a dozen species. Engler (in Engler & Prantl,

1889) recognizes many species, with many varieties

For diefTenbachias, similar rooting material to that
mentioned for anthuliums, combined with a high and
moist atmosphere, will produce a very healthy and
luxuriant growth of foliage, espei lally after the plants
have made their fust few leaves in ordinary light pot-
ting soil Unless it be the very large-leaved kinds, like

D triumphans, I) nohihs and D JSaumannn, three or
four plants may be placed together in large pots, keep-
ing the balls near the surface m potting D. Jcnmann,
J) Sh ultleworlh tana, D Lcopolda and 1) churnca are all

well suited for massing together in large 1 pots When
above a ceitain height, varying in different species, the
plants come to have fewer leaves, and those that remain
are small; they should then be topped, retaining a con-
siderable piece of the stem, and placed in the sand-bed,
where they will throw out thick roots in a w'eek or two
The remaining part of the stems should then be cut
up into pieces 2 or 3 inches long, dried for a day or
so, and then put into boxes of sand, when, if kept
wairm and only slightly moist, every piece will send
out a shoot, and from the base of this shoot roots will

be produced These can be potted up as soon as roots

have formed (G W Oliver )

picta, Schott (D hiasilihi.sn, Veiteh D Shuttle-

U'orthidna, liege1 ). Blade oblong, or oblong-elliptical,

or oblong-lanceolate, 2lj-4 times longer than wide,
rounded or acute at the base, gradually narrowing to

the long acuminate-cuspidate apex, green, with numer-
ous irregular oblong or linear spots between the veins,

veins 15-20 on each side, ascending LBC 7 ‘608
(as, (Jaladium maculntum) J H III 46:165
Var. Baflsei, Engler (I) Ha use i, Regel) Fig 1261

Blade nearly or completely yellowish green, with
obscurely green-spot toil margins and scattered white
spots 1 H 26 338

Var Shuttleworthi&na, Engler (I) Shuttleworth tana,
Bull). Blade pah* green along the midrib

Seguine, .Schott Lvs green, with white, more or less

confluent stripes and spots, oblong or ovate-oblong,
rounded or slightly cordate or subacute at the base,
narrowed toward the apex, shoit cuspidate, primary
veins 9-15, the lower spreading, the upper remote and
ascending Lowe 11 (ns var maculata) W Indies —
Called “dumb plant” because those who chew' it some-
times lose the powei of speech for several days

Var Baraquim&na, Engler (I) Baraqumuina, Verse h
& Lem. D giqantia

,
Veisch. D Veischaffdtn, Ilort

Petioles and also midribs almost entirely white, blade
with scattered white spots. I II. 11 387, 13 470, 471
G. 2 238.

Var. n6bilis. Engler (D ndhile, Ilort ) Fig 1262
Blade elliptical, acute, dull green with dirty green spots.

Brazil.

Var liturkta, Engler (D liturdta, .Schott T) vanegdta
,

Ilort 1) Leopoldu, Bull 1) Wtillini, Lind ) Blade
dark green, with a lather broad, yellowish green,

ragged - imagined stripe along the midiib spat ho
glaucous-green Province Para, Btnzil 1 H If 11.

S.H 1, p 455. G Z. 25, p. 250
Var irror&ta, Engler (D. irrordta, Schott. D. Bait-

mannn, Hoit ) Lvs large and bright green, blotched
and spnnkled with white Brazil

The above are the recognized tw'O type species. The
following are or have been in the Ameucan trade
Probably some or all of them belong to the foregoing
species.

ChSlsonii, Bull. Lvs. deep, satiny green, the middle
gray-feathered, and the blade also blotched yellow-
green Colombia.

ebtimea, Hort. Compact: lvs. light green, freely

spotted with white, the sts reddish and white-iibbcd.
Brazil.
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Fournieri, Hort. Vigorous: Ivs large, leathery, with
spots and blotches of white on a blackish green back-
ground. Colombia,

illfistris, Hort. See D. latimacvlata.

imper&tor, Hort. Lvs. 16-18 m. long, 5-6 in. wide,
olive-green, fantastically blotched, marbled ana
spotted with pale yellow and white. Colombia.

1262 Dieffenbachia Seguine var. nobilis.

insfgnis, Hort Lvs dark green, with irregular,

angular blotches of pale yellowish green, 6 cr more in

wide, ovate and short-acuminate in form and with
pale green petiole Colombia,

latimacul&ta, Lind & Andr<5 (D illustns
,
Hort )

Lvs glaucous-green, profusely white-barred and white-

spotted and blotchca with yellow-green, the petioles

also glaucous Brazil. I H 23 234

JSnmanii, Veitch Lvs rich, bright, glossy green, re-

lieved by a milk-w hite band at every lateral nerve, and
by a few white spots interspersed between the bands.
Guiana G Z 28, p 218.

magnifies, Lind. & Rod Lvs ovate-acuminate,
large, dark green, attractively blotched and spotted
with white along the veins, sts and petioles also varie-

gated Venezuela III. 30.482. S.IL 2, p. 383. G.
13.643

marmdrea, Hort. See D. Parlatorei.

meleigris, L Lind & Rod Lvs with the long
petioles green, marked with ivory-white, the blades
dark green above, paler beneath, marked on both sides

with a few white spots Ecuador. I H. 39.559.

memdria-C6rsii. A hybrid raised in the garden of

the late Marquis Corsi

Parlatdrei, Lind & Andr<?, var marmdrea, Andr6
(D membria, D mormdra and D Cbrsii, Hort ) Lvs
long-oblong, acuminate, the midrib white and the

blades blotched white, the green deep and lustrous.

Colombia I H 24 * 291 —Engler refers this plant to the

genus Philodendron

Regina, Bull. Lvs. oblong-elliptical, rounded at base,

short - acuminate at apex, greenish white, profusely

mottled and blotched with alternate light and green

tints S Amer. G Z. 28, p. 26 —The vari-colorea and
margined lvs. are very attractive

R6x, Hort. Compact: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, the

two sides not equal, deep green, but the white angular
blotches and midrib occupying more space than the

green S. Amer G Z 28, p. 97

Sender®, Hort Lvs very broad-oval, green, mot-
tled with cream-color.

spl6nd«ns, Bull. St faintly mottled with dark and
light green . lvs have a thick, ivory-white midrib, and
the ground-color is of a deep, rich, velvety bottle-green,
with a resplendent, lustrous surface, freely marked with
whitish striate blotches Colombia. G.Z 25, p 193.

triumphans, Bull. Lvs dark green, ovate-lanceolate
and acuminate, 1 ft long, irregularly marked with angu-
lar yellowish blotches Colombia. Jared G. Smith

. George V. Nash ]

DIELYTRA: Dicentra

DIERAMA (a funnel, alluding to shape of fls.).

Irvlacese S. African cormous plants, related to Spar-
axis and Ixia. Fls large, white to purple and red, in

pamclcd spikes lvs long, linear, rigid perianth short-
tubed, expanded at throat, with oblong nearly equal
segms

,
stamens 3, inserted on the perianth throat;

ovary 3-celled, oblong, with many ovules, the style ex-

serted • fr a 3-valved caps There are 2 or 3 species,

of which D. pulch6rrima, Baker, was intro into S.

Calif many years ago. scape 2-6 ft
, with remote

branches lvs narrow-sword-shaped and with a very
slender point fls. 1^ in long, pendulous, blood-red-
purple, bell-shaped. B M. 5555 (as Sparaxis pulcher-

nma) Requires the treatment given Ixia

DIERVfLLA (after Diereville, a French surgeon, who
took D Lonxeera to Europe early in the eighteenth
century). Capnfolidcea? Yveigela Ornamental decid-

uous shrubs, grown for their showy flowers appearing
profusely in spring and early summer.

Leaves opposite, petiolea or nearly sessile, serrate

fls m 1- to several-nd axillary cymes, often pamcled
at the end of the branches, yellowish white, pink or

crimson, epigynous; calyx 5-toothed or 5-parted, corolla

tubular or campanulato, 5-lobed, sometimes slightly

2-hpped, stamens 5, style slender with large capitate

stigma, ovary inferior, elongated, 2-celled fr a slender,

2-valvcd caps with numerous minute seeds «—About 10
species in E Asia and N Amer

Diervillas are shrubs of spreading habit, wuth more or
loss arching branches, rather large leaves, and, especially

the Asiatic species, with very showr

y flowers from pure
white to dark crimson, appearing in spring A very large

number of hybrids between the different Asiatic species

have been raised and have become great favorites m
gardens on account of their profusely produced and
delicately tinted flowers The earliest to bloom are
D prgrcox and its h>brids and also D florida var
venusta, which begin to flower in Massachusetts about
the middle of May, the latest is D nvularxs. The
American species arc hardy North and prefer moist
and partly shaded positions Of the Asiatic species

D. Middendorffiana is the hardiest, but rarely does well;

it seems to grow best in humid sandy or peaty soil and
in positions sheltered from strong winds, it dislikes hot
and dry air, D. florida also is rather hardy and one of

the handsomest species of the genus The other Asiatic

species require protection dunng the winter or sheltered

positions They thrive well in any humid garden soil.

Propagation is readily effected by greenwood cuttings

or hardwood cuttings, the American species usually by
suckers and by seeds sown m spring.

alba, 4, 7
amabilis, 4, 6
arborea, 6
arborescens, 8.

canadensis, 1.

Candida, 9
corsBensia, 6
Desbotsti, 9.

flonbunda, 8.

florida, 4

grandiflora, 6, 8.

Graiissvna, 9.

Graenewcgenn, 9.

Hendersomi, 9.

hortensis, 7.

INDEX,

hybrida, 9
Incarnata, 9
Intermedia

,
9.

japouioa, 7
Kostenana mriegata, 9
Lavallet, 9
Lomcera, 1

Looymansn aurea, 9.

Lowe i, 9
Luteo-margmata, 9
Middendorffiana, 10
multiflora, 8
Nana vanegata, 9
m»eo, 7
pauciflora, 4

precox, 5.

nvulana, 3.

rosea, 4
sessihfolia, 2.

Sieboldn argenteo-
marginata, 9.

simca, 7
Steltinen, 9.

Styriaca, 9
trifida, 1

Van Houtlei, 9.

Venosa, 9
venusta, 4
Verschaffeltxi, 9
versicolor, 8
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k Fls yellow, slightly 2-lipped, small, about lAin long.

(Diennlla proper).

u. Lvs. glabrous or nearly so.

1. Lonic&ra. Mill. (D. trifida, Moench. D canadensis,

Willd ) Shrub, to 3 ft. : branchlets nearly terete, gla-

brous: lvs distinctly petioled, ovate-oblong, acuminate,
serrate, nearly glabrous, finely ciliate, 1 m * long:

cymes usually 3-fld
;
limb nearly equal to the tube:

caps about Kin long June, July Newfoundland to

Sask , south to Ky and N. C. B M. 1796.

2 sessilifdlia, Buekl. Shrub, to 5 ft.: branchlets
quadrangular: lvs nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate, ser-

rate, nearly glabrous, of firmer texture, 2-6 in. long*

cymes 3-7-fld., often crowded into dense, terminal
panicles; limb shorter than the tube caps, about Km*

long June, July N. C and Tenn to Ga. and Ala.

G C III. 22 14, 42 127.—Hardy m Canada.

bb Lvs
,
branchlets and injl pubescent.

3. rivul&ris, Gattinger Shrub, to 6 ft : lvs. short-
petioled, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, trun-
cate or cordate at the base, doubly serrate, pubescent
on both sides, 1 1

4 in long cymes few- to inany-fld
,

crowded into terminal panicles; limb of corolla about
as long as tube caps yim. long July, Aug. N.C. to
Tenn

,
Ga. and Ala G C. III. 38:339.

aa. FIs showy
,
white, pink, or crimson, rarely yellowish.

b. Anthers not connected with each other. ( Weigela.)

c Calyx-lobes lanceolate, connate to or nearly to the

middle; stigma 2-lobed. seeds almost wingless.

4 fhSrida, Sieb. & Zucc. (WeigUa rbsea, Lindl. IF.
amdbilis, Ilort. D. paucifldra, Carr.). Shrub, to 6 ft :

branchlets with 2 hairy stripes: lvs. short-petioled or
nearly sessile, elliptic or ovate-oblong to obovate,
Serrate, glabrous above except at the midrib, more or
less pubescent or tomentose on the veins beneath,
2-4 m. long: calyx nearly glabrous, with lanceolate
teeth; ovary slightly hairy* fls. 1-3, pale or deep rose,

IK in. long; corolla broadly funnel-shaped, abruptly
narrowed below the middle. May, June. N China.
BM 4.396. F.S. 3.211. BH 1:577. Gt. 54, p. 86. R.H.
1849:381. H F. 1854:21. V. 18:37 —'Tlis is one of the
most cult, species, very free-flowermg and rather
hardy. Var. Alba, Moore. Fls white, changing to
light pink. RH 1861 331 Var venusta, Rehd.

Lvs smaller, usually obovate, IM~2K long,

usually nearly glabrous: fls. m dense clusters with
small lvs. at the base; corolla slender, about IK m.
long, rather gradually narrowed toward the base, lobes

oval to oval-oblong, rosy pink. Korea, N. China.

—

Recently intro.; very floriferous, early and hardy.

5. prefecox, Lemoine. Shrub, to 6 ft.: branchlets
glabrous: lvs short-petioled, elliptic or elliptic-ovate,

acuminate, serrate, hairy above, soft-pubescent below,

2-

3K m long, fls clustered, 3-5, nodding; calyx with
subulate lobes, ovary hairy; corolla abruptly narrowed
below the middle, purplish pink or rose-carmine Japan.
May. Gt 46:1441; 53, p 522. R II. 1905:314 —The
earliest of all species to bloom; has given rise to a race
of early-flowering hybrids as Avalanche, Gracieux,
Vestale, Conquerant, Esperance, Seduction, which see

under D. hybnda.

cc. Calyx-lobes linear, divided to the base: seeds winged:
stigma capitate.

d. Plant nearly glabrous.

6. coraeSnsis, DC (D grandijlbra, Sieb. & Zucc. D.
amdbilis, Cair.). Shrub, 5-10 ft : lvs. rather large,

obovate or elliptic, abruptly acuminate, crenately ser-

rate, sparingly hairy on the veins beneath and on the
etioles* fls. in 1-3-fld., peduncled cymes, corolla

roadly fumWform, abruptly nai rowed below the mid-
dle, changing from whitish or pale pink to carmine
May, June Japan. S Z. 31. F S 8 855 II U 1 19 —
Vigorously growing shrub, with large lvs. and fls

,
but

less free-flowering, and the tvpe not common m cult

Var arbdrea, Rend. (IF arbbrea grandijlbra. Hort ).

Fls yellowish white, changing to pale rose, of vigorous
growth.

dd Plant more or less pubescent corolla finely pubescent
outside.

7. jap6nica, DC Fig 1263 Shmb, to 6 ft lvs.

oblong-obovate or elliptic, acuminate-serrate, sparingly
pubescent above, tomentose beneath fls usually m

3-

fld
,
short-peduneled cymes, often crowded at the end

of short branchlets
?
corolla broadly funnelform, nar-

rowed below the middle, whitish at first, changing to
carmine, slightly pubescent or nearly glabrous outside;
style somewhat exserted. May, June Japan, China.
G.F. 9:405 (adapted in Fig. 1263). Gn. 21, p. 184.
Var hortensis, Rehd. (D . horUnsis, Sieb. & Zucc ).

Lvs nearly glabrous above, densely grayish tomentose
beneath* cymes usually rather long-pcduncled

;
fls.

usually carmine. S.Z. 29, 30. More tender and slower-
growing than the type. Var. sinica, Rehd. Lvs. slen-

der-petioled, soft-pubescent beneath, fls campanulate,
abruptly contracted below the middle into a narrow
tube, pale pmk. Cent. China. Var. £lba

;
Makino (D.

hortbnsis var. dlba, Sieb. & Zucc. D. japbmea var.
nivea

,
Rehd ) Like var. hortensis but fls. white. G C.

11. 10:80. Gn. 22, p. 185, 34, p. 352. G. 28:392.

8 floribunda. Sieb & Zucc. (D . multijlbra, Lem.).
Shrub, to 8 ft.: lvs. oblong-ovate or elliptic, acuminate,
serrate, sparingly pubescent above, more densely
beneath: ns. 1-3, usually sessde, mostly crowded at the
end of short branchlets; corolla rather gradually nar-
rowed toward the base, pubescent outside, brownish
crimson in the bud, changing to dark or bright crimson;
lobes about 5 times shorter than the tube; style exserted.
May, June. Japan S Z. 32. I.H. 10.383.—Vigorously
growing shrub, with rather small but abundant fls.

Var. grandifldra, Rehd. (IF. arborescens, Hort.). Fls.

rather large, brownish crimson Var. versicolor, Rehd.
CD . versicolor, Sieb & Zucc ) Fls. greenish white at
first, changing to crimson S.Z. 33.

9. hybrids, Hort. (Fig. 1264), may be used as a col-

lective name for the different hybrids between D.
florida, D. praecox, D. Jlonbunda, D japonica and D.
corwensis, which are now more commonly cult, than the
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typical species. Some of the best and most distinct

are the following, arranged according to the color of the
fls The numbers m parenthesis after the name refer to
the number of the species and indicate the origin or
probable origin ot these hybrids

.

1264 Diervilla hybrida. ( X )$)

Fta while or n< urly white Avalanche, Lemoine (5 x ’) FN pure
•white, early Dame lihnche (0x7) Hi large, white, slightly

i
inkish outiide, yellowish white and bluish in hud (Jractenr,

<emoine (ox?) Us white, y< How in throat, buds light silmon-
pink, e irly Iaoline, Van Houtte (4x v

) FIs whiti or slightly

pmlj outside, yellow in thro it Madame Couturier
,

Billiard

(4X01 Ids yellowish white changing to nink Madam < Itmoine,
Billiard (1x0) FIs white with delicate blush, changing to pink
Madame Tellur, Billnrd (4x0) FIs hrge ( whit<, with delicate

blush Vrutale, Lemnine (5x 7
) FIs pure creamy white Mont-

blanc, Lemoine (4x7) FIs pure white, gmmsh white in bud,
fading to pinkish Parillon Blanc, Ix'moinc (4 <7) Similar to the
preceding Candida, (1X0) FIs pure white It II 1879 110

Fla pink or ciirinine Abel ( arriere (4x7) hb rose-carmine,
purple-carimne in bud, witli yellow spot in throat Audit Thouin
(4X6) FIs pink, ciirimni in bud Conqucrnnt, Lemome (5x 7

)

FIs very 1 irge, rose-iolorcd, carmine outside and in throat, caily

Conquete (4 <7) Hi very I irge, deep pink Dr HatHard (1 x7)
FIs carmine Etspfranee

,

Lt moinc (5 » 9
) FIs \er> 1 irge, pinkish

white tinged with salmon-red, buds p tie hdmon, early (iraturn met

(4x7) FIs light pink Greene Wtge nn (Id) 11s redout idc,

whitish within, slightly striped with yillowi h red Gudave Mal-
let, Billiard (1 <0) FIs light pink, bonhrul white JleiuUrsonn

(4X8) FIs light irnnson Intermedia (4 <7 ) 1'L ciriune, buds
darker. Othello (1*8) I Is carmine, darker outside Seduction ,

Lemoine (5X ?
) FIs vinous carmine-red, inrly, \crv lioritcrous.

Steltznen, Van Ilouttc (1x7) Ids dark rod, abundant Stynaca,
Klenert (4x8,i Fli pmk, eh liigmg to pinkish carmine, very
flonferous MI) 1012 1 l<m Houttex (1 '7) FIs carmine
FH 14 1447 1% noin (1x0) FN eirmine-pink, tannine ill bud,
orange to crimion in throut Vrinhaffiltn (4x0) Fla carmine-
pmk limb boidered whitish

FIs crimson or dark cunison Congo (0 - 8) FIs large,

purplish crimson, abundant Denboisn (Sx7) Us small, dark
crimson E A ndre (8X0) FIs veiydark, brow in li purple Eva
liathfce (8X0) FIs deep carmine-rod, <mt, \ery fr« « -flowering

KB 10 120 G 11 1.130 f/riideretonn (4x8) FIs light < nrn»on,

crimson in bud Inearnata (0X8). FIs deep red ImuiIUi (0<8)
FIs bright crimson II F 1870 5 G W 1

, p 00 (habit 1 Lowe i

(8X4). FIs dark purplish crimson HF 1870 8 P. Duchartie

(4X8). FIs. deep amaranth, very dark, free-flowering

Lvs. variously colored. Kodrriana vanegata Lvs. bordered
yellow: fls pink, paler in bud, dwarf Louymanan aurea Lvs.
yellow; of slow* growth R B 2 173 Luteo-margmnta (Weigela
amabilisfol var Van Houtte) Lvs bordered yellow FS 12 1189
Nana varieoata (Weigela rosea nana fol var Van Houtte). Lvs.

variegated with white fls. nearly white dwarf Sicboldn argenteo-

marginata (4X7). Lvs. bordered white fls. rose

bb. Anthers connected with each other. (Calyptro-

sttgma.)

10 Middendorffi&na, Carr. Shrub, to 3 ft * lvs

short-petioled, ovate-oblong or oblong-lanceolate, ser-

rate, glabrous at length fls m 2-3-fld axillary and
terminal clusters, corolla campanulate-funnelform, yel-
lowish white, spotted orange or purplish inside 1 Vi m
long, calyx-teeth partially connate. May, June E
Siberia, N China, Japan Gt 6:183 RH 18.54 261
F.S 11 1137 IH 4 115 GC III 7 . 581 —Hardy,
but rarely does well, it, demands a cool and moist cli-

mate and a position sheltered from strong winds.
D spltndiM, Carr (I) Lome era XD nessilifolia) Intermediate

between the parents, more similar to L sesMlifolia, but lvs short-
pctiolcd Garden origin —

D

iieiii*, Komarov Allied to D japon-
io i lvs ovate-lanceolate, uliate. otherwise glabrous, spanrgly
-errate, 1-2 in long enrolls white, pink outside, style not
exported Manchuria Recently intro

,
presumably quite hardy—

D Wdgneri, Kusneiov (D japonica/D Middendorffiana) Lvs
ov ite-oblong, glabrous except on the vans below fls axillary on
short bruic hi* t«, sepals lanceolate, distinct or partly connate,
pmk, ting* d yellowish Garden origin Gt 48 1461 —Doubtful
whether ettll m cult ALFRED Kehder

DltTES : JWorsen.

DIGITALIS (Latin, digitalis
,
finger of a glove, refer-

ring to the shape of the flowers) Seraphulanaceae, Fox-
glove A fine genus, numbeiing several species, and
some hybrids, of hardv oi half-hardy herbaceous plants,
well Known for their long racemes of inflated flowers,

which suggest spirt's or towers of bells Plate XXXVI
V plight herbs, sometimes woody at the base gla-

brous or foment use or woolly, mostly simple lvs

alternate or seat tercel or erowdeel, entue or dentate*
fls showy, in a long terminal income or spike which is

usually 1 -sided, purple, ochroleucous or white, corolla

declined, more or less onmpanulate, often constricted
above the* ovary, th 1 limb eit'ct-sproading and some-
what 2-lipped, spotted and beareleel at the throat,
stamems i, didynamous, usually ineluded; style slen-

der, 2-lohed fr an ovate elelnscent caps.—About 25
spe< it's, Eu and W and ( Vnt A^ia
The foxglove's aie old-fashioned and dignified, clean

of growth anel wholesome company m the choicest
garden The stiong veitical lines of their flower-
stalki, rising from rich and luxuiiant masses of cauhne
leaves, give' always an appearance of strength to the
larnbhng outlines of the usual herbaceous border. For
a week or two the' foxglove's usuallv dominate* the wheile

beireler The usual specie's in cultivation is D purpurea,
w Inch is one of the* commonest English w del flow ers The
name “foxglove” is so inappropriate that much ingen-
ious speculation has been moused, but its origin is lost

in antiquit v The* worel “fox” is often said to be a cor-

ruption of “folk,” meaning the “little folk” or fairies

Unfortunati'lv
,
etymologists discredit this pretty sug-

gestion In the* drugstores, several preparations of D.
purpurea are solel They are diuretic, sedative, narcotic.

For medicinal purposes, the leaves of the second year’s

1265 The juvenile or foliage stage of Digitalis purpurea,

used as an edging. Year preceding the blorm.
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growth are used.—Foxgloves are of the easiest culture.

The common species and hybrids can be grown as
biennials from seed. The perennial species are propaga-
ted by seeds or by division The common D 'purpurea
is best treated as a biennial, although it may sometimes
persist longer. Seeds sown one spring (or fall) will give
good blooming plants the following season. The large

root-leaves before the flower-stems appear are decor-
ative (Fig 1265).

a. Middle lobe of the lower lip longer than the others.

ferrugfnea, Linn. (D aiirea, Lindl ) Biennial or
perennial, 4-6 ft. high' sts. densely leafy lvs glabrous

or eiliate racemes long, dense;
. fls. rusty red, reticulate-marked,

MyL downy outside, lower lip of

corolla ovate, entire, bearded,

lan&ta, Ehrh. Perennial, or

WJf biennial, 2-3 ft lvs oblong or
lanceolate, eiliate * fls rather
small, 1-1M in. long, grayish or
creamy yellow, sometimes whit-
ish or purplish, downy, in a dense,
many-fld raceme, with bracts
shorter than the fls July, Aug.
Danube River and Greece. B M.
1159 (poor fig ) —A fine species,

sibfrica, Lindl Has the habit

M am^l9ua > with fls like those
of D. lanata lvs downy, ovate-

A lanceolate, serrate or the upper
fls. ventricose, villose, yel-

long, rugose, de-

/ |M3jj83y\ current: fls purple, throat

Pa*er
>
marked with red dots

in a lax raceme, calyx-

segms.^ ovate^ or

^

oblong.

'
rr ' aa. Middle lobe of the lower

1260. Digitalis purpurea. grandiflbra
,
Lam. D ochro-

{XM) leuca, Jacq ). Perennial or
biennial, 2-3 ft high: lvs

nvate-lanceolate, toothed, sessile or clasping, downy
below: fls. large, 2 in. long, yellowish, marked with
brown; lower bracts about as long as the fls. Eu.,
W. Asia B R 64.

purp&rea, Linn. (D. tomentbsa
,
Link & Hoffmgg.).

Common Foxglove. Fig. 1266 The
L
species most

commonly cult.: mostly biennial, but sometimes per-

ennial: height 2-4 ft.: lvs. rugose, somewhat downy,
the radical ones long-stalked and ovate to ovate-'

lanceolate, the st -lvs. short-stalked and becoming
small toward the tOD of the st.' fls larce 2 in lonv.

ranging from purple and more or less spotted, rather
obscurely lobed. On diy hills and roadsides, Great
Britain. W. and Cent Eu., to Scandinavia, running
into white and modified forms m cult

;
sometimes

escaped m this country. Gn 34.488. Var gloxiniffl-

fldra, Hort. (D. gloxmioldes
,
Carr D. gloximstfldra,

Hort.). Of more robust habit, longer racemes, larger

fls
,
which open wider, nearly always strongly spotted.

Var. Alba, Hort Fls white. Var monstrdsa, Hort
,
is

a double pelonc form P.G. 4'151 D. maculita
superba is a trade name for highly improved spotted
forms Var. campanul&ta, Hort

,
is a monstrous form

with the upper fls. united into a bell-shaped large
bloom.

D Buxbaiimn is offered as a yellow-fld species—D (tiibia, Rodr.
Perennial, woolly fls slender, hanging, purplish, spotted inside.
Balearic Isis G 30 309 —D lacimdta, Lindl. Perennial, woody,
2 ft high lvs lanceolate, jagged fls yellow, downy, with ovate,
bearded segms

,
bracts much shorter than the pedicels Spain

BR 1201 —D Iwno&ta, Waldst. & Kit. Perennial, 2-3 ft

high lvs linear - lanceolate, radical ones obovate - lanceolate
fls scattered, glabrous, yellow Danube and Greece —D lutea,

Linn Perennial, glabrous lvs oblong or lanceolate, denticu-
late raceme inany-fld, secund, corolla yellow to white, gla-
brous, calyx-segms lanceolate, acute Eu 13 R 251 —D mar-
ulna, Boias Lvs radical, very downy, ovate-oblong fls rose,
corolla bearded Spain —D purpurdscens, Roth Bicnnal fls

yellow or sometimes purplish, pale inside, spotted at the mouth,
lower lobe of corolla short Eu —D purpurea -amhiyua is a
hybrid of D purpurea var gloxtniroflora and D ambigua

F. A. Waugh.

dilivAria: Acanthus.

DILL (Antihum gravbolens, Linn), an annual or

biennial plant of the Vmbelliferse
,
the seeds of which

are used as a seasoning, as are seeds of caraway and
coriander It is of the easiest cult from seeds It

should have a warm position The plant grows 2-3 ft

high the lvs are cut into thread-like divisions the

st is very smooth the fls are small and yellowish, the

little petals falling early It is a hardy plant The
foliage is sometimes used in flavoring, and medicinal
preparations are made from the plant The seeds ^ire

very flat and bitter-flavored Native of S E Eu

DILLfcNIA (named by Linnaus for J J Dillemus,

1684-1747, botanist and professor at Oxford, author
of important botanical works) Dillenihcca Tall

tropical trees from Asia, Indian Archipelago, Philip-

pines, and Australia

Leaves large, with pronounced pinnate parallel

venation fls showy, white or yellow, lateral, solitary

or clustered; sepals and petals 5, spreading, stamens
many, free or somew’hat united at base, the anthers

linear, opening by 2 slits, the interior ones erect and
mtrorse and the exterior ones recuived and ext’rorse

carpels 5-20, many-ovuled, in fr becoming a fleshy

body inclosed in the enlarging calyx —Probably 40
species, allied to the Magnolia family I) imhea is

said to be the showiest of the whole family, being attrac-

tive in foliage, fi and fr Dillenias may be grown in

light sandy loam Prop readily by seeds, but with

difficulty from cuttings.

fndica, Linn (D specibsa, Thunb.) Trunk stout,

not high branches numerous, spreading, then ascend-

ing' lvs confined to the ends of branches, on short,

broad, channelled sheathing petioles, the blade 6-12

in long, oblong, or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate,

narrowed at the base, strongly serrate: sepals 5, thick,

fleshy, enlarging and inclosing the fr
;
petals obovate,

white, large, making a fl. fully 9 in across, stamens very

numerous, forming a large yellow globe crowned by
the white, slender, spreading rays of the stigma: fr.

edible, acid, the size of an apple, many-celled and
many-ovuled Trop Asia Intro in Fla. and S. Calif.

B M. 5016 (B M. HS^Hibbertia volubihs ) H.F. 1867

P- 119* Wilhelm Miller.

DIMORPHAnTHUS: Araha
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DIMORPHOTHECA (Greek, two-formed achenea).

Comp6aitx. Cape Marigold. Annual and perennial

herbs or sub-shrubs, some of which are excellent flower-

garden plants.

Leaves alternate or radical, entire, toothed, or incised,

often narrow: heads solitary, long-peduncled
;
disk-fls.

yellow or brown or purple, the rays yellow, purple, or

white with purple beneath. The genus is closely allied

to Calendula but has straight instead of incurved
frs The fls usually close up, like those of Gazania,
unless they have sunlight, their backs have as great a
variety of coloring as their faces —About 20 species in

S Afr
The flowers are often 3 inches across, and their long,

slender rays (20 or more) give a distinct and charming
effect A dozen kinds are grown abroad, representing

a wide range of colors and foliage They are wintered
m eoolhouses and flowered in spring or else transplanted
to the open, when* they flower freely during summer.
The shrubby kind, l). Ecklonis

,
has been grown as a

summer bedding plant, flowering from July to frost,

and as a coolhouse plant, making a much-branched
subject 3 feet high, and flowering fieely all spring.

Annua, Less (CalcnduUi pluviAlvt, Linn ). Erect or
diffuse, simple or branched annual, rough with jointed
and gland-tipped hairs (seen with a small lens): lvs

nanowly oblong or obovate-oblong, tapering to

the base, with a few distant teeth, pilose, the
uppeimost smallei and nai rower peduncles ter-

minal, nodding in fr
;
fls white above, purple or

discolored beneath .1 II 111 57 501. Var.
liguldsa, \ oss ((’iilnuhtla Ponqn, Hort.), is a double
form (the heads full ot ravs) with heads wnite on upper
side and yellow oi violet beneath

smu&ta, DC Annual, blanched from the base,

nearly glabrous lvs oblong, obtuse, sinuate, narrowed
at base involucre-scales lanceolate-acuminate, quite
glabrous, longer than disk achenes of lay trigonous,

everywhere tubercled, of disk flat with thickened run,
rays orange —Grows 12-15 in. high Els shading to

blue in center

aurantiaca, DC. Perennial, the st natively more
or less shrubbv, erect, glabrous, with rod-like branches*
lvs linear-oblong oi spatulate, thiekish, obtuse, entire

fl -heads large, lays orange-yellow, involucre-scales

linear-acuminate, exceeding the disk, with a central

line of hairs ar 1 paler margins This brief botanical
description does not in all wavs fit the plant now in

common cult as 1) aurantiaca ,
which is treated as a

half-hardv annual, and which is apparently more or

less modified by cult
,
it is a very showy plant (Fig

12b7), 12 10 in high, from a short-decumbent base,

with notched acute lvs
, and teimmnl heads 2-2?4 m

across, and w ith curving rays of a rich glossy apricot-

orange and a disk of brown-black, it is one of the
best flower-garden subjects of recent years, the fls.

opening in the sun and making a brilliant display m
summer and till frost, of simple cultuie from seeds.

Although long described in horticultural literature, it

appears not to have come really into cult, until within
the past few years, having been offered in Eli in the
fall of 1908 Recent forms under the name of D.
aurantiaca hybrula (hybrids with D annua), intro m
1912, range m color from white and bluish-white to

red, yellow*, orange and salmon. 15.M 408 (as Calen-

dula Tragus). G C 111 38 127 G 31 205. J H. III.

57.37 FE 31*308 Winter-flowering in S Calif.

Eckldnis, DC. Shrubby at base, robust and erect,

branching at top, 2 ft or more* lvs crowded, linear-

lanceolate or lanceolate, entire or somewhat denticu-

late, acute* fl.-heads terminal, the lays l 1

£ in long,

white above and purplish beneath, involucre-scales

long-acuminate. BM. 7535 Gn. 75, p 444 G 24
424, 25.505 —Not hardy noith of Washington. It is

grown as a summer bedding plant in England

D. Bdrberig>, Haw Perennial fls purple above, paler beneath;
disk all purple, with corollas of 2 forms. B M 5327. H F II.

5 78 Var rb&ca, Hort
, has rose-colored fls.

—

D chrysanthenn-
fdha, DC Lvs cut like a chrysanthemum fls yellow, reverse
reddish. B M 2218 —D cuneata, DC Lvs strongly cut fls scarlet-
orange. BM 1343

—

D nu<i)to alls var fframmifdlia, Harv &
Bond Fls white, with a purple ring at the base, and orange-
brown on the back, the disk purple B M 5252 —D Tr&gua, DC
Perennial Ivh narrower than in D Kikloms, linear fls. white,
veined purple, the rays narrower at the base, reverse orange pur-
plish, the disk purplish. B M 1981 (as Calendula) H J} |

DIOCLEA (after Diodes of Carystos, said to be
second only to Hippocrates among the ancients for

his knowledge of plants). Legummosx.
Tender shrubby twiners, with delicate

trifoliolate leaves and blue, violet,

scarlet or white flowers, sometimes
nearly an inch long, anil borne in

clusters wy,
*K h have been roughly com-

pared to Wistaria
Flowers papilionaceous, calyx bell-

shaped, 4-cut, 2 lobes shorter and nar-
rower, standard oibnular or ovate,
reflexed, auricled or appendaged at
base, wings obovate or oblong, free;

keel incurved, beaked or
obtuse, ovaiy nearly
sessile pod wide, the

^ upper suture thickened or

2 - winged — Perhaps 20
species m tropical regions,

chiefly m the western
hemisphere. What is said

to be the following species

is cult, m S Calif
,
where

it has a moderate growth,
shining foliage, and clus-

ters of 10 or more large

fls of a splendid scailet

(to be considered with
reference to Campto-
sema).

glycinoldes, Hort. Fls.

1 m long, bright scarlet,

in racemes, somew'hat like

Wistaria will stand some
cold Prop by seeds, cut-
tings, or suckers, freely

produced on grown-up

S

ilants liio de la Plata —
Imperfectly understood
botamcally, said to be the
same as Camptosemarubi-
cundum, Hook <fc Arn.

L. H. B.f
DION: Dioon

DIONAA (Greek name
for Venus). Droseraccw
Venus Fly-trap A
remarkable monotypic
genus of insectivorous
plants, often grown for

curiosity and in botanical collections.

Leaves 1-5 in long, 4-8 in number, arc arranged in a
spreading rosette over the soil, each consisting of
a flat expanded petiole, and terminal bilobed blade;
midrib of the blade contractile, the margins prolonged
into bristles that interlock when the halves close, while
each half bears 3 minted and highly irritable hairs
arranged in triangular manner over its upper surface:
abundant sessile glands, usually of a crimson color,

cover this surface and render it attractive to insects;

but w*hcn grown m shade the glands and therefore the
lvs are quite green a single neat touch of a hair fails

to cause closure, but wnen one of the hairs is touched
twice, or when two adjacent hairs are touched once
within a short interval apart, the halves close Owing
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1268. The Venus’ Fly-trap—
Dion»a muscipula.

to continued and repeated stimuli caused by a caught
insect, or to chemical stimuli caused by its tissues, the
glands exude an acid and peptonizing digestive fluid

after a few hours; this starts digestive disintegration of
the insect's tissues, and the dissolved products are then
absorbed by the If.-halves: the fl.-stalk lengthens in

May to 8-10 in and bears 4-10 white fls which expand
in June, and which must be cross-pollinated for seed-
production. By the end of June the caps burst, and

expose small black shining seeds.

Those germinate m abundance
under a bell-jar on moist sandy
soil that is mixed with finely

chopped sphagnum moss. Each
seedling, after forming 2 lanceo-
late cotyledons, produces there-

after tiny fly-trapping lvs. that
behave like the adult ones.
Plants thrive well when grown
in 3-5-in nots amid a mixture
of fine silver-sand and black
silt The pots should be kept
immersed tor about an inch in

water, should have a slight top-
covering of sphagnum, and must
be kept near the glass in a green-

house with southeastern
exposure. Inhabits the
edges of moist sandy
savannah “bottom''
lands, is found wdd over
a narrow strip of ter-

ritory about 10 miles m
width and 40indes north,
also to an eoual distance
south of Wilmington, N.
C

,
and grows well only

when the tips of its roots reach a moist substratum, and
when active transpiration proceeds. The perennial

underground part is a bulbous swelling that can
readily be dug and distributed from Nov. to March.

It is seldom that this wonderful little plant is seen
in a good state of cultivation any length of time after

removal from its native haunts Its cultivation in a
greenhouse is usually attended with more or less diffi-

culty, owing to unsuitable conditions, such as too much
dry air, shade or unfriendly soil. It delights in full

sunshine, with a very humid atmosphere When the
plants can be secured and transplanted with consider-

able of the soil in which they grow attached to the bulb-
hke rootstalks, they are quite easily dealt with, and
may be kept in a healthy growing state for years I

find a round hanging earthenware receptacle most
useful to grow them in, the bottom is carefully dramed,
first with large pieces of broken pots, then smaller
pieces, and the upper layer is quite fine Some chopped
fibrous peat is placed above this, when the plants are
built in with live sphagnum moss used to fill the
spaces between the clumps Arranged in this way, it

is hardly possible to give them too much water, and
they revel in abundant supplies. If kept in the sun
the leaves take on a reddish tinge, but when grown in

the shade they are always green Flowers will

develop about the middle of June, but they should be
nipped off as they make their appearance, for they are
apt to weaken the plant —The diomca has been grown
successfully in a dwelling-house by a very different

method. The plants were m a wide, shallow dish, with-
out any drainage, and simply placed, not too firmly,
in loose five sphagnum moss, with a glass covering.
Water was given every other day by tiffing the space
above the plants until the dish was filled, and then it

was poured off. In this way the potting material
never became sour. From the luxuriant condition in

which these plants remained for years, I am inclined

to think this was a close imitation of the conditions

under which they thrive in a wild state. Some years
ago, owing to Asa Gray’s endeavor to have the Govern-
ment purchase a strip of land on which this plant
grows, there existed a widespread idea that it was
gradually becommg extmet. There seems to be little

likelihood of this calamity, however^ as Diomea is found
abundantly m some places. (G. W . Oliver, in Garden
and Forest, 10:237 [1897]).

muscfpula, Ellis. Fig 1268. St. short, subterra-

nean, coated by the swollen bases of lvs : lvs 1-5 in.

long in radial rosette, divided into winged petiole and
bilobed lamina: infl. umbellate; fls. %-l in.; petals

white; stamens usually 15; pistil of 5 united carpels,

stigmas 5 pemcillate: fr. a caps. B.M. 785. F.S. 3 280.

Mn. 1, p. 69. J. m. Macfaht ank

DIOON (Greek, two and egg, each scale covers two
ovules and the seeds are in pairs). Cycadaetw Hand-
some foliage plants suitable for warm or temperate
palm houses and for planting in the open far South

This genus is said to be the closest to the fossil

forms of any living representative of the family It

has the cones and twin seeds of Zamia and Encephalar-
tos, with the flat woolly scales of Cyeas, but without
the marginal seeds and loose infl of the latter —J)

edule has a flat rigid frond which is moie easily kept
free from scale insects than Cyea* revoluta, the common-
est species of the family in cult A specimen at Kew had
a trunk 3-4 ft high and 8-10 in thick, the crown
spreading 8-10 ft and containing 50 fronds, each
4r-5 ft long and 6-9 m vide Specimens of D ,xjnnu-

losum are reported with trunk 2 4 ft high Both sexes

make cones frequently, the male cone being 9-12 in.

long and the female 7-12 m. The seeds, which are

about the size of Spanish chestnuts arc eaten by the
Mexicans. There are a few species m Me\. Prop by
seeds Cult same as Cx cos.

edfile, Lindl Lvs pilose xvhen young, finally gla-

brous, 3-5 ft. long, pmnatihd, rigid, narrowly lanceo-

late segms
,
about 100 on each side, linear-lanceolate,

sharp-pointed, widest at the base, raeliis flat above,
convex beneath: male cones cylindrical, female cones
ovoid. Mex. BM 6184. GO. Ill 40 289 Gn 55,

p. 365. Gt. 48, p 157 Var. lanugin&sum, llort
,

is a
very woolly kind. Gt 48, pp. 154, 155 Variable

spinuldsum, Dyer. Plants 6-50 ft high, crowned by
a noble rosette of spreading lvs : lvs 4- i ft long, often
with 100 lfts. on each side, these bearing 5-8 spines on
each margin. This is one of the tallest of all the cyrads,

and is excelled only by the Australian ('yen s media.
It is very unlike D. edule

,
which has a stocky trunk

and straight rigid lvs. Mex. G.W. 4, p. 326, 5, p 331.

A.F. 7:461.

D. Dohbnit, Hort. Discovered in mts of Guatemala and named for
Edward L Doheney of Los Angeles Pacific Garden, Nov 1012
13

—

D pectin dturn, Hort Like C spinulosum foliage described as
“very handsome, owing to the very mum rous pinna* and t h« ir dose
anti regular arrangement The texture is also hnn and leathery,
with a sharp spiny point to each pinna ” Gn W 21 r

> — /) Pur-
pumi, Rose Trunk short, crowned with numerous stilf and ascend-
ing lvs 1ft or more long, pin n*e 2-4 in long, sharp-pointed, entire
on the lower margin but usually with 1, 2, or 3 spine-hke teeth
on the upper margin male eones tt-8 in long, the hraets with
recurved ovate tips, female* cones ovate*, about 18m long, the bracts
very woolly S Mex. WlLHELM MlLLEK.

L H B.f

DIOSCOREA (Dioscondes, Greek naturalist of the
first or second century of the Christian era) Dios-
coredcese. Twining herbs from tuberous or thickened
rootstocks, grown as arbor vines or under glass for

the fohage, and also for the edible rhizomes and
aerial tubers.

Type genus of a small family (of about 9 genera)
allied to Liliacese. It contains more than 200 widely
dispersed and confused species, most of them native
to tropical regions Sts herbaceous and twining or

long-procumbent, usually from a large tuberous root,
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and sometimes bearing tubers in the axils, lvs broad,
ribbed and netted-veined, jietiolate, alternate or oppo-
site, sometimes compound: fls. dioecious, small; calyx

6-

parted; anthers 6, styles 3; ovary 3-loculed and calyx
adherent to it. fr a 3-wmgcd caps

;
seeds winged.

—

The great subterranean tubers of some species are eaten
in the manner of potatoes Some of the kinds have hand-
some colored foliage and are good glasshouse subjects.

Numbers of species are more or less cult in different

warm countries (see, for example, Paillieux & Bois,

“Le Potager d’un Curicux,” and for Japanese species

(leorgeson, AG 13:80); but it is not known that
many of them have appeared in the U. S. The tuber-
bearing species need to be worked over thoroughly
from living plants For an inquiry into the prehistoric

cult of dioscoreas in Amcr
,
sec Gray & Trumbull,

Arner Joum Sci 25.250.
All the species are of very easy cultivation from seeds

or tubers or cuttings. The tubers keep a long time, like

potatoes.

a. Sis. strongly winged.

al&ta, Linn Fig 1209. St 4-winged or angular: lvs.

opposite, cordato-oblong, or cordate-ovate, with a
deep, basal sinus, glabious, devoid of pellucid dots,

7-

nerv(nl (sometimes 9-nerved), with the outer pair
unit'd stainmate spikes compound, special ones
whorled, shoit, flexuose; pistillate spikes simple; fls.

distant, anthers subglobose, about as long as the
filament caps lent hoi y, elliptical India and the South
Sea Isis —Widely cult in the tronics under many
vernacular names Tubeis reach a length of 6-8 ft.,

and sometimes weigh 100 lbs
,
edible. The roots con-

tinue to grow for years Variable

aa. Sts. terete (cylindrical)

.

B. Lvs. plain green.

Batatas, Decne (D. divaricdln, Auth., not Blanco).
Yam. Chinesk Yam. Chinese Potato Cinnamon-
Vine. Tall climbing (10-30 ft ),the lvs. 7-9-ribbed, cor-

date-ovate and shining, short-petioled, bearing small
clusters of cinnamon-scented white fls in the axils root-

tubers deep in the ground, 2-3 ft long, usuallv larger

at the lower end. Philippines.

F.S 10:971 RH 18.54, pp.
247, 451, 452.—This is often
grown m the tropics for its

edible tubers, which, however,
are difficult to dig. In this

country the word yam is com-
monly applied to a tribe of

sweet potatoes (sec Sweet
Potato) The
yam is hardy
The root will

remain in the
ground over
winter in New
York, and send
up handsome
tall twining
shoots in the
spring The
plant bears lit-

tle tubers in

the If -axils,
and these are
usually planted
to produce the
cinnamon vine;

but it is not
until the sec-

ond year that

?
lants grown
rom these

( x H) and a small tuber tubercles pro-

duce the large or full-growm yams. A form with
short and potato-likc tubers is I). Decaisncdna, Carr
(R H. 1865 '1101 —A vine widely cult since 1910
under the name '‘air potato” or “giant yam vine” has
large potato-shaped bitter tubers Its 'identity is in
doubt It is not D divaricata

,
under which name it

was intro, from Ha van, nor I) bulbi/era, which has
angular and edible aenal tubeis In order to distm-

1270 Air potato.—Aerial tuber of Dioscorea bulbifera. (XR)

guish it from the latter, it has recently been called the
“Hawaiian bitter yam.” The yampi is apparently a
form of D. alata This and other forms of this species

are grown in Fla. and La
,
for the excellent edible

tubers, which compare favorably with the potato.

bulbifera, Linn. Am Potato Fig 1270 Tall-

climbmg. lvs. alternate, cordate-ovate and cuspidate,

7-9-nerved, the stalks longer than the blade fls in

long, lax, drooping, axillary racemes. Trop. Asia
G.C. Ill 52:313 —Somewhat cult S. as an oddity
and for the very large angular axillary tubers (which
vary greatly in size and shape) These tubers some-
times weigh several pounds They are palatable and
potato-like in flavor The root-tubers are usually
small or even none.

bb Lvs. variously marked and colored
,
at least beneath

(greenhouse “foliage plants”).

discolor, Ilort Lvs large, cordate-ovate, cuspidate,

with several shades of gieen, white-banded along the
midrib and purplish beneath' fls greenish and incon-

spicuous: root tuberous. S. Amer. Lowe 54. F W
1877:353.—Useful for the conservatory. Suggestive
of Cissus discolor.

multicolor, Lind. & Andre Probably only a form of

the last. lvs. variously marked and blotched and veined
wnth silvery white, red, green and salmon. S Amer
I H. 18 '53.—Verv decorative glasshouse plant of

several well-marked forms (some of them under Latin
names).

D mlldsa, Linn , a native dioscorea, is offered. Bartlett has
recently worked over the sf *ec les native to the l T S (Bull 1N9,

Bur rl Ind , U 8 Dept of Agne , 1910) and has recognized 5
species in the material formerly passing as D villosa, and the

name villosa itself he finds to be untenable because of the confusion
attending it (a similar case lies with D sativa, Linn , a name applied
to oriental species) The 5 species are as follows D quaternhta ,

Gmel Rhizomes stout, £fciii diatn ,
str light or forked, wuth few

or no lateral branches sts 1-S ft long, rigid and erect at base but
requiring support above l\s mostly n and tt at a node, alternate
above, cordate, ropnnd, green on both sides, glabrous staminate
fls panic led, the clusters solitary in the axils, pistillate fls few
in the cluster fr variable, ^-l'sin long Woods and banks, N C
to Fla , La , Mo and Ark —D glauca, Muhl Rhizomes 75m or

more diam , often forked and with many short lateral branches
(the source of the drug “dioscorea”) st 3-10 ft long, rigid and
erect at base but requiring support above, lvs in whorls of 3-7,

the upper ones alternate, larger than in D quaternata and less or

not at all repand glabrous or hirtcllous, glaucous at maturity
staminate inn solitary in all axils, paniculate, pistillate infl

few-fld fr to 1 H m long Pa southward along the mts to

8 C and west to E Mo —D pamculnta, Michx Rhizomes long
and slender, simple or rarely forked, less than cliam , wuth a

few short thinner laterals st 1-14 ft , flexuose, glabrous lvs all

alternate or nearly so. pubescent beneath staminate infl solitary

in the upper axils, pistillate infl densely many-frui ted fr less than
1 in Var glabnfdlia, Bartlett, has glabrous l\s Mass to Minn ,

south to Texas in the middle region —D hirticaiilis, Bartlett

Rhizome less than ?£in diam , simple or rarely forked, nearly
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stnaght, with short thin luterals st 3-10 ft
,
weak and flcxuose,

pubescent lvs all alternate (except perhaps at lowest node),
grayish pubescent staimnato infl solitary in upper axils, the upper
ones paniculate, pistillate infl with 1-4 me

,
which are nearly 1 in.

long Carolinas and Ga—D ftoridana ,
Bartlett Bhizomes

unaesenbed st flexuose and twining hs alternate, wholly gla-

brous, green above and paler bent nth staminate infl paniculate, in

the upper axils and also terminal, pistillate infl solitary, 5-7-fld fr.

similar to those of D paniculnta, nearly 1 m long, 8 C to Fla
Of the many names appearing in hoiticultural literature, the

following are recent D aryyrxa, Hort Lis with silver-gray

angular patches along the main nerves Colombia Probably one
of the D discolor-rnulticolor group —D bicolor, Hort Greenhouse
climber, with ovate and cordate lvs ,

variegated abov e and deep pur-

ple beneath G.W. 13, p 254 Perhaps a garden form of some species,

although there is a D bicolor, Plain & Burkill described in a
Bengal journal D Furyt su

,
Franc h Twining, with spherical

aerial tubers lvs of 3-3 parts or Ifts , ternate or digitate, tho
parts oval or oval-lanceolate, more or less acuminate female fls

in a very long cluster, sessile, subtended by lanceolate bracts,

female fl oblong, with b short segms subterianeun tuber globular,

said to be ediblo, plant produces aerial tubers W China H H
1900, p 685—D olobdsa, Roxbg Cult by Hindoos tubers large,

round and white sts b-winged, prickly toward the root lvs

sagittate-cordate, eusiform, 5-7-nerv ed, the long petiole 5-w inged
staminate mfl long-pendulous and compound, and vortiullate,
pistillate infl simple and erect m the axils, few-fld India This
name is hsted m Ku —-D illuxtrafa, Hort , appears in European
lists lvs satiny green with a central band of gray, transverse
lines of white, and gray patches, under surf ice purple Brazil

Probably one of the D discolor group —I) japorma, Thunb St
slender, climbing 10-12 ft lvs ovate with tailoring apex and
deeply cordate base, with some of the axils bearing small
oblong tubers or hulhcls pistillate fls small, white, racemose
near the top of the plant fr triangular, winged root 3-4 ft

long, 1-2 in diam ,
often branched Japan Cult forms have

thicker and more condensed roots, and arc eaten after the
manner of potatoes Offered abroad — f) macruurn, Harms.
Lvs simple, alternate, glabrous, stalked, cordatc-orhicul.tr, 1 tt.

each way, undulate, with an apical cusp 1)^-2 in long male fls

in a large panicle, the racemes reaching 2 ft , the fertile stamens 6
and vciy short Upper Guinea (Trop Air )—D retiisa, Mast.
Sts slender, much twining, finely pubescent lvs alternate, com-
pound, Ifts 3, stalked ohovato, rotuse, to 2 m long, green and
glabrous male fls few, in short-peduncled racemes, perianth-
segms oblong and continent, fertile stamens 3 and staminodea 3.

S. Afr. GC lb70 1119 GZ 22, p 242 L H B
Dl6SMA (Greek, divine odor). Ruthcear Small ten-

der heath-like shrubs from southwestern Africa.

Leaves al-

ternate or op-
posite, linear-

acute, chan-
neled, serru-

late or some-
times eiliatc,

glandular-
dotted ' fls white or red-
dish, terminal, subsoli-

tary or corymbose,
pedicellate; calyx 5-

parted; hypogynous disk
5-sinuate, 5 - p 1 a 1 1 e d

;

petals 5; style short;

stigma capitate carpels
5—Of the more than 200
species described, barely
a dozen now remain in

this genus, the others
being mostly referred to allied

genera, especially Adenandra,
Agathosma and Barosma.
The plant known to gardeners

(and described by Linnaeus) as
I). capitata is now referred to
Audouima capitata, Brongn

,

which belongs in a different

order (Bruniacese

)

and even in a
different subclass of the Dicoty-
ledons (genus named for J. V.
Audouin, born 1797. famous
entomologist) It is a neath-hke
shrub 2-3 ft. highj with erect

branches, and somewhat
1271. Native perslm- ^horl

f
(
?'

™ostly clustered
mon, Diospyros virgin- branchlets, lvs spirally arranged,

iana. ( X H) stalkless, overlapping, linear, 3-

angled, roughish. with 2 grooves beneath* fls crimson

(according to Flora Capensis), crowded into oblong

spike-like, terminal heads. Generic characters are: calyx

adhering to the ovary, 5-cleft, seems large, overlapping;

petals with a long, 2-keeled claw, and a spreading,

roundish limb; stamens included; ovary half inferior,

3-celled, cells 2-ovulcd, style 3-angled, with 3 small,

papilla-like stigmas —One species.

In America, I). ericoides is moie or less well known,
and is put to various uses in floral decorations, in sprays,

or branchlets cut to the required length, and stuck in

formal designs as a setting for other flowers in the

same manner and for the same purpose as Stevia is

used, to give that necessary grace and artistic effect

to the whole. This species, like most of the genus, has
an agreeable aromatic fragrance m the foliage It

is a stiong grower, loose and heath-like m habit and
foliage, as the specific name indicates, flowers white and
small, one or more on the points of tiny branchlets
While diosmas undoubtedly do best m soil suitable

for heaths, that is, soil composed laigely of fibrous

peat, they are not nearly so exacting in their 1 equip-
ments in this respect, and can be grown m good fibrous

loam and leaf-mold m equal parts, with considerable
clean sharp sand added thereto The plants should be
cut back rather severely after flowering to keep them
low and bush} ; this icfers more particularly to the
above species, other members of the genus being of

more compact growth and needing veiy little correc-

tive cutting to keep them in shape D capitata (pioperly
Audouima capitata) is a fine example of the latter class,

and is much better than/) ericoides for exhibition and
show purposes; flowers pinkish lilac, in coi> mbs The
propagation of diosmas by cuttings is similar to that
of heaths, but much easier The best material for cut-
tings is young wood (Kenneth Fmla> son )

ericoides, Linn Much-branched, 1-2 ft, leafy:

branches and twigs quite glabrous, lvs alternate,

crowded, recurved-spreading, oblong, obtuse, keeled,

pointless, glabrous fls terminal, 2-3 together, with
very short pedicels, calyx-lobes ovate, obtuse, petals
reddish, elliptic-oblong orobovate, obtuse, narrowed to

a short claw*, twice as long as the calyx; disk free and
5-lobed. 13.M 2332 under this name is m reality D.
vulgaris vox longifoha. G 33*501

The plant cult in Calif as Diosma purpurea belongs to Aga-
thosma (Greek, yood odor)

,

diffc ring from Diosina chiefly in tho
presence of 5 stauunodis and in the 3 or 4 carpi Is, it is .4 villA*

i

Willd
, a shrub about 1ft high with upright branches, spirtlly

arranged upright and imbricate hs onlong-lanc < ol itc
,

cilmte,
pubescent be neath, %~H\n long fls light purple , in cle nsc terminal
heads, pedicels unncjual, at leust the outer ones not exceeding the
lvs 8 Afr It B 5 369 (as Diosma hirt’i), II I 1 I Another
species sometimes cult as D purpurea is igatho\ma Vailenatiuna,
Bart 1 eSc Wendl differing from the preceding spi cie s elm fly in tho
spreading lvs and in nearly equal pedicels exceeding tho lvs
LBC 12 1122 (as Diosma hirta)

D frdorans, Sims—Adenandra fragrans

—

D vulydnt, Sehleeht ,

has narrower lvs than D ericoides, and they are acute branehleta
minutely pubescent lvs scattered, rarely opposite, linear, eornex-
cannate, subulatc-acuminato fls corymbose, the petals white, or
red on the outside plant 1-2 or more ft There are well-marked
botanical varieties. WlLHELM MlLLER.

L H B.t

DIOSPYROS (Dios, Jove’s, pgros, grain; alluding
to its ediblo fruit). Ebendce Persimmon. Ebony.
Woody plants grown partly for tho handsome foliage

and partly for their edible fruits; some species are
valuable timber trees.

Deciduous or evergreen trees or shrubs, with alter-

nate, rarely opposite, entire lvs., without stipules: fls.

dioecious or polygamous m few- or many-fld
,
axillary

cymes, the pistillate often solitary, yellowish or whitish;
calyx and corolla 3-7-, usually 4-lobed; stamens usually
8-16, included, styles 2-6, ovary 4-12-celled: fr. a
large, juicy berry, 1-10-sceded, bearing usually the
enlarged calyx at the base; seed flat, rather large.—
About 190 species in the tropics, few in colder climates.
The few cultivated species are ornamental trees,
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with handsome lustrous foliage, rarely attacked by
insects and with decorative and edible fruit. The only
species which is tolerably hardy North is D mrgmiana

,

while D. Kaki, much cultivated in Japan for its large

edible fruits, is hardy only in the southern states. Most
species have valuable hard and close-grained wood,

40 ft., with round head: lvs. ovate-elliptic, oblong-ovate
or obovate, acuminate, subcoriaceous, glabrous and
shining above, more or less pubescent Beneath, 3-7
in. long, fls veilowish white, stainmate with 16-24
stamens, pistillate to %in. long, styles divided to the
base, pubescent: fr. large, 1^-3 in. across, very
variable in shape and size, mostly resembling a tomato,
orange or reddish. June. Japan, China. It H 1870,

pp 412, 413; 1872, pp 254, 255 B M 8127 G C III.
41.22 Gn 27, pp 168, 169

, 49, p 171 M.DG.1909.
409. Var. cost&ta, Andr6 Fr large, depressed, glob-
ular, orange-red, with 4 furrows It II. 1870:410, and p.
133. I H. 18.78. GC. II. 4*777: III 9:171; 13:51.
Gn 49, p 171 Var. Maz€lii, Mouillef Fr. orange-yel-
low, with 8 furrows R H 1874 70 Other varieties are
figured in RH 1872, p 254, 1878 470; 1887:348;
1888.60. A G. 12 331-8, 459-462.—A very desirable
and beautiful fruit-bearing tree for the southern states,
where a number of different varieties intro from Japan
are cult

,
but the hardier varieties from the north of

Japan and China, which are likely to be hardy north to
New England, seem hitherto not to have been intro.

Fig 1273 is from Georgeson’s articles m A. G 1891.
—The plant cult in Eu. as 1). chinensis

,
which is

apparently the same as I) Raxburghn, differs from the
Japanese forms of Kaki, w’hich usually have ellip-

tic and glabrescent lvs
,
m the narrower usually

oblong lvs" densely pubescent beneath, less so above,
and in the greenish yellow subglobose fr., it is tenderer
than the common Kaki It must not be confused with
D sinensis, Hemsl

,
an entirely different species from

Cent. China, not in cult

and that of some tropical species is known as ebony
They thrive in almost any soil, but require, in cooler

climates, sheltered and sunny positions Propagated by
seeds to be sown after maturity or stratified and sown
in spring, and by cuttings of nalf-ripened wood or by
layers, the tropical species by cuttings of mature wood
m spring, with bottom heat, the fruit-bearing varie-

ties are usually grafted or budded on seedling stock of

D. inrgimana See Persimmon.

a Lvs acuminate

.

b Fr %-l Vi m across, not ribbed: branches usually

glabrous

virgini&na, Linn Common Persimmon. Fig 1271

Tree, to 50 ft., rarely to 100 ft
,
with round-topped head

and spreading, often pendulous branches lvs ovate or

elliptic, acuminate, shining above, glabrous at length or

pubescent beneath, 3-6 in long: fls short-stalked,

greenish yellow, staminate in 3’s, ^in long, with lo
stamens; pistillate solitary, larger, with 4
2-lobed styles, connate at the base fr

globose or obovate, plum-like, with the

enlarged calyx at the base, 1-1Y in diam.,

pale orange, often with red cheek, edible,

varying in size, color and flavor June.

Conn to Fla
,
west to Kans. and Texas.

SS. 6*252, 253. GF 8:265. Mn. 4:21.

Gn 57, p 146. AG 11*651. V. 4 20.

GW 16:230.

Ldtus, Linn Fig 1272 Round-headed
tree, to 40 ft * lvs elliptic or oblong, acumi-
nate, pubescent, often glabrous above at

length, 3-5 in. long: ns. reddish white,

staminate in 3’s, with 16 stamens, pistillate

solitary fr yellow at first, black when fully

ripe, globular, lA~ z/i\n. diam., edible. June.

W. Asia to China. A.G. 12:460. Gn.32,p.
68. SI.F. 1*79.

bb. Fr. lY-S m. across, usually nbbed: branchei

with oppressed brownish pubescence.

K&ki, Linn. f. (D. chintnsis, Blume. D. Schitse,

Bunge. D Rdxburghn, Carr ) Fig 1273. Tree, to

aa Lvs. obtuse or emarginate.

texlUia, Scheele (D mexicdna, Scheele Brayodtndron
texdnum, Small). Small tree, intricately branched,
rarely to 40 ft : lvs cuncatc, oblong or obovate,
pubescent below, 1-2 in long fls with tjie lvs , pubes-
cent. on branches of the previous year; calyx and
corolla 5-lobed, staminate fls with 16 stamens, pis-

tillate with 4 pubescent styles connate at the base: fr.

black, in. diam. Spring Texas, New Mex. S.S.

6:254

tessell&ria, Poir (D. reticulata, Willd.). Tree or
shrub lvs coriaceous, oval or oblong, rounded at both
ends, lustrous above, glabrous and reticulate below, 3-6

in. long. fls. clustered,

sessile; calyx tubular,

4-lobed at the apex;
corolla 4-lobed; eta-

1273. A cultivated fruit of

Diospyros Kaki.
(Nearly natural bus.)
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mens 12-13, glabrous: fr. ovoid, sericeous or glabrate,

1 m. long, edible. Mauritius.—Yields the ebony
of Mauritius. Cult, m S Calif.

D armAta, Hemal. Spmy tree, to 20 ft lva persistent, oval-
ohlong, obtuse, 1-2 in long stimulate 11s in short panicles, creamy
white, fragrant fr usually solitary, '’4 in across Cent China.
Tender —-D Ebenaster, Retz 'I'he “guayabota” and "zapoto
negro,” from Mex and W Indies, has been catalogued in S Calif
It is a tall tree, with very sweet frs the sue of an orange, green out-
side and almost black inside lvs elliptic or oblong, usually obtuse,
3-12 in long fls white, fragrant —D Ebtnum, Koenig Tree,
to 50 ft lvs elliptic-oblong, bluntly acuminate, glabrous, fls

white, staminate, m shoit rai ernes K Indies, Ceylon For cult
in hothouses or tropical climates This species is said to yield the
best ebony

—

D Mornsulna, H me e Evergreen shrub or small
tree, glabrous lvs oval, obtusely acuminate, i-3 1

^ in long fls

whitish, drooping, on hairy stalks fr yellow, subglobose, } 2
- n

4 in

across Hongkong, Formosa The edible fr ripens m Dec —D
iUilis, Hemsl Evergreen large tree branehlets silky-pubescent
lvs oblong, short-petloled, glabrous above, whitish and silky-
pubescent beneath, 5-8 in long fr depressed-globose, pubescent,
nearly 2 in across. Formosa. The edible fr is called Mao-shih

Alfred Rehdek.
DIOSTfeA (probably two stones or seeds). Vet-

benacese. Once refei red to Baillonia, but now kept
distinct, closely allied to Lippia, but differing widely
m habit, in the slender green branches, m the branehlets
having very long intei nodes and being cylindnc and
hollow. D. juncea, Miers, of tne Andes of Chile and
Argentina, is a bush or small tret', with the long
branches constricted when dry lvs opposite, 1 m or
less long, sessile, oblong or ovate-oblong, obtuse,
erenate, rather fleshy . fls small, pale lilac, in pedunclea
axillary or terminal spikes; corolla tubular, inflated

above the middle, hairy mside, with 5 very short
rounded spreading lobes; stamens 4, didynamous
B M 7695.

DI6TIS (ttvo-eared, denoting the structure) Com-
pdsilae One cottony perennial on sea sands of Eu

,

sometimes planted in rock-gardens and for edgings
D. candidfssima, Desf (I) marltuna, Smith). Cot-
ton-Weed Usually less than 1 ft. high, has hard sts.

almost woody at base, arising from a creeping root-

stock. lvs alternate, oblong, entire or slightly toothed,
about ^in. long fl -heads nearly globular, ^3 in across,

in dense terminal clusters, m Aug and Sept It is

readily prop by seeds or cuttings Diotis is closely

allied to Achillea, being distinguished by the florets

being all tubular and having 2 ears at the base of the
corolla which persist and inclose the achene

DIPCADI (meaning uncertain) Including Trlcharis
and Uropetalum Lihdcege. Tender bulbous scaposc
plants of minor importance, allied to Galtonia.

Leaves radical, thickish, narrowly linear: scape
simple and leafless, bearing loose racemes of odd-
colored fls

,
perianth with a cylindrical tube, the lobes

mostly equaling or exceeding the tube, the 3 exterior
ones spreading or flaring and the 3 mtenor usually
shorter and erect; stamens 6, on the throat of the peri-

anth, the anthers linear and attached by the back:
ovary sessile, ovoid or oblong, becoming a 3-sideu
dehiscent caps. * bulb tunicated —About 50 species in

S. Eu., Trop and S Afr and India. During the winter,

their resting time, the bulbs should be kept dry. A
compost of light, sandy loam and leaf-mold has been
recommended. Many species have been described m
recent years from Trop. and S. Afr

,
and some of them

may be expected to appear in the trade, and in lists of

novelties.

A. All perianth-segms equally long. (Tncharis.)

ser6tinum, Medikus Lvs 5-6, fleshy-herbaceous, gla-

brous, narrowly linear, 6-12 m long, 2-3 lines wide
near the base, channeled on the face, scape 4-12 m
long; raceme loose, 4-12-fld

;
bracts lanceolate, 4r-6

lines long, longer than the pedicels, perianth greenish
brown, 5-6 lines long; ovary sessile or subsessile. S.

Eu , N. Afr. B M 859 (as Scilla serotma)

aa. Outer perumth-segms longer than the inner and
tailed. ( Uropetalum .)

filamentdsum, Medikus (D idnde, Moench). Lvs 5-6,

fleshy-herbaceous, narrowly linear, glabrous, 1 ft. long,

1^-3 hues wide near the base, scape 1-2 ft. high,

raceme loose, 6-15-fld.; bracts linear-acuminate, 4-6
lines long, perianth green, 12—1 5 lines Jong, outer
segms 4-6 lines longer than the inner: caps sessile or

nearly so. S. Afr. Wilhelm Miller
L. H. B f

DIPELTA (Greek dis, twice, and pelte, shield, two
of the floral bracts are shield-like). Caprifoliacew.

Ornamental deciduous shiubs, giown for their hand-
some pinkish or purple flowers.

Leaves opposite, short-pet loled, entire or denticulate,

without stipules fls solitary or in leafy few-fld racemes,
with 4 unequal conspicuous bracts at the base, calyx-

lobes linear or lanceolate, 5, corolla tubular-campanu-
late, 2-lipped, stamens 4, inclosed, style slender,

shorter than corolla, ovary inferior, elongated, 4-celled,

2 of the cells with 1 fertile ovule each and 2 cells with
several sterile ovules: fr. a caps inclosed by the en-

larged, usually shield-like, bracts —Four species m
Cent. *ind W. Asia.

Dipeltas resemble diervillas in habit, with hand-
some pinkish or pui pie flowers m clusters along last

?

roar’s branches, the flowers in shape are like those of a
arge-flow'ered abelia D Jloi ibunda has proved hardy
at the Arnold Arboretum, while 1) venineosa seems to

be somewhat tenderer They ai o apparent ly not part ic-

ular as to the soil Propagation is by seeds sown in

spring and probably, like Abelia and Diorvilla, by
greenwood and hardw’ood cuttings

flonbunda, Maxim. Shrub, to 15 ft lvs ovate to

lanceolate, acute or acuminate, rounded or narrowed at

the base, entire, puberulous at first, soon glabrous,
2-4 in long fls. 1-6, on slender nodding pedicels,

tubular-campanulatc, pale rose, lower lip with orange
marks, l^in long, ovary inclosed by the 2 upper large

shield-like bracts persisting on the fr and 3 £-l m
across M.iv Cent China B M 8310 G C III 42 3
MDG 1912.27.

ventriedsa, Hemsl. Shrub, to 18 ft • lvs ovate-
lanceolate to lanceolate, long - acuminate, usually
rounded at the base, remotely glandular-denticulate,

sparingly hairy above and villous along the veins
beneath, 2-6 in long* fis 1-4 on drooping slender
pedicels, campanulate, ventricose and scarcely tubular
at the base, outside purple, whitish inside and marked
with orange, in long, ovary hidden by 2 large

unequal auriculate bracts on the fr about 3 4in across

May, June. W. China BM 8294 GC III 44.101.

D yunnanfnm t, Franoh Allied to D ventrieosa Lvs entire*
corolla distinctly tubular at the base W Chum R II 1891, p
240 Not>et intro—D clegans. Ratal, la another handsome species
not y-t moult. Alpked Rehdek

DIPHYLLfelA (Greek, double leaf). Berberiddce<e.

Umbrella-Leaf. An interesting hardy perennial herb,
sometimes transferred to the wila-garden

Plant with thick creeping jointed knotty rootstocks,
sending up a huge peltate cut-lobcd umbrella-like
radical If on a stout stalk, and a flowering st. bearing
2 similar (but smaller and more 2-cleft) alternate lvs .

which are peltate near one margin, and a terminal
cyme of white fls : sepals 6, fugacious; petals and
stamens 6; ovules 5 or 6. berries globose, few-seeded
This is one of the genera having only 2 species, one of

which is found in N.E N Amer
,
the other in E. Asia

or Japan, of which there are two others in this family.

cymdsa, Michx Itoot-lvs 1-2 ft across, 2-clcft, each
division 5-7-lobcd; lobes toothed: st. 1-4 ft tall:

berries blue May Wet or springy places in mountains
from Va to Ga. B M. 1666.—Grows readily in dry soil

under cult, but is dwarf
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DIPHYSA (two bladders
,
because of the structure of

the pod). Legummbsse. Shrubs or trees, usually glandu-
lar, with odd-pinnate lvs. and papilionaceous fls

,
of

about 10 or 12 species in Mex., Cent. Amer
,
to Vene-

zuela, rarely seen in cult, abroad m warmhouses 1

calyx with 5 unlike teeth, the 2 upper short; standard
of the corolla orbicular, clawed, with 2 callosities

inside; wings obovate or oblong or nearly lanceolate;
keel as long as the wings or somewhat longer fr a
stipitate more or less inflated pod . fls yellow, m short
racemes or fascicles. 1) carthagmerms, Jacq

,
is a

shrub or small unarmed tree, with 2-3-fld. axillary

P
eduncles, and about 5 pairs of lfts D. flonbunda,
'eyr

,
has been offered in »S Calif much-branching

shrub* lvs alternate; lfts 7-13, elliptic or broad-oblong,
the mid-nerve ending in a mucro fls yellow, m short
secund racemes; standard strongly rcflexed, j^in.

broad. S. Mex. jj 3

DfPIDAX (double fountain, from the pair of nectaries
at the base of the penanth-segms ) . Lihactie Two
species in S. Afr., with tunicated corms, simple sts

and small whitish more or less tinted fls. in spikes, of

little horticultural importance perianth deciduous,
polyphyllous; stamens 6, included; ovary sessile, 3-

celled and 3-lobcd, manv-ovulcd, styles 3, awl-shaped
fr a turbinate 3-valved caps D aliata, Baker St
6-12 in lvs usually 3, ciliate, the lower 1-6 in long
and lanceolate-acuminate and the upjier much shorter
and amplexieaul spike 2-6 in long, densely many-fld

;

fls whitish more or less tinged red. there are several
botanical vars

,
differing in lvs

,
number and color of

fls D triquetra, Baker St 12-18 in lvs 3 "tciliate,

the lowest at base of st and the upper neav the spike

(which is 1-6 in long) fls with numerous brown veins

and 2 purple nectar-spots. B M 558 (as Mclanthium
triquetrum

)

The species are treated as greenhouse
perennials

DlPLACUS- Mimulus.

DIPLADENIA (Greek, double gland, referring to the
tw*o glands at base of ovary, which distinguish this

genus from Kclntcs) Apoci/ruiceje A (‘harming genus
of greenhouse twiners (sometimes erect), mostly from
Brazil

Flowers large, showy, more or less funnel-shaped,

having a remarkable range of color, rarely white or

dark red, but especially rich in rosy shades and with
throats often brilliantly colored with yellow, the buds,
also, are charming; calyx 5-parted, the lobes lanceo-

late, with glands or scales in the inside; corolla without
scales at tne throat, the 5 lobes spreading, twisted in

the bud; stamens 5, affixed in the top of the tube,

included, the acuminate anthers conmvent around the
5-lobed stigma; disk of 2 fleshy scales, alternating with
the 2 distinct ovaries: fr. of 2 terete more or less spread-

in g follicles.

—

Species 36-40, in

Trop S Amer.,
woody (rarely

herbaceous) and
mostly at first

erect but becom-
ing scandent, the
lvs. mostly op-
posite and entire

and usually with
bristles or glands
at base, fls. usu-
ally m terminal
or axillary ra-

cemes. The
genus is fully as
interesting as
A 1 1 a m a n d a

,

1274. Dipladetua atropurpuret. (XK> which belongs to

another tribe of the same family. Other allied genera
of garden interest are Eclutes, Oaontadema, Mandevilla
and Urechites. Some species are naturally erect bushes,
at least when young, and many can be trained to the
bush form. The group is a most tempting one to the
hybridizer. Many names appear in European cata-
logues, but they are confused Very many pictures are
found in the European horticultural periodicals.
Of the twining glasshouse flowering subjects, dipla-

denias are amongst the best and ought to be in all col-

lections of greenhouse plants. A11 erroneous idea is

held by many that it is necessai y to have a very high
temperature to grow these plants successfully. This,
however, is not the case Except when started into

active growTth in the early spring, they do better in

an intermediate temperature Diplademas have been
knowm to live, and thnvt well, after having been sub-
jected to 7° of frost A good time of tne year to

secure cuttings of diplademas is about February 1 At
that time they show signs of starting into growth and
the w'eak wood should all be pruned back to the normal
thickness of the stem The thickest part of these prim-
ings make good cuttings Take a piece with two
leaves attached, with about an inch of the stem under
the leaves Pot them singly in small pots, half filled

with equal parts osmundme, broken up rather fine,

sand, and charcoal Fill the upper part of the pot w ith

sand Place the pots in a tight propagating bed, in a
night-temperature of 70 0 Allow the temperature to

run up to 80° or more by day, but be sure and admit
air several times during the day by opening up the
case the plants are in for a few minutes The cuttings

will have the small pots filled with roots in about a
month, w'hen they may be shifted into larger fxits From
now on, use for jiotting equal parts of osmundme, the

fiber of loam out of which all the fine part has been
shaken, sphagnum moss, sand and charceal. When the
plants reach a 6-inch pot, a sixth part of sheep-manure
may be added and a sprinkling of chicken-bone It is

a good plan, provided one has a good sheltered border
with a southern aspect, to plant small plants of dipla-

denia outdoors from June until the middle of Septem-
ber It is astonishing howr vigorously they start into

growth and flower when potted after this treatment
Fifty-five degrees is a good night temperature to grow
diplademas in when possible During the summer, if

grown indoors, admit all the air that can be admitted
day and night They w ill stand the full sun under glass,

but they do slightly better under a very light shade
during the hotter pait of the day, when the sun is

shining. When the pots are filled with roots, and it is

desired that they should remain in that pot for the
rest of the season, feed with manure-water, a handful
of cow-manure to a two-and-a-half-gallon watering-
pot The same amount to an equal quantity of water
if a fertilizer such as “Clays” is used, is sufficient.

Horse urine may also be used for a change, a 3-mch
potful to two and one-half gallons of water Be sure
to water three times m betw'ecn with clean water.
Diplademas showr signs of completing their growth
toward the end of November, at which time water
should be gradually withheld, but never so as to allow
the w'ood to shrivel. They may be treated in this man-
ner until the end of January, w*hen, as stated above,
they will show signs of starting the season’s growth
At this season they should have a general overhauling
Large plants should be turned out of their pots, and the
loose uirt all washed out of them w*ith a hose with a
gentle pressure on it; and if possible repot m the same
size of pot. After disturbing the roots in this manner,
they are better to be placed for a few weeks in a tem-
perature of not less than 65 0 When they have gripped
the new* soil, they do better in 55° night temperature.
Give each break a piece of thread attached from the
plant to the roof to climb on until they set flower. A
few breaks, near the highest part of the plant, will
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start climbing ahead of the others, and after they
show a flower-stem pinch the shoot immediately ahead
of the flower This will encourage the belated breaks
to start and catch up to these leaders. When they have
all set flower, they may be trained evenly over a globe

trellis if they are desired for a specimen plant. By the

above treatment ninety-five open flowers, all at one
time, have been secured on a plant m a 12-meh pot.

Dipladenias are subject to mealv-bug, scale, thnps,

and red-spider Fumigate with hydrocyanic gas

during the cold months, and syringe regularly and
thoroughly during the summer, and these pests will

give no trouble (George F. Stewart.)

A. Fls. white, throat yellow inside.

boliviensis, Hook. Plant everywhere glabrous: sts.

slender: lvs. petioled, 2-3K in. long, oblong, acumi-
nate, acute at base.

A bright green and
/A glossy above, pale

iVK ffli
beneath, stipules
none: racemes axil-

/P)TV h ]
cles much shorter

^ u 2|£T
5V'T^\ P/Jty than the lvs

,
about

^ i and pedicels, biacts

V£< ill Ji minute at the base of

twisted pedicels;

/ * A acuminate, 3 lint's

long, corolla almost

ft ' t \ anti throat slender

and eylindiical, the
' former Lin long, the

JmBo latter twice as long
and half as broad
again, limb 1}j m.

ir fy across, lobes broadly
ovate, more acumi-
nate than in I) atro

-

V.Vj purpurea Bolivia B.
M 5783 Gn. 44:

140. Gng 7 342.

AA. Fls dark purple.

^ atropurphrea, DC.
(L). Marie Ihnru'ftsp,

1275. Dipladenia splendens. ( X M) ^ 1^74.

Glabrous lvs ovate-

acute, about 2 in. long, acute at the very base racemes
axillary, 2-fld

,
peduncles a little longer than the lvs

;

pedicels twisted, bracted, calyx-lobes lanceolate-acumi-

nate, a little shorter than the pedicel, and a third as

long as the cylindrical part of tne corolla (of which the

tube is about 2 in long), corolla dark purple inside

and out, tube funnel-shaped above the middle, lobes

triangular, wavy, spreading, shorter than the dilated

part of the tube Brazil B H 21* 27 (as Eclutes)

.

Gn 44-488. IH 42.33 Gt 43, p 548 Var CISrkei,

Hort. Lvs rather small fl deep crimson shaded vel-

vet-black, about 2\4 m across, tne tube paler Gn W.
8.601

—

D atropurpurea is a handsome species, but
considered to be a shy bloomer.

aaa FIs. rose; throat deep rose or purple within
,
whitish

outside

1275. Dipladenia splendens. ( X M)

splendens, DC. (Echites splendens, Hook ). Fig.

1275 St glabrous, the branches terete . lvs subsessile,

4-8 in. long, elliptic-acuminate, cordate at the base,

wavy, pubescent, especially beneath, veins elevated,

numerous : racemes axillary, longer than the lvs

,

4-6-fld
;
calyx-lobes red-tipped, awl-shaped, as long as

the cylindrical part of the corolla-tube, which is half

the length of the funnel-shaped portion; limb flat,

4 in across, the lobes rotund, subacute, almost as long

as the tube: corolla-tube i]4 in long, white outside,

lobes rosy, tnroat deeper, almost purple. Brazil. B M.
3976 F\S 1.34 shows a yellow-throated form. Var
profhsa, Hod. (D piofusa, Hort ), has larger and
brighter rosy fls

,
lined with yellowr inside, the outside

of the tube rosy except at tne base, which is yellow.

JH 111 57-277. I II 30 491 —Intro, by B 8. Wil-

liams J) amdhilis, Hort
,

is said to be a hybrid of D.
crassuwda and D. splendens Lvs short-stalked, oblong,

acute' fls. rosy crimson, 4-5 in across; corolla-lobes

very lound and stiff. Gn 51, p. 227. G. 12 89; 14 '461.

I H 27*396. shows a 12-fld raceme with exceptionally

bright ml fls

aaaa Fls. salmon-colored; throat yellow inside and out.

urophylla, Hook Glabrous erect bush, not a vine:

branches numerous, swollen at the joints: lvs ovate-

oblong, obtuse at the base, suddenly narrowed at the

apex into a narrow point long: peduncles long,

drooping, flexuose; racemes axillary, 4-6-fid
;
calyx-

segms awl-shaped, coiolla dull yellow outside, deeper
and blighter yellow within, tube cylindrical in lower
third, then swelling into an almost bell-shaped throat;

lobes of the limb salmon inclined to purple, acute.

Brazil. B M 4414 P M 16 66 F S 5 425

D a mtbna, Moon* ftw-flnwf ug, with good foliage hr
s oblong-

acuminate fls pink tinted with rose, corolla-lobes rounded and
not reflexed Of garden origin (D sple ndens XI* amnbilis), offered
abroad F isos 7.3 Gb 191,11 41

—

l) Unarlti/nnu, Hort Lvs.
oblong, acute, dark green fls pmkat first, changing to ru h crun-
non, very large Gn 51, p 22b FW 1S75 ltd G S 92, 12 703.
Probably a form of Odontadema spceiosa

—

l) cari'ttnma, Hort.
Fls very large (about 5 in diam ), ele lieate pink lined with bright
rose Garde. origin GZ 27, p t

(
i

—

D crasnntUia, DC Glabrous*
st much nr hod, with many nodes hs lmueolate, ucute or
almost acuminate, acute at tin base, shining and leathery on both
sides racemes axillary, about b-fld ,

c ilyx-lobes lanceolate, acumi-
nate, a little shorter than the cylindrical part of the corolla-tube.
2 or 3 times shorter thin the pedicel, corolla-tube bell-shaped
above the middle, lobes obov ate-orbicular Brazil The above ic

the original description by He Candolle, who adds that tho lvs are
3 3 1

2 in long, ^i-l in wide, petiole 2-1 lines long stipules intor-
pctiolar, with 4 snort cuspidate teeth The plant pictured in B K
30 04 was renamed D I indliyi by Lemairo c Jm fly for its pilose
st and ste Hate-lobe d stipules Lute r authorities refer B It 30 04
to 1) Murtuma FS 22 2110 may be the same plant as B It

30 fil, but with variable hs and stipules The plant was prized for
its d< lieate colors, being white at first, then shot with soft rose like
a flame tulip, and finally a deep rose Only 1 fl in a raceme was
open at a time, and each lasted 8 or 9 da> s, throat orange inside —
D eiimia. He nisi \er> slender, twining, nearly glabrous, the st.

rose-red lvs opposite, ve ry short-stalked, 1-1
} ^in long, orbicular-

ovate to elliptic fls 0-8 in a cyme, 2 ’ i~\ in in ross, rose-colored,
the tube marly 2 in long, corolla-lobes orbicular anil obtusely
cuspidate Probably Brazil B M 7720—/> fl&m. Hook Hs sue
and color of common yellow" allamanda, climbing lvs opposite,
short-stalked, ovate to elliptic fls 4-b in a lax cyme, yellow, the
tube veiy hairyon the outside and suddenly enlarged above C olotn-
bia B M 4702 J F 4 373 Bee L rcchitos, to which this is prop-
erly referred— D Hdmiu, Hook Oelont ade nm spe eiosa — U
hybndn Lvs large, stout, bright green fls flaming c run son-red.
Gardenform G .32 617 —

D

iZ/tWrn, DO Glabrous or pubescent
lvs oblong or rotund, obtuse or nearly acute, rounded or sub-
cordate at the base, many-norveel

,
stipule-s none, petiole short

racemes terminal, 4-8-fld , fls rosy, throat yellow* inside, purple at
the mouth, coredla-tube cylindrical to the middle, then funnel-
shaped, limb 3~3}-fcin across, lobes rosy, orbicular-ovate, obtuse
Brazil FS 3 25b Var (jltlbra, Muell Arg BM 7156 -

D

msfy-
mi, Ilort Stout-growing foliage strong fls rosy purple- Of garden
origin It H 1904, p 419 G Z lb 115

—

1) puvferuw, Mart
,
var

tenuifdlia, Hook f A very slender tuberous-roote 1 glabrous twin-
ing herb with very narrow (> Bin. or less broad) hs 2-3 in long,
and rose-colored fls 1 H m across and bearing a golden 5-cleft ring
at the throat Brazil B M 7725 —D Sdntltn, Hemsl , has flesh-
colored, fls with throat yellow inside, and outside at the base, has
smaller lvs than D lllustris, and no circle of purple at the mouth
of the fl. Gn. 51 226. WlLHELM MlLLER.

L. H. B f

DIPLARRHENA (Greek, two anthers, the third being
imperfect). Ind&cese. Tender rhizomatous plants from
Australia and Tasmania, with white and variegated
flowers Herbs rhizome short, sts. erect, simple or
somewhat branched* lvs mostly radical, narrow, rigid,

acuminate, equitant: spathe terminal, rigid, acumi-
nate; perianth without any tube above the ovary;
segms unequal, inner ones shorter, conmvent; upper
stamen imperfect; fls. usually more than 1 to a spatne,
not lasting
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Mor&a, Labill. Sts. 1H~2 ft. long, with a single

terminal cluster, and several sheathing bracts lvs.

6-8 m a tuft, l-VA ft long, wide, spathes
cylindrical, 2-3-fld

,
2 in. long; fls wlntish. caps. 1 in.

long New S Wales, Victoiia, and Tasmania. This
species has been offered. The only other species is I).

lahfbUa, Benth. (I) Mor&a var lahfdha
,
Baker), from

Tasmania, with longer and broader lvs (nearly 1 m.
wide), longer spathes which are5-6-fld., and fls varie-

gated with lilac and yellow. u #

DIPLAZIUM (Greek
,
doubled). Polypodiaeex. Rather

largo, coal so ferns, of greenhouse culture
Allied to Asplemum, but with the mdusia often

double, extending along both sides of some of the free

veins The dividing line between Diplanum and
Asplemum is technical In general appearance and m
cultural requirements, the two genera are practically

identical —Eight} or more species are found, mostly in

the wanner portions of the world

A. Lvs. simple.

l&nceum, Pro.sl Lvs 6-9 m long, 9^-1 in wide,
nairowed upward and downward, the margin mostly
entne, sori reaching nearei to the edge than the midub
Indio, ( 'Inna .l.ipan

aa Lvs pmnnU
,
mth tin /nmu duply lohed: rnolstock

not usual to form a trunk

arbdreum, Presl (Asplemum arbbreum, Linn ) Evs.
12-18 m long, (>-S m wide, with a distinct auruleor
lobe at the base The habit is not aibomnis, as ori-

ginal!} supposed, and as the name would indicate;

quite ne.ii tin next, but less deepl} cut W Indies and
\ ene/uela

Shepherdu, Link (Asplemum Shiphirdu, Spreng ).

L\s 12 IS in long, 0-9 in broad, deeply lobed, the
lobes at the base sometimes reaching down to the rachis,

somewhat toothed and often ^in broad; son long-

linear Cuba and Me\ to Brazil

aaa Lrs bipmnati trunk som< what arborescent

maximum, C Chr (/> latifbhum, Moore Asplhnum
latifbhum

,
Don) St erect, sornew'hat arborescent:

lvs 3-4 ft long, 12-18 in wide, with about 12 pinnae

on either side. India, China and the Philippines

L M Underwood
DIPLOGL6TTIS (double-tongued, referring to the

divided scale inside the petals) Sapindare<e Austra-
lian tree, one species’ D australis, Radik ( D Cun-
mnqhanm

,
Hook f ), mentioned m recent horticultural

literature Lvs laige (1-2 ft or more), pinnate, more
or less villous, lfts 8-12, oblong-elliptic to ovate-
lanceolate, sometimes more than 1 ft long’ fls greenish,

many, m a huge panicle, calyx deeply 5-lobed, small,

petals about twice as long as calyx dim ), 4, thin,

orbicular, eiliate, about equaled by the 2 inner scales;

stamens 8, exsorted or included, ovary 3-eellod, the
style short and incurved, stigma entire or somewhat
3-lobed fr. a neaily globular 3-valved caps., tomentose,
about J 2»n. diam. B.M. 4470 (as Cupama Cunnwg-
hamu).

DIPLOL^NA (double cloak, in allusion to the double
involucre) Rutdctae W. Australian tomentose shrubs,

sometimes cult , but appaicntly not m American trade

Lvs simple and entire, stalked, alternate, fis. red from
the appearance of the many stamens in the terminal

heads which are flovver-like and short-pedunoled or
sessile anti surrounded by an involucre of broad bracts

in 3 or 4 series of which the inner ones are large and
petal-like, calyx wanting; petals 5, small and narrow;
disk small; stamens 10, much exserted, the filaments

bearded, ovary 5-lobed, the styles united into 1: fr.

2-valved cocci, resulting from the division of the ovary.

—About 4 species D. grandifldra
,
Desf

,
6-6 ft

,
with

rigid spreading branches, the ovate or broad-oblong

65

very obtuse lvs. tomentose or hoary on both sides. D
Dampihn, Desf

,
distinguished chiefly by the lvs

being green and smooth on the upper surface. B.M
4059 B.R 27 64. H.U. 5:42. L. H. B.

DIPLOPAPPUS: Aster.

DIPLOSTEPHIUM (double crown or pappus).
Compbsitse This genus as now defined comprises
upward of a dozen bpecies m Venezuela, Colombia
and to Peru, probably not m cult

,
the D amygddhnum,

Cass
,

of gardens is A st, r umbelldlus, Mill
,
under

Gray’s treatment, and Doelhngeria umbellata, Nees,
of some other authors Doelhngeria differs from Aster
proper in its double pappus, the inner bristles long and
capillary and the outer short and rigid, involucre-
bracts short and lacking herbaceous tips; heads corym-
bose or solitary, ra}s latl or few, white or rose-tinged,
lvs veiny, not stiff (Named for Th. Doellinger, botani-
cal explorer )

Astir umbdlatus is a stout plant (2-7 ft.) of low
grounds from Newfoundland to Ga and Ark

,
variable,

and lower forms occurring voiy leafy, with numerous
crowded heads, lvs lameolate to oblong-lanceolate
(to 6 in long), tapering to both ends involucre short,
rays white A good plant for the wild garden

L II 13

DIPLOTHEMIUM (Greek, double sheathed). Pal-

man a, tribe Cocaines Spineless pinnate palms, low or
stainless, or often w'lth ringed, stout, solitary or fas-

cicled flunks
Leaves terminal, pinna tisect

,
segrns crowded,

lanceolate or ensiform, acuminate, glaucous or silvery

beneath, margins recuived at the base, midnerve
prominent; rachis 2-faced, strongly laterally com-
pressed, petiole conoavt above, sheath fibrous, open
spadices erect, long or short-peduncled, strict, thickish;
spathes 2, the lower coriaceous, the upper cymbiform,
beaked, ventrally dehiscent, bracts snort, coriaceous;
fls rather large, ci cam-colored or yellow, more show’V
than almost any other palm fr. ovoid or obovoid,
small —Species 5 Brazil

Diplothemium is a group of very handsome palms
In size the members of this genus seem to vary as
much as those included m the Cocos group D manti-

mum, which is found along the coast of Brazil, is but 10
feet in height when fully developed This genus is

w'lthout spines, the leaves being pinnate, very dark
green on the upper side and usually covered with white
tomentum on the under side, the pinna? being clus-

tered along the midrib in most instances In a very
young plant of this genus the ultimate character is

not at all apparent from the fact that the seedling
plants have undivided or simple leaves, this character-
istic frequently obtaining m the case of D caudescens
until the plant is strong enough to produce leaves 4 or
5 feet long or about one and one-half years from
germination. Frequently the plant bears both sorts
of leaves while young A warm greenhouse, rich soil

and a plentiful supply of water are among the chief
requisites for the successful culture of diplothemiums.
D caudescens is the best known of the genus, and when
space may be had for its frtxi development it is one of
the handsomest palms 111 cultivation See G C II
24 394 for horticultural account of the group

caudescens, Mart (Ceiorylon nlvnmi, Hort ). Wax-
Palm. St. 12-20 ft high, 10-12 m thick, remotely
ringed, often swollen at the middle, lvs 9-12 ft

,
short-

petioled; segms 70-90 on each side, cnsiform, densely
waxy white below, the middle ones 24-28 m long, \ %/\
m wade, the upper and lowrer ones shorter and narrower,
all obtuse at tlie apex. Brazil 11 H 1876, p 235
D littordle, Mart A small graceful palm with finely dissected

lvs and very bright yellow fl -clusters making it attractive during
the spring months B M 4861 —Hardly in cult in Atner.

Jared G Smith
N. Taylor t
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1276 Fuller’s teasel -

Dipsacus fullonura

(XL)

DIPSACUS (to thirst
,
from the Greek, because the

’
•’ m* of the connate lvs m some species hold water).

Dipsacdcese. Teasel Stout tall biennial or perennial
herbs of the Old World, two or three of which are weeds;
and one of them is cultivated for fuller’s teasels.

The plants are prickly or rough-hairy: lvs opposite,

entire, toothed or pinnatifid: fls. small and m dense
heads, like those of compositous
plants, but the anthers are not
united (or syngenesious) as they
are in the Composite, blue or

lilac, involucre-bracts and scales

of receptacle sharp or spine-

pointed There are a dozen or
more species in Ku

,
N Afr to

Abyssinia, and Asm J) i>ylvcstns,

Huds
,

is an intro weed along
roadsides m the northiustern
states and Ohio Valley It is bien-

nial, the st arising the second
year and reaching a height of 5 or

6 ft It is said to be a good bee
plant Lvs lance-oblong, toothed
and more or less

prickly on the

margin The dead
stiff stalks of this

teasel are conspicuous winter ob-

jects m the E U S., where it has
run wild extensively D lacinidtus,

Linn
,
has been found wild m the

U. S : lvs pinnatifid or bipin-

natifid, ciliate The fuller’s teasel,

D fullbmm
,
Linn (Fig 1270), is

probably derived from the first,

and differs from it chiefly in the very strong and
hooked floral scales These scales give the head its value
for the teasing or raising the nap on woollen cloth, ‘for

which no machinery is so efficient This plant is grown
commercially in a limited area in Cent N Y

,
see

Cyclo. Amer Agric
,
Vol II, p 036 L II B.

DIPTERONIA (Greek dis, twice and pttron wing, the

fruit consists of two winged carpels) Aceracear Orna-
mental deciduous tree with handsome large pinnate
foliage.

Leaves opposite, petioled, odd-pinnate, with 9-15
serrate lfts fls polygamous, small, in large terminal
panicles; sepals 5, longer than the short and broad
petals; staminate fls with usually 8 stamens and a
rudimentary ovary in the center, pistillate fls with a
2-celled compressed ovary, style cylmdric with 2

slender recurved stigmas fr consisting of 2 1-seeded
compressed nutlets connate only at the base and with
the wing extending all around —Two species in Cent,
and S. W. China
The species in cultivation is a small tree with hand-

some foliage, insignificant flowers, but conspicuous
winged fruits in large panicles It is apparently not
hardy North It grows well in any good soil Propaga-
tion is by seeds.

sinensis, Oliver Tree, to 30 ft ' lvs ft long;

lfts 9-15, short-petiolod, the upper nearly sessile, the
lowest pair sometimes 3-parted, ovate-lanceolate to
lanceolate, long-acummate, coarsely serrate, glabrous

or sparingly hairy, 2-4 in. long panicles loose, 6-12 in.

long; fls whitish, minute, slender-pedicelled each
carpel (samaia) of the fr broadly obovate or nearly

orbicular, light brown, about 1 in long, with the seed

near the middle June, fr in Sept Cent China JH
S 28’ 60. H I 19 1898 Alfrijd Rehder.

DfRCA (Dirke ,
mythological name; also a spring

near Thebes). Thymelsedcese Leatherwood. Two
North American small early-blooming shrubs, some-
times planted.

Bushes with tough fibrous bark, alternate, thin short
entire petiolate deciduous lvs , apetalous perfect fls.

m peduncled fascicles of the previous season’s growth,
the branches developing subsequently from the same
nodes calyx coi olla-like, yellowish, campanulate,
undulately obscurely 4-toothed, beanng twice as many
exserted stamens as its lobes (usually 8) ,

ovary nearly
sessile, free, 1-loculed, with a single hanging ovule;
style exserted, filiform . fr berry-like, oval-oblong. The
dircas often have the habit of miniature trees. The
bark is of interlaced strong fibeis, and branches are

so tough and flexible that they may be bent into hoops
and thongs without breaking, and weie so used by tne
Indians and early settlers The leatherwood is not one
of the showiest of hardy shrubs, but its small yellow-
ish fls. are abundant enough to make it attractive, and
it deserves cult especially for the earlincss of its bloom
in spring It is of slow growth, and when planted
singly makes a very shapely specimen, planted in

masses or under shade it assumes a straggling habit.

It thrives in any moist loam Prop by seeds, which are

abundant and germinate readily, also by layers

palfistris, Linn Leatherwood Moose-
wood Wk’opy big 1277 Two to 6 ft

high, with numerous branches having scars

winch make them appear as if jointed, at the

beginning of each annual growth, and with yellow-

brown glabrous twigs lvs oval oi obovate, with obtuse
apex, 2-3 in long, green and smooth above, whitish

and downy bdow, becoming smooth, the base of the

petiole covenng buds of the next season fls yellowish,

abundant enough to be attractive, nearly sessile, hi in

long, falling as the lvs expand fr hidden by the

abundant foliage, egg- or top-shaped, }jin long, red-

dish, or pale green Woods and thickets, mostly in wet
soil Canada to Fla and Mo B It 292 —Common.

D occult ntillit, Griy A similar species found on northerly
slopes of cafions in Calif , differs mainly in the deeper ealyx-lobes,
lower insertion of the stamens, srssik fls, and white involucre,
blooms Nov -Feb Not in the trade, but worthy of cult

A. Phelps W*m\n.
DlSA (origin of name unknown) Orchidiieere

Terrestrial orchids, mostly South African, of which
several are known to fanciers, but only one of which is

in the American trade
Sepals free, spreading, upper one galeate, produced m

a horn or spur at the base, petals inconspicuous, small,

adnate to the base of the column —Sixty or more
species D graruhjlora is undoubtedly one of the most
beautiful of known orchids, but as yet difficult to man-
age under artificial conditions

grandifldra,
Linn Flower of
the Gods Root-
stock tuberous,
sts 1 ft or more
high, unbranched:
lvs dark green:

fls. several, upper
sepal hood-1ike or
galeate, 3 in long,

rose - color, with
branching crim-
son veins; lateral sepals

slightly shorter, brilliant

carmine-red; petals and
labellum orange, incon-
spicuous S Afr B M.
4073 GC. II 18*521;

III 9 365; 33:37. G M.
54.608 Gt. 59, p. 374
J.H III. 52.339. OR.
6.241; 9 273, 20*336
D craBHicdrms, Lind 1

.

Spike few-fld
,
lateral sepals „ . . _

oblong, the dorsal smaller, 1277 Leatherwood—Dtrca
reflexed petals, and lip lan- palustris. ( X H)
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coolate S. Afr. Gn. 73, p 187 —D. ftlwean, Hort. A garden
by >rid, probably between D kewennis and D Veitehn —D equta-
tnt, Heichb f Dorsal sepal funnel-shaped, pale blue, petals white
Kh<nl<;sia

—

-D erubeicena, Rendle Hs large and handsome, some-
what resembling D grandiflora in color Trop Afr

—

D kewfnna,
Hort Hybrid between D grandiflora and D tripetaloides Spike
tew-Hd

,
fls \\i in across, latt ral sepals rosy pink, the dorsal pah r,

red-spotted, bp yellowish, crimson-spotted Gt 52 1510 U It

<) 24, 0 273, 20 310— D lonyicnrnu, linn f Plant }-^-l ft

high, producing a single £1 about 2 in long resembling a light

blue delphinium S Afr

—

D luyena, Bolus Spike 10- 15-fltl , fls

dull purple, the lip green, lacerated S Afr BM 8415

—

1) Luna,
Hort A garden Hybrid between D raccmosa and D Veitehn —
I) pulchra, Hond Spike G-12 in long, fls rose S Afr G 28
201 — I) racemdaa, Linn f Racemes 4-0-fld ,

fls deep rose-reel,

about 1‘iin across 8 Afr BM 7021 JH III 47 213— -I)

myiltMiv, Swartz Fls in a short raceme, about 1 pn long, pale
lilac, the petals and lip red-streaked S Afr BM 7403 GC III

51 U2 —D Veitehn, Hort Hybrid between D raccmosa and I)

grandiflora Fls about 2}j in across, rose-lilac JII III 43 145
C () 1 O R b 241, 0 273, 20 336 —D. venuBta, Bolus A slender
species with grass-like lvs. 8. Afr GEORGE V. NASH f

DISANTHUS (Crook, dis
,
twioo, and anihov, flower;

the fls being in 2-fld. heads). llamamehdaccse Orna-
mental shrub, grown
for its handsome foli-

age, assuming beauti-
ful autumnal tints

Deciduous, glabrous
lvs alternate

,
long-

petiolod, entire, pal-

inately veined fls per-

fect, axillary, in pairs

on erect netlunc los and
connate back to back,
calyx 5-parted, petals

5, spreading, stamens
f>, shorter than sepals,

ovary superior, with 2
short styles fr a dehis-

cent caps with several

black glossy seeds in

each cell —One species

in Japan Hardy orna-
mental shrub of ele-

gant habit, with dis-

tinct, handsome foli-

age, turning to a beauti-

ful claret-red or red and
orange in fall Prop
by seeds, germinating
the second or third
year, and by lavers,

possibly also by graft-

ing on Ilamamelis.

cercidifdlius,Maxim
Fig 1278 Shrub, to
10 ft , with slender
branches lvs round-
ish-ovate, obtuse or

acutish, truncate or cordate at the base, leathery at

maturity, dark bluish green above, paler below', 2-4 in

long fls, dark purple, about across, with linear-

lanceolate petals Oct fr ripens the following Oct
High Mountains of Cent Japan Cl F. 6 215 (adapted
m Fig 1278). It H 1910.363 Demands a light peaty

Alfred Redder

DISEASES AND INSECTS. Under one head it is

thought best to bring together the discussions of the
so-called enemies of plants,—the parasitic fungi and
th« depredating insects, together with the means of

control. This composite article therefore comprises

Paw?
Diseases due to parasitic fungi . 1021
Fungicides, or remedies for these diseases 1027

Catalogue of diseases, with advice . 1020
Insects and their depredations on plants . 1034
Insecticides and fumigation 1042

Catalogue of insect depredators, with advice 1047

Spraying. . . 1057

The reader now has before him a comprehensive
survey of the subject It is impossible, of course, to
list all the plant diseases and alt the insect pests in a
compilation of this kind, but it is desired that the
catalogues shall comprise the most important depreda-
tors of the leading horticultuial plants The reader
should kc «'p himself informed of the new knowledge and
new practice by consulting current publications of the
government and the experiment stations

Diseases of plants.

Disease in plants may be defined as any derangement
or disorganization of the normal structure or physio-
logical functions of the plant, as for example the for-

mation of galls, cankers or distortions, rotting of plant
parts, or disturbances in the sap system resulting in

wilting, or in the nutritive processes resulting in such
symptoms as dwaifing, chlorosis, and the like. Forms
of plant diseases are shown m Figs 1279-1292.

It is often veiy difficult to distinguish clearly between
diseased conditions and abnormalities of other types
Bud-sports, doubling of blossoms, faseiations and many

other similar abnormalities,
while often the result of reac-
tion to some pathogen, are
not apparently always so and
they are often spoken of as
teratological phenomena.
While the reaction of plants
to insect attacks in the forma-
tion of galls, cankers, and so
on, is to be regarded as symp-
tom of disease, the injuries

produced by the mere eating
away of parts of leaf, stem or
fruit are not usually so to be
regarded Even here, how-
ever, it is often difficult to
draw a sharp line of demar-
kation While disease may

usually be said to result m ultimate injury, there are
apparently certain marked exceptions, as in the case of

the root tubercles of legumes caused by the attacks of cer-

tain nitrogen-fixing parasitic bacteria Here increased
growth and eroj>-yield are generally held to result

Diseases of plants are not something new or of

recent development, as the grower is often inclined to
think The crops of the husbandman, from the earliest

recorded history of his art, have been afflicted with
diseases In the historical WTitings of the Hebrews, the
Bible, and in the writings of the Greeks and Romans,
frequent mention is made of such diseases as rusts,

smuts and mildews of gram and canker of trees To be
sure, the exten.sive and intensive crop-cultivation of

modern times, together with the extraordinary world-
wide transportation and exchange of crop-products,
have greatly favored the distribution of plant pathogens
(insects, fungi and bacteria), and afford them excep-
tional opportunities for destructive development Nor
au* cultivated plants alone subject to disease Disease
epidemics among weeds and the wild flowers of the

woods may be observed any season m localities in

which weather conditions especially favor the causal

oi ganisms
The studv of the nature and control of plant diseases,

however, is of recent development The first man
really to study plant diseases from the true modern
economic point of view', that is, with the object of help-

ing the grower to understand and combat or control

diseases in his crops, was Julius Kuhn This German,
the son of a Geirnan land-owner and for many years

himself the manager of a large agricultural estate, was
the founder of an early German agricultural college

He interested himself, among other phases of agri-

culture, m plant diseases and their control and his

1278. Disanthus cercidifolius.

(XH)
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book, "Die Krankheit dcr Kulturgewaehse.” pub-
lished m 1858, is to be regarded as the first book of real

economic importance on the subject of diseases m
plants. In this remarkable volume is given a concise

statement of the thoroughly digested and personally

tested knowledge of his time, on the nature and control

of plant diseases He also describes a number of new
methods, especially for seed treatment of cereals

against smuts, which have become the foundation for

many of our present-day practices.

Since Kuhn’s day there have been remarkable
developments in the control of plant diseases. The dis-

covery of Bordeaux mixture by the Frenchman Millar-

det in 1882; the discovery of the formaldehyde treat-

ment of seed for smut by the American plant patho-
logist, Arthur, m 1896; and the recent development of

the use of lime-sulfur solutions and mixtures as a sub-
stitute for bordeaux in the spraying of apples and
peaches, are but the most noteworthy of the many
discoveries and developments in the remarkable growth
of this economic science within the last half century
The economic importance of plant diseases can

scarcely be overestimate! 1, ns they constitute one of the
chief losses m our agricultuial resources The loss

from 5 to 25 per cent of many crops from diseases

alone each year is so common as to be the general rule

The loss from potato diseases each season in the United
States has been carefully estimated at not less than
$36,000,000 Yet. it has been conclusively demon-
strated by extensive experiments among potato-growers
during a continuous period of ten vears, that an annual
average meiease of over forty bushels per acre may be
expected from spraying the crop with bordeaux mix-
ture, from three to five times in the season at a total

average* cost of about $5 pci atie The loss from oat-

smut commonly averages from 5 to 25 per cent of the
crop, yet it may be absolutely prevented by seed
treatment at almost insignificant cost The loss from
scab m the apple crop ol New York State often totals

not less than $3,000,000 and for the United States a
corresponding loss of over $40,000,000. In 1900, the
peach-growers of Georgia lost $5,000,000 by brown rot,

while the average annual loss from the same disease m
the entire United States is never less. Yet in each case
here mentioned, as well as in most of the other of our
common and destructive diseases, cheap and effective

means of control are within the reach of every grower.
The value and
efficiency of

these^ means

jjjjp

’ disease in plants

H are so varied m character as to

make an attempt at wholly
satisfactory grouping for practi-

cal purposes of doubtful value.
' Mention of some of the more

,

common types, however, may be
useful. The grower must learn

by study and experience the

more striking symptoms charac-
teristic of those diseases peculiar

to the crops that he grows.
! Disease may be exhibited m

1279 Effects of the malformations of the leaf, stem,

leaf-curl fungus on peach root or fruit, as for example,

foliage. (XH) knots, galls, tubercles, curling,

wrinkling or other distortions. There are such symp-
toms in crown-gall of trees, black-knot of plums and
cherries and leaf-curl of the peach (Fig 1279;. Another
type are cankers, dead sunken or roughened areas
in the bark of trees or the outer rind of herbaceous
stems, as for example +
in the New York apple- /fVx
tree canker, the brown-
rot canker of peaches,
frost cankers of many

F
trees, and anthracnoso
of beans, melons, and
others. The blight
typo of lesion is also

very common. Here
are the more or less 5vr\
sudden death of leaves,

stems, shoots or bios-^
soms, usually turning
dark and drying up /

^

Such symptoms char-
acterize fire-bhght of KeA
fruit trees, potato-
blight (Fig. 1280, from
Vt. Sta.), alternana
blight of ginseng and 1280 Early blight of potato,
similar diseases, espe-
cially in their last stages. The leaf- or fruit-spot type is

also very common Brown or black spots appear in

foliage or fruit They may be brown dead oi rotted
areas, or spots due to the growth of the parasite
on or under the surface. Bordeaux-mjury spots on
apple foliage, shot-hole leaf injury of stone fruits, leaf-

spot of the currant (Fig 1281), celery or alfalfa, the
tar-spot of the maple, the black-spot of the rose and
the apple-scab are of this type Another not uncom-
mon type is that exhibited in certain bacterial and
fungous diseases, where the pathogen infests the sap-
tube regions of the stems or petioles, resulting in a
sudden wilting of leaves and shoots The wilt diseases
of cotton, cucumber, ginseng, watermelon and cow peas
are characterized by tins symptom The yellowing of

the foliage, either suffused or localized as spots, rings,

and blotches and often accompanied by dwarfing and
wrinkling of the affected organs is a common svmptom
of certain so-called physiological diseases like the peach
yellows (Figs 1282, 1283), little-peach, mosaic disease
of tobacco, infectious chlorosis and nitrogen-poisoning
of greenhouse cucumbers (Fig 1284) and other plants.

The causes of disease m plants.

1280 Early blight of potato.

Etiology, or the cause of disease, has been more
generally and carefully investigated than any other
phase of the subject, so that we now know much regard-
ing the agents primarily responsible for most plant
diseases. These agents may be grouped as follows.

Slime molds, lowly organisms having characters of

both plants and animals (see article Fungi). The club-

root of cabbage, cauliflower and other crucifers, is

the best known slimc-mold disease.

Bacteria, microscopic unicellular plants which mul-
tiply very rapidly by simple fusion (sec article Fungi).
While most species are harmless scavengcts of dead
organic matter, and a few are known to cause dis-

eases of men and animals, not less than 150 different

diseases of plants are now known to be due to the

attacks of parasitic bacteria Some of the commonest
bacterial diseases of plants are, fire-blight, crown-gall,

olive-knot, soft-rot of vegetables, potato-scab, cucum-
ber-wilt and black-leg of potatoes

Fungi (see Vol. Ill) are perhaps responsible for far

the greater number of the diseases of plants. They are

the causal agents in such well-known diseases as apple-

scab, brown-rot of plums and peaches (Fig. 1285),

black-rot of grapes, (Fig. 1286) bitter-rot of apples,

brown-rot of lemons, late blight of potatoes, peach-
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leaf-carl, heart-rot and canker of trees, mildew of

many plants, rusts and smuts of cereals (Figs. 1287,

1288, Kansas Experiment Station); in fact the mere
enumeration of the more common fungous diseases of

plants would fill many columns in this volume
Alga;, low forms of green plants, most of them living

in water or very damp places. Few are known to pro-

1281 Currant foliage attacked by the leaf-spot fungus. ( X H)

duce disease in plants The red rust of tea is one of

the best known algal diseases

Parasitic angio,sperms,—flowering plants, of which
there is no inconsiderable number, causing more or

less mjurv to the plants upon which they live These
parasites ate usually markedly degenerate in one or
more respects, as a lesult of their parasitism, being
often without true roots, or without leaves and fre-

quently without ehlorophvl green Ah examples we
may mention the mistletoes, dodders and broom
rapes

Insects (see page 1034) cause such diseases as
galls and similar malformations
Nematode worms,—minute all but microscopic

in sue and multiph ing rapidlv, they constitute
one of the greatest crop pests, ospeeialh m warm
or tropical count l les Tin y usually infest the roots,

causing galls or swellings Some species injure the
plants by destroying the line feeding loots as in the
case of the nematode parasites of oats so destruc-
tive in certain count] les of northern Europe. Over
400 different plants are known to be subject to
the nematode root-gall disease (See pp 1041-2 )

Physiological disease is a term under which is

included all those diseases the cause of which
cannot be attributed to some parasitic organism
Their origin is variously attributed to abnormal
enzymic activity, disturbed nutrition, and the like

The best-known of these are peach-yellow's, chloro-

sis of the vine, tip-burn (Fig. 1291), mosaic disease

of tobacco and leaf-roll disease of potatoes.

The various parasitic organisms cause disease in

one of two ways, either by the secretion of toxines
and enzymes which at once kill the plant tissues and
change them into forms readily available as food for

the invader; or the toxins and enzymes secreted merely
stimulate or irritate the plant tissues in such a way as

to result m abnormal tissue growth or diversion of the
food substances of the host to the advantage of the

E
arasite making its home between or in the cells of the
ost Both types of disease-production have the same

ultimate result, the serious injury or destruction of

the infested plant, although the former is usually the
more rapid and destructive Of the first type, rots,

blights and leaf-spots are the best examples, and arc

characterized by the rapid death and destruction of
the affected tissues, of the second type, galls, leaf-

curls, rusts and smuts are good examples ana are char-
acterized by a rather long period of association of the
parasite with the living tissues of its host before
marked injury or death of the plant results
The causal agent is usually associated with the tissues

of the host, either the dead or living, during its entire

cycle of development The apple-scab pathogen,
Ventuna inxqualis, will serve admirably to illustrate.

It passes the summer on the surface of leaf and fruit.

In the autumn when the infested leaves fall to the
ground, the fungus, which as a parasite has invaded only
the cuticle of the leaf or fruit, now penetrates the
dead tissues and develops there during the autumn the
winter form of fruit bodies, the minute globose black
penthecia, in which dining the warm days of early
spring the ascospores are rapidly developed These
ascospores (Fig 1292), eight in a sac, upen and are
discharged by the spring rains that come during the
blossoming period The old leaves on the ground are
filled with millions of these minute penthecia with
many sacs of ascospores m each peritheoium. The
spores aie shot into the air during the ram and being
exceedingly light are carried to the opening leaves and
forming fruits. where they germinate, sending out
mycelial threads into the cuticle of leaf or fruit form-
ing the characteristic dense dark green or black mats
or crusts, the scab-spots The leaves become oiumpled
and injured, the young fruits grow one-sided, or if the
stem be attacked, soon drop from the tree, thus giving
no set of fruit On the scab-spots the comdia or sum-
mer spoies cut off from the tips of upright branches
in great numbers, are carried by the wind to other
leaves and fruits where, with the next rain, they germ-
inate and give use to new scab-spots and more comdia
The life-cycle as given for the apple-scab fungus is

typical of many of the fungous pathogens of our crops.

It must be remembered, however, that each pathogen
has habits peculiar to itself; hence the necessity for the
most eaieful study of each that we may know its

habits and peculiarities and thus be able*successfully to

1282. “Tip growth" of yellows

Loft-hand specimen shows two small-leaved tips appearing in
October, two or three of the normal leaves still remaining near
the top The middle specimen shows numerous tips appearing in
August. Right-hand specimen is a healthy twig, for comparison
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combat it. The following illustrations will nerve to

explain and impress this point

Plowrightia morbosa, the fungus causing black-knot
of plums and cherries, requires two seasons to complete
its life-cycle. The first season there appears on the

knots only conidia, followed the second season by a
crop of ascospores, produced in penthecia, which form
a black crust on the surface where the conidia were
earlier produced Other pathogens like Ejcooscus

cerasi, the “witches broom” pathogen of the cherry,

lives from year to year *as mycelium in the branch and
twigs of the broom-like growths it excites, producing
each season a crop of spores on the under sides of the
leaves. The bhstei-iust fungus of the white pine,

Cronartmm nbicolum, also lives from season to season

1283. The tufted shoots of peach yellows.

in the tissues of the pine, producing each spring a new
crop of spores This pathogen exhibits another habit
peculiar chiefly to certain of the lust fungi, namely
that it has another stage or spore form on an entirely

different host plant, in this case, the euriant, especially

the European mack currant The apple-rust pathogen,
Gymnosporangium macrovm, exhibits the same habit,

passing the winter in galls formed on the twigs of the
red cedar. In the spring spores appear on these galls,

which germinating in situ give rise to other minute
spore bodies, the sporidia. These sporidia are carried
by the wind to the young apple leaves and fruit, giving
rise there to the rust disease so destiuctive to certain

varieties like the McIntosh and York Imperial. The
spores formed on the rusted leaves and fruit of the
apple are carried to the cedar, originating a new crop of

galls and thus completing the life-cycle.

While some pathogens may develop in both living

and dead tissues of their host, as we have seen in the
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case of the apple-scab fungus, other pathogens like the
rust organism just described or the potato-blight

pathogen, Phytophthora mfextant, ,
require to be con-

stantly associated with the living tissues of their host
The last-mentioned fungus passes the winter as myce-
lium m the tissues of diseased tubers, grows from thence

up through the new shoots, slowly killing them and
forming thereon the first crop of conidia, which, carried

by the wind to nearby healthy plants, produce the

primary infections of the season. The successive crops
of conidia produced during the season on the blighted

tops are washed into the soil by the rains, find their

way to the newly formed tubers, and, infecting them,
complete the seasonal cycle of the parasite

Many fungous pathogens are now known to pass from
one generation of the host plant to the next through
the seed The smut parasites of cereals afford remark-
able examples of this habit In the case of the oat-

smut fungus, Uxtilago avow, the spores ripen as dusty
black masses in the panicles of affected plants just as

the healthy plants arc in blossom At this tune the

two hulls inclosing the gram aie open The wind-scat-

tered spores lodge in the open flowers against the young
kernel where they are soon safely housed by the closing

hulls They lie dormant along with the ripened seeds

until they are planted. Then as the oat kernels ger-

minate, the smut spores do likewise, sending forth their

germ tubes which penetrate the young oat sprouts

before they emerge from the hull The mycelium grows
along up through the growing oat stiaw, finally giving

rise to the black spore masses in the unfolding panicle.

In the case of stinking smut of wheat the seasonal life-

cycle of the pathogen, Tilktia tntia
,
is much the same,

except that the spores are disseminated at threshing

time. Some very important differences in the habits

of the loose smut pathogens of wheat, Ustilago tnlici

and of barley, U^txlayo nuria, have recently been dis-

coverer! (1902). The spores of these pathogens are

also ripened and disseminated at blossoming time, but
on falling within the open blossom they germinate at
once, sending their germ-tubes into the tender young
kernels The affected kernels arc apparently not
injured but continue to develop and ripen The myce-
lium of the pathogen within remains dormant until

the seeds are planted and begin to grow, at which time
the mycelium also becomes active It grows out into

the young shoots and up through the lengthening
culms eventually to give rise to the black spore masses
of the smutted heads The bean antliracnose fungus,
Colletotrichnm lincUmuthianum, is also carried over in

the seed Here the fungus in the black spots or cankers
on the nods penetrates into the tender cotyledons of

the seeu within, goes into a dormant condition as the
seed ripens, to become active again when the germina-
ting seed lifts these cotyledons from the soil. A new
crop of spores is produced, which, if the season be
rainy, are splattered on to the stems and leaves of

nearby healthy plants and the pathogen becomes
established for another season.

While the wind is the most common disseminating
agent of fungus spores, often carrying them for great
distances, such agents as ram, flowing water, insects

and even man hinibelf, are frequently responsible. It

is in the dissemination of bacteual pathogens, however,
that insects most generally function. The dreadeu
fire-blight bacteria are disseminated only by insects or

man They pass the winter in a semi-active state m
the half-living tissues along the margins of cankers on
limbs or twigs, multiply rapidly with the rise of sap
and the heat of spring They ooze from the affected

bark in sticky, milky drops. This ooze is visited by bees

and flies, which with besmeared legs and mouthparts
fly away to visit the opening apple or pear blossoms
Here they leave some of the bacteria in the nectar
where they rapidly multiply, to be more widely dis-

tributed by each succeeding visitor They soon pene-
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trate into the tender tissues of the blossom, causing On the other hand, weather conditions may deter-
the blossom blight. From these blighted blossoms, mine the seventy or absence of certain diseases by its

sucking insects like the aphids carry the bacteria to effect on the host Long-continued cold rainy weather
the tips of the rapidly growing shoots when in sucking in the spring, especially following a warm spell, results
sap they introduce the organisms and twig blight fol- in a slow succulent growth of the developing peach
lows. The stnped cucumber beetle is probably the leaves, rendering them especially susceptible to the
chief disseminator of Bacillus tracheiphilas, which attacks of the leaf-curl pathogen
causes the cucumber-wilt. The application of cer-

„ , , , t . tam fertilizers to the soil
Ecological conditions as affecting disease.

18 known to have a direct

By ecology is meant the influence of such environ- effect, either favorable or
mental factors as climate, weather, soil and fertilizers, unfavorable, on different

on the disease, its severity, epidemic occurrence, and pathogens,
the like. These factors may influence the severity of The applica-
the disease by their effect on either the pathogen or the tion of lime
host, or both For example, most fungous parasites re- or of manure
quire the presence of water on the host plant in which to the soil

their spores inay germinate, hence severe epidemics of tends greatly
such diseases as potato-bhgnt, apple-scab, brown-rot of to increase
stone fruits and black-rot of grapes usually appear in wet
seasons. Moreover, the attacking pathogen is especially

favored by wet weather at certain seasons or pe-
riods in its development, especially the infection

period Continued spring rams about blossoming
time favor apple-scab and peach leaf-curl.

Late summer rains bring with them epidemics
of late blight of potatoes, brown-rot of
peaches or late infections of apple-
scab. Frequent or continuous
during June and July m gra

gions are usually accom]
severe attacks of the w * v.„
pathogen 1 he relation of rainfall The branch is dead from the effects of the fungus . ( X Fa)
to the pathogen explains whv, when
there has been a severe epidemic the previous season, the scab of potatoes planted thereon; while, on the
the crop may escape if the following season be dry. other hand, liming the soil prevents infection of cabbage
There is ever a critical period m the development of and cauliflower by the club-root pathogen Lime hke-
the pathogen, usually when it is passing from its rest- wise favors the development of the rooUrot of tobacco
ing or winter stage to the active vegetative period of and ginseng caused by Thulana basicola, while appli-

the growing season Moisture and temperature condi- cations of acid phosphate tend to prevent infection by
tions at such periods largely determine whether the this pathogen The (fleet of fertilizers on the suscep-
disease will be epidemic or not Of course the neces- tibility of the hos, has also been shown to be marked
sary abundance of spores to be disseminated is an in ceituin cases Barley, when fertilized with nitro-

evident necessity. Favorable weather alone cannot genous manures, becomes very susceptible to attacks
bring on disease as the grower too often believes of the mildew Erysiphe grannms. Certain varieties of

The absence of rams at certain stages in their develop- wheat have been observed m Denmark to suffer

ment is for other pathogens equally essential The loose seveielv fiom attacks of the rust Puccmia glurnarum
smuts of cereals afford good examples Their spoies only when nitrogenous manures are applied. Exces-
are powdery and w ind-borne and if rams fall when they

are being dis-

Jij geminated, they

1284. Disease of cucumber leaf. The
the dweaac, may

dying margin indicates that the trouble is
mean

,.
a Clean

due to some interference with the food croP the tollow-

supply. (XFi) mg year

stve applications of barnyard manure to greenhouse
cucumbers often cause a physiological disease, the
symptoms of which are a curling, and dying of the
margins of the leaves, accompanied by marked chloro-

sis or yellowing Fertilizers or late continued cultiva-

tion of pear trees, by lengthening the period of active

twig-growth, favor fire-blight, the bacteria of which
infect only tender actively growmg tissues.

Control of distases

By the term control is meant the profitable reduc-
tion of the losses ordinarily sustained from a given
disease The absolute prevention of many plant dis-

eases is eithei impossible or unprofitable.

There are four fundamental principles upon which all

methods of plant-disease control are based, viz.: (1)

exclusion, (2) eradication, (3) protection and (4) im-
munization Upon the lust two arc based those meas-
ures which are dnected primarily against the pathogen,
upon the last two those which are directed merely
toward the pi ot cot ion of the host from pathogens
commonly present in the environment The order in

which these principles are here presented represent the

logical, though unfortunately not the historical or

usual order of their development and application. We
will consider briefly under each some of the more
important methods now employed for the control ol

plant diseases
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1. Exclusion measures are directed toward keeping
disease organisms, usually insects^ fungi and bacteria,

out of areas, regions or countries in which they do not
occur. This is commonly attempted by the passing of

laws forbidding the importation of plants affected with
such parasites As

t

means of enfor-

cing such regula-

gerous diseases

are known to

occur is aho being
practised in some

1286 Grapes ruined by black-rot. countries, as, for

example, prohibit-

ing the importation of potatoes into the United States

from those countries m which the black-scab is now
known to occur Exclusion measures, often undertaken
when it is too late, are at best under present conditions

of doubtful efficiency Those interested in these methods
of control should consult the various pest and disease

acts of the different countries of the woild See In-
spection,

in Vol. 111.

2 Eradication—On the principle of eradication tire

based those measures which are

directed to the elimination of patho-
gens aiieady established While
absolute eradication is seldom to

be effected, the pathogen may often

be eliminated to such an extent as

to reduce losses therefrom to a prof-

itable minimum In Denmark, the
destruction of all barberry bushes,
the alternate host of the grain-rust

fungus, Pucnnia gratmnis, has
decidedly reduced the seventy of

this disease in recent years The
careful eradication of all diseased
plants is often quite effective even
m a small area, like a raspberry or
blackberry plantation suffering

from the red rust Hero the myce-
lium of the pathogen lives from
year to year in the roots of diseased
plants, which each spring send up
diseased shoots On the under side

of the leaves of these shoots, the
orangc-red spores are produced in

great abundance, and serve to
spread the pathogen to healthy
plants As diseased plants are
readily detected m early spring by
the pale clustered shoots, they may
be removed before spores appear
and the pathogen thus eradicated.
The black-knot of plums and cher-
ries is most readily and profitably
controlled in a similar manner, the
knot-affected limbs and twigs being
cut out and burned early m the
spring before spores appear. The 1287. Smut of oats.

fire-blight of pears is to be controlled only by system-
atic eradication, first of all cankers in autumn or early
spring, then of all blossom blight as fast as it appears
and later of the affected twigs when twig-blight comes
on. To be effective, the tices must be inspected two
or three times each week throughout the growing
season and all diseased pai ts removed at once as soon
as discovered

Another method of eradication especially applicable
to seeds, tubers or bulbs, on which spores of the patho-
gen pass the dormant period, is disinfection. This is

accomplished by the application of chemical poisons,

either in solution, as powder or as gas, at a strength

and for a peuod of time sufficient to destroy the
pathogen without mjuiy to the host When the patho-
gen lives over as mycelium in the seed or tuber, the
application of heat is sometimes effective Formalde-
hyde, as a gas or in solution in water, is now generally

employed for the eradication of the smut of oats, the

stinking smut of wheat and the potato-scab (For details

of method, see Formaldehyde, p 1028). The spraying
of peach trees with
copp er-sulfate
solution, lime-sul-

fur solution or ji

bordeaux, just be-
||

fore the buds stait

in the spnng, dis-

infects the trees by |

destroving the
spores of the leal-

curl fungus which
pass the winter on
the buds
Pathogens which

attack the under-
ground parts of

plants may some-
times be eradicated

by disinfection of

the soil before
planting Drench-
ing the sod with a
formaldehyde solu-

tion of a strength
sufficient todistnb-
ute one gallon of

the strong 10 per
cent solution to

each 100 square feet

of surface, wetting
the soil to a depth
of 6 to 8 inches, has
been found to be 1288. Loose smut of barley.

very effective against dampmg-off, root-rot and simi-
lar diseases in forest tree seed-beds, ginseng seed-beds
and m the benches in greenhouses. It is also often
effective in the eradication of nematodes in green-
houses. Steaming of the soil is also very effective,

destroying insects and weed seeds as well as pathogenic
fungi. It is not always conveniently applied.

3. Protection measures are to be employed in those
regions m which the pathogen is very generally and
very thoroughly established, or in which for one reason
or another eradication is impossible or unprofitable.

They aim to protect the crop against attacks of the
parasite by means of some external barrier Spraying is

the most commonly employed protective measure. In
spraying, the susceptible surfaces of the plant are coated
with some slowly soluble poison, known as a fungicide.

Fungicides aro of vinous types They are applied in

suspension m water, in solution or dry, ? e
,
in the form

of a fine impalpable powder The fungicide most
generally applied in liquid spraying is bordeaux, a
colloidal compound formed by the union of lime-milk
and copper-sulfate solution Minute blue gelatinous
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membranes are formed which remain for a time sus-
pended in the liquid. When sprayed upon the plants
the water soon evaporates, leaving a coating of those
dried membranes. The active fungicidal principal
m these bordeaux membranes is the copper. When
leaves or fruit are rewetted by rams enough of the
copper in these membranes comes into solution to
prevent the germination of the spores of the parasite
that may have been deposited thereon. (See under
Bordeaux

, p. 1028 )

Bordeaux, however, is sometimes injurious to such
plants as peaches, plums and apples, and has, within
the last few years, been largely replaced as a summer
spray, especially for apples Lime-sulfur, unlike bor-
deaux, is a solution It is made by boiling together
in water, lime and sulfur A concentrated solution of
certain poly-sulfides of calcium, chiefly penta- and tetra-

sulfide, is thus obtained which, when properly diluted
is applied in the same way as the bordeaux. (For
method of preparation, see Lime-sulfur

, p 1028). When
this solution (lues on the leaves and fiuit, it is rapidly
conveited by the action of the atmosphere into other
calcium compounds and free sulfur. The sulfur is in

a vety finely divided state and is the active principal
of lime-sulfur. It becomes oxidized m the presence of

moistuic probably as sulfuric or sulfurous acid, which
prevents the gemnnation of the spores of the pathogen.
Flowers of sulfur and sulfur-flour, when very finely

ground and applied dry by dusting or sprayed on in

suspension in water, alone or with lune-milk (the so-

called self-boiled lime-sulfur) are also quite effective

against certain diseases Dusting with sulfur is em-

K
loycd in combating powdery mildews of grapes,

ops, roses and the rust of asparagus
Lime-sulfur ina\ not be used on potatoes and grapes,

as it dwarfs the plants and reduces the yield, while
bordeaux has just the opposite effect on these crops

Bordeaux, as already pointed out, is, however, injurious

to leaves and fruit of the apple and to the foliage of

peaches and certain varieties of plums It will thus be
seen that there is no universal

fungicide and also that both the
effect on the host and on the w
parasite must be considered It^j>

is now known for example that

while limc-sulfui is very effective

against the apple-scab fungus, it

has little fungn nlal effect on the

spores of the bit tor-rot. pathogen
l

To be effective, fungicides must V
be applied before the disease ap- \
peais As the spores of most \
parasitic fungi germi-
nate during the period V -Wpfl
of rainy cloudy weather, \
the fungicide, to be effec-

f
tive, must be applied

before and not after such V % p
periods They must not tL
only be thoi oughly applied to the bus-

~

ceptible parts but also at the proper
stage of growth or development of the
plant To illustrate: the only effective ill

periods for spraying apple trees for jS

scab are just before the blossoms open 1 1

|
(not dormant); just after the petals

j|J
fall; ten days or twro weeks later; and

(|j
again in late summer just before the

jj||

late summer rams, to protect the jl|

rapidly developing fruit from late
JijH

infection 111

4 Immunization consists m estab-

lishing within the plant, itself some I’
condition which renders it immune or 1289# strawberry leaf
resistant to tho attacks of the patho- roiied up from the attack

gens Immune crops may be developed of the mildew

by selection and propagation of individuals naturally
immune, whose immunity has been evidenced by then-
coming through an epidemic unscathed Immune
varieties may be crossed wuth susceptible ones having
other especially

by segregation
and propagation 7 // .

strains of Uin \\

^ 1290? oT^e
difficulties and constitutional disorder. Notice that the
Uncertainties Leaves die first at the edges. (XJ$)
That pathogens,
as w ell as crops, vary, giving strains capable of attack-
ing host plants immune to other strains of the same
pathogen, has generally been overlooked by breeders,

and doubtless accounts for the frequent failure of sup-
posedly resistant varieties when transferred to new
localities The production of artificial immunity by the
injection of some substance into the plant or by the
application of certain substances (fertilizers, etc ) to the
soil is at most only m the preliminary stages of experi-

mentation and as yet offers but little of practical value
to the grower. If. II Whetzel.

1290 A blight of grapes due to some
constitutional disorder. Notice that the

leaves die first at the edges. ( X H)

Fungicides.

A fungicide is any material
or ^ub^tance that lulls fungi or
their spoies. The word is used

~ paiticulaily for those substan-
ces employed in the waifarc against parasitic

fungi.

A satisfactory fungicide must be one that does
not injure the plants and at the same time is

effective against the parasite. For spraying,

additional requirements are imposed, it should
not dissolve readily m rain-water; it should

adhere to foliage and fruit, in some cases it

should be colorless in order not to make orna-

mentals more unsightly than when diseased.

The fungicide which has been used most for

general purposes is bordeaux mixture Lately
some other preparations, particularly lime-sulfur

combinations, have come into use, and m many
cases are supplanting bordeaux There are in
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addition a large number of other substances which
have fungicidal value and are in more limited use
for specific cases. The following directions are
taken, with modifications, from the author's part in

Bailey’s ‘‘Farm and Garden Rule-Book."

f
Destroying affected parts.—It is important that all

affected parts should be re-
moved and burned, if pos-
sible In the fall all leaves
and fruit that have been
attacked by fungi should
be raked up and burned
Diseased branches should
be sev ered at some distance
below the lowest visible

point of attack Fungous

rapidly, and prompt action
is usually necessary Prac-
tise clean and tidy culture.

Rotation of crops—This
is one of the most pffectivo

and practical means of head-
ing off fungous diseases It

is especially applicable to
diseases of roots or root-
crops, but also to many
other diseases of annual

Sterilizing by steam—
1291. Tip-burn of potato leaf.— This is an effective fungi-

A physiological difficulty or disease, cidal practice for several

due to some so-called “constitu- soil - inhabiting organisms

tional” disorder or obstruction
roots and

r- ... ... c<_i <
stems plus includes nema-

(Vermont Experiment Station). tode worms It is especially
applicable m the green-

house, where it may be applied (a) through sub-irrigation tile or
through specially laid perforated steam pipes in the bottom of the
bed Cover the beds with blankets, introduce steam under pressure
of forty to eighty pounds for two hours Insert thermometers at
various places to see that the soil is being uniformly heated (b)

A large galvanized iron tight box may be constructed with finely
perforated trays 4 to 6 inches in depth Soil placed in these trays
and steamed for two hours as abovo will be freed from parasitic
organisms In this case the frames should be sprayed witn a solu-
tion of formaldehyde, one pint in twelve gallons of water Steam
sterilization of soil may be used on intensively cultivated areas or
extonsive seed-beds A portable boiler is necessary The beds are
sterilized after they have boen prepared for seed, and just before
the seed is sown A galvanized pan of convenient dimensions and 6
to 8 inches deep is inverted, and the edges are pushed down into
the soil 1 or 2 inches The pan is connected with the steam boiler
by means of a steam hose and live steam is run into the pan from
twenty to forty minutes under a pressure of eighty pounds and up
The higher the pressure the deeper the soil will be sterilized The
pan must be weighted. Paths should bo disinfected by spraying
with copper sulfate one pound to fifty gallons, of water or with
formaldehyde solution one pint to twelve gallons of water The
cost of sterilizing is approximately three-fourths of a cent the
square foot It should be noted that soil-stenlization has an invig-
orating effect on many plants, and it will be necessary to run green-
houses at a lower temperature (5° to 10°) both night and day
Field-sterilization also kills weed seeds, and with the reduction of
the cost of weeding makes the process practicable.

Bordeaux mixture—A bluish green copper compound that
settles out when freshly slaked lime and a solution of copper sul-
fate (blue-stone) are mixed Many formulas have been recom-
mended and used The 5-5-50 formula may be regarded as stand-
ard In such a formula the first figure refers to the number of pounds
of copper sulfate, the second to the stone or hydrated lime, and
the third to the number of gallons of water Bordeaux must
often be used as weak as 2-2-50, on account of injury to somo
plants.

To make fifty gallons of bordeaux mixture, proceed as
follows

(1)

Pulverize five pounds of copper sulfate (blue vitriol), place
in a glass, wooden, or brass vessel, and add two or three gallons
of hot water In another vessel slake five pounds of quicklime m a
small amount of water When the copper sulfate is all dissolved,
pour into a barrel and add water to make forty or forty-five gallons.
Now strain the lime into this, using a sieve fifty meshes to the inch
or a piece of cheese-cloth supported by ordinary screening Stir
thoroughly, and add water to tne fifty-gallon mark The flocculent
substance which settles is the effective fungicide Always stir

vigorously before filling the sprayer Never add the strong lime
to strong vitriol Always add a large amount of water to one or
the other first Blue vitriol used alone would not only wash off
quickly in a rain, but cause a severe burning of fruit and foliage.
Lime is added to neutralize this burning effect of the copper If

the lime were absolutely pure, only slightly more than one pound
would be required to neutralize this burning effect For many
purposes an excess of lime is not objectionable and may be desirable.

For nearly ripe fruit and ornamentals an excess of lime augments
spotting In such cases the least amount of lime possible should
be used Determine this by applying the cyanide test (2)

(2) Secure from the druggist 10 cents’ worth of potassium
ferrocyamde (yellow prussiate of potash) and dissolve it in water
in an eight-ounce bottle. Cut a V-shaped slit in one side of the cork,
so that a few drops of the liquid can be obtained Now proceed as
before Add lime with constant stirring until a drop of the ferro-

cyamde ceases to give a reddish-brown color

(3) When bordeaux mixture is desired in largo quantities, stock
solutions should be made Place one hundred pounds of copper
sulfate in a bag of coffee-sacking, and suspend m the top of a fifty-

gallon barrel, and add water to the fifty-gallon mark In twelve
to fifteen hours the vitriol will be dissolved and each gallon of

solution will contain two pounds of copper sulfate Slake a barrel
of lime, and store in a tight barrel, keeping it covered with water
Lime so treated will keep all summer It is really hydrated lime
This is often dried, pulverized, and offered on the market in paper
bags of forty pounds each, under such names as ground lime,
prepared lime, hydrated lime, and the like If the paper is not
Broken, the lime does not air-slake for a long time One and
one-third pounds of hydrated lime equals m value one pound of

quicklime Air-slaked lime cannot be used in preparing bordeaux
mixture

Arsenical poisons can be combined with bordeaux mixture
Ammontacal cgpper carbonate —For use on nearly mature fruit

and on ornamentals Does not discolor Weigh out three ounces of

copper carbonate, and make a thick paste with water in a wooden
pud Measure five pints of strong ammonia (20° Baumf) and
dilute with three or four parts of water Add ammonia to the paste,

and stir This makes a deep blue solution Add water to make
fifty gallons

Copper carbonate.—For use m the above formula, it mnv be
secured as a green powder, or may be prepared as follows Dis-
solve twelve pounds of copper sulfate in twelve gallons of water in

a barrel Dissolve fifteen pounds of sal-soda in fifteen gallons of

water (preferably hot) Allow the solution to cool, then add the
sal-soda solution to the copper-sultatc solution, pouring slowly in

order to prevent the mixture from working up and running over
A fine precipitate is formed which will settle to the bottom if

allowed to stand over night Siphon off the clear liquid Wash
the precipitate by adding dear water, stirring, and allowing to

settle Siphon off the clear water, strain the precipitate through
muslin, and allow it to dry This is copper carbonate The above
amounts will make about six pounds

Copper sulfate—Sec Sulfate of copper

Corrosive sublimate (mercuric chloride) —Used for disinfecting

pruned stubs and < leaned-out cankers, at the ruto of one part in

1,000 parts of wat< r Cm be secured from the druggist in tablet

form in vials of twenty-five each, and costing 25 cents One tablet

makes a pint of solution Make and store solution in glass and label

“poison “

Formaldehyde (10 tier cent solution of formaldehyde gas in

water) —A pungent, clear liquid, vc ry irritating to eyes and nose
Obtained at any drugstore at about 40 rents a pint L seel for

potato-scab, oat smut, bunt in wheat, soil disinfection, and so on
Lime —Offered for sale in the following forms (a) Ground

rock or ground limestone, air-slaked lime is of the same composi-
tion, tea carbonate of calcium (b) lump, barrel, stone, or quick-
lime, this is burned limestone, and should test at least 00 per cent

oxid of calcium (e) Prepared, ground, or hydrated lime, this is

water- or steam-slaked quicklime, dried and pulverized Used as

an applicant to the soil to correct aeidilj, for dub-root of cabbage,
and for preparing sprav mixtures

Lime-sulfur —In the many possible combinations, lime-sulfur

is coming to be equully
as important as bor-
deaux mixture, in the
control of many plant
diseases

(1) Flowers of sul-

fur or very finely

powdered sulfur is

often dusted on plants
for surface mildews

(2) A paste of
equal parts of lime,

sulfur, and water
This is painted cm the
heatmg-pipes in the
greenhouse, and is

valuable for keeping
off surface mildews

(3) Home-boiled
diluto lime -sulfur
This solution has been
widely used in the
past as a dormant
spray, particularly for

San Jos6 scale and
peach leaf-curt It is

likely to be sup-
planted by (4) or (5)
For preparation see
page 1043

(4) Home-boiled
concentrated lime-sul-
fur —When a great
deal of spraying is to . „ _ _ ,

be done, s c »noeu- 1292. Penthecium of apple scab,

t rated lime -sulfur showing spores.
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solution may be boiled at home and stored in barrels to bo used as
needed For method of preparation see page 104 3

Test with a Baurnt4 hydrometer, which has a scale reading from
25° to 35° Dilutions are reckoned from a standard solution test-
ing 32° If the solution tests only 28°, it is not so strong as stand-
ard, and cannot be diluted so much as a solution testing .32° The
table shows the proper dilution for solutions testing 25° to 35°
Baum6

n 1-10 1-15 1-20 1-25 1-30 1-40 1-50 1-60 1-75 1-100

25° 74 11 14 7 18 4 22 1 20 5 30 8 44 2 55 73
2b°; 7 7 11 0 15 4 19 3 23 2 30 9 38 0 40 3 58 77 2
27° 8 l 12 1 10 1 20 2 24 3 32 4 40 5 48 5 00 0 80 7
28° 8 4 12 7 10 o 21 1 25 4 33 8 42 3 50 7 03 5 84 5
29° 8 8 13 2 17 0 22 1 20 5 35 3 44 2 53 00 3 88 2
30°, 0 2 13 0 18 4 23 27 6 30 9 40 1 55 3 09 92
31° 9 6 14 4 19 3 24 28 8 38 1 48 58 72 90
32° 10 1.5 20 25 30 40 50 60 75 100
3 3° 10 4 15 (3 20 8 20 31 2 41 5 52 02 4 78 104
34° 10 8 10 2 21 6 26 8 32 4 43 2 54 04 7 80 8 1108
35° 112 10 8 22 4 28 33 4 44 9 56 07 4 84 2 112

Decimals are given m all cases, but for practical purposes the
nearest even gallon or half gallon can be used, unless appliances
for more accurate measurement are at hand It is understood m
making all dilutions that water is added to one gallon of the con-
centrate to make the stated amount Do not measure out the
stated amount of water and add the concentrated solution to it

(5) Commercial concentrated lime-sulfur —As manufactured
and placed on the murket is a clear amber liquid, and should test
32° to 33° Raumf* It costs about 20 cents a gallon retail, and
cornea ready to pour into the spray tank For apple and pear dis-
eases Vrsenate of lead can be used with this solution, and me reasi s
its fungicidal value

(0) Scott's self-boiled lime-sulfur —This is a imchuniral mix-
ture of the two substances, and is really not boiled, the hi at bung
supp’ied by the slaking lime In a small barrel or kig place eight
pounds of good quicklime Add water from time to time in just
sufficient amounts to [invent burning As soon as the lime begins
to slake well, add slowly (preferably through a sieve) right pounds
of sulfur flour Stir (oust intiv, and add water as mided As soon
as all bubbling has i < asi d, c hcck fill the r ac turn oj adding a quan-
tity of cold water, or pour into a barn 1 or tank and make up to
fifty gallons Keep will agitated \ei> effective ag mist pi ich
scab and brown rot Several other formulas have been used
10-10-30 and 3-5-50 Irsmate of had can be used with this
mixture

By using boiling water and allowing tl e hot mixturt to stand for
half an hour, a stronger spray mixture than the above can be
secured It cannot be used safely on peaches, but Inn been used
successfully on grapes for surface mildew The addition of sulfate
of iron or smfate of copper, one or two pounds to fifty gallons, has
been used for apple rust

Potassium sulfid (liver of sulfur) —Simple solution, three ounees
in ten gallons of wutc r bor mildew in greenhouses, cm rose bushes
and othc r ornamentals

Resm-sal-soda sticker —Resin, two pounds sal-soda (crystals),

one pound, water, one gallon Boil until of a char brown color,
i e from one to one and a half hours Cook in an iron kettle in
the open Add this amount to fifty gallons of bordi aux l &cful
for onions, cabbage, and other plants to which spray eloes not
adhere well

Sulfate of copper (blue vitriol) —Dissolve one pound of pure
sulfite of copper in twenty-five gallons of water A specific for
poach leaf-curl Apply once before buds swell m the spring Cover
every bud For use m preparing burdenux mixture Costs from
5 to 7 cents a pound, m quantity

Sulfate of iron (copperas) —A greenish granular crystalline sub-
stance Dissolve one hundred pounds in fifty gallons of water
bor mustard in oats, wheat and the like, apply at the rate of fifty

gallons an acre Also for anthruenose of grape s as a dormant <pray
Sulfur (ground brimstone, sulfur flout, flowers of sulfur) —

Should be 99 per cent pure Valuable for surface mildews Dust
on dry or in the greenhouse used in fumes Evaporate it over a
steady heat, as an oil-stove, until the house is filled with vapor Do
not heat to the burning point, as burning sulfur destroys most
plants To prevent burning, place the sulfur and pan in a larger
pan of sand and set the whole upon the oil-stove

Donald Reddick.

Catalogue of diseases.

Abies. Witchfs’ Broom (JEcuhum elatmum, Melampsorella ela-
tina) —On hr causing swellings, cankers, and witches’ brooms.

Control —Prune off all affected parts

Abutilon Rust—See under Hollyhock
Contagious Chlorosis —Variegated leaves

Control—Remove variegated leaves and their shoots, keep
in dark and remove any further variegated leaves, then the
plant should remain green

Acacia Rusts (JScuhunt sp ) —Distorts branches and twigs
Control —Prune off diseased parts

Catalogue of Diseases, continued
Acer. Tar-Spot (Rhytiama acermum) —Black tar-hko spots on

upper side of the leaves
Control —Burn all old leaves in fall or winter

Sun Scald or Scorch —Maples suffer commonly from a drying
up of the foliage, due to over-transpiration of water at tunes
when hot winds occur

Actinidia Mildew ( (Jncmula necator) —See under Ampelovsis.

ASsculus Leaf-Spot ( Phyllosticta paviae) —Irregular spots develop
rapidly, the larger part of the leaf being involved Leaves
fall prematurely

Control —Spray with bordcaux mixture, beginning when the
leaves are about half-grown and repeating the process every
three weeks

Agave. Lea*-Blotch (Coniothynum concentricum) —Grayish,
more or less circular dead patches, ranging from to I inch
in diameter

Control—Hr move and burn diseased leaves
Allium —Sec under Onion

Almond Blight (C'oryneum beyerxnkn) —See Peach Blioht
Yellows —See under Peach.

Alnus Root-tubercles —Clumps of small tubercles on the roots
Not important

Win ms’ Brooms and Ri addery Deformations of Flowers
(Eroasrus up) —Broom-like tufts of branches and irregular
deforming and contortion of fruits

Control —See undi r Peach Leaf-Curl
Alyssum Mjldfw (Erysiphe polygoiu) —See under Verbena

Disease very similar

Amarantus White “Rust” or Mildew (Albugo bliti) —See
similar disease under Radish

Amelanchier Rust (Gymnosporangtum 8p ) —Orange rust spots
on leaves

Control—Keep jumpers at a considerable distance
Witches’ Broom (Dimerosponum colUnsn) —Thick twisted

broom-like giowth of branches
( ontrol —Out out the brooms

Ampelopsis Biack-Roi —See under Crape
Mildew (Liu inula necator ) —Powdery mildew growths on

upper side of leaf

Control —Dust with sulfur

Anemone Roor-Di c ay (Sclerotuna tuberosa) —Rhizomes decayed
and large lumps form on the outside

Control — Eradicate affected rhizomes and the eup-like
fungous bodies near such plants

Ri st -St ver U rusts attack spi cics of Anemone
Anthurmm Hi u.iit (Clomcrclla eweta) —See undi r Orchids

Apple Biu.iir—The same disease as Pear Blight, which see
Canmr —.''moot h cankers in bark of trunk or limbs usually

indii ate blight ( Bacillus amylnorus), rough ones, New \ ork
upple-tnc canker (Sphceropsis rnalorum), or the nail-head
i anki r ( \ umulana discrela)

Control —As soon as noticed, cut awray dea.d bark and wood
to tin living tissue and paint over with lead paint or coal-tar.

Scab (\ mturxa intquahs) —Olive-green, brownish or blackish
si ab-like spots on leaves and fruit

Conti ol —Rake and burn or plow under old leaves very
early in spring Spray with lime-sulfur 32° Baum6, I 40,
or bordi aux, 3-3-50 (1) when blossom buds show pink,
(2) whin majority of petals have fallen (3) three weeks
aft< r 2, depending upon the weather, (4) if a late attack is

fi ared, spray before fall rams begin
Apricot Y i llow s —See under Peach

Bi ac k-Spot or Scab —Sec under Peach

Aquilegia Mildi w ( Erysiphe polygom) — See under Verbena
Dim isi vi ty similar

Bi a< E-Mur ( Bacillus delphim) —Sunken black spots on leaves
and stems

Control —Remove and burn diseased parts
Artemisia Rust (Puccima asteris) —Same rust as on Asters,

w Inch see

Artichoke Soft-Rot—See under Carrot

Arum Leaf-Spot (Protomya s an) —Irregular bleached patches
on leaves and lo if-stalks of 4 maculatum

Control—Burn diseused plants

Asparagus Rust (Puccmia asparagi) —A rust of the tops which
is often so severe as to kill them, thus interfering with root-
development

('ontrol —Dust with flowers of sulfur about eveiy three
weiks while dew is still on in the morning Use dusting-
macliincs

Aspidistra Leai-Blotcii ( 4 si ochyta aspidistra')—Large, irregular,
bleached spots with blai k streaks running across

Control —Remove diseused leaves

Aster. Rust (Pucci nui asteris) —Biown rust of leaves
Control—Eradicate the affected leaves

Aucuba. Freezing —Young leaves suffer from spring frosts

Auricula Leaf-Blotch ( Ifeterosponum auriculi) —Three or
four olive-green spots on each leaf Spots become brown and
fall out

Control—Do not have excessive moisture Spray with
potassium sulfid and ventilate well

Avocado, or Persea Anthracnose (Colletotnchum glaosporioidts).—See under Pomelo
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Catalogue of Diseases, continued.

Bamboo. Smut ( Ustxlago shtnana ).—Internodes and tips of young
shoots attacked. Wild and cultivated bamboo attacked in
Japan

Control—Bordeaux mixture and sprinkling soil with limo
before the shoots appear.

Banana. Rot ( Bacillus muase) —Leaf-blades droop, turn yellow;
petioles decay, letting leaves drop, and finally whole plant
rots to the ground

Control—Practise sanitation.

Bean. Anthraunosf, or Pod-Spot (Colletotrichum hndemuthianum).—Reddish brown, scab-like spots on stems, pods, and veins
of leaves, particularly on yellow-podded snap beans. Fungus
enters the beans

Control—Use seed only from pods without spots. Spray
plants, from beneath and above, every ten days.

Blioht ( Bacterium phasroh) —Large papery spots on leaves
and watery spots on pods

Control—As for Anthrucnose

Beet. Hevrt-Rot (Phoma betas) —Leaves appear spotted late in

July, then wilt, and fin illy a dry heart-rot appears
Control—Destroy affected plants Practise long rotations.

Treat seed with formalin, one pint in thirty gallons of water.
Scab.—The same disease as Potato Scab, which see

Begonia. Root-Rot (Thielavia basicola) —Seo under Nicotiana.

Berbens Rust ( Pucnnia granunis) —Orange-colorod rust spots
on under side of leaf

Betula Leak-Spot (Gltrosporium betularum) —Round spots with
blackish margin

HEAKr-Ror (Forms igmarius).—See under Fagus

Blackberry Crown-G all, or Root-G ali (Bacterium tumefnnens).
—Swellings, hard or soft, on roots and stem below ground

Triattmnf —Flow up and bum all bushes m a diseased
patch Plant clean roots in a new place.

Anthrac nose—See under Raspberry
Red or Orangf Rust—See under Raspberry
Li At-Spor—See unde r Dewberry Same disease

Blueberry Rust (Calyptosporn goeppertiana)—Stem attacked,
swollen, spongy, at first pink, changing to brown and blackish.
Plants taller tlnn lit tlthy and leaves dwarfed

Control—Segregate from species of fir and spruce.

Brassica. See under Cabbage.

Brussels Sprouts. Club-Root—See under Cabbage

Buxus Stem-Biioht (Nr etna rousstlutnn) —Twigs killed,

reddish pustules appe iring on stems and leaves
Control—ltemovu all diseased parts and burn

Cabbage Club-Root, or Ciur-Foot (Plasmodiophora brassuue) —
A eontoited swelling of roots and sickly wilted tops

Control—Dtstroj aff< eted seedlings Lime the soil at
least eighteen months befoie planting cabbage, using at tho
rate of two tons of quit kliniotothcacrc

Black-Rot (Bacillus cmnpestrt ) —Sap-tubes in leaves and stem
turn black and the leaves drop, thus preventing heading

Control —Practise crop-rotation Soak the seed for fifteen

minutes in a solution of mercuric chloride, one tablet in a
pint of water

Cactus Spot (Diplodia opunhte) —Sometimes a serious disease

Calathea I faf-Biight (CephaUurus parasiticus) —The epidermal
cells contain the alga, which spreads over the leaf, blackening
and killing it

Control -Remove diseased leaves.

Calceolaria Leaf-Blight (Ascribed to a Micrococcus).—Brownish
patches on lower leaves, many times bordered by tho small
veins of tho leaf

Control—Burn affected plants

Campanula Rt sr (Cokosporutm campanula1

).—Red and browm
rust spots ori lr avts

Control —Segregate from Pinus ngula.

Capsicum. Antiiracnose—Same as on Piper, which see.

Carnation Rnsr (Liomytes caryophyllinus)—Brown, powdery
pustules on stems tnd leaves

Control —Spray once in two weeks with a solution of
copper sulfate, one pound to twenty gallons of water. Pick
off diseased leave s Ki i p temp* rature low

Carpmus Bi A< k-Moid (Dmnrosporium pulrhrum) —On leaves.
Control —Spray with any good fungicide

Heart-Hot (Forties fulvus) —lled-brown decay, crumbles when
crushed

Control —.Surgery methods
Carrot. Soft-Rot (Baulins earotovorus) —A soft-rottmg of the

root identical with the soft rots of other root crops
Control—Good drainage of soil Steam sterilization of soil.

Leaf-Spot or Early Leaf-Blight (Cercospora apii) —See
under Celery.

Carya—See under Ihckory-Nut.

Castanea —See under Chestnut

Catalpa LrAF-BLiaHT—Sudden blackening and dying of leaves
in eaily summer *

Heart-Rot (Polystictus versicolor) —Heart - Wood becomes
straw-colored and finally soft

Control —Surgery
Root-Rot of seedlings ( Thielni ia ba si cola) —See under Nicotuina

Cauliflower —Sec under Cabbage

Catalogue of Diseases, continued
Celastrus. Mildew (Phyllactmia corylea).—Powdery mildew ol

leaves.
Control—Dust with sulfur.

Celery. Early Leaf-Blight (Cercospora apii) —A spotting and
eventual blighting of leaves

Control—Spray with ammoniaeal copper carbonate, 5-3-50,
beginning in seed-bed and keeping new growth covered
throughout the season

Late Blight (Scptoria petrosehm var apn)—Blight of foliage
appearing late m season and in storage

Control—As above Grow under half shade

CeltiS. Mildew (Peronoplasmapara ciltidts) —Definite spots on
veins, water-soaked dark gieen becoming gray.

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture

Cercis. Lea &-Spot (Astothyta pisi) —Spots round, yellowish with
brown margin on leav es and stem

Control—Spray with dilute bordeaux mixture on firt*

appearance

Chamascyparis Twig Disease (Pestalozzia funerea) —Bark of
young branches killed, needles die

Control—Prune off affected parts and clean up litter and
burn

Heart-Rot (Stecchermum ballonn) —Kills tops of trees

Chard (Beta) Leaf -Spot (Cercospora btticola) —Brown, purplish
bordered spots on leaves

Control —Pick off and destroy diseased leaves

Cherry. Brown- Rei r (Silerotima fructigtna) —The flowers decay,
the leaves become discolored with irregular brown spots,
and tho fruit rols on the tree

Control —Spray with bordeaux mixture, 4—1-50, or lime-
sulfur, 1-40 (1) just before the blossom buds open, (2) just
after the blossoms fall, (3) ono or two more applications at
intervals of ten days

Powdfrv Mildfvv (Podospfuera oxycanthce) —Lenvcs and twigs
affected, often causing defoliation

Control -Spray with lime-sulfur, 1-40, or dust heavily
with powdered sulfur

Black-Knot —Sec under Plum Same disease

Chestnut. Canker, or Bark Disease (Endolhia paravtica) —
Sunken or swollen cankers on limbs or trunk iambs die and
loaves and burs cling in winter

Control —Remove diseased parts and burn Paint all

wounds Little chance of saving trees in infested locality

Chicory Stfw-Spot ( Phosporn albicans) —Yellowish-gray spots
on lower portion of the stem Later on smaller branches and
leaves Plant destroyed

Control —Eradicate diseised plants

Chrysanthemum Lf af-Spoi (St ptoria thrysanthtmi) —Small dark
brown spots, which increase in sue until led is killed

Control—Pick and burn affected leaves Spray with bor-
deaux mixture, 4 4 50

Itusr (Pucnnia thrysanthtmi) —Reddish brown rust pustules
on leaves

Control—As for Leaf-Spot

Cineraria Mildfvv (Bremia lactuuc) —Plants stunted and of a
pale color, finally wilting Same disease on lettuce.

Control—Remove diseased plants Do not use same soil

again
Rusr—See under Senecto

Citrus—See under Orange, Lttnon, Grapefruit, etc The “wither
tip” disease described under Pomelo is common to species of

citrus

Clematis. Leaf'-Sfot (Cylmdrosponum chmatidis var jtikmanu)—Causing loss of lower leaves at tunc* Not serums

Cocoanut. Bud-Rot (Bacillus toll) —Rot of soft tissues of coco-
nut plant and is perhaps responsible for coconut bud-rot

Control—Not giv en

Coffea. Lfaf-Disease (Hemileia vastatnx and II iroodu) —
Circular discolor* d areas, turning pale yellow and becoming
studded with orange-yellow spots

Control—Burn all diseased leaves

Colchicum Rust (Uromycts colchm) —Black spots on leaves
Looks like a smut disease

Control—Diseased leaves should be burned

Coiocasia Root-Rot (Ptronospota trichomata) —Sap-tubes turn
yellow and finally entire tuber becomes black

Control—Dry tubers thoroughly before storing Do not
plant in soil m which the disease hus occurred

Convolvulus Mildew (Albugo tpomwac-pantluranx

)

—Distort.ons
and white or yellow blisters

Control—Remove diseased plants and spray with bordeaux
mixture frequently

Cordyline. Blight —See under Orchids.

Coreopsis Mildew (Sphserotheca humuli var fuliginea).—Pow-
dery mildew of the leaves

Control—Dust with sulfur

Corn Smut ( Ustilago zex) —Boils on stalks, ears or tassels,

at first white, then black, and, when burst open, containing
black powder, the spores

Control—Cut out developing smut boils and burn
Wilt (Pseudomonas stewartii) — Sap -tubes turn yollo’v and

plant wilts and drys up
Control—Burn affected plants Grow varieties not affected
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Catalogue op Diseases, continued

Cornus. Twig-Blight (Duiporthe albocarma) —Twigs die, bark
turns yellow und is covered with numerous small pimples.

Control—Prune of? and destroy affected parts.

Corylus.—See under Filbert

Cosmos Stem-Blight (Phomopam stewartn) —Brown spots
rarudly enlarging on stems of mature plants Parts above
wilt and die

Control—Difficult and no certain methods known. Remove
diseased stems and burn

Cotoneaster Rhus (Gymnosporangium clavanxforme).—Orange
rust pustules on leaves

Control—Keep at a distance from junipers

Cranberry Biaht, or Scald (Guignardia varnnu) —Young flower

and fruits blasted, older fruits appear scalded or watery
Contiol —Spray five or six times with bordeaux mixture.

5-5-50, to which has been added four pounds of resin hsh-oil

soap. Begin just before the blossoms open

Crataegus Rust (Gymnosporangium sp ).—Orange rust pustules
on leaves and petioles

Control —Keep at a distance from jumpers.
Cress. White Mold —See undor Horse-Radish

Crocus Root-Rot ( Rhizoclonui sp ) —Important in France and
likely occurring hero

Control —Sanitation, new soil freque ntly or soil sterilization.

Cucumber Bik.ht, or Mildew (Pseudoptronospora cubensis) —
A blighting and premature yellowing of the leaves.

Control —Spray with bordeaux mixture, 5-5-50, every ten
to fourteen days after plants begin to run

Wilt —See under Ciuurlnta

Cucurbita Wiit (Bat Ulus trachnphilus) —Sap-tubes are clogged
and destroyed, causing the plant to wilt

Control —Eradic ite the striped beetle Gather and destroy
all wilted leaves and plants

Cupressus Root-Rot —See under Puie Same disease.
Twig Dimkas* —See under Chanuicyparis
Witches’ Bkoom (Gymnosporangium ellxsn)—Faaciation of

branches
Control —Prune off affected parts

Currant Wilt, or Cane-Bi ight (Botryosphxria ribis)—Canes die
suddenly, the haves wilting

('ontrol -No satisfactory method known Cut out and
burn affected plants

Rust (Cronartium nbitolu) -Brown rust pustules and brown
fe It-like grow th on unde r side of 1c af Black currants especially
susceptiblf

Control —Grow at least 500 feet from white pine trees

Cycas r.K \f-Spot (Afytosph trella tulasmi—Chtdosponum her-
barum) - Gray spots and final death of leaves

Control —Remove and burn affected parts

Cyclamen Lf a f -Spot (Glomtrilla rufomaculans vnr ryclamims).—Spots cir< ular, slightly water-logged, with sharply defined
outlines

Control —D< stroy affected leav es by burning
Blight —Similar to Liltum Ltaf-Spot, which see

Dahlia Wiit (Stlirotmia scltrohorum) —White mold on stem,
later yellowing and wilting of plant, and finally stem collapses

('ontrol —Remove and burn affected plants Green stable
manure favors the disease

Daphne Lf af-Spot (Mycosphscrella laureate) —Similar to Straw-
birry Ltaf-Spot, which see

Date See under Palms

Delphinium Bi ai k-Spot ( Bacillus dtlphmi) —Sunken black spota
on stein and leaves

Control — Re move and burn diseased parts

Dewberry Lev* -Spot (.SV ptoria rubi) —Small pale spota of dead
leaf-tissue finally becoming dotted with black specks

Control —No successful method of treatment is known.

Dianthus —See under Carnation

Digitalis Mildew (Pcronospora sordid*i) —Broadly effused, dingy
lilac patches of mildew on under surface of leaves

Control —Spray with bordeaux mixture*

Diospyros Mildew (Podosphccra oryacantha?) —Powdery mildew
of the leaves

Control—Dust with sulfur

Dracaena. Bt ight —See under Orchids

Eggplant Anhirac .nose (Glaosporium melongenes).—Spots on
fruit Same as on Piper, which se#

Stem Rot ( Nutria ipoma e) -Spreading spots on the stem.
Control—Spray mixtures may be of avail

Eleeagnus. Root-Tubercles —Sec under Alnus Not destructive

Endive Rust
(
Puccima endinx) —Rust spots on leaves

Stem-Rot —See under Chicory

Eucalyptus Tumor ( Ustilngo vnawna) —Woody tumors at collar

of tree Production of black soot-hke mass of spores between
wood and bark

Control—Surgery methods

Euphorbia Biight (Glwosponum euphorbix )—Causes death of

floral portion just before flowering time and the parts below
are soon blighted

Control —Burn affected plants Spray with boraeaux
mixture

Catalogue of Diseases, continued

Fagus. Heart-Rot (Fomes igniarius) —White, dry, and some*
what solid decay of heart-wood bordered by fine black lines

Control—See under Arboriculture, Diseases of Trees

Ferns Tip Blight ( Phylloshcta pUridvi) —Brown spots at or
near tips of the fronds covered with minute black dots

Control—Remove and burn the blighted leaves and then
spray wuth bordeaux mixture

Ficus Leaf-Spot ( Leptostromella elastics ) —Causes spota on
leaves See also under Fig

Fig I.eaf-Spot (Cerrospora bolleana) —Brown spots on leaves
Leaves turn yellow and drop off

('ontrol—Spray with bordeaux mixture while leaves are
young

Filbert Black-Knot (Cryplosport lla anomala) —Serious stem
disease, canker gndles the stems and kills parts above

Control —Prune off affected parts and burn
Forsythia Leaf-Spot ( 1 Uernarui forsylhue) —Forms sub-

circular spots
Control—Spray with horde aux mixture

Fraxmus Rust (Puccima fiannala) —Swellings of midribs of
leaves and petioles with « range rust spots on them

Con’rol —Keep the common grass Spartina cynosuroides
away from the trees

Freesia Leaf-Spoi and Wilt (lleterosponum gractlc

)

—Large
brown spots with darker margin, numerous, soon the leaves
wilt and flie

( ontrol —Spray with ammomacnl copper sulfate

Galanthus Decay (RcUrotima galanlhi) —In pi icc of the flower
a shapeless miss is produced covered with brown mildew
Tubers decay also

('ontrol—Remove all affected parts and burn Use new soil

thereafter

Gardenia Rust—See under Coffea Same disease

Genista Root-Tctjf rcles—Beneficial

Gentiana Rust (Puccima gcntianx) —Lower leaves first at-
tacked, become yellow and die. Disease gradually works
upward

Control—Destroy affected plants

Geranium Mildew (Plasmopara gerann) —Downy mildew of
leaves

Control —Spray with boreleaux mixture

Gladiolus Smut ( L'rocystis gladioli) —Black smut pustules on
conns

Control—Destroy affected conns Use new soil

Gleditsia Leaf-Spot ( Levtostronva hypophylUi) —Leaflets become
covered with small black specks, causing some of them to
turn yellow- and fall

Gooseberry Miidfw (Vph-jrrothtca mors-uve) —A powdery mildew
of the fruit and vning growth of English varieties

Control Spray with potassium sulhd, one ounce to two
gallons of water, at intcrv da after haves begin to unfold

Grape Bla< k-Rot (Gutgnardm bulwillti) —Brown circular spots
on leaves, black, elongated, sunken pita on petioles, cities,

etc , and on the berry a brown rot with shriveling and wrink-
ling

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture, 4—4-50, btfore rains
Spray (1) w'hen the third or fourth leaf unfolds, (2) as soon
as the blossoms have fallen, (i) when beinea are sire of a pea,
(4) about two weeks later Two more applications if wet
season

Dow Mildew, or Lf ai -Blight (Plasmopara nticola) —White
frost-like patches on under side of the leaf

Control —Same as Black-Rot

Grapefruit Leaf-Spot (Pestalozzm guepini) —Large spots with
daik margins Lcavts fall prematurely On other species
of Citrus also

Control—Destroy affected leaves

Guava. Anthracvose (Glominlla p'-uln) —Circular brown,
decayed areas on fruit Like apple bitter-rot

Control—None given

Hedera. Leaf-Spot and Leaf Blight ( Vermicularm trichtlla ).

—

Rapid blackening of the etiolated portion of the leaf
Control—Remove and burn affected leaves and spray with

bordeaux mixture

Hehanthus. Rust (Puccima hrlianthi) —Red rust pustules on
leaves of most spouc s of Hehanthus

Control —No specific* control measures worked out.

Helleborus Leaf-Blotc h (Coniothynum hellibori) —Large cir-
cular brownish blotches of scorched appearance, covered with
minute black dots.

Control —Cut off and burn affected leaves.

Hemerocallis. Lf.af-Spot —See under Freesia.

Hibiscus Lfiaf-Spot t Phylloshcta viacola ) —Indistinct brown
spots with whitish centers

Control—Burn affected leaves
Mildew (Microsphvui euph >rbup)—Powdery mildew of leaves.

Control —Dust wuth sulfur

Hickory-nut. T.faf-Spot (Marsoma juglandis) —Large leaf-spot,
causing proma'tire dying of 1« aves

Control —Spraying with bordeaux mixture may be of
value
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v^a falouuk of Diseases, continued.

Hollyhock Rust (Puccima mulvacearum) —All parts of plant
dhow reddish brown pustules

Control —Eradicate mallow Pick off diseased leaves and
burn Spray every week with Bordeaux mixture, 4-3-50

ciorse-Radish White Moid <Cystopus candidus) —Deforming
and swelling of leaves and stems, with white powdery surface
growth

Control—Hardly important enough on the radish to neces-
sitate control

Hyacinthus. Blight (Pseudomonas hyacin'ht) —Serious pest in
the Netherlands Sap-tubes filled with yellow slune.

Control—Destroy all affected plants

Hydrangea. Leaf-Blight ( Phyllostuta hydrangea ).

—

Leaf-spot
disease which become* serious at times

Control —Destroy diseased leaves as soon us noticed.

Iberis Club-Root.—See under Cabbage

Impatiens Mildew (Plasmopara obducens) —Downy mildew of
the leaves

Control —Remove affoctod leaves and spray with bordeaux
mixture

Jpomcea. Rust (Coleosporium tpomaeae ).

—

Common rust spotting
of leaves.

Control—Destroy affected loaves.
Mildew —Soo under Convolvulus

Iris. Leaf-Blight ( Botrytis gulanthina)—First the leaves and
flowers are much distorted and covered with black mold
growth, later the bulb may be destroyed

Control—Eradicate diseased plants and grow in new sod.

Juglans Levf-Spot (Gnomonia leptostyla) —Brown leaf-spot,
causing defohition

Control —Collect and burn fallen leaves. Spray with
bordeaux mixture while leaves aro young

Jumperus. Cedar Apples (Oymnosporanoium spp ) —Large or
small red and woody growth at tips of branches. Gelatinous
in wet weather.

Control—Prune off affected parts. Keep apples, pears,
and hawthorns at a distance

Kale. Black-Rot—See under Cabbage

Kohlrabi Ci ub-Root—See under Cabbage

Laburnum Leif-Spot (Peronospora cystisi) —Leaves become
brown-spotted Seedlings killed

Control —Spray with Bordeaux mixture.
Contagious Chlorosis —See under Abutilon.

Lam. Canker ( Dasyscypha wdlkomu) —Cankor of trunk and
branches, usually around base of trunk

Control —Eradicate diseased parts, using tree surgery
methods

Laurus. Witchfs’ Broom (Rxobasidium laun),—Branchod out
growths, antler-like, 2 or .3 feet in length, springing from
the leaves

Control —Prune off affected parts

Lemon Brown-Rot (Pythmcystis edrophthora) —White mold on
surface of fruit.

Control —Not destructive in orchard Add copper sulfate

to water w hen washing lemons to prevent infection of healthy
ones

Lea f-Dise sses—

N

ot well understood Probably controllable
by spraying

Lespcdeza Mildew (Micrusphara diffusa) —Powdory mildew of
leaves

Control—Dust with sulfur

Lettuce. Drop, or Rot (ijclerotmia libertiana

)

—Base of stems or
leaves rots off, allowing leaves to drop

Control —Sterilize sod with steam before planting.
Mildew —See under Cineraria

Ligustrum Anthracnose (Gleeospomum eingulatum ) —Affected
areas light brown either oblong on one side of the stem or
completely girdling it

Control —Destroy by burning affpeted plants.

Lilium. Leaf-.Spot (Botrytis sp ) —Grange-brown or buff blotches
on leaves, stem and flowers of L candidum May be same as
Tulipa Mold, which see

Control—Eradicate diseased plants.

Lily-of-the-Valley. Stem-Rot—See under Pseonia.

Ltriodendron. Twig Blight (Myrospnrium longisporium),—Kill-
ing twigs

Control —Prune off diseased twigs

Lobelia. Canker (Phoma dcvastatrix) —Portions of tho stems
covered with minute blark dots

Control—Remove diseased plants They never bloom.

Lomcera Canker ( Nectna cmnabanna) —Rough canker on limbs
covered with flesh-colored or red bodies.

Control—Prune off or cut out all affected parts and cover
wounds with tar

Lupinus.—See under Pea
Lychnis. Smut ( Ustilago violacea) —Pollen-sacs filled with black

dust which escapes and discolors the flower t

Control—Destroy the affected plants and use new soil.

Lycopersicum—Sec under Tomato,

Magnolia Leaf-Spot—See under Grapefruit

Malva Rust —See under Hollyhock Same disease.

Catalogue of Diseases, continued
Mangifera. Black Blight (Dimerosponum mangiferum).—.n*

tense black velvety patches on both surfaces of the leaves.
Control—Spray with any good spray mixturo

Matthiola. Club-Root —Sec under Cabbage

Mentha. Rust (Puccmia menthai) —A most destructive rust
disease

Control —None given

Mignonette Leaf-Spot (Cercoapora resedse) —First reddish
discoloration of leaves Later small depressed spots with
brownish or yellowish margin

Control—Spraying w ith bordeaux mixture gives good
results

Morns Levp-Spot (Cercospora moricola) —Not serious
Leaf-Blight (Pseudomonas mori) —Wilting and death of leaves.
Cankers girdle the twigs

Centred —Pruno off diseased parts and burn.

Muscari Smut ( Urocystis colchici) —Long black powdery streaks
on leaves

Control—Destroy affected plants by burning. Use new
soil

Mushroom Mold (Mycoqonc pe'rnmosa) —Mushrooms develop
abnormally as monstious soft growths These develop into
a moldy mass and putrify

Control —Affected beds should bo thoroughly cleaned and
sprayed with copper sulfate, ono pound to fifty gallons of
w ater

Muskmelon Downy Miidew —See under Cucumber
Wiit—

S

ee under Cucurbita

Narcissus Leo-Spot (Ramulana narcissi) —Spots on leaves
anti stem

Conte ol —Burn diseased parts and spray with bordeaux
mixture

Nasturtium White “Rust” (Cystopus candidus) —Soo under
Horse-Radish

Nectarine Ylllows, etc—See under Ptach

Nenum Bi.a< k Moid (Capnodium fvedum ) —Black velvety-like
growth oil leaves

Control —Spray with bordeaux mixture

Nicotians Root-Rot (Thirlavia bnsicola) —Blackening and
rotting of the roots of seedling plants •

Centred —Steam sterilization of seed-beds
Mosaic or Calko Dihfasf —Fnxynnc disease Mottling of

leaf Spread by touch

Oak. Anthrunose (Gnomonut leruta ) —Brown spotting on
under side of leaves, along veins Brown pustules on spots
Death of leaves and twig* Sec under Arboriculture, Diseases
of Trees

Control—Collect and burn all diseased twigs and leaves
Spray with bordeaux mixture frequently from time buds
swell

CEnothera Leaf-Galls (Synchytrium fulgens) —Yellow swellings
on the leaves

Control —Destroy affected leaves

Okra.—See under Hibiscus

Olive Limb-Gall, or Knot (Pseudomonas olea) —Knots or galls

on the twigs and limbs
Control—Remove and burn affected limbs

Onion. Mildfw (Ptronospora schhidmicuia ) —Causes a wilt or
blight of the leaves

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture, 5-5-50, to which
has been added one gallon of resin sal-soda sticker First

application when third leaf has developed, repeating every
ten days until harvest time

Smut ( Urocystis cepulv ) —Black pustules on leaves and bulbs
Seedlings may be killed outright

Control —Grow seed in now soil Drill in with the seed
one hundred pounds of sulfur and fifty pounds of air-slaked
lime to the acre

Opuntia. Spot (Diplodui opuntine) —Sometimes a serious pest
of cactus

Orach. Galls ( Urophlyctis pulposa ) —Glassy swellings on
leaves, stems and flowers of Chenopodium and A triplex

Control —Burn affected plants

Orange. Black-Mold (Capnodium citn) —Black mold-like growth
on leaves and fruit

Control —Spray with any good fungicide

Orchids Leaf-Biioht (Glomerella cmeta ) —Leaf dies back from
the tip, turning brown

Control —Burn affei tod loaves Spray frequently then
with bordeaux mixture

Ormthogalum Ward* (Synchytrium niesti) —Dirty white warta
on leaves, bounded by a dark line

Control —Burn diseased leaves

Pseonia Stem-Rot aDd Wnzr (Selerotmui peeonue ) —Gradual
wilting and dying of leaves caused by decay of stem at or
near surface of soil

Control—Spray the stems frequently with a strong fungi-
cide Burn affected plants

Palms Leaf-Spot (Glwosporium alleschen

)

—May cause ultimate
death of leaves

Control —Frequent spraying with bordeaux mixture and
eradication of diseased leaves may prove beneficial
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Catalogue of Diseases, continued.

Pandanus Black Canker ( Nectria pandam) —Kills branches and
entire plants Black pustules on bark oozmg black tendrils.

Control —Cut out diseased portions as soon as noticed.

Pansy Leaf-Spot (Peronoapora molse ).—Discolored spots with
pale violet growth on them

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture.

Papaver Mi nil w (
Peronospora arborescena) —Downy mildew of

wild and cultivated poppies Especially injurious to seedlings
of garden species

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture.

Parsley. Leaf-Scorch (Septona petroselim).—Small scattered
brown patches, which increase in size until whole leaf l

a

covered
Control—Spray early with dilute bordeaux. Pick off and

burn affected leaves

Parsnip Leaf-Bi ight—See under Celery , Early Lea/-Blight.

Pea Muoiw (Erysiphe polygom) —A powdery mildew on pods
and leaves

Control —Dust dry suifur over the plants

Peach. Biic.Hr (Coryneum beyerinkii) —A spotting, gumming and
death of the buds and twigs, particularly in the lower parts
of the tree The fruit drops

Control —For California conditions, two applications
bordeaux mixture, 5-5-50, or lime-sulfur, 1-10, (1) in No-
vember or Decrmbc r, and (2) m February or March

Leai-Cuhl ( Eroi'-rm, d<formula) —Iajavcs curl and wrinkle
Control —Spiay with lime-sulfur, 1-1 1, beiore buds swell

Brown-Rot (Sderohnw fruchyrna) —Rot on fruit and cankers
on limbs

('ontrol —Spray with aelf-boiled lime-sulfur, 8-8-50, adding
two pounds arsenate of lead Spray (1) about time shucks
are sheading from young fruit, (2) two or three weeks later;

(6) one month before* fruit ripens
Scab, or Black-Spoi (CUidosporium carpophtlum ) —Black scab-

like spots on fruit

Control —Re If-boiled lime-sulfur applied as under Brown-Rot.
Yeilowb —A fatal disease Red spots in fruit. Tuft-like

grow th of new shoots and finally yellow foliage.

Control —Burn affected trees

Pear Blight (Bacillus amr/lovorus) —Flowers, young fruit, twigs,
and leaves turn black and die Limbs die back and sunken
cankers form in bark

Control —Eradicate all wild hawthorns, pears and apples
Inspect and remove all blighted parts of tree. Paint wounds
with toil tar

St au —\ t ry similar disease to Apple Scab, which see.

Pecan Leaf-Bujtch (MycospfutreUa conrexula) — Dark-colored
blotelus covered with minute black dots on leaves in mid-
summer

('ontrol —None given

Pelargonium Dropsy —Translucent spotting of leaf. Spota
finally die

( ontrol —Withhold water until absolutely necessary.

Persimmon \\thra< nose (Clomerella rufomaculans) —Similar
if not identical to Piper Anihracnose, which see

Petunia Wilt—Sec under Dahlia

Phlox. Stew-C anker ( Pyrenochacta phlorvhs).—Canker just
above the ground on the stem Plant dies, first turning
yrllovv and then falls over

('ontrol -Diseased stems should be removed and burned.

Physalis Wiit (Banllu s solonacearum) —Pith of stem turns
browm, sap-tubes filled with viscid ooze

Control —(Jet rid of insects such as potato beetle and burn
all affected plants

Picea Leaf-Scot and l,i af-Cast (Phoma sp ) —Causes discolor-
ation and dropping of needles Black dots on affected needles.

Control —Clean up all fallen needles and burn
Drought I \juicy —Drying up of needles W uter in dry weather.

Pine. Root-Rot (Anmllana mdlea).—Tons turn yellow and die,
swelling of trunk at surface of ground Decay of loots with
black threads abundantly present Toadstools around base
of tree*

Control —Dig up and burn and destroy all toadstools near
the affected trees

Pineapple. Hi art-Rot

—

Browning of the axis of the fruit, due
to excessive moisture at tune of ripening

Control—Keep down humidity in greenhouses.

Piper. Anihrac nose (GUrosporium piperatum) — Spots on leaves
of plants Also apple bitter-rot fungus (Clomerella ru/omacw-
Ians) causes similar spots on the fruits

ConPol —Frequent spraying with bordeaux mixture.

Platanus. Anthkacnose —See under Oak. Same disease

Plum Black-Knot (Plounghtia morbosa) —Black tumorous swell-
ings from 1 to several inches in length, on limbs and twigs.

Control—Burn all affected parts in the fall. Burn whole
tree if badly affected

Brown-Rot —See under Peach.

Polygonum Tar-Spot (Rhytisma bxstortse).—Black tar-like spots
on leaves

Control—Burn affected leaves

Pomegranate. Internal Rot (Sterigmatocystia caatanea) —Central
cavity of fruit occupied by a black sporulating fungus

Control—None known

Catalogue of Diseases, continued.

Pomelo. Wither-Tip ( Colletotnehum glasosponotdes).—Anthrao-
nose cankers of stem, snots on leaves and flowers and general
wilting of tips of branches

Control.—Fruno off affected parts and spray with bordeaux
mixture.

Populus. Heart-Rot (Polyporua sulphureus).—Red rot of the
wood, whuh finally Imaks up into cubes

Control —Surge ry methods

Potato. Early Bi h.ht (Alternann solani) —Circular spots, usually
m July and final blighting of whole leaf.

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture, every ten days,
beginning when plants are 0 to 8 inches high

Late Biight and Potato-Rot (Phytophthora mfeatans) —
Quick-spreading watery appearing spots in leaves. Mildew
on under side Plants appear as scalded by hot water. Tubers
rot in soil or soon after digging

Control —Spray with bordeaux mixture, 5-5-50, at least
three applications and m wet seasons, six or more may bo
necessary Use from forty to one hundred gallons per acre

Scab (Oospora scabies

)

—A scabby and pitted roughness of the
tubers

Control—Keep lime vo« ashes off the land Soak uncut
seed tubers in a solution of formalin, one pint to thirty gallons
of water for two hours Avoid land that has grown scabby
potatoes

Potentilla. Leaf-Spot—Sec under Strawberry.

Primula. Rot (Botrytis sp )—Similar to rot of Pxonxa, which see.

Prune.—See under Plum
Prunus.—See under Cherry, Plum and Peach.

Pseudotsuga. Blight (Sdcrotima fuckehana).—Gray mold of
seedlings and younger shoots of older *rees in moist situ-
ations

Control—Spray w ith bordeaux mixture.

Psidium —See under 0 uam,

Pyrus—See under Apple and Pear.

Quince. Blight—Set under Pear
Rubt (Gymnosporanyium globosum) —Orange rust of fruit

Control—Destroy red cedars in the neighborhood, also
wild apples and hawthorns Spray as for Apple Scab

Radish White “Rust’ or Mildew (Albugo candidus) —A whitish
powdery growth on the leaves and petioles, often causing
distortion

Control—Stt am stcrihzo the soil before planting.
Club-Root—See under Cabbage
Black-Rot—See under Cabbage

Ranunculus Mildew (Plasmopara pygmsea).—Downy mildew of
leaves

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture

Raspberry Anihracnose (Glaosponum venctum) —Circular or
elliptical, gray scab-like spots on the canes

Control —Remove diseased canes as soon fruit is picked.
Avoid taking young plants from diseased plantings

Crown-Gall—.See under Blackberry
Red, or Orange Hist [Gymnmotna inter st ittabs) —Dense red
powdeiy growth on under side of leaves of black varieties
and blatkbt rnts

Control —Dig up uid dt st roy iffected plant s

Leaf-Spot—bee under Dt wberry Same disease

Retinospora Gail (Gymnosporanyium sp ) —Swellings on limbs
and twigs with r<d-brown pubtules covering them

Control—Prune off affected parts and keep at a distance
from spec les of Poimse

Rhamnus Rusr (Pucunia coronata) —Irregular yellow blotches,
with yellow pustules on under side of ieaf Also on fruit and
flow 118

Conti ol —Keep at a distance from “rusted” cereals and
other grasses

Rheum. Soft-Rot —See under Carrot.

Rhododendron. Galls (Exobasidtum rhododendri) —Galls of the
size of a pea or larger, at first pale green, then red and Rrowmsh
covered with white bloom

Control—Leaves bearing galls should be removed and
burned

Rhubarb. Soft-Rot.—Seo under Carrot.

Rhus Canker and Twig Blight (Endothia parasitica ) —See
under Chestnut Causes death of twigs

Ribes—See under Currant and Gooseberry

Richardia Soft-Rot (Bacillus aroidcx) —Soft rotting of corms
(bulbs) and leaves

Control—Change soil ev ery three or four years Reject
corms which show the disease

Rcbinia Heart-Rot (Trametcs robimophtla and Fomes nmosus).—Heart-wood converted into punk Shelf-like bodies grow
from w’ounds

Control—Surgery methods.

Rose. Mildew (Spharrotheca pannosa) —A white powdery mildew
on new* growth

Control —In greenhouses, keep steam-pipes painted with a
paste of equal parts lime and sulfur mixed in water Out-of-
doors roses should be dusted with sulfur flower or sprayed
with potassium sulfid, one ounce to three gallons of water

Stem-Blight—Similar to Raspberry Anthracnose, which see
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Catalogue of Diseases, continued.

Rubus.—See under Raspberry.

Salix Rubt—Numerous species of the rust fungi produce red
rust spots on the leaves

Control —Keep at a distance from species of conifers.
Heart-Ror ( Trametes suartolcns) —Enters through wounds.

Control —Surgery methods
Salsify. Mildew ( Albugo tragopogoms).— Distortion and white

blisters on host
Control —Eradicate affected plants and grow on now Boil

apart from wild and cultivated species of the Composite
Sambucus Cankers —See under Lonicera

Sarracema. Blight —See under Orchids

Saxifraga. Rost (Puccima pazschkei and P saxifrage) —Dark
brown concentric circles of rust pustules on upper surface of

the leaves
Control—Burn affected leaveG

Scilla Bulb-Rot (Sc/erohma bulborum) —Yellow stripes and
blotches on leaves in early summer, with oli\ e-brown mold
on them Rots the bulb later

Control—Destroy affected plants. Spray with potassium
sulfid Use new soil thereafter

Sedum. Leaf-Spot (
Septoria sedi) —Dark circular blotches appear

on the leaves and defoliation occurs
Control —Destroy affected parts by burning

Sempervivum. Rust ( Endophyllum sempervm)—Brown rust
pustules rupturing epidermis of leaf.

Control —pestroy affected plants as the fungus lives over
from yoar to year in the same plant.

Senecio Rust (Coleosporium senecionts).—Orange patches on
under surface of leaf

Control —Keep at a distance from species of Pinus Burn
affected plants to protect neighboring pmes

Sequoia. Blight—See under Pseudotsuga

Silene. Smut—See under Lychnis

Solanum.—See under Potato, Eggplant, etc

Sorbus. Blioht —See under Pear

Spinach. Anthracnose (Colletotnchum spinacese) —Spots on
leaves, at first minute and watery, gradually increasing in size

and becoming gray and dry
Control —Gather and destroy all diseased leaves

Mildew (Peronospora effusa) —Gray, slightly violet, patches
of a velvety texture on under side of leaves

Control —As for Anthracnose, which see

Spirsa. Rust (Triphragmium ulmariae) —Reddish yellow and
dark brown rust pustules on leaves

Control —Burn affected parts

Squash. Wilt—See under Cucurbita.

Strawberry Leaf-Spot, or Leaf-Blight (Mycosph&rella fra-

ganae ) —Small purple or red spots appearing on leaves Leaf
appears blotched

Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, soon after
rowth begins and niako three or four additional sprayings
uring season

Sweet Pea Mild>w —See under Pea

Sweet Potato Black-Rot (Ceratocystis fimbnata) —Black shank
and a blai k rot of tube r

Control —Never U“e sprouts from affected potatoes Steam
sterilize hotbeds

Rots—The sweet potato is susceptible to a large number of
rots, soft, dry, hard, white, etc

Control—Uso soil which has not grown diseased sweet
potatoes heretofore

Syringa Mildew (Microsphaera aim ) —White powdery mildew on
upper surface of leaves

Control —Dust with sulfur
Twio and Bud Disease (Phytophthora syrmgir) —Tips of twigs

killed
Control —Prune off twigs.

Thalictrum Red-Spot (Synchytrium anemones) —Red eruptions
on ’stem, leaf and flower Causing at times swelling and
crumpling of the organ

Control —Burn affected parts.

Thuja. Root-Rot (Polyvorus schweimtzn) —Diseased wood
yellowish, cheesy, brittle when dry

Heart-Rot (Fomes cameua) —Causes pockets in the affected
wood

Control—Remove all affected wood, using surgery methods
Tllia Leaf-Spot (Cercospora microsora)—Causes spotting and

defoliation
Control —Two sprayings in Massachusetts resulted m

longer retention of the leaves

Tomato. Leaf-Spot (Septoria Ivcopersica) —At first small spots
appear, which Bpread until the whole leaf is consumed, f ruit

may be attacked
Control—Spray with bordeaux mixture 4-4-50, making

the first application two weeks after the plants aro set out
and repeating every two weeks throughout the season.

Downy Mildew —See under Potato Late Bhgfcit

End-Rot—Due to lack of sufficient soil moisture
Control.—Water soil in dry periods

Toxylon (Maclura). Rust (Physopella fici) —Pale cinnamon-
brown rust pustules on under side of leaf

Control—Destroy by burning the affected leaves

Catalogue of Diseases, continued
Tropeolum—See under Horse-Radish.

Tsuga Heart-Rot ( Trr.metes pint) —Light brown decay pitted
with small oblong cavities, which are white-lined

Sap-Rot (Fomes pintcola) —Soft decay of sap-wood.
Control—Surgery methods

Tulipa. Mold (Si lerotinia parasitica) —Olive-brown, velvety
patches formed on loaves, stem, and flowers, also, later,
small black lumps at base of stems

Control —Burn affected plants

Turnip Club-Root—See under Cabbage Same disease.
Soft-Rot —See under Carrot Same disease

Ulmus Tar-Spot (Gnomonia ulnua) —Black spots on upper
surface of leaves

Control —Burn old leaves in fall or winter.
Heart-Rot (Pleurotus ulmartus) —Soft rotting of wood.

Control—Surgery methods
Vaccinium. Leaf-Blister (Exohasidiuv mccinu

)

—Large blisters
on leaves, petioles and stems, of a led or purple color White
bloom beneath

Control —Remove and burn diseased parts

Verbena. Mildew (Erysiphe cnhoraccarum and others) —Pow-
dery mildew growths on leaves

Control —Spny with any good fungitul'' or dust with
powdered sulfur

Veronica. Leaf-Spot (Septoria veronxc.v ) --Well-defined spots on
leaves

Control—Pick off and burn affected leaves
Vinca. Leaf-Spot (Spharopns vinca

)

—Leaves disfigured by
spots which occur on the stem at turns as well

Control—Destroy diseased parts of plants

Violet Root-Rot ( Thielavui basuola) —Plants make poor growth,
roots rotted off

Control—Start in steam-sterilized soil, and transfer to
sterilized beds

Vitis —See under Grape

Walnut Blight (Pseudomonas juglandis) -Black spotting of

fruit and black cankers on the stems Twigs and fruit-spurs
killed

Control—None known oxccpt such as mentioned under
Pear Blight Grow immune varieties

Anthr4cnohf, or Leas-Blight (Marsoma juglandis) —See
under Hickoi y-Nut Same disease

Watermelon Mildew —See under Cucumber
Wiit (Fusanum vannfuta) — Wilting of leaves ami plant

dries up
Control —None recommended Resistant varieties should

be grow n

Yucca Leaf-Bia>tch —Sec under Agave

Zea —See under Corn

Zinnia. Wilt—See under Dahlia.
D̂onald Reddick.

Insect enemies of plants.

The animals which constitute the insect world
play an important part in most horticultural opera-
tions The busy bee is an indispensable aid in the
production of many fruits, but the equally busy jaws
of canker-woims or other insects oftentimes seriously

interfere with man’s plans for profitable crops Horti-
culturists should become more intimately acquainted
with their little friends and foes in the insect world
Not only from the economic standpoint is this knowl-
edge necessary in the business of growing plants, but
the striking peculiarities of form, coloring, structure,

habits, ana the wonderful transformations of insects

afford one of the most interesting fields m nature. The
life-stories of many insects, if told in detail, would
rival in variety and mterest many a famous fairy tale

The science that treats of insects, or entomology, has
now reached the stajje at which its devotees are no
longer looked upon with ridicule in most communities
At the present time more than 350 trained men are
officially employed m entomological work in the United
States and Canada

What they are—An insect is an animal which, in

the adult stage, has its body divided into three distinct

regions the head, the thorax and the abdomen (Fig

1293) The head bears one pair of antennae, and there

are always three pairs of legs and usually either one
or two pairs of wings attached to the thorax. By these

characteristics one can usually readily distinguish an
adult insect from any other animal Among the near
relatives of insects in the animal world are the cray-
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1293. A beetle, showing the

different parts.

fish, sow-bugs, and crabs, but these are mostly aquatic
animals, breathing by true gills, they have two pairs
of antenna1

,
and at least live pairs of legs Centipedes,

or “hundred-legged worms,” and millipedes, or “thou-
sand-legged worms,” are
also nearly related to in-

sects, but they have the
thorax and abdomen form-
ing a continuous region,

and with six to 200 seg-

ments, each bearing one
or two pairs of legs, they
have one pair of antenna?
The layman usually
classes such animals as

the spiders, mites and
daddy-long-legs among
the insects, but they foim
a distinct class, as they
have the head and t hoi ax
grown together, no an-
tenna*, and have four

pairs of legs.

How they arc constructed .—Insects arc constructed
on an entirely different plan from the higher animals
Their supporting skeleton is outside, it being simply
the skin hardened more or less by a horny substance,

known as clutin This firm outer wall, 01 skeleton,

supports and pioteets the muscles, blood-vessels
nerves, and other organs within The mouth-parts,
antennsr and eyes of an insect arc attached to its head,

and all are exceedingly useful organs, as w ill be shown
later in dismissing the feeling and the other sensations

of an inset t An insect’s wings and legs are alw.ivs

borne bv the thorax Tin* wings are primarily organs
of flight, hut are used as musical organs bv some of

the grasshoppers and cnekets Female canker-worm
moths, bed-bugs, and some other inset ts have prac-

tical no wings, and the house-flies, mosquitos, male
bark lice, and similar insects have but one pair of

wings Insects use t heir legs primarily for locomo-
tion, some have their fmnt legs modified for catching
other insects for food, otheix have hind legs fitted for

jumping, while the honey-bee has little “pockets” on
its lund legs for cam ing pollen to feed its young
The arrangement of the internal organs m insects is

interesting and somewhat peculiar The alimentary
01 food canal m larva* is a neatly straight tube, ocr upv-
mg the central poition of the body, in adult insects it is

usually much longer than the body and is more 01 less

folded, from the mouth the food passes through a
pharjnx, an esophagus, some-
times a crop and a gizzard, a
stomach, and a small and laige

intestine The nuvous svstem
of an insect is similai to that m

’ the higher animals, but it extends
along the venter instead of the
back. There is a little brain m
the upper part of the head, and
two nerve cords extend from this

around the food-canal to anothei
ganglion or nerve center m the
lower part of the head; two
nerve cords then extend longi-

tudinally along the venter and
connect a scries of nerve centers

or ganglia, typically one for

each segment of the body
From each of those ganglia or

little brains nerves arise, which supply the adjacent
organs and ramify throughout the body In insects, all

parts of the body cavity that are not occupied by the
internal organs are filled with a rich, colorless or
slightly greenish blood There is no svstem of. tubes
like our arteries and veins, in which the blood is con-

66

1294
Head of grasshopper.

Showing the groat eye
A detail of a part of the
surface of the compound
eye is also shown

fined and through which it flows There is a so-called
“heart” above the food-canal, along the middle line
of the back, it is a tube consisting of several chambers
communicating with each other and with the body
cavity by valvular openings The blood is forced
through this heart into the head, where it escapes
into the body cavity. It then flows to nil parts of the
body, even out into the appendages, m regular stream*
which have definite directions, but winch are not
confined m tubes They, like the ocean currents, are
definite streams with liquid shores Insects do not
breathe thiough the mouth, as many suppose, but
through a senes of holes along the sides of the body
These openings, or spiracles, lead into a system of air-

tubes, called trachr.e These trachea* branch and finally

lamifv all through the insect. Insects have no lungs,
but the trachea? sometimes connect with air-sacs or
bladders m the body, which help to buoy up the insect
when flying Thus the relation lx*tween the circulation
of the blood and respiration is not nearly so intimate in

insects as m man In insects the air is carried to all

the tissues of the body in the trachea* and the blood
simply bathes these tissues Just how the blood is

puiified and how the waste matter is disposed of in

insects are not vet clearly understood Aquatic inner ts

breathe by either carrying down bubbles of an from the
surface entangled under their wings, or they may be
provided with organs known as tracheal gills, these

are usually plate-like expansions of the body that are
abundantly supplied with trachea*, in which the air is

bi ought piactically in contact with the air in water,
and may thus be purified More than 4,000 different

muscles have been found in a single caterpillar Not-
withstanding their delicate appearance, these muscles
aie really very strong and their rapidity of action is

wonderful, in certain gnats the muscles move or
vibrate the wings 15,000 times a second
Thnr sensation * —Insects can see, feel, hear, taste

and smell, and they may also possess other bensex, as a
sen»e of direction Many insects have two kinds of
eves On each side of the head the large compound
o} e is easilv recognized (Fig 1291), each compound eye
is ((imposed of many small eyes, from fifty m som«
ants to many thousands in a butterfly or dragon-fly
Between these compound eyes, from one to four sim
pie eves are to be found m many adult insects. Cater-
pillars and other larva? possess only simple eyes It is

thought that each facet of the compound eve sees a
pait of an object, thus the whole eye would form a
mosaic picture on the insect’s brain The simple
eves doubtless sec as our eyes do, and seem to be
best adapted for use m dark places and for near vision.

Insects do not see the form of objects distinctly, but
their eyes are doubtless superior to ours in distin-

guishing the smallest movements of an object It is

now supposed that no insects can distinctly see objects

at a greater distance than 6 feet. It must be a sixth
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sense, a sense of direction, which enables the bee to

find its way for a mile or more back to its home. Insects

are doubtless able to distinguish the color of objects,

and some insects seem to prefer certain colors. Blue

is said to be the favorite color of the honey-bee, and
violet that of ants; ants are also apparently sensitive

to the ultra-violet rays of light, which man cannot per-

ceive It is generally supposed that the shape and high

colors of flowers

attract insects;

but recent ex-

periments seem
to show that in-

sects are guided
to flowers by
the sense of
8m ell r at her 1296. The four stages in an insect’s life—

than by sight. (Egg much enla

The hard outer
skin of an insect has no nerves distributed in it,

hence it is not sensitive; but it is pierced with
holes, m which grow hairs that are in connection

with nerves at their base. It is by means of these

sensoiy hairs that insects feel, and are sensitive to

touch on most parts of the body. Doubtless insects

are not deaf, for we know that many of them make
sounds, and it must naturally follow that they have
ears to hear, for there is every reason to suppose that

they make these sounds as love-songs to attract the

1296. The four stages in an insect’s life—egg, larva, pupa, imago.—The codlin-moth.

(Egg much enlarged, others XI )i)

1297. Nymphs of the four-lined leaf-bug, and adult of the

tarnished plant-bug

The smaller one at the lift is the nymph reuntly hatched The
next is the nymph after tlio fiist moult The imago is -howri at
the right Hair lines at the right of nymphs, and small figure near
imago indicate the natural size

sexes, as a means of communication, or possibly to

of each front leg. Some think that mosquitos have the
faculty of the perception of the direction of sound more
highly developed than in any other class of animals
Insects undoubtedly possess the sense of taste When
morphine or strychnine was mixed with honey, ants
perceived the fraud the moment they began to feed.

The substitution of alum for sugar was soon detected
by wasps. Bees and wasps seem to have a more deli-

cate gustatory
sense than flies.

Taste organs

g, larva, pupal imago.—The codlin-moth. ?r on organs

d, others xm immediately
surrounding it.

Many experiments have shown that the antenna; arc

the principal organs of smell in insects Blow-flics

and cockroaches which have had their antenna; removed
are not attracted by their favorite food, and male
insects find their mates with difficulty when deprived
of their antenna; The familiar world which sunounds
us may be a totally different place to insects To them
it may be full of music which we cannot hear, of color

which we cannot see, of sensations which we cannot
perceive. Do insects think or reason? Why not' 1

'

Their actions are said to be the result of inherited

habit or instinct But some of them have been seen
to do things which requne the exercise of instinctive

powers so acute and so closely akin to reason that one
can hardly escape the conclusion that some inserts are
endowed with reasoning powers

7heir number, size and aqi —Experts guess that
there are from 2,000,000 to 10,000,000 different kinds
of insects in the world Only about 400, (XX) of these
have yet been described and named by man Between
10,000 and 1(),(XK) are now known in North America
Four-fifths of all the kinds of animals are insects, some
single families of insects are said to contain more
species than one can see stais in a clear sky at night;

and there are as many butterflies as birds in North
America The larger part of the land animals are
insects, and it is asserted that the larger proportion
of the animal matter existing

express their emotions Some think that bees and
ants hear sounds too shrill for our ears. Insects have
no true voice, but produce various noises mechanically,
either by rapid movements of their wings, which causes

the humming of bees and flies, or by friction between
roughened surfaces on the body or its appendages,
thus producing the rasping sounds or shrill cries of

some crickets and grasshoppers The house-fly hums
on F, thus vibrating its wings 335 times in a second,

while the wing tone of the honey-bee is A. Usually
the males are the musicians of the insect world, but it

is the female of the familiar mosquito which doe> the
singing, and the “biting” also The male mosquito
doubtless hears the song of his mate by means of his

antennae, as the song causes the antennal hairs to

vibrate rapidly. Organs which are structurally ear-

nke have been found in various
parts of the body of insects The
common brown grasshoppers of

the fields have a large ear on each
side of the first segment of the
abdomen; one can easily distin-

guish with the naked eye the
membrane or tympanum stretched

over a cavity. Many of

the long -horned green
grasshoppers, katydids
and crickets have two

1298. Larva of a sphinx moth. similar ears on the tibia

on the lands of the globe is

probably locked up in the

forms of insects Insects vary
in size from little beetles, of

which it would take 100,

placed end to end, to measure
an inch, up to tropical species

0 or 8 mches in length, or
of equal bulk to a mouse.
Insects have a very long,

but, as yet, very imperfect
pedigree extending through
the geological ages to Silu-

rian times. Fossil remains of

many different kinds of in-

sects have been found in

the rocks (Fig 1295); even
such delicate insects as plant-
lice left their impress on the
rocks ages ago. In the car-

boniferous or coal age, the
insect world was evidently
quite different from that of

today, for fossils of veritable

insect mammoths have been
found; dragon-flies with a
wing-expanse of 2 to 3 feet

then existed Insect fossils

found m the tertiary rocks
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eir gro
life i

passed within the

1301 A grub Larva of

a beetle

indicate that there were even more kinds of insects

then than now.
nd transformations. Fig 1296 —Insects

begin life as an egg, in some cases the egg stage is

ie Dody of the mother, which then
gives birth to living young
The eggs of insects exhibit a
wonderful variety of forms,
sizes, colors and characteristic

markings A single scale insect

may lay thousands of eggs, while

some plant-lice produce only

one Remarkable instinct is

often shown by the mother in-

sect m placing her eggs where
her young will find proper

\ food From their birth the

p
young of some of the lowest or
most generalized insects closely

resemble their parents, and
they undergo no striking change
during their life, hence are said

to have no metamorphosis In
the case of grasshoppers, stink-

bugs, dragon-flies, and many
othe insects, the >oung at birth resemble their par-

ents, but have no wings As they grow, wings gradu-
ally develop and often changes m markings occur, until

the adult stage is reached The growth, however, is

gradual, and no striking or complete change occurs, and
these insects are said to undergo an incomplete meta-
morphosis The young insects in all stages are calk'd

nymphs (Fig 1297), thus insects with an incom-
plete metamorphosis pass through three different

forms during their life an (qg, the young or

nymph stage, and the adult From the eggs of

butterflies, moths, flies, beetles, bees and some
other insects, there hatches a worm-like crea-

ture, much unlike the parent insect. It is called

a larva (Fig 1298); the larva1 of

butterflies and moths are often

called caterpillars (Fig 1299), mag-
gots are the larvae of flies (Fig

1300) ,
and the term grub is applied

to the larvae of beetles

and bees (Fig 1301)
When these larvae get

their full growth, some
of them go into the
ground w here they
form an earthen cell,

while others proceed
to spin around them-
selves a silken home
or cocoon (Figs 1302-
1304). In these re-

treats the larvae change
to a quiescent or life-

less-appearing creature
which has little resem-
blance to either the
larva or the parent
insect It is call a
pupa (Fig 1305) The
pupae of butterflies are

often called chrysalids Flies change to pupae in the

hardened skin of the maggot. Some pupae, like those

of mosquitos, are very active Wonderful changes
take place within the skin of the pupa Nearly all the

larval tissues break down and the insect is practically

made over, from a crawling larva to a beautiful,

flying adult insect. When the adult is fully formed,
it breaks its pupal shroud and emerges to spend a
comparatively brief existence as a winged creature

Such insects are said to undergo a complete metamor-
phosis, and pass through four strikingly different

1302. Cocoon of Pro-
methea moth

Made in the roll of tv

leaf The insect weaves a
web about the leaf-stalk

and ties it to the parent
stem, so that the leaf

cannot fall.

stages during their life: the egg, theworm-
like larva, the quiescent pupa, and the
adult insect. Such remarkable changes
or transformations make the story of an
insect’s life one of intense interest to one
who reads it from nature’s book Vari-
ous kinds of adult insects, or imagoes, are
shown m Figs. 1306-1311. No two kinds
of insects have the same life-story to tell.

Some pass their whole life on a single

hobt; some partake of only a certain kind
of food, while others thrive on many kinds
of plants; some are cannibals at times,

and others, like the parasites, are boarders
within their host, while many prey openly

1303 on their brethren m the insect world.
Lengthwise Usually the life of the adult insect is brief,

section of the but ants li ive been kept for thirteen
Promethea

year8 and the periodical cicada has to
spend seventeen years as a nymph under-

fitted to become a
The winter months

Sho

»lve- like denizen of the air
o p e n i n a may be passed in any of the different

which*
1

the 8faK°8 °f the insect’s life. Two very
moth escaped, closely allied insects may have very differ-

ent life habits
How they grow—Many persons think that the small

house-flies grow to be the large ones While most
insects feed after they become adults, they get little or
none of their growth during their adult life. Insects
grow mostly while they are
larvae, or nymphs The maggots
from which the little house-flies

develop doubtless do not have
as luxuriant or favorable feed-
ing-grounds as do those of the ,

larger flies. In thirty days some
leaf-feeding caterpillars will in-

crease m size 10,(XX) times; and
a eeitain flesh-fr'odmg maggot
will in twenty -four hours con-
sume two hundred times its own
weight, which would be paral-
leled m the human race if a one-
dav-old baby ate 1,500 pounds
the first day of its existence!
The skm of insects l< so hard
and inelastic that it. cannot
stretch to accommodate such rapid growth. But
nature obviates this difficulty by teaching these crea-
tures how to grow a new suit of clothes or a new skin
underneath the old one, and then to shed or molt the
latter The old skm is shed m its entirety, even from
all the appendages, and sometimes remains in such a
natural position where the insect left it as to easily
deceive one into thinking that he is looking at the
insect rather than at its cast-off clothes Some insects
are so neat and economical that they devour their old

suits or skins soon after molting them
Larva?, or nymphs, may molt from two
or three to ten or more times, the larva?

1 do not often change strikingly in appear-

1304. End of cocoon of

Cecropia moth.

Inside view, showing
where the moth gets out.

1306. The cabbage butterfly.
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ance, hut the nymphs gradually acquire the characters
and structures of the adult
How they eat .—To the horticulturist, the mouth-

parts of an insect are its most important organs or
appendages. The mouth-parts are built on two very

different plans.
Grasshoppers,
beetles, cater-

pillars and grubs
have two pairs of
horny jaws, work-
ing from side to
side, with which
they bite or chew
off pieces of their

1307. Imago of a tent-caterpillar. food, that then
pass into the food-

canal for digestion (Fig 1312) The scale insects (Fig

1313), plant-lice, true bugs (Fig 1314), mosquitos and
others have these jaws drawn out into thread-like organs,
which are worked along a groove in a stiff beak or
extended under-lip Such insects can eat only liquid

food, which they suck with their beak-like mouth-parts.
The insect places its beak on the surface of the plant,
forces the thread-like jaws into the tissues, and then
begins a sucking operation, which draws the juices of
the plant up along the jaws, and the groove in the
beak into the food-canal of the insect. Thus a suck-
ing insect could not partake of particles of poison
sprayed on the surface of a plant Its mouth-parts are
not built for such feeding, and as it is impracticable to
poison the juice of the plant,

one is forced to fight such
insects with a deadly gas, or
each individual insect must be
actually hit with some insecti-

cide A knowledge of these
fundamental facts about the
eating habits of insects would
have saved much time and * H »

money that have been wasted
in trying to check the ravages

1308> Abeetle . Tbe tduU
of sucking insects with pans

of a borer larva,
green and similar poisons.

8ome insects, like the fruit flies, have mouth-parts
fitted for lapping up liquids.

Beneficial insects

The horticulturist has many staunch and true friends

among the insects The honey-bee, the many wild
bees, and other insects, as they visit the blossoms to

get food for themselves, for their young, and honey for

man, leave an insurance policy in the shape of tiny
grains of pollen, which often insures a crop of fruit

that otherwise might be extremely uncertain The
honey-bee is often accused of biting into ripe fruits,

especially grapes. They have not
yet been proved guilty, and careful,

exhaustive experiments have shown
that they will not do it under

1309 One of the
m°bt favorable circumstances,

weevil beetles. With Wasps and other strong-jawed m-
a long and strong sects are responsible for most of this

proboscis injury, the bees only sipping the juice

from the wound See Bee s, Vol I.

Most of the pretty little beetles known to every
child as “lady-bugs” eat nothing but injurious insects;

many other beetles are also predaceous Man is also

often deeply indebted to many of the two-winged
insects or true flies whose larvae live as parasites inside

the body of insect pests or feed upon them predaceously

Were it not for the ravenous larvae of the “lady-bugs”

and of the syrphus flies, plant-lice of all kinds would
soon get beyond control While man must, recognize

these little friends as valuable aids in his warfare
against the hordes of insect pests, it will rarely be safe

T
1308. A beetle. The adult

of a borer larva.

to wait for the pests to be controlled by their enemies
Fig 1315 shows a tomato worm bearing the cocoons
of a parasite Fig. 1310 shows one of the predaceous
beetles destroying a cutworm.

Injurious insects.

There are now several thousand different kinds of
insects that may be classed as injurious m the United
States and Canada Over 000 kinds were exhibited at
the Columbian Exposition in 1803 All of these may
not be injurious eveiy year, as most insect, pests have
periods of subsidence, when certain factors, possibly
their enemies or perhaps climate conditions, hold them
in check The out-
look for American

||
/

horticulturists, so III,//,

far as injurious in-

sects are concerned,
, /. t Nvnuft

is not encouraging. Ml
Nowhere else m the

( |fj( .^ V_' /fL^r*^*'**
woild are insects

* *

being fought as
intelligently, sue-

'*

ccssfully and seien- • -
. -

America, yet wc
Ground b.etle “on. of th.

never have evter- commonest predaceous insects
minuted, and it is

very doubtful if we ever will, a single insect pest.

This means that American hortieultunsts will never
have any fewer kinds of insects to fight On the con-
trary, there are many more insect pests now than in

our giandfuther’s early da\s, and new pests are appear-
ing every year. This alarming state of affairs is largely

due to two causes, for both of which man is responsible.

Man is continually encroaching upon and theieby dis-

turbing nature’s primitive domain and the equilib-

rium which has there become established between
animals and plants In consequence, insects like the
Colorado potato beetle, the apple-tree or the peach-
tree borers have been attracted from their ongmal
wild food-plants to man’s cultivated crops, which
often offer piuctically unlimited feeding-grounds Most
of the new insect pests, howevei, aie now coming to

America from foreign shores American horticulturists

are continually importing plants from the ends of the
earth, and oftentimes the plants are accompanied by
one or more of their insect pests Some comparatively
recent introductions of this kind are the sinuate pear-
borei, the pear nudge, the gypsy moth, the brown-tail

moth, the horn-fly and the elm leaf-beetle, such stand-
ard pests as the Hessian fly, the cabbage butteifly, the

currant-worm, the codhn-moth (Fig 120(1) came in

many years ago Of the seventy-three insects which
rank as first-class pests, each of them almost annually
causing a loss of hundreds of thousands of dollars, over

131 1 Moths of the peach-tree borer. The lowest one is male.
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1312 Mouth-parts of a
biting insect.

one-half have been introduced from foreign countries,
mostly from Europe. It is a significant fact that usually
these imported msects become much more serious pests

here than in their native home;
this is doubtless largely due to

the absence of their native ene-
mies, to more favorable climatic

conditions here, ami to a less

intense system of agriculture in

this country Most of our worst
insect pests of the fruits, of the
garden crops, of the granary, of

the household, of the greenhouse,
and practically all of our most dangerous scale insects,

are of foreign origin. Man will continue to encroach on
and disturb nature’s primitive domain, and commer-
cial operations will never cease, nor is there much hope
of ever effectually quarantining our shores against
these little foes, hence there seems to be no practicable
way to stop this increase of the insect enemies of the
horticulturist. The one who is the best fitted by nature,
and who best fits himself with a knowledge of these
pests and how to fight them, will usually be the one

to survive and reap
the reward of profit-

able crops No part of

a plant, from its roots

to the fruit it produces,
escapes the tiny jaws
or the sucking beaks
of inset ts

Root-f<uhng insects

—Many of the small
fruits ami vegetables
are often seriously in-

jured bv insects "feed-

ing on the roots The
grape-vine fidia (the

grub of a small beetle)

and the grape phyllox-
era plant-louse live on

g
rape roots Straw-
erries often succumb

to the attacks of the

grubs of several small
beetles know n as straw-
berry-root worms, and
to the large white
grubs of the May
beetles The roots of

cabbages, radishes and
other cruciferous plants are often devoured by hordes

of hungry maggots These underground root-feeding

insects are difficult pests to control, like any other

unseen foe Sometimes they can be reached successfully

by injecting a little carbon bisulfide into the soil around

the base of the plant. The cabbage maggots can be

1313. San Jos6 Scale.

Showing the mature water scale,

also the insect itself, with its thread-
like feeding organs

prevented
largely by the
use of tarred
paper pads
placed around
the plants, or
by pouring a
carbolic acid
emulsion at 1314. Hemipterous insect. Known to
the base of entomologists as a true bug.

the infested
lants The strawberry root-feeders are best controlled

y frequent cultivation and a short rotation of crops
Borers .—These are the larvae of several different

kinds of insects, which burrow into and feed upon the
inner bark, the solid wood, or the interior pith of the
larger roots, trunks, branches, and stems or stalks of

many horticultural plants Nearly every kind of fruit

trees is attacked by its special kind of borer, as are

also many of the smaller vine and bush-fruits and
garden crops. Borers are often the most destructive
of insect pests. The two apnle-tree borers, the round-
headed (Fig 1316) and the flat-headed species, and the
peach-tree borer (Fig 1311) doubtless cause the death
of as many apple and peach trees in America as all

other enemies combined The fruit-bark beetles, or
“shot-hole” borers, usually attack only unthrifty or
sickly fruit trees, and a tree once infested by them is

usually .loomed. Two borers, one the grub of a beetle

1315. Tomato worm attacked by parasitic insects.

and the other the caterpillar of a moth, sometimes tun-
nel down the stems of currants and gooseberries Rasp-
berries and blackberries (Fig 1317) also suffer from
two or thee kinds of borers, one working m the root,

one in the stem, and a maggot bores down and kills the

new shoots A caterpillar closely allied to the peach-
tree borer lives in squash vines, often ruining the crop
The potato-stalk weevil sometimes does much damage
m potato fields Sometimes one can prevent borers

from getting into a fruit tree with a paper bandage
closely wrapped around the part liable to be attacked,

or by the application of some “wash ” Most of the
washes recommended will prove ineffectual or dangerous
to use Gas-tar has given good results, but some re-

port injury to peach trees from
its use; hence one should first

experiment with it on a few trees.

No way has been found to keep
borers out of the small fruits or
garden crops; usually if infested
canes, stems or plants are cut out
and burned early in the fall or
whenever noticed, most of the
borers will be killed. When borers
once get into fruit trees, the
“digging-out” process is usually
the only resort, although some
report that they readily kill the
depredator by simply injecting a
little carbon bisulfide into the
entrance of his burrow and quickly
closing it with putty.
Bud- and leaf-feeding insects .

—

The buds and leaves of horticul-
tural crops often swarm with
legions of biting and sucking in-

sects. A mere enumeration of the
different kinds of these pests would
weary the reader Some insects,

like the rose chafer, work on
several different kinds of plants,

while many others attack only
one or two kinds In apple or-
chards, the opening buds are seized

upon bv the the hungry bud-moth
and case-bearing caterpillars, bv

1316. Burrows of an
apple-tree borer.

The holes at a show
where the imago or
beetle emerged
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the newly hatched canker-worms, and by tent-cater-

pillars, whose tents or “sign-boards” are familiar objects
in many orchards. These pests continue their destruc-
tive work on the leaves. The pear slug often needs to
be checked in its work of skeletonizing the leaves of

the pear and cherry.

The pear psylla, one
of the jumping plant-
lice, is a very serious

menace to pear-grow-
ing in many locali-

ties, the fruit is either

dwarfed or drops
from badly infested

trees, and sometimes
so many little pumps
sucking out its life

finally cause the
death of the tree.

The little blue grape-
vine flea-beetle often
literally nips the
prospective crop of

milt m the bud, or
the rose-chafer may
swarm over the vines

and eat the foliage

or blossoms Currant
and gooseberry grow-
ers realize that eter-

nal vigilance against
the familiar green
currant worms is the
price of a crop of

fruit The asparagus
beetles would soon

1317. A beetle borer and its work. appropriate every
The larva bores in the young wood asparagus shoot that

of raspberry and blackberry canes, appears in many
picture.

the 8WeUmg3 “een ^ the
localities It is a
continual struggle

against insect pests to get a paying crop of almost any
vegetable. The several kinds of cabbage caterpillars

would soon riddle the leaves The hungry striped

cucumber beetles can hardly wait for the melon, squash,
or cucumber vines to come up Two sucking insects, the
harlequin cabbage bug and the squash stink-bug, are
equally as destructive as their biting relatives The
bud- and leaf-feeding insects are usually readily con-
trolled bv spraying some poison on their food, or by
hitting them with some oil or soap spray As the
female moths of canker-worms are wingless, a wire
trap or sticky bandage placed around the trunk of the
tree in the late fall and early spring, to capture the
moths as they crawl up the tree to lay their eggs, will

greatly help to check these serious pests The collec-

tion and burning of the conspicuous egg-rings of the
tent-caterpillars at any
time between August
and the following
April will greatly re-

duce the vast numbers
of tents or signboards
of shiftlessness m apple
orchards Hand - pick-

ing or collecting is

the most successful

method of controlling

1318. Grasshopper. (Mounted) the rose-chafer, harle-

quin cabbage bug, and
the souash stink-bug in many cases Prompt action,

guided by a knowledge of the insect’s nabits and life-

history, and any intelligent use of materials and
apparatus, are essential in any successful effort to

control these bud- and leaf-feeding pests of the horti-

culturist.

Fruit-eatma insects.—“Wormy” apples, pears, quinces,

plums, peaches, cherries, apricots, grapes, currants
and nuts are often the rule rather than the exception.
The codlm-moth or apple-worm often ruins from
one-third to one-half of the crop each year in many
localities, it also infests pears seriously The apple
maggot tunnels its way through and through the flesh

of a large percentage of the apples in the northern sec-

tions of the country Most of the wormy plums,
peaches, cherries and apricots are the work of the grub
of that worst insect enemy of the stone fruits—the
plum curculio; the plum gouger, a similar insect, whose
grub works in the pit of plums, is equally destructive

to this fruit m some states “Knotty” quinces are

largely the work of the adults of the quince curculio,

while its grub
often ruins the
fruit with its dis-

gusting worm-
hole There is

also a grape cur-

eulio that, with
the aid of the
caterpillar of a
little moth,
works havoc in

grapes Cur-
rants and goose-
berries are often
wormy from the
work of two or
three different

kinds of maggots
and caterpillars 1319 A crane fly (Mounted)
Two kinds of

fruit flies attack the cherrv* infested cherries may show
no external signs of the presence of the maggot reveling

m the juices within Various small beetles known as

weevils, are responsible for most wormy nuts Most of

the fruit-eating insects are out of the reach of the ordi-

nary insecticides The codlm-moth is a noted exception,

however, for the peculiar habit that the little cater-

f

ullar has of usually entering the blossom end of the
ruit and feeding therein for a few days, gives the man
with a poison spray a very vulnerable point of attack.

It is only necessary to spray a bit of poison into the

open calyx cup within a few da\s after the petals fall,

and let nature soon close the calicos and keep the
poison therein until the newlj -hatched caterpillar

includes it in its first menu Often 9.
r
>
per cent of the

apples that would otherwise be ruined by the worms
are saved by an application of pans green at this

critical time
Plant-lice —Scarcely a plant escapes the little suc-

tion pump or beak of some kind of a plant-louse or

aphis. More than 300 different kinds of plant-lice

have been identified in the United States, and nearly

every kind of fruit, flower, farm or garden crop has
its special plant-louse enemy, which is often a serious

factor m the production of a cron Those little crea-

tures are so small, so variable, so hard
to perceive, present so many different

forms in the same species, and have
such varied and interesting life-stories

to tell, that what is known about them
is but a mere beginning as compared
to what is yet to be learned. It would
take a large volume to include the in-

teresting stories which might be told

of the lives and of the relations with
ants of some of the commonest of these

plant-lice No other group of insects

presents so many curious, varied, inter-

esting, and wonderful problems of life 1320 a snapping
as do the aphids In the aggregate, the beetle

damage done by plant-lice is very great (Mounted)
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At times hundreds of acres of peas have been ruined
by an aphid. Nursery stock often suffers severely and
bearing fruit trees are often seriously injured by them
About forty different kinds of aphides live in green-
houses where a perpetual warfare has to be waged

against them. In four

years nearly 100 genera-
tions of a common aphis
have been reared m
greenhouses, and there

were no indications of

any egg-stage or of male
forms during this time,

so that they may thus
breed indefinitely in
houses, their young be-

ing born alive ana no
males appearing. The
standard remedies for

T

A0 plant-lice are whale-oil

soap, kerosene emulsion,
and tobacco in various
ways (as a decoction, dry
as a dust, or m the form
of similar extracts), and
these are successfully

used to kill the aphides
in all situations.

Scale insects—S in ce
the advent of San Jos6
scale into the eastern
United StateSj scale in-

sects of all kinds have
attracted world -wide
attention They are all

small insects, and derive
their name from the fact

that their tender bodies
are protected by hard,

scale-hke coverings se-

creted by the insects

Thus protected, they are

difficult insects to kill,

and as they are easily

transported on nursery
stock, buds or cions, and
also multiply rapidly,

1321. A spreading board for

drying soft-winged insects.

the scale insects are justly to be considered as among
the most dangerous and destructive of injurious

insects A single female San Jos<5 scale may rear a
brood of from 100 to (>00 young, and there may be
four or five generations a year; and more than 2,000
eggs have been laid by a single Lecamurn scale. The
scale insects, the dreaded San Jos6 species included, can
be controlled successfully by judicious, intelligent and
timely woik with sprays of lime-sulfur, crude petro-

leum, or hylrocyamc acid gas, which should be used
m the case of nursery stock Since 1889 fumigation
with hydrocyanic acid gas has been extensively prac-
tised in the citrus orchards of California, and now
Florida and South African fruit-growers are also using
it in their orchards. Large gas-tight tents or boxes are

placed over the trees and the gas then generated withm.
Much nursery stock is now treated with the gas in

tight boxes or houses: this is required by law in many
states, and it should be practised in other regions.

Recently greenhouses, railway coaches, rooms in private
houses, and whole flouring mills have been effectively

fumigated with this gas.

Insects are preserved m collections by securing them
in tight cases by means of a pm inserted through the
thorax, or through the right wing if the subject is a
beetle Moths and butterflies are pinned in position on
a spreading-board until thoroughly dried See Figs.

1318-1322. Every horticulturist should make a col-

lection of injurious insects

Insect literature for horticulturists .—Horticulturists

should keep in close touch with the experiment sta-

tions and state entomologists of their own and of other
states, and also with the Department of Agriculture at
Washington, for it is from these sources that the best
and latest advice regarding miunous insects is now
being disseminated free, either by personal correspon-
dence or by means of bulletins. Among the books, one
or more of which may well find a place in a horticul-

turist’s library are the following: Weed’s “Insects and
Insecticides,” Lodeman’s “The Spraying of Plants,”
Saunders’ “Insects Injurious to Fruits,” Sanderson’s
“Insect Pests of Orchard, Farm and Garden,” and
Slingerland and Crosby’s “Fruit Insects ”

M V. Slingerland.
C. R. CROSBYf

Other invertebrate animals.

Mites .—Mites belong to the class of animals known
as Arachnida, which are closely related to insects.

Spiders and scorpions also belong m this group Mites
are small creatures, usually possessing four pairs of
legs when mature, and the body is not divided into

three divisions as m the case of insects The green-
house red-spider (Tetranychus birnacidalus ) is one of the
most common and injurious species It occurs on a
w ide variety of plants grown under glass and also out-
of-doors on the foliage of many wild and cultivated

plants It is about Am long and varies m color from
yellow through orange to brown and dark green, often
with a darker spot on each side of the body It spins

a very delicate silken web-like nest over its breeding-
ground It can be killed on the foliage of plants grown
in the open with soap solution, dusting with sulfur,

and hydrated lime, or by using a flour-paste spray
In greenhouses, it is best controlled by repeated spray-
ing with water, using much force and little water to
avoid drenching the beds
The clover nute (Bryobia pratensu) is a minute,

spider-hke, oval, reddish brown mite about tooinch
in length with long front legs. It attacks the foliage

of many fruit and forest trees as well as clover and
grasses The tiny, round, reddish eggs often occur m
great numbers on the bark of trees in winter giving the
branches a reddish color. It may be controlled by the
same treatment as for red-spider. In addition, the eggs
may be killed with a lime-sulfur solution while the
trees are dormant.
The pear-leaf blibter-mite (Enophyes pyn) differs

from most other mites m having only two pairs of
legs and in its elongate body The mite is only yrsinch
m length; it burrows in the tissue of the leaf, causing
blister-hke galls. The eggs are laid within the gall,

1322. A cross-section of spreading board in front of

the cleat in Fig. 1321.

and some of the mites when mature leave through a
small opening and migrate to new leaves. The mature
mites hibernate under the bud -scales. This pest is

controlled by applications of lime-sulfur or miscible
oils while the trees are dormant.

Nematodes —A species of nematode worm (Hetero-

dera radicicola) lives parasitically in the roots of a
wide variety of wild and cultivated plants producing
enlarged knots or swellings This disease is known as
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root-knot and is more prevalent in light soils. It is

especially troublesome m greenhouses. The adult
female worm is flask-shaped, .5 to 1 mm. in length,

pearly white m color, and is found within the knots on
the roots. Each female lays several hundred eggs.

The young worms may continue within the same
root or migrate through the soil to others. Nematode
root-galls have been found on nearly 500 different

species of plants. It is especially destructive to okra,
hollyhock, Amaranlus tricolor, peach, snapdragon,
celery, heart-leaved basil, wax gourd, beet, rape, red
pepper, balloon vine, melon papaw, catalpa, endive,
watermelon, coffee, muskmelon, cucumber, squash,
pumpkin, carrot, deutzia, California poppy, fig, soy-
bean, pecan, morning-glory, lettuce, gourd, sweet pea,
flax, tomato, tobacco, peony, ginseng, passiflora, petu-
nia, tuberose, cherry, pomegranate, eggplant, potato,
salsify, clovers, violet, Old World grape. See page 1023.

This pest may be controlled m greenhouses by the
use of live steam to sterilize the soil or by a weak solu-
tion of formaldehyde, one part, 36 to 40 per cent
formaldehyde , to one hundred parts water, applied at
the rate of one to one and one-half gallons to every
square yard of soil surface of shallow oeds After the
application, the soil should be thoroughly stirred and
planting should not be done till at least ten days later.

Under field conditions, the problem is more difficult.

The most feasible method is a system of crop-rotation
in which an immune crop is grown for at least two
years between susceptible crops. One of the most
resistant crops is the Iron variety of cowpea Clean
cultivation should be practised so as to destroy all

susceptible plants.

Insecticides.

Insecticides are substances used to kill insects, as
poisons, washes and gases Insects are subject to many
natural checks, such as wind, rains, sudden changes of

temperature, the attacks of parasites and predaceous
enemies, and are often destroyed in great numbers by
bacterial and fungous diseases In spite of these
natural checks it is, however, usually necessary to
resort to a spray or seme other artificial insecticide for

the protection of our crops.

The essential requirements for a satisfactory insecti-

cide are efficient killing power, safety to the foliage,

cheapness and ease of application The choice of an
insecticide for any particular case will depend upon a
number of factors upon the structure, habits, and
life-history of the insect to be killed; and upon the
susceptibility of the host plant to injury, its mode of

growth and the conditions under which it is cultivated
Some insects, as the plant-lice, are soft-bodied and pro-
vided with a thin and delicate integument, others,

like the beetles and wireworms, have hard, homy shells

impervious to ordinary spray liquids; some insects bite

off and swallow portions of the plant, while others
merely suck out the sap by means of a slender tube;
some are injurious in the larval stage, others as adults;
some attack the roots, some the foliage and fruit, while
others burrow in the trunk and branches. Plants
vary greatly in their susceptibility to injury from the
use of insecticides; the peach and Japan plum have
especially tender foliage, while the apple is not so easily

injured All these points and many more must be con-
sidered in selecting an insecticide which will be adapted
to the control of any injurious insect Our methods of

fighting insects are constantly changing as new facts

are discovered, new methods devised and new insecti-

cides mvented Our present methods are the results

of a more or less unconscious cooperation extending
over many years between the practical grower, the
student of insect life and the progressive'manufacturers
of spraying materials and spray machinery.

Insecticides may be classed into those which are
eaten with the food and kill by poisoning; those that

kill by contact with the insect’s body; and fumes of

gases used for fumigation. The poisons are effective

against the biting or chewing and lapping (fruit flies)

insects; the contact insecticides are used as a rule

against sucking insects; and fumes and gases are
employed principally in greenhouses and for the fumi-
gation of nursery stock, stored seeds, and citrus trees.

Poisoning insecticides.

The most widely used substance for the poisoning of insects is

arsemo in its various compounds For this purpose only compounds
insoluble in water can be used, as soluble arsenic is very injurious
to foliage

White arsenic —This is the cheapest form in which arsomc can
be obtained It is a white powder, soluble in water and very inju-
rious to foliage A cheap and efficient insecticide may bo prepared
from it as follows

For use with bordeoux mixture only Sal-soda, two pounds,
water, one gallon, arsenic, one pound Mix the white arsenic into
a paste and then add the sal-soda and water, and boil until dis-

solved. Add water to replace any that has boiled away, so that
one gallon of stock solution is the result Use one quart of this
stock solution to fifty gallons of bordeaux mixture for fruit trees
Make sure that there is enough lime in the mixture to prevent the
caustic action of the arsenic

For use without bordeaux mixture Sal-soda, one pound, water,
one gallon, white arsenic, one pound, quicklime, two pounds
Dissolve the white arsenic with the water and sal-soda as above,
and use this solution while hot to slake the two pounds of lime
Add enough water to mako two gallons Use two quarts of this
stock solution in fifty gallons of water

As there is always some danger of foliage injury from the use
of these home-made arsenic compounds, and as they cannot be
safely combined with the dilute lime-sulfur when used as a summer
spray, they are now rarely employed in commercial orchard
spraying

Paris yreen —Pans green is composed of copper oxid, acetic
acid and arsemous oxid chemically combined as copper-aceto-
arsenite By the National Insecticide Law of 1910, pans green
must oontain at least 50 per cent arsemous oxid and must not
contain arsenic in water-soluble form equivalent to more than 3 }

2

per cent arsemous oxid For many years pans green has been the
standard insecticide for orchard use, but is now largely replared
by the safer and more adhesive arsenate of lead In spraying
apples, pans green is used at the rate of one-half pound to one
hundred gallons of water or bordeaux mixture When used with
water, lime twice tho bulk of the pans green should be added to
lessen the danger of foliage injury Pans green cannot safely be
used with either the dilute lime-sulfur as used for summer spray-
ing or with the self-boiled lime-sulfur

London purple —London purple is an arsenite of lime and is a
by-product in tho manufacture of aniline dyes Its composition
is variable, the arsenic content varying from 30 to 50 per cent
Owing to the presence of much soluble arsenic it is likely to cause
foliage injury, and it is now little used in commercial spraying

Arsenate of lead —Arsenato of lead was first used as an insecti-
cide in lS'H, in Massachusetts It has now almost entirely re-

placed pans green for orchard work throughout the country Jt

adheres better to the leaves, may be used at considerably greater
strength without injuring tho foliage and may be combined with
a dilute lime-sulfur solution cr with the self-boiled lime-sulfur
Chemically ,

arsenate of lead may be either tnplumbic arsenate
or plumbic-hydrogen arsenate The commercial product usually
consists of a mixture of these two forms, the proportion depending
on the method of manufacture employed It is usually sold in the
form of a thick paste, but for some purposes the powdered form is

preferred Under the National Insecticide Law of 1910, arsenato
of lead paste must not contain more than 50 per cent water and
must »eon tain the arsenic equivalent of at least 12 per cent
arsemous oxid The water-soluble arsenic must not exceed an
equivalent of three-fourths of 1 per cent of arsenic oxid In the
boat grades of arsenate of lead paste the chemical is in a finely

divided condition, and thus when diluted for use remains in sus-
pension for a considerable time Arsenate of lead is used at various
strengths, depending upon the insect to be killed and on the sus-
ceptibility of the foliage to injury Four pounds in one hundred
gallons can be used on the pee oh if combined with the self-boiled

bmp-sulfur, on apple, four or five pounds in one hundred gallons
is usually sufficient, on grapes for killing the grape root-worm
beetles and the rose-chafer, eight to ten pounds in one hundred
gallons have been found necessary The poison is more readily
eaten by those beetles if sweetened by two gallons of molasses in

one hundred gallons, but, unfortunately, the addition of molAsses
greatly decreases the adhesiveness of the poison Some species of
fruit nies may be controlled by the use of sweetened arsenate of
lead sprayed on the foliage of the plants at the first appearance of

the flies They lap up the poison with their fleshy tongue-like
mouth-parts and succumb before ovipositing.

Arsenite of zinc.—Arsenite of nno is a light fluffy powder and
contains the equivalent of aoout 40 per cent arsemous oxid It

has been used extensively on the Pacific slope as a substitute for

arsenate of lead It kills somewhat more quickly and is fairly

safe on apple foliage when used with bordeaux mixture or with
lime. When sweetenpd with molasses, it is injurious to foliage

One pound of zinc arsenate is equivalent to about three pounds
of arsenate of lead In orchard experiments, as a rule, it has not
shown that it is superior to the latter
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Hellebore —Hellebore is a light brown powder made from thf

roots of the white hellebore plant (Veratrum album), one of the lily

*amily It is applied both ary and in water In the dry state, it

is usually applied without dilution, although the addition of a
little flour will render it moro adhesive In water, four ounei s of
the poison is nuxod with two or three gallons, and an ounce of glue

,

or thin flour paste, is sometimes added to make it adhere A d< < no-
tion is made by using boiling water in the same proportions Helle-
bore soon loses its strength, and a fresh article should always be
demanded It is muih less poisonous than the arsemcals, and
should bo used m place of them upon ripening fruit It is used for

various leaf-eating insects, particularly for the currant-worm and
rose-Blug.

Contact insecticides.

The most important contact insecticides aro soaps, sulfur, sul-

fur compound, and oily or resinous emulsions
Soap*—The most commonly used soap solution is that pre-

pared from fish-oil honp The commercial brands of this snip in
usually by-produ i ts and contain many impurities, further, nmiy
of them contain an excess of fri e or uncombined alkali and art thus
likely to injure young and tender foliage A good fish-oil so ip m iy
be prepared by the following formula. Caustic soda, six pounds,
water, one-half gallon, hsh-oil, twenty-two pounds Dissolve the
caustu soda in the water and thin add the fish-oil gradually uud< r

constant and vigorous stirring The combination occurs riaddj at
ordinary summer temperatures, and boiling is unncr» ssary Stir
briskly for about twenty minutes after the last of the oil has been
added There is now on the market a good brand of insecticide
soap prepared from cotton-seed oil soap stock or from an impure
grade' known as pancoline

Sulfur—Sulfur may bo obtained in two forms,—flowers of sul-
fur and flour of sulfui In the form of a powder or dust, sulfur is

especially valuable* against red-spider In California, flowers of
sulfur mixed with equ cl parts of hydrated lime is blown on the
tree s for the control of red-spider and mite It may also be used for
the same purpose mixed with water at the rate of one pound in
three gallons of water, to which has been added a little soap to
keep the sulfur in suspension The mixture should be agitated
constantly during spraying The sulfur remains longer in sus-
pension if it is first made into a paste with water containing
one-half of 1 per cent of glue Page 1028

Lime sulfur solution —A solution of hme-sulfur was first used
as an msec tieide in California in 1886 It is now the st indard
remedy f«»r blister mite, San JnsA scale and similar sc ales, as well

as an efficient fungicide The* linu*-sulfur solution may 1>< pur-
chased in the conce ntratcel form c>r may be* pie pared is follows
Lump lime (95 per cent calcium oxid), thirty-eight pounds lump
lime* (00 pe r cent calc mm oxid), forty pounds, sulfur, e ightv pounds,
water, fifty gallons Make* a paste of the sulfur with about ten
gallons of hot water Adel the lime As the lime slakes, add hot
water as necessary to present caking When the* lime* his slaked,
acid hot water to make fifty gallons and boil one hour, stirring con-
stantly Water should be adde*d from tune to tunc to keep the
liquid up to fifty gallons Store in air-tight hardwood barrels
lest the strength of the solution with a Baumel* hydrometer and
dilute for use according to the following table (see also p 1020)

Dilutions for Dormant and Summer Spraying with
Limi -Sulfur Mixtukis

Amount of dilution
Number of gallons of w ater to one

Reading on hydrometer
gallon of hme-sulfur solution

For summer

Jos6 siale mite
apple's

Degrees Baumd
36 9 12 J 2 45
34 8 %' 12 43 %
33 m 11% 41L
32 8 11 40

11 7*2 io% 37%
30 7% 10 oil >

4

20 054 34%
28 0% 9 32? 4

27 6 8% U
26 8 20 %
25 5% TVs 27 S

4
24 7 20
23 4% 6% 24%'
22 4 % 6 22 s

4

21 3*4 5% 21 %
20 3% 5 10%
19 3% 4% 18%
18 3 4% 17
17 4 10
16 2k 4% 15
15 2 % ay* 14
14 2 3 12%

Emulsions —Emulsions are oily or resinous sprays in winch
these substances are suspended m water in the form of minute
globules, a condition brought about by the addition of soap They
form an important class of contact insecticides, useful particularlj

against scale insects and plant-lice

Kerosene emulsion—Kerosene emulsion is tho oldest of our
contact insecticides It is especially valuable for use against plant-
hce and other small, soft-bodied insects It is prepared by the
following formula Soap, one-half pound; water, one gallon,
kerosene, two gallons Dissolve the soap in hot water, remove
from the fire and, while still hot, add the kerosene. Pump the
liquid back into itself for five or ten minutes or until it becomes a
i re amy mass If properly made, the oil will not separate on cooling
l'or use* on dormant tree*s, dilute with five to seven parts of water
I* or killing plant-lire on foliage, dilute with ten to fifteen parts of
water—Crude-oil emulsion is made m the* name way by substitu-
ting crude cal in place of kt roscnc The stre ngth of oil emulsions is

frequently indicated by the* percentage* of oil in the diluted liquid
lor t 10 per <ent emulsion, add seventeen gallons of water to three
gallons of stock emulsion, for a 15 per cent emulsion, add ten and
one -half gallons of water to three gallons of stock emulsion, for a
20 jar ce*nt emulsion, add seven gallons of water to three gallons
of Mock emulsion, for a 25 per cent emulsion, add five gallons of
water to three gallons of stock emulsion

Divtillat' emulsion —Distillate emulsion is widely used
m California Distillate (28° Raumd), twenty gallons, whale-oil
soap, thirty pounds, water, twche gallons Dissolve the whale-
oil soap in the water whieh aould be heated to the boiling point,
uld the distillate and agitate thoroughly while the solution is hot
l* or use, add twenty gallons of water to each gallon of the stock
solution

Carbolic acid emulsion — This spray is used in California for

m« aly-bugs, plant-lice, and the soft brown scale Whale-oil soap,
forty pounds, crude carbolic acid, five gallons, water, forty gallons
i )i*-sol\ o the soap complete ly m hot water, add the carbolic acid,

ind hi at to the boiling point for twenty minutes For use, add
twenty gallons of water to each gallon of stock solution

Miscible oiht—There aie now on the market a number of con-
centrated oil < mulsions, known as soluble or miscible oils, intended
primarily for use against the San Jos6 scale For this purpose they
an fairly < ffeetive when diluted with not moro than fifteen parts of

water To lessen danger of injury to the trees, applications should
not l>i made when the temperature is bc*low freezing, nor when the
tries are wet with snow or rain Methods have been devised
for preparing these concentrated emulsions at home, but a3 there
in consult rable danger attending the process, it is better to buy
the m ri ady-made

Tobacco —Tobacco is one of our most useful insecticides The
poisonous principle m tobacco is an alkaloid nicotine, which m
the pure state is a colorless fluid, slightly heavier than water, of
little smell when cold and with an exceedingly acrid burning
taste t\en when Urge ly diluted It is soluble m water and entirely
volatile* It is one of the most virulent poisons known, a single
drop is sufficient to kill a clog Commercial tobacco preparations
have been on the market for many years The most important of
these are bl ick leaf, “blaik leaf 40," and mcofume

Black Luif—Hlaek 'eaf was formerly the most widely used
tobacco extract It contains only 2 7 pi r cent nicotine and has now
been replaced by the more concentrated extracts It is used for
pi mt-lice at tho rate of one gallon to sixty-five gallons of water

"Black haf 40 ”—“Black leaf 10” is a concentrated tobacco
evtrai t containing 40 per cent nicotine sulfate Its specific gravity
is about l 2 j In this preparation the nicotine* is in a non-volatde
form, it having boon treated with sulfuric acid to form the sulfate
‘Bl uk leaf 40” is umh! at strengths varying from one part in 800
puts of water to one purt in 1,600 parts It i an be satisfactorily
combined with other sprays, as for example, hme-sulfur solution,
arst n ite of lead, and the various soap solutions When used with
w iter, about four pounds of soap should be added to make the
unvturo spread and stick better

Xieofume is a tobacco extract containing 40 per ce*nt of nicotine
in the volatile form It is intended primarily for use' in gre*enhouses
Stnps of paper soaked in tins preparation are smudged in green-
houses to destroy aphids

Tobacco is also used in the form of dust for the same purpose
It is especially valuable against root-lice on asters and other plants
Tobacco extracts can be made at home by steeping tobacco stems
in w iter, but as thc*y \ ary greatly in nicotine content and are
sometimes likely to injure tender foliage, it is better to buy the
st uid.trdired extracts

Pun thrum—A very fine, light brown powder, made from the
flower-heads of species of pyrethrum It is scarce*ly injurious to
man Three brands are on the market*

Persian insect-powder, made from the heads of Pyrethrum
ro sium, a specie's also cultivated as an ornamental plant. The
plant is native to the Caucasus region.

D i filiation insect-powder, made from Pyrethrum cineranx-
foli urn

Bull ich, made in California from cultivated plants of Pyrethrum
cineraria folium
" fi« n fresh and pure, all these brands appear to be equally

valuable, but the* home-grown product is usually considered most
n liable Pyrethrum soon loses its value when exposed to the air.
It is u»ed in various w'uys

(1) In solution m water, one ounce to threo gallons. Should
lie mixed up twenty-four hours before using

(2) Dry, without dilution. In this form it is excellent for thnps
and In e on roses and other bushes Apply when tho bush is w et
Useful for aphis on house plants

(.1) Dry, diluted with flour or any light and fine powder. The
poison may be used in the proportion of one part to from six to
thirty of the dilutent

(I) In fumigation It may be scattered directly upon coals, oi
made into small balls by wettmg and molding with the hands and
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then set upon coals. This is a desirable way of dealing with mos-
quitos and flies

(5) In alcohol, (a) Put a part of pyrethrum (buhach) and four
parts alcohol, by weight, in any tight vessel. Shake occasionally,

and after eight days filter. Apply with an atomizer Excellent for

greenhouse pests For some plants it needs to bo diluted a little.

(b) Dissolve about four ounces of powder m one gill of alcohol, and
add twelve gallons of water.

(6) Decoction. Whole flower-heads are treated to boiling

water, and the liquid is covorod to prevent evaporation. Boiling
the liquid destroys its value.

Good insect-powder can be made from Pyrethrum roseum, and
probably also from P cmei aruefohum, grown in the home garden.

1323 Device for discharging the cyanide into the acid.

Pait, vegetable ban —Spray a patch of clover or some other
plant that the insects will eat with pans green or some other
arsenical, mow it close to the ground, and while fresh place it in

small piles round the infested plants To avoid wilting of the bait,

cover the heaps with a shingle or picco of board
Bran-arsetuc mash —Whito arsenic, one-half pound, or pans

green, one pound, bran, fifty pounds Mix thoroughly and then
add enough water to make a wet mash Sugar or molasses may be
added, but is unnecessary Poisoned baits are used against cut-
worms and grasshoppers

Kansas gtasshopper bait—This bait is the most < ffioient means
of controlling grasshoppers yet devised It is prepared as follows
Bran, twenty pounds, pans green, one pound, syrup, two qtierts,

oranges or lemons, three fruits, water, three anu one-lialf gallons
Mix the bran and pans green thoroughly in a wash-tub while dry
Squeeze the juice of the oranges or lemons into the water, chop the
pulp and peel fine and add them also Dissolve the syrup in the
water and wet the bran and poison with the mixture, stirring at
the same time so as to dampen the mash thoroughly Sow the bait
broadcast in the infested area early in the morning

Criddle mixture—Mix one pound of pans green with one-half
barrel of horse droppings, and add one pound of salt if the material
is not fresh For use against grasshoppers

Burning—Larva which live or feed in webs, like the tent-

caterpillar and fall web-worm may be burned with a torch The
lamp or torch used in campaign parades finds its most efficient

use here

Banding—To prevent the ascent of canker-worm moths and
gypsy-moth caterpillars, various forms of sticky bands are m use
For this purpose there is no better substanco than ‘‘tree tangle-
foot ” It may be applied directly to the tree-trunk, but when so
used leaves an unsightly mark and requires more material than
when the following method is used First place a strip of cotton
batting A inches wide around the trunk, cover this with a strip

of tarred paper 5 inches wide, draw the paper tight and fasten at
the lap only with three or four tacks Spread the tanglefoot on the
upper two-thirds of the paper, and comb it from tunc to time to

keep the suiface sticky Burlap bands ate made by tying or tack-
ing a strip of burlap around the tiunk and letting the edges hang
down The 1 irvte will hide under the loose edge, where they may be
killed Banding is now little used for codlin-moth, since spraying
with poison has been found so much more effective.

Fumiqation.

Poisonous gases arc widely used in killing insects

under certain conditions Hydrocyanic acid gas is

employed in the fumigation of greenhouses and citrus

trees It is a most deadly and effective material In
Europe, fumigation with this gas is known as cyamding
and cyanization Nicotine preparations aie ust'd ex-

tensively in greenhouse fumigation. Carbon bisulfid

is employed almost exclusively for the treatment of

stored grams and seeds.

Hydrocyanic acid gas —This gas is generated by
adding potassium or sodium cyanide to dilute sulfuric

acid The gas is a deadly poison, and great care should
be taken not to inhale it. One breath is fatal

!

Potassium cyanide is a white amorphous salt that
readily absorbs moisture when exposed to the air.

Pure potassium cyanide contains 40 per cent of cyano-
gen (CN) by weight. When potassium cyanide (JxON)
is placed in dilute sulfuric acid the cyanogen (CN)
unites with the hydrogen (II) of the acid (II..SO4) to

form hydrocyanic acid gas (HCN) In the preparation
of this gas for fumigation purposes use a potassium
cyanide which is at least 98 per cent pure The chemi-
cals should always be combined m the following pro-

portions Potassium cyanide, one ounce, sulfuric acid,

one fluid ounce; water, three fluid ounces.
Always use an earthen dish, pour in the water first,

and add the sulfuric acid When all is ready, drop in

the proper quantity of potassium cyanide and retire

Gas tar is used extensively for painting wrounds to keep
out the moisture and prtv< nt the entrance of insects It is

also sometimes used on pea< h trees to keep out the borers
In tins case it should be applied m the spring only, as there
is danger of injuring tin trees in the fall.

AsptuiU —Certain grades of asphalt have been used
successfully on peach in California to keep out the Pacific
peach tree-borer Experiments in the castorn states indi-
cate that it may be used to advantage against the common
peach tree-borer.

Uot-water.— Submerge affected plants or branches in
water at a temperature of about 125°. For aphis It will

also kill rose-bugs at a temperature of 125° to 1.35°.

Gasolene torch— The gasolene torch has been success-
fully used for the control ol scale inse< ts on date palms m
Arizona The trees are first pruned closely, drenched with
gasolene and fired. They are then scorched with a gasolene
blast torch

Flour paste—Mix a cheap grade of w heat flour with cold
water, making a thin batter, without lumps, or wash the
flour through a wire s< reen with a stream of cold water
Dilute until there is one pound of flour in each gallon of
mixture Cook until a pahte is formed, stirring constantly
to prevent caking or burning Add sufficient water to
make up for evaporation For use, add eight gallons of
this stock solution to one hundred gallons of water. Used
for red spider in California.

General practices.

Cleanliness—Much can be done to check the ravages of
insects by destroying thor breeding-places and hiding-
places Weeds, rubbish, and refuso should be eliminated

Hand-picking is often still the best means of destroying
insects despite all the perfectidh of machinery atad of ma-
terials This is, particularly t ruo about the home grounds and
in the garden. The cultivator should not scorn this method

Promoting growth —Any course that tends to promote
vigor will be helpful in enabling plants to withstand the
attacks of plant-lice and other insects. 1324. Shed for the fumigation of nursery stock.
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immediately, before the gas arises. Fig. 1323 shows a of two thicknesses of matched boards with buildmg-

device used abroad (from the “Gardening World”) for paper between, and arc provided with a tight-httmg

dumping the cyanide (at 4) into the acid by means of a door and ventilators The stock should be reasonably

cord that extends outside the house. dry to avoid injury, and should be piled loosely in the

White-fly —The quantity of chemicals used for a house to permit a free circulation of the gas Use one

given space will depend on the nature of the insects to ounce of potassium cyanide for each 100 cubic feet of

be killed and the susceptibility of the plants to injury. spat*, and let the fumigation continue forty minutes
This quantity is usually indicated by amount of to one hour.

potassium cyanide required for each 100 cubic feed of A fumigating-house is shown in Fig. 1324 (from a
space. For treating white-fly on tomatoes in green- bulletin on “The San Jos6 Scale,” by A. E Stene, of

houses, use one ounce to 3,000 cubic feet, letting the the Rhode Island State Board of Agriculture and Col-

fumigation continue all night The same treatment lege of Agriculture). It is a house or box as nearly air-

applics for cucumber Fumigate on dry, dark nights tight as possible The floor should have a move ble slat

when there is no wind The house should be as diy grating on which the plants may be laid, some distance

as practicable and the temperature not above 60° F. from the ground, to allow of circulation of the gas.

Greenhouses —No one formula can be given for The house shown m the cut is 8 feet high m front and
fumigating with hydrocyanic acid gas the different 0 feet in rear, and the^ai ger room contains 980 cubic

kinds of plants grown in greenhouses, as the species feet, requiring approximately ten ounces of cyanide,

and varieties differ greatly m their ability to withstand The other rooms allow of smaller quantities to be
the ('fleets of the gas For the genoiul run of greenhouse fumigated The doors opening from the outside provide

subjects, the practice is to use one ounce of potassium quick discharge of the air when fumigation is completed,

cyanide, one ounce of sulfuric acid, two ounces water. Fumigation of citrus trees .—In this case, the tree to

to each 2,000 cubic feet of space The cyanide should be fumigated with the hydrocyanic acid gas is covered

be 98 per cent pure Fumigate at night, when there is with an octagonal shoot tent (Fig 1325) made of six

no wind and when the plants are dry and the house and one-half ounce special drill or eight-ounce special

cool; leave the house closed till morning, and open it arm} duck, and the gas is generated in the ordinary

up and let it air out before entering it This applies way beneath it. The tent is so marked that when m
to chrysanthemums, cinerarias, azaleas, bulbs, caraiir position it is an easy matter to determine the distance

tions and other common plants. over the tent and the circumference at the ground.

Ferns and roses are very susceptible to injury, and When these figures aie known, the proper dosage may
fumigation, if attempted at all, should be performed be obtained from the following chart, which has been

with great care. In cases of doubt, or when there prepared for a strength of one ounce of cyanide foi

is reason to suspect that the plants are particularly eadi 100 cubic feet of space,

susceptible, and when
one does not have
definite instructions,

it is well to fumigate
with the weakest
strength in use, and
increase it in sub-

sequent fumigations
if the insects are not
killed and if the plants

are not injured.

Violets are very
susceptible to injury

from tobacco fumiga-
tion, and commercial
grower* therefore reg-

ularly use hydrocy-
anic acid gaa for the
control of “green-fly”
and “black-fly,” two
species of plant-lice.

The latter is much
more difficult to kill.

For over-night fumi-
gation from one-
fourth to one-half

ounce potassium
cyanide to each 1,000
cubic feet is generally
used. Sometimes one
ounce potassium
cyanide to each 1,000
cubic feet is used, the
fumigation continuing Dosage chart for fumigating citrus trees with high-grade sodium cyanide (Bureau of Entomology,
Only from twenty-five United States Department of Agriculture)

to thirty-five minutes
This treatment is more likely to injure the plants. The top line of numbers, beginning at 16 and con-

Violets may be injured severely by the gas without the tinuing to 68, represents the distance in feet around
leaves being burned. This injury consists in a weakening the bottom of the tent. The outer vertical columns of

of the plants which defers blooming for several wrecks. larger numbers running from 10 to 49 represent the

Dormant nursery stock may be fumigated with hydro- distance in feet over the top of the tent. The number
cyanic acid gas in a tight box or fumigating-house made of ounces of cyanide to use for a tree of known dimen-
especially for the purpose Fumigating-houses are built sions is found in that square where the vertical column
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headed by the distance around the tree intersects the

horizontal line of figures corresponding to the distance

over For certain insects it is not advisable to use the

full dosage schedule
Sodium cyanide (NaCN) is coming into use as a sub-

stitute for potassium cyamde. When pure, this com-
pound contains 53 per cent of cyanogen, that is, about

33 per cent more of cyanogen than is present in potas-

sium cyanide It is customary to indicate the strength

of sodium cyamde in terms of potassium cyanide; that

is, pure sodium cyanide is said to be 133 per cent pure
This means that 100 pounds of sodium cyanide will

yield as much cyanogen as 133 pounds of potassium
cyanide. For fumigation purposes, sodium cyanide
should be at least 124 per cent pure and should not
contain more than 1 per cent of common salt

Because of the greater content of cyanogen of

sodium cyanide, a smaller quantity is required The
chemicals should be combined in the following pro-

portions: Sodium cyanide, one ounce; sulfuric acid,

one and one-half fluid ounces; wTater, two ounces
The following dosage schedule corresponds to the

one given above for potassium cyanide:

1325. A fumigating tent (Morrill system)

often It is always well to smoke through two consecu-
tive days, for the insects which persist through the first

treatment, being weak, will be killed by the second
If the plants are wet,
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Dosage chart for fumigating citrus trees with potassium cyanide (Bureau of Entomology, United
States Department of Agriculture).

the smoke is mure
likely to scorch them
The smudge often

injures flowers, as

those of robes and
chrysanthemums In
order to avoid this

lnjuiy, the flowers

should be covered
with paper bags
Violet plants are very
liable to injury
Tobacco fumes can

be more conveniently
genci ated by burning
strips of prepared
nicotine paper, or by
vaponzing a concen-
trated aqueous solu-

tion of nicotine over
a 1 c o h o 1 or special

kerosene lamps.

Jhsulful of eaibon is

a thin liquid that
volatilizes at a very
low temperature, the
vapor being very de-
structive to animal
life It is exceed-
ingly inflammable,
and should never be
used near a lamp or
fire. It is sometimes
used for the control of

certain root insects

It is poured into holes
made around the in-

fested plants, and
these are then lmme-

Nicotine preparations .—Tobacco is used in various
ways in fumigating greenhouses For smoking or
smudging greenhouses, tobacco-stems are burned
slowly. Best results are secured when a sheet-iron
vessel made for the purpose is used, having holes in the
bottom to supply draft. A quart of live coals is placed
m the bottom of the vessel, and about a pailful of
tobacco-stems is laid on them. The sterns should not
blaze, but burn with a slow smudge. If they are
slightly damp, better results are obtained. Some
plants are injured by a very heavy smoke, and in order
to avoid this injury, and also more effectually to destroy
the msects, it is better to smoke rather lightly and

diately closed up causing the fumes to permeate the
soil m all directions.

Against weevils infesting stored grain and seeds,

carbon bisulfid is effective at the rate of five to eight
pounds for each 1,000 cubic feet, provided the applica-
tion is made while the temperature is not below 65° F.
Make the bins as tight as possible If bins are only
single sheathed with common flooring use twenty to
twenty-five pounds carbon bisulfid. Let the fumigation
continue for at least twenty-four hours. Care should be
taken not to apply carbon bisulfied when there is indica-
tion of heating m the grain. C. R. Crosby.

Robert Matheson.
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Catalogue of insects.

Abutilon. Abutilon Moth (Cosmophita erosa)—A pale pea-green
caterpillar striped with lemon-yellow often defoliates the
plants in the southern states.

Treatment —The young caterpillar may be killed by spray-
ing with "Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract, one part in 660
parts water, adding soap to make the liquid spread and
stick better

Acacia. Cottont Cushion Scale.—See Citrus.
Oleander Scale—See Hedera.
Red Scale.—Seo Citrus.

Acer Box-Elder Bua ( Leptocoris trimOatus) is about incfl in
length, dark gray m color marked with red. They congre-
gate about box elder in great numbers, on the sap of which
they feed The young nymphs may be killed by spraying with
ordinary contact insecticides

Cottony Maple Scale (Pulnnana intis) is a brown, soft-bodied,
scale insect, M inch in length. The eggs are laid beneath a con-
spicuous cottony mass which protrudes from under the scale
The eggs hatch during June and July, and the fertilized females
hibernate on the smaller branches There is one generation
annually

Treatment —A stiff stream of water will dislodge many of
the mature scales in June or July The young scales may be
killed with tobacco extract Tno most effective treatment
on maples is 15 per tent kerosene emulsion applied during the
dormant season to kill the hibernating females.

Grl* n-stripid Maple Worm (Amsota rubtcunda ) is a large,
pale yellowish green caterpillar, striped with dark green, that
ou isionally defoliates the maple

Treatment —The young caterpillars may be controlled by
spraying with arsenate of lead, four to eight pounds to one
hundred gallons of water

Pigeon Tkemex ( Tremex columba) is a large four-winged fly

having a winjj expanse of 2H inches The abdomen ends in a
prominent ovipositor The larva, over 2 inches long when full-

grovvn, burrows in the wood, seriously injuring the tree when
abundant Vigorous trees usually overcome the attack.

Pi ant-Lick —Several species aie occasionally injurious
Treatment —"Black Leaf 40” tobacco extraet, three-fourths

of a pint to one hundred gallons of water, adding four pounds
of soap, is an efficient remedy

Suoar-Mapil Borer ( Plagionotus spenosus) is very destruc-
tive to hard maples The parent beetle is about an inch long,
black, brilliantly marked and banded with yellow The larva
is a large borer about 2 inches in length when mature They
burrow mostly in the sapwood, several often girdling and
killing a tree It is a difficult matter to prevent this injury

Treatment —Digging out the borers is the only remedy
known

Wooily Mapib-Leaf Scale (Phenacocrus acencola) is a soft-

bodied woolly-covered insect about 3d inch long, found on
the under side of the leaves Thero are two or three geneia-
tions a year They hibernate as young on tho bark of the
trunk and branches

Treatment—Winter applications of whale-oil soap, one
pound m one gallon of water, have given tho best results.

zEsculus Tussock-Moth

—

See Apple.

Agave Oleander Scale

—

Seo Iledera.

Rid Scale —See Citrus.

Alder Aldir Blight Arms (Pemphigus tesseVLaia ) occurs in col-

onies on the branches and appears as oonspicuoua white,
woolly masses

Treatment —They may be dislodged by a stiff stream of
water or may be killed by spraying with kerosene emulsion.

Saw-Fly Leaf-Miner (Kaliosysphinga dohrmn) feeds between
the upper and lower layers of tho leaves, causing large blotch
mines
No remedy known.

Allamanda. Citrus White Fly.—See Citrus.

Almond Black Scale—See Citrus.
Olovfr Mite—See Peach.

Cottony Cushion Scale —See Citrus,
Pear Thripb —See Pear.
San JosiS Scale —See Apple.

Aloe Oleander Scale.

—

See Iledera.

Amaryllis. N arcissus Bulb-Fly.—See Narcissus,

Ampelopsis. Myron Sphinx (Ampelophaga myron).—Large, green
or brown, smooth caterpillars occasionally defoliate the vines.

Treatment—Hand-picking.

Annona. Florida Wax Scale.

—

See Citrus.

Anthurium. Florida Wax Scale.

—

See Citrus.

Apple. Aphids or Plant-Lice—There are three species which
commonly attack the opening buds and leaves of apple,—
the leaf aphis (Aphis pomi), rosy aphis (Aphis sorbi) ana bud
aphis (Siphocoryne avenar).

Treatment.—These small, soft-bodied insects may be con-
trolled by thorough spraying with “Black Leaf 40” tobacco
extract, three-fourths of a pint, in one-hundred gallons of
water, adding four pounds of soap. Make the application
before the leaves curl

Apple-Curculio (Anthonomus quadngtbbus).—A soft, white
grub, about A inch long, living in the fruit

Treatment —Clean cultivation Rake the small apples that
drop early out into the sun where they will dry up.

Catalogue of Insects, continued
Apple Flea-Beetle (Graptodera fohaoea).—Brassy, green

beetle, H inch or less long, feeding upon leaves
Treatment —Arsemcals. Lime-sulfur or bordeaux mixture

as a repellent.

Apple Leaf-Hopper (Empoasca mail).—A slender pale yellow-
ish green bug, the nymphs are pale greenish and usually found
on the under side of the leaves. Tho winter eggs are laid in
blisters under tho bark of the smaller branches, summer eggs,
in the leaf veins and petioles Four generations annually
The insect feeds by extracting tho juices from the leaves,
causing them to turn pale and curl. It is most injurious to
nursery stock.

Treatment.—The young nymphs may be killed by spraying
With "Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract, three-fourths of a pint
in one hundred gallons of water, adding three to four pounds
of soap Nurserymen often catch the adults by the use of
sticky shields

Apple Leaf-Roller (Archips argyrosptla).—A green caterpillar
with a black head, 1 inch or less m length when mature,
attacks the opening buds rolling and webbing together the
leaves, flowers and young fruit into a nest Holes are eaten in
the young apples, deforming them. Eggs are laid in June in
small, flat masses on the bark and are covered with a smooth
varnish -like coating They do not hatch till the following
spring

Treatment—To kill eggs spray wrth miscible oil, one gallon
in fifteen gallons of water, making the application as late as
possible before the buds open If the eggs nave been neglected,
recourse must be l»a<l to arsenate of lead, six pounds in one
hundred gallons water Apply before the blossoms open

Apple Maggot (Rhagolehs promnella) —A white maggot that
tunnels apples through ana through, causing decay and falling

of the fruit The parent flies appear the latter part of June
and early July and insert the eggs under the skin of the fruit

Hibernation takes place in small puparia just below the sur-
face of tho soil Sweet and subacid varieties are most suscep-
tible, but others are sometimes attacked

Treatiru.nt —Clean cultivation Spray when flies appear
with arsenate of lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of

water The addition of two or three gallons of molasses is

supposed to render the poison more attractive to the flies

Brown-tail Moth (Euproitis chrysorrhra).—This highly
destiuctivc European insect was introduced near Boston a
number of years ago, and is now rapidly spreading over New
England The snow-white moths, with a large tuft of brown
hairs at the tip of the abdomen, appear in July and deposit
eggs on the leaves in elongate masses covered yith brown hair**

from the body of the female The caterpillars become only
partly grown the first season, and hibernate in conspicuous
nests, 3 or 4 inches long, at the tips of the branches The black-
bodied caterpillars, clothed with rather long, brownish, sting-

ing hairs, complete their growth the next spring, feeding
ravenously on the tender foliage and causing great damage in

orchards, parka, and forests
Treatment —Cut out and burn all winter nests before the

buds start In the spring, spray with arsenate of lead, as
recommended for the gipsy-moth Prevent the ascent of ater-

J

nllars from other trees by banding the trunks with tangle-
oot Keep tho bands fresh by combing the surface every few
days

Bud-Moth (Tmetocrra oceUana) —The small brown caterpillars

with black heads burrow into the buds, feeding on the opening
leaves and flowers and web them together

Treatment.—Spray wnth arsenate of lead, four pounds in

one hundred gallons of water, just as the blossoms show pink,
and again as the last of tho petals are falling

Canker-Worm, Fall (Alsophilti pometaria) —Wingless female
moths usually emerge from the ground m late autumn, crawl
up the trees and deposit their eggs on the smaller branches
The eggs hatch in April or May and the blackish yellow-striped,
looping caterpillars defoliate the trees

Treatment —Band tree trunks m the fall with tanglefoot
or cotton batting to prevent ascent of moths The young
canker-worms may be killed by spraying with arsenate of

lead, six pounds to one hundred gallons of water
Canker-Worm, Spring (Paleacnta vemata) —Habits similar to

the fall canker-worm, but the moths emerge in March and
Apnl. Caterpillars are distinguished by having only two
pairs of prolegs

Treatment—Same as for fall canker-worm except the bands
should be applied m early spring

Case-Bearers —The pistol-case-bearer (Coleophora malivorella)

and the cipar-case-bearer (C fleicherella ) —The small cater-
pillars live in pistol or cigar-shaped cases, about x

/i inch long,

that they carry around with them. They appear in spring
on the opening buds at the same time as the bud-moth, and
may be controlled by the same means

Codlin-Moth (Carpocapsa pomonclla) —This is the pinkish
caterpillar which causes a large proportion of wormy apples
The eggs are laid by a small moth on the leaves and the skin
of the fruit Most of the caterpillars enter the apple at the
blossom end When tho petals fall, the calyx is open, and this

is the time to spray. The calyx soon closes, and keeps the
poison inside ready for the young caterpillars’ first meal
After the calyx has closed, it is too late to spray effectively.

The caterpillars become tull-grown in July and \ugust, leave
the fruit, crawl down on the trunk, and there most ofthem spin
cocoons under the loose bark In most parts of the or untry
there are two broods annua ly
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Treatment —As the last of the petals are falling, spray with

four ooumls arsenate of lead in one hundred gallons of water,
using a stiff spray to force it into the blossom end of the apple.
Repeat the application three weeks later

F\n Wfb-Worm ( Ilyphantna cunea) —Hairy larva, about an
inch long, varying from gray to pale yellow or bluish black,
feeding upon the leaves of many trees, in tents or webs.

Treatment —Destroy by burning the webs, or removing
them and crushing the larv« Spray with arsemcals.

Flat-hfaded Borer (Chrysobothru femorata) —Larva about
an inch long, flesh-colored, the second segment ("head”)
greatly enlarged, boring under the bark and sometimes into
the wood They are readily located in late summer or fall by
the dead and sunken patches of bark

Preventive —Soap and carbolic acid washes applied from
May to July Keep trees vigorous

Green Fruit-Worms (Xylma up ) —Yellowish or apple-green
caterpillars, striped with cream-coloi , 1 to 1 A inches in length
when mature, attack the opening leaves and blossoms and
eat holes in the developing fruit The parent moths emerge
from hibernation m early spring and lay their eggs on the
smaller branches One brood annually

Treatment —Thorough and repeated spraying with arsenate
of lead, six pounds in one hundred gallons of water, will kill
many of the young caterpillars Make the application when
blossom clusters appear

Gypsy Mom ( Porthttrxa diipar) —The full-grown caterpillar
is about 2 inches long, dark gray in ground-color with eleven
airs of prominent tubercles on the back, the first five pairs
lue, the last six dark red They become full-grown about

tho first of July They pupate in slight cocoons The moths
emerge in seven to seventeen days Tho male has a light
brown body, wings yellowish brown, and each front wing is

crossed by four wavy dark brown lines In the female the
body is light buff and the wings grayish white The dark
mai kings on the front wings are similar to thoso of tho male.
The females do not fly, but each lays its eggs in a mass about
an inch in length covered with hairs from its body Hiberna-
tion takes place in the egg stage The eggs hatch just as tho
buds are bursting.

Treatment —Kill the eggs by saturating the masses with
crudo coal-tar creosote, to which a little lamp-black has been
added as a marker When the young caterpillars hatch, spray
the trees with arsenate of lead, ten pounds in one-hundred
gallons of water When the caterpillars are half-grown, use
thirteen to fifteen pounds of lead arsenate Full-grown cater-
pillars are vciy resistant to poisons Band the tree trunks
with tanglefoot to prevent the ascent of wandering caterpillars.

Leaf-Bi isTtR Mite —Sec Pear
Lbaf-Crumpler (Mmeola indigenella) —Reddish brown cater-

pillars that live in slender, horn-shaped cases and feed on tho
tender leaves They hibernate as partly grown larvae and
attack tho opening buds the following spring They usually
live in a nest of several leav es fastened together with silk

Treatment —Gather the nests and burn them. Arsemcals
when the buds open

Lesser Apple-Worm (Enarmonia prunivora)—Similar to the
codlin-moth, but larvae often feed just under the skin of the
fruit, causing blotched areas

Treatment —As for codlm-moth
Oyster-Shell Scale (Lepidosaphea ulmi) —This is an elongate

scale (sometimes called bark-louse), A inch m length, resem-
bling an oyster-shell in shape and often incrusting the bark
It hibernates as minute wThite eggs under the old scales The
eggs hatch during the latter part of May or in June, the date
depending on the season After they hatch, the young may bo
seen as tiny whitish lico crawling about on the bark When
these young appear, spray with kerosene emulsion, diluted
with six parts of water, or whale-oil, or any good soap, one
pound m four or five gallons of water Where trees aro
regularly sprayed with lime-sulfur, as for the San Jos6 scale
or blister mite, the oyster-shell scale is usually controlled

Palmer Worm
( Ypsolophus pometellua) —The brownish green,

white-striped caterpillars, A inch in length when mature,
skeletonize the tender foliage m June and eat holes m tho
young apples There is only one brood a year

Treatment —Spray with arsenate of lead, four pounds m
one hundred gallons of water when the caterpillars first appear.

Plum-Curculio (Convtrarhelus nenuphar) —A snout-beetle that
deforms the fruit by its characteristic feeding and egg-laying
punctures The grubs develop m the fruit and cause it to fall.

Treatment —Spraying with arsenate of lead, as for codlin-
moth, whenever it can be applied with a fungicide so as not to
increase expense, will help to control the trouble Thorough
superficial tillage of the surface of soil during July and August
will kill many of the pupse, and is recommended For treat-
ment on plum, see under Plum

Red Bugs ( Heterocordylua malinua and Lygidea mendax).—The
winter is passed as eggs inserted m the smaller branches. The
brilliant red nymphs appear as the buds open and feed on
the foliage for a time Then they puncture the newly set
apples causing one of three things some drop, some dry up and
remain on trees till next spring, and othfers mature as knotty,
misshapen, worthless fruit One generation a year

Treatment —The young nymphs may be killed by thorough
"Draying with "Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract, one pint in
one hundred gallons water, adding tour pounds of soap, (1)
when blossoms show pink, (2) when the last of the petals are
falling

Catalogue op Insects, continued
Red-humped Apple Caterpillar (Schizeura eonemna) —These

red-headed, black-and-yellow-stnped caterpillars with a rod
hump on the fourth segment often attract attention in August
and September by feeding m colomes on the ends of the
branches

Treatment —Spray for the young caterpillars with arsenate of

lead, four pounds in one hundred gallons of water As they are
most troublesome on newly planted trees the older caterpillars

may be shaken to the ground and crushed under foot.

Ribbed Cocoon-Maker ( Bucculatrix pomifoliella —A minute
yellow or green larva feeding upon tne upper surface of the
leaves, causing the lower surface to turn brown Tho cocoons
are w hite and slender, and are laid side by side upon tho under
side of twigs, where they aro conspicuous m winter

Treatment —Lime-sulfur while tree is dormant. Arsemcals
for the larva in summer.

Rose-Chafer—See Grape.

Round-headi-d Bori r {Saperda Candida) —A yellowish white
grub with dark brown head, about 1 inch long when mature
It is said to remain in the larval state three years The pari nt
beetle is silvery white on the head and beneath, the thorax
and wing-covers are light brown two silveiy white strip* s

extend from the head to the tip of the wing-tovers The tggs
are laid in slits in the bark, mostly in June

Preventive—Keep the beetles from laying eggs by spraying
tho trunks several times during the spring and summer with
kerosene emulsion or by coating them with an alkaline wash
made from soap, caustic potash, and carbolic acid Tarred
paper tree-protectors well tied at the top, or wire mosijuito-
netting protectors closed at the top and encircling the trunk
so loosely that the beetles cannot reach the bark, are effective

in preventing egg-laying Practise clean cultivation, and do
not let water sprouts or other rank v< gt tation encircle tho
base of tho tree

Remedial—Dig out the borers w henever they can be lot ated
by discolored bark or by the sawdust thrown out ot the burrow

San Josi Scale (Aspidiotus pirnttinaua) —This scale is nearly
circular m outline and about tho sue of a pinht acl Win n
abundant it forms a crust on tho blanches, and causes small
red spots on the fruit It multiplies with marvelous rapidity,

there being three or four broods annually, and each mother
scale may give birth to several hundred young The young
are born alive, and breeding continvus until late autumn,
when all stages are killed by the cold west lit r, except the tiny,

half-grown, black scales, many of which hibc mate sufdy
Treatment —Spray thoroughly in the fall after the leaves

drop, or early in the spring before growth begins, with lime-
sulfur wash, one gallon in eight gallons of wattr, or miscible
oil, one gallon in fifteen gallons of watt r When badly infc stc d,

make two applications, one in the fall and another in the spring
In case of large, old trees, 25 per cent c rude-oil emulsion snould
be applied just as the buds are swelling

Scurfy Scale (Chionaepis fur/urua) -This whitish, pear-
shaped scale, about Js inch in length, ofttn intrusts the bark,
giving it a scurfy appearance It hibernates as purplish eggs
under the old scales

Treatment —Spray as recommended for oyster-shell scale.

Tent-Caterpii lars (Matmoaoma amenrana and W ditdria) —
Larvre nearly 2 inches long, spotted and striped with yellow,
white, and black, feeding upon the leaves Thty congregato
m tents or in clusters on the Dark at night and in cool weather,
and forage out upon the branches during the day

Treatment —Arsemcals, ns for codlin-moth Burn out nests
with torch, or cut them out and eiush the larvie Pick off

egg masses from twigs during winter and spring
Tussock-Moth ( Hemerocampa leu< o^Uyma) — \ handsome, red-

headed, yollow and black tufted catt rpillar, about an inch long,
which devours the leaves anti sometimes cats into the fruit

Remedial —Collect the frothy egg-masses m fall and winter
and band the trees to prevent a runfc station by migrating
caterpillars Spruy with arsemcals as for codlin-moth, taking
care to cover the under side of the leav es

Twig-Borer (Schiatoceroa hamatus) —Beetle, A inch long,
cylindrical and dark brown, boring into twigs of apple, pear,
and other trees The beetle enters just above a bud

Treatment—Burn the twigs The early stages are passed m
dying wood, such as prumngs, diseased canes, and in upturned
roots Burn such rubbish, and thus destroy their breeding-
places This is also a grape pest

Twig-Girdleb (Oncideres cmgiilatus) —Small branches are often
girdled by a handsome ash-sprinkled reddish brown beetle,
about A inch m length The girdled twigs soon fall and tho
grubs develop in tho fallen branches

Treatment—Collect and burn all fallen branches
Woolly Aphis (Schizoncura lanigtra) —Small reddish brown

plant-lice covered with a conspicuous mass of white, waxy
fibers, found on the branches, sprouts, trunks and roots

Treatment —For the form above ground drench the infested
parts with 15 per cent kerosene emulsion, for the underground
form remove the earth beneath tho tree to a depth of 3 inches,
and apply 10 per cent kerosene emulsion liberally, and
replace the earth In the case of nursery stock tho emulsion
may be applied in a shallow furrow close to tho row Do not
set infested trees

Yellow-necked Appie Caterpillars (Dalana mimitra) ~
Apple branches are often defoliated in late summer by colo-
nies of black- and yellow-striped caterpillars about 2 inches in
length when mature

Treatment —Same aa for Red-humptd Caterpillar, which see.
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Apricot. Bark Beetle —See Peach.
Black Scale—See Citrus
Canker-Worms —See Apple.
Clover Mite —See Peach
Cottony Cushion Scale —See Citrus.

European Fruit Lrcanium —Sec Plum
Frosted Scale (Euleianium prumosum) —A large soft-bodied

scale, Yi inch in length, hemispherical in shape with a frost-
like covering of wax

Treatment —Kerosene or distillate emulsion while the trees
are dormant

Pkac h Tree-Borers —See Peach
Pear Thrips —See Pear
Plum-Curculio.—bee Plum.

Aquilegia. Columbine Borer (Papaipema purpunfascia) —The
full-grown caterpillar measures 1?^ inches in length, salmon-
pink in color with three narrow stripes visible from above, the
two lateral ones broadly interrupted in the middle It bores in

the stc ms near the base
Treatnunt—Dig out and destroy caterpillars

Artichoke Stem Mauoot (Strauvna longipennis) —A small yel-
lowish maggot boring in the pith of the stems The adult are
two-winged yellowish flies with banded wings

Treatment —Encourage growth, vigorous plants outlive
injury

Asparagus Common Asparagus-Beiti e (Criocens asparagi )

—

Beetle, less than l
i inch in length, yellow, red, and shining

black, with conspicuous ornamentation, feeding upon the
tender shoots Larva feeds upon the leaves and tender bark

Treatment —Fr« shly slaked lime dusted on before the dew
has disappear! d in the morning Poultry Cut down all

plants in early spring to force the beetles to deposit their eggs
upon the new shoots, whic h are then cut e\ery lew days before
tne eggs hatch, or leave a row or so around the field as a lure
for the beetles where they may be killed with arsemcals

Tweiv e-spottfd Asparagus-Refti e (Criocens 12-punctata )

—

bnnilar to the last, but with twelve spots on the w'ing-co\ers
Treatment —Similar to that used above, except that the

grubs cannot be destroyed by lime, since they Irve within the
berry

Asparagus Mini r (4 yromyza simplex) —A maggot mining
under the skin near the base of the plant

Treatment —Lca\e a few volunteer plants as a trap in which
the fly will deposit her eggs Pull and burn these plants in
late June and early July The flics may be killed before o\i-
positing with sweetened arsenate of lead

Aspidistra Florida Red Scale —See Citrus

Aster Bi ister Beetles —Large, black, grayish or striped beetles
that feed on the flowers The larva in general feed on gross-
hopner eggs

Treatment —Hand-picking
Tarnished Plani-Buu (Lyyus pratensis) —An active bronzy

brown sucking bug t
s inch long, mottled with various shades of

yellowish, that stunts the terminal buds by its feeding punc-
tures and also injures the flower-buds so that they cither do
not open or produce imperfect flowers Injured plants are
dwarfed and stunted

Treatment —No satisfactory control measures are known
Plants grown in shade are less liable to injury

Root-Lot he (Aphis mauhradxcis) —Small bluish green plant-
hoc infcst'ng the roots, causing the plants to turn yellow and
sickly

Treatment —Mix tobacco dust into the soil around the
plants when transplanting

Whi ie Grubs —Ste Corn

Aucuba. The Y ellow Sc ale —See Citrus

Avocado Li af-Roi i i r ( \morhia cmigratella ) —A yellowish green
caterpillar stuped with pinkish brown, about 1 inch long when
mature, rolls the loaves and eats small holes in the fruit, ren-
dering it unfit for sale

Treatment — Arsenate of lead when the caterpillars appear
Mealy-Buo (Dactylopius nipa ) —A small unarmored scalo with

white mealy covering
Treatment —Kerosene emulsion, one part to ten parts water

Bamboo Cottony Bamboo Scale (Antonina cram

)

—Small pur-
plish ml scales }

%

to inch in length, covered with a dense
cottony routing, often J-j inch in diameter They collect in

large numbers in the ( retches and leaf-axils

Treatment —Repeated applications of kerosene emulsion

Plant Louse (Myzocallis arundicolens ) —Small yellowish lico

which collect in large numbers on the under surface of tho
leaves

Treatment —Contact sprays

Banana Banana Weevil (Sphenophorus sordidus).—A small
grub boring in the stems

Florida Red Scvlf —See Citrus

Mealy-Bug (Ceroputo yuccae) —Solt scales closely resembling
tho common mealy-bug (Pseudoeoccus)

Treatment —Kerosene emulsion

Bean. Bean Lady-Bird (Epilachua corrupta) —A light yellowish
brown lady-bird beetle, with four black spots on each wing-
cover, attacks and devours all parts of the bean plant The
larva, which is yellow and covered with stout branched spines,

also feeds on the bean
Treatment —Arsenate of lead or kerosene emulsion.

Catalogue of Insects, continued
Bean Leaf-Beetle (Cerotoma tnfurcata ) —A pale yellow beetle
K inch in length, with black markings on the wing-covers,
often eats round holes in the leaves The larva feed on the
roots and main stems of the plants

Treatment —Arsenate of lead as soon as the beetles appear
Bean-Weevil (Bruchus obtertus

)

—Closely resembles the pea-
weevil, which see for description and remodies Holding over
the seed will be of no value with this insect.

Corn-Ear Worm —bee Corn
Cutworm —See ('orn
Pea Aphis—See Pea
Seed-Corn Maggot (Pegomya fusciceps) —A maggot attacking

germinating seeds and roots of young plants
Treatment — Avoid stable manure, practise crop-rotation

In the garden, use sand moistened with kerosene around the
plants to keep the flics from laying the eggs

Beet Beet Aphis ( Pemphigus belee) —A root-infesting plant-
louse locally abundant in certain western states

Treatment —Rotation of crops
Beet Leaf-IIopplr (Eutettix tenella) —A small, pale yellowish

green leaf-hopper punctuics the leaves, causing the disease,
eudy top Present in the t* »st« rn states

Treatment —No satisfactory treatment known
Blister Beetles —See Aster
Cutworms

—

Bee Corn
False Chinch Bug (Nysius angustatus var minutus) —Small

grayish brown bugs, ,‘4 inch in length Destructive to sugar
beets grown for seed

Control—Contact insecticides, clean cultivation
Grasshoppers —See Corn
Leaf-Miner —See Spinach
Larger Beet Leaf-Beetle (Monona puncttcollis) —A dull
brown beetle with striped wing-covers Both larv® and adults
feed on the sugar beet, often in immense numbers

Treatment —Sane as for Flea-Beetles bee Potato
Fiea-Beetlf —bee Potato

Wehiirn Beet Beiilf ( Monona consputa) —A beetle closely

allied to the larger be it leaf-beetle, feeding on the leaves,

leaving only the veins
Treatment —Same as for Flea-Beetles See Potato

Beet Arm\ Worm ( Laphyyrna exiqua) —A large caterpillar

about 1 '

4 inches lorn; when mature, olivacrous to greenish in

color, broadly striped with lighter green, defoliates the plants
Tn ntment —See Army Worm, Corn

Beft Web-Worm (Loxostcye stichcahs) —Pale yellowish green
caterpillars striped with lighter green, about *

4 inch long,

frequently defoliate the plants in certain regions
Treatment —Destroy all weeds Spray with arsenate of

lead

Begonia Greenhouse Thrips —Seo Citrus
Gueinhoise White-Fly —See Tomato
Mealy-Bigs —See Citrus
White-Fly —See Citrus

Berbens Barberry Plant-Louse ( Rhopalosiphnum berberidis) —
Small, greenish yellow lice attacking the leaves and young
grow th

TV* atmenl —Tobacco extract or kerosene emulsion

Betula Birch Aphis (Callipterus bftulvecoleus) — A small, yellow-
ish plant-louse occasionally abundant on the under side of

bin h foliage (cut-leaf varieties)
Tn-atment —‘‘Black Leaf 40“ tobacco extract three-fourths

of a pint to one hundred gallons of water
Birch Lfaf Bucculatria (BuccuUilnx canadensinlla) —Small,

whitish larvae skeletonizing the leaves
Treatment —Arsen ite of lead, six pounds in one hundred

gullons w ttter

Bronze Birch Borer ( igrilus anxius) —Slender, flattened yel

lowish white grubs, 3
4 inch long whe n full-grown, burrow under

tho bark on all parts of the tree The top branch usually dies

first and is the first indication that the tree is infested

Treatment —Cut down and burn all infested trees imme-
diately to prevent spread to other trets

Frosted Scale —See Apncot Occurs in California on birch

Oyster-Shell Scaik —See Apple

Bignoma Hemispherical Si ale —See Citrus
Mealy-Bugs—See CVrus

Billbergta Pineapple Scale —See Pineapple

Blackberry —See Bramble Fruits

Bramble Fruits Blackberry Lfaf-Miner (Metellus rubi) —

A

greenish white larva with brown markings, inch in length
when full-grown, causing blotch mines m the leaves

Treatment —No satisfactory treatment knowm
Cane-Borer (Oberea bimaculata) —Beetle, black, small, and

slim, making two girdles about an inch apart near the tip

of the cane, in June, and laying an egg just above the lower
girdle, the larva, attaining the length of nearly an inch, bores
down tho cane Also in blackberry

Remedy — As soon as the tip of the cane wilts, cut it off

below the lower girdle and burn it

Raspberry Beetle (Bylurus unicolor) —A light brown beetle

one-seventh inch long feeds on the opening leaves and blos-

soms The small white grub feeds between the berry and
receptacle of red raspberries

Raspberry Cane Maggot (Phorbia rubivora) —Small, white
maggot which burrow-s m the new canes and girdles the shoot.

The eggs are laid by a fly in April or May
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Treatment—Pull up or out off canes several inches below the
girdle and burn them.

Raspberry Horntail ( Hartigia abdominalis) —A whitish larva,

about 1 inch in length when mature, when young it burrows
under the bark, girdling the tip It then tunnels out the pith

Treatment —Cut off infested canes when wilting is observed.
Raspberry Root-Borer (Bembecia maryinata) —Larva about

1 inch long, boring in the roots and the lower parts of the cane,
remaining m the root over winter
Remedy —Dig out the borers Destroy wild berry bushes

Raspberry Saw-Fly (Monophadnus rubi) —Larva about %
inch long, green, feeding upon the leaves

Remedies—Hellebore ,
arsemcals, after fruiting

Red-necked Cane-Borfr ( Upilus ruficollis) —A yellowish
white flattened grub, inch in length when mature, burrows
in the canes causing swellings or galls characterised by the
splitting of the bark The parent beetle is A inch m length,

black, with thorax or “neck” reddish
Treatment —Cut out and burn all infested canes.

Red-Spider —See Peach Do not use lime-sullur on raspberry
foliage

Tree -Cricket (Ecanthus mgricomie) — Small and whitish
cricket-like insect, puncturing canes for 2 or 3 inches, and
depositing eggs in the punctures

Remedy—Burn all infested canes in winter or very early
spring

Brassica —See Cabbage

Brussels Sprouts.—See Cabbage

Buxus Oleander Scale —See Hedera

Cabbage Cabbage Aphis (Aphis brassicse

)

—These small, mealy
plant-lice are especially troublesome during cool, dry seasons,
when their natural enemies are less aotive

Treatment —Thorough spraying with “Black l®af 40”
tobacco extract, three-fourths of a pint in one hundred gallons
water, adding four or five pounds of soap

Cabbage-Looper ( Antographa brassies;) —A pale green looping
caterpillar, striped with lighter lines, over 1 inch in longtn
when mature Especially destructive to late cauliflower

Treatment —Very difficult to poison Some growers dust
the plants with pure pans green, using a blower

Cabbage Maggot ( Pegomya brassiest) —A small white maggot,
the larva of a small fly, eating into the crown and roots of
young cabbage, cauliflower, radish, and turnip plants

Treatment —Carbolic acid emulsion diluted with thirty
parts of water, applied the day following the transplanting
of the cabbage plants, and repeated once a week for several
applications Remove a little earth from about the plants,
and spray on the emulsion forcibly Better results may be
secured by using tightly fitting cards cut from tarred paper
In seed-beds, protect the plants by surrounding the bed with
boards 1 foot wide placed on edge, across which a tight cover
of cheese cloth is stretched.

Cabbage-Worm or Cabbage-Butterfly (Pontia rapse),—The
green caterpillars hatch from eggs laid by the common white
butterfly There are several broods every season.

Treatment —If plants are not heading, spray with kerosene
emulsion or with pans green to which the sticker has been
added If heading, apply hellebore.

Cutworms —See Corn
Diamond-Back Moth (Plutella maculipenms) —A pale green,

active caterpillar, about 14 inch m length when mature, feeds
on the under sides of the leaves Pupates in an open-work
silken cocoon on the leaves Destructive to late cauliflower.

Treatment —Same as for cabbago looper
Flea-Beetles—Sec Potato

Hariequin Cabbage-Bug ( Murgantia histnomca) —Bug about
A inch long, gaudily colored with orange dots and stnpcs over
a blue-black ground, feeding upon cabbage, two to six broods

Treatment —Hand-pu king Place blocks about the patch,
and the bugs will collect under them In the fall make small
piles of the rubbish in the patch, and burn them at the approach
of winter Practise clean culture Destroy all cabbage stalks
and other cruciferous plants in fall Early in the spring, plant
a trap crop of mustard, radish, rape, or kale When the over-
wintering Lugs congregate on these plants, destroy them with
pure keroseno or by hand

Cactus. Mealy-Bugs.—See Citrus.

Cactus Chelimdea mttigera —A yellowish bug rosembling the
common squash stink bug (Anasa tnstis), feeding on the joints
of opuntia, causing small circular discolored areas and destruc-
tion of the plants

Treatment—Destroy young with gasolene torch. In win-
ter, burn trash in which adults are hibernating

Cottony Cochineal Insect (Daclylopius con/usus)—A scale
insect covered with large flocculent masses of pure white wax.

Control -Usually kept in check by its predaceous enemies.
Mehtara junctolinella—Large indigo-blue (young), or conspicu-

ously banded (last stage) larv® living within the joints of
opuntia, causing tumor-like swellings

Control —Burn injured joints with gasolene torch
Mimonsta flamdinsirnahs—Yellowish caterpillars burrowing in

the young joints, thus destroying new growth Their presence
is indicated by exuding sap

Treatment—Powdered arsenate of lead dusted on the young
growth early in the season

Narnia pallidiconns —Brownish yellow bugs about H inch in
length injuring the fruit.

Catalogue of Insects, continued.

Control.—Destroy the gregarious bugs with the gasolene
torch.

Opuntia longicorns (Moneilemn sp )—Shining, black, wingless
beetles to 1 inch in length The larv® burrow in the main
stems and older joints of the prickly pear

Control —Hand-picking the beetles, burning infested stems
spraying with arsenate of lead

Carnation Carnation Mite (Pediculopsis grammum)—A minute
mite found in the buds and lnstiumcntal in transmitting the
bud-rot disease

Treatment —Guther and burn all infested buds
Green Plant-Louse (Myzus persicx) —Small greenish plant-

lice infesting the terminal branches
Treatment —Fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas or

tobacco

Carrot. Carrot Beetle (Ltgyrus gibbosus) —A reddish brown
beetle ) 2 inch or more long, which attacks the young plants
The larva lives in the ground, where it feeds on humus

Preventive —Cron-rotation and other remedies for white
grub See under Corn

Carrot Rust Fly—See Celery.

Parsnip Leaf-Miner—Soo Parsnip
Parsnip Plant-Louse—See Parsnip
Parsnip Web-Worm —See Parsnip

Carya —See Hickory

Castanea —See Chestnut

Catalpa. Catalpa-Midoe (Ceculonyia catalpx ) —Small yellowish-
maggots, scarcely A inch in length when mature, attacking
the seeds, terminal buds, ends of branches and leaves, deform-
ing them

Treatment—Plow m early fall or late spring to destroy
pup® in nur-e-iae

Cat\lpa Sphinx (Sphinx catalpx) —A sulfur-yellow caterpillar

with black head and a broad black stripe down the back,
about 2A inches in length when mature, defoliates the trees

Several broods a season
Treatment—Arsenate of lead w hen the caterpillars are small

Hand-picking later

Cauliflower.—See Cabbage

Ceanothus Citrus Mealy-Bug —See Citrus
Meai y-Bug —Sco Banana
Oyster-Shell Scale —See Apple

Celery. Carrot Rust-Fly (Psila ros-e) —Minute whitish yellow
maggots infesting the roots and stunting the plants

Preventive —Late sowing and rotation of crops Celery or
carrots should not follow each other

Celery Caterpillar (Papilto polyxents) —A large green cater-
pillar, ringed with black and spotted with yellow, which feeds
on the leaves

Treatment —Hand-picking as soon as observed
Celery Leaf-Tyer (Phlyctxnui ferruyalis) —A greenish cater-

pillar, feeding on the under side of the leaves
Treatment—Spray wnth arsemcals while the larv® are still

young
Celery Looper (Antographa falcigera) —A greenish looping

caterpillar with white stripes, about lA inches long when
mature, foods on the tender lea\cs

Treatment —No satisfactory treatment known
Little Negro Bug (Corimtlxria pulrnna) —Glossy black bugs,
A inch in length, that collect in clusters in the axils ot the
leaflets and cause the plants to wilt

Treatment —Kerosene emulsion or tobacco extract
Parsnip Plant-Louse —See Parsnip

Chard —See Beet

Cherry Aphis (Myzus cerasi) —Blackish plant-lice infesting the
leaves and tips of nc w growth

Treatment —Spray as soon as the first lice appear with
whale-oil soap or tobacco extract.

Canker Worm—Sec Apple
Cherry Fruit Flies (Rhagoletis cmgulata and R fausta) —

Small maggots infesting ripening fruit Adults are flies with
banded wings and insert their eggs under the skin of the fruit

Treatment—Spray with arsenate of load, five pounds in
one hundred gallons sweetened with threo gallons molasses to
kill flies before egg-laying Should be dono when flies first

appear,—last of Juno in New York
Cherry Scale (Aspidiotus /orbtsi) —Resembles the San Job6

scale
Treatment —Same as for San Jos6 Scale. See Apple.

Plum-Curculio—See Plum
Rose-Chafer—See Grape
Slug (Enocampoidcs limacina) —Larva, A inch long, blackish
and slimy, feeding upon the leaves, two broods

Treatment —Arsemcals, hellebore, tobacco extract
Cherry Tree Toutrix (Archips cerasivorana) —Tips of branches

are frequently webbed into nests by colonies of lemon-yellow
caterpillars

Treatment —Wipe out nests and destroy the caterpillars
Peach Trfe Borfr—See Peach
Fruit Tree Bark Beetle—Soo Peach

Chestnut. Chestnut Weevils (Balanmus proboscideus and B
rectus).—Brownish beetles with extremely long, slender
snouts wnth which they bore holes into the nuts for deposi-
tion of eggs The grubs feed on the kernel, producing wormy
nuts

Treatment —No satisfactory control measures known
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Two-lined Chestnut Borer (Agnlus bilmeatua) —Slender,
flattened grubs, *4 inch long whon mature, burrowing under
the bark arid girdling the trees
Trealm* nt —Cut and burn infested trees to prevent spread.

ISdropean Fhuit Leuanium—

S

ee Plum
Chrysanthemum Gkeen Aphis (Aphis rufomaculata ) —Small,

green lice at tar king the terminal shoots.
Treatmeat —Fuungation.

Bi At k Aphis (Macrosiphum sanbomi).—Small, black lice attack-
ing the terminal shoots

Trtatmtnt —Fumigation.
Tarnished Plant-Bug —See Aster.
Chrysanthemum Leaf-Miner (Oscims sp ) —Works m the

leaves
Treatuu. nt —Hand-picking

Cineraria. Leai-Tyer

—

See Celery

Citrus Barvaclb Scale (Cerophisie s cirri pediformis) —A large,
dark brown scale covered with a waxy secretion W inch m
length Surface of scale h< ulptured like a miniature barnacle

Control —Rc-,in wash or kt rosene emulsion before the wraxy
cov enng is set icted

Bla< k. Ci thus Louse ( Toxoptera aurantix )

—

Small, dull black
lice, curling the li avis and killing the new growth

Control —Contact sprays before the leaves curl
Black Suai e (Saissitia olex) — V black, oval scale J4 meh in

dianuti r with an ‘Il”-shap< cl mark on the back of the female
Tin young are light yellow to brown, unmarked The scales
secrete honey dew in which a fungus grows smutting the fruit

Trtatmtnt -Fumigation On citrus, use a half to three-
fourths of ogulcr dos ige between Septembc r and January
Ou deciduous fnuts and oh\e, water distillate, caustic soda
mechanical mixtures or distillate emulsion may be used to
kill scab s less than one-half grown

Cl 1 Kt s UiD-bPinm (Titramphus mytilaspidis) —Bright red,

minute mite, frequently abundant on fruit and foliage

Tuatmint —Dusting with sulphur or commercial lime-sul-
fur solution diluted 1-F> or >0 of water

Citrus Tumps (Euthnps citn) —Slender, minute, orange-yellow
laser ts, U ss than one-tlnrtieth inch m length, scarring the fruit

and injuring the foliage

Tuatment —Lime -sulfur solution one part m eighty parts
water (likily to cause fclight injury to foliage) or “Black Leaf
4(1 ’ tob icco c xtract, one part in 1,800 paits water Make four
applications (1) \.s the last of pr tala are falling, (2) ten to

fifteen days later, (1) throt to four weeks after the seeonel, (4)

during the months ot \ugust or Scpte mber (for California) In
greenhouses, fumigate with hydrocyanic and gas

Cottony Cushion Sr vie ( Iurt/a punhasi) —lied or yellownsh
scale msrrts with large, white, fluted, cottony masses which
cover thr eggs from ) j to 1

^ inch in length
Control —Natur d < nemies, principally by the common

Vedalia
Florida Rfd Scai I (( hrysomphalus aonulum )—Circular flat,

brown scales, ,
l
e to 1

x uuh 111 diameter
Treat m< nt —Fumigation with full dosage schedule.

Florida \Vax Se a 1 e (Ct roplactes flondtnsis) —Oval convex,
white or pinkish, w ixy sc lies with the upper surface evenly
lobed, 1-12 to 1

k inch in eh.ime tor

Cnntiol — ltcsin wash or kerosene emulsion applied to the
young scale s before thu waxy covering is formed.

Fullhi’h Ruse Bh-tii —See Strawberry

Glover’s Se aie ( Leptdomphcs glovtrn) —Closely resembles the
purple se lie

,
but is longer and narrower

Control —Same as for Purple Ernie, which see.

Gheenhoihv Thriph ( Heliothnps ha morrhoulalis)—A slender,

minute, yellowish brown insect destroying the blossoms and
russetmg the fruit

Trentnu nt —Same as for Citrus Thnpa, which see.

Hemispherical Scai e (Saissetia hemisphxrica)—A smooth,
oval, conve x soft scale without markings Common in green-
houses

Treatment —Same as for Black Scale, which see.

MEAir-Buei ( Pit iuIocokus rib i) —Small, soft-bodied scalo

insects, '
t to ) x inch long, covereel with a white waxy secretion

Control—A thorough application of carbolic acid emulsion,
spray under heavy pressure

Melon Aphis —See Musk melon

Mediterranean Fruit Fly (Ceratitis capitala) —Small white
maggots burrow’ing in a great variety of soft, juicy fruits

The parent fly is about the size of the house fly, yellowish
market! with black, and with faintly banded wings Widely
distributed in the tropical and subtropical regions of the world
and a most serious horticultural pest wherever it occurs
Rigid quarantine regulations have prevented its introduction

into the United States
Treatment—Sweetened arsenate of lead to kill the flies

before oviposition
Orange Chionaspis (Chionaspts nlri) —Elongate, blackish
brown scalo with a gray margin and dark yellow exuviae

Treatment—Fumigation, kerosene emulsion, one part in

five paits of water, three applications at three-week intervals
Orange Maggot

(
Trypeta ludms) —Dirty white maggots,

about Yi inch in length when mature, burrowing in the pulp.
From four to twenty maggots may occur in a single orange
The adult two-winged fly is straw-yellow in color with brown-
ish markings and bands on the wings A serious pest to oranges
in Mexico

Control—Pick up and destroy all infested fruit.
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Orange Tortkix ( Tortnx cilrana)—Greenish white to dark,

irregularly striped caterpillars, V% inch long when mature,
that burrow into the rind and induce decay.

Control—Destroy all inf< sted fruit
Purple Scale (Ltpidosaphes beckn) —Reddish brown to rich

purple oyster-shell-shaped scales fa to inch m length.
Control—Fumigate with full dosage schedule.

Red Scale (Chrysomphalus aurantix) —Circular, flat, reddish
scales, A toJ4 inch m diameter

Control—Fumigation with full dosage schedule. On decidu-
ous trees lime-sulfur solution, one part in nine parts of water,
or distillate emulsion

Silver Mite (Enophyea olcivorua) —A minute, elongate four-
leggf d yt How mite causing ruasetmg of the orange and silver-
ing of the lemon

Control —Same as for C'Urua Red Spider, which see
Soft Brown Scale (Coccus hespendum) —Oval, yellowish brown,

flat, soft scalo, sometimes with darker markings, % inch in
length

Control—Same as for Black Scale, which see
White-Fly (Aleyrodes ntr < and A nubifera) — The immature

stages are found on the und< r *-ide of the leaves and are scale-
like in form The adults are n nute white-wnnged flies

Treatment—Fumigation Fungous parasites
Yellow S< ale (Chrysomphalue citnnua) —Similar to the red

scale but y< llowish in < olor
Control—Same as for Red Scale, which see

Clematis Rfd Spider —Sue Peach
Soft Brow n S< ale —Sue Citrus

Coconut Coconut Scaie ( Aspidiotua destructor)—Whitish to
creamy transparent stales often abundant on under side of
leaves and fruit

Treatment —When occurring on young trees spray with
whale-oil soap, on older trees it is advisable to remove and burn
badly infested leaves

Coconut Beetle (Strategus anachoreta) —Large black beetles
attacking young trees near the “collar " One beetle will

destroy a tre e if not remove d in time
Treatment —Dig out and destroy

Coconut White-Fly ( Aleyrodes cocoxs) —Similar to the citrus
white fly

Control—Contact insecticides. Destroy wild food plants
Florida Kid Scale —See Citrus
Palm Weevil ( Rhynchophorus palmarum) —Shining black

snout beetles, the larval of which live in young palm trees
retluting the interieir tissues to a mass of pulp

Treatrmnt —Dress all wounds with tar or similar prepara-
tions Avow! all unnecessary pruning Destroy all felled trees
and stumps not used as traps The beetles may bo attracted by
the use of injured palm cabbages and trapped under rubbish

RiUNOt eros Bfetik (Oryctes rhinoceros) —A large beetle about
inches long, attacking anil burrowing through the crown

and stem
Treatment—Destroy all breeding-places, such as old coconut

tree s, Aump, and cocao pods
Cocos —See Coconut.

Codiseum. Greenhouse Thrips—See Citrus
Mf via -Rugs—See Citrus
Purpi f Se ale—See Citrus.

Coffee. Blac k Cithi s Lot se —See Citrus
Coffee Leak-Miner (( emxostoma coffcella) —A small cater-

lllar about V% inch long, mines in the leaves producing small
rownish areas Badly infested leaves drop
Treatment —No satisfactory treatment known. .

Hemispherical Scale —See Citrus
Mealy-Bug—See Citrus

Coleus Mealy-Bug —bee Citrus.
Orthezia insignia—Ocherous to dark green scale insect oovered

with a white waxy secretion extending posteriorly into a broad
plate

Treatment —Contact insecticides.
White-Fly—See Tomato

Corn. Army-Worm (Leucama unxpuncta)—A cut-worm-like
caterpillar, which normally feeds on grass When this food-
supply is exhausted, they migrate m numbers to other fields

and attack corn, wheat, and similar crops
Preventive —To stop the advance of tho “army,” plow deep

furrows so the dirt is thrown toward the colony, m the bot-
tom of the furrows dig post-holes into which the caterpillars
will fall and where they may be killed with kerosene

Chinch-Bug (Bliasus leucopterus) —A red or white and black
sucking bug, three-twentieths of an inch long. Attacks wheat
and corn in groat numbers

Preventives —Clean farming to destroy suitable hibernating
shelter. Stop the migration of the bugs from the wheat-fields
into corn by maintaining along the field a dust strip 10 feet
wine m which a furrow and post-hole barrier has been con-
structed This may be supplemented by a coal-tar barrier

Angoumois Grain Moth (Sitotroga cerealella) —A small cater-
pillar living in the grains The adult is a small g-ayish brown
moth Most destructive m storage

Treatment—Fumigate with carbon bisulfid, fvr* pounds to
1,000 cubic foct Make bins perfectly tight and sprinkle over
grain, covering with gas-proof tarpaulin Fumi-m^e at least

twenty-four hours This should be done when te nt erature is

not below 65° F In steam-heated mills, the most practicable
method of destroying grain-infesting insects is by holding
temperature from 118* to 122° for several hours.
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Corn Ear-Worm ( Heltothis armiger) —A green or brownish
striped caterpillar feeding on the corn beneath the husk.
Three to six generations yearly

Preventives —Plant as early as possible, and still avoid a
"set-back” to the crop

Corn-Root Aphis (Aphis maidiradieis ) —A bluish green aphis
infesting the roots

Preventives —A short rotation period in corn, especially in

dry years Deep and thorough and repeated stirring ol old
corn ground m fall and spring as a preparation for corn-plant-
ing Maintenance and increase of the fertility of the soil

Cutworms (Agrohs, Hadcna, etc ) —Soft-bodied oaterpillars

eating and cutting off the young plants
Preventives—Early fall plowing of grass lands intended for

corn
,
pasturing by pigs of grass or < lover land intended for

corn, distributing a line of poisoned bran by means of a seed-
drill To prevent the caterpillars entering from a neighboring
rass field, destroy them with a line of poisoned vegetable
ait

Grasshoppers (Acridtde ) —Poison them with the following
mixture Bran, twenty pounds, pans green, one pound,
syrup, two quarts, oranges or lemons, three fruits, water,
three and ono-half gallons Mix the bran and pans green thor-
oughly in a wash-tub while dry Squeeze the juice of oranges
or lemons into the water and add pulp and peel cut into small
pieces Dissolve the syiup in the watei and moisten the bian
mixture with it, mixing thoroughly Sow broadcast in infested
areas early in the morning

Northern Corn Root-Worm (Diabrotica longicornis) —

A

whitish grub '£ inch long, which burrows in the roots
Preventive —Crop-rotation, corn should not follow corn

Sod Web-Worms (Crambus sp ) —Cray or brownish caterpillars
about ‘/z mch long, living in silk-lined burrows in the soil at
base of plant They thrive in grass land

Preventive —Eaily fall plowing of grass land intended for
corn, or else plow as late as possible the next spring

White Grubs ( Lachnostcrna sp ) —The lurge white curved
larvso of the common June beetle

Preventues —Rotation of crops, do not let corn follow sod,
but let a crop of clover or clover and oats intervene To help
clear sod land of grubs, pasture to hogs any time between
April and October To prevent laying of eggs in corn-field,

keep the ground free from weeds during May and June
Thorough cultivation and heavy fertilization

Wire-Worms lEhterulje) —Hard, yellowish, or reddish, cylin-
drical larv«e feeding on the roots

Preventives —Crop-rotation, lit clover interveno between
sod and corn, planting the corn late the second or third year.
Early fall plowing

Cornus Oyhtkh-Shfi l Scale —See Apple
San Jose Scale —See Apple

Corylus Hazelnut Wepvil (Balamnus obtusus ) —Small whitish
grubs living in the kernels The adult is a yellowish brown
beetle with a long, slender snout

Control—No efficient treatment known
Cosmos Root Aphis (Aphis middletom )—Small bluish bee on

the roots
Triatment —Tobacco dust mixed in the soil

Cotoneaster. Pear Leaf-Biister Mite—See Pear

Cranberry Cranberry Fuloorid (Phylloscehs atra ) —Small,
broad-bodied, black jumping insect pun< lures the vines, caus-
ing the leaves to turn brown and the fruit to shrivel

Treatment —"Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract, one pint to
one hundred gallons of watir, adding four to five pounds soap
to kill young nymphs

Cr vnbeuhv-Girdi i r (Crambus hortiullus ) —Small caterpillars,
feeding on the stems just beneath the mrface of the sand

Preventive —Reflow just after picking, for a week or ten
days, or reflow for a day or two about June 10

False Army-Worm
(Caloeampa nuperu)—Green to blackish

caterpillars devouring the leaves and buds
Treatment—Reflow for from twenty-four to thirty-six

hours soon after the middle of May It may be necessary
to reflow a second time Destroy all c aterpillars washed ashore
while the water is on In dry bogs, spray early in May with
arsenate of lead

Fire-Worm, Cranberry Worm, or Black-headed Cranberry
Worm (Eudmus vaietnian

a

) —Small larva, green, black-
headed, feeding upon the shoots and young leaves, drawing
them together by silken threads, two broods

Treatment —I looding for two or three days when the worms
come down to pupate Arsemcals

Fruit-Worm (Mmeola weemu) —Small caterpillar working in
the fruits, eating out the insides

Preventives—For bogs with abundant water, reflow for ten
days immediately after picking Let the foliage ripen, and then
turn on water for winter Draw off water early m April, and
every third or fourth year hold it on until the middle of May
For dry bogs spray three times with arsenate of lead during
July Bury all screenings

Yellow-headed Cranberry-Worm (Aclerxs mmuta)—Stout,
yellowish green, small caterpillar, with a yellow head, webbing
up the leaves as it works

Treatment —Hold the water late on the bog in spring to
revent egg-laymg Arsemcals from the middle of May till

uly I

Catalogue of Insects, continued
Crataegus Plant-Lice —See Apple
Oyster-Shell Scale

—

See Apple
Red-humpen Caterpillar —See Apple
San Jos£ Sc ale —See Apple.
Si uitFY Scale —See Apple
Woolly Aphis—Sim* Apple.

Cucumber Flea-Beetlfs —See Potato.
Melon-Worm —

S

ee Mushmelon
Pickle-Worm (Duiphanui nitidalis) —Larva, about an inch long,

yellowish white, tinged with green, boring into cucumbers,
two broods

Preventives —Clean farming, fall plowing, and rotation of
crops

Remedies— Kill the caterpillars before they enter the fruit

by spraying with arsenate of lead about the time the buds
begin to form, and repeat in two weeks

Red-Spider —See Peach
Stott i d Cucumber Beetle (Diabrotica 12-punctata) —Beetle,

yellowish and black spotted, about inch long, feeding upon
the leaves and fruit Sometimes attuiks fruit trees, and the
larva may injure roots of corn

Treatment —Same as for Striped Cucumber Btetlt, which see.
Stfm-Boui r —See Squash
Striped Cucumber Beetle (Diabrotua vittata) —Beetle, \i

inch long, yellow with blaek stripes, feeding on leaves Larva
l/i mch long and size of a pm, feeding on roots, two broods

Preventive—Che ap boxes covered with thin muslin or screens
of mosquito netting, placed over young plants

Remedies Arst meals in flour, arsenate of lead, ashes,
lime, plaster, or line road dust sprinkled on the plants every
two or three days when they are wet, air-slaked lime, plaster
and kerosene, tobacco powder, applied liberally Apply remedies
when dew is on, and see that it strikes the under side of tho
leaves

White-Fly—See Tomato.

Cucurbita —See Squash

Currant Bom n (Sesia tipuliformis) —A whitish larva, boring in
the canes of currants, and sometimes of gooseberries The
larva remains in the c trie over winter

Treatmem —In fall and early spring i ut and burn all affected
canes These eancs may be distinguished by a lark of vigor
and by limberness

Currant \phis (Myzus nbis) —Small yillowish green lice

attacking the under side of the leavts, distorting tho leaves
and causing them to turn icd

Treatment—Contact insieticides when leav«s first appear
Currant Measuring- or Span-Worm (Cymalophura ribeana) —

Larva somewhat over an mill long, with stripes and dotted
with yellow or blaek, feeding upon the leaves

Treatment — Hellebore, applied stronger than for currant-
worm Arsemcals, hand-pit King

Currant-Worm, or Currant and Gousmi rby Saw-Fly
(Pteronus rvhtsii ) —Larva, about 3

( inch long, yellowish
green, feeding on leaves of red and white vanities, two to
four broods

Treatment —Hellebore, applied early, arsemcals for the
early brood Treatment should begin while the larvae are on
the lowermost loaves of the bushes Before the leavi s ari fully
grown, the holes made by the worms may bi sr c n The set ond
brood is best destroyed by killing the first brood

Four-striph) Plant-Buo ( Paecilueapsus /meatus) —A bright
yellow, black-striped bug about }i inch long, puncturing the
young leaves anil shoots of many plants

Treatment—Jarring into a dish of kerosene Kerosene emul-
sion when the nymphs are young Cut off the tips of the shoots
in early spring to destroy the eggs

Oyster-Shi i l Si ai t —Sre Apph
San Jos6 Sc ale —See Apple

Cycas Hemispheric al Si ali —See Citrus
Mealy-Bug —Si o Citrus
Oleander Scaii —See Iledtra
Red Si ale —See Citrus
Soft Brown Scai * —See Citrus
White Peach Scai e —See Peach

Dahlia Greenhouse Thrips—See Citrus
Tarnished Pi ant-Bug —See Aster

Date Date Palm Scale (Parlatona blanchardu) —Small elongate
gray or black scales with white edges Male scales are white

Treatment —Crop ilose, burn over trunks, after saturating
with gasolene anil use blast ton h

Marlatt Scale (Phaemcococcus marlatti

)

—A soft-bodied, oval,
wine-red insect, one twenty-fifth inch in length, partially
covered with whito wax, found in large colonies at base of
leaves

Treatment—Carbolic acid emulsion poured in largo quan-
tities at base of leaves

Oleander Scale —Roe /ledera.
Red Scale —See Citrus
Rhinoceros Beetle —See Coconut.

Dewberry —See Bramble Fruits

Diospyros. White Fly—See Citrus.
White Peach Scale —See Peach

Dracaena Long-tailed Mealy-Bug (Pseudococcus longispirms).—Similar to the common mealy-bug, but has two long white
anal appendages

Treatment —Same as for mealy-bug
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Echinocactus.—See Cactus.

Echinocereus.—See Cactus

Echinopsis.—See Cactus

Eggplant.—See article on Eggplant.

Elm—See Ulmus.

Eucalyptus Black Scale—See Citrus
Oleander Scaie—See Hedera
Red Sca i e —-See Citrus

Eupatonum Barnacle Scale —See Citrus

Evonymous Evonvmous Scale (('/nonaspia evonymi) —Dark
brown, convex scabs, about one-twelfth inch in diamoter with
yellow exuviie Male scales pure white parallel sides and
strongly tricarinated

Treatment —Spray with kerosene emulsion every two weeks
during the hatching periods until the scalo has disappeared.

Red Scale —See Citrus

Ferns Florida Wax Scale—See Citrus
Grifnhouse Tiirips —See Citrus
Hemispherical Scale —See Citrus.
Mealy-Bugs — See (Jitrus

Oleander Scale —See Hedera
Sou mi rn Fern-Cutworm (Callopistna florulensis) —Velvety

black or apple-green t aterpillars, 1? 5 inches in length when
mature, feeding on the fronds

Trcatmi nt— Try poisoned baits

Ficus Cottony Cushion Scale, Greenhouse Thrips, Mealy-
Bug, Purple Scale, Red Scale, Soft Brown Scale—Soe
Citrus

Fuchsia Greenhouse Thrips —See Citrus
Mealy-Bugs —See Citrus
Red-Spider —See Peach
Wm 1 e Fi y —See Tomato

Gardenia Citrus White Fly —See f ilrus

Japanese W ax Si ale (Ceruplastes ctn/irus) —White to creamy
waxy masses, '4 to *4 inch in diumttir

Control —Youn { scales may bo killed with kerosene emulsion
before the waxy com nng is formed

Orthlzia —Scr Coitus

Genista Genista Caterpillar (Mecyna reiersalis) —Pale yellow-
ish brown caterpillars marked with numerous black spots and
si ta>, feeding on the foliage

Treatment —Arsi mi als

Geranium Mealy-Bugs—See Citrus
Red-Spider —See Peach
White-Fly —See Tomato

Gooseberry Currant-Borer, Currant Measuring- or Span-
Worm, Four-striped Pi ant-Bug, Gooseberry- or Currant-
Worm —See Currant

Goes i ui rut Fruit-Worm (Dakruma ronvolutella) —Larva about
5* inch long, greenish or yt llowish, feeding in the berry, caus-
ing it to ripen prematurely

Treatment—-Destroy affected berries. Clean cultivation.
Poultry

Grape Guapl-Cukcuuo (Crapomus inxgualis)—Larva small,

white, with a brownish head Infests the grape m June anil

July, causing a little black hole in the skin and a discoloration
of the berry immediately around it The adult is a grayish
brown snout -lx 1 tie, about one-tenth inch long

Treatment -Spraj with arsenati of hail while the beetles
are feeding on the haves 'lhe beetles may be jarred down on
sheets, as with the plum-curcuho Bng the clusters

Grape Root-Worm (Fuiia vitinda)—The small white grubs
feed upon the roots, often killing the vines in a few years.
The adults are small grayish brown beetles that eat peculiar
chain-like holes in the lea\ es during July anil August

Treatment —Cultivate thoroughly in June, especially close

around the vines to kill the pupae m the soil At the first

appearance of the beetles, spray the plants with arsenate of

lead at the rate of eight or ten pounds in one hundred gallons
of water, to which should be added one gallon of molasses

Grape-Slug or Saw-Fly (Selandna lifts) —Larva, about H
inch long, yellowush green with black points, feeding upon the
leaves, two broods

Remedies —Arsemcals, hellebore
Grapebkrry-Worm (Polychron s viteana)—Larva, about 3-i

inch long, feeding on the berry, often securing three or four
together by a web, two broods

Remedy —Spray with arsenate of lead before blossoms open
Repeat after blooming and again m early July Destroy
wormy berries in August.

Grasshoppers —See Corn
Grape-Vine Flea-Beetle (Graptodera chalybea ) —Beetle, of a

blue metallic color, about V* inch long, feeding upon the buds
and tender shoots m early spring

Treatment —Arsemcals to kill the grubs on leaves during
May and June The beetle can be caught by jarring on bright
days

Grape-Vine Roor-Boitm (Mtrnythrus polistiformis) —Larva
1 Yi inches or less long, working in the roots

Preventive —Thorough cultivation during June and July.
Treatment —Dig out the borers

Grape-Vine Sphinx (Ampelophaga myron) —A large larva, 2
inches long when mature, green with yellow spots and stripes,
bearing a horn at the posterior extremity, feeding upon the
leaves, and nipping off the young clusters of grapes, two broods

Catalogue of Insects, continued.
Treatment—Hand-picking. Arsemcals early in the season.

There are other large sphinx caterpillars which feed upon the
foliage of the vine and which are readily Kept in check by hand-
picking and spraying

Leaf-Hopper
( Typhlocyba conus

)

—These small yellownsh leaf-
hoppers, erroneously called “thrips,” suck the sap from the
under side of the leaves, causing them to turn brown and dry
up

?
Treatment —Spray the under side of the leaves very thor-

oughly with one gallon “Black Leaf 40” in 1,000 gallons of
water about July 1, to kill the young loaf-hoppers When
using tobaico extract, add about two pounds soap to each
fifty gallons to make it spread and stick better Repeat tho
applu ation in a wet k or ten days In houses, tobacco smoko,
pyrethrurn pourt d upon coals held under the vines, syringing
with tobai 1 o-water or soapsuds

Piiyi loxeha ( Phylloxera vastatrix ) —A minute insect preying
upon the roots, and in one form causing galls upon tho leaves.

Prtvenhve —As a rule, this insect is not destructive to
American speties of vines Grafting upon resistant stocks is

the most reliable method of ele tiling with the insect yet known
This precaution is taken to a Iprge extent in European coun-
tries and in California, as the European vine is particularly
subject to attack

Remedies—There is no reliable and widely practicable
remedy known

Rose-Ohaier ( Macrodattylus subsinnosus) —The ungainly,
long-legged grayish beetles occur in sandy regions, anil often
swarm into vim yards and destroy the blossoms and foliage

Treatment —At the first appearance of the beetles, spray
with arsenate of lead at the rate of eight or ten pounds in one
hundred gallons of water, to which should bo added one
gallon of molasses

Tri e Cricket—See Bramble Fruits

Grapefruit—See Citrus

Guava Biack Scale

—

See Citrus
Guava Mealt-Bug (Pseudocorcus mpse) —Closely resembles the

ordinary mealy-bug
Treatment —Carbolu acid emulsion

Hemispherical Si all —Ste ( itrus

Mediterranean Frlit Fly

—

See Citrus

Hedera Hi ai k Si all, Florida Red Scale, Hemispherical
Sc ai e, Meai y-Bi i.s —See Citrus

Oi lander Aphis (4 p/m mru) —Deep yellowish plant-hco,
marked with black, cluster on the young shoots and buds

Treatment —Contact insecticides
Oiravoir Scaie (Aspuhotus hederx) —Flat, circular, gray

scales, 1
k moh in diameter .

Treatment —Same as for San Jost Seale (apple), which see.
Soft Brown Si ah —See Citrus

Helianthus Stem Maggot

—

See Artichoke

Heliotropium Red-Spider—Sec Peach

Hibiscus Melon Aphis

—

See Muskmelon
Hickory. Gail Aphis ( Phylloxera sp ) —Yellowish green plant-

lice causing hollow galls on the leaves, petioles and small
twngs

Treatment—Spray with contact insecticides just as the buds
are opening

Hh kory Bark Bekti l (Eecoptogaster quadrisptnosa) —Small
brown btctle burrowing into twigs, buds and green nuts in

June and July Early in August the females penetrate the
bark of living trees forming longitudinal burrows along the
sides of which eggs are deposited The grubs burrow trans-
versely m the sap-wood, soon killing the trees

Treatment —Gut and burn all infested trees before May of
each year

Nut Weevil—See Pecan
Twig-Girdlek

—

See Apple

Hollyhock Hollyhock Blg (Orlhotylus delicatus)—A small green
bug attacking the hollyhock with much damage.

Treatment —Kerosene emulsion, tobacco extracts.
Melon Aphis—See Muskmelon

Horse-Radish Cabbage-Worm

—

See Cabbage.
Flea Beetles —See Potato
Harlequin Cabbage-Bug —See Cabbage.

Ipomcea. Soft Brown Scale—See Citrus.

Ins White-Fly

—

See Citrus

Jasminum Citrus White-Fi y—See Citrus.
Soft Brown Scale —bee Citrus.

Juglans —See Hickory.

Juniper Baowohm ( Thyndopteryv ephemeraeformis) —Small cater-
pillars in curious bag-like shelters defoliating the trees in early
summer

Treatment —Arsenate of lead, two pounds to one hundred
gallons of water

Juniper Scaie {Diaspis carueli) —Snow-white, circular scales
with yellow central exuvue

Treatment —Nothing known
Juniper Whi-Worm (Phalonia rutilana) —Small flesh-colored

caterpillar that webs the leaves together
Treatment —Arsemcals

Kale —See Cabbage

Kohlrabi —See Cabbage

Kumquat —See Citrus
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Lantana Grfenhousk White-Fly.—See Tomato.

Mealy-Bugs —Soe Citrus
Orthezia—See Coleus

Lanx Case-Bearer
(
Coleophora lancella )—A small reddish

brow n caterpillar mining the leaves when young In Septem-
ber it constructs a case and feeds on the surrounding leaves
for a time, migrates to the branches and there hibernates

Treatment —Spray with lime-sulfur before the buds open to
destroy the hibernating caterpillars

Larch Saw-Fly (Lyot on* matus erichsonn) —Grayish green
larv® with black heads feeding on the foliage

Treatment—Spray w ith arsemcals

Laurus. Black Scale —Sec Citrus
Frosted Scale —See A uncot
Soft Brown Scai.i

,
and Tunics—See Citrus

White Peach Scale —See Peach.

Lemon —See Citrus

Lespedeza Smoky Crane-Fly (Tipula mfuscata) —Dirty yellow-
ish maggots, inch long, feeding on the roots, often in great
abundance

Treatment —Short crop-rotation.

Lettuce Aphis, or Grefn-Fly (Macrosiphum lactuca;) —A plant-
louse on forced lettuce

Preventive —Tobact o-dust applied on the soil and plants
as soon as the aphis makes its appearance, or even before
Renew every two or three weeks if necessary Fumigating
with tolmeio is the surest remedy

Cabbage-Looper ( Autographa bra'. sta ) —larva somewhat over
an inch long, pale gretn, with stripis of a lighter color, feeding
on leaves of many plants, as cabbage, ctlcry, and endive

Remedies —Pyrethrum diluted with not more than three
times its bulk with flour, kerosene emulsion, hot water.

Greenhouse White-Flv —See Tomato
Roor-LousE ( Rhizobius lactuci

)

—Small dull-whitish lice, about
one-tenth inch in length, feeding on the roots

Treatment —Crop-rotation and tohacco dust placed m the
soil about the plants

Linodendron Tut ip Trie Sc \i f ( Toumeyella hnodendn) —
Large, nearly hemispherical scales clustered in masses on the
under side of branches

Treatment —Scrape badly infesttd hranchea Spray with
kerosene emulsion or soap solution

Lupine Lupine Aphid (Mairosiphum alhifrons) —Large, green
lice covered with fine white powder, infesting the plants

Tnatment —Contact insecticides

Lycopersicum —See Tomato

Magnolia. Bi ack Scale, Citrus White Fly, Glovers’ Scale—See Citrus
Maonoi ia Sc ale ( Neolecamum cornuparvum )—Large, convex

scales, pinkish in color, and covered with fine powdered wax
Treatment —Kerosene emulsion or tobacco extract to kill

the young scales

Maclura Treated under Toxylon
Mangifera Citrus Mealy-Bug —See Citrus
Fruit Fly (Anasti epha utidusa) —Small yellowish maggots

infesting the ripening fruit

Treatment —Try sweetened arsenate of lead to kill the fhos

Greenhouse White-Fiy —See Citrus

Mango Weevil (Cryptorhynchus mangifera;) — Brown weevils
about Y\ inch long, the grubs living within the seeds

Treatment —Gather and destroy all fallen fruit

Mimulus. Ceroputo yuc.cw—Closely resembles the common moaly-

reatment —As for mealy-bugs
Monstera Scale ( Hemichionaspis aspidistra)—Brownish, oyster-

shell-shaped scales, attacking the foliage
Treatment —Wash the leaves with soapsuds and tobacco

extract

Mushroom Maogoth (Sciara sp ) —Small whitish or yellowish
white maggots with black heads

Treatment —Exclude flies from house or cellar with fine
screens Sterilize manure by heating to 150° F. Fumigate
with tobacco

Mushroom Mite (Tyrogh/phus hntntn) —A minute mite pre-
venting growth of spawn by eating the mycelium

Control —In infested houses remove all compost and disin-
fect by drenching cellar with boiling water Use sterilized
manure

Springtaiuv ( Achoreutes sp ) —Small black or brown jumping
insects which sometimes swarm in on the beds

Treatment —Fumigate with potassium cyamde, three to six
ounces to each 1,000 cubic foot of air-space Sterilize all ma-
nure with heat before using

Sowbugb ( Armadillidium sn and Porcelho sp )—Oval, grayish
or slate-colored creatures bearing soven pairs of legs, frequently
injure mushrooms These are commonly known as sowbugs
and pillbugs.

Treatment—Mi* one quart of cornmcal with sufficient
brown sugar to sweeten, then add two tablespoonfuls of pans
green. Moisten with water and scatter in places frequented
by these sowbugs

Muskmelon Melon Aphis ( Aphis gossypn) —Small, dark green,
sluggish lice found abundantly on melon vines, causing curl-
ing of the leaves and death of the plant

Catalogue of Insects, continued

Treatment —Fumigate with tobacco preparations under
cloth-covered frames placed over the plants Cloth should be
treated with linseed oil before using, to make gas-proof In
large fields, spray with “Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract,

three-fourths pint to one hundred gallons of water, adding
four pounds of soap

Melon Caterpillar (Diaphama hyahnata) —Pale, greenish
yellow caterpillar about % inch in length when mature, feed-
ing on the foliage early in the season, later boring in the fruits.

Treatment —Use arsemcals early in the season
Pickle-Worm—Sec Cucumber
Stem-Borer—Seo Squash.

Narcissus Green Aphib—Tobacco extract, soap solution or
fumigation

Narcissus Bulb Fly (Merodon equestns) —Grayish maggots,
to )i inch in length when mature, feeding in the bulb. The

adult is a largo hairy fly

Control—Examine bulbs and disrnnl infested ones, burning
them If bulbs arc placed in water for from two to eight
days the maggots will usually leave them

Nasturtium Aphis A dark-colored plant-louse.
Treatment—Spray the plants with tobacco extract or soap

solution

Nectarine —See Peach

Nelumbo Plant-Lice—Uso tobacco preparations for controlling
these poBts.

Nepenthes Mealy-Bugs —See Citrus

Nerium Oi eander Scat f—Soo Hedera.

Oak Brow'n-tail Moth —Seo Apple
Gipsy Moih—

S

ee Appli
Pit-making Oak-Scaie (AsUrolecanium vanolosum)—Circular

greenish yellow stales with a glassy appearanco Especially
destructiv e to golden oak

Treatment —Kerosene emulsion or soap solution.
Tent Caterpillars, Tussock Moth; Twiu-Pkunek

—

Seo
Apple

Okra Melon Aphis—See Muskmdon.
Olive Bla< K Scalj —See Citrus
Black Citrus Loi.se —See Citrus
Chrysomphalus rossi —Cm ular or oblong, reddish to dark
brown scale with a central black spot

Treatment —Same as for Rid ScaU —See Citrus
Oleander Scale —See lluhra
Pineapple Scale —Ste Pineapple
Purple Scale, Red St ali

,
Thrips —See Citrus

Onion Black Onion Fly ( Tritoxa fltxa) —Whitish maggots
attacking the bulbs of onions

Treatment —Same as foi cabbage maggot
Onion Maggot (Phorbta itpitorum) —Small maggot feeding on

the bulb and roots, several generations
Treatnunt —Use lime, tobacco dust or hellebore as repel-

lents to prevent oviposition Some of the maggots may be
killed by applying tarbohe acid emulsion or hellebore decoc-
tion to tht soil about the plants

Cutworms —St e ( '<» n

Onion Thrips ( Thnps taban) —Minute, elongate, pale ytllow
insects attack the leaves, causing tlitm to wilt

Treatment —Tobacco spr iys Spiny with pans gtet n one
pound in one hundred gallons watt r sweetened with twenty
pounds brown sugar when thrips first appear.

Orange —See Citrus

Orchids Hemispherical Scale —See Citrus
Orchids Isosoma ( Isosorna orchidtarum) —Small, white lur\ id

infesting the buds causing them to become unduly enlarged.
Treatment —Cut off anti destroy infested buds

Scale Insects—Several spot its

Treatment—Wash plants with mcotino solutions and
soapsuds

Papaver. Plant-Louse {Aphis tumicis) —Shining black plant-
louse that clusters on leaves and stems

Treatment —Contuet inst t tiudi s

Parsnip. Parsley-Worm (Papiliu astirias) —Larva, i\i inches
long, light yellow or greenish ytllow with linos and spots, ft t ds
upon leaves of parsley, celt ry, carrot, and related plants
When the worm is disturbed it ejetts from the anterior end
two yellow horns, with an offensive odor

Remedies —Iland-pit king Poultry arc said to eat them
sometimes Upon parsnips, arsemcals

Parsnip-Louse ( Ilyadaphis pastmaca') —Greenish plant-lice.
Tieatment—Contact insecticides

Parsnip Web-Wouvi ( Depiessarm heradiana) —Larva, about
H inch long, feeding in the flower-cluster and causing it to
become contorted

Treatment —Arsemcals, applied as soon as the young worms
appear, end before the clustt r becomes distorted Burn tho
distorted umbels Destroy all wild carrots

Parsnip Leaf-Miner (Acidia fralna) —Small, whitish maggots
mining the leaves

Treatment —Hand-pick infested leaves.

Passiflora Mealy-Bugs—See Citrus.

Pea. Cut-Worms—Seo Corn
Pea-Weevil, or Pea-Bug (Bruchus pisi) —A small brown-black

beetle, living in peas over winter The beetle escapes in lull

and spring, and lays its eggs m young pea-pods, and the grubs
kve m the growing peas.
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Treatment—Hold over infested seed one year before plant-
ing Late planting in somo localities Fumigation with carbon
bisulfid

Pea Aphis (Macrosmhum pin ).—A rather large green plant-
louse, often attaching peas m great numbers and causing
enormous losses

Treatment —Rotation of crops, early planting. When peas
are grown in rows, the brush-and-cultivator method may be
used The plant-lice are brushed from the plants with pine
boughs, and a cultivator follows Stirling the soil. This opera-
tion should be performed while the sun is hot and the ground
dry Most of the lice will be hilled before they can crawl back
to the plants. Repeat every three to seven days

Peach Black Aphis (Apln-i ptr^icx-mgcr) —A small black or
brown plant-louse, which attacks the tops and roots of peach
trees When upon the roots it is a very serious enemy, stunting
the tree and perhaps killing it 1 hnves in sandy lands

Treatment Kerosene emulsion, tobacco decoction and
extracts

Clovir Mite (Iiryobia pratenne ) — Small reddish mites
attacking the leaves, causing thim to turn yellow

Treatment -Lime-sulfur while trees are dormant In sum-
mer, use self-boikd lime-sulfur, as a dust, or sulfur paste.

Flat-headed Borer —See Apple
Fruit Tree Bi ac k Bi i tlk (Scolytue rugulosus) —A small

beetle similar to the peach tree bark-beetle
* Treutmint — Same as lor Peach Tree Bark-Beetle, which see.

Kaiydid —This insect is often troublesome to the peach in the
southern stati s in the early spring, eating the leaves and
girdling young steins

Reme ly —Poisoned baits placed about the tree
Green Peatii-Lol se or \rms (Mytus persicx) —A small

nisi et ft eding upon the young leaves, causing them to curl and
die

Treatment —Lime-sulfur, kerosene emulsion, or tobacco
extract Aft< r the buds open, cither of the last two

Peach Tree Bark-Beetle ( Phlceotnbue liminaris ) —A dark
brown beetle one-tenth inch in length burrowing under the
bark

Treatment —Burn all brush and worthless trees as soon as
the infestation is observed Keep the trees m healthy con-
dition by thorough cultivation and the use of ft rtilizers Apply
a thick wlntew ish to the trunk and branches three times a
season (1) the list wttk of March, (2) second week in July,

(3) farst wttk in October
Peach Tree-Borfr (Sannmotdea exihosa) —A whitish larva,

about *4 mill long when mature, boring into the crown ana
upper roots of the peatli, eiusing gum to exude

Remedies —Dig out the bort rs in June and mound up the
tries At the same tunc apply gas-tar or coal-tar to the trunk
from the roots up to a foot or more above the surface of the
ground

Pea( h Twig-Mohi ( 1 Varna luuateUa) —The larva of a moth,
Yi inch long, boring in the ends of the shoots, and later in the
season attacking the fruit Several broods

Remidy —Spray with hint -sulfur just aftt r the buds swell

Spray tiunks and largt r branches in late spring to kill first

brood pupa* in the t urls of bark
Pluw-C t K< hi io (( etneiheirhelui nenuphar) —This insect may be

successfully eontiolhd on pt tdi by spraying with arstnitt of

lead, four pounds to one hundred gallons of self-boiltd lime-

sulfur ,Spra> , first, when the “husks” drop from the fruit,

second, ten diys or two weeks later It is unsafe to spray
peaches more th in twice with arsenate of lead

Rir-Si’ini it, or 'Mite (Tetmnychus bimaculatw*) —A small mite
infesting many plmts, both in tho greoihouse and out-of-

doors It fleunsht s in dry atmospheres, occurring on the under
sides of the haves In some forms it is mlehsh, but usually
light-coloied and two-spotted C omnion

Remrehet — Persistent syringing with water will generally
destroy them, if the spray is applied to the under surface.

Use lots of force and little water to avoid elrenchmg the beds
Sulfur and water Dry sulfur Ou orchard trees, flour paste.

Round-hi adi d Afple Tkee Borer—See Apple
Win ie Peach Scai ic (Diaspis pentagoiui) —Circular gray scales

with the exuviae, at one side of the c< nter
Remedy -—Same as for San Jo*6 Scale. See Apple.

Pear Apple Tree-Borer, Bud-Moth, Codlin-Moth; Flat-
headi d Borer —See Apple

Midge (Biplane pyrivora ) —A minute mosquito-hke fly, lays

eggs in flower-buds when they begin to show white Thcso
hatch into minute grubs which distort and discolor the fruit.

New York and eastward. Prefers tho Lawrence. Introduced
in 1877 from Franco

Remedies—Destroy the infested pears. Cultivate and plow
in late Bummer and fall to destroy the pupro then in tho ground.

Pear-Leaf Blister-Mite (Enophyes pyri) —A minute mite
which causes black blisters to appear upon the leaves. Tho
mites collect under the bud-scales in winter

Remedy.—Lime-sulfur or miscible oil as a dormant spray

Pear Phylla (Psylla pyncola) —These minute, yellowish, flat-

bodied, sucking insects are often found working in the axils of

the leaves and fruit early m the season They develop into

minute, cieada-like jumping-lice. The young psyllas secreto

a large quantity of honey-dew, in which a peculiar black fungus

f
rovvs, giving the bark a characteristic sooty appearance.
'here may be four broods annually, and the trees are often

seriously injured

Catalogue of Insects, continued
Treatment—Clean culture, remove rough bark from trunks

and larger branches to discourage adults from hibernating,
spray with “Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract, one pint in one
hundred gallons of water, adding four pounds soap, on warm
days in November or April to kill hibernating adults Spray
with lime-sulfur, winter strength, when the blossom clusters
appear, to destroy eggs
Summer treatment —Spray with "Black Leaf 40” tobacco

extract just as the last of the petals are falling to kill young
Repeat if necessary

Pear Thhips (Euthrips pyri).— Minute insects one-twentieth
inch in length, dark brown when adult, white with red eyes
when young, that attack the opening buds and young fruits in
early spring They suck the sap from the tender growth, and
the females lay eggs in tho fruit-stems, causing a loss of the
crop Tho nymphs hibernate m the ground a few inches
from the surface A Benous pest in California and recently
introduced into New York

Treatment —Thorough cultivation during October, Novem-
ber, and December (in California) Make two applications
of "Black Leaf” tobacco extract, one gallon in sixty gallons
of 2 per cent distillate oil emulsion, the first just as the fruit-
buds begin to open, the see® id just after the petals fall In
the East it may be controlled by timely applications of tobacco
extract and whale-oil soap

Pear-Tw’io Beetle (Xyleborua pyri) —Brownish or black beetle,
one-tenth inch long, bonng m twigs, producing effect much
like prar blight, and henco often known as “pear-blight
beetle ” It esc apes from a minute perforation at base of bud,
probably two broods

Treatment —Burn twigs before the beetle escapes

Pecan Bud-Moth (ProteopUryx deludana) —A brownish cater-
pillar about */$ inch in length, feeding on the opening buds
in early spring and on the under side of the leaves in summer

Treatment—Arsenate of lead in summer to kill larva) of
sciond brood Lime-sulfur and arsenate of lead in dormant
season just before buds open, to destroy hibernating larvae

Case-Bearer (Acrobaais ncbulella)—A small caterpillar living
inside a case which it carries with it It attacks the opening
buds

Treatment —Arsenate of lead as soon as the buds begin to
open Repeat if necessary

Borer (Sena sntula)—A wood-bonng caterpillar working in

the sap-wood
Treeitment —Digging out

Pecan Weevil (Batanmus caryse) —A dull, dark brown beetle
with a long and slender snout with which it punctures the
husk and shell of the maturing nuts for oviposition The grubs
live within the nut feeding on the kernel *

Treatment —Destroy all infested nuts This should be as
soon as they fall

Rose-Chaser —See Grape
Rm, nd-headed Borer —See Apple.
Slug—See Cherry
Twhi-Gihdler (Onctdercs cingulatua).—A browni&h gray beetle,

about l
/i inch long, which girdles twigs in August and Sep-

tember The female lays eggs above the girdle The twigs
soon fall

Remedy—Burn the twigs, either cutting them off or gather-
ing them when they fall

Twig-Pruner—See Apple

Persimmon Twig-Girdi > rs—See Pecan
White Peach-Scale (Dtaspts pentagons)

Remedy—Lime-sulfur when the trees are thoroughly
dormant

Picea Spruce Bud-Worm ( Tortrn fumiferana) —Small caterpillar
feeding on the young foliage, causing the tips of the twigs to
turn reddish, due to tho dying of the foliage Frequently
serious m forests

Spruce Gall Aphid (Chermes abtetis) —Plant-lice causing cone-
Bhapod, many-eellea galls at the bases of young shoots

Treatment —Spray with whale-oil soap, one pound in two
allons of water, in early spring Cut off all galls and burn
efore the lice leave them

Pine Pine Leaf-Scale (Chimuispis pmifohx).—Small white
scales frequently abundant on tho foliage

Treatment —Kerosene emulsion or tobacco extracts when
the young are hatching

Pine Weevil (Pisaodev strobi) — Small grub working in the
terminal branch, which is killed, causing distorted trees

Treatment —Cut out and burn infested branches

Pineapple Katydid (Acantharara similis) —A large katydid which
attacks, among other plants, tho leaves of the pineapple

Remedy —Arsemcals, before the plants are mature
Mealy-Bugs (several species) — These mealy white insects

attack the plant at the base of the leaves, usually underground.
Treatment.—Set only clean plants, or dip them in resin

wash or kerosene emulsion In tho field apply tobacco dust
freely in the bud before the bloom begins to appear, or spray
with kerosene emulsion

Pineapple Scale (Diaspis bromchx).—Circular, thin, pure white
scales with yellow exuviae infesting leaves ana fruit.

Treatment.—Kerosene emulsion and resin wash.
Rkd-Spider ( Stigmteus flondanue)—Minute mites occurring in

great number at the base of the leaf, where they induce rot.
Treatment —Tobacco dust applied to bud.
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Catalogue of Insects, continued.

Plum. Canker-Worm.—See Apple.
Curculio (Conotrachelus nenuphar ) — Larva, a whitish grub,

feeding in the fruit

Remedies—Arsenate of lead, six pounds to one hundred
gallons of water; apply as soon as the calyx falls, and repeat
two or three times at intervals of about ttn days Jarring the
beetles on sheets very oarly m the morning, beginning when
trees are m flower, and continuing from tour to six weeks,
is probably the most certain procedure There are various
styles of sheets or receptacles for catching the insects as they
fall from the tree. Clean culture.

Flat-headed Borer—See Apple
Pear-Twig Beetle —See Pear.
Plum-Gouger (Coccotoru8 prunicida).—A small larva, feeding
upon the kernel of the plum. The beetle bores a round hole in
the plum instead of making a orescent mark hke the ourculio.
Remedy —Catch the beetles in a curculio-catcher.

San Josri Scale —See Apple
European Fruit Scale (Lecantum comi ) —A large circular

scale occurring on plum , occasionally very destructive
Remedy —Thorough spraying with kerosene emulsion, one

part to five of water, m the winter More dilute emulsion or
tobacco extracts in midsummer, when the young insects are
on the leaves and young shoots. Miscible oils when trees
are dormant

Slug —See Cherry
Tent Caterpillars—See Apple.
Twiq-Pruner—See Apple.

Poinsettia. M^aly-Bugs—See Citrus.

Pomegranate. Black Scale, Citrus Thbips, Florida Wax
Scale —See Citrus

Oleander Scale—See Hedera.
White-Fly—See Citrus.

Pomelo —See Citrus.

Populus Black Scale—See Citrus.
Cottonwood Leap-Beetle {Lina scnpta ).—A striped beetle

feeding on the leaves and shoots of poplars and willows.
Remedy.—Arsemcals

Oyster-Shell Scale —See Apple
Poplar Borer {Cryptorhynchus lapathx).—A whitish grub

burrowing in the wood
Treatment —In nurseries, spray thoroughly about the middle

of July with arsenate of lead to Kill the parent beetles

Potato. Colorado Potato-Beetle {Leptmotarsa decemhneata) —
Beetle and larva feed upon the leaves

Remedies —Arsemcals, either dry or in spray, about a third
stronger than for fruits. Hand-picking tho beetle

Flea-Beetle ( Halticwi) -—Small, dark-colored jumping beetles
that riddle the leaves with holes.

Preventive —Bordeaux mixture as applied for potato blight
acts as a repellent

Potato Turn r-Worm (Phthonmsea operculella ) —A small
caterpillar burrowing in the stems and tubers both in the
field and in storage

Preventives—Clean cultivation, sheep and hogs to destroy
the small potatoes left in the field after digging. Crop-rota-
tion over a considerable area On digging, remove the potatoes
at once to an umnfested storeroom Do not leave them on
the field over night

Stalk-Weevil ( Tnchobaris tnnotata)—A grub boring in the
stalk of the potato near or just below the ground. Serious in
the West and in some places eastward
Remedy —Pull all infested vines as soon as they wilt, and

spread them in the sun where the insects will be killed. Burn
the vines as soon as the crop is harvested. Destroy all

solanaoeous weeds
Wire-Worms—See Corn.

Primula. White-Fly.—

S

ee Citrus.

Privet or Prim. Privet Web-Worm (Diaphania quadnstigmalis)

.

—Small larva feeding in webs on the young shoots of the privet,
appearing early in the season, two to four broods

Remedies—Trim the hedge as soon as the worms appear,
and burn the trimmings. Probably the arsemcals will prove
useful

Prune.—See Plum.

Prunus.—See Plum.

Pseudotsuga. Seed Chalcis (Megastigmus spermotrophus) —
Small whitish grub devours the kernel of the seed, often
destroying the whole crop
No known remedy

Pyrus.—See Apple.

Quince. Green Aphis.—See Apple
Quince Curcuuo (Contrachelus cratseoi ).— This curculio is

somewhat larger than that infesting the plum, and differs in
its life-history The grubs leave the fruits in the fall, and enter
the ground, where they hibernate and transform to adults the
next May, June or July, depending on the season

Treatment.—When the adults appear, jar them from the
tree onto sheets or curculio - catchers and destroy them To
determine when they appear, jar a few trees daily, beginning
the latter part of May Arsemcals. Pick fed burn all infested
fruits a month before harvest.

Round-headed Borers.—See Apple.
Slug—See Cherry.

Radish. Maggot (Pegomya brasstese ).—Treated the same as ths
Cabbage Maggot, which see.

Catalogue of Insects, continued.

RaspDerry.—See Bramble Fruits.

Rhododendron. Borer {Sesia rhododendn).—Wuxtish caterpillars
burrowing in the trunk and larger branches which are often
killed

Treatment,—Dig out borers or cut out infested branches and
burn

Lace Bug (Levtobyrsa explanala

)

—Small, lace-winged bugs on
the under side of tho leaves, causing them to turn brown and
die

Treatment.—Spray with Boap solution.

Rhubarb. Rhubarb-Curculio {hums concavus).—A grub */i inch
lon^ boring into the crown and roots. It also attacks wild

Remedy—Burn all infested plants and keep down the
docks. Hand-picking.

Rhus. Ap. le Tree-Borer.—See Apple.
Jumping Sumac-Beetle {Blepharida rhois).—Larva, Vv inch

long, dull greenish yellow, foeding on leaves, two broods.
Remedy—Arsemcals.

Ribes.—See Currant.

Robima. Leap-Miner {Odontota dorsalis).—A black and yellow-
ish white grub about Ye inch in length, mining the leaves,

causing blister-like spots.
Treatment—Arsenate of lead the last of July to first of

August
Locust-Borer {Cylicne robima) —Large, brownish yellow grub
burrowing in tho trunk, causing large ugly scars The beetle
is black prettily marked with yellow stripes and bands.

Remedy—None know n
Rose. Mealy-Bug—Tobacco extracts, syringe tho plants in the

morning, and two hours later syringe again with clean water.
Rose Aphis {Macrosxphum rosx and Myzus rosarum) — Greenish

plant-lice, attacking loaves and buds
Treatment —Tobacco extracts and soap solutions

Rose-Chafer, Rose-Beetle, or “Rose-Bug "—See Grape.
Rose Lkaf-Hoppfr {Typhlocyba rosx) —A very small hopper,

white, otten mistaken for thnps, living on the leaves of roses.
Remedies—Whale-oil soap, kerosene, kerosene emulsion;

dry pyrethrum blown on bushes when leaves are wet, tobacco
extracts

Rose Midge {Neocerata rhabdophaga) —Small maggots, dis-

torting leaf and flower-buds
Treatment—No satisfactory treatment known

Rose Scale {Aulacaspis rosx) —Small, whitish circular scales.

Treatment—Soap solutions or tobacco extracts when young
are hatching

Wiiite-Fly—See Tomato.

Rubus—See Bramble Fruits.

S&lix Cottonwood Leaf-Beetle.

—

See Populus.
Oyster-Shell Scale—See Apple.
Poplar-Borer—See Populus
Willow-Worm {Euvanessa antiopa) — Larva nearly 2 inches

long, black, feeding upon leaves of willow, elm, and poplar*
two broods
Remedy—Arsemcals.

Salvia. Orthezia—See Coleus.

White Fly—See Tomato

Scilla Narcissus Bulb Fly—See Narcissus.

Smilax. Citrus White Fly—See Citrus

Solanum—See Potato

Sorbus San Josri Scale; Scurfy Scale—See Apple

Spinach. Flea-Beetle —See Potato
Leaf-Miner {Pegomya vicina) —Small maggot mining the leaves.

Treatment —Clean cultivation to debtroy its wild food plant
(lamb’s quarters) Destroy all infested leaves By raising
spinach as an early or late crop, much of the damage can be
avoided

Spinach Aphis {Myzus persicx) —Same as green peach aphis
Treatment —-Spray at first appearance of lice with “Black

Leaf 40” tobacco extract, three-fourths pint to one hundred
gallons of water, adding four pounds of soap.

Squash Cucumber Beeti.es.—See Cucumber.
Melon Aphis.—Sec Muskmelon.
Squash Aphis ( Nectarophora cucurbitx).— Large, light green

plant-louse attacking the leaves.
Treatment —Same as for melon aphis.

Squash Lady-Bird—See Cucumber
Squash Stink-Bug {Anasa tnstis).—Large, dark brown bug

hibernates as adult under rubbish Female lays large brown
eggs in patches on the leaves. 'The young are greenish, feed m
colonies on under side of leaves, causing them to wilt and die.

Treatment —Trap adults in spring under boards laid on the
ground Destroy eggs by hands. Young can be killed with
"Black Leaf 40” tobacco extract, one pint in one hundred
gallons of water, adding four to five pounds of soap

Stem-Borer {Mclittxa satyrmiformis) —Soft, white, grub-like
larva which bores inside the stem and causes rot to develop,
killing the vine.

Preventives.—Plant early squashes as traps As soon as the
early crop js gathered, burn the vinos to destroy eggs and
larvae of the borer. Fall harrowing of infested fields will help
to expose the pupae to the elements Cut out borers whenever
found After the vines have grown to some length, cover some
of the joints with earth, so that a new root-system will develop
to sustain the plant in case the mam root is injured.
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Catalogue of Insects, continued.

Strawberry. Crown-Borer (Tyloderma fraganm ).—White grub,
K inch long, boring into the crown of the plant in midsummer.
Tne mature insect is a curcuho or weevil

Preventives—Rotation of crops Isolation of new beds from
infested beds. Plant uninfeeted plants.

Fuller’s Rose-Beetle {Aramigus fulleri).—White grub, K
inch long, feeding in the crown The adult is a grayish brown
snout-beetle with a whitish bar on each wing-cover.

Treatment—Short rotation Plant on uninfested land
Leaf-Roller (Ancyhs comptana) — Larva less than H inch

long, feeding on the leaves, and rolling them up m threads
of silk, two broods

Treatment—Turn under in the fall all old beds that have
become worthless Spray with arsenate of lead, four pounds
in one hundred gallons of water, after the eggs are laid but
before the leaves are folded—the first half of May in the
latitude of New Jersey

Root-Borer (Anarsia sp) — Larva about K inch long, whit-
ish, boring into the crown of the plant late m the season, and
remaining in it over winter.

Remedy.—Burn the plant
Root-Borer ( Typophorua canellus).—A whitish grub Ys inch

in length feeding on the roots The parent beetle is brownish,
and appears in great numbers in May

Treatment —Arsemcals to kill the beetles. Plant new beds at
a distance from old ones.

Root-Louse
(
Aphis forbeeii) —From July to the close of the

season the lice appear in great numbers on the crowns and on
the roots of the plants

Remedies—Rotation in planting Disinfect plants coming
from infested patches by dipping the crowns and roots m
kerosene emulsion, or tobacco extract. Fumigation

Saw-Fly (Emphytus maculatus ) — Larva nearly K inch long,
greenish, feeding upon the leaves, two broods.

Remedies —Hellebore, arsemcals for second brood
Wfevil ( Anthonomus signatus) — Beetle Ys inch long, reddish

black, feeding on flower-buds, particularly those of the pollen-
lferous varieties

Preventives—Plant principally profusely flowering varie-

ties Clean culture Destroy all wild blackberry and rasp-
berry vines m the viemnv.

White Grubs—See Co

i

Sweet Pea Tarnished Pl. . Buo.—See Aster. (They puncture
and kill the flower-stem..)

Sweet Potato Cutworms - poisoned bait; late planting, keep
the land free from weeds »he orevious fall

Flea-Beetle (Chxtocnema txmfinis)—Small, dark-colored
beetles, which attack tho plui s soon after they are reset

Treatment —Dip the plant IT a strong solution of arsenate of

lead before resetting, spray O’Oe or twice later with the same.
Rotation of cropB Destroy t‘1 bindweed and wild morning-
glory plants

Root-Born r (Cylas formicanus ) — A whitish grub Y< inch in
length, burrowing through the tubers

Preventive—Burn infested tubers and the vines
Saw-Fly (Scfmocerus ebnus and S vrivatus) —Small larva about

Ye inch long, working upon the leaves. The fly is about the
size of a house-fly

Remedies —Hellebore and arsemcals.
Tortoise Beetles (Cassidim) —Beetles of bnlhant colors and

their slug-like larvae which eat holes in the leaves of newly
reset plants

Treatment—Same as for next.

Tamanx. Cane-Borer (Schistocerus hamatus ).—Whitish grub,

K inch in length, burrowing in the twigs
Treatment —Cut and burn all infested branches.

Theobroma. Cacao Beetle (Steirastoma depressum).— Large
grubs, 1 Yi inches long, burrow ing under the bark.

Control—Dig out or kill with a wire.

Cacao Fruit Fly (Ceratitis punctata).—A small maggot attack-
ing the pods

Treatment—Spray when flies appear with sweetened arsen-
ate of lead, four pounds to one hundred gallons of water

Cacao Thrips ( Ifeliothnps rubrocincta ).—-Small active insects

attacking leaves and pods. In the young the abdomen is

banded with red
Treatment—Careful cultivation to produce vigorous growth.

Thuya Baqworm—See Juniper.

Tomato. Flea-Beetles—Dip the young plants in a strong solu-

tion of arsenate of lead Bordeaux mixture acts as a repellent.

Fruit-Worm ( Heliothis obsoleta) — Larva 1 inch in length, pale
green or dark brown, faintly stripod, feeding upon the fruit.

Also on corn and cotton
Treatment.—Hand-picking Avoid planting close to corn

or cotton, or after either of theso crops or after peas or beans.
Practise fall or winter plowing

Tomato-Worm (Phlegethontius sexta and P qumquemaculata) —
A very large green worm feeding upon the stems and loaves
of the tomato and husk tomato Seldom abundant enough to

be very serious, kept in check by parasites
Remedies.—Hand-picking, rotation of crops, clean culture;

turkeys.
White-Fly (Aleyrodes vaporanorum) —Tomatoes grown under

glass are often badly infested with white flies, the young of

which are scale-like and occur on the under side of the leaves.

Treatment —Fumigation.
Toxylon. Baqworm—See Juniper.
San Jos£ Scale.—See Apple.

Catalogue of Insects, continued.
Tropeolum.—See Nasturtium.

Tsuga. Baqworm.—See Juniper.

Turnip.—See Cabbage

Ulmus. Canker-Worm —See Apple.
Elm Leaf-Beetle (Galerucella luteola

)

—A small beetle, im-
ported from Europe, which causes great devastation in some
of the eastern states by eating the green matter from elm leaves,
causing the tree to appear as if scorched

Remedy—Arsenate of lead, six pounds to one hundred
gallons, just as the eggs are hatching.

Elm Saw-Fly Leaf-Miner (Kaliosysphmga ulmi).—A green-
ish white larva feeding between the two layers of the leaf,

causing large blotches, when abundant, the leaf dies and falls

They sometimes kill the trees m two or three years.
Treatment —While the blotches are Bmall, spray with

“Black Leaf 40,’’ tobacco extract, one gallon in 800 gallons
of water, adding four pounds of whale-oil soap to each hun-
dred gallons

Leopard Moth (Zeuzera pynna).—White to pinkish caterpillars
boring at first m the smaller twigs and branches Later the
nearly mature caterpillars attack the larger branches and trunk,
doing very serious injury. The white moths, beautifully
marked with black and blue, have a wing expanse of about
2H inches

Treatment —Cut off and destroy all infested branches The
spread of the pest is very slow if the branches of the trees do
not interlace

Willow-Worm —See Salix.

Violet Aphis.—Fumigation when grown under glass.

Gall-Fly (Contannia molicola) —The adult is a minute mos-
quito-like fly The whitish or yellowish maggot feeds in folds
of the opening leaves, which become deformed, turn brown,
and die

Treatment —Fumigation is practically of no value Thor-
ough hand-picking as soon as any sign of miury is notioed.
Do not let the pest become established in the house

Rkd-Spidfr ( Tetranychus bimaculatus) — Minute mites which
cause the leaves to turn paler and become yellowish

Treatmi nt —On greenhouse violets there is nothing better
than a stiff spray ol clear water so applied as not to drench
the beds Repeat the spraying once or twice a week.

Vitas.—See Grape

Walnut —See Hickory

Watermelon Melon Aphis—See Muslcmelon.

Yucca ( Lonchsea chalybea) —Small maggot destroying the buds
Very serious pest *

Treatment —Collect and burn all infested shoots
Long-horned Beetle (Lagochirus obsoletus) —A white grub
IK niches in length when mature, bonng in the trunk and
doing great damage The adult is a large reddish brown beetle
and feeds on the foliage

Treatment—When beetles are most abundant prune plants
to the ground and burn. Spray with arsemCals to destroy
beetles

Sphinx Caterpillars (Dilophonota ello) —Large caterpillar
feeding on the foliage The parent moth is a large hawk-
moth rather showily colored

Treatment—Arsenate of lead, six pounds fo one hundred
gallons of water.

Zea.—See Corn C. R. CROSBY.
Robert Matheson.

Spraying.

Spraying is the art of protecting cultivated plants
from insect enemies and vegetable parasites by covering
them with a material which shall nave a toxic or phys-
ically injurious effect upon the animal or vegetable
organism.

Historical sketch.

The history of spraying is interesting The story of

its progress m America differs m details from the history

of its development in Europe, but the mam features in

each country are very similar In both places, insect

enemies made the first draft on the ingenuity of man
in devising methods by which to hold them in check.
Vegetable parasites were studied afterward. It is a
curious fact that, in the case of both insects and fungi,

in America, some of the most injurious forms came from
Europe and were the means of directing attention to

wholesale methods of destroying them Some of these
enemies, comparatively harmless in their native home,
like the currant-worm and codlin-moth, have done
more to forward spraying methods in the United States

than anything else.

The first insecticides used in America, as well as in

Europe, were not of a poisonous nature They wer*
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1326. Apple cluster ready for the spray.

The blossoms have not yet opened.

substances that had an injurious effect on the body
of the insect. These were of two kinds, mainly: in-

fusions which were astringent, and caustic substances
which burned the tissues Tobacco water and alkaline

washes have been used for many years. One of the
first poisons to

be used was
white hello-

bore The em-
ployment of

arsenical poi-

sons may be
said to belong
to America,
and even at the
present time
has small place

m the economy
of fruit-grow-

ing in Europe.
The wide-
spread use of

arsenical poi-

sons is largely

due to the influence of the incursion of the potato-bug
There are no reliable records which give us the exact

date of the first use of paris green. It probably
occurred about 1865 or 1866. However, towards 1870
pans green was used very generally throughout the
western region in which the potato-bug first appeared.
At this time it was applied almost exclusively in the
dry form diluted with gypsum or flour. From potato
to cotton, tobacco and finally to fruit trees, is the de-

velopment of this poison for destroying leaf-eating

insects. So far as records are available, it appears that
fruit trees were first sprayed with pans green between
1873 and 1875. Among pioneer sprayers, should be
mentioned the names of C V. Riley, United States
Entomologist; LeBarron, State Entomologist of Illi-

nois; William Saunders, London, Ontario, Can
;
J S.

Woodward, Lockport, N Y.; T. G Yeomans & Sons,
Walworth, N. Y.; A. J. Cook, Agricultural College,

Mich.
Following paris green came london purple, then

white arsenic, and later arsenate of lead. Since that
time many different forms of arsenical poisons have
been compounded, offered to the public and frequently
used. A few years ago pans green was used extensively,

but its popularity now is decreasing, prob-
ably because it contains a large percentage
of soluble arsenic, which mcreases the
danger of foliage injury. London purple
has been largely dropped by fruit-growers,

owing to its variable quality White
arsenic, in combination with soda and
with lime, forms a reliable insecticide and
is used by some growers, especially those
who make a practice of preparing the
home-made solutions. Arsenate of lead is

the insecticide used most widely by the

growers at the present time. It possesses

several advantages, the more important
of which are a small percentage of soluble

arsenic and better sticking qualities.

The sucking insects presented a more
difficult problem of control than the biting

insects, and a longer time elapsed before

effective methods had been devised for

treatment One of the first efficient sprays
for these insects was kerosene in the
form of a soap-and-water*emulsion, which
was recommended by Riley and Hub-

broomfor bard. Among the earlier sprays for these

nirinv «nr«*r insects was also tobacco and whale-oil

soaps, both of which are used rather

widely at the present time. Later the

plying spray.

An early de-
vice.

miscible oils were introduced. These proved to be very
effective and are still used. The most important step
in the control of the sucking insects is marked by the
introduction of the lime-sulfur wash This mixture,
which was originally developed as a dip for the control

of scab on sheep, was
first used as an insecti-

cide on fruit trees in

1886 by F Dusey, of

Fresno, California. The
wash proved very effi-

cient and with modifica-

tions came quickly into

favor Now lime-sulfur

is the leading insecticide

for the control of certain

scale insects and also, in

a more dilute form, the
leading fungicide for

the more troublesome
diseases of the apple.

The treatment of fun-

gous diseases of plants

by hquid applications

began with the dis- 1328. A bucket pump
covery of bordeaux
mixture Early in the 1880’s, diseases of gi ape-vines
threatened the extinction of French vineyards. The
situation engaged the attention of French investiga-

tors Notable among them were A Millardet and his

co-workers of the Academy ot Science, Bordeaux,
France He, with others, discovered partly by accident
and partly by experiment tna< solutions of copper
prevented the development ol downy mildew. After

much experimentation, “bomllie Bordcllaise” was
found to be effective in preventing the growth of

downy mildew and other plant parasites infesting the
grape in that region. The announcement was definitely

made m 1885 The following year the European
formula for bordeaux mixture was published in several

laces in the United States, and immediately there

egan an unparalleled period of activity in economic
vegetable pathology This mixture, though somewhat
modified and developed, continues to be a leading

fungicide. The value of lime-sulfur as a fungicide

applied to the peach during the dormant season to

control the leaf-curl has been recognized About 1907,

1329. Knapsack pump.

Cordley discovered that lime-sulfur in more dilute

form may be applied to the apple and some other

tree fruits in foliage without danger of foliage injury,

and that in addition to being as effective as bordeaux
it produces no spray injury on the fruit. Since then

lime-sulfur as a fungicide has practically replaced

bordeaux in the case of those fruits for which it can
be used on the foliage with safety. The self -boiled

lime-sulfur was developed about 1907 as a fungicide

for the control of the brown rot of the peach.
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The rapidity of the spread of spraying knowledge
among fruit-growers is remarkable. Only a few years
ago it was an unknown art by the rank and file. Today
agricultural clubs and granges purchase their spraying
materials by the carload direct from the manufacturer.
The American farmer leads his fellow-workers m all

parts of the world in the
practice of spraying.

The principles of spraying.

A spray may be effective

(1) by hitting the enemy, (2)

by placing poison
before the depre-^ dator, and (3) by

protecting the plant with
a covering unfavorable
to the growth of the pest.

The cautious farmer in-

sures his crop against
miury by insect or vege-
table parasites by spray-
ing. The fruit-grower

“Do I need to1330. A garden barrel pump.

trees are not blossoming ’

spray this year? My
“Certainly,” we answer,

l

“spray to protect the foliage from possible injury by
insect or fungous disease ” Healthy foliage is essential

to the protection of health and vigor and fruit-buds
Spray this year for next year’s crop.

Insecticides kill by contact or by means of a poisonous
pimcmle, their efficiency depends largely on the time
and thoroughness of the application. If applied too
soon they may be dissipated before the insects appear;
if applied late the injury is only partly prevented,
because insects feed less voraciously and are hardef to

kill as they approach maturity in the larval stage.

With the vegetable parasite, the case is not essential'

different The tree is covered with a thin coating whicl

destroys spores of fungi resting there and prevents
other spores from germinating. Fig 1326 shows the
stage of development of fruit-bud calling for bordeaux
mixture and pans green The keynote to success is

thoroughness Hasty sprinklings are worse than use-
less, they discourage and disappoint the beginner. Full
protection is not afforded unless each leaf, twig and
branch has been covered Time is the next most
important factor bearing on success The early spray
is most effective This applies particularly to the
treatment of fungous diseases. Spray before the buds
open Get ahead of the enemy

Spraying machinery.

Bordeaux mixture was first applied with a broom
(Fig 1327). Poison distributors were first made m
\rnerica for the protection of cotton, potato and to-

bacco There arc five general types of pumps' (1) The
hand portable pump, often

attached to a pail or other
small reservoir, suitable

for hmited garden areas.

(2) The knapsack pump
carried on a man’s back
and operated by the

carrier The tank is made
of copper, holds five gal-

lons and is fitted with a
neat pump which may be
operated with one hand
wnile the nozzle is directed

with the other. This pump
has been modified recently

so that all the pumping
is done when the sprayer

is filled and before it is

placed on the shoulders.1331. An orchard barrel pump.

Excellent for spraying small vineyards and vegetable-
gardens. (3) A barrel pump; a strong force-pump fitted

to a kerosene barrel or larger tank suitable for spraying
young trees; may be mounted on a cart, wagon, or
stone-boat, depending on the character of the ground
and size ot trees. (4) A
gear -sprayer; being a
tank provided with a
pump and mounted on
wheels. The pump is

operated by power bor-
rowed from the wheels as
they revolve, and trans-
ferred by means of chain
and sprockets. Suitable
for vineyards and field

crops, which may be
satisfactorily covered by
the spray as the ma-
chine moves along. For
this reason it is not
adapted to orchard work.

(5) The power sprayer:
power being furnished *

generally by gasolene,
sometimes by com-
pressed air. When the 1332 Square tower, giving more
trees arc large and the or- working space for the nozzle-men
chard over 5 acres in ex- than the conical form,

tent, a power sprayer will

usually pay Some of these various types of machinery
are shown in Figs 1328-1335. In recent years the spray-
ing of field crops and shade trees has developed rapidly.

The spray pumps have been adapted to this work by
the use of special attachments For the field crops,

nozzles are distributed along a horizontal arm, which
makes it possible to cover a wide strip. The sprayers for

shade trees are equipped with a more powrerful pump,
which is usually multiple-cylinder The pump must
be capable of delivering a large quantity of material
each minute under a pressure of 200 to 300 pounds.
The nozzles for this work are of the solid stream type
and are usually fitted with interchangeable tips varying
from \ &- to Yi-mch aperture In order that the tops of

high trees may be reached by the spray mixture, it is

necessary to use a long extension rod, as well as very
high pressure.

1333. A power sprayer for orchard use.
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1334. A traction power sprayer, for street and park trees

The essentials of a good pump are (1) durability:

secured by having working parts made of material least

susceptible to the action of the various spray solutions,

friction considered. (2) strength" obtained by a good-
sized cylinder, substantial valves, wall and piston;

(3) easily operated: found in a pump with a long handle,
large air-chamber and smoothly finished working
parts A pump should be strong enough to feed two
leads of hose and throw a good spray from four nozzles.

Nearly all spray mixtures require constant stirrings to

prevent settling and insure uniformity, and an agitator

is a necessary part of the equipment
Nozzles—Much of the efficiency of a spraying

machine depends upon the nozzle It should be chosen
for the particular work to be done, rather than 'for any
special design The development of nozzle construction

has been rapid, new features being embodied as neces-

sity demanded, until today there are four mam types,

each of which is intended for specific work: (1) The
Bordeaux nozzle is the oldest of the modern types It

came into general use about 1890 and was at first

universally adopted for all spray work It throws a
stream which may be regulated from a solid jet to a
coarse fan-shaped spray, both of which are too coarse

for general use. The Bordeaux has, however, one
place in the list of modern spray nozzles and that is for

the codhn-moth spray. For this application it is desir-

able to force the material into the calyx cups of the
developing fruit and no nozzle does this quite so efhc-

ciently as the Bordeaux. (2) The Vermorel was the next
step in development after the Bordeaux. It was
very much superior to the latter, breaking the
material up into finer particles, and was generally
used until about 1906. This nozzle, however, does
not possess any desirable features not found in the
disc types and therefore has no special uses in

modern spraying. (3) The disc nozzles are stand-
ard for general spraying work. They are repre-
sented by a large number of sorts, each made
by different manufacturers, but all working on
the same principle The material is whirled
inside of the nozzle before it reaches the final

outlet, thus breaking it up into finely divided
parts and producing the desired mist. The
material is lastly passed through a disc, which
may have either a large or small opening.
For orchard and small crop spraying, the
small opening is used, m whicn case tdie nozzle
should De 3 to 7 feet from the object to be
sprayed. For taller orchard trees and for
small ornamental trees, the large opening is

used. This produces a solid jet whicn breaks
;nto finer particles at a distance from the

nozzles, depending upon the pressure used.

(4) Shade tree nozzles, to be used only for

spraying very tall ornamental trees, and in

connection with at least 300 pounds pressure.

They throw a solid stream 30 or more feet m
the air, at which point the material is broken
into a coarse mist. This type came into use at

the time of the introduction of the brown-tail
and gypsy moths in the New England states, and
has since been widely used for parks, estates and
forest spraying. C. S. Wilson.

DISfiMMA: Passiftora.

DISOCACTUS (two-shaped Cactus). Cactacex.

Bushy cactus, 2-3 ft. high, sometimes seen as a
pot-plant in collections.

Stems terete, usually erect: branches flattened

as in Epiphyllum: fls. regular, with very short

tube; petals few, elongated, spreading; ovary
nearly naked, small.

bifdrmis, Lmdl. (Phyllocdctus bif&rmis
,
Lab.).

Soon pendulous, the branches cylindrical: short
branches If.-hke, the lower egg-shaped, the upper more
lengthened: fls. small, purple-red. less than 2 in expan-
sion; ovary without angles and with minute scales

Honduras. B.M. 6156. V. 2:159. j n Rose.

DlSPORUM (Greek, double one-seeded). Syn. Pro-
sdrtes. Lihacese Fairy Bells. Small perennial rhizo-

matous herbs, sometimes planted m the wild garden.
Allied to Smilacina and Streptopus, being leafy-

stemmed, but fls. m umbels (or solitary): perianth 6-

E
arted, with narrow deciduous Begins

;
stamens 6, the

laments filiform or slightly flattened and longer than
th(? extrorse anthers* ovary 3-celled, the ovules 2 or
more in each cell, the stigma 3-clett or entire* fr a
red or reddish few-seeded berry.—About 20 species, m
N. Amer. and in the Himalayan region, Java to China
and Japan. Little known to horticulturists; probably
require no particular skill in cult.

a. Lvs. rarely cordate at base.

b. Style 3-deft.

MSnziesii, Nichols. (Prosdrtes M&nziesii, Don).
More or less soft-pubescent: st. 2-3 ft. long, forking,

arching above* lvs ovate to ovate-lanceolate, narrowly
acuminate or the lowest acute, sessile, 2-3 in. long,

often resin-dotted: fls. 1-3, greenish, cup-shaped, from
the topmost axils, nodding, 9-12 lines long; pedicels

I

mberulous; perianth-segms. nearly erect, acute, 6-11
mes long; stamens a third shorter; anthers included,
13^-2 times shorter than the filaments: fr. oblong-

1335. Spraying park treea with the machine shown in Fig. 1334.
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obovate, narrowed to a short beak, salmon-colored.
Calif, to Brit. Col.

lanugindsuxn, Nichols. Woolly-pubescent: lvs. oblong-
lanceolate, narrowly acuminate: perianth-segms. green-
ish, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, spreading, 6-9 lines

long, stamens a thira shorter; style and narrow ovary
glabrous: caps, oblong-ovate, obtusish or with a very
short, stout beak, glabrous; cells 1-2-seeded. Ont. to
Ga. and Tenn. B.M. 1490. (as Streptopus).

. bb. Style entire.

trachycirpum, Benth. k Hook. (Prosdrtes trachycdrpa,

Wats.). More or less pubescent: st. 1-2 ft. high, fork-

ing, with foliage on the upper half : lvs. ovate to oblong-
lanceolate,, acute or rarely acuminate, 2-4 in. long:

pedicels pilose; penanth-segms. whitish, slightly spread-
ing, more narrowly oblanceolate than in D. Menziesii,
acute, 6-7 lines long, about as long as the stamens: fr.

obtuse, rather deeply lobed, papillose. Neb. to Mani-
toba and Ore. and Wash.

aa. Lvs. mostly cordate-clasping.

oregAnum, Benth k Hook. (Prosdrtes oreghna, Wats.).
More or less woolly-pubescent: lvs. ovate to oblong-
lanceolate, long-acuminate: perianth-segms. spreading,
acute, narrowed below, very distinctly net-veined, 5-7
lines long, as long as or shorter than the stamens: fr.

ovate, acutish, somewhat pubescent. Ore. and Idaho
to Brit. Col.

D Ho&keri, Nichols (P lanuginosa var Hookeri, Baker).
More or less rough-pubescent, with short, usually spreading hairs:
lvs ovate or sometimes oblong perianth rather broad at the base,
fr obovate, obtuse, red. Calif —D Leschenaultumum, D. Don, differs

from the others here described by having white fls India, Ceylon
B M 6935 —D pilllum, Salisb Readily told from \mencan forms
by its brown or purplish green fls. India, Java, China B M 916.

Wilhelm Miller.
L. H. B.f

DISSOTIS (of two kinds
,

referring to the unlike
anthers). Melastomdcex. Some 60 or more species of

bristly-hairy or villous shrubs, sub-shrubs or herbs of

Trop and S Afr
,
some of which may occur sparingly

in choice collections of coolhouse and warmhouse plants:

lvs opposite, short-stalked, linear, ovate or orbicular,

usually entire. 3-5-nerved, more or less strigose above:
fls bracted, about 1 in. or more across, purple or violet,

solitary, or capitate or paniculate at the ends of the
branches; calyx 4-5-lobed; petals 4 or 5, obovate;
stamens 8 or 10, very unequal, the anthers linear-

subulate
;
usually beaked, with 1 pore, the larger set

being joined to the filament by a long connective and
the other set with much shorter or nearly obsolete con-

nective' fr. an included coriaceous caps 4- or 5-valved
at the apex Apparently none is in the American trade.

D. Irvmgidna
,
Hook f Annual from upper Guinea,

1-3 ft.: lvs linear-oblong to lance-oblong, acute,

3-nerved: fls reddish purple, to l l
/i m. across; petals

obovate. B.M. 5149. D. inedna, Tnana, of Tror) and
S Afr, shrub, 2-3 ft.: lvs. linear to linear-oblong,

obtuse: fls. rose-purple, to 1)4 in. across. B M. 3790.

D plumdsa
,
Hook. f. Shrubby, with long and slender

shoots which are densely covered with small deep
green lvs.: fls. bright magenta-rose, 1)4 in. across.

Trop. Afr. D. Mahbnn
,
Hook. f. Prostrate, the sts.

6-8 in. long: lvs. short-stalked, nearly or quite orbicu-

lar: fls. rose-purple, 2 in. across, solitary. Uganda.
B M. 7896. D. modhla, Stapf. Slender: lvs. oblong,

minutely serrulate: fls. few, crowded at ends of

branches; petals obovate-elliptic; stamens blue-purple,

reddish and yellow; style purple. Uganda, l, g.

DISTlCHLIS (Greek, two-ranked). Oramtnex. Salt-
Grass. Marsh Spike-Grass. Rigid erect perennials,

with extensively creeping wiry rootstocks: spikelets

several-fid
,
compressed, dioecious; lemmas coriaceous,

rigid, faintly many-nerved.—Species about 6, in salt

marshes on the coastal regions of Amer. and in alkaline

soil of the interior. One species, D. spicdta, Greene,
with stiff, distichous involute blades and small narrow
panicles is found m alkaline soil throughout the U. 8.
(Dept. Agric., Div. Agrost. 20:143). It is a good grass
for binding soils subject to wash. Probably not in cult.

A. S. Hitchcock.

DfSTICTIS (Greek du, twice and stiktos, dotted;
meaning obscure). Bignoniaeex. Five or 6 species in
Cent, and S Amer., very similar in fl. to Pithecocten-
ium, but caps smooth, oblong, curved, and branchlets
not angular: lvs 2- or 3-foholate, with simple or 3-fid.

tendril: fls. large in ample terminal panicles; calyx
tubular-campanulate, truncate, often splitting; corolla
funnelform - campanulate, leathery, curved; stamens
inclosed; ovary with the seeds in many rows. Adapted
for cult, in subtropical regions only; treatment and
prop, like Bignonia, which see. The following species
is cult, in S. Calif. D. cinema. Greenm (Pithecocte-

nium cinereum, DC ). Tall climber, grayish tomentose
throughout: tendrils 3-fid : lfts. 2-3, ovate or oval,
obtuse and mucronulate or acutish, entire, 1-2 in. long:
corolla purple, tomentulose outside, 2—3 3^ in. long and
lYr-Vn in. across at the mouth Mex —The plant
cult, under this name in Calif, is said to have white
fls. and may not be the plant described above

Alfred Rehder.

DISTALIUM (Greek, dis, twice, stylos, style; in
reference to the two slender styles). Hamameliddcex.
Ornamental woody plants grown for their handsome
evergreen foliage.

Evergreen trees or shrubs: lvs. alternate, short-
petioled, entire, or dentate, pennmerved; stipules

deciduous: fls polygamous or dioecious, apetalous, in

axillary racemes, subtended by small bracts; sepals
1-5, or wanting: stamens 2-8 with short filaments;
pistillate fls. with a superior stellate-tomentose ovary,
with 2 slender styles, with several stamens »r without
stamens: fr. a woody dehiscent caps

,
2-celled, with 1

seed in each cell —Six species in Japan, China, Him-
alayas and Java. Hardy only m warmer temperate
regions Prop, is by seeds and layers.

racemdsum, Sicb & Zucc Tall tree, in cult usually
shrubby: lvs. elliptic to elliptic-oblong, sometimes
obovate, acute or obtusish, narrowed at the base, dark
green and lustrous above, paler beneath, glabrous,
1^-3 m. long: racemes stellate-pubescent, anthers red:
caps ovoid, 2-pointed, tomentose, )4m long. March,
April. Japan. S.Z. 1:94 S.I.F. 2.25 IT. 3:113.—
The stammate fls. are conspicuous by the red color of
their anthers. Var. variegAtum, Carr. Lvs bordered
with yellowish white.

—

D. chinense, Hemsl (D. race-

mbsum var. chinbrise, Franch ), a shrub with oblong-
obovate lvs. %-VA m long and usually sparingly

toothed above the middle from Cent China is now pos-

sibly also in cult. H.I. 29:2835. Alfred Rehder.

DITTANY is an old English word which in England
often means Dictamnus albas

,

a plant of the rue family.

The name is supposed to be derived from Mt. Dicte,

in Cretej where the ancient dittany grew. The Cretan
dittany is supposed to be Origanum Dictamnus, a plant
of the mint family, and of the same genus with the wild
marjoram. The plant commonly called dittany in the
eastern United States is Cunila origanoides, Brit (C.

Manana
,
Linn.), another mint, native m dry lands.

See Cunila. It has been used as a substitute for tea,

and is a gentle aromatic stimulant. All these plants

yield an on used as a mild tome.

DIURIS (Greek, double-tailed, alluding to the sepals).

Orchiddcex. Twenty or more glabrous terrestrial

orchids of Austral., rarely seen in collections in cool or

warm glasshouses. The lvs. are at or near the base of

the bracted st. (which is usually 1-2 ft. high), few,

narrow, fls. 1 to several in a terminal raceme, conspicu-
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ous from the elongated tail-like lateral green sepals;

remainder of perianth yellow, purple or white, some-
times purple-blotched or -spotted; dorsal sepal remain-
ing close to and over the column; lip 3-parted. The
species are attractive or even handsome D. longi-

fbha, R. Br
,
has fls several, yellow

and purple, moderately large; dorsal
sepal broadly ovate, the lateral long

) 'm /yv and narrow; lip as long as dorsal

a \j ]

sepal, lobed from the base * lvs. linear,

fl V V\ one °f them often very long D. ma-

il V/ ) Smith, is rather slender, usu-

/[ \ Kv/f/y I

un^er 1 ft. tall, with long-pcdi-

/ I v\\j7/ i\ celled yellow much-spotted fls
,
dorsal

l) sepal erect and rigid, embracing the
VnVA \ W/y /j column at the base but open at the

top, lip shorter than dorsal sepal,

( V'N vi/d' lobed from base. lvs. narrow. B M.
\\\l

{[/y 3156. D vunddta, Smith St. 1-2 ft.

\\1\r
or more: *vs usually 2, and 3-6 in.

\jj long* fls 2 or 3, blue or purplish.

i often dotted but not blotchea
,
dorsal

// sepal typically broadly ovate-oblong;
// Up about as long as dorsal sepal,

/ divided to base. L. H. B
/ DIZYGOTH&CA (Greek, in allu-

/ sion to the anthers having double the

j

\ usual number of cells) Arahacese
1 \ Graceful hothouse plants, grown
\

‘ practically exclusively tor foliage
;
usu-

1336. Spmage ally known as Aralia.

dock. Usually shrubs, sometimes small
trees, entirely unarmed, and differ-

ing in this from some hardy aralias • lvs always digi-

tate, of 5-9 lfts
,
varying much in adult and juvenile

characters, sometimes slender and threadlike, again
broad and leathery, usually long-stalked, calyx and
corolla 5-parted; stamens 5, with thick anthers;

ovary 10-celicd
,
styles 10 All these fl -characters are

drawn from wild plants, as the cult, specimens are
not known to flower—Only 3 or 4 species are known
in the wild state, all from the tropical lsls. of the Pacific.

The many names in horticultural literature arc prob-

ably referable, ultimately, to some of these species, but
their true position will be settled only when they
flower. Here must be sought all the digitate-lvd. tender
aralias of the first edition of this cyclopedia, the pin-

nate-lvd species going toPolyscias. 11 H 1912, p. 491.
Dizygothecas require light rich soil, made up of

equal parts of sandy loam and peat or leaf-mold. They
require plenty of water and a moist warm atmosphere
Scale pests are numerous and must be kept down by
frequent sponging with weak solutions of whale-oil

soap, fir-tree oil or other insecticide

The names here used are retained m the absence of

specific information as to what wild species of Dizy-

§
otheca they are to be associated with Only complete
owenng material can settle this much-vexed question.

All of the following are distinct horticulturally.

KerchovefLna, Hort. Lvs the shape of a Uicinus, the
7-11 lfts. elliptic-lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, with
undulate ana serrate margins and a pale midrib. S.

Sea Isis Cert iheated in England m 1881 (Gn 19, p.
457). R H 1891, p 225.—Slender-stemmed, of beauti-
ful habit. According to Harms, perhaps better put m
Pseudopanax.

Veltchii, Hort. Lfts. 9-11, very narrow or almost
filiform, undulate, shining green above and red beneath.
New Caledonia —One of the best and handsomest spe-
cies. Var. gracfllima, Hort. (.Ardlip granllna

,
Lina.).

Lfts. still narrower, with a White rib R.H. 1891. p.
226. Gn 39, p 565. I.H. 22:225.—Very desirable.
Originally described as Aralia gracilina (thin-lined),

which name has been mistaken for gracillima (very

graceful).

elegantfssima, Veitch. Petioles mottled with white;
lfts. 7—11, filiform and pendulous New Hebrides.
G.Z. 21, p. 28 —Excellent. Thought by Guillemin to
be the juvenile form of some Dizygotheca Many of

the greenhouse aralias have a permanent juvenile con-
dition.

leptoph^lla, Hort. Slender plant* lfts filiform and
drooping, broadened at the extremities, deep green.
Australasia.

Reginae, Hemsl. (Aralia regina, Hort ) Graceful *

petioles olive, pink and brown; lfts. drooping, very nar-
row, not undulate New Hebrides. I H 26 337.

Tlio following greenhouse aralias, with showy lvs , probably
belong to Dizygotheca, unless otherwise noted

A. Chabrieri, Hort See Polyseias

—

D cra»<nfdlia, Soland.
See Pseudopanax —D longipes, Hort Lvs digitate, the lfts

oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, wavy N Austral -~D ndbtlis,
Hort “A theophrasta-hke plant, with closi ly pac ked, bold foliage,
the lvs oblong obovate-acuminate, undulate at the margins ”

Not certainly referable to Dizygotheca —D Osijilna, Hort Like
A leptophylla, but lfts deeply bihd, and nerves md veins brown
S Sea Isis

—

D quercifdlia, Hort Lfts 3, sinuate lvs opposite.
Now Britain Perhaps not of the Araliaceje The plant has opposite
lvs

—

D rotunda , Hort Lf of a single orbicular-cordate ift or
sometimes 3-foholate, white-toothed Polynesia Not certainly
referable to Dizygotheca

—

D sprctdbiUs, llort = ?—D spUndidi'i-
8ima, Hort. Lvs pinnate, the ltts shiny green New Caledonia-^
Polyseias—D terndta, llort Lvs opposite, termite, or .3-lobed,
the lfts oblong-lanceolate and sinuate Not certainly referable to
Dizygotheca-- 7 >. Vietdrw, Hort =Polyseias. x* t

DOCK. A name applied to various species of Rumex
(Polygonacese) The commonest species—growing in

fields and yards—are the curled or nariow-loaved
dock (R cru>pub

,
Linn ) and the bitter or broad-leaved

dock (R ohhmfoliu.8
,
Linn ). These arc introduced

from the Old World Several species tire native See
Rumex

Various species of docks and sorrels have long been
cultivated as pot-herbs Some of them are verv desir-

able additions to the garden because they yield a pleas-

ant food veiy eaily m spring, and, once planted, they
remain for years The Spinagc dock and the Large
Belleville are amongst the best kinds The former
(Fig 1336) is the better of the two, perhaps, and it has
the advantage of being a week or ten days earlier The
crisp leaves (blade 1 foot long) appear early in April,

when there is nothing green to be had in the open,
and they can be cut continuously for a month or more.
This dock is the heib patience {Rumex Patientia, Linn )

It has long been an inhabitant of gardens, and it has
sparingly run wild in some parts of this country It is

a native of Europe
The Belleville (Fig 1337) is also a

European and northern North Ameri-
can plant It has also become spon-
taneous in some of the eastern portions
of the country It is really a sorrel

(Rumex Acelosa, Linn ). It has thin-

ner, lighter grten and longer-stalked

leaves than the Spmage dock, with
spear-like lobes at the base The leaves

are very sour, and will probably not
prove to be so generally agreeable as
those of the Spmage dock; but they
are later, and afford a succession. In
some countries this sorrel yields oxalic

acid sufficient for commercial purposes
The round-leaved or true French sorrel

(Rumex scutatus, Linn ) would prob-
ably be preferable to most persons.

All these docks are hardy perennials,

and are very acceptable plants to those
who are fond of early “greens.” Some,
at least, of the cultivated docks can be
procured of American seedsmen. They
are readily grown from seeds, and give
a good produce the second year and
subsequently, and often yield good
leaves the first season. j, H. B.

1337 Belleville

dock.
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DOCYNIA (derivation unknown). Rosdcex, sub-
family Pbmese. Ornamental woody plants grown for

their handsome foliage and white flowers appearing in

spring.

Evergreen or half-evergreen trees: lvs. alternate,

entire, or serrate, sometimes slightly lobed: fls. short-

stalked, in umbels before or with the lvs.
;
calyx densely

tomentose, with lanceolate lobes; petals 5; stamens
30-50; styles 5, connate at the base and woolly; stigma
2-lobed; ovary 5-celled with 3-5 ovules m each
cell. fr. a subglobose, ovoid or pyriform pome with
persistent calyx.—Four species in

China, Himalayas and Annam.
Closely related to Malus, chiefly

distinguished by the 3-5-ovuled
cells and the 2-lobed stigma.
The species are very little

known in cultivation and none
of them seems to be m the trade.

D Delavayi has been introduced
only very recently; D Doumeri
has been recommended as a stock
for apples in tropical and sub-
tropical countries and tried in

Annam (R H 1904, p 246) ;
D.

indica, though known for about
100 years, does not seem to be
at present m cultivation either

m Europe or m this country.
They are adapted only for

warmer temperate or subtropical
regions The fruits are more or
less acid and are used for cook-
ing, possibly they could be im-
proved by selection and hybrid-
ization and might be developed
into valuable fruit trees for

warmer climates Propagation is

by seeds and possibly by graft-

ing on apple stock

D Dtlatx\yi, Schneid (Pyrus Dela-
vayi, Franch) Spiny tree, to 30 ft lvs.

evergreen, ovate-lanceolate, rounded or
broadly cunoatc at the baae, entire,

glofwy above, white-tomentoee below,
2-4 in fr ovoid, about 1 in long S.

W. China Franchet, Plant Delavay.
47 —D Doumrn, Schneid (Pyrus Dou-
meri, Boih) Unarmed tree lvs ovate
to ovate-lanceolate, entire or wparingly
serrulate, white-tomentosc below, 1-2^
in long fr fubglotn.se, about 2 in.

across Annam Jour Soc Bot France,
51 114, 115 —D indica, Decne (Pyrus
indica, Wall D Gnffithiana, Decne ).

Small tree lvs ovate to oblong-lanceo-
late, entire or serrulate, lobed in young
plants, woolly while young, finally

llabreseent, 2-4 in long fr subglo-
ose, 1-1 H m across E Himalayas

1338. Dodecatheon Meadia, the common
shooting-star ( X H)

Wallich, PI As EarS .

2 173 —The closely related D Hookert&na has larger lvs. and elon-
gated fr. Nouv Arch Mus Hist. Nat Pans 10 15

Alfred Rehder.

DODARTIA (Denis Dodart, physician and botanist,

born in Pans in 1634). Scrophulanacex. One ereet

perennial herb related to Mimulus. D. onentdlis

,

Linn.,

grows in S. Russia and W. Asia, and may be found m
choice collections of outdoor herbs: fls purplish, in ter-

minal racemes: plant with rush-like few-lvd. branches:
lvs opposite below, alternate above, linear and entire

or broader and somewhat dentate : corolla with a cylin-

drical or flaring tube, 2-lipped; stamens 4, didyna-
mous, included, the anther-cells distinct: caps subglo-
bose, dehiscent, the many seeds somewhat immersed
in the more or less fleshy placenta. July, Aug. B.M.
2199.—Apparently of minor horticultural value.

DODDER: Cutcuia.

DODECATHEON (Greek, twelve gods, old name of
no application here). Pnmul&cex. Shooting-Star.
American Cowslip. Small perennial herbs with cycla-

men-shaped flowers on scapes, sometimes grown in wild
or hardy gardens.

Glabrous, with a tuft of ovate or oblong entire or
dentate lvs. at the base, and a slender single naked
scape: fls. few or many in an umbel, noddmg, white,
rose oi purple; corolla-lobes (5) and calyx reflexed;

stamens 5, attached in the throat of the short corolla-

tube, the short filaments more or less conjoined at base
and the long slender anthers connivent into a cone: fr.

an oblong or somewhat cylindrical 5- or 6-valved caps.

—Dodecatheon is a puzzling genus to systematic
botanists. It is found from
Maine to Texas and from the
Atlantic to the Pacific; and
along the Pacific slope, from the
islands of Lower Calif, to those
of Bering Stra.t In this vast
region it varies immensely. It

is also found in Asia, especially

northeastward. This wonderful
distribution and variability is all

the more remarkable if, as Gray
once thought, it is all one species,

because monotypic genera are
considered, as a rule, to be com-
paratively inflexible or invaria-

ble. Pax & Knuth, on the other
hand (Engler’s Pflanzenreich, hft.

22, 1905), recognize 30 species.

There is singular lack of agree-

ment in the characterization of

accepted species. Dodecatheon
belongs to the same family with
Primula and Cyclamen, but in a
different tribe from the former,
while its reflexed corolla-lobes

distinguish it from most genera
of its family. Many-species and
varieties may be expected to
appear in the lists of dealers in

native plants
Shooting-star is an appropriate

name. The flowers -have been
compared to a diminutive cycla-
men, for they are pendulous and
seem to be full of motion (see

Fig. 1338) The stamens in D.
Meadia and all eastern species
come to a sharp point and seem
to be shooting ahead, while the
petals fall behind like the tail of

a comet The flowers represent
every shade from pure white,
through lilac and rose, to purple,
and they all have a yellow circle

m the middle, i.e
,
at the mouth of the corolla After

the flowers are gone the pedicels become erect. Some
forms have all their parts in fours. There are a num-
ber of good horticultural forms offered abroad.
They require an open well-drained soil, not too dry,

and moderately rich, and a shady or partially shady
position. They are propagated by division or by seeds,
the latter method being rather slow.

Mdadia, Linn. (D eUipticum
,
Nutt. Mhadia Dodecd,

-

thea, Crantz. M. Dodecatheon, Mill. M. carohnxdna,
Kuntze). Fig. 1338. Erect and strong, to 2 ft.:

lvs. ovate-oblong or oblong-hnear, nearly or quite
obtuse, dentate -crenate or nearly entire, 1-2 m wide,
tapering into a more or less margined petiole: scape
smooth, usually purple-spotted

;
fls 10-20; calyx

deeply parted, the parts lanceolate; corolla-lobes
linear-oblong, somewhat obtuse, rose-colored and
whitish at base; anthers reddish yellow, the connective
body purple and broadly ovate: caps, scarcely longer
than calyx, with persistent style. May, June. Woods
and prairies, Pa., W. and S. B M. 12.—This species runs
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into many forms, some of which may be specifically

distinct. Var. spl6ndidum, Hort
,

is an improved
form, crimson with a yellow circle. Var gigant$um,
Hort

,
is larger m all its parts: lvs. paler: fls. somewhat

earlier, in some forms white. Var. Slegans, Hort. Lvs.
wider and shorter than the type: scape shorter; fls.

more numerous, dark-colored. (The old generic name
Meadm commemorates Dr. Richard Mead, 1673-
1754)

Jeffreyi, Van Houtte (Meadia Jiffreyi, Kuntze)
Plant somewhat glandular-viscid: rhizome vertical

and short, strong * lvs oblanceolate, erect, entire, some-
what acute, mucronulate. scape 12-24 in. or more,
bearing a many-fld umbel; calyx-lobes lanceolate;

corolla deep red-purple, connective-body of anthers
very narrow or subulate at apex, colored same as sta-

mens. Mts
,
Calif and Ore. F.S 16:1662.

tetr&ndrum, Suksdorf, has the general aspect of D.
Jeffreyi ,

but the lvs are ampler and relatively broader:
roots, as in D Jeffreyi, are abundant, fleshy, fibrous,

persistent • roots, lvs and scapes form a short, vertical

crown, whole plant glabrous* corolla purplish, with a
yellow ring near the base, segms and stamens usually

only 4* caps circumscissile very near the apex. Mts.,
Wash and Ore

frigidum, Cham & Schlecht Plant 1 ft or less: lvs.

obovate to ovate or oblong, acutish, entire or somewhat
dentate: scape much exceeding the lvs, 2-3-fld

;

calyx-lobes longer than the tube, corolla-lobes oblong-
linear, violet* caps oblong, twice longer than calyx
Bering Strait to Rockies ana Sierras B M 5871.

latflobum, Elmer (D. dentatum, Hook D. Mbadia

var latilobiim, Gray). Larger than the last: lvs with
blade 1-4 in long, oval or ovate to oblong, repand or

sparingly dentate, abruptly contracted into long-

winged petioles, obtuse, fls 2-4, calyx-lobes deltoid;

corolla-lobes oblong, yellowish white* caps but little

longer than calyx, opening from the apex by valves
Wash., Ore

,
Idaho.

Hendersonii, Gray. About a foot high, glabrous,

deep green, lvs small, obovate or elliptic, 1 in or more
long, narrowed to a short petiole, fls rather few, calyx-
lobes triangular, acuminate, twice exceeding the tube;

corolla-lobes dark purple with a yellow base, the stami-

nal tube dark purple; anthers oblong, obtuse, short-

apiculate; connective-body deep purple* caps ovoid,

much exceeding the calyx, dehiscent by a circumscissile

apex and splitting into 10 valves Calif, to Wash.
G. 33*391.

Cldvelandii, Greene. One to 114 ft. tall, glabrous:

lvs. pale green, thickish, spatulate-ovate, petioled:

fls 2-10, calyx-lobes ovate-lanceolate, acute, glandular;

corolla-lobes purple with yellow base and a few purple
spots in throat; anthers purple, the connective - body
yellow: caps, oblong, circumscissile at apex. Feb.-
May. S. Calif.—Fls. said to vary to pure white.
Fragrant

radic&tum, Greene. Glabrous: root short and corm-
hke with fibrous rootlets: lvs. 3-5, thm, light green,

oblong-spatulate, crenate or nearly entire, blade
attenuate into petiole of about equal length: fls. 3-5
or more on a stout scape 8-16 m tall; calyx-lobes
lanceolate, about as long as the tube; corolla pinkish
or bluish violet, the lobes oblong-linear and erect-

spreading; staminal tube short; anthers purple, acute:

caps, narrow-ovate, only slightly surpassing calyx-

lobes. April. Wyo. to New Mex.—Recommended for

alpine and rock-gardens. L. jj. B.f

DODONj&A (Rembert Dodoena or Dodonseus,
about 1518-1585, royal physician ana author). Sami*-
ddeex. Trees ana shrubs, somewhat planted m 8. Fla.

and S. Calif for ornament.
Leaves alternate, without stipules, simple or pin-

nate: fls. small, polygamous, unisexual, often dioecious,

terminal or axillary, solitary or in racemes or panicles;
sepals 5 or fewer; petals wanting; stamens mostly 8
(5-10) with very short filaments; ovary 3-6-celled,
each cell 2-ovuled caps, winged on the back of each
valve.—About 50 species, mostly in Austral., a few
in Afr. and m Hawaii and N Amer. Lvs sometimes
glandular and exuding resin-like or varnish-hke sub-
stance.

visedsa, Linn. Shrub, to 15 ft., viscid* lvs mostly
oblong, cuneate at base, entire, with resinous dots on
both surfaces : fls. greenish, in short terminal or axillary

racemes; sepals ovate* caps about %\n long and some-
what broader, broadly 3-winged, notched at apex,
more or less cordate at base B R. 13 1051 (as D.
oblongifolia ) —A poorly defined plant, widely distributed
in warm countries, occurring m Austral

, S. Afr., m
Mex.. and forms of it in Fla and Anz. Lvs varying
from broadly spatulate to oblong to nearly or quite linear.

Thunbergi&na, Eckl. & Zeyh. Shrubs, 6-10 ft

,

glabrous, much branched: lvs. lanceolate or linear-

lanceolate, narrowed at base, somewhat denticulate

and somewhat viscid, fls. green, polygamous, racemose:
caps long, resinous and shining, 2-3-wmged, as
long as the stalk or longer. S. Afr.

triqudtra, Andr. Erect shrub, the young branches
flattened or very angular: lvs. oval-elliptic to oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, to 4 in long, entire or very
nearly so. fls. in short oblong compact panicles or
racemes; sepals minute: caps, of D. viscosa, middle-
sized. Austral.

cune&ta, Rudge. Much-branched bush, usually
viscid: lvs. small (usually under 1 in. long) obovate or
cuneate, at the end rounded or truncate or toothed,
on the sides entire or rarely obscurely toothed, short-
petioled : fls . in short terminal scarcely branched
racemes, or sometimes few in axillary clusters; sepals

ovate-oblong: caps, of D. viscosa, the wings usually noi
very broad. Austral. L. j£. B.

DOGBANE: Apocynum.

DOG’S-TAIL GRASS: Eleusine \nd%ca.

DOGTOOTH VIOLET: Erythronium.

DOGWOOD: Comm

DOLICHAND&A: Macfadyena.
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DOLICHODElRA : Smninffta.

D6LICHOS (old Greek name). Legummbsae. Tropi-
cal twiners (a bush variety of D. Lablab is now being
offered by seedsmen), of which a few forms are in culti-

vation, some for ornament and some for forage.

Keel of the corolla narrow and

/yrZ>rCj^ hent inward at right angles, but
Tl not distmctly coiled; style bearded
• ,i «fr VJTT under the stigma, which is termi-

nal; stipules small. For botanical
distinctions between Dolichos,
Phaseolus and Vigna see Vigria

The styles are points of difference
(Fig. 1340). D. japomcus, a most
worthy ornamental vine, will be
found under Puerana. For D. ses-

quipedaliSj see Vigna—Perhaps 50-
GO species, widely distributed.

Three species of Dolichos are now
grown m Amer.

A. Style bearded only on a ring sur-

rounding and just below the stigma.

bifldrus, Linn. This species is now being mtro.
from India, where it is frequently used as a forage
plant It differs from D Lablab in having the upper lip

of the calyx 2-toothed and from D. Lablab and D.
hgnosus m having only a ring or brush of hairs just

beneath the stigma, whereas the styles of the other
species are bearded on a line extending down the inner
face The seeds are small (average weight 035 gram)
and rather strongly flattened. Their approximate
dimensions are length >£-J4in., width thickness

T^in. (2-2A mm.).

1340. Types of
styles. 1, D. Lablab;

2, Vigna sinensis; J,

V. sesouipedalis.

aa. Style bearded along the inner side.

B. Seeds small, %~Hin. long by broad, average
weight .02 grains.

ligndsus, Linn. Australian Pea Fig. 1339. Ever-
green: fls white or rosy purple: lvs much smaller than
m D. Lablab. A perennial rapidly growing vine, suitable
for covering fences and outbuildings in warm countries;

highly recommended in S. Calif, and Anz. B.M. 380 —
A form with white fls. is offered by seedsmen as D. alba.

bb. Seeds large, long by ArYsin. broad, average
weight .10-.30 grams.

L&blab, Linn (D cultratus, Thunb. D. purpureus,
Lindl. Ldblab cultratus, DC.). Hyacinth Bean. Figs

1339, 1340, 1341 Tail-twining
(often 10-20 ft): Ifts broad-ovate,
rounded below and cuspidate-
pointed at the apex, often crinkly
fls. purple or white, rather large, 2-
4 at the nodes, in a long erect ra-

ceme: pods small (2-3 in. long) and
flat, usually smooth, conspicuously
tipped with the persistent style;

seed black, mahogany or gray, in

the white-fld. varieties, white, small
(average weight about A gram).
Tropics. B.M. 896. B.R. 830
A.G. 14:84—Cult, in this country
as an ornamental climbing bean, but

in the tropics the pods and seeds are eaten Annual. It

is easily grown in any good garden soil Like common
beans it will not endure frost. It is very variable.

White-fld. and dwarf bush forms arenow offered by seeds-
men. A form with white fls. and very largo growth is

known among horticulturists as D. gigantfcus (Fig. 1342).

D. pteudopachyrrhizus. Harms, recently mtro. into some of the
European gardens from Trop. Afr , is a perennial form with a largo
tuberous rootstock' sts. long, round or angular: lvs long-stalked,
3-foholate; lfts. very variable in shape, the lateral often ovate or
elliptic and the terminal broadly rhomboid, 3J<-8 in long, 2}^-7
in. broad: fls. small, chiefly violet-blue, in racemes H~l s

i ft long

Geo. F Freeman.

1341. Calyx cups
and styles of Doli-

thos. 1, D. Hgnosus;
2, D. Lablab

DOMB&YA (after Joseph Dombey (1742-1795)
French botanist and companion of Ruiz and Pavon
in Peru and Chile). 8yn. Assdnia, Astrapka. Stercuhd-
cex. Shrubs or small trees of continental Afr., Madagas-
car and Seychelles, sometimes plan^xl m Fla and Calif :

lvs. often cordate, palmately nerved, frequently lobed.
fls. rosy or white, numerous, m loose axillary or terminal
cymes, in umbels, or crowded into dense heads, often
very showy, calyx 5-parted, persistent; petals 5,
stamens 15-20, 5 sterile, the remainder shorter, united
into a tube or cup: ovary 2-5-celled, stigmas 5: fr. a
locuhcidal caps,—Probably 100 species, many new
kinds having been made known recently with the
opening of Trop Afr The dombeyas are yet little

known in this country, although some of them promise
well for lawn and park planting far south.

natal6nsis, Sond. Distinguished by its cordate,

acute lvs. and the narrowly awl-shaped lfts of the invo-
lucre: lvs. long, petioled, somewhat angular, toothed,

with minute stellate pubescence,
5-7-ribbed : umbels 4-8-fld Natal.

—Cult, in S. Fla. and North under
glass Very rapid-growing, fohage
poplar-like* fls. pure white, large,

sweet-scented; a very good winter-

blooming plant in S. Calif.

spect&bilis, Bojer. Small tree: lvs.

cordate, orbicular or oblong, acute,

undulate, 5-9-nerved, rough above
and rusty or whitish pubescent
beneath, the petioles downy: fls.

%in across, white, in many-flo.
much-branched axillary and termi-

nal cymes; sepals lanceolate, shorter
than corolla; petals roundish; sta-

mens united only at base. E Trop
Afr.—A plant under this name is

catalogued in this country as “a
tall shrub with straw-colored and
pmk fls.”

acutingula, Cav. (Astrapka tilise-

fblia, Sweet). Low tri*i or shrub,
lvs. crowded at ends of

branches, lvs thin, round-
cordate, nearly glabrous,

palmately 3-^-lobed : fls

in 2-parted cymes; brac-
teoles large, ovate, falling,

sepals Am. or less long,

reflexing, petals white or
reddish, Kin long, ob-
hque-obovate, stamens 18,

being exceeded in length
by the staminodia; ovary
densely tomentose, and
styles free at top only
Mauritius and Bourbon.
B.M. 2905 (form with en-
tire lvs.).

1342. Dolichos L&blab (form punctAta, Cav. Tree, the
giganteus). (xH) young parts hairy: lvs

smooth and firm, orbicular
and deeply cordate, acute, 3-4 in. long, obscurely cre-

nate: fls. 10-20 in a simple umbel that has a peduncle
2-3 times the length of the petiole; sepals linear-lanceo-

late, reflexed; petals rather longer than sepals, obdel-
toid

;
ovary tomentose. Mauritius and Bourbon. Intro

m S. Calif.

nairob6nsis, Engler. Shrub or tree with terete

branches that become glabrous or nearly so: lvs. ovate-
cordate, acuminate, somewhat 3-lobed, irregularly

crenate, 7-nerved, hairy, and tomentose beneath: fls.

on long hispid pedicels m an umbel; bracteoles ovate-
lanceolate; sepals lanceolate, becoming reflexed,

tomentose outside; petals oblique and obtuse, scarcely
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exceeding petals; stamlnodia narrowly spatulate;

ovary tomentose. Nairobi.

W&llichii, Benth. & Hook. (Astrapka Wdlhchvi
,

Lindl.). Tree, to 30 ft.: lvs large, velvety, cordate,

angularly lobea, with leafy stipules, fls. scarlet (pink?),

in drooping umbels, the peduncles long and hairy.

Madagascar.—A very showy plant when m bloom.
D. BUrgetme, Gerrard. Lvs pubescent, cordate, but with 2

deep, wide cuts, and 2 shallow ones besides the basal one. fls.

numerous, large, white, rosy at center and along veins, petals

rounded S Afr B.M 5487 —D caldntha, Schum Shrub, 10-12
ft.: lvs large (1 ft across), 3-5-lobed, coarsely toothed, cor-

date at base, pubescent above and tomentose beneath, with long
petioles fls rose-colored, 1 in across. British Cent. Afr B.M.
8424.

—

D. Cayeuxu, Hort , is a hybrid of D Mastersii and D. Wal-
liohn fls. beautiful pink in pendulous, many-fld umbels, lvs cor-
date, aoute, dentate, with long petioles.—D Cina, Baill Tall
tree. lvs cordate or somewhat 3-lobed, 6 in, long and nearly as
broad, toothed or crenulate, pubescent beneath fls lilac-rose, 2 Vi
in. across. Madagascar. R.H 1911 84 —D Dftvaet, Hort, is a
hybrid of D. spectabihs and D. natalensis fls. rose-colored, also a
wnite-fld, form (var alba) It H 1912, p. 178-9—D Mdstersxi,

Hook Shrub, 4-5 ft. high. lvs. velvety, heart-shaped, serrate, fls.

fragrant, white, with thinner veins of rose than in I) Burgesmse;
petals acute. Trop. Afr. B M 5639 —D vxbumxfldra, Bojer, has
very numerous white fls with narrower petals than any here des-
cribed lvs cordate, 3-lobed, the cuts not so wide as in D. Bur-
gesaueu Comoro. B.M 4568. L H B f

D0NDIA: Hacquttxa,

DOODIA (after Samuel Doody, London apothecary).
Polypodulcex. Greenhouse ferns.

Sori curved, placed in one or more rows between
the midribs and the margins of the pinnae: lvs. ngid.

A genus of diminutive ferns related to Woodwardia.

—

Species 4 or 5. Ceylon to New Zeal.

All doodias, except D. blechnoxdes, are of dwarf
hahit, and axe useful for fern-cases and for edgings of

window boxes. Cool and intermediate temperatures
are best. They are excellent for forming an under-
growth m coolhouses, as they seldom are infests with
insects, and endure fumigation. Schneider recom-
mends three parts of peat and one of silver sand. Loam
does not help, but a little chopped sphagnum does.

They are very sensitive to stagnant water, and do not
like full exposure to sunlight. Always propagate by
spores, but division is possible.

A. Lvs. jnnnatifid.

dspera, R. Br. Lvs. 6-18 m. long, 2-4 in. wide,
pmnatifid, narrowed gradually below, sori in 1 or 2
rows. Temp. Austral.—Crested varieties occur in cult.

aa. Lvs. pinnate in the lower half.

m&dia, R. Br. Lvs. 12-18 m. long, with pinna 1-2 in.

long, the lower one gradually smaller Austral, and
New Zeal—D. Kunthiana, Gaud

,
from the Hawaiian

Isis has close median pinnae. D. superha, Hort., is a
larger garden form.

caud&ta, R. Br. Lvs. 6-12 in. long, with pinnae about
an inch long

?
the spore-bearing ones shorter, apex often

terminating in a long point. Austral and New Zeal.

blechnoldes. Cunn. Lvs. 18 in. long
;

If -blades 15
in. long, 6 in broad, broadest at the middle, the lowest
pinnae considerably narrowed

;
margins serrate : sori in

an irregular row near midrib. New S. Wales.

L. M. Underwood.
R C. Benedict, t

DOR$MA (dorema, a gift, an allusion to the gift of

gum ammoniac). UmbeUiferse. About 4 odd large

perennial herbs of S. W. Asia, yielding gum-resins,
likely to be met with in collections of economic plants.

Usually glaucous, with pinnately decompound lvs

,

and small white or yellow fls in close woolly umbels:
calyx-teeth wanting or nearly sop petals ovate: fr.

ovate, piano-compressed. D. Ammowtacum, D. Don,
an erect fleshy-stemmed herb to 7 ft., with a few lvs.

near the base and bracts above, yields gum-ammoniac,
a medicinal product. This resm exudes on the sting
of insects, occurringm yellowish brown “tears’ ’ or drops;

it has a balsamic odor and bitter unpleasant taste.

The plant is native in Persia and Afghanistan. Other
species yield similar exudation.

DOR6NICUM (Latinized Arabic name). CompdsiUe.
Leopard’s Bane. Hardv herbaceous plants, 1-2 feet

high, with yellow many-flowered heads
Stems little branched or not at all: lvs. alternate,

radical ones long-stalked, st.-lvs. distant, often clasp-
ing the st : heads mostly one on a st. and 2-3 in.

across, borne high above tne basal crown of foliage, from
April to June—From 20-30 species, natives of Eu. and
Temp. Asia. The genus is allied to Arnica and dis-

tinguished by the alternate lvs. and by the style.

The plants are of easy culture m rich loam except D.
eordifohum

,
which is an alpine species. The flowers axe

numerous and good for cutting. Doronicums have
been strongly recommended for forcing.

a. Root4v8. not notched at the base, ovate.

plantagineum, Linn. Glabrous, but woolly at the
neck, with long, silky hairs: root-1vs. ovate or oval,

wavy-toothed
,

st -lvs nearly entire, the lower ones
narrowed into a petiole and not eared, the upper ones
sessile, oblong, acuminate: rhizome tuberous, roundish,
or creeping obliquely : stalk of the root-lvs about 3 in.

long: typically about 2 ft high Sandy woods of Eu.
GC III 17*229 JH III 55:109 Gn. 60:151 Var.
excelsum, Hort (D exctlsum, Hort D. “Harpur
Crew,” Hort ), is more robust, grows about 5 ft. high
and is probably more cult than any other kind of

doromeum Fls sometimes 4 m across. Gn. 47, p.

269; 28:512; 38:437 G.C. II. 20:297. G. 19:441;
27:225 Gn W 24:221.

Cliisii, Tausch ( Arnica Cliisn, All) Lvs ovate or
oblong; st -lvs half clasping, with distant teeth or
many small ones One subvariety has long, silky hairs

on its lvs
,
while another has none Swiss and Austrian

Alps.—“Soft, downy foliage,” J. W. Manning. “Grows
2 ft. high,” Woolson. “Larger and later fls. than D.
caucastcum,” Ellwanger and Barry.

aa. Root-lvs. notched at the base, heart-shaped .

b Root tuberous.

Pardali&nches, Linn Hairy lvs. toothed; lower st.-

lvs. eared at the base of the stalk, subovate, upper ones
spatulate-coidatc, highest ones cordate-clasping, acute.

Woods of lower mountains of Eu G. 22:499 —While
all species are typically 1-fld., any of them may have
now and then more than 1 fl. on a st., and this species

particularly may have 1-5 fls

bb. Root not tuberous.

caucdsicum, Bieb Glabrous except as noted above:
lvs. crenate-dentate, lower st -lvs. eared at the base
of the stalk, the blade subcordate, highest ones cordate
to half-clasping; lvs near the mfl linear-lanceolate.

Shady woods ofCaucasus, Sicily, etc. B M. 3143 Gn.
28 p. 512., which shows sts. with 1 fl. and 1 If.—Fls. 2
m. across

cordifdlium, Stemb. (

D

. Columnse, Tenore). Gla-
brous, the st. very fibrous toward the base, scarcely

5 in tall: radical lvs cordate-kidney-shaped, the upper
lvs. st -clasping: heads solitary on the sts., the small
lvs near it ovate-lanceolate, acuminate. An alpine
species from S. E Eu. and adjacent Asia.

austrtacum, Jacq. A trifle hairy: lvs. minutely
toothed, lower st.-lvs. spatulate-ovate, abruptly nar-
rowed at the base, half-clasping, highest ones cordate-
clasping, lanceolate. Subalpine woods, Eu.

D. drayton&nse, Hort , is a list name, not referable to any known
species. It seems not to occur in horticultural or botanical liter-

ature

—

D. magnifleum, Hort., described as a “very attractive
perennial with large yellow fls. somewhat like a single sunflower," is
also doubtful It may be D. plantagineum var. excelsum.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. TAYLOR,f
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DORSTENIA (Theodor Dorsten, professor of medi-
cine at Marburg, died 1539). Mortice# About 50 tropi-

cal herbs or small shrubs, remarkable for the dilated
receptacle m which the unisexual fls are borne, being
imbedded in the surface. Both staminate and pistillate

fls. are without perianth; stamens 1-4; ovary 1-loculed;

stigma 2-lobed Dorsten las are easily grown in warm
shady glasshouses. The plants are not in the American
trade, but they are often grown in botanical establish-

ments to illustrate morphology The fig is a hollow
receptacle formed of the axis of the fl -cluster, the dor-
stema bears a flattened or cup-like receptacle, and is

an intermediate stage between the fig and other plants.

One of the common species is D. Contrajdrva
,
Linn.

(Fig 1343), which is native to Trop Amer.. fls on a
scape, lvs round-cordate, palmately lobed or parted,
the segms ovate or oblong and more or less toothed:
receptacle irregularly rectangular, peltate:

rhizome cyhndric, nodose. Mex
,
W. Indies,

Venezuela, Colombia. L. H. B.

DORYALIS: Aberia.

DORYANTHES (Greek, spear-flower; the
flowering stern 8 to 25 feet high, crowned by a
spike of flowers 3 feet high) A tnaryllidticex.

Great desert plants from Australia, with 100
or more leaves 6 feet long when full grown,
being impressive for large conservatories, or
for open ground in the South, where they will

stand slight frost

The representative in Austral, of the Ameri-
can Furcriea and Agave lvs.

in a dense basal rosette, those
on the st much reduced* fls.

large, bright red (often replaced I

by bulblets), in a large tliyrse-

hke or pamcled infl
; perianth

with little or no tube, the
segms long and falcate, sta-

mens 6, attached at base of
perianth, the filaments filiform:

fr a turbinate caps
,
3-valved.

—Three or 4 species Little

known under glass, as they re-

quire too much room A plant
of D Palmen remained at
Ivew 16 years before flowering.

Plants of doryanthes are prop,
by suckers, which are pro-
duced only after flowering.

The process is very slow The
roung plants must be repotted
or several years until they
have attained a large size.

They are said to do best in a
compost of loam and leaf-mold
in equal parts

exc6lsa, Correa. Spear-Lily. Lvs. sword-shaped,
not ribbed, smooth, entire, with a very narrow carti-

laginous margin, lowrer ones recurved, others erect:

scape clothed with lanceolate lvs
,
which sheath the

st at their base; fls in a globular head, deep crimson or
maroon inside and out (there is a white-fld form).
B.M. 1685. R H. 1865, pp 466, 471; 1891, p. 548.

GC. II. 11*339 Gn.W. 16:681. G.W. 9, p. 521.
H.F. 11.7:136.

PAlmeri, W. Hill. Even more gigantic than D.
excelsa: lvs. longer and broader, slightly ribbed and a
longer brown point* fls in a thyrsoid panicle, bright
scarlet outside, whitish within. B.M. 6665. F S.
20.2097. R.H 1891:548. GC II 17:409. GW. 12,

p. 222. New shoots are said to be produced at the base,
which bloom m one or more years.
D Gmlfdyln, P M. Bailey, Queensland-Lily, is a large and

fine species from N Queensland, perhaps a form of D. Palmen.

68

lvs. 9 ft. long, over 8 in. wide* fls rich cmnsoo, 4 in. long It yields
a good fiber. Gn. 44. p. 69. G C. III. 45 383

Wilhelm Miller.
L. H. B.f

DORYOPTERIS (Greek, lance-fern). Polypoduicex .

Small pot ferns with oddly pretty leaves.

Leaves with continuous marginal son and copiously
anastomosing veins —About 20 species, m warm coun-
tries Sometimes joined to Ptcns, which see for cul-

ture. Not to be confused with Dryoptens.
palm&ta, J Smith Lvs 4-9 in each way, with 5 or

more triangular lobes or the fertile still more divided:
ribs black W Indies to Brazil —Sometimes considered
to be a variety of D pedata, F6e.

nfibilis, J Smith Larger: lvs sometimes 1 ft. long,

pedately bipinnatifid, ribs chestnut S Brazil.

I) tlerfpuns, with lvs rat- mhling a geranium If , 3-6 in.

each way, is sometimes tult , as is D dfcora, with more
divided lvs. Both are natrv es of the Hawaiian Isis.

L M Underwood.

DOSSINIA (K P Dossin, Belgian botanist.

1777-1852) Orchulacese One species of terrestrial

orchids, allied to Anoectochilu.s, but lacking the
bearded fringe on the lower part of the labcllum.

This species may possibly be cult by a few
amateurs who are skilled m the cult, of dwarf
warmhouse foliage plants

D marmoriMn, C Morr (Anoectoehilus Lowei, Hort ).

Lvs golden-veined or marbled, 4-5 xn long, elliptic scape
pubescent. 10 in high, spike 5 in long, with many white,

pubc-cent fl* Java F S 4 370 —There is a stronger-grow-
ing var , with foliage better colored.

DOUGLASIA (after David
Douglas, the Scotch botanist,

who explored California, Ore-
gon and British Columbia in

1823 and 1829) incl Arctia.

Primnlacc# Low* tufted per-

ennial herbs, one of which is

list'd in alpine gardening
The genus is closely allied to

Androsace and Primula, but in

those two genera the lvs come
from the root, while Douglasia
has branches, though very
short ones, winch arc densely
elothed with lvs Douglasia
Iris a corolla-tube equaling or
exceeding the calyx, somewhat
inflated toward the top, with 5
scales or crests beneath the
sinuses, calyx 5-lobed, persist-

ent
,
stamens 5, included

;
ovary

5-ovulcd. fr a turbinate 1- or
2-seeded caps —Seven or 8
species in mountains of Eu.,
and W N Amer

,
considered to

be 6 by Pax& Knuth in Engler’s
Pflanzenreieh, hft 22 (1905) The fls are yellow m D.
Vilahana, which is the cult species, but otherwise
rose-purple The plants require the treatment accorded
to other alpmes; see Alpine Plants, Vol I.

Vitali&na, Hook f (Primula Vitalitina, Linn.
Arulrdsace Vitalitina, Reichb. ArUia Vitalitina, Lodd.
Gregbna Vitalitina, Duby). Height 2 m * sts numer-
ous, prostrate, somewhat wroodv: branches denuded of

lvs at the base, but at the tips clothed with overlapping
linear entire pilose lvs * fls nearly stalkless, solitary or

2 or 3, yellow, rather large, corolla-tube 2 or 3 times
longer than the calyx, the lobes ovate-lanceolate,
obtuse Alps, Pyrenees. L B C. 2 : 166.

Some of the American douglasias, all with rose or purple fls

arc sometimes listed by foreign specialists in alpines—D dretica.

Hook Glabrous lvs cihato with short and simple hairs, apex
obtuse fl 1 on a scape, corolla-tube about equaling calyx plant
loosely cespitose High arctic Amer—D dent&ta, Wats. Like D.
nivalis and by some considered to be a form of it, but coarser and

1343. Dorstema Contrajerva. ( X H)
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with broader often spatulate lvs which are entire and sparingly
denticulate. Cascade Mts., Wash —D laevxgdta, Gray Mature lvs.

coriaceous, the margin smooth or rarely minutely abate, blade
oblong or oblong-lanceolate and obtuse fls 2-5, corolla-tube
almost twice as long as calyx. Ore , Wash .—D moni&na, Gray
Mature lvs prominently abate on the margins, destitute of forked
hairs, the blade very small and linear or lanceolate fls single, the
corolla-tube less than the calyx or just equaling it Mts ,

Wyo ,

Mont. Runs into several forms, 2 of which have been described as
species (D biflora, Nelson and D. or Androsace uniflora )—D nivdha,
Lindl Mature lvs covered with minute 2-3-forked pairs, margins
not abate, blade linear and usually entire fls 3-7, the corolla-tube
hardly exceeding the calyx. Columbia River. L H B f
DOUGLAS SPRUCE . Pseudotsuga Douglam.

DOWNlNGIA (after Andrew Jackson Downing,
famous American pomologist and landscape gardener).
Campanuldcex, or LobeliAcex when this family is kept
distinct. Low herbs, much branched, sometimes grown
as garden annuals; flowers blue with white or yellow
markings or blotches.

Leaves alternate, entire, passing above into bracts:

fls. in the axils ot the lvs. or upper sessile bracts;

corolla 2-lipped, the upper lobes much narrower than
the 3 lower* ones; tube of stamens free from the corolla

-

seeds numerous, small, oblong to spindle-shaped, in a
very long linear caps, that bears at its apex the leafy

linear calyx-lobes and is dehiscent lengthwise by 1-3
valves or fissures—Six to 8 species, mostly in Calif

(1 in Chile), usually in moist places and margins of

spring pools, sometimes in Salty marshes or in moun-
tains. Rafinesque's name Bolelia (anagram of Lobelia)
is older, but is discarded by the list of “nomina conser-
vanda” of the the Vienna code The plants are little

known in American gardens They are easily grown
annuals, and are said to make interesting pot-plants

The species are often not well distinguished, and some of

them may be color forms The plants grow about 6 m.
high, and have been recommended for edgings.

pulchSlla, Torr (Chntdma pulchUla, Lindl ).'• Erect
or ascending, 2-10 in

,
usually simple, lvs oblong-

ovate to linear, Yivci long, obtuse: fls deep blue, the
center of lower lip yellow with a white border, and
marked with violet and yellow m throat; lower lip

with 3 roundish apiculate lobes; upper lip deeply
2-cleft with spreading oblong-lanceolate segms May,
June, in Calif B R. 1909. ll H 1861* 171. G W 15,

p. 213. R H. 1895, p. 19, shows its straggling habit
as a pot-plant. Many of the branches fall below the
top of the pot.

elegans,Torr (C elegans, Douglas) . St usually simple,
4-7 in : lvs. ovate to lanceolate, the broad lip moder-
ately 3-lobed; the 2 divisions of the smaller lip lanceo-
late, parallel; lower lip sky-blue with darker veinlets and
the main part white with 2 green or yellowish spots;

the throat often purple-spotted and yellow-lined May.
Calif. B.R. 1241. L jj g -j-

plant forms a dense little rosette of lvs., and has a neat
appearance at all times. In spring, drabas are thickly

covered with their little flowers and when planted m
masses are decidedly effective. Propagation is chiefly

by division; also by seed, which may be sown in the
fall if desired. (J. B. Keller.)

INDEX.

aizoides, 7. cuspidata, 10. Mawn, 4.

Aizoon, 8 Dedeana, 9. olympioa, 11.

alpina, 15 fladmzensis, 6. pyrenaica, 1.

androsacea. 6. eigas, 5 ngida, 12.

atireu, 16 mspida, 14 tndentata, 14.

bruniaefolta, 11. imbneata, 13. violacea, 2.

bryoides, 12. lappomca, 0. Wahlenbergxt, 6.

cinerea, 3.

a. Fls. rose or purple.

1. pyrenaica, Linn. Rock Beauty. Height 2-3 in.:

lvs. wedge-shaped, 3-lobed at apex: fls white at first,

changing to rosy pink May. Mts., S Eu. B.M. 713.
—Said to be easily prop by cuttings. This is Petrocallis

pyrenaica, R Br., under which name it will be found
again

2 violicea, DC. St. woody at base, branched:
6-12 m. -

lvs. obovate-oblong, obtuse, equally woolly

on both sides scapes leafy, petals obovate, dark purple.

Andes of Ecuador at elevations of 13,000-15,000 ft.

B M. 5650

aa. Fls. white {sometimes yellowish m No. 6).

b Plants biennial or annual.

3 cinerea, Adams St nearly simple: lvs oblong-
lmear, stellate pubescent petals twice longer than
calyx • pods oblong, pubescent, shorter than the pedicel.

Early spring. Siberia.

bb. Plants perennial.

c. Lvs. rigid.

4 MAwii, Hook. Forming low, densely tufted, bright

DOXANTHA CAPREOLATA, Miera: Bignonia capreolala

DRABA (Greek name for a cress). Crudferx. Whit-
low-Grass. One of the important groups of spring-
flowering plants for the alpine garden
A large and widely scattered genus of tufted hardy

annual or perennial herbs, with stellate hairs, lvs. often
m a rosette, mostly uncut* scapes or sts leafy or not,
racemes short or long, fls without bracts, small, white,
yellow, rosy or purple, stamens 6: fr. an oval, orbicular

or linear flat pod with several to many marginless
seeds in 2 rows m each cell; cotyledons accumbent.

—

Some 150 species m temperate and arctic regions of the
world, many of them m mountains. Many species
occur in the lists of alpine gardeners. They are more or

less alvssum-like. 4
Drabas are very pretty dwarf compact alpine plants,

with small but numerous flowers admirably adapted
for the rockery or front part of a sunny border. They
require a sunny position and an open soil. It is impor-
tant that they be well matured by the autumn sun. The

green patches: st much branched^ densely clothed with
spreading, rosulate lvs • lvs linear-oblong, obtuse,

bristly, with a prominent midrib below: scape very
short, woolly, 2-4-fld., very short-pedicelled; petals

thrice as large as the sepals, obcordate, white: pods
ellipsoid, compressed. Spain B.M. 6186.

5. gigas, Stur (properly Arabis Carduchdrum, Boiss.).

Lvs rosulate and rigid, linear and obtusish, ciliate:

scape 1 m or less, the fruiting raceme short and con-
tracted; fls. white* fr glabrous, elliptic-linear, the style

very short, the valves 1-nerved and keeled. Armenia.

cc. Lvs. not rigid.

6. fladnizAnsis, Wulf. (D. androsdcea, Willd. D.
Wdhlenbergii, Hartm. D. lappdmca, Willd.). Plant
2-3 m., much branched at Dase. lvs. rather loosely

rosulate, oblong-linear to lanceolate, ciliate, usually

somewhat villous or stellate-pubescent, less than Min.
long* scape usually glabrous or only slightly villous;

fls. sometimes yellowish: pods elliptic-oblong to ovate-
lanceolate, not hairy. Arctic regions and Cent. Eu.





XXXVII. Dracaena Goldieana, a “foliage plant" from tropical Africa.
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aaa. Fla. yellow.

B. Los. rigid, keeled , ciliate.

7. aizoides, Linn. Cespitose, 2-3 in.: lvs. linear and
acutish: scape glabrous, the raceme elongating in fr.

;

petals yellow, twice exceeding the calyx; anthers about
equaling the petals, fr. oblong-elliptic, glabrous or
setulose; style as long as the pod is wide. March. Cent,
and S. Eu.—B.M 170. Variable.

8. Aizdon, Wahl. About 3 in. high' lvs. broad-
lanceolate, strongly ciliate. scape hairy, with sulfur-

yellow fls
,
the filaments being paler or greenish. April.

Eu.—Diverse in habit.

9. Dede&na, Boiss & Reut. Fig. 1344 Densely
cespitose: scape and pedicels pubescent lvs oblong-
linear, attenuate at base: petals broadly obcordate-
cuneate; stamens scarcely longer than calyx, fr. elip-

soidal or ovoid. Spain —In habit like D. aizoides; fls.

paler yellow.

10. cuspid&ta, Bieb Cespitose: lvs linear-acute:

scape villous or woolly, the fruiting raceme short;

petals yellow, twice exceeding the calyx, anthers equal-
ing the petals: fr lanceolate and somewhat turgid,

setulose Asia Minor —Aspect of D aizoides, but
scape shorter and pod somewhat inflated

11. Olympics, Sibth. (/). brunuefdlia

,

Stev.). Densely
and broadly cespitose, about 4 in high: lvs. narrowly
linear, somewhat keeled, petals deep golden, twice as
long as the calyx and stamens* fr. small, turgid-com-
pressed, style very short. June Greece, Orient.

—

Runs into many forms.

12. rfgida, WiUd {D. bryoMts, DC.). Powdered:
lvs minute, and very short, oblong-linear and keeled,

obtusish, the margin more or less ciliate* scape glabrous,
bearing a rather long raceme; petals deep golden
yellow, much exceeding calyx* fr. elliptic or nearly
linear Caucasus, Armenia.

13. imbricita, Meyer. Very dwarf, much powdered:
lvs. very small, oblong, obtuse, 3-sided, ciliate, densely
imbricate: raceme nearly sessile, glabrous, 3-5-fld.;

petals deep golden, twice exceeding the calyx; filaments
exceeding calyx: ir. ovate-orbicular, glabrous, nearly
plane, style very short. Caucasus.—An excellent little

rock alpine.

bb . Lvs not rigid or keeled

14. hlspida, Willd. (D . trident&ta
,
DC.). About 3 in.

high, lvs obovate, narrowed into a long petiole,

obscurely 1-3-toothed at the apex, somewhat bristly

scape not hairy, petals yellow, cuneate, retuse, twice
longer than calyx: fr oblong-linear, not hairy. Rus-
sia, Caucasus

15 alplna, Linn Densely cespitose, with a much-
branched caudex* lvs lanceolate or oblong, obtuse or

acute, pubescent: flat: scape more or less hairy: pods
oblong to ovate, style very short. April. Greenland,
N. Eu

,
Asia.

16. affrea, Vahl. Doubtfully perennial or biennial,

pubescent throughout with stellate hairs, the caudex
simple or little branched: lvs. oblanceolate to lanceo-

late, to 2 in., entire or remotely serrate* petals bright

yellow to almost white: pods lanceolate to linear,

acute, often twisted. New Mex., and Ariz in mountains
and north. B.M. 2934.

D. boredlis, DC FIs. white* stellate-pubeacent, more or less

cespitose, st 2-12 in , simple or sparingly branched lvs ovate to
oblong-ovate, flat, or less, style short and stout Brit. Col.
to the high N , Japan—D eldta, Hook, f Fls yellow tall biennial,
the 8t about 1 ft. high from the previous year’s rosette of spatulate
lvs. Himalayas.—D friyula, Saut. Fls white scape about 2-
lvd , loosely pubescent lvs lanceolate or elliptic, stellate-tomentose:
fr oblong, glabrous, the style very short or almost none Alps—D.
Qilhesn, Hook & Arn Fls white, *^in or less across tufted
Derenmal, 1-10 in , variable* lvs. ovate-oblong, coarsely toothed*
fls few to many m an erect raceme. Chile BM. 7913. Gn 63, p
243 —D qrandifldra, Hook & Arn. Fls white, in racemes' plant
small ana tufted, with tomentose lvs. oblong-spatulate. High
Andes. Gn. 63, p. 242. Showy, hardy in England.

—

D. Salatndnu,

offered abroad, is described as "very close, compact tufts, white
fls

"

—

D vtrna, Linn. Whitlow-Grass A winter annual, widely
naturalised from Eu , with white fls , bifid petals, oblong-obovate
to oblanceolate rosulato lvs., slender scapes 2-6 in., and glabrous
round-oval to oblong pods L H B f

DRAC&NA (female dragon; the dried juice supposed
to resemble dragon’s blood ). LiliAcese. Dracena.
Ornamental hothouse or stove plants, frequently with
variegated leaves.

Often arborescent, with sword-shaped or broad lvs.

mostly crowded at the summit of the st. : fls. clustered
in panicles or heads, greenish- white or yellowish;
perianth salver-form or campanulate; lobes 6, spread-
ing

,
stamens 6 . fr a 3-celled berry. Differs from Cordy-

line in having larger fls
,
and solitary instead of many

ovules in each cell of the ovary.—About 40 tropical
woody plants, a few being in cult See Baker, Joum.
Linn Soc

,
vol 14, for a monograph of the genus. •

Draciena Draco, of the Cfcnanes, is the dragon tree.

It reaches a height of 30 to 60 feet, branching when of
great age. The dragon tree of Teneriffe, famous for
centuries, was 70 feet high, and one of the oldest of
known trees. See Cordyhne for other names not found
in this article; albo for culture.

The following key to the cultivated species of both
Dracaena and Cordyhne is based upon the lvs.

Boerhavu, 1

deremensis, 5.

Draco, 1.

fragrana, 4.

Godseffiana, 8
Goldieana, 6.

Hookeriana, 3.

Knerkn, 4
latifolia, 3
Lindemi, 4
Massangeana, 4.

Hothiana, 4

Rumphu, 3.

Sandenana, 7.

thalmdes, 7
umbracuUfera, 2
vanegata, S.

Victoria, 4.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Lvs. long and sword-shaped, sessile.

B. The lvs glaucous beneath, 2-6 tn.

wide. C. indivisa
bb. The lvs with both faces similar, nar-

rower.

C. Of mature plants narrow {6-15
lines broad) C. stricta

cc Of mature plants broader {1-2 tn ).

D Margins green.

e Color of lvs glaucous-green, .

costate, 1%-2 ft by 15-21
lines D. Draco

ee. Color of lvs green, costate,

undulate below, 2-3% ft

by 1%-2 m D. umbraculifera
eee. Color of lvs green, costa ob-

scure, 3-4 ft. by 13-18 lines C. australis
dd Margins white-pellucvd D. Hookeriana

aa Lvs oblanceolate, broadly petioled or
sessile.

B. Size of lvs 3-4 tn. by l%-2 m ,

opposite or whorled D. Godseffiana
bb. Size of lvs. 12-15 m. by 18-21 lines,

alternate. . . . C. rubra
bbb. Sue of lvs. l%-3 ft. by 2-4 tn.,

alternate .

c. Pedicels 1-1% lines long, per-
ianth 5 -7 lines long D. fragrans

cc Pedicels 1%- 2 lines long, per-
ianth 7-8 lines long . D. deremensis

aaa. Lvs. ovate, lanceolate, or elliptical;

petioles narrow
b The lvs 4~8 in. by 2-2% in , oblong-

falcate, green C. Haageana
bb The lvs 7-8 tn. by 4-5 tn , oblong,

white-spotted D. Goldieana
bbb. The lvs. 7-10 in by %-l% in,

lanceolate, white-margined . ... D. Sandenana
bbbb. The lvs. 10-18 tn. by 1-3% tn.,

elliptical . .

.

C. terminalis

1. Dr&co, Linn. Dragon-Tree. Arborescent (60
ft high), branched: lvs. very numerous, crowded,
sword-shaped, erect or the outer recurved (1H~2 ft. x
1^-l^in.), scarcely narrowed below, long-attenuate
at the apex, glaucous-green* pedicels 3-6 lines long:

bracts minute, lanceolate: perianth 4 lines long, green-
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ish; filaments flat: berries orange. Canary Isis. B.M.
4571. RH 1869, p. 416, 1880, p 196. GC II. 14:749.

G.W. 12:233 J F. 2, pi. 124 —Fine for conservatory.

D. Boerh&vii, Tenore, is a garden form, with elongated
lvs

,
all recurved.

2. umbraculffera, Jacq. Arborescent (3-10 ft. high),

simple: lvs. very numerous, crowded, sword-shapea

(2-3H It. x 1)^-2 in ), outer recurved, all green and
shining, attenuate at the apex, scarcely narrowed
toward the conspicuously undulate base, costa distinct

on both faces, pedicels 4-6 lines long bracts minute,
deltoid, perianth large, 2 in. long, white, tinged with
red; filaments filiform. Mauritius L B C. 3*289.

3 Hookeriftna, Koch (C. Rumpha
,
Hook D.

RiXmphn, Regel). Trunk 3-6 ft high, sometimes
branched, lvs numerous, densely clustered, sword-
shaped (2-23^ ft x 13^-2 in.), outer reflexed, all long-

attenuate at the apex, scarcely narrowed below,
margin white-pellucid, lower face concave, indistinctly

costate beneath bracts 1 3^-3 m long, white, pedicels

3-4 lines long; perianth greenish, 12-15 lines long;

filaments filiform * berries orange Cape of Good Hope
D. latifdlia, Regel, is a horticultural variety, with lvs.

3-3}^ m. wide G C III. 20 305 (var latifolia). B M.
4279 (as Cordylme Rumphn ) Var varieg&ta, Hort.
Variegated foliage.

4. fr&grans, Kcr-Gavvl (Aletris fragrans, Linn.

Sansevibna fragrans, Jacq ). Arborescent (20 ft high
or more), sometimes branched* lvs. (13^-3 ft. x 2)^-4
in ) sessile, oblanceolate, lax and spreading or recurved,
flaccid, green and shining, acute, indistinctly costate:

1345. Dracaena fragrans var. Lindemi.

bracts minute, scanous, deltoid: pedicels 1-1^ lines

long; fls glomerate; perianth 6-8 lines long, yellow:
berry orange-red. Guinea. B M. 1081 AG. 18.389.
F.R. 4:189. Gn. M. 8 270. G.W. 12 232. G. 2 286.
—Much used for greenhouse and table decoration. D.
Knerkii, Hort Form with glossy light green, less pen-
dulous lvs. D. Rothi&na, Hort. A garden form. I.H.

43, p 97. R.H 1877, p. 68. D. Victdria, Hort Aear-
den form. Gn. 63, p. 77. Var Lfndenii, Hort. (D LAn-
denn, Hort ). Fig 1345 Lvs recurved, traversed from
base to apex by creamy white bands* Very decorative.

I.H. 27:384. FR.4:191. G W. 14:321. A.F. 35:1241.

G. C. III. 30*176. Var. Massange&na, Hort. (D. Mas-
sangedna, Hort.). A broad yellow stripe along the
center of the If. throughout its entire length. F.R.
4:193.

5. deremSnsis, Engler. Plant 9-15 ft. high,

branched, lvs. V/% ft. long, 2 in. wide, narrowed into a

broad petiole-like base* inn. large; fls on pedicels 1 xAr
2 lines long, perianth 7-8 lines long, with tube 4 lmcs
long, dark red without, white within, unpleasant
scented. Afr. GC 111.50:23. G.M. 54:523. G.W.
11:505 (all as var. Wameckn).

6. Goldie&na, Hort. Plato XXXVII. Trunk simple,

slender* lvs distant, spreading, thick-oblong (7-8 m x
4-5 in ), cuspidately pointed, base broadly rounded or

cordate, glossy green, conspicuously white-spotted and
banded, young lvs often tinged with red; petioles erect

(2-3 m long), deeply grooved, fls unknown W. Trop.
Afr B.M. 6630. R H. 1878, p 15. I H. 25 300; 42, p
257. GC II 17.49. GZ 22:1 G. 2*271; 14.239.

G.W. 12 235.—A fine foliage plant.

7. Sanderi&na, Hort. (D. IhalcrLdes var. vaneg&ta,

Hort?). Slender, lvs distant, alternate, spreading
or recurved (7-10x3^-13^ in), narrowly lanceolate,

acuminate, on rather broad petioles (1-3 in long),

glossy-green, broadly margined with white Congo.
A F. 8 1281; 11*235. Ill 40*175. GC. Ill 13*445.

G W 14:322 Gn W. 14:617. G. 23:533. G.L. 16:235.
—Intro in 1893.

8 Godseffiflna, Hort. Woody, but very slender,

rather diffuse* lvs at many nodes small, erect, scale-

hke and lanceolate, the others opposite or m whorls
of 3, oblong or obovate, spreading, cuspidate, sessile

(3-4 x 1)^-2 in ), firm, green, with copious white spots,
raceme short - peduncled . bracts small, fr globular,
greenish yellow or red, nearly 1 in diam Congo.
GC III 21 347 Gn 50, p 276, 51 298, and p 299.
A.F 13 1310 FE 10, supp 2 12 Gng. 6*294. G.
19:388—Fine for decorative purposes.

The following are apparently not in the American trade D
amenc&na, Donnell Smith Twentyto40ft high lvs lincar-sword-
shape, 8-1.5 in long, grten fls white, small, in dense panicle* Allied
to D Draco Cent Amer STS 1 207 New —I) arbdrm, lank
Lvs giecn, swot d-shaped, dense, sessile Gt 40 Ills, and n 220GW S 260, 12 232 — D Brodm/itlilu, Ilort Lvs spreading or
recurved, strap-shaped, undulate, sessile, deep green bordered with
broad white margins J II III 31 541 GO III 20 067,23 249,
33 249 (vor ) G 27 597 G W 13 4 — Botanu al status obscure—D concinna, Kunth Lvs oblanceolate, green, purple on the
margin, green-petioled —D cyllndrica, Hook Lvs linear-lari-

ccolate, or obovate-hmeotnte, bright green, spreading B M .">810—I) EecKhantn, Hort F K 1 46 Gn W 16 697 -—D illfptxcn,

Thunb Lvs spreading, petioled, thiekish, elliptic -laur eolatc,
glossy, acute, longitudinally striate 13 M 4787 G C II 17 261
(var maculata) —D mm/dUa, Hort Amer ==Dianella ensifolia—D keu'fnnis, Hort Lvs dark green, broadly oblong-lanceolate-
acute, petiole red, half as long as the blade New Caledonia New
May bo a form of C terminahs GC III 33 265 FE 15 619—
D margxnata, Lam Lvs sword-shaped, dense, spreading, green,
margined and veined with red G W 12 235—I) marmorata,
Hort BM 7078—D phrynunde s, Hook Lvs petioled, mostly
oval, acuminate, coriaceous, spotted with yellowish white, pale
beneath 13 M 5352—D rejlixa, bam Lvs lane folate or sword-
shaped, acute, contracted into a petiole --D Saposchmkdwi, Regel.
Lvs sword-shaped, crowded, green Gt 705—D SmUhu, Baker.
Lvs large, narrowly sword-shaped, crowded, bright green B M.
6169

Some trade names, the botanical status of which is m doubt, are
the following alba-margxnata, albamnsu, Alexandria, anguetxfoha,
anguztata , argenteo-nlriata , DeSmeliana, edmontonu mns, elefanti'isxma,

Elxzabdhiae , Frederica, Hendersonn, imperator, Jamean, Janssesn,
Lacourtu, Mayi , Mandceana, Offtrx , perelyartv, recurva, Salmonea,
Sheperdu ,

spectabilis D nova-caledonica is probably Cordylme neo-
caledomca, Lmdl., with bronze lvs ^ WlEGAND.

DRACOCfiPHALUM (Greek, dragonf

8 head, from
the shape of the corolla) Labttitx. Hardy herbaceous
annual and perennial plants of easy culture and of

minor importance.
Allied to Ncpeta, differing in having the calyx

mostly straight rather than curved and unequally
toothed : mostly erect herbs, with opposite entire,

toothed or deeply cut lvs., the upper ones passing into

bracts: fls, in many-fld. verticils which arc axillary or
terminal, blue or purple or rarely white; calyx tubular,
about 15-nerved; corolla, upper lip somewhat notched
and arched, the lower one 3-cleft and the middle part
notched or 2-cleft; stamens 4, didynamous, the 2
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anther-cells divaricate.—Forty species in Eu. and Asia
and very sparingly in N. Amer.
Sandy loam, moderately rich, and a rather moist,

partially shaded situation will suit these plants best.
In a sunny dry border they are never very showy;
the flowers are of short duration, and are seldom at
their best except in very moist seasons Propagation
is by division or seeds. The species described Delow
are erect-growing.

a. Lvs. entire
,
not cut in any way .

Ruyschi&na, Linn. (Ruyschidna spicdta, Mill.).

Perennial, 2 ft. : sts. slightly pubescent: lvs. linear-

lanceolate, glabrous: bracts ovate-lanceolate, entire:
whorls in somewhat interrupted spikes; fls 1 m. long,

purplish blue or purple; anthers villous. Siberia Var.
jap6nicum, Hort

,
has white fls shaded with blue, and

is a distinct improvement. G.C. II. 12 . 167.—According
to Vilmorin, this species has been sold as D. aItaiense
(see D. grandiflorum)

.

aa. Lvs. deeply 8-6-cleft.

austriacum, Linn
,
has the habit of the above, and

belongs to the same subgenus Ruyschiana, but the
lvs. are divided and more distinctly revolute at the
margin About 1-134 ft high fls blue, l^m, long
and more perennial. July, Aug Eu

,
Caucasus.

aaa Lvs. cut only at the margin
,
mostly crenate.

d. Whorls crowded together into spikes or heads.

grandifldrum, Linn (D altaiinse, Laxm ). Peren-
nial, about 1 ft high: root-lvs long-stalked, oblong,
notches at base; st -lvs few, short-stalked, ovate, not
notched at base, the uppermost still more rounded:
whorls in spikes 2-3 in long, the lowest whorl usually
at some distance: fls 2 in long, blue. June, July.
Siberia B M 1009 P M 13 51

specidsum, Benth Allied to D. grandiflorum
,
but

st. pubescent instead of pilose above* root-lvs more
broadly heart-shaped, and all lvs. pubescent beneath
instead of nearly glabrous, and wrinkled fls purplish to
deep purple. June, July Himalayas B M. 6281.

bb. Whorls distant, in long racemes

Mold&vica, Linn (Molddvica punctata, Moench)
Lvs lanceolate, mciso - crenate, the floral ones nar-

rower and pectinate* fls in few-fld loose clusters;

corolla 2 or 3 times as long as calyx, blue or white.

European annual, 1-2 ft., sparingly run wild in N.
Amer. Eu., N. Asia.

R&prechtii, Regel. Perennial: dwarf or compact, 1-

134 ft.: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, incised and toothed: fls.

rosy purple or lilac, about 1 in. long, in axillary clusters.

Turkestan. Gt. 1018.

nfttans, Linn. Perennial, 1 ft : lvs. ovate-crenate,

the floral ones oblong-lanceolate and more nearly

entire* fls. blue May-July N Asia. Mn. 4:137.
B.R. 841. Var. alplna, Hort., is advertised.

D canart£n«e=Cedronella tnphylla —D cantacens, Linn =**

Lallemantia.

—

D. mrgvmdnum, Linn.=*Phyaostegia.

Wilhelm Miller.
L. H. B.f

DRAC<5NTIUM (derived from the Greek word for

dragon). Ardcex. Greenhouse or hothouse plants, grown
more for curiosity than for beauty.
Herbs with long-petioled lvs.: petioles verrucose;

blades deeply 3-parted, these again parted: spathe
oblong, convolute below; spadix short-stalked, short,

cyhndric, free, densely many-fld.; fls perfect, with a
perianth: fr. a 2-3-celled berry, each cell 1-seeded.

—

About a half-dozen species in Trop. Amer. Cult, as

for Amorphophallus.

Isperum, Koch (Amorphophdllus mybsus, Lem.).
Petioles up to 9 ft. long and over 1 in. thick, roughened
toward base with small warts conjoined in series,

marked with large livid green and brown spots; blades

up to 3 ft. broad, 3-parted, the divisions bipinnate,
the ultimate segms. oblong to lanceolate: peduncles
4 in or more long; spathe up to 10 in. long; spadix
134-2 in. long. Brazil. I.H. 13, p. 14; 12:424.

George V. Nash.
DRACUNCULUS (Latin, a little dragon). Ardcem.

Odd tuberous plants sometimes grown under glass.
This plant has interesting dragon-fingered lvs. and a

terrifying odor when in flower. Its tubers are sold by
bulb dealers under the name of Arum Dracunculus.
The monographer of this order (Engler, in DC. Mon.

the ovary, while in Arum they are attached to the side.

The lvs of the true arums are always arrow-shaped,
while in Dracunculus they are sometimes cut into finger-

like lobes. There are only 2 species. The common one
is an entertaining, not to say exciting, plant. It is

well worth growing for the experience, though its

stench is not quite so bad as that of a helicodiceros,

sold as Arum crimtum, which makes any house unbear-
able in which it flowers Nearly all arums are lll-

smelling. For cult., see Arum.

vulgaris, Schott. Fig 1346. Sheath of lvs. livid,

spotted ; stalks green
,
blades with 10 fingers projecting

from a oow-shaped base: tube of spathe streaked with
purple except at the bottom; spathe purple all over and
much darker along the wavy border. Medit. regions.

G.C. III. 47:198. Wilhelm Miller.

DRAGON PLANTS. The dragon arum, dragon root

or green dragon, is the native Anssema Dracontium .

The dragon plant of Europe is Dracunculus imlgaris.

The dragon’s head is not an aroid, but a Dracocepha-
lum, a genus of mints False dragon’s head is Physo-
stegia. The dragon’s blood of commerce is a dark red,

astringent, resinous secretion of the fruits of a palm,
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Daemonorops Draco. Other kinds of dragon’s blood
are produced by Dracaena Draco and Ecastophyllum
monetana (now referred to Dalbcrgia). ‘'Sticks/'

“reeds,” “tears” and “lumps” of dragon’s blood are

known to commerce. The resin is used in coloring

varnishes, dyeing horn m imitation of tortoise shell,

and in the composition of tooth-powders and various
tinctures. The dragon tree is Dracaena Draco

DRAINAGE. Underground or sub-drams serve to

relieve the land of free water, which is harmful to most
plants if left to stagnate m the surface soil or subsoil.

They serve not only to dry the land in early spring, but
indirectly to warm it, for if the water is removed the
sun’s heat warms the soil instead of cooling it by
evaporating the surplus water Tenacious lands
devoted to gardening and small-fruits are made more
productive, warmer and earlier by sub-drainage Drains
promote nitrification, assist in liberating mineral plant-

food and cheapen tillage. They serve not only to
remove deleterious stagnant water, but they promote
aeration as well, and this hastens, beneficial chemical
changes in the soil. Drainage promotes the vigor,

healtnfulness and fruitfulness of plants Tenacious
soils are made more friable by drains, thereby giving

furrows as far asunder as the rows of trees are to be

f

ilaced But it is only rarely that surface drainage
ully prevents serious damage from surplus moisture.
Surface drainage may be considered a cheap way of

temporarily alleviating undesirable conditions. It

does not always eradicate them. Fig. 1347 illustrates

how sub-drainage lowers the water-table (or the area
of standing water), and thereby ameliorates the soil

Sub- drainage
consists m placing

conduits of tile or

other material in

the ground at

depths varying
from 2)4 to 4 feet,

and at such dis-

tances apart
1348. Old-fashioned draw-tile.

1347. Diagrams to explain the effect of lowering the water-table by
means of under-draining On the undrained soil, the roots do not pene-
trate deep; and when droughts come, the plants suffer.

easier access to plant roots, while the percolation

through the soil of rainwater, which carries some plant-
food, is hastened Rain-water in the spring is warmer
than the soil, in midsummer it is cooler than the soil:

therefore, percolation of ram-water warms the soil

in the spring and cools it in extremely hot weather.
Drains serve not only to relieve land of free water, but
they impart to it power to hold additional available
moisture, which materially benefits plants during
droughts

Drainage is of two kinds, surface and sub-drainage.
On land on which large outlays of money are to De
expended, as in horticultural plantations, it is of the
utmost importance that the soil be freed to consider-
able depths from stagnant water. Trees, many shrubs,
and even some garden crops send their roots deeper
into the subsoil than most of the cereals, hence they
require a greater depth of drained feeding-ground. In
horticulture the planting may often precede the har-
vest by five to ten years, while with many farm crops
the harvest follows the planting in a few months. If

the grain-raiser loses one crop, an annual, by planting
on wet land, the loss is not great, but if the orchardist

loses fifteen to twenty years of labor by planting on
undrained lands, before the mistake is discovered, the
losses are serious. Some lands require little more than
to be relieved from surplus surface water in early spring.

This may be accomplished by forming ridges and open

will serve to relieve the subsoil of deleterious stagnant
water When suitable stones are at hand, they are
sometimes used instead of tile for formmg drainage
conduits If such use is made of them, the drains should
be somewhat deeper than tile drains, since the stones
which form the dram occupy nearly a foot of the depth
of the ditch and are more likely to become obstructed,
especially if placed near the surface, than are tile

drains The throats or openings of stone drams
are insular in size, while those of tile drains are

smooth and uniform in size, and are, therefore,

most desirable Yeais ago, various flat-bottomed

tiles (Fig 1348) were employed, but the style m
general use at present is the cylindrical unglazed
tile shown in Fig 1349 They should be hard-
burned. Because of the low cost of cement,
tiles made of sand and hydraulic cement have
recently come into use; they require no burning,
are stronger than tiles made of clav and are just

as efficient, except in alkali and where frost

penetrates ver> deep
In semi-arid districts in which

irrigation is practised, if there is

a hardpan, nearly or quite im-
pervious to water, located within

3)4 to 4)4 feet oi the surface,

the land will m time become
sour or charged with injurious

alkaline salts, and m many cases

ruinously unproductive Lands
of this description are, for the

most part, situated west of the 100th
meridian. A striking illustration of

raising the water-table by too liberal

irrigation may be found in a tract of

several thousand acres in Tulare
County, California, which formerly

produced grapes and peaches abund-
antly but now yields nothing except a
little hardy forage The water table in

this region was once 30 to 40 feet below
the surface, but as a result of constant
irrigation has risen to within 2 or 3 feet

and, in low places, even to the surface,

forming a sort of tule swamp. Since

the water-table could not be lowered
enough to

restore the
land by un-
der drain-
age, for lack
of an outlet

within rea-

sonable dis-

tance, it is

probable
that the
only way to
reclaim it

1349. Common cylindrical drain-tile; and a scoop
for preparing the bed for the tile.
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would be to sink a well and pump the surplus water
into a surface ditch. Irrigation with pure water would
then sweeten the soil and render it again productive;
and the whole process of restoration need not be exces-
sively expensive.

If the hardpan is less than 2 feet in thickness, the
land may be improved greatly for orchard and vine-

yard purposes by the use of dynamite. Blasting
should be deep enough to allow the surplus water to
escape into the porous earth or gravelly soil beneath
the hardpan. On the Pacific coast this method of

draining orchard and vineyard land has been quite
successful. In any case, unless the soil has good natural
sub-drainage, it is both wise and economical to blast out
holes for trees and vines; for the cost of digging holes,

if they are as large and deep as they should be,

is lessened by an amount almost equal to the cost oi

blasting.

Recently, powerful tractors have solved, to some
extent, the problem of drainage in many cases by mak-
ing deep plowing possible before planting and during
the first few years of subsequent tillage of the orchard
or vineyard. This machine with the tillage implement
turns easily at the ends of the field within the space
allowed for turning a span of horses and a plow; it can
pass under limbs where a 14-hand horse (56-inch) can

1350 Improper method of draining a field

pass, and as close to the plants as a span of horses can.

it furnishes also power and locomoton for spraying
and for opening trenches to a considerable depth (18 to

44 inches) for the reception of dram-tile.

In some regions, drains are placed 200 to 300 feet

apart, and serve their purpose well In others they
should not be placed farther apart than 20 to 30 feet.

Wherever the subsoil is composed of tenacious fine

clay, through which the water moves upward or down-
ward with difficulty, the narrower intervals are neces-

sary. In some instances the surplus water m the sub-
sou is under pressure by reason of water which finds its

way into it from higher levels, and if this is not removed,
the water has a constant tendency to rise to the sur-

face. In many such cases drains placed at wide inter-

vals may serve to relieve the pressure and dram the
land. Since sub-drains are designed to be permanent,
are expensive to construct and difficult to repair, the
principles of drainage should be well understood, and
the work should be undertaken only after a most careful

inspection of the land and after the fundamental
principles of the subject have been mastered
Mams and sub-mains should be avoided so far as

possible, since they greatly increase cost, tend to
become obstructed, and are often unnecessary. The
three long mains in Fig 1350 are not drams, strictly

speaking, since the land may be as fully drained with-
out them, as shown in Fig 1351, therefore, they serve

only to conduct the water of the drains proper Tiles
of 3 to 4 and 5 inches diameter should be used when the
drains are infrequent and the flow of water considerable.
Smaller ones, 2 to 3 inches m diameter, will suffice
when the intervals between the drains are narrow.

1351. Best method of drawing a field.

Drams should have as uniform a fall as possible, and no
abrupt lateral curves or sharp angles should occur as
are seen in many places m Fig 1350 If the drain has a
rapid fall in its upper reaches, as is often the case, and
but slight fall in the lower, a silt basin should be con-
structed at the point at which the rapid changes into

the slight fall, if obstructing silt is present All drams
which may be necessary should be placed before the
planting occurs Orchard lands may be drained in the
spring, falk)\ved in the summer, and planted in the fall

or the following soring Drams placed at frequent
mtervals because of the tenacity of the soil should be
comparatively shallow, for if placed deep or at wide
mtervals, the water will be too long reaching them.
If drains are placed at wide intervals they should be
at least 31 2 feet deep to be most efficient If the parallel

system is adopted (Fig 1351), there inay be more out-
lets to construct and maintain than is aesirable; if so,

the system might be modified by constructing a sub-
main, one side of which will serve also as a drain, and
but one outlet will be required (Fig 1352) Drains
through which water runs for the greater part of the

J

rear are likely to become obstructed by roots, if water-
ovmg trees, such as the willow, soft maple, and elm, are

1352. Showing how the drains may be gathered into one when
there is only one place at which an outlet can be secured.

allowed to grow near them If floating silt is present,
the joints of the tiles should be protected for two-
thirds of their upper circumferences by a narrow strip
of tarred building paper (Fig 1353), or collars should
be used Stone drams should receive a liberal covering
of straw or some similar material before thev are filled

1 P. Roberts.
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Drainage for landscape work.

The value of a thorough knowledge of the possi-

bilities of drainage in landscape work has been over-

looked until recent years as a definite field entirely

apart from general drainage for agricultural purposes.

Drainage under the headings of this article is in-

stalled with the following objects in view.

1. Maintaining well-drained areas for firm lawn
surfaces.

2. Maintaining well-drained and firm surface con-

ditions for recreation areas.

3. Draining of surface water and ground water from
roads.

4. Draining foundations for walks.

5. Preserving the normal soil conditions for newly
planted trees.

6. Draining swamp and marsh areas to prevent
breeding of mosquitos.

1. Drainage for Upms.

The secret of n perfect lawn is attributed to drain-

age conditions whicn provide a well-drained subsoil and
a firm surface that may be readily freed from any excess

water during heavy lams. The installation of drain-

age for this purpose is required only in the more com-
pact soils that do not drain naturally. Sandy soils

seldom require artificial drainage unless immediately
underlaid with a stratum of impervious clay. On any
lawn the topography of which does not permit the

ready surface run-off and the subsoil of which is com-
pact clay, the necessity of installing sub-surface drain-

age is strongest.

A drainage system for providing ideal soil conditions

for perfect lawns must be installed carefully. Four-
inch tile, is often used m the lateral systems while

either 6-mch vitrified pipe, or the No 2 quality of fl-

inch round tile, is used for the main lines All drains

should be laid on an even grade of not less than l
/% of

an inch fall to each linear foot of dram, and preferably

not less than l
/i of an inch fall for each foot of drain.

If perfect drainage is desired, the distance apart of

these drains should not exceed 20 feet In accordance
with the general laws of drainage, tile should be laid

at a more shallow depth in the heavy soils than in the
lighter soils, and should be spaced at closer intervals

than 20 feet, this space varying largely with the desire

to free the lawn immediately of any excess surface

water.
In all tile drainage whether for lawns or other pur-

poses, a space of approximately Y% inch should be
allowed between the ends of the pipes. The covering
of tar paper and cinders should be placed over each
joint as shown in Fig. 1353. The tile should be placed
on a firm bottom of clay or other natural soil, and sur-

rounded on all sides, and covered to a depth of not less

than 6 inches with cinders, crushed stone, or washed

gravel (Fig. 1354). In very heavy clay, the trench
excavated for the tile should be filled with cinders,

crushed stone or gravel to a lme separating the looser

top soil from the clay subsoil (Fig. 1355). In heavy
soil and for perfect lawn drainage, the lines of tile

ought not to be laid deeper than 2)^ feet and the cin-

der fill should not be less than 15 inches in depth. In
the lighter sandy loam soils, the tile may be laid to a
depth of 3 to 3% feet.

It is often found necessary when lawns are con-
structed on sandy soil to prevent excessive drainage,
rather than to encourage drainage conditions. In these
extreme sandy soils, the surface water seeps away so
readily that the lawns become exceedingly dry during
the warm and dry months. To prevent this condition
a layer of clav 4 mches deep should be distributed over
the sandy sub-grade prepared for the lawn, at a depth
varying between 10 and 18 inches below the proposed
finished surface of the lawn. This clay is thoroughly
compacted and serves as a partial barrier against
abnormal seepage which would otherwise occur, and
thereby retains the moisture necessary for the capil-

lary attraction to feed the roots of the lawn grasses.

2. Recreation areas.

Areas naturally falling under this heading are
tennis-courts (clay and turf), bowling-greens, clock-

golf areas, and croquet - lawns. All of these require

a more careful study of drainage conditions than is

1354. The filling of a drain. 1355 Applying good top aoil.

given to the average lawn. It is essential that such
areas be so completely drained that the surface con-
dition is always nrm, even after the average continuous
heavy rains

Tennis-courts —These areas require the most care-
ful study of drainage conditions The average tennis-
court requires two types of drainage,—surface and
sub-surface Surface drainage is cared for in two ways,
(1) either by giving the court a gradual slope to one
end, or (2) as shown in Fig. 1356, where the surface of

the court is sloped from either end toward the middle
line. This method, shown m Fig. 1357, gives probably
the most satisfactory results, because, m this way, if

surface conditions at the middle of the court are cor-

rect, the surface water is cared for most readily and
with the shortest possible run-off. This drain across
the middle of the court may be either an open concrete
drain with a plank laid over the top and flush with the
surface of the court, or a blind dram filled with a

1384. Draining a tennis-court
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coarser crushed stone and fine crushed stone, over middle of the road is used in soils in which the ground-
which is spread a thin layer of washed sand. The water level is abnormally high. Such drams should
bottom of the drain ought to be approximately 6 mches range in depth from 2 to 3^6 feet below the finished sur-

lower, at the point where the outlet to the sub-dram is face of the road, and the trenches should be filled with
located, than the elevation at the extreme high points of a porous material and not with the natural soil. The
the drain. The method of establishing these grades varies method of installing drainage under the sides of the
largely with the requirements of

this particular problem The
water, as it reaches the low
point in the drain, is conducted
at once into the main 6-mch
drain, which also takes ground-
water from the underground sys-

tem of drains. When the court
is so constructed that one end is

lower than the other, in order
to assist surface-drainage condi-
tions the courts should be level

from side to side Fig. 1357
shows the general distribution of

the system of tile to care for

the sub-surface water in tennis-

court construction This would
apply equally well to the con-
struction of other recreation
areas, including clock -golf- 1357 Draining a tennis-court,

greens, bowling-greens and cro-

quet-lawns. In the construction of all tennis-courts, road, as shown in Fig. 1358 is used in heavy clay soils,

tne trenches excavated for the tile should be filled with and serves to keep the foundation of the road on well-

cinders or an equally porous material to a height not drained soil These drains are installed at a depth
less than 6 mcncs below the proposed finished grade varying from 2 to 3 feet in trenches filled with cinders or

of the court equally porous material
Clock-golf-green •i, bowling-greens, and croquet-lawns .— Tuif pleasure roads, so frequently constructed on

A thorough distribution of tile drains installed as out- private estates, should be thoroughly drained with a
lined below, should meet all the requirements commonly line of tile placed under the middle of the road, unless

imposed from the drainage standpoint upon the con- the road is constructed on a heavy foundation of field-

struct ion of these recreation areas Lines of 4-mch tile stone or gravel which forms a natural drain path for

should be placed, at intervals of not more than 10 feet. surface-water and soil-water
For the most thorough and ideal drainage of these In providing drainage along the sides of roads con-
areas, provided the cost is not prohibitive, the con- structcd on clay soils through virgin woods, it is some-
struction would be as follows A neat sub-grade should times necessary to carry these drainage lines a con-
be made at a depth not exceeding 15 to 18 inches below siderable distance through the woods to suitable out-

the proposed finished surface of the recreation area let points The joints of all such lines of drainage
The necessary lines of tile should be laid in trenches at should be cemented, otherwise the artificial condi-
adepth varying between 2 and 2 feet below the finished tions produced by the increased drainage will work
grade, these trenches to be filled w ith cinders, crushed serious injury to many large trees growing on either

stone or gravel (Fig 1355) On this sub-grade, thus side In general it is verv unsafe to install drainage
completed, the entire recreation area should be filled to lines through virgin woods, without this precaution
a point approximately 0 inches below the proposed Hoads constructed through such woods wrould better

finished grade, with cinders, or some equally porous be drained by laying a line of tile under the middle of

material. On this finished surface, the remaining 6 the road as shown in Fig. 1359.
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thoroughly drained, the area excavated and re-filled

with soil when the trees are planted becomes a pocket
for ground-water. This pocket or reservoir collects

the water, which, if not carried off by means of drains,

will very likely cause the death of the trees. All large

trees, especially those which do not grow best with
their roots m the
water, must be pro-

vided with drainage. \
The common method X r
of drainage is to m- f ^
stall a line of 4-inch

/-'-\C
tile leading from the C-’ J
bottom of the ex-

cavated hole to a ^ ( % Tj
nr»«in lino r»f filr> wlunK f ' ifmain line of tile which £ ^

f S
may have been in- Sr- , 2

stalled for other S— w
drainage purposes, or At . -

, , .

.

to the nearest outlet ,1

if no such line exists. > U >*. ,cfr

6. Drainage to prevent mosquito-breeding.
,J

It is a frequent practice, especially on
large estates, to install open ditches from 50 to 100
feet apart in swamps and in salt marshes, in order

to provide a means for draining such areas, and
thus preventing the presence of stagnant water, which
is conducive to the breeding of mosquitos These
trenches are excavated at depths varying from 2 to

3% feet. The more frequent the trenches, the shal-

lower they may be made and still provide adequate
drainage.
The foregoing article pertains only to the particular

phases of drainage especially to be considered in con-

nection with landscape work For additional informa-

tion on the general details concerned with drainage,

refer to the main article upon drainage, p. 1072.

A. D. Taylor.

~ \J

1359.

Draining a walk.

^PLANK
—CONCRETE

^6“KIT. RIPE
+ ’LATERAL DRAIN—

1360. Detail of drain connections (See Fig 1356.)

Drainage and watering for newly transplanted trees.

Drainage is an essential in all retentive soils and is a
safeguard even on sandy gravelly subsoils against

overwatering. Drainage is likely to be vetoed on the

score of expense or on the excuse that the subsoil is

gravelly; wnereas, there are only gravel stones in hard-
pan which holds water. A drain made by filling a pit

with stones is frequently inadequate as it fills with
water, which backs up into the hole, saturates the soil

around the roots and rots them. Rotting of only a
part of the roots may injure the tree more than the

cutting off of that amount of roots

The sod m which to plant should be open, porous
and aerated Soil which nas been piled up as in grading
operations is likely to be sour from the decay of the sod

and from the packing by teams and scraper. Muck
from ponds which has been piled and mixed with lime

for a year may still be sour Clay soil packed by the
water and packing-sticks may regain too compact
and not aerated enough, may be too much saturated

with water and, therefore, rot the roots. Manure
should not be mixed in the soil around the roots on
account of the danger of souring and rotting the roots.

This rotting is determined by digging down to the

*j»
*

roots and finding them of blue-black color with a sour
smell. Sometimes this decay has not reached through
the bark of the roots and other times it has penetrated
the bark and turned the cambium blue-black. Sour
soil is likely to be of bluish or greenish color rather than
chocolate-orown, and have a sour smell like that under-

neath a manure heap.
The smell is most

X readily detected by

^ breakmg open a lump
r J --

» \ of soil In digging

I * f Ts into sour soil and

> W vC J soil that is over-sat u-

59. C *3 rated, the spade
a walk. v-rj lo ^ J a peculiar

\ J -T sucking noise as in
'

—

/ yJ digging in a bog. If

tg at the time of exami-

r ... r .. pi|r, t lr\ nation the soil is

/foil ^
* already become sour,

*
it is best to take out this sour soil and^ put in fresh soil covering the roots only
4 inches The ball of earth in the cen-* r/L£ PIP̂
ter will not bo so liable to get sour

because it has not been disturbed As brought out by
Stringfellow in the “New Horticulture,” soil that is

dug over will take in water and become saturated;

whereas, soil that has not been disturbed will retain

air in the soil-spaces even if submerged. The ball of

earth is also prevented from becoming saturated by the
undisturbed feeding-roots which absorb the moisture.

Watering cannot be by rule, but must depend on
examination of both ball of earth in the center and the

outer roots The difficulty will be to keep the ball of

earth sufficiently damp on account of the rapid with-

drawing of moisture bv the roots The danger will be
that the soil outside the ball of earth will take up the

water too rapidly, remain saturated several days and
rot the roots Examination is best done by shovel and
fork, digging down \Yi feet both in the ball and outside.

An easier way is to bore into the soil with an auger.

It will usually be found that the central ball of earth
is dry and dusty in the summer even if the surface

and outer soil is damp The growth of weeds and grass

will indicate the same. A good way to water is to make
a basin around the width of the ball of earth, fill it

with water 6
inches deep, make If

crow bar holes into vST
M*M***

the ball for it to dyev
soak in Many

J
mistakes aremade v 1 tfS&Jv
in overwatermg— 7\ j
letting the hose fSBu 1

run all night or

watering every . J NjN d » \
day, thereby rot- /7

Mulching is y
frequently ne- - 1 " **<**iA*y y
glected, the tree

1361. Setting a newly transplanted
starving for lack Urge tree,

of humus A close-

cut lawn around a newly planted tree may be the
ideal of neatness, but it means starvation and thirst

for the tree and is the principal cause of slow growth
over several years, ’making new, bare and ugly land-

scapes The mulch should extend as wide as the roots

and be from 3 to 6 inches deep, of strawy manure,
leaves, grass, salt hay or similar organic matter. Too
much manure may sour the soil and rot the roots, if

it lies heavy and compact and keeps out the air.

Light strawy manure is better. If the mulch blows
about and is untidy, it may be kept in position by
wire netting, earth, or the planting of small shrubs

Henry Hicks.

1361. Setting a newly transplanted

Urge tree.
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DRlMIA (name refers to the acridity of the roots).

Liliacex Bulbous S. African and Trop. African plants
of the Scilla tribe, with gamophyllous penantn and
a campanulate tube, the segms linear -oblong and
reflexing: stamens 6, shorter than the segms., and
inserted at the thrpat of the perianth-tube; ovary ses-

sile, ovoid, 3-celled, becoming a loculicidally 3-valved
membranous caps. : lvs. either broad and rather fleshy

or narrow and rigid, often appearing at a different

season from the bloom: fls on a naked peduncle or
scape, in a simple raceme —About 30 species, none of

which appears to be regularly in cult. D. oligo8p6rnia%

C H Wright Probably from S. Afr
,
and very recently

described, fl -clusters over G ft high, much branched,
the beautiful white fls with 3 green nerves on the
oblanceolate spreading petals opening late m the
afternoon, bulb elliptic, 6 in long: lvs 12-14, rosulate,

1 Yi ft. long, linear-acuminate, glabrous. Likely to
come into commercial cult.

kept constantly moist in their root extremities, and
exposed to oright light. The following native and
exotic species are now often grown in collections
They can be propagated by seeds, by division of the
shoots, or by cutting the slender rhizomes into short
lengths of y%-l in. The last, when placed m moist
sod, root and form buds m two to three weeks.

bin&ta, Labill. (Z). dichdtoma
,
B. & S ) Sts. short:*

lvs long-stalked, 6-16 in high, once- to twice-forked
into long-linear reddish green segms. that are covered
with viscid hairs scape branched above, fls white,

Vr-Vi^ across; fls June, July. Austral and N Zeal.
B.M 3082 —Intro in 1823 Easily grown and prop
by division of the crowns

cap€nsis, Lmn. St slightly elongate: lvs in a ter-
minal rosette, lmear to spat date, tapered into petiole,

obtuse at apex, scapes 6-ld in long with 5-20 secund
purple fls.

;
fls June, July. Afr, southwestern part of

Cape Colony B M G583 —Intro, m 1875.

DRiMYS (from a Greek word, used in allusion to the
sharp or acrid taste of the bark). Magnoliacex About
10 evergreen tribes or shrubs, albed to Illicium, dis-

tributed from Mex. to the Straits of Magellan, and in

Austral., New Zeal
,
and islands Glabrous and aromatic

plants with pellucid-punctate lvs
,
and polygamous

diclinous or perfect fls. on 1- to many-fld. peduncles,

white, yellowish or rose-colored and showy; sepals

2-4; petals 6-ao, m 2 or more series, stamens °°, on
thickened filaments, ovaries usually 2-®, with sessile

stigma and many seeds D Winten, Forst. {Winlhra
aromahea, Murr ), is a S American small tree (to 50
ft ), with milk-white fls 1 in or more across, lasmme-
soented; petals 8-12, pale cream-) ellow lvs. alternate,

evergreen, elliptical or lanceolate, coriaceous, somewhat
acuminate, entire, glabrous, very aromatic: branches
with reddish bark, umbels (3-9-fld ) often nearly
equaling the lvs : scarcely known either as a glasshouse
subject or for outdoor cult m warm countries. B.M.
4800. L . H B.

DRtfSERA (Greek droseron, dewy, from the
dew-like excretions on the tips of the leaf- jr

hairs) Droseracex A group of carnivorous .uu . to

plants popularly known as the Sundews or
Dew-Plants
The sts usually short, slender or com-

pressed, rarely elongate and upright in

such types as D. peltata : lvs varying from
linear through lanceolate to circular, often 1362.

arranged m a rosette, and beset over their

1362. Drosera rotundifolia.

filiformis, Raf. St. short, hair-

covered: lvs linear, erect, 6-8 in

long, greenish with abundant purple
hairs scape eaual to or longer than
above, 6-15-fla.

,
fls. rather crowded,

unilateral; petals pink-purple, ^in.
across, fls. June, July. Del. to
Mass , along sandy coastal places.

BM 3540 Torrey, Fl N. York,
82 t 10

intermedia, Hayne. Rhizome
slender, 1-4 in long: lvs 1

m. long, long-petioled, spatulate,
red with glandular hairs, scape 6-
12-fld

;
petals white; fls April (Fla )

to August (New Bruns ) E. N
Amer

, Cuba, and Eu —Forms wild
hybrids at times with other species.

peltita, Smith. St 6-10 in., bulb-
ous below, slender elongate above

ground, with scattered pel-

u, tate glandular lvs., and
terminating m delicate
6-10-fld stalks' petals

mJrffcMM white to pink From India
IWr through China, Japan and
ts&j#*?5

'’ the Philippines to Austral.
G.C 11.19:436 —A pretty,

delicate and striking spe-

[ x M) cies now not uncommon in

cult

upper surfaces with hne often uritable hairs, that
excrete a clear neutral viscid fluid w'hich entangles
and catches insect prey; the hairs then bend inward
toward the If -center, the fluid becomes acid and also

excretes a proteinaceous ferment by which the animal
tissues are digested, the dissolved products being then
absorbed for the plant’s nutrition . fl -scapes slender,

ending in curved scorpioid cymes of blooms, \i~-\V2 m
across, and varying from white through pmk to scarlet

or crimson; sepals, petals and stamens 5 each, while the
carpels vary from 5-3, are syncarpous with parietal

placentation, and bear as many style-arms or lobes:

fr a caps.—About 90 species scattered over the w orld,

though most abundantly m Austral. Monograph by
Diels in Engler’s Pflanzenreich, hft 26. The species

usually grow in moist muddy soil, at times almost
floating m water, as in the common N. J. species, D.
intermedia. Some Australian kinds form tubers, and can
then survive through dry periods. The lvs. in our
native species wither m autumn, and a small winter
bud-rosette is formed, which unfolds its lvs. in the
succeeding spring.
The native and exotic species all grow well if treated

as greenhouse plants, ana grown in fine muddy loam
topped by a little sphagnum. They should also be

rotundifdlia, Linn Fig 1362. St short, slender: lvs.

M~2 m
,

with elongate non-glandular petiole and
circular red-glandular blade' scape slender, 5-12-fld.;

petals white, expanding in bright sunshine; fls. May
(Carolmas) to Sept (Newfoundland).—A classic

plant, owing to Darwin’s studies in “Insectivorous
Plante

”

TrUcyi, Macfarlane Habit of D. fihformic. Lvs.
12-16 in

,
pale green with light green glandular hairs:

scape 15-24 in.; ns purple, %in. across. Abundant over
the coastal area of the Gulf states from mid-Fla to
La. Fl. April, May.—One of the largest species of the

8enus J. M. Macfarlane

DROSOPHYLLUM (dew-leaved). One of the 6 genera
of the Droserdcese, comprising a single species m S Spain,
Portugal and Morocco, sometimes seen in collections

of insectivorous plants, and for the interesting mor-
phology, the lvs. being revolute rather than involute
as m the droseras and other plants. D. lusitdnuum

,

Link
;

is a sub-shrubby little plant, the simple st. 2-6
in. high bearing at the top long-linear glandular insect-

holding lvs.: ns. 1M in across, on an elevated stalk

(1 ft. high), bright yellow, with 10-20 stamens, alter-

nating in length, bearing short yellow anthers; petals
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5, obovate, thin, twisted after anthcsis; styles 5, fili-

form: fr. a narrow caps, % m. long, 5-valved BvM.
5796.—The glands of this interesting plant are

purple, some stalked and some sessile, viscid, not
motile See Diels, in Engler’s Pflanzenreieh, htt. 26

(1906) for monographic treatment, where the Drosera-

ceae is reduced to 4 genera, Byblis and Itoridula being

removed from the family; and Darwin studied it

and described it m Chap. XV of “Insectivorous

Plants.” L. H B.

DR¥AS (Greek, wood-nymph). RosAcex Dwarf hardy
tufted evergreen somewhat shrubby plants, sometimes
transferred to gardens.

Leaves alternate, petioled, simple, entire or crenate,

tomentose: fls large, white or yellow, borne singly on
slender scapes; sepals 8-10, persistent; petals 8-10,

obovate or oval; stamens many, with subulate filaments;

pistils many, sessile, with a terminal style that persists

and elongates on the aehene. High northern or moun-
tain plants, of N Amer , Eu and Asia, of which 4 spe-

cies are recognized by Rydberg (N. Amer Flora, xxn,

part 5, 1913), allied to Geum
The best known cult, species, D. octopetala, requires

a well-drained porous sou, a sunny but not dry posi-

tion It is well to shade the foliage from bright sun
during the winter months with evergreen branches to

prevent the foliage from having a scorched appear-

ance. A capital plant for the rockery. Propagated
by cuttings, division, or by seed (J. B Keller.)

octopetala, Linn Densely cespitose with a woody
caudex or st.* lvs rugose, elliptic, oval or oblong,

deeply and regularly crenate, white-tomentose beneath

:

scapes 2-8 m long; fls white, the petals elliptic or

obovate-elliptic, and the sepals linear or linear-lanceo-

late. seeds with a feathered awn 1 in long . North
temperate and arctic regions

Drtimmondii, Rich Cespitose perennial with decum-
bent caudex lvs elliptic or obovate, white-tomentose
beneath but nearly or quite glabrous above, somewhat
rugose, coarsely crenate fls yellow, the petals elliptic-

spatulate or obovate and almost erect, the sepals ovate
or ovate-lanceolate Que to Ore and N B.M 2972
—A good rockery plant; 4 m., more or less

D. inteorifblia, Vahl Fls white, sepals linear or linear-lanceo-

late lvs ianceolate or lance-elhptic, the margins mostly revolute
High northern N Amer

—

D fomentdm, Farr Fls yellow, sepals
ovate or ovate-lanceolate l\s obovate or elliptic, coarsely crenate,
tomentose on both surfaces Canadian Rockies L H B
DRYMOGL6SSUM (Greek, wood and tongue

,
of no

direct significance) PolypodiAce<e. Small ferns, 5 to 10
species, occurring wild in both tropics, with wide creeping
rootstalks, and small, entire lvs. : son resembling those
of Polypodium None is advertised in Amer. Three
or 4 kinds are mentioned in horticultural literature

abroad, but are not cult, here l M Underwood

DRYMONIA (from Greek for an oak wood * growing
on trees). Gemendcese. Prostrate or climbing woody
plants, sometimes grown under glass, but apparently
not offered in this country Fls. white or yellowish,
mostly large, on short axillary usually solitary pedicels,
calyx large, oblique, 5-parted; corolla-tube prominently
ventricose, decimate, gibbous or saccate at base, the
5 lobes broad and spreading and only slightly unlike;
stamens affixed m the base of the corolla, 4 perfect;
disk-glands large at rear, small or wanting in front;
style elongated fr fleshy, ovate, becoming 2-valved:
lvs. opposite, thickish —Some 1.5 species in Cent and
S. Amer., closely allied to Episcia. JVarmhouse plants,
requiring the treatment of other gesneriads. One spe-
cies is offered abroad: D. Turri&lvae, Hanst

,
from Costa

Rica: tall shrub* lvs. broadly ovate, blistered, metallic-
colored. fls. large, white, pendulous, the lower lobe
toothed, calyx red. D. punctdta, Lindl. =>Episcia
punctata. L. H. B.

DRYMOPHL(EUS (Greek words meaning oak and
smooth inner bark) Palmdcex

,
tribe Arecc.e Spine-

less pinnate palms, with slender medium caudices.

Leaves terminal, equally pinnatisect, the segms.
cuneate-oblong or linear, broadly oblique, submem-
branaceous, 3- to many-nerved, the margins recurved
at the base; rachis scaly, 3-sided, sheath long spadix
with a short peduncle and slender branches, spathes 2
or many, the lower one 2-crested. This genus contains

a tropical palm, with very distinct wedge-shaped lfts

and ornamental scarlet frs., borne every year. It

.flowers when only a few feet high, and is suitable for

pot culture.—Species 12. Australasia and the Pacific

isIs.

The chances are that most of the plants now known to

the American trade as D. olivxformis are really D.
appendiculata The true D olivxforrms is said to have
been offered by a few dealers as Ptychosperma Rumphn.
D . appendiculata was described and figured by William
Watson, m Garden and Forest, mistakenly as D. oliv.e-

formis, as explained in B.M. 7202 He adds, “Like all

the palms of this section of the border, Drymophlceus
requires a tropical moist house with abundance of

water at all times.” GC II. 24*394 The plant
figured was about fourteen years old, 3 feet high, with
leaves about 3 feet long. The plant takes about six

months to mature its fruits.

appendicul&tus, Scheff. (Arlca grdcilis
,
Giseke, not

Roxbg orThouars). St 6-10 ft * lvs terminal, 5-6 ft.

long, arching: lfts 14-20, wedge-shaped, raggedly cut,

serrate* spadix from between the lvs
,
short-stalked,

about a foot long; the yellow buds and white fls

make an attractive contrast at the flowering season
(June) Moluccas, New Guinea B M. 7202 G F
4 331 —The D. olwxformis of most dealers not of
Martius.
D Mooreilnus, Hort “An erect-growing palm with grayish

green lvs "

—

D ohvsef&rmis. Mart , not the trade plant of that
name, has narrower lfts than the above, and the fr. naif immersed
in tho greatly enlarged perianth JARED G SMITH.

N Taylor f

DRYNARIA (Greek, oak-like) Polypodiacex Some
10 or more E Indian ferns, with round naked son,
as in Polypodium, but with a fine network of netted
veins which are arranged in distinctly rectangular
meshes The most distinctive feature is in the shape
of the lvs which are either of 2 sorts, as in Platycerium,
the cup If having the shape of an oak If

,
or the base

of each If is separately lobed and oak-like. D. quer-
cifdlia, with 2 sorts of lvs , the spore-bearing 2-3 ft

long, is the commonest species D. rigfdula, Swartz (D
diversifdlia, R Br ), a similar but larger species from
the same region also appeared at one time in the Ameri-
can trade, but the species are seldom seen in cult m
this country D musxfdlia is occasionally seen in fine

collections, where it is grown for its striking simple
foliage, which reminds one of the bird’s nest fern

(Asvlenium Nidus). It is really a Polypodium, which
see for description. r. c. Benedict f

DRYtfPTERIS (Greek, oak-fern). Polypodidcex.
Wood-Fern. A widely distributed genus of handsome
ferns with dissected foliage, the native species some-
times grown in the hardy border and the tropical kinds
under glass.

Plants bearing round sori either naked or covered
with heart-shaped or reniform indusia, which are fixed
at the center or along the sinus* veins either wholly free

or the lowest united.—Several hundred species have
been referred to this genus. A considerable number of

our common woods ferns belong to this genus. The
species have been variously known under the names
Lastrea, Aspidium, and Nephrodium. Other species

sometimes referred to under this genus may be
found under Polystichum and under Lastrea. For D.
acrostichoidea, see Polystichum; for D. decurrens

,
see
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Tedaria. In N. Amer., known to many as Aspidium.
For cult, see Ferns. Not the same as Doryopteris.

index. .

basilaria, 18. Filix-mw, 9. parasitica, 17.

Boottu, 13 Fischen, 3 pateas, 6
Chntomana, 7. Goldieana, 8 philivpinentta, 18.

crenata, 19. hirtipes, 1 eimulata, 6.

cristata, 7 intermedia, 12 spinulosa, 12
diiatata, 12. marginalia, 10 Thelypteris, 4.

dissecta, 15. noveboracensia, 2 vindescens, 11.

effusa, 14. Otana, 16.

a. Veins entirely free.

b. Pinnae lobed less than one-third to midrib.

1. hirtipes, Kuntze (Nephrbdium hirtipes
,
Hook.).

Lvs. rather rigid, 2-3 ft. long, 8-16 in. broad, on stalks

clothed with dense black scales; pinnae with broad,
blunt lobes, the lower ones not reduced in size: sori

medial on the lobes. India.

bb. Pinnae cleft nearly to midnb
,
or lvs. bipmnale or

tnpinnatifid.

c. Texture thin, membranous; veins simple or once
forked.

d. Lower pinnae gradually reduced to mere lobes.

2. noveboracSnsis, Gray (Aspidium noveborac&nse,

Swartz) New York Fern. Lvs somewhat clustered

from creeping rootstocks, pale green, 1-2 ft. long, taper-

ing both ways from the middle. Canada to N. C. and
Ark

3. Ffscheri, Kuntze (Lastrka optica, Mett ) Lvs 6-8
in. long, 2-3 in. wide, bipinnatifid, cut into close,

entire lobes, the lowest much reduced; surfaces smooth.
Brazil.

dd Lower pinnae scarcely smaller than those above.

e. Veins forked.

4. Thelypteris, Gray (Aspidium Thelypteris, Swartz).
Marsh Fern. Rootstock creeping: lvs scattered, clear

green, 1-2 ft long; margins of the spore-bearing pinnse

often strongly convolute: son 10-12 to each segm.
Canada to Fla and Texas —A form with pinnse va-
riously forked at tip is known as Pufferae.

ee. Veins simple.

5 simulita, Davenp Rootstock creeping : lvs yellow-

ish green, scattered, 8-20 m. long, 2-7 in wide, with
12-20 paire of lanceolate pinnae: sori rather large, some-

1363. Dryopttris marginalia. (Detail xl)

what distant, 4-10 to each segm. Native in N. Y. and
New England, where it may be confused with D. Thely-

ptens. G.F. 9:485.

6. p&tens, Kuntze. Lvs, clustered at the end of a
thick rootstock, 2-3 ft. long, 4-10 in. wide, soft-hairy

beneath; pinnae cut three-fourths to the midrib, the
basal segms. usually longer. Fla. to Texas and Calif,

and Trop. Amer. A.G. 20:25.

cc. Texture firm or subcoriaceous; veins 2-4
times forked.

d. Lvs. bipinnatifid or nearly bipinnate: indusia large,

mostly flat.

7. cristAta, Gray (Aspidium cnsttitum, Swartz). Lvs.
1-2 ft. long, with short, triangular pinnae 2-3 in., long,

are much wider at base. Var. ClintoniAna, Underw
(probably a distinct species), is larger, with pinnae 4-6
in. long, and with the sori rather near the midvein.
Canada to Ark.

;
also m N. Eu.

—Hybrids are described with D.
marginalia and other species. .

G.F. 9:445. /tAMpT
8 GoldieAna, Gray (Aspidium

1
1

Ooldietinum, Swartz). Lvs. grow- (f

mg m large crowns, 2-4 ft long,
12-18 m . wide, the pinnae broad-
est at the middle* indusia very
large. Canada to Ky.—One of
our largest and most V
stately native species.

dd. Lvs. mostly bipin-

note: indusia con- ('vavli&V'-’
vex, rather firm.

9. Fllix-mfts, Schott 1

(Aspidium Fllix-mds,

Swartz) Male Fern. '

Lvs growing in crowns,
1-3 ft long* son near '/P
the midvein. Used as £ SSgB
a vermifuge, as is also 7
the next species. Eu.,

t
/ kHBR

Canada and Colo. 11 I

10 marginAlis, Gray vll I #

(Aspidium rrmrptMe,
\\1 j

/ / ,1*4. D^opteri.
Swartz) Fig 1363. pussitits.
Lvs 6 in to 2 ft. long, (xH)
growing in crowns,
mostly m rocky places:
son close to the margin Canada and southward —
One of our commonest ferns, and gathered with D.
spinulosa intermedia for use with cut-fls.

ddd. Lvs. mostly tripinnatifid; segms. spinvlose-toothed:

indusia shriveling at maturity.

e Lf -stalks naked, polished.

11. viridSscens, Kuntze. Lvs. 18-24 in. long, on
stalks two-thirds as long; lower pinnae largest: sori

near the midribs. Japan.

ee Lf -stalks scaly.

12. spinuldsa, Kuntze (Aspidium spinulbsum,
Swartz). Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, with a few pale, decidu-
ous scales at the base . indusia smooth, without marginal
glands. Var. intermedia, Underwood. Lvs. evergreen,
the scales more persistent, with brown centers, and the
margins of the mdusia with stalked glands. One of

our commonest wood ferns in the northern states.

Extensively gathered for use with cut-fls. Probably
a distinct species Var. dilatAta, Underwood, has
similar scales to the last and tripinnate lvs. In woods
at altitudes of 1,500 ft. upward, from Canada to Ore.;

also in Eu. Probably a distinct species.

13. Bodttii, Underwood (Aspidium Bobttii, Tuckm.).
Lvs. elongate-lanceolate, with broadly oblong pinnules:
indusia minutely glandular. Intermediate between D.
cnstala and D intermedia. Probably a hybrid. Canada,
N. Y. and New England.

dddd. Lvs. ample, 4-6-pmnatifid.

14. eff&sa, Urban. Lvs. 3-4 ft. long, 2 ft or more
wide, with polished stalks and from short, creeping
rootstocks: son abundant, scattered, often without
mdusia. Cuba to Brazil.
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15. dissecta, Kuntze (Lastrea membramfbha
,
Horfc.).

Lvs 1-5 ft. long, 1-3 ft. wide, membranous, decom-
pound; segms. broad and blunt; surfaces nearly naked:
sori near the margin, abundant. India and Madagascar
to Austral.

aa. Veins not entirely free, the lower veinlets of adjoin-

ing segms. united.

16 Ot&ria, Kuntze (.Laslrha anstata, Hort.). Lvs.

1 ft. long, with a long terminal pinna an inch or more
wide, with lanceolate lobes, and 6-12 similar lateral

pinna;; texture thm, surfaces naked; veins united half-

way from the midrib to the edge. Ceylon to the Philip-

pines.—Good for table ferneries, but slow of growth.

17. parasitica, Kuntze (Nephrbdium mblle
, R. Br.

D. mbUis, Underwood, in preceding edition). Fig. 1364
Lvs. 1-2 ft. long. 8-12 in. wide, bipinnatifid, the pinnae

cut into blunt lobes, lower pinnae distant from the
others and somewhat shorter; surfaces finely villose.

Tropical regions of both hemispheres.—Often grows as a
weed in greenhouses.

18 basil&ris, C. Chr. (Nephrbdium philippinense ,

Baker. D. philippinbisis, Underwood, in Cyclo. Amer
Hort.). Lvs 2-3 ft long, 12-18 in wide

;
bipinnatifid,

smooth, with a naked rachis; lower pinnce scarcely

smaller, sori midway from midrib to margin, with firm,

smooth indusia Philippines

19. cren&ta, Presl Lvs 1-2 ft. long, on stalks nearly

as long, with a terminal pinnce 6-8 in. long, often 2 m.
wide, and 4-8 similar lateral pinnae; margins bluntly
lobed: son near the mam veins. Cuba and Mex. to

Brazil- L. M Underwood.
R. C. Benedict.!

DRYPfeTES (probably from Greek for drupe
,
from

the character of the fruit). Guiana Plum. White-
wood. Euphorbihcex Tropical evergreen greenhouse
shrubs. Glabrous- lvs. leathery, alternate, simple,

mostly entire- fls. dioecious, in axillary clusters or pis-

tillate single, apetalous, staminate fls. with calyx im-
bricate and a rudimentary pistil; stigma broad, nearly

sessile; pistil 1-celled, 2-ovuled.—About 10 species in

Trop. Amer., 2 native in S. Fla. They do well m light

loam. Prop, from cuttings in sandf with heat D.
laterifldra, Urban {D erbeea, Poit. Schxffbna lateriflora

,

Swartz), of W. India region, 6 ft. high, lvs elliptical,

pointed, has been in cult. j. b S Norton.

DUCHSSNEA (A. N. Duchesne, monographer of

Fragana in 1766} Rosdcese. Fragaria-like perennial
trailing herbs, differing in the calyx being 5-partcd and
the lobes alternating with larger leafy 3-5-toothed
bracts, the petals yellow, and the receptacle dry and
spongy rather than becoming fleshy or pulpy as in the
strawberry: lvs. ternate, with short-stalked lfts.: fls.

solitary, on the runners; stamens 20-25, short.—Two
species in S. Asia, one of which has run wild in this

country, and is useful as a basket-plant and as a low
ground-cover.

indica, Focke (Fragbna indica
,

Andr.). Yellow
Strawberry. A neat plant trailing close on the ground,
with leafy runners, pubescent: lfts. rhombic-ovate,
more or less petioled, coarsely crenate, obtuse: fls.

about %\n. across, on peduncles equaling or exceed-
ing the lvs.: fr. usually less than J^in. diam., red,
insipid. In waste grounds, N. Y., west and south.

L H B
DUCKWEED : Lenina.

DUCKWHEAT: Fagopyrum. ^

DUDAIM MELON: Cucumis.

DUDLEYA (named for the late Wm. R. Dudley,
professor of botany in Stanford University). Crassu-
lAcex. Shortly caulescent or acaulescent perennials,
with flat, linear to ovate, acute basal lvs. : fls. in short

or elongated panicles, orange-yellow or red, rarely

white: lvs. on flowering branches much shorter and
relatively broader than the basal ones, sessile or clasp-

ing: corolla nearly cylindrical or slightly angled, the

segms. united below the middle; stamens twice as

many as the calyx-lobes: carpels erect, many-sided.

—

Some 60 species nave been described, all from the west
coast of N. Amer. None of them has proved very
satisfactory as a bedding plant, and as a rule the spe-

cies do not compare with the echevcnas in horticul-

tural value. The following species are described in

this work under Cotyledon (p. 868)

:

D Cotyledon, Brit. & Rose, as C. cahfomiea.
D pulvcrulenta

,
Brit. & Rose, as C. pidvendenta.

D Purpusn, Brit. & Rose, as C. Purpusn.
I), lanceolata, Brit. & Rose, as C. lanceolata.

J. N. Rose.

DUGUETIA (named in honor of J. J. Duguet, who
in 1731 wrote a work on plants). Aberernba, R. E.
Fries, not Aubl. Annondcex. A genus of Trop. Ameri-
can shrubs and trees, about two dozen species, differing

1365. Duguetia quitarensis. (Branch X H)

from Annona in technical characters, particularly in

imbricating petals and distinct angular rigid carpels
becoming detached from the alveolate receptacle when
mature, and usually with stellate-pubescent or scurfy
indument. D. lanceolbta, St. Hil

,
the type of the

f
enus, is a Brazilian tree. D. quitarSnsis, Benth.,
'ig. 1365, with very similar fr which turns red when

ripe, has recently been collected on the Isthmus of

Panama by Henri Pittier; and D. furfurdcea, Benth.
& Hook, f., a low plant with edible orange-colored fr.

as large as an apple, in the province of Minas, Brazil,

by Shamel, Popenoe, and Dorsett, of the Bureau of
Plant Industry. From this genus must be separated
Fusxa longifolia

t
Safford (Annona longifoha, Aubl.),

the fr, of which is a solid globose syncarpium, and the
outer circles of stamens sterile and petal-like, while
the indument is composed of simple silky hairs. See
Fusaea. w. e. Safford.
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DULfCHIUM (old Latin name). Cyperacex. One
perennial species, D. arundxndceum, Brit. (D. spalhdr
ceum, Pers ), in E. N. Amer, which has been offered

by collectors as a bog-plant. It is grass-like, with terete

leafy culms which are hollow and unbranched, 2-3 ft.

tall; it has linear flattened spikelets sessile in 2 ranks on
peduncles that arise from the If -sheaths. It is dis-

tributed in swamps about ponds from Newfoundland
across the continent and to Fla. and Texas; of no
special value.

DURANTA (after Castor Durantes, physician in

Rome and botanist, died about 1590). Verbenacex.
Tropical American woody plants, some of which are
cultivated outdoors m Florida and California, and in a
few northern greenhouses.

Shrubs or trees, glabrous or woolly, often armed
with axillary spines: lvs. opposite or in whorls, entire
or toothed: racemes long and terminal or short and
axillary; fls. small, short-pedicelled in the axis of a
small bract; corolla-limb of 5 spreading oblique or
equal lobes, the tube usually curved, stamens 4,

didynamous; calyx enlarging and inclosing the fr
;

stigma 4-lobed. fr an 8-seeded juicy drupe.—Eijjht

or 10 species, Mex
,
W. Indies, S. Amer., one reaching

Key West
Plumidri, Jacq. (D . spinbsa, Linn. D. m&rmis

,
Linn.

D. rbpens, Linn D EUlsia, Jacq. EUlsia acuta, Linn.).

Golden Dewdrop. A variable shrub or small tree,

minutely pubescent or becoming glabrous: branches
4-angled: lvs obovate, oblong, ovate or elliptic, mostly
entire, contracted into short petiole, fls. in panicled
loose racemes; calyx-teeth subulate; corolla lilac, the
limb less than J^in across, the lobes ciholate; calyx
yellowish, closed into a beak and covering the yellow
drupe (which may reach about L£in diam ). Key
West, W. Indies, Mex., to Brazil. B M. 1759. B R.
244 —Branches either armed or unarmed. Attractive
forms with white fls. and with variegated lvs. are

reported in cult

Lor€ntzii, Griseb. Spineless, the branchlcts 4-angled:

lvs small, coriaceous, ovate or elliptic, obtusish, strongly
serrate toward apex, petioled: fls. in terminal inter-

rupted racemes (white?)
;
calyx tubular, 5-ribbed, short-

toothed; corolla-tube exserted, cylindrical; corolla-

limb unequally 5-parted, the lobes oval-orbicular;

stamens included, didynamous: fr. a 2-pyrenous berry.

Argentina, offered m S. Calif.

stenostdehya, Tod. Closely allied to D. Plnmieri
Spineless, to 15 ft. high, branchlets 4-angled: lvs.

oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate or entire, pubes-
cent on the veins beneath, 3-8 in. long* fls lilac, less

than 3^1n across, pendulous m slender racemes, 3-4 at

the end of the branches, in fr. 6-12 in. long: fr. yellow,

about J$in. across. Brazil. Offered m S. Calif.

L. H. B.
DURAZNILLO: Jatropha.

DtTRIO (from a Malayan vernacular). Bonibacdcex.
Trees of the Indian archipelago and Malaysia, one of

which yields the durian (D . zibbthinus, Linn.), a
much-prized fruit of the East. Fig. 1366. There are
probably a dozen other species of Durio, mostly Bor-
nean and recently described.
The dunan is a tall tree (to 80 ft.), with oblong

acuminate entire lvsv colored and scaly beneath,
pinnately veined, coriaceous: fls. large, whitish, in

lateral cymes or fascicles; calyx bell-shaped, 5-lobed,
subtended by an involucre; petals 3; staminal column
divided above into many filaments in 4-6 groups, the
anthers twisted

;
ovary 5-celled, each cell many-ovuled,

bearing a long style with a capitate stigma: fr. ovoia
or globular, often 10 in. long, very spiny, somewhat
woody, mostly mdehiscent, the large seeds and carpels

surrounded by a firm cream-colorea edible pulp. The
fr. has a strong offensive odor.
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The durian is discussed as follows by O. W. Barrett
in the Philippine Agricultural Review:
“The durian has an odor that can be compared only

to a mixture of old cheese and onions, flavored with
turpentine; but those who eat it love it so dearly that
the smell does not bother them. . . . The fruit

weighs about five pounds, nearly one-third of which is

edible pulp and about one-sixth of which is edible

seeds; the sugar-content is

over 12 per cent, and it con-
tains the same amount of

starch besides. The tree is

1366. The durian—Duno zibethinus. (XJi)
(From an parly representation of the fruit,)

magnificent and stately, and grows usually in open
country, m the edges of forests, around native villages,

and in clearings.—It can hardly be called a cultivated

tree; at least, it is hardly ever grown m orchards,

although on the other hand it could hardly hold its

own in the real wild. Throughout Malaysia it is con-

sidered the most delicious fruit. Europeans, of course,

generally revolt at the unpleasant odor; a* fair propor-
tion, however, of the foreign residents soon grow to

relish the durian. Although it would not be wise, per-

haps, for one unaccustomed to the fruit to eat a large

quantity of the pulp at one sitting, there is apparently
no substance in it that would cause indigestion or any
other result than a rather unpleasant breath for a few
hours after eating. The chemical body which is respon-
sible for the very pronounced odor is probably one of

the sulfur compounds with some base perhaps similar

to that of butyric acid —Harvesting the durian is not
unattended with danger, for soon after it becomes
mature the heavy fruit falls, and occasionally kills or

severely injures the unlucky individual underneath."
The seeds are eaten roasted, and the unripe fruit

boiled as a vegetable. The tree has been successfully

introduced into Jamaica, but is not m general cultiva-

tion m that island.

The specific name, zibethinus, is said to be derived
from the practice of using the decomposed fruit as a
bait for the civet-cat or zibet Fig 1366 is reduced from
Vol 7 of the Trans of the Linn Soc

, 1804, illustrating

Komg’s historic account of the fruit. L. H. B.

DUSTY MILLER: Lychnis Coronarxa; also species of Centaurea
and Sentcw.

DUTCHMAN’S BREECHES: Dicentra CucuUaria.

DUTCHMAN’S PIPE: Aristolochxa.

DUVALIA (for Duval, an early botanist). Asdepiar
ddeex. About 20 succulent very dwarf leafless herbs,

mostly of S Afr
,
rarely seen in cult. : sts. decumbent

or erect, sometimes subterranean and with the tips

appearing above the surface, 4-6-angled and with
spreading teeth, each of which bears a minute rudi-

mentary If.: fls. solitary or in small clusters or cymes,
usually borne near the middle of the young sts.; corolla

rotate, deeply 5-lobed, with a cushion-like ring around
the outer corona and supporting it; corolla-lobes linear-
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lanceolate to ovate, folded longitudinally backward;
corona double, from near the top of the staminal col-

umn, the outer one flat and entire and angled, the inner

one with turgid more or less pointed lobes; stamens
affixed in the base of the corolla, united into a tube
around the ovary: fr. erect smooth follicles. Cult, of

Stapelia and similar succulents. The species are

essentially fancier’s plants and apparently not in the

trade.

DUVERNdlA (J. G. Duvemoy, pupil of Tourae-
fort, or G. L. Duvernoy, of Strassburg, writer on
natural history). Acanthdcese. By some authors united

with Adhatoda, which genus is by some included in

Justicia. The genus comprises 15 or more herbs or

shrubs: fls. single or in short spikes; calyx short, 4-

toothedj the back lobe toothed or parted; corolla-tube

short; limb labiate, the upper lip helmet-shaped and
2-toothed, the lower bp flat The species seem not to be
in the trade, although D. Dewevrei, DeWild, has been
cult, m Belgium: it is a tufted herb, about 2 ft. high:

lvs. oblong, petiolate: fls. paniculate; upper lip of corolla

white with red stripes and the lower greenish white;

corolla about Hin. long. Congo.

DWARFING. Dwarf plants are those that never
attain the height or size of the usual or representative

individuals of the species Some dwarfs are “natural,”

being represented by varieties of prevailingly small

size; and these varieties usually reproduce more or less

true from seed or cuttings Thus there are dwarf
petunias, lobelias, asters, cannas, peas, beans. Such
dwarfing comes within the field of breeding
The “artificial” dwarfs are produced by more or less

arbitrary manipulation, as by grafting on stocks of

small growth, heading-in the top or the root or both,

by confining the roots, by withholding food, and
water, and by various forms of contortion and con-
striction.

Plants are dwarfed to keep them within bounds m
small areas, to mcrease flower-bearing and fruit-bear-

mg in proportion to the size of the subject, to bring

all parts within reach and control, to express the skill

and satisfy the conceit of the gardener, and to extend
the range of interesting plant forms; and plants may be
adapted to adverse soils or conditions by grafting on
hardy or more reliable roots that may chance to have
a dwarfing tendency. Dwarf plants are very useful

in flower-gardens and m landscape work. The pic-

turesque dwarfs of the Japanese type are amongst the

most curious of plant forms.

The Japanese practice of dwarfing. Figs. 1367, 1368.

The art of dwarfing trees has been long practised

among the Japanese gardeners. Some trees are more
adapted for this purpose than others The following

have been considered to be most suitable:

Chamsecypans obtusa
Pinus pentaphylla.
Pmus parviuora
Piftua Thunbergu.
Pmus densiflora
Lanx leptolepis
Jumperus rigula.

Jumporus chmensis var.
cumbens

Podocarpus chmensis.
Podocarpus Nageia.
Tsuga Sieboldn
Tsuga diversifolia.

Cryptomeria japonioa
Acer palmatum

Various species of Japanese
fruit trees, etc.

Acer tnfidum.
Styrax japoruca.
Lagerstrcemia indica.
Pumca Granatum.
Traohycarpus cxcelsa.
Rhapis flabelliforaus.

Rhapis humihs
pro- Zelkowa acuminata.

Millettia japonica.
Wistaria flonbunda.
Wistaria brachybotrys.
Prunus Mume
Evonymus alata.

Cycas revoluta.

flowering cheKfies, ivies, bamboos,

Before entering into a discussion of dwarfed trees,

one should have a clear understanding between the
“bonsai” or artistic plant and the “hachiuye” or ordin-
ary potted plant.

—-"-v/
1367 Japanese dwarf tree.

There are two styles in which the “bonsai” is pre-
sented, one is the planting of one or more tiny trees of

picturesque form m an artistic shallow pot; and the
other is the representing of a part of a miniature garden
or forest embracing trees, shrubs, grasses, mosses, rocks,

and ponds. The former is simply an improved or
modified potted plant,

whereas the latter exhibits

an imaginary scene, so
that one might feel by
glancing upon the pot in

a little Japanese chamber
as if he were at that mo-
ment strolling in such a
garden or wandering with-
in forest. A little piece of

stone gives an idea of Mt.
Fuji, and a drop of water
the surface of the Japan
Sea We often suspect
the tree, covered with

mossed bark, of not more than H foot in height,

would reach the cloud, or it might suggest a wintry
landscape brought in amidst scorching summer days
to release a man from heat.

The success in raising a valuable “bonsai” depends
entirely on the skill of dwarfing the trees, and it requires

a long experience Remember always what the home
of the plant was, and treat it according to its habitat
In other words, climate, soil, environment, nourish-
ment, and all other circumstances of its original state

should accompany the tree; and the degree of humidity,
both in the air and ground, is of prime importance
m the dwarfing process. Some have the erroneous
notion that the dwarfing is accomplished merely by
bending the tree unnaturally The roots are confined
to cheek growth, without making other alteration.

The shape and size of the branches or leaves are affected
by the firmness of the earth, the way of watering, the
kinds of fertilizer, and the degree of sunshine Between
the leaves there should be ample air and frequent
sunshine. Some plants need only slight moisture, and
others much. Too wet is worse than too dry Many
are thoughtless in giving water, not considering the
condition of the soil. Judicious watering is one of the
first requisites to success. For example, after being
placed on balconies or terraces in the daytime, the
potted plants should be exposed outdoors during the
night, if not stormy. Japanese gardeners use many
different fertilizers in accordance with the time of

growth, kind of plant, and purposes (i.e., whether for

branches or leaves, for flowers or fruits), some of them
being: oil-cake, bone-meal, tankage, clam-shells, barn-
manures, night-soil, wme
lees, tea dregs, cow’s
milk, rice-bran, fish
refuse, iron-rust, and
others. z

.

Plants both of “bon-
sai” and “hachiuye”
dwarfs should be re-

potted every two or three years, in

order to destroy the old fibrous roots,

and to give a chance for new ones.

Otherwise, trees are deprived from
taking any nourishment, and will

soon die. This practice is to be done
in February or March, when the aim
of dwarfing is completed

;
whereas the 1368. Training a

pruning is to be between April and branch.

June, to secure more or even larger flowers

Pine .—This is one of the most difficult plants to be
treated as a dwarfed tree, although it will hardly
result in failure, if taken direct from the mountain or

seashore while new young needles are steadily growing.
Pines that have suffered through various difficult
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weather are preferred. About half a year previous
to removal, a ditch should be made around the plant.
In removing, the mam root should be carefully cut
off by scissors, leaving its end downward to avoid
the resin from accumulating, which otherwise might
destroy the tree. For different shapes, the branches
arc to be twisted to and fro, as shown in the cut (Fig.

1368)
;
bind the part with hemp-palm rone, and pull it

moderately toward the trunk with a cord. The special

nature of this tree is to dislike the humid earth. Hav-
ing no pleasing flower or fruit, the pine must exhibit
merit m the arrangement of needles or the color of the
bark The best time to transplant is in autumn. For
fertilizers, one may use oil-cake or a bone-meal.
Mume (Prunus Mume) —Tins is different from the

Japanese flowering cherry; the beauty of the flower
should accompany the picturesque form of the tree

itself. The age of the tree is highly regarded. Slender
branches as well as grotesque trunks with mossy bark
are usually chosen Hence, all dwarfed Mume plants
are laised by grafting The potting of Mume may take
dace as soon as the flowers have fallen. The pot is to
>e kept in shade at least one month, the earth having
been thoroughly pressed. To have more flowers, the
old roots are destroyed, and the branches cut, leaving
a few’ branchlets Potted Mume is fertilized with thin
liquid manure, oil-cakes or occasionally cow’s milk,

between December and February
Pomegranate—In this plant, the portion of the roots

which is close to the main trunk may be exposed to the
air. As a dwarfed tree, pomegranate is enjoyed both for

fruits and flowers All new sprouts are to be pinched off,

other than those that will produce flow’ers Until the
fruits have grown larger, one should wait for manuring.
For floweis, oil-cake, tankage, or bone-meal are used;
for fruits a light fertilizer is used.
Bamboo s —Choose one of the most proper kinds and

keep it in a pot for twro or three years Then wait
upon several shoots coming up One year after this,

these new' bamboos are transferred into other pots.

The practice needs much patience and great skill, and it

would hardly pay, knowing that the prime age of bam-
boo is only for four or five years. issx Tanimura.

Dwarf fruit trees.

Generally speaking, dwarf trees are those which by
various means are made to remain smaller than normal
trees of the same species or variety Three means
arc in common use in dwarfing trees' by growing on
dwarfing stocks, restricting the root run, and by
pruning to check or suppress the growth of the top
llorticulturally speaking, and particularly as the term
is applied to fruit trees, dwarf trees are those w’hich

are grown on dwarfing stocks A discussion of dwarf
fruit trees is, then, most largely concerned with dwarf-
ing stocks

Dwarfing stocks are not modern innovations. For
at least three centuries, various stocks have been used
to dwarf apples, pears, plums, cherries and quinces.

In fact, dwarf fruit trees were quite as common, or

even more so, m Europe a century ago than they are at

present They have been grown in America, at least

dwarf apples and pears, for nearly a century, during
which time in recurring periods they have received much
attention from fruit-growers. There is in horticultural

literature much data, which, while fragmentary, is still

substantial, to guide us in the use of dwarfing stocks
and to indicate the value of dwarf fruit trees

The action of dwarfing stocks is readily explained
after a statement of what stocks are. A dwarfing stock
is always a smaller, a weaker, or a slower-growing
variety or species than the tree to be propagated on it.

The top conforms to the roots chiefly because of the
inability of the latter to furnish sufficient nutrition.

The tree is dwarfed through starvation. Other than

in size the trees are little or not at all affected,

although minor changes in the fruit and in the bearing
habit are supposed to be brought about by dwarfing.
Dwarf fruit trees are propagated by the same methods

employed in growing standard trees with preference
given to budding dwarfing stocks, whereas standard
trees are still largely propagated by grafting Propaga-
tors hold that a better union can be obtained by bud-
ding than by grafting, and since it is alwavs difficult to
secure a good union between plants as widely divergent
as stock and cion in a dwarf tree must of necessity be,

budding should have the preference of the two methods.
In fact the chief problem m growing dwarf fruit trees

is to find a stock with which the larger growing cion
can easily be worked and with expectations of a close

and permanent union. This brmgs us to the matter
of stocks for the several fry its

Dwarf apples are commonly grown on two stocks

—

the Paradise and the Doucin Both of these, it must
be understood, are class names, there bemg m the
literature a dozen or more varieties of Paradise and
about as many of the Doucin. Carefully compared,
the many kinds m use can be reduced to the French
Paradise (Pommicr du Paradis), English Paradise,

and the Dutch Paradise for the first class, while the
Doucm stocks may be grouped under the Doucin,
the English Broad-leaved and the English Nonsouch.
There is much confusion in the names of dwarf apple
stock in nurseries and the grower will be fortunate if

he gets what he calls for. Of these* two classes, the
Paradise stocks make the dwarfer plants and should be
used for trees to be kept as true dwarfs and for all

that are to be trained in fancy forms. The Douchin
btocks are the better for free-growing trees.

Pears are dwarfed by growing on quince roots. Any
quince may be used, but the Angers, upon which
quinces are commonly propagated, is the J)est dwarfing
stock for the pear. Comparatively few’ pears can be
successfully worked on quince roots because stock and
cion do not make a good union. This antipathy is

obviated by budding the quince with a pear which
unites readdy

;
the next year the untraqtable variety

is budded on the more amenable variety, the result-

ing tree being thus pear on quince, followed by pear on
pear—the “double-working” of nurserymen.

There is no question but that the Mahaleb is a
dwarfing stock for the cherry, and in Europe, where
it has long been used, it is always regarded as such.

In America, where the Mahaleb in the last quarter
century has all but superseded the Mazzard, a free-

grow ing stock, it is not so commonly known that there
is a difference in the size of trees on the two stocks.

It must not be understood that the Mahaleb stock
ives a true dwarf cherry, but it has a very decided
warfing effect on either sweet or sour cherries.

Stocks for plums have not been well tested—

a

statement that holds for all stone fruits It is very
certain, however, that varieties of Prunus msititia,

as the Damsons or the St. Julien, the latter one of the
best of all plums for a stock, have a dwarfing effect

on the varieties of the larger-growing trees of P.
domestxca

,
as do also several of our free-growing native

species, among which P americana may be recommended
for cold climates. For true dwarf trees, however, the
only stocks that give promise are the dwarf natives, of

which P. pumtla and P. Besseyi have been found to

unite readily with several varieties each of either the
Domestica or Triflora plums, and to make very good
dwarfing stocks for them

Peaches, apricots and nectarines are dwarfed by
budding on P. ceramfera, P msititia and P americana.
It is probable that all of these fruits, and the cherry
as well, can be grown on P. pumtla and P. Besseyi as

true dwarfs, several experiments having demonstrated
that good unions form between the peach, at least, and
these dwarf sand cherries. As to whether the union
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would be sufficiently permanent to make the trees

so obtained worth while, remains to be seen.

The great advantage of a dwarf tree is its small size,

which permits the planting of more varieties of a fruit

in a small space. Dwarf fruits, then, deserve, in par-

ticular, the consideration of amateur fruit-growers and
of those who want small-growing fillers for permanent
orchards. Trees of small size are easier to prune,
spray, and to care for m every way. Because of the
low stature and compact head of the dwarfs, wind
causes less injury to trees and crops.

Another very material advantage of the dwarfs is

that they come into bearing earlier than the standards.
The desirability of early bearing from several stand-
points is obvious. Advocates of dwarf fruits very
generally assert that the fruit from the dwarf trees is

of higher quality, higher color and better flavor. As a
generalization, this is not true, though it probably is

true for a few varieties of each of the several fruits

under consideration. Tests of many varieties of apples
on dwarf and standard stocks on the grounds of the
New York Agricultural Experiment Station show that
more often the fruit from standard trees is the better.

Pear-growers have found that comparatively few
varieties of this fruit are improved m the qualities

named by growing as dwarfs. Size, color and quality
of fruit are as likely to be affected deletenously as
beneficially by dwarfing
Dwarf stocks are much used to adapt varieties to

soils. This is the chief value of most of the propaga-
ting plants named for the stone-fruits. The true
purpose of such stocks must be clearly kept in mind—the dwarfing m this case is a disadvantage attendant
upon the use of the stock for another purpose.
The disadvantages of dwarfing stocks, in America

at least, are rather more pronounced than their advan-
tages. They may be summed up as follows: Nearly
all dwarf trees are shorter-lived than standards—the
exceptions are very few. All dwarf trees, whether
trained in fancy forms or free-growing, need more care
than standard trees. The chief items needing extra
care are pruning, tilling and fertilizing. It is more
difficult to propagate dwarf trees and the cost of the
plants is therefore greater, making the cost an acre,

with the increased number of trees, much greater.

Lastly, it is most difficult to secure trees, especially of
apples, on dwarfing stocks that are known to be true
to name.

In conclusion, it may be said that we have just

passed through one of the recurring periods of interest

m dwarf trees in America and that commercial fruit-

growers are more than ever convinced that for the
present, at least, dwarf trees are of little value to them.
The place of these trees is m gardens of amateurs and
on the estates of those who can afford to grow and

train them for their beauty as well as for their fruit.

There is, however, a possible future for dwarf fruits

in coramerical plantations, when the refinements of

horticulture havo been carried far enough to show the
special adaptations of varieties of the several fruits

to different stocks and when the care of dwarf trees

is better understood. U. P. Hedrick.

DYCKIA (after Prince Salm-Dyck, German botanist,

and author of a great work on succulent plants).

Bromelidcew. Succiuents, grown under glass and in the
open far South.

Dyckias somewhat resemble century plants, but with
smaller spines, as a rule, and flowering regularly. They
are usually stemless, and the lvs. form dense rosettes.

—About 60 species in S Amer. For cult
,
see Agave.

They are rarely cult, in Fla. and Calif., and m a few
northern collections. Following have showy yellow fls.

a. Infl. amply branched or panicled.

altfssima, Lindl. (D. princeps, Lem.). Lvs spmy at
the margin: floral bracts small, all manifestly shorter

than the fls. Brazil.

aa. Infl. not branched, a raceme or spike.

b. Filaments forming a tube. fls. with scarcely any
pedicel.

rarifldra, Schult. Fig. 1369. Lvs. with small spines
on the margin, shorter than in D. altissima sepals not
emarginate at the apex, upper sheaths of the scape
shorter than mtemodes. Brazil. BM.3449 B.R 1782

bb. Filaments not forming a tube all the way fls with a
short but conspicuous pedicel.

sulphhrea, C. Koch, not Baker Lvs with small
spines at the margin : sheaths of the scape longer than
the mtemodes, the higher ones entire bracts lanceolate,

the lowest conspicuously longer than the pedicelled fls .

blades of petals wide and longer than stamens. Brazil.

Wilhelm Miller.

D^PSIS (obscure name). Palmdcece, tribe Arbcese.

Madagascar palms that have been poorly described,

are little known and of scarcely any horticultural sig-

nificance. They are all small, unarmed palms, with reed-

like sts. : lvs. terminal, entire, bifid at the apex or pin-

natisect; segms. split at the apex or irregularly tooth b
the apical one confluent; sheath short, spadices Ion,

loosely fid.: fr. small, oblong or ovoid, straight 6*

curved, oblique at base.—Perhaps half a dozen species.

No species of Dypsis are common in cultivation, as

they possess but little beauty. They are among the
easiest and quickest to germinate. All of them reauire

a stove temperature. D. madagascaribnsis, Nichols,

is also known as Areca madagascanensis, Mart., and
is so treated here. D. pinnatifrdns, Mart. {A. grdcilis,

Thouars), is one of several plants that have been known
as Areca gracilis It is a pretty palm, now grown in

large quantities by some dealers. G.C. II. 24:394.

The genus is closely related to Chamaedorea.

N. TAYLOR,t

DYSCHORfSTE (name refers to the scarcely divided

or lobed stigma). Inch Caldphanes. Acanthdcese.

Fifty or more annuals or perennials of the tropics of

Amer.. Afr., and Asia, alhed to Ruellia and Stro-

bilanthes. None of them is apparently in regular cult.

They are plants with opposite mostly entire small

lvs and blue or pale fls m short-stalked cymes. D.
nobihor

,
C. B. Clarke (D. HUdebrandtii

,
Lind ), is a

free-flowering shrub, with a penetrating odor, and
hairy branches: lvs elliptic, nearly 2 m. long, slightly

crenulate: fls. purple-blue in many distant and dense
axillary cymes; corolla less than ^in. long. Brit. Cent.
Afr.; recently cult, at Kew.
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EARTH-NUT. EARTH-PEA. Little-used names for

the peanut, goober or pmder, Arachis hypogsea. The
words earth-nut and ground-nut are used for many
subterranean tubers, without much discrimination, ana
therefore they have small value as vernaculars. They
may be applied to the underground tubers of Aptos
tuberosa

,
Panox tnfolium

,
Erigenui bulbosa, Cuperus

e8culentu8, and others Earth-apple, earth-gall and
similar variants are m use for various plants.

EAT6NIA: Sphenopholxs

fiBENUS (Greek name for the ebony). Legummbsx.
About 15 species of silky-hairy herbs or sub-shrubs, of

the eastern Medit region and eastward to Beluchistan,
allied to Onobrychis, sometimes planted in borders
but apparently not offered in this country FIs red-
dish or purplish, papilionaceous, in dense axillary long-
peduneled spikes; standard obovate or obcordate,
narrowed to base; wings short or minute; keel about
equaling the standard, the apex obtuse and oblique;
calyx-lobes subulate and plumose, pod obovate or
oblong, compressed, included in the calyx-tube, mde-
hiscent, 1- or 2-seeded lvs qdd-pinnate or some of

them somewhat digitately 3-foliolate or even simple
E crttica, Linn

,
is shrubby with lvs. usually of 5

(sometimes 3) lfts
,
and reddish purple fls. in ovate-

cylindrioal spikes Crete B M 1092 (as Anthyllis
cretica) E Sfbthorpn, DC

,
is herbaceous, with more

lfts
,
and purplish fls in spherical spikes

Thus genus has no relation to the ebony, which is of

the genus Diospyros (particularly D Ebenum)

EBONY : Dvispyros Ebenum

ecbAllium (Greek, to throw out). CucurbitAceae.

Squirting Cucumber. A perennial trailing vme,
easily grown as an annual in any garden, cultivated for

its explosive fruits

When ripe, the oblong prickly fr squirts its seeds at
the slightest touch, or somet lines at the mere vibration
of the ground made by a person walking
by Some of the old herbalists called this

f

uant Cucunm asinutus Another curious
act about the plant is that a powerful
cathartic is made from the juice of the fr.,

which has been known for many centuries.

A preparation of it is still sold m the
drugstores as Trituralio Elatenni The drug “elaterium”
is derived from the juice of the fr Ecballium has only
1 species, and is closely related to the important genera
Cucumis and Citrullus. With them it differs from
Momordica m lacking the 2 or 3 scales w hich close the
bottom of the calyx Other generic characters are:

prostrate herb, fleshy, rough hairy: lvs. heart-shaped,
more or less 3-lobed. tendrils wanting • fls. yellow, the
staminatc m racemes, pistillate usually from the same
axils with the staminatc fls

,
calyx 5-cut . It is a native

of the middle and eastern Medit. regions, especially in

rich moist forests

Elatferium, A. Rich {Elaterium cordifbhum, Moench.
Mombrdica Elatkrium, Linn ). Squirting Cucumber.
Fig. 1370. Described above; grown in this country as a
curiosity. B.M. 1914. Wilhelm Miller

ECCREMOCARPUS (Greek, pendent fruit). Big-

nonideeae. An attractive half-hardy tendril-climber.
Shrubs, but grown a* annuals in tne N , tall climbing:

lvs. opposite, 2-parted or -pinnate: fls yellow, scarlet
or orange, mostly racemose; calyx campanulate, 5-

parted; corolla-tube elongated; hmb more or less 2-

lipped or in E. scaber small and nearly entire; stamens
4, didynamous, included, disk annular, fr. an ovate or
elliptic locuhcidal 1-celled caps.—Three or 4 species
of tall somewhat woody plants from Peru and Chile,
climbing by branched tendrils at the end of the twice-
pinnate lvs., and having very distinct fls of somewhat
tubular shape, which are colored yellow, orange or
scarlet.

Eccremocarpus has two sections, in one of which the
corollas are cylindrical, but in the section Calampelis,
to which E. scaber belongs, the corolla has a joint at a
short distance beyond the calyx, then swells out on the
under side, and suddenly constricts into a neck before

it reaches the small circular mouth, surrounded by
five very short rounded lobes.

scaber, Ruiz & Pav (Caldmpelis sedber, D. Don).
About 10 ft. high, lvs bipinnate; lfts. obhquely cordate,

entire or serrate: fls. 1 in. long, orange, in racemes.
July, Aug Chile. B R 939. B.M. 6408. Var coc-

cfneus, Hort
,
has scarlet fls. Var. adreus, Hort

,
has

fls bright golden yellow Var. carmineus, Hort
,
has

fls. carmine-red.

—

E. scaber is hardy in the southern
parts of the U. S., and makes a most attractive peren-

nial woody subject. It is also satisfactory in the open
in the N if given a warm exposure, blooming readily

from seed the first year. , L. H. B.f

ECHEVfeRIA (named lor Ata-
nasio Eeheverna, an excellent

Mexican botanical draughts-
man) Crassxddcese Stemless or

„ somewhat caulescent, succulents.

$ J*
Leaves fleshy, but usually

broad and flat, commonly mak-
ing dense rosettes: fls borne in

loose spikes or racemes or some-
times paniculate, but never in

a flat cyme, calyx deeply 5-

parted
,
sepals usually elongated

and narrow, unequal, commonly
spreading but sometimes erect;

corolla 5-angled, usually strongly

so, very broad at base; stigma-
lobes united below, very thick

and nerveless, erect

but often spreading
at tip; stamens K),

5 attached near the
middle of the petals,

the other 5 either

free or attached
lower down on the
corolla: carpels 5,

erect; ovules and
seeds many.—More than 60 species of this genus have
been described. Most of them have been in cult, m
Washington and at the New York Botanical Garden,
although but few are in the trade. It is confined
almost entirely to Mex., one species extending into the
mountains of W. Texas, and one or two species extend-
ing into Cent. Amer. Many of the species are valuable
for flat bedding on account of their compact rosettes and
highly colored foliage. For cultural notes, see Cotyledon
(with which it has been united by many authors).

1370. Ecballium Elaterium (XM)

ai)85)
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INDEX.

amcena, 1. lunda, 10 racemosa, 11.

atropurpurea, 9. maculata, 13. rubromarginata, 21.
campanulata, 25. metalhcu, 26 mngumea, 9.

carnicolor, 12 microcalyx, 2. Scheeru, 23.

coccmea, 4 mucronata, 3 aecunda, 20.

elegans, 17 Peacocku, 15 setosa, 14
fulgens, 24 Pringlei, 8. simulana, 18.

gibbiflora, 26. puboscens, 5. subngida, 22.

glauca, 19 pulvmata, 7. subaesailia, 16.

Ungusefolia, 6. Purpusn, 2

A. Sepals orbicular
,
very small, obtuse.

b. Corolla tmce as long as thick; sepals oppressed.

1. amdfena, De Smet Nearly stemless, with numerous
offshoots, lvs in small but dense rosettes: flowering

branches slender, 4-8 in long: fls. 1-8, in slender

racemes; corolla red, 4-5 lines long Native of Mex.
—This species was intro into cult, nearly 40 years ago.

bb Corolla little longer than thick; sepals not oppressed.

2 microc&lyx, Brit & Rose (E Purpusti, Brit ).

Shortly caulescent, sometimes 1 ft high: corolla yellow-

pink, 4 lines long Native of Mex.

aa Sepals linear to ovate.

B. Fls. axillary, arranged m loose spikes or racemes.

c. The fls m spikes

d Plant not caulescent, glabrous throughout.

3 mucron&ta, Schlecht. Caulescent, glabrous
throughout, basal lvs m a dense rosette 4-8 in long:

fls. sessile; corolla 1 m or more long, reddish tinged
with yellow E Mex.

dd. Plant caulescent, pubescent throughout.

4 coccinea, DC (Cotyledon cocclnea, Cav.). St.

1-2 ft high, finely grayish pubescent lvs oblanceolate,

largest 8-9 in long infl a spike of 15-25 fls. Common
in Cent Mex Page 870.

5 pubescens, Schlecht (Cotylklon pubescens, Baker).

A sum la i ip. i leo is sometimes cult.,with obovate-spatu-
late lvs

cc. The fls. in racemes.

d. Species caulescent.

E. Infl compound below, corolla pale.

6. linguaefdlia, Lem Sts. 1 ft. or more high, very
leafy: lvs thick, fleshy, green, nearly terete at base:

flowering branches long and drooping, each consisting

of a simple raceme, fls. cream-colored Mex.—This
species has long been in cult., and has not been collected

wild in recent years. It is so very different from the
other echeverias of Mex. that we are led to suspect
that it may be of hybrid origin.

ee Infl. simple throughout; corolla bright-colored.

f. Plant pubescent throughout.

7. pulvin&ta, Rose (CotulMon pulvmata, Hook.).
Sts. 4-6 in. high, somewhat branching, becoming naked
below, young branches, lvs and sepals covered with a
velvety pubescence: lvs. clustered in rosettes at the top
branches, about 1 in. long, very thick . fls. in a leafy ra-

ceme; corolla scarlet, sharply 5-angled. Mex.—This is

a very distinct echeveria, with a remarkable pubescence.

8. Pringlei, Rose (Cotylbdon Pringlei, Wats.). This
is perhaps nearest E. pulvmata, althougn not so pubes-
cent nor so attractive a plant

ff. Plant glabrous throughout.

9. atropurphrea, Baker (Cotyledon atropurpiirea,

Baker. E sanguinea, Morr.). Sts. 4-8 in. high,

glabrous throughout: lvs aggregated at the top of the
st. in a dense rosette, usually dark purrne above, some-
what glaucous: flowering branches elongated; sepals

Bomewhat unequal; corolla bright red, strongly angled.
Probably native of Mex., but known only from cult,

specimens. Page 870.

dd. Species not caulescent.

10. Iflrida. Haw. (Cotyledon lunda, Baker). Plants
stemless, glabrous and glaucous throughout: lvs.

forming a flat, rather open rosette, narrowly oblong,
2-4 m long, acute, tinged with purple, especially when
old: flowering branches 12-32-fld.; sepals thick, spread-
ing or even reflexed; corolla bright red. Known only
from garden material, but undoubtedly from Mex.
B.R. 27:1.

11. racemdsa, Schlecht. & Cham. This is similar to

E . lunda, and was considered by Baker to be a syn-
onym; but they are here kept distinct. The material
of E. racemosa now m cult, was secured at the type
locality of the species, Jalapa, Mex.

12. carnicolor, Morr. (Cotyledon carnicolor, Baker).
Another somewhat similar species, but with only 6-8
fls. It is known only from garden specimens.

13. macul&ta, Rose. This belongs also to this alli-

ance, but grows at higher localities m Mex., and has
brighter green lvs. It ought to live throughout the
year in our southern gardens.

bb Fls. terminal, arranged in secund spikes or racemes,

either simple or compound.

0. Infl. a simple raceme.

D. Plant hairy throughout.

14. setdsa, Rose & Purpus Plants stemless, giving

out offsets from the base: lvs often 100 or more, form-
ing a dense, almost globular, rosette, thiekish but
flattened, about 2 in. long, covered on both sides with
setiform hairs infl usually a simple secund raceme with
8-10 fls.

;
petals red at base, yellow' at tip, setose without

Contr Nat Herb 13 pi 10—A very peculiar species,

recently collected by C A. Purpus m Puebla, Mex.

dd. Plant glabrous throughout.

E. The fls sessile.

15. Pdacockii, Croucher (CotylMon Pbacockn, Baker).
Stemless • lvs about 50 in a close rosette, obovate,
spatulate, white-glaucous, slightly red toward the tip,

faintly keeled on the back, flowering branches form-
ing a scorpioid spike; corolla bright red. 6 lines long.

It is doubtless of Mexican origin, although often
reported as from New Mex. or Calif. Page 870.

ee. The fls pedicelled.

v Lower pedicels short.

16. subsessilis, Rose. This is very similar to E.
Peacocku, but has shortly pedicelled fls. It is a very
beautiful species, well suited for flat bedding. Native
of Cent. Mex.

ff. Lower pedicels elongated.

o. Lvs. very turgid.

17. Diegans, Rose. Stemless: lvs. numerous, some-
times 80-100 in cult, specimens, forming very compact
rosettes, very glaucous, pale bluish green, very turgid,

with translucent margins, these sometimes reddish:
flowering branches pinkish, with 8-12 lvs

;
fls in a

succulent raceme; corolla 5 lines long, its segms. dis-

tinct nearly to the base, pinkish wuth yellow spreading
tips.—Known only from material collected near
Pachuca. Mex., by J. N. Rose This is one of the most
beautiful species of the genus, and is well suited for

rockeries or for use in flat bedding. This is not to be
confused with Cotyledon elegans, N. E. Br., which is

Ohveranthus elegans.

18. simulans, Rose. A similar species with somewhat
different habit and lvs., and with slightly different
corolla; sepals appressed rather than spreading.

go. Lvs. not turgid.

h. The lvs. glaucous green.

19. glaflca, Baker (Cotylkdon glaiica, Baker). Stem-
less: lvs. in small but dense rosettes, nearly orbicular,
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broadened just above the apex, almost truncate, but
with a decidedly purple mucro, very pale, slightly
glaucous: fls. 15-20 in a small secund raceme. Cent.
Mex.—Often confused with E. secunda, but apparently
specifically distinct. Page 870.

hh. The lvs. with reddish margins.

20. sectinda, Booth {Cotyledon secunda
,

Baker).
Fig 1083. Stemless, glabrous: lvs numerous, inclined
to be erect, forming a dense rosette, bluish green,
ovate-cuneate, broad at margin and more or less red-
dish: fls. 12-15 in a secund raceme. Mex. Page 870.

cc. Infl. a compound raceme.

d. Plants acaulescent.

E. Sepals widely spreading.

21. rubromarein&ta, Rose Stemless or sometimes
with a short st. : lvs comparatively few, stiff, ascending,
glabrous, glaucous, with a somewhat crenulate, red
margin' flowering sts. sometimes a foot high, more or
less paniculate. Mex.

ee. Sepals erect and closely oppressed to the corolla

22. Subrigida, Rose (CotylMon subrigida, Rob. &
Seaton). Stemless, glaucous throughout lvs. m a
dense rosette, flat, acute, very glaucous, bluish green,
tinged with purple, the margins of young ones bright
scarlet Mex.—This is one of the most beautiful of
all the echeverias. It is especially suitable for growing
in clusters.

dd Plants caulescent.

e. Shape of lvs acute.

f. Lvs. tapering into a long narrow stalk.

23. ScheSrii, Lmdl {Cotyledon Schebni, Baker).
Sts. sometimes 2 ft. tall, or more often branched, gla-
brous, and somewhat glaucous* mfl a few-branched
panicle, petals red or tinged with yellow, thick, erect or
spreading at tip. Undoubtedly Mex

,
but known only

from cult material. BR 31.27. Page 870.

ff. Lvs. somewhat narrowtd downward
,
but with

a broad base.

24. fulgens, Lem. {Cotylbdon fulgens, Baker). Sts.

usually 4-8 m high, glabrous throughout' lvs few in

each rosette, infl paniculate; corolla strongly 5-angled,
coral-red without, yellowish withm. Mex. Page 870.

ee Shape of lvs. obtuse

F. Lvs. rounded on the face.

25 campanula. Kunzc Short, caulescent, the
branches crowned by rosettes of large lvs : lvs. spatu-
late, tapering into thick petioles, very glaucous, ootuse
at apex, petals thick, reddish without, yellowish within,

somewhat spreading at tip. Mex. B R 1247 (as E.
gibbiflora).—It is said to be near E. gibbiflora, but it

certainly has very different foliage.

ff. Lvs. concave or flat on the face.

26. gibbifldra. DC Sts. often tall, 2 ft. or more high,

glabrous throughout: lvs. 12-20 in a close rosette, obo-
vate-spatulate, often highly colored : infl. a lax panicle.

Mex. Var. met&llica. A very common and popular
greenhouse plant It is very similar to the type, but
has more highly colored lvs. Page 870.

B. argfntea, L«?ni , I H 10 Miac 78, 1863=Dudleya pulvpru-
lenta

—

E. Bernhardydna, Foerst
,

is a garden speciea or form
from an unknown source —E braclcdsa, I.indl & Paxt —Pachy-
phytum sp—E cxnbrea is listed m Johnson’s Gardener’s Diet ,

p 264, 1804, as a hybrid —E. clavxfblxa, Deleuil, is a hybrid of
Pachyphytum bractcolosum and Courantia rosea — E. Clive-
landn is a hybrid m cult, at the White House, Washington —E
cy&nea, Johnson Gard. Diet , is a garden hybrid —E dialbdta,
Johnson Gard. Diet, garden hybrid—E. Deamelrxdna, L De Srnet =“
E. Peacockn —E. erteta, Deleuil, is said to be a hybrid of E coccinea
and E atropurpurea.—E ftrrea, Deleuil, said to be a hybrid
of E. Scheeru and E Calophana —E globdsn, Hort ex E Morr.
in B H 24 161. (1874) Caulescent or nearly so- l\s numerous,
forming a dense rosette, spatulate, pale and somewhat glaucous,
about 3 in. long, broadest near ttoe top and there $i~\ m. broad,

mucronaoe at tip, rather flat, flowering branches weak and spread-
ing, bearing a few linear bracts, branched at top into 2 secund
racemes, sepals linear, very unequal, somewhat ascending, corolla
both before and after flowering strongly 6-angled, reddish below,
yellowish above and within, petals free nearly, if not quite, to the
base, stamens opposite the petals borne on the lower third of the
corresponding petals, the 5 alternate stamens free nearly to the
base carpels free, erect This dc scription is drawn from a plant in
the Washington Botanical Garden of unknown origin It resem-
bles somewhat E secunda

—

E grandxftbra, E Morr, is evidently
a typographical error for E grandifolia, Haw —E grdndu, E
Morr —E gibbiflora (

7 )

—

E grandxsipala, Deleuil, is said to be
hybrid of E metallica and a Courantia—E herbacea, Johnson
Gard Diet , is a garden hybrid —E. rmhricata, Deleuil, Cat 1874,
Deleuil in E Morr B H 21 329 (1874 ) DcltuihnA DeSmet R B.
3 147 (1677) This is cult in the Washington Botanical Garden,
and in the White House grounds This species seems to be a favor-
ite as a border plant in Washington City parks It is said to be a
cross between E glauca and E metallica The infl , while secund
as in E glauca, is generally, allhough not alwuys, 2-branched,
while the lvs are larger than in the true E glauca —E metdlhca
deebra, Rodgers, I H 30 505, is a variegated form of C metallica.—E mtrdbxlxa, Deleuil, is a hybrid —E mutdbxlxa, Deleuil, is said
to be a hybrid of E Scheeru and 1$ Ucgulsefoha—E ovala, Deleuil,
is said to be a hybrid of E Scheeru aDd E metallica—E pachy-
phytwidee, L De Smet, is a cross of Pachyphytum hracteosum
and E metallica —E pruxnbxa, Deleuil, is said to bo a hybrid
between E lingula-folia and E coccinea —E pulveruUnta, Nutt
=Dudleya —E Pxirpvan, Schum == Dudleya—E rosacea, I.ind

<fc Andr£ I H 20 121, said to be close to E secunda, locality
not (men

—

E rbaea, I.indl =Courantia

—

E scaphylla, Deleuil, is

a hybrid of l rbima agavoides and E hngulsefolia —E aecurifera,

Deleuil, is a hybrid

—

E aputhuldta, Deleuil, is a hybrid — E
apiralxa, Deleuil, hybnd—E. atelltUa, Deleuil, hybrid

J N. Rose.

ECHIDNOPSIS (viper-like

,

alluding to the sorpent-

like sts ). Asclepiaddcese. A few species of leafless

succulents of Trop. Afr. and Arabia, not sufficiently

distinguished from Caralluma; allied to Stapeha,
which see for cult None of the species seems to he in

the trade The sts are many-angled and tessellate,

bearing small mostly fascicled ns. m the grooves, corolla

rotate or approaching campanulate, 5-lobed, fleshy,

yellow or purple-brown; staminal column very short
and arising from the base of the corolla, and bearing
the corona The following species have recently been
mentioned in garden literature: E cereifdrnns, Hook f.

is 6 in high, with elongated cylindrical serpentine or

pendulous sts. and bright yellow fls in fascicles B M.
5930 E Dammanniana, Spreng. not Schwemf

,
is

similar but has dark brown -purple fls. -Nile Land.
E BCntu , N E Br

,
has 7-8-nbbed sts. %in. or less

diam and vinous-purple fls in pairs toward the tips

of the branches 8 Arabia. B M 7760 E somaUnsis,
N E Br

,
has columnar cereus-like shrubby cylindri-

cal 6-8-furrowed branches, and nearly sessile dark

g
urple yellow-spotted fls. solitary or m 2's or 3’s.

omaliland. B.M. 7929.

ECHINACEA (Greek, echtnos, hedgehog; alluding to
the sharp-pointed bracts of the receptacle). Compdsitx.
Purple Cone-Flower. Perennial stout herbs, more
or less grown in the border or wild garden.

Closely related to Rudbcckia, but rays rangmg from
flesh-color, through rose, to purple and crimson (one
species, not in the trade, has fls. yellow to red), while
those of Rudbeckia are yellow or partly (rarely wholly)
brown-purple: the high disk and the downward angle
at which the rays are pointed are features of echinaceas;
the disk is only convex at first, but becomes egg-shaped,
and the receptacle conical, while Rudbeckia has a
greater range, the disk from globose to columnar, and
the receptacle from conical to cylindrical; heads many-
fld

,
mostly large; disk-fls. fertile, rays pistillate but

sterile; pappus a small-toothed border or crown: sts.

long ana strong, nearly leafless above, terminated by a
single head.—Five species in N. Amer.,2 of them from
Mex., the others native to the U. S. By some treated
as a section of Rudbeckia; by others now called Brau-
neria, which is an older name.

Echinaceas and rudbeckias are stout, and perhaps
a little coarse in appearance, but their flower-heaas,
sometimes 6 inches across, are very attractive, and borne
m succession for twfo months or more of late summer.
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With the growing appreciation of hardy borders and
of native plants, it should be possible to procure four
or five distinct colors m the flower, associated with
low, medium and tall-growing habits. They do well

in ordinary soils, and may be used to help cover unusu-
ally dry and exposed spots.

They respond well to rich soil, especially sandy loam,
and prefer warm and sunny sites. They are perennials
of easy culture. Propagated by division, though not
too frequently; sometimes by seeds. The roots of E.
angustifoha are black, pungent-tasted, and are included
in the United States pnarmacopoea as the source of an
oleo-resin.

purphrea, Moench. {Braunena purpurea, Brit ).

Commonly not hairy, typically taller than E. angusti-

foha, 2 ft. or more high: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, or the
lower ones broadly ovate, often 5-nerved, commonly
denticulate or sharply serrate, most of them abruptly
contracted into a margined petiole; upper lvs. lanceo-
late and 3-nerved : rays at first an inch long and broad-
ish, later often 2 in. long or more, w ith the same color-

range as E. .angustifoha

,

but rarely almost whito. Rich
or deep soil. Va and Ohio to 111. and La. G.L.
19:28 G M. 22: suppl. Nov. 11; 31:374 Gng. 5:41.
Var ser6tina, Bailey (liudbeckia purpurea var serdtina,

Nutt. R. ser6hna, Sweet) The varietal name means
late-flowering, but the chief point is the hairy or bristly

character of the plant. L.B C 16*1539. P.M. 15:79
(as E. mt6rmedia) .—Perhaps the best form for garden
urposes, the rays said to be much brighter colored,

roader and not rolling at the edges

angustif&lia, DC. (B. august ifdha, Brit ). Bristly,

either sparsely or densely: lvs. narrower than in E.
purpurea, from broadly lanceolate to nearly linear,

entire, 3-nerved, all narrowed gradually to the base,

the lower into slender petioles, fl -heads nearly as large

as m E purpurea, but sometimes much smaller.

Prairies and barrens, Sask and Neb. to Texas, east to

111., Tenn. and Ala BM 5281. GW 4 104 —This
species has several forms, which approach and run into

E. purpurea.

A dealer advertises (1912) a "red sunflower” obtained by cross-

ing a species of Echinacea with Hehanthus multiflorus It is

described as 5-6 ft. high, with fls. 4-7 m diam , red Seo
Hehanthus. N . TAYLOR, f

ECHINOCACTUS (Greek, spine and cactus). Cac-
tdcex. A very large group of globular, strongly ribbed,

and strongly spiny cacti, growing from the United
States to South America, particularly abundant m
Mexico.
Sometimes these cacti become very short-cylindrical;

occasionally the ribs are broken up into tubercles which
resemble those of Mammillaria; and rarely spines are

entirely wanting: the fls. usually appear just above
the young spine-bearing areas, but sometimes they are

farther removed, and occasionally they are in the axil

of a tubercle; the ovary bears scales which are naked or

woolly m the axils, and the fr is either succulent or dry.

—The genus is well developed within the U. S
,
about 40

species having been recognized, but its extreme north-
ern limit is the southern borders of Colo

,
Utah, and

Nev., apparently having spread from the great and
plateau regions of Mex. proper and Low Calif.

The genus extends throughout Mex. but is not found in

Cent. Amer. It is well represented, however, in the
drier regions of 8 Amer. Echinocactus and Mammillaria
are distinguished chiefly by the way in which the fls. are
borne,—terminal on the tubercles m the former, and
axillary to tubercles in the latter. In external appear-
ance they are very similar The genus Astrophy turn is

here included, although it seems tefv be very different

from the typical forms of Echinocactus and should
doubtless be kept distinct It is impossible to identify

with certainty all of the specific names found m
trade catalogues, but the following synopsis con-

tains the greater part of them. In all cases the original

descriptions have been consulted, and in some cases

it is certain that a name originally applied to one
form has been shifted to another. The following
synopsis may be useful, therefore, m checking up the
proper application of names, but it may thus leave
some of the common species of the trade unaccounted
for. No attempt is made to group the species accord-
ing to relationships, but a more easily handled artificial

arrangement, chiefly based upon spine characters, is

used. It must be remembered that the species are
exceedingly variable, especially under cult., and large

allowance must be made for the characters given in the
key and in the specific descriptions.

Unlike most globular forms of cacti, echinocacti do
not readily produce offsets; consequently they must
be propagated by seeds if one wishes to increase these

plants in quantity. Seeds of echinocactus, and, m fact,

most cacti, will germinate as freely as seeds ol other
plants, provided they have been allowed to ripen
properly before gathering and carefully dried after-

ward. The months of May and June have been found
to be by far the most favorable for germination Seeds
of echinocactus will then germinate in five or six days,
while during the winter months it takes almost as many
weeks Opuntias will germinate in even less than six

days; they germinate most readily of all the Cactaceie,
and grow the fastest afterward, while mammillarias are
the slowest to germinate and grow the slowest after-

ward —The seeds should be sown m well-drained 4-

mch pots in a finely sifted mixture of one part leaf-

mold, one part loam and one part charcoal dust and
silver sand The surface should be made very smooth,
and the seeds pressed lightly into the soil with the
bottom of a flower-pot and then covered with about

inch of fine silver sand This allows the seedlings to
push through readily and prevents the soil from crust-
ing on the surface of the pots, as they usually have to

stay in their seedling pots at least one year The pots
should be placed in a greenhouse where they will

receive plenty of light but not the direct sunlight, for,

although cacti are natives of desert regions, the seed-
lings will roast if exposed to full sunlight under glass

For the first winter, at least, the seedlings should be
kept m a temperature of not less than 60° and care-

fully looked over every day to ascertain the condition
of the soil, for, although they should be kept on the
dry side, they must never be allowed to become quite
dry during the seedling stage. When about a year old
they may be transplanted to shallow pans not more than
6 inches in diameter, and prepared with the same mix-
ture as for seedling pots. These pans will be found
better than small pots, because the soil may be kept
more evenly moist and the seedlings do better in conse-
quence When grown from 2 to 3 inches in diameter,
seedling echinocacti may be transferred to pots, using
only sizes just large enough to accommodate them, as

they make but few roots rot them in a mixture of two
parts fibrous loam, one part leaf-mold and one part
pounded brick and silver sand During the spring and
summer months, established plants may be given a
liberal supply of water, but must be studiously watered
during the fall and winter months —During the winter
they should be given a light position in a dry green-
house. with a night temperature of 45° to 50°, and a
rise of 10° by day For the summer, they may be cither

kept in an airy greenhouse or placed in some conve-
nient position outside, plunging the pots in the soil or
m some light non-conducting material. Some of the
species will begin to blossom in May and others at

intervals during the summer. The flowers vary con-
siderably in size, and embrace a good range of color,

from white to deep yellow, apd from faintest purple to
deep rose. They do not readily produce seed (in New
England, at least) unless artificially pollinated.—Like
most of the cactus family, the more cylindrical species
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will readily unite when grafted upon other kinds, not
only in the same genus, but m other genera of Cactaceae,
and for weak-growing species it may often be an advan-
tage to graft upon some stronger-growing species.

Cleistocactus Baumannn (or C. colubrmus) makes an
excellent stock to graft upon, choosing stock plants of
reasonable size and height. The system known as
“wedge-grafting" is perhaps best for the purpose, and
the early spring months, or just as the growing season
is about to begin, is the best time for grafting —If

plants of echinocactus can be kept in a healthy condi-
tion, they are not much troubled with insect pests:

mealy-bug is their worst enemy and should be removed
at once with a clean mucilage brush.—The following
varieties have been found to be among the most easily

rnynostigma. E. sctispinus, E. texensis, and E. Wwlizenii.
(E J Canning.)

INDEX.

arrxaent, 31 leucacanthua, 18. rectispmus, 25.
bicolor, 36 limitus, 42 recurvus, 27.
Drevihamatus, 5. longihamatua, 3. nncorensis, 16.
capricornis, 15 lopothelc, 33. robuatus, 34.
coptonogonus, 13. major, 13. saltillensis, 46.
cormgeruB, 9 Mtrbelln, 19. Scopa, 47.
cnapatufl, 31 Monvilln, 11. seUspimw, 28.
cvlindraceus, 2 multicostatus, 14. Sileri, 44
Kchidne, 23 inynoatigma, 50. sinuatua, 6
olectracantbua, 22 obvallatua, 30. texenaia, 24.
Emoryi, 26 Orcuttn, 39. Treculianu»

{
6.

flavomreni, 37 ornatua, 19. turbmiformia, 49.
Gruaonu, 45 orthacanthus, 37. uncinatus, 1, 7.

helophorua, 29 Ottonia, 35. Varulerseyi, 23
hexffidrophorua, 32 Palmen, 46. virideacens, 42.
horuonthalomua, 21. Pfeiffen, 12. Visnaga, 20.
lngens, 20 phyllacanthua, 17. Whipplei, 8
mtertcxtua, 38. pilosus, 48. Wiahzemi, 4.

Johnsomi, 40. polyancistrua, 10. Wnghtu, 1.

Lecontei, 43. polycephalua, 41.

length ashy; radials 8-11, spreading, straight or curved
or flexuous, the upper and lower ones 1-3 in. long, the
laterals 2-4 m.; centrals 4, angled, the upper ones
turned upward, straight or curved or twisted, the lower
one stouter, elongated (3-8 in.), flexuous and more or
less hooked: fls. yellow, tinged with red, 2%-3% in.

long. Texas and Mex.

4. Wislizfcnii, Engelm. At first globose, then ovate to
cylindrical, l%-4 ft high: ribs 21-25 (13 m small speci-
mens), acute and oblique, more or less tuberculate:
radial spines %-2 m. long, the 3 upper and 3-5 lower
ones stiff, straight or curved, annulate, red (in old
specimens the 3 stout upper radials move toward the
center and become surrounded by the upper bristly
ones), the 12-20 laterals (sometimes additional shorter
ones above) bristly, elongated, flexuous, horizontally
spreading, yellowish white; centrals 4, stout, angled,
and red, in. long, tue 3 upper straight, the
lower one longest (sometimes as mucn as 4-5 in ), very
robust (flat and channeled above), hooked downward
fls. yellow or sometimes red, 2-2% in. long. From S
Utan to N. Mex. and Low. Calif.

cc. None of the spines annulate.

5. brevihamitus, Engelm. Globose-ovate, very dark
green: ribs 13, deeply tuberculate-mterrupted, the
tubercles with a woolly groove extending to the base:
radial spines mostly 12, terete, straight, white or yel-

lowish, with dusky tips, %-l m long, the upper longer;
central spines 1 (larely 1 or 2 additional ones), flattened,
white with black tips, the 2 lateral ones divergent
upward, straight or a little recurved, 1-2 m. long, the
uppermost one weaker, the lower stoutest and darkest,
porrect or deflexed, hooked downward, %-l in long:

fls funnelform, rose-color, 1-1% in. long. S. W. Texas
and New Mex.

a. Spines, or some of them, hooked (Nos. 1-10).

b. Central spine solitary.

1. Wrlghtii, Coulter (E . uncmAtus 1
1 \

var Wrighln, Engelm.). Oval, 3-6 in.
j

J Hi

high, 2-3% m diam.: radial spines 8, It JLjvL
arranged as in £ uncinatus; W1
central spine solitary, angled, L/N»

!

flexuous and hooked, elon- \
gated (2-6 in.), erect, straw- t \yy\
color, with dark tip: fls 1-1%
in. long, dark purple. Texas x
and N. Mex.

bb. Central spines 4-

c. Some or all of the spines ^
annulate.

2. cylindr&ceus, Engelm c L

Globose to ovate or ovate-
cylindrical, simple or branch-

'

ing at base, Decoming as £
much as 3 ft. high and 1 ft. t /T.

B

diam.: ribs 13 in younger fy
specimens, 20-27 in older C

v

ones, obtuse and tuberculate: spines

stout, compressed, more or less curved,

reddish; radials about 12, with 3-5
additional slender ones at upper edge of

areole, 1-2 in. long, the lowest stouter

and shorter and much hooked; centrals
/

4, very stout and 4-angled, about 2 m.
long and tV-%in. broad, the upper- /
most broadest and almost straight and

,

erect, the lowest decurved : fls. yellow.

5. W. U. S. and Low. Calif.

3. longiham&tus, Gal. Subgloboseor
at length ovate, becoming 1-2 ft. high: ^
ribs 13—17, often oblique, broad, obtuse, /'

tuberculate-interrupted : spines robust,
purplish or variegated when young, at Echlno<

m i

Echinocactus Whipplei. (XH)

6. smultus, Dietr. (E. TrecvliAnus,

Labour.). Globose, 4-8 in. diam
,
bright

green ribs 13, oblique, acute, tuber-
culate-interrupted, the tubercles short-
grooved: radial spines 8-12, setiform
and flexible, the 3 upper aqd 3 lower

y
i

purplish brown and straight-

ish (the lower ones sometime?
more or less hooked), %-l m

Hof-H long, the 2-6 laterals mors

J&rhj slender, longer (1-1% m.),

nfJi I
3 often flattened, puberulent

and whitish, sometimes flexu-

•Qwfy****^ ous or hooked; central spines
^ ’

4, puberulent, yellowish (or

purplish variegated), the 3
upper ones slender, flattened

ggr * or suban^led, erect and gener-
ally straight (rarely hooked).

J l/jj-2m long, the lowest one
much stouter, flattened or

4

5 even channeled, straw-color.

flexuous, more or less hooked
(sometimes straight), 2-4 in.

long: fls. yellow, 2-3 m. long. Texas,
Ariz. and N. Mex.

7. uncin&tus, Gal. Glaucescent, globose
to oblong: ribs 13, obtuse, tuberculate-

interrupted: radial spines 7 or 8, 1-2 in.

long, the upper 4 or 5 straw-color, straight,

flattened, the lower 3 purplish, terete and
hooked

;
centrals 4, the upper 3 rather stout

and straight, about 1 m. long, the lowest
one very long, flattened, hooked at apex:
fls. brownish purple. N. Mex.

8. Whipplei, Engelm Fig. 1371. Glo-
bose-ovate, 3-5 m. high, 2-4 in. diam.:
ribs 13-15 (often oblique), compressed
and tuberculatfely interrupted: radial
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spines usually 7, compressed, straight or slightly

recurved, in. long, lower ones shorter than the
others, all white excepting the two darker lowest
laterals; central spines 4, widely divergent, the upper-
most one flattened, straight and white, 1-1% in. long,

turned upward in the plane of the radials (completing
the circle of radials), the others a little shorter, quad-
rangular-compressed, dark brown or black, becoming
reddish and finally ashy, the 2 laterals straight, the
lowest one stouter and sharply hooked downward:
fl. greenish red. N. Am. Fig. 1371 is adapted from the
Pacific Railroad Report.

bbb. Central spines 5 to 8.

9. comigerus, DC. Globose or depressed-globose,
19-16 m. diam.: ribs about 21, very acute and wavy
(not tuberculately interrupted): radial spines 6-10,

white and comparatively slender, or wanting, centrals

rod and very robust, angular-compressed, with long,

sharp, horny tips, the upper 3 erect-spreading, 1-1H m.
long, the lower 2 weaker and declined, the central one
longer, more rigid and keeled, very Droad (K~Min )

ana hooked downward: fls. purple, 1-1 in long Mex.

10 polyancfstrus, Engelm. & Bigel. Ovate or at

length subcylindric, becoming 4-10 in high and 3-4 in.

diam : ribs 13-17, obtuse, tuberculately interrupted:
radial spines 20 or more, compressed and white, the
uppermost wanting, the 4 upper ones broader and longer
(1-2 in ) and dusky-tipped, the laterals shorter (Yr1

in.), the lowest very short (^in ) and subsetaceous;
central spines of several forms, the uppermost one
(rarely a second similar but smaller one above or beside

it) compressed-quadrangular, elongated (3-5 in.), white
with dusky tip curved upward, the other 5-10 teretish

or subangled, bright purple-brown; upper ones long
(2-4 in ) and mostly straight, the others gradually
shortening (to about 1 m ) downward and sharply
hooked, ns. red or yellow, 2-2% in. long and wide.

Nev. and S. E. Calif.

aa Spines not hooked (Nos. 11-48).

b. Central spines none or indistinct.

11. Monvfllii, Lem Stout, globose and bright green

:

rib° la-17, tuberculatc, broadest toward the base, undu-
late; tubercles somewhat hexagonal, strongly dilated

below, radial spines 9-12, the lower ones somewhat
longer, very stout, spreading, yellowish translucent,

reddish at base; central wanting* fls varying from
white to yellow and red. Paraguay

12 Pfeifferi, Zucc Oblong-globose, becoming 1-2 ft.

high and 1 ft diam.: ribs 11-13, compressed and some-
what acute: spines 6, about equal, rigid, straight,

divergent or erect, pale transparent yellow with a
brownish base; very rarely a solitary central spine.

Mex.

13. coptonoghnus, Lem
,
var m&jor, Salm-Dyck.

Depressed, from a large indurated naked napiform base.
2-4 in across the top ribs 10-15, acute from a broad
base, more or less transversely interrupted and sinuous:

spines 3, annulate, very stout and erect from deeply
sunken areoles, reddish when young, becoming ashy
gray; upper spine stoutest, erect and straight, or
slightly curved upward, flattened and keeled, and occa-
sionally twisted, 1 hir-2 in. long; the 2 laterals erect-

divergent, straight or slightly curved, terete above
and somewhat auadrangular below, 1-1 3^ in. long; all

from an abruptly enlarged base: ns said to be small
and white, with purplish median lines. Mex.

14. multicost&tus, Hildmann. Depressed-globose:
ribs very numerous, 90-120, compressed into thin plates

which run vertically or are twisted in every direction:

spines exceedingly variable, in some cases wanting
entirely, in others 3 or 4, short, rigid, and translucent
ellow; in others more numerous, larger, and often
attish; m still other cases very long and flat, inter-

lacing all over the plant; no centrals: fls. white, with
a broad purple stripe. Mex.

15. capric6mis, A. Dietr. Globose: ribs about 11,

broad, spotted all over with white dots: clusters of

spines distant, usually seen only near the apex; spines
5-10, long and flexuous; centrals not distinct: fls.

large, yellow. Mex.

16. rinconSnsis, Poselg. Cylindrical, covered with
ivory-white spines which are tipped with crimson:
spines 3, with no centrals: fls. large, purple-crimson,
darker at base. N. Mex.

17. phyllac&nthus, Mart. From globose to cylindri-

cal, with depressed vertex, simple or proliferous, 23^-
3% in broad: ribs 40-55 (sometimes as few as 30),
very much crowded and compressed, thm, acute, very
wavy, continuous or somewhat interrupted: radial

spines 5 (sometimes 6 or 7), straight and spreading, the
2 Iowest ones white, rigid, long, half as long as
the 2 darker, angled, laigei laterals, the uppermost
spine thm and broad, channeled above, faintly annulate,
flexible, grayish pink, %-l in long; central spines
none. fls. small, dirty white. Mex.

bb. Central spine solitary (sometimes 2~4 w, E. arts-

patus, E helophorus
,
and E. setispmus, or want-

ing in E. lophothele).

c Sts. with less than 13 nhs.

18 leucac&nthus, Zucc. Somewhat elavate-cylindri-

cal, pale, ribs 8-10, thick, obtuse, strongly tuberculate,
the areoles with strong wool radial spines 7 or 8, similar,

straight, finely pubescent, at first yellowish, at length
white; central spine solitary, more or less erect, rarely
wanting, fls light yellow Mex

19 omktus, DC (E Mirhelln, Lem ) Subglobose:
ribs 8, broad, compressed, vertical, thickly covered with
close-set white woolly spots, making the whole plant
almost white: radial spines 7, straight, stout, yellowish
or becoming gray; central spme solitary Mex.

20 fngens, Zucc. (E Visnhga, Hook ) Very large
(sometimes as much as 10 ft high and as much m cir-

cumference), globose or oblong, purplish toward the top:
ribs 8, obtuse, tuberculate. areoles large, distant, with
very copious yellowish wool, radial spines 8 or more:
central spine solitary; all the spines shaded yellow ana
red or brownish, straight, rigid, and interwoven: fls.

bright yellow, about 3 in broad Mex
21. horizonthaldnius, Lem Glaucous, depressed-

globose or at length ovate or even cyhndric with age,
2-8 in. high, 23^-4 in diam ' ribs 8-10 (fewer in very
young specimens), often spirally arranged, the tuber-
cles scarcely distinct by inconspicudUs transverse
grooves: spines 6-9, stout, compressed, reddish (at

length ashy), recurved or sometimes almost straight,

nearly equal, M~lYi in. long (sometimes long and
slender and almost terete, sometimes short, stout and
broad)

;
radials 5-8, upper ones weaker, lowest wanting;

a single stouter decur\ ed central (sometimes wanting)

:

fls. pale rose-purple, 2\4 m long or more. New Mex.
and N Mex.

cc. Sts. with 13-27 ribs.

22 electrac&nthus, Lem. Globose or thick cylindri-

cal. becoming 2 ft high and 1 ft diam : ribs about 15:
radial spines about 8, equal, rigid, spreading, yellow-
ish, about 1 in. long; the central one solitary, red at

base: fls. clear yellow. Mex.

23. Echfdne, DC. (E. Vanderibyi
,

Lem.). Depressed-
globose, 5-7 in diam

,
3-4 in. high: ribs 13, acute,

radial spines 7, broad, rigid, spreading, yellowish, 1 m.
or more long; central spine solitary and scarcely longer

than the others: fls. bright yellow, 1 in. or more long
Mex.

24. texSnsis, Hopf. Mostly depressed (sometimes
globose), 8-12 in. diam., 4-6 m. high, simple: riba
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mostly 21 (sometimes 27, and m smaller specimens 13
or 14) and undulate* spines stout and fasciculate, red-
dish, compressed; the exterior 6 or 7 radiant, straight-

lsh or curved, unequal, Yr%m long in some cases,

1,14-2 in m others, much shorter than the solitary and
stout recurved central, which is sometimes %~%in.
broad, fls. about ^5in. long, parti-colored (scarlet and
orange below to white above). Texas and N. E. Mex.

25. rectisplnus, Brit. & Rose Fig. 1372. Globose,
at length cylindrical ribs 13-21, obtuse and strongly
tubereulate: radial spines 7-9, very unequal, the 3
upper ones 4-5 m. long, the lower l%-3 in. long and
paler, the central very long (12-13 in.)j straight or
slightly decurved: fls. about 1 %in long, pmkish; ovary
bearing a few ovate, scarious, naked scales. Low. Calif.

26 fimoryi, Engelm. Becoming large, globular to
cylindrical plants, 1-4 ft. high, ribs 13-21, obtuse:
radial spines 7-

9, nearly equal,

stent, 1-2 in

long, central
spine single, por-
rect, hooked
fls red, tipped
with yellow fr

1-2 in. long,
covered with
thin bracts S
Ariz and N
Sonora

27 recfirvus,
Link & Otto
Subglobose and
very stout
ribs about 15,

covered with
broad, dark red
spines, the ra-

dials spreading,

the central one
recurved and
very stout. Mex

28 setispinus,

Engelm Sub-
globose, 2 - 3 ) r,

m diam ribs

13, more or less

oblique, often undulate or somewhat interrupt eel:

radial spines 14-1G, setiform and flexible, %~Hin long,

the uppermost (the longest) and lowest ones yellowish

brown, the laterals white; central spines 1-3, setiform
and flexuous, dark, 1-1% m. long: fls funnelform,

1)4-3 m long, yellow, scarlet within. Texas and N.
Mex.

29. heldphorus, Lorn. Depressed globose, light green
with purple-red veins* ribs about 20, compressed,
obtuse* radial spines 9-12, very stout and porrect;

central spines 1-4, stronger and annulate; all the spines

pearl-gray. Mex.

ccc Sts. with SO or more ribs.

30. obvall&tus, DC. Obovate-globose, depressed:
ribs very numerous, vertical: spines most abundant
towards the apex, unequal, spreading, stout, whitish;

the 3 upper radials and solitary central strong, the
others (especially the lowest) small: fls. purple, with
whitish margin. Mex—The name was suggested by
the appearance of the terminal cluster of fls. surrounded
by a fortification of strong spines.

31. crisp&tus, DC (E. dmgens, Link) Globose, 5 in.

or more high: ribs 30-60, compressed and sharp, more
or less undulate-cnsped : spines 7-11, widely spreading,
more or less flattened, the upper larger and brown at
tip, the lower shorter and white, or all of them brown:
fls. purple, or white with purple stripes. Mex.

cccc. Sts. tubereulate, as m Mammillana
32 hexaedrfiphorus, Lem. More or less globular, dark

gray * ribs deeply tubereulate, givmg the appearance of
a mammillaria, with hexagonal tubercles: radial spines
6 or 7, radiating like a star, central spine solitary, erect,

longer; all the spines annulate, reddish brown: fls.

white, tinted with rose Mex
33. lopoth&le, Salm-Dyck. Globose, strongly tuber-

culate, after the manner of Mammillaria: tubercles
quadrangular, bearing clusters of 5-10, more or less

porrect, Tong, rigid, and equal spines, central solitary or
wanting: fls. white or yellowish. Mex.

bbb. Central spines 4 (2 or 3 m E. Sileri and sometimes
3 m E. Scopa).

c. Ribs less than IS.

34. robtistus, Otto Clava^te and stout: ribs about 8,

compressed, vertical radial spines about 14, the upper
ones slender, the lowest 3 stronger; central spines 4,

4-angled at base, transversely striate, the lowest one
largest; all the spines purple-red, 1 m. long: fls.

golden yellow Mex.
35. Ottdnis, Link & Otto Depressed-globose or

ovate, 3-4 in. high* ribs 10-12, obtuse: radial spines
10-18, slender, yellowish, more or less straight and
spreading, about %m. long; central spines 4, dusky
red, stronger, the uppermost very short, the 2 laterals

horizontal, the lowest longest (1 in ) and deflexed:

fls. lemon-yellow, becoming 2-3 in. diam. Mex.

36 bfcolor, Gal Globose-ovate, stout, 1 YrA m.
diam

,
sometimes becoming 8 in high: ribs 8, oblique

and obtuse, compressed, tuberculate-mtcrrupted . lower
radials and centrals variegated red and wlute; radials

9-17, spreading and recurved, slender and rather rigid,

the lowest one Yi-1 m long, the laterals 1-2 in. long
and about equaling the 2-4 flat flexuous ashy upper
ones; centrals 4, flat and flexuous, l%r3 in. long, the
uppermost thirl and not longer than the erect anti rigid

laterals, the lowest very stout, porrect and very long:

fls funnelform, bright purple, 2-3 in. long. N Mex.

cc Ribs 13-27.

37. orthac&nthus, Link & Otto (E. flavotArens
,

Schcidw ) Globose, yellowish green: ribs 12 or 13,

vertical, acute: radial spines 14, unequal, straight and
spreading; central spines 4, stronger, the lowest the
largest; all the spines rigid, annulate, and grayish
wrhite Mex
38 intert§xtus, Engelm. Ovate-globose, 1-4 in. high:

ribs 13, acute, somewhat oblique, tuberculate-mter-
rupted, the tubercles w*ith a woolly groove: spines
short and rigid, reddish from a whitish base and with
dusky tips, radial 16-25, closely appressed and inter-

woven, the upper 5-9 setaceous and white, straight

%-%m long, the laterals more rigid and a little longer,

the lowest stout and short, a little recurved; centrals 4,

the 3 upper ones turned upward and exceeding the
radials and interwoven with them, the lower one very
short, stout and porrect: fls. about 1 in. long and wide,
purplish. Texas and N. Mex.

39. <5rcuttii, Engelm Cylindrical, 2-3)4 ft. high, 1

ft. diam
,
single or in clusters up to 18 or more, not

rarely decumbent: ribs 18-22, often oblique: spines
extremely variable, angled to flat, %-3 m. wide;
radials 11—13, unequal, lowest and several laterals

thinnest; centrals 4: fls. about 2 m. long, deep crim-
son in center, bordered by light greenish yellow.
Low. Calif.

40. Jfihnsonii, Parry. Oval, 4-6 in. high: ribs

17-21, low, rounded, tuberculatelv interrupted, close

set. often oblique, densely covered with stoutish red-
dish gray spines: radial spines 10-14, %-\% m. long,

the upper longest; centrals 4, stouter, recurved, about
1)4 in. long: fls. 2-2% in. long and wide, from deep red
to pink. Utah, Nev., Calif.
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41. polycgphalus, Engelm. & Bigel. Globose (6-10
in. diam ) to ovate (10-16 m. high, 5-10 in. diam.) and
cylindrical (reaching 24r-28 in. nigh and about 10 m.
diam.), profusely branched at base: ribs 13-21 (occa-

sionally 10): spmes 8-15, very stout and compressed,
more or less recurved and readish; radials 4-11, com-
paratively slender (the uppermost the most slender),

1-2 in. long; the 4 centrals much stouter and longer

(1^-2^ in.), very unequal, the uppermost one usually

broadest and curved upward, the lowest one usually

the longest and decurved: fls. yellow. Utah to Calif.

42. viridSscens. Nutt Globose or depressed, simple
or branching at Base, 4r-12 in. high, 6-10 in. diam.:
ribs 13-21 (fewer when young), compressed and scarcely
tuberculate: spines more or less curved and sometimes
twisted, reddish below, shading into greenish or yellow-

ish above; radials 9-20, long, the lowest short-

est, robust, and decurved; centrals 4, cruciate, much
stouter, compressed and 4-anglcd

;
%-l}i in long, tho

lowest broadest, longest and straightest fls yellowish

green, about l%in. long. S. Calif—E llmitus, Engelm.,
is closely related to this species and is thought by
some to be identical with it.

43. Lecdntei, Engelm. Resembles E Wislizemi
,
but

often somewhat taller (sometimes becoming 8 ft high
and 2 ft. diam ), usually more slender, and at last cla-

vate from a slender base: ribs somewhat more inter-

rupted and more obtuse: lower central spine more flat-

tened and broader, curved (rather than hooked) or
twisted, usually not at all hooked, sometimes as much
as 6 m. long: fls rather smaller. From the Great
Basin to Mex. and Low. Calif.

44. Sileri, Engelm. Globose: ribs 13, prominent,
densely crowded, with short rhombic-angled tubercles:

radial spines 11-13, white; centrals 3, black, with pale
base, %m. long, the upper one slightly longer: fls.

scarcely 1 in. long, straw-colored. Utah.

45. Grftsonii, Hildmann. Globose, completely cov-
ered by a mass of almost transparent golden spines,

which give the plant the appearance of a ball of gold:

centrals 4, curved: fls. red and yellow. Mountains of

Mex.—From illustrations it is evident that the radial

spines are somewhat numerous and widely spreading,

and that the centrals are prominent and more or less

deflexed.

46. Pilmeri, Rose (E. saltillSnsis, Poselg.). Fig.

1373. Very stout, globose: ribs 15-19, compressed,
dark green: spines very prominent, 5-7 in a cluster,

stout and porrect, sometimes becoming 5 in. long; cen-
trals 4. Mex.—Schu-
mann makes this a va-
riety of E. ingens.

ccc. Ribs SO or more.

47. Sc6pa, Link &
Otto More or loss cylin-

drical, 1 ft. or more
high, 2-4 in. diam

,
at

length branching above:
ribs 30-36, nearly veiti-

cal, tuberculate: radial

spines 30-40, setaceous,

white; central spines 3
or 4, purple, erect; some-
times all the spines are

white . fls. yellow. Brazil.

—The species is exceed-
mgly plastic m form,
branching variously or
passing into the cristate li74* Echinocactus myriostigma

condition.
No S0 '

brbb . Central spines o-t0

48. pildsus. Gal. Globose, 6-18 in high, ribs 13- IS,

compressed, little if at all interrupted, radial spines
represented by 3 slender ones at the lowest part of the
pulvillus or wanting; centrals 6, very stout, at first pur-
plish, becoming pale yellow, the 3 upper ones erect, the
3 lower recurved-spreadmg: fls. unknown N. Mex

aaa . Spines entirely wanting.

49. turbiniffirmis, Pfeiff Depressed-globose, gray-
ish green, with 12-14 spirally ascending ribs, cut into

regular rhomboidal tubercles; tubercles flat, with a
depressed pulvillus, entirely naked excepting a few
small setaceous spines upon the younger ones: fls.

white, with a purplish base Mex—The depressed
and spineless body, with its surface regularly cut in

spiral senes of low, flat tubercles, gives the plant a very
characteristic appearance.

50. myriostigma, Salm-Dyck (Astrophytum myno-
stigma, Lem.). Fig 1374 Depressed-globose, 5 in

diam ribs 5 or 6, very
broad, covered with numer-
ous somewhat pilose white
spots, and with deep obtuse
sinuhes spines none' fls

large, pale yellow Mex
E chrysdnthus (E ehrysacan-

thus)=(?),— E Dracge<lnua=*=C> )—E Lewinn=Iyophophora —

K

micromirxs = Mammillana — E
Posclgendnus, A Dietz “Mam-
millanaScheeru —K SUnpaonn=
Pediocactus

—

E tnfui catu8=*C!).—E. IFWiaman=Lophophora.

John M Coulter.
J. N. Rose f

ECHINOCEREUS (smny
Cereus) . Caetacese. Con-
densed globular, cylindrical

or prostrate cacti of the
United States and Mexico.
Stems single or cespitose,

sometimes forming large

clusters of 200-300 sts., dis-

tinctly ribbed, usually low
in stature, or, if elongated,

sprawling or creeping, gen-
erally very spiny* fls. yel-

low, purplish or scarlet,

with rather a short funnel-1173. Echinocactus Palmeri. No 46.
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shaped tube; fl.-tube and ovary covered with clusters

of spines; stigma-lpbes always green. This genus has
commonly been merged into Cereus, although it seems
to be quite distinct.

Most of the species of Echinocereus are unsuited
for greenhouse purposes, for when brought under glass

they survive only for a few years The very large

flowers of some species make them very attractive
while m bloom.

INDEX.

actfer, 9. De Laetii, 1. phamiceus, 10.
adustus, 18. dubiua, 23 Ijolyaeanthua, 8.

Berlandien, 4. Kngelmannu, 22 proouinbens, 3
Blanku, 5 onnoacanthus, 24. rigidissimus, 19.
omspitosus, 17. Fendlen, 21 Itoetteri, 16.
ohloranthua, 12 gonacanthua, 6. rufispinua, 18.
chrysocentrua, 22. longisetus, 11. Scheen, 2.

coccineus, 10. Merkcri, 25. stramincus, 27.
conglomeratus, 26. mojavensis, 20 triglochidiatus, 7.

conoideus, 10 pauuspmus, 0 vanegatus, 22
ctenoidea, 15. pcctmatua, 18 vindiflorus, 13.
daayacanthuB, 14.

a Sts covered with long weak bristles or hairs
,
and

resembling a small -plant of Cephalocereus senilis.

1 De L&tii, Gilrke Low and cespitoso, 6-10 in high*
ribs 17-20 radial spines numerous; central spines 4 or

5, intermixed with long, hair-like bristles entirely
hiding the plant, fls small, rose-colored Mex—This
species has been secured in great quantities by Euro-
pean dealers It closely simulates a small Cepha ocereus
senilis, but has very different fls. and fr.

aa. Sts. variously covered with spines, but not like the

above (Nos 2-27)

b. The sts. weak ami trailing, at least becoming prostrate.

c Ribs nearly continuous

2 Sche&ri, Lem (Cbreus Sclu bn, Salm-Dyck).
Branching freely from the base of the st and forming
dense clusters branches upright or ascending, about
8 m long by 1 in diam., slightly tapering toward the
apex, dark green ribs 8-9, straight or sometimes
inclined to spiral, separated above by sharp grooves
which become flattened toward the base, low arched:
arcoles little more than apart, round, yellowish
white radial spines 7-9, spreading, needle-like, the
under pair the longest, about }4~ long, white with
yellowish bases; centrals 3, the lower the longest, about

,
red with brown bases; later all the spines become

gray fls red, from the upper part of the st , about 5
m long, ovary and tube bracteate and furnished with
abundance of wool and spines. Mex.

cc. Ribs divided into tubercles.

D. Central spines
,
when present, short: flowering arcoles

bearing cobwebby wool

3 proedmbens, Lem (Cbreus procumbens, Engelm ).

Branching from the lower part of the st and so form-
ing clusters: branches procumbent or ascending,

angled, at the base tapering into cylindrical, 1^-5 in

long by m. diam : ribs mostly 5, rarely 4, straight

or spiral, on the upper portion of the biancn almost
divided into tubercles: arcoles apart, round,
sparingly white curly-woolly, soon naked : radial spines

4-6, subulate, stiff, straight, sharp, in young growth
brownish, then white, at the base often yellowish and
the tip brownish, horizontally spreading, the upper
the longest, reaching Ltin. length; central solitary or

absent on the lower areoles, somewhat stronger, H~H
in long, darker* fls lateral, from just below the crown,
3-4 m long, carmine-red to violet, with white or yel-

lowish throat: fr. ellipsoidal, green, 5^in. long. Mex.

dd. Central spines slender: flowering areoles with short

wool.

E. Length of central spine %m.

4.

Berl&ndiSri, Lem. (Cbreus Berlandibri, Engelm.).
3ts prostrate, richly branching, forming dense clus-

ters, the branches upright or ascending, 2-3 in. long or
longer, by Ar-Yi in diam., light or dark green, and in
young growth often purplish: ribs 5-6, broken up into
as many straight or spiral rows of tubercles; tubercles
conical, pointed: areoles Ys~% m. apart, round, white-
woolly, soon naked, radial spines 6-8, stiff bristle-form,
thin, horizontally spreading, white, about %m. long,
the upper one sometimes light brown and somewhat
stronger, central solitary, yellowish brown, sometimes
reaching %m. length: fls. from the upper lateral

areoles, 2-3 in. long, red to light pink: fr. ovoid, green,
bristly. S. Texas and N Mex.

ee. Length of central spine 1 m. or more.

5. Blinkii, Palmer (Cbreus Bldnkn,
Poselg.). Branch-

ing freely from the base and thus forming clusters:

sts. columnar, tapering above, about 6 in. long by
1 m diam

,
dark green: ribs 5-6 (rarely 7), straight,

almost divided into tubercles: areoles about ^in. apart,
round, white curly-woolly, later naked: radial spines
mostly 8, horizontally spreading, the under pair the
longest, reaching about Y%m. length, all stiff, straight,

thin, white or the upper ones carmine-red when young,
later reddish brown, central solitary, porrect, later

deflexed, 1-1)4 )n long, white or brownish, black when
young: fls from near the crown, 2^-3 m. long, purple-
red to violet. Mex RH 1865.90.

bb. The sts. usually short and stout, usually erect.

c. Fls rather small, scarlet.

d Ribs 5-7.

e Spines terete.

6. paucisplnus, Rumpl (Cereus paudsjhnus,
Engelm ) Clustered in irregular bunches* sts. cylin-

drical to ovoid, 4-7 m high by 1^-3 in diam : ribs

5-7, undulate, ateoles y*-Ym apart, round, white-
woolly, later naked radial spines 3-6, spreading, subu-
late, straight or curved, round, bulbose at the base, the
lowest one longest, reaching Y\m ,

light-colored, the
upper ones reaching to about Am ,

reddish or brown-
ish; central solitary or none, reaching about 1A m.
length, somewhat angled, brown-black, porrect or up-
right; later all the spines blackish: fls. 2 in. or more
long, dark scarlet to yellowish Texas and Colo.

Var. gonac&nthus, K Sch (E. gonaednthus, Lem.
Cbreus gonaednthus, Engelm. & Bigel ) Radial spines

8, very large, angled and sometimes twisted, the upper
strongest, reaching nearly 3 m length, lignt or dark
yellow with brown tips* central always present, deeply
grooved, often flattened, 3 m. or more long. Colo.

ee Spines angled

7 triglochidi&tus, K. Sch
% (

E. tnglochiduitus,

Engelm Cereus tnglochuiidlus, Engelm ). Radial spines
usually 3, sometimes as many as 6, strong, angled, base
bulbose, straight or curved, about 1 m. long, soon ash-
gray. Texas and New Mex.

dd. Ribs 9-1 1.

e. Axils of fl.-bracts filled with long cobwebby hairs.

8. polvac&nthus, Engelm. (Cbreus polyaednthus,
Engelm ). Sts clustered, forming thick masses, cylin-
drical to ellipsoidal, ribs 9-13: radial spines 8-12,
robust, subulate, st iff and sharp, under one the longest,
nearly 1 m

,
upper ones scarcely Am ,

white to red-
dish gray with dark tips; centrals 3-4, bulbose base,
stronger, about the length of the radials or the lowest
sometimes reaching 2 in., horn-colored; later all the
spmes become gray: fls. lateral, about 1Y.-2A in. long,
dark scarlet to Blood-red * fr. spherical, about 1 in. long,

greenish red, spiny. Texas to N. Mex.

ee. Axils of fl -bracts bearing short wool.

f. Central spines always solitary: sts. 6-8 in. high. Mex.
9. dcifer, Lem. (Chreus dcifer, Otto). Sts. thickly

clustered, 6-8 in high by 1A~2 in. diam., becoming
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gray and corky with age: ribs 9-11, usually 10: radial

spines usually 9, spreading, under pair longest, about
Kin., in young growth white, later horn-colored to

gray, the upper ones brownish; central solitary, straight,

S
irrect, at first ruby-red, later brown, 1 in. long: fls.

teral, 2 in. and more long, clear scarlet-red, with a
yellow throat and sometimes a carmine border. N.
Mex.

ff. Central spines 1-4 •’ sts. 2-4 in high New Mex.
and Colo.

10.

coccineus, Engelm. (E phoenlceus, Lem. Cbreus
phoeniceus

,
Engelm ). Sts irregularly clustered, elli|>-

soidal to short-cylindrical, 2-4 in. high by 1K~2K
in diam.: ribs 8-11, straight: spines bristle-form,

straight, round; radials 8-12, white, m. long,

upper ones shortest, centrals 1-4, stouter, white to

yellow or brown, with bulbose base: fls from upper
lateral areoles scarlet-red, with the corolla-throat

yellow. Colo, to Ariz

Var. conofdeus, Engelm. (E conoideus, Rumpl-
Cbreus conoideus, Engelm ). Central spine long and
robust: fls. large, red S. Calif and N. W. Mex.

CC. Fls. never scarlet, usually crimson or purplish

,

sometimes yellow.

n. Spines more or less pectinate, nbs 12 or more.

E. Areoles short
,
nearly orbicular.

f Color of spines white.

11.

longis&tus, Lem (Cbreus longisbtus, Engelm.).
t3ts. clustered, cylindiieal, covered with long, dirty

white spines, about 8 in high by 2 in diam
,

light

green: ribs 11-14, straight, undulate, radial spines

18-20, straight, compressed, base thickened, subulate,

flexuose, usually horizontally spreading, interlocking

with adjacent clusters, the lower laterals the longest,

reaching Km. '* long,

Y\W\Willll.lil/ , the upper more bristle-

like and the shortest,

all white; centrals 5-7,

longer, reaching 2K
m

,
stronger, the upper

ones scarcely longer
than the longest ra-

dials; all are bulbose
at the base: the 3 lower
ones the longest and
deflexed, spreading and
sometimes curved’ fls.

red. Mex.

ff Color of spines white
and brown.

12.

chlor&nthus,
Itiim pi. (Cereus chlor-

dnlhus, Engelm.) Fig.

1375. Sts. in small
clusters, cylindrical,

slightly tapering above,
4-9 m high by 2-2K

^ in. diam : ribs 13-18,
^straight or rarely

spiral: radial spines

12-20, horizontally

1375. Echinocereus chloranthus. spreading and ap-
pressed, sharp, the

shortest one about %in. long and white, the lower
laterals a little longer and have purple tips; centrals

3-5, or in young plants absent, bulbose at the base,

the upper ones shortest, about the length of the radials,

and darker colored, with purplish ti#, the lower ones
stouter, about 1 m. long, deflexed, white; frequently all

the spines are white ’ fls lateral, little more than 1 in.

long; ovary and tube white bristly; petals green : fr.

ellipsoidal, about Km. long, spiny. Texas and New
Mex

ee. Areoles more or less elongated

F. Color of fls. greenish or yellow.

a. Fls. greenish.

13 viridifldrus, Engelm. (Cbreus tnndifldrus
,

Engelm.). Sts. solitary or only m age forming small,

loose clusters, cylindrical or elongated, ellipsoidal, 3-7
in. high by 1-2 in. diam: ribs 13 radial spines 12 -18,

horizontally radiate, pectinate, straight or somewhat
curved, subulate, the iower laterals the longest, about
Km., translucent ruby-red, the others white; centrals

usually absent, rarely 1, strong, about Km. long,

curved upward, red with brown point fls lateral,

from just below the crown, broad funnelform, little

more than 1 in long; ovary and tube spiny, corolla

green, with a broad darker olive-green to pink stripe

down the middle of each petal fr ellipsoidal, about
Kin. long, greenish. Wyo. and Kans to Texas and
New Mex.

go Fls yellow

H. Ribs 15-21 * central spines unequal.

14. dasyaefinthus, Engelm (Cereus dasyaednthus,
Engelm ) Sts. solitary or sometimes forming open
clusters, ellipsoidal to short-cylindrical ribs 15-21,
straight or sometimes slightly spiral, obtuse radial

spines 20-30, straight or sometimes slightly curved,

subulate, stiff, sharp, pectinate, white with red or

brown tips, later gray, the laterals longest, K~1 m ,
the

upper ones shortest, about Kin
,
those of one cluster

interlocking with those of the adjacent clusters, cen-
trals 3-8, the lower one longest, white with colored tips,

mostly with bulbose bases fls from near the crown of

the st largo, 2K-3 in. long, ovary and short tube
covered with white, reddish tipped stiff bristles,

corolla yellow fr 1-1K m long, ellipsoidal, spiny,

green to reddish Texas

hh Ribs 1.5 or lb central spines very short, equal

15. ctenoides, Lem (Cbreus ctemhdes
,

Engelm

)

Sts solitary or rarely branching, cylindiieal to elon-

gated ovoid, leaching a height of 6 in and a diam of

2K m ribs 15-10, usually straight radial spines 13-

22, horizontally radiate, pectinate, subulate, bases

bulbose and laterally compressed, stiff, stiaight or
often slightly curved, the laterals longest and about
Km ,

the upper ones very short, white or sometimes
with brownish tips; centials 2-3 or rarely 4, superposed,
coarser, bulbose at the base, short and conical to K in

long, reddish, later all the spines are gray fls lateral,

from near the crown, 2K~3 m long, ovary and short
tube white bristly, corolla yellow, with greenish
throat. Texas and N Mex.-This species is very rare

in cult.

ff. Color of fls purple

g The spines irregularly pectinate

16. Rdltteri, RUmpl (Cbreus Ratten, Engelm ).

Loosely open clustered: sts upright, 4-6 m high, 2-

3 in aiam., cylindrical or ovoid ribs 10-13, straight:

radial spines 8-15, subulate, thickened at the base,

stiff, sharp, straight or slightly curved, the laterals

longest, about Kin ,
the upper ones shortest, reddish

with darker tips; centrals 2-5, stouter, bulbose at base,

K-Km. long, the lower ones the longest, later all the
spines are gray: fls lateral, from near the crown, 2K~3
in. long, purple-red to violet: fr. short ellipsoidal, Bpiny,

green, Km. long. Texas to Ariz. and N. Mex.

go. The spines regularly pectinate.

h. Tube of fl. and spines of ovary slender and weak, the

surrounding hairs long and cobwebby.

17. c&spitftsus, K. Sch. (Cbreus csespitbsus, Engelm.).
Radials 20-30, curved, clear white or with rose-red

tips; centrals absent, or 1-2 very short ones. Okla

,

Texas and Mex.
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hh. Tube of Jl. and spines of ovary short and stout, the

surrounding hairs short.

i. Central spines several.

18. pectinitus, Engelm. (Cbreus pectindtus, Engelm.).
Clustered sts. cylindrical or ovoia, reaching a height
of 10 in. by 3 in. diam.: ribs 13-23, straight: radial

spines 16-30, pectinate, horizontally spreading and
appressed, straight or curved, the laterals longest,

round, hardly y%m. long; central usually absent, or as

many as 5, which are short, conical and superposed,
white, with tips and bases variously colored with pink,

yellow or brown; later all become gray: fls. lateral, from
near the crown. 2H-4 m. long; ovary tuberculate and
spiny, light to dark rose-red or rarely white, fr. globose,
spiny, green to reddish green. Mex.

Var adustus, K. Sch (Cereus adustus, Engelm.).
Like the type, but with black-brown to chestnut-brown
spines. Mex.

Var. rufisplnus, K. Sch. Of more robust growth:
radial spines curved, red. Mex.

ii. Central spines none.

19. rigidfssimus, Engelm (Cereus cdndicans, Hort.
C. ngidissimus, Hort ) Rainbow Cactus. Fig 1376.

Sts comparatively shorter and thicker: radial spines

16-20, coarser and stiffer, straight or very little curved;
base thickened, white, yellow or red to brown, these
colors commonly arranged m alternatmg bands around
the plant, the spines of adjacent clusters interlock-

ing; centrals absent. Ariz. and N Mex.

dd. Spines not pectinate.

E. Ribs 10 or fewer.

f Fls. crimson.

20 mojavSnsis, RumpI (Cereus mojav6nsis
l
Engelm.

& Bigel ). Sts. clustered, ovoid, reaching 3 m. height
by 2 in. diam : ribs 8-12, conspicuously undulate:
radial spines 5-8, the lowest pair the longest, reaching
about 2 m. long; all are white with brown tips,

subulate, straight or curved, strongly bulbose at the
base; central solitary, or sometimes absent, stronger
and somewhat longer and darker colored; later all the
spines become gray: fls. 2-3 m. long, deep carmine:
fr. ellipsoidal, about 1 in. long. Deserts of Ariz., Nev.
and Calif.

ff. Fls. purple-violet.

G. The spines dark, often of several colors.

h. Central spine 1.

21. FSndleri, Rtimpl. (Cereus Fbndleri, Engelm.).
Irregularly clustered: st. cylindrical or rarely ovoid
or even globose, sparingly branching, 3-7 in. nigh by
\%-2 x

/2 m diam : ribs 9-12, straight or slightly spiral,

undulate: radial spines 7-10, subulate, straight or

curved, the lowest or the 2 lower laterals the longest,

about 1 m
,
stronger, quadrangular, white; the 2 next

higher brownish; the upper ones round, white and much
shorter; all are bulbose at the base; central solitary

(or m old plants 3-4), very strongly thickened at the
base, round, black, sometimes with a lighter colored

tip, curved upward, reaching a length of in.:

fls. lateral, from near the crown, 2-3|4 in. long, dark
carmine-red to purple and violet: fr. ellipsoidal, spiny,

green to purple-red, about 1 in. long. Colo., Utah and
south to N. Mex. B M. 6533.

hh. Central spines several.

22. £ngelmannii, Lem. (Cbreus fingelmannii, Parry).
Sts. clustered, cylindrical to ovoid, 4-10 in. high, 1%-
2A m. diam., hght green: ribs 11-13, undulate: radial

spines 11-13, somewhat angled, stiff, sharp, straight or
somewhat curved, horizontally spreading, the lowest or
lower laterals the longest, about Am., the upper ones
the shortest, whitish with brown tips; centrals 4, stiff,

straight, angled, stout, the lowest one deflexed, white

to dark-colored, reaching a length of 2A in
,
the upper

ones about half as long, spreading, brown: fls lateral,

from just below the crown, l%-2^m. long, purple-
red : fr. ovoid, green to purple-red, spiny, later naked,
about 1 m. diam.; pulp purple-red. Calif, to Utah and
south mto Mex.

Var chrysocentrus, Engelm & Bigel. The 3 upper
centrals golden yellow, the lowest white. Mojave Des-
ert, Calif.

Var. varieg&tus, Engelm. &
Bigel. The 3 upper centrals

curved, horn-colored and mottled
with black. Utah, Nev and Calif.

oa. The spines usually white or
straw-colored.

h. Central spines somewhat curved.

23. dhbius, Rtimpl.
(Cbreus dubius, En-
gelm ). Tolerably
thickly clustered * sts.

branching at the
base, cylindrical or
elongated ellipsoidal,

4J4“7 m. high by
1 Yi-l l

i m diam.:
ribs 7-9, undulate:
areoles in.

apart, round, covered
with short curly
white wool,

* 1

naked * radials

subulate, horizon- 1376. Echinocereus ngidissimus

tally spreading, stiff,

round or faintly angled, the lower ones usually the
longest, about 1 in. long, the upper ones about half

as long, or sometimes absent, transparent white; cen-
trals 1-4, stronger and longer, bulbose at the base,

straight or curved, reaches 2% in. length, the lowest
one longest, straight, porrect or deflexed, the upper
ones spreading: fls lateral, 2 in. long, rose-red to violet:

fr. spherical, greenish to purple-red, coyered with
bundles of deciduous spines. Texas and N. Mex.

hh. Central spines straight.

I. Sts erect, with the spines pale at base.

24. enneacAnthus, Engelm. (Cbreus enneaednthus,
Engelm ). Freely branching at tne base of the st. and
thus forming thick, irregular clusters: branches ascend-
ing, usually 3-5 in. long by \Yr~2 m. diam

,
green or

sometimes reddish: ribs 8-10, straight, often divided
by transverse grooves mto more or less conspicuous
tubercles' areoles Jg-^m apart, round, white curly-

woolly, soon naked: radial spines 7-12 (mostly 8),

horizontally spreading, needle-form, straight, stiff,

translucent white, base bulbose, the under one longest,

reaching about j^in
,
the upper one very short; cen-

tral solitary, or seldom with 2 additional upper ones,

straight, porrect or deflexed, round or angled, whitish
to straw-yellow or darker, %~1A in. long; later all the
spines are gray: fls. lateral, from near the crown or
lower, 1%-2H in. long, red to purplish: fr. spherical,

green to red, spiny, in. long. Texas and N. Mex.

ii. Sts. spreading and flabby, with the spines red at base,

25. MArkeri, Hildmann. Sts. at firstupright, columnar,
later reclining and by branching at the base forming
clusters, in new growth bright green, later gray to
gray-brown and corky, ribs 5-9, undulate to more or
less tuberculate: areoles %\n. and more apart, round,
white velvety, later naked: radial spines 6-9, the
upper ones the longest, reaching in. length, some-
what confluent with the centrals, subulate, spreading,
straight; centrals 1-2, stronger, reaching a length of 2
in.

;
all the spines are white, nearly transparent, with

red-tinted bulbose base. N. Mex.
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eb. Ribs 11 or IS.

p. Plants m small dusters: central spines sometimes
solitary.

26. conglomer&tus, Forsfc. Sts. clustered, colum-
nar, somewhat tapering above, reaching a height of 1 ft.

and 2 m. diam., light green: ribs 12-13, strongly undu-
late, tubercled above: radial spines 9-10, glossy,

spreading, the lower pair the longest, base yellow;

centrals 1-4, the lowest straight, porrect, reaching a
length of 1^ in. and more, somewhat stronger than the
rest.. N. Mex.

fp. Plante often 200 in a single mound: centrals never

single.

27. stramfneus, Rumpl. (Ckreus stramineus, Engelm).
Clustered in thick, irregular bunches: sts. ovoid to

cylindrical, 4-8 in. long, 1)^-2 in. diam.: ribs

11-13: radial spines 7-10 (usually 8), horizontally radi-

ate, straight or slightly curved, subulate, sharp, round
or the long lower ones angled, transparent white,

tolerably equal in length, about M~%in or the lower

ones sometimes longer and reaching a length of

in
;
centrals 3-4, much longer, stronger, twisted, angled,

traw-yellow to brownish, when young reddish trans-

parent, the upper ones shortest and spreading upward,
the lower ones porrect or depressed fls. lateral, 23^-33^
in. long, bright purple-red or deep dark red, to scarlet:

fr ellipsoidal, about 1 3^ m. long, covered with numerous
spines, purple-red. Texas to Ariz. and N Mex.

Horticultural names are. E. pauaspina, no doubt a mutilation
of pauciapinus—E. polyctphalus.—E. sanguineus.—E Schltnn—
E. Scheen (?) —E. tuberdsus, RUmpl =»Wilcoxia—E. Ulhn —
~E. Vsptndk*. c H Thompson.

J. N. RosE.f

ECHIN6CHLOA (Greek, echinos, a hedgehog,
chloa, grass). Graminex. Annual grasses with narrow
inflorescence of several thick spikes Sometimes* grown
for grain and forage, but scarcely horticultural subjects.

Spikelets as m Pamcum; glumes hispid-spmy,
mucronate, the sterile lemma more or less awned —
Species about 12, in the warm regions of both hemis-
pheres. Recarded by many botanists as a section of

Pamcum. E Criisgalli
,
Beauv., barnyard grass, is a

common weed in cult, soil The spikelets are usually

long-awned, the panicle 4-10 m long, green or purple.

Dept Agric., Div. Agrost 7:82.

frument&cea, Link (Pdmcum frumentdceum, Roxbg ).

Japanese Barnyard Millet. Closely allied to E.
Criisgalli

,
but differing in the compact, somewhat

incurved, appressed spikes, of nearly awnless spikelets:

culms 1-4 ft
,
erect.—Cult, in S. E. Asia for the seed

which is used for food. Occasionally cult, m U. S. for

forage. Sometimes known as “billion-dollar grass.
,,

A. S. Hitchcock.

ECHINOC'i’STIS (Greek, hedgehog and bladder; from
the prickly fruit). Syn. Micrdmpelis Curcurbitdcex.
Wild Cucumber. Wild Balsam-Apple. A profuse
native annual vine which is a favorite for home arbors;

the other species not generally cultivated, except per-
haps the perennial-rooted megarrhizas.
Most of the species are annual herbs, with branched

tendrils and palmately lobed or angled lvs.: fls. small,

white or greenish, dioecious, the campanulate calyx
5-6-lobed and the corolla deeply 5-6-parted; stamens
in stammate fls. 3; ovary 2-celled, with 2 ovules in each:
fr. fleshy or dry, more or less inflated and papery,
opening at the summit; seeds flattened, more or less

rough.—The species axe about 25, in the warmer parts
of tne western hemisphere, about 10 of them in the W.
U. S., and 1 in the eastern states. The eastern species

(E. lobata) is one of the quickest-growing of all vines,

and is therefore useful in hiding unsightly objects
while the slower-growing shrubbery is getting a start.

Cogniaux, in DC. Mon. Phan. vol. 3, 1881. makes
three sections of this genus, and this plant the sole

representative of the second section, or true Echino-
cystis, because its iuicy fr. bursts irregularly at the top,

and contains 2 ceils, each with 2 flattish seeds. Tne
Megarrhiza group (kept distinct by some) is distin-

guished by its thick perennial root, large turgid seeds
and hypogeal germination.

lobita, Torr. & Gray. Lvs. wider than long, deeply
5-lobed, slightly emargmate at the base: tendrils 3-4-

branched: stammate fls. small, in many-fld. panicles
longer than the lvs.; calyx glabrous: fr. egg-shaped,
sparsely covered with prickles New Bruns, and Ont.
to Mont, and Texas, growing in rich soil along rivers

and in low places. A G. 14:161. R.H. 1895, p. 9. G.C.
III. 22:271. G.W. 10, p. 499.—Sometimes becomes
a weed.

fab&cea, Naudin (Megarrhiza califdmica, Torr.), is

sometimes grown in fine collections and botanic gar-

dens. It is a tendril-climber, reaching 20-30 ft. in its

native haunts: lvs. deeply 5-7-lobed. fls. monoecious,
greenish white, the corolla rotate 1

fr. densely spinose,

globose or ovoid, 2 in. long; seed obovoid, nearly or

about 1 m long and half or more as broad, margined by
a narrow groove or dark line. S. Calif—Odd in germina-
tion (see Gray, Amer. Journ. Sci. 1877, and Structural
Botany, p. 21). L. H. B.f

ECHIN(3PANAX (Greek, hedgehog and panax
,
re-

ferring to the prickly nature of the plant). Arahdceae.
Ornamental shrub, but rarely grown; very handsome
on account of the large foliage and scarlet fruits.

Deciduous, prickly throughout* lvs. alternate, long-
petioled, palmately 5-7-lobed, with serrate lobes, with-
out stipules: fls greenish white, in umbels forming
terminal panicles; calyx-teeth indistinct; petals 5,

valvate, stamens 5, with filiform filaments, styles 2,

connate at the base: fr. a compressed drupe.—One
species, Pacific N Amer

,
Alaska to Calif

,
and Japan.

This is a strikingly handsome shrub with its large

bright green palmately lobed leaves and scarlet fruits

late in summer. Little known in cultivation; it will

succeed best in moist and cool places and m partial

shade Propagation is by seeds and by suckers and
probably also by root-cuttings.

hfirridum, Decne & Planch. (Fdtsiahdrndum ,
Benth

& Hook. Pdnojr horndum, Smith) Shrub, to 12 ft

sts densely prickly: lvs. roundish-cordate, prickly on
both sides, pubescent below, 5-7-lobed, lobes mcisely
lobulate and sharply serrate, 6-12 m. long. mfl. tomen-
tose: fr. scarlet, Mm. long. July, Aug

;
fr Aug., Sept.

Alfred Rehder.
ECHiNOPS (Greek, like a hedgehog; alluding to the

spiny involucral scales). Compdsitee. Globe Thistle
Coarse thistle-like plants, with blue or whitish flowers

in globose masses, sometimes used m the wild garden.
More or less white-woolly herbs: lvs. alternate,

sometimes entire, usually pinnate-dentate or twice
or thrice pinnatisect, the lobes and teeth prickly: fls.

m globes; the structure of one of the globes is very odd:
each fl. in the globe has a little involucre of its own, ana
the whole globe has one all-embracmg involucre; fls.

J

ierfect and fertile (or sterile by abortion), corolla regu-
ar and no ray-fls

;
pappus of many short scales form-

ing a crown: achene elongate, 4-angled or nearly terete,

usually villous.—About 60 species, from Spain and
Portugal to India and Abyssinia.

Globe thistles are coarse-growing plants of the easi-

est culture, and are suitable for naturalizing in wild
gardens and shrubberies. An English gardener with
an eye for the picturesque (W. Goldring) recommends
massing them against a background of Bocconia cor-

date, or with such boldly contrasting yellow- or white-
flowered plants as Iiehanthus rigiaum or Helianthus
multi floras. The best species is E. ruthenicus (form of

E Ritro). A few scattered individuals of each species
arc not so effective as a condensed group of one kind.
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E. ruthenwus flowers m midsummer and for several
weeks thereafter The silvery white stems and hand-
somely out prickly foliage of globe thistles are interest-

ing features They make excellent companions for the
blue-stemmed eryngiums All these plants are attrac-
tive to bees, especially E exaltatue, which has con-
siderable fame as a bee-plant. Globe thistles are some-
times used abroad for perpetual or dry bouquets.

a. Lvs not pubescent nor setulose above but sometimes
roughish above.

JBtro, Linn (E Vitro, Hort ) Tall thistle-like

plant, with pinnate-lobed lvs
,
which (like the sts ) are

tomentose beneath, the lobes lanceolate or linear and
cut, but not spiny involucre scales setiforqi, the inner
ones much shorter fls blue, very variable G M-
46 69 R1I 1890, p 524 G 31611. Var. tequi-
fdhus, DC (E ruthdnicus, Hort.), has the lower lvs.

more narrowly cut, more or less spine-tipped Gn
45 174 —Perennials of S Eu

,
growing 2-3 ft high.

They bloom all summer Lvs sometimes loosely webby
above

Tournefdrtii, Ledcb (E Tournefourhana, Hort.)
Three to 4 ft

,
the sts branched and velvety lvs

rough above, white-hairy below, much divided into
5 linear begins

,
spiny heads “silver-gray” (bluish),

the involucral bracts free, bristly. E. Medit region
Sept 1)M. 8217. RH 1906, p. 523.—Suitable for

dry places

aa Lvs pubescent or setulose above.

b Want perennial

sphserocephalus, Linn Tall (5-7
ft ) lvs pmnatihd, viscose-pubes-
cent above, tomentose below, the
teeth of the broad lobes yellow-
spined fls white or bluish, the m-
volueral bracts subulate-acuminate,
free S Eu II li 356 (as E panic-
ulalus)

hhmilis, Bieb Three to 4 ft lvs

very hairy on both surfaces, webby
above, those of the st essentially

entire, the radical lvs smuate-lyrate,
almost unarmed, st -lvs with spiny
tips heads large, blue, the involucral bracts all dis-

tinct and free Sept Asia

bann&ticus, Rochel Lvs hairy-pubescent above,
tomentose beneath (as also the sts ), the lower ones
deeply pinnately parted, the upper pmnatifid, spiny
fls blue Hungary. R H 1858, p 519

bb Plant biennial

exalt&tus, Sehrad Tall, the st nearly simple and
glandulose-pilose, the lvs pinnatifid, scarcely spiny:
fls blue Russia B M 2457 (as E stnetus, Fisch ).

—

Distinguished by its simple, erect st The garden E
oommut&tus may be the same as this

E. nttdlta, Hort , is a trade name that jb unknown in botanical
l,u,r,lure

N. Tayloii t

ECHIN6PSIS (Grwk, hedgehog-like) . Cgcliceie.

Sea-Urchin Ca< tus. South American small condensed
cacti

Stems spherical to ellipsoidal or rarely columnar’
ribs prominent and usually sharp-angled, fls. usually
long trumpet-shaped; ovary and tube covered with
linear-lanceolate, cuspidate bracts which become
longer towrard tne outer end of the tube, where they
pass gradually into the outer petals, in their axils bear-
ing long, silKy, wavy hairs and usually a few rather
rigid bristles.—This is a well-marked genus of about 18
species, although by some authors combined with Cereus.
Cult as for Eehinoeactus; see also Succulents.
Only a few .species of Echinopsis are grown in this

country, although they are more easily grown and

1377 Echmopsu gemmata.

propagated than most of the United States species of

cacti. The genus is well adapted for use ns window plants.

A. Ribs of st. divided into more or less evident

tubercles

Peptlgndii, Salm-Dyck (Echmocdctus Pentlandu,
Hook-). St. simple, later branching, spherical or ellip-

soidal, reaching 6 in diam . ribs 12—15, divided between
the areoles into oblique compressed tubercles radial
spines 9-12, spreading, straight or slightly curved, yel-
lowish brown, the upper the longest and strongest,
reaching in

>
central solitary, or seldom in&porrect, curved, 1—1 3^ m ,

rarely 3 in long. fls.

, 2-23/2 m long, yellow, orange, pink to scarlet-

red fr. spherical, green, %in diam. Peru, Bolivia.

B M. 4124—Probably not of this genus

aa. Ribs of sts. not divided.

b Fls. red or pink.

multiplex, Zucc Sts at

first rather clavate, later

globose to ellipsoidal,

abundantly branching, 6-

12 m diam and the same
in height, or rarely taller,

light green to yellowish
ribs 12-14, straight,
scarcely undulate: radial

spines about 10, subulate, straight,

yqllow to yellowish brow n, with darker
tips, reaching ^in length, very un-
equal, horizontally spreading, cen-

trals mostly 4, ,of these the lowest

is the longest, reaching 1 Vi in
,
some-

what porrect at first, later curved and deflexed,

darker colored than the others fls rare, lateral,

11-15 in
,
rose-red S Brazil BM 3789 Var.

crist&ta, Hort Sts flat and spreaflmg m growth,
like an open fan or the fl.-stalk of the common
garden cockscomb spines reduced to fine, stiff

bristles This is merely a monstrosity of the

species

oxygdna, Zucc. Sts at first simple, nearly
spherical or rarely ciavate, becoming short

columnar, reaching 1H ft height and 1 ft.

diam
,
gray-green, darker above ribs 13-15,

straight or wavy at the base, radial spines 5-15, hori-

zontally spreading, very unequal, reaching . subu-
late, obliquely upright

,
centrals 2-5, somewhat longer,

straight, porrect or deflexed, dark horn-colored, with
black tips fls commonly many together, lateral,

reaching 13 in length, pink to carimne-red, the inner
petals lighter than the outer ones S Brazil.

triumphans, Jacobi This is a hybrid between E.
Eynesn and E. oxygona, with puik double fls.

bb. Fls. white.

Eyri&sii, Zucc St. simple, commonly .branching
later, at first somewhat depressed, later short to

rather tall columnar, reaching a height of 2 ft. and a
diam of 4-6 in

,
dark green . ribs 11-18, straijght, undu-

late, with sharp-angled margins: radial spines about
10, scarcely more than l/pn long, r\gid, straight,

slender conical, pointed, dark brown to black; centrals

4-8, but very little different from the xaflials. fls.

lateral, 10-15 in. long, white: fr. small, ellipsoidal,

about 1 in. long. S. Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina.
BM 3411. BR 1707 (as Eehinoeactus)

gemm&ta, K. Sch (E. turbindta, Zucc ) Fig. 1377.

St. simple or sometimes branching, at first low spherical

or short columnar, later more top-shaped, reaching 1

ft. height by 4-6 in. diam., dark g^een: ribs 13-14,

rarely more, straight or sometimes sughtly spiral with
sharp or obtuse ma<rgins

;
which are but little or not at

all undulate; central spines appear first, about 3-6 in

number, very short, stiff, black; later the radials appear,
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about 10-14, longer, horizontally spreading, at first

yellowish brown, later horn-colored: ns. lateral or from
the upper areoles, 9-10 m. long, clear white, with a
pale greenish midline m the petals. S. Brazil.

tubifidra, Zucc. (E. Duvdln, Hort. E. Zuccarlnn
,

Pfeiff.). Sts. snhencal to ellipsoidal, at first simple
but later more or less branching, reaching 10 in.

height by 8 in. diam., dark green: ribs 11-12, straight,

with margins inconspicuously undulate: radial spines
numerous, sometimes as many as 20, unequal, hori-
zontally or obliquely spreading, yellowish white with
brown tips, sometimes darker; centrals 3-4, the
lowest the longest, reaching %\n

,
later deflexed: fls.

lateral, about 14 m. long, white with pale green midline
in the petals. S. Brazil and Uruguay. B M. 3627.

C H. Thompson.
ECHINOSPfcRMUM: Lappuhi. J. N Rose f

ECHIN6STACHYS (Greek, spiny head). Brome-
liacese. About a half-dozen species allied to iEchmea
(with which some writers unite it), from S Amer.
Outer fl. parts bristly; petals broadly clawed, with
2 fringed scales or glands; ovary thick and fleshy,

3-seeded; spike cylindrical, thin, club-shaped 1

lvs

small, becoming darker after flowering The species

require hothouse conditions, as for ASchmea anti

related things. Three names have appeared in the
American trade: E. Hystnx, Wittm

,
tor which see

Mchmea Hystnx E. Pineli&na, Wittm {JE Pmehdna,
Baker). Two to 3 ft : peduncle and bracts brilliant red.

lvs. 12-18 in long in a rosette, strap-shaped, deltoid at

summit, spine-edged, spike dense, 2-3 in. long, spiny;

petals golden yellow and becoming black-brown, the
tips fringed and incurved. Brazil B M. 5321. E. Van
Houtte&na, Van Houtte (AS Van Houtteana, Mez
Quesnblia Van Houtteana, Morr ) Lvs many, strong-
spmed, sometimes white-banded beneath* fls white,
blue-tipped, in a crowded spike, the bracts reddish at the
summit and white-downy at the base: 1-2 ft. Brazil.

L II B.

ECHiTES (Greek, viper; possibly from its poisonous
milky juice or from its twining habit). Apocyndceue.

Tropical American twining shrubs related to Dipla-
denia, and of similar culture

The genus differs technically from Dipladema in

the 5-lobed disk and the glandular or 5-scaled calyx
Lvs. simple, opposite, penmnerved * fls usually showy,
purple, red, yellow or white, in sub-cymose clusters;

calyx small, 5-lobed, with many glands at the base
inside or else 5 scales opposite the lobes; corolla salver-

shaped, the throat usually contracted, the limb 5-lobed;
stamens included, the filaments very short; stigma
with an appendage m the form of a reversed cup or of

5 lobes.—-Some 40 species, S. Fla. to Chile

Andrewsii, Chapm (E. suberScta Andr.) Lvs. 1^-2
in long, close together, oval or oblong, mucronate, acute
or rounded at the base, margins revolute peduncles
axillary, 3-5-fld., shorter than the lvs ; fls. yellow, 2 in

long; corolla-tube much dilated above the insertion of the
stamens, bell-shaped, scarcely longer than the lobes;

anthers tapering into a long bristle-like awn. Sandy
shores, S. Fla., W. Indies. B.M. 1064 P.M. 7.101.

paluddsa, Vahl. Lvs. oblong, oval-oblong, or lanceo-
late-oblong, rounded toward the mucronate top * calyx-

segms. glandular, devoid of an interior scale, oblong,

mucronate-blunt, spreading; corolla-tube funnel-shaped
above a cylindrical base; anthers oblong-lanceolate,

acuminate, rounded-cordate at the base, hirsute on the
back above. Mangrove swamps, S. Fla.

umbell&ta, Jacq. Lvs. ovate or ovate-roundish,
mucronate: ns greenish white; calyx-segms. glandular,

devoid of an interior scale; corolla-tube cylindrical,

enlarged below the middle, tapering again above;
anthers rigid, tapering from a hastate base, glabrous.
8 Fla

, W. Indies. Wilhelm Miller.

fiCHIUM (from the Greek for a viper) . Boragin&cex .

Viper’s Bugloss. Coarse, mostly rough herbs and
shrubs, with spikes of blue, violet, red or white flowers,

some of them grown m the open and others under glass.

Plant usually scabrous, hispid or canescent: lvs.

alternate, fls. in unilateral, scirpioid, forked or simple
spikes, with either small or foliaceous bracts; calyx
with 5 narrow lobes; corolla tubular-trumpet-shaped,
the throat oblique and dilated and without appendages;
corolla-lobes 5, roundish and unequal, somewhat
spreading or erect; stamens 5, inserted below middle
of tube, unequal and exserted; ovary deeply 4-lobed;
style filiform, 2-parted at top* fr. 4 nutlets.—Some
30-40 species, from the Canaries and Madeira (where
they are specially important) to W. Asia. One species,

E. vidgare, Linn
,

is a showy intro biennial weed in

fields and along roadsides, with blue or rose-tinted fls.

;

it is known as blue-weed and blue-devil The shrubby
species of Madeira ami the Canaries are much confused,
some of the names having been established on cult,

material. This is particularly true of the forms passing
as E candicans and E fastuosum, which are very
unsatisfactorily determined (See Hooker, B M 6868)
In those islands, the plants produce much forage and
they persist from the goats in inaccessible places. (The
portraits quoted below are cited under the names they
Dear.)

In rich soil echiums grow coarse and scarcely flower,

and the flowers are never as richly colored as when
the plants are more or less starved Biennials seed
freely, and the seed is sown as soon as gathered E.
fastuosum is said to be the handsomest of the shrubby
kinds, grows 2 to 4 feet high, has long, pale green
leaves covered with soft white hairs, and flowers of a
peculiarly brilliant deep blue. Echiums are eminently
suited for dry places, and need good drainage.

c&ndicans, Linn f {E fastubsum, Jacq f., not Ait E
trunedtum

,
Hort.) Forms a bush several feet high, but

flowers at 3 ft
,
the lvs. and sts. white-hairy: branches

thick, leafy toward the tips: lvs lanceolate, the upper
ones smaller, crowded and narrower panicles much
looser than the spikes of E fastuosum, fls. sessile, pale
blue, the buds reddish purple, the pink stamens pro-

truding. Madeira, Canaries, on mountains B M
6868. BR 44. G C. III. 51 .368. GM 55:376—The
fls. are said sometimes to be streaked with white or all

white.

fastudsum, Ait
,
not Jacq This has darker blue fls

in a dense spike and perhaps less hoary foliage than E
candicans

,
the protruding filaments nearly white (said

by some to be white in E. candicans). Coast, Canaries
RH. 1876 10 On 10:546 G C. Ill 33.328 GW
15, p 356.

—

E fastuosum has dark blue, 5-lobed fls.

about across, in spikes 6 in long and 2 m. wide,

perhaps as many as 200 fls in a spike. Great masses of

stamens are thrust out and add to the interest, and the

young fl.-buds look like pink 5-pointed stars

simplex, DC Woody but biennial and not branched,
8-10 ft : lvs ample, oval-lanceolate: panicle very long,

cylindrical, spike-like, the spikelets 2-fld., pedicellea;

stigmas simple. R H. 1912, p. 351. Gt. 51, p 375.

G.C. III. 53.20
E Auberidnum, Hort , not Webb & Berth =E Bourgcanum.

—

E Bouroednum, Webb Stout and Htrict, 8-11 ft , the ait. covered
with long-linear drooping lvs fls rose-colored, m a dense pyrami-
dal spike. Mountains, Canaries R H 1912, p 440 Q C III.

53 25 A striking plant —E. callitkyrsum, Webb. Woody or tree-

like, robust, hispid-hairy, lvs. strongly nerved, calyx-segms very
unequal, fls pale red floral lvs exceeding the different cymes ot

the thyrse Canaries—E formdaum, Pers =*>Lobostemon —

E

Pimndna, Webb. & Berth Very large species, reaching 16 ft ,

with an abundance of stout spreading long-oblong lvs Q C III
63 20—E Wildprklxt, Pears. A tall soft-hairy biennial with sim-
ple erect st 2-3 ft lvs sessile, narrowly linear-lanceolate, hairy
fls. pale red with long-exserted filaments, in a large terminal thyrse.
floral lvs much exceeding the different cymes Canaries B.M.
7847 G.C. Ill 38 5, 52*317. G.M. 53.111. Gn. 76, p 303. G
27 261

* Wilhelm Miller.
L. H. B.f
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EDELWEISS: Leontopodium.

EDGEWtfRTHIA (after M. P. Edgeworth, English
botanist m East Indies, and his sister Maria). Thymel-
aedcex. Ornamental woody subjects grown chiefly for

their early yellow and fragrant flowers and for the
handsome foliage

Deciduous sparingly branched shrubs, with stout
branches' lvs. alternate, entire, short-petioled, crowded
at the end of the branches, fls. m dense, peduncled
heads, axillary, on branches of the previous year, with
or before the lvs

,
apetalous; calyx-tube cylindric, with

4 spreading lobes, densely villous outside; stamens 8,

in 2 rows, style elongated, stigma cylindric: fr a dry
drupe —Two species in Japan, China and Himalayas.

These plants are hardy only in warmer temperate
regions, but do not stand, hot and dry summers; they
thrive m any good well-drained garden soil; if grown
in pots, a sandy compost of peat and loam, with sufficient

drainage given, will suit them. Propagation is by green-
wood cuttings m spring under glass, also by seeds

papyrffera, Zucc (E. chrysdntha, Lindl Daphne
vapyrlfera, Sieb.). Small shrub with thick branchlets:
lvs deciduous, membranous, elliptic-oblong to oblong-
lanceolate, acute at the ends, at first clothed with
silky hairs on both sides, later glabrous above, 3-5 in

long heads of fls dense, up to 2 in across, on short
axillary stalks; fls V\\n. long, densely sdky-hairy out-
side, fragrant, yellow, drying whitish; ovary pubescent
only at the apex April. Japan. China B R 33 48
F S 3.289.—Cannot withstand tne long dry summers.

GArdneri, Meisn Large shrub, with slenderer
branchlets lvs persistent, of firmer texture fla with
a more shaggy pubescence, drying black; ovary hairy
throughout, otherwise very similar to the preceding
species which is, by some botanists, considered not
specifically distinct. April. Himalayas BM.7180.

Alfred Rehder
EDRAlANTHUS Wahhnbergva By some kept distinct, to

include about a dozen spo< les Spelled ulso Htdrttanlhui

EDUCATION, HORTICULTURAL. In the United
States and Canada, instruction in horticulture is part

of the publicly maintained colleges of agriculture. In
Canada, these colleges are provincial rather than
national or established by the Dominion The Canadian
colleges of agriculture are* Nova Beotia and New
Brunswick, Truro, N S

;
Quebec, Samte Anne do

Bellevue (only m part provincial); Ontario, Guelph;
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Saskatchewan, Saskatoon; Brit-

ish Columbia, in plan at the university being estab-
lished at Victoria

In the United States, general horticultural educa-
tion is mostly a part ot a national system of profes-
sional and applied education of collegiate grade or
name. There is a college of agriculture in every state
in the Union, being part of a national system with
cooperation and aid from the State. (For list, see
Experiment Stations, p 1 195 )

There is little development, as yet, in North America
of the training-school idea on either a private or a
)ubhc basis, and relatively few institutions or estab-
lishments in which persons are trained for '‘gardening,”
as they are trained in the Old World. There is no
recognized apprentice system for gardeners The whole
subiect, therefore, needs to be considered quite by
itself and not m comparison with systems or methods
of education m horticulture m other and older coun-
tries; and it is necessary to understand something of
the system of publicly endowed industrial education,
of which instruction in horticulture is a part. The
general nature of these institutions in both Canada
and the United States may be understood from a
brief discuSvSion of the land-grant institutions m the
latter country.
The public industrial education of the United States,

70

of college grade, is founded on the Land-Grant Act
of 1862. By the terms of this great instrument, every
state received from the federal government 30,000
acres of land for every representative that it had m
Congress, the proceeds of which are to be used for

“the endowment, support, and maintenance of at
least one college where the leading object shall be,

without excluding other scientific and classical studies,

and including military tactics, to teach such branches of

learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic
arts, in such manner as the legislature of the states

may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the
liberal and practical education of the industrial

classes in the several pursuits and professions m life
”

This endowment has been supplemented by subse-
quent direct federal appropriations, to further the
objects for which the origin d grant was made. On
this foundation, all the forty-eight states comprising
the Union have established colleges of agriculture and
the mechanic arts, about half of them separate insti-

tutions and about half of them connected with or part

of state universities or other general institutions The
states themselves have supplemented and extended
the proceeds of the land-grant. These and the Cana-
dian colleges represent many types of organization and
method. Their purpose is increasingly to tram young
men and women broadly by means of agricultural and
country-life subjects They are now exerting great

influence in re-directing rural civilization They are

rapidly putting agricultural and rural subjects into

educational form, and are demonstrating that such
subjects may have training and even cultural value

equal to that of historical subjects.

The agricultural colleges contam many departments,
and horticulture is usually one of these departments,
coordinate with the others. Some of these depart-

ments. aside from the work m the fundamental arts

and sciences, are as follows: agricultural chemistry,

agronomy, entomology, plant physiology, plant pathol-

ogy, bacteriology, plant-breeding, soils, farm crops,

farm management (the principles of business as applied

to farming), horticulture, pomology, floriculture, fores-

try, animal husbandry, poultry husbandry, veterinary,

dairy industry or dairy husbandry, home economics,
farm mechanics and engineering, rural economy or

agricultural economics, landscape gardening or land-

scape art, drawing, rural education, meteorology, and
extension teaching. It will be seen, therefore, that
horticulture is only one contributing part in an educa-
tional establishment for the teaching of agriculture in

a bioad way.
Aside from these publicly endowed or maintained

institutions, there are a few other regular colleges that
teach horticulture with other work, but they have not
made great headway, although the subject may assert

itself strongly in some of them in the future. There
are two or three training-schools, one for women.
More training-schools will be needed.
The students in agriculture in the colleges of agri-

culture number many thousands, in some cases 1,000
and more in one institution They come from all

walks and conditions of life, and from city and country
alike. Some of them, of course, have strong inclina-

tions for horticulture, and soon specialize in that sub-
ect The full course of instruction is four years, fol-

owing college entrance requirements, and the student
at graduation receives a diploma carrying Bachelor of

Science or a similar degree. In many of these institu-

tions, post-graduate work in a variety of subjects is

provided, leading to a master’s degree or even to a
doctor’s degree.
The first institutions to develop horticulture as a

Separate subject appear to have been those m Michigan,
under W. W. Traey, Chas. W Garfield and successors,

Mr. Tracy having been instructor in horticulture as
early as 1867; New York (1874) and in Ohio under
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W. R. Lazenby; and in Iowa (1876) under J. L. Budd.
The instruction by means of horticulture has now
grown to great importance m many of the colleges,

the staffs comprising, in some cases, as many as fifteen

to thirty persons.

The horticultural work in the college&.

We may now consider the horticultural teaching
work of these colleges m more detail.

In the early days of such instruction, the horticul-
ture was set over against the agriculture, and these
two comprised the main applied groups The break-
mg-out of the group of horticulture was really the
beginning of the broadening of these institutions and
of their more perfect articulation with the conditions
before them.

Horticulture, as understood in these colleges, com-
prises fruit-growing, flower-growing, vegetable-garden-
ing, together with the nursery and glasshouse sub-
jects naturally associated with them. With the further
differentiation of the curriculum, horticulture tends
to be split or separated into its three mam parts, with
separate units or teacherahips for -each, but this

division has not yet proceeded far in most of the insti-

tutions. If this division is ever earned to its conclu-
sion, the name “horticulture” as an educational unit
may pass out.

In the colleges, horticulture is regarded as a phase
of the general agricultural field. For the most part,

the student approaches the subject from the point of
view of farming by means of fruits or vegetables or
even of flowers The strictly amateur phase is inciden-
tally emphasized as a rule, and this undoubtedly is

one of the weaknesses of the American horticultural
instruction. The amateur attitude, however, will

appear more markedly as the country develops and
matures The present attitude very well represents
the development that America is now making, as
expressed particularly in the great orchard interests.

The gardeners, as a group, have had relatively little

touch with these institutions in the way of dictating
or even influencing their development So fax as insti-

tutions are concerned, the gardening phase of horti-

culture is well expressed where the great collections

are, as at the Shaw or Missouri Botanical Gardens.
Arnold Arboretum, New York Botanic Gardens, and
others; and these institutions will also produce highly
trained specialists m small numbers m related scien-

tific lines.

The content of the work in the land-grant colleges

varies greatly, depending, of course, on the constit-
uency of the particular college as well as on the staff.

Naturally, in the states m which horticultural interests
are large, the work will express itself strongly in the
college. Some of the courses in horticulture now offered
m different colleges of agriculture may be displayed,
showing how the subject is divided and what is con-
sidered to be the content of the instruction. These
examples are chosen only to show the kind and the
range of representative courses, and the writer makes
no comment on them. Other courses might be chosen
from the catalogues, but these are sufficient for illus-

tration. In some cases, practically the same subject is

entered twice: this represents the way in which the
subject is phrased in different institutions. Some of

the courses in landscape work that are given by depart-
ments of horticulture are also included.

Elements of horticulture — Fruit-growing, vegetable-gardening
and ornamental planting, with special reference to the farm home

Gardening.—A personal and informal course for lovers of plants
and gardens. The course consists of actual work with identifica-
tion and growing plants, supplemented by conferences and informal
discussions. Attention is given to garden literature and history,
planning of grounds.

Cultivated plants—The relationship and classification of oer-
tain economic and ornamental plants of the temperate zone;
identification Of spedies examination of living plants and her-
barium specimen*,.

Evolution of horticultural plants.—History, botanical classifi-

cation, and geographical distribution of cultivated plants; modi-
fication under culture , theoretical causes and observed factors that
influence variation, particularly food-supply, climate and cross-
fertilization.

Amateur floriculture.—'Window-gardening, growing of flowers

on the home grounds; containers, potting soils, fertilizers, prep-
aration and planting of flower-beds, propagation and culture of

plants suitable for window and garden.

Commercial floriculture.—Studies in the propagation and cul-

ture of the leading florist crops. As facilities permit, students are

assigned space in >the greenhouses for practical experience in

the growing of roses, carnations, chrysanthemums, violets, sweet
peas, and other plants. Discussions on diseases, insects, botany,
and the packiug, handling, and marketing of cut-flowers and
plants for retail and wholesale markets. Classes participate in a
required excursion.

Garden flowers —Designed to acquaint the student with garden
plants and to give practical knowledge of the propagation and cul-

ture of the annuals, herbaceous perennials, bulbs, and shrubs used
for cut-flowers or in ornamental planting

Greenhouse construction —The development of the modern
greenhouse, types of houses, materials, and methods of construc-
tion, installation of heating systems, etc Laboratory practice in

erecting section of cypress and iron frame houses, ana in planning
and estimating the cost of commercial ranges for flower- and
vegetable-production. The class participates in a required excur-

Greenhouse management.—Studies of the principles and prao-
tiue of propagation, soils, potting, shifting, watering, ventilation,

and fumigation of plants cultivated by florists

Conservatory plants —A study of the culture and uses of tropica*

and subtropical plants grown »n conservatories, including palms,
ferns, begonias, orchids, eta

Floral design.—

A

study of the principles of floral art Practice

in the arrangement of flowers in designs and bouquets, baskets,

table decorations, interior decoration, etc

Greenhouse and garden practice.—Designed to give the student
practical knowledge of greenhouse work Lectures and exercises
in greenhouse management, propagation, composting soils, potting,
watering, etc

Investigation in floriculture—The investigation cjf problems in

the growing of cut-flowers, exotics, and garden flowers, hybridiz-

ing, study of varieties. Designed primarily for upper classmen and
graduate students

Elements of landscape gardening—Reconnaissance surveys and
mapping, with special reference to the methods used m landscape
gardening, detailed study of selected designs of leading landscape
gardeners, grade design, road design and field work

General design.—Field notes, examination of completed works
and those under construction, design of architec tural details, plant-
ing plans, gardens, parks anil private grounds, written reports of

individual problems
Civic art—The principles and applications of modern civic art,

including city design, city improvement, village improvement, and
rural improvement

Trees and shrubs —‘Plant material important to landscape gar-
dening, landscape value of eaoh plant with respect to adaptability
to the soil and situation and the use of the plant in design.

Advanced landscape design.— Real estate subdivisions and a
complete set of plans, including a sketch plan, general plan, report,

detailed study of architectural leaturea, grading plans, planting
plans, set of specifications, and estimate of cost

Landscape practice —Interpretation of topographic maps and
their relation to landscape design, calculation of cut and fill, quan-
tities of material

,
preparation of grading plans and working drawings

Exotics—Temporary decorative plants used in landscape
gardening

Plant m/nerials.—This course aims to make the student familiar
with the character of the trees, shrubs and herbaceous perennials
used in ornamental wqrk, and with the methods of propagating them

Decorative and bedding plants —Tropical and subtropical plants
used in decorative work m the conservatory, tender plants used
m outdoor bedding

Home vegetable-gardening—A study of vegetables and their
production for home use The planning and management of the
garden, special crop requirements, factors influencing quality, and
control of pests, will bo considered The laboratory work consists
of actual practice in the garden. The starting of early plants m
hotbeds and frames, intercropping and succession-cropping to
secure largest yields from small areas, are studied Each student
assumes charge of his own plants and carries them through to
the end of the term.

Commercial vegetable-gardening.—The principles of vegetable-
growing as applied m commercial production; the scope of the
industry and its opportunities, choice of location, equipment,
management. The vegetable crops are considered singly, as to
their adaptation, culture, special requirements, varieties, enemies,
marketing, and profits. The laboratory work inoludes exercises
in growing plants under glass and in the planting and oare of early
outdoor vegetables. Each student assumes full charge of his own
plantings.

For students specializing or desiring a fuller knowledge of
vegetable -gardening, another course is given, throughout the
year. Advantage is taken of the opportunity for practice in har-
vesting, packing, and marketing fall crops A two-days’ excursion
to two or three important vegetable-growing centers some time
during May constitutes a part of the course Each student
gives a part of his time to a special problem, to be agreed on.
Report on this problem is presented m typewritten form

Vegetable-forcing—Vegetable-growing under glass. Important
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forcing wop* Laboratory oocslate of practical arork in orap-
produotvoa Each student is assigned a plot in the greenhouse on
which he grows vegetables to maturity, assuming full charge except
in heating and ventilation. This is supplemented by descriptive
studies.

Systematic vegetable crops—Lectures and descriptive studies
dealing with vegetable crops, their origin and botany Special
attention is given to varieties, and their adaptation to different
cultural and market conditions. Th« important commercial types
of the different vegetables are grown in the garden each year, and
there is an abundance of first-hand material for the course.

Advanced vegetable-gardening—Tlie student’s time is divided
between advanced studies of vegetable crops and their culture and
the study of a special problem to be agreed upon. An excursion
to two or three important vegetable-growing centers constitutes
a part of this course

Elementary pomology —‘A study of the methods of propagation
and early care of commercial fruits, including the growing of seed-
lings, cuttings, and layers, the principles of budding, grafting,
priming, ana planting, the soils, varieties, and planting plans for
the orchard.

Practical pomology.—A study of the soils and varieties for the
orchard, cultivation, cover-crops, fertilization, spraying, pruning,
and thinning as practised in orchard management, the picking,
grading, packing, storing, and marketing of fruit This course
considers the apple, pear, quince, cherry, plum, apricot, and
peach.

Systematic pomology—A study of the varieties of the different
fruits and of nomenclature, with critical descriptions, special
reference being given to relationships and classification

Bush-fruits —A lecture course which considers the grape, rasp-
berry, blackberry, dewberry, currant, gooseberry, and strawberry
The topics discussed are varieties, planting, culture, picking,
grading, packing, and marketing.

Small-fruils and grapes—The strawberry, raspberry, black-
berry, dewberry, currant, gooseberry, grape History, extent of

cultivation, soil, location; fertilizers, propagation, planting, till-

age, pruning, insect enemies, diseases, varieties, harvesting,
marketing.

Spraying of fruit trees—A study of the preparation and applica-
tion of the spray mixtures used in orchard practice.

Nuciculture —Lectures on the practical and systematic phases
of nut-culture, with special reference to the cultivation and improve-
ment of the forms native to the United States

Subtropical pomology—A study of citrous and other tropical
fruits, with special reference to American conditions. Laboratory
work in describing and Judging the various fruits

Plant-propagation —Grafts, buds, layers, cuttings, seeds

Systematic pomology—A course designed primarily for gradu-
ates and students who are preparing to do experimental work A
study of the characters and botanical relationships of the fruits of

the United .States Each student is required to collect and mount
a number of varieties and species.

Research in pomology —Original investigation of problems m
pomology. A typewritten thesis is roquircd.

The equipment for the horticultural work usually
consists of classrooms, laboratories with tables and
sometimes equipped for microscopic work, and her-
baria; workrooms in which practice may be had in

the mixing of soils, the compounding of spraying
materials, the testing of machines, the study of vege-
tables and fruits, and the like; range of glasshouses;

and a number of acres of land for gardens and orchards
Sometimes the orchard area amounts to fifty and
more acres In some colleges the plant-breeding is

included with the horticulture* and in some of those

that are least differentiated the plant pathology and
economic entomology are also included, as also forestry.

In the courses detailed above, all these subjects are

excluded as horticulture, since they are likely to be
handled in regular departments by themselves m num-
bers of different Courses.

The subject of landscape architecture, or landscape
gardening, has developed in the institutions in the
United States from two sides When it is an offshoot
of colleges or departments of architecture, or when
strongly dominated by architectural ideas, it is likely

to be Known as landscape architecture In the agri-

cultural colleges, however, the subject has developed
mostly from the horticultural or gardening side, and has
usually been called landscape gardening. As a part of

the curriculum, landscape gardening is given more or
less attention in nearly all the land-grant institutions.

In three or four of them, however, the subject is now
being given special and professional attention, as also

at Harvard. Two institutions in this country give a
post-graduate degree, Master of Landscape Arcmtec-
ture or Master of Landscape Design.

Other farm of karticuUwal teaching.

The colleges of agriculture are engaged rather largely
in extension work, the extension meaning all educa-
tional efforts prosecuted at the homes and on the
farms of the people. The extension work is welfare
work, and it is properly a necessary part of an insti-

tution that is maintained by the people for the ser-

vice of the people Some of this extension work is

horticultural. It comprises tests and experiments in

orchards, gardens, and greenhouses; cooperation with
growers’ associations; surveys of conditions and indus-
tries; the issuing of popular bulletins and other litera-

ture, lecture-courses, reading-courses, and much corres-
pondence See Extension Teaching in Horticulture,

page 1199.
The experiment and research work of the institutions

is also of course educational, but this effort is reserved for

separate discussion See Experiment Stations
,
page 1 195

In the public schools, there is now a strong senti-

ment for tne introduction of agriculture. This pertains
in all parts of the United States and Canada This
agricultural instruction will be organized eventually
on the same basis as other instruction m the common
schools. Agriculture will include a great variety of

subjects, tne horticultural affairs being given their

due consideration This will result in a gradual re-

direction of the youthful mind toward horticultural

and other rural pursuits.

The nature-study movement is widespread and
established, and the material of the teaching is largely

of plants. School-gardening is growing in popularity
and importance. All these subjects are finding their

way into normal schools and colleges, in some of which
there is definite horticultural work for the training of

teachers Correspondence courses, the rural press,

state departments of agriculture, and other agencies
and enterprises are also forwarding horticultural educa-
tion as a part of the general rural betterment

In the United States and Canada, horticulture is

largely a training for citizenship, on the basis of gen-
eral collegiate education The Americans have had a
continental area to discover and to conquer; they are

endeavoring to conquer it by many means, and the
most fundamental means is by organizing all industry
educationally. The horticultural subjects are impor-
tant not only m themselves but in their personal appeal,
and the organizing of horticultural knowledge into
large plans and methods of human training is one of

the best privileges of any people. L. H. B.

EEL-GRASS: Vallisneria spiralis.

EGGPLANT (Soldnum Melongbna, Linn.). Solan-
acex. Guinea Squash. Aubergine of the French.
Strong perennial herb or sub-shrub, grown as a vege-
table-garden annual for its large fruits, which are eaten

cooked; requires a long warm
season
The eggplant is native of the

tropics, probably from the East
Indies, but its native land is not
known. It is cultivated to a
greater or less extent throughout
the entire tropical regions. The
first reports of its use as a vege-

1378. Route corolla ***>*«
,

come *rom India, hence

of eggplant ;
stamens the above assumption. In the

connivent. United States it is cultivated
as a vegetable as far north as

New York, but it usually grows to greater perfection
in the southern states. It is much grown m Florida.

The demands for it in the early months of the year
have not been fully supplied. Its cultivation demands
a specialist as much as either celery or tobacco, while
the specialization must be in a different direction

from that of either one of these. Nearly all of the fruit
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that grows to proper size is edible, and there is no
special demand for particular flavors. Eggplants are
forced under glass to a limited extent for home use.

They require the temperature of a tomato house, and
great care must be taken to keep off red-spider and

mites. In order to insure
large fruits, practise arti-

ficial pollination. Non-
pollinated fruits will grow
for a time, but always
remain small (Fig. 1379).

Soil .—Eggplant will

grow on almost any land
m the South, but it de-
velops to greater perfec-
tion on a rich, deep, loamy
soil free from debris. In
the clay districts this is

not easily secured, but
there are often small fields

that are sufficiently dry
and yet contain enougn
sand to make eggplant-
growing profitable. No
matter whether clay land,

loam or sandy land be
employed for raising this

1379. Non-pollmated fruit. crop, it will be necesssary
to plow deeply and thor-

oughly. The land should be drier than that required

by cabbage or beets. In fact it will stand a greater

drought than the ordinary vegetables. On the other

hand, one should not attempt to grow a crop on land

that is composed of large particles, such lands as are

ordinarily called “thirsty’
5
in the vegetable-growing

sections of Florida
Fertilizer—On the coastal plains of the South

Atlantic and Gulf States, barn manure is of doubtful
value for fertilizing eggplant. When it is advisable to

use this material, it is preferable to compost it and use
it in the form of well-rotted stable manure A cheaper
and at the same time preferable way of securing the
humus necessary in the loamy sands is to grow legumi-
nous plants that are not subject to root-knot Such
plants will give much more humus and at a cheaper

g
rice than can be obtained by the use of stable manure.
>n the loamy sands, the fertilizer should not be applied

until after the plants have been set out and have
started. A small quantity is then applied by hand or

by drill. On very poor land, as much as 200 to 500
pounds of a good home-mixed fertilizer should be used.

In the course of two to four weeks, the eggplants will

have shown the effect of the fertilizer and by this time
will be making a considerable growth. A second appli-

cation may then be made of as much more, or twice as
much as was used the first time. Later in the season,

when the plants are beginning to make bloom buds or
setting the fruit woll

;

an after-dressing of nitrate of

soda could be applied if the plants show need of further
fertilizing, using it at the rate of 100 to 300 pounds to
the acre. This can be applied very readily by hand or
by the use of a fertilizer drill. The hand method is

more economical of fertilizer but more costly in apply-
ing. On the heavy clay lands less potash will be needed
and in those places m which a stiff clay is employed
for gardening purposes, the potash may be reduced to 4
or 5 per cent, or even eliminated. Ammonia and phos-
phoric acid are needed on nearly all the soils.

Propagating the seedlings .—The time required to
bring plants into bearing from seeds varies with the
condition of the soil and the temperature. During cool

weather the plants grow very slowly/but during hot
weather they grow rapidly and mature fruit in much
less time. Those who wish to have early fruit and are
able to use hotbeds or propagating-houses should sow
the seed 120 to 150 days before the fruit is wanted. Pre-

pare the hotbeds as for other seedlings, and sow m rows
a few inches apart. When these are beginning to show
their leaves or when the seedlings are beginning to look
spindly, they should be pricked out and transferred to
another bed. In this each plant should be given about
a 2-inch square; then they may be forced until the plants
crowd one another in the bed, when they should be
transferred again. When the plants have attained the
size of 6 inches, and the atmosphere will permit, they
may be set out in the field. A somewhat more laborious,

but at the same time more successful plan, is to plant
the seedlings m 2-inch flower-pots and then shift to

larger ones as often as the plants become pot-bound or
crowd one another in the bed. Fig 1380 represents
a plant three-tenths natural size, just taken from a flower-
pot and ready to be shifted to a larger one. By shifting

until 6-mch pots are reached, the eggplant may be
forced along without injury to blooming size or even
to a size when fruit is beginning to set, and then set out
in the field without injury to the plants or crop Egg-
plant-growers should bear m mind constantly that from
the time of sprouting the seeds to the harvesting of the
crop, the plants cannot stand a severe shock in their

growth without detriment to the crop When the plant
is once started, it should then be forced right along and
never allowed to become stunted during its growth
The amount of damage done by neglecting plants
before they are set in the field varies with the severity

of the shock and the length of time dunng which the
lant undergoes the disadvantageous conditions If it

ecomes necessary to harden the plants off before
setting them in the field, this should be done gradually.

Culture in the field—After the field has been thor-

oughly prepared in the way of plowing and fertilizing,

which should have been done at least tw o weeks before
the plants were set out, the rows should be laid off 3 to 4
feet apart The plants may be set 2 to 4 feet apart m
the row’, varying with the varieties to be used and the
soil Tillage should be continued and varied according
to the conditions of the weather. In a wet season it is

well to cultivate the land as deeply as possible, while m
dry w’eather cultivation should be shallow, simply
sufficient to keep the weeds from growing, to keep the
soil well aired, and to keep mulching of dry soil on the
land. Under ordinary circumstances it does not pay
to prune or pinch out the buds, but when the season is

short this may be
resorted to with
some advantage.
If it is desirable

to have the fruit

attain a certain

size before frost,

one may begin to

pine h out the
blossoms and new
growth about
three weeks before
its usual occur-
rence. This same
process will be of

advantage when
the fruit is to be
brought into mar-
ket at a certain

time. A great
many attempts
have been made 138°* PoH^own plant ready for setting

to hold eggplants
111 the fleld *

over the summer, that is to have a spring cropping and
then allow the plants to remain m the field, cultivate

them up and make a fall crop from the old stalks.

Sometimes this process is successful but generally
speaking it is a wasteful and expensive method. The ola
plants that have borne a crop should be discarded and
a fresh seed-bed started to bring the plants m at the
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time desired. If about 150 days are allowed from the
time of sowing the seed, the grower will have a good
field of fresh plants to start m with, which will produce
a higher quality and larger quantity of fruit.

Marketing .—It is better to cut the fruit from the
plant than to attempt to break it, especially if the work
is being done by careless laborers. After cutting the
fruit, it may be placed m large baskets and hauled to

the packing-house for crating Each fruit should be
wrapped separately in heavy paper, either manila or
brown, and care must be exercised not to wrap it

while moist. Formerly the large crate was generally
employed, but in the last ten years there has been a
decided tendency toward reducing the size of the crate.

The eggplant crate is now about double the size of the
bean crate, and usually ships at the 80-pound rate.

The eggplant is regarded as a staple vegetable, con-
sequently fancy wrapping-paper or fancy methods of

packing do not pay for the trouble. It stands shipment
well to distant markets, so that freight shipments are
usually employed At times m the winter and spring,

the price of eggplant becomes very high and then the
shipments go forward by express.

Varieties —There are only a few varieties offered in

the market. The New York Improved Spineless
matures a little earlier than the Black Pekin. The New
York Purple (Fig. 1381), Black Pekin and the New
York Spineless are excellent for shipping purposes.
The above varieties aic the black-fruited, and the most
popular in the United States, while the white-fruited
sorts are said to be the most popular in Europe. For
home use, the w lute-fruited varieties are preferable, but
as these make poor sellers in the United States, one
must raise the purple sorts for market. For home
gardens, the early and small Early Dwarf Purple (Fig.

1382) is useful It is particularly recommended for

northern climates There are three main types of egg-
plants, as follows The commoner garden varieties,

Solanum Melongena var. escvlentum, Bailey (Figs 1381,

1383)

;
the long-fruited or “serpent” varieties, S Melon-

gena var. serpenlxnum, Bailey, the Early Dwarf Purple
type var. depression, Bailey (Fig 1382) See Solanum.
The so-called Chinese eggplant is a different species, for

which consult Solanum
Seed-growing .—This is by no means a difficult opera-

tion and may be done profitably in certain sections of

the South For this purpose all defective or dwarfed
plants m the field should be cut out By a little atten-

tion one will be able to know when the seeds have
matured sufficiently for gathering. At this time the
eggs usually turn a lighter color or even somewhat
yellow. The fruit should be gathered and carried to the

packing-house, where it may be It ft in a pile for two or
three days, as there is very little danger from rotting.

When a sufficient number have been collected, the
laborers may be set to paring off the extra amount of

meat on the outside of the seed The remaining core
may then be cut longitudinally into quarters or eighths.

1382. Sprays of Early Dwarf Purple eggplant.

using a dull knife to avoid cutting the seed. After a
quantity of these have been pared, they may be placed
in a barrel and covered with water The barrel should
not be made more than two-thirds full. In a day or
two fermentation will set in and the mekty portion
will macerate from the seed. The seed may then be
separated from die meat by means of sieves, using
first wide-meshed ones to remove the meat and then
finer-meshed ones to screen out the seed from the finer

pulp. The seed should not be allowed to stand more
than two or three days m the macerating barrel, as
the heat evolved by fermentation and the heat of the
summer is liable to cause them to germinate After
separating the seed from the pulp, it should be dried
in the shade and wrapped in secure packages By
covering with tin-foil or oil-paper, the atmospheric
moisture will be kept out and molding prevented

Diseases —The most destructive of diseases in the
lower South is a blight fungus which attacks the plant
just beneath the surface of the ground, causing the

softer tissues at this point to rot off and the plant
to die. The fungus is not able to penetrate the
harder portion of the stem, consequently the plant
lingers along for weeks after being attacked A
number of attempts have been made to cause this

blight fungus to produce fruiting organs so it could
be classified, but up to the present this has proved
futile In such cases as this there is no remedy.
After the plant is attacked, it is usually doomed.
Much, however, can be done m the way of prevent-
ing the spread of this fungus If all plants are

destroyed as soon as found to be affected, the fungus
cannot perfect its sclerotia, or rusting state, and
thus its propagating is prevented. The normal home
of this fungus is in decaying vegetable matter If,

therefore, a field is kept free from this sort of

material one will do much to prevent this fungus
from being present Some soluble form of fungi-

cide, as Eau Celeste or potassium sulfide, may be
sprayed about the roots of the plants to good ad-
vantage. Practise rotation of crops. A second
form of blight is caused by Bacillus solanacearum.
This disease has its origin of infection in the
leaves, and is introduced by means of insects
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which have fed upon diseased plants and carried the
infection to the well ones. The disease works rapidly
down the tissues and causes the death of the leaf and
finally of the whole plant. The only remedy for this is

to destroy all plants that are affected with the disease

as soon as detected, and kill off all insects. When this

disease is known to be present in a section, it is best to

set the plants as far apart as practicable. In this way
the danger of infection from insects is somewhat
reduced. When the disease is known to be present in a
field it should not be planted to this crop. Anthracnose
(Gloeosponum melongense) does not cause great damage
to this crop, but is one of the agents that reduce the
profits. “It may be recognized by its producing decided
pits m the fruit, upon which soon appear minute

1383. Long White eggplant.

blotches bordered with pink ” Bordeaux mixture may
be used to good advantage for preventing this disease.

Phoma 8olam frequently causes dampmg-off in the
hotbed. It often renders a whole bed worthless. Plants
affected with this fungus usually fall over as if eaten
off by some insect. Some plants, however, continue a
miserable existence and finally die. Careful examina-
tion will reveal the point of injury, which is at the
ground-level. The best preventive is to use well-

drained beds and then avoid excessive watering. When
dampmg-off is detected in a seedling bed, the atmos-
phere and surface soil should be dried as rapidly as

possible, followed by one application of fungicide.

Insect enemies .—Among the most annoying of the
insect enemies is the cutworm (larvae of Noctudiae).
These msects are almost omnipresent, and when nearly
full grown are liable to cut off plants that are 4 Of 5

inches high. It is not common for on© insect to cut off

more than a single plant, but in ordinarily fertile soil

there are enough cutworms present to destroy the
entire field. So that, on the whole, it becomes very
annoying. When these insects are quite destructive, it

is possible to kill them with poisoned bran or poisoned

cottonseed meal, sweetened with syrup or sugar.

Another insect that does more or less damage is the
cotton bollworm (Heliothis armiger) . This insect does
its damage by boring a hole into the stems or the fruit.

In the latter case it causes it to rot before it is picked,
or possibly in transit. As the fruit becomes larger there
is less danger of attack from this insect, so that the
mam trouble occurs m the earlier stages of its growth.
The eggplant aphis (Siphonophora cucurbit#) is one of
the most annoying pests to this crop. It usually makes
its appearanoe about the time the crop is fit to ship,

and appears m such numbers that the plants are ruined
m the course of a week of two. The insect attacks the
lower surface of the leaveB, making it difficult to reach
the pests with insecticides, but persistent efforts and a
good tobacco decoction, applied with a fine nozzle,
will give considerable relief. Sulfur spray or other
mild contact insecticide will be found more uniformly
effective than tobacco decoction Whale-oil soap is an
excellent insecticide to use. Kerosene emulsion and
insecticides made frem the miscible oils, largely em-
ployed in proprietary insecticides, should be avoided.
While they may be used effectively, there is consider-
able danger from scalding m handling by indifferent
laborers. p. H. Rolfs.

EGLANTINE : Roaa mlnginosa, ulao applied to Rubut Kt/lan-

tena, Roaa Eglantsna, and perhapa Lonicera Periclumrnum

EGYPTIAN LOTUS: Ngmphxa Lotus', also Nelumbium.

EHK&TIA (G. D. Ehret, botanical painter, born in

Germany, 1708 or 1710, died in England 1770). Bor-
agindoese Tender trees and shrubs, found in the
warmer regions of the world.

Plants with or without rough, short hairs: lvs alter-

nate, entire or dentate fls small, often white, in cymes,
corymbs, terminal panicles, or rarely all borne in the
upper axils; calyx 5-parted or -cleft; corolla short-fun-

nelform to rotate, with 5 obtuse spreading lobes;

stamens 5, affixed in the tube, exserted or rarely
included, the filaments very slender; style 2-lobed or
-parted' fr a small drupe, usually containing two
2-celIed 2-seeded nutlets —Species 40-50, the larger

number in the Old World tropics, but widely dispersed
about the globe. A few species are planted m S. Calif,

and perhaps elsWhere along the southern parts.

a. Lvs. toothed.

b. Foliage hairy.

HiacroflhfHa, Wall. Tree: lvs. 6-8 in. long, broadly
elliptic, acuminate, bristly above and soft-hairy beneath,
serrate: panicle terminal, pubescent; calyx ciliate: fr.

globose, obscurely 4-grooved. Himalayas, China.

bb. Foliage not hairy.

acuminata, R. Br. (E. serrdta, Roxbg.). Helio-
trof* Tree. Tree, to 40 ft.: lvs. 3-4 in. long, elliptic

to oblong, acuminate, serrate: panicles terminal and
axillary; fls. clustered, sessile; corolla-tube very short.

Trop. Asia, Japan ana Austral. B.R. 13:1097. Hardy
at Arnold Arboretmh.

aa. Lvs. usually not toothed.

ellfptica, DC. Tree, 15-50 ft. high: lvs. oval or

oblong, sometimes serrate, nearly smooth, or with
minute hairs and very rough above: fls. small, white,

fragrant, ifi cymes or panicles; calyx-lobes broad-lanceo-
late and acute, as long as the corolla-tube: fr. a vellow
globose drupe, the size of a small pea, with edible thin

pulp. Texas, Mex. Wilhelm Miller.
L. H. B.f

EICHH6RNIA (after J. A. F. Eichhorn, a Prussian
Minister, born 1779). Pontedendcese. Tropical aquatic
herbs, grown for showy flowers and interesting habit.

Perennial, floating, rooting at the nodes: immersed
lvs. on young sis. linear; emerged lvs. obovate or
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rounded (or rarely lanceolate), the petioles in some
species much inflated and acting as buoys: fls. in a
spike or panicle, the scape 1-lvd.; perianth funnel-
shape with a long or short tube; stamens 6, attached
unequally in the tube, part of them exserted; ovary
sessile, 3-celled; style filiform: fr. a caps, contained in

the withering perianth, ovoid to linear.—About a half-

dozen species in S. Amer
,
one reaching Afr.

This genus includes the water hyacinth (see Fig.

1384), the famous “million-dollar weed” that obstructs
navigation jn the St, John’s River, Florida, and is a
source of wonder and delight in every collection of

tender aquatics in the North. The curious bladders
made by the inflation of the petioles help the plant
to float freely. About flowering time the plant sends
down anchoring roots which, if the water be only 3 or
4 inches deep, penetrate the soil. The true hyacinths
belong m an allied family (Liliaceec) ; the pickerel

weed, in the allied genus Pontederia, the ovary of which
by abortion is one-celled, and each cell one-ovuled,
while Eichhornia is three-celled and many-ovuled.
The plants of this family have been greatly confused
botamcally, partly because the fugacious, membra-
nous flowers are not well preserved in dried specimens,
and partly because of variation m form of leaves,

depending upon whether the plants grow m deep or
shallow water, or in mud The common water hya-
cinth sends out two kinds of roots, the horizontal ones
often thick and fleshy, and apparently for reproductive
purposes, the vertical ones long, slender, and clothed
with innumerable small, horizontal fibers.

The flowers are most beautiful, and the plant is

worthy of special cultivation It is often called a water-
orchid, being of such delicate coloring and texture.

The Diants must be more or less stationary although it

is a floating plant, for they will not flower when drifted

about by any light breeze or where the water is 2 or
more feet deep as is often the case where nymphaeas are

grown A depth of 9 to 12 inches of water is sufficient

with a guard to keep the plants in bounds. Good soil

underneath is necessary so that the plants will derive
some nourishment They will grow rapidly and flower

profusely all through the season, and it may be
necessary to thm out the plants, for when too crowded
the petioles will become elongated and the plants

unsightly They can also be grown in a tub or tank
observing the same method of culture. Propagated by
division (Wm Tncker.)

a Lf stalks inflated: inner perianth-segms. not

serrated.

erfissipes, Solms (E. specidsa
,
Kunth. Pontedkna

erdssipes, Mart ) Fig 1384 Lvs. in tufts, all con-
stricted at the middle, bladder-like below, sheathed,

many-nerved* scape 1 ft. long, with wavy-margined
sheaths at and above the middle; fls about 8 in a loose

spike, pale violet, 6-lobed, the upper lobe larger and hav-
ing a large patch of blue, with an oblong or pear-shaped
spot of bright yellow m the middle; stamens 3 long and
3 short, all curved upward toward the tip Brazil.

B.M. 2932 (as Pontederia azurea). I.H. 34:14. A.F.
5:511. Var. mkjor, Hort

,
has rosy lilac fls. Var.

afirea, Hort., has yellowish fls.

aa. Lf.-stalks not inflated: inner perianth-segms.

beautifully serrate.

azfirea, Kunth. Lvs. on long or short not-inflated

petioles, very variable in size and shape: scape often as

stout as the lf.-stalk, gradually dilated into a hooded
spathe; fls. scattered or crowded in pairs along a stout,

hairy, sessile rachis; perianth bright pale blue, hairy
outside, inner segms beautifully toothed, the upper a
trifle larger, with a heart-shaped spot of yellow, which
is margined with white. Brazil. B.M. 6487. G.C. II.

25:17. I.H. 34:20. R.H. 1890:540.—One plant will

become 5 or 6 ft. across in a season.

B. panicul&ta, Spreng. Fla. in a compound spike or panicle, 2-
hpppd, purple and blue and with large white spots: lvs. loqg-
petioled, cordate-acuminate, without petiole bladders, at. 12-18 in.,
often several. B M. 6020 (as E tricolor)

Wilhelm Milleb.
ELAJAGNUS (ancient Greek name, meaning a kind

of wfllow; from elaios, olive). Eheagn&ceae. Shrubs and
small trees, grown chiefly for their handsome foliage
and for their ornamental fruits, edible in a few species.

Deciduous or evergreen, sometimes spiny: lvs. alter-
nate, short-petioled, entire, clothed more or less with
silvery or brownish scales: fls axillary, solitary or in
clusters, apetafous, perfect; perianth campanulate or
tubular, 4-lobed; stamens 4, included, on very short
filaments: fr. a l-seeded drupe.—About 40 species m
S. Eu., Asia and N Amer Monograph by Servettaz
in Bot Centralblatt, Beihefte 25, pt. 2:1-128 (1908).

1384. Eichhorma crassipeg.

These are highly ornamental shrubs with handsome
foliage and mostly decorative fruits; the flowers are
inconspicuous, but mostly fragrant Some of the
deciduous species, as E. argentea, E multiflora and E.
umbeUata, are hardy North, while the evergreen ones
are hardy only South. A distinct feature of some
species, as E argentea, E. angustifolia and E. parmfoha,
is the conspicuous silvery hue of their foliage, while
E. midtiflora and E umbeUata are the most ornamental
in fruit.

They grow ip almost any well-dramed soil, including
limestone, and prefer sunny position. Propagation is

by seeds which do not germinate until the second year
and ought to be stratified and sown the second spring,

and by cuttings of mature and half-ripened wood; also

sometimes increased by layers and by root-cuttings;

varieties and rarer kinds can be grafted on seedlings

of vigorous-growing species.

ogustifolia, 1.

rgentea, 5.

urea, 7.

urto-maculcUa, 7.

ureo-vanegala, 7.

redenci variegata,

INDEX.

horterms, 1
japonica, 2
wngtpes, i
imcrophylla, 6
znaculata, 7
multiflora, 4.

orientals, 1.

ovata, 4

pungens, 7.
reftexa, 7.
rotundifolia, 4.
Simom, 7.

spinosa, 1.

tricolor, 7.

umbeUata, 2, 3.

variegata, f.

a. Lvs. deciduous.

b. Wmter-buds and lvs. beneath and usually the branchr

lets silvery white
,
without any brown scales.

1. angustifdlia, Linn. (E horUnsis, Bieb.). Oleas-
ter. Shrub or sro»H tree ta 29 ft., sometimes spiny:
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lvs. lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, quite entire, light

green above, 2-3 in. long: fls. short-pedicelled, 1-3,

axillary, on the lower parts of the branches; perianth

campanulate, tube about as long as hmb, yellow within,

fragrant; style at the base included by a tubular disk:

fr. oval, yellow, coated with silvery scales. June. S.

Eu. W. Asia to W. Himalayas. Var. orient&lis, Dipp.

(E. orientdlis
,
Linn. f. E. horUnsis var. orientalis,

Schlecht.). Often spineless: lvs. often oblong or oval,

usually rounded at the base, clothed more with stellate

hairs beneath than with scales, usually glabrous above
at length: fr. rather large to 1 in. long. A G. 21:405,

519, 613, 645. Var. spindsa, Schneid. (E. spinbsa,

Linn.). Spiny: lvs. linear-lanceolate or lanceolate,

narrowed at the base, scaly above and densely scaly

beneath: fr. smaller. L.B.C. 14:1339. B.R. 1156.

2.

p&rvifdlia, Royle (E japdmca, Ilort E. umbel-

Idta var. parnfolia, Servettaz). Shrub or small tree

to 20 ft., with erect sts. and spiny, spreading branches:
lvs. elliptic-ovate or oblong-lanceolate, crisped at the
margin, usually with stellate hairs above, glabrous at

length, silvery beneath, VA~Z in. long: fls. axillary,

usually crowded on short lateral branchlets, short-

pedicelled; perianth narrow, tube longer than limb,

whitish within, fragrant: fr. globose or nearly so,

densely silvery when young, pink when ripe, ^in.

1385. Elseagnus multiflora. ( X M)

long. June; fr in Aug. Himalayas, China, Japan.
BR.,29:51. Mn 5:145.—Not quite hardy N. Some-
times cult under the name of E. reflexa, which species,

however, is evergreen. Var. japomca macrophylla is

advertised but probably does not belong to this species.

bb. Winter-buds and branchlets with reddish or yellowish

brown scales and sometimes silvery besides: lvs.

silvery white beneath
,
often with few brown scales.

c Fr. juicy
,
scarlet-red or brownish red.

3. umbell&ta, Thunbg. Spreading shrub, to 12 ft.,

often spiny, with yellowish brown branchlets, often

partially silvery: lvs. elliptic or oval to ovate-oblong,

above usually with silvery scales while young, some-
times glabrous, often crisped at the margin, 1)^-3 in.

long: fls. yellowish white, fragrant, 1-7 in the axils,

usually crowded on short lateral branchlets, tube much
longer than the limb, slender: fr. globose or oval,

scarlet, J^-^m. long, erect, on stalks ArVim. long,

clothed with silvery scales, mixed with brown scales

while young. May, June; fr. in Sept., Oct. M.D.G.
1899:569. A.G. 12:206 R.H. 1901, p. 85. S.I.F. 2:54.

4. multifl&ra, Thunbg. (E. Idngipes, Gray. E.
eduhs, Sieb.). Gumi. Fig. 1385. Shrub, to 6 ft., with
reddish brown branchlets: lvs. elliptic, ovate or obo-
vate-oblong, with stellate hairs above, usually glabrous

at length, mostly with scattered browij scales beneath,

1-2^2 in- long: fls. usually solitary in the axils, some-
times 2 on the lower part of the branches or on short

branchlets, yellowish white, fragrant; tube as long as

the limb: fr. pendulous, oblong, %m. long, scarlet, on

slender pedicels, much longer than the fr.; fr. with
brown scales when young, ripening in June or July, of

agreeable, slightly acid flavor. April, May. Japan,
China BM 7341. L.I. 4 GF. 1:499. 6.C. 1873:
1014. GM 31.715. B.H. 33:217. FE 13:830. AG.
1890:565 M.D G. 1901 .573. Gng. 1.275, 277. Var.
rotundifdlia. Servettaz (E. rotundifdha, Gagnaire)
Lvs. broadly oval, half-evergreen, glabrous above.
Var. ov&ta, Servettaz. Lvs usually with stellate hairs

above while young
?
soon glabrous* fls. 1-3: fr. oval,

A~Am- long, nodding, with brown scales when young,
ripening July or Aug

;
pedicels Am. long or longer.

Japan M.D G. 1899.569 (as E multiflora). Var crlspa,

Servettaz. Similar to the preceding var., usually spiny:
lvs. oblong-lanceolate

.
pedicels as long as fr.

cc Fr. rather dry, silvery white.

5. arg6ntea, Pursh. Silvekberry Erect shrub, to 12
ft., spineless, stolomferous, with reddish brown branch-
lets: lvs ovate or oblong-lanceolate, silvery on both sides,

often with scattered brown scales beneatn, 1-3 in. long:

fls. 1-3, axillary, yellow within, fragrant, fr oval or
roundish oval, densely clothed with silvery scales, short-

pedicelled, A~Ain. long. May, June Canada, south
to Que

,
Minn., Utah. B.B. (ed 2) 2:576 B M. 8369

aa. Lvs. evergreen: usually flowering m fall.

6. macrophylla, Thunbg Spineless shrub, to 6 ft

,

with silvery white branchlets: lvs broad-ovate or

broad-elliptic, on stout and rather long petioles, scaly

above, usually glabrous at length, silvery white beneath

:

fls axillary, with silvery and brownish scales outside;

tube campanulate, abruptly narrowed at the base, as
long as limb. Japan B.M 7638 GC III 25:90.

7. pungens, Thunbg Spreading shrub, to 6 ft
,
mostly

spiny, with brown branchlets* lvs. oval or oblong, undu-
late and often crenulate at the margin, at length gla-

brous above, silvery beneath, more or less interspersed

with brown scales, 2- 1 in long fls in axillary clusters,

tube cylindrical, slightly narrowed at the base, longer
than the limb* fr short-stalked, about %in long,

with silvery and brown scales Japan Var. Frederici
varieg&ta, Servettaz Lvs. with yellow center and green
margin Var. macul&ta, Hurt (var aiireo-maculata,

Hort ). With a large yellow blotch in the middle A
G. 13:122. AF. 23*1015. Var. Simom, Rehd. (E
Slmoni, Carr.). Lvs rather large, oblong-elliptic, with
few brown scales beneath or nearly without Var.
Slmoni tricolor, Hort Lvs like the former, but
variegated with jellowish and pinkish white Var
reflexa, Rehd (E. reflexa, Morr & Decne ). Branches
elongated and flexile: lvs ovate-lanceolate, acute or
acuminate, lustrous above, only scaly while young,
ferrugineous below HU 4.328 Var varieg&ta, Rehd
(var aurea, Servettaz., var aureo-varugata, Hort ). Lvs
margined yellowish white. G M 54:327

E. ferrualnea, A. Rich. Spinele-js evergreen shrub, with spread-
ing brown brunches lvs with yellowish anil brown scales beneath
perianth with quadrangular, abruptly contracted tube fr long-
stalked Japan —E gh'ibrn

, Thunbg Spineless evergreen shrub,
with brown branches lvs shining ubove, with yellow and brown
scales beneath perianth with slender, tubular tube, gradually
narrowed toward the base, twice as long as the limb, fr short-
stalked Japan. S IF 2 54. ALFRED REHDER.

\

ELiEIS (Greek, olive). Palmdcese, tribe Cocoineae.

Tropical spineless palms with pinnate foliage, of which
the best known is the oil palm of western Africa, whose
red fruits, borne in large clusters, yield the palm oil of

commerce, which is used m making candles and soap
Leaves terminal, numerous, large and pinnately

divided, the segms. sword-shaped, the margins in some
species spiny: spadix short and thick. Young plants
are grown for ornament in S. Calif., and in the N., but
it is not hardy outdoors in U. S., according to Fran-
ceschi. The other 6 species are from Trop. S. Amer.
The genus is separated from Cocos by the 1-3-seeded
frs., with 3 pores above the middle.
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guineSnsis. Jacq. Oil Palm. Sts. stout, 20-30 ft.,

coarsely ana deeply ringed: lvs. 10-15 ft.; petiole
spiny-serrate; lfts. 50-60. linear-lanceolate, acute, the
same color above and below. F.S. 14 : 1492.—From an
early stage in growth, this is one of the most ornamental
palms. Until it reaches several feet in height, it is a
slow grower, consequently one does not see much of it,

except in collections. It does best in a warm tempera-
ture, although it will thrive in an intermediate house.
Seeds are always obtainable from several of the large
European houses. It is but little grown as a commercial
palm, as young plants do not show their full character.
Given same treatment as Areca lutescens

,
will grow

well. This treatment includes night temperature of
65° and plenty of water. Jared G. Smith.

N. TAYLOR.f

EUEOCARPUS (Greek, olive-fruit) Elxocarpaceae;
formerly included in Tiliacex. Tropical trees, with
showy flowers, in their juvenile stages also sometimes
cultivated under glass.

Leaves simple, usually alternate; to 50 and 60 ft

high or some of them practically shrubs in cult : fls.

perfect or polygamous, m axillary racemes; sepals dis-

tinct, 4 or 5; petals 4 or 5, cut or fringed (rarely entire),

attached about a thickened toms; stamens many
(rarely 8-12), with long-awned anthers opening by a
slit at the apex; ovary 2-5-celled: fr a drupe, with a
large and bony stone, sometimes 1-celled by abortion.
—Perhaps 100 species, in the Old World tropics. They
are little known in cult, but are sometimes mentioned
in greenhouse lists. The pulp of the fr. in some species
is said to be edible; and the interesting sculptured
stones of some kinds (as of the bead-tree of India, E
Gamtrus, Roxbg ) are used for beads, heads of orna-
mented pms, and other decorations They propagate
by ripened shoots with the lvs. left on, and also by
seeds when obtainable

grandifldrus. J. Smith. A much-branched shrub,
about 7 ft high under glass’ lvs. considerably clustered
at the ends of branches, 3-6 in. long, broadly lanceolate;
petiole 1 in. long, with a few distant saw-teeth, or
more or less round-toothed or wavy-margined : sepals

5, red outside, white inside; petals 5, white or pale
yellow, silky outside, fringed Java. B.M. 4680 (as

Monocera grandiflora). F S 8:817. J.F. 4:339.—Lvs.
rather leathery, dark green above, paler beneath.
Warmhouso. Prop, by cuttings of nearly ripened
wood.

cv&neus, Sims (E reticuldtus
,
Smith). Under glass

a shrub, but in the wild a small tree and sometimes
reaching 60 ft

,
glabrous’ lvs elliptic-oblong, or lance-

oblong, acuminate, prominently reticulate: fls. cream-
white, fringed, in loose racemes that are shorter than
the lvs

;
stamens many: drupe globular or nearly so,

blue (whence the specific name). Austral. B.M. 1737.

B.R 657 G.C. Ill 36:272
;

51:393. G.M. 55:423.
G. 34:389. Gn. 77, p. 301. L. H. IM-

BUE0C6CCA: A It urxtes cordate.

EL£0D£NDR0N (Greek for olive tree
,
from the

resemblance of the fruit). Celastr&cex. Tropical
shrubs or small trees, some kinds of which are grown
in the juvenile state under glass for the interesting

foliage.

Leaves simple, entire or crenate, opposite or alter-

nate, thickish, frequently evergreen: fls. inconspicuous,
greenish or white, m axillary or lateral clusters; calyx
usually 4-5-parted; petals 4-5, and exceeding the
calyx; stamens 4-5, inserted under the edge of the
thick disk; ovary single, mostly 3-celled; style very
short: fr. a small fleshy or nearly dry drupe.—Species
probably upward of 40, in Afr., India to Austral., and
somewhat in S. Amer. Very closely allied to Cassme, a
South African genus.

orient&le, Jacq. A graceful and handsome plant: the
mature lvs. are very different from the juvenile lvs.,

being obovate, obtuse, crenate, cuneate at base, and
2-3 in. long, and the slender graceful young lvs. pass
into them by gradual transition : fls. less than %in.
across in close axillary cymes which are shorter than
the lvs.; pedicels equaling or surpassing the corolla;

calyx deeply lobed; petals yellow-green: drupe size of
olive, oblong. Madagascar, Mauritius.—The plant
holds its lower foliage well, or throws out new foliage
to take the place of that which drops. It thrives in
either an intermediate or a warmhouse. Prop, by sin-

gle eye cuttings in small pots, kept rather warm. It

has been said that Aralia Chabneri of gardens belongs
to this species (although of a different family), but
this is apparently an error. See Polysctas for a discus-

sion of this plant.
,

austral e, Vent. Intro, into S. Calif, from Austral.,

and prized for its holly-hke foliage. In its native habitat
it is a tree 30-40 ft. high, producing useful close-

grained wood: lvs. mostly opposite, ovate to oblong-
lanccolate, nearly or quite obtuse, entire or open-
crenate, coriaceous, very reticulate beneath: fls. with
parts in 4’s: drupe about J^in. long, red, ovoid or
globular L. H. B.

ELAPHOGLOSSUM (Greek, serpent tongue). Poly-

'podmeex. A large group of tropical ferns, with creep-
ing rootstocks and simple leaves.
The sporangia cover the entire under surface of the

fertile leaves which are usually much smaller than the
sterile ones. Nearly all the species are free-veined but

a few have netted venation.—There are
80-100 species in the tropics of both
hemispheres They were formerly included
under Acrostichum. All require warm-
house treatment, an abundance of water
at the roots, and an open porous compost.

A. Veins all free.

B. Surface of lvs. densely scaly

throughout.

c. Texture thin
, flaccid.

1. villdsum, J. Smith. Fig. 1386.

Sterile blades 6-9 in. long; fertile

lvs scarcely more than halfas large,

both with abundant slender, dark
brown scales. Mex. and W. Indies.

—Dwarf, variable.

cc. Texture thick, leathery.

2. hlrtum, C. Chr. (Acrdstichum
squarnbsum, Swartz). Sterile blades
6-12 in. long, the fertile narrower,
on longer sts., both surfaces matted

with bright reddish brown linear

IY art* or lanceolate scales. Tropics of

both hemispheres.

3.

musedsum, Moore. Sterile

blades 6-12 in. long, fertile much
shorter; upper surface slightly

scaly, the lower densely matted
with ovate, rusty scales. Tropics of both hemispheres.
S. 1 :211 (as Acrostichum).—Very distinct in habit, and
an interesting greenhouse species.

1386. Elaphoglossum
villosum. ( X H)

bb. Surface of lvs. slightly scaly.

4.

petiol&tum, Urban {Acrdstichum visedsum, Swartz)

.

Sterile blades 6-12 m. long, narrowed gradually at

the base: the fertile shorter, on longer stalks; texture
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leathery, the surfaces somewhat viscid. Tropics of both
hemispheres.

5. pildsum, Moore. Blades flexuous, 6-8 in. long,

%m. wide, with tufts of star-like scales beneath; tex-
ture herbaceous. Mex. to Colombia.—Chiefly of

botanical interest.

bbb. Surface of lvs. not scaly; texture leathery.

c. Margins of Ivs. thick, cartilaginous.

6. simplex, Schott. Sterile blades 4-12 in. long,

with a very acute point, the lower portion gradually
narrowed into a short, somewhat margined stalk. W.
Indies to Brazil.

7. confdrme, Schott. Sterile blades 2-9 in. long, with
a bluntish point and wedge-shaped or spatulate base;
fertile lvs. narrower. Tropics of both hemispheres.

cc. Margins of lvs . not thickened.

8. fUccidum, Moore. Sterile blades 6-12 in. long,
with very acute point, the lower portion gradually
narrowed to the short stalk; fertile lvs. on Btalks 3-4
in. long. S. Amer.—Of botanical interest only.

aa. Veins uniting to form a network.

B. Surface of lvs. densely clothed with narrow scales.

(Hymenodiumh
9. crinitum, Christ. Elephant-bar Fern. Fig. 1387.

Blades 10-18 in. long, 4-8 in. wide, on densely scaly
stalks; fertile lvs. smaller, on shorter stalks. W. Indies.

F 8.9:936 (as H. cnnitum).—Omit sand m potting,
and avoid over-watering.

1387. EUphoglostum crinitum.

bb. Surface of lvs mostly smooth, 6-15 in. long.

10. reticulAtum, Gaud. Blades on distinct stalks,

with wedge-shaped bases, in. wide; veins forming
copious meshes. (Chrysodxum .) Hawaiian Isis.—Of
botanical interest only.

11. gorgdneum, Brack. Blades tapering gradually
downward to the short stalks, 2-8 m. wide: veins form-
ing meshes only near the margin. (Aconioptens.)
Hawaiian Isis.—Of little decorative value.

L. M. Underwood.
R. C. Benedict.!

ELATlNB (Greek name of doubtful application).

Elatindcese. Small mostly glabrous creeping herbs,
probably annuals, of temperate and awarm regions

(perhaps 10 species), sometimes used in Bog- and water-
gardening. They root at the nodes, spreading along the
margins of streams and ponds. Lvs. opposite or verti-

cillate, mostly broad, entire: fls. minute and incon-
spicuous, mostly solitary in the axils; sepals and petals

ELECTRO-HORTICULTURE

2-4, and stamens as many or sometimes twice as many;
styles or stigmas 2-4: pod 2-4-valved. The plants are
grown for tneir foliage cover. Four species are native
in the U. S. and Canada, but they appear not to be in

the trade. Abroad, E. macrdpoda, Gubs., of the Medit.
region, is offered. Lvs. oblong, short-petioled : fls.

axillary and terminal, 4-merous, stalked: caps, half
shorter than the sepals.

The family Elatinacero is allied to the Hypericaceae.

It comprises perhaps 25 species in many parts of the
world. The only other genus is Bergia, which differs

from Elatine in Deing terrestrial and in having 5-merous
fls. B. tex&na, Seub., occurs in swamps and on wet
banks from S. 111. to Texas and Calif. The bergias are
apparently not in cult. L. H. B.

ELDER AND ELDERBERRY: Sambucua.

ELECAMPANE: Inula Helmuum.

ELECTRO-HORTICULTURE is a term used b/
Siemens to designate the application of the electric

hght to the growing of plants. The term is an unfor-
tunate one, since the use of electric light is not an
application of electricity to plant-growing, but is a
way of securing illumination. Any strong artificial

light hastens assimilation and thereby causes plants
to grow more rapidly The practical questions to be
considered are, therefore, the expense of using the

light, and whether there are injurious elements in the

spectrum of the given light.

The spectrum of the electric arc light is the gpectrum
of carbon plus that of certain gases incident upon com-
bustion The spectrum of the arc light is rich in rays
which light beyond the luminous part, and these rays
are very injurious to most plants. Tnese rays of the
ultra-violet part of the spectrum are eliminated by a
lain glass, so that when the electric light is surrounded

y a globe, or when the hght is hung above the roof of

the greenhouse, the injuries are reduced to a minimum.
Experiments at Cornell University showed that each
kmd of plant behaves In its own way in the presence
of electric hght. It is not possible to prophesy what
the results may be in a given species, without experi-

ment. A few plants, as tomatoes, cucumbers, melons
and carrots, seem, to be very little affected either

injuriously or beneficially. Nearly all flowers are
hastened into bloom by the influence of the hght, and
their colors are often brighter than under normal con-
ditions; but in very many cases they do not last so

long. The best results are secured if the light is applied
to tne plants when they have reached nearly or quite
their full stature. If applied very early in its growth,
the plant tends to make flowers before it has attained
sufficient size. In floriculture, therefore, the practical

value of the electric arc light seems to be its influence in

hastening the flowering of certain plants in dark cli-

mates, or when plants must be had for a definite sea-

son. For example, if the light is applied to Easter lilies

for a month before their normal blooming time, the
period of bloom may be hastened four to ten days.

Lettuce has shown greater beneficial results from the

application of the electric light than any other plant
with which careful experiments have been made. Let-
tuce which receives light from the arc lamp for half of
each night may be expected to reach marketable size

from one to two weeks before that which is grown in

normal conditions.

As a rule, better results are secured when the light

runs only half the night. A common two-thousand
candle-power light has a marked effect on the growth of

many plants at a distance of sixty to even one hundred
feet. The incandescent light has a similar influence,

but not so marked. It has no injurious effect, however.
As now understood, the application of the electric

light to the growing of plants is a special acceleration
to be used when the climate is abnormally cloudy or
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when it is desired to hasten the maturity of crops for a
particular date. Only in the case of lettuce is it yet
thought to be of any general commercial importance;
and even with lettuce, it is doubtful whether it will

pay for its cost m climates that are abundantly sunny
For the literature of the subject, consult the publica-
tions of the experiment stations of Cornell University
and of West Virginia. See the article Light

,
Vol. IV.

Electroculture is a term employed to designate any
culture of plants under the influence or stimulus
of electric currents The electric stimulation may
arise from the electrification of the atmosphere m the
immediate vicinity of the plants, or from the applica-
tion of electric currents to the plants themselves. In
either case, electricity exerts an appreciable and often

a very marked influence, resulting in accelerated ger-

mination and growth (see the discussion, pp. 30-35,
Vol. II, Cyclo. Amer Agrie )

In recent years much more attention has been given
to the stimulation of plants by electricity directly

through the atmosphere than through the soil. Accord-
ing to experiments made at the Massachusetts Experi-
ment Station, this method appears to be successful

and offers a most promising field for future research.

Of the various methods used to stimulate plants by
electricity, direct currents applied through the soil

prove less valuable than alternating currents or static

charges In a series of experiments made with radish
plants in closed glass cases, an average increase of

50 per cent was secured, and m another case 45 per
cent increase when the case was charged from a static

machine with an average potential or 150 volts for a
few minutes each day There are some obstacles in the
way of electrically treating plants by the use of high
tension wires or static machines owing to the pos-

sibility of grounding through steam-pipes and iron

posts, and nothing very definite has been obtained as
yet from this method. High tension wires (100,000
volts, more or less) have been used in the field with
fairly good results, but winds affect a charged atmo-
sphere to a certain extent The use of high poles pro-
vided with points to collect atmospheric electricity

has proved successful in laboratory experiments for

the stimulation of plants and the fixation of nitrogen,

and in the future probably some such method will

become of practical use At present the various methods
cannot be considered as of great economic importance.
(Q. E. Stone.)

ELE(5CHARIS (Greek-made word, meaning delight-

ing m marshes) Sometimes written Heledcharis.

Cyperhcex. Rush-like native plants, mostly of low,

wiry growth, and commonest m marshes and on muddy
shores, mostly perennial. The culms are simple, terete

or angular, bearing a spherical or oblong head or incon-

spicuous ns : lvs. usually reduced to mere sheaths
They are interesting for the borders of ponds, and are

very easy to naturalize. Numbers of species are likely

to be offered by dealers in native plants; three have
been listed: E. interstfneta It. &. S. (E. equisetoides,

Torr.). A shore plant, with terete knotted culms 2-3

ft. high, and cylindrical heads about the thickness of

the culm; resembles horse-tail (Equisetum). E. acicul-

ftris, R. <fc S Hair-like, 3-6 m. high, making grass-hke

mate. E. ovita, R & S. Culms nearly terete, 12-15 in.

high: head globose or ovate. Eleocharis has about
100 species, widely distributed, of which nearly half

occur in Canada and the U. S. L. H. B.

ELEPHANT’S EAR is a name for begonias. The
elephant-ear Caladium is a Colocasia.

ELEPHANT'S FOOTi Ttttudinarux.

ELBTTArIA (East Indian name). Zingiberdcese.

Cardamon. Hothouse perennial herbs, sometimes
Seen in collections of economic plants.

Differs from Amotnum m technical characters, as in

the slender tube of the perianth, the presence of internal

lobes in the perianth, and the filaments not prolonged
beyond the anther. Probably only 1 species, although
more have been described. E. C&rdamdmum, Maton
(Cardamdmum officindle, Salisb. Ambmutn Carda-
mdrnum

,
Linn.), affords the small or true cardamons

of commerce, which are the dried capsules and which
are used m medicine Species of Amomum yield other
kinds of cardamon The elettaria is native to India,

but is cult m Jamaica, and it will no doubt thrive in

parts of S Fla
,
where plants have been offered The

cardamon plant grows 5-10 ft. high, bearing a curving
jointed, closely sheathed st and oblong-lanceolate
acuminate entire nearly Bessile lvs. often 2 ft. long
rootstock horizontal: fts. purple-striped: caps oblong
or nearly globular, with many thin vertical ribs,

mdehiscont; seeds small, angled. Gt. 62, p. 93 It is

said to prefer shade and a moist soil. In three or four

years plants give full crops, but they become more oi

less exhausted after bearing three or four crops. Prop
by dividing the roots and by seeds. Under glass,

handled the same as Alpinia. L. H. B.

ELEUSlNE (Greek, Eleusm, the town where Ceres,

the goddess of harvests, was worshipped). Gramlnese
Crab-Grass Yard -Grass Coarse tufted annual
grasses, more or less grown as ornamentals, also for the
grain m Africa.

The stout unilateral spikes digitate at the apex of

the culm, spikelets several-fid., awnless, arranged m 2
rows along one side of a continuous rachis; rachilla

articulate above the empty glumes: fls perfect or the
upper one staminate* grain loosely inclosed by the
lemma and palea —Species about 6 in tropical regions
of the Old World. Some are valued as cereals m Afr

,

India, and some other east-

(XH) (XH)

fndica, Gaertn. Wire-Grabs. Goose-Grass. Fig
1388. Erect, or in open ground prostrate, 2-4 ft. high:

culms flattened: spikes 5-7. about 2-4 in long, digi-

tate, often with one or two lower down, spikelets 3-6-

fld. Blooms from June to Oct.—A very common grass

in cult, fields and dooryards in the S., often trouble-

some as a weed on lawns throughout the S. and m Calif.
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corac&na, Gaertn. African Millet. Fig. 1389.

Erect, 2-4 ft. high, closely related to and much resem-
bling E. indica. Can be distinguished from it by its

stouter habit, shorter, broader and larger spikes.—Cult,

in S. E. Asia for the grain. Beer is brewed from the

gram in Abyssinia. In cult, in Amer. as an ornamental
grass. Coracana means “pertaining to crows.”

trist&chya, Kunth (E. barcinonSnsis, Costa). Culms
tufted, 6 in. to 1 ft. high: If.-blades short, about ,^in.

wide, obtuse at the apex: spikes broad, mostly 3,
digitate, 1-\ lA in. long, l/£\n. thick; spikeleta closely

imbricate, 5-fld. India.—Intro, into Amer. on ballast,

and m cult, as an ornamental plant.

P. B. Kennedy.
A. S. Hitchcock. f

ELEUTHERiNE (Greek free, referring to the sta-

mens). Ind&cex. Two or three species in the W. Indies
and S. Amer., perhaps forms of one; bulbous plants
of warmhouse cult., allied to Cipura and Ixia. fls

1 white, several on a naked scape, the perianth-tube
none and the segms obovate and spreading; stamens
attached to base of perianth-segms

,
the filaments

short and free; ovary oblong, 3-celled: style very short,

3-branched* lvs. long, radical. E. phc&ta. Herb.
(Galatka plicdta, Salisb.), has a large ovoid bulb : root-
lvs. 1-2, linear to linear-lanceolate, plicate, 18 in. or
less long: scape 6-12 in. high, perianth white, 1 in. or
less diam., not lasting: something the general habit of
Babiana. B.M. 655 (as Manca plicata).

ELEUTHEROCOCCUS : Acanthopanax.

ELlSMA (suggested from Alisma). Alism&cese. One
species m W. Eu., sometimes grown in water-gardens.
It is known also as Alisma (p. 246, Vol. I) but has been
separated from that genus because of its floating
rather than erect habit, sub-solitary fls., and character
of the ovules. E. n&tans, Buch

,
is a slender perennial,

with the sts. and developed ovate or oblong lvs. float-

ing: radical lvs. of the original tuft represented by a
If.-stalk which is only slightly or not at all widened at

the top. every succeeding node producing the floating

lvs. and roots: fls. 1-3 or 5, large, white, with 3 broad
obtuse petals: carpels forming a globular head, each
with many slender ribs: summer. Of easy cult.

L. H. B.

ELLlOTTIA (after Stephen Elliott, South Caro-
lina's early and excellent botanist. For a fine portrait

and sketch of him, see G F. 7:204-6). Erichcex. Decid-
uous shrub cultivated for its handsome racemes of

delicate white flowers.

Leaves alternate, entire, without stipules: fls. in

terminal racemes; calyx small, 4-parted; petals 4,

oblong; stamens 8, with short filaments; ovary 4-cellcd;

cells 1-ovuled
,
style slender, exserted : fr. unknown —

One species in S C. and Ga., very rare and local. The
Japanese species formerly referred to this genus are

well distinguished by the 3-merous fls. ana by the

many-ovuled cells of the ovary; they form the genus
Tripetaleia. Like Cladothamnus, Ledum and Leio-

phyllum, the genus differs from most other Ericaceae

in having distinct petals, but is easily distinguished

from the genera mentioned by its racemose mfl. and
other characters

Elhottia is very raro in cultivation owing to its

difficult propagation; it is not hardy North and seems
to grow best in a humid sandy or peaty soil. Propa-
gation by suckers, which appear only occasionally

racemdsa, Muhl. Fig. 1390. Shrub, 4-10 ft high:

branches slender lvs alternate, oblong, acute at both
endsj glandular-mucronate, entire, thin, membranous,
3-4 m long, l-l}4 in wide; petioles slender, grooved,
hairy, about 1 in long, racemes 6-10 in long, often

branched at the base; calyx-lobes short, rounded;
petals spatulate-oblong, Yin long. Wet, sandy woods
of S C and Ga G.F. 7:205 (adapted in Fig. 1390).

B M. 8413. GC. 111.51:11. Gn. 75, p. 471.

Alfred Redder.
ELM: Ulmus

ELOD&A (Greek, marshy). Hydrochanthcese. Aqua-
tic herbs, one of which is grown in aquaria
The genus is known in horticulture as including the

ditch-moss, an interesting hardy perennial plant found
in slow streams and ponds nearlv throughout N. Amer.,
except the extreme north andf particularly desirable

for home and school aquaria It is a slender, wholly
submerged plant, with branching sts. 4 m to 3 ft.

long, according to the depth of the water. The pis-

tillate fls. are raised to the surface by their long calyx-

tubes, and float there. The minute staminate fls.,

which are rarely seen, commonly break off below, rise

to the surface, float about, open, and shed their pollen.

The fr ripens below the surface, and the seeds rise.

It reached England m 1841 and choked up many canals
and waterways, notably the Cam. It was very abun-
dant in 1852 and 1853, but declined in the next few
years. Ducks, geese and swans are

fond of it, and render great service

in getting rid of it. It can be used
for manure where it grows in suffi-

cient quantities. Like many other
water plants, it makes heavy buds
in the fall (Fig. 1391), which drop
to the bottom and grow in the
spring. This genus contains perhaps
10 species.

canadensis, Mich. (Andcharis
canadCrisis. Planch . A . A Isindstrum,
Bab. Phdbtna canadbasis, Brit.).

Water-Weed. Ditch-Moss. Wa-
ter-Thyme. Lvs. in whorls of 3 or 4,

or the lower ones opposite, linear,

minutely toothed or not, 2-7 fines

long, y$r2 lines wide: ns. white;
calyx-tube of the pistillate fls. 2-
12 m. long; spathes 5-7 lines long.

1301. Winter-Dud of

Xlodea. ‘Nat. aise)
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Var. gigantda, Hort. Giant Water-Weed. A much
stronger grower than the Bpecies and a desirable

plant for the aquarium, and a good oxygenator. Now
generally used m preference to the type.

Wm. Trickkr and Wilhelm Miller.

1392. Elsholtzia cnstata.

ELODES: flypertcum.

ELSH6LTZIA (John Sigismund Elsholtz, author of

unpublished Flora Marchica, the MS of which is in the
Royal Library, Berlin) iMbvilx Herbs or undershrubs
grown chiefly for their blue or lilac flowers appearing
in dense spikes late in summer.

Usually aromatic lvs opposite, short-petioled, ser-

rate: fls. m usually 1-sided, terminal spikes; calyx
tubular or campanulate, 5-toothed, corolla 2-lipped or
slightly so

;
lower lip 3-lobetl, the upper undivided,

emarginate, concave, stamens 4, evserted; anther-cells

diverging: fr. consisting of 4 ovoid or ovoid-oblong
nutlets —Twenty species m E and Cent. Asia,

south to Java, 1 in Eu. and 1 m Abyssinia. Of
the cult species E cristata and E. Stauntonn
are hardy N

,
while E. polystachya is tender.

They are chiefly valued for their late-appearing

fls
,
profusely produced in dense upright spikes;

they do not seem particular as to the soil, but
demand a sunny position to bloom well Prop,
is by seeds, sown in spring; also with the suffruti-

cose species by greenwood cuttings in summer.

cristata, Willd. Fig. 1392 Twelve to 18 m.
high, with opposite, petioled, ovate -oblong
tootned lvs. and small, light blue fls m crowded,
more or less 1-sided spikes* calyx enlarging m fr.

Asia B M. 2560 —Ilardy annual, with very aromatic
foliage and attractive, upright habit. Said to be a good
bee plant.

Sta&ntonii, Benth. Undershrub, to 5 ft.: branchlets
terete, pubescent: lvs ovate-oblong to oblong-lanceo-
late, acuminate, serrate, bright green and glabrous
above, lighter green and densely glandular below, 3-5
in. long. fls. lilac-purple, m dense 1-sided spikes 4-8
in. long, usually panicled at the end of the branches;
stamens and style long exserted. Sept., Oct. N. China.
BM 8460. GC 111.51:21. Gn. 75, p. 533. M.D.G.
1910:541-2; 1913*52.

E. polystAchya, Benth. Underahrub, to 6 ft.* lva elliptic-oblong
to lanceolate, serrate, pubescent on the veins beneath and glandular,
3-5 in long fls. white, in very slender spikes 2-0 in. long. Hima-
layas, W. China. ALFRED REHDER.

fiLYMTJS (Greek name for a kind of millet), Gra-
minese. Lyme- Grass. Wild- Rye. Erect perennial
grasses with terminal usually bristly spikes somewhat
resembling rye, sometimes grown as ornamentals and
having other uses.

Leaves flat or convolute: spikelets 2-6-fld., often
long-awned, the uppermost imperfect, sessile, in pairs
(rarely in 3*s or 4’s), at each joint of the continuous or
articulate rachis, forming terminal spikes; glumes acute

or awned, often placed at the front of the spikelet —
Species about 25, in the temperate regions of both
hemispheres. For E. Ilystnx

,
see Hystnx. Sec p. 350°

aren&rius, Linn Sea Lyme -Grass. Stout, coarse
peremral, 2-8 ft. high, with strong, creeping rootstocks:
lvs long, rigid, smooth * spikes dense, terminal, 6-12 in.

long; spikelets about 1 in. long and 3-4-fld
,
awnless.

G 15:701. Dept Agnc
,
Div Agrost

,
7: 319.— Some-

times used for binding the drifting sands of our Atlan-
tic and Pacific coasts, especially when combined with
beach grass, Ammophila arenana. The seed is also

used by the Digger Indians for food.

canadensis, Linn. Canada Lyme-Grass. Terrel
Grass. Fig 1393 Rather stout, smooth perennial,

2-

5 ft high, with broad, flat lvs. 6-12 m long* spikes
4-9 in long, exseited, nodding; spikelets very rigid,

3-

5-fld
; lemmas long-awned Common in low thickets

and along streams in rich, open woods throughout the
country.—Cult, as an ornamental plant Var. glauci-

fdlius, Gray (E. glaucifdhus, Hort ), is pale and glau-

cous throughout, with usually more slender awns.
Cult as an ornamental grass.

condens&tus, Presl. Giant Rye-Grass. The largest

of the native rye-grasses, growing to the height of 5-10
ft.: culms m dense tufts, stout* spikes 6-12 m. long,

very variable, compact or interrupted, bearing branch-
ing clusters of spikelets at each joint; glumes subulate:
lemmas awnless or mucronate. Rocky Mt. regions ana
the Pacific slope—Cult, as an ornamental. A Pacific

Coast form has large branched heads.

E glaitcus, Regel
A glaucous-leaved,
dense, cespitose.
hardy perennial
grass 3-4 ft. high,
with »very short,
smooth lvs. and
erect, elongated
spikes spikelets in
2 s, erect, usually 6-

fld , densely villous-

pubescent, short-
awned* Turkestan.
—Rarely m cult,

as an ornamental
grass

P. B. Kennedy.
A. S. Hitchcock t

EMB6THRIUM
(name refers to the
structure of the an-

thers), Protehcex. A
few trees and shrubs
of S Amer

,
one of

which is offered abroad
as a greenhouse sub-
ject, grown from seeds,

and apparently prized

for the fls. Fobage sparse,

coriaceous, entire: fls. m
dense racemes, showy, per-

fect; perianth with a cylind-

rical split tube, the limb ovoid

or globose in bud but becom-
ing oblique or recurved

,

stamens 4, the anthers at-

tached in lobes of the peri-

anth: follicles oblong, 1-

celled, many-seeded. E. coccfneum,
Foret., is a snrub bearing bright scar-

let fls. about 2 in. long in many-fld
terminal sessile racemes: perianth

tubular, upw*ardly curved, the 4 reflex-

ing twisting lobes representing a third

of its length; anthers imbedded in the
-* concave apices of the perianth-lobes:

1393. Elymuscana- pistil with an elongated cylindrical

densis. (xtt) ovary and long-exsertcd red style: lvs.
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oblong to elliptic, short-stalked, alternate, obtuse and
mucronate, pale beneath. Chile. B.M. 4856.—Should

be hardy in warm-temperate parts.

EMILIA (perhaps a personal name). Comp6sitse.

Flower-garden herbs, perennial or annual, with orange
or scarlet bloom.

Related to Senecio (to which some authors refer it),

but always without rays: heads rather small, the invo-

lucre very simple and cup-shaped, with no small outer

scales, style-branches long or short: achenes with 5
acute ciliate angles: florets all perfect.—A dozen or

more species have been described from warm parts of

Afr
,
Asia to China, Polynesia and Ainer. One species

in common cult.

Mmrnea, Cass (E sagittdla, DC E. sonchifdlia,

Hort
,
not DC E sonchifdlia, Linn., var sagitthta,

Clarke. Cacctlia cocdnea, Sims. B M 564 C. sonchi-

fdha, Hort
,
not Linn C sagittata, Vahl Senecio sagit-

tdtus, Hoffm ). Tassel- Flower Flora’s Paint>
Brush. A neat annual, erect, 1-2 ft

,
glabrous or

sparsely hairy, the long sts terminated by clusters of

small scarlet (golden yellow m the form called Cacalia
lutea

,
Hort ) heads* Ivb. lance-oblong or ovate-lanceo-

late, clasping the st
,
remotely orenate-dentate: in-

volucre-scales much shorter than the florets Probably
tropics of New World. H.F. 7:50.— This much-
named annual is one of the commonest garden fls.

It is of the easiest cult in any good soil. Blooms
frorr July until frost, if sown as soon as weather is

settled. Two species are sometimes recognized in this

variable group,

—

E. sagittata
,
DC

,
with mvolucre

shorter than the fls., and E. sonchifolia, DC., involucre
as long as the fls

E purpilrea, Cass (E sonchifolia, DC , not Hort Cacalia son-
chifolia, Linn Senecio sonchifolius, Moench). Radical lvs. often
more or less lyrate, st -lvs broader and clasping, the heads fewer
in the cluster and the involucre-scales nearly as Tong as the florets.

Apparently not in cult, in this country. L H B
EMMENANTHE (Greek, enduring flower; the per-

sistent corollas retain their shape when dry). Hydro-
phyll&ceie A half-dozen low annual herbs from western
North America, of which the most interesting species

was introduced to cultivation in 1892, under the name
of California yellow- or golden-bells.

Diffuse, depressed or erect: lvs. mostly alternate:
fls. yellow or cream-color, the corolla campanulate
and persistent; corolla-lobes 5; stamens 5; style 2-cut.
The species named below belongs to a section of the
genus, with calyx-lobes broader downward, and coarsely
itted seeds. All the others have the calyx-lobes
roader upward and the seeds more or less wrinkled

transversely.

pendulifldra, Benth. California Yellow- or
Golden-Bells. Somewhat sticky, with long or short
soft hairs, lvs pinnatifid, lobes numerous, short, some-
what toothed or sharply cut' ovules about 16; seeds
1 line long. Calif. G.C III 11:339 —It grows 9-12
in. high, forming bushy plants, each branch loaded
with broadly bell-shaped, pendulous, unwithering fls.,

about yin. long, of creamy yellow The general effect

of a branch suggests the lily-of-the-valley, but the
foliage is pinnatifid. Wilhelm Miller.

EMMEN0PTERYS (Greek, persistent and wing;
referring to the wing-like calyx-lobe, persistent on the
fruit). Rubidcese. Ornamental tree grown for its large
leaves and the handsome flowers.

Deciduous: lvs opposite, petioled, with caducous
stipules, entire: fls m many-fld. terminal panicles;
calyx small, 5-parted, deciduous, in some fls. 1 lobe
leafy and changed into a petioled, oblong, obtuse
whitish If. persistent on the fr.

;
corolla campanulate-

funnelform, tomentulose outside, with a narrow tube
and 5 ovate lobes pubescent inside; stamens 5, included;
ovary inferior, 2-celled; style filiform, not exceeding

the stamens: fr. a spindle-shaped 2-celled caps., with

numerous irregularly winged seeds.—One species in

Cent. China. A tall tree, with large elliptic lvs. and

showy yellow fls. in many-fld. dense terminal panicles.

It will succeed in warmer temperate regions only and is

yet little known in cult., as it has been only recently

intro. Prop, is by sccas and possibly by softwood
cuttings under glass.

H6nryi, Oliver. Tree, to 40 ft., quite glabrous: lvs.

chartaceouB, elliptic, acute, cuneate at the base, entire,

4-6 in. long; petiole 1-2 in. long* fls. in many-fld.

panicles, yellow, about 1 in. long: caps, spindle-shaped,

about l %/i in. long, often at the apex with a persistent

enlarged wing-hke calyx-lobe 1Yr2 in long on a petiole

of equal length. Cent. China. H.1. 19:1823.

Alfred Rehder.

fiMPETRUM (Greek, en, in, petros, rock; growing
often on rocks). Empetr&cex. Crowberry. Ornamental
low shrubs sometimes grown for the evergreen foliage

and attractive fruits.

Leaves linear-oblong, obtuse, thick: fls dioecious or

monoecious, axillary, 1-3, nearly sessile; sepals and
petals 3; stamens 3, exserted; ovary superior, 6-9-

cellcd with as many stigmas on a short and thick style:

fr a 6-9-seeded drupe—Five species through the
northern hemisphere m mountainous and arctic regions,

also in Chile, antarctic Amer. and Tristan da Cunha.
The crowbernes are hardy, evergreen, densely

branched, prostrate or creeping, heath-like shrubs, with
small, crowded leaves, inconspicuous purplish flowers,

and globose, red or black, edible berries. They grow
best m moist, sandy or peaty soil, and are especially

handsome for rockeries Propagated usually by cuttings

of nearly ripened wood in late summer under glass.

A. Branchlets and margin of expanding lvs glandular
,
the

latter not tomentose

nigrum, Linn. Lvs linear to lmear-oblong, divergent,
soon reflexed, glabrous or nearly so, entire, %-Hm.
long. fls. purplish: fr. black, about Hm diam. April,

May, fr. in Aug., Sept. N Eu., N. Asia
,
in N. Amer.

south to N. H« N. Y., Mich, and N. Calif. B.B. (ed.

2) 2:479. S.EF.8 1251.

aa. Branchlets and margins of expanding lvs. white-
tomentose.

atropurpftreum, Fern. & Wiegand (E. nigrum var.

andlnum, Fern
,
not E. andlnum, Philippi E nigrum

var. purpiireum, Auth., not DC ). Trailing: lvs. linear-

oblong, soon loosely divergent, rarely becoming re-

flexed, those of the leading shoots K~/4in long' fr.

red to purplish black, opaque, y~Hin. across. Gulf
St. Lawrence to Marne and N. H.

fcamesii, Fern. & Wiegand (E. nigrum var. purpii-

reum

,

Auth
,
not DC. E. riibrum, La Pylaie, not Vam ).

Lvs. lmear-oblong, crowded, ascending, becoming
slightly divergent, those of the leading shoots ym. or
less long: fr. pink or light red, becoming translucent,
yin. or less across. S. Labrador, Newfoundland, E.
Que.—Very handsome m fruit.

E. rutrrum, Vahl (Ej nigrum Var. rubrum, DC ) Closely related
to E Eamesu. Lvs less crowded, spreading, somewhat larger.
Antarctic Amer., Tnstan da Cunha. B R. 1788.

Alfred Rehder.

ENCftLIA (Christopher Encel In 1577 wrote a book
on oak galls). Compdsitse. Herbs or sub-shrubs, one or
two of which have been sparingly introduced for

planting in the southern parts of the United States.

Rather showy plants with mostly yellow-rayed
naked-stalked heads (rays now and then absent), and
yellow or brownish disk: lvs. alternate or opposite,

entire, toothed or lobed, often white-tomentose*. rays
neutral, dlsk-fls. perfect; pappus none or an awn or
scale for eaoh margin or angle of the achene.—About
30 species, Utah and Calif, to Chile.
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tfalifdrnica, Nutt. Woody at base, 2-4 ft. high,

strong-scented, rather hoary, or becoming green: Ivs.

1-

2 in. long, ovate to broadly lanceolate, usually entire,

indistinctly 3-ribbed from the base, abruptly stalked:

heads 2^ in. across, the golden yellow rays numerous,

2-

4-toothed: seeds obovate, with long, silky hairs on
the callous margins and a shallow notch at the tip.

Calif., Ariz.

aden6phora, Greenm. Stout almost woody herb, 3-6

ft
,
sometimes 10 ft., glandular-hairy throughout: lower

lvs. opposite, stalked, ovate or deltoid, 2J4~4 in long,

3-

nerved : upper lvs. gradually smaller • fls cymose, the
rays pale yellow, sometimes tinged with orange
Autumn. N. Mex.—Not hardy north of Washington,
P-C- N. TAYLOR.f

ENCEPHALARTOS (Greek combination, alluding

to the bread-like interior of the trunk) CycadAceir.
Excellent cycads from tropical and southern Africa,

grown chiefly for their evergreen foliage.

The species are probably 20 or more, allied to Dioon
and Macrozamia, with Stangeria, they constitute the
peculiarly African representatives of the family. They
are trees with stout cylindrical often fleshy trunks, and a
terminal crown of stiff mostly spiny pinnate long lvs. or
fronds, fls. dioecious, m cones; stannnate cone
oblong, ovoid or cylindrical, the scales in many
series, imbricate, thick and often rough, broadly
or elongate-cuneate, with anthers on the under
surface, pistillate cone ellipsoid or oblong,
thick, the scales numerous in many series and
imbricated, peltate, with the ovule beneath.
For differences between this and related gen-
era, see Vol. I, p. 120 From Dioon it is

distinguished by its pinnate rather than pin-
natifid lvs

,
and from Cycas by straight rather

than circinnate segms. in vernation, as well as

by technical features of cones These plants

are specially suited for large conservatories, the
fronds being not easily injured They should
succeed outdoors S. The trunks of some kinds
grow only a few inches in many years. Most kinds prefer

a sunny, tropical house, but E brachyphyllus and per-

haps others may be grown in a cool greenhouse if kept
a little dry in winter. The cones are always interesting

and often very decorative. Those of E . villosus aro
twice as large as a pineapple, orange-yellow, half

revealing the scarlet frs. They are prop by seeds; also

by offsets or suckers. Some other cycads frequently
produce seed in conservatories, but Kncephalartos
seldom does, and plants are, therefore, usually imported.
Dry trunks, weighing frequently 50-7.5 lbs. have been
received from S. Afr They often remain dormant for

a year or more, and do not make ornamental speci-

mens for two or more years. They are slow-growing,
except m very warm houses They like a strong, loamy
soil. While making new growth they need plenty of

Water. See Cycas.

The woolliness of the stem and leaf-segments varies

with the age of the plants and of the leaves. The pith

and central portion of the cones of some species form
an article ot food among the Kafirs, hence the com-
mon name of Kafir bread. The most widely known
species m cultivation are E. viUosus, E. Altensleinh and
E. pungens. Though very handsome cyads, they are

by no means popular. They require much room for

best results.

In the following descriptions “rachis” refers to the
midrib of the leaf on whicn the leaflets or segments are
borne, and “petiole” means the part of the leaf below
where the leaflets begin.

a. Lfts. toothed (sometimes entire in the first).

b. Petiole 4-angled: foliage glaucous.

Mrridus, Lehm. Trunk short and stout, woolly or not:
lvs to 6 ft., reflexed at top; lfts. opposite or alternate,

lanceolate, mostly entire, sometimes toothed, with a
sharp spine at the apex. Var. gladca, is presumably
more glaucous than the type. B.M. 5371. There is a
var. tnspino8U8.

bb. Petiole sub-cylindncal: fghage not glaucous.

Altensteinii, Lehm. Trunk stout, not woolly: lvs.

2-6 ft.; lfts about 6 in. long and 1 m. broad, oblong-
acummate, paler beneath, edges and apex spiny;

petioles swollen at base, lfts mostly opposite, lanceo-
late BM 7162-3 GC II. 6 392, 393, 397; III.

2 281; 12:489-493; 40*206 (showing a specimen m
Cape Colony over 100 years old, with a high trunk and
an offshoot over half way up). G. 7 :516.

vill6sus, Lehm. Trunk short and thick, woolly and
scaly, 6 ft.: lvs. to 6 ft

;
1ft#. very numerous, opposite

or alternate, linear-lanceolate, spiny-toothed and
pointed. BM 6654 RH 1897*36 GC II 1*513;

3:400; 7:21; 13:181

1394 Encephalartoa cycadifolms

aa. Lfts. not toothed (except xn young lvs of the last one).

b. Foliage glaucous.

LShmannii, iA?hm. (Cycas Uhmannn ,
Hort.). Trunk

not woolly: rachis and petiole obtusely 4-angled;
lfts nearly opposite, narrowly or broadly lanceolate,
to 7 m long, rarely 1-toothed, with brown spme at
apex. Gt. 1805.477.

bb. Foliage not glaucous,

c. Apex of lfts. mostly obtuse
,
pointless.

longifdlius, Lehm. Trunk not woolly, at length
tall: rachis and petiole 4-cornered but flattish above;
lowest lfts. often 1-3-toothed, margin somewhat revo-
lute: wool soon vanishing from the rachis and lfts. S.
Afr. G W 5, p. 404. Var revol&tus, Miq., has the
margins more distinctly revolute Var. angustxfdlius
has narrower, flat lfts. Var Hodkeri, DC

,
has narrowly

lanceolate lft's., not glaucous but intense green, and
rachis not woolly. B M. 4903, erroneously named E.
caffer, is referred to this place, though the lfts. are
distinctly pointed in the picture.

cc. Apex of lfts. ahoays strong-pointed.

D. Form of lfts. linear.

cycadifdlius, Lehm. (E Fnderlci-Gutli&mi, Lehm.
E. cycadifdlius var. Fnderlci-GuihUmi, Rod ). Fig.

1394 Trunk nearly globular, several inches in diam.,
woolly at first: rachis and petiole ashy-pubescent,
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Ifts opposite and alternate, linear, margin revolute.

t.H. 29:459. G.F. 4:209 (adapted in Fig. 1394). G.W.
10, p. 377 (as E. cycadifolius var. Fndenci-Guiliebni )

.

pdngens, Lehm. (Zdmia jrdngens, Ait.). Rachis
and petiole glabrous; lfts. long-linear, dark green,

rigid, flat, striated beneath, margin not revolute. Var.
glatica is also sold.

dd. Form of lfts. lanceolate.

cfiffer, Miq. (E. cdffra, Hort ). Trunk to 18 ft. and
1 ft. or more diam.: ivs. to 4 ft., very stiff, recurved;
petiole 3-angled; rachis glabrous; lfts. alternate, nar-
rower at the base, twisted, the younger ones with 1 or
2 teeth, to 6 in long. R H. 1869, p. 233. Not B.M.
4903, which is E. longifohus var. Itooken.

Var brachyph^llus, DC (E brachyph gllus, Lehm.).
Rachis and blades of the lower lfts. spidery pubescent

:

male cones sessile instead of peduncled. The pinnse are
erect, and longer and narrower than m E. caffer.

E Bdrtert, Carr St short, about 1 ft high and to 9 in diam •

Ivs to 5 or 6 ft long, and 10 in broad, erect or suberect, petiole
and rachis witt\ a gray tomentum that falls off, lfts. about 80 pairs,
linear-lanceolate, sharp at the apex, few -toothed inale cone to 9
in long, pale, female cone about 8 in long, oblong-ellipsoid, dark
olive W Trop Afr B M 8232 —E Ghelllncku, Lem Spineless
trunk stout, woolly-scaly Ivs 3-4 ft

, erect-spreading, pinn® very
narrow-linear, densely tomentose. S Afr I H. 15.587

—

E. HU-
debrandtn , A Br. <fc Bouch6 Trunk cylindrical Ivs. pinnate, with
numerous lanceolate toothed pinnro which become 3-parted scales
toward the end of the If , woolly at least at first Trop. Afr. G C.
Ill 27*120. R.B 29 196 GW 10, p 210 An attractive spe-
cies—E Laurentidnus, Wildem. Large, the st reaching 30 ft or
more and 2J^ ft diam * Ivs. often over 20 ft long, Tower lf-s.

small, 3-toothed, middle lfts lanceolate, 12-16 in. long and 2 in.
broad, spiny on both edges and at the apex Congo G C. III. 35.
370. Named for Professor Laurent .—E Lemannehdnus, Wildem.
& Dur. St 3-7 ft.: Ivs. to 3 ft or more, petiole shaggy, lfts. I8-
60 on each aide, rigid, coriaceous, glaucous, lanceolate, the edge
slightly recurved, more or less spiny male cone greenish, subcy-
lindncal, female cone thick, green turning to salmon-color, sliort-

peduncled, the scales triangular. Congo Named for Capt Lema-
rinel. G.C. III. 35.371 R.H 1904, p 59.—E Woddn, Hort.
Allied to E. Altensteinn st 18 in high and 8 in thick, bearing
about 25 Ivs. which are gracefully curved and reach 5 ft lfts 8 in.

long and 2 in. broad, spiny-tootned, the broadest ones pinnatifid.
Zululand. G.C. III. 43:282. It B 34, p. 193

ENCHOLlRION: Vnetta

LHBf

ENCHYLitSNA (name alludes to the soft or juicy
character of the berry-like fructification). Cheno-
podi&cese One procumbent or wide-branched very
small-leaved shrub from Austral, recently intro, by
U. S Dept Agric

, and thriving well at the University
of California E tomentbsa, R. Br

,
grows 3 ft or more

high and makes a mass many feet across: branches
mostly woolly or silvery: Ivs. alternate, linear, usually
under J^in long. fls. solitary in the axils, bracted, very
small, perfect; perianth urn-shaped to globular, with

1395. Green curled endive tied up for blanching.

5 short teeth that close over the fr.; stamens 5, some-
what exserted: fr. inclosed in the perianth, which
becomes red or yellow, fleshy and berry-like and the
size of a small pea. The Australian aborigines are said

to eat the berries m great quantities. The plant endures
drought, and it is eaten by sheep when other herbage
becomes scarce. The procumbent habit and the endur-
ing color suggest its use m landscape work in dry
mud climates

ENCKfiA: Piper.

ENDIVE (Cichbnum Endlvna). Compdsitse. A leaf-

salad plant See Cichonum.
Until recently endive has been almost unknown in

American home gardens, but it is gradually receiving
favor with salad-lovers. Although more frequently a
product of the amateur, during August and Septem-
ber, and possibly later, it is now freely offered in the
larger markets It is especially the people of foreign de-
scent who grow, buy and use endive In the hot weather
of summer and fall, when lettuce plants are more likely

to produce seed-stalks than good solid heads, endive,

although of somewhat bitter flavor when unbleached,
makes a good and acceptable substitute for lettuce as

a salad plant. In the unbleached state it may even be
used for

“‘greens ”

The requirements as to culture are simple, as the
plant succeeds well on any ordinary wcll-enrichcd gar-
den soil. Seed may be sown in the open ground as
early as June, and as late as August, the rows to be a
foot apart and the plants to be thinned early to a foot

apart in the row; or seed may be started in flats and
the young seedlings transplanted to open ground. The
latter is the better way when the ground is very dry
In extreme cases, it may be advisable for the home
gardener to grow his seedlings in flats and pot them off

m thumb-pots to become well rooted This gives a
chance to grow good plants, while waiting for a ram to
moisten the open ground To be tender, the plants
should be forced into strong and succulent growth by
high feeding and the free use of the hoe It is a waste
of effort to plant endive on poor land that is deficient

in humus, or naturally dry and exposed.
The originally bitter flavor becomes pleasant and

acceptable when the leaves or hearts are well blanched.
The blanching is accomplished by tying the outer leaves
over the heart with bast (Fig 1395), or by placing a
big flower-pot over each plant, or by setting boards,
say 10 inches wide, on edge along each side of the row,
m inverted V shape, and in somewhat the same fashion
as for blanching celery, except that no opening is left on
top. The light should be excluded from the hearts as
much as possible. In any of these ways endive may be
well blanched m about three weeks, and will come out
with inner leaves showing a delicate whitish or creamy
color, and being crisp, tender and of pleasant flavor.

If to be kept for winter use, sow the seed of Green
Curled endive in August, or set the plants early in

September: then take up the full-grown but as yet
unblanchea plants with a ball of earth adhering to the
roots, and store them in a root-cellar as is done with
celery. If kept in the dark, they will soon bleach and
be ready for use.

Green Curled has long been the favorite variety in

our markets and gardens. Its narrow curled leaves
make the well-blanched plant far more attractive to
the eye than the wider and plain leaves of Broad-Leaf.
The latter, however, is gaining on the other in both
growers’ and consumers’ favor. This is the only prac-
tical difference between the two varieties. The cata-
logues of European seedsmen list and describe several
additional varieties, such as the Moss Curled and Rouen,
none of which is often met with m American gardens.
A few fungi and the spinach msects sometimes attack
the plant. T. Greiner
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ENGELMANNIA (Dr. Geo Engelmann, eminent
botanist of St. Louis, died 1884). Compdsitx One
yellow-fld. herb, E mnnatifida, Torr. & Gray, alhed to
Parthomum and Silpmum, Kans to La

,
Ariz. and Mex.,

that is likely to be planted in wild gardens. It grows a
foot or two high, in dry places, from a stout perennial
root, branching above, hirsute, with alternate and
radical deeply pinnatifid Ivs

,
and corymbose heads of

golden .yellow
.
fls. on slender and naked peduncles:

involucre hemispherical, somewhat double; receptacle
flat and chaffy; ray-fls. 8-10, pistillate and fertile, the
rays Yiva. or more long; disk-fls. perfect and sterile:

achene obovate, wingless, ribbed, with a persistent

pappus-crown.

ENKlANTHUS (Greek pregnarit and flower, referring

to the colored involucre which subtends the flowers of

E. qumqueflorus
,
giving the appearance of small flowers

springing from a larger flower). Also written Enkyan-
thus. Eric&cex Ornamental woody plants, chiefly

grown for their handsome flowers and the brilliant

autumnal tints of the foliage.

Deciduous, rarely evergreen shrubs with whorled
branches lvs alternate, usually serrulate, crowded
toward the end of the branehlcts: fls in terminal
umbels or racemes; sepals 5, small; corolla campanulate
or urceolate, usually 5-lobed, stamens 10. anthers
2-awned at the apex, opening with short slits, fr a
dehiscent caps

,
cells 1- to few-seeded, seeds 3-5-

winged or -angled —About 10 species in China and
Japan, Cochin-China and Himalayas Closely related
to Piens and Zenobia, chiefly distinguished by the
few- or 1-seeded cells of the caps ana the winged or
angled seeds.

These are charming ornamental shrubs, with bright
green, medium-sized leaves turning brilliant colors m
autumn and w ith handsome white, red or yellow-and-
red, drooping flowers appearing in spring; the flowers

are not of the showy kind, but very graceful and of

distinct appearance. Most of the cultivated species,

as E. campanulatus, E cernuus, E. perulalus and E.
subsessilis, have proved hardy in Massachusetts^* they
seem to grow well in any well-drained humid soil, but
probably are impatient of lime, as are most Ericaceae

and in limestone regions should be grown in specially

prepared beds of peaty soil Propagation is by seeds
sown m spring, by cuttings of ripe wood under glass m
spring, or by greenwood cuttings in summer; also by
layers

a. Fls. urceolate
,
gibbous at the base, white.

perul&tus, Schneid (E.japdtncus

,

Hook f. Andr&rn

-

eda peruldta, Miq ). Shrub, to 0 ft * lvs. petioled,

obovate to elliptic-ovate, acute, sharply appressed-
serrulate, glabrous and bright green above, pubescent
on the veins below, 1-2 in long: fls in drooping umbels,
slender-pedicelled; corolla urceolate, with 5 revolute

lobes and with 5 sacs at the base, ^in long: caps,

oblong-ovoid, about \i\n. long, on straight pedicels.

May. Japan. B M 5822. G C III. 21 *357. R H.
1877, p. 467. SI.F. 2*62—The foliage turns yellow
and partly scarlet m autumn.

aa. Fls. campanulate
,
not gibbous at the base, usually

red or ycUow-and-rcd.

campanulatus, Nichols (Andrdmeda campanul&ta,
Miq.). Fig. 1396. Shrub, to 15 or occasionally to 30
ft.: lvs. petioled, elliptic or rhombic-elliptic, acute or
acuminate, sharply appressed serrulate, glabrous
except few scattered bristly hairs, particularly on the
veins below, 1)^-3 in. long* fls. slender-pedicelled, m
drooping, 8-15-fld. puberulous racemes; corolla with
short obtuse upright lobes, yellowish or pale orange,

veined darker red, nearly J^in long* caps, oblong-ovate
on pendulous stalks turned upward at the apex. May.
Japan. B.M. 7059. Gn. 75, p. 287. G. 29:361. Gt.
22:747. M.D.G. 1900:550. S.I.F. 2:62.—This is one

71

of the handsomest species and the strongest grower;
the peculiar coloring of the gracefully drooping fls is

very attractive; the foliage turns brilliant red in

autumn.

cernuus, Makino (E. Meistbria, Maxim. Andrdm-
eda ctrnua . Miq.). Shrub, to 15 ft.: lvs. short-

petioled, obovate
or rhombic-ob-
ovate, acute or ob-
tusiah, crenately
serrate, bright
green above,
lighter below and
pubescent on the
veins, 1-2 m long:
fls. in pendulous
racemes, slender-

pedicelled; corolla

with irregularly

laeiniate limb,
about ^jin. long,

white in the type:
caps on pendulous
stalks turned up-
ward at the apex May. Japan.
Var rhbens, Makino. Fls red
—Only the red-fld. variety seems
to be in cult, and is a very distinct-

looking handsome shrub.

E chin frusta, Franch (E bimalaicua
var chinensis, Diels) Allied to E cam-
panulatus Lvs quite glabrous, more
cronately serrate racemes glabrous, cor-
olla yellow and rod, with darker rod
lobes Cent andW China JHF 1900:
212 — E dcflf’xus, Schneid (E himalaicus.
Hook f A Thoms ) Closely related to
E campanulatus Lvs elliptic-ovate to
elliptic-lanceolate, acute, slightly serrate,
margin and petioles red while young racemes many-fld , cor-
olla yellow, striped dark rod, with darker lobes Himalayas.
W China B M 6400—E. hxmolmcua, Hook, f A Thoms =E.
doflexus and K chinensis—E mkofriais, Makino =E subsessilis —
E qxitnqueftbrua, Lour (E reticulatus, Lindl ) Lvs elliptic,

long-pctioled, entire, persistent fls about 6, in umbels, subtended
by colored bracts, drooping, corolla campanulate, acarlOt S China,
Cochin-China BM 1649. BR S84, 885 L B C. 12 1101.
P M 5 127 R H 1849 221 H F 1859 101 Tender Var ser-

rulolus, Wilson (E serrulatus, Schneid ) Lvs deciduous, mem-
branous, finely serrulate fls smaller Cent and S W China —E.
retirulotua, Lindl *=K qianqueflorua —E serrulAlu4, Schneid =
K quinqueflorua var serrulatus—E subafaaiha, Makino (E.
mkoensis, Makino) Allied to E perulatus Lvs short-petioled,
elliptic or obovate. fls in pendulous racemes, small, white, kin.
long June Japan S T S 1 25 S I F 2 62 —This is the least
attractive m bloom, but the autumnal tint9 of the foliage are aa
beautiful as in the other species ALFRED REHDER.
ENNEALOPHUS (name refers to the 9 crests on

the style) Inddcese. A very recently described genus
of one species, E. amazdnicus, N E. Br

,
differing from

Tigndia in the 3 style-branches being 3-crested rather
than bifid or subulate. The perianth-segms. are free,

unequal and clawed, the exterior ones much the larger,

the blades of all of them more or less reflexed; stamens
3
;
the filaments connate into a tube. The bulb of the

single known species is abut 1 m. long, ovoid: lvs.

lmear-lanceolate, about 4, the upper one about 2 in.

long and the others 6-12 in. : fls. about I Yz in. across,

blue-violet with pale brown claws and a white spot at
the base of the blade of the inner segms. Brazil;

apparently not in the trade.

ENTADA (a Malabar name). Syn. Pusktha. Legu-
mmdsse. Tropical woody spineless climbers.

Leaves bipinnate, often cirrhiferous: fls. not papilion-

aceous, white or yellow, in slender spike-hke racemes
which are solitary or pamcled; calyx campanulate,
shortly 5-toothed; petals 5, free or somewhat coherent;
stamens 10, free, short-exserted

:
pod straight or arc-

uate, flat-compressed, jointed, the joints separating
and leaving a continuous border.—Perhaps 20 species
r»f high climbersm Afr. and Amer. The genus is remark-
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able for the jointed pods, which sometimes reach
several feet in length. Two of the American species

are mentioned as planted in S. Fla. Some of the
.species yield “sea beans” (G. F. 7:503)

polyst&chya, DC. At length tendril-bearing: pinna)

in 4-6 pairs; lfts. m 6-8 pan’s, oblong, rounded at apex,
beneath glabrous or puberulent: racemes in terminal

E
anicles

:
pod oblong, straightish, reaching 1 ft. in

:ngth W Indies to Venezuela and Guiana.— Makes
a rapid growth.

sc&ndens, Benth. Climbing to a great height, tendril-

bearing, the sts. terete: pinna) 1 or 2 pairs; lfts. 2-5 pairs,

coriaceous, oblong or elliptic, usually unequal-sided, gla-

brous or nearly so beneath . racemes solitary or twin
.
pod

twisted, sometimes8 ft. long. W Indies, Afr., Asia, Pacific

Isis. G.C. II 15 430—Seeds 2 m. across, dark brown
or purple, handsome, used in the making of trinkets

and small receptacles. Lvs. long-stalked, the raehis

commonly ending m a tendril. L. H. B.

ENTELfeA (Greek, complete; the stamens all fertile,

a distinguishing feature). Tiliacese. A shrub or small
tree from New Zeal., intro in S. Calif. Lvs. large,

alternate, 5-7-nerved, cordate at base, toothed or
crcnate, stellate-pubescent: fls white, 1 in. across,

in terminal cymes, sepals 4-5; petals 4-5; stamens
numerous, free, ovary 4-6-celled; cells many-ovuled;
style simple: fr a globose bristly locuhcidal caps.

arbor4scens, 11. Br. Attaimng 20 ft : the heart-
shaped outline of the If. broken on each side, about
two-thirds of the way toward the tip, by a projection
or lobe Mm. long or nearly as long as the tip of the If.;

blade 6-9 m long, 4 in. wide, doubly serrate. New Zeal.

B M 2480.—Eaten by horses and cattle in New Zeal.

Allied to Sparmannia, Aristotelia and EUeocarpus.
L. II. B.

ENTEROLdBITJM (name refers to the intestine-

form pods) Leguminbsx. Tropical trees.

Unarmed: lvs. bipinnate, the pinna) and lfts. many:
fls. not papilionaceous, greenish, in large heads or
clusters; calyx campanulate, shortly 5-toothed; corolla

5-toothed, somewhat trumpet-shaped, the petals con-
nate part way, stamens many, connate at base into a
tube, exserted, purple or white: legume broad, circmate,
attached at or near the middle, restricted between
the large seeds, leathery, pulpy.—About a half-dozen
species in the American tropics, 2 of which have been
intro in S. Cahf

a. Pod bent back in a complete circle.

cycloc&rpum, Gnseb. Tall tree, glabrous: pinnae m
4-9 pairs, lfts. m 29-30 pairs, unequal-sided, oblong,
pointed; the petiole with glands between bottom and
top pinna): stamens white. Cuba, Jamaica, Venezuela.

aa. Pod forming half or two-thirds of a circle.

Timbohva, Mart Said to be a fine tree: pubescent or
glabrous, glaucous: pinnae 2-5-pairs; lfts. 10-20 pairs,

falcate-oblong, mostly acute: pod coriaceous and inde-
hiscent, reniform, fleshy within; seed elhptic.

L. H. B.

EOM&CON (Greek, eastern poppy), Papaverachse.
Herbaceous perennial, with white flowers on a slender-
branchmg scape.

Rhizomatous, with radical lvs., glabrous: “mono-
typic, intermediate between Stylopnorum and San-
gumana, differing from both m the scapose habit,

racemose fls. and sepals confluent in a membranous,
boat-shaped spathe, and further from Stylophorum m
the form of the lvs. and color of the fls., and from San-
gumaria in the 4 petals and elongate style” (Hooker).

chion&ntha, Hance. Rootstock creeping, ascending,
full of yellow sap: lvs. all from the root; stalks twice
as long as the blades; blades 3-6 in. long, heart-shaped,
concave, broadly sinuate, rounded at the apex, bright

pale green above, almost glaucous beneath: scape 1 ft.

or more high, reddish; fls. 2 in. across, white; petals 4.

Spring; hardy near New York City. E. China. B M.
687 *•* Wilhelm Miller.

EOPfiPON: Tnhcoaanthea.

fiPACRIS (Greek-made name, upon the summit;
referring to their habitat). Epacnddcex. Heath-like
shrubs of Australia and New Zealand, of which half
a dozen or less are grown as cool greenhouse pot-plants.

Leaves small and entire, usually sharp-pointed,
sessile or short-stalked, scattered or sub-opposite, fls.

small and axillary, short-stalked, the flowering sts.

being elongated leafy spikes, regular and perfect;

calyx bracteate; corolla tubular, c toothed, white or

shades of purple and red; stamens 5; ovary 5-loculod,

ripening into either a fleshy or capsular fr. Distin-

guished from Erica by the braeteato or scaly calyx,

and the anthers opening by slits rather than pores —
About 40 species In the Old World, epacrises are
prized by those who grow heaths, and many good varie-

ties are known. They bloom m early spring or late

winter. The varieties of E impressa may be flowered
for Christmas; perhaps others may be so treated. A
carnation house, 50-55,° suits them well. There are
double-fld. forms.

a Corolla-tube decidedly longer than the calyx.

impressa, Labill. Three ft., erect, twiggy, downy:
lvs horizontal or deflexod, narrow-lanceolate and sharp’
fls. rather large (often ^in long), tubular, pendent, on
very short stalks, red or white. B M 3407 There are

many forms: var parvifldra, Lindl
,
B It. 25.19; E.

campanuldta
,
Lodd

,
with broader fls

,
L.B C 20*1925;

E. cerxflbra
,
Graham. B M 3243, E. nivbli s, Lodd

,

snow-white, LBC 19:1821 B.R 1531, E varidlnlis,

Lodd., blush, LBC. 19:1816, var longifldra, Cav.,
(E. mimala, Lindl. E grandijldra, Willd ). Sts

woolly, straggling: lvs. ovate-pom toil or cordate-
pointed, sessile or nearly so, many-nerved. fls long
(nearly 1 m ), red at base and white at the limb, cylin-

drical. B M. 982 BR. 31:5—Handsome. Var spl6n-
dens, Hort

, has brighter colors.

aa. Corolla-tube shorter than the calyx or only as long as it.

b. Lvs. acute or acuminate.

acuminata, Benth Lvs. ovate, acuminate, clasping,

ascending, fls small, red nearly sessile in the upper
axils; corolla-tube not exceeding the calyx; sepals

broad, ciliate.—Little known in U. S outside of botanic
gardens, but of considerable worth.

brevifldra, Stapf {E. hehroriema
,
Hook). A grace-

ful shrub, 1 ft
,
with many wavy branches, naked below,

with many lvs. above* lvs. divaricate on upper part of

st., reflexed below, elhptic-ovate, 3-6 lines long, sharp-
pointed: fls. spicate at the ends of the branches, white;
bracts and sepals whitish. New Zeal. Flowers in May
in England. B.M. 3257.

purpurAscens, R. Br. Lvs. ovate-acuminate, trough-
shaped, tipped with a long curved point or spine, fls.

short, the calyx nearly equaling the corolla, white or
pinkish. There is a double-fld. form. LBC. 3:237.
G.C. II. 5:340.—Probably identical with E pulcheUa,

Cav.
bb. Lvs. very obtuse.

obtusifdlia, Smith. An erect, much-branched shrub
1-3 ft. tall, the branches usually hairy: lvs. small,

elliptic or linear, thick and obtuse: fls. small, white,

in axillary racemes which are more or less one-sided.

L.B.C. 3:292.

Other trade names are: E. ardentls/nma. Fls. crimson.

—

E.
hyacxnthifidra var. candidianma, white, early, and var. fulgent.

E
ink—E. hjjbrxdo tupirba is merely a catalogue name for mixed
Inds of Epacris.—E. rubilia. Fls. bright rod.

—

E. aalmdnea (?)

N. TAYLOR.f
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EPHEDRA (ancient Greek name, used by Pliny for

the horse-tail). Gnet&cex Woody subjects, rarely

cultivated, usually found only in botanical collections,

although the scarlet fruits of some species are very
attractive.

Usually low much -branched shrubs, often pro-
cumbent and sometimes climbing, the green branches
resembling much those of Equisetum, bearing minute,
scale-like, sheathing lvs in distant pairs or whorls,
fls dioecious, in small aments, forming usually pedun-
cled axillary clusters, staminate fl with a 2-4-lobed
perianth and with the 2-8 stamens united into a column;
pistillate fl with an urceolate perianth, including a
naked ovule, developing into a nutlet; in some species

the bracts of the ament become fleshy, and form a
berry-1 ike syncarp —About 30 species from S Eu., N
Afr

,
Asia and in Trop Amer Latest monograph by

0. Stapf, in Denkschr. Akad Wissensch Wien,
vol 56 (1889), (in German and Latin) Curious-look-
ing, usually low shrubs, with pale green apparently
leafless branchlets, much resembling those of the
horse-tail and with inconspicuous fls

,
but fr in some

species decorative, berry -like and scarlet. They axe

but rarely grown, and most of them are tender, half-

hardy N are E distachya, E foltala, E nevadensis, E.
tnfurca They can be used for covering dry, sandy
banks or rocky slopes Prop is by seeds or by suckers
and layers

E aUtestma, Deaf Climbinp shrub, to 20 ft , green lvs to 1 in

long anientn panifulate or solitary, fls vuth 2-3 stamens, pistillate
Hk 1 2 fr lx rry-like, ovoid, J^in long, scarlet N Afr U M 7070
G ( III 7 702 —E Ihstdchya. Linn (E vulgaris, Linn ) Low, often

E
rocurnbent, 1-3 ft , pale or bluish green lvs onc-twelveth in
>ng aments usually clustered, staminate oblong, fls with about 8

stamens, pistillate 2-fld fr berry-like S Eu , W Asia R KG
11 800 \ar monostdehya, St apt Aments usually solitary — E
foltaia, Boiss (E kokarnea, lie gel) Procumbent or erect, to 15 ft ,

bright or bluish green lvs to 1 in long aments usually clustered,
ovate, st etuinatc fls with 1-4 Mamie btatntns, pistillate 2-fld fr

berry-like W Asia —E kokdnica. Regel—E foliata —E nebro-
dhisis, Tinto Erect, with rigid, pale green branches lvs Kin
long iments solitary or few, bturninate globular, pistillate 2-fld

fr beriy-hke Mcdit region to Himalayas —E ncvadbms, Wats
Erect, 2-3 ft , with pale or bluish green branches lvs Kin aments
usually solitary, staminate ovate, G-8-fld , pistillate 2-fld fr dry,
with ovate bracts Calif, New Mex—E tnfurca, Torr Erect,
with rigid, yellowish or pale green branches lvs m 3’s, connate,
about lt\i\ long, aments solitary, pistillate 1-fld fr dry, the round-
ish bracts with transparent margins Anz to Colo—E lulyans,
Linn =E distachya ALFRED RkHDER

EPICATTLEYA (compounded of Ejnderuirum and
Cattieya) Orchiddceap. A genus established to contain
hybrids between Epulentlrum and Cattieya
The following are some of these E balaructnsis (C.

labiata x E eburneum) —E, edndida (C Skinneri X E.
nocturnum) —E dedptens (C gigasxE ciliare)

—

E.
LAbansc (C Gaskelbana x E costancense).—E made-
burgentas —E Nbbo (C Claesiana x E O’Brienianuin).—E nemorale-gigas (C War^cewiezn x E nemorale) —
E. 0'Brlennia> (C. Bowringiana x E O’Brienianum)
—E Orpetn (C. amethvstoglossa x E.O’Bnemanum) —
E. mlmordcolor (C. Mendeln x E aurantiacum) — E.
Sedenn (C Bowringiana xE radnitum)

—

E. Wolter-

idna (C. Schroedcrae x E aurantiacum).

George V. Nash.

EPIDENDRUM (upon trees, alluding to their epi-

phytal habit). Orchuidcese. Epiphytic orchids, some
reouinng hothouse and some coolhouse conditions,

although a large genus, of minor importance horti-

culturally

Inflorescence simple or branched, nearly always
terminal; claw of the labellum more or less adnate to

footless column, the blade spreading and usually deeply
lobed, pollinia 4, 2 in each anther-cell, separated —
Nearly 500 species discovered and described from the
New World tropics, chiefly from Cent. Amer.

Cultivation of epidendrums.

Epidendrums are noted as the rankest weeds amongst
the orchid tribes The remarkable success in the rais-

ai7

mg of hybrids, be it in the genus itself or with the
related Cattieya and Laelia, has opened a wide field for

the breeder Epidendrum seedlings grow freely; the
time required to bring them to the flowering stage Is

little compared with other orchids, and it is but a ques-
tion of a short time till the blood of the epidendrums
will be infused into the weaker but more gorgeous
flowers of genera more difficult to grow It is also the
long stem and the gra<*e of the racemes of the epidendra,
as well as the odor of some of their species, which the
hybridist will try to blend with the largeness of short-

stemmed flowers, of cattlevas for example Therefore
a list of the species but rarely found under cultivation is

given below, the value of which, however, will call for

and justify large importations of their kind before long.

It is scarcely possible to apply any one rule for the

cultivation of this widely divergent and large $enus,

which includes many hundreds of variable individuals

geographically distributed all over tropical America.
For convenience they are treated under their several

separate sections

Section 1. Barkeria embraces several deciduous
small-growing species which generally deteriorate

sooner or later under cultivation They succeed best in

small baskets, suspended from the
roof, in rough loose material, such
as coarse peat fiber, with a small

quantity of live chopped sphagnum
moss added to retain moisture, this

compost freely interspersed with
^ pieces of charcoal or broken crocks

or potsherds They are all subjects

|
for the coolhouse, require a free

t moist atmosphere, shade from the

1 yfl sun while growing, and must be
/// syringed frequently c—head in

1397. Epidendrum radicans.

(XH)

bright weather. After the plants have matured growth,
they should be removed to a rather sunny location ana
be syringed overhead often enough to keep them m
sound condition until they start new action. While
resting during winter the temperature may range from
50° to 55° F at night, and a few degrees higher during
the day They are increased by division. This should
take place as the plants start growth action in early
spring, allowing at least three pseudobulbs to each piece.

Section II. Encyclium, of which E atropurpureum
,

E nemorale and E pnsmaiocarpum are good examples,
may be grown either m pots or baskets in equal parts
clean peat fiber and live chopped sphagnum, with a
liberal amount of drainage, and excepting E vitellinum,

which must be grown cool, they require a moist sunny
location with a winter temperature of 58° to 65° F.

by night and several degrees advance during the day.
In February and March, many species will start root or

growth action
,
such as need it should then be repotted

or top-dressed, as occasion requires. The temperature
should be increased several degrees, and a greater

amount of water be allowed with frequent overhead
syringing on bright days Ventilation should be given
whenever the weather will permit, to keep the young
growths from damping-off and the atmosphere active;

at this time the plants will need light shading to pre-
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vent sun-burning. The stock is increased by cutting

nearly through tne rhizome three or four bulbs behind
the lead, when starting action; this will generally cause
the latent eyes to grow, but the pieces should not be
removed until the new growth is well advanced

Section III. Atjlizeum includes such species as E.
ciliare, E. cochleatum. and the like, the several require-

ments being identical with the preceding.
Section IV. Euepidendrum These are mostly tall-

growing species, some reed-like as m E evectum
,
and

others rambling in an irregular way, producing aerial

roots along the stems as they grow, a good example of

this is seen in E radicans. All are best grown in pots
and placed near a partition or end of a greenhouse
where support may be given as the growth advances.
There is, in fact, no better example of an epiphyte than
E radicans, the roots often attaining several feet m
length, and appearing from nearly every node. A
structure m which 50° F is maintained m winter will be
ample, and full exposure to sun should be permitted at

all times This prevents immature growth, and flowers

are produced very freely After flowering time, young
shoots appear, often from the old stems, and when a
few roots are formed and before they become too long
to go into a small pot without injury, remove them and
pot with care, place the young plants in a shady place

for a few weeks; m this way propagation is easily

accomplished. This section of epidendrums produce
seeds the largest known among orchids. They are

green in color, and under favorable conditions germi-
nate very readily. It is, in fact, much easier to get the
seeds to grow than to get the species to produce good
seeds, for when flowering plants are produced from seed,

there is an infinite variation that has not yet been
understood.

Section V Psilanthemum contains but one species,

E. Stamfordianum, which requires the same general
treatment as those in Section II. Robert M. Grey.

E. O Orpet.

atropurpureum, 20
aur&ntiacum. 23
bicornutum and bi-
dentatum are Di-
acnurriH

Brassavolro 21
Capartmnum, 18
Catillus, 2.

ciliare, 22
emuabannum, 3
cochleatum, 27
cra&sifvlium, 6
dichromum, 17
eburneum, 10
elegans, 11
elhpticum, 6.

Endresn, 5.

INDEX

evectum, 8
falcatum, 24
fragrana, 26
Godseffianum, 18
vmperator, 2, 9
leucochilura, 9
Lindleyanum, 13.

macuUtlum, 19
macrochilum, 20
majua, 15
nemorale, 16
odoratum is an
Aendes

osmanthum, 18
pamculatum, 7
Parkmsonmnum, 24
prismatocarpum, 19

radicans, 4
Randianum, 20
rhizophorum, 4
roseum, 20
sanguineum is a
Broughtoma

Skinner', 12
speetabile, 14
Stamfordianum, 1

(ampense, 25
tibicinus is a
Schomburgkia

venosum, 25
violaccum is Catlleya

Loddiffem
vitellinum, 15

a Injl radical (Psilanthemum .)

1. Stamfordianum, Batem. Sts. fusiform, 12 in.

long: lvs. 7-9 in large panicles of yellow and green
fls

,
crimson -spotted, fragrant. Mex to Colombia.

B.M. 4759 GC. Ill 17.655 JF 3*251.

aa Infl terminal

B. Sts. without bulbs: lvs distichous, alternate' only top

of column free from lip (.Euepidendrum .)

c. Fls. red, orange or vermilion

2. Catillus, Reichb f. (E im perdtor, Hort.). Fls. cm-
nabar-red. Colombia I H. 21 : 162

3. cinnabarinum, Salzmann. Sts. 3-4 ft • fls. orange-
red, 2 in. diam., lobes of lip deeply fringed. Brazil.

B.R. 28:25.—A beautiful species

4. radicans, Pav. (E. rhizdphorum, Batem.). Fig.

1397. Sts. semi-scandent, up to 5 ft. Idng, long white
roots from opposite the lvs * fls. up to 2 in. diam.,
numerous; most brilliant of the red-flowering species.
Guatemala, amongst heavy grass Gn 24*390. OR.
5.273.

cc. Fls. white.

5.

findresii. Reichb. f. Sts. 6-9 in.: racemes 9-12-
fld.; fls 1 in. diam., pure white, lip and column spotted
purple. Costa Rica. G.C. II. 23:504. B.M. 7855.
O R. 12 145

ccc. Fls
,
at least sepals and petals, rose or purple.

6 elllpticum, Graham {E crassifbhum, Hook.). Fls.

on long scapes, clustered, rose or purple, 14m. diam.
Brazil. B M. 3543

7. panicul&tum. Ruiz & Pav Sts. 3-4 ft. : fls. %in.
across, lilac-purple, lip whitish yellow. Venezuela to
Peru, high altitudes B M. 5731 I H. 22 211 —Most
free-flowering and best of paniculate species

8 evectum, Hook. Sts 3-5 ft peduncles nodding,
2 ft.; fls. rich purple, lip deeply fringed. Colombia.
B.M. 5902 —Easily cult, and on account of its freo-

flowering habit deserves a place in the warm greenhouse.

cccc Fls
, at least sepals and petals, yellowish green.

9. leucochilum, Ivlotzsch (E . imperdtor, Hort ). Sts
2 ft : fls 5-9, on long pedicels, greenish yellow, lip pure
white Colombia, 6,000-9,000 ft

10 ebtimeum, Reichb f. Sts terete, 2-3 ft.: fls 3-4
m diam

,
yellowish green; lip ivory-white, with yel-

low calli; raceme terminal, 4-6-fld. Panama, in swamps
B M 5643.

1398. Bpidendrum
ciliare (Xy)

bb Sts thickened into

pseudobulbs.

c Fseudobulbs 2-^-lvd
labeUum adnate less

than half, column broad-

winged (Barkena ).

d Lip obovate, obtuse

11 llegans, Reichb f (Bark-
'ena Hegans, Knowl. & West)
Sts terete, 12 in pedicels 24
in

;
fls 5-7, nodding, 1}4 in.

diam., lilac-purple; lip whitish,

with purple blotch Pacific coast
of Mex. BM. 1784.

dd. Lip acute.

e. Fls about 1 m across.

12. Skfnneri, Batem. (Barkhia Sklnnen, Paxt

)

Lvs, ovate-oblong, sheathing the slender st * peduncle
terminal, bearing rose-ldac fls about 1 in across;
petals and sepals nearly equal, petals so twisted at the
base as to present dorsal surface to the observer; label-

lum ovate, with 3 raised lines Guatemala. B R
1881 PM 15*1 (var major).

ee Fls 2-J). m across .

13 Lindleyanum, Reichb. f (Barkhia Lindleydna,
Batem ) Sts slender, fls numerous^ about 2 in

across, rose-purple; labellum with a white disk; petals
broader than the sepals Cent. Amer 1839. J H. Ill
44:53

14. spectAbile, Reichb f. (Barkhia spectdbilis,

Batem.) Flor de Isabal. Sts. tufted, cylindrical,
4-5 in. high: lvs. 2. raceme about 6-fld.; fls. 3-4 in

across, bright lilac; sepals linear-lanceolate; petals
ovate-lanceolate; labellum white at base, red-spotted.
Guatemala.
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cc. Pseudobulbs 1-2-, rarely 3-lvd.. labellum adnate at

base, or not up to the middle, column not winged.

(Encyclium .)

d. FIs. cinnabar.

15. vitelllnum, Lmdl Pseudobulbs ovoid, 2 m. long:
lvs. 6-9 in.: peduncles 15-18 in., 10-15-fld

;
fls. cinna-

bar-red
,
lip and column orange. Mex., 6,000-9,000 ft

B M. 4107. G.C III. 10:141

Var xn&jus, Veitch. Pseudobulbs shorter - racemes
denser; fls larger and more brilliant G.C. Ill 12:159.
—Very superior to the species, type no longer imported.

dd. Fls rose

16. nemor&le, Lindl. Pseudobulbs subglobose, 3-4
in. high: lvs 9-12 in . peduncles 2 ft long, covered with
warts; fls. 3-4 m diain

,
rose-colored; lip rosy mauve,

streaked with purple Mex B M. 4606 (as E. verru-

cosum). GC 11.24:332. A.F 6:633.

ddd Fls. other than above.

E Sepals and petals white.

17 dichromum, Lmdl. Fls white, lip rose-colored,

yellow and downy at base Brazil.

ee Sepals and petals green

18 osminthum, Ilodr (E GodsejJiAnum, Rolfe. E.
Capariidnum, Lindl) Fls. 1 Yi in across, in large

f

iamclcs, light green, suffused with brown, lip white,
ined with rose-purple, fragrant Brazil. B M 7792 —
One of the handsomest species

19

prismatoc&rpum, Iieichb. f. (E maculdtum
,

Hort ) Pseudobulbs ovoid, tapering, 4-5 in lvs 12-15
in fls lj<2 in across, pale jellow-green, with purplish
black spots; lip pale purple, with yellow tip and white
border Cent Amer

, 5,000 ft B M 5336 G W 5,

p 126 OR 12.57

eee Stpals and petals purple or broken

20 atropurpilreum, Willd (E macrochUum, Hook ).

Pseudobulbs ovoid, 3-4 in high lvs lanceolate, 12-15
in long, dull purple-colored, peduncle 6-10-fld

,
fib

2H in diain., purplish brown upon greenish ground,
lip yellowish white, with crimson stripes Mex to
Venezuela B M 3534 A F 6 609. J H III 51 243,
401.

Var Randi&num, Lind & Rod Sepals and petals

margined with light yellowish green, the white middle
lobe of lip w'lth a red-purple-raycd blotch

Var rdseum, Reichb f Sepals and petals purplish,
lip bright rosy Guatemala PM 11*243

21. Brass&volse, Reichb f. Pscudobulbs pear-
shaped lvs 6-9 in. racemes 18-24 in

,
6-9-fld

,
fls.

4 in. across, sepals and petals narrow, yellowish brow'll,

lip trowel-shaped, purple, white and green. Mex. to
Guatemala, 8,000 ft BM 5664.

ccc. Pseudobulbs 1-2-, rarely 3-lvd.: lip adnate up
to apex of column. (Auhzeum )

D. Lip fringed.

22 cili&re, Linn. Fig 1398 Pseudobulbs clavate,
4-6 in.

-

lvs 4-6 m
,
springing from sheathing bract:

peduncles 5-7-fld.
;
fls yellowish green

;
lip white Trop.

Amer
,
between 5th and 20th parallel of north latitude.

B.R. 784.—Plant resembles a cattleya. Intro, to cult,

in 1790.

dd. Lip not fringed.

e. Fls. vermilion.

23. aurantlacum, Batem. Once classed in the sepa-
rate group of Epicladium, now often accepted as a spe-
cies of Cattleya, where it was first referred by Don.
The plant grows with, and much resembles CaUleya
Shnneri. Fls m across, orange-red, appearing in
Feb. and March and lasting several weeks Guatemala.
Gt 5:130.

ee. Fls. not vermilion.

f. The lip deeply 3-lobed, the middle lobe long and
lanceolate.

24 falc&tum, Lmdl (E . Parkinsonianum, Hook.).
Pseudobulbs thm, rising from running rhizomes,
monophyllous. lvs 6-12 m

,
fleshy, channeled on one

side, peduncles 2-5, sheathed, 1-nd
;

fls. 5 m. across,

greenish yellow; lip white, greenish at apex Mex. to
Guatemala B M . 3778. G C. III. 44 .378.—Plants
grow inverted.

ff. The lip not as m f.

25 ven&sum. Lmdl Butterfly Orchid. Scape 1

ft
,
with white sheaths, lvs 3, 4-6 m. long, linear-lanceo-

late. scape tumid at base, 5-7-fld.; fls pmk, chocolate
and green, about 1 in long, lasting a long time. On
oaks, etc

,
Mex —Of easy cult The Fla. representa-

tive of this species is E. tamfknse, Lindl. See 9th Rept.
Mo. Bot. Card 137, pis. 38, 39.

26 fr&grans, Swartz. Pseudobulbs fusiform, mon-
ophyllous, 3-4 in

-

lvs 8-12 in.
-

fls inverted, 2 in.

diam
,
very fragrant, pale greenish or whitish; lip crim-

son-streaked Guatemala, through the W. Indies to

N Brazil B.M 1669

27 cochle&tum, Linn Pseudobulbs 3-4 in.: lvs. 6 in .

racemes 4-7-fld
,

fls. 3-4 in. across, greenish white; lip

deep purple beneath, light green above, with maroon
blotch on each side, column white. Trop. Amer. from
Fla to Colombia BM 572.—Intro. 1787; first epiphy-
tical orchid to flower m England.

Garden hybrids E B&rkehyx (E Stamfordianum XE O’Bnen-
lanum)

—

E Burtonn (E O’BnemanumxE ibaguense)

—

E.
Clarrlssa suptrbum (E elegantulum X E Walhsii)

—

E dellfinsc

(E xanthinurnxE radicans)

—

E degdntulum (E Walhsii xE
Endrewo-Wallisu) G C III 19 361 —E Endrhio-WdUisu —E
kfwense (K e\ectumxE xanthinum)

—

E O’Brvenvdnum (E evec-
tumxE radicans) GC III 3 771 —E Phdebua (E O’Bnemanum
xE vitelhnum)

—

E. rodicdnti-Stamfordidnum —E. rddico-vitel-

linum —E Wdlliaio-cilidre —E xdntho-radicana *

Euepidendrutn E arachnooldaaum, Andr6 Sts 4-5 ft fls.

rich purple-lilac lip fringed, with orange calh Colombia R.H
1x82 554 —E CUeatdnum, Cogn Sts up to 2 ft tall racemes
numerous, pendulous, fls pure white Colombia GC III 29 70 —
E cnenudophorum, Lindl Sts 4-6 ft racemes ample, drooping
fls purple, brown and yellow, fragrant Guatemala, 7,000 ft BM.
5656—E condpaeum, R Br Scape few- to inany-fld lvs 1-3, thick,
fls green, tinged with purple, the sepals spatulate and revolute,
the petals narrower and obtuse S Fla and S Once offered by
Reasoner —E Cooperidnum, Batem Sts 2-3 ft fls yellow-green;
lip bright purple Brazil B M 5054 —E coatdtum. Rich A Gal
Raceme nodding, fls about 1 m across, the sepals and petals
reddish brown, the hp whitish, purple-marked Mex G C III.

44 125 —E declpiena, Lindl Fls orange or vermilion Colombia.
— E Ethan, Rolfe Fls carmine-rose, very handsome Colombia
E fulpena, Brongn Fls orange-scarlet, m crowded racemes
Guiana to Brazil —E yrdnlia, Lmdl , was once offered by John
Saul —E xbaguhiae, HBK Sts 2-3 ft fls orange - scarlet , lip

yellow Colombia to Peru, 4,500 ft —E Lambeaiu\num, De Wild.
.Sepals and petals whitish, the lip claret G C III 44 228 —

E

myndnlhum, Lindl Sts 3-5 ft enormous panicles of nch purple
fls , lip with 2 yellow calh Guatemala B M 5556 .—E noc-
turnum, Linn Sts 2-3 ft peduncles 8-10-fld , fls white and yel-
lowish, 5 in across, very fragrant S Fla and Mex to Peru and
W Indies. B M 3298 Once offered by Reasoner—E palptgerum,
Reichb f Fls beautiful lilac Mex —

E

/'/dm, Rolfe Sts 4-6 ft

high fls light purple, Up with wrhite disk, in numerous racemes.
Costa Rica —E Pseudepidfridrum, Reichb f Sts 2-3 ft fls 3 m.
diam , green, hp orange-red and yellow Cent Amer, 4,000 ft.

BM 5929

—

E raniferum, Lindl Sts 2-3 ft fls yellow-green,
thickly spotted with purple Mex to Guiana BR 28 42 —

E

rigulum, Jac<i ,
was once catalogued by Reasoner —E Schdm-

burgkn, Lindl Sts 2-3 ft fls vermilion. Guiana, Brazil, Quito
B R 24 53 —E stenopttalum, Hook Sts up to 2 ft fls 1H
in across, rosy mauve, the hp with a white blotch Jamaica B M.
3410

—

E syringothyrsis, Reichb f. Sts 4-5 ft fls deep purple,
hp and column with orange and yellow, crowded in long racemes.
Bolivia, 8,000-9,000 ft B M 6145 —E. Wdllisu, Reichb f Sts.
4-6 ft • fls. yellow, some purple spots, hp orange and purple, upon
white ground Colombia 4,000-7,000 ft Has lateral as well as
terminal racemes

Eneychum E ddvena, Reichb f. Fls. yellow, veined brown;
hp yellowish white, purple-streaked Brazil—E aldtum. Batem
Fls 2 in across, purple and green, hp yellowish, streaked with

f
urple, fragrant Cent Amer B.M 3898.

—

E btfidum, Aubl
Is pale green, dotted with purple, lip rose, orange and white W.

Indies, Guiana B R 1879.—E FrxderUh-GxnUflmx, Warsc A
Reichb f Bulbs 4-5 ft fls. dark purple, base of hp white and yel-
low Peru, 6,000-8,000 ft. I.H 18 48

—

E. aallopavinum, Reichb f.

Fls. brown in large racemes, hp yellow Brasil.

—

E. onctdtoldea,
Lmdl Panicles up to 6 ft long, fls yellow and brown, sweet-
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scented. Stately species. Guiana. B R 1623 —E. phatnlceum,
Lindl Panicles 2-3 ft., fls deep purple, mottled green, hp rich
violet, stained cnpison Handsome Cuba—F nrgdtum, Lindl.
Scape up to 7 ft. high, fls. small, up to 20, greenish, stained brown.
Mex

Auhzeum: E. variegAtum, Hook Racemes many-fld , fls.

fragrant, sepals and petals pale yellow, the lip rose or wlute-and-
rose-spotted. S Amer B M 3151.

Other species mentioned in horticultural literature are E. campy-
lostulyx, lleichb f A curious species with gluucous green pseudo-
bulbs and l\s fls yellowish tinged with chocolate color Cent.
Amer.

—

E. Ldmbda, Lind Closely allied to E fragrans Sepals and
petals light salmon-color, lip cream-yellow with violet lines, crest
velvety Colombia—E laterAle, Hort Inti, produced on a
rudimentary pseudobulb as in E Stamfordianum. Cent. Amer—
E. pteroedrpum, Lindl Of diminutive growth, chiefly of botanical
interest Mex—E. punctiferum, Reichb f Fls. m erect spikes,
green, the lip spotted with purple Brazil —E purpurachylum,
Rodr “Sepals and petals dull olive-green, tinged with brown,
corrugated front lobe of Up deep purple, with whitish yellow mar-
pn, fls. fragrant, not unlike violets "

—

E, saccharAtum. Krftnzl.

Raceme 15-20-fld , fls green, marked with dark brown, lip white,
rose-purple at apex Guiana—E Stall,forthiAnum, Krfinzl Sepals
and petals dull brown, column ivory-white, fls have a peculiar
and disagreeable odor Mex. G.C. Ill 51 114 —E tnpunddtum,
Lmdl. Intro, in 1881 and now reappearing in cult

George Hansen
George V. NAsii.f

EPEDlACRIUM (compounded of Epidendrurn and
Diacrium) Orchiddce<#. A genus established to con-
tain hybrids between Epidendrurn and Diacrium.

EPIGifeA (Greek, epi, upon, gaia, earth; in reference

to the trailing growth) Ertc&ce<e. Evergreen spring-

blooming plants, herbaceous in appearance but with
woody creeping stems, sometimes planted

Leaves alternate, petiolate, entire, leathery, fls.

usually dioecious, sometimes perfect, in short terminal

or pseudo-axillary spikes, each in the axil of a green
bract and with 2 green bractlets; sepals 5, green; corolla

pink or white, salvcr-shapexl, with 5 lobes, stamens 10,

attached to the base of the corolla-tube, the.2-celled

anthers dehiscing by slits not, as is usual in the Erica-

ceae, by pores; style columnar; stigma 5-lobed, ovary
densely hairy, 5-celled, with many ovules fr depressed-
globose, fleshy, dehiscent along the partitions, the

many minute seeds set on the surface of the white suc-

culent placentae.—Two species, N. E Amer. and Japan.

repens, Linn. Trailing Arbutus Mayflower.
Fig. 1399 Spreading on the ground in patches some-
times 2 ft. diarn

,
the hirsute sts rooting’ If -blades

ovate-oblong to orbicular, cordate or rounded at the

base, obtuse or broadly acute at the apex, sparingly

hirsute on the margins and both surfaces, 1-3 in.

long* fls fragrant, the corolla-lobes spreading, those of

the male fls. much larger than the female, stamens
m the female fls. often reduced to mere rudiments of

filaments; stigmas spreading in the female fls
,
folded

together in the male fr berry -like after dehiscence,

the axis, dissepiments, and placentae fleshy. Newfound
land to Sask

,
south to Fla., Ky

,

and Wis.—It grows only in acid

soils.

Trailing arbutus, probably the
best beloved of all the early wild
flowers of the eastern United States,

is rarely seen in cultivation Yet
it thrives m the same acid peaty
sandy well aerated soils as the ^ ^
blueberry, and like the blueberry it

has in and on its roots a myc*-
*

rhizal fungus upon which it prob-
ably depends for nutrition. One of

the most satisfactory potting mix-
tures is nine parts finely sifted,

kalmia peat, one part clean sand?
and three parts clean broken
crocks. In watering the plants one
should use rain-water,' bog-water,
or some other water free from lime

Wild plants may be transplanted, preferably in autumn
or very early spring, care being taken to lift a large

portion of the root-mat without disturbing the roots.

Such plants should be kept m a cold frame or coolhouse
and until abundant new roots are formed should
receive little or no direct sunlight They may be
propagated by division or by layers, but the resulting

plants are seldom symmetrical
The best method of propagating trailing arbutus is

by the seed The fruit, which is often borne in abun-
daneo on vigorous female plants, ripens at the same
season as the wild strawberry At maturity and while

still herbaceous the wall of the fruit splits from the

center into five valves which turn backward in a green
rosette exposing the white fleshy edible berry-liko

interior, l
/i to % of an mch in diameter and dotted with

seeds The fruits disappear quickly after dehiscence,

commonly within a few hours, being eagerly sought by
ants, snails, and birds. A fruit bears usually 300 to

500 seeds Tho seeds, which are easily separated from
the pulp by rubbing between the fingers, should be
sown at once m a well-drained shallow box, m a mixture
of two parts finely sifted kalmia peat and one part of

clean sand, covered about of an mch with the same
material, and watered slowly but thoroughly with a
very fine rose. If covered with a glass and kept away
from direct sunlight a second watenng may not be
required before germination The seeds come up in

three to four weeks, and in their earliest stages after

germination often require protection from ants. This
is best accomplished by setting the seed-boxes on pots

inverted in saucers of water In the heat of summer
young seedlings, and older plants as well, can not stand

full sunlight A lath shade with spaces of the same
width as the lath usually furnishes sufficient protection

In the third or fourth month from germination, when
the plants are about of an mch in diameter, they
should be potted in 2-incli pots m the mixture of peat,

sand, and crocks already described, and the pots

plunged in sand in shallow boxes.

If carried through the first winter in a greenhouse,

with a night temperature of 55° to 60° and a day
temperature of about 65° to 70°, the nlants continue

their growth all winter, and in the following summer
some of them even without transfer to larger pots will

lay down a few clusters of flower-buds, in preparation

for the next spring’s blooming, when they are a year
and a half old Many of the plants, however, do not
flower until they are twTo and a half years old, their

Trailing arbutus or Mayflower —Epigasa repeat.
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roSettes having reached a diameter of about 7 to 10
inches.

The flower-buds are formed from midsummer to

autumn. If the plants are kept m a warm greenhouse
during the winter the flower-buds seldom open. To
make them open normally the plants must be subjected

to a prolonged period of chilling Actual freezing is

not necessary. The best chilling temperature for the

greenhouse is a little above freezing, about 35° Alter-

nate freezing and thawing, with strong sunlight, is

likely to injure the foliage. Strong sunlight without
freezing heightens the color of the flowers. After two
to three months of chilling the plants may be forced,

if early flowers are desired, by alternating the same low
night temperature with a day temperature of 45° to

60°. Plants kept in a cool humid atmosphere often

remain in flower three to four weeks, redolent with
their well-known delightful fragrance The male
flowers, with their yellow centers, are much larger and
prevailingly much pinker than the green-centered

female flowers In cultivated plants the corollas some-
times have a spread of % of an inch. The most robust
plants have been secured by plunging the pot m moist
sphagnum in a pot of 2 inches greater diameter. The
roots then grow through the hole m the bottom of the
inner pot and develop profusely in the moist, well

aerated sphagnum of the outer pot. Old plants which
have become ragged at the center may be revivified

by cutting the stems back almost to the main root

immediately after flowering They then throw out a
new circle of branches with new and bright foliage and
flower profusely the following spring.

FREDERICK V. COVILLE.

EPIL&LIA (compounded of Epidendrum and
L<elia) Orchul&ceae. A genus established to include
hybrids of these genera
E belairtnsis (E ciliare X L autumnalis).

—

E.
Charleswdrthn (E radicans X L. cmnabarma).

—

E.
Fletcheridna (E atropurpureum x L harpophylla) —E.
Hardydna (E ciliare x L anceps). C 0 1

—

E
heateritnsis (E O’Bnenianmn x L cmnabarma) —E.
Lawrencei (E vitellinum x L tenebrosa) —E LionHit
(F. atropurpureum x L purpurata) —E MdrganUe
(E Parkinsomanum x L grandis).

—

E. Sylvia (L.

cmnabarma x E Cooperianum )

—

E Vdlchii (E.

radicans x L purpurata) —E mlellbrbsa (E vitel-

linum x L tenebrosa) George V. Nash.

EPIL6BIUM (Greek, upon the pod, referring to the
structure of the flower). Including Chamsenbrwn.
Onagrdcex Border plants, with willow-like foliage, and
large showy spikes of deep pink, rosy crimson or white
or even yellow flowers borne from June to August
Herbs or sub-shrubs, sometimes annual, erect,

sprawling or creeping: lvs alternate or opposite,
toothed or entire: fls axillary or terminal, solitary or
in spikes or racemes, rosy purple or flesh-colored, very
rarely yellow, calyx-tube little, if at all, produced
beyond the ovary; petals 4, obovate or obcordate,
erect or spreading; stamens 8; ovary 4-celled; seeds
comose; stigma often 4-lobed: caps, long and narrow,
4-sided and 4-valved —Species about 200 or more, in

many parts of the world, mostly in temperate regions.

'fne taller species, like E. angustifolium and E. hir-

mtum, make very rank growth in moist places, and are
therefore especially adapted for the wild garden or for

naturalizing along the water’s edge and in low meadows
The underground runners reach far, and the plants
spread fast when not kept in bounds. Propagation is

by division or seeds.

angustifdlium, Lmn (E. spicdtum
,
Lam. Chamx-

nbnon angustifdlium
,
Scop.). Great Willow-Herb.

Fire-Weed. In cult, mostly branched and 3-5 ft.

high; m the wild simple or branched, 2-8 ft. high: lvs.

alternate, very short-petioled, lanceolate, entire or

minutely toothed, 2-6 m. long, 4-12 hues wide, pale
beneath, acute, narrowed at bases 1

fls. spreading, in

long, terminal spike-like racemes, petals rounded at
tip; stigma 4-lobed 1 caps 2-3 m long. Eu., Asia, N.
Arner B B. 2.481 Var filba, Hort., has pure white
fls. suitable for cutting; also occurs wild This variety
was perfected m England It forms a compact bush

hirsfltum, Lmn. Stout, 2-4 ft. high, with short but
conspicuous soft straight hairs: lvs. oblong-lanceolate,

usually opposite, sessile and often clasping, with many
small, sharp teeth, 1-3 m. long, pubescent on both
sides: fls. erect, axillary, about 1 in. across; petals

notched : weed from Eu
,
showy, and sometimes found

m old gardens
Dodonabi, Vill {E rosmanmfdhum,

Haenke). Per-
ennial, 1-3 ft

,
blooming m midsummer, mostly erect:

lvs. linear, tapering somewhat toward either end,
entire, smooth or somewhat soft-hairy: fls. red, the infl

terminal on the branches Eu.
obcordHtum, Gray Glabrous perennial: decumbent,

sts 3-5 in. lon£, 1-5-fld 1 lvs numerous, opposite,

ovate, sessile, %in or less long. fls. bright rose-color,

the petals )^in long and obcordate; stamens yellow,

shorter than declining style, caps short and thick

Calif in the high Sierras, and m Nev.—Offered as an
alpine A handsome species.

liiteum, Pursh Nearly simple, 1-2 ft., nearly gla-

brous. lvs ovate or elliptical to broad-lanceolate,

toothed, slightly fleshy, 1-3 m long, sessile or with a
short-winged petiole fls bright yellow, the petals

long, style often exserted • caps long-stalked, some-
what puberulent Ore to Alaska
E ubywlnicum album 13 offered abroad, as “pure white, pretty”

the name does not appear to have botanical standing

—

E latv-

fdlium, I inn (Chamasnenon latifolium. Sweet) Erect, canescent,
about 1*2 ft lvs lanceolate or o\ ate -lanceolate, tapering at both
ends, thick fls purple, showy, sometimes 2 m across Newfound-
land to Ore and north. L II B
EPIMItDIUM (Greek, like Median, a plant said to

?
row m Media; a name from Dioscoridcs, retained by
annirus) Berberidacex. Herbs suitable for rock-gar-

dens and shady places.

This genus contains some of the daintiest* and most
interesting plants that can be grown in the hardy
border, and E. macranthmn, particularly, is as distinct,

complicated and fascinating as many of the rare, ten-

der and costly orchids. The whole family to which it

belongs is exceptionally interesting, and is one of the
most striking of those rare cases m which the cultural,

botanical and artistic points of view have much m
common Of the 8 or 9 genera of this family only Ber-
bers and Nanchna are shrubs, all the others being herbs,
with creeping, underground sts

,
and all small, choice,

curious, and cult to a slight extent, except Bongardia
and Leontice. Podophyllum contains our mandrake;
Caulophyllum the quaint blue cohosh; and the others
are Aceranthus, Achlys, Diphylleia, Jeffersoma and
Vancouveria. A collection of all these plants should
make a charming study What appear to be petals in

E. macranthum are really the inner row of sepals, col-

ored like petals, and performing their functions, while
the long spurs or nectaries are supposed to be highly
specialized petals. Epimedium has 8 sepals and 4
petals, which are mostly small and m the form of nec-
taries 1 stamens 4 1

caps, opening by a valve on the
back: lvs pinnately twice or thrice dissected. They
grow a foot or two high. For E. dxphyllum, see Acer-
anthus, which is distinguished by its flat, not nectary-
hke petals, and its lvs. with a pair of lfts. on each of
the 2 forks of the petiole—There are 11 species, all

natives of the northern hemisphere, but some are
found as far south as N. Afr. There is none native in.

Amer. The Garden, 48, p. 486, shows what a charming
picture can be made of the foliage alone when cut ana
placed in a bowl. The plants retain Jheir foliage all

winter, especially m sheltered spots under trees.
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Epimediiims thrive best m partial shade, and are
particularly well suited for rockeries and the margins
of shrubberies. Almost any soil will answer for them.
The peculiar bronzy tints of the young foliage con-

trast well with the variously colored flowers. Propaga-
tion by division. (J B. Keller.)

a. Spurs conspicuous, often 1 m. long, sometimes twice

as long as the showy inner sepals.

macr&nthum, Morr & Decne Fig. 1400. Lvs.
thrice ternate; lfts. cordate-ovate, unequal at the base,

sharply toothed; petioles with short, spreading, con-
spicuous hairs outer sepals sometimes colored bright
red, remaining after the larger and showier parts of the

fl. have fallen; inner sepals ovate-lanceolate, violet;

spurs white Japan B.R. 1906. P.M. 5:151. Not
Gn. 46:356, which is E pinnatum Var niveum,
Voss (E niveum, Hort ), has pure white fls G W 3, p.

591 Var rdseum, Voss (E. rdseum, Hort. E niveum
var. rdseum, Hort ), has fls. white, tinged with pink or
pale rosy red. Var. violiceum, Voss (E. violaceum,

Morr. & Decne ), has violet spurs, shorter than in E.
macranlhum, but much larger than in the other species.

B.M. 3751. B R 26:43. H F 4:168 —Avery interest-

ing species. The E hldcea advertised in some Ameri-
can catalogues seems to belong here. E. lilacea is a
name unknown in botanical literature.

aa. Spurs medium-sized, nearly as long as the inner
sepals.

b. Inner sepals bright red.

alpinum, Linn., var. rilbrum, Hook. (E. ritbrum,

Morr.). Fig. 1400. Lvs. bitemate (but Hooker’s picture

shows tendency to thrice ternate condition), minutely
toothed: spurs white, marked with red, as m Fig 1400,
which shows the very distinct appearance of the fls.

Japan. B.M. 5671. R B 3, p. 33.—Hooker says this

diners m no way from E alpinum, except in the larger

and red fls., while the type which grows wild m England

bb. Inner sepals whitish or pd$e yellow.

Musschi&num, Morr. & Decne Lvs. only once ter-

nate, sharply toothed, as in E. macranlhum: all floral

parts whitisn or pale yellow. Japan. B M. 3745.

—

The least showy kind, but worth growing in a collec-

tion, its spurs having an individuality difficult to
describe. Var. rilbrum, Hort

,
is presumably an error,

as a red-fld. form would be very unexpected.

aaa. Spurs much shorter than the inner sepals, being,

m fact, merely small nectar-glands.

b. Lvs. once or twice ternate.

pinn&tum, Fisch Fig 1400. Lvs usually bitemate,
with 5 lfts

,
3 above and 1 on each side, lfts. with a

deeper and narrower basal cut than in E macranlhum,
the whole plant densely hairy scape about as long as

the fully developed lvs.; fls typically bright yellow;
nectaries red, a third or a fourth as long as the inner
sepals Shady mountain woods of Persia and Caucasus.
B M 4456 Gn. 46.356, (erroneously as E macran-
thum)

,

48, p. 486 G 18:706.—Best suited to the alpine
garden

Var. elegans, Hoit, presumably has larger,

brighter and more numerous fls E sulphureum of

European catalogues is regarded by J W Manning
and J. B Keller as a pale yellow-fid form of E pinna-
tum, but by Voss as a variety of E. macranlhum A
yellow form of the violet-fid. E. macranlhum would be
very surprising

Var c61chicum, Hort (F cdlchicum, Hort ), has
brilliant golden yellow fls and nectaries l-lH lines

long.

bb. Lvs always once ternate.

Perralderi&num, Coss This is the African repre-

sentative of E pinnatum, from which it differs in the
key characters and also in the much more strongly

ciliate-toothcd lfts
,
when young the lfts have rich

bronze markings, making a handsome showing. Its

fls are a “paler yellow than the typical E pinna-
tum It is tar from improbable that specimens con-
necting them will be found in S Eu , if not in Afr.”
Algeria. B M 6,509 —Lvs remain all winter. Less
desirable than E pinnatum
E diphyllum, Lodd Sco Acernnthus diphyllus —E niveum

is catalogued by Van Tubergcn as a synonym of E Musscbianum,
but tho chances arc that all the plants advertised as K niveum
are E macranthum var. niveum Tho spurs are so olmously
longer in E macranthum that there is no reason for confusion.

Wilhelm Miller.
N Taylor t

EPIPACTIS (Greek, epipegnuo, it coagulates milk).

Orchidacex. Hardy terrestrial orchids of minor value.

Leafy orchids with creeping rootstocks and un-
branched sts.: lvs ovate or lanceolate, with plaited

veins fls. purplish brown, nearly white or tinged red;

lower bracts often longer than the fls
,
sepals free,

spreading, nearly as large as the petals, lip free, deeply
concave at base, without callosities, narrowly con-
stricted and somewhat jointed in the middle, the upper
portion dilated, petaloid.—Ten or a dozen species in

the north temperate zone. The first mentioned may be
secured through dealers in native western and Japanese
plants; the second is listed in the American edition of a
Dutch catalogue. For other definitions of the name
Epipactis, see Goodyera.

Royle&na, Lindl. (E .
gigantba, Douglas) Stout,

1-4 ft high: lvs. from ovate below to narrowly lanceo-

late above, 3-8 in. long, fls 3-10, greenish, strongly
veined with purple. June, July. Wash to Santa
Barbara, east to S. Utah and W Texas, on banks of

streams. Also Himalayas. Intro 1883 Mn 8:145.

atr6rubens, Schult. (E . rubigmdsa, Crantz). Lvs.

often reddish: fls. and ovary dark purple; lip oval,

acute, or slightly notched; bracts equaling the fls. or

rarely longer. July-Sept. Eu., W. Asia. h. B.

EPIPHRONiTIS is a bigeneric orchid hybrid of Epi-

dendrum and Sophronitis, for a picture of which see

R.II 1896:476. It has about 10 ns., chiefly a brilliant

scarlet, set off with bright yellow Gt. 46, p. 555.
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Veitchii, Horfc. (Epidindrum radicans x Sophronitis
grandiflbra)

.

FIs. like those of Epidendrum radiums,
which it much resembles m habit, but the parts all

broader. C.O. 1. George V. Nash.

EPIPHYLL. A plant that grows on a leaf . It is a kind
of epiphyte. The epiphylls are alga?, lichens, liverworts,

and mosses. The name is applied to those species or
kinds that find their physical support on foliage leaves
rather than to those that are parasitic on them as are
the fungi. Epiphyllous plants are likely to be most
abundant in tne tropics.

EPIPHYLLANTHUS
(flower upon the leaf). Cacr

tdcese. Epiphytic, sts. much branched, jointed, ribbed,
areoles bearing setae instead of spines -

fls resembling
those of Zygocactus

;
ovary angled —One species known.

Native of Brazil. For cult
,
sec Succulents.

obtus&ngulus, Berger (Cereus obtusdngulus, Schu-
mann). Joints somewhat flattened, about 10-nbbed:
stamens of two kinds —Although usually considered a
Cereus, it is more closely related to Zygocactus, but
from both it seems generically distinct Indeed Berger
says it resembles certain Opuntias and seems to have a
relationship with Rhipsalis. It is not grown m this

country, and is still rare in Eu. J N. Rose

EPIPHYLLUM (on a leaf, refers to the leaf-like

branches on which the flower grows) Cadaceap Spine-
less upright branched flat-stemmed cacti with very
large and showy flow ers, some of them popular as house-
plants.

Branches flat, ‘2-edged, crenate or serrate on the
margins, spineless, fls usually large, mostly nocturnal,
petals white, red, or yellow; stamens elongated, numer-
ous: fr. oblong m outline, bearing a few bracts, red,

juicy; seeds numerous, black. In the Cyclopedia of

American Horticulture, the name Phyllocactus was
used for this genus, but this is a much later name and
hence it is given up The epiphyllums of the first

Cyclopedia will be found under Zygocactus. For cult

,

see Succulents.

Several hundred hybrids are in the trade, the most
common ones being with E crenatum

,
E Ackermannn

and E. phyllanthoides. Fig. 1401. Crosses are often

made with the various Cereus allies, such as Heliocercus

speciosus, and with some species of Echinopsis

a. Tube of ft. always elongated, usually much longer than
the limb, petals white or yellowish: mostly night-

bloomers.

B. Style white.

c. Branches thin, usually spreading m some plane: petals

pure white.

oxyp4talum, Haw. (Phyllocdclus grdndis, Lem.).
Very large, sometimes 20 ft long, with numerous short

side branches, and these m the same nlune with the
main st

,
thin and If -like, fl large (nearly a foot long),

white, night-blooming (sometimes described as day-
blooming). Originally from Mex., but said to be found
in Honduras and Guatemala; also reported from Cuba,
but surely not native there. G.W. 10.560 (as Phyllo-

cactus latifrons).—One of the commonest and best

species in cult.

cc. Branches thick
,
not spreading m the same plane:

petals cream-colored or yellow.

d. Fls. large: sts. with shallow crenations.

cren&tum, Don (Phyllocdctus crenAtus, Lem.). Sts.

about 3 ft. long, erect, thick, strongly crenate, some-
what glaucous: midrib very thick: fl. large, 6-10 in.

long, said to be a day-bloomer; petals white or cream-
colored in life, drying yellow; tube 4r-

5

in. long; style

said to be white; very fragrant. Guatemala and S. Mex
,

and said to come from Honduras

dd. Fls. small for the genus: sts. with deeply cul
margins.

ang&liger, Don (Phyllocdctus angiihger, Lem.).
About 3 ft. high, much branched below: branches
narrow, thick, with deeply cut margins: fls. 5-8 in
long, with a slender tube; petals yellow.

bb. Style red.

c Sts stiff, erect.

strfetum, Brit, & Rose (Phyllocdctus strictus, Lem ).

Erect, branching, reaching a height of 10 ft., with long
cylindrical branches and shorter, If -like secondary
branches* crenatures or teeth rather deep, unequal on
the opposite sides bristles wanting, tube of the fl. very
long and slender, outer sepals brownish, inner pure
white; the fl opens late in the evening and closes before
dawn; in full bloom the sepals are very strongly
recurved. Said to come from Cuba —Often found in
collections under the name of P. latifrons.

cc. Sts rather weak, spreading

d. Petals very narrow * areoles bearing black bristles.

lAtifrons, Zucc. (Phyllocdctus Idtifrons, Link. P
stenopHalus, Salm-Dyck?). Branches very long and
larger crenate or somewhat serrate, acute or acuminate
midrib and usually side ribs evident, areoles with rather
large scales and dark bristles fl 8-10 m long, spread-
ing and in full bloom bent backward; petals narrow
Supposed to be from Mex

,
but not known from wild

material —Much advertised as the queen cactus

dd Petals broader areoles without bristles.

Hodkeri, Haw* (Phyllocdctus Hooken, Salm-Dyck).
Sts 6-10 ft high branches rather thin, light green,
strongly crenate -

fls night-blooming, 8-9 m long; fl -

tube narrow, tinged with yellow, sepals narrow, lemon-
yellow; petals pure white, narrow-

,
2 in long; stamens

in a single series; style red Brazil and Guiana B M

1401. One of the many hybrid Epiphyllums.

2692 (as Cactus phyUanthus) —Although long in cult.,

the species is not now well known, there being 2 or

more closely related species in cult, under this name.

Aa. Tube of fls. short, always shorter than the limb: day-
bloomers.

b. Style reddish: fls. Jp/i m. broad.

Ackermannii, Haw. (Phyllocdctus Ackermannn? Salm-
Dyck). Fig. 1402. Sts. numerous, sometimes reach-

ing 3 ft., somewhat recurved: branches usually less

than a foot long, with evident middle and side ribs

areoles on the lower and younger shoots bearing short

bristles: fls scarlet-red outside, carmine-rcd within,
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the throat greenish yellow, tube very short, the limb
wide-spreading, 4-6 in. diam. B.R. 1331.—Not known
m the wild state.

bb. Style white: fls. smaller than the last.

phyllanthoides, Sweet (PhyUocddus phyllarUholdes
,

Link;. Branches at length hanging, cylindrical at base,

lanceolate above; serratures obtuse; middle and side

ribs evident; bristles few* fl -tube 2 in long or less, with
spreading scales, the limb somewhat longer, often

striate. 3. Mex. J. n. Rose.

supporting plant. This habit fa not restricted to a
single class, or to a few families of plants, although in

some families many representatives of the type have
been developed, while in related families there may be
none. The seed plants are represented by many species

of tropical orchids, arums, bromehads, and numerous
others, Iycopods, ferns, mosses and liverworts all con-
tribute many examples; and in the lower groups of

plants the lichens are in some regions dominantly
epiphytic.

The luxuriant tropical rain-forest is regarded as the

EPIPHYTES. Literally “air plants." those plants
that do not grow in earth or water, but are supported
in air on trees or other objects and usually drawing no
organic nourishment from such object or support
True epiphytes are widely distributed in all climates,

but it is m the moist tropics that they become so numer-
ous and conspicuous as to arouse the special interest

and enthusiasm of the serious student as well as of the
traveler or casual observer. One thinks of epiphytes
as growing upon trees, and trees are usually the sup-
porting plants. The term merely signifies that ecologi-

cal type that has the habit of growing upon other
plants, although m this account it is not the purpose to

discuss such seaweeds or other algae as grow upon larger

plants in the water The word epiphyte also involves
a contrast with parasite, the latter denoting that
nourishment and water are derived from the living

tissues of the supporting plant or host The epiphytic

habit implies no particular

______
r\ method of nutrition, and the

\\ epiphytes are entirely mdepen-
T\ dent of the nutrition of the

fjp

climax in development of vegetation. In describing

this type, Humboldt declared that “forest is piled upon
forest " Under such conditions the trunks and branches
are clothed with larger epiphytes, and the leaves of

some species accommodate algce and lichens It is in

the South American tropical forests that the better

known of our greenhouse epiphytes are native Orchids,

bromehads, and arums are among the most abundant
In the Javanese forests, the wealth of species is great,

but mosses, ferns and lycopods are particularly numer-
ous, and these are accompanied by some interesting

species of Ficus, epiphytic for a time, and by the
striking Rhododendron javarncum, among others In the

mountain forests of tropical regions there are, as

epiphytes, representatives of several families of ferns,

likewise many mosses and lichens The dicotylous and
certain coniferous forests of Europe and America harbor
a few mosses and liverworts and numerous species of

hchens A conspicuous epiphyte of the southern states,

as well as of tropical America is the long or Florida

moss, Tillandsia usneoides, the extremest epiphyte
among the Bromeliacete. Accompanying this, the
common polypody fern is also found on trees Going
northward, the total number of epiphytic lichens may
decrease, but several of the larger forms seem to become
more abundant and some of the moss-like usneas

extend to the northernmost latitude of

n
tree growth
The habit of growing upon trees ren-

ders epiphytes subject to an inconstant
water-supply. On this account the larger

1402 Epiphyilum Ackermanou (X H)

and more delicate epiphytes are restricted

to regions constantly moist Even in the
moist forest, the species less resistant to
drying out are found on the lower branches,
and those more resistant maintain them-
selves higher up, so that there is a dis-

tribution m strata, analogous to the lateral

distribution of species about the edge of

a pond In general, however, there is ex-
posure to drying out, and, as might be
anticipated, these plants exhibit the struc-
tural characteristics of xcrophytes (dry-
land plants) Many of them are modified
so that transpiration is reduced, and they
are able to withstand considerable desic-

cation. Among greenhouse forms this is

notably true of many orchids and lichens.

Moreover, many species of orchids possess
special tissues to which water is trans-
ported and there accumulated as a “re-

serve" supply. Leaf-tissues may function
in this way, but usually more important
are the bulb-like enlargements of the
stems.
Of special Interest are the organs of

absorption of certain epiphytes Aerial
roots are characteristic of tropical arums
and orchids. The typical air-root is pro-
vided with an outer cylinder of tissue, the
velamen, derived from the epidermis, con-
sisting at maturity of dead cells capable of

taking up
(

liquid Water and substances m
solution like a sponge. From these roots
as capillary reservoirs, the supply is gradu-
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1403 Episcea
cupreata.

ally absorbed by the laving tissues. Rain, dew, or

moist substrata may furnish the water, but the view
that these roots absorb water vapor is erroneous. The
Bromeliaceaj are peculiar m the possession of certain

absorbing leaf-scales or hairs. The Florida moss pos-
sesses such hairs over the entire surfaces of the
thread-like stems and
leaves, and the plant V
is rootless. There are \
all gradations between V A JjmtL

this and the soil-rooted XawgJwJHjM.
pineapple - like forms.

The arrangement of

the leaves in many of

the bromeliads possess- ^WHSmg larger leaves is WwBF
such as to establish ut '

after a ram a tempo- /a,/ /
raryreservoirabout the
leaf -bases. The ab-
sorbing scales of the
bromeliads exhibit
features worthy of note
m three particulars (1) When ' a V/^
dry certain dead cells absorb M WM- ^
water greedily; (2) with ab- Jy vXft \
sorption they assume a posi- / \
tion making possible the entry

'
'm/L \

of water to a considerable sur- ¥S» \
face of living cells

/
and (3) W? \

with collapse, due to loss of 1403 Episcea

water, the spaces admitting cupreata. ¥ Ifc

water are closed and loss is J Wmummied /
Aside from such saprophytic fungi as might

|
be considered epiphytic, the epiphytes are f

amply provided with chlorophyll- bearing I

tissue; therefore, organic food is manufae- I

tured as in other plants Some of the epiphytes ]

growing upon such humus-developing sub- *

trata as the decaymg bark of trees, or such as

passively accumulate humus and other materials in the
vicinity of their absorbing surfaces, might absorb some
organic compounds as well as salts in this way; but
this supply of organic matter is certainly inconsequen-
tial in most cases Water and salts are secured either

through the air-roots, as described, or partially through
normal roots, when such occur. Many species, epi-

phytic at first, ultimately send roots into tne soil, and
then secure water and salts largely through the terres-

trial habit
In the forest, certain of the seed-bearing epiphytes are

specialized with respect to supporting plants, often

due to the special nature of the protection offered, or
to the physical advantages of the substratum in regard
to fixation of the plant. Most species arc markedly
unspecialized and may be grown m the greenhouse
most successfully. B M Dttggak

EPIPREMNUM (upon the trunk of trees) Aracese.

Resembling the genus Rliaphidophora but has fewer
ovules, 2 or more 1-seeded berries not confluent, and
albuminous kidney-shaped instead of almost terete

seeds About 8 species from Malay and Polynesia.

E. gigant&um, Schott A robust climber over 100 ft.

high, the sts emitting long rope-like roots from every
growth : lvs cordate-oblong, 6-8 ft long, including the

petiole which is as long as the blade and winged through-
out its length: spathe about 1 ft. long, ending m a
curved beak-spadix as long as spathe. Malay Penins.curved beak-spadix as long i

B.M. 7952.

i spathe. Malay Penins.

EPfSCIA (Greek, shady; they grow wild in shady
places) Gesnendceae. Choice and interesting warm-
house plants, E. cupreata being much prized for

baskets

Herbs, with long, short or no hairs * st from a creep-
ing root, branched or not lvs. opposite, equal or not
in size' fls pedicelled, axillary, solitary or clustered;

corollas mostly scarlet, rarely whitish or purplish;
tube straight or curved, more or less spurred at the
base; limb oblique or nearly equal, lobes 5, spreading,
rounded —Perhaps 30 species, all Trop. American.

Episcia cupreata is one of the standard basket plants,

especially for the warmest greenhouses It can also be
used in pyramids and mounds, as told under Fittonia
As it does not require so close an atmosphere as the
fittomas, it can be grown in some living-rooms and per-
haps outdoors in summer m a shady place Its chief

charms are the slender, trailing habit, the soft hairiness
of the leaves, the coppery hue, which is often laid on
like paint m two broad bands skirting the midrib, and
the rarer and perhaps finer metallic bluish luster of
which one occasionally gets a glimpse in a finely grown
specimen Give very rich, fibrous loam, mixed with
peat, leaf-mold and sand, m summer partial shade.
(Robert Shore

)

a Fls. pale lavender to white.

chontalensis, Hook (Cyrtoddra chontalensis, Seem ).

St. stout, more or less ascending, dark reddish purple,
6-10 in long lvs opposite and irregularly whorled,
3-4 in. long, oblong-ovate to elliptic-ovate, crenate,
obtuse, rounded at the base, decidedly convex on both
sides of the midrib and between the much-sunk veins,

margins recurved, green, marked with regular
purple patches, which advance from the mar-
gins between tne veins tow ard the midrib and
are more or less oblong fls solitary or m small
clusters, corolla-tube with a sac at the base,

the limb oblique, 1 J.4-2 in across, wuth small
and regular out conspicuous and beautiful

teeth Ghentales region of Nicaragua. B M.
5925. It B 22.241 ' FS 18:1924.

aa Fls scarlet.

b Lvs usually not green
,
or only partially so

cupre&ta, Hanst (Achimenes cupreata

,

Ilook ) Fig 1403 Sts slender
?

creeping,

branched, rooting at the joints, with a main
blanch rising erect a fewr inches, which bears
the fls and the largest lvs lvs copper-
colored above, fls solitary, 9 lines wide, scar-

let, with a small sac and denticulate limb.

Nicaragua BM 4312 Var viridifdha, Hook
,

has green foliage and larger fls
,
I m across,

B M. 5195.

coccfnea, Benth & Hook (Cyrtoddra cocd-
nea, Hort

,
B >S Williams) Lvs dark metal-

lic green, 3-4 in long, 2)^-3 in wide—Free-
flow eimg Some of the plants sold as E
me tallica, a name otherwise unknown m
botanical literature, probably belong here.

bb Lvs a rich dark green

fulgida, Hook. A beautiful, creeping, much-
branched hothouse plant, covered throughout
with soft villous pubescence lvs ovate to

elliptic, wavy and serrate margined, ciliate*

fls axillary, solitary, the calyx prominently
1-sided, the sepals with recurved tips; corolla

bright red, the limb deeper colored than the
tube which is about long; corolla-lobes

rounded and hairy toward the throat. N. S.

Amer. B.M. 6136. G.W. 3, p. 161.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. TAYLOR.f 1404

;

EQUISfcTUM (from the Latin equus, horse, hiemlle-
and seta

,
bristle) Equisetdcese. Contains the Common

weeds known as horse-tails, or scourmg-rushes scoutmg-

which are suitable for naturalizing in waste r»sh -
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and wettish places and help to hold sandy banks. The
following have been advertised by dealers in native

plants. E arvtnse, E. hiemdle (Fig. 1404), E. teemgbium
,

E. limbsum, E praUnse, E. robdstum, E. scirpcndes, E.
sylvdtxcum, E vanegatum For descriptions, consult the

manuals of native plants. They grow usually m moist

or swale-like places. They are flowerless plants, allied

to ferns and club-mosses.
Of the species named above, E. arvense has been

found to have a poisonous effect on grazing stock when
it occurs in any quantity m hay or pasturage.

R. C. Benedict,f
ERAGR<3STIS (Greek, er, spring, and agrostis

,
a

grass). Gramlnex. Love-Grass. Annual or perennial
grasses with more or less diffuse panicles of small
several-flowered compressed spikelets. Some species

grown in the open for ornament.

1405. EragrostiB suaveolens. ( X M)

From 6 in. to several feet tall: culms simple or often
branched; lemmas keeled, 3-nerved, the palea ciliate

on the keels.—Species about 100 in warm and tem-
perate regions of both hemispheres.
Some annual species are common weeds, such as E.

megastdchya, Link (E. mdjor. Host), Stink- or Snake-
Grass, with rather large, ill-smelling spikelets in a
compact panicle. Dept. Agric., Div Agrost. 17:215.
E. pectiruicea, Nees, a native of U. S

,
is a handsome

perennial, with large open pamcles of purple spikelets.

Well adapted to cult, in sandy soils Ibid 17:261. E.
obtiisa, Munro (Briza geniciuata, Thurb.), an annual
with showy spikelets, is cult, in Eu., but little known
in U. S. V. 3:247.

abyssfnica, Link (Pba abyssinica, Jacq.). Teff. A
branching and spreading leafy annual, 1-3 ft : panicle
large ana open, 1 ft. long, the branches capillary;
spikelets numerous, loosely 5-9-fld., 3-4 lines long;
lemmas acuminate, scaberulous on the tip and nerves.
Afr.—This and the following are cult, fdt ornament, the
spreading panicles being used for bouquets. The
abundant seed used for making bread in N. E. Afr.

suaveolens, Becker (E coWina, Trin.). Fig. 1405.
A spreading leafy annual, 1-2 ft., differing from the

preceding in the less diffuse panicles, the more com-
pact spikelets and the less acuminate lemmas. W. Asia.

interriipta, Doell (E. Megans, Nees). An erect

annual, 1-2 ft.: panicle feathery, 1 ft. long, rather
narrow, the branches ascending, closely nd. with
numerous small spikelets. Brazil.

amAbilis, Wight & Am. (Pba amdbilis, Linn.).
Erect or spreading annual, 1-2 ft.: panicles small, 4-6
in., rather compact; spikelets purple, many-fld., 3 lines

long, 1 line wide. India.

mfudma, Baker. An erect, robust annual, 2-3 ft.:

blades lanceolate, cordate at base* panicle erect, lax,

6-9 in. long and broad, the pedicels capillary; spikelets

oblong, long. Madagascar.
A S Hitchcock

ERANTHEMUM (Greek, lovely flower). Acanthd,-

cese. Tropical shrubs and sub-shrubs, some of which are

cultivated chiefly for their foliage and others for their

flowers.

Leaves entire or rarely coarsely toothed fls. white,

lilac, rosy or red, borne in various ways; bracts and
bractlets narrow, small; corolla-tube long, slender,

cylindrical throughout or rarely with a short throat,

limb 5-parted; stamens 2; ovules 2 in each cell; seeds
4 or fewer—Perhaps 30 species The genus Dicdala-
canthus, although m a different tribe, is separated only
by a combination of technical characters, but the
garden forms of both genera described m this work
are all distinguishable at a glance For cult

,
see Jus-

ticia. Consult Dxdalacanthus for related species.

a. Fls. purple

laxifldrum, Gray Height 2-4 ft : lvs. on the same
lant varying greatly in size and shape, those near the
s 2-3H in long, 8-15 lines wide; petioles 2-6 lines

long, widest below, at or above the middle, more or
less ovate-oblong, obtuse, narrowed at the base: fls.

in cymes; stamens 2, perfect, sharp-pointed. Fiji.

B.M. 6336.

aa. Fls. pure white.

tuberculatum, Hook. Easily told while growing by
the many small roundish and rough elevations on the
branches: lvs. small, %-%in. wide, rarely if ever 1 in.

long, broadly elliptical, obtuse or notched, almost ses-

sile fls numerous, borne singly in the axils, m summer;
corolla-tube very long and slender, 1% in. long; limb
1 in. across; stamens scarcely exserted. Habitat un-
known. B.M. 5405

aaa. Fls. white
,
speckled with red-purple.

b. Foliage netted with yellow.

reticul&tum, Hort (E Sch6mburgk.il, Lind.). Height
4 ft. : upper lvs 2-7 in long, ovate-lanceolate, charac-
teristically netted with yellow; lower lvs. 6-10 in. long,

not netted, but the veins prominent and yellow: fls.

racemose; corolla speckled with blood-red at the
mouth; anthers reddish brown, exserted. Possibly
Austral. B.M. 7480. 1.11.26:349.

bb. Foliage not netted with yellow.

Andersonii, Mast. Lvs. lanceolate or elliptic, nar-
rowed into a short stalk: fls. in a spike 6 in. long; lower
middle lobe of the corolla larger and speckled with
purple. Trinidad. Gn. 45:11. G.Z. 25:49.

The following trade names belong to plants grown chiefly for
their foliage Probably many of them belong in other genera.—E. dlbo-Tnaraindtum Lvs. broadly margined with white and
irregularly suffused gray

—

E. atroaangulneum, Hort Intro by
W. Bull, 1875 Lvs large, dark, wine-purple, or blackish crim-
son, ovate entire, opposite, stalked Said to endure the hottest
sunshine —E cultrdtum “Lvs shining, thick, deep-veined "
—E. Dutremblayrlnum, Hort , is supposed to be a garden hybrid.
Intro from France in 1907.

—

E. Eldor&do. Lvs. greenish yel-
low, veins deeper yellow.

—

E. igneum. G W. 3, p 159. See Cham-
eeranthernum.

—

E. Magne&num, Hort , is recorded as a garden
hybrid. Intro from France 1907. Scarcely known in U S —E.
nerxum rubrum presumably a misprint for nervum-rubrum, has lvs.

“irregularly shaped, shaded with light and dark green, and blotched
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with yellow, which darkens to reddish purple.” Possibly**Fittonia
Verscnaffeltn.

—

E. ner®<)«tm=*»=D®dalacanthusnorvo8US, T. Anders,—E nigrlaccnti Presumably with blackish Ivs —E. pulchdlum,
Hort and Andr.=D#dalacanthus nervosus, T Anders, —E vur-
phreum “Lvs and Bts. dark, lurid purplo ” Siebrecht & Wadley.—E. Wdttn, Stapf, is probably the correct name for the plant
treated as Dsedalacantnus Wattu, Bedel. See B M 8239. G.C.
UI. 45:89. WlLHELM MlLLER.

N. Taylor.t

ER&NTHIS (Greek, er, spring, and anthos, a flower;

from the early opening oi the flowers) RanuncuULcex .

Winter Aconite. Low perennial herbs, grown m open
flower-beds because of the very early show of bright

flowers; very desirable.

Rootstock tuberous: basal ivs. palmately dissected,

1 st-lf. sessile or amplexicaul just beneath the large

yellow fl.: sepals 5-8, petal-like; petals small, 2-lipped

nectaries; stamens numerous: carpels few, stalked,

many-ovuled, becoming follicles.—About 7 species,

natives of Eu. and Asia. The earliest generic name is

Cammarum which was given m Hill’s British Herbal,

p. 47, pi 7 (1756), but it is not accepted by the “nomina
conservanda” of the Vienna code.

Winter aconites are very hardy
?
and at home in

half-shady places, among shrubs or in the border.

Propagated by division

of roots. The place in

which the tubers are
planted should be marked
during the summer, when
the foliage is dead.

hyem^lis, Salisb. (Hellb-

borus hyemdlis, Linn.).

Fig 1406. Erect, 5-8 in :

basal lvs. long-petioled

:

involucre 12- 15 -parted,
the bright yellow fls.

always sessile; anthers ob-
long. Jan -March, or as

goon as frost is out of the

?
round. Naturalized from
)u B.M.3. Mn. 8, p. 43.

G.C. II. 11:245. G. 1:

628; 34.277.

Var. cilfcica, Huth. (E.

dllcica, Schott & Kots-
chy). Much like the
above: involucre of deeper

and inoie numerous lobes; anthers ovate instead of

oblong; sepals broader, being about J^in across: folli-

cles always straight. Season a few weeks later. G C.

III. 13:266. G.M. 49:180.—The sts, when grown m
gardens, said to be red-brown. Roots of this were first

sent to England from its native home near Smyrna in

1892. Rare in Amer.
sibfrica, DC. Much dwarfer, seldom over 3-4 in.

high: fls. bright yellow, a little smaller than those of E.
hyemahs

,
5-sepaled. Siberia. K. C. Davis.

1406. Eranthis hyemalis.

ERCfLLA (Peruvian name). Phytolacdicex. One
twining shrub from Peru and Chile, apparently not
in the trade but sometimes cult, m this country for its

dense spikes of pale purple fls. and dark purple berries.

By some it is united with Phytolacca, from which it

differs in habit, the coriaceous evergreen lvs
,
larger

bracteoles and technical characters of the fl. E. volh-
bilis, Juss. (E. spicata, Moq. Bndghna spicata, Hook.
& Arn. Phytoldcca volubuvs, Heunl.), has alternate,

petioled, ovate-cordate or oblong or orbicular lvs. 1-2

in. long: fls. perfect, m spikes 1-1% in. long, the perianth
5-parted, segms. oblong and obtuse; stamens 8-10, with
filiform fleshy filaments, the alternate ones being
shorter: carpels 4-8, somewhat impressed in the torus,

becoming as many ovoid berries. G.C, II. 9:653. Said
to be excellent for covering walls, and climbs by aerial

rootlets. It is easily prop, by seeds and cuttings.

L. H. B.

1407. Spiny twig of

young seedling of Ere-
mocitrus glauca. ( X H)

EREMOCfTRUS (Greek, desert and Citrus) . Rut&cese,

tribe Citreae.Australian DesertKumquat. Spiny shrub
or small tree lvs. small, simple or emarginate, thick and
leathery, alike on both sides; spines single, long, slen-
der, axillary: fls. small, 4- (rarely 3- or 5-) merous. white,
fragrant, borne singly, or 2 or 3
together in the axils of the lvs.

;

stamens free, 4 times as numerous
as the petals :frs. small, subglo-
bose, oblate or pyriform, yellow,
with a thin fleshy peel like that
of a lime, 4- (rarely 3-5-) celled
with 1 or 2 seeds m each cell;

cells containing stalked subglo-
bose pulp-vesicles filled with a
pleasant acid juice—Only 1

species of this subtropical Aus-
tralian genus is known.

f

glailca, Swingle (Tnphdsia
glauca, Lindl. Ataldntia glaiica,

Benth ). A shrub or small tree
bearing edible frs and occurring
m Queensland and New S. Wales,
Austral.

,
m subtropical regions

subject to severe cold ana ex-
treme drought. The lvs. of this

plant are small (1-1^ x Vs~V\
in.), emarginate, and show

"

marked drought-resistant adap-
tations; both faces of the lvs

show palisade cells, and stomates
at the bottom of deep pits; the
long and slender spines are borne
singly in the axils of the lvs.

(see Fig. 1407) : frs subglobose,
flattened or slightly pyriform
(see Fig. 1408), usually 4-celled

and containing globose stalked pulp-vesicles (see

Fig 1408); seeds small, with a longitudinally fur-

rowed and rugose testa. Yearbook Dept. Agnc
, 1911,

pi 45, fig. 1. Jour. Agric. Research, U S Dept Agnc.
vol 2, pp. 85-100, figs. 1-7. pi 8.—The frs of this

species are used by the settlers in Austral, fof jam and
pickles and ade is made from the juice The Australian
desert kumquat is the hardiest evergreen citrous fr.

known besides being the only one showing pronounced
drought-resistant adaptations, it bears m the wild state
edible frs. with a pleasant acid juice and a mild-flavored
peel. These characteristics make this plant very promis-
ing for use m breeding new types of hardy drought-
resistant citrous frs It has been intro, into the U. S.

by the Dept, of Agric
,
and is now growing in the

greenhouse of the Dept, of Agric. and m the southern
and western states. It can be grafted on the common
citrous fruit trees, and can m turn be used as stocks for

^em - Walter T. Swingle.

EREM(5SPATHA (solitary spathe). Palmacex. Above
a half-dozen Trop. African climbing palms, with long
slender ringed sts and pinnate lvs. Apparently none
is in the trade. The fls. are perfect; calyx 3-toothed,
campanulate; corolla urn-shaped, with 3 short lobes;

stamens 6, with broad connate
filaments; ovary 3-celled, and
stigmas 3: fr. berry-like: lfts.

alternate and opposite: rachis
spiny,with a long tendril at end.

EREM6STACHYS (deserted

or solitary spikes). LabuUse.

Outdoor perennial, apparently
only I species of the 50 or so in

the genus being in commercial
cult. The genus is allied to
Leonotis and Phlomis, and the
species are from Cent, and W.

1408. Fruit of Eremo-
citrus glauca, entire and
in cross-section, show-
ing stalked globose pulp-

vesicles and furrowed
seeds. (Natural size)
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Asia Erect herbs, with the lvs. mostly radical, large,

toothed or cut-pinnatifid; st.-lvs small, passing into

floral bracts: fls. often ochroleucous, in many-ild.
whorls in terminal and axillary spikes; corolla-tube

included within the calyx; upper lip of corolla erect

and hooded, bearded inside; lower lip 3-lobed and the

middle lobe largest; stamens 4, with connivent anthers.

E. lacini&ta, Bunge, is catalogued abroad. Nearly
simple, 12-20 in. . lvs pinnatisect, the lobes again pin-
natifid: fls. yellow or ochroleucous, in midsummer.
Asia Minor—Said to be an attractive perennial. E.
suptrba, Royle, reported from Eu

,
has a strict st

,

unbranched, 2 ft
,
root-lvs pinnatisect, with segms.

lobed, forming a rosette' fls. deep primrose-yellow m
woolly heads to 6 in. long and 4 in. broad, showy. W.
Himalaya. L. H. B.

EREMtJRUS (Greek name, probably
referring to their tall and striking aspect
in solitary and desert, places) Lilidcese.

These hardy desert plants, when in flower

with their great flower-stalks taller than
a man and crowned with a spike of

flowers from 1 to 4 feet long, are amongst
the most striking objects in the choicer
gardens of the North and East.

Root clysters of fleshy fibers, lvs. all

from the root, m dense rosettes, long
and linear

-

fls. white, yellow or rosy;
perianth bell-shaped or more widely
spreading, withering and persisting or
finally dropping away; segms 0, distinct
or very slightly united at the base, sta-

mens 6; ovary 3-celled, seeds 1-4 m
each cell, 3-angled —About 20 spccios,

from the mountains of W. and Cent.
Asia
Probably E robustus and E himalaicus

are the hardiest of all the tall dcsert-
mhabiting plants of the lily family—

a

family including the poker plant, the
aloes, the yuccas, and many others that
are not so tall and striking in appoar-
ance or else too tender to grow outdoors
in the North. Large specimens of E.
robustus will annually produce a flower-

stalk 8 feet or more high, with racemes
4 feet long, remaining in bloom for a
month After flowering the leaves dis-

appear entirely, but early in sprmg they
reappear, and should then be covered
with a box or barrel, to protect the form-
ing flower-stalk from late frosts. A
mound of ashes over the crown in win-
ter is advisable, or a box with water-
tight top filled with dry leaves. Both species like a
rich soil, moist but well drained, and plenty of water in

the flowering period, but none afterwards. Propagation
is by division, or slowly by seeds Large plants are
expensive, but they can sometimes be secured large

enough to flower within a year or so of purchase. It

tries one's patience to wait for seedlings to reach flower-
ing size. The flowers look like small stars. (W. C.
Egan.)

a. Fls. rosy.

B. Lvs. Imear-hgulate.

roMstus, Regel. Root-fibers thick and fleshy: lvs.

glaucous, glabrous, hnear-ligulate, 2 ft. long, l%-2 in.

wide, roughish on the margin, with minute recurved
teeth: raceme 4r-4% in. wide; stamens about as long as

the perianth. Turkestan. B.M. 6726. Gng 6:52,324.
Gn 46, p.335. Mn 8, p. 123. J H. III. 29:267. Gt.61,

366. G.C. III. 28: 228 ,
30: 426, Var. ilbus, Hort.

onger and pure white.— May be grouped in the
hardy perennial border with bold effect.

bb. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate.

fLlwesii, Mich (E. Elwesidnus, Hort ) Lvs. light

green, ovate-lanceolate, obtuse, flat, not at all rough at

the margin, shorter than in E. robustus
,
nearly trian-

gular, even more glaucous, and beginning to decay at
the time of flowering: perianth-segms. with a band of

deeper color down the middle. Habitat(?). R II.

1897 t 280 Gn. 54 p. 99. GC. III. 24: 137; 33: 381.

G M 44:321.—Intro, by Leichtlin as D . robustus

var. Elwesn .

aa. Fls. white.

himalMcus, Baker. Fig 1409. Root-fibers thick and
fleshy: lvs. 9-12, bgulate, firm, persistent, 1-1M ft.

long, 6-15 lines wide above the middle: raceme 3-3 Yi
in. wide; stamens about as long as the perianth. Himal-

ayas. J3.M. 7070- Gn. 49, p 131. G.C.
ft: 16:49. G.M. 44: 321; 52: 631 (as E.
Elwesn )

6lg«e, Regel Lvs. narrow, glabrous,
but with rough margins, about 8-12 in.

long and 7-8 lines broad fls. m a dense
raceme, spreading; the white petals

with a single brownish nerve down the

center. Turkestan Var. &lbus, Hort
,
a

white-fid. form is known.

AAA. Fls. some shade of yellow.

b. Color light yellow.

spectibilis, Bieb. Root-fibers thick
ana fleshy: lvs 6-15, lorate, slightly

glaucous, 12-18 in. long, 6-12 lines wide
above the middle, noticeably narrowed
at the base: raceme 1-1K ft long, 2
in. wide; stamens orange, finally twice
as long as the perianth. Asia Minor,
Persia. B M 4870.

bb. Color pure yellow or orange.

Btfngei, Baker. Lvs. contemporary
with the tls

,
linear, 1 ft long, less .than

3 linos wide raceme 4-5 in long, 2 in

wide; stamens finally twice as long as
the perianth Persia G 19 31. G L.

20:155 Gn 60, n. 53, 06, p 150. Var.
magnificus, Hort. A larger form than the
type and with brighter yellow fls . Var.
pr®cox, Hort Apt early flowering more
slender form than the type, the fls.

smaller and loosely scattered on the
spike. Var citrlnus, Hort “More robust
than the type and with larger citron-

yellow fls."

bbb. Color orange.

aurantlacus, Baker. Closely albed to

E. Bungei, but live plants have less acutely keeled
lvs. : root-fibers tapering upward, and orange fls. and
stamens Bokhara, Turkestan. B.M 113.

During recent years many beautiful hybrid plants have boon
intro into cult , often under some specific name which gives no
indication of the parentage Of these the following arc known and
the parents are indicated when possible—E xaabellinus, Vilm A
hybrid ,between E Bungei and E 01g*e Fls. .large, aprioot-rose —

E

Micheltimne, Hort , is supposed to be a bybrad between E Warn
and E Bungri G C III 40 83, desc —E. Tybergbnn, Hort A
hybrid, crossed in Holland between E himalaicus and E Bungei—£ vedrantnBw, Hort^=*E. robustus X E. Bpectabilis? R H 1907,
p. 229 —

E

TFdret, Hort , is supposed to be a natural Eastern
Asiatic hybrid between E. Bungei and E Olga. It is described
as growing m ordinary seasons about 8 ft high. The fls. are
less ought than in E. Bungei, and in rootstock it resembles the
later-flowering E. Olgse. Gn. W. 22: suppl May 27.

Wilhelm Mugler.
N. TAYLOR.f

fiRIA (from Greek for wool, as the leaves of some
species are downy or woolly). Orchidacese. About 100
species of tropical Asian orchids allied to Dendrobaum
but with eight rather than two or four pollinia, of most
diverse habit, and very little in cultivation outside the

1409. Eremurus himalaicus.
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collections of botanic gardens and fanciers, being mostly
curious and botanical rather than beautiful. They
require warmhouse treatment, after the manner of

stanhopeas.

ERlANTHUS (Greek, erion, wool, and anthos, a
flower). Gramlnex. Plume-Grass. Tall reed-like

ornamental perennials with large woolly plume-hke
inflorescence.

Spikelets in pairs, one sessile, the other pedicellate,

as in Andropogon, arranged in spikes, and these in a
large terminal panicle, clothed with long hairs, especi-

ally around the base, the fertile lemma awned.—^Spe-

cies about 18, warmer regions of both hemispheres.

RavSnnae, Beauv. Plume-Grass. Ravenna-Grass.
Hardy Pampas-Grass Fig. 1410. Three to 12 ft.:

blades ^in wide, narrowed into a firm rough point:

panicle or plume as much as 2 ft. long. S. Eu. Gn. 54, p.
496. R II. 1890, p. 546 V. 3 :247.—This
is one of the best of the stout and tall

perennial grasses. It thrives in light M %
and open places m well-drained soils, JF vi
and makes great clumps, when well M M
established sometimes producing as iff m
many as 40 or 50 heads. Hardy in Pi M
latitude of New York City. /#

A. S. Hitchcock. /I I
ERiCA (practically meaningless; Jf J

probably not from ereiko
t
to break, as if y

commonly stated). Encdceae. Heath. U
This is the genus that the gardener I iSit?
usually means by “heath.” The heath I ^ Vmi
or heather of English literature and I
history belongs to the closely allied I ^3* *

'v

genus Calluna The next most impor- I ’fflL *

tant group of cultivated “heaths” is I
Epacr is, which, however, belongs to a V
different family I .8^’ f

r

7
Eneas are perennial woody plants A

from 6 in to 12 ft or more, usually \\ vK
much branched : lvs. m whorls of 3-6. U Tw \j jE
very rarely flat, usually 3-sided ana 'A . f

'

with revolute margins that are some- 'a I

times connate with the under side: mfl. %
usually terminal or sometimes axillary, V rsvM
very seldom actually, though often T^SnjjyH
apparently, racemose; calyx free, 4-

parted; corolla hypogynous, white, rosy % I

or sometimes yellow, usually early \ I I

deciduous, variously shaped, the com- \ I I
monest forms (in cult.) being bell- 111
shaped, tubular and ventricose, usually |J|
4-loDea; stamens 8; ovary sessile or
rarely stalked, 4-celled, rarely 8-celled, 1 m
with 2—oo ovules in each cell: fr. a 1
4-valved caps., with minute seeds.— [J fl|

About 500 species, mostly from S. Afr. uio. ErUni
and the Medit. region, nine-tenths fromand the Medit. region, nine-tenths from
the former There are many hybrids and horticultural

forms. So far as the S. African species are concerned,

the latest monograph is that of Guthrie and Bolus,

which has served as the basis for the treatment
below.
Only a few of the European heaths are hardy in

America, and there are no native heaths at all in this

hemisphere. Of about fourteen kinds of Erica grown
outdoors in Europe to produce large showy masses,
only three are hardy here, and it is safest to cover
these with evergreen boughs in winter. Two others (E .

mediterranea and E. lusxtamca) are grown under glass

somewhat but they are probably hardy, with protection,
from New York southward. The tree heath of southern
Europe (E. arborea) will probably never be a feature
of our southern landscapes. The heath that is natu-
ralized in places from Rhode Island to Newfoundland

is Calluna vulgaris (which see)
;
and this is sometimes

advertised as Erica vulgans.
The halcyon days of the heaths were from about 1805

(when the English took the Cape of Good Hope) until
the middle of the century. Andrews’ colored engrav-
ings of heaths (1809) marks the first flush of their
popularity. Practically, if not absolutely, all the
heaths that are grown on a large scale have been
developed from the South African species. The old
English gardeners still lament the glorious days when
the hard-wooded plants of Australia and the Cape
formed the chief feature of European indoor horti-

culture. They complain that the pres-

\ dm/ ent generatlon i8 n°t willing to give

jmyt them the care they deserve. This is

rbfl&fr
especially true of America In America,

Sijfw heaths are of minor importance, even

'
Easter, and the kind grown most

extensively f
ior Christmas seems to be

IflwrilKi. ^ mclanthera

rcT The great trouble with heaths is the
immense amount of care they need.

F Few, if any, classes of plants require

raore attcntl0n * Hence tne growing of

heaths for the market is extremely
specialized, and there the American
retail catalogues only rarely offer more

CVi than one species. Nevertheless, all the
kinds described below are grown com-
mercially, and are of the first unpor-
fance m the genus The stock is largely

wmBET ill
imported from England. Germany has
a very different set of varieties, and
France still another, and there are few

smSBrnk cases among cultivated plants showing
‘jUBaVBfc bo great a difference in the three coun-
WmnH&kr tries The risks of importation are

considerable, and the tendencies toward
American independence in this line

seem to be gaimng. Another difficulty

in heath-culture is the poor quality of

peat obtainable in America In Eng-
WE0F- land the peat is more fibrous, and has
wm been formed in past ages largely byF the decay of the native heather
r The soft-wooded kinds are the ones

most grown. The hard-wooded sorts

require a longer period of growth and
more thorough ripening of the wood.
Apparently only one yellow-flowered
heath is cultivated m America, E.
Cavendishiana which is a hybrid species

about which little is known. See sup-
plementary list (p. 1132).

In general, the ericas do not grow
well in this climate on account of the
extreme heat of the summer months,

1410. ErUnthus Ravennie. but some varieties grow and flower
even better here than in Europe. The

choice of the soil is very important. A light peat,
mixed with sharp coarse sand is about the best we
can get here. After flowering, the plants should
always be cut down to keep them bushy at the base
and well shaped. They will then receive a good
repotting, always using very clean pots and plenty
of drainage. Cuttings are made from December to
April, preferably from young plants, the tender shoots
about 1 inch in length being nest. These are planted
firmly m a pan filled with clean fine sand, and covered
with a bell-glass, or in a box covered tightly with a
pane of glass. Bottom heat is not necessary , When
rooted, the cuttings should be potted m small pots,

and when well started should be given as much air as
possible. It is well to bring the ericas out of the green-
house as early in the spring as possible. The pots should
be plunged in a good location, where plenty of air and
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sunlight can be had. They should be wintered in a
greenhouse extremely well ventilated, and a tempera-
ture not higher than 40° to 45° F. When in bua the
plants should not be allowed to dry out too much. One
drying might be enough to cause the loss of all the buds
Very often the heaths are attacked by a disease similar

to mildew^ brought on by an excess of humidity in the
air. As this disease is very contagious, it is well, as soon
as noticed, to use sulfur m powder or sulfate of copper
in solution until the plants are rid of it (Louis Dupuy)

.

alba, 3, 5, 6, 10, 11.

aaaurgena, 18.

autumnaUs, 17.
Bothtoelhana, 11.
breviflora, 11.

caffra, 18.

capitata, 5.

carnea, 3, 4, 11.

oilians, 1, 15.

cinerea, 6.

ctrUra, 11.
ooccmea, 6.

codonodes, 8.
cupreaaina, 1ft

flacca, 15.

formosa, 19.

fragrana, 21.

INDEX.

gracilis, 17.

grandiflora, 11.
arandmoaa, 19.
herbacea, 4.

hxemah8, 10.

htrauta, 11.
hispidula, 18.

hyemalis, 10.

lens, 18.

Lxnnmana, 10.
luatamca, 8.

magnified, 11.

mediterranea, 3, 4.

melanthera, 20.
Parmenhent, 12.

persoluta, 18.

perapxcua, 10.
prestans, 12.

propendens, 14.

pygm&a, 13.
regerminans, 18.
sicefoLa, 13.

stneta, 7.

Bubcarnea, 18.

auperba, 11.
Tetralix, 2.

tricolor, 11.
turngera, 16.
vagans, 5.

ventricosa, 11.

vernalis, 17.

verticillata, 9.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Heaths hardy, European , or hardy
with protection from New York
southward.

b. Lvs. and calyx - segms. ediate: sta-

mens included.

c. FIs in sptke-like clusters ... 1 ciliaris

cc. FIs in umbel-like clusters ... 2. Tetralix

bb. Lvs. and calyx-segms glabrous,

c. Anthers usually exserted well

beyond the corolla-tube.

D. FIs. usually solitary and lat-

eral, rose-colored. .3 mediterranea
DD FIs clustered, pink, usually

all lateral . . 4. carnea
ddd. FIs. all clustered at the ends of

the branches 5 vagans
cc. Anthers included m the corolla-

tube.

D. FIs rose-violet or purplish.

e. The lvs. verticillate in S's... 6. cinerea
be The lvs. verticillate m 4’s 7. stricta

dd. FIs pale rose, m broad
panicles 8 lusitanica

aa. Heaths tender, S. African, always
grown under glass in Amer.

B. FIs. mostly showy, petal-like,

scarcely greenish or sepal-like.

c. Corolla tubular, the limb not

than 6 lines, m cult, speci-
mens umbellate . 9. verticillata

dd. Length of fls. usually 10-12
lines, m 2's or S's 10. hyemalis

co. Corolla various, not tubular, the

limb often spreading
d. The corolla-segms spreading,

the tube mostly elongate.

K. Length of corolla 6-8 lines,

segms. ovate, acute .11. ventricosa
ee. Length of corolla 8-4 lines;

segms. ovate or sub-orbic-
ular 12. prsstans

DD. The corolla-segms. usually not
spreading, the tube rarely

over 4 lines long.

e. bos. channeled.
p. The lvs. inS's 13. sicaefolia

ff. The lvs. in 4'

a

14. propendens
BE. Lvs. not channeled, more or

less open-backed and
spreading. *

F. Infl variable, often ter-

minal and axillary on
the same plant 15. flacca

FF. Infl. always terminal

o. Sepals about as long as
the corolla-tube.

h. Lvs rough or tuber-
culate 16. turrigera

hh Lvs. not rough.
i The lvs. glabrous.. . 17. gracilis

ii. The lvs. usually
pubescent 18. persoluta

qo. Sepal8 about half as
long as the corolla-

tube 19. formosa
bb Fls. not so showy, calyx-like, the

calyx often colored also.

c Lvs m S'8 sepals colored 20. melanthera
cc. Lvs. opposite, sepals green 21. fragrans

1. ciliAris, Linn. A much-branched nearly hardy
shrub, 10-20 m. tall, the branches usually glandular:
lvs. small, but not as in typical heaths, ovate, mucro-
nate: fls. about 4 lines long, or more, purplish, in spike-

like, lateral clusters. Eu. June-Sept. B.M. 8443.

2. Tetralix, Linn. Bell Heather. Cross-leaved
Heath. Lvs. m 4’s, margin folded back’ fls rosy:

sepals ovate-lanceolate, cihate; anthers awl-shaped or

awned, included, ovary with
short, soft hairs. W. Eu.—Foli-

age grayish. Height in England
6-12 in. With Manning, at

Reading, Mass., about 8 in.

3.

mediterrAnea, Linn. (E

.

edmea var. occidcntdhs, Benth.).
Fig 1411. This is considered by
Bentham a western form of E.
carnea (No 4), with a little

smaller fls., corolla a trifle wider
at the apex, and anthers shortly

exserted instead of included. E.
mediterranea of the trade is

hardy in England, and perhaps
second only to E carnea in

popularity there. In Amer. it

seems to be cult, only under
glass but should be hardy from
N. Y. southward with protec-
tion. B.M. 471. Gn 54:263,
55, p. 403 ; 61, p. 431. G.M.
45:261: 55:315. Var Alba, a
white-fld. form is known. Gn.
59, p. 94.

4. cAmea, Linn. (E . herbdcea, Linn ). Height 6 m :

lvs. m 4’s: infl lateral; corolla broadly bell-shaped;
anthers exserted; ovary glabrous. March-May. Alps.
L.B C. 15: 1452. B M. 11. Gn. 54: 6 (a charming
picture).— The bright rosy-fld. form is the best and
most striking. There are pale red and pure white varie-

ties. The most popular of all hardy ericas. Very easily

prop, by division. E. mediterranea var. hybrida, Hort..
is said to be a cross with E. carnea

;
and in England

thriving almost as well m loam as m peat. See Gn.
54:262

; 55, p. 127; 61, p. 399; 72, p. 176. G.M.50:
39. J.H. III. 51:293.

5. vAgans, Linn. Cornish Heath Fig. 1412. Lvs.
in 4’s or 5’s: sepals small, ovate, obtuse; corolla ovate-
bell-shaped: anthers ovate-oblong, 2-parted, exserted;
ovary not hairy. W. Eu. and Medit—Fls. pale pur-
plish red. Grows 3-4 ft m England; 1 ft. with J. W.
Manning, Reading, Mass. Var Alba has white fls.

Var. capitAta, grows 1-2 ft. high with Meehan at Ger-
mantown, 'Pa., and has “small whitish fls. with a
purplish tip.” F.E. 22:685.

6. cinArea, Linn. A twisted and much-branched
shrub, 8-15 in. high: lvs. verticillate, in 3’s, narrow,
glabrous, and usually not over 3 lines long: fls. showy,
rose-violet, in usually verticillate clusters; corolla much
contracted at apex, the lobes reflexed. June-Sept. Eu.
Var. Alba, Hort., a white-fld. form, and var. coccinea,
Hort., a scarlet form, are both in the trade. Gn. 61, p.
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433.—Hardy m U. S., with a little protection, from
N. Y. southward.

7. strfcta, Don. Corsican Heath. Lvs in 4’s, a little

more erect than in No. 2. sepals lanceolate, obtuse; cor-

olla ovoid-oblong, narrowed at the
throat; anthers awl-shaped or

awned, included; fls rosy purple,

ovary densely covered with long,

rough hairs Corsica —Summer
Attains 4 ft m Eng

,
but grows 1-2

ft high with Meehan, at German-
town, Pa Branches strict, rigid.

8 lusitAnica. Rudolph (E co-

donddes, Lindl ) Spanish Heath.
Branches tomentose - pubescent:
lvs glabrous and ovary glabrous:
fls pale rose, m broad panicles.

W.Eu B R. 1698. GC II 7*463;
III 19 487; 35 91 I H 43, p.
321 On 54 263; 55, p 125 , 67,

p 328 BM 8018 G 21.384;
30:130 —Hardy in England, but
m U S only south of N. Y , and
then must be protected.

9. verticill&ta, Berg An erect
shrub, 4-6 ft

,
with lvs 4-6 in a

whorl lvs densely imbricate, erect
or spreading* fls mostly in 4’s m
wild specimens, but, according to
Andrews, umbellately 3-1 0-flu. m
cult

;
corolla tubular, hairy, usu-

ally straight, bright rosy-scarlet,
and very showy: caps unique m
splitting into 8 valves. Andr.
Heathery, 58.

10. hyem&lis, Hort. Fig. 1413 Written also hie-

mahs Watson thinks it may be a winter-flowering
/ n n i :„ t n n o i ao i i oform of E perspicua, figured in LB C. 2 102 and 18

1778 as E Limueana Fls rosy pink, tinned white

lines long : fls m 3’s, the corolla dark purple, its segms.
ciliolate. L.B.C. 5:468. B M. 2263.

1 4 prop€ndens, Andr An erect sub-shrub, 10-18 in.

high, the branches nearly straight, the younger pubes-
cent: lvs m 4’s, linear and
usually 3-sided, ciliate, or somo-
times glabrous: fls. 1-4 in a clus-

ter, the corolla red, broadly bell-

shaped and hairy, about xArVi m -

long; ovary 4-8-celled, rough but
not hairy. L.B C. 1.63. B.M.
2140. Andr. Heathery, 141. G.
25:137. G.C. III. 32*278, 279.
Gn W. 21 :759. J H. III. 47.543.

15. fl&cca, E. Mey. (E cilidns,

Thunb., not of Hort.). An erect

shrub, usually branched, but not
diffuse^ the branches pubescent or

glandular hairy: lvs. in 3’s, rarely

m 4’s on the same plant, spread-
ing, usually “linear, as if sub-
terete,” the margins revolute,

1M-2H lincs long’ ^ m 3’s, the
corolla bell-shaped to tubular, the
segms. about a third as long as

the tube; ovary sometimes hairy
on the top.

16. turrigera, Salisb. (E cupres

-

nna, Forbes) . Lvs. glabrous, sub-
cihate or naked: infl terminal;
fls pedicelled, in l’s to 4’s, bracts
remote; sepals finally reflexed;

sinuses of the corolla acute, nar-

i4 i 2 fvwi row. Probably a hybrid, cult.
1412. Enca vagans. (Xh)

since 1802. FE. 9*333. A.F 15:

1175. Gng. 9:35 (the last two as E. cupressina).

1 7 grficilis, Salisb Lvs. in 4's, somewhat erect
;
bracts

remote sepals smaller, laneeolated
;
anthers with a short,

sharp point LBC 3 244 (pale violet) G 25*602 Gn.
Var filba has white fls With L t)upuy, Whitestone, 76, p 11 “Fls purplish red.” Var. autumndlis, Hort.

L. 1 , it. flowers in Sept GF 5:137. Gn. 41:420. G Fls Sept Var. vernMis, Hort. Fls. in Oct and Nov
25:567 II. D Darlington says it is ^18 persolhta, Linn. ^-Fig

^
1414,

very distinct, from E perspicua.

11. ventriedsa, Thunb Lvs in

4’s, incurved to spreading, with
pilose margins infl terminal; sepals
keeled, anthers with 2 very short
ears, or awned, included, ovary
glabrous BM 350 LBC 5.431.
G 9 565, 26 239 Var. grandiflftra,

with tubes over }^in long L B.C.
10. 945(as E prsgnans) The fol-

owing varieties are reported. Both-

welluina, brevifldra
,

edrnea rdsea,

cinlra, hirsuta
,

dlha, magnlfica,
sup6rba> tricolor. See R H. 1858, p.

450; 1880:50 Gn 45, p. 87. A F.

10.1111 F.E. 9:333

12. pr&stans, Andr (E Parmerb-
tihni, Lodd.). Lvs. m 4’s, some-
what incurvwl, bracts crowded: fls

nearly sessile, white, faintly flushed

pink at base, in terminal groups
of 4 or more; sepals ovate, rougn-
rnargined; anthers scarcely acute.
Sept. Varieties are pictured under
various names in L B.C., plates

154, 197, 1695, and 1804.

13. sicaefdlia, Salisb. (E pygmka,
Andr. and Hort.). Dwarf cushiony
heath, perhaps best treated in the
alpine garden, 4-8 in high : branches
ascending, nearly glabrous* lvs. in
whorls of 3, linear-acuminate, 2^-5

72

1413. Erica hyemalis. Great numbers
of this heath are sold in London evejv

Christmas.

Essentially a white-fld and very
variable species, particularly as
regards hairiness: lvs. erect or
spreading, hirsute or glabrous:
corolla small, originally 1H lines

long, lobes ovate, 2-3 tunes shorter
than the tube, the sinuses acute,

narrow' S Afr The numerous
varieties Bentham found impos-
sible to separate either m the
wild or m cult. Var. hispldula,
Benth. Slightly hirsute: lvs. 23^-3
lines long, rough: anthers sub-
ovate. Var l&vis, Benth. Lvs.
shorter, blunter, often appressed,
glabrous anthers subglobose Var.
subcarnea, Benth

,
has the corolla-

lobes more evident. To this last

variety Bentham seems to refer

most of the horticultural varieties

cult under the name of E persoluta
E asstirgem, Link, he refers to the
first variety; E. cdffra of Linimis
to the first, but of LBC 2 * 196
(and the trade?) to the second E.
regtrminans of Linnaeus is a distinct

species (figured in L B.C 17 : 1614
as E. Smithiana); of the trade =2?.
persoluta var. hispidula, of LBC.
18*1728=2?. persoluta var. sub-
carnea. Flowers in Feb and March,
while other related species mostly
flower in March and April.
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19. formdsa, Thunb. (E. arandmdsa, Hort). Erect
shrub, 1-2 ft

,
the branches hairy, covered with lvs. in

whorls of 3 . lvs. glossy, channeled, the younger cihate,

about V/2 lines long: fls. in 3’s, the corolla white, with
8 longitudinal channels,
sticky. Andr. Heathery 265.

20 melanthera, Linn.
Fig. 1415. Lvs. thick, ob-
tuse, grooved on the back,
younger ones often rough,
with glands, bracts mostly
crowded: fls. rosy; sepals

obovate. keeled, colored;

anthers black
;
ovai y villous.

Not LBC. 9-867, which
may be a form of E. mgrita
Flowers in Dec. and Jan.
AF. 11:1133; 12 : 579;
29:1079 F.E. 9:333. C.
LA 9.169; 15:170. G M.
49.56.

21. frilgrans, Andr
,
not

Salisb. Lvs. opposite, crcct-

appressed, acute, always
glabrous; bracts loose, sepal-

uke: fls m 2’s; sepals ovate,

keeled, green
;

ovary gla-

rous or slightly bristly at the tip. B.M. 2181. L.B.C.
3:288.

The following are mostly kinds that have beeu grown suc-
cessfully in small quantities in this country but appear not to
be advertised in American trade catalogues H=*hard-wooded,
the rest are soft-wooded 8 Afr

,
unless stated Aside from these,

E acopAria, Linn , of S Eu , is sometimes listed 2-3 ft , glabrous
lvs in 3’s fls greenish, in 1-sided racemes, calyx-lobes about half
the length of the subglobose corolla E caprrma also appears, but
it is apparently only a catalogue name
E ampullAcea, Curt Lvs abate, mucronate bracts colored,

fls mostly m 4’s; corolla ventricose, very sticky, typically white,
lined with red, bmb spreading, white Var rubra is the onlydorm
cult BM 303 LBC 6 508 H —E arbdrea var alp'na, W I.

Beau An alpine variety, grown only at Kew. It is a stiff erect
bush with tiny whito fls in plume-like clusters Gn 75, p 384 —

E

anatdta, Andr Keadily distinguished by the long bristle which
ends the lvs lvs. recurved fls m 4 ’s, sepals keeled with red, corolla
sticky, 1 in long, ventneose, but with not so long and narrow a
neck as in E ampullacea B M 1249 LBC 1 73 11 —

E

barbdta, Andr Bristly and glandular - pubescent lvs in 4’s

oorolla urn-shaped, villous, ovary villous LBC 2 121

—

E
Bowie&na, Lodd Lvs in 4’s to 6’s mfl axillary, corolla tubular,
slightly inflated, Umb erect or scarcely open LBC 9 842—
E Burnettn, Hort Hybrid FS 8 845 — E CarendislnAna, Hort

J

E Cavendishn, Hort ) Hybrid of E depressa v E Patersonu
.ivs m 4’s, margins revolute fls in 2’s to 4’s, corolla tubular, sta-

mens included, anthers awnod. PM 13 3 GC 1845, p 435,
II 18 213, 20 597 FS 2 112 A F. 12 1143 Gng 5 331
C.L.A. 7.180 G 6 489, 10 243— E conspicua, Soland

,
is a

species with club-shaped, villous fls and villous lvs in t’s Var
tplindens, Klotzsch, with tho lvs and sepals shining green and
pubescent corollas, includes E elata, Andr LBC 18 1788 —

E

cylindrica, Andr and Hort Important hybrid of unknown parents
age, cult since 1800 Lvs in 4’s fls. nearly sossile, corolla 1 in.

long, bnlhant rosy red, with a famt circle of dull blue about two-
thirds of the way from the base, anthers awned, included, ovary
glabrous. L B C 18 1734 It H 1859, p 42 —Fls very showy and
unusually long The oldest E cylmdnca That of Wendland is a
yellow-fld species unknown to cult —E Devonidna, Hort Hybrid
Fls rich purple H — E eldta, Andr = E conspicua var splen-
dens —E IrbyAna, Andr Allied to E ampullacea, but with
corolla narrower at the base and tapering with perfect regularity
to just below the limb, where it has a prominent red bulge It

is also distinctly lined with red, and the sepals are green, although
the bracts are colored, as m E ampullacea. LBC 9 816 H—E niffrtscens is presumably E. melanthera (H D Darlington),—E pdllida. A confused name The oldest plant of this name
is Salisbury’s, wmch has an urn-shaped corolla, fls often in

3’s, pubescent and hirsute branches and lvs in 3’s LBC 1 72
(as E pura). E. pdllida of the trade is probably the tubular-fld.
hybrid of Loddxges in LBC. 14 1355, which has axillary and
terminal fls, and lvs in 4’s to 6’s

—

E. verspicua, Wendl , has a
tubular or slightly club-shaped corolla, Ivs m 4’s, pubescent or
rough-hairy, and fls. in l’s to 3’s, but the plant in the trade is

probably E perapicuoldea, Forbes, a hybrid, with longer and
woollier hairs, fls. somewhat m umbels, nearly 1 in long Only var.
ericta is grown here.

—

E. Syndndna is grown by Louis Dupuy —

-

E trantliicen8, Andr. Perhaps the first of all tne garden hybrids
between E. tubiflora and E ventricosa Lvs rigid, with or without
long, soft, red hairs, fls. in umbel-like heads, bracts remote, corolla
rosy, 8-9 lines long, tube narrowly ventricose, pubescent limb
short, spreading; ovary sessile Andr Heaths, 295 Bentliam
oonatders this s synonym of E. spuria, Andr. Heaths, 60. Schultheis

says "it is the finest ericu grown , a poor propagator but good grower.
Takes 3 months to root

,r—E tricolor is perhaps the most confused
name in the genus, and apparently one of tho important kinds
abroad, where it has many varieties and synonyms In the trade
it seems to stand for a handsome heath, with lvs in 4’s, distinctly
cihate and terminated by a bristle fls m umbels of 8-10, 1 in long,
a little too inflated at the base for the typical tubular form, rosy
at the base, then white, then green, and then suddenly constricted
into a short neck, pedicels red and exceptionally long. This descrip-
tion is from LBC 12 1105 (as E eximia), one of the earliest

pictures of these charming hybrids which Bentham refers to the
hybrid E anstella, Forbes—E Wilmorei, Knowles & Westo (E.
Wilmoreana and Vilmoreana, Hort ) Hybrid, corolla tubular,
bulged below the lobes, slightly velvety-hairy fls in 1 ’s to 3’s,

rosy, tipped white It H 1892, p 202 AF 4 251 G C III.
19 201 A G 21 869 Var glaAcn, Carr , has nearly glaucous
foliage Var calyculdta, Carr , has a large additional calyx R.H.
1892, p 203. Wilhelm Miller.

N. Taylor. f

ERIGENiA (Greek, spnng-born). Umbelllferse Har-
binger-of-Spring A monotypic genus of E N Amer.
E. bulbdsa, Nutt

,
is low (4-10 in.), nearly stemless,

hardy, from a deep-lying tuber, with ternately decom-
pound lvs. and small umbels of minute white fls. A
lew plants may have been sold by collectors and
dealers in native plants, but it is not a cult plant. It

grows in rich deciduous woods and clearings.

ERfGERON (Greek, old man in spring, some of the
early kinds are somewhat hoary) Compdsitje Flea-
bane Hardy border plants, suggesting native asters,

but blooming much earlier, growing in tufts like the Eng-
lish daisy, though usually from 9 inches to 2 feet high.

Stem-lvs. entire or toothed . fls solitary, or in corymbs
or panicles; rays in 2 or more series, mostly rose, violet

or purple, rarely cream-colored or white, and one kind
has splendid orange fls

,
involucre bell-shaped or hemi-

spheric, the bracts narrow, nearly equal, in 1 or 2 series,

differing from Aster in which the bracts are m many
series —About 150 species scattered over the world,
particularly in temperate and mountainous regions

The garden fleabanes are practically

all perennials. A few annuals are

harmless and pretty weeds. Some
species have roots that are biennial,

but they increase by offsets, and make
larger clumps from year
to year. They are of

easy culture. They do
best when somewhat
shaded from the mid-
day sun. They are
easily propagated by
seeds or division, and
doubtless by cuttings, if

there were sufficient de-
mand. Small, divided
plants set out in early
spring produce good-
sized flowering plants
the first year. A good show of

bloom may be had from seeds
sown outdoors as early as possible
in spring Some fine masses of

these plants m the hardy border
or wild garden are much more
desirable than an isolated speci- 1415 Erica melanthera.

men or two of each kind. The
most popular species is E, speciosus At present it is

the best Kind that has the rich soft colors, from rose to

violet and purple. E. aurantiacus has dazzling orang®
flowers, ana is unique in the genus.

alpmus, 8
amomeus, 10.

aaptr, 10
aurantiacus, 1.

belhdifohus, 14.
Coulten, 5
Kiabcllus, 10.

glaucus, 7.

INDEX.

grandi floras, 6.

Howellu, 3.

hybridua roaeua, 11.

macranthus, 9.

major, 6.

mucronatus, 4
ochroleucus, 2
philadelphicus, 12.

pulchellu8, 14.

roseue, 6
Roylei, 8.

Balsuginosus, 13.

semperflorena, 7.

speciosus, 6.

superbus, 6
Villanm, 11.
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a. Fls. orange.

1. aurantiacus, Pegel. More or less velvety: height 9
in.: Ivs. oval-oblong, clasping at the base, more or less

twisted: heads 1 on a st.; mvolucral scales loose,

reflexed. July, Aug Turkestan. RH. 1882.78. Gn.
52, p.485. G. 5:239. J.H. III. 52:303.—Perhaps the
showiest of the genus. Sold as “double-orange daisy.”

aa. FIs. creamy or white.

b. Lvs. linear.

2. ochrolehcus, Nutt. Height 9-18 in.: sts. mostly
not branched: lvs. rather rigid: rays 40-60, white or
purplish, never yellow. Gravelly hills and plains N.
Wyo. and Mont, to Utah.—This and the next are rare
kinds in cult., sometimes sold by collectors and dealers
in native plants.

bb. Lvs. broader
,
lanceolate to ovate

,
or obovate.

3. H6wellii. Gray. Height about 1 ft : root-lvs.

obovate; st.-lvs. ovate, half-clasping, all thin: rays
30-35, 1-2 lines wide, white. Mountain meadows, Cas-
cade Mts., Ore. and Mont.

4. mucronUtus, DC. (Vittadinia triloba
,

Hort., not
DC ) Lvs. lanceolate, narrowed at base, ciliate, mostly
entire, often with a long, callous muero. Mex. This
plant, grown in Calif

,
is a much-branched perennial

with variable sometimes lobed lvs., and the white rays
purple on the back. G.C. III. 48:203.

5 Cohlteri. Porter A slender equally leafy perennial
about 15 in. high: lvs. thin, obovate or oblong, almost
mucronate, and usually soft-hairy: fls. solitary on each
stalk, sometimes 2 or 3 together, the white rays about
1 in long. July. Rocky Mts. G.C. III. 30:99. Gn.W.
3, p. 587, 16:440.

AAA. Fls. rosy violet or purple.

b. Ray8 100 or more, mostly narrow: lvs. entire.

c. FI -heads large.

D. Involucre hairy

e. Height about 2 ft . sts. several-fld.

6. specidsus, DC. (Stendchs spccibsa, Lindl.).

Height 1^-2 ft., the st more or less woody, hairs few,
loose, st. very leafy at top: root-lvs more or less spatu-
late, st -lvs lanceolate, acute, half - clasping Brit.

Col. to Ore. near the coast B M 3606 B It 1577.
Gn 52 ‘484 G 21.15. Var superbus, Hort, sold

abroad, has lighter colored and more numerous fls.

Gn. 75, p 118 G 31.81 Var m&jor, Hort., has
broader rays and brighter colors Var. rdseus, Hort.
Ray-florets lilac; disk-florets yellow Var. grandifldrus,
Hort. Fls. larger and deeper in color than in var.
superbus.

ee. Height 9-16 m. or less’ sts. usually 1-fld.

7. gla&cus, Ker-Gawl Beach Aster. Lvs. slightly

glaucous or often green m cult
;
root-lvs. rarely 2-3-

toothed * rays not narrow, light lavender-blue. Pacific

coast, where it flowers most of the year. B R. 10.

Gn 52, p. 484. Var. semperfldrens, Hort. A dwarf
flonferous form.

8. alpinus, Lam. (E Rbylei, Hort ?). A dwarf species

suitable for rockwork: sts. hairy, bearing a single

head of purplish fls • lvs acute, lanceolate, sometimes
ciliate but otherwise entire. Northern regions. L.B.C.
6:590. —Suitable chiefly for alpme gardens.

dd. 1 nvolucre not hairy.

9. macrftnthus, Nutt Height 10-20 in. : hairs numer-
ous and long or short, sometimes nearly absent: lvs.

lanceolate to ovate: rays very numerous, at least %m.
long. Rocky Mts., Wyo. to New Mex. and S. W. Utah.
Gn. 52, p. 484. G.C. III. 46:53.—A good species.
Blooms later than the eastern species. Violet. Hardy.
Can be used with good effect in mass plantings of

autumn-flowering asters and goldenrods.

cc. Fl.-heads (or disk ) small

10. glabSllus, Nutt (E dsper
,
Nutt.). Height 6-20

in., the st. simple or a little branched above* root-lvs.

spatulate; st -lvs. lanceolate, gradually narrowing into
bracts, involucre bristly, or at least pubescent; rays
violet-purple or white, very narrow. Minn to Rockies.
Gn. 52, p 485. B M. 2923. BB. 3:385. L B.C.
17:1631.— Much cult abroad. Var. ariz6nicus, Hort.
A variety from Am.

bb. Rays 70 or less
,
wider: lvs. entire or toothed,

c. Lvs. almost or quite entire.

d. Sts with several fls. m a corymb.

11. Vill&rsii, Bell. Root biennial: height 1 ft.: lvs.

with 3 or 5 nerves, roughish: fls corymbose. Eu.
B.R. 583 L B.C 14*1390 — Not cult, but in I H.
43, p. 301, said to be a parent with E. aurantiacus of E.
hybridus roseus, Hort

,
Haage A Schmidt. This is said

to resemble E Villarsn m habit, and E. aurantiacus m
form of fls but not in color Said to bloom freely from
May to autumn.

12. philadSlphicus, Linn Perennial by offsets: a
roughish, muen-branehed herb with spatulate or obo-
vate lvs often st -clasping along the upper part of the
st.: heads several, corymbose, the numerous purplish
white rays being attractive in June. N. Amer.—Almost
a weed and easily grown in any ordinary garden.

dd. Sts. mostly 1-fld.

13. salsugindsus, Gray Height 12-20 in.: upper st.-

lvs. with a characteristic mucro: rays broad, giving an
aster-like effect, purple or violet; the slightly viscid

character of the involucre is particularly designative.

Wet ground, on higher mountains, Alaska to Calif, and
New Mex. C.L.A. 21. No. 11:40.

cc. Lvs coarsely toothed above the middle.

14. bellidifdlius, Muhl. (E pulchbllus, Michx).
Poor Robin's Plantain. Makes new rosettes by
offsets from underground sts : height 2 ft : root-lvs.

wider above the middle than m most species; st -lvs

fewer fls spring, clear blue, on long sts. Damp bor-
ders of woods Canada to 111. and La. B.M. 2402.

B.B. 3:388 —Weedy.
E. cseritlems

,

Hort =—(?) —E. divfrgens, Torr & Gray. Diffusely
branched with pubescent lvs. and white or purple fl -heads W U
S—E flagrfldns, Gray. A spreading plant bearing a profusion
of white or pale lilac tt -heads W IJ 8 —E grnndifdhut elahor,
Hort “Larne solitary fls with purple disk June and July ”*(’).
—E leiomlruH, Gray Lvs small, linear solitary fl - heads with
violet rays and a yellow disk Colo 1)M 7743

—

E multiradmtus,
Benth & Hook f Fl -heads terminal, solitary, ray-florets purplish;
disk yellow , height 6 in to 2 ft. Himalayas B M 6330.

—

E. neo-
mejcialnus, Gray Fl -heads loosely paraded, ray -florets linear,

white, disk- florets tubular, yellow New Mex — E nurpureum,
Hort , according to H A Dreer, “rarely exceeds 10 in height, and
has medium-sized fls of soft, rosy purple, borne m graceful, spread-
ing panicles ” Form of E macranthus (

?
) —E trifidus, Schlecht.

Fl -heads white or pale lilac, daisy-like Rocky Mts E. unxflorkt,
Jann Involucre hirsute, lanate, occasionally becoming naked, rays
purple or sometimes white. Arctic regions

Wilhelm Miller.
N. TAYLOR.f

ERINACEA (Latin, ennaceus, hedgehog, allud-

ing to the spiny nature of the plant). Leguminbsse.
A low almost leafless shrub forming dense spiny tufts
covered in spring with numerous blue flowers.

Deciduous, very spiny lvs. simple or ternate, pubes-
cent, only present at the end of young branchlets:
fls. 1-3, axillary toward the end of the branchlets;
calyx tubular, with 5 short teeth, inflated after flower-
ing; petals narrow, long-clawed, claws of the wings and
keel adnate to the staminal tube; standard ovate,
slightly auriculate at the base: stamens connate: poa
oblong, glandular-hairy, 2-valved, 4—6-seeded .—Dne
species in S. W. Eu. Not hardy N.; likes limestone soil

and a sunny position, best adapted to be planted in

rockeries. Prop, by seeds.

pdngens, Boiss (Anthyllis Enndcea, Lmn ). Shrub,
to 1 ft.* 1ft s 1-3, oblong-obovate or spatulate,
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long, pubescent: fls. 1-3, nearly 1 in. long, violet-blue,

the petals exceeding the large inflated calyx only about
one-third; the short pedicels, bractlets and calyx
pubescent: pod about %m.Iong. May, June. Mountains
of S. France, Spain and Corsica. L.B.C. 4.318 B M.
676. G.C. III. 41:310. Gn. 62, p. 127; 64, p. 399.

Alfred Rehder.

ERlNUS (a name used by Dioscorides). Scroph-
vlan&cex. A hardy tufted plant 3 or 4 inches high,

suited for steep sides of alpine gardens, where it pro-
duces in spring its racemes of small purple, rosy or

white flowers.

One species, in the mountains of W. and Cent. Eu.:
root-lvs. crowded, opposite; st.-lvs. alternate, oblong-
spatulate, with a few coarse, rounded teeth: corolla-

lobes 6, obovate, the 2 upper ones slightly smaller;

stamens 4, in 2 groups, included; style very short,

2-lobed at apex: caps, ovate, obtuse, dehiscent.

—

Several species described in this genus belong in Zalu-
aianskya. Not to be confounded with Lobelia Ennus.

1416. Loquat. (XJi)

Erinus should be planted in steep parts of the rockery
where water cannot lodge on rainy days or in the win-
ter and spring months It needs slight shade from mid-
day sun. Divided plants are chiefly sold in America,
but the amateur can soon produce a good carpet by the

use of seeds. When well established, the seeds are self-

sown and the offspring gam in hardiness. It may be
safest to keep a pot or two in a coldframe over winter,

until fhe plant can take care of itself. In England,
seeds may be sown in earthy holes of brick walls, and
grown as informal masses on old stone steps. (J. B.
Keller.)

alplnus, Linn. Racemes 2% in long; fls. Viva, across,

purple. April-June. B.M. 310. Vars. Albus and
carmfneus, Hort., have white and crimson fls. respec-

tively. Var. hirshtus, Gren. (E. hirsiitus, Hort.). More
vigorous: lvs. villous or hairy: violet-red.

Wilhelm Miller.

ERIOB6TRYA (Greek, woolly cluster), Rosdcese,

subfamily Pbmex. Small tree, grown for its handsome
large foliage and also for its edible acid fruits.

Evergreen trees or shrubs: lvs. alternate, short-

petiolea or nearly sessile, dentate, with strong veins

running straight to the teeth: fls. in terminal, broad
panicles; calyx-lobes 5, acute; petals 5, oval or sub-
orbicular, clawed; stamens 20; styles 2-6, connate
below; ovary inferior, 2-5-celled; cells 2-ovuled: fr. a
pome with persistent incurved calyx-teeth, thin endo-
carp and 1 or few large, ovoid or angular seeds.—About
10 species in the warmer regions of China, Japan,
Himalaya and S. Asia. Closely related to Photinia, from
which it differs chiefly in the larger fr. with thm endo-

carp and few large seeds and in the lvs. having straight
veins ending in the teeth. The only species known in

cult, is E. iaponica
,
an evergreen tree with large orna-

mental foliage, comparatively inconspicuous white
fragrant fls. in terminal rusty-wooily clusters, followed
by large pear-shaped yellow frs. It can bo cult, only
in warmer temperate regions, and if protected during
the winter, may be grown as far north as Philadelphia;
does not seem to be exacting as to the soil. Prop, by
seeds.

japtinica, Lindl. (Photinia jap6nica, Gray). Loquat.
Fig. 1416. Small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs. thick, evergreen,
nearly sessile, oval-oblong or obovate, remotely toothed,
bright green and lustrous above, rusty-tomentose
below, 6-10 in. long: panicles 4-7 in. long; fls white,

Km- across, nearly hidden in the rusty-woolly pubes-
cence: fr. pear-shaped, yellow, about lyi m. long, with
few large seeds, of agreeable acid flavor. Sept., Oct

;

fr. April-June. Japan, China B.R 365 G C III.

26:660 (suppl ); 52:318. HU 3, p. 97. AG. 1891, pp
19, 370. GW 3, d. 439; 8, p 314 —The loquat is

native to China and Japan, but is much planted m the
Gulf states and westward It blooms from Aug. until

the approach of winter, and ripens its clustered fr. in

very early spring. The fr. is often seen in northern
markets. It is a profuse bearer m congenial climates
See Loquat. Loquat is an excellent decorative plant,

either as an evergreen lawn tree south of Charleston,
or as a pot-plant m the N. It is a most satisfactory

conservatory subject, resisting uncongenial conditions.

Var variegata, Hort. Lvs. variegated with irregular
markings of pale green, dark green and white.

Alfred Rehder.
ERIOCfiPHALUS (from enon wool, and kephale,

head, in allusion to the woolliness of mature heads)
Comydsitie A scarce little-known group of greenhouse
shrubs, grown for their violet-white flowers and pleas-

antly scented leaves.

Leaves usually entire, sometimes 3-lobed, often in

bunches, fls. m umbellate clusters m the only cult,

species, in some others racemose; heads with white ray-
ns and purplish disk-fls

;
involucre in 2 series, the outer

series of 4-5 bracts—Twenty species, all S. African,

but only one seems to be grown and this is confined to

fanciers’ collections m Amer
It is best grown in the temperate house in a mixture

of sand and peat. Propagated by cuttings, m sand,
under a bell-jar.

afridlnus, Linn Lvs. opposite or tufted, silky-

pubescent, about Vivn. long, thickish, channeled heads
umbellate at the ends of the branches, the white-rayed,
purple-centered heads making attractive clusters. S.

Afr. B.M 833.

E pectinifdhu*, Linn. An attractive yellow-fid sort with smooth
green lvs is perhaps referable to Hippia frutescena B.M. 1855. It

is known onfy m botanic gardens m Amer. TAYLOR

ERIOCEREUS (woolly and Cereus; referring to the
wool in the axils of the bracts on the ovary). Cactdcex.
Usually slender plants, at first erect, but usually

afterward clambering and creeping, often forming
great clumps and thickets: fls. usually large; ovaiy
covered witn more or less enlarged bracts bearing hairs

and spines ir> their axils: fr. red, spiny, flesh white;
seeds numerous, black. For cult

,
see Succulents.

JusbSrtii, Riccob. Ribs 6, usually low, with broad
intervals; spines veiy short: fls. funnelform; petals

white; stigma-lobes linear, green; bracts on ovary and
fl.-tube filled with long hairs. It is now believed that
this species is a hybrid between an Echinopsis and
some Cereus.

See Cereus for descriptions of the following species* Bonpldndit,
Riccob, Cavendlshu, Riccob. This is described under Cereus, but
probably does not belong to either genus, Martinix, Riccob;
plaiygdnus, Riccob, trphracdmthua, Riccob, tortudeui, Riccob.

J. N. Robb.
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ERIOCHiLUS (woolly lip). Orchiddcex. A half-

dozen species of terrestrial orchids from Austral., with
small subterranean tubers and a solitary If. at the base

of the st. or higher up: fls. pink or white, 1 or more and
sessile on a scape or peduncle; labellum much shorter

than lateral sepals, the margins often with small and
erect lateral lobes. Borne of the species have been
mentioned as greenhouse subjects, but they are horti-

culturally little known.

BRIOCNfcMA: Bertoloma.

ERIODfiNDRON: Cciba.

ERIODfCTYON (woolly net, referring to the under
surface of the lvs.). Hydrovhyll&cex Four species and
many varieties (see Brand in Engler’s Pflanzenreich,

hft 59, 1913) of shrubs of Calif and the Great Basin,

with alternate coriaceous entire lvs
,
and white, purple

or blue fls. in scirpioid cymes. Apparently not cult.

E Parryi, Greene=Nama.

ERKSgONUM (Greek, woolly joints). Polygondcex.
About 140 species, W. N American (with extension
into Mex ), herbs tufted sub-shrubs or slender annuals,
mostly densely woolly . lvs crowded at the base of the
st

,
alternate or whorlcd, entire, fls small, perfect, in

an involuerate head, fascicle or umbel, mostly recurved
or reflexed with age, mostly white, rose or yellow;
perianth 6-parted, stamens 9; styles 3: fr. an achene,
mostly 3-angled Now and then some of the species are
listed by dealers in native plants, but they can hardly
be regarded as cult subjects. E. compdsitum, Douglas,
perhaps the best known, has very many minute neutral-
colored fls

,
dull white to rosy, borne in compound

umbels 5-6 in deep and broad B R 1774 The fol-

lowing have been advertised, but are practically

unknown in our gardens E e/imjmnulatum
,
E. com-

pdsitum, E Jldvum
,
E heracleoVks, E inciinum

,
E

microthecum var ejfusum, E niveum
,
E nudum

,
E.

ovalifblium, E racembsum
,
E sphierocephalum, E.

thyrnoides, E. urnbelldtum E giganthum makes a mound
or mat many feet across GC III 28*337 Descrip-
tions of eriogonums may be readily found in the floras

of the western part of the U. S.

ERIOGfNIA: Luetkea.

ERI6LOBUS: Pyrus

ERI<5PHORUM (wool-bearing, from the Greek,
alluding to the heads of fr.) Cyperacex Perennial
rush-like plants, growing in swales fls in dense heads,
the perianth-bristles very numerous and often becom-
ing greatly elongated m ir. and giving the head a wool-
like appearance None of them is known m cult., but
the following names have been offered by collectors for

bog gardens* E alpinus, Linn
,
E. cyperinum, Linn

;

E linedturn, Benth & Hook
;
E. polystdchion, Linn ;

E vagindtum, Linn
;
E virgimcum, Linn All these are

wild in the northern states, and descriptions may be
found in the regular manuals Eriophorum comprises
upward of a dozen species in the northern hemisphere.

ERIOPIT$XLUM (Greek, woolly-leaved). Composite.
Herbs, mostly woodv, and commonly with yellow-
rayed heads; one kind cult m a few hardy borders is a
low, tufted, herbaceous perennial, with much-divided
lvs., covered with wool beneath (each st. bearing about
5), and 8-rayed yellow heads 2 in across, borne in a
loosely forking fashion on peduncles 3-7 in. long The
enus was included m Bania by Bentham & Hooker,
ut is now kept distinct largely because of the per-

manently erect involucral bracts: seeds mostly 4-

angled, and pappus of nerveless and mostly pointless,

colorless portions. Actinolepis is included m this genus
by some authors. There are about a dozen species, in
N. W Amer. E. caespithsum, Douglas (ActmUla
landta, Pursh, not Nutt. Bdhia landta, DC.), described

above, has been advertised. Either moist or dry
ground, Mont, to Brit. Col. and S. Calif.; very variable.

ERldPSIS (Greek, like Ena

,

an orchid of the Epi-
dendrum tribe, which it resembles when not m flower)
OrchiMcese Five or six Bouth American orchids of the
Vanda tribe allied to Acacalhs and Warrea, requiring
coolhouse treatment as given to Cattleya; epiphytes.

Leaves 2 or 3, long, plicate: racemes 2 or 3, basal;
fls. open, small, but showy, maxillana-like; lip 3-lobed,
the lateral lobes bro;id and erect and inclosing the
column, the middle lobe small and spreading and some-
times 2-lobed.—About half a dozen species in S. Amer.

bfloba, Lmdl Pseudobulhs 3 in long, lvs lanceo-
late* fls. 1 in across, sepals and petals yellow, with
orange-red margins, labellum yellow spotted with
brown Colombia. B It. 33 18.

ratidobulbon, Hook Stouter in habit than the above:
pseudobulbs wrinkled, dark-colored: racemes drooping,
sepals and petals orange-yellow, with deeper colored
margins; labellum white, with purple spots. Antioquia,
in exposed positions on the sts. oi palms. Peru. B M.
4437.

HSlenae, Kranzl Said to be the finest in the genus.
It differs greatly in habit from the other members; the
pseudobulbs (standing 1G in high) somewhat resemble
those of Epiderult um Brassavolx, but are much stronger,

and bear 3 long, coriaceous dark glossy green linear-

lanceolate lvs The fls. are twice as large as those of

E. biloba, and are borne on tall, arching scapes The
sepals and petals are orange-colored, margined with
purple, the hp similar, but with a yellow blotch,

spotted with purple at the base. Peru

E FuerOtnbfryix, Kran/l Racemes up to 12 in long, Ah about
1 '*4 in across, nopals and petals brown outside, orange with brown
border inside, lip whitish, densely dotted with purple

Oakes Ames.

ERIOSTEMON (Greek, woolly stamens). Rutdcex.
Coolhouse evergreen shrubs from Australia, writh starry,

fiv e-pet aled flowers an inch wide, of white or blush-
pink Very little known in America, but abroad con-
sidered amongst the finest of hard-wooded winter or
sprmg-blooming Australian plants

Leaves alternate, entire, glandular-dotted, infl.

axillary or terminal, solitary or in clusters; calyx and
corolla 5-parted, rarely 4-parted; stamens 8-10, free,

shorter than the petals; anthers pointed, fr. 2-valvcd.
1-seeded Much care is needed to produce well-trained

specimens
Enostemons are among the most beautiful of Aus-

tralian hard - wooded plants. They are propagated
from cuttings made of the points of half-ripened wood.
Choose pieces about 3 inches long, and insert in a pot
filled with one part finely sifted peat, and two parts

sharp sand. Water them and set in a case in a tempera-
ture of 55° to GO0

,
shading them from the sun After they

have rooted, pinch out the heart of the shoots, and when
they show signs of breaking, transfer them singly

into small pots in equal parts of peat and sand. When
well rooted m these pots, give them a shift about two
sizes larger, using good fibrous peat, in rather a lumpy
state, and about a fifth part of good sharp sand, adding
a little of finely broken charcoal. This compost may
be used for all future pottinga. If large plants are
wanted quickly, it is better to grow them indoors all

the year round, but they will not set flowers so well.

Enostemons flower m the smallest sized pot m spring,

if they are grown outdoors all summer. The outdoor
treatment ripens the wood thoroughly and the result

will be seen when flowering tune arrives These plants
are liable to run into strong shoots to the detriment of

the wTeaker ones. When this is observed, cut them well

back, and this will preserve the symmetry of the plant.

During their growing period they should be syringed
freely. This helps to soften the wood and secure
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plenty of breaks, and also keep red-spider m check.

A favorite method of propagation in the British Isles

is by grafting on small plants of Correa alba. This
insures a quicker means of raising the plants and is

practised largely by nurserymen. A winter tempera-
ture of 40° by night should be maintained. However,
if plants are wanted to flower eai hoi

,
they may be sub-

jected to 50° or 55° Eriostemons are sometimes
attacked by brown and white scale. Fumigation with
hydrocyanic gas is the best remedy. (George F.

Stewart.)

A. Foliage linear or narrowly lanceolate.

b. Lvs. linear

sc&ber, Paxt. A shrub with minutely pubescent or

glabrous branches: lvs covered with minute rough-
nesses, sessile, acute and mucronulate: petals white,

tipped pink. P.M. 13.127.

bb Lvs. narrowly lanceolate.

linifdlius, Seghers. Lvs broadest at middle, tapering

both wa>s. R.B 20:97.—Probably an old garden form
of some well-known species.

afflnis, Sprague Shrub, 1-2 ft
,
the branches gla-

brous and shining: lvs. sessile, linear-lanceolate, 1-2

in. long, glabrous, fls. in axillary slender clusters,

quite like the next, but smaller.

aa Foliage conspicuously wider.

B. Lvs. 10-12 times as long as broad.

c. Apex abruptly pointed.

myoporoides, DC. Lvs. widest at the middle, taper-

ing evenly both ways, 1-3, rarely 4 m. long, fls umDel-
late; petals white or sometimes pink, glandular on the

back. B.M. 3180.

cc. Apex blunt.

salicifdlius, Smith This willow-leaved species has
perhaps the handsomest foliage Lvs. widest above the
middle, tapering more gradually to the base than to the

apex: petals bright, soft pink. B M. 2854.

bb. Lvs. 3-4 times as long as broad.

intermedius, Hook. Lvs 9-18 lines long, elliptical,

abruptly pointed: petals lanceolate, white, but tipped

with pink outside in the bud like the rest; ovary placed
on a flat disk and not ringed at the base. Probably of

garden origin Intermediate between E myoporoides
and E buxifolius B M 4439.

buxifdlius, Smith. Lvs. as in E. intermedius, though
perhaps smaller’ petals obovate, white, tipped pink;

ovary sunk into a double disk of 2 rings B M. 4101.

G. 26:19

—

E densijibrus, Seghers, RB 20:97, looks

like a prolific horticultural variety of this species.

Wilhelm Miller.
N. TAYLOR.f

ERITRfCHIUM: For E. barbigerum, soe KryniUkta. For
JS nothofulvum, see Plagtobothrys.

ERLANGEA (bears the name of the University of

Erlangen). Compdsitse. One species of this genus,

blooming m midwinter and spring, is offered in England.
The genus was long considered to be monotypic

but Moore has recently (Jour. Bot. 46 1908) incor-

porated Bothriochne with it, and the new species have
expanded the genus to 32 species, all Trop. African

excepting 1 in New Guinea; it differs from Yernonia
“only m the curious reduced achenes and the pappus
of few, short, very caducous set®.” E. tomentdsa,
Moore (Bolhnocllne Schlmpen var. tomentbsa

,
Oliv. &

Hiern). Shrub, to 5 ft.: st. and under sides of lvs.

tomentose: erect herb: lvs opposite •or at top of st.

rarely alternate, oblong to ovate-lanceolate, 2-5 in.

long, nearly or quite obtuse, rounded at base, serrate,

villous’ fls. all tubular, about 40 in the head, the heads
about diam

,
short-peduncled and collected in

corymbose panicles; involucre-scales ovate, acute,
scarious-margined. Trop. Afr. B.M. 8269. Foliage
ironted: fls mauve or lilac, lasting 2 or 3 months in

winter; habit of a eupatonum, and requires the treat-
ment given the greenhouse members of that genus.

L. H B.

ERODIUM (Greek, a heron

;

alluding to the beaked
fruit) Geraniacex. Heron’s-Bill or Stork’s-Bill
Annual and perennial, some of the perennials grown
in flower-gardens and with alpmes for their finely cut
foliage and mostly purplish or white flowers.

The plants suggest the wild and hardy geraniums,
from which they differ m having only 5 instead of 10
anther-bearing stamens, the other 5 being reduced to
scales; also the tails of the carpels hairy inside and
twisting spirally. Herbs, rarely somewhat woody or
tufted: lvs. opposite or alternate, one often smaller
than its mate, stipuled, toothed, lobed, or dissected’
fls. regular or nearly so, mostly in umbels, of various
shades, from crirnson-pink to purple, with darker
blotches on the 2 upper petals and the venation out-
lined in darker shades; sepals 5, imbricate, ovarv
5-lobed, when ripe splitting into separate caps -lobes,

each lobe 1-seeded’ plants usually heavy-scented —
The latest monograph (Knuth, in Engler’s Pflan/en-
reieh, hft 53, 1912) describes 60 species, widely dis-

persed m temperate and warm regions The self-

planting of the seeds or carpels of some speeics is very
mteresting
These plants are chiefly for the front row of the

hardy borders and the rock-garden, where they thrive
in a gritty loam They like dry, sunny spots, and may
be trusted with a conspicuous position, being chiefly

valued for their steady succession of bloom from June
to August Divided plants are chiefly sold here, but
the species are easily propagated by smis Some
erodiums can be grown in clunks of walls Some of the
annual kinds are widely spread in California and other
parts of the West, and E. cicutanum and two or three
others are grown for forage The garden species have
not attained much prominence in this country.

absinthioKles, 14
Botrys, 6
chtttna»dryoidc8, 8
ehrysanthum, 4
cicutanum, 1.

corsicum, 9
daucoides, 11.

INDEX.

glantlulotum, 10
gnneolens, 10
Guiceiardn, 13
gu tint u m, 5
nmeradenum, 10
Muneuojivi, 12
moschatum, 2

olympxcum, 14
pelargomflorum, 6.

petr^um, 14
Re%rhardu, 8
Sibthorpianum, 14.
supracanurn, 7

a Plant annual {or biennial).

1. cicut&rium, L’Her. Alfilaria Alfileuill\.
Pin-Clover Tufted, low and spreading, more or less

glandular, often with coarse, soft, short hairs lvs

oblong, 1-2-pmnate; lfts. small, nearly sessile, the
uppermost confluent, lower ones sharply and deeply
cut and with narrower lobes stipules small, acute’
sepals with 1 or 2 terminal bristles, filaments not
toothed: fls. rose-purple. Abundantly run wild from
the Rocky Mts to the Pacific, on dry or barren lands,

and also grown for hay and utilized as wild pasture
Feb.-Apr Old World

;
immensely variable

2. mosch&tum, L’Her. Filarke Musk-Clover.
Also Alfilerilla Glandular and musk-scented, at
first stemless and with a rosette on the ground but
later sending up stout fleshy sts. to 1 ft ’ lfts. large,

short-stalked, ovate to elliptical, serrate, broad-lobed*
stipules large, rather obtuse: sepals not terminated by
bristles; filaments 2-toothed; fls. rose-purple. Medit

,

Orient. Run wild in Calif, in the rich valley lands.

3. Bdtrys, Bertol. Branching from the base and
usually prostrate, white-pubescent: If -blades 1-2 in.

long on petioles of similar or twice the length, oblong-
ovate, pmnatifid, the lobes acute and serrate* sepals

with 1 or 2 short bristles; fls. deep violet; filaments
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widened upward and toothed. Medit. region, now
widely spread in Calif, and also grown for forage.

aa. Plant perennial.

b. FIs. yellow.

4. chrysfinthum, L’Her. Woody, 1-5 in. tall, sil-

very, the rhizome vertical: lvs. densely crowded at

base, petiole and blade of equal length, broadly ovate,

obtuse or nearly so, pinnate, the pinn* cut; st.-lvs.

few or none, subsessde: peduncles sometimes basal;

fls. yellow', the petals exceeding sepals, broadly cuneate
and retuse Greece. Gt 1, p 260.

bb Fls. white
,
sometimes veined or spotted.

5 gutt&tum, Willd Woody, 3-6 in., the caudex
vertical, lvs many at base of st

,
long-petioled, ovate-

cordate or long-cordate, obscurely Tooed, erenulate:

peduncle 2-5 m. high, fls. clear white with a dark spot
at base of upper petals, sepals lance-spatulate or obo-
vate-spatulate, petals broadly obovate, rounded. S. W.
Medit region; a good little rock plant. Gt. 3, p. 244.

6 pelargonifldrum, Boiss & Ileldr Woody, to 1 ft.

or more, the caudex vertical basal lvs. rather numerous,
long-petioled, hairy above, ovate-cordate, somewhat
lobed, obtusely erenate-dentate peduncleB 1-5 in.

high, fls white, the 2 upper petals spotted with pink
at base, sepals ovate 1

,
petals broadly obovate, rounded

or retuse Asia Minor. B M. 5206 Gt 1:194. Gn.
59, p 448,63, p 107

7 supracinum, L’Her Stemless, 1-4 in tall, the
rhizome vertical lvs numerous, to about 2 in long,

densely silky-cnneseent above, green beneath, ovate or
oblong, bipinnatisect, the pinnules entire or dentate
or incised fls white, spotless, rcd-voimd, the petals

obovate and rounded, and sepals broadly ovate and
5-nerved Pyrenees

8. chamaedryoldes, L’Her. (E. Rnchardu
,
DC.).

Stemless, 2-3 m tall lvs numerous, long-stalked,

sparsely hairv, round-ovate, slightly cordate, crenate,

apex rounded peduncles about 1-fld
,
about 2 in. tall;

fls white, rose-veined, sepals ovate-spat ulate or lance-

spatulate, minutely mueronate, petals obovate, retuse.

Balearic Isis
,
Corsica—An attractive alpine

bbb Fls. rose, red or purple (sometimes white in No. 14).

c. Lvs. undivided or obscurely lobed.

9 c6rsicum, Lem St. 2-6 in. high, the root vertical

or oblique basal lvs many, long-petioled, grayish
tomentose or becoming glabrous, ovate 1 or broader,
more or loss obsoletely lobed, coarsely erenate-dentate.

peduncle 1-2 in high, about 2-fld
,

fls 3
4 in across, in

shades of rosy pink veined deeper color, sepals oblong-
spatulate or ovate, not mueronate; petals broadly
obovate or cuneate. Corsica and Sardinia. G C. III.

48:210.
cc. Lvs. all pinnatisect.

d. St. wanting

10 macradSnum, L’Her. {E graveolcns, Lapeyr. E.
glanduld8um

,
Willd.). Remarkable for the great length

of the roots when twisting among rocks, and strong
odor of the foliage* 2-6 in lvs hairy, glandular, 13^-2
m. long, oblong, pinnate; segms pinnatifid, rachis with
a toothed wing: fls. light purple, the 2 upper petals a
shade darker, and the spots nearly black Pyrenees.
B.M. 5665.

11. daucoides, Boiss. Plant 2-4 in
,
the rhizome ver-

tical: lvs. many, tomentose, petiole exceeding blade,

lanceolate or triangular m outline, the pinna? pinnati-
sect and the lobes linear-lanceolate: peduncles stand-
ing above the foliage, about 4-fld.; fls. rose-color;

sepals more or less ovate, 5-nerved; petals obovate,
somewhat rounded. Spain.

12. Manesc&vi, Coss. Height 10-18 in., the rhizome
vertical or oblique: lvs. attaining 6 and more m. long,

2^2 in. wide, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate; segms.
alternate ovate, short-stalked, dentate, with sometimes
a deeper cut. fls at best 2 in. across, strong rosy purple,
the spots of the upper petals only a shade or two darker.
Pyrenees. Gn 55 292.— Colors stronger and more
uniform than No. 10.

dd. St. evident.

13. Guicci&rdii, Heldr Woody, to 8 in. tall, from a
more or less vertical rhizome, basal lvs. many, densely
clustered, petiole equaling the blade (upper st.-lvs ses-

sile), silvery, broadly ovate or oblong-ovate, pinnate;
pmnie cut into linear or oblong-linear lobes: peduncle

1-

3 m. tall, 4r-7-fld
;

fls rose-colored
;
sepals ovate,

obtuse and mueronate; petals obovate, rounded. N.
Greece.

14. absinthioldes, Willd. (E. netrkum, Sxbih <fe Smith.
E. olympicum, Clem E. S 1 othormdiium, Kotsehy).
Two to 8 in. tall: rhizome veitical* lvs many, crowcled
at base of st

,
the petioles very short (st.-lvs few and

sessile), soft-hairy, oblong or triangular-ovate, obtuse
or acutish, bipinnatisect

,
lobes linear-lanceolate, entire

or dentate* peduncle 1-4 in
,
2-8-fld.; fls. violet or rose

(rarely white), the sepals ovate, obtuse and mueronate,
the petals cuneate-obovate Asia Minor.
E gruinum, I.’Her Annual or biennial, 1 ^ ft, high, the ati

1 or few, white-hairy hs corilatc-ovate, undivided or obscurely
lobed, dentate fls \ inlet-blue, large, the petals broadly obovate
and clawed, rounded at apex Sicily to Persia, N Afr—E Stephum-
dnum, \\ did Annual or biennial, villous, branched: lvs nearly
glabrous, bipinnatifid, the lobes linear peduncles 2-3 in high,

2-

5-Hd , fls dark purple, petals scarcely surpassing sepals, very
broad-ovate Temp Asia L II B f

ERPfcTION: Viola.

ERUCA (origin of name in doubt; probably from the
Latin to burn

,
m allusion to the hot seeds) Crucifers•

Perhaps ten or a dozen herbs of Eu. and W. Asia,
annual or biennial Allied to Brassica: differs in the

shorter, more turgid sihque, with keeled valves; style

elongated, seeds 111 2 rows m each cell. The lvs are
pmnatoly lobed or dentate, and the fls. rather large,

yellow to purplish E. sativa, Mill
,
Roquette, TiRAor

Rocket-Salad, is the only species cult, in thte country.
It is a weedv annual, resembling a mustard, 1-2 ft

high, with lyrate-pinnatifid hs and creamy yellow or
whitish fls m a raceme (which elongates in fr ). It

is sparingly run wild in Canada, U. S., and Mex. See
Roquetie L. H. B.

ERYNGIUM (a Grtvk name for some sort of thistle).

Vmbellifen

e

Erxmjo Sea-Holly Annual and peren-
nial herbs, chiefly valued for the steel-blue or pur-
ilish cast of their rigid stems, prickly foliage and teasel-

ike heads.
Rarely shrubby: lvs stiff or coriaceous, undivided,

lobed or pinnatisect, the margin neaily always spiny:
fls. small, white, greenish or blue, sessile or subsessde,
braetcolate, in mvoluorate heads or spikes, calyx-
teeth prominent, mostly rigid, sometimes ending in a
spine-point, petals erect, disk expanded; styles slender
fr ovoid or obovoid or more or less globose, scaly or
tuberculatc, without ribs, the carpels nearly terete and
with usually 5 oil-tubtvs—Wolff estimates (in Engler’s
Pflanzenreich, hft. 61, 1913) 220 species, widely dis-

persed in warm and temperate regions with the greatest
extension in the Medit region.

There are tw*o very distinct groups of eryngoes, one
with much-cut foliage, as shown in Fig. 1417, the other
the “pandanus group” (of the New World), with long
undivided leaves. The species are little grown m this
country, but they are more used abroad They pro-
duce striking semi-formal and often somewhat bizarre
effects. They are used in subtropical bedding, particu-
larly the large pandanus-leaved kinds. They are excel-
lent for borders and rock-gardens, being prized particu-
larly for their colored stems and often brilliant m-
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volucre. The stiff leaves of the pandanus group are
little damaged by weather. The dried stems retain their
color, and are sometimes hung in living-rooms. The

S
lants mostly grow from 2 to 3 feet high and head out in
uly to September. A light rich soil and sunny situa-

tion are advised. Poor drainage is to be avoided. E.
amethyshnum is probably the most popular species in
this country. E. planum is said to be much visited by
bees. They are slow to recover from the shock of divi-
sion. This makes it diffi-

cult to work up a stock \^
at home sufficient to
make an effective group. ~

The only safe way to ^ '*

)

increase them is by seed y ^
The seed may be sow

n

as soon as gathered
J\

They will germinate in fJ
[f'

the spring, and should \[_ m
be ready to plant out I

the following year Some ^9*0^ »
of the species self-sow. The species

described Below are perennial. ^

agavifohum, 1. mantimum, 8.

alpmum, 9, 10 multifuium, 21
amethystmum, 21. Ohvenanum, 10
aquaticum, 4,

aspen/olmm, 12.
Bourgatn, 19
bracteoaum, 7.

pallescente, 21.
pandamfolium, 0
plamfolium, 13
planum, 13

bromeluefolmm, 2. protieflorum, 3.

roaeum, 13
sorbicum, 17.

Spinulba, 18
Tourneforiu, 19
tncuspuintum, 14.
tnpartitum, 11.

yuccjrfolium, 4.

Zabelu, 20

coerulcum, 15
dichotomum, 14.

eburneum, 7
giganteum, 12
olaucum, 12.

intermedium, 13.
Lassauxu, 5
latifohum, 13
Leavenworthu, 16.

a. The pandanus-leaved group s * '

b. Brads of involucre long and prominent

1. agavifdlium, Griseb. Becoming 6 ft.

high m its native country: st. simple below
and somewhat branched above, 3-forked at
top: basal Ivs. rosulate, ensiform, to 5 ft

long, coarsely spinose-serrate: head cylin-
drical, about 2 in. long and half as thick;
the involucral bracts 10-16, ovate at base
and gradually narrowed, entire or sparsely
spinuiose; sepals round-ovate or nearly- amefhystm^*

1

( x M) 8. marftimum, Lmn Glaucous-blue, stiff,

2-

6 ft.: st. striate, unbranched or branched above:
Ivs. undivided, long and linear, rigid, mostly clasping,
finely parallel-veined, lower sometimes 3 ft long, 1

in. wide, all bristly margined: heads globose-ovoid.
Wet soil, E. U. S.

cc. Nerves of If. parallel, prominent.

5. Lassahxii, Decne. Height 3-6 ft
,
the st fistulose,

3-

forked at top: basal Ivs. often slightly twisted, cana-
liculate, to 2 in. wide, long-acuminate, the margin

" spiny: heads in a broad corymb, each one small,
about /^in. through, whitish green; involucre-bracts

ovate- lanceolate, spinuiose -ciliate;
sepals nearly orbicular or 4-angled-

y orbicular, truncate and erose; petals
rectangular-ovate S Brazil, Para-
guay

’
Uruguay- G W 3, p 549.

JcttsT 6 pandanifdlium, Cham. &
Sehlecht. St. to 8 ft high, leafy,

y&T ' ' * 3-4-forked above, basal Ivs 4-5 ft

long, spine margined above
,
st -Ivs

many, to VA ft. long, spiny heads
JL colored, globose-ovoid, less than

A long, in large panicles; mvo-
lucral bracts broad-ovate, very

y acute, rough on the back; sepals
f nearly orbicular or oval, short-

mucronate; petals dark purple,
ovate or orbicular-oblong. S. Brazil,

r Argentina. Gn 61. p. 37. G.W 4,

p. 197.

7. eburneum, Decne. (E bracted-
sum, Griseb ) Height 8 ft

,
from a

thick rhizome, the st ivory-white*
basal ivs crowded, canaliculate, 3
ft., and more long, acuminate, very
8Piny> sPines being slender
heads not colored, ovoid or globose-
ovoid, ^ln. long, mvolueral bracts
triangular or lanceolate or linear,

mffl&SjjS/r sepals ovate or oval, obtuse or
short-acuminate, petals somewhat
rectangular -oblong, fimbriate at

GtSmL apex. S Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina.

aa. The cutAvd. group (or Ivs., at least on st
,

broader
,
more or less toothed, and not pan-

danus-like).

affium
B * Us ' fleshV

orbicular; petals obovate or elliptic-oblong
Argentina, blooming Jan.-March G W. 15, p. 477.

2. bromeliaefdlium, Delar. Becoming 9 or 10 ft.

tall, the st. about 4-forked at top: basal Ivs. numerous,
lA ft and more long, narrow and very acute, the
margins subulate-dentate, spme-pointed * head ovoid
or ovoid-cylindrical, about 1 in. long; involucral bracts
many, rigid, unequal, linear-subulate^ pungent-pointed;
sepals ovate-lanceolate, short-acuminate and mucro-
nate. Highlands, Mex

,
Dec

much-branched, about 1 ft high Ivs. very stiff,

broad, sinuate, more or less3-lobed, handsomely veined,
with coarse prickly teeth, those on the st clasping,
the radical ones petioled: heads nearly globular, pale
blue; involucral bracts 5-8, much smaller and narrower
than the st.-lvs.; sepals ovate-lanceolate; petals oblong.
Seacoasts of Eu. Gn. W. 15:489.

bb. Lvs. not fleshy.

c. Basal lvs. usually not lobed (or not prominently so).

3 protaefldrum, Delar Plant very stout, 3 ft. and
more, the st. fistulose and sulcate: st.-lvs. very stiff,

the upper ones 8 m. or more long, linear-lanceolate,
long-acuminate and pungent-pointed, the margin
eubulate-spinose: head ovoid-cylindrical, 2]/i in. long:
bracts of involucre very many and very rigid, in several
series, lanceolate and sharp-pointed, fls. very many;
sepals broad-ovate, obtuse, short-mucronate; petals
white, obovate-spatulate. Mex. Sept. G C. III.
41:248,249. Gn. 75, p. 380.

bb. Bracts of involucre scarcely prominent
,
not very stiff,

c. Nerves of If. diverging.

4. aqufiticum, Lmn. (E yuccsefblium
,
Michx.). But-

ton Snakeroot. Rattlesnake Master Height

9. alplnum, Linn Height 12 ft., bluish above, from
a thick root: radical lvs deeply cordate-triangular,
acuminate, coarsely double-crenate; st -lvs round-
cordate, often 3-lobed at the apex or palmatifid* head
globose-cylindrical, about 1 m long; involucral bracts
12-18, lance-oblong, rigid, multifid; fls. many; sepals
ovate-lanceolate; petals somewhat rectangular. Eu
B.M. 922. G.C. Ill 53*139. G.M 46:136. Gn W.
21 278. GW. 3:576; 15, p. 478. RH 1876, p. 113.
Gn. 46:523.—There is a white variety. Prized for the
attractive blue color of the heads and upper part of
the plant.

10. Oliveri&num, Delar. (E. alplnum var. Oliver-
tdnum, Spreng.). Hybrid, perhaps of E. planum and
E. giganteum

,
or perhaps with E alpinurn * plant strong,
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3 ft., lower lvs. long-petioled, broadly cordate-ovate,
indistinctly 3-lobed at the apex, unequally spinulose-

serrate: younger and the lower caulinc lvs. 3-lobed or

-partea and the lobes again more or less lobedor angled
and the margins spinose-eerrate: head blue, cylindrical-

ovoid, or ovate, many-fld.; involucral bracts 10-15,

subulate or linear, somewhat spmulose Gn. 45, p.

223; 60, p. 425. Gn. W. 20:791. G W. 15, p. 497.

11. tripartttum, Desf. Probably a hybrid: radical

lvs. uneaually spinulose-serrate with a large obtuse
middle lobe; st.-lvs. deeply 3-parted, the lobes lanceo-

late and rigid, spiny-toothea: head globular, small;

involucral bracts 6-9, narrow-lanceolate, spiny mar-
gined.

12. gigantSum, Bieb. (E. asperifblxum
,
Delar. E.

glaiicum, Hoffm ). Stout, 6 ft
,
the root thick and tur-

nip-shaped, the st. simple below and 4-5-forked above:
lvs. coriaceous, the basal ones broadly cordate or cor-

date-triangular, toothed; st-lvs. more or less 3-lobed,
spmulose -dentate: heads cylindrical or ovoid-cylin-

drical, 3-4 m long, in an ample infl
,
blue or pale green;

involucral bracts lanceolate to obovate, very rigid,

much cut; fls. very many; sepals ovate or ovate-
lanceolate; petals obovate-lanceolate. Caucasus, Asia
Minor. Gn. 46, p. 523; 70, p 111. G. 34:95. R.H.
1906, p. 379. G.W. 15, p 479

13. plenum, Linn. (E . vlamfblium, Pall. E. lali-

fblium, Gilib. E. intermedium, Weinm ) Root thick

turnip-shaped, very long, st 3 ft
,
mostly single, 3-5-

forked at top: basal lvs cordate, oblong or oval or

broadly obovate, obtuse, spmulose, usually palmately
7-9-nerved; lower st -lvs short-petioled, shaped like

the basal lvs or 3-lobed, the lobes deeply serrate or

cut, the upper ones sessile and 3-5-parted : heads blue,

ovoid or nearly globular, about long; involucral

bracts mostly linear, rigid, somewhat spinulose-ser-

rate; sepals lanceolate; petals ovate-oblong. Eu., Asia.

G.L. 18 136.—A var. rbseum is offered.

14. dichfitomum, Desf. (E trvcuajndatum, Tenore).
Two ft or less, glaucous-blue, the st strong, few-lvd.,

branchy, 3-5-forked at top. lower lvs long-petioled,

cordate-oblong or obovate, very obtuse, serrate or

crenate, reticulated, upper lvs. rigid, 5-parted: head
nearly globose or ovoid-globose, about 2^m. long;

involucral bracts 6-7, rigid, narrow-linear or subulate,

somewhat spmulose, pungent-pointed, sepals ovate or
ovate-lanceolate, spine-tipped; petals ovate-oblong.
Medit. region.

15. ccertileum, Bieb. About 3 ft
,

blue, the root
thick and long turnip-shaped, the st. usually solitary,

4-5-forked above, the branches long: basal lvs. all long-
petioled, cordate, cordate-ovate or cordate-oblong,
cronate-serrate, outer ones undivided, inner ones 3-

lobed: heads small; involucral bracts 4-6, rigid and
wide-spreading, linear-lanceolate, spmulose; sepals

narrow-lanceolate; petals oblong. Caucasus and E.

16. Le&venworthii, Torr. & Gray. Purple-violet

above, 3 ft
,
the st. strict and full-lvd., at the top

3-forked: basal lvs. oblanceolate and mostly obtuse,

spinose-dentate, the others deeply palmate-parted,
the divisions cut-pinnatifid and the segms. spreading
and pungent-pointed : heads ovoid-cylindrical, 2 in. or
less long; involucral bracts 7-9, linear-lanceolate,

spinose-pinnatifid
;
sepals pinnatifid. Dry soil, Kans. to

cc. Basal lvs. on the flowering plant all lobed

or divided.

17. s6rbicum, Pane. Height 1-1H ft., blue above:
root elongated, thick, somewhat woody: st. slender,

sparsely lvd., short-branching and 3-4-forked above:
basal lvs. long-petioled, fresh green, divided into 5-7
«rrass-like segms.

;
st.-lvs. more or less clasping or short-

petioiea, me segmtv. very narrow and remotely spinu-

lose-cut: heads small, globose-ovoid; involucral bracts
5-7, rigid, narrow-linear, sharp-pointed; sepals broad-
ovate, obtuse; petals broadly oblong-ovate. Servia.

18. SpinAlba, Vill. Plant rigid, whitish green, more
or less blue above: st. stout, at the top 3-4-forked:
lvs. coriaceous, rigid, broadly cordate-ovate, palmately
4-5-parted, the margins undulate and spiny-toothea:
head blue, ovoid-cyhndrical; involucral Dracts about
10 and very rigid, deeply pinnatifid, spine-pointed;
sepals lanceolate or more or less ovate; petals oblong-
lmear. Eu

,
in the Alps.

19. BourgHtii, Gouan (E. Toumefbrlii
,
Bub.). Low,

usually about 1*4 ft : root thick, somewhat turnip-
form: st. mostly solitary, simple below, sparingly
branched above, apex 3 -forked: lvs. somewhat conar
ceous, pale green, rigid, nearly orbicular or somewhat
remform, palmately 3-5-parted and again lobed, spiny-
toothed; st.-lvs palmate, somewhat clasping: heads
blue or rarely green, nearly globose or ovoid-globose;
involucral bracts 9-15, spiny or not; sepals lanceolate,

acute; petals spatulate Medit. region.

20. Zabelii, Hort. (E. alpinum x E. Bourgatii).

Plant rather robust, 1*4 ft : basal lvs. suborbicular,
3-parted; the segms. cuneate at base and deeply 3-

looed and again 3-lobed, margins strongly spinulose-

serrate: head globose-cylindrical, 1 in. or more long;

involucral bracts, 12-14, rigid, lanceolate, spinulose-

dentate, blue or amethystine. G W. 15, p. 496.

21. ameth^stinum, Linn (E .
pallesctnte

,
Mill).

Fig. 1417. Stout, 1 *4 ft. and more, blue or amethystine
above or sometimes whitish: root thick, long-cylindri-

cal: st. remotely leafy, branched, 4-5-forked at top:
lvs. rigid, obovate * or oblong-ovate, bipinnatifid,

spinose-dentate; upper st -lvs clasping, pinnately
parted, spin ulose-dent ate: heads ovoid-globose,
or more long, the peduncle thick and sulcate; involucral

bracts 6-9, unequal, linear-subulate or lanceolate,

sharp-pointed, sepals ovate-lanceolate; petals ovate-
oblong or nearly rectangular. Eu Gn 46, p. 522 ; 55,

p.454. G.L 23. 199. Variable. Var. multifidum, Wolff

(E. multifidum, Smith) has much-cut lvs.

Any number of cryngiums may be expected to appear in the
list, as they are likely to strike the attention of collectors They
appear to hybridize rather freely E hybridum is a trade name for
garden forms, but it has no botanical standing.

—

E. Rdthenbergxx
is a garden hybrid of E alpinum and E giganteum—E. azureum
and E calemnum are garden names without botanical standing;
the latter is said to be E amethystmum.

—

E. Ebcnlum^E. ebur-
neum (? )

—E. Wrightn is said to be a free form of E. planum, bloom-
ing for a long period. l h B
ERYSIMUM (probably means blister -drawing).

Crudferx. Of this genus two brilliant yellow and
orange, spring- and summer-blooming hardy “an-
nuals,” are cultivated, scarcely, if at all, inferior to the
true wallflowers (Cheiranthus) for general purposes,
and a few rock-garden and wild-garden plants.

Biennial, annual and perennial herbs, with long
soft appressed 2-partcd hairs: lvs. narrow, linear or
oblong, entire or variously toothed: fls. orange or yel-

low, rarely purple, often fragrant; petals 4, usually
large, clawed

;
stamens 6, free and without appendages:

style persistent: pod broad-linear, strongly compressed
or sometimes 4-angled; seeds many, various.—Species
80-90 in the north temperate zone, being most numer-
ous in Eu. and Cent. Asia. Some of the species are
said to hybridize with Cheiranthus. Numbers of
species are likely to be mentioned as good subjects for
alpine-gardening.

Although some of the popular kinds are biennials,
the gardeners think of them as annuals. Their seeds
can be sown in the fall and produce bloom earlier than
if sown in spring. The rock-garden kinds do well also

m the front row of the border and on dry banks. They
like full exposure to sunlight, and in the spring months
are completely covered with bright flowers. Divided
plants, as well as seeds, are offeree! by American dealers.
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In general, no special difficulty is experienced with
erysimums In On 24, p 462, it is said that E och-

roleucum on level ground is likely to lose its lower lvs.

and to perish on heavy soils in hard winters It thrives

best when frequently divided, and may bo propagated
by cuttings E
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1418. Erysimum asperum. (X5<) Var arkansanum,
Gray {E aikansd-

num
,
Nutt ). Lvs thin, repand-dentate, lanceolate.

capitaturn, Greene (E grandxjlbrum
,
Nutt Chex-

rdnthus capitiUus, Douglas) Coast Wallflower.
Biennial or perennial, piobably usually perennial, erect
and leafy and finely pubescent, 1 ft or less to 2‘ft.

high, nearly simple or said often to make a much-
branched woody plant, with lvs oblong, oblaneeolate or
linear and either entire or repand-dentate* fls light yel-

low or cream-colored, the petals about 1 m long with a
rounded blade caps to 4 in Seacoast, Calif, to Ore.

Perofski&num, Fisch & Mey. Fig 1419 Excellent
hardy annual, 1-2 ft

,
erect: lvs oblong, acute or

nearly so, strongly toothed fls large, bright orange or
reddish orange pods standing out neai ly at right angles,

constricted below the nariower style Caucasus,
Afghanistan BM 3757. PM.6 215.—There are

compact and dwarf strains suitable for edgings (E.

Perofskianum nauum E nanum cotnpacluin auieum,
Gt. 46, p, 194. E compaclum aureum

,
Hort ). Seeds

may be sown at different tunes for succession

pulch611um, Boiss (E lacimatum, Boiss ). Perennial,

green, often cespitose, the st. ascending 2-6 m or

more (even to 2 ft ) lower lvs oblong-spatulate, den-
tate or lyrate; upper lvs. sessile, oblong or lanceolate,

dentate, lvs on the suckers lanceolate and often entire:

fls medium, deep orange, caps ereet-spreadmg, slen-

der Greece, Asia Minor—Used as rock-garden plant.

There are dwarf forms in the wild.

ochrolefccum, DC. (E rhJeticum
,
DC. E. helvUicum

,

DC) Perennial, 4-12 m* sts. yellowish, creeping,

lvs. oblong-lanceolate dentate, usually more or less

hairy: fls fragrant, pale yellow, the petals obovate. Eu.
Gt 2, p. 162.—Variable Forms a turf on rocks and
mountains
E MarschalhAnum, Anclrz Biennial perennial, 0-8 in high*

Ivh lance-linear fls large, bright orange-yellow used as an
alpine Siberia—E murule, Dest Spring-flowering biennial or
perennial, 0-8 in , forming a tuft lvs deep gr$( n, narrow flu.

eolden yellow Eu WlLHELM MlLLER
LH Bf

ERYTHEA (one of the Hcsperides, Daughter of

Evening). Pahndcese
,
tribe Coryphese. Palms with soli-

tary, often robust, spineless caudices, ringed at the
base, clothed above with dead leaf-sheaths.

Leaves terminal, the younger ones tomentose in

some species, glabrous in others, orbicular, flabellately

many-parted, the lobes lacerated at the apex, inter-

mingled with fibers, infolded; raclns short, ligule long;

petiole stout, slender and arching in some species,

smooth or spiny along the margins spadices usually
paniculate, long, white tomentose, branches stout;

spathes many, sheathing the peduncle, thick-coriaceous,

densely tomentose, bracts and biactlcts distinct; fls

pale* fr. globose or ovoid —Species 5, Mex
This small group of American palms includes E.

armala, which is known locally as the “blue palm,”
and E edulis, the latter commonly known as the
“Guadaloupe palm,” from the fact that it, has been
found in a wild state only on the lslafid of Guadaloupe,
off the coast of Low*er California Erytheas bear much
resemblance to Brahea, the segments of the leaves

bearing whitish filaments In the gardens of Santa Bar-
bara, the erytheas m a few years form very handsome
trees, but in loss-favored latitudes they may be culti-

vated in the same manner as kentias or latanias, flour-

ishing m a night temperature of 50° to 55° when grown
in a rich and open soil and abundantly supplied with
w*ater.

a. Fr more or less globose.

b Lvs distinctly glaucous.

arm&ta, Wats (Brah ba arrnata, Wats B glauca, Hort.
B. tioezln, Lmdl ). Blue Palm Tall and slender, 40
ft high, lvs very glaucous, petiole narrow, deeply
channeled, margined with numerous stout, more or less

hooked, slightly spreading spines, segms 30-40, sub-
lacerate at the apex, slightly filiferous spadix 18 ft.

long or somewhat less, sparingly branched, frs red-
dish brown at maturity Low Calif GC III 20 425

mi Lvs green, not glaucous.

edillis, S Wats (Biahca edidxs, Wendl ). St 40-50
ft high, 15 m thick, with thick, corky bark sheaths
fibrous, petioles stout, 1 in

wide, plano-convex, undimed on
the acute margins, fibrous-pubes-

cent or glabrate above, ligule

2-3 in long, densely silky-tomen-
tose, blade 3 ft

,
segms 70-80,

at first tomentose, Inmate at the

apex and fibrous on the edges
spadices numerous, 5-6 ft long,

branched fr shilling black
Calif R II. 1893, p 297, 1897,

p 77 GC 111 13.507
;
22*157

Br&ndegeei, Purpus In nature
125 ft high and having slender

trunk: petioles slender, armed
with recurved spines; lvs bright

shining green, composed of 10-12
fronded, flabcllate lfts. spadix
slightly branched frs as in E
armata, but somewhat streaked
Low Calif Gt. 52, p 12 —Intro

by Franceschi in 1912, who says,

“Appears to grow much faster

than other kinds and is not less

hardy.”

aa. Fr. shaped like inverted

pear.

Diegans, Franceschi.
Dwarfer and slower-grow-

ing than any other land,

trunk very short: petioles 1410

slender, glaueescent, edged Ervsimmn Perofskianum (XH)
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with small spines: lvs. somewhat glaucescent on both
sides: fl.-spadix 3-4 ft.

f
branched: frs. about %m.

diam7 yellowish, at first waxy.—According to Fran-
cescht it was first intro, and distributed by the late

John Hock of Sail Josd, about 1880, and never found
again in the wild state, while only oik* of the plants
raised is known to have ripened. Taylok t

ERYTHRAA (Greek, red; alluding to the fls. of some
species) Gentianacedp Two outdoor species are in

cultivation, wuh bright deep rose flowers, one of which
is a rockery plant from the Azores, the other a Cali-
fornian annual Centaurium is name now used.
Small or low herbs, annuals, biennials and peren-

nials with simple and entire sessile opposite lvs
,
and

small or medium-sized 5- or 4-merous, mostly red or
pink fls : calyx-lobes narrow and keeled

,
corolla salver-

shaped, filaments 4 or 5, slender, the anthers becoming
twisted, style filiform, caps, oblong or elongated —
About 30 species in the Old and New Worlds; interest-

ing, but little known in cult Three or 4 small species

have been naturalized from Eu
A light sandy loam, m a protected nook of the

rockery, with partial shade, is required for E. Mas-
sona (or E diffusa), which is a charming little alpine
plant It must be planted in a well-sheltered position

and requires protection from sun anel severe frost in

winter, but the little plant is well worth all the extra
care one may have to expend on it in winter Propaga-
ted by cuttings, sends or division. (J. B Keller.)

M&ssonii, Sweet (E drffi’sa ,
Woods) Height 4 in .

sts ascending, tufteel, not branched above, 1-3-fld *

lvs fleshy, usually concave, shining fls late*ral Azores.
—Annuals in Azores, biennial in W Ku The plant
cult, under this name is consulted perennial by our
nurserymen.

venhsta, Gray. Height 6-10 in • sts erect, 4-angled,

cvinosely branched * lvs %-l in long, oblong or ovate-
oblong, very blunt” corolla-lobes oval or obovatc or

oblong, Hin or less long, deep pmk; corolla-tube yel-

lowish, about the length of the calyx. Dry hills Calif.

B M 6396. L. II B f

ERYTHRiNA (from Greek for red). Leguminosae.
Cokal-Trf.e Herbs, shrubs or trees, with large and
showy papilionaceous flowers, for planting out and for

greenhouse bloom
;
and open-ground subjects in Florida

and California

Erect, or the herbs more or less leclmmg, usually

epmy lvs alternate, pinnately 3-foliolate, wath small

glanduhform stipules, fls. mostly red and in dense
racemes, calyx 2-lipped or oblique, standard fret1 or

very nearly so, erect or spreading, tenth stamen free, or

united only half its length fr a slender, more or less

twisted pod; seeds mostly ovoid.—Known species

about 50, in tropical and warm temperate regions

around the world
Erythrmas are much prized garden plants. Some of

them, particularly the herbaceous kinds, are frequently

planted out in the summer In the house they demand
an intermediate temperature. Give rich soil and fre-

quent waterings In the woody species, aim to have
well-ripened wood for flowering, for the bloom is pro-
duced on wood of the preceding year The herbaceous
species are propagated by division of the rootstock; also

by cuttings from shoots springing from the old roots.

Woody species are propagated by cuttings of growing
w'ood. All species are propagated by seeds, whenever
these are obtainable. Many species have been more or
less grown or tried within the limits of the United
States; some of them fail to bloom in southern Cali-

fornia, probably because of insufficient summer heat.
The forms more or less m cultivation are likely to be
imperfectly or doubtfuly determined botanically. Some
of the erythrinas &rc used as shade for coffee and cacao
plantations.

A. Herbaceous species (or treated as such). These die
down at the end of the season, and the roots may
be stored after the manner of dahlias. It is best
to start the roots before planting them out,
particularly m th>* N In their native countries,
those species are more or less woody.

Crfsta-g&Ui, Linn (E. laurijoha, Jaecj ) Common
Coral-Tree Bushy and woody, sometimes develop-
ing a very short trunk, but the flowering branches
dying back after blooming, the stronger branches com-
ing annually or periodically from near the root. st. and
petioles somewhat spiny” Ifts. ovate-oblong or lance-
oblong, acuminate, entire- fls large, brilliant crimson,
the keel nearly as long as the down-folding standard,
the wings rudimentary Brazil. B M 2161. B R
313 LBC 3 296 G 4 451. G.W. 3, p. 437; 6,

p 281 F.E 16.637 (var connmcta).—Runs into many
forms, varying in the shade <i red, some of them with
variegated lvs South of Washington, it stands out-
of-doors if protected. In the N. the fleshy roots are
taken up and stored . Valuable for summer bloom Fls.

in large, terminal racemes Madame Belanger is a
popular garden form E. comp&cta, Bull, of very com-
pact habit and fls rich crimson is probably a form of

this species

speci&sa, \ndr Bush-like, reaching 8-12 ft
,
but

usually cut back as E Crista-galli is sts and lvs.

prickly lfts broad and more or less 3-lobed, pointed,
veiny: fls in pubescent racemes, rich crimson. W.
Indies B 11 7,50.—St green, ver} prickly.

herb&cea, Linn Perennial sts. several and herba-
ceous, from a very thick root, 2-4 ft high, the flower-

ing ones nearly leafless lfts 3, ovate to hastate, petioles

long, more or less prick !y fls 2 m long and very slender,
deep scarlet, m loose rac< mes 1-2 ft long seeds scarlet

N C to Tovis and W Indies Common on Gulf
coast of Ala and Miss B M 877 E. Bfdwillii, Lmdi

,

is a beautiful hybrid of this species and E Crista-galli

(the latter the pollen parent), with herbaceous shoots
and an ascending vexillum 11R 33.9. H F 2:48.

aa. Woody or trce-like species Greenhouse plants, or
planted m the open m S. Calif and S Fla

Hume&na, Spiong (E edffra, Ker-Gawl, not Thunb )

Often tre<*-hke and 30 ft or more, the st and petioles

very spin} petioles long, lfts rhomboid-ovate, acumi-
nate” peduncles axillary and strictly erect, longer than
the lvs

,
white-warty; fls veiticillate-u piked on the

ends of the peduncles, long and slender, deflexed,

brilliant scarlet fading to purple. S. Afr B M. 2431
B R 736

Corallodendron, Linn Coral-Tree Tree, prickly,

petioles not armed, lfts. ovate-rhomboid calyx cam-
panulate, the teeth obsolete, standard erect, lmear-
oblong, scarlet * seeds scarlet, usually with a black spot
W. Indies L D 3 170.—The handsome deep scarlet

large fls are borne in long racemes after the lvs. fall

veldtina, Willd. Prickly tree lfts scurfy-tomentose
beneath, broadly ovate, obtuse, the terminal deltoid-

ovate calyx split nearly to base, the 5 teeth minute,
standard orbicular, reflexed (1-1H 111 long), the wings
nearly as long as calyx, the keel-petals distinct and small

.

pod velvety, few-seeded Jamaica to Brazil. B.M.3227.

Indica, Lam (E edrnea, Blanco) Tall tree with very
small usually black prickles and thin gray back: lfts

rhomb-ovate, membranous and glabrous, fls showy
scarlet, in dense short racemes; calyx split nearly to

base; standard ovate-oblong and blunt or nearly so,

slightly recurved, 2-2 3*2 in long, and about half as

broad, much exceeding the wings and keel: wings and
keel nearly equal, not more than half so long as the
calyx pod 6-12 m. long, torulose India, Polynesia,

W. Indies Variable Var. pfeta, Hort (E. plcUi,

Linn.), has variegated lvs. Var Parcgllii, Hort (E
Earccllii, Bull), has lfts. with variable yellow varie-
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gation: fls. bright cinnamon-red. G.C. II. 1874 (2):
393. GZ. 18:64; 21, p. 2. By some, E. jncta is

accorded specific r^tnk and E. Parcelln is united with
it. Var. marmor&ta, Hort. (E. marmorata, Veitch),
has large lvs. attractively spotted with white. * G.Z.
24, p. 73.

ftisca, Lour. Tree-like, 8 ft., the bark fuscous
(brownish), bearing short prickles, the branching
diffuse: lvs. unarmed; lfts. lanceolate, entire, glabrous:
fls. brown-red, m terminal racemes; calyx somewhat
bilabiate, the lips entire and erect; standard very long,

obtuse, convolute in a tube; stamens long, connate at
base: pod long, terete, articulate, pilose; seeds oblong.
Cochin-China.

Poeppigi&na, Cook (Micrdpteryx Poeppigiana,
Walp. E. Micrdvteryx, Poepp ) Bucare. Used for
shading coffee and cacao in the W. Indies: tree 40-60
ft., the prickles short, lvs. large, apparently not prickly;
lfts. broad, entire, with nectaries at base of the 2 lower
petiolules: fls. cinnabar-red; calyx truncate; standard
plane, elliptic or narrow-oval, to 1% m. long; wings
small, about twice exceeding the calyx, obovate or
oval-elliptic; keel scarcely shorter than standard,
arctuate. Probably Peruvian —Offered in S Fla. The
E umbrosa of the W. Indies is probably this species.

flabelliffirmis, Kearney.
Shrub or small tree, to 10
ft.: sts velvety white
when young, bearing stout
curved prickles below the
If. - axils : lvs. canescent
when young, usually
prickly; lfts. firm, fan-
shaped or deltoid-ovate,
usually broader than long,

rounded at apex: fls.

bright scarlet, crowded in

short terminal racemes,
numerous, pedicels vel-

vety-canescent; calyx campanulate, truncate, usually
somewhat obhque, white-tomentose; standard exceed-
ing the calyx, about 1^ in. long, linear-oblong, nar-
rowed at both ends; wings and keel short: pod linear,

torose; seeds oval, bright scarlet with whitish hilum.
S. E. Anz.—Offered in S. Calif.

1420. Erythronium amerlcanum.
(XH)

B. arbdrea. Small (E herbacea var arborea, Chapm.). Shrub
or small tree, to 20 ft , armed* lvs. with wire-like petiole and rachis;
lfts deltoid or hastately 3-lobed. fls. scarlet m racemes 4-8 in. long:
pod 3-5 in long, constricted between the seeds. Fla. Likely to be
planted.—B bogotinsxs appears in a European trade list of green-
house plants—E conetantxdna, Mich. Tree, soft, the trunk thick
and spiny, fls large, scarlet, in racemes. Eu —E. inatgnis, Tod.
Tree, sparingly prickly: lfts. ovate, tomentoee when young: fls.

scarlet, in short and dense racemes. Origin viiknown Gt. 28.988.—E. vesperttlio, Benth. Shrub, for a warm greenhouse, glabrous,
branches prickly: lvs. not prickly; lfts broad-cuneate at base, 3 or 4
in. broad, usually 3-lobed, and the middle lobe of various shape and
sometimes absent: fls. showy (red?) and many in racemes; standard
ovate, recurved at top, nearly 1J^ in. long, wings small, oblong:

pod long, torulose, seeds few
t
large and red. Austral G.Z , 30, p 1,—E. vxSrum, Tod. Tree, prickly, lfts. rhombic-ovate, tomentooe

when young, terminal one long-stalked, fls. scarlet, in many-fld.
short racemes, the standard obovate. Origin unknown

L. H. B.

ERYTHROCHATE, or ERYTHROCHATON : Ltgulana
japonica.

ERYTHRONIUM (from the Greek word for red,

applied to the purple-rose European species). Iyili&cese.

Dog’s-Tooth Violet (although in no sense a violet)

Adder’s-Tongue. Small spring-flowering hardy scapose
bulbous plants.

Erythroniums have bulbs standing erect and from
oblong to linear in form, 2 radical lvs., which in most
species are handsomely mottled, scape slender and
leafless, producing from 1 to many nodding very attrac-

tive fls.; perianth of 6 similar divisions, usually

recurved; stamens 6 and a single 3-lobed style: fr an
oblong or obovoid more or less 3-anglcd locuhcidal

caps.—Handsome plants of the north temperate zone.

One belongs to the Old World, 4 to E N Amer
,
2

are found in the Rocky Mts
,
while in the cool woods

and high mountains from N Calif, to the British

possessions the genus is represented by about 9 species

and a number of well-marked varieties The species

are confused or variable The first and perhaps
second yea* irom seed, the plants bear a single if.

and do not bloom Some of the species spread in large

patches, by means of underground stolons The bulb
is scaly outside but with a solid interior, being really

a corm
The erythroniums are most interesting spring flowers

They succeed m any light soil, particularly in partial

shade. In common with all herbaceous perennials,

especially those that produce bulbs or corms, they
profit by a winter mulch of leaves or litter —The west-
ern erythroniums are all plants of the cool woodlands,
except a few that grow at such altitudes as to reach
like conditions They thrive best in shade, a thoroughly
drained soil, moist and rich in mold, a surface cover-
ing of half rotten leaves tending to equalize conditions.

Any good fibrous material, as fibrous peat, coconut
fiber or spent tanbark, or even well-rotted sod, will

answer the purpose to lighten the soil and give that
abundance of mold they delight m. Pockets in shaded
rockwork give ideal situations. They will thrive
naturalized on cool wooded slopes; and where the drain-
age is good they will thrive m grass The leaves ripen
before the grass is cut and the effect is very good Sim-
ply planted in boxes in a loose soil, rich in mold, and
left year after year m a shaded spot, they sometimes
give splendid bloom. E. Hartwegu flowers very early,

and stands more heat and dryness than any other
variety. E. purpurascens and E montanum, from high
altitudes, tend to throw up their growth very late, and
are on that account rather difficult to cult All of the
western species are very satisfactory garden plants.

—The propagation of E Dens-Cams and varieties, the
eastern American species and E. Hartwegu

,
is by

offsets All of the other western species can be increased
only by seeds. The eastern species should be planted
at least 5 inches deep. When planting erythronium
bulbs, cover with 2 inches of earth; as the bulbs them-
selves may be 2 mches long, this means that the holes
should be 4 mches deep.

aibura, 6.

amencanum, 2.
angustalum, 2.

Bolandenx

,

10.
bradeatum, 2
cahformcum, 8.

citrmum, 12.

Dens-Cams, 1

giganteum, 6, 10.
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A. Old-World Erythroniums. Fls. always solitary
,

and without a crest near base of inner petals: Ivs.

handsomely mottled: offsets few.

1. DAns-C&nis, Linn. St. 4-6 m. high: lvs. oval-
acuminate; rounded at the base, blotched or patched
with reddish brown: fis. drooping, rose-colored, rose-

purple or lilac; segms. strongly reflexed, narrow, long-
pointed. Cent Eu., Japan, m several lorms. Gn. 76,

p. 649—Variations are white, rose-colored or flesh-

colored. Var. longifdlium, Hort., varies in its narrower
lvs. and larger fls; var. m&jus, Hort

,
is apparently a

form of this. Var. sibiricum, Hort., from the Altai

Mts
,

is taller. The species thrives in a moist open
garden soil, and exposed to the sun Often used in

rock-gardens. Little known in American gardens.

aa. East-American Erythroniums.— FI. solitary,

without a crest on inner petals: mostly producing
offsets.

2 americ&num, Ker. Common Adder’s-Tongue.
Fig 1420. Scape 6-10 m

,
from an ovoid bulb that pro-

duces offshoots' lvs. elliptic- or oblong-lanceolate,

mottled with purple-brown and whitish: fls. yellow, the
segms. recurved, the 3 inner ones auricled at base;
stigmas united E Canada, to Fla and Ark

,
in rich low

grounds, particularly in or near woods. Runs into many
forms The following names belong with it: E. lanceo-

IdXum
,

Pursh; E. angustdtum, Raf
;

E. bractedtum,

Boott.

3 Albidum, Nutt White Adder’s-Tongue. Pro-
ducing offshoots' lvs not mottled, narrow, fls pinkish
white, yellow at base; segms recurved, not auricled:

stigmas spreading. Ont and N. Y. to Minn, and
Texas.

4. mesachdreum, Knerr. Without basal offshoots:

lvs not mottled, narrowly oblong to linear-lanceolate:

fls lavender, the segms not recurved, stigmas spread-
ing, earlier than the last. Iowa to Kans and Mo.

5 proptillans, Gray. Bulb ovoid' offshoots arising

from near middle of the st.: lvs small, green or slightly

mottled, fls rose-colored, with yellow base; style

slender and stigmas united 8. Ont and Minn.

aaa. West-American Erytoroniums.—Fls 2-4, some-
times more (rarely only 1-Jld ) —The lvs are richly

mottled, except in E grandiflorum The corms do
not produce offsets, except m E. Hartwegu Inner
petals with auricles, except in E. Howelln. All

except E. purpurascens have large and showy fis.

ii. Style 3-cleft

6 grandifldrum, Pursh (E giganthim, Lindl.).

Scape 1-2 ft high, lvs broadly lanceolate, to 6 in long,

acute and short-cuspidate, unmottled scape slender,

3-5-fld
;
fls very bright yellow

,
petals recurved; anthers

yellow E Ore to Brit Col Var. Album, Hort. (E.

rnontdnum. Ilort ). Like the type, except the fls are

white, yellowish at center, and with a slight greenish

cast Var minus, Morr
,

is smaller —E grandiflorum
grows from very high mountains to (at one point) little

above the sea-level In cult the high mountain form
starts very late and is difficult to grow, while the sea-

level form (var. robfistum, Purdy) is an easy subject.

In some localities the anthers are red, as in var. Nut-
talliAnum, Purdy (E. Nuttalhanum

,
Schult.), in others

both red and yellow, but as a rule yellow. The so-called

var. minor is small merely from less favorable situ-

ation. By some, the E. giganteum
,
Lindl., is kept dis-

tinct. GC 111.43.212. JH.III 68.397. GM.53.359.

7. parvifldrum, Goodd. The Cent. Rocky Mt. form
of E. grandiflorum. scape 4-12. lvs. oblong, tapering
both ways: fls. usually solitary, bright yellow, greenish
in the bottom; segms. lanceolate-acuminate, about 1 in.

long, strongly recurved; anthers pale yellow.—A sub-
alpine species.

8. califdmicum, Purdy. Lvs. richly mottled: fls.

few to as many as 16; petals revolute and broader,
creamy to light yellow, deeper at the center and often
marked maroon at base. In the Coast Ranges of Calif.,

San Francisco Bay to Humboldt Co.—In cult, the
most satisfactory East The description of E. revolu-
tum var. Watsonh in Cyclo. Amer. Hort., also covers
E. californicum. G. 32:424

9. HArtwegii, Wats. Bulb-bearing offsets freely on
filiform stolons from the base* lvs. mottled’ fls. 1-6,
mostly in a sessile umbel, large, light yellow-orange at
center and white or cream-color above. Foothills of
the Sierra Nevada Mts. in Calif G.C. Ill 20.361,
43 '21 5.—The plant appears to have several scapes
because the umbel is sessile but each fl is on a pedicel.

10 revolfltum, Smith Lvs 1-4, mottled m white and
light brown' fls. nearly always 1 or 2, petals narrow and
curved, style large and stout, filaments from subulate
(awl-shaped) to deltoid, opening from white flushed
with pink to pinkish purple, becoming purple. J H.

Ill 35 623; 43:
268. Var. Bo-
landem is not
separable from
the type. Pink
Beauty is a soft

pink fonn found
in Humboldt
County, Calif

Var albifl&rum,

Hort (var Wdt-
sonn, Purdy E.
giganthim var
albifldrum, Hort.
E grandiflorum
var albifldrum,
Hook.) Fls pure
white* with a
greenish cast,

often banded
maroon at base:

petals slender; a very beautiful

plant. BM. 5714 FS 20.2117.
GC 111 3 556; 15 621 Var.
J6hnsonii, Purdy {E Jdhnsonn,
Bolander). Very similar to the
type, but lvs mottled in dark
brown and looking as if coated in

varnish, and fls dark rose with
orange center. Gn 51 * 136 G C.
Ill 19-549; 25'253 Var prafecox,

Purdy Lvs. mottled in ma-
hogany, the most beautifully of

any erythromum . the fls
,
usually

2-4, are creamy white with orange
center.

11. mont&num, Wats. Scape
1-3-fld . lvs not mottled, broad-

lanceolate to nearly ovate, contracted into a winged
petiole; perianth pure white, orange at base. On high
mountains of Ore and Wash.—Very difficult to cult,

as the bulbs start very late; one of the most beautiful.

1421. Erythromum
Hendersomi. (XJ 2)

slender, to 18 in
,

bb. Style not divided.

12. citrinum, Wats. Rather stout, to 10 in., 1-9-

fld., the fls. close together and opening at about the
same time: lvs. mottled, very broad-lanceolate, obtuse
and short-apiculate, attenuate to a very short petiole:

petals broad, strongly recurved, light yellow, orange at

center, the tips becoming pink S. Ore. Gn M. 6:65.

13 Hendersonii, Wats. Fig. 1421. Slender, to 12

m., 1-3-fld.: lvs mottled in dark brown, lanceolate to

oblong, obtuse and short-apiculate, narrowed to a short
petiole, petals strongly recurved, pale purple, with a
very dark purple, almost black, center. S. Ore G.F
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1:317 (adapted in Fig 1421) G C III. 3*653; 15:623;
43:213. Gn. M. 6.65. Gn.W. 22.375. BM.7017.

14 purpur&scens, Wats. Lvs. undulate, not mottled
but shaded in dark metallic tints, fls. small, spreading,

crowded in a raceme, light yellow (almost white), cen-

ter orange, becoming purplish Sierras —A very small-

fld erythronium, with 1-8 fls. crowded together. This
species grows at 5,000-7,000 ft altitude m the Sierras.

While under some conditions it is low -growing, under
other conditions it eauals m size and height the most
robust species At the lower altitudes of its habitat
snow covers the ground until early May and this plant
flowers shortly aftenvard; it remains very dry in

summer and fall.

15 H6wellii, Wats Rather slender, to 18 in., 1-3-

fld . lvs mottled, lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate,

usually acute and short-apiculate: fls pale yellow with
orange base, becoming pinkish S Ore —Of the Pacific

coast erythromums, this alone is destitute of the ear-

shaped appendages at inner base of petal.

Carl Pukd\ and L H B
ERYTHROXYLON (Greek, red wood; true of some

g
iecies). Written also Erylhruxylum Erythroxyldcese.

oca A genus famous for the coca plant, the leaves of
which are of vast importance m medicine, yielding
cocaine, grown slightly m the extreme south of Florida
and California, and rarely cultivated under glass in

the North for its economic interest

Erythroxylon comprises about 90 species of shrubs
or small trees widely distributed in tropical and sub-
tropical countries but most abundant in Trop Amer :

lvs. alternate, entire, often coriaceous, ns small,

whitish, on bractcolate pedicels, solitary or fascicled;

sepals 5 (or 6), petals of same number, deciduous,
appendaged on the inner face; stamens twice the num-
ber of petals, connate at base -

fr. a 1-seeded drupe.

C6ca, Lam Shrub, 5-6 ft high, w-ith rusty hrowm,
slender branches, on the extreme tips of which the lvs.

are borne: below the lvs
,
on the wood of the preceding

year, which is reddish, clusters of 3-5 yellow 5-lobed
fls Km across spring from the protection of the small
scales that line the branchlcts, and which are colored
like the bark -

lvs oval, obovate or elliptical, differing

m different cult strains or varieties, about 1K~2K in.

long and marked on the undei side with 2 lines extend-
ing on either side of the midrib from base to apex
Native country uncertain; the earliest described form,
which happens to be Peruvian, was named by Lam-
arck Erythroxylum Coca, and figured in BM. 7334
The lvs of this form are about 2Y in. long, oblong-
obovate, tapering to a short stalk, rounded at the apex,
the midrib extending beyond into a short, sharp point.

Coca is grown commercially on a large scale tlirough-

out S Amer
,
and also in Java and Ceylon. There are 2

leading commercial varieties, according to Kraemer,

—

the Bolivian or Huanco, and the Peruvian or Truxillo.

The lvs. are picked when fully grown, and quickly
dried m the sun. The shrub is said to require for its

best development a very humid atmosphere and com-
paratively high elevation. Coca should not be con-
fused with cocoa and cacao, which are discussed under
Theobroma. t,.

fj. B.f

ESCALLONIA (named for Escallon, a Spanish
traveler m South America). Saxifraa&cese Mainly
evergreen shrubs or small trees, widely dispersed in

South America, especially in the mountains.
Leaves alternate, glandular-serrate (rarely entire):

fls strongly odorous, white or of a pink or red color,

in terminal racemes or panicles, or axillary; calyx-
lobes 5; petals 5; stamens 5; style simple, the stigma
obscurely 4-5-lobed and peltate, or 2-lobed and reni-

form or peltate Noteworthy m the genus are the
glands, stalked or not, which may occur almost any-
where on the plant Lvs often with resinous dots on

one or both surfaces.—About 45 or 50 species, a num-
ber of which have been intro, in the S

,
and m Calif.

They are of easy culture; rapid growers; and often

artificially trained as vines. Several will probably prove
half-hardy as far

north as N. Y.

A. Lvs. large,
hairy, especi-

ally below, or

m one variety

glabrous b u l

very shiny.

S

p'ulverul€nta,
Pers. Shrub - lvs

very thick, oval or
elliptic, obtuse,
serrate, rough-
hairy below, with
scattered hairs
above : fls white,

f
in long densely
fid. terminal ra-

cemes; stigma dis-

tinctly 2 - lobed,

remform fr a
glandular-warty

1422. Escalloma langleyensis caps I branches
hairy. Var gl&bra,

Engler. Differs from the species in being almost or

quite glabrous. Handsomer than the type Not m cult

in this country.

aa. Lvs. glabrous or nearly so.

b. Fls. red or pink.

rfibra, Pers var. glabriuscula, Hook. & Arn. (E rubra

of many authors) Dainty fld shrub, with numerous
stalked glands lvs ovate, often deltoid-ovate, acute,

finely and irregularly doubl} -serrate, glabrous, with
brown resinous dots below, rather small fls. red, tu-

bular, borne in 2’s or 3’s (or rarely singly) on lateral

pedicels, grouped near the ends of the branches; calyx

densely glandular, petals long-clawed, stigma obscurely
5-lobed fr a top-shaped caps B M 2890.

macr&ntha, Hook &Arn. Shrub: lvs thickish, broadly
ovate, acutish or obtuse, bluntly serrate, essentially

glabrous: fls red, long-tubular, in a stocky, often
branching, terminal raceme, calyx-lobes with marginal
glands, stigma peltate, obscurely 5-lobed: fr. a gla-

brcscent caps F S 0 632.—Excellent Var. sangufnea
is a horticultural variety with fls more crimson.

organensis. Gardn Half-hardy S
,
2-5 ft

,
glabrous

throughout -

lvs thick, oblong, acutish, serrulate, with
tiny resinous dots: fls pink, in close, terminal clusters.

B.M. 4274.—Excellent Organ Mts
,
Brazil.

bb. Fls. white, or, m E. langkyensis, rose-tinted,

c. Width of lvs. more than Y^m.

chlorophylla, Cham. &. Schleclit. (E. cdndula, Lem.).
Shrub, to 3 ft.: lvs oblong-ovate or obovate, obtuse,

apiculate, or more rarely acute, with a few blunt teeth

on upper part, or wholly entire -

fls white, in a termi-

nal, many-fld panicle. J.F. 403

montevidSnsis, DC. (E jlonbunda, Reichb. E flon-
bunda, HBK. var. montevidtnsis, Cham. & Schlccht ).

Shrub, to 9 ft
- lvs thick, elliptic, obtuse, finely serrate,

glabrous, shiny above: fls white, in a terminal, many-
fld. panicle; petals clawed; stigma obscurely 4-5-lobea:
fr a top-shaped caps., crowned by the obviously
longer style 0 25:576; 27:465

floribfinda, HBK Shrub - lvs oblong-ovate, obtuse,

very minutely crenulate-scrrate or entire, glabrous or
nearly so: fls. white, in many-fld

,
compound, axillary

or terminal panicles; petals clawed; stigma peltate,

2-lobed: fr a caps., crowned by the equal or barely
longer style GC III. 47.53.
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cc. Width of lvs not over }fan

leucftntha, Remy. Densely lvd shrub: lvs. obovate,
obtuse or nearly so, finely serrate, at least on upper
part, glabrous, small: fls. white, m very dense racemes;
petals spatulate, clawed . fr an obovate caps.

virg&ta, Pers ( E. Philippidna
,
Mast E. tnrgala

var. Philippidna
,
Engler. E. strida, Gay). Densely

lvd. shrub, half-hardy south of Washington lvs. stiff,

lanceolate or obovate, obtuse to acute, tapering at base,

with minute rather distant teeth on upper part, gla-

brous or nearly so, small: fls white, axillary, scattered,

or sometimes massed near the tips of the branchlets,
jK’tals spreading, scarcely if at all clawed, fr a globose;

caps. G 27, p. 464 Gn 66, p 64.

Iangley6nsis, Vilm. & Bois. Fig. 1422 A graceful

shrub (artificial hybrid of E. macrantha and E mrgata )

:

lvs. linear-ovate, obtuse or acutish, minutely serrulate,

small, in short racemes at the ends of the branchlets.
E dlba, a name found in »oine of the catalogues, is not deter-

minable —E pfindula, Pers Shrub with red fls , in narrow racemes
to more tliun 1 ft long, and lvs resembling those of tobacco
Desirable

—

E rdsea An unidentified catalogue name which in

at least one instance, certainly does not refer to E rosea, Gnseb ,

a very little known species. Albbrt HaNFOKD MOORE.

ESCHSCHOLTZIA (J F Eschscholtz, of Kotzebue's
scientific expedition) Papaverdcex Brilliant and
popular garden flowers

Jxnv, pale or glaucous herbs, annual or perennial,

with tcrnately dissected alternate lvs
,
and large,

showy yellow or whitish long-pedunelod fib * sepals 2,
petals 4, stamens numerous, stigmas 4-6 caps long
and slender like a silique, 1-loculed, elastically dehis-
cent at the instant, it separates from the receptacle

The calyx forms a hood which is pushed off over the
bud as the petals expand (see detail at the left in Fig

1423) The torus or receptacle (from which the caps
arises) is prominently hollowed and surrounds the base
of the pistil —Few genera have been more diversely

interpreted as to the limits of species Gray accepted
about a dozen species, and something like this view of

the genus is commonly hold Greene, however, in Pit-

tonia, V (1905) recognized 112 species and separated
one of the described species under the new7 genus Pet-
romecon Fedde in Engler’s Pflanzenreich, hft 40 ( 1909),

separates 123 species These many species are segre-

gated largely from the multifarious group to which the
name E califormca has been applied On this treat-

ment Jepson writes “This species is highly variable,

especially so m trivial details of leaf-segmentation and
of shape of calvptra and m habit It is also variable
in the size and color of petals and so runs into an
extensive concourse of forms, many of which seem
obviously seasonal or due to soil or moistuic conditions
Some of these highly marked plants m the Sacramento
Valley have two seasonally dimorphic forms, an erect

vernal flowering form with very large golden corolla

and huge torus run, and an autumnal flowering form
writh small st law-yellow corolla and reduced or no torus
rim It has been found impossible thus far, after several

trials, to reproduce this sequence m cultivation on the
coast The flower is not like cither the vernal or

autumnal form but approximates the coast form. A
large number of the wild forms have been collected but
probably only a email proportion of those in existence.

Vet the number of specimens distributed to herbaria
has been sufficient to form the basis for nearly 100 new
species. It does not seem hopeful that the solving
of the problem of Eschscholtzia califormca m just this

way will lead either to permanent results or afford a
satisfactory basis for the kind of work most needed,
namely the prosecution of combined field and cultural
studies.” Studies of growing plants under conditions
of observation and control, both of wild and horticul-
tural material, are awaited. Where the abundant
garden material falls, in the segregations, is yet
unknown. The cult forms are derived from the old

E califormca, and E tenuifolia appears also to be in

the trade. Eschscholtzia is a genus of W. N. Amor.,
ranging both on the coast anil in the interior valleys,

and in the Sierras It occurs from Low. Calif, to the
valley of the Columbia River, in New Mex

,
Ariz

,

Nev
,
Utah. It has run wild in parts of Cent. Eu.

calif6mica, Cham. California Poppy Fig. 1423.
Perennial, but cult as an annual, 10-24 m high, form-
ing mats. lvs. long-petioled and divided into linear

S
arts, those on the sts smaller and shorter-pet loled

.

. saucer-shaped, opening in sunshine, 2-3 m across,

yellow or orange or cream-colored pod 3-4 in long,
strong-ribbed h>rus largo and funnel-shaped Calif
and Ore, mostly along the coast —One of the most
popular garden tls It is treated as a hardy annual, the
seeds being sown whore the plants are to stand, and
they should be sown very oar’y. It stands considerable
cold, and blooms after the first frosts If well pro-
tected, plants of one season’s growth will pass the win-
ter and give some bloom the follow ing spring. It some-
tunes self-sows Very attractive as an edging, because
of its interesting bluish foliage There are douhl(‘-fld

forms. Very variable, and cult under a vanety of

names, as C marUima, Hort. (net Greene), C varui,

Hort. (trade name for mixed vaueties), C. aiminliaca,

Hort.., C dlba
,
Hort

,
C Th orburnu

,
Hort In color

forms are offered yellow, golden yellow, wffiite, rose-

white, carmine, rose Var erdeea, Hort (E erbrea,

Benth ) Fls deep orange torus very widely expanded
calyx-bud long-attenuate B R 1677 B M 3495 Var.

1423. Eschscholtzia califomica. ( X H)

Doilglasii, Gray (E. Doiiglasii, Benth.). Rather more
slender, and blooms earlier fls. pure yellow: torus rim
narrow.

tenuifdiia, Hook Lower, with narrow7 lvs. m a radi-

cal tuft, the long divisions being almost capillary: fls.

small (1 in. across), light yellow, overtopping the lvs :

torus less prominent, seeds muricate. Foothills of the
Sierra Nevada*. B.M. 4812. L, tj.
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ESCONTRIA (named for Sefior Don Bias Escontria,

of Mexico). Cact&ceae. Large, much-branched cacti.

Ribs few: areoles narrow, bearing pectinate clusters

of spines: fls. small, yellow, diurnal: fr. and ovary
covered with chartaceous, translucent, persistent

scales, without hairs or spines; fr. fleshy, edible; seeds

black. For cult., see Succulents.

chiotflla
?
Rose (Cerbus chiotllla, Web ). Sixteen ft

or more high: ribs mostly 7* radial spines 10-15; cen-

tral 1-2, the upper one 2 in long, curved downward:
fr. 1 in. diam. Mex.—Rare in cult. j n Rose.

ESPALIER, a trellis or open support on which a
tree or woody plant is trained in formal shape and to a
given number of branches, usually in a vertical plane;

and also the plant so trained Apple trees and others

are often trained as espaliers in p!urope, the tree may
be transplanted and subsequently attached against a
wall or building, or it may be kept permanently on the
trellis or open support. Sometimes espalier-training is

employed only when the tree or bush is young, for the
purpose of'bringing it into shape and to prepare it for

a wall or other support. Trees are trained on espaliers

also to give them full exposure to the sun on all sides,

to regulate the fruit-bearing and to provide easy means
of controlling insects and diseases. Espalier-training is

most frequent in cool and cloudy regions, in those m
which space must be utilized to the utmost, and where
hand-skill is obtainable or is relatively cheap.

There are many forms of training. The plant may
be trained to a single shoot, or to two shoots lying m
opposite directions, mostly horizontal, m which case

it is called a cordon; or the top may be spread fan-

shaped on the trellis, or in other forms, and it may
then be called an espalier. The training is begun
when the plant is very young—perhaps only a year
or two from the graft or bud—and before it lias pro-
duced a stiff trunk and unmanageable head. Usually
the branching is started within a foot or so of the
ground by heading back the main stem; and as many
shoots as may be desired on the trellis are allowed to
grow. These shoots are tied to the trellis or posts as

they grow, and the side shoots are pinched out except
such as are desired for further arms in the framework
or for fruit-spurs. The trellises themselves may be of

wire strung on posts, or the tree may be tied from
post to post or stake to stake set close together. Espa-
liers are httle used in this country, and then only in

small gardens, and mostly when a trained gardener is

employed. L. H. B.

fiSULA: Euphorbia. The E cnatata of the trade 18 probably
the cristate form of Eupfiorbia ladea or similar species.

ETHERIZATION OF PLANTS. Etherization, as
apphed to plants, means strictly the foremg of a dor-
mant plant into growth by subjecting the plant to ether
vapors at certain concentrations in a closed chamber
for a definite period of time, usually twenty-four to
seventy-two hours. The plant after such treatment is

placed under environmental conditions favorable for

growth. Since in practice the use of chloroform is

similar in its application and effects, it will be discussed
here. The general nature of etherization was first

noted by Johannscn in 1890, and following his investi-

gation a wide stimulus was given to the commercial
forcing of flowering shrubs. For other methods of

forcing a dormant plant, see Rest-period.

Before discussing the method of etherization, its

effects and apphcation, it is necessary first to have some
idea of what is meant by the term rest-period or the
condition of dormancy. *

Rest-period.

Perennial plants, especially those in the temperate
regions, in general have a season of growth and active
metabclism .‘ollowed by a period of quiescence as

regards any outward manifestations of metabolism.
During this period, not all of the vital processes are at
a standstill and changes m the reserve food may be in

progress, but the plant appears to be at rest, and is

dormant. The rest-period begins with the advent of
the unfavorable growth conditions of the autumn, and
normally continues until the favorable conditions of
the spring.

One might reasonably assume that growing perennial
plants removed from out-of-doors at the approach of
autumn conditions to a greenhouse, would continue
growth and not pass into the rest condition. One might
assume, also, that if a plant in a dormant condition be
brought into favorable conditions it would resume
growth immediately. But experience and investiga-
tions show that many plants will not immediately con-
tinue growth, and, provided they do continue growth,
it is at a slower rate. Dormant plants, that is those m
the rest-period, may require considerable time before
resuming growth. There are some plants that during
dormancy respond quickly when brought into the
greenhouse; there are others that remain dormant
despite the most favorable environmental conditions.
The rest-period in various species of Acer (maple), of
Quercus (oak), of Fraxmus (ash), and of Fagus sylvat-

tca, as well as other plants, is so well fixed as to make
it almost impossible to force the dormant plants into
growth by warmth and moisture alone. Special treat-

ment is necessary, such as etherization. There are
other plants in which the rest-period is not well estab-
lished. These quickly respond to favorable growth con-
ditions normally prevailing in a greenhouse. In many
plants this rest-period has attained an almost habit-
like character. The following table with data taken
from results secured by Howard with branches
brought into the greenhouse at Halle, Germany, is

instructive:

Growth Response of Branches When Brought
into Greenhouse.

Species

Collected
Oct 20-Nov. 4,

1005
No of days
for beginning

of growth

Collected
Jan 8-10.

1906
No of days
for beginning

of growth

Acer negundo var versi-
color 63 20

Acer pseudoplatanus. . 0* 0
Azalea mollis . 26 0
^Esculus Hippocastanum 0 20
Betula mgra 62 12
Berbens vulgaris 10 3
Celastrus scandens. . . . 0 17
Cercia canadensis 0 10
Cydoma japomea .... 6 7
Deutzia gracilis

Fagus sylvatica
10 3
0 38

Lomcera tatanca ... . 7 3
Magnolia acuminata.. .

.

29 25
Populus canadensis 61 20
Quercus macrocarpa. . .

.

Spiraea sorbifolia.

.

69 0
1

*0=No growth

In the investigation made by Howard. 234 species

were collected from October 20 to November 4, and of

these only 125 grew; and of the 125, only 18 per cent

began growth within a period of nine days. Between
January 8 to 10, another collection was made includ-

ing practically all the species of the first lot and others

m addition, so that the number totaled 283 species.

Of this number 244 grew, of which 50 per cent began
growth within the first nine days. The species that

did not grow when brought into the greenhouse Janu-
ary 8 to 10 made growth when brought into the green-

house on February 26. From these and the results of

other experiments the conclusion is drawn that plants

in general tend to pass out of the rest condition as the
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season advances toward the spring. Dormancy is

less stable in January than in November. This con-
dition holds true not only for woody plants but also

for bulbs and other herbaceous plants.

Method of breaking the rest-period.

The one method which has been largely employed
for forcing dormant plants into growth is the etheriza-

tion method. An air-tight chamber is provided, the
size depending on the quantity or size of the material

to be treated. The plants being placed in the chamber,
it is tightly sealed except for a small opening through
which ether may be introduced. Usually lust below
this opening is placed a sponge on which the ether is

poured and then the ODening is again sealed. If one
desires to etherize a few bulbs, a wide-mouth bottle of

two quarts capacity may be employed and the ether
addea in a small vial ana the bottle then tightly stop-

pered. Special etherizing chambers are described for

commercial work. The main desideratum is to have a
chamber that will not permit of leakage of the ether

vapor. The stopper must be securely fastened or
weighted down.

Quantity of ether .—The quantity of ether best
employed in forcing plants may vary with the nature
of the plant, the season of the year, and the tempera-
ture of the etherization chamber. In general, the quan-
tity to be added varies from 5 to 15 cubic centimeters

per cubic foot of space (10 cubic centimeters equal
about one-third fluid ounce) . Early in the rest-period at
60° F

,
one should use about 15 cubic centimeters per

cubic foot of space In the middle of the rest-period, one
should employ less and the amount should be further

decreased toward the end of the rest-period. If the

relative humidity of the chamber is high, a slight

increase m the quantity of ether may be made. If

chloroform is used, the quantity should be one-fourth

to one-third of the quantity of ether recommended.
The following figures are from Stuart:

Treatment Recommended for Plants at Different
Seasons

Cubic centimeters per cubic foot

Ether
)

Chloroform

Cc
used

Exposure
hours.

Cc
used

Exposure
hours.

Lilac

—

15 48-24-24 4

j

48-24-24
November 12 48-24-24 3 H 48-24-24

December 10 48-24-24 3 48-24-24
January

Astilbe

—

October .

.

15 48-24-48 4 48-24-48
November

.

15 48-24-24 48-24-24
December 12 48-24-24 48-24-24
January 10 48 3 48

Time of exposure .—The time of exposure is also

variable, being of greater duration m the early part and
shorter in the latter part of the rest-period. In the

early rest-period, a long exposure is given, varying

from forty-eight to seventy-two hours to even as much
as ninety-six hours. In case of long exposure, the prac-

tice is usually followed of making a forty-eight-hour

exposure, after which the plant is removed from the

etherization chamber for a day and then re-etherized

for another twenty-four-hour period. Toward the

middle and late rest-period, the time of exposure
may be shortened as well as the quantity of ether.

The results.

The effect of etherization is to shorten the rest-

period of the plant. Etherized plants come into bloom
earlier and may be forced at lower temperature than
unetherized plants. Howard found that seventy species

73

of woody plants collected December 17 to 24 and ether-
ized for forty-eight hours, opened their buds fully in
an average of 20 3 days, while the untreated plants
required an average of 28 1 days for the same develop-
ment. Many experiments have been made with lilacs.

Jannvek states that lilacs etherized August 24 were in
bloom September 18.

The following table compiled from results secured by
Stuart show conclusively the value of etherization
with lilacs:

Influence of Ether and Chloroform on Lilacs

Date of treat-
ment

Substance
employed

Dosage
cc per
cubic
foot

Expos
hours

Full bloom in
days

Charles] Marie
X (Legraye

Nov. 18-22 None 51 30 5
Nov 18-22 . Ether i2 48 31 295
Nov. 18-22 Chloroform 36 48 31 28 5
Dec. 17-21 . None 31 29 5
Dec. 17-21 Ether 15 48 31 29 5

In the foregoing table it is noted that treatment in

the middle of December resulted m no beneficial effect.

The plants at the time were in the middle rest-penod,
when growth-response requires no strong stimulation
outside of normal growth conditions.

In general it may be stated that lilacs if etherized
before December 1 will respond markedly to the
influence of etherization. General results show that
etherized lilacs blossom in seventeen to twenty-five
days. The saving m time may be eight to twenty
days

Favorable results have been secured with flowering

shrubs. Positive results have been reported frequently
for Azalea mollis, for Viburnum and Astilbe. Negative
or slight results have been reported for Deutzia gracilis,

Prunus triloba, roses, and Spirxa prumfolia. Similar

results have been reported for hly-of-the-valley.

The method of action of the ether is not understood
and any discussion of the subject is yet hypothetical.

Etherization of bulbs.

On the forcing of bulbs the evidence is unsatisfactory.

At the Cornell Station, positive results were reported
(see Bailey, “Cyclopedia of Agriculture,” Vol. II: 29),

but more recently Stuart has reinvestigated the for-

cing of bulbs and finds conflicting resulls. He states

that the etherization of bulbs is not commercially
practicable Some unpublished data on the etheriza-

tion of bulbs at the Cornell Station sustain this con-
clusion. Theoretically, those results are to be expected
because the bulbs m practice are gathered in the late

spring or early summer and then stored for months.
After planting, the bulb is allowed to remain in a cold-

frame for several months so that when brought into

forcing conditions it is well over the rest-period and,
indeed, has probably passed through its period by the
time it is first planted.

Effect on rhubarb .—Some positive results have been
secured at the Vermont Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion with etherization of rhubarb. Different lots of

rhubarb were etherized on December 9, January 9
and February 24. The first gave an mcrease over the
control of 34.4 per cent, the second 89.7 per cent and
the third 5 7 per cent.

General conclusions .—Certain general rules may be
applied to the practice of etherization:

1. Etherization shortens the rest-period.

2. The more resistant a dormant plant is in growth-
response to favorable environmental conditions, the
greater will be the advantage of etherization.

3. Etherization becomes of less value as the end of

the rest-period is approached.
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4. It is wasted effort to etherize a plant that readily

responds in growth to the normally favorable growth
condition.

Bibliography.—Howard, W. L
,
“Winter Rest-Period

in Plants ’ Missouri Experiment Station, Research
Bulletin No. 1 (1910) Johannsen, W., “Das Aether-
verfahren beim Fruhtreibcn nnt besonderer Beruek-
sichtigung der Fhedertrelbercl.

,, Jena, 1900 Zweite
wesenthcn erweiterte Auflage. Jena, 1906. Stuart, W.,
“The Role of Anesthetics and Other Agents m Plant-
Forcing,” Vermont Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
150(1910). Lewis Knudson.

ETROG. This name is applied by the Jews to a
citron (Citrus Medica

,
Linn ), which is imported and

used by them for religious ceremonies connected with
the Feast of the Tabernacles. The etrog and the
lulab (palm leaf with myrtle and willow branches) are
earned and waved during the services, especially those
of thanksgiving Since the time of the anti Jewish
demonstrations in Corfu in 1891, the etrog is imported
more largely from Palestine than from that island In
addition to the use of the etrog by orthodox Jews for

religious ceremonials, the natives of Palestine make
salads of the fruit See Citron

Walter T. Swingle.
EUCALYPTUS (Greek, en, well, kalypto, to cover as

with a lid: the petals and usually also the calyx-limb
fused and covering the flower before anthesis, then
falling off m the form of a lid, or cover). Myrtacex.
Gum-Tree. Plate XXXIX. Mostly trees, frequently
of immense size, a few of the alpme and sub-alpmc
species shrubby, much grown m California and the
Southwest for their ornamental value, as windbreaks
and avenue trees, for fuel, and especially for their

timber.
Leaves simple, entire; in the seedlings and on, young

shoots of many species horizontal, opposite, sessile,

and cordate, in tne adult mostly vertical, alternate,

petiolate (rarely opposite and sessile), and varying
from roundish to lanceolate-acuminate and falcate,

always rigid, pennivemed, glabrous except rarely on
the young shoots, sometimes covered with a glaucous
wax: fls. white, rarely yellowish or some shade of red,

in umbels of 3 to many, rarely solitary, the umbels
solitary and axillary or paniculate or corymbose;
calyx-tube obconical, campanulate, ovoid, or oblong,
adnatc to the ovary at the base; petals and calyx-lobes
connate, forming a lid, or cap, which separates from
the calyx-tube by a circumscissile dehiscence; lid some-
times plainly double, the outer cap then derived from
the calyx-limb, the mner cap from the petals; stamens
numerous; anthers small; style undivided, fr a caps,

partially or wholly inclosed m the adherent calyx-tube,
opening at the top by 3-6 valves; seeds numerous, small,

mostly angular.—About 300 species, all native of

Austral and the Malayan region. Related to Ango-
phora and to Syncarpia, but distinguished by the
absence of distinct petals.

The genus Eucalyptus was monographed in part by
Baron von Mueller in his Eucalyptographia (cited

here as F. v. M. Eucal.), in which 100 species are
illustrated (1879-84). The genus is now receiving
exhaustive treatment by J. H. Maiden m his “Critical
Revision of the Genus Eucalyptus,” appearing in parts,

with numerous plates. This author also furnishes the
best information regarding the uses and timber of the
various species, in his “Native Useful Plants of Aus-
tralia ” Bentham described 135 species m his “Flora
Australiensis,” vol. 3 (1866). The Australasian Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Sconce published a
very useful key by J G. Luehmann m 1898. The most
exhaustive American work on the genus is United
States Forestry Bulletin No. 35, “Eucalypts Culti-
vated in the United States,” by A. J. McClatchie.
University of California Agricultural Experiment

Station Bulletin No. 196, by Norman D. Ingham, is

a practical guide for planters, with descriptions of the
more important species. The United States Forest
Service, the California Station, and the California

State Board of Forestry have all issued smaller

bulletins on this subject. Inflated claims havo been
made for eucalyptus culture, and authentic publications
should be secured if one contemplates planting them
extensively.

Eucalyptus is a group adapted to semi-tropical and
waim temperate regions But few species are really

hardy E. globulus has been very widely distributed

over the globe through the persevering efforts of the late

Baron von Mueller; it is frequently planted in the
malarial regions of warm climates, as at the Catnpagna
at Rome, with very beneficial effect. (Sanitarians will

be interested in “Eucalyptus in Algeria and Tunisia,

from an Hygienic and Climatological Point of View,”
by Edward Pepper, Proc. Amer. Phil Soc. 35 ’39-56.)

In England, the same species is grown extensively for

subtropical gardening, on account of its distinctive

glaucous hue and symmetrical growth, Dut in that
climate it needs the protection of glass in winter.

This is by far the most important genus of timber
trees introduced into California. The ordinary blue-

gum, E. globulus, has been grown in large numbers
and is still the favorite for general planting, its

hard and durable wood is replacing oak and hickory
to some extent for insulator pins, wheel-wrights’
work, flooring, tool-handles, and furniture Although

f

iale in color, it takes a good polish, possesses a beauti-

ul grain, and is readily stained Furniture made
from blue-gum wood ami properly stained has every
appearance of mahogany The chief drawback to

the use of eucalyptus for lumber is the tendency of

its logs to end-check while curing, thus involving con-
siderable waste As a windbreak and fuel tree it is

unsurpassed, since it is of rapid, erect growth and the

timber is easily split Its foliage has been distilled

in large quantities for the oil it contains, practically

all of the eucalyptus oil now sold in the United States
coming from home-grown trees.

In addition to the blue-gum. E. rostrata and espe-

cially E tirchcornis are grown for railroad ties, piling,

interior finish and furniture. E. resinifera is a hardy
euealypt yielding a good tunber not so liable to check
as that of some others; it has been but little grown in

America thus far E. corynocalyx is a good drought-
resistant species for districts with mild winters, and
its wood is of the best E zrebra will grow under a
greater range of conditions than perhaps any other and
is especially suited to the hot and dry interior valleys.

Other drought-resistant eucalypts are E microtheca
and E polyarithemos, while the most resistant to frost

are E. crebra, E rostrata, E. tereticorms, E globulus, E.
vxminahs, E nuhs, E. robusta, and E. resinifera. The
species most cultivated as ornamentals are E. jicifolia,

E. leucoxylon, E. suieroxylon var. rosea
]

E. Hisdonn
,
E.

erythronema and E polyanthemos. Persistently repeated
accounts of heights ranging from 325 to 500 feet for

certain eucalypts are erroneous, as indicated under E.
amygdalina var. regnans

Although the eucalypti are not exclusively, and some
species not even prominently horticultural, yet because
of the great general interest attached to them and
because of their varied uses, it is thought best to
‘discuss them rather fully in this Cyclopedia.

Culture of eucalyptus in California.

The following directions for the propagation of
Eucalyptus are adapted very largely from Bulletin No.
196 of the California Experiment Station, entitled

“Eucalyptus in California, by Norman D. Ingham
(1908).
The necessary conveniences for the propagation of



in California.
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the seedlings are: seed-boxes or flats, a good soil, seed
true to name, plenty of convenient water, and in most
localities shade for the young plants. The seeds of

most species may be gathered at all times of the year,

although the greater amount mature during the sum-
mer and fall. The seed-cases should be gathered from
the trees when the valves begin to open and placed on
sheets of canvas m the direct rays of the sun, which will

open the valves, allowing the seed and chaff to fall out.

The number of fertile seed to the pound is very high,

the average number of transplanted plants raised to

the pound is 12,000 Eucalyptus seed will germinate and
grow in nearly any soil but the best results are secured
when the seeds are sown in a light loam, while a medium
loam mixed with about one-quarter well-rotted horse-
manure should be used in the transplanting flats

The time to sow the seed varies somewhat with the
locality, but as a general rule the seed should be sown
in May or June and the seedlings from these sowings
will be large enough to be set out m the field the follow-
ing spring, if they receive proper care while young.
The seed is usually sown broadcast in the seed-flats

and the young plants transplanted once before being
set in the field. Some persons take the trouble to sow
one seed m a place and space them in the flats, by this

method transplanting is unnecessary. Others sow the
seeds in hills and practise thinning, instead of trans-
planting before setting out in the field This last

method is used m the warmer districts with good suc-
cess, because of the great trouble experienced m trans-
planting during the hot summer months. Whichever
method is used, fill the flats to a depth of 3 or 4 inches
with the prepared soil, pressing it down firmly in the
boxes, then sow the seeds and cover them to a depth of

about }/% inch with the same soil, sand, or sawdust,
ressing this covering firmly over them. The seed-

ats should be kept damp through the heat of the day,
until the young plants break the ground, then care must
be taken not to use too much water and that there is

a good circulation of air over the flats, or damping-
off is liable to occur. This disease can be prevented
by using practically no water on cloudy days and only
m the mornings on clear days. If the seeds are sown
broadcast in the flats, when the young plants have
reached a height of 2 to 3 inches, they can be trans-

planted to other flats of prepared soil and spaced from
1 x
/i to 2 inches apart. The best results in transplanting

are secured if tne plants are hardened -off for a few
days beforehand by checking the water supply, allow-
ing them to become quite dry. The soil into which the
young plants are tranplanted should be kept damp,
and the plants should be protected from the direct

rays of the sun for a few days. The lath-house or the
screens are necessary to supply shade for the young

plants and will also protect the seeds in flats from the
ravages of birds and the young plants from the frosts
during winter months, before the time for setting in
the field.

The time to set the plants m the field varies with the
climatic conditions or localities and whether the plants
arc to receive irrigation or not. In localities in which
frosts are common through the winter months, it is

advisable to set the trees out as early in the spring as
possible without endangering them to a late frost and
still have them receive the benefit of the late rams,
so that they will have a full season’s growth to with-
stand the frosts of the following winter If the trees are
to be irrigated, they may be set out later in the season
without danger of loss from want of moisture. To
insure a good stand, the plants should not be under 6 or
over 20 inches in height when set in the field; to a cer-

tain extent, the smaller thfc. plants when set out, the
better the results afterward, although the size varies
somewhat with the species and the locality. In many
species the roots are as long if not longer than the
plant’s own height above ground. This is a family of

plants that will not stand a large amount of mutila-
tion to the root-system; consequently better results

are secured from setting out small plants.

If the soil is heavy rich loam, the trees may be
planted as close as 6 by 6 feet apart unless irrigation is

to be practised. In the latter case, 4 by 8 feet would
be the right distance, thus leaving an 8-foot space for

plowing out the irrigatmg-ditches each year. If it is

a lighter soil on which the planting is to be made, 8 by 8
feet is the proper distance, or 6 by 10 feet, if irrigation

is to be practised The close planting has a tendency
to sacrifice the diameter growth in favor of the height,

also making more erect trees and forming a perfect

canopy with their crowns that will shade the soil,

nearly preventing evaporation, as well as any vege-
table grow th on the forest floor Close planting matures
a greater number of perfect trees, and is especially

recommended when straight poles are desired The
plants should be blocked out in the flats before being
brought into the field, by drawing a sharp knife between
the row's If care is taken to set out the >'oung plants

with this small amount of soil around the rootlets, the
shock caused in transplanting is reduced to a minimum.
Each planter should carry a trowel, to make the holes

that are to receive the young plants at the intersec-

tion of the marked lines These holes should be of such
a depth that the plants can be set from H to 1 inch
lower in the soil than they originally were in the flats.

Each plant should have tne soil pressed firmly about it

and receive a small amount of water, unless the soil

is moist from recent rains

In order to provide a mulch, thus checking evapora-
tion and also to kill the weeds, cultivation should be
conducted in the new plantation as long as possible
without danger of injuring the young trees by driving
a horse between them The plantings generally may be
cultivated for the first season and part of the second
before the limbs of the trees spread out and interlap

so that it is impossible to drive between the rows. It is

an acknowledged fact that the only way to secure a
good stand, and give the trees a start, is to cultivate and
take care of the plantings from the time of setting out.

However, a number of groves have been set out on
land that is too hilly or rocky to cultivate and the
trees have made fair growths.

Thinning of the young trees is an important practice,

as it is not good management to set out just tne num-
ber of trees that one expects to mature. A planting

upon any good soil may with advantage be set out
6 by 6 feet apart (1,210 trees to the acre), and at the

end of the first year a rigid thinning should be started,

removing with a grub-hoe all weak, inferior, or injured

trees. This thinning should be conducted until only

the strong and healthy trees, or a certam number
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remain to the acre. By this method some trees will

stand at the original distance that they were planted,
while others will stand at multiples of that distance.

The extra cost of close planting will never be noticed
when the largest possible stand of healthy trees is

guaranteed, which is practically the case under this

method. If thinning is carried out by a set plan,

removing every other one or two trees, many strong
and healthy trees will be sacrificed. All limbs that have
a tendency to deform the trees should be removed each
year. After the third or fourth year, the trees will have
grown to such a height that to remove the limbs may
prove impractical in most cases. At this period (the

fourth or fifth year) there enters a new problem: the
removal of the poorer trees for wood and stakes to
allow the remainder a larger area of soil to draw upon
and a greater space above ground to

%
extend tneir

branches. At this time tho trees on an acre can be
reduced to a certain number, leaving these to grow for

telephone poles, ties, and lumber, or the entire grove
may be cut for stakes and wood

Second-growth, eucalyptus.— In three to six weeks
after the trees have been felled, the sprouts will start

out from the stumps. These sprouts are produced in

abundance and if properly thinned will soon replace the
cut forest, thus providing a second growth of fuel or
timber in much less time than was required with the
original grove. These remarks apply probably to all

species of eucalyptus, certainly to all sorts experi-

mented with in California up to the present time.

Taxonomy of the cultivated eucalypti.

All of the keys used for the identification of species

are more or less artificial No satisfactory natural
classification has yet been devised While the follow-

ing key is designed to aid in the making of determina-
tions rather than to express relationships, species known
to be closely related are placed near each other in the
text so far as this can be conveniently done. For the
ready determination of species in this critical genus,
it is necessary to have adult leaves, buds, flowers, and
mature fruit; immature fruits are often very mislead-
ing Allowance should always be made for extreme
forms, since only normal specimens are here described.

This applies particularly to size of leaves. Unless
otherwise stated, the leaf description is drawn from
foliage on mature stems. The juvenile foliage, i.e

,
on

young seedlings and on suckers, is usually very differ-

ent, the leaves often broader, blunt, sessile, and of a
different color.

INDEX.

aoervula, 67. drepanophylla, 14. microcorys, 40.
acmemoides, 39. erythronema, 73. microtheca, 12.

albens, 16 eugemoides, 45. montana, 67.
alpina, 19 eximia, 4. Muellenana, 38.
amplifolta, 65 ficifolia, 2 numerosa, 55.
amygdahna, 55. fissths, 57 obcordata, 26
Andreana, 55. Jtorxbunda, 71 obliqua, 67
angulosa, 46 globulus, 18. obtusiflora, 29.
angustifoha, 55. gomphocephala, 49 occidentals, 27.
Baileyana, 72. gomocalyx, 32 odorata, 69
bicolor, 15 gracxlxpes, 74 pallens, 75
botryoides, 34. grandiflora, 43. pamculata, 10.
buprestium, 61. Gunnu, 67. paucxflora

,

59
cajuputea, 69. hsmastoma, 30 pilulans, 37, 39.
calophylla, 1 hemiphloia, 16. pipcnta, 44.
Camhagei, 33. incrassata, 46 Planchoniana, 47.
citnodora, 5. largiflorens, 15. platypus, 26.
coccifera, 28. Lehmannu, 25. polyanthemos, 6.

collosea, 62 leptophleba, 14. popuhfoha, 7.

compacta, 18. leucoxylon, 74, 75. pulverulenta, 23.
conoxdea, 73. linearis, 55. punctata, 41
cordata, 22 longifoha, 76. purpurea, 74
conacea, 59. Macarthuri, 54. Raveretiana, 11.
comuta, 24, 25. macrocarpa, 17. reckmca, 36
corymbosa, 3. macrocera, 25. refpans, 55.
oorynocalyx, 60. macrorhyncha, 66. resmifera, 43.
oosmophylla, 21. maculata, 5. Risdonii, 56.
orabra, 13. marginata, 71. robusta, 35.
deotpiens, 51. megaoarpa, 48. rosea, 75.
diverncolor, 62. melanopnloia, 8. rostrata, 64.
doratoxylon, 70. melliodora, 68 rudis, 50.

INDEX, CONTINUED.

saligna, 42. stellulata, 58. tetraptera, 20.

salmonophloia, 63. stncta, 29. triantha, 39
siderophloia, 9. Stuartiana, 53 undulata, 67.

sideroxylon, 75. symphxocarpa, 25. vmunahs, 52.

Siebenana, 31. tereUcorma, 65. virgata, 29.

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. FIs mostly xn panicles or corymbs, not
simple umbels (occasionally the mfi.
appears to be paniculate in section

aaa also, owing to dropping of lis.,

so that it is well to look for lf.-

scars m doubtful cases).

B. Fr. ly^-S in. long, valves inclosed

:

fis large.

c. Seeds black, not winged fis. white
or pink 1 calophylla

cc. Seeds brown or red, winged fis red

(pink to crimson or scarlet) • 2 ficifolia

bb. Fr. y~l m long {
lA~yin in E

maculata), valves inclosed fis

medium
c. Lvs paler beneath, fis. in terminal

corymbs 3 corymbosa
cc. Lvs of nearly equal color on both

sides fis in lateral and terminal
panicles

D. Caps slightly ribbed fis nearly
or quite sessilem the clusters 4 eximia

dd. Caps smooth fis distinctly

stalked 5. maculata
bbb Fr }4m or less long (nearly yin in

var of No 16), valves various’ fis

small
c. Shape of lvs orbicular to ovate,

often nearly as broad as long
d. Petioles slender, lvs alternate.

E FIs. stalked lvs dull grayish
green 6 polyanthemos

ee FIs nearly sessile lvs. lus-

trous and dark green 7 populifolia

dd. Petioles none, lvs. opposite 8. melanophloia
cc. Shape of lvs lanceolate or oblong,

elongated
d Lvs distinctly paler beneath than

above
E Fr -valves included m the

calyx-tube ... 10 paniculata
ee. Fr -valves exserted 11. Raveretiana

dd Lvs of equal color on both sides

E Lid Am or more long, beak

-

like . ... 9. siderophloia
ee Lid shorter, not beak-hke.

F. Fr -valves much exserted,

spreading 12. microtheca
ff. Fr.-valves about reaching the

rim. If -veins very diverg-

ing 13 crebra
14 leptophleba

fff. Ft -valves wholly included in
calyx-tube ' If.-veins very
oblique

o Lid hemispheric . ... 15. bicolor
oa Lid conic . 16 hemiphloia

aa. FIs. solitary in the U -axils, or in
strictly sessile umbels, large.

b. Lvs all opposite, cordate at base, shrub. 17. macrocarpa
bb. Lvs mostly alternate, not cordate

c. Peduncles ascending, or fis entirely

sessile, lid warty
D. Plant a tree: lvs. acute, 18. globulus

dd. Plant a shrub' lvs. obtuse, very
oblique at base . . 19. alpina

cc. Peduncles recurved, flat; lid smooth:
shrub 20. tetraptera

aaa. FIs. in stalked umbels.
b. Fl.-stalks {either pedicels or peduncles)

flattened.

c. Fr.-valves with teeth projecting well
beyond calyx-rim

.

D. Teeth connivent into a cone • lid

1-iy in. long.

E. Fr not embedded in receptacle. 24. cornuta
ee. Fr. partly embedded in recep-

tacle 25. Lehmannil
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dd. Teeth distinct, lid %in. or lets

long.

E. Fr. long lid about
Mm. long.

F. The fie sessile in the umbels:
lv8. obtuse 26. platypus

ft. The fis. pedicellate: Ivb.

acute 27. occidental^
EE. Fr. smaller' lid shorter.

F. The fis. more than 3 tn each
umbel.

O. Ltd much longer than
calyx-tube 43. resinifera

GO. Lid about as long as
calyx-tube . . 41. punctata

42. saligna
GOG. Ltd much shorter than

calyx-tube fis sessile.. 33. Cambagei
FF. The fis usually 3 m each

umbel 52. viminalia

CC. Fr.-valves included or scarcely ex-

serted beyond the calyx-rim (ex-

serted but closely incurved m E.
mcgacarpa and, E gompho

-

cephala).
D. Breadth of fr less than J^tn.

E. Lid less than half as long as
calyx-tube, depressed-hemis-
pheric, blunt

F. Li's mostly 2-4 in long • lid

very short

O. Fr. 3-6 lines dxam.' lid

granular 28 coccifera
20 virgata

go Fr about 2 lines diam .40. microcorys
FF. Lvs mostly 4~d m l°ng

G. Veins very oblique, lvs

mostly under 1 m wide
H. Calyx not angular;

outer stamens sterile 30. hamaatoma
31. Sieberiana

EH. Calyx very angular in
bud, stamens all per-

fect 32. goniocalyx
GG. Veins at nearly a right-

angle to midrib, lvs

thick,, more than 1 tn
wide 34 botryoidea

EE. Lid at least half as long as
calyx-tube, mostly conic and
acute

F. Lvs ovate-lanceolate, 1 M~$
in unde, lateral veins

widely spreading 35. robuata
FF. Lvs lanceolate,

wide, lateral veins oblique.

G. The fis short-stalked

H. Arrangement of lvs.

opposite umbels bent
downward . . 70. doratoxylon

HH. Arrangement of lvs.

alternate.

I. The lid narrowly conic,

twice as long as
calyx 36. redunca

n. The lid broader, not so
long 37. pilularis

38. Muelleriana
39 acmemoidea
41. punctata

go. The fis. sessile in the

umbel lvs paler beneath.42. aaligna
dd. Breadth offr over M*n

b. Lid not or scarcely broader
than calyx-tube.

F. Lvs roundish, obtuse 26. platypus
FF. Lvs lanceolate, acute

o. Calyx-tube and lid very
warty 18. globulus

gg. Calyx-tube and lid ridged
or nearly smooth.

H. Caps, sunk in the calyx-
tube 46. incrassata

47. Planchoniana
21. cosmophylla

hh. Caps, protruding from
calyx-tube. . .48. megacarps

EE. Lid much broader than calyx-
tube 49. gompho-

i. FI.-stalks cyhndnc or angular but not [cephala
flattened

c. Caps, sessile or nearly so in the
umbels

D. Fr.-valves with conspicuous pro-
jecting teeth.

e. Lid 1-1 m long, cyhndnc....2A. cornuta
EE. Lulmostly

, conic
f. The fr -valves merely acute 50. rudis

FF. The fr -valves ending m
needle-like points . .51. dedpiens

EEE. Lid short, rarely }/±in. long.
F. Buds ovoid, smooth

G. Fr mostly 4-celled: fis.

usually 3 . 52. viminalia
gg. Fr mostly S-celled * fis.

usually more than 3 . . 53. Stuartiana
54. Macarthuri

FF. Buds club-shaped, slender,
often rough 55. amygdalina

DD. Fr.-valves included, or barely ex-
ceeding the mm.

B. The fia. 4 or more.
F. Lvs of equal color on both

sides

G. Venation of lvs feathered.

h. Fr %-lm. wide shrub 61. buprestium
HH. Fr. )i-^tn. unde trees

I. Buds club-sha ped
(t e widest above
the middle), ob-
tuse 55 amygdalina

56 Risdonii
57 obhqua

n. Buds ovoid, acute, fr.

contracted at orifice 44 piperita
45 eugemoidas

GG. Venation of lvs. longi-
tudinal and almost par-
allel ... 58 stellulata

59. cpnacea
FF. Lvs. paler beneath.

G. Lid broader than calyx:

fr. streaked lengthwise. 60. corynocalyx
GG. Lid not broader than

calyx fr not streaked 62. diversicolor

EE The fis. 1-3 tn each umbel.
F. Lvs opposite, heart-shaped

at base
o. Calyx obtuse at base lvs.

crenate . 22. cordata
GG. Calyx tapemng at base *

lvs entire . . . 23. pulverulenta
FF. Lvs scattered, narrowed at

base.

G. Fr scarcely contracted at
orifice . .21. cosmophylla

GG. Fr much contracted at

orifice . 61. buprestium
cc. Caps plainly stalked m the umbels,

D. Umbels with more than 3 fis.

E. Fr -valves plainly exserted.

F. Fr flat-topped, valves awl-
shaped .

.

.63. salmono-
FF. Fr rounded to the valves

;

[phlola
valves triangular, acute.

g. Diam offr 2-3 lines . .

.

64 rostrata
65. tereticornis

GG. Diam. offr. 4-6 lines.

h. Anthers reniform 66. macrorhyn-
hh Anthers oblong 50. rudis [cha

EE. Fr.-valves included
F. Fr. scarcely or not at all con-

tracted at orifice.

G. Lvs thick, odorless: fr.

Min across 67. Ounnii
gg. Lvs. thin: fr. slightly

smaller 68 meljiodora
69. odorata

ff. Fr. contracted at orifice.

g. Lvs. opposite 70. doratoxylon
gg Lvs mostly alternate.

H Breadth of fr about
Min
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z. Lid as long as calyx-
tube. If -veins di-
verging. . .71. marginata

n. Lid shorter than tube'

veins oblique . 72 Baileyana
HH. Breadth of fr. about

Hm 44 piperita
45. eugemoides

DD. Umbels only 2- or 3-fld , rarely
4- or 5-fld (Ironbarks .)

e. Peduncles becoming deflexed.

fr. pendent . . 73 erythronema
EE. Peduncles not deflexed

p. Bark smooth, light-colored 74 leucoxylon
PP. Bark rough, persistent

G Lf -veins very oblique'
bark red 75 sideroxylon

go. Lf -veins widely spread-
ing bark grayish . ... 70 longifolia

1. calophflla, R. Br Medium-sized umbrageous
tree, with dense foliage* bark dark, corky, deeply fur-
rowed: lvs ovate-lanceolate, firm and thick, veins
nearly parallel and very spreading, fls large, white or
cream-color,, rarely pink, in large clusters, lid thin,

nearly flat. fr. 1-1% m wide, ovatt'-urnshaped, very
thick and woody; seeds large, black, the edges acute
but scarcely winged July-Oct B M 4036 (as E.
splachmcarpa

) F. v M Eucal 10*2 G C III.

20.661 —Ornamental tree of rather slow growth, not
enduring frost or dry atmosphere Good shade tree
for avenues m the coast districts. The fall bloom is

valuable for bees Bark rich in kino The wood is

tough, useful for wheelwrights’ work and for building,
but not durable underground. The frs of this and the
next have been polished and used for pipe-bowls.

2. flcif&lia, F. v. M. Crimson-flowered Eucalypt.
Fig. 1424. Handsome small tree, rarely to 50 ft bark

dark, furrowed lvs

ovate- lanceolate,
firm and thick,
veins almost trans-
verse* fls red, large

and m large clus-

ters; lid thin, nearly
flat: fr 1-1% in

wide, broadly urn-
shaped, the walls

ly; border com-
, ,

„jeds pale brown or
almost red, winged on one end
or also along one side Aug

,

Sept F.v.M Eucal. 7.3 B.

M. 7697 G C III 42 376,
377. Gn 71. p 441. R H.
1904.568 — Very ornamental,
especially m bloom. Tender
and adapted only to the lemon
belt; a heat-resisting avenue
tree, withstanding drought.
The fls vary from pink to crim-
son and scarlet and the forms
do not come true to seed

;

grafted plants are now offered

in the trade, the bright scarlet

shade being generally pre-

ferred.

3. corymbdsa, Smith. Blood-
wood. Small tree: outer bark
persistent, gray and turning
somewhat black; inner yellow-
ish or reddish brown; of upper
branches smooth and often

reddish: lvs. lanceolate, some-
what leathery; lateral veins
very numerous, fine, parallel

and nearly transverse: fls. yel-

lowish white, fragrant, in large

corymbs, the peduncles and pedicels long; lid de-
pressed-nemispherical, short-pointed; stamens becom-
ing 5 or 6 lines long. fr. somewhat urn-shaped, about
%w. wide. Aug.-Dee. F v M. Eucal 5 2.—Tree suit-

able only for the coast districts. Wood brown or red,

durable, and serviceable underground or in water, but
rendered inferior by the many gum veins. (Ingham.)

4. exfmia, Schau. Mountain Bloodwood. Large
tree: bark scaly, brownish or yellowish, smooth only

on the younger branches: lvs falcate-lanceolate, thick;

lateral veins parallel and widely spreading but scarcely

visible, fls. sessile, in small heads of a panicle, the
peduncles angular or flattened

;
lid nearly hemispherical,

pointed; stamens 3-4 lines long, fr urn-shaped, with
thin rim, about %m wide through the middle Oct -

June F v M Eucal. 9 2.—A stately species with
abundant showy bloom. Wood soft; useful only for fuel.

5 macul&ta, Hook Spotted Gum Handsome tree,

to 150 ft, the foliage mostly near the summit: bark
smooth, whitish or reddish gray, deciduous in patches,
thus exposing lighter areas and giving the trunk a
spotted appearance* lvs lanceolate; veins parallel,

rather oblique to the midrib lid hemispheric, double,
fls short-stalked, stamens 4-5 lines long* fr globular-
urnshaped, thin-rimmed, scarcely %in. thick May-
July F v M. Eucal 3*4. Hook Icon 619 Maiden,
For. FI NSW. 7.27.—Timber valuable for ship-

builders and used especially in coach factories and
for handles; wood hard, light-colored, close-grained:

growth fairly rapid

Var citrioddra, Bailey (E. citrioddra, Hook ).

Lemon-scented Gum Like the species but foliage

strongly lemon-scented.—A favorite ornamental tree

in the warmer parts of Calif * subject to frost young
plants useful for window or cool greenhouse cult The
oil is clear white and of a pleasing, penetrating odor,
used especially as a perfume for soap

6 polydnthemos, Schau Red Box. Australian
Beech Well-branched often irregular and picturesque
tree, 40-150 ft bark brown or gray, persistent, rough
on old trees lvs orbicular to ovate, mostly 2-4 in.

long by l%-3 in. wide, rarely oval-lanceolate and
scarcely 1 in. wide, dull and grayish green on both
sides, fls small, white, stalked, in close panicles; sta-

mens 1 or 2 lines long, the outer ones sterile fr. goblet-
shaped, not contracted at orifice. 2-3 lines across, the
valves not exserted Jan -April FvM Eucal 3.9.
Maiden, Cnt Rev Eucal 58, 59 (figs 1-3) —Useful
for ornamental planting, because of its spreading habit,

characteristic silvery foliage, and profuse bloom, also

for windbreaks, for fuel, and for bees, timber exceed-
ingly hard and durable, but sts. become hollow m age
in Austral A drought- and heat-resistant species:

endures minimum temperatures of 15-20°: of only
fairly rapid growth

7 populifdlia, Hook. Poplar Box Compact
straight-growing tree, bark rough to the branchlets:
lvs ovate or roundish, rarely lanceolate, 4 in. or less

long, very lustrous and intensely green on both sides:

fls. small, white, on very short stalks, the umbels
paniculate; stamens 1-2 lines long, all fertile: fr. very
small, semi-ovate, the valves inclosed Hook. Icon.
879 Maiden, Cnt. Rev. Eucal 58 (figs. 11-18).—

•

Probably as useful and adapted to as wide a variety of

conditions as the closely related E polyanthemos.

8 melanophldia, F. v. M. Silver-leaved Iron-
bark. Small tree: bark persistent, dark, furrowed lvs.

sessile, orbicular to ovate-lanceolate, glaucous or
white-mealy: fls small, m terminal or axillarv corymbs:
fr truncate-globular, 2-3 lines across; rim thin; valves
included or slightly exserted.

9. siderophldia, Benth. Broad-leaved Ironbark.
Tall tree: bark wholly persistent on old trunks, rough
and deeply furrowed; furrows yellowish or dark brown;
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ridges broader than in other ironbarks: Ivs. 4-7 in.

long* lid beak-like, very acute, long; stamens
about 3 lines long; anthers minute, globular, opening
by oblong slits: fr. obovoid, truncate, about across,

the valves slightly protruding. Oct
,
Nov. F.v M.

Eucal 4 8 Maiden, (Jnt. Rev. Eucal. 47 (figs. 10-33).

—Wood heavy, strong, and durable, useful for wagon
work, tool-handles, building, posts, poles, and the like.

Els. provide honey for bees Tree of rapid growth and
resistant to extremes of temperature: grown in the San
Joaquin Valley.

10. panicul&ta, Smith. White Ironbahk Red
Ironbark. Tall or medium-sized tree: bark hard,

{

lersistent, deeply furrowed, of a grayish brown color:

vs lanceolate, acuminate, 3-5 in long.fls in panicles or
sometimes in axillary umbels, lid variable, stamens
2-4 lines long, the outer ones sterile; stigma dilated:

fr truncate-ovate, pedicel led, 2-4 lines wide, with thin
rim. Summer F v M Eucal 5 8 Maiden, Cnt Rev.
Eucal 57 (ngs 8-21) —Wood usually very pale, but
canaDie, the hardest of ironbarks, “cuts almost like

horn.” valuable for railroad-ties, fencing, and build-

ing purposes Does not endure heat and drought:
much prized m Austral

,
but trees in Calif, are not

promising

11 Ravereti&na, F v M Tall tree with thin angular
branchlets- bark deciduous, leaving the branches
smooth and gray, but often persistent on the trunk:
lvs lanceolate, opaque, 3-5 in long, fls exceedingly
small, white, short-stalked, lid slenderly come, under
2 lines long, stamens not 2 lines long; anthers renifonn,

opening by longitudinal slits fr little over 1 line wide,

low-cup-shaped, the protiuding valves forming a
hemispheric summit F v M Eucal 1 :8. Maiden,
Crit Rev Eucal 53 (figs 1-3)

12 microtheca, F v M Tria', becoming 80 ft.

high bark rough, gray, persistent, or the outer layers

deciduous, leaving the flunk smooth lvs narrowly
lanceolate, 4-0 in long, lid broad-conic

,
stamens very

short, anthers minute, roundish, opening by longi-

tudinal slits fr scarcely ^m wide, valves fully half-

protruding F v M Eucal 10 6 Maiden, Crit. Rev
Eucal 52 (figs 10-22) —Not yet fully tested in Amer.:
endures frost and heat recommended as a forest cover
for the hot dry region of the S W. the roots yield

water to natives and travelers on the Australian deserts

Wood beautifully colored but pci haps too hard for

cabinet work

13 crebra, F v M N arrow -i.eaved Ironbark.
Small to large tiee, with slender drooping branchlets'

bark persistent throughout, hard, dark, ridged and
deeply fill rowed lvs pale, narrow, linear-lanceolate;

lateial veins fine, nearly parallel, widely diverging
from the midiib lid conical or nearly hemispheric, not
over 2 lines long, stamens 1 or 2 lines long, indexed in

bud; anthers globuiai, opening by longitudinal slits

fr. obovoid-truncate, not over 2 lines wide, the tips of

tL valves or scarcely exsort ed F v M Eucal
5.3. Maiden, Cnt Rev Eucal 53 (figs 4-9) —

A

rapidly growing frost-resistant tree of picturesque

habit endures minimum tempeiatures of 18-20° and
maximum temperatures of 110-118° (McClatchic),
not very resist ant to alkali (Loughiidge) Cirown in

Calif for its hard durable wood, of a reddish color.

Bark sometimes described as grayish and deciduous.

14. leptophl&ba, F. v. M. Characters as in E. crebra
,

but fls somewhat larger and fr 3 or 4 lines wnde: lvs.

of a silky sheen —This has been classed as a var. of E.
drepanophylla, F v.M

,
but the two are now known to be

identical and E. leplophleba is the older name.

15. bfcolor, A. Cunn (E largiflbrem, F. v M ).

Black Box Shrub or small tree, with drooping
branches: bark persistent, rough and nard' lvs lanceo-
late, 5 in. or less long; lateral veins at an acute angle

to midrib' lid double, the inner one hemispheric; sta-
mens 1 or 2 lines long, anthers opening by lateral pores:
fr. truncate-ovate, about 2 lines wide, the valves in-
closed but not distant from the thin rim. F.v.M. Eucal.
5:7. Maiden, Cnt Rev Eucal 49 (figs. 5-13), 51
(figs. 9-19).—Timber hard, tough, and durable, rather

1426. Eucalyptus globulus. Shoots on a young plant (XH) No. 18.

easily worked suitable for ties, piles, shafts, poles,

cog**, and the like.

1G hemiphldia, F v M Australian Gray Box.
Tree, 90 ft or less high bark of trunk persistent, solid,

grayish and somewhat WTinkled, of branches deciduous
in flakes or long strips lvs lanceolate-falcate to ovate-
lanceolate, 3-5 in long, thick and rigid, pften ashy
gray, lateral veins distant, diverging at a very acute
angle lid conical, stamens pale, about 2 lines long;
antheis globular, opening by lateral pores fr ovoia-
oblong, truncate and slightly contracted at orifice,

about 3 lines wide F v M Eucal 5 5. Maiden, Crit.

Rev Eucal 50 (figs 1-G) —Useful as a shade tree

because of its dense foliage; also for fuel and as pastur-
age for bees Wood hard, tough, and durable.

Vai filbens, F v M (E dibcns
,

Miq.). White
Box Bark dull green, persistent lvs glaucous or

white-mealy buds chalk-white fr larger.

17 macrocirpa, Hook Stout shrub, 6-15 ft
,
usually

white-mealy lvs all opposite, sessile, cordate-ovate:
fls orange-colored to crimson, very large, solitary;

ealyx-tube smooth or obscurely ridged; lid conical,

longer than the tube; stamens about 1 in long:

fr depi essed-heimspherieal, 1^-3 in across, with
raised run and broad protruding valves Hook. Icon.
405-407 B M 4333 F v M Eucal 8

' 4 Maiden,
Crit Rev Eucal 77 (figs 1-3) —Desirable ornamen-
tal because of its glaucous foliage and brilliant bloom:
grown sparingly in S Calif

18 gl6bulus, Labill Blue Gum Figs. 1425-1427.
Tree, 300 ft. or less high' bark deciduous in long thm
strips or sheets, leaving the trunk smooth and grayish

or bluish white except at base* lvs lanceolate, thick,

often Yl~1 ft long, those on young shoots and seed-
lings opposite, sessile, broad, and* white-mealy fls

solitary or 2 or 3 together, closely sessile or on a
short peduncle: calyx-tube and lid warty, covered
with bluish wmte wax; stamens above Man. long:

fr. angular, V\-\ in across, the flat valves no!, pro-
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truding. Dec -May. F.v.M. Eucal. 6:2. Q.C. II.

15:601; 111.2:777,784; 10:737. Gn. 71, p. 18; 75, p.

606. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 79 (figs. 1-12) —The
best species for general planting: extensively used in

Calif. Its combination of rapidity of growth, straight-

ness of trunk, great strength of wood, and its known
ability to flourish under a wide range of conditions in

Calif., give it a great advantage over any other species

(Ingham). Wood stronger than that of E. rostrata and
E. tereticonas

l

yellowish white, easily stained, not dur-
able in the soil in Calif * used there for insulator pins,

spokes, felloes, whiffle-trees, handles, flooring and inte-

rior finish
j
a good species for fuel: logs check badly in

curing, this much less in the so-callea “San Jos6 blue-

gum’^or “re-enforced gum” which, however, is thought
by some to be only a selection of the best trees of ordi-

nary blue-gum Lvs distilled for oil: fls. yield much
honey to bees, but because of its pro-

nounced flavor there is little or no
demand for it in retail trade (Richter). 1
Endures minimum temperatures of 25°

and high temperatures of the San Joa-
quin and Sacramento Valleys but not
of the desert districts: resists consider-

able drought when once established
but best development is attained only
on good and fairly deep soil. Fig 427
shows the stamens and the structure
of the bud Nos 1-4 are half natural
size; 5 is on a larger scale No. 4 is a
section of a bud.

Var comp&cta, Hort. Dwarf Blue
Gum Densely branched from the
ground, forming a symmetrical rounded
compact tree: lower foliage as in young
growth of E. globulus but smaller with
the longer narrower lvs. only near the
top — Sa.d to have originated near
Niles, Calif., from seed of the ordinary
blue-gum (Calif. Nursery Co ).

The specific name globulus is some-
times written with a capital G, because
it is a noun rather than an adjective;

but the initial letter is here written in

lower case in accordance with a recom-
mendation of the International Botan-
ical Congress.

19 alplna, Lindl. Shrub, 12 ft. high:
lvs mequilaterally semi-ovate, blunt, acute on young
shoots, 2-4 in. long, thick and leathery: fls. sessile in

the If.-axils, solitary or few: fr. hemispherical, 1 m.
wide, not angular; rim broad; valves protruding.
Sept -Nov. F.v.M. Eucal 2:1.

20 tetrfiptera, Turcz Shrub or small tree* branches
often sharply angled: lvs. very thick, oblong-lanceo-
late. fls. solitary, on flat recurved peduncles; lid

4-angled, much shorter than calyx; stamens not over
Hin. long. fr. prominently 4-angled, 2-3 in. long, %-l
in. wide, the valves well inclosed. F.v M. EucaL 2:10.
—Highly ornamental; once grown at Santa Monica,
according to Kmney who says that the calyx-tube and
stalk just before the lid falls become a brilliant crim-
son and are by far the most striking part of the fl.

21. cosmophyila, F v.M. Tall shrub or small tree:

bark smooth, ash-colored: lvs. broad-lanceolate, 3-5
in. long, very thick and rigid: peduncles almost 0;
lid hard, low-hemispheric, blunt or short-pointed;
stamens 4-6 lines long; anthers ovate, opemng by dis-

tinct parallel slits* fr. globose-truncate, not contracted
at orifice, smooth, 7-8 lines across; rim thick. F.v.M.
Eucal. 7:2.

22. cord&ta, Labill. Small tree, to 50 ft. : lvs. oppo-
site, sessile, orbicular to ovate, somewhat crenate,
rarely over 3 in. long, usually white-mealy, as also

the infl. : calyx broadly campanulate, obtuse at base,

1427. Eucalyptus
globulus. No. 18.

smooth; lid low-hemispherical, obtuse or with sharp
tip, shorter than tube; stamens 3-4 lines long; anthers
opening by parallel slits: fr. globular-truncate, hard,
4-6 lines thick; valves rarely protruding. F.v.M. Eucal.
8:1. B.M.7835. G.C. III. 3.803; 30:456

;
47: 168.—

Useful mainly as an ornamental.

23. pulverulSnta, Sims. Lvs. always entire: calyx-

tube turbinate, tapering to the base; lid variable,

mostly conical : otherwise about as in E. cordata. F.v M.
Eucal. 8:7. B.M. 2087. Gn. 75, p. 140.—The very
blue foliage supplies a pleasing contrast for ornamental
planting.

24. combta, Labill. Yate Tree. Moderate-sized
or large tree, usually low-branched and spreading:
bark either deciduous in irregular sheets or persistent

and rough : lvs oblong or broad-lanceolate, often obtuse,
2-5 m. long: fls. greenish yellow, numerous, in dense
heads; lid cylmdnc, horn-like, 1-1)4 m. long; stamens
1)4-2 in. long: fr short-cylindnc, 4-5 lines wide,

valves much exserted and conmvent into a beak-like

projection. June-Oct. F.v M Eucal. 9.1 BM 6140
(lid too highly colored) —Used successfully as a road-

side tree m S. Calif.: especially good as a shade tree*

adapted to the lemon belt, and tolerating alkaline and
saline soils (Franceschi). Timber hard, heavy, tough,

and elastic.

25. LShmannii, Preisa (E comuta var symphio-
edrpa, Auct. E. macrockra, Turcz ) Perhaps only a
form of E. cornuta' lvs more often short and obtuse,

fr. half immersed in the receptacle, forming a solid

woody mass. June-Oct.

26 plfttypus, Hook. (E. obcordata
x
Turcz ). Tall

shrub or small tree, bark smooth, grayish lvs petioled,

oval to obcordate, very obtuse, 1-2)4 m. long, leathery

and shining: peduncles winged, recurved; fls dull red

or yellowish white, not conspicuous; lid comc-cylindric,

much narrower than the prominently angled calyx-

tube; stamens )4~%in long: fr. truncate-ovate, very
angular, 4-7 lines thick. F.v.M Eucal 7 6. Hook.
Icon. 849.

27. occidentilis, Endl Flat-topped Yate Spread-
ing shrub or medium-sized tree bark deciduous,
smooth, or somewhat persistent and rough * lvs.

lanceolate, acuminate, 1)4~5 in. long* lid cylindric-

conic, )4~%in. long; stamens yellowish or orange,

%-%in long* fr bell-shaped, with spreading rim, 5
lines wide; valves 'exserted, sharp Oct -May F v.M.
Eucal. 6.5.—Suited to the coast districts; subject to

frost.

28. cocclfera, Hook. Small glaucous tree with
smooth white bark* lvs lanceolate, thick and shining,

often tipped by a slender curved mucro fls nearly
sessile. m close terminal clusters; calyx prominently
angled; lid very short and flat, rugose; stamens about
3 lines long, all perfect; anthers reniform, opening by
divergent slits: fr. obovoid-truncate, 4-6 lines across

B M. 4637. GC. II. 12*113; 13 395; III 2*787, 789;
3:799, 801; 9.169 Gn 71 p. 591. Maiden, Crit Rev
Eucal. 28 (figs. 3-5) —A high-mountain form com-
pared by some to E amygdalina but recognized by
the depressed lid and longer calyx Of value as an
ornamental : a very hardy species suitable for the foot-

hill districts.

29 virg&ta, Sieb. Shrub or small tree with stringy

bark: lvs. lanceolate, thick and shining: calyx not
angled; lid conical, granular-roughened, as also the

tube; stamens scarcely 2 lines long; anthers reniform,

opening by pores which extend into oblong slits: fr.

?
lobose-truncate, smooth, 3-6 lines across. Maiden,
Jrit. Rev. Eucal. 43 (figs 1, 2).

Var. strfeta, Maiden (E. stricta, Sieb.). Lvs. linear or

linear-lanceolate: lid often shortly pointed. Maiden,
Crit. Rev. Eucal. 43 (figs. 12-17). F.v.M. Eucal. 10*9
B.M. 7074.
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Var. obtusifldra, Maiden (E. obtusifldra, DC.). Lvs.
1 ather broad: lid depressed-hemispheric, very obtuse.
Maiden, Cnt. Rev. Eucal. 43 (figs. 3—11).

30. hsem&stoma, Smith. Large tree* bark smooth,
mottled, with a few nbbony flakes near the butt: lvs.

lanceolate, usually oblique at base, falcate, coria-

ceous: fls. pedicelled, clavate in bud; lid very short;

stamens 2-3 lines long; anthers of the perfect ones reni-

form, opening by short divergent slits, fr. ovate-trun-
cate, with reddish rim, 3-4 lines across, valves some-
times slightly protruding, but soon deciduous. F v.M.
Eucal. 2:3. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 46 (figs. 10-17),
47 (figs. 1-18).—Said to thrive on poor, sandy soil:

perhaps not suited to dry interior valleys. Timber of

inferior quality.

31. Sieberi&na, F. v M. Scarcely distinguishable
from E. haemastoma save by the bark, which on the
trunk is furrowed, becoming dark, rugged, and stringy:
foliage emits a slight peppermint-like odor when
crushed in the warm hand. F.v M. Eucal. 2:9. Maiden,
Crit Rev. Eucal. 45 (figs. 10-15).—Bark yields a very
soluble kino.

32. goniocftlyx. F. v. M. Mountain Gum. Bastard
Box Tree. Tall tree: bark rough, tardily deciduous:
lvs. lanceolate, usually falcate, of pale color' pedicels
very short and angular, or fls usually sessile; lid conical
or hemispherical, stamens about 3 lines long, inflexed

m bud; anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr

ovoid-truncate, 3-4 lines across; valves about on a
level with the rim July, Aug F.v M. Eucal. 1 3.

Maiden, For. FI N S W. 19 —Timber especially

esteemed for wheelwrights’ work, also used for house-
building, fence-rails, railroad-ties, and so on. excellent

for fuel. Grows well m the coast districts of S. Calif.

A promising species for the mountains of the S. W., at

moderate altitudes

33 Camb&gei, Deane & Maiden. Bundy. Small or

medium-sized tree bark fibrous and matted throughout,
lvs. lanceolate, elongated: fls sessile; calyx-tube with

2-

4 prominent angles; lid shortly pointed or hemis-
pherical, stamens about 3 lines long fr ovoid-truncate
—A recently intro, species related to E gomocalyx but
with plainly exserted valves and thicker, flatter pedun-
cles Aside from shape of buds and peduncles it

resembles E Sluarhana.

34 botryoides, Smith Tall handsome tree* bark
rough, furrowed, persistent on trunks, lvs lanceolate,

acuminate with very diverging parallel veins, paler

beneath fls sessile or nearly so, lid variable, stamens
about 3 lines long, inflected in the bud; anthers ovoid-
oblong, with parallel cells: fr. obovoid-oblong, slightly

contracted at orifice, 4-5 lines long, 3-4 lines wide,
valves wholly inclosed. Sept

,
Oct. F.v.M. Eucal

4 : 2 —This tree has beautiful dark green horizontal

foliage Useful for windbreaks and as a shade tree.

Suited to the coast districts only. Timber hard, tough,

and durable, used in Austral, especially for felloes.

35. robtista, Smith. Swamp Mahogany. Hand-
some symmetrically branched tree of moderate height:

bark of trunk persistent, rough, dark brown; of the

branches reddish’ lvs. oval-lanceolate, long-pointed,

3-

7 m. long, 1^-3 in. wide, dark green, coriaceous:

veins spreading almost at right angles to midrib: lid

acute, about as long as calyx-tube; stamens 4-6 lines

long; anthers with parallel cells: fr. goblet-shaped,

becoming nearly J^m. across, the rim thin and caps,

much sunk. Oct.-March F.v.M. Eucal 7 : 8—Formerly
much planted m Calif, as a street tree, but the tops

break down in strong winds, due to the heavy foliage

and brittle wood; now almost discarded for this

urpose: a profuse bloomer, especially valuable for

ees: wood brittle but durable. Best adapted to moist
coast districts but also flourishes m the interior valleys

when given sufficient water: suggested for the coast

of the Gulf of Mexico in districts free from heavy
frosts.

36. redfinca, Schau. Shrub or small tree, to 120 ft.:

bark smooth, white: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, rather
obtuse, 3 in. or less long, not paler beneath: lid! comcal,
acuminate, about twice as long as calyx-tube; stamens
3-4 lines long; anthers opening by parallel slits: fr.

obovoid, about 3 lines thick. F.v M Eucal 10:7—
Grows on cold flats of comparatively poor soil in Aus-
tral. Timber tough, heavy, and durable; prized for
wheelwrights’ work.

37. pilul&ris, Smith. Blackbutt. Slender tree, aver-
aging 100-150 ft bark of trunk persistent, or flaking
off above, blackish gray outside, somewhat fibrous ana
brownish inside, of branches smooth, gray or whitish:
lvs. mostly lanceolate, falcate, acuminate, 3-6 in long,
rather less shining below than above, lid broadly coni-

cal at base, attenuate; stanK-ns 2-3 lines long; anthers
remform, opening by divergent slits: fr. subglobose,
truncate, 4-5 lines thick; valves completely inclosed
to slightly exserted F.v M Eucal. 3:7 Maiden.
Crit. Rev. Eucal 1, 3, 4 —Timber strong and durable
useful for general building and especially for telegraph
poles, posts, and the like, reported as a good honey-
producer. Does not thrive in the hot dry interior

valleys, subject to extremes of temperature.

38 Muelleriina, Howitt. Yellow Stringybark
Perhaps only a var of E ptlulans bark more fibrous

or stringy, the inner bark yellow and imparting a yellow
stain to the wood juvenile lvs often with tufts of

hairs; adult lvs. glossy above’ lid blunt or slightly

g
nnted: fr typically 6 lines thick Maiden, Cnt Rev.
ucal 2, 38 (in part) —Forms with scarcely flattened

peduncles approach E. eugamovdes.

39 acmenioldes, Schau. (E . tndntha
, Linn. E.

piluldns var acmemoides, Benth ) White Mahog-
any Gum Tall tree, bark persistent and fibrous on
trunk and branches’ lvs paler beneafh, sinuate’

peduncles not much compressed, slender; pedicels

sometimes 2 or 3 lines long’ fr not exceeding 3 or 4 lines

in diam.
;
rim thin - otherwise as in E pilularts F v M.

Eucal. 10 1 Maiden, Cnt Rev Eucal 42,—Grows in

poor, well-drained soil in Austral Timber heavy,
strong, and durable; good for palings, rails and floor-

boards.

40 microcdrys, F. v M Tallow-wood Gum. Tall
tree bark persistent, wrinkled . lvs. broadly lanceolate,

acuminate, thm, copiously dotted with oil-glands,

much paler and opaque beneath’ fls distinctly pedi-

celled, the buds club-shaped
;
lid depressed-hemispneri-

cal; stamens about 3 lines long, outer ones sterile;

anthers minute, almost heart-shaped, opening by di-

vergent slits* fr scarcely 2 lines across F.v M. Eucal.
2:6 Maiden, Crit Rev. Eucal 41 (figs. 6-9).—Tim-
ber yellowish; one of the most valuable after ironbark:
strong and durable, under or above ground; used by
wheelwrights and for flooring, especially for ballrooms;
suitable for this latter purpose because of its greasy
nature.

41. punctata, DC. Leather-Jacket. Hickory
Gum. Beautiful spreading tree, 100 ft. or more high:

bark smooth and dark, thick, the outer deciduous m
flakes: lvs. thin, narrowly lanceolate, acuminate, lus-

trous above, slightly paler and marked with oil-dots

beneath; lateral veins moderately spreading: peduncles
broad, much compressed; pedicels evident, angular,

thick; lid ovate-conical; stamens about 3 lines long;

anthers opening by parallel slits, fr. 3 or 4 lines wide,
not contracted at orifice; valves barely exserted. Aug.-
Oct. F.v.M. Eucal. 6 7.—Timber remarkable for its

extreme hardness and durability. Grown in S. Calif.;

too tender for the San Joaquin Valley.

42. saligna, Smith. Tall tree: bark gray and smooth;
lvs. lanceolate, with close parallel transverse veins
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much paler beneath: pedicels very short or fls. usually
sessile; lid hemispherical, short, pointed; stamens 2-3
lines long, all fertile; anthers ovate, opening by parallel

slits fr. subglobose-truncatc, not contracted at orifice:

rim narrow; valves more or less protruding, separated
from the rim by a narrow groove. F v.M Eucal. 2:8.
Maiden, For. FI. N.S.W 13.—Timber of the best,

usually pale red, straight-grained, comparatively easy
to work. Prefers rich alluvial soil: probably wall not
endure severe conditions.

43. resinifera, Smith. Kino Eucalypt. Red
Mahogany. Erect symmetrical tree: bark of trunk
persistent, rough, and fibrous; of branches deciduous:
Ivs lanceolate, thick, and almost leathery; oil -dots
quite obscure; veins widely spreading from midrib:
lid conical; stamens 4-0 lines long, anthers ovate, open-
ing by parallel slits, fr. about .4 lines wide, not con-
tracted at orifice; valves acute, well exserted. F.v.M.
Eucal. 1:9.—Apparently endures both cold and drought
better than E. globulus; requires a rather moist climate.
Wood strong and durable, red, but bears no real resem-
blance to true mahogany; not liable to shrink; lasts

well underground.

Yar. grandifldra, Benth Fls. larger, the ovoid buds
about 4lines diam.: fr. 4-6 lines wide, with a raised rim.

1428. Eucalyptus corynocalyx. ( XH) No. 60.

44. piperita, Smith. Peppermint Stringybark.
Tall tree: bark of the trunk persistent, gray, rough and
fibrous; of the branches smooth: lvs. oblique, 2-6 in.

long, thin; veins very oblique but obscure; oil-dots

copious, transparent: lid broad-conical, acute, about as

long as calyx-tube; stamens about 2 lines long; anthers

kidney-shaped, opening by divergent slits * fr globular,

ovoid, or urceolate, contracted at orifice, 34m. across;

rim thin, depressed. F.v.M. Eucal. 3:8. Maiden,
Crit. Rev. Eucal. 45 (figs. 1-9).—The young foliage

emits a strong odor of peppermint when bruised.

45. eugenioides, Sieb. Closely related to E. 'piperita

but seedlings rough-pubescent: lvs. thicker, with more
divergent veins ana not peppermint-scented : bark
strongly fibrous even on the small branches: rim of

fr. flat or raised. July, Aug. F.v.M Eucal. 3 *8.

Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 39 (figs. 1, 2), 40 (figs, 2-22).

46. incrass&ta, Labill. Shrub or smgll tree, to 25 ft.:

lvs lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate^ rather obtuse,

mostly 2-4 in. long; veins inconspicuous: calyx-tube

ribbed in the common forms, lid thick, hemispheric or

shert-'omo, often abruptly beaked; stamens all in-

flected in the bud; anthers ovate-oblong, opening by
parallel slits: fr. ovoid-cylindric, about %m. across;
valves often slightly exserted. F.v.M. Eucal. 5:6.
Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 13, 15.—Australian deserts:
one of the “malice.”

Var. anguldsa, Benth. (E. anguldsa, Schau.). Calyx*
tube and lid prominently angled or ribbed, but vary-
ing much in this respect as well as in size of fls. and frs.

Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 14.

47 Planchoni&na, F. v. M. Tree, to 100 ft
,
with

angular branchlets: lvs. lanceolate, acuminate, elon-
gated. lid conical, about as long as the tube, both longi-
tudinally streaked; outer stamens flexuous m bud but
only the inner ones incurved; anthers broadly ovate,
opening by parallel slits: fr. ovoid-cylindric, truncate,
about %u\. across, the caps, sunk and valves well
inclosed. F.v M. Eucal. 4:6.—A profuse bloomer.
Timber heavy, hard, and durable; well adapted for

sawing but not easily split.

48. megac&rpa, F. v. M. Tree, 100 ft or less high:
bark deciduous, smooth, grayish white: lvs lanceolate,

falcate, mostly 4-6 in. long: fls. only 1-3 and sessile

m the umbels; lid shortly conical; stamens about
long; anthers ovate-oblong, opening by parallel slits:

fr depressed-globular, thick and hard, ^i~l in across:
rim convex, continuous with the thick obtuse incurvea
valves FvM Eucal 6:3. Maiden Crit Rev. Eucal.

78 (figs. 4-8).

49 gomphocSphala, DC Tooart Tree. Treej 120
ft or less high, bark persistent, rough but not stringy,

becoming dark* lvs thick, narrowly acuminate, pale
green fls usually 3-5, sessile, lid globose, very hard and
thick; stamens 3-4 lines long, anthers opening by par-
allel slits, fr. turbinate, rim broad and convex, rounded
to the incurved valves F.v M Eucal. 7.4 —Easily
distinguishable by the broad lid Wood of a pale yel-

lowish color: remarkable for hardness and strength,
heavy, the grain close and twisted, shrinks but little

and does not check while seasoning: suitable for large

scantlings and for use where exposed to great heat, as
m engine-rooms' one of the strongest woods known.
Grows both along the coast and m the dry ulterior

valleys: one of the most alkali-resistant species.

50. rfidis, Endl. Desert Gum Tree, 100 ft or less:

bark gnr
,
persistent, rough, but not deeply furrowed:

lvs. broadly to narrowly lanceolate, mostly %-234 in.

wide, peduncles lA- 1 m long, pedicels short; lid coni-

cal, not beaked, about as long as calyx-tube; stamens
3-4 lines long; anthers opening by parallel slits' fr.

broadly turbinate, 4-5 lines across; rim only slightly

ascending. F.v.M Eucal. 10’ 8.—Stands drought and
extremes of temperature better than most other
species: endures minimum temperatures of 15-18°:

suitable for most situations m the S W. : successfully

used as an avenue tree and for windbreaks at Fresno,
Calif. Timber probably of value only for posts and for

fuel.

51. deefpiens, Endl. Straggly shrub, or tree to 70
ft.: bark rough, persistent, fragile, lvs. ovate to lanceo-

late, 234-43^ in. long, seldom over %m wide: peduncles
34~34m. long; pedicels 0; lid conical, often twice as
long as calyx-tube; anthers very small, globular, open-
ing by pores which become longitudinal slits ' fr broadly
turbinate or globose, 3-4 lines across; valves awl-
shaped. F.v.M. Eucal. 10:3. Maiden, Crit, Rev.
Eucal. 63 (figs. 1-12).

52. vimin&lis, Labill. Manna Gum. Plate XXXIX.
Graceful tree, to 300 ft., the branchlets pendulous:
bark either persistent, roughish, and dark-colored
(never fibrous), or deciduous, very smooth, and gray-
ish white' seedling lvs lanceolate; mature lvs lanceo-

late, acuminate, somewhat falcate: fls usually 3,

rarely 6-8, sessile or on very short pedicels; lid semi-
ovate, mostly short-pointed

;
stamens about 3 lines
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long: anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits: fr.

aubglobose-truncate, 3-5 lines across; rim flat or
rounded; valves triangular, acute. May-Aug. F.v.M.
Eucal. 10:10. G.C. III. 4:597.—A hardy species,

grown as far north as Chico, Calif.: ranks next to
E. globulus in rapidity of growth. Timber not so strong
as that of many other sorts but of average value for

fuel, and can be grown under conditions in which
more valuable species would not survive or would make
only an inferior growth. A good bee tree.

53. Stuarti&na, F. v. M Apple-scented Gum. Tall
branching tree, with dense drooping foliage: closely

related to E. viminalis, and distinguishable from the
latter, when this has more than 3 fls in an umbel, by the
fibrous bark, roundish seedling lvs. and somewhat
smaller fls.: pedicels almost 0; buds angular; lid almost
hemispherical, or shortly and bluntly conical. Feb.-
May. F.v.M. Eucal 4:9.

54. Mac&rthuri, Deane & Maiden. Bark rough,
“very woolly:" seedling lvs. linear-lanceolate, slightly

cordate, strictly opposite; mature lvs. narrow, lanceo-
late. fls. 4-8, distinctly pedicellcd; buds ovoid, smooth,
very small* fr. semi-ovate, scarcely 3 lines across.—
Related to E. mrninahs and to E. Sluartiana: dis-

tinguished from the latter by the smooth slender-
pedicelled buds and from both by the smaller fls.

and frs.

55. amygd&lina, Labill. Peppermint Gum. Tree,
the tallest of the genus (var regnam) : bark persistent
on trunk and lower branches, fibrous: lvs. lanceolate,

not noticeably oblique at base, 2-4 in. long; veins
oblique; oil-dots large, not very numerous: fls. many
and crowded in the umbels; buds clavate, often rough;
lid hemispherical, very obtuse, shorter than the calyx-

tube; stamens under 2 lines long, anthers kidney-
shaped, opening by divergent slits: fr. hemispheric or
shortly ovate, truncate, about J^in across; rim flat

or slightly concave; valves flat or slightly protruding.
F.v.M. Eucal. 5:1. B M. 3260. B.R. 947 (as E longv-

folia). G.C. Ill 6.16. R II. 1902, p. 83.—Timber of

inferior durability and strength Foliage with odor of

peppermint; far richer in oil than any other eucalypt.

Var numerdsa, Maiden (E. Andre&na, Naudin). Fls.

very numerous, often over 20 in the umbel.

Var. r6gnans, F. v. M. (E. rtgnans, F. v. M ).

Giant Gum. Very tall tree (325 it. or leas high):

bark usually smooth, whitish, fibrous only near the
base: lvs. large, broad-lanceolate, especially those on
seedlings broader than in typical E. amygdalma, oil-

dots very fine, numerous: fr usually conoid. Maiden,
Crit Rev. Eucal. 33.—Earlier reports of 400-500 ft.

for this tree were erroneous (see Melbourne Argus for

March 23, 1904, Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. p. 183, and
G.C. III. 47, p. 69).

Var. angustifdlia, F.v.M. (E. linehns
,
Dehnh).

Graceful, spreading tree* branchlets drooping* lvs. very
narrow fls numerous in the umbel. Jan.-Apr

,
and

more or less throughout the year. Maiden, Crit. Rev.
Eucal. 30 (fig. 5).

56. Rfsdonii, Hook f. A beautiful glaucous-foliaged

tree 20-50 ft. high, the branches somewhat pendulous:
bark flaking off, smooth, not fibrous* early lvs. cordate,

connate in pairs; later lvs. either opposite and ovate
or alternate and broadly lanceolate, not very oblique

at base; veins oblique: buds, fls., and fr. as in E.
amygdalma but slightly larger. Maiden, Crit. Rev.
Eucal. 32 (fig. 1).—A valuable ornamental: all the

lvs. commonly opposite and connate.

57.

’ obliqua, L’Her. (E fissilis, F. v. M.). Tall tree:

bark persistent even on the branches, grayish, very
stringy but rather soft and fragile: lvs. thick, very
oblique at base. 4-6 in. long, veins very oblique: lid

hemispherical, depressed or somewhat pointed, shorter
than the tube; stamens fully 3 lines long, opening by

diverging slits: fr. somewhat pear-shaped, truncate,
slightly contracted at orifice, across; rim
broad and concave: caps, well sunk March-Aug.
F v.M. Eucal. 3:5. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eu'al. 5-8.

—

Will grow on poor boiI but does not endure severe
drought. Much valued in Austral, for bees: wood used
only for cheap, rough work.

58.

stellul&ta, Sieb. Small tree: bark becoming black
and furrowed, deciduous in layers, smooth above: lvs.

fuel and fences; warps badly. Trees sometimes badly
affected with scale.

60. corynocalyx, F v M Sugar Gum Fig 1428.
Tree, to 120 ft : bark smooth lvs elongate-lanceolate;

veins oblique* lid almost hemispheric, projecting
beyond the calyx-tube, stamens 2-3 lines long, anthers
short-oblong, opening by distinct parallel slits fr.

almost egg-shaped, nearly long by 3-4 lines thick;

rim thin; caps deeply sunk June-Nov FvM Eucal
2*2. GC. II. 12 593 —A valuable drought-resistant
species but does not endure temperatures below 20-25°.

Timber close-grained and hard, of a yellowish white
color: very durable underground, grown in Calif, for

railway ties An ornamental tree used for roadside
planting in S. Calif * affords much bee pasturage.

61. bupr€stium, FvM Shrub, to 20 ft.: lvs. nar-
row, acute, 2-3 in long* lid hemispherical, obtuse,
shorter than calyx-tube; stamens 2-3 lines long; anthers
opening by short divergent slits: fr. nearly globular,
the orifice much contracted, %-l in. across: rim
depressed. July-Oct. F.v.M. Eucal. 6:1.—Valuable
for bees.

62. diversfcolor, F. v. M. (E. colldsea, F. v. M. E.
diversicolor var cottbsea, Hort.). Karri. Fig. 1429.
Very tall symmetric tree: bark smooth, tohite: lvs.

dark green and shining above; veins very diverging: lid

obtusely conical, not wider than calyx-tube; stamens
4 lines long; anthers ovate, opening by parallel slits:

fr ovoid-truncatc, about long by 4-5 lines thick;
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rim rather thick; caps, deeply sunk. Feb.-May,
and again in Nov. F.v.M. Eucal. 5:4.—Thrives near
the coast but does not endure well the dry heat of

the interior: too tender for the San Joaquin Valley.

A rapid grower, profuse bloomer, and considered a
good tree for bees. Timber very hard, durable, of a
fight red color, and takes a fine polish: suitable for

furniture, wagon work, ties, and general construction.

63. salmonophldia, F. v. M. Finally tall: lvs. nar-

rowly lanceolate, 2-5 in. long, shining; oil-dots

copious: lid broadly conical, slightly longer than the

tube; anthers roundish, opening by parallel slits: fr.

semi-ovate, narrowed at base, 2 lines thick; valves
much exserted, long-pointed. F v.M. Eucal 9:6.

64. rostr&ta, Schlecht. Red Gum, Fig. 1430. Tree,
to 200 ft.: bark of mature trunks dark gray, either

smooth and deciduous or somewhat persistent near the

base and then checking into thick scales or even fur-

rowed; bark of seedlings and twigs reddish: lvs nar-

rowly lanceolate, acuminate, 4-6 m or more long:

calyx-tube hemispheric; lid usually hemispheric and
provided with a narrowed point or beak, sometimes
merely conical and not beaked, rarely over 3 lines long;

stamens 2-4 lines long; anthers oblong, opening by
parallel slits; fr. nearly globular, rarely above 3 lines

thick; rim broad, prominent; valves entirely pro-

truding, even before they open April-July. F.v.M.
Eucal. 4:7.—One of the most valuable species; next
to the sugar gum and forest gray-gum perhaps the most
drought-resistant; withstands frosts better than blue-

gum; endures the intense heat of Imperial Valley, on
the Colorado Desert; grows where the ground is inun-
dated for a considerable time; makes a good growth m
alkali soils, yet best results are secured only on good
soil, especially if moist and with a clayey subsoil A
slow-growing species in regard to height, but one of the
first in regard to diam.-growth (Ingham). Timber

1*30 Eucalyptus rostrat* (XH) No. 64.

very durable, both above and below ground: heavy,
takes a good polish: light red to deep red in color: not
so strong as sugar and blue -gums and trees more
irregular in growth: suitable for railroad-ties, piles,

fence-posts, and the like: difficult to wqrk when dry,

therefore scarcely suitable for fumnufre. Blossoms
supply honey to bees.

65. teretiefimis, Smith. Forest Gray Gum.
Flooded Gum. Bark and the general characters as in

E. rostrata: lvs. rather broadly lanceolate: calyx-tube

turbinate; lid slenderly conical, acuminate, rarely

abruptly beaked, 3-6 lines long, always much longer
than the tube; stamens 3-6 lines long: fr. obovoid or
nearly globular, 3—4 lines thick; rim very broad and
prominent; valves protruding. April-July F.v.M.
Eucal 9:8.—Closely related to E. rostrata

;

usually

coarser, the lvs. broader, peduncles and pedicels

stouter, and fr. larger, yet variable in all these charac-
ters. According to Ingham, this species has an erect

habit of growth, while E. rostrata grows very crookedly.
Withstands fully as wide a range in temperature,
moisture, and soil conditions as does E. rostrata: timber
similar but usually paler in color

;
more valuable because

of its more regular growth. E. amplifdlia, Naudm,
known in Calif, as the "Cooper” or "round-leaf tereti-

corrns,” is a form with large roundish lvs. when young.

66. macrorh^ncha, F v.M/ Tall tree: bark dark
gray, furrowed and fibrous: lvs lanceolate, acuminate,
3^5 in. long; lower ones broader, thick, and coriaceous;

veins very oblique, prominent: calyx-tube turbinate,

the edge forming a prominent ring with the conical

lid; anthers remform, opening by divergent slits: fr.

depressed-globose, 4-6 lines thick; rim broad, convex.
F.v.M. Eucal. 1:5. Maiden, Cnt. Rev Eucal. 39
(figs. 3-21).

67. Gfinnii, Hook. f. Cider Gum Small, often

scrubby tree* lvs thick, shining, less than 3 in long:

lid shining, hemispherical, short-pointed; stamens 2-3
lines long; anthers nearly oval, opening by parallel

slits: fr. pear-shaped, truncate, 3—4 lines across, rim
thin; valves sometimes slightly protruding. April-
July. B M. 7808. G.C. II 19 437,111.2 781; 11.787.

—A very hardy species, cattle readily browse on the
foliage, as it lacks the peculiarly pungent eucalyptus
odor FIs only 3 in the typical form, but this appa-
rently not cult in Amer.

Var. ac^rvula, Deane & Maiden. Buds and foliage

often of a yellowish cast: fls. usually 4-8 in the

umbel: fr. H~Min across. F.v M Eucal. 4.5 (main
fig ) —The form commonly grown m Calif Sapwood
yellowish.

Var undul&ta, Aurt (E undulrlta
,
Luehm

,
not of

F. v M ) Swamp Gum. Tall tree' lvs longer (over 3
in ), often 2 in. broad, somewhat undulate or plane' fr.

top-shaped.—Yields much nectar' flowers earlier than
E vxminahs. Timber strong and useful.

Var. mont&na, Auct A mountain form of E Gun-
»w, the only species which withstands the climate of
the east of England

68 mellioddra, Cunn Honey-scented Gum Yel-
low Box. Spreading tree with somewhat drooping
habit, to 150 ft high bark somewhat persistent below,
roughish, brownish gray without, yellowish within,
flaking off above, leaving the branches smooth: lvs.

narrow, acuminate, 3-5 in. long, fls small, the calyx
about 2 lines across; lid conic-hemispherical; stamens
2-3 lines long, outer ones sterile; anthers minute,
truncate, opening by terminal pores or short slits* fr.

distinctly stalked, truncate-globular, under 3 lines thick.

Feb.-Aug. F.v.M. Eucal. 2.5. Maiden, Cnt Rev.
Eucal. 61 (figs. 1—14).—Will grow on poor hillside soil

but best growth is made in the valleys Timber used
in Austral, by wheelwrights and shipbuilders: makes
excellent fuel: fls particularly rich in nectar and much
sought by bees.

69. odor&ta, Behr. (E . cajupiitea, Miq.). Differs
from E melliodora chiefly in the more erect habit and fr.

which is often nearly sessile, obconic, not or scarcely
contracted at orifice. F.v.M. Eucal. 2:7. Maiden,
Cnt. Rev. Eucal. 51 (figs. 9-19).—Grown at Fresno,
Calif. : may be of value for its oil.

70. doratdxylon, F. v. M. Spear-Wood. Beautiful
shrub or small tree: bark smooth, greenish white: lvs.

all opposite or nearly so, narrowly lanceolate, acurai-
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nate, mostly under 3 in. long: fls. 4^7 on each recurved
nearly terete peduncle; lid terminating in a rather long
boak; stamens 2-3 lines long; anthers ovate-oblong,
opening by parallel slits: fr ovoid, about 3 lines long,

scarcely as wide F.v M Eucal. 4:4 Maiden, Cnt.
Rev. Eucal. 70 (figs. 3-5).—Of ornamental value
because of its slender, graceful habit.

71. margln&ta, Smith (E. fionbdnda
l

Hueg.).
Jarrah Tall tree under favorable conditions, often

low: bark persistent and somewhat fibrous or flaking

off m strips, lvs. lanceolate, 3-6 in. long; veins widely
spreading: peduncles sometimes a little flattened; lid

oblong-conical, longer than calyx-tube; stamens 3-4
lines Tong, all fertile, the outer not indexed in bud;
anthers cordate-reniform, opening bv divergent slits:

fr subglobose, narrowed to the stalk, Hin or more
thick, hard, and smooth April, May. F v M Eucal.

7 5 —Valuable hardwood tree requiring a warm cli-

mate: not yet a success in Amer. Timber easily worked,
takes a fine polish, not attacked by teredo, almost
incombustible* used in England for street-paving and
in Austral for piles, underground work, telegraph-

poles, ties, flooring, shingles, and general construction.

72 Bailey&na, F. v M. Tall tree: bark persistent

throughout, fibrous: foliage dense and shady: lid

hemispheric; anthers cordate, opening by divergent
slits, fr globular-urnshapod, scarcely thick, 3-

celled F.v.M Eucal 3 1.—A “strmgybark:” will

?

;row well on sandy soil. Timber very tough: suitable
or tool-handles little known
73 erythrondma, Turcz. (E . conoidea, Benth.).

Small tree bark rough, reddish: lvs. lanceolate, 1-3

in long, thick and shining; veins very oblique, obscure:
fls 2-3, red, distinctly stalked in the usually recurved
umbels, lid hemispheric, acute; stamens about ^in.
long, raised above the border of the calyx by the thick

disk, anthers oblong, opening by longitudinal slits,

fr top-shaped, truncate, 4-6 lines across, run raised

above the calyx-border, showing externally as a smooth
ring Spring F.v M Eucal 8.2.—A highly orna-
mental species of recent intro

74 leucdxylon, F v M (E gradhpes, Naudm)
White Ironbark. Fig 1431 Tall tree, usually branch-
ing below, bark mostly deciduous in irregular strips,

smooth, pale juvenile lvs ovate-lanceolate, sessile
;
adult

lvs narrow-lanceolate, grayish or dull green: fls 2-5,

mostly 3, long-stalked, white or rarely pink; lid semi-

ovate, pointed, about as long as calyx-tube; stamens
very unequal, outer ones often J^in long and usually

sterile, anthers truncate, opening by apical pores;

stigma much dilated fr obovoid, truncate, scarcely

contracted at orifice, 4-5 lines across; rim thick. Nov -

April F.v M. Eucal 1 4. Maiden, Cnt Rev. Eucal.

56 (figs 1-12) RH 1901, p 500—Grows best near
the coast and where there is plenty of rain but will

endure considerable drought and poor soil: withstands
minimum temperatures of 15-20°. Valuable bee tree,

yielding an excellent honey Timber superior to that
of almost any other eucalypt for certain purposes

:

hard and durable, pale brown or white: used in car-

pentry and wheelwrights’ work; also for ax-handles,

railroad-ties, and underground work. The form with
pink fls is highly ornamental. Var purp&rea, Hort

,

Has bright purple fls

75 sider6xylon, Cunn. (E leucdxylon var. sxderdxy-

lon, Auct ). Red Ironbark. Characters mostly as in

E. leucoxylon’ usually not branched below* bark per-

sistent. rough, dark red or black: juvenile lvs. linear-

lanceolate; adult lvs. green, fls, white or yellowish
except in the vars. Maiden, Crit. Rev. Eucal. 55 (figs.

5-13).—Wood dark brown or reddish, otherwise
similar to that of E. leucoxylon and climatic require-

ments the same.
Var. rtoea. Hort. {E. leucdxylon var. tinea, Hort.).

Lvs. green: fls. rose-colored. Dec.-June.—A handsome

1

form and profuse bloomer, distinguished from the pink
form of E. leucoxylon by the rough dark-colored bark.

Var. pdllens, Auct (E leucdxylon var. pdUens,
Benth. E. leucdxylon var.
pdllida, Hort.). Lvs. silvery

gray, not very coriaceous: fls.

red.—A profuse bloomer

76 longifdlia, Link & Otto.
Wollybutt Medium-sized or
tall tree*, bark of

old trunks per-
sistent, gray,
rough or wrin-
kled, somewhat
fibrous * lvs. elon-

rd-lanceolate:

long-stalked

;

lid broadly corn-

eal, acute, pale;

stamens fully

Hm. long, in-

flectedm the bud,
all perfect, an-
thers ovate -ob-
long, opening by

,

parallel slits;

stigma not di-

lated. fi. bell-

shaped or turbl- 1431 Eucalyptus leucoxylon ( X H)> No. 74.
nate, truncate,

angular, about Viin. thick; rim prominent, ascending.
F.v.M Eucal. 2:4—Flowering almost continuously:
valuable for bees.

I

E annuUUa, Benth Shrub or small tree with characters of E
oornuta, except as follows lvs narrow -lanceolate, acuminate
hd 6-8 lines long, usually incurved fr depressed-globose, 4 5 lines
thick, the convex rim protruding as a thick rim —E Bosxstodna,
¥ v M Next to E pilulans in the key but perhaps related to E
melhodora Lvs narrow -lanceolate copiously dotled, of equal
color on both sides, \eins very divergent fls frw and peditelled in
the umbels, peduncles somewhat compressed, lid fully as long as
tube, narrow-hemispheric fr small, with narrow nm, valves
inclosed Maiden, Cm Rev Eucal 49 (figs 1-4 ) —E cnlifurmca,
used by Abbot Kinney in his book entitled “Eucalyptus,” has not
been recognized by botanists also listed as E occidentalis var.
califormca, Kinney —E cxnlrra, F v M Related to E viminalis
Bark persistent, fibrous lvs oppsite, sessile, cordate, more or less

white-mealy fls 3-7, pedicellate fr 3 lines thick, with protruding
valves

—

E dealbdla, A Cunn Small tree, near E vimin&lis lvs
glaucous, often broad and obtuse fls 3-6, small fr -nm flat,

valves protruding exon before they open Cult, in Cuba

—

E
Dednet, Maiden Very close to E saligna, distinguished chiefly by
its broad sucker lvs—B FaUi Bay (?), Naudin, is a horticultural
form either of E rostrata or of E tereticorms brancblets pen-
dulous —E jvgdlis, Naudin, is a cult form not yet identified—E Maidtnn, F v M Appearance and bark of E coniocalyx
but peculiar warty buds and caps of E. globulus branchlets
quadrangular —E McCWchxe, Kinney, is a horticultural name
for the large-fld form of E Gunnu var acervula —E mxnidta,
A Cunn Placed after E ficifoha in the key fls. sessile in
simple umbels, brilliant orange-color -

fr truncate-ovate, nearly
2 in long F v M Eucal 6 4 —E Mortomdna, Kinney, is a
horticultural species probably referable to E Maidem Maiden,
Cnt Rev Eucal 79 (figs 13-14), 80 (figs 1-12).

—

E pdtens,
Benth Next to E pilulans m the key pwiuncles only slightly
flattened, bearing 3-7 fls , lid hemisphencal, short-pointed, about
half as long as tube fr truncate-ovate, 5 lines wide, nm narrow;
caps sunk. F.v M Eucal 9 5—E phaceafdlxa , listed by Rich-
ter in Calif. Exp. Sta Bull No 217, p 1011, is probably a mis-
pnnt for E ficifoha —E pwnala, a garden name J H Maiden
suggests that Californian specimens under this name may be E.
coccifera (Cnt Rev Eucul

, p 143) —E rubuia, Deane & Maiden.
Characters of E viminalis, but bark always smooth and white,
often with reddish patches, and the sucker lvs broad —E uncm-
dla, Turcs Near E decipiens in the key and, like it, a shrub bark
deciduous, smooth’ lvs very light green, narsow, copiously dark-
dotted, veins fine, widely divergent - filaments kinked, anthers open-
ing by terminal pores fr 2-3 lines across

,
valves little if at all

exserted F.v.M. Eucal 4 10 Maiden, Cnt Rev Eucal 62.—E. umigera, Hook f Shapely tree with drooping branchlets
and glaucous bluish foliage bark smooth, pale brown lvs. 2-4
in. long, obtuse fls mostly 3 in each umbel

,
peduncles often re-

curved fr. nearly globose but somewhat urn-shaped, 4-5 lines
wade, cape, much sunk and valves inclosed. Maiden Cnt Rev.
Eucal. 80 (Figs. 13-15).

Other names offered m foreign catalogues are. E capUtllata,
E. eontuUneana, E delegalensis, E divas, E. gonxpho-^ornuta, E
loxopkleba, B. pahidosa, B. Smtihxx.

Harvey Monroe Hall.
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EUCHARIDIUM (from the Greek for charming).
Onagrdcese. Pretty small annuals, one of which (E. con-

annum) is well known in gardens.
Three Californian herbs allied to Clarkia ( and often

referred to it), but differing m the calyx-tube being
much prolonged beyond the ovary, and the stamens 4
and opposite the sepals and not appendaged at the base;

petals lobed. Cult, simple, as for Clarkia.

concfnnum, Fisch. & Mey. (Cldrkia concinna, Greene),
is a graceful garden annual, growing 1-2 ft high, sim-
ple or very nearly so, pubescent or glabrous, lvs.

small, oblong, petioled, entire fls regular, rose-colored,

nearly or quite an inch across, calyx-tube filiform, an
inch or more long; filaments filiform; petals 3-loDed,

the middle lobe not much exceeding the others. B It.

1962. B.M 3589.—Of easy cult, in any garden soil; a
useful annual.

grandifldrum, Fisch. & Mey. (Cldrkia grandijlbra.

Greene). Differs from abovem being diffusely branched
from the base, corolla larger, irregular, 3 upper petals

approximate and the other separate and declined, all

the middle lobes long-clawed. There is a var. dlba

advertised.

BrSweri, Gray (Cldrkia BrSweri, Greene. C. Sax-
edna, Greene). 1-2 ft. high: lvs. 1 m or more long,

lanceolate, entire, short-petioled: corolla irregular;

petals broadly obcordate with the middle lobe narrow-
spatulate and much exceeding the other lobes; filaments

club-ehaped : has a honeysuckle fragrance. l. H. B.

EX)CHARIS (ivery graceful, from the Greek). Ama-
rvUuldcex. Amazon Lily. Hothouse bulbous plants
of great beauty and delightful fragrance, blooming m

late winter and
spring and at
other times if the
requisite treat-

ment is given.

Bulb tuni-
cated, 1-2 in.

diam.: lvs.
broad-ovate,
narrowed into

distinct petioles,

prominently
parallel - ribbed,

radical: fls.

white, in um-
bels, very showy,
standing on long
stout scapes;
perianth -tube
straight or
curved, the
throat dilated:

segms. broaa
and spreading;
perianth-cup
either entire or
toothed between
the filaments:
ovules 2 to many
m each of the 3
locules.— Six or
8 handsome spe-

cies from Colom-

1432. Eucharis. Leaf of E. grandifiora, ^ia. The species

and fls. of a, E. subedentata; b, E. Sanderi; are CO n fused,
c, E. grandifiora; d, E. Candida. E. grandifiora

. (known to gar-

deners as E. amazonica), E. Candida dnd E. subedentata
are the well-marked types. The fls. in Fig. 1432,
adapted from authentic plates, will distinguish the
types. Hybridizes with Urceohna (see Urceochans)
The Amazon lilies, as eucharis are popularly called,

are among the most desirable of warmhouse bulbous
plants, being not only very beautiful but also very free

m the production of flowers. When grown in pots, they
require a ooarse fibrous soil, composed chiefly of rottea

30a, and enriched with about one-fourth of dry cow-
manure and a sprinkling of bone-dust. The pots should

be well drained, for much water is needed during the
growing season, but frequent potting should be avoided
as the roots are impatient of disturbance Shading
from full sunshine is required, except during the winter

months, and a night temperature of 65° to 70° is best

for these plants By drying off the eucharis to some
extent for a few weeks, a crop of flowers may be had
at almost any season, providing the bulbs are strong
and healthy, but they should never be dried to such a
degree that all the foliage is lost, else the bulbs will be
much weakened. Good results are also had from plant-

ing out the eucharis on a bench in a warmhouse, the
soil and treatment being much the same as for pot-

grown specimens. The only insects liable to give much
trouble m connection with these plants are mealy-bugs
and thnps, and these may be controlled by thorough
syringing. (W. II. Taplin )

grandifldra, Planch (E. amazdmea

,

Lind ) Amazon
Lily. Star of Bethelhem (a name also applied to

Ornithogalum). Fig 1432. Bulb globular, 2 m chain

lvs. 2-4 to each stem, the petiole about 12 m long;

If.-blade 1 ft. or more long and 5-6 in broad, oblong*

scape 1-2)^ ft., bearing an umbel of 3-6 large (4 m.
across), very fragrant star-like fls on pedicels nearly
or quite 1 m. long, segms. spreading, oblong and obtuse 1

;

tube of perianth cylindrical and curved, 2 in long,

cup forming a distinct projecting tube. B M. 4971.

FS 9.957; 12-1216-17. Gn. 48, p 217, 59, p. 25; 61,

p. 125; 03, pp. 71, 131; 66, p 412; 76, p 67, 77, p 418
GO. Ill 7193; 16:665; 28 115; 35 117; 41:71; 51*

141. R H. 1912, p 115 G. 3-407; 9.301 (E amazonica
var. grandifiora)’, 10:5. G.L 21*476 GM. 46*83
G.W. 2, p. 87. GZ 2:1. A F. 5*363; 8:445. F E.
8:1000 F.R 1:11; 2:364 Var. Modrei, Baker, has
smaller, rounder and thicker lvs

,
and smaller fls with

the cup lined with yellow—Of all warm greenhouse
bulbous flowering plants, E grandifiora {E amazonica
of the gardener) stands without a rival in the purity

and beauty- of its bloom.—Prop by offsets, but one
must always bear m nund that these plants do not
like to be disturbed much at the 1 roots, and it will be
some time before they- recover from the operation of

being divided The spring is the best time to sepal ate

the bulbs. Turn the plant out. of its pot, and take a
hose with a gentic pressure on it and wash all the loam
carefully away from the roots, care being taken to

break as few as possible.—It thrives w-ell m a good turfy

loam. Add about a third of dried cow-manure, with
as much sand and charcoal to keep the* whole porous.
The pots should be well drained with crocks, as these

plants will never do well if the soil gets into a “sour”
condition. Three bulbs to a 6-inch pot arc enough, but
if large specimens are desired for exhibitions, increase

the number and the size of pot, having m view what is

desired. Do not give much water after plants are

divided, until growth has begun. When they are grow-
ing vigorously, a copious supply of water is required.
A temperature ' f 65° by night should be maintained,
and during the uav it may run to 80° or 85°. The air

should never be allowed to become “stagnant.” This
applies, of cov^se, to all kinds of plants grown m glass

structures. It must be remembered that in their native
place the plants grow outdoors, and in heating green-

nouses allowanoe should be made for the free admis-
sion of fresh air at all times. Eucharis like a light shade
over them during the brightest part of the day, but
from about the end cf Sept, until March they will

stand all the sun possible E. gra,uhfiora can be flowered
2 or 3 times during the year -When the lvs. are fully

matured, cease watering until signs of flagging of the
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foliage is noticed, then water again to freshen them up.
Keep this treatment up for a month, that is alternately

drying and watering. The temperature may be low-
ered 5° during this resting-period. Start the plants by
giving them a thorough soaking of water, and raise the
temperature again to not less than 65° by night. The
fl -sts will soon appear, and they may be watered with
manure water, as advised for Dipladenia, until they
begin to open, when it should be withheld until they
have finished flowering. When the fl -sts have all

been removed, a new set of lvs will be meanwhile
pushing up, and they may be again fed as advised above,
until they are fully developed; and again treat them
in every way as before All the insect pests are liable

to thrive on Eucharis, and the plants may be
fumigated as advised for other greenhouse plants

Hod-spider may be kept down by the syringe. (George
F. Stewart.)

MAstersii, Baker Bulb globose, often smaller:
If -blade 8-9 in long and 4-5 m broad, oblong, rounded
at the base, exceeding the petiole, scape 1 ft. high,
bearing 2 nearly sessile fls (2} 2-3 in across) in the
umbel, the porianth-segrns ovate and spreading and
shorter than m E grandi flora, tube slightly curved, 2
in long, cup forming a shallow frilled or notched collar

B M. 6881 OC II 24 721 GZ 31, p 217 —Pos-
sibly a hybrid of E grandiflora and E, Sanden

Candida, Planch. Fig 1 132 d Bulb globose, bearing
stolons 2 in diam If -blade 9-15 in long, 4-5 m
broad at the middle, oblong, gradually narrowed both
ways, about as long as petiole scape somewhat flat-

tened, glaucous, 1-1 1

2 It high, bearing 6-10 short-

pedicelled fls in an umbel, serins oblong, acute, more
or loss reflexed, tube 1

1 j-2 m long, curved; winged
yellow filaments projecting, united at the base onlv
FS. 8 788 G 6 5, 15.289 J H. III. 61.443. G fc.

21, p 194 —Smaller-fld than E. grandiflora

SAnderi, Baker Fig 1432 b Bulb ovoid, 1-2 in

diam If -blade 10-12 in long and 5-fl in broad,
oblong, cordate at base, twice longer than petiole

seapo terete, 1 ft
,
bearing 2-3 nearly sessile fls , Begins

ovate, 1 in or more long, lube curved, 2 in. long,

yellowish cup, very narrow, like a collar or rim, and
bearing the short, curved filaments on its edge B M
6076. GG II 19 3*9 G 6 277 JH III 52 9
G Z. 28, p 1*5 —By some thought to be a hybrid of

E grandiflora and E Candida Var multifldra, Baker
Fls. smaller, 4-6, striped green B M 6831

subedent&ta, Benth ( Calliphruria subedentdta
,

Baker) Fig 1432 a Bulb ovoid, lji in diam . If

-

blade 0-8 in. long, 3-4 in. broad, oblong, triangular at
b;ise, about as long jus the channeled petiole: scape
slender, 1 ft

;
fls 6-8 on pedicels 1 m or less long,

aibe 1 m. long, funnel-shaped above, segins oblong,

uscending, 1 m long, cup wanting or represented only
by obscure tooth on t he filaments B M. 6289 III.

28:415.—A small-fid species.

E Bakerx&rui, N E Br Has the perianth of E grandiflora
and stamens of E Candida* fls 4-6 in the umbel, 2 }

2

in across,

pure white, tube not enlarging emphatically at the top, cun pro-
jecting from the bases of the Hegnis

,
not toothed lu 4 or 5, elliptic,

10-18 in long, \«*ry dark green and closely striate scape 12-18 m
BM 7114 GO a I 7 417, 12 200 —E burfordetuu, Hort Sup-
posed hybrid between E Mnsterhii and L St< \ensii fls bell-

shaped, over 3 in across, about 2 in long — E ElmeUlna, Sander
Hybrid of E Sanden and E grandiflora Easter to grow than E
Sanden. G C. Ill 26 315 —E Lfhmannu, Kegel. Els. about 4
m an umbel, ljj m across, the spreading corona with 12 long,

narrow teeth, the perianth-segms spreading or reflexed lvs 2,

elliptic-oblong Gt 38 1300 —E Ldmi, Baker Robust fls 4 m
across, the spreading outer segms 1 in wide and the 3 inner ones
incurved, lvs. larger than those of E Candida, long-stalked Per-
haps a natural hybrid of E grandiflora and E Sanden GC III

13.539. J.H III 28*111* 43 276 Gn W. 10 7 —E SUvensn,
N. E. Br. Free-flowenng fls. 3-3h in across 'bout 7 \n the umbel,
pure white with yellow on the outside of the cup 01 corona, lvs.

12-14 in. long, very like E Sanden, and a garden hybrid of that
inecies and E Candida J H. Ill 30 253 Gn. 40 128 G C III
lV *aw

* L. H. B.

EUCHUfcNA (Greek eu, well, chlaina, covering).
Gramlnese. Annual or perennial grasses^ with stout
stems, broad blades and monoecious inflorescence,

occasionally grown in the South for forage and some-
times for ornament.
Stammate mfl. m a tassel at the top, the pistillate

in small ears in the axils of the lvs.; spikelets 1-fld.;

pistillate spike slender, the several joints producing
l-secded frs trapezoidal in shape, the surface smooth
and hard The aspect is that of Indian corn (Zea)
from which it differs in having free slender-jointed pis-

tillate spikes that are not united into a cob —Only
one species is generally recognized, but there are
probably others, all Mexican or Cent American

mexic&na, Schrad (E luxunans, Dur. & Aschers.
Redna luxunans, Dur ) Teosinte. Annual* sts

strongly eespitosp, decumbent and spreading at base,
erect above, 5-10 ft or even more, leafy. Dept
Agric

,
Div Agrost 20 1 1 —Occasionally cult, for

torage in the Gulf states The seed rarely matures
north of S Fla Sec Cydo Arner Agric

,
Vol. II, pp.

A S Hitchcock.

EUCNiDE (Greek-made word, referring to the sharp
nettle-like hairs) Loasacwe Several N. American
annual or biennial herbs, by some authors referred to
Mentzeha Plants with stinging hairs lvs. alternate
or the lower ones opposite, cordate or ovate, more or
less lobed fls yellow* or white, calyx-tube oblong, the
limb persistent, 5-lobcd, petals 5, united at the base and
inserted on the throat of the calyx, stamens numerous,
the filaments filiform, ovary 1-loculed, bearing a 5-

cleft style E. bartonioides, Zucc ( Mentzeha bar -

tonuAdes, Benth and Hook ), is sometimes cult It is a
pretty summer-flowering annual, thriving in warm gar-
den soil Sts about 1 ft

,
somewhat succulent, more or

less decumbent, hispid-hairy lvs. alternate, petioled,

broad-ovate anti toothcd-lobed. fls large, on long
pedicels, opening in sunshine, the petals ovate-pointed,
the numerous yellow hair-like stamens projecting and
brush-like Mex

,
New Mex

,
and Texas. B M. 4491

(as Microsptrina bartonioides)

.

Gt. 5:320 L H B.

EUCODONIA is referred to Achimencs. E. Ehcren-
bergu, Hanst lanata, Hanst (Sec p. 208, Vol. I)

It is offered abroad. E nxgchdules, Hurt =Eucodon6p-
sis nagelio'uh's

,
Van Houtte, being a hybrid between

Eucodoma Ehrenbergn and N&geha zebnna splcndens.
Fls single on the summits of the peduncles, declined,
rose-purple F S 16 1608. Var. hlacin&la

,
Van

Houtte, has large fls. white at the throat and striped
and pointed with purple, and lilac-marbled on the
limb. FS. 18:1858-9.

EtlCOMIS (Greek, beautiful hair or topknot). Lilia-

ccae. C:ine bulbs, half-hardy, producing radical rosettet

of long leaves anil a strong peduncle or scape bearing
a raceme of greenish or whitish flowers more or less

tinged with color, the cluster crowned or topped with
a coma of leafy bracts (it is from this coma or crest

that the generic name is taken)
Bulb tunicatcd: peduncle simple: lvs. lorate or

oblong, often tinged or spotted with purple: fls reg-
ular, 6-parted, rotate; stamens 6, ov&ry broad and
short; st\le cylindrical and stigma capitate: caps. 3-

valved —Species about 12, African, nearly all from S.
Afr. Prop by offsets The bulbs may remain m the
open if in a warm place and w*ell protected; some of
them stand considerable frost, and bloom in spring.
Of easy cult Let the bulbs remain where planted. In
the N treated as glasshouse plants.

a. Scape club-shaped.

rfcgia, Ait. Bulb globose, 2-3 in. diam.: lvs. 6-8,
obtuse, not undulate toward the edge, to ft. long
and 3-4 in broad* scape 3-6 in long bearing a dense
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oblong raceme 3-6 in. long; As. green, J^in. long, the
segms. oblong, and stamens half as long as perianth:
crown of 12-20 oblong, acute, crisped lvs. S. Afr.

n&na, Ait Bulb 2 m. diam.: lvs. about 8, obtuse,
firm, purplish on back toward the base, to 2 ft. long,

3-4 in. broad above the middle: scape short, 1 in.

thick at top, spotted purple; raceme with more or less

purple, 3-4 in. long, dense, the fls. nearly sessile:

perianth green, Am. long, the segms. oblong; crown of
12-20 oblong acute lvs. 8. Afr.

J&cquinii, C. H. Wright. Differs from the above,
with which it has been confused, in broader and
shorter lvs. less tapering at base, and no purple in the
infl. S. Afr.

AA. Scape cylindrical.

B. Pedicels short.

undul&ta, Ait. Bulb globose, 2-3 in. diam.: lvs.

6-9, strap-shaped, to \A ft. long, 2-3 in. broad, thin,

not spotted on back, spreading or recurving, unaulate:
scape 1 ft. or less, bearing a dense raceme 3-6 in long;

perianth gfeen, }^in. long, the segms. oblong or
oblanceolate: crown of 12-30 crisped lvs. S. Afr.

B.M. 1083. G.W. 15, p. 305.

bb. Pedicels long, erect-spreading.

punctata, L’Her. Pineapple Flower. Bulb glo-

bose, 2-3 in. diam : lvs. 6-9, erect-spreading, long and
narrow, to 2 ft. long and 2-3 m. broad, channeled, not
undulate, brown-spotted beneath: scape 1 ft

,
spotted;

raceme lax, cylindrical, to 1 ft. long; fls. green, Hin.
long, the ovary brown: crown of 12-20 oblong acute
lvs. S. Afr. B M. 913. F.S. 22 2307. G W. 5, p. 121;

9, p. 5. JH III. 52*141. Gn 70, p. 295. G. 19:291;
22:520

;
27:409

;
32:675. F.E. 31:1080 —A form with

lvs. striped beneath with brown is var. strutta, Sims.
B M. 1539.

bfcolor, Baker. Bulb targe and globose: lvs. 5-6,

strap-shaped, thm, not spotted, undulate, to 2 ft. long
by 3-4 in. broad: scape 1-1A ft. long; raceme to 1 ft.

long, dense at top; stamens and margins of perianth-
segms. bright purple, otherwise close to E punctata:
crown of 12-20 oblong acute lvs. usually margined
with red-purple. S. Afr. B.M. 6816. G.W. 14, p. 468.

L. H. B.

EUC6MMIA (Greek, eu, well, and kommi, gum;
alluding to the fact that the plant contains rubber).
Euxommidcex. Deciduous tree grown for its handsome
foliage and also for its possibility as a hardy rubber-
producing tree.

Branches with laminate pith: winter-buds conspicu-
ous, with imbricate scales: lvs alternate, petioled, ser-

rate, without stipules: fls dioecious, without perianth,
solitary in the axils of bracts at the base of tne young
shoots and precocious; atammate fls. pedicelled; sta-

mens 6-10 with very short filaments and elongated
linear anthers; pistillate fls short-pedicelled with a
1-celled, 2-ovulea stipitate ovary, bifid at the apex, the
lobes stigmatic on the inside: fr. a compressed winged
nutlet.—-One species in Cent. China, not closely related
to any other genus; it was first placed with the
Trochodendraceae or Magnohaceae ana afterward with
the Hamamelidaceae, but is now generally considered as
representing a distinct family allied to the last named.
Eucommia is an upright-growing vigorous tree with

rather large elliptic dark green foliage, inconspicuous
precocious flowers and wmged fruits; in habit and
foliage it resembles somewhat an elm tree. In China
the bark is a most valued medicine. The tree contains
rubber in all its parts, particularly in the young growth
and m the bark. Though the rubber nas proved to be
of good quality, it is apparently difficult of extraction
and not present in sufficient quantity to make the
commercial exploitation of the tree pay; therefore the
hopes which have been set in this “hardy rubber tree"

will probably never realize. The tree has proved per-

fectly hardy as far north as Massachusetts and grows
well m a loamy humid soil. Propagation is by seeds and
by greenwood cuttings under glass.

ulmoldes, Oliver. Tree, to 60 ft. : lvs elliptic to elliptic-

ovate, acuminate, broadly cuneate at the base, serrate,

glabrous, glossy and dark green above, pubescent below
when young, 3-7 in. long: samara oblong, bifid at the
apex, 1^-1H in. long. April; fr. in Oct. Cent. China.
HI. 20:1950. R.H. 1909, p. 226. M.D G 1912:11,
®I3. Alfred Rehder.

EUCRlfPHIA (Greek for well covered). Eucryphidr
cese; formerly referred to Rosace#

.

A very few southern
hemisphere resinous trees or shrubs, with opposite
evergreen simple or pinnate lvs and showy white fls.:

sepals 4, free; petals 4, broad; stamens very many;
ovary free, 5-18-celled: fr a hard dehiscent caps. E.
pinnatifbha, Gay, is a shrub or small tree, hardy m
parts of England, with large white hyperieuin-hke
4-petaled tis. and rose-like foliage, from Chile B M
7067. GC.II 14*337; III. 9.613; 10 217; 15.109,
23 . 15 (fr ) ;

30.351. Gn 63. p. 281 ; 77, p 423 G 29*96;
33.25. F.SR. 1, p. 41. Gn.W. 9.821. G M 53.203
E. cordifbha, Cav., has simple serrate lvs B M. 8209
G. 33.607. G.C. 111.22:247; 42 259, 44 129 Gn
70, p 190; 73, p. 471.—Neither of these is in the Ameri-
can trade Worthy of trial in the S. There are 2 species

(E Billardieri, Spach, and E. Moorei, Muell ) m Tas-
mania and New S Wales.

Plants of E. pinnatifoha give much satisfaction in

the open in England although not much known, the
pure white fls. 3 in diam., and borne more or less in

pairs, being produced in great profusion in late summer;
it grows 8-10 ft. high.

EUGENIA (named in honor of Prince Eugene of

Savoy) MyrtAcese A large group of trees and shrubs,

grown chiefly for their ornamental foliage and berries

Many tropical species yield edible fruits which are

both eaten out of hand and made into jellies or con-
fections A number of these have been recently intro-

duced into the warmer parts of the United States,

where they give promise of attaining much impor-
tance The clove of commerce belongs to this genus.

Evergreen trees and shrubs, lvs. opposite, mostly
entire and finely penniveined: fls white or creamy or

the numerous stamens yellowish: fr a drupe-like berry,

usually globular or pear-shaped, 1-5-seeded. Habit
and infl of Myrtus, which see for cult, and prop.

INDEX.

aromauca, 8. Dombeyi, 1. microphylla, 4.

asptrifolia, 4. Jambolana, 9. myrtifoha, 5.

outtrain, fi. Jambos, 6. Pitanga, 3.

brawhensis, 1. macrophylla, 7. unifiora, 2.

caryophyllata, 8. jnalaccenms, 7. vulgans, 6.

Caryophyllu*, 8. Mxchelu , 2.

A. Fls. solitary on axillary peduncles; petals not united.

CEugenia proper.)

1. brasiliSnsis, Lam. (E. D&mbeyi, Skeels). Grumix-
ameira of Brazil. Tree, to 50 ft., glabrous or the infl

obscurely puberulent: lvs. oral or obovate-oblong,
tapering at base, obtuse, 2Arb in. long, 1-2A in.

broad: peduncles 1-2 in. long, much exceeding the

scales which subtend them : fr. edible, scarlet, black at

maturity, the size of a cherry. Brazil. B.M. 4526.

R.H. 1845:425.—Cult, in 8. Calif. The frs. are candied
and eaten in the tropics.

2. unifl&ra, Linn., not Berg. (E. Michelh, Lam.).
Pitanga. Surinam Cherry. Shrub, 5-20 ft., glab-

rous: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, obtuse at base, glossy, 1-2

in. long, exceeding the peduncles: berry A~\ in. diam.,
ribbed, resembling a miniature tomato, edible, with a
spicy acid flavor. Trop. Brazil. R H 1889, p. 532 —
Haroy m S. Fla. and in S. Calif. Much esteemed for
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jellies. Useful also as a pot-plant, producing an abun-
dance of showy red frs.

3 PitAnga, Kiaersk. Pitanoa. Low shrub, young
foliage ana branchlets reddish pubescent: lvs. elliptic-

oblong, acute at base, lJ^-3 m. long: berry red, sub-

f
lobose, obscurely 8-nerved, about J^in. diam. S.

Irazil and adjacent Argentine.—Intro, into S. Calif, by
Franceschi.

4.

microphjdla, A Rich., not Bedd. nor Rich ex
Berger (E asperifdlia, Berg). Branchlets and infl. pilose:

lvs. small, oval, acute, glabrous, longer than the
peduncles: fr. unknown. Cuba.—Species other than
the true E. mtcrophylla apparently have been intro,

under this name.

aa. FIs. in cymes or panicles; petals spreading, not

united. (Jambosa. Caryophyllus.)

5.

mvrtifdlia, Sims (E. austrdlis, Wendl. Jambdsa
myrtifdlia, Ndz.). Australian Brush Cherry. Tree,
attaining 80 ft., glabrous: lvs. oval or oblong-lanceo-

1433. Flower of rose-apple, Eugenia Jambos. (Natural sice )

late
?
mostly acute, 1M~3 in long: fls. white: fr red,

ovoid, nearly 1 in long, with an acid taste Austral.
B.M 2230. Umv Calif Pub. Bot 4:8.—Hardy in

the S Much used m Calif, as an ornamental tree and
for clipped hedges. The foliage is dense and glossy,

green when mature, tinged with wine-red on the grace-
fully spreading young snoots. Frs. sometimes used in

jelly-making.

6.

JAmbos, Linn. (Jambdsa vulgaris, DC. Jambdsa
Jdmbos, Millsp.). Rose-Apple. Jamrosade. Jambos.
Fig. 1433. Tree, 20-30 ft., glabrous: lvs. lanceolate.
Very acuminate, 5-8 in. long, 1-2 in. broad, thick ana
shining* fls greenish white' fr. pyriform, iy$-2 in.

thick, white or yellowish, tinged with rose-color, edible
but rather insipid, fragrant. E. Indies. B M. 1696.
Gn. 75, p. 616.—Hardy in Calif, as far north as San
Francisco. Grown for its rich foliage and showy fls.

Frs. much used in the tropics for jelly-making and
in confectionery.

74

7. maUccAnsis, Linn. (E. macrophtfUa, Lam., not
Berg. Jambdsa malaccSnsis, DC.). Large-fruited
Rose Apple. Jambos. Glabrous tree: lvs. oblong to
•lliptic, acute, 5-10 in. long, 2-4 in. wide: fls. purple:
fr fragrant, red, obovoid, about 2 in. diam., with apple-
like flavor Polynesia.—More tender than E. Jambos

,

but the foliage more luxuriant and the frs. larger.

8. aromAtica, Baill
,
not Berg (<Caryophyllus aromdti-

cus, Linn E. caryopnylldta, Thunb Jambdsa Caryo-
phyllus, Ndz.). Clove Tree Lvs. ovate-oblong,
acute, strongly tapering to the conspicuous petiole,

2-5 in. long, coriaceous, dotted; lateral veins numerous,
parallel, tne cross-veinlets obscure: fls. m terminal
tnchotomous cymes, pale purple, only \im. across.

Moluccas.—Widely cult, in the tropics. Apparently
not suited to even the warmer parts of U. S. The fls.

are the cloves of commerce. See Cloves

aaa. Fls. in cymes or panicles; petals united into a
calyptra. {Syzygium )

9. jambolAna, Lam. (Syztfgium jamboldna, DC.).
Jambolan, or Jambolan Plum. Tall shrub or tree: lvs.

broadly oblong, very broad at summit but often shortly

apiculate, 2J/£-5 m. long, 1^-4 in. wide, thick ana
shining * berry edible, varying from the size of a cherry

to that of a pigeon’s egg E Indies.—Grown at Santa
Barbara, Calif

,
where, according to Franceschi, the

trees become large and flower profusely but never
ripen fr.

E dlba, Roxbg , Malaya, may be known by its sessile ovate-
oblong lvs. and branched peduncles Intro into S Calif, by
Franceschi —E. apicul/Ua. DC , Chile, haa oval apiculate lvs.

shorter than the mostly 1-fld peduncles, and a pubescent mfl
Gt 890 Perhaps not now grown in N Amer

—

E cauli/ldra, DC
,

bears fls and frs. m sessile clusters along the woody branches and
the main trunk down nearly to the ground fr about Jim diam

,

-purple Brazil Intro by Franceschi, and by U S Dept.
Agnc (as Myreiana cauhflora, Berg) —E cottancfnsis, Berg ,

Lvs. oblong. 2-3 in long fls in sess.le axillary umbels;
pedicels long fr. obovoid, glabrous, small Cent.
Amer —E edulis. Veil. Branchlets, petioles, and young
foliage ferrugineous-pubescent lvs willow-like, slenderly
acuminate fr orange-color or yellow, downy, the size of an
apple Brazil Intro by Franceschi, and by the the U S.

Dept Agnc (as Myrciaria edulis. Skcels) Stands drought
well —E lutoralts, Panch Lvs spatulate, obtuse, subcordate
at base fls sessile, fasciculate-congested, infl* pubescent, fr.

puberulent, subglobose, about Hin diam , fragrant, sweet to
the taste New Caledonia Intro into Calif by Franceschi.—E Luma, Berg=*E apiculata.

—

E Mdto, Gnseb. Lvs.

ovate, obtuse, about 1 lA in long fls. solitary on peduncles much
shorter than lvs. Argentine. Intro by Franceschi. who desenbes
the fr as orange-colored, ribbed, and about 1 in diam , and by the
U S Dept Agnc —E myriophylla, Casar Growing parts pubes-
cent lva mostly temate, very narrowly linear, m long,

much exceeding the solitary peduncles Brazil —E pungent,
Berger. Young parts pilose Tvs elliptic-oblong, spine-tipped, 2-3
in long, M-\ m broad, much exceeding the simple peduncles in

their axils fr. depressed-globose, puberulent, small Brazil. Intro,

by Franceschi, and by the U. 8 Dept Agnc.

—

E pyn/drmu, Comb.
Lvs. myrtle-like but white tomentose beneath, about equaled by
the branched peduncles fr pear-shaped, yellow, puberulent,
edible Brazil Intro, in Calif by Franceschi.

—

E Ugm, Hook &
Am •“Myrtus Ugm

—

E. Urdlha, Camb , not Miq Growing
parts ana mfl pubescent lvs oblong, narrowed at base, obtuse,
1-2 in. long, much exceeding the simple peduncles fr yellow, size

and shape of a small pear, edible Brazil Intro by Franceschi.

Harvey Monroe Hall.
EULALIA: Mucanthui.

EUL6PHIA (Greek, handsome crest). Orchtddcete.

Terrestrial orchids, requiring warmhouse conditions.

Rather small plants with membranaceous lvs. and
conspicuous pseudobulbs: scape basal, several-fld.;

sepals and petals spreading, similar, ascending; labei-

lum 3-lobed; pollinia 2 —About 50-60 species, in the
tropics of both hemispheres The cult, of Cal&nthe
will apply to this genus

maculAta, Reichb. f . Pseudobulbs ovate, compressed

:

lvs ovate, spotted or blotched' fls. small: upper sepal
hood-shaped, lateral ones acuminate, readish brown;
petals broader, white or pale rose; labellum cordate,
with 2 crimson spots, triangular in outline, near the base,

otherwise white. Brazil B.R 618 (as Angrecum).
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scrfpta, Lindl. Lvs. linear, subdistichous: fls. purple
and yellow; sepals and petals linear-oblong; labellum
3-lobed, lateral lobes rotund at the apices Madagascar.

E. Cdlex, Rolfe. A slender-growing species with aloe-like lvs.

—

E Lubberst&na, Laurent A Tn Dur Allied to E maculata 1 lvs.

dark green, marbled with white Afr—E. niida, Lindl Scape about
2 ft tall, many-fld , fls ranging from roso-purple to pink, or yellow-
ish green, lip nearly entire, recurved. India ancl China B M
8057 —E pamcuUUa, Rolfe Pseudobulbs tufted, bearing 2 strap-
shaped lvs fls numerous, petals and lip yellowish green dotted
with purple Madagascar—E unduldta, Rolfe Scape about 1 ft

high, of slender growth, petals and lip pale green, the latter with
3 prominent keels on the disk Rhodesia —E Woodford it, Rolfe
With tall many-fld infl , fls green with dull claret-purple hp Old
Calabar Georoe V. Nash f

EULOPHE&LLA (a diminutive of Eulophia). Orchi-
dacese Orchids in habit resembling a small cyrtopodium.

Flowers m many-fld. racemes, sepals and petals

similar, concave; lip 3-lobed, spurless; column with a
curved foot; pollima 2—Species 2. They require the
conditions and treatment given Cyrtopodium

Elisabeths, Hook. Lvs. nearly 2 ft. long, plicate:

scape stout; raceme many-fld.; fls about 1 1/2 m across;

sepals and pe.tals white, the former marked with rose
on the outside, lip white with a golden disk. Mada-
gascar. B M. 7387. GC. III. 45*407 CO. 1. O R. 6:

177; 20 137.

Peetersi&na, Kranzl Bulbs 1 ft long - raceme dense,
fls nearly 3 in. across, rose-purple; lip with a golden
blotch. Madagascar. G.M. 51:267. C.0. 2. OR.
6. frontispiece; 20:138

E. Hdmelimi, Rolfe Resembling E Peetersiana in habit but
lvs narrower and fls smaller Madagascar

* George V. Nash.
EUONYMUS: Evonymus

EUPAT6RIUM (named for an ancient king of

Pontus said by Pliny to have employed one of this

group of plants in medicine). Compdsxtse Joe-Pye
Weed Thoroughwort Boneset. Hemp AoRiMbNY.
Mist-Flower Chiefly perennial herbs, a few species

annual, many of the tropical ones shrubby or even arbo-
rescent; some of them hardy border plants, others
grown in coolhouses as florists’ plants, and others in

farmhouses for the attractive foliage

Heads rayless, mostly m dense flat-topped or rounded
Justers, less frequently in open panicles, the florets

(rarely 1-4) mostly 5 or more m each head, perfect,

the 2 style-branches long, threadlike or club-shaped,
protruding far out of the tube of the floret; involucre
cylindrical to hemispherical, its scales in 2 to many
overlapping ranks, achenes 5-angled, crowned with a
well-developed pappus of hair-like mostly white bris-

tles: lvs. mostly opposite: fls purple, rose-colored or
white, more rarely lilac or bluish violet, never yellow.

—At least 600 species, chiefly of Mex
,
the W. Indies,

and Trop S Amer Certain species, now botanically
placed in Eupatorium, still appear m trade catalogues
and seed-lists under the names Hebeclinium and Cono-
clinium Others have been confused with Ageratum.
Of this large and varied genus relatively few species

have been brought into cultivation. Of these, there are

two classes, namely certain warm-country species

adapted only to glasshouse culture, and on the other
hand a few native North American species (as well as

the hemp agrimony of Europe), more or less tractable
in cultivation, especially as components in making up
mixed hardy borders. The glasshouse species are seen
only m the larger or amateur collections, as a rule,

although a few have been long m European cultiva-

tion. Of the hardy species, some, reputed medicinal,
are found in old gardens. The glasshouse species

demand the general treatment of Piquena (Stevia of

florists)—a cool or intermediate temperature and pot
culture. They are easy to grow, and propagate readily

by cuttings. They are useful for winter Bloom, the
neads, though individually small, being aggregated m
showy masses

adenanthum, 11.
adenophorum, 11.

Xratoides, 25
um, 23

altissimum, 22.
americanum, 11.
amtrnum, IS
araliffifoluim, 8
aromaticum, 20
atrorubens, 1

cannabinum, 19.

ocelestinum, 20.
conspicuum, 10.

cordifultum, 26.
elegant, 16.

folns variegatis, 11.
foliosum, IS
Fraseri, 26.

INDEX.

glabratum, 16.

glanduloaum, 11
glechonophyllum, 14.

grandtflorum, 1

yrandifolium, 10.
Haageanum, 14.
hccatanthum, 7.

lanthinum, 4.

Kmlowi, 19.

Lassoauxu, 5.

latifolium, 16.
hgu8(nnum, 9.

maculatum, 18.

megalophyllura, 2.

m el isoules, 26
mieranthum, 9.

monticolum, 3.

Afonzn, 9.

omphalusfolium, 8.

pazeuarense, 15.

perfohatum, 21.
petiolare, 3
probuin, 12.
purpureum, 18, 21.
Purpusii, 3
npanum, 17.

serrulatum, 0.

senmlifolium, 24.
trapezoideum, 11.
tneste, 13.
tnste, 13.

truncatum, 21
urticupfohum, 25.
vemale, 13
Wetnmanntanum, 9

KEY TO THE SPECIES.

A. Glasshouse or warm-country species.

B. Florets pink, purple, lilac, or violet

c Involucral scales not ending in
hairy tails

D. Shape of Irs ovate, If -stalks long.

e Lvs heart-shaped
F. Sts covered with dense red-

dish wool . . 1 atrorubens
*F. Sts green

a Panicle dense, terminal
lvs mucronate-toothed 2 megalophyl-

oo. Infl lax, paitly axillary [lum
lvs cn note -toothed 3 Purpusii

ee. Lvs pointed or blunt at base 4 ianthinum
dd Shape of lvs lanceolate or oblong,

If -stalks short

e. Lvs alternate heads many-fld 5 Lasseauxii

ee Lvs opposite heads 5-1 2-fld . 6 serrulatum

cc Involucral scales ending in hairy,

colored tails 7 hecatanthum
bb. Florets white or neatly so (the pappus

sometimes colored)

C. Lvs leatheiy, lance-oblong, gla-

brous, entire 8. aralias folium

cc Lvs not leathery, usually somewhat
toothed and hairy

D. Lf -blade elliptic-lanceolate, de-

current and crisped on short

stalk < 9 mieranthum
dd Lf -blade murul-ovate, toothed

even to the decurrent base 10 conspicuum
ddd Lf -blade not dccurrent on petiole

E Plant glandular-sticky
F Heads about }\xn diam 11 glandulosum

ff Iliads about Yin. diam 12 probum
EE. Plant not glandular-sticky

F. Lvs viliety beneath infl

broad rounded corymb 13. vernale
FF. Lvs sjuinngly hairy or soon

glabrate

o Shape of lvs round- or
triangulai - ovate ;

margins toothed

h. Lf -blade small, %-
m. long . 14. glechonophyl-

hh Lf -blade larger, 2-4 [lum
in. long 15. pazeuarense

oo. Shape of lvs. elliptic-

ovate; margins marly or
quite entire 16. glabratum

ooo. ShaiK of lvs narrowly
lanceolate.

.

17. riparium
AA. Hardy or border plants

B Florets flesh-colored, reddish or bluish-

purple.

c. Lvs. lance-oblong, merely toothed,

mostly whoiled 18 purpureum
cc. Lvs. deeply 3-parted, opposite 19 cannabinum

ccc. Lvs. broadly ovate,
opposite, merely

toothed 20 ccelestinum
BB Florets white or nearly so.

c. Lvs. perfoliate (•united around the

8t.) 21. perfoliatum
cc. Lvs. not perfoliate.

D. Lf -blade lanceolate, the base nar-
rowed and scarcely stalked.
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a. Scales of involucre blunt,

gray-velvety . . ... 22. altissimum
EE. Scales sharp, smoothish, with

thin white edge . 23. album
dd. Lf -blade ovate-lanceolate, sessile

by a rounded base . 24. sessilifolium
ddd. Lf.-blade broadly ovate, usually

well stalked.

E. The lv8 taper-pointed, sharply
toothed ... 25. urticaefolium

EE. The Ivs mostly blunt and
bluntly toothed 26. aromaticum

1. atr6rubens, Nichols. ( IIebeclinium atr&rubens.

Lem ) Lvs large, ovate, short-stalked, heart-shaped
at base, opposite, toothed, covered on the edge and
veins with long reddish or clarct-colored hair: heads red
or purple, in a very large red-rayed truss. S Mex.
I II. 9 310—A stately species with fine foliage and
richly colored fls

,
but said to be difficult to grow Hare

m cult Closely related, if not identical, is E grandv-

Jlorum
,
Andr6, though figured with smaller heads of

redder color GII 1882.384.

2 megaloph^llum, Klatt (IIebeclinium macrophyl-
lum

,
Lem

,
not DC II. megalophyllum, Lem ) Half-

shrub, robust lvs opposite, round, more or less heart-
shaped, very large, the lower sometimes more than a
foot in diam., veiny heads m large clusters (1-1M ft.

broad)
,
florets rose, the long hairhke styles conspicuous,

bluish. S Mex R II I860, p. 351 Ot 16 548 —Fine
showy species with rich foliage, but apparently rare
and not recently in trade Needs richly manured soil,

much light, and frequent replanting

3 Purpftsii, Brandegee (E judiolare, Hort
,
not Moc

& Sessd) Smoothish or (var monticolum, Brandegee)
sticky-hairy, loosely branched lvs round-ovate, com-
monly heart-shaped, shortly taper-pointed, bluntly and
rather coarsely toothed heads slender-stalked, L£in
diarn

;
florets at first white, changing rapidly to pink-

ish lilac Low Calif. GC III 35 163 —Attractive,

rapid-growing, herbaceous, tender. Weak and needing
support

4. iftnthinum, Hem si (Conoclimum idnthinum
,
Morr.

Hebedimum idnthmum
,
Hook ) Somewhat shrubby,

the thickish round sts at first covered with a rusty
purplish pubescence lvs. large, ovate, long-stalked,

opposite, pointed or blunt (but not heart-shaped) at

base, somewhat hairy on both surfaces, serrate, fls.

light violet, in a large compound terminal corymb.
S Mex B M. 4574 —A luxuriant species with heavy
foliage, of easy pot cult in a warmhouse

5 Lasse&uxii, Carr. (Agdralum Lasseauxii, Carr.
Conoclimum Lasseauxii, Dur ) Habit of Ageratum,
densely covered with short glandular hairs: lvs.

alternate, oblong- lanceolate, narrowed at each end,
bluntly toothed, heads m small compact unequally
stalked clusters; florets very numerous, at first white,

at maturity a vivid rose-color Tcrnp. S. Amer.
R II 1870.90—Intro to European hort in 1870.
Attractive bedding plant, but apparently rare Proba-
bly not fully hardy though less tender than most of the
glasshouse species. Prop easily and flowers continu-
ously; 1-2 ft high.

6. serrul&tum, Hort Shrub with lance-shaped,
pointed, sharply and unevenly toothed, short-stalked
lvs

,
very unequal involucral scales, and showy reddish

lilac heads m large dense flat-topped clusters; florets

5 in each head. In European hort., and said to come
from S. Brazil. R H. 1894 *304 Gt. 44, p. 570. G C. III.
18*265.—Three to 6 ft tall Choice, but certainly not
the true E serrulatum, DC

,
which has much narrower

finely and evenly serrulate lvs and 11-12-fld. heads.

7. hecatfinthum. Baker (Hebedimum Urdlepis
,
DC.).

Robust annual, like a large ageratum* lvs. opposite,
stalked, round-heartshapea . heads showy, bluisn pur-
ple; florets numerous (about 75); involucral scales

ending in similarly colored hairy appendages. Temp.
S. Amer —Promising species, worthy of trial as a bea-
ding plant.

8 araliaefdlium, Less (E. omphaliaefblium, Kunth &
Bouch6) Soft-wooded shrub with thick and shining
oblong-lanceolate lvs 3-8 m. long, heads loosely pam-
cled

;
involucral scales conspicuously unequal, the outer

short and calyx-like, the inner 3-4 times as long; florets

white S Mex and Guatemala. Gt 2, p. 4, t 39 —
From low and moist tropical habitat ana presumably
very tender Rare in cult and not noticed recently in

trade. Needs rich leaf-mold, moist air
;
and high tem-

perature Prop by cuttings Flowers in March.

1434. Leaves of glasshouse Eupatormms. a, B nparlum, b, E.

vernale; c, E glandulosum; d, E. glabratum. (XJ4)

9 micr&nthum, Less. (E hgustdnum, DC
;

E
M&risn, Iloit E Weinmanmanum, Regel & Koern
Many other hort names, for which see Gt 22, p 36)
Lvs opposite, elliptic-lanceolate, pmnately veined,

the blade somewrhat toothed and slightly decurrent in

narrow crisped wungs upon the short lf -stalk: heads
small and few-fld but very numerous in large round-
topped terminal corymb, florets white, but pappus
pink-tinged to deep rose Mex Gt 16, p. 260, t 555,

figs 1-3 Gn 47, p 444 G C II 5, p. 53 —Upright
shrub rather widely cult since about 1830 under a
great variety of names, but chiefly as E. Wemmanm-
anum

10. conspicuum, Kunth & Bouch6 (E. grandifblium,

Regel) Shrubby, lvs opposite, large, thin, triangular

ovate, finely and sharply toothed to the very base,

which is somewhat decurrent upon the long lf -stalk

fls white, in ample lax panicles, almond-scented. Gua-
temala Gt 1, p. 102, t 12 —Planted out in surnmei
forms a luxuriant shrub, attractive on account of its

excellent foliage Best prop by cuttings placed ih

warm bed about the end of August. Winter-bloomer
in glasshouse

11. glanduldsum, HBK. (E aden6phorum, Spreng
E. adendnlhum, Hort

,
not DC. E. trapezoldeum

,

Kunth.
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E. amenc&num, Hort.). Fig. 1434. Diffuse and often

decumbent herb, the slender round branches, petioles,

and pedicels finely glandular-puberulent: lvs. triangu-

lar-ovate or rhombic-ovate, thinnish, slender-stalked,

taper-pointed, coarsely and sometimes unevenly cre-

nate-dentate, sparingly puberulent beneath: heads
pure white, ageratum-like, in close clusters. Mex.
B R. 1723.—Easy m pot cult, and not very tender,

flowering m late autumn or early winter Cuttings
strike root readily. Var. fdliis variegitis, Hort. Lvs.
variegated.

12. prdbum, N. E. Br. Very viscid like the preceding,

E
robablv more tender: lvs. similar: heads decidedly
irger, J^in. diam. Peru. GC. III. 7:321.—Recom-

mended as promising and cult in a few English con
servatones. Apparently not yet in the trade.

13. vem&le, Vatke & Kurtz. (E. triste, Hort., not DC.
E tntete, Hort.). Fig. 1434. Strong herb (slightly

woody in the wild), with hairy sts. : lvs. oblong-ovate,
iong-stalked, taper-pointed, serrate, finely hairy above,

paler and grayish velvety beneath, veiny, 3-6 in. long:

fls. bright white, the heads m an ample terminal
corymb, involucral scales long, narrow, green. Mex.
Gt. 22:750.—Easy in pot cult, becoming popular for

cut-fls.

14. glechonoph^llum, Less. (AgSratum complcuum,
Hort). Low, Branching half-shrub, very leafy: lvs.

small, K-l (rarely 2) in. long, triangular-ovate, sharp-
pointed, bluntly few-toothed, thin and nearly glabrous,

on slender stalks: heads borne on threadlike pedicels in

small or medium-sized flattish clusters. Chile.—Tender
greenhouse perennial, but flowering in the open the
first year if seeds are sown early. Closely related, if not
actually identical was the E. Haageanum, Regel &
Koern. intro, into European hort. in the middle of the
19th century (see Gt. 16, p. 260, t. 655, figs. 4-6).

15. pazcuarSnse, HBK. Puberulent but not glandular

:

hrs. opposite, stalked, round-ovate, light green, 2-4 in.

long, taper-pointed, sharply or bluntly toothed: heads
very numerous in a wide (3-10 in.) flattish corymb.
Uplands of Mex.—Essentially herbaceous, 1-3 ft.

high. Recently mtro. m cult, in S. Calif. Promising
for cut -fls. and os a window plant.

16. glabr&tum, HBK. (E. bleaaivt, Hort. E. lati-

folium, Hort.). Fig. 1434. Shrubby, erect, with slen-

der hard glabrous brown sts.: lvs of firm texture
though scarcely leathery, small, lance-oblong or ovate-
oblong, tapering into a strong rather short petiole,

blunt or pointed, wavy-margmed or small-toothed, fls.

(sometimes blush) m ascending cymose clusters,

together forming a long terminal leafy panicle. Uplands
of Mex.

17. ripitrium, Regel. Fig 1434 Diffuse, becoming
woody at base, 2 ft., the sts. slender, puberulent and
usually reddish: lvs. opposite, long-lance-shaped, taper-

nointed and at base narrowed to a long petiole, prom-
inently 3-ribbed, toothed: heads m rather compact
long-stalked clusters. Mex. Gt. 15:525. Gn 40, p.

134 —Good winter bloomer. Best for florists Readily
cult, in coldhouse.

18 purpffreum, Linn. Joe-Pye Weed. Lvs.
whorlea, commonly in 5's and 6’s, oblong or lanceo-
late, taper-pointed, coarsely serrate: heads m large

compound clusters, pale purple or flesh-colored, rarely

almost white N Amer.—Common and variable.

Tall, rank plant of low grounds (reaching 8-9 ft ),

good for bold effects in border or against shrubbery.
Var. macul&tum, Dari. Of lower growth lvs com-
monly in 4’s, ovate-oblong, roughish-pubescent: heads
m smaller clusters, more deeply colored Var foli&sum,

Fern. Similar but with the mfl. surpassed by the
long upper lvs Var. amofenum, Gray Still lower

(2 ft. high), smoothish: lvs sometimes merely opposite.

19. cannablnum, Linn Hemp Agrimony Resem-
bling Joe-Pye weed in general habit and with similar

pale purple heads in terminal clusters, lvs opposite,

but deeply 3-parted m a manner to suggest verticillate

lvs. Eu.~-Common. May be used like the preceding
species but less desirable Thrives best in limy alluvial

soil. Eng. Bot 6.428—The Asiatic E Kmldivi, Turns

,

is a very nearly related plant of lower growth (1-3 ft ),

with narrower (linear-oblong) coarsely toothed If -

segms
,
the lateral often much reduced. Strict herb

with dense terminal corymb of dull greenish purple
heads Gt. 24:850.

20. coelestinum, Linn. {Conotllniurn cu'lestlnum, DC )

Mist-Flower. Somewhat pubescent, lvs opposite,

stalked, triangular-ovate, somewhat cordate, thin,

coarsely toothed: heads as m Ageratum in compact
clusters, many-fld., light blue to violet. N J to Mich

,

Kans., and southward —Perennial herb, late-blooming,
heliotrope-fld. Appropriate to low borders.

21. perfoli&tum, Linn. Boneset. Thorotjghwort
Fig 1435. Hairy: lvs. lancc-obiong, the pairs united at

base about the st., wrinkled, remotely toothed or entire,

taper-pointed: heads in dense terminal compound
cymes. N. Amer

,
common in low rich soil—Stout,

slightly rank-smelling plant, 2-3 ft high, long used m
domestic medicine and found in old gardens. Excellent
for striking effects, especially in low grounds Fls
grayish white or in a comparatively rare variety (forma
purpffreum, Brit.) bluish purple In var. trunc&tum,
Gray, the lvs. (at least the upper ones) are rounded or
truncate at the sessile base, not united about the st

A peculiar form apt to be encountered occasionally m
large cultures.

22. altlssimum, Linn. Grayish green, downy, much
branched : lvs. opposite, narrowly lance-shaped, taper-

ing to both ends, short-stalked, remotely toothed or

entire: heads only 5-fld. Pa. to Minn., Neb., and south-
ward.—Tall, vigorous herb, 4-8 ft. high, in open places

und dry soil. Not very ornamental See page 3568
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23. Album, Linn. Rough-hairy: lvs. opposite, lance-

oblong, coarsely serrate, essentially sessile, veiny:
involucral scales scarious-margined: florets white.

L. I., southward near the coast.—Somewhat attrac-

tive for border planting and specially suited to poor
sandy soil.

24. sessilifdlium, Linn. Upland Boneset. Lvs.
oblong-lanceolate, gradually tapering almost from the

rounded sessile or nearly
sessile base to the apex;
heads 5-fld., white. Vt. to

Mo. and southward.—A trim,

smooth highly attractive

hardy species. Thrives best
in limy alluvial soil.

25. urticaeffilium, Reichard

CE . ageratvldes, Linn. f.).

White Snakeroot. Fig.

1436. Lvs. opposite, thin,

long-stalked, ovate with
broad base, acuminate,
coarsely and sharply serrate,

green on both sides: heads
small in loose but ample
clusters, florets bright white.
E. N. Amer. Mixed woods,
common.—Neat, smoothish,
branching herb, 2-4 ft high.

One of the best of the per-

fectly hardy summer-bloom-
ing species.

26 aromlticum, Linn
Much like the preceding but

usually hairy, lvs thickish and blunt or scarcely

pointed, blunt-toothed, later-flovcenng, not aromatic
Mass, and southward near the coast —Suited to very
sandy soil Var melissoides, Gray (E . Frasen and E.
cordifdhum, Hort.). Slender, roughish, strict: heads 5-
12-fld : lvs subcordate, ovate or oblong, obtuse, the
petioles often very short. 8. E U. S.—Also suited to

poor and sandy soil, but more tender than the typical

form

1430. Eupatorium urtlcae-

folium ( X M)

The following species are said to have been recently intro into
European horticulture and to promise well E delioideum, Jac<j

A soft-wooded half-shrub with opposite triangular-hastate crenately
toothed lvs. 3-5 in long and somewhat pale and slightly velvety
beneath, the baaal lobes widely spreading acute If -stalks 1-3 in

long heads of rosy purple fls in thyreoid panicles, involucral
scales linear, very snarp. scarcely imbricated 8 Mex A glasshouse
species with striking foliage —E herb&ceum, Greene (E arizoni-
cura, Hort ). An erect smooth or merely pulverulent perennial
1-3 ft high, with opposite triangular-ovate pale green lvs 1-3 in.

long with rounded basal lobes, toothed sides, and rather short but
slender stalks fls white, heads in broad rounded terminal clusters.

8 W U 8 Half-hardy and suited to dry places, E. iaj>6mcvm,
Thunb Erect perennial resembling E. cannabmum, with dull pur-
plish to greenish white fls m flat clusters, lower lvs. deeply 3-parted,
the upper simple not very attractive. g ^ R0BINS0N.
EUPHORBIA (classical name} said by Pliny to be

in honor of King Juba’s physician; possibly from the
Greek for fat). Euphorbidcex. Milkweed (improperly)

Wolfs-milk Spurge. The last name, most often
applied to the genus as a whole, belongs more properly
to the common herbaceous species ana especially to E.
Laihyns. Of very diverse habit, from succulent cactus-

like trees to )ow or prostrate herbaceous weeds; planted
mostly in the open, but some kinds grown under glass

as odaities and some as florist’s plants
The genus is characterized by the single pedicellate,

pistilate fl. without floral envelopes, or with only a
rudimentary calyx, surrounded by numerous staminate
Ab

,
each consisting of a single stamen separated from

its pedicel only by a joint; the whole inn. surrounded
by a more or less cup-shaped involucre with 5 lobes

and 1-5 glands is called a cyathium. The involucre
is regular or nearly so; the glands free from one
another: the fr. an explosive caps

,
with 3 earunculate

seeds; the staminate fls. are usually subtended by

minute bracts.—One of the largest plant genera, of not
less than 700 and probably over 1.000 species, occurring
in most temperate and tropical regions. Many are
desert plants and the greater number grow in dry and
sterile places. Euphorbia is distinguished from the
nearest related genera, Pedilanthus and Synadenium,
by its regular or nearly regular involucre, which in

Pedilanthus is protuberant on one side of the base and
contains the glands, and by the free involucral glands
which in Synadenium are united into a rmg. Some of

the fleshy species are very similar to succulent cacti

and Asclepiadacese. One long grown under the name of

E. pendula, Boiss., is a Sarcostemma according to N.
E. Brown. For E. iithymadoides, see Pedilanthus] for

E Grantu, Hort., and E arborea, Hort
,
see Synadenium.

Monographed by Boissienn DeCandolle’s Prodromus,
15, pt. 2 (1862) See local floras and Norton, Rept.
Mo. Bot. Gard. 11, for native species. See also Fobe.
in Monat88chnft filr Kakteenkunde, 8:42 (1898) ana
Berger, Sukkulente Euphorbien, a manual of the
cactus-like species m cultivation. The recent work
of N. E. Brown of Kew in Flora of Tropical Africa
and Flora Capensis describes and gives keys to practi-

cally all the African species, which include nearly all

the succulent ones, both wild and cultivated. Although
the vegetative form varies remarkably, so that the
various sections of the genus are considered of generic

rank by many authors, the floral characters are very
similar and so inconspicuous as to be of little impor-
tance generally in a horticultural work.
Most of the species have abundant milky juice, and

the cactiform kinds have been thus distinguished from
cacti, but many cacti also have milky juice. The juice

of many species is acrid-poisonous, especially if it comes
in contact with mucous membranes or open sores The
juice from some of the species is used in medicine as a
purgative.
Many of the fleshy species are cultivated by lovers of

succulents for their curious shapes; and a few are valu-
able for their ornamental foliage. The flowers are usu-
ally too minute to be noticeable Some, like E. corollata

(Fig 1437), E macidata
l
E Cypanssias and E margi-

nala, are weeds in America, but not troublesome The
great majority of the species are insignificant herbs.

The species are remarkably free from injurious insects,

and are rarely attacked by a few fungi.

The fleshy species are grown much the same as cacti,

but the culture is less difficult, and they do well with
warmer treatment In winter they are kept in a dry
and cool house, 50° to 55° F

,
with good light and little

water Drips must be carefully avoided In summer
the pots should be plunged outdoors in hot dry situa-

tions, with a moderate supply of water and espe-

cially good drainage. It is better to protect them from
continued rain, but most
species do well without
this. The more fleshy

species, like E. Caput-
Medusae, E mamnnllaris,
and E meloformis, require

more heat and better care

than the others. They
have to be watered with
great care m winter The
air of most greenhouses is

too damp for them if the
requisite low temperature
is maintained. The winter
conditions of air and tem-
perature m ordinary liv-

ing - rooms make them
ideal for the succulent
euphorbias. Species like

E. nemfolia need water
in the growing season and
dry conditions after the

1437. Cyathium of Euphorbia
corollata (x2). The pistillate
•flower is at 8, surrounded by
several staminate flowers arising
above the involucral glands
with their five oblong apread.ng
petaioid appendages. No 3.
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leaves fall. The shrubby species, like E. atropurpurea
and E. dendroides

,
do well with the treatment of the

more fleshy lands. See D. A. W. and F. S. Curtis, m
Sharon Cactus Guide, March and May, 1897.

The few hardy species of ornamental value make
good border plants or are suitable for the rockery. E.
epithymouies usuallyknown in gardens as E. polychroma,
is one of the best herbaceous perennials, forming a
hemispherical clump with beautiful yellow foliage of

different shades when in bloom. E. palustna and
related species are similar but erect and not compact.
The succulent species can nearly all be propagated by

cuttings. These are taken best in early summer, allowed
to dry somewhat and then planted m sand, charcoal
or a mixture of these. Coal-ashes are used effectively

by some. When seeds can be procured, they may be
used in propagation. Grafting, as is sometimes prac-

tised with cacti, is possible. Potting soil need not be
rich. A coarse sandy loam, or, some say, any kind of
soil will do.

E. pukherrima and E. fulgens are good winter-flower-

ing greenhouse plants, and require special treatment.
E. fulgens succeeds well m the warmest parts of the
house, in pots, or best planted out like roses and trained
upon the wall or strings. It is propagated from cut-

tings taken in June, when the old plants have started to
grow, kept in a warm frame until rooted, and then kept
growing with heat, any transfers being made with as

little root disturbance as possible. If stocky show plants

are wanted, several cuttings may be planted in one pot
and checked two or three times during summer by
repotting, and kept pinched back freely to secure

branches They are best kept cooler when in flower,

but are very sensitive to cold or sudden changes in

temperature. After flowering they are kept dry for a
few months For the cut sprays they are best grown
from cuttings each year. They last very well when cut.

1438. Euphorbia marginata ( X H) No 1

The culture of the poinsettia is very similar.
#
To

secure plants with large heads, the general plan is to
grow from cuttings annually, but the old plants may
be continued. Old plants that have been resting may
be introduced to heat and moisture in late spring, and
will soon give a liberal supply of cuttings, which are

usually taken from the young wood. Successive sets
of cuttings may be made at later periods if different-

sized plants are wanted. When well started, the potted
plants are plunged outdoors till September, with plenty
of water, light and sunshine and good drainage. They
do well in rich heavy loam m 5-7-inch pots. They are
liable to drop
their leaves if

exposed to cold

or other un-
favorable condi-
tions. In au-
tumn they are
transferred to
the greenhouse,
with moderate
temperature.
When the bracts

begm to appear, give more
heat and some manure
water to expand them.
When in flower, reduce the
temperature to preserve
them longer. After flower- <

mg the pots may be stowed
away m a dry warm place
till spring,—under the
benches will do. When the
buds are cut the great ob-
jection is that they wilt

easily. This may be ob-
viated by keeping them in

water for a few days before
using. See Grieve, G.C.
III. 9:106, and Hatfield m Garden and Forest 9:496.
See article Poinsettia for further treatment

Euphorbia splendens is another winter bloomer, and
may be treated as the succulents, with more heat and
water. It will do well in living-rooms, and bears some
flowers all the year It bears rough treatment well, and
is propagated by cuttings from the young growth,
which root with the greatest ease.

In tropical and subtropical regions many of the tree-

like or succulent euphorbias make fine outdoor orna-
mentals The poinsettia is a magnificent landscape
ornament in California, West Indies and so on. In
Southern California the poinsettia is propagated by
sticking canes 3 feet long m the ground from April on,
these growing and blooming, often profusely, the first

season. In the West Indies and Florida, some of the
thorny tree-like forms, especially E. lactea. are grown
as hedges, their thick, erect thorny branches making
an almost impenetrable barrier. This and other species

are grown also as specimen plants. See Succulents .

1439. Euphorbia
fulgens No 5.

abysnmea, 32.
alba, 8.

alcicomis, 19.

anacantha, 47
antiquorum, 20
antisyphilitica, 7.

atropurpurea, 53.

Beaumierana, 35.

biglandulosa, 62
bupleunfolia, 51.
canariensis, 31.
candelabrum, 24, 34.
Caput-Medusa, 48.

cereiformis, 40, 43.

dandestma, 51.
clava, 50.

ccorulcscens, 29.
colletiotdea, 14.

Commeltnii, 48.
Coopen, 29.

corollata, 3.

coronata^ 60.
cotmifoliaL 2.
enstata, f
cyathophora,
Cypanssias, 60.

INDEX.

dendroides, 55.
disclusa, 34.
drupifera, 17.
Echinus, 27.
elastica, 56
enneagona, 40.
epithymoides, 57.
Fourmen, 13.
fruticosa, 37.

fulgens, 6.

fulva, 56.
ffenicidata, 4.

globosa, 45
glomerata, 45
grandioonus, 22.
grandidena, 21.
qrandifolia, 17.
hsematodea, 2.

havanensis, 9, 28.
heptagona, 39.

Hermentiana, 24.
heterophylla, 9.

Hystnx, 50.
tmbneata, 43.
inermls, 49.

Ipecacuanha, 4

Jacquxnueflora, 5.
lactea, 23.
lathyns, 52.
loncata, 50.
major, 58.
mamnullaris, 42.
mammillosa, 18.
margmata, 1.

marmorata, 25.
meloformis, 44.
mexxcana, 43.
misera, 6.

monatrosa, 23.
myrsinites, 65.
natalen8ia, 33.
neglecta, 32.

nernfoha, 16.

officinarum, 36.
ormthopus, 40.
Palmen, 64
palustns, 59.

pandurata, 9.

parnmamma, 48.
Pfersdorfii, 38
pilosa, 58
pinea, 63
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pitmtona, 54.
pleMBabna, 8.

Pomtetttana , 8.

polychroma, 57.
polygona, 41
Pteudocaotus, 25.
pteroneura, 14.

pulchemma, 8.

Regis-Jub®, 54

INDEX, CONTINUED

reetnrfera, 80.

rhtpaaloidas, 11.

robusta, 64.
sanguines, 2.

Son Salvador. 80.
terpentana, 49.
aimihs, 32.

apinoHior, 42.

splocdena, 15.

submamrrgllaria, 43.
UutUaia, 25
Tirucallu, 10.

tnangulana, 28.
varttyota, 1.

ttptrxna, 49.
vtroia, 26
Wulfenn, 61.
xylophylloidea, 12.

A. Glands of the involucre with petal-like appendages
(almost none m 4) • slender-branched herbs or rarely

shrubs not spiny: Ive. entire. Section Adeno-
pbtalum. The Section Anibophyllum, genus
Chamxsyce of some, differs in having small oppo-
site lvs., unequal at base, stipules present, fls.

small, glands 4. It contains most of the low herba-
ceous wild euphorbias of U. S., such as E. mac-
vdata

,
Linn., E. Preslii, Guss., E. serpens, and E.

capitata; names from this group oceur in American
catalogues, but the spe'"00 to which they properly
belong are inconspicuous w^eds. E. lonfolia.

Hillebr
,
of Hawaii, has recently been investigated

as a possible source of rubber. (Descriptions of

these species will be found in the floras.)

b Stipules present.

1 margin&ta, Pursh (E vanegAta
}

Sims). Snow-
on-the-Mountain. Ghost-Weed. Fig. 1438. Annual,
about 2 ft high, pubescent, dichotomously many-
branched : lvs. numerous, light green, ovate-subcordate
to oblong-lanceolate, 1-3 m long, the upper white-
margined, often entirely white: mvolucral glands with
large white appendages July-Oct. Plains from Dak.
to Texas and extending eastward. B M 1747 Gt.
30:218. V 2, p. 281 , 5, p. 64 G W. 13, p

305 —Hardy
annual, used for its white foliage in bedding and mixed
borders m sunny situations.

2 sanguines, Hort. (E hxmatddes, Boras?). A tall

shrub, lvs, ovate, obtusely pointed, in whorls of 3,

red when voung to deep bronze or purplish red later.

—

This handsome plant of unknown nativity is cult, in

S. U. S While it is not possible to classify it exactly
without fls. and fr., the tolrage characters indicate its

relationship to E. cotxnifoha, Linn

1440. Euphorbia pvlchenim* (XH)> No. 8.

bb Stipules absent or microscopic,

c Plant a perennial herb.

3. corollita, Linn. (TithymaUpsis corallAla, Klotzsch
& Garcke) Flowering Spurge Fig. 1437. Plant
13^-3 ft nigh, usually glabrous, slender and diffusely

branched above: lvs. ovate-oblong to lanceolate, 1-2
in. long, those of the mfl much smaller and opposite:
mvolucral glands 5, with conspicuous white appendages.
July-Oct. On rather dry soil E. U S. B.M. 2992.
L.B C. 4:390. F.R. 1:969.—A hardy herbaceous peren-
nial used like gypsophila for cutting, and aa a header in

light soil. There are many variations in size, shape,
color and pubescence of plant, lvs. and mfl.

4. IpecacuAnhse, Linn. (TithymaUpsis Ipecacudnhe
,

Small) Ipecac Spurge. Only the forking mfl. (3-6 in )

above ground, with its red or green glabrous, opposite
lvs. varying from
oval to Unear on
different plants,

the alternate lvs.

of the short st

usually subterran-
ean and scale-like:

eyathia long pe- ,

duaeted; appen-
dages of glands
rudimentary.
April. Sandy soil

KU.S.LB.C.12:
1145. B.M. 1494.— B. genicidata,

Ort
,
is sometimes

cult, under this

name. It is a plant
of Trop 4mer

,

related to E. heter-

ophylla, but with
broader lvs. the
upper whitish at
base.

cc. Plant a shrub.

5. fdlgens, Karw.
( E. jacquinixflbra,

Hook.). Scarlet
Plume Fig. 1439.
Small shrub with

1441. Euphorbia heterephyiU (XH)
No. 9.

slender drooping branches: lvs. long-petioled, lanceolate,

bright green . eyathia in small axillary cyfcies, with the
conspicuous appendages to the 5 mvolucral glands bright
scarlet. Mex B M 3673 R B. 39:41 FC. 2:55
R.H 1905 440 Gn. 33:486

; 39, p. 239; 67 p 73. V
2, p. 74. AF 16.1561. G.M. 53:89. G 4' 593. PM.
4:31. Gng 10:76.—A handsome winter - blooming
plant, used for cut-fls. or for specimen plants.

6 mlsera, Benth. Lvs. small, obovate, pubescent,
clustered at the end of crooked branches: fls. incon-
spicuous S. Calif, and Mex.—Recently catalogued
in the CaUf. trade.

7. antisyphilltica, Zucc (Tricheros&gma antisyph-
illtica, Klotzsch & Gareke). Candelcllo. Slender,

erect, rod-Uke branches 1-3 ft. high, almost leafless.

Mex.—The plants yield a useful wax and are some-
times grown in collections of succulents.

aa. Glands of involucre without petaJAike appendages.

(Aroe. 8-86)

b. St. herbaceous or shrubby
,
not fleshy: lvs. well devel-

oped
,

the upper colored: stipules minute: mfl.
cymose. Section Poinsettia.

8. pulefairrima, Wifld. (E. PoimettiAna, Burat.

Pom&Uia pulcfUrrtma, Graham) Poinsettia. Eajster

Flower. Christmas Flower Lobster Flower.
Mexican Flams -Leaf. Fig 1440. Shrub 2-10 ft

high, branched: lvs. ovate-elKptieal to lanceolate,

entire, sinuate toothed or lobed, or pandurtfanoa, 3-6

in. long, somewhat pubescent, the upper narrower,

more entire to even linear-lanceolate and of tike bright-

est vermilion-red: involucres 2-3 lime wide, greenish,

with one large yellow gland. Nov.-Marco. Moist,

shaded parts of Trop. Mex. and Cent Amer. B.M.
3493. G.C. 111.21:125, 193. F.C. 1:33. Mn.7, p. 67.

Gn. M. 2:209.—Sometimes cut, usually used for speci-

men plants and m masses, often used in decorations.

A gorgeous plant. Var. sfenlssima, Hort ,
has the fls.,

or most of them, transformed into red orate, giving

a fuller center GC. II. 5:17 Gt 28:182 FM.
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1876:200. Var. Alba, Hort., has the upper Its. white.

R.H. 1913: 228.—It is not so vigorous, blooms later

and requires more heat.

9. heterophflla, Linn. (E. pandurdla, Hort.? E.
havanSnsis, Willd. E. cyathophdra, Murr.). Mexican
Fire Plant. Hypocrite Plant. Painted Leaf.
Fire-on-the-Mountain. Annual Poinsettia. Fig.

1441. Annual, nearly glabrous, 1-3 ft. high: lve. ovate
and sinuate-toothed, or panduriform, or some of them
lanceolate or linear and entire, dark green, the upper
bright red at least at the base: involucres small with
1 or 2 glands. July-Sept. E. and Cent. U. S. to Peru.
Mn. 2, p. 63. Gt. 39, p. 106.—Easily grown from seeds
in sunny gardens and also in pots indoors. White and
yellow vanegated forms are in cult.

bb. Sts. more or less fleshy, often cactus-like and spiny:
tvs. mall, none or soon deciduous: infl. few

-

branched or cyathia single: stipules minute or none
{except in E. Foumieri). Section Euphorbium.
Noe. 10-51.

C. Branches cylindrical or angled, not thorny: If.-bases

not thickened and elevated as podaria: Ivs. alternate

or crowded on the angles.

D. Joints or branches cylindrical or flat. Subsection
Tirucalli.

10. TirucAllii, Linn. Milk-Bush. Indian Tree
Spurge. A small tree, with a dense crown of slender,

cylindrical whorled branches, curving outward then
erect: joints about 4 in. long, twigs thick:
lvs. narrow, about 1 in. long, soon falling. S. Asia.—

•

A striking plant for the succulent collection. Easy of
cult., often grown outdoors in warm regions.

11. rhipsaloldes, Lem., is a closely related African
species probably not now in cult., but the name is in
use in the trade,

12. xylophylloides, Brongn. Shrub or tree: ,£runk
cylindrical, much branched; branches flat or 2-angled,
>$n. wide, slightly toothed along the edges: lvs.

minute, soon deciduous. Madagascar.

dd. Joints or branches 4-5-angled from the decurrent

lf.-bases or comb-like rows of stipules. Subsection
Goniostema (No. 13) and Subsection Pteron-
bubjb (No. 14).

13. Fourniftri, AndrA St. 4-6-angled, the crowded
persistent stipules forming comb-like rows on the
angles: lvs. large at the apex of the short thick sts.;

petioles and stipules red. Madagascar region. R.H.
L.B.C. 16:1477 (as E. lophogona).

14. pteronehra. Berger. A low shrub
with erect, jointed branches, %m. thick,

the 6-6 angles formed by sharp low
ridges decurrent from the lf.-bases:

lvs. reduced, soon deciduous. Mex. (?)

—

Erroneously grown under the name of
“ colletioides, Benth.

cc. Branches succulent with thickened
devoted lf.-bases (podaria).

d. Spines 1-2 on each side

the If.-base. Subsection
Diacanthtum. Nos.
16-38.

e. Podaria (lf.-bases) not

united into ribs;
branches nearly cylin-

drical: lvs. well developed.

f. Brads bright red. Class
Splendentes.

15. spldfdens, Boier.

Crown of ^Thorns. Fig.

1442. Sts. 3r4 ft. long, ffl
in. thick, somewhat climb-
ing, covered with stout

spines about an inch long: lvs. few, on the young
growth, obovate to oblong^spatulate, thin, bright
green, 1-2 in. long: cyathia in long-peduncled dicho-
tomous cymes, near the ends of the branches, each
closely subtended by 2 broadly ovate bright red
bracts. Madagascar. Flowering all the year but
mostly in winter. B.M. 2902. L.B.C. 18:1713. V.

1443. EupfcorbU neriifoli*.

2. p. 74; 14, p. 16. G.C. II. 19:816 (as E. jacqumix-
nora).—Coolhouse plant. The red bracts in the green
lvs. on the sinuous spiny sts. are very striking. It can
be trained into ornamental forms. The seedlings have
larger sts. and lvs. and double spines, a smaller one
below each of the ordinary ones.

ff. Bracts not conspicuously colored.

Class Grandifolle.

16. neriifdlia, Linn. Fig. 1443. Arborescent or
shrubby: st. obtusely 5-angled; the small mammiform
podaria in rows, with short, dark-colored, divergent
spines: branches somewhat whorled, bearing obovate-
oblong, obtuse, thick lvs., 3-5 m. long, at the summit:
small sessile cymes of greenish cyathia in the upper
axils. June, July. E. Indies. Gn.M. 6:196.—The large

lvs. persistent from autumn to spring. Cristate forms
are in cult. Fig. 1443 shows a hedge m W. Indies.

17. druoffera, Schum. & Thonn. (E. grandifdlia,

Haw.). Arborescent: st. terete: branches obsoletely
4-5-angled; spines small: lvs. terminal, obovate-
cuneate, obtuse or retuse, 6-10 in. long: small cymes
axillary, peduncled: caps, drupaceous. Guinea.

18. mammillftsa, Lem. Low, cespitose: branches less

than an inch diam.: podaria elongated, conical, in 5
spiral rows: lvs. and spines small, soon deciduous.
Nativity unknown.—Rare in cult, and not well known.
Probably the plants grown under this name are some-
thing else.

ee. Podaria united into ribs: branches 2-18-angled:

lvs. usually very small or rudimentary.

f. Angles of the branches, 2 (rarely 8), the brandies

flattened. Class Compres&e.

19. alcicdmis, Baker. St. obtusely 5-angled, 9 ft.

high or less: branches flat, except the triangular base,

}im. broad: spines short, slender, dark-colored.

Madagascar.

ff. Angles of the branches 3 (sometimes 4), bul the main
st. often 5-angled. Class Trigone,

g. Sides of branches solid green-colored.

h. Spine-shields separated by green tissue of ribs.

20. antiquftrum, Linn. Shrub, 8-10 ft. high: branches
erect, jointed, 1-2 in. thick, the angles repand-dentate

;

spine pairs about 1 in. apart; spines 1-3 fines long: lvs.

very small, roundish. India. See E. ladea, No. 23.

21. grdndidens, Haw. Tree, to 30 ft. high, with
trunk as much as 2 ft. diam.: branches slender,
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in. wide, numerous, whorled, erect-spreading, making
a dense rounded head in older plants; sides of branches
almost plane; angles deeply sinuate dentate; spine pairs

H“%m. apart, spines 3-5 lines long, slender, light

1444. Euphorbia grandicornis.

(XH)

H“%m. apart, spines 3H5 lines long, slender, light

brown to gray: lvs. very

f
amall, triangular. S.

hh. Spine-shields united

,

forming a continu-

ousJWny edge to

22. grandicdrnis,
GoebeL Fig. 1444. Shrub
or small tree: branches
3-5 in. wide, deeply
jointed, the angles

broadly winged, lobed
and sinuate, the edge
zigzag or wavy; spines

large, 1-2 in. long, light

colored: lvs. very small,

triangular ovate. S.

Afr. (7).—A fine plant,

with the longest spines

and widest wings of all.

A rapid grower, the
bright pale green con-
trasting beautifully with
the rich light brown of

1444, Euphorbia ™41»roi* **“ BI?iDe8 “d hom>
r

Jiupnorma pwuiwnua. margins on young
plants.

go. Sides of branches marbled with white or yellow.

23. l&ctea, Haw. (E. havantnsis, Hort., at least in

part). Fig. 1445. Similar to E. antiquorum
,
but with

a white-marbled area running through the middle
of each face of the branches. E. Indies.—One of the

most common succulent euphorbias in cult.,of fine can-

delabra form, and making rapid growth. The euphor-
bias grown for hedges in Fla., W. Indies, etc., are chiefly

this species, though some may be E. arUupwrum. It is

often confused with E. Hermentiana. Cristate forma
are in the trade as E. lactea monstrosa and E. havanemis
cnstala, though these should perhaps be referred to

E. antiquorum.

24. Hermentiana, Lem. Shrub, with closely erect,

scarcely jointed branches, about 2 m. thick; sides

strongly concave, striped or marbled with white,

especially when young, angles closely dentate; spines

slender, brown, 2-3 lines long: lvs. lanceolate, yz~‘2

m. long. W. Afr. G.Z. 19:101.—One of the best. The
true E. candelabrum, Trem., but probably not the one
common in cult, under that name, is distinguished from

fff. Angles of ike branches 4-8 (rarely 8 on some
branches). Class Polygons,

g. Spine-shields united, formina a continuous homy
edge to the ru>s.

H. Sides of mature branches plane or slightly convex,

angles not winged, branches about 8 in. axam.

25. Pseudocictus, Berger. St. 4-5-angled: branches

3-

5-angled, joints tapering upward from a broad base,

4-

6 in. long, 2 in. or less thick, the surface with yellow

U-shaped marks from center to angles: spines stout,

Him long, brown to gray. Nativity (7). J.H. III. 60:99
(as E. lactea).—Frequent in cult., often under the
name of E. lactea; also as E. marmorata and E. tesseUata.

26. coerulSscens, Haw. (E. virbsa, and var. coerur

Uscens of Berger). Low, shrubby: at. 4-5-angled:
branches 3-angled at base, 4-5-angled above, 2 in.

thick; joints 2 in. or less long, the sides bluish glaucous;

spines stout, Hm* long: lvs. triangular, scale-like. S.

Afr. G.Z. 19:102.—A handsomely colored compactly

branched succulent. According to N. E. Brown, E.
virbsa, Willd., is quite a different plant. It is probably
not in cult, in Amer.

27. Echinus, Hook. & Cosa. Branching shrub, with
6-angled sfc., branches ascending, about 2 in. thick,
5- or more-angled: spine pairs less than Hin. apart;
spines Hin. long, red to gray. Morocco. G.Z. 1904:122.

hh. Sides of mature branches concave, angles more or
less winged, branches often 8-4 in. thick.

28. triangulAris, Deaf. Tree-like :st. at first 6-angled,
later cylindrical: branches whorled, divergent, then
ascending, 3-5-angled, 2-4 in. thick; joints 2-12 in.

long; spine pairs 3-9 lines apart; spines less than 5
lines long; spine-shields united only on stronger shoots:
lvs. small, roundish. S. A/r.(?).

29. Coftperi, N. E. Br. Tree-like: whorled ascending
branches, 3-5 in. thick, the joints broad at base ana
tapering upward, 6-angledj spines 5 lines long, black to
gray. Natal.—A fine species.

gg. Spine-shields separate. See also No. 28.

h. Sides of mature branches plane or slightly convex,
angles not winged, branches less than 2 in. thick.

30. resinifera, Berg (E. San Sdlvador, Hort.). A
much-branched shrub: branches 4-angled, spine-
shields triangular-rounded, small, 3-5 lines apart. S.W.
Morocco. G.Z. 19 : 102.—This species yields the euphor-
bium gum of the ancients.

31. canari5nsis, Linn. Shrub or tree, 12-20 ft. high,
with many 4-6-angled, suberect, not conspicuously
jointed branches, as much as 3 in. thick; angles sub-
entire; spines 2 lines long, black: lvs. almost none.
Canary Isis. Gn. 53, p. 46.—This is one of the most com-

frequently pi

in cult, unde:er this name.

i which are

species arc

1445. Euphorbia lactea. No. 23.
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bh . Sides of branches concave to deeply grooved between

the wo#
,
which are more or lees winged; branches

2-6 m. thick. (The species of this group and
several others, a g. E. tenebr&sa

,

N. E. Br., E.
acrurensxs. N. E. Br., E. grandis, Lem. {E. neutra,

Berger), E. controvert
,
N. E. Br., E. Erythrxa

N. E. Br., are in cult., probably some in Amer.,
as E. abyssmica or some as E candelabrum.
The true E. abyssmica

,
Gmel., is not m cult.)

32. negl6cta. N. E. Br. (E. abyssimca, Berber, not
Gmel.). Tree: branches 5-8-angled, joints 4-12 m. long,

4-5 in thick, the con-
spicuous wings marked by
swollen veins; spine pairs

1 in. apart, sunken; spines

stout, brown, 1-2 lines

long: lvs. narrow, 1 in. or

more long: flowering eye
above the spine-shield.

N. Afr. GC III. 20.497.
Gn. 52, p. 106.

33. sfanilis, Berger {E
natal&nsts, Hort, not
Bernh.). Differs from E
neglecta in branches 5-

angled : spine pairs on apex
of a recurved tooth, lvs.

shorter; spines darker; veins in wings not prominent.
Natal (?).

1446. Euphorbia meloformia
(XH). No. 44.

34. di&cl&sa, N. E. Br. (E. candeldbrum, Berger, not
Trem

,
see No. 24). Tree, with 4-5-angled st and

branches, slightly jomted: spine pairs 8-10 lines apart;

spines 3-5 lines long, stout, dark brown to gray • flower-

ing eye included m the spine-shield. Abyssinia.

ffff. Angles of branches 9-13.

G. Spine-shields almost always united into a homy
margin; grooves between nbs rather shallow:

branches about 2 m. thick

35. Beaumier&na, Hook & Coss A shrub to 9 ft.

high: branches erect, 9-10-angled; spines short, spread-
ing, red when young. Morocco. J H. Ill 59:627.

36. officin&rum, Linn. Shrub: branches 9-13-angled;
spines but little spreading, yellowish to gray, 3-6 lines

long: lvs. minute. N. Afr. R.H. 1875, pp. 336-7.

gg. Spine-shields often isolated; grooves between nbs
very deep.

37. frutiedsa, Forek. Low shrub: branches erect,

scarcely jointed, 6-9 lines thick, 10-13-ribbed; spines
6-9 lines long, spreading, brown when young Arabia.

38. PfSrsdorfii, Hort. Trunk round. \ lA-2 xA in.

thick, 9-angled, much branched when old: spines large,

4-9 lines long.—A species not very well known.

dd. Spines
, if any,

not m stipular position.

Subsection Treisia.

E. Podana m longitudinal rows or ribs.

f. Body cylindrical: sterile mfi. transformed into thorns.

Class Anthacantha.
g. Ribs without prominent cross furrows between podana.

39. heptagfaa, Linn. St. 3-4 ft. high, over 1 in.

thick, candelafcraform-hranched, 5-8 -ribbed* ribs

broader than high; thorns not numerous, strong, yel-

low, %in. long. lvs. linear-lanceolate, acute. Cape of

Good Hope.—According to N. E. Brown the plants of
this section and their names are much confused in cult,

and without careful study it would be difficult to say
just what is being grown under the names of E. hep-
tagona

,
E. mammulans, E. enopla

,
etc.

40. cereiffrmis, Linn. (E. enneagdna
,
Haw.). St.

erect, 2-3 ft. high : branches with 9-13 straight ribs, the
podaria forming declined teeth: lvs small, triangular;

thorns numerous, 4-7 lines long. Cape region.—Cut-
tings from the branches have a different form from
seedlings.

41. polygons. Haw. St. up to 5 ft. high, 5 in. thick,

10-13-ribbed, the ribs high and narrow, often somewhat
spiral: thorns 4-5 lines long; lvs. minute. Cape region.

gg. Ribs with the podaria separated by cross furrows

42. mammiliarig, Linn. Low: branches 7-12-ribbed,

about 1 in. thick; ribs flat: podaria not prominent;
zones of spines up to 1 m. long, alternate with areas

free from them. Cape region. Var. spindsior, Berger,

is more vigorous and spiny, with more prominent
podana.

43 submammill&ris, Berger. St. irregularly

branched, 1 in. thick: branches with about 5-8 straight

ribs, 2 lines high; podana forming pointed tubercles:

lvs. linear; thorns numerous on strong branches, few on
others Cape region(?).—Grown as E. tnexicana, E.
imbneata, and E. cereiformis.

ff. Body sphencal
,
not thorny.

44. meloftirmis, Ait. Melon Spurge. Fig. 1446.

Globose or pyriform, 3-5 in. thick, deeply 8-10-ribbed;
ribs obscurely tuberculate on the almost acute angles;

sides transversely dark and light green-striped, or
wrinkled when old: lvs few and small: fls at the
depressed apex; the old forked branches of the infl.

suD-persistent but not spinose. A few small branches
similar to the main st present. S Afr. L B C. 5 436.

A G 11:463 —A curious and rare plant, often mistaken
for a cactus and showing extreme reduction in xero-

phytic euphorbias as Mammillaria does for the cacti.

ee. Podana m spirals checkering the axis.

F. Joints or branches globose to short-cyhndncal • glands

of the involucre with lobed or comb-like edges.

See also No 51. Class Dactylanthes.

45. globdsa, Sims (E glomerdta, Hort ). Low, the
spherical or short cylindrical to club-shaped joints

crowded, forming a clump near the ground: joints

1447. Euphorbia Laihyri*, young plant seen enawise. No. 52

xArl m. long; podaria very flat, pentagonal: lvs. very
small, triangular* peduncle 2-4 in. long; glands of

involucre with 3-4 lobes which are green with white
pits; flowering all summer. Cape region. B.M. 2624.

46. ormthopus, Jacq. Much-branched half-shrub:
joints 1 in. or leas thick, short-cylindrical; podaria
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elongated into conical projection*: lva. email ovate:
peduncles short; fls. much as m E. globosa, involucral
glands erect, the 3-4 teeth pitted and white-marked.
Cape region. B.M.2520. L.B.C. 3: 220 (as E.anacantha).

47. anac&ntha, Ait. Cespitose sub-shrub, with some
joints 4-8 in. long, %m. truck: podaria oblong, some-
what projecting: lvs. small, ovate-oblong; cyathia
almost sessile at apex of branches; glands divergent,

the 3-lobes white with greenish pits. Cape region.

ff Joints of the branches obscure or none; branches

cylindrical, many times as long as thick.

3. Sinuous or snake-like branches many, from a thick

basal st.; thorns none: lvs. small; glands comb-like.

Class Medusea.

48 Ciput-Medhsas, Linn. {E. Commttmn, DC.).
Medusa’s Head. Branches 1-2 in. thick, numerous,
declined about the short, obconical st

,
with ends erect,

6-12 in. long: lvs. linear-lanceolate, about 1 in. long:

cyathia single, from short, thick peduncles; glands erect,

white Cape region —A curious and interesting plant;

often seen as single-stemmed plants grown from branch
cuttings E parmndmma, Boiss., is also in cult, under
this name. See Suppl. list.

49 in6rmis, Mill (E mperina, Berger, fide N. E.
Br. E serpentdna, Hort ?). Smaller: branches about
3^m. thick, 12 in long; podana narrow, in 6-8 somewhat
spiral rows: lvs very small, ovate; cyathia 3^in. wide,
whitish, glands divergent. Cape region. BM 7971.

GO. Sinuous or snake-like branches none; glands simple,

flat, without dunded appendages, lvs usually large;

cyathia usually long peduncled, subtended by several

broad bracts. Class Treisia.

50. loricfrta, Lam (E H ystrix, Jacq
,
fide N. E. Br.)

A shrub, 2-3 ft. high : branches divergent from the base,

Hm. thick: lvs. linear, 2-3 m. long: peduncles persist-

ent as numerous brownish red thorns. Cape region —
Sortie species of the subsection Anthacantha are in cult,

under the name of E Hysirix The names E cl&va,

Jacq
,
and E. coronata, Thunb

,
are used in the trade and

belong to closely related if not identical species of S.

Afr
,
probably not in cult. The sts. are smaller and the

mfl less spmose than in E. loncala.

51 bupleurifdlia. Jacq St ovate-spherical, elon-

gated m age, 3 in. truck, 4-5 in. high: podana scale-like,

imbricated, quadrangular lvs. at st. apex, 4-8 in. long,

lanceolate: fls.

1448. Euphorbia epithymoides. No. 57.

long-stalked;
peduncle not
persistent Cape
region. B M.
3476.— Seldom
cult

,
and, as it

does not branch,
cannot be prop,
by cuttings E.
clandistma,
Jacq . differing

in the club-
shaped st., 1 Yt-
2 in thick, with
oblong podana
divergent above,
small lvs. ana

nearly sessile cyathia is listed, probably erroneously,
in the trade.

bbb. Sts. herbaceous or woody, rarely somewhat fleshy,

not spiny: infl. umbellate: stipules none. Section

Tithymalus

c. Lvs. below the umbel decussate: tall annual herb.

52. L&thyris, Linn. Caper Spurge. Mole Plant.
Fig. 1447 Annual, 2-3 ft. tall: lvs. long, lance-

linear, those of the mfl. ovate-acuminate
:
glands short-

homed: caps, somewhat fleehy, ^-Hin. diam. Eu,
and naturalized m E. U. S. Kept. Mo. Bot. Gard
11, pi. 11.—Cult, in old gardens. Caps, sometimes
pickled, seeds used as a purgative. Said to drive away
moles from its neighborhood (see Cor-
nell Bull. 61 : 331) ;

for a similar reason
known as “gopher plant” in S. Calif.

cc. Lvs. usually clustered at ends of
branches: shrubs. (Euphorbio

-

dendron, Millsp.).

53 atropurpflrea, Brouss. Branch-
ing shrub, 3-6 ft. high: lvs. pale,

glaucous green, spreading or droop-
ing, 2-3 in long, umbel 5-10-rayed,
cyathia surrounded by large, dark
purple, broadly ovate, obtuse, con-
nate bracts* glands ovate*. March.
Teneriffe B M. 3321.—Some other
red-leaved species used for bedding
m Amer have been cult, under this

name, i e
,
a purplish variety of E.

pulchemma, and possibly E. hsema-
todes, Boiss.

54 Rfcgis-Jftb®, Webb. Like the
last but lvs narrowly linear and
bracts almost yellow: involucral

glands with 2 short horns. Teneriffe.

—Some plants under this name are

E. piscatdna, Ait. See Suppl. list.

55 dendroides, Linn. A large

branching shrub, more foliaceous than
the two preceding lvs. linear-lanceo-

late, obtuse or acute* bracts yellow-
ish, rhomboid-orbicular mucronate;
glands truncate or semi-lunate.
Medit region. Gn. 36, p. 203. R H.
1887:160

56 ffilva, Stapf (E. eldstica, Altam.
& Rose) Palo Amarillo. Small
tree: lvs. lanceolate, acute, pubes-
cent cyathia few, bracts small, glands 1449. Euphorbia

ovate: caps, conical, 1 in. long. Mex. Cyparissias (xK).
—Used for rubber. No 60

ccc. Lvs. below the umbel alternate: leafy perennial herbs

d. Glands of the involucre oval, entire.

57 epithymoides, Jacq {E. polychrdma. Kern.)
Fig 1448 Many sts. 1 ft. or more long, forming a
hemispherical clump, rays of umbel 5: lvs. oblong,
dark green, those of the infl. various shades of yellow at
flowering time. May Eu. B.M. 2258. Gn. 69, p. 295.
—A beautiful plant for the formal or informal border.

58. pildsa, Linn. Sts about 18 in. high from a thick
rootstock, pilose: lvs. oblong, nearly entire: umbel 5-
6-rayed, with similar branches below, caps. 2 lines

broad, nearly smooth or hairy, with or without minute
warts Eu and N. Asia Var m&jor is a better form
for gardens with beautiful golden yellow foliage.

59. palustris, Linn. Differs from E. pilosa chiefly in

being glabrous or nearly so, more rays in the umbel,
and caps, with small but distinct warts on the back.
Eu. Gn. 76, p. 499.—The floral lvs. are a bright yellow.

dd. Glands of involucre truncate, retuse, 2-homed or
crescent-shaped.

e. Seeds smooth.

60. Cyparissias, Linn Cypress Spurge and many
local names. Fig. 1449. Many short plume-like
branches from the crowns and adventitious root-buds,
covered with spreading, narrowly linear, dark green lvs.

1 in. long. Eu. L.B.C. 2:118. G.C. II. 22 : 469. Rept.
Mo. Bot. Gard. 11, pi 50.—Cult, in old gardens and
cemeteries for its moss-like growth. Naturalized and
a weed in E. U. S., but rarely producing seed here.
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61. Wtilfenii, Hoppe. Sts. 3-4 ft. high, forming a
clump, densely covered with lanceolate, linear, acute,

bluish green pubescent lvs., those of the mfl. yellow, or

the base of the st. bare later, except for the conspicuous
leaf-scars: umbel many-rayed; glands 2-horned. Eu.
B. R. 24:6 (aaE. Veneta). G. 31:103. G.C. III. 39:331.
Gn. 57, pp. 440-1; 74, p. 40. G.W. 13, p. 305.

62. biglanduldsa, Deaf. Differs from E. myrsinites,

chiefly m the erect sts., lanceolate, acute lvs. and smooth
seeds. Sicily to Syria. B.R. 274 (as E. ngida).

BE. Seeds rugose or pitted.

63. plnea, Linn. St. glabrous: st.-lvs. linear; those
of the mfl. reniform-cordate: rays of umbel 5-7. Eu.

64. robdsta, Small, and P&lmeri, Engelm., are many-
stemmed desert plants from W. U. S., about 1 ft. high
with small ovate lvs., irregularly crescent-shaped glands
and roughened seeds. Rept. Mo. Bot. Garden. 11: pis.

40. 49.—They have been offered for sale, but have littlo

cultural value.

65. myrsinites, Linn. The many declined sts. covered
with large, fleshy, glaucous, obovate-oblong, concave,
pointed lvs. in close spirals: umbel 7-12-raved; glands
and fls. yellow: seeds rugose. Eu.—A plant of old
gardens; good for walls ana rockenes.

The following have been reported in cult, in Eu but are not in
the American trade.

B. aggregdta, Berger. A succulent grown like E. cereiformis

—

E aUpjnca, Linn. Annual of Tithymalus section.

—

E. amygda-
Idutet, Linn. Perennial and almost woody. Common in England.

—

E. anguldrts, Klotzsch (E fimbriata, Hort ). A 3-5-anglod succulent.—E aptlylla, Brouss Semi-succulent shrub, near E. Tirucalli Gt.
37.277

—

E. arbuscula, Balf. Semi-succulent Bhrub near E xylo-
phylloides—E balmmifera. Ait Tropical shrub, lvs. at end of
branches. Allied to E. dendroides.

—

E. Bertheldhx, C Bolle Sub-
tropical shrub allied to E Regis-Jub®, name used incorrectly in
he trade—E Bdjcrx, Hook (E. Breonn) Semi-succulent, slender,
spiny shrub near E splendens, Hook. B M. 3527—E bubalina,
Boise (Section Treisia). Low, slender, spineless succulent, leafy
at apex R B. 209 (as E. oxystejpa) —E Cdctus, Erenh. Succulent,
spiny 3-angled shrub, near E. Hermentiana.

—

E cattimdndoo,
Ell. Small, succulent, spiny, 5-angled tree—E cervxcdrnxs,
Boiss.==E hemata.

—

E. chamxayce, Linn. Low, opposite-lvd.
herb with corolla-like cyathia m clusters.

—

E. chardcxas, Linn.
Umbellate perennial herb near E. Wulfenn. Gn. 59, p. 447 G C
II. 13 657.

—

E. colletioides, Benth. Low Mexican shrub lvs
opposite Plants grown under this name may be E pteroneura—E Diniert, Berger. Spiny, 6-8-angled succulent shrub often
grown under names of E virosa and E tetragons—E Dregedna,
Mey Spineless, almost leafless shrub, near E Tirucalh —

E

endvla, Boiss. Spiny succulent near E heptagons, and confused
with it.

—

E. erdsa, Willd. Spiny succulent, near E mammillans.—E. falcdta, Linn Annual herb, near E Aleppica—E fimbrxdia,
Hort ®=E. angulans—E. hamdta. Sweet (E cervicornis, Boiss )

Low succulent shrub, leafy at apex, near E clandestina.

—

E
hehcdthele , Lem. Spiny, succulent tree, leafy at apex, near E
nerufoha. I.H. 4, p. 100, desc—E. helxoacopia, Linn Umbel-
late annual (Section Tithymalus) Rept. Mo. Bot Gard. 11

pi. 26

—

E. 1 nitty, Drake. Semi -succulent tropical shrub, near
E. Tirucalli —E. Lagdacse, Spreng Annual, near E pilosa—E.
Ldro, Drake Semi-succulent shrub near E Tirucalh —E laurx-
fdlta, Jusa. Tropical shrub, leafy at ends of branches, near E.
atropurpurea.—E Ledxinxi, Berger. Spiny succulent, near E
virosa, grown under the names of E. pentagons, E ccerulea, and
E. ccerulescens. B.M. 8275.

—

E. Lemairedna, Boiss. Spiny suc-
culent. Near E grandicorms—E lophogdna, Lam. Succulent
with fnnged angles, near E Fourmen. B M 8076—E. macro-
alfpha, Lem. Spiny, 3-angled succulent—E MArlothn, Pax*—
E Montien—E. maurtidntca, Linn. Semi-succulent shrub. Near
E. Tirucalh—E. mellifera, Ait Tree, leafy at branch ends. Near
E. dendroides. B M. 1305.—E Montxkn, Hook (E. Marlothn,
Pax ). Succulent shrub, leafy at the apex , of Section Pseud-
euphorbium. B.M. 5534 —E. Morinix, Berger. Spiny sucoulent,
near E cereiformis.

—

E. mvltxcepa, Berger. Succulent. Near E.
Caput-Medus®

—

E. nxvulxa, Ham Spiny, succulent shrub, leafy
at apex. Near E nerufoha—E. Nyikse, Pax. Succulent tree with
2-angled joints.—E obiaa, Hook. Succulent. Near E. meloformis
B.M 7888—E. obtxwifdlxa, Poir. Semi-succulent shrub. Near E
Tirucalh—E offictndrum, Lion. Succulent, spiny, 9-13-angled
shrub. Near E. Beaurruenana—E . Paralvae, Linn, Perennial herb
of Section Tithymalus

—

E. parvxmdmma, Boiss Low succulent,
without spines. Near E. Caput-Medus®.

—

E. PhiUxpatse, N. E. Br.
Succulent, spmy, 9-angled shrub Near E. Beaumierana.

—

E.
pxlulifera, Linn. Low annual with opposite lvs. and inconspic-
uous cyathia in clusters: glands appendaged.

—

E. pxacatdrxa, Ait.
Tropical shrub: narrow lvs. at end of branches. Near E. Regis-
Jub®—E. plurtxerxoides, Teysmann. Tropical stvHib similar to the

S
revious one

—

E. proctimbens, Mill. (E. pugaifomus, Boiss.)
ueculent, not spiny. Near E. Caput-Medus®. B.M. 8082.

R.B. 161.

—

E. punicea, Swart*. Tropical shrub. Near E. atro-
purpurea. B.R. 190. B M. 1961. L B C 20 1901. G.C. II. 15-529.—E. pyrxfdlxa, Lam. Semi-Bucoulent shrub, leafy at the apex.

Near E. lophogona.— E. Savinxx, Do Wild. Slender, spiny suo>
oulent. Near E. cereiformis. G.C. III. 45:66.

—

E. ScMmperi,
Presl. Semi-suooulent shrub. Near E. Tirucalli.

—

E. Schxmperxdna,
Hochst. An African annual of Section Tithymalus. This name
perhaps used erroneously for E. Schimpori.—E Scolopdndrxa,
Don—E. stellata.— E acopxfdrmxa, Boiss. =*E. serpiformis.— E.
aerpxfdrmxa, Boiss Section Arthrothamnus. Slender-branched
semi-succulent shrub with opposite, rudimentary lvs.

—

E. Sib-
thorpxx, Boiss. Perennial herb. Near E Wulfenn.

—

E. Stpoliatx,

N E. Br Slender succulent shrub with decurrent If.-bases.

Near E. pteroneura.

—

E. aptndaa, Linn. Umbellate Bub-shrub
or herb of S Eu Section Tithymalus.

—

E. atapeh/drmxs, Hort.
==E. stapehoides, Boiss (?). A plant near E buplcunfolia—
E. Stapfit, Berger Spiny, succulent, 4-angled shrub.

—

E atel-

Ueapina, Haw. Spiny 10-13-nbbed succulent. Near E cereiformis—E. stellata, Willd (E uncinata, DC , referred here according to

N. E Br.). Spiny succulent with branches V-shaped in croab-

aection, and clustered on a short thick st—E. tetragdna. Haw.
Spiny, succulent 4-angled tree. R B 39.

—

E. trxgdna, Haw.
Spiny, succulent, 3-angled shrub, near E antiquorum—E. tuber-

culdta, Jacq. Low succulent, near E. Caput-Medus®.

—

E. uncxndta
-=E. stellata.

Other names used but not classified: E. Amiha, Hort.

—

B.
articuldta, Hort

—

E. aurilxa, Hort. (E. Amelia?).

—

E. Cdput Com-

milinn, Hort. (E. Caput-Medus®?)

—

E. Caput-odordta, Hort.

—

E.
Cdput-Simxae, Hort—E. capinsxa, Hort. (succulent).

—

E. colubrina,
Hort

—

E cylindrxca, Hort.

—

E. dentdta, Hort.

—

E. de Smetxdna,
Hort—E ericla, Hort.

—

E. fundlxa, Hort.

—

E. gardenisefdlxa, Hort.—E. grdcxlxa, Hort —E. Houlietxdna, Hort—E Houllitxx, Hort —E.
longifdlxa,a.OTt—E. mdngador, Hort. (E. mogador, Hort.?)

—

E.
MUlerx —E. obtusa, Hort.

—

E. pavoinata, Hort.

—

E. pulchra, Hort.—E. Pullehdna, Hort—E. Rebutix, Hort.

—

E. mhamtnaxa, Hort.—
E. vxxltonxtnaxa, Hort. x B g> Norton>
EUPHORIA (name refers to the fact that the plant

carries well its edible frs.). Sapindacese. A half-dozen
trees in Trop. and Subtrop. Asia, allied to Litchi but
differing in having petals and a deeply 5-parted imbri-
cate calyx; both genera are sometimes combined m
Nephelium. Lvs. pinnate: fls. regular; petals spatulate

OX lanceolate, hairy inside, stamens usually 8: fr. glob-
ular or ellipsoid, more or less tuberculate or warty,
the size of a cherry or plum. The following species is

widely cult in the eastern tropics. E. Longdna, Lam.
(Nephelium Longdna, Cambess.). Tree, 30-40 ft

,
with

gray bark: lvs. scattered: lfts. opposite or alternate,

elliptic to ovate to lanceolate, 2-5 pairs, rather obtuse
at both ends, to 12 m long, entire: fls. small (J4in * or

1450. Leaves of Euptelea polyandra. ( XM)
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less across), yellowish while, in puberulent terminal
and axillary panicles; calyx deeply 5-6-lobed; petals

about equaling calyx, spatulate* fr globose, reddish or
purple, %m. or less diam., tuberculate or becoming
warty or nearly smooth, with an edible aril. India.

B.M. 4096. B.R. 1729.—A much-prized fr. in China,
under the name of longyen, or linkeng, resembling
Utchi but smaller and smoother and yellow-brown

L. H B.

EUPHRASIA (Greek for hilarity or delight) Scroph-

ularidceae. Eyebright. More than 100 low herbs,
of no special horticultural value although some of them
are mentioned in connection with alpine-gardening.
They are more or less parasitic on roots of other plants:
lvs. opposite, dentate or incised: fls small, largely

whitish or purplish, in terminal leafy spikes; calyx
mostly 4-cleft; corolla 2-lipped

;
stamens 4, didynamous,

ascending under the upper lip: caps, oblong, many
seeded, dehiscent The species range in temperate
and cold parts of the globe, several of them being N.
American.

EUPTfeLEA (Greek eu, well, handsome, and ptelea
,

elm) I'rochodendrdccar . Ornamental woody subjects
grown for their handsome foliage; also the red anthers
of the precocious flowers are conspicuous m early spring.

Deciduous shrubs or small trees, winter-buds con-
spicuous, with imbricate dark brown scales lvs alter-

nate, slender-petioled, dentate fls before the lvs
,
in

axillary clusters along last year’s branches, perfect,

without perianth; stamens many, wath large oblong-
linear, red anthers carpels many, stipitate, oblique,
with a decurrent stigma, developing after the stamens
have dropped, growing into a small, slender-stalked

obliquely winged 1-4-seeded nutlet —Three species in

Japan, Cent and W China, and E Himalayas
They are graceful bushy trees resembling the linden

in habit and foliage; the bright green leaves arc very
slender-stalked, and the tree is conspicuous in early

spring from the bright red anthers of its flowers E.
poluandra has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum
and possibly E. Franchctn is of the same hardiness.

They seem to grow well in a loamy well-drained soil

and prefer somewhat moist situations. Propagation is

by seeds or by grafting on their owrn roots

polyftndra, Sieb. & Zucc Figs 1450, 1451. Shrub or
small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs long-petioled, usually round-
ish ovate, cuspidate, coarsely and irregularly dentate,

below pale green and slightly pubescent on the veins,

2-4 m. long: carpels usually 1 -seeded, Hin long. April.

Japan. S Z 72 SI F 1*41 Gng. 10:162.

Franchfetii, Van Tieghem {E Daviduina
,
Hemsl

,

not Baill ). Tree, to 40 ft : lvs long-petioled, usually

roundish-ovate, cuspidate, fairly regularly sinuate-

dentate, light green below, 2-4 in. long: carpels usually

2-3-seeded. April Cent and W. China. H.I. 28:2787.
V.F.9.

E. pletoapirma, Hook. f. & Thoma (E Davidiana, Baill ).

Closely related to E. Franchetu Lvs. glaucous below carpels
eomewh&t larger. W. China, E. Himalayas.

Alfred Rehder.

EtlRYA (Greek for large, but of no application).

Temstrcemidccse (or The&cex), Shrubs of S. Asia and
Malaya (30 or more species), with small dioecious fls

,

berry-like frs
,
and simple, glabrous evergreen lvs. : fls.

in axillary clusters, or rarely solitary; petals and sepals

5; stamens 15 or less (rarely only 5), joined to the base
of the corolla: ovary usually 3-loculcd. Cleyera is by
some included in this genus. The euryas are allied to

camellias, and require much the same treatment.
They are grown for foliage rather than for fls. They
require an intermediate temperature and a peaty soil.

Prop, by cuttings taken from the tips of growing shoots.

E japdnica, Thunb. (E. Siebbldn, Hort.), is the com-
mon species, and is very variable. The variegated form

of it (known m the trade as E. lahfdlia vanegdta) is one
of the best glasshouse decorative pot shrubs* lvs.

variable in shape, usually ovate-acuminate and irregu-
larly toothed or notched, short-petioled, variously
blotched with white, fls. greenish white, in small,
axillary clusters. Japan. V. 23:5. L H. B

EURYALE (mythological name) Nymphsedeeae One
species, the Indo-Chinese representative of Victoria

* regia, from which it differs in

A having all the stamens fertile

(m Victoria the inner ones are

60 1 stenle) and in the very small fl

a and in other technical characters

E. tixox, Salisb
,

is the species.

The lvs. are 1-4 ft. across, circu-

i larj purple and spiny-ribbed

beneath, dark green and uneven
above: fls about 2 in. broad,

open by day, prickly outside;

calyx reddish inside and the 20-

30 purple petals shorter than
the calyx-lobes; stamens numer-
ous fr a small many-seeded,

^ globular berry, bearing the re-

mains of the calyx on its top;
‘'1 seeds edible B.M 1447.—Long
M l cult in China Treated as an

f|
1/ annual. Has attracted little at-

tention since the intro of Victo-
ria. Prop, by seeds only, which
are best Btored in fresh cold‘mmm water. Plant in rich earth as

1 for nympheas, at 70-75° F. As

|
far north as Philadelphia and

1 St. Louis it is hardy, sowing
1 wJN itself every season.* It is feroci-

ously 8piny *

r
E amazdnxca, Poepp , still advertised

m catalogues, is Victoria regia.

H. S. CONARD.
Wm*. Thicker.

vk 'T EURYANGIUM: Ferula.

EURYCLES (Greek -made
name, of no particular applica-

|

tion). Amarylliddcese Two south
hemisphere tunicated -bulbous

, . plants, allied to Hymenocallis and

H
‘4
„
5
‘i

Pancratium. Fls white or whit-

(NaturJmse) ish, umMlateon peduncles 12-18
in. long; perianth - tube cylin-

drical, the segms. oblong-lanceolate, ascending and nearly

equal, stamens inserted in the throat of the tube* lvs

broad and stalked, with prominent curving veins and
interlocking vemlets. E. sylvgstris, Salisb. {E. amboin-
6mis, Loud.). Brisbane Lily. Scapes 1-2 ft

,
bearing

an umbel of 10-40 handsome, creamy white fls (2 in.

across): lvs. round-cordate, with a very short, blunt
point; blooms in May and June in Eu., tne lvs appear-
ing later. B.M. 1419 (as Pancratium ambomense).
B.R. 715 (as Pancratium australasicum) . R H. 1879,

p 456 and p. 457 (as E. australa&ica); 1913, p. Ill
G.W. 11, p. 583. G.Z. 24, p. 25. Malaya, Philippines,

N. Austral.—Cult, apparently as for pancratiums.

L. h. b.

EtRYOPS (lartje eyes
,
because of the prominent

fls.). Cornpdsxtx

,

Small shrubs of 25-30 species of Afr.

(mostly S. Afr.), Arabia and Socotra, very little known
in horticulture. The fls. are yellow, the heads with
female rays and tubular 5-toothed perfect disk-fls.;

receptacle convex or conical; involucre of 1 series of

scales aehene wingless and beakless, the pappus of

several rows of caducous bristles. These little bushes
or undershrubs grow from ft., or sometimes 5 ft.,
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high. They are bloomed in the greenhouse or grown in

the open in mild climates. None seems to be regularly
in the trade.

EtlSCAPHIS (Greek, eu, handsome, and scaphis,

vessel; alluding to the shape and the handsome color

of the dehiscent capsule). Staphyle&cex. Ornamental
woody plant grown for its handsome foliage and the
attractive fruits.

Deciduous upright shrub or small tree, glabrous: lvs.

opposite, odd-pinnate, stipulate: fls. in terminal upright
panicles, perfect; sepals, petals and stamens 6, all of

nearly equal length: ovary 2-3-celled, surrounded at
the base by an annular disk; styles 2-3, often connate:
fr. consisting of 1-3 spreading, leathery dehiscent pods,
each with 1-3 black seeds.—-One species in Japan and
Cent. China. A handsome plant with large pinnate
lvs., small whitish fls. in upright panicles followed by
attractive brownish red frs. disclosing shining black
seeds when opening. It grows in any good garden soil,

but is only half-hardy N. Prop, by seeds and green-
wood cuttings under glass.

jan6nica, Dipp. (E. staphyleohdes, Sieb. & Zucc.
Sambiicus japdnica, Thunb.). Shrub, to 10 ft : lfts.

7-11, ovate-lanceolate, glabrous, serrate, IK-3 in long,

each with 2 small stipules: fls. in broad many-fld.

E
anicles to 6 m. long: fr. consisting of 1-3 pods, lAm.
>ng, apiculate, each with 1-3 steel-blue seeds. May,

June; fr. Aug., Sept. Japan. S.Z. 67. S.I.F. 1:70.

Alfred Rehder.
EtlSTOMA (good mouth, alluding to the corolla).

Qenhanbcese. Two or 3 N American large-fki
.
glaucous

ojpposite-lvd. small herbs, fls. more or less paniculate,
single on the peduncles. 5-merous or rarely 6-merous;
calyx with narrow keeled lobes; corolla nearly campanu-
late, white, blue or purple, the lobes oblong or obovate,
usually erose; stamens attached on the corolla-throat;
ovary 1-celled; stigmas 2: caps, oval or oblong, many-
seeded. E. selenifollum, Salisb. (E. exaUdtum, Gnseb.).
Annual, but in S Calif, said to be perennial, 0-15 in.

erect: lvs. oblong, glaucous-green: fls. light blue or pur-
ple, the corolla-lobes about or nearly 1 in. long, twice
exceeding the tube. Fla. to Calif. Offered in Calif.

EtTSTREPHUS (Greek, referring to the climbing
habit). Lilidcex. One or two Australian plants,

botanically related to Lapageria. but much less showy;
in habit suggestive of smilax (Asparagus medeolotdes)

.

Plants more or less woody at base, slender, branching,
tall-chmbmg: lvs. alternate, sessile or short-petiolea:
fls. 2 to many, m axillary fascicles; perianth-eegms.
distinct and spreading; stamens 6. E. latifdlius, R.
Br., is a tall and much-branched half-twining herb,
more or less woody at the base, bearing alternate,

stiff, linear-lanceolate, short-stalked lvs and small,
axillary, drooping light blue fls. with spreading, cihate
perianth-segms. : fr. a dry berry: lvs. 2-4 in long, sharp-
pointed: fls less than 1 in. across. B M. 1245. Of easy
cult., either in the glasshouse border or m pots. Very
useful for table decoration and for design work.

L. H. B.
EOTACTA: Araucaria.

EUTAxIA (from Greek words referring to the attrac-
tive appearance). Leguminbsse. Shrubs of Austral,,
with golden or yellow papilionaceous fls., one of which
is offered for greenhouse cult.: lvs. small, opposite,
simple and entire: fls. solitary or a few together, or
sometimes crowded at ends of branches; standard
orbicular, entire or nearly so, exceeding the other petals;
stamens free: pod ovate, 2-valved. Said to require
general treatment of Chorizema. E. myrtifOlia, R. Br.
Glabrous. 2-3 ft. : lvs. obovate-oblong to linear, mostly
Min. or less long: fls. yellow with dark orange keel,

solitary or 2-4 together. B.M. 1274 (as Dillwynia).
R.B. 26 : 13. Var. fioribunda is listed

.

EUTERPE (mythological name). Palmbcese, tribe

Arbcex. Slender erect spineless palms, with solitary

or fasciculate ringed caudicets, and grown chiefly for

their graceful habit and feathery pinnate foliage.

Leaves terminal, equally pmnatisect; segms. nar-
rowly linear-lanceolate, long, and gradually acuminate
or ensiform, membranaceous, plicate, the thickened
margins recurved at the base; rachis and petiole 3-

sided toward the base, convex on the back, concave
above; petiole elongated; sheath very long

?
- cylindrical,

entire: spadix pamculately branched: racnis elongated:
branches slender, gradually shortening above, usually
scaly, thick at the base, erect-spreading in fl. • spathes 2,

coriaceous or membranaceous, lanceolate, the lower one
shorter, split at the apex, dorsally 2-keeled, the upper
one symmetrical, split down the ventral side* bracts
bordering the furrows; bractlets ovate-acute: fls.

small, white, sessile in the furrows of the spadix: fr.

like a pea, purple.—Species about 8. Trop. Amer. and
W. Indies. G.C. II. 24:586.
Three species of Euterpe are commonly found in

cultivation, namely: E. edulis, E. montana and E.
oleracea. These are found under varying conditions in

Central and South America and the West Indies, and
all three species are valuable as food-producers to the
natives of those countries. E. edulis grows in great
quantities in the lowlands of Brazil, where it is known
as the assai palm, owing to the fact that its seeds are

macerated in water, and by this means is produced a
beverage known as assai E. oleracea is the well-known
cabbage palm of the West Indies, growing m the low-
lands near the coast, while E. montana is the mountain
cabbage palm, and is frequently found at considerable
altitudes m the same islands, and consequently does not
attain the great dimensions of E. oleracea —The euter-

pes do not present any special cultural difficulties,

being free-rooting and rapid-growing palms; a night
temperature of 65° F ,

and abundant moisture are

among their chief requirements. A good turfy loam,
with the addition of about one-fifth of stable manure
while in the compost heap, provides a suitable soil.

From their habit of forming a tall slender stem with-
out suckering from the base, the euterpes are liable to

become rather leggy specimens When under culti-

vation, and for trade purposes, it is advisable to group
three or four of the young plants together, thus pro-
ducing a more bushy specimen. White scale is one of

the worst pests to which these palms are subject, and
soon ruins the foliage unless care is taken Seeds germi-
nate in a few weeks if sown in a warm greenhouse, and
the young plants make better progress when moderately
shaded. (W. H. Taplin.)

edftlis, Mart. Para Palm. Assai Palm St 66-90 ft.

high, 8 in. thick, flexuous: lvs 16-15, spreading, the lfts.

often pendulous; sheaths 3-4H ft
;

petiole 1}4 ft.;

blade 6-9 ft.; segms. linear. spreading, deflexed, 66-80
on each side, densely crowded, 28-36 m. long, Mr1 in.

wide: spadix about 2-3 ft long, bearing numerous rather
inconspicuous fls. Brazil.

oleracea. Mart. CaHbaob Palm. St. 60-100 ft.,

scarcely 1 ft. diarn. at base, attenuate above, flexuous:

lvs. arcuate-spreading, 4-6 ft. long, the apex more or

less deflexed; segms. pendent, linear -lanceolate, the
upper 2 ft. long, 1 in. wide, many-nerved. Brazil. See

monttaa, R. Graham. St. 10 ft. high, swollen at the
base, ringed: lvs. 9 ft. long, elliptical-obovate: segms.
lanceolate, entire, glabrous, alternate; petiole 2 ft.

long, scaly beneath, unarmed; rachis plano-convex
below, subtriangular toward the apex: spadices several

on the trunk at one time, axillary, much branched; fls.

numerous, white. Grenada. B.M. 3874.—Intro, into

Botanic Garden at Edinburgh in 1815.

Jarbd G. Smith.
N. TAYLOR.f
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BtTTOCAt Phacdia.

EVAPORATING FRUIT. The domestic operation of
drying fruit has been practised ever since men looked
beyond their immediate wants and stored food for
time of greater need. Dried fruit has long been an
article of commerce, yet until a few years ago only the
most primitive methods were used in drying, and the
industry, commercially, was confined to a few favored
regions m Europe. The modern industry is not yet a
half-century old. Its almost inconceivable growth in
America in this brief time is one of the industrial

phenomena of the times. Spurred into activity by the
encroachment of American products in their markets,
the European producers, by the adoption of better
methods, and by governmental encouragement, have
increased greatly their output of dried fruit. Thus,
from an adjunct to fruit-growing for home use. drying
fruit has become, within recent years, one of the main
branches of horticulture.

An idea of the dried-fruit industry in the United
States and of its great growth in recent years may be
obtained from the following figures from the census
of 1910 for the crop of 1909:

Raimns 111,774,767 pounds, worth $4,837,933
Prunes 138.498.4U0 pounds, worth 5,130,412
Peaches 46,843,391 pounds, worth 2,423,083
Apples 44,568,244 pounds, worth 3,098,095
Apricots , . . 29,205,569 pounds, worth 2,277,177
All other fruits 29,438,306 pounds, worth 2,078,695

Adding the valuations given, results in a grand total
of $19,840,395 for dried fruits m the year 1909. Com-
paring this sum with the census of 1900, one finds that
the crop m 1899 was valued at $4,757,005 and that the
industry, judged by the figures, has increased more
than fourfold in ten years.

Fruit may be cured m the sun, or it may be cured in
drying-machines, called evaporators That cured in the
sun is called by the producer ‘‘dried fruit:” that in

evaporators, “evaporated fruit.” By far the larger part
of the world’s product is cured in the sun. Thus, at
least three-fourths of the fruit dried in America is

sun-dried in California.

Sunr<irytng fruit —In countries having a sufficiently

warm and dry climate, as Greece and Turkey, and
parts of France, Spam and western America, fruit is

dried almost wholly in the sun. The fact that in these
favored localities the drying capacity is limited only
by the acreage of sunshine, makes it certain that the
proportion of sun-dried fruit will always be vastly
greater than that of evaporated fruit. Drying fruit m
the sun is a simple process, but one hedged in by many
little arts and methods that facilitate the work and
improve the product. In general, the process is as
follows* The fruit is graded, bleached by sulfur, if a
light-colored product is desired, in the case of prunes
dipped or pricked, and is then spread on trays to be ex-

posed to the sun When the drying process is completed,
the fruit is again graded, in most cases put through a
sweat, and then “finished” in various ways, as by dip-

ping or glossing.

Evaporatingfruit .—There are many styles of evapora-
tors, but all possess in common a chamber for the
reception of the fruit, through which a current of warn
air is forced, or the fruit is forced through the air,

or both, the object being to remove the aqueous
matter from the fruit as quickly as possible, and the
principle being that warm air will absorb more moist-
ure than cool air. The saturated air must not remain
m contact with the fruit. Since different fruits exact
different conditions, it is necessary to change the
temperature and velocity of the air-current in the dry-
ing-chamber at will. To make the product homogene-
ous, current and temperature must be equal m all

parts of the evaporator. It is obvious that simplicity
m the machine and economy in heat and in room are
cardinal virtues in a good evaporator. It is the rule to

start the evaporation of large fruits at a low tempera-
ture and finish at a high one, but with berries the
reverse is true.

Recently two or three patented processes for curing
fruit by “dehydration” have been introduced with
much promise of betterment in the industry. While
the machinery, the methods and the products are quite
different in evaporating and dehydrating, the principle
in the two operations is practically the same. In both
processes the water is removed from the fruit by moving
currents of warm air. In evaporation the air is warmed
only. In dehydration the air is dried by cooling until
the moisture Is condensed out and is then warmed and
passed over the fruit or vegetable to be cured. By the
new process much time is saved and a greater variety
erf fruits and vegetables can be used.
The following are definitions of the somewhat techni-

cal terms used in the industry: Bleaching is the process
of changing the dark color of fruit to a lighter hue, or
of preventing the discoloration; it is generally accom-
plished by sulfuring. Bloaters are prunes which m dry-
ing swell up to an abnormal size; they are usually pro-
duced by fermentation m over-ripe fruit. Chops are
dried apples cured without paring or coring to be used
in making cider or vinegar. Dipping is the process of
cutting the skin of fresh prunes to facilitate curing.

The operation is performed by submerging the fruit

in boiling lye. Cured fruit is sometimes dipped in one
erf various solutions as a “finishing” process. Dnp
is the syrupy liquid which oozes from prunes in the
process of evaporation; it generally characterizes a
poor prune or a poor evaporator. Frogs are cured
runes having an abnormal shape, a condition caused

y curing unripe fruit. Pricking is the process of
puncturing the cuticle of fresh prunes. It is done by
mews of a machine, the essential part of which is a
board covered with projecting needles, over which the
prunes must pass. It accomplishes the' same end as

lye-dipping. Sites is a term used to indicate the num-
ber ot cured prunes it takes to make a pound. The
“four sizes” known m the markets are 60r

s-70’s, 70’s-
80’s, 80’8-90’s, 90’s~100’s. Sugaring is the formation
of globules of sugar on the cuticle of cufed prunes or
raisins Sulfuring is a process to which fruit is subjected
to give it a lighter color. The fruit is exposed to

fumes of burning sulfur before being exposed to the
sun or put in evaporators. Sweating is a process to
which cured fruit is subjected before packing; it is

put in a room at a high temperature and allowed to
become moist. Waste is a dried product made from
skins and cores of apples and pears and used for vinegar.

Apples and pears are peeled, cored, cut into rings
and bleached by being exposed to the fumes of sulfur

for about a half hour m preparation for drying or
evaporating. Fruits so prepared are placed upon
trays for sun-drying and must be cured in the sun for

three to five days. In evaporating in the western states,

the prepared fruits are placed on trays and passed in

from six to twelve hours through the evaporator
chamber, but in the East, where the product is chiefly

made, the prepared fruit is piled from 4 to 6 inches
deep on the floor of a kiln. Here it is left for fourteen
to sixteen hours, being turned every two or three hours,

until the fruit is no longer sticky, an indication that
it has reached the proper stage of dryness. In New
York, the law requires that evaporated apples contain
not more than 27 per cent of moisture. One hundred
pounds of apples will yield from twelve to fifteen

pounds of evaporated apples.

Apricots, peaches ana nectarines must be fully ripe

before drying and without bruises. They are pitted,

and may or may not be peeled. If peeled, the opera-
tion is done with a machine or with lye, though the use
of the latter is considered bad practice. The fruit is

placed on the trays cup side up. About three days are
required for drying m the sun and about eight hours
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1452. Where to die In

removing an evergreen.

for evaporating. The cored product should be of a
translucent amber color.

Berries are seldom sun-dried for the markets. For
evaporating they are placed on trays in quantities of

sixteen to thirty quarts, given a temperature of about
175° at the start, and are

Jt
g

finished in four to five hours,

* *11 *Mi&Iw atl a temperature of about 100°.

Wll After being taken from the
evaporator, they are piled for

* sweating in a warm, ventilated

Figs for drying must be
gathered when fully ripe. Some

. ]
a ,

growers prefer drying in shade
«v /*- rather than in sun. Evapora-

tors are seldom used. The fruit

r _ .
is not allowed to dry hard, and

Ai* before packing must be well

msszssz. usu^>
mg, they are dipped m salt

water or syrup. The drying process requires from five

to eight days.

Prunes are’ allowed to ripen until they fall to the
ground. Before being spread on the trays they are

dipped or pricked in order to thin or crack the skin,

that the moisture may easily escape, and dripping be
prevented. Sun-drying requires from one to three
weeks, while from twelve to thirty hours are required
for evaporation. A thorough sweat prevents the
sugaring so common to this fruit. Before packing they
are graded in sizes. Dipping as a “finish-

ing” process is practised by many pro-
ducers. A good prune is soft, smooth and
meaty, with loose pit, and of an amber,
dark red or golden hue, depending upon

,

the variety.

Grapes for raisins are sun-dried. They
must be picked when fully ripe, the
bunches, and the berries on the bunches,
being sorted as the picking progresses.

The operation of drying must be watched

and protection for its growth. There are many very
low evergreen plants that may contribute much to the

winter interest of a yard or garden, in the way of

edgings, masses, rosettes, and ground cover. The follow-

ing lists indicate the materials that are now at the com-

mand of the planter.

Beyond the latitude of

Lake Erie, the dependable
evergreens are mostly coni-

fers. At the Central Experi-
mental Farm at Ottawa,
those deciduous plants that
hold their foliage fairly late

|

in the autumn are mostly too

tender for use. A few good
plants, however, are, Oregon
grape (Mahonia), bearberry 1455, The method of binding
(Ardostaphylos U va-ursi), up the roots.

Pachysandra terminalis, shrub
yellow-root (Xanthorrhiza apiifolia), and Quercus imbri-
cana. The Oregon grape is perhaps the most useful

evergreen there for ground-covering. The hardier
species of Ligustrum arc also fairly satisfactory, but
most of the species of this genus leave so much dead
wood after winter that in very large masses they are

liable to be unsightly. Many attractive conifers are
reliable at Ottawa, in the genera Abies, Chameecypans,
Ginkgo, Juniperus, Picea, Pinus, Pseudotsuga, Taxus,
Thuja, Tsuga.
The uses of evergreens are discussed in other places

in the Cyclopedia, as under Arboriculture
,
Herbary

,

Landscape-Gardening, Lawn-Planting, Per-
ennials, Rock-Gardening, Screens,Shrubbery,
Topiary Work, Wild-uarden, Windbreaks,
Winter-Gardening. For lists of evergreens
for California, see pp. 379-381 (Vol. I).

L. H. B.

Moving large evergreens.

Figs. 1452-1457.

Large evergreens are moved with a
with care. The process requires from eight 1453 Digging up *n evergreen, ball of earth Decause they have no dor-
to fourteen days, during which time the
bunches must be turned at least once. A sweat is given
before packing. Raisins are graded into half a dozen
or more brands for the market. XJ. P. Hedrick.

EVERGREENS. In horticulture, evergreens are
plants that retain green foliage the year around; they
do not shed all their foliage at any one time; in some
cases, the individual leaves may remain attached and
green for some years, as in many of the Conifer®, but
in all evergreens the old leaves shed after a time when
they become so overshadowed or crowded as to be no
longer functional. The leaves of pines and spruces
may persist three to fifteen years.

In the popular mind, “evergreen” and “conifer” are
synonymous; but some conifers—as the taxodiums
and larches—are deciduous. Moreover, in the tropics

very many trees aside from conifers are evergreen, as

notably the palms.

- j... Evergreens may be classi-

yfflUgSttp fied as coniferous and broad-
leaved, the latter including
such plants as rhododendron,

ISr^ kalmia, mahonia, box and
many others. The number

IT of plants that are evergreen

1

1

tiTTh
i° the latitude of New York

lifer 'Sfft&jgy City is very large. Few per-

80118 recognize the wealth of

good winter greenery that
*' may be secured by exercising

1454. The roots bound up, careful choice of material and
and tree being loaded. providing proper conditions

mant period, but carry their foliage and
need moisture at all times of the year. It is essential

that the ball of earth contains a sufficient amount
of small fibrous feeding roots to support the tree
and that the tree be kept well watered for two or
more seasons until the tree has spread its roots over
sufficient area to gather enough rainfall to sustain the
normal growth. The ex

l

ent of fibers m the ball is

increased by transplanting and root-pruning. Root-
pruning is less essential with trees having an abundance
of fibrous roots than with trees having only a few large
coarse roots m the central portion. Some trees, as
white pine, will survive with a comparatively small
number 01 roots, their drought-resistant qualities

enabling them to persist with a small supply of mois-
ture. Other evergreens, as Nordmann’b fir, nave a long
carrot-like taproot, and the tree is likely to die if this

is cut and the tree given an
inadequate quantity of water.
Frequent nursery transplant-
mg is. therefore, necessary
with this species. /fUrJI

Trees are dug by starting vffrT
a trench at a radius from the
tree about 3 feet wider than ''

\r . - n-
the ball of earth to be taken
The roots are cut off on the /BP
outside of the trench and the
soil dissected out from be-
tween the roots back to the

"*r

sise Of the ball. These MS«. Dl««ia* the hole la
roots are bent around against frozen ground to receive the
the ball of earth if they are tree.
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flexible enough to bend. If not sufficiently flexible and
tractable, they are cut off.

A canvas is made 15 to 24 inches deep, and is made
smaller at the bottom by folding over a V and sewing
it. This makes it fit a conical ball and, when it is

pulled up 3 inches by the cross-lashing at the top, makes
it tighter. The canvas has cross-ropes sewed on it with

rings at the top and bottom, and on the deeper balls

two rows of rings in the middle. The bottom rope is

tightened by a wooden lever 20 inches long with four

holes, the rope being looped through the holes and the
lever thrown over to pull the rope tight. The top rope
is then tied and tightened by cross-lashing.

To get the ball free from the subsoil, dig under all

around and tip the tree slightly. Level off the bottom
with a fork. If there are tap-roots, tunnel under and
cut them with a saw. Put a platform as far under as

possible and tip the tree back. To get the bull in the
center of the platform, put a hammock around the ball

and pull. Hold the platform in position by crowbars
driven in front of it. Lash the ball to the platform,
make an incline, drag the platform out of the hole onto
a truck or sled. Skids
with small wheels set in

them about I foot apart
enable a team to load a
ball quickly. With bails

10 to 15 feet feet in diam-
eter and 20 inches deep,
jacks and pipe rollers are
needed.

1457. Transporting a large evergreen tree.

Trees over 10 feet need to be tipped over to go under
wires. If the canvas is put on tight and at the proper
taper, and if the ball is cut flat to fit close to the plat-

form and lashed tight to the platform, the tipping
can be done without the ball shaking loose. Sometimes
a canvas or burlap bottom can be put between the
platform and the ball. In unloading, the tree is stood
up, team hooked to the platform and the tree dragged
off to the ground The tree may drop 2 feet without
injury. The platforms are dragged to the hole and
balls less than 4 feet rolled ink) the hole. Larger
balls have the platform dragged into the hole and the
platform pulled out holdmg the tree in position by a
hammock. To straighten the tree, tranm the earth
solid under it until it stands erect. Take on the canvas,
spread out the side roots, pack the earth and anchor as
with deciduous trees. Keep the ball moist; examine
it once a month or more often by digging or boring
into the ball during the first two years. Evergreens
moved with a too small ball or with not enough fibers

in the ball or with the watering neglected, may grow 3
inches a year for the first two or three years. If prop-

S* moved, they will grow 6 inches or more a year

—

their normal growth.
Deciduous trees may be moved with balls of earth

by the above method, and it has proved an aid with
difficult species, as beech, oak, liquidambar, tulip

Especially when previously transplanted or root-

pnined. the above trees 3H inches in diameter moved
with a ball of earth 4 feet in diameter are very success-

75

ful, while without a ball many are lost or the growth is

much slower. Investigation should be made to see
whether this is because of less disturbance of the
roots or because there is carried with the roots and soil

a mycelium of a fungus which aids the roots to take
up plant-food and mois-
ture.

The time of year for

moving trees is of minor
importance. It is over-
emphasized by purchaser,
landscape architects and
nurserymen, and results

in heavy financial loss to
nurserymen m congesting
sales and then* own plant-

|

mg in the short springs -

season. It greatly lessens

the total amount of plant-
ing needed for forest,

shelter - belt, landscape, «

fruit, and other economic ** „
nurooses A nurservman 1458. Pice* excels*, the Norway
purposes, a nurseryman

one of the 'most dopu-may plant all the year. ^ coniferous evergreens.
Evergreens can be taken
up with a ball of earth even in May and June. The
new growth may curve down. After June 20, the
spruces, and after July 10, the pines, are firm enough
not to wilt. August-September sales with a ball of

earth are just as successful as April. The ground is

warm and the roots grow rapidly; the ground can be
made moist. Weather in September is less dry than
m May and June.

Small evergreens up to 2 feet high may be planted
in August and September from one part of the nursery
to another without balls of earth, if the roots are very
carefully dissected out without breaking. There will

be more failures if the week following planting is hot
and dry.

Planting with balls of earth
may continue all winter,

especially if the ground is

mulched to keep out the frost

and permit economical dig-

ging of the tree and the hole.

The frozen ball of earth is

an old method, frequently
referred to, but is not an aid.

If the ball is frozen solid and
remains so for one or two
months with dry winds, the
top may dry out and die as
has occurred with red cedar.
If the ball is not frozen, sap
can come up to take the
place of that lost by trans-
piration.

A ball of earth 3
feet m diameter is

needed for an ever-

En 8 to 10 feet

;
4 feet in diam-

eter for an evergreen
15 feet high, except
rod cedar wrhich can
have a ball 3 feet; a
ball of earth 12 feet

in diameter is needed
for a pine 35 feet high.

Root -pruning pines,

spruce and hemlock,

Kits moving the
ving year with a

smaller ball than
otherwise. In root- 1459. PjctureMua field pine,
pruning, the trench remnant3 a forest
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can go three-quarters of the way around or three or
four of the larger roots can be left across the trench
to keep the tree from blowing over. Root-pruning of
red cedars is of less advantage and is rarely practised.

Xu New England and northern New York, the pine,
spruce and hemlock, have only a few coarse roots just

under the surface and no roots extending 2 feet deep.
When moved to better-drained soils on the coastal
plain, they develop deeper roots and have ten times as
many fibers m a Dali 4 feet m diameter. The above
evergreens with their shallow root-systems can be
taken up with a disc of roots, peat ana grass 8 inches
deep and 3 to 4 feet wide. This can be set on a wagon
and trees 10 to 15 feet high easily moved. Less roots

1460. The beauty of young evergreens lies in their symmetry
and the preservation of the lower limbs.

will be broken or bare if the ball is tied in burlap. The
usual cause of failure in this operation is neglect of

watering. Hemlocks and probably other trees will be
aided by shading for the first two months.

Henry Hicks.

Woody evergreens for New England and New York.

B»Broad-leaved evergreens.
S“8emi-evergrcen
p=—Protected at Arnold Arboretum, Boston.

Tender above New York City.

bbt Abelia chinensis.
sbp Abelia grandifiora
bt Abelia uniflora.
t Abies amabtha.

Abies appollmis.
Abies balsarnea.
Abies cephalomca.
Abies cilicica.

Abies concolor
Abies Fraseri

T Abies grandis.
Abies homolepis—A. brachyphylla.
Abies magnifies
Abies nobdie.

Abies Nordmanniana.
Abies pectinatax-A. Picea.
Abies Picea

T Abies Pinsapo
T Abies shastensie

Abies sibirica.

Abies Veitchii
bt Actena microphylla
bt Acsena ovabfolia.
bs Akebia lobata
B8 Akebia quinata.
B Alyssum saxatile.
B Andromeda floribunda=Pieria floribunda.
b Andromeda glaueophylla.
bp Andromeda japonica=«Pieris japonioa.
bt Andromeda mt]da**BJ.>yonia mtida.
b Andromeda polifolm.
bs Andromeda apeeiosa=Zenobia speciota.
bt Arbutus Mensiesi.

•t Arbutus Unedo.
B Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi
B Arundinana chrysantba
b Arundinaria Fortunei var vanegata.
B Arundinana Hindau.
b Arundinana japomca.
bt Aubnetia deltoidea.
bt Aucuba japomca
us Azalea amoena-«=>Rhododendron amaenum.
BT Azara microphylla.
bs Bacchans hahmifoha.
bt Bacchans patagonica.
bs Bacchans sabcina.
b Bambusa nana
bs Borbcris anstata See Mahonxa for evergreen barbernes with

compound leaves.
bp Berbens buxifoha.
B Berbens Gugncpainu.
B Berbens llicifolia, Hort =Neubertn.
bs Berbens Neubertii—B vulgaris x M aquifolium. Foliage

intermediate drying and turmng brown in winter and both
single and trifoliate loaves on same plant.

Berbens Sargentmna (one of the best).
b Berbens stenophylla.
b Berbens vorruculosa.
B Berbens Wnlhchiana, Hort «B. Sargentiana.
bs Berbens Wilsome (leaves brown).
BT Bignoma capreolata

Biota onentalis=»Thuja onentahs.
Bruckenthalia spiculiflora (light leaf-mulch).
Bryantlius empetnfornus.
Bryanthus eroctus
Bryanthus taxifoUua=Phyllodoee czerulea.

sbp Buddleia japomca.
sbp Buddleia Davidd (vanabili*) var magnifies.
bbp Buddleia Davidii var. BUperba
sbp Buddleia Davidu var. Wilsonn.
bsp Bumelia lanuginosa.
b Buxus japomca

bp Buxus semperviren*.
p Calluna vulgaris, vars. alba, elata, rubra, tomentosa (light

leaf-mulch)
bbt Carricna calycina.

Caryotaxua=>Torreya.
Cassiope hypnoides.
Cassiopo tetragona.

bt CastanopsiH chrysophylla.
bs Ceanothus Fendlen.
t Cedrus atlantica
T Cedrus Deodara
p Cedrus Lib&rn

Cephalotaxus drupacea
p Cephalotaxus Fortunei
B Cercocarpus parvifolius
BS Chamtebatiara millefolium.

Chanuccistus=> Loisclcuna.
t Chamsecypans Lausomann
Chamsccypans nutkaensis (C nootkatensis).
Chamajcypans obtusa, especially var nana.
C’ham®cyparis pisifera
Chamzecypuns spha»roidoa

BS Charmedaphne calyculata (leaves brown).
B Chimaphila maculata.
b Chimaphila umbcllata.
B Chiogenes hispidula.
t Cistus laurifolius

BS Clematis pamculata.
t Clematis Armandn
bs Cocculus Thunbergn

Corema Conradn
sbp Cotoneaster adpressa
bp Cotoneaster buxifolia
bp Cotoneaster Dammeri
bbp Cotoneaster homontalis
bp Cotoneaster microphylla
8T Cotoneaster sahciiolia

Cryptomena japomca.
t Cupressus Macnabiana.
bs Cytisus capitatus.
bb Cytisus nigricans.

bp Cytisus purgans.

p Dabcecia pohfoha (light leaf-mulch).
b Daphne Blaggyana.
b Daphne Cneorum.

sbp Daphne Houtteana.
bt Daphne Laureola.
bp Daphne pontica.

Diapensia lapponica.
bt Distyhum racemosum.
B Dryas octopetala (better with winter shade).
bs Elamgnus umbellata.

Empetrum nigrum.
Ephedra distachya.
Ephedra gerardiana.

b Epigroa repens,
p Erica carnea \

l IS TelSi. > lef-mulch).

p Erica vagans /
st Evonymus amencana.
bs Evonymus Bungeana var. semipersisteoa

^

(light leaf-mulch).
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Wf Evonymua Japonic®.
B Evonymus nana (leaves bronze).
Evonymua nana var. Koopmannii (leaves bronze).

bt Evonymus patens
b Evonymus radieans, m variety, especially vegeta and Car-

rierei

bt Garrya elhptica
bt Garrya Fremontii.
bt Garrya Veitchu var. flavescens.

B Gaultberia procumbena.
b Gaylussacia brachycera.
bs Genista elata.
bs Genista gerraanica.
bps Genista pilosa.

bps Genista procumbena.
bs Genista tmctoria.
B Hodora helix (tender in exposed places, safer with winter

shade)
bs Hehanthemum vul^are.
bs Hippophafi rhamnoides.
B Hyssopus officinalis.

bs Hypericum
b Iberia sernporvirena.
B Iberia tenoreana

PB Ilex crenata
b Ilex crenata microphylla.
b Ilex glabra
b Ilex opaca
b Ilex rugosa

bt Ilex vonutoria.
bt Jasmuiurn huimte=J revolutum, Ifort

Jumperus thinensu in variety, especially procumbena.
Jumperus communis in variety, especially fastigiata, hiber-
mea and nana

Jumperus sahina in variety, especially humilts, prostrata and
tamariscifolia

Jumperus virginiana in variety, especially globosa, procum-
bens and tripartita.

b Kahina anguatifolia
B Kalrma glauca
B Kalmia lutifolia

b Ledum grcenlandicum.
b Ledum palustre
b Leiophyllum buxifohum.
b I^cucothofi axill.iria

b I,cu<.otho£ CatesbttL
us IxmcothoP raet mosa
t Libocedrus dciumns.
bh Ltgustrum Ibota var myrtifolium.
bs Ligustrum strongylopnyllum.

but ligustrum ovahfoltum
b Ligustrum 1’rattn

bs Ligustrum v ulgare
b Linnsra borealis

Ixnseleuria procutnbens.
bs Lomcertt (ragruntissima.
bs Lomcera Ilenryt
bs Lomecra japonica(=» L Halleana) in variety
bs Ixmicera sirnihs var Dolavayi
bs Lomcera Standmhn
bs Lomcera Standislm var lancifolia.

bs IvOnicera xylosteum
bs Lycium chinense
bs Lyeium halimifolnim»L vulgar©

I ycopodium annotmum.
I.ycopo<liuni clavatuin
Lycopodium complanatum.
Lycopodium luoidulum
Lycopodium obscurum

bt Lyonia mtida***Andromeda nitida.

bs Magnolia glauca
B Mahonia Aquifolium \
B Mahonia Fortune! I

bp Mahonia japomca V Formerly included in

B Mahonia nepalensu
(

Berbens.
B Mahonia nervosa 1

B Mahonia repena (most hardy) J
B Mitchella repens
bt Osmanthus Aquifolium.

B Pachysandra tcrminalis.
b Pachystima Canbyi

bp Pachystima Myrsimtes.
bt Pernettya anguatifolia.
bt Pernettya mucronata.
bt Phillyrea decora

Phyllodoce c«erulea=Bryanthua taxifolius.

B Phyliostachys floxuosa.

b Phyliostachys Marliacea.
b Phyliostachys violascens.

Picea Abies=P excelsa.
Picea ajanensis.
Picea Alcockiaua.
Picea alba—P canadensis.
Picea Engetmanmi.
Picea excelsa*-»P. Abies
Pioea excelsa var. Barryi.
Picea excelsa var. clanbrasiliana.
Picea exoelsa var. Ellwanperiana.
Picea exoelsa var. Gregorian*.
Picea excelsa var. Maxwellil.
Picea exoelsa var. pendula.

Picea excelsa var purrnla.
Picea excelsa var pygmaea.
Picea excelsa var pyramidalis.
Picea Manana=P nigra.
Picea Mensie»u*«=P. pungens.
Picea nigra and var Doumettii.
Picea omonka
Picea orientahs
Picea pohta=P. Torano.
Picea pungens.
Picea rubra

t Picea sitchensis.
Ptens=>=Andromeda
Pmus austriaca.
Pinus Banksiana=*P. divancata.
Pmus cembra
Pinus densiflora and var pumila.
Pinus divaricata
Pinus echinata
Pinus eduhs.

t Pmus excelsa.
Pinus flexilis «

T Pinus Jeffreyi
Pinus montana
Pinus monticola
Pinus palustns
Pinus parviflora
Pmus ponderosa.
Pinus resmosa.
Pinus rigida
Pinus Strobus
Pinus sylvestris.

Pmus Tjeda.
Pinus Thunbergu.
Pinus virginiana

b Polygala chamebuxus
b Potentilla tndentatu (leaves brown-purple).
bp Prunus Laurocerasus var schipkaensis

Pseudotsuga taxifolia—P mucronata or P. DouglanL
bt Pyraeantha cocunca var Lalandn
bt Pyraeantha coccinea var pauciflora

Pyxalanthera barbulata.
bs Quercus linbncana
bt Quercus macedomca.
bts Quercus Libam
bs Quercus Turnen.

Retinospora decussata—Thuja onentalis var. decussate.
Retinospora dubia«=R ericoides, Hort
Retinospora Ellwangenana
Retinospora ericoides, Zucc =Chnnuecyparis gptueroidea

var ericoides
Retinospora ericoides, Hort =Thuja occidentalis ericoides.
Retinospora fiheoide*
Retinospora fihfera
Retinospora iumperoides=R decussata.
Retinospora leptoclada, Hort —Chauuecyparis sphseroidea

var andelyensis
Retinospora lycopodioides.
Retinospora meldensw.
Retinospora obtusa.
Retinospora pisifera.

Retinospora rigida—R decussata.
Retinospora Sioboldn—R. decussata.
Retinospora wpiarrosa, Sieb & Zucc ==Chamsecypari8 pisif-

era var squarrosa
Retinospora squarrosa, Hort."“R decussata.

bt Rhamnus Alaternus
bts Rhamnus hybrida
b Rhododendron arbutifolium.
B Rhododendron brachycarpum.
b Rhododendron cahfornicum.
b Rhododendron carolmianum>»R punctatum, in part
b Rhododendron catawbicnse.
b Rhododendron caucasioum.
b Rhododendron ferrugmeum.
b Rhododendron hirsutum
b Rhododendron maximum.

.

b Rhododendron Metterniohi.
b Rhododendron minu8=“R. punctatum, in part
b Rhododendron myrtifolium.
bt Rhododendron ponticum.
b Rhododendron srsecox var. “Early Gem" (flowers often

caught by early frost).

b Rhododendron Wilsomi, Hort.=R arbutifolium (true Rhodo-
dendron Wilsomi is tender and not cultivated in the United
States)

b Rhodothamnus chammcistus=“Rhododendron chamsecistus.
B8 Rosa wichuraiana
bs Rubus lacmiatus (leaves bronze).
bs Rubus spectabilis var. plena-=R fruticosus.
bs Ruta graveolens.

b Salvia officinalis.

Sciadopitys verticillata.

T Sequoia sempervtrens.
T Sequoia Washmgtomana.

bt Smilax launfoHa
SB Spiraea cantonienals.

Taxus baccata in variety, especially repandens, which is the
most hardy English yew.

Taxus canadensis.
Taxus cuspidata (best and hardiest of all yews).
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Taxus cuspidata var. brevifoha or nana.
Teuonum chamiedrys.

t Thuja gigantea—T. plicata
Thuja japomca
Thuja occidentals in variety, especially plicata.

Thuja onentaha m variety, especially deoussata.
t Thujopsis dolobrata.
bs Thymus Serphyllum.
bs Thymus vulgaris.

Torreya nuoifera.
t Torreya taxifolia.

Tsuga canadensis.
Tsuga carohmana.
Tsuga diversifolia.

Tsuga heterophylla.
Tsuga mertensiana.
Tumion—‘Torreya

t Ulex europsus
B Vaccimum macrocarpon.
b Vaccimum oxycoccus.
b Vaccimum Vitis-Idsea.

b Viburnum rhytidophyllum.
B Vinca minor.
b Yucca filamentosa.
b Yucca flaccida
b Yucca glauca=*Y. angustifolia.
bs Zenobia speciosa mtida
bs Zenobia speciosa var pulverulenta.

Ralph W. Curtis.

Broad-leaved evergreens for Washington and
the South.

Broad-leaved evergreens hardy at Washington, D.C.
The evergreens and half evergreens of foregoing list

are also good.
\beha flonbunda.
Vucuba himalaica.
Aucuba japomca.
Aucuba japomca var. ooncolor
Buxus baleanca
Buxus sempervirens var.

arborescens
Buxus sempervirens var
Handsworthu

Buxus sempervirens var suf-
fruticosa

Cotoneaster Simonsu (nearly
deciduous at Washington)

Cotoneaster thymifolia (nearly
deciduous at Washington)

Daphne Laureola.
Elaeagnus pungens var. reflexa.

Enobotrya japomca.
Evonymus japomca var.

macrophylla.
Garrya elliptica.

Ilex aquifolium.
Ligustrum iapomcum
Vigustrum luoidum.

Ligustrum lucidum var. aureo-
marginatum

Ligustrum Quihoui (half ever-
green)

Ligustrum sinense (half ever-
Magnolia grandiflora [green)
Nandina domestica
Osmanthus Aquifolium
Phillyrca angustifolia
Photima serrulata.
Prunus Laurocerasus var

Bertini
Prunus Laurocerasus var

colchica
Prunus Laurocerasus var.

schipkaensis
Prunus Laurocerasus var

rotundifoha.
Pyracantha coccinea
Rhododendron amoenum
Rhododendron arbutifolium
Rhododendron carohmanum
Rhododendron Hinodegiri
Rhododendron minus

1461. Picea pungens. The two small tufts at the right
are P. excelsa var. Maxwelli

The following list of broad-leaved evergreens hardy
at Arnold Arboretum may also be expected to thrive
at Washington.
Abelia grandiflora.
Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi.
Azara microphylla.
Buddleia japomca.
Bumelia lanuginosa.
Bumelia lycioides.

Buxus japomca
Buxus sempervirens.
Cistus launfolius
Cotoneaster buxifoha
Cotoneaster microphylla
Daphne Blagayana.
Daphne Cneorum
Daphne pontica.
Ilex crenata.
Ilex glabra.
Ilex opaca.
Ilex vcmitona.
Kalmia angustifolia.

Kalmia latifoha.

Leucothofi axillaris.

LeucothoS Catesbsi.
Mahoma japonica.
Pachistima Canbyi
Pachistima Myrsinites.
Pernettya angustifolia.

Pernettya mucronata.
Phillyrea decora.
Pieris flonbunda.
Piens japomca
Prunus Laurocerasus.
Pyracantha coccinea var.

Lalandn
Pyracantha coccinea var. pauoi-

flora

Rhododendron amcenum
Rhododendron mdicum
Yucca filamentosa and varieties.

Yucca floccida and varieties
Yucca glauca.
Zenobia speciosa and varieties.

1462 Young trees of Pinus ponderosa, useful in the
Rocky Mountain region.

A list of broad-leaved evergreens in addition to those
recommended for Norfolk, Virginia, for the South
Atlantic and Gulf Coast regions and as far inland as
Augusta and Montgomery. Those marked “S” thrive
only in the warmest sections.

Arbutus Unedo
Ardisia crenulata
Berbens fasciculans.
Bumelia angustifolia
Bumelia tenax.
Camellia japomca (8)
Cmnaraomum Camphora (8).

Cleyera japomca
Cytisus eanariensis
Cytisus filipes

Cytisus monspessulanus
Gardenia flonda
Gardenia Fortunei
Gardenia radicans
Hclianthcmum ocymoides.
Ilhcium amsatum (8).
Leuoothofi acuminata.
Prunus lusitamca.

Prunus versaillensis.

Ligustrum nepalense
Metrosideros flonbunda (S).
Myrtus communis.
Nenum odorum.
Nenum Oleander.
Nenum splendens.
Olea fragrans
Othera japomea=Ilex integra.
Pittosporum Tobira.
uercus suber
uscus aculeatus.

Thea Bohea
Trachycarpus Fortunei (S).

Viburnum odoratissimum.
Viburnum suspensum.
Viburnum Tinus
Viburnum sandankwa.

F. L. Mulford.

Broad-leaved evergreens hardy at Norfolk and South
Berbens congestiflora
Berbens Darwinu
Elsagnus pungens var maculata.
Elffiagnus pungens var.
Simomi

Gardenia jasmmoides.
Gardema jasmmoides var Fortunei
Hex cornuta
Laurus nobilis
Laurus regalis
Leucothoft acuminata.
Magnolia fuscata.

Magnolia Thompsoniana.
Mahoma Fortunei
Mahoma nepalensis.
Mahoma tnfoliata
Photima serrulata.
Prunus carohmana
Prunus lusitamca.
Quercus acuta
Quercus Darlingtonii.
Quercus sempervirens
Yucca aloifolia.

Yucca Treculeana

Plants that are evergreen on the middle
Great Plains.

It must be remembered that on the Great Plains
the conditions vary enormously, and that few plants
naturally range over the whole area, or are capable
of being successfully grown in artificial plantations
throughout the whole area Two special localities are
frequently mentioned in the list. Arbor Lodge is the
arboretum established by the late J. Sterling Morton
at Nebraska City, within a few miles of the Missouri
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River The University Arboretum is at Lincoln,
Nebraska, on the high prairies 60 miles west of the
Missouri River.

Trees.

Abies balsamea (not common).
Abies cepbalonica (Arbor Lodge, University Arboretum).
Abies cilicica (Arbor Lodge).
Abies concolor (common).
Abies nohihs (Arbor Lodge).
Abies Nordmanmana (Arbor Lodge).
Abies Picea (Arbor Lodge)*=A. pectinate
Abies Pinsapo (Arbor Lodge).
Abies Veitcnn (Arbor Lodge ; University Arboretum).
Chiunset ypans pisifera (Arbor Lodge)
JuniporUH scopulorum (native in western portion).
Juniperus virginiana (native in eastern portion )

Jumperus virginiana var aurea vanegata (University Arboretum).
Juniperus virginiana var elegantissima (University Arboretum/.
Juniperus virginiana var. glaura (University Arboretum)
Picea Alcockiana (Arbor Lodge, University Arboretum).
Pioea canadensis (common) =*P. alba.
Picea Engelmanni (rare)
Picea excelsa (common)==*P Abies
Picea excelsa var inverta (University Arboretum).
Picea excelsa var. puinila (University Arboretum)
Picea excelsa var pumila compaeta (University Arboretum).
Picea mamma (Arbor Lodge)=P. nigra.
Picea orientahs (Arbor Iyodge)
Picea nigra (University Arboretum)=P. manana
Picea nigra var Dournetti (University Arboretum).
Picea Parryana (cornnion)=P. pungens
Picea polita (Arbor Lodge, University Arboretum)=P Torano
Pinus austnaca (very common, University Arboretum)
Pinus austriaca var. cebennensis (monspeliensts) (University

A rboretum)

.

Pinus ceuibra (Arbor Lodge)
Pinus divancata (common)==P. Banksiana
Pinus laricio (Arbor Lodge).
Pinus massomana (Arbor Ixxlge)
Pinus montana (Arbor Lodge, University Arboretum).
Pinus resinosa (not common).
Pinus rigida (Arbor lxxlge).

Pinus scopulorum (native m western portion)
Pinus .Mrobus (common)
Pinus sylvestna (very common)
Ps« udotsuga taxifolia (<ommon)=P Douglasu
TaxtxJiurn distichum (not common)
Taxus canadensis (Arbor lxxlge)
Thuya occidentals (common).
Thuya orientahs (Arbor Lodge, University Arboretum)
Tsuga canadensis (Arbor Lodge)

Shrubs

Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi (native in western portion).
Berberis llicifoha (University Arboretum)
Buxus (not common, tender at Unit eraity Arboretum).
Evonyrnus japonica (UnixerHity Arboretum)
Evonymus nana? (University Arboretum)
E\onyinua ratlicans (University Arboretum)
Hedera helix (rarely hardy, tender)
Ilex opaca (rarely planted, tender)
Junqx*rus ehinensis (University Arboretum).
Juniperus communis var aurea (University Arboretum, tender)
Juniperus communis (native in western portion, University

Arboretum)
Juniperus communis var hibernica (University Arboretum, tender).
Juniperus sabina var prostrata (University Arboretum).
Jumperus st ncta (University Arboretum)
Ligustrum Ibota (half evergreen, University Arboretum)
Ligustrum ovahfolium (evergreen, half hardy; University Arbore-
tum)

Ligustrum ovahfolium var aurea (half evergreen, hardy, University
Arboretum)

Ligustium vulgare (half evergreen, University Arboretum)
Ligustrum vulgare var buxifolium (evergreen, hardy, University
Arboretum)

Ligustrum vulgare var. fructealba (half evergreen; University
Arboretum).

Lomcera japonica var Halliana
Mahoma Aquifohum (native m western portion)
Rhododendron maximum (rarely planted; tender).
Smilax hispida (half evergreen, native).
Yucca filamentosa (common)
Yucca glauca (native in western portion).

Herbs.

Equiseturo hiemale (native throughout).
Equisetum lsevigatum (native throughout).
Equisetum scirpoides (native throughout).
Equisetum variegatum (native throughout).
Iris germamca
Ins pumila
Mamillana missounensis (native in western portion).
MamiUana viviparus (native in western portion).
Opuntia arborcscens (native in southwestern portion).
Opuntia camanchiana (native m southwestern portion).
Opuntia fragilis (native throughout).

Opuntia humifusa (native throughout).
Opuntia polyacantha (native throughout).
Opuntia tortispina (native in southern portion).
Pellsea atropurpurea (native throughout).
Salvia officinalis (common).
Selagmella rupestns (native throughout).
Vinca minor (common).

Rosettes.

Many herbaceous plants have rosettes of green leaves
throughout the winter, the following being the more
conspicuous on the Great Plains.

Capsella Bursa-pastons (throughout the region, common cruciferous
weed, introduced long ago and known as "shepherd's purse")

Dianthua )

Plantago > (several species).
Rumex )

Fragana virginiana (throughout the region).
Geum cancdense (throughout the region).
Hieranum longipilum (in eastert portion).
CEnothera biennis (throughout the region).
Pentstemon grandiflorus (throughout the region).
Pyrola chlorantha (in the western portion).
Pyrola elliptica (in the western portion).

5
yrola secunda (in the western portion),
araxacum officinale (throughout the region); not green in
University Arboretum, Lincoln, except where covered by snow

Taraxacum erythrospennum. CHARLES E. BesseY.

EVERLASTINGS. A term applied to flowers or plants
that retain their shape and other characteristics after

being dried; equivalent to the French word “immor-
telle.” With everlastings are also included various
artificial or manufactured articles that imitate flowers

or plants.

The most important commercially of the flower*

that retain their form and color in a dried state have
been the French immor-
telles, Helichrysum arena-
num. These flowers are
used very extensively in

France m their natural yel-
low color, for the manufac-
ture of memorial wreaths
and crosses, which, being
corn tructed very compactly,
are exceedingly durable,
even in the severest weather,
and are exported m large

numbers to all parts of the
world The flowers bleached
white, or bleached and then
dyed in various colors, are
also shipped in enormous
quantities, either direct to
this country or by some of
the large exporting houses
of Germany In the United
States, however, the use of

these immortelles has fallen 1463. A mature field tree

off on account of the high ot ponderosa.

duty.
Approaching the French immortelles m aggregate

value have been the so-called “cape flowers, ” lleli-

chrysum grandiflorum
,

which formerly reached an
enormous sale m this country, and they largely sup-
planted the immortelles on account of their silvery
texture and greater beauty every way. They are natu-
rally white, but require bleaching in the sun to give
them the desired luster. They came from the Cape of
Good Hope, and reached this country mainly from
Hamburg. Of recent years, these products have been
less important in the American trade because of the
uncertainty of the crop

?
poor Quality, and the competi-

tion of artificial materials There is now being made
in Germany an artificial “cape flower;” this flower is

made from paper and waxed, and is an excellent imita-
tion African cape. Large quantities of these goods are
being imported into this country, and they have
given great satisfaction to all florists that have used
them. Probably in time the German product will
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entirely supersede the natural African cape, more
particularly as each flower has a wire stem which the
florists attach to the toothpicks or sticks, and this

saves considerable labor.

The common everlasting of American and English
country gardens, Hehchrysum bracteatum, is the only
one of these flowers grown to any extent m North
America, and more or less extensive cultivation of it,

commercially, has been practised m this country but
a large percentage is still imported. These plants come
m white, straw and brown colors naturally, and take
readily to a variety of artificial tints; together with
Ammobium alatum and the well-known globe amaranth,
Gomphrena globosa, they are grown ana used to a con-
siderable extent by the country folk in the construc-
tion of the many forms of wreaths, stars, and other
Christmas forms, which they sell in the city markets
in large quantities, but their sale by wholesalers and
jobbers for general consumption is very limited. Statvce

mcana
,
cultivated or wild from the swamps of southern

Europe, and Gypsophila in several species are used to
a considerable extent; and the sale of statice especially,

whioh is popular in combination with cape flowers m
memorial designs, is quite an item with the dealers in
florists' supplies.

Of the dried grasses, the pampas plumes of California,
Cortadena argentea, native of South America, are the
only American production attaining any great commer-
cial importance. Their beautiful silky plumes, unap-
proached by any other horticultural product, are used
in enormous quantities for decorative purposes, and are
an important item of American export. They are used
mainly in a sun-bleached state, but more or lees dyeing,
often parti-colored, is also done. Bromus brizseformis is

the most extensively used of the smaller grasses It is

mostly imported from Europe. It can be imported,
however, including duty, for about 25 per cent less -than
it is possible to grow it in this country. It is handled in

the natural state. Briza maxima, another popular
grass, is grown in Italy. Bma media, a medium-sized
grass, and Briza minima, the flowers of which are as
fine as sawdust, are also handled in the same way as
Briza maxima, very little of the B. minima being used
dyed, however. Pkleum jrratense, Shpa pennata, and
various kinds of oats have more or lees commercial
value, being used considerably in the manufacture of
imitation flowers and straw goods, but from a florist's

standpoint they are not important The most impor-
tant commercially of the imported grasses is the
Italian wheat, the quantities used m this country for
the manufacture of sheaves for funeral purposes being
enormous, and increasing yearly. It comes in many
grades of fineness and length of stem. In this country
all attempts to cultivate it in competition with the
European product have failed. Of late years, a decora-
tive natural grass called “Minerva" and treated arti-

ficially is being imported in large quantities, and is

used by florists in combinations, making a very effec-
tive setting-off to flowers in basket decoration.
Much use is now made in this country of the dried

twigs and foliage of ruscus This is grown in Italy,
ana is shipped to Germany where it is prepared ana
dyed m many attractive colors. It holds its form well.
It is made up into wreaths and other articles, and
provides a good foliage effect.

Enormous use is now made of magnolia leaves pre-
pared and colored in brown, red and green. In former
years these goods were secured from Germany and
Italy, but they are no longer imported for the reason
that they are prepared in this country as good, if not
better than they are on the other side, and much
cheaper. They are gathered and prepared in Florida,
and shipped to all parts of the United States, put in
cartons containing about 1,000 leaves They are used
very extensively by all classes of florists on account of
their lasting qualities and fine appearance They have

almost entirely superseded the galax leaf, which has
been in use for so many years m the making up of

mortuary emblems.
A number of our native composites—of the genera

Gnaphalium, Antennaria and Anaphalis—are called

everlastings, and are often used m home decorations,

particularly in the country; but they have no com-
mercial rating.

There is an mcreasing demand for artificial decora-

tive articles, to be used alone and m conjunction with
fresh cut-flowers; they are now being used by the best

florists and plantsmen. The demand for decorative

artificial flowers, plants and like materials, has grown
to such an extent that there are now a large number of

businesses devoted exclusively to the manufacture of

them. This is well illustrated m the product called

“Japanese wood frieze,” in appearance resembling

very much the well-known worsted and silk chenille.

It is made from wood-fiber colored in shades to repre-

sent the colors of immortelles. This frieze or wood
chenille, when worked up m various designs, so closely

resembles immortelles that the difference between
them can hardly be detected
One of the interesting artificial greens is the “sea

moss " It is an alga-like hydroid (one of the animal
kingdom), known as Serlularia argentea, which is com-
monly distributed along our Atlantic coast northward
from New Jersey to the Arctic The long moss-like

strands are dyed bright green, and the “plant” is used
in making table decorations and jardiniere pieces.

It is sometimes called “air plant " The apparent lateral

minute budB clothing all the branches are, of course,

the shelter for the zooids of the colony during life.

There is another one (Aplaophenia struthiomdes) found
on the Pacific coast, which is even more beautiful, and
which is put to the same decorative uses, and is known
there as the ostrich plume, the branches having a
beautiful pinnate arrangement along the two sides of

a single axis. These sea-mosses are dried, the dirt

picked out, and then dyed and fixed in a preparation to

make them permanent. They are likely to have an
unpleasant odor. H. Bayersdorfer.

Wm. N. ItEED.t

Everlastings for home use.

After much experience with the growing of everlast-

ings for home winter decorations, the three following

species have been found the best for plantings Heli-
cnrysum monstrnsum, the double form of H. bracteatum,

known as “golden ball," Acroclinium (Helipterum

)

roseum flore-pleno, and the Chinese lantern plant, Phy-
salis Franchetn. These arc easily grown, are free

bloomers and give better and brighter color m their

dried state than other forms. They have a certain

warmth in color that is appreciated m zero weather
The helichrysum and acroclinium are started m the

greenhouse or hotbed during the latter part of March,
planting them out in full sun as soon as all danger of

frost is past. Any good garden soil suits them.
It is most important that the flowers of the acro-

clinium be picked just as soon as the buds show color,

even if they look almost too small, because if too far

advanced the ray petals open up flat, exposing the
center, which will soon turn brown when dried and
spoil the effect. Those cut early will open up part way,
presenting only their full color. In full blooming season
they should be picked daily. With the helichrysum
one can wait until the bud is of fairly good size but all

the smaller ones will open up also when dried Those
fully open or showing the center at all will turn brown.
With both plants pluck off all foliage, place in bundles
and hang them, heads down, in some dry closet. They
should be examined at times, as in the drying the stems
shrink and the flower may fall down. They should
remainm this dry shelter until the house is heated in the
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fall, reducing the moisture m the air, otherwise the
dry flower-stems would absorb the moisture and become
limp.
A certain number of “droopers” is wanted when

arranging a bouquet^ m order to avoid stiffness. These
are easily secured. Take a long sheet of a pliable card-
board about 8 inches wide, tack one edge lengthwise
on the top of a shelf, at the front bringing it out and
downward so as to form a half circle, and fasten it

there. Then lay the freshly picked flower-stems on the
shelf, heads hanging down. It is sometimes necessary
to place a book or some weight on the stems to keep
them in place. They will ary in this curved form.
Brown split bamboo baskets make good vases, as they
harmonize well with the deep orange of the golden
ball and the pink of the acroolimum. A wire mesh m
these baskets enables the flowers to be arranged more
easily. As there is no green foliage used, it is well to use
some short-stemmed flower m the center, midway
between the basket and the tallest flowers. These
“flecks” of color relieve the bareness of the stems.
The Chinese lantern plant (Physalts Francheln) is

an easily grown perennial, spreading at the roots.

The seed-pods are very ornamental, retaining their
brilliancy of color when dried, the colors ranging from
a pale green to orange and red They hang like inverted
balloons, on slender peduncles and lose their graceful
appearance unless the main stem that carries them can
be curved outward when dry. They have to be treated
differently from the others Boards on a partition m
a wood-shed may be used, driving tacks, one each side,

close up to the side of the bottom of the mam stem,
the heads of the tacks overlapping the stick Run the
stem up straight for about 6 inches, then curve to right

or left and fasten in same manner Then, when dried,

the lanterns will hang clear of the stem The seed-
pods of the balloon vine, Cardiospermurn Halicacabum,
work in well among the lanterns. Cut away part of

the side of the lantern, and see the brilliant wick inside.

\V. C. Egan.
EVdDIA (Greek, pleasant odor). Eutdcex Orna-

mental woody plants grown chiefly for their handsome
foliage

Deciduous or evergreen trees or shrubs: trunk with
smooth bark winter-buds naked lvs. opposite, petioled,

simple or pinnate with entire punctate lfts : fls in

terminal or axillary panicles or corymbs, unisexual,

usually 4-merous, less often 5-merous; sepals imbricate;
petals valvate or slightly imbricate; stamens 4-5, at

the base of a cupular disk: carpels 4-5, each with 2
ovules, nearly free or connate, with a cylindric style,

at maturity dehiscent, 2-valved, 1-2-seeded —About
50 species in E Asia, from Korea and N. China to
S. Asia

,
Austral and Polynesia Allied to Zanthoxy-

lum which is easily distinguished by its alternate lvs.;

very similar m habit and foliage to Phellodendron
which besides in the berry-like frs. differs in the winter
buds being inclosed in the base of the petiole, while
m Evodia they are borne free in the axils.

The cultivated hardy species are strong-growing
deciduous trees with rather large pinnate leaves of

aromatic odor when bruised, and with whitish flowers

in terminal broad panicles followed by small capsules

exposing glossy black seeds when opening Evodia
Damelln has proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum.
E. glauca and E. Henryi, are somewhat tenderer.

There are also a few tropical species from New Guinea,
rarely cultivated as warmhouse evergreens; they are

little known and their correct names have not yet been
determined. Propagation is by seeds and of the warm-
house species by cuttings of half-ripened wood; proba-
bly also by root-cuttings.

a Frs. obtuse or only mucronulate at the apex.

glafica, Miq. (E. Fdrgesn, Dode). Tree, to 50 ft.:

lfts. 5-11, usually 7, on slender slightly hairy stalks,

M-'Mm- long, elliptic-ovate to oblong-lanceolate, long-
acuminate, broadly cuneate or rounded at the base,
minutely crenulate, glaucous below and glabrous
except hairs along the midrib near the base, 2%~4
in. long: infl. corymbose, 6-8 m. broad, nearly glabrous;
pistil of the stammate fls. glabrous: fr about Mm.
long, finely pubescent. June; fr. Sept. Cent. China.

aa. Frs. strongly beaked.

Henryi, Dode Tree, to 35 ft : lfts. 5-9, short-
stalked, ovate-oblong to ovate-lanceolate, long-acumi-
nate, rounded or narrowed at the base, finely crenu-
late, glauceseont or pale green below and glabrous,
2%-4 m long. infl. paniculate, 2-2% in. across fr

reddish brown, sparingly hairy, Mm long, with slen-

der beaks about half as long. June; fr. Sept. Cent.
China See page 3568.

Danilllii, Hemsl. (Zanthdxylum Danielln, Bennett).
Small tree. lfts. 7-11, ovate to oblong-ovate, acuminate
with an obtusish point, rounded at the base, sometimes
subcordatc or broadly cuneate, pale green below and
glabrous except hairs along the midrib and sometimes
on the veins, 2-3% in long* infl. corymbose, 4-6 in

across • fr. nearly %in long, slightly hairy or nearly
glabrous, with a rather short, usually hooked beak.
June, fr Sept. N. China, Korea
E Hegans, Hort Evergreen lva 3-foholate, lfts linear-lanceo-

late, undulate and crenate, resembling Aralia elegantissima New
Guinea F E 1899 291 Gng 12 404 G 21 273 —E formdsa .

Hort A similar species, intro m 1900 by Sander & Co This and
the preceding are warmhouse evergreens and belong probably to
species already described —E officinAlis, Dode Allied to E.
glauca Small tree. 1ft* 5-11, ovate to elliptic-oblong, acuminate,
pubescent and light green beneath infl pubescent fr glabrous,
Cent China

—

E ruttedrpa, Hook f & Thoms Allied to F glauca
Small deciduous tree 1ft short-pet loled, broader, pubescent on
both sides infl smaller and denser, with stout pedicels, pubescent,
Jnoan Himalayas S Z 1 21 (as Boynna ruta'cnrpa —K >elutma,
Rehd A Wilson Allied to E Henryi, but h s and young branchlets
densely short-pubescent fruiting corymb 4-8 in across Cent China.

Alfred Rehder.
EVtfLVtTLUS (to unroll, because not twining as

in Convolvulus) Convolwldce^ Prostrate or erect

annual or perennial herbs or sub-shrubs, rarely planted
or grown in greenhouses. The genus differs from Con-
volvulus m having 2 styles 2-cleft, stigmas always
narrow, corolla often open or rotate, and not twining:
lvs entire, small' fls small, m summer and autumn;
sepals 5. the calvx not bracted at base, corolla blue, rose

or white, 5-ang\ed or shortly 5-lobed The species are
about 80, in warm regions, several in the U. S E.
purpiiro-cceritleus, Hook

,
of Jamaica, appears to be

the only species prominently mentioned horticulturally,

and this is seldom planted 1-2 ft
,
w’oody at base lvs.

anall, lanceolate-acute* fls. purplish, terminal, the
corolla rotate, white-centered and purple-rayed. B.M.
4202.

EV6NYMUS (ancient Greek name) Often spelled

Euonymus Celastracese Spindle-Tree Woody plants,

erect or climbing, grown chiefly for their handsome
foliage and the attractive fruits.

Deciduous or evergreen shrubs or small trees with
usually more or less 4-angled branches, mostly erect,

rarely creeping or climbing by rootlets, winter-buds
usually conspicuous with imbricate scales, lvs. opposite,

petioled, usually serrate, and mostly glabrous: fls.

small, m axillary cymes, 4-5-merous, generally per-

fect; style and stamens short, the latter inserted on a
disk: fr. a 3-5-lobed, somewhat fleshy caps

,
each dehis-

cent valve containing 1 or 2 seeds inclosed m a generally

orange-colored aril, the seed itself is white, red or
black.—About 120 species in the northern hemisphere,
most of them in Cent and E. Asia, extending to S.

Asia and Austral.

The spindle-trees are of upright or sometimes pro-
cumbent or creeping habit, with rather inconspicuous
greenish, whitish or purplish flowers in axillary cvmes;
very attractive in fall, with their handsome scarlet,
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pink or whitish, capsular fruits, showing the bright
orange seeds when opening, and with the splendid Tall

coloring that most of the species assume, especially

E. alata
,
E. Maackii, E. sanguined, E. verrucosa, E.

europsea and E, airopurpurea. The wood is tough,
close-grained and light-colored, often almost white, and
used, especially m Europe, for the manufacture of small
articles. The bark of E. airopurpurea has medical

1464. Evonymus obovata. ( X H)

properties.—Most of the cultivated deciduous species,

except those from Himalayas, are hardy North, while
of the evergreen ones only E radicans is fairly hardy,
and, on account of its greater hardiness, is often used
North as a substitute of the ivy for covering walls,

rocks and trunks of trees, climbing if planted m good
soil, to a height of 15 and sometimes 20 feet. E.
europsea, and South, the evergreen E japonica are some-
times used for hedges
The spindle-trees are not particular as to the soil

and are well adapted for shrubberies. Propagation
is by seeds which are usually stratified and sown in

spring, or by cuttings of ripened wood m fall. The
evergreen species grow readily from cuttings of half-

ripened wood under glass in fall or during the winter m
the greenhouse. Varieties are sometimes grafted or
budded on stock of their typical species.

acuta, 16.

alata, 3
albo-marginata, 15.

amencana, 1, 2, 9.

anguatifolia, 1

aperta, 3
argenteo-marginata,

argenteo-vanegata,
15, 16.

atropurpurea, 6, 9.

atrorubens, 6.

aurea, 15
aureo-marginata, 15.
aureo-vanegata, 15
brevipedunculata, 8.

Bungeana, 13.

INDEX.

calocarpa, 12.

Carrierei, 16
camptoneura, 8.

columnana, 15.
europsea, 6, 11.

flavescene, 15.
gracilis, 16
Hamikomana. 10,
and 8uppl. list,

hians, 11
lapomca, 15, 16.
kewensis, 16.

kiautschovica, 14.
Koehneana, 12.

Koopmamm, 5.

latifolia, 7
leuoocarpa, 6.

Maackii, 10.
macrophylla, 15.
medio-picta, 15.

microphylla, 15.
minima, 16.

nana, 5, 6.

obovata, 2.

pallens, 15.

patens, 14.

pyramidalie, 15.
radicans, 16.

repeiu, 16.
reticulata, 16.

robusto, 15
roseo-marginata, 16.

INDEX, CONTINUED.

aanguinea, 8 Bubtriflora, 3. Verrucosa, 4
semipersistens, 13. Thunbergiana, 3. viridi-varicgata, 15.
Steboldiana, 12, 13, vanegata, 2. vulgaris

, 6
14, and auppl. list, vegeta, 16. yecloensis, 12.

striata, 3.

A. Foliage deciduous. Nos. 1-13.

b. Caps, tuberculate, depressed-globose: Jls. G-merous.

1. americ&na, Linn. Strawberry Bush. Upright
shrub, to 8 ft.: lvs ovate-lanceolate or oblong-lanceo-
late, usually acute at the base, acuminate, crenately

serrate, 1^-3 in long: peduncle slender, few-fld
;
As.

yellowish or reddish green: fr. pink. June; fr Sept.-
Oct From S N. Y. south, west to Texas L B C. 14:

1322 B B. (ed. 2) 2:491. Var angustifdlia, Wood (E.

angushjdlia, Pursh). Lvs. lanceolate or linear-lanceo-

late, half-evergreen S.

2 obov&ta, Nutt. (E. amenchna var. obovhta, Torr.

& Gray). Fig 1464. Procumbent shrub, with rooting

st. anti erect branches, to 1 ft : lvs obovate or elliptic-

obovate, crenately serrate, light green, 1-2 in long:

fls. purplish • caps usually 3-celled Mav; fr Aug.,

Sept. From Canada to Ind and Ky G F 9 385
(adapted in Fig. 1464).—It may be used for covering
the ground under large trees, or for borders of shrub-
beries. Var. varieg&ta, Iiort

,
has the lvs marked pale

yellow.

bb. Caps smooth" Jls. generally 4-merous

c. Fr. divided to the base into 4 or less nearly st parate pods.

3. alUta, Maxim. (E. Thunbergiana, Blumo E.
stndta, Loes ) Spreading shrub, to 8 ft branches
stiff, with 2-4 broad, corky wirgs' lvs elliptic or obo-
vate, acute at both ends, sharply serrate, 1-2 in long,

fls 1-3, short-peduneled, yellowish caps purplish,

small, seeds brown with orange aril May, June; fr.

Sept, Oct China, Japan SIF 1 63 FE 32*54.

Var subtrifl&ra, Franch & Sav Branches not winged*
fls. 1-5 Var aperta, Loes Aril open at the 1 apex, dis-

closing the black seed Cent. China —This species is

one of the handsomest, the lvs turn bright crimson in

autumn, the small, but numerous frs are brightly

colored and in winter the shrub is conspicuous by its

broadly winged branches.

uc Fr. more or less 3-6-lobed.

d. Branches densely warty

4. verrac&sa, Scop Erect shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. ovate-
lanceolate, crenately serrulate, acuminate, 1-2^ in.

long: fls. slender-peduncled, 1-3, brownish: caps.

deeply 4-lobed, yellowish red; seed black, not wholly
covered by the orange aril. May, June; fr. Aug. S. E.
Eu., W. Asia. H.W. 3, p. 55.

dd. Branches smooth.

e. Anthers yellow.

p. The caps, with obtuse lobes.

5 n&na, Bieb. Low shrub, to 2 ft., with slender,

often arching or sometimes procumbent and rooting
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branches: lvs. linear or linear-oblong, mucronulate,
entire or remotely denticulate and revolute at the
margins, A~\A m. long: fls. slender-peduncled, pur-
plish: caps, deeply 4-lobed, pmk; seed brown, not
wholly covered by the orange aril. May, June; fr.

Aug. W. Asia to W. China—Handsome shrub for

rockeries and rocky slopes; forming a graceful, pendu-
lous, standard tree if grafted high on E. europaea. Fr.

npens in Aug., earliest of all species. Var. Kodpmannii.
Beissn. (E. Kobpmannu, Lauche). Lvs. larger and
broader.

6. europ&a, Linn. (E. mdg&ns, Mill.). Fig. 1465.
Erect shrub or sometimes small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs.

ovate or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, crenately ser-

rate, 1^-2^ m. long fls. yellowish, in few-fld. cymes:
caps. 4-lobed, usually pink May. Eu. to E. Asia.
BB.(ed. 2)2.492. H.W.
3, p. 53.—Varying with
narrower and broader
lvs. There are also sev-
eral varieties with varie-

gated lvs and some with
irs. of different colors,

as var. atrdrubens,
Rehd. (E. vulgaris var.

atrdrubens, Sehneid. E.
europkafr alropurpureo

,

Hort ), with deep purple
frs

,
var. leucocdrpa,

DC (E europka fr (Uho,

Hort ), with whitish frs
,

and var atropurpdrea,
Arb Kew, with rather
narrow purplish lvs.

Var. n&na, Lodd
,

is a
dwarf, dense, and strictly

upright form with elliptic

to elliptic-lanceolate lvs.

1-1}^ in
,
or on vigorous

shoots, to 2A m long,

it hardly ever flowers

and is tenderer than the

type.

ff. The caps, with winged
lobes: lvs. broad.

7. latifdlia, Scop.
Shrub or small tree, to

20 ft : winter-buds elon-

gated, acute, about Am.
long: lvs. obovate-ob-
long, acuminate, cre-

nately serrate, 2-4 in.

long’ fls. yellowish, often

5 - merous, m slender-

peduncled, rather manv-
fld. cymes: caps, pmk,
large, with winged lobes.

May. June; fr. Sept.

Eu B.M 2384. Gn. 39, p 213. Gt
^.S.R. I

S. Eu
,
W

53, p 30. G. 4:235. H.W. 3
; p. 54. F.S.U. 3, p. 29.—

A very decorative species, witn handsome foliage and
large pendulous frs.

8. sanguines, Loes. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.:

winter-buds elongated, acute: branchlete nearly terete:

lvs. broadly oval or ovate to elliptic-ovate, acute,

broadly cuneate or rounded at the base, densely fim-

briate-serrulate, dull green above, paler below and
slightly reticulate. 1^-4 in. long: cymes lax, Iong-pe-

duncled; fls. usually 4-merous: fr. purple, slightly lobed,

4-winged, the wings A~Min - long! aril orange, entirely

covering the black seed June; fr. Sept. Cent, and W.
China. Var. brevipeduncul&ta, Loes Peduncles about
1 in. long. W China. Var. camptonefcra, Loes. Lvs. oval
or ovate to elliptic-ovate, veins curved (broader in the
type and veins nearly straight) . Cent, and W. China

ee. Anthers purple.

F. Fls. purple.

9.. atropurp&rea, Jacq. (E. anuricdna, Hort ) . Burn-
ing Bush. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs elliptic,

acuminate, obtusely serrate, pubescent beneath, 1A~5
in. long. fls. purple, in slender-peduncled, many-fld.
cymes: caps, deeply 3-4-lobed, scarlet. June; fr. Oct.
E. N. Amer., west to Mont. B B. (ed. 2) 2:491.

ff. Fls. yellowish or whitish.

G. Petioles one-fifth to one-sixth as long as the If.; ka.
acute or gradually acuminate: fr. pink.

H. Lvs. oblong to ovate-oblong, broadest about or below
the middle.

10. Ma&ckii, Rupr (E Hamiltomana, Dipp., not
' Wall ). Large shrub or

small tree, glabrous, lvs

elliptic -oblong to ob-
long-lanceolate, acumi-
nate, gradually nar-
rowed toward the base,
serrulate, 2-3 in long
and %-lA in. broad’
cymes small, about %in
across fr pmk, 4-lobed,

about Vsm across; aril

orange-red, usually
dosed, rarely slightly

opened at the apex.
June: fr Sept. N. E.
Asia.

11 hlans, Ivoehne.
Large shrub lvs ovate-
oblong, short-acuminate,
rounded or hroadly cune-
ate at the base, serrulate,

2A-4A in. long and
1-1 Y\ m. broad: cymes
rather long - stalked,

small; stamens with
very short filaments, fr,

pink, turbinate, deeply
4-lobed, Hm across, aril

blood-red, open at the
apex and disclosing the
blood-red seed. June;
fr. Sept Japan S.I F.

2:39 (as E. europaea).

hh. Lvs. generally obovate

or obovatc-oblong, to

2A broad.

12 yedoGnsis, Koehne
(E Sieljoldidna, Rehd

,

not Blume). Large
shrub, lvs. usually ob-
ovate, sometimes ellip-

tic, broadly cuneate at

the base, abruptly acuminate, serrulate, 2-5 m. long
and 1}4-2A in. broad: cymes long-stalked, rather
dense and many-fld.: fr. pink, deeply 4-lobed, Ayn.
across; aril orange, usually closed. June; fr. Sept
Japan. Gt. 53. p. 31. S.T S 1:62. F.E. 31:125. Var.
ealoefirpa, Koehne. Fr. bright carmine. Var. Koehne-
ina, Loes Lvs. hairy on the vems below. Cent. China.

gg. Petioles usually a third to a fourth as long as the If.,

lvs. abruptly long-acuminate: fr. pale yellowish oi

pinkish white.

13. Bunge&na. Maxim Shrub, to 15 ft., with slende/

branches: Tvs. slender-petioled, ovate-elliptic or ellip-

tic-lanceolate, long-acuminate, finely serrate, 2-4 m.
long: fls. m rather few-fld. but numerous cymes: fr.

deeply 4-lobed and 4-angled; seeds white or pinkish,

with orange aril June; fr. Sept., Oct. China, Man-

1466 Evonymus radicans.
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churia, M.D.G. 1899:569.—Very attractive with its

rather large, profusely produced frs., remaining a long
time on the Branches. Var. semiperslstens, Schneid.

(E. Hamiltomana var. semipersistens, Rehd. E Siebol-

didna, Hort
,
not Blume) Lvs elliptic, long-acuminate,

half-evergreen, keeping its bright green foliage S. until

mid-winter: fr. bright pink, usually sparingly produced
and ripening very Tate.

aa. Foliage evergreen or half-evergreen (see also the

preceding var.).

B. Lvs. rather thin
,
half-evergreen.

14.

p&tens, Rehd. (E. kiautschdvica var. pdtens
,

Loes. E. Sieboldiana, Hort
,
not Blume). Spreading

shrub, to 10 ft., the lower
branches sometimes procum-
bent and rooting: branchlets
obscurely 4-angled, minutely
warty: lvs. elliptic to elliptio-

oblong, rarely obovate-oblong,
acute, cuneate at the base,
crenately serrulate, bright
green above: cymes 2-3 in.

across, loose, slender-pe-
duncled: fr subglobose, pink;
seed pinkish brown, covered
entirely by the orange aril.

Aug., Sept.; fr. Oct
,
Nov.

Cent. China. S.TS 1:64—
Hardy as far north as N Y

,

in sheltered positions to Mass
One of the best shrubs for

wmter-efTect on account of its

abundant late-ripening frs and
the handsome foliage remain-
ing on the branches until spring

except when destroyed by
severe frost.

bb. Lvs. thickish
,
evergreen.

15.

japfinica, Linn Upright
shrub, to 8 ft

,
with smooth

and slightly quadrangular or
1467. Evonymus radicans. striped branches: lvs. obovate

to narrow-elliptic, cuneate at
the base, acute or obtuse, obtusely serrate, sninmg above,

Wr-^A m long: fls. greenish white, 4-merous, in slen-

der-peduncled, 5- to many-fld cymes, caps, depressed,

globose, smooth, pmk. June, July ;
fr Oct S Japan.

3 IF. 2:39 BR30:6—A very variable species. Var.
macrophflla, Sieb. (var. robusta, Hort.). Lvs oval,

large, 2>£-3 in. long, Var. microph^Ua, Sieb. {E.

pulchdla, Hort. Eurya microphylla, Hort.). Lvs small,

narrow-oblong or oblong-lanceolate. Var. column&ris,
Carr. (var. pyramiddlis, Hort ). Of upright, columnar
habit: lvs. broadly oval There are many varieties

with variegated lvs.
;
some of the best are the follow-

ing: Var. arggnteo-varieg&ta, Itcgel Lvs edged and
marked white. Var. afireo-varieg&ta, Regel. Lvs.
blotched yellow. Lowe, 49. Var Hbo-margin&ta, Hort.
Lvs. with white, rather narrow margins Var. m$dio-
pfcta, Hort. Lvs. with a yellow blotch in the middle.
Var. p&llens, Carr. (var. flavfacens, Hort ) Lvs. pale
yellow when young; similar is var. ahrea, Hort

,
but

the yellow is brighter and changes more quickly to

S
een. Var. viridi-varieg&ta, Hort. (var. Due d’Anjou,
ort.). Lvs large, bright green, variegated with yellow

and green m the middle. Var. aftreo-marginita, Hort.
Lvs. edged yellow. F.E. 16:436; 29:815.

16.

radicans, Sieb. {E. japdmea var. radicans, Regel.
E. rkpens

}
Hort.). Figs. 1466, 1467. Lo^, procumbent

shrub, with often trailing and rooting or climbing
branches, climbing sometimes to 20 ft. nigh : branches
terete, densely and minutely warty: lvs. roundish to
elliptic-oval, rounded or narrowed at the base, cre-

nately serrate, usually dull green above, with whitish

veins, 3^-2 in. long: fls. and fr. similar to the former,
but fr. generally of paler color. June, July; fr. Oct. N.
and Cent. Japan R.H. 1885, p 295. G C. II. 20:793.
M.D. 1906, p 219.—Closely allied to the former, and
considered by most botanists as a vaiioty, also very
variable. Var Carrifcrei, Nichols. (E. Cambei

,
Vauv.).

Low shrub, with ascending and spreading branches lvs.

oblong-elliptic, about 1>6 m. long, somewhat shining.

G.W. 8, p. 16. Var. argSnteo-margindta, Rehd. Lvs.
bordered white. Var. rhseo-margin&ta, Rehd. Lvs.
bordered pinkish. Var reticulata, Rehd. (var jActa,

Hort
,
var. argtnteo-vanegata, Hort. E. grdcilis, Sieb.)

Lvs marked white along the veins. It H. 1876, p 354:
1878, p 135. G W. 1, p. 475 A G. 19:37. Var minima,
Simon-Louis (E. kewfnsis, Hort ). Lvs. marked like

those of the preceding variety but smaller,

long.

Var. vegeta. Rehd. Low spreading shrub, to 5
ft., usually witn a few prostrate rooting branches at the
base, and climbing hign, if planted against a wall . lvs.

broadly oval or almost suborbicular, acutish or obtusish,

crenately serrulate, 1-1 Jh* in long, those of the rooting

branchlets smaller and thinner and generally ovate.
Japan. S.TS. 1:65. M D.G. 1908:13—Handsome and
hardy shrub; the frs. appear in great profusion and
remain on the branches a long time. Var. aciita, Rehd.
(E jav&niea var. acuta, Rehd ). Rooting and climbing:

lvs. elliptic or ovate-elliptic, acute or short-acuminate,
serrulate, with the veins below slightly elevated. Cent.
China.

B Aqui/dlium, Loes <fc Rehd Evergreen shrub, to 10 ft lvs.

coriaceous, nearly sessile, ovato to ovate-oblong, spiny sinuate-
dentate fr 4-lobed, usually solitary W China One of the most
striking species on account of its holly-like lvs —

E

tf/iimlhi.Wall.
Usually creeping or climbing, with rooting branches l\s ovate-
lanceolate fr. Bpiny Himalayas H M 2707 —E firnbrtdtn, Hort ,

not Wall =®E. pendula

—

E grandijldra.'Vn all Shrub, to 12 ft lvs

obovate or obovate-oblong, finely and acutely serrate fls white
H in. across fr glohose, yellow

,
aril scarlet Himalayas, W

Cnina —E Hamiltoniana, Wall Allied to E Maackn Small
tree lvs oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, finely and irregularly ser-
rulate, 2 in long anthers yellow fr pink, turbinato, 4-lobed.
Himalayas Probably not in cult ,

the plant cult under this name
is E Maackn —E lanceifdlui, Loes Allied to E hians Shrub or
tree, to 30 ft lvs firm at maturity, lanceolatp to elliptic-oblong,
crenately serrulate, 3-6 in long anthers purple fr 4-lobed, pale,
anl orange, open at the apex, seed crimson Cent and W China—
E. maerdptera, Rupr Allied to E latifoha L\s obovate or
obovate-oblong, cuneate at the base cymes many-fld fr wuth 4
narrow wings long Japan N E Asia I T 6 121.
Hardy

—

E occidenlahs, Nutt Shrub, to 15 ft winter-buds rather
large lvs ovate or elliptic-lanceolate, irregularly serrulate fls.

6-merous, purple, fr slightly lobtd Ore, Calif

—

•E oxyphylla,
Miq Shrub or small tree lvs ovate or obovate, acuminate, rather
large, serrulate fls 5-merous, purple or whitish fr globose Japan—E. pfndula, Wall (E fimbriata, Hort) Evergreen, small tree,

with pendulous branchlets lvs oblong-lanceolate, sharply serrate,

shining, 3-6 in long fr with 4 tapering wings P F G 2 55.
FS 7, p 71

—

E plAmpes, Kochne Allied to K latifoha Lvs
cuneate at the base, petioles flat, not grooved 1 fr acutely 5-angled,
scarcely winged Japan M D 1906, p 62 Gt 53, p 29 —E.
sacchalinbisis, Maxim. Allied to E latifoha. Lvs. ovate-oblong,
crenate-serrulate cymes very long-peduncled, fls. purple fr dis-
tinctly winged, convex at the apex N E Asia —E Sarycnttdna,
Loes A Rend Evergreen shrub lvs obovate to oblong-obovate,
abruptly acuminate, remotely erenate-serrate, 2-3^ in long, fr

oblong-obovoid, 4-angled W China.

—

E. Semendva, llegel A
Herd Allied to E europsea Small shrub lvs lanceolate, serriHate.
cymes usually 3-fld . fr. 4-lobed with obtuse lobes Turkestan —
E semtexsfrta, Koohne Allied to E Maackn Lvs oblong or
oblong-lanceolate, erenate-serrate, 2-5 in long fr light pink,
aril orange, open, with the blood-red seed almost half exposed.
Japan —E Siebolthdna, Blume Allied to E. Maadui. Lvs slon-
der-petioled, elliptic to oblong, trurainate, serrulute fr not lobod,
strongly 4-ribbed Japan M D 1906, p 62 Not in cult.; the
plants cult, under this name belong to E yodoensis, E. patens
or E. Bungeana var. semipersistens. ALFRED REHDER.

£XACUM (classical name, of no significance to these
plants) . Genliandcese. Herbs treated either as annuals
or biennials or perennials, with flowers of white, lilac,

blue or dark purplish blue, cultivated in a very few
greenhouses.
Very rarely suffruticose’ dwarf or tall and paniculate-

branching: lvs. sessile, clasping or short-stalked, ovato
or lanceolate, mostly 3-5-nerved : fls. small or attaining
2 in. across, rotate, pedicclled or not, in forking cymes;
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calyx 4-5-parted, the segms. keeled, winged or flat

and 3-nerved; corolla-lobes 4 or 5, ovate or oblong,
twisted; stamens 4 or 5, attached to the throat, with
very short filaments, the anthers opening by apical

res that finally enlarge nearly to the base : fr, a glo-

se 2-valved caps.—Species about 30, in Trop. and
Subtrop. Asia, Malaysia, Trop. Afr

,
Socotra.

Plants of E. affi/ne flower m summer. If specimens
m 5-mch pots are desired, sow in March of the same
year; for larger specimens, sow in August of the pre-
ceding year. The plants must be kept in a cool but
not draughty greenhouse or frame m summer, and
shadetl from fierce sunlight. They usually are given
warmhouse conditions.

A. Lv8. with stalks often \fyin. long.

affine, Balf. St. cylindrical, 1-2 ft. high, much
branched from the base lvs 1-1M in. long, elliptic-

ovate, faintly 3-5-nerved sepals with a broad wing on
the back; corolla 6-9 lines wide, lobes almost rounded.
Socotra B.M. 6824 AF 13:1104 Gng. 6:229.
R H. 1883, p. 512. Gt. 32.1108. G C. II. 21 :605.

aa. Lvs. nearly or quite stalkless.

B. Corollarlobes rounded.

zeyl&nicum, Roxbg. Annual, st. 4-eided, branched
only above: lvs becoming 3 m long, strongly 3-nerved,
elliptic-oblong, acuminate, narrower than in E affine

,

ana tapering fls blue, 1 V<i in across, in terminal, leafy
corymbs, sepals broadly winged, corolla-lobes obovate,
obtuse Ceylon B M 4423 (sky-blue, with a dash of
purple) R H 1859, p 238 J F. 1 43. H F. II. 2.60.

BB. Corolla-lobes usually tapering to a point.

macr&nthum, Arn (E zeyldnicum var. macrdnlhum).
Fig. 1468 St cylindrical, slightly branched lvs as in

E. zeylanicum, though perhaps more variable from
base to summit fls purplish blue, 2 in across In both
species there is a narrow ring of yellow at the mouth,
to which the conspicuous clusters of stamens are
attached Ceylon B M 4771 (deep purplish blue).

GC 111 15 331. R1I 1911, p 31. JH ill 42.182;
51.259—The best of the genus. The rich, dark blue
is worth striving for.

F6rbesii, Balf Bushy and shrubby: lvs triangular

or ovate-lanceolate, 1 in aeross at base fls upwards
of l^in across, purple or violet-purple, m terminal
racemes, the anthers yellow and prominent Socotra.

GC III 31.93. G 23 679 G W 6, p 290 G M.
45:81.—A good plant for intermediate temperature,
blooming well in a 6-in. pot. Wilhelm Miller.

L. H. B |

EXCCECARIA (from Latin excoecares^ referring to its

effect on the eyes) Euphorbiacese. Tropical trees or
shrubs with poisonous milky juice rarely cultivated for

ornament
Glabrous* lvs. alternate or opposite, usually entire

(or crenate to serrate): mfl. usually m axillary spikes;

fls. dioecious or monoecious, calyx imbricate; sepals 2-3,

free or connate at base; petals none; stamens °-3,

erect m bud; filaments free; ovary 3-celled, 3-ovuied:
seed not canaliculate —About 25 species in the Old
World tropics. Related to Stilhngia and Sapium.

bicolor, Hassk. (Crbton bicolor, Hort.), with the oppo-
site lvs red beneath is sometimes cult for ornament m
European greenhouses or outdoors in the tropics. E.
Agaudcha, Linn., Agallocha, Blinding Tree, River
Poison, etc., with alternate lvs

,
is a well-known poison-

ous tree of the coasts of S. Asia. J. B. S. Norton.

EXHIBITIONS of horticultural products have been
both a concomitant and a stimulant of progress in

American horticulture. The great international exposi-
tions ushered in by the Centennial Celebration of 1876
at Philadelphia, through the opportunities afforded

for the comparison of products, have been the means
of unusual education in the indentification of varieties.

No amount of descriptive literature can compare
with this method of acquiring accuracy in naming and
describing fruits, flowers, and vegetables.

The interest in these great exhibitions by the growers
of soil products indicates a peculiarity of this class of

producers They are the ones to reap the smallest
direct result, and yet they have always been willing

to give freely of their productions to swell the volume
of these great fairs and emphasize the possibilties of
the localities in which they lived. They would even
pay their own expenses to attend these fairs and
explain to the world how they succeeded m growing
such attractive things. No producers of the useful
things of life will compare with the horticulturist in

willingness to impart to hif fellow the secrets of his

1468. Exacum macranthum ( X H).

success National, state, district and township exhibi-
tions have thus become great methods of disseminating
information of value to the horticulturist—educators
of the people.

For many years the most prominent feature of fruit

shows was the nomenclature of the exhibit. In vege-
tables it was the size of the specimen, in flowers the
number of sorts and their tasteful arrangement.
People flocked together to identify varieties, to see

the big things and to satisfy esthetic longing. Later
the art in exhibiting products was given more atten-

tion, and wonderful creations have resulted from com-
binations and artistic arrangement.

Exhibitions have been the favorite opportunities

of bringing out new and valuable sorts and often the
usefulness of a variety dates from some particular

fair at which it was prominently displayed Notable
instances of this were the grapefruit, which was shown
in quantity for the first time at the great New Orleans
exhibition; the Kieffer pear, which was a distinguishing
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feature of a meeting of the American Pomological
Society in Philadelphia; the Niagara grape, which was
featured at a winter meeting of New York fruit-growers.

Striking examples of this are found in the annals of
floral exhibits. The dissemination of the most delight-

ful strains of carnations and chrysanthemums dates
from some particular fair or “show.”

In recent years, the experiment stations of the coun-
try have added greatly to their usefulness in preparing
technical exhibits for winter exhibitions of horticultural

societies, helping their progressive work, through
graphic illustrations of the results which they have
obtained in growing products under varying condi-
tions, and having m mind the demonstration of prob-
lems of value to growers.
One of the most recent developments has been the

opportunity given students of agricultural colleges of

putting into practice the knowledge of varieties which
they have acquired in the nammg of various collections

as a competitive drill

The products of glass farming have been brought
into prominence through national, state, and local

horticultural societies in their annual exhibitions, and
the great seedhouses of the country have used these
exhibitions as avenues for the dissemination of new
and valuable varieties. Nurserymen have success-
fully utilized exhibitions in publishing to the world
not only their new creations but their methods of

propagation.
During recent years the initiative of the American

Pomological Society has been followed by many other
organizations m perfecting a scale of points for judg-
ing exhibits of horticultural products. By this means,
more accurate methods have come into use at our
great fairs, and, in the hands of experts, the judgments
rendered have been far more satisfactory and useful.

A most important result of exhibitions has been the
acquirement of the knowledge that varieties v&ry a
great deal as the result of climatic conditions and dif-

ferences in soil, and it is found as an outcome of these
comparisons that certain localities are especially

adapted to certain varieties in which they reach their

highest perfection. This is illustrated in the Rooky
Ford cantaloupe, the Albemarle Pippin, certain strains

of carnations, and head lettuce The facts brought
out through these comparative exhibits are leading to
scientific investigations concerning the conditions which
produce these variations which will be of great use to
the producers, as well as deep interest to the scientist.

Commercial problems are finding their solution

through exhibitions which illustrate styles of packing
and kinds of packages and general attractiveness m
presenting the products to the consumer. Already
these exhibitions have brought to the attention of

law-makers the importance of uniform legal requisi-

tions concerning methods of marketing throughout
the land.

The most recent development of values resulting
from horticultural exhibits of great utility has been
the carrymg of the methods of comparison instituted
there to the growing of products on the farm and in

the garden, orchard and vineyard, thus awakening
a deeper interest in the factors which affect the pro-
duction of horticultural creations and a recognition
of the uses of these creations m landscape art. Thus
an abiding interest has been awakened in the develop-
ment of the science as well as the art of horticulture
through the adoption of new and improved methods of

production and widening the usefulness of the products.

Charles W. Garfield.

Exhibitions of plants and floorers.

Floral exhibitions undoubtedly had their origin, in

part, in the desire to display pulblicly the products of

one’s skill and to attain renown and a position of pre-

eminence among one’s fellows by successful rivalry and
the demonstration of superior cultural abilities But,
in addition to this factor of self-interest and excusable
pride, the laudable spirit that seeks to promote a taste
tor ornamental gardening and floriculture m general,

and to acquire knowledge and diffuse information con-
cerning it, has trom the first been a powerful incentive;
and it cannot be questioned that public floral exhibi-
tions have contributed most substantially to the
advancement of refinement and good taste and exer-
cised a potent and salutary influence on the domestic
life, health, morals and happiness of the respective
communities in which they have been held

Exhibitions of plants and flowers, as usually con-
ducted, may be broadly divided into two classes*

(1) Those whose particular purixise is to demonstrate
advancement m cultural methods and exploit new and
improved varieties and which are calculated to interest

primarily the trade and professional gardeners The
unavoidably monotonous system of staging exhibits

in such an affair is well known To the general public,

its salient points are scarcely apparent, and the ele-

ments which often appeal most strongly to the profes-
sional are all but lost op the average visitor. It has
been demonstrated over and over again, that as an
attraction for the people who look for entertainment
in a show and are willing to pay for the privilege of
seeing it, this sort of an array is fundamentally deficient

(2) If public support is sought, the first requisite is that
the public fancy be considered and catered to and the
character and scope ot the exhibition be such as the
people care to take an interest m A practical demon-
stration of the uses of flowers and plants and their

appropriate arrangement for the various events of

social or home life wall invariably excite curiosity and
interest when prim rows of dozens and fifties of com-
petitive blooms wall often fail to awaken appreciative
response. It is to be regretted that the so-called
retail florist trade has so long been neglectful of its

duty and its opportunity as a suppoiter of and par-

ticipator in the flower shows. Without the assist-

ance and cooperation of the experienced decorator
and artistic worker m flowers, these affairs must
invariably fall short of their mission and their educa-
tional possibilities How to overcome the indifference

of this branch of commercial floriculture toward these
enterprises which should bring immeasurable benefit

to their industry is one of the serious problems for

which those who believe in flower shows must find a
solution before the ideal of what a horticultural exhibi-

tion should be can be realized

The direct cost of installing a public flower show
is no small matter and many a commendable enter-

prise has failed through lack of sufficient income
properly to finance it. Rent of hall, music, advertising,

remiums, tables, vases, management, labor and a
ost of incidentals must be taken carefully into con-

sideration, and to launch any such project, under con-
ditions now existing, without some form of endowment,
subscription, guaranty or other definite and reliable

resource, apart from the uncertain sale of admission
tickets, is merely tempting fate and taking chances on
misfortune.
The grouping of pot-plants for effect calls for talents

of a high order. Arrangements of this kind, wrhich are

so indispensable in giving character to a flower show
that will appeal to the artistic eye as effective studies

in form and color, are indeed rarely seen. Two almost
universal faults are excessive formality in contour of

the group and overcrowding of material, and it not
infrequently happens that when a studied effort has
been made for irregularity of outline, the result is

still unnatural and often almost grotesque. The pro-
miscuous mixing together of incongruous subjects, as,

for example, hardy conifers, tropical palms, geraniums
and orchids in one group, is all too common A taste-
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ful grouping of plants of congenial character will

always inspire enthusiastic admiration among cultured
and discriminating visitors, and if the flower pots are

hidden from sight by moss or other natural material,

the pleasing effect will usually be further enhanced,
particularly m the case of plants which might natu-
rally grow together.

It is well known among flower-growers that the
time of day, the condition of development, and other
factors have a considerable influence on the keeping
qualities of their product A sojourn in a cool, dark
room over night with stems deeply immersed in fresh

water is really an essential with many flowers if they
are to remain for any time in good condition m the
atmosphere of an exhibition hall. Nothing is more dis-

figuring in a flower show than a lot of wilted blooms.
Much depends upon the style of vases used Vases
spreading at the top and narrowing to a point at the
bottom, while perhaps the most, graceful in form, are
very destiuctive to flowers, the small quantity of

water available at the base of the stems soon becoming
heated and impure Constant changing of water, and
keeping down the temperature of the hall will help to
preserve the exmbits Table baskets and dinner-table
exhibits generally, as often ananged, scarcely last

until the first visitors are admitted Only those in

which the flower-receptacles are such as contain water
can give any satisfaction in a flower show.

The background against which flowers are shown, as
the color and material of the walls, covering of tables,

and so on, has much to do with the general impression,
favorable or otherwise, on the visitor Green—the
natural foliage gieen— is unquestionably the ‘‘middle
of the road” background hue for flowers Bark of and
be>ond gieen, the neutral giays and browns, and some-
times pure white, are pleasing and satisfactory. It is

worth noting that, while terra-cotta or flower-pot tones
are usually beyond reproach as a background for liv-

ing green, yet a brick wall is a disheartening condition
for thin purpose, showing that it is not alone color
which decides the appropi lateness of exhibition hall

waills or drapery
The number of specimens usually shown m cut-flower

classes depends uj>on the kind of flowers, the ingenuity
of the schedule-makers, and the demands of the occa-
sion The more extensive and pretentious the exhibi-
tion, the larger should be the clashes Roses and carna-
tions m half-dozens, for example*, have little value
in a large exhibition Fifties and hundreds alone will

impress the \ isitors When individual blooms, or groups
composed of individual \aiieties are displayed, much
depends upon the taste shown m color-arrangement.
This is especially important with such subjects as
chrysanthemums, dahlias, gladioli and sweet peas,

all of which afford wide scope for demonstration of

taste in exquisite blending, contrasting and gradation
of color-tones, qualities which should count for much
in the final decisions of the judges. The question of
the height of tables or platforms on which flowers are
shown is one which should be carefully considered in

lannmg an exhibition There are flowers which should
e looked down upon if their full beauty is to be seen.

Others must arch overhead to display their graces, and
there are many intermediate steps. As a rule, exhibition

tables are set too high
One main reason for the flower show being its educa-

tional value, the proper and legible labeling of species

and varieties is essential In no other respect are our
exhibitions so deficient A neat label, attached so it

can be read without handling, and legible at a fair

distance, is something rarely seen at a flower show,
while obtrusive advertising cards or award cards
frequently spoil the beauty of an otherwise creditable

staging
Competitive exhibitions properly conducted and

entered into with the right spirit are, as before said,

calculated to accomplish much good for the art of
horticulture Emulation in a friendly contest for honors
is a strong factor m the success of a show

/
but the kind

of rivalry which stimulates jealousies, envenoms dis-

appointment and incites to angry protests over judges’
decisions, is one of the most mischievous elements that
can intrude upon the scene. In order to discourage the
protesting habit and minimize the demoralizing influ-

ence of questionable decisions, great care should be
exercised always m the selection of competent, disin-

terested and impartial judges Their names should be
announced a sufficient time in advance so that evciy
intending exhibitor may know who is to pass upon his

exhibits

It is now a generally established custom to inclose

the name of an exhibitor in an envelope bearing only
the class number, the identity of the exhibitor not to
be disclosed until after the judging has been completed.
Some very excellent systems of cards, record Books,
envelopes, and so on for this purpose have been devised
and are in general use. Wm. J. Stewart.

Exhibition of fruits. Fig. 1469.

The educational value of carefully planned exhi-

bitions of fruits can scarcely be overestimated. That
this fact is appreciated in increasing measure each
year is demonstrated by the growing number of such
exhibitions that are being held throughout the coun-
try Commercial fruit regions do much of their adver-
tising by means of these annual affairs, and there are

few towns or hamlets, however unpretentious, without
their yearly fruit show promoted by the grange, the
school, the church, or some other organization whose
aim is progress in country affairs

Foresight, with careful attention to details, is essen-

tial if the possibilities of an exhibition are to be devel-
oped to the utmost. The larger number of such events
are held in the fall, since fall is Nature’s harvest sea-

son for fruits This means that preparation must
begin in midsummer to insure the greatest measure of

success There arc many things that the grower can
do at this time to secure high-class fruit for exhibition

purposes, and no other should be considered.

The best fruit is often found near the top of the tree,

if thorough spraying has been done. It is the best
because conditions there are most nearly ideal for its

development As the fruit increases m size and the
weight upon the branches becomes greater, the side

branches settle more closely together, while the top-
most branches and those most nearly upright in habit
of growth, always advantageously situated, have an
increased opportunity to receive the abundance of air

and sunlight so essential to normal and perfect fruit.

Fruit on such branches invariably possesses the highest
color of any on the tree, and color is of vital importance
for the matter m hand. The color may be heightened
and the size mercased if the fruit is thinned until the
specimens hang 6 inches or more apart. A branch may
be headed back, and occasionally one may be removed
entirely to the benefit of those remaming

?
if good

judgment is used. Tins matter of thinning is of con-
siderable importance in the securing of high-class

exhibition fruit, whether the fruit be apple, orange,
or grape.

The production of exhibition specimens by abnormal
processes—as by ringing or girdling—is not allowable,
unless for the express purpose of showing what can be
accomplished by such practices: fruits produced by
such means should not be shown in comparison or
competition with specimens produced under recognized
and standard methods.
The specimens should be allowed to remain attached

to the parent plant as long as possible. The longer

they remain thus, the more intense will be their color

ind the greater will be their size. Pears especially
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Increase very rapidly in size just before maturity.
The picking should be done by hand and with the
greatest care. Many an excellent specimen has been
ruined by careless handling. The stems should remain
intact. The picker should remove, not a sufficient

number of specimens to meet the requirements under
which the exhibit is held, but many times that num-
ber. A bushel, or even a barrel, of seemingly high-
class fruit will often yield after the most rigid inspec-

tion but a single plate of perfect specimens.
The actual selection of the specimens to be exhibited

is the most difficult and perplexing problem connected
with this work. Fundamental to a successful solution

of this problem is a thorough knowledge of the variety,

an intimate acquaintance with the characters of a
normal specimen, and a fine discrimination in the
balancing of these characters and m the attaching of

the proper values to each.

The external factors that must be considered are

size, form, color, uniformity, and freedom from blem-
ishes. The criteria to be used in the inspection of the

it is possible for the human eye and hand to make it.

It is a literal application of the expression “as nearly
alike as two peas.” A single specimen of highest order
should not be retained tor a moment if its companions
are on a more nearly equal though somewhat lower
plane of excellence.

Freedom from blemishes implies that the specimen
is perfectly sound. A blemish may be anything from a
bruise, a broken stem, or a stem puncture to a scale-

mark or scab-spot. In an age when knowledge of pre-
ventive measures is so widespread and so accessible,

evidence of injury from insect or disease should com-
pletely exclude a specimen from consideration. Need-
less to say, the condition of the specimen should be as
sound as the season permits, showing neither flabbiness
nor physiological disintegration of the tissues.

The factor of quality is also worthy of consideration,
though it is of more importance in case of collections

in which one variety is exhibited against another than in

case of different specimens of the same variety Granted
that size, form, and color are normal, the factor of
quality will usually take care of itself.

There is need of a standardization of requirements
under which fruit exhibits are held. These require-
ments should be based on trueness to type and all that
the term implies, and the values attached to the dif-

ferent characters concerned should be fixed in pro-
portion to their relative importance for the purpose
in hand. Such a statement appears in the following
score-card for apples, which is in somewhat common
use m the eastern United States.

Size . . . 10
Form . 10
Color 20
Uniformity 15
Quality 20
Freedom from blemishes 25

'in. ^ "
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1469. Good exhibition plates of apples.

first three factors are the attributes of a typical normal
specimen of the variety when grown under conditions

favorable to its development. The largest apple is not
necessarily the best; in fact, great size is usually

obtained at the expense of some equally desirable

factor. The extra-large specimen is always an abnormal
specimen and, as such, is not to be sought. It is m
regard to this factor, however, that many exhibitors

make their first mistake. A safe rule to follow is to

choose the specimen combining large size with the
highest color. This rule will almost invariably elim-

inate the abnormally large specimen.
The form of the specimen should be true to the pre-

vailing type of the section m which it grows. Occasion-
ally different sections produce different types, as, for

example, the New York and the Oregon-grown Esopus.
One is as true to type as the other, but the two types
should never be mixed on the same plate or m the
same package
Of all external factors, none exceeds in importance

the quality of color. High color always sets up m the
mind the presumption of excellence; the higher the
color, the more pronounced seems to be the presump-
tion, though it is not always justified. Color is also an
indication of fitness, of approaching maturity, but a
specimen maturing far in advance of its companions
should be regarded with suspicion lest it harbor a worm
that may emerge at a most inopportune moment if

it escapes detection. Polishing a specimen to enhance
its color should not be practised. ,The operation
removes the bloom, which is more beautiful than the
high polish because it is natural.
The factor of uniformity implies that one specimen

should resemble every other specimen as nearly as

- This score-card may be no more nearly correct than
many others, but it represents a concerted effort to
fix a satisfactory standard There should be more of
this work for every fruit.

Score-cards for other fruits have been adopted by
particular exhibitions and institutions as the follow-
ing for grapes *

Form of bunch . 10
Size of bunch ... 15
Size of berry 10
Color 10
Bloom 5
Freedom from blemish 20
Flavor 25
Firmness 5

Total 100

There is need also of a general agreement as to the
number of specimens to be exhibited on a single plate.

The rules now governing all large exhibitions m the
East require that pLates of apples, peaches, pears, and
quinces shall contain five specimens; of the smaller
fruits a sufficient number to fill a 6-inch plate; and of

grapes three clusters.

Fruit to be sent away for exhibition should be care-
fully packed. A bushel box is a satisfactory package
for this purpose, being better than a larger package in

which the pressure on the fruit is greater. Each speci-

men should be wrapped, and the box should be well
lined with excelsior or other material. Extra speci-

mens should be included to replace those that are
injured in any way.

In selecting the room in which the exhibition is to

be held and- m setting up the fruit, one prime factor
should always be kept in mind—there should be noth-
ing in the room to detract in anv way attention from
the fruit. To this end, the walls should be plain or
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even bare. The decorations should be few, simple,

and in harmony with the colors of the fruit, that is,

substantial and perfectly plain. Red and white make
a very effective combination for ceiling decorations,

if decorations seem desirable. Plain white is best for

draping the tables. If electric lights are present, the
shades may be covered with red crepe paper. This
will give a quiet and subdued effect to the room when
the lights are on and will be in keeping with the other
decorations. The tables should be covered with a
material that will throw the fruit into sharp relief

without attracting attention to the covering itself.

Oatmeal paper, gray-green in color, answers these

specifications very well. Six- or eight-inch papyrus
plates are better than smooth-pressed paper plates or

the wooden plates and need no covering.
The fruit should bo set up in such a way that a

mass effect is produced, which impresses the observer
with the fruit and with nothing else This moans that
all the fruit must be on the same level. Shelves or tiers

one above the other are not desirable. In other words,
every detail should be subordinated to bringing out as

sharply as possible the fruit that is on exhibition It

is therefore highly undersirable to place labels on the
top of a specimen, as is so often done. The observer
notes first of all a vast and meaningless sea of tags and
after that perhaps the fruit The label may be pinned
into the plate m such a way that it is unnoticeable
except on close inspection, when it. can be plainly seen.

A satisfactory label is a plain white card with three
lines on it, the first for the variety name, the second for

the name of the exhibitor when permissible, and the
third for the section from which the fruit comes. If

the exhibit is to attain its highest educational value,
the varieties must be correctly named and the names
correctly spelled

In general, it will be better to group varieties together
in order that comparisons may be made between the
different plates By so doing an opportunity is afforded
for a study of variations of fruits grown under differ-

ent methods of management and in different sections
in which climatic conditions are unlike. Occasionally
grouping by sections may be desirable, especially if

there are general and marked contrasts between the
same varieties as grown in different sections.

The plates should not be crowded on the tables lest

the eye become confused and the fruit appear to be a
jumble of specimens lacking orderly arrangement.
The background of paper covering the table should be
visible between every plate, not in order that it may
be seen, but because it will serve to set off each plate

as a separate unit meriting for the moment undivided
attention.

Finally, the specimens should be arranged in the
same order on every plate and the plates should be
m perfect alignment m every direction Not only this,

but when the angles formed by the specimens on a
plate are right angles, as m case of apples with four
specimens on the bottom and one on top at the cen-
ter, the angles should assume the same direction as
those of the table top
The same rules hold for the selection of fruit for

barrels, boxes, or other packages as for single plates.

The arrangement should be such as to bring out the
fruit and subordinate the package, exemplified m the
bank of boxed fruit. O. S. Wilson.

Exhibition of vegetables.

The exhibition of vegetables is usually an impor-
tant feature at county district and state fairs, and
often at farmers’ institutes, horticultural society

meetings and conventions of vegetable-growers. Vege-
tables are also likely to occupy a prominent place in

county or state exhibits at state, national or inter-

national shows or expositions. The exhibits may be

competitive or non-competitive. In the former cane
they are usually made by the individual producers; in

the latter case, they are more often mane by a com-
pany, development bureau, or an institution, primarily
for advertising or educational purposes. In either case,

they have some educational value, even the individual

exhibitor learning by comparison of his exhibit with
others.

Competitive exhibits are of two kinds: (1) those in

which the exhibit consists of a specified quantity of a
given kind of vegetable, eg., one dozen table carrots,

and (2) those which consist of a collection or display
of vegetables alone, or combined with other products
of the soil Vegetables in exhibits that are designed
primarily for advertising or educational purposes
usually form only a part of some general exhibit.

In making exhibits in competition with the products
of other exhibitors, the successful competitors are

usually those who give most careful attention to the
selection, preparation and installation of their exhibits.

In making single exhibits, care should be taken to

show the exact quantity or number of specimens men-
tioned in the entry list. At county fairs, especially,

exhibitors are prone to make their “pecks” or “half-

pecks” exceedingly small if exhibition material is scarce

or time limited The present tendency is to specify

m premium lists the number of specimens, whenever
this is feasible, rather than a given bulk, and to dis-

qualify exhibits which do not conform to the require-

ment in this respect.

In selecting specimens which are to form a single

exhibit, very few inexperienced persons appreciate
the importance of uniformity in size and type Some-
times an exhibit will be very creditable with the excep-
tion of one or two specimens These odd specimens
may be very good as individuals, but differ much m
size or type from the other specimens arfd detract
seriously from the value of the exhibit

Vegetables on exhibition should be clean Root crops
should usually be washed. Onions are best prepared
by careful brushing. Cauliflower and cabbage should
be carefully trimmed; tomatoes, eggplant and melons
wiped with a moist cloth Celery, lettuce and endive
should be gathered with the roots on, carefully washed,
and displayed with the roots immersed in water so
that the plants will not wilt

The arrangement of the specimens in a single exhibit
is also important When the judging is by comparison,
only those exhibits which attract the immediate
attention of the judge will be likely to receive careful

consideration if the number of entries is at all large.

Under such conditions it often happens that the
arrangement of the specimens is fully as effective in

securing careful examination of the exhibit as is the
perfection of the specimens themselves In the case of

many kinds of vegetables, if the number of specimens
is not over one dozen, the exhibit can often be dis-

played very advantageously on plates or trays If one
peck or one-half bushel is prescribed, splint baskets are
desirable receptacles. In any case, the appearance of the
exhibition room will be greatly enhanced if the recep-
tacles used for all the single exhibits are as uniform as
the nature of the products wall permit. With this end
m view, it is desirable that the management furnish
the receptacles.

In the exhibitions held by thoroughly established
organizations which give special attention to vegetables,

there is likely to be a recognized appropriate method
of disposing the specimens of each kma of vegetable
in or upon a given type of receptacle. At county fairs,

each exhibitor usually exercises his own ingenuity both
as to type of receptacle and method of arrangement;
and the result is at least lacking in monotony To
show at its best, every exhibit should be charac-
terized by neatness and simplicity in arrangement.
The principles involved m making a general display
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including a number of different kinds of vegetables are

much the same as for making individual exhibits: the
specimens must be selected with care, thoroughly
cleaned, and attractively arranged. In addition, the
character and arrangement of the exhibit as a whole
must be given careful attention. Very often, general

displays fail m effectiveness because the number of

specimens of each kind is too limited or the different

specimens of the same kind are too much scattered

through the exhibit, instead of being massed so that

they would make an impression upon the spectator.

Exhibitors are likewise inclined to weaken tne char-

acter of an exhibit by introducing a few specimens
each of numerous species or varieties that are little

known or of small commercial importance. These
are often scattered promiscuously through the exhibit

and detract the attention from the main features. The
general effect of the exhibit as a whole is of prime
importance.

Non-competitive exhibits of vegetables for adver-
tising or educational purposes are usually confined to

a comparatively few species or varieties in a given
exhibit In.exhibits made for advertising some particu-

lar section or locality, the vegetables are likely to be
merely a minor part of a general exhibit, and to con-
sist of specimens likely to attract attention by reason
of their unusual size rather than any other noteworthy
feature

Certain kinds of vegetables lend themselves readily

to the making of purely educational exhibits to illus-

trate the influence of differences in soil treatment
or cultural methods or the results of treatment for

plant diseases In such exhibits, it is unwise to attempt
to illustrate the results of many different treatments
m one exhibit It is much better to concentrate the
attention of the spectator upon one or two striking
results than to try to demonstrate a number of minor
variations. If the latter method is attempted, the
effectiveness of the display will be destroyed, for the
passing observer recognizes only striking contrasts.

For example, if a number of different fertilizer treat-

ments have been employed, and all give marked results

as compared with the check (the unfertilized plat),

it would be unwise m an educational exhibit to attempt
to illustrate the proportionate yields from all the treat-

ments. Only the yields of the check plat and one or

two others should be given The casual observer can
see three things at a glance, but not a dozen

In making an educational exhibit to represent dif-

ferences in yields, the quantities shown should repre-

sent yields From definite areas of ground, such as one-
hundredth or one-thousandth of an acre; and the
specimens should be arranged in such a way that the
clifferences will be most apparent.

In arranging an exhibit to illustrate the results of

treatment for plant diseases, e g ,
treatment of seed

potatoes for the control of scab, it is better to sort the
specimens from each plat into “diseased” and “sound,”
and to display them m two contiguous piles, than to
mix the diseased and sound promiscuously in the same
pile.

The educational value of all exhibits, whether compet-
itive or non-competitive, is greatly enhanced if careful

attention is given to the proper labeling of the various
parts or features of each exhibit. Conspicuous legends
of a concise nature are of some benefit to even the casual
observer, and are greatly appreciated by the few who
are specially interested in the particular exhibit or the
matter it is designed to illustrate. John W. Lloyd

EX<3CHORDA (from exo, external, and chorde, a cord,

referring to the chord belonging to th$ external part

of the placenta on the ventral side of the carpels).

Rosdcese. Pearl- Bush. Ornamental shrubs grown
chiefly for the showy racemes of pure white flowers.

Deciduous: winter-buds conspicuous, with imbricate

scales: lvs. alternate, petiolcd, entire or serrate: As.

in terminal racemes, polygamo-diacious; calyx-tube
broadly turbinate, calyx-lobes and petals 5; stamens
15-25, at the maigin of a large disk, short; carpels 5.

connate, styles distinct fr. a 5-angled, deeply furrowed
caps

,
separating into 5 bony, 1-2-seeded carpels; seeds

winged —Three species in China and Turkestan.
The pearl-bushes arc slender-branchcd shrubs with

rather thm bright green foliage and very showy white
flowers E Korolkovni is hardy North E racemom
and E Giraldu are at least hardy as far north as Mass-
achusetts. They grow best in a well-drained loamy soil

and in a sunny position Propagation is by seeds, oi

by softwood cuttings taken from forced plants, taken

m summer from the open they root slowly and with
difficulty; also by layering.

racemdsa, Rchd (E grandijldra, Lmdl Ameldnchier
racemdsa, Lmdl ) Fig 1170 Slender spreading shrub, to

10, rarely to 15 ft
,
glabrous 1 lvs elliptic to elhptic-

oblong or oblong-obovate,
entire or on vigorous shoots
serrate above the middle,

I >2-21

2

in. long,

whitish below, pet-

ioles about x
/ 2\n.

long, racemes 6-
10-fld

;
fls 2 in

across, pure white,

short-stalked,
petals roundish,
clawed, stamens 15

fr turbinate, about
>4m long April,

May China B M 4795
S 9 954. L I 11-12 (It 47:
1155 R II 1889, p 128,1890,

pp 324,325 .1 II III 31 483,
53 285 OC II 10 73, HI
7*613. Cm 58, p 315; 00, p
232; 62, p 101, 66, p 141

A F 6 643 Gng 5 97 F E
30 117; 31 971 CM 44 531
M I) G 1901 321, 1905. 251;
1900 561 GW 10, p 430.

II F. 1867 250. Var prostr&ta,

Hort A form with prostrate
branches —The species is

among the showiest shrubs
blooming in May

Gir&ldii, Hesse (E racemdsa
var. Girdldn

,
Rehd ) Similar

to the preceding, lvs oval or
elliptic, entire, very rarely cre-

nate-serrate, petiole about 1

in long, usually red fls very
short-stalked or nearly sessile;

petals obovate, gradually nar-
rowed into the claw, some-
times toothed, stamens 25 30
N W China M DG 1909*295 GW 16, p 450 Var
Wflsonii, Rehd (E. racemdsa var Wllsonu, Rehd ).

Lvs. elliptic to oblong, occasionally serrate; petioles >£-*

% in. long, usually green* stamens 20-25. Cent China.

Korolk6wii, Lav (E . Alberta
,
Regel E grandifldra

var Allfertn, Aschers & Graebn ) Upright, slender-

branched shrub, to 12 ft., glabrous: lvs oblong, w
oblong-oblanceolate, obtuse or acute, gradually nar-
rowed toward the base, entire, but the lvs. of the
stronger shoots often serrate above the middle and at
the base with 1 or few small narrow lobes, 1>£-2M in.

long, racemes 5-8-fld
;

fls 1 x
/i in across; petals nar-

rowly obovate: stamens 25* caps. %m. long, ovoid,
pointed. April, May. Turkestan. G W. 16, p. 451.
G. 31:505.—This is one of the earliest shrubs to burst
into leaf in spring; it is of more upright habit and with

1470. Exochorda racemosa.

(x«)
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darker and denser foliage than the preceding, but not
so flonferous.

macr&ntha, Lemoine (E racemosa x E. Korolkdmi).
Similar to E. racemosa, but of more upright habit
and more vigorous: lvs. generally obovate or oblong-
obovate, bright green, entire on vigorous shoots cre-

nate, 2-3 in long, racemes 8-10-nd
;

fls. 1^-2 m.
broad; petals obovate, narrowed into the claw; sta-

mens about 20 April, May Of garden origin. 11 H
1903, pp. 18, 64 M I) G. 1902:484. G.W. 16.449.

Alfred Rehder.
EXOG&NIUM: Ipomaa.

EXORRHlZA (cxo, out, outside, rhiza
,
root; alluding

to the large aerial roots above the ground), ralm&cex,
tribe Cocaine# High-growing pinnate-leaved palm.
Stem or trunk straight, smooth, supported at the

base by large aerial, spiny roots: lvs. large, pinnate.
Allied to Kentia, but distinguished by the imbricate
sepals of the stummute fls

,
the elongated subulate

filaments of the stamens, by the roundish ovate sepals
of the pistillate fls and by the parietal ovule In
Kentia the ovule is basal and erect Cult as m Kentia.
The following species floweml at Kew m 1901.

Wendlandi&na, Becc. (KSntia Exorrhlza, Wendl ).

Often more than 60 ft high but m cult reaching only
24 ft., lvs 10-12 ft long, pinna? alternately arranged,

1-

2 in from each other, becoming 4 ft long and 2 m.
broad, 8-10-nerved spadix appearing below the lvs.,

enveloped m thick, coriaceous boat-shaped spathes;
spadices 2, much longer than the spathes Fiji Isis.

B.M. 7797. N Taylor t

EXOSTfSMMA (name alludes to the exserted sta-

mens) Rubi&ccse Evergreen trees and shrubs of W
Indies and other parts of Trop Arner

, by some united
with Rustia There are upwards of 20 species They
are little known as warmhouse subjects, and the name
does not appear in the trade It is probable that the
general treatment given Cinchona and similar things
will apply to them Lvs opposite fls white, various
in size and arrangement, corolla salver-form, the lobes

5 and spreading and narrow, stamens 5, inserted in

the bottom of the corolla-tube, Iong-e.\sorted
;
disk

annular: fr. an oblong, cylindrical or club-shaped

2-

valved caps The fls. are commonly axillary or in

terminal corymbs.

EXPERIMENT STATIONS. Every state of the
Union, every island dependency of the United States,

and every province of the Dominion of Canada has one
experiment station for agriculture supported by public

funds. A very few of the states have two stations, one
being the regular federal agency in the state and the
other being usually an institution established and
maintained directly by the state and representing the
movement that began before the passage of the federal

experiment station act.

By the middle of the last century, the discussion for

institutions or agencies to make experiments in agri-

culture was well under way. It was not till 1875, howr-

ever, that any legislative body made an appropriation

for the establishing of such an institution Tins was
in Connecticut Other stations followed in several

states, some of them under direct legislative enact-

ment and others being organizations within colleges

or college departments of agriculture Those move-
ments were marked in North Carolina, New York,
New Jersey, Ohio, Massachusetts, and other states.

The movement in the United States for a national

system of experiment stations took form in a bill for

the purpose introduced into Congress in 1882 by Hon.
C. C. Carpenter of Iowa The bill finally to become a
law was introduced m the House of Representatives
by Hon William H. Hatch of Missouri; this became
law March 2, 1887, by the signature of President

76
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Cleveland It appropriates $15,000 to each state for
the purpose of establishing an agricultural experi-
ment station, to be located at the land-grant college
unless the state shall determine otherwise
A second act, supplementing the Hatch Act, was

approved March 16, 1906, by President Roosevelt, it

having been introduced and carried to passage by Hon
Henry C Adams, of Wisconsin This appropriates
$15,000 to each state “for the more complete endow-
ment and maintenance” of the stations, wuth the under-
standing and requirement that it shall support funda-
mental reseal dies About $1,500,000 is therefore
expended annually by the federal government for the
maintenance of experiment stations in the forty-eight
states, aside from similar grants for stations in Porto
Rico and Hawaii, expenditures in the Philippines
through the War Department, and in Alaska and Guam
directly through the United States Department of
Agriculture, and there is also a large and important
expenditure in the Department of Agriculture itself,

both for supervision and for investigation The states
also contribute heavily to the experiment station work
The total revenue in the United States for the year
ended June 30, 1912 was $4,068,240 09

By law, reports are to be issued at least quarterly
by the different experiment stations These institu-

tions arc now issuing numerous bulletins, circulars and
reports on an astonishing range of subjects and of the
greatest importance to the people The publications
of the United States Department of Agriculture are
very extensive and of the highest technical and gen-
eral value

In Canada, the experiment station movement was
practically parallel with that in the United States The
Act for a dominion system was passed in 1886 One
central station, or “central experimental farm,” was
established at Ottawa, and the stations u> the prov-
inces are branches of it and under the administration
of its director The grant of Parliament for the year
1913-1914 foi the maintenance of the system of

experimental farms w as $900,000
In both the United States and Canada, horticulture

is one of the important subjects of experiment and
research Usually this work is in charge of a separate
officer, commonly known as a “horticulturist,” and the
number of associates and helpers may be, several or
many The extent of horticultural research is now
large and it is rapidly increasing Persons desiring to

be in touch with this work should apply to the experi-

ment station m the state or province or to the national
department, and a list of these institutions is given
belowr For further history and discussion of Experi-
ment Stations in the two countries, see pp 422-430,
Vol IV, Cyelo Amer Agric

In the Tnited States the address of the experiment
station and of the college of agriculture is usually the
same post-office In New York, there is a state station

at Geneva as well as the federal station and college at

Ithaca, in Ohio, the experiment station is at Wooster,
and the college is pait of the State University at

Columbus; m Georgia, the station is at Experiment
and the college at Athens, m the University, in Con-
necticut, the federal station is at New’ Haven, and the
college at Storrs, m other states the post-offices of the

two are the same
Canada.

The Dominion or headquarters institution is the

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario

Alberta.

Experimental Station, Lacombe
Experimental Station, Lethbridge

British Columbia.
Experimental Farm, Agassiz

Experiment Stations, at Invermere, and at Sidney
on Vancouver Island.
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The writer does not overlook the body of good work
being turned out by the American experimenters in hor-
ticultural lines, but this is not the subject of the present
discussion.

The training of research workers.

The diverse character of experimentation in horti-

culture as set forth indicates somewhat the training

that investigators in this field should have It follows

from the importance attached to science in horticul-

ture, that thorough training in the sciences is impera-
tive, but the distinctions here made indicate just as

clearly that a person trained in the sciences and not in

the art and business of horticulture is sadly handi-
capped. We may put down as the first essential in the
mental equipment of the research worker, a broad and
severe scientific training The second essential is, per-

fect familiarity with garden, orchard and greenhouse
plants and methods of handling their products It is

not sufficient that the horticultural experimenter
know but the industry in which he may specialize.

Knowledge. of what is done in the greenhouse, for

example, is indispensable to the experimenter with
fruits, offering him suggestions at every turn Whatever
knowledge a man may possess of the needs and care
of plants in any field of agriculture will be helpful in a
specialized field. Perhaps the ability to correlate

science and art should be put down as a third essential.

But at present chief emphasis must be laid on the
scientific training. The art of horticulture is sufficiently

well taught in agricultural colleges, and the money-
earning value of an education is in most institutions

over-emphasized. The atmosphere of practicums and
money-making which prevails in most of our colleges

is not one in which investigators are born and bred
Instead, for the proper training of a horticulturist

there should be an atmosphere of investigation for

investigation’s sake, of sound learning, of appreciation
of science not only m its applications but as pure
science and for its disciplinary value. It is desirable,

almost imperative, that one training to become a hor-
ticulturist should take a post-graduate course m which
special attention may be devoted to the sciences and
the problems of horticulture.

Equipment for research.

Less need be said about the material equipment for

horticultural research than the mental make-up of the
worker. The nation and the states have been free in

the expenditure of money for experimental work Not
a few horticultural departments m the experiment
stations of the country are over-equipped with land,

buildings and laboratories—the things that money
can buy. Certain it is that the output from the insti-

tutions conducting research is not in proportion to the
money spent or to the number of men on the staff.

The fact that equipment and materials do not create,

needs emphasis everywhere in horticultural experi-

mentation. The custom of obtaining money to build
up a department without specific work to be done is a
vicious one from which there must in time be a reac-

tion. Opportunity, equipment and problem should go
together, and all these are valueless without a man
with initiative, ideas, and training to use them.
There are probably more over-equipped departments
in horticulture than under-equipped ones. Large
experimenting is sometimes small experimenting and
small experimenting large experimenting.

In one particular, however, the horticultural depart-
ments of the country arc sadly under-equipped. There
are no comprehensive plantations of jpconomic plants
in the experiment stations of the United States. The
amelioration of plants is the chief work in horticulture
and it would seem that the establishment of economic
gardens is imperative, since material to be used advan-
tageously must be near at hand. At least one station

in every distinct agricultural region in the country
should have an economic garden where may be found
the food plants of the world suitable for the region.
ThiB should be an agricultural garden, not a plant
museum to show the curious ana the ornamental; in

it agriculture must be dominant, not recessive.

Organization for research .

Horticulture is composed of so many industries and
involves so many sciences that its problems are too
diverse and too complex to permit of many definite

statements in regard to organization for research.
But several generalities may be set down as essentials

to a good organization: (1) There must be a man m
command—a broadly trained man. (2) The position
of the experimenter should be permanent, subject only
to efficiency. (3) The time ana thought of the investi-

gator must not be taken up with other activities, as
administration, teaching, extension work and the like.

(4) The organization must be permanent, to give con-
tinuity, coherence and exhaustiveness to the work.
(5) The organization should usually correspond with
the subdivisions of horticulture rather than tne sciences

upon which it is founded. That is, there should be
pomologists, gardeners and florists, rather than botan-
ists, chemist* and entomologists (6) Money and effort

should be concentrated upon a few comprehensive
problems that can be exhaustively carried to sound
conclusions. Too many experiments are but frag-

ments of a larger problem, discovered to be such, they
are often discarded after waste of time and money
The third of the essentials just given needs amplifica-

tion The greatest deterrent to good work in experi-
mentation is the association of research with teaching
either in the classroom or from the institute platform.
Ho much of the time and energy of men having these
dual-purpose positions is taken by the more present,
and therefore more pressing, work of teaching that
they are often investigators only in name. In every
institution where teaching and investigating are com-
bined, the demand is naturally strongest from students,
and investigation suffers There are, it is true, advan-
tages in the combined position of teacher and investi-

gator, but few indeed are the cases in which the dis-

advantages do not outweigh them and always the
research work suffers

There should be cooperation between the horticul-

tural experimenters m the several states and the United
States Department of Agriculture A most pathetic
spectacle in our agricultural institutions is that of iso-

lated men attacking one and the same problem, dupli-

cating results, often duplicating errors and in either case
wasting public funds So far as possible there should
not be overlapping of experimental work, unless dupli-

cation is desirable to make more certain the results

In the latter case the work should be jointly planned
and from time to time compared and adjusted to secure
efficiency and economy. The Society for Horticultural
Science is an excellent clearing-house in which the
official horticultural experimenters in North America
may interchange ideas and adjust their work.

Theories in horticulture are so general, facts so
numerous, evidence of one kind or another so easily

adduced, that the temptation is strong to state a theory,
supply facts from the many already known, adorn the
work with a dash of personally collected evidence and
call the result an experiment. Such work lacks coher-
ence and is incomplete. Few, indeed, are the horticul-

tural investigators who make their work invincible by
exhaustiveness. Again, the urgent call for results has
led to the study of problems admitting of hurried con-
clusions rather than those that are fundamental, and
for this reason much work is unfinished and incon-
clusive. The superb exhaustiveness of Darwin’s work,
much of it horticultural experimentation, should
furnish inspiration and method to investigators in this
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field of agriculture in particular. All call to mind that
the “Origin of Species*' is but a short statement of the
theory of evolution which is then shown to be an
impregnable fact by a vast amount of evidence over
which Darwin labored for twenty years, biding time
until his views reached full maturity. There is every
temptation to publish prematurely, but permanent
work is that which is completely worked out. Besides,

given time, investigation is easier, material coming of
itself which, under speed, would have required travail

of mind to bring forth.

The immediate field.

In conclusion it may be well to state, as a record of

the times, and for possible suggestive value, some of
the present problems of horticulture

Experimentation is needed in the oldest of horti-
cultural operations—pruning. It must be approached
through physiological botany. We know next to
nothing about the feeding of plants and the influences
of the food elements on plant-products—current
methods of fertilizing are largely arbitrary. Many
questions having to do with sex are before us. There
is need of more precise knowledge about bud-forma-
tion and the setting and dropping of fruits. There is

yet much to be done in the classification and descrip-
tion of horticultural plants. More than elsewhere in

agriculture, horticultural plants are inter-planted as
m catch-crops, cover-crops and in crop-rotation; the
inter-relationships of plants and the effects of crop
residues, therefore, must be studied. Greater knowledge
of the associations of plants would throw new light on
the relations of climates and soils to plant-growing

—

plant ecology We have not yet reached the limit of
improvement in any cultivated species and plant-
breeding must be given attention. The relationships
of parasites and hosts involving the whole matter of
predisposition, resistance and immunity offer a series

of problems The good and bad effects of sprays,
quite aside from their insectici lal or fungicidal func-
tions, are worthy of study. Much has been written
but very little is really knoun about the reciprocal
influences of stock and graft The whole matter of
stocks needs experimental attention, fruit-growers in

particular having little to guide them m the choice of
stocks for the several fruits We know that cultivated
plants vary greatly, are any of the variations heritable
or do they appear and disappear with the individual?
A study of the last problem would bring one to a much-
needed investigation of mutations. Acclimatization
deserves consideration. There yet remain many native
plants worthy of domestication. Forcing of plants
brings up many problems; as, the influence of heated
soils and atmospheres, soil sterilization, artificial lights

in place of sunlight, the use of electricity in forcing

rowth and the physiological disturbances of the plant
rought about by the changed environment. Lastly,

those who ship and store horticultural products are call-

ing for experimental aid to solve their many problems.

EXTENSION TEACHING IN HORTICULTURE.
Extension work is the effort made by an institution of

higher learning to carry outside its own walls and
directly to the people, any form of helpful educational
influence. A state university, or institution that
derives financial support from the state, may legiti-

mately be called upon to give instruction to the people
who cannot attend its courses, if means are provided
for the performance of this office. Such an institution

no longer fulfils its complete function when it confines

itself to teaching students who come to it and to the
investigation of problems within its laboratories. A
strong college of arts and science, necessarily the center
of.the great university of today, may extend its educa-
tional ideals and its higher educational functions to
the people of the state as well as to the students who

reside within it. The professional schools of law, medi-
cine, education, engineering, journalism, agriculture
and others (articulated with the college of arts and
science, to make up the university) are each investiga-
ting the problems of their respective fields and gather-
ing information that may be carried to the people of
the state, through organized extension work More
and more the people are coming to depend upon this
information as a basis for better enactment, better
municipal functions, better sanitation, better regula-
t’ons as to health, better civic improvement of all

hases, and last, but not least, better agriculture,
etter roads, and a higher plane of country life.

Extension work in horticulture is that phase of
organized extension activity that has to do with better
roduction, better handling and better marketing of
orticultural products and the higher efforts of living

to which this work contributes.

Horticultural extension is conducted by means of
private letters, lectures, publications, correspondence
courses, demonstration schools, demonstration experi-
ments, and the like.

Private correspondence—Every fruit-grower, gar-
dener, florist or other horticultural worker may
encounter special problems upon which he needs
individual advice. The horticultural department in

any of our leading colleges of agriculture is called

upon to answer thousands of letters of inquiry every
ear. Each of these inquiries is referred to the mem-
er of the horticultural staff best qualified to handle it.

Many of these inquiries entail special letters. Some of

them may be more fully answered by sending circulars

or bulletins.

Publications .—Departments of horticulture dissemi-
nate much information through bulletins, circulars

of information and press notices These bulletins are
the published results of the investigation of special
problems bv the members of the horticultural staff.

Circulars of information are more popular treatises

of horticultural subjects of interest m the state, and
pertaining to which the department has gathered
information of interest . Press notices are usually timely
topics or seasonal advice furnished the press of the
state to publish at the opportune time for their readers
If an insect or disease appears suddenly and promises to

become widespread, due to unusual conditions, it often
may be checked by prompt action. Unusual weather
conditions may sometimes call for unusual methods of

management of plants or of crops
The publication may take the form of an organized

reading-course effort without assuming to construct
and conduct correspondence courses

Extension lectures .—Hundreds of lectures on horti-

cultural topics are given by members of the horti-

cultural staff, at schools, teachers’ meetings, civic

improvement societies, commercial club meetings,
nurserymen’s conventions, canners’ associations, fruit-

growers’ orgamzations, florists’ clubs, and other gather-
ings. In this way something of the work of the Depart-
ment may be carried to every organized body in the
state which is interested in a phase of horticulture.

Surveys .—That the department of horticulture may
be of special service to a horticultural center, or special

horticultural industry, a careful survey of the horti-

cultural conditions as they exist may be desirable.

Such a survey may determine what varieties are prov-
ing most profitable, which of the prevailing methods of

management are yielding the most satisfactory results,

what are the difficult problems that need investiga-
tion and what are the reasons for successes or failures.

The average result may throw much light upon what
is already proving best in the neighborhood. A
question that is vexing the average grower may have
been answered by the work of the best growers, whose
results show the answer to the question. As an exam-
ple of the plan and possibilities of such surveys may
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be mentioned the orchard survey of some of the
leading apple-growing counties of New "York. A meas-
ure of the commercial value of spraying is secured by
statistical results from sprayed ana unsprayed orchards.

The commercial value of orchard tillage as compwed
with orchards growing in sod is shown by the returns
from each class of orchard. The best methods of green-
house construction and management for particular crops
may be determined and explained m the same wav.

Extension schools .—In many states, extension schools

of horticulture are held for the purpose of carrying

Kal horticultural instruction to a neighborhood.
schools often consist of lectures and demonstra-

tions m a subject of immediate interest For example,
just previous to harvesting a fruit crop a school m
fruit-packing may be held. The methods and advan-
tages of proper packing are presented by means of

lectures. This is followed by practical laboratory
periods m which those in attendance learn to do the
work of proper packing. In a similar wav, pruning,
spraying and other phases of fruit-production are
being taught in brief periods of one or two days or a
week, the time varying with the needs of the commu-
nity and the character of the subject taught; or situa-

tions with vegetable-growers and florists may be met.
Correspondence courses -—Some schools teach courses

in borticultnre by correspondence. Certain subjects
are capable of being taught m this wav. Outlines for

the lessons are mailed to the student. Prescribed read-
ing is required and directions few observations and
original work and study of plants are formulated.
Examinations usually consist of written reports made
by the student, embodying a statement of the results

secured by him. These reports usually show whether
or not the student has grasped the subject and wherein
he may need further suggestions and study.

Boys' and girls’ dubs .—A movement that is destined
to have a very profound influence is the organization
of boyc’ and girls’ clubs for the study of subjects rela-

ting to horticulture. Often this club work takes the
form of contests m gardening or in the production of

some special garden crop, such as tomatoes. Organiza-
tion is best effected through cooperation with the
schools or somebody that can direct the work of each
local club. Printed sheets are mailed the club members,
from time to time, giving instruction m the details of

the work and the conditions governing the contest.

Prizes are usually awarded at the local congests and
sometimes the prize-winners*compete m a state contest.

Cooperative demonstrations and experiments .—A very
efficient means of promoting the productive growth of

any horticultural interest is by means of cooperative
demonstrations conducted on the grounds of some
energetic grower, whose conditions fairly represent the
neighborhood. The ground may be leased by the
institution or offered by the local grower. Experiments
are carefully outlined to test some problem of interest,

such as spraying, comparison of methods of pruning
or of cultivation or planting, the use of fertilizers,

determination of the merits of particular flowers or

vegetables, or other question which the community
needs to have worked out. A representative of the
horticultural staff visits the grounds as often as is

necessary to oversee proper conduct of the work and
to record the results of the experiment. Whenever
results are secured that are of benefit to the growers,

a meeting is held for the purpose of explaining and
observing these results and demonstrating the methods
for the benefit of those who may profit by adopting
them. This form of extension affords the means not
only of presenting to the grower facts and methods
already known, but it also works ipew problems out
for the neighborhood by securing results that are

adapted to their special local requirement. It makes
the work convincing; the growers themselves have a
hand in it and feel that it is their own; they grow into

an understanding of it as the work grows: it gives a
new pride and a new power in working for superior
methods. While this is perhaps the most productive
form of extension work, its scope is, of course, neces-
sarily limited by the fact that working force and funds
are not available for handling more than a limited
number of the pressing problems in a state at one time.

General considerations .—Incidentally there are other
ways by which extension work may be accomplished.
Enough already has been accomplished to show that
organized extension work has a large and increasing
influence upon the horticulture of a state.

Like any other great movement in behalf of human
progress, the measure of success of extension work in
horticulture depends largely on its proper organization.
It offers a multitude of opportunities for work that the
world needs to have done As indicated above, the
work is approached in numerous ways Unless properly
organized there is danger of scattered effort, duplica-
tion, and failure to follow up results so as to give sta-

bility and permanence. It should be a factor in the
organized extension work of the entire institution of

which it is a part. The question then arises as to

whether the work should be undertaken by a separate
corps of workers, especially trained for the purpose, and
acting under the direction of an extension department
head, or whether, since it relates to a special profes-

sional field, it should be carried by the officers of the
department of horticulture m the college and experi-

ment station. To the writer, the latter seems to be the
more rational arrangement. It is no doubt true that
if a corps of men do extension work exclusively, with
no definitely organized relation to college teaching and
experiment station investigation, there will be a ten-

dency to lose touch with higher educational ideals

and failure to take to the people the stimulus of pro-
ductive investigation and the last word in scientific

advancement. Undoubtedly there is a tendency,
especially on the part of younger men who have the
faculty of appealing to the popular audience, to become
satisfied with the plaudits of the multitude, and to

strive only to enthuse and amuse, unless they are
closely connected with college and station work.
While one function of extension work may be to inspire

and exhort, the day has passed when that alone is

sufficient. The commercial horticulturist has reached
a plane of development when he needs definite helpful

instruction. Attractive letters and lectures are no
longer sufficient. He needs, in addition, so far as it is

possible to supply it, definite demonstrations of how
to do his work according to the most approved methods.
The men most closely m touch with strong college

teaching and station investigation should be the best
fitted to supply this need.

Furthermore, the college teacher or investigator

equally needs intimate contact with the commercial
grower and his problems. His problems are the prob-
lems of the teacher and the investigator. The above
conclusions do not dispute the fact that an individual

may have especial talent and taste for extension work
and lack the plodding patience to make a strong
investigator. He may largely devote his time to
extension if only the organization keeps him closely

linked with college and station men. On the other
hand, a productive investigator may not best succeed
as a popular lecturer and may give most of his time to

investigation. Hie help may be indispensable in solv-

^Bome of the difficult problems !that arise in the
of extension. The organization of the individuals

doing college and station work, ought to afford that
union of relationship that will enable the director of

extension to call the department of horticulture to his

add. The organization within the department should
be beet able to supply this need by calling upon the
individual best fitted to meet the specific demand.

J. € Whitten.
















